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PUBLISHERS’ NOTE ON THE COMPLETED WORK - 

Tue publication of the Atlas, which is incorporated in the present edition, completed the plan of The Century 
Dictionary and Cyclopedia. As the Cyclopedia of Names grew out of the Dictionary and supplemented 
it on its encyclopedic side, so the Atlas grew out of the Cyclopedia, and serves as an extension of its 
geographical material, Each of these works deals with a different part of the great field of words,— 
common words and names, —while the three, in their unity, constitute a work of reference which prac- 
tically covers the whole of that field. The two new volumes now issued make the material of the Dic- 
tionary and Cyclopedia complete, The total number of words and names defined or otherwise described 
in the completed work is over 500,000, 

The special features of each of these several parts of the book are described in the Prefaces which will 
be found in the first, ninth, tenth, and eleventh volumes, It need only be said that the definitions of the 
common words of the language are for the most part stated encyclopedically, with a vast amount of 
technical, historical, and practical information in addition to a wealth of purely philological material ; that 
the same encyclopedic method is applied to proper names—names of persons, places, characters in fiction, 
books—in short, of everything to which a name is given ; and that in the Atlas geographical names, and 
much besides, are exhibited with a completeness and serviceableness seldom equaled. Of the Century Dic- 
tionary and Cyclopedia as a whole, therefore, it may be said that it is in its own field the most com- 
plete presentation of human knowledge—scientific, historical, and practical—that exists. 

Moreover, the method of distributing this encyclopedic material under a large number of headings, 
which has been followed throughout, makes each item of this great store of information far more acces- 
sible than in works in which a different system is adopted. 
The first edition of The Century Dictionary was completed in 1801, that of the Century Cyclopedia of 

Names in 1894, that of the Atlas in 1897, and that of the two new volumes in 1909. Each of the works 
published at the earlier dates has been subjected to repeated careful revisions, and the results of this scrutiny 
are comprised in this edition. 

‘THE DE ViINNE PRESS 
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PREFATORY NOTE. 

- — HE CENTURY DICTIONARY (1889-91) was much the largest collection of the words of 

Es#.| the English language that had been published. In it the number of words and ‘phrases’ 

@ which had appeared in special glossaries and technical dictionaries, but much the greater 

part of it was obtained by a systematic search through English literature, especially the literature of 

science and the arts. The labor and cost of effecting this very notable enlargement of the recorded 

English vocabulary have amply been justified by its utility to the many thousands of users of the book 

during the past twenty years. 

The compilers of the Century were, however, aware that a dictionary record, whatever might be 

its degree of completeness at the date of publication, would in the future need to be enlarged on account 

of the continuous and rapid increase of the vocabulary of English, both common and technical. It was, 

in particular, very obvious that in many branches of science and technology the coinage of new terms 

and the development of new meanings would proceed — as they have in fact done — at a greatly accelerated 

pace. Accordingly, the work of collection was not ended by the publication of the dictionary, but has 

been continued ever since. 

The result of this labor is presented in these two volumes, which supplement the original work. 

They contain additional words, senses, and defined ‘ phrases’ representing the increase in scientific 

and technological terminology, as well as in the ‘common’ vocabulary, during the past twenty-five years, 

and possessing a high degree of technical importance and general interest. During this period —a period 

probably more productive of neologisms than any other of the same length in the history of the lan- 

guage — not only have many special sciences, or branches of sciences, been created, and remarkable exten- 

sions of the older sciences been effected, but the practical arts also (with commerce, exploration, and the 

like) have found innumerable new applications, methods, and objects; and with all of these advances 

have come new vocabularies, often of great extent, or new uses of old terms, which the dictionary must 

record. It is necessary to mention only such topics as radioactivity, aéronautics, immunity and se- 

rumtherapy, experimental psychology, the recent studies in heredity and organic development, the 

advances in cytology and embryology, and the progress in telegraphy and electrical technology in 

general, in order to indicate the extent and importance of these accretions. Much the same is true of 

the increase in the vocabularies of scientific and practical agriculture, of physiological chemistry, of 

medicine, and of many other subjects, scientific or practical. It should also be noted that a very con- 

siderable number of foreign (Spanish, French, etc.) words (names of plants, fabrics, materials, imple- 

ments, institutions, and so on), especially terms in use in Hawaii, the Philippines, Porto Rico, and Spanish 

America generally, have of late acquired a quasi-English value (or, at least, interest) which the dictionary 

must recognize. In addition to this superabundant new growth there have also been included many 

words and senses of earlier origin, and also extensions of many encyclopedic articles and definitions. The 

total number of words, senses, and ‘phrases’ thus collected and here defined is about one hundred thousand 

—an addition comparable to that made by the original edition of the dictionary. It should be added, 

however, that the words and forms included, great as their number is, are still a selection, made under the 
vil 
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general rules stated in the preface to the original edition (Vol. 1.), to which for this and other prefatory 

matter the reader is referred. Many chemical and mineralogical terms, for example, have been added, 

but, of course, not all; important New Latin names in zodlogy and botany have been admitted, but (rela- 

tively) only a few; the obvious derivatives (which — actual and possible — are many thousands in number) 

from names of families, orders, etc., in zodlogy and botany are, with a few exceptions, not given; and 

provincialisms (except Americanisms and Australianisms) and obsolete words and expressions have, as a 

rule, been excluded. 

As regards method of treatment and typographical style, it is enough to say that in these matters 

the plan of the main work has been closely followed. The various definitions and articles are designed 

to fit into the text of the earlier volumes without diversity of form, interruption of continuity, or repe- 

tition of matter. In accordance with this plan the fact that a given word in the supplementary vocabu- 

lary is additional or ‘new’ is indicated simply by the fact that it is followed by the respelling for 

pronunciation and, generally, by an etymological note; in the case of an additional sense or phrase, on the 

other hand, the title-word is not followed by the pronunciation and derivation; and the same is true of 

mere additions to articles in the main text. Cross-references to material in the supplementary volumes 

are distinguished by a star (*) placed before the word under which the material will be found. Refer- 

ences not so distinguished are to the original volumes. 

The various definitions and articles have been written by the contributors whose names are given in 

the list of collaborators and in the second paragraph below. Of the etymologies it should be said that 

in only a few cases has more than a brief explanatory statement been necessary, since most of the words 

are scientific coinages or other terms of simple and often obvious formation, or are foreign words (intro- 

duced into English in some special sense) of which, as a rule, in accordance with the custom of the diction- 

ary, only the proximate source (as French or Italian or Spanish, ete.) is indicated. 

During the progress of the work upon these volumes, but after the completion of their portions of it, 

several of the contributors have been removed by death. Dr. Richard Garnett, keeper of printed books 

of the British Museum, an early friend of the dictionary, died on April 12, 1906. On January 6, 1907, the 

eminent astronomer Professor Charles A. Young, also a kind and helpful friend of the Century from its 

earliest days, passed away, The death of Professor William K. Brooks, of the Johns Hopkins University, 

long distinguished for his services to biology, followed on November 12, 1908. On February 11, 1909, eame 

the announcement of the death of Mr. Russell Sturgis, a learned student of architecture and connoisseur 

of art, one of the earliest and most important contributors to the dictionary. Mr. Henry G. Kittredge, an 

authority upon the textile industries, died on June 5, 1909. They were men eminent for scientific and 

scholarly attainments and all that makes for nobility of character. 

It remains only to thank the very numerous helpers who have contributed special items of informa- 

tion or material, or have aided in the work of the editorial office or the press. Without the assistance of 

all, such completeness and accuracy as may have been attained would have been impossible. Special 

mention should be made of the assistance of Professor John Dewey, of Columbia University, in the defining 

of pragmatism and related terms; of the Bureau of Forestry and the Society of American Foresters, in 

granting through Mr. Gifford Pinchot the use of the manuscript of their glossary of terms in forestry and 

lumbering; of Dr. Robert Lilley, in contributing many definitions of Oriental (especially Chinese and 

Japanese) and other terms, and in aiding editorially in putting a part of the first volume through the 

press; of Mr. David White, of the United States Geological Survey, and Dr. Herbert J. Webber, of the 

United States Department of Agriculture, in defining various botanical terms; of Professor J. Bishop 

Tingle, of McMaster University, and Dr. Campbell E. Waters, of the United States Bureau of Standards, 

in assisting in the work on organic chemistry; of Dr. Whitman Cross, of the United States Geological 

Survey, in writing certain of the earlier definitions in petrography ; of Professor Pierre A, Fish, of Cornell 

University, in defining various neurological terms; of Dr. Frank H. Chittenden, of the United States De- 

partment of Agriculture, in giving valued aid in the work on the entomological terms and illustrations; 

of Professor Harold Jacoby, of Columbia University; of Mr. H. C. Cassell, in contributing the definitions 
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relating to chess; of the late Mr. W. N. Fitzgerald, editor of “The Hub,” in defining a large number of 

terms relating to vehicles and harness; of Mr. Benjamin Garno, in supplying definitions in billiards; of 

Mr. Charles De Kay, in defining terms in fencing; of Professor Edmund K. Alden, of the Packer Institute, 

in the definition of terms in general and political history; of Mr. Herbert H. Smith, in contributing, with 

definitions, a number of West Indian words; of Mr. E. C. Hinckley, in supplying the definitions of terms 

relating to tanning and leather-making; of Professor J. O. Schlotterbeck, of the University of Michigan, 

in defining a number of pharmaceutical terms; of Miss Edith M. Greer, of Pratt Institute, in defining 

terms in cooking; of Mrs. O. A. M. Hall of the Drexel Institute, in furnishing information with regard to 

needlework and embroidery; of Mr. James Means and Mr. Augustus Post, in furnishing valuable material 

relating to aéronauties; of Mr. Philip 8. Smith, in the subjeet of physiography; of Miss Katharine B. 

Wood, in collecting much valuable material relating to common words; and of Miss Margaret Jackson 

and Miss Florence Gilmour, in most efficiently aiding in the work of the editorial office. 

In the selection and criticism of the illustrations, which are about one thousand nine hundred in 

number, aid has been given by nearly all of the collaborators and also by many others. For the use of 

valuable material especial acknowledgment is due to Macmillan and Company, who have granted the use 

of cuts from their English edition of von Zittel’s “ Paleontology”; to the Metropolitan Museum of Art; 

to the American Museum of Natural History; to the Mount Wilson Solar Observatory; to the New York 

Institute for the Blind; to the Westinghouse Company; to the Forest Service, Washington; to the 

British School at Athens; to the British Museum; and to the Journal of Hellenic Studies. 

To the second volume has been added a supplement to the Cyclopedia of Names (Vol. IX. of the 

Dictionary and Cyclopedia) of ninety-two pages, comprising a large number of new articles and also of 

additions to the articles contained in the various editions of that work. 

BENJAMIN E. SMITH. 
November 1, 1909, 



ABBREVIATIONS 

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS. 

Middle English (other. 
wise called Old Eng- 

lish). 



as in fat, man, pang. 
as in fate, mane, dalo. 

as in far, father, guard. 
as in fall, talk, naught. 
as in ask, fast, ant. 
as in fare, hair, bear. 

as in met, pen, bless, 
as in mete, meet, meat, 

as in her, fern, heard. 

as in pin, it, biscuit. 
as in pine, fight, file, 

as in not, on, frog. 
as in note, poke, floor, 
as in move, spoon, room. 

as in nor, song, off. 

aso rr rn & 

~~ — 

race 

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION. 

oi as in oil, joint, boy. 
ou as in pound, proud, now. 

A-single dot under a vowel in an unaccented 
syllable indicates ite abbreviation and lighten- 
ing, without absolute loss of its distinctive qual- 
ity. See Preface, p. xi, Thus: 

& as in prelate, courage, captain. 
& asin ablegate, episcopal. 
6 asin abrogate, eulogy, democrat, 
@ as in singular, education. 

A double dot under a vowel in an unaceented 
syllable indicates that, even in the mouths of 
the best speakers, its sound is variable to, and 
in ordinary utterance actually becomes, the 
short w-sound (of but, pun, ete.). See Preface, 

u asin tub, son, blood. 2 — 
G as in mute, acute, few (also new, ® as in errant, republican, 

tube, duty: see Preface, pp. ix, x). ¢ as in prudent, difference. 
i asin pull, book, could, i asin charity, density. 
ti German i, French u. g asin valor, actor, idiot. 

SIGNS. 

¢ read from ; i. e., derived from. 
> read whence ; i. 6., from which is derived. 
+ read and; i. e., compounded with, or with suffix. 
= read cognate with; i. ., etymologically parallel with, 

A superior figure placed after a title-word in- 
dicates that the word so marked is distinct 
etymologically from other words, following or 
preceding it, spelled in the same manner and 
marked with different numbers. Thus: 

back! (bak), a. The posterior part, ete. 

back! (bak), a. Lying or being behind, ete. 

back! (bak), v. To furnish with a back, ete. 
back! (bak), adv, Behind, ete. 
back?} (bak), n. The earlier form of bat?. 
back? (bak), ». A large flat-bottomed boat, 

ete. 

Various abbreviations have been used in the 
credits to the quotations, as “ No,” for number, 
“at.” for stanza, “p.” for page, “1.” for line, 
T for paragraph, “fol.” for folio. The method 
used in indicating the subdivisions of books 
will be understood by reference to the follow- 
ing plan: 

Section only......... vecesecee seccse 9% 
Chapter only ..........e..008 cocasscenee xiv. 
Canto only ........ eeveccees ereseaveceee EiVe 

Book only TREE ERT HHH iii, 

V read root. 

& asin Persia, peninsula, 
§ as in the book. 
ũ as in nature, feature. 

A mark (~) under the consonants ¢, d, #, 2 in- 
dicates that they in like manner are variable to 
ch, j, sh, zh. Thus: 

t asin nature, adventure, 
@ asin arduous, education. 
@ as in pressure. 

% as in seizure. 

TH as in then. 
¢h as in German ach, Scotch loch, 
hh French nasalizing n, as in ton, en. 

ly (in French words) French liquid (mouillé) L. 
* denotes a primary, ‘ a secondary accent. (A 

secent is not marked if at its regular 
interval of two syllables from the primary, or 
from another secondary.) 

* read theoretical or alleged ; i. e., theoretically assumed, 

or asserted but unverified, form. 
t read obsolete, 
* references s0 marked are to the supplementary volumes. 

SPECIAL EXPLANATIONS. 

Book and chapter....... coecene 
Part and chapter ....... — 
Book and line ............. ees 

Book and page .......0.cceceee iii. 10, 
Act and scene ...............5- 
Chapter and verse ...... —— 
No. and pagoe........... . 
Volume and page ............... II. 34. 
Volume and chapter ............ IV. iv. 
Part, book, and chapter.......,. II. iv. 12. 
Part, canto, and stanza ......... IL iv. 12. 
Chapter and section or J ........ vii. § or 73. 
Volume, part, and section or 7 . 1, i, § or 9 6. 
Book, chapter, and section or J..L i. § or J 6. 

Different grammatical phases of the same 
word are grouped under one head, and distin- 
guished by the Roman numerals I., II. IIL, 
ete. This applies to transitive and intransi- 
tive uses of the same verb, to adjectives used 
also as nouns, to nouns used also as adjectives, 
to adverbs used also as prepositions or con- 
junctions, ete. 

The capitalizing and italicizing of certain or 
all of the words in a synonym-list indicates 

that the words so distinguished are discrimi- 

nated in the text immediately following, or 
under the title referred to. 
The figures by which the synonym-liste are 

sometimes divided indicate the senses or def- 
nitions with which they are connected. 
The title-words begin with a small (lower- 

ease) letter, or with a capital, according to 
usage. When usage differs, in this matter, 
with the different senses of a word, the abbre- 
viations [cap.] for “capital” and [J. ¢.] for 
“lower-case” are used to indicate this varia- 
tion. 
The difference observed in regard to the 

capitalizing of the second element in zodlogi- 
eal and botanical terms is in accordance with 
the existing usage in the two sciences. Thus, 
in zotlogy, in a scientific name consisting of 
two words the second of which is derived from 
& proper name, only the first would be capi- 
talized. Bat a name of similar derivation in 
botany would have the second element also 
capitalized. 

The names of zodlogical and botanical classes, 
orders, families, genera, ete., have been uni- 

formly italicized, in accordance with the prea 
ent usage of scientific writers. 





1, 2 (a). 
next above middle C has 
(at French pitch) 435 vibra- 
tions per seeond. In medie- 

i val music, the final of the 
olian and hypowolian 
modes. (g) In chem., the 
symbol for argon.—3, Also 
an abbreviation of ampere 
and of *4-lerel( which see). 
da, which stands for ana, 

In music, the A 

iy 

tes 
AA, AA. 
Gr, dvd, used in sense of ‘throughout,’ that is, 

ba: $9) 
—— 

Prop. 

‘of each one.’ ] ‘In recipes, an abbreviation 
equivalent, when used after the names of sev- 
Ms th, Be to ‘of each one take.’ 

—8 A Swedish letter representing an 
A, ce long a (fi), now sounded as English 
long open on in form or a in fall. 

a-a (ii'ib), m. ft waiian.) A form of cooled 
lava-stream of which the surface consists of 
jue agzed and irre —— — blocks. The blocks represent 
wt chilled and solidified crust of a molten masa, and were 

formed during a se, When the onward movement 
was resumed the frozen cakes were piled one w an- 
other. Contrasted with ochoe, which refers to smooth 
or Guted surfaces, Both words are of Hawaiian 
bat are ass teted In English writings on vo ca: 
nom, 0, Dutton, Aan, Rep. Director U. 3. Geol. Sur- 
vey 1854, p, * 

Aachenian ——— a, and n. [G. — 
(F. Air-la-Chapelle) + -ian.) In stratigra, 
noting formations underlying the Chalk in X 
gium: now known as* Bernissertian( which see). 
A.A. e, Anabbreviation of Assistant Adjutant- 
(ienera 

aal, nw. See *al/l, 
Aalenian (/-1é’ni-an), a. and ». [G, dalen in 
Wirtemberg. } In’ stratigraphy, noting Eu- 
ropean subdivision of the 
the Jurassic. 

aalii (44-166), n. (Hawaiian; < aa (= Maori 
aka, ete.), roots, + tii (= Maori riki), small.) 
In Hawai. a small tree, Dodonaea viscosa, 12 to 
25 feet high. It is one ef the commonest trees of that 
region and found on all the fslanda, It also occurs in 

leal America, New Zealand, and Australia, and on 
* bly all of the voleanic island groups of Polynesia, 

is Tal for ita hard grained, dark wood, Called apirt 

aannerédite, nu. See *annerddite, 
aback!, adv. AU aback (nawt.), said of sails when 
they are all flattened against the masts by the wind act- 
ing on them from in frout. - All aback (naut.) 

dof the are salla on the foremast when the wind 
coming from ahead has lad the saila against the mast. 
Plat aback (newt.). sald of sails when the wind is nearly 
ata right angle to them, so that they are neither bellied 
petro nor against the mast, but just fluteering 
or 

Abacola (a-bak’$-li), n. [NL.: origin not ob- 
vious.}] The — genus of the family Aba- 
colide, Edwa 

Abacolide —— n. pl. [NL., ¢ Abae- 
ola + -idw.) A family of parasitic copepod 
prea yet —* in — nat have 
«i month-parta adapte: 5- 
a= da The typical —* is 3 “ha 5 ee 

abadejo (ii-bii-da’ho), n. [Sp.. a ‘codfish, poor- 
: origin uncertain.) jock, = Pg. aba 

‘A Caban name for the scamp ycteroperca fal- 
cata, a lange ies of 

abandond, p. *22 —8E 
doned, 

abarti ealer Se [ab- + — 
ar ot affecting the —5 5; not arti 
“igartioutar gout “se wyout 1, 

epelling of aban- 

wer Odlite beds of ~ 

CENTURY DICTIONARY | 
1 SUPPLEMENT if 

through defect } museular action, not necee- 
sarily paralysis or incodrdination. 

abasic (a-ba‘sik), a. [abasia + -ic.] Of, per- 
taining to, or affected with abasia. 
abask (a-bask’), adv. [¢ a3+bask,v.) Bask- 
apt bathed t in sunlight or genial warmth. J. 

— (a-bas‘tard), v.t. [OF. abastardir, to 
stigmatize as bastard or degenerate.) To bas- 
tardize; render spurious or corrupt; debase. 
Donne, Psewdo-Martyr, p. 226. N. ED. 
abaton (ab’a-ton), n.; pl. abata (-ti). age 
< Gr, dferov, prop. — of 43aroc, not — 
trodden, ¢ 4- priv. + Sarde ¢ passer, —F k, 

A place 
— 

— entry; 
ashrine, Same 
as adytum, 

abat-con(a-bii’- 
son),n. [F.,¢ 

abate), + son, 
sound.) Ade- 
vice for throw- 
ing downward 
sound, as that 

{| of a bell. 
\ Abattoir 
‘| peales cael ss 

the weigh- 
ing dresset 
meat iu Tearketa, 
abattoira, and 
= ware- ‘Abe attolr Scale 
ome. The meat, 

suspembed from hooks attached toa trey travelingon a 
telpherage systers or overhead track, js ron upon ashort 

ay Zs 
ken wnat QF — ad ea NSE) aN i Meta Geer dra KS ROIS — 

‘ai. "a, measures, consiati elther haracte: i 

2* (g-ba'si-f), * * eat —** a (ef. the statf * —— or See ofa Gaere vin the 

ping: see basis.) med., inability to has — — — — 

Se rj 
2 Various horizontal dashes, lines, rows of dota, ete., In- 
boating that the foree of sume preceding character is to 
continue as far as the dashes, lines, or dota extend, thus; 

= = — Ee FSI 
Ped. ⸗ 

i 3 

— 

7 ~ 

5 4 

abciss (ab’sis), ». Same as *com t, 8. 
;, Sbcoulomb (ab’kt-lom’), n. [ab(solute) + cou- 

lomb.) A name proposed for the c. g. s. elee- 
tromagnetic unit of electrical quantity ; 10 cou- 
lombs. Also abscoulom 

the solar plexus (which see, onder 
— Abdo! the somilunar gangtion 

which see, under ganglion). — Al 
geatation occurring outsite of the uterus,— A 
pee — a —— framework, with a stretcher for the fect, 
— for exercising the alxiurninal mus- 

cles hthisis, tuberculosis of the perito- 
da, or mucous coat of the {nteation, 

Pregnancy. Same as inal 
in em tien. — » the tube of meso- 

blast which envelopes the stem the allantois in the 
young human and mammalian ——— Abtemtunl 

abdominaiian (aba b-dom-i-na‘li-an), a. [Abdom- 
inales + -ian.] Pertaining to or having the 
characteristics of the Abdominales. 
abdominothoracic (ab-dom’i-né-thd-ras’ik), a. 
Relating to both the abdomen and the thorax. 

abdominovesical (ab-lom‘i-né-ves‘i-kal), a. 
Relating to the abdominal wall and to .the 
urinury bladder.—Abdominovesical pouch, the 
concave surface of the peritoneum where ft is deflected 
— the anterior abdominal wall to the distended ad 
4 

section of track which forms the jo weighing: platform ofthe apducens the external rectus muscle of the 
scales, The lev- a eyeball, — poms. 0 nucleus, the center in the me- 
had system inay duila oblongata from which the alducena nerve seems to 

avove the @) take ite origin. 

aoa ate —* D abduction, ». 3. In the logical system of C. 
thon smapow | 8. Peirce, reasoning from consequent to ante- 
from the lev cedent; the acceptance on probation (or more 
bo the absolutely) of a hypothesis to explain observed 
way be below facts; the deriving of a suggestion from obser- 
ataconvenient vation. —FPormal abduction, a logical process which 
distance from has the form of abduction but does not involve any puel · 
the floor, tive assertion, and ts pot, therefore, like positive abdue- 

Teolley-scale, 
ma be 
welche, or as many as the welghing-section of track 
will hold may be weighed together. Another form of 
scale employs a trolley for weighing materials in transit, 
with a scale-beam attached directly to the trolley and 
traveling with it. This is called a trollep-ecale. 

abaxile, a. 2. In bot., turned away from the 
axis: said of lateral organs. 
abbadia (a-bii-lé"a), m. [It.: see abbacy.] An 
abbey or, in Italian architecture, more often an 
abbey church. Also hadia. 
abbasi, ». 3. A current, subsidiary coin of 
Afghanistan, equivalent to 2 sanars or 10 
pee. 

be-Fizeau dilatometer. See *dilatometer. 
Abbe focimeter, marine nephoscope. Sve 
*focimeter, or, snephos Cope. 

numbers. See *#umber. Abbreviated 
abbreviation, n.,4, Other marks of abbreviation 
are: (1) One lad cating —— is to extend for several 

tion, subject to error, Sach is the process of adopting a 
sew word and that of forming an abstraction, 

Abelicea (ub-e-lis’é-it). ». (NL. (Rafinesque, 
1836), ¢ Gr. dredixea, the name of the Cretan 

vwecies.) A genus of dicotyledonous plauts of 
A 38 vont Ulmacew, See Zelkova, 
be Lincoln bug. See *hug?. 

abergiaube (i ber-glou’ be}, n. 5 aberglaube, 
for “oberqlaube, tiberglaube, loof, 
‘ over- belief.” The first element simulates aber, 
but.) Belief beyond what is justified by ex- 
perience and knowledge. See the extract. 

Our word ‘superstition’ had by its derivation this 
same meaning, but it has come to be in a merely 
bart sense, and "to menn a childish and craven religiosity. 

— — an 4 ie 
of fife.” * bellef, ite which we hope, —* 

eo pons ot 

rnodd, Lit. and Dogma, p. 87. 

Aberrant duct of — ae biledtuct unconnected 
with the other port‘on- of the biliary apparatus 



aberrate 2 

aberrate,v.i. 2. In optics, torefract,asalens, abiotic (ab-i-ot’ik), a. [Gr. a- priv. + Burude, 
in such à manner that rays varying in wave- pertaining to life.) oting those seiences 
length or passing through different zones will which deal with inorganic nature, as con- 
have different foci. See aberration,4. Dolland, trasted with the oe sciences. Haeckel 
[ Rare.) pre Wonders of Life, p. 27. [Rare.] 

Aberration See constant of aberration, under @biotr hy (ab-i-ot’r6-fi), n. (Gr. a- priv. + 

ied en a — eat the 1 aoe — ales ned the ciein feemad —— due to congenital deficiency of vital 

abirritation, ». 2. Asthenia. 
by rave passing — the edge of a lens and falll 

bispa (a-bis’pii), ». [NL. (Mitchell, 1838), 
upon & sereen at the focal point.—La 

tion, i —— * pris the : in hick (Sp. abispa, now usually arispa, < L. vex 
peace — ne the — a wasp!) A peculiar gonus of Australian 

solitary wasps comprising several species. A 
single female constructs a nest with a funnel-shaped 
—— Se that it appears to be the nest of a 

the lens, colony of social waspa. 

= tion, in optics, spherical abjoint (ab-joint’), v. t. fab- + joint.) In 
ST tins cules suuen ties tas task at toe oraiee ar Te mycol., to separate by a septum, as fm the ease 
lens. rh 5 3 7* of some a Plow, Brit. Ured. 
Aberrational e See *ellipse, and Ustil. Gloss., p. 305. 
aberrometer (ab-grrom’e-tar), a” fires. ¢L, abjunction (ab-jungk’shon),n. [NL. *ahjune- 
aberrare, aberrate, + Gr. witpov, measure,] to(n-), < L. abjungere, disjoin, separate : see ab- 
An instrument for measuring deviations or er- junctive.) In mycol., the separation of spores 

absarokite 
aboard!, adt.To haul the starboard tacks 
aboard (naut.), to bring the weather clues of the 
courses (lower sqttare ) inbuard and down to the 
tack-irone in the deck by means of the tack-tackles,— 
To have the {or , 
(nawt,), to be on the starboard (or port) tack, as the 
tacks are always boarded on the weather side of Uhe ship. 
abobra (ii-bo’brii), ». [Pg. abobora, abobra, 
gourd.] A greenhouse tendril-climbing herb, 
a member of the family Cucwrbitacer, from 
Brazil, grown both for its much-divided foliage 
and its scarlet, gourd-like fruit, 

aboidean (a-boi-dé’), +. t. [aboideaw, n.] To 
improve (a tidal river or stream) and prevent 
the tidal overflow of its marshes and tidal 
meadows by placing tide-gates at its mouth, 
At first sight it might seem wise to aboideau all rivers 

at their mouths, Sot. Gazeffe, Sept., 1008, p. 180. 

aboma, n. 2. fear) A genus of gobies found 
in —— and Japan, having more than 6 dorsal 
spines. 
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rors in delicate experiments or observations. 
G. E, Davis, Pract. Microscopy, p. 183. 

abevacuation, ». 2. Evacuation through an 

by means of a septum. 
ab. e (a-blas‘tik), a. Same as ablastous. 
ablastozoa (a-blas’t6-z6'a),m. pl. (NL, Gr. 

abnormal channel, a- priv, + Stacrdéc, germ, + (Gov, animal.) An- Duster Goby (Adem Atheostenma). 
abfarad (ab’far’ad), ». [ab(solute) + farad,] ‘mals without germ- ayers Protozoa, Eimer, (From Bail. 7 U. 5. Nat, Museum) 
A name pro for the ¢. g. s. unit of elec- Organic Evolution, p. 70. , 
trieal capacity; 1 x 10-% farads or 1 x 10-15 ablation, n., 4. (5) The washing aw by rains of the abondance (a-bot-diiis’), ». [F.: see abun- 
miero > 
abhenry (ab’hen‘ri), ». [ab(solute) + henry.] 
A name proposed for the ec. g. s. electromag- 
netic unit of inductance; 1 x 10-* henrys. 
Abhidharma (ab-i-dér’ mi), ». (Skt. abhi- 
dharma, ¢ abhi, near, to, + dharma, order, rule, 
procure} The Buddhistie philosophy, 
a (A bia), mn, A Polish silver coin of the 
value of one shilling sterling or twenty-five 
centa. 

abidal (a-bi’dal), m. {abidet, v. i, + -al.] 
Abiding-place; abode. N. . D. 

abidi (ii-bi«ié’),n. [E. Ind.) The silver half- 
rupee of Mysore. 

ete (ab-i-6’té-2), n. pl. [NL. (Spach, 1842), 
¢ L. Abies ( Abiet-) + -<#.) Same as Abictiner. 

abilious (a-bil’yus), a. dicating or marked 
by an absence of bile, as in the stools, 

ability, ".— General ability, in econ, “ those 
tacul a that general — and —— 
which are — — ¢ common pro a 
the higher grades of industry.” Alfred Karbhath, Prin. 
ciples of 1. 204.— ability, the seit. 
Pe and Arminian teac! though man by the 
fall the ability to keep the moral Law, yet God by his 

al , & term 
theo in distinction ‘to moral 

—— ——— 
2 

* and procemes, 

Principles of Economica, I, 260, 

abilo (ii-bé’l6), ». [Tagalognamef] A name 
in the Philippines of Garuga floribunda, a tree 
belonging to the Balsameacer, with pinnate 
leaves crowded at the ends of the branches 
and with fruit in the form of small, flesh 
drupes. It is fragrant and yields a gum whie 
is soluble in water, but only slightly so in 

cae ln stry (ab/i-d-kem’is-tri), n. [Gr. 4 a (ab‘i-d-kem’‘is-tri), n. . de 
priv. + ior, life, + EF. chemistry.) Inorganic 
chemistry as contrasted with the chemistry of 
vital processes. 

abiogenetical (ab-i-d-jé-net’i-kal), a. Same as 
abiogenetic. 
abio (ab-i-ol’6-ji), mn. [Gr 4- priv. + Sine, 
life, + -Aoyia,< Afyecy, speak: ef. biology.) The 
scientific study of things that are not alive; 
all science except a Haeckel (trans.), 
Planktonic Studies, p. 578, 

abion (ab’i-on), n. (Gr. ddeov, neut. of afeoe, 
taken in the literal sense ‘without (physical) 
life,’ ¢ 4+ priv. + ior, life.] Lifeless things 
considered collectively, as distinguished from 
living things. Haeckel (trans.), Planktonic 
Studies, p. 578, 

abiophysiol (ab’i-6-fiz-i-ol’6-ji), mn. (Gr. 
dtwe, without life, + gunodoyia, physiology. 
The study of the inorganic or purely physica 
and chemical phenomena in living organisms 
asdistinguished from the biological phenomena 
roper. 

abteain (ab-i-6’sis), u. (Gr. a- priv. + (wor, 
way of life.] Absence of vital force. 

dance.) In solo whist, the naming of the tramp 
suit and winning of 9 tricks without the assis- 
tance of a partner.—Abondance déclarée. Same 
as talwoadance in trumpe.— Abondance in Ly he 
solo whist, the winning of 9 tricks with the tramp is 
turned op, without the asaistance of a partner. 

Aboral an opening or pore at the end of the body 
fartheat from — 2 ae in a few Antiozoa, 

al lism (ab-é-rij‘i-nal-izm), ». The ree- 
ognition of the rights of aboriginal races. 

al v. t. To render abortive ; check or arrest 
the development of: as, to abort a fever, 

abortien t, a. and. In pathol., same as abor- 

i Gar ated yielded 38* decay 
rocky — w © heavier and more resistant 

tain are left behi in a atate of residual concentra- 
tion, som affording a body of ore, 

able, @.—To spell able, to be able; to have all th 
Ee, “ strength needed (for some purpose). 

ablopharia (ab-le-fa’ri-), m. (NL., ¢ Gr. 324. 
apes, without eyelids: see ablepharon.) Same 
as ron. 

ab. {a-blef’g-ron),n. (Gr. a37/eapo¢. 
without eyelids, ¢ 4- priv. + Siégapor, € elid.} 
bsence, through disease or congenital defect, 
— or * ann — —— tifacient. 
a o (ab’md), =. [ab(solute) 0. bortion, ”.— Missed abortion 
name proposed for the c. g. 8. electromagnetic a iter ita death. — eee 
unit of conductance, admittance, or suscep- abortive, «. 8. Preventing full development; 
tance; 1x10" mhos. arresting the course of, as of a disease: as, 
abmodality (ab-md-ial‘i-ti), ». ["abmodal + abortive treatment. 
ity) Exception to or deviation from a statis- Aboth (fi’bét), n. pl. [Heb., pl. of ab, father.] 
tical no or mode when this is considere *The Fathers,’ otherwise Pirke cma Chap- 
for statistical purpo as a fixed standard ters of the Fathers’: a treatise in the Mishnah 
which living beings or their measurable quali- consisting of maxims and aphorisms of ancient 
ties — or from which they may re- ‘fathers’ or rabbis: analogous to the Book of 
code. model, 4. Proverbs in the Old Testament. 

Statistical Biology seeks to determine the exact status gboulic, a. See *abulic. 
of = o variation, in modes, ad- abrachi as (n-brii’ ki-d-sef’a-lus), n.; pl. and ithes; the direction, rate, and bra 70 Te a — 
canses of variation in species; the su of old aerae até (-li). G Gr. a- priv. + 
modes, the rise of new ones, and the sh of modes; Apaziew (L, brachiwm), arm, + xegadz, head.) 

and permanency of these characters oat, arm: 
andchanges, With such data, — —— for A monster with head and = 
a uumber of species for a period of years, it will be pos- 

Soo tenheonaaiel than om hie eohurn Bisiogs ‘ emery-wheel, grinding-, sandpapering-, or de- ‘an upon w! * 
built. Rhometriza, Apel, 1900, pe Sis lishing-machine, : d 
abmortal (ab-mér’tal), a. {ab- + mortal.) Abraham, a. Abram, 
In med., situated or directed away fromthe in- Abrahamitic (@bra-ham-it’ik), a. Same as 
jured or dead part: applied tothe course ofthe Abrahamitical. 

« side of the body abranchial (a-brang'ki-al), a. [Gr. é- priv, + 

rls abranchialism (a-brang’ki-al-izm), ». [abran- 
standard mineral compeshtion by which arock {a classi. ¢Ciéal + -igm.) The condition of being abran- 
fied, When the actual min — — of a rock chial, or without gills, as the Piroloida among 
differs from its theoretical or standard composition, the mollusks. Kacye. Brit., XXX. 796. 
Tock is sald to have an abnormative mode, See guanti- 4 branchia 2A f = 
tative classification of igneous under ®rock. rani ta, . 2 reap et male 
abnumerable (ab-ni‘’me-ra-bl), a. Not nu- Tous erustaceans having the gills rudimentary 

merable; either having (as a collection) or —— It includes the Mysida, or opossum- 
being a multitude greater than that of all the 

; ~ abrastol (a-bras‘tol),n. (Gr. 4- priv. + Speer. integer numbers taken collectively. The multi < Space, boil, ferment. okt A. toshatoal 
tude of all the quantities whose values (like that of ©) i i 

xpresaed name given to the calcium salt of ae og 
eee *4 ded slaty extended’ decimate’ the fret ob. hy id, (Cyoll H Ca+3H means of indefinitely exte im 6 sulphonic aci } OH)SO3)oCa M 
numerahle multitude. There is a secoud, third, ete, (up P b (CyoHa( ) Ya 20 
to any Anite ordinal number), abaumerable multitude ; 
and there ts no highest abuumerable multitude, ang wees 
than there is a highest ennmerable nuultitude, T is 
no multitade greater than all abnumerable multitudes, 
since beyond them the individual members of the collec- 
tion loge their separate identity and merge into one an- 
other In trie continaity, The multitude of all the num- 
bers considered im the calculus and theory of fanctions 
ia tho first abnumerable multitude, and of higher multt- 
tudes mathematicians as yet know little more than that 
oe —— and mathematically possible, Also 

abnumeral (ab-ni’me-ral), q. [ab- + mu- 
meral.) Same as *abanmerable, 

It is used as a preservative in wines, 
abrest, prep. phr. A simplified spelling of 
abreast 
abrotine (ab’ré-tin), a. [abrot(anum) + -ine?.] 
A crystalline alkaloid, Cg;HogONo, found in 
Artemisia Abrotanum, Its solutions give a blue 
fluorescence, 
absampere (abs’‘am-par’), ». [abs(olute) + 
ampere.] A name proposed for the ec. g. 5. 
electromagnetic unit of current; 10. amperes. 
absarokite (ab-sii’rd-kit),". [Absarok(a) (see 
def.) + -ite?.] In petrog., a name applied by 



absarokite 3 

Iddings (1895) to a group of igneous rocks oc- absorption-tube (qb-sirp’shon- 
eurring in the Absaroks mountains in the east- tab), #, An Pestremeat for the ab- 
ern part of the Yellowstone Park. Absarokite is sorp’ tion of —, we oS of a 

fe in Pl ts of veclieal tube filled with glass beads 
clase, leucite, which are wet with the absorbing 

material, It has been modified by 
various experimenters. 

abstat-. [ab(solute) + (electro)stat- 
(ic).} In elect., a prefix which it has 
been proposed to place before the 
practical electrical units such as the 
ohm, ampere, volt, and coulomb, to 
designate the corresponding abso- 
* —— uni 

ipere (ab‘stat-am-piir‘), 
— * yee A name pro- 

for the absolute electrostatic 
unit of current; about 3.3 x 10> 10 

end of a series containing, in addition, shoshentte and 
banakite, 

abscess, ". — Acute abscess, an alucess occurring as 
the result of acute inflamtmation.— Cold a col- 
lection of pus not associated with the ordinary signs of in- 
flammation. It is aaually located at some d from 
the nal point of — — the matter burrowing 

fascia or the —— muscle: —F 
led gravitation 

in young children with cone ae 
young children w — —— sy 
abscess, a form ab- 

an abecess containing no pe poe ara — Stiteh 
—— — after closure of a wound at the 
polnts w inserted, 

— 

the sutures are i ahalehans “et fy Absorption. 

abgciss (ab-tis’),n. (See abveison.] A part ent * ee a eee ee 
ideally, ix in conic sections, an abscissa 

which s iso abscisse. see), tri 

abscission, n. “T In bot., the separation of g) ‘arad (ab‘stat-far’ad), n. [See abstat-.) 
spores from a sporophore on the disappear- Oe name proposed for the electrostatic absolute 
ance of the connecting layer. unit of electrical capacity; about 1.1 x 10-6 

absciss-layer (ab-sis’la‘ér),n. In Lactic = Ang microfarads. 
= lane along which separation takes place, abstathenry (ab’stat-hen‘ri), n. [See abstat-.] 

n the fall of leaves. A name proposed for the absolute electro- 
sbeconlomb (abse’ki-lom’), n. Same as *ab- static unitofinductance;about 9x 1011 ar 

absta’ (ab’stat-m), n, (See abstat-. 
— n 8. An escaped or runaway con- name roposed for the absolute electros * 

viet: a ‘euphemistic term formerly in use in Unit of resistance; about 9 x 101 ohms. 
Australia. (ab-té'mi-i), n. pl. A sect of the 
absohm (abs’ém), ». [abs(olute) + ohm.) A early church, #0 called from their use of water 
name proposed tor the o. g.s. electromag- instead of wine in the eucharist. They also 
netic unit of resistance: 1 X 10° 9ohms., abstained from all use of wine, and from meat 

or - — 1 —— — — and m , regarding these things as in 
trinsically utely, that is, without 

original stimulus of w hit toon increment, Tatian. 
be ey! Sh, ee Se aie 

— na te sensibility or 
qo term for sensitivit: 

—— hy the eTse magnitade of the stimuli 
to the sense-organ. 

absolv, v. 4 <A simplified spelling of absolve. 

for the absolute electrostatic unit of elee- 
eal quantity; about 3.3 x 10-10coulombs, 

abstinence, n. 4. The act of abstaining from 
the use of, or from the doing of, something; 

#8 gnecifically, in economics, voluntary abstention 
from the consumption of anything which one 
has the powerof consuming or using, with the 
purpose of increasing one’s resources or ac- 
curmulating wealth for future enjoyment. 

led 

baor a Asim —— lling of absorbed, , t. L—Te abstract from. (0) To separate 
r bd. + pate —* absorba cer · iteclf from ; —— a plane or position p= A de 
tals or all of tne rage light falling upon it. Thus ruby i fudependent course, 
glass is an absorbent screen cutting off all but the lea, which is wholly the penne fae omnes, ae 
rays of the ble spectrum. from religion, =, from morality, and from every kind 

absorber, ». 2, In a hot-air engine, a part fee dy tay ag * —— 25* 
which absorbs heat from the air at one time peiten — — eank cites rune Glia 
— gives it out at another; a regenerator. 

aa et‘’rik), 4, 
nin — r. wétpov, mea- & 
sure.) parla te or pee Dh i the amount 
of absorption, as of a gas in a given Der of 

Po ite own busi! 
WS. Lilly, On Right and Wrong, p. 202. 

abstract-concrete (ab/strakt-kon’krét), a. 
Relating both to the abstract and to the con- 
erete; in the nc 5 philosophy, noting 

mpure. They were followers of in 
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abuze, c.¢. A simplified spelling of abuse. 
bysmal clay. Same as *abyssal clay. 

a, Sin petrol, pplied by b y Broggerand 
rs to —— or *5*8 —* reeks. 

aj bert ess — now Beading sbenties aid hype en — 
—— in 18 —— 600-70 fathoms T ls material 
is generally red, purple, — or brown bn color, is 
made up at impalpable — free trom organic re- 
maine, and is have been decomposed tu sew 
volcanic mate —X ve been decomposed In sea- 
water and have accumulated with exocssive slowness dur. 
ing Immense periods of tine, Interimingled with the clay 
are particles of metallic Iron and concretions of 
neseoxid, Some geol regard it as doubtful whether 
rocks ng profound oceanic deposits are 
esha existing ——— — mt others = 

co suggested in some je barren ai 
shade age slates, 

Bee *church, 
ages of Ab 

Semitic and others Hamitic, © Semitic c! 
(a) gg ee) derived from the ancient Sabean or 

troduced from Yemen in southern 

Micial Language 
the year 1900 (when — of Bub 
*5 * ancient Geez, but 

mimes ts modifications 

There is considerable literature, inclodi: 
translation of the Bible. The two princi 
resentatives Gets are. the dialects 

native 

the old 
sented 
number ty i 
by many others. 

A. ©. (3) In eleet., an abbreviation for alternat- 
—* — (4) ‘An abbreviation of Analytical 

is 
Aly, AC), AC2, Ag, ete. Points of — in ce 
heating curves of iron and steel. 
ae; on heating is the same as ar, Rip ood 

ec of Tigré. 
—— Agou), — oie by Gall **3 

éte, 

acacanthrax ‘thraks), NL., ¢< 
Gr. dxanoc, Amt are priv. + ay eA i + 
dvfipas, carbunele: see anthrar.) Non-specific 
anthrax; carbunele. 

acacetin ( — [acacia + -et- + 
in?,] A com CrgH120s, found in the 
leaves of Rol ia I 332* It is probably 
the —— etherof *apigenin (which see). 

those sciences which study abstractly concrete — Parasol a variety of the comm a liquid or of tric equilibria in an o ation bet between phenomena (physies and chentiatry). Norte Shee — — — le jon 

the amounts of two or more Rbeorbed Molar physics, and chemistry, deal- and, though not — — flowers, is mach cultivated in 

of @ liquid with whieh they are ai 2* force — 
in contact, 5* Se sep ee ee or 

» 1, In elect., the property of the every observa earned socie! an academist or academic 
oboaryies, %., 2 sAtghuestatio dendeneat by which it and experiment, may be  tietinguished as abaraciom Sicinburne, Eenys and Studies, p. 372. N. £. D. 
pe eer, | nm Pom ithe gharwe and —— =< the Peer donee 6. In pool. cae te — f —* academicalism (ak* ‘j-kal-izm), n. [aca- 

—— Ee ee demical, a,, + -ism. Adherence to academic head waters of one stream by another the 2. In Herbart’s e system, the ual 
process of the ——— of the 2 erosive action of which is more rapid, 
& translation of the German vertiefung. Other- Abstractional a demonstration which 
wise called concentration and self-estrangement, relations, operations, amt the iike as characters, 

themeelves objects having characters, relations, of sound-waves tigns, ete. vom 
sah wate —* not — — — abub (i-bdb’), mn. Syr. *ababt) An ancient 

Syrian musical instrument, pro 

sbulic a-bi‘lik) — PP to or suffering 
from abulia. 

the waves, so that it is ly a Pan’s- 
Sea cs oicion rents At 

absorption, in paasing 
phere. It increases in 

to the shortness of waves of heat or light. abundance, nv. 3. ae card-playing, same as 
aides the ral absorption there is also a so-called *abondance, 
“pelective tion” (soe selectire}, in accordance with abyrahaye —A n. [Jap., < abura, 

in oil, fat, + Aaye, said to mean minnow.’] 
th spectrum, Japanese name of a fish of the famil. Contin 
bands in the pho! ie and cold bands Sercocheilichthys variegatus, found in the wa- 
in the pe m2 Is to be dis tors of Japan. Also known as higai. 
tingn’ selective re, — sof ab , 

& physical constant used to pe- & ess (ab-is’fil-nes),n. Capability of 
abe ates ning Sever sin — Ps ~a) tn being abused or ~~ — a wrong use, n, 

abe he volume Wi I var by 

volume a Said wil will — 1) In tics, the con- Unto this Abutilon, ». Brine e. * A plant of this genus, 
ara gl of a cultivated species. See celret- 

uf, 3, and American jute, under jute®. 
abutment, ». 2. (c) in a rotary engine, 

* <n pre re trou a Gok aer 

stant K in the equation = paeK, Where Ag la the 

amplitude of an incident ray, A; ite amplitude after pene- 
trating to a are 9 of —— mnie y my the ahoorbing 

— vided to cut off the steam ure pn — e a bene of gay pe rs haunt side of the piston steam press 

separated from benlthy tissue, a thin layer of @buttal, n. 2. The fact of abutting or of lying 
—— in immediate contact with the necrosed por- contiguous: i: the abuttal of the land on a 

. —- Fluorescence —— highway. 

cars whan the Litter t rentarel Ausvesvens —-Beneotive abay, O60. end prop, A cinplised speting of 

rules or methods; eonventionalism; formal- 
isn, Athensgeum (quoted in N. and Q., 8th ser., 
IV. 363), 

" 

tonic opinions. 

(a-kad’em-iz), , t.; pret. and pp. 
cademized, ppr. academizing. [academy + 

-ize,] To form into an academy, or subject to 
the rules of an academy. Daily Telegraph, May 
4,1868. N. F. D. 

2. A tendency toward Pla- 

of musical edu- 
connected with musical science. 

(b) An operatic com or choral club organized for the 
stody and rendering musical works, {¢) A buildin 
devo! to the rendering of musical works. The 

ag ay academies Is thatof Bologn 
French Academy, which is a roya 

subvention for the performance of opera, really 
from the privilege — iy 16, The cartier operas at 
Haniel were largely written for an operatic association 
called the Royal Academ 

See *hair- 

Il. a. 2. In geol., the middle division or 
stage of the Cumbrian system of eastern 
North America, named from its typien! devel- 
opment in Nova Seotia and New Brunswick, 
but extending into Newfoundland, Cape Bre- 
ton, and eastern Massachusetts, and perhaps 
farther south in the Appalachian region. Pale 
ontologically it is known us the Paradoxides Aorizen, con- 
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tras with the Olenellus horitem, or Georgian stage, 
below tind with the Dicellocephalus Aurizon, or Sarato- 
@ian stage, above. Its rocks are chiefly alates and shales, 

oil, a fat oll obtained from the acajou or cashew: 
Anacardium cecidentale, weed for food and in cook- 

ing in Brazil and the West Indiea. 

Acalephn, n. 2. A class of Calenterata, 
inclu me medusm of considerable size, with 

tral filaments, endodermal gonads, and 
obed umbrella-edge, and without true velum: 
contrasted with ‘ydromedusae and Actinozoa, 
Same as 4 

te (akew-lip’trat »a. [a-18 + ealyp- 
frate.) In bot., not furnished with a calyptra ; 
in entom., of or belonging to the Acalyptrate. 
acamp (a-kamp’), adr. [a3 + camp.f To the 
al campward. J, Barlow, Columbiad, vi. 

acandelliere. 2. Said of astyle of decoration 
frequently found on the majolica of Urbino, 
Caste] Durante, and other manufactures, con- 
sisting of animal grotesques arranged symmet- 
tically around the border or on cither side of a 
central design. 
acanth (a-kanth’), ». [acanthus.] Same as 
acanthus, 2. 

acanthad i Ban thea), u, (NL., (dAcanthus + 
-ad.) A plant of the Acanthus family. 
Acantharchus (ak-an-thir’kus), n. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. dxavta, a thorn, + (1) dpyéc, rectum.) A 

Mud-sunfish (feantharchus powmeris), 

(From Bull. 47 U.S, Nat, Museum.) 

nus of sunfishes of the family Centrarchide, 
including the mud-sunfish, 4. pomotis. 

n. pl. 2, One of the four sub- 
orders into which Haeckel divides the Radio- 
laria; characterized by having the capsule- 
membrane uniformly perforated and the 
skeleton composed of acanthine spicules. 

Acanthep’ (ak-an-thef’i-ri}, ». [NL] 
The typica —_ of the family Aceathephyri- 
cle. ilne- we: — — 

Acanthephyrs (a-kan-the-fi'ri«lé@), nm. pl. 
(NL., ¢ deandhephyra + -ider.) A family of * 
erurous podophthalmous crustaceans mainly 
inhabiting the deepsea, They have the body later. 
ally compressed, the firat antenne with 2 long flagella, 
and the ret two pairs of trunk-legs slender and sebequal. 
The typical genus is Acanthephyra. Also Mierelide, 

Acanth {a-kan-thér-pes’téz),n. (Gr. 
dxevia, spine, + épracric, w reptile.) A genus 
of Carboniferous myriapods, some of the mem- 
bers of which attained a length of a foot. They 
were armed with branching spines and appear to have 
had lateral branchial pores; hence they are regarded by 
Scudder as amphitions, 

acanthin, acanthine (a-kan’thin), », (Gr. 
_ dxavtla, thorn, + -in®, -ine?.) An organie aub- 
stance, allied to horn or chitin, which enters 
into the — of the spicules in the non- 
silicious Radiolaria. 

acanthine,«. 3, Inichth,, spine-like; bearing 
spines, 
acanthinic (ak-an-thin’ik), a. Composed of 
or containing *acanthin (which see). 
acanthinous (a-kan’thi-nus), a. [acanthin + 
“ous, Consisting of or resembling acanthin. 

acanthion (u-kan’thi-on),». [NI., ¢ Gr. andv- 
thov, dim, of dxm4a,a spine.] In craniom., the 
extreme point of the nasal spine. Fon Torak, 

Acanthistius (ek-an-this’ti-us), n. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. dxavtla, spine, + lariov, dim, of ierév, a web. ] 
A genus of serranoid fishes allied to Plectro- 
poma: foundin South America and elsewhere. 

Acanthobatis (ak-an-thob’a-tis),m. [Gr. dxav- 
fa, spine, + toric, skate, roach.] A genus of 
fossil rays or skates from the Miocene Terti- 
ary of France and Wiirtemberg. 
Acanthoceras (ak-an-thos’e-ras), ». (Gr. dav 
fa, spine, + xépac, horn.] é typical genus 
of the family Acanthoccratide. 

atid (uk-an-thos-e-rat’ialé), n. pl. 
(NL., ¢ Acanthocoras + -ide.) A family of 
tetrabranchiate cephalopods or ammonites 
which have evolute or loosely coiled whorls 

4 

bearing more or less continuous transverse ribs. 
The species are from the Cretaceous system. 

age apr i on), mt 
[NL., ¢ Gr. deaitia, spine, + yairy, hair (bristle) 
+ ddoig, tooth (see Chattodon).| A genus of 
a atin the butterfly-fishes of the East 
ndies, 

Acanthocladia, meg ab * (Gr. 
dxavéa, spine. , & branch. @ typi- 
cal — of the family Acanthocladiide. * 

oeladiudæ (a-kan‘thd-kla-di'i-dé), n.pl. 
A family of cryptostomatous Bryozoa, repro- 
sented by genera which occur in geologic for- 
mations from the Silurian to the Permian, 

Acanthocottus (a-kan-thé-kot’us), ». [NL., ¢ 
Gr, dxawa, spine, + xérrog, a river-fish (the 
bullhead?): see Cottus.) A genus of sea-seul- 
ins. Earlier called Myorocephalus, 

— taken tee ol oten) n. (NL, 
< Gr. dxawtia, spine, + xtjiov, salted flesh of a 
sort of tunny.} A genus of mackerels, family 
Scombridz, of the tropics, remarkable for the 
elongate form and serrate teeth. The peto or 
wahoo of the West Indies, 4, petus or A, so- 
landri, belongs to this genus. 
acan (n-kan‘tho-sist), ». [Gr. dene, 
thorn, + xiere, bladder. the Nemertini, 
4 5a¢ or an enormous cell containing one or 
more caleareous stylets, 

thodei, ». pl. 2. In Agassiz’s classifica- 
tion, an order of selachians or sharks having 
the endoskeleton aud parts of the skull calei- 
fied; pterygoquadrate articulated with the 
eranium sometimes bearing teeth; fins, ex- 
cept the caudal, with stout anterior spines; 
and shagreen seales quadrate and compactly 
arranged. The members of this ordur are all fossil and 
—— shally to ie Paleozoic formations, Two families 
* ingulahed, the Acanthodida and the Diplacan- 

acanthodian (ak-an-thé’di-an), a. and». [Acan- 
thodes.] I, a, Belonging to or having the 
characters of the genus Acanthodes or the order 
Acanthodei, 

IL. ». A fossil fish of the genus Acanthodes, 
Acantholabrus (a-kan-thé-la’brus), ». [NL., 
< Gr. dkavtia, spine, + L. labrum, lip (see 
Labrus).] A genus of labroid fishes of the 
north of Europe, having an increased number 
of anal spines, The species is 4. croletus, 
acanthology (ak-an-thol’d-ji), m. [Gr. dxare, 
thorn, spine, + -Aoyia, ¢ Aer, speak.] The 
study of the structure and functions of spines, 
especially of those of sea-urchins. 
Acanthomeride (a-kan‘thd-mer’i-lé), . pl. 
[NL., ¢ deanthomera, a genus (< Gr, axavéa, a 
thorn, spine, + wiper, a part (or wypde, thigh ?)), 
+ “ide. A family of dipterous inseets eon- 
fined to America and containing only two gen- 
era, deanthomera and Rhaphiorhynchus, They 
ure allied to the gudfiies of the family Tatenida. The 
funily contains the largest Diptera known, some of them 
reaching a length uf two inches, 

acanthometran (a-kan-thé-met’ran), @, and nm. 
I. a. Pertaining or relating to the genus dean- 
thometra, 

Il. ». Amember of the genus Acanthometra, 
acanthometridan (u-kan-thé-met’ri-dan), «, 
anda». I, a. Pertaining to or resembling the 
Acanthometridex, 

IL, ». A member of the family Acantho- 
metrida. 
Acanthonida (ak-an-thon’i-dil), ». pl. (NL, 
¢ Gr. dxavéa, thorn, + -on- + -ide.] An order or 
4 family of acantharian radiolarians having 20 agg: 
spines arranged according to Miiller’s law (4 
equatorial, 8 tropical, and 8 polar). As an 
order it includes the families Astrolonchids, 
(uadrilouchide, and Amphilonchide. 

Acanthonide (ak-an-thon’i-dé), ». pl. Same 
as * deanthonida. 

acantho (a-kan’thé-for), vn. [Gr. dwavée, 
thorn, + -gopo¢, < géperv, bear.) A somewhat 
conical granular mass which bekrs the median 
stylet in the bottom of the eversible portion of 
the proboseis in certain Metanemertini. 
acanthophract (a-kan‘thé-frakt), ». One of 
the —— — ass [ 
acanthopodous (sk-an-thop’idus), a. [Gr, 
dxaita, spine, + roig (zod-). foot, + -onws.] 1, 
In bot,, bearing spines on the petiole or pe- 
dunele.— 2. Same as acenthopod. 
acanthopore (a-kan’thé-pir), ». (Gr. dxavfa, 
spine, + répoc, pore.) In the extinct tabulate 
corals of the family Chetitide, one of a set of 
a which emerge on the surface in small 

bereles, Contrasted with *awfopere and 
*mesopore, 

acanthopous (a-kan‘thd-pus), a. 

Acanthosoma (a-kan-thd-s6' mii), n. 

acarine 

(Gr. dxara, 
aspine, + Op(dr-), eye.) Having spines on or 
about the eye, 

(NL. 
(Curtis, 1824), ¢ Gr, dxavte, spine, + can 
body.) An interesting genus of pentatomid 
bugs common to the old and new worlds. 4. 

of Europe is remarkable for the solicitude shown 
the female for her young. She not only protecta the 
|, but cares for the young for a cons ble period 
it hatching, 

spanthosphenote (a-kan-thé-sfé’nét),a. (Gr. 
dxavta, spine, + "agmurde, ¢ ognvoie, v., ¢ ron, 
& Ww .} A term — by Mackintosh to 
the spines of Echinoidea, whieh are shown by 
transverse section to consist of a number of 
wedge-shaped portions radiating from acentral 
axis and separated by bands of porous tissue. 

spanthophere (a-kan Bac i Mo a: 
«avis, thorn, + odaipa, ere. e of the 
eculiar spiny bodies contained in the cells of 

Nitella: the Stachelkiigeln of the Germans. 
Acanthostigma (-kan-thé-stig’mia),n. (NL. 
(De Notaris, 1863), named in allusion to the 
spine - like 
bristles of 
the 

pyrenomy- 
cetous fun- 
gi hav- 
ng small /: 
superticial 
perithecia beset with short, stiff bristles. The 
— are mostly fusiform amd hyaline with several septa. 

e species are moatly sepropag tia, 4 een ia 
io cause a disease of the silver fr, Abies Picea, in 

doanthestigmea per puss il wee, 

a, two perithecia (below), one enlarged (abowe); 
.teo Spere-cases Cet longitudinally to show the 
utiform septate spoons, 

Acanthostracion (a-kan -thé- stra’ si-on), ®. 
NL., ¢ Gr. dxavGa, spine, + dcrtpaxcov, dim. of 

paxsov, ashell.} A generic name Peng” to 
the three-angled box-fishes with horn-like 
spines above the eyes. 

thotelson (a-kan-thé-tel’son), ». [Gr. 
dxavfa, spine, + ritcov, limit: see telvon.) A 
— of extinct amphipod Crustacea from the 
‘arboniferous rocks. 

acanthozoéid (a-kan-tho-z6’oid), ». [Gr. 
dxawia, thorn, + codid.) The narrow hook- 
bearing posterior end of the proseolex of cer- 
tain Cestoidea, as Dipylidium caninum, See 
*eystozmid, 

a cappella, 2. In music, noting a species of 
time which employs four minims or half-notes 
in vale measure, *s 
acapulco (ii-kii-pal’ko), ». [ Acapulco, a Mexi- 
can seaport. | 3 name in the Philippine Islands 
and Guam of Herpeticu alata, an introduced 
plant of Mexican origin, the leaves of which 
are used as a remedy for ringworm and other 
parasitic skin-diseases, See ringucorm-shrib, 

acara (ii-ki-rii’), , Fly i acard.] A name 
applied to different eichloid fishes found in 
South America. From the common name the 
genus dcara was named, 

acari (ak’a-ri),n. pl, [Plural of acarus.] The 
order Acarina as a whole, or any number of 
species or individuals of the order. See sea- 
rus and Acarina. 

Tiasis, n.— Poultry any infection of 
poultry by mites (Acarina), a8 the cutancous jnfection 
with the chicken-tick (Merimnanvarue gallina) or the 
chicken-mites (Sarcoptes mutans, S. levis ‘inae), the 
subcutaneous infection with the cystic fowbaite (Lamé- 
noe. cure i. }, or the Infection of the air- 
with the internal pegs e dren Se cat nadua rat na 
roptic ac: Cut Bs COLaDOOUS infecthon 

of certain Somesttonted prt net with mites (Acarina} be 
longing to the genus Paoreptes, The best-known forms are 
the common sheep-seab, and cattle-mange or cattle-seah, 
sometimes called Teres itch, Similar infections occur on 
the horse, neule, goat, and rabbit, BSarcoptic aca- 
riasis, a highly contagious cutaneous Infection with mites 
(Acarinva) belonging to the genus Sareoptes, The most 
common form is the itch orseabies of man, caused by the 
itch-mite (Sarcoptes scabiei), which burrows irregular 
galleries in the epidermis. Norweyian iteh is a specially 
severe variety of the disease, Varieties of sarcoptic avu- 
rinsis or sarcoptic mange aleo affect the horse, cattle, 
goat, camel, Nama, hog, rabbit, ferret, dog, wolf, lion, 
wombat cat, pigeon, and poultry. 

acariform (a-kar’i-form),a. [NL., ¢ Gr. daapu, 
acarus, mite, + L. forma, form.] Same as 
acaroid, 
acarine (ak’a-rin),a, and ». (NL. *acarinws, 
< acarus, acarus,) I, a, Like an acarian; of 
or relating to the order Acarina. 



acarine 

IL. ». Amember of the order Acarinaor ofthe 
nus Acarus.— Acarine diseases, diseases such as 

ea or the ſten. * 

by 
jam (ak’a-rd-sé-sid’i-um), #.; 

acarocecidia (-i). A plant-gall made 
— practically the same as *phytoptoce- 
lin. 
a 3*8 A A 

#ay, caunsod 
anid — other planta is 

Smithaenian Report, 1896, p, 452. 

acarodoma’ n, Plural of *acarodomatium. 
acarodomatium (nak‘a-ré-dé-ma‘shi-um), ».; 
Rl. acarodomatia (-shi-&). [NL., ¢ dearwe + 

r. —— dim. of dave, ahouse: see dome.) 
A shelter formed on certain tropical plants for 
the protection of mites (acari) when they are 
of service to the host. 

acarol: (ak-g-rol’6-jist), ». [acarolog-y + 
-ist.) One who is versed in the study of the 
Aecarina, or mites and ticks, 
If that be eo, then it a to me that Dr, Oudemans 

has proved conelnalvel the sense tn which acareto- 
gists use the genus Ordbata Is eurreat. 

Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., April, 1902, p. 311, 

acarology (ak-a-rol’é-ji), n. [NL. acarus + 
Gr. -Aoyia: see -ology.] The scientific study of 
mites. 

acatalepsy, ». 3. A weak understanding; 
mental defeiency. 

aca’ sia (a-kat’a-ma-thé’si-d), n. [NL., 
Gr. a- priv. + xrauafyre, thoroughknowledge, 
< xarayavtivere, learn thoroughly,< xerd, intens., 
+ ‘navtiivew, know well.) Inability to compre- 
hend ordinary conversation, accompanied by a 
blunting of the perceptions. Baldwin, Dict. of 
Philos, and —— — 

tastasia (a-kat-p-sta’si-§), x. [NL. r. 
axarasracia, instability, < a priv. + aardaorane, 
stability: seecatastasis.) In med., irregularity 
in the symptoms or course of a disease. 

(nk-p-tas‘ty-sis), n. [See *acatas- 
tasia.} 1, An unsettling, as of the mind, &. 
bud. S00, be In med., same a8 *acatastasia. 

to the aearo-cecidia (that 
certain acarids) of laurels 

atriking. 

acatastatic (a-kat-a-stat‘ik),a, Unsettled; in- 
determinate; —— i-kal) PF 
acategorical (a-kat-é-zor’i-kal), a. [a-, not, 
+ categorical.) Mlogical; loose; inexact: as, 
acategorical arguments. [Rare] N. E. 

acatharsia, ». (¢) Amenorrhea. 
acatholic (a-kath’o-lik), a. as + catholic.) 
Un-Catholie; not Catholic; henee, sectarian. 
Eneye. Brit., XXX. 525. 

. O. In elect., an abbreviation of Anodic 
Closure Contraction. 

accelerant (ak-sel’e-rant), a. and a, (LL. accele- 
rans, LY of accelerare, hasten: see accelerate, } 
I. a. at accelerates: —*— 

II. ». That which quickens; specifically, one 
of the nerves stimulation of which causes in- 
creased rapidity of the heart's action. 

accelerate, r,t. 3, To assign a date earlier 
than the true or real one; give an earlier date 

« Fee BAe 

+ 4a) In Mol, the am ** aß· 
¥en of pew characters by adults, and the r Inheritance 

metrically as radians 
of e acceleration of a body equal to 
the force acting on it divided by its mass, 
Uon of a moving body at any Instant is the rate at which 

its velocity le changing at that instant; a= aa 

Equatorial acceleration of the sun, the diminution 
of the rotation period for points on the sun's equator as 
compared with the perlod — in higher latitudes, 
Retween the equator and latitude 40° the difference is 
about two days. — Linear acceleration, rate of change 
of linear velocity : usually ex in centimeters per 
second per second. — of accelerations, 
a vector diagram for the resolution or con position of av- 
celerations, similar Ip constraction an principle to the 
parallelogram of forces, See 1, - 

in aetron., a slow increase in the mean orbital 
motion of a heavenly body. In the case of the moon it 
amounts to about 4 sceonds in a century. See acvelera- 
tion, o a vector diagram for 
the resolution and composition of EE similar 

of acceleration, 
produces unit change of velocity in unit time: usmally 
one centimeter per second second, — angu- 

accelera’ Lag the ——— which duces unit 
ch in the angular velocity of a body in unit time: 
usually a radian in a second. 

accelerative, «. 2. In philol., indicating a 
notion of acceleration : applied to certain verb- 
forms in some agglutinative languages, See 
the extract. 
The high! imtinating character of this language 

(the Ki i of North Kachar Hille and parts of 

5 

Nagaland] la evident from the numerous confugations 
gn by Mr. Soppitt, for some of which he has no names, 

t which may be called Acceleratires, Retaridatives, Com- 
—— andso on. ean⸗e, Man Past and Present, 
Pp 
Aocelerative force, in foree which 

atmo macueie — 
accelerator, ". x) A device in a motor-car by which 

Geren afte sea pe e@ governor cer type, 
Increases the balls or weights fly outward 

inet action of aspring. ‘The accelerator increases 
tension of the spring or draws the balls inward di- 

rectly, so that the governor ceases to act to close the 
throttle or ate as the motor increases its num- 
ber of revolutions above the limit set by the normal ten- 
sion af the springs. 

accelerator- (ak-sel’e-ri-tor-ped‘al), u. 
A pedal a8 pepo the rods o} the acoel. 
erator mechanism in many forms of motor-ear. 
See *accelerator (¢). 

sccelerogrs, (ak-sel’e-ré-graf), n. An a 
paratus —— for measuring the — * 

the motor. 

accelerometer 
to start a train and keep it 
trifugal force when the tra 
The instrument consists of two vessels connected by 
& tube, one containing a liquid such as mereury and the 
other red alcohol. Amer, Inventor, Jaly 15, 1904, p. 912. 
2, Anapparatus for showing by direct registry 
the law of the movement, in the function of 
time, of a piston subjected to the action of 

poing and the cen- 
n 

powder gases. 
,n. 2, Inthe early Christian church, 

the one who lighted and extinguished the can- 
dles on or about the altar. is office is now 
performed by an altar-boy. 

thos in a syncope (see ave 
cents are Gpohenatindty Seanah . in 5 
an accent is called dead when the bow Is heh! firmly 
againet the atrings after beginning an emphatic tone, so 
as to choke the sound, ie 
10. In decorative art, an added relieving or 
contrastive touch or tint: — deep blue or 
crimson, with accents of fol —Logical accent. 
fa), Zhe nacont or stawss by the voice on the root- 
syllable of a word, asin Anglo-Saxonand other Teutonic 
languages : for example, Anglo-Saxon gifan, to give, 
— rencaa, ete. (+) The special stress or 
emp! laid on a particalar word in a sentence : as, for 
example, on ‘us' in the line, “ Better for ts, it 
mightappear” (Pope, Beaay on Man, 1.160), Le tg 
Hah, IT. 45,— acoent. (a) The principal accent 
or stress in a word of several syllables, In Bnglish, as a 
rule, it falls on a root-syllable, as in — unnat⸗ 
ural, imporstible; or om the first syllable: bat the fact 
depends upon the history of the word In question, and 
cannot be reduced to one or two rulen (5) A character, 
usually (>, sed to mark such an necented syllable.— 

econ, acoent depending on rhythm as 
associated with quantity or piteh.-- Beco 
(a) A second or minor accent or stress beard In the pro- 
nunelation of some words with two or more «yllables, 
preceding or following that bearing the primary accent, 
(6) Acharacter, wemally ("), used to mark euch an accent. 
The term often includes minor accents of the third (terti- 
ary) or weaker grades, as in tn con" tro-ver'tl-ble, hy" per- 
cat wlee'tio, incon pre-hen’'si-bil'i-ty, ete.— 
accent, syllabic stress. 

accentualist (ak-sen‘ti-al-ist), 9. [accentwal 
+ -ist.}) One who holds to a particular theory 
of accent. 

acceptance, ». 4. Acceptableness; the qual- 
ity of being acceptable. Browning, Ring and 
Book, ii. 835.— Acceptance of favoritism ; 
partiality. Proposal and See»; 

acceptive, «. 2. Fitting; appropriate. Mrs. 
Browening, Loved Once, 

access, ». 8. In the Rom, Cath, Ch., same as 
aeceasion, 6, 
accession (ak-sesh’on), r. t. 
accession-book of a library, See *acceasion- 
book, 
accession-book (ak-sesh’on-bik), n. A blank- 
book in whieh the titles of the books or vol- 
umes received by a library are entered in the 
order of their receipt, with all the necessary 
details regarding them, such as date of entry, 
accession-number, ¢lass-number, author, name 
of publisher, place and date of publication, 
size, number of paces, ete. J. C. Dana, Li- 
brary Primer, p. 77. 

accession-num (ak-sesh’on-num’bér), v. 
The number given to a volume when it is en- 
tered in the accession-book of a library, show- 
ing the order of its receipt. 

a. Lateralis accessorius,theaccessory 
lateral inorhs fishes, one or more series of mucous tubes 
in addition to the usual series called the lateral line. 

To enter in the 

accordion 

. L. a. 3. In the logical system of 
Lotze, aang (as thought) to the coherence of 
the matter of thought a notion of the ground 
of its coherence. See the extract. 

That larity of thoaght which will govern the whole 
of our pa abo —— lies in the production of 
those and justifieatory notions which condition moceasory 
the form of our app 1. 

Ledze (trans.), Logic, Introd., §7. 

4. In geol., noting those minerals which are 
present in relatively small quantities in a rock 
and are not mentioned in its definition, such as 

z echo anette, and — in granite : con- 
tra th essential, Accessory germ-plasm. 
See *yerm-plasm, — Accessory See tidio-. 
plaam, — or in wruaic, parts or 
volces which supply an accompaniment to those which 
are principal or easential,— Accessory signs, in pathol, 
customary or constantly attendant signs. 
TI, ». 4. In organ-bwilding, same as acces- 

‘atop. 
Accident yield. 
—— 

4. In philos., the opinion 
sometimes modified without 

— cause: a use of the word proposed 
. M. Baldwin. 

See *aei in nN, . 
Sabie (a-kit mgt 1),4. Acclimatiza- 

(Rare.] N. E. D. 
tion fever. See */ferer!, 

, . U. intrans, To become eli- 
matically accustomed or habituated to a new 
locality or to new conditions, 

ent (ak’¢-lent), a. and a, [L. accolens 

ble, 

Cibolans and those of the aceolents of the Gila-Salado has 
been commented on by others. V. Simith- 
sontan Report, 1996, p. 

accommodation, ». 5, In biol., a ch 
which is brought about in a living being by its 
own activity and is not transmitted to its de- 
scendants, as contrasted with a variation re- 
garded as a congenital change which is not the 
effect of the activity of the organism and is 
transmitted to descendants ; an acquired char- 
acter,—6. In genetic wy, the reverse of 
habit. Tt 538 modification ot fonction or type, and 

ida expression in selective thought, interest, * 
join, Handbook of Psychol., p. 40. * 
7. In theol., the theory that God in bis revela- 
tion so modifies its teaching that it meets the 
needs of man, who is limited in knowledge and 
holiness. So God's law is accommodated to 
the hardness of man’s heart, and his truth to 
ignorance.—8, A public coach with seats inside 
for twelve persons, and with an entrance on 
each side, The body was hang on leather thorough- 
braces after the manner of the post-chaise, It waa first 
used in New York on Broadway between Wall and Bleecker 
strects. Its successors were the sociable and the omnibus 
— Absolute accommoda’ that of one eye acting 
independently of its fellow.— 

Bee *7 te of accomm: 
in —— and pene optics, Uve nearest and 

farthest pointe at which an object can be seen single: also 
termed range of accom ~ Line of acoommo- 
dation, in lxrieat * the portion of the line of 
sight for points in which Scan dene ol aseemmaniar 
tion is sufficient. — of accommodation. See 
limite ef *accommodation.— Relative 
tion, that effected by the two eyes acting together. 

accompaniment, *. (a) An accompaniment is said 
te be igeto when tt so far differs from that which is ac 
companted that it Is necessary for the intended effect, 
but ad Hkitum when itso nearly coincides with that which 
is aocompanted that it may or may not be used. at will. 
The form of an accompaniment is specitically described 
hy terme such a8 arpeygio, Newred, yw hea 
contraprental, renaing, ote,, ant! ita character be Indicate 
by naming the instrument or other apparatus by which 
it la provided : as, a plano accomprniment, a chorus ac- 
companiment, ete. — ment figure, in mente, 
aemall pattern of notes which is used again and again, 
with but slight modifications, so as to form a continuous 
background or framework for a solo or other principal 
melody. The so-called Afherti base la one variety of ac: 
compantment tgare; bat the term is extended to cover 
touch more elaborate melodie fyures which are repeated 
in accompaniments 

accordatura (a-kér-lii-té’rii), n. 
dare, aceord, c.] The normal series of tones 
to which the strings of a stringed instrument, 
such as the violin, are tuned: any deviation 
from this series ix called scordatura, Some- 
times written accord. 

» Ade to Gunter, reckoned, 
determined, ascertained, or lait down In acoorlance with, 
or by means of, the rule. scales, tables, of inetraments 
devies!| by Edmand Ganter (1681-16), a noted English 
mathematician; hence, exact or exactly; accurate or ae 
curately, 

accordion, ». II, «a. Resembling in its folds 

[It., < aeeor- 



accordion 

the bellows of an accordion: as, an accordion 
camera (one that is extensible), accordion 
skirts, ete, : 
accordment (a-kérd’ment), ». [accord, t., + 
773 Accord; agreement; reconcilement, 

account, 4, Bureau of accounta. See *bureaw.— 
Joint account, an account, as in a bank or In some par- 
ticular course of basiness deali in which two or more 
Persons are conjointly interes" from 
an account in which only one person, firm, or corporation 
is interested.— To oquare accounts, to ascertain, and 
to pay or receive, balance dae in any colar 
course of basiness dealings; settle ap by paying or re- 
ceiving feed: balance due. 

accoun nt. Chartered accountant, « certified 
pablic ent, 5. (Britieh.) 

The fiftieth anniversary of the Incorporation of ehar- 
—— in Scotland. Atheneum, Dec, 10, 190%. 

accounter (a-koun'tér), a. [account, 0., + 
-er.}) 1. One who counts or reckons; an ac- 
countant; a ‘teller,’—2. One who keeps or 
renders, or is — to render, an account, 
as a steward of his stewardship, 
accounting (n-koun‘ting), ». [account, ¢., + 
-ing.) 1. skoning; computation; count- 
ing.—2. An examination, reckoning, render- 
ing, or balancing of accounts so as to arrive at. 
the true state of any transaction or course of 
transactions: as, the court ordered an account- 
in? the parties eame to an acconnting.—3. 

eart or science of keeping accounts; the 
principles or methods of account-keeping; ac- 
— — as, manufacturing accounting ; 
mercantile accounting. Amer. Accountant's 
Manual, 1. 183. 

accountment (a-kount’ment), ». [accownt, v, 
+-ment.] Accounting; responsibility, [Rare. 

accouplement, ». 3, In arch,, the act of plac- 
ing two pillars, columns, or pilasters close to- 
gether, so as to form a pair, in contrast with 
similar pieces which are spaced more widely. 
Aceouplement is rare in classical buildings as 

_ weknow them, butis common in modern work, 
Accra rubber. See *rubber. 
accrete, ¢. 2. In diol,, grown together: said of 
—_ normally separate but naturally grafted. 

aceretion, 2, 
accretion, ». 5. In forestry, increase in diam- 
eter or height; distinguished from increment, 
inerease in volume,—6,. In petrol., » term pro- 
posed by Johnston-Lavis for a mass formed in 
solution by deposition about # nucleus, as in 
odlite, or upon the walls of a cavity. It stands 

the author in contrastto concretion, which is defined 
Hamed as a mechanical agglomeration about a nucleus. — 
Accretion borer, See *borer.— cu! 
Same as ®aceretion thinniag.— thinning, 

made spec ly to Increase the mba a thionty 
fates growth in diameter of the treea which are left 

ing. 
accultural (a-kul’té-ral), a. [L. ae- for ad- + 
cultura, culture, +-al.]) Obtained by aceul- 
turation, or by the adoption of foreign eultural 
elements, 
« * invention ts * bene — when an inven, 

te 

— wee cae 4 individaal 3 tee — Pagel 
vention of others, so that it may be the Invention of 
ma: men. 

d. W Powell, in Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, 1897-08, p. xxi. 
acculturation (a-kul-t tao ng n. [L, ac- 
for ad- + enltura, culture, -ation.} The 
process of adopting and assimilating foreign 
cultural elements, 
The of culture in all the five departments is by 

tn and acculturation, 
J. W, Powell, in Rep. Bur. Am. Ethnology, 1807-08, p. xxi. 

acculturize (a-kul’tir-iz), v. t.; pret. and PR: 
aceulturized, ppr. acculturizing, [acculture 
-ize,] Tomake the culture of a people similar 
to that of another; to bring about assimilation 
of culture. 
The arts and industries of the partially aeewlturized 

Papago Indians. Smithenian Report, 1806, p. 44. 

bent, «. 3. In entom,, lying closely, as 
the scales on a butterfly’s antenna, 

accumpaniment, », A simplified spelling of 
accompaniment, 

A, simplified spelling of ac- accumpany, ¢. ¢. 
Company. 
—ã— wn. 3. dc) Im the acoum 
tor the displacement planger is f into the hydraulic 
cylinder by a platon which fita « second cylinder and 
on whose acting face a of steam or alr is main- 
tatne! from a steam-boller or from a compressed-air pump 
or reservoir of large capacity, The name accumulator 
is also given to a storage battery, iu electrical engineer- 
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since the bat! may be charged and discharged at 
po eee yl tga y A the chemical reaction caused 
the current an el energy bs accum 

steam-turbine. 
Ace in the pot, a dice game in which each player gets 

rid of a counter for every ace thrown, 
a.-c.-8, mixture. See *mirture. 
aceconitic (as-6-k6-nit’ ik), a. [aee(tic) + 
(ajconitie?] Noting an acid, CgHgg, which 
is formed by the action of sodium on the ethyl 
ester of bromacetic acid, It is isomeric with 
aconitie acid. 

acedia —— n, [Cuban use of Sp, ace- 
dia, aflounder.] A Cuban name for a ies 
of tongue-fish or sole, Symphurus pl . 

acediamine (1s-e-di-am‘in), ». [Appar. ace(tic) 
+ di-2 + amine.) A substance CH3C(NH)- 
NH». Also acetamidine. 
i a, A-simplified spelling of acepha- 

us, 
aceitillo (4-si’i-tél’ys), n. [Porto Rico Sp. 
dim of Sp. aceite, oil.] In Porto Rico, a small 
tree, Simarouba Tula, the wood of which is 
strong, durable, and well suited to all kinds of 
coarse carpenter-work. 

ace-line (as‘lin), ». Im hand-ball and similar 
sports, a line used in marking the courts. 
acenaphthene (as-e-naf’thén), ». [ace(tic) + 
—— A —— Cy gH jg, obtained 
from coal-tar and also _— artificially by 
heating «-ethylnaphthalene. 

acena: lene (us-0-naf’thi-lén), n. [ace(tic) 
+ naphthylene.) —— Ci⸗olla formed 
when the vapor of acenaphthene is passed 
over red-hot lead oxid. : 
Acentrogobius (a-sen-trd-g6"bi-us), n. [NL., 
< Gr, dxevrpor, without sting, spine, or spur, + 
L. qobius, by) A genus of Asiatic river 

bies, little different from Ctenogobius, 
f oot us (a-sen’tr-pus), #. (NL. (West- 
wood, 1835), ¢ Gr, 4- priv. + xévrpor, spine, + 
sete, foot.] An anomalous genus of pyralid 
moths of the subfamil Schanobiine, which 
contains the most completely aquatic forms of 
the order Lepidoptera, The lurve live below the 
surface of the water on the leaves of aquatic planta, but 
have no Their m of res) mn is une 
known, 
acentrous (a-sen’trus}, a. [Gr. d- priv, + 
aévrpor, center.) Without a center; specifi- 
eally, noting a condition of the vertebral col- 
umn found in some batrachians and fishes, in 
which bony neural arches are assoviated with 
a persistent notochord which shows no trace 
of segmentation: said also of cells in which a 
centrosome or centrosphere cannot be detected, 

mn * — animal or age bein; 
supposed to ess; one of the Acephali, 
Topeell, Four-footed Beasts. X. £. D. 

. & Headless; without a bead or leader. 
acephalate (a-sef’a-lat), a. [As acephal(ous) 
+ -atel.) Acephalous; specifically, of or per- 
taining to the Acephaia. 

acep) (a-se-fa ik. a. [acephal-ous + -ic.] 
Same as acephalows; headless. 

Ita evolution has been , diffuse, or headless. 
L. H. Badeys Sareival of the Unlike, p. 1, 

(geet glad), phalina NL. 
acephal(ous) + -ina®.] —— 

as Monocystidea, % (NL. acephai 
e (a-sef’a-lin), a. nus 

(neut. pl. Acephalina), ¢ Gr. axégatoc, headless: 
see acephaious.] Resembling the Acephalina, 
or having no epimerite, as certain Gregarinida. A 

A small aporozoite penetrates into a blood corpuacte 
and there grows, assuming all the characters of « emall 
terphaiine Gregarine, neve, Brit. XXXII. 814, 

acephalism (a-sef’a-lizm), ». The opinions 
ms practices of the acephalists, or those who 
acknowledged no ecclesiastical superior. See 
Acephali, 

acep n. 2. A sterile echinococcus 
cyst. 
acephalophorous (a-sef-a-lof’é-rus), a. [Gr, 
4@- priv. + xrga?y, head, + -gopor, ¢ géperv, bear.) 

, ag acetal ie 

acetanilide 
Not holo a distinct head; resembling the 

Acerata (avser’p-ti), n pl. 
a- priv. + xépac, horn.) In 

Kingsley’s classification of the Arthropoda, a 
with 

wills oF as ia cephalo- 
thorax and — six segments and their appendages 

The Acerntaare di into two grou — 
of which Lénwlus is the only — 
and the Arachnida, or epiders, mites, and scorpion 

acerate? (as’c-rat), a. [L. aceratus, mingled 
with chaff (taken here as ‘like chaff,’ that is, 
‘sharp-pointed, appar. associated with acus 
(acu-), a needle), ( acews(acer-), chaff.] Needle- 
shaped or rod-shaped: specifically applied to 
monaxon spicules found in calcareous sponges; 
in bot,, same as acerose (b). 

a cerquate (i cher-kwil'te). [It. dial. (Peru- 
ian): a, with ; cerquate, pl., ¢ cergua= Sardin- 

ian kerku (= It. querce, cia), C1. 
oak; see Quercns.} id of decoration con- 
sisting of conventionalized oak leaves and 
acorns, usually painted in deep yellow on a 
— — Such — is frequently 
‘ound on jan majolica wares, particular] 
those of Urbino. : ital 
Acervularia (a-sér-vi-li’ri-@), n. (NL, ¢ L. 
acerculus, a little heap, + -aria,.] A genus of 
extinct tetracorals of the family Cyathophyl- 
= abundant in the Silurian and Devonian 
ormations. The in colonies, and have 

stout septa, tabula ref f aapell aD pone f and the } peripheral 
zone filled with vesicular tiseue. 

acervulus, ». 2. The fruiting pustule of cer- 
tain fungi, as Gleosporium and related genera, 
consisting of small dense masses of conidio- 
phores aud conidia formed beneath the epi- 
dermis of the host, which bursts and permits 
the escape of the conidia when they mature. 
Acetabularia (as-e-tab-i-la’ri-&), nm. [NL., ¢ 
_ — cup, + -aria.] Bee *acetabu- 
win, 5, 

acetabulate (as--tab’i-lit), a. Cup-sha 
as the sucker of certain — hay * 

acetabul n. 5, feap.) A genus of calcare- 
ous green a Chlorephycee, found in tropi- 
eal orsubtropi- 
eal waters: 
characterized 
by anerect axis 

ted by 

con- 
sists of numer- 
ous radiating 
ebambers, 
Also Acetabu- 
laria, Tourne- 
Sort, 1719, 

acetabulous 
(as-e-tab’ a- 
lus), a. In bot., 
same as acetab- 
uliform, 1, 

(a- 
set-a-sé tik), 
a, See *aceto- 
acetic. 

tn et-al’dé- 
i ),M. [acet- 1 &, teetebulnm eign, spo 

(ie) . + alde- * ma Prem Menay's Cinwedecson 
hyde. The al- **° to Seaweeds." 

dehyde CH gCHO, formed by the oxidation of 
common or ¢thyl alcohol. It boils at 21° C., 
and has a disagreeable penetrating odor. 
acetamidine (as-et-am‘i-din), ». Same as 
sacediamine. 
cetaminoacetic acid, Same as *avceturic 

2, Acetatwiam ¢eiguem, a thallus ene 

acid. 
acetaminol (as-et-am’i-ndl), n.  [acet(ie) + 
am(monia) + -in? + -ol.]) A trade-name for 
w-acetaminobenzoyleugenol, NH(CoHgO)C,- 
H,C0O9.CgHs(OCHg)CgHs. It is a crystalline 
substance having antiseptic properties. 

acetanilide (as-ct-an‘i-lid), m. [acet-yl + ani- 
lide.) A substance, CgH,NH.CgHg0, formed 
by heating aniline and glacial acetic acid for 
several hours, or by the action of acetyl chlo- 
rid or acetic anhydrid on aniline. Fownes. 



acetenyl 

1 (a-set’e-nil), v. [acet(ie) + -cne + 
wy. } ‘A term used in composition, —_— 
ths a compound contains the group CH:C, de- 
Tived enti as rt ie (CgHg), a8 acetenylben- 

Tt has also been erroneously A 
te the group CHo:CH, styrene 

tet q) having also been called acet- 
enylhenzene, 
—— — See *acetenyl, 
acethemin, acethamin (us-at-b hé’min), nm, 
[acet(ic) + Gr, aipa, blood.) The term ppeuse 
to @ preparation, € “34H 9304N «ClFe, of hemin 
said to contain an — gro group, CHgCO, It 
_ derived from the coloring matter of the 

ood, 
Acetin blue. See *hiue. 
acetize (as‘e-tiz), v. i.; pret. and pp, acetized, 
ppr. acetizing. ‘To undergo acetous fermenta- 

ion; become sour, &. F. Burton, 
te as’ e-té-ns’ e-tat), nm. [acetoa- 

cet(ic) + -atel. A salt of acetoacetic acid. 
acetoacetic (as’e-té-a-sd’tik), a. Noting an 
acid, CHgCOCH,COJH, searcely known in the 
free state because of its instability. It ts found 
in the urine of pereens suffering trom dintetes and some- 
Cases Be in that of those suffering from fevers, See wdia- 

— —— 3 ester, t 
TT uid with a pi pleasant odor, : oi tes at 

leet varye unu⸗ual importance, both because its 
wer te ty oa lenge class of similar compounds 
and becanse it can for the aynthesia of a great 
2— of ————— 

orhydrose (as*e-t6-klér-hi‘drés), » 
“fave acet(ic) + chlor(in) + hydr(ogen) + — A 

itter dextrorotatory compound, CgH+(CoH,- 
354 formed by the action of acetyl « cho- 
rid on d-glucose, 

acetol (as‘e-tdl), m. feowt{ie) + -ol.) A com- 
pound, CH,COC see aving the official 
name L-hydro, none. It is w liquid which 
boils with decomposition at 147°C. Variously pated 
as = eer . —— aleohel, Aydroryacetone, 

acetolatum inact -la‘tum), #. [acetum, vine- 
r.) An aromatic liquid preparation ob- 

fined by, distilling vinegar containing an es- 
sential oil. 

—— i ——— has an odor re- 
sem —— 

S—— acid, (CHs)ofYOH)- 
7* 25* ia —— aay conten 

nv 

acetonine (aset'S-nin), & [acetone + -ine?.] 
A very unstable ‘base, ( 
carbonate is formed by t action of carbon 
bisulphid and ammonia on — 

Same as *acefol.— 

acetonitrile (as*e-té-ni’tril), [acetone + 
nitrile.) Methyl cyanide, — SN, the nitrile 
of acetic acid. It is a liqui which boils at 
81.6° C, 

acetonuria —S — —— (NL., ¢ a 
fone + Gr. otipov, urine.) The elimination of 
acetone in the urine: seen notably in diabetes 
and in febrile diseases. 

acetony] (a-set’d-nil), », [acetone + -yl.] A 
term ũ in composition, indicating that a 
compound contains the group CHg gn, de- 
rived from acetone, as scotonylacotone, CHg- 
COCH,CH2COCHg,. It is also used for com- 
ands containing the up (CHg)oC., as 
———— (CHa eC. NA 00. nine 

co, 

acetonylacetonate (n-set? -nil-a-set’d-ndt), n. 
[acetonylacetone + -ate.] —* salt fered from 

tad of acetone and thharotonn (Hove. acety’ 

7 

1 (as-0-tok’ sil), n. ie) + ox ) 
= Kolbe bine for meet ea 

c toxyl- 
H)0.c 86 — 

name for the gro OSB O: as, ac 
Che Nes ester, CH, HyCH( — 
—— ——— used as a prefix 
acetozone (a-set’d-z0n), n. [acet(ic) : ozone.) 
A — for *benzoylacetylperoxid (which 

— (as‘e-trakt), mn. IL. ace(tum), vine- 
gar, + E. (ex)tract.) A solid extract of a drug 
made with a menstruum containing acetic 

acebam, =. 'S..A pharmecoutieal p m 2. acentii preparation 
usually made by percolating a drug with di- 
lute ‘acetic acid. 

scoturic (as-0-tii‘rik), a. 
aac an acid, the acetyl 
O.NHO 
melts at 
——— repr id. a — 

as” e-til-a-set’d-nat), u. [ace- 
tylacetone + -atel,) A salt formed from acetyl- 
acetone, 
acetylacetone (as’e-til-as’o-tén “ee sche 
eu + acetone.) A compoun 

Hg, formed by the netion of ; —— on 3 
Cott of mate and ethyl acetate, Itisa 
Banta » which botla at 197°C. Tt forme salts which are 
ron. Poche. derived from the tautomeric form, CHyCOCH:C- 

+ -yl. 
name for the grow 
geen acid, CHa 

5 + wel 
—— og 

aecotylato (a-sct’i-lit), v. Lz pret. and pp, acet- 
— ppr. acetylating, (acetyl + -tel.) To 

troduee the acetyl group into; —— — 
to prepare an acetyl derivative of an organic 
—— containing a hydroxyl- or amino- 

ahetylation (a-set-i-lé’sh at) n. [acetyl + 
pr ] The treatment of organic substances 
with acetic anhydrid in order to determine the 
resence and — of aleoholie hydroxyl, 
me as acetylization tylation test, the a 

plication of thie Process to renee and fatty — 
asa part of their chemical examination, 

scotyicarbinol (us*e-til-kiir’bi-ndl), 2. Same 
‘acetol, 

used as 
fliamninant and to increase the flluminating sig vaboc el onal: coal. 
gas and water-gua of poor quality, 

t acetylglycin (as’e¢-til-gli’ sin), a. Same as 
*aceturic acid, 

acetylide (a-set’i-lid), m. [acetyl + -idel.] A 
‘al HgNg, whose thio- compound formed by the replacement of one from 

e or both of the hydrogen atoms of —— by 
a metal, aeetylide (Cys) atid silver acet 
plide (AgeCy) are highly —— An the acetylides 
of alkali alkaline earth-metals are not explosive. 

a, II". A Persian of the time 
of Achwmenes or the Achemenidm; also, the 

aco- Persian language of that period (recorded in achoresis 
cuneiform inscriptions ). 

p Sr -kas-kof‘i-tum), ».; pl. 
achascophy ta (- (NL.,< Gr. d- priv. + yas- 
xerv, to open, de aS + guTév, a plant.) 
bot., a plant having an indehiseent fruit. 

tinellidaw (a-kat-i-nel’i-dé), n. pi, [NL., 
<Achatinella + -idw.] A family of stylomma- 
tophorous, pulmonate Gasteropoda. They have a 
small bulimotd shell, indifferently dextral or sinistral, 
and a radula of two ty one ae the teeth in very 
oblique rows, central — terala, aud marrinala all of the 
same t bare narrow, head rather broad, with nuner- 
ous I denticles (asin Achatinella proper, 4 , Auriculella, 
and Ternatellina), the other having ntral towth 

ty stall and narrow, cuspid, ond marginals os in 
Hetiz (Amastra aml Carelia). 

acetonylacetone. See *acetonyl. achen: n. Same as achwnoca 
e (as*e-to-fe’nin), ». [acetophe- Achernian (a-kér’ni-an), a. and n. Tachernar, 

n(yl) + -ine?.] A weak base, ptt ; formed “the name of a star, -ian.) I. a. —3 
by the action of ammonia and pho: horus pen- stars similar to Achernar, in the spectrum o 
toxid on acetophenone. Iterystallizes in nee- which hy n, helium, asterium, oxygen, 
dles which melt at 135° C. nitrogen, and carbon are predominant: sup- 
acetophenone (as’e-to-f6’ndn), n.  [acet(ic) + by Lockyer to be cooling. 
phen(yl) +-one.] A compound, ‘CeH,COC 
formed by the ddetitiation ofa tnisture of cal- 
cium acetate and benzoate. It melts at 20.5* and 
boils at 22" C. Pee doe hie tee 
ration of a great variety of compounds, 
Phen, tphenylmeth hyprone. 

(as’e-té-pi’rin), n. 
Same as *acop 

ome, and 

aceto-soluble ſa⸗⸗ —e -bl), a. Soluble in 
acetic acid: as, necte coluble albumin, a form 
of serum albumin described by Patein as oc- 
curring in the urine. 

(as-e-tok’sim), n. [acet(ic) + oxime.] 
The oxime ((CHg)gC : NOH) of acetone. It is 
a volatile solid jaa melts at 60° and boils at 
134.8° C. 

i n. An Achernian star. 
Acheson graphite, proceas, See *graphite, 
* process, 
Acheulian (ii-shé’li-an), Of or pertaining 
to — — in —* mime ——— — 
France,— 

eolithic *2*8 its as ag =, iy worked react 
Plements of more recent date than rude flinte 

found in the Chelléan beds: so named by Mortillet from 
the occurrence of such relics at Saint-Acheal. 

achiev, rv. ¢. A simplified spelling of achieve. 
achilia (a-ki’ li-i), mn. (NL, €*achilus, lipless : 
see achilous.) Congenital ‘absence of one or 
both lips 
—— eau), adv, [a% + chill,] Chilled; 

H) of glyeocoll or cin. 
Bee C. Also called cielo and Schillodynia 

achromatic 
« the warm breeze grown achill / 

Morris, Earthly Paradise, ILL. iv. 38 

Achilles (a-kil’éz), nm, An argument, other- 
wise called ‘ Achilles and the Tortoise,’ which 
was proposed by Zeno of Elea to prove that 
motion is impossible. sw that Achilles rans 
parallel to the tortolse, which ls moving slowly in the 
same direction and is at the start some distance ahead 
of Achilles. The argunsent is that Achilles never will 
overtake the tortoise, because in order to do so he must 
first move to the point at which the tortolse started, and 
when he arrives there the tortotse will again be a certain 

abead and the same condition of things will be 
peated. Hence Achilles will not overtake the tortoise 

unt. be has completed or ended a series of advances 
which haa no completion or end. The argument is ab- 
pa both the logical and the mathematical point 
of view, 

achilletin (ak-i-lé’tin), nm. [achili(ein) + -ct 
+ -in*.] A compound, Ch Hy 40 N, formed by 
the action of dilute sulphurie acid oF on achillein, 
It is a dark-brown Poeaiet and is not bitter. 

(a-kil-6-din‘i- ~it), wm. [dehill(es 
tendon) + Gr. ddivn, ‘pai n.J in in the beel, 

Achirina® (ak-i-ri’né), ». pl. [NL., < Achirus 
+-inw.] A subfamily of aay typified by the 
genus Achirus, 

aphlorhydria (skids bi’dri-f), ». (NL., ¢ Gr. 
a- Ee + chlorh =e + cia.) Absence of 
a Eecilocie acid f rom the _ juiee. 

ocon (ii-ché-kén"), n. .» a native 
name.] A name in Peru of. ry jarge tree of 
the violet family, Leonia —S It bears a 
rough yellow edible fruit the hh, filled with 
a soft sweet pulp of the same color, is held in much 
esteem by the Peru’ 

acholic (a-kol’ik), a. (Gr. d- priv. + oad, 
bile: see cholic.) Marked by the absence of 
bgt — from bile. Lancet, May 30, 1903, 

— (a-kon‘drit),m. Ia-is + chondrite.] 
A meteoric stone, or aérolite, containing little 
or no iron and essentially free from chon- 
drules. See *meteorite, 
achondroplasia (a-kou-dro-pli’si-i),n. [NL., 
< Gr. a priv, + yéedpec, cartilage, + TAGGIC, 
molding, apart ear ng An anomaly of de- 
velopment marked by deficient cartilaginous 
growth resulting in a form of dwarfism. The 
subject of this affection ie —_ and “ stocky,” with 
large head and well. develo 
ochondrey. ic (a- * corey — ‘tik), a. 
—— ) + plastic.) lating to or 
affected with achondroplasia. 

achordal (a-kér'dal), a. [Gr.a-priv. + yopds, 
acord.) 1. Not connected with or developed 

notochord.—2, Having no spinal 

ahiordate o-bir ait) and vn. [NL. *achor- 
datus, ¢ Gr. a- + yopdh, chord.) I, a, 
Having no notoe cond ; invertebrate; belonging 
to the be ter: 

One of the Achordata. 
(ak-9-r6‘sis), vn. [NL. achorésis, ¢ 

riv, + yupeiv, make room, contain.) A 
* on of diminished capacity of any one of 
the hollow viscera, | as the bladder. 

ites (ak-d-rir —— n. —— gry PE 
1835), ¢ Ur. a= priv. 
am per, € xopeiery, — i} pyres genus of collem- 

lan insects of the fami y Poduridx, 
markable for the fact that certain of its » 
nivicola of the United States and A. murorwm of ‘urope, 
oocur frequeatiy io great pam bers on the surface of snow. 
They are sometimes called snow-fleae. 

achrematite (a-kré’mg-tit), n. (Gr. axpijuaroc, 
without money, ¢ 4- priv. + Apiua, money: 
because it does not (as alleged) contain silver.) 
A mineral of doubtful character found at the 
mines of Guanaceré, Mexico, It consists of the 
roan and molybdate of lead 

Eagwam, — the presence of white 
spots on the onails. 

achromat {ak’ré-mat), ». [G, achromat, ¢ Gr. 
aypduatoc, colorless: see achromatic.) In ¢ 
tics, a lens or system of lenses corrected 
chromatic aberration.— New achromat, ap al 
mat constracted on modern principles (the theory belig 
far advanced beyond those which determined the con- 
struction of the old achromats) and male of the new 
Jena glam, which renders it possilde to give the achre- 
mat a flat field.—Old achromat, ap achromat made of 
old-fashioned crown: and en and necessarily hay 
ing a fleld which i mot fla 

ma’ a. 2, ‘in biol.: (a) Colorless; 
hyaline. (5) Diffleult to stain: a term ap- 
plied to the portion of the cell-nucleus which 
exhibits little or no tendency to stain in car- 
mine, hematoxylin, or certain atiline dyes 
used in histologic and cytologic technic.— 
Achromatic in eytol,, the non-staining as op 

1 to the staining portion of the karyokinetho figure. 
achromatin, — in eytol,, any non- 

staining portion of the ———66 such as the 



achromatic 
substance which accumulates about the poles of the ach- 

Achromatic jecti: romatie aplodle.— wmirror *o ve, 

pl i \ the neem —ohng ode ayo 
— polea of the de fn karyokineals, which do 

deficient in ——— Syd. Soc. Lex. 
tizable (a-kré’ma-ti-za-bl), a. Capa- 

ble of being correeted for chromatic aberra- 
tion. Also spelled achromatisable. 

tolysis (a-kré-ms-tol’i-sis), n. [Gr. 
dypGuarog, not colored, + Aisi, dissolution. 
In eytol., the breaking down or dissolution o 
the achromatic substance of the cell: opposed 
to chromatolysis. ⸗ 
achromic (a-kré’mik), a. IGr. 4- priv. + 
apove, color.) Devoid of color; colorless. 

Ly 

achromin (i-kré’min), ». The achromatin or 
linin of the nucleus of the cell, as contrasted 
with the chromatin. 

The most division of the caryoplasm in th 
colls of the outunt ond —_ bexly ta tohe two 4 
different sutetances, which are usually called chromatin 
(or nucleln) and echromin (or tinin} 

Haeckel (trans), Wonders of Life, p, 140, 

achronism (ak’ré-nizm), n. [Gr. 4- priv. + 
xpevor, time, + -i#m.] Lack or deficiency of 
time; absence of time iy which to accomplish 
anythin, ). (Rare.) X. 2. D. 

(ak· rõ⸗ q · xlũꝰ kõ· jen), x. [Gr. 
4 xpooc, colorless, + glycogen.) A colloid carbo- 
hydrate which resulta from snail-mucin on pro- 
longed boiling with dilute acids or alkalis. On 
—— it is ** A ee — 

achylia (a-ki‘li-j), ». (NL., Cachytus, without 
see achylous,) Absence of chyle.— chyle: 

Achylin gastrica, dine: arked by deficient seere- 
or aleence of “ guatiie jaloa, J 

(a-ki'mus),a. [NL. *achymus, ¢ Gr, 
aͤ⸗ ae + yunds, juice: see -) Having 
no chyme 

achyrop hytum (ak-i-rof’i-tum), ».; pl. ach 
rophyta (-th). [NL., ¢ Gr. dyrpor, chat, — 
+ gurér,a plant.) In bot., a glumaceous plant, 
as grasses, sedges, etc. 

n. 5, In bot.: (a) The bristle-like pro- 
longation of the rachilla of a grass-spike. (5) 
A tooth-like process in the hymenium of cer- 
tain fungi. 

Aciculina (a-sik-a-li’ ni), m. pl. [NL., ¢ L. 
acicula, a needle, + -ina.]) A suborder of 
monaxonidan ngiz of the order Hadro- 

See whine, #hirown, eygreen. ‘Acid color. See 

red, etc, — tuff, Same aa acid *#color.— 
in’ Same aa *eacidosts, — leather, 

Seo tleather,— ‘toolor, Same aa mordant 
*weotor,—Acid or acidic oxid. See —Acid 

soap. See * — steel See wetee!,— Acid tar, 
impure ealphurie actd which has been used tn refining 

um. Also known as sludge acid.— Acid teat, tide. 
wtest!, ætiu⸗i. 

II, x.— acid, the commercial name of 
one of the seven isomeric monosalphonic acids of f- 
naphthol, It is an important raw material in the color 
i ustry.— Schesle’s aS per cent, solution of ab- 
solute hydrocyanic achd in water. 

thera (as‘i-dan-thé’rii), x. [NL., appar. 
¢ L, acidus, sour, acid, + Gr. avtnpoc, flowering 
or NL. anthéra, anther.)] A genus of about 20 

rican and Australian plants of the family 
Tridacesx, intermediate between Gladiolus and 
Tria. They are grown indoors in potas, or in the open 
in summer, The best-known species is A. bicolor, with 
creamy white, chocolate-botched flowers in a simple, lax 

ke. 
Acidaspis (as-i-das’pis),n. [NL., ¢ L, acidus, 
sharp, + aspis (Gir. aoric), shield.] A genus 
of trilobites in which the shield bears numer- 
ous spines: characteristic of the Silurian and 
Devonian formations. 

acid-black (as’id-blak’), ». One of the naph- 
lack, amordant acid thol blacks.—Anthracene acid-b' 

coal-tar color, In an actd bath itdyes unmordanted wool 
a black which bevomes much faster when after-chromed,— 

the name nesigned to a mixture of va- 
rows dyestuffs. It is largely used on account of its good 
dietribating power and the handsome shade, resembling 
logwood. black, which it produces. * 

acid-blue (as*id-blé’).». Same as cyanol *blwe, 
—Azo acid-blue, an acid if of the monoano t 
similar to Victoria *violet.—Biebrich acid-blue,un act 

8 

ooal-tar color of unpublished constitution, which dyes 
a pha ee rr aS ac J— ne — chlorid naib 

acid-brown, an 
acid coal-tar color of unpublished constitution, which 

shades of brown in an dyes wool level acid bath. 
acid-carmoisin (as‘id-kiir’mé-i-sin), ». One of 
the fast reds. See fast red, under red!. 

acid-cell (as’id-sel), ». One of the cells at the 
cardiac extremity of the stomach which secrete 
the acid constituent of the gastric juice, 

acid-cerise (us‘id-se-réz’), ». An impure acid- 

iston- or plunger-pump, Chambers which have an P : ae purmy 

displacing the liquor 
through connecting pipes to the desired point, “ 

The pumping of the acide up to the top of the towers Is 
el pressed et now always by means of cony alr, 

in theold “aeid-ggs,"or more economically in “ pulsom- 
eters." Bneye. Brit »XXV. 44, 

acid-fast (as’id-fast), a. A literal translation 
of the German ‘“siurfest”: applied to a class 
of bacteria which, when once stained with 
basic aniline dyes, tenaciously hold the dye on 
subsequent exposure to acids or alcohol. The 

Dacilina, and lts'resoraltion ts the Unesen, the epatam, 
etc, is easentially boned upon this Wackdfastnes” 

acid-fuchsin (as"id-f6k’sin),n. Sameas acid- aoid. 
magenta.— Past acid-fuchsin. Same as fost *acid- 

acid-gland (as‘id-gland),». 1. One of certain 
lands found inthe pedipalp drachnida, secret- 
ng an acid liquid, 

In connection with the aeid. he describes a con- 
volated mass of tubules twisting about on each side of 

oan ahaa te to at oe 
ee roe. Zoot. Boe. London, 1902, 11. 171. 

2. In entom., one of the glands, found in the 
honey-bee and other otinging Hymenoptera, 

id. There are also glands 

wool and silk green in an acid bath. 

That acidifies 

 ".— Twichell's 
acidimeter,a form of acidim- 
eter shown in the accummpany- 
ing cut. 

acidimetric (as"i-di-met’- 
rik),a. Of or pertaining 
to the acidimeter or to 
eicx acidimetri- 
eal. 
er rey n. —* 

wile, term pro 
ised for by Von Cotta ( 

all igneous rocks which 
are rich in the acid radi- 
eal silica, as opposed to 
those which are poor in it, 
which he called husites. 

acidity, .—CoeMetent of 
acidi " in pried. a ratio de- 
rived from the chemical analy- 
sis of a rock by dividing the 
number of atoms of oxygen con- 
ap in * venous oxid — — 

wt number of atoens of > acl 

ratical silica, This vatio la" charecteritie of certain 
groups of igneous rocks. 

acidize (as‘id-iz), v.¢.; pret. and pp. acidized, 
ppr. —“ [acid + -ize.] To treat with 
an acid; render acid. — Actdizing the 
trade-name of a method of vulcanizing indinrabber by 
treating it with a solution of calcium or sodium hypo 
chlorite, with or without the addition of an acid, 

s Acidimetet. fuiehel 
@, jar Ged with water: 4, 

measure for aca: ©, sudiase 
cid carbemate to be added 
to acid wader test; a, grad- 
waited tube indicating the 
strength of the acid tested. 

acid- nta, ”.—Azo acid-magenta, an acid color 
of bey o> ished constitution, which dyes wool a color 
resembling that produced by magenta — Fast acid- 

ita, an acid coal-tar color of the monoazo ‘ype. 
It is prepared by combining diazotized aniline with 
amido-naphthol-diselphonic acid, and dyes wool and silk 
a bluish red in an acid bath. Also called fast acid- 
fuchsin, 

acid-maroon (a3id-tma-riin’), a. A crude acid- 
magenta, 

aclythrophytum 
acid-mauve (as’id-mév’), ». An acid coal-tar 
color made by See mauvaniline. 

rts of cells. 
acidophilic (ae*i-d6-fil’ik), a. Same as *acid- 

of 
or 

ophi 
Special attention has been called by Rosin (24), to the 

miero-chemical differentiation of the constituents of the 
bodies the le dyes, 

Poisoning by certain acids, such as 
uric acid or the fatty acids, formed within the 
body under various morbid conditions, such as 
eancer, diabetes, or fever. Also called acid 
intoxication, 
acid-poncean (as’id-pon-s6"), mn. Anacid coal- 
tar color of the monouzo type. It is prepared 
by combining dinzotized 6-naphthylamine-sulphonic acid 
with #-naphthol, and oe wool! and silk senrlet in an 
ackd bath. Also called acid-poncean, acid-scariet or 
Jast acid-ecartet, and —J 
acid-red (as’id-red’), nr. Anacid coal-tar color 
which dyes wool red in an acid bath. Also 
called fast acid-red. 

-rosamine (as*id-réz-am‘in), ». An acid 
econl-tar color of the xanthene type, which 
dyes wool and silk a bluish red. Also called 
olamine G, 
-roseine, acid-rubine (a#’id-ré’2zé-in, 

-rd’bin)}, ». Same as acid-magenta, 
let (as‘id-skiir’let), ». Same as *acid- 

ponceau, Also called Jast acid-scarlet, 
acidulation (a-sid-i-la’shon), ». The act or 

rocess of rendering (something) acid, or of 
mparting an acid or subacid quality to it. 

Acidulous water, a natural mineral water containing a 
notable amount of free carboulc ach. 

acid-violet (as‘id-vi’d-let), ». A name of two 
coal-tar colors (fast acid-riolet ARR and B) of 
the xanthene type. of similar composition, 
They dye wool and silk reddish violet in an 
acid bath. Also known as riolamine Rand ri- 
olamine B.— Fast acid-violet 10 B, an acid coal-tar 
color of the triphenyl-methane-carbinol type. It dyes 
wool violet in an acid bath 

acidy] (as’i-dil), n. 3 + -yl.) Same as 
orm). 

[NL] 

etarian (as-i-né-ta’ri-an), a. andn. I, a. 
Pertaining to or having the characters of the 
Acinetaria, 

Il. #. Oue of the Acinetaria, 
acinetic (as-i-net’ik), a. [Gr. 4- eer. + — 
moved, movable: see kinetic.) That prevents 
motion; that deprives of, or causes the loss of, 
voluntary motion. 

acinotubular (as"i-n6-ta’bii-liir), a. [NL aci- 
nes, acinus, + L. tudwlus, tubule.) Possessing 
both acini and tubules: said of certain glands. 
Acinous cancer. See *cancer. 
aci rin (as-i-pen‘se-rin), ». [Aci r 
(see def.) + -in2.] A protamin found in the 
testicles of a fish, Acipenser stellatus, 
Aciprion (a-sip’ri-on), ». (NL, ¢ (f) Gr. dafg, 
a point, + spiov, a saw.) A genus of true 
lizards or Lacertilia of Miocene age. 

ledgeable (ak-nol‘ej-a-bl), @. [ack- 
nowledge + -able,| That can be acknowledged, 
admitted, or recognized; recognizable; no- 
ticeable, 

acknowl aly (ak-nol’ejd-li), ade, [ack- 
nowledged + -ly.]) Admittedly; confessedly, 

acleistous, See *iclistone, 
acli (ii‘kli), 1. [Tagalog and Da typ acli.] 
A name in the Philippine Islands of Yylia 
sylocarpa, & valuable timber-tree. The wood 
is strong and durable and does not take fire easily. It 
ie used in bowt-bullding and for posts and beams of 
* The bark is saponaceous, See pyengadu, Also 

aclistous, acleistons (a-kli’stus), a. [Gr, 
dixzercroc, not closed, not fastened, ¢ a- priv. 
+ xdeotéc, closed; see eclistocarp, ete.] Not 
closed: used in erystallography to designate 
certain open forms of hemimorphic type; also, 
certain crystalline groups characterized by 
these forms, See *form, 2 , and *symmetry, 6. 

ac hytum (ak-li-throf’i-tum), n.; pl. 
a by wri (-tH). [NL.,< Gr. a- priv. + «Ai 



aclythrophytum 
6oov, a bar, + gurdév,a plant.) In bot., a plant 
with naked or apparently naked seeds; that 
is, one destitute of a pericarp. 

acmatic(ak-mat’ik),@. [Irreg. ¢ aeme + -atic?. 
The normal adj. is acmic.) 
to an seme. [ieee. Hyatt, Biol. Leet., p. 141. 

acmic (ak’mik),a. [acem(e)+-ie.] Of or per- 
taining to an acme, specifically to the acme of a 
a series of organisms, or the period when 
t is richest in genera and species. ([Rare.] 
Amer, Jour, Sei., Oct., 1903, p. 300, 
acmite-trachyte (ak’mit-trak’it), =. See 
*trachyte, 
acmonoid (ak’mé-nold), a, (Gr. desu, an an- 
vil, + eldog, form,] In aathrop,, noting a type of 
eraninum high, long, with atraight sides, a 
swelling of the parietal protuberances situated 
very far back, and the occipital resembling a 
quadrangular ar see leaning slightly on its 
cranial base. G. Sergi, Var, of the Human 
Species, p. 42. 

‘Genet tometer, fer acne in which the lesions are 
together, forming patches of various sizes,— 

ingurate, & form of acne in waren the popes are 
hard and shot-like, deep-seated, and , tat do 
not always go on to su arene Bectoticn, 8 
form of acne, affecting chiefly the forehead, In which 
papules break down, leaving depressed scars Ike pock- 
Taarks,— acne,& pepulas eruption of the akin cased 
by the external application of tar in susceptible persons. 
acneform (ak’né-férm), a. [Irreg. < NL. acne, 
acne, + forma, form.] Resembling acne in 
appearance, 
acnemia (ak-né’mi-d), a. (NL., ¢ Gr. dxvquor, 
without the calf of the leg, ¢ 4- priv. + xvi, 
ealf of the leg.) Absence or imperfect forma- 
tion of the legs. 

acocan (ak-d-kan’the-rin), n. [dcocan- 
thera (see def.) + -in2.) A poisonous gluco- 
side, CggHs99,9, obtained from an African 
arrow-poixon wh ch is prepared from Acecan- 
thera Abyssinica. In physiological action it 
resembles the glucosides of Digitalis. 

la, ». —F . A suborder of Rhabdocalida 
in whieh eavity of the enteron is obliter- 
ated by the concreseence of its walls, the mouth 
leading through a simple pharynx directly into 
the digestive synecetium, It contains the fam- 
ilies Porporid# and Aphanostomide. 
Acelomata, . pl. 2. The emlenterates and 
sponges considered collectively as animals 
without a true eloma, or body-cavity, as dis- 
tinct from the enteron or d ive eavity. 
M — — sel pi ee consisting of | 

Eee a, OF 8 —— Stic oi catenterates, a, OF all the remaining 
Metazoa. 

The cavities of the Acelomata, except certain ectoder- 
mal pits, are in all cases continuations of the primary 
central cavity lined by e and no cavittes exist 
Moed by mesoderm comparable to a contom, 

A. &. Shi , 20OL of Invertebrates, p. se, 

acoin (ak’d-in),”. 1. A trade-name for hydro- 
chlorid of diparanisylmonophenetylguanidin, 
a local anesthetic introduced in I899.—2, A 
general name given to a series of derivatives 
of guanidin similar to the above. 

acolous (ak’d-lus), a. [Gr, dxworc, limbless, < 
a- priv. + xadov, limb, member.] In teratol., 
without limbs, 

acomia (a-ko’ mi-h), mn. (NL., ¢ Gr. dxouoe, with- 
out hair, ¢ 4- priv. + nxduq, hair: see comal,) 
Same as alopecia. 
aconate (wk’-nait), m. [acon(ic) + -atel.] A 
salt derived from aconic acid. 
acone (a’kén), a. [a-!8 + cone.] In entom., 
lacking the cone or crystalline lens, In insects 
having acone eyes the cone or refracting body is repre 
sented only by the four primitive conwe-cells. Distin« 
guished from *#encone Wpacudecone, 

Acone ever, where the cone or refracting body bs want- 
ing, but is represented by the four primitive cone-cells, 

A, S. Packard, Text-hook of Entom., p. 252. 

aconic (a-kon‘ik), a. [acon(ife) + -ic.) De- 
rived from aconite: distinguished in chemistry 
from aconitic.— Aconte acid, an acid formed by boll- 
ing totadibrompyrotartaric acid with water or with asolu- 
tion of sodium carbomate, It is easily soluble in water 
and melts at 14°C. 

aconital (ak’6-ni‘tal), @. [aconite + -al.] 
Characteristic of aconite: as, aconital bitter- 
ness. 

aconite,n. 2. An extract or tineture of this 
plant, used as e poison and as a medicine, 

acopresis (ak ‘o-pré‘sis), ». [acopr(ous) + 
.] Absence of fecal matter from the intes- 

tine, 
* 7 (a-kop’rus), a. (Gr. dxozpoc, with no 
or little excrement, ¢ a- priv. + xémpoc, exere- 
ment.) Without fecal matter in the bowels; 
eharacterized by acoprosis. 

tion. 
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yrin, ak-j-pi‘rin), . 
+ — Tin nec sate ——* 
pyrin, Catt, G3H30)C02 oH 120N: gq [tis 
used as a remedy for headache, 

or pertaining acoria (a-k0‘ri-A),n. [NL., <Gr. dxopia, Cdxopoc, acram 
equiv. to dadéproroc, insatiate, ¢ a- priv. + Kopey- 
—_ sate, satiate, satisfy.) Excessive appe- 
tite. 
acorin (ak’6-rin), n. [acor(us) + -in?.) A name 
given to a substance, formerly supposed to be 
a glucoside, obtained from Acorns Calamua. 
It is of uncertain composition and probably a 
mixture, 
acormus (a-kér’mus),n. [Gr. a- priv. + 
trunk. 

6, 
n feratol., a monster with a head an 

ght an undeveloped napiform body, without ex- acre-foot (&'kér-fat*), n. 
tremities. 

acorn-gall (a‘kérn-gal’), n. See gall3 and 
knopper. 
acosmic (a-koz’mik), a. fa-18 + cosmic.) Sun- 
dered; disordered; confused; inharmonious, 
Some who have . . . felt atterly lost in this charmed 
circle of agnosticiem . . . despair of building up again 
the world they lave loat out of ite aeoemic elements, 

G. S. Halt, Adolescence, Ul, 587, 

acospore ‘O-spér), n. (Gr. ax, point, + 
arupa, seed.) In ph togeog. a plant (mostl 
of the grasses) whees f t' is provided wit 
awns to assist dissemination. ’ 
oe Jon (e-kot-i-16'a), ». * — < — 

v. vy, cup, socket. group o = 
Pade Turbellaria without suckers ar with the 
mouth in the middle of the body or behind it, 
It ineludes the families Planocerida, Lepto- 
planide, and ¢ — 
acoulation (a-ki-la‘shon), ». ([Irreg. ¢ Gr. 
axoi(ew), hear, + L. latio(n-), bearing.) The 
telephonic transmission or reproduction of 
sounds, with increase of intensity, by means 
of a combination of microphone and telephone. 
Also Myre — } Akind of + 

acoupa (a-kii’pii), nm. (Pg. nd of weak- 
fish, Cynoscion acoupa, _ 
acousma (a-kiis’mii), ».; pl. acousmata (-ti), 
[Gr. dxoveua, a thing heard, ¢ dxoier, hear.) ‘1. 
pl. Thi eard or received on authority and 
without further inquiry or explanation, as 
among the aconsmatici or probationary disci- 

les of Pyt! ras.—2, A form of auditory 
allucination, Baldwin, Dict. of Philos, and 

Psychol, 
Acoustic absorption. See 
pale nee —— — ap inatrument 

‘or demonstrating the principles of Savart's wheel, the 
siren, and Newton's disk,— as 
oryan of Corti. Acoustic orifice, in enfom., an orifice 
for the mmission of air to the acoustic apparatus, us the 
orifice caudad of the prothorax in the Locustida— 

the carrying power of articulate 
sound measured by the distance in meters at which, 
under detined and standard conditions, it is still audible. 

resonance, See resonance, 2 — 
shadow. See *rhadew.— Acoustic strim, 
striae acustics (which see, under efria).—, tet- 
anus, muscular contraction indaced experimentally by 
the lication of a farwiic current, the number of In- 
terruptions being measured by the of the sound 
caneed by the vibrations,— tubes, a set of 
tubes designed to Mu⸗trate the effect of different length 
and alee on pitch, 

acousticolateral (4-kiis‘ti-ké-lat‘e-ral), «. 
— the organs of hearing arranged later- 
ally. 
acoustometer (a-kiis-tom’e-tér), n, [aconst(ic) 
+ Gir, pétpor, a measure,] An instrument for 
determining the acoustic properties of a room 
or other inclosure, 

acquaintt, ». An acquaintanee. Chaucer, 
acqui x, 3, Originally, but nowrarely, 
contentment; satisfaction. Inthe ethies of Spi- 
noza, acquiescence in one’s very self is an 
—5* self-satisfaction; but acquiescence of 
the soul in the knowledge of God is the high- 
est result of virtue, 
Acq character. See *character. 
acquisitiveness, ». 3. In ol: (a) The 
——— or collecting instinct. I. James, 

ine. of Paychol., UH, 422, 679. (>) The capa- 
city for learning or for intellectual acquisition. 

Acquittal in law, a judicial act which, in discharging one 
person from the accasation of a crime, operates to dis- 
charge all others who may be accused as accessories in the 
commission of the same crime: distinguished from ac- 
quittal in facet. 

acracy (ak‘ri-si),a, (Gr. @- priv. + -xparia, 
< xpereiv, to rule.) The extremest form of phys- 
ioeracy, which reduces all government to the 
action of so-called natural laws and amounts 
to anarchism. L. F, Ward, Psychic Factors 
of ——— 419. 
Acrwides (-kré’i-déz), m, pl. Per (perhaps 
erroneously transferred, as if , from a 

Same as 

acroblastesis 
form “acréides) for Acrwida#, ¢ Acrwa + -idzx.) 
A group of butterflies corresponding to the 
Acrzing. Acreides is the form used by most 

erampbibryous (ak. ram-Ab (a ak-ram-fib‘ri-us), a. r. 
dxpoc, at the end, + dee, on both sides, + 
Sptev, a flower or blossom, + -ows.] In bot., 
producing lateral as well as apical buds. 
Jackson, Glossary. 
Acrasiales (u-kra-si-a’léz), n. pl. (NL, ¢ Gr. 
axpacia, bad mixture, + -ales.] The lowest of 
the three orders of Myzomycetes, consisting of 
two small families of imperfectly known amm- 
boid organisms, some of which are found in 
old manure. 

A unit of volume of 
water used ip irrigation, equivalent to one 
acre covered one foot in depth, or 43,560 cubic 
feet. Water flowing at the rate of one cubic foot a 
second for 24 hours will cover an acre to a depth of 1.98 
feet. In common naage, a cable foot per or 
second-foot, for 24 hours equala 2 acre-feet. 

acreo akreophagist (ak-ré-of 9: jist * 
n. (a hag-y + -ist,) One who habitually 
abstains from eating meat; a vegetarian. 

acreophagy, hagy (ak-ré-of’a-ji), n. 
[Gr. a- priv. + npropayia, eating of exh, < 
xpeopiyor, flesh-eating: see creophagous.) A 
habitual abstention from meat-eating. 

acrepid (a-krep’id),a. (Gr. a- priv. + spyric, 
a boot, a foundation.) Having no crepis or 
foundation-spicule : —— applied, in 
sponge-spicules, to desmas in which the crepis 
is atrophied. 

acribia (k-ri-bi’fi), ». (NL. aecribia, ¢ Gr. 
axpijjea, ¢ axpe3ie, accurate. proceed Literal 
accuracy ; ¢xactness; pree| on, 

acriby (ak‘ri-bi), a. Same as *acribia. 
e (a-krid’ik), @. [acrid(ine) + -ic.] 

Derived from acridine,—Aacridic acid, an 
€);H~4N, formed by the oxidation of acridine, 

tallizes iu needles and decom: at 120°-190" C. 
called 2, S-quinetinedion ie acid. 

Acridiides (ak’ri-li’i-léz),». pl. [NL., irreg. 
(as if from a F. pl.f) for Acridida, ¢ Acridium + 
-id#.) Inthe classification of Brunner von Wat- 

! tenwyl, the ninth tribe of grasshoppers, of the 
family Acridida,ty pified by the genus Acridium. 

acridine (ak’ri-din), ». [aerid (f) + -ine?,] 
An organie compound derived from anthracene 
by replacing one of its —— wiv & nitro- 

natom, its empirical formula being Cy4HgN, 
t is important in the color industry.— acridine 

color, *eolor.— Acridine orange, red, etc. Sew 
eorange!, ered), etc, 

acridinic (ak-ri-dlin‘ik), a. [acridine + -ic.] 
Derived from acridine.— Acridinic acid. Same as 
waeridic acid, 

acridioid (a-krid’i-oid), a. Having the char- 
acteristics or appearance of oppers or 
loeusta of the family Acridida. 

(ak’ri-don}, n. [aecrid(ine) + -one.) 

> CgHy, formed by the 

oxidation of acridine. It melts at 354° C. 
acridyl (ak’ri-lil), nm. [aerid(ime) + -yi.]) The 
radical or — CygHgN, derived from *aeri- 
dine (rie * 24 J 

acrinyl (ak-ri’nil), ». In chem,, a» hypotheti- 
eal radical, CgHy.OH.CH of which the sulpho- 
cyanide (Cally OH. CH NCS) is the yellow, 
pungent, vesicating fixed ofl formed by the 
action of the enzyme tmyrosin upon the gluco- 
side sinalbin contained in white mustard seed, 
Brassica alba. 

acrite? (ak‘rit), n. [L. acris, sharp, + -ite?.] 
The inactive mannite formed by the reduction 
of acrose or of inactive mannose, 

acroesthesia (ak ro-es-thé‘si-li), mm. [Gr. 
dxpov, a terminal point, an extremity, + acoy- 
oy, perception, sensation. The second sense 
is not justified by the meaning of the Gr. éxpov.) 
1, Pain in the bands or feet.—2. Excessive 
sensibility; hypermethesia, 

(nk*rd-na-fik’si-#),m, (NL. ¢Gr. 
adxpoc, at the end, + degugia, asphyxia.} Ar. 
rest of the circulation of the bl in the dis- 
tal portion of the extremities, 

acroblast (ak’r-blast), ». [Gr. dxpor, apex, + 
Bracrdés, germ.) In embryol., that portion of 
the embryonic germ-layers in vertebrates 
which gives rise to the blood and connective 
tissue; the mesenchyme. 

acroblastesis (ak-r6-blas-té’sis), n. (NL, <Gr, 
dxpow, apex, + ?acrée. bud, germ, spore.) In 
bot., a condition in lichens in which the germ 
tube proceeds from the end of a spore. 

A compound, CgHy, ¢ po os NH 



acroblastic 

acroblastic (ak-rd-blas‘tik),a. In bot., arisi 
from a terminal bud: — to branches o 
the intloresecence. Celakorsky. 

acrocarp (ak’rd-kiirp), #. BL eden) te An 
— plant: applied mainly to the 4e- 
rocarp 

acrocephalous (ak-r}-sef'a-lus), a. Same as 
a iC. 

acroceroid (ak-ros‘e-roid), a, Having the 
characteristics or appearance of 
a moth of the family Acrocerida. 

—— — [NL., 
< Gr, dapov, the farthest point, + 
xeidog, lip.] A genus of chubs 
found in the lumbia river, 
noted for the bony sheath to the 
jaws: hence called hardmouth or 
chisel-m j outh y 

(ak-rd-kor’a-koid), 
n. [Gr. dxpoc, at the end, + cor- 
acoid.) In ornith., a process or 
projection from the distal end 
and internal face of the coracoid, 
to which the clavicle is usually 
attached. 
acrodontism (ak’rd-don‘tizm), n. 
[aerodont + -ism,) The property 
of being acrodont, or of having teeth ankylosed 
to the cutting edge of the jaws, (Rare.] 
acrodrome (ak‘ro-drém), a. Same as *acrod- 
romous. 
acrodromous (a-krod’rj-mus), a. [Gr. dxpor, 
point, + -dpouog, ¢ dpapete, run.) In bot, ran- 
ning to a point: saidof a nervation in which 
the nerves all terminate in or point to the apex 
ofthe leaf. See nervation (a) (4) and fig. 4, 
Acrodus (ak’ro-dus), . [NL., ¢ Gr. dxpoc, at 
the end, + ddove, eager | A.genus of cestra- 
ciont sharks known chiefly by the pavement- 
teeth. They occur in the Juraasic and Creta- 
ceous formations, 

aer, acrecor- 
cold) pre. pre 
toracoid ; * 
pecumatic fore 
mina;/, foramen 
Jor nerve. 

acrogamous (a-krog’a-mus), a, [Gr. dxpoc, at 
the end, + — marriage.] In bot., produe- 
ing the ovules at the summit of the embryo- 
sac: the usual condition in angiosperms. Van 
Tieghem, — 

ni), n. [acrogam-ous 
re The state Sr being acrogamous, 
acrogonidium (ak’ré-g6-nid’i-um), n.; pl, 
acrogonidia (-&). [Gr. — at the end, + go- 
nidium.] A gonidiam formed at the terminal 
end of a fertile hypha. 
Acrogyn® (a-kroj’i-né), ». pl. (NL, (Gr, dxpov 
apex, + >vr7, female.) In bot, a suborder o' 
eryptogatmic —— of the order Jungerman- 
niales, class Hepaties, in which the archegonia 
are formed from or near the apical cell, See 
* Anacrogyne. 

a ous ——— — a. [As Acrogyna + 
ache In bot., having the archegonia formed 
from or near the apical cell, asin the Acrogyna, 

({ak-rol’é-pis),». [NL., ¢ Gr. axpor, 
at the end, + demic, seale, genus of ganoid 
fishes from the Carboniferous and Permian 
rocks. 
acrologue (ak‘ré-log), s. (Gr, dxpoc, at the he- 
ginning or end, Pag oad word.) An acrologic 
name, that ia, a letter-name nping with 
that letter; an alphabetic name formed on or 
exhibiting the principle of aeig 4 as the 
Hebrew aleph beginning with a, beth with b, 
ete, See the extract. 

The al nam aero- RE ee 
etplanation from the Hieratic characters than from the 
Semitic letters as we have them. 

Ieaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 169. 

acromegalia (ak’ré-me-ga‘li-A), n. Same as 
*acromegaly. 
acromegalic (ak’rd-me-gal’ik), a. and», [As 
acromegaly + -ic,) I, a. Of the nature of or 
relating to acromegaly. 

IL. n. A vietim of the complaint known as 
acromegaly. 
acromegaly (ak-rd-meg’a-li), n. [Gr. dxpor, ex- 
tremity, + *yeyatsa,< wtyac (uryar-), great.) A 
disease characterized by hypertrophy of the 
bones and soft tissues of the face and extremi- 
ties. It is thought to be duc, possibly, to a morbid 
change in the internal secretion of the pituitary body, 
since this structure is also enlarged. Most of the so- 
called ‘gianta”’ owe thelr size to this disorder, Also called 
Marie's disease, 

acromerostich (ak-r6-mer’6-«tik), ». [Gr. dxpor, 
at the beginning or énd, + j/poc, part, + or! yor, 
line.) A short poem or stanza containing 
several acrostics, as in the accompanying ex- 
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ample, in which the name ‘Jesus’ occurs four 
times: 

I oter cuncta micansI gniti sidera cerl I, 
Expellit tenelras E toto Phoebus ut orb B; 
§ ic cwoas removet IESUS coliginis ambra 8 
V ivificansque simul, V ero la mot U 
8 olem Justitie se 4 @ probat ese beatl & 

N. and Q.,, Fob, 26, 1887. 

acromion, ». 2. In ichth., same as supraclavi- 
cle; ashoulder-girdle bone above the clavicle. 

(a-kro’mi-}-stér’nal), a. Re- 
lating to the acromion process and the ster- 
num. . 

acronus (ak’rd-nus), .; pl. aeroni (- ni). (NL., 
<Gr, dxpov, apex, summit.) In bot, a termi- 
nel ovary; that is, one without a basal disk. 
Necker. 

Acronycta (ak-rj-nik’tii), », (NI. (Ochsen- 
heimer, 1816, —— Treitschke, 1825, 
as Acronycta), Gr, axpévvxros, of nightfall: see 
acronyctous,)] A —— and very large genus 
of noetuid moths, synonymous with Apatela 
(Hitbner, 1810), 

acro’ (ak*rO-par-es-thé’si-i), m. 
LGr, dapow, extremity, + rapa, beside, + > 
perception, sensation (see paraesthesia), See 
remark under *acrowsthesia.) 1, Parwsthesia 
of the hands or feet.—2, Excessive parwsthesia, 
or perversion of normal sensation, 

ralysis (ak‘rd-pa-ral’i-sis),n. [Gr. dxpor, 
extremity, + sapeAvec, paralysis.) Paralysis 
which affects the extremities only. 

acropathy (a-krop’sa-thi), ». [Gr dapov, ex- 
tremity, + mdflog, } el isease of the 

nds or feet. 
Acrophalli (ak-r6-fal’l), n. pl. [NL.,<¢ Gr, dxpoc, 
at the extremity, + gaAAoc, pias} A group 
of nemathelminths in which the cloneal aper- 
ture is at almost the extreme end of the body 
on the —— 

acropho (ak-rd-f0’bi-A), m. [Gr. dxpor, to 
most point, + ¢ojser, fear.] Morbid fear of arent 
heights. 
acrophonic (sk-ré-fon’ik), a. 
tremity, +¢wj, sound.) Same as acrophonetic, 

acropolitan (ak-ré-pol’i-tan), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to the acropolis or citadel of an ancient 
Grecian city, especially that of Athens, 

acrorha, (ak-r6-ri’gus), u.⁊ pl. acrorhagi 
(-ji). 8 prop. *acrorrhagus,<Gr, dxpoc, at the 
end, + peg (pay-), a grape, a berry.] One of the 
marginal tubercles on the peristome of Actinia 
bearing nematocysts or stinging-cells, 

(Gr, dxpov, ex- 

{ acroscopic (ak-r>-skop’ik), 8 [Gr. dnpov, apex, 
+ oxorciv, see, | bot., looking to- 
ward (that is, on the side toward) the apex, 

acrose (ak’rés),. IL. aeris, sharp, 
+ -ove.) A sugar which has been 
shown to be identical with é-frue- 

Tt has been prepared synthetically in ways Eily by the action ot a 
dilute solution o ———— glycerol 

. It is of special interest as heing 
first sugar containing six carbon atoms 

to be prepared aynthetically, It was also used 
for the synthésla of d-glucose, 

acrosome (ak’ré-som), n. [Gir. dxpow, 
apex, + saya, body.) In eytol., the 
body which forms the extreme ante- 
rior portion of the spermatozoin. Fou 
Len kK, 1897. In the spermatozoa of 
some animals the acrosome is spur- or hook- 
peared = is thus adapted for boring its way 
n 4 

Acrospeira (ak-ré-«pi’rii), n. [NL 
—— and Broome, 1857), ¢ Gr. 

tip, + omzipa, coil.) A monotypic 
genus of hyphomycetousfungi having 
erect branched oy spirally 
bent at the tips, and bearing simple 
spherical, black, rough spores. 4. 
mirabilis sometimes destroys the ripe 
fruit of — chestnuts (Castanen), 
acrosperm (ak’ro-spérm), ». [Gr. 
dxpov, tip, + exépua, seed,] In hot, 
an angiosperm of the group or class 
which are — by Treub to have Diagram of 
been originally fertilized through the j,,. 4.28 
ehalaza instead of the micropyle — trots. 
the Acrosperme. Compare *pleuro- ety teat 
sperm, by .oracto- 

d ASR 

& 

some: & fie 

— — (ak’rd-sta-lag’mus), <leusscend- 
wn. (NL. (Corda, 1838), referring to dio jecce: «. 
the drop-like conidia at the tips of srcep of 
the conidiophores, < Gr, dkpev, tip, ia” ‘aa! 
+ ocratayués, & drop.] A genus of meneserd 
hyphomycetous fungi having erect ~ 
verticillate-branched conidiophores and simple 
conidia collected in globular masses at their 

Acrostatageaa cinmabarines, 

tosidiophore, enlarged; #, one of the branchlets, 
globular masses of conidia, greatly mag aifed. 

@, & beanchin, 
showing 0 

tips. A. cinnabarinus is a common species o¢- 
curring on decaying vegetable matter. 

chem (a-kros-tik’é-¢), m, ¥ (NL., ¢ 
Acrostichum + -e#.) A tribe o a stan 
eeous ferns, typified by the genus Acrostichum 
It compriees genera of varying habit and venation but 
readily associated by similarity in fructification, the 
naked sporangla srocegeuading at least a portion of the 
anger cartons of the lly oF partially metamorphosed 

acrostichoid (s-kros‘ti-koid), a. Pertaining 
to the fern genus Acrostichum, or to the tribe 
Acrostiches, 

Acrostichum (s-kros‘ti-kum), ». [NL., so 
called in allusion to the ‘acrostic’ appearance 
of the spores: see acrostic.) A genus of tropi- 
eal ferns, largely American. The species are di- 
verse, and are sometimes referred to other genera, In 
general they are long-leaved, rather coarse —5 with 
mostly almple or pinnate fronda, No less than —— 
species have been advertised in American horticult 
catalogues, —5 treated as greenhouse plants, 

Acrotids {a-krot ‘i-dé), nm. pl. [dAcrotus + 
-idw.| A family of deep-sea fishes remotely 
allied to the mackerels: notable for the very 
soft, rag-like body and the absence of spines 
and ventral fins, 

(ak-r6-ti’né), mn. pl. [Aerotus + -inw.) 
The subfamily of ragtishes, of the family Icoste- 
ide, typified by Acrotus willonghbyi, 

acrotononus(a-krot’}-nus), a, [< Gr. dxpov, apex, 
+ révog, cord.] In bot,, extending to the apex: 
— to the tissue of the pollen-sae of or- 
e - when prolonged to the upper end of the 
anther, 

Acrotreta (ak-rd-tré’tii), n. (NL., ¢ Gr. dxpor, 
at thetop, + rpyrdc, bored through, perforated, ] 
A pace of extinet brachiopods with a flat dor- 
sal valve and a subconical ventral valve per- 
forated at the top: from the Cambrian and 
Silurian beds of Europe and America. 

Acrotretids (ak-ro-tre’ti-dé), n. pl. (NL., ¢ de- 
rotreta + -idw.) A family of inarticulate 
brachiopods of early Paleozoic age, embracin, 
the genera Acrotreta, Conotreta, Acrothele, an 
Linnarssonia, 

Acrotus (ak’rd-tus), 2. [NL., given as from 
Gr, “ axporoc, without oars (ventral fins)"; but 
there is no such form. Cf. Gr. adxporoc, without 
noise, ¢ d- priv. + xpdroc, a rattling, a clap- 
ping-J A genus of deep-sea fishes represented 
y A. willoughbyi. This species, once taken on the 

coast of Washington, is usually placed in the family 
Acrotida, next to Icosteide. 

Same as -—Ballot Act. form Bitt (which see, 
in Cyclopedia of Names).— an act of Congress 
dowating one million acres of desert land to each State 
con ng each land, upon condition that the land do- 
nated be reclaimed — at the expense of the 

e. ⸗ Act. Same as Carey *Act.—Hatch 
an act of the United States Congress in 1887 which gave 
to each State and Territory #15,000 a year for the estab- 
—— an acrieultural experiment station (see *agri- 

a 

related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, though 
** eelentific and classical studies were not excladed 
and instruction in military tactics was Included. For 
this purpose a grant was made of 90,000 acres of public 
land for each senator and 29 the proceeds 
of sale to be Invested as an lowment. (b} A second act 
— which provided for an annual appropriation, to be 

ed in ten rs from $15,000) to a permanent sam 
of 825,000 from the proceeds of the sale of public land, 
for the more complete endowment of hese itutions, 
This income could be applied only to instruction (with 
facilities) In agriculture, the mechanic arts, the English 



act 
language, and other branches directly related to indus 
trial life.—Scal in the United States, a statute 
which provides for the payment by a State of a bounty 
or reward for the destruction of certain animals deemed 

and the next. See defian, 
(ak‘ti-nal-i), ade, Toward, or having 

reference to, the actinal or oral side of an 
echinoderm; orally. 

(uk-ti-na‘ri-<i), mn, pl. [NL., neut. 
|. of “actinarius,¢ Gr. dxrig (axra-), a ray.) The 
esh-corals, a suborder of Anthezoa, usually 

with 6 (ora multiple of 6) simple tentacles and 
no skeleton. It ineludes Actinia, Adamsia, Ce- 
rianthus, and other genera. 
actine (ak’tin), ». ray of a monaxon or rod- 
like megasclere of a sponge. ° 

(ak-ti-nel’i an} a. 
a. Pertaining to or having the characters of 
the Actinellida. 

II, w. One of the Actinellida, 
act ng, pea 2, oe or used in per- 
‘orm st ys.— (of a ¥ ng tage-p ; Acting edition play) 

contains fal jous for the informa- 
players 

IL. x. The profession of an actor or player. 
(ak-tin’i-an), a, and n. [detinia + 

~an.] I, a. Pertaining to or resembling an 
actinia. 

Il. ». An animal of the family Actiniidx 
or of the order Actiniidea, 

(ak-tin-i-f’ri-an), a. anda. L. a. 
Pertaining to or having the characters of the 
Actiniaria, 

II. . One of the Actiniaria. 
Actinic *focus, *light, *photometer. See the nouns. 
— Actinic plane a plane of maximum actinic activity in 
a system of standing light-waves. According to Wiener, 
auch planes pass through the loops of the system, and at 
right angles to the path of the waves.— Actinic *ray, 
*spectrum, See the nouns. 

actiniciam (ak-tin’i-sizm), n. [actinic + -ism.} 
Same as actiniem. 

actinicity (ak-ti-nis’i-ti), n. Chemical or pho- 
tographic activity; a property of rays of the 
spectrum by which chemical reactions are pro- 
uced or promoted. Same as actiniem. 

Actinidia (ak-ti-nid’i-i), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. axri¢ 
(aate-), a Tay, + dim. sir.) A genus of twin- 
ing shrubs, of about eight species, natives of 
eastern Asia and members of the family Tern- 
stremiace®. About half of the species are tn cultiva- 
thon for covering arbors and — A. argute being the 
Taost common apecies, The leaves are and ovate, 
and are more or less toothed or serrate; the flowers are 

The species aro hardy and useful 

Actiniidea (ak-tin-i-id’6-#), n.pl. [NL., irreg. 
< Actinia + -id-ca,] An order of zoan' ian 
Anthozoa consisting of colonial or solitary Zo- 
antharia eryptoparamera, with or without @ 
skeleton The mesenteries are arranged in cycles (each 

te usually consisting of 12 couples of equal size), and 
tentacles equal the mesenteries in number. It con- 

tains the Actinsta, Corallé, ide, Ityanthide, Lipe- 
—— Amphia J idæ, and Thalassian- 

actinine (ak’ti-nin), a. [Actinia + -inel.) 
Actinian. 

actinioid (ak-tin’i-oid), a. [Actinia + -oid.] Re- 
sembling a sea-anemone or actinian. 

(ak-tin’ i-d-mér’ fi), m. pl. 
(NL., < Actinia + Gr. vope), form.) A sub- 
class of Anthozoa including Actinaria, Antipa- 
tharia, and — 

n. 3, In bot., the chemical action 
of sunlight on planta. 

a (ak-ti-nis’ti-d), m. pl. ONL, ¢ Gr. 
aaric, & ray, + icriov, a web (?).) A suborder 
of extinct ganoid fishes ranging from the Car- 
boniferous to the Jurassic. They are characterized 
among other things by having the interspinows bones of 

jorsal anid ave! fin fused into a e piece, 
1. This supposed chemical element, of 

character, was announced by Phipeon in 1891 
as obtained from a commercial white pigment cor 
mainly of oxid and sulphid of zine with sulphate of ba- 
rium. It was described as forming a white sulphid which 
became bey 4 a an black ander 2 ection of = 

ns FR ¢ blac! ing being preven y screening 
Chasurinve with a plate of glass, and removed when the 
darkened ax to air in the absence of 

i 
fant rince was exposed : 

2, Aradioactire substance found by Debierne 

11 

to exist in the residues remaining from piteh- 
blende after the extraction of the uranium: & 
new radio-element closely related in its chem- 

ical behavior to lanthanum, from which it has 

not ag yet been found possible to separate it 
completely. It has not been obtained in a state of suf- 
ficient purity to give a | charncteristic spectram and is 

identified and recognl, entirely by Ita radkmctive prop- 

erties. Actinium iteclf has not been found to emit a ra- 
dination but une: jon with the formation 

disintegration product of uranium, although its genetic 

relationship hy fontum and radium has not yet been es- 

tablished. Actinium is identical with the emanium of 
Giesel. See #emanation, 

M. and Mme. Curie, with the collaboration of MM. 

Bemout and Deblerne, succeeded in establishing the 

existence of three new radioactive substances in pitch- 
blonde: radium associated with the barium in the min- 

eral, and clogel) resembling It in its chemical peepee 
nlum with the Mamuth, and ochintem with 

thorium. J.J. Thomson, Elect. and Matter, p. 14L 

Actinium rays, werel rays emitted by the disinte- 

gration products —— See obscure ®raya. 

(axres-), ray, + Baacrég, germ.) In sponges, 
the mother-cell, in which is formed each ray 
of a radiate spieule; a scleroblast. 
actinobranch (ak-tin’d-brank), », [NL. deti- 
nobranchia, ¢ Gr. antic (axtre-), ray, + branchia, 
ill.] One of the gill-like vascular organs 
‘ound in certain anthozoauns. 

actinobranchia (ak’ti-né-brang’ki-&), ».; pl. 
actinobranchia (-6), (NL.] Same as *actino- 
branch, 
actinocarp (ak-tin’6-kiirp), n. we dxric (axrce-), 
ray, + nxapréc, fruit (carpel).] A plant having 
the carpels or —— radiating from the 
central axis of the fruit, 
actinocarpic (ak‘ti-né-kir’pik), a. In bot., of 
the nature of an actinocarp. 

ocephalid@ (ak*ti-nd-se-fal’i~ié), m. pl. 
[NL., <¢ Actinocephalus + -ide.j A family of 
cephaline Gregarinida, The aporonts are always 

Geen ull catietes' ug cages suphanes teepes aetee- 
lar, biconic, —— td with conic ———— They 
are — tes in the alimentary canal of carniv · 
oro ropoda. The family contains Actinecephalias, 
Anthorhynchus, Stictoapora, Sehkneideria, and other 
genera. 

Actinocephalus (ak‘ti-né-sef’-lus), u. [NL., 
€ Gr, axrig (axre-), ray, + xegerj, head.] The 
typical genus of the family Actinocephalids. 
Stein, 1848. 

Actinoceras (ak-ti-nos’e-ras), m, [NL., ¢ Gr. 
axric (axtrw-), tay, + «épac, horn.) A genus of 
nautiloid —— typical of the family 
Actinoceratida. 

actinoceratid (ak‘ti-né-ser’s-tid), a. and a. 
I. a. rhage to the Actinoceratide, 
I, ». One of the Actinoceratidx. 

Actinoceratidg (ak*ti-né-se-rat’i«lé), ». pl. 
(NL., ¢ Actinoceras + -idx.) A family of lon- 
gieone nautiloid cephalopods. They have the si- 
phunecle more of less filled with caleareous deposits which 
may radiate into and even fill the chambers of the eheli, 
The family includes several Ly oe penera, namely, 
Actinoceraa, Hormoceras, aud jocera’, Chiefly of Si- 
lvrian age, 

actinocrinid (ak’ti-né-krin’id), a.andn. I, a. 
Pertaining or related to the Actinocrinida. 

Il. ». An encrinite of the family dctino- 
crinida. 

Actinocrini na. pl. 2, In Waehsmuth’s 
classification, the third family of the camerate 
erinoids. They have a monocyclic base, three radial 
plates in the cup, fixed brachials large and interradiala 
numerous, arm⸗ stout, usually biscrial and aimple, with 
—— and food-grooves subtegminal. The family 
isa one and — divided into Acti ae 
and nied by mumerous genera 
and species of Paleozole age occurring in the formations 
from the Lower Silurian to the Carboulferous. 

actin (ak-tin’é-gram), m. [Gr. dxri¢ 
(aeTw-), ray, + ypdauua, what is written.) 1. 
A record of the chemical activity of light 
— means of the actino —2. An 
impression made on a sensitized photographic 
plate by the Réntgen or Becquerel rays. 

n.—Hurter and Drimeld’s o- 
: ih, * mw Fagard — —— for deter- 

mining p otograp exposares. cy r, carrying a 
chart which shows geographically the Intensity of day- 
Mght for every bour of day of the year, te fitted Ina 
light box. slide next this cylinder is furnished with 
two scales, one marked for lens-apertures and the other 
set out for exposures. Next to this is a small pointer 
alide which is adjusted to a fixed plate-speed acale and 

actinometer 
indicates the exposure for each of six selected t 
meteorological conditions, The instrument ta 
for any desired latitude, 

actinographic (ak’ti-nd-graf’ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to — or the aetinograph; 
obtained by means of the aetinograph. 

actinography (ak‘ti-nog‘ra-fi), n. [As ac- 
tinograph + -y3.] The registration of actinic 
power by means of the actinograph. 

Actinoidea (ak-ti-nel’é8-5), n. pl. {xt < Gr. 
doc, form.] Same as aari¢ (axTre-), ray, + € 

Lead 
ted 

eases, 
actinologist (ak-ti-nol’d-jist), n. Lectinatey 
+ -ist,) One who is versed in the study of the 
Actinozoa, or the sea-anemones, corals, and 
related forms. 

(ak-tin’d-log), n. (Gr, deri¢ (deriv), 
ray, + Adyor, analogy, proportion (7).] Ina 
radiate animal, as a sea-anemone or an echi- 
noderm, any organ or other part of an actino- 
mere which corresponds to another in a differ- 
ent actinomere. 

and ». I. actinoblast (ak-tin’S-blist), m. (Gr. dxric actinology,». 2. The study of the Actinozoa: 
as, the actinology of the South Atlantic. 

actinolyte (ak-tin’6-lit), a. (Gr. axric, ray, + 
Avréc, (Ate, dissolve, se te.) 1. Achemi- 
eal compound analyzable into its components 
by light.—2, Any substance in which light 
effects a marked sensible change. 

e (ak*ti-nd-lit’ik), a. Pertaining to 
or of the nature of an actinolyte. 
Actinomeris (sk*ti-nom’e-ris), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 

A small axti¢ (date), a Tay, + pépoc, a part. 
genus of North American Composite, of which 
one or two are sometimes grown in gardens. 
The cultivated species are perennials, to be 
treated after the manner of perennial sun- 
flowers. 
actinometer, ". Chemical actinometers measure 
the energy of radiation by its chemical effects, Bun- 
sen meastired the amount of hydrochloric acid made by 
aunahine from a mixture of hydrogen and chlorin; Mar. 
chand measured the amount of carbenlic-acid gas liber- 
ated from a solution of perchlorid of iron and oxalic acid 
by the use of his antiphotypimeter, Photographic acti- 
nometere measure the intensity of the shade produced on 
a sensitized plate by an exposure during one unit of time, 
Vapor actinometers measure the volume of liquid (water, 
alcohol, or ether) evaporated in a unit of time, Thermat 
actinometers measure the heating effect of radiation by 
many different devices: sometimes called ne 
De Saussure used the simple hot box ; Sir J Herschel, a 
large thermometer-bulb filled with a blue liquid ; Pouillet, 
a measured volume of water Inctosed in a blackened cyt- 
inder, the tem ture of the water being gives by a ther- 
mometer within it; Crova and Violle, a black-balb ther- 
mometer within a la erical fnclosure kept at 
uniform ten, re; , aa modified by Davy, a =r 
of bright- and black-balb thermometers inclosed in a 

exhausted : 
attains a highertem ture than the bright bulb, and the 

e two is an index of the amount of 

th of this action was pablished by Ferre! in 1836, 
Langley used a fine wire coated with lamp-black, the inten- 
sity of an electric current fowing through the wire being 
shown by a delicate galvanometer and varying with the 
temperature of the wire. Hutchins, following Meloni 
and Tyndall, employed a delicate thermo-electric June. 
tion together with a galvanometer; Chwolson, & pair of 
plates one of which fs ex to the sunshine while the — 
other is in the shade, the difference of temperature *— 
shown by the intenalty of a thermo-electric current ; 
Angstrom, in his electrically corm: 
two thin strips alternately ex 

actinometer, 
and shaded, the dif- 

ference of tem- 

ture.-Absolute 

2 relative 
measurements 
made an 
ordinary actl 
nometer.-— 
per's - 
eter, an ac- 
tinometer which 

Violle’s Actinometet [cruss.sccthon). (See p12.) carbon 



actinometer 

per sen- 
© x round a 

cally exposed behind 
a hole in a thin sheet of brass fastened over the drum.— 

actinometer, an actinometer for measuring 
the ty of light by the length of time required to 
bring a plece of sensitized ry tint.— 

sunshine to fall upou the thermom 
of warming is observed. 

degrees, the calculated quantity of radi- 
ant — — by an actinometer In any given in- 
terval of thme as expremed on any arbitrary scale. 

actinomyces,n. 2, [cap.}] [NL. (Harz, 1877),] 
A genus of fungi of doubly mn sh ion The 
type is d. bovis, the ray-fungus. See actino- 
mycce, 1. 
actinomycotic (ak*ti-nd-mi-kot‘ik), a. ["aeti- 
nomycosta (-~ot-) + -ic.] Resembling, related to, 
or caused by the ray-fangus or actinomyces, 
Jour, Exper. Med., V. 179, 

(ak*ti-nd-mik-sid’i-&), mu. pl. 
NL., < Gr. axric (date-), ray, + pifa, slime 
-idia,] A group of peculiar parasites found 

in fresh-water oligochwtes. are reganted t 
some as being intermediate between —— te 
Mesoroa, while othera consider them as aging to the 
former group. Siedc, 1800. 

Actinonema (ak‘ti-nd-né’mi), n. [NL. (Per- 
soon, 1822), ¢ Gr. axric, ray, + wfua, thread.] 
A genus of Fungi Imperfecti charaeterized by 
pyenidia produced upon a superficial layer of 
radiating myeelium. The spores are hyaline and 
mostly two-celled. A. rose is a common species which 
attacks leaves of roses, See tleaf-otch, 

actinophore, n.— Rpaxial actinophares, in dehrh, 
—— bone or = ‘e between deraal rays and 

e ita! eta rs ea, — actinophores, 

, nodules of bone or A ter end between the anal 
rays and the interhemal spines, 

(ak-ti-nop’ ) n pl (NL. ¢ 
Gir. axri¢ (axtre-), ray, — —8 foot.) An 
order of olothurioidea. The tentacles and podia 
are supplied by the five radial canalsof the water-rascular 

stem & naing from the circular canal. The order in- 
ndes families Holothuriid@, Cucumariidw, Molpa- 

diida, Elpidiide, awl Pelagethuriide, 

ak*ti-nop-té’ri<i), mn. CNL, ¢ 
Gr. axtig (anti), ray, + wrepdv (xrrpa), feather 
(wing).] Agenus of Paleozote aviculoid shells. 

ey have a well-defined auricle and wing and radial anr- 
face-plications which cover the latter. Abundant in the 
Devonian formations of America and Barope. 

Actinoptery (ak -ti-nop-te-rij‘i-i), m. pl. 
ale Gr. ga (axtie-), a ray,  wrepipiov,a 
n.) A-great group of fishes including all of 

the living bony fishes except the Dipasi or 
lung-fixhes and, usually, the Crassopterygii or 
fringe-finned ganoids. The term Telrostomi is 
more commonly used and usually embraces all 
of the living bony fishes. 
actinosome (#k‘ti-nd-sém), #. Same as actino- 
soma, 
actinostome, ». 2. The pentagonal area in 
the center of the oral surface of an echinoderm 
which is oecupied by the peristome and mouth, 

actinostomial (ak’ti-né-sté’mi-al), a. (NL. 
*actinostomialis,< actinostomium, actinostome. } 
Pertaining or relating to the actinostome: as, 
the actinostomial ring in Asteroidea. 
actinostomous (ak-ti-nos’té-mus), a, (Gr, 
arric, ray, + ordua, mouth.] In bot., radiating 
round the mouth: applied specially to the ra- 
diate structure round the ostioles of certain 
lichens. 
Actinostroma (ak-ti-nd-stré’mii), n. [NL., ¢ 
Gr, axtic, ray, * orpaue, bed.) A genus of 
hydroeoralline brdrosoane. They grew in spread. 
ing masses and exhibited, in vertical section, a series of 
radial pillars extending more or less continuously through 
successive An abundant reef-building organism 
in the Devo 

era ic (ak*ti-nd-ther-a-pi'tik), a, 
Pertaining to the therapeutic use of certain 
rays of light, especially in the treatment of 
cutaneous diseases. 
actinotherapy (ak’ti-né-ther’a-pi), ». [Gr 
axtic¢ (ante-), ray, + Gepareia, cure.] Same as 
*radiotherapy. 
actinotrocha (ak‘ti-nd-tro’kit),n, [NL.,¢ Gr. 
axrig (Garey), a& ray, + rpexer (7), a wheel, a 
ring.] The peculiar larval form of Phoronis, 
an aberrant genus of marine worms of doubtful 
affinities, being sometimes classed with the 

Three stages in the Metamorphosis of the Actinotrecha tnto 
Paeronts. A, ACiwotrocha larva with the invagination tc), which 
will form the trunk of the Phorvmis larva, beginning 10 appear, 
#8, mage with the lewagination partly estroded. C, stage when 
the extrusion ix complete and the alimentary canal has paseed inte 
it. (Cis after Metschuiked.) @,. mouth; 4, asus: ¢, invagination 
which ultimately fomnea the greater part of the body of ihe adult, 
(From “ Cassbeidge Natural History.) 

hyrea, sometimes with the Molluscoidea, Ge 
and sometimes with the Hemichordata, 

n., 11 (5). In the pianoforte the action ts 
Said to be Aeaey or ligh!, hard or easy, sccording to the 
aneunt of resistance to the fngor; deep or shallow, ac 
cording as the dipof the keys je oramall; repenting 
if the mechanism permits repetition of the stroke without 
al the keys to rise to their original —— cte. ⁊ 
and the word is also extended to the mechanism, 
In the orgun (besides the above asages) the action is called 
an electric, wiatic, or tracker action, according as 
the mecha connecting the keya with the valves varies 
in construction; and the worl is also extended to the 
stop mechanism, Furthermore, in the organ the action 
ts said to be extended when the —5* are —— at 
some distance from the case in which are the pipes, 
13. In peychol,, bodily movement. in so far as 
it is direetly preceded, accompanied, or fol- 
lowed by consciousness, Some psychologists dis- 
tinguish this as the exfernal ra@luntary auction from an in- 
ternal vol action, in which the effect of the initial 
volition is itaelf a mental process, a change in the train 
of ideas which does not manifest fteelf by any sort of ex- 
ternal aymptom,. Others use the phrase aetion of the 
mind loosely as the equivalent of mental function or men- 
tal achivity. 

A voluntary action consista, tn the first place, of a feel- 
ing, in which the tendency of the will is manifested ; sec- 
ondly, of a change in ideational content which may be 
accompanied by an external effect medinted the or- 
gaus of movement; and thirdly, of the gen idea of 

ie dependence of this change upon the whole trend of 
consciousness 
W, Wendt (trans), Homan and Animal Psychol, p. 2. 

14. In mech., the sum of the average momenta 
of the elements of a moving system, each mul- 
tiplied by the distance through which it moves. 
— Action consciousness. See ; tomnaciowsness,— 

a civil action tp which the rights of the 
t to the law of contracts as distir hed 

rom the law of torta.—, on ex a civil action 
in which the rights of the parties are subject to the law 
of torte as distinguished from the law of contracta.— Ae · 
tion theory, « psychophysical Uheory which correlates 
the attributes of sensation with definite phases of the pas 
sage from excitation to discharge in the cerebral cortex: 
its quality and intensity with locality and strength of ex- 
citation; tts value and vividness with locality and strength 
ofdischarge. H, Miinsterberg, Harvard Psychol. Stud., I, 
iv. Automatic action, in peychel., n term used, 
Various shades of meaning, to denote action which, 
origtvally voluntary, has become more or leas mechani- 
cal.— Continuous action, fn wech., action in the same 
direction, without a reversal The action of a circular 
saw of band-saw or a dynamo is continuous; that of an 
engine-piston ts alternating.— ive action, action 
which tends to cause a hody possessed of polarity, as a 
Magnet or a crystal, to take some certain position In the 
field of force in which it Hes, See the extract, 

If the attraction with parallel axea exceeds that with 
cromed axes there must be a directive action realsting 
the turn from the crossed to the parallel positions, 

J. H, Poynting, Smithsonian Rep, 1901, pp. 200, 210. 

Dynamic action, in sociog., an action In which the end 
ts sought mediately : opposed to static action, in which 
the end ls sought immediately.— Punicular 

iewar,— Im ve action, in peychel,, a simple 
voluntary action determined by a single motive, » 
Wieredif(trans.), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 282.— In- 
stinetive action, in peyehol., action founded on a con. 
genital, instinctive basis, but consciously motived by ac. 
quired experience, Morgan, Habit and Tnatinct, p. 18 
—Joint action, civil action in which several parties, 
having the same or similar rights in the eabject-matter of 
the suit, are joimed as plaintiffs or defendants.— Law 
of mass in phys. chem, the statement that 
when any substance in solution enters into a chemical 
reaction the amount of the reaction in the unit of time 
is proportional 

6x con' 
rties are subs, 

| to the active mass of the substance, that 

activity 
is, to the number of granm-motecules of the substance 
contained in one iter of the solution.— Law of recip- 
Frocalaction, See */avw,— action. (5) In an elec 
tric battery, thedlevelopmentof etectrical energy by chem- 
teal action on the elements of the battery even when the 
outer circuit Is open. Buch local toternal circuits weaken 
the effective or useful current. (¢) In dynamo-electric 
machines, wasteful internal circuits in the pole-pieces or 
cores; * tclions wie —— — Multi- 
plicit aterm used in equity prudence 
aa A 4“ court of chancery has jurtedsztlon toe compel 
the consolidation of several suits where the issue in all 
can be determined in a single action. A suit In aueh a 
coart be brought to prevent a ‘multiplicity of as · 
tions~ Peychomotor action, in peyehod., 23 which 
occurs aa the direct response to a perception or idea. 
The term includes ideometer and sensorimotor 

Static 
See dynamic waetion,— Volitional action, in . 
aterm used, with various shades of meaning, to denote 
action which Involves the exercise of active attention, 

ak‘ shon-eks-ten’shon), n. 
In pianoforte-making, ® wooden rod which 
transfers the motion of the key-tail to the 
whip. Its length varies with the size and arrangement 
of the action. Analogous to sticter in organ-building. 
Bee cat ander pianeforte. 

action-rail (ak’shon-ral), x. In pianoforte- 
making, a baror rail extending across the aetion 
from side to side, to which are pivoted the 
movable parts of all the hammers and damp- 
ers. See cut under pianoforte. 

action-time (ak’shon-tim), n. In psychol., a 
term occasionally used for the simple reaction- 
time. 

activ, «. A ~~ spelling of active. 
activate, r. f. 2. In physics, to render active; 
specifically, to make radioactive by exposure 
to the intluence of » radioactive substance; 
to ionize, See *radioactivity, 

J. Elster and H. Geltel describe their method of study- 
ing the radioactivity of theatmosphere fn places removed 
from physical or meteorological Inboratories. In these 
measurements It is necessary to maintain the body to be 
activated for several hours at a negative potential of 
several thousand volts, 

Sei, Amer, Sup., Apr. 18, 1903, p. 22815. 

activated (ak’ti-vi‘ted), p.a. In physics, in 
a state or condition of aequired radioactivity ; 
ionized. 
They find that underground air ls not like aetinated 

air, but rather resembles radium and thorium com- 
pects, which, while neutral themsel are he of 

nizing gases by means of the free ions they emit. 
Blec. World and Engineer, Jan, 10, 1008, p. 86, 

activation (ak-ti-vi’shon), a. The act of ren- 
one active or the state of being activated; 
specifically, in physics, the process or method 
of producing radioactivity in a body by expo- 
sure to the influence of a radioactive substance 
or otherwise; the state or condition of being 
radionctive; ionization. 

active, «. 9. In psychol., representative of a 
type of character whose dominant character- 
istic is a natural and constantly renewed ten- 
dency to action.— Active *congestion, *mass, 

Doaite In vod onctted poh Lg tg —— f oaetins a substan epos! e 
—— — from a tatloactive minterial” as radium or 
feariom, ond itself capable of producing excited activity 
in neighboring bodies. — Active material (of a storage 
cell), in eleet., the substance or substances which char 
— during charge and discharge.— Active 
a verb which expresses action, It may be (a) active 
transitive, in which the action from the subject or 
agent to an object: as, the sun giees light; or it may be 
(6) actice intransitive, iu which the action is contined to 
the subject: aa, the aun shines, — Active voice in gram., 
that form or aspect of a vert in which the subject of the 
verb is intel as acting, See chine, & 

activital (ak-tiv’i-tal), a. [activity + -al.] Re- 
lating to action as opposed tothought. J. M. 
Powell. 

Full knowledge of aboriginal character may be gained 
only through study of both the mefierfal habits and the 
intellectual systems of the aborigines; for in every stage 
of human development, action and thought are concoml- 
tant and — 

Hep. Bur, Am. Ethnol., 1807-08, p. 826, 

activity, ». 6. In peychol., a self-determina- 
tion of mental process, experienced or in- 
ferred, especially characteristic of the cona- 
tive consciousness. The term has been variously 
and loosely eet in modern peycholuy, ln those —* 
tems which are stilt dominated by philosophical infla- 
ences it denotes a primary amd irreducille experience of 
self-causation or « initiative. To the psychologist 
who looks upon mind as a system of organic functions 
activity is given With the direction of the course of con. 
schoueness, Knowingly of unknowitely, upon a determi- 
nate end: aparticelas mental process le the Arat term of 
&® definite series, the remainiog members of whieh It 
evokes tn thelr onler, while the serles reaches its natoral 
conclusion when the end isattained, In this sense, how- 
ever, inental activity teeomes practically synonymous 
with mental function itself, since the limiting cases of 
aneéttic sentience and involuntary movement are still 
self-determined in just so far as conscioteness is in- 



activity 
volved in them. Lastly, there are peychologiste who, 
lavestigntiog mind as a stream of mental 

leat⸗ it neither activity nor passivity, but b 
at the antithesis of aetive and ve has no more 

Place within peychology than the thesis of subjective 
and objective. However, they still employ the terma, in 
obedience to traditional descriptive names of 
metital states or mental co 
ample, of ‘active’ attention, mean 
— ulitſoned: and of a' 
which erg — the — al 42 — 
a termin: , however hart ution, can only 
add to he ities confusion. 

actol (ak’tol), n. [act + -ol.] A trade-name 
for silver lactate, CgHsOg & a substance 
used as a soluble antiseptic, It must be kept 

the thoory that 

from the sunlight. 
bol- 

aud underived i ae —ã— ity of 
experience, while the natural sciences, as abstrac 
from the knowing “7 deal only with mediante expe- 
rience: opposed to theory rubstantiality or of 
mind-rubetance, W. Wound? (trams), Outlines of Psychol., 
p. 3M, 

sehuarian (ak-ti-d‘ri-an), a. Same as actwa- 
ria 

acuate, a. 2, Having an elongate smooth 
inted at one end; needle-shaped: ap- 

plied to sponge-spicules. 
a. n, An ascuate monactinellid sponge- 

spicule. 
——— (ak-i-16’6-lus), ».; pl. aenleoli (-1i). 
ae (L. as a doubtful reading), dim. of aca- 

: see aculeus.} In bot., a minute aculeus 
or prickle. 

a. (ce) In ichth., drawn out in a 
long point: said of the fins. 

(ak-i-pungk’ta-at), v. . pret. 
and pp. aeupunctuated, ppr, acupuuctuating. 
{L. aeus, needle, + onpageatr prick: see pune- 
tuate.] To prick with a needle; acnpuncture, 

acupunctuation (ak’d-pungk-ti-a*shon), nm, 
Same as aenpuncturation, 
acuta (a-ki'ti), #. [NL.: see acute, a.) In 
organ-building, an unusually shrill mixture- 
atop. 

Acutalis (ak-fi-ta‘lis), n. [NL. (Fairmaire, 
1846), ¢ L. aeutus, pointed.) A genus of tree- 
hoppers of the homopterous family Membra- 
cidz. A. dorsalis is fownd in considerable nambers on 
paeerinn in the northern United States in July, It is 
mown ns the Mack-backed tree-hopper. 

n. (¢) In musical acoustics, relative ele 

ace Tier ya 
iy ~~~ the greater Is the poate ag ’ 

acu (a-kii-ti-ling’ 33 a, [Ls aeutus, 
sharp, + lingua, toaguel aving a sharp- 
pointed tongue. 

acutiplantar (a-kii-ti-plan’tir),@, [L. aeutus, 
sharp, + planta, sole.| In ornith., having the 
tarsus sharply ridged on its 
Ridgway, Birds of North and 
1. 24. 

acutish (a-ki’tish), a. [acute + -ish!.] Rather 
acute; specifically, in bot., barely acute or 
verging toward an acute form. 

acutorsion (ak-ti-tér’shon), 1. [L. aews, needle, 
+ torsio(n-), twisting.] In serg., an opera- 
tion for arresting hemorrhage from a wounded 
artery by passing a needle beneath the vessel, 
twisting it, and passing it out over the vessel. 

acutospinous (a-kii-to-spi’nus),@. [L. aentus, 
sharp, + spina, spine.] Having sharp spines. 

acyanoblepsia (a-si a-né-blep’si-ii), », Same 
as acyanoblepay, 

acyclic, «. $I dynam., not having the prop- 
erty of whirling or moving in cireles, 
The system now behaves, 3 jp one ms —— 

pees Gm OX e acyelic ere con- 
ietlacea. TONS “Eneye. Brit. XXVIL. 470. 
8. Irregular in course; not oeeurring with 
normal periodicity.—4. In chem,, containing 
no eyele or ring: said of organic compounds 
whieh contain no ring of atoms.— Acyclic sur- 
face, 4 surface such that any closed curve upon ft can 
contract to a polnt without leaving the surface, 

acyesis (a-si-é’sis), u. (NL., ¢ Gr. @- priv, + 
argc, conception, < awe, conceive.) 1, In- 
ability to coneeive; barrenness,—2, The con- 
dition of non-preguancy, 

acy] (as‘il), nm. [ae(id) + -y!.) A name intro- 
duced by Liebermann to designate an acid 
radical such as acetyl, Collg0. 
acylate (as‘i-lat), v. t.; pret. and RP acylated, 
ppr. acylating. [acyl + -atel.] To introduce 
an acyl-group into; especially, to prepare an 
acyl derivative of an organic compound con- 
taining a a ot ky or ne Ce ‘ 

posterior face, 
iddle America, 

acyro a-si-rol’d-ji). v. acyrologia, 
Gr. axvposoyia, ¢ *axypordyor, adj., ¢ —— 
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speak incorreetly, ¢ axvpog, unauthorized, im- 
proper (< 4- priv, + xipos, authority), + Adyoy, 
speech.) Faulty dietion, [Rare, 

(a-sis’té-spd'ré-ii), nm, pl. [NL. 
< Gr, a- priv, + xioru. bladder, + omdpog, seed 
(see spore).] A suborder of Sporozoa, of the 
order Haemosporidia, 1 coutains those forms tn 
which the — is anamobol! hemanceta or is of 
simple orm atl ts typically endoghobular through- 
outtbe —— —— An ea oT ars in Inany cases, eusvally in a warm- 
iblooded vertebrate 4 while Le occurs in an 
invertebrate host, usually an arthropod. Compare *//.a- 
morporea, 

Acrstosporidis a-sia’té-apd-rid’i -ii), n. pl. 
l ——— *235 Py aor 
— cell-parasites infesting certain verte- 
rates, zag ave found mainly in red blow. ‘les, 

but also in the kidney, and Intestinal epithelium. In 

jobin, ith 
malaria in man and with Texas fever in cattle, Boe #// 
mamorkite and 

a, A simplified spelling of add. 
(adi), a, (NL.. appar. from the feminine 

name dda.) A genus containing two ‘ies 
of epiphytal orchids native to northern South 
America, sometimes grown in choice collec- 
tions under the same conditions as Odontoglos- 
nm. 

adactylia (a-dak-til’i-A), u. [NL., ¢ Gr. ¢- priv. 
+ ddixrutoc, fingeror toe: see dactyl.) tn ore 
tol., a congenital lack of some or all of the 
fingers or toes. 

adactyliom (a-dak’til-izm), n. Same as *adac- 
a i. 

adagio, ade. and a. jal varieties of movement 
or style are indicated by ding other terms, an: adagio 

or molto, v slow ; adagto non 6 slow, bat 
not a much #0; or 'o, slow, with 
a flowing or sustained movement; , slow 

thos; adagie nite, slow, with heavy ac- 
conta ; slow aad im the church styles ete. 

adalid (ad-a-léd’), ». [Sp., a chief or com- 
mander, ¢ Ar. al-dalil, ¢ al, the, + dalil, leader, 
guide.) A leader or guide. Miss Yonge, 
Christians and Moors in Spain, p. 206, 
Adam, ".— Adam and Eve. 1) A col uial name for 
Semperct —— the house! ‘s apple. 
tdp A — given to crape jasmine or East Indian 

, Tabe teri coronaria, See crape 
nine Under Sjacmine. AGAITS Og. Seog. 
* layer or substance, the enamel of the 

toblast (ud-a-man‘té-blist), ». (Gr, 
ddéuac, adamant, + Sacréc, germ.) In em- 
bryol., one of the cells which produce the 
enamel of the teeth, Same as *ameloblast. 
adamellite (ad-s-mel’it), s. [(Monte) dda- 
mello, in the middle Alps, + -ite?.] In petrag., 
a name proposed by Cathrein (1890) as a sub- 
stitute for fonalite, and deseribed as a u- 
lar igneous rock of the group intermediate 
between granite and diorite, containing ortho- 
clase and plagioclase feldspars with hornblende 
and biotite, Brigyver uses the term for highly 
quartzose monzonites. 

Kadmon (ad’am kad’mon). [Heb, 
‘idm kadmén, ’dddm ha-kadméni, ‘the first 
man.’) In eabalistic doctrine, the primordial 
man, the im: of God, emanating from the En- 
soph, the Infinite, and representing the Eser 
Sephiroth, the ten attributes of the deity. See 
*Sephiroth and * Nachash Hatadmoni. 
Adamkiewicz's reaction. See *reaction. 
Adams-Stokes disease. Same as Stokes-Ad- 
ames *dixease. 
adanal (ad-f’nal), a. (L. ad, to, + anus, anus.) 
Extending to the anus: as, the adanal plate, 
in Arachnida, a plate-like sclerite reaching to 
the anus. ; 

le (a-dang’gi), adv. a + dangle.) 
Hanging loosely: in a dangling position or 
eondition ; dangling. Browning, Men aud Wo- 
men, i. 37. N. E. D. 
Adapisoricidz (ad ‘a-pi-s0-ris’i-dé), mn. pl. 
(NL., ¢ Adapisorer (< Adapis, a genus of 
monkeys, + Sorex, a genus of insectivores) + 
-idw.) A family of extinct insectivorous mam- 
mals related to the moles, but more highly 

cialized. The type genus, Adapisorer, about 
the size of a hedgehog, is from the Lower 
Eocene of Reims, France. 

adapoid (ad‘a-poid),a. [(ddap-is + -oid.] Re- 
lated to the ddapida, 

adapt, «. 4. 4. Same as *immunize, 
Hordet heated for half an hour to 56°C. some of the 

lytic serum secured by adapting the guines-plg through ad 
subcutaneous injections to the red blood cells of the rab- 
bit. He found it tad completely loas its new lytic 
power, Med. Record, Fob, 14, 1008, p. 246. 

adaptation, ». 4. Same as *immunization.— 

adding-machine 
tion uct, See *avaptation. eet. — 

85 A an 
tion. See *i; ederth— anh preg) ae 
in biol., the adjustment of an organism by its own activity 
to changed conditions, considered as a cause of c 
in ite structure. The wotlon of functional adaptation as 
prior to and the cause of structare rests upon the hellef 
a cle can do things for which it has no ad: 
tive mi Ht. B. Crampton, a, March 

an adaptive change which ts produced in an organism by 
ite own activity and Is not transmitted to descendants, as 
con! with a cl which is congenital is 
tranamitted to descendants ; a useful red character. 
Hi, F Oeborn, Science, Oct, 15, 1807.— ada) 

the adjustment of the eye, by the papliary vo 
nism and by retinal changes, toa in the color or 
brightness of ite surroundings. The eye may become 
adapted — toa change —152 Goad of vision 
(general ptation) or partial « 
within a given Beld — adaptation), Adaptation itself 
may be partial or complete. 

tionist (ad-ap-ta’shon-ist), n. One who 
believes that social phenomena must be ex- 
plained as adaptations to environment and 
accounted for by collective causes rather than 

adaptation.product oduct (ad-ap-ti’shon-prod*ukt) on- ap-ta’shon- ’ 
n. A substance produced in the bedy of an 
animal of one species by immunization with 
eells or cellular products derived from the 
body of an animal of an alien species. Also 
ealled reaction-substance. It has a specitic effect 
upon the body used in immunization which, generally 
speaking, te an tic to the immantizing substance. 

Basten — 
tinins, and precipitins. See #immnunity. 

adapted (a-dap’ted), p. a. Specifically, result- 
ing from immunization: as, an ada serum. 

pter, x. 6, In photog., an attachment to a 
camera by means of which plates of sizes 
other than those for which the camera is de- 
signed may be used. 

adaxial (ad-ak’si-al), a. [L. ad, to, + arial.) 
In bot., in a plane facing the axis, See the 
extract. 

The ovaries [in Casnarina] are flattened Iaterally, in 
contrast to the adaxial Mattening of the wings in 

Bot, Gazetle, XXXVI. 104. 

A.D. B. An abbreviation of Artium Domesti- 
carum Baccalaurea, Bachelorcf Domestic Arts, 
a degree conferred by some iustitutions upon 
women. 
A.D. O. 1. Anabbreviation of side-de-camp, 
—2. Anabbreviation of Anodic Daration Con- 
traction: used in electrotherapy. 

t. (—Added part or voice, in muric, rt or 
voice supplementary to the princt 1 melody” oF to 
the essential harmeny. Thos in polyphonte writing a 
coun! nt may be called the added pert or cadee, in 
distinction from the cantua; or when a solo part is com. 
bined with a chorus it may be called the part or 
tuted, 

addental (a-den’tsl), . [ad- + dental.) In 
ichth., one of the bones of the upper jaw, 
joined to the premaxillary in front: synony- 
mous with maxillary, 

adder], ".—Banded adder, Bunyarne fasciatus of 
southern Asia. Berg adder, Clothe jor Vipera) atropoe 
of South Africa. — “adder, a harmless log-nosed 
snake of —— America belonging to the genus //etero- 

8 adder, Clothe cornete of North Africa: 
not te be confounded with the horned viper, Cerastes 
cornwia, alao of North Africa, bat more abundant and 
more deadly, 

adder’s-tongue, ». 2. A name sometimes 
iven to the hart’s-tongue, Phylliie Scolopen- 
rium. See Scolopendrinm— 3. Any of the 

eastern species of Erythronium or dog-tooth 
violet. The white adder's-tongue is £. albidum. 
— Adder’s-tongue , the Ophiogtoxmeese, taclud- 
ing Ophiegloemm, the adder's- tongue fern. 

Addie's process. See *proress. 
(w-dij’i-tal), a.and a. [ad- + digital.] 

I, a. In ornith., attached to a digit (the third). 
— Addigital the primary attached to the first 
phalanx of the Unird digtt of a bird's wing, 

IL, x. Same as *eddigital remer, 
addiment (ad’i-ment), ». [NL. “addimentum, 
< L. addere, add.J A thing added; an addita- 
ment; a complement; specifically, same as 
*complement, See *alerin, 

Dr, Longcope gives a study of the bacteriolytic action 
of haman blood in disease, and Dr, Walker surveys the 

factors in bacteriolytic action, from which he 
deduces the fact that the complement or addiment is a 
product of disintegration of leucocytes, 

Nature, Feb, 19, 1908, p. 378. 

Ite different forme depend 
elther on the totalizing principle, on the — ofa 
tratn of gears whose rato ie 10 to 1, or on be Ina 
convenient form the figures sre arranged like the keys of 
a typewriter in vertical rows from lto® By depressing 
the key for the proper figure in the row of unite, tens, 

ding-machine, n. 



adding-machine 
hundreds, ete., the result of the addition appears in fig- 
ures, Such machines are much used in banka, offices, 
and factorics, 

Algebraic addition, addition in which 
—) of the quantities to be added are 

—— ce ee ae ik sums vO a J ve quant wi 

the sign of the greater.— Relative addition, auch a 
combination of two relative terme aa will produce a thind 
term expressing the relation in which any relate, A, of 
the first term added would stand to any correlate, C, of 
the second term added If, and only i, every ctgest in the 
universe, say X, were cither such that A was tn the first 
relation to X, or such that X was in the second rela- 
tion to C, For in the universe of whole nam- 

the number 4 stands to the number 2 in the relation 

ie te —eæe ha⸗ J D- 
erally been em dared, although Whitehead and others 
hold It to be of utility, 

addition-compound (a-dish’on-kom’ pound), 
n. Same as *arddition-product. * 

addition-product (a-dish‘on-prod‘ukt), n. In 
chem., a compound fo’ by the direct addi- 
tion of one element or compound to another. 
It ts contrasted with euhetitution-prodwet, in which one 
element or group is substituted for another, Also called 
addition-compound, 

Addititious in aatron., the radial com. tof 
disturbing force when it fmcreases the Attraction — ante 
ellite toward Its — of the moon toward 
the earth : opposed to whieh diminiahes 
the attraction. The force is addititious when the satel- 
lite is in quadrature with the distarbing body (usually 
the san), itiows w in syzyey. 

addograph (ad’6 },m. [L. addere, add, + 
Gr. ypagerv, write. An ad ing-machine with 
a device for recording results on a type-writer. 

e 
paper, and cuts off, counts, and delivers the wre 
the same order as that of the stencils. (c) A lor print- 
is from embossed type. The addresses 

form of power type-writer on rib- 

in a power printing-preas 
——— and 

on another . e 
tinuous roll, cut, and coun 
machine of this type is fed by 
power. 

ph (a-dres’6-graf), n. [address + 
Gr. ypagem, write.] A special form of foot- 
power addressing-machine employing endless 
chains of embossed metal type or chains of 
movable rubber type. See *addressing-ma- 
chine. 
ade (ad), ». [Detached from lemonade, lime- 
ade, orangeade.| A drink of the lemonade or 
orangeade class. [Colloq.) 

They make a superior ade which rivals lemon or lime 
ade, Science, ‘ , Feb, p. 28a. 

Adelaide ruby, sovereign. Bee *ruby, *sor- 
m, 
ea (ad-$-lé’), mn. (NL. (A. Schneider, 

1875), appar, (irreg.) ¢ Gr, adpdoc, not mani- 
fest, unseen,] A genus of Coccidia, of the fam- 
ily Polysporocystide, having the dizoie spores 
spheri or compressed and the sporocysts 
smooth. The various species are parasitic in 
m is and insects. 

adelite (ad’é-lit), n. (Gr. ddy2or, not manifest, 
+ -ite?, The allusion is to the indistinct erys- 
tallization.] A basic arseniate of calcium and 
magnesium, of a grayish color, occurring in 
embedded grains and rarely in monoelinie 
erystals: found in Sweden. 
adeloceratous (ad‘é-li-ser’a-tus), a. Sameas 
*adelacerous. 

adelocerous (ad-é-los’e-rus), a, Having con- 
cealed antenne., Same as cryptocerous, 
Adelochorda (ad’é-lé-kér’da), ». pl. [NL., 
¢ Gr. adyoc, not evident, + yopds, chord.) A 
subphylum and elass of Chordata — 
the genera Balanoglossus, Rhabdopleura, an 
Cephatodiscus. The distinctive features of the group 
are the ce of the presamed ogg represen- 
tative of a notochord and of the gill-alits, e ple 
not homogencons, and the affinities of its members to 
Chordata are denied by some zovh 

con 

adendritic (a- 
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adelomorphic ad’6-l6-mér‘fik), a. (Gr. ddndog, 
not manifest, § , form.] A term applied 
to the so-called chief or central cells of the 
gastric mucosa, which supposedly furnish the 
popein and chymosin. . D, Halliburton, 
hemical — and ae Pi 633. 

Adelops (ad’é-lops), «. (NL. (Tellkampf, 
1844), ¢ Gr. ddtog, not evident, + dv,eye.) A 

nus of beetles of the family Silphid#. They 
nhabit caves, where their larve feed upon the dung of 
bats and other cave-inhabiting animala, About 3) spe- 

from delope 
firtus lives ia the Mustmoth Cave af Kemeucky, 
Adelosi {ad’§-l6-81-f6' ni-&),n. pl. [NL., 
< Gr, ddgtog, not evident, + ciguv, pipe.] A 
group or section of anomalodesmaceous pe- 
ecypod mollusks, or dcephala, They constitate 
a subdivision of the superfamily Anatinacea and oom 
those mollusks which Lave short siphons and a wellle- 

lore ia an example. 
a 

fined lithodeama. The genus 
adelphiarchal (a-del’fi-lr-kal), » (irreg. < 
Gr. adeagés, brother, + apydc, ruler, + -al.] 
Relating to a form of government exercised by 
the men assembled in council, the members of 
the council being considered as brothers. See 

_ the extract. 
In this way the women sitting in clan council consti- 

tuted the primary legislative body, while their brothers 
sitting in tribal council formed a senate or final legiala- 
tive body whose decisions were binding on the executives 
of clans and tribes; so that the social a ization may 

adel; (like that of the Seri Indians 
described my Li t ple, though largel earlier re iy 

pulriaschel te detall, sae hep. toon, Pp. 7. 

adelphic (a-del’fk), a. (Gr, ddeAgexdc, brother] 
or aisterly, ¢ adezodc, brother, adeAof, sister. 
In math,, pertaining to the connectivity of a 
surface,— order, in math., the connectivity. 

—— ‘a-mi), n. (Gr, arergir, 
brother, + yduer, m .] That form of 
polyandry in which a number of brothers have 
awifeineommon, J. W. Powell. 

other — bestowed on the bride during Among 
the probation: 
intimate atten’ 

those of receiving the moat 
from the clanfellows of 1) ¢ groom 5 

. tnd these are noteworthy as suggestions of a vestigial 
dry or he 

— Rep, Bur Am, Evhnel,, 1895-06, p. 281. 

adel (a-del'f6-tak-si), a. (Gr, adeAgéc, 
brother, + tragic, disposition, order.) In brol., 
the movement of certain motile cells in rela- 
ma? —* each other: aterm proposed by Hartog 
n , 

adempted (a-demp’ted), p. a. 
deemed, Bee —— 

adenase (ad’e-niis), n. An autolytic ferment 
found in certain glands which transforms 
adenin into hypoxanthin, 

adendric (a-den’drik), a. [a-18 + dendron + 
dendritic, 

den-drit’ik), a. [a-18 + den- 
-ic.] Same as *a tie 

dritic.) In newrol., having no dendrites: said 
of nerve-cells which have only the neuraxon 
or axis-cylinder process. 
adenin (ad’e-nin),». [Gr, ad(v, gland, + -in?.] 
One of the purin or xanthin bases, CyH5Nz. 
It has been obtained from the lymph glands, 

leen, thymus — kidneys, ete. 
adenocheirus (ad’e-n6-ki’rus), = pl adeno- 
eheiri (-ri). [NL., ¢ Gr. adje, gland, + yelp, 
hand.) In Turbellaria, one of the outgrowths 
a A e atrial walls in the —. Artioposthia 
which serve as accessory copulatory organs. 
See *adenodactylus, J 
adenochondrosarcoma (ad’e-né-kon’dr5-siir- 
k0’ mii), ».; pl. adenochondrosarcomata (-ma-til), 
A mixed tumor containing the elements of 
adenoma, chondroma, and sarcoma. 

ocyst (ud‘e-ndé-sist), mn. Same as *adeno- 
nye tome, 

ocystic (ad*e-nd-sis‘tik),a. Same as *ade- 
nocystoma tous, 
adenocystoma (ad‘e-n6-sis-t6’ mii), n.; pl, ade- 
nocystomata (-ma-tii). [NL., ¢ Gr, acy, gland, 
+ Kier, bladder (see cyst), + -oma.] An 
adenoma containing cystic cavities. 

tous (ad‘e-nd-sis-to'ma-tus), a. 
Relating to or of the nature of adenocystoma. 

lus (ad /e-nd-dak‘ti-lus), ».; pl. 
adenodactyli (-li). (NL., ¢ Gr. adje, gland, + 
daarvtoc, finger.) In Turbelleria, one of the 
outgrowths from the atrial walls in the genus 
Artioposthia which serve as accessory copula- 
tory o 3. See *adenocheirus, 
adencibroma (ad’e-n6-fi-bré‘ mii), #.; pl. ade- 
nofibromata (-ma-tii). A glandular tumor con- 
sisting largely of an overgrowth of fibrous 
tissue. 

Same as 

adenoid, 0.—Adenoid disease, pseudoter 
* Gounae Gameas nite. --diumald comes 

adenolym’ 

adharma 

“often 
© pas- 

necessitate 

II, a». An adenoid growth; specifically, an 
adenoid vegetation. 

adeno. (ad‘e-né-li-p6’ mii), n.; pl. adenoli- 
ta (-ma-ti). [NL., ¢ Gr, adjv, gland, + 

izoc, animal fat, +-oma.] A glandular tumor 
consisting largely of fatty substance. 

(ad*e-no-lim-f6' mii), .; pl. 
* omata (-ma-ti). [NL., ¢ Gr. babe, 

gland, + L. lympha, lymph, + -oma.] Same 
as lymphadenoma, 

(L., destructive adenoma.) An 
ad aally of the stomach, intestin terus, enonmm, ts! cs, OF u 
— t characteristics, Also which has taken on malignan 

adenocarcinoma, 

adenomalacia (ad’e-n6-mg-la‘si-i),n. [NL., 
Gr, adq, gland, + yaaxia, softness, ¢ wasaxdéc, 
soft.] Pathological softening of glands. 
adenomatome (ad--nom’s-tom),n. (Gr. adv, 
gland, + -rouoc, ¢ raweiv, cut.) An instrument 
employed in the removal of adenoid growths, 
adenomyxoma (ad‘e-nd-mik-s6’mji), .; pl. 
adenomyzomata (-ma-ti), [NL., € Gr. adyy, 
gland, + pife, mucus, + -oma.) A tumor 
composed of glandular and mucous tissue. 

un. pl. 
— ome, (ad‘e-nd-mik’s6-siir-k6’- 

mii), a nt reomata (-tna-til). 
NL, € Gr. adgy, — 4 
(capx-), flesh, + -oma.] <A tumor com 

niga, mucus, + cape 
of 

Jandular, mucous, and sarcomatous elements. 
& (ad‘e-n6-pet’a-li), a, (Gr. adi, 
a gland (nectary), + zéradov, leaf (petal).] 
The transformation of nectaries into petals. 
Morren. 

adenophl on (ad‘e-né-fleg’mon), n. (Gr. 
adie, giand, + gAryzov}, inflammation.] Acute 
—— ted. rere [Gr. 4d 
adenopodous -y-nop’d-dus), a. r. adi, 
— + xoi¢ (rod-), Post, + -ous.]) In bot, 

ving the petiole or peduncle glandular. 
hus (ad’e-n6-sir'us), #.; pl. adeno- 

seirrhé (-ri), [NL., ¢ Gr. adgv, gland, + seér- 
rhus,) Abhard cancer which involves a gland, 

(ad*o-nd-sklé-ré’sis), mn. [NL., 
< Gr. adi, gland, + cxAgpwoc, a hardening: see 
sclerosis.) Induration of a gland. 
adenostemonous (ad’e-n6-sté’md-nus), a. (Gr. 
adie, gland, + orjuw, taken for ‘ stamen,’ + 
-ous.| In bot, having glandular stamens. 
adenyl (ad’e-nil), n. [aden(in) + -yl.] The 
group CoH , formerly assumed to be present 

adenin and hiypoxant in, This nameis no 
naed, bat these and related com are spoken of as 

vatives of *purin (which see 
lic (ad-e-nil’ik), a. [adenyl + -ic,} Re- 

er Seay ig pe mv a gland, i 

yields guanine, odenin, attain, and thyminic acid, 

Adepe lan®, purified fat of sheep's wool, containing not 
over 30 per cent. of water. 

adermis a-dér’mi-A), m. [NL., ¢ Gr, ddepyoe 
without skin, ¢ a- priv. + dépwa, skin.] Partial 
or complete congenital absence of the skin, 

adessive (ad-es‘iv), a. [L. ad, at, + esse, be, 
+ -ive. Cf. abessive.] gram., & syntactic 
ease expressing position at some spot or lo- 
cality. A. S. Gatschet, Grammar of the Klamath 
Language, p. 486. 

neusia (ad‘e-top-nii’si-l), nm. pl. [NL., 
< (?) Gr. aderoc, unbound, loose, + sreien, a 
blowing, ¢ wveiv, blow, breathe.) An order 
of Stelleroidea, the Cryptozonia. 

ade ic (ad*e-top-nii’stik), a. [Gr. dde- 
roc, unbound, loose, + xreurrimde, ¢ weeir, 
breathe, Bearing papule or dermal branchie 
beyond the abactinal surface. 
ad eund, An abbreviation of the Latin ad 
eundem gradum, to the same degree. 
adevism (ii‘di-vizm), 1. [Skt. ddeva, hostile 
to the gous, ¢ 4- priv. + dera,a god (see deva), 
+ -ism.] Hindu ‘atheism’ in the sense of a 
denial of the old ‘devas’: a proposed term 
distinguished from atheism. 

ad fin. An abbreviation of ad jinem (which 
see), 

(ad-gus’tal), n, [L. ad, to, + gustus, 
taste (suggesting ‘palate’), + -al,] In ichth., 
a name given by Geoffroy to the pterygoid bone 
whieh forms part of the palatoquadrate arch, 
adha (iid’hi), #. [Nepalese ddhd, half.] A 
silver coin of Nepal equal to half a mubr or 
one fourth of a rupee. 

(a-diir’mi), a. [Skt.] Unrighteous- 
ness; injustice: personified in Hindu mythol- 

tations, masses of lymphold tlesue, similar in structure ogy as the destroyer of all things. 



adheat 

adheat (ad-hét’), v. & [ad- + * To su- 
perbeat (a quantity of steam) by adding toita 
uantity of very highly superheated steam, 

adheren: n, 6, In the es arenes 
the aggregate of all those points of a point- 
segregate which are not limiting points (that 
is, limits of endless series of points): called 
the adherence of the point-aggregate; the ag- 
apres of all the remaining points is called 
ts coherence. 

adhesion,”. 10, An expression of, or the act 
by which one expresses, acquiescence in, ad- 
herence to, and support of some statement, de- 
claration, or proposal; assent; concurrence. 

Op te Fume 20, 2,207 atiostens to the had been 
recetved, Setonce, July 194, p. 167. 

the weight which is fri 
* weight on the dri mo 4 ae 

adhe- 
*wrunion by 

2 eo 88 
an \ 

ad-hé‘zhon-gl), a. [adhesion + 
-al.) Of the nature of or depending upon ad~- 
hesion: applied specifically to the action of 
locomotives when the smooth driving-wheel, 
running on a plane rail, is prevented, thro 
the weight of the engine, from slipping on 
rail by its adhesion thereto. 
the der appil 
Sout et ~ 1. 

Adhesion 
thon ; spectfical 

ler 

becomes grades 
adhesional traction because the cylinder diameter neces- 
sary to overcome the resistance will cause the wheels 
to alip, the tractive effort must be exerted th 
toothed gears meshing into a rack or toothed rall, wh 
the weight may be stil) on smooth ruils by ordi- 
nary wheels, 

adhesion-rail (ad-hé’zhon-ral), n. In rail- 
roading, a truction-rail as distinguished from 
a guard-rail or « third rail; the ordinary rail 
of a track. Sometimes called service-rail and 
stock-rail, 

adhesiv, a. A simplified spelling of adhesive, 
See *papilia, Adhesive papilla, 

adh Pian-vir’yd), n kt. adhvaryi, ¢ 
adhcard, religious ceremony.) A Brahman 
priest who assists in reciting the prayers of 
the Yajur-Veda and performs manual labor 
at sacrifices, ‘ 
adiabat (ad‘i-a-bat), n. [Gr. dd:daror, not to 
be “lover: see adiabatic.) An adiabatic 
curve or line. 

ring under tions in which tent neither —5* nor 

rasa, sarap method of represe adinbuts 
e changes as to tem and condition 
perienced by 

Vv 

Adiahatic Diagram, the curve @ af showing a lower 
the end of expansion than given for the isothermal diagram ¢ c 
ilbustrates the typical relations of pressure and volume. Horizontal 
absciesas proportional to volumes (V, v); ve nates propes- 
onal to pressures (P, go O, origin. 

sible adinbatic change. The adiabatic dingrams for 
moist air by Hertz (i884) and Neuhoff (1908), and Cl 
—— indicator-curve of the steum-engine, are famil- 
jar exam 
— (a-di-ag-nos‘tik), a. [a-13 + diag- 

nostic.) Notdiagnostic ; specifically, in polrogs 
aterm, proposed by Zirkel (1893), ** tothe 
phanerocrystalline texture of rocks when the 
mineral particles, though recognizable, are 
not specifically determinable without special 
test: opposed to *eudiagnostic. 

Adian (ad-i-an’thi-dé), m. pl. (NL., (Ad- 
ianthus, a genus (for* Adiantus, ¢ Gr. ddiavroc, 
unwetted : see ddiantwm), + -idw.] A family 
of extinct ungulate mammals of the suborder 
Liopterna, found in the Eocene of Patagonia. 

? 
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adiantiform (ad-i-an’ti-form), a. [NL. Adian- 
tum, genus of ferns, + L. forma, form.) In 
bot., having the form or character of Adian- os tum or maidenhair, Encye. Brit, XXXL. 417, Adj 
adiaphanous (ad-i-af’a-pus), a. [a-18 + di- 
apharows.} Not transparent; opaque, 

phon (ad’i-a-fon),». [G., ia, * 
A form of pianoforte (patented in 1882) in 
which the sound is produced from Leper. 5 
forks instead of from strings ; essentially sim! 
lar to the older adiaphonon, 

adiaphonon (ad-i-af’é-non), n. [G., ¢ Gr. 4 priv. 
+ duiguvoc, dissonant: see dia ony} A form 
of pianoforte, invented by Schuster in 1819, in 
which the sound is produced from steel bars 
instead of from strin 

atiephoretie (ad‘i-af-o-ret‘ik), a.and n. [a-1% ers 
phoretic.) I, a. Relating to, produced 

by, or causing diminution or suppression of 
perspiration. 

II. n. An agent which diminishes or sup- 
presses perspiration. 

rmancy (a-di-a-thér’man-si), n. [a-18 
— pap men A The character of being 
adiathermanous; the property by virtue of 
which a substance absorbs the invisible heat- 
rays of the spectrum: opposed to diather- 

rmanic(a-li-a-thér’man-ik), a. [a-18+ 

esis. 
Adibuddha (i-di-bi‘dit}, ». (Modern Skt., ¢ 
Skt. ddi, the beginning, + Buddha, Buddha.) 
The first Buddha. 

adillah (ii-iil’),». A money of Malwa, equal 
to half a pice, 

Adimerid# (ad ‘i-mer’i-dé), », pl. [NL., ¢ 
Adimerus + -idw.] A family of clavicorn 
beetles. In these beetles the tarsi appear to have but 
two joints, a broad first and a | terminal one, but 
they have in fact two minute joints een, hidden by 
the broad basal jolot. This structure ls unique among 
~ Coleoptera and ts found only in the genus 

Adimerus (a-dim’e-rus), 7. 
1894), ¢ Gr, &- priv, + diwepic,two-parted, two- 
jointed,] The — and sole genus of beetles 
of the family Adimeride, consisting of several 
Central and South American species, 
Adinia (a-din’i-i), 1. [NL., ¢ Gr. dduée, 
crowded, loud.] A genus of killifishes of 
the family Peciliide, found in the Rio Grande 
region. 
pogenic (ad‘i-pd-jen‘ik), a. IL. adeps 

{ iT , fat, + —— hn Ra Hav- 
ng the rty 0 ucing or of storing fat: h ty of produci f storing fa’ 

as, the adipogenic function of the digestive 
land in invertebrates. Jour, Roy. Micros. Soc., 
eb., 1905, p. * — tt. 

~i-poj‘e-nus), a. adeps 
(adip-), fat, : Gr. ate pene) Fat- 

ucing; productive of adipose. 
adipohepatic (ad‘i-po-hé-pat’ik), a. [L. adeps 
adip-), fat, + Gr. #rarindc, of the liver: see 

tic.] Same as *adipogenic. Jour. Roy. 
ters. sets Dene Eee Pp. =. ) 

adipolytic i-p6-lit’ik), a. adeps (adip-), 
fat, + Gr. —— dissolve.) See *lipo- 
lytic. 

adipomatous (ad-i-pom‘a-tus), a. [adipoma(t-) 
+ -ous.) Same as lipomatows. 

degeneration. See #degeneration.— 
, aamall appendage springing from the base of the 

ventral fin of some fahes, as the salmon and the trout. 
Usually known as an cuntliony male, 

marked by the permeation of fi : —— bhp fat be- 
neath the skin, es ly that of the arms and | 
which are the seat of considerable pain. Also 
Derenm's disense, 

{ad ‘i-pd-s6'reks), n. {Ty adepa 
({adip-), fat, + sorez,a shrew-mole,] A genus 
of amall shrew-moles from the Lower Eocene, 
Adiscota (ad-is-ké’ta), nm. pl. [NL., ¢ Gr, a- 
priv, + dicxog, disk, + -ota lows -ote),] A group 
of dipterous Insects, It was based by Weismann 
upon developmental characters, and inclades those forma 
in which the parts of the flys head are developed In 
close relation to (hove of the larva. 

aditus (ad’i-tus), ».; pl. aditus, [NL., ¢ L. 
= approach; see adif,] An approach; an 

it. 8 £ I "i proeod 
Ia anat., an phe 4 leading inte * cavity. Aditus 

ad antrum, the communication between the tympanum 
and the mastoid cells, Aditus ad infundibulum, the 
opening between the infundibalam and the third ven- 
tricle of the brain,— the superior 
opening of the larynx, or rima gi i 

(NL. (Sharp, 

aijes adjective relation, aa in the 
cultivated 

adjectivism (ad’jek-tiv-izm), n. 

adjustment 

v.é A simplified spelling 
ad An abbreviation of Adjudged, Adjowrned. 

phrase, = rase that is or be arsed with 
the force —— 2 purese é much piper foe he result; 
a never to be forgotten occasion. 

(ve,a participle used jective, ».— 

stream, a field, a a — gilt — 
— Proper an adjective derived from a : 
name, as Fran amy America, Calvinistic from al 
vin, Newtonian from Newton. 

Tendency to 
an excessive use of adjectives. G. S. Hall, 
Adolescence, II. 467. 

adjectivity (ad-jek-tiv’i-ti), n. f jective + 
-ity.) Tendency to a free use © jectives. 

April 14, 1894, p. 469. 
curve. Same as net *curve, 

udicative (a-ji’di-ki-tiv), a. That adjudi- 
eates or adjudges; that embodies the award, 
—— or — in — — or ad · 
i ent: as, the a tive part of a sen- 
tence. [Rare.] we D. 

curve. See *curve. 
n. 4, In math., the process of ob- 

Lege | the domain Q{a) from the domain 2 
—* ing to it the number « which does not 
already belong to it, and adding also all num- 
bers arising from a finite number of additions, 
subtractions, multiplications, and divisions 
involving « and all numbers in the domain 2. 
See the extract. 

the adjunction of ¢ to the domain of rational num- 
mR tak we obtain the domain of complex numbers 

F. Cajori, Theory of Equations, p, 135. 

adjurn, t. A simplified spelling of adjourn. 
See *drainage, 

juster, n. 2, In hardware, any appliance 
used to te the movement of a blind, 
sash, hitching-strap, shaft, or other moving 
object ina — ouse, ete.: as, a casement~ 

uster, » pole-adjuster, a window-stop ad- 
juster,— 3. In insurance, an officer of an insur- 
ance company whose duty is to determine the 
amount to —— under a policy of insurance 
when a partial loss has been sustained. 

In Great Britain they are for the most members of 
the Aye A Association, @ which haa 
done Lael x. — careful —— * view to 

with ct : —25 VI, 82 

adjustment, n. 6. In an exacter sense than 2, 
the operation of modifying the relations be- 
tween a set of things or other objects so as to 
make these relations conform to some require- 
ment, especially so as to bring them into con- 
formity with relations between elements of a 
lan or purpose. Thus the adjustment of a transit 

until ite axis of tee te oe pq py 
the © prime 3 in 

ine the wives until the collimation is near « 
7. Specifically, the modification of a set of 
statements so as to bring them into harmony 

is 
the triangulation, ng to the 
ved from the calculus of prob- 

abilities, and that the adjusted values are the most 
bable that can be assigned, it might be that 
pares was merely to ascertain the most probable 

values; butthe en pl te the adjusted values fn that 
respect is very small and major consideration is con- 

8. In biol., a change which is brought about in 
a * being by its own activity and is not 
transmitted to descendants, as contrasted with 
a change which is congenital and hereditary; 
an acquired character. J. M. Baldwin, Devel- 
opment and Evolution, p. 142.— Methods of ad- 
jetment. in ve. A gTOUp of methods employed 
for the determination of the relation between abies 

sensation, The 
methods in which the 

» is used in two senses: (a) for 
observer himself varies a given 

stimulus until it appears equal to a second, constant 
stimulus, for example, Fechoer’s method of average er 
ror winethod) ; (+) for methods in which # variable 
stimulus is adjested, whether by experimenter or ob- 
server, to the required relation to a constant stinulns, 
for example, Wandt's method of minimal changes (see 

ethed).— Processes of adjustment, in — 
changes in the courses of streame by means of which they 
come to sustait definite and table relations to the rock- 



adjustment 
structures leneath.- Topographic adjustment. See 
the extract, 

A triba is in —1 adjustment when ita 
dient is —— * with ite main. = 

Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geol,, I. U4. 

jutant's call, in mid, rweic, a signal on the drum 
weting the band to pass to the right of the line. 

adlea (id-la’a), n. A billon coin of bye 
issued in 1827, plated with gold and foreed into 
currency at the value of one dollar, 
adlerglas (id‘lér-glis), n. (G., ‘eagle-glass.’ 
A large drinking-glass having on it enamel 
5* ngs of the double-headed eagle of the 

oly Roman Empire and armorial bearings of 
56 —— and towns: common in Ger- 
many in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen- 
turies. See *wiederkom. 
adlumidine (ad-lii’mi-din}, x. [Adlumia (see 
def.) + -ine?,] Analkaloid, Cy 290g, found 
in ddlumia fungosa. It melts at 24° C. 
adlumine (ad-li‘min), ». —— + -ine?, 
A dextrorotatory alkaloid, a9 HygO oN, fou 
in Adlumia fungosa, 
A.D. M. An abbreviation of Latin 4rtium Do- 
—— Magister, Master of the Domestic 

rts. 
Adm. An abbreviation of admiral, 
admedial (ad-mé‘di-gl), a. [ad- + medtal.] 
Same as admedian, 

admezure, ©. ¢. A simplified spelling of admea- 
sure, 
administration, ».—Au-the- 
tion, an fronical uname given to the British ministry of 
1806-07, in allusion to the distinguished ability of tte 
members. — ted administration 
of a personal — —— powers of * — 
trator are lor & Purpose and are strict 
defined rt confined to the matters set forth in special or 
limited letters of administration, 

tive county. See *cownty!. 
nm. 1. (5) ‘The members of this body are 
pated aa the —— — for Executing 

the Office of Adm the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Ireland, The commissioners include 
Civil Naval or Sea ries, ie 
First Lord of the Admiralty is a civilian and the respon- 
sible political head of the nization. Absolute er 
within the Admiralty, subject only to the King Par- 
lament, is vested in him, @ Sea Lorde, four te 5 — 

ie Per 
Lord makes pre 
questions of naval policy. He ts responsible for the ¢ 
* red es fleet * * —— — Ce. Be —* 

© in igence, Progra and Naval Orduance 
departmen The po Lord \a ie for all 
questions relating to the personnel of the nary, including 
pennies of the fleet an we 1 weap ene of rm. The 
Third Lord and Cou has charge of the matériet 
of the fleet and has under Um the Director af Nawal Cun- 
@ruction and the Bagi in-Chief, He is alao respon 

Dockyard: 
neer-tte- 

sible for thoadministration of the Ko is, The 
coating, Fourth or Junior Sea Lord deals with tra 

victunling, and stores, and with questions relating to Rey; 
medals, uniforms, prisons, collisions, ete. The Cir 
Lord deals with public works, the civil staff ete. The 
Parkiamentary and Financial Secretary has charge of 
finances, accounts, and expenditares. The Permanent 
Secretary signs in the bame of the Admiralty, and has 
charge of Uhe general secretariat, correapondence, ote,— 

coefficient. See * is 
n, 8. Specifieally, in engin,: (a) 

Entrance of motor fluid (as steam, air, or water) 
into a evlinder for the purpose of driving a 
piston, (5) The portion of a full traverse of a 
piston during which the motor fluid is allowed 
to enter the eylinder, (¢) The point in the 
traverse at which such entrance of motor fluid 
begins, 

admission-line (ud-mish’on-lin). ». That line 
of an indicator-diagram which is made by the 
pencil of the indicator while steam is being 
admitted to the cylinder, 

on-port (ud-mish‘’on-pért), ». The 
steam-port or-passage through which the enter- 
ing steam s gains aecess to an engine-eylinder, 
In engines ord construction, each port is alter. 
nately supply and exhaust, though it is wsnal to apply 
the latter term only to the port which exhausts directly 
into the atmosphere. (Lechwoed,) In Corliss engines the 
ailimbssion- exhaust porta are separate, 

admission-valve (ad-mish’on-valy), n. The 
valve which controls the admission of steam, 
gas, air,or water to a motor- or compression- 
eylinder, 

ttance, ». 6. The reciprocal of the im- 
pedance in an alternating-current circuit or 
the ratio of alternating current divided by the 
electromotive force consumed by the current. 
See impedance. The components of admit- 
tance are the *conductance and the *susceplance 
(which see), 
admotive (ad-mé’ tiv), a. [ad- + motire.) 
Characterized by motion toward: as, admotire 
germination, Syed, Soc, Lex, 

(ad-ni‘zal), ». [L. ad, to, + nasvus, 
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nose: see nasal.) [n ichth.. a name given by 
Geoffroy to the premaxillary bone. 
adnatum (ad-na‘tum), ».; pl. adnata (-tib). 
[NL.: see adnate.) In horticulture, a small or 
secondary bulb which forma from the old bulb 
and eventually supplants it; a clove. 

adnephrin (ad-nef‘rin), x. Same as *adrena- 
‘im. 

adnexa (ad-nek’si), n. pl. [L., neut. pl. of ad- 
nerus, pp. of adnectere, annectere: see annex.) 
Connected or associated things; specifically, 
in — appendages or structures accessory 
to a main organ.— Adnexa ocull, the tid J 
and other in relation with the globe of thewre— 
Adnexa wu! the Falloplan tubes and ovaries, 

adnexal (ad-nek’sal), a, Relating to adnexa, 
especially to the uterine adnexa, 

minally (ad-nom’i-nal-i), ade. [adnomi- 
nal +-ly?,) As an adnoun or adjective: as, a 
Pe used ednominalty. rar * 

concrete, u Te ™ 

trokes stone with adobe clay before it Ware re. 
mortar, adohe prepared L] serve 

as mortar in laying adobe brick. ” 

adoccipital (ad-ok-sip’i-tal), a. Noting one 
of the fissures of the brain near the occipital 
in the caudal portion of the precuneus. 

adolescence, 5 5 — adoleacence, in 
phys. geog., & stage in development of retlet which is 

ed by well-established “trainage. 
adolescent, vu. 2, In phys. geag., noting that 
stage of land-seulpture, between youth and 
maturity, in which some rapids still remain 
even in the larger streams.— Adolescent river. 
See *rivr, 

lescential (ad-d-le-sen’shal), a. Of or per- 
taining to the period of adolescence, 
adon ‘a-lon’), n. A device which consists es- 
sentially of a high-power telephoto combina- 
tion so set as to transmit parallel rays, When 
used in frout of an ordinary lens in a * Gixed-focus' camera 
tt gives an enlarged tmage without disturbing the focal 
wife The elements of the adon are, however, 
adjustable so that it can be used with ng effect when 
the camera permite of foensi Used by tteelf it acts 
as a high-power telephotographic lens, 

adonidin (a-don’i-din), n. 

Coy found in Adonis Amurensis, 
adonite (ad‘é-nit), ». [ddonis (see def.) + 
-ite?.] An optically inactive pentite, C,H, 

adonitol (a-don’i-tdl), n. 
—— as Spe peor: P J 

operate (ad-op'’e-rit), r. 6; ꝓtet. and pp, ad- 
operated, ppr. adoperating, (ML, adoperari, ¢ 
L. ad, to, + operari, work: see aperate.) To 
bring into-use or operation; apply; use. Sir 
J. Hayward, Eromena, p. 88. X. E. D. 
adoperation (ad-op-¢-ra’shon), #. Application; 
use, as of means to an end, Peacock, Melin- 
court, II. 56. NX. B.D, 

, a 2 An apparatus for the rapid 
leveling of a compass, consisting of a spindle, 
ball, and ball-socket, 

adorbital (ad-ér‘bi-tal), ». [L. ad, to, + or- 
bita, orbit; see orbit.) In ichth,, the preorbital 

[As adonite + -ol.] 

bone. 
Adoxace@ (ad-ok-sii'sd-4), n. pl. (NL. (Fritsch, 

1891), < Adoxa + -acew.) A family of dicot- 
yledonous, sympetalous plants of the order 
Rubiates, Tt contains only the gents Adora, and is 
characterized chiefly by the split or 2-parted stamens 
inserted on the tibe of the corolla 
oxaceous (ad-ok-sa‘shius), a. [NL dAdoxa- 

ere + -ons.) In bot., having the characters 
of or belonging to the family Adozacex. 
ad placitum (ad plas’i-tum). [ML.,NL.J At 
pleasure: in music, noting a free part in a 
contrapuntal work which is not bound by the 
strict rules of imitation; — in a ¢anon, 
noting a voice-part that does not follow the 
subject exactly, 

lia. 2, Pertaining to an adradius: as, 
the adradial organs of an echinoderm. 

us (ad-ra’di-us), ».; pl. adradii (-i), 
[NL., ¢ L. ad, to, + radius, ray.) One of the 
eight radii which lie between the perradii and 
the interradii in animals which exhibit radial 
symmetry. Compare perradius and inferradius, 

”.— Accessory adre See Marchand's 
= *.—Marchand's — ialcta of adrenal 

tiene found in other parte. Also called accessory adre- 
nals and adrenal rests. 

II, a. Situated near or in contact with the 

advance 

kidney; specifically, noting the adrenal or su- 
prarenal glands.— Adrenal a medicinal 
peein made from the suprarenal glanda and le. 
lieved to be the internal secretion of these bodies. It 
increases blood-preasure and constricts the reasels, and 
fa employed to arrest hemorrhage and te diminish ma- 
cous secretion, See wadrenalin.— Adrenal d, Same 
as adrenal, n,— Adrenal reste, See Marchand s *ad- 

adrenalin (ad-ren‘a-lin), ». [adrenal + -in2,] 
The active principle of the adrenal glands, first 
welated bs a — ances chemist, oo 

proba orm NE . It is practi. 
Cea caeatiead —— 

ulant and hemostathe. See #adrenal extract. 

adrenalone (ad-ren’a-lén), ». [adrenal + 
~mne.) A ketone, (HO)gCgHgC lpNHCHs3, 
prepared by the oxidation of a derivative of 

im, , 
Adrianist (&‘dri-an-ist), n. Same as ddrian- 

ife, 2. 
Adriatic, a. 2. In anthrop., of or pertaini 
to the racial type —— by Albanians 
and Serbo-Croatians, characterized by tall 
stature, elongated face, and short head. Deni- 
ker, Races of Man, p. 285. 
adsmith (ad‘smith), ». One whose business is 
the writing of advertisements: as, the art of 
the ademith, W. D. Howells, Lit. and Life, 

. 265, [Humorous slang.) 
adsmi (ad‘smith-ing), ». The trade of 
an ‘adsmith,’ (Humorous slang. ] 
adsorb (ad-sérb 2* t. fh ad, to, + sorhere, 

absorb.) To suck in, Cf, gather (a or 
- waag on the surface in a condensed layer. 

us solids, such as gliss, — gases and 
liquids with which they are in contact. 

tion, 2, The mechanical imbibition 
of fluids or gases. . 

adsorptive (id-sorp’tiv) a. [adsorb (-sorp-) + 
-tive. Cf. absorptive.) Capa le of or charac- 
terized by adsorption. 

adsternal. ({ad-stér’nal), a. [L. ad, to, + ster- 
num, sternum.) Situated near or in relation 

adult, ». 2. Specifically: (a) In civil law, a 
male infant who has attained the age of four- 
teen, or a female infant who has attained the 
age of twelve. (b) In commen taw, one of the 
full age of twenty-one. Sowrier, Law Dict. 

adulterin, «. an A simplified spelling of 
adulterine, 
adulterism (a-dul‘tér-izm), #. A name or word 
that has been corruptly altered, (Rare) N.E.D. 

adulthood (a-dult‘had), ». [adelt,a., + -hood.] 
The state of being adult or completely devel- 
oped: as, in full vigor and adulthood. Cor- 
den Clarke, X. B.D. 

adumbra (ad-um‘brii), ».; pl. adumbra (-bré), 
The penumbra, in an eclipse of the moon. 
adumbrella (ad-um-brel’fi), ». [NL..¢ Lad, 
to. + umbrella, w little shade.) The upper 
surface of the velum in jelly-fishes; distin- 
guished from erumbrefla, 
aduncirostrate (a-dun-si-ros‘trit), a, [L. ad- 
nicus, hooked, + rostrum, beak, + -atel.] 
Having a hooked beak, as birds of prey, 

adurol (ad-i’rol), ». A trade-name for two 
compounds used as photographic developers. 
Adurol “Schering” is bromhydroquinone, © 
HgBr(OH )y; adurol “ Hanff” is chlorhydroqui- 
none. 

adv. An abbreviation of adrocetr. 
advaita (lid-vi'ti), m. [Skt. adraita, non-inal- 
ity, unity,<a-priv. + draitd, duality, ¢ dri-,two.} 
The pantheistic doctrine of the Vedanta 
school of Hindu philosophy, taught especially 
in Shankara’s commentary on the upanishads. 
The doctrine is thatdtman, self, is Brahman, the 
Absolute. 

advance, v. 13. The angular interva! in ex- 
cess of 10° which the center-line of an engine- 
ecventric makes with the center-line of the 
engine-crank. It is given to enable a valve with 
lap. which will work the steam expansively, to bogin 
admission of steam at or before the dead-point of the 
Piston-traverse, See angular adeance of an eccentric, 
unier angular, 
14. In fencing, a quick move of the right foot 
# few inches forward, followed instantly by 
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the left foot, but so that the fencer keeps his the cutters or plane-irons 

aérage 
of & wood-planing <alg (ary-), goat, + xépar, horn.) An interesting 

equilibrium and is ready for parry, or the for- machine. Lockwood. genus of East Indian moths of the family Aga- — lunge of the right foot. BY) te F beam —— solids, The 1 male old riparths mies peculiar elie (ad-vans’gréth’), n. or- acid (6'n-sid), n. [L. Macides, (Gr. Aiaxidye, noise w ; a struc- estry, young trees which — up in acciden- ¢ Alaxoc, F23 A son or descendant of fry othe front wing, which is rubbed against the spines openings in the forest or under the forest JEacus (who wasa son of oceratidm (6-g6-se-rat’i-dé), n. pl. [NL.,< cover, before reproduction cuttings are begun. Zeusand Agina, and after * as,< Gr, alg (alyde) at. +a (nd 2 See volunteer *growth, death a judge in the lower rec}, hove, + 4d’ & Here \ ——— advancement, ». 6. In surg., an operation world), es tee} Pe- pa! halonods orammonites = he die- for strabismus, consisting in dividing the ten- leus; (b) Achilles; (c) Te- coidal shells with broad umbilicus and highly specialized don of the healthy musele, brin the end on; (d) Ajax. — acid complicated oaptal sutures, The species ovcur in the forward, and fastening it to the eyeball forward shield of the Tela- Triassic formation. of its former point of insertion. —— — ——* Ælurodon (6-li‘ré-don), n, (Gr. alꝰoipoc, a cat 
ad (ad-vin’sing), n. The act of tak- Salamisin Greece. It assumed or a weasel, + ddory (-ovroc), a tooth.) A genus ing or of giving an advanced position; ad- ® peculiar form resembli of Canide of the North American Miocene, 
vancement; promotion; furtherance, [Obso- = found in the Dipyion with affiliations with the bears. lete or rood ane (i-f-i’S), mn. [Ha- ælurophobia (é-li-r6-f6"bi-k), n. [Gr. ai2ovpoc, Advent , the first Sunday in Advent, or that eae eat, + ia, <goSeiv, fear.) A morbid ike 
yr meacrh or et abi get erg —— — rd —— adventitial a ae 2° 3 a as ad- Ree — A name in S"4 2" lowe Te toes ee ee oe ne 
adventitious, «. 4. pap at ldo nwail of Lyctum Sand- — ie * dirty brass, — — as from a distant formation: opposed to *vicine. 
A term proposed by Pound and Clements. 
Compare adventitious, 2. t aw 
venturism a ee n. The ways, not very palatable. Also called 

habits, and schemes of the adventurer or ad- moja} é’shial), a. [¢ Gr. 
venturess; the practices, pretenses, or experi- eitect.} Same as #cidial, 
ences of those who live by their wits. Ecidial f 

adventuresum, a. A simplified spelling of sciospore (asi 
jurious effect, 
ecidiospore. 

from two to three feet 
hig! 
the 

oropa 
J, C. Arth 

—— — 
‘Verb, .Nast adverb, a substantive or an 

tive 7 in an miverbial pasition (so called by / 
Philol. Bi 10, § 430): as, forest wild; to bool 
to walk with foreheads villainous low. 

, a 

ur. 

A term 

Addes (a-8'daz), n. 
andj, unpleasant, 
leasant.} A 
ipterous fam iy Culeides, 

in sexes leas than half as lo 
{elated in the male and 4-join 

ve no bi acales on 

formerly Tntected not aa marninge, reninge, manta mn an mornings, 
darkling, upward (genitives), i seldom {datives): 
as, he is usually at home evenings; “he must needs go 
th: Samaria,” John iv. 4; “the wakeful bird si 
darkiing,” Milton, P. L. lil, 38, 39.— Phrasal ‘adverb, 
an adverh conelating ve ety! —— an a 

: couree, of a brut random, in an nown, Addes fuscus fitle by dle ‘Relative ——— 
from a relative pronoun, relates toan antecedent, 

and usually introduces an advertial clause, as when, 
tohence : as, at the place where the accident oc- 

thine wien he was not expected. 

inhabits the 
mm 2 

* — — the wil 
jent om Ais weary home, 

qt. — adverbial —* or clause, as truly, 
exceedin of cour, as soon as 
— —— segialosaur (é-ji-nl’d-s4r), » 

L. *ad- genus Agialosaurus, 

wicense, an erect shrub Sy 

h, with stiff, smooth branches. It grows 
bears a red berry which is edible ba 

ohelo-kai. 

stage, Same as wcidiostage. 
por), n. (Gr. aixia, an in- 

(NL., 
pro 

ze of the rust fungi, Zolian, ». 2. Same as AXolic, 

. (Mei 
ous, <a- priv, 

nus of small mosquitos o: 

the u side of the 
no bristles below the seuteliicm, Several 

cap.) pil. 
which form more or — * sglicrieal masses and 
are freely driven from place to place, 

+4 pee * noi 
+a ~ous.] No 

* dense tufted —— * by 5* 
wus y the cladophoras. Atheneum, 

aéneolithic (4-6 ’ né-9-lith ‘ ik), a. [L. aénens, 
brazen, + Gr. Aifog, stone.) Pertaining to the 
period in which both metal and stone imple- 
ments were used: aterm introduced by Italian 
archmologists. 

aéneous (i-6’né-us),a. [L. a@news, of brass.) In 
entom., having brassy or metallic reflections, 

ite (6-nig’ma-tit), ». A rare triclinie eee ida ne eek tee — . ‘ jal a southern € Gr. aixéa, an in- Greenland and similarly elsewhere. Ie loa titanoallicate 
d by J. C. of ferrous iron and sodium, 

aixia, an injurious 
J.C. Arthur, 

Same as 

Aolic digamma, the digamma (which see). 
Gr. polidoid (é-ol’i-doid), a. (wolid + -id.] Hav- 
is, ing the form or characters of the Molidide, 

© wolina, ». 2. An organ-stop of a thin, deli- 
rt “cate tone. 

male), and wolipile, ». 2, A form of blast-lamp for use in 
— * — — ——— in vier pt weil — 

north meé is deflect ya stream of alcohol vapor 
—— ‘can escaping from a jet, this vapor being produced 

from liquid aleohol in a little boiler over the 
original flame. 2 

(6-$-lod’i-kon), n. [Gr, Alodoc, Ao- 
i n harmonicon,] 

ge, 
n, —8 < 

fj 
if 

They have the 
aa the 
in the 

‘por, 

. A reptile of the 
adverbiation (ad-vér-bi-A’shon), m. e 
verbiatio(n-), « L. — ——— An ex- @gicrania (6-ji-kra’ni-A), m. pl. [NXLGr. alg —— uoai * 
tended phrasal adverb. See the quotation. —_(a/)-), goat, + xpaviov, skull.) In Rom. antig., @0lodion (6-0-l6’di-on),m. [Gr. Alodoc, Æolus, the heads of goats or rams used in tho seulo. + Gr. gf, song, +-ion, asin melodion.) Same Room must be given to the term Adverb to let it take ge , as "moiodioon. in all that appertaina to the deseri of the condition tured decoration of altars: suggested by " and circamsieaces attendant upon fis verbal cation custom of hanging up the heads of victims. §s#olomelodicon 66-19-me-lod’i-kon), mn, (Gr. 
223 pa ‘ ; po Seer — “ot —5 33 — toes ical Ry. we je title -icon, a3 in harmonicon. musi adeertiation, ==. Barts, Pullol. Tongue, p. 43 instrument of the i n ines, — invented 
adverbism (ad‘vérb-izm), ». Tendeney to an y Hoffmann of Warsaw about Its chief 

liari that metal tubes in front of — — adverbs. G. 8. Hall, Adoles . 1 et he vey — —— — 5 

ital (ad-vér-tiz-men’tal), a, [ad- 
vertisement + -al,) Relating or pertaining to 
advertising or to advertisement. [Kare.] 

(ad-vi’zal), ». [advise + -al.] Ad- 
viee; counsel. J. 8, Blackie, Hechylus, I. 197. 

vize, v. A simplified spelling of advise, 
advolution (ad-v6-li’shon), . [L. ad, to, + 
volvere, roll: formed on pe of evolution.] An 
onward rolling or unfolding; progressive de- 
velopment; the theory of evolution considered 
with regard to its trend or ultimate develop- 
ments. See the extract. 

Why should Evolution stop with the ic? It is 
surely obvious that the complement of Evolution is 
Adevution, and the — enes has all this system 
of things come, is, after all, of minor inmportance com- 
pared with the question, Whither does all this tend? 

H. Drummond, Nat. Law in Spiritual World, p. 401, 

adynamandry (a-din-a-man‘dri), m. (Gr. 
advvauoc, without power, + avy (avdp-), man 
(male).] In bot., self-sterility; incapability of 
self-fertilization. Delpino, 

cal (a-di-nam’i-kgl), a. Not dynami- 

Aigicranta.— Altar in the V 

Zeginida, ». pl. 2. A famil 

the stomach by double 
internemal gastral 
porpe. It contains the gene 
Egmopesis, and others, 

en. 

The properties of electric and magnetle force are ex- 
piicatis upon dynamical principles: s so far there is no 
= wn necessity for seeking for adyramical properties + ing), 

Jour. Inst, Electric Engineers (Brit.), 1880-1900, p. sag, are 
the 

adz-block (adz’blok), ». A solid oblong block Sitaram of Europe. aé of iron or steel, square in section, which carries ABgocera (é-gos’e-ri), n. [NL.(Latreille, 1809), aijp, 
8—2 

having a cireular canal communicating with 
ronial canals, with 

uches, and without oto- la 

#figlina (é-gli‘nf), n. [NL.,< Gr. Nip? 9,0 nymph, 
nus of asaphid trilobites. Th 

ble for their immense compound cyes, which 
Mm & strikingly larval aspect: found in the Lower 

led choraleon, 
@olopantalon (6/6-16-pan‘ta-lon), n. [Gr. 
Alatoc, Bolus; — uncertain.) or 
wolomelodicon having a pianoforte attachment 
— could be used with or without the organ 
ones, 

zolophon (86-lo-fon),u. [Appar. G.,< Bolus 
th r. -gunoc, € gun, * A form of sera- 
phine, 

#olotro! (é-6-lot'ré-pizm), =. The state 
or condition of solotropy. 

wonial, a. See *eonial. 
wonologe (8’on-§-16j), . (Gr. aidv, an age, + 
-Adyiov, € Adyerw, tell: formed on type of hero- 
loge.| An imagined clock that méasures time 
by eons or ages, See the quotation, [Rare.] 

The horologe of earth . . . is no measure for the 
of heaven, 

F. W. Farrer, Early Days of Christianity, p. 611. 

ualis (é-kwa'lis),n. [L., — In gram., 
© case which expresses similarity (like, simi- 
rto). Alsocalled similative. Barnum, Essen. 

of Innuit, p. 17. 
uidens (é’kwi-denz), mn. [NL., ¢ L. aquus, 
— + dens, tooth.) A — or subgenus 
of South American Cichlide: they resemble 
the sunfishes of the north. 

(’e-rij), n, [F. aérage, ¢ L. aer, ¢ Gr, 
air.) “Airing; ventilation, 

atican, Rome, 

y of Narcomedusz, 

tl 

ra gina, Egineta, 



aérate 

abrate, 0. t— A Aérating plants, Hy wag be a 

large cellalar in- 
a4 the “ knees” of the bald 

[NL., ¢ Gr. 

ing which rise out 
idee with a i a loose corky tisue with 

—2* adapted to aration, 
cypress. 

reng’ ki-m&), n. aérenchyma (i-c- 
agp, air, + 2yyuwa, infusion. ] 
sisting of thin-walled cells with 1 
cellular spaces, adapted to a#ration. t occurs 
in the stems of certain marsh planta. Schenk. 

aérialist (4-6’ri-al-ist),n. [aérial +-ist.] An 
— navigator; one skilled in a#ronautics. 

if 
nm, — nor 

8* —e— — sequined Lg — ot 
living and growing in the presence of oxygen. 

atrobic (a-e-rd’ bik), a Same as aérobian,.— 
Pacultatively aiirobic having the ability to live either 
in the absence or in the Presence of oxygen. 

aérobiont (é-o-rd-bi’ont), ». Same as aérobe. 
aérob (@*9-r0-bi'6-skép), 4. An appa- 
ratus for collecting bacteria from the air, 
aérobium (-¢-rd’bi-um), a. Singular of aéro- 
bia (which see). 

ub (a’e-rd-klub’), n. (Gr. afp, air, + E. aérophagia (a'ety- 
elub.] A elub or association devoted to the 
romotion and practice of aéronautics or avia- 

n. 
aérocondenser . n, [Gr. 
ap, air, + E. — form of surface- 
condenser for changing ee vapor of water, or for their development. 
any other vapor, back into a liquid by the with- aro) 
drawal of heat by means of a rapid circulation 
of air, It is much used as a means of cooling and con- 
densing in motor-vehicles, The vapor to be condensed 
fs contained in a chamber through which pass a great 
number of 13 — alr being mado to move at speed 
through the lat 

aéroconiscope " (@'e-r5-kon’ i-skép), mn. (Gr. 
agp, air, + ee dust, + oxoreiv, view.) An 
apparatus for collecting dust for fature exam- 
ination. Also aérokoniscope. R&R. E. Maddox. 
aérocurve(ii’e-ro-kérv), a, (Gr, dij, air, + L. 
curcus, curve.) A curv ed surface — for 
the support, in the air, of a gliding- ora flying- 
machine. Seo ——— 
One of the most difficalt questions connected wi 

Problem of aérial navigation is the longitudinal” —— 
ot amachinesu agoperset on ser planes and ére-curves, 

Rep. Brit, Ave, Advancement of Sei,, W902, p. 624, 

atrodrome (a’g-ro-irdm), »,  [Gr, agp, air, + 
-dpopor, uriy, ran.) A flying-machine 

aéromechanics 
afp, air, + E. mechanics. ] 

aéromotor (f’e-ré-m6*tor), m. 

aéronef (i&‘e-ré-nef), n. 

aérophorus (i-¢-rof’o-rus), a 
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pressures of a short column of air 
— temperature is constant or is known. 
Also aérypsometer. 

(a-e-roi’déz), n. A pale sky-blue va- 
riety of * * 

A tissue con- aéroklinoscope, atrokonisco See aéro- 
» inter- clinoscope, *aéroconiscope. bt 

(a*e- * kan‘iks), ». [Gr. 
he ae al the 

atmosphere or, in general, of gases; the science 
of the action of forces on gases; — 

(L. aer, air, + 
1, An ery t a vehicle for motor, motor.) 

form of windmill navigating the air.—2. 
using metallic vanes or ‘salle 
aéronat (a° Ratast), =. [ale faire. + 1, nat(are), 

e extrac swim, float.) Beet (Rare.] 
Atronat is a dirigible, —— balloon, or alr-ship, 

Sei, Amer, Sup., Feb, 20, 1900, 

— ao cL an, hips], Ac cee air, - A navis, An airship; 
— 323 heavier Beret \ . 

-fa’ji-&), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
agp, = + -dayia, ¢ gayriv, ent.) The swallow- 
ing of air sometimes observed in hysteria. 

as (f-e-rof’i-lus), a. ([Gr, a4p, air, 
+ . loving. J Air-loving: applied to bac- 
teria and other organisms whic q require air 

See aérobian. 
bic (4i%e-r5-fo"bik), a, Ofor pertainin 

to atrophobia ; ; afraid of air; having a morba 
dread of currents of air.| 

me, x, 2, An instrument having the 
functions of both an ear-trumpet and a speak- 
ing-trumpet, 

u. 2. Aninstrument for filling with 
air ~ lungs of a still-born child.—38, In tex- 
tile spinning-rooms, a device used to diffuse 
moisture throughout the air, An excess of mois 
ture is required both to make shrinkage-effect uniform 
and to counteract the electrifying action * 2 rapidly 
moving belts and other elements of the mach 

(ar. ‘ato, air, 
pog, < gépecm, bear. ] Containing or con- 

veying air; same as aériferons, 
ophysical (°¢-r6-fiz'i-kal), a. [Gr. af, air, 

+ guanic, phssical Of or pertaining to aéro- 
Ly bes or the physics of the atmosphere ; spe- 
cifieally, to the atmospheric condi- relatin. 

supported by atroplanes and having a motor tions of heat tog cold, dryness and humidity. 
and a rudder for navigating the air; apecifi- aar cs (a e-rd-fiz’ iks), m n. (Gr. agp, air, 
eally, a machine of this kind invented and + physics.) The physics of the atmosphere. 
named by 8. P, Langley.—2, A course for aéroplane (a’e-rd-plan), ». [Gr. ai (arp-), air, 
—_— or od ractising with aéroplanes or other ig plane.) “1. 7 plane or curved (see taéro- 
ying-machines, 

aérodromic (i‘e-rd-drom’ik), a. [aérodrome + 
-ic.} Of or ee to aérodromes or flying- 
machines. 4, G, Beil, in Smithsonian Rep., 
1896, p. 6. 

omics (i'e-ré-drom’iks), ». [As aéro- 
drome + -ic.) The art of navigati the atmo- 
sphere by means of engines and balloons, but 
Sapecially by means of aéroplanes or aéro- 
curves driven by machinery. = P, Langley, 
in The Acronaut. An., 1497, p. 

e (i ¢-ré-din), n. Boe. "™ air, + 
dimanec, power.) See the extract, 

T use the word “aérodyne” in —— to “ flying. 
machine,” to denote an — — ime, 
driven or mechanical power through th 

W. &. Turntnell, in Phys Rev., aa 1907, PB 280. 

(i'e-rd-gram), n. [Gr. agp, air, + 
yeiuua, & writing.} A message transmitted 
through the air, especially one transmitted Ww 
wireless telegraphy. JL. de Forest, in N. 
Com. Advertiser, Jan. 31, 1908, 
aérograph (a’e-ri-graf), v. [Gr. dip, air, + 
pig wv, write.} I, trans. To transmit or — 
hrough the air by wireless telegraphy: 

to aérograph the state of the money-mar ot te to 
London or Paris, X. ¥. Com. Advertiser, Jan. 
31, 1903, 

II. intrans. To communicate by means of 
wireless telegraphy; use wireless telegraphy 
in communieating with others. 
(Recent in both uses, } 

aérohydro thy (4’e-rd-hi-drop’a-thi),». [Gr. 
ajp, alr, Pr oh allt Cetin’ water- 
and — 

aérohypsome A a-rd-hip-som‘e-tir), . 
Gr, rh ogee air, 1x" liypsometer.) A simple 
orm of air-barometer ‘devised by G. Govi of 
Turin in 1867 for measuring small differences 
of altitude by measuring the expansion under 

Wright Heotherm Acroplane (biplane,, 

A. redder; &, dappeng planes, 

Meriot's Atroplane (monoptancl, 

A. engine: &, rudder; €. dipping plane. 

curve) surface, used to sustain a flying-machine 
oragliding-machine in the air, or in aérodynam- 
ieal experiments. As the machine moves through 
the air, aéroplane (commonly « light framework cor. 
ave witha fabric), set at a amall angle above the horfnon- 
tal, tends to —5— it by ita lifting-power. Fiying- 
machines fn whi are also called 
hy oy nl (see def. * those in which support in the 
alr has been sought by the movement (* “applies of an 
surfaces in imitation of the action of the wings of bi 
are called ‘ornithopters, 

2. A flying-machine driven by an engine and 
supported by the pressure of the air upon the 
under side of plane or curved surfaces known 
as ‘adroplanes’ or ‘aérocurves.’ (See def. 1.) 
Various atternpts to attain tight, in “ heavier-than-alr” 

are BO 

. the hydrolysis o 
asthesiomania, 

sthokirrin 
machines, by means of the lifting-power of a#roplanes 
—ſù́ were — Sit the second half of the nine- 

of fying: — of <a be nad 
a, wore eumsiructad ow 

fn 147 and 1868 and y ey be tote a mer in 1S7R. 
the most important ad 

eFELEFE 

i 

Bard 
m November ita with 

oy Orville and Wilber weight fh 
|, 1906, an aéroplane constracted 
gasolene motor rose from the 

(surfaces 
other, and ‘moooplanes' (Antoinet 
one ae ——— Toplane (sa) i 

lnm Wilkar Wright made, Im France = ight of 
Stars and 20 minutes a oat - ned’ on * it 7, 
1000, by Sommer (2 hra. 27 —— ——— of, foun, a 
Ehelma, by Farman (3 hire 4 min. 56% sec. 11 1LS48 miles 
his flight was — (uneaftickal! a for about seven 
miles more) On July 27, 1900, Orville Wright, at Fort 
Myer, made a cross-country flight of ten — with ee 
senger, at the rate of over 42 miles an hour, for 

was made by Curtiss, in a biplane, ob Nachnns on 
August 24, 1908, when he made 12.42 miles in 15 min. oe 
sec, On July 26, 1008, Bleriot the Englieh Chan- 
agi s yom Colale te Dover in & monoplane, te about 40 

aires opleustic (i’ —— (Gr. hp, air, 
+ —— ad}. xAriv, sail.) Of o 
taining to aérial navigation or my art of val ing 
inthe air, X. ELD. (Rare, 

eter (4’er-(r-thom‘e-tér),'n, (Gr. 
Gtip, air, + dptiic, straight, + uttpor, measure.) 
An instrument in which an air-thermometer 
and a barometer are combined, * 

n. 2, The spherical mass of any 
gas surrounding a molecule or atom and tem- 

rarily constituting a unit with it. 
aurestek 1% 3, In entom., a tracheal dilata- 
tion —— an air-sac, as in the abdomen 
of the honey-bee and certain other insects. 
(Rare. 

Aérostatic sete, See *seta. 
aérotaxis (a’¢-ro-tak’ er 

— et ag —— 

(Gr. afp, sir, + 
ragtc, disposition, order ‘The movement of 
cells or ongauisms in relation to a source or 
supply of air, 

py (a’e-ro-ther’a-pi), ». (Gr. aap, 
air, + Gepazeia, medical treatment.) Same as 
aérotherapeutics, 

m, 2. In general, the bending 
or growth o organisms in relation to a source 
or supply of air. 

ter (i‘e-rip-som’e-tér), a, Same as 
*ucrohypsometer, 

sesaloid ( (a ero a. (NL, Asalwa, a genus of 
beetles, + -oid Related to or resembling a 
beetle of the —* Esalidae. 

e@achrolalia (es’kro-la‘li-d), m. [NL., <aieypéc, 
shameful, + dadia, ¢ dadciy, talk.) indecency 
of speech in the insane. 
sculacess (es-ki-li’sé-é), n. pl. [NL. (Lind- 

ley, 1841), ( Keenlus + -aeew.) A family of 
dicotyledonous choripetalous plants of ‘the 
order Sapindales, typihed by the genus scn- 
lus, See Hippocastanace. 

Cc, a, Bee *escnletic. 
asculotannic, a, See *eseulotannic. 
apps bik), a. Ut iEvopiens, pag 
mindg, outer, JLan Same as . 
Jour, Hel, Studies, XII, 30¢ 300, 

4. See esthacyte, 
X 2. In bot. the capacity of an 

the —— "respond to physical stimuli, Cra 
ez sin (es-thé’sin),a, [Gr eietparc, feel ne, 
+ -in2.] A 22 —E formed by 

phrenosin. 
. See *exthesiomania, 

gesthetal (es-the’ tal), a. IGr. aiothyrée, percep- 
ye (see esthete, exthetic), + -all.) Sensory. 

T propose tocall the sensory cella, or sense-centres, 
meat ema Hoeekel (trans), W widens of Life, p. 14 

estivo-autumnal, a. See *esfire-autwmnal, 
wthochroi (6-thok’rd-i), a. pl. [NL., ¢Gr. aifiéc, 
burnt (see Ethiop), + xpéa, color. } Races of 
black color; the negroes of Africa, the Me- 
lanesians, Papuans, and Australians, Also 
ethochroi. 
ethokirrin (6-thé-kir’in), n. [Gr. alfog, fire 
(see ether), + xppéc, tawny, yellow.) The 
yellow coloring matter of Linaria Linaria, the 
eommon toad- 



wtiatic 
wtiatic (6-ti-at’ik), a. [Also aitiatic, ¢ Gr. 
airiarixéc, € airia, cause: see aetiology and ao- 
cusative.) Causal, as when @ quality is sup- 

ed to exist in an object which is suggested 
y its name; accusative. 
As to the whiteness of the dog, It will be noticed that 

this is only insisted upon in the passage of Hesychinn, 
= is evidently due to an aitiatie exposition of ter. 
mination. 

Cecil Smith, Jour. Hellenic Studies, XIII. 117. 

#tiological myth, a myth accounting for the origin of a 
im . 

bating (a%e-té-bat’i-né), x. pl. [Aétoba- 
tus + -ing.] A subfamily of sting-rays typi- 
fied by the genus Actobatus, 

Aito batis (a-e-tob’s-tis),n. [NL., ¢ Gr, derde, 
eagle, + faric, a ray (fish).] <A later variant 
of *Aétobatns, . 
Aétobatus (j-e-tob’a-tus),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. aerde, 
eagle, + Sdroc, a ray (fish).) A genusof sting- 
rays of the family Myliobatida, 4. narinari ia 
the common and is widely diffused. 14 is brown, 
with many yellow spots. 

aétosaur (aetb-ear). n. A reptile belonging 
to the genus Aétosaurus. 
aétosaurian (4’e-té-s4’ri-an), a. and n. I, a. 
Pertaining to or having the characters of 4J- 
tosaurwa. 

If. ». Same as *aétosaur. 
afaint (a-fant’), adv. [a3 + faint.) Ina faint- 
ing state or on the point of fainting. 

, 3, In — (a) The felt or af- 
fective component of a motive to action; the 
incentive, as opposed to the inducement, to 
act, See the extract. 

Affecta . . . are the feeling antecedents of involuntary 
movements; as motives, inclading ageets |and ends), are 
the inner antecedents of acts of will. 

J. M, Baldwin, Handbook of Prycbol., 11. 314. 

(6) Emotion.—4,. In — philosophy, a 
modification at once of the paychic and the 
— condition, the former element being 
called an idea and the latter an affection, 

n. 10, In recent paychol,, the ele- 
mentary feeling-process; the pure or quali- 
tatively simple feeling, in which there is no 
admixture of sensation. See the extract. 
Tees te mental elements] are very nomerous:. . . 

but y may all be grouped into two great classes, as 
sensations and affections 

&. &. Titehener, Primer of Puychol., p, 21. 

relation to T. In right-angled 
angle A and side @ are either both 

greater or both leas than 5. This is expressed by saying 
that A and o are of the same affection, 
12, In law, the making over, pawning, or 
mortgaging of a thing to assure the payment 
of a sum of money or the discharge of some 
other duty or service. Bowrier, Law Dict. 

affective, a. 3. In psychol,, relating to, char- 
acterized by, or consisting of affection: as, 
the affective side of the mental life; affectire 
experience.—Aaffective curve, in peychel., a graphic 
expression of the correlation of some attribute (intensity, 
quality) of affection with some attribute of stimulus or 
sensation, #, A. Titchener, Exper. Peychol, L i 10é.— 
Affective memory, the revival, in affective terma, of 
— affective experience. * ——— of *85 

. 1S. Affective process, in prychol,: (a) An affec- 
Ton. (6) A mental com of which affection is char- 
acteristic or in which it is dominant. Affective tone, 
in peychol., affection considered with reference to the 
sensory or intellectual processes which it ea precaeh 
— —* affection conaklered aa an attribate of sensa- 

affectivity (a-fek-tiv’i-ti), m. [effective + -ity.] 
The mental faculty concerned in the emotions, 
affections, and sentiments; the affective power 
of the mind, 

The frequency of delusions tn thelr nmultiform charac- 
tera of nerative characteristics, of the Joes of agee- 
tivity, of ity. more particularly in the children of 
inebriate, im’ ©, idiotic, or epileptic ta, and 
above all, the lar character of insptration,' show 
that wenius is a degenerative paychosia of the epileptoid 
group, Cc (trans), Manof Genius, p. atu 

affectomotor (1-fek*té-m6’tor), a, In paychol., 
combining emotional disturbance with museu- 
lar activity: for example, the joyousness and 
unusual activity of the phase of exaltation in 
circular insanity constitute an affectomotor 
state, 

affiliate (a-fil’i-at),a.and a. I, a, Oceupyin 
the position of or recognized as an adopte 
aon affiliated. Browning, Ring and Book, 

11. In trigon., 
spherical triangles, 

xX. « . 

II. ». An affiliated person or institution, 
Tourgée, Fool's Errand, p. 126. N.E.D, 
.. 9, In projective geom., a perspective 

of which the center is at an infinite distance. 
Mébius.—affiinity constants, in phys. chem.oumerical 
constants by ineana of which the relative strength of acids 
ot of bases can be expressed, or with which the partition African 

19 

of a base between two acids or of an acid betweon two 
—— computed,— Clang affinit rela: — 

in early 
or 

chem,, aterm employed to signify the cause 4 chemical 
cha prod by a substance having an affinity or at- 
traction, not for a second substance 
thing producible as a result of the Thus, using 
the of the time, it waa said aoa, by ite 
aMiuity for phosphoric seid, enables phosphorus’ to de- 
compose carbonic acid (which without the soda it would 
hot Gs Hamat phosphorle acid, This idea has long 
boen edd, 

e iteelf, but for same- 

general, in the English Court of Ex- 
chequer, a day —5** by the judges of the common 
pleas and barons of the exchequer, to be held a few 
after the beginning of every for the general 
mance oF — — ————— Law Dict. 

ve pregnant. See *preguant. 
mn. 4. 2 math., the —— number z+ 

iy is denoted by a single letter,z; the point 
. (2, y), is then ealled the affiz of the value z; 

the number z is also spoken of as the affix of 
the point P, 

affixment (a-fiks’ment), n. [affiz+ -ment.] Same 

——— implified spelling of affixed > simpli go . 
afflictipaless (a tk’shoneles), a. [affliction + 
-less.] Free from affliction or trouble. 7. Hardy, 
Far from the Madding Crowd. NV. &. D. 

affrettando (i-fret-tin’d), a. [It.,‘ hurrying,’ 
ppr. of affrettare, hurry.) In music, ning 

e pace: virtually the same as accelerando 
or «tringendo, 

to (i-fret-ti’td), a. [It., ‘hurried.’] 
Same as *affrettando. 

affrettoso (iji-fret-t6’sd), a. [It., ‘with hurry.’] 
Same as —— 
affricate (af’ri-kat),n. [= G. affrikata, «NL. 
“affricata, < Li. ad, to, + fricare, rub: see fric- 
ative.) In ph , an intimate combination 
of a stop with a spirant or fricative of the same 
position, as German pf (originally p) in pfennig, 
pfeffer, ete., or German z or tz (originally f) in 
zinn, tin, katze, cat, etc. 
affricate (af’ri-kat),r.t.; pret.and 94 rated, 
ppr. affricating. [affricate, a.) In onology 
to utter as an affricate. Scripture, Exper. Pho- 
netics, p. 307, ; 

affricative (a-frik’s-tiv), 1. Same as affricate. 
—e— Sei. 4a) . aha lafrightfut 

(a-frit’fal-i), ade. [affrightfu 
+-ly.) Ina manner to affrighten, terrif sj 
— 4 terrifyingly : as, to dream a rightfully 

are. 
it, v. t. and ». A simplified spelling of 

affront. 

omen (af-i-k6’men), x. [Heb., prob. (Gr. 
érixwuov, und as ‘an after-mea] dessert 
or pastime,’ neuter of érixeyoc, of or for a fes- 
tival, <¢ éxi, for, + rayoc, a festival: see Comus. 
Others refer it to Gr. étuGyrov, a festal song. ] 
A piece broken off from the middie one of the 
three thin cakes of unleavened bread, called 
respectively “Cohen,’ ‘Levi,’ and ‘Israel’ (thus 
representing the whole Jewish nation), used 
by the Jews at the seder service on Passover eve. 
It is broken off at the beginning of the service, and hidden 
by the head of the family, who presiles at the seder table, 
Uptil the conelasion of the meal. After the two whole 
cakes and the wobidden part of the broken cake have 
been partaken of, with all the proper ceremonies, the 
afikomen is eaten, See tredter. 

a flori (i f-d’ri). [It.] With flowers: said of 
a style of pottery decoration which consists of 
intertwined flowers and birds, characteristic 
of certain Italian majolica. 

aflicker (a-flik’ér), ade. [a3 + flicker] In a 
flickering state oreondition; flickering. Brown- 
ing, Aristoph. Apol,, p. 225, 

aflower (a-tlou’ér), ade, [a3 + flower In 
flower; abloom; flowering. Swinburne, Ereeh- 
theus, L 1147. X. E. D. 

aflush! (a-flush’), ade. [a3 + flushl.] Ina 
flushed or blushing state; aglow; ablush, 

aflush? (a-tlush’), adr. [a3 + flush7,] Ona 
level; in the same plane: as, aflush with the 
sea. Sivinburne, Studiesin Song, p. 169. V. .D. 

aflutter (a-flut’ér), ade. [a3 + flutter.) Ina 
flutter or commotion: agitated; fluttering, 
Browning, Men and Women, ii. 147, 

a foglie (i fal’ye). [It.] With leaves: said of 
a style of decorative treatment in which leaves 
of trees form the principal motive, seen fre- 
quently on the majolica of Genoa, Venice, and 
other Italian pottery-centers.—a f da doz- 
fina. (It, ‘with leaves of the dozen,’ t ta, ‘in ordi- 
nary or common style] Said of a coarse style of decora- 
thon found on certain inferior majolica wares (particularly 
thowe of Venice), cousisting of ted foliage. 

A-frame (A’frim), », The — support 
for the ecylinder-beam and cross-head guides 
of a vertical engines the housing. 

breadfruit. See *#brradfrwit.— African Coast 

after-image 
fever, African fever. See *fever!,— African green. 
See *yreen!, 

Africanistics (af’ri-kan-is’tiks), ». That de- 
partment of p lology concerned with the study 
of the Ja os of Africa. 

Africanoid ( —— {African + -vid.) 
Iu anthrop., — ican types of man. 
W, Z, 55 Races of urepe, >. ° 

Afro-American (af’ré-a-mer‘i-kan), a. and 1. 
{L. it (pl. 4 = — + E. a 
can, a, pertaining to, or composed o! 

rsons of African descent born in America 
Pipecificall in the United States): as, an Afro- 
American charch; Afro-American citizens. 

II, », A native of America (specifically of 
a — is of African T= 

pean (a i-r6-pé’an), a. [L. Afer 
(pl. Afri), an African, + E. — — A 
ean and European; European with African 

—— NL., ¢L -rb-j6'ih * * “Aina Ge 2 
(proposed) division or realm sere the 

rt of Africa that lies south of the equator. 
Sorrelated with dretogaa, aan, 

(af-ro-jé’ik), a, Same as Afrogwan. 
— ( —_ ) ade. ie —— In a 

wn; woking: wit Ws afrotwn, 
Joaguin Miller. “NE. D. 

rep. phr, as adv. and prep, A simpli- “fed opalling ot fron ing of afront, 
a frutti (& ott, It.] With fruits: said of 
a characteristic style of majolica decoration 
consisting of foliage and fruits, 

aft!, a. and adv.— To haul aft a head-sheet (naut.), 
to pull on the rope secured to the clue of a staysail, jib, 
or flying jib, so as to Gatten the sail in a fore-nnd-aft di- 

on.— To haul aft the main (navt.), to pull 
on the tackle or purchase secure:| to the after part of the 
main-boom, so as to that spar more fore-and-aft 
in line with the keel. ⸗ See fore-and- 

ag hg fe yt a hoyle wed onst an bot en em om 4 

and-aft vessel to signify that she is on the * cask, and 
vice versa. 

after, ae 10, In mineral., derived from; 
having the form of: said of pseudomorphs, 
which retain only the form of the original 
mineral; as, malachite pseudomorph after 
euprite; cassiterite pseudomorph eld- 
spar. Bea pseudomorph — After one's own heart, 

comes up to one’s or liking; entirely worthy 
of one’s wimiration and approval: as, he is a man after 
my own heart. 

after-b (Af tér- bér’ ning). n. In gas- 
engines, combustion or burning of the gases 
after the explosion has taken place which 
should have made all the gas unite at once with 
the gen present, 
after @ (af’tér-krém), ¢. t.; pret. and 

after-chromed, ppr. after-chroming, To 
al (textiles, after they are dyed or printed) 

with a solution of some chromium compound, 
in order to fix, or render more fast, the eolors 
already on the cloth. Sometimes the chromium 
compound acts as a mordanting principle and brings 
about the d ition of a chromium mordant which com- 
bines with the dyestuff; in other cases the potassium 
bichromate commonly used nets as an oxidizing agent. 

after-color (af’tér-kul’or}, ». Acolored after- 
image. See after-image. 

after-cooler (Af’tér-ki’lér), a. A ehamber in 
which air or a gas is cooled after it has been 
compressed, See compressor. 

“cure (Af'tér-kir), #. A course of treat- 
ment pursued after convalescence is estab- 
lished in order to insure the permanency of 
the cure. 
after-darken (af’tér-lir’kn), vr. t In tertile- 
coloring, to deepen {a color) by subsequent 
dyeing or by oxidation with a chemical solu- 
tion, 
after-dinner (af'tér-din’ér), ». anda. [after 4+ 
dinner.) It ». The portion of the day which 
follows dinner or the dinner-hour, 

II, a. Following dinner; postprandial: as, 
after-dinner coffee; an after-dinner nap; an 
after-dinner anecdote or speech, 

wth, #. 2. In forestry, young trees 
which spring up as the result of reproduction- 
cuttings. 

after-heat (ff’tér-hét), n. The autumnal or 
after-summer warm weather which usually 
prevails in the northern United States during 
the period known as ‘Indian summer.” Monthly 
Weather Ker., * “pigs * 

-image, *. 2. In psychol,, any poase 6 
sensation which persists after the withdrawal 
of the exciting stimulus: as, a visual affter- 
image; an auditory after-image; an afters 
image of pressure. 



after-impression 20 age-fraternity 

after-impression (if’tér-im-presh’gn), m. A agalitt { ‘a-lith), n. Same as *agalite. cee) inhabiting the Arctic and colder 
—— — — after ray stimulus —5* * mé"bi-um), as vl. ow: pl. agamo- waters of ——— the. — —— oceans, The 
that originally caused it is withdrawn. r. d= priv. + yduoe * a hold- 

after-leech (at’ter-lseh), n. The roping on the + * The asexual generation —— a ii annem tke” Neneuces celal re — 
after edge of a fore-and-aft sail, The roping h iy Mee. , as cont with the sexual (a-gasp’), adv. 
on the forward yt is called by American sea- generation or ‘mobium. D gee? > Stee —— ager — * 

men the a and az oe seamen the for- 1 mat · net i· xal), a. ee, Own Times, 1, 

fae: wen (arts —— n. The mast nearest aim > ore (ag ag’ a- "9-00", n. (Gr. drapes, [ y a ey Sealy at 8 4 ¥ 
to the stern of the ship. On o-masted Without marri seed (spore). gassiz ide * 
veanel it ts the wt neon ‘ —— — the spore —— — ⸗ te Crinoidea characterized by the elongate 
mises : four-masted th irs dorsal cup composed of thick solid lates, and 
—— —— i! og“ Agacn (a-ga on me ioe ————————— by the absence of a eolumn. It ts PF leved that 

vessel the pusher-mast, The last three ommes eae taps been Faia, adore. $ at — ble — of hymen- th — Ly tag ht wa Siang meee LE they 
recently coined by the captains of many-masted vessels 6 + sage insects of the superfamily Chalei- have been found only in the Kaskaskia —— — of the 
as a convenience when gi orders concerning the giving name to the ally Agaonida, Lower Carboniferous formation tn the United States. 

aftariniik (at' torent — — Tt contains the single species A. paradoxum, —— — (ag-a-siz-6-kri’nus),n. IXL. 
afternoony (if-tér- * —* —— ‘a (sum- Which lives in figs in Sierra Leone. Agassiz + Gr, xpewr, lily,] The typical ge- 
mer) afternoon; languid; enervating; inelin- (ag-d-on’i-dé), . pl. [NL.,< Agaon Dus of the — Agassizocrinide. 
ing toa siesta, as if in the heat of the day. -idée.] An extraordinary family of chal- pn = simplified epee of aghast. 

eidoid hymenopterons insects, It comprises spe. 28 6. Naut., the jewel cup in the cen- 
There is something idle and about the alr cies of small size, distrivated in 2 subfamilles and * the com eard, whieh rests upon the 

Which whittles away one’s resolution. Huztcy, Life, I. 96. pera, all living in Ags and socom — * —— — url t pivot in the center of the compass- 
after-nose (Af’tér-néz), ». In entom., a trian- Mhento —Byo-aga , a variety of agate having the layers 
gular pieee below the cateune and above the but are now — —— — Ieee a nae ere, ¢ Sae variety of 
nasus. Stand. Dict. —— 

after-sensation (Af’tér-sen-si’shon), a. In Aga t’i-dé), n.pl. [NL.,< Aga- agate-ware (ug’at-wiir), n. 1. Pottery mottled 
psychol.: (a) An after-image. (5) A secon- 7 *2 ~idse. tS vamily of tterdiies contain- * — — —— — A variety 
dary or consequent sensation: as, the after- the forms known in the United States as 1 ¢namete nu or F househo tag 
sensation of pain whieh follows the sensation eaten irene and their allies. Prominent thaumas (ug-s-thi‘mas), n. [NI.., Kk 

(1) Gr. dyav, much, + Gamacia, wonder.) ar pape J — the skin is lightly tapped — — * Cercyonis, Erebia, Cano- ge | — reptiles from the ple 

after-shock (af’tér-shok), n. A shock follow- agar! (A’giir), n. ‘ ia agar, « Bkt. agurw: 8 of the Rocky Mountains. 
oe ing @ primary shock; a succeeding shock. “tee Hlochum. s-wood or calambac, agathin (ag’a-thin),m. (Gr. ayale, good 

t In ria A a. In Indin itis used f ki in®,) A trade-name for the a-meth Iphenyih 

oxtus pacodiety of the afterahocts of the great Indien quilaria dgaltocha, | Yo India tig usedioc matics Aracone of salicylic aldehyde, CgHgCHgNN: 
Oldham in vol. xxxv. of the Memoirs of the Geological e chips ure sold in bazaars and are burned in Hindu CHC OH. It crystallizes in white needles which 
Sarvey of India, Nature, April 14, 1004, p. 571, — See agallochum aud eaylewood, Also aggur, —* * C. It has been used as a remedy for rheu- 

after-sound (if‘tér-sound), a. A subjective 48aT (a’giir), x. Same as agar-agar.—Glacose ————— 
sensation of sound which remains after the —— —— agar, 2 Piha yee g + dp daha nag — of the —— in solvel., tee claventh 
sound itself has ceased, which hydrocele Guid i used as the nutrient medium, agatho (ag-a- thol’d-ji) r. ayaflie, 

stain (af’tér-stin), ». A stain or * the agar being added to solidify the * — Litmus rage Bo) Creve, ‘acok | ethical 

employed after another stain, for the pu et a An taini t. af lactose, octrine of the summum bonum, or that which 
fo Boor — — details of ce OF ith enough Titanua tincture added et — is good apart from any ulterior reason. 

a or.— Peptone agar, # ological ca 
after-stain (Aft’tér-stan), 0. t. [after +stain,] ture mem 3 it contalus & certain úù of pane, agatold And mae an agate 

—— —ãâſ In elastici been solidified vo as to present n i rarface : use used Agau (gow), n, See * Abyssinian languages(b). 
hi 1G oe . ty, a rteriological work. 4, 1002, p. 406. agave, Rn {.¢.] A plant of this genus. strain which develops grad after the ap- agar-agar, ". 2, A gelatinous product from —Soap agave, « name eontiea te acveral lea of 

plication of the stress to which it is due and “ gertain seaweeds often combined with various Agave, the roots or other orion of which, called amole 
which ists after the stress has ceased. nytrient substances to form a solid medium be the Mexicans, ure used in place of soap for washing, 

Also called elastic fatigue. for the artificial cultivation of bacteria and yard st mucthers Motion Seo aimole, i” agave Leche 
after-stretch (af'tér-strech),». Inwool-manuf., other jams. yose (a-ga’vox), n. [Agave+-ose.) A the elongation of the roving on the spinning- = P sugar, 
mule after the delivery-rolls have stopped. agario, |= 5 —— ———— 4 12H y20;, obtained from the stalks of dgave 

agar, a culture inedium teed in bacteriological 

after-taste (Af’tér-tast), a. Agustatorysensa- 7. einerneue.— Manod omg 
tion — persists — the stimulus that —— -— Royal agaric, « and ciegant A. GO. In astron. - an abbreviation of Argen- 
originall excited it has ceased to act. ple oe pila an ants, id A a te — —— General —— — (of stars). ae 

(Af‘tér-vizh’on), m. An impres- leathery volva, Tt fe som ntueed with, or —— which g —— lates spon the 
sion “of an object that remains in the retina poisonous —— As yt — —— — 8 interior surface of incandescetit-lamp bulbs in comse- 
after the object itself is removed from sight. —*5 which is reported to qoencect the disin of the filament. Age of the 
after-world (af’tér-wérld), mn. The people of —— on sugarcane. : tide. Same an the tide (which see, under retard). 

succeeding generations; future ages. ental Cox ne i the frm ot neliage + wh Reovper sas ubcitor the manafactareof implemeti 
angen Shakespeare Also. — ricic ated nn some parts world the stone age was follow: 

Pa eed ne face * * the rich treasures ot 8 * vata sol obtained from — — per age, while in other regions the stone age was fol- 
their mind, Eng. Past and Present, Ul. it 1 slightly bitter, and melts at 90° C, lowed. by the bronze age.— Flint ago. Same as stone 

Agaricacem ( r-i-k&’s6-8), m. pl. [Agari- ope. See archwologieal ages, under age.— Heroic age, 

after-wort (Af’tér-wért), n. In brewing, the “ki’0g-6), », pl. age of heroes and demigods.—Lacustrine age, in 
cus + -acex, he name now adopted for the archast. thi od of lake-dwellings; , the 

rappel run of bt Perh ie Sek family ——— > of ——— in central darope,— 

2* 8 ng ie rue * Same page wy agaricaceous (a-ar-i-ka’shius), a. [Agarica- & —** subjection of atone | to th tt pone, Le 7 {To vif rait.] Geog. Jour. (R. G.8.), XVI ad Having the characteristics of the fam- in ite present po te Bolte ele Ios 
ly Agaricaces, the agarics vt. 2. To expose (mordanted or dyed , Agaricale gar-i-ka’léz), m. pl [NIa, ¢ age! J afunction (a-fungk shon) nm, [a-18 + fune- 8 (garni ts oth) to the air in * to fix the mordant or 

tion,] In pathol., loss of function or function- — * -ales.] A large order of fungi in dye in insoluble form, 
ating power. Alien. and Neurol., Aug., 1904. of the 
na < = or ia lified é fling of aphyllous, Landy end tho fam. 

elin, 1791), 
named in honor of haat —— a Swedish —— — 
naturalist.) A genus of scrophulariaceous 
plants improperly called Seymeria by many 
authors. Seymeria. 
A.G. An abbreviation of Aftorne — Lats (cont c 

2 (i gii-dii), m. [Abyssinian a, gy Oa * 
tian or Abyssinian pipe sounded ee means of pet ag 
areed mouthpiece somewhat like that of a ricinic (a-gar-i- © 

—— a, 2. Not nursed, as a hand-fed = Son a — 
infant.—3. Serving to check the secretion of — — 

ater * — AM⸗x.(t). Cf. *arin.] The fat 
3 P yr om the Coccus arin of Mexico, Also 

— led arin. 
aged, p.a, 4. In geol., approaching peneplana- 
tion : a of the “ pography of a vatly de- 
nuded region. —6, Ota horse, arrived atthe 
when the ‘ pit’ or * mark’ on the front teeth has 
been obliterated by the gradual wearing away 
of the crown. This change usually occurs in the eighth 
or ninth year; bat under racing rules a ‘ronning’ horse 

55— from a trotting horse) is sald to be aged when 
is more than seven years old, 

age-distribution (4j‘dis-tri-bi’shon), ». In 
* statistics, the number of occurrences, 

r . ricin. — oAgart- ronditions, or relations (as births, marriages, 
milk; old (i i@’noid),a. [NL., Agalena + clinic acid, acid, or —8 a a given population in —— year 

* * 2 or in each five- or ten-year period o er 
tO , belonging to, or resembling the Agarum One 50 deaths annually oman cilitson aber 
spiders of the family Agalenide. rum), ¥ five years; 10 deaths annually in each 1,000 ot hee 

te (ag’a-lit), x. [Appar.<Gr.ayy, wonder, (Postels and Ru- age. 
2ifog, stone.) A fibrous —— of tale, pseu- aig 1840), ¢ Ma- fraternity (aj’fri-ter'ni-ti), m. A frater- 

domorphous in origin, from St. Lawrence lay dgar-dgar: see nity of individuals of the same or similar age. 
Counts, New York: used in the manufacture agar-agar.) A @- — Ayermn Twrmert: expanited This is « form of social organization found frequently 
of paper. Sometimes written agelith, nus of brown alge Wade of a trum. among primitive tribes, boys, youths, young men, men 

males 25 to 30 years of 



age-fraternity 
in their prime, and old men being organized ont 8 oe a 
society by themselves. Societies of women of aim! 
character are rarer than of men. 

superficial examination various tribes ap 
Pach according to identical principles, "Oe Salter 
—— generally reveals differences among the atnu · 
Tarities. From this it * concluded that such terms aa 

band, ity and —————— haves no age, 
Sable or exact meaning and hence titth 
detailed information belug the ine arent —— ay 

Science, May 31, 1001, p, Sid. 

Apelacrinites (4 *e-lak-ri-ni tas), (NL., 
Gr. ayéan, herd, + xpivor, lily, + ola A 

name introduced’ by Vanuxem ‘in 1842 for a 
Devonian eys- ; 
tidian found in 
the Hamilton 
rocks of New ¢ 
York, but also — —, 
ropresented x — 

ecies in both yb 
lurian = and © 

Carboniferous © 
rocks: typical 
of the family 
Agelacrinitidx. 
Alsoim rly 
written yal 

Agriacrinites havniltonemris 

A groep of individesls attached to a shell, 

tidg (aj’e -lak-ri-nit’i~lé), m. pl. 
L., ¢ A inites + -idex, —— family of 

extinet eystid echinoderms, discoid in form, 
sometimes with a short stem, but usually at- 
— to other objects by the entire abactinal 

ace. 

us (aj-e-lak’ri-nus),n. See *Agelac- 

long (aj‘long), a. [age + long. 
= age; that lasts or 8 lasted 
unending: as, agelong strife. 

, .— Commercial 
— Mercantile yee oF haat 

miler. 
Long as 

or an age; 

. See mercantile 
—— — 

pany formed for the —— ining, by careful 
quiry and tnvestigat! ——— in — — — 
Sabseribers for thelr own speci: 
tion regarding the character, personal | —XE and 
commercial * nanelal sanding ot individual, tirma, 
and co in mercantile, financial, or in- 

either throughout the country or, 
the Ln pl associations, t the 

world. Full revised lists ‘commer 
—— our. 

ne are inswed quarterly In book form, but special 
reports with vegaed 00 jcnlar cases are made to sub- 
scribers on request. so sometimes called com 

nent colors which would otherwise be more or less fugi- 
tive.— Insurance agent. See *inrurance.—- Reducing 
ont, ee a substance capable of ‘removing the 

tive constituent froma compound, setting free 
—* electropositive constituent, as a metal from one of 

agentialia (a-jen-ti-d’lis), a. [NL.: see agen- 
1.) In gram., noting the ease ‘which ex- 

5 the subject of a sentence and some- 
tow. the owner of an object, Also called 

tive. Barnum, Inouit Lang., p. 12, 
agentive (i-jen‘tiv), a. [agent + -ive.] In 

noting the case which expresses the sub- 
ject ret of the transitive verb in languagesin which 
its form differs from that — the sub- 

t of the intransitive verb. This case is 
‘ound in many American lan, es, for in- 
stance, in imo. Also call eg 
Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1903, p, 26. 

ager? (a’jér),m. Lage, . t. + -er?, j One who 
or that which ages; specifically, a chamber in 
which mordanted or dyed cloth is submitted 
tothe process of aging. A steam-ager is such 
achamber to which both air and steam are 
admitted. 

“Fenty — Agger nasi, « projection at the anterior ex- 
ally of the middle turbinate bone, being a veatige of 
nasal turbinate bone in certain of the lower animals, 

merant (ne lom grant), (agglomer- 
ate) + -ant.] That which causes jomera- 

to a mix- tion: a material which mgd be adde 
ture in order to cause the particles of the 
latter, when in a fine state of division or in 
small lumps, to adhere together and form 
larger lumps oragglomerations, Thisis necessary 
fn some systems of Gentiog pores and io making artificial 
briqueta * pulverised fae Lime mixed with water 
to form a paste is a suitable —— in the first case, 
and tar or pitch in the second. 

agglomerative, ¢. 2. In sociol., tending to 
combine — social groups into larger organ- 
izations, 

Jutinability (a-gliiti-na-bil’i-ti), ». [ag- 
SE sinable (-bil-) + -ity.] Susceptibility to ag- 

21 

— yin any sense. Jour, Exper. Med., 

ve ASslntinadle (a-gld‘ti-na-bi), a. Capable of 
utination.— Agglutinable substance. be 

canes proment i barteri cod tel therd ory: uses to 
the union with which, on the part of the ngglutinine, th 
specific agulutination Is Is due. 

Sade, Agglutinant, n, 2. In bacteriol., same as *ag- 
tinating substance. 

sezintinate, v.t. 2, In baeteriol., to cause the 
coalescence or clumping of (bacteria or red 
blood-corpuseles). 

If the blood tutinates hold bactibas 4 
— ava Tali ——— nate he typhoid baciiius 
or nates it only in ve dlllm tic 
= Med, Record, Feb. 1% — p. 267, 

—— conscious of tthe constituent ‘an, 
while the total idea aroused by their conjunc- 
tion is nevertheless unitary: for example, 
watch-tower, steambout.—4. In bacteriol., the 
clumping or coalescence of red blood-corpus- 
cles or bacteria brought about by the action 
of special agglutina substances (aggluti- 
nins). 

Careful observation of this menon has shown 
that, in man coalescence of the cor- canta, a state 
puseles to which the thi ‘ — a i 
precedes that of solalion : ond —— ii these * 

are often aunoclated, Jet one inay occur inthe 
satan eae Soience, July 3, 1005, p. 4, 

test, a test based upon the ciple that 
utinins appear in the bl * reeruim of in- 

or patients which will cause the ke 
mation of the specific bacteria concerned fa in —— leo 

. In this manner it is sometioes possible 
to identi to determine ob ha or 

— — er ance * means is oof as rerun 

Saeethenn bs — iy the * nati ver copeialy © a jon 
= or Widail Todt — it is aly the nezlaination 

nef the disease, Generally epeak- 
tng. th e exami is carried out by mixing some 
bactili of the kind under inv with some of the 
diluted blow-serum, when a is observed under 
the m in order to ascerta —— os 

iil ence ieee aa, ttaeny er in clumps, an mo 
will lose he motility, See rerum ig 

agglutina tive, «.— Agglutinative reaction. Same 
jutination, 4, 

agel tor (a-gld’ti-nd-tor), ». He who or 
that which agglutinates; specifically, same as 
*agglutinin, in contradistinction to *agglutina- 
ble substance. 
Thus, if ricin, a strong agyiutinator, is nitted to 

act upon red for periods under thirty minutes, 
then upon the nm of venom Lyaks ensues la about the 

J * 

‘our, Beper, Med, Mar, 17, 1962, p, 289. 

lutinin ( —— — n. —e 
ee 2.) An * ptation-product —— 
immunization with the correspon cells ( 3 
blood-corpuseles or bacteria) which causes 
the clumping or coalescence of the cells used 
in immunization. The papietioine are receptors of 
the second order (Ehrtich composed of a + ger 

orice —— * on tic which lat 
ter effects —— union with the cell, The agylati- 
uinsin their action upen motile bacte cause 
of motility. See also *aaglutination trat,— 
agglutinin, an Jutinin resulting on imman jon 

a motile bacillas and aw ly referable to the 
" ftte action of the tlagellar substance, As the body 

with motile bacilli, while the latter only will be found 
if a nonmotile organism has been weed. Jorr, af Med. 
Rexearch, Oct., 1904, p. as. ⸗ tic an 
aurglatinin resulting on Immunization, w in contra- 
distinction to the ff —X is referable to the special 
lmnmunizing effect o jesot the bactill, and is thus 
obtained not only mits Lig bat also with non-motile 
organisms, Jour, of Med. Research, Oct., 1004, p. 14. 

agglutinogen Cale ti-nd-jen}, x. A substance 
present in bacteria, immunization with which 
ives rise to the production of agglutinins, 
flour, of Med, Research, Oct,, 104, p. 314. 

utinogenous ( lii*ti- noj ‘e-nus), @ {Ir- 
reg. ¢ aggletin(ation) + -genous, producing. ] 
Producing agglutination or agglutinins. 

Nicolle and Trenel find that agglutinative and ago! uti- 
nogenous functions are subject to the greatest varintions, 

Jour, Roy, Micros, Sec., Feb., 108, p. 78. 

agelutinoid (a-gli’tin-oid), n.  [agglutin(ate) 
-oid.) An agglutinin whieh has lost its 
ettesberte group, but retains the ha = 

phorie group for the cell, Lancet, April 4 
1903, 
—— ore (a-gli’ti-nd-for), » 
tin(ate) 

=" to or effected a be means of aggrada 

” ageri- 
[agqlu- aggriev, v. 

Gr. -dopoc, € eépecy, bear.] A mo- aggur, i. 

aggur 
aera complex of the agglutinins to which 
ee eg property — is due. 

(a-glé‘ti-nd-for’ik), a. Not- 
ng om —— group of the agglutinins to 

ich the agglutinating properties are due. 
tion (ag-ri-di’shon), 9 

-ation.] The act or process of 
the state of being aggraded; in geol., the act 
of ing, as in depositing « detritus upon 
a valley floor, the slope of the depositing 
stream —— maintained at an almost constant 
value,— a plain formed the 
————— of clastic ~ fF in arid Sanlens tales 
conditions unfavorable to distant transportation and 
where payee ot * 1 habitual, The alluvial 
fan and the flood-plain are inttin! stages, 

1, Per- tional (ag-ra-da’shon-al), a. 
tion. 

ecting an upbuilding of sediments: 
contrasted with degradational ageucies or those 
which remove — 

(L. ad, to, + gradus, (a- 
step. CE. , to grade up; fill 
up: the opposite of degrade or wear away. 

w 
{agqrade + 

ding, or 

——— 

* 

=x; 
7 

section of an aggreded valley. 

A river ita valley when, owing to an increase in 
oe load of detritus or to a decrease of carrying power of 

current (a8 a result of diminution in volume or of 
‘iiting of the land), some of its load has to be laid down 
along its course, I 

(a-gri‘ded), p.a. In more or 
ess filled — detritus bya —— auid of a 
valley, —— or bay, 

e — a whole of - 
gants which is — — of every 
one of its not predicable of 
any individual o ek none of its aggregants 
ispredicable, So, lkewise, a proposition which would 
be trae under any circumstances whatevever 
which an: one of a soliction of propositions would be tne, 
but wh under no circumstances be true when 
noneof the ———— — —— collection were » Would 

tons as ite te. 

creatares, human imals, dwell 
of working —— began fol ers well ie hoary 

, the th the 
ing at ropa Try ste oo of density; ity inci the 

the combination of hordes into tribes 
—*5* nations, abd nations into federal empires ; in be — 
thet theory that units of structure were once independent 
—— 

on, n. 6. In sociol., the phenom- 
enon of “7 a eoncentration of popu- 
lation, of animals, and of plants. Giddings, 
Inductive Soeiol., p. 40 on theory, the 
theory that the passage of matter rom nn iaperenpinae 
to a perceptible condition is necessarily a ot 
aggregation. It was held by ihe Fiske— 

aterm mac! by L. Ward te expres baa 
pn gine pag phological) separable 

into structural units, such as the Netazoa and metamer- 
ized animals, have arisen throngh the of 
units which “— at one — ete ndent.— Genetic 
ageregation, in in social, a group of kinsmen who have 
population er ib ane Tocality from their birth ; hence, also, 

elation chiefly by Ite birth-rate rather 
morlgrn thin’ k Ae i lon, Giddings,—Law of aggrega- 

tion, the universal tendency particles nid masses of 
matter to concentrate, See the extract, * J 

The great law of progress In the oniverse therefore is 
the lave ef aggregation, and evolution Is due to the resis- 
tance which this law meets with from the te law 
of di L. FP. Ward, Dynamic i, T, 240, 

Organic tion. Same as biological »: 
tion. — agetegation, the process by witch the 
inorganic aniverse, as contrasted with livin bmi pute armed 
with society, has come to be — itis, L. P. 

aggregation, the process bi: which “ivi 
elngs. a8 contrasted with the inorganic universe ani 

with society, have come to be what they are L. F. 
Ward,— in socied,, the aggre. 
gation of individuals into social groups or populations, 
process which completes the sexjnence of integrations that 
constitutes one aspect of universal evolution, The aggre- 
gation of atoms in molecules and masses is called primary 
—— that of mmoteculee tn Hivine cells and organ- 

ive, a. 3. In sociol.: (a) Tending 
toward a center of density, #8 concentration 
of population, (b) Tending tocombine small 
groups into large organizations, as hordes into 
tribes or small corporations into great corpora- 
tions and ‘trusts,’ 

ve Sce *#character,— ve 
, coloring which serves to hide an animal from 

its prey.— ve resemblance, Ser #resemilance, 
ne See aggry-leads, 

simplified spelling of aggriere, 
oa *agar), 



aghastness 

(a-gist’nes),. The state of being 
aghast or — fe — — 
as, an = on 0 asiness in the eyes. 

NV. Æ D, * KRars. . 
({aj-i-al’id), ». [NL. (Adanson, 1763), 

from an tian name of the African species 
agihalid, used by Alpinus.] A genus of di- 
cotyledonous plants of the family Zygophylla- 
cere. 

agiasteri n, See ——— 
agil, a. A’simplifed spelling of agile. 

, ®. 4, In the preparation of logwood 
or dyeing, the process of exposing the wood 
a in the form of chips) to the air, in 
order that the hematoxylin it contains may be 
oxidized or developed into hematein, the actual 
coloring agent. known as curing or ma- 
turing.— 5, In elect., the property, exhibited 
more or less by iron, of showing an increase of 
hysteresis loss when for a long time exposed to 
alternating magnetization, especially at ao 

er temperature. 
-machine (a‘jing-ma-shén’), ». In cal- 

tco-printing, a machine used in the process of 
aging or causing the mordant to decompose 
evenly on and in the fiber. 
aging-room (a’jing-rém),. In calico-printing, 
a room or aheaer in whieh cloth . aged, 
The cloth ia hung and exposed for several days to a 

acre & gene den eee 
dant erenly on and in the fiber. 

tatrix (aj-i-ta’triks), ».; pl. agitatrizes 
-6z) or agitatrices (-tri-séz). [L. agitatrix, 
em. of agitator, agitator.) A female agitator, 
{Rare.} 
Aglaonema (ag*la-d-né’mii), n. plow < Gr 
aysads, shining, + vfua, —— nus CoOn- 
taining about fifteen species of the family 
Aroidex, two or three species of which are 
sometimes offered by plant-dealers. They are 
indoor subjects, in the manner of Arum, and 
are native to Asia and Africa, 

Aglacepors (s¢-l9-08" 6-rii), n. [NL. (De No- 
taris, 1845), ¢ Gr. pl ers brilliant, + ropa, 
spore.) A genus of pyrenomycetous fungi 
having membranous beaked perithecia em- 
bedded in a valsoid stroma. The ere brows spores 
—— A, profusa is the t; occurs 
in Burope a ‘America, and is said to conse the death 

ia Peemiacacia, ot ng twigs of the bocust, Hobinia 
Aglaspis (a-glas‘ pis), #. 
t L., < Gr. ayAadc, beauti- 
ul, + Gorzic, shield.J] A 
genus of Cambrian arthro- 
pods described by Hall as 
a trilobite, but regarded by & 
Clarke as a primitive mero- fees 
stome of the order Synzi- — 
phosura, It has ashort trilobed 
———— Gor 7 fiat abdomi- 

opine telson 3tte the Saly rep 
resiative of the family * 

a. 

(a-glint’), ade. [a3 
; glint.) In —— 

glints or peeps; glintingly. 
tter (welit’ ér), adr. faa 
glitter.) In a glitter; 

ittering. 
lossa, . pl. 3, A group of Mollusca having 

= — and Ss head: — ag _ 
Glossophora. ® group includes on e 
Pelecypoda, Same as Lpecaphaia, . 

agl n. Plural of *aglossus, 
aglossia (a-glos’i-f), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. éy2ecaia, 
tonguelessness (used in fig. sense ‘inelo- 
quence’), ¢ dyAwsouc, tongueless, ¢ 4- priv. + 
pee, tongue.] Congenital defect marked 
v absence of the tongue. 

agloasus (a-glos’us), n.; pl. aglossi (-i). ML. 
eleas: see *aglossia.) In 

apie Eatomd, aia os 
Upper 

i, Wisconsin. 
(From Ziwel's * Paleon- 
tology.") 

: Cambrian; 

Gr, dyAwedor, ton; 
teratol., a monster having no tongue. 

tha, ». pl. 2, A class of fishes, or fish- 
hke vertebrates, characterized by the absence 
of jaws and shonlder-girdle. It contains the 
extinct ostracoderms and the existing lam- 
preys. 

agnathic (ag-nath’ik), a. Same as agnathous, 
athus (ag’na-thus), ».; pl. agnathi (-thi). 

“ft. see agnathous,) In teratol., a monster 
aving no lower jaw, 

aguificetion (ag’ni-fi-ka’shon), n. . agus, 
lamb, + -ficare, ¢ facere, make.] © making 
or representing of persons as lambs or sheep. 
J. M. Neale, Liturgiol, [Rare.}] X. . D. 

osia (agnd'si-b), a, (Gr. é- priv. + «c, 
nowledge: see gnosis.) Same as agnea, 
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(ag’né-si), ». (Gr, dyrweta, j 
ef. d@yrworog, unknown, unknowing, iyrnorant: 

see agnostic), ¢ a= priv. + yroen, knowing: see 
gnosis.) Ignorance; specifically, an ignorance 
common to all mankind. 

otozoic (ag-né-t6-26'ik), a, and», ws 
ayreroc, unknown, + fu, life.) I, a, Not 
known to contain fossils: applied to the early 
rocks and period of the earth in which definite 
evidence of organic life has not been found, 

Il. ». The rocks and period not yet known 
to contain evidences of life: contrasted with 
eozoie and paleezoic, and essentially equiva- 
lent, so far as the term has been applied, to 
the Huronian of Logan and the Algonkian of 
Walcott. Not in general use. 

agoge (a-g0’jé), n. (Gr. aypwy), a lending, 
course, mode, etc.) In ane. Greek music: (a) 
Tempo or pace; rhythmical movement; (5) 
Melodie motion upward or downward —— 
cessive scale-steps : same as ductus in medieval 
music. The first use is the more proper. 

agogic (a-goj‘ik), a. In music, pertaining to 
or — slight variations in rhythm for 
the - eof dynamic expression: as, agogic ac- 
cent. 

agogics (a-goj’iks), ». In mwsical theory, a 
term used > Hugo Riemann (from about 1884) 
for the general principle, in performance, that 
dynamic variations are, orshould be, combined 
with slight variations in rhythmical regularity 
if the full expressiveness of a phrase is to be 
brought out. What is called tempo rubato 
(which see, under fempo) belongs to the field 
of agogics. 
agoho (90 hd), n. [Bisaya.] A name applied 

n the Philippines to the Polynesian ironwood, 
Casuarina equisetifolia, a strand tree with very 

heavy w of a reddish-brown color, 
much used y the Pacific islanders for spears. 
See sicamp-oak, 2 (b), and *ironwood, 2. 

agoing (a-g6’ing), ade, [a% + going.) In mo- 
tion; in ant of going: sand wt a set, 

agomphosis (a-gom-f6'sis), n. Same as agom- 
phiasis. 
agonal (ag’d-nal), a, [NL. *agonalis, ¢ Gr. 
ayén, a struggle: Bee agony.) Relating to or 
occurring during the agony or death-struggle. 
See the extract. 

The lower part of the Neum was of emall calibre, a con- 
dition which, if not due solely to agonal contraction, 
might at least favor the production of diverticula in the 
upper part, Jour, Bxper. Med., V. 344. 

— Ree 7. — 
(a-go’ni-a-din), n. [agonia 

—— A glucoside, CypH, 40g, found in ayoni- 
ada oragonia bark (P/wmneria lancifolia), which 
is used in Brazil as a remedy for, intermittent 
fevers. Itis bitter, and crystallizes in needles 
which melt at 155° C. 

agoniatite (a-g6’ni-g-tit), ». anda. Ion A 
member of the genus dgoniatites. 

IL. a. Containing or relating to Agoniatites, 
— alimestonestmtam character- 
ized by an abundance of Agoniatit ezpanaue, ri 
in the Marcellus shales of New York. — 

(NL., ¢ Gr, Agoniatites (1-g6’ni-n-ti’taz), n. 
4- priv. + NL. Goniatites.) A genus of nauti- 
loid ammonoids or goniatites. ‘They are of very 
primitive form, the septal sutures having no angles ex- 
cept on the ventral edge about the siphuncle. Agonia- 
tites is among the earliest forms of these cephalopods to 
appear, They are of Devonian age, 

(ag’6-nizm), ». (Gr. dyanerade, ¢ dye 
wiley, contend: see agonize.) 1, Struggle or 
contest for a prize, especially at the ancient 
Grecian games.—2, The prize itself. [Rare 
in both uses,] 

agonistic, a. ITI, n. The act of sombeting or 
struggling ; combat; struggle. G. S. Hall, 
Adolescence, IT, 251. 

agonizant, ». II, a. Being in the death-ag- 
ony; moribund, 

edly (ag-)-ni’ved-li), adv. As one in 
agony; in tones of agony or anguish. Thack- 
eray, Paris Sketch Book, p. 166. X. F. D. 
ag (ag"¢-ni-zing), p. a, [agonize + 
~ing?.] 1, at causes or produces agony or 
anguish; characterized by extreme anguish 
or painful struggles: as, agonizing suspense; 
“agonizing distress,” Ruskin, Fors Clavigera, 
i. 8.— 2. Indicative of or Rprecang agony or 
anguish: as, an agonizing cry.—3. In the last 
agony; in the throes of death. See the ex- 

e 

An extraordinary Restorative and Cordiall, recovering 
frequently with it izing persons, 

Philos, Trans, ‘hoy. Soc. (London), L240, X. B.D, 

orance Agonomalus (ag: 

agricolite 

6-nom‘a-lus),m, [NL., ¢ 4g- 
onus + Gr, —— even.) A genus of sea- 
poachers, of the family Agendas, found in 
northern Japan, They are often dried in a dis- 
torted form and sold as dragon curiosities. 

Agonopais (ag-d-nop’sis), m. [NL., <« Agonus 
éiug, appearance,] A genus of sea-poachers 

of the family Agonide. They are smnall sea- 
fishes found off the coast of southern Chile. 
Agonostoma (ag~j-nos’té-mil), n. See *Ago- 
nostomits. 
onostoming (ag’4-nos-té-mi’né), nm. pl. 

NL., ¢ dgonostomus + -inw.] A subfamily of 
resh-water mullets, typified by the genus Ago- 
nostom us. 

onostomus (ag-O-nos’té-mus), m. [(NI., ¢ 
r. dywror, without angle, + oréua,mouth.] A 
nus of fresh-water mullets of the family 

Mugilid#, found in the swift streams of the 
East and the West Indies. Also Agonostoma 
onyclite (ag-d-nik’li-té), m. pl. [NL., < 
Gr, ayovendira, ¢ Gr. a- priv. + LGr, yourxsi- 

mw (ts yorrxdzrriy), bend the knee, ¢ yévv, knee, 
+ xAdwew, bend.) A sect who refused to kneel 
in prayer: condemned by a synod of Jerusalem 
A.D, T2 b, 726, 

agora, obe (ag’6-ra-fob), », [A back-forma- 
tion from ageraphobia.) One who ia subject 
to — 
Ag (a-g6'si-it), rn. (NL., coined name.) A 
genus of small minnows found in the brooks 
of the Rocky Mountain region from British 
Columbia to Arizona, 

agra dolce (4’griidél’che), », [Tt., ‘soursweet’; 
agra, fem. of agro, ¢ L. acer, sharp, sour; dolce, 
< L. dulcis, sweet.) A well-known Italian 
sauce used with venison, calf’s head, ete, It 
contains sugar, chocolate, lemon-peel, cur- 
rants, ete., and vinegar. It is poured over the 
cooked meat and served hot. 

agraffe, n. 4, Anappliance used in operations 
or harelip to keep the two surfaces of the 
wound in — — — An iron fastening 
used to hold in place the cork of a bottle con- 
taining champagne or other efferveseing wine 
during the final fermentation. 

Agrania (a-gra’ni-H), n. pl. (Gr. _——_ also 
‘Aypavea, a festival in * { eapenses) 3 
prob. Iut. to "Aypeova, a festival of Diony- 
sus, prob, ¢ dyproc, rustic, wild: see agriology.] 
A festival of Thebes in ancient Greece, 
waa celebrated in the night 
attendant. Itconsisted in 

onysus. 
aph (ag’raf), mn. [Gr. dy » unwritten, 
a- priv, + ypddex, write.) An unwritten 

word; a word or saying preserved by oral tra- 
dition. 

agrap. n.— Acoustic or anditory agrephin, ina- 
lity to write from dictation, — seraphia, 

loss of ability to write connected sentences — A’ 
agraphia, inability to write resulting from imperfect 
m cotrdination Li loss of 
abllity to write the letters of the al .— Musical 

loss of ability to write musical —— —— 
wh 
‘erbal 

— 

agraphia loss of ability to writ 
the power to write from dictation ——— — 

loss of ability to write words, although the 
indivedual letters may be f perfectly. 

Agrauleum (ag-ri-lé‘um),». [NL., ¢ NGr, 
*"Aypavicion, ¢ Gr." Aypavior (see et In Gr. 
antig., 8 modern name for a shrine of Agraulos 
or Aglauros, daughter of Ceerops, on the north- 
ern slope of the Acropolis at thens. About 
60 meters west of the Erechtheum a staircase 
leads down to it. 
Agraulos (ii-cri‘los), ». [Gr. dypavdoc, livin, 
in the fields, < a@ypcc, field, + aidx, court, hall. 
A genus of Cambrian trilobites having a large 
cephalon, small eyes, 16 thoracic segments, 
and very small pysidium. Prope ¥ Agraulus, 

Agr. B. An abbreviation of L. Agriculture 
ecalavrens, Bachelor of Agriculture. 

ent, ".—Prankfort it, aset of rules 
verning craniometry adopted the Anthropological 
ngress at Frankfort in 1652. 

agrégé (ii-gri-zha’),a. [F., pp. of agréyer, <¢ L. 
aggregare, eollect,assemble: see aggregate, rv. 
Added; supernumerary: as, professor —J § 

(a-gres‘ti-an), a. and». I, a. - 
onging to the country; rural; rustic: as, the 
agrestian population. 

II, ». A rustic; a countryman. 
agricolite (a-grik’6-lit),». [From Georg Agri- 
cola, & Saxon mineralogist, 1490-1555,] A sili- 
cate of bismuth, having the same composition 
as eulytite, but believed to crystallize in the 
monoclinic system. 



agricultural 

botany. Sce *ietany.— 
an institution for education in agricultaral sci- 

ence a of know useful to agrieul- 
turists; specifically, in the United one of a class 
of such inatitutions organized and maintained under the 
provisions of the Morrill Act (see *7et), usually acoom- 
— by an agricultural experiment station. - 

See rural ®engineering. — 
tural experiment station, an establishment for the in- 
vest in, by scientifically conducted experiments, of 
questions directly affecting agricultural », Pelating 
to jes of te and breeds of animals, fertilizers, 
methods of culture, insect pests, diet of animals, ete. 
There are now about 800 such stations in 50 different 
countries, In the United States there is one or more in 
each State aud Territory, mostly under the 
provisions of the Hatch Act (see *act), but partly sup- 
ported by individual States. The resulta of investigations 
are diffused by means of an extensive free literature. 

turer (ag-ri-kul ‘tir-ér), 2, One engaged 
n farming operations; a husbandman. Cole- 
ridge, Own Times, If]. 751, [Rare.] N.2E.D. 

(agit ee ree), a. pl. (NL, 
+ -idw.) A family of extinct ar- 

tiodactyl mammals, whose members are inter- 
mediate in character between the pig and the 
deer. The us, Agriochorrws, 

9 & somewhat claw-aha) River Oijj hoofs, no 
upper ft rma, an open orbit, and complex premolars. 

Agri ag’ri-6-ké‘rus), u. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
& wild, A i ig.) A f i YPloe, Xoipoc, & Pig. genus of im- 

rfectly known ungulate mammals from the 
ertiary of North America. 

Ag dw (ag*ri-6-tip’i-dé),». pl. (NL; 
Agrio + -id#.) A family of hymenop- 

terous parasites of the superfamily Ichneumon- 
oidea, It contains the single genus Agriotypus and the 

A, armatua, single species larva ts parasiti 
trichopterous larva. *— 

(ng-ri-ot’i-pus), ». [NL. (Walker, aguaca 
<— Gr. dypiog, wild, + rimoe type.] A re- 
markable genus of ichneumonoid parasites typ- 
ieal of the family Agriotypide, Only a sin- 

le species, 4, armatus, inhabiting Europe, is 
Wr. It descends under the water to lay ita in 

larvw. Its larva lives inaide the cases 

(ag- 
open country, + pavie, madness. 
impulse to Wander or dwell away from human 

Agromysa — i’ zit) (NL. (Fall ag-rd-mi’ zi), n. s en, 
1810), (Gr, Fin ae + pifer, suck.) A genus 
of acalyptrate flies, typical of the family Ag- 

Agremy sa trifolti, Burgess. 

a, larva; §, puparium; ¢. fly; @, antenna of @y. Muck enlarged. 
«Riley, U. 5. D. AD 

romyzida, of wide distribution and containing 
species which in the larval state damage the 
stems of grasses and small aaa A, trifoliiis 
a leaf-miner which affects the leaves of clover. 

(ag-rd-miz‘i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ 
Agromyaa + -idw.) A family of acalyptrate 
Diptera comprising a series of small dull-col- 
ored flies whose larve burrow in the leaves and 
stems of living — or (asin the genus Leu- 
copis) feed on — = — 
agronomy,*. 2. Specifically, a up 0: - 
eultural subjects, articularly when set off as 
a department of instruction in agriculture. 
In this use it has pad bes acquired « detinite mooning, al- 
though it is generally beld to be limi , to farm 

and methods of cropping. In 
and other general farm 

strictly horticultural crops. 

oh ip — e 

Fural architecture. [Becent) 
here used is restricted to the and 

peadlice ofthe prouction of farm le — 
Hunt, The Coreate in America, p. 2 

ning with a pronounced chill, 

agullarite (i-gi-lk’rit), 1. 

ification It outawife, ¢a- priv. + ye, woman, wife. ] 
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Agr on (ag-ré-pi’ron), m [NL.,¢ Gr. 
aypée, a field, + rupéc, wheat.) A’ genus 
of about 30 annual and perennial species of 
grassesin Europe and America. 4. repens isa very 
common species in America, and is often a troublesome 
weed, It is known under many anes, as — * 

was witch quitch-grass, quack-grass, ete. 
— 1 Europe. Under certain conditions, it 
has merit as a forage-plant, . 

agrotechny (ag ‘ro-tek-ni), m. [Gr. aypdg, 
eld, + réxvy, art.) That branch of agricul- 

tural eclence which relates to the conversion 
of raw farm-products into manufactured com- 
modities as far as it is done on the farm or in 
immodints cunnection 2* *8 — 88 * 

Ls] e a) cant An - 

K+ but ot milling nor the spinning and ** of 
Lh 

Agroteckny or agricultural technol Encl uding datry- 
ing, reemmeyn the ge A8. 27, 1908p. * 

a grotesche (it tes’ke). [It.] With gro- 
tesques: said of a style of decoration consist- 
ing of human figures with foliated limbs, in 
combination with animals, painted usually in 
yellow on darker grounds on majolica ware. 

ode (u-grip’ndd), a. (Gr. aypurvddne, 
¢ i purvoc, seeking sleep, ee < dypeiv, 
oak: hunt, + iro, sleep.) That preventa 
sleep: as, fever. Syd. Soc, Lex, 

te (ii-gwii-kii’ti),n, (Nahuatl, ahwacat?; 
the name became in colonial Sp. perverted 
to Pe — poe — ——* ete., 
and so to alligator(-pear). en tor-pear, 
The tree yields a —— 
very brittle wood. Also known as the butter- 
pear and vegetable marrow. 

tillo (i gwii-kii-tél’y6), n. [Sp., dim. 
of aguacate, the alligator-pear.] A name in 
Porto Rieo of two trees, 
and M. Herbertii, belonging to the family Sa- 
biacea, They yield a soft white wood. Also 
eallod cacao x 

i (&-gwi-hé’),n, [Cuban Sp., from a na- 
ve name.) ACuban name for species of large 

long baas-like fishes * groupers, especially for 

— 6), ». [aymarâ of Bolivia. 
* many-co pred wrap or rectangular piece 4 
woolen cloth used by the Indian women of 
livia for carrying their children on the back. 
Compare *atado, 

ague, ".—Brass-founders’ ague, zi 
—8 — — who tre éxyanel to the fans 

—~Irigh ver,— Shaking 
ihe worst form of tae’ malarial paroxyam, begiar 

(From Aguilar, a 
personal name.] A rare sulphoselenide of 
silver found at Guanajuato, Mexico, 

-boquil (4 gél-bo’kél), ». [Native name.) 
he Chilean name for the berries of Lardiza- 

bala biternata, a climbing plant belonging to 
the family Lardizabalacea, with enormously 
long stems, which, afterthe application of heat, 
are used in place of ropes. 

ip. a needle; see ai- aru Sha), mv. 
e Cuban name of the needle-fishes 

or garfishes of the genus Tylosurus, as T. ma- 
rinus and T. notatus, 

turu⸗ dn; 

thmes 600 pounds. [cuba] 
agujon (i-gi-hon’),a. [Sp.,¢a@ a needle.) 

he Cuban name of or garfishes or 
houndfishes, as ae raphidoma and other 
species of large s 

(ii-gil’yii), a, —— A fish be- 
onging to the family Characiatd# found in 

fresh waters of South America, 
agurin (i‘gi-rin), », A trade-name for the 
mixture of sodium acetate and the sodium salt 
of theobromine. It is used as a febrifuge. 

(u-gush’), ade, [a3 + gusk.] In a gush- 
ng state; gushing. N. Hawthorne, Fr. and 
Ttal. —— . 149. x. E. D. , J 

a-jin‘i-an), ". Agyni," Agynii, 
Cange Agynni, pl. ;<¢Gr. dy vos, irivaies, with 

member of asect of the 7th century who con- 
demned all intereourse with women. 

ahakea (i-hi-ka‘li), nm. [ Hawaiian.) Aname 
in Hawaii of several species of rubiaceous trees 
belonging to the genus Bobea. They yield a yel- 
lowiah wood used by the natives for the rims of canoes, 
and for making poi-boarda, canoe paddles, etc. 

eliosma obtusifolia ab 

umming: as, 
Be- sound ry bees. 

aigues mortes 

abed, prep. phr. as adv. or a, A simplified 
spelling of ahead, J 
ahey (a-ha’), inferj. [a-9 + heyt.] An excla- 
mation used to attract attention or to express 
mild — O! Oho! hey! Smollett, Pere- 

ine Pickle, I. Ixvi, 
akeac (ith ‘gil-o), a. [Given as the pron. in 
Guam;= Bisaya abgao, Tagalog alagao: see 
*alagao.) The name in Guam of na Gandi- 
chaudii, # tree with bitter leaves and elder- 
like flowers, which, like those of allied species 
in the Philippines, the East Indies, and Mada- 

car, are used medicinally by the natives. 
i wood, though often crooked and knotty, is very 

durable and is great against the attacks of termites, po 
that it is used for posts of houses and for bridges, 

ahia (i-he’s) Tahitian.) In Tabit 6’ n. itian, n Tahiti, a 
tree, Caryophylius Vaasa, occurring on 
= ae z r — groups 4 Pb dae * 
n the Malay Archipelago, It is eve ere 
valued for its fine crimson fruit, — 
ahinahina (ii-hé’nii-hé‘ni), n. [Hawaiian, ¢ 
at hina + hina, gray, hoary.) In Hawaii, a 
tall, robust composite plant, Argyroriphinm 
Sandwicense, with rose-purple flowers: named 
from the lustrous silver-gray down which 
thickly covers the leaves, Also called silrer- 
sword. 
ahmedi (fi-me-dé’), », [E.Ind.] A gold coin 
of Mysore, equal to 16 rupees. 

‘eltia roti n. [NL. (Fries, arg 
named in honor o N. o. Ahnfelt of Lund, 
Sweden.] A small genus of red (Rho- 
dophycea), widely distributed in the colder 
waters of both hemispheres: characterized by 
a stiff, wiry frond. 
uehuetl (ii-wi-wi'tl), n. Also ahuchuete ; 

Nahuatl (central Mexico).] The ye — 
press of Mexico, a tree frequently of very large 
size. The ahuehuctls in the former viceregal park of 
Chapultepec, near the city of Mexico, are noted for their 
size ; bat the most famous of all is big tree ot Santa 
Maria del Tule, in the Mexican state of Oaxaca, ‘The ctr- 
cumference of this tree exceeds 130 feet, 

ahuhnu (i-hé’hd), ». [Hawaiian,] A name in 
Hawaii of Cracea purpurea, a leguminous plant 
used by the natives for stupefying fish. 

jon 
of 

It possemes narcotic property affecting the ac ofthe 
heart. The plant is 5 overa part of tropical 
Asia and Australia. teas called awhola, 

adv. [a3 + hum.) Ina hum; 
the air is all ahwm with the 

ahunt(a-hunt’),adc. [a5 4 hwat.] On the hunt; 
hunting. Browning, Aristoph, Apol., p. 272. 

{a-hip’ni-i), ». [NL,., erroneously 
formed from Gr. @- priv, + ioc, sleep, The 
proper form would be *anypnia, <NGr. *avymvla, 
< MGr, dvurvoe, sloeplesa, ¢ Gr, av- priv. + irvor, 
sleep.] Same as insomnia, 

Aiantela (4-yan-té: i), n. pl, [NL., < Gr. Aide. 
Tea, neut, pl. of Aidwrecog, adj., ¢ Aiag ( Aiavr-) 

.) In Gr. antiq., a festival in honor o 
Ajax. Three of them were commonly cele- 
brated, one at Opus in Loeris in honor of 
Ajax, son of Oileus ; one at Salamis in honor of 
Ales, son of Teiamon; and oneat Athens in 
honor of Ajax, son of Telamon. In these 
festivals a bed was prepared on which was 
placed an effigy of the hero, as in the Lecti- 
sternium at Kome. 

aianthous (a-i-an‘’thus), @. (Gr. de! (Bolie a’) 
always, + dvtoc, flower.) Ever-blooming, tha 
is, blossoming through a large part of the sea- 
son, F. &, Clements. 

fik-m6-f6'bi-i), n. [NL., more 
reg. < Gr. aixf, point of a spear, ete. 
+ -gojtia, ¢ gofieiv, fear.] 1, A morbid fear of 
touching — — objects, such as needles 
and pins.— 2, A morbid fear of being touched 
by the finger or any slender object. 
aidt, n. é. Inthe navy, an officer onthe staff 
of an admiral whose duties are — > 

genera — 

shum (a-hum’), 

those of an side-de-camp to a 
First ——⸗ ——— *5— to ns pot 
wi ie 0! arresting hemorrhage, re’ in, 
and ee life until the servicesof a pr nt w AL can 
Te ol ed. 

aidant, a. Il. ». A helper or aid; an adjuvant 
orassistant, Sir &. Phillimore, Law Reps. 
Aiden, Aidenn (a‘den), n. A fanciful form of 
Eden. Poe, Raven. 
AIG, Anabbreviation of Adjutant Inspector. 

aigialos See *egial Osaur, %. 2 losaur. 

ajgees mortes (ag mort). [F., dead waters.} 
Stagnant waters left in an abandoned river- 
channel, as when an ox-bow is cut off from a 
river. Geikie. 



ailantery 
ailantery 
— + ry.) A grove of silantus-trees, 

tine, a. ia n. Silk from the silkworm 
which feeds on the ailantus-tree, 

(tus-worm (d-lun’tus-wérm*), nm. The 
larva of the bombycid moth, Philosamia cynthia 
Drury, which feeds on the foliage ofthe ailantus. 
It is a native of degen and Java, where ite silk is utilized 
to some extent. It has been introduced for serieienl- 
tural purposes into Europe and the United States with- 
out practical result, now occars commonly in the 
wild state in the const cities of the United States. 

aile, ». <A simplified spelling of aisle, 
ail n. 2, In 

arch., that piece of 
the end wall, as of 
have or transept, 
which covers the 

ee rtsseyy 

Aileron, from of Church of 
Santa Maria tm Vie, Rome, 

aimara (i-ma-rii’), n. (Tupi aimard.] A Bra- 
zilian name of Macrodon ma ) & Tiver 
fish of the family Erythrinida, 

Aimé’s . See *nephoscope. 
eee — n. Excel- 
lence of aim. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, liv, 

is governed by ita 
ona chieftain. 

N. F. D. 
ain? (in),. [ar. ‘ain, the letter ain, also an 
eye, & fountain, essence, = Heb. ‘ayin, the 
letter, also an on) 1. The eighteenth letter 
of the Arabic * abet, having a vibratory 

latal sound without any equivalent in Eng- 
ish.— 2, A spring; a fountain. See the ex- 

tract, 
Brest of the» - « artesian wells [in the enene ot he 

Libyan desert wn as“ aina,” are anc’ 
=_— Geog, Jour, (ie G, 8), XVI. 685, 

ainalite (a‘nal-it),n. A variety of cassiterite 
containing about 9 per cent, of tantalum pen- 

xid. 
Ainu (i’nd), n. See Aino, 
aipim (ii-i-pém’), ». [Also im, aypi. A 
poe) mative name (Tupi 7% i The — in 
razil of the sweet cassava, See cassara, 1, air-bag, n. 

molding-machine. It consists of bags {uflated with Manihot, and manioc. 

-lan‘tér-i), .; pl. ailanteries (-iz). air}, n. 1. (a r-i), .; pl. ailanteries (-iz) air}, » 1 
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2B, 
be 

compressing it by means of pow 
in the com state, and allowing it to expand im. 
The commercial use which has been a oe 
tquid is as a source of ox 1 pas in a fairly 
state, in demand mainly for medicinal purposes,-Ooan- 
Plomental air, Same as com, Com- ‘*air.— 

» ven 
known in the —* 

ed lime, and a 
cu * 4 S-horse power electric motor, by which th 

in Bto 16 I rT and 
n the water-jacketed coil c is again compressed tu 160~ 

180 a! ind, Again cooled in the coll &, the alr 
paases to a, ye —— Se eee the pistons 
Bo vease with caustic potash, 
—— — water and carbon dloxid, 
The liquefaction takes place in the next a known 
as the — Ie has either two or four copper calls 
wound lly about a spindle and joined at their lower 
ends to a vertical jot. The coils all whole space KK. 

Hampeson's t iquidair Apparates, 

(Fro: Trevers’s “ Exper. Study of Gases,"*} 

Jag int | can be closed by means of 8 tod which 
down on the top of it which can be adjusted to form 
an annular open 
colls are inclosed 

4 
of the quantity which passes through a tua, The 
yi : of this ro 1-15 Vers of i uld 
ran hour, 

collects in a metal reservoir 2* within the insulation 
its quantity being indicated glycerol-gage. 
i Bee — — * under —— — 

tic air, a name ea: ase to an irreapira- 
bi or mixture of gases. It applied ch to carbon 
dfoxid a8 in the choke-damp of coal-mines, bat was also 

(which see, under @irl), 
2, The presser of a pneumatic 

air-brake 
alr, by which an elastic and al pressure is imparted 
to ? sand. ‘Lockwood, Dict. Meck Eng. Terma, Air. 
bags are also used in cases where a nniformly distribated 
pressure is desired, as in blue-printing frames, 

air-barometer (ir’ba-rom’e-tér), », An ap- 
paratus devised by F. H. King to determine 
small oscillations in the level of well-water 
depending on small oscillations of atmospheric 
——_-. It conslsta of a large veasel fall of air baried 
leep in the soil in order to keep its temperature con. 

stant; some mercury rests at the bottom of the vessel, 
nid into this dips a tabe extending vertically above the 
surface of the ground, The changes of air-pressare force 
the level of the mercury in the tube to change corre- 
ry tle and these changes are recorded on a revoly: 

—2 
air-beat (r’bét), n. In acoustics, an individual 
pulse of air such as may be felt mechanically 
where the waves from a vibrating body are of 
very low frequency. For frequencies within 
the auditory range the air-beats cannot be 
separately distinguished, but blend into a tone. 

air-bell (ir’bel), a. 1. In Auronect, a — 
roundish gas-secreting organ, probably a mod- 
ifled swimming-bell; an aurophore.—2. A 
small bubble which appears ona photographic 
plate, sensitized paper, or film, 

air-belt (ar’belt),n. An annular space around 
the twyer zone of a cupola, The air pome from 
—*8* — twyers instead of going di ly from 

ie 

air hillew eh * I air-wave — * - 
ong and gentle; specifically, a wave uce 
at the boundary surface between Sara hori 
tal layers of air having different velocities and 
directions: analogous to the waves on the sur- 
face of water. 

air-bladder,». 3, See *air-float.—4. In entom., 
one of the numerous bladder-like endings of 
smaller trachem in the bodies of many insects, 
which, filled with air, greatly reduce the spe- 
cifle gravity of the insect. 
air-bound (iir’bound),a. Boundor stopped u 
so that the ; of air is — 3 
— , said of a water- or drain-pipe so ob- 

ected. 

crew, from any cause, a rupt 
which runs out the length of the train sl gzupl, wen Ge rn ree 

tive, 
reservoirs on car, and a ‘triple valve’ forme the 
connection between the brake-pipe, auxiliary reservotr, 
and brak ay in pressure in the 

hen the brak 

The 
automatic brake was invented by George Westinghouse 
in 1572.— Quick-action —— * an im 
wre 1 of * by which — —* ae nee. 
s) brakes hah emerge ona J 

oo waa reduced one halt. The iny : 
sisted 4 the brak: f ch: the tri valve aco rofeety enlarging te prs ant pasaag tn 

Po pressure, application 
al each car throughout in to eccur much more 
rapidly. In ordinary service applications the 

4, Engine Equipment: «, duplex pasype 
#, driver — 4. —2 

zenge from bedler; ¢, exbasst: 4, eine and on 
teservoir; /, plain triple; ev, air-stralner; a, truck and 

coupling, #, Car Equiganent: ¢, angle-cock: «, conductor's valve: wr, ainstralperi #, Cul-awt cock : 

Quickaction Astomatic Airbrake. 

ary reservoir; y, traimpepe; *. hose; 2, hest-compling, The teaderequipment (oanittecl) is Amllat to the car equipment, 

ne half inch alngump: ¢, drain cock ; /, maim reservoir; g, engineer's trake-walre; 4, cape: i dirtwer brake teserrotr; o, aatomatic slickadjester: ¢, teuck lrake<ylinder; ¢. anghe-fiting ; r. lose; £, homer 
a quick action triple walve; o, aetamatic sack-actjuscer) w&, Car brnke-cylinder: ¢, drain-cock | «, auxili- 

(, Cutout ooek & 



air-brake 
of the plain antomatic abore mentioned. This 
form was invented by Geange Westinghouse in 

— Straight -alr beats, original form of alr 
brake, In which the brake-pipe connects the brake-cytin- 
der on each car to a valve on the locomotive, by means 

which the engineer can allow air-preasure to flow from 
the large reservoirs on the locomotive directly to each 
—— been a ped brakes, or he can connect the 

en, 
only dur- 

e8. 
England early in the nineteenth century, 

to — service in America by 
—————— in 

that 

It consists of an 
piston or disk attached to 

alr, being allowed to escape only Ley og amall 
openings in the end of the cylinder or through the piston 
or diak, checks the vibration or the motion of the platen 
amd the body to which it ts attached. 

air-chamber, ». 4. A septal chamber in the 
nautilus and other chambered cephalopods 
like the ammonites, goniatites, and orthocera- 
tites. ‘vhe name was commonly thus employed in the 
belle that these spaces, successively abandoned by the 

of shell continues, 

fn solation. When the Naswttlus la rapidly brought 
the surface, some of the gas is Liberated in consequence 

must occupy part of the 5; “ 
J out some of the 

Hence will float until gases witht: 
chambers are absorbed or otherwise 
termed camera ant loculus 

5. In bot.: (a) One of the mostly prismatic 
intercellular spaces occurring in aquatic 
plants. (+) The intercellular area beneath a 
stoma. 

air-channel (fr‘chan’el), ». 1. A channel 
for the passage of air.—2. pl. Channels un- 
derneath the hearths or in the brickwork of the 
walls and fire-bridges of reverberatory fur- 
naces, designed to protect the foundations from 
the intense heat of the furnace as well as to 
preheat the air entering the furnace. 

air-compartment (ar’kom-piirt’ment), n. An 
air-tight subdivision of a shaft or other mine 
passage for the ventilating current, 

air-compressor, ". 2. A combined steam- 
engine and air compressing cylinder, or a com- 
— operated by a motor or by 

cal form has 4 horizontal cylinders ar- 
composed 

iting, At 
One is of the 

anion Saale nt toe dekoe oad tas tet aie 

gether trong ——— 
— merge pon dnom d shag OA frauen 

compression, ¢ air compressed In 
— peress Op Uae seein aes er. 
a rigs testenes Se a large pipe which carries a 
—* water that absorbs more of (he heat of compres. 

for storage and cooling, ready for use in rock-drills or 
——— ae t of air-com| " ** 

ie oF com vert engines or o je-actin, 

alr-com: ng oytinders operated by a from : 
beltiriven fly-wheel. 

air-condenser (ar’kon-Jen’sér),n. 1. An elec- 
trie condenser made by having two thin metal 
lates separated by a layer of air, one plate 
ing connected to a positive pole and the 

other to a negative pole from the same circuit. 
The action of such a condenser ts exactly the same as 
that of a Leyden jar; when there is sufficient potential 
to overcome the tance, the condenser 

2. A condenser for steam in which air is used 
for cooling the condensing surface instead of 
water: used on some motor-cars. 

air-cooled (iir’kild), p. a, Cooled by a current 
of air; having its heat earried off by passing 
cool air over its surface, 

air-cube (ar’kib), a. The amount of air in a 
closed space available for respiratory purposes 
by each person occupying it. It is expressed 
by the cubic contents of the space divided by 
the number of persona. 

air-cure (iir’kir), ». Same as aérotherapeutics. 
On, %., 4. Specifically, a volame of alr im- 

ed behind « movable platon in a chamber which it 
The air, by ita compression, gradually arresta the 
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motion of the piston, Used ns a anfety applinnce at the 
foot of clevator-shafts to catch and fall of the 
cage in case of the breaking of the hoisting-rope or other 
accident. 

air-cylinder, ». 2. Any cylinder in which air 
is used, as in an engine run by compressed 
air instead of by steam. 

air-door (ir'dér),», A door forthe regulation 
of currents of air through the workings of a 
mine. Coal and Metal Miners’ Pocket- 3 

n 
drain, 3.—3. In the heating and ventilation of 
buildings, al pipe, often built of wood or 
thin metal, used to transmit air, either cold or 

t. checked or damped. The ho 

air-embolism (air’em’bé-lizm), ». Air-bubbles 
in a blood-vessel, causing obstruction of the 
flow of blood. 

air-extractor {iir’ cks- 
trak‘tor),. Adevice for 
separating air from o \Wi Sy 
liquid. 

air-float (ir‘flét), a. A 
bladder formed in the 
fronds of certain Phawo- 

poas' 
bly assists fertilization, 

80 air-bladder and air- 
resicle, 

air-fonnel,». 2. In zodl., 
the lower, reting 
portion of the pneumato- 
eyst of physophorous si- 
phonophores, 

air (ir’gap), ». In 
elect., theo orspace 
between the poles of a 
magnet or between the 
armaturesandpole-pieces —— Fweus vestentornn 
of a dynamo or motor; showing air-foats, 
that portion ofamagnetic (Fr Mury's "Introd. 
circuit which contains 
no iron; the _— between the terminals 
of an electrostatic machine, induction-coil, or 

scharger, i 

ty of cube fost ot ar an Sra @cubie inches of liqu 
pentane, a prodact of Ame petroleum distilling at a 
temperature below 0" C, and os oa wity 
between 6298 and .48, producing 4, feet of atan- 
dard ai Thies is burned at a burner with an 

2} inches high, with 
a amption of = The 
light of thia flame 
candle. 

of .48-.52 cuble feet an hour, 
tq that of a British standard 

G, Vernon-Harcourt in 1877. 

held at any point of the 
appliances 

prevent the sudden 
rise or fallof the piston 
through loss of load or lose 
of nir- linder- 

Motor Alr-boist. —e operated by 
a fepeatley on dange at hoy an air-motor. Tt may be 

hoisting Block and chains D, thon —— = ined —— 
motor for heest; fi, chatn contrnl- 
ling D. eling on an ore 

or on a traveling-crane, 

air-insulated (fr’in’sa-la-ted), p. a, In elect. 
or heat, insulated by means of an intervening 
layer of air. 

air-jack (iir’jak), n. A lifting-jack operated 
It consists of an upright cylinder 

wee apn the piston rod acting as the lift t a i, the x acting as ing-arm © 
the j. In'one form the cylinder is telescopic. It is 

 airol (ar‘él), n. 

used gir-plate (ir’plit), m. A 

Paiz of Airjacks 

A. cylinder; &, piston-rod upedd to litt the car; C, wheels, and D, 
handle, for moving the airjack; #, air-hose from compressed. 

uanally fitted with wheels for transportation, and is used 
in tallced cara , 

,%, 2. A spaee surrounding a steam- 
eylinder or other vessel within which is circu- 
lated hot air or gas, or within which ordinary 
air is confined without circulation: used to 
diminish loss of heat by radiation pe the 
walls of the cylinder and to lessen cylinder- 
eondensation of steam back to water. Its fune- 
tion Is the same as that of the ateam-jacket. Since alr is 
one of the best non-conductors of heat when It is not 

—— Unders o —— — —— 
ing 232 by the outside air, = 
3. Aclosed space, usually annular, about some 
part of a machine or piece of apparatus, de- 
signed to secure uniformity of temperature. 

air-jacket (ar’jak‘et), v. t. To provide with 
an air-jacket. See *air-jacket, n., 2. 

air-jig (ar’jig), a. In mining, a machine which 
— the separation F minerals according 

ir specific vity by intermittent ris’ 
currents of air which ee the lighter warticles 
of gangue and permit the heavier metallic 
minerals to settle. The light tailings fow off at the 

the concentrates are —— trom below by 
some ical device, The Paddock-Hooper pneumatic 
concentrator and the Vrom alr-jig are the principal ma- 
chines of this elaas. 

air-leak (ar’lék), ». In electrostatics, the loss 
: e in ease of an insulated body, 
ne to e discharging action of the surround- 

ing air. 
—— (ir’lev’el), n. A level or airway of 
former workings made use of in su! uent 
deeper mining operations for ventilating pur- 

es. Coal and Metal Miners Pocke Ce 
-lift (ir‘lift), ». Adevice for raising water 

—— deep wells by means of —— — aie. 

lower end cod. lnced ome within the ciher inthe well. 
The comp air pastes down the Inside Pipe to the 
bottom of the well, where ft rises th h the larger 

pe and through the water which Gills er partot 
t, carrying the water upward with it and delivering It 
atthe surface, The system can be so applied to a group 
of wells as to Lift several million gallons a day. 

air-liquefier (ar‘lik’ wé-fi-ér),n. An apparates 
for converting air under pressure into liquid 
air by the effect of cooling. 

* Biram's air-meter, a modification of 
the Casella alr-mneter in which a large light radial fan ts 
kept in rotation by the current of air to be measured, 
The apparatus is usually craduated sons to show the vol- 
ume of fresh air that through the shaft leading to 
a mine or a room that needs ventilation. 

air-m (ir’mung*gér),. Lair + monger.) 
One who is taken up with the pursuit of vi- 
sionary or impracticable projects. Felltham, 
Resolves, I. xv. | genet NE. D. 

greenish-gray, fine, volu- 
minous, odorless, and tasteless powder, said 
to be an oxyiodide of bismuth subgullate. It 
is absorbent and antiseptic. 

= perforated to 
allow the p of a limited amount of air; 
a perforated bafile. 
air-pressure (iir’presh‘iir), ». The barometric 

ressure or elastic pressure of the atmosphere, 
tis expressed in pounils per syuare tnch, or in dynes 
od aquare meter, or, more commonly, by the height of 

mercurial column of the barometer, and sometimes 
in units of one standard atmosphere. 

air- f (ir’préf), v. ¢. To protect from in- 
jurious action of the air or of some of its in- 
gredients, as by a suitable varnish applied to 
the material to be protected. 

* Duplex pump, » form of air 
air pom os ry orn coltaders are placed 



air-pump 

tide by side in 
prelecention of 

pairs) which drive them ; 
uP for air-brake service 
twiee 

but the bar. 

each double stroke, 
—Geissler's 

um, cor es 
sentially of a reser- 
volr which be 

Geissler's Ainpacap, 

lected over mercury held in a trough or is driven into 
the afr. indicates the degree of ex- 
haustion, The raising and lowering of the reservoir 
holding the mercury are effected either by hand or by the 
use of a simple mechantca!l device, — mercury 
air-pump. a modified form of the G air-pumsp, in 
which a glass valve replaces the contro! ok 
and « barometer-tube serves to permit the ted air 
Wo escape. 

air-regenerator (iir'ré-jen‘e-ra-tor), n. The 
regenerator through which atmospheric sir 

s to be heated on its way to a steel-melt- 
ing or reheating furnace, a zine furnace, a 
eo) — ete. It is larger than the corre- 
spon gas-regenerators, 
ait-register (ir’re}’is-tér), a. Same as regis- 
teri, 

air-sac, ». 3. In bot.,a cavity in a pollen- 
grain of the genus Pinus, 

air- ator (ar’sep‘a-ré-tor), n. In mining, 
a machine which effects the separation of min- 
erals according to size or density by air, either 
by pulsating rising currents (see *air-jig); or 
by a continuous blast, as in the Edison, Hoch- 
stedt, and other dust-separators; or by pro- 
jecting the particles to separated by me- 
chanical means into still or moving air, as in 
the —— separators of the Pape-Hen- 
neberg and Clarkson-Stanfield types. 

airship (ir’ship),n. A buoyant balloon pro- 
vided with a motor, propellers, and rudders, 
so that it can navigate the air under the con- 
trol of an aéronaut; a dirigible balloon. such 
balloona are made in ¥ el tore or leas cigar- 
shaped, forma and have lly traversed long die 
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any bubbles of air that would otherwise rise 
through the mercury into the vacuum-cham- 
ber. 

air-twist (iir’twist), 
n. A bubble of air ‘ 
which is sometimes . 
contained in the 
stem of a vessel of 
glass, and which, in 
twisting, becomesa | 
hollow spiral. 

The secretof the con- 
struction of two of the 
classes — 0 J ce 
brilliant, and the com- 
bined opaque and air- 
twist ——seems to have 

English 

rs 

ck air-twisted (ir‘- 
twis*ted), p.a. Hav- 
inganair-twist. See 
*air-twist, 

air-valve, ». 3. In an engine-cylinder, and 
particularly on the locomotive engine, a valve 
which is held shut by steam-pressure when the 
throttle-valve is open, but which opens by a 
-_ to admit atmospheric air when the 
throttle is closed and the pistons keep on mov- 
ing from the momentum of the mass of engine 

P train. In the absence of sach a valve the pistons 
reduce the ure behind them, after a stroke or two, 

it at which the in the cylinders fs mach 
leas Chan that of the atu: ere ; and when the exhanet- 

ia opened a rush of air back through it will carry 
to the cylinders the producta of combastion from the 

amoke-box, Inclading cinders and grit, which are injarious 
to the working-sarfaces. Such air-valves are placed on 
the steam-chest or connect with the steam-passages, 

air-vesicle, n. 3, Same as *air-float, 
air-washer (fr’wosh-ér), n. An appliance in 
which a current of moving air ma cleansed 
from dust or other particles, and from some 

Unting gases, by passing through water. 
é cleansing water may fall in a shower acrogs the mor- 

ing alr by escaping from perforated pipes or through 
od —— screens Bu or * aie —— —— 

pressure ww r e lower a | 

which fe immersed an inch or two in the water, 4 

air-wave (ir’wiv),». A wave in the atmos- 
phere. I¢ may be either a wave of compresaion and 
rarefaction, like those of sound; or a tidal effect like the 
ocean thes; or a wave of jon like that produced 
by the outburst from K tus in 1883. In the case of 
the Krakatoa outhurst, the wave moved around the globe 
several times at an average velocity of 700 miles an 
and the accompanying svuni-wave was Bev’ 
hundred en & A 

ais (H-és’),. [Native name.] A name in 
Ponape, Caroline Islands, of Parinari laurinum, 
a8 tall tree having oblong leathery leaves. 

Glass Vessel, showing Aintwist, 

— — — SS 
—* inetd Ai: TT “4 Cg 
eae co ih ih ed — ain si Cas 

— 

Alpship Zeppetin 111. 

4. 4. emgines; 3, redder; C, C, 

tances tinder good control, The first notably successful 
experiments with the dirigible balloon were made by 
Renard, in France, Issi-85; he attained a velocity of 14 
miles an hour and waa able (aa a rile) to return to his 
starting-point, In 1900 Count —— made ahort voy. 

csover Lake Constance in a dirigible of his own design, 
which has been remodeled and improved until in 1900 
it made Voyages of several hand. miles. (Other suc- 
cessful experimenters have been Santee-Damont, whose 
alr-shipa (successive models) accomplished potable re- 
sults in 1900 and 1901, Lebaudy in Frees, Cross and 
Parseval in Germany, and Thomas & Baldwin in the 
United States. 

air-stone (fr’stén),m. [airl + stone.] Amete- 
orite. ‘Rare.) N. B.D. 

air-tap (ir’tap),». A cock or valve fixed in 
the air-pipe in hot-water apparatus, to allow of 
the escape of air from the series, which with- 
out this means of exit would accumulate there- 

dipping-plases; D, D, peopellers, 

Aitken’s coke-oven. See *coke-oven. 
(a* i-26-A'58-4), ne. pl. (NL. (Alex- 

ander Braun, 1864), < Aizoon + -acew.] A 
family of dicotyledonous, archichlamydeous 
(apetalous or choripetalous) plants, the carpet- 
weed family, of the order Chenopodiales, 
typified by the genus dizodn. See Ficoidex, 

(i*i-z0-8'shius), @. [NL Aizo- 
aces + -ous.) Having the characters of or 
belonging to the family Aizoacex. 

mn (i-i-2z6’on), mn. [NL. (Linneus, 1753, 
adopted from his ‘Genera Plantarum,” 1737), 
¢ Gr, deifwor, an evergreen plant, supposed to 
be the houseleek, ¢ ari, ever, + Cusc, living.] 1. 
A genus of dicotyledonous plants, type of the 
family Aizoucee. The: spreadi 
herbe * smal! shrubs, with Seahy, entire | leaves, a 

ajo 

akasha 
axillary, solitary or yellow flowers. The ten 

es are natives of the warner parta of the old woah, 
ix being found in South Africa und one in Australia, 

while the others cocur mainly in the Mediterranean region. 
The most widely distributed species ie A. Canarienae, 
which cecurs in the Canary and Madeira Islands, in the 
Asores, South Africa, and through southern Asia to India, 
A, Hispenicum lea characteristic plant of southern Italy 
and Spain, alee occurring in porthern Africa aud ex- 
tending eastward to Persia. 
2. Sometimes used as a specific name for 
plants ofa lowand tufted, persistent character, 
as Anthemis Aizodn, Saxifraga Aizoim. 
aja (f‘yii), a. A South-African Dutch form of 
the East Indian ayah, a nurse; a lady’s-maid. 

ajacol (a-jak’ol), », An oleaginous fluid, con- 
gealing to a crystalline mass at low tempera- 
tures, Ithasthe same properties as guaiacol. 
Also called guaetholand thanatol, 

aji (i-hé’), ». ſer formerly axi; of W. Ind. 
ican? —5 A red pepper, See pepper, 

: i, an mento, —, a th t » pean, "the frue, Oe Coy? anaautera. 

ne and C. taccatum, the pangent red pep- 
used tn the preparation of Cayenne pepper. 
ibd), ». ESp.. CL allium, garlic.] 1, The 

garlic, Allium sativum.—2, A very large tree 
of Peru and Bolivia, Cordia alliodora, which 
when wounded gives forth from its bark and 
leaves a penetrating odor of garlic. See garlic. 

ajog (a-jog’), adv. [as + jog.) Ona jog; at 
aaa pace. G. Meredith, The Egoist, I. 

oli (i-hdn-hé-16’), ». [Sp., ajonjoli, al- 
njoli.]) The sesame, — orientale, the 

seed of which, also called bennesced, yields a 
fo ta on — * 

(a-j0'ga), ». [> . Ajuga, name of 
a A genus of hardy, herbaceous, 

ate ete perennials, members of the family 
Menthacex, cree ping by stolons, and commonly 
known as * . garden pana fe rockerca and bender sitar Gey as o plants, in rockeries a ers, a 
are not —— koown in America. Of the #0 known 
apecieg, 4. Genevenets, A. pyraméidalia, A, reptans, and A, 

are most common in ena, 
ate (a-ji’gat), a. [a-18 + jugate.] Hav- 

ing no jugum. 
aju t (a-jut’ment), n. [Irreg. ¢a- + jut + 
-ment, after abutment.) Ajutting out; a pro- 
jection. [Rare.] 

The ajutment of & hill toward the sea. 
Marryat, Peter Simple, IIL a2, X. B,D, 

ak (ik), ». [Hind. dk, < Skt. arkd, name of a 
tree or shrub, lit. ray, or sun.] The red- 
flowered form of Caletropis gigantea. See 
madar and yereum. [Northern India.] 
aka (ii’kii), ». [Maori aka, name of the plant, 
lit. long fibrous roots: see *aalii,] A climbing 
epiphyte of the myrtle family, Metrosideras 
scandens, It completely envelope the tree on which It 
grows, which ultimately the wood decaying. The 
epiphyte remaining forms a hollow cone. |New Zealand.] 

wa (ii*ki-ii" ki-di’wii), m, (Hawaiian, 
< aka-aka (Maori kata), laugh at, + awa, 
fine rain or mist. The plant is found in 
greatest profusion in humid mountain ravines 
near the spray of waterfalls,] Hillebrancdia 
Sandwicensis, a beautiful pd of the begonia 
family, bearing clusters of delicate pink-and- 
white flowers. [Hawaii.] 
akaakai (ji-ki‘i-kd’é), n. [Hawaitan.) In 
Hawaii, a bog-plant, Scirpus lacustris, ‘the 
stems of which are used in making mats and 
ba, 
— (A-kx-haru). ». [Jap., ¢ ala, red, + 
hara, belly.] The Japanese name of a la 
ehub of the family Cyprinide, Leucisens bak- 
nensis, found in the waters of Japan. Also 
known as ugui. 

akala (ii-kii’li), ». [Hawaiian.] In Hawaii, 
4 native species of raspberry, Rubus Meera. 
The fruit often attains a diameter of nearly two inches, 
is of a deepred color, is very juicy, and, although 
tlightly bitter, is agreeable to the taste, The name is 
also sometimes given to another raspberry, Aula Ha- 
weiensis, the fruitol which is not so and is dry and 
unpalatable, 

akanthion, v. See *acanthion, 
akaroa-tree (ii-kil-ro‘a-tré), », [Maori.] The 
New Zealand lace-bark or ribbon-tree. See 
Plagianthus, 

ak (a-kar-i-6’ti), mn. pl. (Gr, a- priv. + 
xipeor, nut (nucleus).) In diol, non-nucleated 
cells, as ** to nucleated cells or karyota. 

a (Hi-ki’shi), n. (Skt, dhdgd, clear space, 
ether.] Ether; one of the five gross elements 
(the others being air, fire, water, and earth) 
which, according to the Saénkhya system of 
Indian philosophy, make up the visible world; 
the subtile fluid which fills and pervades infin- 
ity and is supposed to be the peculiar vehicle 



akasha 

of life andsound. Unlike air (vdyn), which is 
always moving and penetrates only where it 
ean find an entrance, akasha is perfectly im- 
movable and exists everywhere. 
akcha (ikh‘chi), n. [Also akchek, ageha; ¢ 
Turk. akecha, agcha, money, coin, cash, a 
monetary value, an asper; as adj. rather white, 
whitish: see asper®.) A very small Turkish 
silver coin of the value of ¢ para. 
ake® (ii’ka), ». (Maori, <¢ ake, onward, ake ake 
ake, for ever and ever, The allusion is to the 
durable qualities of the wood.) 1, In New 
Zealand, a small tree, Dodonwa viscosa, of the 
——— family, with very hard variegated 
wood.— 8, In the Chatham Islands, a small 
tree, Shawia Traversii (Olearia Traversii of 
Hooker), of the aster family. 
akea (ii-ké’), n. Same as *akia, 
akeratophorous (a-ker-a-tof’$-rus), a. Same 
as aceratophorows, 

akerite (ak’e-rit), n. [Norw. Aker, a locality 
in Norway, + -ife?.] In petrog., a term ap- 
lied by (1890) to a syenite contain- 
oe much plagioclase, with biotite, augite, and 
some quartz, 

ite (Ak’ér-man-it), n. [For Richard 
kerman, & Swedish mineralogist.) An arti- 

ficial mineral species closely related to melilite: 
identified in certain slags. 
Akhmimic (i¢h-mim’ik), a. and n. I. a. Of 
or — to Akhmim or to its language. 

. n. One of the main divisions of Coptic, 
spoken in the neighborhood of Akhmim. 
akhter (ik’tér), n. [E.Ind.] A copper coin 
- Mysore, equal to one fourth of & paissa or 
pice, 
akhyana (i-ki-ii’nil), ». (Skt. dkh: , tale 
(ef. dkhyd, name), ¢ d& + vkhyd, a, gees dan 
rs ;astory;o jegond. Encye. Brit., XXVI. 

akia (i#-ké‘i), ». [Hawaiian.] A name in 
Hawaii of several shrubs belonging to the 
genus Capura, of the family Daphnacex, par- 
ticularly of C, viridiflora ( Wikstrarmia viridi- 
flora of Meissner), found also in the Society, 
Samoan, and Fiji Islands. The bark contains an 
acrid narcotic petacipie, and is used by the natives for 
narcotizing fish in fresh water, ‘The stems yield a strong, 
flexible bast-fiber, Also spelled akea. 

akiahala (ii-ké’ii-hi’li), ». [Hawaiian.] In 
Hawaii, a small shrub, Hibiscus Youngianus, 
with pink flowers, 

Akinesia Gr. adynpés, painful.) Loss of the 
power of ber} ni —* result of pain. ) 

akinesis (ak-i-né’sis), ». In biol., direct cell- 
division or the amitotic multiplication of cells. 
akinete (ak’i-nét), mn. (Gr, d- priv, + asmyrdc, 
movable: see kinetic.) The resting-spore of 
certain alge formed directly from a vegetative 
cell by the simple thickening of the wall and 
without rejuvenescence, Same as hypnocyst. 
See *aplanospore. 

akinetic (ak-i-net‘ik), a. [Gr. 4- priv. + xivgarc, 
ehange, eat 1. Same as akinesic.— 
2. In cytol., without reeptible internal 
movements: a term applied to that form of 
eell-livision which is not karyokinetic. Same 
as *amitotic, *karyostenctic, or direct (cell- 
division). 
akkum (ak’kum’), ». [Heb. ‘akkum, formed 
of the initials of a Hebrew phrase of three 
words meaning a worshiper of the stars and 
constellations.) A —— originall 
a Chaldean star-worshiper: applied in the Tal- 
mud to heathen idolaters; a pagan. Also 
akum. 

akolea (ii-k6-14’), ». [Native name.] Aname 
ot — of a large fern, Phegopteris Hille- 

udi. 
akoulation, n. See *acoulation. 
akouphone (ak’i-fén), n. [Incorrectly formed 
from Gr. axotew, hear, + gv, sound.) The 
trade-name of an appliance for enabling the 
deaf to hear, constructed on the analogy of 
the telephone. 

akra (iik-ri’), ». (Hind. and Hindi akrd.] In 
India, & common name for the vetch or tare, 
Vicia sativa, Vicia. 

akreophagist, n. Same as *acreophagist. 
Same as * aay. 

a, 
akr n, See *acromegaly. 
akule 883 mn, [Hawaiian. A Hawaiian 
name of the goggle-eyed scad, Trachurops cru- 
menophthalmus, Called atule in Samoa. 
akum, ». See *akkum. 
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akund (4’kand),n. [Hind., ¢ Hindi akund, the 
tree.) The dried root-bark of Calotropis gi- 
gantea, extensively used in Indian medicine, 
especially as a substitute for ipeeacuanha in 
dysentery. 

al), A. ‘The name fs applied in India to several species 
‘of Morinda, expecially to Morinda citrifolia and M. tine- 
toria, trees bel to the madder fanily, which grow 

3 
¢ obtained from the bark of thelr roots and stem, The 

smallest roots yield the most valuable dye, the stem 
the most inferfor, ‘Theal dye is gradually supplanting the 
more expensive red obtained from the Iodinn er, oF 
—— ar (Oldentandia umbeliata), with which the 

lebrated Madras handkerchiefs and turbans were for- 
marty dyed. Merinda folia, the principal al-tree, 
le widely 

citrife 
throughout the East Indies, the w 

const of Africa, and the iskamds of the Pacific Oocan, 
here fis fruit le sometimes exten by Che satires Bee 

ret. 
al-’, A nominal prefix, actually a reduction of 
alcohol in certain arbitrary formations, as al- 
dehyde (and its numerous recent derivatives), 
*althionic, ete, Com -al2, Compare ath- in 
words like *alkamine, ete. (where alk- repro- 
sents G. alkohol), and -ol, representing the 
last syllable of aleohol, 

-al2, In bridal, burial, ete., a nominal suffix, 
associated with -all, but actually of different 
origin, according to the history of each word. 
See the etymologies of the words cited. 

-al3, [al(cohol), al(dehyde), See *al-3.) In 
chem., a termination now recognized as signi- 
fying that the body named is an aldehyde, or 
ferived from aleohol. Thus ordinary aldehyde 
is avo called *ethanal, that is, the aldehyde of 
ethane. 
A.L. A. Anabbreviation of American Library 
Association. 

as, mogne sppenetéet, in tchth,, same as tio; a 
lateral cranial bone just in front of the exoccipital. As 
used by noid of 

aphenotic 
of Parker.— 
Stannins to the alisphenold bone.— 
same me —— ve in 
the hasisphenoid bone.— temporalis, in folth., the 
prootic bone. 

alaalawainui (ii‘li-i*li-wi’é-ni’é), ». [Ha- 
waiian, ¢ alaala, soft, flabby, + wai, water, + 
nui, be great. The name refera to the succu- 
lent nature of the plant,] In Hawaii, a plant 
of the genus Peperomia. 
Alabama (al-a-bii’mii), ». [NL. (Grote, 1895) 
< Alabama, the State.] A genus of noctuic 
moths containing one species, A. argillacea 
Huebner. It is notorions asa er of the cotton. 
lant in the southern United Stat where its larva 

vor chenille. Formerly 
— china, See *china. 

See wahkad!, 

alabandite (al-a-ban‘dit), ». See alabandine, 
alacreatine (al-p-kré‘s-tin) n. (L.ala,wi SD, 
+ creatine.) Acompound,NH: C(N Hy)NH H- 
(CHg)COQH, a combination of cyanamide with 
a-aminopropionie acid; a-guaninopropionic 
ac 

alacreatinine (al-a-kré-at’i-nin), n. —— 
tine + -ine®.] The anhydrid, CyH;Ng0, of ala- 
creatine, formed by heating the latter to 180° C, 
algae (L-18-gii’o), wm. [Tagalog alagao (also 
sahugo, <¢ > satico) = — abgao, also 
adgao. | A Philippine tree, Premna vestita, of 
the Ferbena fray Its bitter leaves and its fowera 

is known a the leaf 
known as Aletic ; 
Alabama 

are ued medicinal) the natives. The tree is gener- 
ally known to Spun! living in the Philippines by the 
name of saveo (elder), owing to the resemblance of ite 
flowers to those of Sarfuene migra. In its medicinal 
—_— it resembles the allied Premna Gaudichaudii of 
the island of Guam and P, integrifelia of the East In- 
dies and Madagascar. See Aeadache-tree, 

alalonga (#-li-long’ga), ». (Appar. ¢ L. ala 
longa, * long wing.’] Same as long-finned alba- 
core. 
alang (ii’lang),». See *alang-alang. 
alang-alang (ii‘lang-ii‘lang), n. Malay dlang- 
dlang.) A , Imperata arundinacea, wide J 

in the tropies, growing on land whic 
has gone out of cultivation. called alang 
pond = the Philippines, cogon. [Malay Ar- 
chipelago. 

alani —X n, CHawaiian.] In Hawaii, a 
timber-tree of the rataceous genus /’telea, 
The wood is used in building canoes. 

alantic — a. [G. alant, elecampane, 
+ se.) Obtained from elecampane.—Alantic 
acid, hydroxyacid OFLC — , correspondt 
——— It crystallizes needles which melt 

alantoic (al-an-to’ik), a. IG. alant, elecam- 
ane, + -o-ic.] Derived from elecampane.— 

ee eee pane. 
alantol (a-lan’tél),». (G. “alantol(?), <alant, 

Albion ware 

elecampane, +-ol.) Same ss alant camphor 
(which see, under camphor). 

alantolactone (a-lan’to-lak’tén),n. (G.alant, 
elecampane, + lactone.] Same as helenin, 

ales membrane, the clongate triangular membrane 
ing on the antertor edge of a bird's wing and ranning 

from wrist to shoulder-foint; the prepa — 
Alar Tetraceraila, the two 

pinnately: con’ 
a. 

,% 2, A genus of platypodous gas- 
tropod mollusks of the family Aporrhaida. 
‘They have a turreted spire, expanded and spinous outer 
lip, and long a ural canal. Shells of this genus are 
very abandant in the Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks. 

alarm, ”.—8till alarm. See still, . 
alarm- (a-liirm'boi), 1. A buoy provided 
with a bell or a whistle to make its presence 
known at night or in « fog. 

, dab. See *cedar, *dab?. 
alaskite (a-las’kit), ». 1. See alaskaite—2, 
In petrog., a name proposed by Spurr (1900) 
for igneous rocks composed almost wholly of 
alkalic feldspar and quartz without other 
essential minerals, It is a group-term embracing 
many granular and porphyritic rocks which have been 

Grunts che. "The ditinet laws formas Sorreepording to J ⸗ LJ 

cin called tordvillite by Spurr, 
. fe A genus of bata from 

the Upper Eocene phosphorites of France. 
Aja (a-lé’ni-an), a. and mn. III. dlawni, 
Gr, ‘AZavver, a people of Noricum.] I, a, In 
geol., in the Triassie formation of the Medi- 
terranean province, noting a substage corre- 
sponding to the middle division of the Juvavie 
8 , Which lies just below the Rhetic and 
above the Carinthian stage. The Juvavic 
to correspond to the lower Rhetic of Germany, — 
Alaantan, therefore, is correlated with the lower part of 
that formation 

TZ. ». The Alaunian substage. 
fehth, albacore, ™.—Great albacore, the tunny or tuna, 

Thunnus nea, 
albahaca (iil-bi-hii’kit), n. [Sp. albahaca, basil, 
<« Ar, al, the, habag, — A name 
applied in Guam, the Philippines, Peru, and 
Porto Rico to several aromatic plants of the 
mint family, especially to Ocimum Basilicwm 
and O, sanctum, which are cultivated for euli- 
poe B and medicinal purposes. See Ocimum, 
t , 5 basil, — 

, Zone. slip, *sone, 
rene (i bir-den’), n. (Sp., of Ar. origin,] 
A shoreweed, Lygewm Spartum, of southwest- 
ern Europe and northern Africa: similar in ita 
use to esparto and sometimes included under 
that name. 
Albata metal. See *metal, 
Albatrossia (al-ba-tros‘i-i), », [NL., named 
for the explorin steamer Albatross, U.8.N.J A 
genus of grenadiers of the family Macruride, 
eod-like fishes of the deep seas. A. pectoralis 
an found in ego —_ 

becore, ». «© albacore, 
Albedo unguiam, the lunula of the nails. 
albene (alban), ». IIL albus, white, + -ene.] 
The substance formed by boiling melam with 
water. It is white and insoluble, 

alberello, ». Same as albarello. 
berini's B8, See *process. 

albert (al’beért), x». (Named, about 1860, from 
Prince Albert, consort of Queen Victoria.) A 
short wateh-chain made with a cross-bar de- 
signed to be passed through a buttonhole, 
Albert and Albertine ware. See *ware?, 
Albian (al’bi-an), a.andn. [So named from 
the department of Aube (L. Albia, ¢ albus, 
white), Franee.] I, a. In Fars noting the 
lower division of the Upper Cretaceous forma- 
tion in Belgium and France, —— to the 

pper Greensand of England, The 
deposita consist of tlaceous marls, greensand, and 
limestone and are high y tossiliferous, 
I, «. The Albian division, 

albinescent (al-bi-nes‘ent), a. [albino + 
escent.) Showing a tendency to albinism. Na- 
ture, March 16, 1809, 

albinic (al-bin’ik), a. [albin(o) + -ic.] Marked 
by albinism or absence of pigment. 

Two of the sons, apparently, married wives who were 
‘pure dominants,'?. ¢,, who were entirely free from the 
recessive (al/idnie) character. Science, Jan, 0, 1908, p. 75, 

albino, ». 4. In Mexico, a person who has 
one eighth n and seven eighths Spanish 
blood; the child of a Moriseo woman (who is 
the daughter of a mulatto mother and a Span- 
ish father) and of a Spaniard. 
Albion ware. See *ware®. 



albirupean 

albirupean (al-bi-ri’pé-an), a. IL. albus 
white, + rupes, rock.) ntaining white rocks. 

rien cans Cec sls Sad sagen by tas 
Maryland geologists as of Lower Tretaccons age. 

Albite law, the law of twinning of albite, See albite 
teeta, under tarin, 

albitite (al'bi-tit), mn. [albite + -ite?.] In pe- 
trog., & name pro by Turner (1896) for 
granular igneous rocks consisting essentially 
of albite. Such rocks occur in dikes in the 
Sierra Nevada mountains of California. 

albitization (al’bi-ti-zé’shon), ». [albite + 
~ize + -ation.) The proceas of transforming 
into albite; the alteration of some [rep era 
mineral, suchas lime-soda-feldspar, into albite. 
Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p, 790, 

albiventral (al-bi-ven’tral), a. (L. albus, 
white, + venter, belly.) Having a white belly 
or under parts, as is the ease with many birds, 

albot (al’bd), ». [NL., orig. abl., in the phrase 
in albo, of L, album: see album.) Same as 
album, 

Albo-carbon burner, « barner provided with a chamber 
—— * naphthalene, which, being volatilized 

flame, enriches flowing 

and thus increases its luminosity. = 
(al-bok’ra-si), ».; pl. aldoeracies 

(-siz). IL. albus, white, + Gr, -spareia, ¢ 
xpareiv, rule.] Government by white mon, that 
is, by men of European origin. E. X. Cust, 
Linguistic Essays, p. 303. are.) X. E. D, 

al lous (al-bé-dak’ti-lus), a. (LL. albus, 
— * — finger.] Having white 
wings, [Rare, 

albo e, alboline (al’j-1én -lin),n. (I. albus, 
white, ~ole + -ene or -ine?,] An unctuous 
substance derived from petroleum: used for 
tho same purposes as vaseline. 
albo-pruinose (al-bé-prii’i-nés), a, [L. albus, 
white, + ina, frost, + -ose.] Covered with 
a thin white powdery bloom: said of the sur- 
face of certain planta, especially the stipes and 
caps of cg p leate fungi. 
atborant mite (a hs Speen n. —— 

ef.) ~ite?, n petrog., & Dame pro 
by Becke (1890) for ———— rich 
in lime, the type occurring in the island of 
Alboran. Loewinson-Lessing considers albo- 
ranite as essentially a hype e-basalt with- 
out olivin. 

t ——— n. One of the ‘Albright 
People,’ name given to the Evangelical 
Association founded by Jacob Albright. See 
Evangelical Association. 

{al’bronz), ». [al(uminium) + bronze.) 
An alloy of aluminium with copper and tin or 
of aluminium with bronze, used for bearings 
where lightness of weight and durability are 

uired; aluminium bronze. required; aluminium bro: 
Alb (al-bi-ji-na'sé4), n. pl. [NL. 
< Albugo (Albugin-) + -acew.] A family ot 
phycomycetous fungi typified by the genus 
Albugo. 

alouge a, 2. [cap.] (NL. (S. F. Gray, 1821). 
In mycol., a genus of fungi erroneously call 
C stopus (which see). 

alteliznaine (al’ba-lig’nd-sin), n. [albu(men) 
+ lignose + -ine®.]) A material obtained by 
the action on wood of a solution of sodium 
sulphite boiling under pressure, making the 
liquid acid, and adding albumen: proposed for 
use as a sizing and mordanting agent. 
albumeant Broads 4 a. [Irreg. ¢ album 
+ -¢-an.) or pertaining to albums, or the 
pressing invitations of friends or acquain- 
tances to contribute to their albums, anid, 
Letters, xvii. 143, [Rare.} 

. See *eolor.— Albumen fame Alban coler. dyestuff. 
As . 

albumen-gland (al-bi’men-gland’), n. In cer- 
tain mollusks, as /feliz, a glandular organ of 
whieh the thick viseid secretion probably serves 
to envelop the eggs. 

albumen-gland appeari 

albumin, *. The alvomins are highly complex o ec 
bodies which enter prominently inte the composition of 
all animal and vegetable tasues and form the ground- 
work, ao to speak, of every Uving cell. They are the 
most fra t food-stuffs of all classes of animal life, 
and can be elatorated by the chlorophyl-bearing plants 
from such simple substances as water, carbon di and 
certain nitrates or ammonium salts All albumins con- 
taln carbon, by: oxygen, nitrogen, and sulphur in 
definite srtions which vary but little in the different 
members of the group: one albumin, which ts found ip 
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the also contains todinc. Other elements arc 
hot met with inalbamins proper, but are encoantered in 
certain albamina, in which an albuminous radi- 
cal is united withother more or lees complex groups. Thus 
hemoglobin contains Iron, hemocyanin copper, and the 
nucloo-albumins and buclewprotelds 
albumins nlso contain variab| 

For eryatallized -albamin Hofmeister establ 
form ala Hi rt tie which corresponds to a 
molecular we at of 418. Th jus and histons 
apparently have the smallest m lea, while the com. 
pound albamwins are proportionately heavier: the weight 
of oxyhemoglobin has thus been determined as 14,800. 
The ter number of the albumins are amorphous, A 
few, ver, can be obtained in crystalline form, such 
as egg-albumin, serum-alburmin, oghobin, and cer- 
tain je aibumins, as etc, The so-cal) 

ical conditions (multiple mye- 
loma), also Lege = to thisorder. All true albamins are 
levorotal » While certain compound 
pnucleoprotelds: 
right. Osborne 

ia org ———— referable 
to the nttcleinic acid complex which 
albumins — owing to the } size of the molecule, no 

‘teeing through animal mem- 
parchment. Some members of the 

group are soluble in water, others only in dilute saline 
rutin, and still others in dilute acids and alkalis, 
From their solutions they can be preci, by min- 
eral ncids, the salts of the heavy mi the so-called 
alkaloiial congas {as tannic ache, phos ungatic acid, 
iodomercuriu je, etc.) atrong alcohol, and certain 
neutral salts (sodium chlorid, magnesiam aul a 
diam sulphate, and notably anumoniam « te). 
albumiue further give certain color-reactions, of which 
the biuret reaction (prodaction of a bluish of reddish 
violet-color om the addition of very dilute rul· 

presence 

albuimins Mt coagrulay h As a result th nines are eat, Asa ie 
lose their iudividual awd OL and are then said 4 

ora of 
5** which have the 

—— the formula NAy.(CHy,CO.NH)nCHy- 
i. These in turn are combined with other grou 

such as the sulphur-containing cystin complex, the 
glucosamin ete., to form still more 
radicals, ich are further combined with similar 
groups to even 
are again united with 
form the complete molecu! correct. 
nae ae See cores Semaine’ bys aes o Se 
wn of — — tion, — we A —ae 

J mary mute a wage Cree cumpiex en 

whieh indi y differ from one another and which in 
the nike aan were —— in —— 
Theee are three primary albamoses, term 

het. Hucoaliumease, alburnone, and gi 
mentioned on further decomposition Finite diamido 
acids in amall amount, much tyrosin, ho 
lycoeol, ete. ; while the second contains dlamido ackla in 

amount, mach leucin, no tyrosin, and the total 
amount of of the original substance, Glucoal- 
bamose in turn contains the entire carboh te gro 
and a larger percentage of oxygen, while the amount of 
nitrogen and carbon is less than in the two othergrou 

are characterized 
bohydrate-group, 
mucoids are common representatives ; further, the mark- 
ony 7 urous cerating of the skin avd related sub- 
atances 

phates. are more 
the first group in having a 

special phosphortzed radical in combination with an alba- 
minous complex, They com tiany important food- 
stuffs, such as the casein of milk, the vitellins of the yolks 
of birds “ems, the ichithulin of fishes’ besides the phy- 
teglobalins or phytovitellina of the leguininons planta. 
The third clase is represented by the proteida, which are 
complex albumins, Containing an allbuminous group 
united with other complex radicale, In the nucleopro- 
teids, which are important constituents of cell-nuelel, we 
find nucieinic acid, from which the so-called porin or 
xauthin bases and uric uckl are derived. In the hemo- 
globins we meet with ent radicals: so in the common 
oo tmatterof the Mood, the hemoglobin, with hena- 
tin. ¢ Albuiminoida, which form the fourth growp, in 
contradistinction to those already mentioned, are notably 
conatitaents of intercellular structares and thas eape- 
** abundant in the skeletal parts of the animal bedy, 
To this group belong the collagens or glutins of fibrous 
tlasue and cartilage, the elastin of elastic tissue, the vari- 
oas skeletons found in the ng structures of the 
invertebrates, ete, The last class comprises substances 
which are albuminous derivatives, bat still possess alba- 
mines character, such as the congulated 

All al 

buming and all 

albumosuria 

the various intermediary *5 2*8* including 
thealbuminates, al . ~ Bence Jones 
albumin, formerly known as Bence Jor « altumose, 
Shown by Magnus Levy and Simon to be a true albamin. 
Ita presence the urine seems to be invariably asso- 
—— with a fatal — —— —5 pre 
vena. — J iti) en m+ 

jats in the Suits of he body Po = in the — 
— Perrier’s albumin process. ee cent, —lodized 
albumin, in photey., alvamin —— an todide.— 
Martin's albumin Ve process. See *precess. 
= albumin negative process. See *pro- 
cet, — ic albumin, & poisonous substance supposedly 
of albun 8 cl ter ; for example, the specie poison 
— by the diphtheriacrganiam, Also called fexal- 

al — —— pom — gre 
on prolonged to water. 

albuminic (a) bũ min’ ik), a. Pertaining to or 
derived from albumin. as, a/buminic acid, Ac- 
— to Schmiedeberg, ferratin is a ferri- 
albuminie acid, 

al » "-—Esbach's albumi- 

to the mark u, and with the reagent (which 
of an aqueous solation of citric acid 2 

id, a. The albuminoids represent 
a class of albumine which, in contrad ection 
to the albumins proper, are essential compo- 
nents of the in lular structures and result 

reason, nodoubt, theirnutritive value is dis- 
tinetly less than that of the albumins * 
They are largely found in the supporting ie 

Eabach's 
Abburnl- 
nimmeter, 

fibroin, albamoid, ete, le 
albuminometer (al-ba-mi-nom’e-tér), 

Same as albuminimeter. * 
albuminometry (al-bii-mi-nom‘e-tri), Gree, 
n, The measurement of the amount ges a 
of albumia in any fluid, such as the ihowmss. 
urine, 

*, mark 
foe = tta- 
gent; my 

atk for 

albuminose, «. II, », Same as *albumose. 
albumin’ ”.— Cyclic albuminuria, a condition 
in which allbtumin appears in the arine for a short time 
at about the same period each day. 

albuminuric, a. II, ». One who suffers from 
albuminuria, 

Tt was found that, claasing all alMontaurics in one group 
the percentage of mortality was decidedly in 5 

Med. Record, Feb, 14, 1908, 

albumoid (al’bi-moid), a. [album(en) + -oid.] 
An albuminoid found in the cartilage of full- 
grown animals. Itistusoludle in all neutral solvents 
and dissolves tn acids and alkalis only with great dim- 
culty. 

albumoscope (al-bii’m6-sk6p), m. 
album(ine) + Gr. oxorriv, view.) 

lass instrument for detecting 
and estimating the quantity of al- 
bumin in urine. The arine is made 
to foat on the surface of strong nitric 
achi poured gently into a funnel-tube. 
The albumin ay at the zone of cun- 
tact of the two liquids. — 
albumoge (al/bi-mds), #. [albw- 
m(en) + -ove. In effect short for 
*albuminose,) A name of derived 
albumins (see *albumin) which 
result from the albumins proper, 
as also from the albuminoids and 
the albuminous radicals of the nucleo-albu- 
mins and -proteids, through the action of pro- 
teolytie ferments, or on decomposition by 
means of acids or alkalis. Their formation ts pre 
ceded by the denaturization of the albaminous molecule 
and, in case of the use of acids or alkalis, by the forma 
tion of acid albumins and alkaline albuminates 
tively. During the process of digestion primary alla. 
moses first result, which are sateequently transformed 
intosecondary or deateroalbumoses, and these in turn into 
peptones and simpler bodses. In their quantitative com- 
position the albamoses do not differ materially from the 
original alvamins, but thelr moleenlar weight is lower, 
As a reanit, no doult they are more readily soluble, and 
as a class not altogether Indiffusible through animal 
membrane or vegetable parchmeut. They can be sepa- 
rated from one caother by fractional precipitation 
means of certain neutral salts, notably ammonium 
phate. The albamoses which are derived from the albu- 
ming proper. in contradistinction to Chose reaulting from 
the alhuminolda, are also called protecees, The majority 
of the commercial peptone preparations are cesentially 
mixtures of alimoses,— al an allanmose 
with toxic properties. 

bumosuria (al bg-m9-s0'ri-G), n. 

Albsanoscope, 

{albumose 
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+ Gr. oipov, urine.) In pathol., the presence aldane (al‘dan), n. fatdtehyde) + -ane.] A 
of albumose in the excreted urine, name proposed ‘by Ri to designate a com-~- 

Alburnus (al-bér’nus), ». [NL.: see alburn.] pound formed by the condensation of two mole- 
A genus o} small minnows, known as bleaks, cules of an aldehyde with the loss of water. 
found in the waters of Europe. A, alburausis aldea (iil-da‘i),n. (Pg., < Ar. al-dai‘a, a farm 
the common bleak. or village.) “A Ville of country-seat. Yule and 

albus (4l’bis), ». [G., < L. albus, white.] A Burnell ies. 
German —— coin equivalent to 12 hellers at aldeament (al-dé‘s-ment), ». (Brazilian Pg. 
Cassel and Cologne. aldeamento, « Pg. aldear, | in vil * 

alealdia (Hl‘kil-dé’#), u. ISp.!, 1. The of- 
fice or jurisdiction of an alealde.—2, The 
— — an alealde transacts the busi- mitted to the government, or to miasionar 
ness of his office. influences, are gathered, See reduction (e). 

alcapton, aleaptonuria, See *alkapton, al. ¥, Boas. —— 
kaptonuria, ré 

{Pe., | While the Government and the missions have suc- alcassuz (iil-kiis-sis’), ». alcaguz.]_ In 
Brazil, the name of the native licorice, Peri- fortea we Geet ante adinecitien te oo for the 
andra Mediterranea, the root of which is used  tutereata with of the colonists and to settle in per 
in medicine, like that of the common licorice, manent aldeamenta, the plan to interest them in the 

alcela (al-sel’g-fin), a. [NL. alcela- 
hinws, ¢ Alcelaphus, » genus of antelopes.] 
lating to the antilopine genus Alcelaphus, 

or to this with related genera considered as 
forming # division of the family Bovide, 
Flower and Lydekker, Mammals, P: 334. 

Alchemilla («l-k —88 NL.) A genus 
of anne rennial herbs of the tamily i 
ce#, allied to Sanguisorha. The flowers are corym- 
bose and Lnconspicaous, are suitable for rockeries 
and front rows of borders, altiough little nm. There 
are about 35 species, natives of the Old New Wor! 
most esas eta Mexico and Chile, * 

aldéa, aldeia, « village: see *aldea.) In 1, 
a settlement in which natives who have sub- 

cultivation of the soil did not succeed, 
Smithsonian Repert, 1406, pp. 574, 575. 

Aldebaran (l’de-ba-riin’ or alaleb’a-ran), n. 
{Ar., the follower (i. e. of the Pleiades).) A 
chrome star of magnitude 1.0; a Tauri. 
Aldebaranian (ii)-le-bii-rii’ni-an), a. and n. 
I, a. Noting stars which bave a spectrum 

- similar to that of Aldebaran. They have fluted 
spectra in which a series of calcium lines, sometimes 
called protocalctum, together with arc lines of iron cal- 
clum manganese ( profestrontium) and hyd n, are pre- 
dominant. The flutings are — The blac line of 
calcium, A 1 4227, is strongly ed. 

Alchornea (al-kér’né-d), mn. (NL. (Swartz, IL». An Aldebaranian star. 
1788), named in memory of Stanesby Alehorne, (al‘dé-hi-dis’), ». [aldehyde + 
an English botanist and chemist who died -ase.] A ferment which oxidizes an al ehyde 
— 1799.) —— —— plants to its corresponding acid, 

longing to t ily & i 3 .—Crotonic aldehyde, 
— deraie with altecnate vem pee peal 5 nba a —— penetrating oder, ge pote 
clustered on simple or panicled terminal spikes or CHgCH-CHCHO, and prepared by the distillation of aldol. 
racemes. About { specics are known, widely distributed It boils at 104" C.— Pormic —E See *formic. 
in —*25 — For A. iliei · al ene (al‘dé-hi-dén), n. aldehyde + 

(al-sid —8 n, [NL., (Gr. day, elk, + eM 1, Aname formerly applied to the base 
eidoc, resemblance.] A genus of deep-sea formed by heating aldehyde ammonja, now 

seulpins of the family Cottidw. A. thoburn’ Known to be trimethylpyridine—2, A ‘name 
is found off the coast of California. —X —B to the bases formed from 

alcogel (al’kd-jel), ». [alco(hol) + gel(atin).) aldeh 8 and hy hlorids of aromatic or- 

Silicie acid separated in gelatinous condition thodiamines. 
by means of aleohol. n. — Alder 

alcohol n.—Acetonealcohol Same as *acetol.— Al- 
. See *#lamp,— 

Same as wacetol,— the name given toa 
ition, said to be substance of somewhat uncertain 

formed by the action of ethyl aleohol on benzoin.— Whey 
nor prepared from milk, after 
and casein, by fermentation of 

alcoholic ———— 
—X ), ». A ferment of 

the lactose or milk. 
alcoholase (al’ 
vegetable origin which supposedly causes aleo- 
holic fermentation during anaérobie respira- 
tion. 

alcoholic, a. IL. ». 1. One who indulges to 
excess in alcoholic beverages, or who is suffer- 
ing from the systemic effects of aleohol.—2, 
A remedy the chief therapeutic value of which 
depends upon the presence of alcohol. 
The unadministered aleohotics are catalogued by genera 

on cards and located so that any jar can be found at once. 
Sraithronian Report, 1900, p, 38. 

alcoholize, v. ¢ in photog. 
La ro prepared 
tollk-sugar, 
afterws: 

b. See be 

, Alnus Alnobetula, a shrub of the northern 
emlapheres and of the Alleghanies farther 

alder, the speckled 
alder. (a) The 

b) Alnus r. J 

alder-blight (Al’dér-blit’), », A plant-louse, 
Schizoneura tessellata. It oocura In 
on the under side of the branches of 

antities 

-— Alooholized paper, | 
with an alcoholic solution containing 

zinc jodide, and zinc bromide, The is 
rd sensitized with asolution of silveracetonitrate 
with acetle acid. Pe 

n in- 
achiified 
alcohol-motor (al’ké-hol-m6‘tor), ». 
ternal-combustion motor in which aleohol va- 
por is burned explosively; an alcohol-engine; 
an engine which uses aleohol as fuel for its 

“source of heat. 

alder-fly (il’dér-fli*) 
fishermen to certain neuropterous insect of 

proper or becoming to an alderman ; alder- 
alcornoco (iil-kér-né’k6), mn. Same as alcor- manly. 
noque, (Al’dér-ni), n. [The name of one of 

alcove, ®. (d) A recess In an nt formed by the Channel Islands. | A breed of small-sized 
the more retrogressive erosion of one part than of 

Ty pied el — a , or specimens in a museum, in 
are of botld, with small horns, and are generally of which eac outlet and ¢ach class has an alcove or series . a of taht 8 ae oe a, generally 

Alcyonacea (al’si-G-ni‘sé-4), nm. pl. (NL., ¢ aldime (al’dim), ». [ald(ehyde) + -ime.) A 
Aleyon({inm) + —5 — 2*3* suborder of compound, having the general formula RCH:- 
Aleyonaria in which the skeleton consists of NH, which may be considered as derived from 
loose spicules embedded in a well-<developed ammonia and an aldehyde by the loss of water. 
eanaliferous cenenchyma withoutaxialskeletal The aldimes are stable only in the form of 
rod, The group contains the families Neniidw, salts. 
Aleyonide, and Nephthyide. Nearly equivalent aldine? (al’din), n.  [ald(ehyde) + -ine2.) A 
to Aleyoniacex. name given to those pyrazines (CyHon—gNo) 

acean (al’si-G-na’sé-an), a. and». JI, which may be formed by the condensation of 
a. Of, pertaining to, or resembling the Alcyo- two molecules of an a-aminoaldebyde. 
nacea, aldo-alcohol (ul’dé-al’kd-hol), n. [ald(ehyde) 

Il. ». One of the Aleyonacea. + -o- + alcohol.) An 
npl. 2. Asubclass of Anthozoa, 

ic compound con- 
* taining both an aldehyde (CHO) and a hy- 

containing the orders Stolonifera, Aleyonacea, 
onia, Axifera, Stelechotokea, and Cano- 

eattle originating in Alderney, noted for the 
abundance and richness of their milk. They 

d OH . 
alacieanens  (picdt-bek‘ots), n. [ald(ehyde) 

A general name + -o- + Gr. Ef, six, + -ose.) 

alethorama 

given to those s which have the composi- 
tion Cg, og ani ocatela an aldehyde group. 

aldol (al’dol), ». [ald(ehyde) + -ol.] A com- 
pound, CHyCHOHCH.CHO, formed by the 
condensation of acetaldehyde by means of zine 
chlorid. The official name is butanalol-3.— 
Aldol a nsation of two ar more 
— moleculea which an altehyde alcohol is 

aldose (al‘dds), n. (aldehyde) + -08e.) A 
name given to any monosaccharide which is an 
aldehyde to distinguish it froma ketose, which 
contains a —— — 

aldoxime (al-dok’sim),». [ald(ehyde)+ oxime.) 
A compound, having the general formula R— 
CH:NOH, whieh is formed by the aetion of 
hydroxylamine on an aldehyde, Also aldoxim, 

Aldrich See *deep, —— 
Aldrovandi (1522-1605), an Italian naturalist. ] 
A genus of deep-sea fishes of the family Halo- 
savride#, Also called Halosauropsis, 
alecithal (a-les’i-thal), a. for a- priv, + 
Aénboc, the yolk of an ay embryol,, pro- 
vided with very little and uniformly distributed 
food-yolk: a term applied to certain 
such as those of the sponges, sea-urchins, ete, 

Alectis (a-lek’tis), n. [NL., said to be ¢ Gr, 
a@déxtap, a cock.) A genus of ag ge re- 
markable for its long threadlike fin-rays: 
hence known as the cobbler-fish. 

(a-lek-t6‘ ri-oid), a. 
-cid.] Resembling the thallus of the lichen 
Alectoria, * * 

Alectryonia (a· lok·tri⸗·õ ni⸗· ¶ n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
aextpvda, a cock.) A genus of oysters in which 
the left valve is attached by clasping shelly 
— and has strong divaricate olds on 

€ uppersurface, The genus bs ti in existing 
seas, but was moet abundant during J and Creta- 
ceous times. 
ale-haunter (iil’hiin-tér),, [ale,2, + hawnter.] 
A frequenter of ale-houses or alo-drinkings. 

pe see + 

Heylin, [Rare] 
alem Karlene Were a, [alembic + -al.) Of 
or pertains to, or of the nature of, an alembic. 
— , & lamp having a tal or head 
like an alembic, to arrest the smoke and anconsumed 
vapors and return them to the ofll-reservoir. It waa in- 
vented by Besnard, 

Aleochara (al-6-ok’s-rit), n. (NL. (Graven- 
horst, 1802), ¢ Gir. diedc, equiv, to ahecemic, open 
to the sun, warm, + yalperv, rejoice.) A ay 
of rove-beetles, of the family Staphylinide, 
typical of the tribe Aleocharini, It has the an- 

see a ae eet ina Darrow ie a 

It isa — of general distribution, comprising nearly 

< Aleochara + -ini. 
Seanide Aleocharini (al’é- “kasi” ai), n. pl. (NL., 

tribe of small 
rove-beetles of the family Staphylinida. They 
have the antennm inserted upon the front, the oracks 
— visible, the front coxm large, and the joint 

of the d more 
ban 30 North American 

Aleposomus (a-lep-d-s6’mus), n. L., ¢ Gr. 
a- priv. + Aerig, seale, + adwa, y.) A ge- 

Aleppo boll, button, See ulcer. Aleppo gall. 

alerta (ii-lar’tii), ». (Sp. Seealert.) 1, Acall 
repeated by sentinels at regular intervals to 
indicate their watchfulness.—2, An alarm by 
a sentinel, causing the guard toassemble under 
arms, 

dpletepterio (al + thea’ty via). (NL. (Stern- 
berg, ), < Gr. aAntic, true, + rrepic, fern} 
A genus of fossil — usually classed with 
the ferns and made the type of a suborder 
Alethopterides, It is characterized by large bipinnate 

pinnate rted on to ut fronds, the thick pinnules being inse: 
a broad, decarrent base, sometimes con- 

fronds renders ft 

i mavstearstoremerell irom tke Patadagions 
Boxtt “Ghee APiorttcneme) Tie, * rmae of om and 

. J 

in the productive conl-measares of bath | otha os hen 

aleth (al-6-thop‘te-roid), a. (Ale 
thopteris + -oid.) Resembling or pertaining . 
to the fossil plant — Alethopterix, 

a (al-e-thé-rii’ma), mn. (Gr. ddxthfe, 
true, + dpaua, what is seen,a sight.) A form of 
cinematograph devised by Mortier and Chéri- 
Rousseau in which the film, instead of hay- 
ing the usual interrupted motion, moves con- 
tinuously, and the screen, instead of being 
alternately light and dark, is illuminated in a 

rmanent manner by the images. The a) 
Tus consists of & wheel of whieh the peripheral teeth em 



alethorama 
gage the perforations of the lm and carry It In front of 
a brilliant beam of tight from an slectricare. The trans- 
parent film its the light to pasa through, and the 
Picture is from a mirror behind to another at 

objective to another mirror or to a re 
finally out of the second lens to the screen. ineteu- 
ment cine be aacd apperaten E & 
a@pecial shutter is provided. la done by: ny 
within the principal drum a smallerone which It have 
elite one third a4 Bumerous as the compartments of the 
outer drum and ahall revolve three times as fast, 

ale (a-lé’té-fit), a. [Gr. adjrne, vaga- 
bond + ovrév, plant.) A ruderal plant, or one 
sporadically introduced, Aletophytes are re- 
garded by Pound and Clements, the authors of 
the term, as a subclass of mesophytes. 

a ‘orm (al-i-ré‘di-form), a. In entom., 
resembling one of the insects of the genus 
Aleurodes or family Aleuwrodide. Jour. Roy. 
Micros. Soe., April, 1904, 

aleuronate (a-li‘ro-nat), ». [Irreg. ¢ Gr. die. 
pow, flour, + -atel.) Albuminous material of 
vegetable origin. Theso-called aleuronate flour has 
been used as a substitute for ordinary flour in making di- 
abetic bread. It contains a low percentage of starch. 

(Our bread was partly carefully dried wheaten biscuits, 
and partly alewronate bread, which I had caused to be 
made of wheat flour mixed with about 90 per cent. of 
aleuronate flour (vegetable albamen) 

Nansen, Farthest North, IL. 194. 

aleuroscope (a-li'ré-skdp), a. (Gr. denpov, 
flour, + cxoreiv, view.) An instrument, in- 
vented by Sellnick, designed, like the aleurom- 
eter of Boland, to indicate the fitness of flour 
for making bread, 

aleutite (a-li‘tit), ». [Alewt(ian) (islands) + 
-ite*,] In petrog., aname used by Spurr (1900 
for andesites characterized by andesin an 
labradorite feldspars. The ——— gran- 
ular rocks are called belugite by Spurr. 

A-level (a‘lev-el), ». A leveling instrument 
used for grading earth-work, leveling ditches, 

ie two 

alexander? (al-eg-zan’dé1), v. tf. [Alerander: 
see def. and cf. lyach, v.) To treat with harsh- 
ness and severity, in the manner of Sir Jerome 
Alexander, an Irish judge in the seventeenth 
century who was noted for his harsh and mer- 
ciless decisions, especially in regard to Pres- 
byterians and other nonconformists; by im- 
plication, to hang. [Rare.] 

Tthank God the robbers in this province are sw 
1 * ur wot af ons these * weeks, * **8* * 

————— — vied 
Earl of Orrery, Letter to Ormonde, April 18, 1666 (Trans. 

(Ray. Hist. Soc,, LL 124). 

alexanders, ".—Golden alexanders, « yellow-tlow- 
ered umbelliferous herbof the northeastern United States, 
Thaspium frifoliatum avreum, The name is leas gree 
erly applied to Zizia aurea,— tate 
pie trifelietum, a plant similar to the golden alexan- 
ders, bat with parple flowers, 

alexandra (al-eg-zan‘dri), ». In angling, an 
artificial fly with silver body and peacock harl. 
Alexandra car. See *car!. 
Alexandrian clover. See Trifolium and 
*herseem, 

”.— Motor alexia, « form of aphasia in which 
the patient cannot read alonwd, though ——— gn 

tinted sensory, or alexta, loss 
' ability to compretiend the written or printed page. 

an (u-lek’si-un), a. and », I, a. Of or 
pertaining to St. Alexius or Alexis, or to the 
Alexians. 
I, «. A member of the religious congrega- 

tion of Alexian brothers, or Cellites, They are 
an association of laymen formed about thy beginning of 
the fourteenth century to take charge of the sick and 
infirm: called Alewians from St. Alexius, thelr patron 
saint. 

alexin (a-lek’sin), ». [lrreg. < Gr. a?/ferv. ward 
off, protect, + -i#%.] A term originally intro- 
dueed by Buchner to designate certain sub- 
stances present in normal blood-serum which 
are capable of destroying various foreign cel- 
lular elements, such as bacteria, red blood- 
corpuscles, ete, In the literature of immunity, this 
term has been retained to a certain extent, by French 
writers especially, to designate that component of the 
serum which renders possible the uction of the various 
specific immune bodies (ambeceptors) and which ie de. 
stroyed by heating to a temperature of about 55°C. or on 
proton standing. In Chis sense ite meaning be the 
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same as that of *complement, 8, a term introduced 
Ebrlich and now the ove most commonly used. Sac 
complemental action ia voted in the case of the hemo- 
lyasins, the bactertolysins, and the variona cytotoxins, 
Same as #addiment and ®eytaae, . 

alexocyte (a-lek’s6-sit), mn. (Gr. G2éfev, ward 
off, protect, + xitoc, a hollow (a cell).) A 
term introduced by Hankin to designate those 
leucocytes which supposedly furnish alexins. 
Alexurus ——— m (NL. ¢ (1) Gr, 
aAiEav, defend, + otpa, tail.) A genus of 
_ foundin Mexico. A. armiger is found at 

az. 
alezan (al-e-zan’), ». [F. and OF, alezan, ¢ 
Sp. alazan, of undetermined (Ar, ?) origin.) 
Asorrel horse. [Rare.]} 
The snow-white steed of Odo; the alezen of Fits 
borne, Bulwer, Harold. X. B.D. on 

alfa, n. A simplified spelling of alpha. 
alfabet, mn. Asimplified — of alphabet. 
alfalfa, n= alfalfa, a variety of alfalfa of 

value in the arid region of central Asia. This and 
he oasis alfalfa are likely to be valuable in the dry parte 

of the western United where Irrigathon is im- 
practicable.—Oasis al: a drought-resisting Late 
of the common alfalfa, introduced into Ue western Uni 
States trom Tunta, 

Alfenid metal. See *metal. 
alferfemp (al’ fér-fem-fir’ik), a. [alfer(riec) 
+ fem(ic) + (por) phyr(itjic.) In petrog., not 
ing a porphyry containing phenocrysts of both 
alferric silicates (hornblende, augite, biotite) 
and the simpler ferric or ferromagnesian 
minerals (hypersthene, diopside, olivin) : 
roposed by Cross, Iddings, Pirsson, and 
Vashington (1902) in their quantitative classi- 

fication of igneous rocks (which see, under 
*rock). 

alf ¢ (al-fér-fir’ik),a. [alfer(rie) + { por)- 
phyr(itjic.] In petrog., noting a porphyry con- 
taining phenocrysts of an aluminous ferro- 
magnesian (alferric) mineral. See quantita- 
tive classification of igneous rocks, under *rock. 

alferrie (al-fer’ik), a. [al(nminous) + ferr(o- 
maguesian) + -ic.] Pertaining to, belonging 
to or having the characteristics of the group 
of aluminous, ferromagnesian, and calcie 
silicates, rock-making minerals, such asangite, 
hornblende, and biotite. See quantitative 
classification of igneous recks, under *reck. 

W.—Musky alfilerilla, a weed, Brodium 
moachaturm, which invades a ds from Cali- 
fornia to Arizona. It has a fimited (ornge value, Alao 
called ground-eedle and musky heron’ 

alfonsin (al-fon‘sin), n. (Pe. alfousim, a fish 
#0 Ta also a silver coin, < Alfonso, a royal 
name. y species of tish of the genus Beryzx. 

alforjat (il-fér’hii), vn. [Sp., perhaps ¢ te 
al-thorj ; al, the, + khorj, store, rey.) 
saddle-bag; knapsack; wallet. [Spanish- 
American. } 

alfri NL. alfridaria, (al‘ fri-da-ri), n. 
prob, of Ar. origin: rhaps Ar. al, the, + 
Jariydah (farida), a fixed and defined part, ¢ 
Jarada, he defined, decreed, ete.) In astrol., 
the planet * to rule any given septen- 
nial period of human life. 

alg (alg), ». [= G. alge, ¢ L, alga: seo alga.) 
A seaweed; an alga. 

» V.— Bo alga, one of several of the algw which 
——— power of penetrating bivalvedhells, corals, ete. 

. sel fungus, any fan w shows ¢ 
relathons to the algw and ta suppenea ¢ to anne on 
th 28 the Phycnnycetes, 

a a (fl-gii'lé-a), nm. [Colonial Sp.¢ Sp. al- 
a civet, alluding to the odor of the seeds.) 
he abelmosk, Abelmoschus Abelmoschus, a 

shrub cultivated for its flowers and seeds, 
which have a strong odor of musk. See Abel- 
moschas, abelmosk, anber-seed, and muskmal- 
low, 2. 

Algansea (al-gan’sé-i),n. (NL.] A genus of 
large chubs, of the family Cyprinida, found in 
— 

alge — Sec wdoulle.— 5 
a Nene en Se oa whose general —— 
ciples are the genera! definitions which bold for any 
process of addition aud others which hold for any process 
af multiMication. (5) Algebra of multiple unite. veater, 

raic, 7.—Algebraic addition. See *udirion, 
configuration, the ageregate of rational 

Lvs yee, —— rake — : = 

—— braic See rurfier. 

braization, algebrization («1" je-bra-i-zi’- 
shon, al’ je-bri-zi'shon), m. ar, ies -brize, 
+ =atlen, Algebraie caleulation; reduction 
of a ealeulation or problem to algebraic form. 
Nature, UXVIL, 208. 

algedonic (al-jé-oral-gé—don‘ik), a.and ». [NL. 
*alqedonicus (Gr. é2yoc, pain + pdovy, plen- 
sure.}] I, a. In psychol. and esthetics, relating 

funet 

Algonkian 
to the affections of pleasantness and unplea- 
santness; pertaining to pleasure and pain. 

I shall —5X— —— — om the pe | 
im an 

sisi ‘Martha ait, Pain, Pleasure o24 muhelion po. 

IL. ». p/. In psyehkol. and esthetics, the doc- 
trine of affection; the science of pleasure and 
pain. 

It would be well if English usage anthorized the em- 
ployment of the word algedonses to siguify the science of 
paib and pleasure. 

Marehall, Pain, Pleasure and #sthrtics, p. 9 

Algerian fir. See *Jir. 
Alger metal. See *metal. 
algesia (al-jé‘si-i), ». (Gr. dayne, sense of 
pain, ¢ aayeiv, feel pain. Cf. analgesia.) Capa- 
city for pain; pain sensitivity ; sensitiveness to 

esimetric (al-jé-sim’e-tér, 
in. 

algesimeter, alg 
é-si-met'rik), See *algometer, wal trie, ale 

alglcide (al’ ji-sid), ». [NL., ¢ alga + L, 
da, < cxedere, kill.) Any substance, as cop- 

per sulphate, which has the — of de- 
stroying alge. Srience, XX. 805, 

fever, « form of pernicious malarial fever marked 
by severe chills, Vin) — 2, -ine?.) 

algine (al’jin), ». [a ~in?, -ine?, 
A mucilaginous substance obtained from cer- 
tain alge, Laminaria stenophylla and L. digi- 
fata, It slightly resembles gelatin, but differs from that 
fn not coagulating toa jelly and in not being precipitated 
by tannin, from allonin in not coagulating by heat, and 
from gum arabic in being prectpitated by mineral acids 
and several organic acids, Insoluble algin is a nitroge- 
nous acid, alginde acid, Ths formes soluble salts with the 
alkaline metals; those of the heavy metals are for the 
most part insoluble in water. The solutions of algin are 
very viscid, It has 14 times the viscidity of starch and 
7 times that of gumarabic. It may be used as a thick- 
ener and for fixing fron and aluminium mordants in cal- 
ico-printing, aa a waterproof dressing for cloth, and for 
emulsifying oils and clarifying wines and «pirita, It m 
be ob ned in thin transparent sheets, forming a subst! 
tute for parchment paper, gutta- ‘ha, or gelatin; and 
it dries up toa horny substance which may be turned and 
polished like ivory or the ivory-nut, 

ate (al’ji-nat),. [algin(ic) + -ate.} In 
chem., a salt of alginic acid ‘ 

an, See *algia. 
(al-jin’ik), a. [algin + -ie.] In chem,, 

of or pertaining to algin.— acid, the in- 
soluble form of algin freed frown the alermente with 
which It produces salts, the alginates 

landular ( 

Ir- 
e~ 

omotor (al'ji-d-mé’tor), a, [Irreg. ¢ Gr. 
asyor, pain, + E, wetor,.] Relating to a motor 
effeet, as the outcome of painful stimulation, 
algiomuscular (al’ji-6-mus’ka-liir), a, [Tr 
reg. ¢ Gir, d?;0c, pain, + R. muscular.) Rela- 
ting to museular action as the result of pain- 
ful stimulation. 
algiovascular (al‘ji-j-vas'ki-lir), a. [Trreg. 
€ Gr. dAyog, pain, + E. vasew lar.) Relating to 
vascular changes as the result of painful stim- 
ulation, 
algivorous (al-jiv’d-rus), a. fL. alga, & sea- 
weed, + vorare, eat.) Feeding upon sea- 
weeds : said of some fishes and of the Galapagos 
lizard, Amblyrhynchus. 
Algol (al’gol or al-gol’),™. [Ar.,‘the demon.’] 
A pale star varying in magnitude from 2.3 to 
4.0 in a period of 2.509 days; 3? Persei.— Algol 

a star which remains most of the time con 
stant in brightness, but which at regular tutervals suffers 
a com tively sudden diminution of its light, due to 
the interposition of one of the members of a binary 
between the other member and the observer, 01 
called relipae eorialde, 

algometer (al-gom’e-tér), ». IGr. 4?) 0¢, pain, 
+ pirpov, measure.} An instrument used in 
wsyehophysical determinations of the stimulus 
imen and differential limen of cutaneous or 
museular pain. Also algesimeter. 

are neter consiate essentially of a stro! 
—— —* — a rabber disc or poles is 
against the surface to be tested, 

Sertpture, New Prychol., p, 903, 

algometric (al-c6-met’rik), a. In psychophys., 
pertaining to the use of the algometer or to 
the measurement of sensitivity to pain. Also 
algeximetric, GS. Hall, Adolescence, I. 4, 
algometry (al-om‘e-tri), », 
+ -uetpia, (uitpov. a measure, 
ment of sensitivity to pain. Also alqesimetry. 

nkian, Algong (al-gon’ki-an), a. 
(Algonk(in) + -ian.) 1, Same as Algonkin.—2, 

(ir, dA;oc, pain, 
The measure- 



Algonkian 
Specifically, in geol., applied tothe Precambrian 
rocks which are either themselves sedimentary 
or, if igneous, are later than known sediments, 
_ period, © subdivision of Precambrian 
time, as used by the United States Geological Survey, 
immediately preceding the Cambrian, It tn turn ia — 

} coded by the Archwan tn a restricted sense. It ls equiva- 
of the Archean, tn the broad sense 

term used by many authors: approximately to the 
Arehaogoic of J, a or to the Agnotozoie of RK, D, 
Irving, Under the Algoukian are placed all those Pre- 
eambrian rocks which are sedimentary or, if igneous, are 
later than recognizable sediments. 

(al-gof'i-list), nm. [algophily + -ist.] 
One who takes a morbid leasure in the con- 
templation of mental or physical pain in others 
or in —— Alien, and (oe ai May, — 

phily (al-gof’i-li), ». (Gr. GAyor, pain, 
* < ——— Love of pain as felt by 
others (active algophily) or as experienced in 
one’s Own person —— algophily). Alien, 
and Newrol., May, 5 

n— 

ing the ex: 

hi jed deposi 
of ofly ink made by a second roller, The lines of the 
design aceept the ink, which can then be neatly trane- 
ferred to paper by impression. Soe the extract. 

Sees Pal went, especially in 2— Lae been 
predu ra) — 2 process in w: 

nom takes ee pleas at * 
Eneye, Brit., XXVIII. æ. 

alhambra (al-ham’brd), ». A counterpane or 
bedquilt of coarse texture, woven with colored 
threads and in Jacquard designs. 

al-het (iil-chet’), ». [Heb. ‘al het, ‘for the 
sin.’] The Jewish ‘longer confession of sin’: 
so called from the first two words of that 
confession. 

ali (al-i-sik’lik), a. [ali(phatic) + Gr, 
xixAog, a citele, + -ic (see cyeclic).] In chem., 
# term introduced by Bamberger to designate 
a compound containing a ring of carbon atoms 
but at the same time having many of the prop- 
erties of the aliphatic or open-chain com- 
ounds, 

ation, ». 2, The state in which a person 
has completely forgotten his identity and be- 
eomes a new person, alien to his former self. 
This use of the term waa proposed when the described 
mode of dissolution of — first attrneted atton- 
tion; but the word having already the rec: tech- 
nical meaning 1 (@), this employment of it has been 
re. 

alienize (al’yen-iz), v. .; pret. and pp. alienized, 
ppr. — {alien + -ize.] To render alien 
or foreign; form or conceive in accordance 
with foreign notions or ways. G. Meredith, Evan 
Harrington, p. 32. 

alienocola (A‘li-en-ok’6-li), n.; pl. alienocole 
(-lé), [NL., ¢ L. alienus, of another, + -cola, 
< colere, inhabit.) A | pores eaecn insect 
which is born upon and inhabits a plant of a 
different kind from that upon which its parent 
was born. 

In the spring winged females are need, which mi- 
grate to the Larch and give rise part! ically to a 
Wingless generation which bibernates under the 
These ali in the following spring produce par- 
thenogenetic winged females, 

Phillips, Proc, Amer, Philos, Soc,, 1908, p. 208, 

aliethmoidal (al’i-eth-moi‘dal), a. [aliethmoid 
+ -al.] Pertaining to the aliethmoid, or wing 
of the ethmoid region of the orbitonasal car- 
tilage; relating to that part of the mesethmoid 
eartil from which the aliethmoids are de- 
velo WK, Parker, Morphol. of the Skull, 

alif (x’lif), n. [Pers.,¢ Ar, ’alif= Heb. ‘aleph: 
see alpha.) The first letter of the Persian 
Arabic) alphabet, consisting of asingle stroke ; 
ence, a mere letter; a jot. 

A hair, they say, divides the false and true; 
Yes; and a single elif wore the clue, 
Could you but fad it, to the Treasare-hoase, 

pen a teen Oe to The Master, too, 
trans, (hoor Khayyam, Rubaiyat, quat. 1 

alii; -16*6-po’a), n [Haowaiian.) The com- 
meng he or fete alt, Canna indica. 
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alimentive (ai-i-men’tiv), a. [aliment + -ire.] 
Relating or pertaining to food or to the desire 
to eat and drink. 
alimentum (al-i-men’tum), ». ; pl. alimenta 
(-ta). [L.:see aliment.) Aliment; food, Pop. 
Sei, Mo,, LUX. 468, 

alinement, ». 4. In archwol,, megaliths ar- 
ran, in ana parallel, or converging rows. 

‘te (al’i-nit), ». (G. alinit, a trade-name, 
From its use and form it may be conjectured 
to be formed from L. al(imentum), aliment, + 
-in? + -ite?.] A preparation in the form of a 
—— wish powder containing a pure culture of 

a, It is used for soil-in- 
oculation, and is said to be an aid to cereals in 
— — Ting alinit, a 

m (al-in-jek’ ), a. [al{cohol) + 
—— n grag the — alle pes ed 
into the tissues for the purpose o! i 
them. B. G. Wilder. . 

iple alternate entire leaves,small unisexual flow- 
hard, dark · 
t-making. 

Said to be Bisayan, 
but not foun 1%... the P a islands, the 
linding-tree, Excecaria Aga locha. See Ex- 

ceearia, tiger’s-milk, and * blinding-tree. 
aliphatic (al-i-fat’ik}, a. [NL. aliphaticus, ¢ 
Gr. adegap (-ar-), an unguent, fat, ¢ dAcigerr, 
anoint.) Of or pertaining to fat; fatty; specif- 
ieally, in chem., ——. eompounds which 
have only an open chain of carbon atoms, as 
distinguished especially from aromatic com- 

ands, which contain aring of carbon atoms. 
- —— fats consist chiefly of compounds 

of this type. 
aliquot (al‘i-kwot), c. ¢. [aliguot, a.) To divide 
into — parts which are a multiple or a sub- 

alipata (ii-lé- Athy, n. 

multiple ofanotherquantity. An aliq mech- 
ants one which causes one part of a machine to move 

the other part moves once. Sci. Amer, Sup., 
Nov. 22, 1002. 

Altquot tonas, in acoustics, harmonics or overtones. 
alisier (4-lé-zi-4’), », [Creole F., same as P, 
alizier, the bean-tree.] The —— Fi. 
burnum prunifolium. uisiana. 

alism (al‘izm), ». [ai-, part of the Semitic 
name for ‘God’ (Heb. el-, Ar. il-, ilah, a? lah, Al- 
Wah), + -ism.] A. title adopted by Francis F, 
Barbam for his religious system, which honors 
‘divinity’ as the all-supreme good, and de- 
scribes religion as the life of God in the soul 
of man, a divinity of essential being rather 
than formal doctrine. 

oid, ». 2, In ichth., a small latoral 
bone of the cranium. It articulates above with the 
sphenotic and an inner descending wing of the fronta! 
and behind with the provtic. I: usually forms a part 

6 8 

S leo 

Recews linestus, Lateral View of Cranhum. 

Recens lineetur. Unferioe View of Craaium 

2, ethinoid; 2, prefrontal: yg, frontal; £, sphesesie; 4, 
parietal: 7, eplotic; 4. supraccedpl @. Pterotic; m0, ot otic 

anid; ¢. erottics rd, atlsphenoid. 

the lateral border of the anterior enor | of the brain- 
ense. though sometimes it nearly closes thie by bend. 
ing inward and meeting ita opposite fellow in a median 
suture. The ‘alisphenoid ‘of Owen ls the ‘prodtic’ of 
Parker. 

aliturgic (a-li-tér’jik), a. [a--8+ litnrgic.] 
Without liturgy: designating u day in the Chris- 
tian year when the liturgical order is dispensed 
with. Strictly speaking, this never occurs, The mass 
of the presanetified on Good Friday, referred to below, is 
according to the liturgy, though the liturgical order is 
curtailed in that ceremony, 

alkalic 
Meanwhile, both tn East and West, the prac- 

tice has continued unbroken of reservin: Eucharist, 
in order that the “mass of the — “ might take 

—— — Ten. — XXXII. 220, 

aliturgical (a-li-tér’ji-kal), a. Same as *ali- 
turgic. 

alivincular (al’i-ving’ — a. —8 ala, wing, 
+ vinewlum, band, + - j oting that 
form of ages in the pelecypod mollusks 
which is like a cord or plag extending between 
the beaks of the two valves; it may be central 
or posterior: contrasted with parivinenlar. 

alizarate (a-liz’n-rat), . (alizar-in + -atel.] 
A salt of alizarin. 

n. Commercial alizarin is sold in the form 
— paste contalning 20 per cent. of dry substance, 
ens frequently, aa adry powder. Thedry substance 

ofa 
an 
in seldom pare alizarin, but contains rary- 

of which have propertics similar to Natural 
alizarin derived from madder contains purpurin in addi- 
tion to the above, The nature of the various commer- 
cial allzarins is often des by suffixed letters or 
numbers. Thus alizarin J, alizarin PF, and alizarin ¥ 
are nearly pure alizarin and give bluish reds, while alize- 
rin CA, alizerin G, ete., contain anthra or flavo- 
urpurin, or both, and give yellowish — 

Bisck, blue, Bordeaux, cardinal, etc. Sec erin 
ete.— Alizarin sapniral, an J derived from acl 

bars aes ulnone, * woul a ht and clear blue 
w fast — Alizarin yellow, 

cn ton toto aoa , 
aljama (lil-hi’mi), ». [Sp., ¢ Ar. al, the, + 
Ar. jamd'a, a gathering, a co’ on.j A 
self-governing community of Jews or of Moors 
living in Spain under Spanish rule during the 
middle ages. 
ofaina (al’hd-fii’é-nii), nm. [Sp., < Ar, al-ho- 

aina, al-hufaina, ¢ al, the, + hefaine, hufaina, 
€ hafna, a eup, aia (Monlau),)} An 
earthen Jug or basin, 

aiontoli, ». Same as *ajonjoli. 
ttery. See *pottery. 

a. "., 3. This term, used in the commercial sense, 
includes the carbonates of sodiuns and —— for- 
merly called mild alkalis, and the hydro: of the same 
metals, the cauatic altalix, The i industry is one 
of great importance, especially the manufacture of soda, 

carbonate and caustic. It is carried on mainly by 
the Solvay or ammo- three methods : the Leblanc 

nia process, and the elect In the last of 
these, of recent introduction, a solution of common salt 
is decurmpesed by an electric current. The —— 
cess is not practically teable to the production of 
potash ; it is at nt ucipal source of soda, 
4. Amineral compound soluble in water under 
ordinary surface conditions. They are chiefly 
chlorids, sulphates, carbonates, and bicarbonates of so- 
dium, potassiam, am, and calcium. These salts 
commonly eMoresce and form crusta over surfaces in 
dry seasons, They are derived fron the decay of rocks, 
and are carried jn solution from these sources, becoming 

enough to be detrimental only in arid or concen 
semi-arid regions, There are two well-known t 
Back and white. Alkali bl brown, bulrush, 
See #hluegrases, etc. — a le plain or basin 

ve tly drained remnant of a former lake in 
an jon, — Alkall manufacture, in a general 
sense, the production on the great scale of the alkalis 
soda amd potash, and thelr carbonates, but more gener- 
ally used in a reatricted sense to mean the manufacture 
of soda, carbonate aml caustic, especially by the Leblanc 
— with the accessory products, as blenching- = 

er, commonly made on the same premises. 
any soil containing an unusual amount of soluble 

mineral salts or alkali. More than four tenths of one 
per cent, of such soluble matter is injurious to most vewe- 

}, alihough smaller amounts, on the cont , are 
often advantageous, Soils naturally, well drained do not 
suffer from these constituents, and alkali sells are con- 
fined either to pourly drained or to arid regions — 

an area underlain by waters which drain from 

bi Alkali flat, 
17 an excess of alkali in its soil: usually the un- 
drained 

frrigated lands, frequently becoming increasingly aat- 
arated with alkali. Yeartook U. S&S. Dept. Agr. 1000, 
p. 472.— Alkali in the Leblanc process for the 
mannfacture of carbonate of soda from common salt, the 
insoluble residue left after leaching Diack ash with 
water, It consists chiefly of calcium sulphid, carbonate 
and —— and is largely utilized for the recovery of 
the sulphur which it containa,— waters, natural 
mine waters so heavily charged with alkalis as to 
be unfit for ordinary usex.— Black alkali, the name 

ven, in some of the western regions of the United States, 
sodium carbonate exiating in the land, became it pro- 

duces binck spote by ite action on the humus of the soll. 

Amrmonta and sodiam carbonate or “Wack alkali,” on 
the other band, break down any aggregates which have 
been formed, and thus have the etieet of * paddling” the 
soll, which drtes into a hard compact mens, 

Yearbook US, Dept, of Agr. 1900, p. 208, 

Refined Same os white #alkoli.— White alkali, 
in the manufacture of carbonate of soda by the Leblanc 

e, the product obtained by rediseolving soda-aah 
i) Water, clarifying Une liquor, and evaporating to dryness, 

alkalic (al-kal’ik), a. [alkali +-ic.] 1. Same 
as alkaline, Elect. World and Engin,, Sept. 3, 
1904.—2, Specifically applied to the minerals 
of igneous rocks (in the quantitative classifi- 
cation) orto magmas and rocks generally, when 
specially characterized by their alkali con- 



alkalic 

tents: in distinetion from alkaline, which im- 
lies the —— roperty of alkalinity. 

alikalicalcic (al sik), a, [alkali + ~i-kal’ 
caleic.] In petrog., a term in the quanti- 
tative classification of igneous rocks to indi- 
cate that certain rocks, the chemical composi- 
tion of which is known, contain alkalis and 
lime belonging to the standard salic minerals 
(feldspars and feldspathoids) in equal or nearly 
equal amounts. A certain ie ie a division of the 
——— classification is called the alkalicaleie — 

of ignecua rocks, er 

alkali-grass, n. 2, Puceinellia airoides (some- 
times called alkali meadow-grass) and P, Lem- 
moni, of the northern Rocky Mountain on, 

us airoides of the Southwest has n 
called alkati top.— 3. A species of poison 
camass, Zigadenus elegans, dangerous to stock: 
80 called in the stock-raising regions of Mou⸗ 
tana, ete. 

alkalimeter,». 2. An instrument for the quan- 
titative analysis ofearbonated alkali. It consists 
ementially of a thin glaas vessel which can be weighed on a 
delicate balance and is #0 constructed thata known weight 
of sodium carbouate or acid carbonate contained in one 
division is kept from acid contained in another division 
during the first weighing, The acid is then run on the 
pa yy causing an evolution of carbon-ioxid gaa, 

in passing out of the apparatus, bubbles through 

A 
‘4, Mobr's Alkalimeter; 4, Wibel's Alkaliseter. 

concentrated sulphuric 

——— * 
the carbon dioxid svetved feat the aa 3 
of the carbonate, As a precaution, 

h the — * 28 *7 Lt Dg igual gu. OS 

Schroctter, Mohr, and others, 

alkalimiriio (al‘kal-i-mér’lik), a. [alkali + 
miriic.] trog., a term used in the quanti- 
tative 8 cation of igneous rocks p indi- 
cate that certain rocks, the chemical compo- 
sition of which is known, contain alkalis and 
mirlie constituents belonging to the standard 
femic minerals in equal or nearly equal 
amounts, A certain systematic division of the 
quantitative system is called an alkalimirlic 
ra ni See quantitative classification of igneous 
ro under *rock, 

See #gland,.— 

the loss In weight 
and thus indicatin, 

the metals of which 8 allacti ie of whic 

droxids constitute ine eimai namely, sodium, potas- 
jum, and the rarer lithiam, rnbidiaum, and omsiam,— 

Alkaline See *tide.— water, a mineral 
* occurring in nature with the carbonate of sodium 

tassluns (generally the former) as an Ingredient in 
ent quantity to give a well-marked reaction to test- 

paper and medicinal activity. The carbonates of calcium 
magnesium are also frequently present, dissolved by 

excess of varbonic acid. — — Vichy in France 
and Eres to Germany are exampl 

The yerba weed (al‘ka-li- wed), n, 
manss, Anemopsis Californica, 
alkali-works (al’ka-li-wérks), m. pl. The 
buildings, machinery, und other appliances 
used in tthe conduct of the alkali manufacture, 

(al’ka-li-zér), ». A chemical agent 
which tends to render alkaline. 

alkaloid, ».— Animal a lencomatne or a 
maine, See these words,— ayn 

etic alkaloid. Cadaveric or putrefactive 
—. ~— Synthetic |, an alkalold formed 

fictally by chemical 
alkamari (iil-ki-ma‘ré), ». [Aymari of Bo- 
livia.] A bird of prey, Polyphorus tharus, of 
the family Faleonide (tho ehiefly a seav- 
enger), frequently met with in the highlands of 
Peru and Bolivia. 1 stalks about in —* In culti- 
* tehes and open spaces, and when dlaturbed It 

ys ehort distance, Its plumage le dark brown 
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— oe ee white breast. In northern 
eruvian (Quiehua) it ts called china-linda. 

— (al-kam‘é-in), ». [G. “alkameine; 
as alkerm(ine) + -c-ine?.] The carboxylic ester 
of an alkamine or alkine. Also called alkeine. 

(al-kam‘in), » {9 *alkamin, ¢ al- 
3 alcohol, + ami ne.) A name given 

Ladenburg to tertiary bases which contain 
a4 aleoholic , as an loth leth —* amine, 
CaHyg)9> — Also called a 

talkin), . (G. “akan (1), < alk(okol), 
E, alcohol, + -an, E. -ane.] A hydrocarbon, 
CuH on +25 of the marsh-gas or met. series: 
official name. 
alkannin (al-kan‘in), «. — + -in®.] 
A coloring matter, CigH0. 4; Obtained as 
a dark reddish-brown powder from Alkanna 
tinetoria. 

‘ton), mn. [alk(ali) + Gr. alkapton (al-ka 
arrew, touch.) x term originally introduced 
to desi a certain urinary constituent 
which is met with on rare oceasions, and which 
causes the urine to turn reddish brown or 
black on standing or upon the addition of an 
alkali. ‘The substance to which this reaction is duc 
has beon identified as homogentisinic one all OH)y.- 
CHy,COOH, In ope instance urotencin! 
toni in the place of homogentisinic — Also alcap- 

alkaptonic (al-kap-ton‘ik), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to alkapton. Homogentisinie acid and 
——— acid are sometimes collectiv 
termed alkaptonic acids, Bee *alkapton, 

alkapton (al-kap-t — n, (NL, 
alkapton + ofpov, urine, resence of a 
* ton in the urine when eolaed: a rare meta- 

ie mer Also aleaptonuria. 
alkeine, e as *alkameine. 
alkene —— (G. *alken, < alk(ohot), E. 
alcohol, + -en, E, -ene.] A hydrocarbon 
Hox, of the ethylene or ethene series: oa 
— 
alkine (al *kin), u. (G. *alkin, ¢ ————— 
alcohol, + -in, E. -ine2?.] 
CeHyge-g, of the acetylene or ethine series: offi- 
cial name.— 2, Same as *alkamine. 

1 (al-kok’sil), n. [G. ae < alk(o- 
hol), aleohol, + E. oxz(ygen) + -yl.] A general 
panes foran alkyl-group andoxygen, asethoxyl, 

ative (al’ki-lat), v. ¢.; pret. and p. alky- 
lated, ppr. lating. [alkyl + -atel, Pro in- 
troduce an alkyl in _— - a A drogen atom. 
Amer, Chem. Jour., April — 

aed or pean over pvaratan elkylation a-k-Wabon).m( [alkylate + -ion.] eee Bee ‘alle 
The process of introducin = alkyl in place 
of hydrogen. Nature, July, 03) i 

m alky ne (ain), n. falkyl + —— Same 
alkene or ole 

alkylidine (al- ir’ ‘-din), (alkyl + -id + 
* ]_ The term ——— in organic chemis- 
try, to bivalent h * droearhon radicals, contain- 
ing the group R, where R represents hy- 

mn or — hydrocarbon radical, such as 
ie. of The ethylidine radicals are 
—— with the bivalent ethylene radical, 
~CRy,CR, 

(al’a-kes-thé’si-8), a. [NL., 
< Gr. adda xi, * (< —— ah + 
aiotyere, feeling.) © perception of a sensa- 
tion elsewhere than at the point where the 
stimulus is applied. 

te (al’s -tit), a. (Ge, . GAant( inde), adj., 
¢ adAdocery, change, exchange (see allagite), 
+ -ite?,] An arseniate of manganese occurring 
in small brownish-red prismatic crystals : 
found in Sweden, 

dz (a-laj-é-krin’-i-dé), ». pl. [NL., 
(Ad —— + -idew.) The name given by 
Etheridge and Carpenter to a family of simi 
inadunate crinoids. They have a very small calyx, 
basal plates — Fk hye A rd — two 

us a n. , irreg. 

arma, sometimes one, iferous 

(Gr. aréay§, change, + «pivor, ay ) The 
typical and only genus of the family Allage- 
crinida, 

allalinite (al-n-lin‘it), », [Allalin, a locality 
in Switzerland, + -ite?,] "ip petrog., aname used 
by Rosenbusch for saussurite-gabbro in 
which the secondary smaragdite and saussurite 
preserve the original texture of the rock in 
spite of the complete transformation they rep- 
resent. It is distinguished from flaser-gabbro, 
in whieh there has been change in the form of 
the constituents, 

allanic (a-lan’ik), a. [allan(toin) + -ie.] Not- 
ing an acid, CyHsN505 + H,0, formed, to- 

A hydrocarbon, all 

allelomorph 
gether with urea and allanturic acid, by the 
action of nitric acid on allantoin. 

allan (al-an-ti’a-sis), nm. (NL, ¢ Gr. 
aAAag (dA/avr-) + -iasis (noting a disease). ] 
ae be 

a t., ma a ap- 
plied —— to the —— ——— 
nomycetous fu a. 

' Allantospor# (al-an-tos’pé-ré), m. pl. [NL. 
(Gr, a¢Aa¢ (aAAavr-), sausage, + oropa, spore “| 
A name omer by, Saceardo to artificia 
divisions of various families and orders of 
— especially those of the Pyrenomycetes 

Fungi imperfecti, to include the genera 
which | — unicellul 

ntoxaldin (al-an‘tok-sa’i-din), n ae 
tora(nic) + -id? + -in2,} Asubstance, Cg 
Og + HgO, formed from allantoxanie ai 
the loss 9 earbon dioxid. It is a weak acid. 

toxanic —— ik, a. [allant(oin) 
+ ox(ygen) + -an- + -ic.) Noting an acid, 
CgHgNg0q, formed by the oxidation of allan- 
toin in an alkaline solution. It exists only in 
the form of salts. 

ling of alepine. —— — . Another 
ed (a-lejd’}, p. a. That is or has been 

stated to be (what is specified in the folowing 
word or clause); merely stated or asserted ; 
much used when one wishes to disclaim re- 
7 onsibility for the statement, or to intimate 

disbelief im it: as, an alleged tact; an 
uae interview ; an alleged ilness, 
We cannot be sure that the alleged second dispatch was 

ever sent, Sir G, Coz, Gen, Hiet, Greece, LL, 10, 

Alleghanian (al-é-gi‘ni-an), a. and e, 1. Of 
or pertaining to the Alleghanies.—2. In 
anthrop., noting one of the secondary races of 
man, established by Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, 

ar, cylindrie, or curved 

—_eee the * Red Indian,’ Also used sub- 
stantively. — Alleghanian area. See #area. 

eny River series. See *series. 
(al’é-go-rizm), m. 1, Al or 

allegorical writing.—2, Allegorical — 
tion, especially of the ptures, See the 
extract, 

Allegoriam : That janation of a Scripture passage 
whieh is based upon —— that ite author, 
whether God or —_ in — — —— than 

n. 2, Onewho —* —— 

allegeristic (al’é-g6-ris’tik), a. x. Of or pertain- 
ng to an allegorist or writer of allegories: as, 
tne allegoristic style; allegoristie lessons, 

(al-d-gres’), m. {F., < allégre, lively 
see allegro.) aiety ; sprightli iness; glad- 
someness; glee. Urquhart. 
Allegrippas conglomerate. See *conglom- 

allegro varieties of 
—2 by otra other tean as alrgro aptato, 
quick and 260 tation ; a ve 

com brio — — ack and i ith spi or or tn. 

nie dor ae with — 3 

allegro 
tensity ; allegro con — or 
quickness ; allegro tieace, 
allegro giuato, quick, | bat with steady, even movement; 

materafo, moderately quick ; ma non 
troppo, quick, bat not excessively so, 

alleja (a-lé’ji),. [Anglo-Ind, Also allejah, 
— — alacha’ ete.: ¢ Hind, *aldcha iidone’ 
<Turki aldchah, alajah, alchah (Yuie).) A 
—— fabric of central Asia, woven 
in —* effec 

allelomorph (a-lel’G-mért), 0 n, [Gr, ‘av Agden, 
of one another, + spe), form.) In biol., one 
of a pair of mutually exclusive qualities ex- 
hibited respectively by each of two pure races 
or varieties of a species, these qualities being 
of such a nature that one or the other of the 
pair is exhibited in perfection, to the com- 
— exclusion of the other, by each cross-bred 
escendant of the two pure races. When the 

cross-bred offspring, or the descendants of the croas- 
is, of two pure races or varieties which dif- 

fer from each other in respect to some characteristic are 
like one or the other parent in respect to this character- 
istic, and not intermediate between them, the character- 
istic in question, in each ntal form, is termed by 
Bateson an allelomerph, or in both parental forma, oon- 
sidered collectively, a pair of allelomorpha, Thua, for 
example, when descendants are reared from @ tall ( 
ot a Laan Kh) variety of the lon-pea, some are tal 

rt, bat intermediate forms are as rare as 
—— are in the tall and short varieties of pure blood 
when bred trae. In this case tallness and shortness may 
be considered as a pair of mutually antagonistic or in- 
compatible nit characters, or allel each of 
which imay replace Dat oot combine with the other in 
the descendants from a cross between them. According 
to Mendel and those who accept his theoretical explana 



short riety 
jabs 

through the union 
he shortness (R) of 

represented In the fertilized 
5 

ihe Imilar gametes m their offapring will be 
ah 30 — than if no 

taken 
Bateson and Saunders, Rep, Evol. Com, Roy. rg 

allelomorphic (a-lel-6-mér’fik), a, [allelomo 
+ -ic.] Coneerning or pertaining to an attelon 
morph; Mendelian. 

But besides the strictly i¢ or Mendeliandia- 
tribation of characters among the gametes... we can 
imagine three other arrangements, 

Bateson and Saunders, Rep, Evol, Com, Roy. gt 

variety, an analytical variety, See *va- 

—— n. [allelo- 
morph (ic) + -ism.) The presence or the trans- 
mission or the inheritance of allelomorphic 
characters, 

le 
coons between any ewe colour of wilh melieer te 
xanthic or albino. 

Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. oe 
L. 142, 

allelotaxis (a-lel-j-tak’sis), mn. [Gr, dA242uv, 
of one another, + rééu, ment,] In em- 
bryol., the origin of an organ from several em- 
bryonic sources, such as that of the hypophy- 
sis from the entoderm of the fer. and the 

riation. 

ectoderm of the brain. Von Kupffer. _ 
allelotropy (a-le-lot’rd-pi), n. [Gr. daagauv, 
of each other, +-rporia, ¢ rpérece, turn.] The 
existence in a tautomeric substance of the two 
isomeri¢ forms in such acondition that either 
form readily passes over intothe other. Anorr. 

allene (al’én), ». [1 all(ium), garlic, + -ene.] 
Same as *allylene. 

allepigamic (al’ep-i ik), a, [Gr. 44200, 
other, + E. epigamic.) In biol., concerning or 
pertaining to adventitious epigamie characters. 
oulton, Colours of Animals, p. 338, [Rare] 

allesthesia (al-es-thé’si-i), mn. aren <Gr. 
d/dog, other, + alefyore, sensation.] Same as 
allochiria. 

all-fives (Al’fivz’), n. A variety of all- 
fours in which the points are scored as fast as 
made inthe trieke saben = see of *8 counts 
ki 1, ten vi th 

Pott te docked A le theo all over again at the 
end. Aixty-one points make a game. 

alliance, .—Parmers’ Alliance, « coperative asso. 
ciation of farmers, formed in Texas in 1876, for mutual 
protection and assistance, especially in dealings with 
middlemen and against the encroachments of capital- 
fats in their wholesale purchases of lands. In later yeara 
similar associations were formed In different parts of the 
Voited States, and aa a resaltof frequent * ations 
of these the present Farmers’ Alliance and Industrial 
Union came into existence aa a polltheal body, rate 
ing more or less closely with the People's party. — 

ce. See Grand —— ta Coe dia of Names, 
— Presbyterian Alliance, i 

allicholyt (al'i-kol-i), a. A jocose perver- 
sion of the word ‘melancholy.’ Shak., T. G. of 
V., iv. 2, 27, 

disconsolate wood - me. 80 altiv aa any- 
ah vieeo ——— — L 

alligator, ». 6. A boat used in handling float- 
ing logs. It can be moved overland from one 
body of water to another by its own power, usu- 
ally applied through a drum and cable. if 1.8, 

tor, alligator leather made from the bac! Horn 
of the skin, which has the roughest and largest scales, 
resembling plates of horn. 

[NL., ¢ torellus (al*i-gi-to-rel’us), n. 
Alligator + dim, -ellws.] An extinet genus of 
emall crocodilians from the Jurassic litho- 
graphic stone of Cérin, France, 

atorium (al’i-ga-to'ri-um), wn, [NL., ¢ 
Alligat(or) + -orinm.] An extinet genus of 
amall crocodilians of the family Atoposauride, 
from the Jurassie lithographic limestone of 
France and Bavaria. 

alligator-shears (al’i-gi-tor-shérz"), 1. sing. 
and pl. Shears used for cutting off puddled 
bars in lengths suitable for piling, and also 
the crop ends of bars in general, There is a 
fixed lower jaw, and an upper movable jaw, 
whose fulerum is set at the inner end of the 
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is prolonged, and attached to a connee 
which receives its oscillatory movement 
aerank or eccentric, Also called erocodile- or 
— — — Lockwood, Diet. Mech. Eng. 

‘erms. 
alligator-snapper (al‘i-gié-tor-snap’ér), n. The 
more common name for the alligator-terrapin, 
Macrochelys lacertina, a species of fresh-water 
turtle found along the border of the Gulf of 
Mexico from Florida to Texas. It is the largest 
fresh-water turtle of North America and pos- 
sibly of the world, reaching a length of 5 feet 
and a weight of 150 pounds. 

Allionia (al-i-d’ni-d), n. [NL. (Loefling, 1758), 
named in honor of Carlo Allioni (1725-1804), a 
professor of botany at Turin.) A genus of 
dicotyledonous plants of the family Nyetagi- 
nacer. Bee —— 

alliteral (a-lit’e-ral), a. (irreg. <L. ad, to, + 
litera, letter: see literal.’ Characterized by 
alliteration; alliterational: as, the alliteral 
languages of Africa. 

a, II, a. Formed by or showing 
alliteration: as, alliterate words. 

tional (a-lit ‘shon-al),a, Charae- 
texteed by er abeen ng in alliteration, Penny 

ee, 
allituric (al-i-ti‘rik), a. [all(antoin) + -it- + 
urie(t).] — acid, CHAO.N formed by 
boiling a solution of alloxantin with h 
ehlorie acid, It isa yellowish, crystalline pow- 
der moderately soluble in hot water. 

all- ‘ter (Al-ni’tér), A. A public hack which 
a uring the night. [Slang.] 

o-. 2, Inchem., a prefix proposed by Michacl 
to designate an unexpisined isomerism, Thus 
fumarte acid would be called allomalede acid. The prefix 
is used for that lsomer which is the less stable of the two 
compounds con 

us (al’d-f-tog’a-mus), a. [Gr. 
ai2oc, other, + autogamous,} “In bot., self-fer- 
tilizing, but only when croas-fertilization fails. 

(al’G-d-tog’p-mi), n. [¢ allo- 
autogamous + -y.] The character of being allo- 
autogamous, 

(al’6-ka-f6’in), », A compound, 
CgHgO5Ny, formed by decomposing the bro- 
mine addition-product of methyleaffein with 
water. It melts at 196°-198° 0. 

(-.16-kiir~ i), xn. [Gr. d220¢, other, 
+ xapzés, fruit.) © bearing of fruit as a 
result of cross-fertilization. 

allochiral (al-}-ki’ral), a. [Gr. 4220, other, 
+ xeip, hand,] Relating or related to the other 
hand; related as one hand of an individual is 
to the other hand of the same individual; simi- 
lar, correspondent, or identical in form, as the 
right hand is to the left, though on opposite 
sides of the body and the parts are arran 
in reverse order: opposed to *homochiral, 
also *heterochiral, 

allochirally (al-6-ki‘ral-i), adv. In an allo- 
chiral manner; as one hand is to the other, 

Allochromatic precious stones, fous stones of a 
vartable —— that ta, pomenting ene or more colors 
in the same or gem, 

c (al-}-sin‘’a-mik), a. [Gr. GAAoe, 
other, + cinnamic.] Noting an acid isomeric 
with ordinary cinnamie acid, but closely re- 
lated to it in strueture. The two acids are 
supposed to be stereomers. 
alloclase (al’d-klis), ». [Gr. d/20¢, other, + 
«tao, breaking, ¢ «Adar, break.] Same as *al- 
loclasite. 

alloclasite (a-l6’kla-sit), m. [As alloclase + 
-ite*,] A mineral related to arsenopyrite, con- 
taining sulphur, arsenic, bismuth, cobalt, and 
iron; found in Hungary. 

ck (al-d-ko’chik), mn. [N. W. North 
Amer. Ind.) The name of Indian shell-money 
4 — vetlel ems Gr. au » 

ocry, (al-O-krip’tik), a. [Gr. dAAoc, other, 
+ xpwxréc, hidden.) Concerning or pertaining 
to the concealment of an organism by objects 
whieh are not part of its y 

Alt ™ for ive panne i ett at Sef ee 
the L frog Ceratophrya, which covers ite back with 
earth when waiting for its prey. 

Encye, Brit, XXxVII. 147. 

allocutive (a-lok’i-tiv),a. Speaking with au- 
thority and in reprehension, as ina papal allo- 
eution, 

He had been greatly convinced of the great resources 
of the vernacular, by hearinganold neighbor, noted for her 
allocttive energy, remark that she had just given the hired 
man a good tongue-banging. T'he Atlantic, 1834, p. 610, 

allopsychic 

other, + deca, band, ligament.) The typical 
genus of the family — * ie 
allodeamid (al-6-dez’mid), a, and n, I, a. 
Having the characters of the Allodesmide. 

II, n. A member of the pelecypod family 
Allodesmida, 

(al-6-dez’mi-dé), n. pl. [NI., ¢ 
Allodesma + -id#.) A family of extinct pele- 
ape of the order Teleodesmocea having very 
primitive characters and regarded by Neu- 
mayr as indicating the first stage in the de- 
velopment of the teleodesmacean hinge, as in 
Astarte and Cardinm. The valves are small and 
round, the cardinal area is linear, the } ent is part- 
vincular, the hinge has one or two Intern] lamineon each 
side of the beak, and the cardinal teeth are radially 
grooved. They are known only from the Silurian rocks, 

Allodon (al’6-don), ». [Gr. éa4o¢, other, + 
ddoig (ddorr-), tooth.) A genus of extinet 
monotremes from the U per Jurassic rocks of 
North Ameriea, having three upper incisors, of 
whieh the second js greatly enlarged. Mo: 
correctly written Allodus. 

Allodus (al’i-dus), », See *Allodon. 
Alleocela ———— n. pl, See *Alleioeeta. 

mogenes -n, 2, Thea —— of sexual 
and parthenogenetic generations, seen espe- 
cially in cartala parasitic Trematoda, Also al- 
loiogenesis, Schwarze. 

allm@ogenetic (al’é-6-je-net’ik), a. Pertaining 
to or produced by alleogenesis, 

all e (al-6-jen’ik), a. (Gr. 4A2o¢, other, + 
-yerge, -producing. ] Of'a different origin: in 
geol,, ap lied to those inclusions in an igneous 
rock which are obviously older than the inclos- 
ing rock, and to the components of a clastic 
rock which have originated elsewhere: con- 
trasted with *awthigenic, * 

Alloiocela (a-loi-d-s8'lii), n. pl. (NL, < Gr. 
aadoiog, of another sort, + xoidov, a hollow.] 
An order or a suborder of Turbellaria —— 
the enteron lobed or an irregularly widen 
sac. It contains the families Plagiostomide, 
Monotid#, ané Bothrioplanida, Also Allwocela. 

alloiocwlous (a-loi--sé'lus), a. Having the 
characteristics of or resembling the Alloiocerla, 

alloiogenesis (al-oi-d-jen’§-sis), n. See *allao- 
nests, 2. 

merism a n. (Gr. 
é440c, other, + —— n chem., a term 
introduced by Michael to distinguish certain 
eases of isomerism between different sub- 
stances of the same percent composition 
(as maleic acid and fumaric acid), involving, it 
is now believed, different geometrical positions 
of the atoms in space, 

alloite (al’G-it),n. [Irreg, < Gr. a2A0¢, other, 
+ -ite2.) In petrog., a name proposed by 
Cordier (1816) for voleanic tuff of white or 
yellowish color and imperfeetly indurated. 

allokinetic (al-$-ki-net‘ik), a. [Gr. dA2o¢, 
other, + xevqrég, moved: see kinetic.) Movi 
in response to an external stimulus: oppose 
to *autokinetie, 

allomorph (al'§-méet), n. [Gr. 4420¢, other, + 
opp}, form.] In mineral,, a paramorph, that is, 
a udomorph formed by molecular ch 
only, the chemical composition remaining the 
same, as calcite after aragonite, 

allomorphic, «. 2. In petrog., same as xreno- 
morphic, 

allopalladium (a!"6-pa-la‘di-um), ». A sup- 
posed allotropie form of native palladium, 
erystallizing in hexagonal plates. 

allope (al’6-pé-laj‘ik), a. [Gr, aoc, 
other,  witayoc, sea.] Being in different 
parts of the sea (at different times); moving 
up and down irregularly in the sea in search of 
food, for purposes of reproduction, at different 
stages of ———— or in response to any 
stimulus except light or heat. a fish that 
floats as an egy and swims at the surface while young, 
afterward wandering in deeper water, is allupelagic, The 
word was introduced by Hacekel for the purpose of con- 
trasting organisms that wander upand down irregularly 
with those that come to the surface oaly at night oronly 
in the winter, See ®hathypelagic, *nyelipelagic, tchimo- 

allophylous (a-lof‘i-lus), a. Same as allo- 
A ian, 

alloplasmatic(al’s-plas-mat’ik), a, [Gr, d%Aac, 
other, + =Aacua, anything formed.] Con- 
structed out of cells or by cells, but incapable 
of growth by cell-multiplication. 

allopsychic (al-op-si’kik), a. [Gr, 4240¢, other, 
+ Wey), soul, oe Pertaining to mind or 
consciousness in its relation to the external 

cutting portion. Behind the fulerum the lever Allodesma (al-d-dez’mii), mn. [NL., (Gr. a@42oc, world. Also allopsychical, 
8.—3 



allopsychic 
Consciousness ts a function of the associative mech- 

anism, and may be considered tn its threefold relatiun- 
ship to the outer —_ the body, and self,—alfopeychic, 

ic, an te, 
, Medical Handbook, TV. 27. 

allorhythmia (al-(-rith’mi-&), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
é2A0¢, other, + frtuoc, rhythm.) In pathol., a 
condition in which the rhythm of the pulse 
varies from time to time, Lancet, Aug. 22, 1903, 

Allorisma(al-}-riz’ma), n, [NL., appar, ¢ Gr, 
dAdog, other, + Zpecova, support.] A genus of 
extinet pelecypods of Paleozoic age. They have 
valves which gape postertorly, edentulous binge, and 
parivincular ligament, The genus embraces species which 
show the carliest evilence of retractile siphons, 

Allosaurus (al-é-si‘rus), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. a2200, 
other, + caipor, lizard.) A genusof diuosau- 
rian reptiles deseri by Marsh from the 
Upper Jurassic beds of Colorado and closely 
allied to the better-known Megalosaurus, They 
have very short fore and lange bind legs, the 
latter reaching a length of 5 feet, 

allosematic (al’o-s¢-mat‘ik), a, (Gr. dhAoc, 
other, + chua, mark: see sematic.) Having or 
using the sematie colors of another animal, 
which serve for deceptive protection. It has 
been suggested that the sea-anemones, which are often 
foand om the shells of hermit-crabs and on the backs of 
decorative crabs, are —— of allosematic protec- 
tion. Poultan, Animala, p, S34, 
Allosomus (al-5-06’mus), n. [NL., <Gr. 44%o¢, 
— *5 ody-] A — — 

sion of the genus Argyrosomus whi 
contains the tullibee, 4. tullibee. 

all (al’6-thi-jén’), a. (Gr. doh, else- 
where, + -jevig, -produced.] Same as *allo- 

othigenetic (al’6-thi-jé-net’ik), a. [Gr. 
dA Aotk, elsewhere, + i origin ; see genetic.) 
In geol,, com of materials which have =< 
inated elsewhere: applied to the fragmental, 
sedimentary rocks, the components of which 
have been derived from other sources, as con- 
trasted with the igneous rocks, whose minerals 
have crystallized in situ, Bee *allogenic. 

neti —— — -kal-i), 
adv. In an allothigenetic manner or by means 
of allothigenetic materials, 

(al’6-thi-jen’ik), a. [Gr. G2 20% 
elsewhere (¢ 4220¢, other), + -yevsr, -produced.] 
Same as *allot tic, 

allothimorphic (al’$-thi-mér’fik), a. (Gr, 44- 
toth, elsewhere (¢ dA20¢, other), + pop99, form. 
In petrol., a term applied to particles derive 
from older rocks which retain unchanged their 
original form in the secondary clastic deposits 
where they now occur. 

allothogenic (al’é-thé-jen’ik), a. Same as *al- 
lothigenie. 

allotriom ic (a-lot-ri-d-mér'fik), a. [Gr. 
a/dérpmc, of another, slien, + pope), form.) 
Same as renom ic. 

hic (al-d-trof’ik),a. [Gr. 4A20¢, other, 
+ rpogy, nourishment.) Of altered nutritive 
value; rendered less nutritious. 

Allotropic silver. See *silver. 
8. Theoccurrence of more than one form 

of a chemical clement with difference in physical prop- 
erties is explained, in the light of the ic theory, as 
depending on a difference in the number, and possitity in 
the arrangement, of the atoms which go to make up the 
molecule. Thue it ia believed that in the more common 
form of oxygen there are two, bat in the allotrople ozone 
three, atone to the molecule, 

(a-lot’rd-pist), 2. One who explains 
the presentation of unusual properties by a 
chemical element R assuming the existence of 
that element in an allotropic form; specifically, 
au advocate of the theory that allotropic modi- 
fieations of iron have an important effect in 
producing the hardness of suddenly quenched 
steel, as distinguished from a *carbonist( which 
see). Nature, May 5, 1904. 
alloxuremia (al-ok-st-ré’mi-i), n. [allozur(ie) 
+ Gr, aiua, blood.] A condition resulting from 
— of any of the alloxuric bases in the 
blood. 
alloxuric (a-lok-sii’rik), a. [allex(an) + uric.) 
Pertaining to or derived from alloxan and uric 
acid: noting certain bases comprising xan- 
thin, hypoxanthin, episarein, heteroxanthin, 
paraxanthin, theophyllin, theobromine, eaf- 
ein, guanine, epiguanine, adenin, and carnin. 
‘They are all nuclear derivatives, Also termed 
— bases or purin bases, 

a n. 1. A motallic alloy possesses the general 
phate properties ofa metal, butts usually intermediate 

properties between those of its constituents, Alloys 
are divided tuto Ghree classes: (1) Those which form 
solid solutions in all pi ns; (2) those which do 
not form solid solutions in all proportions, and which 
form no al compounds; and (8) those which form 

J 
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one or more chemical compounds An alloy of the first 
class forms a hb neous Subd when melted, and a 
—— solid frees Alloys of the second 
class a homogencous ti when melted, but on 
solidification the components — from one another 
and form microsc crystals of the different metals in- 
imately associated, but not in chemical combination or 
solution, A highly magnified section of such an allo 
would not show a homogeneous structure, bat the indi. 
vidual of the pure components could be dia 
tingu: Alloys of the third class follow the same 
general laws on solidification as the al of the second 
class, but the which separate not consist of 
the pure components, but some of the crystals will be of 
one or more of the pare components, v other crystals 
will be formed of chemical compounds of the diferent 
componenta.— Aluminium alloys, See *alunrininm, 
—Eutectic alloy, an alloy having such a composition 
that it melts at a lower —— than an alloy of 

tie Lipowit's alloy, 4 fusible alloy consisting. of 8 — a fos) ne ol 
parte of cadmium, 8 of lew, 4 of tin, and 15 
parts of blemath It melts at 158° F., aml is used for 
castings of delicate jecta, as well as for soldering 

ithetand high —— ht a ig wi ure.— 

a ve series of alloys of gold, silver, and 
——— employed by James Prinsep for estimating high 

on the principle that the fusing-points of 
pare metals are fixed. series of 10 al of 

can readily 
and 

alloys is very since iron alloys readily with most 
metals, In Keg ok known, steel ry ——e— with one 
or more of the metals: manganese, nickel, 
chromium, titanium, t » aluminium, vannd. 
baron, uranium, , tin, and zine, The term ‘ 
alloy’ in applied caty to shoul containing induenc 
quantities of wetels other then iron. me 

all cal’ i),a, [allspice + -y1.] Warm; 
— ling ice in —— Hoo , Up the 
Rhine, p. 217. (Rare. 

All-the- its ation. See *ad- 
ministration, 

alluranic (al-ii-ran‘ik),a. [all(oxan) + ur(ea 
+-an+-ic.] ‘Noting a weak acid, CsHyN,Oq, 
formed from alloxan and urea. 

glands. See *gland. 
Allurus (-li‘rus), m. Gr. d220¢, an- 
other, + oipd, tail.) A subgeneric name for 
a small up of snail-fishes, of the family 
a from the depths of the North Pa- 
cific, 

J alluvial, «. 2. Aterm applied to the most re- 
cent or postglacial deposits, which follow the 
diluvial deposits.—alluvial cone, See *cone.—Al- 
lovial fan. Same as fon, 2 

II. ». Alluvial soil; specifically, in Aus- 
tralia and New Zealand, gold-bearing alluvial 
soil. 

alluviated (a-li’vi-i-ted), p. a. [allurium + 
~ate? + -ed?,] Pertaining to or characterized 
by alluvial deposits, such as alluvial fans, 
Geog. Jour, (R. G. 5.), TX. 538, 

alluviation (a-li-vi-d’shon), n. fallurium + 
-ation.) The process of accumulating rock-de- 
bris along the lower reaches of slopes by rain- 
wash and along the more slowly flowi 
stream-courses by loss of overload. Alluvia 
fans or cones, alluvial plains or flood-plains, 
and slope-waste are the chief —— of 
alfuviation. Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geol., 
1.176. 

allwhither (4Vhwivn’ér), ado. In all direc- 
tions. [Rare.] 

The swell... crumbled up and ran allecAdther olllly. 
Kipling, Their Lawful Occasions, 

allyl, of allyl, a crystallized n.—Bulphocarbamide 
—— obtained by the action of an excess of am- 
Tooulum hydrate on the essential off of mustard, A few 
drope of a saturated aqueous solution will reverse the 
Lage od on a photographic plate and give a direct positive 
in je camern. 

allylene (al’i-lén), n. [allyl + -ene.] The 
name given to two isomeric hydrocarbons, 

CH,C:CH, and methyl acetylene or propine, 
ropadiene, CHo:C:CHy». 

aliylin {al’i-lin), n. [allyl + -in?.] A name 
given to three ethers of glycerol and allyl al- 
cohol re mononllylin, re a and 
triallylin. @ Jast is Cy 6X ( ge 

alma? (al’mi), a. [Turk.] e Turkish mea- 
sure of capacity, equal to 1.15 gallons, 

(al'ma-kab’a-li), , [ML alma- 
cabala, ¢ Ar. al-mugdhelah, ‘the comparison’: 
see etym. of algebra and ef, cabela.) The 
mystic explanation of numbers and of relations 
of numbers. 
almacabalic (al-ma-kab‘a-lik), a, Of or per- 
taining to almacabala, 

aloed 
almacen (iil-inii-than’),n. [Sp.: see magazine.) 
A warehouse; a magazine or storehouse. 
Some sheep were red, and from an alenacen dis- 

tart about a mile id, other articles. 
Geog. Jour, (R. G. §,), XV. 604. 

almécigo (il-mii‘thé-gé), ». [Sp. mastic.) 
The West Indian birch, Terebinthus Simaruba, 
one of the commonest and most characteris- 
tie trees of Porto Rico. Its wood is soft and 
of little value. See cachibouw, and West Indian 
birch, under birch, [Porto Rico, ] 

te (al-ma-gré’rit), ». (Sp. Alma- 
grera (see def.) + -ite*,] Anhydrous zine 
sulphate, oceurring as a natural mineral in the 
Sierra Al rain Spain. Also *sincosite, 
almandite (a ‘man-dit, #, Same as almandia, 
almasca (ul-mas’ki),. A soft gray resin 
soluble in chloroform, ether, and absolute al- 
cohol; probably derived from Icica hepta- 

in meer Thorpe, Dict. Applied Chem., I. 61. 
(al-ma-dé’ni), ». ([Pe., from the 

name of the first exporter of the product, Jofio 
Duarte de Almeida.) The commercial name 
fora rubber adulterant obtained from the latex 
of Fockea multifiora and Euphorbia rhipsaloides, 
iS ts sapories froma Angola, sad comnes into commerce in 
the form of dry, somewhat brittle balls about as large as 
the fist and almoet white in color, 

almendor (iil-min-dér’), ». [Brazilian.] 
Geoffrea superba, a tree of the bean family 
common in Brazil and Venezuela. Its trait is 
about the size of a walnut, with a greenish-yellow 
rind and a fleahy pul —— a uut-like 
The fruit is boiled used as food by the Indians, and 
the kernel {a aleo eaten. The tree yields a fine, hard 
wood, Inporthern Brazil the Indians (Tupl) call it mari. 
(Brazil } 
almendro (al-men’drd), », (Sp. almendro, 
almond-tree: see almond.) A name applied in 
Guam, the Philippines, and Porto Rico to 
Terminalia Catappa, the nuts of which some- 
what resemble almonds in shape and flavor. 
See Terminalia?, and country almonds, under 
almond. 
Almen's solution. See *svlwtion, 
Almond black. See *dack.— Dika almonds the seeds 
ofa tree, Jr Gabonenats, of tropical West Af- 
rica. y are rich in mucl! and fat, and hen 

are used for food. See -bread aml Ireingin, 
a type of sweet almond having 

hard as a peach-stone, little valucl 
except a a 3 (onic Malabar almond, Same as orn 
tt nomd (Ww! see, under almond),— Paper-she 
aimend, a thin-shetled type of sweet almond, of the 
highest commercial grade, It includes a false variety 
with a double shell,— almond, the ordinary 
commercial almond exclusive of the paper-shell. There 
are all gradations of hardness in almond-shells,— Tropi · 
cal a common name for Terminatia Catappe, 

are almond. Also 

almond-butter (ii‘mond-but*ér), ». 
almond-paste, 
almond-mea] (i’mond-mél), ». Ihe cake left 
from almonds, after the oil has been removed 
by pressure, coarsely ground. 

& nul sometimes as 

Same as 

i « ye erry Tike that nzene (C, a w tiquid w! nine) 2 
of bitter ry — 22** used in — Same 
as oil, 

almondy (ii’mon-di), a. [almond + el Like 
almonds in taste or fragrance. Lyell, Life, ii. 
132, X. E. D. 

alnein (al’né-in), a. [L. alneus, adj., ¢ alnns, 
alder, + -in?,] A coloring matter extracted 
from the bark and wood of the alder, birch, 
and beech. It produces colors varying from 
yellow to brown-black. 

(al-ni-ta’mi-an), a. and mn. I, a. 
Noting stars whose spectram is of the type of 
that of Alnitam, They are characterized by the pre- 
dominance of hydrogen lines of the Huggins series (with 
fainter Pickering lines), strong lelium, protosilicon, 
ane — of unknown origin fs the cyan-blue having 

Il. ». An Alnitamian star. 
alnoite (al’né-it), ». [4b0, an island of 
Sweden, + -ite*.] In petrog., a name proposed 
by Rosenbuseh (1887) for an igneous rock hav- 
ing the mineral —— of welilite-basalt, 
but oecurring in dike form. It may also be 
considered as an olivin-rich biotite-monchi- 
quite, 

Alocasia (al-6-ka’si-f), n. [NL., appar. arbi- 
trarily varied from Colocasia.) A genus of 
stove foliage plants of 20 or more species be- 
longing to the family dracea, natives of — 
ieal Asia and the Malayan Islands. Closely 
allied to Colocasia, See eut under *ape?, 2, 

aloed (al’dd), p.a, 1. Flavored with aloes; 
mixed with aloes; bitter: as, “‘death’s aloed 
portion,” Felitham,— 2, Shaded with or formed 
of aloes: as, * thealoed porch,” Browning, Men 
and Women, ij, 30. 



; aloétic 

alostic, 5 Alodtic acid, tetranitroan thraqainone, 

pees 4 itt acd one ts a tetra e acid, — 
adv.— Aloft there | the hail used to call the at- 

tention of the men who are aloft in the riguving or on the 
yards or in the topa,— aloft! (seiet,), an order to the 
seamen to mount the rigging for the execution of sowe 

coe of in the tops or on the yards,— down 
aloft ! (naw.), a command forthe seamen to cease 

work in the upper rigging and to deacend to the dock, 

al (a-l0’ji-i), nm. [NL.: see alogy.] In 
al., aphasia due to ideational defect. 

aloja (i-lo’hii), ». [Sp., a beverage made of 
water, honey, and spices.] A fermented bev- 
erage made from the sweet pods of several 
leguminous trees. In Argentina those of the 
algarroba, Prosopis alba, and the chaiar, 
Gourlica decorticans, are used. See *chafiar. 
{South America.] 

Alonsoa (u-lon’sé-f), mn. [NL., from Z. dlonso, 
&@ Spanish offleer.) A genus of very tender 
tropical, American, annual plants of the family 

ulariace®, The cultivated 222 23 
from Veru amd Mexico. There are 6d species 
Varieties ; some authors, however, differ with regard to 
the number. These planta are caltivated in the open 

lia, A, Warecesricaii, 

the —— by ulceration, induration, or some other 
= process. — a severe and 

tractable form of alopecta.— neuritica, loss 
of hair over the ares of dlatribation of an injured nerve, 

of halr due to some func — Alopecia neuroti 
tional nervous eee or 8. — 

of the 
Alaenar Vversalis, the falli 

of hair from the Sen iad tip aaah nae Gee 
alopeke (a-lop’é-ké), m. (Gr. daurexi, Attic 
contraction of a/wrexéy, a fox-skin, Ionie fem. 
of aamixeioc, adj., <4 a fox.) Anancient 
Thracian head~iress of fox-skin. 

alorcic (s-lér‘’sik), a. [al(oes) + ore(in) + -ie.] 
Noting anu acid, CoH jgO,+H,0, formed in 
small amount by fusing aloes with sodium hy- 
droxid. Ite izes in needles which, when 
dry, melt at 115° C, 

alorcinic (al-Or-sin‘ik), a. [al(oex) + orcin + 
-ic.) Bame as *alorcic, 
alouette (al-i-ct’), 1. [F. alovetfe, a lark, < 
OF, alouete, dim, of aloue, ¢ L. alauda, a lark.] 
A device for inducing sleep by tiring the eyes 
by a peneil of light reflected from a series of 
revolving mirrors. 

aloxan (al-ok-zan’thin), ». A compound 
formed by oxidizing barbaloin and socaloin., 
It is probably tetrahydroxymethylanthraquinone, Cy . NIa · 
CHaKOH bu. It consists of orange-colored needles 
which melt at 200°-285" C, 

Aloysia (al-i-is’i-it), », [NL., from a personal 
name.] A subgenus of plants, of the lar 
= Lippia, whieh contains the commonly 

own lemon verbena (L, citriodora). The lemon 
verbena ls easily grown fn common greenhouses. In the 
South it may be grown in the open. It le a low-grow! 
tender shrab, with long, narrow, pointed leaves, matin 
4* South America, 

ta (al-piir-gii’tii), ». ([Sp.) In Spanish- 
speaking countries, a kindof Pd or low shoe 
with a a or rush sole and cloth upper. 

n. 4. [cap.] The name given by Carl 
eumann, the mathematical physicist, to a 

merous body to which all motion, especially 
motion of rotation, is relative. Ithas been anid that 

incorrect. New- 

he that there might pomibly be body whitch 
is really fo absolute rest oe er _ 

of the rel 
stance that, acoorting to the accepted doctrine of Newton's 
three laws of motion, motion of rotation (as it is aacer- 
tained, for example, by Foucault's * alam — 
ment) t absolute and not merely relative motion. New. 
mann, and others who accept Leibnitz’s theory of the 
entire relativity of ayers, seck to explain rotation by 
supposing that there is a body Alpha, which is not indeed 
absolutely at rest, as Newton ught it poasible that 
some body might be (since these persons are of opinion 
that abeolate place and absoltite motion are plirascs 
withoat meaning), but which ie the body to which the 
motion spoken of in the three Laws of motion ought to be 
understood to be relative. Ernst Mach undertakes to 
show that this bedy Alpha is really the universe as a 
whole, which virtually comes to saying that it is the 
starry heavens asa whole, The objection to this is that 
it makes objects the most remote from any given body 
the principal factors which determine the motions of 
that body. Now, according to that epistemol pay 
sholegy Which makes space an image embodying the 
laws of the relations of things, this image must be sup- 

to be so constituted a# to make thove things which 
principally affoct one another a r to be near one an- 
other, According to Talt, there is mo need of any body 
Alpha, since, so far as rotation and rectilinearity of mo- 

35 

tion are concert 
tion, that rotation 

. See *paper.— 

know 

it, a list of simple 
combinatton of which it was supposed 
the youthful Leibmitz, and perhapa 

could be manufactared,— 
Seo #iraille.-- Deaf-and-dumb 

we hare only to assume, a8 a defini 
relative to lines of force fixed within 

8 body having no dynamic effects of retation.— Alpha 
Bee *ray!. 

ideas He the 
* aay, 

noma, tha 
bet. 

alphabet, the cou. 
ventional signa or finger gestures used by the deaf and 
dumb io liea of speech, See a rahe. eas .~ Missionary 

a regulated form of the Roman alphabet used 
by malasionaries fi writing the unwritten or imperfectly 
written la 
About 1890 

ages of the peoples among whom they work, 
en and —e— missionaries adopted 

@ scheme, substantially that put forth by Sir William 
Jones in 1781, for the transliteration of Asiatic languages, 
based upon the Roman or Continental values of the 
vowels, This was extended by conferences of scholurs 
held in 1854 and later, The firet definite reealt was the 
publication of Lepains'’s “Standard Alphabet” (1855. 
secoml edition 1843) and of F. Max M 

Iphabet,” in effect a recension of Lepeias’s 
— — al 

tothe recording of many hitherto 
used by missionart 

A 
scheme. This 

in one form or another, 

bei 
to become the general 
See paul 

ern 
larged, 

le oun 

Ei Standard phi 
above); Ellis'’s “* Palmot 

H ping = A] scheme 
etlonary ¢ ); various Continental forms (since al 

names of #4; 
Storm, Jeapersen, and Pussy and 
nétique Internationale of Puris; and the 

1875) associated with the 

te. — 

etic forma of the Roman alp! 
regulated, and controlled for philological par- 

otk 

Jers “Church 

—— been sapien 
terate languages, 11 

bhroaghout eet 

wat 
, Fricke, 
jon 
het rec- 

ommended by the American Pillological aoe in 
1877 (see below. Moat of the phonetic redactions put 4 

moters (since 1640) are based forth by short-hand 
upon the so-called * 
are in no sense sclew 

values of the vowels, and 
or philological. 

ALPHABET OF 
THE AMERICAN PHILOLOGICAL ASSOCLATION. 

VOWELS. 

SHORT. 

Fors Name. Seund as in 

ri i it (it) 
Boe e met (met) 
A a a @ at (at) 
qa a (ak) aak (ask) 
ee e @ not (net), what (hwet) 
oo © (oh) obey (obé) 
Ui uw (a) but (bot) 
Uda u (> ful (ful) 

LONG. 
Form, Name, Sound as in 

| 1 (ee) pique = peak (plo) 
Bé & (ay) they (dhé), veil (vél) 
A a & (air) air=ere=heir vir) 
a4 4 (ch) arian (Grm), for (far) 
6 6 & (awe) nvr (nGr), well (wAl) 
Oo 6 6 (oh) no(nd), oly (hdl) 
0 0 0 (ir) burn (born) 
7 a4 (oo) rule (rail), ooze (iz) 

DIPHTHONGS, 

QI al at (eye, 1) aivle=iele (ail) 
atlau au (ou) out (ant), owr=Aour (aur) 
OI of of (ot) off (wil), Boy (letp 
Iv fu ju Soud (fad), fess (fap 

CONSONANTS, 

SURED, 

P p pi (pee) pet (pet) 
T t ti (tee) tip (tip) 
CH ch chi feher) = chest (chest) 
C(K)ctk) cl (kee) come (cim) 
¥F f ef if fat (tat) 
TH th ith (ith) thin (thin) 
8 8 en (era) aoren (90m) 

SH sh ish (ish) whe (shi) 
H h hi (hee) = Ae (hi), Aa? (haty 

SONANT. 

B Db bE (bee) bet (bet) 
Dad ai (dee) dip (dip) 

J j J& Gay) jest (jest) 
Goes wi (ghee) = gum (gt) 
voe¥ vi (vee) wat (vat) 
DH dh = dhi (thee) thee (dhl) 
Z zi (zee) zone (z6n) 
ZH zh chi (zhee) = azure (w2hfir) 

ww wi (woo) = we (wi), ait (wit) 
Lt el (eh to (10), el (ely 
Ror “r (ar) rat (rat), are (ar) 

¥ F yi {yee} = ye (yl), year (yirp 
Mom em (em) me (mi), amy (mal) 
Non en (en) no (nd) 
NG ng ing (ing) ing (ning) 

Phonetic an alphabet in which each char- 
acter re enta a definite sound, and which ia so ased 
that the pronunciation of cach word can, within narrow 
limita, be known with certainty by any one who knows 
the alphabet. The Roman alphabet, like its original the 

alsike 
originally phonetic, and as used in modern 

times (in Italian, Spanish, Portuguese French, English, 
German, ete.) is still fairly phonetk. Freach has devi- 
ated most in the consonant system, allowing or requiring 
the extensive sappressiun of consonants in utterance, 
and English most in the vowel system, the whole serics 
of English long vowels having been thrown into hopeless 
confusbon. je most consplenows instance of a highly 
oa and classified alphabet hong in actual use is the 

nakrit, which waa reduced to ite — order by na- 
tive grammurians about the second century 4. Db, on 
much the same lines as these on which scholars are now 
endeavoring to establish a fied reconstitution of the 
Roman alphabet,— the elo- 
mentary sounds of human — e alpha- 
bet, un alphabet based upon scientific principles; one 
which embodies phonetic precision and — Pere 
haps the only — fairly entitled to this designa- 
tion fs A. M. Bell's ‘visible speech * (1867), which takes 
account of all distinguishable vocal sounds, including 
¥ , sneezing, coughing, chuckling, etc. and pro- 
vides for each sound a symbel whose forn is significant 
and thas in a way makes the intended sound obvious er 
‘visible’ to the reader, In a Jaxer use, the term has 
been applied to the philological alphabets based —* 
the histuric Roman alphabet. are used with a 
tolerable degree of precision und —— and, com- 
pared to the traditional alphabets as conven’ ly used, 
are fairly scientific. See philological * alphabets. 

Greek, was 

bets, alphabetist (al‘fa-bet-ist), n. [alphabet + -ist.] 
A student or a deviser of alphabets. S. S. 
Haldeman, Analyt. — ii. 22. 
pha-naphthol (al-fa-naf’théi), ». A naphthol 
having the hydroxyl-group in the alpha position. 

na} (al’ fa-naf*thil-am‘in), 
#. Naphthylamine in which the amido-group 
is in the alpha position. 

hestes (al-fes’téz),n. [NL.,< Gr. 4 3 
ind of fish.) A — of sea-bass allied to 
nephelus, of the family Serranide. Epi 

alphogen (al’fé-jen), ». Same as *alphozone. 
alphonse (al-fons’), ». [Sp. Alfon mel A 
Spanish gold coin of the reign of Alfonso XII., 
worth 20 pesetas or $3.86, 
alphozone (al’fé-z6n), ». A white crystalline 
compound, CgH)9g0g, obtained by the action 
of hydrogen peroxid on suecinie anhydride; 
disuecinie peroxid. It is a powerful germi- 
cide. Also called alphogen, 
alphyl (al’fil), n. A name proposed by Bam- 
berger to designate an aromatic radical, as 
phenyl, CgHy. Such radicals are now more often called 
aryls, while alipinati radicals, as methyl, CHy, are seme- 
times called alphyle; tut the latter are more properly 
ey and the nazve alphyt has become supertiuous, 
alphyis (ul fi-lat), 0. 0.3 pret. and pp. alphy- 
lated, ppr. aiphylating. [alphy! + -ate?.] To 
introduce an alphyl into (an organie com- 
— Amer, Chem. Jour., April, 1903, 

pine, a. 2, [cap.] In — noting the 
type of the European race which inhabits the 

ps and the regions east and west of the Alps: 
characterized by a broad, short head, broad 
face with full chin and heavy nose, medium 
stature, and _—-- grayish eyes and 
brown hair. Also calle Celto-Slavie, Sarma- 
— Arrernian. Ripley, Races of Europe, p. 

-—Alpine blue, diluvium, glacier. see # be 
~ Alpine hat, a soft lt ‘hat’ With a deep dent ta the 
crown and rolled brim: originally a traveling and 
tsed In mountain-climbing, whence the —— 
i —325 NL, 

pinia (al-pin’i-i), m. . from Prospero 
Alpine, an Italian Fal A genus of stove 
herbs of the family Zinziberacca, cultivated 
for both the foliage and the racemes or panicles 
of flowers. There are about 60 fet of this genus 
found in tropical and subtropical Asia, the islands of the 
Pacific (ean, and Austral The species most con» 
monly cultivated is 4. nutana, a plant with very beautiful 
foliage, sometines Known as the shell: 

alpinin (al’pi-nin), ». [(f) Alpine + -in2.) A 
substance prepared from galangal root, since 
shown to be a mixture of galangin and cam- 
herid. 

Alsace gray, green, etc. See *gray, *green}, 
ete, 

Alsatian clover. See *clover. 
alsbachite (alz’ba-kit), ». [Alshach, a stream 
on Mount Melibocus, Odenwald, Baden, + 
-ite*.] In petrog., the name given by Chelius 
—— to a variety of granite-porphyry poor in 
erromagnesian minerals and rich in pink grar- 

net, occurring on the slope of Mount Meliboens, 
Alsidium (al-sid‘i-um), . (NL. (C. A. Agardh, 
1827), suid to have been formed (if so, irregu- 
larly) ¢ Gr. dic, saltness, or a/c, salt, + -idinnr.} 
A genus of red seaweeds containing the species 
A. Helminthochortos, or Corsican moss, used 
in medicine. 

alsike (al’sik, Sw. iil’si-ke), mn. [Prop. Alsike 
clover, named from (Sw.) Alsike near Upsala 
in Sweden.] A species of clover (Trifolinm 
hybridum) native to Europe, much grown in 

e United States for forage. It thrives beat 



alsike 
fm moist land. It is a ta 

jea, with amall whitish which become pink, 
is sometimes known as clover, 3 ' 

Alsine (al’si-né), n. [NL. (Linneus, 1753), ¢ 
Gr. atowy, a plant of unknown identity, ¢ acne, 
oe or place grown with trees and grass. | 

genus of dicotyledonous — belonging to 
the family Silenacez. See Stellaria, 

ine (al-sto’ni-din), 1, [dlstonia (see 
def.) + -td +-ine2,] An alkaloid found in Pula 
(Alstonia) constricta. It crystallizes in needles 
which melt at 181° C, 

alstonine (al’std-uin), x. [4d/stonta (see def.) 
+ -ine®,) Analkaloid, CoyHogNoO, +3}H 20, 
found in the bark of Pala (Alstonia) constricta. 
It 18 amorphous and was formerly called chlo- 
regenin, 

(al-stré-mé’ri-k), x. [NL., from 
a personal name.) A genus of cool-house and 
stove plants, members of the family Amaryl- 
lidacew, with tuberous roots, treated as bulbs. 
The species most common in the United States are na- 
tives of Brazil, Peru, Chile, and Mexico. A, imat is 
best adapted for grventiouse pi Ti all there are 
about 60 deseribed species, found tn the tropical and sab- 
tropical regions of South Au⸗-erien 

Altamaha grits. See *grit®. 
altar-book (al’tar-buk), ». Same as missal, 
altar-' Al’tir-boi), nm. A boy who serves & 

riest while he is — at the altar. 
tar-mound (al’tir-mound), ». A mound of 

earth erected over an altar of clay on which 
sacrifices were burned. Altar-mounds have 
been discovered principally in Ohio, 

alteratio (al-te-ra‘shi-o), . (NL.: see altera- 
tion.) In mensural music, the regular doubling 
of the timo-value of a notein certain relations, 
The rules governing this were complicated and 
arbitrary. 

Altered ch note, or triad, | “ic, a chord, note, 
or triad — by be eccticntal end cher changed in 
charneter or significance. 

alteregoism (al-tér-a’gd-izm), n. [L. alter 
ego, ‘another !,? +-ism.] A narrow altruism 
amounting merely to sympathy with persons 
who are inone’s own case, dmer, Jour, I’sychol,, 
XIL. 470. 

alteregoistic (al-téra-go-ist’ik), a, Of or per- 
taining to alteregoism. 

Alternaria (al-tér-na‘ri-&), ». (NL. (Nees von 
Esenbeck, 1816), ¢ L. allernus, alternate, + 
-aria.) Agenusof hyphomyeetous fungi doubt- 
fully distinct from Macrosporium. The conidia 
are dark-colored, are both transversely and longitadl. 
—_ septate, and are bornein chalng, A, lew OCCUTS 
00 the cabbage and caulifiower, 

alternate a. 4. In elect., same as *alternat- 
ing. 

alternater, alternator (al'tér-na-tér,-tor), v. 
In elect., wan alternating-current dynamo or gen- 
erator, It consists of an armature in which electric 
power is produced and a magnetic Meld which prodaces 
the magnetic fix acting upon the armatare, Accord. 
ing to thelr construction, alternaters are: (1) reeulring 
armature alternatery, having the magnet eld station- 
ary and the armuture revolving ; (2) reruleing fleld al- 

Revolving Preld Alicenater. 

ternaters, having the magnet fleld retolving and the 
arwature statlonary; {%) inductor alternmatere, having 
the fleld colls and armuture stationary and the Lron 
core revolving; (4) induction or anynehroaous alternar- 
ere, that is, induction motors running as generators above 
syriclironisin, See siaducfion generator, jpensat- 
ed alternater, an alternater in which the armature re- 
action is compensated hy a compensating *exclter (which 
sec) and he —— thereby maintained irrespective of 
foad or character of loal, that ls, power-factor,—Inductor 

in elect., an alternating-current generator 
In which field and armature windings arc stationary, an 
only a toothed iron structure revolves, 
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weak-stemmed branching alternating (al‘tér-ni-ting), p. a. Specifically, Altita 
in efect., periodically reversing or changing the 
direction in such @ manner that the total ef- 
fect in one direction is the same as in the op- 
posite direction. An aifternating current is a cirrent 
consisting of a series of half-waves of equal duration and 
equal intensity but opposite direction, One half-wave 
is called an @ieraaion two successive half-waves, or & 
complete wave, acyele, The number of cycles per sec 
ond is the frequency, Commercial frequencies are 25, 0), 
and 125 cycles per second. Since the alternating current 
varices from instant to instant, the square-root of the 

uare of the instantaneous values is commonly & mean sy 
employed and called the effectice value of the altertat- 
ing current, since it represents the effect or power of the 
latter. Under alternating current, alternating eleetro- 
metice foree, etc, usually the effective value le under 
stood, If the sucecssive half-waves gradually decrease 
in intensity, the current is called an o#i/ating current 
Oscillating currents usuelly have freqacovies of hundred 
thousanils and millions of oe per second. They are 
rudaced by condenser disc and are ised in wire 
ews telegraphy, etc.— Alterna’ 

Motion. See 

alternation, », 5. In fageod,, the discon 

tinuous occurrence of a plant type due to local 
variations in the conditions. See the extract. 

The term alternation is ased to designate that phenom- 
enon of Vegetation in which a formation recurs at dif- 
ferent places ina region, or a species at different points 
fo a formation, 

F. E. Clements, Bot. Surv. Neb., VIL 163. 

6. In elect., the time of one reversal, or 
one half-wave of alternating curretit, One alter- 
nation therefore is one halfcycle, The frequency of an 
alternating current formerly was given in alternations 

minute, See #elternating.—Antithetic alterna- 
of generationa, the alternation between a sexual 

——— and an asexual generation which ia unlike it 
a form or structure or tn both; metagenesis, Eneye- 

Brit,, XX XU. 214.—H alternation of gen- 
erations, the alternation of a sexual generation with an 
asexanl generation siniftlar to it in appearance 

Hlomol alternation is tllustrated by many Algo 
and Fungi Where ofepritg of similar appearance are pro- 
duced in two different ways, either vegotatively or sexu- 
ally. Eneye, Brit,, XXX, 214, 

alternative I. 1.—Alternative inheritance. Sec al 
inheritance, 

II. tr Vortale alternatives, suddenly reversed 
vanke currenta, 

ternativi (al-tér-na-tiv'i-ti), ». [alterna- 
tive + -ity.] The power of choosing between two 
alternatives, as between two courses of action; 
decision of character, By some writers con- 
fused with the power of ethical self-control or 
moral inhibition. 

alternativo (iil-tér-nii-té’vd), a. IIt.) In music, 
noting a movement or section which alternates 
with another or is set in contrast with it, 

alternator, ». See *alternater, 
althionic (al-thi-on’ik), a. [al(eohol) + Gr. 
trio, sulphur, + -n + -c.] Derived from 
aleohol and sulphur.—althionio acid, an old name, 
no longer uted, for othyl-sulpharic ack, 

altho, couj. <A simplified — of although. 
ticus (al'ti-kus}), sn. [NL., — Hattiens, 
Gr. dArede, good at leaping, ¢ a44ratiac, leap. ] 
genus of blennies similarto Salariag, A. sa 

tiene Vives on tava-rocks about the reefa in the South 
Seas, Jurking outol water and leaping Iike a lizard when 
disturbed, It is black in color and about ¢ lnches in 
length. 

altilik (il'ti-lik), ». (Tork, *altilik, < alti, six, 
+-lik, adj, suftix,] The Turkish six-plaster piece, 

altimetric (al-tiamet‘rik), a. Same as *altimet- 
rical, 

He ‘i i : ot — cornmnginap fot psi altimetric obactvations 

Geog, Jour, (HG. 5. XVL 472. 

altimetrical (al-ti-met’ri-kal), a. [altimetry 
+.ic-al.) Relating or pertaining to altime- 
try, or the measurement of heights. Blount. 

altimetrically (nl-ti-met’ri-kal-i), ade, Asre- 
wards the measurement of heights. 

altinichlic (iil-ti-uik‘lik), n. (Turk. alfin, a 
gold eoin.] A Turkish silver coin, the one- 
iaster piece, which has a legal weight of 
8.557 grains and a varying value. 

altist ‘alt‘ist), nm. [alt(o) + -ist.] In music, 
one who sings the alto part. 

Altitude cirole, See *eircle.— Altitude motion, the 
nioton of ag rastrument hen it turns on a horizontal axis 
See sextant. A, M altitude, the sextant sight measured 
in the morning by the navigator for the parpose of obtain- 
ing a base from which to calculate the longitude of the 
veasel — Double altitude, the angle between an object 
and its reflection tn an artitlelal horizon (ordinarily a 
trough of mercury), Such angles are usually measured 
with a sextant by an observer on Inand.— 0 alti- 
tude, the angular height of a heavenly body from the 
horizon, na measured on the sextant, or other nautical tn- 
strument of reflection, or the sextant altitude before oor- 
rections for eerul-dlameter, parallax, dip of the horizon, 
aid tefraction are applied, P, ML altitade, the sextant 
sight measured in the afternoon by the uavigator fur de- 
ternalning the ship's meridian, 

alum-cake 
dinal See tindex. 

Altmann’s bioblasta or granules. See *tioblast. 
alto*t, ade. phr, See all, adv., 1. 

alto-cumulus (ul-t6-ki’mi-lus), 1.; pl. alto- 
cumuli (-li). (L. altus, high, + cumulus, heap 
(see eae A ¢eloud, the highest form of 

All cumulus 

«From a phototype by J. Viecent 

eumulus, appearing in small masses, bright 
on the sunny and shaded on the opposite side ; 
in the older terminology, a cumulo-cirrus. 
They are frequently arranged In rank and file, generally 
disappearing in the sunshine, and are thes indicative of 

x ape ne weather. Sometimes this little cloud hasa 
definite structure as a vortex-ring, 

alto-nimbus (al-té-nim’bus), ».; pl. alfo-nimbi 
(-bi). [L. altus, high, + nimbrs, cloud (see 
nimous).) A cloud from which rain falls after 
it is completely developed, but which in its 
first stages is seen to be a dull-colored cloud 
at the summit of a mass of air flowing in under 
an advancing cumulus or cumulo-nimbus, sim- 
ilar clouds of much greater extent are formed when 
broad sheets of air, lowing from the southw 
near astorm-center and begin to form clouds be Teach- 

tus (al-té-stri‘tus), u.ꝭ pl. alto-strati 
ing the rain region, 

(-ti). (L. altus, high, + NL. stratus.) 1. A 
thin horizontal sheet of clouds, usually disap- 
pearing slowly: apparently a lower layer of 
what under favorable circumstances might 
have been acumuluscloud, The outersurface, 
melting away at sunset, gives rise to beautiful 
sunset cloud-colors by reflection of light from 
the sun or the sky beyond the western horizon. 
—2. A rather high cloud covering the sky as 
a layer whose lower surface is horizontal. 
The extreme boundaries of such an alto-stratus 
cloud thin away into a series of alto-cumuli, 

altro-nutrition (al’tro-nia-trish’on), . [Ir- 
reg.  L, alter, other, + nutrition.) Nutrition 
carried over to another: seen in the quota- 
tion to reproduction viewed in its social and 
ethical consequences, 

Reproduction is therefore not only ultra-nutrition, in 
colony beyond the Linlividual, but it is effro-nutrition, in 
conying the ors to and into another, It Is, as we 

aoe, the inning of altroism, 
Ward, Pure Sociol,, p, 201. 

altrotelic (al-tré-tel’ik), a. Seo the extract. 
The few years of achooting is only the very end of a 

process that, in a sense, has run through eons, The 
school merely pats on the final touches. . . . Letourneau 
speaks of spontancvous and ofyanie training. Nature 
firet adjuata the body to the physical environment; then 
the social adjustment marks a higher stage, Heredity 
ie stored up experience. The second stage or division of 
education we miay call... artificial or telic, Art is 
here teleological contro! of natare; if it is directed by 
nuother it is altrotelic ; and when it becomes subjective 
ft i nutotelic. The telic aspect becins when we enter 
the social sphere. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, II, 447, 

altruistic, -. 2. Pertaining to that theory of 
ethies which regards altruism as the highest 
motive. 

aludel, ». In modern times it has been applied almost 
exclusively te the thin earthen condensers used in the 
—— of mervury at the reduction works at Almadén, 
Spain. 

aluff (n-luf’), adr, Naut., of sails, in the posi- 
tion when the helm is put down, or alee, so 
that the vessel is turown up into the wind aud 
the sails shake or slat. 
alum, *.— Alum bath, « saturated solution of potas. 
sium alum, tds ased tn —— tu check the frill- 
ing of plates or the blistering of paper. Alam schist, 
Same as alum shale. Porous alum, the trade-name of 
alumiotum sulphate obtained by evaporation of tte solu- 
tion and to which, just before solidification, a 
quantity of sodium carbonate is added! with stirring of 

ie pasty wuss, The evoluthon of — oe in 
bubbles puffs up the material te a spongy condition, 
which becomes permanent on setting, 

alum-cake (al’um-kik), ». The dried mass 
left after the treatment with strong sulphuric 
acid of kuolin or fairly pure clay which has 



alum-cake 

bee rod 
from the . Also 

consists casentially of aluminium 
mixed — ft, the silica derived 

v 
alum. n. 2. A loose clay containing 
iron pyrites from which alum may be made. 
It — occurs with beds of lignite, and usu- 
ally contains rather less silica than the more 
com) alum slate. 
alumian (a-li’mi-an), n. [alumi(wm) + -an.] 
A doubtful aluminium sulphate (perhaps Alg- 
S00) found in Spain. 

Alumina cream, freah itated aluminium hydrate 
held in suspension in * 
aluminium, *. Aluminium melts at 654.5" C., and 
the tensile atrength of bars made of it ia about 24,000 

nection of 

used, aa at , 
which anhydroes alumina from bauxite is dissolved in a 
bath oryol 
trolyzed by a current of 6 or 7 volts amt 7,000 amperes. 
The price has been brought down from $15 to 30 ceots a 

tind, and the annual output increased from 3 to m 
Thousand tons perannam., The only moderate atren, 
of the metal, certain difficulties in working it (aa, for 
stance, In soldering), and its chemical alterability under al 
some comlitions have tended to limit Ite applications. 
——ù—́,—— more recent meee made of it may be men- 
tioned the etching of designs for theatrical and other 

m 
of aluminium, xine, and 

noimg metaliic ala- = 
introducing zinc into 

jum 

—— MgB ly am into me! or 
ted Hiniam bronze, The 

caching under the name 
fed chy in the prep- 

stook, but i also used of a 
—— ve —— and — eloth 

jyelng. — processes. — 
— — a trade-name for aluminium 
acetate, ‘used in solution as a mordant in dyeing. 
— jum solder. Very pure zinc has been 
recommended for soldering articles of aluminium, bat 
the process is still a difficult and unaat 

— 

—— 4/3 . 

fin, eed’ tn making’ chum clarifying’ drinking.wate mn making P 4 mn water, 

purifying power, pecparing size, etc. Aluminiam 
zinc, an ay of aluminium and zinc. These two metals 
are combi tn various ions, and the alloy ob- 
tained is generally harder mn alaminiam but very 
brittle, unless the proportion of zine is very email, Th 
further addition of copper makes a very stiff metal, 
well adapted for castings.— Bromide a 
salt pre by saturating hydrobromis acid with gelat- 
| may of —— ** gad * * era — 

dryness, used in togray ben 
pm ag one grain to the anc Wolfram —— 
tum, an alloy of nlaminiam and tun 
for military equipmenta, The me 
spins well. 

aluminize (s-li’mi-niz), v. 4; pret. and pp. 
aluminized, ppr. ——— IL. alimen (alu. 
min-) + ood To apply alum ora sait of alu- 
minium to (a material, as cloth). 
umino-. A combining form (with silicate, 

phosphate, ete.) of aluminum, aluminium, The 
feldspars are all aluninosilicates, - 

al ‘erric (a-li’mi-né-fer’ik), a, See the 
following.— cake, the trade-name for 
aluminium —— when It contains a considerable 
quantity of f sulphate derived from tron occurring as 

rity in ba ore clay. 

aluminol (a-li’mi-ndl), »,  [alimin(inm) + 
-ol.) A trade-name for 3-naphtholdisulpho- 
nate of aluminium, Alg(CjgHsOH(SO¢%)o)s. 
It combines the astringency of alum with the 
antiseptic power of naphthol, 
uminothermic (a-li‘mi-ng-thér’mik), a. 

Pertaining to or produced by aluminothermy ; 
producing bigh ——— by the combus- 
tion of finely divided metallic aluminium. 
Elect. World and Engin., Feb. 13, 1904. 

cs (a-li’mi-né-thér’miks), n. 
{aluminium + thermics.) A collective name for 
the processes in which high temperatures are 
produced by the chemical combination of 
oxygen and aluminium. It has been known for 
some time that high temperatare could be obtained by the 

ion of lamina, but the operation was not practi- 
cally applied previous to the invention of the process 
paten oy ~ Hans Goldschmidt. This conatets in 
mixing Snely powdered alaminium with some pulverized 
metallic oxid (e. g., FegO4), and then raising the tempera- 
ture to the point where reaction takes place th h 
which the alaminiam deprives the other metal of tts 
oxygen, forming AlgO0,. is reaction generates n great 
quantity of heat and a very high temperature. The 
cess la used for the production of pure metals which ft 
has not before been posible to isolate completely and 
in a pure form, such as chromium, manganese, etc, An- 

rolla, draws, = 

pplication of the alumi 

laced fi melding. ee lie ot seiceatary ma ne prepared 
—— igniter: 

useful for welding conductor-ralla, defective 
and parts of be 
at the places where they are 

a y te used for 

fetal 
Ite untform 

an Igniter consteting weeeliy 

the main reaction will e 
since the tem are uced is probably above 3000° (, 
and higher t can be o! in any other artificial 

électric arc. 
(a-lii’ mi-né-thér’ mi), vn. [NT. 

aluminum + Gr. épuy, heat.) Same as *alumi- 
nothermica. 
alum-meal (al’um-mél}, ». Alum as obtained 
in small crystals, at its first erystallization, by 
rapid cooling, with agitation, of a hot solution. 
alundum (a-lun’dum),#. [L. al(ius), other, + 
(cor)undum.] An artificial abrasive made in an 
electric furnace and used as a substitute for 
corundum, 

8 alurgite (a-lér’ jit), ». [Gr. doupyic, purple (lit. 
‘wrought in the sea,’ with reference to the 
genuine purple dye from the purple-fish as dis- 
ti ished m imitations made on land, ¢ 
dic, sea, + ipyov, work), + -ite2,] A manga- 
nese-mica, varying from purple to cochineal 
red, from St. Marcel, Piedmont. 

Alutera (a-lii'te-ri), ». (NL, ¢ L. aluta, soft 
leather.) A genus of filo-fishes remarkable 
for their leathery skin and lean —** found 
in tropieal seas. 4. monoceros is the com- 
monest species. 
Alvarius (al-va‘ri-us), », [NL.] A genus of 
small darters of the family Percidw, <A. late- 
ralis is found in northern Mexico. 
alveate (al’vé-at), a. [L. alveatus, hollowed 
out like @ trough or tray, <alrens, a trough, 
tray: see alvews.] Same as alreated, 

alvelos (fil’ve-lés), ». The milky resinous juice 
of Euphorbia heterodora, indigenous to Brazil: 
a yellowish-white syrupy substance used in 
medicine. 

alveola (al-vé'6-lji), #.; pl. alveol# (-1é). [NL. 
fem.: see alveolus.) In bot.: (a) One of the 
its in a receptacle after the removal of the 

lar abscess, a deep-seated gum-boll.— Al 
in — the angle formed by the Hnes drawn from 
the alveolar point to the bastion and to the nasion.— 

ture of protoplasm.— Alveolar line, 
continuation of the lateral margin of the anterior nasal 
aperture to the anterior fasal pine. Harrison Alien, 
Jour, Acad, Nat. Sci, X. 418 

siveolar-doreal(si-vé"G 1s dér sal), a. Alveo- 
lar and dorsal. Stud. Yale Psyeh, Lab,, X. 105, 
Alveolites (al'vé-6-li’téz), ». (NL., ¢ L.alveo- 
lus, dim. of alveus, a cavity, + -ites, E, -ite?.] 
Agenus of extinct tabulate corals. They grow in 
spreading or Uranching masses compused of contiguons 
corallites opening obliquely on the surface with semi. 
lunar apertures ; the septa are represented by rows of 

jules and mural pores are 5* This coral is very 
abundant in the Silurian amd Devonian. 

alveololabial (al-vé‘6-16-la’bi-al), a. Pertain- 
ing to the lips and to the alveolar processes. 

alveololingual (al-vé'6-lé-ling’gwal), a. Per- 
taining to the tongue and to the alveolar pro- 
CeRSES, 
alveolonasal (al-vé"6-16-na‘zal), a. In era- 
niom., relating to the alveolar point and to the 
nasion : as, the alveolonasal line. 

alveolus, ». (A) In the shells of belemnites or fossil 
—— cephalopods, the conical cavity at the an- 

ond. 

calculi, intestinal concretions which result from 
the inspiasation of portions of the fecal contents. 

alvite (al’vit), ». (Alre in Norway + -ite?.) 
A silicate resembling zireon in form, but con- 

is ama-ama (ii‘mi-8‘ mii), n. 

if, amacrine (a-mak’‘rin), v. 

tnapirationist. 

Amanita (am‘a- 

Amanita 

“ OOCUTE A! 
state spon grape-vines, which it injares by devouring the 

A. M.A. An abbreviation of American Med- 
ical Association, 

(Hawaiian.) A 
Hawaiian name of the common mullet, Mugil 
cephalus, It is a food-fish of very superior 
quality, and is reared in artificial ponds in that 
region. — 

(Gr, 4- priv. + pa- 
rete, long, + ic (-v-), musele, in F fiber.] 

ot having long fibers: a term app ed to an- 
axone nerve-cells, sometimes called spongio- 
blasts, found in the inner molecular layer of 
the retina of the eye. 
amaldar, ». 2. In India, an agent or man- 
ager in some districts, a revenue-colleetor. 
Also written amildar. 

tes, See *plate. pla’ 
amalgamating: n (a-mal’ga-mi-ting-pan’), 

n. Ingold- an ier milling, a pan-shaped mua- 
chine with a revolving muller for grinding ores 
in order to extract the precious metals from 
the resulting pulp with the aid of mereury. 
The use of chemicals.and heat is sometimes 
required, —— for silver ores. 

te Barrel tion, a pro- 
ceas of am in which the ore to be treated te 
cha into revolving barrels and there the lous 
me! are united with mercury. In the United States 
the barrel-process has been replaced by the pan-proceas, 
while in Europe and in South and Central Am it is 
still in use,— Kréncke's process 
a Chilean amalgamation process, In usesince a 
chiefly for ores from the deeper workings, which carry, 
— some —— — poy —_— area nitite, 
prous' roargyrite, and pe active re- 
eyed ot solution of enprous chlorid which ts 
pared se) tely. ‘The operation is carried on in rotating 

Js, andl lead or zinc is employed as a means 
of — — calomel.— Raw on, 

tlon of silver ore withont a preliminary 
chloridizing roast. Roast amalgamae 
thon of ailver ore after a preliminary ch! roast. 

eMoridize. See 

amalic (a-mal’ik), ¢. [Formation not obvious. ] 
Noting an acid, CygH)4N4Og, formed by the 
oxidation of caffein or theobromin e; tetra- 
methyl alloxantin, 

(a-mi’nist), », Calmana, a group of 
villages in Iowa (¢ Amana, a mountain men- 
tioned in Cant, iv. 8), + -ést.] A member of a 
German religious ——s te peed known 
as the True Inspiration Society.” It originated 
an a religious sectin Germany In the seventeenth cen- 
tary, waa much persecuted there and elsewhere on the 
continent of Europe, removed to the United States in 
1842, and became commanistic. The community settled 
first at Ebenezer, near Buffalo, New York, but removed, 
in 1855 and the following years, to Amana, near Cedar 
Rapids, Iowa, where it forts a group of seven villages, 
« ed in agriculture and manufactures, and sharing 
things in common under the rule of a president anil wev- 
cral trustees elected by the people. Its members believe 
in the plenary inspiration of the Bible, and noake tt their 
sole creed, ditfering little in their beliefs from Lutherans, 
They have no rite of baptiem, do not believe in eternal 
punishment, and, like the Quakers, disapprove of war and 

non-resistanta, are y 
They disbelieve fn 
ceremonies and in 
se of all Kinet 

ve no clergy, an 
no preaching ex: “eq 
cept when Gol 

* ine 

Dat all are devout 
church-gocrs. = Bee 

ni’ti),», [NL., 
< Gr. apavira, 
ple a sort of 

gi.) 1. In 
= po a genus 
of fungi of the 
family Agarica- 
cea, restricted 
by reeent au- 
thors to white- 

ore = species 
having the stem 
presiced with 
wthanannulus, 

a 

Amanttepris piumica. 

After figure in Regier and Prone 
~ Pianzentamibien.”) or ring, and 



Amanita 

volva. Over 50 species have been deseribed, 
a number of which are common and widely dis- 
tributed throughout temperate regions.—2, 
{. ¢.] A plant of this genns.— Fly amanita, a 
tame uently applied to Amanita muscaria, « polson- 
ous species — Orange amanita, 1 common name for 4, 
cocria, a large edible ies having an orange-colored 
jens. — Poison amanita, name applied to 4. phal- 

otdes, & White species which is extremely polsonoas. 
Amanitopsis (a-man-i-top’sis), x. [NL.(Roze, 
1879), < Amanita + dyvc, view.) A genus of 
white-spored agarics having a volva but no an- 
nulus, 4. plumbea is a common and widely dis- 
tributed species, See cut on preceding page. 
amanous (am’‘a-nus),a, (Gr, a- priv. + L. ma- 
nus, aband.}] Without hands or manus: some- 
times applied to birds. 

n. 4, Same as purple heart.—6, An 
acid dyestuff, of the monoazo type, which dyes 
wool and silk a pure bluish red that is moder- 
ately fast to light and milling. It is known 
by various other names, as azo acid-rubine, Bor- 
deaux 8, and fast red.— Amaranth t, a trade- 
name for one of the solutions of chlorid of tin used 
asa mordant in dyeing. These svlutions are now much 
lesa used than they were before the introduction of the 
coal-tar dyes. Low one of Uhe Cuimbleweeds, 
Amarantus Mitotdes, 
recizens, bat more 

ranth.— amaranth, 
amaran! 

maranthua recently spread 

bushy species and the stems bear slender spines. Alao 
called carcless-wreed and red careleraweed_ 
amaranth, Same aa low *emerenth.— Thorny 
Tanth. Same as apiny *emeranth, 
amarantite (am-a-ran‘tit), ». [amarant, pro- 

r form of amaranth, + -ite?.) A hydrous 
erric sulphate occurring in slender prismatic 
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Amazonism (am‘a-zon-izm), », The supposed 
supremacy and rule of women in primitive 
society : an interpretation of the facts of de- 
seent traced in the female line, and the con- 
sequent supremacy of the male relatives of 
the wife over her husband, Ward, Pure So- 
ciol., p. 338. 

omachia (am‘a-zon-d-mak’i-i), n, 
NL, (Gr. Apvatév, Amazon, + péyy, fight.) 

Gr. antiq., a battle of Amazons. There were 
several of these mythic battles : (1) the Invasion of Lycia 

the Amazons; (2) the invasion of — y the 
Amazons 3 the battle with Hercules, bis vth labor, 
in which Hippol queen of the Amazons, was slain ; 
(4) the battle with Theseus to liberate Antiope; (5) the 
battle at the close of the Trojan War, when the Amazons 
came to the asdistance of Priam; (6) the invasion by the 
Amazons of the laland of Levoe at the mouth the 
Danube, Since it furnished many Interesting arrange. 
ments of men, women, and horses in action, the Amazon- 
omachia was a favorite subject with Greck artists. The 
finest representation of it now in existence is a serics of 

Amasonomechia, from a Sarcophagus in the toerrre 

ha⸗ · relleſa, in the British —_——— was found in 
the ruins of the Mausoleum at icarnassas, It was 
often represented in the decoratiun of vases. 

erystals and bladed masses of an amaranth-red A.M.B. An abbreviation of the Latin Artium 
Also called hohmannite, 

amargosa (4-miir-go’sii), a. [Sp. amargoso, 
bitter,] A name in Guam and the Philippines 
of the balsam-pear and the balsam-apple (.Mo- 
mordica Charantia and M, Balsamina), gourd- 
like plants with palmate leaves and warty, 
yellow fruit which bursts open when ripe, dis- 
playing the seeds surrounded by a red aril. 

amaric (a-mar‘ik), a. [L. amarus, bitter, + 
-ic.] Of a bitter nature.— Amario acid, an acid, 
CysHosOs + HyO, formed by botling benzamarone with 
cohatle sodium hydroxid. It is erystalline and caatly 

forme an anhydrid. 
amaril(am’a-ril),». [L.amaras, bitter + -i1.] 
The hypothetical poison of the Bacillus ictero- 
ides, regarded by some as the cause of yellow 
fever. 
amaroid (am‘a-roid), a. [1., amarus, bitter, + 
oid.) A name pro to designate those 
bitter substances which have a definite com- 
position but do not belong to one of the recog- 
nized classes of compounds such as glucosides 
or alkaloids. 
amaroidal (am-a-roi‘dal), a. [amaroid + -al.] 
1, Somewhat bitter in taste.— 2, In pharm, 
resembling a bitter in properties, 

(am-a-s0’ni-k), xn. (NL., named for 
Thomas Amason, an early American traveler.] 
A genus of greenhouse shrubs from tropical 
America, of the family Ferbenacee : sometimes 
— for the long, persistent, hairy, yellow 
owers. 4. calycina is the only common spe- 

cies in the United States. There are about six 
es, but they are not much known in cul- 

tivation, 
amastia (a-mas‘ti-ii), vn. (NL., ¢ Gr. *ayaaria, 
< duaeroc, without breasts, ¢ d- priv. + peorde, 
breast, ] —— absence of the nipples or 
of the entire breasts, 

Same as *amastia. amasty (a-maa‘ti), u. 
blindness amaurosis, n. — Intoxication amaurosis, 

due to the ac of some systemic poison, such as alcohol 
or tobacco, 

Ama family idiocy, of accom 
ae pte and My ele RB 6 Fava — 
ing blindness, Lancet, Jame 25, 1004. 
amaxophobia (am-ak-sd-f6’bi-ii), ». [Prop. 
*hamazophobia, ¢ Gr. duaga, a wagon, + -dofia, 
< go3eiy, fear.] A morbid fear of vehicles, 
amazia (a-mi‘zi-A),n. [NL., ¢Gr. 4- priv. + 
welds, breast.) Congenital absence of the mam- 
mary glands, 

gsroup, In peol., a term fed to rocks 
of Cretaceous age along the Rho Parts, I, and re 

ed as equivalent in part to the Upper Chalk or 
westrichtian of Europe, 

The (am-a-z0'ni-an-izm), v. 
state or condition of Amazons; Amazonian 
eustoms and conditions which develop in a 
certain state of society ; —— the sup- 
posed Amazonian revolution of the women 
against prevailing hetwrism. McLennan. 

color, Mechanicarum Bacealaureuvs, Bachelor of the 
Mechanic Arts, a title conferred by some col- 

8. 
am n. Bame as *ambateh. 
ambagiousness (am-bi‘jus-nes), ». [Lamba- 
gious + -ness.) The quality of being amba- 
gions, roundabout, or indirect. 

amba' (am‘bach), n. [See ambash,] The 
pith-tree of the Nile, .Eschynomene Klapkroz- 
ylon, a thorny shrub or small tree of extraor- 
dinarily quick growth: a characteristic plant 
ot — — of tropical Fag eyen F — 
monly light, spongy wo used for floats 
and — rafts, "Bes antean. 
ambeer, ambier (am’bér), ». [Perhaps due in 
some way to amber, in allusion to its color, 
Tobaceo-juice, Joaquin Miller, [Local, U. 8. 
amber”, ».—Drawn amber, amber which haa been 

out of the sea with nets and rakes. Pit amber, 
amber mined from pita or diggings. It wsually bas a 
friable brown crust. Dietingulehed from etrand and sea 
amber, from which this coating has been worn by the 
action of sea and aand.— Sea amber, amber washed up 
by the sea (from deposits under the sea or on the coast) or 
dredged from ita depths, Also called sea-stome,— 
amber, water-worn amber found on a coast or strand, 

amber-beds (am’bér-bedz), vu. 3 A deposit 
of glauconitie sands of Lower Oligecene age, 
developed along the coust of the Baltic Sea 
near Kénigsberg, in the lower part of which is 
a band containing considerable quantities of 
amber. The sands carry marine fosnila, but the amber 
incloses insects, spiders, and centipeds, together with 
baad pire Brees, seeds, and leaves of n large number of 
and plate. 

amberiferous (am-bér-if’ér-us), a. Amber- 
bearing or amber-producing. 

The west coast of Denmark... is included in this 
amberiferous region. Buck, Med, Handbook, 1. 208, 

amberite (am’be-rit), #. [amber + -ite?.] One 
of the modern explosives known aa smokeless 
owders. It contains 40 per cent. of nitroglycerin 
per cent. of soluble guncotton, and 4 per cent. of 

camphor, vaseline, or some equivalent substance, 
amber-jack (am’bér-jak), ». A name given to Ambl 
mat y species of the genus Seriola, as 8. lalanddi 
and S. dumerili. 
amberous (ambér-us), a. Amber-colored; like 
amber. 

Ita chambers paved with amberows lights 
The Century, Aug., 1800, p. 500, 

amber-snail (am‘bér-snal), 2. A species of 
Suceinea, 

amber-tree, ». 2, The extinct tree Pinites 
suceinifer, which yielded most of the amber of 
the Baltic region, 
ambiance (in-bi-iins’), ». [F. (Nowvean La- 
rousse), © ambiant = Mi, embient. The BE. form 
would be *ambience.) Environment: in art, 
the arrangement of accessories and surround- 
ings to support the main effect intended. 

Amblystomatide 
ambiciliate (am-bi-sil’i-at), a. [L. ambi-, on 
both sides, + NL, ciliatns, ciliate.] In iehth., 
having the scales on both sides of the body 
edged with minute teeth. [Rare.] 

Ambicolurate fleh appear to be always what one ma: 
call ‘ eméiciliate * * * 

Proc. Zool, See, London, 1804, p. 438. 

ambicolorate (am-bi-kul’or-at). a. IL. ambi-, 
on both sides, + coloratus, colored.) Having 
both sides of the body colored: applied specifi- 
eally toabnormal examplesof flathehes, colored 
on both sides, which are normally white be- 
neath. Proe. Zool. Soe. London, 1894, p. 435, 

ambicoloration (am-bi-kul-o-ra’shon), ». [L. 
ambi-, on both sides, + coloration.) In zool., 
the property or fact of having both sides 
colored. Proce. Zool, Soc, London, 1894, p. 432. 
Ambient vein. See *rein, 
ambier, ». See *ambeer, 
ambila’ (am-bi-lé’shon), u. [ambi- + (re)- 
lation.) A relation in whieh every individual 
object of the universe of discourse stands to 
every other; a pene-coexistence, 

ambisinistrous fam: bi-sin‘is-trus), a. (L. 
ambi-, on both sides, + sinister, left.) Same 
as ambilevous, 

ambital (am’bi-tal), a. [ambit + -al.] Of or 
pertaining to the ambitus or margin of the shell 
or test, as In echinoderms. 
ambitty (am-bit’i), a. —— a fact n. 
of F. invitré (an’vi'tra’), unvitrified, ¢ in-, L. 
in-, neg., + vitré, CL. citrum, glass.) In glass. 
manuf., devitrified in the pot during the time it 
is being worked, as 5* 
ambitus, ». 6, In Gregorian music. the range 
or compass of a arg oe 7. In the flat sea- 
urchins or echinoids, the peripheral or equa- 
torial area of the test which is not transsected 
by the ambulacra, 
Amblotheriidw (am-blé-thé‘ri-i-d@), ». pl. 
(NL., ¢ Amblotherium + -idw.) A family of 
primitive matmals in which the molars bear 
& tritubercular blade and a posterior talon: 
from the Jurassic of North America and Great 
Britain, 
Amblotherium (am-bl6-thé’ri-um). nm. [NL.. 
for — < Gr, auftic, sluggish, + 
fgiov, wild beast.] The typical genus of the 
family Amblothertide: regarded by some su- 
thors as synonymous with Peraspalez, Phas- 
colestes, and Stylodon, 

Amblycep! # (am-bli-se-fal’i-dé), m, pl. 
Nila, € Amblycephalus + -ide.| A family of 
armless tropical snakes found in South Amer- 

iea and Asia. The pt woids, Which are witlely sepa- 
rated from the quadrates, do not reach beyond the plane 
of the occipital condyle. On aceount of the size of the 
head, the species (about 80 in number) bear some resem 
blance to venomous ea, 

amblychromatic (am-bli-kré-mat‘ik), a. [Gr. 
aujizre, dim, + ypdua, color.) Feebly stain- 
ing: applied to certain myeloeytes oceurring 
in marrow. Opposed to *trachychkromatic. 
Amblygobius (am-bli-go’bi-us), a. [NL., (Gr. 
ausare, dull, blunt, + L. gobius, goby.) A genus 
of gobies in the East Indies. 
amblyopia, ». Failing sight, as distinguished 
from amaurosis or total blindness. 
amblyoscope (am’bli-d-skép), 1. (Gr. autAic, 
dim, dull, obtuse, + cxoreiv, view.) A stereo- 
seope each lateral half of which has indepen” 
dent motion, whereby a fusion of the two imager 
ean be effected under any conditions of diver- 
gence or convergence of the visual axes, Laa- 
cet, July 18, 1903, 
amblypod (am’bli-pod),». [Gr. au fi¢, blunt, 
+ vic, foot.] A member of the order 4Am- 
erent & group comprising a large number 
of extinct ungulates. 

entrus (am bli-p6-ma-sen’trus), 
n. (NL, ¢ Gr. au32ic, dull, blunt, + (?) Poma+ 
centrus.] Aname given toa section of the genus 
Pomacentrus, small reef-fishes known as dam- 
sel-fishes or demoiselles, 
Amblyrhiza (am-bli-ri’zi), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
audeee, blunt, + pite, root.) An extinet genus 
of rodents, allied to Chinchilla, from the Post- 
tertiary of the Antilles. 

ambl ite (am-blis’té-jit), a. (Gr. auSrir, 
blunt, + oréyy, roof, chamber, + -ite?, The 
name alludes to the form of the erystals.) A 
variety of hypersthene from the andesite of 
the Laacher See in the Eifel, originally de 
scribed as an independent species, 
Amblystomatids (am bli-sto-mat’i-dé), * 

NL.. ¢ Amblystoma(t-) + -ida.] Same as doe 
lystomida. 



amboceptor 

amboceptor (am-bi-sep‘tor), ». (LL. ambo, both, 
+ (rejceptor.) A specific adaptation-produet, 
the result of immunization, which unites the 
corresponding complement with the receptor 
of the cell or cellular uct for which it has 
aspecial affinity, See *immunity, Also copula, 
desmon, firator, immune body, — ——— 
preparator, 

The excessive or lateral chnins, being useless to the 
cells in which they are prodaced, are cast off und appear 
in the bedy jaices a8 intermediary bodies or —— 

to their nature, are designat: — 
captors tantivoaiv, etc.) ana (intermediary ane —_ ence, July 8, 108, 
Ambocelia (am-bé-sé’li-a)}, n. (NL, ¢ Gr. 
Guiev, a raised edge, + xocdia, belly.) A genus 
of small spire-bearing brachio with smooth 
or spinous valves: abundant in the Devonian 
and Carboniferous rocks. 
Ambonychia (am-bé-nik’i-#), », [NL., ¢ Gr. 
dujev, a raised edge, + dreg, talon.] The 
typical genus of the family Ambonychiide, 

bonychiid@ (am-bé-ni-ki'i-~ié),n. [NL., ¢ 
Ambonychia + -idw.) A family of pelecypod 
or acephalous mollusks, They have mytiliform 

oe cpp che og a no 

——— — 
Amboyna button or pimple. See *buffon. 
ambroid (am‘broid), ». The trade-name of a 
substance made from the inferior pieces of 
amber. See the extract. 

with the aid of heat and pressure. 
Scientific American, Sept. 16, 1800. 

ambrosia, . 3. The food of certain wood-boring 
beetles, consisting of various hyphomycetous 
fungi found associated with the beetles in their 
galleries, and said by some authors to be prop- 
agated by them, each species of beetle using 
a Cestioular species of fungus. 

Thelr [ambrosia-boetles'] food conslata not of wood, 
but of a substance to which the name ambrosia has been 
gr. aud which is a coating formed by certain minute 

and on the walls of their galleries by 
the beetles, action of the fungus produces the char- 
acteristic stain in the wood. 

Yearbook (. S. Dept, Agr., 1806, p. 421. 

ambrosia-beetle (am-bré’zid-bé’tl), n. Any 
one of a group of beetles of the family Sco- 
lytide, which w in the wood of different 
trees, and in their burrows cultivate certain 
fungi known as ambrosia. See *ambrosia, 3. 
Thirty species belonging to 6 genera in the 
United States are known to have this habit.— 
Cosmopolitan ambrosia-beetle, a scolytid beetle of 
wide distribution, X~leborue sareseni.— Oak ambrosia- 
bdeotle, an American scolytid beetle, Tyleborus aginia, 

Ambrosiaces (am-bro-zi-a’sé-€), n. pl. [NL. 
— 1828), < Ambrosia + -acew.] A 
amily of dicotyledonous, sympetalous plants 
of the order Campanulales, the ragweed family : 
chiefly disti shed from the Asteracew, in 
which it is included by many authors, by hav- 
ing the stamens (usually 5) separate, or the 
anthers merely connivent, 80 as not to be 
truly syngenesious. There are 8 genera and about 

— 
other best-known genera are fa and as. 

a, 2, Pertaining to the senses of 
taste and smell: a forced use. 

While yet in the animal state man learns to enjoy the 
senses in partaking of food and drink and in 

inhaling the air laden with many particles given otf by 
natural bodies. 

J. W. Powell, Amer. Ethnol. Rep., XIX. lix. 

Ambrosian, ¢.—Ambrosian any hymn attrfb- 
uted to 8t. Ambrose (340-397) gi “ine title is 
generally considered a⸗ ying to twelve hymns char- 
acterize! by their lack rhythm aod their austere 
simplicity, The *Te Deam' commonly called * Ambro- 
sian’ t thought now to be a translation of an ancient 
Greek hymn, 7 

ambrosine (am’bré-sin), v. [amber + rosin.] 
A resinous mineral found in the phos- 
phate-beds near Charleston, South Carolina. 

ambulacral,«. 2. Situated on the side which 
bears the ambulacra; hence, in Stelleroidea 
and Crincidea, oral.— Ambulacral brush, in spa- 
tanguid sen-urcht a structure consisting of an oredi- 
m tahe-foot of which the terminal disk is extraordl- 
ni ——— and carries — — eames or 
con! —— suppo by o calcareous 

Sno anid 60 plag an teapertans part in tie taking in of food are an ft — 
by stirring up the ——— ds, the areas 
or divisions of the surface of an echinoderm which are 
covered by the ambalacra.—Ambulacral foot, one of 
the hollow adhesive locomotive organs of an echinoderm ; 
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a tube-foot or tentacle.— Ambulacral Pore, one of the 
te openings between adjacent ambulacral bes in star- 

Longitediaal section through an ambulacral beush of a «pate 
tid (after Lovin dad Hamana). 4, body epitheliem: 4, sepport 
Keo 5 supporting plate ⸗ the terminal disk ; @, septa; ¢, canal 
mt the watet-rascular system |_/, longitudinal seuscles; g. nerves 
4, Greular musclefibers, Magnified, (Drawn trom Lang's“ Com- 
parative Anatomy") 

fishes, or thro the ambulacral plates in echinoids, for 
reg nee of the canal w connects a tube-foot with 

ampu 
Il. ». Same as ambulacral ossicle or plate. 

ambulance, ".—v. ambulance, a aubstan- 
tial, ——— with horizontal bottom and a false re- 
movable floor which can be rolled in and out, used for 
conveying invalid and disabled horses. The sides are 
Nigh and are Atted with slings, etc. 

am ce-chaser (am’bi-lans-chié’sér), 1, 
A person, either a lawyer or the agent of a 
lawyer, who follows up cases of accident in the 
streets and tries to induce the injured person 
to bring suit for damages. [Colloq.] 
ambulancier (am-bi-lan-sér’), ». [F, ambu- 
lancier, (ambulance, ambulance.) An ambu- 
lanee surgeon or attendant, [Rare.) 

toria(am*bi-la-t6’ri-i), u.pl. INLIA 
group or suborder of orthopterous insects, cor- 
responding to the Gresseria or walkers, and in- 
eluding only the family Phasmide. See Gres- 
sori 

in Sweden, a method of education 
f the sparse population of the 

the extract, 
lated a country the organization of 

edacation (which is free amd compalsory) is a special 
difficulty, which has been overcome by a 
achoola, in which the shifts his quarters twice a 
year or oftener within bis district. The local manage: 
mentof education ts part of the duties of the clergy, and 
this system seems to work without friction, though Swe- 
den has her Nonconformists, aps because the latter 
are compelled to contribute to the support of the State 
Charch. Atheneum, March 18, 1005, p, 343, 

ame (i'ma), n. [Jap. ame, a kind of jelly made 
of flour.) A form of glucose or starch sagar 
made in Japan by the action of barley malt 
upon rice paste. It is melted and molded into 
numerous fanciful shapes for sale. 

amebic, «. See Same le, 
—. n, Bee *ammbocyte. 
ameed 4-méd), v.t. [a-1 + meed.] To reward; 
recompense, J, Barlow, Columbiad, vii. 611. 
ameen(a-mén’), ». (Ar. ‘amin, faithful, trust- 
—— A person employed ina confidential 
capacity; a confidential servant or agent; an 
assistant; a bailiff, inspector, or intendant. 
[Anglo-Indian. } 

Ameiurus, *. An earlier spelling of Amiurus. 
Amelanchier (am-é-lan’ki-ér), n. [NL. (Medi- 
cus, 1789), from Mespilus Anelanchier, the Lin- 
nean name of the rock-mediar.) A genus of 
ornamertal dicotyledonous shrubs or trees be- 
longing to the family Malace# and including 
about 12 species widely distribated in North 
America, Europe, northern Afriea, and eastern 
and southwestern Asia, They have alternate, sim. 

le, euthre or serrate leaves. and astally racemose, white 
wers with persistent sepals and ubowale-oblong or epata- 

late petals coutracted at the base into slunder claws, 
The fruit is small, globose or pyrifurmn, with aweet and 
tiley flesh. The rock-mediar of cen Eurupe is Ame- 
achier Amelanchicr, See vernice-lerry, & 

amelification (a-mel‘i-fi-ka’shon), ». [amel + 
L. -fieare, < facere, make.] In embryol., the for- 
mation of enamel in the developing tooth. 
ameliorant (a-mél’yo-rant), ». That whieh 
ameliorates, betters, or improves, 
amelioration,”._ Latentamelioration,unperceived 
progress due to natural causes, for example, Increase of 
population and mi tion, which makes possible artifi- 

amelioration through comselous effort. Merd, Dy- 
hamic SoctoL, IT, 20, 

ameloblast (a-mel’é-blast), ». [amel + Gr, 
szeerée, a germ.) In embryol., same as *ada- 
mantoblast, 
amemasn (ii’mi-mii’si), n. [Jap.) A Japanese 
name of Salrelinus kundscha, a trout com- 
mon in streams of Kamehatka and occasion- 
ally taken in northern Japan. 

Amerindian 

Amen corner, a place in some Methodist 
ehurehes, usually at one side of the pulpit, 
where formerly sat the deacons who led the 
responsive ‘amens’ during the service. 
amen n. Bee amanomania, 
Amentiflore (a-men-ti-fo’ré), ». pl. (NL. <L. 
amentum (see ament) + flos ( ~), aflower (see 
Slower).) In phytogeog., the catkin-bearing 
division of the ecological group Stigwatica, 
consisting of Salix, Populus, and Betula, 
amentulum («-men’ti-lum), 9.: pl. amentula 
(-lé). [NL., dim, of anientum, ament.) The 
male inflorescence of Sphagnum compared to a 
diminutive catkin, 
amenyl (am‘en -il), », The organie radical, 
(;Hg, derived from amylene, C . 

American Bee "american a 

Frere cu ted fowls including thoes treedawhich 
ve originated im the United States, These are the 

Plymouth Rocks, wyandot javas, American domi- 

Scopper. copper hind-wing. wdagser, Alappet 
* J , tte, See the —— 
can Vo Association. See *protective. Amert- 
can race, in antArop., the primitive race of man 
inhabiting America. It is closely allied to the Mongol 
race, and is Mzed by straight blnck hair, strong 
development of the malar bones and pose, and a skin 
which from almost white to dark reddish brown 
in color, While the t of South and Central America 

(2) the Northwestern type : 
face, broad and flat nose, and of 

darker color; (8) the Missisalppi Valley type : tall, with 
imxderately e! ho wide face, broad and high 
hooked nese, and of reddish color; fa) the Southeastern 
type ; very tall, with rounded and high head, wide face, 
and high ked nose; (5) the Sonoran type: of muxl- 
erate stature, with Jong, rather low head, delicate 
face, and of dark colur 6) the Mexican type; of mod- 
erate stature, with short head, moderately heary face, 
and of dark color, A number of subtypes of these may 
be distinguished. — American saw-fly, Sev #eaw.fy.— 
American scale, in numis., a nreasure of one sixteenth 
of an iach, used for Indicating Whe sixes of cotna, 
Americana (a-mer-i-ki’‘ nii), pie (NL., neut. 
pl.of Americanus, American, ] ks and papers 
relating to America, particularly to its early 
history, geography, ete. 

n. 6. A name applied to a 
series of opinions at variance with the policy 
and practice of the Roman Catholie Church, 
supposed for a time to be held by some mem- 
bers of that ehureh, € jally in the United 
States, and condemned by Pope Leo XIII. in 
1889 in an apostolical letter addressed to 
Cardinal Gibbous, The chlef points were ; that in 

rom ber the eharch 
should shape her teachings 
spirit of the age ; gre plenty independence he 
lowed; that the church should relax some of her 

apclent severity and make concessions to new opinions ; 
that points of teaching which are of minor importance 
be omitted and others toned down ; that the monastic 
orders are out of date aud their vows have no moral 
value ; and that there should be a separation between 
4 and state in all countries uniter all con- 

jones. 

We are unable to give approval to these views which, 
in this collective sense, are called by some Americantem. 
But if by this name are to be understood certain endow- 
iments of mind which belong to the American people, just 
a8 other charactertstics belong to various other nation 
and moreover by it is intended your politic condition ar 
the laws and custome by which you are governed, there 
is ho reason ty exception to the name, 

Pope Lao XI1/, to Cardinal Gitbons, in Amer, Cath, 
(Quar. Rev., April, 1800, 

Americanistic (a-mer-i-kgn-is’tik), a. Of or 
pertaining to an Americanist or to his science ; 
carried on by Americanists: as, Americanistic 
research, 
Americanitis (a-mer-i-kan-i‘tis), ».  Over- 
weening national conceit in citizens of the 
United States, expecially when shown or ex- 
pressed by vulgar brag or noisy braggadocio, 

The removal (from athletics, ete.) of the real dishonor 
so often revealed by the disqualification of men tainted 
with professionalism, less perfervid Arsericanitie at 
games and in celebrating victories, les newapaper ex. 
——— | a 57—— A the raphdly- 

ecun je of these spectacles — these yet 
wauie te be crwmsteked, 4 

G. & Hall, Adolescence, I, 411, 

Amerind (am‘e-rind’), nm. and a. [A back- 
formation from Amerindian for Amer(ican) 
Indian.) Same as *Amerindian (which see). 
The tribal fraternities of the Amerinds. 

An, Hep, Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1897-04, p, sivili, 

Amerindian (am-¢-rin’di-an), @. and», [Amer- 
(ican) + Indian, Henee, by back-formation, 
Amerind. This word. with the associated 
forms Amerind, Amerindic, ete., was originally 
suggested by Dr. Charles P. G. Seott to Major 
J. W. Powell as a new but intelligible term 



Amerindian 

freed from the am ous and false associa- 
tions of Indian and American Indian, and 
serving the need of a comprehensive term 
covering all the abo: tribes and languages 
of North and South America. The word was 
adopted b —_- Powell and other ethnolo- 
gists at Washington in 1898, and has been 
much used since, The formation of the word 
is analogous with that of Eurasian, Eurasiatic, 
Eurafrican, ete., of aldehyde, albronze, chloro- 
Sorm, dyne, glycol, ete., of cosecant, cosine, co- 
tangent, ete., and of innumerable names of 
genera in sobdlogy and botany.) I, a, Ameri- 
can Indian, in the widest sense; of or pertain- 
ing to the aboriginal inhabitants of North and 
South America (the Amerinds) or their lan- 
guages; Amerind. 

The four worlds of widespread Amerindian mythology. 
An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1807-08, ny 

II. ». One of the aboriginal inhabitants of ami, 
North and South America; an ‘Indian’ (with- 
out the ambiguity of that term); a ‘red man’; 
an Amerind. 

Amerindic (am-e-rin’dik), 2. Amerindian in 
the most general sense, especially as applied 
to matters of —* or philology. 

a. 2. In bot., destitute of a meris- 
tem: applied to the prothalli of certain ferns 
which, being inadequately nourished, produce 
antheridia only. 

(am-e-ros‘p6-ré), m. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Gr, a- priv. + pépoc, part, + oropa, seed.) A 
name applied b Sacoards toartificial divisions 
of various families and orders of fungi, espe- 
cially those of the Pyrenomycetes and Fungi 
Imperfecti, to include the genera which have 
unicellular globose or short cylindric hyaline 
or colored spores, 

(a-mé’si-al), a. [a-18 + mesial.) In 
biel,, not median, A median or unpaired 
organ ina bilateral organism may be said to be 
amesial in origin if it arizes by the union of 
two bilateral rudiments, 
ametabole (a-me-tab’6-16),m. Direct develop- 
ment without metabole or metamorphosis. 

(am-e-then‘ik), a. Noting an acid, 
C7H 440, formed by the oxidation of diamy- 
lene. It is a liquid with weak acid properties. 

a, 4, A trade-nume for certain 
artificial dyes of the azine class, as tetramethyl 
safranine and tetra-amyl safranine.—Burnt 
am amethyst obtained by burning out the color 
of smoky quartz, which fe coonsionally combined with 
the ne quarts, 

ametecious (a-me-té’shius), a. 
+ werd, beyond, + oixoc, 
Not changing its hoxt: applied to parasitic 
plants. Compare mefwcious, heteracious, heter- 

(Gr. & -priv. 

bious, a. A-simplified spelling of amphib- 
iows. 

(am-har’an), a. and », Same as 
*Amharic. Geog. Jour, (R. G. 8.), IX, 315, 

ic, n. See * Abyssinian languages (a), 
amic (am’ik),a. [am(ide) + -ie.] Having the 
properties of an amide and also of an acid: 
usually employed in composition: as, eramic 
acid, COgH.CONHy. Same as amidic. 

A. M. J. O. B. An abbreviation of Associate 
Member of the Institute of Civil Engineers. 

Amici's telescope. See *teleseupe. 
amicrobic (a-mi-kré’bik),a. [a-18 + microbic.] 
Not related to or caused by microbes: as, an 
amicrobie disease, 
Amicrure (am‘i-kri’ré), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
a- priv. + pexpdéc, small, + otpd, tail. Cf. Mi- 
erure.) A group of Nemertini, belonging to 
the family Lineidw, characterized by the ab- 
sence of a smal] filamentous tail; contrasted 
with Micrura, The group ineludes the genera 
Lineus and Euborlasia, 
amidah (a-mé’dii), 1. [Heb., ¢'amad, stand.] 
The most solemn prayer in the Jewish liturgy, 
also known as the shemoncth 'esra (* eighteen 
blessings’). It is repeated thrice daily, sotte 
rece, while standing. The prayer ia composed * 

prinel· eighteen short prayers and praises which tre 
of resurrection, the restoration of Jerusalem, and 

be conten =f the Mosatah, Nothing should distarb the 
ous worshiper while he ls engaged In thia prayer. 

de, on Amide b powder, an explosive mixture con 
sisting of near! parta of ammonium nitrate a) 
niter, with a * 332 of charcoal, 
amidize (m‘i-diz), ¢. i; pret. and pp. ami- 
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dized, ppr. amidizing. [amid(e) + —* To 
treat cotton material (cellulose) with calcium 
chlorid and ammonia at a temperature of 100° 
C., in order to increase the affinity of the fiber 
for basic colors i = hig — ae 

mid’ it), ade. an 'p. Lami 
the very middle ; in the a of. 

orris, Earthly Paradise, IT. iv. 52. 
amidoazobenzene (am‘i-dé-az-d-ben‘zén), n. 
[amide + azo- + benzene.] Same as *amino- 
azobenzene and aniline *yellow, 
amidoazobenzol (am‘i-dé-az-6-ben‘zd6l), ». 
An azobenzene, CgHs.N=N.CgHy, into which 
an amido-(NHg) group has been introduced: 
CgHs.N= Coft ‘NHp. 

amidol (am’ al}. n. amide + -ol,) A trade- 
name for the hydroehlorid of diaminophenol, 
used ag a developer in — hy. Its for- 
mula is CgHgOH(NH)o.2HCl. The free base 
is unstable, 

dothiolactic (am‘i-d6-thi-G-lak’tik), a. 
Noting lactic acid which contains a thio (SH) 
and an amido (NHg) group, Cystein (CoH,- 
(NHy).(SH).COOH) is generally regarded as 
an acid of this order, 

[amide + ox- 

+ -most, 
William 

amidoxime (am-i-dok’sim), ». 
ime.] The general name for a class of ecom- 
—— formed by the union of a nitrile with 
y' at amine. They have the general formula 
R—C(NHg):NOH, The ambdoximes are ey at 
line bat unstable compounds and have both basic and 
acid properties, 

amidoxyl (am-i-dok’sil), ». [amide + ox(y- 
)+-yl] The univalent group NHOH, asin 

sobutyrie amideryl nitrile, ( )gC(NHOH)- 
CN, which is formed by the addition of hydro- 
eyanie acid to acetoxime. 
A. M.LE. B. An abbreviation of Associate 
Member of the Institute of Electrical Engineers, 

(a-mé'gd), n. [Sp., ¢L, amiens, a friend,] 
A nd: used speci — in the Philippine 
Islands, for a native who is not hostile to the 
United States. 

Amiich (am-i-ik’this), ». [NL,, ¢ Gr. duda 
a kind of tunny, + ixflic, fish. A genus of 
small cardinal fishes, of the family Apogonide, 
in Cuba. * — 

amildar, ». me as *amaldar, 
amimetic (a-mi-met’ik), a. [a-18 + mimetic,] 
Not mimetic: applied to animals, especially in- 
sects, which do not mimie or resemble other 
species in coloration or behavior.” 
amimia, ".—Aammesic aatenip, lee of sperecation ot 
the iftcance of gestures,—Ataxt phasia 
a ability te — — 

amin ſam“ in), n. Same as amine. 

ing to an amine or to the amino group: as, 
aminic nitrogen. 

Orig. combining form of 
e group NHo: as, amino- 

The word ie also used aa a prefix or in 
compound words with the same meaning. Often written, 
incorrectly, ~Amino explosive, an explosive con- 
taining an amine compound, usually in the form of a 
nade as the nitrate of aminoacetic acid, CHgNHeOdy- 

aminoazobenzene (am‘i-né-az-6-hen’zén), 1». 
— + azo- + benzene.) A yellow erystal- 
ine compound, CgH,;N:NCgH4N Ho, formed by 
warming diazoaminobenzene with aniline hy- 
droehlorid and aniline. Some of its derivatives 
are valuable dyes. Also ealled, less correctly, 
*amidoazobenzene. 

aminoform —— — A. [amine + -form.] 
Hexamethylene tetratmine, me as *cysto- 
gen, xurotropin, and *formin, 
aminoglutaric (am’*i-né-glii-tar’ik), a. [anrine 
+ glutaric.) Pertaining to glutamic acid in a 
relation indicated by the specific prefix.— 
ipoglutaric acid a colorbess, dextrorotatory com 
He HUN He Ho CHoOUOH, prepared by the ac’ 
dilate au pe acid on certaln constituents of wheat 

juten. It crystallizes in trimetric tetrahedra, meits at 
©, and is also called a-aminoglutaric acid or a-glu- 

tamic acid, 

aminol (am-i-nol’i-sis), wn. [amine + Gr. 
Ato, dissolving. ] In chem., the decomposition 
of a substance when involving a taking up of 
the elements of ammonia. 
Amish (am ‘ish or i’ mish), a. and x, [Also 
Omish ; © * Ammisch, < Amman (seo def,), Cam- 
man, dial. form of amtmann, officer: see am- 
man.) I, a. Pertaining to Jacob Amman (see 
next) or to his followers or their sect. 

n. Aseetof the Mennonites which arose 
in the 17th century in Switzerland, named from 
its leader, Jacob Amman. He insisted on the strict 
use of the ban, and went ao far as to repudiate the ase of 
buttons and shaving as things of the world. The Amish 

Church in the United States numbers about 1,200 follow- 
ers. They are alsocalled Hookers from their use of hooks 
in their c 

(am‘ish-or i’mish-man), a. [Amish 
A member of the Amish sect of the 

Mennonites. See *Amish. 
amitoais (am-i-t6’sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. a- priv. + 

+ man, 

Amitosia. 

amitetically dividing muelei; ovarian follicular Group of cells with 
epithelium of the cockroach, (Wheeler) 

piroc, thread, + -osis,] In eytol., direct cell- 
division, akinesis or karyostenosix, as opposed 
to the indirect form of division (mitosis, 0- 
kinesis, which see): sq called from the absence 
of thread-like figures in the nucleus, 
amitotic (am-i-tot’ik), a. Exhibiting amitosis; 
Bio a to amitosis, ‘kal 7 ; 

cally (am-i-tot’i-kal-i), adr. ami- 
tosis or direct division of cella without —— 

Encyc. Brit., . 514, inary karyokinesis. 
‘cation am‘i-tri),». [NL., < Gr, ductor, with- 
out Fi le or head-band, ¢ 4- priv. + yirpa,a 
indie, a head-band: see miter.) A genus of 
eep-sea snail-fishes, of the family Liparidida, 

lacking ventral fins. 
Amitrich (am-i-trik’this), a. [NL,, ¢Gr. 
detpoc, without girdle, + iytiy, fish.] A sub- 

nus of deep-sea snail-fishes of the family 
Liparidide, 

Amitrine (am-i-tri’né),n. pl. [NL., ¢ Anritra 
+ -inw,) A subfamily of Liparididaw, lacking 
ventral fins: typified y the genus Amitra. 

amixia (a-mik’si-i), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. dyugia, ¢ 
duextoc, unmingled, é a- priv. * perrée, < ueyvivas, 
mix.] In hiol., cessation of interbreeding be- 
tween races or varieties, 

house. Cf. meteciows.) aminic (a-min‘ik), a. [amine + -ic.] Pertain- amixis (a-mik’sis), ». (NL., ¢ é- priv. + yugic, 
mingling.) Same as *anrizia, 

When we reflect that species extinct elsewhere must. 
have survived locally, and add to these those local forma 
which owe their origin to amiriy, we cease to be aston- 
ished at the enormous number cf species of Lepidoptera 
which we find on the earth at the present day. 

Bimer (trans), Organic Evolution, p. 131. 

(am‘li), ». [Origin unknown.) The larva 
of the hellgrammite-fly, Corydalis cornuta (Co- 
rydalus cornutus), [Rhode Island.] 
M. M. Anabbreviation of Artium Mechan- 

icarum Magister, Master of Mechanic Arts: a 
degree conferred 4 some institutions. 
ammelide (ain‘e-lid), . [ammet-in + -ide.] A 
monatmide of apg acid having the formula 
(CN)g(OH)gNHy, It ix formed from ammeline 
by heating the latter with sulphuric acid. Also 
enlled melanurenic acid, 

{am‘e-lin), 1. [Metathetic form of 
melamine, The ciamide, (CN),OH(NH»)o 
of cyanuric acid, It forms microscopic needles. 
which are very diffieultly soluble in water. It 
is a weak base, 
ammine (am‘in), », See metal-cmmonia com- 
pounds, under *ammonia, 
ammiolite (am‘i-d-lit), ». [Gr, duuwr, einna- 
bar in its sandy state (¢ dusoc, sand), + Arto, 
stone.) A mineral from mines in Chile, earthy 
in texture and of a red color: supposed to be 
an impure antimoniate of copper mixed with 
cinnahar. 

, ® 8, In bot, a plant growing 
habitually in sandy places. 
amm (am'é-nal), ». A high explosive 
mixture consisting of 3 parts of ammonium 
nitrate and 1 part of aluminium. 

a, 4. The great value of ammonta asa fertl- 
lizer, chiefly in the fonn of ammonium sulphate, renders 
the question of its supply ov a large scale one of much 
importance, Until recent years it was obtained mainly 
from the watery ammoniacal liqnor which ts a by-product 
of the manufacture of coal.gns for Muminating purposes. 



the'ertension, epee in in ety A —* 
reer in making which little or no 

otable improv: 

obtained from these prev One of 
the most interesting results secured with the aid of the 
high temperature of the modern electric is 
synthetical prod of ammoula from the ni of 
atmospherte the bi mol water. E tn 
the form of coke is mixed with lime and the mixture in- 

The latter, heated with water 
is calcium carbonate and ammonia {CaONg 

latte nitrogen to gro 
the ammonia fot 

sition of orga 
substances are distilled with an alkaline solu of potas- 
slum permanganate. The determination of albuminold 
ammonia ia used to secure information as to the amount 
of nitrogenous o: je matter in potable waters or in 
ownage, — cotl, in aspecial kind 
ot gasping bet io acl and used in conveying and 

Ammonia a large coil 
of pie built nod. 4 Long the — Huts sod in cooling 
an ammonia gas a8 it comes from the 
compressor. a two t are in use. In one, called a sur. 

Langs the coil while cold 
the pipes, 

the 

In the other, called a double one 
within the other, are t up as acoll, the pipes. 
traveling through the smaller inside pipe and the cold 

tuking foe or cooling, a — — ———— 
fittings, couplings, elbows, tees, and other es 
of special — — — ———— 
in conveying ing ammonia rate proc ora -_ Bee 

the chief method by which at 
present carbonate of suda ta made from common salt. Its 

onia 
—R 

compoun atom 
element united to three mo- 

—— 8 character, This 
trimethylamine, N(C i, se tri-ethylphosphine, — 
Hg)y, are compounds anda of ate ammonia type.— Aqua 
moni (anumonia gas dissolved in water) is lool by 
textile-colorists for neutralizing acids and when an alk 
of milder character than caustic soda or potash ia desired. 
#4 in the neutralizing of —— of It ts also ssed 
asa ip to for certain metallic mordants,— Mer- 
curic and ammonia See 

in chem., a} and 
complex series of substances formed the un of 
ammonia in different proportions with 
tain males, 30 platinum, cobalt, and copper, new com- 

Ses to be eantconied —— { confor 
for these substances, 
ammoniater (a-m0‘ni-i-tér), n. [*ammoniate, 
v. (€ ammonia), * -erl.] A substance which 
yen a ery ammonia to a compound fertilizer. 
ammonioplatinic (1-m0‘ni-G-pla-tin‘ik), a. 
—— om ammonium and platinum.— am- 

ammonium chloroplatinate 
Ni wPtCly, the double chlorid of platinam and am- 

jar: mh — ij a 
tate often ane an eta a whlch te dotersnine in 
chemical a ammonia or ita constituent nitrogen. 

= (am‘o-nit), ». [ammon(inm) + 
-ite?.] A name applied to certain explosive 
materials, patented by Pavier, containing am- 
monium nitrate with other substances, chiefly 
nitro- or dinitro-naphthalene, 
ammoniticone (am-m¢-nit‘i-kén), mn. and a. 
[Ammonites + ae) n, A cone-sha 
shell coiled in one plane, as in an ammonite ; 
the shell of an ammonite, ceratite, or gonia- 
tite. 

TI. a. Having a close-coiled s — 
shell. as the ammonoid cephalop 
ammonitiform (am-é-nit’ form), @ (NL. 
ammonites, ammonite, + L. yore, form.] 
Resembling an ammonite in shape, as the 
young of certain Gustero, 

ammonitoid 7g ark i. 
nit(e) + -oid.] I, a, Related or — — 
the ammonites or Ammonoidea ; resembling 
an — Zittel (trans.), Textbook of Pa- 
leon., I. 
nt. x, An ammonite (which see) or amom- 

nold 

otha. and », — 

Ammonium bichromate, amm 
Crys) iy beating this 

ammonium, * 
ulum an Baar (NH 

ned, in accordance with salt nitrogen ma 
the reactlon (NH4). 4H Ng.— Am- 
monium 8* nT 38 At pl salt 
valuable in —— tnd in medicine 

jam chlori 
—— It uk usually aed from 
sulphate * heating with common salt, the 

, and is used to some ex- 
Leclanché galvanic cell, 

ete. It ts obtained on a 
the Solvay or ammonia 

sal ammon! 
ammonium 
ammonium ehlorid sublim! 
tent in the exciting fuid of 
in the production of meordan 
grent scale aaa by-product o 
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en ieee Sen ee nm salt —in this case 
used to er ammonia, which is again applied in a re- 
newal of the process process.—Ammonium chloroplatinate. 

im hy Groxid, in 
chem., the fi in which ammonia is assumed to exist 
when "diescived tn water, NH,.HO, ceuaiting rom the ac- 
ppt Dad — solution, 

uid ammonia of commerce, behaves in 
— oe none —— Cai) 
= —. ic are but 
— einai — *— 

J 

soluble © ll 

* monoxid or nitrous oxid, the so-called lat 
for use a5 a gnacous anest 

aie by way acorn —Ammonium 
(NH spariny ly need in the poephomely ai 

anesthetic, oon com- 
a salt 

io pc oe a * oft = — ‘precipitate 
* tal 

Pa appes in a ni id — amme 
date. {et in anaiption) prossesen 
aa the form in which to oe hd the radical of ortho- 
phosphoric acid, a of this radical or 
= the —— t —— * ts of great value in 

ertilizers and of stock, 

joplatinic 
chem, the salt formed by the union of ammor 

uric acid (2NHy + (NH) It ts 
—— * a 3, trod ant X oles antiontm a 

of m —— —* asa —— pd 4 an Ingredien' 

pounds, in bd may —— ** in which a metal ay he 
r all of the f the —— part © hydrogen o 

1mm dimercarammoniam chiorid, 
sus which may be considered as ammonium chlorid, 

shoes the 4 atoms of monad hydrogen replaced by 
dyad me roury. 

— ——— id),. Acompound 
which in solution in liquid ammonia conduets 
itself in & manner analogous to the condact of 
ordinary acids in water: as, acetamide, CH,- 
COnHs which reacts with the ammono-base, 
ENE. giving potassium acetamide, CHs- 

K, and ammonia. 
ammono-base {a-md’ nd-biis”),m. ——— 
which conducts itself in a solution in liquid 
ammonia as an ordinary base conducts itself 
in aqueous solution and which contains the 
group —NHzg in place of the hydroxyl, oo * 
an ordinary base: as, potassium amide 
ammono-basio(s- a-mnd-nd-ba’sik), a, — — 
ing a compound related to an ammono-salt in 
a manner analogous to the relation of a basic 
salt to the salt from which it is derived: 
that is, an ammono-salt in which a part of the 
acid groups have been replaced by NHg as 
OH replaces acid groups in the formation of 
ordinary basic salts, 

, IL, a, Pertaining to or having 
the characteristics of the Ammonoided, 
ammonol (am’é-ndl),”. The trade-name of a 
remedy said to consist of acetanilid, sodium 
bicarbonate, and ammonium carbonate. It i is 
— and analgesic. 

(am-}-nol’ i-sis), m The decom- 
“position of an ammono-salt in liquid ammonia 

& manner analogous to the hydrolysis of 
salts in water. 
ammono-salt (a-m6’né-silt"), Ms A compound 
formed together with ammonia by the action 
of an ammono-acid on an ammono-base in a 
solution in liquid ammonia. 

‘shorn, Same as cornu Ammonis. 
ammotherapy (am-6-ther’a-pi), wn. (Gr, dyunc, 
sand, + @rparcia, medical treatment.) The 
employment of sand-baths in the treatment of 
iseuse. 

ammunition-conveyer (sm -i-nish ’on-kon- 
va‘ér), rn. Ina man-of-war, & mechanical ap- 
pliance, moved by power, for transporting 
ammunition horizontally from the magazines 
to the bottom of the ammunition-hoists, 
ammunition-hoist (am-i-nish’on-hoist),». A 
mechanical contrivance, worked by hand or 

ower, by means of which ammunition is 
lifted from the magazines or —— in the 
lower parts of a war-ship and delivered in the 
vicinity of the guns, or on the decks upon 
which they are placed. 

ammunition-passage (am-i-nish’on-pas‘aj), 
n, A passage in the lower parts 

amobocyte 

of a war-ship, beneath the ive deck, 
through whic ‘ammunition ——— d from 
the magazines to the places from which it is 
sent up through the decks to the guns above. 
ammunition-room (am -i-nish ‘gn-rim), #. 
Any compartment on a war-ship in which am- 
munition is stored for use: usually made wa- 
ter-tight and provided with means for flooding 
with water in case of fire on board. The term 
includes magazines, shell-rooms, and fixed- 
ammunition rooms. 

bulkhead of a magazine ae which ammu- 
2* — on its way to the guns. Bee 
scutile?, n. 

(am- -ni- ~jé’ni-ii), m. NL., < L. am- 
nis, a river + -genus, -born.] genus of ex- 
tinet pelec mollusks or clams allied to the 
family Unionidw# and believed to be of fresh- 
or brackish-water habitat. A Catakill- 
enaiz fa a characteristic foeell in the water One- 
onta sandstones lying at the base of the Catskill formation, 
amnic ¢ (am*ni-d-al-an-to’ik), a. Con- 
cerning or pertaining to the presence of an 
amnion and an allantois. 
amnion, ». 5. In echinoderms, tho sac in the 
pluteus larva inclosing the developing echinus, 

amnion, the inner of the twoe enve! 
Soe Se birds, and mammala, as oppose! to the outer 

amniote (am’ ni-dt), a. and x. [NL. anmniotus, 
amnion, amnion.] I. a, Possessing an am- 
nion; amniotic, 

Il. ». A member of the Amniota. 
band, acord-like formation on the inner surface 

of the amntun, someti 
reat 

these two struct fom, and —— eden ures, —, 
© wdropey. 

immense am/ni-9-ti ‘tis),». [NL., eg - (af- 
ter amniote) (Gr. dy ry amnion, * In- 
flammation of the amnion. 
Ane coli or - 

an be bel onganiaes belle 
7 — of one form of * 
en 
ame (a-mé-bi-4' sis), 

n. Morbid condition in- 
duced by the presence of * 
amo b 

amablc (coe ae), a, 
+ -ic.] Of, pertain- 

= to, or characterized by ww 
the presence of amabe. 
Also amebic.—Amobic coli- ** 
ts, inflammation of the large in- ,° 
teatine caused by the presence af 
Amearba — or 
ble 

Ameata coli, (M ified.) 

a form of dysentery os to — ee 
gy of — colt or —*8 ee intestine. 

Ame (ead id n. oe ‘INL, < Amerba 
+ ida.) An order of Bhi. + They have lo- 
bose —— — are with or wi t a shell, have one 
of more naciel, and usually have a contractile vacuole, 
Tt includes the families Ametida, Arceilid#, aml Eu. 

amnesbocyte {a-mé’bo-sit), . (NL, ameba + 

Aine te 

ride cer, Ma 

yes. 

sat., seem from the Inside in 
the regto —2 cular rim aleve vide MOP. Fe fe He) 
cells removed to show the enileriyin 
bocyte: ape. apical formative ¢ s 
cell: ape, spicule cell, of sclerotlase (Fre mm Lankess * 
“ Zoslegy,") 



amebocyte 
Gr. «itor, a hollow (a cell).] An am@boid cell 
or corpuscle, usually of rounded or lobose 
shape (frequently packed with granules or 
sometimes with particles of pigment), found 
everywhere among the cells and tissues and 
in the cavities of various invertebrate animals. 
Such cells are known also, from their vagrant habita, as 
wandering celle, In some organisms, as 5* 

prob- give rise to the genital ucts, and they are 
ably concerned with the functions of nutrition and ex- 
erection. Also spelled e. 

amo bocytogenous (a-mé*bé-si-toj‘e-nus), a. 
[NL., <amaba + Gr. xiroc, a hollow (a sails, + 
-yeorr, producing.) In pathol., relating to or 
roducing amabocytes, 
cbogenis (a-mé-bo-jen‘i-~4), ** (NL. 

< amaba + -genus, j group of 
Sporozoa having ama 
lent to Mi poridia, 

(a-mé"bd-spé-rid‘i-@), nm. pl. 
Gr, oropa, seed, india. 
rinida which have # multi- 

roducing. 
id sporozoites: equiva- 

division or by faleiform young com from 
spores. They are found in the Malpighian 
tubules of some beetles, Same as *Schizo- 
gregaring, 
amok (ii‘mék), a. and, [Malay @ dmoq, 

rom, ii’mok or fi’mdh: see amuck.] I, a. 
meas amuck (bat a form nearer the original). 

See amuck, 
II, m. An affray in which one or more per- 

sons (Malays) run atnuck, See the quotation, 

An amok took place last night, ty a Malay, which re. 
sulted in the loss of his own life the wounding of 16 
persons. 

Straits Times, quoted in Giles’s Glossary of Reference, 

amok (ii’mék),+.i. To run amuck (which soe) am 
amora (4-1d'ri), ».; pl. amoraim (am-6-rit‘im). 
(Heb. 'amdéra, expounder, ¢ Heb. Aram, 'anrar, 
say, speak.] 1, An officer who stood beside 
a public teacher or lecturer and announeed in 
a loud voice, in popular language, what the 
teacher had just uttered in a low voice in aca- 
demic language: otherwise called ‘translator’ 
or ‘interpreter.'—2, One of the expounders of 
the Mishnah, suecessors of the tannaim. The 
expositions of these ratbla and the Mishnah constitute 
the oral law called Talmud, The period of the amoraim 

after the death of Rabbi Judah ha- Nasi (the Prince 
Judah), about 200 4, b., and extended to about 500 a, b, 

amoral —— a, [a18+ *— Devoid 
of mora —J neither moral nor immoral ; 
non-moral, FR. L. Stevenson, in Longman's 
Mag., 1, 70, N. £. D. 

amorfous, a, A simplified spelling of amor- 
phous. 

(a-mér’gan),a, [L. Amorgus, Amor- 
gos, (Gr. "Awopyéc.] Of or pertaining to Amor- 
goa, one of the Cyclades, a group of islands in 
the Egean Sea, or to an ancient civilization, 
preceding that of Mycenw, shown by numerous 
remains which have been found by recent ex- 
cavators. Amorgos la noted asthe residence of the 
Greck povt Slmonides (7th centary 8 ¢,) and forthe ze 
duction in ancient times of a very fine kind of flax which 
was woren inte garments and dyed red. 

The material employed, and the simple form of the 
vase, seem to show that it belongs to the later prac- 
Mycenean or Amoryan period, 

J, Evans, 5* Hell, Studies, XVII. 50, 

Amorgian (a-mér‘gi-an), a. Same as Amorgan. 
amorism —SE ne {L. amor, love, + 
-ism.) Love-making tendencies or disposition ; 
amatory intrigue; gallantry. 

Full of the romance and colour and sparkle of that 
enrtous life —half old-world Spanish, f topay-t 
Oriental in its fatalism and passionate ameriam — whic 
was to be found in Califoruia. 

Athenseum, Jan. 17, 1908, p. TT. 

n, 2, One who is given to writing 
love-sonnets or -songs. 
The Angel determi: ih of the ho 

is imagined a⸗ araiid and amiable exerts int. pilin: 
Athenseum, April 1, 1905, p. 390, 

amoristic (am-6-ris‘tik), a. [amorist + -ie.] 
Amatory. The Academy, April 9, 1881. 
Amorphophallus (a-mér-fd-fal’us), n. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. dyopooc, shapeless, + gatAoc, phallus.] A 
giant plant of the family Aracew from the 
eastern tropies, grown as a curiosity in hot- 
houses. It has immense spathes containing many ill. 
smelling flowers, The three most commonly cultivated 
species are A. Rietert (commonly called ®deeti's-tongue), 
A, camponulatus, and A, giganteus, See cut in next 
column. 
amorphophyte (a-mér’fé-fit), ». (Gr, duopder 
— + ovrév, a plant.) A plant with 
flowers of irregularor anomalous form, Neeker, 
amorphose (a-mir’fos),a, Amorphous, [Rare.] 

Amorphophalins campanulaius. 

(After Ggere in Eagler and Praatl's “ Paanzenfasilien.”) 

amorph (a-mér-f6-20'a-ri), mn. [Gr. 
duoppoc, formless, + NL. coarium, q. ¥.) An 
irregular or shapeless animal growth, as a 
sponge or a colonial cmlenterate, 
amorphus (a-mér’fus), .; pl. amorphi (-fi). 
(NL., (Gr. duopgoc, shapeless,] In teratol., a 
mole or shapeless monster. 

(f-mdr-ti-sér’), a. [F., ¢ amortir, 
deaden: see amortize,] In elect,, an induction 
motor secondary windin, located in the pole- 
faces of the magnet-field of electrie machines 
to dampen any tendency to oscillation, It 
usually consists of a ‘squirrel cage,’ or number 
of copper bars passing through the field-iron 
and connected with each other by end-rings. 
amortizable (a-mér’ti-za-bl), a. That ean be or 
is intended to be amortized or extinguished: 
as, a debt amortizable in ten years. 
amotion, #. 3. In/aw:(¢) An unlawful taking 
of chattels. (b) The act of turning out an owner 
of an estate in land before the termination of 
his estate. (c) In corporations, removal of an 
official of a corporation before the expiration 
of the term for which he was appointed. 

amoyong (i-mdé’yong),». [Tagalog *amoyong, 
Bisaya amoyon, (Tagalog amoy, — A 
name in the Philippines of Fissistiqma fulgens 
( Melodorum fulgens of Hooker and Thompson), 
& large woody climber or small tree of the 
custard-apple family, having tawny-orange 
colored flowers and pod-like fruit inclosing a 
number of cinnamon-colored, somewhat aro- gm 
matic seeds, whieh are administered medict- 
nally in the Philippines under the name of 
grains of paradise, 

ampe. (am-pel-i-dé‘shius), a, [NL. 
Ampelidace(#®) + -ons,.] Belonging to the Am- 
pelidaces (that is, the Vitaces) or vine family, 
amperage (am-piir’Aj), x. The strength of an 
electrical current measured in amperes. 
ampere-balance (atm-par’bal‘ans), rn. An in- 
strument for measuring electric currents by 

Ampere-talance, 

a. @, fixed coils, between which are roowing cotls, 4, 4, Droaghe te 
a balasce by sliding weight, won which is index, g, indicating on 
ee, J. 

means of the attraction between a fixed coil, 
through which the current flows, and a mova- 
ble balanced coil which forms a part of the 
same — nel 
ampere-hour (am-piir’our),#, In efect., a unit 
of quantity, the eleetricity transferred by a 
eurrent of one ampere in one hour, Itix equal 
to 3,600 coulombs, 

amphicreatinine 

Ampére's frame, rule. See *frame, *rule. 
ampere-turns (amn-pir’térns*), #. pl. A mea- 
sure of the magnetizing power, or etomo- 
tive force, of a current of electricity in a con- 
ducting-coil, equal to the luct of a number 
of turns in the coil by the current (in am- 
peres) passing through it. 
am (am -fiir’ki-6-krém), ». 
[Gr. aye, on both sides, + dpxvc, net, + 
apoua, color.) In newrol., a cell in which the 
nodal points of the nucleus are connected by 
deeply staining bands or bridges. 

ampheclexis (amf-ek-lek’sis),». [Irreg. ¢ Gr. 
— on both sides, + éxtefsc, selection: see 

tie.]_ Sexual selection on the part of both 
male and female. Compare *gynecleris and 
*andrecleris. Ward, Pure Sociol, p. 361, 
amphiaster, ». 3. [I.c.] A sponge-spicule 
consisting of a straight axis with o whorl of 
rays near each end, 

a. pl., 2. Boulinger divides the Am- 
inte four ordlers, Apoda, Cavdata, 

the last three being the same as the 
pions, Urodela, and Anure of other writers, but 

the names originally applied to them. Recent 

phalia and show that — — = —8 some 
structural features. (m this account it has been pro- 
posed by Seeley to place the two in ome class, while Cred- 

ja with the HAynchoce- 
ja ie Varioualy divided into 

\y on characters furnished by 

amphibichnite (am‘fi-bik’nit), mn. [Irreg. ¢ 
Gr. aueijeioc, amphibious, + izroc, track: see 
ichnite.) A fossil marked by tracks of am- 
phibia. 

Boda ametibole, variety of hi 
amphibole ean —— an 

ner would unite 
The order 

m 2 to 5 suborders, mal 
the vertebra, 

amphibole, ».— 
bo! ae a species iy ee n 

presence o 1m as & prominent constituent ; 
arfvedsonl the species riebeckite, glancophan ite, ant 

barkevikite belong here” * : 

if bolic!, a. 2. Ambiguous; of a doubt- 
nature.—Amphibolic fistula, an opening made 

iu the gall-bladder of an animal for the purpose of ob 
taining bile for physiological study, The common bile 
duct ia left intact, so that when the external opening | 
plugwed bile may flow away through the duct. 

amphibolitic (am-fib-d-lit’ik), a. [amphibolite 
+ -ic.) In petrog., same as amphibole. Gei- 
kie, Text-book of Geology, p. 804. 
amphibolization (am ‘fi-bél-i-za‘shon), ». [am- 
plaubolize + -ation,] In geol., the metamor- 
phie process by which minerals of the am- 
phibole group are produced in rocks by the 
alteration of other minerals, 
amphibrachic (am-fi-brak’ik), a. [amphibrach 
+ -ic.) Of or pertaining to the amphibrach ; 
characterized by amphibrachs. Scripture, Ele- 
ments of Experimental Phonetics, p. 510. 

amphi ium Pay tee pore n.; pl. am- 
phicarpia(-i), (NL., ¢ Gr, aug, on both sides, 
+ nxapréc, fruit.) In bot., an arehegonium that 
persists after fertilization as a fruit-envelop. 
phicarpogenous (am-fi-kiir-poj’e-nus), a. 

(Gr. ape, on both sides, + «apie, fruit, + 
<yev ie, nego In bot., developing the 
fruit above ground and subsequently burying 
it, a8 the peanut. 

Amphicoras (am-fis’e-rus), x. [NL. (Le Conte, 
1861),< Gr. dyprxe pox’, —— A genus 
of bostrychid beetles peculiar to North eer 
ica, A. bicawdatus is known in the United States as the 
apple-twig borer. It frequently injures apple-orchards 
by bortng Into the small twigs and causing them to break 

, tt also injares the canes of the grapes. 

Ampl chelydia (am fi-ke-lid’1-@), on. pl. 
(NL, ¢ Gr, aug, on both sides, + 7fA2¢ (stem 
xere-, assumed to be yrAw-), a tortoise.) 
A name introduced by Lydekker and rede- 
fined by Baur as a suborder to include fos- 
sil turtles or ehelonians having free nasal 
rh. gears epi arch, pelvis not — 
=" J carapace or plastron, and an intencular 
shield. At present itembraces only a single fami if ya single fam — 
Pleuro⸗ containing sever! generalized forma 
the Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary rocks, 

amphicondylous (am-fi-kon’di-lus), a. IGr. 
angi, on both sides, + xévdetoc, a joint or knob 
(see condyle).] Having two condyles or ar- 
ticular facets, as the skull of mammals and 
batrachians: contrasted with *monocondylous, 
amphicotyledon (am ti-kot-i-lé’don),n. [NL.. 
¢ Gr. aug, on both sides, # NL. cotyledon.) 
The cotyledons when united so as to form a 
eup. De Vries, 
amphicreatinine (m-ti-kré-at’i-nin), ». [am- 

hi- & creatinine.} A base, CgHygN7O4, found 
in small amount in lean meat. It forme bright- 
yellow crystals and resembles creatine in its 
properties, 



amphictyonian 

amphictyonian (am-fik-ti-d’ni-an), a. Same 
as amphictyonic, 
Amp onid@ (am fi-si-on’i-lé), n. pi. [NL., 
< dmphicyon + -ide.) A family of Carnivora 
in whichthe characters of the teeth and base 
of skull are those of the dogs, while the strue- 
ture of the limba and the plantigrade feet are 
like those of the bears: found in the Tertiary 
rocks of North a mag — 
am am-fidep’a-li), ».; pl, amphi- 
yt Pie). t — oar In em- 
bryol., a phase of the metadepula stage char- 
acteristic of the eyelostomes, ganoids, TF 
and Amphibia among vertebrates, Haeckel, 

amphidesmous (am-fi-des’mus), a, [Gir. gag, 
on both sides, + deowdc, a band.) frie a 
ligament on each side. 

amphidetic (am-fi-det‘ik), a, [Gr. aug/,on both 
sides, + “derdc, bound, ¢ deiv, bind.) In the 
pelecypod mollusks, extending on both sides 
of the beak: noting a type of ligament. 

amphidetically (am-fi-det’i-kal-i), adv. Inan 
amphidetic manner; with the ligament on both 
Peat tate —* as in —— 

ora (am fi-lis-kof’6-ri), u. pl. 
(NE. < *amphidiseus, amphidisk, + Gr. dopoc, 
gpen, bear.) An order of | ine, hex- 

actinellidan sponges having amphidisks always 
present in the limiting membranes and no hex- 
asters in the parenchyma. It includes the 
family Hyalonemeatida, 

am (am? fi- dis-kof’6-ranj, a. 
and». I, a. Pertaining to or having the char- 
acteristics of the Amphidiseophora, 

. ®. Any member of the dmphidiscophora. 
um (am‘fi-dé-26-thé‘ri-um), 

n. [NL., appar, a misprint for *dmphidor 
thertum, € Gr. dudidogoc, uncertain, 73 
a wild beast.) A genus of fossil moles from 
the Tertiary — orites of Querey, France, 2%, 
supposed to be allied to the existing Urotrichus 
of Japan end North America, 

amphidromic (am-fi-drom’ik), a, [Gr, dugidpo- 
voc, running around: see amphidromia.] Per- 
taining to cotidal lines arranged radially about 
a no-tide point. 
amphigean, «. 3. In bot., bearing flowers from 
a rootstock. 
am enetic (am‘fi-j@-net’ik), a, [Gr. dugé, 
on both sides, + genetic.) By means of both 
sexes. Amphigenetic reproduction is sexual 
reproduction, 
Amphigenia (uw-fi-jé‘ni-i), n. [NL.: see 
oe A genus of extinet brachio- 
pot s belonging to the family Pentameridx. 

shells are of lurge size, and the ventral valve has a 
nal diy li icle-pit resti short 
verti ate Tse ‘the skoun ed it —— 
sean. 
am mic (am-fi-jen‘ik), a. (Gr. augryentiy, 
of both kinds, + -ic.] In petrog., a term a 
plied to sedimentary rocks which are part 
of organic and partly of inorganic origin, suc 
as numerous silicious and caleareous deep-sea 
deposits, Also amphogenic, 
amphigenite (am-fij‘o-nit), ».  Lamphigene + 
-ife?.] In petrog,, & vame sometimes given, 
especially in France and Italy, to igneous 
rocks rich in leucite, 

(NL.] Same am (am-fi-g6'ni-it), 9. 
as carphigony, 

heredity. rapes g 
um —— oa »,; pl. amphi- 

gonia (-#), [NL., (Gr, aug, on both sides, + 
yowos, generation.) That of the mala- 
rial parasite which is passed in the mosquito, 
Grassi. Compare *monagonium, 

amphile am-fi-lep’sis), ». (NL. <Gr, 
auei,on both sides, + Adve, a taking, ¢ Aaser, 
take.) The transmission to an offspring and 
to its descendants of churacteriaties of both 
parents: contrasted with *monolepsis, 
amphimesodichotriane (am-fi-mes--d!-ké- 
tri’én), w. [Gr. aug, at both ends, + slang, 
middle, + diye, in two, + rpiarva, a trident.) 
In the nomenclature of the spicular elements 
of sponges, a form of trimne having a thick 
shaft or rhabd from near the middle of which 
arise symmetric sets of branches by threes, 
It isderived from the tetraxial type of spicular 
structure, Also called amphiaster. See *am- 
phiaster, 3, and sponge-spiewle, 
am: (am-fi-mik’sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
aygi,on both sides, + wiser, a mingling.) In 
biol,, the mingling of the hereditary tenden- 
cies of the two purents in sexual reproduc- 
tion, considered abstractly, as distinct from 
amphigony or the reproductive process, 
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Alth the stad hered icated 
a - this 8 ling —— Bon ey 

el two parents, and even the process of sexual re- 

Toeper insight into the proses of heredity than we could r Lil 

oak — — in any other way. J 
Weiemann (trans.), Germ-plasm, p. 2L 

Amphinesian (am-fi-né’gian), @. and», [Gr, 
auo, on both sides, + vicor, cer pi La. 
Of or pertaining to the aborigines of Indonesia, 
Polynesia, and Micronesia, considered as one 
racial division of mankind, 

Il, », A wember of the Amphinesian race, 
Amphineura, ». pi. 2, A class or order of 
marine Mollwsed. ‘They have a bilaterally symmet- 
rical elongated body, with terminal month and anns; the 
shell either lacking or consisting cf 8 median pieces; 
mantic not divided Into paired 6; ctenidia absent or 
variously arranged ; and the odonte, ¢ either present 
or lacking. The class includes the Chitonidae, Neo- 
meniica@, and Chawetodermatida, 
am us (atm-fi-na’rus), a. ie agi, 
on both sides, + veipov, sinew, nerve.) Having 
two lateral and two ventral nerve-cords, as 
the chitons; having the characteristics of the 
Amphinewra, 

amphiodont (am‘fi--dont), a. [Gr. i, on 
both sides, + ddoig, tooth.) entom., having 
the dentition of the jaws intermediate between 
the teleodont and priodont forms: applied to 
certain stag-beetles of the family Lacanida. 
amphiccious (am-fi-€’shus), a. [Gr. auo/, on 
both sides, + ole, a dwelling.) In éehth., 
capable of living in either salt or fresh water, 
Amphion (am-fi’on), ». [NL., (Gr, Apdian, 
a name in poetic myth.) A generic name 
introduced by Pander for trilobites character- 
ized by their broad and short cepbalon, 15 
to 18 thoracic segments, and pygidial ribs 
extended into spines. se trilobites are 
of Silurian age. 

ont (am’fi-ont), u. [Gr. dei, on both 
sides, + 6e (orr-), a being.) A zygospore or 
sporont formed by the union of two individ- 
uals: specifically applied to one of the two 
stages of alternation of generations in the 
life-history of Coceidia. Haeckel. Compare 
*monont, 
am x (am‘fi-oks), ». [Gr. aoi, at both 
—— ogg, sharp.) In the nomenclature of 
the spicular elements of sponges, a slender 
spindle-shaped rod of monaxial type, sharp at 
both ends, 

oxides —— — u. (NL, ¢ 
Amphiorus + Gr, -ung (see -ides).] genus 
of lancelets, of the family Branchistomatida, 
characterized by the absence of cirri about the 
mouth, 4. pelagicuxs, found in the open sea 
off Haweii, is the typical species, 
amphipeptone {am-fi-pep’ton), ». [amphi- + 
peptone.) In the sense of Kuehne, the end- 
product of peptie digestion, a hypothetical 
mixture of auti- and hemi-peptone. Also am- 
phopeptone, 

amphi la’ (nm-fi-plat’i-an), a. [Gr. aygl, 
on both sides, + =Zarrg, flat, + -an.] Of ver- 
tebre, having both of the articular faces of tho 
ors eh plane, Owen, 
am meustic (am-fip-niis’tik), a. (Gr. audi, 
on bot sides, + sveverde, veer ch -) Breath- 
ing at beth ends: applied to certain dipterous 
larvie — spiracles at each end of the body 
connected 4 i tracheal trunks. Cam- 
bridge Nat. Hist., V1. 450, 
amphipositive (am-fi-poz’i-tiv), a. In photog., 
noting a process invented by Sabatier in which 
the picture is the result of a superposition or 
—— of two images, one negative and 
the other positive. It is based upon the fact that 
certain substances, when poured tn solution upon a nega- 
tive which is in coarse of formation, exercise upon it, 
whatever be the developing agent otherwise employed, a 
disturbing and substitating action such that the develop- 
ment of Che negative is stopped at the moment of con- 
tact, and the chemical combination which follows this 
contact gives rise to a positive, The substances which 
exercise this power are ly numerous, Lime-water, 
solutions of ammonia, amt silver nitrate possess it in 
the highest degree, They may be applied after the use 
of pyro-developer, 
Amphiprion (am-fip’ri-on), », [NL., ¢ Gr, 
aud, on both sides, + rpiae, a saw.) A genus 
of damsel-fishes of the family Pomacentride : 
found on the coral reefs of the Pacific, and re- 
markable for their varied coloration, 

(am-fi-pi-ré’nin), a. [Gr. dpedi, 
on both sides, + xy, stone of a fruit (nu- 
vleus), + -i#.] In bot., a substance, related to 
pyrenin, forming the nuclear membrane in the 
cell. Schwerz, I887. 
Amphisorex (am-fi-s6’reks),n. [NL.,< Gr. dues, 
about, near, + L.sorer,a shrew.) A genus rep- 

afford os a much &Mp. 

amphivasal 

resenting the Soricidz#, or shrews, found fossil 
in the Querey phosphorites of Oligocene age. 

(am -fi-spér‘ mus), a. ‘(er 
augi, on both sides, + exfpua, seed.) In ' 
having the seed closely invested by the peri- 
carp Without modification of its form, as in an 
achenium. 

Amphispharia (am-6-«f6 ri ), a. (NL. (Cesati 
- De Noturis, 1863), ¢ Gr. pls A! both sides, 

epaipa, sphere.) A genus of sphmrinceous 
fungi having mostly superticial scattered peri- 
thecia, sporcs are two-colled and dark- 
eolored. The species are numerous and oecur 
Pere de dead wood, — 

phaeriacem (am fl-sf6’ri-i’sé-4), », pl, 
[N * € Amphispheria + -acex.] Nrenity of 
pyrenomycetous fungi, typified by the genus 
Amphisplhueria, 
am e(am’fi-spor),n. [Gr. augi, on both 
sides, + cropé,a spore.}] A unicellular spore 
occurring in certain species of Puccinia, re- 
sembling a uredospore in its mode of germi- 
nation, but requiring a period of rest before it 
will germinate. Amphispores are found in 
Puecinia rerans and I’. Tripsaci, 
Amphistegina (am‘fi-sté-ji'nd), n. [NL., ¢Gr. 
aug, On both sides, + oriyy. a roof, + -ina.] 
A genus of calcareous foraminifers, of the fam- 
ily Nummutitide, having a lenticular test spi- 
rally enrolled and chambered: very abundant 
in the Miocene Tertiary. 
Amphistichus (am-fi-stik’us), n. Rt. ¢ Gr, 
audi, on both sides, + orixoc, aline.| A genus 
of surf-fishes, of the family Lmbiotocide, found 
off the const of California. A. argenteus is the 
common species, 

amphistrongyie (am-fi-stron’ fil), a, (Gr, dugi, 
at both ends, + orpeyyidtec, round.) In the 
nomenclature of the spieular clements of 
sponges, a short monaxial rod with rounded 
ends. See ponge-«picule, 

amphistyly (ari ti-li). m. [emphistyl(ie) + 
-y®.] e@ state or condition of being amphi- 
stylie, or of having (as some sharks) the man- 
dibular arch attached to the skull by a li 
ment and but slightly supported by the hyoid. 
am ecium (am-tfi-the’ sium), 9-3 pl. amphi- 
thecia (-sii). [NL., ¢ Gr. aug, on both sides, 
+ Giap, case.] In bot, the laver of cells at 
first surrounding the endothecium in the eap- 
sule of a moss. 
amphiton (am‘fi-ton), ». [Said to be ¢ Gr. 
api, at both ends, + rdvog, a rope.) In the no- 
menclature of the spicular elements of sponges, 
& monaxial pencil-like rod with abruptly sharp- 
ened ends. See spouge-sprienle. 
amphitriene (am-fi-tri’én), ». [Gr. ay@i, at 
both ends, + rpiawe, atrident.] A name given 
to a form of skeletal element in the silicious 
sponges which presenta the appearance of a 
vertical rod bearing a trident at each end: 
regarded as a modification of the tetraxial 
type of spicule. 
amphitriznic (am‘fi-tri-é‘nik), a, [dmphitri- 
wene + -ic,) Of the nature of an ainphitrimne, 
amphitrichous (am-fi-tri‘kus), ¢. (Gir, dues, 
on both sides, + @pig (rpex-), hair.) Provided 
with a flagellum at each extremity. 

amphitrider (am-fi-tri‘dér), n. tar. dugi, at 
both ends, + tpiderper, three-necked (see fri- 
der).] In the nomenclature of the spicular 
elements of sponges, a trider in which the 
end of the principal axis is developed into a 
cladome. Talend to * amphitriwne (whieh 
see). See also spouge-spicule, 
amphitrochal (am-tit’ro-kal), a. [amphitrocha 
+ ay Pertaining to or resembling amphi- 
trocha. 

amphi le (am‘fi-til), ». [Gr. ay¢i, at both 
ends, + ri2oc, a knob.) In the nomenclature 
of the spicular elements of sponges, a slender, 
straight, monaxial rod with swollenends. See 
sponge-spiente, 
amphi (am‘fi-ti-pi), ». The character of 
exhibiting both types. See the extract. 

In the arrangement of the reproductive organs ane 
finds the double condition desiynated sexaul amphitypy, 
in which one Individual is, as it were, the mirrer image 
of the . Useally one can be designated as having 
the normal arrangement, but the relative frequency may 
be such that nelther can be said to be tere typlesl than 
the other, Buck, Handbook of Med, Science, VII, sas 

amphivasal (am-fi-vi’sal), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to the presence of concentric fibrovascular 
bundies. 

Among the Cyperacem it has heen found that anephi race! 
tundles oceur in practically all the noles of plants bear- 
ing well-developed leaves, Science, Jan, 27, es, pp. Gd 



amphogenic 
amphogenic (am-f§-jen’ik), a. Same as *am- 

enic, 
am eptone (am-f6-pep’tén), n. See *am- 
phipeptone. 

ity for both acid and 
basic dyes, tans $4. 
ampho ‘am-fé 
a Rpone Gr. duew, 
both, + ¢cAeiv, love. 
In cytol., capable of 
being dyed with both 
acidand basic stains: 
said of certain cells 
or parts of cells, 

ophilous (am- 
fof’i-lus), a, Same 
as *amphophilic, 

amphoriskos {am-fo- 
ris’kos), n. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. Gugopiaxos, dim, 
of augopriy, am- 
| moray A type of 

reek vase resem- 
bling the amphora 
bat much smaller 

et 3 being about — 
pernession of the Council.) 

c,a. 2, In 
chem., capable, in different reactions, of ex- 
hibiting both acid and basie character, as, for 
—* ec, —— or amidoacetic acid. te) 
am otert (am-fot'e-rit), ». [Asampho 
+ -ite2.] See *meteorite.” en 

amphoterogenic (am-f$-ter’6-jen’ik), a. (Gr. 
apugerepoc, each of two, + yévor, kind.) In pe- 
trog., a term applied to sedimentary rocks re- 
sulting from the mixture of chemical and me- 
chanical deposits, as marl and loess. 
amphoterotoky (nm-fé-te-rot’é-ki), mn. IGr. 
augdérepos, each or both, £ réxoc, prodaction.] 
The production of both males and females from 
unfertilized ;  *heteroparthenogenesis 
(which see), also normal *parthenogen- 
esis. 

amphotoky (atm-fot’s-ki), n. [Gr. dugw, both, 
—* ———— as amphowerotoky. 

amplexicauline (am-plek -si-ki‘lin), a. [am- 
plezicaul +-ine!,] In 
Syd. Soe. Lex. 

rt., Bae 28 amplexicaul. 

Amplexopora (am-plek-sop’6-ri), ». [NL., ¢ 
Li. * ioe, Gen, + br pda ay rus, 
pore.] The typical genus of the family 4m- 

api cote ( lek-s-por’i-dé I. lexo: am-plek-s6- -d6), n. pl, 
[ND < aapiaere -ldw.] A family of 
eryptostomatous Bryozea which assume a va- 
riety of forms having simple zoccial tubes, no 
mesopores, and abundant acanthopores, The 
species occur fossil in the Silurian and Devo- 
nian rocks. 
Amplexus (am-plek’sus), ». [NIL., ¢ L. am- 

lexus, pp. of amplecti, embrace.) A genus of 
aleozoic tetracorals of the family Zaphrenti- 

dw, having simple subeylindrical coralla with 
shallow calice, well-marked septal fossula, and 
septa not reaching to the center, 

ampliation, ». 2. (6) In French law: (1) A 
duplicate of an acquittance or other instru- 
ment, (2) A notary’s copy of acts passed be- 
fore him, delivered to the parties. Sowrier, 
Law Dict.—4. In med., dilatation or disten- 
tion of a canal or cavity. 

amplitude, ». 4. (c) In finetion theory, if = 
é ? iy, let the polar eodrdinates of ig 9) be 
p, 4, then any one of the angles 6 or # + 2nz, 
where » is any’ positive or negative integer, 
may be called the amplitude of z.—6. In me- 
teor., the range or difference between the max- 
imum and minimum values of the temperature, 
ressure, or other meteorological element with- 

in a definite time, such as a day, a month, or 
a yeur.—Chief amplitude, the vectortal angle @, when 
—¢0o © +: abbreviated Am z, while any amplitude 
is am 2.—Periodic amplitude, the difference betwoen 
the maximum and minimun values computed bya Fou- 
rier-Beasel series, as distinguished from the non-pertodic 
amplitude, which is the difference between the absolute 
maximum aod micimum values, or the means of all the 
maxima and minima, Observations made with maxi- 
mam and minimum thermometers give the non-periodic 
amplitude; hourly observations can give the periodic Am 
amplitade in temperature, 
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n. 6. In Hydrocoralling, a pit formed 
A he canenchyma for the reception of gono- 

ores, 
gueatieiion (am-pul-A’shon), a. An ampul- 
lary process or condition. 

—— tal ne 
in any other animal. 

Linnean Zoil. Soc, Lond., Oct., 1898, p. 184. 
tating-knife (am’pii-té-ting-nif’), mn. A 

knife with a long ——— used to divide 
the muscular tissues in the amputation of a 
limb. 
Amputation in continuity, amputation through the 
fegment of a limb and mot at a joint. Dry 
5 an any —— performed with = —— 

amputation, ampu 0 kinee- 
jotnt, the end of the stump being terminated by the 
tella, which is turned ander the femur, and the opposing 
surtaces of the bones are denuded of cartilage, so thi 
union occurs between them, — amputa- 

amputation of a limb during the of reaction 
following the shock caused by the injury, but before the 
occurrence of suppturation in the wound.— 
amputation, amputation of a limb within a very abort 
time after the receipt of the inj necessitating opera- 

lishment of inflammatory symptoma—Seoen4ary axp- ment matory sym — 
putation, amputation performed some time after’ tho 
receipt of the injury, when in the wound 
has — eous amputation, separation of 
the dead ton of a limb in case of gangrene ; , the 
division of a limb b ——— formed during 
intra-uterine life. Jewr. . Med., V. 106. 
ampyx, n. 3. In the anatomic structure of the 
Devonian fish — an element of 
the anterior part of the skull, 
So far as it contribntes to the floor of the skull it may 

be described asa transverse bar or fillet, somewhat higher 
tn front than behind, . prestding s support on each side for 
the terminal half of low anteriorcranial walla, The 
thickness of the bar, which for brevity may be called the 
* “is considerable and itis extended downwards to 
the ventral face of the skull where It ls seen as a very con- 
splenous ridge. 

W. J. and I. B, J, Sollaa, it Philos, Trans, Ray. Soc, 
London, ser, B, 196. 276, 

Amsler's integrator. See *integrator. 
Amstelian (am-sté’li-an), a. and. [D. dm- 
stel, a river.) I, a. or pertaining to the 
Amstel, a river in the Netherlands, 

II. ». In geol., a proposed division of the 
Pliocene in — = Sp] 
amuguis (ii-mi-gés’), n. ilippine 7 
A name in the Philippines o Koorderstoden- 
dron pinnatum, a valuable timber-tree belong- 
ing to the cashew family. It oceurs also in 
Celebes and New Guinea. Its wood, which fs also 
seed — is light red sometimes marked with lead- 

epota. It fe used fn ahip-building and for the con- 
nen of buildings, but It does pot resist the attacks 

amusement, vn. 4. In music, a brief enter- 
taining piece, often one intended to give va- 
riety to technical exercises. 
amusia (a-mii‘si-i), ». [NL., <¢ Gr. duoveoe, not 
musical, ¢ é- priv. + soice, muse: sce muse, 
music.) Loss, through disease, of the ability to 
express musical sounds either vocally orinstru- 
mentally, to write musical notation (the 
power of ordinary writing being retained), or 
to appreciate musical sounds mentally. See 
—— ‘as ) , 
amusingness (a-mii’zing-nes), ». musive 
quality or effect; the quality of affording 
amusement, 
amutter, (4-nut‘ér), ade, phr, [a-2 + mutter.) 
Muttering ; in a muttering state, Mrs, Brown- 
ing, Aurora Leigh, p. 28. X. E. D, 

(am/-i-d’ri-ii), mn. pl. (NL, ¢ Gr, é- 
priv. + wig (uv-), muscle, + -aria.] A up 
of acephalous mollusks having no adductor 
museles, It includes the genus Chlamydocon- 
cha, Dall. 

(am-i-d'ri-an), a. [Amyaria + -an,] 
Pertaining to or resembling the Amyaria ; hav- 
ing no adductor muscles. 

dz (a-mik-ter’i-Jé), oy (NL., <¢ 
Amycterus + -ide.) A family Of Australian 
short-beaked rhynchophorous beetles, of which 
Amyeterus is the type. 

rus (a-mik te-rus), a. [NL. (Sehiin- 
herr, 1826). ¢ Gr. auuxryp, without a beak or 
nose, ¢ G- priv. + juxrip, beak.) <A genus of 
rhynchophorous beetles of the family Curculi- 
onide, or typical of the Amycteride, containing 
several Australian species characterized by an 
excessively short beak. 
amyelinic (a-mi-e-lin’ik), a. [Gr. a- priv. + 
porééc, medulla, + -in + -ic.] In neurol,, with- 
outa medullary sheath: said of nerve-endings 
and AF da — ery st (NI 

yedalacem (a-mig-da-li’sé-4), ». pl. (NL, 
(Reichenbach, 1828), < Amygdalus + -acewr.] A 

amylotype 
family of dicotyledonous, choripetalous plants 
of the order Rosales, the almond family, called 
by De Candolle Drupacew (which see), and in- 
eluded by many authors in the Rosace# as a 
subfamily, It embraces 7 genera, of which A 
‘almord, and Prunus — cherry) are 
important ones, and about on, wee Se 
north temperate zone of both he phere, 76S 0 Sow bn 
the troplesa. See Ampgdalus, Prunus, Rtowaces. 

J (a-mig-da-lek’td-mi), ». (Gr. 
a a, tonsils, + éxrous, a cutting out, ex- 
cision.) Same as amygdalotomy. 
amygdaliform (am-ig-dal‘i-férm), a. (Gr. 
—— —— * forma, — — 

Amygdaline fissure. See */issure. 
lith (a-mig’da-l6-lith), n. (Gr. éuwvy- 

4, an almond, + Aide, stone.] —— 
tion in the substance of a tonsil. Buek, Med. 
Handbook, IIT. 232. 

otome (a-mig’da-lo-tém), ». (Gr. 
apvydas ** rouor. « tapeir, cut.) Same 
as tonsillotome. 

only 

amygdophenine (a-mig-d6-fé‘nin), n. [L. 
rend ala), almond, shee yl) + ~-ine.) 
Phen Stee | phenetidine, CgH,(OC)H;)- 
NHCOCH(OH)CgHg. Its acetyl derivative is 
a febrifuge; it is also antiseptic in its prop- 
erties, 

Amyl & com acetate, 4, Coll CsHy), pared 
from fusel-oll or amy! aleobol 2 * Hismuch 
oe in —— — me =p bat = also used in 
a lamp for a) i. er — Amyi- 

acetate standard, * photom., © tendera of ¥ he com. 
sist of the flame of an amyl-neectate lamp. The ac- 
e form is that devised by Von Hefner Altencek, See 
Right standard. 

Amylaceous bodies. Same as corpora amylacen (which 
see, under corpus). 

amylan (am’i-lan), ». [amyl + -an.] The name 
given to two compounds, known as e@- and j- 
amylan, found in wheat, rye, and oats, In 
composition and properties they somewhat re- 
semble dextrine. 
amylase (am’i-lis), n. (amy! +-ase, as in dias- 
tase.) A ferment which will convert starch 
into dextrose: itoecurs widely distributed in 
both the animal and the vegetable world. 
Same as diastase or amylolytic ferment. 

amylate,». 2. A metallic derivative of amyl! 
alcohol: as, sodium amylate, C5H,,ONa. 
amylobacter (um’i-ld-bak’tér), n. [Gr. duudov, 
starch, + paxripor, alittle rod.) See *amylo- 
bacterium, 

tt Smylobacterium (am ‘i-lé-bak-té’ri-um), ».; pl. 
amylobacteria (-i). [NL., ¢ Gr. duv2ov, starch, 
+ Boxrijpey, a little rod.] A micro-organism 
which has the power of producing butyrie¢ 
acid from a large number of substances, in- 
eluding lactic, citrie, malic, and other acids, 
as well as of splitting up certain pectic com- 
pounds associated with the cell-walls of many 
tissues, 

amyl (am‘i-16-k6é-ag’ i-las), ». 
=e + coagul(ate) + -ase, asin diastase.) A 
ferment which coagulates soluble starch: 
found in cereals, 
amyloid, «.and», I, @, 2. In pathol., notinga 
degenerative change characteristic of larda- 
ceous disease (which see, under lardaccous). 
Encye. Brit. CxxI. 6. — Amyloid bodies. 

me as amylacea (which see, © corgrua, — 
fe Bee abutney. » 

TI, ». 2. A precipitate obtained from a 
gelatinous solution of cotton which has been 
treated with concentrated sulphurie acid. 
Vegetable parchment is due to the partial 
transformation of the vegetable fibers into this 
substance.—3, In pathol, same as lardacein. 
amyloin (a-mil’6-in), 9, [Gr, duvtov, fine 
flour, +-in2.] A name given by Brown and 
Morris to a class of substances formed by the 
action of diastase upon starch, They have 
the properties of both maltose and dextrine. 

ome (am‘i-lém), ». [aayl+-ome (see 
-oma).) Xylem parenchyma which contains 
starch. 
amyloplastic (am‘i-lé-plas‘tik), a. IGr. dur⸗ 
Zov, fine meal (starch), + sAacrdg, ¢ s/Adoceer, 
form.) Starech-forming,. 

amyloplastid Liar eg seal n. iw due 
gov, starch, + =2acréc, formed, + -id2.) A col- 
orless plastid which produces starch in plart 
cells, 

amylot (a-mil’$-tIp), n. [Gr. duvtov, fine 
meal, riso¢, type.) In photog., a picture 
printed by the action of light on paper which 
* been washed in juice extracted from 



amylotype 
ts or from flowers or in an artificial color- 

ing substance. See — J 
Anylum peety. Same as plastid, —Amylom 

pyrenoid, 
don (amin’§-don), mn. (NL., irreg. 

<Gr, dyinev, ward off, + ddobe (idovr-), u 
—— A genus of rhinoceros-like ungu- 
lates from the Eocene of North America, 

(am‘i-nd-<don’ti-dé), n. 
NL. ¢ Amnodon (< Gr, duivee, ward off, + 

, tooth + -idw.] A family of ungulates, 
related to Rhinoceros, from the Tertiary 
reeks of Werth Americs. They have on each ramus 

jaw 3 in canine, 4 premolars, and $ molars, 
Tho mses loregenabansharing bate teteeetie ene 

amyotrophia (a‘mi-j-trd‘fi-l), n. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
4- priv. + piy, muscle, + rpopj, nourishment, 
<rplgew, nourish.) Same as amyotrophy. 

paralysis, paralysis resulting * mus. 
cular a . 

(a-mir‘i-lén), n. [amyr (in) + -il 
+ -ene.) <A triterpene CgpHyg, formed by 
the action of phosphorus pentachlorid on 
amyrin, A dextro- and Jevo-rotatory c-amyril- 
ene and a dextrorotatory /-amyrilene have 
been deseribed, 

Anabana (an-a-bé‘nii), ». (NL. (Bory, 1822), 
irreg. ¢ Gr, dva3jaien, to go up: see anabasis, 
The name alludes to the habit of the plants in 
coming to the surface of the water.) One of 
the blue-green algw (Schizophycear), consisting 
of numerous oval or circular cells united into 
a filament, with intercalary heterocysts. It is 
d from Novtec by the absence of an envelop- 
ing ge 6 toate Which incloses a number of filaments, 
This genus is reaponaible for some of the bad odors and 
a ey noticeable in water during the warmer 
mon 

anabix(an’a-biks), ».; pl.anabices (a-nab’i-séz). 
—* an arbitrary or mistaken formation, 
ased, according to some, on Gr. avawipr, re- 

vive, but perhaps on dvdjecn, a going up.] 
The part of certain cryptogamic plants, as 
lichens, liverworts, and club-moasses, that per- 
ishes below while vegetating above. 

anabo (i-ni-b6’), », (Tagalog?) A name in 
lands of Abroma augusta and 

rated and is superior tosunn-hemp. The plant 
is readily cultivated and yields three crops a 
year, e devil’s-cotton, 

anabolergy (an-ab’6-lér-ji), n. (ae, ava3o2%, 
a striking up (see anabolism), + épyor, work. 
Energy expended in anabolism. 

(an-ab-}-lis’tik), a. [anabol{ism) 
+ -ist + -ic.] Relating to or — in 
anabolism or constructive metabolism. Phil. 
Med. Jour., Jan, 31, 1903, 
anabranch (an‘a-branch), ». [ana-, in anas- 
tomoxing, + branch.] A branch of a river 
which reunites with it lower down, thus form- @ 
ing an island known aga branch-island. Called 
by the aborigines billabong. [Australian] 

A curions his ia given of the word “ Anabranch,” 
which was applied by Colonel Jackson in the BR. G. 8, 
Journal of 1834 to the branch of a river which reunites 
lower down with the main stream, 

Geog, Jour, (R. G. S.), MIL 18, 

anabrosis (an-a-bro’sis), x. [NL., ¢ Gr, avd- 
Apworr, an eating up, ¢ avafiiSpdexere, eat up, ¢ 
ava, up, + fiipdoxes, eat.) In mred., erosion 
of the surface; ulceration, 
anabrotic (an-a-brot’ik), a. [anabrosis (-0t-) 
+ -ic.) In ., relating to or consisting in 
anabrosis —— erosion of the surface, 
anacampsis (an-a-kamp’sis), n. [Gr. avanaseyve, 
< dvexiyrrew, bend bask, Ca bea + — 28 
rev, bend.) Reflection as of light or sound; 
reaction; reciprocation. 

anachlorhy {an-a-klor-hi‘dri-4), , Ab- 
sence of hydrochloric acid in the gastrie juice, 
——— (an-a-k6-ré‘sis), m. (NL., ¢ Gr, 
avayopyorc, withdrawing, retreating, < dim- 
xupeiv, Withdraw, < ava, back, + yupelv, give 
way.) In bot,, retrograde change in an organ 
or whorl. 
anachromatic! (an‘s-kré-mat’ik), a. [Gr. dvd, 
up, + xpdwa, — Relating to an ascend- 
ing eolor seale, Buck, Med. Handbook, LIL 

anachromatic® (an-wk-ré-mat‘ik),», [an-3 + 
achromatic.) In photog., a corrective for 
achromatism, Woodbury, Dict. of Photog., 
p. 33. 
anachronismatical (an-ak’rgn-iz-mat’i-kal), 
a. (Irreg. ¢ anachronism + -at-ic-al,) Same 
as anachronous, Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, 
p. 182. [Rare.] N. B.D. 
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anacidi an-a-sid’i-ti), n. {Gr. ay. priv. + 
E. acidity.) Reduced or abolished acidity of 
the ic juice or other fluid. 

an-a-klét),. (Gr. ard, back, + «a- 
4ew, call.) One who is called back. 

anaclinal (an-g-kli’nal), a. (Gr. avd, back, + 
wdiveey, bend, geol,, transverse to the dip: 

river which descen 
a valley whose 
dip of the un- 

oo 
said of a valley or a 

inst the dip.— Anaclinal 
aiel discetion fa'nat So naverd wae the 
derlying rocks, 

(an-a-kos‘ti-i), ». A twill-woven 
fabric with a worsted warp and a woolen weft. 

a né), m ple [NL., ¢ 
Gr, av- priv. + dxpov, apex, + yvry), ns 
In dot., a suborder of cryptogamic plants o' 
the order Jungermanniales, class Hepaticw, in 
which the archegonia are formed at a point 
below and remote from the apex. Itembraces 
the thalloid genera of the Jungermanniacesx, of 
simpler type than the *Aerugyna (which see). 

anacregyncus (an-ak-roj‘i-nus), a. (Gr. av. 
riv, + dxpor, apex, + yr}, female, ous, ] 
n bot,, having the archegonia formed at a 

point below and remote from the apex, as in 
the — * ste’tus) [NL., ¢ Gr. ave 
Anacyrtus (an-n-s¢r’ MN, eg tT. dvd. 
arprog, curved upward or backward, < dvd, up, 

ypréc, curved.] A genus of South Ameri- 
* toothed shiners of the family Characin- 
idx. 
anadenia (an-a-dé’ni-i), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. am 

Vv. j?, & gland.] Insufficiency or ab- 
sence of glands, especi ly of the gastric glands, 
anadizne (an-a-di’én), n. [Gr. aad, up, back 
+ “diawa, an assumed form (‘two-pronged 
staff } from é-, two, el to trp.aiwve,a tri- 
dent.) In the nomenclature of the spicular 
elements of sponges, a hexactine spicule hav- 
ing a straight rhabd or shaft and an anchor- 
sha head. See spo ule. 

pela (an-e-di si-i),m. [NL., ¢ Gr. ava- 
intensive + dija, thirst.) Intense thirst. 

psic (an-a-dip’sik), a. Pertaining to or 
characterized by anadipsia. 

—B qo yy me capable of ox come a 

living poy ——— — oxygen. 

oxyge 
anatrobic, 7.— Pacultativ 

ae 
anaérobically (an-i-e-rob’i-kal-i), adr. In an 
anaérobic manner, Jour. Exper. Med., V1. 67. 

snakropient (an-i-r-)-bi‘ont), ». Same as 
naérobe, 

anaérobism (un-i‘¢-ro-bizm), n. [anaérobe + 
ism.) That faculty or power of living without 
oxygen which is possessed by some micro-or- 
— particularly certain bacteria, 

an-i’e-ro-ok’si-<das), a, [Gr. 
awpriv, + dp, air, + 0. 
orydase, 

anaérobic, having ac. 
the presence or the 

anesthesia, ».—Crossed anmethesia, a condition In 

the opposite site of the holy. General azaethesia, e © , 
total anesthesia, with loss of consciousness, indaced by 
the inhalation of an anesthetic gas or vapor, such as 

form, ether, or nitrous oxid.— anies- 
thesia, local induced by the injection into 
the subcutaneous Useues, in and about the seat of oper. 
ation, of Te uf a very weak solution of co- 
caine or local anesthetic. —} anmethesla, 
anuesthesta of a clreumscribed area induced by the in- 
jection of a solution of cowaine, or other substance of 
similar action, or by the application of cold.—Medul- 

i induced by infection be« 
ne the membranes covering the spinal cord of a solu- 
tion of cocaine or other su’ with almilar action, 
‘The anewetheala so produced ts very wide I: its extent, 
but there ls no loss of consclousness, as in general anmes- 
thesia. — Mixed anesthesia in- 
duced by one ha d and maintained 
by another, as c form or ether. anan- 
a pain occurring soon after the 

—— — et at — * —— — — 
ut bb usually long eno permit o extract! 

a tooth or for the incision into a bell, — Suteal anmethe- 
(@) Anaesthesia of a circumscribed portion of the 

body doe to a lesion of the spinal cord, (6) Same as 
medullary ®ansestheria, 1 or 
general anesthesia induced artificially for the purpose of 
preventing the pain of a surgical jon. 

anzsthesiant, a. and». See ancesthesiant. 
anestho] (an‘es-thél), 2. A mixture of chloro- 
form, ether, and ethyl chlorid recommended 
as an anesthetic in place of the mixture of 
alcohol, chloroform, and ether. 

Anagallis (an-a-gal’is), n. [NL.,¢L, anagaliis, 

anaglyphoscope (an-a-glift’d-skdp), n. 

anago (ani 50), n. Jap. anago.) 

jase.) Same as *per- analcite-basalt (a-nal’sit-ba-silt’), ». 

analophic 

<€ Gr. dvayaadic, pernel,] An annual, bi- 
annual, or — herb, cultivated in the 
open, a member of the family Primulacee and 
sometimes called pim, Only the annual aps · 
cies are known tn is commonly 

qt 
Asia, and South America, 8 

anagap (ii-nii-giip’), a. ilippine Sp, anagap, 
anager, from & Dative —— In the Pha 
a islands, a tree, Pithecolobium lobatum, 
belonging to the mimosa family, having bipin- 
— —— * sin, ptm] ot — and a 

ee tC) along its lower suture 
into round pt Ht The week is durable, 
fine-grained, brittle, and of a yellowish-gray 
color. It is used in construction and for fur- 
niture. 
anagenesis (an-a-jen’e-sis), n. [Gr. ai, up, 
+ yhrag, origin: see genetic.) Evolution by 
means of the acquiring of characters and of in. 
creasing complexity and differentiation. Hyatt. 

tic (an‘a-je-net’ik),a. Tending to the 
advancement or progressive development of 
organisms. Hyatt, Biol. Lect., p. 146. [Rare.] 
anagerontic (an‘a-je-ron’tik),a. [Gr. avd, up. ° 
+ yépwr (peporr-), an old man: see gerontic.] 
Noting the early portion of the geroutic or 
senile a in the development of an organ- 
ism, tt. 

anag n. 2, In photog., a kind of picture 
— by Ducosdu Hauron, with 5 
age nearly in superposition, one in red and 
e other in greenish blue. On viewing this double 

image through a af ¢ye-glaases, one blue and the other 
red. th the image —* ly. On reversing the 
glaases the o; te effect, or vis is the 
result, Tiaee-soter babotarony has alee been —8 to 
the anaglyph. When two alides from a stereoscople nega. 
pont oh apg = oh oe —— —— ue, are 

rojected on a screen together, they appear stereoscopl- 
= wheu viewed through colored glasses, 

[ana- 
glyph + Gr, oxomeiv, view.] In photog., a pair 
of eye-glasses, one red and the other greenish 
blue, for viewing anaglyphs so as to produce 
a stereoscopic effect. 

The Japa- 
an eel of the family Leptocephali- 

dx, Congrellus anago, found at Nagasaki, 
anagyrine (a-naj‘i-rin),n. [Anagyris + -ine2.) 
An alkaloid, CigHaoN: , —* in Anagyris 
Si The free base forms a gummy, amor- 
phous mass, It has a powerful toxic action. 

(an’a-kim), a. pl. (Heb. ‘andkim, pl. 
of ‘Andk; etym. unknown: in one view, from 
‘anak, neck.) A pre-Canaanite tribe mentioned 
in the Old Testament, otherwise called ‘the 
Anak’ or ‘the sons of Anak,’ and, as usual in 
regard to outlying tribes of which little is 
known, reputed to be giants. 

See *yland.— Anal the posterior 
8 of an insect’s Wing when im wl Anal nerve 

or Vein, the posterior nerve or veln of an insects Wing 
when ex) Anal in the /nfuseria, the spot 
where the waste- a of ad tion are ejected. 
Parker and Hf ry i e 
*cicie. 

— 

Zoology, L. 41,-- Anal vesicle, See 

See 
basalt, 

analcitite (a-nal’si-tit), w. [analrite + -ite?.] 
In petrog., a basaltic rock rich in primary 
analcite and without olivin: proposed by 
Pirsson, 1896, 

analeptic, a. II, n. In med., a remedy whieh 
exerts & restorative or invigorating action, 
Buck, Med. Handbook, IL. 694. 

ne (an-al’jén), x. [analg{ic) + -ene.] 
Ortho-ethoxyanabenzoylaminoquinoline, Cy- 
HyN(OCoHgINHCO€gH,. It is a white erys- 
talline powder, insoluble in water, used in the 
treatment of neuralgia. 

analgesin (an-al’gé-sin), x. Same as antipyrin, 
analgic anal sikh, a. [Gr. avazyfe, ae 688, 
¢ av- priv. + dayo, pain.] Same as analgetic. 
Tinek, Med. Handbook, V. 865. 

2m A — spelling of anciegue, 
8 » inor! resem bli aru osere trata em 

ana. n.~Convergen rmitlanes | 
—— eee vereent analo EO acannon 
mudlification on similar lines and not to inheritance from 
& commen ancestor,— 's ogy, in astron., 
a sipposed but now discredited law, announced in 1849, 
connecting the distances of the planets and their masses 
with their axtal rotations by an equation in form analo- 
gous to that which expresses Kepler's harmente law, 
analophic (an-n-lof’ik), a. [Gr. avé, up, + 
dégoc, crest.) In craniom., having ihe incisor 
erest in the anterior nasal aperture confined to 
the posterior part of the floor of the nares. 
Harrison Allen, Jour, Acad Nat, Sei, X. 410, 



analphabetic 

analphabetic, * 2. Non-alphabetio.—snat- 
symbols, in phonetics, sym or signs w) 

‘o not denote sounds, bat com ments of Aa oH each 
stsople sound being ——— by agroup of symbols re- 
sembiding a chemical formula, in touch the same way as 
Itv wight be taken to represent *lip-teeth-vulee.” 

betism — —— wn. 1, Te 
literacy; ignorance even of the alphabet.—2, 
In phonetics, a system of representing the 
articulations of ——— by means of 
analphabetic symbols, proposed by Professor 
I. Otto Jespersen of Copenhagen in 1889. See 
*analphahetic. 

n. 5. In cricket, an itemized reeord 
of the lay of the bowler, intended to show 
particularly the number of runs scored by him 
and the number of wickets obtained,—6, In 
chem., intentionally produced decomposition: 
often applied to the ascertainment of the com- 
position of a substance, whether the constitu- 
ents are actually obtained in separate form or 
not. Capillary, analysis, of chemical anal- 
—* based upon fac! that 20 tions of dierent sub 
stances are propagated at different velocities by capillary 
attraction th SS poross matertal: used chiefly in the 
detection of diferent — 1 x —— 

tion analysis, a nded theory 
of tions, an important ay * ‘combinatory — 

ical analysis. See *harmonic. ; 
Analytic proo ———— ding a 

a careful — the lena : ——e te syuthetie 
which #) to intaition or common-sense and 

thus not apodictic. 

Analytical reference, an entry th a library ** re- 
lating to a partivalar hater or section of a book, and 
referring the reader to the by under which the book 

entered. Sometimes also called simply an 
variation, variety. See 

n. . — Thermal analytics, the math 
matical or, Read gale — the algebraic enelyele of 
the theory of heat, 

analyzer, ".— Harmonic analyzer, device for 
determining the harmonic elements of a periodic curve, 

—— 
7 ors

 - — 
—J 

< anny
 ) 

iia, = 

Michelson’s Harmonic Analyzer, 

€. curve) #, styles, 

All pertodic carves may be regarded os made up of one 
or more sine-curves, harmonteally related to each other 
as regards frequency. By means of a machine so con- 
structed as to impart to a stylus a linear oscillatory mo- 
tion which is the reseltant of the various simple harmonic 
motions which go to make np a given curve, It ls poasible 
to trace the curve in question apon a surface moving 
wolformly ander the stylus, (m the other hand, if the 
form of curve is given it is possible to determine by 
means of a suitable mechanism the amplitude and fre- 
quency of the elements of which it is Che resultant, A 
tmuechine of the latter description is called a Aarmonie 
analyeer. Such machines have been devised by Kelvin, 
Michelson, and others, That of Kelvin was constracted 
with special reference to the analysis of the tides. Since 
the number of harmonic elements in a pertodic curve 
may be indefinitely great, the mechanical analysts is in 
some cases only approximate. The harmonte analyzer 
of Michelson, however, which permits of a determina- 
tion of 80 different elements, gives a very close approxt- 
mation for most carves, 

anamesitic (an-am-e-sit’ik), a. [anamesite + 
-ic.] In /ithol., having the structure or ap- 
pearance of anamesite. Smithsonian Rep., 18%), 
p. 233. 
anametadromous (an -a- me -tad’r6- mus), a. 
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Gr. avd, back, + wera, beyond, + -dpouoc, ¢ 
iv, run.) In bryol,, having the nerves of 

the weaker pinnules anadromous and those of 
the stronger catadromous. 

(an-a-mér’ti), a. A genus of climb- 
ing plants of the moonseed family (Men 
mace), a synonym of Coccuius. <A. paniewlata 
©. Coceulus) furnishes coceulus indicus or 
sh-berries. 

anamirtin (an-a-mér’tin), ». A crystalline 
substance, Cy 9Ho40 9, found in small amount, 
with picrotoxin, in the seeds of Cocewlus 
Cocculus. It is slightly bitter and not poison- 
ous. 
anamnesic (an-am-né‘sik), a. [anamnesia + 
-ic.] Endowed with a good memory ; dis d 
to remember. G. S. Hail, ota? . 345. 
anamniote (an-am‘ni-dt), a. and. [Gr. av 
priv. + NL. amniotus, amniote.) I, a. Not 
amniote ; having no amnion in the fetal state; 
anamniotic. 

IL. n. A member of the Anamnionata. 
anamonene (sn-a-mon‘’én), n. (Gr. avd, w 
back, + *pévewa, assumed form (*one-pron, 
staff’), from pdr, single, parallel to rpiawa 
trident.) In the nomenclature of the spicu 
elements of sponges, a trimne which has under- 
= atrophy of two of its axial arms or clad- 

ks, the third being reflected on the fourth, 
giving the spicule the form of a gaff-hook, See 
sponge-spicule, 
anam ¢ (an-g-mér’fik), a, Pertaining to 
or resulting from anamorphism, Van Hise, 
U. S. Geol. Surv. Monograph 47, p. 169, 

(an-a-mér’fizm), a, In i, 
that variety of metamorphism which takes 
place below the zone in which cavities may 
exist. It results in the production of new 
minerals under conditions of { pressure. 
Van Hise, U. 8, Geol. Surv., Monograph 47, 
p. 167.— Zone of the dee zone 
of the in which anamorpbism takes 

orphote —— fot), a. [From the as- 
— stem : anamorphosis.) Causing ana- 
morphosis; distortive.—Anamorphote in 
peri ag a lens having a cylindric element and —— 
distorting the image like aeylindric mirror. Wall, Dict. 
of Photog., p. S2 

ananaplas (i-ni-nii’plis), ». [Tagalog (f).] A 
valuable timber-tree, Albizzia procera, belong- 
ing to the mimosa family. Ite beart-wood ts hard 
and durable, of a brown color with alternate lighter and 
darker bands, and a straight grain, It is used for posts 
in house-building, and for making rice-pounders and 

of agricultural implements and machinery. The 
is astringent and is used for tanning, and the tree 

yields a gum soluble in water, [Philippine Is.) 

flavori ponent tie ae f tea ethyl emence J me a es 

—— — CyHz.CO.0CgHy Cwhich see, ot wm 3 
Anan (an-an-kit’i-dé), mn. pl. (NL, ¢ 
Ananchytes +-idw.) <A family of spatangoid 
echinoids, most of whose representatives are 
extinct and belonged to Cretaceous time. 
ananeanic (an’a-né-an’ik), a. IGr. ava, up, + 
veaviag,a youth: see neanic.] Noting the early 
— of the neanie or youthful period in the 
evelopment of an orgavism. Hyatt. 

ananepiastic(an’a-né-pi-ax‘tik),a. Noting the 
earliest expression of the nepiastic substage 
in the ontogeny of the compound individual or 
colony, as the bryozoan Fenestella, Bee *nepras- 

ananepionic (an-a-né-pi-on’ik), a. [NL., <Gr. 
aya, up, + vireo, infant.) In the terms of aux- 
ology or the development of the individual, 
noting a growth condition approaching the 
nepionic stage. See *nepionic, Contrasted with 
* neptonic, which d ates the phase which tinme- 
itiately follows the neptonic. The ananepionic stage is 
one of immature growth and directly follows the larval 
phase. The word was Introduced by Hyatt with spectal 
reference to the stages of growth and decline in the foeall 
cephalopods, 

For about half a volution or less, the shell is smooth, 
although Hnes of growth become more pronounced. At 
more or less regular intervals stronger lines of growth 
appear (ananepionic) Ln the later portion of the neploniec 
stage (eetanepiontc) longitudinal « rinkles or ribs appene 
which characterize the anbital portion of the whorl, and 
may be traced upward ty the suture between the two 
whorls, Amer, Nat., Aug, 1003, p. 614, 

(an-an‘ji-an), a. [Gir. ae priv. + 
ayyrior, & vessel, ] aving no vaseular system: 
applied to certain polyehwtous annelids in 
whieh the ewlomic fluid, whose corpuseles 
contain hemoglobin, is carried to the various 
organs of the body by the action of ciliate 
cells which cover the peritoneum along certain 
definite tracts. 

anaphoria 

anangioid (an-an’ji-oid), a, [Gr. av priv. + 
ayyriow, a vessel, + -oid.] Having no retinal 
blood-vessels.— disk, the retinal disk 
when withont blood- 

(an‘an-ji-oi‘dii), — (NL.: see 
anangioid.) Acollective name for those mam 
mals in which the retina has no blood-vessels. 
Philos, Trans, Roy, Soc, Lond., ser. B, 194, p. 68. 

(an-an-ji-ot‘ik), a. Same as *an- 
angioid, 

an. (an-an‘ji-us), @. Having no retinal 
blood-vessels ; anangioid. 
Although these creatures [CAéroptera) are so highly 
——* typical Vevrtuſea oocurred already in 

ec Rocen The eyes of these nocturnal creatures 
are wT small, anangious, and devold of any traces of 
higher development, except that they are also without any 
traces of ancestral vestiges, besides the rather common 
rudiment of the hyaloid a 5 

Philoe. Trans. Roy. Soc. Lond., ser. B, 194, p. 68, 
anantherum (an‘an-thé’rum), n.; pl. anan- 
thera (-ri). [NL., ¢ Gr. a- priv. + NL, an- 
thera, anther.] In bot, » filament without an 
anther; a staminode. — — 
ananym (an‘a-nim), ». neously for *an- 
onym?, ¢ Gr, ave, buck, + dvoua, dveza, name.) 
A name written backward, as Neremac for 
Cameron, 

* 

@ (an-n-ok-si-tri’én), ». [Gr avd, 
up, back, + dgic, sharp, + tpiave,atrident,] In 
the nomenclature of the spicular elements in 
sponges, a form of ana ne in which the 
branches are all acute, See *anatriwne and 
sponge-spicule, 
anapaite (a-nii’pa-it),n. [Named (by A. Sache, 
* pte fre 25 -ite?, 1 hydrated 
phosphate of ferrous iron and ealeium oceur- 
ring in colorless triclinic erystals and also in 
massive forms: found at Anapaon toe Black sea. 
anapanapa (ii-ni‘p&-na’pi), ». [Hawaiian. 
A ——— fecal of Ly widely ietibated 
shrub, Colubrina Asiatica, the bark of which 
is used for soap. 
anaphase (an‘a-faz),». [NXL anaphasis, < Gr. 
avd, back, again, + gio, appearance, phase. ] 
In cytol., a stage in mitosis, or karyokinetice 

Anaphases of mitosis sn cells (spermatoeytes) of the 
wiamandes, iDiieer.) Maguihed. 

4. Anaphase: divergence of the dagghier chromosomes, ex 
img the ceatral spincie as the interzomal Sere; contractile 
(principal comes of Van Heneden) clearly shown, A, Larner ana- 
phase (dyaster od Plemming |; the central spindle fully expesed ta 
view; mantle fibers attached to the chromosomes, Imimediarety 
afterward the cell divides 

cell-division, characterized by the moving apart 
of the chromosomes destined to enter the two 
daughter-nuclei, Strashurger, 1884. 

ana, (w-naf‘a-sis), ». [NL.] Same as 
*anaphase, : sa 

anap (a-naf‘i-fi), u. [Gr. de priv. + a4, 
a touching, (aster, toueh. Cf. Gr. avadie, not. 
to be touched.] In pethol., loss of the sense of 
touch. Saldwin, Diet. of Philos. and Psychol., 
1. 39, 
anaphoria (an-a-f'ri-i), 2. [NL., ¢Gr. *ave- 
eopoc, Cavagépere, carry back: see anaphora.) 
The tendency of the axes of vision in the two 
eyes to assume too high aplane. Med. Record, 
April 18, 1906, 



anaphylembryonic 

anaphylembryonic (an’a-fil-em-bri-on‘ik), «. 
Noting the earliest expression of the phylem- 
bryonic su in the ontogeny of any or- 
ganism. See *phylembryonic. 

That it is probably not the most primitive type of pas- 
tropod is suggested by the couskleration that the earlleat 
stage (ana-phulemiryonic) of the protovonch bs not culled, 
but rather cap-shaped like modern Patella. 

Amer, Nat,, Dec,, 1902, p, 921. 

anaplasia (an’s-pla’si-i), », (NL., (Gr, avu- 
raver, reformation, adjustment, ( aear/deruy, 
reform, mold anew, ¢ ad, in, Aden, 
form. ] 1. Inpethol., the sum of the morphologi- 
eal, structural, chemical, and other alterations 
which cells — when assuming the char- 
— of malgnancy,—2. Same as *ana- 
plasis, 
anaplasis (an-ap’Ia-sis), 1, (NL, (Gr. dnd- 
réacic, reformation, Cdvatédades, reform, re- 
new, restore,} In biol,, the history or course 
of an organic — —— the period or stage of 
its rise, as distinguished from the period of its 
full maintained vigor (meteplasis) and the 

riod of itsdecline or decadence (*cataplasix). 
Jaeckel, 

Ana (an-ap-ter-i-go’ta), n. pl. [NL., 
appar. ir, aid, back, again, + nrrpeywrdc, 
winged, ¢ rrépug (rrepep-), wing.) A group of 
insects (including the orders Mallophaga and 

phonaptera and the suborder Aneplura) 
which contains only wingless forms, which, 
however, are supposed to haye deseended from 
winged ancestors. 

ana’ (an-ap-ter-i-gé‘tizm), n. 
[Anapterygota + -ism.] In entont., a condition 
of winglessness attained, usually through a par- 
asitic life, by forms with a winged ancestry, 
— these facts we Bove a * to the a ——— 

to endepteryxotlarn, namely, by an buter · 
mediate period of anupteryyetiem. 

Bnoye. Brit., XXLX. 508, 

anapterygotous —— O’tus),a, Tnen- 
tom., wingless, a — ved from winged 
ancestors, as the Mallophaga, Siphonaptera, 
and Anoplura, 

These cases render it highly probable that insects may 
in some circumstances become wingless, though their 
ancestors were winged. Such Insects have been styled 
anaplerygotous. Bneye, Brit,, X 608, 

anaptyxis (an-ap-tik’sis),». (Gr. awirregir, an 
opening, unfolding, S ararrioauy, unfold, ¢ avd, 
back, + wrioceev, fold.] In phonetics, the in- 
vouuntary utterance of an auxiliary vowel, 
especially before r, /, m, and x, in certain po- 
sitions, as in Iuere, able, chasm, ete, 

(an-li’kwil), ». Same as anagua, See 
knackaway. 
anarcestean (an-iir-ses’té-an), a. [dnarceste(s) 
+-an.J 1. Pertaining to the Devonian ceph- 
alopod Anarcestes.—2, Noting a condition or 
growth-stage in un —— equivalent, in 
the development of the septa, to the mature 
condition in Anarcestes, 

{un-lir-ses’téz), w. [NL., said to 
be formed ¢ Gr, av- priv. + Arrestes, a genus 
of ammonites.) A genus of ammonoid ceph- 
alopods or goniatites of primitive structure, 
having very simple septal sutures with single 
broad lateral lobes, It is of Devonian age. 

anarcestian, «. Same as *anarcestean, 
anarithmoscope (an-a-rith’md-sk6p), mn. A 
magi¢ lantern having slides which are changed 
eutome tee. ( 4 
Anarr thyinm (an-a-rik-thi-i’né), nm. pi. 
{Anarrhichthys + -ing.] The subfamily of 
wolf-fishes typified by the genus Anarrhich- 
thy. 
Auarrhichthys (an-a-rik’this), a, [NL. irre, 
< Gr. avapp{syaotlar), clamber up, + iyter, fish,] 
A genus of wolf-fishes of the family dnarrhich- 
aide, ¢ ed by the very long and taperin 
tail, cdiannathe tans ee A, —2 is Sound on 
the comst of California and reaches a length of 8 fect. 

Anarsia (an-iir’si-&), n. [NL. (Zeller, 1839), 
< Gr, avépawc, unfavorable, hostile, ¢ a priv, 
+ dporoc, fitting ¢ “dpe, fit.] A genus of Mi- 
crolepidoptera, of the family (ielecthiide, con- 
taining, among others, the very injurious A, 
linentella, whose larva bores into the twigs and 
fruit of the peach in Europe and North Amer- 
ies. 

anarthro (an-lir’thro-pod), a. and mn, [As 
—— I. a. Without articulated ap- 
pendages; having the characters of the dnar- 
thropoda, 

n, One of the Anarthropoda, 
—— i or -ar’ian), a, [an-5 + 

Aryan,| Non-Aryan; noting » people which 
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speaks a langu thut does not belong to the 
Aryan family. — Races of Man, p. 334. 

anascope (an‘a-skép), #. (Gr. avd, up, + ono 
miv, view.) An optical arrangement which Ana 
onvables one to view the image in a camera 
rightside up, Woodbury, Eneye. Dict. of Pho- 
tog., p- 35, 

Anaspida (an-us’pi-dii), », pl. (NT., ¢ Gr. dv. 
privy. + aomc, shield,| An ordinal term intro- 
duced by Traquair for a group of singular 
fishes, chiefly from the Upper Silurian rocks 
of Lanarkshire, without paired fins and hav- 
ing a tubercled skin, a heterocercal tail, and a 
row of prominent processes along the belly, 
In some Of the species, an Birkenia elegens, the branch 
openings are a serios of small lateral perforations. 

dean (an-as-pil’é-an), a. and». I, a. 
Pertaimng to or having the characters of the 
Anaspidea. 

. n. One of the Anaspidea. 
anastasis (an-as’ta-sis), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. ané- 
oract, & — up or rising up, ¢ awerdver, 
stand up.) 1. In med., a condition of increas- 
ing health and vigor; convalescence.—2, Res- 
urrection. 

anastatic, a. 2. In bot., reviving after desic- 
cation, as so-called resurrection-plants. 

t {an-as’tig-mat), n. [G. anasti 
mat; see anastigmatic.) A system of lenses in 
which the astigmatic aberration is overcome 
and a flat field obtained. It is of special use in 
photography. a are —— forma with —— —— 

as linears, na A rs, vla— * — ioe 
rtigmal), a combination of two Zeiss a which 
for many plrptes can be ised separately.— ble an- 
asrigmal « combivatin of tro — cemented Je! 
at ane jatically aplanatic. Such a system, inven 

Hoegh, waa pat out in 1802 by the Goerz firm, 

Doulle Anastigmat. 

Several forms with differrnt trude-names bave been 
since added by the same firm, each with its own special 
advantages.— Universal symmetric puastinne: a 
bod § rapid systems of lenses covering a Yiew-anyle mi 
and consisting of two triple conmente! leiden 

tic (an-as-tig-mat‘’ik),a. [¢ an-5 + 
astigmatic.) Not astigmatic: applied to a lens. 

m n, &. Insurg., the establishment 
of communication between two canals or two 
portions of the same canal, usually the diges- 
tive tract, pot previously in continuity. 

Anastomotic artery, « term applied to several small 
arteries, in different portions of tite body, which serve to 
connect two larger Veesels, 2 
anastomotica (ar-as-ti-mot’i-ki), x. See ar- 
feria =avestomolicr.—Anastomotica magna. (a) 
A branch of the brachau) artery supplying the parts 
about the elhow and anastomusing with other tranches 
of the brachia} and of the ulna. G A branch of the 
femoral artery supplying the parts about the — 
and anastomosing with other articular brauches of the 
femoral and tibial arteries. 

Anastrophia (an-s-stro‘fi-i), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
avactpeoy, a twisting about: see anastrophe.) 
A genus of pentameraceous brachiopods from 
the Silurian and Devonian rocks. 

anat. An abbreviation of anatomy and anatomi- 
cal. 
Anathema cup. See *ewp 
anathesis (a-nath‘e-sis), ». (Gr. aveferr, a 
putting off, ¢ dverii pn, put off, ete.: see anath- 
ema.) Vowel-mutation; umlaut: a proposed 
term, scarcely used, See mutation, 
Anatinacea (a-nat-i-na‘s@ii), ». pl [NL.. ¢ 
Anatina + -acer.) A suborder of Fulametli- 
branchiata, Tt tweludes the bivalve mollusks which 
have the external tranchin! fold directed dorsally, not 
retlectud, sexes unite, male and fermale reproductive 
lands with separate orifices, muntle edges larwely uolted 
yraus cenenuly lacking, (eo adductor miscles, — 

line variable, andl sleet! Usually nreone within, Among 
the families inctided are Anrtinidve, Panderida. Pho- 
ladurnyiteand Clavagedlida. Moth tiving and fossil fornis 
are found, , s 

anatinacean (a-nut-i-ni‘si-an), ¢. and wo, I. 
a. Pertaining to or having the characters of 
the Anatinacer. 

II. w. Une of the Anatinacea. 

anchor 

anatoid (an‘a-toid), a. L, anas (anat-), a 
duck, + Gr. Moc, form.] Resembling a duck; 
duck-like in form or character. 

tolian ware, See *ware?. 
anatomicobiological (an-a-tom’i-k6-bi-d-loj'‘i- 
kal}, a. Anatomical with a view to biology; 
treating of biology as illustrated by anatomy: 
as, an anatomicobiological thesis. 
anatomicopathological (an-a-tom’i-ké-path- 
0-loj‘i-kal),a. Relating to pathological anat- 
omy. 
anatomobiological (a-nat ’6-m6-bi-6-loj‘i- 
kal), a. Same as *anatomicobiological, 
anatomopathological (a-nat’$-md-path-j-loj’- 
i-kal), a. Same as *anelomicopathological, 
Smithsonian Rep, 1890, p, 635, 

anatomy, "Medical anatomy, descriptive anat- 
= of the heart, Jans, and other parts, the diseases of 
orbs _ not usually — hed surgical — 

, Surface anatomy in Its relation to art. 
—Practical * ———— 1.—Surface 

of the surtace of the body. 

anatre’ (an-a-trep’sis), a. ONL., (Gr, dvd, 
back, + rpéyve,a turning.) In embryol,, that 
movement of certain inseet embryos which 
brings them back to the ventral surface of the 
yolk after they have moved away from it. 
Wheeler, 1893. 

anatrimne (an-a-tri’én), ». (Gr, avd, up, back, 
+ rpiawa, a trident.) In the nomenclature of 
the spicular elements of sponges, a straight cy- 
lindrical rhabd at the end of which three pron 
or cladisks bent backward make a form like 
that of an anchor with three arms. It belongs 
to the tetraxial system of spicules. See sponge- 

anatriptic {an-a-trip’ tik), a. [anatripsis 
(-tript-) + -ic.] ~ Frictional; —— in 
med., of or pertaining to the use of rubbing or 
friction for remedial pu 8. 
anauca (ii-nl-5'ki), ». [Native name.) A 
tree of the bean family, Erythrina wmbrosa, a 
native of northeastern South America, which 
is used a8 & shado-tree in the cultivation of 
— . Also called *bucare (which see), [Trini- 
ad, 

anau (an-i-t6-tom ik}, 4. 
ternecting. 

Anautotomic, unicaspldal, b 
quartics admit of a subsidiary divislon depending on the 
number of points of undulation the sated $C rintiet 
be borne In mind that, although — — —* to Ime 
the term point of nudulation, it le the tangent at this polit 
and not polnt iteelf which js the actual singularity. 

Nature, Nov, 27, 1902, p. 40, 

anaxial (an-ak’si-al), o. (Gr. ae- priv, +L. 
axis, axis, + -al,] Without a definite axis or 
axes; of irregular or asymmetrical form, 

(an-ak’‘ sil), a. (Gr. ave priv. * L. 
aris, axis: seo azile.) Noting such inde- 
pendent elements or spicules of sponge skele- 
tons as do not show derivation from the uni- 
axial, tetraxial, or hexactinellid id a Such 
spicules are spherical, cylindrical, diseoid, or 
stellate, 
anaxone (an-ak’sén), a. [Gr. a priv. + dfn, 
wxis.) In neurol., having no neuraxon or axis- 
eylinder: said of certain nerve-cells. Buck, 
Med. Handbook, II, 334. 

anaxonial (an-ak-s6’ni-al), a. [Gr. av- priv. + 
ago, axis, + -ial.] Having no definite axes of 
growth. See anaronia. 

ancecerite (an-ses‘e-rit), n. [Irreg. ¢ fir. ayxy, 
the bent arm, + képec, horn, + -ite*.) In 
crustaceans, a curved projection at the base of 
the peduncle of an antenna. 

the ancestors of an organism In any 
remote penetration or generations consldered collectively, 
an sorely ee gg legge eg Seo Winherifaner, 

Anchieta bark. See *hark 2. 
anchor!,». 7, In the tug of war, the man at 
the end of the line, who is supposed to hold 
while the rest endeavor to pull.— 8, Same as 
chapelet, 4A— 
‘anchor ¢ * 
the ninemonic aye 
tem accounting to 
which the klens to 
be remembered 
are remibered real. 
fly recovernble hy 
belie eltleerately 
fserclated = with 
wither leas that 
are, elther by far 
millinrity or by 
their strikien 
charucter, nleunly 
easily recoverable, 
Thus it 18 aa ap 
pibsation of the 

Not self-in- 

dal and tricuaplidal 

Ps 

** 
c 

balding Apches. 
4 amcheot ope 

what tide atin ke 
' Re anchor chad; 
anchor wath stk stumed. 



anchor 

fyts toe fo Lapa pam dee anchor, a ~ 

= Lenth anchor bering aetets tend haben which, when not 
in use, can be folded against the shank for convenience 
in stowing on board, Several styles are in use.—Shifting- 

in place bya Sine whee nak tn pyre — * 
tne chant ter convenience ia baniling. — 
anchor, a bont’s anchor having pivoted flukes which fall 
into the holding position without the ald of a stock, 

anchorate, a. 2. As applied to the spicules of 
the sponges, having a pronged anchor-shaped 
arrangement at one or both ends, especially in 
the monactinellids, 

II. ». An anchorate spicule. 
anchor-ax (ang’kor-uks) #. An anchor-shaped 
= — formerly used by the natives of 
rail, 

anchor-bar (ang’kor-biir), ». A wooden hand- 
spike used for prying the anchor off the bill- 
hoard. that is, the resting-place of the fluke. 

anchor-beam (ang’kor-bém), . A steel or 
iron beam forming a — of the anchorage of 
the cables or chains of a — Vultee 
anchor-bed (ang’kor-bed), 1. In shipbuilding, 
a support or platform on the deck, forward, on 
which the heavy anchors are secured when not 
in use, In war-shipa these beds are usually re- 
cessed below the deck-level to keep the an- 
chors out of the line of fire of the large guns. 

anchor-bolt, ». 2, A long bolt which serves to 
hold down a steam-engine or other piece of ma- 
ehinery to the masonry foundation on which it 
rests. The bolt passes down through the bed! or base- 
late and far enough Inte the foundation to be securely 
Id nt its lower end Oe, plates or other —— — 

to anchor it in plice. en the nut above the plate 
is tightened down, the machine is securely fastened to 
the mass of the foundation, 

anchor-bracket(ang’kor-brak’et), . A bracket 
or block which carries the fulerum of a lever; 
a bracket to which the stationary end of a 
brake-band is attached, 
anchor-crane (ang’kor-krin), n. In shipbuild- 
ing, & crane mounted on the deck of a ship for 
handling the anchor from the hawse-pipe to 
the bill-board or anchor-bed after the anchor 
is weighed, See cut of *hattle-ship. 

anchor-dragger (ang’kor-drag’ér), v. One who 
makes a business of — harbors and 
other —— — for ships’ anchors 
which have been lost — gales or other- 
wise. JF. M. Davis, Elem. Phys, Geog. 

anchored, p. a. 4. In billiards, said of two 
object-balls which, with the cue-ball near, 
straddle a short line close to the eushion, be- 
cause a player can hold them long in that po- 
sition by playing alternately from side to 
side. This is possible only in games of balk- 
line billiards, and since 1803 has been barred 
among the best players. 

anchor-light (ang’kor-lit), #, The light ex- 
hibited on anchored vessels between sunset 
and sunrise.—Anchor-light law, that section of the 
international regulations of July 1, , which provides 
for lighting anchored vessels in such @ manner as to pre- 
vent collistous., 

anchor-line (ang’kor-lin), », A line attached 
toa small buoy and to one fluke of an anchor: 
used in towing a raft of logs and to free the 
anchor when fast to rocks or snags. [U. S.] 
anchor-money (ang’kor-mun’i), n, An Eng- 
lish colonial coinage, so named from its de- 
viee, first struck for Mauritius in 1820, 

anchor- uw. 3, Nawt., the metal resting- 
place for the fluke of the anchor when the lat- 
tur is fished. See fish), 6 (6). 

anchor-rod (ang’kor-rod), ». The rod or bolt 
which connects the bed-plate of an engine to 
an anchor-plate buried in the foundation, 

anchor-wing (ang"kor-wing), », The Austra- 
lian black-checked faleon, Falco melanogenys : 
so named from the fancied resemblance of its 
outspread wings to the flukes of an anchor. 

* Anchovia (an-ché’vi-i),a. [NL ¢ E. an- 
chovy.) A genus of anchovies of the family 
Engraulididae, now usually defined so as to in- 
elude nearly all the tropical species. It t& dis- 
tingulshed from the anchovies of tem te regions (Hn 
graulie) by the fewer vertebrm. Also wrongly called 
— 

ancho *, Bil a name of Anchoria 
—— vy yh et broeni, found on 
the Atlantic coast of North America, 

Ancient house, one which has stood long enough to ac- 
quire an easement of support. Bouvwr, Law Dict. 

ancientism (fn‘shent-izm), . [ancient + 
-ismt.] Favor to things ancient; the belief that 
ancient times were better than the present. 
J. W. Powell, First An, Rep. Bur. Ethnol., 
p. M. 
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—* sonra 6 fish-hook, + cidoc, form.] Hook- 

an-sis’tras), », pt, < dynuorpov, 
a fish-hook.) A genus of too’ shiners of the 
family Characinida, found in rivers of South 
America. 
ancona (an-ké’nii), mn. [ML. ancona, an image, 
a crucifix, prop. “ancon; ef, L, ancon, a con- 
sole or volute, ¢ Gr, dyxce, a bend, a jutting 
angle in a wall, ete.: see ancon,] An altar- 
pe or group of pictures elaborately mounted 
nan arebitectural setting. 

This altar-piece now hangs on the north wall of the 
choir of the Collegiata, It tsa Gothle ancona in which 
four scenes are represented, 

Douglas, in Burlington Mag., L. 309, 

Ancona ruby. Same as rubasse. 
ancoume (fin-ki’ma),n. [Kongo name.] In 
the Kongo region of West Africa, the fragrant 
yellow resin of Anconmea Alaineana, a tree of 
the family Balsameaces. : 

ancylite (an’si-lit), m. [Gr. ayxitor, crooked, 
+ -ife2.) A hydrated carbonate of strontium 
anid cerium occurring in from yellow to brown 
orthorhombic erystals with curved faces: 
found in southern Greenland. 
Ancylocladus (an-si-lok’la-dus), ». [NL. 
(Kuntze, 1891; proposed but not established by 
Wallich in 1832), named in allusion to the con- 
torted tendrils, ¢ Gr. ayxiAog, crooked, curved, 
+ «tito, branch.) An apocynaceous genus of 
lants improperly known as Willughbeia, See 

‘heat beta. , a NL 
ncylopoda (an-si-loy’d-dii), m. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. apxvdor, crooked, + oie (wod-), a foot.) 
An order of extinct ungulate mammals, pro- 
posed by Cope for such genera as Ancylothe- 
rium and Chalicotherinm, based on fragment 
remains from the early Tertiary deposits. 
ancylopodous (an-si-lop’6-dus), a. Relating 
to or resembling in structure or appearance 
the Ancylopoda, 
ancylostome (an-sil’é-stém), », [Gr dyxitoc, 
bent, + ordua, mouth.] A blood-sucking para- 
sitie worm of the genus Cnetnaria, sometimes 
found in the human intestine. 

sncrlostomiasis (an -si-los-t6é-mi’ a-sis), m. 
(NL., < Ancylostoma (see def.) + -iasis.] A 
disease characterized chiefly by a profound 
anemia, sometimes associated with dirt-eating 
us cause or effect, due to the presence of one 
of several ies of blood-sucking intestinal 
parasites of the genus Ancylostoma. Also 
called dochmiasis, uncinariasis, tunnel-lisease, 
brickmakers’ or miners’ anemia, and Egyptian 
chlorosis, 
Anda-assu oj]. See *eil. 
andabatarian (an-lab-s-ti‘ri-an), a. [andab- 
ata + -arian,) Pertaining to or characteristic 
of an andabata or gladiator who fought blind- 
folded; henee, misdirected; said of blind, 
struggling endeavor, 

andalusitic (an-da-li-sit’ik), a, [andalusite + 
-ie.]) Containing or resembling andalusite. 

i bullet-wood. See *hullet-wood, 
te, a. Special varieties of movement or style 

are ludicated by adding other terms, as: audante con 
moto, fy flowing style, with some quickness ; aidaate ma 
non troppo, in flowing atyle, but pot too slow ; audante 
cantabile, with the movement of a song; mndante macs. 
fosu, with a stately movement ; audante pastorale, in the 
easy style of a pastoral melody. 

Andaquies wax, See war?. 
Anderson process. See *process. 
andesite, ".—Trachytic an 
andirine (an-di‘rin), n. 
Same as *eurinamine. 

andorite (an‘dé-rit), ». [ Andor (Andor von 
Semsey (f), a Hungarian) + -ite?.] A sulphid 
of antimony, lead, and silver occurring in 
steel-gray orthorhombic crystals with brilliant 
metallic luster: found in Hungary and Bolivia. 
Also ealled sundtife and irebnerite. 

Andremaces® (an-dré-¢-a's6-6), wn. pl, [NL., ¢ 
dAndrewa + -acew.) A family of mosses con- 
taining the genus Andrewa only, For charae- 
ters see Andreae, 
andrewaceous (an-dré-é-A’shius), a. [dAndre- 
wacese® + -ous.) Belonging to or having the 
characters of mosses of the family dndrewa- 
cee. 
Andrezales (an-dré-é-4'léz), n, pl. [NL., ¢ 
Andrewa + -ales ] An order of mosses coex- 
tensive with the family Andrewmaces. 
andreclexis (an-drek-lek’sis). ». (NL, ¢ Gr. 
arip (aedp-), man, + datesee, selection.) Sex- 
ual selection through choice exercised by the 

desite. See *aeperite. 
{Andira + -ine?.] 

andrology 

byltasimflar- ancistroid (an-sis’troid), a. (Gr. dyxccrpordjc, male. Compare *gynecleria, Ward, Pure So. 
. S61, 

dri‘), n. pl. [Gr. ia, t. 
pl of — 5— — on (nd, — 
a Or antiq., public meals, especially in Crete 

an 
an-dri’on), n. pl. andreia (-it), [Per- 

haps for Gr. avdpeniy, avdpear, Attic a v, m.. 
the men’s hall (see andronitis) ; otherwise ¢ Gr, 
*anlpeion, Cretan aedpijeor, a public hall where 
meals were served: see *andreia,] A hall in 
which public meals were served, 
Whether Labyrinth, Palace, or Andreion, ft is evident 

that the prebistoric building, as yet so imperfectly kuown 
to ua, belongs to the great age of Mycenm. 

rans, Cretan Pictographs, p. 12. 

andrenoid (an‘dre-noid),a. Having the char- 
acteristics or appearance of a bee of the family 
Andrenide. 

ciol., 

See *proceas, 
andrewsite (an’dri-zit), m. (Named after 
Thomas Andrews (1813-86).] A hydrated phos- 
phate of iron and copper ——“ in bluish- 

yen radiate forms: Found in Cornwall, 
fi (an‘dri-as),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. dedpuic, an 
image of man, ¢ avip (avdo~), man.) The ge- 
nerie name given by Tschudi to the giant sal- 
amander from the Miocene of Gningen, the 
remains of which when found were regarded 
as human and were characterized by Scheuch- 
zer as Homo dilucii testis. Andrias scheuch- 
ceri attained a length of one meter, and there 
is a smaller species of the same —— age. 

’ tric (an-ird-sen’trik), a. (Gr. avgp 
(avdpo-), a male, + xévrpov, center.) Centering 
around the male; relating to the theory that 
all animal life normally centers around the 
male. ard, Pure Sociol., p. 291. 

um (an-drd-klin‘i-um), ».; pl. av- 
droclinia (-#). (NL. ¢ Gr. avip (aedp-), man 
(male), + xAévy, couch.) See clinandrium. 

androconia (an-dré-k6‘ni-i), n. - NL., ¢ Gr. 
avip (avdpo-), male, * (f) core, dust.) Certain 
specialized scales oscurring in limited areas 
on the wings of the males of certain Lepidop- 
tera. They function as scent-seales and arise from scent- 
glands situated in folds of the wing. Androconta-like 
acales have also been found on the wings of a caddis-fly 
4 ules prnctata),— 
of Koemative specialized colla which secrete an herons 
u 

androcracy (an-drok’ra-si), a. [Gr, arqe 
(avdpo-), man, + xpereiv, govern.) Authority 
and rule by man; hence, society organized on 
the basis of male supremacy. Compare gyne- 
eocracy. Ward, Pure Soviol., p. 341. 

tic (an-ird-krat’ik), a. Pertaining 
to androcracy or the supremacy of man over 
woman in social relations, or having the qual- 
mop’ such supremacy. Ward, Pure Sociol., 
p. 399, 

androdiewcism (an‘dré-di-é’sizm), a. The 
character of being androdiwecious. 

Androdiaciem ifea that the same has both 
male and berma rane plants. — 

enalow, Origin of Floral Struct., p. 227. 

androgam: um (an’drd-gam-e-tan’ji - 
um), 4.: plan metangia (i). [NL., ¢ Gr. 
avip (avip-), male, + payirne, spouse (see - 
ete), + ayyrior, vessel.) Same as antheridiem, 
an ete (an-dro-gam‘ét), ». (Gr. aria 

avdp-), male + yauéryc, spouse (see gamete).) 
n bot., a male sexual cell, 

androgenetic (an‘drj-jé-net‘ik), a. (Gr. avgp 
— — + E, genetic.) Produetive of 
males only.— Androgene t 
production of males alone = param i vag 
notoky, See ®homeopert ne⸗ia. 

androgonidium (an‘dro-g6-nid‘i-um), ».; pl. 
androgonidia (-t), [NL..< Gr. avgp (avdp-) male, 
+ NL, gonidinm.) 1. One of the male cells 
formed in Folrox which later subdivides into 
numerous spermatozodéids, Cohn.—2. Same 
as androspore. 

andr (an‘drd-jin‘ik), a, Having two 
sexes; androgynous; hermaphroditic. Syd. 
Soe, Lex, 

androlepsia (an-dré-lep’si-i), ». (Gr. avdpo- 
vipa, seizure of men.) In international ler, 
the seizure by one nation of the citizens or 
subjects of another, and the holding of them, 
to compel the performance of an act by the 
latter in favorof the former. Also androlepsy. 
androlepsy (an’dro-lep-si), n, Same as *an- 
drolepsia, 

andrology (an-drol’6-ji), ».  [Gr, dvip (avdp-), 
man, + -Aopia, ¢ 7é)en, speak.) In the termi- 
nology of J, W. Powell, the whole theoretical 

CEM; 



andrology 

science of individual man, physiological and 
psychological. 

man, Which are grouped under the term — 5 
th ~J ore man studied as a human badly gives view 00 
science af som and the science of paychobogy. To 

two sclences as a group I gire the name 

dinate with the r systema, I shall ase the term 
anthroponomy. 
JW. ‘Powell, in Amer. Anthropologist, Se 

Pp 

dromedid (an-drom’e-did), ». [Lit. ‘de- 
seendant of Andro a’; ? Andromeda + 
-id?,] Same as andromed, 

andromedotoxin (an-drom’e-dé-tok’sin), n. 
(Andromeda, a genus of plants, + toxin.) Same 
as *aschotorin, Yearbook U. 8. Dept. Agr. 
1897, p. 97. 

onccism (an‘dré-mé-né‘sizm), n. [an- 
dromonec(ious) + -ism.] The character or con- 
dition of being andromoncecious. 
Andromonceciem signifies that the same plant bears 

both male and hermaphrodite fowers, 
i we, Origin of Floral Struct., p, 227. 

andronia (an-dré’ni-i), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. amjp 
(avdp-), man (?).] Aname given by Winterl in 
1800 to a supposed new earth which was shown 
by a committee of the French Academy of 
Sciences to be merely a mixture of well-known 
substances. 

bia (an-dr-f6’bi-l), nm. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
avip (avdp-), man, + -pofia, < goseiy, fear.) 
Fear of or repugnance to the male sex. 

,m. 1, (6) A stalk supporting an 
um. 

androphyl (an‘dré-fil), a. (Gr. avip (avdp-), 
male, + girtor, Tat A male sporophyl; a 
stamen. 

lasm (an‘drd-plazm), ». The material 
that is supposed, by Haeckel and others, to 
enter into the composition of male cells and 
to give them their distinctive character, and 
to be unlike anything that enters into the eom- 
position of female cells. 

andreeeci 

aan” Py pan apie: the two genceries, or elective af- 
ity of male androplasm an female gynoplasm, 

ts the cates of matael eitraction and union, 
Haeckel (trans.), Wonders of Life, p. 245, 

androrhopy (an-dror’6-pi),». (Gr. avijp, male, 
+ port, downward inclination.) The state or 
condition of a species in which the males de- 
part more widely than the females from the 
ancestral condition, as exhibited by the young 
of both sexes or by allied species. 
Androsace (an-dros’a-sé),n. [NL., ¢ L. andro- 
saces, ¢ Gr. avdpécaxey, an uncertain ae A 
genus of small tufted perennial plants of the 
family Primulacee, commonly called rock-jas- 
mine, cultivated in alpine ens. The on 
species mach kKoown in the United States are A. la . 
noea, A, sarmentosa, A. carnea, and A, eximea, There 
are about 50 jes, must of which are found In the 
mountains of the northern hemisphere, 

androsporangium ee nj 
pl. androsporangia (-ii). (Gr, avip (avdp-), male, 
+ NL., sporangium,| A spora 
ing androspores. 

aulretgarie(an-é ti rik), a. (Gr, avip (ardp-) 
man, + raipor, bu ei In Gr, antiq., a term 
applied to mythologic monsters in which the 
forms of bull and man are combined, as an 
androcephalous bull or a taurocephalous man. 

-ane. 3. A suffix applied to the names of 
classes in the quantitative classification of 
igneous rocks, See #rock!, 

anecdoted (an’eck-dé-ted), p. a. Made the 
subject of an anecdote, 

elt in Rome, w ev 
28 ia — * dD. Howeity Tal. 4 

anectobranchiate prresnae Seen 31-48), a. 
(Gr. ay-, priv. + éxrdc, without, + Spayzra, 

um contain- 

ills.) aving no external gills, as the 
Sfetonitoida among echinolds. 

anelectroto (an-6-lek-trd-ton‘i-kal-i), 
adv. In a manner having relation to anelec- 
trotonss. 

anemia’, ”.—Brickmakers’ or miners’ gnemia, 
emia duc to the presence of Ancylostomea tn the intes na, 
ee anemia, a 2 of —* im *2 

wi ex and others win tet in od 

regions are inte : probably dae to lack of fresh food the 
inability to take sufficient exercise, and the absence of 
su — anemia, anemia atising from no 
discoverable cause, — Secon anemia due 
to some manifest canse, auch as ent losses of blood, 
malaria, cancer, ete. — Splenic anemia, a comiition tn 
which anemia t associated with enlargement of the 
spleen, but without enlargement of the lymphatic glanda, 

s.—4 
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Anemia? (a-né’mi-4), = —— 1806), 
irreg. ¢ Gr, aveivow, nak genus of small, 
simply pinnate or decompound, schizmaccous 
ferns, characterized wy having the ovate, ses- 
sile sporangia borne biserially upon the two 
elongate, rachiform-paniculate, lowermost pin- 
ne, or, if the genus is accepted in a wide 
sense, sometimes upon separate fertile fronds, 
Strictly delimited, the bulk of the species weually referred 
here will be under Ornithopteriv, a genus techni- 
cally distinguished from the typical Anemia by tte free 
—— je speches are 1 ay — American. 

gangrene. gan le 
anemobarometer (an’e - m6- ba-rom’e -tér), n. 
An instrument consisting of two tubes leading 
from closed vessels containing barometers up 
to a free exposure to the wind. One tube opens 
to the windward so that its barometer indicates the static 

lus the wind-preasure; the other 
ward aml gives the atmos 

some portion thereof. From a comparison of the two 
readings one obtains the correct alr-pressure and wind. 
pus separately. As modified in 1887, only one tube 
* — opening into the space between two 

anemochore (a-nem’d-kér), mn. [Gr. dveyor, 
wind, + iy, spread abroad.) In ph * 
a plant whose seed is disseminated by the wind, 
as by means of pappus, ete. F. E. Clements. 
anemochorous (an-e-mok’é-rus), a. [anemo- 
chore + -ows.) Having the character of an 
anemochore, F, £. Clements. 

an (a-nem‘d-jen), ». ([F. anémogéne; 
< Gr, aveuoc, wind, + -yrvic, -producing.) An 
apparatus for experimentally producing, mea- 
suring, and studying currents of air analogous 
to the natural currents in the earth’s atmo- 
sphere, 
anemometer, ".—Biram's anemometer, a special 
form of wind-gage.— Calibration of anemometer, the 
study of an anv. 

readings into true 
wiml-velocities or 
wind - pressures. 

Hagemann's 

— ins tmanom- 
and whose 

—55 to the 
wind and has a 
smalitipand anor- 
ifce across which 
the wind blows. 
The velocity of the 
wind is deduced 
from the auction 
or rarefaction 
duced within the tube by the action ofthe wind. Special 
modifications of this instrument have been introduced 
by Abbe and Dinos. Helicoidal anemometer, a moui- 
fication of Woltman's anemometer in which the medial 
arms are dispensed with and plates bent into helivoidlal 
surfaces, similar to thoae of the screw-propeller, are vaed 
to receive the impulee of the wind, ooke’s ane- 
momieter, the pendulum anemometer ; & plate of nvetal 
hung as a pendulum broadside to the wind, and whose 
deflection from the vertical cau be measured on a scale. 
Firat * in — — — * —— on 
anemometer (more which a 
delicately coanterpe i bellows is inflated by 
the pressure of the wind and lifts a small conical float 
suspended in glycerin s0 as to damp ita oscillations, The 
movement of the Goat and the direction of the wind are 
both reeorded.— Reflecting anemometer, name 
originally given to what ts better known aa Alnad's nepho- 

*q* Robinea * Iving, wh — ane em cups revo! when ¢ to t 
wind, on a vertical uxis, to which they are attached by 

Biras's Anemometer 

Kobisson's Anemometer, 

angel 

arma crossing at right angles. The motion is transmitted 
by an spgeceriete mechanism to « hand over the dial 
where the velocity of the wind is indicated. . 

anemophily (an-e-mof’i-li), ». [anemophil(ous 
+ -y3.) In bot., the fact or character of being 
anemophilous. 
anemophobia (an‘e-m6-f6’bi-A), n. (Gr. drewor, 
wind, + -gojia, fear.) A morbid fear of high 
winds. G. 8, Hall, Adolescence, IL. 185. 
anemotropic (a-nem-é-trop’ik), a. [Gr. dvepor, 
wind, +rpore, aturning.) Coneerning or per- 
taining to the attitude or movement of organ- 
isms in cat to the direction of the wind. 
*2* (an-e-mot’rd-pizm), mn. lanem· 
otroplic) + -ism.) The movement of organ- 
isms or the attitude of their bodies in relation 
to the direction of the wind. 

This pecoliarity ... ts an orientation of the body 
—— * eh a As it appears to be a true 

W. M. Wheeler, Archiv t, he 2 &. 373. 

phalotrophic (an-en-sef’s-lé-trof’ik), 
a. Chasseterined by anencephalotrophia or 
atrophy of the brain. 

ane (an-e-fé’bik), a. IGr. avi, up, + 
éon,toc, adult: see ephebic.) The early portion 
of the ephebie or adult stage in the develop- 
ment of an o ism. Hyatt. 

aneretic, «. e anwretic. 
(an-¢r’ji-li), nm. [NL., ¢ Gr. avepyia, a 

doubted reading, equiv. to arpyia (cf. dvepyor, 
not done), ¢ I agi épyov, work.) Lack of 
energy; passivity. 50 anergy. 
ergic (Ante jikt , a [anergia + -ic.) Defi- 

cient in energy. 
anergy (ante ji), a. ([NL. anergia.) Same 
as *anergia 

aneson (a-né’son), n. An aqueous solution of 
acetone-chloroform. 

ther}, 8 (0) lepra.~ —32 — n 

mixture of ether, petroleum ether, and chloroform, ised 
by inhalation fn production of general anmsthesia, 

— 
ure 

n, (Nhe < Gr. dveypor, 
, < a priv, * vripoy, 

: J 
aneuric (a-ni’rik),@. Lacking in nerve force; 

—— 2. In th 1 ane a, 2. In thermom., an enlargement 
of the —— ote of the thermometer. Tait, 
in Nature, XXV. 90. aneurism, dila- 
tation of an artery outalde of the Visceral cavities of the 
body and the 

anew 
treatment for aneurism, administration of gela- 
tin, which has the prepares of rendering the blood nore 
coagulable and therefore 
aneurismal sac.—Internal aneurism, tion of an 
artery within one of the cavities of the body and which is 
therefore not amenalile to surgical treatment, Also called 
medical ancuriam, — Same as in- 
ternal #anewriem.— 

Spe repeat satis os coment ru ¥ common ca a 
of dilatation, 

lengthent: and tortuosity of the blood-veasels (arteries, Me, 
aneurism. lariea, and veins) of a part. 

Sane as external *#anewrism.— anouriem, s 
pus, formed 

tween the layers of one of the valves of the heart.— 
cavity containing blood and sometimes 

ancurism, an anenrism in horses caused 
—— larve belonging to the species *2 

aneurism-needle (an‘ii-rizm-né‘dl), m A 
curved, blunt-pointed rod with an eye at the 
point, used for passing a ligature around an 
artery which it 1s desired to obliterate in the 
treatment of aneurism. 

(an‘ga-rep), ». [Native name in Abys- 
sinia —8 Appar, not in Egyptian Ar.) A light 
bedstead used by the Arabs, consisting of a 
re framework set upon legs and covered 
with a network of green rawhide which hardens 
to the tightness of a drum when dry, On this 
is laid the mat, Sir 8S, W. Baker, Nile Trib, 
Abyssinia (ed, 1867), p. 113. 

(iin-gii-rélya), a. 
hand-barrow, panniers, ete.) 
w#. In South America, a pair of uncovered 
—— made of rawhide, fastened to each end 
of a pole also covered with hide. The pole ts 

acrost the back of a mule or a donkey, so that the laced 
or cheata hang on each aide of the animal, Chil- 

gl are frequently carried on long journeys in . 

Sp.; in ph a 
. A litter.—2. 

Ag. 
8, A net used for carrying things. 

ok (an’jé-kok), ». [Eskimo angakok.) 
Among the Eskimos of Arctic America, a medi 
cine-man; a sorcerer; a shaman, 

el, 1. 6, In modern theat. slang, one who 
vances money to put a new play on the 



angel 
boards; a financial backer.—7. Same as angel- 
ish.—Black angel, a Bahaman name of the chirivita 
— parts), a West Tadian species of Chartodon- 

angel-cake (an‘jel-kdk), n. White sponge- 

angeldom (dn‘jel-dum), ». [angel+-dom.] The 
realm of angels. 

All the light of om. 
Mra. Browning, Drama of Exile, Chorus of Angels, sc. 3, 

apgelfsh. ciara gorgeous fa fish of the the Went 
ide Also called W 

i oa hat jel-féd), n. Same as *angel-cake, 
angelica, »—oilo of angelica, an easence or easential ofl 

ed ie meee ant Sof the genus Angelion, 
angelica-root (an-jel’i-kii-rét), . 
— root of Coleopleurum Gmelini and An- 

ica atropurpurea, 
= : teed [angelica + -in?.] angelicin (an-jel‘i-sin), 
a5 amaroid, Cy Han. ‘cbtained from Cole- 
opleurum Gmelint is erystalline and melts 

Angelina (an-je-’n a [NL., ¢ Angeli an-je- +m in, a 
Swedish ve at. ] ‘A genus of — bites, 
of which A, sed is an example, —s a 
conic glabella awit faint or no lateral fur- 
rows, long —* ae 15 thoracic segments, 
—* pen small ium. It is of Upper Cam- 

angeltns ( (an — n. Same as *surinamine. 
sense (iin-he-16’t6), ».  [Sp., ‘little angel’; 
dim, of angel, mage. JA slows honey- 
belonging to th nus Melipona, found fi 
tropical mation. t forms its nests in trees, 
anc — its honey in cups about the size o' 
pigeons’ e 

angelogra ot ED rf), 0 A treatise 
on angels. —26* 
Angelonia (an-je-lo’ni-d), ». 
of perennial herbs and — 2 * the — amily 
Scrophulaniaces, with handsome, irregular, 2- 
lipped, axillary flowers, crown as pot-plants in 
warm glass houses. There are about 24 species 
in the northern part of South America, Mexico, 
and the West Indies. 
angico (iin-jé’k6), » Ms European (Sp.?) form, 
also angica, canjica, of a supposed native name 
in Brazil.) The name in Brazil and Paraguay 
for a tree of the mimosa family, Stachychrysum 
rigidum, which yields an extremely hard, dura- 
ble, dark-brown wood, andagum sitnilartogum 
arabic. Both the gum and the astringent bark 
are used medicinally by the natives. See Pip- 
tadenia. 

angiectopia on} -k-t6’ pi-it), n. NL., ¢ Gr. 
yriov, Vessel ixtosoc, out of place. } An 
——— osition of one or more of the impor- 
tant bloody vessels, 

n.—Consecutive angiltis, liflammation of 
the eansed poe ff of the process from meigh- 
boring hae ——— 

pectoris —— — hy —2 —ã— the —— 
—Vincent's a sore throat yresemsbling diphtheria 
but asoctated with the presence of a different variety of 
bacillus 

anginiform (an-jin’i-form), a. (L. angina, an 
gina, + forma, form.) Resembling angina, 
5233* angina pectoris, 

oblast (an’ gt Rom * — 
sel, Magroc, germ reget In embryol,, an em- 
bryonic cell which es part in * forma- 
tion of the blood-vessels and -corpuseles. 

angioblastic (an‘ji-9-blas’tik), a. 1. Of or 
pertaining to angioblasts,— 2. Yorming blood- 
vessels or -corpuseles, 

angiocarpic (un‘ji-~)-kiir’pik), @, Same as 
angiocarpous, 
angioceratoma — by ), m 
an, tomata {-ma-t#). [NL., ra Fs 
vessel, + xépac (xeper-), horn ch ~omed. 
eruption of horny reddish nodules caused by 
hypertrophy of the epidermis over cireum- 
seribod dilatations of the cutaneous capilla- 
ries. Also angiokeratoma. 
any oclaat (un ‘ji-d-klast), n. 

| + xdaeréc, ¢ x20, break.) An instrument 
shaped like a forceps, to compress 4 
Vz auns artery. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 

angioda (an-ji-d’di), ». pl. [NL.,¢ Gr. ay- 
inv, sages Cr The form suggests Gr. ayyerodne 

like a vessel, hollow, but the sense differs. 
A collective name for those mammals in whie 
the retina is provided with blood-vessels. 

ofibroma (an‘ji-5-fi-bro’ mi), ».; pl. angio- 
fibromata (-ma-ti). [NL., ¢ Gr. aypeiov, vessel, 

(Gr. ayyeiov, ves- 

The aro- angi 

” angiostenosis (an‘ji-d-sté-n6‘sis), n 
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+L. . fiber, + oma.) A mixed angioma 
and fibroma. 

4 (an‘ji-vid), a Be ay yesoesdi, Sy 
Mery vessel, + ridoc, 

bling 8 a era or lymphatic. a leads 
a 

anglolithle — -lith’ik), a. (Gr. ayyeior, 
vessel, i, hay Noting —— —* 
the arb aga slo degeneration. See ate 
generation, 

Angionss serpiginosum. vy ne eruption of 
aes t red dots — — in ri ped figures — 

angioma, vascular tamor containing large 
open spaces filled with blood. 

angioma’ (an —5— un, [NL. 
angioma(t) + -osis.] A general diseased state 
of the blood-vessels or lym ymphatics. 

(an‘ji-d-né'6-plazm), u. (Gr. 
ay}eiov, vessel, + E. —— ] Same as an- 
gioma, 

oneurectomy (an‘ji-6-ni-rek’té-mi), ». 
(Gr. aypeiov, vessel, + E. neurectomy. Ex- 
cision of vessels and nerves; specifically, ex- 
section of a portion of the spermatic cord asa 
eins of inducing atrophy of the prostate 
glan 
— ——— the occurrence 2** 

awe on the akin Toucous membranes, due to 
morbid vasomotor action, 

e (an*ji- —— (Gr. 
ayyeiov, vessel, + sapdevec, paralysis, + -ic.) 
Relating to paralysis of the vasomotor nerves, 
resulting in dilatation of the blood-vessels. 
* an-ji-op’a-thi), =. (Gr. ayycior, 

vesse + ede, — 4 1 Btocass of the lym- 
pathies or —— 

(an‘ji-d-sklé-ro’sis), m. (NI. 
< Gr. ayyeiov, vessel, + oxAjpucc, hardenin, j 
Fibrous induration of the walls of the vesse 8, 
usually of the arteries; arteriosclerosis. Jowr. 
Exper. Med., V. 105. 

angiosclerotic (an*ji-d-sklé-rot‘ik), a.  Per- 
ning to or characterized by angiosclerosis. 

degenerative inflammation 
of anerve-trunk associated = ty angiosclerosis of its nutri- 
tive arteries, 

The combination of arteritis with intense degeneration 
and inflammation of the nerves causes the a tome aaa 
newritie of Joffroy and Achard, Dutil and el 
Schlesinger; the vasomotor and sensory iritation with- 
out the endarteritis causes acruparast hes 

Jour, Raper. — V. 106, 

e (an’ ji-G-spas’ tik), a. IGr. apyeior, 
vessel, + omacriaie, ( oxdr, draw.] Relating to 
stimulation of the vasomotor nerves ; causing 
contraction of the blood-veasels. Buck, Med. 
Handbook, IV. 550 

angiospe rmic ‘one *ji-d-spér’ mik), a. [angio- 
’ pernt 5 -te.] In the sphere of or pertaining to 
the Angiosperme : as, angiospermic evolution ; 
angiospermic anatomy. 
Angiosporea (an‘ji-0-sp6’ré-il), . a ear 
<Gr, ayprior, vessel, + oropa, a see J 
A subtribe of cephaline Fw — mei 
well-developed spores with double sporocysts 
composed of epispore and endospore. It eom- 
prises the families Gregarinide, Dactylophori- 
dx, Actinocephalida, Acanthosporiule, and oth- 
era, 

[NL., < 
, con- 

lood- 
Gr. aypriov, vessel, + ‘oTévworc, narrowi 
traction.] Morbid contraction of the 
vessels, 
angiosthenia (an ‘ ji-6-sthé’ni-&), ». (Gr. 
ayyeiov, vessel, + wy a “stdin 
tension. 

(an * ji- * lek-ta’si - fi), m. 
LNL., (Gr. ayyriov, vessel, + tHe, far, béxracic, 
extension. }) Same as telangiectasia, 

otribe (an‘ji-d-trib), mn. (Gr, ayyriov, ves- 
sel, + rpitery, rub, crush. ] strong forceps- 
like instrument used in surgical operations to 

Tudier’s Angiotribe. 

arrest hemorrhage by crushing the bleeding 
—— with the tissues surrounding them. 

otripsy (an’ji-}-trip’si), mn.  [Gr. ayyrioy, 
— tpiguc, ( tpifecv, rub, crush.) The use 
of the angiotribe in arresting hemorrth 
Anglaise (ang-glaz’), ». (FP. fem. of Anglais, 

Leg angle®, » 

angle 
English.) A country-dance; also, the music 
for such a dance. 

tive geom., a piece of a wn. 6, In 
fiat pencil bou * two of the straights 
as sides. See the extract. 

A of a sheaf of rays bounded by two rays of the 
—— toy fe called 523 plane angle. This 
consists of two ‘simple” angles which are vertically op- 
posite to each other 
ee Geometry of Position by Feedage B12 

(6) In the mechanics li- 
t 5 @ which the surface of a quid 

fe contact with a solid makes 

—— * the Liquid ‘wets the 
the solid. In the 

jo Se it does * s0,.— 

Anges branch or other organ 
teakes with the axis of the plant 
to which it helongs. — of 
be ad nar in the angle 
at which the aaa an ont 

hort- quake-wave intersects the 
zontal ne at the surface. 
—— ‘ext-book of Geol. p. 

ton, wid of 
os which the cr at. 

eo to be . 
projectest the Tigective ve upon 
the gr ges appears 
seen from 
of the lena. 
in naval archifecture, the angle 
of transverse Inclination mea- 
eared from the vertical when a 

Angte of Comtact, 

vease| hoels over from any cause.— Angle See 
wlag),— lead. See ticadt Angie 
or of Lu » & bend lo the samen a ihe 
junction of its upper segment with the body, 
sometimes *— in chronic affections of the — 

{ mandibles, in craniom, the om 
by fhe lower surface of the lower jaw with t 

—— berder of the ramua, Also called geniac volley 
— ordina’ » i 
fae ©. pane a ap Ne * eof ar Helter, 
the angle made by one of two parallels w 
dicuberta the ether. Lobachevsks writes it Te , 
non- Buel 

true di 
horizontal 
direction ¢ of pep 

—4 cory of lenses, the angle Angie of the 
*2* of asystem sultends at the focus conjugate to 
the point (object) from which the light enters the system. 

Shear, the through which «a plune 
within a body subjected to a shearing streas (the plane 
having been * — —* to the — of 
the streas) Mf, Ue 
angle a be ty ih the fi hnteree —_ * at tne he surface, 
asofa — poms tl ortzontal plane, Compare 
angle af —— ty, i mrek., the 
largest ent "ee a * pinced upon an inclined 
*5 3 Li rg at rest. wy as angle of repose or 

the iris, the angle at the 
perineal fo portion of the yf chamber of the eye 

ined by the cornea in front and the iris behiod.— — Angle 
in astron,, the angleat any place 

tween the rection ot eek and a line drawn to the 
center of the earth. e difference between the 
astronomic and the hd}. latitudes, the former being 
alwaysthe greater. The angle is at maximum in Tatitude 
45° when it amounts to iy It bs zero at the poles and 

of * the angle through which the 
upper part of a je balanee-crane can swing, from ite 
p sition parallel to the center line of the truck, before it 
would apset with the weight of the load, — Angie of view, 
in photey,, the * ly: of the angle of field, which 
is distinct and sha It is ext oh the use M4 

— Angles ment. sto 
— the angle between the. opt 
biaxial crystal. Bow “angle, in ehipliiiding, an 
angle-bar formin, * boundary ‘of a bulkhead or tlat by 
means of which it is attached to the other parts of an 
from of steel veasel.— Brocard angle, the acute *8 “ 
related tu A, R, C, the angles of a plane Ceo ts = 
equation cot, a = cot. A + cot, B+ cot. C. ave of 
the three a— acute angles formed at the vertices by the 
sides of a triangle and the straight lines from a Brocard 
point to the rong See Brecard *®poiat.— 

eqitator.— 

angle ofa lyon being cyelic, the com- 
plementot half the hs —** tended rid any side of the poly- 
gon, the vertex of the angle being at the symmedian point. 
—Epigastric the angle which the ensifurm carti- 
lage —* with the body of the sternum. — Extinction 
angle. wertinction.— Same as 
wangle of tpl pat Inscribed an angle whowe 
—— pie chords from the same point on the cirele.—- In- 

Same as faterior angle. See angled, 1.— 
Timniting ‘angle, angle, in meck,, the largest angle with the 
normal at which a force can be applied te a —_ resting: 
upon @ horizontal surface without producing motion, The 
me —— is — of the size of the foree and 
epends on the coefficient of friction of the quan- 
Soret of which it af affords a measure. It ke equal to the 
angle of repose or angle of friction.— angle, 
the angle formed by lines beep from the most prominent 
points of the forehead and of the chin to mevt at the mont 
projecting point of the upper jaw.— Nasial angle, See 
tnreinl — Non- 

a solid — ptm 
angie, in the design of parts of a machine which are to 
roll one upon another, an angle between the resaltant 
pressure and the plane tangent to the bearing surface 
such that when a limiting value is exceeded there is ne 



angle 

When the angle te less than this tm 
polygonal 

without ro 
ng value the ro 

This 
of 

! 

t to 0 circle and & 

{ gl), v. t.; pret. and pp. angled, ppr. 
angling. [a ,n.] To lead off or deflect (a 
body or element) from a direction —— or 
perpendicular to another body or element to 
which or from which it is to move: as, to 
angle 

tween the lead-genr Pulley and saram ta oot an jane te etl. 

(the ed “angling ” of the Dn. Ale 
epth becomes considera! 

Eneye. Brit., XXVIL 121. 
angle-bar, ». 3. In ting, an iron bar which 
turns at a right angle a printed web of paper 
and mates it with another printed web. 

general classes of the web preas are made. In 
un aee is called the “angle-bar” is utilized to turn 
the sheets in order to assemble them from the different 
webs. The other is designated the “straight line,” the 
sheet being run through the press without being diverted 
from a straight course. 

Census Bulletin 216 (June 2, 1902), p, & 

angle-bearing (ang’gl-bar’ing), n. A erank- 
shaft bearing attached to an engine-bed, the 
center line of its joint being placed at an angle 
of about 45° with the bed, the purpose of which 
is to effect that disposition of the metal best 
ealeulated to withstand the resultants of the 
strains due to the motion of the crank and con- 
necting-rod, Diet. Mech. Eng. 
Terma, 

angleberry (ang’gl-ber-i), n. [A perversion of 
anbury,] A fleshy exerescence found growing 
on the feet and other parts of sheep and cattle. 
Also spelled —— 

le-board {ang’gl-bérd), 1. A board upon 
which pattern-makers plane their angles and 
hollows. It fs traversed longitudinally with vee'd 
grooves of diferent depths to suit angles of different 
sizes, in Which grooves the stuff is laid while being planed, 
4 transverse strip near the end acting as a stop. * 
wood, Dict, Mech, Eng. Terms. 

bulb (ang’gl-bulb), x. A rolled bar of 
steel or iron, in the form of an angle witha 
bulb at the lower end of its long arm, used 
principally tor deck-beams on steel ships. 

sngle-catter ang’gl-kut’ér), vn. A heavy 
machine used for cutting iron or steel angle- 

angled, a, 2, A term applied to a billiard-ball 
which, when resting near the edge of a pocket, 
is 80 masked by the cushion that it cannot hit 
the desired object. 

frame (ang’gl-fram). n. A type of con- 
struction for the frame or skeleton of motor- 
vehicles in which the members that carry the 
weight and transfer it to thesupportingsprings, 
and thus to the axles, are made of steel angle 
or channel sha to give greatest strength 
and stiffness with least weight of material. 
Sometimes for additional stiffness these angle- 
or channel-irons are reinforced with tough 
wood securely bolted to the steel. Sci. Amer., 
LXXXVIIL, 91. 

at (ang’gl-gaj), » 1. A or 
standara earefully made to the exact value of 
the desired angle, used in testing the accuracy 
of the angles of screw-threads, cutting-tools, 
or machine-work of any kind,—2. Specili- 
cally, an instrument for setting the angle or 
ineline of the top comb of a Heilmann cotton- 
combing machine. Thornley, Cotton-cembing 
Machines, p. 166. 

hoop (ang‘gl-hip), #. A hoop made of 
angle-iron. Such hoops are sometimes used 
for stiffening the furnaces in Scotch boilers, 

angle-joint (ang’gl-joint),». In carp., a joint 
between two pieces which are mitered to- 
gether. 

, % 2, An instrument designed 
to show the variations in angular velocity of 
the revolving shaft of an engine. Sci. Amer. 
Sup,, Oot. 15, 1904. 

angle-mirror (ang’g!-mir’or),. A surveyor’s 
instrument for observing and measuring angles 
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and the positions of distant objects in relation 
to one another. It consists of two mirrors, one 
sometimes adjustable to pte —— 

“gi-plat), n. Anangle-chack, 
¢-prism), n. —* —— 

angle-mirror, employin ms 
instead of mirrors * * 

Tl name of the pedicu- 
from the presence of a modified 
spine, or ‘ fishing-rod,’ above the 

histrio, a fish 
of the family A icdae, found in tropical of the 
Atlantic. It is remarkable, a4 are all = ita relatives, for 
its — color, and —— bali 
Ang esea, penny. a 
angio-pat (ang’gl-smith), 1. A blacksmith 

led in forging angle-bars, beams, and other 
rofiled bars into the various forms in which 
ey are used in shipbuilding. 

Valve (ang’gl-valv), mn. A form of lift- 
ing- or e-valve, in a globular casing, 
in which the spindle or stem enters the valve 
in the same axis as one of the openings, and 
the other outlet is at right angles to the axis 
of the spindle; much with steam-radiators 
and in other places where a right-angled corner 
is to be turned and a valve is also required. 
The — opposes less resistance to the 
flow of fluid through it than the —— —— 

check- an je-Falve Wiiic! na 

pon olen oe —* — * nonodivention— —— — 
valve, an angle-valve wi has to be closed by hand 

flow in the pl 
ngle-wheel (ang’ gi-hwél), n. Any gear in 
which the teeth, instead of bei llel to 
the axis, make an angle withit; a gear; 
a twisted gear. 
angle-wing (ang‘gl-wing), ». Any one of sev- 
eral species of nymphalid butterflies whose 
wings are angular and excised, as species of 
the genera Fanessa, Polygonia, Aglais, and Ev- 
ranessa 

Anglicist (ang‘gli-sist), ». One who favors or 
—— some proposition or movement re- 
lating to English or the English: specifically 
ore in history to one of those who favored 
the proposal to make the English language (and 
not Arabic or Sanskrit) the vehicle of instrac- 
tion in those sehools and colleges in India that 
were subsidized by the — — durin, 
the administration of Lord William Bentine 
(1828-35), 

Tn describing the controversy between the “ Oricntal- 
ists" and the ‘“Aagliciats “(of the Committee of Public 
Instruction) which evoked Macaulay's famous minute 
... nota word is said (in Boulger’s Life of Lord William 
Bentinck) of the champion Orientalist, Horace Wilson. 

Athenaeum, Bept. 24, 1802, p. 411, 

Anglici (ang-glis’i-ti), mn. [NL. *Anglicitas, 
< LL, —— Ante Distinctively Eng- 
* ale style, or character: as, Anglicity 
of 5 . 

African —— at shan), a, and a, 
I. a. Pertaining to jeans, or persons of 
African desvent, living among Eng ish-epeak- 
ing peoples, as the Africans in the United 
States. Neane, Ethnology, p. 380. 

IL. «. An African living among English- 
speaking peoples. 
Anglo-American pottery. See *pottery. 
Anglo-Asian (ang’glo-a’shian),a.andn. I. a. 
Of or pertaining to england and Asia or to the 
English in Asia: as, Anglo-dsian enterprises, 

. mn. An Anglo-Asiatic. 
Anglo-Asiatic (ang‘glé-a-shi-at‘ik), a. and n. 
I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to both = (that 
is, Great Britain and Ireland) and Asia.— 2, 
Relating to those Asiaties who are British sub- 

ets or are under British control, or who have 
meé assimilated to the English in edueca- 

tion, culture, ete. 
IL. n. An Asiatic who is under British rule. 
lo- A: (ang’gl6-is-tra‘li-an), a. 

and ». I, a. Pertaining to Australians of 
English descent. Arane, Ethnology, p. 380. 

a. An Australian of English descent. 
Anglo-Chinese (ang‘glé-chi-nés’), a. and nm. 
I. a. 1, Ofor pertaining to both England and 
China or to their inhabitants, ete. : as, dnglo- 
Chinese relations ; an Anglo-Chinese alliance.— 
2, Established by the English in China or for 
the Chinese: as. an Anglo-Chinese college. 
—3, Written in English and Chinese, or pre- 
pared for the use of both English and Chinese 
readers: as, an Anglo-Chinese calendar; an 
Anglo-Chinese dictionary. 
a a, A Chinese who is ander British rule 

or who is a British subjeet: as, the Anglo- 
Chinese of the Straits Settlements. 

angular 

lo-Galli 1é-gal‘ik), a. English and 
Anglo.G proche ., ie uy and France. 
—Anglo-Gallic Bee i 

angloid (ang gloid 2 Ms fang! + -cid. The 
more proper form would anguloid,| <A fig- 
ure determined by three or more rays from the 
same point, taken in a certain order and such 
that no three consecutive rays are coplanar, 
Anglo-Japanese (ang gla ja a-nés’), a. Of 
or ——— to both —S— Japan: as, 
an Anglo-Japanese alliance or understanding. 

lomanist (ang’glé-mi-nist), ».  [Irreg. 
< Anglomania + -ist,]) An Anglomaniac: as, 
a& rampant Anglomanist, Mucmillan’s Mag., 

Pott shite," —* —— nd (ang‘gl6-fil), a. a 
m 7 Angli, Englishmen, + Gr. ¢c2oc, 
ing. 

. low. 
I. a. Friendly to England and English 

institutions ; fond of 
ners, customs, ete. 

lish social life, man- 

Bit pg hp ages foo ee Be 
a : ile’ — 
watt odes tiftelive la fr Becaly's— that aid 
was scanty and underhand, 

Athenaeum, March 26, 1802, p. 400. 

II. ». One who admires or is friendly to 
England ; a lover or admirer of English inati- 
—0 — life, —— e5 ee 
Ang ophane ‘gld-fon), u. r. “Ayydov, 
L. dngli, the Angles (English), + qui, sound. j 
A person who aks the English language. 
Deniker, Races of Man, R: 508. 

Anglo-Venetian (ang” glé-ve-né’shian), a, and 
xn. I. a. Connected with both England and 
Venice; specifically of Venetian origin but 
domiciled in —— as, an Anglo -Venetian 
seaman. Geog. Jour, (R. G. 5.), XIII. 205, 

IL. a. A Venetian domiciled in or engaged 
in the service of En, 

16-vér-nak’i-liir), a. 
Of or pertaining to English and the ver- 
nacular; as,an Anglovernacular school. Encyc. 
Brit., XXX. 467. [Rare.} 

ango (fing’), ». (Native name.) In Samoa, 
a name applied tothe turmeric-plant (Curcuma 
longa), the fleshy rhizome of which yields a 
ellow coloring matter which the natives use 
n ornamenting their bark cloth and for paint- 
ing their skin, Bee turmeric and huldee, 

angosturin (an-gos-ti’rin), mn. [Angostera + 
2.) A compound, with the empirical for- 
moula Coll 205, found in Angostura bark, It 
is bitter and is apparently a glucoside, 

(an-gi’mi-an), a. and », (F. 
Angoumois, aformer name of the district (de- 
partment of Charente) in which Angouléme is 
situated.) I, a. In geol., noting a division or 
substage of the Cretaceous system as recog- 
nized by the French geologists and constituting 
the upper part of the Turonian: essentially 
equivalent to the English Middle Chalk of the 

and. 

both 

Upper Cretaceous. 
.. The Angoumian division. 

Angoumois grain-moth. See *grain-moth. 
Angrecum —— n. IXL] — 
of epiphytal orchids of tropical Africa, Mada- 

ur, andJapan. There are at least 25 species 
yn, of which the following are most common in 

cultivation in Amertea: A. articulatum, eitratum, dis 
tichum, churnewm, Elisii, Humboltii, faleatum, Leonia, 
modestum, ‘weve, and am. Most of these 
speches n Warn-house treatment. 

angrite (ang’grit), m. [Angra (Angrados Reis 
in Brazil, locality of a meteorite) + -ite?.] 
See *meteorite. 

(ang‘stér), n. [Late MHG. (Swiss) 
— An early Swiss copper coin, struck 
in Ztirich, of the value of half a rapen, or seven 
twelfths of a German pfennig. 

eliometer, unit. See *acti- 
nometer and *wnit. 

Anguill stercoralis, « parasitics ies of worm w! 
has yt in the intestine in cemain cases of rtm | 
diarrhea. Jowr, Exper, Med, VI, M 

anguilluloid (ang-gwil'a-loid), a, [Angwillula 
+ -oid,) Eel-like; resembling the Anguillala, 

a 4, 5. In astrol,, placed in one of the 
four angles of a nativity, Hephael, Manual 
of Astrol,, p, 14, — acceleration. See 
—— and — RA te 2 —— — 
Angular energy. e .— Angular lead. 
tlend?.- Soe ® —8 
momentum pois tre 
vortex ; the polit common to the two rays of an angle. 
— Unit of locity, the velocity which canses 
a rotating bwty to turn through a unit angle in anit time; 
an angular ¥elocity of one radian per se 

. In iehth., a small bone on the lower 
posterior corner of the articulare same as 
anqular bone. 



angulare 

angulare 5*8 
see angular, me as angular bone (which 
see, under angular). 

tion (ang’gi-le-ri-z6’ehgn), n. The 
act of angularizing or rendering angular; in 
decorative art, the transformation of a eurved 
motive into a rectilinear one by the use of 
angles, Haddon, Evolution in Art, p. 112. 

angularize (ang’gi-la-riz), ¢, (.; pret, and pp. 
angularized, ppr. angularizing, [angular + 
~ize.) Torender angular. Haddon, Evolution 
in Art, p. 112, 

Angulatidz (an-gi-lat’i-dé), m. pl. (NL, ¢ 
Angulata, « group of the ammonites, + -idx.] 
A ily of ammonoid cephalopods or ammon- 
ites. The have compressed umbilicate shells with 
strong continuous ribs crossing the whorls and inter- 

Tusa are highly complicates. “Bpactes ceomr sn the a l- 

————— — form (ang’gi-li-form’), a. . angulus, 
angle, + forma, form.] Bluntly pointed or 
bent, Annals and Mag, Nat, Hist., Jan., 1903, 
p. 14, 

fan-gus-ti-sel’at), a, [L. an- 
quatus, narrow, + sella, a saddje.] Having a 
narrow saddle: noting the form of the earliest 
septal suture in the coiled cephalopod shells 
and referring to the narrow saddle or forward 
prolongation of the suture in crossing the 
outer curve or venter of the shell. 
with Lotiseliate and aeedlate. The angustisellate stage 
characterizes only advanced and late forma of the ammon- 
olds. 

anhaline (an’ha-lin), n. a + 
-ine2.) A crystalline alkaloid, C)oH),NOg, 
found in Anhalonium fissuratum, it melts at 
115°C. It produces, in frogs, a paralysis of 
the central nervous system. 

midine (an-ha-lon‘i-din), ». [Anhalon- 
(ium) + -id + -ine?,) An alkaloid, Oy qHy5- 

og ee in Anhalonium Williameii, a cac- 
tus from which mescal buttons are obtained. It 
is crystalline and melts at 154° C, 

(an-hal’d-nin), vn, [Auhalon(ium) ism.) That form of animism in which objects (-!é). 
+ -in?.) Same as anhalon le 

anhedonia (an-hé-dé‘ni-a),m. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
avpdovec, giving no pleasure, ¢ de- priv. + 
jdovy, pleasure: see hedonism.) In psychol., 
inability to feel pleasure: the opposite of 
a le 
One can distinguish many kinds of pathological de · 

on. Sometimes it is mere passive foylessaness and 
Tiness, discouragement, defection, lack of taste and 

seat and spri; Professor Ribot has proposed the 
anhedonia to —2 this condition. 

W. James, Var. of Religious Exper., p. 145. 

anhedral (an-hé‘dral), a. In mineral. and pe- 
trog., characteri by the absence of the ex- 
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NHCgHs, derived from aniline: as, anilido- 
acetic acid, CHaNHCgH,COgH: also used as 
an adjective: as, the an group. 

Aniline *black, *green, *orange, *process. Soe the 
nouns,—Aniline salt, a commercial name for the color- 
less crystalline salt formed by neutralizing aniline with 
hydrochloric acid. It has the formula CglgNHehcl, 
and is known chemically as aniline hy 
quantities are used In the dyeing and printing of aniline 
black. — Aniline spirits, yellow, ee ton wapririte, 

anilism (an’i-lizm), ». An illness caused by 
inhaling the vapor of aniline, not uncommon 
in workers in aniline-black dye-houses. It 
comes on suddenly, the lips turn purpia, and 
temporary unconsciousness often ensues. 

Animal color. See *rotor.— 

of about 556,000 «; 
emechinics,—, See the extract. 

The next class is composed of the “animal mounds,” or 
mounds in which the ground plan is more or leas irregu- 
Se ee animals, birds, and even 
ape eh it is admitted that this resemblance 
8 0! 
builders of 

are size found in Oblo and Gost ot 
mounds, thom are 1 ue grou: 
conical mow that inclose homan * they are 
also with embankments and inclosures,—the grouping 
being always without order, 

jan Heport, 1891, p. S68. 

. See *ephotography.~Animal Animal 
Pole. See 

, a. 4, In gram., referring to living 
* as indicated by a — form in 

e designating word: said of gender in some 
languages. See the quotation. 
The diatinetion between animate and inanimate gender 

in still preserved in both Penobscot and Abenaki. 
Amer, Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1002, p, 27. 

Animated oat. Sameas animal oat; see oat, 
1 (6). 

jea io al. —Animal 
mound, 

(an‘i-mé-tizm), 9. [animate, a., + 

and phenomena are vaguely regarded as hay- 
ing personality and will-power, but not as pos- 
sessing separable souls, 
animato (#-ni-mit’td), a, [It.] In music, lively; 
withanimation; usually, somewhat quick and 
with spirit, 

anima’ ph (an-i-mat’$-graf),n. [L. ané- 
matus, alive (see animate,a,.),+ ypager, write.) 
1. A einematograph.—2. A special form of 
photographic camera for taking a series of pic- 
tures on films. 

anime, ".—Brazilian anime. Same as anime, 3 
animé (an-i-ma’), a. [F., ¢ L. animatus, ani- 

anisol 

r§),n. (NL. (se. os, bone): anilido. [anil+ -id- +-01.] Noting the group ployees have been forbidden its use. Army 
and Navy Journal, Dec. 7, 1901. 
anisamic (an-i-sam‘ik), a. [anis(ic) + am(ine) 
+ -ic.] Noting an acid, a derivative of tri- 
meray benzene, found in balsam of Tolu and 
of Peru, 
anisated (an’i-si-ted), p.a. [NL. *antsatus, 
< L. anisum, anise.) ixed or flavored with 
anise-seed. d. Soc. Lex. 
Anisian (a-niz’i-an), a. and». A name given 
by Austrian geologists to a division of the 

editerranean Triassic deposits holding a 
position at the top of the Lower Trias. 

anisidine (s-nisi-din), n. [L. anisum, anise, + 
id + 4 4 The methyl ether of amino- 
phenol, CgHy(NHg)OCHy, The name is ap- 
lied es; cially to the ortho compound, which 
san oil that boils at 218° C., and to the para 
compound, a solid which melts at 56° C. and 
boils at 240° C.—Anisidine poncean, scarlet, See 
aca: 

anisil (an‘i-sil), rn. [L. aniswm, anise, + -il.) 
CHOCutLCO ether of — ena 

5 ‘OCOC gH gy. It crystallizes 
in golden-yellow needles which —— 133° C, 

an-i-sil’ik), a. Noting an acid, (CgH,- 
OH)gC(OH)COH, the dimethyl ether of dihy- 
— — t glycolic acid. It is formed together 
with ani when antsil is bolled with aleoholic pot- 
ash. It crystallizes lu needles which melt at 14°C, It 
is named officially the dimethyl ether of diphenylameth- 
analmethylic aci 

tide (a-ni-sd-se-rat’i-dé) m. pi, 
(NL., ¢ Anisoceras (<Gr. avicoc, unequal, + x«é- 
pag (xrpar-), horn), + -id#.) A family of ammon- 
oid = cephal 8 or ammonites having un- 
coiled shells terminating in a crook, the volu- 
tions bearing tubercles and ribs. The species 
are found in the Cretaceous formation. : 

(a-ni-86-ké’té-don), x. [NL., 
¢ Gr. dvecor, unequal, + Chetodon.} A genus 
of butterfly-fishes of the family Chatodontide. 
anisochela (a-ni-s6-ké‘lii), =.; pl. anisochelae 

Same as *anisochele, 
le (a-ni’s6-kél), mn, (Gr. arcoc, unequal, 

+ x44, a crab’s claw.) In the nomenclature 
of the spicular elements of sponges, a C-shaped 
monaxial rhabd having different arrangements 
of — processes at the two ends. See sponge- 
spi cule, 
anisocnemic (a-ni-s6-né’mik), a. (Gr. av- priv. 
+ isocnemic.] In anthozoans, a term used to 
distinguish a unilateral pair composed of two 
unequal mesenteries: contrasted with isoenemic. 
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., Aug., 1902, p. 105. 

anisocoria (a-ni-s6-k6’ri-A), ». (NL., < Gr. 
dvrgog, unequal, + xépy, pupil of the eye.) In- 

ternal form of a crystal, though having its mate: see animate,u.] In her., animated, ex- equality in size of the pupils of the two eyes. 
molecular structure. 

(an-hé‘dron), n.; pl. ankedra (-drii), 
[Gr. ay- priv. + idpa, base (side).} A mineral 
individual, for example, a constituent of a 
rock having the molecular structure of a crys- 
tal but not its external form. 

anhistic (an-his’tik), @ Same as anhistous. 

ye ot 
—X it tions it f eta. 4 one erent pro Ors Meta-, pyro, an 
phosphoric is 

anhydrochromic (an-hi-dr}-kré’mik), a. Not- 
~ =e acid (HoCrg0,) whieh corresponds to 
ordinary red chromate of potash. Also known 
as dichromic acid and — acid, 
Anhydrous steam. See *steam. 
aniconic (an-i-kon’ik), a. [Gr. dv- priv. +eiade, 
an image.] Not presenting an image or por- 
traiture: in Gr. antiq., applied to the rudest 

mata, or — of a divinity, consisting 
of a simple pillar or block without human at- 
tributes. See agalma. 

He [Dr, Waldstein) does, however, point out that among 
the terru-cottas we have representations of the various 
stages of development of ber |Hera’s| agalmata: the rud- 
ext of all, the anifenic, . . . He promises, moreover, to 

bh... & curious pillar which may have been the 
anitonic image of the goddess, 

Atheneum, July 1, 1893, p. 34. 

anidalin (a-nid‘a-lin), n. Same as *aristol. 
anil? (4n-il’), ». [anif(inec).] A derivative of 
aniline containing the —5 NCgH;. ° 

afiil (iin-yél’), ». tsp. aitil, lit. indigo: see an- 
iline.] A Cuban name of’ the blue variety of 
the vaqueta, © bass-like fish of the West In- 
dies, Hypoplectrus unicolor (variety indigo of 
Powy). 

anilao (ii-né‘lou), n. [Philippine name.] A 
name in the Philippines of Colona serratifolia, 
a shrub belonging to the linden family, the 
bark of which yields a strong bast fiber. 

Lia! etal 

cited ; showing a desire to fight: said of an ani- 
mal and represented by giving the eyes, ete., 
# tineture different from that of the body, 
animetta (an-i-met’li), », [It.] A medieval 
term for the veil or cloth to cover the 
chalice or eucharistic eup, 

n, Same as anime, 
Animikie (an-im-i-ké’), n. [A local name.) A 
name proposed by T. Sterry Hunt in 1873, and 
used by the Geological Survey of Canada and 
by the Natural History Survey of Minnesota, 
for a group of iron-bearing rocks, slates, 
schists, and sandstones which form the middle 
subdivision of the Algonkian as the latter term 
is used by the United States Geological Sur- 
vey. In Canada the group is regarded as Cambrian in 
age, butin the Lake Superior district, especially in Min- 
nesota, where these rocks carry the iron ore of the Mesaba 
range, they are referred to the Precambrian. 

mikite (a-nim’i-kit), », [Said to be from 
Ind, animike, thunder, + -ite?.] Anantimonide 
of silver from Silver Islet, Lake Superior. 
animosity, ». 3. In Spinoza’s philosophy, the 
desire by which each man endeavors to pre- 
serve his own being after the guidance of reason 
alone; or, as sometimes interpreted, the stead- 
fast and intelligent purpose to promote one’s 
own welfare. 
animotheism (an‘i-m6-thé‘izm), ». [L. anima, 
soul, life (or animus, mind f), 4 brie, God, + 
-ism.] The belief that all things, but —D 
plants, animals, and the heavenly bodies, are 
conscious or animate beings, and that the 

Bess Supernatural, divine powers, See ane- 
mism. Ward, Dynamic Sociol, If, 258, 

anis, ». A simplitied spelling of anise. 
anisado (ii-ni-si‘d6), ». (Sp.: see anisated,) 
A native drink made in the Philippine Islands. 
It contains the poisonous principle of wood 
alcohol, and United States soldiers and em- 

\ tet ge Bets a. In bot., the 
unequal development of cotyledons in dicoty- 
ledonous plants, 

(an-i-s6-s1-t6’sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr, 
dvrcoc, unequal, + «itor, a hollow (a cell), + 
-osis.) Inequality in size of the cells of a 
system, specifically of the red blood-corpuscles, 

anisogamous (an-i-sog’a-mus), a. Character- 
ized by anisogamy, or conjugation between 
sharply differentiated male and female gam- 
tes. 

(an-i-sog’a-mi), ». (Gr, dvecoe, un- 
equal, + yauoc, marriage.) In diol,, conjuga- 
tion between dissimilar gametes or reproduc- 
tive cells. 

(an‘i-sd-hi’ pér-si-té’sis), », 
{NL., € Gr. dsveoc, unequal, + irép, over, + 
xttoc, a hollow o cell), + -osis.) An increase 
in the number of the leucocytes, with abnormal 
percentage relations of the neutrophilic cells, 
as regards the distribution of the different 
— forms, eb! 
anisohypocytosis (an‘i-s6-hi’pd-si-ta’sis), m. 
(NL., (Gr. avo, unequal, inq, under, + 
xirroc, a hollow (a cell), + -ovie.) A decrease in 
the number of the leucocytes with abnormal 
relations of the neutrophilic cells, as rds 
the percentage distribution of the different 
nuclear forms. 

anisoin (an-is’d-in), ». [L. anisum, anise, + 
-in2,]) The dimethyl] ether of paradihydroxy- 
benzoin, CHgOC gH gCHgCOCgH,OCHy, Iteon- 
sists of needles whieh melt at 10°C, 

anisol (an‘i-sdl),». [Also anisole ¢; L. antswm, 
anise, + -ol.] 1, Methyl phenyl ether, CgH,- 
OCH, formed by distilling anisie acid wit 
barium hydrexid. It is an oil with a pleasant 
edor and boils at 154° C.— 2, A general name 
of derivatives of methy! phenyl ether. 
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anisoline (u-nis’6-lin), ». 
A basie color of the xanthene grou It is iso . 
eom ely fast to light. Also called rho- anito (ii-né’td), n. [Tagalog ; perhaps altered, 
damine 3 B, under Sp. influences, from an orig. “antu, Ma- 

texture, in petrog., the texture of ular 
rocks when the mineral grains are of various an It is 
contrasted with the tometric granwar texture, where the 
gralna are approximately of the same aize. 
aniso (a-ni‘sd-met'rop), n. [See ani- 
somotropia. One who suffers from aniso- 
metropia, or inequality of refraction in the two 
eyes. 

It was the anisometropes W correc 
could not howe Kincoutar — — ed 

Optical Jowr., Jane 2, 1904, p. 075. 

aria (a-ni-sd-mi-d‘ri-fi), nm. pl. [NL., 
<Gr. ** un pa —— 2 — ‘a + 
~aria.) A up of the pelee mollusks, or 
“Aespbale, Golding an Sokermeedaats position be- 
tween the Monomyaria, or thosewith but one ad- 
ductor musele, and the Dimyaria, or those hav- 
ing two, the normal number, fully developed. 
In the Anisomvaria the anterior adductorsare much more 

inently dew than the posterior, These muscu- 
differences have mently been used asa basis of clas- 

tiyaris und Anieomparia designate dierent stages of cy 

eration in the musculature. 
(a-nj-s6-mi-a’ri-an), a. and n, 

Pertaining to or having the characters of the 
Anisomyaria. Also used substantively. 

aniso: (a-nl’s6-nor’mé-8)-t6’ sis), 
a. (NL., (Gr. dcog, unequal, + L. norma, rule, 
norm, + xirog, a hollow (a cell), + osis.] A nor- 
mal number of the leucoc with abnormal 
relations of the neutrophilic cells, as regards 
the percentage distribution of the different nu- 
clear forms. 

anteophy (a-ni-sof‘i-li), nm. [Gr. dweoc, un- 
equal, io, leaf.) Dissimilarity in leaves 
due to difference of position, as in floating and 
submersed leaves. Arasser. 

(a-ni-sop‘li-i), nm. [NL. (Megerle, 
1825), < Gr. aveoc, unequal, + dr4a, arms.) An 
important genus of Jamellicorn beetles of old- 
world distribution. It includes some serious 

hich occasionally docs 
parent Ae cep of Russia, About 40 species 

ni oped ( I’s-pod), a. and, [NL. aniso- a-n }. 5 . 
— (-pod), ¢ Gr. —* unequal, + zoi¢ (rod-), 
oot.) I. a. Having unequal feet; specifically, 
having the characters of the Anisopoda. 

II. ». One of the ee. 
Anisopoda (a-ni-sop’é-di), n. pl. [NL., neut. 

1. of anisopus (-pod-): see *anisopod.) A tribe 
suborder of —— — crustaceans hav· 

ing a body more or less resembling that of an 
amphipod, and the abdomen with two-branched 
swimming-feet which do not function as gills, 
or with fin-like feet. It includes the families 
Tanaide and Pranizide. 

(NL., ¢ Anisoptera (a-ni-sop’te-ri), m. pi. 
Gr. aviooc, unequal, + oe... wig) A sub- 
order of insects of the order Odonata or drag 

—— — i 

ed from the 2; otera, in which the wings are of 
equal size or the hind pair are somewhat the smaller, 

anisospore (a-ni‘'sd-spér), u. INL. “anivo- 
, < Gr. dveoc, unequal, + i, seed 

( re).) A form of spore produced among 
colonial radiolarians by the union of gametes 
of unlike size, as microspores and macrospores : 
contrasted with *isospore, 3. 

(a-ni-#6-tré’mus), u. [NL., «Gr. 
dmooc, unequal, + tpiue, —— A genus of 
grunts of bao —— — —— having 
numerous species in tropical America, mag * are ies and some! for 
bright colors. A. surinamensis, the pompon, is the com- 
monest species. 

3. anisotropic, «. Having predetermined 
axes: 0} to isotropic, — mo- 
dium, Fo op hed —— dine to saven stress 
varies with the direction in which the stress is applied ; 
an molotropic medium, —_ J 

(a.nũ · aõ·tropĩ· kal), a, Same as 
anisotropic ; molotropic. 

Mr. A. Broea a short time ago stated that ina powerful 
field there are produced simultaneously beth ordinary 

je rays, around the feld acourding to well-known 
laws, and another kind of rays following the lines of force. 
These phenomena have likewise been investigated by Mr, 
Pellat, who accounted for them on the hypothesis of an 

friction the cathode ray particles undergo in 
the magnetic field. 

Sei. Amer, Sup., Aug. 27, 1004, p. 23000, 

(a-ni-s6-trop‘i-kal-i), adv. In 
an anisotropic manner. 

n. 2, In embryol., the condition 
of having the axes predetermined: applied to 

lay antu, hantu, a spirit.) An ancestral spirit 
worshiped as a protecting household deity by 
the pagan Malay peories of the Philippine 
Islands, and frequently represented by an 
image of wood or other material which is care- 
fully preserved. 

‘ Bat, before — a wo cm has tong besa 
Down, Wha Ww prevalen every * 

every hut hs ft Aedes with ts special place, its own 
dwelling ; there are Anito pictures and images, certain 
trees and, indeed, certain animals in which some Anito 

Smwitheonian Rep., 1800, p, G22, 

ankee (ang‘ké), n. [Indian name in Califor- 
nia.) The barn- grass Kehinochloa Crus- 

i, the seeds of which are ground into flour 
y the Mohave Indians. {Southern Califor- 

. ni 

anker, ". and r. 
chor. 

ankle, ».—Cocked knuckli ial disl 
—* —— the ————— 
— ieposing the animal to atumbling and to fructure of 

J Hee, 

‘klong), m. [Also *anklung (1), Ma- 
la: a Gave ankle 2] A musical instrument a 

ued in Java and other parts of Malaysia, con- 
sisting of bamboo tubes so cut that when struck 

Asimplified spelling of an- 

Anklong. 
(After orginal im the Metropolitam Meteus, New York.) 

or shaken they give definite tones. Usually 
the tubes are in pairs tuned at the interval of 
the fifth, 
ankoot (an’kit), v. i. (Eskimo, angakut, 
angakok, angekok, a shaman: see angekok.) To 

‘orm shamanistic ceremonies: a term used 
3 whalers who frequent Hudson and Baffin 

ys. 
ankylite *ki-lit), wm. Sia! *, lite, 

logioasia (acg'ki-lo-glos'si-§), 
ossus (ang’ ki-16-glos’us), ». (Gr. 

ayxtdoc, bent, y/iooa, tongue.)  Inpeded 
movements of the tongue due to adhesions to 
the neighboring parts, Also called ankylo- 
g . 

ankylosed “ki-lost), p. See lose, 
Grown —— — pe Pe b f ‘hi eal of bones whic 
primitively se 

*a 

te. 
(ang-ki-los’té-mii), m, Same as 

Ancylostoma. 
lostomiasis, ». Same as *a tomiasis. 

(iu‘lii’ge) n.; pl. anlagen (-gen). [G., 
foundation, ¢ anlegen, (an, on, + legen, lay, 
found.) In embryol., the first indication of a 
developing organ in the embryo; a rudiment, 
in the sense fs simple beginning. 

annaline (an‘s-lin), ». [Formation doubttul.] 
A name sometimes given to an artificially pre- 
pared calcium sulphate used by paper-makers. 

(an‘a-lizm), ». The writing of an- 
nals. WW. Taylor, {Rure.) N. E. D. 
Annam ulcer, See *ulcer, 
Annealing lamp, See */amp. 

—— (a-nél‘ing-ma-shén’), . 
A heating-furnace consisting of a long box of 
steel lined with some refractory material, open 
at each end, and fitted with a number of gas- 
burners. Within the furnace and extending beyond it 
at each end is a series of rolls connected by link-belting 
and turning together, all being supported by bearings in- 
side the furnace or by tables at each end outelde the fur- 
nace, The bars, rods, strips, and tabes to be annealed 
are laid on the roils outside furnace, carried by their 
mation into and thi hh the furnace at a speed just suf- 
fictent for the annealing, and discharged at the distant 
end. In another Oe large pipe, a link-belt con- 
veyer is ased to carry Pipes through the furnace. 

annerddite (a-ner’é-dit),.». [Also annerodite, 
aannerédite, aancrodite; Annerod, Aanneréd (see 

annulus 

As anisol + -ine?.] certain differentiated animal ova: opposed to def.) + -ite®,] A rare niobate of uranium, 
yttrium,and other elements, near samarskite in 
composition but related to columbite in form: 
found at Anneréd, porwr 

a-nes’ li-di), #, [NL. (Salisbury, 1807), 
named in honor of George Anneatey (1760-1844), 
Viscount Valentia in Ireland pre es of Mount- 
morris, who traveled and botanized in India, 
A genus of plants belonging to the family M. 
mosacex, to which Bentham in 1840 gave the 
name Calliandra. See Calliandra, 

annexable, annexible (s-neks’a-bi, i-bl), a. 
That may be annexed or added; attachable. 
Cockeram. 
annexive (a-nek’siv), a. 
ing to express annexion or 
ag, an annerive conjunction. 

Expressing or serv- 
dition; additive: 

annidelin (nid - in), x. See *aristol. 
Annie — 8*2* — on 

ni*hi- *j-ti), om. e 
capability Tt beifyannibitetsd: Dr, H. More, 
Immortal. of the Soul, p. 228. 

annotative (an'$-ta-tiv), a, Of the nature of 
aunotation: as, axnotatice remarks, 
annotine, ». 2, A tree that bears fruit of two 
years at the same time, the fruit of the past 

r persisting, while that of the present year 
18 growing. 
announcement, n. 2, In card-playing, a bid; 
a meld. 

the players ; he be unsuccessful he must pay to the 
and to each of the other players a certain number 

counters, American Hoyle, p. 148. 

annual. I. a.—Annual equation. See 
va that of the total ~aganal range, tn meteor,, 

qearly range Ww ee may be oes to be periodic and 
thesimple and direct rewalt of the aunnal revolution of 
the earth t 

series, depending on the simple 
of the earth in —— Sround the * 

of the annual variations form: years and is less than the 
extreme or absolute variation for those years. —Annual 
Ww See wworking. 

n., 3. Plante become annuals because of the 
Ifmitations of the seasons. Some plants die outright at 
the approach of cold or dry weather and leave only 
their seeds to carry the species over to another season ; 
these are the true annuals, Others, Cuiy perennial in 
their native climates, become annual in ri-nenson 
climates by being killed by frost ; these are ur-anauals, 
Others carry themselves over by means of balbe; these 
are preud- annuals, 

annualize (an’d-al-iz), v. i. pret. and pp. an- 
anal, . annualizing, To contribute to 
an annual publication; write for an annual. 
See annaual,4. [Rare.] 

annuity, ».—Consolidated annuities, certain annul- 
ties or annual ents representing fpterest on various 
stocks issued the British government at different 
times and at ‘erent rates, which were consolidated, 
under an act of 1751, into one fund, commonly known as 
console (which see). 

Annular kiln. See *iin,—Annular ligament. 
ligament attached at cach extremity to a tubercle 84 
inner surface of the articular of the atlas, which 
serves to retain the odon process of the axis. (d) 
The ligament which attaches the stapes to the rim of the 
fenestra ovalia. 

Annularia (an-i-li‘ri-ii), n. (NL. (Sternberg, 
1822), <L. aanularis, annular.) genus of 
fossil plants of the family Calamariacew, hav- 
ing slender, branching, usually striate stems 
bearing whorla of lanceolate or spatulate 
leaves with a median nerve, which are fused at 
their bases into a sheath 4 —8 The fruit 

terospore strobile. It t certal 
whether the on retesred to thie gene § —4 
independent herbaceous plants or the amaller ultimate 
branches of calamitean planta, They are very abundant in 
the Carboniferous formation and range from the Devo- 
nian to the Permian. 

Annulosi ta (an'i-16-si-f-ni’th), m. pi. 
[L, annulus, a ting, + sipho, siphon, pipe, + 
-ata?.) In —— classification, a group of 
extinet cephalopods, including straight and 
eurved shells, in whieh the siphuncle is 
thickened by organic deposits into solid rays 
extending into the septal chambers. Actino- 
ceras and Huronia are examples, The species 
are chiefly from Silurian rocks, 

annulus, «. 3. () In the Egwisetacea, the 
sheath below the spike formed by the union 
of the bases of the leaves. (¢) In diatoms, 
the rim of silex formed within the frustules of 
some genera, (f) The fleshy rim of the 



annulus 

corolla in milkweeds.—4. (c) One of the ex- 
ternal subdivisions of the 

n.— ‘a a mixture of 
ether, and ethereal oil, the constituent 
containing | sulphate, much used in medicine on a 
stimulant, an J dic, and anodyne, : 

an (a-nod‘i-nin), mn. Same as pape 
anoésig (an-}-6’sis),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. a- priv. + 
wdnece, understanding.) In psychol., & hypo- 
thetie state of consciousness in which there is 
sentience but no thought; immediate experi- 
ence without reference to an object. Anocsis ta 
sometimes feated of itive organisma, somctt 
of the da eae me pr tae akong 
It is more correctly, simply as a limi cones, 
dou, the lostent zero-point of —Eã S pace J 
Butit is conceivable that they {items or particnlars) 

should be given and no intellectual synthesia ensue: 
such a consclousness has been —— summed anoetic, 
Whether or no it actually exists is another matter: it in 
a conceivable limit, and baa the theoretical usefulness of 
limiting conceptions generally, But relative anoesis 
euliess here. = — liege. Brit., XXXII. 63. 

(an-es‘trus), a. [Gr. ae priv. + 
olerpoc, vehement desire.) In zodl., without 
sexual desire ; relating to the completed period 
of sexual desire in female mammals. — aness- 
trous cycle, a single 2** period of sexual desire 
not immediately owed by another. This comprises 
the *procatram, torstres, and *#mefatetriom. 

{an-es’trum), #.; pl. anawfra (-tri). 
NL: see *anestrows.| In zodl., an interval 
tween periods in ‘heat’ when the female 

mamtoal has no sexual desire. 
a. 2, In psychol., relating to or char- 

acterized by anodsis. G. F. Stout, Anal. Pax- 
chol., i, 41. — — — 

ic, a. 2. In petrol., notin neous 
rocks which originate by —— the 
earth’s interior: synonymous with eruptive, 

tal (un-0-jen’i-tal), a. Relating to the 
anus and the genital organs; noting the region 
of the body including these 5.—Anogenital 
band, the radimentary perincam In the embryo. 

anol (an‘dl), ». — [an(ise) + -ol.] Parapro- 
penyl phenol, CHyCH:CHCgHyOH, usually 
ealled para-anol, Mt erystallizes in leaflets 
which melt at 93°, Its methyl ether, anethol, 
is found in anise-oil. 

n, 4 pl. A tribe of brachyurous 
crustaceans containing the families Dromida, 
Homolide, and Raninide. 

An (q-noms-lo-kla-di‘n), m. pl. 
(NL., ¢ Gr. dvduatoc, irregular, + «/adoc, twig, 
+ -ina?,.) Th Zittel’s clussification, a suborder 
of tetractinellid lithistid sponges, In this 
the ekeletal spicules are mostly short rays with inflated 
heads which are often digitate or branched and united 
with the processes of adjnoent raya. 

Anomalocrinide (a-nom"s-l6-krin‘i-dé), nw. pl. 
[NL., ¢ Anomatocrinus (< Gr, @Guedoc, irregu- 
lar, + xpiror, a lily (see crinoid), * -ida.] A 
family of fistulate crinoids having radial 
plates of very irregular form and arms with 
pinnules on one side only. It is represented 
by a single genus, dnomatocrinus, from the 
Silurian of North America. 

Anomalocystide (a-nom’ a-ld-sisti-dé), a. pl. 
(NL., ¢ Anomatocystites + -ide.] In Wood- 
want's classification, » family of eystidean 
echinoderms which have a compressed calyx, 
the sides of which are dissienilarty plated, gen- 
erally with two free arms and a short stem. 
They oceur in rocks of Cambrian and Silu- 
rian age. Properly, in uneontracted form, 
Anomatocystitida,. 

0 tes (a-nom’a-lé-sis-ti’téz), nm. 
NL., (4ir, avegatoc, irregular, + «ior, blad- 

der, + -ernc, -ite2.) The typical genus of the 
family Anomalacystida. 

esmacea (s-nom‘a-16-dles-mi’sé-i), 
v. pl. (NL, € Gr, amouator, irregular, + dawa, 
a band, + -veea.) In Dall’s classification of 
the Pelecypoda, an order com rising burrow- 
ing shells with nearly edentulous hinge, the 
mantle lobes more or less completely united, 
leaving two siphonal openings, a pedal open- 
ing, and sometimes a fourth opening. The 
valves are generally unequal, The group includes man 
recent and Inte fossil formes, and in general expression 
archaic, specially in to bi structure, which re- 
produces that of the Silurian and Devonian paleocomela, 

ano) (a-nom‘n-ld-des-mibsé- 
an), a. and n, I. a. Having the characters 
of or pertaining to the Anomalodesmacec, 
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macea, 
anomalodesmaceous (a -nom‘a- 16 - des -ma’- 
shius), a. [Gr. avduaror, i + deoudg 
or diava, a band, + -aceous.] Same as *anom- 

maceun. 
Anomalon (a-nom’a-lon), u. (Jurine, 
1807), < Gr. arépuatoc, neut. « un’, irregu- 
lar: see anomalous.) An important genus of 
hymenopterous insects of the family Jchnew- 
—— and typical of the subfamily Anoma- 
ine. It rises than 150 many of th 

ea occur Ci by el 

the penne ia atill widely distributed, 

Anomalous See +d ispersion. — Anomalous 
th ae, | trefraction, 

,n. 4, In meteor., the amount by which 
a given observed quantity is greater or less 
than an assumed ideal or normal value; a de- 

rture. 
— (a-nd-mi-a's6-4), n. pol. (NL. <¢ Ano- 
mia + -acea.) A suborder of Wer mol- 
lusks of the order Filibranchiata, I inctudes 
forms which have the heart dorsal tothe rectum, « single 

small ——— very small anterior adductor, 
ter-shaped, without hinge-teeth, and is at- 

tached by a calcifted byssus which passes throagh a lobe 
in the right valve. It includes the single family Anomé- 

anomocephalus eal hae — n.; pl. 
anomocephali (-15\. (Gr. arouos, irregular, + 
— head.] One with an irregularly shaped 
ead. 

anomure (an‘’é-mir),s, [As NL. dAnomura.] 
One of the anomural or irregular-tailed crus- 
taceans; an anomuran, 
anomy,*. 2, Asused by Pearson and others, 
a breach in the routine of pereeptions. See 
the extract. 

In our ignorance we o to consider before experi- 
ence that nature may t of all routines, all anomica, 
ora mixture of the two in any proportion whatever. 

A. Peorson, Gram. of Sei, iv. 15. 

anon, Anabbreviation of anonymous and anon- 
ymousty, 
an (an-d-op‘si-di), wm. [NL., ¢ Gr, dra, 
upward, + dyxc, vision.) Strabismus in which 
the axis of vision is directed upward, 

Ano’ (a-nof’e-léz), vn. [NL. (Meigen, 
1815), (Gr, dvwgeAgy, useless.) 1, A genusoftrue 

\ 
Malarial Mosquito (Ltmepteles meacaalspeowre. 

Male at left; female at right Enlarged. (Afier Howard, 
U.S, D, A 

mosquitos (dipterous family Celicide), distin- 
guished from the typical genus Culex by the long 
palpi of the female, The mosquites of this genus are 
he true secondary hosts of the causative organisms of 

tialaria, which undergo their sexual deve nt only in 
the stomach of am anepheles. From Uhis fact it reanlts 
that thease mosquites convey the disease from tialarial 
pathents to healthy bndividuals. 
2. [/.¢.] An insect of this genus. 
Anopheline (a-nof-e-li’né), vn. pl [NL., ¢ 
Anopheles + -inw.) A subfamily of mosquitos 
(family Culicide), comprising Anopheles and 
its immediate allies. In both sexes the palpt are 
about as long as the proboscis, and the terminal joint ts 
spatnlate or clubbed tn the male; in the wings the first 
solmarging! cell is as bong as or jonger than the second 
posterior cell, 

anopisthographic (an-6-pis-thé-graf‘ik), a, 
(Gr, av priv, + omofey, at the back, + ypdgerr, 
write.) Not written or printed upon at the 
back ; written or printed upon on one side only, 
as a proof or a broadside, 
Anop onus (an-d-plag’é-nus), n. [NL., ¢ 
(ir. dvordoc, unarmed, + Agonus.] A genus of 
sea-poachers of the family Agonid#, found in 
the North Pacific, 

anosmic 

~— + -an.] 
I. a. Pertaining to or resemb the Anopla. 

0 on 

rio, not armed, ¢ av-, not, + dra, arms.] 
dan Tetractinellida, having no 

ectosomal spicules or microseleres. It contains 
the families Azoricid# and Anomocladidx, to- 
gether with extinet forms. 
anoplian (an-op’li-an), a. andn. [Anoplia + 
-un.|) I, a. Pertaining to or having the char- 
acters of the ey ow 

II. . One of the Anoplia. 
(en-np-ty-grn tat). mn. [NL., ¢ 

Gr. dvor2o¢, unarmed, pasriip, belly.] A 
genus of beryeoid fishes found in the abysses 
- * — —R 

ora ee “o-rai), mn. (NL, T. 
2* unarmed, Cy 4 gipuy, bear.) A 
genus of naiads from the Triassic formation 
of Germany. 
Anoplotheca (an-op-l6-thé’kil), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
dvoz/oc, unarmed, + Ofny, case.) nus of 
convexoconcave, spine-bearing brachiopods, 
having a median dorsal septum and the jugum 
articulating into a depression in the ventral 
valve: characteristic of Devonian faunse, 
anoplous (an-op’lus), a, Relating or pertain. 
ing to the Anopla ; having the proboscis un- 
armed, as certain nemertines, 

anoplurous (an-}-plié’rus), a, Resembling the 
insects of the hemipterous suborder Anoplura, 

group. See mph, 
anorectal (a°né-rek’tal), a. [L. anus, anus, + 
NL. rectum, reetum.] Relating to both the 
anus aud the rectum. Therapentic Gazette, 
May 15, 1903, p. 344. 

anorectic (an-d-rek’tik),a. [anorect-ous + -ic.] 
Same as anorectows. ; 
anorganon (an-ér’ga-non), n.; pl. anorgana 
(-ni). [NL., ¢Gr. —— neut. of arpdpyavoc, 
without organs, ¢ av priv. + dpyaver, instru- 
ment, organ.) A ly without organs, that 
is, an inorganic body. 

anorgic (an-‘r’jik), n. [Gr. avépy(aver), with- 
out organs (inorganic), =] A general des- 
ioaation proposed by Haeckel, for the sciences 

hat deal with inorganic nature, as contrasted 
with the biological sciences. 

oclase (an-6r’tho-kiaz), n. [Gr. dvaptioe, 
not straight, + «Adorn, fracture. See ortho- 
clase.] A triclinic feldspar allied to microcline 
but containing a considerable amount of soda: 
characteristic of certain igneous rocks, as the 
— —— vik (G 

an aphic (an-ér-thd ik), @. r. 
ay- privet orthographic.| — hat deviates from 
or 18 at variance with orthography or the aec- 
cepted rules of spelling. 
anorthographical (an-ér-thé-graf’i-kal), «. 
Characterized by irregular or incorrect spell- 
ing; incorreetly spelled. 

anorthographica (an-dr-thd-graf’i-kal-i), 
ade, Lrregularly as regards spelling. See the 
quotation, 

A freaco painting has been discovered . . . represent- 
ing the two martyrs, one of whet [Hyacinthus] bears his 
name written anorthographient!y thus, Jagwintvwe, 

Athensrum, July 14, 1894, p, 72 

anorthogr: aphy (an-6r-thog‘ra-fi), a. (Gr. av- 
priv, + oplicypagia, correct writing.) Same as 
aqraphia, 
an oscopic (an-ir-thé-skop‘ik), a. [enor- 
thoscope + ic.) Pertaining to the anortho- 
scope or to the visual illusion which that in- 
stremnent produces, Amer. Jour, Psychotl., IL. 
240. 
anorthose (an-$r'thds}, a. (Gr. dv- priv, + 
iytlic, straight, +-o8e,) Same as *anorthoclase, 

anorthosite (an-dr’thé-sit), ». [anorthowe + 
-ite?.] In petreg., a granular or gneissoid ig- 
neous rock of eastern Canada, consisting chietly 
of the plagioclase feldspar, labradorite. The 
natoe (first used by Hunt ip 1s) is now applied to rocks 
composed Largely of any lime-soda feldspar (plagioclase) 
The anorthosites are regarded by some petrographers as 
the highly feldspatiiic extreme of the gabbro family of 
igneous rocks, 

anosmatic (wn-os-mat‘ik), a. [Irreg. ¢ Gr. av- 
wih + deur, smell, + -etic, more correct 
orm would he anosnic, *anosmetic, or “anos. 
motic.) Having the sense of smell or the olfac- 
tory organs small or wanting, as in porpoises, 
Amer. Anthropologist, Ovt.-Dec., 1903, p. 638, 

anosmic (an-os’mik), a, [anosmia + -ic.] 1. 
Having no odor.— 2, Of or affected with an- 
oamia. 
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anounou (ii-nd’é-n6’s), ». [Hawaiian.] In antecedent, a. 2. In phys. geog., noting rivers phenomena, as a condition to contemplating 
Hawaii, a jes of " 
Owaihiense, found in all the islands of the 

u 
(an - kwé-til’i- i), a. —V (De- 

eaisne, 1848), named in memory of H. An- 
quetil-Duperron — 1731-1805), a French oriental- 
ist.) A genus o —— plants of the 
family Kutacee. See Skhimmia, 

Ansate fissure or sulcus, See * . 
anselmino (An-sel-mé’no),». [It.] <A silver 
coin of Mantua: so named from the effigy and 
name on the reverse. 

remme limestone. See *limestone. 
anecciform, — (NL. 52* 

‘ormis . auser, Foose, ‘orma, : 
—8 rtaining to the — 

s which coutains the 

— ——— — mon #] nl tea, en! 
bomen Aine called little Wack ant.— ant, 
any ant of the genua Myrmecia, which is to 
Australia and Tasmania and contains about 30 species 
They form large nooands of earth for thelr nesta, and are 
the most formidable of all ante, possessing lane jaws and 
stinging severely. — Corn-louse ant, Lariue brunneus, 
asmall brown ant which nesta in fields and cares for 
certain plant-llee that feed on the roots of grains and 
grasses, —-Imbauba ant, a Hrazilian arboreal ant, of the 
genus Azteca, which forms small nests in the interfor of 
plants and is thought to protect them from the attacks 
of the leaf-catting ante leat ont ant, Atta fer. 
pens, a large brown ant which defotiates > CORIO 
throughout Central America, and found also abundantly 
in southern Texas —Mound. ant, Formica 
ereectoides, a spoctes in the Untted States which builds 
large mounds, Some of these mounds are 10 or 12 feet in 
—— —— anid * of Oe ant are rust-red 
at ne abdomen are c —Porcupine-grass 

ant, an btatrelian ant, Le Eo flacipes, which 
makes its nest at the roots of the porcupine-rasa, fre- 
mently covering the leaves with sand brought ap from 
~ ground.— Reg it, See red!.—Shed- 5 
‘remus! opacter , & Species, common 

which sometimes bailds sheds, southern United States, 
composed of a paper-like palp, over herds of aphids or 

obtain eydew, Com- scale-| from which 
stock. — yellow ant, ia debili 
anta® (in-ti’),». [Nativegame.] A name in 
northwestern South America of the ivory-nut 
pala, Phytelephas macrocarpu. See Phytele- 

18. 
tean (an-té’an), a. [L. Anteus, ¢ Gr. 

‘Avraiog.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling 
Anteus, a giant, in Greek legend, slain by 
Hereules. Antsous was invincible as long as he re- 
mained in contact with his mother Gma, the earth; but 
Hercules, whodiscovered the source of his strength, lifted 
him tnte the air and crushed him, 

antagonal (an-tag’6-nal), ¢. Antagonistic : as, 
—— principles of faith and sight,” J. 
Wood yord. N. E. D. 

a. 2. In the payehology of visual 
sensation, complementary: as, blue and yellow 
are antagonistic colors, 

Antarctogea (an-tiirk-t6-j6’i), n. In zodqeoy., 
a name proposed by Selater for an area chiefly 
in the southern hemisphere and embracing 
Central and South America, Australasia, Poly- 
nesia, and Austro-Malaysia, The association 
is based upon the faunal relationships, 

an (an-tirk-to-jé’an), a. Of or per- 
taining to the zodgeographical area known as 
Aatarctogea. Also Antarctogaal and Antare- 
togivic. See the extract. 

The Anferctoowan area thus inclades what are regarded 
by Blandford, Lydekker and others as two separate 
realms, ¢. ¢, Newewa (South and Central America) and 
Notogwa (Australasia, Polynesia and Austro-Malaysta), 
while Africa south of the Sahara was regarded as a re- 

jon or dependence of Arctageen. 
a — Science, Feb, 6, 1904, p. 220, 

Antarian (an-ta’ri-an), a. and », I, a. Per- 
taining to or resembling the star Antares.— 

stars, stars of Secchi's third ‘ype. resembli 
Antares in having a fluted spectrum in which the da 
flutines are sharply defined at their upper edge (toward 
the bine end of the spectram) and fi out toward the 
red. They are far less abundant than Sirlan and Arc 
turian stars, but till are fot very rare, 

Il. «. Astar of the type of Antares. 
ant-cattle (aut’kat’l), n. e ant-cow. 
ant-disk (Ant‘disk), ». A cireular space cleared 
of herbage around the nests of agricultural 
ants, Stand. Dict. 

anteal,«. IT, ». In ichth., the vomer; the 
anterior median bone of the cranium, imme- 
diately behind and below the maxillary bones. 
Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 308. 

Antebrachial index. See *inder. 
antebrachium, ". 2, In ichth., the hypercora- 
eoid, a bone of the shoulder-girile. Starks, 
Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 522 Vara 

or streams which have persisted in their 
courses in spite of an uplift of the land: thus 
the Meuse is an antecedent river, because it 
has i in its course by — a deep 
gorge through the uplifted area of the Ar- 

e 

them. 
antephenomenalism (an‘té -fé-nom’e - nal- 
izm),». The character of being antephenom- 
enal; the state of consciousness in so far as 
it generates phenomena. 

an n. 3, In pathol., a forward dis- 
Streams which hold their courses in spite of changes placement in the horizontal plane, especially 

which have taken place aince their courses were sasumed 
are sakl Wo be antecedent, They antedate the crustal 
—— —— for ———— —— 

ve given origin to a ve erent arrangenien 
Chamnbertin and river courses, Salistasy, Geol., L 161, 

Antecedent , the drainage of antecedent 
streams. Ani Valley, « valley which baa per- 
alsted throughout a period marked by crustal movement 
that haa materially changed the tude of the under- 
lying strata. 
antecilial (an-té-sil’i-al), a. IL ante, before, 
+ cilium, eyebrow, + -al.] Same as *ante- 
ciliary. 

an (an-té-sil’i-a-ri), a. In the Lepi- 
doptera, situated before the ciliary band, that 
is, before the band in front of the marginal 
fri of the wings. Proce. Zool. Soc. Lond., 
1902, IT. 118. 

an (an-té-klip’é-us), ». In entom., 
the anterior of the elypeus when that 
sclerite is divided into two parts, 
antecrochet (an-té-kroch’et), n. [L. ante, be- 
fore, + crochet2.) A fold of enamel directed 
posteriorly from the anterior cross-crest, or 
protoloph, in such @ tooth as the molar of a 
rhinoceros, Sometimes erroneously spelled 
anticrochet, Bee cat under *tooth. 
antecubital (an’té-ki’bi-tal), a, [L. ante, be- 
fore, + cubitus,forearm : see cubitus.) In anat., 
situated in front of the cubitus or forearm. 

(an’té-dok-to’ri-al), a. Priorto ira an 
becoming @ doctor. 
Our doctor in his antedoctorial age was a student In 

Leyden. Southey, ir, 

anteéssive (an-té-es’iv), a. [rreg. < L. ante, 
before, + esse, be, + -ive.] In gram., noti 
the case which expresses position in front of. 
Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1906, F 26. 

antefix, ». 2, An ornament on a vase so placed 
as to conceal the part where the handle joins 
the body. 

antefixal (an-té-fik’sal), a. [anfefir + -al.) 
Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of an ante- 
fix. S, Bireh, Ane. Pottery, I. 7. X E. D. 

an’ (an-t6-fér’kal), a, [antefurea + 
-al,) In entom,, relating or pertaining to the 
antefurea, 
antehumeral (an-té-hii’me-ral), a. 
situated in front of the fore legs. 
Soe, Lond., 1902, I, 77. 

antelios (an-té’li-os), n. [Gr. deride, opposite 
to the sun, ¢ avri, opposite, + Moc. sun, Cf. 
anthelion.] The point in the heavens opposite 
tothe sun. [Rare.] 

e (an‘té-lép-bé’tl), ». An 
American beetle, Dorews perallelus, of the 
family Lucenid#, with shorter jaws than the 
stag-beetles proper of the genus Lucanus. 
an 1 (an-té-mé'di-al), a. In entom., 
situated before the middle, or cephalad of the 
theoretical middle transverse line, of the 
thorax: especially used in coleopterology. 
Proe, Zool, Soc, Lond., 1902, 1. 184. 

antemedian (un‘té-mé’di-an), «. 
*antemedial, 

antenna, v. 2. ()) In Retifera, a spur-like pro- 
cess bearing a tuft of sete and projecting from 
the mid-lorsal line close to the trochal disk. 
Same as calear!,4,—4, Inelect.,the vertical con- 
ductor used in wireless telegraphy to send out 
electric waves (sender) or receive them (re- 
ceiver). Phys, Rer,, Sept., 104, Pp. 197, 

Antennal gland, lobes. See *gland, *lobe. 
hy: second amid most important pair of 

switaming-feet in the Newpline larva of crustaceans. 
These feet bee: * the antennw of Ue adelt.—Antennary 

teylund. 
antennular (an-ten‘i-lir), a Of the nature 
of or resembling an antennula or small an- 
tenna: as, aatennular organs. Hurley. 
antenodal (an-té-né‘dal),@.  [L. ante, before, 
+ nodus, node.) In entom., situated before the 
nodus: referring to a vein, or nervure, or 
space, asin the wings of dragon-flies. Pree. 
Pool. Soc, Lond., 1902, 1. 49. 
ante-partum (an-té-piir‘tum), @. [I. ante 
partum, before delivery.) In obstet., prior to 
the delivery of the child. 
antephenomenal —— Seeley a, (Tl. 
ante, before, + NL. phenomena: see phenom 
enon.) Antecedent to — related 
to consciousness, considered as generating 

In entom, 
Proe. Zool. 

Same as 

a misplacement of the uterus, 
an (an-té‘ri-ad), adv. [anteri(or) + -ad3,] 
Toward the anterior end orsurface of the body; 
anteriorly. 

The rudiment of the gall-badder which in the previous 
doraad is very shallow and basin-like, and opens 

bers, the primary evagination of the proton, ae = 
present stage, a somew de ev: tion 
ventral part of the pesterior wail, and opens anteriad. 

Trana, Amer, Micros, Soe., Nov., 1908, p. 68 

anterodistal (an‘te-ro-lis‘tal), a. [L. *an- 
terus, assumed positive of anterior, anterior, 
+ distal.) Inentom., situated at the front end 
and away from the body. Proc. Zool. Soc. 
Lond., 1902, I. 275. 

{an‘te-ré-dis’tal-i), adv. In 
entom,, at the front end and extending away 
from the body; as, an antennal joint prolonged 
—— iuto a strong spine. roc. Zool. 
Soe, Lond., 1900, L. 26. 

anterodorsal (an‘te-ré-dér’sal), a. Situated 
in front and on or toward the back. Proc. 
Zool, Soe, Lond,, 19038, I. 282. 

an’ (an’to-rd-cks-tér’nal), a. Bit- 
uated in front and on the outer side. Amer, 
Jour, Sci,, Jan, 1904, p. 29. 

anterofixation (an‘te-r6-fik-si’shon), ». [L. 
“anterns, positive of anterior, anterior, + E. 

tion, | Fixation anteriorly, as of the uterus 
to the anterior abdominal wall in cases of retro- 
version of that organ, 

anteroflexion (an‘te-ré-flek’shon),». A bend- 
ing forward. 

an inferior (an‘te-ré-in-fé’ri-or),a. Situ- 
ated in front below or on the under side. 
Buck, Med. Handbook, IL. 413. 

antero-internal (an‘te-ro-in-tér’nal), a. Situ- 
ated in front and on the inner side. Amer. 
Jour, Sci., Jan., 1904, p. 
anterolaterally (an‘te-ré-lat‘e-ral-i), adv. In 
an anterolateral position or manner. 
anteromedial (an‘te-ré-mé‘di-al), a. Situated 
in front and toward the median line. Also 
anteromesial, Proc. Zool. Sec. Lond., 1901, 1. 258. 
anteromesial (an’te-r6-mes‘i-al or -mé’zi-al), 
a, Same as *anteromedial, 

antero d (an‘to-r6-pos-té‘ri-ad), ade. 
es + posteri(or) + -rd3,) From in 

nt backward, that is, from the anterior 
toward the posterior end or surface of the body; 
anteroposteriorly, 

The vitelline veins extend antere-porteriad in the ex- 
treme dorsal portion of the septum transversam. 

n&, Amer. Micros, Soc, Nov., 1008, p. 

antero) or. (an‘te-r6-pos-té ri-or-li) 
* rom the front to the back; fore and 
aft. 

anter (an‘te-rd-pi’gal), ». The median 
bony eee of a turtle’s carapace immediately 
belund the posterior neural plate, which is 
borne upon the spinous process of a vertebra, 
Tp the cot ander Chelonia, Une Hine from Py rans to the 
anteropygal, The pygel plates are unsupported by any 
vertebre, and may be three in number, tn which case they 
are termed 
gal. oh as a 
— (an’ te · rõ ·sũ · pPo ri ·V u. Situ· 
ated in front and on the upper part. J’roe. 
Zool, Soe, Lond,, 01, 1, 133, 
anteroventral (an’te-ré-ven‘tral), a. Situ- 
ated in front and below or toward the ventral 
side, Buck, Med, Handbook, VIT, 708, 

anteroven (an‘te-ro-ven ‘tral -i), ade, 
Forward and downward, or ventrally. 

antescript (an‘té-skript), ». The writing whieh 
precedes (some other writing) as a prefatory 
note, or all that part of a letter which precedes 
the postscript, if there isone. Mrs. Browning, 
Letters, Hl. 164, (Rare.] X. E. D. 

anthem, *#. Henee—2, A song or hymn ex- 
pressive of praise, patriotism, loyalty, ete., and 
set Lo music... National anthem, « song or hymn 
adopted by a particular country, elther officially or by 
common consent, aa a distinctive expression of devotion 
to it or to its ruler, such aa “God Save the King,“ the so- 
called national anthem of the Brittkh people, and the 
“Star-Spangled Banner,” the national anthem of the 
United States. The former is sald to have been written 
aml! composed by Henry Carey (1006-1743) and first enn, 
by him ata patriotic dinner in 1740. The ‘Star Spangle 
Banner” wae written by Francis Scott Key (1780-1543) In 
isld, while a prisoner on # British ship; was set, by his 

|, puteropyyel, apd marginal-py- 



anthem 

posed by Jann Stafford Saith (1760-1830) ; and was frst > and was 

— by Ferdinand Darang. 

anthemene (an’the-mén), n. [Anthemis + 
ene.) A hydrocarbon, C)gHgg, found in the 
blossoms of Anthemis nobilis, ¥ melts at (4° C. 
anthemic (an‘the-mik), a. Pertaining to or 
derived from Anthemis.— Anthemic acid, cobor- 
leas, wily, crystalline principle of bitter taste contained 
in an camomile (Matriceria Chamomitia) and in 
nthemis arren⸗i⸗ A ai 

anthemidin (an-them‘i-<iin), ». A tasteless 
erystalline P erway contained in German 
camomile (Matricaria Chamomilla). 

1 (an’the-mél), a. [Anthemis + -ol. 
A compound, C,9H g0, found in the oil o 
camomile as esters of tiglic and angelic acids. 
It is a viscous oil with an odor like camphor. 
antheridiophore (an-the-rid’i-§-for),", [NL. 
antheridium + Gr. -dopoc, ¢ ¢épew, bear.) A 
gametophore bearing antheridia only. 

antherless (an‘thér-les), a. [anther + -less.] 
Without anthers; anantherous. 

antheromania (an‘ther-d-mii‘ni-i), n. [NL < 
anthera, anther, + Gr. »avia, mania.) In bot., 
an excessive development of anthers. 

(ant-hér-pet’ik), a. Preventive An an 
or curative of herpes. 
anther-amut (an‘thér-smut), ». A fungus 
( Ustilago violacea) which attacks the anthers of 
the carnation and of other nearly related 
planta. 
Anthias (an‘thi-as), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. aoiac, a 
sea-fish, Labrus or nus anthias, prob, ¢ 
dvéoc, a flower.) A genus of brilliantly colored 
fishes found in warm seas, the species longest 
known being the barbier, 4. anthias, of the 
Mediterranean. 

anthion (an‘thi-on), », (Gr. deri, againat, + 
Geiov, sulphur.) The trade-name of a solution 
of potassium persulphate used by photog- 
ra to remove from their prints the last 
traces of sodium thiosulphate employed in 

— (an’thd-kirp), n. [urx.aoox, fl an an’thd- sm, a , lower, 
+ Kapréc, fruit.) - pone pseudocarp. ‘ 

anthocarpium (an-thé-kiir’pi-um), n.; pl. an- 
thocarpia (-4). (NL.] Same as *anthocarp. 

anthocaulus (an-thé-ka‘lus), n.; pL anthocauli 
(i. (NL., ¢ Gr, detog, flower, + navady, stalk.] 

pedicel or stalk of the trophozodid, the 
upper part of which becomes expanded and 
disk-shaped during development and is finally 
vos tras uu the Get Pompia 
Anthoceros (an-thos’e-ros), n. pu. (Lin- 
naus, 1753), coflarsian’ be the long-horned *5 
sule; ¢ Gr. dvtorc, flower, + «rede, horned.) 
A genus of bryophytic plants, type of the fam- 

7 “ tthe tantly by hay the rolonged wo ol ie 3J 

capsule inc in a sheath only at the Aad by the 
clearly de’ columella. are 79 species, found 

iy moist od d in Srhnedoe 

nged 
amall plants resembling liverw 

meted over they globe, * * widely di 

Anthocerotales (an-thos’¢-r)-ta’léz), x, P 
{NL, (Sehiffner, 1895), < Anthoceros (Antho- 
cerot-) + -ales.) An order of ag oer 
plants of the phylum Bryophyta, class Hepat- 
ica, coextensive with the family Anthocerota- 
cew, and regarded as intermediate between the 
Marchantiales and the Juagermanniales, 

anthocerote (an-thos’e-rét), n. [NL. Anthoce- 
ros.) A plant of the family Anthocerotaces. 
Amer. Nat., June, 1904, p. 479. 
anthocodium (an’thé-k6’di-um), n.; pl. antho- 
codia (-li). [NL., ¢ Gr. ditoe, flower, + cudia 
addea, head, esp. of a Poppy or similar plant.] 
The free distal, tentacle-bearing portion of the 
body, as in aleyonarian polyps. Compare 
*anthostele. 

an an, ». 2. A red eoloring matter de- an 
veloped in the young leaves of shade-loving 
plants when exposed to more light than they 
usually encounter,—3. A preparation from 
the juice of the sweet or purple violet ased in 
making syrup of violets and to color and flavor 

Bone. Also anthokyan. 

P 
Thorpe, Dict. A 

ed Chem., L 174. : dk 
anthocyathus (an-thé-si‘a-thus),n.; pl. antho- 
eyath (thi). [NL., ¢ Gr. — ower, + 

vatiog, cup.] The free discoid adult formed 
by the expansion of the upper part of the caly- 
ele of the trophozodid in Fungia. Compare 
*anthocaulus. 
Anthodon (an’thé-don), ». (Gr. dvfor, flower, 82 
+ ddoig (dfevr-), tooth.) A genus of thero- 

Anthrapalemon 

mtg an td ape Te ete 
type process was discovered by Sir John Herschel, Re- 
cently the use of artificial cob — 9*— quinoline 
mo and a rapidly ſ red, been sug- 

anthracene, ». 2. A poisonous ptomaine ob- 
tained from cultures of the anthrax bacillus. 
— Anthracene acid-black, etc. See *arid-Wack, ete. 
thracitization (an‘thra-si-ti-ci‘shon), ». 

The process of (anthracite + -ize + -ation.) 
changing lignite or bituminous coal into anthra- morphous reptiles of the family Pareiasauride — 

reg the Kasco formation of South Africa. cite, Athenweum, Oct, 17, 1903. 
(an’thé-é-kol’6-jist), . A 4D n, 2. A name given to those 

student of flowers as correlated with their en- 
vironment; a floral ecologist. 

{an‘thd-é-kol‘6-ji), n. [Gr. dvfoc, 
flower, + ecology.) The study of flowers in 
correlation with their environment; floral 
ecology. 

J washes 6 pte a, Of or per- 
taining to anthogenesis. 

an 

extravagantly fond of flowers. 
Menevet 

hh Ried permanent gonoth 
an ian whi — are pone hw Ag 
tractile are not formed. The sense-crgans of the medu- 
solds are —— the generative crane He ln the 
wall of the manubriam. hydrotd may be colonial or 
not, fixed or free. Same as Gymnctlartea, 
2, [1.c.] The meduse budded from 
—* te Fhe gery ge hehe —— 

m the of the Cempanulariza. m- 
tomeduax. Haeckel. pare Leptomeduse. . . 

anthony (an‘té-ni), ». (Orig. Anthony pig, 
also Tantony pig.) The smallest pig of a litter: 
from the fact that one of a litter was vowed to 
St. Anthony, patron saint of swineherds, 
an (an-thof’ 8), a. (Gr, dstog, 
flower, + gayriv, eat.) Flower-eating. 

lypsofthe An: 

diseases of plants which are caused by the 
attacks of fungi of the genera Glaosporinm 
and Colletotrichum. Among the tmportant diseases 
catued | Gleorporium are ; anthracnose of the almond, 

|. omygialinem ; anthracnose of the w 
—< G. Jrectigenum ; anthracnose of the black- 

nose of the currant, caused b 
Try, causel by G. Venetum ; anthrac- 

G. Ribis; and anthrac- 
nose of the rose, caused by G. 
produced +4 Colletetrich 

. Among the diseases 
um are: anthracnose of beans, 

caused by —— —* un ; anthracnose of cotton, 

. tomatoes, 
by C. phomoides. 

anthracnosis (an-thrak-né’sis), ». [NL.] Same 
as anthracnose, 

anthracolithic (an‘thra-ké-lith’ik), a. [Gr. 
dviipas, coal, + 2iéfoc, stone.) In geel., con- 
taining anthracite coal: specifically applied by 
the Geological Survey of India to a series of 
Permian strata metamorphosed to mica schists, 
with —o and anthracitic seams. Natwre, 
May 26, 1904, p, 86. 

an’thra-k6-miir’tus),». [NL. 
< Gr, dstipas, coal, + (1) pdptiy, o witness, 
A genus of fossil spiders in which the cepha 
othorax is 1 [eon ro and the abdomen is 
eomposed 0 re aoa It is found in the 
coal-measures of North America and Europe. 
Anthraconectes (an‘thra-ko-nek’téz), n. 
aL. ¢ Gr, ditipad, coal, + vixryr, a swimmer.) 

genus of extinet merostome crustaceams 
from the coal-measures of Illinois. 

anthophobia (an-th6-f6’bi-<i), ». [ <Gr, -thrak’é- . [Gr, drfpas 
veer, flower, “ope, < gojeiv, fear.) A mor- ——2* , coal : + —— nt found bo 
bid dislike or even fear of flowers. tween the coal strata near Schlan, in Bohe- 
Anthophorabia (an a bi-&), ». (NL. mia. It is brownish black or, in thin layers, 
— 1849), irreg. <dathophora + Gr. hyacinth-red. 

, life. A curious genus of hymenopterous 
parasites of the family Chalcidida. Ita species 
ive, as A. return, in the nests of the wild bees of the 

im Anthephora. are remarkable in structare, 
the males having no compound eyes. 

Anthophoride (an-thé-for‘i-dé), », pl. [NL., 
< Anthephora Anis § A family a solitary 
bees, of the superfamily Apoidea, It com- 
prions Seemeenr y clothed with hair and weually 

rrowing into the earth, where they form earthen cells 
which they ly with pollen and honey for the eus- 
tenance of their young. 
Anthophyta (an-thof’i-tii),». pl. (Gr. dro, 
flower, + gurdv, plant.] The —— plants: 
only oce onally used, A, Braun, 

tho-fit), ». 

——— 
avdoc, w flower, + soo, a falling.) The fall 
or shedding of flowers. 
anthostele (an‘thé-stél), ». (Gr, drfor, flower, 
+arjan, a pillar: see stele.) The proximal 
portion of the body of an aleyonarian polyp by 
which it is fused to the neighborin Lend dd 
of the colony, Compare *ant twin. 
thostoma (an-thos’té-mii), ». (NL. (Nit- 

schke, 1869), Gr. dotloc, flower, + ordua, 
—— 4 large — of pyrenomycetous 
ung, mostlyx sapere ¢, The perithecia are bur- 

bed em bark — he are provided with necks, 
The spores are simple and are brown or Dlack In color, 
Anthostomella (an‘thé-sté-mel’&), ». [NL. 
(Saccardo, 1875), ¢ Anthostoma + dim. -ella.] A 
large genus of pyrenomycetous fungi having 
the perithecia covered by the — of the 
host anda thin circular layer of dark mycelium. 
‘The spores are simple and are brown In color, Most of 
the spectes are saprophytic, but A. na attacks and 
kills the leaves of Chamearrope ali 

(an’tho-tip), #. (Gr, drt, flower, 
+ tivor, type.) A fugitive photographie print 
produced by the action of light upon paper 
treated with the expressed juice of flowers or 
plants, The petals of fresh flowers are crushed to a 
pulp and moistened with water or alcohol ; the juice ex. 
pressed be strained through cloth and spread upon paper; 

Anthracosia (an-thra-k6‘si-i),m. [NL., «Gr. 
dvfipas, coal, + L. -os(us) + -ia®.] A freeh- 
water or estuarine genus of od go mol- 
lusks, allied to living unios, found in the 
Carboniferous and Permian rocks. 
anthracotic (an-thra-kot’ik), a. [anthracesis 
(-ot-) + -ic.] Kelating to or affeeted by an- 
thracosis. Jowr, Exper. Med., V. 156. 

an (an’thra-k6-ti’pi), n. thracotypy Gr. ar⸗ 
Opag(av8pax-), coal, + rior, type.) Fisting 
by means of powdered charcoal or other colors; 
in photog., & process of reproducing subjects in 
tint on thin transparent paper. The image on w 

datin film is treated with warm water, 
it toswell and became sticky at the parts 

to receive and tid powdered colors, which by printing 4 

may be transferred © paper. * * 
anthraflavic (an’thra-flav’ik), a. [Prob. ¢ an- 
thra(cene) + L. flavus, yellow.) Noting an 
acid, 1.6dih xyanthraquinone, CgHyOH- 
(CO)oC gH . It is isomeric with alizxarin, 
and erystallizes in yellow needles which melt 
above O. 
anthranil (an’th nil), ». [anthra(cene) + 
anil (indigo).] e anhydrid of anthranilic 

” 
or orthoaminobenzoie acid, CaH, 1. It is 

an oil with an odor resembling that of oil of 
bitter almonds. 

an (an-thra-nil’ik), a. 
A Noting an acid, orthoaminobenzoie acid, 
CeHg(NHyg)CO.H: so named because it was 
first obtained by boiling indigo with potas- 

— ts ten emaciated alien wien bil Li ra ture synt 1] t 

mane at ict” C. and has a sweet taste, - 

anthranol (an‘thra-nél), ». [anthran(il) + -ot.} 
A substance, 9-hydroxyanthracene, 

CaHy COM Cole It crystallizes in needles 

at 163°-170°C, 

[anthranil + 

which melt, with decomposition, 
Anthrapalemon (an‘ thra-pa-lé’ mon), rn. 
{NL., irreg. ¢ Gr. dvfpeg, coal, + NL. Pala- 
mon, & genus of crustaceans. | The generic 
name of an extinet crawfish from the coal- 
measures of Llinois and Scotland. 



anthrapurpurin 
thrapurpurin, an purpurine (an‘th 

ae pee -rin), n. —— * —— 
A mordant eclee, a trihydroxya' — gaonan 

' CgHgOH(CO aCoH (OH tas isomeric with pur- 
purin: sometimes called teopurparin. It is ap- 
piled in the same manner as alizari — a 
yellower or more flery red. ee ee 
of alizarin often contein anthrapurpurin. 

nt a bs 6-li in), n —— 
thra(cene) + quinoline.} A base, wat, 
formed by distifiin alizarin bluewith xine ust, 42! 
It melts at 170° and at de’ C, It is related to both 
anthracene am! quinoline in ita stracture, 

Anthraquinone red, See *red!, 
anthrarobin (an’thra-ré’bin), ». [anthrac(ene) 
+ Rob(inia) + -in2.] A compound, 1.2-dihy- 
— — or 1.2. 9-dihydroxyant hracene, 

CeHy<©O4,CHQ(0H)o, tormed by the redue- 

tion of alizarin. It erystallizes in yellow leaf- 
lets or needles which melt at 208°C. Also 
ealled desoryalizarin. 
anthrarufin (an‘thra-ri’fin), wn. [anthra(cere) 
+ ruf(ows) + -in2.] A compound, 1.5-dih 
droxyanthraquinone, HOCgH3(CO JyCgHgOH, 
isomeric with alizarin. It 23 in yel- 
low leaflets which melt at 280° C., and is used 
as a dyestuff. 
— (anꝰ thra·sõl) a. An oily substance 

soothing and anti pucitie xo ** 
anthrol (an‘thrél n. —— acene hy 
Gon.” 2-hydroxyanthracene, fay 

OH. It consists of leather-colored tok. 
le or needles — decompose at 200° C 
anthrophotoscope (an- ig. tõ⸗ tan 
pen < Gr, dvipwror, man, + A 
. hotographic instrument having rotating glass 
isks on the margina! edges of which back- 

grounds and res are mounted: these, when 
viewed through a —— lens, produce the 
effect of a —— Also used in rephoto- 
graphing to change “the grouping or back- 
— "ita pat 

ca n a term in- 
— y Bir J. a "Dawson to designate the 
human nal, or the period of such Pleisto- 
cene and recent deposits as are found to con- 
tain human relies, It was divided by him into 
an early, or Palanthropie, and a late, or Nean- 
thropic, stage. See human *period 

anthro (an-thrd’pin-izm), n. ‘Gr. —X 
mivoc, of man (< di#peror, man), + -ism.] The 
habit of consideri everything as subordinate 
to man, or of considering things in relation to 
man ot his needs and destiny. Grant Allen. 
[Rare 
— (an-thré-pin-is’tik), a. Of the 
nature of anthropinism; considering th 
from a purely human standpoint, or in the’ 
relation to man only. Grant Allen. [Rare. } 

an’ (an‘thrd-pizm), ». The doctrine 
or opinion that man is essentially different an; 
from, and contrasted with, ite x. dare else in 
nature, and rg end for which the natural 
—— was made. 

thropistic (an pis’tik), a. Of or 
“taining to the *2* or opinion of anthro. 

triciam (an‘ thro-pé-sen‘ tri- 
sizm), ». The doctrine or opinion that the 
world, or ‘the universe, has been made for man, 
and for the purpose of securing human welfare. an 
an tologist (an ’ thré-po-kli-ma- 
tol’ G-yst) One who makes a special study 
of the relations of the weather or the climate 
to mankind. 

(an*thrd-po-kli-mé-tol’- 
n. (Gr, dvtpwroc, man, + climatology.) 

study of the mutual relations of climate 
and pon fe including all human interests; 
the environment of a race ora nation; the in- 
tluence of climate on the evolution of man, 
anthropocosmic (an*thré-p6-koz’mik), a. [Gr. 
Gvflwetog, man, + xécuoc, world.) Of man and 
nature. J. G. Schurman,. 
— u. A simplified spelling of an- 

anthropogeographer (an * thro- po - j6 - og’ra- 
fér}, n. A person who is versed in anthropo- 

eraphles science. Brinton, Basis of Social 
_Hiclations, p. 181. 

ae ) ay 

phic (an“thro-pé-j6-d-graf’ik), 
* or —— to anthropogeography. 

phy (an‘thro-po-jé-og “ra-fi), 
a [ vfipwroc, aan, + geogra: Geog- 
raphy * related to man and the conditions 
of his habitat. 
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In our’ estimation, antivanengrenty is a convenient 
term under which to inclade all those aspects of sng 
raphy that deal with the relations of humanity, 
Siete + — * —— bg 5— —— he 
wi alone physical geography has “App! 
Geography" micht be taken as an alternative 
} ans = — whole LiF has a wider seo) ee ‘Gua 

regarded as a subdi 

application * to that on the 
more general subjects. Geog. Jour. G.8.), XITL 17L 

(an*thrd-poi-dom’e-tri), #. 
Gir, a ocdge, like a man (see anthropoid), 

~netpia, € wérpov, measure.) The measure- 
ment of the bodies of — Amer. 
Anthropol., Oct.-Dee., 1903, or 

or anthropolatric (an-third-pol P irik), @ 
pertaining to anthropo 
— ith ({an’thro- podith), n. Same as 

logica an‘ thro -pé-loj’ i-kal -i), 
* Begone, cr aa * direction: 
an thropology, —Criminal an’ 
branch of an thro which a with the pal 
and mental characteristics of criminals, 

, that branch of anthropo! which deals 
— © metital i eS mankind, ——— umun eg 

: or soma J 
which 1s with the physical charac cteristion of man.” gy 

anthropometer, ». 2, An — used for 
anthropometric measuremen 
an an “thro 6-mé-trish’an), 

n. [anth metric + -ian.) Same as an 
— 1. Smithsonian Rep., 1800, p. 563, 

ca (an‘’ thro-pd-met —258 n. 
“Same as —— 

trist), 9, 
"One versed in 2 —— —— in an 
anthropometric investigations, 

Anthropometriate think growth in height to be more or 

Adolescence, IL. 19, 
lesa antagonistic tu growth in Away 

, 

anthropomorph (an’thr-po- 
mort), 2. [ Gr, aviperduopeor, 
of human form, ¢ didipwrtor, 
man, + pone), form.) An ele- 
ment in decorative art, de- 
rived from the human form. 
— Evolution in Art, 

enthropo pomorphism, 
ragmatistic —* thet 

fc ilosophie tendency which, 
recognizing an absolute im- 
—— in the attainment 

man of any conception 
‘ that does not refer to human 
“life, proposes frankly to sub- 
— this as a — of ex- = . 
perience and to shape meta- semi, pam 

> eee to agreement with it. — 
he term was first used in this sense by F.C, 8. 
—— (Riddles of the Sphinx). See *human- 

(anthro -pé -mér -f- 
— i-kal), a. — by or of the nature 

thropomorphology. 
—— * an‘thré-pdé-mér- 48 

ris ire ~kgl-i), ade, With anthropomorphic 
lan ‘MeCoeh, Divine Gov., p. 475. 

anthropomorphously (an‘thr6-pd-mér’fus-li), 
han anthropomorphous manner. 

sathropoperchic ( (an*thro- pes age Of or 
—— 0 *anthropopsyebism (wh ich see). 

an’th sik’izm), 2. 
“{er ghropopercl —— = i 4 agp 

@ doctrine of a tiod who is ———— 
in the vaguely magnified sense of being per- 
sonal and spiritual, but not necessarily in the 
sense of having a human body: a term pro- 
posed by the eof Argyll, somewhat unnee- 
essarily, since none but the most primitive men 
believe in any other anthropomorphism than 
Par 

(an‘thré- pd- 26 -shi- ol’6- 
sist), n. [Gr. to pumoc, man, + sociologist.) A 
sociologist who is primarily’ an anthropologist 
and who explains social benomens for the 
most part by anthropologic principles; espe- 
cially, one of a 7* of writers, eaded by 
Lapouge, who base their classification mainly 
on the cephalic index and hold that the doli- 
ehocephalous races are superior and are des- 
tined to dominate all others. Ward, Pure 
Sociol., p. 231. 

anthroposociolo (an’thrd- pé-s6-shi-ol’6-ji), 
nm. [Gr dvth ——— + sociology.) Soctol. 
ony c studied primarily from the point of view 

the physical characteristics lh 2 ulation 
constituting social groups; speci y, the 

anti-apex 

science, or alleged science, which classifies the 
human —— — by - * —— 
arranging those o rope in a hierarchy wi 
the —— halous mane at the head. Y Sean. 
on Econ., Dec., 1900, p. 76, 
—— 1"8-6-loj'i- 

“Nal @ (Gr. . man, + teleological.) 

human mind which _ means to ends: dis- 
tinguished from *theoleleological, which applies 
8 * teleological working of the divine mind. 
oa Soctol,, L. 28. 

ogy (an’ thro-po-tel-é-ol’G-ji), n. 
(Gr. & Of, logy + teleology.) e doctrine 
that the human mind always works teleologi- 
cally. Ward, Dynamic Sociol., 

anthr —— 5 ». (Gr. 
idpwros, Tan, + -ismt.) A at. 
in the evolution of —ã in which —— 
conceived in the image of man and sre often 
believed to be the — ———— of once 
powerful men. — * Dyn —* IL. 257, 

an- anthropotoxin (an‘thrd-pd-tok’sin), ». [Gr. 
4 oc, man, + Tog(txdr), poison, + “in, hie.” 
—— sto ath given off from the lungs. 

(an’thrdé - 8 z0ik), a. * Me 
“ter. ag , man, + (uf, life.) I of 

@ time of the existence of man; iongi ing to 
those recent geologic formations which have 
been deposited since the appearance of man 
upon the earth, 

Il. ». [cap.] The final member in the series 
Azoic, Eozoic, Paleozoic, Mesozoic, Cenozoic, 
Anthropozoic, or Psychozoic. 

(an*thr- pd- 26- 6- mér’- 
“th, . (Gr. roc, MAD, — — —— 

A⸗o, form, + -ic.] In anth rtaki 
of the character of both man an animal: sai 
in reference to animals which are believed by 
primitive tribes to be, orto have been, endowed 
with all the characteristics of their species and 
also with those of human beings, and to be 
able to assume animal or human form at will. 

An, Rep, Bur, — Ethnol., 1807-06, p. 1008 

Anthurium, ». 2. [/. e.] A plant of the genus 
Anthurium. A, Feitchii and A, W: wr are cul 
ted for thelr foliage; others, comspleuonsly A, An 
draanum, for their spathes - apadices, The 
lnst-named has the spathe cordate ond spreading, some. 
times very large, of an orange-red color varying to white. 

anthurus (an- — as (NL. ¢ Gr. detiog, 
flower, + ope, tail.) A cluster of flowers at 
the end of a long stalk. Jackson, A .) 

(ant*hi-pof-o-ret’ik), a. Of 
the nature of an anthypophora, Ureckert, 
Works, 1 Ps 292. 

anti (an’ti), n. — for anti-mo list, -pro- 
hibitionist, -inr list, ete., according to the 
case, }, One who is opposed to some proposed 
or undertaken course of action, - ey, mea- 
sure, movement, or ar or example, 
to imperialism, ([Colloq.] 

anti-.(3) In chem., a used to Indieate that two 
groups or two atoms whigh t react with each other 
op Cpe tse eT efemrt ay oo ee ny do 

the prefix = Thus in antiben- 
taldoxime, Colls-CH, the H and OH do not readily com- 

HON 
bine to form water, while in apnibenzaldoxime, Cglly-CH, 

a 
such a combination takes place ensily, NOH 

anti-abrin an-ti-d’brin), m [anti- + abrin.] 
The anti to abrin. 

anti-al (an-ti-al’ba-mid), a. A product 
of albuminous digestion characterized by its 
resistance to proteolytic ferments. 
anti-albumose, * 2. In immun., a specific pre- 

ing to albumose. itin corres: 
— The conti ¢ (an*ti-am-a-ril’ik), a. Noting 
a serum —— — for the treatment of yellow 
fever. Also anti-amarillic, 

anti- amboceptor (an -ti-am’bé-sep-tor), u. 
The antibody to an amboveptor. 

anti-anti (an-ti-an’ti-bod-i), #.: pl. anti- 
antibodies (-iz). The antibody to any adapta- 
tion-product. 

anti-antidote (an-ti-un ‘ti-dét), nn, A sub 
stance that inhibits the action of an antidote, 

anti-antitoxin (an‘ti-an-ti-tok’sin), », An 
antibody resulting on immunization with an 
antitoxin, which counteracts the effect of the 
latter. 

anti-s — ks), ‘The point oppo- 
site the “apex o F the sun's way,” toward 
whie h his motion in space is directed. Amer. 
Jour, Sei., Ang., 1003, p. 136, 



Antiarcha 

Antiarcha (an-ti-lir’ki), ». pl. [NL., said to 
be < Gr. avri, against, + dpyéc, rectum.) An 
ordinal term introduced b: for a group 
of extinct ostracoderm fishes eharacterined by 
their heavily plated head and abdomen. The 
head is articulated to the trunk and two 

stricted 
‘| Pg janeer 

a crystalline 
compound H obtained by the decom- 

Ko of mae a melts at shout 180° C, 

anti-auto {an‘ti-i-tol’i-sin), ». An anti- 
body which will inhibit the action of the cor- 
responding autolysin, 
an «a, 2, Preventin 
or development of bacteria, 
Mar. 28, 1805, p. 511, 

antibacterio (an’ti-bak-té'ri-d-lit’ik), @. 
[anti- + baeteriolytic.] Antagonistic to bae- 
teriolytic action, 

antiballooner (an’ti-ba-lin’ér), ». In tertile- 
manuf., a deviee employed on a ring-spinnin 
frame to restrict the centri 1 bulging o 
the yarn during spinning. Nasmith, Cotton 
Spinning, p. 356. 

anti epyrine (an’ti-ben-zén-pi’rin), ». 
= avri, against, + E. benzene Gr. tip, 

+ -ine2.] The trade name of a material 

the action 
‘ed. Record, 

danger of fire from using benzin, which is 
linble to become j ———— produeed by 
friction on the surtace of eloth, Antibenzenepyrine 
is said to consist of @).@&% cent. benzin of specific 

wity .700, 20-25 cent. hydrocar specific gy eh Se be ———— 
antibi a, 2. In biol., injurious or deadly 
to the living substance: as, an antibiotic 
secretion, 

Glandular powers 
bactericidal, or at fey iio. ae 

Philos. Trana, Roy. Soe. (London), 1404, ser, B, 185. 312. 

antiblennorr! (an*ti-blen -6-raj’ik), a. 
and ». [anti- + blennorrhagia + -ic. a. 
Curative of catarrh or of gonorrhea. Bwek, 
“_" ——— 103. — 

n, remedy possessing this property. 
anti’ (an’ti-bod-), u.7 pl. antibodies 5 
[anti- + body.) A body or substance which 
inhibits the action of another substance, Also 
called antisubstance and, as a general term, 
—— See *adaptation-product 
and *immunity, 

The reaction is caused by the development within the 
MMood-serum of the injected animal of an antt-body ora 
property or substance which causes a certain reaction 
with the serum homologous to the one injected. 

Med. Record, June 13, 1000, p. 968. 

antibromic (an-ti-bré’mik), 2. and». [anti- + 
Gr. Spover, smell, + -ic.} I. a, Deodorant. 

n. A deodorant. 
anticathode (an-ti-kath’éd), », The plate, 
often of platinum, placed opposite the eathode 
in a vacuum-tube, on which the eathode rays, 
or streams of electrified particles, impinge 
and thus produce the Réntgen rays. 

anticeltina (an ‘ti-sel-ti’nit), ». A compound of 
urea and mercury which does not precipitate 
albumen: used hypodermiecally in affections of 
the cornea and iris. 

anticephalalgic (an‘ti-sef-a-lal’jik,, a. and m. 
[Gr. aery, against, + negasasyia, headache, + 
-ic.] JT, a. Preventive or curative of headache. 

x. A remedy possessing such properties. 
ansichlorin (an-ti-kl6’rin), 7. Same as anti- 
chlor, 

antichretic (an-ti-kré’tik), a. — 
(el) + -ic.] Of the nature of antichresis : as, 
an antichretic agreement or contract. 
antichrome (an’ti-krém), ». [anti- + chrome.] 
Aname given to certain pigments which are 
free from the defeets of those in which chrome 
or chromium is an ingredient, 
antichymosin (an-ti-ki‘mé-sin), ». An anti- 
body which will inhibit the eongulating action 
of ehymosin on milk. 

anticipant, a, IL, ». One who anticipates or 
looks forward to something; an anticipator: 
us, “the sweet anticipant of dawn,” B, Taylor, 
Poems of the Orient, », 306, 

Anticipating intermittent. See *intermittent, 

58 antihemolytic 
— an-tis’i-pé-té-ri-li), adv. In anticytotoxin (an-ti-si-t-tok’sin), ». Same 
anticipation; beforehand. Ruskin, Notes, 1.71. as *anticytolysin, 
(Rare.) N. E. D. antidiabetic (an-ti-di-p-bet’ik), ». An agent 

anticipatoriness (sn-tis’i-pa-td-ri-nes), ». In or medicine that will prevent or cure diabetes, 
,acomplex feeling secompanying the specifically, a drug which diminishes the eclim- 

antecedent image in volition. ination of sugar, 
The antecedent image is not a volition, aniess it in- anti -diastage (an-ti-di‘as-tis), ». An antibody 

which inhibits the action of cludes a certain realized ipatoriness, which we may jastase, 
deerita rouah ulti Tetra. to Perched nna, Antidicomarian (an‘ti - di -ko-ma‘ri-an), . 

anticize (an’tik-iz), v. i.; pret. and pp. an- 
— ppr. anticieiug. [antic + -ize.] To 
play anties; cut capers; caper about; frolic. 
——— Prince Hohenstiel, 1.1307. [Rare.] 

N. E D. 
‘ticlinal cells, nt-celle that per- 

—* Proce a tipodal eels, They may be (a) 

Antictinal eee ke ee inal walls, — 
Anticlinal ley, a valley whose general course follows 
the arch of folded strata: contrasted with a synclinal 
ralley, which follows the trough. — vertebra, 
See *vertebra.— Anticlinal walla, walls cutting the 
— — walla at right angles. Also anti- 

t J 

anticlinorium (an-ti-kli-né’ri-um), ».; pl. 
anticlinoria (-&). [NL., ¢ anticline + -orium.] 
A mountain formed by an anticline; a series 
of folds in which the anticlinal type predomi- 
nates: a series of great arches with many 
minor undulations. 

anti-clockwise (an-ti-klok’wiz), a. and adr. 
IL. a. Noting or characterized by & rotatory 
motion contrary to that of the hands of a 
clock: as, an anti-clockwise direction. 

II. adv. In an anti-clockwise manner. 
anti t (an‘ti-ko-ag’d-lant), a. and n. 
[anti-+ coagulant.) I, a. Possessing the prop- 
erty of apr wy t or preventing coagulation, 
weeny of the blood. Buck, Med. Handbook, 

493. 
Il. «. Any agent which retards or prevents 

coagulation. 
(an‘ti-kd-ng’ d-lin), n, 

body to a coagulin, 
anticelous (an‘ti-s6"lus),a, Inornith., noting 
that condition of the intestine in which its 
folds are united by the mesentery and are al- 
ternately turned in — directions. 
anticoherer (an‘ti-ko-hér’ér), m. [anti- + 

er.) A device which, like a coherer, is a 

An anti- 

detector of electric waves, but whose resist- antifebrine (au-ti-feb’rin), ¥. 
ance is increased by them. 
anticomplement (an-ti-kom’plé-ment), n. The 
antibody to a complement. Substances of this 
order result by immunizing animals with normal aeram ; 
they Inhibit the action of the corresponding complements. 

anticor (an‘ti-kér*), »., [Also anticore, antecor, 
anticour; anti- + L, cor, heart.) A cireum- 
scribed swelling or slough on the neck of a 
horse in the region of the collar, resulting from 
pressure of bac iy fitting harness or from irritat- 
ing masses of dirt, sweat, or hair under the 
harness, 

Anticosti . See *group!, 
anticreep (an‘ti-krép), a. In miech., prevent- 
ing creeping: applied specifically to devices for 
keeping the rails of a railway from creeping 
or moving lengthwise, and for diminishing the 
lengthwise motion of flat leather belts upon 
their pulleys. 

anticryptic (an-ti-krip’tik), a. (Gr. avi, 
against, + xpvrrég, hidden.) In biol., serving 
to conceal or fitted for concealing one organ- 
ism to the disadvantage of another: as con- 
trasted with proeryptic, serving to hide an 
— for its own welfare. — anti c 
co in ged, those colors which cause an animal to 
resemble ite surroundings, or seme other species, and 
thas facilitate the capture of prey, Thus some spiders 
Closely resemble parte of flowers, and so are enabled to 
capture insects, while the weasel so harmontves with the 
snow in winter and the carth in summer that it can ap- 
proach its prey unnotioed. 
anticyclic (an-ti-si‘klik), a. In math., two on 
a circle, the other two inverse as to that circle : 
said of four points, 

anticyclonal (an-ti-si’klé-nal), a. Same as 
anticycloni¢c.—anticyclonal gradien: jt 
Tic ——2 — awny from the — piper 9 
cyclone, especially in the outer portions of the anti- 
eyclone, 

anticyclonic, «.—Qalton's anticyclonic law, Se 

anticytolysin! (an-ti-si-tol’i-sin),n. The anti- 
body to a eytolysin. 
These cytolytic or, as some prefer to call them, cy- 

totoxie sera, when introduced into the living belies of 
the species from which the cells inciting their forma. 
tion are derive, net aa toxins to whieh the onzantem re- 
spomls, each after its kind, by the development of anti- 
toxic substances. These are called anticyfaysine or 
antieytotoxina Med, Record, Feb, 14, 1906, p. 247. 

Same as Antidicomarianite. 
antidiphtheritic (an*ti-dlif- or -dip-thg-rit’ik), 
a. [anti- + diph tis + -ie, n nistie 
to the toxin of diphtheria: as, antidi; 
serum. 

theritic 

Antidiphtheritic seram has, in the few short years of 
its existence, so th oronghly proved ite value and reliabil- 
ity that the failure of - ad antitoxie — to produce 
equally good rewults has resulted in disappointment, and 
in some distrust of serum the in general. 

Therapeutic % Feb. 15, 1008, p. #7. 
an n— antidote, an antidote which 
combines chemically with the poison to form an innocu- 
ous compound, 

a twisting of an a@.—Antidromal torsion, 
a twining stem or organ ina direction opposite to that of 
twining. 

antidrome (an‘ti-droém), ». and a. (Gr, dvri- 
dpouoc: see antidromous,)] I. n. Same as *het- 
erodrome. 
IL. a, Same as antidromous, 
The blaze reaction, whether unequivocal (homodrome) 
—— (antidrome), requires short strong currents 
for its manifestation. ature, Sept, 18, 1902, p. 191. 

an (an-ti-en’zim), ». The antibody 
toan enzym. Also antiferment, 
We have already seen that bacteria are not digested in 

the alimentary canal and it te a familiar fact that ascar- 
ides can survive the di ve juices and tt has recently 
* shown that the p= he ———————— 
a to in. But w more t 
interesting ie tine | that the human ——— com 
talne an anti-enzyme to its own ferment. 

Lancet, April 4, 1908, p. 946. 

anti-epithelial (an-ti-ep-i-thé’li-al), a. Noting 
a serum obtained on immunization with epi- 
thelial cells and accordingly containing epi- 
theliotoxins, 

anti-expansionist (an’ti-eks-pan’shon-ist), 1. 
In recent United States politics, one who is 
opposed to the expansion of the United States 
by acquisition or conquest of new territory 
beyond the sens, 

Acetanilide;: 
employed in medicine as an antipyretic. 
antiferment,». 2. A specific antibody which 
will inhibit the action of the corresponding 
ferment. The gastro-intestinal muacons membrane and 
possibly all the taeves of the anitweal body probably pro- 
tert themselves against autodigestion by such means. 

antifever-tree (an-ti-fé'vér-tré), mn. Same as 
JSever-tree, 1, 
antifony,». A simplitied s Hing of antiphony. 
antifrasis, ». A simplified spelling of — 
rasix, 

antifreezing (an-ti-fré’zing), p.a. Notcapable 
of freezing; preventive of freezing. 

antiglobulin (an-ti-glob’i-lin), ». A specifie 
precipitin corresponding to globulins. 

Antigonia (an-ti-gd’ni-di), wn. ONL. ¢ (1) Gr. 
‘Avtiyower or 'Avtrpéey, a personal name.| A 
genus of fishes allied to the hoar-fish, Capros, 
found in tropieal seas, The color is salmon- 
red and the body is much compressed, being 
deeper than it is long. 
Antigoniids (an-ti-wo-nt‘i-dé), », pl, The fam- 
ily of bear-fishes. The principal genera are 
Capros and Antigonia. Also Capreide, 

antigopher-plant (an-ti-gd‘fér-plant), ». 
[anti- + gopher + plont.) Same as mole-tree, 

antigravitate (an-ti-grav'i-tat), 4. [anti + 
gravitate.) To rise from the surface of the 
earth; to be repelled, instead of being attracted 
like ordinary matter, in a gravitational fleld 
of foree, 

The author refers to Hovenden’s theory of a substance 
or tinid whieh, when uniniiuvenced by external forces, 
rises from the surface of the earth or “@atigravifates” 

Electrochem, Trelustry, June, 1004, p. 260, 

antihalation (an‘ti-ha-li’shon), «. Counter- 
acting the effects of halation.— Antihalation 
Plate, a photographic dry plite so prepared that the rays 
—*—— from the glase-eoppert do pot affect the sensi. 
uve le 

antihemolysin (an‘ti-hé-mol’i-sin), nm. In 
vhysiol. chem., an adaptation-product which 
inhibits the aetion of the corresponding hemol- 
ysin. Its action is dependent upon the simul- 
taneous formation of an anti-amboceptor and 
ananticomplement. Also antihwnolysin, 

antihemolytic (an-ti-hem-0-lit’ik), a. Inhibit- 
ing hemolysis. Science, May 27, 1904, p. S31. 
Also antihewonrolytic. 



antiheterolysin 

antiheterolysin (an‘ti-het-e-rol’i-sin), ». An 
antibody resulting on immunization with a 
heterolysin. 
an (an-ti-hi-drot’ik), a. Same as 

—— bic (an’ti-bi-dr$-f6’ bik), a. [: an an‘ ti- , a. [anti- 
ae + -ic.) Preventive or curative 

ot ra 

antihydropic (an‘ti-hi-irop’ik), a.and n, [anti- 
+ — + -ic.} I. a. Curative of dropsy. 

n. A medical agent employed in the 
treatment of dropsy. 
anti-immune (an-ti-i-min’), a. Adverse to an 
immune body.— Anti-immune body, the antibody 
to an ey ee Such bodies result on tmmunization 
with specitic immune bodies (amboceptors) 

The “ anti- “ preve 
body to the 28 receptor ry Gaseune —— 
mune body. Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1908, p. 247. 

anti-imperialism (an‘ti-im-pé‘ri-al-izm), a. 
aa — les or spirit of the —— 

anti- perialist an‘ ti-im-pé‘ri-al-ist), a. 
». I, a. Pertalning to —— of the anti- 
imperialists. 

n, One who is op to ——— 
or to the spirit, principle, or methods of em- 
pire; 8 cally, in United States politics, one 
who is op to the acquisition and govern- 
ment o a oye beyond the seas by the 
arbitrary will of President or Congress, with- 
out regard to the rights of the poems to self- 

y sin vernment, In use especiall ee the Span- 
h-American war of 1208, 

anti-im; ic (an’ti-im-pé’ri-g-lis’ tik), a. 
— — — wine » 
anthiutermediary (an‘ti-in-tér-mé‘di-d-ri), a, 
Used only in the ollowing ae ae 
mediary . Same na *anti-amboceptor, 

The next experiment was to determine whether any au 
action was exerted by venom upon the complementa of 
these sera, For the purpose of obtaining he serum-oom- 
plement free from the intermediary A the rabbit waa 
treated with ‘s serum heated to b6°C, In this way 
the anti-intermediary 

anti- an‘ti-i-sol’i-sin), ». An anti- 
body which will inhibit the action of the cor- 
responding ixolysin. 

antikamnia (an-ti-kam‘ni-f), nT . ¢ Gr. 
avri, against, + «dyer, suffer, be ill.) The 
trade-name of a preparation for medicinal use, 
antipyretic and anodyne in its action. It is 
said to contain acetanilide, 

antikinase (an-ti-kin’as),. In physiol. chem., 
a substance which inhibits or prevents the ac- 
tion of a kinase: such bodies occur in blood- 
serum, 

antilactase (an-ti-lak’tis),». Anantiferment 
which will inhibit the cleavage of lactose into 
glucose and galactose by means of lactuse. 
antilactoserum (un‘ti-lak-t6-sé’rum), n.; pl. 
antilactosera (-ri). A serum containing the 
antiprecipitin corresponding to lactoserum, 
which will therefore inhibit the action of the 
latter. 

antilencotoxin (un‘ti-li-k6-tok’sin), ». The 
antibody to a leucotoxin. 

Antilopine . Seo *kangaroo. 
cutiiyetn (an-ti-li’sin), a. [Also erron. antili- 
oe The antibody to a given lysin. 

an ic, a. 2. Inhibiting the lytic action of 
a substance, 

an i ——— a, [anti- + 
malaria + -al,) Preventive or curative of ma- 
laria. 

antimephitic (an‘ti-mé-fit’ik), a. [anti- + 
mephitis + -ic.] Tending to purify nf atmos- 
phere; destructive of noxious emanations, 
antimeron (an-tim’e-ron), n.; pl. antimere (-rik), 
(NL: see antinere.] Same as antinere, 

antimerous (an-tim’e-rus), a. Antimeric; per- 
taining to paired organs. 

antimetrically (an-ti-met’ri-kal-i), ade, As 
against the metric system of welghts and mea- 
sures. [Nonce-word.] 

an questions propounded . . . are clearly biassed an- 
rieally, 

Electrical World and Engineer, Nov. 28, 1908, p, #07. 

an an’ti-me-tré’pi-i), », ([NI., ¢ 
avri, inst, whl pe measure, + Gy, eye.) 
A condition in whie 5* exists in one eye 
and hypermetropia in the other, 
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satimetropic (an‘ti-me-trop’ik), a. — 
to or of the nature of antimetropia. Optica 
Jour,, June 2, 1904, p. 977. 

tie (an’ti-mi-az-mat‘ik), a. [anti- 
+ miasma(t-) + -ic.) Same as *antimalarial. 
Amer. Ph ian, Jan, ried 14, 

antimicro (an‘ti-mi-kré’bik), a. [anti- + 
microbe + -ic,] Destructive to, or inimical to 
the development of micro-organisms : as, anti- 
m sera. Breve. Brit., VI. 68. 

cup, a ing-cup made of glass of antl 
mony, — —— the emetic antimony compounds 

wicked, ponder See * 

— —— as a natural 
mineral, etibnite, the chief source from which antimony 
amd its other compounda are obtained, Artificially pre- 
pal it was —— called mineral kermes and Ga 

ntimony,; it is still occasionally used in medi- 
offtelal preparation usually contains a little 
the metal. 

antimonsoon (an‘ti-mon-siin’), ». [anti- + 
monsoon.) 1, A current of air moving in a 
direction opposite to that of the monsoon: it 
pe, | lie above the monsoon proper, but is gen- 
e vd strongest on the west side of it; the 
northerly wind which op s the principal 
southwest monsoon of India, and is overcome 
by it.—2, A northerly wind of the Gulf States 
opposed to the southeasterly winds that draw 
inward from the Gulf toward the dome of the 
western continent in the spring and summer 
seasons and constitute light monsoon winds. 

Glass. See glass of antimony, under glass. — 
, & Bame sometimes given to ox- 

dized ores of antimony when of earthy or pulveraient 
texture,—Peathered antimony, refined metallic antt- 
mony showing distinct crystalline 

—— 
timonyl (an’ti-mé-nil), n. {antimon(y) + an‘ti-mé-nil), mn. [antimon(y 

-yl, ¢ Gr. iA, matter, substance.) In chem., a 
compound radical having the constitution SbO 
and exhibiting the valence of a monad. 

an’ -salt (an‘ti-md-ni-sdlt’), m. A trade- 
name for a double salt of antimony fluoride 
and ammonium sulphate which bas the formula 
SbF 3(NH,)e5O,. It is sold as a substitute for 
tartar emetic, and is used chiefly as a fixing 
agent for tannin in the application of the basic 
colors. 
Antimora (an-tim’é-rk),». [NL., ¢(?) Gr. 
avTivopoc, corresponding, part to part, < avri, 

ite to, + mépor, — lot).] A genus 
of deep-sea Gadida, Tillie to the ling. ai 
antineuralgic (an’ti-ni-ral’jik), a. and a. 
[anti- + newralgia + -ic.] I, a. Curative of 
neuralgia. 

II. n. A remedy employed in the treatment 
of neuralgia, 

anting-an (iin’ting-fin‘ting), ». [Tagalog 
anting-anting, » charm, amulet; same as Malay 
anting-anting, an ear-ring.) A charm supposed 
to proteet the owner from injury, especially 
from ballets. [Philippine Is.) 

antiniad (an-tin’i-ad), ade. [Appar. irreg., ¢ L. 
ante, before, + -in2 44. + -ad3,) Forward; 
toward the anterior portion of the cranium, 
like the horns of a musk-ox. [KRare.] Sir J. 
Richardson, Zobl. of the ‘ Herald.’ 

antinion (an-tin’i-on), ». (Gr. @vr/, against 
opposite to, + iviovy, the back of the head.} 

he antinial region. See entiniel, 
an (an-ti-non‘in), v. A trade-name 
for a mixture of orthodinitrocresol, soap, and 
lvycerol, used in very dilute solution as a dis- 
nfectant and preservative, 

antinosine (an-tin’é-sin), n. (Gr. dvr/, against, 
+ vieoe, disense.] The sodium salt of nosophen 
(tetra-iodo-phenolphtalein), a bluish, water- 
soluble powder, used as a substitute for iodo- 
form. 
antiodontalgic (an‘ti-dtlon-tal’jik), a. [anti- 
+ odontalgia + -ic.] I, a, Relieving tooth- 
ache. 
pe n. 6 remedy — 

utterdy. See hwtterfly. 
antiophidic (an‘ti-d-fld’ik), a. A term applied 
by Vital to a serum devised for the treatment 
of snakebite, and supposedly of universal effi- 
cacy. Itisa mixture of equal parts of bothropic 
and anticrotalic serum. 
antiparallelogram (an‘ti-par-a-lel’é-gram), n. 
Same as *confraparalielogram. 
antiparamecious (an‘ti-par-a-mé’shus), a. 
- ied to a serum resulting on immunization 
with paramecium, an organism belonging to 
the protozoa. 

antiparasitic (an‘ti-par-a-sit’ik), a. and ». 

antipole 

[anti- + parasite + -ic.] I, a. Inimical to 
parasites. 
Tan A —— employed for the destrac- 

tion or removal o: parasites. 
antipathacean (an’ti-pa-thé’sé-an), a. and n. 
—— — I. a. ertaining to or 

ving the characters of the Antipathacea, 
II, n. One of the Antipathacea, 

Antipatharia, n, pl. 2, An order ora suborder 
of ntharia, They are colonial and tree-like in form, 
with tentacles and mesenteries 6 to 24 in namber and a 
skeleton Inthe form of a branched chitinohl axis, devel- 
oped from the ectoderm, which extends throughout the 
5* The * black corals” belong in el age which 
includes the familics Savagtiida, Antipa , and Den- 

Antipathidea (an’ hid’é-i) i, [NL an‘ ti-pa-thid’é a. pl. (NL. 
< inp thes + -idea,) An on er 0 A iar 
Zoantharia paramera with a spinose —5 
usually branching axial skeleton on which the 
zodids are seated, Six tentacles are asually 
than the others, and six primary mesenteries are alw 
present. It includes the families A lee, 

#, and Dendrotrachiida, 

antipedal (an-tip’é-dal), a, (Gr, avri, against, 
+ L pes (ped-), foot, + -al,] Situated — 
to the foot : as, the autipedal area of a mollusk, 

— i in) Th ibod an an-ti-pep’sin), ». 6 ant iy 
to pepsin, whieh inhibits the action of the lat- 
ter. 
antipeptone, ». 2. In immunity, a specific pre- 
cipitin corresponding to peptones.—Piprin an- 
tipeptone, antipeptone obtained — fibrin, 

antipericelous (an ‘ ti-per-i-sé‘lus), a. In 
ornith., having the second intestinal loop — 
right-handed, and inclosing the third, which 
is left-handed and closed. 

anti-pest (an’ti-pest), a. Bame aa *anti- 
plague. 
sntiphagocytic (an‘ti-fag-6-sit’ik), a. De- 
structive to phagocytes,—Antiphagocytic serum, 
a serum whieh onan 5* of phagocytes. 

A tic serum, prepared in this sense, has 
—— ts ishing effect not -— tipen the mac- 

be usefol micro- rophages, but also u their enen:! 
phages. * Kocord, duly 18, 1908, p, 83, 

antiphase (an‘ti-fiz), ». and a. I. n. Oppo- 
sition of phase, or difference of phase amount- 
ing to one half period or 180 degrees. 
i. a, Of or pertaining to an antiphase. 

antiphonic, «. 2. In anc. Gr. music, of or per- 
taining to the interval of an octave: opposed 
to *peraphonie, 

antiph cal (an-ti-tiz’i-kal), a. [anti- + 
phthisie + -al.] Same as antiphthisic. 
anti-plague (an‘ti-plig’), a. Used in the 
treatment or as a preventive of plague: as, 
anti-plaque serum. 

antiplanat (an‘ti-pla-nat’),«. [G. antiplanat, 
< Gr. avi, against, + L. planatus, made plane; 
see planation.) A combination of lenses, in- 
vented in 1881 by Adolph Steinheil, in whieh 
there are two members ving large opposite 
aberrations which correct each other. 

antiplanatic (un‘ti-pla-nat’ik), a. Used, er- 
ronvously, for aplanatic, 
antiplatean (an’ti-pla-t6’), », An area in 
the general ocean-floor which sinks to a greater 
depth than the average sea; a deep, Such areas 
are contrasted with plateaus, and extend downward 
from the ooean-floor in much the same manner in which 
Mateans protrude above the continental surface, Cham- 

in and Salietuery, Geol, 1 8, 

antiplenist (an-ti-plé’nist), ». [anti + plenum 
+ -st.) One who does not believe that space 
is a plenum (wholly occupied with matter); a 
vacuist, 

antipneumococcic (an‘ti-ni-mdé-kok’sik), a. 
[ent +  pneumococcus + -ic.) Tending to 
estroy or prevent the development of pneu- 

Mocoeci: as, an antipneumecoccic serum, Ln- 
eye, Brit. XXXL. 526. 

anti cc (an’ti-po-lag’rik), a. and a. 
{anti- + podagra + -ie.] I. a. Curative of gout. 

II. x. A remedy for gout. 
Antipodal cone, triangle. See *cone and 
*triangle. 

antipoint, x. (+) Given any system of conxal 
circles, another system of couxal circles may 
be constructed such that every circle of either 
system cuts orthogonally every circle of the 
other system. The limiting points of either 
system are the antipoints of the limiting points 
of the other system. 

antipole, ». 2. In cytol., a term applied to 
one of the two poles of the karyokinetic 
spindle of the dividing cell, the term pole be- 
ing reserved for the one under immediate con- 
sideration, 



antipolo 

antipolo (Hn-té-po’lé), ». [Tagalog name.) 
‘A name in the Philippines of the fertile bread- 
fruit tree‘ (Artocarpus communis), the sterile 
form of which is called (in Bisayan) cold. The 
seeds, sometimes called bread-muts, are roasted and 
eaten like those of the jnckfruit, and the milky latex is 
used for bird-lime and as pitch forealking boats. Canoes 
are ynade of the logs, but they do not resist exposure to 
the weather and must be painted and kept covered when 
outofthe water. The wood is soft and of a yellow color. 
It i# teed for interior woodwork in construction, but is 
not suitable for posta or sleepers. Aleo called tipeto, ad 
on the land of Guam dugdeg, See Artecarpuy, bread- 
fruit, ebvead-nut, and *dugdug, 

anti pitin (an‘ti-pré-sip’i-tin), 2. The 
antibody to a precipitin, which will inhibit 
the action of the latter. See *antibody. 

antipruritic, «. II, ». A remedy which tends 
to relieve itching, 

antipudic (an-ti-pa’dik), a. Used or worn to 
revent shame; intended to cover the puden- 
um, for the sake of decency, 
Th in certain islands [of Melanesia jt oeeRigraceee” pied ELS Be 

antiputrid (an-ti-pi‘trid), a. and m. I. a. 
Antiputrescent; antiputrefactive; antiseptic, 

IZ, x. Any substance which has the power 
of inhibiting, —— or destroying pu- 
trefaction. Diseases of the Horse, U. 8. Dept. 

+» 1903, p. 511, 
(an-ti-pir’é-sis), ». (Gr. dyri, 

t, -b meperdc, fever.) Reduction of 
fever; treatment for the reduction of fever. 
an (an-ti-kwa’ri-gn-iz), ¢. i. ; pret. 
and pp. antiquarianized, ppr. antiquarianizing, 
- engage in antiquarian pursuits or research, 

I. 
— (an-ti-kwé’‘ri-an-li), adr, Asan 
antiquarian ; in the ahuneeet an antiquarian, 
Walpole, Letters, 1. 37, (Rare.) X. F. D. 

Antirabic serum, a serum intended to inhibit the action 
of the specific virus of rabies. Hneye, Brit., XXUX. 377. 

antirattler (an-ti-rat‘lér), ». A device for 
holding a bolt and eye together to prevent 
rattling without interfering with the move- 
ment, 

antirealism (an-ti-ré‘al-izm), m, [anti- + real 
+ -ism.] The doctrine that there is nothi 
whose ¢ eters are independent of all actual 
thought about them. 
The “‘anti-realiam,” which takes the lion's share in 

“‘transfigured realiem,” ls simply a a of the 
phenomenaliam of Hume, EBneye. XXX. 675, 

antirennet (an-ti-ren’et), ». The antibody to 
the action of rennin (chymosin), See *anéi- 
body. 
antirentism (an-ti-ren’tizm), n. ae + 
-iam.] The principles of the Antirent party 
(which see). 

an onist (an‘ti-ré-vizh’on-ist), mn. One 
who is opposed to a particular measure of re- 
vision, as, in recent French history, one who is 
opposed to a revision of the constitution. 
antirheumatic (an’ti-ri-mat‘ik),a.andm, I, 
a. In med., tending 
to prevent or cure 
rheumatism. 

n, A remedy 
for rheumatism. 

antiricin (an-ti-ri’- 
ew i u. e auti⸗ 

y to riein. See 
*an tibody. 
antirrheoscope 
ten Ge aes »), mM. 
Gr, avr, nat, 
+ peiv, flow, + oxo- 
reiv, view.) In pry- 
chol,, the 1 ideal 
waterfall; an ap- 

ratua in which a 
— of horizon- 

rp \ 

moves up. or down —— 
same 
used for the demonstration of after-images of 
motion. 

antiscion (an-tis‘i-gn), ». [NI. antiscion, ¢ 
Gr. avtioxey, neut, of articmog: see antiscian.] 
In asfrol., a sign of the zodiac equidistant with 
another sign on the opposite side. Signs hav- 
ing north declination are called commanding, 
those with south declination — 

Anti-Semite (an‘ti-sem‘it), nv. e who seeks 
by politics! or other means to lessen the com- 
mercial, political, or social influence of the 
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Jews. The name is given aspeclely to those who have 
ipated in the agitation against the Jews in Germany, 
and Austria which began about 1878, 

Anti tic (an’ti-sé-mit’ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to the Anti-Semites. 

Anti-Semitiam (an’ti-sem it-izm), n. The agi- 
tation conducted by the Anti-Semites or ite 
motives ; antagonism to the Jews, 

an (an -ti-se "sind, n. A eolorless 
—— ine compound, CgH,Br.NH.CH C0, ob- 
tained by adding bromine to a solution of 
acetanilide in glacial acetic acid; para-brom- 
acetanilid. It is antipyretic. Also called asep- 
sine, 
antisepto] (an-ti-sep’tdl), m. [antisept(ie) + 
-ol,) A trade-name for a solution of 25 parts 
of cinchonine sulphate in 2,000 parts of water, 
mixed with a solution of 10 parts of iodine an 
10 parts of potassium iodide in 1,000 parts of 
water. It is used as an antiseptic. 
antiserum (an-ti-sé’rum), #.; pl. antiserwme 
(-rumz) or antisera (-ri). A scrum contain- 
ing the antibody to a given immunizing sub- 
stance, as antidiphtheria serum, antitetanus 
serum, ete, Bee *inmunity, 
The author has need a fe antiserum by the 

succeasive inoculation of animals with this toxin, Sach 
an antiserum absolutely destroys the action of the toxin 
when the — — — — re It — — ~ 

ptomes im appear 

inoculated subeutaneously or instilled ‘Into the eye ofa 
susceptible individual shortly after swch a toxin has been 
similarly introduced. 

Med. Record, March 2%, 1908, p, SLL. 

antisicular (an-ti-sik’d-lir), a. L. anti, o 
posite to, + sicula, * — 
sicula: used to designate the part of the grap- 
tolite rhabdosome which is opposite the sicula- 
bearing or sicular end, 

verite (an-ti-sil’vér-it), ». In recent 
United States polities, one who is opposed to 
the free coinage of silver. 
an “ — Powel), a. [ME., § ar 
avri, opposite to, + cigur, pipe: see siphon. 
Latag oppesite to the siphonal lobe): in the 
te 0 of the ammonoid opod shell, 
noting a lobe of the suture which lies on the 
inner dorsal side of the whorl and opposite to 
that on the ventral surface, called the siphonal 
lobe. Both of these are present in, and are Indleative 
of, primitive stages, and me modified in progressed 
conditions, 
Antislavery china. See *china. 
antisocial, «. 3, Specifically, in soeciol., 
taining to a class of persons devoid of normal 
social instincts and showing criminal tenden- 
cies, (iddings, Prin. of Sociol., p. 72. 

antisociality — ti), n. A qual- 
itys act, or habit ofan individual, class, or group 
whi ch is an nistic to social feeling, habit, 
or interest, treme antisociality is criminal- 
ity, Amer. Jour. Psychol., XIII. 586, 

antisolar (an-ti-s6‘lir), a. Situated at the 
point in the heavens opposite the sun, as the 
center of —* rainbow, or ~ . —— 
antispace (an‘ti-spis), n. In math,, that part 
of the complete spatial manifold which is with- 
out the absolute: that part which is inclosed 
within the absolute is called space, 
an ic (an-ciapel:Swo-skep'S > a. 
Such as to counteract the spectroseopie effect, 
Wall, Dict. of Photography, p. 44. 

an n (an-ti-spér-md-tok’sin), . 
The antibody to a spermotoxin, which inhibits 
the action of the latter. See *antibody. — 

antispermy — r’mi), ». (Gr. deri, 
against, + ozfpua, see In spermatophytes, 
the coalescence of the fertile divisions o 
hyllome into a single fertile body op 
bo and superposed upon the sterile division. 

no. 
an rangism (ar-ti-spd-ran‘jizm), n. (Gr. 
avri, against, + sporangium + -ism.] In pteri- 
dophytes, the condition corresponding to anti- 
spermy in if Pinar Hat ome elpine. 
antisquama (nn-ti-skwa’mil), 1.; pl. antisque- 
me (-mé). (NL, ¢ Gr. deri, against, + L. 
squvama, seale,] The middle one of three basai 
lobes of the wing of a dipterous insect, the 
inner one being the squamea and the outer one 
the alula, A, 8, Packard, Text-book of En- 
tomology, p, 124. 
—— (an-ti-skwam ik), @. and », [anti- 
+ L, squana, seale, + -ic.) I, a. In med., 
tending to prevent or cure scaly affections of 
the skin. 

II, #. A remedy used for this purpose, 
antistaphylococcic (an ‘ti-staf-i-lo-kok’sik), a. 
{anti- staphylococcus + -ic.) Tending to 

antitoxic 

—— or hinder the development of oe 
locoeci. Med. Record, March 28, 1903, p. 510, 
antisteapsin (sn-ti-st@é-ap’sin), 1. An anti- 
body which will inhibit the action of steapsin. 

an (an-tis’tre-fon), a. (Gr. avr 
orpiguy, ppr. of dvriorpéper, turn against: see 
antistrophe.) In logic, an argument in a law- 
suit which is of such a nature that either party 
may urge it against the other with some ap- 
prarence of conclusiveness. Antis ons belong 

the gree class of crocodiles, the following stock ex- 
ample being from AulusGellius, Eaathlus agreed to pay 

, his teacher in rhetoric, a large sum of money 
should he win his first case in court. Having received the 
instruction, but not having had any case in court, he waa 
sued by Protagoras for the amount, on the groum! that 
should Eusthlus win the salt he miet pay, aceording to 
the contract (and a second suit would compel him to do 
so}, While if the sult went the other way the court woald 
compel pa ment, Euathing replied that if the court 
deelded in is favor that must be final, while if the court 
decided against him a further proceeding would award 
the money to him. 

antistre {an ’ ti-strep-t6 - kok’al), 
a. Same as antistreptococcic, 

c (an‘ti-strep-t6-kok’sik), a. 
[anti- + streptococcus + -ic,.) Tending to de- 
stroy or hinder the development of strepto- 
cocci: antistreptococeic serum. Nature, 
July 9, 1 p. 227. 
an * fe, ». A simplified spelling of antis- 

strophic, «. 2. Enantiomorphous. 
8 (an-tis’tro-fiz), ¢. #.; pret. and 

pp. antistrophized, ppr. antistrophizing, [antis- 
trophe + ize.) To form an antistrophe; eor · 
respond, but in inverse order. De Quincey, 
Blackwood’s Mag., LI, 12, [Rare.] X. £. D. 

antisubstance (an‘ti-sub-stans), ». Same as 
*antibody. See *adaptation- product. Jour. 
Exper. Med., V. 

antisudorific (an‘ti-si-dj-rif’ik), a. and nx. 
anti- + sudorific.] I, a. Tending to es oa 
© secretion of sweat. Buck, Med, Handbook, 

T, 338, 
I. #. A remedy possessing this property. 

antisun len-thoun’h, 9. 1. The sclet ta the 
sky diametrically opposite the sun.—2, A point 
in the sky opposite the sun in azimuth, but 
having the same altitude as the sun, and there- 
fore not diametrically opposite to it. This 
use of the word is common only in describing 
halos and parhelia. Encye. Brit., XXX. 705. 

trey 
an 
an 

per- antitegula (an-ti-teg’i-li), m.; pl. antitegule 
(-1é). es < Gr. avi, against, + L. fegula, 
tile.) me as *antisqueme, 

antiteleo (an‘ti-tel-é-ol’6-}i), m. [anti- + 
teleology.) That attitude of mind which fails 
or refuses to sce any proof of teleology in 
nature; the doctrine or tendency which dis- 
putes all attempts to show that there are 
actions in nature determined by anything 
which is to be in the future, 

antitetanic (an‘ti-tet’a-nik), a. [anti- + tete- 
nus + -ic.]) Tending to destroy or prevent 
the development of tetanus bacilli; preventive 
or curative of tetanus: antitetanic serum, 
Science, June 26, 1903, p. 

antitetanin (an‘ti-tet’a-nin), n. The antitoxin 
to the soluble poison produced by the tetanus 
bacillus, 
antitetanolysin (an-ti-tet-an-ol’i-sin), », The 
antibody to tetanolysin. 
antithermic (an-ti-thér’mik), a. [Gr dyr/, 
against, + oun, heat, + -ic.) In med., same 
as antipyretic, Med. Record, March 7, 1903, 

the p- 376. J — —* 

antithermin (an-ti-ther’min), nm. [Gr deri, 
against, + @puy, heat, + -in?,] enylhy~ 
drazinelevulinie acid. It has been used as an 
antipyretic agent in medicine under this trade- 
name. 

antithesism (an-tith’e-sizm), n. [Irreg. ¢ an- 
tithes(is) + -ism.] An antithetic sentence; an 
a or instance of antithesis. [Kare.] 
N. ELD. 

antithesistic (an-tith-@-sis’tik), @. [Irreg. ¢ 
antithes(is) + -istic.] Presenting an antithesis; 
contrary: as, antithesistic ideas, Dr. E, Dher- 
win, Zoonomia, 1V. 24. [Rare,] X. B.D. 

antithesize (an-tith’e-six), ¢. ¢.; pret. and pp. 
antithesized, ppr. autithesizing, Io put into 
the form of an antithesis, Bernas. X. B.D, 
antithrombin (an-ti-throm’bin), ». A sub. 
stance which inhibits the action of thrombin. 

antitoxic (an-ti-tok’sik), a. andn. I, a. Serv- 
ing to inhibit or neutralize toxic action; hav- 
ing the character of antitoxin. 



antitoxic 
The term antitogtc signifies that the serum has the 

power of neutralizing the action of the toxin. 
Encvc. Brit., XXVL 67. 

Antitoxic immunity. See ity. — 
serum, serum containing antitoxin, as antidiphtheritic 
serum anit antite scrum. — toxic the unit 
wt antitoxin, of such that it will just meutralize 
the hundredtold mininsal fatal dose of the corresponding 
toxin. 

Il, ». An antitoxie remedy. 
antitoxin (an‘ti-toks’in), n. [anti- + torin.] 
1. A substance which neutralizes the action 
of a poison.—2, Specifically: (a) The —— 
to a toxin of bacterial or related origin whic 
is produced as the result of immunization with 
the corresponding toxin. Examples are the 
diphtheria antitoxin and the tetanus anti- 
toxin. (5) In dot., a substance secreted by a 
plant which protects it agninst destructive 
microbes.—Fernbach's antitoxin flask, a speci 
form of calture-flask used for cultures of — 
Streptococcus antitoxin, an antitoxin obtained b 
repeated inoculations of horses with eoeus e 
tures: employed by hypodermic injection in the treat- 

t J rperal fi septicemia, and 
oar Saue in’ which there is in ection i snepie 
cocel. Also called antistr serum, 

antitragal (an-tit’ri-gal), a. Of or pertaining 
* ———— — — on the inferior 
side of the opening of the ear,—Antitragal 
in z04l., the ri heige ed nation at the teal notch, 
behind the —_, which marks tts terior boun- 
dary. The phrase is much used in deseri wae ears of 
bats. Annalsand Mag. Net. Hit., May, p. 886, 

antitrust (an-ti-trust’), a. posed to the 
power or development of trusts, or of large 
combinations of capital. 

an (an-ti-trip’sin), », An antibody 
which inhibits the action of trypsin. Normal 

sometimes contains sucha body. Science, 
Ang. 19, 1904, p. 243. 

anti {an-ti-trip’tik), a. [anti- + tryp- 
tic.) utifermentative. Med, Record, June 
27, 1903, p. 1043. 

antituberculous (an‘ti-td-bér’kii-lus), a. [anti- 
+ tubercul( oasis) + -oue,] Tendingte prevent or 
cure tuberculosis. Med, Record, July 25, 1903, 

antitussin (an-ti-tus’in), n. [See *antitussive.] 
A white, —— fragrant compound (C, 
H,F 2), used in ointments; difluor diphenyl. ft 
is used as an antispasmodic and hypnotic in 
whooping-cough. 

antitussive (an-ti-tus‘iv), a, and , at dvi, 
against, + L, tvssis,a cough.) L a, vent- 
ing = relieving cough, Buck, Med, Handbook, 

II, ». Any agent which possesses this 
property. 

anti-twilight (an-ti-twi’lit), 1. The bright 
are, or twilight are, when seen near the 
eastern horizon opposite the sun just before 
sunset, due to sunlight reflee from the 
illuminated portion of the atmosphere, The 
twilight are rises, as the sun sinks lower, and 
eventually passes westward over the zenith. 
antityphoid (an-ti-ti‘foid), a. Tending to Ler 
vent or cure typhoid fever: as, antityphoid 
serum. Med, Record, June 27, 1903, p. h 
antivaccination (an ti-vak-si-na‘shon), a. 
Opposed to the practice of vaccination; con- 
sidering or dealing with the subject of anti- 
vaccination : as, an anftivaccination lecture ; 
the antivaccination movement, 
antivenene (an‘ti-vé-nén’), »,  [anti- + *ve- 
nen.) The antibody to venene, which inhibits 
the action of the latter, Buck, Med, Handbook, 
VI. 716. Also called antivenin, antivenine, 

antivenenian (an‘ti-vé-né‘ni-an), a. [Gr. avri, 
against, + venenum, poison, + -ian.] Same us 
antidotal, 

antivenin, antivenine (an-ti-ven’in), n. [L. 
anti- + ven(enum), poison, + -in2,) Same as 
*antivenene, 
antivenomous (an-ti-ven’o-mus), ¢. Antago- 
nistie to the action of snake-poison. Dueck, 
Med. Handbook, VI. 715. 

antivivisectionist (an‘ti-viv-i-sek’shon-ist), 
u. [anti- + vivisection + -ist.]) One who is 
opposed to the making of physiologic and 
therapeutis experiments on living animals. 
Med, Record, Feb. 14, 1903, p. 264. 

antlerite (ant‘lér-it), ». [antler (see def.) + 
ae A hydrated copper sulphate oceurring 
in soft lumps of a light-green color; from the 
Antler mine, Yucca Station, Arizona, 

antodonin (an-té’dé-nin), ». A pigment found 
in certain invertebrate animals, notably eri- 
noids. Science, May 31, 1901, p, 847. 

antonino (in-té-né’nd), n. (Sp. (equiv. to B. 

ial An 
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), dim. of Antonio, Antony.) ACuban name 
of the mackerel-scad, Decapterus macarellus, 

antorbital, «.—Antorbital vacuity, in anat.. the 
open apace fn front of the antorbital plate and And 

ry of the nasal. 
TI, ». 1. in ichth,, the preorbital bone.— 2, 

In ornith., a bony plate mo’ — the 
equivalent of the prefrontal of reptiles, stand- 
ing at an obtuse angle to the interorbital se 
tum and forming the anterior border of 
orbit of the eye. 

ant-orchis (aut’dr‘kia), #. An Australian and 
Tasmanian terrestrial orehid, Chiloglottis Gun- 
nii. 

ant-rice (int’ris), ». A grass, Aristida oligan- 
tha, growing in the clearings around the nests 
of the agricultural ants of Texas, which feed 
upon its seeds, 

(an-tré‘fl-um), ». [NL. (Kaal- 
), ¢ Gr. dyrpev, cavity, groove, + 

give, grow,] A genus of pol iaceous ferus, 
with simple linear-lanceolate to oblong-ellip- 
tieal fronds and sori borne in continuous lines 
(either superficial or in shallow grooves, 
whenee the name) — the reticulate 
venation, There are abuut 25 species, widely 
distributed throughout the humid tropics of 
both hemispheres. 

an a, 2, Iniehth., tarned forward: said 
of spines. 

antr ion (an-trd-vér’shon), ». [See *an- 
trovert.] A turning forward: same as ante- 
version, Syd. Soe, Lex. 
antrovert (an-tré-vért’), vr. t. [antro- for an- 
tero- + L. vertere, turn.) To tip, turn, or bend 

heen, forward. 

female tive —* in Iyelads saved = ern c — mas- 
culinum, the outer tabular upea 
tive organs in polyclads.—] 
in the mastoid prooesa of the temporal 
leeti Maxillary antrum. Same 

bone taken 
aa antrum High- 

an —— — n. Any one of several 
spiders which closely resemble ants, forming 
notable examples of aggressive —, ’ 
Antwerp (ant'wérp), n. The name of a city 
in Belgium, used to distinguish a breed of do- 
mesticated pigeons having # large, massive 
head and short, stout beak with a small wattle 
at fhe base. They are bred in a variety af colors, but 
allver, epver-shesheren,  creamaies,” and black are 
those preferred. These birds fly well and have a strong 
homing sense : —— Franvo-German war they were 
used | lor carrying patches.—Antwerp rose, See 

anubing (a-né’bing), ». [Philippine Sp. anw- 
bing, annbiong, anubin, anubion, ¢ Tagalog ano- 
bing.) valuable timber-tree, dArtocarpus 
Cumingiana, Tt yields a fine grained wood of a yel- 
lowish-gray color, which fs light and very durable if 

sensoned. It also resieta dampness, and is used 
lor posts in house-ballding. (Philippine Is.) 

anuclear (a-nii’klé-iir),@. Non-nucleated ; con- 
cerning or pertaining tothe alleged absence of 
a nucleus in certain low organisms, 
anuhe (ii-nd’hi), ». [Maori anche, a lange cat- 
erpillar, = Hawaiian anwhe, Samoan anwfe, 
ete., a worm, acaterpillar,] The New Zealan 
caterpillar-fungus, a moans of Cordyceps, 
which attacks certain lepidopterous larve:, 
*aweto, 
anunu (ii-ni‘nd), ». [Hawaiian, ¢ anu, 
greedy.) In Hawaii, a name of several species 
of climbing or prostrate herbs belonging to the 
genus Sicyos, of the gourd family. 

anuretic (an-i-ret’ik), a. [anuresis (-ret) + -ic.] 
Same as *anwric. 

anuric (a-nii‘rik), a. [anwria + -iec.) Resulting 
from or relating to anuria. 7 

Anus cerebri, the anterior opening of the aqueduct 
Sylvins, —AnUB veatibularis o valvovaginalis, a 

rate, the rec- 
r 

malformation tn which the anus is im 
tum terminating at the vulva,— cial an 

ning made into the large intestine forthe 
diving exit to the fecal contents in cases 
obstruction below. 
anusim (a-né’sém), ». pl. [Heb.. ‘the foreed,’ 
< anas, compel, force, constrain.) Jews who 
were forced to accept the Catholic religion at 
the time of their expulsion from Spain (1492), 
but who seeretly observed the principal tenets 
of their faith: same as meranos. 

Anversian — a,and n. [F. Anrers, 
Antwerp. .a. Of or pertaining to Antwerp. 

Il. ». In geol., a division of the Miocene 
in the vicinity of Antwerp, Belgium. 

anvil, ".—Plattner’s anvil, a small polished steel 
block used in blowpipe analysia, 

anvil-cutter (an‘vil-kut’ér), u. A chisel-like 
eutting instrument whose shank is inserted in 
a square hole in the face of an anvil, the bar 

complete 

apasanca 

to be cut being laid upon the cutting edge and 
struck with a hammer or sledge, 

anvil- r (an‘vil-pa’pér), », See *, a 
—— At ayn herd or pew set apart 

tor ‘anxious inquirers,' or thoae who are concerned about 
their souls’ salvation and desire advice or comfort: vften 
figurative. Halitnerton, The Clockmaker, 

(an’i-tin), ». A trade-name for a deriva- 
tive of ichthyol which is used in dermatological 
practice, 

anytol (an‘i-tél), m. A solution of such a sub- 
stance as phenol or guaiacol in water contain- 
ing anytin. : 

A. 0. In astron., an abbreviation of Argelan- 
der-Oeltzen, referring to a catalogue of south- 
ern stars observed by Argelander in zones and 
reduced to a regular catalogue by Ocltzen, 

aoa (#-0'l), ». [Polynesian name.) A name, 
throughout Polynesia, of the banian-tree ( Micus 
Aoa and other species), These trees were thought 
by the natives to be the lurking-places of spirita, and tn 
some islands were planted near temples, Though not 

in Hawail, the soa is mentioned tm the ancient 
sougs of aboriginal inhabitants, See benian®, 
AO. M. An abbreviation of Artinm Obstetri- 
carum Magister, Master of Obstetric Arts, 

n. 2, In the higher invertebrates, the 
blood-vessel leading from the heart, 

usuall enteriorly and posteriorly. — Aorta 
e stanil-alzed aorta sometim: eo present in 

one suffering from chlorosis, 
Aortic the second costal cartilage on the 
side, behind which la the arch of the aorta,— 
competence, or insufficiency, fai of the sortie 
valve of the to close completely, thus allowing of 
enon of blood into the left ventricle at cach 
a ie. — Aortic isthmus, a narrow port! 
sorta, most marked in the fetus, at the 
ment of the ductus arteriogns. 

at the aortic oriflee.—. 
hic tracing indicating t 

rie Aortic 

— murmur, « 
obstruction or insufficiency 

a potnt in sphyg- 
time of closure of the 

aortic valve,— ol acondition in which 
there are adhesions ox Secneeny of Re cues of He 
aortic valve, venting the free flow of blood from the 

aorta. a slight 
fusiform dilatation of the aorta Just below the Jethmua 

aosmic (4-oz’mik), a. [Gr. doayoc, equiv. to 
dvocuos, without odor: see anosmia. 8 as 
*anoamic, 
A.P. A. An abbreviation of American Pro- 
tective Association. 

See *biw ue-grass. e-grass, 
apachicta (ap-a-chék’ti), n. [Also apachita 
apachecta ; Guichua of Peru and A 
In Peru and Bolivia, a heap of stones an 
twigs raised by the Indians at any prominent 
heer mark, such as a pass, divide, erest, or 

ight. The t bots of ‘ered — — 
the stones symbolize an offe: A quid or cud of chewed 
coca-leaves fe invariably di ted there also in sacrifice. 

apachite (a-pach'it), . [Apache (mountains), 
in Texas, + -ife2.] In petrog., a variety of the 
igneous rock phonolite, first observed in the 
pache mountains of Texan, eharacterized by 

sodie amphiboles and mnigmatite as associates 
of the usual sodic pyroxenes, and by micro- 
perthite sy “un, 1896, 

apagogically (ap-a-goj‘i-kal-i), adr. In an 
apagogical manner; by indirect demonstration 
or proof; by reductio ad absurdum, EK. Caird, 
Philos. of — — E. D. 
88 p.a. (ME, apaied, ete., pp. of apey. 
> tisfied ; pleased ; repaid, Robert Sy Gloucester. 
ave - 

apalit (i-piilét), ». [Phil. Sp.) A name in 
the Philippines of Pterocarpus Bloncoi, a tree 
with pinnate leaves, smooth, winged pods, and 
red wood with an aromatic odor. Like other spe 
cles of Plerocorptes, it is sometimes called narra and 
asend, and is vaed for furniture; but it is distingaisled 
by its fragrance, and ts sometimes called Philippine 

veo, 
Apama (e-pa'mi), n, [NL. (Lamarck, 1783), 
from an Indian name of the type species of the 
genus.) A genus of dicotyledonous plants of 
the family Aristolochiacew, characterized by 
the short, three-lobed, campanulate corolla, 
See Bragantia, 

(a-pan‘dri), vn. [Gr. ard, without, + 
avip (avdép-), man, male.) In det., fusion of the 
antheridium with the ojgonium: also extended 
to the corresponding organs in spermato- 
phytes. boars ‘ ) [a-18 + 

aparaphysate (a-pa-raf’i-sit), a. [«- pa- 
a + -atel.) In bot,, destitute of pa- 
raphyses. 
apesance (ii-pii-siin’kai), ». (Sp. in Peru and Bo- 

Ivia, ¢ Peruy. (Quichua) epasanca (Tsehudi); 
also used in Bolivia among the Aymaré.] The 
bush-spider, or great Mygale, of which a 
smaller variety is found as high as 13,000 feet 
and more in the Bolivian Andes. 



apasote 
a (ii-pii-86'té), mn. [Also — and in 

‘orto Rico busote; Mex. Sp., ¢ yepatzot!, the 
Nahuatl name of the plant.) A nameip Guam 
and the Philippine Islands of Chenopodium am- 

iowdes, an aromatic plant of Mexican ori- 
gin now widely spread over the warmer re- 
ions of the earth and commonly known as 

ate (ap’a.t3), m, [Nis (Fabricius, 177), <G (ap’a-té), n, (NL. (Fabricius, 1775), ¢Gr, 
Apete deceit fraud.) A genus of bostrychid 
beetles which has been subdivided into sev- 
veral genera by reeent authors. 4. terebrang 
Pall. is "7 —— of — — 

apatetic a-tet’ik), a. IGr. amraryrinde, serv- 
ng to deceive, ¢ arary, deceit.) Coneernin 
or pertaining to the copying, in an animal, o' 
some useful characteristic of another species 
for the sake of obtaining the like advantage. 
= those colors which canse an animal 
to resemble some part of 
* mistaken * another 

a etic, a. 2. In biol., of or pertaining to 
the Apathetica of Lamarck. 

apathetic-active (ap-a-thet‘ik-ak’tiv), a. In 
psychol., aes composite character or tem- 

rament of the mo 
trans.), Psychol, of Emotions, p. 400. 

apa’ itive (ap-a-thet’ ik-sen‘si-tiv), 
a, In psychol., noting a composite character 
or temperament which finds its highest ex- 
pression in the martyr, the hero, and the crea- 
tive artist. Ribot (trans.), Psychol. of Emo- 

* = h’ik) [A th-y + -ic.) a a-path’ik), a. 8 y 5 
Withou fee gor sensation. Toad, Cyc. Anat., 

107. 
Apathus (ap’a-thus), ». [NL. (Newman,1834), 

Gr. Grade, without suffering: see apathy.) 
A genus of true bees, of the family Apide, al- 
lied to the bumblebees of the genus Bombs, 
which they mimic and in whose nests they lead 
an inquiline life. The word is a synonym of 
Psithyrus (St. Fargeau, 1832), and the genus 
is now generally referred to under that name. 
apathy, ". 2. In the Stoic philos., a certain im- 
— produesd in the wise man’s soul 
y sincere rejection of the notion that pleasure 

is in itself desirable, or yas in itself undesir- 
able and by trained watchfulness to exclude all 
unreasonable passions (all passions affecting 
conduet being regarded as unreasonable). 
Apatosaurus (ap-n-t6-si’rus), x. [NL., < Gr. 
azary, deceit, + caipor, lizard.] genus of 
dinosaurian reptiles of the family Camara- 
sanrids, deseribed by Marsh from the Upper 
Jurassic rocks of Colorado. 
A.P.D. Anabbreviation of drmy Pay Depart- 
ment. 

ape? (ipa), s. 
oidea, a plant of the high mountain slo 
Hawaii, ring large, 

Hawaiian.) 1. Gurvera — 

road, reniform leaves 
from two to three feet in width_— 2, A name 
in the Hawaiian and Society islands of Alpca- 

(> 

—— A 
Ape (Alorasia macrertica). 

4, inflorescence with spathe removed: «, female flowers at base 
Of spacix; & mabe flowers; c, neutral zowe | ¢, renninal appendage, 

(After Gyure in Regier and Prastl's " Phlanzesdamiloen,’) 

sia macrorhica, an aroid plant with large, oval, 
ake Saves. It is ieltveted to ** Chi 

the very — —5 the corms ore outen siter voila. 
acrid principle by drying or the application of 

pit in Hawail. 
a ft pp tee n. Same as *ape-fissure. 

nek, Med, ndbook, IT, 278, ‘s 
(Gr. 4- apedioscope (a-ped’i-d-skdp), nm, 

priv. + xediov, a plain (taken as ‘plane’), + 
cxorteiy, View.] An apparatus for observing ste- 
reoscople projections. It consists of a wooden box 
having two apertures for the eyes of a spectator, who 

or stoical . Ribot tm 
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Views one picture in « direct line while the other picture 
is superposed on the first by the aid of a couple of mir- 
rors. 

ape-fissure (fp’fish‘ar), a. A deep fissure in 
8 occipital lobe of the brain, present in the 
ape and occasionally also in man. Also called 
exoccipital flasure, 
ape-hand —— n. In pathol., a deformity 
= 8* — which it —— ee = 
of the ape eee atrophy of the 
muscles of the thumb. 

apeiry (a-pi’ri), ». (Gr. drepia, the boundless- 
ness of space, ¢ direrpoe, boundless. } In geom, 
topics, a number associated with a place of 
three or more dimensions and indicating how 
many places it contains for unbounded solid 
bodies that have no room within it to shrink to 

that had been separate, so as to fill all space, the 
apetry is 0: but if that substrate fuid which the vortex. 

fii all geometrically coald 
ae 7 ie, be so deformed aa to 

ve o 

T; and wblle 1 is easy 

Apeltes 

apena (a-pé’nd), n. [NL., <¢ Gr. amy.) In Gr. 
antiq., a wagon or chariot, four-wheeled or two- 
wheeled, sometimes used for racing. The ve- 
hicle sometimes had a tilt or cover with win- 
dows at the sides. 
apertometry (ap-¢r-tom’e-tri), n. [Irreg. ¢ L, 
apertus, open, + Gr, -nerpia, ¢ uérpov, measure. } 
In — the art of measuring the effective or 
equivalent apertures of a lens or system of 
— Jour. Roy. Micros, Soc., Feb., 1903, 
p. M. 
aperturate (a-pér’tu-rat), a. [NL. apertu- 
ratus, ¢ L, aperture, aperture.) Having aper- 
tures; specifically, having reference to that di- 
vision of the brachio genus Spirifer, termed 
the Aperturati, which is typified by the species 
S. aperturatus and characterized by the plica- 
tions on the fold and sinus of the valves, 

a ne, aperture, mea- Rered aise f tio apertarcol saiapiregas generat ciated 
in giving its diameter: weed in contradistinction to affective 
aperture, — aperture, the opening in the mantle 
of mollusks h which the ray oe pret, —Rela- 

ve aperture a leng, the radius of the actual ap- 
erture divided by the focal length of the lens. 

Apetala (a-pet’a-lii),. pl. (Gr. a- priv, + é- 
rafor, a leaf.] In some classifications, a see- 
tion or division of the echinoids belonging to 
the — Spatangide, characterized by apet- 
alous ambulacra crossed by fascioles. 

apetalous, a. 2. In the echinoids or sea- 
urchins, having one of the five ambulacral rays 
more or less imperfectly developed. 

a n. 1. (f) In projective geom., the point 
etermined by 3 planes,— 3. pl. The abacus- 

toarks. Boethius. ‘The apices of Gerbert’s abacus are 
aymbols for the digits from 1 to ®, but without the zero, 
See the extract. 

In the tenth and eleventh centurtes there aspect 
large number of authors, — chiefly to the clergy, 
who wrote oa abactireckoning with apices but without 
the zero and without the Hindu-Arab methods, 

Seman and Smith, Hist. of Math., p. 32. 

aphakial (a-fa’ki-al), ¢. Same as a; vhacie. 
Aphaneura (af-a-ni’rii), 1. pl, _UNL., irreg. ¢ 

Fr. agavic, unseen, + vreipov, sinew (nerve).] 
A family of Oligoch#xta, containing the single 
fresh-water genus .Elosema. It i peeulinr in hav- 
ing the cent nervous system redeced to the ventral 
ganglia, which, moreover, retain the embryonic character 
of connection with the epidermis. The worts are small 
pe wer joo transparent bodles contain droplets of brightly 
col l. 

aphanisis (a-fan’i-sis), n. [NL., Gr. éodvec, 
abolition, suppression, ¢ a¢ariCew, abolish, — 
ress, hide, (adam, unseen, invisible.} In 
—* the suppression or abortion of parts re- 
quired by morphological analogy. 
aphanophyre Vafano-fir), n. [aphan(itic) + 

por)phyr(y).) In petrag., a porphyry 
with aphanitie ground-mass: analogous to 
granophyre, melaphyre, felsophyre, ete. 
aphasia, 1.— Associative aphasia dine to 

esion in the astoctation.ares of the brain intercepting 
one or more of the pathways of impulses between the 
various centers,— Auditory aphasia, aphasia due to 
lesion in the hearing-ccnter of the brain, the patient hav. 
fog lost the ability te anderstand spoken words; word- 

news.— Motor aphasia, loss of power to employ 

aphorisming 
words In phrases, although the ability to read, write, 
and —3 spoken words in ‘“ntaspalred.—-Opese 

4 form of aphasia in which the patient isunable 
to recall the name of an object when he sees it—Visnal 
—— — aphasia in which the patient is unable 
to the significance of ited or written words, 
al he sees the words Sotinctly.— Wernicke’s 

word deafness. 

ti 

ofconduction. Same as 
Aphelandra (af-e-lan’drii), n. (NL.] A genus 
containing about 60 species of the family Acan- 
thacex, evergreen, tropical, American shrubs 
grown in hothouses for the fine foliage and 
showy 4-sided terminal spikes of red or yellow 
gaudy-bracted flowers. € species most com- 
mon in trade are A. avrantiaca (including A. 
Reszlii), A. squarrosa (chrysops), and A. Fasci- 

tor. na 
Aphelops (af’e-lops), n. [Gr. dgrdic, level, 
smooth, + cy, eye, face.] In Cope’s classi- 
fieation of the extinct rhinoceroses, a group, 
represented chiefly by North American species, 
having but three digits onthe manus. ‘These are 
considered as belonging te the acerathine or hornless di- 
viston of the gents. ey occur in the Tertiary beda, 

aphengoscope (a-feng’gé-skip), m. Same as 
aphengeseo, ype. 

a (a-fes’tik), a. [Gr. agéorrorc, far from 
earth and home, <aré, frow, + fora, hearth, 

family.) Relating to matters outside the home 
circle, A, Sufi ad. 

a-fid’é-in), mn. {aphis 
© coloring matter 
ite substance which 

es (af-i-dli’i-déz), ». pl, L. Pp. 
hidiide or Aphidiade, Y inkictinny i poe 

of hymenopterous parasites, of the family Bra- 
conidg, typified by the genus Apiridins. 

Aphidiing (af-i-di-i‘né), x. pl, [NL., ¢ Aphid- 
ing + “nas ) A subfamily of the Symone 
torowa family 2 All of ite members a 

vincipal a ar sultipibation ry dd in- 
jurioas iusecta, 

Aphidius (a-fid’i-us), ». [NL. (Nees, 1818), 
< NL. aphis (aphid-).] An important genus 
of —— insects, of the family Bra- 
conide, typical of the subfamily Aphidting or 
Aphiditdes, comprising a host of minute spe- 
cies, all of which are parasitic on aphides, 
aphidoid (af’i-doid), a. (NL. aphis (aphid-) + 
-vid.) Belonging to or resembling the family 
Aphididae. 
aphidol (af-i-dol’é-jist), ». One who is 
earned in the study of the Aphidide. 

aphidophagous (af-i-lof‘a-gus), @. Same as 
aphidiphagous. 
aphikomon, aphikomen. Sve *asikomen. 
a , "(Black or brown aphis hopa- 
—2 viele, which injures v eth ophte, especially those 

——— an American a sal yr y —2** redica⸗ ia ” 
fe indian corn — Peach found commonly on the roots of 

his. ap hie, 

aphis-fly (A’fis-fli), ». Any species of any 
one of numerous genera of flies of the family 
Syrphide, the larvew of which prey upon 
aphides. 

aphis-wolf (a’fis-wilf), ». The larva of any 
cies of Hemerobius, as distinguished from 

the aphis-lions of the genus Chrysopa. 
Apbichia (a-flé’bi-4i), ». [NL (Presl, 1838), 

Gr. a- priv. + ¢7éy (940/3-), vein.) A sup- 
sed genus of fossil plants with lobed, flabel- 

ately pinnatifid, or pinnate fronds destitute 
of veins, found attached to or a parently 
climbing over other plants, espeeially Pecop- 
teris, Neuropteris, and Sphenopteris. There is now 
little doubt that they are stipellar out the or adven- 
titious pinnm of Plants, See vm and 
Schizopteria. 

aphodal (af’d-dal), a. (aphodus + -l.] Per- 
taining to an aphodus; possessing aphodi: as, 
the aphodal type of canal system in sponges. 
aphodus (af’o-lus), w.; pl. aphodi (-di). —8 

Gr. dgodoc, a going out, ¢ avd, off, + +8 
way.] In certain sponges, a small canal lead- 
ing from a flagellated chamber to the excur- 
rent canal, 

aphonic (1-fon‘ik), . (Gr. 4- priv. + phonic.] 
. Having no sound or pronuneiation, NED. 

—2. Having no voiced quality; not voiced, 
Seripture, Elements of Experimental Phonet- 
ies, p. 445 
aphorisming (af’-riz-ming), p. a. Affecting 

he use Of aphorisms in speaking and writing. 
Milton, Reform, 1. 33, NUEWD. 



aphorizer 
izer (af'$-ri-zér), ». One who indulges 

speaking —— i Sat and ee - 

orurids -6 rii’ri-dé), n. pl. 
phorura oe M bending, + oid tal) sa + -idew.) A fa of thysanurous insects, of 

the suborder Collembola, haying no ventral 
spring below the abdomen. Itis composed of 
very small soft-bodied insects which are not 
uncommon, although seldom noticed, 

—— —— yt uf} out t: a 
to the FS a na body of water in 2 ieh 
only non-assimilating organisms can exist. 
Schimper (trans.), Plant Geog., P. 782. 

apho' (a-f6-td-met’rik), a. (Gr. a- 
riv. + goc (pwr-), light, + sérpov, measure. } 
‘oting zotspores which not — take up a 

definite position with rd to the direction 
of light-rays phototactic), but whieh invari- 
ably present the same end to the ro 

a opic oe ‘ik), a. (Gr. 4 ner 
ob (gwr-), light, by , a turning.) Per- 

taining to or exhibiting the absence of growth 
with reference to light; not phototropic. 
The direct — * effect of light is greatest in the green 

rays, absent in the bine, and reversed Inthe red. The 
effect te modified by the abeorbi char- 
acter of the backgroun 

ing, Convoluta ta At the moment of ha aphototropic, 
Nature, July 9, 1908, p, 287. 

aphrasia (a-frii’zi-fi), ». (NL., ¢ Gr. a- * 
epacre, speech; see phrase.) in thol., loss, 

through disease, of the power of expressing 
one’s self in wie ine (Gr. & 
apbrodmecia af-r6-des’in), n. r. — 
oamy, + L, —— , horse-chestnut, -in?,] 
A glucoside, Cy. , occurring in the eoty- 
ledons of the horse-chestnut., It forms an 
amorphous powder easily soluble in water, 

a 2 (af-ro-diz'l-&), a. -» < Gr 
gpodicwe: gee Sproding} —— 

Aphrodisoum  (efr}-di-18'um) * xf -té’um + , 
y rodite, Aphrodite.] In (r, otiges tem- 

@, shrine, or precinct sacred to Aphrodite, 
here was such a temple at Cnidos, which con- 

tained the famous statue of the divinity by 

— af’r}-thd-rii’kit) oraca ( O-ra’kh), mn. pl. (Gr. 
apps —— + fipat, breast.) Same as *Aphro- 

a ’ or 
Aphrothoracida (af-rO-thd-ras‘i-dil), w. pl, 
[NL., ¢ Gr. a¢péc, foam, + fdpag, breast, + 
-ida.] An order of Heliozoa having no skele- 
ton, but with the power of amcboid motion 
and with plastic or stiff pseudopodia, the lat- 
ter possessing axial filaments. It includes 
the genera Vampyrella, Nuclearia, Myrastrum, 
Actinophrys, Actinospherium, and others. 

*.—Aphthe tropicm, a digestive disorder, 
an aphthous eruption, occurring in tropl- 

* tha, an eruption of yellow- 
ish spota on the muovgs membrane of the hard palate in 
infants. 

Aphthartodocetic(af-thir't6-dé-s8'tik), a. Of 
or — the Aphth ocete or their 
teachings, See Aphthartodocete. 

aphthite (af’thit), mn. An alloy composed of 
sof copper, 25 of platinum, 10 of tung- 

sten, and 170 0f gold. Thorpe, Dict. Applied 
Chem., L. 189. 
aphthongal (af’thong-al), a. [aphthong + -al.] 

the nature of an aphthong; written but not 
pronounced; mute. 

aphthongia (af-thong’gi-§), n. [Gr. dgfoyyor, 
voiceless, ¢ a- priv. otleyyer, peste In 
pathol., — ie contraction of the museles 
supplied by the hypoglossal nerve, resulting 
in loss of voice. 

Lites (a-ti-li’téz), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. a- priv. 
visor, a leaf, + -ites.] See *Agoniatites. 

aphyric (a-fir’ik), a. [Gr. a- priv. + (per)- 
phyric.) Non-porpbyritic: a term applied toan 
igneous rock which does not possess the por- 

Aplaces “@pri’es-s), n. pl. (NL. (Lindl @ (ii-pi-i’s6-4), vn. pl. DD indley, 
1536), ¢ Apinm + -aece.] A family of dieoty. 
ledonous, choripetalous planta of the order 
Apiales, the parsley, carrot, or celery family, 
based on the genus Apium aa the type. See 

pineptes (aga does, 6, TiAl + a (é-pi-d’shius), a. . Apiacer 
-ous.} Belonging to the Apiace# ; umbellifer- 
ous, 

a piacere (ii pi-ii-chaé’re). [It., ‘at pleasure’: 
sew pleasure.) In music, same as ad libitum. 

(a-pi-@'léz), u. pl. [NL. (Ward, 1905), 
< Apium + -ales.) An order of dicotyledon- 

OT, — 
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ous, choripetalous plants embracing the fami- 
lies Apiacee, Araliacer, and Cornacex, and 
characterized chiefly by having flowers in um- 

— oo Ce ade (L. + ad a (ap‘i- 1 aa, apex, Apex, , 
toward.) Toward the apex: introduced by 
Hyatt in the terminology of the cephalopod 
shell, and used to express the relation of 
to the apex. Zittel (trans.), Textbook of Pa- 
leon., 1. 574, 

apical. a. 
ral Apical 

axis, in diatoms, th be Ma 
pervalver axis in the direction of 

. fame as *acrosome,— Api 

me — in the echi- 
nokia or sea-urchina, the system of plates at the summit 
of the test or corona. Also called the dorsocentral ayetem. 

a (ap’i-kazm),n. [Gr. dreixacua, a copy, 
aremdlerr, form from a model, copy, < ard, 

from, + eixdlew, make like to, represent, ¢ 
cindy, likeness, image.) <A sign whose signifi- 
cance is due to characters which might con- 
esivably equally belong to it although the 
object it represents had never existed; a copy 
oranalogue; anicon. C. 8. Peirce. 

a a-pik’a-si), mn. (Gr. dreixacia, repre- 
sentation by a copy or analogue.|] Represen- 
tation in an apicasm. See * 
apicular (a-pik’d-lir), a. 

n bot., situated or oee 
apicular debiscence. 

apiculation (s-pik-i-la’shon), ». [NL. *apie- 
ulatio(n-), < apienlatus, ( apiculus: see apicu- 
lus.] In bot., a short and abrupt but not stiff 
point at the apex of an organ; an apiculus, 
apigenin (a-pij‘e-nin), n. [api(in) + -gen, 
— —— + -in?.] A compound, Cy,Hy,49, 
‘ormed by the hydrolysis of apiin. It erystal- 
lizes in bright-yellow needles, 

apikoros (&-pi-ké’ros), ».; pl. apikorsim (li- 
————8 (Gr. 'Erixoupoc, Epicurus: see 
epicure, e word has been referred to an 
ram, souree, pakar, be free, break thro he} 

In Jewish use, one who is unsound in belie 
or lax in the observance of religion or cere- 
mony; one who is irreverent to rabbis; a 
skeptic or heretic. ’ ‘ * 

apio (ii'pé-d), ». [A colonial use o ayrio, 
pio , < L. apinm, ) A biennial, um- 
belliferous plant, Arracacia Arracacha, a na- 
tive of the Audes of northern South America, 
Its | fleshy yellow roots contain from 2 to 22 per 
cout; cf starch tad from the expressed juice of the root 
iene So rand oe , (NL, (Westwood 

ocera (ap-i-oa’e , a, [NE wood, 
Rss), < dsrioe, detect, + xépac, horn.) A ge- 
nus of bombylioid Diptera typical of the fam- 
ily Apiocerida. A, haruspex inhabits the Yo- 
semite —— 48) L (NL, ¢ 

ocerida (ap*i-j-se'ri-dé), . pl. * 
— * de. A family of reckyaorses 
Diptera, of the euperfamily Bombylioidea, hav- 
ing the wings provided with five posterior cells. 
They are large and slender files somewhat resembling 
the robber-fies, and the North American species all in- 
habit the western portions of the continent. 

a oid, n, 2. A solid of revolution shaped 
a ing like a pear: a form assumed by a 
rotating liquid spheroid when the speed be- 
comes too great for the persistence of the 
ellipsoid which followed the spheroid as the 

L. apiculus + -ar.) 
gat the apex: as, 

speed increased, 
apioidal (a i-oi‘dal), a, Having an incipient 

umb-bell fora resembling the apioid. Amow- 
ledge, Nov., 1903, p. 253, 

apiol, ». 2. In med. and phar., the green li- 
quid alcoholic extract of ley-seeds used as 
an émmenagogue and antiperiodic. 
aplolic (ap-i-ol’ik), a. [a iol mo + -ic.) 

oting an acid, CHo:OoCgH(OCHs),COgH, 
for by the oxidation of apiol. It consists 
of needles which melt at 175° C. 
apione (ap’i-dn), ». fapitin) + -one.) A com- 

und, Cc g:Og:C gH (OC ade formed by heat- 

ng apiolic acid with dilute sulphuric acid, It 
erystallizes in needles which melt at 79° C. 
apionic (ap-i-on’ik), a. [apione + -ie.] Not- 
ng an acid, CialligOs or CuuHiobs, formed 
by the oxidation tt isapiol, It consists of 
stnall needles which melt with decomposition 

Apionichthys (ap’i-5-nik’this), x. (NL, ¢(2) (ap*i-d-nik’this), n. * 
rT. aviav, not fat (¢ - priv, + mio, fat), + 

aplanospore 
izfi¢, fish.] A genus of small soles or tongue 
—* of lhe family Soleidw, found in South 
America. Cap" - Ox.’ 
Apiosoma (ap*i-6-s6’mii), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. dry, 
pear, + coua, body.) A genus of ameboid 
organisms found in the co les of the 
blood of cattle affected by Texas fever, the in- 
fection of which is carried by ticks: a syno- 
nym of *Piroplayma. 

Apiceporium (ap*i-6-spé‘ri-um), ». [NL. 
(Kunze, 1817), ¢ Gr. drop, ar, oropt, 
spore.) A genus of fungi of the order of Peri- 

having spherical perithecia, and asci 
containing eight brown spores with transverse 
septa, Many of the described species are known only 

Sanco, — w i] w Ld 

cauelng what is called sooty mold. cs 

apiri (i-pé’ré), n. See *aalii, 
Apis!, ». 2. A small southern constellation 
situated between the Cross and the Chameleon. 
Same as aaa + } T 

a (ap’izm), ». [a -ism. e prac- 
tice of yi ; La Carlyle, Past and 
Present. 

apiton(li-pé-tén’), n.[Philippine Sp., ¢ Bisayan 
upiteng, the resin of the tree ‘ dragon's-blood. ’ } 
In the Philippine Islands, a large forest-tree, 
Dipterocarpus grandiflorus, which yields a fine- 
grained wood of a grayish or greenish-gray 
color, used in construction and for the planking 
of boats. Like many of its ere, this tree yields 
an oleoresin, which, however, is inferior to that of the 

00 or malapaho ( Dipterocerpus vernicifuus) See Dip- 
——— wpanaw, 
Apium (a‘pi-um), ». [NL. (Linnwus, 1753, 
stopted from Tournefort, 1700), ¢ L. apivm, the 
name of parsley and related plants: see ache?.} 
rd — of dicotyledonous plants, type of the 

mily Apiacer. Th erect prestretegiabrone 
berba Tih compound leaves snd at of white flowers. 
They are distinguished by the laterally fattened fruit and 
by the solitary oil-tubes in the intervals between the 
tsually prominent ribs of the carpela. The genus in- 
cludes about 20 species, natives of the eastern hemi- 
a. with the exoeption of A. Amuni, which occurs from 

orth Carolina to Florida aud Mexico and extends into 
South America. Two or three introdnced clea OCR 
locally in the eastern United States and in California, For 
A. graceolene soe celery, mareh-paraley, 1, and emallaye. 

apjohnite (ap’jon-it),#. (Named after James 
Apjohn, an English chemist, who first de- 
seribed it.) A manganese alum occurring in 
silky white fibrous masses and also in crusts, 
p (ap-ly-kof’6- ri), a. pl. [NL., 
<Gr. a priv. + Gr, thag (72ax-), a flat pleee or 
part, + -gapoc, C¢fpre, bear.) A suborder of 
Amphinevra, having the body vermiform, foot 
absent or merely a groove, and the cuticle more 
or less covered with spicules, It ineludes 
the families Neomentida and Chatodermatida, 
Same as Svlenogastres, Compare Polyplaco- 
phora, 
aplanat (ap‘Ip-nat), ». [G. aplanat: see 
aplanatic,) A system of lenses invented by 
Adolph Steinheil, in 1866, for use in photog- 
raphy, consisting of a bieconvex crown-glass 
lens placed between two concavo-couvex 
lonees of flint-glass, The invention of thrae 
objectives was a great tn ‘erent dn photog 
raphy, since before that time no objective gave 
a view-feld undistorted and with sufficient [ 
iMumination, — av aplanat of 
I aperture with the members at a moder: 
ately great distance, effecting high Humination. 

in optica, two pointa, lying 
upon any straight tine passing through the center of a 
sphere, which verve to locate the path of a refracted ray 
within the sphere. They are situated at distances or and 
27 from the center 
of the sphere, where 3 
vis the medias of the 
sphere aml wis tte 
index of refractlon, 
Let a ray of fight > 
meet the surface of 
the «phere at A and 
let # be the polit in 
which the continua. 
thon of the ray meets 
acircle drawn in the 
plane of = licidence 
with relive or and 
having the same center O as the sphere, Let the tine 
O B trom the center of the sphere cut a circle drawn 
with radies frat D. The line AD is the path of the re- 
fracted ray within the sphere, and the points B and D 
are aplanatic points.—Aplanatic surface, in optics, a 
surface from every polut of which the sam of the optical 
paths to two given points, with reference to which the 
surface is defined, is constant.—Aplanatic in 
optics, a system of lenses free from aberration for two 
points upon the axis called the aplenatic pasate, 

aplanospore (a-plan’o-spor), ».  [Gr. ardavie, 
not wandering, fixed, ¢ G- priv. + tAdvec, wan 
dering, + o7opa, spore.) Same as Aypaospore. 
See *akinete. 

Apdanat, 

Aphanatic Pouuts, 



aplasmic 
aplasmic (a-plax’mik), a. [Gr. 4- priv. + 
rAdsua; see plasma.) Containing little or no 
protoplasin, sarcoplasm, or other form of 
plastna. Buck, Med, Handbook, IIL. 260, 

aplastic, * a, Not ymca nl ecg or de- 
veloped; im ‘ect evelo : aa, aplastic 
cegtna.' Both, Mod Sandbeck, 1. 0" 
ap tic (a lit’fk), a. See *haplitic. 
ph us (ap-id-ki‘lus), n. [NL., prop. 
*Haplochilus, ¢ Gr. ardor, single, + yxei2.oc, 
lip. A genus of lo Anny — of the family 
— —— = y in India. (NL. 

locela (ap-lé-s6'li), . pl. . . 
Tape, — a le, Pip xoidov, abollow ] 
Same as *Nemertini, Blanchard, 
Aplodia Aplodinotus, See * Haplodino- 

ne, Ha inotus. 
Aplodontid# (ap-l-don’ti-dé), n. pl. The 

rat published form of Haplodontide. 
oidea gree n pl. (NL. ¢ 

plysia + -oidea.] A group of tectibranchiate 
gastro’ of the order isthobranchiata 
—— of the family ply The other 
subdivisions of the order are Plewrobranchoi- 
dea, and ‘ ; 

a —— ee cee ar - 
see def. purpurin. urple 

pigment found in the secretion t the dermal 
glands of Aplysia. 

apnea, #. apnea. 
— (ap-niis‘tik), a. (Gr. dmveveroc, not 

own through, ¢ 4- priv. + “mvevordc, ¢ miv, 
breathe.) In entom., ——— system 
which is closed, that is, w 
spiracles: or if these are present 
functionless. The apneustic system is found only in 

tic larve in which the blood ia 

they are 

indicate hat the rock has been 
— state toa mere or less completely — 

[a apobwid nm, @, rhyolite, 

ete, These devitrified rocks are commonly of crypto- 
crystalline or mi ine texture and exhibit traces 
ad poetiile or epee tactanes of the arigiasl gface. Bascom, 
1 

tropin (ap-o-at‘rd-pin), ». [apo- + Afro; 
-in2.] A eryatalline alkaloid, Cy7Ho,N 

formed in the roots of Atropa Belladonna, an 
pared by treating atropin with nitric 

acid. It melts at 60° O. 
apobiosis (ap-6-bi’é-sis), m. (Gr, drow, de- 
parture from life, ¢ aro,wiv, depart from life, 
+ axé, away, + ioc, life.) Death as a physio- 
logic fuct. 

a a 

ap’$-kiirp) #. (Gr. a6, from, + xepric, 
4 Nene test with several separate 

earpels, Jackson, Glossary. 
apocarpy (ap’6-kiir-pi), ». In bot., the charac- 
ter of being apocarpo ' m us. 

apocatastatic (ap’0-kat-a-stat’ik), a. Of, per- 
taining to, or of the nature of apocatastasis 
or restoration. 

ter (ap’é-sen’tér), ». (Gr, a=é, from, 
xterpoy, center.) 1, Inthe orbit of a heaven- 

ly body, the point most distant from the body 
or point around which it revolves. Seience, 
Feb. 7, 1902, 3 221.—2, In Mol. an organism 
or organ which may be regarded as a special- 
ized or divergent descendant from a more 
primitive or less specialized organism or organ. 

A simplified spelling of apoca- 
wf 

trait. 

a mtric (ap-d-sen‘trik), a. (Gr. 4x6, from 
xtvrpov, center.) 1, Of or pertainin to 

an & nter, in either sense, Enrcyc, Brit, 
XXVIII. 343.—2, Departing more or less from 
the primitive or average type; specifically, in 
ornith., departing from the primitive type of 
intestine, 

Markedly apocentric though they may be in the matter g 
of their intestinal oolla, Nature, July 8, 1902, p. 235. 

apocentrically (ap-d-sen’tri-kal-i), adr. In 
an apocentric manner, or the manner that is 
eharacteristic of apocentricity. Trans, Lin- 
nean Soc., rag te» * 8*8* * 

apocentricity ſupõ vcon· tris· Ni). n. 
centric + -ity.) The property of being apocen- 
trie or of pertaining to an apocenter. 

bbe th ity of a character 
can bene sulde to the ates of Hn pome ** 

Encye. Brit., XXVIII. 343. 

in ornith., adaptive modif- Multiradial apecenteict 
cations of the intestine.— tric appoentes 
city, in ornith., slight departure frum the primitive intes- 

thout stigmata or g. 
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froctural variation le the tntestial tinal — ormith., come 
jex structural loops, not due 
any adaptive cause, 

apocentron, a trum (ap-6-sen ‘ tron, 
-trum), #.; pl. apocentra (-tré). [NL.: see 
*upocenter.) Same as *apocenter, 1, 

as (a-pos’e-ras),n. [NL. (Coville, 1905), 
Gr. azé, away from, + aépar, horn.) A genus 

of trees belonging to the Rutacew and charac- 
terized by five horn-like diverging ovaries, four 
of which disappear in the fruit. It is improp- 
erly called Pentaceras by many authors, See 
Pentaceras, 

ch (ap’6-ki-lik’this), n. [NL., 
Gr. ard, off, 5143 lip, + ixtic, fish.) A 

us of very small top-minnows of the family 
‘eciliide, found in the rice-ditches of Japan. 

spochromast (ap’d-kré-mat), n. [apochromatic,] 
lens —— by —88 consisting of 

a combination of ten lenses with homogeneous 
immersion. It is achromatic for three colors, 
and therefore free from secondary spectra, and 
aplanatic for two colors. 

a poco (fi põ kõ). [It., ‘ by little’: see - 
rante.) Gradually: used to ualityeorersd terms 
for musical style or expression: as, a poco pin 
lento, gradually slower ; @ poco pik mosso, grad- 
ually cine | —* cat 5 } 
spocodsine a ‘in), n. [apo- + codeine, 

n alkaloid, C)gH ared by heatin 
codeine bydrocklotS with e chncesteated nc 
tion of zine chlorid. Both the base and its salts 
are amorphous. a — 
pocopation (a-pok-d-pa’shon),. [See apoc- 
ope.) The dropping or omission of a letter or 
syllable from the end of a word; abbreviation 
by apocope. 

‘- apocrenate 6-kren‘at), ie) + 
-ate2.) Any He ra —— acide Calas, 
Some of the salts are found in the humus of 
soil, in sinter deposits, and, sometimes, in 
ferrugineous waters. 
Apocrita (a-pok’ri-ti), ». pl. (NL, ¢ Gr, 
arénproc, separated, ¢ druxpiven, separate.) 
A suborder of insects of the order vmenq 
tera, having the abdomen connected with the 
thorax by a deep constriction, It comprises 
the vast majority of the hymenopterous in- 
sects, including the three great series Para- 
sitica, Tubulifera, and Aculeata, Brawer, 
spocryral, a. A simplified spelling of apoc- 
ryphat, 
apocryph (ap’d-krif), x. An apocryphal writ- 

ng. . 
a r (ap-d-sish’al), a. [NL. *apocytiom, ¢ 

r, até, from, + xiroc, a hollow (a eell}.J 
Noting fungi and alge, such as the Siphona- 
les and Phycomycetes, which contain a num- 
ber of nuclei within a single cell-wall, 

apodal, «. I. n. An amphibian of the order 
thee j a cwcilian. Encye. Brit,, XXV. 383. 

apodete (a-pod’é-té), n. [NL. apodeté,< Gr, 
ard, off, + deri), fagot, fem. of , bound. 
Cf. *anthodete and *syndete.] That region in 
a buneh of aleyonarian polyps where the 
zobids are separate. Compare *ayndete? 

Apodichthys (ap-d-dik’this),». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
ézoug — chiens feet ) diuslon not ap- 
parent), + iy@ic, fish.) A genus of ribbon- 
shaped blennies found on the coast of Cali- 

Apodina a I, (NL, € Grd (ap-$-di‘nii), m. pl. (NL, rt. drove 
(atod-), footless, * mad A suborder or see- 
tion of Gastrotricha, containing forms having 
no pedal appendages, as Dasydetes and Gossea, 
See * Luichthydina, 
apoémbryony (ap-6-em'bri-on-i), ».  [apo- + 
embryon + 4) Suppression of the embryo- 
stage, in which the otsphere gives rise im- 
mediately to the vascular members, 

galactea (-i). [NL “apogatactenm, ¢ Gr, ard, 
from, + vehatiog(paaarr-§, the Milky Way, + 
-@unt, as in apogweuni, apogee,] The point of 
maximum distance from the Milky Way in the 
orbit of a star supposed to be revolving in an 
orbit within the galactic ring. Amer. Jowr. 
Sei., Ang., 1903, pp. 135, 136. 

apogalactic (ap*d-gn-lak’tik), a, At ® maxi- 
mum distance from the Galaxy. See *apoga- 
lactewm. 
apogamous, @. 2, In biol., illustrative of, per- 
taining to, or due to apogamy, or the substi- 
tution of vegetative for sexual reproduction. 
apogamy,. 2. Mating, pairing, or marriage 

tum (ap*d-ga-lak-tée’um), ».; pl. apo- A 

Aponogetonaces 

atrandom, or without conscious or unconselous 
preference; pangamy, 

Indiscriminate isolation allows free interbreeding of 
all varieties, or apogamy. 

Buck, Med, Handbook, IV. 38. 

apogeny (a-poj’e-ni), n. (NL. *apogenia, ¢ Gr. 
aro, &WAY, -yeveca, € -pevpe, -producing. ] 
Sexual impotence, both male and female organs 
having lost their functions. 

apoglucic (ap-6-¢lb‘aik), a. [apo- + gluc(ose) 
-ic.) Derived from glucose. apoglucie acid, 

an acid, CigH oy, found cane-julee formed by 
the action of an i on glucose, 
a (a-poj‘i-ni), a. (NL. *apogynia, ¢ Gr, 
avo, away, + yy), female, + -y3,] Loss of 
reproductive poset in the female organs, 
apohyal, n. 2. In échth., the basihyal bone. 

tarks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p, 517, 
(a oid), a. Of or belonging to bees of 

the typical family Apide. 
Apoides a-poi’dé-ik), n. pl. [NL. (Ashmead, 
180), < pr + a aa true bees, con- 
sidered as a superfamily and including the 
families Apidew, Hombid#, Anthophoride#, No- 
madidex, Ceratinide, Xylocopidw, Megachilide, 
Stelida, Andrenidx, Colletide, and Prosopide. 

a ic (a-poi-ké-jen‘ik), a, [Irreg. ¢ Gr. 
ronoc, absent from home, + — -produ- 
— Concerning or pertaining to eggs which 
are abundantly supplied with food-yolk, and 
which at an early stage of development leave 
the follicle in which they were formed and 
pass into the cavity of the ovarian tube to 
complete their deve ers contrasted with 
*katoikogenic, Nat, Sci., Oct., 1896, p. 232. 

apoise a-poiz’), adv, [at + — 
or balance sition. re. 
2. Ingeom., having no determinate 

(a-po-lar’i-ti), n. [apolar + -ity.] In 
., the condition of being apolar, 

laust (sp’d-list), n. th Pack-formation 
rom @ — 1. A pleasure-seeker,— 2, 
A stadent of apolaustic or esthetics. 
apolausticiem —— n. [apolaus- 

ic + -ism.] The philosophy of taste or enjoy- 
ment; apolausties. 
Ho was indeed only fervent in his apolauaticiem, 

Aut Diabolus aut Nihil, p. 6 (1904) 

apolegamic (ap--lé-gam’ik), a. [Erroneously 
ormed ¢ Gr. arattyen, pick out, + ydyoc, mar- 

risge.] Pertaining to or cbaracteriaed by the 
covscious and intentional selection of mates 
in palcing or marriage.—Apolegamic mating. See 

ing. 
Apollinaris (a-pol-i-na’‘ris), ». See Apollinaris 
wate, under water, 

” 

Bee *redl, 
apollonicon (ap-o-lon‘i-kon), ». [Apollo(n-) 

icon, a8 in harmonicon,) A variety of or- 
ehestrion invented in 1800 by J. H. Valler of 
Hesse-Darmstadt, but first manufactured in 
1828in London. It waseasen a pipe-organ which 
could be played either mechanically by cylinders or, aa it 
had six keyboards, by several players, each taking part of 
a concerted effect. 

Honize (a-pol’on-iz), ¢. #.; pret. and pp. 
-Apollonized, ppr. — * Gr, A 
Apollo, + -ize.] To act the Apollo, the god 
of the fine arts, musie, literature, poetry, clo- 
quence; hence, to speak or decide oracularly 
on — subjects. vias} N. ELD. 

apolog, ». A simplified spelling of apologne, 
apol (a-pol’6-jét), ». One skilled in that 

ranch of theology which has to do with the 
grounds and defense of the Christian faith. 

a (a-pol’i-sin), n. A yellowish-white 
erystalline powder, differing from phenacetin 
in that it contains the eitrie aeid radical in 
* of the acetic. It is antipyretic and ano- 

e. 
pomotis (ap-i-m6’tis), m. [NL.] A genus of 
fresh-water sunfishes abounding in the Missis- 
sippi valley, 

a neurosis, n.—Gluteal Bee tatu 
eal. Palmar *palwar. 

Aponogeton ta d-nd-jé’ton), » [NL (Lin- 
neens fillus, 1781), <¢ Gr, drumne, without trouble 
(1), + Gr. yeirem, neighbor (as in Potamogeton).] 
A genus of ornamental monocotyledonous 
plants, the type and only genus of the family 
Aponogetonacer. The species most frequent 
in cultivation is A, distackyon. See Ourctran- 
dra, 
Aponogetonace® (ap‘6-n6-ji-td-nii'sé-8), m. 

HW. (NL, (Engler, IS86),¢ Aponogeton + -acer.) 
J family of monovotyledonous plants of the 



Aponogetonaces 
order Naiadales, the lattice-leaf family, eon- 
tuining the genus Aponogeton only. See *Apo- 
———— and Ouvirandra, 

ogetonaceous (ap’d-nd-jé-té-na’shius), a. 
Aponogetonaces: + -ous.) bot., belonging 

to *8 eh 8 
“her prop tic, a. IL, ». The logical theory of 

roposition, Sir W. Hamilton. 
aay (e-pot >-al), n. of apophonie, « NL. 

—— < Gr. + owey, sound. 
Vowel-gradation ; he ¢ vowelaliterntition o 
words known aa ablaut (whieh see). N. and Q., 
Sth ser.. —— roe : — 

a (a-pof’i-sal), a. Pertaining to or 
baat characters of an apophiyss. Amer, 
Jowr, 4th ser., XV. 280, 

sine, Pres upon pa 9A porers causes 
sary, ¢-— Troussea: 

a bysary, on — 
palin in certain cases beth, 

the pineal body. — Genial apophysis, See 
wyen: 

a poplectoid (ap-d-plek’toid), a. Resembling 
or aa the nature of apoplexy; apoplectiform. 

hemorrhage apoplexy, n.— Bulbar into 
aubstance of the pons Varoli— apoplexy, 

hemorrhage between the choroid and the retina. — Heat 
Oxy, sinstroke,— tie , hemor- 
into the — of the liver.— Nervous apo- 

@ occurrence of aymptoma of sqegies without 
ary of the bra! —— or ather 

emerrhato Into the substance of the pla- 
eenta.— , an effusion of 
*2* the capillary vessels Into air-vesicles and inter- 

ig lung snbstance.— apoplexy, a condi- 
ton in which symptoms of a xy are due to an effu- 
sion of serum into i ventricles of the brain. — Ver- 

an a reflex 
of the the Intestine, 

apopy. — n. IGr. axé, off, 
gate.) ape m type of sponge, the open 

ne Me ane 

paeyseoe 

— 

Diagrams of the rhagon 
with separare radial tubes. B, more comeplex type, with 
tubes fuvedd and thickened distally te form cortex and imcurreet 
canals; a portion only of the wall Is repersentes 

type of canal system, A. simple type. 

eff. otia: tmc., 
yyle; Ac. Ragetiated chamber: 

AP — — 22* — cavity. The arrows 
ow the direction of the currents, © thick black lime repre 

sents the gastral layer, and the dotted permon fepecsents the 
Gennal layer. (From Lankester’s ~ Zoology. 

ing by which a flagellated chamber communi- 
— rat the cloacal robe 

—— canals; pry., 

ré‘tin) Gr. and, from, + 
ivy, 28 One ae the resinous substances 

remaining after the crystalline substances 
— been —— fom — J 

(a) ré’oid), a. [Aporrhais 
wai Bang —— the Aporrhaidar. 

(ap-6-ri’zit), n. pl. [NL., irreg. pl. 
ased on Gr. —** otherwise axs ee, a 

flowing off, < axoppeiv, flow off, ¢ ard, off, + 
pew, flow. Cf. epirrhysa.) In Rauff's ter- 
minology of sponge morphology, the exhalant 
eanals terminating on the cloacal surface. 

aposematic (ap $-s8-mat’ik), a. (Gr. ard, 
away, + ciwa, mark: see sematic.) Of a 
nature to warn or alarm; serving to warn or 
alarm enemies: noting characteristics of or- 
ganisms which, when Gleclayed, effect this, 

We often see the combination of cryptic and semantic 
methods, the animal being concealed until disturbed, 
when it instantly assumes an apoertatic attitude. 

Hneye. Brit,, XXVII. 147. 

Aposematic character, avy characteristle of a danger. 
ous, poisonous, or nnpalatable organiam which, when 
displayed, serves to warn or alarm an enemy; a warning 
character. The hood of the coben, the rmitle of the 
rattlesnake, and the large white tail of the skunk are 

Aposematic ;i8 examples, — oring, in danger- 
wlatable organisms, comsplencms 

colors Which warn or enemies; warning colors 
a tic (ap--sit’ik), a. (aposit(ia) + *.1] 

using cai or loathing of food ; tending 
Pd — appetite, 

ys wbik), a. [Gr. aré, from, 
ES (inose) + -ic.] Noting an acid, 

C,Hg07, prepared by oxidizing sorbinose with 
nitric acid. It erystallizes in leaflets, is bi- 
basic, — melts at 110° ©. 

— 

nous, OF ry 
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a) tic (ap-d-stat’ik), a. — + -ie,] 
—— by @ stas te; back- 

slidi Golding. are)’ A N. ED. ry 
apostatiam (a-pos’ n, [apostate 
-ism.J aa —8 — — of 
the —8 as, ‘* — a * " Sir R. 
Wilson, Diary, * 

———— moto pe toa halla 
chureh or to a government. — method. 

apostotics, yet 
pedia of Names. ~ Pre * See = 
& fize, v. —— spelling of apoe- 

rophize. 
(a-pos’tré-fizm), »., Apostro’ I apostrophism 

mode of address. cok sor Star (London), 

apotactical (ap —— a. (Gr. droraxre 
xoi, also azéraxror, certain heretics, ¢ ardraxrog, 
— — * aͤroraccuu —8 apart, arrange, ¢ did, 

m™m, ocety, Arrange. ant. Hall, 
No Peace with Rome, p. 661, i 
agetheonl —— k iy, a, [L. apotheca, a 

Op: see a, Of or pertaining to a 
——! peepee: as, *' bucolic menace 
and apothecal hi Mortimer Collins, {Rare.) 

; — measure. 
Tones kal-i) ap-0-theg-mat’i-kal-i), adv, 

—_ ———— manner ; sententiously ; 
pitaity. 
apotheose (a-poth’§-dz), r. 4.; pret. i 
—* Lp nd ¥ ng. fapoteons.) Mo a eosed, ppr. apotheosi 

F apotheceixe ; place or rank amet 1 
exalt; glorify. 

He must be ct; 
Kind will it, and so omn mt. 

FP }, Reg. Necesa,, p. 29. 

© potter (a pé-shi-’ri or & pé-ti-d’ré). 
Literally, from the ——— or more —— 
tant; henee, in logic, from the prevailing trend, 
or srineipal contents, of an argument or ex- 

on, 
apotype (ap’ tp), x, One of a series of speci- 
mens upon which are supplementary 
descriptions, giving additional details about 
some previously described species: posed 
to take the place of —— fy which te — 
in another sense. & 6., XX 

(a lach’i-&), mm NL) * al 
ental area of Paleozoic time which occupied 
— general — the present Ap- 

hian Ree 
a, -» specially noting 

Ap anticlinal fold, signet y overthrown so as to 
have one flank dipping more steeply than the 
other. See the extract, 
The folding in the rocks of the area 1s of Uhree types: 

minute ——- small unsymmetrical wavy folds, and 
broail A —* ones in which the adjustment ap- 
pears to have taken — along the bedding. 

Amer, Jour, Sci., Feb, 1904, p. 160, 

sppereses, ”.— Arsenic tus of Fresenius 
© redaction of arsenious 

ap 

igh-bone.— Carbonic-acid ination of carbone 
for the gravimetric —— 
kall, Sve alba) 

int = hl ofa rr oy — 
rata. apparatus for 

the rapid analysis of anes. —— aa Ununl · 
nating gaa. The samp is collected in the graduated eu- 
diometer. It is then transferred to the laboratory-tube, 
where it Ie subjected to the action of a solvent. The 
residual gas is then returned to the nated tabe and 
the loss in volume measured,— — 
tas, an appliance * forcing alr into the lungs 
an [ntabation-tabe by means of a bellows — Finsen's 
— a system of lenses for concentrating the 

Fi Apgamal 6s 
Dusen from Beck's “ Kefereace Handtonk of the Medical Sciences,” 

violet rays of light, used in the light-treatment of lapas 
sod cthe ietatens Prossnine ar 
form of ing-oven, ‘The tem ture of t Inverter 
controlled ——— ment.— 

exact 

= is 2* transferred te 
sgentet the er vessels containing re- 

cltect ot ‘which is determined by 
remeasuri ng the gaseous volume after sub- 
jocting it F each test, The gas is collected 
over mercury, Hhongh ~4 some cases water 
* serve, — 

dealgued to demonstrate” the 
Sumbination of gases by volume. The one 
shown fa the illustration is for the synthe- 
— of water from itaelementa, hydrogen and 

— Hiifer’s apparatus, an a 
er dy oon dualgued for the quantitative estima- 
tion of ures.—Jaderin & base- 
line measuring ap 
wires of diferent 
side by 

tas CON, 
ermal expansion 

side, whose relative le 
and used 

perature-corrections to the le 
wires and of the line measu 

, an tus for the evolu ion 
gases at & Un orm rate. It consists of 
i oid pa communicating glass vessels. 

put into the central one is subjected 
body ah — ee} some liquid, as water or an 

The ted Is permit ‘ted to 
eacape through lateral atop- 
cock which —— the flow, 
When an excess of gas is act free 
{t causes n pressure within the 
globe and es the quid 
away from the solid into the 
lower globe, ond thence by the 
long central tube into the u 

ia of the 

Hofmann's 
Apparatus, 

for veollec — ‘the aa 
— blast-furnace by clos- 

the 2 of the furnace, It 
hes the form of a bell shaped 
tube res! Tmt pe coul- 
cal ring. is raised and low- Kipp’s Apparatus, 
ered A. of a lever, and ta 
provided at the —— with a Le. ee dips soto 8 
water-trough in or forming pecceatty ae 

Se ie dhs cee en , water-joint on the © 
cup fall into the the furnace,— 

, the only 
for the application of his m of 

arsenic ‘Vy itursh 
* 

ited. 
ent. 

interes —— an ap ua for the volu- 
metric determi of fluerin, Silicon tetrafluorid ts 
guar heating the fons, under — —*— with 
uarte and sulphuric acid. fuorin is 
fom the volume of the gas set free te appara: 
$a, S pertens apparatus for the raphd la of gases, 
it of a —— by a water- 
Jacket, connected with a a le two-necked bottle by 
&@ rubber bose, and capable of being filled with gas from 
@ stack, fue, ete, through the eaplllary tube and stop. 
cock attached thereto. measured yolame * __ 

are 
* = —— an 

yrogallol in potassium 
gen is determined by means harm rm we 
spirit-tlame and contained in a capil tube cow 
with a pipette filled with water, which is displaced by 
She gates not noted om emus ter teas 

of Godfrey and Howson), an arrangement 
for the conversion of cast-iron Sato malleable iron or mild 
steel by means of a blast of previously heated gas and 
air directed into a rotating vessel lined with infual- 
ble material.— See *reaction.— apparatus, 
Rovse-Stutser apperatas, an appara! 
termination of fusel-vil, The api it 
with chloroform and dilute aulphuricacid. The incrense 
3 8 same of the chloroform an the pro —* 
of fuset-oll present.— Root's cali Seng & appara’ 
See wealtbrate,— Scheibl apparatus 
for the estimation of calcium carbonate in » bone tinh. 
The carbon dioxid, liberated by the action of hydrochloric 
neid ona given weight of bone-black, ¢ alr, the 
volume 8o displ heing measured witl neourt by 
meane of the gradaated endlometer, The volume of gas 

ascertained, the weight of * calcium carbonate 
ma calculated. — Bchelling's atus, An Appa- 
may for the determination of the spec Me gravity of gases 



upparatus 

onserding te tt the Bunsen method, by —— — the @ 
sim- 

—* eee for combining an aspirator and an 22 
operated by water-pressure. — Sox nlet a extraction ap- 

an for the extraction of soluble con- 
as fat, witha —— quantity of solvent, as 
e solvent is —— oe ihe — flask (eee the 

iMustration mdensed in the 
water-cool apivel, ond the Hiquid drops apon 
the substance contained in the cen! vessel, 
where ft accumulates until it reaches the top of 
the siphon, * it rans into the lower flask. 
This operation is repeated until the extraction 
is complete, The extract 7 vbtalned by botling 
off the solvent,— Squibbs 
See *urea.— Teleama’ 
wetelenmatic.— 
lime-senar, — para’ 
important mexlification of the vacunm-pan ased 
in sugar-retining and other branches of tndus- 
try, involving the use of latent heat —— 8 
vapor of a first pan to boil the liguid con 
in a second pan in which a bahar caomee os is 
maintained, and in like manner applying the 
vapor from the second to a 
third pan, Sometimes even a 
larger number of vessels than 
three la employed. —Wiborgh’ 

tus, an apparatus for 
rapkl estimation of —— 

fn iron and steel. Abou 
gram of drillings are ieated in 
a flask with water, Sulphuric 
aeld ia then ran in from the 
eide-funnel and hydrogen sul- 

phid {a evolved. This reacts with the 
cadminm acetate with which & cloth fas 
tened over the mouth of the apper fun- 
nel-like veseel has been saturated. The 
shade of yellow developed is compared 
with a set of standarda,— Winkier’s 

—— 

Seahlet's 

traction 

apparatus gas A COD 
venient form of gus burette, It comsista 
of an accurately gradunted cudjometer 
with a simple Kk at its upper and 
a three-way stopcock at ite lower end. 
The lower end is connected by means of 
robber hose to the teveling tube, The 
ons Ya — — jected — — or Winkles’s 

orator, & sgenines und successful = SPRaFAtUS 
—— for evn 
tiple effect, Introd 
oration of solutions =] * a 

— by mul- 
plicable to the eva; 

=a the concentration rt 
liquids for many other purposes. 
appareling (a-par‘el-ing), n. Clothes; eloth- © 
ing. 

Fishing and hanting the abandant waterfowl, as wal 
as other game, contrilate to the tribal subsistence, and 
during recent years part of the corn, beans, and pens ia @ 
carried on horseback to Yuma, where ft is bartered 
chiefly for appereling. Smithsonian Rep, 1901, p. TZ. 

latitude, See #latitude— 
off 

Apparent celestial Appa- 

See A. ¢ oneray. sare an —— 

—— ——— 
apparition (ap-a-rish’on), ©. f. To cause to 
to appear in phantom form. Mrs. Whitney, 
Sights and hog: et IT. 468, [Rare.] NV. &. dD. 
a) onato (ii-pil-si-d-nii’t), a, | ML. 
ad. + matus, passionate, j Impassioned ; 
emotional: in music, noting passages to be so 
rendered 
appatriation (a-pai-tri-d‘shon), #. II. ad, to, 

patria, country, + -ation.) the assignment, 
as of a song or & saying, to the country or place 
where it originated, Athenaeum, July 7, 1883. 
(Rare.] 

appeal, ’. i.—To from the chair, to take 
exception to a decision of the chairman or presiding officer 
of a deliberative body, and ask the sense of the meeting 
or assembly in rege wo it; to appeal to the house from 
a decision of the chair. 

appeal, ”.— Circuit court of a: appeals, » federal court 
SPP Ton jurisdiction established for the hearing of ap- 
trom Judgments, orders, or decrees of the various 

Feera district and cirealt courts throughout the United 

appel, a, (b) A stroke on the opponent's foil 
or sword designed to notify him that the bout 
is to begin. (¢) The stamping of the foot 
during ceremonial salutes prior to the bout. 
See salute, 
appellatived (a- V’a-tivd), p. a. Called; 
named. Bulwer, Disowned, i, [Rare,] 

dages of the eye. the lacrymal apparatas, ocular 
328 5 eye! amt eyehrows, — 
dages of fetus, the umbilical cord, placenta, ad 
pe = gee of the skin, ‘the sweat and 
schaceous glands, mails. anid hair.—Ap) of the 
uterus. Sate as *#ednere,—Auricular appendage. 
Same as appendi2auricnle (elich see, ander @ diz) 
—Cmcal appendage, vermicular appen » the 

those powers 

vermiform appendix, 

a a, Appendant powers, 
P ich the aS is anthorized to exercine out of the estate 
limited to him, and which depend for their validity upon 
the estate which ja fn him. A life-estate limited to a man, 
with « power to grant leases in possession, is an example. 
Bouvier, Law Diet, 

appe: (ap-en-dek‘td-mi), ». A short- 
ened form of — — Med. Record, 
July 11, 1903, p. 46. 
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appendical, a. 2, Relating to an appendix, 
specifically to the vermiform appendix, 

(a-pen-di-sek’to-mi), 4. 
NL. appendiz (cermiformis) + Gr. rxrauh, ex- 

cision.) Excision of the vermiform appendix. 
Med, rd, March 28, 1903, p. 484, 

neliz * or — 

young men, The 

apple 
We may distinguish intellectual processes from asso- 

ciations, on the purely paychological bLusla, as appereep- 
tive connections of idens, 
W. Wundt SS cae tines and Animal Prychol., p. 312. 

paychophye.. a premonitory 
signal to Chere to —— — is attention on the 
coming inapressio: 
apperceptively 7 top" ér-sep’tiv-li), ade. In 
peychol., in an appereeptive manner; by way 
of the process of apperception: as, appererp- 
titely known ; apperceptively constitut 

appercipient (ap-er-sip’ i-ent),a. (NL. apper- 
soperent y increased prevalence of affection in late cipiens, ppr, of appercipere, appercei¥e, ) A 

od iS Se be perenne Se sees eremer kil 0 perceiving; capable of a ypereeption. G. he 
—— digestive ——— — intestinal Stowt, Anal. Psyehol., I. 

gestion attended with much fla lence) influenza, Appert iene *glass. 
veeumetion, and eos on the pbdemen ; oe of iz’ment), » appetice ö 

belief, or — ends tb, contrary to — el * nt =o connie Solr banger a J om * 5 J ; oT. 
may he acute or chronic The most —— — Seott, —— {Rare.} 

acute form are pain of a ky nature, usually appe tizingly (ap’é-ti-zing-li), adr. In ana 
beginning in the neighborhood of the nmbélicas r SPpe rf ap’é-ti-zing-li), adr. In P- 
becoming localized in the right lower abdominal region: pétizing manner; in a way to whet appetite: 
rigidity of the abdominal 5* — —* right mer and as, for socket core appetizingly. 

erness to pressure. @ last, # oning. is applanation  (ap- —* ), . (NL. apple. 
always most aenute at “ Meurney’s polnt,” © 

ia sittated about two inches from the anterior wines natio(ne), ¢ “applanare, ¢ CL. ap- for ad-, to 
te a of the Diem ona line Joining this prowess 

Nitiews, Natiseea and vomiting, prowtration, fever 
ld pulse, constipation or more rarely diarrhen, and 

rie are other symptoms usually present in varying 
degrees. In sbrente appendicitis, Teost —— 
manlfestation is constant pain in the right 1! 
which is aguravated by exertion or fatigue; —— * condi: 
tion ma: ‘ta oe seriously prejudicial to health in many other 
ways, while there is also the ever 7* danger of an 
acute exacerbation with all ites perils, In the treatment 
of acute appendicitis surgeons usually advise operation as 
soon asthediagnosisismade, “Interval operations” are 
those in which the appendix is removed after the subai- 
ge ede — no so as to prevent a recurrence of 
ie — recurren! 

pendictitis, slow grade of — of the verm a 
—— ———— without marked symptoms, but fr. in- 

vo ap time to time by acute exacerbations — 
ern po tn ——— of the vermi- 

—— a of this part occurs. 
— (ap (a * aI), n.; pl. appen- 

eulze (-16) th. dim. of appendix; see appen- 
diz.] A fine hair-like growth borne at the 
— of — — fungi. 

2, Relating to an appendi- a 
appendix vermiformis; 

uck, Med. Handbook, 
ele, specifically | to the 
oo appendientar colic. 

appendi pendiculocecal (ap-en-dik’ii-lé-s8’kal), v. 
lating to both the eweum and the vermiform 

appendix. Lancet, Aue. 20, 1003, p. 600, 
appending (n-pen’ding ,p.@. Attached; ap- 
pendant, 

a nding pending), ». Addition; an ad- 
tion. —— — * Batis p. 532, 
Appendix cerebri, the 
appendix (a ‘ere, Tike), ¢. F To add as an 
—— N. &. D. 

appercepti F n. In Wundt’s psychology, 
process whereby a perception or idea at- 

tains to clearness in consciousness; also, the 
introspective contents of this process, that is, 
the clear idea itself and the changes resulting 
in consciousness from the induction of the 
attentive state. 

Here we understand @ fom a payehol 
— in which, om the onbectien aide, fp = ay oe 

ts becomes clear in consciousness and, on the ape 
* certain feelings arise which, as referred to any 

nta, we — orainarly term the state of ‘atten ih ont 
Wundt (trana,), Physiol. Payehol., I. 316 

— center, Sve *cenfer. 
apperceptionism (ap-ér-sep’shon-izm), n. Tn 
psychol., the explanation and systematization 
of mental phenomena in terms not only of the 
mental elements and their physiological con- 
ditions but also of the process of apperception, 
The wort! is asnally » epplied, in current. controversy, to 
the paychological attitude represented by Wundt’s rys- 
tem, that [s, to a specific form of voluntariam : contrasted 
with asscciationtans, 

But without returning to appereeptiondem we can over- 
come the —— — of nssociatlonism, 

H. Munaterberg, Harvard Psychol, Stud. 1, 044, 

ptionist (ap-ér-sep’shon-ist), #. An 
—— * who embraces appereeptionism. 

The hhealiet's view is that of the “ap 71 yt tonite, 
Jour, Philos, Peychot. and Sci. Methods, Aue. * 14, 

[p. 40a, 
appetce tionistic (ap-ér-sep*shon-is’tik), a. 

n psyckol., pertaining to or characterized by 
apperceptionism,  H, Miasterberg, Harvard 
Psychol. Stud., I, 653, 

apperceptive, a. 2. Tn current psyekol.: (a) 
characterized by clearness, or by the state of 
attention; (b) resulting from or pertaining to 
the psychological process of apperception. 

In almost every moment of the waking tife an apper- 
ceptive proceas is taking place, Whenever an object ts 
atlended to, the precenteon of it is apperceived. 

G, . Stowt, Anal. Psychol, IE. 11% 

LL. planare, make plane: see plase), v.] F ar 
— said pd the erystalline lens. 

nh Some Cases ge becomes myente, which fact can 
be explained mal by th t the crystalline 
fens In toto is pressed toward the cornea, and 
that, in spite of the fact that in this manner = — 
of Zing is stretched, and —* an 32338 —— 

Handbook, tv. 36 is taking place. 

a ple, n, 1 and 2, Tent thrives under a very 
P ¢ range of conditions, and in ptically all temperate 
regions, In North America the rest in which itis 
produced commercially are the Eastern Canadian region, 
comprising “spe of consie, Quebec, and the maritime 
provinces ; New Englan vd and New York region ; the 

edmont oof Virginia; the Michigan-Ghio region ; 
the prairie-plains region, from Indiana and IlMineda to 
—— — te pr Ben [mvis variety is 
t bY" tor; the Orar! jon, comprising part o 

Missouri and Arkatisas, often known as the land of * 
big rel apple”: and the raphdly developing regions of 
the Rocky Mountain States and the Coast States, In all 
these sections there are certain dominant varicties, which 
are asually leas suceosstul in other localities. Asa country 
grows older, it usually ha that * ee of deairalie 

lea increases In length, hoosing of va- 
jes to amit Special localities are —— needs. It ts 

impossible to" give lists of varietics for planting fp all 
parts of the country, either for market or home ase, The 
number of varicties of apples runs into the thousands, 
A generation nnd more ago, the great emphasis in apple- 
growing was placed on varieties, and the old fruit-books 
testify to the t development of systematic pomology. 
The choice of varietics ts mot leas important now: bat 
other subjects have tly increased in importance ‘with 
the rise of com jal fruit-growing, such as neces- 
tity and means of tilling the soil, fertilization and cover- 

ing, the combating of insectea and diseases (eape- 
cially by means of spraying), and revised methods of 
handling, storing. and marketing. The resalt te the trans- 
ferof the —— toselentific and commercial questions. 
The apple has been generally referred to the naaceous 
genos a, —* ——— authors reinstate the 
old genus Malwa, Under the fi nin it is known 
aa Pyrue Malus ; under the latter a 1 as Malus Malus. The 
nearest generic Allies are the pears, comprising the typi 
eal genes The pears are distinguished, among 
other things, by having ee atyles free to the hase; the 
ape A havin, pw By the p eee more or lesa united below, 

alus has ron inte almost nurmaberleas 
—— ander the anes of long domestication. These 
formes are distinguished not only by differences in fruit, 
bat by habit of tree and marked botanical charac teriatica, 
Thus the bloonless apple (see seedless Wapple) has more 
or besa dictinous flowers, and it was carly ¢ 
distinet species under the name of Pyrur divica. There 
are many forms of dwarf be tnt the best-known of 
which is the paradiae or garden-apple. On this and similar 
stocks any variety of apple may be grafted or budded 
if very small or dwarf trees are desired, There are a 
pe -trees with variegated follage, others with — ° 
lowers, and others with a weeping or ne we 

In China and Ja there is a double-flowered an: noes 
flowered apple of a very closely allied but apparently — 
tinet once en, Meakree Soatia tonte-bhigln See also —— 
Apple bark beetle, apple-biigh late, wtih 
apple case-bearer. ve whard- wid — 
worm, *®case-bearer.— Apple canker. nker.— 
Phi — the Malece#, often tented as ng n a nem mye 
— —Ap fruit-beetle. 

apple twig- + apple- T. See wlear- 
apple tune, "anand, wihorigebarer, wetainer,— 

Tucalyy a cinered, a wregarious especies 

oil. = Bitter- rotofapple. See *hitfer-rot,— Black a 
ple, the native or will plum, so called, of Austral 
Sideroryton australe, bearing edible fruit of an tnatpl 
flavor, Alsocalled bush-apple. See evid plum, (ce), under 
punt, and — Black-rot of apple. See 
tilack-ret.— Bash-a Same na ack topple, above. 
~— Cannibal apple, t - ye: of Sefer Uporn, It te 
red like @ tomato and Is Sor Gem, in diameter, It was 
formerty “eaten by the Pijians at their cannibal feasts 
In their vernacular it was called bore dina, or ‘trie 
bore.’ In Samoa it is called pole, See Solanum and 
cannibals formate, tuder — — Green spple @ leaf- 
ther. See tleas-tier,— r apple leaf-fol See 
tlon fy folder, — ‘Mooley apple. » themu-apgle,— 
age apple, the Osage orange, Torylon pormiferwm. 
| ennessee. | ~ Possum- “pocket appl the papaw, —* 
mina trifeba. |Dienal Swamp reotur— Seedlens 
Ple, a variety of apple which, normally tins mo —* a 



‘ apple 
Such apples are not new, being mentioned fn ancient 
times; nor has any scedless * yet received general 
commendation, “Reedless’ a 
applea of normal form and structure in which the core 
is reduced toa minimum, and apples with nearly or quite 
apetalous and more or less imperfect flowers. The 
latter Akay 4 comprises the so-called ‘bloomless’ ap- 
pies, wi ave been known for centuries, The mere 

apple-aphis (ap’l-&‘fis),n, The common leaf- 
ouse, Aphis mali, of the apple, especiall 
abundant in the late spring ne ce 4 

le-lea, is and fouse, See cut — Tie if aphis and apple- e cu 

apple-borer (ap’l-bér’ér), a. An insect which 
res into — as the round-headed 

apple-borer (larva of Seperda candida), or the 
flat-headed apple-tree borer (larva of Chryso- 
bothris femorata), See cuts under Saperda and 
Chrysobothris, 

apple-coal (ap’l-k6l), ». Free or soft coal; 
— mines easily. [Seotch.) 

cross group. } roup*. 
ap Ne-dowdy (spri-dou'di)” n, Same as *ap- 
ple-slump. 
apple-essence(sp‘l-es’ ens), x, Same as *apple- 
on. 

apple-faced (ap‘l-fast), @. Having a face 
round like an apple. Dickens, Dombey and 
Son, eye 

apple-fly (ap‘l-fli), mn. 1. A little fruit-fly, Dro- 
sophila ampelophila, of the family Drosophil- 
ide, which lays its eggs in overripe apples 
and other fruit, and especially swarms around 
eider-mills. See cut under fruit-fly.—2, A 
trypetid fly (Trypeta pomonella) whose larva, 
knownas the apple-maggot or railroad-worm, in- 
fests apples inthe northeastern United States. 
See cut under Trypeta. 

apple-gall (ap’l-gal), ». A gallresembling an 
apple. — Grape-vine apple-gall i, globular, 
aoe, greenish tn color, and pearly an ih in —— 
attached toe the stems of vines: produced by the 
larva of a fly, Ceeidomyia vifis-pomum, 

app. er (ap —— nN. ——— 
mill for pulping apples, grapes peaches, ete., 
or for grinding roots as ood for cattle; a 
grinding-mill. 
apple-gum (ap’l-gum), ». A medium-sized 
tree, Lucalyptus Stwartiana, resembling the 
common apple. It yields a useful hard, brown 
timber, and a kino. Also called turpentine-tree, 
peppermint-tree, and apple-sconted gum. [Vie- 
to r 
— (ap’l-léf), », A leaf of the apple- 
tree.—Apple-leaf Bucculatrix, a tineid moth, Buceu- 

Appleleat Decowlatria (Succalatria poont/il sella), 

# apple iwig covered with coccoms: 4. cocoon, enlarged; 
¢, seoth, much enlarged (Kiley), 

lotriz pomifelielia, whose larva feeds abundantly on the 
leaves of the apple inthe eastern United States and hiber- 
nates within a whitish elongate, longitadinally ribbed 
cocoon attached te the twigs or trunk of the tree, Apple- 

£ At ag See *Aea-weevtl, 
apploten : er (ap’l-levH*ér), n. A sort of to 
paste of a leathery consistency, made of —— 
partly cooked and dried in a hot sun, 

apple-louse (ap’l-lous), ». Same as *apple- 
aphis,— jouse, 5 erica qe —— supe: P 1 , Sehizonerra A na, 

apple-maggot (a ‘Linag*ot), wn. The larva of 
Typeta pomonetia, a dipterous insect which 
damages apples in the New England States. 

apple-midge (ap’l-mij), ». Asmall chironomid 
¥y, Molobrus mali, whose larva feods on the 
— of ripe and stored apples, hastening their 
jecay. 

apple-nuts (ap‘l-nuts), ». pl. A commercial 
name for the apple-shaped fruits of the ivory- 
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nut palms, Calococeus Amicarum and C. Solomo- 
nensis, of the Caroline and Solomon Islands. 
See irory-nut. 

apple-oil (ap‘l-oil), ». Ethyl or amyl valeri- 
anate diluted with alcohol; used to imitate the 
odor of apples in confectionery and aoda-water 
syrups. Also apple-easence, 
apple-scab (ap’l-skab), ». A disease of the 
apple-tree which attacks both the leaves and 
fruit, caused by the fungus Fusicladium den- 
driticum, See Fusieladium and scab, 5. 

apple-scale (ap’l-skil), x. Any one of several 
species of scale-inseets or bark-lice that infest 
the apple, notably, the oyster-shell bark-louse 
of the apple (Lepidosaphes ulmi, formerly My- 
tilaspis pomorum) and the seurfy scale (Chio- 
naspie farfuras) 

a (a ‘l-sli’sér), n. An instrament 
or cutting apples into slices for culinary use, 

apple-slump (ap‘l-slump), x. Hotapple-sauce 
covered with a rich conan ont cook U.S. 

app. (ap'l-sfingks), s. A sphingi 
moth, Sphine gerdius. Its apple-green larva 
feeds on the foliage of the apple in Canada and 
the United States, from the Thissis issippi valley 
eastward. 
apple-thrips (ap‘l-thrips), ». A minute thy- 
sanopterous insect, Phlaothrips mali, which is 
often found on young withered apples. 
apple-toddy (up‘l-tod‘i), » A toddy into 
PRich the 6 of baked or roasted —— is 
stirred; also, a toddy made of iene . 

borer, *xburer.—Apple-tree * 
——⸗ pruner, See er — 

borer, — tree dy See 5* 
— tree weevil. Sce —— — 

-humped tree caterpillar. weater- 

Reaterpill = ne ar. 

apple-worm {ap’l-wérm), ». The larva of 
6 eodling-moth, Ca psa pomonella, a 

cosmopolitan tortricid moth. See codling- 
apple-worm, the larva of a 

malana, two generations or broods noctaid moth, 
of which a during the summer, often feeding in 
nombers on the folk of the apple, It is an inch or 
more in length and tereen Ln color, with longitudl- 
nal white linea and many whitlah dots, 

apply, v. i. 6. Inastrol., of a heavenly body, 
to approach to the conjunction or aspect of 
another. 

a tment, .—Bureau —* Bee 

disposition of property — —— 
poor nominal and not substantial, Boweter, Law Dict, 

Appolt coke-oven, See *coke-oren. 
apport (a-port’ or, as P.,a-pér’), 9. (F.. 4a 

porter, CL. apportare, bring to, introduce.) 
ntroduction, professedly by occult or super- 
normal means, of flowers, musical instru- 
ments, ete.: used with reference to perform- 
ances of spiritualistic mediums, 
Some of the physical phenomena which I have adduced 

as among those proclaimed to have occurred, such as 
a , acont, movement of objects, e of matter 
through matter, bear a perilous resem 4 | 
tricks, of a kind fairly well known ; which tricks ff w 
done ean be very deceptive. 
— — Lodge, in Proc, Soc, Paychical Research, 

ap no —_ {2 
E. Coke, 

a 1 (a-p6'zal), wn. The act of apposing. 
of in Brgtich laa, the c ing then 

money recel upon eccount of the Exchequer. 

posit, a. A simplified spelling of apposit ap’ a. Asimplified spelling of apposite. 
apposition? (up-d-zish’on), (OF. apposition, 
var. of opposition, See appose*.] public 
disputation or examination: now used only as 
a name of Speech Day in St. Paul's School, 
London, 

appositively (a-poz’i-tiv-li), ade. In apposi- 
tion or so as to stand in apposition; apposi- 
tionally: as, substantive expressions put ap- 
positively, 
appraisable {a-priiz’a-bl), @. [appraise + 
able.) Capable of being appraised or of 
having the value fixed, 

appreciation, ".—The of apprectation, the 
world as It appears to spiritual insight, to the broadest 
and wisest conception of the most human good sense, 
Op dito the arorld of deseription, or world of facts, 
under a materialistic and, a⸗ faras peestble, achentifically 
theoretical aspect. The word appreciation in this phrase 
is to be understood in semee 2, an ** —— undor· 
standing” which “estimates the qualities of things and 

ves them their due value." The world of appreviation 
a world of real, living, and purposing beings, in some 

sense the children of God. The terms was introduced in 
1st? by J. Royee. See the extract, 
We shall be led to make a provisional sundering of the 

two points of view, viz, «1) that of our appreciative or 

6r‘shon-a-bl), a. [eppor- 
le to be cputwee ar 

. apricot-oil (a’pri-kot-oil’), ». 

apron 

most explicitly volitional consclousnecss, and (2) that of 
our ilescriptive or more theoretical consclowsness, . . . 
We shall ex ——— of the two points of view 

more abstractly theo- 
the World of Description: 

while the world as otherwise interpreted ia the world of 
tife,— the World of A fon, .. + The only justifica- 
tion for the more etly theoretical conception of 
the World of Description is its value as a meana of organ- 
—— conduct and our conception of what the will 
bee 

Royer, The World and the Individual, 2d ser., p. 26. 

— — (a-pré‘shi-f-tiv-nes), . 
appreciative + -ness.] The character of being 
—— —— disposition to recognize excel- 
ence, 

appr the —— — ofa whole in its unity — 
Unetueas, without discernment of all or even any of its 
component detaila, 

This circumstance #' @ name for that apprehen- 
wen * whole which 9 + —*2* — ol 

. We may call it tre apprehension, 
* Go. FP. Gtowt, Anal. Prychol,, 1. % 

apprenticement (a-pren’tis-ment), ». [ap- 
prentice + -ment.) The set of apprenticing; 
apprenticeship, [Rare.] 

The premature apprenticements of these tender victims, 
Lamb, Essays lia, Praise of the Chimney Sweeper, 

appressor (#-pres’or), n. Same as *appresso- 
rium, 

appressorium (a-pre-sd‘ri-um), #.; pl. ap- 
pressoria (-&). [NL., ¢ L. apprimere, pp. ap- 
resets press to: see appressed.) The organ 

which parasitic fungt attach themselves to 
eir hosts, consisting usually of the flattened 

or swollen end of a hypha. 
Apypressoria are aleo formed by some parasitic Fungi, 

asa tuinute flattening of the tip of a very short branch 
{Brysinbe}, or the swollen end of any hypha which come: 
in contact with the surface of the host (Piptocephalis, 
Syncephalis), haustoria plercing in each ease the cell-wall 
below. In Botrytis the a, oria assume the form of 
dense tassels of short branches. 

Beye. Brit., XXVITTL Shh. 

approach, un. 6, In golf, the np by which w 
player endeavors to get his bal! on to the put- 
— 

tory, “.—Articles approbatory. See *ar- a) 

Approver in the marches. See *march!. 
Approximate numbers. See *awmber. 
approximator (n-prok’si-mi-tor), n. One who 
approximates or comes near. 

unn’s lamella or reed, See *laniella, 
a ".— Essence of apricot, amyl butyrate mixed? 
with aym! alcohol and diluted with ordinary alcohol 
used to imitate the odor of apricots in confectlouery and 
soxla-water syrope 

A fat oil ex- 
pressed from the kernels of - now of- 
ten substituted for almond-oil, 

a prima vista (a pré‘mii vie’ tii), [It.: see 
prime and vista.) At first sight: as, to read a 
piece of music @ prima vista, 
Aprion (a-pri‘on), ». (NL., ¢ Gr. é- priv. + 
piv, saw.) A genus of snappers of the 
family Lutianide, found in the tropical seas: 
distinguished by the sealeless fins. 4. cirescens 
of the Pacific is an excellent food-fish, 

apriorist, ». IL. a. Of or pertaining to a priori 
cognition, or to apriorism. 

The aprioriat notion that among free competitors wealth 
must go to the tidustrions, 

@. B. Shaw, Fabian Essays tv Socialism, p, 177. 

octia (a-prok’ti-i), m. tre «Gr. 4- priv, 
speatéc, anus.) The condition of having an 

imperforate anus, 
apron, ‘. 2. (f) In mining, a Vlock of timber forming 
an off-set to a pump-rod, (&) In geddemifiing, the 
amalyamated copper paiee outekle of a stamp-lattery, 
used to collect the gold from the palp which dows over 
these plates in a thin stream from the mortar, Alew 
—— 

VTh vertical portion of the slide-rest of an engine 
lathe which carries the claspont and the gearing for the 
feed. (e) The slide or grate of a punching. or shearing: 
machine. 
5. dy A platters bailt of timbers at the foot of a 
slide, Which guides in the desired direction Ly leaving 
the slide, te) The shield in front of the face of an 
undershot water-whee!, Intended to keep the water in 
action upon the buckets. 
6. An overwushed deposit of gravel and sand 
such as is commonly spread southward from 
the grenter moraines of the northeastern 
United States. Also frental apron and mo- 
rainie apron. 

Where the topography was pot rigped, numerous ive 
derived streams built doping plains resembling low al- 
luvint fans, These are well seen om Long Island ant 
Martha's Vineyard, ami to those of the latter plare 
Professor Shaler bas given the very descriptive namie of 
Srontal oprowe. Bulletin Amer, Geeg. Soc., XXX. 206. 



apron 

7. A trough or channel, or a shallow vat, of In pathol., diminution or suppression of the made by evaporating a 
considerable width as compared with its depth, 
over which water or other liquid flows in a 
thin wide sheet, or in which it stands; spe- 
eifieally, the wide, shallow channel through 
which the water flows to the — hery of a 
breast-wheel or overshot whee re. In salt. 
manuf., & shallow tray in which a dilute 
solution of brine is exposed to the sun to 
be evaporated and concentrated. — Hottentot 

Same as *tabtier, Se 
He 

apron. * 

apron-conveyor (i prun-kon-va‘ér), u. 
conveyer, 4. 

apron-fall (& prun-fal), n. A piece of leather 
attached to the top of the dash-board of a 
earriage: used as a cover to the apron when 
the latter is folded. 

apronful (4’prun-fal), ». [apron + -ful.] As 
much as ean be held in an apron: as, “an 
epronful of flowers,” Miss Bradion. 

apron-hook (a’prun-hik), n. A short hook 
with an eye by which it is secured to the dash 
of a ca T er with a ring, it holds 
the apron in place when folded. 

a) 7 -plate (i’/prun-plit), x, Same as *apron, 
(*). 

aprosexia (ap-rd-sek’si-it), u. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
ampogesin, —— 4 a + xpbacéic, 
attention, ¢ tpooé yer, attend, hold to, ¢ mpéc, 
toward, + dye, hold.) Lack of power to 
keep the attention fixed on any subject; an 
extreme e of mind-wandering. Suck, 
Med. Handbook, VI. 112. 
Apseudes (ap-sii’déz), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. awerdiy, 
without deceit wef priv + yeidog, lie, deceit : 
see pseudo-, © typical genus of the famil 
Apseudidz. Leach, 1814. J 
Apseudide (ap-sii’di-dé6), mn. pl. [NL., ¢ Ap- 
seudes + -idz.) A small ‘tarnlly of cheliferous 
Isopoda, having the body depressed, the eara- 
aie with a well-developed rostrum, and the 

antenne with two many-jointed flagella, 
The typical genus is Apseudes. 
Apsilus (ap-si‘lus),». (NL., ¢ Gr. a- priv. + 
Yi, smooth.) A lary f nus of snappers of the 
family Lutianide, fund in tropic 
often handsomely colored, 

pl. apteria (-i), agterion (ap-té’ri-on), u. 
me as apterinm, 

“eres (ap’te-ros), a. [Gr. dxrepoc, wingless.) 
ingless: an epithet of Nike (Victory) as 

represented, unusually, without wings (signify- 
ing that she did not Intend to leave the pre- 
cinct favored by her presence), There was a 
temple of Nike Apteros at Athens, See cut 

cal seas and 

under Jowie, 
Apterura (ap-te-ri’ri), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
drrepor, Wingless, + oipd, tail.) division of 
anomurous crustaceans in which the appen- 
dages of the sixth segment of the pleon are 
not expanded and wing-like: contrasted with 
Pterygura. 

(ap-ter’i-go-jen’é-A), mn. pl. 
{NL., (Gr. @- priv. + srépeg (xrepvy-), wing, + 
-yerge, -producing,] In Brauer’s classification, 
one of two principal divisions of the class 
Insecta, the other — the Pterygogenea, It 
includes only the order Thysanura (Aptera 
of Sharp's system). 

Apterygota (ap-ter-i-go’th), n. pl. ([NL., ¢ 
r. d= priv. + nrepuyerdc, winged, ¢ srépug, 

wing.) A group of insects including only the 
order an gre which contains wingless 
forms only that are supposed to have de- 
scended from wingless ancestors. 

apterygotiasm (ap-ter-i-go’tizm), n. [aptery- 
ot(onex) + “oad In entom., the state of be- 

ing wingless and also of being descended 
from wingless ancestors, 

a gotous eit’ a, (Gr. d- priv, 
mrepuywréc, winged, In entom., without 

wings and derived probably from wingless an- 
eestors, as the Thysanura and Collembola. 

Were an apterygotous Insect gradually to develop wings, 
it would be on ox Lois system, 

‘ — y hm Brit., XXX, 502, 
A (ap‘ti-an),a@.andn. [Apt in Vaucluse, 

rance,} In geol., noting a geologic stage or 
division at the top of the Lower Cretaceous 
formation in France and Belgium, It comprises 44 
tmarls, clays, and impare limestones, and in places at- 
tains a thickness of 1,900 feet, divisible into an upper 
and a lower group and abounding in foasils. 

aptyalia (ap-ti-#'li-i), m. (Gr. *anriatoc, with- 
out spittle, ¢4@- priv, - trigdov, spittle.) Same 
as *aptyaliom, 

aptya. (ap-ti’a-lizm), ». [See aptyatia.) 
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(a-pik-nd-mér’fus), a. [Gr. 

ape ce of aptychi. Bee 
a 

a 
| seg not dense (< a- priv. + rvxc, dense), 
+ Hoot, form.] Noting the character of a ce 
which, in consequence of the fact that its chro- 
matic or staining element is not compactly ar- 
ranged, takes the ordinary dyes less readily 
than is usual, or irregularly. 

In others, the chromatic elements are more loosely dis- 
tributed, and these cells. staining leas Intensely, are said 

ous condition, to be in the a; “hele 
Oh Ba , in Jour, Exper. Med, V. 66a. 

apyonime (a-pi’d-nim), ». [Formation not 
clear.] Same as — he 
apyrene (ap’i-rén), 1. tr. a- priv., without, 

zu, the stone of a — (nucleus).)] De- 
ficient in nuclear substance: noting certain 
abnormal or unusual forms of spermatozos. 

a te (a-pi’rit), ». [Gr.a-priv. + rip, fire, 
-ite*.] A refractory substance containing 

about 93 percent. of silica: used at some Ger- 
man iron-works for furnace-linings. 

A. Q. M. G. An abbreviation of Assistant 
Quartermaster-General, 
‘ua, #. 3. In phar., a solution of an essen- 

tial oil or in water, a solution of any other 
substance being termed liquor, Inthe British 
pharmacopoia, only a solution of an essential 
oil is called aqua, that of a gas being called 
Bquer.— ua doloe sauce, See — 

n * water, — - 

——— Mane * 8 Aqua para, 
aquacultural (a-kwa-kul’tir-al), a. —— 
or pertaining to the production of fish an 
other sea, lake, and river food-stuffs ; piscieul- 
tural: as, an aquacultural experiment-station, 
usaductus coretat, the infandibulum of the brain. 

Cotunnil. Same asaquartuctnue eeatibull, 

aquamanile Gi — is), n, [ML,, also 
aquemanile, ete.) me as aquemanale, 
aq te (ai*kwa-ma-rén’kris’- 
é-lit), ». The pale-yellow variety of beryl 
(aquamarine). 
— (a kxwũ rĩ· al), a. Same as aguarian. 

fan, ». 2. One who keeps an aquarium. 
arf N. B.D, 

Aquarid (n-kwi‘rid), », Same as *dqwariid, 
uarii (n-kwi'ri-i), m. pl. (See Aquarius.) A 
* of the early cbureh uke wed water in- = 

arabesquely . 
= —— — —— solution of the drug.— 

Aquia Creek group. See *group), 
uicolous (a-kwik’d-lus), a. . agua, water. * Kae eult) “Inhsbiting the colere, dwell in: see cvlt.) 

water. 

icoe han a — fis armed — **** 
re ¥ aquicolous iusect lurve, 

rarely mollusks, w ore they ors. x * 
Buck, Med. Handbook, VI. 224. 

aguifer (ak’wi-fér),n. [L. bi water, + -fer, 
Serre, bear.) In ., &# Water-bearing bed or 
— necessarily of some open-textured 
rock. 

The artesian system shows four or five agwifers, or 
water-bearing strata, more or leas completely separated 
from one another. , Nov, 22, 190], p. TH, 

nifoliaces: (ak’ wi-fé-li-i’sé-), x. pl. (LL. 
{ P. de Candolle, 1813), ¢ Aquifoliam, Tourne- 
ort’s name for the genus Jler (¢ L. aqua, 
water, + folium, leaf).] A family of dicoty- 
ledonous, choripetalons plants of the order 
— the kelly family. Itla charectertaed b 
regular yeamodianc’ as we berry: ery 

simple aitemate leaves mostly without stipales, They 
are or shrubs with watery sap, The fami 
four panera, 3 which only Jiex is specially important. 

aquifoliaceous (ak* wi-f6-li-€’shius), a. (NL. 
quifoliacee + -ous,) Belonging to the plant 

family Aquifoliacex. 
aquilin, a. A simplified spelling of aquiline. 
aquilino (i-kwi-18'nd), a. [It.: see aqnila,] 

small silver coin, bearing an eagle, which was 
struck in Padua during the republican epoch 
(1200-1300). 
niloid (ak’wi-loid), @. [L. aguila, eagle, + 

eidoc, form.) Resembling an aquiline form; 
noting particularly a nose which resembles 
in form an aquiline nose. Keane, Man Past 
and Present, p. 470. 

Aquilonian (ak-wi-lé’ni-an), a. and ». [See 
aquvilon.) In geol., noting a division of the 
Jurassic formation in the Syzran district of 
Russia, 
nincubital ( a-kwin- kii’bi-tal), 
Tr. a- priv. + L. quin(tus), 

forearm, + -all.] Noti 
a bird’s wing in which the fifth secondary 
is absent, altho the coverts are present. 
Wray, Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1887, p. 348. 
uintocubital (a-kwin-té-ka’ bi-tal), a A 

later, ly amended form of aquincwbital. 
* of wine in the Lord’s Supper. See Py , 1809. 

Abstemti. — intocubitalism (a-kwin-td-ki‘bi-tal-izm 
(a-kwa’ri-id), mn. [Aquari(ws) + -id?.] * In ornith,, the state or ecntition kane 

One of the meteors of the flock which about 
May 4 radiate from the constellation of 
Aquarius. 
aquate (a’kwat),n. (NL. *aguatum, ¢ L. aqua, 
water.) In chem., same as hydrate. 

aquatic, @.—Aquatic in Aort., those plants 
which are crown continuously in water, as in ponds and 
agaaria. Typical examples are the water-lilles. In looser 
usage the term is sometheen applied to species that grow 
in bogs or other very wet places as wel) as to those that 
grow ovly in water of gener orlessdepth, Most aquatic 
plants are permanently attached to the earth or rocks 
at the bottom of the water, but some of them eventually 
break loose and for a part of their existence may float 
free. 

aquation (a-kwa’shon), ». [L. aqwatio(n-), ¢ 
aquari, bring or fetch water, ¢ aqua, water.) 
1. The procurement of a supply of water: as, 
‘‘conveniently situated for aquation.” Gibson, 
Camden's Brit. —2. Disposal of the dead by 
sea-burial. Sci. dmer., Jan. 7, 1800, [Rare in 
both uses, } 

sqnativences (n-kwat’iv-nes), 1. 
(CL, aquari, get water) + -nexs.] 
& propensity for water, 
aquavalent (a-kwa-va’lent), ». [L. aqua, 
water, + E. calent.] In chem., the proportion 
of water, counted by molecules, which is 
needed by a single molecule of « salt to form 
with it a eryohydrate. 

aquecglacial (a kwé-0-gli‘shinl). a, foanent us) 
glacial.) Formed or acted upon by glacial 

ice or water from glacial streams, or exhibit- 
ing characters which show the influence of 
both. J. Geitie, The Great Ice Age, p. 418. 
meo-igneous (i*kwé-d-ig’né-us), @. In geol., 

“aquative 
phren., 

resulting from the action of heat in the pres- 
ence of much steam or of its dissociated ele- 
ments: applied to those rocks which, like 
pegmatite, exhibit the effects both of igneous 
action and of aqueous solution. 

Aqueous chambers of the eye, See chambers of the eye, 
under chormdber.— Aqueous extract, in pher,, an extruct 

the fifth secondary. Also called diastatary. 
Trans. Linnean Soe, London, Zotl,, Oet., 1901, 
p. 221, 
uiparous (a-kwip’a-rus). a, [L. aqua, water, 
parere, uuc ucing water: applied 

to the parotid glands, which secrete a thianer 
fluid than the other salivary glands, 

nitanian, ¢. and »., 2. In qgeol., noting a 
division or stage in the Tertiary formations of 
the Paris basin representing the latest Oligo- 
cene, The depoettas of this stage were essentially lacus- 
trive, and the fossils are fresh-water and terrestrial 
mollusks, espectally Helix, together with the retuains of 
Rhinceeros and other marmmeala. 

aquo-igneous (4-kwo-ig’né-us), a, 
Raqueo-igneous, 

ar, ’. A simplified — are, 
Aro, Ar), Are, Ary, ete. Points of flexure in 
the curves of cooling of iron and steel. 
B.A. An abbreviation of Associate of the 

Royal Academy. 
ara’ (ar’a-ban), ». Same as arabin. Jour. 
Soc. Chem, Industry, XL. 931. 

Arabellites (ar-a-be-li‘téz), a. [NL. Arabella, 
a genus of worms, + -ifes.}) A genus of fossil 
worms based on detached Jaws which are pre- 
served as black and bighiy lustrous objects, 
and which are occasionally found in sets of like 
pairs. They are very varinhle in form, apd certain 

jases of them have been referred to other genera, as 
Sunicites, (Raenites, Polyynathus, und Prioniodwas 

found throughout the Paleozoic rocks. 

a rabesche (ii rii-bes’ke). (It.] With ara- 
besques: said of decoration with motives of 
arabesque form usually painted on a light 
ground, frequently seen on the majoliea wares 
of Genoa and Venice. 

arabe: ly (ar‘a-besk-li), adr. In the style 
of the A rablena. (Rare) X. E. D. 

Arabeequely shapen barks of Carthaginian lands. 
Hirat, Poema, p. 00. 

Same as 



Arabianize 

Arabianize (4-ri‘bi-an-iz), ©. t.; pret. and pp, 
Arabianized, a r. Arabianizing, "Po make Ara- 
bian; to assimilate to Arabian form and usage. 

Tt is probable that the Persian Persianieed in this way 
neighboring tong that the Arabian Araidanized them, 
- ae (trans), Laws of Imitation, p. 254. 

Arabiciam (a-rab’i-sizm), ». (Arabic + -igm.] 
A word, idiom, or expression peculiar to Ara- araj 
3 Southey. Pr 

abic potte e * pottery. 
arabinone (ar’a-bi-non), n. [aralin + -one.] 
A compound, Cj Hg, intermediate between 
arabin and arabinose, a6 dextrine is interme- 
diate between starch and glucose. It is syrupy 
and sweet, 

arabite farebit), n. [arab(in) + -ite?,] A 
pentacid alcohol, C3;H7(OH),, formed by the 
reduction of arabinose, It is an optically in- 
active compound, sweet, and soluble in water, 
arabonic (ar-a-bon’ik),a. Noting an acid, 
Cel 190e formed by the oxidation of arabinose 
with bromine. It is monobasic, and the opti- 
eally active form melts at 89° C, 

ara (ar*a-bo-te-les’ko), a. [It.,‘Ara- 
bic-German’: see Arab and Dutch.) Having, 
or st to have, the characteristics at 
onee of Saracenic and 

PINUS 
of German building or 

p 

Anrbetedesco Mosaic. 

Frees the Royal Chapel, Palerne. 

de : applied to Romanesque of the more 
fori cost and su by the use of the 
German Byzantinisch for the German round- 

bu 
Ara —— a. and n. Araby, < OF. 
arab? L. Arabius : — ———— I, a. Ara- 

wry ceases * ane ee iy peotie } nold’s Chronicle, p. 1 ow on tic, 
a rabia. —— Tl}, ». 1. A native of 

An Arablan horse, 

marin cat res eS wo 
ii-ril-si’), x. [Tupi aragd.] A general 

name in Brazil of several varieties of Va, 
shrubs or trees of the genus Peictium, in- 

ished by qualifying words: as, araga-quazu 
P, java), araga-iba (P. Araca), araga- J 

mirim (2. Araca), and araga de Praya (P. 
» Cattleyanum) 

(a-rak’ik), a. (drachis + -ic.) Same 
as arachinic, 

arachinic ( ata’), a, Pertaining to or 
derived from the “nut, drachis hypogwa: 
as, arachinic * * (Gr. dpa 
arachnean (a-rak’né-an), a. . dpa yvaioe, 
< Gpayrn, a spider.] Of the nature of or re- 
sembling a spider’s web in texture. 

(ar-ak-ni‘téz), ». (NL. (FP. W. 
Sehmidt, 1793), in allusion to the form of the 
flowers, < Gr. apayvirnc, spider-like, ¢ apdayvy, 
spider. | — us plants allied 
to Orchia : ¢ ‘terized by two pollen-glands 
inclosed in separate anes, The genus is im- 
properly called Opkrys by many authors, See 
Ophrys, 

oidinz (a-rak-noi-~di’né), ». zt, (NL. 
< Arachaoidius (a genus of coleoptera) + -ine. 
A group of Clypeastride, containing the low, 
flat forms with open petals. 

arachn (ar-ak-nof’a-gus), a. [Gr. 
apaxvy, & spider, + ¢aytiv, eat.) Spider-eat- 
ing; feeding upon spiders or other arachnids : 
said of some birds. 
arada (ii-ri‘dii), ». ([Sp., ¢ arar, ¢ L. arare, 

low.] Plowed or cultivated land ; arable 
nd, (Southwestern U. 8.) 

us (ar-a-gal’us), mn. (NL. (Necker, 
178), appar. an anagram or an analogic 
formation from Astragallus, a form used by 
the same author for Astragalus.) A genus of 
dicotyledonous plants of the family Fabacex. 

freee vy photometer. See *photometer. 
group, the isomorphous orthorhombic 
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especies: aragonite, Cal,: bromlite, Lie Ba + wither. 
ike, BaOOy; stroutianite, 8eCOs ; and cerusite, PhOOs. 

Arago’'s law of polarization. See *polariza- 

6 (ii-rii-gwii’nd), ». [Native name in 
Venezuela.) In Venezuela, a tree of the big- 
nonia family, Tecoma spectabilis, yielding a 
very hard wood of a dark-olive color. 

ocardia (a-ri-é-kiir’di-i),». (NL, ¢Gr, 
apauc, thin, porous, with intervals, + «cpdia, 
heart.) Sameas *hrachyeardia, Lancet, Aug. 
29, 1905, p, 529, 

Arales (a-ri’léz), ». pl. (NL. (Lindley, 1833), 
< Arum + -ales.] An order of monoeotyledon- 
ous plants embracing the families dracew# and 
Lemnaces (whieh see). The intborescence is asu- 
ally a epadix inclosed tn a apathe, whence the name Spa- 

#, but it issometimes naked, In Lindley’s system 
the aral alliance included also the Pandanaces ami T'y- 
paces. 
araliad (a-rf‘li-ad), ». [NL. dralia, + -ad).) 
A plant of the family draliaces. 

aralie (i-rii-lé’), ». [F. form of a native 
name (?) Cf. Aralia.] Aname inthe West In- 
dies of two parasitic trees, Clusia alba and C. 
rosea. Also called Scotch attorney, strangler- 
tree, murderer-tree, *chigoc-poison, and *eupay. 
Bee the last two names and Clusia. 

araliin (a-ri‘li-in), ». [Aralia + -in?.] A 
erystalline glucoside of unknown composition 
found in Aralia spinosa, 
Aralo-Oaspian (4’ra-li-kas’pi-an), a. Of or 
pertaining to the s and Caspian *5 

off from the ancient >} eee eee the 
of its Gowr in recent le times, and embra- 

¢ Sea of Aral, and the ex- 
them. The waters Rene 

has been separated from the —5— 
region, and the ridge that divides it from the Medlter- 
ranean has been so that it now communicates 

the Caspian and therewith. It is believed Aral Seas 
are still shrinking by evaporation. 

A.B. A.M. Anabbreviation of Associate of 
the Royal Academy of Music. 

aramaca (ii‘rii-mii-kii’), n. (Tupi aramacd.) A 
Brazilian name of a wide-e flounder, Sya- 
cium papillosum, 

Aramigns (a-ram‘i-gus),n. [NL. (Horn, 1876), 
formation not obvious. } A genus of otiorhyn- 

.. Chid beetles. It contains two North American apecies, 
one of which, A. ia @ serious cnemy to the rose, 
its larves living on the roots, while the adults feed on the 
foliage and flowers. See cut under rose-beetle. 

aramina (ii-rii-mé‘nii), ». (Brazilian Pg., < Pg. 
arame, wire.) The commercial name in Bra- 
zil of the fiber obtained from the guaxima or 
essar-weed, Urena lobata, 1t is white and strong, 
and is considered a good substitute for Jute in the manu- 
facture of sacking and twine. Bev *csear-weed, *yuczi- 
ma, and (iri ‘gh [Ss t 

i-riin n. p. aranga, from a na- 
tive name (in ‘ayabas province —* In the 
Philippine Islands, a large forest-tree, Homa- 
linm iense, of the Flacourtia family, which 
yields straight logs often 75 feet long. The 
wood is hard and durable, of a reddish color kod 

Ta ene rt ee pe work, a . 
resisting the of sliip-worma, v 

Aran’s ether. Same as ethylidene *chlorid. 
Arapaho See * 1, 
Arapaimide (or- — n, pl. (NL, < 
Arapaima + 4 A family of osteoglossoid 
fishes found in fresh waters of the tropics. 
Tt includes the gigantic Arapatma 4, Which reaches 
a length of 15 fect and a weight of pounds anid ts an 
important food-fish. 

arara,. 2. A fish, Hemulon plemieri, found 
in abundance from Rio Janiero to Cape Hat- 
toras, 

arariba (ii-rii‘ré-bii’), n. oe! *araribd, ¢ 
Tupi ardra, parrot, + -iba, it, tree.] A le- 

minous tree of Brazil, ¢ ‘entrolobiume r —VV — 
the beautiful striped wood of which is one of 
the kinds known as zebra-wood, Also called 
araroba. 

araticnu (4-ri-té-kii’),n, [Native name in Bra- 
zil.] In Brazil, one of several trees, belong- 
ing to the genus Anona and to the related 
genus Rollinia, which bear edible fruits: as, 
aration do 
(4. — and araticn do mato (R. ayl- 

tice). ra 

Araucarioxylon (ar’-ka-ri-ok’si-lon), ». (NL. 
(Kraus, 187 ¢ < Araucaria + Gr, sidov, wood.) 
A genus of fossil coniferous plants, based en- 
tirely on the internal structure of the wood, 
which has not been connected with other parts, 
and which agrees in most respects with that 
of Araucaria. The leading character ls the hexagonal 

jo (A. palustris), araticen do rio ar 

Aramarionylon —— Pe the Trias of Taylorsville, 
* ja, 

1. Radial section: #, @, medellary rays: 4, tracheids with twa 
exagonal ce tows of by pits; «, walls of located by pressure, 

® Transverse section: a, #, a. medullary rays: ¢, 4, intercellular 
spaces. 
wa ne section: @, sections of bordered pits om radial 

+. 

» Radial section further enlarged: a, single row of rousded 
pits; 2, double tow of bexageaal Bits. 

perty Messasie, chiefly Triassic, but cer- 
mn Falcone forma have Lf py Bee Da. 

Pinites, and fossil wooed (a), under wood! 

araxina (li-rii-shé’nii), », 
name applied to a tree of southern Brazil, 
Vochy miferum, which yields large quanti- 
ties a useful gum, similar in appearance 
and properties to gum arabic, 

arbacin (iir’ba-sin), ». (Arbacia + ~~ A 
histon obtained from the spermatozoa of Ar- 
* pustulosa. Simon, Physiological Chem., 
p. 
Arbacina (iir-ba-si’nil), m. pl. [NL., ¢ Arbacia 
+ -ina*,| Asuborder of Diademoida contain- 
ing echinoids in which the ambulacral plates 
are simple primaries near the apical area, 
while atthe ambitus they arecompound. The 
interambulacral plates and the peristome are 

Arbaciosa (iir-ba-si-6’si), n. [NL., ¢ Arbacia 
+ -osa.] A genus of cling-fishes of the family 
Gobiesocide, They live in rock-pools with the 
— Arbacia, which the fishes mimic in 
color. 

arbalistryt (fr’ba-lis-tri), n. 
as arbalist + -ry.) The artof 
arbalist. 
arbelon (iir-bé’lon), n.  [Gr, *dpfy/ov, other- 

3 use, & peculiar ax- Aoc | In Greek 
round-edged knife employed in work- 

ing leather, A symbol almilar to the arbelon is often 
found in Cretan pictographs and gems. 

This bol which is the most frequent of 
ring no than eleven times in the mt 
represent an instrument Uke an 4 
leather. A. J. 
805, 

arbi (ar’bi-tri-jist), ». [arbitrage + 
exchange, one who carries on an ar- 

bitrage business. 
arbor’, ». 5. A platform of boards upon 
which sea-island cotton is dried to prevent 
heating and improve the luster. ds of 
South Carolina. 
arborean (ar-bo’ré-an), a. Same as arboreal. 
ar nt, a. 2, In bacteriol., specifically 
applied to the branched, tree-like colony 
formed by certain bacteria in stab-cultures. 

(ar-bo-res’ent-li), adr, In the 
manner of an_arboreseent plant; branchingly. 

ar e. IL. intrans, To divide into nu- 
merous branches. 

One limb of each fibre turning «++ finally to 
arborize about the celle of the spinal nucleus associated 
with this tract. Buck, Mod. Handbook, I, 32. 

arboroid (iir’bo-roid), a. [L. arbor, tree, + 
Gir. eidog, form.) ree-like or bush-like in 
shape: as, an arboroid colony of Protozoa. 

Native name.) A 

Also 2 
ooting with the 

occur. 
m 

—for cutting 
Evans, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, xiv 



arborolater 

arborolater (iir-bo-rol’a-tér), ». arbor, a 
shine = ~o-later a8 in idolater.} tree-wor- 

— (iir’bor-pres‘), n. See *mandrel- 
ress. 

Arbroath flags. See *flayt. 
arbustum, ». 2. A woody branching plant 
without a distinct trunk.— 3. A treatise on 
the —* plants of aay region; a sylva. 

See Are of por. 
tions of a el of latitude on the earth's surface mea- 
sured ane: ae en. in order to 
determine the length of a degree of longi in that lat 

. Sach arcs furnish data for determining the di- 

von Efe —— Bich ox tends along quigonial arc, i" eure Ww ex 
the infertor border of the lower jaw from ope gonion to 
the other.—Brocard arcs, If (} and 0 are the Brocard 

ints of the triangle ABC, then the arca ANC, ADB, BDA, 
oc, COB, and Cil'A are the Hrocerd ares of the triangle, 

ater of an arc, in Same as crater, 6 — 
arc, the p of current across the fay hetween two 
conductors or inals, through a bridge of conducting 
vapors consisting of and continuously replenished by the 
material of the electrodes. The arc must be started by 
forming thia vapor-bridge, which is usually done by 
bringing the electrodes nto contact and then — “** 
ing them from each other. The mechanism for this, and 
tor —— the electrodes at a constant distance from 
each othe ee an ale heme The voltage consamed 
by am are — moderate, being from 40 to 8D volts, 
The temperature 7 the are-stheam ta the boitin -polnt of 
the ele clredes, hence ft be —— gem with carbon 
terminals, so that these terminals, and —*—— 

itive, get very hot and luminous. The elec 
ween carbons is therefore used for illumination in the 

carbon arc-‘lamp. With free access of air these carbon 
terminals ly consume, and therefore have to be re- 
Placed daily in the open are-lamp, To increase the life of 
snecarbons, in the inchosed are-lamp the arc is surrounded 

an inner ar gene which incloses it almost air-tight, so 
_ the life of the carbons is increased about tenfold and 

y have to be renewed less frequently, The are 
proper, or the ry «bridge, with carbon electrodes, gives 
very vere Hktle light, but moat of the light comes frum the in- 
candescent tip of the postive i To increase the 
amount of light, and thereby the — mineral 
salts (as calcium Auorid in the Arehimer arelamp) are 
mixed with the carbon and by — — arc-strenimn 

repared are called 
and thelr area fame-aree, 

are more efficient, but must be need in an open 
arc-lamp, since they give off some smoke and there- 
fore require dafly renewal, Inthe magnetite arc-lamp, 
the use of carbon clectrodes has been eliminated alto- 
gether, Posttive terminal copper is used, which does 
not consume and so requires mo renewal, while the neg 
ative electrode consists of the condacting oxide of Iron, 
titanium, ete. These do pot conmme in the alr am 
therefore have a life several tines longer than even the Ar 
incloeed carbon together with a rery much greater 
efficiency, due to the great — and whiteness 
of the fron-titantum » a. In the are. 
lamp, mereury is 
carbon, iron, fed rt ive, The tempera- 
ture o *— = * au low that It la inclosed , an 8* 
hausted g! mercury arc is very ten + 
-_ ow voltage A —8 but of a 726 ach 

magnetite and mercury = in which the 
light is given by the are-flame, are called (uminows arca, 
sinee the light is due probably to electroluminescence, 
i.¢., to direct transformation of electric energy into 
light. They are the most effictent Hlaminants known. — 

mercury 
‘ee terminal and 

A, Magnetite Arctanp 

#, outer casing « #. globe-bolder; ¢, redector: ¢. globe; ¢, chim- 
ney; f, negative electrode; ¢, clectradehotder; 4, ash-pan; ¢, ash- 
pane lei 4, ash pan spring: /, body<casting ; ov, beads: m. name. 
plate; «, windshield. 

#, Mercury Arc-lamp. 

@, are-tube: 4, hebaphane globe; «, geard: @, sulenoid cap; 
¢, whenmdl cave; /, shade- upper — £. hegative lead) 4, positive 
toast 4. positive lamp terminal; 4, retector; /, rentilatur screen; 
aa, mt, booed termi mals 

are, Asiume that with every 
such that Han arc be cut topo & ares 
of thelr sects; morcover, this sect is not leas than the 
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chord of the arc, nor, if the are be minor, is it greater 
than the sam of the sects on the tangents from the ex- 
tremities of the are to their intersection ; thissect iteel!, 
its ange, may — the length 

electric 
<=“ — an arc between the 

ns of the te over the neshon. —Qocipital 
ied sn nena ao ee oe the 

pty in aathrop,, an arc extending oplathion.— 

or 6 om’, masimum transverse arcs 6 ow . nasomalar are: / 0. 
occipital ari #4, parietal arci wg my’, pre. auricubas ari wt, 
froatal arc; w Of oe, eagitial arc tr! am ov ate the points om 
the left sede corresponding retpectively to ¢ and · 

from the bregma to the jembéa.— Pro-aursoular are, in 
enthrop, an are extending from the *— * — 

me gaya ie meatas over the glabella.—Refiex arc, 
course of nervous action mation in the periphery, 
where the stimulus is applied, traversing the afferent 
herve to the spinal-cord center, and then passing out- Ay, 
wanl along the efferent nerve to the cla muscle AY 
* La reflex act takes arc, in 

an are extending from the nasion over von'the 
rene and lambda to the opisthion. 
lar are, in anthro, an are extending transverse 
over the skull from the superior borders of agin —— 
anditory processes. — horizontal arc, 
the bortsontal elreumference of the skull’ oben ey 

< Area (a 
height of the glabella, 

NL. 
up of 

Arcacea (iir-ka‘’sé-A), ». pl. 
genus of mollusks) + -aced. gro 
asiphonate, bivalve mollusks of the order Fili- 
branchiata, They have the mantle edge open : 2 well- 
developed adductors ; heart with 2 acrtee ; branchiw f 
without interlameltar Junctions; and ‘the renal an 
sit apertures distinct, The group includes ‘the 

miltes Arcade aml Trigontidz, 
ca clay. See *elay. 

, ®. §. In anat, and zodi,, those por- 
tions of the eranium having an arch-like strue- 

* “ort 
te Palo- 

pavers p. lit. See cuts under *Diepeida and *Syn- 

({ér-ka'di-an-li), ade, In Arcadian 
Arcadianly or toward Arcadianism. 

If Arcadian! be it fancy the yellow butter. 
clips were — ia —— Carlyle, IL 162. 

(lir-ka‘ ding), ». Construction or 
decoration by means of areades, as in Roman 
eaque and Gothic architecture, where arcad- 
ing is a eommon adornment and also increases 
the rigidity of the walls. 

arcanite (iir’ka-nit),». [areanwm (duplicatum: 
alehem. — + -ite?.] Native potassium sul- 
phate erystallizinginthe orthorhombic system. 
arcato (iir-kii’ 15), a. [It., ‘ bowed,’ ¢ areo, a 
bow: seearch,] Bowed: in music for bowed 
instruments, marking ages to be played 
with — bow : op to pizzicato, 
cestes (iir-ses’téz), ». ([NL.; origin not 

obvious.] The typical genus of the family 
Arcestide. 

Arcestida (lir-ses‘ti-dé),n. pl. (NL., ¢ Arcestes 
+ -ide.) A family of ammonites havin 
smooth and deeply involute shells with con- 
tracted outer whorl and phylliform septal su- 
tures. The species are chiefly Triassic, 

arch!, ».—Braced an arch of articulated members 
‘of timber, iron, or steel, kept in ithon by articabated 

a mseally extending deh to the 
y 

bracing above the arch and 
horfsontal top-menber on a level with or alight above 
the sown of the arch.— Carpal es. sxearpal, 

ofanarch. See *chord,— arch, 
an arch made up of several rings of vousswirs, each 
jecting beyond that next below, so that the section is in 
ste Compare ev —— A an arch 
built of voussoirs without pecullar care In ating 

an arch the first * I 
and pot the stones is required.— Hyoid 

wae a tnt Ele tet ba tee 
diminished arch and akene arch. | i oa noes 
bailders or technical writers.) arch, 
in ornitA., the slender bar of bone running from the beak 
to the quadrate, composed of the max ary, jose, a 
ees bones, Proce, Zoe, Soe, Lend 

arch, to some parrots (netebly @hs 

Archean, «.— Archman 
North —*25 consistt 

Archaic (lir-ké’ik), a. 
Arch@oche’ 

vd archeontologi 

archwopsychiam 
beled, & slender love. of bevedbere arte A nn hel 

ad at heir ends inward frou the wu lor face of 

— moet 
—— 

Also cal 
arch. Same as ae ef iiecharge 
1).— Rising arch. Same as ram- 

at arch (nich ro Pengo rempent).— Straigh _ Straight arch. 
me As w areh!).— Subocular 

arch, —2 — of rut 

eoid arch.— 
(which see, under a 

which extends down- 
plate of the — 

of the lam; laine Bp for e, 
and iT. Haswell, Pexthook re — a 
Bee pera mga nd 

——— on 

of the Siren ent —— 
about which asan axis the later sediments were deposited. 
Geog. Jour. (BR. G. 3), XILL 201. 

Same as archwan. — 
(fir*k6-ok’é-lis),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 

apyaioc, ancient, + xé2vc, u tortoise.) A genus 
of chelonians or tart] from the lish 
Wealden formation, in which the paired shields 
of the — were separated by a median 
series of azygous shields extending backward 
from the intergular to the extremity of the 
xiphiplastral. 

(dir'ké-6-si-dar’i-dé), nw. pl. 
[NL., ¢ Archwocidaris +'-idw.] A family of 
extinet sen-urchins, or Palwoechinoidea, with 
& spherical test in which the ambulacra are 
nerrow, two rows of perforated ambulacral 
plates, and interambulacrals beveled and fre- 
quently with strong spines, They occur only 
in the Paleozoie formations, 
— — (iir’ké-6-si-athi-dé), m. pl. 

apyaioc, ancient, + Kiefer, a cup, 
—** A family of fossils from the Cam- 
brina rocks, originally — as sponges 
but now construed as a ralized type of 
—— Hexracoratla, boring a simple t tur- 
inate form, porous septa and outer wall, and 

a distinct inner wall which leaves an empty 
central tube or cone. 

thus (ir'ké-d-si’a-thus), u, [NL., 
< Gr. dpyaior, ancient, + xvatioe, eup.] The 
—— genus of the family Archseocyatl ide. 
arch@ocyte (iir’k§-$-sit), x. (Gr. dpyaior, 

rimitive, + xiroc, a hollow (a ecell).) In em- 
ryol., one of the undifferentiated blastomeres 

of the sponge embryo which give rise to the 
wandering and reproductive cells of the adult 
organism. 

The archaocytes may be conailered from two points of 
view: first, as Vander ing cells, or — 2* 
as reproductive cella, or tokoc 
are not, however, to be ed as two bp mead at ws —* 
of cella, but simply as two different phases in the activity 
of one and the same kind of cell. 

BE. M. Lankeater, Troatiae on Zool., IL 58, 

arch phic (iir-ké-6- graf’ ik) Of or 
pertaining to archwography or the =< 
of antiquities. 

Archaohyracidp (iir"k6-0-hi-ras’i-dé), nw. 
(NL., ¢ Archwohyrax, the type — (< 
apyaiog, ancient, + ipef, shrow), + -idw.] 
family of extinct ungulates of small size and 
supposedly related to the existing hyrax, Pro- 
cavia, from the Miocene of Patagonia. Ame- 
thine, 1897, 
archeolithic (iir’ké-4-lith’ik), a. [Gr. apyaing, 
ancient, + Aiflog, stone.] Of or pertaining to 
the earliest stone age. 

archewomorphic (ir'ké-6-mér’fik), a. [Gr. 
épyeioc, ancient, + «ope, form.) n petrog., & 
term applied to rocks of which the component 
mineral particles have been formed in place 
and have retained their original form. nal- 
tered igneous rocks are a fs con- 
trasted with mefamorphie rocks, 

cal (iir-ké-on-td-loj‘i-kal), a. 
or pertaining to arehwontology. 

archzontology (iir‘ké-on-tol’o-ji), m. | (Gr. 
apxeioc, ancient, + Gv (ovr-), being, + -hoyin, 
(zie, speak.) Archwology which deals with 
the remotest antiquity or with prehistoric man. 
Archeopithecide@ (lir’ké-6-pi-thes’i-dé), 
(NL., ¢ Archwopithecus, the type genus (<i r. 
dpxaios, primitive, + ritywor, ape), + -ida.] A 
family of extinet primitive primates, of mod- 
erate size, whose bones oceur in the Mio- 
cene (f) of Patagonia. Ameghino, 1897. 

td Arch#oplax (iir’ké-0-plaks), ». (Gr. dpyaiog, 
ancient, + 744g, something flat, a plank.) A 

nus of fossil crabs from the Miocene Tertiary 
ormation at Gay Head, Massachusetts. 

psychism (ir'k@-op-si"kizm), n. Gr. 
dpxaiog, ancient, +ywz%, mind, + E. -ism.] A 



archm»opsychism 

vestigial mental function; a mental process 
which is atavistically conditioned, G. F. Hall, 
Adolescence, LI. 65, 

(iirké-op’te-ris), n. (NL. (Daw- 
son, 1871), (Gr. dpyaioc, ancient, + =rtrpic, 
fern,}] A genus of fossil ferns, found chiefly in 
the Devonian, characterized by bi- to tripinnate 
fronds with oval pinnules narrowed toward the 
base. The fertile pinnoles, which are borne above the 
sterile ones on the same plan, comaist of a naked axis 
bearing on the up side two rows of stalked — 
The genus is some authors as belong- 
ing o the — See Palwopteris, F 

arehsopterygoid (iir’ ké-op-ter’i-goid), a. 
lated or pertaining to the poaus Archwopleryz, 

Archeornithes (iir-ké-6r’ni-théz), u. pl. (Gr. 
apyaios, ancient, + dpec, pl. dpwtiec, a ee | 
An ordinal name introduced to include fossi 
birds of the genus arckwopleryr which have 
a bird-like skull, conical socketed teeth, am- 
a vertebre, and a long, lizard-like 
tail, 

Archexotherium (iir'ké-6-thé’ri-um),». [NL., 
Gr. apyaior, ancient, + Oypior, wild beast.) 
One of several names which have been given to 
a genus of extinct swine, of the family Chero- 
—— in which the last lower true molar 
has no third lobe, the premolars are large, the 
canines are strong, and the functional digits 
are reduced to two, Other names are Klotheriam, 
Entelodon, Oltinotherium, and Penaz, the first of these 
being preferred. Its remains hare been found in the 
Tertiary of Quercy and Ronzon, France, in the Isle of 
Wight, and in North America, 

Archmozoic (ur'ké-6-26'ik), a, and». (Gr. 
apyaiog, ancient, + Cav), life.) I, a. In fil 
having reference to the earliest life-forms 
found in the rocks: aterm introduced by Le 
Conte and ne by Dana to designate a 
hypothetical division or eon of Archwan time 
contradisti ished from the Azoic eon. This 
division is founded on the assumption of the existence of 
life ou the enrth during the later of Archran time, 
although the rocks of this are chictly crystaliine or 
altered by hismand vrulcanism. On ive 
Shguisal renditions Dann divihod the Asahenobete teas tare 
eras: (1) hat of Uhe fret plants, such as alge and bacte! 
which might exist Ip an ocean having « —— 

71 archigonocyte 
sometin cognitive principle; at other times Bi] id the scrawled 
— —— aa Waooath — the donee of Gee 

"tri are, TP, o's reenita | archecentric (iir-ké-sen'trik), a. Prec — | Artal amen LS 
apy, beginning, + «évrpov, center. ⸗ 
—— be or Loving the characters of the @rchibenthal (iir-ki-ben’thal), a.  [archiben- 
primitive type of intestine. 2. Chalmers thos + -al.) Of or pertaining to the depths of 
Mitchell, 1901. oc piner mete ocean or — — — 

mtricity (iir’ké-sen-tris’i-ti), ». [er- archibenthal on, ab wan expects, RAVE & 
checentrie + 75 Th ornith., the state or eo — — — — 
— of having the intestine of a primi- Science, Oct, 7, 1904, p. 463, 
tive type. 2 archibenthos (iir-ki-ben’thos),», (NL., ¢ Gr. 

Archegoniatey (iir'ké-go-ni-d’té), n. pl. pat. apy, ——— + iétoc, depth.) The depths 
(Engler, 1887), ¢ Archegonium + -ate.] A of the primitive or Paleozoic ocean, 
great group or subkingdom of cryptogamic archicarp, «. 2. In ascomycetous fungi, the 
plants (also called by Engler the Embryophyta ceil or group of cells fertilized by a sexual act. 
asiphonogama), embracing the Bryophyta archicembalo (ar-ki-chem’ba-ld), ». [It.) A 
(mosses and liverworts) and Pteridophyta form of cembalo, said to have been made in 
(ferns and fern allies), and made codrdinate Italy about 1537, provided with an enharmonic 
with the Lmbryophyte siphonogama (phanero- scale, 31 tones to the octave, See cembalo, 2. 
gams, spermatophytes). Generation is by archicenter (iir-ki-sen‘tér), ». (Gr, apy-, first, 
means of antheridia and archegonia, Called + xévrpor, center.) An archetype; an organ- 
Archegoniata by Sachs, ism or an organ which may be regarded as the 

arian (iir’ké-go-si'ri-an), a. and». primitive or ancestral or central or unspecial- 
I. a. Pertaining to or having the characters ized type from which allied organisms or homol- 
of Archegosaurus, ogous organs are deseended, Also archecen- 

II. ». An amphibian of the genus Arche- ter. Eneye. Brit., XXVIL 343. 
gosaurns, archicen (lir-ki-nen’trik), a. Of or per- 
archegosauroid (ir'ké-go-sA’roid), a. and #. taining to an archicenter; archetypal. an 
I. a, Having characters similar to those of arechicentric organism or organ is one which be re- 
Arehegosaurs. sn Ect hovenngag Pheer on —— organisms oF 

II. », An amphibian related to Archego- “Waid as seriva of the heer st as‘ sunita 
— structure has been sufficiently examined, it is frequentl 
archeion (ir-ki’on), ».; pl. archeia (-#). [Gr. possible to decide that one particular condition is primi- 

xeiov: see archive.) In Gr, antig., originally ve, ancestral, or central, aud thut the other conditions 

the name of the office or oficial —— —A——— 5* eee — 
magistracy; later, the of magistrates mie , ——— 
itself and, afterward, the pad tin which pub- archicentricity (lir’ki-sen-tris’i-ti), n. [archi- 
lic archives were preserved. Ruins of the centric + -ify.] The property of being or of 
archeia of Megalopolis have been recovered by Pertaining to an archetype or arehicenter. 
excavation. archicere (iir-ki-ser’6-brum), #.; pl. 

archencephali a. 2. In creniom., having a archicerebra (-br§). NL., ¢ Gr. apy-, first, + 
hypsicephalic skull curving from the glabella 1. cerebrum, brain.) The primary brain of ar- 
to the oecipital protuberance so as to forma thropods. The brain of an arthropod is to be regarded 
more or less regular arch. 4, Meigs. op —— 

at 7 orphological equiva. 
archenema (iir-ké-né’mii), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. lente of two or more ganglionic portions of the ventral 
apyzr-, primitive, + vjva, a thread.) A gameto- nervous system, 

Too Fo aie of the deposition of limestone: silica, carton. phytic structure in the lower eryptogams. Archichetopoda (lir' ki-ké-top’d-dii), x. a 
plant life may have played an intermediary :2pthat ©. Macmillan, (NL.,< Gr, épye-, first, + NL. Chaetopoda, } 
of the first animal life, iuvolving a reduction od team ,%. 4 A Persian gold coin, the daric, order of Polycheta cousisting of aberrant or 
connie — — about, 115* 3 8 * —— bearing the figure of an archer, rimitive forms in which the nervous system 
an. al Gen coe —— — hime: archery. (iir‘chér-i-ground), », A field is not separated from the epidermis and the 
secretions or decompesttion, Actual evidences of organic 
remains in the rocks (Hurovian or Algonkian) of this con 
are still of the most dubious character, altl a con 
siderable namber of objects have been descri as such, 
‘The Kezodn, found in Archeean rocks in various of 
the world ane deecribed | aaa fleantic, —— fer; — 
Archaophyton, a suppose ant; an Le an 
rediolarian spicules from ttany and New } em 
are no Jonger regarded as of organic origin, Other re- 
mains more palpably organic, and described as from 
Archean rocks, are not yet generally admitted to be of 
Archosnic ag thelr gealogle tiow Is not fully de- 
termined. A Mrchizoe, Arektozote. 

Il. «. The Archwozoie eon. 
Arch@ozonites (iir’ké-d-20-ni'téz), n. L., 
< Gr. apyeioc, ancient, + Cary, a girdle, + 
-ites.) A genus of pulmonate tropods of 
the family Zonitide, from the Oligocene and 
Miocene Tertiary, having helix-shaped shells. 

archaicism, v. 3) In biol., abnormal or excep- 
tional resemblance to ancestors; atavism; 
reversion, [Rare.}] Philos, Trans, Roy, Soc, 
(London), ser, B, 1903, p, 185, 

(iirk-an-jel’i-kal), @.  Archan- 
lie: us, “ Archangelical Orders,” Cudworth, 

Fatell. Syst., p. 565, 
Archanodon (iir-kun‘é-don), ». (Gr. apyé, 

inning, + NL. dnedon, a genus of mol- 
lusks.)] A genus of extinct fresh- or brackish- 
water pelecypods, Same as*Amnigenia, Also 
Archanodonta, 

chasterinag (iir’kas-te-ri’né), wn. pl. (NL. 
< Archaster (w genus) + -inw.j A group ©! 
asteroid Stellaroidea of the order Phanerazonio, 
family Archasterida. 1¢ includes the forms with a 
definite median Wine of abactinal pla! the remainder 
being arranged in oblique rows and with pedicellariw 
present. 

varchdeaconess (iirch-dé’kn-es), ». The wife 
of an archdeacon. : 

arche® (iir’ké), ». [Gr.épy4, beginning, origin.] 
Something, having some mode of real being, 
from the understanding of which facts of ex- 

measured and marked for an archery meeting. Ventral nerve-cord is not segmented into gan- 
Usually the targets are in two parallel rows facing exc lia. Saceocirrus is the only genus. 
other so that a! shooting in one direction the archers iir*ki-kla-mid‘ 6-6 ( ), nm. pl. 
may recover thelr arrows and shoot in the opposite di- NL. (Engler, 1887), ¢ Gr, apxt-, first, +. dee 

xAaued-), mantle, +-ex.) A series of dicoty- 
verme wevenme wee, ARGET*BASE —-—,  ledonous plants embracing the Apetalae (Achla- 

; | mydee and Monochlamydew) and the Chori- 
— ——— ——  jelale (Polypetale), and cotrdinate with the 

GCHOMM- FONTS Metachlamydex. ‘The plants of thia series appeared 
earlier in the louie hist ot and possem a 
lower nm ed Genel —————— 

archiehkl (ar’ki-kla-mid’é-us), a, 
(Archichlamydex + -ous.] Belonging to the 
plant series Archichlamyder. 

1 amous (iir’ki-klis-tog’a-mus), a. 
Gr. apyt-, first, + clistogamous.] In bot., hav- 
ng none of the flowers opening at any time ; 
unqualifiedly clistogamous, 

archicesle (iir’ki-sél), n. (Gr, dpyr-, first, + 
xoitoc, hollow.] A ea@loma, or body-cavity, 
which is a persistent remnant of the segmen- 
tation-cavity. . , 
archicyte (jr’ki-sit’), ». [Gr. dpye-, first, + 
xitoc, & hollow (a cell).) In embryol., the fer- 

Tes WARDS 

cautOS YARDS — 

POD VARS —— — 

SHOOTING-POINTS | tilized before it undergoes segmentation. 
ote ge — — — archid (iir-ki-le “ell, n.; pl. archidepu- 
i ae lr (-I8). (NL. (Haeckel), < Gr. apx:-, first, + 

—ThnGeT-BAgE ⏑ XL depula, depula.] In entbryol,, the depula 
— arising by —— from the archicytula. 

Archery-grousd, Ms " us — — nu, [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xe, chief, + drawic, band.] A genus of ex- 

—— gy yt th ay — t et centipeds from the Old Stic of 
on copaclie sides ab the greatest Gistance So be t Scotland, toe tA 

qT re arc! higenesia (Er'ki-jon 8-sis), I INL., a 
apzt, , 7 WC, FeDESIS. e genesis parallel therewith and at the proper distances for the of the first living bei r A - by marked oppos! beings in the history of the 

— ae - _—— earth. While there is no reason to believe that the 
% 5’ ri- . first poe of life om earth was abrupt, or that, if 

lati = Ké-spo' ri #1), a, Of or re one witnessed it, he could hare ——— — the exact 
ating to archespores.—Archesporial cells, the point when the boundary between lifeless matter and the 

first eight cells in a spore-formation.— living things was passed, belief in the fact of # first 
« mass of cella developing beneath the sporogenous origin of fe {archigenesis) secma to be logical and 

i z — a i i H : if 

perience can be deduced. The word is Greek, and in certain pteridoph . necessary. ¥ : 
in all { Greek : the archestome (iir’ké-stém), n. See archwostoma. (ér-ki-gon’d-sit), u. [Gr. apy, lL periods o rock philosaphy, even by the ( ’ archigonocyte gon’d-sit), u. [ Ox 

the soulan arche of motion, and declares that an arche 
is ingenerate ; and In the Timseus (42 BE) the immortal 
arche of a mortal being ™ le said to be received from the 
Creator. Artetotle ases the word frequently and loosely, 

archetypally (Gr’ké-ti-pal-i), ade. Same as first, + gonocyte.j The primary germ-cell 
archetypically. which results from entation of the im- 

~genethliac (lirch’jé-neth’li-ak), m. In pregnated ovum. Suck, Med. Handbook, VI. 
astrol,, the chief calculator of nativities. SO4. 



archigonous 

(ar-kig’$-nus), a. (NL, *archigo- 
nus, ————— > apyiyors, first-born 
< —4 apxt-, first, + - yovor, -born, -produced, 

uced at the — f 3 originating as first 
of living pene (trans.), Wonders of 
Life, p. 157. 

(jir-kig’ O-ni), m. dpxtyovia for 
"apyryovia, (apyryoroc, het — of © prime- 
val race: see *archigonous, Archigenesis, 

(iir-ki-kar’i-on), ».; pl. archika 
i). (Gr, —* first, + , nut (nucleus). ] 
nem the nucleus of the fertilized egg; 

the cleavage-nucleus. Also — 
extract, Same aa *archil substituée.— Archil 
tute. There are three so-called archi substitutes, 

ait artificial dyestutts of the Ee eo t 
Sev Apollo wred,— Brilliant archil C, an 
color of unpublished com which dyes —— and 
silk red in an acid bath.— archil, a tehen, Hoe- 
ceila tinctoria. See archil.. pe tye & name sume- 

— —— r. — Span first, 
+ dios, rock.] In ., noting the period of 
primitive rocks. . 

i-mir’tér), n. [Gr. apyxe-, 
first, + wdprup, martyr.) The most eminent or 
chief among a group of martyrs in a given 
period or country. 

A group of anffereracalled the Madaurian martyra seems 
4 period: for in the correspondence 

one of their —— is ine, Namphumo, 
spoken of as “archi V” which a 

ot Africa. — 2 —* XXXII. ext, 402, 

Archimedes (iir‘ki-mé‘déz), n. — < L. 
Archimedes, Gr. ‘Apxiysiyinc, a Greek philos- 

The — is = —— screw.) 
mus of extinct cryptostomatous — 5 — 

havia a broadly spiral zoarium coiled about 
a solid vertical axis, It is very abundant in 
the Lower Carboniferous Himectones.< Azehi- 
modes a formation of 
age, well developed fn the 73 i vali 
oe deteesart aml Iowa, PJ =< = zug — 

below the St, to 
e serew-ahaped bi ee — 

(ir ki-mim), » {L. archimimus, < 
Gr. dip xipepor < apy, vhief, + uipos, mime] 
The chief mime; the hero ot the Roman low 

by 

comedy; also, the chief buffoon at a Roman 
fune Bee mime, 

hic (iir-ki-mér’fik), a. [Gr, dpye 
first, + , form.) Of the first form, or o! 
the form shown in the earlier ages: as applied 
s anthrop., characteristic of races which for 
very lo oo have had a fixed habitat, 
as the iterranean, Mongolian, and negro 
races: distinguished from pro —— and 
prone Amer. Anthropol., July-Sept., 

cetes (iir*ki-mi-sé’téz m3 n. am Ls, 
¢ Gr. apyt-, first, + wixyrec, pl. of wixne, fa 
A subclass of the Phycomycetes, inelading th al 
single order € ——— 

————— (Gr. 
apxi-, first, vg ig, & coekro nus 
of — cockroaches from the Cur erous 
rocks. 

Archipithecus (iir’ ki-pi-thé’ kus), m. [Gr. 
apx-, first, + mityxos, ape.) A su ape- 
form, assumed as the ancestor of the Pithecan- 

n. 
A 
nife' 

thropus, 
archipl: (ar’ki-plazm), . [Gr. dpyv-, first, 
—— ything formed.) ‘ ff The simplest Soak 

matter, homo- and most primitive iva 
geneous, undifferentiated into nucleus and 
eell-body. Haeckel (trans.), Wonders of Life, 
158.— 2, In embryol., the substance of which 

the fertilized ovum consists ; not to be con- 
founded with *archoplasm (which Bee). 

archipres (dr ki-pres’bit-e-ral), a. Per- 
taining to the office of Srekiprectyler, which 
arose in the churchin the fourth century. His 
duty was to preside over worship and to 
take the place of the bishop in bis absence. 

archi (r*kip-te-rig’i-al), a. Per- 
taining to or like an are interim the 
theoretical primitive fin from which the limbs 
of vertebrates have been developed, 

As regards the Dipnensti, in Ge course of some Inter- 
esting remarks on vertebrate —— limb theories, the author 
adopts Dollo's view * to their probable derivation from 
the Crossoyi the corollary to which, as the presevt 
writer has also pointed out, is Ghat the “archipterpyia 
form of limb 2 have been di eee realised, on 
the one ha the Ficursvantlud Sa ii, and on the 
other by the Heloptyehit ond the ae 7 2908, p. 900, 

exckisperm, (iir’ ki- [See Archi- 
sperma. | A member “pe "ths —— 
(which Lt —2. A structure formed before 
fertilization, or at an early stage in the mac- 
rospore, Boulger. 
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ki-spér’ BA 
fem, of po Ber 
+ omipua, seed.) <r 

which see) and *Afe 
(Strasburger, is >) 
i < Gr, dpyr, fi 

reAiehdam yierae, 
oe apxt-, first, + 
In certain Cocei- 

aii ea, = of ee —— cate masses of pro- 
toplasm into which the sporont divides and 
from which later spores arise, Labbdé, 1899. 
Same as speroblast, Also archespore, 

In general, it may be atated that the entire o 
pm pe the formation of archos rm . — 7 

age Lak spores, e pore 

sporozoites, either directly or indirectly. 
Calkina, Intusoria, p. IL 

Archistes —— nm (NL.,¢ Gr, ( apydc, 
a leader, + -ist-cs (1).) Agenus of small seul- 
oro of the family Cottid#, found in the Kurile 
slands, 

tion (lir-ki-tek*tii-ral-i-za’- 
shon), #, Adaptation to architectural pur- 

J uralie offo 8: as, ' the architecturali. — ff Te tag 
. G, Scott, Lectures on Med, Arch., I. 1 

archi (r-ki-tlij-ralcis) ts 
a and PR —— — per. architec- 

alizing. a teetu purposes. 
G. G. Scott, Lectures on Med. Arch., I. 139. 

hich — 808, Line 
archi 

the Roman dominion, but founded on 

Som * oy Greek tye, ai te fidings of the fourth a 
century can —— be cl —— stil fa that ot pare —— ——— were still 
favor. See cut und: architec- 

See Senatyit — under Sanakrit,— 
, the architecture of the Mas 

* —— io India, a with the 
oslem conquest in the twelfth cent: See Sera- 

ome —— — and 
—— Ey a Snetlods of tok titer se 

we — — a) 
that of of David and Solomon favour 10a3- 
ais nc} of whlch very lit is known and which bs so 

to a mere variant of Phenician art; (6) 
t of the time of Hered Agri (87-44 A. DB. 

whom the system of wae on 
m jon a& was common in the cities of Syria,— 

ancient architecture 

under 
such 

art dt —*5* of the great ins between the 
Phrates and near those rivers on the 

— i. ON includes th the well-known styles 
called Aaryrian and nm, and also the as yet ut· 
— atyles of * imitive — such asthe Accatlan 

1 the Chaklean, the last including the Babylonian 

— Monolithic tecture. ‘*) Rock-cut work 
aa in the case of the Huddhist caves, See chaitya ari 
Buddhist architecture. (6) Architecture in which the 
work is cast in a solid mass (as in or * clay) 

under Seracenie, ant cuts —2* —e arcade, 
Meorish art, archi- ar court, — Moslem architecture, 

tecture of the rope conquered by the Arate, It has 
—— in and Persia since the seventh cen- 

Africa and Spain since the eighth 
: and in India since about 1250. The style may 

into several substyles, with marked variations 
See cuts under Arabic Fab repeal Mogul 22 

— tecture 
— tecture, 5 

from the fourteenth te the sixteen 
tury, exhibiting Moorish inflaence: often covered with 
ornament and showing a mixture of Oriental and Gothic 
detail. — Neo-clasaic (tecture, the architecture 
which has been used in modern Europe since the Italian 

arcocentrous 

pry — — 
im the time at Inj 

= (called ot Tococe), the revi 
classic of the eigh ith fee ogee La a the ———— 
the —— and twenticth centuries founded on the 

styles, are all included under thisterm. In 
ish that which 
which shows 

Persepolitan archi 
the architecture of Persia during the aixth and fifth cen- 
turfes 4. ¢., or from about the conquests of Cyrus (> 
B.C.) to the conquests af Alexander (344 & ¢.): named 
— the ruins at lis near Shiraz. — Persian ¢ a 

the architecture of the country now k 
= — kingdom of Persia, It is [agg divided 1s into 

schools, or epochs, 
Prarthlen aod ihe" Mohammedan, heginning with the 
Moslem conquest in the ninth century and existing to 
the present ~ Peruvian architecture, the archi 
tecture of western South America before the invasion of 
the Spaniards in the sixteenth century. 
the most important buildings enunet 
cision. They conslat largely of tom 

the 
—— before the strong Greco- 

Phenicians were hi 
& twnolithic architec- 

— whieh the molded ning, ¢ of fic t the mold 
parts forming the usual trave of 
are cut Rare ar ner — 

azchive, ".—Burean of Indexes and Archives, See 
renu. 

archivolt, ».— Inter! 

pag eh —— 
are pointed arches below and spandrels abever triangular 
a feature peculiar to Romanesque architecture. The con- 
struction be atrictly but is oftener a Mittin 

——— La hag twelfth contury. See hy 

Vane, an archivoitin which the band fo it is carried 
—— — making a angle with the curve. 

more rarely, is curved se bauen te meet anctner 
Drchivelt, as was often done in Syrian churches of the 

and serenth — See cut under return, 

Archisoic (Gir-ki-z6’ik), a. and », (Gr, 214 
+ a life.) In geol., — he period 

ys earliest life. me as * 4 
archontal (iir‘kon-tal), a. —— t-) + -all, ] 
Of or pertaining to the — of arehon. <Athe- 
ngewm, Aug, 22, 1891, p. 25 

tee- archoplasm (iir’ ko - cai 1* apyk, 
ruler, + sAdena, anything formed, In cytol., 
the substance whieh forms the attraction- 
spheres, astral rays, aud spindle-fibers in the 
karyokinetic figure of dividing animal and 
plant cells. Soreri, 1888, 

lasma (Gr’k6-plaz’mi), a, [NL.] Same 
as *archoplasm. 

lasmic (iir-k6-plaz’ =) a. Consisting 
of or —— Sy to archoplasm 

(iir-kO-siir’ gn), m. (NL., < Gr. 
Gpxts, chief (?), + cap)dc, a fish: see Sargus.} 
A genus of fishes, —— the well- 
known sheepshead, 4, probatocephalus, of the 
Atlantic coast Lad the United States. 

Archosa) ir-kd-sd’ri-ii), nm. pl (NL. (Gr. 
— er Ly + caipoc, a lizard), A name 
introd by Co ‘ope —— * those orders 
of replies Chiat have two temporal arches, 
the ynchocephalia, Crocodilia, Dinosawria, 
and Pterosauria, According to Zittel, the grow 

includes the ones in which one or both, 
ve becume jute. 

arian (lir-k6-sA’ri-an), a. and n. I, a. 
Of or relating ¢ the Archosauria. 
I, vr. A member of that group. 

Archosole (iir-k6-20'ik), a. Same as *Archwro- 

solid), n. Same as arch-stone. 
An abbreviation of architect. 

archt®, p.a. A simplified spelling of arehed. 
ciform,«. 2, Having the form or structure 

of the shell of the mollusean genus drea, 
are-lamp (irk‘lamp), ». See electrie lamp, 
| electric, and electric *are.—pDifferential 

Pp, an are-lamp the operation of which is con- 
* thier Phe —** magnetic forces of a shunt coll 

f — ile the most common type of lamp, 

cen- AE C.0. Auutbrerintion of Associate of the 
Royal College of Organista, 

arcocentrous (iir-ké-sen ‘ trus), a. + [ie eg. < L. 
arcus, arch, + Gr. xterpow, center.] ving the 



arcocentrous 

vertebral centra formed by the development of 
the arches about the sheath of the notochord; 
arcogenous. 

The vertebrw do not and cannot form, weuro- 
central sutures, because — bodies are —— = 

the arches 
- A. while 

tills produce the ventral, interverte — be pen 
tn Philos, Trans. Roy. —— 1304, 

ser. B, 

—— (teks ‘e-nus), @, ([L. areus, arch, 
+ -genus ng.) Having the — of 
the ————— from arcualia, or arches 
formed about the sheath of the notoehord, and 
not from ossifications arising in the chordal 
sheath. Such vertebre are found in Amphibia 
and their centra are called arch-cenira. Philos. 
Trans, Roy. Soc. — 1896, ser. B, 187. 51. 

arcose, ". — arkose 
Arcot rupee. See ry * 
Aretatiantis (irkt-at-lan‘tis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
dpxroe, Ay on™ + ‘Ariavrric, — Atlantic 
(ocean soogeog., & sen-region 
by Sclater, consisting of the northern portion 

the Atlantic down to about 40° north lati- 
tude. 

retatla 
pa ‘ot ‘the ‘ulate darn to 

Geog. Jour, (R. G. &), XK 

arctian, ». IL, a. Of or belonging to the 
— genus Aretia or to the family 
Aretii: 

* nder, *migra- 

(NL, aid tot to be ¢ Gr, 
toon eninge. < — begin.) 
A genus ot tol esmacecus pelec 
longing to the family Pleurophori They 
have oval or rounded val promincnt curved benka, 
and ehree cardinals tn each ve. ue gumechennte is. 
the Jurassic and Cretaceous iso exists 
in t sons, 

arcticize (iit (irk’ti-siz), v. t.: pret. and Ror 
licized, ppr. arcticizing. [arctic +ise.}” 
custom or inure to arctic conditions. ‘Env, 
Grinnell Ex . 261, 
ee ( tir’ ul. ue . (Gr. épxroc, the 

no! tipiyn, +» & SOR- 

region proposed by 3 eomprising the 
*** — oft the Pacific esas den: to 
about the the'tr tropic of Cancer. 

The North Pacific Sea. or Aretirenta, contain- 
ing the northern portion of Pacific Ocean to rabout the the 
trople of Cancer, Geog. Jour, (BR. G. &), X. 

Arctium (irk'ti-um), ». [NL. (Linnwus, 1753), 
< Gr. dpxriov, & plant mentioned by Dioscori- 
des, — od some of the early German 
botanists to be the burdock.] A genus of di- 
cotyledonous plants of the family *22 

* aad aaa rie or white dower dlstingaished res 

from Carduws, a rel road by the bracts of the Invo- 
lnere ending in along st point As at the extremity. 
There are about six species, natives of Ex and Aata, 
72 have been cae va tates, For 
A, Laypgre see tratweed, inerdock, her and 

(lirk-to- -j6" ik), a. Same as Arcto- 
geval and * wan. 

arctoidean -toi‘dé-an), a. 1, Pertaining 
to or resem ing the Arctoidea.—2, Loosely, 
same as arctoid, 

Arctopithecus,». 2. A genus of three-toed 
ecies * age the sloths comprising those s 

pterygoids are not infla pe» 850, Con- 
sidered by some assynonymous with Brad: 
Arctos (lirk’tos), n. [Gr. dpxror, weer) " 
— of the Great Bear, Ursa r. 

(iirk-ti‘ri-an), a. andn. I. a. Per- 
taining to or resembling the star Arcturus, 

stars, those of Seechi's second type, 

ir. 

have aspectrum resembling that of Arcturus (a hoot), 
In the main it ie like the solar spectrum, with extremely 
hemerous metallic lines. Next to the stars these 
are the most abandant, 

II. ». A star of the type of Arcturus, 
(r-ki-a'lé), n.3 pl. arcuatia-(li-d). 

(NL., nent. of *areualis, adj., L areus, a bow, 
an arch: see are!, arch), The name given 
by Gadow to one of the paired cartilages which 
form on the superior and inferior faces of the 
notochord in amphibians and by their exten- 
sion and ossifieation form the centra, spinous 
rocesses, and hemapophyses of the vertebre. 

Fee are ly tour pairs of arcualis, the two above 
i, 

being the sateraee pete 
interdoreali two 

the no ST and fatervent, 
gastrocentrots, 

axenlite E lit), m. 
dim. of baleen a : -» & 
term propose utley, 1891, to denote 
minute bew-sieped a of crystallites, 
such as are commonly found on he micro- 
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seopical study of semi-vitreous voleanic rocks, 
especially rhyolites and pitehstones. 

Arcus juvenalia (L., ‘bow of youth 44 opacity oncir- 
cling corpen, sometimes seen in the young, which 

iy Tesembies the arcus senilia. 

oe popular pot-pla mer, from eastern Asia, i one ie pet- plants, tent fol 

ries that remaly Ly months or even for a year or more, 
It is a synonym of Jeacorea. 

ardite —— to), 9. Spi 
Basque ardia ee 
coin of Catalonia. 3 
— signalsystem, See *lantern, 

na 
scald Arfor urine, 5 bm ahem om gh neg AL m onsen 

~are, A suffix applied to the names of — in 
the quantitative — ofigneous rocks 
poe by Cross, Iddi Pirsson, = Wash- 
ngton: as, canadare, columbare. e classifi- 4, 
cation of igneous rocks, under *rock. 

n. 65. In conch., aspace behind the apex 
of the — in certain bivalves, ineluding the 
dorsal posterior side.—6, In Polyzoa, the cal- 

be- cureons surface outlined on the zowcium by a 

ere ge — feet Mery rid pth rw — 
‘iloghantan or floral) area, the eastern humid 

ee tag a Gens an, Gace 
land, New York and Pennsyivania, 

referred by some to 
An ancient copper 

tak — 
parent portion in the beman embryo 
general to the area —_—- in the 
rosa [‘sleve-like tract 

—— — 
ving panne to branches 

of the auditory nerve.— Area of a 
ion in which the several varieties of plants and animals 
~ it ne hI ee — —_ to p their individ- 

yp ngs gee W. Z. Ripley, 

jm Be | * the continents in the winter and over r the 
— in == — season. Small areas of high pres- 
—* interval ae yates toward bras er at —— 
in poser jn the reapective winter seasons, and 

designated on the daily wenther-maps as 
= oh minute collections of 
cells in the interstitin] connective tissue of the pancreas: 
more commonly called id@ands ‘Aane,— Area of 
low any regionjon the earth over which at- 

orle or — pressure in lower than in the 
ng reat A large region of this kind cecuples 

theahtaret Circle and there isa leas marked region In the 
arctic cirele : these are called polar areas, Continental 
areas of low preasure develop over the continents in their 

lying within the torrid zone nearthe 
areas of low pressure which occupy e central 2 
of all cyclonic storms, and are ustially —— — 
—— as “lows,” are called ee ee 
opaca, in embryol., that portion of the 

The yolk of of a hen's egg at the end of the third mre of 25 
tucida of the blastoderm, AK, area opaca. 

area Wasculosa. EM,emberyo. SM, vitelline —— — (Feo 
all's “ Vertebrate 1 mbryology.” 4 

(aves Gre pa epoca iy a the —— bird.— ‘area 
of the ectoderm, in the human 

arecaidine 
ovum, which is in intimate contact with the wall of the 
uterus.— Area system, in OD, — abating 
relative exposures mgm yom eg ous sign and} enses, based on 
the law of squares.— Arid transl! (faunal or 
area, that part of Merriam’s transition zone, (see *zone 
ly west of the hundredth meridian and m at 
i to the Pacitic coast humid area, Ite es are 
very —— muceh affected by altitude. It ex- 
tends in ptedi from British Am far into the 
mountains of Mexico.— areas, portions of 
the cerebral cortex in which there ao an ay tly ne 
motor nor sensory centers, their function seem to be 
to ourrelate the various impressions received 
motor impulses consistent with them; in other words, 
to exercise the functions of the mind,— 

anal «r floral) the eastern humid division of 
errians's lower auatral life nome (eee *zone ——— 

called isianian area, ning in sow Virgi 
it extends along the coast-plain to Florida, then * 

of the Gulf States to middle Texas. In 
valley it reaches north to the boundari 
jana. The semitropleal or 

-~ — of Lng EF The southern extremities A, 

the of gray matter in the brain between the Ti 
ad of the us callosum and the middie olfactory lobe 
pm dee the memories of the — pod ee 9 
sary jate speech. Carolinian (faunal or floral) 

the caste — ——— of Merriam's opper aus- 
It extends the coast from 

central — Cord the port 
intery to whichis often followed by degenerative processes 
a he spinal area, an arca in which the 

to New M Mexico. 
far ——— into Mexico at middie altitudes. It reappears 
west of the Rocky Mountains, occupying irregular and in- 

Ste teea ae Ge pene near 
and posterior central convolutions of the brain where the 
herve-centers for enetion nea beloved to reside. — 

fornia, west Wa * vot the r 
California —— — of * tion or 

in tmeck., Ke: “_ law that the 
radins vector in fa pinot revolving ip an ell aboutthe 
sun describes eq: —— il parta of the 

led by central forces In Ferrel 
showed 
a and of all bodies on the earth's surface held 
there witation if friction ts neglected ; and H. Bruns 
1883) showed that this law holds even if the friction 
appreciable, as the latter diminishes the arca but does 

affect the constan not e cy.— Rolandic area. Same as 
motor Warea,— or sense (a) The sur- 
face of distribution, ral or central, of a particular 

area, that portion of the brain cor- 
abe, convolution and the 

posterior part of the occipital were the centers for 
receiving sensory impressions feved to reside.— 
Silent an aren ot the turface be the brain injury to 

¥ special motor or sensory symp- 
called association *area. 

Tex embracing the aie 

But as it in in the association areas (hitherto termed the 
“ dilent areas” because, forsooth, we understood them pot) 
* the higher intelectual activities are carried on, it is 

these portions of the cortex that the higher feelings as- 
and control or —— the sommesthetic areas 

with which the 
of man d 

Amer, Anthropologiat, 38 1903, p. 002, 

bpermanent of pressure. Ree 
Upper Sonoran or floral) © western 

division of Merriam’s apper austral life zone. (See 
zone.) It occupies re, and diseontinuods 
— —_ —— of the hundredth 
meridian from bay Pe Bre to far south fn 
Mexico.— Vi area, in ang amnbote embryo, that 
portion of 4 tle Dlastodise which gives 
rise to the first blood- —— See cut at *area opaca. 

area-drain (4’ré-i-drin), », An area nearthe 
foundation-walls of a having a slight 
slope to carry the moisture off, 

Areal geology, stimulation, ete. See *gvol- 
ogy, ®& 
area-wall iã⸗ ri wil’), 2. The wall whieh re- 
tains the earth on elther side of an area, In 
cities it is becoming increasingly common to set — 
of all kinds in what seems a pit formed by areas on all 
the atreet-fronts; the aren- then becomes an impor- 
tant construction, like the counterscarp of a fortification. 

arecaidine (ar-{-ki‘i-lin), n. free. < areca 
+ «id + -ine2.) “An alkaloid, C7Hy,NOo+H,0, 
formed by the saponification of arecoline with 
barium hydroxid. It is crystalline. melts at 
223° C., and is not poisonous, It is an acid as 
well as a base. 



arecaine 

arecaine (ar $-ke-in), n, ft 
-ine?,] Anal aloid, CyHy, Oo+ H 

in the betel-nut from Areca Catechu. 
talline and melts at 213° C. 

arecoline (ar’é-k6-lin), ». [areca + -al-+ -ine?.] 
The chief alkaloid, CgH;,NOg, of the betel- 
nut from Areca Catechy. It is an oil, is easily sol- 
uble in water, boils at 20° C., and is very poisonous It 
is the methyl! ester of arecabdine, and is used in medicine, 
principally as arecoline hydrobromate, aa a vermifage. 

Arenacea (ar-é-ni‘sé-ji),». pl. [NL., neut, pl. 
of arenacens, of sand; see a@renaceous,) A 
group of Foraminifera in which the test is not 
seereted by the organiam, but is constructed 
a it from particles of sand, shell, sponge-spic- 
ules, and other adventitious bodies picked up 
by it and cemented together by a modification 
of the sarcode. The name does not indicate a 
true zotlogieal group. 

arenicole fa-ren’i-kal .a. EL. arena, harena, 
sand, + colere, dwell in: see cult.) Living or 
burrowing in the sand, as certain marine 
worms; arenicolous, 

areniferous (ar-é-nif’e-rus), a, Bearing or con- 
taining particles of sand, as the horny fibers 
of certain a ~ ‘ 
Arenig group. e er . 
arenoid (are -noid), bey se arena, sand, + 
eldog, form.] Resembling sand. Buck, Med, 
Handbook, IV. 114. 

, found 
tis erys- 

arenosity (ar-é-nos‘i-ti), m. [arenose + “ity J 
er « ter or quality; sandiness. % 

. ore. 

areographer (&-ré-og’ra-fér), ». One who 
writes upon or describes the — features 
of the planet Mars, 

wv. 2, (b>) A tessellation in the thallus 
of — 1 adark circle 
steroid é umbilicus in pregnancy. 

Areolar cancer. See *cancer. 
Areolate mildew of cotton. Same as *leaf- 
mold of cotton, 

tin (ar’é-6-li-tin), ». A white erystal- 
line neutral compound, C)9H,)0-, found in 
—* — Pertusaria rupestris, {t melts at 
2 " 

areolin (a-ré’é-lin), nm A white ervstalline 
substance, C)gH, 40>, found in the lichen Per- 
tusaria rupestris. It melts at 243° C, 

(ar’é-}-met'ri-kal-i), adv, By 
means of the areometer or hydrometer, 

Arethusina et See a a. ©NL, L. 
Arcthusa, ¢ Gr. 'ApéGovea, & proper name, + 
-inal.) A genus of trilobites belonging to the 
family Proctide. tts charneterized by a broad cepha- 
ton with small glabelia and ocular ridges running out to 
the eyes, a thorax with 22 segments, and a am: 
jum. It cceurs in the Silurian rocks. 

areverbero (ii ri-ver’be-rd). [Tt.: see re- 
rerberate.] With retlection: noting a peculiar 
tint of luster found on the old Moorish and ma- 
jolica wares, consisting of iridescent metallic 
pigments. 
Argand an. *diagram, 
ar a-nin), *. A glucoside, probably 
identical with *sapotin, 

tid (ir-gan‘tid), a. and». I, a, Having 
the characteristics of or belonging to the family 
Argantide. 

. «. A tick of the family Argantide. 
Argelander’s method, e. See *method, 
scaled, tn) [As 

argentamine (iir-jent-am’in), ». [As argent 
+ amine.) A solution of silver phosphate in 
an aqueous solution of ethylete diamine; ethy- 
lene-liamine silver phosphate, It is used as 
an antiseptic. 

argenta’ n. 1, This alloy, aleo known as German 
silver, is made with manganese Instead of with 
nickel, the other conatituents, copper and zinc, being the 
same in either caae, 

ar @,". 7. Metallic tin in a state of fine 
subdivision, precipitated by zine from a dilute 
solution of a tin salt: used for tinplating and 
for printing upon paper and cloth.—8, A gold 
coin of the Argentine Republic, equivalent to 
S824. 
argento (iir-jen’t6), ». [It.] A silver coin Ar 
struck by Pope Clement V. at Carpentras near 
Avignon in the early part of the fourteenth 
century. 

argentol (iir-jen‘t6l), n. 
+ aa ¢ trade-name of silver hydroxy- 
quinolinesulphonate, HOCgH,;NSO,Ag, It ia 
a yellow, pulverulent compound used in sur- 
gery a8 a dusting-powder. 

a (ir-jen’té-tip),n. 1, A pieture 
printed by exposure behind a negative, on 
paper previously prepared by the use of ferric 

[L. argentum, silver, 
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cess was devised by Mallman.—2, A special 
make of gelatinobromide paper. 

ts) Lg 7 6-mag-né‘sian), a. 
{Gr, apytdtog, clay, + NL. magnesia, magne- 
sia.) Containing both clay an esia, as 
—— ora Sioa —— * 

ar, — (in i r), mt. a , clay, 
+ (por)payr(y).] In petrog, a porphyry, with 
a ground-mass rich in clay, resulting from the 
deeomposition of the original feldspar parti- 

Arietes 
rreg. ¢ areca + oxalate and silver nitrate solutions, The pro- argumentarian Saat (AT al n. An 

Og. arguer or debater, 

from the — 3 a of the ja Bn — 
t that because the universe was not by any a 

i neceasity arranged exactly as it is, it 
have a protixistent and independent cause. 

argus-butterfly (iir-gus-but‘ér-fli), m. Any 
one of the meadow-browns of the family Aga- 
petide, as the little wood-satyr, Cissia eurytus : 
so called on account of the numerous ¢ye-spots 

must 

eles contained in it. on the wings. P 
Pree ; argus- (ir’gus-tor’tis),». A tortoise- —— IJ yeaa ane) ba sed — beetle of the family Cassidide, Chelymorpha 

arginin into ornithin and urea. It has been C'7"* pos —* — 5*— ean species with 
found in the liver, the thymus, lymph glands, en of a tesean iia on herbaceous 
the mucosa of the small intestine, ete. Na- } —* 
ture, June 16, 1904, p. 160, Argyll: ad ag as —— — 

(iiv’jin-in), . (Gr. apyer (dete ) bright- uydl (which sce, ander pupil2). 
shining, white (< apydc, white), +-in?.) A con- g: (lir-ji-res’in), n. [Gr. dpyupor, 
stant decomposition product of the protamins 
and possibly of all albumina. It is a hexone 
base, CygH),N,O9, On hydrolysis it yields 
Pre and ornithin, uA Grp 

ope (fir-ji'd-pé),n. [L. Argiope, (Gr. Apye- 
omy, a proper name.] <A genus of brachiopods 
having a straight hinge-line, plicate shells, dor- 
sal valve with from three to five septa, and a 
broad continuous brachidium divided into lobes 
7 the septa, It oceurs fossil in Mesozoic and 
ertiary rocks, and also exista in present seas, 

Argoan (iir’gé-an), a. [L. Ards, ¢ Gr. Apyooe, 
<Apyo, o.] Of or pertaining to the ship 
Argo, in which Jason sailed for the golden 
fleece. ; : 
argon (ar’gon), ». [Gr. dpydv, neut. of dpydr, 
inert.) A gaseous element having, in the pure 
state asa gas, a density of 19.96 (H=1) and an 
atomic weight of 39.6, It exists in the atmosphere, 
and is also obtained from the gases yielded by the water of 
some and, with helium (which see), from certain 
mine and from tmeteoriciron, Tt was first recognined 
tn 1806 by Lord Le inp and Professor W, » who 
separated it from the nitrogen with which it had till then 
been confounded largely because of its chemical tnert- 
nem, ft being more indifferent to reagents than even that 
element. It yields two characteriatic spectra, marked 
roapectively by certain mainent red and bime Moen 
This clement, the first of five previously auknown gases 
existing in the at ere, exhibits the same chemicul 
inertness or f ity for combination as the others, 
with which when first examined it waa more or leas mixed. 
It can now be separated from them by reduction to the 
liquid state aod fractional distillation of the — 

re at — ¥ 

or L&3 per cent. by weight of the atmosphere. The fact 
that this substance was acta: obtained by Cavendish 
in 1785 fs interesting, although he did not pursue its ex- 
ami nor its elementary character, 

Argonian (ar-gé‘ni-an),a.and x, [Argo +-n-+ 
-ian. The normal adj. from Argo is Argoan 
(Gr, Apyooc).] I, a. Noting stars having spec- 
tra like those of y Argus and ¢ Puppis Mthe 
stars shown in the figure of the constellation 
on page 305, the former (#) on the deck a little 
forward of the mast, the latter (¢) north of it 
and just overboard), These spectra are characterized 
by the predominance of the two series of hydrogen lines. 
They are considered by Lockyer to be the hottest of all 
stars, and some of them show bright lines, 

n. An Argonian star, — 
argonin (iir’g6-nin), n. [Gr. apydc, white, + -on 
+ -in2.] A white, amorphous, practically neu- 
tral compound of silver (4 per cent.) and ca- 
sein. It is used as a bactericide in cases of 
gonorrhosa, 
argosy,*. 2, A fleet of ships, 

a of rok 
— — —— lufe of Dickens, 

argotic (iir-got’ik), a. Of the nature of argot 
or slang: as, argotic locutions. 
Argovian (iir-g6’vi-an), a.andn. [NL. Argovia, 
F. Argovic, G. Aargan, a canton of Switzer- 
land.) In geol., noting a division of the Middle 
Jurassic or Oxfordian in France and the Jura, 
corresponding to the upper part of the Oxford- 
ian. 

(iir-gé’si-an), a. [(Des)argues + 

matician Gérard Dosarauce (1503-1661 ).— ar- 

argument, ». 8, (c) When one variable is 
dependent upon another, the dependent vari- 
able is called a function of the other variable, 
which is then called the argument of the func- 
tion. 

The graph of an equation shows very clearly how the 
function varies as the argument changes. 

G, A. Gibson, Introd, to the Calculus, p. 3 

-ian.] Of or pertaining to the French mathe- 4 yj 

escin 
silver, + L. aeve(ulus), horse-chestout, + -in?.} 
A pre feral, in — 

ar iir’ji-rol), n. rT. dpyvpoc, silver, + 
mh The trade-name of a compound of 
silver with proteid material said to be ob- 
tained from wheat: used a8 an antiseptic in- 
stead of the more irritant mineral salts of 
silver. 

argyropyrite (ir*ji-r6-pl'rit), n. (Gr. dpyupor, 
silver, supirge, pyrites.] A sulphid of sil- 
ver and iron from Freiberg in Saxony, It Is 
allied to the more definitely known jes sternbergite, 
A topyrite from Joachimsthal in is is a cloeely 
re compound, oo 

osis (iir-ji-ro’sis),n, [NL., ¢ Gr. apyrpos, 
silver, + -osis.] Same as a 4 

[NL., ¢Gr, Argyrosomus (iir’ji-r)-s6’mus), n. 
dpyvpor, silver, + cia, body.) A genus of 
ciseos or lake-herrings of the family Salmoni- 
dg. It is distinguished by the relatively lange mouth 
in connection with the ¢ scalesand smallteeth A. 
ortedi, the lake-ciseo or Michigan herring, is the com- 
monest of the ntmerous American species. 

arhinencephalus, ». See *arrhinencephatus. 
ar ar ic. See arrhythmia, ar- 
rhythmic. 

ari (ii’ré), ». [Telugu.] A small crooked tree, 
Bauhinia racemosa, distributed from India to 
Burma, Chioa, and Malaysia. It yields a 
strong fiber used for cordage. 

aria, . Special varieties of vement J are 
indicated by adding various Ames - ores ae 
an aria in & flowing, connected atyle, with but slight 
socompaniment ; concertato, an aria of large dimen- 
sions, with an elaborate or concerted accom ent 
aria perlante, an aria in which the dramatic delivery of 
the text is conspicuous ; aria di bravura or d agilitd, an 
aria in whieh special opportunity is given for vocal dis- 
play through rapid passages and figures, trills and other 
embellishments, extreme notes, and the like ; aria d'‘imi- 
tazione, an arla in which the music recalls come physical 
sound like the song of birds, the noises of battle, ete. 

aribine (ar’i-bin), ». [IXL. Ar(ar)iba (¢ _— 
arariba, ¢ arara, a (red) parrot, + tha, fruit 
tree), + -ine?.] An alkaloid, HaoN4 + 
HO, found in the bark of Ara rubra, 

which is used in Brazil asa red dye. The al- 
kaloid is crystalline and melts at 229° C. 

Arid region, a region where the rainfall la decidedly less 
than the annual ev: io, such as the t deserts of 
Sahara, Arabia, and la, and portions of Nevada, Utah, 
southern California, Arizona, New Mexico, and Spain. 

aridian (a-rid‘i-an), a. (NL. *Aridia, the arid 
region (¢ L. aridus, arid) + -an.] Relating to 
the arid countries of the southwestern parts 
of the United States.—aridian cul the eul- 
ture of the pueblos of the southwest, F, ¥, ang. 

Aridine red, See *req}. 
aridium (a-rid’i-um), n. [NL., ¢L. aridus, dry: 
see arid.) A supposed new chemical element 
announced by Uligren in 1850: later shown ta 
consist of the oxids of iron, chromium, and 
phosphorus, 

ariegite (ar‘i-e-jit), ». [Aridge, a locality in 
the French Pyrenees, + rhc In petrog., & 
granular igneous rock consisting essentially 
of pyroxenes (diopside, diallage, bronzite) and 
spinel, with or without garnet (pyrope) and 
hornblende. This rock was named by La- 
eroix in 1901, 

nt. First of Aries or first it of Aries, the 
point at which the san crosses the celestial equator in the 
spring; the vernal equinox, from which t-nascension 
and (celestial) longitude are reckoned ; owichot 
the celestial sphere, 

arietean (a-ri-G’té-an), a, Pertaining to or 
having the characters of the cephalopod genur 
Arietes, 

Arietes (ar‘i-c-tész or a-ri‘e-téz), mn. [NL., ¢ 
L. aries (ariet-), 4 ram.) The typical genus of 
the family Arietide, 



Arietide 
(a-ri-et’i-dé), nm. pl. 

+ -idew.) A family of ammonoid cephalo 
comprising discoidal and —— umbilicate 
shells having a channeled — ery, strong 
ribs on the sides of the whorls, and highly 
eomplex septal sutures: characteristic of the 

Poo ae re 7% [Phili Sp. (Bl e ( “g), me ilippine Sp. (Blumen- 
tritt), a form of Tagalo, 49 Bisaya Aaligi.J 
In the Philippine Islands, timber, especially 
when whole, used in the construction of build- 
ings; a post or pile. 

a- pple (a-rip’l), ade. [a3 + ripple] Ina 
ripple; rippling. 

That young man, 
The muscles all a-ripple down his back. 

Browning, Cleon. 

Arisaema (ar-i-sé’ma), ». [NL.] A genus of 
about 50 widely distributed ae tuberous- 
rooted herbs of the family Fracea. The tro; 
— are sometimes grown as hothouse subjects; bat 
those commonly known are the two native len, A. 
Dracontium, dragon-reot, amd A. —**5 the 
Indian turnip or jack-in-the-pulpit, These two species 

arown is pote indoors for very sarly eptiag blew wh lor very © — 
Avisaig series, Nee *series. 
aristiform (a-ris’ti-form), a. II arista, awn, 
+ forma, form.) Of the form of an arista, in 
either sense; awn-like. 

(a-ris’t6-kin), n. A white tasteless 
derivative of quinine ; diquinine - earbonie- 
ether. It possesses antimalarial properties. 
Also aristoguin. 

Aristoclesia (ar‘is-td-klé’zi-f), »n. [NL. (Co- 
ville, 1905), ¢ Gr. Apecrontyjr, Aristocles, the 
early name of Plato, the Greek ec nee 
See Platonia,] A genus of trees belonging to 
the family Clusiacew, improperly known by 
the name Platonia (which see). 

(ar‘is-to-aia'ti-dé), a, pl, [NL., 
< *Aristocyst(ites) + -ide.) A family of cystoid 
echinoderms or cystids having a spherical or 
pear-shaped calyx composed of numerous very 
irregular plates which are traversed by simple 
canals. The ambulacral 
These echinoderms are without arms or stem. 
found only in the Silurian rocks. 

Aristocystites (ar‘is-té-sis-ti‘téz), ». {NL., 
<Gr, dpiaroc, best, + xierec, bladder, + -ites.] 
The typical genus of the family Aristocystide. 

ocratical (ar’ is -té-dem-6-krat‘i- 
kal),a. Of the nature of an aristodemocracy ; 
combining both aristocratic and democratic 
features of government, as the Swiss Con- 
federacy. 

We may conclude that those authors have erred who 
7* the —— pl aristo-dermocration, for 

«i Core, Trev. Switzerland, I letter xx, 

{a-ris’té-jen), m. (Gr, dpeoroc, the 
best, + -yexge, -~prodacing.] In photog., a trade- 
name for a concentrated solution of hydro- 
quinone used in developing faintly printed 
pietures on printing-out paper. 

aristol (a-ris’tdl},. (Gr. dgerroc, best, + -ol.] 
A pale-brown amorphous compound, CsH;.- 

H gi Co (Ola, of faint odor, containin 
45.87 iodine, obtained by treating thymo' 
with sodium hydrate, iodine, and potassium 
iodide ; di-thymol-li-iodide ; thymol iodide. It 
is used as a substitute for iodoform. Also 
called annidalin, 

aristolic (ar-is-tol’ik), a. [Aristol(ochia) + -ie.] 
Derived from Aristolockia.— aristolie acid, an 
or red cot Co 4 or © N, con 
tained In Virginia and Pilea t, Pred Sothte ar- 
— It crystallizes in needles and melts at 200"- 

Aristolochiales (iir’is-té-16-ki-d’léz), n. pl. 
pla Lindley, 1833), ¢ Aristolochia + -ales.] 

order of dicotyledonous, apetalous (mono- 
chlamydeous) plants, characterized chiefly by 
the thick, leathery, tubular, corolline calyx. 
It embraces the families Aristolochiacea, Raf- 
Alesiacee, and Hydnoraces, 

(aris-t6-l6’kin), », [dristolo- 
ig, found chia + -ine*.] Analkaloid, Catz’ 

in the seeds of Aristolochia Clematitis. It erys- 
tallizes in orange-yellow needles which decom- 
pose at 215° C. It is a violent poison for 
animals. 

Aristotelian See *experiment. experiment. 
Aristotelism (ar’is-tot’el-izm), mn. Same as 

axistotype (a-tia’t) tip), ». (Gr. dproroc, best +m r. 4proroc, best, 
+ rimoc, type.) i photograph printed on pa- 
pr on which silver salts are spread with col- 
odion or gelatin, The name was originally 

ven Wa benanth thepiates. art 
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collodiochlorid ep — process. Wood- 
bury, Eneye. Dict. of Photog., Ri 42. 

Aristozoe (ur‘is-t6-26'6), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. dpee- 
roc, best, + Cup, life.) A — of extinet 
crustaceans of the order Phyllocurida, The 
have a bivalved nodose cara jointed by « raphysie 
along the back, and a long cylindrical abdominal segment 
curiously articulated with the caudal spine. Typleal epe- 
cles are from the Devontan of Bohemia, 
arithmachine (a-rith’ma-shén’), ». [Irreg. ¢ 
=. — ) prover +E. machine.) A form 
of computing-machine, Its if parte . 
——— poe ow by —— pbs ly 334 
and sundry mechanismea whereby findamental arithmeti- 
cal operations and much of the labor of involution and 
evolution may be performed. A machine of this kind, 
invented by iiman, may be carried in the pocket. 

(a-rith’ ma-shé-nist), », One 
who is versed in the theory, construction, and 
operation of an arithmachine. 
ithmechanical A dg Hg ts a 

or pertaining to ¢ 
mechanical means or by machines. 

arithmetic, ».—Mmechanical arithmetic, the science 
of the constructive principles and the practical use of 
mechanical aids to arithmetical computation. 

ari on (#-rith* me-ti-za’ shon), #. 
Cape rn + -ice + -ation,) The process 
by which any part of mathematics is 80 reeast 
as to be made to depend only upon purely 
arithmetical concepts, to the exelusion of all 
measurement, 
The Theory of Functions of Real Variables aa it has 

been remodelled in the process of complete arithmert- 
zation, Eneye. Brit,, XXVIII. 644, 

arithmetize (a-rith’me-tiz), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. 
arithmetized, ppr. arithmetizing. ‘To render 
arithmetical. Reo Savithmetization. 

(a-rith’me-ti-zér), n. One who 
arithmetizes. ifteally : (a) One who builds the 
entire number m, irrational mambers, and the 
mathematical continuum without any use of measure- 
ment or intuition or geometric magnitudes, Dedekind 

concept, substituting for them equivalents expreased in 
terms of whole nam only. Sroncehen. 

(a-rith’mO-gram), ». [Gr, 
apdluds, & number, + ypduya, a letter.) The 
number obtained by ——— 
values of the letters of a word. 

Pl (ar-ith-mog‘ra-fi), ». [As 
arithmograp -y.] A formal presentation 
of the properties of numbers. 
arithmological (a-rith‘m6-loj’i-kal), ». In 
math,, of or pertaining to arithmology; per- 
taining to the rigorous treatment of numbers, 

arithmology {ur-ith-mol’6-ji), a. [Gr. apdiude, 
number, + -Aoyia, ¢ 2éyerr, spenk.] The —* 
of numbers; higher arithmetic. André, 1873, 
arithmomania (a-rith‘’mé-ma'ni-i), n. a 
< Gr. apeiuée, number, + gevia, madness.) In 
pathol., a morbid impulse to work over mathe- 
matical problems, or to count objects or acts, 
such as buttons, steps, etc. Baldwin, Dict. of 
Philos. and Payahat, {. 68. 

ics (a-rith’mo-mé-kan‘iks), m. 
pl. {[Gr. apifuéc, number, + mechanics.) Me- 
chanical principles and devices employed in 
the construction of machines for performing 
arithmetical — 

Ariyalur group. 8 growp?, 
arize, v. i. 4 — A simplified spelling of arise, 
Arizonian (ar-i-26’ni-an), a. and n. {Arizona 
+ -ian.] I, a. Of or pertaining to Arizona. 

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Arizona. 
A. R. jug. See *jug!. 
arkyochrome (iir’ki-d-krém), », (Gr, dperr, 
net, + zpaua, color.) In newrol., a somato- 
chrome nerve-cell in which the stainable por- 
tion of the cytoplasm appears in the form of a 
network or reticulum. NXæl. 

Arkyochromes or cella in which the chromatic subetance 
is present in the form of anastomosing chains, making a 
coarscr or finer meshwork ; as, for example, in the Pur- 
kinje cells of the cerebellum and in the mitral cells of the 
olfactory lobe. Jour. * 

arkyostichochrome (iir’ki-j-stik’d-krém), n. 
Ne Gpave, net, + oriyor, row, + Apaua, color.) 

somatochrome nerve-cell in which the stain- 
able eytoplastnic substance combines a striate 
with a reticular arrangement. Typical exam- 

Brandt, 1833. 
armam 

the numerical armature, 1. 6. 

Med., V. 662, arm-chair 

Armeniaca 

[NL., ¢ Arietes given by Liesegang to the gelatinochlorid or arm}, n. 7, In violin-playing, the arm or its 
action in reference to the style of bowing: as, 
he plays with — arm.—8. In archery, the 
longitudinal half of a bow, extending from the 
handle to the end of the bowstaff; limb; ¢lassi- 
fied as upper and lower arm, according to their 
relative position when the bow is held perpen- 
dieularly, as in shooting.—at arm's end, beyond 
the reach of one's arm ; hence, at a distances, or at each 
a distance as to prevent contact or familiarity in personal, 
social, or other relationa; as, to keep one at arm's end, — 
At arm (a) At arm's end; at a distance as 
regurds a) relations, (6) Ata disadvantage< as, 
to work af arm's length. —Base-ball varm, a 
condition of 6, with pain and soreness over the 
points of f jon of the muscles, occurring sometimes 
as a result of overuse by base-ball players —Glase 
arm, a neurosis, analogous to writers’ cramp, marked 
by spasm of the pronater teres muscle, occurring in 
base-ball pitchers —Golf arm, a neurosis, analogous to 
writers’ cramp, which interferes with the motions of 
driving or putting at golf. 

. Of arm?, n.—Cessation of arms, f hostili- 
evices for computation by tes: ‘an armistice or ira —— a pre. 

serlbed method of using & military arm. 
lide (iir-ma-dil’i-dé), ». pl. Same as 

*Armedillididx. 
dw (iir-ma-di-lid’i-dé), ». pi. [NL. 

< Armadillidiwmn + -idw.) A family of land 
isopods having the body very convex and con- 
tractile into a globular form. Armadillidium 
is the typieal genus, 

dium (Gr-mg-di-lid’i-um), n, (NL. 
< Armadillo, n., 2, + dim. -idium, Gr. -idiov,) 
The typical genus of the family Armadillidide, 

t, wm 2. tna large warship, the arma- 
ment ts distinguished as the mam armament, inclading 
all the largest guns, 
teually mounted in 
barbettes or turret 
in the largest vessels; 
the seoodary or in · 
termediate arma- 
menf, inctad all 
the mediam-caliber 
guns sech as S-inch 
or finch; and the 

as Sinch, 6 pounders 
etc, 

(b) That part of 
an electric ma- 
ehine in which 
electric power is 
generated (gen- 
erator) or con-_ 
sumed (motor). 
Sometimes the 

Revolving Armarure. 

#. Commutaior: & Commutation-leads; 
¢, soldered <clope: #, armatere-winding 5 
¢. Dieding- wires: /. top stick; g, laml- 
sations; 4, veatilating ducts. 

Stathonary Armature. 

@, foot: &, frame: ¢. bolding<lown bales: & armanere-leads: ¢, 
touplings: /, lead inlets: g, connection-baard; A, name-plate; 9, 
rating: 4 clamping -bedws: 4. armature. wtodings; my, soldered 
Clips; », daseping-ting ; , top-stick ; p, laminations; y, ventilating. 
ects, 

rotatin element is called armature, irrespec- 
tive of its funetion, See field, 13, 

un. IL. a. In one’s arm-chair; seated 
comfortably at home; fireside; hence, theoreti- 
eal, not practical: as, arm-chair geographers, 

Much of the objection to herizontal flahing bad no 
ter weight than belongs to armchair disputations on 

—— Geng. Jour, (RG. xu 158, 

ples of such cells are the Purkinje cells of the Armeniaca (Sr-mé-ni’a-ka), n. [NL., ¢ L. Ar- 
cerebellar cortex, Niasl, 

— the capeheliams, the culy cote of epeetet interest, 
when subjected to the method of Nissl, are those of 
Purkinje. Formerly classed as arkyortichochromes, thee 
cella Nias] now Inclades in the arkyochrome gromp. They 

— — Med., 
em 

V. bos, 

meniacus, adj.,¢ Gr. ‘Apwermande, ¢ Apuenia, L, 
Armenia, Armenia.] An old generic name of 
the common spricot, but now most commonly 
used as aspecific name in Prunus, as P. Arme- 
niaca, The purple apricot is Prunus (Armeni- 
aca) — The Japanese apricot is P 
or (A.) Mume, 



armeniaceous 

armeniaceous (lir-mé-ni-i‘shus), a, Having 
the color of an apricot, Prunus Armeniaca; 
dull orange. 
Armenioid (iir-mé’ni-oid), a. [L, Armenii, ¢ 
Gr. *Apyévee, Armenians, + eidoc, form.] Ke- 
sembling the Armenian; in anthrop., noting a 
type of man found in Armenia and throughout 
Asia Minor, and in a few — in Syria and 
Mesopotamia: a branch of the Melanochroi 
characterized by a very short and high head : see ar, i small 
and narrow, high nose. W. Z. Ripley, Races whole or in part, to resist the perforating im- invented by —— of Vienna 
of Euro 

en 

, p. 444. 
3 Same as *Armenioid, 

Armeria (Sr-mé’ri-i), ». (NL.] A genus of 
plants of the family /’/umbaginaces, commonly 
ealled sea-pink or thrift. They are small 
perennial herbs, with rosettes of narrow, ever- 
green leaves on the ground. The species are 
much confused, They are used chiefly for 
border-planting in the open. 
armes parlantes (iirm piir-liint’), [F.] Allu- 
sive or canting heraldry. See allusive arma, 
under arm, 

arm- n. 2. Inarchery, a guard of leather, 
metal, ivory, or other substance to protect the 
bow-arm and wrist from the friction of the Army b 
bow-string, and to prevent the string from 
catching on the sleeve; a bracer. 
armied (iir’mid), a. (army? + -ed?.] Formin 
au army; army-like, Bailey, Festus, xxxiii. 
358, . D. 

n, 6, In bot., the frill originally cov- 
ering the hymenium of agarics and adhering 
to the stipe after the expansion of the —_ 
Armillaria (iir-mi-la’ri-4), mn. (NL. (Endlicher, 
1836), ¢ L. armilla, ring, + -aria.] A genus of 
white-spored agaries having the gills deeurrent 

Armillaria meliea, 

Pirgiting plnet arising fram the mycelia (Rad ronmerpaa). 
(After fgwre in Eagler and Prantl’s “ !'fanzentamdlien.”) 

and the stipe furnished with an annulus. 4, 
mellea is a common and wively distribated species, — 
ing about off stamps, and regarded as the cause of cer- 
tain root-dlisesses of trees, 

Arminianizer (iir-min‘i-an-i-zér), n. [Armin- 
ianize + -erl,) One who spreads or seeks to 
spread Arminian doctrines; a promoter of Ar- 
minianiam, 
arm-lyre (iirm’lir),n. A lirada braccio (which 
see, under lira). 

armor, ". 5. In paleohotany, the thick cover- 
ing or jacket which surrounds the woody axis 
of fossil cyeadean trunks, consisting of the 

rsistent leaf-bases and the copious ramen- 
um which fills the interstices between them. 

The ramentom is firmly silicified, forming walls around 
the leaf-bases; and where, as is u⸗ually the case, only the 
lower portion of the leaf-bases ia preserved, the triangn- 
lar cavities remaining give to the trunks a honeycomb- 
like appearance, 

armor-bar (iir’mor-biir), #9, In a man-of-war, 
a heavy steel bar, about an inch thiek and six 
inches to a foot deep, used to protect an open- 
ing in a protective deck from shot or splinters. 
An assemblage of such bars constitutes an 
— — (which see). 
armor-belt (iir’mor-belt }, ". The portion of the 
armor of a war-ship in the vicinity of the water- 
line. Ina battle-ship, it is usually thicker than the armor 
above it. A complete armor-belt extends the wholt length 
of the vessel; a ial belt covers only the midklle por- 
tions, behind which are the engines and boilers, 

armor-clad (iir’mor-klad), ». A war-veasel 
tected by external armor; an ironclad, Mod- 
ern armor-clads inelude battle-ships, armored 
cruisers, and armored coast-defense vessels. 
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In 1861 the British Government the construction 
of eleven armowr-clada, six of which, including the Hector 
and Valiant, sister ships of 6700 tons, were irom vessels, 

Beye, Brit,, XXXII. 664, 

Armored scale, wood. See *scale4, *wood!. 
. Bee *porcelaint. 

sandstone, tn the lowest division of the 
Silorian series of north ‘France. 

armor-plating (iir’mor-pli*ting), », The pro- 
toutive guaete or —— steel which are tm 
to cover the hull of a war-ship or cruiser, in 

pact of projectiles, 
arm. cle (iirm‘os*i-kl), n. One of the elon- 

te ambulacral plates which form a roof over 
the ambulacral furrows of the Asterozoa. 
Proc. Zool. Soe. London, 1896, p. 1029, 

arm-plate (4rm’plat), n. One of the constitu- 
ent plates in the arm of a erinoid or ophiurid; 
a brachial. 

ier, Soe arutcliag. tn ather-sevtic, armst ppr. armstaking. In ing, 
to stake or soften by means of a erates” 
Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 162. 

arm-viol (iirm’vi-ol), ». A viola da braccio 
(which see, under —— 

See *blanket. 
-ant (iir’mi-int), ». The fo ant. 1 alee 

army-wW: n.⸗ 
cosmopol 

orm, the larva of 
jitan noctal oe Create —— 

beet tations. 
which 

arriccio 

aroze, preterit of arise, A simplified spelling 
of arose. 

tidm (iir- it’i-dé), n. pl. (NL, ¢ 
* Arpadites (?) + -ide.] A family of ammon- 
old cephalopods or ammonites. They have later- 

whorla with low transverse riba, a 
or venter, and comparatively 

sutures, The species cocur in the 

arpeggione (Ar-pej-i-d’ne), n. [It., <arpeggio : 
— six-stri violoncello, 

1823, having 
a body shaped somewhat like that of a guitar: 
hence also called guitar-rioloncello, 
arpenteur (iir-pan-tér’), ». [F., ( arpent, ar- 
— A — Arthur Young, Trav. 

ee, p. 149, 
arras® (ii riis), n, [Sp.,¢L. arrha: see arrha.} 
In Spanish law, a voluntary gift made by « hus- 
band to bis wife upon marriage in considera- 
tion of the portion which he receives from her. 
If made, and property ls not 
the Dusband’s estate, it becomes the absolute property of 
the wife, free from all debts of the husband. 
array, . 10, In statistics, the values of one 
variable which are correlated with @ certain, 
definite value of another variable, See *cor- 
relation, 5.— Commissioner of array, the officer 
who held, in England, a ‘commission of array’ for a 
county : =e — —— the lord — of the 
county. ; array, 8, comatiaston vray, 

damages augur beet plantations — Cotton army-worm, arrayado (i-ré-yi’dS), ». [Cuban Sp.] The 
desire ead ae laces, orcur- “Coban name of the fish sailor’s-choice, Hamu- 

2 —— — — 322533 rect (i-rii- ain’), ». (Sp. myrtle. } crop , + we arra . a. 

seven! mony tee amounting to #25,000,000.— Fall Sapente ieee, a small Chilean tree or 

larva of M — Scilara Wi 
the larva of any one of several species of mi uf ibe 

as these gh are —— and travel in 
snake-like masses, whence the name rm or arge army-wo 

Arnica yellow. See *yelloiw, 
arnillo (ir-nél’yd), », [Cuban Sp., ¢ Sp. ar- 
nilla, a amall beehive.] The Cuban name of 
a snapper-like fish of the species Apsilus den- 

tus. 
arnimite (Sr’nim-it), n. amed after the 
German family Von drnim.] A hydrated cop- 

r sulphate occurring as a green incrustation 
in porcelain-jasper: found at Planitz, near 
Zwickau, Bohemia. 
Arnoglossus (jfr-né-glos’us), u. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
apvec (gen ), lamb, Decca, — A ge- 
nus 0 small, thin-bedied flounders found in 
southern Europe. 

Arnold's fold, See *canall, *fold, 
Arnusian (iir-nt’si-an), a.andn. [Irreg. ¢ It. 
Arno, Li. Arnus, a river of Italy, whose valley 
(Val d’Arno) is famous, ] Noting the upper- 
most stage in the Pliocene Tertiary deposits 
of the Mediterranean. 

aroar (a-ror’), ade. [a3 + rear.) In a roar; 
roaring. 

Hail! day of storms! with thy woods arcer Iike rivers 
and thy rivers croar like seas, 

‘s Mag,, XXXIX. M2, X. E. D. 

aroast (a-rést’ 8 ), adr. [a3 + roast.) In pro- 
cess of roasting. 

He smelleth not his feeh 
A-reaet, nor yet the sandal and the e 
They burn. Edwin Arnold, Light of Asia, ti. 

srosira, n, 2, The name of several other 
trees of the cashew family, especially Schinus 
terebinthifolius of Brazil and Astronium fraz- 
inifolium, an allied Brazilian tree. All of 
these yield medicinal resing, and the last- 
named yields a very hard, valuable wood. 

aroid, ». II. «. Like or representing the 
genus drum or the family drace# : as, an aroid 
type. 
Aroides (a-ré-i'déz), ». [NL. (Heister, 1763), 
< drum + -cides,) A genus of monocotyledo- 
nous plants of the family dracew, Bee Hich- 
ardia and Zantedeschia, 

Aromatic species, a mixture of the leaves and stems of 
several aromatic plants —Aromatio wine, Sve *iine, 
aromaticalness (ar-(-mat’i-kal-nes), mn. Aro- 
matic quality; spiciness. Bailey, 1731. 
aromaticness (ar-j-mat’ik-nes), n. Same as 
*aromaticalness. 

aromite (a-ré’mit), u. IAromu (see def.) + 
~ite2.] A hydrated sulphate of aluminium and 

mpa de Aroma, Tara- magnesium from the 
paca, Chile. 
aromo (li-ré’m6), n. [Sp. aromo, prob, < aroma, 
fragrance.) The sponge-tree, Acacia Farnesi- 
ana, It yields a reddish gum similar to gum arabic, 
and its wood is very heary, -brown in color, 
and handsomely grained. See Acacia and 

shrub of the myrtle family, which has been in- 
troduced in the milder regions of the United 
States and Europe as an ornamental plant.— 
2, A similar shrub of Ecuador and Colombia, 
—*— Arayan, first collected by Humboldt 
n e Andes. 

arre® (iir’e), n. “we in a more English-look- 
ing form arrie, NL. arra (Pallas), from a na- 
tive name in the Aleutian Islands, based upon 
the harsh ery of the birds, represented by 
arrr, arrr.] A name given by the Aleutian 
natives to the Pacific murres, Uria troile cali- 
fornica and Uria lomvia arra. 
arrest, n.—Nerve of arrest. See #nerre. 
arrested {a-rew' ted), a Retaining through 
life an infantile or a juvenile state of develop- 
ment with respect to any organ. Modifica- 
tions of structure from arrested developmen 
60 great or soscrious as todeserve to be call 
monstrosities, are of common occurrence. 
a Variation of Animals and Plants, I. 
379, 

arretted (a-ret’ed), p.a. 1. Convened before 
a judge and charged withacrime. Bouvier, Law 
Dict.—2. Imputed or laid to one’s charge: 
as, no folly mor be arretted to any one er 

w Dict age. Bouvier, . - 
arrhenal (a-ré‘nal), 7. A name of the sodium 
salt of monomethyl arsenite, NagCH3AsO, + 

Arr nius’s theory of electrolysis. See 
electrolysis. 

axchenell (ar’§-neld), n, ([Gr. dppr, male, 
+ sldoc, form.) In embryol., the attraction- 
sphere or aster belonging 
during the fertilization of the egg. 
1890, 

— wey, Ie equilibrium, ¢ a- priv. + 
eline, as a balance,] Mental equilibrium: 
same as atarariu. 
Arrhina (a-ri’nii), x. * (NL., neut. pl.) An 
ordinal name formerly applied to a division of 
the fishes including the extinet genera Pteras- 

ig and Cephalaspis : not now recogn ° 
arrhine {ar’in), a. and m. (NL, arrhinus, 
<Gr. dppes, noseless, ¢ a- priv. + pig (pm), 
nose.] I. a. Noseless: applied specifically 
to the Arrhina, an extinct order of fishes, in- 
eluding Pteraspis and Cephalaspis, 

II. n. One of the Arrhina, 
arrhine ug (ur-in-en-sef’a-lus), #.; pl. 
arrhinencephali (-li), [NL., ¢ Gr. dppic (appr-), 
without nose (power of smell), + fyxégadorc, 
brain.] A monster without the olfactory lobe 
of the brain, or rhineneephalon. Also spelled 
arhinencephalus, 

arriccio (ii-rich’6),». [It., ( errieciare, bristle 
up, ¢ riecio, < L. ericins, a hedgehog: see wr- 
chin.] In Italian art, generally a coat of plaster 
prepared for mural painting, but not usually 
& final coat. See infonaco, 

to the sperm 
Heting. 



arrogater 
arrogater, arrogator (ar’d-gi-tér, -or), x. One 
* makes in area oc prtentions 
claims, 
Against all Merlinical arrogators. 

? Gawle, Magnatrop., p. 376 

arrow, "., 1. Arrows now used in archery are of two 
kins, the #eff- Th 

batt (the end resting upon the bowetring) in which is cut 
a for the string; the sha/st or stag’ of soft wood ; the 

glued upon the shaft pear the butt; the sore 
shaft (ina tooted arrow); and the Aead or pile at the point 
or si! cend. Arrows are now usually from 2 to 24 
fnebes long, and their weight is measured by that of new 
British) silver cotna: aa, a da. 6. arroar, 1ey are made 
in four shapes: bobtadl, with the greatest diameter at the 
point; chested, with the greatest diameter at @ polnt be- 
tween the middle and the nock; ba witht t- 
est diameter at the middle ; and perallel or cylindrical, 
with a uniform dinmeter throughout. 
2. 6) The eg a pe of the sigar-cane, 
Nature, LX VIL, se. — aITOWS, An Hah trans- 
lation of the French dameour. Also called Venus's 
Aair-stones.— arro 
which is lougely atfached to the shaft, ao that 
the wound while the shaft dropa off. OF. T. Mann. 
Retrieving arrow, an arrow with a barbed bead de- 
signed for Viale tan ty or burrowing anions. 

arrow, '.i. 3. To blossom: said particularly 
of sugarcane, which throws out an arrow- 
like flowering stalk, 

arTow- n, 4. The pointed member of an 
egg-and-dart peer y ; the ‘dart’ or ‘tongue.’ 
See cut at and dart, under egg).— arrow- 
head and feather illusion.’ See sdluson. 

arrow-maker (ar’6-ma-ker), ». One who 
makes arrows. 

There the ancient Arrow-maker 

ony, 
and jasper. 

, Hiawatha, iv. 
Arrow-heada of Sint 

Arsenious acid, This corresponding 
arsenites, haa the formalin hones while 

arsen 
senic + Gr, 7 
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arabic, arsenious red sulphid of mercury, charcoal 
tia water used oy bef —— in the treatment 

cancer, 
IL. n. A substance which owes its efficiency 

for the purpose to which it is to be applied to 
the presence of arsenic or some of its com- 
pounds, as medicinally employed remedies, in- 
secticides applied to cultivated plants, ete. 
Yearbook U, t. dgr., 1806, p. 619. 

arsenic-g n, 2, The white oxid of arsenic 
{AsoOg) when first sublimed, in an amorphous 
and therefore transparent state, In time it 
crystallizes and becomes white, nearly opaque, 
and porcelain-like.—yellow arsenio-giags, an im- 
pure sulphid of arsenic obtained by sublini *5 ite ar- 
senic with aulphur. It contains much oxid an 
fore very polsonons 

25 .Aydrogen arsenide, Same as areeniu- 

arseniopleite (Hir-s8/ ni-G-pléit), a. [arse- 
nicum Gr, wieluw, more, + -ite?.) A basic UM 

arthemis 
Hitherto the various tranches of art had followed differ 
ent courses, The most beautiful paintings were often 
bung in surroundings grievously lacking in taste, Now 
arose the ambition to make the room tteelf a work of art, 

Eneye, Brit., XXX. 460 

a— 

ein any 
ticular course of study in the faculty of arts, as distinct 
from the ‘junior’ and ‘advanced cs. — Liberal 
arte. See ert?, 6 —Soctal the application of soctal 
science to human betterment, especially Uurough legisla. 
— * —— L —— — Le ae, 

— preserva’ arta, 1 _— 

The maniy art or the art of dd Sonne 
artanthic (r-tan’thik), a. [Arfanthe + -ie.] 
Noting an acid found in the oi) from the mat- 
ico, Piper angustifolium (Artanthe elongata), 

6 (iir’ta-rin), n. An amorphous alka- 
loid, Cy,;HogO4N, from the root-bark of Zan- 

lon Seneqalense, 
arseniate of manganese occurring in brown- artel (ir-tel’), n. [Russ, artéii,) In Russia, 
ish-red masses: found in Sweden. 

w, an arrow the head of arseniosiderite (lir-s6"ni-j-sid’e-rit), n. [arse- 
itstays in win. + siderite.) A basic arseniate of ferric 

fron and caleium occurring in yellowish-brown 
fibrous forms, 

to the ortho 
the ackl corre. 

nding to the meta-arsenites is HAsO, ; but neither 
these been obtained in the separate and pare state, 

—Arsenious id. eo As areeniousr (Aagts). 
arsenohemol (ir'se-n6-hé'mal), n. A brown 
powder consisting of hmmol containing one 
per cent, of arsenious acid. 
arsenoid (iir’se-noid), ». [arsenie + Geer 
The trade-name applied to various commercial 
arsenical insecticides.—Pink arsenold, the trade- 
name for an insecticide preparation consisting essentially 
a, ict ——— 

olam se -nd-lam‘prit), n. 
mpéc, bright, + “ea } 

arrow-pocket (ar’d-pok-et), ». In archery,» posed allotrop ¢ form of native arsenic. 
pocket in a coat, Saal instead of a pnd; be arsenous (iir’se-nus), a. Same as arsenious, 
an archer to hold his arrows while shooting. 

arrow-point (ar’é-point), ». Same as arrow- 

arrow-poison (ar’é-poi-zon), n. See poison. 
".—Plorida See Zamia, arrowroot. 

arrow (ar’d-shaft), nm. 
arrowW.—Arrow-shaft 

The shaft of an 
polisher, impl t mad 

of stone, with a groove exten “eroas one surhace: 
often found in pairs, The shaft of the arrow was placed 

Across one surtace: 

in the groove, or iu the tube formed by the two grooves 
of the of polishers placed face to face ; then the sur- 
face situa arrow shaft wasrubbed down. 

arrow-staff (ar‘’é-staf), n. 1. The wooden 
shaft or main part of an arrow, from the nock 
or horn at the butt to the head or pile at the 
end,— 2. A selected and prepa’ piece of 
wood for an arrow ; the arrow in a rough state, 

arrow-straightener (ar’é-strat’nér), n. An 
implement used for straightening arrow-shafts 
consisting of astrong piece of bone perforate: 
atone end, By means of this implement the 
arrow-shaft when steamed is bent until it is 
straight. 

axrow -weed (ar’d-wéd), », Same as *cachi- 
milla, 

arrow-wood, a. 2, Same as *cachimilla. 
Arry (ar n. [The cockney form of the very 
common ng name Harry.| <A t; of the 
London cockney of the lowest middle class, 
whose animel spirits and good-natured yul- 
garity of manner (as displayed in public, fre- 
quently in the company of bis sweetheart or 
wife, Arriet) are made prominent in the comic 

Arryisl — Like 4 gar! (ar‘i-ish), a. Like Arry, vulgarly 
jovial. [Ene 
A R. 8. An abbreviation of Associate of 
the Royal Scottish Academy, 

arsenetted (iir’se-net-ed), v. Same 
as arseniureted. 

arseniated (lir-sé’ni-d-ted), a, 
niureted, 

Same as arse- 

, See #areenical mirror, —. teat, 
any one of several methods for detecting minute quanti 
ties of arsenic, often required in cases of supposed poison 
ing. The most hmportant of these are known asthe Nareh 
teat, he Reinech teat, anil Che electrolytic test, the last of 
which has been linproved and rendered more delicate by 
Thorpe, In using the firet and last of Chese the arsent 
is obtained in the elementary or metallic form Ln “pry 
upon the surface of a piece of porcelain or a small glass 
tabe ; in the direet application of the Reinsch teat a like 
deposit la formed upon a strip of pure copper foil,— 

L— Presenius for arsenic. See *#festl.— Flow 
of — the white oxid of arsenic (AsgOq) in fine 
powder, 

arsenical, ¢.—Arsenical mirror, the lustrous depoait 
of metallic arsenic obtained upon the surface of a glass 
tube by means of the Marsh test, See ®aracnic fest,— 
Arsentonl paste of Frere Ofna, « paste made of gor 

ite (dr-sin’d-it), a. Of, pertaining to, 
or made at Arsinot in the Fayim, Egypt: as, 
the Arsinoite collection of antiquities. 

therium (lir-sin “6-i-thé’ ri- um), n. 
NL., ¢ Gr." 

& palace 
t (who wd, & queen of 

@ fossils the region where 

Skull and lower Jaw of freimodthertam Zire, from the 
Upper Eocene of the Payum, Egypt. 

About one-twentieth satural size. 

arterin 

A Sup- arteriolith 

in an artery; arterial calculus. 
arteriom 

a voluntary association of workingmen for any 
general or specific purpose, It is an ancient in- 
stitution, Formerly the members of an arte! usuall 
dwelt together communtstically, and the practice is 
found among the 

artemisin (iir-tom’i-sin), ». LArtemisia + -in?,] 
A compound sometimes found as an impurity 
in commercial santonin, — 

cerebri, a branch e artery 
distributed to ral temporosphenoidal and ccelpltal lobes, 

blood t rich tn fibrin and containa a rel 
the florid — in whitch the 

postion of red Miood-globulen. Arterial ealoneaia. nis. 
ame as arterioacierowia, 

(ir’te-rin), a. [arter(y) + -in®] A 
hypothetic compound of oxyhemoglobin and 
lecithin occurring in arterial blood. 

arteriofi brosis (dr-té’ri--fi-bro’sis), mn. [NL., 
<arteria, artery, + fibra, fiber, + -osis.) Same 
as arteriosclerosis. tith) ° 

fr-té‘ri-d-li n, r. dprwvic, 
se stone.) Pie formed 

rteriometer ripe Regret * ioe. 
aprypia, —* ‘pov, & measure.) An in- 
strument fordetermini ‘the changes nealiber 
of an artery caused y ¢ cardiac pulsations. 
Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 130, 

WN. Antncrease of connective tiaame 

The resulting progressive thickening end contraction of je Pew ive ng a oon! Th 4H 

the vessels interfere with the blood-anpply of their own 
walls ao that these become degenerated and weak, while 
at the same time their abnormal rigidity makes is aim 
cult or im ible for the normal variations in caliber, in 
— nervous stimuli, to take place. Local arens 
of fatty degeneration with subsequent deposition of 
lie salts are apt to form, especially in the larger vessels, 
and are called atheromatous patches. A pulse of high 
tension with enlargement of the heart, due to the in- 

resistance to the blood flow, and Bright's disease 
owing to the involvement of the small veasela of the 
Taney, — accom arterioseleroaia. Various 

apd s predisposition to gunsress of the extscobine ar: anda gangrene extremities, are 
other common consequences of the disease, In old 

there is usually a greater or leas degree of arteriv- 
erogis, and ite presence then Indicates that the bodily 

machine fx inning to wear out, but certain other fac- 
tora, notably intemperance in enting and drinking, may 

Tonks, penseeh deren thisheningret tee we gen 18 en the of the 
arteries.— Nodular Lad of the 

nce of bodules of fibrous arteries marked by the 
tisane in the lining mem ¢ at points where special 
strain occurs. — Senile arteriosclerosis, fibrous thick- 
ening of the walls of the arteries, characteristic of senile 
degeneration, 

artery, * 2i 

(From "A Guide to the Possil Mammals of the British Museum.” a@tteriosclerotic (iir-té‘ri-d-sklé-rot’ik), a. Re- 
by pennéission ef the Trustees.) 

have been discovered), + @ypiov, a wild beast.] 
A genus of extinct ungulate mammals recently 
discovered in the Upper Eocene rocks of the 
Libyan desert, The creature scems to have attained 
the size of s large rhinoceros, and bore a pair of very 
heary bony horns over the nose. The form of the feet 
— suggests relationship to the elephants and 

OCCT IEE, 

arsonist (ifr’son-ist), ». 
who commits arson, 
Shoes whees Benes were firat seen eg: were —4 

7 w 
[odiminmscwa Te 

it. #. Burton, Mission to Gelele, II. 906, 

arsonium (iir-s6‘ri-um), ». [Formation not 
obvious; appar. an arbitrary formation, ar- 
a(enic) + -on- +-inm.] A hypothetical group, 
AsHy, known only in derivatives: as, tetra- 
methyl arsonivm hydroxid, (CHg),As8OH. 

and industrial art. The name waa origt- 

[arson + -ist.] One 

Arts 
nally given to nsectety founded by William Morris, Walter 
Crane, and others for the encourngement of artistic design 
in utilities, 

It was momentous for the painter's art that in Ger- 
— no less than in England and France, a new move- 
ment at this Umeset in—the so-called “arts and crafts.’ 

lating to or affeeted with arteriosclerosis, 
Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 107. 

Arteritis Geformans, & condition of ronghness and cal- 
carcous infiltration of the inner walls of the arteries fol- 
lowing upon atheromatous ulceration, 

Celiac artery. Same as celine axis (which 
arteries see, ander oxisl).— Central of th 

See *cenfral,— Dental arteries, See wdental,— 
serian a branch of the middle meningeal orinter- 
nal carotid which supplies the Gasserian ganglion, 
— Hemorrhoidal three seta of arteries, su- 
perior, middle, and inferior, which supply the rectum 
and anus In nomerous small 
artertes running between the metacarpal bones of the 
hand and the metatarsal bones of the foot, There are 
two sets of each, dorsal and palmar in the hand, and dor- 
sal and plantar in the foot,— arteries, See 
*#mammary.— on artery crossing artery, 

dorsum of the foot and giving off 
branches to the Interosseous muscles. · N artery. 
See * Pallial , either of two branches 
which arise from the lesser aorta in certain cephalo- 
pods and run forwart and backward respectively to sup. 
ply the mantle and other organs. — m arteries, 
a late stage of arterivsclerosis in which the walls of the 
arteries have become calcified and converted into hard 
inelastic tubes,— Terminal artery, an artery which 
has no anastomotic connection with another. 

arthemis (fr’the-mis), ». [NL.; appar. a fac- 
titious name.} A nymphalid butterily, Basi- 
larchia arthemis, inhabiting the northern At- 



arthemis 

fantic United States. The a 

oo the follage of DE 
called the banded 

Arthonia (ir-tho'ni-§), ». [NL. (Acharius), 
said to be formed (erroneously) ¢ Gr. dpdece, 

Arthewia radiata, 

* a up of stanshaped apethecia showing the habit of the 
lichen; 4, hymenies: with spore<ase: r. spores. (¢ amd ¢ highly 
magaited,) Tien frome Lngler and Prantl's” Mflangentasdlies.“) 

a water.) A genus of diseolichens of 
the family drthoniacee, having a crustaceous 
thallus and spores, mostly hyaline, with two 
or more cells. The species are numerous, oc- 
curring on rocks and the bark of trees. 

(lir-thé-ni-a’sé-é), mpl. [NL., < 
Arthonia + -acew.) <A family of discolichens 
typified by the genus Arthonia. 

(iir-threk’t6-mi), n. [Gr. dpApev, 
a joint, + trou, excision.) Exsection of a 
joint. 

gout of the stomach or other internal 
ongan.—! Sanve arthritis. as a 
peetoris,—Na arthritis, an inflammation of the 
cartilage covering the small bone (navicular bone) altu- 
ated on the back of the joint within the hoof of the 
horse. It frequently extends to the bone itself and some« 
times Involves the pedal joint.—Rb 
acute rheumation. 

arthritism (iir’thri-tizm), ». [arthrit(is) + 
-ism.] A predisposition to rheumatic or gouty 
joint-affections; uric-acid diathesis. 
arthrobranch (iir’thro-brangk), ». (NL. 
arthrobranchia,| Same as arthrobranchia, 
Arthroclema (iir-thro-klé’mii), #. (NL., ¢ Gr. 
apipov, joint, + xAjua, twig] A genus of ex- 
tinet eryptostomatous Bryczoa having seg- 
mented zoaria, celluliferous on all sides: 
widely distributed in Silurian and Devonian 
formations. 

sis (iir-throd’é-sis), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
é , joint,+ diay, a binding.) In surg., 

e@ operative production of ankylosis in & 
joint. Lancet, June 18, 1904, 

(ir-thro-di‘rit), . pl, (NL, ¢ Gr, 
, joint, + dey, neck.) In Woodward's 

classification, a subelass of Paleozoic fishes 

ony 
y articu- 

The ip embraces 
es formerly tarkohed ten the Place 

theyre espe 
ciully to the black Upper Devonian abale of Ohbo and the 
Old Sandstone of Great Britain, 

arthrodiran (fr-thro-di‘ran), a. Of or per- 
taining to fishes of the order Arthrodira. 

arthrodire (iir’thrd-dir), ». A fish of the sub- 
elass Arthrodira. Science, Nov. 7, 102, - 749, 

ug (iir’thro-di’rus), a. (Gr, ”, 
joint, + depy, the neck.) Same as *arthrodi- 
ran, 
Arthrodontew (ir-thri-don’té-é), ». pl. [NL., 
< Gr, dptpov, joint, + ddoig (dderr-), tooth.) A 
division of the stegocarpous mosses in which 
the teeth of the peristome are transversely 
septate. It embraces by far the greater number, in- 
cluding some in which the teeth ure wanting. Compare 
Nematodonte. Also written Arthrodontei. 

‘an (iir-thrd-gas‘tran), a. and u. I, 
«a, Pertaining to or resembling the Arthrogas- 
tra, 

II, ». A member of the Arthrogastra. 
arthrogenous (ir-throj’e-nus),a. [Gr. dpfipov, 
joint, + -yexjr, -produced.) Originating from 
a joint; noting any deformity caused by gout 
or other articular discase. Buck, Med. Hand- 

Arthvognatns (ér-th hii), m. pl. (NT a (ir-throg’na-t n, pl. dey 
ray < Gr, dpélper, rs Met + yauidiog, * 
A term applied by Dean to — of fossi 
fishes commonly called Arthrodira, the latter 
name being restricted by him to those having 
the coat of mail jointed at the nape. 
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cretion with transverse segmentation 
sionally found in marls and clays. Tech 
1887. 

Arthro (ir thro-li-ké’sii), n. [NL., ¢ 
Gr, ap§pev, joint, + Aixoc, a wolf, also by trans- 
fer a spider.) A genus of fossil spiders be- 
longing to the order Anthracomerti, obtained 
from the ironatone nodules in the coal-mea- 
sures of Mazon creek, Illinois. 

arthromeningitis (iir-thré-men-in-ji‘tis), 7. 
NL., ¢ Gr, Gptipoy, joint, + NL. —— 

© as synovitis, 
(iir-throng’kus), ». [NL., ¢ Gr, 

aplpov, joint, + dyxog, bulk, mass.) Swelling 
t. ofaj 

arthropathic (iir-thré-path’ik),a. Relating to 
arthropathy. Buck, Med. Handbook, LV, 512. 

®.—Charcot's arthropa a die 
ease of —.. {usually of the larger as 
even the meny at tlmes suffer) occurring as a re- 
sult of t fc disturbances in certain diseases of the 

especially locomotor ataxia and Tr. 
=, Csteobulmonary an en 

of the ends of the long bones occurring in connection 
with chronic disease of the Jangs. 

arthroplastic (jir-thré-plas’tik), a. Relating 
to or of the nature of arthroplasty. Med. 
Record, May 50, 1903, p. 877, 

arthroplasty (ir’thrd-plas-ti), m.  [Gr. dpfipov, 
joint, + szacré¢, formed.] In surq., the oper- 
ative establishment of an artificial joint in 
eases of ankylosis. 

leura (ir-thro-pli‘rd), nm. pl. (NL., 
CGr. dptpev, joint, + r/rvpér, rib.) nus 
of extinet isopod crustaceans, or sow-bugs, 
from the Carboniferous formation, 

(ar-throp’d-dal), a. [arthropod + 
~l,) Same as arthropedous, 

arthrosteitis (iir-thros-té-i’tis),n, [NL., <¢Gr. 
aplpor, joint, + der‘o, bone, + -itis.] Same 
as *osteoarthritis, 
arthrostome (ir’thré-stém), ». [Gr. dpépov, 
*— + oréve, mouth.; ‘The mouth of an ar- 
thropod. 

aca,n. pl. 3. An order of Arthrop- 
oda, including those malacostracous crusta- 
eeans which have the first, and sometimes the 
second, thoracic segment fused with the head 
and bearing maxillipeds, while the remaining 
seven are free and bear legs, the eyes usually 
being sessile, The order includes the Aimphip- 
oda and the Isepoda. 
Arthrostylida (r-thré-sti‘li-dé), n. pl. [NL., 
< Arthrostylus + -idw.) A family of erypto- 
stomatous Jiryezoa in which the zoaria are 
composed of rod-shaped articulated segments 
united into pinnate colonics. Usually all sides of 

segments are cellaliferows. Re; ntatives of the 
family are common in the Silurian formations. 

Arthrostylus (iir-thro-sti‘Ius), ». [NL., ¢ Gr, 
&ptipov, tray + cridog, pillar. 6 typical 
genus of the family Arthrostylida, 
arthroxesis (ir-throk’sé-sis), 1. (NL, ¢ Gr, 
dpiipov, joint, + Efon, seraping, ¢ férr, scrape.) 
In surg., the ess of scraping the articular 
surfaces for the removal of funjosities, 

artichoke, n.— Chinese artichoke, Stachy« Sirboldi, 
a species from China bearing tubers somewhat like those 
of the Jerusalem artichoke, Known in France aa croenes, 

article, ».—Articles approbatory, in Scotch taw, 
that part of the proceedings which co ponds to the 
answer to the charge in an English bill in chancery, 
Bouvier, Law Dict. improbative, in Seach 
faw: (a) Articulate averments setting forth the facts 
relied upon. (4) That part of the proceedings which cor- 
responds to the charge In our English bill in chancery to 
set aside aderd, The answer is called articles approba- 
pa! J , Law Dict. — Articles of partnership, » 
written agreement between two or more partics stating 
the conditions and terme upon which an enterprise for 
profit shall be carried om by the partic 1 Articles of 
roup, in Seofeh law, the conditions under which tg 
erty la offered for sole at auction. —Articlas of set, in 
Seotek Tow, an agreement fora lease. Boerer, Law Diet. 
—Proprie patent medicines and other 
patented articles the manafactere and sale of which are 
reatricted tothe patentee or patentees or their assizne. - 
The Schwabach. articles, seventeen articles of faith 
drawn up by Lather and presented to the princes of the 
evangelically minded states at Schwabach (Oct, 14, 1529) 
as the foundation for their political combination, The 
articles are directed mainly against Zwinglianism ; hence 
the prominence of the doctrine of original sin, of bape 
tiem, and of the doctrine of the real preserve of Christ's 
body and blood in the ewcharist, These articles fur- 
Mished the material for the positive (first) part of the 
Augsburg Confession.—The Torgau articles, ten artl- 
cles drawn up by Lather, Melanchthon, and Jonas, by 
order of the Elector, at Torgau, Mar, 20, 1590. They were 
a kind of apologia for the Elector, stating that he had 
established a true service of God and bad proscribed cer- 
tain abuses of thy Roman Church. These articles fur- 
nished the material for the polemleal part of the Auge 
burg Confession. 

artlike 

lable: 
articulamentum ( — — nt pl. 
articulamenta(-té). [NL., (Lia re, join, 
articulate: see articulate, ve.) In thechitonsor 
amphineurous mollusks, the inner or porcela- 
nous layer of the shell-substanece, the outer 
being termed the tegmentum. In many of the 
chitons the articulamentum projects beyond the outer 
layer of the shell and its ends are firmly inserted in the 
flexible girdle which binds the shell-valves together, 

) Five small arteries, three eu- 
iteal and 

Articular 
the con- 

a join 
a, IL, ». In ichth,, the articular 

bone, or bone at the joint or insertion of the 
lower jaw. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish 
Skeleton, p. 515. 

n. pl. (f) An order of the Crineidea 
which includes all recent and later fossil forms of this 
class, characterized —— Ta eet te grooves €x) or tend am eT 

plates Inoorporated 

tion, ".—Axis of in arthro 
inte the calyx. 

articulation, 
pods, a line drawn between the right and left hinges of 
the ents of the abdomen. — and 
ticula aterm applied to the insertion of scales of 
gancid and other primitive fabes having bony scales, in 
which each scale has a produced point or peg, which be 
inserted into a socket or cavity in à scale above or below 
it, The structure is sometimes complicated by the 
presence of two pegs. 

articulationist (fir-tik-i-la’shon-ist), ». One 
who teaches articulation to deaf-mutes. 
N. &. D. 

(iir-tik’d-lo-ang’gii-liir), a. 
Relating to the articular and angwar elements 
of the jaw collectively, Pree, Zool. Soc, Lon- 
don, 1001, T, 173, 
articulo-kinesthetic (iir-tik’G-16-kin-ex-thet’ - 
ik), a. In psyehol., pertaining to the sensa- 
tions aroused by the movements of articula- 
tion: opposed to *graphokinesthetic. Psych. 
Ree. Mo, Sup., UL. xiv. 26. 

n. 2. In the peleeypod mollusks, 
the hinge: a terms comprising the whole articu- 
lating apparatus, hinge-plate, teeth, and liga- 
ment, 

artifactitious (jir’ti-fak-tish’us), n. [artifact 
+ -itions (after factitious),] Possessing the 
character of an artifact; caused by manipula- 
tion and not existing in nature. Buck, Med, 
Handbook, I. 40. 

(iir-tif’i-se-ri), . [artifice + -ery, 
Workmanship; skill as an artifieer. Scott 
Rev., VI. 46. X. E. D. 

artificialism (ir-ti-fish’sl-izm), ». [artificial 
+ -ism.) An artificial principle or practice. 
Made up of artifeclafisma—for nothing seemed read 

about him but his il-temper. 
rs. H, Weed, Roland Yorke, ITI, 156, 

(ir-tif’i-sing), a. ["artifice, c. (a 
back-formation from artificer), + -imgl,]  Ar- 
tificers’ work; craftsmanship. 

Yet fp ope of all this backwardness in invention, the 
city is full of beautiful workmanship in every branch of 
artificing. W, D. Howeile, Venetian Life, p. 2. 

artinite (jir’ti-nit), n. [Named for E. Artini of 
Milan.) A basic hydrated magnesium carbo- 
nate oceurringin spherical forms with radiated 
structure: found at the asbestos-mines of Val 
Lanterna, Italy. 
Artinskian (iir-tinsk’i-an), ¢.and nn. I, a. Of 
or pertaining to Artinsk in the Urals: in geod. 
noting the lowest division or stage in the de- 
velopment of the Permian system in the Ural 
Mountains. 11 consists of sandstones, conglomerates, 
shales, and limestones which carry 4 marine fauna hav. 
ing many species of the Carbontterous formation below 
ant show no uneontormity with those strata, This stage 
is named from Artinsk, but its rocks are distributed trom 
the Arctic Ocean to the Kirghiz steppe. It apparently 
corresponds in age, as it does in position, to the Autuninn 
of France, which bears 4 terrestrial fora. 

II. »w. The Artinskian division. 
artiphyllous (4r-tif’i-lus), «. [Gr. dpfipev, a 
joint, + gr4Am, leaf.) In bot., bearing buds 
or leaves on the nodes or joints. 

Artique’s process, See *process. 
—S— (iir-tis’ti-sizm),#. [artistic + -ixm.} 
Artistic pursuits or theories; artistic tendency. 

Our present-day, lackadaisical, sham artiatielem., 
Ht. Herman, His Angel, p. 40. 

artlike (iirt‘lik), ade. and a. I, adr. Accord. 
ing to the rules of art: as, “not artlike writ,” 
W, P. Taylor, 1630, 



artlike 

IL. a. Having the appearance of art. 
It is among birds that we find specitic mores of nest- 

vullding and a highly artlike, almost artistic song. 
Whitacy, Life and Growth of Lan, xiv, 289. 

art nouvean (lir né-vo’). V. ‘new art.’]) A 
name given to & secession movement in art 
which its origin in Paris at the close of the 
nineteenth century, and is still in process of 
development. It is concerned with architecture and 
the decorative arts chiefly. So far aa the movement has 
any definite underlying principle, it is the negation of 
the conventional types which liave attached themaelves 
toart in the course of centuries and the realization of 

liberty has become Mbertiniam, a have 
* which have thrown discredit upon the move- 
mn 

artois (fr-two’),». (Artois, an ancient prov- 
ince of northern France.) A long cont worn 
by women about 1790, It had several capes, 
and lapels and revers like a box-coat, 

artophagous (ir - tof’a- Gr, dpror, 
bread, gaytiv, pod 5 t , 
urtophagous propensity. 
Aruncns (a-rung’kus),». [NL., ¢ L. arwncus, ¢ 
Gr. jpvyyor, Doric apvyyoc, & goat's beard, also 
a plant (see eringo).) A genus of tall, peren- 
nial herbs of the family Rosaces, often referred 
to the genus Spirwa, with numerous small, 
dicwcious flowers. There are two species, A. Aruncus 
in the northern parts of America and Europe, and A, 
astilboides trom Aruncus ts often confounded 
with Astilbe. The latter ts much used for forcing, 

Arundel group. See *greup!. 
(ir-vér‘’ni-an), a, 1. Of or pertain- 

ing to the Arverni, a tribe of ancient Gaul 
which oceupied « region corresponding to the 
modern Auvergne.—2, In ethuol., relating to 
or exhibiting the European t commonly 
known as Alpine, of which the nhabitants of 
Auvergne are typical representatives. 

Arvo: (ir-v6'ni-dn), a. and». [W. Arfon 
(pron. arcon) in Wales.) A term — by 

icks to a division of rocks in Pembroke re- 
pee by him (together with the Dimetian 

low and the Pebidian above) as of Precam- 
brian age, but by others considered as purely 
eruptive intrusions into Cambrian rocks. 

I regard the so-called “ Dimetian™ asa ite whieh 

e ie a as Cp ay ee ye 
group of basic lavas which form here the lowest visible 
part of the Cambrian system. Getiie, Text-book of Geol. 

Aryanization (iir‘yan-i-z4’shon),». The pro- 
, cess of Aryanizing or the state of having been 
made Aryan in character, appearance, ete, 
The Aryanization of Europe doubtless resembled that 

of India, J. Tayler, Origin of Aryan, p. 212. 

aryballoid (ar-i-bal’oid), a. [aryballus + -vid.] 
Like an aryballas. 

aryl le mn. [ar(omatic) + -yi.] A name 
by V introduce: orlinder to designate a radical 

derived from an aromatic hydrocarbon, as 
phenyl, CgH;, tolyl, CH. 

arzrunite (iirts-ré‘nit), ». {Named afterA. Arz- 
rend, a German mineralogist.] A mineral con- 
sisting of basie copper sulphate and copper 
ehlorid, and oceurring in bluish-green erystal- 
line crusts: found in Chile. 

as (4s), ».; pl. dsr (a‘siir). (Sw. ds.] Same as 
or r. 

Asana, 

Pterecarpus indicus, (Vrom a photograph by Warburg 
(Drawn from Engler and Prantl’s “ Pfaszentamilien.’> 

a), a 
—æRE as, an Asa 
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Asaheim (as‘a-him),». lleel. *Tsa heimr, 
‘home of the .] Same as Asgard. 

asana (ii-sii-nii’), ». (Tagalog asand (Bisaya 
naga, whenee Sp, narra).) A name in the Phil- 
ippine Islands of Pterocarpus Indicus and P. 
echinatus, valuable timber-trees, the wood of 
which is sometimes called Philippine mahog- 
any. The trunks are surrounded at their base by radiat- 
ing buttresses which yield planks of extraordinary width, 
The wood ts of a beautiful red color often variegated with 

iow, hard and durable, but peress and very brittle. 
{ takes a fine polish and is much used in the Philippines 

for cabloct work and for furniture, handsome le~ 
tope being often made of single slabe. /. Jndicus is known 
in the East Indies as Burmese roeewood, Andaman red- 
wood, and kiaboosa-wood, In the Philippines it is also 
called narra. known a8 narra or 

red narra, ta —— havi soed-poda, # 1 -| 

See Pterocarpus perp rede de belted 

asaphia (as-a-fi'l), u. [NL., ¢ Gr. aodgera, in- 
distinctness, ¢ asa¢gic, indistinct, <¢ a- priv, + 
capi, clear, distinet.] Defective » heard 
especially in cases of cleft palate. 

phic (a-saf’ik), a. Of orpertainingto Asaph, 
one of the chief ~~ in the Temple in the 
time of David and Solomon, and eponymous 
head of one of the gilds of singers, “ sons 
= — ee and gr are called 
saphic, having the name of Asaph super- 

seribed. Also | eaphitic. . 
asaphid (as’a-fid), a. and », I, a, Pertain- 
ing to or having the characters of the trilobite 
family Asaphide. 

M member of the — ee 
Asaphid@ (a-saf‘i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Asaphus 
+ le, | family of trilobites which have a 
large and subequal cephalon and a pygidium, 
in both of which the lobes and furrows are 
rather obscure. Theeyesare large; the facial sutures 
cut the posterior margin of the head-shield within the 

al angles and unite at the middle of the froutal bor- 

ea eee SSS eh mH Li enera ol 

os, Asaphice, 2 Hates und Ogygia, 

Asaphitic (as-a-fit’ik), a. Same as *.teaphic. 
Asaphus (as’a-fus), ». [Also Asaphes, NL... 
< Gr. aeagge, indistinet.] The typical genus of 
the cal —— * — 

asa (@’sa-prol), n. me as *abrastol, 
7 Plural of was, 

otannol (as-a-rez*i-nd-tan’61),n. An 
amorphous compound, CyglHggOg(OH)g or Co, 
Hygg0,4.(OH), existing in small quantities in the 
free state, but principally combined as a fer- 
ulie aeid ester in the resin of asafetida, 

asarol (as’a-rél), ». (Asaram + -ol.) A color- 
less, feebly dextrorotatory aleohol, Cy gH yg0, 
contained in oil of Canadian snakeroot, Ase- 
rum Canadense. It boils at 106°-L4P C. and is 
probably identical with linalool. 
asaronic (as-a-ron’ik), @. [asarene +-ie.] De- 
rived from asarone; noting an acid, the tri- 
methyl ether of 2, 4, 6-trihydroxybenzoic acid 
YyHo(OCHg)gCOoH, formed by the oxidation 

of asarone. It erystallizes in needles which 
melt at 144°C. 

(as-a-ro’tum), #. IIaxcrotum, neut, 
of asarotos, applied to floors painted in spots 
or divisions as iF not swept clear, ¢ Gr. dcapuror, 
unswept, (a- priv. + “capuiréc, ¢ capoit, sweep, 
¢ capor, a broom, ¢ celperv, sweep. J In ane. arch., 
a species of painted pavement used by the Ro- 
mans before the invention of mosaic work. Stur⸗ 
is, Diet. of Arch, 

Kscrum, ".— Ol of Asarum Canadense, an essential 
oll or easence used in perfumery and sonp, 

asbarg (iis’biirg), 1», A dyestuff consisting of 
the dried flowers and flowering stems of Del- 
— Zalil, imported from Afghanistan and 
ersia : used in native ealieo-printing and 

for dyeing silk a bright sulphur-yellow, See 
Alil. 

asbestic, «. II, ». A local commercial name for 
massive asbestos reduced to a fibrous pulp and 
used for wall-plaster, ete. 
** a, A simplified spelling of ashestine, 

(as-bes‘ti-niz), ¢.4.; pret. and pp. 
asbestinized, ppr. ashestinizing, * treat (cot- 
ton goods) chemically in order to render them 
fire-proof or not easily inflammable. 

asbestolith (as-bes’té-lith), ». (Gr. acararoc. 
asbestos, + Aifoc, stone.) The trade-name of 
a material made from short-fiber asbestos, 
with the addition of cementing and coloring 
substances, for use in the construction of the 
floors and walls of houses. It bas the advan- 
tages of light weight, durability, and eapa- 
bitty of resisting fire and dampness. 
bestos burner, a uasstove harper employing Bunsen 

burners in combination with sheets or mastes of fibrous 

Ascitan 
asbestos which become incandescent 
in the fume, Such burners are used 
with gas logs and juce-heat- 
ers.— Asbestos & fabric com. 

asa strainer in filtering 
acids, and for other parposes. — 

a enrtaln of asleee 
tos cloth hung before an open fire- 
place, When drawn down it acts as 
a ftire-screen and a blower. La 
and heavy curtains of this material 

spread of — 
iain. See in. Asbestos 

am vessel or cresset sus- Asbestos Torche. 
peniled from a pole and packed with 
asbestos which bs saturated with oil: used to destroy the 
nests of caterpillars, 
A. S.O. An abbreviation of Army Service Corps, 

hold (as-kal‘a-foid), «. Belonging to 
or resembling a member of the family dsca- 
laphide, 

ascaricide (as-kar‘i-sid), ». [ascar(id) + L. 
-cida, ¢ cadere, kill] An agent destructive of 
round- or thread-worms which occur as intes- 

— the eet lumbrico! ¢ eclworm or lam! iow 
— the amall atestine of the horse. It —23 

in 15 to 87 centimeters in Jongth, and in most cuses is 
without serious effect. Goeze, 1782. — megale- 
cephala, Same as *asceris equerum. Cloquet, . 

Ascelich (as-6-lik’this), ». [NL., (Gr. 
denesje, without legs (without fins), + ixfic, 
fish.) A genus of small seulpins found in the 
rock-pools along the coast of California, Itis 
characterized by the absence of ventral fins. 
A. rhodorus is the known species. 

ascendancy, »”. 2, Same as ancestry. 

Epilepay is followed chic# brain affections fn 
childhood, oo! 
in the ascendency. 

while phthisis and alcoholism are prominent 
Buck, Med. Handbook, V, 37. 

Ascending *degeneration, *neuritis. See the 
nouns, 

Ascension theory, in reining geol., the theory that ores 
are derived from the depths of the earth by means of ap- 
rising solutions.—Righ circle or hour- 

See #eirele. 

ascensionist (a-sen‘shon-ist), ». One who 
makes ascensions; a mountain-climber; also, 
a balloonist who makes ascensions, 

@ (a-sen’shon-tid), #, The period 
comprising the ten days from Ascension day 
to itsunday. 

ascent, ". Song of ascents. Same as ng of degrees 
(which see, under degree), 

{a-sé’sis), mn. [Gr. doxpow, training, 
walk of life, monastic life: sve ascetic.) Self- 
discipline; self-denial. 

Ascetta (a-set'il), mn. [NL.; origin not obvi- 
ous.) A genus of sponges containing the 
simplest and most primitive forms, of which 
A. primordialis is an example. 

te (a-shaf‘it), «9. [Aschafi(enbery), a 
eity in Bavaria, + -ife2.) In pefrog., a name 
— by Giimbel, in 1865, for an igneous 
rock of the diorite family rich in quartz, feld- 
spar, and mica. It is now considered as be- 
longing to kersantite. 

,% 2, A box for carrying bows, ar- 
rows, and other archery equipment from place 
to place; a bow-box. 

te (ush’a-rit),». A hydrated magne- 
sium berate occurring in white lumps with 
boracite: found near Aschersleben, Germany. 

Aschersonia (ash-tr-s6‘ni-d), #. IXL (Mon- 
tugne, 18448), named for FP. M. Ascherson, a 
German botanist who wrote about fungi.) A 
genus of sphwropsidaccous fungi having the 
pyenidia buried in a pulvinate, fleshy stroma, 
and the hyaline, fantforen spores borne on fili- 
form sporophores. The spectes are mostly tropical, 
growing on leaves, A, Alewrodie grows on Aleinrodes 
Citeé, a plant-loase on Citres in Plorida, 

erson’s haptogenic membrane, Ser 
Phaptogenic membrane, 

aschistic (a-skis’tik), a. (Gr. deyeeror, undi- 
vided, + -ie.) In petrol, a term applied to 
hypoabyssal igneous rocks oceurring in dikes 
which are considered to represent undifferen- 
tiated magmas of the depths, and thus to stand 
in contrast to *haplitie and lamprophyrie dike 
rocks, considered as complementary differen- 
tiation products of deep-seated magmas. 

ascidicolous (1s-ialik'd-lus),@. [NL aseidinm 
+ L. colere, dwellin.]  Inhabiting or parasitic 
in or on an ascidian, 

tan (a-si‘tan).#. (LL. esctta, < Gr. desire, 
pl, < aexe, askin.) A member of a sect, an 
offshoot of the Montanists, which appeared 



Ascitan 
in Galatia about 173 4. D. In thetr religious revels 
they danced around skin —— declaring them to be 
the ones referred to in Mat. ix. 1 

[ Asclepias ascl (stig n. 
(-ad-) + -in?,] A glucoside of uncertain com- 
osition derived —* cone vincetozicum, 

Asclepieum (as-klé-pi-6’um), mn. (Gr. Aaa. 
wivion, © Noxdarede, alapius.) temple or 
shrine sacred to Aseula ius. 

me (as-klé’pi-on), m. [Asclepias + 
ry neutral, tasteless, "eryatelline com 

— C — formed in the juice of the 
milkweed, Asclepias syriaca L, It melts at 
104° 0. 

ascobacterium (as’ki-bak-té’ri-um), m.; pl. 
ascobacteria (-ii). in . « Gr. aoxéy, a bag, + 

, a staff or rod, 7 In bacteriol., —* 
teriam whose cells form masses eubedded in 
or surrounded by gelatinous matter. 
Ascobolaces (a5-k6-b6-li’sé-é), mn. pl. [NI., 
pf Ascobolus + -acew.] A family of saprop ytic, 
—* cetous fungi occurring mostly on dung. 

us is the typical genus. Also errone- 
written Ascobolex. 

(as-k6-b6"1é-8), n. pl. 
pee 

See * Asco- 

to the forcible 
projection of the 
asel, ¢ Gr. dondc, 

le brown or vio- 
et spores. The 

species = are 
mostly say hytia 

dung. 
ras (a8 - 

kos‘ @-ras), 1m. 
Gr.” dawéc, & 
eather bag, + 
«tpag, a horn.) A 
singular genus of 
nautiloid — 

—— had it arly 66 na a 
with asipbuncle, but 
in old age the septal 
chambers Were con 4, 40 ascus with 
tracted by COT dinally to shew et seetes, greatly 

the in nit fed? «. « ead of an avcus. +! —* 
pete development of the lid rls + 0 open for the torcible ex- 

@ septa, leaving a pulsion af the spores, greatly snag nifed. 
long tubular living. (Drawn from Eegler and Prantl's ” Pdan- 
chamber with the #eufamilies.”) 

4 

Ascobelns immer ims, 

a, a plast showing * haber, enlanged; 
raphywes, cut op 

septa of Inter growth 
atoneside, It oocura in the Silurian rocks and is typical 
of the family 4 — jscocerat 

(as -kok‘i- ti), ». (NL. (Libert, 
1831), ¢ Gr. aoxég, sae, + Sarit, poured out, ¢ 
xeiv, pour.) A genus of sphmropsidaceous 
* aving membranous pyenidia embedded 

iscolored spots on the leaves and twigs of 
the host, Thep * are hyaline and unt 2 
About 250 species in desert bed, a * = tacks 
Sep lawene aad. pide ot ee eee See #leas. 

(us*ko-kok’us), 1.5 + pl — 
(ei). (NL., ¢ Gr, dandg, sac, + « — 
n beeteriol,, a generic name generall 

as a synonym of Microcecens. See J ——— 
(as*kO-kér’ti-si-a's6-d), n. pl, 

(NL., ¢ Ascocorticium + -acex,] A family of 
simple, saprophytic, ascomycetous fungi con- 
taining the single genus Ascocerticium, 

rticium (as*kd-kér-tis’i-um), ». [NL. 
(Brefeld, 1891), ¢ Gr, dexde, sac, aseus, + Cor- 
ticium (whieh see).) A genus of simple, as- 
comyeetous fungi in which the asci are borne 
on & thin membranous, mycelial layer and the 
sueres are simple and colorless. 

Ascogl ossa (as'ko- glos’a), m. pl. (NL. — 
acxéc, & bag, + y/avea, tongue.) A group of 

steropods of the order Opisthobranchiata. 
he arg ** cavity, and shell are generally 

wanting; the ris ramified, with its branches ite 
closed fs Lando: papille called cerata, or beneath the 
dorsal surface; the radula las one series of trong teeth, 
and the worn-ottt teeth at the front end do not drop otf, 
but are preserved in a special or ascus, whence the 
name ofthe group. It Ineludes the famille: Orynceide, 
Hermeide, aatae, arth idæ 

[A⸗aeo · ossan (as· kõ· closꝰ au), a. and x. 
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glossa + -an.) I, a, Resembling or pertaining 
* the Ascoglossa. 

IL. x. One of the 4 fossa, 
— (as-k6-g6'ni-al), a. ſa⸗cogonium + 

Of or pertaining to an ascogonium, 
When the fertilized of Sphum 

it * ott on ————— 
a⸗ u⸗· Bneye. 

rotheca deve 
destined to form 
Brit., XXVIIL 602. 

Ascolichenes (as-k6-li-ké’néz), n. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. aoxdég, sae, ascus, + henes (which see). Jj 
A large group of lichens, including all those 
which produce asci. They sre divided into 

ups, the Discolichenes and Pyreno- 

ascoma *(as-ko" mii), .; pl. ascomata (-ma-th). 
—3 < Gr. dona, & “aaher pad or bellows, {T8t 

aaxoc, & leather bag: see ascus,] The sporo- 
earp of discomycetous fungi and truffles. 

It seems e that the aecometa of the truffle are 
formed in the late autumn, and lie over the winter in a 
practically mature state, 

Bot, Gazette, June, 1008, p, 428, 

(as-kd-mi-sé‘tal),a. Same as 
cc eng 

asco mycete (as’k: —— Any member 
of the class 
Ascospora (or os’ p-ti),m, (NL. (Fri, 189), 
¢ Gr. fone, a leather bag, * — seed. x $ 
genus of pyren cetous fungi having sma 
perithecia and rot and simple wee = 

produces a leaf-spot of 
—* tte —— — ta anh conid« 
ial fort, —— to cause zummosala of — —* 

ascosporic ſas —— a. Of 0 or pertaining 
to an ascospore. 

aacript, a. n. An annexed remark, mate or 
— a gloss. Atheneum, Aug. 27, 

— on, m. 3, A prayer at the end of a ser- 
mon, ascribing praise to God. 

-ase. [An assumed suffix taken from diastase 
(prop. dia-sta-se, where only -#e is suffixal), 
used parallel to -ose.) 1. In chem., a suffix 
used to designate the different kinds of = 
ments, as arginase, lipase, maltase, ete, 
well as diastase, See the etymology. —3., "A 
suffix applied to the names of rangs in the 
quantitat ve classification of igneous rocks: 
as, liparase, See cation of igneous rocks, 
under *rock!. 

agebotin (a-86b6-tin), m. [asebo( fuscin, ete.) 
+ -t-+-in2.] A glucoside, CasH p00) a, Which 
is the active poison of nied. It 
——— in colorless nesdien which melt at 

asebotoxin (a-sé-bd-tok’sin), m. [asebo( fuscin, 
ete.) + forin.] An extremely poisonous neu- 
tralerystalline compound, Cy; so ro, f foundin 
Japan in the leaves of Pieris jap and in 
the United States in laurel ( ———— 
maximum), It is often fatal to sheep and 
cows, 

asellate (a-sel’at), a. [Gr. a- priv. + L, sella, 
aseat, saddle.) Without saddle: applied to 
the primitive septal suture in the ammonoid 
cephalopods or goniatites, in which the course 
of the suture over the venter is direct, or with- 
out curve, 

asellin (a-sel’in), ». IIL «asellus, a sea-fish 
taken to be a cod or haddock, * -in?.] A 
ptomaine (Co,H Ma) found in cod-liver oil, 

Same as *antisepsine, 
boo *eury 

yey (u-sep’sin), 

aseptically (s -sep’ti-kal-i), can 
manner; by means of asepsis. 

asepticism (a-sep’ ti-sizm), a. The state of be- 
ing aseptic; the carrying out of measures 
which insure asepsis. 

Popliteal, carotid, and other aneurysms, which are not 
of trauniatic in, are sometimes most successfully 
dealt with on this —23 {dimecting out the ancuryen 
which is the old “ Method of oe umier the infin. 
ence of asepticivm, aeye, Brit,, XXXII, 76, 

aseptol (a-sep’tol), n. [ 8 *.] The 
trade-name for an antiseptic solution contain- 
F 33% per cent, of erthephonclenlpburie acid, 
t 1 St 3H, 

lin (a-sep’té-lin), a. A solution said to 
yo 2.74 per cent. of "phenol and .018 per 
cent. of pilocarpine, It is used subeutaneously 
in phthisis, 

gc + sequence.) 

In an aseptic 

uence (a-s6’kwens), n. 
In’ pathol., a lack of normal sequence; spe- 
cifleally, an irregularity in relation between 
the auricular and ventricular contractions of 
the heart. 
The bleod pressure. . . is also fairly high when some 

simple ratio is maintained ‘between the rate of the aurica- 

ashen light 
Woe an senkriaciay ‘bests and js lowest when the ane- 
quence of the two chambers is most marked. 

Buck, Med. Handbook, IL 80. 

asexuality (a-vek-si-al‘i- arpa The quality of 
being asexual; absence of sex. 

lization {a- ook" - al-i-zi‘shon), — 
a + -ation.] he act of —— 
oer A incompetent, as by castration. Buck, 

andbook, LI. 713. 
asfalt, n. andr. ¢. <A simplified spelling of as- 
phait. 

_. A simplified s 
vel (iis’grav ble 

stituents of es 
This * account satisfactorily for the theory seems 

sage of the de-gravels into morainic matter, and forthe fact 
that the gravels in the 7 part of an as are often —* 

lling of asphyria, 
he water-worn con- 

well rounded. The Great low Age, p. 171. 

ash!, n. 1. (d) In Australia, the name of va- 
rious trees having a real or fancied resemblance 
to those of the genus Frarinws, especially of 
trees of the genera Elwocarpws and flindersia. 

specifically, the white ash, Praziniw: 
Arizona aah, the leatherleaf ash, Praxinus 

the black ash, Praztnous nigra : 
| Massachu- 

eran othe 

whose 
-_ 

ua, ——— 
pa white "wood —— r turning and cabinet- 

us nigra ; also, F. Pennayl- 
—— Cane-ash, —* white: ash, Prazintws Americana : 
80 called because * grows in cane-brakes. (Gulf States. 
—Crow’s ash, a very large tree, Plindersia australis, 
Queensland and New South Wales. Also called beech, 
= cedar, and ** See and Flinder- 

shrub, anomala, of 
Utah and elnow here. "rhe trifoliate dwarf ash is F. ano- 
mala tri Prazinus of 
Mexico and the » aijacent United Staten The shesbay 
fringe-ash ia F. dipetala of California.— ——— 
inus Gregyii of the Mexican boundary 

Pracinus of —— ao 

yleldiny 
atimber, tough vat not hard, which isexcellent yh ball 
ing It also yields « kino from which a varnish 

See writ Ore- 

Carolindana, IAE * 
Frari 

(a) Sa arty 'b) The grecn ash, CJ ine aa i] 
| tm a lanceolata, — —— BL ash, Frax- 
tense Texensis, Also called in-aah. 

ash®, ». 4. The involatile constituents of wine ; 
the solid residue evaporated to dryness, 
—— mark of genuine wine the ash is of the 

greatest val Bueye. Brit,, 1.17% 

Canada — trade-name for ashes from Canada 
valued asa fertiliaer. — Tn and ashes, clothed 
in sackeloth and sitting in ashes, in sign of deep mourn 
i a — among fentals. Also weed figurativel 
Mat. xk 2 r 
— {a-sham‘'nd), ». [Heb. ashamnw, 

* we have trespassed,’ ¢ asham, trespass. } The 
Jewish ‘short confession of sin.’ It is com- 
— of twenty-four acrostic sections which 

gin with the letters of the Hebrew alphabet 
in conseeutive order (the twenty-first letter, 
the last, being used three additional times). 

ash-bed (ash’hed), », A bed of ashes; specifi- 
cally, in geol., a greatly decomposed amygda- 
loidal basalt on Keweenaw Point, Michigan, 
—— is locally impregnated with native cop- 
———— ig See *diabase. 

1. See *mwetal, 
—— — -kér), 1, A disease of 
ash-trees which has been attributed to bae- 
teria, 

ash-cart (ash‘kiirt), ». A cart in which ashes 
and other refuse are carried. 
ash-chute (ash’ shit), . Same as ash-shoot, 

conveyer (ash’kon-vi"ér), mn. Any form 
of conveyer used in removing ashes, as from a 
boiler-room or locomotive-engine house.  Fs- 
amples are: (1) = screw-conveyer which removes the 
ashes na fast as they fall from the locomotives inte the 
aelepit of an engine-houss, andl delivers them to a trav. 
vling-apron or cartier; and (2) a combined conveyer and 
elevator which parses “through a series of ash pite in an 
engine-house, comveying and nog ashes Lo an ele- 
vated hopper, where they may be larged inte cars 
These machines are made ina great variety of forms, 

Ashdown sand. See *vendl, 
ash-dump (ash’dump), #. 
ashes are put, either tem 
nently.—2. A device for 
from a furnace or conveyer. 

ash-elevator (ash’el’é-va-tor), 
*ash-hoist. 

ashen light. See */ight!. 

1. A place where 
rarily or perma- 

umping the ashes 

Same as 



asherah 
asherah (ash‘e-ri), n. eb. ‘asherah, 
*asherin, i rarely, "ether Assyr. ashir 
pl. ashrati.}) 1. A wooden or pole plan 
near the altars of various Semitic gods; in the 
authorized version of the Bible —— 
translated ‘ grove.’— 2. ag Semitic - 
dess not mentioned in the Bible except in 
three dubious pi 3, but whose name is 
certified by early tablets. she was sometimos con- 
fused with Baal scems to have been the con- 

of Asherah. The two are often — Cugetier 
in connection with the idolatrous worship of Israel: see 
2t sail. ¢ ; 2 Chron. xxxill. 8; Judges Ul. 7. See Ash- 

ash-hoist (ash’hoist), ». An ap 
lifting ashes, as from the ash-pit of a locomo- 

4, section across the tracks. showing the jaclined screw-conreyers whigh Hift the avhes to 
the longitudinal bucket-coaveyer shown in 4, A. section along the tracks, showing the 
loug conveyer by whech the ashes are transferred to the dump. 

through an opening 

ing ash-barrels to th — —* a * * 8 © side where they may 
dum: into a cart, When closed the frame sinks be- 
low the walk and the opening is covered. 
licated forin comsista of a telescopic frame Inclosing a 
rain-ami-backet elevator for lifting ashes from a eub- 

cellar to the street and discharging them through a 
ehute into a cart.— Pneumatic ash-hoist, a traveling- 

pneumatic holsting-cylinder which lifts 

Sub-holst, « skip traveling. upod an incilved — a veling a an inc 
m the ash-pit an Doltertesuee te the top of a 

troughs pe it te skip why an need by a ie wi Ly] en 

cable to the top of the towen where it is damped Into a 
hopper, Which delivers its load toa caron the track below. 

ash-hopper (ash’hop-ér), ». Same as leach- 
tub. (Loeal, U. 8.) 

ashiver (a-shiv’ér), ade. [a3 + shiver.) Ina 
shiver; quivering, 

ashler,». 4, In carp., studding or furring used 
to cut off the angle at the floor in a garret, so 
that the room inclosed will have a vertical wall 

selected for 

Faced with ashler: 
Ashley beds, See *bed?. 
Ashmolean (ash-m6'lé-an), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to Elias Ashmole, an eminent English anti- 
uary (1617-92), who founded the Ashmolean 
— at Oxford University in 1679. fis cot 
5 which were presente! to the university, con- 
sisted of books, manuscripts, coins, curiosities, and antl- 
quities, The Ashmolean Society, founded {n' 1828, was 
iene in * —* A er th ‘ 

- ash —X n under the e 
of Peller pl ev fire, ia which cahen end 
clinker may fall ard be caught when the fire is 
a or we fire lace as 254 

-pum: (ash’ pump* kin), #. [a mi 
kin, It ts covered with an ashy bloom. The 
wax-gourd, Benincasa hispida. See Bentncasa 
and *condol. [East Indies. ] 

ashrafi (ash’ra-fé), ». [Also avhrafer, ashraffi ; 
Hind. Pers. ashrafi, < ashraf, ¢ Ar. ashraf, 
gentle, refined, urbane, ashraf, n., nobles, 
gentry.) The gold mobur of India. 

ash-trolley (ash‘trol-i), ». An overhead trol- 
ley from whieh ash-buckets are suspended for 
transporting ashes from ash-pits to the place 
of disposal. — J 

Asiatic class, of dom: ted fi prisi 
— — — are — tw ‘have originated 

tus for 
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in eastern Asia, and including the brahmas, cochina, and 

al (a-sil’id), * * n Ta Boring the 
characteristics of or belonging to the dipter- 
ous family Asilide. 

II. ». An insect of the family Asilide. 
(a-sim’i-nin), n. —— + -ine?,] 

—— — obtained from the fruit of Asimina 

asimmer (a-sim’ér), ade, [a3 + simmer.) In 
a simmering state, 
Noon smote theres the roofs red tiles to heart's desire, 
The court aimmer with smoke. 

Browning, Ned Bratts, st. tv. 

phonacea (a-si-fé-ni’sé-li), n. 
¢ Gr, a priv, + cigar, pipe, + ~acea.) A group 
of aleyonarian 
The colony he 

solenia from which secondary The 
cavity of the avial sodid ia not divided by «a partition. 

askeletal (a-skel’e-tal), a. Having no skeleton. 
In moet of the aateletal vermalia the subdermal muscle 

divides into two layers. 
. Haeckel (trans), Wonders of Life, p. 277. 

Asklepieion (as-klé-pi-l’on), ».; pl, asklepieia 
(-l). (Gr. Aoxduprecov, a temple of Asklepios 
(sculapius), nent. of ‘AoxAgmieswe, adj.,  Acxd- 
ste, Dor, Aowtamdés, L. Aesculapius, a Thes- 
salian prince famous asa physician, later the 

tutelary god of medicine.) A 
temple of Asklepios (Escula- 
pius). 

If we regard with reverence the 
dim traditional form of Asklepios as 
& founder of our art, and the Astle 

where throughout Greece and 

—— — 
ould we reverence the much more 

asmolder, asmoulder (a-smél’dér), adv. 
+ smolder,) In a smoldering state. 
burne, 

asoka (ii-s6’kil), u. (Skt. dsoka (dgoka), a tree 
80 called (Lit. — —— riv. + 
soka (goka), flame, anguish, sorrow.) 1, A 
low-sp ng, leguminous tree, Saraca Indica, 
bearing large sweet-scented, pale orange- 
searlet flowers. It is foand from southeastern 
India and Ceylon to Burma and the Malay ln⸗e ulu and 
5* andl is much cultivated for its beauty and 
the of ttaflowers, It faa sacred tree of the Hindus, 
and promineatly in thetr legends and IMterature 
2. The mast-tree or Indian fir, Polyalthia 
longifolia, of the custard-apple family. It is 
cultivated for the sake of its flowers, and is 
canted inavenues and near temples. *ran- 
ula. , 

asonant (a-86’nant), a. [4-18 + sonant,] With- 
out sound ; not sonant. 
asouth (a-south’), adv. phr. [a% + sowth.] In 
or on the south; to or toward the south. 
J. Barlow, Columbiad, i. 571. 

(as 

ry 
asparaginate (as-par’a-ji-ndt), m. [asparagin 

coursed + tel.) A galt. Pe aspa in: as, silver as 
paraginate, NH. OCH(N 
—— Meet * in) Abaif 

asparagus- fe (as-par’a-gus-nif), . ife 
having a long bent handle with a chisel-blade 
atthe end, used in cutting the stems of aspara- 
gus. The chisel-blade is pushed into the soil 
to eut off the blanched portion of the stem 
below the surface. 
— — ſas par’a - gus -mi’nér), #. 

e larva of a dipterous insect of the Zamily 
Agromyzide, Agromyza simplex. 

asparagus-rust (as-par’a-gus-rust*), ». A 
— disease of —— caused by the 
fungus Puccinia Asparagi. 

asparkle (a-spiir’kl), adv. phr, (a3 + sparkle.) 
In a sparkling state; sparkling. 

(tho, free to judge of both, 
Ecelin the unready, harsh and loth, 

— — 
* Browning, Sordello, iv, 85-588, 

as nm 8 —— the direction toward 
which a slope faces. The eight main points 
of the compass, north, northeast, east, south- 
east, south, southwest, west, northwest, are dis- 
tinguished in forest description, Also called 
exposure.—10. In logic, the concept of a com- 
ouml object, or this object itself, resulting 

From mentally connecting a definite coneep- 
tion to an indefinite or partially indesignate 
object, the compound being regarded as iden- 
tical with the previously indefinite object. 

Hy)CHyCOgAg. Also 

223* of uals 
absolutely ee fer 

nothing to determine which ui: tis a, which 
ete. of any form we tally one of a given 

heap of n marks eae eee, we 
the units by numbers itrarily to them, or by 

per names,) so that each unit thereby becomes dis 
lingalited froa each of the others and trom all ther 
units, we obtain what I have termed arpect of a, 5, 
6 A, B, Kempe. 

an 

the a 2 of tho aa to 
capecually with —* the 

of the 
feobars, isotherms, 

in the daily weather-mape, with reference to the 
changes then prarening toward a given station; «pe 
cially the direction of the gradient at any given sta- 
tion. the gradient toward the northwest the 
aspoct is northweat.— tn a weather- 

barometric 

ir a yeho- 
physical parallelism consis in the 

ical world é mental w (whether exte 
this ie understood as synonymous with the internal world 
or not) are two aspects, h not necessarily aspects 
of any third more substantive being. 

From causal theories we must distinguish sary what 
be called ultimate theories of the relation of mind 
body: theories, that is, which seek to explain and 

make intelligible to us why mind and —* are connected 
at all. The dowbe , with ite assertion of 
one reality manifesting itself under two diverse forma, is 
an example of such a aor: 

C. A, Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 3. 

Globe aspect, the presentation of featares w the 
surface of & ephere aa seen from the outalde, Le. Se given 
upon a terrestrial or celestial globe, or upon a i. 
cal map; opposed to aepeet, which represents thin 
Sree alts tacain a te peo In the 
globe uapect, north being at the top of the ma onat is 
at the right; in the sky tnst is at the beft,— 

the prese 

Rare.) 

On the hi Dogaet is —*— earing 
a farce ie —* hi ie hts d therating, fuming 
his utterance congruous to his look. He is the only 
comic original nuw extant. 

Dewnes, Roscius Anglicanus, p. 62. 

seperated (as’pe-ré-ted), p. a. Roughened; 
characterized unevenness or harshness. 
Boyle, in Phil. Trans., XL. 806. 

aspergation (as-pér-gi’shon), ». [Erron. 
formed from L. aspergerc, sprinkle, + -ation,] 
The act of sprinkling; aspersion. 
‘ The Ap Indians —— a common words 
jor sacrifice, son: u⸗ fe 
for ihe sacred soma drisk, for God, Lord, for berees aud 
demons, and for Mithra, the god of light. 

Jeane Taytor, Origin of the Aryans, p. 190, 

op ad (as-pér'jér), n. [asperge + -er!,] One 
who sprinkles. 
This personates the old T Wakoki, 

who parted ov the Snake clans —— * woe 
Nis fortune in the oe it at Acoma. 

An, Rep, Bur, Amer, Bthnel., 1807-08, p. 89. 

Aspe (as* pér-ji-li’sé-~4), n. NL., 
¢ Aspergillus (see Sapargitien, 2) + Pek} A 
family of the lower ascomyeetous fungi in- 
cluding Aspergillus, 

Aspergillales (as’ pér-ji-ld’léz), ». pl. (NL., ¢ 
Aspergillus + -ales.] An order of ascomyce- 
tous fungi including six families and a great 
diversity of forms. ‘The sascocarp is mostly small 
and without an roving. The conidial forms include the 
common mokls anal fen, 

pl. Bame as 
spergulus 

As gillids ji i-dé), a. 
* Brechitidx. oe ne 

aapergiilin (as. r-jil’in),n. [Aspergillus, 2 (7 
~in2, dane oa —— — * 

aspergillosis (as-pér-ji-10‘ sis), », NL., 
—— + -ovis.] morbid condition re- 
sulting from the presence in the ear, some- 
times in the lungs, of certain forms of Asper- 
gills, 

ther forms of fan discase or M 
scribed. Aspergillowd a breeders’ disease is 
the result of the infection w the *æ78 turnliga- 
tus Eneye. Brit., XXXII. 554, 

asperite (as’pe-rit), #. [L. asper, rough, + -te2.] 
In petrog., a term ——— Beeker for an- 
desitic lavas of light color which are porous in 
texture and consequently rough or harsh to 



asperite 

the touch. The asperites are contrasted with 
the darker, denser andesites of basaltic habit. 
Fee are more commonly called trachytic an- 

sites. 

aspermia (a-spér'mi-jj), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. domeppoc: 
se6 aspermatiam,) me a8 aspermation. 

asperolite (as’pe-ré-lit), x. [L. asper, rough, 
+ Gr. Aifoc, stone.) A variety of chrysocolla 
copper ore from Tagilsk, Russia. 

(as-per’d-lii), ». [NI., fem. dim., 
CL. , rough.) <A genus of dwarf hardy 
herbs, used for borders, rockeries, and shad 
laces, containing almost 80 species of ill- 

Tetined plants of the family Rubiacex, two of 
which, dA. odorata, commonly called sweet 
woodruff, and 4. heraphylla are commonly 
cultivated in America, 
asperulous (as-per’i-lus),a. [NL. *asperulus, 
dim. of L. asper, rough.] In bot., minutely 
roughened. 

asphaleia (as-fa-lé’yil), u. [Gr. dopddea, se- 
curity, safety, certainty, < aega/4c, secure, safe. ] 
Aname applied tos safety system of stu 
mechanism in which the stage-floor and the 
overhead scenic appliances are all moved by 
hydraulic power. 
Asphalt brown, process. See *brown, *pro- 
CERES, 
asphaltene (as-fal’tén), ». [asphalt + -ene.] 
A name originally * by Boussingault to a 
residue left on distilling asphalt from an oil- 
bath. The name ts now used to am are portion 
of asphalt which is soluble in bolling ine or cold 
chloroform, but not in gasolene, cther, or acetone, The 
portion soluble in the Intter solvents is called potrolene. 
ih n.— Gam a term sometines 

— * and bon we em | forma of ——— or 
asphalt, aa in the manufacture of varnishes, 

Asphodeline (as*f6-de-li‘né), ». [NL., <¢Gr. 
acgottiwvoc, adj,, Cargide2oc, asphodel.] A genus 
of hardy herbs of the family Liliacez. spout 14 
species are found al ithe Mediterrancan Sea and ex- 
tending into Persia and Caucasia, A. lutea is most com- 
monly tn the United States, bat other species are 
not unlikely to be found under cultivation, 

As us (as-fod’é-lus), #, (NL, : see aspho- 
del.) A genus of hardy, stemless herbs, with 
white, lily-like flowers in long racemes, mem- 
bers of the — Liliacee. There are 6 or 7 spe- 
cies natives of the Meiliterrancan region, Weatern Asia, 
the East Indies, and M. » some of which are 
found in flowergardens. A. remorus and A, alin are 
the only common trale-names in America, Most of the 
spoctes are found along the Mediterranean Sea. 

as hyzia nv. —Secondar: hyxia, aschyxia which 
* imes ‘reeurs with fa A—_-. after apparent recov- 
ery from drowning or other form of suffocation, 

asphyxiater (as-fik’si-d-tér), nm. 1. A device 
or apparatus for producing suffocation by sur- 
rounding the victim with an irrespirable gas. 
—2, Specifically, a portable fire-extinguisher 
which operates by filling the air or space about 
= fire with a gas which does not support com- 
ustion. 
— (as-fik’sid),p.a., Asphyxiated. Car- 

iyle. 
aspidate (as’pi-iat), a. (Gr. deri (-14-), shield 
+ — Shield-shaped; having the form of 
a flat er Zittel (trans.), Textbook of Pa- 
leon., 143. 

aspidin (as‘pi-din), n. [Aspidinm +-in2.] A 
ceyatalline principle, fy iz, said to be 
poisonous, which is contained in the rhizome 
of the male-fern, Dryopteris (Aspidium) Pilix~ 
mas. 

Aspidiotus (as-pi-di-d’tus), n. Vig (Bouché 
1834), ¢ Gr. domdedrye, shielded, or provided 

with a shield.) A very im- 
portant genus of diaspine 

, scale-insects, comprising 
j/ many notorious pests of 

fruit-trees. ‘The scales are 
a e‘e@ 
tb 

Walnut-scale (4 eprdt- 
Ofer sugland-regie \. 
daad ¢, infested twiprs, 
‘Howard, U. 5. D. AL) 

being some 
what oblong ; 
the pellicles 
of the female 
are com. 
pletely super- 

ed, = andl 
bh both sexer 

European frult-scale 
(A spadtotus eatreafor- 

mie). 

* scales om twigtj «im. 
smature stage: 4, female; 
¢, tnale; ead ae tnside 
od scales. (Marlatt, U.S, 
D Ab 

Hicles are sur. 
rounded by a broad secretionary 
supplement; and the circamgenital 

anda occur in not more than five groups, To this genus 
tong the fan José scale (A. pernietomus), the 

senle (A, wear), the waluit-scale (A, naregiae), | 
Seomicnannia (4. neeity tia qu (A. cyidonize), 
and many other ve species. 
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San Jost Scale (otspideorme pernieioams). 
A, intesied frat; 4, bray a, €- enlarged scales, (Moward, 

1.5. DAD 

distra —— WB), nan, ~P } A genus 
the Liliacew, one species of which (4, herida) 

from China is a common florists’ plant? It is 
grown for its handsome crown of long, shining, recurv- 
ing foliage, in the north tn pots and as a window deco- 

nm, in the south in Whe span in molat ground. There 
laa Prager a je * nt —— 

aspi n. 3%, In phar., the rhizome o D 
opteris Filiz-mas ee D. marginalis, the oleo- 
resin obtained from which is used for the ex- 
ulsion of tape-worms. 

(as’ i-~16-bran -ki-a’th), m. 

sepldbbranchiate ‘as’ pi-do-brane’ki-at) ran (as*pi-dd-brang’ki-it), a. 
and». (NL. aspidobranchiatus, ¢ Gr. aoric 
dor), a shield, + fpdyza, gills.) I,-a. 
i gills bipectinate, as certain gas- 

tero 
X One of the —— 

Aspia (as’pi-d6-sef’a-li),n. pl. [NL., 
< Gr, dorig, shield, + arpatj, head.) A Pale- 
ozoie order of singular ostracoderm fishes. 
They have a large, hea plated head-shichd composed 
of three layers ; orbits close together ; body, in the cal 
genera, cove lar scales ; no paired fins ; wi 
and heterocercal tall’ The best-known of these forme is 
Ce; The species have been found only in the 
Upper Silurian beds of Great Britain and the Baltic 
provinces and in the Old Red Sandstone. 

Aspidoceras (as-pi-dos’e-ras), a. [NL., ¢Gr. 
aomic (acxed-), shield, + xépac, horn.) A genus 
of Jurassic ammonites with wide umbilicus 
and rounded whorls having ribs in young 
at and tubercles at full growth. 
Aspidoceratide (as pi-~ld-se-rat’i-dé), n. pl. 
(NL., ¢ Aspidoecras + -idw.] A family of 
ammonoid cephalopods from the Jurassic 
formation. 

lea (as*pi-dd-ko-til’d-fi), n. pl. 
{NL., < Gr. dori (domd-), shield, # Koriry, 
socket, +-ca.] Agrouporan order of trematode 
platyhelminths having a large ventral round 
or oval adhesive apparatus, with numerous 
suckers in one or several rows. They are parasitic 
in the gall-bladder and alimentary canal of clelontans 
and fishes and in various of mollusks, The grow 
contains the single family epidobothridae, a 

As idei (as*pi-dd-ga-noi'dé-i), nm. pl. 
la Gr, domic (domed), shield, + ‘L. Ga- 
noidei, the ganoid fishes.) The proper name 
for the group of fishes, including extinct spe- 
cies, commonly called Ostracodermi or Ostra- 
cophori. Gill, 1876, 

Aopid roides (as‘pi-dof-6-ré-i’déz), n. 
[NL., a + -ides.] A genus of 
very small fishes (sometimes called sea-poach- 
ers), of the family Aqonide, found in the At- 
lantic and North Pacific. It is characterized 
by the absence of the first dorsal fin. A. mo- 
nopterygius is the common species, 
Aspidosoma (as*pi-id-s6’mii), u. (Gr. demic 
(aexé-), shield, i caua, body.) A genus of 
Paleozoic star-fishes of the order Asterozoa, 
They have broad ambulacral fields with wellatefined 
marginal plates, and a madreporite on the oral side of the 
disk, The gew peented = Bao spectes A. peta 
loides, oceurs in the Lower Devonian of the Rhine. 

aspidos (as*pi-dé-spér’ma-tin), ». 
( Aspidasperma(t-) + ne A_erystalline, 
strongly basic, bitter alkaloid, Cool. OaNy 
— in quebracho a It melis at lo é 
aspidospermine (as"pi-dd-spér’min), ». [Ae- 
E + inc⸗.] ———— alkaloid, 
‘99H ygON, found in —— — Quebracho, 

It melts at 206° and is very diffieultly soluble 
in water. D. Te aed b “ 

te, ve. t. 2. To impel by aspiration or 
— ; as, to aspirate a current of air through 
a tube. 

assaying 
They counected a series of four air-tight cages by meann 

of rubber tuling and aspirated a steady current of air 
them. Burk, Med. Handbouk. 

aspiration, ». 7. The staccato mark (which 
see, under staccato).—8, The drawing forward, 
in flight, against the direction of motion of a 
wind-current. Soe the extract. 

It would net account for those flights in which the 
bird maintains his altitude without turning upon his 
course, as he so often does when the winds are high. 
This feat... is known as “aepiration.” 

E. C. Hugfaker, in The Aeronant. An,, 1897, pp. 190, 21. 
Aaptratio: posumonia, neumonia due to the inhala- 
pew | infect material an of —— * 

a Aloe! — Aspira- 

paychrometer. lies terapabsoeaton: 

aspirin (as’pi-rin),». A white erystalline com- 
und, obtained by the action of acetie anhy- 

drid or acetyl chlorid on salicylic acid; ace- 
tylsalicylic acid. It is used in the treatment 
of chorea. 
Asplenie# (as-plé-ni’é-é), n. pil. 
plenium + -cw.] A large tri = ee 
aceous ferns, typified by the genus Aspleninm. 
It contains many important genera of various types, 
with fronds uniform or di hous, venation free or 
anaatomosing, aud usually with sori distinct, oblong to: 
elongate, tiniserial or biserial, mostly lateral and in- 
dusiate ; or, aa in Stenochlaena, with the naked sori dif- 
fased over the parcochyma of the woder surface, 

asplenioid (as-plé'ni-oid), a. [Aspleninm + 
oid.) Resembling or pertaining to the fern 
genus deplenium, 

Asporea a-spo'ré-8), mn. pl. In Labbé's elas- 
sifeation of Sporezoa, a group in which the 
obeyte gives direct origin to sporozoites. It 
includes the single genus Fimeria, Also 
Monogenica, 

Aspore (as" pb-rd-sis’té-ii), — (NL, 
r, @- priv. + aropd, a seed (spore), + xierer, 

NL., < As- 

< 
bladder.] One of two divisions, the other be- 
ae res, proposed by Mesnil for the 
‘occidia, 

e (a-sp6-ré-jen‘ik),a@. [Gr. a- priv. 
+ cropd, a seed (spore), + -yevqe, er el 
Not spore-bearing; applied to bacteria, alge, 
and similar simple plants which have no 
spores. 

asporogenous (cepp-roj'¢-nus), a, [a-18 + 
sporegenous.) Not reproducing by means 
* spores; asporous. uck, Med. Handbook, 

Asporomycetes (as* pd-rd-mi-s6’téz), nv. pl. 
NL., ¢ Gr. a- priv, + ¢ropd, seed (spore), + 

etles (see Mycetes?).] A name given b 
allroth to a heterogeneous group of funy 

including sterile and imperfect forms, as well 
as the work of insects (erinewm). 

te (n-spor’t-lat), a. [a-28 + pwr 
fate.) Not producing spores or eneysted 
bodies: as, the asporulale eyele in the de- 
velopment of certain cocvidia. 
Aspro! (as’pré), au. (NL, ¢ (2) LGr. doxporc, 
white, or (7) ¢ L. asper (It. aspro), rough.) A 
snus of European river-fishes of the family 
ercid#, They live in awift waters, lying close to the 

bottom and moving with great quickness from one 
station to another, in the fashion of the American 
ae oe (| Etheostomatina), to which they are closely re- 

aspro® (as’pré),». A silver coin of the Knights 
of St. John of Jerusalem at Rhodes, in the 
14th century; the Rhodian danaro, 

As-river (as’riv‘er), ». [See *ds.] A stream 
which is so related to glacial waste as to ac- 
eumulate gravelly debris in the form of long 
ridges or eskars, 

There can be no doubt, for example, that the Asar are 
in sume ap Sy ge in their origin with the great 
ice-sheet, » Holst therefore accepts Hummel’s main 
contention, He thinks, however, that the da-ricers 
flowed apon and not underneath the mer de glace. 

J, Geikle, The Great Ice Age. p. 171. 

assailableness ()-sil‘s-bl-nes), ». The qual- 
ity of being assailable or open to attack. 
Assam fever, Satne as *hula-ecor, 

. La. 2, Pertaining to the languages 
of ear al ; 

on, 2. language of Assam, one of the 
Aryan family, akin to Bengali. ; 

-bug (4-sas’in-bug), v, Same as *evn- 
phan pe 

Assault atarms, (5) A hand-to-hand contest. 
assay, Y.—Brightening of assay. See dlick, 
assaying, . Inchem., this term is usually « 
to the ascertainment of the joe aid amount of one 
or more metals in a given sa , aed commonly re- 
fers to the precious metals, gold and silver, Bat it is 
scunetimes used in the more gemernl sense, the testing 
or examination of any substance, as, for example, the 
determination of the propertion of pare sulphur ina 
sample of the crude — = 

fed 



assay-office 

assay-office (a-xi’of-is), 1. A laboratory where 
ores or metals are assayed. 

assedation (a#-é-dé’shon), ». In Seotch law, 
aterm formerly used to signify the right of 
any inferior tenant in the feudal system. 

assemb n. 4, In the logieomathematical 
science of multitude, otherwise called the 
theory of cardinal numbers, a collection, not 
in the sense that the objects are assembled or 
collected, but merely in the sense that many 
things are regarded in thought as constituting 
one thing. Thus, in this sense, all the variable stare 
make up an assemblage, although they are scattered 
through all the universe. The word ion bas from 
ancient times been used in this sense, but has 
only recently been so used, by a amall number of 

who are either unacquainted with or indifferent 
» the vatabtished terminology of logte. 

assemble!, v. ¢. 4. In entom., to collect to- 
ther (the males of certain moths and other 

insects) by * a female in a wire-gauze 
cage: an inseet-collector’s device. 

assembler, ». 4. That ss of a linotype type- 
making machine which ups and holds 
together, against the mold, the matrices ar- 
ranged in order for one line of type. 

beds a —6 ae han ne de ie it — 
s J ttre! CAL upon an in- 

clined traveling! belt, and is then carried to the poke ler, 
Census Brlletin £16, June 28, 1908, p. 57, 

assembling-box (a-sem’bling-boks), ». Ina 
type-casting machine, a box in which the 
matrices are assembled prior to their delivery 
to the casting position. 
As the keys are struck onthe keyboard the matrices 

descend and spacers into the traveling a 
distance of about four inches, and the are dropped 
more or less, ing to the position of the letter to be 
brought in ‘line to be cast. 

Cenms Bulletin 216, Jane 2, 

and is carried down the shaft, to which it ix 
made fast here and there with knots, thus hold- 
ing the oe together in case of a break. J. 

urdock, 
The connecting Une of a barbed harpoon at first was 

only a bit of string or theme unit the head to the 
shaft, If there be no connecting line between head and 
shaft, the weapon is called a rankling arrow, becamse the 
head stays in the animal and causes death. However, 
the rude Fuegian inventors have gotten beyond that, for 
the thong is carried halfway down the shaft and made 

bere and the kno! 
ja called by Murdoch an * aasembling line, 
serves in case of a break in the shaft to suve the pleves. 

Smitheonian Kep., 1000, p. 200, 

assembling-shop (g-sem’bling-shop), n oA 
shop, room, yard, or other place where the 
parts, as of machines, barrels, vehicles, motors, 
jumps, watehes, ete.. are put together to 
‘orm the finished product. Also called set- 
ting-up shop. 

assentaneous (as-en-ta’né-us), @. [assent + 
-aneous, a8 in consentancous.) Inclined to as- 
sent; deferential. Landor. 

assentatious (as-en-ta’shius), «. [assente- 
tion) + -ous.) Ready to assent; compliant, 

assertoric, «. I. ». A proposition capable 
of being stated absolutely but not affirmed as 
necessary. 

Symbolic logic is confined exclusively to one kind of 
propositions, viz, aesertorics, 

Athenaeum, April 4, 1006, p. 438. 

(a-sér-tor’i-kal-i), air, [Erron. 
< assertor + -ic-al + -ly2.) In an assertorial 
manner; as an assertion. J. Martineau, Es- 
says, LI. 190. 

asservilize (a-sér’vil-iz), ©. 4; pret. and pp. 
pr. asservilizing,  [asservile + 

-ice.) To nals servile; reduce to the condi- 
tion of aserf. [Rare] X. ELD, 

t, ». 5. In marine insurance, the 
fixing of that part of a loss which saved prop- 
erty must bear to compensate for property 
voluntarily sacrificed to prevent a total loss. 

assessment-roll (a-ses’ment-rol), ». The offi- 
cial list filed with the tax department of a 
municipality, containing the names of the 
property-holders and the amount of property 
upon which the tax is to be levied. 

assest, PP. A simplified spelling of assessed, 
assets, ny .—Assota ains, com 

once loan —— 22 or Leite teeatintyt fed 
debts of the estate. Assets tn} descent, real property 
of an heir which be ch to satisfy the debts of 
his ancestor.— d assete. Seo wligwid, 

asseveran (a-sev'e-rant-li), ade. By way 
of assertion, Abp. Abbot, Expos. on Jonah, 
p. 562, N. ED. 

fasai (asi), n. (Creek Indian assi, abbrev. of 

assercilized, 
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assi lupub’ski, said tomean ‘small leaves.") The 
yapon, Ilex Cassine, or the drink made from it. 
Also assi-shrub. 

The Creeks made use of the asi as we use fermented 
liquors, to promote conviviality, 
—ES quoted in Bulletin 14, monn, © B. —_ 

assideration pct ar of nm. [=It. assid- 
erazione, © ML, “axsideratio(n-), ¢ *assiderare, 
pass. “assideruri (It. assiderarc), in pp. assid- 
eratus, benumbed, ¢ L. ad- + siderari, be be- 
numbed, paralyzed, or planet-struck, ¢ sidus 
(sider-), a constellation, star: see sidereal.) A 
form of homicide, especially of infanticide, in 
which death is caused by placing the victim in 
ice-cold water, 

assiette (ji-si-ct’), ». [F., seat, base, founda- 
tion, ¢ assevir, sit: see assize,] In bookbinding, 
acompound applied to the trimmed edgesof the 
leaves of books before the application of gold- 
* Itis usually made of bole, bloodstone, and 

ena, 
(as’i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. aavified, ppr. 

assifying. [ass + hae To make an ass of: 
as, to assify one's self. Southey. [Humorous.] 

assigned (a-sind’), p.a. Allotted; appointed ; 
transferred! prescribed: as,an assigned position; 
an assigned quantit < Assigned dervant, durin, 
the carly M of New South ales and other British 
colonies, a conrict assigned or allotted to a settler aa an 
unpaid servant, “bound to perform diligently from sun- 

to sutset all wtual and reasonalle labor.” The # 
convicts from the British islands in this 

lin Australiain 164, See qarignment, 

1 
viet formerly 

a. it, the sale or 
of , OF ta of property not in exist- 

ence, or not capable of delivery at the tine of the sale, 
but which may come into existence fn (he futere. Such 
a sale or transfer is not enforceable except In courts of 
chancery. 

assimilater, assimilator (-sim’i-lé-tér,-tor), 
n. One who or that which assimilates. 

tion, ». (¢) In physiol., the conversion of chyle 
into material suitable for appropriation by the tlaeuca, 
iin * The process whereby new contents are 
received Into a given conselousness : a general term cover- 
ing the processes of fusion, association cowtrast, recog: 
nition, ete. (2)In Wundt's terminology, a particular fonn 
of the simultancous association of ideas 

Simultaneous associations made up of elements from 
different psychical compounds may be divided Into two 
chamses ; Into a⸗ a or associations hetween the 
elements of like compounds, and complications, or asso- 
clations between elements of unlike com els, 

W. Wendt (trans.), Outlines of Psychol, p. 227. 

(9) In petrog., a term used to express the theory that mol- 
ten ae, vo foreed upward into the solid rocks, 
may, through fusion of included fragments or wall rock, 
absorb or assimilate a certain amount of these foreign ma- 
terinis, thus changing in some degree the chemical oom- 
a — peri * —* 

fon, weiel., the taking up of chyle e Inctouls, 
ve assimila in -) seienilation of 

a sound to the grade or nature of ome that precedes it, as 
= d (a medial) to &(a tenuis) in the word looked, namely, 

ming ¢ (a tenuis) 

assishness (as‘ish-nes), xn. The quality of be- 
ing like an ass, as in stupidity, stubbornness, 
er asinine quality or character. Morio, 

assistant, ¢. 3. Assisting; hence, subordinate 
in rank; specifically, as an official designa- 
tion, occupying the next lower grade: as, an 
assistant adjutant-general, 

assistful (a-sist’ful), a. [assist + -ful.] Help- 
ful. Chapman, tr. of Niad, v. 120. 

assize, v. 10, [F. «assise.] In geological 
classification, the French equivalent of the 
term bed, constituting one of the minor sub- 
divisions in geology, An assize, or bed, is 
composed of two or more zones; two or more 
assizes, or bods, constitute a group, stage, or 
étage. Tholed an a plea ip bar in Seothamd, in 
a ial case, to the effect that the aoctised has once 
been tried for the offense charged, Bowever, Law Dict, 

‘s aspiration eter, See 
*peychrometer. 

I. a muscles . Associate antagonists, 
which, when acting singly, are antagonists, but whet 
acting together move the part in an intermediate direc- 
thon.—Assoclate movementa, in physiol, movements 
which take i in & paralyzed part when the non- 
paralyzed fellow is moved,—, te muscles, mus- 
clea which act together to effect acertain movement. 

Il, x. 6. In logic, a unit not contained in the 
collection which is paired with each unit of 
the collection so as to make a pair distinguished 
from every pair consisting of the associate and 

association : 
a unit not a member of the collection. ‘Thus it 

center of any one of 
of tte am its. According as the pairs of the associate 
with the different units of the collection are all, some 
but not or mone, distinguished from one another, it 
may be ok a diserete garir aarociate, & rarions yarir 
associate, or a uniform patr associate; but Kempe terms 
the last two midtiple pair associate avd single pair axo- 

7. In law: (a) An officer in each of the su- 
‘rior courts of common law in England whose 

duty it was to keep the records of his court, to 
attend its nisi privs sittings, and to enter the 
verdict, make up the postea, and deliver the 
record to the party entitled thereto. Abbett, 
Law Diet. (b) A person associated with the 
judges and clerks of assize in commission of 

neral Ee delivery. Mosley and Whiteley 
ict. (Howvier, Law Dictionary.) 

associated (9-s0‘shi-i-ted), p.a, United into 
or forming an association; showing associa- 
tion; 8 fleally, in phys, chem., noting liquids 
some of whose molecules consist of aggregates 
of two or more of the molecules in which the 
substance exists when in the state of vapor. 
Thas water in the state of vapor has molecules whose 
weight is eighteen times the weight of an atom of hydro- 
gen; but in the liquid state it is believed that many of its 
molecules are two or three thoes aa heavy, or that wa- 

See tassociatwon, 3 Amer. 
an 

association of ne’ 

idk be ha gm United States, with central bi news J he cen ures: 

‘in New York, Chicago, me 

associatedness (a-80’si-d-ted-nes), ». The con- 
dition or fact of being associated. Fitzedward 
Haiti, Hindu Philos. Syst., p. 226. 

association, ». 3. In phys. chew, the union of 
chemical molecules to form more complex ag- 
gtegates; especially, the union of the mole- 
cules of a — to form more complex aggre- 
gates when the temperature is reduced nearly 
to the boiling-point, or when they condense 
into liquids. Acetic acid at 260° C. conaiats of mole- 
cules welghing oy times the atom of hydrogen, bat at 
126° C. about the molecules weigh twice as much, 
which proves that two thirds of its gaseous molecules show 
aseociation of two normal molecules inte one. Amer. 
Jour, Sei, June, 1904, ft Az, A 
4. In phytogeog., the aggregation of plant in- 
dividuals initiated by re uction on the spot 
of growth, but finally determined by environ- 
ment. See *formation and plant *association. 

Association ts divided into several kinds, according to 
the factor determining in specific cases, ¢, 9. light aasuci- 
ation, water-cuntent csociation, 

F. Æ Clements, Bot. Surv. Neb, VIL & 

ingly close assoviation amd ration; the stage 
in which language, religion, and other distinctively hu- 
man visitions were evoly Giddings, Prin. of 3o- 
eiol., p. 74.—. tion area that portion of the brain 
surface which & not cceupled by centers of sensation : 
believed to be the seat of the fitellectmal activities of 
—— ideation, memory, etc,— 

, & nerve-center which regulates associa 
Associa’ ments. — c or associative 

*eeunsciowmess.— Association dis- 
¥; the coexistence of myoclonus 

— tion factor, ln phyr. chem., a 
ich defines the amount of 

e886, myvclouns epil 
and epile 

association th a given 
or on fiber, association 

tive reaction. See #/filer, #reaction.— Agssoci- 
ation the theory that asmociation woverns all 
the actious of fhe mind, except where disturbed by dis- 
soclation.— Dem association, in surio?., a stage 
of soclal evolution m which individuals Mve together and 
—— without regard to kinship relations, the asso- 
elation constituting a demos or je: contrasted with 
ethnogenic (tribal) association. Giddings, Prin, of Sociol., 
pt — propeate association, in socie., astave of po- 
elal evolation in which Individuals are sectally organized 
on the basis af kinship, traced through clan and tribal ree 
lutions; atribal or gentile association, Geldings, Prin. 

or of Sociol, p. 74.— associa’ 
in pryched., a connection of ideas resulting from associa- 
tive loo; association by contiguity.— Internal or 
in’ c¢ association, io paychol., aconmection of ideas 
resniting from associative —7 — aseociation by 
similarity.— Mediate association, in peychol., ase 
ciation by anconscious or unnoticed intermedlaries,— 

tion, all the orgnnisms which ex- 
bit the same sort of Millerian mimicry in the same 

locality considered collectively, See #inireicry.— Plant 
in phytoyeog.: (a) A plaut foreation ina 

limited application: see *formation, h. (b) A 1 ag 
gregation of plants within a formation characterized 
more by the species which compose it than by any bin. 
logical peculiarity, T. MH. ning —* Nat. Heth, 
Vv, 289,— tion law, See #religions 

in peyekol., a fourm of 
association of ideas inwhich the process of connection 
is given to introspection as a single instantaneous act.— 
il ve in geychol., a form of nssucta- 

tion of ideas th which the process of connection falls, for 
—— — inte two stages: the appearance of the 
reproducing elements, and the appearance of the ele 
ments reproduced. MW. Wumdt (trans) Outlines of Pay- 



the consorting in 
find in mutual ald « 5 

which 
Uy affect the processes of matural 

, of Sociol., p. 74. 

(a-86*gi-&-shon-is‘tik), a. 
Pertaining to the theory of associationism. 
Amer. Jour. Psychol., . 164. 

* 
= rE 

i 
for th 

ve react 
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Assonia (a-s0’ni-),. (NL. (Cavanilles, 1786), 
named in honor of Ignacio Jordan de Asso 
del Rio (1742-1814), a Spanish botanist. ] 
genus of sterculiaceous trees or shrubs, usually 
with cordate leaves and axillary or terminal 
ecymose flowers. See Dombeya, 

assortative (n-sdr’ta-tiv), a, [assert + -ative.] 
Involving a sorting of objects which brings 
together those of one kind and séparates them 
— all other kinds.—Assortative mating, See 
mating. 

assortive (a-sér’tiv), a. 
as *assorta tive, 
assumentum (w4-i-men‘tum), n.; pl. assu- 
menta (-tii), ‘L., «LL. aseumentum, a patch: 

(assert + -ive.] Same 

see assument.) In bot., one of the valves of a 
silique. 

283) (a-sh’ming-nes), n, The ony 
of assuming, or of taking upon one’s self more 
than is proper or just. Jentham, 1832. 

1 OE ope my io : an oman 

any shen pete A eed'D; ean ae ee pee an an 
Ay... . , such that A; lies between A and Ay, Ag be: 
tween A, and Ay, Ay between Ag and Ay, and 60 on, and 
also such that the sects AA), AyAg, AgAg, AgAq. sss 
are congruent; then in the series of points As, Ay, Ay, 
+++, there is always such a point, An, B lca between 
Aand An. 

assurant (a-shiir’ant),n. [assure + -ant. The 
word should mean the assurer, not the as- 
sured.} One whose life or whose property is 
covered by insurance. [Rare.) 4. &. D. 

Assqro-Aramean (a-si"ré-ar-a-mé’an), a. In 
cluding Assyrian and Babylonian on one side, 
and Aramean and its cognates on the other: a 
grouj-name in a classification of Semitic lan- 

ee. 

Kesyro-Babylonian (a-si1r6-bab-i-l6‘ni-an), a. 
Pertaining to or common to both Assyria and 
Babylonia, 

(q-si’roid), a, [More prop, *As- 
syrioid, (1s. Assyrii, Gr. Acotwo, Assyrians, + 
ecdog, form.) or pertaining to a race of 
western Asia, the purest representatives of 
which are pictured on ancient Assyrian monu- 
ments: characterized by a prominent hooked 
nose and thick lips. Deniker, Races of Man, 
p. 290. 

ea (as-ta-sid’é-i), n. pl. [Astacus + 
-idea.) A tribe of macrurous decapod crus- 
taceans ineluding the families Eryontida, Ne- 
phropside, Potamobiide, and Parastacide, 

oid, a. 2. Resembling a lobster or craw- 
tish.—Astacoid rash, a diffuse reddish form of eraption 
in stall pox, the color of which resembles that of the shell 
of a bolled Jobster, 

h (as-tak ’d-mérf), a. 
morph-a.] One of the Astacomorpha, 

m (asta·k⸗: morꝰ fii), n. pl. [NL., 
€ Gr. doraxsc, a lobster, + wope), form.) A 
group of crustaceans which includes the 
crawfishes and lobsters. Huatey. 
astacomorphous (as‘ta-ko-mér’fus), a. [As 
astacomorph + -ous.] Resembling or having 
the characters of the Astacomorpha, 

astalk (a-stak’),adr, [a3 + stalk.) Stalking 
about; afoot; lurking about. M. NV. Murfree, 
Broomsedge Cove, p. 471. 

(a‘stan’diird), a. A vertical fram- 
like the capital letter A: used asa 

[ dstaco- 

ing shaped 

84 

8u for the parts of vertical pumps and 
engines. Also called *4-frame, — 

adr. 2, Specifically, said of the 
tiller when it is shoved or drawn over to the 
star side of the vessel._Hard astarboard 
(neut,) a phrase signifying that the tiller is jammed to 
starboard to tts fullest extent, so that the rudder is 
thrown to the port side as far as it will go. 

Ms —— ti is ~ n [NL 
starte, a genus of mollus! n geol., noting 

a ——— of the Jurassic France 
and the Jura, ee —* py od subs 
of the Sequanian, which lies between the 
Kimmeridgian below and the Oxfordian above 
and corresponds to the Corallian or Coral Rag 
of Britain. 

(as-tiir’toid), a. and», 
a genus of mollusks, + -vid,) I, a, Similar 
to the genus Astarte, 

II, », A pelec mollusk allied to Astarte, 
mn 2, (t. e.] Inability to stand in 

consequence of defective museular action, 
which is not necessarily incotrdination or 
paralysis. 

astatki (as-tat’ki), ». (Appar. a trade corrup- 
tion of Russ, ostatoki, residue.) The residuum 
from the distillation of Russian petroleum 
after the more volatile hydrocarbons, up to 
and ineluding kerosene or illuminating oil, 
have been driven off, It occurs in the proportion 
of 10 to 15 per cent., and has a specific Wity of .9 to 
-O6.. This material le to some extent for the pro- 
cae st lubricating ofl, but is for the most part util- 

. Astarte, 

Astbury ware. See *ware?. 
astegorrhine (as-teg’é-rin), a. [Gr, 4- priv. 
+ artyor, roof, + pig ( pew), nose.] In crantom., 
having a flat nose, like apes. Von Torok. 

astelic (a-stel’ik), a. In bot., destitute of a 
stele or axial cylinder. 

astely (a-sté‘li), nm. [NL. *astelia, ¢ Gr. a- priv. 
+ ortjay, pillar: see stele.) In bot., absence of a 
stele or axial cylinder. 

Lom, In sponges, & multiactinate 
microsclere: same as ewaster.—7. In cytol., 

Spermatogoniam of Salamaader, (Drdner.) 

The mecleus lies below, Abowe ix the enormous aster, the cen- 
trewone af its center, its trays showing indications of nine comcens 
tric circles of microwumes The area within the second conle 
srobably repemeets the “arractionaphere of Vam Heneden 
Highly mageified. Fram Wilwu's The Cell.’ 

the star-shaped structure at either pole of the 
karyokinetic figure during cell-division: same 
as *karyaster (whieh see).—8, Two small 
arches of precious metal, transversely riveted 
{said to have been invented by St. John 
Chrysostom), placed over the sacred wafer in 
the paten in preparation for the eucharistic 
sacrifice, to prevent the veil from touching it: 
now out of use. 
The avter consists of two crossed half-hoopa of aflver 

and is used to place over the wafer, 
Euncye. Brit,, XXV0, 238, 

Calico-aster, Aster lateriforue: so called on account 
of the calleo-like effect of its dull parple-and-whitish 
heads. Also called starred aster, weed-aster. 
Same as white heath-aster, below.—New England aster, 
Aster Norw-Anglia#, a tall species bearing heads 

ple rays.—New York aster, an Atlantic 
coast species, Avter Noré-Belgii, the heads of which 
have violet rays,—Plume-aster, a species, Aster plw- 
marius, on North Carolina mountain-tops, which has a 
long violet Infloreseence.—Purple-stem aster, a large 
awamp species, A. poniceus, yonging trem Nova to 
Minnesota and south to North Carolina, with numerous 
smallish, violet-parple flowers and thick, rough-hairy, 
yespte stems, See _a pans 

1¢ asteraceous genus Hrachyactis, the heads of which 
have the rays very short or wanting,—Rice-button 
aster, Arter dumorus, a delicate species with small white- 
rayed heads on slender branchleta —Sea-shore aster, 

with deep. 

in new 
ticilaster, fulse verticilL The Latin 
aysteinntic names, as Lacpinaster, Malvast 

(as-te-ra’sé-é), ». pl. [NL 
Serer 1836), ¢ Aster + -acew.] A family of 
icotyledonous sympetalous plants, the aster 

family, usually included in the Composite, of 
which it constitutes the Tuhwliflora, except 
that the Ambrosiacew are now engeeenies : 
Called, Cobalifion by ore authors, * 

ite, iflore, Cichoriacer, Liguliflore, 
ion * Ambrosiacex. * 
astera coous (as-te-rii’shius),a. [dsteracer + 
-ous,) Belonging to or having the characters 
of the — ane ‘ais) é 

astereognosis (as- 8 n. [NL, 
Gr, a- priv, + orepede, solid, + yroate, know- 
ledge.] A defect in tactile sensation, which 
eauses inability to estimate the form or sub- 
stance of a body by touch. 
**8* lows of a a — shows ape in 

on wo ww 2 ppreciate ¥ 

ton of the Haske, and an ¢ 22 Paty sly 
size, shape and weight of objecta. The former 

is more marked in the legs and is seen in some cases of 
locomotor ataxia and multiple sclerosis; the latter ta 
more often found In the arnes tea rare accompanti- 
ment of organic brain disease, 

Buck, Med. Handbook, VII. 120. 

Asteriida, ». pl. 2. A family of asteroid 
Stellaroidea, Me order Cryp ia, having 
opposite ambulacral ossicles, tube-feet in four 
rows, and an absctinal skeleton reticular and 
consisting of small unequal plates. It includes 
Asterias, Anasterias, Unio , and several 
other genera, 9. Inbo : 

n, 2. In bot., a genus of perispori- 
aceous fungi having the perithecia covered 
* = ee on a dark-colored radiating 
ayer i. The spores are uniseptate and brown, 
May ofthe species are tropial and occur‘ leaves and 
stema, Le , 14S. 

Asterinida, ». pl. 2, A family of asteroid 
Stellaroidea, of fre order Phanerozonia. They 
have Fas pacar) ambolacral ossicles, small tnconspienous 
fees lates whose axes are convergent, inter- 
m te p imbricate and without jcellaria. The 
family inclades Asterina, “ epanthia, Paimi- 
pes, and other genera. 

asterioid (as-té‘ri-oid), a. [Asterias + -vid.] 
Shaped like a starfish. 

asterion, ». 2. [cap.] The northern of the 
two ‘hunting-dogs’ in the constellation Canes 
Venatici. ‘The other is Chara, 

Asterionella (as-té*‘ri-d-nel'§), ». 

+e 

irreg. 
< Gr, daréptwe (neut, aerépiov), * ¢ éorhp, 

A genus 
0 ( 

star), + dim. -ella.) of diatoms 

Arterioutila formote. Haws, Greatly magnified. (From 
fests “ Hritish Freshwater Alga.) 

characterized by the arrangement of the frus- 
tules into stellar shapes: one of the organisms 
responsible for a bad odor and taste in drink- 
ing-water. 

asterisk (as’te-risk), cr. 4 ‘To insert an aste- 
risk (in a text) as the reference to a foot-note 
or for any other reason for which an ssterisk 
is used. See asterisk, 1. 

asterismal] (us-te-riz’mal), @. Of or pertain- 
ing to asterisms, or groups of stars, 
asterium (us-té‘ri-um), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. dortp, 
a star.) The name given by Lockyer to a 
supposed element the presence of which in 



asterium 

the atmo: re of certain stars seemed to be 
indicated by spectroscopic examination of the 
light received from them. At one time it was aus · 

that heliam was nd in character and as- 

stud a we Hay fan rendered it improbable 
that this is the case or tha asterium really exists. 

Asternata lenge mala 2 n. pe (NL., ¢ Gr. 4- 
priv. + orfpvov, sternum, -ata?.) A sub- 
order of irregular Echinoidea, of the order 
Ateclostomata, The peristome is central and never 
bilabiate ; the ambulacra are simple, petaloid, and gen- 
erally all sitnilar; the floscelle is usually present ; and 
there is no sternum, othe) INL 

Asternopte (a8-tér-nop’te-riks), #. = 
< Gr. a- eae g crépvoy, breast, + = , wing, 
eet A genus of small blennies without ven- 
tral fins, found on the coast of Greenland. 

asterol (as‘te-rol),». [Gr. derjp, a star, + -ol,] 
A trade-name for a double salt of mercuric 
————— and ammonium tar 
trate, (C, HH, (0: )804)gHg. 4C,H Og(NHa)a + 
8H,O. It is used as an antiseptic n place of 
mercuric chlorid. 
asterolepid (as-te-rd-lep’id), a. and v. I. a. 
Pertaining to or having the characters of As- 
terolepis, a genus of fossil fishes, 

The th which explains ast limbs as the pro- 
duced and Jointed heal-angles, er torment forme fixe 

Amer. Jour, Sct., Aug., 1004, p. 14L 

Ti. ». A member of the genus Asterolepis. 
(as‘te-ro-lep’i-dé), ». pl. L. 

epis + -idw.) A family of extinct and 

ited near 
were probably used in crawling over muddy bottoms. 

asteroli as*te-r$-li-thol’6~ji), m. 
Same as astroli . 
Asteroma (as-te-ri’mii), n. [NL. (DeCandolle, 
1815), ¢ Gr. aerip, star, + -oma.] A genus of 
sphwropsidaceous fungi having the small 
pyenidia seated on star-like, dark mycelial 

tehes. The nospores are minute, simple, and 
Pyatine The spoctes are numcrous and widely distrib- 
a occurring mostly as parasites on leaves. 

Asterophora (as-te-rof’)-ri), m. pl. 
Gr, darip, star, + -popor, < pipe, bear.) 
as *Astrophora. 

[NL., < 
Same 

Asterospondyii (as*te-ro-spon’di-li), m. pl. 
NL., ¢Gr. aorfp, star, + ordrdusoc, —— 
ra.j] A suborder or division of sharks con- 

taining those species in which the vertebral 
ossifications radiate from the centers of the 
vertebrw, which are largely cartilaginous: cor- 
related with *Cyclospondyli, 

lous (as’te-rd-spon’di-lus), a. 
Having vertebra 
which are partly 
cartilaginous and 
partly ossified by | 
the deposit of bone 
radiating from the 
center: this, when \ 
deen in cross-sec- 
tion, bas a starlike 

pattern. Amerespondyiows rertebrs of & 
(as’t donail 5 — en ie 

ro - 2 ‘ ii), ” prodie and im section, showing the 
[NL. ¢ Gr dernp, Marlike rays of bows, 
NL. J 

star, + Cor, animal.] One of the groups (the 
others being Pelmatozoa and Echinozet) into 
whieh Haeckel divided the Echinodermata, It 
includes the Ophivroidea and the Asteroidea, 

(as‘te-r§-26’an), a.and xn. I, a. 
Pertaining to or having the characters of the 
Asterozoa,. 

II. «. A member of the branch or order 

asthenic. I. a.—Asthenicemotions. See *emotion. 
II. ». One who is asthenic or physically on- 

developed or run down. 
asth (as-then‘i-kal), a, Relating to as- 
thenics or asthenic conditions or persons; 
asthenic. 
Asthenodonta (as‘the-nd-don’ ti), ». pl. [NL., 
< Gr. aotrenc, feeble, + ddoig (-rroc), 2 — 
A froup of peleeypod mollusks of subordina 
value in which the hinge-teeth have become 
obsolete from disuse. It comprises boring and 

In some of the genera, a Photaa, a 
myophore is developed. The group 

includes the myas, corbulas, saxicavas, and teredos, 

asthenoid (as-then‘oid),a. Weak; prone to 
decay or die out; lacking in persistency. 

The dwindling or asthenoid species, by with 
different successive ods of time have a value of 
another kind in rocks together in groape. 

— Man. of Geot., 1. 407. 

asthenope (as‘the-ndp), n. [Back-formation 
from «asthenopia, e who suffers from 
asthenopia or weak vision. Buck, Med. Hand- 
book, L. 581. 

Asthma crystals. See Chareot-Leyden under 
anime, true asthma, due to 

spasm of thes —— bronchial tubes and not dependent 
upon ent organic lesion.—Essen’ 
{same as bronchial wasthma or asthma (without 

— 
8 inhalation 

sai ei ty plates expasianlion 
—Kopp's nuismus stridulus, — Miners’ 

an — Potters’ asthma, pocumono- 
conioals, 
asthma-herb (ast’mii-érb), ». A spurgewort, 
Euphorbia hirta, fond te’ the tropies of the 
whole world, and of repute in Australia as a 
remedy for asthma. 

asthma-pa, ph 5 r), ». Bibulous 
paper moistened with a definite-strength solu- 
tion of potassium nitrate and dried. The 
fumes from the ignited paper are inhaled by 
asthmatics. 

n, 2. Any agent or medicine ca- 
pable of preventing or relieving asthmatic 
attacks, as stramonium, chloroform, ete. 

Astian (as’ti-gn), a. and n. [It. Asti, a town 
in Piedmont.] In geol., noting the middle 

iocene series of the Mediter- 
ranean region, consisting of fiuviatile and 
fluviolacustrine sands inte ded with marine 
deposits. These beds abound in fossils, among them 
being remains of rhinoceroses, mastodons, the Asintio 
apes, and the African antelopes. 

tic, a. 2. In bot., without a stigma: 
applied to the flowers of gymnosperms from 
an ecological point of view. See *Stigmatica, 
F. E. Clements.— astigmatic difference, in the the- 

—X pe Lo sag ha yi 
of avy clespentary ray through an astigmatic system, 

(as-tig-mat’i-kal-i), ade. In 
an asti; tie manner, as when, in the forma- 
tion of images, the beam of light is oblique to 
the axis of a lens system or mirror, or when 
the reflecting or refracting surface has two 
different curvatures. 

8 condition of astigma- 
of the refracting surface ia 

the horizontal meridians.— Astigmatiam 
With the rule, the usual form of astigmation, in which 

curvature of the refracting surface is greater in the 

it ay — — or hypermetropin. oa 
neal iam due to irregular refrac- 
tlen in the cornea,.— 
astigmatism in which rmetro| 
meridian (sige) or in ) meridians (conmpornd) — 
Irregular tigm, astigmatism the degree ot 
which varies th different portions of the sume jan— 
Lenticular astigmatiom due to irregular 
refraction in een jens. — Mixed 

nation in whieh 1375* coex! 
dian and myopia in other, — 

nstivmatian in which myopia coexiata in one 
meridian (#tmgfe) or in both meridians (con 

astigmatism in which the merid- 
” of greatest refrac’ are at right angles to each 

other, 
astigmia (as-tig’mi-i), ». (NL.] Same as 
astiqmatiam, 
astigmoscope (as-tig’mé-skép), ». [astigm (a- 
tism) + Gr. oxoreiv, view.) me as astigmom- 
eter. 

Astilbe (as-til’bé), ». [NL.] A genus of peren- 

ja COOX! In one 

nial plants, belonging to the family Sezifragu- Astr 
cee. There aro some 7 or § species in Asia and North 
America, A, Japonica, with conical or pyramidal, 
terminal clusters of many small, white fowers, fe mach 
used for forcing, jewlarly for early ering bloom, 
These plants may also be grown in the open, This genus 
is often confounded with the rosaceous genus Aruncus, 
The genera Artences anid Spiraea are characterized by har · 
ing many stamens and usually several or many pati 
Aastithe eas 8 oF 10 stamens and a single 2-10 jth. 
Aatilbe Lemoinei is said to be a hybrid between Adithe 
Japonica and Aruncus astilboides, : 

pulate (us-tip’i-lat), a. [a-18 + stipulate, 
a.) Same as erstipulate. 

te (us’tit), » [From Cima d’4sta.) In 
petrog., the name pro by Salomon, in 
898, for hornfels consisting of mica and an- 

dalusite. 
astogenetic (as-t6-jé-net‘’ik), a. (Gr, dere, 
city, + péveo, birth: see genetic.) Tn zodl., a 
term applied to the growth-stages of a ecom- 
pound individual or colony: as, astogenctic Astr 
series, in distinction from ontogenetic series, or 

Astrocrinids 

the growth-stages of the simple individual or- 
sm. 

astomatal (as-t6’ma-tal),n. Same as astoma- 
tows. 
Astomea (as-té’mé-i), ». pl, [NL., ¢Gr. a 
priv. + oréva, mouth.) A _— of Protozoa, 
of the class Mastigop ora and the order Poly- 
mastigida, having hey é flagella and no mouth- 
opening. Itineludes the genera Mu/lticilia and 

assid. 
astomia (as-té’mi-ij), mn. "NL., ¢ Gr, dorduuor, 

without a mouth, ¢ 4- priv. + ordua, 
Congenital absence of the mouth. 

(a-ston’ishd-nes), =. The 
state of being astonished ; astonishment. J’als- 

ave, (Rare.] N. £. D. 
Astoria shales, See *shale?. 
astraiform, 4. 2, In the study of the madre- 
porarian corals, noting colonies of calycles, all 
of which reach the same height and seem to 
exhibit no tendency to grow or bud indepen- 
dently: from the coral genus Astrea. 
The trae artraiform colony is therefore that bailt v 

by @ calicle which is by habit tow and whose —2 | 
laterally over the substratum all round the parent, 

Annals and Mag, Nat. Hist., Jan., 1904, p, 27. 

astragal, na. 6, The game of kuuckle-bones ; 
knuckle-downs. Amer, Anthropologist, Jan.- 
March, 1902, p. 154, 
f (as-trag-a-lek’t§-mi), n. (Gr. 
aotpayahor, ast éxtoui, excision.) In 
surg., excision of the lus. 

us, 
astragalus, 

astragalizont (as’tra-gal-i-zont),». (Gr. derpa- 
yadiluy (-ovr) ppr. of aerpayadilecr, 5 2 with 
astragali, ¢ derpdyadoc, astragalus. n Gr 
antiq., an ast us or hucklebone player. 
This was a favorite subject with Greek —— sere 
eral statues representing it are to be found in Eu 

statue of an astragalizont 

' 

mouth, 

museums, There was a 
by Polycletus, 

(as -trag’a -16-kal - ka’- 
né-ani) a. In anat., rela to both the as- 
—* usand the calcaneum. Fuek, Med. Hand- 
book, IV. 192. 

‘ astragalocrural (as-t 5 tip ral), a. In 
anat,, relating to the ast us and to the leg; 
specifically, noting the ankle-joint, Buck, Med. 
andbook, IV, 1. 

pe, xn. 3, pl. The small earpal and 
tarsal bones of animals, used by the ancients 
in games of chance. Different sides had dif- 
ferent numbers and different names. There 
were many artificial astragali, some of which 
were decorated. 

a. &. In eytol., of or — to an 
aster; as, the astra! rays in the karyokinetic 
or mitotic division-figure of the cell.—4, In 
some geologic classifications, noting the 
primitive period or era in the earth’s history 
characterized as “that of the fluid globe, hav- 
ing a heavy vaporous envelop containing the 
future water of the globe or its dissociated 
elements and other heavy vapors or jases,” 
Dana, Manual of Geol 440.— as OLY, Pp. tral 
light, in thessophy, the light supposed to be derived 
aay he stern Antral ~ “in . the mors 
of stars and stellar spaces with the spirita supposed to 
inhabit them, 

astralin (as’tra-lin), n, [astral + -in?,] One 
of the grades of illuminating oil from Russian 
petroleum. 

astrally (as’tral-i), adv. 1, By meansof orac- 
cording to the stars,— 2, In theos., with refer. 
ence to or by means of astral bodies, the as- 
tral fluid, ete. 

astrapophobia {as*tra-po-fo'bi-§), mn. [NL., < 
Gr, aorpary, lightning. + -do,tia, ¢ eojieiv, fear.) 
A morbid fear of lightning 

apotheria (as-tra-po-thé‘ri-f), 9. pl. 
NL., pl. of Astrapotherinm, the type genus, < 
r, dorpary, lightning, + Oypiov, beast.) The 

Astrapotheriid# considered as a suborder, 
Astrapotheriide (as-tra-po-thé-ri‘i-dé), . pl. 
(NL. Astrapotherium, the type genus, + -ide,) 
A family of extinet ungulate mammals of large 
size, with molars much like those of a rhino- 
ceros, a pair of tusk-like upper incisors, and 
tusk-like lower canines. Their bones are found 
in the Miocene of Patagonia. Ameghine, 1887. 

{as-tro-kem‘ix-tri), n. (Gr. 
dorpov, star, + E, chemistry.) That part of as- 
tronomy which treats of what is known of the 
chemistry of the celestial bodies, 
astrocele (as‘tré-sél), ». (Gr. dotpor, star, + 
xoidog, hollow.} In eytol., the space in which 
the centrosome lies at the center of the astro. 
sphere at either pole of the karyokinetie spindle. 

ocrinid# (as-tré-krin‘i-dé), nw. pl. [NL., < 
Astrocrinus (¢ Gr. dorpov, star, + «ypivov, a lily) 



Astrocrinide 86 ataxite 
+ -ide.) The only family of the irregular omy) chiefly as astrophysies. G. 8, Hall, Ad- proximation toward symmetry, and thus dis- 
blastoid echinoderms of the order Irregularea. 
They are unped forms in whieh one arobulacrum 
differs In form and size from the rest. They occur tu the 
Carboniferous limestone, 

(ns‘trO-sit), ». (Gr. dorpor, star, + 
xtroc, a hollow (a cell).) In Aivol., a bone-cell 
or bone-corpusele; so called on account of its 
starlike form. * — 

astrographic (as-tr$-graf’ik), a. valing wit 
or pertaining to astrography, or the charting of 
the stars. At present this charting is done 
mainly by means of photography. Nature, 
June 4, 1903, p. 111.—Astrographic chart. See 

(as-tro‘i-lin), w. A yellow pigment 
found in certain lower invertebrates. 

astrolarva (as-tré-lir’ vii), #.; pl. astrolarce 
(-v6). The swimming bilateral larval stage of 
an echinoderm., 

The little aetrofarca has no muscles, and no water-ves- 
sels nor blood-veasela, 

Haeckel (trana.) Wonders of Life, p. 270. 

astrolater cga-ipel'g- tie) x. A worshiper of 
the stars and other —— bodies. 

a astrologous (as -trol’é-gus Astrological, 
eprom. [Rare.] 

, t—Judictal , the art of fore. 
telling future events by the positions and motions of 
the stars, as coutradistinguished trom natural ast 
which treats of the supposed influence of the stars * 
mankind, but does not attempt prediction. 

Astro (as-trol’i-téz), n. [NL., Gr. derpay, 
atar, (1) -Aurae, (Ate, loose.) A genua of 
seulpins found on the coast of California, 

cer (as’tré-man-sér), a. An astrol- 
r. 

astrometeoroscope (as*tro-mé’té-9-rd-skop), 
n. An instrument used to project, by means 
of the optical lantern, metrical designs 
which constantly change their form. 

cal (as-tro-met‘ri-kal), a. Pertain- 
ing to astrometry or de to furnish, in 
astronomical work, quantitative measures of 
magnitude, position, distance, and motion. 

Radial.velocity —— for — le, are based 
ly upon astro methods, but direct re- 

sul catrometrical. are Mm 
Astrophyrical Jour,, Sept., 1908, p. 1546. 

Astronomical phy. See Astro · 
——— great circle passing Uirough the 
senith and the celestial — *Te- a —— Astronomical 

or : 
cal astronomy, astronomy *8 to navigation ; eidereal 

th —— oan wee tae it eee e wtars w reat⸗ appa- 
rent position and motions of bodies on the celestial 
sphere; theoretical astronomy, which deals with the cal. 
culation of orbita and urbations, These various 
branches interlace In all directiona,—, 
invist that branch of the science which deals with 
heavenly bodies which cannot be and deduces in- 
ferences concerning them ‘ects on those that 
are visible. Thus Lascertained the existence of the 
companions of Sirius and Procyon long bef: J 
scope — made which would aew yy 

Setentific Never, Mar, 1004, p. M. 

astrophobia (as-tri-fo’bi-i), ». [NL.. ¢ Gr, 
darpoy, star, + -doia, ¢ civ, fear.) Morbid 
dread of starlight, or of going out of doors on 

F viene sro ee trot! Srl L., <@ a (as-trof’d-ril), m. pl. ‘ r. 
derpov, star, + -oopoc, ¢ Du — A group 
of choristidan, tetractinellid sponges oue or 
more of whose microseleres are asters. 

astrophotographic (as-tré-f6-t6-graf’ik), a. 
(astrophotegraph(y) + -ic.) Of or pertaining to 
astrophotography or astrographic work carried 
on by means of iri ¥: also sometimes 
appl ed to any astronomical work into which 
photography enters: as, the general investi- 

tion of the ‘Conditions of Maximum 
Efticieney in Astro; photographie Work,” Astro- 
physical Jour., XVL 672.— 

the combined operations of various obeerva- 
tories for forming a complete photographic chart of the 
heavens: begun in 1588 

astrophotometry (s5-tro-f6-tom’e-tri), m. [Gr. 
dorpoy, star, + photometry.) The science and 
art of measuring the brightness of stars or 
other heavenly bodies; astronomical photom- 
etry. . 

astrophysicist (as-tro-fiz’i-sist), ». An as- 
tronomer who —— himself with astro- 
physics, Sei, Amer, Sup,, Nov, 22, 1903, 
p. 22487, 

astrophysicize (as-tré-fix’i-siz), ©. i. To turn 
(astronomy) into astrophysics ; study (astron- 

oleseence, II. 548. 
(as‘tro-fiz’iks), ». Astronomi- 

cal physics. 
dz (as*tré-fi-ton’i-dé), n. pl. 

(NL., ¢ Astrophyton + -ide#. The correct for- 
mation is "Astrophytide.) A family of ophi- 
urans having the arms much branched, as the 

—— iI), (NL, ¢ Gr. a (as’t p . tT. dotpor, 
— whan, & — In sodl., one of the fon 
nel-like projections of the membrane around 
the pores in Cannopylea. 

mn. 2, I. ¢.; pl. astrorhizw.) In 
the fossil hydrocorallines named Strematopo- 
roidea, one of the shallow stellate furrows on 
the surfaces of successive lamine which radi- 
ate outward from numerous centers. na 

TH 

(as*tré-ri-zid’ 6-4), 4. pl. 
¢ Astrorhiza + -idea.) An order of 
inifera containing the families dstrorhizide, 
—— Saccamminida, and Rhabdam- 
minide. 

astrorhizidean (as‘tré-ri-zid’é-an), a. and n. 
I. a. Pertaining to or resembling the Astro- 
rhiczidea. 

Il, ». One of the Astrorhizidea. 
as (as-tros’kd-pus), wn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 

dorpoy, star, + oxoxdc, watcher.) genus of 
fishes belonging to the family Uranoscopide 
(star-gazers), found along the Atlantic coast 
—— United rag . — 

spectroscopic (as-tro-spek-tro-skop‘ik), 
a, Pertaining to the ——* atthe _— 
tra — heavenly bodies, Nature, July 14, 104, 
p. 262. 

dn ig n. ([Gr. derpor, star, 
+ ogaipa, ball, sphere.) In cytol.: (a) In the 
karyokinetic re, the central portion of the 
aster, inclusive of the region in which the 
centrosome lies, but exclusive of the astral 
rays; the attraction-sphere of Van Beneden. 
Fol, 1891; Strasburger, 1892, Seecutat *aster!, 
7. (6) The whole aster, exclusive of the cen- 
— the astral sphere of Mark, i 

astrozo6n (as-tré-z6’on), ».; pl. astrozoa (-li), 
An echinoderm. 

By a very curioms modification the small bilateral 
astrolarva is transformed into the totally different penta: 
radlad astrogoom, the large sexually mature echinoderm 
with a pronounced five-rayed etructare. 

Haeckel (trana.), Wonders of Life, p. 279. 

lic (a-sti‘lik), a. Same as astylar, 
1 (as*ti-lo-spon’ji-d), ». [NL., ¢ 

Gr. dorvéoc, without a pillar, + oroyyor, a 
oe) A genus of silicious lithistid sponges, 
spherical in form, depressed at the summit 
with large exhalant orifice, numerous radia 
canals, and larger circular canals. The skeleton 
consists of 4-rayed spicules with their arms fused to those 
adjoining, forming a continuous network. The species At 
are characteristic of the Silurian formations, 

avedden (a-sud’n), adr, [a3 + sudden.) Of 
a sudden; suddenly; at once. 

A-mudden stood I in here, 
B, Taylor, Pelee tay Faust, I. fv, 

asulcar (a-sul’kiir), a. [a-18 priv, + aulcus + 
-ar, The preferable form would be antisulear,] 
In Anthozoa, pertaining to that aspect of the 
body which is opposite to the suleus; dorsal. 
The sooids so oriented that their sulcar (ventral) aa 

pecta are abaxial, thelr asulcar —— aspects axial, 
Trane, Linnean Soe, London, L., March, 1900, p. 527, 

asweat (a-swet’), a. [a3 + sweet.) In a 
sweati tate; sweaty; sweating; moist. ————— 

So oft ameeat with blood. 
J. Long, tr. of Bwetd, fi. 7% 

serilabia (a-si-la’bi-it), ». A form of word- 
blindness or visual aphasia in which the pa- 
tient recognizes the letters but is unable to 
form them into syllables. 

”.—Asylum of (1, arylens ine. 
vhrase used by Spinoza to denote the pro- 

matterto be a mystery in order to evade 
net ite reality, 

rantia), & 
nouncing 

asymmetric, «.—Asymme a Oe AS tric carbon atom, « car- 
bon atom combined directly with four different atome or 

All optically active carbon compounds have heen 
found to contain each an atom, — com- 
pound, « compound tn which the atoms are not aym- 
teetrically arranged ; expecially, aderivative of benzene 
having atoms or groups in the position 1,2, 4—Asym- 
metric group, in eryvtal. See ®aymmetry.—, et- 
Tic reflection, retlection from a grooved surface or from 
a fabric, such as cloth, which le made up of numerous 

lel stranda,—. synthesis, See *®ayn- 

— — 
4. In the terminology of 

Spencer, entirely destitute of ap- 

pagmienee tom unsymmetrical, — asymmetrical 

etron (a-sim‘e-tron), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
aoipperpoc: see asymmetric.) A genus of lance- 
lets constituting the family Mranchiostemat- 
ida. It is distinguished by having the uetive 
structures developed on one side only, 8a iy 
equivalent to Epigonichthys, an eariler name. 

— aa n. 3, In chem., absence of sym- 
metry in the positions particular atoms are 
believed to occupy in the molecule of a com- 
pound substance, See *asymmetric. 
asymptote, n. 2. In sod!., eitherof twostraight 
lines drawn from the apex to the aperture of 
the conical part of the phragmocone in the 
belemnites or fossil dibranchiate cephalopods, 
The smaller of the surfaces bounded by these lines oc- 
eupies about one fourth of the clreumference of the aper- 
ture and is marked with loop-lines of growth curving 
forward. Asymptote cone, in geom., the cone gene- 
rated by the asymptates of the generating hypertela of 
a loid of revolution. Parabolic — a 
* having 5-polntic contact with the cuble at . 

(a-sin-fr-tet’ik), a, Same as 
asynartete. 

onous generator. See *generator. 
(as-in-det’i-kal-i), adv. Accord- 

ing to, or in accordance with, the rhetorical 
figure known as asyndeton; by omission of 
connectives. 

asynergia (as-i-nér’ji-j), ». 
ergy. 
asynergy (a-sin’ér-ji), a. ([NL., ¢ Gr. a- priv. 
+ ovepyia, coiperation: see synergy.) In pa- 
thol., lack of harmony between parts, organs, 
or muscles whose actions are normally codrdi- 
nated. 

(a-sin’ga-mi), ». [Gr. a- priv. + 
cvyyawia, marriage, ¢ ciyyauoc, married, ¢ civ, 
together, + pdwor, marriage.] Absence of syn- 
genesis or sexual reproduction; the relation 
of two types in which fertile interbreeding is 
impossible. See syngenesis. 

Same as *asyn- 

Boveri, a. t. In elect., an abbreviation of ampere-turn. 
ata (ii’ti), ». (Hind. Hindi Pers, Bengali ata, 
also atd ; said to be of Brazilian origin.) The 
name in Bengal, Assam, and other parts of 
India of the sweet-sop, dnona squamosa, See 
*atis (with cut), *atte?, 2, Anona, and sweet- 
sop. 

atactic,a. 2, Same as atazic. 
atactiform (a-tak’ti-form), a. [ataxia (atact-) 
+ L. forma.) Resembling ataxia; slightly 
ataxic. Buck, Med. Handbook, IT. 240. 
atajo (ii-ti’hd), n. [Sp., a separation, a se 
rate , ete., ¢ atajar, eut off, separate, ¢ a- 
+ tajar, cut off: see tai.) 1, A fence, or an 
inclosed place for corralling ecattle.—2. A 
drove of mules or horses. [Spanish America.) 
tamosco (at-a-mos’kd), ». [NL. (Adanson, 
1763), after an American Indian name. See 
atamasco.) A genus of monocotyledonous 
plants of the family Amaryllidacew, Bee Zephy- 
ranthes, 
Atana series, See *series. 
atatchite (a-tach it), 1. [Mount Atatch, a 
ge of the Ural Mountains, Russia, + -ite?.) 
petrog., an igneous rock, a vitro-orthophyre, 

consisting of orthoclase, augite, biotite, mag- 
netite, sillimanite, and cordierite, in a glassy 
base. The rock is dark and compact, wit 
hyalopilitic texture. Morozeric:, 1901. 

atavist (at'a-vist), ». [atar(ism) + -ist.] In 
biol., an organie being which exhibits atavism, 

a n.— Cerebellar ataxia, muscular incovrdina- 
thon dependent upon disease of the cerebellum. 

ataxiagraph (a-tak’si-li-graf), n. [lIrreg. ¢ Gr. 
aragia, disorder (see alary), + ypagew, write.] 
In psychophys,, an inatrument for recording the 
involuntary movements of the body, the sub- 
ject standing upright and endeavoring to main- 
tain a constant attitude. J. 4, Hancock, Ped. 
Sem., III. 13. 

Atazic amimia. See ja, *amimia, 
taxis gal an irregular, jerky walk — — of 
locomotor and of other disorders of coordination. 

—— (a-tak’si-form), a. Same as *atac- 
tiform. 

ataxite (a-tak’sit), ». [Gr. aregia, disorder, 
(sew alaria), + -ite2.) 1, A meteoric iron, or 
siderite, which is destitute of distinct and regu- 
lar crystalline structure.—2, In petrog., a name 
sroposed by Loewinson-Lessing, in 1888, for 
vas characterized by the presence of many 

angular fragments, of i ilar arrangement, 
the fragments being regarded as the result of 



ataxite 
the differentiation of the magma containing 
them and not as derived from any foreign 
source. See *tarite 

ataxonomic (a- tak - -86-nom’ik), a. 
taxonomic.) In bot., ineapable of classification ; 
abnormal; teratological : 
tures. 

~ate! (b). In chem., serious mistakes may arise in re- 
to the meaning of this and analogous suffixes by 

lure to observe the proper use and translation of New 
Latin forms New Latin forms as used Ly Germans are 
often erroneously translated or transferred into E: 
in draggiste” cuvulass and elsewhere. Thus omy 
calcium sulfuratim, anid 

a.18 + 

by Germans answer to what are called in the eval ab 
brevinted —5 hrasing calcium x 
nulphate, and sulphite respectively, (¢) In petrog. iy 

suffix added to the names of grads in the quan- 
titative classification of igneous rocks. See 
¥*rock, 

ateknia (a-tek’ni-i), n, (Gr. arexvia, ¢ drenvoc, 
Li tly child.) Child: childless, ¢ a- priv, + + 

‘eleloaia, liosis 1-5’ si — a ate. (at-e-li-6’sis), » 9 
Gr. “atrdeuec, € aredeinros, uneomple ed, ¢ 

tiv, * “Trérwréc, co — < renee, 
e complete or pertect, ri?ecoc, complete, 

perfect, < rétoe, end, completion.] A form of 
wartism due to imperfect or arrested de- 

velopment. Med. Record, July 18, 1903, p. 96. 
atelestite (at-e-les’tit),n. [So ealled because 
the composition was unknown when the min- 
eral was first deseribed : Gr. aré}eerog, un- 
completed, ¢ a- priv. + “rédeoroc, € reAeiv, 
complete, fulfil.) A bismuth arseniate which 
occurs in minute yellow monoclinic crystals. 

Atelostomata (at’e-1d-st ), a. pl. (NL, 
< Gr. areas, imperfect, = —8 An ® 
order of irregular Echinoidea in which there 
are no jaws, teeth, nathie girdle, or ex- 
ternal branchim. — the families 
Cassidulide, Spatangide, Pourtalesiide, and 
others. 

a } tempo. Various quali terms are often added : 
commedo or ordinario, at any convenient or 

5* pace ; atempe » rubato (ave rubate ‘op. 
(a-tem’ Piral), 4 [a-18 + tem- 

— -] Free from time relations or limita- 
tions; timeless. D. —— — Person 
of Christ, I. 273, [Rare Bg. D. 

athanatism (a-than angina), n (Gr. aflivaroc, 
deathless, + -isw.] The doctrine of immor- 

NL., ¢ Gr. 
tality. 

athaumasia (ath-i-ma’si-d), ». 
afayuacia, erroneous form of déaacria, ¢ 
afiaipactoc, not wondering, <4- priv. + Garpacré¢, 
¢ Gamudfecv, wonder.) © state of being sur- 
prised at nothing (nil adméirari), which, ac- 
cording to the Stoics, is characteristic “ot the 
wise man, 

atheciferous (a-thé-sif’e-rus), a. (Gr. — 
+ tyxy, box, L. -fer, ¢ ferre, bear.) 
no theem, a8 certain graptolites, 

athelia (a-thé‘li-d), m. [NL., < Gr. déytog, not 
havin, pples(found int esense ‘unsuckled’), 
<a- priv. + 694%, nipple.) Congenital absence 

nipples, 
atheologicaliy a’thé-$-loj’i-kal-i), ade. [a-18 
+ ¢ yfically.] As one who is opposed to 
8 or who is no theologian ; in opposition 

(ath-e-res’théz), n —* » etym. 
dubious.) A genus of floun ers of the North 
Pacific; the arrow-toothed halibut: distin- 
—- by the slender — and arrow-shaped 
teeth. 

clay. 
—— 25 5* m 

erina + -ella,) Vy nus o| silversides of the 
family Atherinide, found in the region about 
Panama. 

Atherinops (ath-e -ri’nops), n, 5 < Ath- 
evina (? * -—). eye, face] nus of 
silversides of the family "iheriwlden to ‘ound on 
the coast of California. A. re is a common 
food-fish gold as ‘‘ small smelt 

Atherino (a-the-ri-nop’sis), m | yee 
Atherina (1) + Gr. dyuc, look, aspect. " =H 
of silversides of the family Atherinidw, found 
on the coast of California. 4. catiforniensis reaches 
otengte of — ly valued as a food-fiah. 
It is in the markets as emelt, although ft has 
little in common with the * smelt, 

atheroid (ath’e - roid), 
grain, + eldoc, form. 
resembling an ear o grain, 

a (ath‘e- re -ma’si-&), n, [NL., ¢ 
atheroma + -ia.) In pathol., the occurrence 
of atheroma; atheromatous condition. 

(Gr. athjp, an ear of 
“Having the form of or 

(NL., < 4th. 0 4 
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atheromatosis —22 n. [(NL., 
< atheroma(t-) + -ovis.) A morbid condition 
marked by the presence of atheroma. [ate 

t atherospermine (ath ¢- min), 1. 
+ ~ine?.] tepals bitter al- erosperma 

said of some strac- kaloid, CyoHyoN20s (1), found in the bark of ithe 
oschatum. Australian sas- 

(a) under ras, 
(a-thet’é-sis), (Gr. ablirnene, < fe. 

rriv, set aside, ¢ d6eroc, set aside, put aside: see 
athetize.) The act or fact of setting aside as 
—— rejection as spurious; invalidation. 

Noserious objection, apart from athetests of a few sing! 
* of the Tita} nee been — to nny pases cept : 

Ti ee. 435, 

— (ath⸗tsik), a. [athetosis + -ic.) 
—8 to athetosis. ‘Buck, Med. Handbook, 

Athlennes (ath-len’éz), ». [NL., a blunder 
for Ablennes, ¢ Gr, aShewvie, without mucus, ¢ 
4- priv. + Siévva, SAérvoc, mucus, slime: see 
agg } A genus of needle-fishes of the fam- 
ily nidw, characterized by the ribbon- 
shaped body. 7 The single species 4. A. hians 2 a 
length «dren found throng’ 

West Indices pray = in Haw Hawall. : 
Athletic heart, hypertroph {the heart without 
valvular disease, oe fn aw 24 

athlothete (ath’ld-thét), », (Gr. aiiobérac, 
< dior, Leto + Herne, < iBlva, place.) Same 
as agonothete, 
at-home (at-hom’ ),". Areception announced 
by a card sta that on a specified day a host 
or hostess will be ‘at home” during certain 
hours to receive and entertain visitors. 
afhrogenio (ath-rd-jen‘ik), a. (Appar. irre; 

rt, dtipoog, in crowds, = gg eel on tenes ¢ 
* -produced.] In petrol., a term a: ao 
—— to clastic rocks the materia 
ich are of volcanic origin, such as tall 

iapilli, ete. 
athumia (a-thi’mi-j), ». Same as athymia. 

allly remark that a appointment and 
the nny tomptalon of ——— — — r 

this athumia and 
RF. Ultima Thole, I. 306, 

athwartwise (a-thwiirt’wiz), adv. Crosswise. 
Hawthorne, » Amer. Rote beck, ns ie 

athyreosis (a- *ais), n. rT, a= 
priv. + Gipa, door (see thyroid), + -onis.) A 
morbid condition due to loss or impairment of 
function of the thyroid gland. 
athyria (a-thir’i- a. n, 58 R — a- priv. + 

door: see In pathol,, a consti- 
tutional state —** functional defect or 
absence of the thyroid gle 

a-thir’i-dé), (NL., < Athyris 
+ -dex.) family of 
through the early rocks —— aving eure ver- 

me es eee ts, aad ite col ir an 

high} — — — Jugum. 
al in the Paleorolc rocks everywhere and 
tinued upward into the Mesozoic, 
Athyris {ath‘i-ris), », [NL., (Gr. a- priv. + 

, door. It was thus named on the suppo- 
* jon that it has no a for the pedi- 
ele.) A genus of zoe brachiopods with 
elaborate brachidium usually consisting of a 
single pair of spirals placed base to base and 
connected by a saddle-sha loop. Processes 
from this loop extend bac , and may be 
= between the primary lamellm of the 
spirals. 
athyroid (ath‘i-roid), a. Similar or pertaining 

Saleh gh Hag — as 
wa ia. Lancet, Apri p. 

an (a-thi real! ‘dizm), n. 
*athyria, 

atinga (a-téng’git), n. 
upine- name of the poreupin 

related ted species. 
ar (a-ting’gl), ade. [a3 + tingle.) Tin- 

gling. 

Some think fireflies pretty, when they mix in the corn and 
mingle, 

d the stinking hemp till the stalks of it seem @-tin- 

Browning, Up ata Villa, vill. 

a tirata (ii té-rii’ti), [It.] With a stripe or 
—* : said of interlaced strap-work and foli- 

ated scrolls on a light ground, peculiar to cer- 
tain majolica wares. 

atis (ii’tis), ». (Hind, Hindi Pers, dtd, the same 
plant.) A name in Guam and the Philippines 
of the aweet-sop and *atta? (which see). 

Same as 

P The Portuguese 
r —*8* diodon, and 

atisine (at‘i- 
—_ mn. An | 
ia ge 

oi 
NOg,found 

root of 
— hete- 

Keen fish, 
mackerel. See 
* fish. 
Atalanta but- 
terfly. Bee 

L &] iat 
to theatlas (= 

or first verte- 
bra of the neck. 
atlanto - axial 
(at-lan-t6-ak’- 

At 

uck, R 
Handbook, L 

Atlanto ‘Mediterranean 
6-gn),a. Of or pertain 2 — 

poe reed the Mediterranean ; igen tho 
anthrop., of or eee to the k, dolicho- 
cepha ic, tall n type inhabiting the 
shores of the stedinereueern from Gibraltar 
to the mouth of the Tiber and several points 
of the Atlantic coast. Also ealled Mttoral. 
Deniker, Races of Man, p. 331. 
atlantosaur (at-lan‘’té-sir’), ». A reptile of 
the genus 4tlantosauries, 

Atentosanres fe, one of the divisions of the Juras- 

Atis, the Sweet-sop (4mowa rpuamera)- 

— t6-med-i-te- 

——— a are from 100 to pel thick and 
contain ndant remains of reptiles tarsuplal 
and oviparous mammals, : — 

Atlas orange, Same as ora i see, under 
orange!)— Atlas powder, See xpouter, 1, 
atlas-weave (at'las-wev), . Same as satin- 
weave. 

otietl (it-litl’), n. [Nah.] The throwing-stick 
f the Mexicans, or propelling spears 

See thro pation, with great force, 

Pacific Ocean and across the Aretio for projecting the 
as well there are other me 

cusing the ; bat the elaboration of 
the atlatl th stimulated by associa- 
thon with the harpoon. Rep., ) p. 212. 

atman (lit’min), n. (Skt. dtman, breath, soul, 
life, self, universal The soul as it is 
conceived by the Brahman philosophers: the 
existence of it is denied by the Buddhists, 
The soul of the universe is equally called 
atman, 

Boe septa 1d bod: Kapihs Segerded meant : a soR- 
tations and — z desires aa material, The soul 
was to him strataceadent being, which bya Kind of sub 
Mmated body (similar to the so-called astral body of our 
modern th and # to reside In the 
material body) was implicated the world of matter, 

sou ingot the Siankive pateneens 
wes a0 pposed to be 
yehic activities, It was that the eye does not see 
ear docs ust hone, and 8 and = thoughts do nut thi but 

it is that mysterious — Le. 3001 oF 
soul, which oe oe 7 nose, the taster in the 
and the door of ar ace ve — 

the doer of oar acta. 
P. Carus, Buddhism and {ts Christian Critica, p. 24. 

atmiatry at-mi‘a-tri) (Gr. arydc, vapor, 
+ iarpeia, healing.) the treatment of disease 
by means of — or fumigation. 
atmidalbumose (st-mi-ial’ba-més), 
aruſc. vapor, + albumose.) An albumose- ike 
body which ‘js formed from albumins through 
the action of superheated steam in neutral or 
alkaline solution, It is essentially an albu- 
mose of the anti-group which has lost a cer- 
tain amount - its nitrogen and sulphur, 

Atmidometers may be classed as; 
Micrometric, eon as Lamont's, in which the teal 
of the surface of the water ina shallow pan is meas: 

ured by the turning of a micrometer-screw, or is counter. 
acted bythe intlowof additional water pushed from areser- 
voir by means of a micrometer-screw. (2) Balance «t- 
midometers, in wah the loss of water Is shown by = 
of weight. (x) The Fiche evaporometer, In whic! 

rating surface tsa small ‘liak a of porous paper —5 
the lower end of a vertical tube conveying water. The 
amount of evaporation ia shown by measuring the de- 
acent of the feed-water in the tube, See catom page #4 

Gr. 



atmidometer 
ling exaporometer, in w' 

pat at e surface of a river ty ony 
water is measured from hour to hour by 
meagoring either weight or volume. (5) 
The iyeimeter, in which the e 
from the surface of rowing puss is 
measured by establishing = lant ina 
large veasel resting on the panofabalance. 
a c¢ (at! mi-dé-met’- 
rik), a. Of or pertaining to the 
atrnidometer or to atmidometry. 

a (at-mi-iom’‘e-tri), 
a. [Aa atmidometer + -y3.) The 
art of — 5— and using at- 
midometers and of discussing the 
results given by them; the scien- 
tific study and measurement of 
the evaporation of water under 
— conditions in the open 
air, 

atmocausis (at-md-k4&’ sis), », 
= arudc, steam, + xine, a 
urning. } In surg., cauterization 

by means of steam. 
atmocauterization (at -md-ké’- 
ter-i-zi‘shon), m. (Gr. äruoc 
steam, vapor + E. cawtferization. 
Cauterization by means of steam, 
atmogenic (at-m6-jen’ik),a. [Gr. 
arpyés, Vapor, steam, + -yevir, 
-producing, + -ic.) In petrol., 
a term applied to formations 
due to the metamorphosing action 
of voleanic vapors or gases upon 
rocksadjacenttofumarolie vents, meulbe 

loas of 

It is ‘also used a5 a synonym of Sinted calla 4, wolia: 3 
mores alon, 

atmograph (at’md-graf),». [Gr. ah, toe, ack 
ard, vapor (breath), + )pdgerr, 
write.] 1, An instrument for 
recording mechanically the fre- 
quency and extent of the respira- 
tory movements.- 2, In photog. 
a pieture obtained or developed 
by the action of smoke or va- 
sacl See *vapograph. Wall, Diet. of Pho- 
og., p. 60 

atmokausis, » See *atmocausis, 
atmologic (at-mé-loy’ik), a. Of or pertaining 
to atmology. 

€ nls to a — 
of water of the 
ereporation of a 
layer ooeta inch 
deep, from a free 
water wartace im 
the tostrument- 
shelter. 

spheri atoneme 
a n.—Homogeneous iimorphere, an 

— of & hommgencoes — 
Vertical height of a body o *3 of dens equal 
that of the air at the ie earth, ¥ would 

ary 
in symbiosis and otherwise affecting s the sine 

See *abeorption,—Atmo- 
the rate at which the elec- — — 

or potential varies in the free air. The borizon- 
it varies prety with the advent of an electric 

the vertical gradient has systematic diurnal and 
in addition to the irregular ones which 

attend electric atorms. A cumulus cloud of one kilo 
meter radins, with its center three kilometers above 
the earth's surface, will, by the tnduction due to its own 
internal produce a diversion of downward gradi- 
ent of about 11 volts — of vertical distance, 
— radia‘ See *rediation.—Atmo- 

trnospheric spec- 

atmospherics (ut-mos-fer’iks), ». The stad 
of atmospheres and of all their phenomena; 
meteorology. 

stancepherol (at‘mos-fé-rol’6-ji), n. [E, at- 
mosphere rae, -Aoyia, € — ocak. the 
study of the phenomena of the atmosphere of 
any planet or satellite, or of the sun itself; 
specifieally, the study of the earth's atmo- 
sphere ; meteorology. 

atocia (a-to’si-ii), n. pM. (Gr, atoxia, ¢ drowor, 
childless, ¢ d- priv., + rénoc, offspring.) Child- 
leasness; barrenness, 

atokal (at’}-kal), a. [Gr, a- priv. + réwor, off- 
spring, + -all,] Non-sexual, or not producing 
sexual cells, as certain regions of the bodies 
of worms, for example Nereis. 

At the end of October (1897) the Samoan reef was 
** literally alive with Paloto,” which were discovered b: 

ing off pieces of rock with acrowbar. ... The 
ength averages 400 mm., about one-fourth of which is in 
the anterior atobal part, 

Jour. Roy, Mieros, Soc, April, 1904, p. 183. 

—— @. cad 9. — ‘er 
offs: , <a- priv. rénog, offs a, 

Oe ee eed eee n, © sexless on 
cheta, See *epitoke. * 

In other Polychaectes the sexual pltoke)separates 
from ion uations at penn alt pels med ake 
the atote produces new epitokes. 

Hertwig (trans,), Zoology, p. 311. 

atokous (at’s- kus), a, Same as atokal, 
atole, atolle (i-té 
huatl atolli.) A 
also diluted and used as a drink: a favorite 
food in Spanish-American countries, 

a u. ⸗ atoll, an annular island cecur. 
—— — in Minnesota, covered with 

num and other v —— surrounding water 
shallow and the p. CC. Macmillan, Minn. 
Hot, Btad,, LX. 2 

ato n. See *atole, 

atom,n. 1. ¢ Receut investigations on the died 
of electricity 92* and on phenomena of radio- 

sugeested reasons for believing that the 

— (at-(-mé-kan‘iks), u. [ato(m-) 
mechanics.) The mechanics of atoms; the 
—— of the motions of atoms and of atomic 
orees, 

of its separat 
capacity, the equivalence or valence of an atom— 

for 9 

in terms of the wolahs (or Tass) 
an 

15.88, while the numbers for moat of the other elements 
have been direct! 

on 

; Pr (NL., 
< Gr. drowoc, not eut (see 

atonia (a-t6‘ni-f),m. [NL.] Same as atony. 
atonicity (a-to-nis‘i-ti), ». [atonic + -ity.] 
Same as atony, 
atonied gh ey a, —_ se) Marked 
by atony. Buck, ‘Med, andbook, If. 751. 

(a-tén’ing), p. a. Expiatory; that 
makes or is intended to make amends for of- 
fenses; reconelling: as, Christ’s atoning blood, 

Dion's atoning friendliness has a ring of artificiality, 
‘Georye Eliot, Theo. Such, —S 

atoningly (a-tdn’ing-li), adv. By way of atone- 
ment. 

Bein, I had alain their —& 
ois, —— oer ial. 

atopomenorrhea, atopomenorrhea (at‘‘-p5- 
— to un, (Gr, droroc, out of place, 
+ NL. menorrhea.) Vicarious menstruation 
(which see, under ricarious), 
A uride (at*>-pp-a6'r1-8), apl. (NL. 

* Aloposaurus (© Gr, dromoc, strange, + caipor, 
lizard) + -idz,] A family of extinet erocodil- 
jans of stall size, with small triangular skull 
and dorsal armor composed of paired longitu- 
dinal series of oblong plates. Its members 
are found only in the Upper Jurassic rocks, 
Atops (ut‘ops), * NL., for 79 ops, < ~. 
droroc, strange, , Visage. genus 0} 
trilobites dexeribed by Emmons from the Ta- 
conic or Cambrian rocks of New York. It has 
& long-lobed glabella, semicircular cephalon, 17 thoracic 
segments, and @ amall pygidium. It is the first trilobite 
recognized from rocks earlier than the Potadam sand- 
stone of New York and the Silurian of Europe. 

atractylic (at-rak-til’ik), «. [Atractylis + -ie.] 
Deuter —— e A acid, crys 

ine ach, found as & potassium salt in 
the roots of Atrachiiis guamifera. 

atractylin (a-trak‘ti-lin), ». [afractyl(ic) + 
-in2,] An amorphous, gummy, sweet gluco- 
side, CogH gpg, formed by the decomposition 
of atractyhe acid, 
atranoracid (at-ra-nor‘a-sid), », [afraner(ic) 
+ acid.) Atranoric acid. 

ld), n. [Mex. Sp., ¢ Na- 
mush made of Indien corn, s 

Atremata (a-trem‘a-ti), n. pl. 

a trofei 
The products (of metabolism in Hehens) b+ has deter. 

mined are Ke cas of the * wide-spread 

a Jour. Roy. Micros, Soc, Aug,, 1908, p. 587, 

atranoric (at-ra-nor’ik), a. [Irreg. ¢ L. atre 
————— def.) + a Noting an 

, &erystalline compound, oun 
Denmark atra and ane lichens: 1 melts 

at 196°C, Also called atranorin, 
= n, [atranor(ic) + 

-in2,] Atrano 
(strep rin‘’ik), a. [atranor(ie) 

+ -in-l + -ic.] Noting an acid, a compound, 
formed by the decomposition of atranorie acid, 
to which Paterno gave the formula CoH yo, 
—— — aR bit tbe och he 3, Bete 
ydroxytoluene, ( ) - It erystal- 

lizes in needles which melt at 104°C. Called 
by Hesse physci 

atraric (a-tra’rik), a. [atra(no)ric.] Derived 
from atranoric acid, 
boxylic methyl ester, (CH: 
formed together with trihy 

+ 
ae 
in 

Also called ceralophyli: 

L., ¢ Gr, 4- 
priv. + rpjua, a hole.) In Beecher’s elassifi- 
cation of the’ brachiopods, the primary onler 
including inarticulate shells with the pedicle 
——— between the two valves, both 
sharing the pedicle-opening. Contrasted with Neo- 
tremata, which are also but which have the 
pedicle-opening restricted to the ¥entral valve. Obolua 

dl The ————— of Atremata. epecies are 

——— of atran 
leaflets which melt at M1° C, 
and phyectanin, 

Til write about her presently; 
My hand ‘s a-tremWe as I had Just — up 
My heart to write with, in the place of it. 

Mra. Browning, Aurora Leigh, ri, 

atremia (a-tré’mi-&),». A condition in which 
there is inability to maintain an jo posi- 
tion, but no loss of the power of voluntary 
movements, 

atresic (a-tré’sik), a. Same as atresial. Na- 
ture, Aug. 20, 1905, p. 384. 

atretic (a-tret’ik), a. [atresia (atret-) + -ic.) 
Of or pertaining to atresia; characterized by 
atresia; imperforate, 

i 
jor to any considerable 4 th 

Toone wall. Jour. Roy, ‘Micros, Soe,, Alig, 1908, p, 445. 

- 8. [1 ¢.] Ip pathol., absence of 
= ia or atrichosis. 

a (a*tri-d-p6'ral), a. Relating to the 
atriopore. 
atriopore (a’tri-d-por), 1. IL atrium, hall, 
+ Gr, ripoc, passage.] The posterior opening 
of the body-cavity of the lancelet, Branchios- 
toma, from which issues the water taken in at 
the mouth. Parker and Haswell, Zoology, II. 39. 

stripes Geile a. Noting a erystalline 
weid, CgHgO)9 + 6HQ0, found in sugar-beeta. 
It may be reduced to hydroxycitrie acid, 

Atrichia, 
hair; alo 

Pisco In Turtelleria in jum pale, (a) a cw to 
which open the ducts froma the male aud —S— 
glands, the uteri, and the yolk. (ih) In Oe 
chaeta, a dilatation on the tas ye. ferens close to its open- 
ing. — Atrio the portion of the 
which lies above the superior or false vocal cords.— Atri- 
um of infection, in , the polnt of entrance into the 

disease,— Atrium 
Same as reetibule, 2 (6),—Corinthian atrium, an atri- 
am of which the compluviam it lange and the carb or 
Plate of the roof is supported by a number of columna 
(which need not be of the Corinthian atyle).— Displa- 
viate atrium, a0 atrium in which the roof sloped out- 
ward, #0 that the water did mot run toward the complas 
vium and into a clatern, but waa thrown outward as io a 
modern : a rare form.— Testudinate atrium, an 
atrium of which the roof had no opening, sv that it was 
merely a large central room out of which other rooms 
opened. As the atrium was the only important room of 

je unpretentions early Roman house, this form must 
have been common, espécially in places more exposed to 
cold than was the city of Rome,— Te atrium, 
an atrium in which four columns only were used at the 
four cornera of the opening; differing from the Corin- 
thian form, In which there was a row of colunane on either 

ec an atriam in which the roof is 
supported on girders, having mo columns eren at the cor- 
hers of the compluvium, : . 

a (at’ro-kal), a. [Gr. a- priv, + rpoyde, 
a wheel, + -all,) In Polycheta, having the 
surface of the larva uniformly covered with 
cilia and the preoral cirelet of cilia absent. 

a trofei (fi tro-fa’i), [It.] With trophies: said 
of decorative motives consisting of musical in- 



a trofei 

paren pod arms, nee and other 25— 
nted on certain majolica wares, particular 
ee of Urbino, Italy. i J 

atrofy, n. and ¢. i, A simplified spelling of 
atrophy 
atronene (at‘rd-nén), ». A hydrocarbon, 
CgH5.CyoHg, formed by the slow distillation of 
isatropic acid. It boils at 325° C. 

atronic (a-tron‘ik), a. Notingan acid, Cy7H 
formed by distillation of isatropic acta. 42 1s 
amo hoes and melts at 164° 0. 
Atro cal — See *catarrh, 

usual 
kidney, under granular.— Gray aform of de- 
pee hs ar 
which the nerve matter pe moon moe grayish 

7 of the functionatin 
ments of an organ, as he i, ey, due to ov 
the fibrous structures consequent upon ch —8 

ve atrophy. See 
Atrophy, normal shricksge of the tie- 

sues in the 1 

CH mitigate formed | med by “Teng ing aitopin with 
cry tov es 

which me at 100° C. 

Atropide (a-trop‘i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Atropos 
+ -id#.) A family of corrodentian insects, 
distinct from the Psocidx#, including the minute 
forms known as book-lice, They are widely distrib. 
uted, and are commonly found on book-abelves and in 
old volumes and reco where Case | feed on the starch 
paste used in binding. on flour and meal, 

tion (at*rd- inion mm), ". [atro- 
pinize + *8 The wc of bringing under 
the influence of atropin; specifleally, of indue- 
ing the mydrist effects of that drug. 
Atropos, ». 4, [i¢.) A neuropterous insect 
of the genus Atropos.—Divining atropos, Atropes 
—— — tore, cpned om sesame rsa 
posed svility to pi 

atroscine (at’rd-sin), ». Thedihydrate of the 
optically i inactive scopolamine, C)7Ho}0,N + 

oO. It is crystalline and melts at 3 —8 
levorotatory form of the base is sometimes 
called Ayoscine. 
A-truss (i’trus’) ». A roof- or bridge-truss 
shaped like the letter A spread out. It is 
either a simple truss consisting of two rafters 
= a tie-beam only, or it is a braced truss, 

ven (at’ i), wn. [Brazilian,] 1. The name in 
Brazil of the fruits of several trees belong- 
ing to the genus dnona, especially of those of 
A. obtusiflora, a native of the Antilles and 
cultivated in Brazil.—2, The name given by 
the Singalese to the sweet-sop, 4nona squa- 
mosa, which was introduced into India and 
Ceylon by the Portuguese several centuries 
ago, In India the name is represented by ata, 
and in Guam and the Philip _— byatis. See 
Anona, *atis (with cut), and siect-sop, 

a t. te, system, the mnemonic 
fam walah conaleen ie pavtintily attaching’ ant ahieot 6e 
be remembered to another that is sare to be thought of. 
Thus a man may adopt the habit, in visiting, of patting 
be _ aves his umbrella, lest he should otherwise forget 

ee er. 

attacher (a-tach’ér), ». One who arrests or 
seizes person or property undera writ of at- 
— Fearne or rare.) 

t, ".—Attachment See r§ 
lege. ent, 

were tole attach (q-tach’ —E n. The 
holdfast — an alga. 
attachmen’ {a-tach’ment-pad), n. The 
disk-like * of the narrow stem growing from 
the aboral pole of certain medusw, as Halicly- 
stus, used for * rary — roc. Roy. 
Soe. (London), 16, Tl. 1 

attacht, pp. A — » spelling of attached. 
attacine (at’a-sin), a. Of or belonging to the 
genus Aftacus, or resembling the moths of that 
oem A. 8. Packard, Text-book of Entom., 

— in sheets 
variation F Tite ;2Kt— 
H4 variation in the King's Knight's —— 
orGhulam Kassim's a‘ incheas-play' wet , a Variation 
of the King’s ee —— *7 by Colonel 
Donop of bs: a namely, 6P trae be gen See Kins nut 

mg, a continu. 
pases raat —e txP,Q—RK6; 

* 

6Kt— KB3)— Grimm's attack, in 
tain continuation vat an A—— 
King’s Bishop's gum/it.— Lolli's. 
a continuation of the Muzio bit, white a 
second namely the Kings blah, on his fifth move. 

Macdon- However, this attack is considered unsound,— 
nell's 3 » te chews ——— of ee king's 
bishop's in player sacrifices two 

wes ——— in chess play- ee tent 
, & variation of the unas Sees S —— _— 

the forma of the an oy pling SP < Py * ane ope ab 3* 

attacolite (a-tak’ Orit), m , Ee to be ¢ Gr. 
arraxric, ‘the salmon,’ stone. The 
name is said to refer to the soul A hydrated 
phosphate of aluminium and manganese oc- 
curring in light-red massive forms: found in 
Sweden. 

Attacus (at’a-kus), ». [NL. (Htibner, 1816), 
<Gr. drraxoc, also arrdanc, a kind of locust. ] 
A genus of saturniid moths, comprising some 
of the largest and most beautiful species, now 
mostly merged in the genera Samia, Philova- 
mia, and Callosamia, 

Attagenus (at-a-jé’nus), n. [NL. (Latreille, 
1802), ¢ Gr, arrayiv, a bird: see attagen.] A 
genus of dermestid beetles, some of them of 
world-wide distribution. — 

taj‘i-déz), ». pl. IN 
group of wading birds compris- 

ing — mera ge and Thinocorus, The 
family Thinocoride ia considered to have the 
rank of a suborder, 

Attalid (at’a-lid), a. Of or pertaining to one 
of the three kings named Attalus, who reigned 
at Pergamon in the second century B. c. 

— the laland which stood tn the closest relation 
the Ag capital as asa centre of Art was Rhodes 

Farnell, Joar. Wellenic Stad., XI, 208, 

composition of * valuable per- 
fame haa been See aes pal con- 
titer Beranial (Oia Oyo * cheaper 
———— an —— py A ; or Turk- 
ish > is * with the addition of some 

constituents, also —— cheap 
sources — offered for sale as rynthetic attar of roves, 

hological ays- 
the experimental 

Looked at whch —8 as 4 certain modifica. 
tion of the make-up or structure of consciousness, alten- 
tion consists essentially of a distribution of clearness 
values (the ideas a to being clear, the ideas at- 
tended from obscure), accompanied * le sensations 
due to the adjustment of the observing * out. the eave 
the general bodil: oy amontt (as In the ——, eaves: 
dropper, fective 

the point of or dew ef 2 mental function, —2 la ae 
the mind at work, the concentration or focalization of 
consciousness Upon a — tople, whether of perception 
or of thought, * ait an * as an ** of conscious- 
ness ina perception, 4 rebension or 
awarenessof —— * the activity in ame h which 
this content existe bs attentive activity.” (Stout.) It is 

yg, Attacises (o- L., pl. of 

attar, ». ischemia 

sought in biology, not in etice attention in 
attention under diffienities, with distraction, 
attention to which there are on claimants, — in short, 
an équivocally conditioned attention which is accom. 
panied by the experience of effort: the orwantermn is called 
upon, 80 to speak, to adjust [teclf to two different aitua- 
thons at one and the same moment, It is important to 
notice that with re — the conflictsome one of the 
aa claimants will gain a permanent victory, so that 

ve passes over into a secondary passive attention. 
The man of science immersed in his al study bas 
traveled beyond the stage of active to this ultimate stage 
of secondary passive attention, Experimental work apon 
the attentive state has been concerned with the Suctua- 
tions of attention, or the duration of a single attentive 
effort or concentration ; the or scupe of attention, 
or the number of iieas to which one can attend at one 
time; the effects of complication, or the subjective tem- 
poral poner py of d rate impressions simultane- 
only ; distraction, or the behavior of atten- 
ton v * Claimants of. varying compulsive power 
are a een introduced Into the attentive conechous- 

the organic conoomitants of attention, — of 
iration, ete. which accompany the Indaction of 

aaa attentive state; and the effects of attention upon spe- 
clal mental functions, such as reproduction, retention, 
discrimination, action, ete, No — theory of at- 
tention has as yet heen —— It cannot be de- 
rived from affective process, intensity of sensation, 
or from any special group of sensations (as sensations of 
strain); neither can it be identified with motor adjust- 
ment. It seema probate | oo attention Is paralleled 
on the phystologteal side, by processes of reinforcemen 
(or facilitation) and processes of inhibition running their 
course in the cerebral cortex, and that the feelings and 
organic sensations which accompany attention are in 
fact mere concomitants and not essential constituents 

an 

abet ~ Attention wave, iu peychol., a single pulse 
Or rise abd fall of the attentlon, somidered asa Buctus 
ating or periodic process.— Pield of 
range of clear consclousness ; the contents of consclots- 
* at any moment attended to. b) The whole of con- 
scious 

Usage la based on the of the visual field of regard, 
the second ———— the eld of vision. To 

ttentional (a-ten ‘shon-al), @ [attention + 
—_ ] Of or pertaining to attention; due to 
or conditioned by attention. 
The experiments on attentional time-diaplacement form 

one of the moet interesting and most difficult chapters 
of experimental paychology. 

&. 7 Titchener, Exper. Paychol., 1. tk 206. 

attenuated mms ee a. 1, Thin; 
slender: as, long attenuated fingers; attenw- 
ated parchment.— 2. Thin in consistency ; * 
luted; rarefied: as, “‘ attenuated small 
Lamb, Elia. 
attenua n, 5. In elect.: (a) The decrease 
of telephonic currents with increasing dis- 
tance, due to the absorption of current by the 
senate capacity of the telephone line, 
i) Mare — the deercaso of electrical 

eects wi th increarng distance 
attenuative (a-ten’i-a-tiv), a. and n, 
uant. 

Atten- 

attestant (a - a tant), a. and ». I, a, 
Bearing witn 

n, An — witness; an attester, 
attestment (4-test’ment), ». [attest + -ment.] 
Testimony; attestation. J. “M. Neale, Mediwv. 
Hymna, p. 155. X. £. 3— 

attic®, n. 3. The uppe rtion of the tym- 
—— eavi eg of the * fed, Record, Feb. 14, 
903, —4, Figuratively, a man's ‘top 
story’; the skull 
Here a gentieman than being sre who had in hes attic 
More pepper than shricked—The man sa fanatic. 

Leweil, Fable for Crituca, st, £0, 

Palse attic, in erch., an extemal division of the wall re- 
—— attle. but having no story of rooms beblid 

t in this sense often used for a dwarf wall built above 
the main ap * receive an inscription or for a purely 

at t (Cetin ent), a, Touching or com- 
ing in contact each other, as the elytra 
of a beetle or the tegmina of a grasshopper. 

from attitude, x. 3. In geol., the particular posi- 
tion or relation which the land bears at any 
time to the ocean. ‘The geologist’s point of view is 
that the land cither has emerged from the oceanic waters 
or is to be buried by them, and theretore at any 
particular time assumes an attitude with relation to the 
ocean. The term is also applied to the position und 
structural relations of any bed or masa af rock to others. 

Perhaps a word of ral captenetion is hip th in 
spea of the attitude of Ube land. 
to talk of clevation and bah hath the apris 55 ot MT the 
earth's crust at one place or at one time, of ite — 
sinking at another pi or another Thetr bas 
Denally osenes to ienp ly the, rise or fall of = aeaal te * 

er, without any P relative displacement of ita pone 
you will readily see that, unless a rising or « ioc 

tract is torn asumder from ite surroundings there must 
be al all about it a belt in which the surface somurnes un itt 
clined ——28 or, in other words, where the attitude of 
the land is changed. Swithsonian Report, 1800, p. 239. 

——— attitude, « posture assumed in certain 
cuses of — — in which the arma are extended 
at right angles to the body, the lower extremities being 
— and inthe axis of the trank,—II atti- 
agen, various strange and *—— almost impossible 
*—* es sometimes assumed by su! fects of hystero-epl- 
jepey. 

attitudinization (at-i-ti-di-ni-za ‘shon),». At- 
el posturing or the striking of atti- 
tudes, 

attorney!, ".—Attorney’s certificate. (a) In Eng- 
dish law, 0 certificate of the commissioners of stamps that 
the attorney therein named has paid the annual duty. 
Bouweier, Law Diet, (>In United States loa, the certificate 
of the court admitting an — to practise, which tee 
tithes that the —— * ale edand taken his oath 
of oftton. — tomer, State's — — 
terms usually —— with orney. 
indicate the persous — presenting the * of the sun, 
in a criminal action, y are to be distinguished! from 
attorney general and degruty ** general, whose da- 
ties are to represent the State in civil actiona, 

attraction, ».—Crystallic attraction, the attraction 
between crystalline taseet fv alloys and other com. 
posite solids “There is evidence that the large crystalline 
miastes fy solide have on attractive foree forthe smaller 
particles of the same kind, and under snitable conditions 
draw them * themselves.” J. a — Jour. Hey, 
Micros. Soc., April, 194, Ps 264. — a on 
and & rhetorical name ptt the asamption 



attraction 

that the fundamental processes of soclety are identical 
with those of the physical world; that the drawing 
together and Une separations of men are inevitable effects 
of their natures, like chemical affinities and oppositions. 
Gumplovicz, Qutiives of Sociol, p. S—Mase attrac: 
tion, the mutual attraction between minsses, taken as a 
whole, as distinguished from the attraction betwoen 
the individual wolecules of a body ; molar attraction, 
—Newtonian attraction, the gravitational attraction 
which each portion of matter in the universe has for 
every other portion, 

attraction-cone (a-trak’shgn-kén), n, In em- 
bryol., the conic protrusion of the surface pro- 4. 
toplasm of the egg at the point where the 
spermatozoin is about to enter. 

attraction-sphere (4-trak’shon-afér), n, Same 
as *astrosphere and *cen e. 
attributal (at’ri-bd-tal), a2. Of the nature of 
an attributive: as, attribwtal or descriptive 
names. Jour, Amer. Folk-lore, Jan.-March, 
1902, p. 14. 

attritive (at’ri-tiv), a. Involving attrition or 
wearing away by attrition: as, “subjected to 
some further aftritice process,” Hugh Miller, 
Rambles Geol., IT, 246, 

attuite (a-ti’it), c. i and ¢; et. and pp. attw- 
ited, ppr. attwiting, [L, ad, to, + teeri (pp. 
twitus), look to, regard : see tuition and intuit.) 
In peychol., to have attuition ; to become con- 
scious of objeets outside ourselves. The term 
was introduced by S. 8. Lawrie, 

He carries its operation before reason still further, 
supposing that *attuition ™ makes particalar inferences 
about onteide objects, and that a man, ora dog, through 
assovlation, “‘aftwites™ sequence and invariableness of 
succession, and, in fact, gets as far in the direction of 
causation as Hume thought It possible to go at all, 

Brit., XXX, 77. 

attuition (at-Q-ish’on), mn. In psychol., a hy- 
pothetieal process which is more than sensa- 
tion and less than perception, involving the 
cotrdination of sensations into an te 
and the reference of this aggregate to the out- 
side world, 

Als (4, 8, Laurie's) logy is founded on — 
distinction between “ attwition " and reason. eory 
at © aftwition,” by which he aupposes that we become con- 
scious of objects outahle ourselves, ts ble “return to 
dualism,” ... “attettion,” It ts, according to him, 
something more than sensation, but less than perception ; 
it is common to us with lower animals such os dogs; its 
operation consists in co-ordinating sensations into an ag- 
gtegate which the sabject throws back Into space, and 
thereby has a consciousness of a total object outside itself, 
©. ©. a atone or a stick, & Man of a moon, 

Eneye. Brit, XXX. 677, 

atty. A contraction of attorney, 
atua (4-té’4), n. (Polynesian, Maori, Samoan, 
Tahitian atua, Tongan otwa, Marquesan etua, 
etc., a god, demon.] The supernatural powers ; 
more particularly the gods and deified human 
beings, but also guardian spirits, in some cases 
even hostile spirita, 

Tug (at‘i-lus), ». (NL. sore 1807), 
< Gr, a- priv. + ridoc, callosity. The name 
alludes to the absence of the four hypogynous 
glands or scales which occur in some of the 
related acme A genus of dicotyledonous 
plants longing to the family Proteacee. 

Petrophila’. 
to designate chil- Atypical children, a term sugested 

dren who are not strictly abnormal or erate, 
who are potentially so; children on the border-line 
tween normality and degeneracy. 
atypy (at’i-pi), a. (Gr, “aruria, ¢ érwroc, not 
typic : see atypic.) Departure from the typic 
or normal condition, Amer. Anthropologist, 
Oct,-Dec., 1903, p. 610. 

aua (ii'U-i),n. (Maori qua, a sea-mullet, = 
Tahitian and Samoan awe, a small fish.) A 
name of Agonostomus forsteri, one of the mul- 
lets found in abundance on the consts of New 
Zealand and Tasmania. 

aubépine (6-bi-pén’), ». [F., hawthorn: see 
albespine.) A trade-name for anisaldehyde. 
It is used as a perfume. 

Aubergine purple. See *purple. 
aubernage ee mn. [F., a local term 
in the department of Yonne.) A disease of 
the grape-vine caused by a fungus, Dema- 
tophora ueccatriz, which attacks the roots, 

Aubert dia See *diaphragm. 
aubonne (6-bon’), 1. A silver crown of Lor- 
raine in the 18th century, named from M 
d’Aubonne, director of the mint 1724-1728, 
Aubrey group. See *growp!. 
Aubrieta —— a, [NL. (Adanson, 
1763) for Claude Aubriet, a botanical drafta- 
man,] A genus of perennial, bright-tlowered 
— more or less evergreen trailers, of the 
amily Brassicacer, sometimes grown for rock- 
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work or edgings. Twelve species are found 
in Italy, Greece, Asia Minor, and Persia, 4. 
deltoidea (including A. Greea) is commonest 
in America, 

ig (i-ké-nas’pis), x. [Gr. aizir, 
neck, + aczic, shield.) A name given by 
Egerton to cephalaspid fish remains from the 
Upper Silurian and lower Old Ked Sandstone 
passage-beds of Hereford: equivalent to Thy- 
estes of the Baltic Me 6 ad Silurian. 
uchenopterus (4’ké-nop’te-rus), nm. [NL., 
< Gr. svyfv, neck, + rrepéy, wing.) A genus 
of small blennies found in the rock-pools of 
the West Indies and the west coast of Mexico: 
characterized by having the soft dorsal reduced 
to a single ray, 

au clou (6 kid’). [F.] With the nail: applied 
to gold which has been burnished with a nail 
fixed in a wooden handle, as that of the old 
soft-paste poreciain of Bévres. This style of bur- 
ishing may by the scratches which are 
found on the 

auction-penuchle (ik'shor . 
variety of penuchle in which the players bid 
for the privilege of making the trump, naming 
eee om wor of points the will make. 1 nakuers 

ir the jer's J 
count Bee me = 

auction-pool, ”. On shipboard, the number of miles 
the ship will run next day is assumed, and 10 or 15 above 
and below this number are subscribed for and drawn, 
Each number is then put up at auction, and may be 
bought in by the owner or by any other passenjer, half 
the amount realized bel urned to the subscriber for 
that wamber, Chaive of highest and lowest numbers 
ie usually old separately at the end, The holder of the 
number agreeing with the ship's run next day, or the one 
nearest to it if It is below or above any number drawn, 
takes the entire pool, 

aucubin (A‘ku-bin), ». [duewba + -in?.] A 
slightly bitter crystalline glucoside found in 
Anenba Japonica, It melts at 1810 C, 

audad (ou‘diid), ». Same as aoudad. Geog. 
Jour. (R. G. 8), XT. 601. 

audiclare (A‘di-klar), ». [Irreg. < L. audire, 
ear, + clarws, clear, Cf. clairawdient.) An 

apparatus for use in defective hearing, con- 
sisting of a tube with a diaphragm attachment 
—_ end and a bell-shaped expansion at the 
other. 

audiential (4-di-en’shal), a. Of or pertaining 
to an audience, 

There must be audiential or the actor's 
trayal is dead. PNET _ 
Marcella Sembrich, in New York ee 

audile, » 
through 
minded. 

audist (ii’dist),n. One who has an ear-memory; 
one whose memory is more tenacious of things 
heard than of things only seen, 

Charcot, who classified people into * visualists “—those 
whose recollections were chietty of things seen, who had 
to read a name in order to remember it; “ audiste”— 
those whose memories were of things heard, whose andi- 
tory sese Was paramount, etc. 

Pop. Sci. Mo., April, 18%, p. 732. 

Anais certifioate, the certificate issued by en auditor on 
the completion of an audit. 

The In t ( audits ducted 
— sqasuelanta has bed tha patie to nttach excep, 
onal value to their audit and to demand 
extensive knowledge and ability in the conduct of the 
audit of the accounts of public companies, 

. Brit., XXV. 2, 

a n.— Chroma’ andition, bjective im- 
pression of color excited 8 — 

auditization (i-di-ti-2a’shon), n. (auditize + 
-ation.) In peychol., representation in auditory 
terms; imaging in sound. 
44 reading there is a similar motorization, or 

EB. B, Huey, Amer, Jour, Psychol,, X11, 309, 

auditize (A’di-tiz), o.; pret. and pp. auditized, 
ppr. auditizing. [audit + -ize.] In psychol., to 
represent in auditory terms; to image in 
sounds. Amer. Jour. Psychol, X11. 119. 
Auditor of the imprest, See *imprest. 
auditor-general (i‘di-tor-jen’¢-ral), ». I 
some States, the title given to the chief auditor 
of the State, 

auditorially (i-di-t5’ri-al-i), ade, Asa hearer 
or auditor; through the ear (as opposed to 
through the eye), olleston, Memoirs, p. 910. 

Auditory agraphis. See *agraphia, — Auditory 
aphasia.— Auditory area, Sane a 

—— center aml c cared etd. —Audl 
in the —— — capeale surround- 

of the ear tn the vertebrate 

. IL. a. Of, pertaining to, or acting 
the auditory nerves and tracts; ear- 

cal 
ing the membranous labyriuth 
embryo : same as offe capeule, (See cut In next column.) 
—Auditory cells, cells in the internal ear which bear 
the auditory hairs— Auditory center, the supposed 

augitophyre 
nerve-center for hearing in the first tens hemotdal 
convolution of the brain, — Auditory epithelium. 
Same as auditory Agirs, (See extracts under auditory.) 

Auditory Capsule, 

The skull of a a2 mm. tadpete, seen trom the right side. The 
notechord, the brain. and the entire head are regresenved jm out. 
line. ia order to show the relathons of the skull to thee, Magashed 
jo thmes, 
BB, basihraschial; BH, roof of hindbrain: BM, foot of mit 

brie; DR, BRa, DK.a, BR4, first, second, thind, ant fourth 
branchial bars; BS. cereheal hemisphere; CH, motochent: 2C, 
auditory capgrude; WO, erohyal; NY, articulation of ceratohyal 
with quedrate; HE, ceratohyal: 1; Jower jaw) JU, upper jaw: 
Lt. upper bp; LJ, lower top; cartilage; LU. 
ness ta! cartilage: MU, Meckel'’s canilage: VN, pineal 

5 Q. quadrate; (O,orbital process of quadrate: QR. con 
nee of quadrate with trabecula; KL, ¢ ula cramsi; SA, 
mambrancus patch in the cuter wall ot the auditory cape, in 
which the stapes is developed at a slightly hater stage; X, 
choruid pleses of third ventricle. (From Marshall's * Verrebrate 
Embryology.) 

Auditory fleld, the space throughout which a sound 

telwele (uiieh ons, nak ihe Audisory hairs t le (w sec, under acoustic) — 
enfom., certain of the antenn#w of the male 

lide and Chironomide, which experimental tests 
seem to prove to have an auditory function.— Auditory 

abnormal acateness of heariag.— 
tory Same as awditory canal.—Audi- 

tory nuclei, the nuclei of origin, within the brain, of 
the audi! nerves. ditory te, (b) An ex- 
soa of epi jam which receives the terminations of 

auditory nerve. (c) The portion of the tem: 
bone which forme the roof of the — — 

a] wpe tn a the a 7 in nation 
ectoderm, seventually gives otoey: 

or membranous labyrinth of the enr, 

Auer burner, light. See *burner, *light. 
— ganglion of. See *gunglion. 
auerlite — n. [Named after Carl 
Awer von Welsbach.] A rare mineral oceur- 
ring in from yellow to red tetragonal erystals 
and consisting of the silicate and phosphate 
of thorium: found in North Carolina. 

2 ‘go), m.; pl. . [G. . — ne Mt toad "h oeed slepead toa th eye.) A word 
German by many English and American pe- 
t phers to designate a round or lenticular 
nodule, either a single mineral jele or an 

te, often found in gneissic or schistose 
which in comparison with the inclosing 

finer-grained material produces an appearance 
compared to that of an we The term eye is 
less extensively used in this sense, 

augelite (A’je-lit),m. [Irreg. ¢ Gr. aiy#, light, 
luster, + Aitlog, stone.) A hydrated —— 
of aluminium occurring in tabular monoelinie 
— —* in — le masses with stro 
pearly cleavage: found in Sweden, an 
now also in Bolivia. 
augengneis (ou’gen-gnis),n. [G. angen, eyes, 
+ gneis, gneiss.) A variety § phate ae ich 
has lenticular nuclei, of one mineral or of sev- 
eral, more coarsely crystalline than the nor- 
mal components of the rock, and around which 
the foliation forks and passes, so as to suggest 
eyes within eyebrows and eyelashes. 

augite, ». The name of this member of the 
pyroxene group of silicate minerals is fre- 
quently used in petrography in composition 
with the name of any rock in which it oecurs 
as a prominent or noteworthy constituent: 
as, augite-andesile, angile-syenifle, augite-gneiss, 
ete, 
augite-rock (A’jit-rok), 1. In petrog., a term 
formerly applied to igneous or metamorphic 
rocks of granular texture consisting chiefly of 
augite. ost of the rocks once so named are 
now called pyrozenite. 

augitite (A’ji-tit), n. [augite + -ife2,) In pe- 
trog., & non-feldspathic, basaltic rock con- 
sisting essentially of augite and magnetite 
with a panes? scanty glass base. Angitite 
is closely related to limburgite, from which it 
differs in its freedom from olivin, 
augito e (a’ji-td-fir), wm. [augite + (por)- 
phor(y).] In petrog., » porphyry in which the 
most prominent phenocrysts are of augite : 



augitophyre 
— 25* to orthophyre. The te first 

Pilet Scacchi to the saute an feu ava of Keay 

augitophyric (ajitpArik), a. [awitophyre aulete 
+ ic.] — through the ——— ot A 
= ite phenocrysts. See *av, ugitoporphyric (ij or i a se 
———— tic and 
F toa porphyritic igneous roc 
phenocrysts are augi 

ya. Laugite 
porphyritic : 
a whose 

augmen fal (ag-men’ tal, a -andn. [augment 
+ -all,) Formed by augmentation, as & 
nutnber, See *augmentation, 6 

In tracing vestiges in the form of augmentata, | 
clearly to be borne in matwd that thelr 3 tthe 
that of the primary num is rather 
quntiative. 

An. Kep. Bur. Amer. Ethnot., — PE * 

directions front, back, right, left, and some- 
times, in addition to these, abore and below. 
bein oy apy was the process of forming higher num- 
— hed eg ons by 2, 8, ete, while the 

Thus the augment of the former 
* are oe ae — led«4, ete.; those of the latter 
1%. 2* J 7 ay, 

J. Metiee, ‘An. Rep, Bur, Amer, EthnoL, 1807-08, 
(pp. 39-842, 

7. In astron., the excess of the moon's ap- 
arent diameter, seen from & ons point, over 
ta diameter as it would be if seen from the 
center of the earth, The excess is due to the 
fact that the moon, except when on the horizon, 
is nearer to the observer than to the earth's 
center.— 8, In bot., same as multi tion, 3. 
—9. In fa, a share of the great tithes tem- 
porarily granted to the vicars by the appro- 

iators, and made tual by a statute of 
— ag agg oe * — sense in the 
oo an law, Bouvier, Law Dict.—Coeffiel: 
augmentation. Bee weoe ficient. = 

—— (ig-meo* tor), a. Causing to in- 
erease; specifically, noting the nerves stimu- 
lation of which causes an increase in force and 
size of the cardiac contractions, 

augmentor parts, and appl 
= to the explanation of the valve-like nature of 

of the spinal cord. Nature, Nov. 6, 100%, p. 

men Se greta’). [F.] With a breaded 

Angurta See *limestone. 
Augustan, a. IT. ». One who belongs to the 
Augustan age or school of literature. See 
— — 

ritual thing, and, ite the send of vena, it 
Wordsw: is Quen a metuating and impal 

was > if a Romantic and half an fan, anit in the 
end his romanticism was subj by “an austerer 
mode,” ne See aioe pee 

thenseum, Murch 14, 1906, p, 323, 
Augusteniem (d-gus’tan-ism), = n, Qualities 
such as those which characterized the reign of 
the Roman emperor Augustus (63 B. ¢.-14 
A. D.) or (especially) the Roman literature of 
that period, 
Perhaps the most profound fn vy tg 

those dealing with the —— — — English 
literature —that age of ace ween —8 after reptance 
Miltes d ended with G: edt Cottina, 
— Athenwum, Jan. 16, 1904, p. 78. 

n. 4 [Le Augustin, A silver coin of Mexico, 
the — or peso, * 1822, of Iturbide or Au- 

auhi {ou’hé), » {Tigré.) A name in Abys- 
sinia of a small tree of the borage family, Cor- 
dia Abyssinica, which yields a valuable timber 
and very sweet, edible fruits. It is much eul- 
tivated in the native ens and is planted 
around the vill . Also called wanga, 

auhola (i-i-hd'l M3 n. Same as *ahwhw, 
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the traditions of the original seceders, The 
seode up of the conservedive memiyerset the —2322 
Antiburghers, two divisions of the seceders. 

galete te tile’ te), », Same as anletes, 
lop" Se n, pl. € Auli 
family of lizard-Oshes allied to the 

Synodontiden The typical genus * Anlopus, 
Aul wm (&-15-por’i-dé), m, pl. (NL, ¢ 
Aulopora + -idw.) A primitive family of tabu. 
late corals having areptant and — co- 
rallum souguet of truampet-sha ites 

lateral and bas — Itip] 
The * vg fw to marginal strim, and tabule are 

sete inrtie  em degre. They are confined to 
e Pal 

Aslopus (4-% (-10" 73 — (Mi. = Fg 
u tT), eve, face nus 

of tise Ls Shanelaten’ ler thé poeelen 
axillary, and the 

pk anal 1), [Gr. ai⸗vc. a 
— flute, which was of the 

often wore the capletram, a teh 
0 a8 to support the cheeks tn blowing, 

Anlosteges (i-loa’té-jéz), n. (Gr, aiAde, a flute, 
pe, + oréyy, a roof, valve.] A genus of 
rachiopods having short but broad cardinal 

areas on both valves, the deltidium covered 
with spinules, and the surface of both Valves 
thickly set with spines. It was allied to Stro- 
— but the valves were not adherent, It 

characteristic of the Permian formation, 
aulu (ii’d-18),". [Hawniian.] Ala —— 
tree, Siderorylon Sandwicense, o' 
family, the thick milk-sap of Which | ia ap by 
the natives as bird-lime; also, a —* Sapindus 
Oahuensis, belongi to the soa — ‘amily. 

aumil (a’mil), * oa amil, ‘dmil, < 
Ar. ‘dmil, an agent, ¢ ‘amala, ‘he Ha amt a 
task or office. } In —8 acollector of rorenus 
in some of the native states, and the chief au- 
thority in his district. See amaldar. 
auntly (iint‘li), a. [awnt + -fy1.) Natural to 
or characteristic of an aunt: as, aunt bless- 
X anntly affection. [Rare.) 

(ii-6-pii" kil), 0 (Hawaiian) “Teoden- 
"a. pyrifolium, a shrub of the violet family 
with aweet-seented greenish-white flowers. 

aur (our), », [Assumed atem of Icel. aurar 
(gen. awro, “dat. aurum), pl. of eyrir, (gen. 
eyris, dat. and ace. eyri), an ounce of silve 
money in general, perhaps ¢ L. aurum, gold a4 
A current subsidiary coin of Iceland, equiva- 
lent to .27 = t eent = 01 of a krona.” 
aural,» 4. = Gr, myth, Al personi- 
—— of the — ter winds or breezes, the 
divinities of the air, It was a subject frequently 

Aure from Terra Cotta Astragabes, 

employed in Greek art. Ba em describes two marble 
statues of Aurse sailing by their garments. The so- 
called Nereids of the famous Xanthian —— moem · 
ment in the British Museum are probably Aurm,.— Intel- 

s peculiar dreamy reminiscent mental 
an eplle, attack. 

a ral-i), adv, By means of the ear or 
ition; in an auditory manner, 

aura 
of a 

auk (ak’e- ri), A place to which auks : pplied a 
— as, prea t- Nameless Bay, Novaya Zem- auramine, ». enya metharie ihelciger meade. 2 
lya. Geog. Jour. (it. G. 8.), xi, 335. covered in 0, Pend ig indicate vart- 

lus (a*la-ko-sef’a lus), (NL. ous degrees of ARS. a PE. The other, known 

€ Gr. aidag (-ax-), a furrow, + wega?f, head.) the former ta that tt ahoere in ened sierra ® 
A genus of serranoid fishes found inthe Pa- group. 
cific and Indian oceans, Aurantia screen, a collodion film — with auran 
ula eoeeras (it - le- -kos’e- -tas), he abtakd used in orthochromati ¢ photography, Woodbusys 

(-cs-), a furrow, -F «fpoc, ahorn. } Dict of Fhoteg, am‘g-rin), n, The nus of 
belemnitoid dibranchiate ——— from ® 
the Triassic make, —— by the long, 
slender guard and very long cone, in 
which are retained the septa * orated by a 
siphunele. 

one of the party In the Scottish church, Licht, one 
the latter part of the eighteenth century, which held by 

bitter —— of the rind of bitter orange 
(Citrus Aurantiam vulgaris), 

aurantiin (4-ran‘ti-in), n. (auranti(um) orange, 
+ -in?,] Same as *naringin. 

during @urantine (i-ran‘tin), a. [7 ML. aurant(inm) gold, + facere, do, make. }) A worker in 
+ -ine*.] Same as abietene. 

aurifex 

aurantium (f-ran‘shi-um), » 
pray eames — ee 

6-bé-sid’i-um), ». Lage 
“Vinand per Boye ag 1), ¢L. aureus, golden, + 

= A genus of simple basidiomy- 
ectous fungi having a thin byssoid hymenial 
layer and basidia — a variable number of 
sterigmata with light-yellow cylindrical spores. 
Only one *58 A. vitia, is known ; it is the cause of a 
disease of fruit and leaves of the gmpe in France. 
See *acald of 

a , 3. The zone of contact-meta- 
morphism about an intrusive igneous mass. 
It is equivalent to *contact-zone. 

Auric acid, auric — An( HO) It behaves as a 
weak acid, forming with ea! potassium aurate, 
an unsta — ney has been used in gilding, 

aurichlorid (4-ri-kld‘rid), »,  (L. avrum, gold, 
+ chlorid.) In chem,, a double ehlorid of gold 
and some more electropositive metal or com- 
pound radical, in which the gold exhibits triad 
valence ; as, forexample, potassium aurichlorid 
(KAuCl,). 

auricle, x. 3. (a) pl. In the echtnotds or sea-urchins 
having dentary a apparatus, a structure com dof ambu- 
tucral processes and interambulacral which to- 
gether underlie the faws and afford attachment for their 
muscles : equivalen A ae canes ¢) In lobate 
ctenophorans, one of the ing pro 
— at the base of cach of the four shorter ew lin- 
py? mee U) In Rotifera, one of a pair of lateral hol- 
ow ciliated ae on the body which ean be everted * 
= addttlonal swimmin —Cat's auricle, a 
dition in the haman wabjoct in which the auricle ta folded 
over on fteelf.—] Qxrisie, « pointed auricle : 
® called from the fact that Charles in Grat called 
attention to its evolutionary significance. Wildermuth 

, acondition of thea auricle in which the antihetix 
is larger’ than the helix, 

eraniorm., formed by t 
ta Aires chic eet os the the center +} Xue “sxternal an lnory 

meatus. ·A appendage or aypendix. Same 
—— auricule —— psy Se under ign, in 

crura. 
craniom., the -_~ tng —5* the ao oe 
horizontal plane * it to the vertex. . — 
—* —V — to ita 

Same as septum aurie · 
ularum (whieh see, under septum) —Auricular sinus. 
Same as sinus venoews (which see, ander anw)—Auric 

le by lines drawn be- 

NL. «ML. 
bot., same 

tween the tip of the a @ and the two extremitics of 
its base of Insertion. 

auriculare —— Té), x. In craniom., the 
point above the middle of the auditory meatus 
onthe —— — of the external auditory 
process. 
auricularia, n. 3. (cap.) (NL. (Bulliard, 
1786).) A genus of fungi, type of the family 
Auriculariacex, having an irregular gelatinous 
more or less ear-sha 8 arp, with a 
smooth or somewhat wrinkled hymenium. 4. 
Auricula-Judg@ is a common and widely distrib- 
uted species. See Jew’s-ear. 

—— 
Laer < —— — amily ar 
Protobastalomyes ‘ungi, on tot 8 group 

ectes, Anricularia — the most 
common and widely distributed 
uriculariales rik’ @-léi-ri-a'16 ie . 
(NL., ¢ © carted + -ales.) A “email er 
of basidiomycetous fungi including two fam- 
ilies, the best-known being the Auriculariaces. 
— ** n. 2, One of the muscles at- 
tached to the concha of the ear. 

auriculately (4-rik’i-lat-li), ade, In an auric- 
ulate tation ( 

auriculation a. . Lauriculate 
+ -ion,) Ths ere elopment or possession of 
ear-like 5*— as in the shells of the 
pelecy mollusks, 
auriculo-infraorbital ((i-rik’@-l0-in* frii-dr’ bi- 
tal), a. In craniom., relating to » plane pass- 
ing through the upper borders of the auricular 
— — ower — of the * 
accepted by rman anthropol ts as the 
heriseatal plane of the skull. - 

al (a-rik’i-lo-spi’nal), a. Of or 
pertaining to the — foramina and the 

ine. a) Same as Camper's 

saveyanie ia ‘ai’a-nid), x. (I id, a mid), m, 4, durum, 

+ E. cyanide.) 5 a double cyanide of 
aan and some eee electropositive metal or 
cyan i radical. tt is diatinguished from an auro- 

fn the latter exhib. 

treet extraction of gold, and also | ly used in elec 
ee pe oe the oe KAWCN), while potas. 
sium cyanide Is KAWCN 
aurifex (4’ri-feks), n. [L. awrifex, (aurnm, 

Athenaeum, Aug.30, 1862, p, 276, [Rare.] N. 



aurification 
aurification (ari-f-ks’shon), n. [L aurum, 
gold, + -ficare, < facere, make.) 1, The work- 
ing of gold ; goldsmith’s work.— 2. The stop- 
slow) or filling of teeth with gold. Times (Lon- 
don), —8 — X. B.D, 

de ie gle rid), a. 
— old, + E. chlorid.) chem., @ 

jouble chlortd of gold and some — electro- 
positive metal or compound radical in which 
the gold exhibits monad valence, as, for ex- 

tassium aurochlorid (KAuClo). 
aurodtict (4° ‘ré-dukt), ». [L. aura (¢ Gr aipa), 
air, + —2 duet.j The central canal of an ® 

— (i’rd-nekt), x, One of the duronecte. 
Auronecte (4-r)-nek’té), n. pl. [NL., ¢ oe 
aipa, air in motion, + vixrge, a swimmer.) 
section an other group of sip. phonanthous —8 
nophora, baving a large pueutnatophors, & co- 
rona of nect to. yxes, nh a network of canals 
in the jelly of the t thickened trunk. The sipho- 
— is rounded in shape. They are deep-sea 

— ( ro· for) . (Gr. aipa, air in mo- 
tion, + -gopor, ¢ déperx, bear.] In Siphonophora, 
an appendage tothe | aperny ek repr | 
a poss serge tube which puts the cavity of the 
pneumatocyst in communication with the ex- 
terior; possibly it serves as a gas-secreting 
gland. 

aurora, n. 5. In elect., an electric glow-dis- 
—— appearing at very high voltages and 
somew hat resem ling the aurora borealis, 

as a blue glow at surfaces and expec 

and east over Siberia to the « t. 
A an of auroral light, usmally symmet- 
rical with reference to the magnetic meridian. Some- 
times coneentric arches are nh, by 

arch, but often 
formed or when tt is entirely below the borin. Auro- 

—— — — @ —— —— tee lies in 
of the freely suspended m tic needle. 

Within the corona thus formed val faint dilfase light, if 
any, ails. The small beams (" daggers” or “swords 
for — corona have a movement to penoraily 

nemecoon is a tive 
are each 

other and moving away from So stes observer ; ged Lae goa gi 
— point and move toward their inkg-polnt.— 
Auroral distriba the distribution of auroral fre- 
quency over the ‘ssurface, It was frst — my 

tz that a zone of maximum auroral frequen 
in an f lar way southern Canada, Renee 
northern Norway, and Sweden around the north pole. 
Observers worth of this belt see the aurora to the south 

beams 
e auroral coruna.—Auroral tn of 

5* an auroral 
small region of the aky ana —— or converging to- 
ward its center. See corond.—A) , the 
finest elementary linea of —— Gee = The sppa- 
tent character of the perspective MOTRETN, 8 
as arches, drapery, coronm, waves, oa iliffase light 

varying arrangements of the auroral 
period. (a) The season of frequent 

The length of time elapsing bovween aue · 
cessive maxims or minima of auroral displays, as the 
diurnal, § the pan the sun-spot, and the 6-year period, 
En ~~ ly ete to 5 periodiclty, the 

periodic ——* = ——X and freque 4] the 
auroral display. Sach changes are more frequent 
at Gor 10 Pp, M., which indicate a diurnal +E 
they are more "froquent in certain months of the 
year (after allowance ts made for the interra — — by 
moonshine and ac Bg the annual max 
curring in September ; they are also more frequent in or 
near the years of maxiniam aun · · put uency.—AUuro- 

auroras, (6 

Tal wa’ local pericxlic variations in brightness ran- 
ning raph along each auroral beam or converging 
from all directions toward the center of an suroral 
corona. When only a single beam crosses the sky it 
sometimes appears broken ap into individual parta, 
—— clonda, or transverse striw, each of which has a 

ive motion along the beam. It seems 
key tat the lines or needles of auroral light are ar- 

in obedience to magnetic or electric influences, 
poe that when the latter undergo rapid disturbances, as 
in magnetic storma, the lines of light are also influenced, 
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ve effect, which is called an auroral 
shows vorrespunding symmetrical 

sre tere (4-ré’ri-um),». Ahypothetic chem- 
ical element the existence of which has been 
su) to be indicated by a particular line 
observed by Angstrim in the spectrum of au- 
roral light. 

waitt the fortunate spectrosoo 
antes . — ae ane aurorinm, spectroncopit Astro: 
—— — tine at 65,5747, and nebalum, having two Ay 

sich tenn, oF 

bright Ines at 5,007.05 and 4 
Sir W. “Address to t to the Brit. Assoc, 1808, 

—— (a t·ti), a. [L, awrum, gold, + -t- + 
-in2,) A mordant acid color of the ¢ triphenyl- 
carbinol type. It dyes wool an orange-yellow. 
aurotype (i’rd-tip), m. onl aurum, gold, + 
Gr, tuxo¢, ioe] a ee phu pon paper im- 
— with a solution of gold —* Stand, 

— (A’ri-lent),a. [II. awrulentus, ¢ L. 
aurum, gold.) eid ockensd. Bailey. (Rare. J 

musivam. (6) Stannic ** 
This substance haa been used to 

ion of ah electric machine, 

mosalcum or 
or tin disulplid, Sn 
rub over the silk ¢ 

Ausgleich (ous’glich),». [G., a compromise,’ 
< ausgleichen, 
ance, compromise, ¢ ans 
like or equal: see like. } 

e equal, even or smooth, bal- 
out, + gleichen, make 

In German or Aus- 
trian — a parse or agreement be- 
tween conflicti rties; particularly an 

ment made in 1867 between Austria and 
ungary, renewable every ten years, by which 

autonomy was granted to Hungary. 
austenite (4s’ten-it), ». [dAwusten, a surname, 

A constituent of steel, obtained by 
rg toe carbon steel from a tempera- 

ture of 1000° C, in a menstruum such as iced 
brine, which will produce very roped cooling. 
Tt is probable that austenite is a true 
—— pope te 
are stages in the decompoa! of the d solution— 

ope hand pearlite on the other, On the subject of 
the consti: of hardened steel there exists at the prea- 
ent time a great deal of confusion in the nomen 
phd OS teen Semenety Sans de Ube tras mates 

these constituents. 
austenitic (4s-te-nit’ik), a, Of, pertaining to, 
or characteristic of austenite. 

Nature, May 18, 1905, p, & 

Austin — See *limestone. 
austral, a. 2. op) OF or pertaining to the 
great group of *. in the southern hemi- 
sphere of which New Zealand, Tasmania, and 
the continental island of Australia are the 
chief; Australasian.—austral continent, the 

continent a the south-polar ~ Austral: 
— — tye ae New Zen- 

ite dia! hing f features being a certain number 
of English w and phrases and names of auimals and 
Plants used with ‘Australian somications, a pamber of 
Sang terms and idioma, and, Anally, a considerable 

of words from the native Australian and Maori 
E. E. Morris, Aust lish, p. xi. 

rr ballot, ‘Su *ballot— Australian blight. 
Same as ge — edema,— brome- 

as Tasmanian sOlucbell,— ladybug. 
vhug.— Australian ph See lad, * Tegion, a xoigeogra 

division including Australia, Tasmanin, and the immedi- 
ate wd islands. By some authorities it is extended 

Australic (as-tra‘lik), a. Come as Australioid, 
australium (4s-tra‘li-um), (NL., < Aus- 
tralia.) The name given by Wedgewood in 
1790 toa supposed new chemical element. The 
sand from Australia ip which it was belleved to be pres- 
ent proved on more careful examination to contain only 
substances already well known. The name sydacium 
a4 proposed as · · ¶ ny mn. 

austraterebin ithene (4s"tra-ter-é-bin’thén), n. 
[Austra(lene) + terebinth + -ene.] Same as 
australene. See *pinenc. 
austriacum (4s-tri‘a-kum), ». [NL., ¢ Ans- 
triaeus, adj., « Austria, Austria.) The name 
proposed by. Brauner (of Prague, Austria) for 
a hypothetle chemical element of high atomic 
weight, of the probable presence of which in 
telluriam as hitherto known he supposed he 
had found some evidence. If really present this 
would serve to —_ — 25 Ay sellin ith ita 
—* aeeeptod a , 

Rustri b = periodic claaaification of the — = 
ass, cinnabar 

——— *einnaber, 
austrium (fs’tri-um),», [NL., ¢ Austria, Aus- 
tria.] The name proposed in 1886 by Linnemann 
for a sup ~d new chemical element which 
he —32 he had found in the mineral orthite, 
It proved to be identical with gallium. In 1900 Pribram 

See 

author 
announced that he had found jo evidence of 
the in orthite of traces of another new element, 
fot ich It was proposed that the 

ould be transferred, To prevent con- 
distinguished as austritem 11. 

austrocentral Go-tzh-sen’tral), 6 . [L. auster, 
south wind, + centrum, center, + -]) Of the 
—— see region. 

(As"tré-hung-ga’ ri-an), a. 
Of or Hanes 0 —— 

* — ne, bei gian), a L. auster, 
F south mh + Gr. vjoor, island.) Same 
as Malay-Polynesian. 

Father Schmidt rejects Miller's Idea that the Polyne- 
= fhe —_ —— a — section nt 

igratias je OORT peoples, 

accepts that eit his theory which sees in the Melane- 
asians a mm race sprung from the Papuan 
and Austronesian (stalayo Polynesian} immigrants. 

Amer, Anthropologist, Jun.-March, 1908, p. li, 

*austro-occidental (fis-tro-ok-si-den’tal), a. Of 
the southwestern region. 

tal (as-tr6-6-ri-en’tal), a Of the 

{L. 
southeastern region. 
austrori (4 -stro-ri- pai‘ri- an), a. 
auster, the south (wind), + riparius, riparian. 
Pertaining to or situated on the southern ban 
orborder ; specifically, belonging to the austro- 
riparian area: as, an anstroriparian species, 
the awstroriparian fauna, See *area, 

Tt was carly shown by the division that the Auefrori- 
rian ts the direct continuation of the arid Lower 

table-land of Mexico 

occupies the interior valley of California and moat of the 
peninsula of Lower Calltorate. 

peasy . & Dept. Agr., 1894, p, 208, 

Same as austroriparian wares, 
aanabe (ou-B6" be) W. Ind. native name.) 
The name in Porto Rico of the West Indian 
mastic-tree, Siderorylon fartidissimum. Its 
timber is the most at fexportent and widely used 
on the island, being noted for ita great du- 
rability, 

Pe: (a’tark), 2. = [LGr. abrapyor, an auto- 
erat, noun use of Gr. eirapyzor, self-ruling: 
see aufarchy.) An absolute ruler. [Rare.] 

autarchic (a-tir’kik), a. [autarchy + =I 
Of or pertaining to autarchy; specifically, 
taining to a — » of social evolution in w ‘eh 
groups are held — in larger wholes in- 
voluntarily a oree, Amer, Jour, Sociol., 
Jan,, 1901, p. 505 
autarith (a’ta-rith), » [Irreg. ¢ Gr. airér, 
self, + apdi(udc), —e ] An automatic 
ealculating-machine ev capable of performing the 
four fundamental arithmetical operations of 
adding, subtracting, Trt be ying, and dividing. 
—— —* moved by certain slots 

A, the gure with ———— operation 
fn to be pe to be further movements are effected 
automat iy th throngh the action of awelght or — 
moter wale ch nk pa the tamed energy. Sei, A 

Feb, 21, 
aute (iota), ne (ie Maori and Tahitian.) A 
name in Tahitian New Zealand of the Scag “a ve 
—— Papyrius papyrifera, 

—8 a*-ti-puk-sin’i-d), rn. [NL. 
< Gr, atric, self, + ef, well (good), + Puceinia. 
The name applied by De Bary to a section of 
the genus Puccinia — 2* by having 
the spermagonia, weidia, uredospores, and te- 
leutospores borne on the same host-plant 

authenticater, authenticator (i-then *. kii- 
tér, -tor), » One who authenticates a docu- 
ment, statement, fact, or the like, or estab- 
lishes or guarantees its genuineness, validity, 
or credibility. 
— (A*thi-jé-net’ik), a. See *authi- 

— (a-thi-jen’ ik), a, [Gr. aidryenic, born 
onthe spot, <ait, there, + -yrvyc,-born.) Origi- 
nating where found : applied to the minerals 
of an igneous or metamorphic rock which 
have crystallized in place, as contrasted with 
the fragments of preéxisting rocks which form 
the codimente. Also authigenetic and awthige- 
nous, Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 90. 
authigoneus (a-thij’e-nus), a. Bee authigenic. 
author, ». 7, pl. A game of cards played 
with a special pack bearing the names of wu- 
thors and their works. The pnek is dealt ont one at 
4 thine as far ns it will go for the players engaged. The 
one on the left of the dentler begins by asking any player 
he chocses fora card of the same denomination as one 
in bis hand, naming the suit he wants, Uf the player 
asked has it he must give it up, and the eame player may 
nak again; if he has met the card it becomes his turn to 
ask, As S000 As any player gets four of the same de- 
nomination (a ‘book "} he lays themaside. The winmer ta 
the one who lays aside the greatest nunbor of ' books 
in this way.—Author's proof, See *prou/. 



author-catalogue 
uthor-catalogue, author-catalog (4’th 

rat’ ‘ant n. A library catalogue af whieh 
the oe are arranged alphabetically accord- 
ing to authors. 

au (&’thor-kraft), n. The craft of 
the author; the exercise of the skill of an au- 
thor; authorship: as, “ the mysteries of author- 
craft,” Scott, aa uary, xiv. —o 

au “entry (i’ n’tri), %. ry- 
cataloguing, the ony of a book under the 
name of the author, as distinct from a subject- 
entry. 

authorially (4-thd’ri-al-i), adv. Asan author; 
oe! the manner of an author or writer of 

I euthorially speaking, behind the door. 
— Tupper, Twins, pe i70. (Rare.] X. . D. 

authorish ag pr a, [author + -ish!.] 
Somewhat like an author. 

Yot tt hath an authorish twang nbont it. 
Lamb, Final Mem., p. 257. 

authorized (A’thor-izd), p. a. 1. Duly em- 
powered: as, an awth agent.— 2, For- 
mally sanctioned by those having the right or 
power to sanction, as a reprint or translation 
of a book: as, an awthorized edition; the au- 
thorized version of the Bible. Also authorised. 

authorless (A’thor-les), a, [author + -less,] 
1, Of unknown or unadmit authorship; 
anonymous: as, an authorleas rumor. 
AsTam not sol to be sensible of 

false pone pin tthe mcs have laid o = 
me. Mrs, T. Sackville, Gaardinn, Aug. 18, 1713, No. 

2. That never had an author; unoriginated 
Lf any one; uncreated. Fitzedward Hall, 

indu Philos. Syst., p. 4.—3, Without au- 
thors or writers: as, ‘tan interval of authorless 
yoars,” 2. Wheatley. [Rare.] X E. D. 

a “number (i’thor-num‘bér), ». The 
number which, when appended to the initial 
letter of an author's name, is used throughout 
a library catalogue to represent that name: 
for example, for John Fiske, F'87 for E. 
A. —— cA P 
authotype (A’th-tip), », ar, an error for 

. — Ht with oe or.) In print- 
ing: (a) The printed facsimile of a signature 
or design. (b) The block or plate by which 
the facsimile is produced. 

autic (ii‘tik), a. [awt(o)3 + -ie.) Of, pertain- 
ing to, or consisting of autos or real existences, 
We should also bear In mind that behind and above 

the erent universe of natural objects, and the true cause 
of all the rest, stanis the autie universe, 

G. J. Stoney, reprinted in Smithsonian Revert ee, 
Pp 

auto? (ito), n. 
automobile ; a motor-car, 
15, 1904, p. 79 

auto? (ito), #.; pl. autos (-tOz), 
use of auto-,] A renl existence; what actually 
exiata, in contradistinction to what only appar- 
ently exists, 

An ato, then, fe a thing that really exists and in no 
wise depends on the way we, human minds, happen 
to regard it, Our impressions or belicts about ft may be 
correct or be erroneous, but the term aufe means 
the thing itself. 
G. J. Stoney, Proo, Roy. Dub. Soc, VI. (N. S) 478, 1896. 

auto-abstract (i-té-ab’strakt), ». A summary 
or abstract of an address or communication, as 
before a learned society, prepared by the 
speaker himself for insertion in the printed 
proceedings. Nature, LXVII. 253. 

auto-active (i-té-ak’tiv), a. Self-active or 
self-neting : as, auto-actice minds, 
auto-an (a*té-an-ti-kd-hér’ér), a, In 
elect., an anticoherer which recovers spontan- 
eously. See *anticoherer. 
auto-anticomplement (4*td - an -ti-kom’plé - 
ment), #. An anticomplement which is formed 
within the same body against its own comple- 
ments. See *complement, 8, 

A colloquial abbreviation of 
Amer. Inventor, Feb. 

A detached 

Autobasidii (i’td-bi-sid’i-4), ». pl. (NL, pl. 
of adj. from awtobasidium.] Same as *Anto- 

por liomycotes (A'td-ba-sid ‘i ito b- ba-sid "1-6 - mi-s6’ 
téz), a. pl. (NL, (Gr. airiy, self, + Basidio- 
mycetes.) A group of Basidiomycetes having 
unicellular basidia with sterigmata borne at 
= apex — produce a single spore. Also 

ul i, 
autobasidium (4’t6-ba-sid’i-um), ».; pl. anto- 
basidia (-4), [NL., <Gr. aids, self, + fam 
(which see),] A simple basidium without sep- 
tation, as in the Autobasidiomycetes. 

auto! ,%. A simplified spelling of auto- 
biographer. 
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auto! ,n. Asimplifiedspelling of auto- 

auto phal (A’t6-bi-og’ra-fal), a. Same 
as au (Rare.] ~N. 
autoboat (A’té-bét’),n. A boatequipped with 
an automobile pool which, ty rites of ita 
ability to make many more revolutions per 
minute than the regular marine type of engine, 
gives ahigh rate of # + The first regular auto- 

t race in America took place on 0, 1904, ander 
the charge of the Manhasset Bay Yacht Club of New 
York, See 

autoboating (i‘to-bét’ing), nm. The sailing or 
navigation of an autoboat for pleasure or ree- 
reation. 
autobolide (6-t6-bé-léd’), ». IF. "antobolide. 
(Gr, avrég, self, + Sorig (So%2d-), a missile, 
An automobile ear designed to be proj 
through the air from a ially constructed 
track: an exhibition of daring devised in 
France. The car and operator descend a store airtel 
incline which curves inw: and backward nt foot. 
The car is beld from falling by cuard-rauiis as it turns up- 
side down at the foot of the Incline, The stored momen- 
tum of the car senda it across an alr-gap in thet and 
a counter-weight under the car canses it to turn « half- 
somersault in the air, landing against a curved surface 
which into a gentle incline on which the car, now 

up, la ually unul it runs 
on the ground and la brought to rest. The track is leas 
than 200 feet long, and the act occuples about 4 seconda, 

An autobus (4’té-bus’), xn [aufo- + 31 
automobile omnibus; a vehicle propelled by 
its own motor and capable of carrying a dozen 
or more ngers, 

fivto-kkr), n, [auto{-mobile) + car.] 

ave . 

autocar 
1. An automobile car; a car which contains 
in itself a motor with its source of power.—2. 
A trade-name of a special form of motor-car, 

autocarette (i’td-kii-ret’), nm. [aufo- + carette,] 
A commercial name for a type of motor- 
driven cogent = — *3 - — 
antocarpous, a, -fruiting, that is, t- 
ing as the result o' eelf-fertilization. 

a (A’té-kiir-pi),n. [NL. *autocarpia, 
< Gr. avréxaproc, self-fructifying, ¢« Gr. avréc, 
self, + xaprdc, fruit.) The condition of self- 
fruiting, or fruiting as the result of self-fer- 
tilization. (ate , PF a 
autocarriage (4‘té-kar-ij), ». [anto- + car- 
riage.] A motor-driven vebiele or motor-car, 
usually of the pleasure-vehicle class and ear- 
rying more than two persons. 
autoca (a*té-ka-tal‘i-sis), ». — 4 
eatalysis.} In phys. chem., the catalytic action 
of a complex substance upon itself, in which 
one of its functions accelerates the velocity 
of reaction of another function. 

autoca’ e (A to-kat-q-lit’ik), a. In phys, 
chem., acting by autocatalysis, or exhibiting 
the phenomenon of autocatalysis. 
autochore (A’t6-kér),. [Gr. atréc, self, + 
queens spread abroad,} In phytogeog., a plant 
istributed by its own motilit : applied to the 

same plants as mastigospore, but in a different 
sense, F, £, Clements, 
autochrome (A’té-krém), a. [Gr. airdc, self, 
+ xpaua, color.) A term applied to the Lu- 
miére gr of color *photography (which 
see). The Century, Jan., 1908, p. 

autoch n. 3, That element or portion of 
the fauna of a given region which hasdescended 
directly from animals which oceupied the re- 

on at a much earlier period ; contrasted with 
terochthon, 

— ** a, 3, In petrol., noting rocks 
whieh have originated fm sifw, such as peat, 
rock-salt, and stalagmitic limestone; also ap- 
lied to constituent minerals of rocks which 
ave crystallized in the place they now occupy. 

Autochthonous materials are contrasted with 
the _Seneeeey, derived particles of clastic 
rocks. 

autoclastic ———— a, (Gr. airéc, self, 
Aaoroc, ( cAay, break.| In geol., noting a 
fragmental rock produced by dynamic crushing 
or granulation, without loss of eohesion: eon- 
trasted with sediments the particles of which 
come from a distance. 

Another term, “ aufoclastic,” Introduced by American 
writers and frequently used in this memoir, might with 
advantage be c! to “ anthiclastio” (= breeciated in 
with), Nature, April 16, 1003, p. 565, 

autoclave, ». 2, A form of digester in which 
mixtures of chemicals can be safely heated 
under great pressure: largely used in the man- 
ufaeture of coal-tar dyestufls.—3, A device 
for the sterilization by steam under pressure of 
bacterial cultures or culture media, milk, and 
other substances. 

autodiagnostic 

autocoherer (A/td-k6-hér’ér), n. [auto- + co. 
herer.) In ., & eoherer which spontane- 
ously recovers its resistance after the passing 

mtocolony (A’t)-Lol-G-ni),m. [ano + colon a §-kol-d-ni), ». [anto- . 
In bot., the nah in’ the Fak of a anna 

Astncolosy, 

Catastrum sphaoricwm, Nig.; large cornobia giving rise to 
Gacghretc a lamocolonies!, X 47s.) (Prom West's © British 
* water Algx.™) 

— autospores at the time of their expul- 
S100. 

autoconduction (4’té-kon-duk’shon), n. — 
+ conduction.}] A method of — igh- 
frequency currents by placing the part to 
acted upon within the solenoid, but not in 
direct connection with the cirenit. 
autoconverter (ii‘té-kon-vér’tér), See 
——— ae 
autocopyist (ii-té-kop‘i-ist), m. [Gr. airde, 
self, + copyist.) In photog., a simplified method 
of printing from sheets of bichromated gelatin 
in an ordinary letter-copying press. 

autocratress , 4-tok’ry-tres), #. A female auto- 
erat; an auto ratrix. 

autocriticism {4-té-krit’i-sizm), a. Criticiem 
of one's self or of one’s own productions ; self- 

—— (A’té-si-kl) J + cycle.) 1 au @ (A’tG-si-k]), nm. [anto- + cycle. F 
The a sha of a combination of two tan- 
dem bicycles side byside, between which are the 
tanks and appliances appropriate to a chemical 
fire-extinguisher, anda propelling motor. The 
saddles of the bieyeles will carry four men, and 
the motor will propel the machine at high 
speed. See also *auloquadricycle.— 2. Same 
as *motor-cycle, 

au lysin (A*t6-si-tol’i-sin), s. [Gr, airéc, 
self, + xiroc, a hollow (a cell), + Abo, disso- 
lution, + -in?.] Same as *awtolysin, 
autocytolytic (A*to-si-t6-lit’ik), @. [auto- 

tolysia(-lyt-) + ite) Of or pertaining to the 
estruction of cella by eytotoxins produced in 

the body of the same animal, 

Just what the agencies are under which in normal living 
tissnea cells are protected from the action of the auto- 
eptolytic substances ts notre chenr. 

Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1908, p. 147. 

a xin (4-t6-si-t6-tok’sin), n. [awto- + 
eytotozin.) A cytotoxin produced in the body 
of an animal against its own cells. The for- 
mation of such bodies is rare, but it seems to 
occur at times, See *aufohemolysin, 

In a few instances autocytoterins for blool-cells have 
been produced. Science, May 2, 1002, p. 697. 

autodermalium (A’t6 -dér-ma‘li-um), .; pl. 
autodermalia(-i). [NL., (Gr. airdc, self, + 
dépua, skin: see dermal.) In sponges, one of the 
——— which support the dermal membrane. 

ey are usually he: nal or pentact! with 4 similar 
rays lying embedded In the membrane and with the axial 
cross placed within the latter. Compare Aypodermate. 

Autodetus (4-tod’é-tus), mn. (Gr. abrideror, 
self-bound, ¢ airéc, self, + *derdc, ¢ driv, bind.) 
A genus of tubicolous annelids which make a 
regularly spiral tube attached by the apical 
whorls: erroneously regarded by some authors 
as tro mollusks. The species are all 
extinct and are found in Silurian and Devonian 
formations. 
a ois (A*td-di-ag-nd‘sia), ». [awto. + 
diagnosis.) Diagnosis of one's own disease or 
state of health. 
autodiagnostic (A‘t6-di-ag-nos’tik), a. [awte- 
+ diagnostic.) Relating to or effecting auto- 
diagnosis, 

The same hand must not be used for autodiagnostic 
* all the time, but it is advisable to change hands 
metho dically, using the right hand at one mance, and 
Tae dott cnekochen® ene ENS Record, LEI, 100 



autodifferentiation 

autodifferentiation (4‘ti-dif-e-ren ’ shi-a’- 
shon), #. In diol., differentiation produced by 
intrinsic causes or due to conditions resident 
in the organism. A. W. Trettien, Amer. Jour. 
Psyehol., XII. p. 25. 

aw (irts-ai-jen’t on), mn. [auto- + 
digestion.) Digestion by the gastric juice of 
portions of the mucous membrane of the 
stomach which have lost their vitality, See 
*antolysis, 
autodrome (A’t6-Jrém), n. —_— + -drome, 
asin hippodrome, Cf. Gr, airédpouog, running of 
itself, ¢ airdg, self, + -dpouoc, ¢ dpaueiv, run.) 
A oo or — = the —— of auto. 
mobiles, especially for speeding or racing. 

autecious, «. 2, In mycol., —— through 
all its stages of development on the same host, 
as certain species of the genus Puccinia, 
autecism (4-té'sizm), mn. [autee{iour) + -isnr.] 
The state or condition of an auta@cious para- 
site, 

auto-epigraph (i-t6-ep’i-graf), m. [auto- + 
epigraph.) zh epigraph written by the subject 
of it; an inscription composed by one’s self 
for one’s own tomb or monument. 

a (A*td-e-rot‘izm), nm. [auto- + 
erot(ic) + -ism.] A form of sexual perversion 
in which the presence or thought of another 
person is not necessary to arouse desire, 

a ¢ (a-té-gam’ik),a. 1, In bot., of, per- 
taining to, or exhibiting self-fertilization.—2, 
In biol., of or pertaining to the pairing or 
mating of like with like. 

Pearson adda, “ Variations do not occur accidentally, 
or in isolated fustanves ; aufegamete and assortative mat- 
ing are realities.” 

T. H. Morgan, Evol. and Adapt., p. 200, 
Autogamic mating. Sce *#mating. 

n. 2. In biol., the pairing or mat- 
with like. 

a am (ii‘td-gas-tra‘li-um), u.: pl. 
autogastralia (-ii). (Gr, airéc, self, + gastralis, 
gastral, Cf, gastralium,) One of the spicules 
which — the gustral membrane in 
sponges. Also gastralium, 

a m (A'té-jen}, nm. (Gr. atroyentc, self- 
p * A self-sustaining organism, as 
contrasted with one that is dependent upon 
others. (Rare.] 

The broadest distinction that can be named is that 
which separates the manufactartig organisms from the 
non-manafacturing organi the autegen from the 
parasite. L. F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol, L 412 

aw ric (A*t-jé-ner’ik), a. [auto- + gen- 
erie.) Pertaining to other individuals of the 
same living type: used by K. Pearson in such 
phrases as autogeneric influence, autogeneric 
selection, ete. 

au c, a. 2, In phys. geog., pertaining to 
a stream of which the course has not been de- 
— = the slope of the original surface 
of the land. — Autogen drainage, ral 
— — which — not been acherseiaea 
vy the original surface of the land. Such streams are 

characteristic of * plains and of the ——— 
maootvr ·treums — togenetic topography, 't 
livf which has been produced by the work of autogenctic 
streams, 

autogenic, 4. 2, Same ax *authigenic. 
Autogenous soldering. This process ia now carried out 
with metals, in addition to the older methods, by means 
of the oxyacetylene blowpipe and of the aluminothermy 
of Goldschmidt.—Autogenous valley, a valley formed 
hy an autegenetic strenim. 

autograf, «., »., and r.f. A simplified spelling 
of avtograph. 
autogram (i’té-gram), rn. {Gir, airéc, self, + 
jpauen, writing.| 1, A telegraphic message 
sent and received in the handwriting of the 
sender, See felautograph.—2, An autograph. 

Autograph recorder, « time-recording device which, 
when the attograpls ot an arriving or leaving employee 
is inscribed on a tape or tablet, simultaneously records 
the time of the Inseription, 

a phism (A’t-graf-ism), ». [As «uto- 
gray +.-ism.) A condition in which tracings 
made on the skin with the end of a stick or 
other hard object persist for a time as eleva- 
tions on the surface; dermographism, 
autographize (4‘té-gra-fiz), r. i: pret. and 
pp. autographiced, ppr. autographizing. [auto- 
graph + -ize.) Tocollect autographs. Dibdin. 
[Hare] X. B.D. 

autographizer (4‘té-gra-fi'zér), 9. One who 
is engaged in making a collection of auto- 
graphs. Dibdin, [Rare] X. E. D. 
autographometer (A‘té-gra-fom’e-tér), », (Gr, 
aru) , self-written, + yuérpov, measure.) 
An instrument which registers the topography 
of surfaces over which it is rolled, 

autogamy, 
ing of like 
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autogravure (A‘t)-gri-vir’), 1. [auto- + F, 
gravure, ¢ graver, engrave, record.) A photo- 
mechanical modification of the etehing process. 
The * of a bituminous ground on copper fs fol- 
low ¢ transfer of a itographic image from a 
rev transparcncy, ete being accomplished by 
solutions of ferric chlorid, Woodhery, Encyc. Dict, of 
Photog., p. 49. 

a (a’to-hiirp), a. [auto- + harp.] A 
musical instrument of the zither Pays 2 A 

across the strings several bars provided with 
projecting dampers so arranged that when one 
of the bars is pressed down all strings are 
damped or rendered mute except those of some 

rticular chord. By supplying such bars for a nam- 
r of chords usually required in slinple accompani- 

ments, the instrument is made usable for convenient 
arpeesio effects with but little technical knowledge or 

tl on the of the er. 
autohem: (Atoehé-mol’i-sin), n, A he- 
molysin directed against the red corpuscles of 
the same individual, 

autohemolysis (f‘té-hé-mol’i-sis),». Hemol- 
ysis referable to the action of autohemolysins. 
tis of rare occurrence. Also autohwmulysis. 

Some observations are recorded in which, after be 
internal hemorrhage, hematuria has developed, fndicat- 
ine the possibility of autohamel; 
ons, 

vets under spectal cond. 
Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1008, p. 247, 

autohemolytic (i*to-hem-é-lit’ik), a. Refer- 
ring to the action of autohemolysins, 
antohzmolytic, 
auto osis —— u. [auto~ + 
hyp .] Self-induced hypnotic tranee, 
autohypnotic (a‘té-hip-not’ik), a. and n. 
a, Relating to or of the nature of autohypnosis. 

II. ». One who has the power to put him- 
self into the hypnotic state. 
autohypnotism (4-td-hip’n6-tizm), n. [auto- 
+ hypnotism. ] seitin eed regrets 

a notiza’ (4-t6-bip’n6-ti-za’shon), 
Ne © induction of hypnosis by autosugges- 
tion ; self-hypnotizing. 
The confect of our witch-burning ancestors now be- 

comes intelligible, a | on the way to being pardonnble, 
With their methods inherited prejudices, they could 
scarcely have reasoned otherwise thin they did In certain 
cases of hysteria and @ tization, 

Eneye, Brit, XXXII. 53. 

auto-immunity (4’t6-i-mii’ni-ti), mn. [auto- + 
immunity.) Immunity acquired through dis- 
ease, or congenital, as distinguished from that 
effected by the injection of prophylactic se- 
rums. 
auto-immunization (4‘t6-i-mi-ni-zi‘shon), n. 
The immanization of an animal with cells or 
cellular products derived from the same ani- 
mal, The resulting adaptation-products are toxic for 
the same cells which gave rise to thelr formation. Such 
an oocurrence is rare, See *autohenoliyein, 

auto-infection (i'té-in-fek’shon), a.  Self- 
infection; infection of the body from within, 
in contradistinction to exogenic infection ; the 
act whereby an organism infects itself with 
parasites, as sometimes happens in cases of 
tapeworm, pinworms, bacterial diseases, ete. 

Some are short-lived, and from knowledge of thelr life 
history one may conclude that they are not likely to be 
met with in large nombers, while in other cascs aute-ia- 
Section rembers a considerable increase in numbers prob- 
abte as is the case with the pinworns, Oxyuris vermi- 

ie or coererrt © nets oe tees ae me a 4 a 

_ Trane. ane. ‘ares. Soc., Nov. 1908, ». 1LL 

autoing (i‘to-ing), », The use of automobiles 
for business or pleasure traveling. 

auto-intoxication (i’*ti-in-tok-si-ké’shon), m. 
Poisoning with substances produced within the 
body; systemic poixoning by toxic material 
formed within one’s own body during the pro- 
coss of intestinal digestion, or by the waste 
products of metabolism. 
The common starting-point of avto-intorieation theories 

is the tnftuence of certain products of decomposition of 
living substance ween the continuance of cell-activity, 

Hi. H. Foster, Amer, Jour. Paychol., XII. 160. 

autoist (A‘to-ist), m. [auto + -ist,) One who 
owns, uses, or runs an ‘auto’ or automobile. 
Sei. Amer, LX XXVIII. 154. 

autolysis 

autokinesis (A‘ti-ki-né’sis), n, [See autoki- 
nexy.) In physiol,, spontaneous motion, 
auto cc (a’tb-lim-nit’ik), a. (Gr, antér, 
self, + Aiuvy, lake, + -it-fe.] Floating or 
swimming in fresh water and confined to the 
su cial layer of water. See *hathylimnitic, 
*hmnitic, *zonolimnitic. 
Planktonic Studies, p. 580, 

autologist (ii-tol’6-jist), m. One who is en- 
gaged in the scientific study of self. See 
antology. 

(*t6-li-mi-nes’ens), 

Haeckel (trans.) 

autoluminescence Me 
The spontaneous emission of light. See *la- 
minescence, 

)pular interest was Prof. George F. Barker's 
ivity and Autelanmincacence.” 

Amer., May 7, 1004, p, S08 

autoluminescent (4‘ té-li-mi-nes‘ ent), «. 
auto- + luminescent.) —*— of emitting 
uminous rays spontaneously and without ex- 

citation from other bodies: said of the so- 
ealled radionctive substances. See */wmi- 
nescence, 

a (i-tol‘i-sin), n. autolysis + -in2.) 
A lysin which will cause the dissolution of 
cells in the body of the animal in which it is 
formed. The formation of such bodiex is 

Of more 
“Note on 

ate os the term awfedijestion, and he suggested that 
bly the process was referable to Uhe action of fer: 

ments contained in the liver-celle which were liberated 
after the death of the latter by the chloroform. Similar 
cha could be demonstrated in the case of muscle- 
tissae. Other investigntors, while admitting that aute- 
digestion of organs does occur, explained the phenome- 
non on the basis of & supposed aleorption of gastro-in- 
testinal gymogens and thelr transformation into the cor- 
—— enzymes by the chloroform, view has 
been definitely abandoned, it having been satisfactorily 
demonstrated that Salkowski's interpretation of the pro- 
cess of nutodigestion, or autotyeis, as it is now more 
commonly termed, Is correct, and that cellular digestion 
is undoubtedly referable to Intracellular ferment-action. 
2* is in — ——— wae in ** 

yslolugy, where it ready m shown that the 
Tenstermehion of starch in pry ny ener in tubers, 
and in rhizomes wae referable to an intracellular dins- 
tase, and that the solution of glucoshles and fate was de- 
pendent upon the action of enzymes, Nevertheless the 

U import of intracetinlar ferment-action was not fally 
reeogn until Baichner showed that even though fer- 
ments cannot be extracted from oll dead cells by ordi- 
nary ineans, they can be demonstrated after the destruc. 
tion of the cell-envelop by high pressure, by repeated 
freezing Wing, etc. These researches, which 
were essentially conducted with yeast-cella, anil led to 
the discovery of the tntracellular zymose, are now clas- 
sical In their general behavior the intracellular auto- 
lytic ferments are similar to the common digestive fer- 
ments. Here, as there, are proteolytic fermenta, diastatio 
fermenta, and lipolytic fermenta There in, however, 
4 greater multiplicity; for in certain cella la recognized 
the existence also of oxtdizing ferments, of ferments 
which are capable of causing the cleavage of nucteins, of 
others which onan transform amido-actds into amides, 
and of still others which are capable of splitting off carbon 
dioxid from certain bodies ete. Apparently we are only 
oo the threshold of Knowledge of these fermenta, the 
namber of which In # single cell may be remarkable, as 
tn the Hver-cell, where at least 12 different fernmenta, 
side by side, have been demonstrated. Autolytic pre 
teulysis is strictly analogous to peptic and tryptic diges- 
tion, but it is noteworthy that the autolytic proteases 
are more speciiic in thelr action, Usnareily speaking, 
they cause the cleavage of the albamine of their reepex- 
tive tissues more readily than of heterologous tissues, 
and certain members of the gotr. such os the protenly- 
the ferment of the liver, are totally bicapable of acting 
upon the allumins of other organs, as lung-thene, for 
example, ‘Therefore Jacobl has suggested restricting 
the term @utolwets to the destructive action of the fer- 
ments of a given organ or tissue upon the correspouding 
theeue, and designating the action of a given ferment 
upon a foreign tissue as heterosis, Whether the anto- 
lytic ferments are also capable of constructive action 
las not yet been ascertained. A ri this appears 
likely, and It may be tragined that under normal eund!- 
thons a certain equilibrium of reaction exists between thy 
complex cellalar components and the corresponding madi- 
culs, The recognition of this principle will lead tu a 
more satisfactory Understanding of many probleme com 
nected with cell-nutrition, not only under normal but 
also under pathologtcal conditions, Jacobi has already 
shown that liver autolysis is much accelerated (in a cata- 
botic direction) in animals potsoned by phosphorus, 
thus furnishings satisfactory explanation of many olwcure 
phenomena noted in this conditlon as well as in allied 
degenerative changes, The importapce of autolytic pro- 
cemes is further exemplified in poeumonta, where the 
resolution of the exudate is unquestionably largely ef- 
fected in this manner, There is evidence to show that 



autolysis 
ae eee ew be notice te the Sehemas at the 

ly against bacteria ani bacterial products, and 
production of immunity, Know- 

su is still in its infancy, but it may 
that the 
—— —X ——— of 

autolytic (a-to-lit’ik), a. [autol -lyt-) + 
-ic,) Relating to or of the — Parca 

One can readily convinee himself of the energetic 
action of autolytic ferments by the simple experiment 
of placing a piece of freah pneamonic lang in the a! 
of gray hepatization under chloroform and noting 
pal solution of the exudate, in contrast with the 
absence of this proceas in eartier stages of the disease. 

Science, Nov, 28, 1002, p. 358 

a (a’t6-liz), ¢. 4; pret. and Pp. auto- 
ye » ppr. autolyzing. [avntoly(sis) + (-i)ze. 

. nea from analysis, o undergo or 
cause to undergo autolytic digestion, Science, 
July 3, 1903, p. 15. 

automacy (4-tom’s-si), ».. (Gr. airoperia (re- 
eorded only as a name for the dess of 
ehanee), ¢ airéuaroc, self-moving.|] Same as 
automatism, 1; action determined by outer 
conditions and not by the will. 

The several comparisons seem to define that course 
of volitional development arising in the chemical and 
mechanical affinities of the miners! realm, bargeon 
in simple vitality, multiplying in the matillty of an 
life, greatly expanding in the collective activity of denotic 
organization, and culminating in the conquest of na- 
ture the mind-gulded powers of en ed 
mankind. Ex, hirlefly. the course of develop. 
ment may be characterized as the progressive passage 

ont to autonomy. 
Wed, Mh An, Rep. Bar. Amer. Ethnol, XVIL 177. 

automat (i’té-mat), 1. [G., ¢ Gr., airdueroy: 
see automaton.) 1, A i ie. ge lens- 
shutter which is opened and kept open by 
means of a pneumatic bulb,—2, An appara- 
tus consisting of a series of lifts in compart- 
ments from which, by means of automatic 
machinery, separate articles of food at stated 
prices are delivered to any one who will drop 
the necessary coin into a slot; also, a restau- 
rant which serves its customers by means of 
such an apparatus. The aim is to do awa 
with the intermediation of waiters. [Recent. 

automatic. 

Automatic feeder. 
shell, introtuce a new cartri cock t 

he breech. ge ae 
there are cartridges supplied and the gunner presses 

wm. —~Automatic * 

a ——— a aor prin , ot fy ine for anton’ ite 
ig wpon ized bromide or chlorid paper : 
devised by Uric, ls by a pad againat a 
negative for a suitable period, such as two sooonda, and 
exposed during this time to the action of electric light, 
The gate are then tarned down, and the strip is moved 
anda Ih portion exposed, All movements are actu- 

0 
i 

ami dried, In this way several thoussnd prints a day 
be tomatic reel. wreell,— ean _— 

Automatic , writing performed unconscious) 
or subconsciously, while the attention of the writer ta 
otherwise engaged ; the term is applied to planchette- 
writing, on the theory that the writing done with that 
instrument is not always done with some degrve of in- 
tention to deceive or entertain, 

IL». One who is subject to automatism, 

automatism, ». 4. Specifically, in psychol.: 
(a) An action performed unconsciously or 
subconsciously while the agent’s attention is. 
otherwise engaged, or while he is ina trance 
or sleep-like state. (4) The mental state of 
the agent during such a performance. 

This leads ws to the chief field of research in “ avtom- 
ations,” or actions of the subeonscious or‘ sabliminal“ 
self. The prototype of auch thi f+ found in the per- 
formances of ral somiambulists, Who in all ages 
have seemed to exhibit faculties beyond thelr power 
when fn a normal condition, 

Bneye. Brit., XXXTL 52 

automatist,». 3. Specifically, in peychol., the 
subject of automatism; one who writes, ete,, 
automatically. 

Trance isa name applied to a form of automatiam, 
whether healthy or morbid, in which the automeatiat a 
pears to be in some way altered, or even asloep, but In 
which he may or write certain matter of which his 
nornaal pe ity is ignorant at the time, and which it 

life. If there 
wt a substita- Wa persons We ron i scaled poms person: in the possession, 

nee oocurs spontaneously in so-called somnambulism, 
asa ———— = — *8* = a roeslt of sue 
gestion, « in hypnotic « . uller anal owe 

Slassee which slide into each other in various ways, 
F. W. H. Myers, Prov. 800. —* Research arch, 

rarcly remembers on his return to wak! 

of 
Tra: 
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tomatogra i - t6- mat’ - \ In 
— * — Phe hr five the 

Automatograph, 

involunt: movements of hand and arm; a 
selentifie form of the planchette. J. Jastrow, 
Amer, Jour. Psychol., LV. 400. 
automnesia (ii-tom-né’si-A), m. [Gr. «irde, 
self, + ura, memory. } In psychol., spontane- 
ous memory; the revival of past experience 
without apparent conditions in association. 
Ribot (trans.), Psyehol, of Emotions, p. 153. 
automobile. I. «.—Aautomobile chair, a chair on 
wheels, driven by an electric motor and | battery, 
used at exhibitions and fairs for carrying visitors about 
the buildings and grounds, The chair hassomewhnt the 
lines of a low phadton, the larger wheals under the body 
being the driving-wheels, and the two smaller ones th 
front ander the footrest being used 

and —— give a speed of about three milea an bour.— 
Automobile cycle, Sev *eyclel, 

IL. ». 2, Any device or apparatus which is 
movable by a foree placed within itself and is 
self-acting as to direction and control; specif- 
ically—(a) A torpedo, carrying within itself a 
store of accumula’ energy, which ean be 
launched from a vessel or fort, and whieh, when 
properly directed and adjusted, will move 
— the water until it reaches the object 
at which it is aimed, (6) A vehicle, carrying 
within itself the source of the mechanical power 
which propels it, designed to move on common 
roads orhighways: a motor-car. The automobile 
or motor-car is not strictly an automobile, since a human 
totelligence always steers it and controls the power, The 
motor-car differa from the locomotive tn that it does not 
travel on rails, and from the traction-engine or tractor in 
that it carries the load instead of «drawing It after iteelf 
in other wheeled vehicles. The motor-heyele and motor- 
tricycle differ from the moter-car in that the latter lows 
nearly always four wheels. The types of velicle included 
under the name atetomobil fall ander one of four groupes : 
(Q)) The racing-car (rarcly called an ‘automotitie'}, ide- 

Chassis of Actamobéle, 

A, cooler: A, fan: C, C, steenng-kueckles; J, carbureter; #, 
watercieculsting piper F. tulet manifold; (, exhaust; af, Aye 
wheel amd clutch; 2. speed-lever; J. emergency-btake lever: A, 
wearsetc 2. mudfer; AY, inched shaft dinwe; A. brake-beams} 
©, U, brakes; #, gasolene-task; (, digerential casing. 

signed for great speed on prepared special tracks or apecd- 
ways, Carrylig One OF at mot two persons, and made as 
ight ae la comsistent with high power; (2) the fowring- 
car, designex to carry four or five persons, tnade to secure 
comfort on long trips, and of high power in the moderate 
class; (5) the ee r, intended for use in cities or 
suburban districts, of moderate power and speed, and 
a two of more persons; (4) Ute business or 

, intended for the delivery of merchandise, faving 
comiderable carrying capacity bat slow #) |. Again, 
Tmotor-cars may be grouped, acconiing to thelr source of 

Jing energy, into; (1) electrie<ars, driven by elec- 
Me motors energized from storage-batteries ; (2) steam- 

in which # botler supplies steams to an 
to the driving-axles; (1 re (more properly 
termed daternal-com/ustion moter<are), in which the ex- 

ive foree of a mixture of gasolene vapor and alr, on 
ing ignited, Is nsed to drive the motorpiston, Com- 

air has also been used to drive motor-cara, The 
wheels of the motor-car uanally have rubber tires, pneu. 
matic on the lighter and speedier rehicle, and id on 
the motor-trick and -cal, The axle-bearings are Otted 
with stect balls In runways to reduce friction, The vehi- 
ele is usuallysteered by the front palr of wheels, which 
are carried on special mountings from the front axie, and 
the direction lagiven by a steering-lever or -wheel 
at vers seat. The wheelateering device transite 

engine 

automorph 
lesa shook from the roadway to the controlling hand, and 
ig universal on all but light cars. The rear axle is the 

drive-chains 

usnally)drive the axle DUrgears, t 
red D “Den ules control ty uction. 
which is operated by a combined lever and switch, The 
car is fitted with two brakes, onc a eand the 
other a more one for em The driving- a 
wheels or axle must be fitted with a compensuting-gear 
to allow the outer wheel on turning a curve to travel a 
longer path than the wheel which ls nearer the center. 
The gasolene-motor haa tts iguition effected by electric 
spark (see internal-combustion ®mator), and can be con- 
trolled by a throttle-valve and by advancing or retardi 
the Sach motors must also hare change-spee: 
gears for varying resistances and to permit the direction 
of the motor to be reversed ; a clutch must also be placed 

ween motor- and driving-whoela to allow the car to be 
— without stopeing © e moter, In steam-cars the 

or semi-flash type of boiler is much used, climinat- 

Electric Automobile. 

4, A, receptactes for seorage-batterics: A. motor coetrul; C, sneer 
ing gear; 1), motor, 

some troubles connected with the fire-tube —* 
ps. Taotor-cars with —2 

eTators on * 

bat 120 miles an hour has 
from 90 to 100 harse-power, The 

Gasalane Awtomobite. 
4, conler (or radiator}; A, connecting sieering-rod7 C, change- 

jever: 0. emengency-brake lever; 4, oenngewheel, with 
spark and throttle contrals, 

has been limited to about 10 tons on account of difticul- 
tlea from the road-bed. Touring-cars have a capacity of 
from 14 to @ horse-power, and a) maging ap to 4 
or) miles an hour. Light electrics have a redins of ac- 
tion of about 3) miles from a ——— or a 60. 
mile limit. Increasing comfort and py oye by 
inclosing the rear or tonneau t of the touring-car, 
making It a vehicle for all we: re and temporatines 
and not a pleasure-vebicle only. 

automobile (4-té-mdé’bil), v. ĩ. To ride in an 
automobile vehicle. [Recent.) Cosmopolitan, 
XXYV. 485. 
automobilism (4-t6-m6’bil-izm), ». The use of 
automobile vehicles. [Reeent.] 
automobilist (-to-m0‘bil-ist), A. One who 
uses an automobile vehicle, 

automobility (i -td-m-bil’i-ti), w. [autour 
bile + -ity (or auto. + mobility).) 1, The 
character or fact of being automobile; ca- 
paucity for making automatic movements, See 
antomatic,2.—2, The use of automobiles as « 
means of locomotion; travel by means of au- 
tomobiles. Nature, Nov. 26, 100 (mivt.). 
[Rare. 

automo (4-t6-mo‘bil-iz), ¢.4.; pret. and pp. 
automobilized, ppr. automobilizing, (automobile 
+ -ize.] To use, ride in, or drive an automo- 
bile as a means of locomotion or for pleasure. 
XN. ¥. Times, March 26, 1902, [Rare, 
automorph (i‘to-mérf), m. (Gr, airég, elf, + 
pape, form, In math,, the product of a form 
by its unit form, 

As tothe forms(imz? 4a ny®), (22 4e¢mny?), mere aw. 
tomerphs of the same form, Le, prodacta of the form by 
its unit-form r—man v2 =1, are not to be conshlered as 
distinct forme. 

Step. Brit. Aan Advancement of Sei,, 1901, p. (4, 



automorphic 

automorphic, a, 2. In math., characterized 
—— — See *automorphism, 2,— 

e a8 
os math., a function piic.— kutemorphie function, 

thous of any group of linear transformations 
Two are known 

which this astr be be effected: namely, 
one which was firat given by We in Gottinger Nach- 
rich ch which first the 8 thor, Pun Tree on was given by author, 

E. T. Whittaker, Modern Analysis, p. 339. @ 

aw — ». 2. In math., the property 
of remaining uneha by all "the substitu- 
tions of any et ~ Ae linear transformations, 

3, P- Science, June 004.—3, Anthropomor- 
phism; the conception of the lower animals by 
anal with man. a M. Stauley, Evol. - 
chol. of Feeling, p i * 
autom: ous —E a, Same as au- 
tomorphic, 

automotive (4-t6-m6‘tiv), a. [awto-+ motive.) 
Propelled by its own power; automobile. 

automotor (i-t6-md‘tor), ».  [auto- + motor.) 
A motor-propelled ve hiele; an automobile,— 
Automotor cranes, See *crane 
autonephrotoxin (i - té- — ro -tok’sin), m. 
— + — J) A —— which 

resulted in the body of an animal as the 
result of an auto-immunizatio: 
directed against the renal epithelium of the 
same individual. 

autonoétic (A’té-né-et’ik), a. [Gr. airde, self, 
a errant, « voprdg, perceiving; see noélic, 

ei Beli Ae-perectvin ae. ——— as, the autonecétic ac- 

autonomienl ( (its ;-nom’i-kal), a, Autonomous; 
Same as antonomiic 

autonomically (i-t6-nom’i-kal-i), ade. In an 
autonomic manner, 
autonomism (i-ton’}-mizm), » [autonomy + 
-ism.] 1, The principle of autonomy or the in- 
dependence of municipalities or of eommuni- 
ties each “a the dane asingle municipality, 
J. Fiske. —2. Th that the forma into 
which animals and plants develop are deter- 
rie by i inward agency. iol. Bull,, Sept. 

* 
autonomistic (&-ton--mis’tik), a. Of or per- 
moore to autonomism, Biol, well, Sept., 1904, 

— (4-ton’d-miz), v. 4; pret. and pp. 
autonomized, ppr. autonomizing, 1 eatenoanenn) 
+ -ize.}) To make autonomous; render self- 
governing. 
autonym, ». 4. In anthrop., the name by which 
& people esti themselves. 

aw jective (A'td-ob- i saplaght a. Subj 
tively ob, —— relating to an object residi 

and which is 

in the eubjec Thus an objective sensation is one 
——— of an external stimalas— sound, 

agen example; @ —— sensation is a sensation pro- 
duced in the absence of peripheral stimulation —an 
‘image ' of an objective —— —* an auto-objective sen- 
sation is a sensation aroused by ‘a stimulus residing in 
the body of the subject —an organic sensation (as pain, 
hunger, ete.) 
The seennd class of objective — may be called 

tious inclutes hunger, 6 neludes ‘ocal in, 
etc. It will be noted that these auteedpetie wnat a4 
all lang from different conditions that exist within the 
system, the first three named being manifestations of 
needs of the body for more matter, the last two, mani- 
festations of overstimulation or overwork. » Med. 
Handbook, VII. 742. 

auto ophthalmoscope (ii"to-of-thal’m6-skdp), 
Bee autophthalmose 

auto-oph ——ã— it *t6- of -thal’méd-sk6- 
pi), ® — + ophthalmoscopy,| Inspection 
of the interior of one’s own eye by means of a 
—— devised instrument, the autophthal- 
mosco 
au (4*td-pé-laj’ik), a. (Gr. airde, self, 
+ rtzayor, sea.) Living only at the surface 
of the water, or, in stormy weather, at slight 
depths, See pelagic, *hathy wpe lagic, *spanipe- 
lac Haeckel (trans.), Planktonie Studies, p. 

autophonia (A-t6-f6'ni-di), n. [Gr, aide, self, 
+ uni), voice. ] A condition In which one's 
own voice is heard with abnormal distinetness 
and volume, as if one were speaking into a 
barrel. 
autophonic (j-t6-fon’ Fs Pertaining to 
autophony: as, autophonic resonance, 
autoph (4-t6-f6'td-graf), mA print 
mnoqnet © exposure, in 2. dark, of a 
sensitive —— to the radioaection of mine- 
ra ane other objects. Nature, Feb, 25, 1904, 
p. 403, 
autophya (ii-to’fi-i), mn. pl. [NL., < Gr. abroguty, 
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self-grown, ¢ aes _ + dieotas J) A 
name given Aa Haeckel to the skeleton ele- 
ments secreted by the sponge itself, as distin- 

hed from the admixture of foreign aga past 
ered ped po sand oye the latter being desig- 

rein) [Gr. airdc, self, + 
ip yr an autotrophic 

plant. 
(&-to-fi'td-graf), nm — 

73 raph.) An impression, tracing, or 
* ine of a plant upon a rock, due to the effect 
of the plant in staining the’ matrix or in re- 
moving its natural color, 

For such plant lant writings, In which 
the traces or out! of ne of lands are distingutshable by 
their color, and in which the 
variation of color m= 
matrix is due to chemical 
change brought about by the 
plant rep the name 
autoph » . « is pro 

C. HT, White, tn Amer, Jour, 
Scl, March, 1905, pp, 231-282, 

autophytography (4‘to- 
fi-tog’ty-fi), n. [auto- + 7 : P 
phytography.] © natu- homoge eee e 

ral Fal process by whlch —— ytographs are pro- 
pcs That of staining 
the matrix is called post- 
tive, that of removing its 

on the polished surface of 2 
— found om « bar of ef 

gra on Cub Creek. 
—X yeu, N.C. 

_ Original col- 
or negative 
autophytog- 
raphy. CH. 
White. 

Autoplastic 
gr See 
graft, 

autoplate 
| (A’to-plat), 

n. [auto- + 
phy, showing the tm- plate.) A 

ression of a fossil plat, Fnconter Aaldeneie, CUY VO d 
Som ine Line of 1, Woriember. (Alter stereotype 

which has 
been automatically cast, shaved, and beveled. 
peep my a device known as the autoplate was 

invented in o by means A which tho time required for 
J lates Y could reduced, 
— — Contes Dalle Sune 28, 1908, p. 51. 
— machine, « combination machine conteining 

~maché matrix or mokd for rapidly and automat- 
ically casting, shaving, anil beveling curved stereotypes : 

principally in —— ——— 

- autopoisonous (atõ·poi — a. Acting ase 
A to the o ism by which it is formed. 
sue there book, TD gg ra ut, + 

au *tO-por), rT. avréc, 8¢ 
xépor, & pore, ve Tn the . Hezacoralla J 
the extinct family Chatetida, one of the la! 
tubes of the corallites, which are surroun cd 
on all sides by smaller tubes or mesopores. 

autoprint ({i’td-print), ». Same as *autophoto- 
graph, 
autopsy (A’top-si), e. t.; pret. and T Toe aa 
sied, ppr. autopsying. [autopsy, nj 
& post-mortem examination of; —— an 
autopsy on. Jowr. Exper. Med., V. 257. 

autopsychic (i-td-si’kik), a. — peyohic.] 
Pertaining to consciousness 8 its relation to 
the self, or to self-consciousness, 

Consciousness is a function of the assoctative mechan- 
ism and may be considered in its threefold relationship to 

Negative Autoplyt yoga, 

the outer world, the body and self—nl chic, somato- 
paychic, and autepaychic. Buck, Med. idbook, V. 27. 

autopsychical (4-té-si’ki-kal), a. Same as 
— ne eachic, 

city (4-top-tis’i-ti), n. Lautoptic + -ity.] 
—— quality, character, or nature, Jour, 
Sacred Lit., XIV. 169, N. B.D. 
autoquadricye fle wes -kwod’ri-si-kl), n. [auto- 
+ pasts i our-wheeled motor-eyele 
having ip et for two persons tan- 
dem. One sita on a saddle and steers and controls 
the motor, while the other (the passenger) sits on a small 
seat witha hack ang —— y thefrout wheels, 
Hiscoz, Horseless Vehicles, p. 2 

— (A- to · ra —* n, Same 
as *autophotograph. 
Another —— which naturally attracted mach atten- 

tion was that by Sir William Crookes, iMustrative of the 
properticsof theemanationsof radium. There wereanto- 
radtographe, } phesegraghe of radiam emanations, luml- 
nous effects of radium emanations, 

Setence, June 19, 1908, p, 970, 

autoreduction (A’to-ré-duk’shon), n. In chew, 
the reduction to the state of metallic silver or 
mereury of either of these metals when its 

autotoxic 

——— is simp! Ply best — with * in asealed 

in- autoregulation —2 a. —242 ‘ghon), a. Self- 
ation. 

au n. 2, Any instrument for the ex- 
amination of an o - va one’s own 
autositic (&-t6-sit’ik), a. [autosite + -ic. “That 
is, or is of —— — an autosite (which see). 
a leton (a-td-skel’e-ton), n. co <Gr, 
avréc, self, + oxederiv, skeleton.) jponges, 
the true skeleton secreted by the cells of the 
sponge itself. It consists of mineral aclerites or spic. 

es, or of an orgnnic substance called spongin, oehich 
usually oocurs either as a cementing substance or as fibers, 
Distinguished from ‘Mpecudoskeleton. 

suteooteric (&*tO-86-ter’ik), a, (Gr, airdc, 
+ curnpixic, saving, daiivatins, Courip, a 

pond savior.) Self-saving; based on the prin- 
ciple of os by one’s own efforts or char- 
acter, 
autospore (at 4J. epee) (Gr. airdc, self, + 
crop, gem 5 i he —E arising 
from a mother-cell 3 certain of the 
unicellular algw and ing the 
oxact _ and structure of the origi- 
fe cell. 

rer (a rai), n. (Gr. airéc, 
= + at A small tubular 

lass with one or two narrow necks 
ving capillary orifices and armed 

with metallic caps to retain a volatile 
liquid such as ethyl-chlorid. When a 

p is removed and the liquid is allowed = spores, 

formanen 

} to that end, a spray ls ejected, gm 
the pressure of the vapor within the tube, +t d 
autostage (a’to-staj), m.  [auto- + Fresh. 
stage.) Amotor-driven vehicle eapa- 735%, 
ble of carrying a number of passen- 

See *autobus, gers; a motoririven st 
autostarter (i't)-stiir’tér), m, An autotrans- 
former used for starting motors. See *awto- 
transformer, 
Each induction motor is started by the manipulation 

of a four-pole, double-throw, oll-break switch that fs 
combined with its auto-converter io a single ofl tank — 
the combination being termed an “ ofl-break auto-starter " 
awi Elect, Rev., Sept. 17, 1904, p, 459. 

autosty] (fi-tos’ti-li), ». (Gr. airéc, self, + 
oTiAos, nN seo style2.] The condition of 
having the palatoquadrate fused with the ear- 
Lae ous cranium, the second visceral arch 

n up and not acting as a suspensorium, 
and the hyomandibular small and united with 
the cranium. In this restricted sense autos- 
tyly occurs inthe Dipnoi and Amphibia. Bio- 
a —* Bulletin, June, 1904. 

on (a*to-su-jes’ chon), ». In pey- 
“aol se estion, especially the volunta 
arousal and fixation of the idea that one will 
fall into the hypnotic sleep, 
The confirmed hypnotic wil} try in every wi 
— 2 the enjagnuent which he craves. *7* has 

means lying alwnys ready to his hand, 
Wu it —— Human and Animal Psychol, p. 381. 

autotelic (A-té-tel’ik), a. [Gr. airéc, self, + 
révog, end. cathetics, being an end in it- 
pol existing or proceeding for its own sake: 
posed to *heterotelic. Baldwin, Dict. of 

Philos. and Psychol., I. 96. 
autotomize (fi-tot’5-miz), r. t.; pret. and pp. 
autotomized, ppr. autotomizing, [autotomy + 
-ize.] To practise autotomy; to cut off an or- 
gan or part of an organ: said of certain ani- 
mals, as crabs, whieh drop their claws or legs, 
and lizards, which drop their tails, when rudely 
handled. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 153. 
autotomous (i-tot’d-mus), a. Relating to or 
of the nature of autotomy. See *antotomy. 
Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1898, p. 926. 
autotomy (i-tot’d-mi), » (Gr. avréc, self, + 
-rouia, ¢ rapeiv, cut.) The reflex throwing off 
of certain parts of the body, as the rays in 
starfishes and the legs of some arthro 
whieh do not, as in fission and budding, de- 
velop into new individuals. This property 
may be of use to animals by enabling them to 
eseape from their captors at the expense of 
only the part seized. 

(Ome of the most remarkable cases of aitotomy is that 
in the holothurians, in which the Cuvierian organs, and 
even the entire viscera, may be ejected when the antral 
is disturbed. Morgan, Kegeneration, p. 14. 

autotoxemia ('té-tok- sé’mi4i), mn. lauto· + 
toxemia.) Same us *auto-intforication. 

autotoxic (i-t6-tok’sik), a. [Gr. airéc, self, + 
Togindw, poison: see toxic.) Self-poisoning; of 
or pe rlaining to the action of autocytotoxins.. 

In consitering the development of the disease, we be 
lieve the excitant is a toxic or awfetoxic agent. 

Med. Record, May 20, 190d, p. 857. 



autotoxication 

autotoxication (4‘t)-tok-si-ka’shon), n. Same 
as *anlo-intoxrication. 

autotoxicity (A’t6-tok-sis’i-ti), n. [autotorie 
+ -ity.) e character of being autotoxic; 
toxicity directed against the individual in 
whose body the toxin has been uesd. 

autotoxin (i-té-tok’sin), ». [antotor(ic) + 
-in?.] A poisonous substance formed in the 
bedy of an animal and directed against its 
own tiasucs, 

(ii-t6-tok’sis), v. [NL., ¢ Gr. aide, 
self, + raf(:«dv), poison, + (#)is, as in abstract 
nouns from Gr., as sepsis, ete.) Same as *auto- 
intoxication, 

autotransformer (i"té-trans-for’mér), ». In 
elect., a transformer, in which a part of the 
primary coil is used as secondary coil, or in- 
versely. Frequently this part of the coil. may be 
varialle and so permit a regen of the voltage. The 
autotransformer has the advantage, compared with the 
transformer, of smaller size and higher efficiency, but 

of connecting the *3 
er iv. 

a (A ‘ to-trans-fi’zhon), x, 
auto- + tranafusion.] A method of forcing 

the mass of the bl to the internal organs 
by the application of tight bandages to the ex- 
tremities. a-to-trof’ik Ge - 

au (4-té-trof’ik), a. [Gr. airoc, self, 
+ -tpogoc, ¢ rpéorey, nourish. } Self-nourishing: 
said of plants which derive their nourishment 
directly from inorganic matter, that is, of all 
plants except parasites and saprophytes, Bee 
the quotation under *hemiparasite and com- 
pare Aolophytic. 
The root-diference between plants and animals is one 

of nutrition, Planta are autotrophic, animals hetero- 

‘Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1901, p. 08. 

autotruck (4'té-truk), ». [awfo- + truck] A 
motor-iriven wagon for carrying freight or 

Autotrack. 

2,2, front or leading-wheels; 4,4, triving-wheels; c. stoering- 
wheel; @. baakedewer; ¢, commollingJewers on of steering- 
wheel; / slann-horn; g. radiator to cool circulating water; A, 
<asing surrounding motors s,s, drwechalas; 4. compensanng of 
differential shaft; /, startiog-crank ; mmr, battery-Dos, tucle aad 
supplies, 

bundles, as distinguished from a passenger 
vehicle; a delivery-wagon propelled mechani- 
eally ; the commercial motor-car. Usuall 
they have a carrying capacity of from a half- 
ton to 10 tons. 

au a, 2. Setting one’s own standard ; 
determining by reference to one’s self what 
shall be considered as typical. 
Man the measurer—has always been and still is more 

autot than he knows, reproducing In his representa- 
tion of the haman form the 2%, of his own race, 

G. S. Hall, Adolescence, I. 124, 

a (A’td-ti-pi), v. The art of making 
facsimiles by printing. 

on (a * t6-vak-si-naé’ shon), n. 
{anto- + vaccination.) Same as auto-inoeula- 
tion, 

autovalve (i‘té-valv), ». In a prepayment 
meter, a valve which watomatioails shuts off 
the nneeeiy. W. L. Dibdin, Publie Light- 
ing, p. 17 

autoxenous (’-tok’se-nus), a. (Gr. airdy, self, 
+ fier, host. Same as *autecious. 

autoxeny (4-tok’se-ni),n. Same as *autorcism. 

autoxidation (ii-tok-si-di‘shon), ».  [aut(o-) 
+ oridation.] 1. A process in which the oxy- 
gen in a compound oxidizes another portion 
of the molecule of the same compound,—2. A 
* in which a substance undergoing oxi- 
ation in air or oxygen causes a portion of the 

oxygen to assume an active condition, as 
ozone, hydrogen peroxid, or a peroxid of the 
substance, which may, in turn, cause the 
further oxidation of the same or of some other 
— Amer. Chem. Jour., March, 1003, 
p. 179. 

autoxidizable (4-tok-si-di‘za-bl), a. In chem., 
capable of spontaneously undergoing oxida- 
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tion, as by mere contact with the oxygen of 
the air, 
autozodid (A*td-zd’oid), m. [Gr airdy, self, 
+20did.] a ha i the ordinary nor- 
mal —— as distinguished from the siphono- 
zobid. 

Autumnal catarrh. See *eofarrh.— Autumnal fever. 
See */fererl.—Autumnal point, the point of the celestial 
equator crossed by the san at the aw 

a (a’tum-niz), c. f.; pret. and pp. 
autumniced, ppr. autumnizing. tL. autumnus, 
autumn, + -ize.] To give an autumnal ap- 
pearance to. 
When first the maple begins to awfumnize the grove. 

Jeate, Jour. Natare, p. 108. N. BLD. 

Autunian (4-ti‘ni-an), @. and ». Of or per- 
taining to Autun, in France: in geol., noting 
the lowest subdivision of the Permian in 
France: so called from Autun, where it carries 
& terrestrial oat See lege ‘ 
auxanogram (Ak-san‘é-gram),n, [Gr. aigdvery, 
increase, + ypdupa, —— 2 The 
result obtained by growing colonies of miero- 
organisms accornling to *auzunography (which 
see). 

mal equinox. 

bacteria are plated out in a mediam known to be 
poorl, —— — and there are then 
added to surface of the plate a few drope of the so- 

1 

auxesis,». 3. In bot., the method of increase 
in size of the valves of diatoms. 

The Hon. C. A. Parsons, the inventor of the steam 
turbine, also had a highly interesting exhibit, the auzeto- 
phone, This may be described as a kind of preumatic- 
acting stylus for the phonograph. Inatead of the record- 
ing tua of the instrument causing the diaphragm to 
vibrate in the usunl manner, the sound wares operate a 
minute alr-ralve on the same principle asa ~ ll This 
air-valve controls the admission of alr foto the trumpet 
of the talking machine under a pressure of two pounds 
te the square inch, 

Sei. Amer. Sup,, June 2, 104, p, 23832, 

a . I. a.—Auxiliary note or in music, 
any note or tone a degree above (or occasionally below) 
one that is essential to the harmony, and attached to the 
latter for some purpose of embellishment, Thus both 

ores and s sions may be called awzrilia 
notes. — A * one that has full 

engines sall-power, and boilers an: of moderate horse- 
er. In this type of vessel sail is the mail aod steam 

he auxiliary power,— . Same as 
wadignee lobe,— steam- one that has 
full steam-power and a meiterate sailing rig, so that steam 
is the main and sail the power, 

IL w». 5. In the nomenelature of the su- 
tural inflections in the ammonoid —— 
a lobe or saddle lying between the umbilic: 
eurve or line of involution and the second 
lateral lobe,—6. In meck., any machine ex- 
eept the principal one: a term applied specif- 
jeally to the feed-pumps, fire-pamps, ete., in 
power plants.—7, A veasel fitted with power 
other than sails for propulsion but depending 
ordinarily on the latter. 
Auxis ot n. [NL., ¢ Gr. aigi¢, the young 
of the tunny.] A genus of fishes of the family 
Scombrida, known as frigate-mackerels. The: 
range widely in large schools over the warm seas, thonigh 
occasionally coming to the New England coast. The on 
well-known species: is A. thazard. . 
auxochrome (4k’s-krém), a. and », [Gr. 
avsdver, increase, + ypdwa, color.) In chem, 
noting those groups contained in dyes whieh 
enable them to combine with the fiber of the 
cloth or with a mordant. The most important 
of these sre the hydroxyl-, amino-, sulpho-, 
and earboxyl-groups. Atheneum, July 15, 
1893, p. 100, 

a omous (Ak-s0-kré’mus), a. [Gr, aif 
(aver), Inerease, * ypoue, color.) Capable of 
inereasing or developing color,—a ous 
group, & croup of elements which if introduced inte a 
chromogen will develop adlyestull, According to Witt's 
theory the coloring power of a dyestatl depends largely 
upon the simultaneous prewnee of an auxuchromous 
group and a chromophorous group, 
auxocyte (ik’s6-sit), 1. (Irreg. ¢ Gr. aifaren, 
increase, + xitoc, a hollow (a cell).] A cell 
which has to do with growth and reproduc- 
tion, such as a spermatocyte. Buck, Med, 
Handbook, IIT. 72. 

auxology (Ak-sol’-ji), n. 
growth, + -?oyie, ¢ Af) e0, speak.] That branch 
of biology which deals with the growth of or- 
ganisms. Natural Science, Sept., 1898, p. 153, 

[Irre) . < alf {nery), 

avengingly 
auxospore, ». 2. The resting-spore of the 
diatoms, It may be formed in at least five different 
ways, the most common methods being the following : (1) 
the valves of a single diatom open, the contents emerge, 

A, Navienta dimers (Kiatz,\, from: the New Forest, Hants, (x ago) 
B, AcAmantaes Aeveiia (KOtz; Hréh,), trom Craigana-Lochas, 
Scotland (x 490). C, Varina Aephtcheme (Bory). from Karnes 
Common, Surrey (x age). DD. M eveitis [KGte.), from © Ln 
Antrim, Ireland (x 90). C amd D Mlustrase the first method of 
auacspors formation, Hh the third method, A the &tth method, 
(Prem West's * British Freshwater Alga.) 

become tnclosed in a thin membrane, and Increase In 
volume ; the contents of two diatoms emerge and 
unite to a single spore; oe contents of two 
diatoms, after emerging,,are held together by a com- 
mon gelatinous envelop, each mass uc an 
without fusion, ——— * 

Aux Vases sandstone, See *sandstone. 
A.V. An abbreviation of Authorised Version. 
availer dic n. One who is helpful or 
proves serviceable. Florio. [Rare.] 
availing Profitable, advan- 
tageous. 

A valuable or availing thing. 
—_ Ruskin, Unto this Lust, pea M. F. D. 

nm , ki ‘ Aiea el surseemsens whch t mache pomiets when ths 
terminals of the neuraxon of one cell come in contact 
with the cell-bodies of several or many other neura, 

avalanchine (av-a-linch’in),a. Of the nature 
of an avalanche; overpowering: as, avalanch- 
ine weight, W. Gaspey, Doom. Creat. N. E. D. 

avalent (a-va‘lent), a. [a-l8 + valent.) In 
chem., having zero valence, as argon, helium, ' 
and the other newly discovered s Of the 
atmosphere, which ap to be incapable of 
entering into chemical combination with one 
another or with any of the elements. 
avania (H-vi-né’i), 1. [= F. avenie, 
avania, It. arania, NGr. afavia, Tur 
‘awani, ‘awan, ‘awdnia : ay uncertain.) An 
imposition or tax levied by Turkish officials 
on merchants; as generally considered, an 
extortionate tax. 

avant-courier (a-viint’ké‘ri-r), v. ¢. To an- 
nounce as by herald; herald, Lowell, Among 
my Books, Ist ser., p. 167, 
avaremotemo (ii-vi'’ri-md-ti’md), », [Tupi 
(in Piso).] A tree of the mimosa family, Pithe- 
colobium Avaremotemo, the bitter bark of which 
is used medicinally. [Brazil.] 

a (a-vas’ki-liir), a. [a- 18+ vasenlar.] 
Without blood-vessels or lymphatics, or seant~ 
ily re with them. Suck, Med. Hand- 
book, I'V, 573, 
A.V. D. Anabbreviation of Army Feterinary 
Department. 
ve. Avcontraction of Avenue (in an address). 

avellano (ii-vel-yli'nd), nv. [Sp. arellano, a 
hazel-tree: see avellane.| The — ——— of 
South America, Guevina Arellana, The nut- 
like seeds are rich in oi] and are edible. The 
wood is used for veneering. See hazel-tree, 2. 

avenalin (a-ven’a-lin), ». (LL. “arenalis, adj., 
arena, oats, + -in?,] A erystallizable vege- 
table globulin found in the kernels of oats: 
similar to *ercelsia, 
Av r of blood. See *hlood. 
—— (a-ven‘jing-li}), adv. In an aven- 
ging manner; with an avenging purpose; 
vengefully, Galt, Rothelan. (Rare.) NV, £. D. 

(a-val’ing), p. a. 

. Pe. 
Ar. 



avenolith 

avenolith (a-vé'né-lith), ». [L. avena, oats, + 
Aifos, stone.) An intestinal coneretion having 
the husk or other indigestible part of oats as a 
nueleus, 

avenue, #. 5, In archwol., a series of mega- 
lithic stones a: in a row. 

average?,x. 4, Amode of estimating, by com- 
parison, the strength or weakness of a billiard 
ar. Tet total polate, divided by the umber of tee 

ire average a an ageregs| 

ts of all the divided by thelr total innings 
Pout fot the combined single # divided by the 
number of games) gives the gen or grand average. 
5. In ericket: (a) The gate number of 
runs a batswan has seo divided by the 
number of his completed innings. (#) The ag- 
gregate number of runs scored from a bowler, 
—— by the number of batsmen he has ‘dis- 
missed,’ 

avernal (a-vér’nal), a. and». [L. Avernatis, 
< dAvernus; see Avernian.) J. a. 1, Relating 
or pertaining to Avernus, See Arernian.—2. 
Destructive of bird life: as, arernal places, 
Stanley, Hist. Philos, (in allusion to the an- 
cient statement that birds attern to fly 
across Lake Avernus were killed by its me- 
phitie vapors. See etymology of Avernian). 

II. ». A demon or other inhabitant of the 
infernal regions. 
Averruncus (av-e-rung’kus),n. [NL., ¢ L. 
Averruneus, an averting deity: see averrun- 
cate.) A genus of sea-poachers of the family 
Agonida, found in deep water off the coast of 
California and northward, 
avertedly (a-vér’ted-li), adv. 
position or manner; with aversion or repug- 
nance; unfavorably, 
Richard was silent; not avertedly ; he waa simply not 

outwardly responsive, Mrz, Whitney, Hitherto, p. 312 

avezacite (nv'e-za-sit), nm. [Arezac(-Prat), a 
locality in the French Pyrenees, + -ite?,) In 

trog., the name proposed by Lacroix in 1901 
for an ultra-basic igneous rock of granular tex- 
ture, consisting principally of augite, horn- 
blende, ilmenite, and magnetite, with some 
apatite, and titanite. lt occurs in narrow dikes 
in therzolite. 
aviado (ii-vi-i'dé),», (Amer. Sp., pp. of aviar, 
provide articles for a journey, prepare, ¢ a, to, 
+ via, ¢ L. via, way: see ria,] One who works 
a — mine with means furnished by an- 
other (called the ariador). 

aviatics (a-vi-at’iks)}, n. (Compare aviation.] 
The science or art of aviation. [Rare. 
aviation (a-vi-i'shon), ». [L., avis, a bird.) 
The art or act of flying; specifically, the science 
or art of directing and controlling ln 
machines; the art of navigating the air wit 
machines heavier than air. 

This mode of navigation [in air) ts considered as an 
— — support by mechanical 

(1588, p. B34. 

aviator (a’vi-i-tor), n. 1. A flying-machine 
employing the principle of the aéroplane. [Re- 
cent.J—2, One who directs the course of a 
flying-machine or who practises the art of fly- 
ing or gliding through the air. 
These of gliders have been taken up In France — — 5 

3 

Artillery, and su entl 
Mr. Ernest Archdeavon, hath ae whom hare i 

Giding experhnsnts huis epnstdonstin popularity tn that ral 
—— J G. Ht. Bryan, in Nature, 1908, p 4065. 

avichi (a-vé’chi), ». [Skt. avichi, hell, lit, 
waveless, (a-priv. + vicki, wave.] The Bud- 
dhist hell. 

avicidal (av-i-si‘dsl), a. Relating or pertain- 
ing to the killing or slaughter of birds. 

a av’i-sid), wn. [NL “aricidium, ¢L. 
avis, bird, + -cidium, ¢ cadere, kill.) The kill- 
ing or slaughter of birds. 
avinalows (a-vik’é-lus), a, [L. avis, bird, + 
colere, inhabit.] Living on birds, as the bird- 
ticks of the suborder Mallophaga. 

@ (a-vik’i-16- pin’), mn [NL,, ¢ 
Avicula + Pinna, genera of Peleeypoda.) A 

us of Paleozoic pelecypods of the family 
*innida, having a very small wing in front of 

the beaks, 
aviculturist (av’i-kul’tir-ist),n. [ariculture 
+ -ist.) One who rears or keeps birds, espe- 
cially small birds, in » state of domestication. 

The title of this work must therefore be Interpreted in 
the sense in which it ia generally used LY \ 

Nature, March 31, 1904, p. 507. 

avidity, n. 3, In phys, chem., a constant by 
means of which can be expressed the distribu- 

In an averted ay 
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tion of a base between two acids each sufficient 
to neutralize the whole of the base, or con- 
versely ; thatis, the relative energy with which 
the acids tend to seize their shares of base: a 
term employed to avoid the use of the word 
a 

avidly (av‘id-li), adv. 5 33. 
avidya (ii-vid’yij), x. ISkt. avidyd, ¢ avidya, 
ignorant, ¢ a-, without, + vidya, knowledge, 
understanding, ¢ + vid, seo: see Veda and wit!, 
r. Ignorance; specifically, in Buddha's meta- 
physical system, the ignorance which mistakes 
the illusory phenomena of this world for reali- 
ties. It is the first of the 12 niddnas, or links 
in the closed chain of cause and effeet, in the 
whole range of sentient existence. 

avio (i-vé’5),n. [Sp.] Money furnished the 
owners of a mine to work it, by another per- 
son, the aviador...avio con acontract between 
two parties for working a mine, by which one of the par- 
ties, the aviador, furnishes the money to the proprietors 
<a the mine, Coal and Metal Miners Pocker- 

aviolite (i-vi-d'lit), #. a Monts A ** In 
petrog., & term proposed by Salomon in 1808 
for hornfels consisting of mica and cordierite. 
visseau : e by panel. 

avo (ii’v6), a. (Name in Timorf] A current 
subsidiary coin of Macao, Timor, equivalent to 
42 of & cent. 
Avocettina (av-}-set’i-nii), n. [NL., < avocetta, 
avosetta, aroeet 1 A genus of snipe-cels of the 
family Nemichthyid#: found in deep seas. 

x. 6, The custom whieh forbids 
one member of a family to meet or address an- 
other member. This eustom is found among 
many primitive tribes, and relates most fre- 
quently to a man and his mother-in-law. 

It is assumed that the junior male would be allowed to 
remain only on condition that he respected the marital 
Privileges of the sentor; bence he would have to seek his 
mate from without the band; and the conditions in which 
he lived with the female members of his own family gave 
outs to the curious etiquette of “areidances” which is 
still to be found amongst some savage races and the his 
tory of which has been such « puzzle to anthropologists, 

Lancet, Aug, 23, 1903, p. 632. 

avoidment (a-void’ment), n. The act of avoid- 
ing; avoidance, [Rare.] 

avoird. An abbreviation of Avoirdupois. 
avolitional (a-v6-lish’on-nl), a. [a-18 + roli- 
tional.) Not volitional; involuntary: as, avo- 
litional motility. 
Avon . See *pottery, 
avowableness (s-vou’a-bl-nes), ». The qual- 
ity of being avowable or * acknowledg- 
able, Donne, Sermons, iv. 

a (a-vou‘ed-nes), n. The quality 
or fact of being avowed. 

a The office or (a-voi’ér-ship), n. 
position of avoyer which see). 

aw, ". and c, t. A simplified spelling of awe. 
awa (A’wi), ». [Hawaiian awa (= Samoan 
ava,= Maori kawa, kawa-kawa), the plant and 
the drink, ¢ Hawaiian aire, ete., sour, bitter, 
sharp, nt. See kara.] 1. A name, in 
Hawaii and other islands of Polynesia, of a 
lant of the pepper family, Piper methysticum, 
m which the natives prepare a beverage.— 

—— beverage prepared from awa. See 
a 

he awa? (a’wit), ». [Huwaiian.) The common 
waiian name of the milk-fish, Chanos 

Che Hevalisnllends, hero ts to inportans food tok a w an 
reaching a length of 2 to 5 feet. * 
Awaji wate. See *ware?. 
a ble (a-w&’ka-bl), a. [awake, v., + ~able.] 
Liable to awake or be awakened. Blackivood's 
Mag., iv, 631. 
awapuhi (ii-wa-pi’hé), ». [Hawaiian and Tahi- 
tian.) 1. A plant of the ginger family, Zinzi- 
ber t, which is distributed over all the 
voleaniec islands of Polynesia and in India. 
Seealso *beta3, [Hawaii.J—2. The name in 
Tahiti of another plant of the same family, 
Amomum Cevuga. 
awardable (a-wird‘a-bl), a. [award + -able,] 
That is or a ey be awarded. 
awaredom (s-wir’dum),. [Irreg. ¢ aware + 
~dom.] The state of being aware or on one’s 
a — Walpole, Letters, III. 60. ([Rare.] 

awaruite (ii-wii-ri’it),n. [Awarwa (see def.) 
+ -ite?. The bay owes its name to Maori 
awarua, & diteh, channel. Cf. awa, stream, 
river, and rva,ahole.) A native alloy of iron 
and nickel (FeNig) occurring in river-gravel 
with gold, platinum, tinstone, ete., and prob- 

axial 

ably derived from a peridotite: found near 
Awarua bay, New Zealand. 
awash, «dr.—Heave awash (nawt.), an order to the 
men at the capstan to heave round once more so as to 
bring the anchor into view at the surface of the water, 
awatch (a-woch’), ade. a + watch] On 
the wateh; watching. Mrs. Browning, Au- 
rora Leigh, po . 

, prep. phr. as adv.— with, to 
a LE sp eld —— — ty put an end 
to, abolish. To Walk away from, to outrun with case, 
aa if in a walk. 
awebound (A’bound), 2. Restrained or held 
in check or submissiveness by awe, or fear 
—— with reverence or respect. [Rare.] 
awe (A’les-nes),». The state or qual- 
ity of being aweless; utter lack of awe. 
Golding, Calvin on Deut., li. [Rare.] N. BE. D. 
aweoweo (ii-wi-d-wi'd), ». [Hawaiian.) A 
Hawaiian shrub or small tree, Chenopodium 
Sandwichenm, found on all of the islands, and 
sometimes eaten by the natives, 
awesomely (i’sum-li), ade. In an awesome 
manner, [Rare.] 
awesomeness (A’sum-nes), ». 

uality of being awesome. Ar«. Whitney, 
Sights and Insights, II. 600. X. £. D. 
awest (a-west’), ade. [a3 + west.) In or 
toward the west; westward. J. Barlow, Co- 
lumbiad, i. 670, 
aweto (ii-wi‘t6), ». [Maori.] The so-called 
vegetable caterpillar, the larva of a hepialid 
moth, Hepialus virescens, Tt ts attacked by a fangus, 
8 Roberta, which destroys it without altering Its 
form, sending oat a strong shoot from between the head 
and thorax. [New Zealand.) 
A.W. G. wire-manaf., an abbreviation of 
American wire-gage. The American wire- dif- 
fers somewhat from the standard gage used in Land 
known as the Birmi: wire-gage (B. W. Gh and 
sometiones called Studé's wir, or British wire-gage. 
The American wire-gage is characterized by a regular geo 
metric progression in the increase of standard ry 
the British wire-gage is slightly irregular in progression, 

awhir (1-hwér’), ade, (a3 + whir.] Inawhir; 
whirring. 

awhirl (a-hwérl’), ade. 
whirl ; whirling. 
awikiwiki (ii-wé-ké-wé’ké), n. [Hawaiian, 4 
awiki, to be quick.] A tall climbing bean, 
Canavali galeatum, [Hawaii. 

awink (a-wingk’), ade. Tae wink.) Wink- 
ing. HNewin Arnold, Ind. Idylls, p. 59. X. B.D. 
awiwi (ii-wé’wé), », [Hawatian, ¢ awiiri, 
hasten,] A species of centaury, Centawrion 
sabsmoides ( Erythrwa sabeoides of Gray), a small 
herb with pink flowers which grows on grassy 
plains near the coast. [Hawaii.] 
awmryt, ". An obsolete form of ambry. 
awning-deck (A’ning-dek), n. See *deck. 
a -decked (a’ning-dekt), a. In ship- 
fuilding, noting a type of merchant steamer in 
which the highest continuous deck and the 
elosed-in side just below it are of light con- 
atruction, * 

Pan 

The faet or 

{a3 + whirl] Ina 

a -stanchion -stan “shon), a. 
One of the series of metal or wooden posts 
on — Fay aship a * * whieh sup- 
port the ri rope to whic’ e outer edges 
of the awnings Ha attached when they are 
spread to cover the decks. 
awrack (s-rak’), adr. [a3 + wrack.) Wrecked; 
ruined, 

If she (the ship] split or sink, she la awracke. 
Cape. John , Seaman's Gram., p. 41, 

awreck (a-rek’), adr. [a3 + wreck] Ina 
wrecked condition ; wreeked, Joaquin Miller, 
Songs of Italy, 
awsum,«. A 
awesome, 
axbreaker (aks’bra-kér), a. A medium-sized 
tree, Netelwa longifolia, of the olive family, 
found from New South Wales to Queensland. 
It yields a hard, close ined wood, Also 
called mock-olive and coobagum, 
axed,a. 2, Furnished with an ax or with 

22. 

slaplified spelling of awsome, 

axes. F. F. Farrar, St. Paul, IV. [Rare.] 
.—Axial aploce of the axial bounded by 

two of its Planes asa canal (+) In sponges, 
the cavity, tv caleareous and sillcious spicules, occupies 
by the axial thread or core of organic matter about which 
the mineral substance is —— ~ Axial cell, in 

; the single central cell of the body within 
which gorm-celle arise, —. cord, in Crinowfea - (a) 
A thickening of the endotheliam in the caloma which 
gives risetothe gonads (b> A nerve running ina special 
groove on the floor of the main brachial groove and 
roceeding from the aboral or dorsal nervous system. 
= * branehes to the —5 of i oe — ann 

the supposed sensory endings in ectoderm, — 
Axial cross. (a) In spicules of Heractineliida, « cross 
formed by the union of the six axial threads or canals, 
(6) The projection of the crystallographic axes of a given 



axial 
for in thedrawingat serent Tasco orion othe current. The cer 

fn the smaller veasels, in which the red corpuscles are 
chiefly found, the white wacles moving sll 
along in contact with the sof the vessels in eo 
called #til layer.—. a updicity,— 

the Infuseria (for example, Verticetia) 
Contraction of it causes the stalk to — = we 

Axtal @ atracture of enig- 
tides of Echinodermata, 

exclusive of the H roiden, It is finely lobed, 
usually brownish, and pear-shaped, and consists of a com- 
plicated ent af tissue strands, It has been vari- 
ously regarded as a heart, blood-plexas, chromatogen 
organ, lymph gland, kidney, etc. Also called dorsal 
—— Pitch. see 1, projection. 
See ———— ra! the relative lengths of 
ace fundamental crystallographic axes of a given 
— 1 of one of the axes taken aa in 

3 the relative len, of the axes 
rapt orm. Axial nun ine vascular Peas whick 

an echinoderm.—. 
symme 
Axial 

, In qeom,, symmetry with respect to an axte 
= a inread we — which 
occuples the axis of each spo 

iranches.— Harmonic 
II. ». 

enle and of its pri- 
pencil. See *pencil, 

In math, an axial pencil. 
axiality (ak-si-al’i-ti), mn. Axial qouky or 
character: as, the aziality of a buil ing. 

Axifera (ak-sif’e-rii), nm. pl. [NL., ¢ L. axis, 
axis, + ferre, bear.) An order of aleyonarian 
Anthozoa, consisting of Synaleyonacea that 
form colonies made up of & canenchymatous 
rind investing a horny or caleified axis. Same 
as Gorgonacea, 
axilemma (ak-si-lem’i), ». Same as *aro- 
lemma, 

axilla, ». 2, In bot., same as aril, 2. 

“trom the anterior 
line 

or the than 3, fold of the axilla 

II. ». 2. In the Crinoidea, the pentagonal 
plate which sup the branched arms. The 
axillaries be different 

(pesterior axillary line 

fron and writers the palmar. 
termed 

axin (ak’sin), », A substance secreted by a 
Mexican coceid (Llaveia axinus). It is chiefly 

ane ls 

hardening on exposure to the air, 

Axinella (ak-si-nel’i), n. » & Gr. agivy, 
@ typical genus of the 

Schmidt, 1862, 
axine {ak-si-nel’id), a. Pertaining to or 
resembling the Azinellid@ ; apecifically, resem- 
bling the Azinellidw in arrangement of the 
spicules of the skeleton-fibers; that is, having 
each component spicule inclined at an angle, 
usually acute, to the axis of the fiber, thus 
giving the latter a feathery or plumose appear- 
ance. 
Axinellidw (ak-si-nel’i-dé), », pl. [NL., ¢ 
Azinella + -idw.] A family of balichondrine 
sponges having the skeleton typically non- 
reticulate, with the skeleton-fibers plumose, 
megaseleres chiefly styli, and mieroscleres, 
if present, never chelate. It contains Axinella, 
Auletta, Halicnemia, and other genera. 

axinic (ak-sin’ik), a. [arin + -ic.) Derived 
from axin,— Axinic acid, an oily acid, CjgHysOg7, 
obtained by saponifying axin. 
axiniform (ak-sin’i-férm),@. (Gr. agivy, ax, + 
L. forma, form.] Ax-shaped: as, ‘‘a broad, 
aziniform process.” Dana, Crust., II, 769, 
axiom, ".—Middile axiom [L. aztoma medium), one of 
those —— of ordinary experience which po- 
body doubts, * ew are —— mg hg scientific 

: axiom, the axiom, termed aries, — 
“two straight lines which in one another cannot 
be both zane te the sume straight —— It ls wants 

phony bean esuned othera, Particularty Ladiam, 
3 his very useful tract, entitled iments of 

axioscotic (ak‘si-j-skot’ik), a. * aftoc, eor- 
reet, toxdéroc, darkness, shadow.) Correct in 
showing the relation of colors; orthochro- 
matic; isochromatic, 

,» % 11, In arch,, one of several lines, 
either imagined or laid down in the plans, ete., 
which pass through the middle of an impor- axle-setter (ak’sl-set’ér),». A machine which bred 
tant feature. Thus the axis of an entrance-hall will 

ibably be carried thro the middle of the outer 
sioorway, the veatibale and 4 —* 
proper. in metrical plan parts 

feature, a8 
a 

Une passing through the center of the main longitudinal 
dion in the direction of the ra 

distance from homologous points of the girdle. 
nearly vertical line about which, 

tie dle with beveled edges. 
axode 
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as the older cyclonologists asaw the storm-winds 
circulate; the pramsen go gra aati on 

heaviest wind.—Axis of collima’ 

wimilitude of the triauglea ABU, A* BYC".— 
the ae dy am through the cen- 

— — from a al polutjand 
ion,— Axis of 

moved by turning the declination axis, 

ity. Crystals having only one optic axis are aald to be 
2 euch anes Mastal Pervalvar 

; any direction, in a doubly — in 
which the ray-velocities of the two waves 
same, in optice: (a) of a mirror, any 
radius which «does not pass through the center of the mir- 
ror; (5) of a lena, any st t line through the center 
the lens which does pot coincide with the radii of eurva- 
ture. (Used only in the approximate theory of lenses, in 

a 
as een — ine to tae apleal axis of a d 
toms ond tinvagh fee comer af the main longitudinal 

axis-band (ak’sis-band), ». Same as aris- 
cylinder. 

axie-plane (ak’sis-plin), ». In geol., a plane 
which symmetrically bisects a fold and passes 
through its axis, 
axis-traction (ak’sis-trak’shon), x. Traction 
through an axis; specifically, in obstet., trac- 

‘Also tion made with the forceps along a curved 
line corresponding to the axis of the pelvis. 

Axi safety strap, in a ecar-truck, a curred strap hang- 
oa 2 aa "to support it in case of . fe 

6 the place of the axle-sleere no longer See 
car-trvek,— Coached axle, an axle-body which is square 
atthe end, At the collar, next to the squarv, there is a 
short al seetion, the rest of the body being round. 
The term is used of the Lom | only.— Concord axle, an 
axle with a ——— tape indie: named from Con- 

Same as cranked tahast,— axle, an axle- 
body drawn down thin and wide at the end where the 
center is welded ; a term ied to the body only, with- 

a ao an ie the je or grooved so as to 
draw off from an ofl-chamber and distribute it when the 
wheel la In motion ; also, an axle with a packing of felt 
which absorbs the off and distributes it over the bearing 
sartacea,— Patent axle, 4 coachaxile with « 
straight spindle and without an axle-nat. Its peculiar- 
ity consists in two plates, one of which bears 
against the rear of the collar and the other against the 
front end of oe hub, the two plates Lem | oounected 

the hab an 
are 

axle-cap (ak’sl-kap),n. A metallic cap which 
eovers the axle-nut and the end of the axle- 
arm. 

(ak‘sl-grés), ». A lubricant of 
fatty character, used to diminish the frietion 
of an axle, as of a vehicle, in its bearing, It 
is generally a mixture of semisolid oils with 
soap and 5 tak “sl-ghd) On al 

axle-guide (ak’ »” On a locomotive, a 
guide which holds the boxes on the axles from 
moving endwise while leaving them free to 
move a certain distance vertically, Some- 
times the guide is formed on the frame and at 
others it is a separate piece. Also called 
pedestal. 

axle-lathe (sk’sl-laru),n. A special lathe for 
rapidly and exactly turning car-axles to di- 
mension and gage. It is made very strong and 
stiff, and has several cutting tools. 

axle-light (ak’s)-lit), a. © the following 
rast. Axle- t asystem of electric tratn- 
ting by means of a dynamo driven by the car-axle, 

sets the spindles on the ends of axle-trees, 
making them true and giving them the re- 
quired set and gather. 
axle-wad (ak‘sl-wod),». A washer of papier- 

axle-box to protect the bearing from the ent 
of dust and dirt. It is divided across the mid- 

Lockwood, 
(ak’sdd), ». [Gr. d&(uw), axis, + ddéc, 

— 

azadon 

way.) In mech., the path of the instantaneous 
axis of a body moving in a plan e, 

~ axodendrite (ak-sd-den’drit),. [Lrreg. ¢ Gr. 
éfuv, axis, + déwipov, tree, + -ite2.) In anat., 
# fibril arising from the axon before it receives 
a sheath. 

(ak-sog’a-mi), ». [L. axis (Gr. dguv), 
Axis, yauor, marriage.) In bot, bearing 
sexual organs on the axis or stem, 

axoid, a. I. ». In math., a curve traced by a 
point rotating about a moving center. 
axoidean (ak-soi’dé-an), a. me as aroid. 
axolemma (ak-s6-lem’k), n.; pl. arolemmata 
(-a-ti). [NL., for *azonolemma, < Gr. ager 
(L. axis), axis, + Gr. 4éuua, a husk,skin.] In 
neurol., a membrane investing the neuraxon or 
axis-cylinder of a nerve-fiber. 

a. 2. The efferent or axis-cylinder pro- 
cess of a nerve-cell. Also spelled azone, 
A single filament or ezon, starting from the 

by a cone of origin contalaing bo chromatic elements, 
Brit., XXV. mM, 

Axon the slight protuberance formed by the 
unction of the axon with the body of a nerve-cell.— 
faked AXon, an axou which is wot lactosed in a modul- 
lary sheath. 

Same as aron, 
axoneme (ak’sj-ném), ». [For “arononeme, 
<Gr, dfun, axis, + vie, thread.) One of the 
threads or strands in the central portion of the 

Axonolipa (hornet ae. no pl. [NL <Gr. 
fev, axis, + dero-, < Asixerv, be wanting.} An 
order of the graptolites in which a virgula or 
solid axis is absent. They comprise the earliest 
Graptoloidea, and * in the U Cambrian, but do 
not extend beyond Lower Silurian. pees, Diehogra, 7 
T tam, arch Dis ptusare the most important 
qenain el tne ae 

axono. (ak-s$-nol'i-pus), a. (Gr. afuv, 
axis, + ¢ero-, ¢ Aeizere, Acreiy, be wanting.) Per- 
taining to or having the characters of the 
Axonolipa. 
Axonophora (ak-s6-nof’é-ri), n. pl. [NL, 
(Gr, ager, axle, + spe < ptpew, Sone.) An 
order of the Grapt videa, or graptolites, in 
which the rhabdosome is strengthened by a 
—— or solid axis embedded in the dorsal 

erm, The A appear ip the later Lower 
Riarian after the — cir most typical genus 

us, and Monograptue is the inating is Diplograpt 
genus in the Upper Sila 

—— re a, (Gr, aga, 
axis, + -popoc, ( oépere, bear., Pertaining to or 
having the characters of the Aro ora. 
axonost (ak‘’sd-nost), ». (Gr. J + 
ésréov, bone.] In ichth,, one of the interspinal 
bones; one of the rays of bones which support 
the dorsal and anal fins, their distal ends be- 
ing typically inserted between the neural and 
the hemal spines. Cope. 

axo' aga oar mn. ([Irreg. (Gr. afer, 
axis, + ovrév, plant.) A plant with stem and 
root, that is, with an axis; a cormophyte. 

um (ak-s6-pé'di-um), u. pl. aropodia 
(-§). [NL., for *azonopodinm, ¢ Gr, dfuv, axis, 
+ roit (rod-), one motionless tec 1 
diam with an axial filament, seen in certain 
Mastigophora, as Dimorpha, and in Radiolaria, 
— — sum), * pl. axo- 
spongia (-#t). (Gr. fen, axis, + oro) )s4, sponge. 
the network of extremely delicate fibrille fened 
in the protoplasm of the axis-cylinder or neu- 
raxon of nerve-cells, 

a (ii-viing’ou), ». [Native name in the 
Phat ppines. } me as *ananaplas, 

(i’ma-rist), x. [Bolivian Sp. dyma- 
fa, « Aymard, name of a people and their 

-) One who is proficient in the 
language. 

estone. See Poa Smeg 
i’riim-pd), n. ichua of Peru 

— and ret ach of soe A vege- 
table dye of red color much used in Bolivia 
like cochineal. It comes from the seed of the 
fruit of a small cactus, 

(ir’shér), n, The name of a county 
in Scotland, used to distinguish a breed of 
medium-sized cattle, with short ineurved 
—— ma in that 5* * largely 

‘or di jan 5 @ general color is 
reddish inves mare or tous mixed with white. 

te —— — n. [Sp.: see achhu- 
nt.) An assistant; a hired man on a ranch 

or hacienda in some Spanish-American coun- 

of coutractile stalk of Vorticellide. 

Ay™ma’ 

ormay tmdché or wood, placed in the back part of an tries. 
azadon (ii-thi-dén’), ». [Sp., ¢azada, 
azada (= Pe. enrada, a mattock), (ara, 
—— a mattoek.] A kind of mattock or heavy 
Oe. . 

OSp. an 



azafran 

azafran (ii-thii-friin’), n. 
saffron.) 1. In Porto Rico, 
— 
the 
of the 

¢ Philippinea, 

ower,—2. In Mexico, Corythea fili 
+“ family and Escobedia Levis of the 

figwort family; in Peru, &. scabrifolia. The 
roots of these plants yield a yellow dye. In 
Guam and the Philippines this name is also ap- 
ao to the turmeric plant (Cercuma longa). 

aza n. — pales, the swamp honeysuc 
cake vireo - 8O ied from viscid tube 7 coast 
rolla—Plame azaleéa, Azalea /u'ed, an Alleghany epecies 
— — in the spring immense tases of fame-colored 

or Mountain A 
rocky woods and mountains of eanescens, a shrub of the 

eastern North Arerica, with gray pubescent leaves and 
flowers leas showy than in other species, — aza- 
lea (®) Azalea 
—2 species ta the Albeghans for a wy hanies, form! 
amoall tree and testing innumerable white and vink 
spicy-scented Bowers. 

asalin (az‘a-lin), n. faz(ure) + -al + -in2,] 
A mixture of quinoline blue and quinoline red: 
* in the —* of orthochromatic 
photographie dry plates. 

azelaic — ,a. [azo- + Gr. Mau, oil 
ers oil), + -ic.]) Noting an acid, CO gH- 
CH,)7COgH, formed by the oxidation of cas- 

tor-oil, cocoanut oil, or Chinese wax, It er 
tallizes in leaflets which melt at 106°C, Also 
called lepergylic acid and anchoie acid, 
azimene(az’i-mén),n. [Origin unknown; per- 
haps Ar] In astrol,, weak or tame degrees 
which, when mee at birth, were supposed 
to afflict the native with infirmity. 

. Bee *pottery. 
O-, me as *azimino-. 

. [ax(o)- + imine (from amine).] The 
initial part of some chemical names, desig- 
nating a compound containing the frove NogH, 
as aciminobenzene, CgHgNal, which is formed 
by the action of nitrous acid on orthodiamino- 
benzene. 

Azimuth circle. Sce ‘*cirele.—Azimuth error, the 
amount by which the axis of a meridian instrament de- 
viates from its correct ee eet a matter 
of adjustment: sometimes used to designate the cor- 
— to an observation) required by fgets mag 

By alee te lane of polarization of a reflected ray 

azin, azine (az'in), n.[a(ote) + in2,] Ono az’in), 7. 0 2, 
ofa group A organic compounds derived from 
various hydrocarbons of the benzene series by 
the replacement of two CH-groups with two 
nitrogen atoms, The simplest azin is derived from 
benzene and has the formula Na The azine are of 
considerable im nce in the color industry, Also 
called ihazin.—Azin #biue, *color, *green, *scarlet. 
See the nouns, 

azo, Same as azo-, used adjectively without 
the hyphen.—Azo *acid-black, *acid-blue, *acid- 

“ ta, *biack-blue, color, navy 
* ete, See the nognn 

arin (az’é-al-i-zi’rin), ». A mordant 
color of the diazo-salicylic-sulphonic-acid 
type. It dyes chromium-mordanted wool a 
—— color. Also called Bordeaur W. 

azo-black (az-6-blak’), n. An acid color of 
the diazo-sulphonic-acid type. It is closely 
allied to naphthol black. 
azo-blue (az-6-blé’), ». A direct cotton coal- 
tar color of the diazo-sulphonic-acid type. It 
ia prepared bycombi: d toluidine with o-naph- 
thol-monvsalphonic acid, and dyes nmorianted cotton 
agrayish violet in a soap bath.— Diamine azo-blue, a 
direct cotton coal-tar color which dyes unmordanted oot~ 
ton a dark reddish blae ina salt bath By subsequent 
diazotizing and —— the blues produced are ren- 

beth clearer and faster. 
azo-brown (az-é-broun’), 4, 
thylamine *brown, 

azo-chromine (az-}-kré’min), », A mordant 
color of the monoazo type. Tt is prepared by com- 
bining diazotized para-amidophenol with pyrogallol, and 
— dark brown when dyed with ac jam neor- 

azo-coccine (az-$-kok’sin), mn. 1, A diazo- 
eompound (aze-coccine 7B) prepared by com- 
bining diazotized amidoazo-benzene with 
a-naphthol-monosulphonie acid, Same as 
eloth-*red G (b).—2. A mononzo-compound 
(azo-coceine 2K) prepared by combining diazo- 
tized xyloidine with a-naphthol-monosulpbonic 
acid. Also called double scarlet R, 

azo-cochineal (az-(-koch‘i-nél), ». An acid 
color of the monoazo-sulphonic-acid type, pre- 

ed by combining diazotized orthoanisidine 
with a-naphthol-monosulphonic acid : so called 
because it dyes wool in an acid bath acolor 
resembling that produced by cochineal, 

asqcoralline (uz-}-kor’a-lin), mu. An acid 
color of the monoazo-sulphonic-acid type, 
whith dyes wool red in an acid bath. 

Same as naph- 

zea coloring properties. 
aso-fuchetn (az-6-f5k’sin), n. 

100 

(Sp., saffron: see azo-corinth (az--kor‘inth), ». A directcotton agonium (a-z6’ni-um), #. 
thy coal-tar color of the triazo-sulphonic-acid type, 

and other Spanish-speaking countries, whichdyes unmordantedcotton brownishviolet gether with a second nitroge 
in a soap bath. 

Azo-diphenyl blue. See *blue. 
* eee tee) n. — acid color of 

ie-acid type. 
Cede  teantioed — 

——— i le neid, and wool cosin- 
Oman — ⸗ * 

azoflavin, azoflavine (z-6-fli‘vin), a. [azo 
+ flavin.) An acid color of the monoazo type: 
so called because it resembles flavin in its 

1. An acid 
color (az0-fuchksin B) of the monoazo-sulphonic- 
acid type. It is prepared by combining diazotized 
toluidine with dihydroxy-naphthalene-sulphonte acid,and 
dyes wool magenta-red in an acid bath. 
2, An acid coal-tar color of the monoazo-sul- 
phonic-acid type. Tt in by combining din- 
zotized sulphanilic acid w! Cee hy eT] 
suignente acid, and dyes wool magentsred in an acid 

color of the monoaso-p: 
by combining diarotized 

azo-green (az-d-grén’), ». Amordant color of 
the ee co iitcenst onliaae carvan type: 
but little used, 

aso-qrenadin —e n’a-din),». The name 
app ied to two different acid colora, of unpub- 
lis! * composition, which dye wool red in an 
acid bath. 

azo; n 2A r silver ore, 
apenas (nz-6-1/ mid), nm. [azo- + émide.] 
In chem., same as *hydrazoic acid. 

azole (az’dl), ». [az(o)- + -ole.] A general 
name given to a class of carbon-compounds 
containing a five-membered heteroatomie ring 
in which at least one atom is nitrogen, as 
*pyrazole, *orazole, *thiazole (which see). 
Azolla (a-zol’i), ». [NL. (Lamarck, 1783), 
< Gr. afew, to ) + adding, kill (the plants 
being killed by drought),] A genus of small, 

Aseila Cardiniana, 

a@, plant, satural size; 4, beanch with 
sporocarp burst open showing the microsporaagia; 2, microspor- 
angia with four sicsospores; ¢. a single microspore. #.¢, f. and 
ehighly mageified. (from Bntton asd Brown's“ itlus. Flora of 
Northern States aad Canada.) 

te: ¢. & large 

communal, moss-like, floating plants of the 
family Salviniace, having pinnately branched 
stems closely covered by minute, imbricate 
leaves and with descending, filiform, villous 
rootlets. There are 4 or 5 species of wide distribution, 
of which A. Careinéana and A. fliewloides occur In the 
United States, 

azo-mauve (az-6-mév’),m. 1. Adirect cotton 
coal-tar color (@zo-maure B) of the diazo-sul- 
—— type, derived from toluidine, It 
yes unmordanted cotton a blackish-blue vio- 

let in a soap bath.—2. A direct cotton eoal- 
tar color (azo-mauve RF) similar to azo-mauve 
B, but derived from benzidine instead of tolui- 
dine. 

azonal (1-26'nal), a. [Gr. dfaor, zoneless, ¢ 
d. priv, + Cévy,a zone, + -all,] In phytogeog., 
not in or according to zones; without zones. 
See *zonal. 

azonation (a-z0-na’shon), ». [Gr. afwvor, 
zoneless, + -ation.] In phytogeog., an arrange- 
ment other than in zones. 

An entire absence of zones, |, ¢., azonation, is excep- 
thonal In vegetation, 

F. E. Clements, Bot. Surv, Neb, VIL 156. 

azo-nigrin (sz-d-ni’grin), ». An acid color of 
the monoazo-sulphonic-acid type which dyes 
wool a brownish black in an acid solution. 

azygosperm 
A compound con- 

taining a quinquevalent uitrogen atom to- 
n atom in the 

same moleeule: used chiefly as a final com- 
bining form: as, ethyl phenazonium iodide. 

azo-orange (sz-d-or’inj), n. A direct cotton 
eolor of the tetrakisazo type, derived from 
toluidine, which dyes unmordanted cotton 
orange in a salt bath. 

(nz-6-Or'’ kil), n, An acid color of un- 
blished composition which dyes wool brown- 

sh red in an acid bath, 
(az’6-dr-s4‘lin), n. A direct eot- 

ton eoal-tar color of the diazo type, derived 
from benzidine, which dyes unmordanted eot- 
ton brownish red in a soap bath. 

asophenylene (az-6-f8' ni-lén), n. 
phenyl + -ene.) Same as *phenazine. 
—_ Cor 5 n. [azo + Gr. opr = 

rer. e t t -— Azoph i tin sonra tone —— 
azo (az-5-fos’fin), n. [azo + phos- 
ph(orus) + -ine?,.] A conl-tar color of the 
monoazo type derived from resorein. It acts as 

Pty isa el thee epayd a eyeing ip yeing 
-woo! union 

{i-thd’te), m. (Sp. ¢ Ar. al-wat: al, 
ed A whip or switeb, [Span- 

[azo- + 

azote 
the, + sif, w 
ish America. 

azotea (ii-thé-ta’li), =. (Sp., ¢ Ar. al-safh: al, 
the, + sath, a flat roof.] A flat roof ora plat- 
formon the topof a house, [Spanish America. ] 

azotemia ( té’mi-li), n. ([NL, azotemia, ¢ 
Gr. 4- priv. + “{wrdc, ¢ (der, live (see azote), 
+ Gr. * apes A disease of soli 
characterized by sudden paralysis of the hind 
quarters and the passage of blood-colored 
urine. Commonly called paralysis. 
azotometer, ".— Bunte’s azotom- 
eter, an apparatus for the estinma- 
thon of nitrogen. It consists of a water- 

uated eudiometer, ted, > pro- 
vided at its upper end with a funnel 
and a th It is aleo 

powder. — 
, an for collecting and 

meastring nil ted 
in analysis, pu 'y fm that of 

water-jacketed, uated eudiometer 
with a tubulus at its lower end for the 

of ey and a side-tubulnus 
connected with a reservoir containing 
mercury, Which serves for adjusting 
the internal azo- 

r which tometer, 
permite of the manipulation of 1 

is volumes than 

Johnsons Apo 
tometer, 

‘asotometer, an instrument omstrrc. toulus 
which serves not only for the deter- foradmissica of gas; 
mination of nitrogen, but which is if im ruby. 
— af general applicability im gas ack 

azoxy-, azoxy (az‘ok-si). [az(ole) + ory(gen).] 
A prefix, or separate adjective, denoting that 
the compound to the name of which itis prefixed 
contains the azoxy group, See the following 
phrase.—, group, a bivalent group of elements or 
radicals consisting of an azo-group lito which an oxygen 

0 
“Nn 

atom has been introduced, Its formula is —N—N— 

Azulin yellow. See *yellow. 
azulmic (az-ul’mik), a. Noting an amorphous 
brown acid, CgH,N,0, formed by passing ey- 
anogen into ammonia, 

". bi Silt butted Cyanine tains of wide distribution and 
remarkable for its complicated polymorphiam. Its larva 
= dogwood, spires, sumac, and other shrubs and 

an 

azureous (a-zi'ré-us), a. Azure; of a clear 
blue color. [Kare.] 

ie, 4. 4. Acrystalline base, CasHggN 40g, 

formed by heating a mixture of orthotoluene 
diamine and salicylic aldehyde. It melts at 
231° C,.. t azurine, « lirect cotton coal-tar 
cotor of the diaz type, derived from diantsidine, which 
dyes unmordanted cotton in a salt hath. 

azygobranch (nz’i-gd-brangk), ». [Azyge- 
branchia,|) A member of the Arygobreanchia. 

branchiata (az‘i-go-brang-ki-a’tii), n. 
pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. a- priv. + Cupdy, yoke, + Spay xa, 
gills.] A pony of rhipidoglossate gasteropods 
of the order Prosobranchiata, in which only 
one etenidium, the left, is present: contrasted 
with Zygobranchiata, It includes the families 
Trochids, Tarbinidw, Helicinida, Neritida, Pro- 
serpinida, and several others, 
azygosperm (a2’i-go-spérm), nH. (a-18 + zygo- 
sperm.] Same as acygorpore. 



3. (a) The B next above 
middle C has (at French 
pitch) about 488 vibrations 
per second. (2) The final 
of the rarely used Locrian 
mode, 
initial of the name of a 

duced to Barbara, (h) In 
elect.; (1) the symbol for magnetic induction, 
or the number of lines of magnetic force per 

ware centimeter or square Inch, (2) [I. «.] 
symbol for tance in alternating eur- 

rent cireuits.—4, (e) An abbreviation for 
best. 

Baalitic (ba-al-it’ik), a. Same as * Baalitical, 
Baaliti ba‘al-it‘ikal),a. Of or pertainin 
to Baal or Me Haalites. . 

babbitted (bab‘i-ted), p. a. Lined or faced 
with Babbitt metal. 

—— tr Alstine attributes the low mileage shown by 
truck axles to the fact that these are dabbitted 

Jour, Franklin Inat., Joly, 1903, p. 6a. 

Babcock test, Seo *test!. - 
Babeldom (bié'bel-dum), ». The confusion and 
noise of Babel; a state of confusion and noise 
5 that of Babel. Contemporary Rev., 
ov, 

Babelize (ba’bel-iz), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. Babel- 
ized, ppr. Bi ing. To throwinto confusion ; 
render unintelligible ; confound. 
Babi (bii’bé), ». [Pers. babi, (bdb, a gate.) 
Babism (which see). 

babiche (bii-bésh’), ». (Canadian F. babiche, 
said to from a Micmae “ababich, string, 
eord; cf. Miemac abe, a cord.) A rawhide 
thong. 

areal knife, with which Sg Pig Ad pm 8 
women ent the fnest leather, called babiche. Result: 
better boats for water travel, better anow-ahoes for anow 
travel and also better men and women. 

0. T. Mason, Pop. Sci. Mo., Feb., 1902, p. 340, 

Babinet's compensator. See *compensator. 
Babinski phenomenon or reflex. See *phe- 
noMcTON 

babooism, rn. See *habuiem, 
baboracka (bii-bo-riich’kis), n. (Cf. — * 
A Bohemian dance, or the musie for it, vhie 
is in triple rhythm, akin to the Tyrolienne 
(whieh see). 

baborAk (bi-bé-riik’), ». [Bohem., ¢ Babor, 
Bawor, Bavarian.) A Bohemian danee, or the 
musie for it. The latter properly conalats of three 
—— * the ** ends in Lad tl ae doml- 

and two in duple rhythm 

Babo's gas-generator. See *, ator. 
babracot (bi-brii-ko’), 1. A Fock variant 
of *harbacot. 
babuism (bi’bé-izm), n, [Also babooism.] The 
language, culture, or manners of the English- 
speaking native clerks of India, Their English 
is characterized by comer, with a misplaced 
eloquence and pathos which produces a ludi- 
erous effect, See babu, 

paral gum. See gumꝰ. 
.Mus an infant suffering from congen- 

Kal anoanor ive Tea —— 
baby-blue-eyes (bi-bi-bli‘iz), ». # Cali- 
—*— bluebell, Nemophila insignis. See 
Nemophila. The name babyeyes is applied to the 
variety intermedia, which has less azure - and 
either name is applied to the family Hydrophyllaces. 
by-eyes (ba’bi-iz),n. See *haby-bluc-cyes. 

(a) PS — —————— 
ia, and their captivity there, after the 

capture of Jertalem by Nebuchadnezzar in 607 BC, and 
on two later occasions (586 and S=2 BC.) the total 
number deported being estimated at about one eighth 

of the whole ‘tion, About 689 Bo. a portion of 
the exiles then living returned to Judea ander conduct 
ot Ezra, (+) Figuratively, the term of years (1900.76) 
during which the papal court was at Avignon. 

~ mw, 4, < variety of ball game played 
with a large ball called a medicine-ball, 

(9) In logic, the Babylonism (bab‘i-lon-izm),». 1. Aword or cillus + Gr. 
parece peculiar to the Babylonians. — 2}. 

‘opery ; the ee it Bp, Hall, 
babyo bé-bi-ol’a-tri),m, Child-worship. 
Chambers’s Journal, Feb., p19. 

s-breath (ba‘biz-breth), n. The com- 
mon name of Gypsophila aniculata, a diffuse 
and rather tall-growi erb. The lea’ 

the * about three inches 

graceful Europes — 5* the family ‘Silena- 
on account of ite wiry, stiff stem is excellent for 
Related species of Oipenphila are grown fn 

gardens 

bacalao (ba-kH-14’6), nm. [Also hacralao, ba- 
eallao, baccalio, bacalow, ete.,< Sp. bacatao, ba- 
eallao, Pg. bacalhao, LG. bak 

Mye ‘ea. 
bacao (bi-kou’), n. [Pampanga.] Same as 
hacauan, 
bacanan (bii-kou’iin),n. [Also bakawan; ¢ 
Philippine Sp. bacawan, ( Tagalog *bacauan = 
Pampanga bacao,] A name in the Philippine 
Islands of mangroves and their allies, espe- 
cially Rhizophora mucronata, Bruguiera gym- 
norhiza, and Bruguiera eriopetala, Bee man- 
grove and *mangrove. Also called bacao. 
bacca (bak’i), a. [L., a berry.) A berry, e- 
—* ya succulent berry, like the gooseberry, 
n Which seeds are distributed throughout a 
pulpy mass.—Bacca corticata, a berry with a rind; 

oetazine (hak’pvin), 8. [For "Becsharine, ¢ ‘arin), n. ‘or * ri 
Baccharis + ‘ine? kame as Senark 

(bak-sé’tum), =, [¢ L. bacea, a 
berry, + -ctum (see *-efum).] Same as syn- 
carp (a). Dumortier. 

bacchanalism (bak’s-nal-izm),», Baechanali- 
an 

(bak’a-nal-iz), v.; pret. and pp. 
bacchanalized, ppr. bacchanalizing. I, trans. 
To convert into a drunken E 

IL. intrans, To indulge in drunken revelry 
or orgi 

Baccheion (ba-ki’on), n. [Gr, Baxyriov, ’ 
neut. of Baxyeioc, adj,, < Bixyor, Bacchus.) A 
temple orshrine of Bacchus, or Dionysus, The 
Baccheion at Athens has been discovered be- 
tween the Pnyx and Areopagus, and excavated 
by Dr, Dérpfeld. 

bacciocolo 6'k6-16), a. A‘Tuscan variety 
of guitar, 

B. j omy An abbreviation of Bachelor of Ac- 
counts, 

bachelor, ». 7. One of the young male fur- 
seals which are forced, through fear of the 
adult bulls, to herd by themselves at a distance 
from the breeding-grounds.— Bachelor a 
young unmarried woman (especially one who earns her 
own living) who lives more or leas independently, often 
keeping house by herself or in the company of another 
or others slimilarly situated. 

bacheloriy ach’e-lor-li), a. Bachelor-like. 
bachi (bak’hé), ». [Native name on Batanes 
islands.] A distilled liquor used by the natives 
of the Batanes. 

bacillicidal (ba-sil-i-si’dal), a. [bacillicide + 
-al.] Destructive of bacilli; bacillicidie, 

(ba-sil-i-jen’ik), a. Of bacillary 
origin; cansed py the presence of a bacillus. 

te (ba-sil’it), ». [L. bacillus, a little 
rod, + -ite?.] One —e embryonic crystals 

or « ites, in the glassy eruptive rocks, 
which are composed of parallel longulites or 
little cylindric rods: a term s5' ted by F. 
Rutley. Mineralogical Meg.» . 263, 
bacillophobia (bu-sil-d-fo'bi-d), n. [NL. ba- 

ia, < poseir, fear.) A morbid 
fear of infection by bacilli. 

uria (bas-i-ld’ri-ii), ». [NL., < bacillus 
+ Gr. ofpov, urine.) The presence of bacilli 
in the urine when voided. 

bacillus, n. 

Bestorian 
stain with 

certain 
a TR of the colon becillos ⸗ 

comumn' a m, having the form 
of 2 & paired present in the human intestine 
tn hh =i also fo associated with other micro-or- 
gantsms in the blood and other fluids of the body in the 
course of various diseases. It is found also in water. 
milk, and food-stutfs, and is one of the moat widely dis- 
seminated of bacteria.— Bacillus mallel 
(' bacillus of the mer"), apathogenic micro-organiam, 

Baciiles mattet, mi mifled son titees. (Feom Buck's 
“ Reference H iy of the Medical Sciences.) 

the bacillus of glanders, M 
the bacillus of taberculosts, 
rods from 2 to & microns lon 

as found in certain cases Bacillus a 

Bots! Boner ballin sung tier san td a long us wi mi 
in the stomach contents almost exclusively in cases of 
cancer of the stomach. It ts a marked lactic acid pro- 
ducer,—Bubonic-plague bacillus, Bacillus pestis, in- 

hobogically it resembles 
t occurs in the form of 
amd actively motile — 

Bubonic plague bacillus (Aueiins pester. from Agar culnore. 
Magnified t.cco times. (From Huck's " Reference Handbook otf 
the Medical Sciences") 

vartably asaciated with the bubonic plague, and gener. 
ally accepted as the specitte cause of the: discase.—Butter 
bacillus, the Bacillus 41 of Conn, used to improve the 
flavor of butter. —Diphy bacillus. Same as Kiet. 

webacill ves, —) ‘a bacillus, Sacilius typhorus, 



bacillus 
th ibabbe eau⸗al nt of Ad fev Bee — ha Frieda typha' Sone he typhoid 

Bacterivm ( ) preumonioum, discovered by Fried- 

Eberth's bacillus ——— —— nified a.com times, 
(Prom Heck’s “ Keterence Hlandbook of the Medical Sciences.) 

lander and believed by him to be the cause of Nbrinous 
pont, Later Investigations have pot confirmed this 

Tafecnzn (Baciiies) inawenel, Magabded 
acco times [from Muck's™ Kelerence Handbook of the Medical 
Sciences.) 

Auenze, consiiteret by Ptelffer to be the specific cause 
of epidemic tnttnenza,—Klobs-Loeffier bacillus, Sac- 

Ried Laxtier bacillus (Ametersem (Bacelfari diphtkerias, 
Magsified foe times. (Prom Wuck’s “ Keterence Handbook of 
the Metical Sciences.” J 

terivem (Beeitusy diphtheria, the jam = tnvartably 
foun! amociated with true ‘diphtheria. Its causal re- 
lation to this disease ls regarded as Sansinheniad.c: 
Koch's bacillus, the tubercle bacillus, See #tuberoul 
Koch’s comma Mi ra (Bacillus) comma. 
Tt is found by pow ow mith, Asintle hater, mid there is 
much evidence to support th t belief that it is the 
cause of this disease. See * — Koch-Weeks 

rgunism which ¢auses one form 
bacillus, Bacterivm 

in leprous tismueec, 

demonstrated,—_Neumann's a tnlerobe —— 
tua meningitidis purulent (found associated with 
of purulent tis, — Nicolaier’s bacillus, a — 
lus found by Nico! ina mortem examination of 
an abscess of — baci)lus, a micro- 
organism found in the blood in certain cases of fever 
resembling in general t fever, but pot reaponding 
to Widal's teat.— us. eo aa 
whactllus,— theria aname applied 
to certain bacteria ore raring the diphtheria tins, 
‘They are found in the throat, but are not virulent,— 

oie. Dack-airing 
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certain bacteria, as Bacterium back-balance (bak’bal-ana), ». A self-acting 
) peendotuberculoeia, which resemble and 

nee effects similar to the tabercle baciita u8,—Bhiga‘’s 

epg he gE cs in cho 

and is believed to be on 
the Facterium of Migula, — on 

genera! y rewarded as 
bacillus, (Bacillus) 

Tubercle bacillus (fac teriam (Bncitis) tebe re eferts) i spanum, 
nihed t,.000 times (From Buck's " Reference Handbook of 
edical Sciences.) 

—Typhoid bacilins, See 

back!, »., 12. Half-back 
ied to wlnallar —— in cl tockey roller poo, pola, jan 
— in American foot-ball 

ee Arosa Sect sett earn ane BAS, balk 
saaatance Uo the tackles abd eda as a —* 

ondary line of defense, and om the attack are 
most used for running with the _ In Ted hockey 

—— three half-hacks, the center, the —— 
— the left, who stand about 15 yards behind the 

13. A change in the direction of the wind 
in the order east, north, west, and south—that 
is, against the sun or against the hands of a 
wateh.—14, In mining, a cleavage-plane: 
one of the main joints, vertical or nearly so, by 
which strata are —— [Scotch. —Back 
of a lode or in the outerop. 
back, Same in 
—— a form of single re ae = by means of which 
Wo separate fn be made on one plate.— 

2B Son of that portion of a 
camera which ho! is the focusing-screen and durk-alide 
by which obl — be exposed either horizun- 
tally or verti 

back!, a. 5. ‘In phonol., formed at the back 
of the mouth by raising or lowering the pos- 
terior part, or back, of the to: Back num- 
bet. fee weumber—fo take the back track. Bee 

back!, adv.—rrom {a} From a s locality 
which is “away back,” or far behind or remote, from the 
place where the speaker |s, or from civilization ; from 

times ; h systematic. thoroughness: as, he ex- 
plained the whole thing Srom ‘vay back, (Cotlog.}—To 

in ericdvf, to get (a bataman) out; to cause 
al, m to ce ie to the pavilion. [Colloq. }—To whip 

back, t. 13.” “Tn building > (a) To complete 
at the Sack or rear by building or by covering 
or finishing something: often used with 1), 
(hb) To finish at the back by cutting off, trim. 
ming, or smoothing: sometimes used with off. 
(ec) To give a new back to (as a wall), by cut- 
ting aw “ some part of the material : generally 
used with of.—14. To move (coal) slong the 
working-face to the haulage road.—15. To 
provide (# bow) with a back made of # Kep- 
arate piece or of different material from that 
of the belly, 

Ces ae back-action, 
tached to and drawn by a larger one, for the 
transportation of freight, [Pacific States. 

(bak’ar’ing), x. The providing of 
ventilation, by means of pipes, to the lower or 
outer side of a trap, to prevent the accumula- 
— hel foul gases clow it. Also called back- 

—— ngle (bak’ gi), a. 1. The angle 
formed y extandi on, the two straight 
lines which form a given —— The angula 
value of the back-angle equals that of the for- 
ward or direct angle, but the bearings or azi- 
muths of its sides are reversed.—2, The third 
angle of a triangle which has been found by 
ealeulation from the observed values of the 
other two angles. 

back-bag ( — n, A bag carried on the 
back, especiall riicksack of the Tyrolese. 

——— —— 

A amall wagon at- b 

incline in the mine, where a balance-car and a 
carriage in which the mine-car is placed are 
used. The loaded car upon the carriage will holst the 
balan holst the carriage Ce-CRE, the Rieter et will holst 
and empty car. ia secre Caen a, 
back-bar, ». 2. In a carriage, a curved bar of 
ornamental character used to connect the tops 
of the rear springs and to act as a support for 
the pump-handles or hogy digo 
back-block? (bak’biok), a. From the interior 
ta back aro ac as, hack-block youngsters. 

ustral 
back-blocker (bak’blok-ér), n. A settler or 
resident in the back-blocks of Australia; a 
bushman from the back-blocks, [Australia.] 
back-blocks (bak’bloks), m. pl, 1. A collec- 
tive name in Australis for those sections which 
lie back of or away from the settled regions; 
the back country; the far interior: so called 
from the fact that on the survey-mapa the coun- 
* is divided into ‘* blocks,” or sections. 

the back-ocks of New South Walesa, be had known 
— and and bad suffered from sunstroke. 
Haddon Chambers, Thumbnail Sketches of Australian 

[ Lite, p. 83. 

2, Those parts of a station which are distant 
— * river-front. See *frontage. [Aus- 
tralia 
backboard (bak’bord), . ¢ In leather-manuf., 
to board on the flesh si instend of on the grain 
id regular ng 

back-box (bak’boks), v. (, Tn turpentine-mak- 
ing, to cat new boxes in the unused spaces of 
(a boxed tree). 

- back-center, », 2. The position of the link- 
block ofa Stephenson-link — fn pe when 
the — is running 6 position 
of the link-block —** it is controlled by the 
backward eccentric. 

* back-choir (buk’kwir), n. A secondary choir 
behind (that is, to the eastward of) the at. 
choir, as in » large church. In the | ei 
— churches it is often called the greater 

4 Ala, ila mayor, which see, with cut). 
coal (bak’kdl), ». Coal which miners are 

allowed to carry home with them. [Scotch.] 
—— — The mining 

—— - pillars back % can the shaft. 
e 8p) inti [Seote 

back-cross (bak kerds}, v.i. To cross or inter- 
breed between a Mendelian hybrid and one of 
the —— parental forms. 

correctness of Mendel’ hypothesis 
the tye ges and of their production —— —— 

Dy back-croasing of —X one of the 
joes forma. For exampl pie int 4 case of ailmple domi- 
nance the first La eh willallbe D(RX Any one of 
them back-erossed with the recessive — will produce 
Rn per rere ee eae 

Jou Bec., Feb. 1904, p. 52. 

back-cutting (bak’kat‘ing), m. 1. In cirit 
engin,, earth or other material brought from a 
place where there is an excess to fill up a 
— — or place where there is a deficiency. 

lace whence this extra earth 
brought; he excavation made in procuring 

— (bak’déd), n. In Scots law, same 
as back-bond (which see). It corresponds to 
= declaration of trust in English econveyan- 
cin 

-down (bak doen), n. 
down. See back? 
back-draft (bak’ drat), n. A reverse current ; 
in a furnace, a draft of air or gas going in a 
direction contrary to the normal direction and 
often cnusing a burst of flame out into the fire- 
room or — the firine Aoor or ash-pit. 
acked, p. 2. In archery, having the back 
made * a —— piece from the belly; said 
of a bow. See bow, 

Tn engin, to Hl 

The act of backing 

backfill (bak-fil’), r. , and ¢, 
(a depression) with material taken from a 
euttin 

back-filling (bak’fil’ing), ». 1, Rough ma- 
sonry fo: the back of a wall—2, The 
filling in again of a place from which earth 
has been removed; the earth so filled in. 

, backfire (bak’ fir), r. = ; prot. and pp. backfired, 
per. backfiring, 1. To stop an advancing fire 

setting in front of it, or around threatened 
buildings woods, ete,, another fire, which is 
then beaten ont, thus ‘producing a protective 
burnt area. 

In times we rte. In —— hag gd 
| have orders, no matter what they are doing, whenever 

they ace smoke arise to go to it and pot ont the fire, It 



backfire 
is usually done by backfiring entirely around and watch- 
hee Epa pam pte ny ap By this means 
we have kept serious fires from our timber when we are 
working. Yearbook U, 8. Dept. Agr., 1809, p. 424. 

2. To light before the proper time: said spe- 
cifically of a gas-engine when the change 
explodes before the admission-valve closes, 
thus making an explosion in the admission- 
passage, or before the working-piston reaches 
its dead-center, which it must do before be- 
ginning its working stroke. See *hack-firing. 

back-fire (bak’fir).». A fire started purposely 
some distance ahead of a fire which is to be 
fought. The back-fire is often so set us to burn agninst 
the wind, so that when the two fires meet, both must go 
out for lack of fuel. Also called coumerire. 

back-firing (bak‘fir’ing),». 1. The action of 
the burner of an explosive mixture, —* 
of gas and air, by which the flame runs bac 
through the mixing- or combining-tube to the 
jet which delivers the fuel: duw to the fact 
that the flow in the mixing-tube is slower than 
the rate at which the flame travels in such a 
mixture.—2, The pre-ignition of a mixture of 
gas and air, in the cylinder of an internal- 
combustion motor, by which the piston is 
strongly driven backward and a ial rota- 
tion of the shaft in reverse direction results: 
due to a very combustible mixture with high 
—— Ney to its — or to 

vane justment. © *ignition, 
and internal-combustion *motor, 

backflash (bak’flash), ¢. i. Of a flame which 
is consuming a combustible gas, to move back 
through the current of gas and burn at a point 
farther back than is desired, This happens when 
the rte of flow of the mixture in the current is less than 
the rate at which Game propagates itself a 

ixture, 
back-flow (bak’f6), n Back-lraft; also, the 

owing of a ¢ in gas-engines, 
back-flue (bak’fli), #. The reverse of # re- 
turn-tlue; a flue for conducting hot gases from 
the front to the rear end of a boiler. 

back-fold fold), n. A backward fold or 
folding; the English equivalent of the Ger- 
man rickfaltung, by E. Suess for the 
following condition: A mountain-range which has 
been — by later experiences a strike-fault 
whose inner side, away the boanding platns, sinks 
Later a cross folding is developed at t to this 
break, and to the axis of the older folds, which causes 
great upheaval and tilting. This lest-formed fold ts called 
a back, Amer, .y Allg., 1004, p. 16 

| (bak’fur'6), *. i. To lay a sec- 
ond furrow-slice against the face of a first by 
plowing in the reverse direction, 

n, +.—Russian — a Ya- 
riety of backgammon in which the men, of being 
set up on various polots at the un of the game, 
are entered by throws of the dice, ‘ers entering 
upon Ge anne (athe nad pring sound board in the 
same ; 
back , 8, 2, pl. Gears for changing the 
speed of a shaft by transferring the power to 
a secondary shaft and then back to the first 
shaft, or one concentric or lel with it. 
Such a set of gears is commonly used on lathes 
for driving the live spindle when cutting metal, 

back-geared (bak’gerd), p.a., So geared that 
the power is * t back to a shaft concen- 
tric with the driving-shaft, or parallel to it, 
but turning at a different speed. 

back-gr : mb! 
cotton cloth placed on a calico-printing ma- 
chine between the cloth which is being printed 
and the back-blanket, to keep the latter clean 
as long as possible. 

Back-hand stroke, in tennis and similar games play 
with a racket or bat, astroke in executing whieh the 

er terns the back of bis hand toward direction 
in which he ts sending the ball—for a right-handed 
player the ball om the left side, and for a left-handed 
player the ball on the right side. 

u. 3. (i) In archery; (1) A reinforcement 
of w sinew, or & 27 —24 forming we 
back of a composite bow, (See bow?.) Backing of sinew is 
Sree (simply bound or laced upon the )or close (molded 
or glued upon the bow} (2) art or process of affixing 
such a reinforcement. (/) In masonry, the rough stene- 
work, brickwork, or concrete of a wall whose & of 
finer material or workmanship; in arch. construction, 
the mason 
sometimes 
wma planks or po! 

backing-cloth (bak’ing-kléth), n. In ealico- 
— an endless cloth, consisting of several 
ayera of stout cotton cloth fastened together 
with ecaoutchouc, run immediately back of the 
fabric to be printed, to increnee the elasticity 
of pressure of the engraved rollers, 

cylinder (bak’ing-xil’in«<iér), », In 
ealico-printing, the pressure-cylinder, on a 

ed back 
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eylinder printing-machine, which serves as 
a solid abutment for the engraved printing- 
rollers. 

(bak’lash‘ing), ». Same as back- 
5% 

back-line (bak’lin), v. #.; pret. and pe. back- 
lined, ppr. back-lining. Bee to *haul back, 

(bak’min), a. A cross-cut 
ck-set toward the dip of the strata, Also 

mine, [Seotch,] 
back-observation (bak ‘ob-zér-va‘shon), ». 
An observation made, as in surve , in a 
direction contrary to the direction of progress, 
or contrary to the usual direction. 

-palming (bak’pii*ming), ». In conjuring, 
the art of — cards or coins to the back 
of the hand through the fingers, and then 
back again to the palm, as the hand is turned 
in full view of the spectators. 

Recently some new sleights were introduced from 
America, These consist in an amplification of the method 

The princl; =. hed tao tase inate or. ec Teor! *, fe 

E means of this method both back and front 

Withetanding Its apparent emptiness, the hand nevertbe- aap it emptiness, nev 
leas conceals a coin or card. Bacye, Brit., XXX. 428, 

(bak’ped’al), cr. i. In bieyeling, to 
53 down —* La as it rises, in order 
check the movement of the wheel. 

n. 2, A plate of cast-iron bolted 
against the back or outer edge of molding- 
boxes, for the purpose of poe gee ews liq 
metal from foreing the sand outward and 
escaping from the mold; also applied to the 
late used on the back of the wind-box of the 
aaemer converter, 

back poppet (hak pop’et a. The tail-stock 

-positive (bak’poz‘i-tiv), ». In German 
o -buildi t division of the instru- 
ment which is placed behind the pores 
seat and between him and the ehurch. It is 
usually played from the lower bank of keys. 
Compare chair-organ and choir-organ. 

Bask Une, that 1i f todicator-card 
we P's traced by the pencil of the indicator while the 
end of the cylinder to which the indicator is attached 
e: 

back-quarter (bak’kwir'tér), n. A strip of 
leather at a rear corner of a bow-top carriage, 

n. 8, In lock-making, the horizontal 
distance between the front of the lock and the 
center of the keyhole: an essential measure- 
ment in lock-fitting. 

back-shot (bak’shot), ». A back-firing; the 
firing of the charge in the cylinder of an inter- 
nal-combustion — before the admission- 
valve has closed, thus causing an explosion in 
the admission-passage. 

back-shutter (bak’shut‘ér), ». That part of 
a shutter which is hinged to the stile. 

(bak’slang-ing), ». The cus- 
tom of travelers in the back-blocks of Aus- 
tralia, where hotels are searve, of seeking ae- 
commodations at the settlers’ stations on their 
route. Jenene 
back-clipp (buk’slip’Aj), mn. Of pumps, 
same as slip), n., 6, 

back-spin (bak’spin), ». A backward rota- 

motion of the ball. 
back-stamp (bak’stamp), ». An imprint upon 
the reverse side of mailed matter indicating the 
time and place of its receipt at a post-office. 

, a. 8 In mining, an inelined strut 
or brace of a shaft-head frame, designed to 
resist the pull of the hoisting-engine.— 
stays to the sun, radiating beams of light proceed 
from behind a cloud near the horizo e 
shin between distant clouds and illuminating the 
lower , dusty atmosphere, When these beams de- 
ascend to the e or ocean in front of the observer it is 

ones slack. Shifting backstays are set up with their own 
pertoanent tackle and act as preventer #taye for the top. 
toast when the vessel is under — of sail, When not 
in ase they are secured in the after part of the channels 

nding rigging of the mast to which they belong, 

back-stop, ». 2. In base-ball, the cateher. See 
def. 1.—3, A stop or pawl designed to check 
the backward movement of a wheel; a detent. 

back-stope (bak’stép), n. In mining, a workin 
place over a drift 4 level in which the ore 
attacked from below. 

nm; the sunbeama, 

* n, 
* duced by Drawer 7 

bactericide 

backstope (bak’st6p), v. i. ; pret. and pp. back- 
stoped, ppr. backstoping. To mine a stope by 
working from below. ; 

back-stretch (bak-strech’), ». That part ofa 
cireular or oval race-course which is at the 
side opposite to the finish ; the part opposite 
the home-stretch, 

-stroke, ". 3. In teleg., the return-atroke 
of the leverin atelegraph-sounder. Standard 
Elect, Diet. —4. Diastolic impulse of the heart, 
a faint beat occurring as the blood enters the 
ventricles. 

(bak’sérd-man), a. Same as 
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 

back-swordsman (bak’sérdz-man),n. Afencer 
with the Sag oy or back-sword. 
back turn (bak‘térn), », In music, same as 

rn, 

back-up (bak’up), », Mechanism or levers by 
which the forward motion of a motor-car or 
-vehicle is reversed. 

The «1 lever which, by a forward and backward 
movement, through the » of about 12 inches, starts 
the and controls the forward « and the back. 
~~ ie away with the confusion from a multi- 
it) jon oflevera Hiscox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 262. 

back-valve (bak’valv), ». A check-valve; a 
valve which automatically prevents a fluid from 
flowing in the wrong direction, 
back-vent (bak’vent), n. In mining, in wide 
rooms with center ——— the air-course 
alongside the pillar. Ry 
[Scotch.]} 
back-wash (bak’wosh), v. 4 1. To cleanse 
from oil, as wool combing.— 2, To sub- 
ject to the back-wash of a boat which is ahead 
or is passing. 
back-wash (bak’wosh), ». 1. In worsted 
manuf, a process of cleaning the carded sliver 
of wool by it through hot suds, G. 
Vickerman, Woolen Spinning, 3 225.—2, The 

yy the action of disturbed water thrown aft 
the oars, paddle-wheels, or propeller of a boat. 

(bak ‘ wosh-ér), ». In worsted 
manwf., a machine for cleansing the carded 
sliver by passing it through hot soap-suds and 
water, over hot copper drums, and through a 

back-" vexing bak’ wer-ki te WOT { ‘wer-king), n. minin 
working a coal-bed back = working toward 

-swordman 
back-ncrordsman, 

Gloss, 

the sha: (Seotch.] 
(bak-6-loj‘i-kal), a. (It. *bacolag- 

ico (¢ NL. *hacolagieus),< *bacologia, the art of 
silkworm culture,¢ baco, reduced from bom- 
baco, var. of bombace, ML. bombax var, of L, 
bombyz, silkworm (see bombast, bombyz) + Gr, 
-hoyia ¢ aéyeu, speak.] Of or pertaining to 
the culture of = —— ** — 

theory, theory that Bacon wrote a 
usually attributed to Shakspere. This theory, first, "ie 
tinetly put forth by Delia Bacon in 1857, has had many 
fervent advocates, whu have found difficulty in believing 
that two mon of the “supreme genius? commonly 
— to both Bacon coald exist as 
oon 

Baconianism (bi-k6’ni-an-izm), ». Baeonism, 
Baconist (ba’kon-ist),n. 1. An adherent of 
the Baconian philosophy.—2, One who holds 
to or favors the Baconian theory as to the 
lays usually recognized as Shakspere’s. 

y degeneration, Same as lardaceous 
(bak’gra), x. A piece of unbleached tion, as of a golf-ball. It cheeks the forward disease (which see, under lardaceons). 

Bacopa (ba-ké’pai), mn. [NL. (Aublet, 1775), 
prob. after a native Guiana name of the type 
species.) A genus of dicotyledonous plants 
of the family Scrophulariaces. The type species, 
&, aquatica, is a native of Galana and Brazil and in those 
countries is used medicinally, See ia, 

bactere@mia, ». An improper form of *bac- 
leriemia, 

bacteria-bed (bak-té’ri-j-bed”), », In sewage 
disposal, same as *cultivation-hed (which see), 

blight, « name given to certain bacterial 
diseases of plants; as, the bacterial Night of the walnw 
which has been reported from California, amd the i 
blight of potatoes (Hacillue ecdlanacrarum), which causes 
the death of the leaves and stems, and also the rotting of 
the tubers. —| Hass flask of 1-2 liters 
cl ty, contalni phorescent 

ndiscasc of carnations, of bactertal origin, which produces 

lamp, a 
acultare of pl 

spots on the leaves and fually killsthem, It is regarded 
as distinct from bacteriosis of the carnation, attributed 
to Bacillus Dianthi. 

bacteria-tank (bak-té’ri-ii-tangk”),». In sew- 
age disposal, same as *septic tank (which 

bactericide, a term intro. 
esignate the active substance of a 

bacteriolytic Immune serum ; same as v 



bacteriemia 

bacteremia (bak-té-ri-<’ mi#), n. (NL. bacte- 
riemia, sor prov, ferium), 
* — ona Presence of mee eee in the 

paccetiofiuorescin (bak-té'ri-5- flii-j-res‘in), m. 
A green fluorescent pigment produced by Ba- 
cillus pyoeyanens, 

bacterloid. a. II, n. An organism shaped like 
4 bacterium ; specifically, the branched form 
of bacteria found in the root-nodules of legu- 
minous plants, 

bacterio (bak-té-ri-oi‘dal), a, Having the 
shape of a bacterium; bacterioid, 
yeh (bak-téri-5-10j’ ik),a, Same as 
bacteriol 

Bacteriological *incubator, *sterilizer. See 
the nouns. 

bacteriologi (bak-té‘ri-4-loj‘i-kal-i), adv. 
gtk a —— eal sense or relation. 

riolyain,( *té-ri-ol’i-sin), ». [bactert- 
‘aie s(is) + -in2.] Asubstance of the character 

an amboceptor, which will cause the de- 
struction of bacteria in the presence of a cor- 
—€ complement. (See *complement, 

-) Ita action Tally spenking, —_ a certain bacterilpuls wil ony © cer 
In his Croonian lecture (1000) Ehrlich says: “ From 

this it appears that In the therapeutic application of 
anti-bacterial sera to man therapeutical success is only 
to be attained if we use elther a bacteriolysin with a 

——— or atleast a bdacteri · 

1, 1608, Pp 98. 

NL., ¢ 
truc- 

acteriolysis (bak’té-ri-ol’i-sis), n. 
bacterium + Gr. Aborg, dissolution. ] 
tion of bacteria by some specific lysin. 

PR inasmuch as the results of the — form an in- 
when teow: the work on hemolysis and bacteriolysia, 
which is now attracting so much attention among bacte- 
—— and pathol and as they contains certain 
tacta of fundamental importance bearing on the theory 

nomenn, it seems best not to delay publica- 
thon until the — eee ene ve been 
completed. Jour, Exper, Med., March 17, 1902, p. 274, 

bacteriolytic (bak-té’ri-j-lit’ik), a. [bacteri- 
olysis (-lyt-) + -ic,] Pertaining to or of the 
nature of bacteriolysis; destructive to bac- 
teria through the action of specific lysins. 

The colon and typhoid bacilias were employed to —_ 
one another. It was found in nearly every case the 
bacteriolytic power of the blood was sufficient to destroy 
the typhoid —— even tf alcohol was not employed. 

‘Aevrapeutic Gazette, May 15, 1908, p. 22 

——— (bak - té‘ri-6- —— 
An albuminous substance 4 derived 
— Same as bacterial *protein. 

opurpurin (bak-té" — rin). n. 
—* — — + purpureus, purple, — 
he reddish-purple coloring r contain 

in certain bacteria, 
i cage carer ng 4 “j-kal-i), 

adv. By bacterioscopic methods; by — 
of a search for bacteria with the ‘microsc 
or by culture methods. Nature, LXVIL $i 

bacteri (bak-té-ri-os’ ko-pist}, u. 
en or skilled in the microscopical = 
vestigation of bacteria. 

bacteriosis ———————— n. Any plant- 
disease caused by bacteria,.—Bacteriogis of the 
carnation, a disease of carnations attribated by Arthur 
and Bolley to Bacillus Dianthi.—Bacteriosis of 
cucumber, a disease of cucumbers caused by Bacillus 
trazheiphilue — Bacteriosis of the hyacinth, a disease 
of hyacinths caused (according to Walker) by Peewdo- 
runay Hi — Bacteriosis of the a die 
ease which —— the —— and vines of melons: 
caused by ila. — of the 
mulberry, —— of the mulberry attributed to Ba- 
cilius Cubonianus.— b$ the potato, a dis 
ease which attacks Gie lea ern, anil tubers of 
ootatoes : sali to be caused by tie edlenacearvim.— 

bacteriosis of Wheat, u dlicase uf wilt At 
tribated to Microcooeus T'rit 

soa bacteriotoxin (bak-té’ * tok’sin), m, 
toxin of bacterial origin.—2, Same as 1 
teriolysin, 

bacterium, ».— Hog-cholera, bacteria, a group of 
varieties or — including us Salmond, foamed 
amociated = hog-cholera.—Involution forms o 

irregular forma due to constrictions or swell- 
ot the li They ocour especially in old cultures, 

: ——— ae are dead.— 
Tron-bacteria, certain t bacteria, as species 
of Crenothriz, which make ase of the iron compounds, 
especially iron carbonate. See *Crenothriz.— Luminous 
bacteria, species which luminous properties, 
The Jaminosity a ra to be due to the vital processes 
of the cell acting In the — of tree oxygen,— Mes- 

a class of bacteria so called on ar⸗ 
oountof the temperature atwhich they grow. The mbiui- 
mam bs 10°-15" C., optimum $7 C,, and maximum about 

in, 

104 

46°C, The forms which 33. ic aetlon in 
man belong to this elass.— Ni * the bac- 

Nedule-bacteria. 

4. afew cells highly magoaified te show the bacteria: four cella 
&, branch tebercde; nucteé = img forme from clover i ¢, rode 

forms from fenugreek tubercle, 

teria which produce nodules upon leguminous planta, 
enabl them to al it em — ch ean n ors Pay Figment- 

bacteria, } teria which dev at om 

peratare of O° C,, optimum 15*- 20°C, abi abd maximum 
. The water-inhabiting bacteria enerally be 

is to this clasa — Dacteria, the group 
hoe which weaciee in supparative — of 

Ww a — —————— pyogenes : fa frequently fo joan —— 

aly ng cng fu salph rate 2 The most 
common forms belong to *Beggiatoa (see cut), and 

jothriz,— up of bac- 
successful 

—— The minimum is 40°~ 49" C., 

bacteriuria (bak-té-ri-a’ri-fi), ». L., < Gr, 

wTh Thermophilic bacteria,» 
terin which require a high ——— 

and maximiuin 60°~70°C. Muny of ——— Lisi tac! 

belong to thia group. 

Janmjprov, & rod (see — + oitpor, urine.) 
— of bacteria in the urine when voided, 
Bactrian. a.—Bactrian sage, Zoroaster. 

IL. n. The — of of ——— —Old Bac- 
trian.the old language of ; usally called Atetan 

— (bak-tri‘téz), un. (NL., (Gr. Aaaxtpou 
a cudgel, + -ites, An early genus of fossil 
cepha’ jopods in which the shell is straight, the 
protoconch round and ealeified, and the septa 
regularly saucer-shaped, with @ lateral si- 
phonal lobe. Some writers regard hich 
occurs only in the Devonian, as a — ————— the 
nantilolds because of ita —57— the variability of its 

that some nautilo js, like siphonal lobes, and ng — 
Ortheceraa, posaets & fled proteconch. Others re- 

0. fart the genus an a primitive form of the aimmonokis ; 
jut this view la not pow well au: 

Sees (bak-trit’i-kon), rn. [NL., <Bae- 
trilfes, + Gr. river, cone.) The elongate-conic 
shell of the — genus Bactrites. The 
word Ped Shoei layed by att to distinguish this shell 
from the bet —* cones of nautiboils like 
———— (orthoceracones), on the assumption that 
Bactrites la an anmonold genus and the only represen: 
tative of that group with a ai t and amiooth sbetl, 
This view LT 5 —— —— and the tern bactrit- 
— ia b ementially equivalent to orthocera- 

bacuba (bii-ké" ba), n. [A native W. Ind. name: 
ef, Oyambi bacowe, Galibi haccoricou, baloulaca, 
banana.] A name, in the Danish Wert Indies, D 
of the cultivated dwarf banana, Musa Caren- 
ishi 
— (bak’ il), n. [ME. bacule.) Same as 

baculiferons (bak-i-lif’e-rus), a. 
basenle, 2. 

reeds or canes, 
—— — (ba-ka’li-form), a. II. baculum, 
rod, oyna, fortn,] Rod-shaped ; straight, 

baculit cone (bak-@-lit’i-kon), m. (NL, 
¢ Baculites + Gr. néwor, cone.) A shell like that 
of the ammonoid cephalopod genus Baculites ; 
a shell close-coiled in sacle stages but in later 
growth becomin uncoiled and finally straight. 

baddeckite (baslek‘it), m. [Bacddeck (see def.) 
+ -ite2.] A highly ferriferous mica occurring 

Bearing baer, 

baff 

from Ceylon.) Zirconium dioxid (ZrO), oc- 
curring in tabular monoclinic crystals from 
yellow to brown or black in color! first found 
inthe gem-sands of Rakwana, Ceylon, and later 
in Brazil (there called brazilife) and in Sweden. 
badenite (bad’e-nit), ». [Rumaninn Badens 
(see def, } + -ite2,] Anarsenide of cobalt, nickel 
and iron, containing also a small amount of 
bistnuth, It occurs in steel-gray granular to 
fibrous masses at Badeni-U ngureni, Rumania. 

A badge!,. 5. A breed of domesticated pigeons, 
80 named because of the sprinkling of white 
about the head and 10 white flight-feathers. 
arena of fraud, in fa, an act or omission innocent 

but 60 owt uf the asual course that a presump- 
tion of fraudulent dealing arises, which must be over. 
come by positive evidence, 

4, n. 6, An crroneous translation, in 
the English version of the Bible, of the He- 
brew takash, an animal whose skins are men- 
tioned 13 times in the Old Testament as cover- 
ings for the ark of the covenant, the table of 
showbread, and the tabernacle itself, and once 
(in Ezek. xvi. 10) as a material for’ the shoes 
or sandals worn by women. Badgers are not known 
to occur in Asia ap south as Palestine and Arabia. 
The particular anima! which furnished these skins has 
not a been identifted. 

n Australia, (a) the bandicoot, Perametes, 
ad rarely, (b) the rock- kangaroo, Petro- 
gale.— th ’ soldier who wears short whiskers, 
Collog., U. 5.J}—8, In angling, an artificial 
y having a hackle of badger cock with a dark- 

brown, nearly black center and cream-colored 
ints. ablackmall w 

ps of ——— bys pany epic ano 
— and is then pounced upon 2 ber alleged hus 

impelled to pay smart-mod 
aes hn (baj’ er boks) n. rig roughly con- 

structed dwelling, sha like an inverted V 
and covered with bark, much used by Tasma- 
nian pioneers. [Australia 

ti iddish, from Tal- ees éhan), n. 
mudic ( ) beduh, cheer up, amuse.) A pro- 
fessional pret beep one who entertains the guests 
at a Jewish marriage by reciting Hebrew and 
——— opular songs, anecdotes, etc., and who 

resses the bride and bridegroom. AL 
—— his chief cocupation (as his name signifies) is 
merrymaking, his addresses to the couple before the mar- 
riage ceremony assume a — character, Also called 
marshalek or ma from the German marachalk, a 
sort of leader in — 

badia (bu dẽ I), n. ., shortened form of ab- 
badia.} Same as acy * (whieh see). 

Badiotites ——— n. (NL.; formation 
not obvious.) A genus of ammonoid cephalo- 
= with 5 coiled discoidal shells, rela- 
—— sutures,and strong] ribbed 

poh eelod whorls. It occurs in the Triassic 
roeks of the Mediterranean province. 

badjong {bad’jéng), x, (Aboriginal name.) The 
name, in western Australia, of a tall shrub, 
Acacia microbotrya, It produces « large quantity of 
good gum, similar to gum arabic, which has @ pleasant 
awooctish taste; the — and store it in 
hallow trees for ase as food in 1 
bad-wing (bad‘wing), n. metrid moth, 
Dyspteris abortivaria, inhabiting the Atlantic 
—— —— wings of which are 
greatly reduced in size. It is pea-green in color, 
with we white bands on each of the fore wins and ons 
oo each of the hind wings. Its larvw rol] the leaves of 

Baelz’ 6 disease of the lip. See *lip. 
Bana (bé‘ ni), 7. igo? — not ob- 
vious. } A genus of fossil turtles from the 
Cretaceous and Eocene of North America, 
benomere (bé‘né-tmér), mn. [Trreg. < Gr, aimee, 
go (Kee tetse?, basis), + wlpoe, pee) One of 
Fh thoracic segments of an arthropod. 

(bé’no-pod), m. [lrreg. ¢ Gr. Salven, 
rote (rod-}, foot.] One of the thoracic 

eet of an arthropod. 
benosome (bé‘no-sdm), a. ([Gr. Salvew, go, 
+ cove, body.) The thoracic region of an 
arthropod, Packard. 

nv, Same as *her, 
Bay coin, an ancient coin representing a sacred mete. 
— like of Eleuthera, Myrina, aud other Greek 
cites. 

batylic (bé-til’ik), a. Of or pertaining to a 
beetylus or sacred meteoric stone. 

In the later palace a serics of Sinds Motrated the 
* heetlie’ cult ef the Double Axe and lis associated divini- 
ties, A gem showed a female figure — apparently a god- 
dess — bearing this sacred emidem. 

diep. Brit. Aw'n Advancement of Sei. 1002, p. dtm 

in small isolated —* embedded in a plastic baetener (betaz‘nér), n. A small billon coin of 
clay; found near Baddeck, Nova Svotia, 
baddeleyite (bad’li-it), n. 
soph Baddeley, who brought the first specitnen 

Strassburg in Alsace, worth 8 deniers. 
Named after Jo- baff4 (baf),a. [Prob. a form of bauch.] Worth- 

less; useless. [Prov. Eng.]—Bafr week, the week 



baff 105 
tn which n is recet forth htly payment of wages of a vill 5 estrone bread -fruit and coconut crops, 
* —— — Gress Hritain,— Bag 4 my —— them of their —— 

urday © bait week, yo baht me to recover, 
4. An artificial obstruction (in the Plant World, May, 190, p, 100, 

form of a board, plate, or cleat placed in the bago (ba gõo). 9 [Tagalog-] A name in the 
channel) to the ——— smooth flow of a Philippine I Islands of Gnetium Guemon, an ever vate 
liquid or gas. Itisused for the vf am! ot producing reer shrab or small tree with jointed, knotty 

romeh misters — font a, orof check- branches, opposite leaves, and eatkin-like in- 
Ing its —— — eal a ueatter: tram florescence. The bark ylehis cordage; the seeds are 

4 bu md baffle-block (bsf'I-blok), n. A thick piece of — — py pe! 
metal, sometimes hollow, used to bafile, or -rack (bay‘’rak), », A rack attached to the 

detiect, gases in a furnace, 6 or bulkheads of a ship to support the bags 
oy A —— A ring placed in a * pied * crew keep their clot ing. a 

J ada⸗ (ba-grii'dii-bug), wh rada baffle-tank (bat’I-tangk), n. A tank in whieh “CEGh Ida)’ Sete a naive’ came’) A pantat. 
baffles, or cross-partitions, are placed to check peer bug, Bagrada hilaris, common in South 
the flow of a be or vapor aie 9 the tank. Africa, where it damages cabbage and cauli- 

a —— * bot ga so ~ — = —— just_as does the allied harlequin cab- 

deflect them and m them take a more cir- poco ng (Murgantta Motrvonten) in the Vaned 

(bil gra), wn. [Sp., Pg.] A sea-catfish, a euitous path, 60 as to retard their passage ont bagre 
of the tubes until all heat has been given off. , —— of Tachysurus or of a related genus, 

— leaves are 

¢ bat’ —5 An ae mnie or —— 
system of partitions, plates, or rings whereby 
a tendency to motion in n an undesired direction baesane name in a —— —— A Pre 

reverted, 
(baf’i), n. * 

ene. highly 

baf’i-spin), n. A wooden club 1 the fora of substitute for baffy-spoon (baf’i-spiin) im the ag he - =o 

— — romain in the ——— division of some Jn- 
a 

— — bin), =. Same as 

pai, 

is “ge —— gie several — especially that of Carpets 
— reeled ( - ylelds a kind of which ts 

worm, wore, 0 the case- benring baking: pena ee — —— —— 
— a short — hoe * much — in the i —— rit sits 4 es 3 * 
ace — *— ng approaches. *hag), a. [ an A 

1, n. 3. In base ball, buse-bag.—14, loin-eloth worn kd the rn of the Philippine 
A Selling on ona boiierplats tietres is frequently found Islands. * 

of cinder inaide the p' which causes fh part of the haha: wre hag See *lancelet, wary (ba Mea Me 
» < Hind. bakaduri 
or star pagoda in 

ge baha — , m. Same as bahadur. 
See *yrou, 
(Hopi Le paho.) Same as 

Ll. bahurim igi 

Also bahaudry, a wi nich {0 ox ed to the heat to capand more than BABS oy & Sree ane je water and to separate fro 
15. “h ba leather: — fullness 4 in the iaie hadur. 
of a skin, which prevents it from lying out 
- and smooth. It is more marked in Babine 

8 h b 
— Ege Elntiny ton ou ster Faraday electri be bao (bio), a, 

864 instrument devised c 
of static electricity Is di rar (BA éhir), m. 
uted on the extertor surface bn iddish boéher, fied. bahir, Ping airim, ¢< 
of bodies, | A —— — on an aah choose, select. 5 & e rt ebrew, 
neal man. Geseniue.— n modern use 
pos ny a = ot ‘ster eect islnee oe fourteenth century), a student of the 
it may be shown that the c ‘almad in a rabbinical college (yeshiba), espe- 
is on the extertor, for when 

io ‘he a — AT 8 mz the silk strings 
will still be found on the exte- 
rior.— Politzer s gene | 
bulb with a tube 
to force open the aad 
tube in cases of — * elos · Faraday's Electric Bag. 

cially now in Russia and Poland, 
baia (bia), ». [Said to be Siamese. ] Amoney- 
eae ra a cowry. 

n. See bidarkee, 
paidar ve -ri), mn. (NL. (Friedrich Braun, 
ae) | named in honor of Johann Jacob Baier 

ure, See poli 9 1735), aneminent man of science.) See 
Ie. t—Te in cricket, said (humor- _/eanpaulia, 
y) af —— 5 he fails to score a run inline bail?,». 7. In Canadian law, a demise of realty. 

of histwotnnings [Collog.| Hutchinson, Cricket, Bee weourl— emphyteotiqu 
—— n. —F sunplified spelling of baie, Tease for 8 long cm - rent & renew indefluitely, 

2, ». pecifically, in music, a short practical amour air absolute oonveyance.—Com- 

—* light’ piece, ‘usually for the piano. ing of —————— rtd Tes 
bag- ,% 2. In milling, a machine for O- {ntended merely to express the appearance of adefendant. 
ing re bags or cloth sacks with flour, _ bail, v. II. intrans. To halt or surrender 
—_ te. One form consietea of a short conve: when ** bailed —F or “held up” by a highway- 

loading tt in the bag, 
by hand, — (Austral 

from a 4 
in a machine, a ft te then! 

noid 
J an eee requiring the arrest of 

the en is Baijable process, 2 — ton flim a which a fin a —— and his release upon xivlne to the 5* of 

of dour is placed in VY} the filled 
— need the court to whom the attachment is directed sultable ball 

Spened and removed by hand. 
as or aaek belng for his — driv), 

( riv), n. 
baggage-room (bag’fj-rim),». 1, A room at ve 
a railway-station, — or the like, ——— Bearing. —— 

= = po ee s os a, os — a bull that strikes the bails: usually applied 
hey barr Ere room where to a ball that strikes the buils after pitching, 
be left until _s gmt — * —3* number bail-former (bal’for’mér), a, A wire-cutting 
sine cameltoe (haart ote x “Osta, 8 pagaa- and -shaping machine for — hails. 

= to play, ball.) The game of lacrosse. mm aiider oppeenel te peerah chips. 4 he, Loman at 
Berri p- officer who supervises the inspection 

age —* —8 for baling cotton? 
rete 

a jute fnbric of very _ the city. 

group. See *growp!. 

for drawing a fixed — ——— 

A universal-joint 

‘¢) In — 
‘nah brought into 

Tame at guany bag bailiff-errant (ba‘lif-er’ant), 1, An under- 
bailiff; a deputy to a bailiff. 

bailing-net ( ’‘ling-net), #. A seoop- or gath- 
bagio, baguio (ba’gi-d, bii-gé’6), mn. [Sp. ba- ering-net used in lifting live fish out of a trap 

10, % Tagalog, Bieaya, — ete., bagio, vr seine, 
locan bagguio, a tempest.) In the Philippine Baillarger’s layer-line. See *line®. 

Islands, a native name for a whirlwind storm, ochetto (ba-yo-ket’6), m. [It., dim. of 
hurricane, typhoon, or cyclone, A small silver coin of 

Baguios, as harricanes are called here, seem to be of the Farnesi, dukes of Castro, in the sixteenth 
frequent occurrence, They often blow downall thehuts century. 

baioeco: see baiocco. 

hich is eaten by the natives either 
by rice. Bakewe. 

balance . 

Bairdiella (bir-di-el'a), n. L., named for 
Spencer F, Baird, an American naturalist.) 
A genus of American seiwnoid fishes, includ- 
ingthe mademoixelle, orsilver-croaker, B. chry- 
sura. Gill. 
bait-bug (bit’bug), n. A small burrowing 
erustacean, Hippa talpoidea, found on the At- 
lantie coast of North America. 

a A simplifled spelling of baize. 
bajara (ba-yi‘rii), m. A form of pump cr 
water-lift used for irrigation purposes. It com- 

a large vertical wheel carrying on its circumfer- 
neg a ‘chain of water-buckets 
from a whim operated by a horse or mm 

group, See *group!. 

varian series, See *secries. 
ogy kiim), *. = Indian.] A name 

—— in the East Indies to Biancwa Sappan, 
e —— of commerce, See sapan- 

Also called bookwm and bukkunt-iwood, 
—— See *bacawan, 
— eg, or. ‘nee, knock-knee.— Bakers’ sponge 

Ari ‘Cha’ kerit), [Named after R. C. 
Baker, a director o the mining company.) A 
hydrated ealeium borosilicate occurring in 
massive white forms at the borax-mines in San 
im emer county, California, 

—— Hany n, (Bakewell, a mar- 
are teen in Derbyshire.) A genus of extinct 
goleez od mollusks belonging to the family 

, having elongate-alate shells with a 
multivineular ligament and denticulations 
under the beaks. It occurs in the Permian 
— Also written Bakerellia. 

pee (es ‘king-paipér), x. In cooking, 
a thin 3 eet of asbeatos fabric or felt, used o 
control the baking of bread or cake. When the 

or cake is su’ browned fn the oven, the 
i laid over it, effectually shutting of excess of 

* — —— scorching or burning. 

—— (ce) dry seda-alam; (d) both 
acid calcium phosphate and dry eoda-alam; and in all 
starch to absorb pic modature from the air and 

of carbon-diorid gaa, 

baking-soda (ba’king-s6"dji), x. Sodium acid 
carbonate or bicarbonate of soda, NaHCOg, 

a.,ands, Bee Buctrian, 
bakuin (bak ’é-in), v. (ines. — 
Baku in Transcaucasia, a petroleum 
center.) A Russian minera ——— 
having a high viscosity and low cold test. 
ee —— Thorpe, Dict. Applied 
Che 
*5 1 sol), n. (Russ, *hakwolit, appar. 
- Baku (seo *bakuin) + 1. ol{eum), OL A 
name given by Mendeléeff to an — 8 
oil made by mixing oils of different specific 
gravities and of diferent flashing-points. 
bakurin (bak’é-rin), n. [Baku (see *bakwin) 
+ -r-+-in?.] A lubricating-oil made by mix- 
ing 100 parte crude Baku oil, 25 parts castor- 

and 60-70 parts sulphuric acid of 66° Bé., 
followed by washing with water and sodium 
Bia Thorpe, Diet. Applied Chem., I. 

Bala See *grou 
balaad (belid’}, © ti f — as Somali, but 
perhaps intial All r. bildd, country.) A 
native name in Somaliland for a small tabanid 
fly resembling Hematopota,which bitescamels, 
sometimes causing their death. Proc. Zool. 
Soe. London, 1900, I. 9. 

balenoid (ba-l6'r noid}, a. [Ls balena, a whale, 
+ -oid.} 1. Resembling or ae tow 
whale ; whale-like,—2., Pertaining to the genus 
—— 
balafong, * Same as balafo. See also 

Ma 
(bal-a-gan’), ».[Siberian.] A thatched 

pyramidal wooden hut of eastern Siberia, 
raised on piles toa height of about 10 feet. and 
reached by a ladder consisting of a notched 
tree-stem. 

2 Uttle village of Karnga connsista of seventeen 
straggling balagens, six yurts and oue small tent. 

Geog. Jour, UR. G. 3), XIL 2386. 

balance, ». 14. In engines. a condition in 
which the forces at play due to the masses of 
the moving mechanism are balanced by others 
which operate in a contrary sense, so that the 
engine has no tendency to lift or slide upon 
its foundation, but would run without jar even 
if not secured to such foundation. Balance is of 
great importance tp locomotive and motor-car engines, 
since, from the nature of their service, the bed-plates 

*ma 



balance 
or frames of these machines cannot be fastened to the 

*und.— Aw a machine 

which satimetiealy cota of ihe * placed 
wi a tixed in the PRL upon en amoun 1. weighing pan. 

an 
by means of lations controlled by 

nables moments adjustable weights, © 
of Inertia to be determined without the 
use of stop-watches. —Ji ‘s 
a delicate apiral apri elaatic 
wire, intended ‘or determining 
the fic gravil 
of minerals ‘6 ampero-bal- 
ace, an apparatus meastiring the 

lute balancing ite attracting 
Serve — ts welght-Mohr's spe 

a convenient 
8 
ne 

d,s 
held - the Jelly's Balance. 

ot, }, spéral spring + other, A brasa wire "7 pad ©.4, pans; ww, gprad> 
Ne a way that mireot. 

use 
thread to 

ary welghing, fn which wi io 

instead of knife-cdge. ircaabjot iy tron of 8 a — 

& form of ‘pensing-sexie~ Whew balance. 
Same as Wheatstone's . fee + 5 

balance, v. t—Balanced ration. Soe *ration, 
balance-box (bal’ans-boks), ». A box which 
eounterbulances the load lifted by a balance- 
erane, It is usually a cast-iron box loaded 
with small weights or kentledge. Lockwood, 
Diet, Mech. Eng. Terms. 

balance-cylinder (bal’ans-sil‘in-dér),, A 
stnall steam-cvlinder sometimes placed on top 
of the valve-chest of large vertical engines, so 
that steam acting on the under side of the 
piston will relieve the valve-gear of the weight 
of the valve and valve-rod. A similar glinder is 

the beam turns apon a 

filing the heavy in until, after ted 
teats, it is exactly uniform in weight im all ‘thomas. 
Knives used in pairs.are tested until they balance in all 
the ns in which they will be placed in the cutter- 

of & wood-working machine.— = 
machine, a machine for ys by 
to revolve in a horizontal _ any Variations In the 
rotation caused by unequal distribation of t Deke 

an-sing-ér’ gan), n, 
Rep. Brit. Assn Ad- 

8 
balan ball ’ 
gg 5. 

ng-way 
for finding any 
arbor by suspending it upon carefully adjusted 
supporte, or ways, and causing it to revolve. 
When It comes to rest the bones olde downward, show- 
ing a want of balance at that pl and this is corrected 
by Gling that point or adding t at opposite points, 

balaneutics ak Aol ney n. (Gr. dadevev- 
Javeurinés, ¢ Bahaveiew, attend 

at the bath, ¢ @a/aveiov, w bath: see balncum.) 
—* science of administering baths; balne- 
ology. OBy 

(bi-lin-gi’), n. See *harangay, 
(bal‘g-n6-f6-ri’shius), a. 

(NL.,¢ Balanophoracee + -ows.) Having the 
characters of or belonging to Balanopho- 

tis (bal ‘ a-no - pos - thi‘ tis), m. 
[NL., ¢ Gr, 3é2ev0¢, acorn (glans), + séoby, 
* + ew a Inflammation of the prepuce 
and g| pen 
Balantidium (bal-an-tid’‘i-um), ». [NL. 
(Claparéde and Lachmann, 1858), ¢ Gr. Sadav- 
tidwv, dim. of fatAdyriov, Badavriov, & bag, 
pouch.) A genus of heterotrichous ciliate 
afusoria, of the family Bursarina, having a 

large peristome and well-marked anal aperture, 
Its species are found in the rectum of batra- 
chiana, the large intestine of man, and the 
cosloma of annelids, 

balao! (bii-li-6’), ». (Cuban - balad; cf. 
Sp. balaou, a kind of sprat. he halfbeak, 
emiramphus brasiliensis, (Cuba.) 

jog.) A name in the 
ipterocarpus vernici- 

balao? (bii‘li-6), ». IT 
Philippine Islands of 
Sluus, a foreat-tree which yields a t 
resin called balao balsam or malapaho balsam, 
highly prized by artiste as a varnish for 
pictures. See —5* 
balarao (b4-ld-ri’d), », [Tagalog (whence 
Pampanga balarao), a dagger, prob. orig. refer- 
ring to an attached thong; ef. Bisaya balalao, 
a coil of string or rope, a skein of thread or 
silk,] In the _— Islands, a dagger with 
a rather broad blade, 

balastre, Bee baluster. sometimes though rarely, to balance weight » He 
t bala ". Almost the entire output of balata- of the engine-p ton and piston-rod. Also balancing. fuse prs 4 att pes 

balance-lever (bal’ans-lev‘ér), n. In fertile. ‘MM commerce in the form of sheets aud b It is 
manuf., a deviee for controlling the counter- 
faller of a spinning-mule. 

lug (bal’ans-lug),». Nawt., a lug-sail 
contracted into a narrower —— rolling 
up a portion of the canvas on its i , 

balance-rail (bal’ans-rél), », In the key- 
hoard of the organ or piano, the rail or raised 
strip whieh carries the pins on which the keys 
are balanced and operated. See eut under 
pianoforte. 

ce-reef (bal’ans-réf), v. t. To close-reef; 
take in all the reefs. 
balance-rope (bal’ans-rép), ». In mining, a 
rope hung under the cage in a shaft to coun- 
terbalance the weight of the winding-rope. 
Barrowman, Gloss, 

®.— Compound balance-rudder, 

a type of balance-rudder, formerly ased in cae war. 
shipa, in which the forward part could be locked in a 
fore-and-aft line when under sail, but the whole used as 
an ordinary balance-rudder when steaming.— Twin bal- 
— * a special arrangement of rudders for 

torpedo-boats, devised by Thorneycroft, There is a bal- 
ance-ridder on each side of the screw, hollowed out 
toward the screw, thus forming a sort of tunnel in which 
the screw revolve, 

balancing linder (bal’an-sing-sil’in-dér), », 
Same as —— jinder, 

-lever (bal‘an-sing-lev’ér),». Same 
as equalizing-bar (which see, under fart), 

machine (bal’an-sing-ma-shén"), ». 
A machine for finding and correcting any va- 
riation in the weight of different parts of a 
pulley-machine knife or cutter and causing it 
to run true at high speed — Knife- ma- 
chine, a scale-balance for testing the distribution of 
weight In machine-knives and rotary cutters. Uneven- 

usally considered a kind of gutts- bat differs from 
the Latter im that it is softer at the ordinary temperatur 
more clastic, cools more slowly after a. heated, an 
is much more d le when to light and alr, 
Though sometimes used in mixtures with gutta-percha, 

ata-gam has certain uses —— — pure bal; 
bm ge = adapted, as molds for galvanic purposes, 
soles, Gress-shields, and belts for transmitting power. 

balate (bii-li’te), ». [Philippine Sp. balate, 
< Tagalog balat, skin, hide.) Asea-cucumber, 
dried and smoked, eaten as a relish; ne 

balatong (bii-li-tong’), n. [Tagalog and Bi- 
saya balatong.] A name applied in the Philip- 
pines to Phaseolus Mungo, one of the moat im- 
portant food-staples of the natives, See green 

am, under gram, P 
tonian group. See *group!. 

balaustre (Pile. ta’tre), n. (Sp. balawstra, 
flower of the wild pomegranate.] The name 
in Venezuela of the valuable timber-tree Cen- 
trolobium robustum., See *arariba. 

Balbach . See *process. 
balboa (bal-bo’li), av. aname Sp. balboa, 
named for Balboa, who discovered the Pacitie 
Ovean.] A new gold coin of the republic of 
Panama, worth $1 in United States gold: 1-, 
24-, 5-, 10-, and 20-dollar balboas are coined, 

balbus (bal’bus), ». [L., stammering.] A 
stammerer, 

baldface (bild’fas), ». The widgeon, dnas 
americana. Bee *haldhead, 4, 

n. 4, The widgeon, Anas ameri- 
cana; so called from its white head. 

baldio (biil-dé’6), ». (Sp. baldio, a., untilled, 
=. Waste or common land. 

Baldwin's phosphorus, See *phosphorus. 
bale®, ».—Commercial bale, a bale of certain form and 

balk-lining 
recognized in commercial ten- 

der inde for example, a par ig + as in 
form and weighing about 600 pounds,— 
any bale just an ht is, for example, a cotton-bale as it 

* —— me, ootton. weighing about 350 5 pounds. pac! 
bale-band (bal’band),a. Naut.,a big shackle- 
shaped iron at the masthead, seeured to the 
pa ter to which the standing part of the 
fl ~jib stay is made fast. 
bale eaker (bal’bra-kér) 
opening or loosening the 
of a cotton-bale, 

n. A machine for 
hard-packed layers 
bale-breaker, a bale- 
revolving cylinder or 

teeth, spikes, or blades. 
‘sling), ». Nawt,,a simple atrap 

when as 
about the 

valibago — Cacalog and Bi- 
A 

saya. Cf. m pogo, Fijian vay, Samoan faw, 

Batibago (Perirt reliacewom), 

Hawaiian haw.] In the Philippines, a tree, 
Pariti tiliaceum, widely distributed in the trop- 
ies. Its bark yields a valuable bast-flber from which 
the natives of Guam and other Pacific islands make cord- 
age, Ita wood is light, and is weed for ow ers for 
————— ——5 = for kindling fire by fric- 

balif, n. A simplified spelling of bailiff. 

balingbing (bé- ding ae (Tagalog and -bin n. an 
ret bev y jag im mares! { 
bing, balimbing): see bilimbi.) A Phil ppine 
name of the tree and fruit bilimbi or bilimbing 
(which see). 

balisier (bii-lé-76-a"), ». [F. balisier, the eanna 
or Indian shot.] Aname in some of the West 
Indies of several species of banana-like plants 
of the genus Bihat, the flowers of which are 
protected by large red or yellow bracts which 
give them a very showy appearance. Also 
called wild banana. See Heliconia, 

baliti (bii-la’té), ». [Philippine Sp. baliti, balete, 
< Pampanga beliti.] Aname in the Philippine 
Islands of Ficus Indica and several allied spe- 
cies having aérial roots and the habit of growth 
of the banians of India. From the inner bark of 
some of the species the Negritos prepare bark-cloth aimi- 
lar to the tapa of the ynesiana, which they use for 
clothing. Sve banian?, 

balk!, ». 9. (¢) (2) In England, a beam of a certain size 
received from the Baltic, ‘The size is stated at 4-8 tnches 

diand the other two within the string.—To make a 
in Diltierds, to force one's own ball and the red (or 

both reds, in the American game) within the string-line 
when one’s opponent is at hand. 

balk!, v. t—To balk the crib, in eribiage, to lay out 
cards for the dealer's crib which are unlikely to match 
any that he will lay out. Such would be a king and a9, 

balk-lining (bik’li*'nin },”. A system of balk- 
lines in carom-billiards introduced in 1874 and 
later modified. 1¢ now consists of t short lines, 
two in each corner, intersecting the nal continwoas 
line running paraltel to and either 14 of 18 inches from 
each section of the cushion, Thus there are nine panels 
———— differentareas, Eight of the pancls 
are balks central panel, having an area nearly as 
grent as that of all the others combined, is free, and yet 



: balk-lining 
is neglected by 
continuous line has been 
I 
tried expressed ag 142, 14;2, an 

2 of pind 

is sent out, while at 18:2 of 14:2 there cannot be two in 
succession, Return of the ball tothe same balk imposes 
no ty. 

balk-pocket (bak ‘ pok‘ et), ». 
corner pockets at the foot of an — and 
the head of an American billiard-table. 

ball!, x, 25. In the manufacture of soda by 
the Leblane process, the batch of pasty mate- 
rial produ by heating together sodium 
sulphate or salt-cake, calcium carbonate (lime- 
stone or chalk), and coal as discharged from 
the furnace.— 26, In arch., & spherical orna- 

sphere ent out of stone and 
servin the 
like. {Q) A uotlow sphere of hin met — 

One of two 

|, made as 
i bars, setabove a capola 

a The ball of St. Peter's at Rome le 8 fet in 

whall-th 
or croquet, where there 

matchea his score 
tro. ⸗ 

which tour players engage, 
his Bi gay ahi aa 
be i against on 

—— is the direction in ee sah a i =f £ e eg i ip i Fil i if — 
7 2 

1 

i aad 
: 

> ef EFS 

i ition.—Passed ball, in 
vered by the pitcher within the catcher’ 

which the catcher fails to hold, so that it goes beyond 
him and the runner succeeds in gaining a base.— 
ball, in 6iifiands, the clear white as 
the spotted white ball In France (for no good reason) 
both are clear, with the result that the wrong one is often 

with as « coe-ball,— Running ball, im base-ball, 
Feat laven-boveda, and other a Weg Hy 
— in erieket, a ball whic too in 
front of the batsman to canse him difficul i in it; 
a ball bowled short of a length. Soe Length Xbekn: 

ball matoh, in golf, a mateh in which three 
inat one another, each with bis own ball ; 

in which one plays his ball agninst the 
of two others, The latter is usually referred 

to as a bewt-ball match. — the balla, 
wbreak.To smother the ball, in cricért, to play for- 
ward with the bat apon the J, 80 a6 to atop the 
ball soon after it pitches,— Dall, in cricket, a ball 
bowled out of the bataman's reach, 

ball5,», 3. A belt of sand a short distance off- 
shore on which waves break in rough weather. 
Local, Eng.] 
The sands ex; at low tide were egy A eel 

only In the low between the beach and the “ “ were 
there well-preserved tidal sand-ri 

Geog, Jour, (BR. G, &), X VIET, 183, 

u. 3. In music, a term variously ap- 
plied to melodies for ballads, to extended nar- 
rative or dramatic works for a solo voice, oc- 
casionally to concerted choral cantatas, and 
to instrumental pieces of a melodie character 
—in the last ease often without obvious rea- 
son. 
ballahoo (bal-a-bii’), n. [Also ballahou, bulla- 
hoo; appar. another use of ballahou, W. Ind. 
name ofa schooner: see ballahou.] A garfish. 

vitiagt n 5. Th of the i un 5. © rough maso: e in- 
terior of a wall, or that laid upon the vault; 
masonry used where weight and solidity are 
needed, Compare * filling, 7. and *back-fling 

on board a ship from a ples port, su to be due 
to a contagiam present in the ballast.—To freshen bal- 
last, See */freshen, 

ballast-car (bal’ast-kiir), ». In railroading, 
a gondola- or hopper-car used in conveying, 
dum ,and distributing gravel, broken stone, 
or ballast along a roadway. 

See ball-furnaceman (bil’fér’nis-man), n. 
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loaded (bal‘ast-léd'ed), p.a. Saidofa 
veasel when she has nothing but ballast in her 
hold. 

ballast-shovel (bal’ast-shuv‘l), ». A shovel 
employed in handling earth ballast. 

tank (bal’ast-tank), ». In shipbuilding, 
one of a series of — built in a ship, 
made water-tight, and provided with pipes by 
means of which it may be filled with water 
from the sea or pumped out by the ship's 
— When the tank is filled the water acta as bal- 

Sach tanks are usually formed in ia pene bekween 
the inner and outer a alditional ballast. 
tanks are frequently placed elsewhere for special reasons, 

the volume of the ballast.tank is not In other words, 
included in the under-deck tonnage ; and ahipbuliders are 
left free to choose their m of constructing 
hulls for water-ballast eR 

White, Manual of Naval Architecture, p. 8%. 

Ball-bearing axle, an axle with steel balls (held a 
box or sheave) which bear apon the —2 2* 
friction. 

ball-clay (bal’kla), n. A plastic clay used in 
making pottery. Also inden as pipe-clay. 

ball-dance (bal’dans), ». A ceremonial dance 
—— with the ball-games of some Indian 
tri 

baller (ba‘lér), ». A workman who cha 
bars into a balling- or reheating- 

ballet?, ». 4. The music to which @ ballet is 
danced.—6. In the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, jally in England, a light glee- 
like madrigal or part-song, often with a fa-la 
burden. See fa-la.—6, In the eighteenth cen- 
fay, a series of instrumental dances properly 
in the same key and usually for stringed in- 
struments; a suite (which see). The dramatic 
ballet (seo def. 2) was national form of drama in 
France ; it originated fn the sixteenth century, and in the 

teenth coalesood with the Italian musical 
ving rise to the early of French opera. pellet 
Sa = Blahops’ (1568) of the 

a 
(bal’ d-dan‘sér), », One who ballet-dancer 

‘tm dances in a theatrical or operatic bellet. See 
ballet2, 1, 

ballet-giri (bal’ &-gérl), a. A female ballet- 
eer. 

master (bal’a-mis‘tér), ». The trainer 
or director of a ballet. See ballet?, 1. 

ballet music (bal’a-mi’zik), ». Same as *bal- 

ball-float (bAl’flét), ». A float in the form of 
a sphere, used either as a valve or for operat- 
ing a valve. See ball-cock, 

-furnace im Mi wy n. The reverber- 
atory furnace used in the Leblane process of 
soda-manufacture, See *halll, 25, Also called 
black-ash furnace, 

A 
workman whose duty it is to turn over and ul- 
timately to discharge the material from a ball- 
furnace. 

ballhooter (bil’hé-tér), nm. In lumbering, one 
who rolls logs down a hillside. [U, 8.) 

ballhornize (bAl’hérn-iz), vr. ¢.; pret. and pp. 
ballhornized, . ballkornizing. (G. balthorai- 
siren, spoil while caring be mend, ¢ Ballhorn, a 
man’s name. ‘Jo allhorn was a printer 
at Lubeck, who flourished between the years 
1531 and 1599, and who printed, amongst other 
things, a primer or A B C book, on the last 
page of which he substituted for the embellish- 
ment which was usual at that time, of a cock 
with spurs, a cock without spurs, but with a 
couple of ages tenes him; and on the strength 
of this substitution announced on the title-page 
‘Amended by John Ballhorn.’ The expression 
has since become proverbial [in —— 
and ballhornisiren or ver-ballhornen signifies 
‘to make unmeaning or useless alterations in 
anything— to make anything worse, instead 
of making it better.'” Guarilt, Review of De- 
signs for Rebuilding the Royal Exchange.] To 
spoil while professing tomend; make unmean- 
ing or useless alterations in, See the etymol- 
ogy. 

balling}, ». 2, Inthe manufacture of soda, the 
firing, working back and forth, and discharging 
of the black-ash mixture. See *balll, 25.—3, 
In tertile-bleaching and Sige bp hee ener 
of the material into balls, to the detriment of 

balloon-guard 

the oss. It oceurs most frequently in loose 
cotton or wool.—4, In the process of nuclear 
development, the fusing of two or more nuclei 
into one. 

determ! fruit, one 
ao] FS seed (or 7 — or 

5 e ¥; a catapalt OTE PAPE 
chores ‘Ballistic instrument, an instrument measuring 
an electric impulse by the throw or momentary deflection 
of the instrument-needle. It differs from an ordinary 
electric m tin having the moving part 
heavier and not damped. — a trial of ord- 
nance orarmor a projectiles. A teat of a gun 
is made by tiring it with proof charges; that of an armor- 
plate by firing at ‘ with armor-plereing projectiles, 

a, pl.— Exterior ballistics, that depart- 
ment of bal which treats of the motion of a projec- 
tile in the air.—Interior ballistics, that department of 
ballistics which treats of the motion of a projectile in the 
bore of agun. 

the ballistite (ba-lis’tit), a. A smokeless powder 
containing a large percentage of nitroglycerin: 
similar to cordite. It was originally introduced by 
Nobel, and wes que of he eee eee 6 oo 

Un aout one per cent. of diphenylamine, © 
by the Italian 

is known as (lite. 
- (bal lit’ning), x. An electric 

discharge which appears as a ball of fire de- 
seending from the atmosphere to the earth, 

leaving a atro 
form of saad tning. 

enomenon is 

Card variety of small candies, such as goose- 
rries, butter-cups, balls, boabons, ste. It 

consists essentially of rolls of a special form 
on en < oor oe nen is 
used with a blower for chilling and hardening the candies 
aa fast as they are formed between the rolls deliv 

pron which conveys them 
air-blast from the blower, 

ball-mill (bal’mil), ». Same as ball-grinder. 
ballonnet (bi-lo-na’), ». [F., dim. of ballon, 
balloon.] A small ‘balloon containing air, 
laced inside a larger balloon containing a gas 
ighter than air. 
To secure rigidity they put an air balloon, or balilonet, 

inside the gna mn, and when a cooling clowdl or 
change of temperature contracts the was, Uhey pump air 
as needed into the balionet, which makes the cote ben 

¢ and wn 
te ra Lyle, Jr., Smithsonian Rep., 1001, p. 54d. 

balloon!, ». 8. In cricket and base-ball, a 
lofty hit which gives a fielder the chance to 
catch a batsman out. [Slang.]—9. In spin- 
ning, the convex curve assumed by yarn on a 
ring-frame.—Rogistra’ balloon, exploring bal- 
loos asmall balloon to which recording instruments are 
attached for registering conditions in the upper air. 
balloon! (ba-lén’), v. [belloon1, n,] IL. trans. 
1. To carry up or transport in, or as in, a 
balloon. 
Thy pinions next belleoned me from the schools to 

town. Colman the Younger, Broad Grins, vi. 

2, To distend with air, gus, or water, as the 
abdomen in tympanites, or the rectum or 

ina with specially constructed apparatus, 
vit. intrans, 1. To make ascents in a bal- 
oon. 
When Wise the father tracked the son, Datleoning through 

the skies, 
He taught a lesson to the old,—go thou and do like 

Wise. 0. W. Holmes, Meeting of Harvard Alumni. 

2. To swell out like a balloon; in ring-epin- 
ning, to fly outward centrifugally from the spin- 
dle: said of yarn. 

balloon-cloud (ba-lin’ kloud), ». A small 
cumulus or alto-cumulus cloud upon which the 
sun is shining so that the top warms and rises 
rapidly, while the cooler bottom follows 
slowly, the whole cloud assuming the form of 
a rising balloon, until it reaches some epee 
level where it overflows and forms a thin 
stratum of false cirrus, alto-stratus, or analo- 
gous cloud, 
balloon-foresail (ba-liin’fér’ sil), n. See 
*foresail. 
balloon-guard (ba-lin’giird), ». A device for 
keeping the yarns on a — — frame 
from interfering with one another during the 
process of spinning, 



balloonine 

balloonine (ba-lin‘in), a, [After F. *hallonine, 
¢ balloon -ine*,] A varnish intended to 
render the silk of balloons impervious to gas. 
It is made by dissolving india-rubber ina mix- 
ture of benzin and carbon disulphid. Sei. 
Amer. Sup., Oct. 10, 1903, p. 23221, 

In. 8. Ina — the lift- 
ing of seutn on the surface of the water by the 
liberation of steam from it. Newnes, Tech. 
and Sci, Dict, 
balloon-kite (ba-lin’kit), », A combination 
of the balloon and the kite, first designed 
for meteorological research, but subsequently 
modified in an entirely novel way for military 
purposes and used in the German army. In 
this constraction the balloon, consisting of a cyHndrical 

about 80 feet long and 20 feet wide, and provided 
with nterior and exterior airancka, is held captive 
by a cable so Ghat it fs inclined to the ground and 
the wind — a kite. * booyancy baumetent to 
ms, tha he may ov ** ——— —— — 

— ait hoes), n. The be support for 
the balloon inning frame. 

ball-ore (bal’or), ». ig A ore (limonite or side- 
rite) occurring in layers * Sy or less closely 
united nodules. [Local, U 

(bal-os’tG-mi), rt 1, 
suborder of minute fossil thysanuran inaeeta 
found in the — ———— shales of Colorado. 

ballot}, ». 
of which the principal features fares are the pacing of the ‘of the 
namesof all can the printi 
of the pales § the governmen ment the t and 
control of the polling-places, devices for securing 
secrecy in gg and ballota 
with varia! has been extensively 
in the United States. — Same as 
Bill (which aee, in the ia of Names). —) 

a ballot contal of candidates 

inatitutions and corporations —— 
be voted for by crt ria a 

ballotage (bii-lo-taizh’), u. [FJ The French 
custom of casting a second ballot to elect one 
* two candidates who have come nearest to a 

1 ing machine 
, machine ¢ bal’ot-ing-mg-ahén’), n. 
Same as — 2— ine. 

ballottement, 4. it consists o pation, to deter- 
mine the presence of # movable . tm the abdomen, 
such asa aa in the womb, a floating kidney, ete, bya 
sudden tap with the flager from below ; this forces the 
body , and it can be felt again wy It settles down 
epen tip ‘of the finger. Also called repercusrion. 

ball-planting (bil’plan’ting), ». A method 
of transplanting trees with Balls or lumps of 
earth around the roots, 

ball-point (bil‘point), ». An attachment toa 
compass or pair of dividers, fitted to one leg 
to form a seat over a hole when a circle is to 
be described about the hole. 

ball-race (bil’ris), ». The cup, track, or 
groove in which the balls of a ball- earing run. 
Elect. World and Engin., Dec. 5, 1903, p. 931. 

ball-rubber ( bal’rub’ ér), n. Thetrade-nameof 
erude india-rubber in the form of large balls 
from Peru, the product of species of Herea. 
us is superior in quality to the best Para rub- 

ball- thrombus (bél’throm*bus), ». A blood- 
clot of spherical shape which forms in the 
heart before death. 

ball-thrust (bal‘ thrust), ». A ball-bearing 
arranged to take the end-thrust of a shaft, 
Jour. Brit. Inst. of Electr, Engineers, 1902- 
1903, p. 937. 

Ball- lathe. See *lathel. 
ball-warping (bal’war’ping), n. A method, 
formerly practised in textile-mills, of winding 
from a reel into » round package a series of 
warp-threads for the subsequent forming of 
the web for weaving: introduced about 1760, 
ballyrag (bal‘i-rag), ¢. & Same as bullyrag, 
balm, v.— balm, Ssme aa copel or copaim bam 
—** See a De and baleam, 

Balmain's See *paint, 
Balmer's law. * *law, 
balmo: », 2. A Seoteh cap, originally of 
wool, [Not in use in U. 8. 

um (bal-n rote | n.; pl. balnearia 
(i). [L.: see Jalneary.] In Rom, archeol,: 
(a) Asmall or private bath-room; a room with 
asmall bath. (+) That part of a great bathing 
establishment which was devoted to the smaller 
rooms, 
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(bi ‘16-kii-niig’), n. (Pampan 
balucanag.) A name in the Philip ine Islands 
of Alewriles saponaria, a tree ied to the 
candleberry and 1 and the po ~tree. The muta yield 
ofl which is the soap commonly 
found in the —— Manila and other towns, Also 
called balotrnad and —— 

Baloskion (bu-los’ki-on) 
— 186) with the sserthed err 

y in allusion to the spherical flowers, 
—— CG]fGr. 3aAAce, throw, + cyoiroy, 
rush.) A genus of monocotyledonous plants, 
type of the family Baloskionacese. See Lestio. 

oskionacess (ba -los“ki-6- na’sé-6), », pl. 
NL. (Wight, 1905),<¢ Baloskion + -tcew.) 
amily of monocotyledonous plants of the 
order Xyridalex, the cord-leaf family, typified 
by the genus Baloskion, See Restiacer. 

balsa, ». 
flat-bottomed boat or canoe, sometimes ca- 
— of conveying as many as 30 persons or a 
ozen donkeys, It is made of bundles of the totora 

reed tled together. While the balsa isa very rude * 
clunmey craft, incapable of speed, it has the advantage of 
keeping 7 in any clreamatances, When — it is 
Fide iy a all ——— —— oF 

(NL, (Rafin- 
“bail 

ond an te and ies 
The Aymaré call it yarpu, 

— . Ralao balsam. See *talav.—Balsam of 
fir. Same as Canada balsam, — —— tiene. 
Baine as Salm of Gilead. — Binck balsas. 

—— —— — odor dnd a neti Aavor, de —— de- cleofesin' 73 a 
ved from the urepean 

(5), under 

— 
“+ —* See lngum. 

eam. as balvam —— 
da ——— is sent to market, 

balsam, a 
rill — SOP heart-wood —— — eo of 
lata, as 8 remedy for, parasitic 

Umiri balsam, the 
the umirL See * umd 

ney urs obtained from 
genus Clusia, es) 

Sam. Same as 

— of several ——— 
ite bal- 

Balsamea ( halen rr (NL. (Gleditseh, 
1782), < r' }y <1 Dalsamews of baie, & Ge, Bidee: 

a) A —— of dicotyledonous 
——— type of the family, Balsameacew, See 
Jommiphora, 

Balsameacee (bal-sam-é-i’sé-2), n. pl. 
—— 1829), < Balsamea + -aces. 
‘amily of dicotyledonous chori ——— =. 
of the order Geraniales, typified } by * — 
Balsamea, and characterized main! ly b by 
a S-merous — flowers and 2-5 seeded 
ru ante of the trople: 
—— sane commercial i peedea tte «= The fatty? Zootaine 
19 genera and about 320 species, Boswell 
wracea, Canarium, Commiphora and 

balsamina, r. 2. A name in Guam and the 
Philippine Islands of Momordica Charantia 
and Momordica Balsamina, See *amargosa 
and *balsam-pear. 
balsam-pear (bil’sam-piir), n. The orange- 
colored * fruit of Momordica Charantia 
of the gourd family. See Momordica and 
compare balsam-ap) 

Baltimore heater, , shilling. ee 
eee penny. 

baltinate (bal’ti-mér), a. [Prob. with refer- 
ence to the coloring of the Baltimore oriole]. 
In enfom,, an American nymphalid butterfly, 
Buphydryas pha phaton. thas black wings margined 

reddish and pale-yellow spota. It occurs in 
the eastern United States, and ite larve feed on the 
suakehead (Chetone) and other planta Comstock, How 
to Know the — Index, p. 124, 

balu? (biil5), See *hhala, 
baluster-co —— (bal’us-tér-kol’um), a, A 
stuall column, especially one not of the recog- 
nized orders and in a subordinate position, as 
in the thickness of a wall or when used to 
divide windows or the like: a common feature 
of early medieval —— 
Ba 
od gee ——— — A ] Aname 
in the Philippine —* of Donax Arunda- 
strum, a —* belonging to the Marantacer. 
In the Philippines this plant is of little econombc impor- 
tance, but in. Bengal its split stems are used for making 
awnings and mats of the finest quality. 

Bambe er’ 8 pale. See *pulsel, 
ced stems of the bamboo about § inch 

eatin oat Fist fares fa in length. — BU boo. 
a ¢ grass, Arfhrostylidium Schomburyki., 
of northern South America. It attains a height of 60-0) 
feet and a diameter of Li buchos. The lower part of the 
stem for 15 of 16 feet has no joints and forms a continu- 
ous hollow tabe, It ts used by the Indians of 

is Bur- 

Wheater, *ehilling.— 
Baltimore penny under 

A bamboo-brier, n. 

8. On Lake Titicaca, an aboriginal bam 

banana-wine 
the Orinoco and the —— ae a blowplpe or blow-gup 

Pemale 
Barabor Bale with stem 60-70 feet high, 
ehietly for building purposes.— Male bamboo, the name 
in India of Dendroealamus strictus, which fe widely dis- 
tributed throughout India, attaining a height of 100 feet 
or more, Ite stems are strong, elastic, and nearly solid, 
and on account of their size it ts one of the most useful 
bamboos, Lt is used Hke the —— ‘mera boo, ** jally 
_ pete wad —— and lance-shafta, fen. 

a name in India ‘aa the Philip- 
pee “Talands of Bambos Bambes (Arundo Bambos of 

nnwas, Bordo orvndinacea of Persoon) & large bam- 
boo armed with recurved apines, It le mach used in 
construction, and sections of ita bollow stems serve as 
water-veasels. The seeds are caten by the Cingalese.— 
Thorny bamboo of India. Same as spiny *bamloo. 

2. In the southern United 
States, Smilaz Bona-nor and other prickly 
species of Smilax, See *stretchherry. 

(bam-bé’gris), u. A eane-like 

A 

neicola, found in 

Bambos (bam’bos), ». [NL. (Retzius, <i 
from the East-Indian name: see bamboo. + 

nus of monocotyledonous plants of the fam- 
y Poacee. See Bambusa, 

bamburo (bam-bi’ro), ». [Cingalese?] A 
wild bee of Ceylon, either Apis indica or A. 
dorsata, whose honey is collected in large 

Kirby and Spence, qn uantities * F — 
ntomol 

ban! (biin), , * (bii’ni). [Rumanian,] 
A — co and money of account: its 
value is that of the French — 

(bii-nii-bii’), n. [Taga 54 A name 
in the Philippine Islands ofa ** le timber- 
tree, Lagerstramia »& a, with large showy 

-purple or red owers and strong, tough, 
dura le wood, Two varieties are recognized, one 
tanaha clorada), of a deep-red color, asod in boat-build- 

on account of ite durability under water, and the 
55* banaba bianca), of lighter color and coarser grain, 
used t ordinary construction, See Lagerstrarmia, 

(ba-ni’go), m. [Bisaya banago.] A 
name in the Philippine Islands of two tim- 
ber-trees: (a) Thespesia populnea, belonging to 
the mallow family, called Polynesian rosewood 
and milo in Polynesia; and (b) Cordia subcor- 
data, gy apy hs the borage family, called 
tow or kow in osia, Though of not much 
2 = the Philippine Islands, these 

wre nigty ve ued by the Hawatiam, who make 
poltshed bowls tho ar aang — foxx, See tmilo, 
hou, Theaperia, and 

banaibanai —e— bial’ ), a. [Tagalog? Bi- 
saya banay banay,) A name in the Phil lippine 
Islands of several species of Radermachera be- 
longing to the trumpet-creeper family, havin 
shaped 4 pinnate or bipinnate leaves, bell- 

flowers, and membranous-winged seeds 
inclosed in long slender capsules. 
Banaibanai yields heavy, durable timber of a 
brown color. It does not — decay underxxro un and 
is used in constructing 

banalo (bi-nii‘lé), n. [Philippine Sp.) Same 
as *banago. 

n. 2. The pe Asimina triloba. 
{Arkansas.] Also eallec * banana, [Lli- 
mie Abyssinian banana, Musa.— Banana 

or Varnish, 4 solution of caltutold = amixture of 
oH acetate and acetone, used as a veblcle for the appli- 

jon of bronze-powders, so called because of the strong 

Sam php ee —— Chin —— the eo as wan nana. — 

dwarf banana, "Wuea Cavendish, It produces edible 
fruit of geod qualily aud endures More cold than most 
bananas It ie extensively cultivated In Florida and the 
West Indles,— Dwarf a. Same as Chinese wha- 
nana.— Palse Same as ®hanana, 2.— Ji banana. 
nese Musa Sasjoo,a native of the Lin Kin 
Islands, cultivated as an ornainental plant, and grown 
commercially in southern Japan for ite fiber, which re- 
sembles abaca.— Wild banana. Same as *balixier, 

banana-disease (ba-nan’it-di-zéz‘), rn. See 
*ilisease, 

banana-fish (ba-nan‘ii-fish), n. 1, A species 
of goby, Awaous taiasica, found in W est Indian 
rivers.— 2, Same as eee 3. 

bananaland (ba-nan’ii-land), » * eensland, 
where bananas are abundant. [Loeal, Aus- 
tralia. ] 

er (ba-nan‘ii-land*ér), », An in- 
habitant of —— ; a Queenslander. 
{Loeal, Australia.) 

wine (ba-nan’fi-win), n. A drink 
made of sliced bananas which are covered with 
water and allowed to ferment. 



banatite 

banatite, ». In pefrog., a name originally pro- 
posed by Von Cotta (1865) for certain dioritie 
rocks of the Banat in Austria, ‘The term is now 
more commonly used in the sense proposed hy B te 
describe monzonite moderately rich in —X vey aoe 
ponite and wadamellite, 

banca (hbiin’kii), nm. —J9 Spanish 
banca, Tagalog baagea.) A ut covered 
with a roof of bamboo, [Philippine Is,] 

n, 2, In baccera, a proposal to play 
against the banker for his entire capital at one 
coup, See bacoara — Skititng bance. See stilling, 
banco-daler (biin’ké-di‘lér), ». A Swedish 
bank-note issued by the national bank, equal 
to about 35 United States cents. 

bancoul (ban-kéi’), ». [A French form of 
the native name.] Thecandleberry, Alcurites 
Moluecana, 

band?, «. 6, In bot,, the band-like space be- 
tween the two mericarps of a cremocarp,— _ of concertina. 

band, band-plant (band’plant), n. — tte Seod of proliaeniian hy ape 
‘eration.— Geneva bands, Poo white linen bands worn 

at the meck as of the clerical garb: originally worn 
by the Swiss in Geneva. See 4— 
band or * in eytol., a band- or ribboo-«haped 
portion of the blastoderm from which the body of the 
* —V — in hwecta — Landolt a 
dark band in the held of view of polarization lnstraments 
in which crossed Nicol — are employed, It is dne 
to the anequal polarization of different je 
Tt is ised a4 a senaltive criterion in ma 
measurements. — Moderator an 
lumns carnea which sometimes stretches across the right 
ventricle in ere} 3 ithe — in certaln of the lower * 
mals.— Primitive band, in entomolagien! embryol., 
first indication of the ensbryo asa whitish band or streak 

the ventral side of the egg. Packard, Text-book of ou 
Entom,, p. S31.—Vocal bande. Same na vocal cords 

—— —— — See *#2edi- 

band, ».—chamber band, group of who 
p chamber music, either with —— on tle 

ly or with these and a few other instruments, such as 
fiutea.— Marine band, « band attached! to a naval es · 
tablishment.— band. Same as military 
band. — Street band, an itinerant group of players who 
play in city streets for such gifts as they can collect from 
chance oer. — Town in the seventeenth and 
eighteenth centuries, especially 
instrumentalieta organized and sup 
eipality for service on civic and religious 

wood band or wood-' reed 
wind various sections of a concert orches- 

tra, which is often called collectively a band. 
banda! (ban‘di), n. {t Sp. banda, a band.) 
A mother-of-pearl! shell found about the Phil- 
ippine Islands and in adjacent waters. 
banda? (biin’da),. [Native name.] In Kame- 
run, the fruit of Buchholzia coriacea, a shrub 
of the caper — It is n in color, about 
the size of a walnut, and is used as a medi- 
cine for colds. 

nn — Barton's bandage, a bandage ao a 
plied aa to prs Fat the lower jaw tn fractare of that 
part. & bandage for the eyes which 
covers the sound as well aa the diseased eye. peline 

arecurrent bandage applied to the |, or 
to the stamp of a limb after amputation, to retain the 
dressings. Circular dage applic by re- 
— Samos bandage. ie r al 

Same as —Elastic bandage, aban 
of tuilla-rabber or —— Materia pare 
bandage, a rubber a — 
expel the blood, the —— yo —— being 
yeoted by a rubber cord which constricts the part c! 
tothe trunk. After this is applied the rubber ban 
is removed and an operation can be performed with Lit 
Joan of blood,— & Poller-ban- 
dage back and forth round two projecting polnta, 
crossing midway so as to resemble the re 8 ‘3 
bandage, u square of cloth cut at the sides and folded 
in such a way ag to make a cap enve' ing the head, — 

, & bandage made of a namber of 
stripe 
aS 

fastened at one end to a crossstrip and applied ao 
overlap. — Plaster bandage, 5) -Paris 

bandage, = 4 of cheesecloth Into which sypeum 
phy —* tis agen wet, and ne ens 80 
ae form a bt to the part. bandage, 
# bandage covering the head, or the stomp of an ampa- 
tated link, made by pesca strips ferward and back over 
the convexity, the folds being held in place by repeated 
turns of a cireular bandage.— Reversed a 
bandage in which the strip is made to deseribe a half- 
turn backward ut ench revolation round the limb in or- 
der to make it lie emoothly when encircting the means 

jon of the member,—Bilicate a bandage 
ted with silicate of sodium and p may aim, used 

like 2 yeorveret Ear Wet ie — ban- 
e naory.— ‘s a aystem 

of —— to om rt and immobilize the phan in 
cases of cture of the clavicle. 

bandaka (biin-di-k’), n. —— name, ] 
The gumbo-plant or okra (Ahelmoschus eset. 
tentus), the mucilaginous poda of which are 
eaten green as a vegetable and are used as a 
thickening forsoup, It is called by the Hin- 
dus bhindi, Also written bandikai. See okra, 

bandaree Lae ", 
Marathi nddri.) 
native Indians about Bombay who tend cocon- 
nut- gather the nuts, and draw the 

. [Anglo-Indian.} 

band-saw, ". This 

{Also bhundarce ; b 
One of the low-easte Tian. 
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bander? (ban‘dér), n. An apparatus for mak- 
ing or sppiyi material in the form of bands. 

bandicoy (ban’di-koi), a. [Tatil rendai-khdi, 
rendai, Hind, bhendi, the tree.) Same as 
*handaka. 
band-music (band’mi‘zik), », Music intended 
for or made by a brass or military band. 
bandoline, ». 2, A mucilage prepared from 
carrageen moss (Chondrus crispus) mixed with 
scented spirit: used to stiffen silk goods. 

doline-wood (ban ‘dé-lin- wid), x, The 
wood of a lauraceous tree, Machilus Thunhergii, 
native to China, Formosa, Japan, and Korea. 
There is a considerable trade in China tn chips and shav- 
ings of the wood, When soaked in water these yleld a 
a a is used by Chinese ladies for stiffen- 

bandonion (ban-dé’ni-on), n. [band? + (harm) 
onium + -on.] A large and elaborate variety 

See Finca. 
band-room (band’riim), ». A store-roomon a 
flag-ship in which the bandsmen keep their 
instruments and music. 

wer-tool has in recent years be- 

Siad.is rang fom ——— 
slender saws in cabinet-work, up to large machines bts 
in sawing logs. They are used in scroti-sawing, as cut-off 

Teuhte<utting Telescopic Bandsaw, 

a, band-saw with teeth em cack edge: A. upper and lower wheels 
*——8 and suppected by frame having a wertical traverse, 
shown in the highest pesities: to orig the cutting edge of the saw 
te the lange log; ©. gearing controlling slédi . 
counter balance | log cartiage traversing track (pin two poking 
directions; / track for carriage. Capacity go,cco feet of heml: 
boards a day. 

and in the largest sawmills, 
*2* oon a eed eta Giten — and 
the resaws have feed-rolls to guide the material to the 
saw, Band-sawmills are eu with and 
are fitted with all the log-handling machines aml tools 
used in firet-class sawmills, In all types appliances are 
provided to secure the proper tension of the saw on the 
wheels, Ly sawiallls the alm ts to bring the Jog cloge u 
to the point where the band leaves the oper wees th 
being the most effective sawing-polnt. chief ad- 
vantage of the band-aaw over the circular saw is in econ- 
omy of material because of the narrow bandsaw kerf, 

band- (band ‘wag‘on), » <A wagon 
arranged to accommodate a band of musicians. 
It is generally large and ornate, with the seats 
along the sides. 
band-wheel, ». 3. The large wooden pulley 
of a well-boring rig: it is driven by a belt 
from the engine, and in turn drives the bull- 
wheel, the sand-pump reel, and the working- 
beam. See oil-derrick, 

Banff series. See *series. 
bang* (bang), ». The Cuban sardine, Sardi- 
nella — — — Is.] — 

banga (biing-gii’), ». [ og.) Alarge spheri- 
eal water jar made of baked tlay. {Philip- 
pine Is.) 
bangalay (bang-al’i), n. [Native Australian. ] 
The ard, tough, durable timber of the swamp 
or bastard mahogany, Eucalyptus botryoides, 
{Southeastern Australia.) 
angalow (bang’ge-l6), ». [Native Austra- 

An ornamental pinnately leaved palm, 
Ptychosperma elegans, of northeastern Aus- 
tralia. The tender young terminal bud fs eaten either 
raw or boiled by the natives and sometimes by the colo- 

saw frame; of, 

banket 
nista, The emall stems are called Moreton Bay cance. 
See Ptychoeperma, 

bangca, ». See *hanca. 
banger (bang‘’ér), a. One who or that which 

wns. Specifically —(a) Something v } espe: 
pom a4 He. (Slang. ty Than — cane, — — 

-rush (bang*ér-rush’),#, A cane-rush, 
eommon in colleges, in which two sides strug- 
gle for the possession of a cane or banger. 
b -iron (bang‘ing-i"érn),n. See *crimp- 
ing-brake. 

bangkal (bang-k&l’),». [Bisaya bangeal.]) A 
tree, Sarcecephalus cordatus, belonging to the 
madder family, with globose heads of flowers 
fused together by their fleshy cnlyx-tubes, fol- 
lowed by solid fleshy, succulent fruit. The wood, 
which is yellow, light, and rather soft, is ased in the con- 
struction of houses and for furniture, tole, barrels, and 
small canoes, It le sald to stand exposure te the wea- 
ther, The roots yleld « yellow dye, (Philippine In] 

bang-tail (bang’tal), n. A tail which has been 
banged, or eut horizontally across: also, an 
animal with a banged or docked tail. Bang- 
tail muster, « periodical master or round-up of all 
cattle on an Australian station, theoretically for the pur- 
pose of Sie long lesiee at Cho wees ot Che inte ous 
pede mage © pructical object isto find out the actual 
number of cattle on the run, [Australian.} 

bang-tailed A (bang’ tald), a. Having a docked 
or banged I: as, a bang-tailed horse. 
banig (bi’nig), ». [Tagalog and Bisaya banig.] 
Amat; especially, asleeping-mat. 0 petate. 
[Phili ppine Is) 

banilad (bii-né-liid’), n. Atree, Ster- isaya. 
culia ureng, with large lobed eaves, which 
yields a mucilaginous gum resembling traga- 

th. In India « bast-fiber tsobtained from the bark 

banister, ». 2. A handle-brush used in spinning- 
and weaving-mills for cleaning the gearing of 
machinery. 

n. Bame as *hanjorine. 
n. &. A form of automatic railway 

signal 2 ay aging in which ao flat circular 
disk, with an arm projecting from one side, 
is alternately exhibited in front of a glass 
opening in the si, -box and withdrawn From 
sight by the make and break of an electric 
circuit. The shape of the disk and its arm 
has suggested the name. 
The enclosed disc signal, commonly called a “ banjo,” 

is a circular box about 4 feet In diameter, with a glass 
covere | opening, behind which a red dise ts shown to 
indicate Eneyo. Brit., XXXUL 147. 

4, In mining, an iron frame for carrying a 
false clack. Barrowman, Gloss, (Seoteh} 

banfore, banjor (ban’jér), ». An obsolete or 
dialectal form of banjo. Thomas Nelson Page, 
The Old —— a P 

banjorine n-j$-rén’),n. A variety of banjo, 
smaller than the usual form ane properly 
higher in pitch. Also written banjeaurine. 

banjula (biin-ji‘l§), ». Same as *ranjula. 
bank’ * 14, — 5 —— landing, 
9.—15, small pottery. [Eng.]—pank fish- 

fisheries on submarine banks, eapecinily the New- 
pm Banks.— Bank to in mining, a shift 
or working-day. 

bank}, v. i. 3. To fish on submarine banks, 
especially the Newfoundland Banks. 

bank?, ». In fembering, the logs cut or skidded 
above the amount required in a day and held 
over by the saw-crew or skidders, to be re- 
ported when the daily quota is not reached. 

bank-barn (ba: k' bien), ne, A barn built on 
# hillside or sloping ground, so that three sides 
of the lower story are surrounded by earth, 
the fourth being unbanked. Forest and Stream, 
Feb, 21, 1903 (advt.). [U. 8.] 

bank-claim (bangk’klim), n. 
on the bank of a stream. 
Miners’ Pocket-book. 

bank. (bangk’en‘jin), ». 1, The en- 
ne at the mouth of # mine-shaft. [Eng.] — 

. A locomotive employed to assist trains up 
inclines. [Eng. 

banker!,». 9, 
picking up wreckage on the coast, 
fornia.) 

banket# (bang’ket), mn. [Cape D., appar. a par- 
ticular use of D. banket, sweetmeat, confec- 
tionery, a feast, banquet, also banquette: see 
banquet, banquette.) A formation of ore found 
on the Witwatersrand in the Transvaal, South 
Africa, 1t isa conglomerate of water-worn pebbles of 
translucent quartz set in a matrix compesed mainly of 
oxida of trou and silica, Near the surface the gold eccurs 
almost entirely free in the coment, while at # moderate 

A mining right 
Coal and Metal 

ne who makes a business of 
(Cali. 



banket 
depth the oxids of tron are grad ually ids; 
tut the gold can still be extracted ty pmo 

The oxidized banket ore, however, was not enslly ame- 
sable to concentration and the percentage of concentrates 

twas small. These concentrates were worked in 
ous Kinds of amalgamation pans or stored for future 

treatment, The total gold recovered in those 
did not anount to more than 60 per cent of origin 
value of an ore, then going about an ounce to the ton or 
over. Electrochemical /ndustry, June, 194, p. 215. 

bank-fishing (bangk’fish‘ing), ». Fishing on 
submarine dale, eupoctalty the arm be 
land Banks. — 
banking-game ng’king-gam),n, Any game 
in which one are pays and takes the bets 
made by all the other players. 

(bang’king-ground), rn. Same 

(bang’king-rim), m. 1. That 
room of a bank or private banking-house in 
which the greater number of the clerks work, 
and to which the publie has access to deposit 
or to draw money. Henee—2, In any large 
financial business, as an insurance company, 
tt. gare more public business-room. 

as lan , 2. 

bank-lock (bangk‘lok), ». Any form of lock ™! 
adapted for use on a sufe or vault of a bank or 
safe-deposit company. 

(bangk’man), a. In printing-offices 
(generally newspaper offices), one who attends 
to = bank or rack on which standing matter 
is kept. 
Banko pottery. Same as banko-ware. 
bank-right (bangk‘rit),». The right to divert 
watortoa bank-claim. Coal and Metal Miners’ 
Pocket-book. 

il, under oil, 

banner-cloud (ban’ér-kloud), x. A cloud which ba) 
streams horizontally from the summit of a 
mountain, Sometimes it is produced by snow carried 
from the surface of the mountain by the wind; at other 
times it is due to the expansion of the moist air which 
flows into the discontinuous space in the wind to the lee 
ward of the mountain, It may also be a Uhin layer of 
haze caused by the mixture of warm alr with the surface 
of a stream of cold alr, 

banner-fish (ban‘ér-fish), #, A seombroid fish, 
of the genus Istiophorus, found in all warm seas, 
banner-net (ban‘ér-net), n. 
strong twine and with a large mesh, used as a 
support or backing for street banners and 
theatrical seenery, 

Bannisdale flags. See *flay*. 
banquet-ring (bang ‘ kwet~- 
ring), n. Aquaint or exeeed- 
ingly large, rich, or highly 
decorated ring, too ornamen- 
tal for general use, but worn 
on state occasions, Such rings 
often extend as far back on 
the hand as they project on 
the finger. Also called dinner- 
ring. 

uette,. 5, An elevated 
platform made of stones, running along the 
walls of cliff-dwellings and kivas. [Kare.} 

Broad lateral banguettes are prominent features in the 
imost complicated caves, and there are many recesses 
and aanall closets or cists. 

1th An, Rep. Bur. Amer. Bthnol., 11. 541. 

Bangui rubber. See *rubber, 
bantam-weight (ban‘tam-wit), », A light- 
weight boxer. 

bantay (biin-ti’), n. [Tagalog and Pam 
bantay, & sentinel.) A person appointe 
keep watch ina bantayan, [Philippine Is.] 
bantayan (bin-ti’yiin), ». [Tagalog and Pam- 
pangan bantayan, 2 bantay : see *bantay.] An 
outlook or station near a village which serves 
as an armory and as a signal-station. Two ban- 
tays 5% 
case of dan 
lage, 

Danqeet ring. 

n 
to 

‘The bantaye are inhabttante of the vil 
(Philippine Is) — = 

—— disease, See *disease, +40 
(ban’ti), m. and a, [bant(am) + -y2.] 

J. “ef pL banties (-tiz). ‘ioe chicken; 
hence, a very diminutive, cocky person. 
{Slang.] 

33 t. ’ slang. 
— x * Tap. had te * 
sai, ‘ten thousand years’: ban, Chinese wan, 

110 

ten thousand, a myriad; sai, sci, Chinese aui, 
ete., year.) In Japan, a shout of patriotic 5 
or encouragement: somewhat like the Bogieh 
hurrah. nm used, in English books, as a 
noun, 

4 oma ee fete con My oe — — tne 3 E ize, e wae w 
N. V. Beening tea, June 7 

ba: (baf‘i-in y phiin n. [Bapkia (see def.) + 
-in?,] A neutral substance, CygH i904, ex- 
tracted by ether from barwood, phia nitida, 
it crystallizes in leaflets. 

B. Ap, 8c. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Ap- 
plied Science, I conferred by some in- 
stitutions. Also M. A. &. 

Ba; odon (bap-tan’}-don), a. [NL., ¢Gr. 
rrecv, dip, Pips. Pen Ro ot teeth: see Ano- 

don.) A genus of large Jurassic enaliosaurs 
from the Baptanodon beds of the Rocky Moun- 
tain region. These animals attained a 1 
9 fet, une had toothless ans orbita of 

tilled to Tekthyosauts, ‘The species ie 
tha names given by Marsh to a series 

beds referred 
to the Triassic and are overlain by the *Atlantosaurus 
beds (which see). 

ba (rag tiy'o-nie), n. [bapti(sin) + 
* ~in?,] A erystalline compound, Cye- 

120g, formed by the hydrolysis of baptisin. 
It turns brown at 250° C., without melting. 

ba (bap’tin), a. A erystalline glucoside 
of undetermined composition contained in the 
root of wild indigo, Baptisia tinctoria. 

+-in2J A — — glucoside, 
9H40, found in the North Amer- 

ia tinctoria, It melts at 240° 

».— Landmark Baptist party, 
atrong in the southwestern United States, which advo. 
cates a revival of the old landinark of non-miniaterial in- 
tercourse between Baptists and pedo-baptista. They re- 
fuse to recognize the churches and ministers of the latter 
and hold their baptism to be invalid, 

baptitoxine Mec ag TES ), 2. A colorless 
erystalline alkaloid, C,;H,,ONe, contained in 
the root of wild indigo, Baptisia tinctoria. 
Baptosaurus (bap-t6-si’rus), nm. [NL., ¢Gr. 
Baxtey, dip, + caijpoc, a lizard.) genus of ipafipoy, pit 

Netting made of tmosasaurs described by Marsh from the Cre- genus of — brotulid 
taceous (Upper Greensand) formation of New 
Jersey, 

baquid (bit kid), ». [Tagalog baquid, a basket 
for fruit, ete., = Bisaya id, & measure for 
grain, =Tlocan baqui, a basket used as a hen's 
nest.) In the Philippine Islands, a basket, 
usually of cane, somewhat oval in shape. 

bar], ». 8. (b) In England, the space behind 
the bar, often large enough to form a small 
office, Also called bar-parlor,—18. In anat,: 
(a) A general term for = of the cranial 
arches, such as Meckel’s cart lage, or the hy- 
oid and branchial arches, which have the form 
of more or leas continuous rods or bars. (5) 
Less often used for portions of the cranium 
which have a rod-like shape, as the jugal or 
postorbital bars. In this sense synonymous 
with *arcade or arch.—19. In meteor., a long 
cigar-shaped cloud, generally nearly station- 
ary, but sometimes moving broadside on across 
the —— the stationary cloud to 
the lee of the helm-cloud over the Cross- 
fell range in England during easterly winds, 
—20. The division between the two tables 
of a backgammon-board on which captured 
pieces are placed.—21, —— in violin- 
making, the same as bess-bar.—22, Same as 
*pennant-bar.—Bar calculator. Seo 

wmoney, of in the pro- 
fection of the frontal bone at eet base of the forehead, 
called in anatomy the eepercil e. It is especially 
prominent in the heads of M a tae statues and in 

Below this starts the lower forehead swelling above DAT 
the brow in the ‘har uf Michel Angelo.’ Certainly thia 
bar is one of the most characteristic features of Scopaic 
male heads. 

EB. F. Benson, Jour, Hellenic Studies, XV. 199, 

Bulb-angle bar, Same as *angle-bulb, bar, a 
long yoke used with the Cape cart in South Africa.— 

bar, in musical notation, a double bar with two 
or four dota before or after it, indicating that 
section is to be re the position of Uhe dots showing 
whether it is the or the following section that 

astrain or past 

error 
Cc. Sanfi Exper, Paychol., 

es arch or — Meckelian a 
Mec! mn red (wh see, under rei), — 
bars. See 

bar},¢. 1.2 notify 
dealer that a bet does not fo for that turn. “<O) Ie sey 
— MT Ay ate one of the —— 

horsc-race, mea. 

certain horee is not inctoded, . 
B. Ar, An abbreviation of Bachelor of Archi- 
tecture, a degree conferred by some institu- 
tions. 

bar. An abbreviation of barometer. 
barabara ( bii’ri), n. [Russ, eh pce | 
A hot of the Aleuts, half underground an 
covered with soil, Also barrabarra, Jour, 
Amer. Folk-lore, Jan.—March, 1903, p. 16, 

barad (ba-rad’), . (Gr. Sapir, heavy + -ad as 
in farad.) The unit of pressure in the centi- 
meter-gram-second system, equal to one dyne 
per square centimeter. 

bare#sthesiometric, a. Same as *baresthesio- 
metric, 

barangay (bi-riin-gi’), ». (Philippine Sp. ba- 
rangay, na and Bisaya — 
angan baraxggay, Llocan heranggay.) 1. A 

Kind of bout el hy the natives of the Phil- 
lippine Islands at the time of the conquest, 

»¢ modern boat of this kind is called baran- 
gayan,—2, In the Philippine Islands, the 
community which, under the Spanish govern- 
ment, formed the constituent element of the 
ueblo. The chief of such a group is called cabeza de 

—— — 
—eS equip each one barangay or 
barangayan (bi-rin-gi-yiin’), =. [Philippine 
Sp.: see Eis A * light vessel, low f the 
water, having a deck and a mast: used in the 
Philippine Islands, —— in the Bisayan 
Archipelago and in Mindanso. 
— — gil), m. (int. barah 

welve horn. name applied to two 
or three es of ‘att Indian Geer, such as 
Cervus and C. (Rucereus) duvauceli, 
Proc. Zool, Soe. London, 1903, II. 3. 

Barathrodemus ( throd’e-mus), v. a 
< Gr. 1) dijoc, people.) A 

fishes. 
barauna (bii-ra-d'nii), ». Same as dbrawna, 
The wood and bark are used by the natives in 
the preparation of a beautiful red dye. 

barb!, v. i. 2, To bend or hook the points of 
wire teeth in the card-clothing used in card- 
ing — fibers. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, 
p. 141, 

barbacot (bir’ba-kot), n. [A FP. spelling of a 
native form (Arawak) of (linitian —* F 

barbecuc, n.] A frame over a fire for 
drying or cooking meat. 
barbacot (bir’ba-kot), +. t.; pret. and pp. bar- 
bacoted, Sertontties, pr. —— pore 
cotting. Todry (meat) on a barbacot or frame 
over a fire. 
Barbados earth. See *earth!. 

lily. See *lily. Barbados 
barbari, ». 2. Also improperly used for 
baralipton, 1, 

barbarian, ». and a. I, n. 7. A member of 
@ barbarian people. See IL, 5, 

Some of the tribes of America are ized on & some 
what different plan which may be set forth. When they 
are organized on this pew = we call them barba: 
and thus distinguish them from tribes that are organ: 
on the clanship system. 

ita An. Hep. Bur. Amer. Bthnol., L xxxili. 

Il, a. 5. In anthrop., pertaining to a state 
of society in which deseent is reekoned in the 
paternal line, and in which the members of 
the paternal family of all generations form an 
exogamous social unit called a gens, 

barism, ». 5. In anthrop., the conditions 
of barbarian society. See *barbarian, a,, 5, 

Second, for the group which ix called the clan in sav- 
agery there is substituted the gens In barbarian ; this 

p embraces all of those who reckon | 
through fathers, ao Unat the father aud his brothers 
sisters, with the grandfather and bis brothers 
amd sisters, and all other conaanguineal kindred back in 

merations and forward in future generations are 
a gens. 

ith An. Rep. Bur. Amer, Ethnol., 1. xxxiil 

bout) 



barbarocracy 
barbarocracy (biir-ba-rok’-ra-si), Pool Ds bar- 
barocracies (siz). [Gr. Sapfapoc, f bar- 
barous, + -xparia, ¢ Kparriv, valet | jovern- 
ment by barbarians; barbarian rule. Felton. 
Barbarothea (biir-bg-ré’th hy (NL, ¢ 
Gr. SapSapoc, barbarian, beat 
dess.) A genus of fossil battert 

rissant, Colo 

barbasco (bir-biis’k6), ». | [American Sp., 
€native name.) Aname ote Porto Rico, Cuba, 
and other Spanish-s poate countries of a 
number of shrubs and trees bearing poisonous 
seeds. It isapplied expecially to Jaoqwinia armillaris, 
the joewood or f trnselet wood of the Weat Indies, and to 
species of several genera belor ng. te the —— 
family, each Pauli 
—X —— bark, a k of 

used to poison fish. 

cia adstrin- 

rich i in tannin: Southern 
Brazil. om 

barbatin (biir’bg-tin), # 
def.) + -in?.] Acrystalline neutral com 
CoH,40, found in the lichen Usnea 
ceratina, It melts at 200° C, 

barbeanu (bir-bé’), n. [LF. blew barbean, ‘ blue- 
bottle blue”] A decorative pattern, consisti 
of small blue flowerets, often seen on Fren 
Pap on See corn-flower. 

‘be du capucin (biirb’ di kap-ii-san’). [F., 
¢ — beard.’) A winter salad and veg- 
etable consisting of the enne blanched leaves 
of the common chico 

barbeiro (binba’r§), m. fre. seo barber. 
The surgeon-fish or tang, this hepatua, an 
other species, (Portugal) 

bar- (biir’bel), ». A bar of steel with a 
bal of iron at each end, used as a dumb-bell. 

barber!,». 3, A fish, Cesioperca rasor, of the 
family "Serranide. Also — red perch 

"+ Océ, god- Barbizet 
ies from the Barbizon school. 

fresh-water — Tertiary strata of Flo- barbone gg de a n. [It., appar. same as baricyanide 

nt bark Bar 

(NL. barbata (aee barb-wire (biirb’ wir), n. 
und, _ see, under ba 
rbata barchan (biir-klin’ * . A crescentic sand-dune 

111 bark-beetle 

def.) + wric.] Pertaining tothe lichen Usnea which serves as the headquarters of the armed 
barbataand to uric acid.—Barbituricacid,malonyl force in an Italian town, The bargello at 
urea, coc Rt & 2Hy0, acrystalline compound _ Florence is now the national museum, 
esraed alloxantt — barge-stone (birj’stén), a. In a gable-wall of 
: neid. —— — a — one 0 F the atones which form the 

. See *po sloping 
See *schooll, ic tnd; “Tose. See *wind-rose 

(bar-i-si’a-nid or -nid), n. Acom- 
barbone, a lo beard, aug. of barba, pound cyanide of which barium cyanide is a 
— J oa A stl tani ca of the pa part. Piatinum baricyanids. Soe ®harium platino- 

‘0, identical with hemorr! © septicemia : —— 
of cattle and deer: caused by a minute polar- barie (bs. ré'), n. [F. harie, (NL, “haria, heavi- 
5** orga — of the swine-plague group. SS, pressure, CGr, Bapig, fem. fapeia, heavy.J 
See also 7 alo-cholera.—2, A silver coin of An absolute unit of gaseous pressure; a pres- 
Lucea 24 ng 44.25 grains. sure such that the foree on each square centi- 

meter of surface is one dyne. Also ba 
—— Bashetine ware. Gen “ware. n. 2, Grains of native cop a dis- of barbu, ». 3. The thread-fin, Polydactylua vir- od re 

ginicus. —* and West Indies.) seminsted in sandstone. Also call per 
— (Sp.: see dardu.] barilla (Sp. barilla de cobre).—3, pl. Inagold- 

Same as *barbu, 3 mill, wooden divisions of blanket-strakes, cop- 
Einube ie tar ete. 4. Halse, Dict. of tren. 

n the stome of certain mosses. ; 
‘er (biir-bi’li-fér), n. [NL., ¢ L. bar- liizh’), nr. [F.] In music, a 

cadenza or — of cadenzas in an instru- 
mental piece ; sometimes, more specifically, 
in music for stringed instruments, a capld 
passage to be played chiefly on the open 
strings, without the aid of stopping. 

See *gunt, oceurring commonlyin the deserts of Turkes- Barisal gun. 
tan. Also barkhan, barkan. Seo *medano. pert tenor. ne a * eee —— 

— a erp epee 5 supplied, he Goer 3 the barium a a const{tuent. 
the wind werd, side of the fulj being 

bula, ae hg + ferre, bear.] A genus of small 
gobies found at Key West. 

Barbed wire (which 

horns of a 4a compound, BaOy, pi 
the lee cliff of the barchan, jt Gk — — in constterat ie — ty hy passing —— 

om . to be used in th Hoxid 
Barclayan (biir’kla-an), ». Same as Berean, 2. —— —8 ———— * 

* noo ————— Bee — — 2*88 Al, oT used 4 stone 

dha —— ee serving nog Wy ite — — to render the pictures 
uriferous these raya visible, The alt ia dichrolc, ap- placers subject to ove 

claims on shallow streams. Coal and Metal pearing 4 one direction yellow and in another green 
Miners’ Pocket-book. when seen by the light ted from the crystals, 

bare!,a. ID. ». That of a clapboard, bark?, w~-Agoniads bark, the bark of a Brazilian 
roof-slate, or the like, which is exp to the Plant, ‘Pl —— — — 
weather when the roof is complete, as distin- ahrub native to Brazil it ts used lo « 
guished — = lap. bark, the bark of 

In * set up on end with- Son 
out ha 5* foot held in a tenon or gy | 
as, in balloon-framing, a post which is he 

(Tasmania. ]— Barber's itch. merely by nailing it into place. ines drag with ‘the action of ergot. ve prin- 
barber? (biir’bér), nv. Said t to 73 identical harem (ba-rem’), ». In organ-building, a stop ciple api to reside ina red resin.— bark, 
with —X as if “teat to the lathering of uguall see the —* diapason pr withs * * mans varietien of pale — ment boi 
the face, but the alle variant berber nts quiet, scl tone, —Huanuco * Cinehona,—Ledger the 
to a different origin.) A gale of wind with baresthesiometric (bar-es-thé-si-d-met‘rik), a. bark of Cinchona Ledgeriuna, sometimes oonsidered 
damp snow or sleet and “pray that freezes Of, rtaining to, or determined by means of O ventety of C. Calieayo, the sianest gs the 5— 

poe every — especial = he beard —— thé baresthestomster. Also spelled barssthe- under be  egellanic hm fg te 
hair. Said to ealled be by wharfmen  giometric. bark. 

in New York. [Canada and N. 8.] Barffed (biirit), p.a. Subjected to Barff’s pro- the Peruvian and Magellanic 
barbering (biir’bér-ing), n 
process of shaving or grinding the jagged 
— of a fracture or the chipped tops of ves- 

to render them stnooth and even. Chinese bar-folder ( 
poreelain is cut in this manner on the jade- chine adapted to forming square joints or 
samen’ 8 lathe. 

barbero (bir-ba’rd), ». ([Sp.] Same as *har- 
beiro.— © negro, asurgeon-fish of western Mex- bar- frame n. 
foo, erestomia, 

barberry, » 

berry (2. Sat with toll or nearl sor ey bate lancer lo aac racemes 
—— PP or roe leaves, The frait in 
parple, with a white bloom. The rvot-bark of this and 
of one or two other closely allied species is used in India 
asa bitter tonic in — —— and an extract from the wood, 
known na ra⸗· ut la weed as a Te pee in chronte 
ophthalmia. Several varteties of this plant are cultivated 
in Europe under different names, 

barbette, ». 2. A cylindrical armored struc- 
ture built w up in the interior of a war-ship and 
rojectin ve the deck. The barbette contains 

4 Hee —X4 and ite tot part 
— of whieh — ia turned. 3 

——— one oF Ture ns are MmOUN! 
tthe ase op of he bart 

urret. The heavy guna of almost al 
modern battle-ships are mounted in barbette-turreta. 

See *bar- barbotte-tarret (bir-bet’ tur*et), n. 

* In old Evro- 
het 

bar’ (bir bi-kan-6)), n 
pean law, money for the matte to and mainte- 
nance of a barbican or Hon -tower. 

barbier —— 2 barber.] A name 
Mant ny — — mo the gow Anthias, 

ton, a. term loose 
middle to one or more ne 

barbi' (biir-bi-ta’rik), a 
eties of viol. 

In ceram., the cess, as ironwork : 

counter on which goods 

Tied, in the barge-bed (birj’bed), n. 

[barbata (see bargello (blir-jel'l6), n 

An equal quantity of 
berk. * 7 Sek. K. Barry, Obaerv, Wines, p. 21. 

Bioneste bark, the bark of Pradosia lactercena of Bra- 
See #buranhem. oooeo See Swartzia. 

thus the iron plugs = pl 
cocks so treated are termed ‘' Barffed p ues 
See Bower-Barff *process, 

r’fol’dér), mn. A folding-ma- 
nakedwood and 

ngles, turning round edges, snd foresing leeks bark, the iuner bark of the Aleppo pine, Pinus 
of al kinds in sheet metals. It contains about per cent, of ‘nm 

2. The typical American con- / — —*** and 3 for tanning 

struction for the frame or — of the loco- —*— ———— 
motive, in which the elements of the frame ure barkan, ». See’ n. » hare 
of rectangular section, nearly as wide as they bark-beetle (bisrk’ Dé-tl), m A member of the 
are deep, instead of being made u das L- * coleopterous family Scolytide, nearly all of 
deep plates, as in English and whieh make burrows between the bark and the 
signs. wood of woody plants.— beetle, 

counter A ee n, = name given Dy sanders tos 7 eae Beetle. o 
that are su however, is not a ¢ but an ambeosla-beetie, 

be remnants, or goods that have been ** isk Better elle apple pin borer. (0) Xpleborus pyri, a acolytid 
down” in price, are displayed for sale “ata bar- 

beetle which ————— bark of the waiting and 3 

— or a price professed to be much lower 
—— ealled wns + ahot-borer. 
— — 

n that at whie - same or like goods are 
usually sold. [U.S 

| beetle, Asemuan “um, — — bores 
Pao ae ire trun 4 aap me BA of the Donglas spruce.— 

-day (biir’ gan-da), a. The particular nares which bores the bark of elm-trees and also oceasion~ 
day in each week on which “ ba * are of- 

beetle, Phe thors, limi- 

ally attacks the peach and the —— — Fruit-tree 

fered at the — U. 8.) bark-beetie, « very injurious acolytid beetle, Scolytus 
barge}, a. In mining, sheets of iron, 
zine, or wood * for shedding water in wet 
shafts or workings. Barrowman, Glossary. 
Seoteh. ] J— College an elaborate house-hoat 
——* for student it ia allar to jo — ost 

possessia ithe 
i —— a — —— | —X 
which bears a crane for beans jae heavy weights 
—Dumb-barge, a lighter which has po means o é propel. 
sion inthe way of sail- or — but whl a b 
be towed 18 rapt ten to drift under the tnfluence of tide. Fruit-tree Bark-beetle (Seodpras rrgelesnes 

a. 4, beetle: o. pupa: a eve} hed palate a. 
(Ohittendes, U, 

is class of is verycommon in England, 
— on — Thames, these vessels carry 
frown one of the river to another by maupe of ie. 

Tide-barge. rugelerus, which bores wa {nto the trunks and branches of 
rarely, however, Mh blr ir ESE Eat sg “aa one e larcest tr) ct] 

{It.] The building iytus rapinomes, which boresinto the trunk, tranches, 
of a barge. 



bark-beetle 
of Mckoey in many parts of the United States. 

pone tharktwetle.— Mi: 

beetle, pe a - any one of numerous en 
beetles which bore inte and work in or under 
as the coarse. writing bark-beetle, Tomicua 
the little bark-beetle, PityopAthorus annectens ; and mat: 
others. Wood-engraver bark-beetle. See 
enyracer, 
bark-blazer (biirk’bli-zér), a. See *scratcher. 

weeratehe —Cruiser’s bark-blazer. See * 
bark-borer (birk’bor-ér), n. Same as *herk- 
beetle. Western hemlock bark-borer, 2 buprestid 
bectle, Melanophile drummonds (Kirty), which bores into 
the tranks and branches of pine and hemlock in western 
North America, from Alaska south to New Mexico, 

bark-beg (biirk’bug), ». An insect that lives 
in or under bark.— Plat bark-bug, any member of 
the heteropterons family Aradide. Aradus, Ara- 
ding, and Aradida. 

bark-conveyer (biirk’kon-vii‘ér), ». In tan- 
, an endileas-chain device for carrying 

bark from one place or room to an r. 
Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 68. 

bark-cutter (birk’kut*ér), n. A machine for 
cutting or grinding bark for use in tanning: 
used principally for oak and hemlock bark. 
Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 65, 
bar-keel (biir’kdél), n. In shiphuilding, a keel 
composed of a line of heavy rectangular iron 
or steel bars, with the ter dimension ver- 
tieal and pes below the bottom of the 
ship, to which the keel is attached by the gar- 
board-plates, Theinner 9 of the garboard- 
— are flanged down and riveted to the bar- 
eel, 

barkevikite (bir’ke-vik-it), n. ([Barkevik, a 
locality in southern Norway, + -ite?,] A mem- 
ber of the amphibole group, near arfyvedsonite 
in composition. 

and 
Little 

acolytid 
e-bark, 

bark-go (biirk’ gow), n. See *seratcher. 
bark. ‘graf‘ting), ». Same as 
ri rafting, which see, under grafting, 

singing *sands. 
barking-deer (bir’king-dér’), ». The East- 
Indian muntjac, us aureus. 

The small barting deer, called “ pause” by the natives. 
Geog, Jour, (K. G, &), XL 602. 

bark-louse, ".— Armored bark-louse, mber 
of the eocchd subfamily Diaspina, all of w' toh ore 

covert Fearbook U. 
‘k-louse, (a) Ad 

bark-louse,s diuploe ‘scale,  Chionarpas fur 
fou — ae apple and pear in ie’ Cntted 
8 

barklyite (biir'kli-it), n. [ForSir Henry Barkly 
(1815-98) + -ite2.] A more or leas opaque 

nta-colored ruby from Victoria, Australia. 
bark-mark (biirk’miirk),». A symbol chopped 
into the side of a log to indicate ownership, 
It serves as a means of identification. [U.8.] 
bark-marker (biirk’miir’kér), ». One whoeuts 
the bark-mark on logs, 
barkslipper (biirk’slip*ér), ». A beetle of the 
corambyeid genus Phymatodes, as I’. amernus 
or P, variabilis, whose larve loosen the bark of 
oak cord-wood, causing it to slip off. [Woods- 
men’s term. 
bark-worm ( 
for the larva of _ 
beetles of the famili 

rk’ wérm), ». A fishermen’s term 
one of the wood-boring 

es Buprestide or Ceramby- 
cide. 

barley’, »._Naked barley. (!) A variety, Hordeum 
dist nudum, of the two-rowed barley in which the 
chaff is not adherent to the grain, as In other barleys, 
— —— atraw-Worm. See *#raw-jworm, 
barley-candy (biir’li-kan‘’di), 4». Same as 

barley grass Tley-grass (biir‘li-gris’), mn. Any grass of 
the genus Hordewm other than the cultivated 
barley. 

barling-spar (bir ‘ling -spiir), n, 
light spar or pole. 

Barlow's disease, plate. See *disease, *plate. 
bar-machine (biir‘ma-shén’), », A form of 
eoal-eutting machine, 

In this machine [the ber-machine), a bar carrying cut- 
ting tools, of rather a different pattern to those used 
with the disc machine, revolves horizontally, under 
or in the coal, cutting a parallel groove, similar to that 
cut by the disc. The bar has a reciprocating motion 
given wade fy behind the bar fs an fron which ts 
also carried by the machine, and which with the spirally 

A small 

any bar-mitsvah (biir-mits’ vii), n. 
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cutting tools forms an archimedean screw, and 
acts as a cueveror te bring owt the dirt made the 
machine, The of the machine is very similar to 
that of the disc machine, 

Fiec. Review, Feb. 7, 1908, p. 187. 

Heb., lit. ‘son 
of commandment.) 1. A youth of an to 
obey the commandments: applied to a Jewish 
boy on hia thirteenth birthday, when, accord- 
ing to rabbinieal law, he has reached the 
age of responsibility. Before this the father is re- 
sponsible for his son's actions, The occasion is solem- 
a tn the synagogue on the following Saturday, and is 
followed by a feative gathering. 
2. The celebration of a Jewish boy’s thirteenth 
birthday. a 2 - 
barmy,a. Hence —2, Barmy-brained ; empty- 
headed, ‘j — 

Y're dull if yer can’t take the ‘int; 
Indeed ! yer must be termy, 

War's Brighter Side, p. 278 

See *scalel, n. 
barnacle-sater (biir'na-kl-s’tér), n. A name 
applied to different species of file-fish of the 
family Monocanthide, 

barn birn’dans), », A dance or dan- 
eing-party given in a barn, 

The Washington Post, Pas de and several va- 
ricties of Barn Dance are of ‘American rig and have re- 
cently become fashionable. Eneye. Brit, XX VIL 874. 

Barnegat limestone. See */limestone, 

bare-7ord, %-_Neek's barw-7erd, o mast bested 
I teat. } 

baro (bird), a. [Tagalog.) A sort of blouse or 
loose shirt, usually brightly colored, worn by 
— of the Phi uez ra een e 
arocyclonosco: ré-si-klon’d-skép), . 
[Gr. japorc, welgtt, + cyclone + br. petal 
view.) Ananeroid barometermodified by thead- 
dition of three indexes showing respectively the 
direction of the wind, the direction of the storm- 
center, and the direction which the navigator 
must take in order to avoid that center, It was 
constructed especially for use in the Philippine Islands, 
and needs appropriate modifications for usein other re- 
gions, See card. 

barogyr (bar-6-ji‘ro-skép), ». (Gr. 
Bapoc, weight, + yipor, aeals. + * vided 
An instrument which consists of a rapidly 
rotated gyrostat mounted on knife-edges by 
an axis perpendicular to its axis of rotation 
and pointing east and west. It demonstrates ex. 
—— the rotation of the earth, It va⸗ devised by 

ilbert. Kneye. Brit., XXX, 195, 
barolite, ». 2. In petrog.,aterm proposed by 
Wadsworth (1892) for rocks, formed by chemi- 
eal precipitation, composed mainly of barite 
andcelestite:itrefersto thehighspecificgravity baroque, n. 3. 5 
of these substances. 

rT, u.— Portable barometer, « 
tube of amall bore, closed at one end, partly filled with 
alr, aud carrying athread of quicksilver, The position of 
the mercury when the closed end of the tabe is uppermost, 
and aguin when the open ev 
for determining the pressure in terms of the weight or 
length of the thread of quicksilver. depros- 
sion of the barometer, the atount by which the mer- 
curtal column in the barometric tube le depressed by the 
repulsion between the glassand the mercury. This repul- 
sion varics with the purity of the mercury, the cleanness 
and diameter of the tube, the temperature, the overlying 
fas, and other factors, It differs within the vacuum- 
chamber from that In the open leg of the siphon or the 
open cietern, 
two mereurtal surfaces is the total effect upon the mea- 
sured atmospheric pressure, and is an important scarce of 
error liable to large variations,— Dines’s 
Tometer, an arrangement of two empty tutes which be- 
come filled with two different liquids on desvending from 
any t height attained by n balloon : annl to Sir 
William Thotason's tabular sounding apparatus —Gly- 
certn , & barometer in which a column of gly- 
cerin replaces the mereury of the ordinary Torricellian 
barometer. These instruments are large and not portable, 
and are used principally for public diaplay ans sterm- 
warning. — Howson's , & mervurial barom- 
eter in which the tube is fixed, but whose cistern is free 
to move, belng supported by the pressure of the atino 
55 which corresponds to the area of the ring-sectlon 
of the ginss tube, The rise and fall of the cletern bndi- 
cate the variations of this 

vity by measuring the elastic pressure of a mass of car- 
ic-actd gas whose Lemperature is sccurately known 

and which ts confined under the pressure of a column at 
mereury about one meter in height, The sane result is 
also attem: by Mohn by the comparison of pressures 
determined by both the merenrinal barometer and the boll · 
ing-point thermometer. Moreland's barometer, a 
mercurial barometer in which the cistern is fixed, bat in 
which the tube la free to move and ie attached to the lever- 
arm of abalance, The motion of the lever-arm indicates the 
variationsof the atmospheric preasureon anydesired acale. 
Mountain barometer, a mercurial barometer in 
which the tube and cistern are adapted to a very large 
range of pres#ares and are cepecially constructed to avoid 

in muuntalncering work.— Sub-standard ba- 

barometer-tube (ba-rom’e-tér-tab), a. 

baron 
+ 

id is uppermost, gives thedata barosmin (ba-ros’min), ». 

difference of the depressions at these bi 

barothermograph 
rometer,a barometer use! for lIntercomparison of ord 
nary barometers and serving as au tniermedlary between 
normal barometers and ordinary instruments. 

The 
glass tube, hermetically sealed at the top, 
within which the mercurial column of a barom- 
eter is contained. The tube ts filled with mercury 
when — 5— many methods have been devised to 
accomplish this satisfactorily. By Fortin's method, the 
morcury is introduced little by little, and bolled within the 
tube by 23 heating it so aa to expel all gas or vapor, In 
George's method the mercury i mot Dolled but is stirred, 
and the air-bubbles are removed with a feather, In 
— method the mercury is made to flow from end to 

antil all bubbles escape: the open end is then 
attached to an air-pump and the last traces of air are 
pumped out. In Te automatic method the tube ix 
laced open end up and warmed ; the mercury bs placed 

in A separate vessel over a lamp and la continuously dis- 
tilled over, through an intermediate tube, into the tnbe, 
where it collects under a perfect vacuum until the tube 
is full: a clean tube, a perfect vacuum, and distilled 
morcury are thus obtained by one operation. 

an area of high pressure nt sea- 
jc pressure level ; a rise of above the normal 

sceaned Bh flees on x HK - — af 6 
maximum.— 3 *5 

t. See * tent, — — 

mum. (a) ‘An —* on the weather-map within which 
the barometric pressure at any time is decidedly abure 
that which ails over ent portions of the map; 
an area of high pressure. (6) An area in which the cur- 
rent barometric pressure is decidedly above the normal 
value for that place and date,— minimum, 
(a) An area on the weather-map within which the baro- 
metric pressure at any thme is decidedly below that which 
—— adjacent po of map; an aren of 
——_ (+) An area in which the carrent baro- 
ae — ts decidedly below the —— ae 

with which atmospheric pressure rises or falla within a 
standard anit of time, usually one hour,— Barometric 

aw for whi barometric presen: 
uniform. Owing to the influence of the temperature 
and of the wind, the baroinetric surfaces in the free air 
are continually changing. During wentle winds and in 
the midst of a large area of high pressure the 
surfaces are horizontal ; but tu strong winds they are in- 
clined to the level surface, and in revolving storms th 

thouretionliy ‘appropriate to steady winds: or one t i or a 

steady of, wind and calls for a corresponding 
i i sent, — Barometric an 

oscillation of the atmospheric occurring sinul- 
tar y over areas, such as the whole of India, 
and usually traveling from the west eastward In the 
north temperate zone: nearly equivalent to barometric 
wate. — Barometric wind-roge, See turic tivind-roee. 

({bii‘rong), ». [Sulu.}] A large, broad- 
bladed knife or cleaver used by the Moros of 
the southern Philippine Islands. 

(ba-ron’6-mi), ». (Gr. Sapor, weight, 
uoc. wl The science of the laws of the 

gravitant forces — ter weight): a pro- 
posed substitute for barology when —— in 
that sense, 

ifieally, in music, a style 
of composition which abounds in extreme 
irregular, or unpleasant harmonies or metrical 

tterns., 
osma camphor, Same as *diosphenol. 

—— + -in3,) 
A finely erystalline glucoside, perhaps identi- 
eal with hesperidin, contained in buchu, the 
leaves of Barosma crenulata, B. serratifolia, 
and J. betulina, Also known as diogmin, 

(bar-d-tak’sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. Mæcc, 
weight, + rdé¢, disposition.) Stimulation 
brought about by change of — 

arothermograph (bar -6-thér’ mo-graf), n. 
(Gr. Sapoc, weight, + Gipan, heat, + jpagern, 

write.] An ap- 
paratus for re- 
cording simul- 
taneously the 
atmospheric 
pressure and 
temperature; a 
combination of 
barograph and 
thermograph, 

? especially such 
as are made 
portable = and 
very light to 
be sent wu 
with kites and 
sounding-bal- 
loons. Assmann's 
barothermograph, 
sed with sounding- 
balloons, records a 
pressure + Lempera- 
tare curve without 
any time cotirdi- 
nate and by means 
of one pen only.} 

The cylinder or sheet of paper is pushed in one direction 
by the actéon of the barometer while the pen fs pashed 

* 
Assmann's Narothermogrph 

4, aneradd baretneter which gives horl- 
fontal motion te the cylinder, «> f, ther 
memeter imide a pretecling tebe. #, 
whech gives verical motion te the pen, A, 



barothermograph 
in the perpendicular direction by the 
mometer, . Tn all other forma of instru. 
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barrel-cactus (bar’el-kak’tus), ». The bis- 
—25 Echinocactws: so named from its form 
and size. See Echinocactus and *visnaga. 

bar-stop 
mountaln-ranges, and deserts, and bielpgical barriers, in- 
cluding vegetation, man and animals, and plant pareatien. 
— in an aggregation of plants 
(cumaphytes) serving to resist’ the action of waves. C. 

graph. Monthly Weather Rev., Sept, 1896, p. 323. barrel-car a ”, —— MacMillan. 
barothe (bar-@-thér’md-hi‘- long fat-car fitted with open framework and barriguda (bii-ré-gi'di), mn. [Pg., orig. fem. of 
gro-graf), n. 1e: ** i + Hipun, heat, ad for ¢ in —- barrels, harrigudo, big-bellied, ¢ barriga, belly.] A ma- 
+ éypéc, moist, + ypdgew, write.) A barother- barrel-cart (bar’el-kiirt), 1, A cart or truck jestic palm, Jriartea ventricosa, which reaches 
mograph to which a self-registering h eter corryine a areal 7* g 00 that it pear a hel t of 80-100 feet. The trunk is generally 
is added: made of the lightest mate: for use tipped, used chiefly in in =i as a receptacie —* to double, — then Prot hie, — 22 — —— 
with kites and balloons, but more solidly for 
station-work. 

(bar-}-thér-mom’e-tér), m. 
(Gr. Sapoc, weight, + E, thermometer.) An in- 
strument for indicating the pressure and the 
temperature of the air. 

baroto (bi-r5'ts), n. [Philippine Sp. baroto, ¢ 
—*5 balote.) A small sea-going vessel. 
[Philippine Is.] 

bar-parlor (biir’piir‘lor), ». Same as *bar!, 8 
(6). The bar-parlor in old English houses is 
sometimes a room of considerable size where 
favored guests are received, 

barrack! (bar‘ak), 7. (barrack, ».] I, trans. 
house in barracks ; lodge in barracks, as troops. 
I, intrans, To lodge or reside in barracks. 

Hugh Miller, Scenes and Legends, p. 478. 
barrack? (bar‘’ak), vi. (An alteration, con- 
formed to barrack!, of earlier borack, borak, 
banter, chaff, from a New South Wales native 
term meaning something like ‘what is not.’ 
Cf. *barrikin.] To jeer at or deride opponents ; 
specifically, with for (like the equivalent 

nited States slang root), to support, as ao 

for leaves and ather ru 
barrel-chest (bar’el-chest), ». Permanent 
rounded expansion of the chest occurring in 
chronie pulmonary emphysema. 

e (bar’el-chim), ». A chime of 
bells rung by means of a barrel-mechanism 

barreled, po a. 4. 1 gradual . a, 4, In archery, ually re- 
duced in —E from the center toeach end : 
said of an arrow, 
barrel-header (bar’el-hed’ér), ». A simple 
form of screw- or lever-press for one the 
head of a barrel into place and holding it in 

To position until it is secured by the hoops or by series of long stitches ¢ 
nailing. 

barrel heater (bar‘el-hé‘tér), ». A cylindric 
stove or heating-drum for heating and drying 
barrel-staves when formed into a barrel ready 
for putting on the hoops and closing the ends. 
The green barrel is placed over the stove, and a hood is 
lowered over it to keep in the heat. When the barrel is 
heated the hood is |, automatically lifting the bar- 
rel and discharging it outside of the heater. 
barrel-motion (bar’el-mé*shon), x. A tappet- 
mechanism attached to a loom for operating 

partizan, by cheers, shouts, and other demon- the harnesses. Also called barrel-tappet. Foz, 
strations of approval, or by jeering at and Mechanism of Weaving, p. 25. ; 
noisily disturbing and interrupting the oppo- B: m @. See *sanding-ma- 
site side or : as, to barrack for the school 

pean] 
toa man barrack 

team. [Aus 

view, they all 
‘elbourne Punch, Aug. 14, 

To use a football 
the British Lion, 

barracker (bar‘’ak-ér), ». One who barracks ; 
& noisy partizan in a contest, originally in foot- 
ball; a rooter. [Australia, 

The ‘most ankindest cut of all” was that the Premier, 
who was Mr. Rogers's principal derrecker during the 
elections, turned his back * the prophet and did not 

discuss his plan. Argus, Nov. 20, 1804, p. 4, 

barracoota (bar-a-ki‘ti), ». Same as barra- 
euda, 

n. 2, Thyrsites atun barracuda, a oid 
fish of Australia and New Zea & —— the 
barracuda of American waters.— California bar- 
racuda, Sphyrena a , of southern California, 
— —32x ephyrana of the 

— Sodian epecisa 0 Darracuda, in e 
—5** boreaiia, aamail flah of the coasts about New 

ork. 

2 (bar’a-gan),». [Native Australian.) 
A variety of the Australian boomerang. 

». 3, In playing instruments like the 
itar, the application of the finger of the left 
d across all or some of the strings near 

the nut, so as to shorten them uniformly and 
thus raise their pitch; a temporary nut. (See 
wut, 3. (f) (1) and capo testo.) When the 
finger stops part of the strings the barrage is 
little; if all, great or ‘and.—Drum-barrage, a 

‘lea oft movable dam fn the canalization of rivers. 
sector of ahollow circular dram orcylimler rotates on 

@ horizontal axis fixed in masonry, In one form the drum 
iteclf comprises the dam or water-barricr. In others the 
dam proper is formed of plane wickets. In either form 
the admission of water from the apper pool toor from the 
different compartments of the drum furnishes the power 
to raise or lower the barrier and thus raise or lower the 
water-surface upstream from the dam, 

Barrandeocrinus (ba-ran‘dé-6-kri’nus), 7. 
NL., < Barrande, a Bohemian geologist, + 
r. xpivov, lily (see erinoid).] A genus of fos- 

sil erinoids, the only representative of the fam- 
ily Barrandeocrinid#, tis characterized hy the mono- 
eVelic base, 3 basals, and heavy biserial arms which are 
recumbent and completely inelose the calyx: found in the 
Upper Silurian beds of (rotland. 

te (ba-ran‘dit), n. [Named after J. 
Barrande, & Bohemian geologist (1700-1883).] 
A hydrated phosphate of ferric iron and alu- 
miniam oceurring in gray spheroidal concre- 
tions: found in Bohemia. i. 

Barred barred semicircle, usical notati e 
sign e tan rhythm. —Barred ‘teeth, molar teeth with 
spreading, irrecular roots, 

barrel, n. 6, In wining, a vessel by which 
water js lifted by engine or windlass from a bj 
sinking-shaft.—Barrel amalgamation. Sce *amal- 

mont 
barrelage (bar’el-fj), 2. The total quantity of 
any commodity, as measured oy barrels, pro- 
duced during a specified period or used for a 
particular purpose. 

8. ⸗ 

chine, 
barrel-scald (bar’el-skald), ». A discoloration 
of apples and pears when ked in barrels. 
It is probably associated with harmful condi- 
tions of temperature and moisture, 
barrel-tappet (bar-el-tap’et), ». Same as 
*barrel-motion. 

barrel-tree (bar’el-tré), n. See *hottle-tree, 2. 
barrel-wheel (bar’el-hwél), ». The large 
wheel which is keyed upon the same shaft as 
the lifting-barre] of # crane, and by which the 
barrel is directly revolved. It is the last one 
in the train of gearing. Lockwood, Diet. Mech. 
Eng. Terms (App.). 

barrel-work (bar’el-wérk),». Barrel amalga- 
mation. See *amalgamation. Coaland Metal 
Miners’ Pocket-book. 

(ba-ré’mi-an), a. and », IF. Ber- 
réme, & canton in the department of Basses- 
Alpes.) In geol., a name sometimes used by 
French geologists, in place of Urgonian, to 
designate a stage of the Lower Cretaceous de- 
posits immediately overlying the Neocomian. 

(biir-r’tih), 1». (Mex. Sp] A shrub, 
Helietta parvifolia, belonging to the rue family, 

Darreta (Meleetin parvefiiia). 

A, ——— — &. trating Draech. (From Sargent’s 
" Mam 4 af Trees of Netth Amenca,") 

with opposite 3-foliate leaves and panicles of 
small purplish-white flowers. ‘The obeonle fruit 
separates at maturity jutotor4 samaras, It iscommon 
on the bluffs of the Rio Grande. (Northern Mexico and 
Texas} 

barreto (bii-ra‘té), mn. [Cuban Sp.) A goby of 
the genus Gobivides, [Cuba.] 

barrette (ba-ret’), ». [F.: see barrett.) The 
erossbar in the hilt of old rapiers over which 
the forefinger was placed, 

barretter (bar’et-ér), 1. A receiving device 
used in wireless telegraphy, in which the elec- 
trie wave is caused to vary the current in a 
local electric circuit. 

er, n. 9, The starting apparatus used in 
races: designed to keep the horses behind a 
certain line until the word is given, and thus 
prevent unfair advantage in starting.—10, In 
phytogeeg., any obstacle which prevents or re- 
striets the migration of plants. Clements distin- 
guishes physical barriers, s as large bodies of water, 

for 10 of LS feet, diminishin in, and becoming cylin« 
drical for the rematni d mance, to the sturomit. rhe 
wood is black, hard, — very heavy, and is used by the 
Indians for making harpoons and speara, The swollen 
part of the stem is sometimes made into acanoe. | Brazil.) 

barrikin (bar’i-kin), ». [Cf. baragowin and 
*harrack?,| Unintelligible talk; jargon. 
barrimba (bii-rim‘bii), ». A gold colonial coin 
of Portugal of low andar’ | struck for Mo- 
zambique, 1847-53, 

barring’, n. 2, In machine-sewing, the sewing 
of a decorative bar or tack upon a fabrie or 
upon leather, the bar being com of a 

d by short stitches. 
Sometimes called tacking. *huttonhole- 
machine, 

barring-engine (bir'ing-en’jin), ». See *turn- 
ing-engine, 
barring-machine (biir’ing-my-shén"), », A 
machine for — a bar or turned edge in 
tinware. Allied to edging-machine (which see). 

Barringtonia (bar-ing-to’ni-),m. [NL. (For- 
ster, 1776), named in honor of Daines arring- 
ton (1727-1800), a British lawyer and natu- 
ralist.] A genus of dicotyledonous trees of 
the family Lecythidaces. 1 ix characterized by the 
alternate entire or slightly crenate leaves crowded toward 
the ends of the branches, and towers in elongated ter- 
minal or lateral racemes or interrupted “a, About 
a les are recognized, distribated from Mozambique 
to East a Australian, and the — —— 

trees, Including several ar! M it ay of Barring: 
Indian shores. tonia, —** next thetidal id W sand on 

barrio = F g- 

A, * 

barrio (bil’ri-6),". [Sp. = 
Cat. berri, a village, prob. ¢ Ar. barr, land,] 
1, A village or small town which has no inde- 
— administration, but which is subor- 
inated to al rtown. Seepueblo. [Philip- 

pine Is.) —2, A ward; a division of a‘termino 
or municipal district in Cuba, 

These (terminos}, in tarn, are subdivided inte barrios, 
or wards, of which there were between 1100 and 1200, 

Eneye. Brit, XXVIL 308. 

barrister, ».—Junior barrister, in Eng. law, » bar- 
rister who has not been admitted to the rank of king's 
counsel ; also, the assistant of the chief counsel on one side 
of a case. Vacation barrister, in tow, a newly 
ualifed barrister who is to attend the of the 
couse for several long vacations, 

barristerial (bar-is-té’ri-al), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to a barrister, 

Barroussia (ba-ré‘si-§), ». [NL. (A. Schnei- 
der, 1885).] A genus of Coccidia, of the fam- 
ily ——— in which the monozoic 
7 are spherical, with a smooth bivalve 
shell or sporocyst. The species are parasitic 
in myriapods and insects. 

barrow-hole (bar’6-hél), ». In a building in 
course of construction, a hole, about 6 feet high 
and 3 feet wide, left in the wall for the work- 
men to pass through carrying hand-barrows 
with stones or bricks, or pushing wheelbar- 
rows. 
Barrowist (bar‘é-ist), », A follower of Henry 
Barrowe, one of the leaders in the Independent 
movement in England in the latter part of 
the sixteenth century. He objected to the whole 
system of ecclesiastical government, and condemned the 
use of all set prayers, He ls regarded as one of the 
founders of Congregationalism, 

barrow-pulley (bar’é-pal-i), n. A pulley, gear, 
or wheel compounded on the same shaft with 
another of a larger size. Taggart, Cotton 
Spinning, I. 182. 
barrow-wheel (bar’é-hwél}, ». A pinion-gear 
that drives the doffer-cylinder on a cotton- 
carding machine, Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, 

. 145, 
bar-screen (biir’skrén), ». In mrining, a sereen 
or grating made of bars. 

bar-stays (bir’staz), . pl. Boiler-stays which 
are solid rods screwed at their ends, as distin- 
guished from *tuhe-stays or *stay-tubes, Lock- 
wood, Diet. Mech. Eng. Terms. 

bar-stop (biir’stop), ». In meck.: (a) A stop 
which limits the movement of a bar, as of a 
number-bearing bar in a computing-machine, 
(>) A bar which stops or limits the movement 
of other mechanism, 



bartholinitis 
linitis folie’ 0 - li-ni‘ tis), » 

Bartholin('s gland) + -itis.) —— of 
the vulvo nal Pyare 8) gland. 

Bee *paint. Bartlett's @ paint, 
Barton clay. Se Bartonian *group. 
Bartonia (bir-t6'ni-#), ». A genus of plants 
of the famil. — now referred to Ment- 
selia, See — 

Bartonian group. ee “group?. 
Barton's bandage, fracture. See *handage, 
*fracture, 

cam) . Same = Borneo camphor 
(which see, under camphor 

brotes (bar- —— (NL. —— — 
Meinert, 1879), < Gr. » heavy, + 

—— ea Ad The typiea and. genus 
of the family 

Barybrotida (barra, NL., 
tes + -id#.] A smal —8 md 

thoid iso crustaceans found in the open 
sea: typified by the genus Barybrotes. 

us (ba-rik‘ri-nus), ». [NL. — Gr. 
. heavy, + xpivor, lily (see crinoid).]) A 

— of — erinoids of the family Cyatho- 
inide, having stout plates and heavy massive 

Lower Carboniferous of the 
Missiasip valley. 

7 a — a2 fer 
Bapic, heavy. Md ppwaie, 
of gravitation in producin : anges in the or- 
gans or parts of plants. 5 

(bar-if’$-nus), a, Deep-sound- i 
ing; low in piteh, 

ite (bar-i-sil’ ry (Gr. Bapic, heavy, 
+ sil(ica) + -ite?.] A rare lead silicate oceur- 
ve lamellar masses: found in Swe- 

— (bar‘i-sfér), n. (Gr. Sapir, hea’ 
+ coaipa, sphere.) The salts interior, an ps 
inner core known cc of greater density than 
the crust: so named from this property. 

Even as late at the World's Pair Congress, at 
—— wae 6 Focopoy that the ores came 

or ry: from well down 
within th the ; thoagh eren 
the t which trans and ted the metals at 
the where they are now found was erground 
water. Selence, Nov. 15, 1901, p. 747. 

— —* *paper.— Baryta white, barium 

—S— A low tenor or 
ales baritenor. 

*88 ernie), NL., ¢ G —— (bar-i-t6-né‘sis), [ ¢ Gr. 
pirovog, barytone, + -esis, sais phonesis, ete.) 

The prevalence of a barytone quality or ac- 
cent. J. Clark, Manual of sk p. 155. 

bas (bi), n. [F., low: see base In roulette, 
U eg at the * a vertical column 
of numbers, taking in 12 of them.— cheval 
(‘low astride), a bet placed between rat 
BA” rw om jn 24 nombers, 

abbreviation of (a) Bachelor of 
“agrieulural Science ; (b) Bachelor of A — 
Science: degrees conferred by some institutio 
basal. I. c.—Basal area. (6) In f the ares 
of a crons-section of a less, — sum of 
Basal in bot., growth or — — 

a pla- 

on of the slveed 

jb na 
Barytic w! 

of ati 
ae Same as — plata plate (which Bee, Uni 
ta 

basale, 

under 

n, 4, pl. In the nomenclature of the 
skeletal parts of 3 recent and fossil, 
Cus nawkieds wh te cane at's ciiaiees hameell, bene 
nellid s by means of which it attaches 
ieeit ter Cine todiment. The tats ls oom 

jus. Same as abone 

basalium (bé-si‘li-um), n.; pl. basalia (-i). 
(NL.] Same as *basale, 4. 

(ba’sal-i), ade. In entom., at or near 
=. 2 proximally. Buck, Med. ” Handbook, 

114 

atudy. Basalt in this sense 2* to felaite, 
whi includes light-colored rocks, See felsite.— Anal- 
Cite-basalt, in petroy.,a term applied to a basalt con- 
—e analcite as anotable constituent in place 

the asual — Deocan basalt, in India, great 
cS af cretaceous basalt coverin — ratles, 

c ‘masgos commu, 
or pillow-shaped bodies formed — ae ell 

aaa oF and generally of —— when the rock consol 
nature. The terms ellipecidal basalt, spheroid: 

— —— — 
basaltine (ba-sill’tin), a. [basalt + -ine!.] 
Same as basaltic, 
— (bii-sa-ré’), n. [Better *baswri, < Hind. 

basuri, basri, bansi, povtie forms of 
béisri, bdasli, ¢ Skt. camnci, a flute.) A Hindu 
direct flute or flageolet with 7 holes, It may 
be blown either by the mouth or by the nose. 
base?, 1». 5. Inchem, — fle term — ed to 
the the hydrox of a dietiont el ve or com- 

‘hic! 

Peed radical, a salt ; but the same term is 
applied ina more general way to other sub- 
stances of more of leas clectropoaitive , although 
poe — aa, for example, to ammonia and 

analogous 
22. re th the gasteropod Mollusca, the flattened 
lower surface of the final whorl.—Alloxuric, 

—Base hit, See whiti,— 

horee- 
obtained tae —— 
ptomaine ¶ le (Cag dow — by. Delézinier, which in its 
—— les veratrine. Ite origin Is not 
stated. — Quaresch! an ‘and ‘8 base, a ptomaine 
(CyoH,,N) obtained from putretyin Sbrin.—Gau- 
que a ——— aol N) obtained 

* aad —— N) obtained from 
brown cod-liver oll.— : 

cars 

Foucault's ae is another example 
relative to the earth which exhibits the fact that theearth 
fa not a Newtonian base. Enoye. Brit., XXXI. 10. 

Oser’s base, a nitrogenoas base (C)yHgqN,4) formed dur. 14 96. 
ing the fermentation * — —Pouchet's bass- 

206 ; they are probably she NA), 
* a pet formed during the jucta of 

rat of an! sl sche win oad 
See im. Now obtatued 

ak Lam 
chem,, a base containing three combining 

dk nga a — — PCI, and bhceure tein 
A trans base is tt comstaiive 00 oe. 

or bal 

=) 

that loons, 
may be emailer, jathough § or 0 are wenlly 

base-bed (bas bed) n. A name given on the 
land of Portland to a limestone of Jurassic 
age largely used as a building-stone. (Local, 

n. 2. In photog., the foundation 
of the camera, which carries the lens, front, 
bellows, 7 — Woodbury, Encyc. Dict. 
of Photog., F — 

sek’ fi-sis), n. ; pl. baseephyses 
(-séz). [NL., ¢ Gr. Sdarg, bane, + 3 ob Exgecr, out- 
growth.] In crustaceans, an appendage grow- 
ing from the basis or second joint of a limb; 
an exopodite. 

In this specics (Pontophilus australia) . 
basal joint bears a sh baseeph 
reaching to the extremity of ay ia) mot 

nas. Linnean, Soc. Londen, Feb., 1908, p. 438. 

———— (bis ‘lev-el), ». 1. In geol., the 
ideal level surface wit ——— to which the 
erosive action of a stream is carried on; also, 
but less generally, the slope at en the 
erosive action of a stream tically ceases 
The general bag yo in the of the ocean. A local 
base be determined a rock-sill in a river, 
or by a lake : In the latter case may be below sea-level, 
aa in the basin of the Dead Sea. 
2, The level of the bottom plane of an engine 

saan cl un which can be exchanged for ex he 

basic 
or machinery; the level at which — bottom 
Tel wartace to whlch laters fevced ft 

va Fog alt od a suff- 
level surface to which a 
acted on by oe earaates 
ctently bon, 

a ee a lev-el), —* and i,; pret, — 
baseleveled or baselevelled ; ppr. daselereling or 

,  baselevelling. In , to wear down or de- 
grade (a surface) nearly to base-level, 
op pe pm ms of the outer Ii bere 

are the — — tenance of the continental plat- 
forms—wi mountaina aod plateaas— 
and the sbyemat * involving questions of rigtdl 
isostasy, ctc.; the agencies and coalitions that make poes- = 
sible the prolonged periods of crustal quiescence ph nel 

baseleveling, and the — epochs of crustal 
Carnegie Inst. Report, 1002, p. 31. 

base-line, ».— Reid's base-line, « line running trom 
the infraorbital to the back of the head, cutting 
the center of the ex al auditory meatus, 
Basella (bi-sel’i), a. A genus of planta, type 
of the oo Basellaces. nat ila . It eT 

B. rubra, a variable annual or blenn! 
which is calttated i in 8 bro — 

is a native of tropical Asia —— 
known as we (been laos. ar sia ic (NL. aM 

0- 
guin-andony 1840), < —R + -acew.) A 

Sy ar ta o order 
e genus Basella, and characterized by flow- 

ers with 2 sepals, 5 petals, 5 stamens opposite 
the lar frst. "there a d-merous gyn@cium, and utricu- 

There are ee D press and 5 

esas — northward 
into Texas, basclloides, the Madeira-vine, 
has become establ in southern Texas and Florida. 

nightshade, under nightshade, 

basellaceous (bé-se-lé’shins) a. (NL., < Ba- 
sellaces + -ons.) In bot., havi the characters. 
of or belonging to the family laces. 

a — of mach metam 
and mi achista), intricatelyfolded, 
of unknown thickness and o! re lying at the 
base of umn, They have 
derived from 8 rocks, bat some appear to 
have been sediments. y are the oldest known rocks. 

Basement rocks, In « series of rocks, the belt 
which offers least resistance to the wear of streams; the 
weak: Dana. — Basement er strata, — substance, in 
—— a substance formed at the basal endsof epithelial 
ce 

baseost (bi'sd-ost), mn. (Gr. Aacec, foundation, 
+ enn bone.] In the fishes, especially those 
of the extinct family Holeptychtide, one of the 
series of small bones which sup rt the der- 
mal rays of the dorsal and fins and are 
—— to the axonost which is the princi- 

ort of these fins. 
r (bis‘rok-dr), mn. A rocking-chair 

with a curved-topped base, to which it is at- 
tached and on which it rocks. 
base-runner (bds‘run‘ér), u. In base-ball, a 
player ¥ who is running the bases, The batsman 

base-ranner Immediately after he has made a 
deir Lit, of after sour balla have been called by the um- 

—A — 9 Series, ov etter the weyers eaten feu 

basfond Thifoa’), » bas, low, 
bottom.] The fundus — hollow o ate 

dally, the base of the urinary blad 
smixture, See *miztwre, 

bashaw, . 3. The —— — olitaris. 
Louisiana. ]— 

bashofu (bi-she ta) fia), * dap Chin. pa-chiao- 
u, banana cloth, pa-chiao (Jap. basho), plan- 
in (banana); pu, cloth.) 4 kind of cloth 
—— from the fiber of the Japanese banana, 
Musa BKagjoo, 1 is lighter in weight than that woven 
from hemp or flax, and bs oeed fn Japan for sammer under- 
wear. A coarser kind is used for wall decoration. 

basi (bi-sé’), m. |Bisaya besi.] 1, A native 
drink in the rie Islands, containing a. 
large proportion of the — principle of 
wood-alcohol. 

civilian employees of the government have — 
to drink it. Army and Navy Jowr, 
2, A native wine from sorthern | — 

basiale (b&-si-a’lé), #.; pl. bawialia (-li-i). 
NL., neut. of basialis, < L. basis, base; see 

2) In ichth., same as *hypohyal ; one of a 
bya of small bones anterior to the cerato- 

asibranchicstegal (ba‘si-brang-ki-o8" BA gal), 
[L. basis, base, + branchia, gills, + Gr, 

—— cover. ] Same as *urohyal, 2. 
asib tic (ba-si-breg-mat‘ik), a. (Gr. 
Aoic, base, + Apéyya(r-), sinciput * -ic.) In 

ion an a.— 
distance 

anthr: rela to basi 

Benfregzaic bei, an 

border, in geol., the outer fon ot shell of an 
intruded mass of igneous rock © found, a4 a matter 
of experience, to —— silica or more thas 
the interior, 



basic 
less | 4 — ant —— —— may ga 

———— Jour. ScL, April, 1908, p. 202, 

Basic color. —Basic dye, (a) In Aistol., 
ans «pe agg bi} Bee basic color under *eolor. 

union with the —— a an ac 
duce et salt.—Basic Same 
Basic salt, in chem., a com din which an electro- 
positive metal or —— radical is partly anited 4 
an acid radical and —X or to oF 
in basic —— nitrate, — — in Sneell's 
mal west '.—Basic 

in Adare va noma tpe uch a he meityl and 
mee’ derivatives of rosani ete., em: 
im gh eae mlcroscoptcal examination. — 

tin (bit-ai - kré’ma-tin), a. (Gr. 
Banc, base, + xpdua, color.) In ‘aa, ¢ 
matin which takes on a deep stain with basis 
dyes only. Same as chromatin in the usual 

found ‘k, th n. wor) e r· 
basicity, ». 2 o * in} and — 
sence of silica —— a furnace-lining, a cinder, 
flux The fettling of a puddling-furnace d 
=e 1~ AN ce aang rept a “ 

— oi x maemeretaboen 
wood, Mech. Eng. Terma. 

basid (basi), Tbasidt ium ).] Same as ba- 
um. 

basi: —— Hast‘), a. Pro- 
duced by or spon a 

ba-eid’ id ‘i 7" am ( ‘ebm jum), a. 

— — “ks ne, a, pl. 
iL.  basidium + lichen.) i angus of 

hens including those 4% which the 
—— isa basidiomycete. They are di 
to 2smaller groups, H and Gar 

rat a ot y a few ne are known, 
most of which are tropical 

(ba-sidi-d-f6r), n. [NL., ¢ basid- 
ium + Gr, -gopoc, ¢ gépe, bear.) A portion of 
the fruetifieation of certain fungi which bears 

ia. 
basidorsal (bé-ei-dor'sq!), ». (NL. basidorsalis, 
x ay Géow, base, + L. dorsum, back: see dor- 

One of the basidorsalia. 
(bii-si-~dér-si'lé), ».; pl. basidorsalia 

ir of ossifications (-li-4). [NL.J One of a 
on the superior side of the notochord from 
which the rage arch = its zygapophyses 
is developed. *arcuale 
basiemphytic (oeeiomft'ik), @. —— Baer, 
base, vroc, implanted: see imp.] At- 
tached or fixed by the base, as certain sponges. 

(bi'sig) n, [Philippine Sp., ** from 
te form correspon to Tagalog 

basag, — a ee bdsac, a crop of rice, ete., 
under water. alcoholic drink toade by the 

rrotes, —— of rice and buri ( 
umbraculifera), but also of sugar-cane. 

—— —8 
ba-sig’s-mus), a. In bot,, having 
atus at the lower end of the 

** of the endosperm, the reverse of 
the normal condition. Van mt, Tieghe 
basigamy (ba-sig’s-mi), n. The condition of 
being basigamous. 

(ba-sij‘e-nus), a. In chem., capa- 
ble of forming a , a8, for example, potas- 
sium, the hydroxid of which is the base potash. 

—3* np-thit), (Gr. Sader, 
yratoc, jaw, + -ite2.] In crustaceans, 

“the —2 on ofa —— 
ade. 2, Downward; toward the in- 

ferior face of the cranium. Sir J. Richardson, 
Zoology of the Herald. [Rare. 

basilar, a. 2. Lying or situated at the —— 
fundamental. — a 

Basilar le 

men magnum: need in noting the alze of mammalian 
skulls. — —— to 2* a 
thin membrane in eye which Woparnion the the 
tract from the cones and rods, 
inflammation of the membranes which cover the base 

Basilar vertebra, the last lumbar vertebra. 

bas-i-li-ol’a-tri) Gr. San- 
—— 54 "ond worship 

. NED. —— 
2* (bas-i-lin’&), a. [Gr. Saciuvea, a 

bes sll id ro baatlovomeric (bee, i —* ik), a. Relating 

. eration of crushing the base of the skull of 

7 — 

form parallel to fem, of Sansieic, -po’di-um), n.; pl. basipodia 
king: see basilica. te Gr. antiq., tae wife of tort ei y, Gr. rary foes base, - + xoi¢ (x0d-), 
I archon basileus at Athens. She enjoyed foot.) In Polycheta, the basal portion of a 

ial privileges and performed special fune- parapodium, or foot. 
lone in the state, basi (ba-sip-te-rij’i-um) ».; 

eld points out that, according to Demost! terygia yemm( (NL., ¢ Gr. Saou, 
ime ** 

Dorpt 
the oath which the Geraial had to swear at the mrepeyeov, a fin,] In ‘iehth., the basal bone J 
— —— iu the Anthesteris was in- af fin. Zittel (trans.), Textbook of Paleon., Il. 

Smith, Jour, Hellenic Studies, XVI. 335, 2 
henitiecan (t —* — a. Of or pertaining Pr 10. Same —— — 7 ot the 
to a basilis _ liscan eyes. basuphenotd of Hualey, 

basilissa (bae-i-lis’ Same as *basilinna, id, #. 2. In ichth., a bone attached 
to the anterior end of the inner wings of the 
promt which roof themyodome. It is probably 

t homologous with the bone so named in mammals, 
Gul has given tt the name of dichost, It is not 
oun with the in called basisphenoid 

Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 512, 

basite (bi‘sit), ic) + -ite2,] I 
: * —— ety ce ea 

vomeric angie, ia ore ACT, the angle between the lower 
occipital and —— and the 

**4 of the vomer. An, Rep, Ber, Amer, Ethnol, 
XV “ae pi. 1, p 48 

(ba-sil’i-sis), [NL., ¢ Gr. Séarg, 
base, + Acc, dissolut n.] In obstet., the o 

fetus to — fist ee tie —— 
57 (bas‘i-list), m basil 

An instrument for — 

mn. (NL. basiven- 
LL. venter, belly.) 

ventrale (bé-si-ven-tri’lé), n. dt Wa) 
pair of ossifications on the ii 

face of the notochord from which the centrum 

37 of pomaceous truits, as & 
e 

js operated in 
aad differs from it the same manner aa an ordinary 1 
—— i * and thus 4 only io — as in 

— topography eharcter of 

Speaking In i the wa which 
me of ite necurma- a EE : F i 

ait = : ? : Es ait ze i : undalator, —— 

73 Surv. of New Jersey, 1992, p. 40, 

a basin defi bey besia, 0 be formed by torsional deformation 

basin-heel (bis’n-hél), ». The talon, or 
terior cusp of a tooth, when slightly hollowed 
out like a 

Pe area en —* the y, the protoconid lower than In 

ha Amer. — Nat. Hist., XVI. 286. 

(bis‘n-ing), ». The formation of ba- 
sins or depressed areas by local subsidence of 
the strata: produced sometimes a removal of 
soluble constituents from underlying beds, 
sometimes by ion —8 
basin-range (bas‘n-riinj),n. The typeof moun- 
tain-range found in the Great Basin of Utah 
and Nevada. It consists of greatly faulted 
and tilted strata. 
Recently attention has been called to the jc atric. 

ture of the mountain ranges of Nevada eastern 
California, — has been made t how that Uiey 

block t which Gtibert has described, and which ls la 
sonnet nas known a8 basin-range structure, is of rare oc- 
currence, Science, Feb. 20, 1908, p, B72, 

basichregmatio (t er -mat’ik),a, Same 
regma' 

eg 
25e8 

EiFE 

Heat sf ‘ 

Hy 

i E 
which is 

Ee : f E 5. 2 3 » 5 ẽ 3 

as * 
interfere with the ball until after it 06 the 

—* 2. In ichth., the lowest of player is not allowed to carry the ball tp his hands, but 
the — I bones. It ts in the posterior part of must play It cen te ton which he catches it. He can 
the cranium, directly under the foramen magnu m, and bat the ball with There should be no taking 
formas, ansistance of the exoccipitals, leld of nor an opponent, aod the arins may 
the 0 * tal Broa Thy The noid und m= it Ot be used in any ——— — with the player “a 

exoceipitals while it articulates above with the Pp 
and d prodilon striking, ki or 

— Wate Sete —— 
kon’dro-glos‘us) [NL., rien: Gr. Séow, base. e, the ball in any direction inte te Beadot play thas any 
+ xéipag (xepar-), hoc, + xsvdpor, cartilage, + spot, outside of bounds, on a line drawn at right 
yAdoca, tongue. j The hyo lossus musele. to the boundary-line at n point where the ball it 

basi con (bé-si-d-op’ti-kon), a. Same as , The game was Invented by James Naismith, 
pro-  foraminooptic *line, ‘arrison Allen, Jour. pbasket-boat (bas’ket-bot), ». A skin-covered 

‘Acad. Nat. Sei., X. 410. frame of basketry used as a boat in Indias. 
asioph' (ba‘si-of-thal’mus), a. Of basket-cloth (bas’ket-kléth), n, Any fabric 
the nature of or resembling the basiophthal- woven in imitation of the plaiting of a basket, 
mite of * eye of a stalk-oyed crustacean. et-elm (bas’ket-elm), n. See *elm. 

be (ba’ — (Gr. Saerr, base, basket-fence (bas’ket-fens), . A wattled 
+ rpifer, rub, crush An instrument for stake-fence. Australia.) 
performing basiotripsy. basket-fired (bia’ket-fird), a. Cured or pre- 
basiotripsy —8 si) (Gr. — red by roasting in baskets over a charcoal 
base, + rpiWe, rubbing, crus rushing.) In re: as, basket-fired ten. 
the operation of crushing the Meet the skuil basket: basket- mooting Ct (bia ket-mé‘ting), a. A gath- 
of the fetus to render ita extenstion possible. ering, usually in connection with religious: 



basket-meeting 

matters and lasting all day, at which no regu- 
lar Inncheon is served, those in attendance 
bringing their luncheon with them in baskets. 
basket-phaéton (bis’ket-fa‘e-ton),». A phaé- 
ton having a body-frame of li, t iron secured 
to wooden rockers and covered with willow or 
ratan basketwork: of English n. 
basket-pot (bis ’ket-pot), ». A water-tight 
basket which serves as a pot. 

basket-rack (bas’ket-rak), ». In car-building 
an openwork shelf of wire or the like supported 
by brackets placed on the side of a car over 
the seats; a bundle-rack. 

made by 
sewing coils be fibers together, ese oolls may consist 

Goomalty toes are wrapped with a lough strip of Foot cy y are wrapped with a p 
bark, or wood, which serves at the same time for sewing 
the coils together. Plicated basketry made 
by weavi as by checker-weaving, twllling, or twin 
ine Pwilied Dasketry, basketry woven twill — 
Twined basketry, basketry woven by twining a double 
or triple soft weft around a rigid warp. 

A, coiled basketry: 4. plicated basketry, checker ornament in 
two colors; (, twilled basketry in two colors; J, twined basketry. 
(From Keport of Nat'l Museum, ppee.) 

basket-shell (bas’ket-shel), », Any corbuloid 
bivalve. 

basket-stitch (baAs’ket-stich), ». In embroi- 
ne a atiteh that interlaces with another, like 
basket-plaiting. 
basket-stone (bas’ket-st6én), ». In the fossil 
Crinoidea, one of the joints of the columns, 

basket-weave (bas’ket-wéy), ». The inter- 
locking of the warp and weft in imitation of 
the plaiting of a basket, 

et-worm, ".— Orange basket-worm, the I 
ofan American psychi moth, Platerceticeus —¥ which 
forms a small oblong-oval case of silk interwoven with bits 
of leaf or twigs in ich it tives and which it carries about 
with itself aa a protection against birds and other natural 
enemies, 

Baskish (bask’ish), mn. [Bask + -ishl,] Same 
as Bask, Basque, 

Baskonize (bas’kon -iz), tr. &; pret. and pp. 
Baskonized, per. Baskoninug. [ D+ on ue 
in original Vascones) + -ze.] To turn into 
Basque, 

Raskish z had, and still sometimes has, the sound of 
tz as in German, Salaberry in his Dictionary notes 
“hots” na meaning “Volz, suffrage.” Castilian “vor « 
voice" would be ized me “* lo.” 

N. and Q., Wth ser., 118, 

basogenous (bi-#0j’e-nus), a. Same as *ba- 
wifenous. 

basophil, basophile (ba‘s0-fil), a. and n, (NL, 
<div, Geer, base, + eter, love.) In eytol., 
staining gonaly with basie dyes only: said of a 
cell or part of a cell: opposed to acidephil., Also 
used substantively. 

basophilia (ba-s6-til’i-a), wm. (NL., ¢ Gr. Saar, 
hase, + ioc, loving.) A condition in which 
many leucocytes taking only basic stains are 
present. 

basophilic (bi-s6-fil’ik), a. Same as *basophil, 
basophilous (b§-sof’i-lus), a, Same as *haso- 

ohil. 
basophobia (bi-s6-f6'bi-f), m. (NL, ¢ Gr. 

facrr, walking, + -ooSia, < gojeiv, fear.] 
Morbid fear of walking. 

basote (bii-s6’taé), n. A Porto-Rican form of 
Mapuesotes. 

basrook (bas‘rik), vn. See *hudgrook. 
basa’, r.— Dass. Same as calico-bass. (Local, 

ie moa OK ae 

oe " e-mouthe Lo a 
u ropes —— (Local, New Lia * 
bass, eo wi J u⸗ eeu ore. ol o 

dake at the head of ——— Tek = Round 
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baga,« kind of sunfish, Centrarchus macropterua, com- 
monly called flier. 

4, 4. The commercial name of a fiber, re- 
sembling horsehair or wire, obtained from the 
sheathing leaf-bases or the leaf-stalks of 
certain palms, It is dark brown or black in 
color, and is used for brooms, brushes, ropes, 
and cables. Also called piaasara, See bast- 
se, piassava, and *bassine. Hannan, Textile 

ibers of Commerce, pp. 145-149, — bass. 
Same as West African whass, the 
round, ee ees fibers obtained from the 
leaf-atalks of youerne Abrorum, & = native to 
M Called by the natives *rorifra, adaguscar. .—Monkey 

the dark-brown wiry fiber obtained from the 
sheathing teaf-bases of Leopoldinia Pinsmaba.— Para 

¢, ®trum- 
century, @ 

pass of about two octaves both above and below 
m C— See *chilarrene ani 

Bass tuba. 
in 

* and Tower. —*— or ae — — 

two tones struck alternately, the name 
coming from the fact Uhat, as commonly 

strument sounded by a double-reed in a eup- 
shaped mouthpiece, which was joined by a 

Compare shawm and bassoon. It was invented 
by Giovanni Bassani of Venice early in the seventeenth 

Daas, tenor, and alto, 

bassarid (bas‘a-rid), n. (Gr. 3asoapic, < Baccipa, 

bass-beam (bis’bém), ». Same as bass-ber, 
bass-b Same as huas-bar, 

see basset!, bassef?.] Same as *basset-hownd, 
basset-hound (bas’et-hound), ». [basset* + 

but larger and heavier, The color varies, but 
it is frequently white with liver-colored or 

— Bes on. 

Dass, tantric, eapectally for male vo the 

or 
peat | in di - Ses ge 
abbreviated, the notes ta pair of tacles, 

bassanello (bas-a-nell’d). n. [It.] ‘T mnusical in- 

metal tube curved like an S to along, a 
wooden body in which were 7 finger-holes, 

, a from him f 
aed {of @ time te be made im three tine or pitches 

a Thracian bacehanal, lit, a fox.) In classical 
myth,, % yf of Bacchus; a bacchante. 

suige (ohe"bei)), " 
basset* (bas’et), n. [F. basset, a breed of 
dogs so called, ¢ OF. basset = It. bassetto, low : 

hound.) A long-bodied, short-legged breed 
of dogs, similar in build to the dachshund, 

black blotches, 
bassine (bas-6n’), a. [bass®, 4, + -ine?,] A 
commercial name for the stiff, wiry fiber ob- 
tained from the sheathing leaf-bases of the 
palmyra, Borassus flabellifer. It is used in 
making brushes and for ropes. See *hass®, 4, 
and palmyra. Hannan, Textile Fibers of Com- 
merce, p. 149, 3 

Bassini's operation. See *vperation. 
bassist (bas‘ist), rn. One who sings bass or 
plays & bass instrument, 

basso!, 1.-Basso buffo or comico, a singer in comic 
opera und similar works.—Bagso cantante, a high 
bass, suited for solo-singlng : opposed to profonde, 
Faas pemcertants. | ie ——— end j 

, under _— a ni 
bag in a chorus or player in an —m cea * 
in full, or etti passages, 

(bas-0-ji‘gas), n. [NL., <L. bases, 
low (deep), + Gr. yryec, giant.) A genus of 
deep-sea brotulid fishes. 

o-26’tus), 9, [NL., <L. bes- 
sua, low (deep), + Gr, Cyreiv, week.) A genus 
of deep-sea brotulid fishes, 
bass-player (bis’pla‘ér), ». One who — 
bass instrument, especially the bass viol, 

bass- er (bis’sing’ér), n, One who sings 
bass; a bass or basso. 
Basswoodcheese. Sameassapsago *cheese (b). 
Basswood leaf-roller. See *leaf-roller. 
basswood-oil. See *eil. 

l,a. 4, A name sometimes given to the 
portion of raw-silk fiber which envelops the 
fibroin: virtually the same as the sericin.— 5, 
A trade-name of the piaseava-fiber. See bust- 
palm, piassaca, and *bass®, 4, See 
def. a. Sase-seuimmenyana, tisane in which the walls are 
thickened on all sides. See collenchyme.— Bast-fibers, 
See def. 2.— Bast sheath, the sheath surrounding the 
fibrovascular buodle next within the cortex, Alsocalled 

jorm,— Bast peep. See *eoap.— Bast-tissue, 
ne ms phloen,— Vessel. Same as mere-cell.— 
ba bast, a commercial name for cuana. See def. 1. 

and #yuana*.— bast, Same asither!, 1.—Ruselan 
bast, tie Inner Sbrows bark of the common European 
linden, Tilia Beropwea, Much of it was formerly ex- 
po and used hy purser nani gardeners for tying 
planta, but ite place has almost entirely been taken by 
raffin. See bast!, 1, and Tilia.— Soft bast, See def. 2. 

Batesian 

Bastard box, *dory, *halibut, *measles, etc. 
See the nouns. 

tion (bas - tiir-di-zii’shon), ». The 
act of declaring or of rendering bastard or 
illegitimate. A. &. D. 

the . Bee *hear?, 
Bastion series, See *serice.— Bee hollow bastion. 

a bastion In which the 
— is at a lower level than the terre-plein, in contradtis- 

nection to a fret Lape be * the parade and terre- 
same Plein are practically at evel, 

bastose (bas’tés}), n. [bast + -ose.)* Same as 
*lignocellulose. 

The Diending of the bastose and plumose fibers to 
make one complete yarn in not f je to begin with. 
Cotton fihers are g— lular, and fax fibers are multi- 
cellular, while the structure of the two ia antagonistic 
to their anion in a combined thread. 

Hannan, Textile Fibers of Commerce, p. 17. 

(blis-traig’),n. The French name 
for a form of furnace used in the first stage of 
the Leblanc process for making carbonate of 
soda from common salt. It serves for the 
treatment of the salt with sulphuric acid. 

bat!,». 15. A paddle or blade in a coal-pul- 
verizer. These bats are carried on rapidly 
rotating arms,and break the coal into very 
fine particles.— 16. pl. (a) Heavy laced boots 
with hobnails. (Prov. Eng.) (b) Low-cut 
laced shoes formerly worn by women. (c) 
Boots in bad repair. [Collog.]—To the 
bat, in cricket, to bring the bat in contact with the groand, 
either before playing the ball, in the act of playing it, or 
while running between the wickets 

bat®, ». 2. [Siamese bat, < Hind. bat.) A 
Siamese silver coin, the same as the tical, 
tad (bii‘tid), n. [Fbilippine Islands.] A 

name in the Philippine slands of Indian 
millet, introduced and cultivated for —— 
and in some places growing spontaneously. 
The natives sometimes make an in ting drink of 

Sars: ————— scarcity ; 4 
Indian millet, ander sae = ioe — 

batala, ». See *bathala. 
batan (bi-tin’), ». [Sp., a fulling-mill, < 
batir, beat, pound: see batel, batt.) A stone 
hand-mill in general use in western South 
America. It is a heavy slab without legs or 
earvings of any kind, and is much ruder than 
the metate of Mexico, See *metate. 

(bi - ‘gi), n. (Sp. hatanga, ¢ 
Hisaya batangan (batenggan), a hea an out- 
rigger; = Tagalog betang, a floating log.) In 
the Philippine Islands, an outrigger of a ea- 
noe, made of bamboo. 
Batavia weave, See *weare!, 
ba tackle (bach‘ing-tak‘’1l), =. A 
mechanical appliance attached to a ecalico- 
printing machine for massing the cloth after 
it leaves the machine. 

bate®, ".—Coal-tar bate, » bate made from chemicals 
inatead of from manures. 

bateau-board (ba-té’bérd), n. 
toule-board, 

batelo (bii-ta’l6), 1. [Also botella; ¢ Pg. batell : 
see bateau.] A boat with a square stern like a 
dhow’s: used in western India. [Anglo-In- 
dian.) Yule and Burnell, Anglo-Indian Gloss. 
bate-prick (bit’prik), ». In tanning, a small 
hole on the grain side of a skin, caused by the 
putrefying of the bate while the skin is in 
the liquor. Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 
98. 
Batesian (bats’i-un), a. Pertaining to H. W. 
Bates, an English naturalist and explorer, and, 
in particular, to his theory, that certain ani- 
mals exhibit protective resemblance to others 
(mimicry) that have effective means of pro- 
tection or defense, such as the resemblance of 
some harmless snakes to venomous ones, 
According to this Uheery, individuals of certain species 
aceldentally resembling certain other species especially 
protected from thelr matural enemies, at by a nausoous 
odor or taste, are sappesed by natural seleetion to per 
setuate and Intensd —* resemblance in their descen- 

dante, thus ultimately bringing protection to the species 
by mimicry alone, now-mimicking strains of the race 
lapeediog. 

In South Africa entomologists have found several ex- 
cellent examples of those forms of mimicry which are 
— — w = —— — —& 

rely. was c mportant to x wep 
the Salus of the olen of these insects as gt tection 
from their enemies. This Mr. Marshall has done with 
results which are ag interesting as they are remarkable. 
The fact that Mantidwe om! spiders exhibit anmis- 
takable signs that certain species of Lepidoptera are dis- 
tasteful to them, but are unaffected by colors, whether 
warning or cryptic in character, suggests that birds and 
other vertebrates are the — enemies which have 
caused the evolution of the color patterns of these in- 
sects. Nature, Apr. 16, 190, p. 572. 

Same as bat- 



bat-fish 
bat-fish, ». 3. Monodactylus argenteus, of the 
family Scorpidids, a silvery fish with the body 
deeper than long. The name alludes to the 
high fins. [New South Wales.]—short-nosed ed 

. ft Pab-Aah, 8 species of ee (O, radintus) fom 

bat-gage (bat‘gij), ». An instrument for 
measuring the breadth of the blade of a 
ericket-bat. 

bath!, ». 9. In elect., the solution in which 
electrochemical action takes place, as in 
electroplating, electrotyping, eleetrometal- 
lurgy, ete.—Brand bath, a cool or cold bath employed 
to redace the tem: ture and calm the nervous sym 
toms in typhoid ever. — Comper the solution of 
copper sulphate, or other salt of copper, in which articles 
are immersed to be coated with copper by electrolysis, or 
from which electrotype caste are to be madle,—Cutting 
bath, a solution of chemicals for discharging, or cutting, 
certain Pigments printed on fabric, Thas a solution 
sulphuric and oxalic acids, of proper strength and tem- 

vature, may be used as an indigo-cutting bath.--Elec- 
th, a bath in water through which a current of 

electricity la passing. — bath, a bath used In dyeing 
the bair on rabbit-sking black : 60 called on accoant of ite 
color, Which is due to green vitriol and other chemicals. 
~ Hyd ores ee as electric * ~ 

‘s filtering- a ce 
for bot filtration. The mass in a 
funne! is kept warm by an outer 
double-walled veesel which is 
filled with water. The water ia 
heated a tame applied to an 

th, | a 
2 im 

conteadistinction to short #bath 
od ag sec). — Nauheim bath, a 

cout or - 1 4 - ‘he eei empleo: im the 
va heart-disease treatment — 

Needle a torm of douche 
in which water is projected with 
considerable foree, through a 
nomber of fine openings, nat 
the surface of the bather,— 

aform bath, at —— treat- 
ment in which the patient Is n- 

Koch's Filtering-bath. 

of water used is reduced to a minimam.— Single bath, 
in dyeing, a dye-bath in which the complete — 
of is jel on, — in yeing. a 
dye-bath which is used continuously by adding, after 
each dyeing operation, sufficient quantt ot dyestuffs 
and other necessary chemicals to replace those which 
have been extracted by the material previously colored. 

bath® (bath), n. Same as *bath-flower. 
Bath coup. See *coupt, 
bathala (bat-hi’la), ». [Also batala, Philip- 

ine Sp. batala, < Tagalog ‘bathata, Bisaya bat- 
; Lil 
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batholitic (bath-d-lit’ik), a. Same as *batho- 

lithic. 

Bathonian group, See *greup!. 
pasos furnace, See *furnace, 
ath-s ly em bath Same a⸗ 
preety or —— — 
Bathurst bur. See *hwr?. 
bathybic (ba-thib’ik), a. [bathyb(ius) + -ic.] 
Living in the depths of the water, or near the 
bottom under the deep water. 

The dee of this zor fauna forma the bath: 
— eee might also call them ‘a — ** 
on‘ if it were not more practicable to limit the term 

‘abyasal to the vagrant and sessile benthos of the deep 
a, Haeckel (trans.), Planktonic 8tadies. 

Bathybic plankton. See *plantton. 
Bathyclupea (bath-i-klé’pé-a), a. [NL., (Gr. 
Satic, deep, + L, elupea, herring.] A genus of 
—— shes of peculiar structure, allied to 
Reryst. 

bathyciupeid (bath-i-klé’pé-id), a. and». I, 
a. Of or pertainin 

IL. ». A fish of the family Bathyclupeida. 
Bathyclupeide (bath -i - klé - - i- dey, Rn. 

NL., ¢ Bathyelupoa + -idw.) A family of deep- 
sea fishes typified by the genus Hathyclupea, 
with compressed body, long anal fin, and the 
spinous dorsal little developed. 
bat t (bath-i-kur’ent), ». (Gr, Safic, 
deep, + L, currens, current.) A submarine 
stream or current which does not involve or 
affectthe water at the surface. 

The epicurrents, or the sarface streams, furnish no evt- 
dence relative to the understreama to be found below, 
which we name rents, 

Haeckel (crane), Planktonic Studies, p, @25. 

Bathyergid» (bath-i-r’ji-dé), n, pl. [NL., 
< Ba — + -idw.] The Bath nz consid- 
eredasafamily. See cut under Hathyergus. 
Bathygadine (ba-thig’a-li’né), nm. pl. (NL, 
€ Bathyqadus + -ine.) A section of the family 
Macrurida, typified by the genus Bathygadus, 
lacking the peculiargill-structures of Macrurna, 

Bathygadus (ba-th € us), ». (NL, < Gr, 
Halve, deep, + yddoe, gadus, cod.) A genus 
at deep-2ea se or — 
a aphic (bath -i-graf’ik), a. Showin 
— * depth ofa body of water: oe 

thygraphiechart.—Bathygraphic net. See *act!, 
bathygraphical (bath-i-graf’i-kal), a. Same as 
bathygraphie. 

dla or bahdla, a deit gn batela, » Bathylagine (bath*i-ln-ji‘né), ». pl. [NL., ¢ 
bird supposed to be controlled by a sorcerer or Bathylagus + -ine,) A group of deep-sea fishes 
a deity, and ealled in Tagalog tigmamanoquin.) Of the family Microstomide, typihed by the 
1. In the Philippine ds, a god (in the 
heathen sense); a deity; in later use, the in- 
fant Jesus. 
th-flower h‘flou’ér), m. [bath & corru 

tion of birth-in birthroot) + flower.) The birt 
root, Trillium, especially 7. grandiflorum, Also 
bath? and beth. 

* mineral, naphtha, See *mineral, 
*na, 
bathic (bath’ik), a. [Gr, aloe, soem? see 
bathos,] Of or concerning depth, as of the sea. 
bathism (bath’izm), ». Same as bathmism. 
Natural Science, June, 1897, p. 380. 
bathmic, a. 2. Illustrative of or brought about 
by bathmism, or growth-foree, considered as a 
cause or agent in the origin of species: as, bath- 
mic evolution, Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 34, 
bathmotropic (bath-m6-tré’ pik), a. (Gr. 
Satlués, threshold, + rpotxdc, turning.) Influ- 
encing the response of the nerves and museu- 
lar tissue to stimuli, Sei, Amer, Sup., July 4, 
1903, p. 22092, 

(bath-mot’ré-pizm), n. [bath- 
—— -ism.] Interference with the ex- 
citability of a muscle. 
batholite (bath’d-lit), ». 
batholith (bath’6-lith), . (Gr. Sa80¢, depth, 
+ jutioe. stone.) ‘A large mass of deep-seated 
icneous rock which may be e by erosion. 
‘The texture is granitoid and the shape indefinite. Batho- 
liths of granite may cover lnuncdreds of square miles, Con- 
trasted with ith, *byemalith, *intrwded sheet, etc. 
Alau bathedite, bathytite, aid bathytith. 

Yet it is clear from a survey of geological literature, 
that the feld evidence for anch a view & but pegative in 
the great majority of stocks and so-called “ ‘ithe, 
Most of them are not true laccelitha, as they character- 

Same as *batholith, 

aye with the structural planes of any one bedded 
sericea, A, Daly, Amer. Jour, Sch, April, 1003, p. 270. 

batholithic (bath-6-lith’ik),@. (hatholith + -ic.) 
Relating to, originating in, or derived from a 
batholith. 

inti occur in regions of grent structural complexity, 
where igneous contacts have none but the most remote Ba 

Bathylague Mbit ) (NL a-thil’a-gus), a. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
Batic, deep, + Aayde, a bare, also a kind of 
fish.] A genus of deep-sea fishes, with small 
mouth and of fragile structure, of the family 
Microstomida. 

bathylimnitic (bath’i-lim-nit’ik), a. [Gr. 
atic, deep, + Ainey, lake, + -it-ic.) Floating 
or —— in the depths of fresh water. Seo 

nil also *limnitic, *anutolimnitic, *sonolimnitic, 

— bata th’i-lit, -lith), #. 
Same as Barents c » 
bathylithic, bathylitic (bath-i-lith’ ik, -lit’ik), 
a eas *hatholithie, 
bathymeter, ». 2. Asimple apparatus for 
gine the depth of liquids in wells and tanks, 
t consists of an air-tabe dipping into the Mquid to be 
measured, and an air-compressor connected both with 
this tube and with a reservoir of liquid into which there 
dips a gage-glass. When the air-compressor is worked the 
liquid rises in the gage until the pressure is sufficient to 
force alr out of the bottom of the alr-tnbe, 
Bathymyzon (bath-i-mi’zon),». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Batic, deep, + nila, ppr. of vite, suck in.] 
A genus of deep-sea lampreys reputed to be 
without teeth. Gill. 

Bathyopsis beds, See bed, 
bathypelagic (buth*i-pé-laj‘ik), a. (Gr. attic, 
deep, + wi sapor, cont Brineiag or floating 
both at the surface of the sea and in its depths; 
pelagic. Most pelagic organiams are bathypelagic, dome 
coming to the surface only at night, some only in winter, 
and some wandering up and down irregularly. See also 
wngetipedagic, *chimopelagic, wallopelagic, 

T call bathypelagic all those onrantams which 
merely at he anrioce, but also extend down into. the 
depths. Haeckel (trans), Planktonic Studies, 

—— See wnetl. 
thyptero:’ (bath-ip-te-ré‘i-dé) mn. pl. 
NL., ¢ Bathypterois + -ide.) A family ‘of 
eep-sea fishes with the pectoral fins provided 

with long feelers, typitied by the genus Bathyp- 
terois, 

Bathypterois (bath-ip-ter’d-is), n. [NL., 

to the family Bathyelupeide. Ba’ 

Batis 
< Gr. Jatlig, deep, + mrrpév, wing.) A genus 
of deep-sea fishes allied to the lizard-fishes. 
Ba (bath-i-si’rus), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Batic, deep, + satpoc, lizard.) A genus of 
deep-sea lizard-fishes, 
ba (ba-this’al), a, [An ignorant or 
capricious mixture of bethos (the deep sea) and 
abyssal.) Pertaining to or inhabiting the deep 
sea. 

There are many vividly colored bathyera! animals be- 
longing to all the classes of the anhnal kingdom and 

wsessing nearly all the hues found fn living types in 
ttornl waters. 

Quoted in Selence, May 81, 1001, p. S47. 

Bathystoma (ba-this‘t6-mit), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
atic, deep, * oréva, mouth.) genus of 
— or hwmulid fishes, found in the West 
ndies, . 

batiator-root, 7». 2, The root of a plant grow- 
ing in tropical Africa, said to be Veraonia 
nigritiana: used as a febrifuge. 

(ba-tiali’sé4), mn. pl. [NL. (Ar 
phonuse de Candolle, 1873), < Batis (Batid-) + 
-ace#.) A family of dicotyledonous apetalous 
plants of the order Chenopodiales, containing 
only the monotypic gene * Batis (which see). 

batik (bii-tik’),». [Malay bath, Jav. batik, de- 
signing in color upon eloth.] 1, A process 
employed by the natives of the Dutch East In- 
dies in executing designs on a material, as a 
cotton fabric in one or more colors. By cover- 
ing the design with hot wax the remaining portions 
of the material may be dyed any color di after 
which the wax ls removed in boiling water, leaving the 
design-color intact. The liquid and process are now used, 
in the manufactures of Europe, upon velveta, velours, 

. The fabric so decorated. 
batikuling (bi"té-ké-ling’ ),™. [Philippine Sp. 
batienlin, baticuling; from a native name.) A 
large tree, Litsea Perottetii, of the laurel fam- 
ily, the wood of which is soft, fragrant when 
fresh, easy to work, and not subject to the at- 
tacks of termites, or white ants, It is one of 
the most useful woods of the Philippine Is- 
lands, and is used for making writing-desks 
and other articles, taking the place of pine. 
[Philippine 5. 

batillus (be-til’us), ». A rude contrivance, 
consisting of a board struck by a mallet, once 
used in the Armenian ehurch service when 
bells were prohibited. Stainer and Barrett, 

batino (bii-té’n6), n. [Philippine Sp.; from an 
unidentified Tagalog * Pala macrophylla 
(Alstonta macrophylla of Wallich), an apocy- 
naceous tree with milky latex, allied to the 
dita, or devil-tree. It has horizontal whorts of 
branches, and whorla of obovate-lanceolate leaves nar- 
rowing at the hase, The wood, which is white and dura- 
ble if protected from the weather, is used in comatraction 
by the natives. See decil-tree, [Philippine Ia) 

Batis! (ba‘tis),a. [NL., ¢ Gr, arse, a flatiish, 
perhaps the skate or ray.) e name A generi 

— 1 oJ 
j * ad 

#atis mrariivne. 

4, & towering branch, somewhat reduced: 4. am open staminase 
flower: «. seclioe Of a stem showing a spike of female flowers in Bre 
aul of a leat, enlarged: @. 4 saminate spike, enlarged, (Prem 
Engler aud Prentt’s © Mflaszentaaiien, ~ > 



Batis 118 battering-ram 

ues to the rays or skates: equivalent to orthodox ritual hire men to attend service, so [Beoteh.}— ‘me bats, ill humor or condition; the 
. as to be sure of the requisite ten, ues: as, to be troubled with the bate, [(Cotloq.] 

Batish (dé tia), ». (NL. —— by Lunsus bat-louse (bat’lous), », Any member of the Bataman’s box, on a base-ball field, the space in which 
in 1759, established in 1763): said to be in heteropterous family Polyctenid#, which, al- —— — when endeavoring to strike the 
allusion to the resemblance of the fruit to a though true resemble liee and are para- ered by the pitcher. 
— < Gr. Baric; Béroc, bramble, blaek⸗ aitie on bats of the genus Molossus. Four or battement, #3. Opposed So De ulcer tne ow 
— nes of — — * five sponies are known, — 2242 trill begins with the 

type and only genus o mily Batida- Batocrinus (bat-9-kri’nus), ». [Gr. ire, ® batten? * 
Cem. The « species, B. maritima, aa pale-green, bramble, + xpivov, a lily (see crinoid). in — A hee agg Pr on Da ag tMaine) 

strong scented shrub with opposite fleshy, linear or genus of extinct crinvids having a pyriform —patten observations, method of detormin- 
entire leaves, and small sliaclous flowers In ealyx with numerous biserial simple arms and ing a vessel's angle of rolling by obscrving the rise 

fuillary cones, It occure, in sand along the coast and hi chiy developed and projecting proboscis. sui fall of the herlaon-line on the edge 
the West Indies, and northern South America. It oceurs in the Lower * niferous of the ™atked vertical batten or strip of wood several feet dis- 

batitinan (bi-té-té’niin), n. [Also batitinang ; Missioxippi valley. ee — 
ver Philippine Sp., «Tagalog batitinang (Blum- Ba: See *series, ; 

ontritt).) A la +f (ont'par awit), n, Any one of Battenberg lace, See *lace. la ‘orest-tree, crstremia bat-parrakeet ? 
Batitinan, with “straight rank eetolieting some 20 8 of small parrots of the genus batten-floor (bat’n-flér), ». A floor of narrow 
bark, alternate simple leaves, and the Loriculus, or Coryllis, which have the habit of “T!P*- (Eng) 
young branches mene: or less’ square in hangin wmapended ‘by their feet, especially batter-board (bat —* 1. One of two 

on. Tt yie largest of which when sleeping. They inhabit the Indo-Malay © ™ore adjustable boa —— — 
are about 40 feet long > 7 ae the week region. — —— * heng- used in connection with plumb-lines to lay 
highly prized for purposes, and is suitable for parrakeets, and bat-parrots off the batter of s masonry wall.—2. One of 

furniture, as a substitute for teak. However, it ae : two or more horizontal boards, fastened to 
Sdeiiterta trad cele ier chaos toon tae mane tae basta —— oy a *XXVIIL posts near the corners of an excavation for a 
When ——— a exposure ores 139, [Rare. J * wall or building, to which strings are stretched 
weather, but In house-building and other construction 2* (batrg· xq·i dsa), a. ([NL., ¢ to mark the outlines of the wall or building. 
ntact Lagerstrornéa, Gr. *Barpayoedte, Barpayddnc, frog-like, < a- batter-dock (bat’ér-dok), m. 1, The butter- 

pine ges ie —— nD gt + eldoc, form.] A * oftoad- bur, Petasites Petasites.— 2, The floating pond- 
batlan (bit-lin’), ».; pl. batlanim (biit-li- fishes found in tropical America, distinguished weed, Potamogeton natans. 

tlan, ‘unemployed man.’) In by the sealy skin. -ram,». 3. A child's game in which 
Hebrew usage, one of ten men of leisure Batrachoidide (bat’ PA gt ea n. pl. all the players except two form a circle, one 
lanim) who are expected to devote their whole [NL., ¢ Batrachvides + -idx.] The family of of the latter being inside and the other out- 
time to the affairs of a yea ag and espe- toad-fishes S| nag by the genus Batracholdes. side. The one inside the circle endeavors to 
cially to attend divine ce in the syna- Also Ba 5 break Gaon the player outside assisting 
gogue. Many synagogues which adhere to the bats (bats), ». pl. Colic. See botl, etym, him, Should he succeed, that player in the 
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SERTH DECK 

United States Gatto ships Comnecticut and Lontsiana. 

Length o@ waterline, ago fl, beam, 76 ft., 10 ie. mean draft. 22h, Gin. Displacement, 6.00 pons, Indicated horsepower of propelling machinery, tiga. Speed, 1% knots. 
Armament, 4 sdnch gens tn pair im turrets; & Siech gues in pairs im turrets; rz pinch gene im casemates; a pinch guns on decks, and miscellaneves smaller guns, 4 submerged torpedte 

tabes. Complement, 4: officers, Ges men. BL R = berech-loading fife, K F = rapid-fire gen, 9 PD KR = ppoender gun, 2 P 1) Rom t-poumder yun, yo cal. auto. . caliber automatic gut, 
Y = port side, 5 = starboard side, The figures tniicate the thack memes of armiot on the diferent parts: a. protective deck; b, belt armen: c, lower cisemase armor; d. upper casemate armor; 
<, Comming tower; f, signal tower: g, szanch barbewe; bh, s-ioch tment: &, beat cree, |, anchor craae, 



: battering-ram 
circle who is responsible for his escape takes 
his place. 

,» wn. 16. In lumbering, two or more 
donkey-engines for dragging logs, set at inter- 
valsonalong skid-road.— 5 Inindigo-manuf., 
a series of vats which are conducted as a unit, 
They may be either steeping-vats or beating- 
vats. See *cat.—18, A set of stamps in a 
stamp-mill, comprising the number which fall 
in one mortar.— 19, ewlenterates, a group 
of stinging-cells.— 20. A shield or shelter de- 

i to hide the shooters in a gro ive; 
a butt used on English and Scotch moors. 
They are ueually formed of blocks of peat or 
turf, cut with a spade and built up in the form 
of a wall, circular, horseshoe, or semicircular 
in shape.—21, In hord music, an effect 
produced by striking a chord in quick repeti- 
tion for greater sonority. It was indicated by 
prefixing a vertical curve to the notes of the 
¢chord.— Coal in 

tery ; sald of a 
battery, an ent of electric ti leacent 
whereby a current of the required amount and 
— — aed ee poppe pie A 

pag Da accondary, and terliary — 

battery-room (bat’ér-i-rém), a. 
which electric batteries are 

batting-board (bat’ing-bérd), ». In weaving, 
a device in a ——— loom for forcing the 
needles forward, 

flake (bat‘ing- flak), ». A kind of 
stout frame, about 3 feet square, standing 3 
feet high, with cords about half an inch 
apart, upon which seed-cotton is batted with 
sticks for the purpose of prepa it for eard- 
ing and spinning: a contrivance for use in the 

battle.gail (bat'lgnt),'n: (bat’ + 
wal pice on a military mast from which to 
isplay the national flag when the flagstaff is 

removed to clear the guns in action. 

A room in 

In a man-of-war, a 

uoit (bat’l-kwoit), s. See *chakra. 
Battle cart, Sve *cart, — 

ttle-ship (bat’l-ship), a. A ship of war; ba 
—— a powerful war-ship designed to 

facht in the line of battle; in recent use, a 
heavily armored and armed sea-going war-ship 
intended for the line of battle. ‘The change from 
the wooden warship propelled by eall-power to the mod- 
ern armored tron and stec! steam battle-ship dates from 
about the middle of the nineteenth century. The first 

a screw was the United States ship 
Princeton, and ironclad (with the exception of a 
number of Hoating batteries built by the French fo: r use 
in the Crimean war, and co tho English) the 
Freoch armored wooden frigate La Gloire, launched tn 

tied by an equally rapld 

lian navy, 
ips yet con- 
steel armor 

See 
*navy. Modern war-veasela are classified, according to 
the no? for which they f as 

boats, torpedo-boat destroyers, etc. The development 
of “firing guna in recent —_ haa resulted in in- 
a thearea on the side of the ship covered 
and the number of guns pro’ by armor, This involves 
taking the armor of less thickuess and com ting for 
this by improvements in manufacture by which ita resiat- 
ing power ls increased. Seearmor-plate, On the other 
hand, it has resulted In placing armor on high-speed 
craisers, — something of the speed for thie put · 
pose, accom bya increase of size, The taod- 
ern bate) is intended to combine in one vemel the 
most powerful offensive and defensive weapons of float- 
tug warfare. To be effective it is mecessarily of large 
size, with a — * toward continual increase, limited 

ely, the part under water, that 
water-line, and the upper works, 

In the first are carried the propulsive machinery and 
bal coal, the #tee merged tor jo 

the greater pars of the 
part depends the floating of 
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shells or by mortar To pro —5** at explo: fire, 

it from mines and torpedoes, the under-water body 
is divided into a t number of compartments by an 
outer and inner and a number of water-tight trana- 
verse and tudinal frames and bul au that the 
space to which water can gain access by asing! —— 
will be limited and will not seriously lupaſr the de atr 
eee This is, however, the most vulnerable part of a 

tle-ship. Attempts to armor the bottom et exe 
— under water have not yet been made to any ex- 

t, because the weight required is prohibitive. To 
nt the penetration of projectiles from above, there 

a palais armored does, wanes Gem Stes inches 
thick, the middle part of which isa little above the water- 
line. This deck extends out to the alde at the of the 
belt-armor, or, in the most recent ships, abo; wn at 
the sides to the bottom edge of the armor-belt from 4 to 
6 feet under water. There ie sometimes a second pro- 

a i 
part of the ship immediately above 
—— ot 4 pene my by 

L ite Integrity 
the stability of the ahi; for Ka sultcient part oti 

Soe 5 ee meas i ‘torn turtle.” It is pro- 
from the enemy's jectiles by a heavy armor- 
In modern battle-ships the armor-belt extends 
whole or the greater part of the bu 

fo 
—_ ay deel ce armor-belt are 

are uently packed with o 
cork or the 4 pith of ka, 

wi when ot ay dmg water entering ashot-hole, swells 
closes the hole. In the upper 
the ita battery of guna, 

iP 
carried cipal offensive power, 
ae ae vy guna, medium 
See Warmament, The 

ra in two turrete, 
on the center Hine, Th 

of United States battleships have also from 
four to eight @inch guns, also in turreta, In some 
cases an &-Inch tarret is placed on 4 fee 7 

rn) forming what is called a —— la pla: 
been pted only on U States battle-shi, 
guna of medium caliber, auch as the Ginch and 7-inch, 
are 

bayag-kambing 
sulpharsenite of lead (Pb,AsgS;3) from the 
dolomite of the Binnenthal, Switzerland. 
bauta-stone (bon’ti-stén), ». [Icel. bauta- 
steinn, bantersteinn, pl. bautarsteinar, orig. 
*brautasteinar, ‘ roud-stones,’ ¢ braut, road ( ¢ 
bijola = AB, bréotan, break : see brit, brittle, and 
ef, route, ‘away broken’), + steiun = E. stone.) 
One of the stone monuments set up in Sweden 
and Denmark, along the highways, in the 
eleventh and twelfth centuries and earlier, in 
memory of the dead (or, sometimes, of the 
absent living). 

Bauxite bricks. See *brick?. 
bava (bi’vi), ». [Sp. bara, baba, slaver, spit- 
tle: see bavette.] Inthe West Indies, Lape 
ularly in Trinidad, the slimy pulp which ad- 
heres tothe seeds of the cacao, — 
Trinidad Mirror, April 1903. 

bave (bay), n. [F.] The double fiber as it 
issues — ** Ponti tls devold of oultner 
structure an OTE nex iB 

single fiber is known * ee frie. — teataess s 

The reelable cocoon thread or bave in composed of two 
cylindrical flbers or bring, consisting of mat- 
ter (fbroin poe — me epee Pome mp 

r a substance 

silk-gela z Schorlemmer). 7 
Textile Pibers of Commerce, p. 166 

1, me swamp Persea 
i a formerty L— te a — Fa" PM brpentn 
| ata to the coast of the southeastern United 

— — awamp of white coder or 
“ * hyotdes, with or without white 

bay, Ragnolia vi (Dismal Swamp region.) 

bay’, ». 10. In Aydraul. engin., an openin, 
through a dam or bulkhead for the passage o| 
water, generally capable of regulation by 
gates or sluices: as, a h 'y, an ing in 
a dam at the head of a flume or canal. 
baya (bi’y&), ». [Mex.] The Mexican name 

of a species of fish, Mycteroperca 3 & 
form of grouper found in the Gulf of California, 

: Sp. quayaba, guava, ] 
A name applied in the Philippines to the guava 

The tendency is to pat more and more guns Into turre ii. uaja 

the —— * “had guns * in —— f oe mar ot hey “Oy sins) ag (Tupi.] The 
" part of the ship, nsually well forward, is the con- hly astringent root of Statice Braziliensis, 
ning-tower, wi 2* directs the ship in Also doses and biacurn, 
Seems enien —— onl etn bayad (ba-yid"), a, [Ar bays, whiteness, 
instruments by means of which orders are given to the te of eggs, plaster.) Ba yad, & large 

fh 
ig signals, and on them are 
E The most vulnerable 

while te 
the heavy guns are much more 

medium 
carrying a 

. Atlong conus 

speed (20 to 23 knots) ani uranco. 
Battley's solution. See *svlution. 
bal board See battowle-board, 

(1758 - 1840) and Ferdinand Bauer (1760-1826), 
botanic artists of Austrian birth.) 1. A genus 
of ayia — a the — — 

#, including 3 species, uatives of Aus- 
i It is ——— by its opposite 
three-lobed sessile leaves, which have the — 
earance of a six-leaved whorl, and by its axil- 
ary solitary flowers.—2, [/.¢.] The Tasma- 
nian name for Bauera rulioides, & handsome 
shrub with pink or white flowers and thin wiry 
branches which become so entangled as to form 
almost impenetrable thickets, Also called na- 
tice rose, tanglefoot, and leg-ropes. 

Bauhinia retusa eum, Bauhinia variegata 

Haumé Nepal An abbreviation of “accord 
ing to the Bautné scale ofa hydrometer.” See 
— — and Banmdé *degrec. Abbreviated 

Baumes-Chaudes race. See *Cro-Magnon, 
bgumhaasrite boum'housdt), n, (Namedafter 
Prof. H. Baumhauer of Freiburg, Baden.) A 

siluroid fish found in the Nile. 
bayadere, ». 2. A weave of fabrics in which 
— run transversely instead of longitudi- 
nally, 

. a. Applied as a distinctive epithet to 
textile fabrics horizontally striped, of which 
vurious kinds were used for curtains, skirts, 
ete.: as, a bayadere grenadine, a bayadere 
skirt. The word it also applied to the stripes them- 
selves. Balmoral petticoats when first i aced were 

Groton, and —— 
or “skirts 4 la bayadere,~ 

bayag-kam! (bii-yiig-kiim bing), ». [Taga- 
—— cambing, < bayag, testicles, + camb- 
ing, a goat.] A ~ 

name ee 
the * to 

ard, smooth, 

family, 
loosely spread- 
ing or eclimb- 

branches 

nally. Thetr chbet 
interest lies In the 

an alr. 

nel and the shell, 
which gives them 
remarkable buoy- 
ancy and makes [t 
possible for them 
to be trans 
all over the earth by ocean currenta They are some- 
times called ferernuta, micker-nets, or Molwecea beans 
and in Samoa aadoso, In Spanish countries the plant 
is often called wfar de gate (‘cat's-clows'), the 
sbarp recurved prickles with which it is 

Payay-kambing (aedendime Creston, 



bayan 
bayan (bii‘yiin),». (Tagalog?) <A political 
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Chemistry ; (¢) of Bachelor of Commerce ; (d) 
division comparable to a township; siso, a same as *C. B, (d); (¢) of baal court, 
district of the country, [Philippine Is.) 
bayate (bi-yii’te), n. [Local Cuban ; origin not 
ascertained. } 
dense amorphous jasper, associated with the 
— Gepoaitec the provinee of Santiago 
de Cuba. Bulletin 213, OU. 8, Geol, Survey, 
12, p. 252. 

Baybe: fat. Same as —— 
bay-head (ba‘hed), „. The head or upper 
part of a bay. 

bayldonite (bil’don-it), ». [Named after Dr. 
John Sayldon.) An arseniate of copper and 
lead oecurring in small green concretions: 
found in Cornwall. 

bayocks (bi’oks), nv. pt [Appar due to the 
otherwise obsolete *hayock, baiock, an Italian 
eoin: see baioeco.) Inferior ostrich-feathers. 

bayogo (bii-y’g6), #. [A Philippine name.) In 
the Philippine 
Islands, the | 
match-box sea- 
bean, or simi- 
tar-pod (/ens 
pheaseoloides), a 
giant climber 
of the mimosa 
family. Itssterm, 
which is sapona- 
ceous, la pounded 

m1 

a. 2, 
—X oil or 
essence ob- 
tained by dis- } 
tilling the — “ 
leaves of the warner". 04 
West Indian ⸗ — — 
bay-tree ¶i 
menta aeris), 

ba bii-y6k’),n. [A Philippine name, said 
yok og. CE. Kisaye band, name of a 

tree.] In the ea, 5 Islands, Pentapetes 
acerifolia, a tree with winged seeds belonging 
to the family Sterewliacea, The wood is used in the 
Philippines for making oars and paddies, and in India 
for furniture. See Plerospermum. 

ba: ({bii-yén’), #.; Sp. pl. bayones, [Philip- 
pine 8 ae Tagalog bayong.) In the Philip- 
ine lalends, a basket or bag made of palm- 
eaves or rushes, Such bags are used for 
shipping coffee or mee, Also beyong. 
yone’ (ba’o- net-en‘jin), ». An 

ongine in which the bed-plate is curved to one 
side at the end of the guide, so as not to in- 
terfere with the erank. such an engine-bed has, 
in pan. somewhat the form of a bayonet for which the 
cylinder & the end of the gun-barrel; hence the term. 

bayong (bii-yong’), 2. 

bayou, ». 
river-channel forming a lake or swamp follow- 
ing the general course of the main stream: a 
special case of * ox-bow lake.” The bayous 
of the lower Mississippi river are typical. 
Chamberlin and Salishury, Geol., I. 181, 

bay-plum (bi’plum),», A name in the West 
Indies for the guava, Pridium Guajara, 

bay-shark (bi’shiirk), n. See *sharkl, 
bay-sore (bi‘sér), n. An ulcer which affects 
many of the natives of Honduras (as observed 
on the const of the Bay or Gulf of Honduras, 
or of the Bay Islands), 
bazarucco (bii-zii-rii’k6), un, [Also basarneco, 
basaruco, E. budgerook, budgrook, ete., appar- 
ently from a native Indian name at Goa, 
given as Canarese bajdra-rokkha, ‘ market- 
money’: see bazaar, and ef. Canarese ritka, a 
copper coin, Marathi rukdorrvkka, one twelfth 
of an anna, (ale) 4 A coin of copper, tin, 
or lead, of small and varying value, formerly 
current at Goa and elsewhere on the western 
coast of India. 

B. B. An abbreviation (b) of best best, which 
see under *best, @., 5; (c) of bail-bond. 

B. B. B. An abbreviation of best best best, 
which see under *hest, a., 5. 

Bayogo (Lews phaseatotaes.) 

[Tagalog.] Same as 

A silicious rock, consisting of B. 

. Chem, Same as *#, C. (hb). 
B. Ohir, Same as *C. B. (d). 

0. L. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Civil 
Law. 

B. C. 8. An abbreviation (a) of Bachelor of 
Chemical Science ; (6) of Bachelor of Commer- 
cial Science ; (c) of Bengal Civil Service. 

Bd, An abbreviation of board. 
bdellid (del’id), a. and ». I. «2. Having the 
characteristics of or belonging to the lepidop- 
terous family Biellide, 

Il. A mite of the family Bdetlidw. 
bdelloid (del’oid), a. [NL. *hdelloidée, <Gr. 
jidreen, leech, + eidoc, form, Cf, Bdelloida.) Of 
or pertaining to a leech orto the group Adelloida. 
Bdellura (de-lé’rd), ». (NL, (Gr. 32a, 0 
leech, + otpé, tail.] The typical genus of Bdel- 
turide. Leidy, 1848. Also Bdellowra. 

Bdellurids (dle-l’ri-dé), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Bdel- 
lura + de) A family of triclad turbeliarians 
having a caudal appendage for fixation, 1 con- 
talna the genera Bdellara and tidévn, buth of which 
—— tie on the kingeo (Limulus) Also Bidel- 

B.D. M., B.D., In astrow., abbreviations of 
Argelander’s Honn _Durchmusterung of the 
northern heavens. See *durchmusterung, 

Bé. An abbreviation of *Baumé. 
B. E. An abbreviation (@) of Bachelor of En- 

gineering ; (b) of Bachelor of Elements ; (c) of 
Bachelor of Elocution, 

h, n— Barrier beach, an off-shore sand-roet in- 
closing a lagoon or arm of the sea. Strictly speak 
the beach is only the outer alope of the re 

beach, a bench on which stones and pebbles are 
re back and forth by the waves, 

In times of storm the stones of a rotting beach, some- 
Buen to Redeem of two or three feet, are carried to and 
fro with the advance and retreat of the waves. In this 
movement the bits roll over one another much in the 
manner of millatones, 

Shaler, Nat. Geog. Monographs, v. 143, 

Storm-beach, a beach formed by a storm. 
.. beach-chicken (béeh’chik’n), ». One of many 

names for the turnstone, Arenaria interpres: 
used particularly in North Carolina. 
beach-combing (béch’kém-ing), mn. In mining, 
working the sands on a beach for gold, tin, or 
latinum, Coal and Metal Miners’ Pocket- 
ak, 

beach-crab (béch’krab), vn. A name applied 
to * erab living on the sea-beaches, but es- 
pecially to Ocypoda arenaria of the southern 
coast of the United States, 
beach-cusp (béch’kusp), », One of a number 
of small points of gravel or sand 20 or 30 feet 
apart on a beach. 
The author comes to the conclusion that beach cape 

are produced by the interference of two sets of waves of 
tranalation on the beach. 

Geog, Jor, (RG. &), XVI Tt. 

beachless (béch‘les), a. 
‘black rocks, and heachless,” William Morris, 
Love is —— bes 

beach- r (béch‘rin-jér), n. Same as 
fekacnton © ie 
beach-robin (béch‘rob-in), n. The robin-snipe 
or red-breasted sandpiper; the turnstone. 

beach-sa (béeh sap), 4. A species of sea- 
2. An abandoned portion of a rocket, Cakile Chapmani, found ong theshores pe 

of the Gulf States. 
beach-tramper (béch’tram-pér), ». A mem- 
ber of the British coast-uard service. (Slang. ] 
beacon-mark (bé’kon-miirk),, The rude fg 
ure of a beacon painted in blue on pieces of 
stanniferous faience made at Genoa, Italy, in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 

n, 11. In wearing, a roughness of yarn 
due to fraying by friction or rubbing.—Part- 
ing-bead, a separating bead or rounded strip, 

Beat od hats, baa —— *25 —— con 
ietions am awe —| r 

ends of which are cokrged at thelr junction with the costal 
cartilages, occurring in rickets and constituting the so- 
called *rachitic rosary, 

ler,”. 2. A wood-working tool resembling 
a spoke-shave, havinga numberof interchange- 
able cutting-irons or -bits: used in reeding, 
fluting, beading, and routing straight or irreg- 
ular surfaces; a reeder or molding-tool. See 
combination *plane.—8, A *beading-machine 
(which see).— -handed beader, a form of 
beader for reeding or futing diagonal lines upon wood, 
It has bat one handle, 

bead-frame (béi’frim), ». A frame holding 
beads strung on wires, used in caleulating; an 
abacus. 

(bé’ding-ma-shén"), ». In 

Without a beach: as, bead 

beam 

impressing a bead upon tinware, boxes, cans, 
covers, collars, gutters, and other objects or 

8 of objects, The essential features of the many 
forma of beading- machines are the beadling-rolls, placed 
in pairs, one coak on two parallel shafts, and turning to- 
gvlber, the face of each roll being of some concave or 

Reach Reading-machine, 

— for setesing it to beach; 4, @, standard, and 
¢, bandle for tersin 
showing different aty 

spindles; 
milles; 4, beading rotisi ¢. sample roils 

of beading ; /, pressure control. 

corresponding convex form. The sheet-metal to be beaded 
between the moving rolls and ts impressed with 

the bead or form of the roll-face, Power-macht hy 
the use of aupplementary parts, may nilso be —! as 
fanging, forming. trimming-, and crimping-machines. 
See crimper, Sange ine, and forming-machine, 

beading-oil (bé‘ding-oil), . See beading, 3. 
beading-roll (bé’ding-rol), . See *beading- 
machine, 

(bé‘dl-had), », The office or dig- 
nity of a beadle, Dickens, 

beadleism, *. 2. Same as *headlehood. 
beadlet (béd’let), ». [bead + -let.] 1, A emall 
bead or bead-like drop.—2, A small sea-anem- 
one, Actinia ee tee 

bead- (béd-lit’ning), ». A rare form 
of lightning having the appearance of a stri 
of brilliant beads stretching through a clou 
or from cloud to cloud. 

According to the testimony of an intelligent «ye-wit- 
ness, who described the rare phenomenon of bead-dight. 
ning within an hour after it had been seen, it is a ve: 
Deautiful luminous appearance, like @ string of 
hung in achoad, the beads being somewhat elliptical and 
the ends of thetr axes th the Hoe of their discharge being 
colored red and purple — 

ithsonian Rep, 1890, p. 128. 
tree, ".— Coral bead-tree, Aienantheru pavo- 

nina, a tree belonging to the mimosa family, bearing 
scarlet, orbicular, tard, glossy seeds, Sce Adenanthera, 
—Mexican bead-tree, Krythrina ‘ 
scolorin and *chilicote.—Texas bead-tree, Sophora 
srcundisiora, a stout abrab or small tree bearin 

Ertnctethe eine abe ed ule So Spore Ween U8, J 

and coral bean, under bean!, 
beagling (bég‘ling), ». Hunting with beagies. 

Ivan, 1. (g) (3) Inthe shells of the ~ 
chiopoda (Mollascoidea) and Pele la ( Mol- 
fusca), the projecting, usually arched, part of 
the valves; the initial part of the shell about 
which accretions by growth have been added 
unequally. Beaks in the two valves of the Brachiopata 
are usually of unequal size and prominence, but in the 
Peleeypoda, they are generally alike. Often termed 

2. () ———— the mouthpiece of instru- 
ments like the clarinet and some varieties of 
flageolets or direct. flutes. 

the beak}, r. ¢ 2. To ram (a ship) with the beak 
or prow #0 as to penetrate the bull in an en- 
deavor to sink it. 
beak-sedge (bék’sej), m. Same as hewk-rush. 
beak-wattle (bék’wot’l), ». The large carun- 
culate wattle found at the base of the beak in 
various breeds of domesticated pigeons, nota- 
bly in the earrier. 

beal® (bél), ». [Native name.] A sweet Aus- 
tralian drink made by steeping honey-bearing 
flowers in water. Also called bool and bull. 

beala, n. Same as *helih. 
beam, ». 2. (j) In lece-menuf., a tin drum of 
small diameter, varying in lenuth with the 
width of the machine, upon which the yarn is 
wound,— 8. In currying, an inclined table or beading-machine ; har geri 

B. 0. An abbreviation (b) of Bachelor of sheet-metal work, a hand- or power-machine for stand on which the skin is placed while it is 



beam 

beamed or seraped. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of 
Leather, p. 250.— Bent a beam which has a 
camber, natural or artificial, In English wooden roofs 
sach pleces were chosen for the horizontal chord of the 
truss, replacing the tie-beam and supporting a King-post, 
—Com in tr ding awd constrac- 
tive , a beam in a truss, ear, or other earue · 
ture designed to resist pressare or compression; a com- 
pression member; the opposite member af a truss to the 
teneiom menier, usually called the fension rod, —* 
and t/u⸗⸗·· Favper · board beam.⸗ ——— lor 
ascertaining the number of aheets of board in fifty pounds 
by weighing one board.—To tip the beam, to prove 
heavier than the weight at the other end of the beam 
of a balance ; weigh or have a weight of (so much): as, 
to fip the beam at 300 pounds. Same as fo tip the fe 
— Yarn-numbering beam, a stoall and very delicate 
weighing-beam for nscertaining Uhe trade nanber of any 
particular lot of yarn. A bunch of fifty yards of yarn is 
tied by a single Unread and hung by the thread on the 
Deain ata point where it balances beam ; the mark 
on the beam under the thread then indicates the yarn 
number, 

e.t, 6, To burnish, as moroceo leather, 
with a beaming-machine; also, in currying, to 
R rocco or shave on the flesh side. 14 

amage (bé'maj),. [beam + -age. n al- 
lowance in the weight of the dressed carcass 
of an animal as shown at the beam, to com- 
pensate for loss of weight by evaporation in 
cooling, 
beam-arm (bém’iirm),». In ship-building, the 
outer end of a beam where it joins the framing 
at the ship’s side. 
Tn wood ships, working at the beem-arms was very 

common during —— ing at sea. 
, Manual of Naval Arch., p. S20. 

beam-element ——— é-ment),». An infini- 
tesimal longitudinal element of any beam; an 
— Sher. 2 a beam of —— — 
tion, A emmy -element is parallel to any ¢! ntin the 

beam-face (bém‘fas), ». In currying, the sur- 
face of the beam on which a skin is placed 
for shaving. C. T. Davis, Manuf, of Leather, 
p. 301, 
beam-hanger (bém’hang’ér), n. Same as 
*stirrup-iron, 2. 
beam-house (bém‘hous),». The room or por- 
tion of a eurriery in which the unhairing of 
the skins is done. Flemming, Practical Tan- 
ning, p. 1.—Beam-house machine. Same as beam- 
ing-machine, mag 2 

beaminess (bém‘i-nes), 1. 1. Breadth of beam: 
as, a ship of great beaminess.—2, Radiance. 
Richardson, Pamela, TV, 354. 

beamit (bé’mit), n. [Appar an arbitrary for- 
mation from beam, ¢. 1, + -it.] The commer- 
cial name of & compound made for unhairing 
hides and pelts, Flemming, Practical Tan- 
ning, p. 431. 
Seu base (bém‘né), n. In ship-building, are- 
inforeement of the end of a deck-beam where it 
is attached to the side of a vessel to strengthen 
the whole against the racking effeeta of roll- 
ing at sea. In a wooden ship with wood beams the 
Kinees are rate knee-shaped pieces of timber. See 
knee, 3. (a) In steel ships they are sometimes triangular 
Pieces of plate riveted to the beam and to the frame, and 
sometimes are formed by bending down the lower part 
of the beam itaelf and welling ina plece of plate forming 
_— —— jon which is riveted to the frame 

c a 

beam-motion (bém‘’mé*’shon), », A motion in- 
volving the use of ® reciprocating lever or 
walking-beam 

beam-scale (bim’skél), ». A weigh-beam 
(which see). 

beam-shaft (bém’shaft), n. The shaft which 
carries the walking-beam of an engine. 

(bémz’ man), ».; pl. beamsmen 
(-men). A man who works in a beam-house: 
— as beamster, Modern Amer. Tanning, 

beam. (bém‘su-ports’), ». pl. The 
brackets or standards which carry the bear- 
ings for the shaft of a walking-beam, 
beam-trawling (bém’tril‘ingz), ». A method 
of fishing with a trawl! attached to a beam and 
dragged on the bottom, Science, March 29, 
1901, p. 410. 

beam-wheel (bém’hwél), a, In weaving, a gear 
attached to the cloth beam or roller of a loom. 
beam-work (béem‘wérk), #. Work done in a 
beam-house, Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 41. 

bean!, *.—Adzuki bean, variety of the gram, Phase- 
ous Menge, mach cultivated in Japan for making bean- 
flour and confectionery, Same as vel- 
vet-ebean, cu keutworm.—Bean 

Castanospermum which, though polsonous when 
green, is rendered harmless by cooking and forms part of 

stacker. 

-berer. bean-vine (bén’vin), n. 
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the diet of the 
lodian name for bean, Delichoe 
La aname applied to various legu- 
minous plants of the genus #ryt aa KB, arborea, 
bearing bright scarlet beans in pods which barst afterma- 
turing. See rythrina, bean, Sce Mexican 
weaver, a naume applied to both the sea 
bean and the oxeye bean, which are often washed up on 
the const of Florida.—Jack bean, the sword-bean, Cin- 
aeali ensiforme, growing well in the southern United 
States, but not mach eaten by nee beans, 
a name in the West Indies for the sccds of the lend-tree, 

borlgines, —Bona’ bean, a West 
“the lablab or marist " 

Leweana wet.—Leichhardt's bean. Same as 
*bean.—Lima-bean stem-borer, See 

atem-borer,—Lima-bean See weine- 
PET ⸗ bean, Same as Eoyption bean, 

Seu Dotichos and deanl, -box bean, the simitar- 
pod, Lene phaseoloides, the 1a fat seeds of which are 
sometimes made into swuff- match. and 
other small articles, See Entada.—Metealfe 
Phaseolus retusa of the table-lands of New Mexico, etc., 

promist forage 1. Mexican. bean, 
senda of — Lower ant of Dedicholus po they 
wides, Soe *toodort —— { Mexican wpea, na, Mv, amit Me: 
—Navy bean, the common white variety of the cid <or 

-hean.—Ni bean, a woody climber of rik 
ndinand Ceylon, Sti: jum moncmpermeum. The rowod- 

hi each contain a single tat aeed, about an 

bean, the cedron, 
Simaba Cedron, so called from ita uae in treatment 
of snake-Dites.-Beewee bean, the emall linia, or butter- 
bean, preferred in the southern United States to the Large 
lima. —Snap- a string-bean;: so called because 
the pods thus break with a snap: often simply 
map, and used mostly in the plural — 
fame as */fire-dean.— Velvet-bean, Stiselotiiem 
(Mucuna i# of Wallich), widely grown in the 
and much cultivated in pve, United States aaa 
forage and green-manure crop, See Macuna and 
bean, under bean!.— Wild Dean, (b) Any native 
af Pheseottes, 

bean-bag (bén bag), n. A bag containing, or de- 
signed to Pree odo specifically, a child's 
game played with bags fullof beans. Various 
games are played with bags of beans, oats, 
sand, or other material. 

bean-beetle (bén’bé'tl), n. A coceinellid bee- 
tle, Epilachna corrupta, which damages grow- 
ing beans in the western United States, differ- 
ing in this phytophagous habit (together with 
other members of the same genus) from the 
usually carnivorous members of the family 
Coccinellida, 

bean-blight (bén’blit), », A disease of beans 
caused by Bacillus Phaseoli, 
bean-harvester (bén’hir’ves-tér), n. A horse- 
power machine for cutting, gathering, and de- 

Beaw- harvester. 

@, ave | 4, 6, kundwes foe cotting off planes, 

positing in windrows fleld bean-plants prepara- 
tory to threshing. It resembles In general d a 
hay-rake, having in addition tnctined knives pla in 
advance of the rake, 

bean-lonse (bén’lous), x, An aphis which at- 
tacks the bean, as Aphis runricis, 

bean-mildew (bén’mil’di), ». A disease of 
beans attacking particularly the pods, although 
o¢easionally the leaves and stems. It is caused 
by Phytophthora Phascoli. 

bean-stick (bén‘stik), mn. A form of coagulated 
legumin or vegetable casein. 
bean-thresher (bén‘’thresh’ér), ». A large 

wer threshing-machine adapted to threshing 
vean-plants and resembling in general plan 
the wheat-threshing machine. 1t is titted witha 
self-feeder or feed appliances, a bolting appliance, a dirt- 
conveyer for removing the dirt or waste to a distance, a 
dust-collector-and-comveyer for removing the dust from 
the machine,a wind-stacker, and a recleaner for cleaning 
the threshed beans, See threshong-machine and #ind- 

1. The plant of any 
climbing bean.—2. The wild kidney-hean, 
Phascolus perennis; also Strophostyles helvola. 
Bee Strophostylee, 

bear-cat 

bean- Common European bean-weevil, 
- @ cosmopolitan brachid beetle, Hruckua re fmanta, 
po European origin, infesting beans. — 

bean- a bruchid beetle, us quadri- 
maculatus, protably from the tropical Orient originally, 
Wut now of wide distribution. It infests beans aml cow- 

— an Americun bruchid 
the, Sper: oratis, which infests beans in 

Central America and the West Indices. 
1, .i.—To bear back, to fall back. Shak, J. C., 

LL if.—To bear down, specifically its obeter., to make ® 
straining effort to supplement the contraction of the 
nterns daring childbirth. 

bear”, ». 10. The panda, Murus felgens, other- 
wise called beur-cat.— Baste the bear, a chili's 

toe in which one of the players acts the part of the 
and another that of the bear's master. The others 

endeavor to hit the bear with knotted handkerchtots. 
The bear's master, still holding the bear by a rope, en- 
deavors to touch one who is doing this. If he succeeds 
in touching a player whe is trying to atrike the bear, with- 
out pulling the bear ont of a marked ring in which he is 

the one struck becomes the lhear.— Glacier 
emmouai, a amall specios, allied to the black , Ores 

The Glacier Bear (Ursus eoomonst—-Dall), 

bear, bat of ageneral bluish-gray color, The outer side 
of the limbs and a atripe down the hack are black; the 
muzzle apd front of the checks are tan-color. It is rare 
and la a confined to the vicinity of Mount St. 
Hiss, Alaska. Kadiak bear, U. middendorgi, a huge 

The Great Kadiak Hear ( Urns reitdendorg—Meriam), 

species, perhaps the largest of all bears, related to the 
eee os Rurope and Asia. It is of adark reddish 
brown color in summer, lighter in winter ; but the color 
appears to be variable. A number of related species 
have heen deserfied from Alaska, aa the Sithe bear, (. 
sitkensia, the Yakutat bear, U, dalli, ete., bat they are 
of doubtful validity. Several species of black bear are 
now re ize!, arn them the Loaisiana and Florida 
bears, V Luteolus and (. doridanws. A bear of a yellowlah- 
white color, Uiough belonging to the black-bear group, 

The Falaed Whine Near (( news deerreder— Hornaday. 

has been described from British Columbia under the name 
kermodei.—The Bear, « familiar name for 

bear-brush (bir’brush), ». A shrub, Garrya 
Fremontii, of the Californian mountains, Also 
called *quinine-bush (which see). 
bear-cat (bir’kat), ». The panda, .2lurus ful- 
gens. 



: bear-clover 

bear-clover (bir-klé‘vér), n. See *clover. 
beard, n. 6, (b) Also, a projecting flap of 

metal soldered to a close to ita mouth to 
improve its ‘ speed Beards are common 
on either side of the mouth, and in some kinds 
of pipe are carried across below the mouth as 
well, The former are side-beards, the latter 
cross-beards.—11. pl. A breed of ns of 
which the most distinctive character is a cres- 
cent-sha) teh of white on the throat just 
below — 

a. 4, In bot.: (a) Awned; copesieliy, 
having long stout awns, as bearded wheat. 
(b) Having a ial growth of hairs on certain 
organs, a8 on the inside of the corolla in many 
flowers, for example, those of Pentstemon. 

(bérd‘let),». (beard Aet.) Asmall 

struck by Peter the Great of Russia in 1724, to 
be given to those who had paid the tax of 50 
rubles e ear for the privilege of wearing 
their beards.” — 

, *. 3. Afish, Lotella marginata, of the 
family Gadide, — 8 loach ; so named 
from the barbel under its chin. Also called 
ling. — eed 

, a. le shiphuildé & support or 
foundation in the interior a a ced for 
engines or boilers: usually in the plural: aa, 
engine-bearers, boiler-bearers.— 14, A person, 
usually a woman or girl, who formerly carri 
coal in baskets from the workings to the shaft, 
and in many cases up the ladders to the surface. 
The bearer was usually the miner's wife or 
daughter. Barrowman, GI - [Seoteh.] 
—15, In geom., a system of cos t points 
is called a range, of which the straight is the 

A system of — straights is 
called a penetl, of which the intersection point 
is the bearer.— 16, pl. In mining, pieces of tim- 
ber 3 or 4 feet longer than the adth of a 
shaft, which are fixed into the solid rock at the 
sides at certain intervals: used as foun- 
dations for seta of timber, Coal and Metal 
Miners’ Pocket-book.—Bearer’s way, in mining, an 
unde nd road or passage along which Une bearers 

thelr burdens See ®iverer, 14, BKarrowman, 
Glossary. [|Seotch.} 

bearer-plate (biar’ér-plit), ». A metal plate 
placed under a beam or girder where it rests 
on a wal! or foundation, 

a. 2. A bunch-grasa, Stipa se- 
tigera, ranging from the mountains of Cali- 
fornia, where it is considered valuable, to 
Oregon and Texas. 

hearing, n. 7, (b) That part of a construc- 
tion which receives a superineumbent weight. 
(ec) The act or condition of taking or support- 
ing that weight: thus, the upper of a 
block or pier affords a bearing of so many 
square inches; or may be said not to give a 
good bearing, or to need an iron plate to 
provide a better bearing. (d) That part of a 
superincumbent mass which rests directly 
upon the supporting member: thus, a lintel 
has 6 inches’ (or 48 square inches’) bearing at 
either end.—absolute (naut.), the direction 
of an object as determined by Ue compass, that fs, with 

nation bearing. Sang, = doves of beartay Gor — o 
in which the con! ct and k surfaces are made 
33 of combinations of rollers an 8 (making a oom- 

nation of ball-bearing and roller-bearing) to diminiah 
friction and loas of power, Same 

weighs “_e pi : of — Pg hy ~ RA jece a 
which not continued straight down to the | foundat My 
as when the windows ina front are mot placed exactly 
one over another, so that pliers between the upper 
windows come partly over the ones below, Parte ofa 
building supperted on corbels or ets or girders may 
be said to have false bearing. —Liquid bearing, a form of 
bearing in which some liquid, such as oil or water, is 
forced under pore ne between the two surfaces 
which matually restrain each other's motion, soas to keep 
them aid friction replaces the sliding friction 
of the metals, and is leas than the modlate friction be- 
tween lubricated surfaces. See woter-bearing.—Plain 
bearing, « common cylindrical bearing, as distingulahed 
from a rofler-, ball-, or combination bearing. — tive 

direction observed or stated ip relation to the 
ship's head 

“bar (bar’ing-bir).». A bar at the 
back end of a boiler-furnace which carries the 
ends of the grate-bars. 

doors (bir’ing-dérz), n. pl. In mining, 
double airsloors on a main airway. Sarrow- 
man, Glossary. [Scoteh.} 
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-pit (bir’ing-pit), ». In mining 
a sh nit which —— formerly carried 
by bearers. Barrowman, Gl . [Seotech.] 

5 ‘te (bar’ing-plat), n. — Sed 
supporting plate; a plate used to furnish a 
proper bearing-surface for a heavy load. 

bearing road (bair’ing-réd), n. A road on the 
line of bearing; a road used by bearers. See 
*bearer, 14, ‘owman, Glossary. [Seotch,] 
bearishly (bir‘ish-li), ade. Ina man- 
ner (in either sense of the adjective). 

bear-jug (bar-jug) n, A stoneware vessel at 
one time popular in certain localities in Eng- 
land. It was made in the form of a bear, was 
dark brown in color, had a 

Bal See *sauce. 
—— —53 n. Bame 3 serub-oak (c). 
bear- ( pip), x. An obsolete organ-stop 

th Ae s 40 covered or inclosed that they 
gave a hoarse, muffled sound. 

bear’s-foot, ». 2, A stout — plant, 
Polymnia Uvedalia; or, especially, its root, 
vaguely claimed to be an alterative. 

Bear-trap dam, weir. See *dam1, 
», 2, Also Rhamnus crocea, the 

evergreen bearwood. 
beastdom (bést’dum), ». 1. The domain of 
beasts; beasts collectively —2, The condition 

—— 88 ei, In Suffolk nd t n. 0 
land and eommon for one beast. Bieoe tat 

The right {a right of common in gross) la then gener- 
ki ally known as a cattle-gate or ort, XXVIL 10. 

st-god (bést’god), n. A deity conceived in 
animal form. 
beastling (bést’ling), n. A little beast; a little 
animal. 9* raddon, Bitter End, p. 51. 

beat!, ct. 20. In cricket, to break through (a 
batsman's defense): said of the bowler or the 
ball.—To beat a —X to give the signal by drum- 
beat to retreat; henoe, , to retreat.-To beat out 

to secure surrender or relinquish 
persistent efert.—To the 

“hd beat the hoof, to gO On foot. 
beat?, a. 12, In fencing, a smart = on the 
adve ’s blade to diseoncert him or drive the 
blade aside for the thrust.—13. The act of 
overcoming or surpassing; poe A 
newspaper cant), the securing and publishing 
of some news item by a newspaper in advance 
of its competitors — 14. The news item itself. 
—15. The act of beating or ranging over a 
corer for game; one comaent, collectively, of 
those engaged in beating for game.—Primary 

6, in acoustics, a deat moed othe interference 
two a md cn which are , nearly att tee 

interference or combination of two — beatae, 

beatable (bét’a-bl), a. Capable of being 
beaten. Cotgrave. 

beat-borough (bét’bur’d), a. Same as *beat- 
Ail, 

beat-earth (bét’érth), a. An earth of black 
color containing iron ore, found in some of the 
western islands of Seotland. 

beatee (bé-t4’),n. One who is beaten, 
beater, n.— Porcupine beater, a 
consisting of a number of spikes or b for opestng 
and mixing the matted of cotton from the bale; 
part of —— — in the —— —— aa an 
opener. eylinder. 

beat-hill (bat‘hil}, ee Teer n., + hill.) A 
heap of beat or land-parings ready for burning. 
Also called beat-borough. 
beating-vat (bé’ting-vat), 2. A vat in which 
the —8 extrac from the fermenting in- 
digo-plant is agitated to expose it to the air, 
in order that the indigo white it contains may 
be oxidized to indigo blue. The operation was for- 
merly done by natives who beat the liquor with paddles, 
but it is now done mechanically. 

Beatson's operation. See *operation. 
beat-tone (bét’ton), ». In acoustics, a musical 
tone produced by a beat too rapid to enable the 
apes pulses to be distinguished, and having 
a frequency faking with the range of audibility, 
Combination-tones, which are desert by Koenig aa 
twet-tones, are held by some authorities, notably by von 
Helmboltz, to have a different explanation, 

What becomes of the boats when they occur tory 
to 52 on the car a discontinuous sensation? On th! 
matter there have been several conflicting opinions, some 
holding, with Lagrange and V that they Diend into a 
separate tome; others, with von Helmholtz, maintain! 
that the combinational tones can not be so explained an 
arise fromadifferentcause, Letit be observed that, even 

linder or beater bechilite (bek’i-lit), ». 

Beckwith's clover 
if beat-tones exist, it is possible for beats and beat- 
phe yt LAL ast my 

Smithronian Rep. 1800, p, 342. 

beau-catcher (bd’kach-ér), mn, A «mall flat eurl 
worn by women on the ternples, [Humorous] 

Beaufort beds, scale. See *bed!, *sealet, n. 
Beau . Bee *gregory. 
beau-(leslize bd’ i-dé’a-liz), 0.4. To invest 
with ideal qualities. once-word. } 

process. See *process. 
beaumontage (b6-mon-tiizh’), n. (Beaumont, 
a surname, + -age.) A name of various com- 
pounds used for filling up holes which it is de- 
sired should be concealed. For this parpose pat- 
term-makers wee a mixture of chalk and varnish, and 

borings and sal 

officer, forbidding him to take the fine for- 
merly imposed for not pleading aptly and to 
the purpose, 
beauregarde (bd’ré-gird),. A corruption of 

dgerigar. 
n.— Painted beauty, med butterfly, 

— common oy: Oni States and the 

a ene fot allied plants The by oe are 
* wi irregular spots jen 
— white spots at the of front palr, and 

The hind wings each have two su on 

beautyship (bi’ti-ship), n. ‘The personality of 
& beauty: as, your beauty *8 3 on the 
analogy of ladyship, Bailey, Festus. X. £. D. 

Bea L- PA a 1 an Platy- a 

Palins sanerie, trpeana wole en of the family Platy- 
oecurring upon and American 

wera, where it feed on hair or epithelial 
scales, or upon a tle mite, Schizocarprra 

beaverish (bé’vér-ish),a. Like a beaver. Car- 
lyle. (Rare.] 
—— (bé‘vér-izm), ». The condition of 
————— = Carl me a 

very (bé‘vér-i), ».; pl. -iz). 
pan where beavers live or are kept. Bue 
land, N, E. D. 

beblast (bé-blast’), v. t. To blast completely; 
dry or wither up: as, ‘‘beblasted with light- 

.” Phaer, Zneid. 
beblood (bé-blud’), r. t=. To smear or cover 
with blood. North, Plutarch, p. 16. 

be bé-bog’), vr. t.; pret. and pp. bebogged. 
ppr. ing. Fo entangisinabee. [Rare.] 
beb n. 2. eer See ro- 

duced upon the obsolete clavichord by balan- 
cing the finger on the key so as slightly to rub 
the tangent against the string and thus pro- 
long the tone with a gentle pulsation, (5) An 
effect, common in violin-playing, ueed by 
rocking the finger of the left hand in stopping 
a string so as to produce a slight waver or 
tremolo in the pite (ce) An effect in singin 
produced by aslight unsteadiness in the breat 
80 a8 to cause a waver both in pitch and in 
resonance. See tremolo and vibrato, 

(bek-kiir-eel’), 2. The Carcel lamp, 
nsed asa standard of lightin France. See light 
*standard, 

See *testl, test, 
béche (bash), ». [F.] A hollow cone-shaped 
grip for drawing a broken rod from a bore- 

ole. Barrowman, Glossary. 
Named after E. Bechi, 

an Italian mineralogist.] A bydrous ealeium 
borate occurring as an incrustation at the 
borie-acid lagoons in Tuscany. 

peckelite (bek’el-it Me After Professor 
Friedrich Becke, of Vienna.) A silicate of the 
cerium metals and caleium (perhaps essen- 
tially Cag(Ce, Di)g8igO,,), occurring in 
octahedrons * a Tod tS) also in po a 
— grains, in the rock of the eleo- 
ite-syenite type called mariupolite: 
— on the shore of the sea of 
20%, 

Becker's sodium process. 

4. Cf) A large hook used 
in loading logs on cars by means of 
tackle. (g) In marine hardware, a 
brass or iron ring forming a part of 
a metal block, the block and becket 
being cast in one piece, 
becket-block (bek’et-blok), m A 

ulley-block having a rope-eye or 
eket. 

becket-hitch (bek’et-hich), ». See 

Beckwith's clover. See *clover. 
hiteh. 



beclaw 
Ww (bé-kla’ * a t. Toseratch and claw all 

wa — 5* —— beclogged, og’), v. tj pret. a 
ng. To el ne thoro’ uahly, as with 

— sticky. 
klopH’), 0.4. To cover fully with 

— ‘athe. 

becrogs (bé-krés’ ), t. t. To mark with the 
sign of the cross; decorate with a cross or 

becrown (bé-kroun’) t, To tt crown: As, 
* the forest which the isle,” Monthly 
Mag., VIII. 806, 
—— ea et ty * and pp. be- 

led, ppr. or be- 
eudgeling. Tee *8* Per a — —— 
soundly, 

becuiba fat. Same as becwiba-tallow (which 
see, under fallow). 

vt, A simplified spelling of become. 

ae en "bes — — 
Santee beds. abonnd fn fossils, among which re 
mains of the extinct whale, Z are notable. 

ted at the head 

Rede, ta geal, ry — —— —* n * 
frica, ‘erm! ie consisting of nearly 

hortrontal sand and shale beds pedis with'in tercalated volcanic 
rocks, and constituting the middie division of iat group. 
They contain — — fora, In which the genus 

is uona, and a remarkable jan 
a richly decorated and finely ap- 

ms 

in a division of the a of 
London basin » Louden clay and above 
the Woolwich These of slight 
thickness (20-40 feet) and —— Mh composed of 
rolled filnts, have afforded numerous foes! — ma- 
tine, bat partly cetuarine.—! » the 
2* Ayr of London . or the 

—R ey consist of 

don clay.—Bononian {LL 
nia, F. ‘Houlogne|, a division or substage of the Upper 
Jarasic, equivalent in part to the Kimmeridge clay of 
Britain and typically pm epg = along the 
logne-sur- Mer, The rocks are clays, sand 

+ the fouls in thorn ase abundant indicate a 
‘Borkholm 

iy 
the delta-front. In time the Inclined fore-vet beds of 
coarser material ¢ hh ty bed. * continuous 
migrat 1s 5 
made up of rounded boulders, ree inet rig The 
is weer! especially in reference to the bow —— 

to indicate glacial perioda in cart, 
The Great Ice Age, p. #20. —-Brac 
., the Middle Eorene d deposite as devel- 

‘hey are com. 

the southern All beds, in geot., the aye 
js of = ie ban formation § in —* 

southern beds, in geol., the 
vu or Pliocene Tertiary beds in na" and 

beds. 
New York, the lowest division 

ttahoochee 
—— Gusstabe Ter! beds, in get —* iat an 
tensively developed in son 
Fiorida.—Cheltenham . geol., the 
most member of the Inferior orien or Bajocian groap 
, Yorkshire.— ¥ 
wheds.— Concealed —— ballt into 
a recess and concealed ile = folding-doors when not in 
use: much ased in Scotland,— in geol., 
subdivision of the Lower Eocene Tertiary 
the southern Alps,carrying a pecu! 

boides beds, In gee, a zone or division at the hase 

tnd New ork and characterand by thebrseopoa Hy ™ ew and ¢ J the Brac 
cuboides, — a —— Denison beds 

‘exas), in geol., adivision of the i — forma. 
tion of Texas. Des Motnes beds, in weot., a division of 
the Carboniferous of Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, and Indian 
Territory, underlain by the Kaskaskia formation and 
overtain the Missouri formation. It ts regarded 
Towan 
* 
coal, marine forms in limestone) are those of the Lower 
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Coal-m — atown in Coun 
Kerry, Ireland|, ‘Dine pete the base of the Old nal 

locality | —— inn geot., vision et the y in —— — iy) in a 
Middle or Keuper formation in the southe 
Alpa. — in beds [(G. a town In Prussia in 

is regamied by —— geologists 233 to the t as 
top of the Lower Oligocene. It fs * ed uy 
Lower Brown-voal series and overlain — - 
cone boda. Its characteristic — — of 

an 
aciated regions 

ps plains between South Dakota and Coy “Teas 
correlated with a part of the glacial series and 

has —— — of foesil horses, — maan· 
wi pratri 

ant — feo Sheridan wetage.— ng. rae al 

J in 
of the Alps, a facies of the ech in the 

8 ape hy Ld 
perp | fresh- 

the early Creta- 

eastern part eee mototaln 
stones and marie with intercalated 
— bel | all i ying unceuformebly on 

fax, Thich is —— er ae 
» a stage 

Cretaceo 
of the Oligo- 

cone Tertiary 1 mat the ta Hamp 
shire and the cat Wi it, uppermost beds are of 
ee es a : — ————— 
estuarine stage. era lie the Bembridge beda, 
which are ly fresh-water ta, — 

of Gear — Headon in the lowest member 
the te fog ts re baain and 

the Isle of Wight. The are estuarine, and 
758 of ftw ae Gnd Dares of mnrene ort. 

— geek. i middie 

of the Cretaceous formation or Shasta-Chico series in 
Calif lying above ing! Knoxville and below the Chico 
beda, It as representing the Lower Creta- 
coous beds of 

by an 
beds (dythe In Kenth fn geo. a division of the 

Lower Greensand of the Cretaceous formation as de- 
eeeped on Hie Bie ot Wight. Te lies om the AtherBeld 
Sey cad be low the Sandgate beds, and contains many 

coo slasher $0 these of 
te Abelan stage of the Con cro tte grout withthe 

ns 
Such deposita are known in the Lias and Tertiary rocks 
ef Europe and Americn.—Intumescens beds 
(named from the alence of the cephalopod 
cles Manticoceras intumeascens), in AnAME 4 piled 
to @ certain faces or Iife-zone In the lower prer 
Devonian. It t& developed in Devonsh Germany, 
ont the Urals, Sibe: and * ork, = 
beds |/t/er in Baltic in a division of 
the Lower Silurian beds in 
tween the 38 tone and above the Kuckers 
conalating of — with abundant foualle._—-Jack- 

& subdivision of the Eocene Ter- 
of Miasiasippl and ning territory, 

lying beneath the Vicksbal wsde unl eben the Chee 
borne beds. Day in L, a formation of 
Middle Miooene age in ¢astern and 

Patch, 
fnter- 

7 the —— Karoo Same as 
in in peels & sullivision of the 

Cambrian system of Todia which ts 
about 100 feet thick. sit i ae iy i. * La a, peas 
and correlated by Ind! 

: pee —~Kiltorcan —— — in geot, = cveer & a 
Red Sandatone in'the south of Ireland (Cork) It 

fe underiain by the red sandstones of Kerry overlain 
( —8 —2 siete. The beds contain one 

18, Coccost luptolepis), Merostomata (Beti- 
" 2 —— A ia é, F * 

53 of ales, limestone, and sandstone forming a oinick 
in Tennessee, which is barren of fossils, but by 

ite ita stratigraphle position ts is referred to the Lower Cam- 
in geo, a subdivision of the 

Lower Cretaceous system in the Pacific border region of 
the United States. It is the upper part of the Shasta 
group, overlying the Horsetown group, and is correlated 
with the Neocomian of by Like the Horsetown 
beds, it has an enormous distribetion, extending from 
California to Alaska, and ** a thickness of * lew 
than 20,009 feet,—Kome beds, in series 
in western Greenland, in the vicinity a Disko — 5 — 
which have afforded a Cretaceous —* fauna (Heer), in: 
pp ferns, oe. conifers, n few —— 4 but 
one sete Populue primera). are correlated 
with the outer vtenay and Potomac beds of North America, 
—Kissen beds, In ., the uppermost subitivision of 
the Triamic aystean in the Al It ts unierlain by the 
Main Dolomite pd neon —— and correlated with the 
Rhietic » nbere, in geot., & sutullvis- 
fon of the Eocene series in the northern Alps which ts 
—*— by the ** bea, followed by the Flysch or 
lenna sandstone, and correlated with the caleatre gros 

ster of the] Paris basin, Its most characteristic tonsils 
are nummulites, and the division is sometimes termed 

Lower Nummalitic group.—Lagrange beds. See 

bed 
*proup.—Lenham beds, in geol., a division of 

the Miocene Tertiary in Britain Ting neu he tase 
nH series, below the coralline crag. Kent it overla, 

the Chalk, and yet ii foestia alow that it is pot Barly vet 
Middle Tertiary. uivalent of the Dieatian 
stage of the Con See wlentic- 
udar.—Loup F im, In geol., a division of the Mio- 
cene Tertiary iv the in of the United States consti 
tating the u part of the series above the Deep 
ver beds Ita strats are of lacustrine and partly 

nnd Shigocen = U 7 Be beds in Pa ain, aon ear U. eene in Patagou 
from the Strait A Magellan.—Nanaimo in 
a neg = Maples beds hp apy? au· 
couver laland. » a series 

‘ork chartsteriant bey 
leat fauna abounding in gonlatites, 

, a subdivision of the Trine 
sic ——— roe tt New South Wales gues at the 
base of and overlain by the Huwkeshary 

clays and 
the lowest division of the 

of central Te Ws 6 lool 

member of the Brittsh Triassic, 
Keoper of cen- 

mestones, black 

clude various types of carnivores, rodents, proboscid- 
ans, artiodactyla, birds, tortoises, an? 

many of which are size,—Preston 
, the basal member of the Washita division 

of the Cretaceous 12a —) ete, & 
a local basal member of the Lower Gree: of 
taceous system deve! In the vicinity of Pun- 

fleld Cove, ——3 Bey ra 
geet, a division the assic Tocks of the Alps,’ re- 

as equivalent to the Keuper of Germany and 
ing 

aft the separation of the two great marine Triassic prov- 
inces of the *7 and southern Alps as they extend 

etterstcin lime- 

Muaikall veda, to pect, a division of the a sion af &) 
—— seeks to ot Bailie ponte ces of Ri 

Ikag neat ee He weeeie —— 
of coral reefs and ‘ot bees, is 

* the lowest division of the Rocene —— in 
ind diatrict of containing an aband, marine 

fauna with some species of Cretaceous affinities,—Read- 
ing pede, be geol., the lowest division of the Eocene 
V the Ham basin in id, and lying 
above Thanet sand in the London ~Rhwtic 
beds. Ehenan beds, in » the 

system in 
land, subdivided in ascending —— into the Gedinnian, 
Taunusian, Coblentzian.— icken beds, in 

., the lower or main coal beds of the Carbon- 
in North Germany. These are from 6,000 

to 0,000 feet thick, with 82 workable and 142 unworkable 
oval+eams, or in all between 350 and 400 feet of coal.— 
Bt. Erth * the uppermost division of the 
older Pliocene rtlary in m, Hmited to a of 
— — i cha, produced a conalder ae 
number of organ! ic remains. Salina 
saliferous depoatte of New York, forming the cba a age 
of the Sil formerly termed the (none, 
— see}. It is subdivided as follows, ‘nes aacend- 

fine a Pittsford shale, 

— in peol,, a subdivision 

ing tothe Cart sna stage ani ying 0 ae oO J an ng over 
“ix bears * 7 Pleistocene series of seci- 
ments —— | won Pedro, Cal., their typical locality. 

tee beds, See Santee.—Sels beds, in geo, bn 
lowest subdivision of the Triassic rocks ip the sout 

beds, in aie ts ‘of atrata In West 
Comberlan |, of Upper Silurian age, easen- 

a, equivalent to the Llandovery group and c! arneter- 
their graptolite zones. Stormberg beds, in 

6 upper division of the sv-called Karoo series of 
Africa, ded ae sbably of the age of the 

Khvetic Trias of Europe, while the bower division of thie 
series in recognized aa of Carboniferous age, ‘The Storm- 

a flora very similar to that of the Hawkes- 
Yew South Wales. See Acroo arries, under 
beds, in ool, a loval development of the 

Lower Greensand of the Jurussic system in the vicinity of 
Tealby, Lincolnshire, England. They conprise about 20 
feet of unfossiliferous ferruginows sends lying beneath 
5-00 feet of sands and limestones containioy anabundant 
Middle Neocomian fauna of cephilopois, page and 
brochiopods. —Telmatothe: beda, in geol., the bi- 
otic mame for the lower Uinta beds of > oh Upper Eocene of 
Utah, charac! y the presence of species of 



bed 
the titanothere Telmatotherivm.—Timber-belt beds, 
in geot., a division of the Eovene system of Texas: same 
ua the Sabine River beds—To lie or sleep on the bed 
one has made, to reap the fruits or suffer the natural 
results of one's own conduct or acts. —Top-set bed, » 
nearly level layer of sediment thut is deposited on the 
upper surface — as it is bullt forward.— Uinta- 

— *yrowp.— Vicksburg beds. 
See Vi grwp — Warminster beds, in gee, 
the —— iis of the galt of the Upper Greensam 
aa developedin Wiltshire, England,— Wi bed, in geot., 
a bed of estuarine silt. J. Geikie, The Great Ioe Age, 
MB me engen beds, in the sutvlivision of the pelagiv 

Trias of the Mediterranean province, a mensber lying 
above the Marmolada limestone and below the St, Cas- 
sian beds: regarded as the u division of the Norte 
stage, which is the lowermost of the stages of the Upper 

— beds, in geol., the lowest division 
lagic Trias in the eastern and southern Alps. — Willo’ 

in geol,, a division of the Lower Laramie 
beds of the pet Cretaceous in the Canadian Northwest 
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bedgery (bed’jér-i), n. [Australian, corrupted 
from pituri, @ native name.) Same as *pi- 
turi, 2. 

bedidlik (be-did‘lik), n. [Egypt. Ar.] A gold 
coin of Egypt, equal to 100 piasters or about 
$4.97, 
bedikah —8 n. IHeb. bedikah, exam- 
ination, ¢ badek, examine.) In Jewish ritual, 
the examination of a ceremonial act or of its 
accompaniments: as of the manner of slaugh- 
tering an animal or of its parts; or of a house, 
to remove any portion of leaven before the 
Passover, in order to assure the proper ob- 
servance of the prescribed rules. 

bed-lathe (bed’lavx),». Alathe having a bed 
which is so massive that no feet or legs are 
used to lift the center-line of the spindle toa 

a: 

‘Territory,— and Sending in Brg. . . 
geet — lowest —— of the Eocene in the ampahive convenient hei ht. 5 

ertlary betin, which consist of lenticular sheets of plas Bi (bed’ling-ton), ». [From Bedling- 
tie clay loam and sand andare very variableinioealeom- fon, parish in Northumberland.) A breed of 
position. The Woolwich type cotsists of sands crowded 
with catuarine foxsils, while the Reading type is oom- 
posed of unfosailiferoas uravels.— ¥ t] 
geol., the upper division of the Eocene —— fortalig 
nels § through the Atlantic border States and well de- 

velo arkte’ a so mares “hesapemke beads 

from their development on Chesapeake Bay. bedog (b§-dog’ —— 
bed!, v. To bed a tree, to level up the place in @Pithet *dog.'—2. To follow like a dog; dog: 
which @ tree'is to fall, so that it may not be shattered. 8, “hatred bedegged his steps,” Trelaweney, 
10. 3) Records of Shelley, ete. 

(bé-dam‘), c. tf. To damn or eurse bed-plane(bed’plan), a. In geol., the junetion 
roundly or with iteration and emphasis, between two layers or strata. Dana, Manual 
bed-and-platen (bed-and-plat‘en), a, Of or of Geol., p, 111, a 
—— the bed and the platen of a print- bed-plank (bed’plangk), n. In mining, a plank 
ng-press.—Bed movement, a printing- if the lining or floor on the foot-wall side of 
press movement by which the types on the bed and the an inclined shaft on which the hoisting-bucket 
platen above are at once brought together to print the slides. 
sheet between: in contradiatinction to a cylinder move- 
ment, which — the ty s that pass under It upon bed-plate, n. 2. An iron plate on the bed of 

a clea oer iuiien aes sabe pate oem bolt socket. 
led (bé-dang’gld), p. a. Beset with bedpost, ».—Devil’s bedposta, nickname for the 

four of cluba. 

areduvild bug, Cono- 
dangling things. Swift. 

bedbug, ».— Gigan bedropt, py. A simplified spelling of — 
rhincs Th inupa, ntle bedi * Central America, It bedrug bears "), @. 6. te drug thoroughly; 
Was pro at firet an inhabitant of the nests of field. saturate with drugs. Lees | 
mice andl gophers, but it now often Infests houses, eape- A simplified spelling of bedstead. 

moderate-sized short-haired terriers with nar- 
row head, short body, and rather long legs. 
The ears and tail are slightly fringed, and the 
color is bluish, liver-eolored, or sandy, 

),*. & 1. To asenail with the 

n. 

cially in the southwestern United States. bee!, x.’ 4. [cap.] In astron., the constella- 
bedbug-hunter font we ‘ cor J er (bed’ bug-buntér), tion generally called Apis or Musea,—Brunt- 

bee, any aculeate hymenopterous 
insect of the family Colietida.—Dammar bee, a wild 
East Indian bee, Melipona ridua,— bee, a 
Buropean megachilid bee, Owmia rufa (formerly O, bi 
cornis), which has a two-hormed head.—Leaf-cu 
bee, any aculeate hymenopterous insect of the gen 
Megackile, which ents fragments of leaves with which 
construct its cella, — juite bee, any one of the 

the gevera Melipona and 

mn A aviid buy, 
Reduvins persona- 
tus, of eostnopoli- 
tan distribution, 
which inhabits 
houses, where it 

us 
to 

J stingless tropical bees of 

con files, aod Rai I Rg gg 
other household bees of the aculeate hymenopterous family Megachkilida, 

sts. When young it 2* — — gol : = cells of earth and attach 
i m ¢ stem of a plant,—Sharp-tongued bur- 

anes —— — rowing bee, ony aculeate hymenopterous insect of the 
with dust and Sbers, family Andrenida.— Soli long- bee, any 

ned bee except these belonging to the whichadhere toasticky 
secretion af the body, 
Called the masked but- 
tug-hunter, 
bed-claim (bed’- 
klam), #. In min- 
ing, & claim which 
includes the bed of 
a river or creek, 
Australia.] 

families Apid# and Bombida, 

B.E.E, An abbreviation of Bachelor of Elec- 
trical Engineering. 

bee-apron (bé'a-prun), m, An apron worn by 
bee-keepers as a protection against stings. 
bee-balm (bé’biim), #. See balm, 7. 
bee-beetle (bé’bé-tl), », A European beetle 
Trichodes apiarius, of the family Cleride, red 
and blue in color, which destroys the larva of 

Bedded volcano. See *roleano, the honey-bee. Other species of the same ge- 
bedding-fault (bed’ing-filt), n. See *faulr. nus live in the nests of wild bees. 
bedding- (bed‘ing-plin), n. The plane bee-brush (bé’brush), nm. In beekeeping, a soft 
of stratification or ding in a sedimentary brush used in handling live bees. 

1, nn, 2. Any one of several trees of 
different genera having a real or fancied re- 
semblance to the true beeches; especially, 
Cryptocarya glaucescens, of the laurel family. 
ad —— she-beech and black beech. [Aus- 
tralia.]— Beech pottery, See American —2*— 
Beech seedling . See triidew.— Beech . 
See —— — * as theech!, 2.— Copper 

a ¥ ornamental variety of the 
beech, Fags 

common 
eyleaticn, with red sap in the cella of the 

epidermis of the lenves which gives them a copper color 
and somewhat metallic luster. Also called Fogg beech, 
—Evergreen beech, the name in Australia of Notho- 

Cunningham, the only tree there soe a called agu⸗ 
* =, Mative beech, ue — in jin of Calli 
coma serrat an eo 4! ey fragre . Queens 

land see Same as Avotralien beech twhlon Bee, 
under beech!) —Water-beech. Seo water-wech.—Whi 
beech. Sew white, 

beech-blight (béch’blit), ». An American 
plant-louse, Pemphigus fagi. 

beech-drops, n-—Garolina beech-drops, the sweet 
pine-sap, Monotropeis odorata, See Schweinitzia, 

Bedbug-hunter or Kissing-bog 
i Rederins perrowatun), Twloe natur 

tal size. 

(Howard, U.S. D. A.) 

series of rocks. 
succeeding layer of sediment was deposited, and, unless 

It marks the surface upon which each 

subsequently disturbed, ls wsually almost level. beech- _—B ‘ @ = 

bedeckt, pp. Asi mplified spelling of bedechked. Fern, at eastern North = nag 
bedewment} (bé- di’ment), ». Dew-like moist- -moth (béch’méth), ». A European 
ening. moth, Stavropus fagi, whose larva feeds on 
Bedford cord, shale. See *cord!, *shale*. ‘4 the beeeh. Airby and Spence. 

, serving as a support to the king- peehi 

bee-plant 

bee-escape (bé’ea-kip’), ». An attachment 
to a hive designed to control the movements 
of the bees while the honeyeomb is being re- 
—— from the hive. 

,» %-—Albany beef, the cured flesh of the stur- 
hich fi caught and pared 

pink . N. y.oieet hee Satna collarat beef.-Dried 
beef which has been salted, dried and (frequently) 

smoked, being then eatable in thin slices without cooking. 
a — (béf’doj‘ér), mn. A meat biscuit. 

IU. 8. 
beef-fat (béf’fat), a. In stock-raising, fat and 
in high condition, or ready for market. [U.S.] 

Twenty-five or more yeara avo, while ranges were an- 
restricted and grass was free, it was oo Gncommon sight 
to see five. and aix-year-old Texas steera coming into 
market Bat = off the range. 

tep. Kon. State Board Agr., 1001-1002, p, 00, 

beef-headed (béf’:ed-ed), p.a, Stupid; thick- 
headed. 

beefing!, n. II. a. Beef-forming; beef-pro- 
ducing: good beefing as well as milk- 
ing qualities. Yearbook U. S. pt. Agr. 
1901, p. 230. 

(béf'ish-nes), ». Ox-like stupidity. 
bee-fly, ». 2. Any dipterous insect of the 
family Bombyliide: so called on account of 
its resemblance to a bee. 

beef-measles (béf’mé*zlz), », Infeetion of 
cattle with Cysticrercus boris, the larval stage 
of Tenia saginata (the most common of the 
larger tapeworms of man). In cattle the parasites 
are found capectally in the tongue and the muscles of 
the jaws m1 the infection is very severe this condi- 
tion is sometimes called acute cestode t 7 

bee-glove (bé’gluv), ». A cotton glove soaked 
in eed-oil and dried in the sun, worn by 
bee-keepers to protect the hand, 

ive, n. 3, Acovered cup or ing for hold- 
ing honey, sugar, ete.—4, [eap.] In astron., 
a name for Presepe, the cluster of stars in 
Cancer.—Beehive kiln, Soe *ti!n,— Beehive tomb, 
an artificial subterranean sepulcher of the Mycenman 
age in Greece. It is composed of two parts, a horizontal 
trench, called the dromos, cut into the sloping side of a 
hill, and a circular chamber, called the tholoe, in which 
it terminates, The tholos is excavated from 

Rechive Tomb. 

Section and plan of the Treawery of Atrews at Mycena, Greece, 

the face of the rock to the level of the dromoa, and has 
the form of an old-fashioned beehive, There is some- 
times a rectangular chamber connected with i The 
entire Interior was faced with masonry and decorated. 
i is the so-called Treasury of Atrems at 

ce 

bee-hunter (bé’hun-tér), a. One who hunts 
or searches for swarms of wild bees. 

bee-kee (bé’ké-pér), ». One who keeps 
honey-bees; an apiarist. 

beokite (bék’it), ». [Named after Dr, Henry 
Becke (1751-1837), dean of Bristol.] A kind 
of chaleedony replacing shells, corals, ete., in 
the New Red conglomerate of South Devon, 
England. 

bee-kite (bé’ kit), x. The honey-buzzard, Pernis 
mellivora, which feeds on bees and honey, 
Beekmantown limestone. See *limestone, 
been, ». See rina, 
beena, beenah (bé‘nii), nr. In Ceylon e form 
of marriage in whieh the husband joins the 
wife’s tribe and lives in it on sufferance. 
McLennan, The Patriarchal Theory, p. 42. 

bee-plant (bé’plant), 1. Any plant which is 
specially useful in furnishing nectar to bees; 
a honey-plant, Among well-known bee-plants are the 



bee-plant 
—— ee eee the common red and white clovers, 

has Deon appited specifically to Serophularta Marylan- a⸗ a Ls 
dica and to § Calvormica. "The Aocky Mountain bee. 
5* {also called bee-weed) is one of the spider-flowors, 

deer! n.—- Braga beer, a kind of beer brewed tn Rus 
is often loosely applied to 

German beer, — ⏑ 
* beer, 4 name sometines given to kumias, — 
Ww ‘beer, the German name for beer made chiefly 
from wheat malt and aold for consumption while the sec- 
ondary fermentation is still in progress. 

beerbachite (bér’bak-it), ». [G. Beerbach 
(‘Berry brook’?), a stream in the Odenwald, 
Baden, + -ite?.] In petrog., the name of an 
igneous rock of panautomorphic granular tex- 
ture, consisting of labradorite, diall and 
magnetite, with other subordinate minerals, 
It was first named by Chelius (1894), and eon- 
sidered to be a haplitie differentiation-produet 
of the gabbroie —— 

beer-wort (bor wri), ». Wort prepared by 
the infusion of malt with water, intemied to be 
converted into beer, 

oker (bé’smé*kér), ». ar age: te 
a amall portable furnace fitted witha bellows: 
used to produce a cloud of smoke and to blow 
it into a hive to stupefy the bees and keep them 
quiet when the hive is opened to remove the 
honeycomb. 

ax cement, See *cement. 
ae *arm army-worm, carrion-beetle 

worm, *carrion-bectle, —COhytridiose of 
See *chytridiose. 

bee-tent (bé’tent), a. A cover or tent placed 
ener a hive to protect it from the bees of other 

ves. 
beetle? "ance mee horned beetle, any mem 
ber of the ceramby jd series to the small and 
somewhat discrepant fa Four species 
py steed yn yh 4 and all live under the bark 
of pine-trees.— 
See Brazilian *! 
beetle, an. y member of the coleop- 

— Foather-wing bee- 
tle, — of the — 

Eu- Pu " 
de of the 

tee 
Hills 

(Demdrocfomms powder: 
eee Mopk., Five times 
—— size. (Hopkins, 
+& DAD 

_ : large and 
taphylinid or rove-beetle, 

Paletus dt atus, Which lives only 
in the neste of wasps and borne 
—— on the wasp larva an: 

which fall from their cells, 
on the other organic refuse of the nest,— 

beetle. hycid beetle of th Blaphsd- 
* (which — —— ole, 5 scolytid beetle, 
beetle, Xplehorus which also affects the bh an 
um. — Same as apple wahat- 

beetle, any beetle which de- 
trees; specifically, Dendroctonne 
most destructive enemies of western United 

— a coloopter- 
oy anime 

formerly noted in Barope as very injurious to 
used for ship-bullding, from its “habit of drilling 

eee holes in the hard wood,— beetle, 
a small black bestrychid beetle, Dinoderne eubsetriatus, 
which attacks hemiock bark which has been stripped 
and piled for tanning purposes. 

leaf , miner, Pegomya. See 
*maggot, *lea miner, *Pegom 

ma 4 r (bé’tl-krush’ rr), 

one — 

** A. . A large 
‘oot, unx 
—— —* (ho tlastik· or) ». A joeular 
name for an entomologist, 

beetle-weed (bé’ti-wéd),». See *Galez. 
Beet-root gum. See #um?, _Beet-root . The 
manufacture of sugar from beets bas attained an enor- 
mous development, a larger product from this source 
than from sugarcane heres send 2m ordinary eee Baa for 
the general commerce of the wor 44 Sagar fro 
two plants is, when purified, absolutely the same sub- 
stance, 

beet-scab (bét’skab), ». A disease of beet- 
roots caused by the fungus Odspera scabies, 
See *srah. 

beet-sugar (bét’shig’fr), ». Same as beet- 
root suger, under beet-root.— Beet-sugar indus- 
try, the ‘commercial ote of sugar from the tweet, 
In Ras United States this business: after many failures bo- 
came seccessful from 1888 onward. In 1908 there were 
55 fectories in operation with a total annual capacity of 
323,10 tons of sugar. The State of Michizan led, fol- 
lowed * = long intervals by California, Colorado, 
Utah, N New Yo © other States havi 

ugar. The annual ported 
of working up Nhe crop, called the “Beatty ater bel 

wae 
actte) and the sugnr is extracted ina sattfunton. tratees 
cousisting of 14 air-tight cylindrical steel vats, each he Ny. 
ing several tens, in which, ander sume pressure the cca 
seties are subjected to 4 applications of hot water, the Li. 

— 

Cheon water 
‘carbonated " (see — tains lime, * 

being once re- 

transportati 
bee-van (bé‘van), ». A wagon used in in- 
struction in bee-culture, 
County councils have already done good work in pro- 

Viding lectures and demonstrations by means of travel- 
ting bee-nene, Natwral Science, Oct, 1806, p. 27% 

bee-veil (bé‘val), A. A veil or netting worn 
over the head to protect the face from the 
attacks of bees while removing honey from a 
hive or working about it. It is worn over the 
hatand tucked under the coat, or drawn over 
a light metal frame which covers the head and 
rests on the shoulders. 
bee-weed (bé’ wad), n. See *bee-plant. 

(bé' wiz), adv. In the manner of the 
. [Rare.) 
On every side oocurred suggestive 
—— — the tee, tho the frult,— 

LJ conlinng peach, 

Gurvel teowan Soler its — 
ning, Pippa Passes, TT. 00, 

** (bé-fést’), v. t. To treat to a feast; 

pefel, pret. Asimplified spelling of befell. 
befreeze (bé-fréz’), r. t.; pret. — pp. be · 
frozen, ppr. befreezing. To up or over; 
freeze thoroughly or completel i 

v.t. A simplified spelling of befriend. 
pefrend, °. (bé-frend’ér),n. One who befriends 
another, 

Love and serve Man, angelical Befrienders. 
Bdvein' Arnold, Light of the World, nm 

ti to bout ; 
vay. > pate i 7 Ek iading & ponbeny 8 

one or an tectinbent (for an ape v4 
—— ———— have 
little no value or acce 

rv’), n. .. fHind. ym forced labor 

— a ue oreed Jaborer), ¢ Pers. bikdr, with- 
out work, unemployed (bikdri, idleness), ¢ bi, 
without, } kar, pet Forced labor in some 

of ing ban, in the construetion of roads, 
8, ete. —— -) 

gi‘ri), x.; arries (-riz). 
nd, a: Bee Po j e who is en- 
A forced labor. See *hegar, [Anglo- 

carpets, etc, 
ar’s-lice, ». * * name of the European 

stickseed, Larpprn ppula; of the hound's- 
tongue, Cynog ay — of the species 
of cibomia (see *beggar-seed, 2); and proba- 
bly of other —— with adhesive any or pods, 

a. 2, A plant of any species of 
feibomia, the tick-trefoil, particular ly a M. 

tortwosa, the Florida beggarweed. This ts a tall 
species, native in the West Indies 
and probably in southern Florida, 
now found very valuable for for- 
age and solling purposes on light 
sandy soils in the warmest 
of the southern United States, 

toa (bej-i-at’G-di), », 
L (Trevisan, 2), 
named after He to, an 
Italian botanist.} A genus 
of filamentous bacteria 
consisting of non-septate, 
mostly colorless filaments 
containing sulphur gran- 
ules and possessing an un- 
dulatory motion. They oceur 
ehietly in sulphur springs and sen. 
water, B. alba is the most com. 
mon species; it occurs on decay: 
ing its in sulphar uy springs and 

uces slimy 

— bej’ i-n-té- 
&’s6-6),m. pl ONL. « Beg- 
gialoa + -acex, A fami y 
of filamentous bacteria, 
typified by the genus Beg- 
giatoa, 

Ly (beg’ing-li), ade. 
a b In the manner of a beggar; 

asabeggar. Florio, 
Even my bonnet . . . how beg- 

singly the looks at that. 
serene —— Hise Mitford, Our Village, L. 

ine shir aransien ri ft ie -gift NRort. To 
rt it ter * A eae came’ thrust gifts upon. Carlyle, 

Mag aifiec (bé- gigd’ dy pa 

bejuco 
Infatuated; crazy: ged about bridge 
whist. [Collog. a rotten t8 

t. A eee) on ee + 
é-g0" ni 

~adl,} A plantof the ay Sy Begoniaces. 
beharad ( ji-riid’), », A mnemonic word 
reare neue the four letters BH R D, which 

ate, according to Hebrew chronology, the 
first molad of ¢: on. See *wolad, The numer 

(a stream) and divert o ih 
its upper waters ‘throug new channels: said of 

—— ave been captared or r 

———— Dn. [behead + -al.) Be- 
tote —* 

wt A simplified spelling of behead. 
behen, W. Also, same as ben®.— O11 of behen, Same 

behenic —— Same as benie.—Be- 
henic acid, n bebe 
oll from the seeds of Moringa wera eetea ee, 

behen-oil (bé’hen-oil) as ben-oil, 
pebenolic (bé-he-no’lik), a. [behen + of + ie] 
Derived from behenic acid. —— sate, : 
crystalline acd, —IX 

nie achd wit! t prey at —X 
n. Same as Lg WE odes le 
mn. Same as *Bochmenist. 

behold, v. t. 4. In astrol,, to cast (an aspect). 
behram (bé‘riitn),», A copper coin of Mysore, 

ual to half . pice. 
e, a. II. A thin, wiry dress-fabrie of 

worsted, originally unbleached, but now made 
in all colors and many desi 

beignet (ban-ya’), n. aus J] MR fritter composed 
of various ingredie 

bi-@-zhé’), n. [Pg., from Braz.] The 
name in Brazil for cassava-bread. See cassara. 

u. 7. A living; livelihood; means of 
subsistence ; — Spectator, No. "S44. [Ob- 
solete or prov, Eng.] 

"I shall have enoagh to do to keep a Leein for you ™ 
(Mrs. Gummidge meant a home)“ again you come beck — 
to ee a beein here for any that 23 hap to come back, 

‘Dickens, Da vid Copperfield, xxxii. 

Truth of the totality of that which fa each aa it 
is inde; ntly of any assertion about it; truth in the 
objective sense, 

beingless (bé‘ing-les),a, Without being; non- 
existent. Galt, 

ess (bé‘ing-nes), x. Actual existence; 
enti J. Chandler, 

(bé-inkt’), p.a. Smeared or daubed 
with ink. Charlotte! Bronté, Villette, xxxv. 

beisa (bis), » Northeast African. ] A 
, of northeastern Af- large antelope, Oryx 

ht (Ore Aerted. 

ries, of a light-gray color with black markings. 
The horns are long, almost straight, and di- 
rected backward, It is a near relative of the 
South African oryx, 0. gazella. See oryxr, 

1. bejant (bé’jnnt), rn. Same as bejan. 
be Juco, #. 2, A name applied especially to 
climbing palms, species of Calamus and De- 
monorops, known commercially as ratans. The 
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— ~ —— ir * toneolig, ot Urge Belinurus (bel-i-nf’rus), ». (NL., appar, an bell-faced (bel’fast), a. Having the striking 

material 4— 
h pe fad . error for * Belonurus, (Gr. 7, a needle, + face convex or rounded: said of a hammer. 

conluge, for the cane bottoms of beds and chairs, and pd, tail.) The typieal genus of the family bell-horse (bel’hdrs), n. 1. A horse wearing 
for hats, mata, aud fine Hee raten, 2, and Belinurida. a bell; especially, a horse adorned with bells, 
ealamus, & (Philippine In.) Belis (bé‘lis), a. (NL. (Salisbury, 1807), in ribbons, ete., used in celebrating May-day, 

Friend, I. ii. 12. ; cex. See Cunninghamia. vantage tovexert himself more than his fellow 
n, A simplified spelling of bell, bell!, ». 2. ( The movable cap of a blast-furnace. ¢mployees, in order to give grounds for the 

B. B. L. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Eng- it is lowered to put in the charge of ore, and rises after discharge of those who cannot keep up with 
lish Literature: same as *B, Lit, the shoraiog te —5*2 —— — An 2*3— the pace set by him. (Slang, Eng.} 

belah (bé'lii), ». [Native Australian.) The — —— meiing'a jolut with the bellicosity (bel-i-kos’i-ti), n.; pl. bellicosities 
desert she-onk, Casuarina glance, widely di⸗ · pipe. (-tiz), Bellicose tendency or disposition; war- 
tributed throughout Australia, yieldi ohard, 5. A bell-shaped rock-mass of somewhat like intention or desire. Manchester Examiner, 
durable wood, Also beala, belar, billa, and doubtful origin occurring occasionally in July 9, 1884, 
beal; known among the colonists as bull-oak, sedimentary rocks. The inverted position of bellite (bel“it), n. [ Bell, a proper name, + -ite®. ] 

Seo she-oak, . of these masses leads to the theory that they An explosive, of Swedish invention, consisting 
(bel-am’a-rin), ”. [Appar. bel- were the result of some local disturbance of of a mixture of 5 parts of ammonium nitrate 

3338 Bog en hi —— —— sedimentation. Some may be due to contem- with 1 part of meta-dinitrobenzene, melted to- 
ormed in the rs of Amaryllis na raneous erosion,— Bell and a form of ressed . ; 
whieh _— in the islands of the Caribbean —— Pipe commonly used for p= pipe- iets 8 = — ee 

te bell 33 — ee — — joint elamcanda (bel-am-kan’di), n. . (Adan- ——— — bell-moth (bel’méth),». The oblique-banded 
son, 1763, adopted from Rheede, 1 2), fromthe — — ———* Arch jac ay oan American 
Mala ; ES tortricid moth whieh when at rest holds its bar name of the plant.) Agenus of mono- 
cotyledonous plants belonging to the family wings in the shape of a bell; also, any other 
Tridacex. See Pardanthua. Cross-section of Delt.and-«spigot. tortricid moth of similar shape. 

belay, °. {— Belay. , there! *214 inet ‘enough! tines, Each te ot has straight end, the Bellocg’s cannula. See cannula. 
on rniob they are haul - fast the rope ner end forming Ly enough to recelve the bellows, n, sing. 5 2. In be tnt 

bel-dii’ka), ». [Mex. Sp.; said to be Of he nes — of a camera which connects front an 
set —— “Belldotlarthenlver — — portions and is ble of being extended a. corruption of Sp. rerdugo,asword.] Alarge, thaler of Brunswick, w 

-knif Mexi: d on it the not & bell. or closed as desired.—3. In organ-building, the 
—— oe western United States. — pr the ste colebeated peal — nsive aoe od _— ; air —— lied 
belemnitoid (be-lem‘ni-toid), a. [Belemnites and compres or the sounding of the pipes. 
+ -oid.] J to Belemnites. the Carek of Ot. Bars be ae Tt usually — tere dintincs part, of cbiique totiows, 

Belemnocrinus (be-lom-nok‘ri-nus), n. [NI., center of the of London.— 
¢ Gr. Sitcuvov, & dart, + xpivor, a lily.) The ree ine bell “which 
only genus of an extinct family of the Crinoi- Yes in the tower of the state- 
dea, or fosail enerinites, termed Belemnocrini- house (since called Independence 
dz. It occurs in the Lower Carboniferous Halt) ta Fhiladetphia, and —* 
rocks of the Mississippi valley. Wan FO0s She eseesen of He 

a, IL. n. One of the Belemnoidea; a oie uly Pn ivhappencd 
belemnite or fossil dibranchiate cephalopod, to bear « biblical inscription 

— —— ene Belemnoidea (be-lem-noi’dé-4), . pl. IX.. which made its use on 
€ Gr, GéAeuvor, a dart, + eidoc, form.) Anorder that occasion especially appro- 
or su er of the dibranchiate ce halopods, pists, and established {ta papu- 
now almost extinct, but very abundant in the nsme—Gavart'e pail « 
Mesozoic age. They have internal chambered shells yeomnater. ae hones 
with ee by a siphunele, the —— {in strengthening sound. ‘Abemi- 

oo poe ae bellows, 
on a scale), by which the alr is pumped into 

the aorage-tellowes, 

tant compression or ten- 

os plan pony ———— ich the cony a 
instrument, —— oat —— — are ust 

reciprocates In a sector-sha: box. The alr-outlet ts 
close to the hinge, * of the bearing a calcareous guard or sheath. brass veasel is set in 

arma, 10 in number, are provided with hookleta Some bration by means of a violin bellows-leather (bel’éz-levu rer), n. Leather 

anthers tie cuberdee the colfed Rving bow. A cardboard cylinder, used in the manufacture of bellows: usually In several of the fossil species the bead, arma, and {nk-bag closed at one end, is then placed ‘Shinn oda leah 3 
of the animal have not infrequently been at varying distances and inelina- Uverine Hell, made side leather, 
lemnoteu (be-lem-n6-ti'thi-dé), mn. pl. tions, to show {ts effect as & — Femate Genital Appare- bellows-tongue (bel‘éz-tung), a. A 
NL., < Belemnotenthis + “te A family of resonator.— Uterine bell, one cus ot Echimeraywches. tongue stitched in each ur. a shoe (usually 

noidea, or dibranchiate cephalopods, with > RF wage neta — 1 —— a comer high-laced) to the top, for protection against 
a shell composed of a conie phragmacone and colar walls, found ia the ne- —————— i“ snow and water. 
rodstracum, and the rostrum or guard greatly mathelminth Kehtnorhynchua, sperture of one of the two Hell-pipe (bel’pip), n. <A pipe with a bell or P : 

reduced. The species are found in the Triag- whose contractionaserve to draw pvitucis is 4, Werte soeket at one end to make the joint with the 
sic and Jurassic rocks, into ay EP y in the 28 — Tee next length. 

lemnoteuthis (be-lem-nd-ti’this), nm. [NL., body-cavit and to force them Mrenbe ime. ges pate bell-pit (bel’pit), ». In mining salt and other ¥; 
(Gr, Sédeuvov, adart, + revtlig, a squid.) The along into the uterasand vagina ing from the body cavity minerals, a pit which is gradually widened to 

cal genus of the family Belemnoteuthide. thence to the exterior.— %0, the emener, Free TNO on) fect in diameter, becoming cylindri- and 

beletter (bé-let’ér), r,t. 1. To write letters le bie ent Per Anatomy.) cal below. 
to; invite or inform by letter. City of London, ra 

. .. Selotiered all Cho levis of _ Maving boun horn withta rhe sound ot reference of ay sort by 
the privy-council, Fuller, Hist. Camb. p 170 X. &. D. not help being a son of Cockaigne. Dec. 20, 1808, p. 804. which the dimensions, proportions, or pite 

2. To decorate with letters or with appended « 
abbreviations of office or title, such Oe F. R. Bel) precems. See *process, A} ghee —— —— 
G. 5 MR, A, S., IL. D. ete. [Rare in both be nDa, n—Japanese | ltadonne Seapeline lengthwise through a railway or other car 

—— substitute for belladonna. attached to a signal-gong. 
The mania prevalent people of more ambitton belladonnine (bel-a-don’in), n. [belladonna belltopper (bel’top-¢r),n. A colloquial name than performance for ag themeclves. spit r Ho NO. in Australi d to in G 

‘Athenaeum, May 19, 1800, p. 638, N. EB. D, + -ine®,} Anatmorphous alkaloid,C,;Hg,NO9, in Australia and to some extent in Great 
assor with atropine or hyoseyamine in Britain for a tall silk hat. 

beleve, ¢. An ohsolete form of believe. 3 * bell-tree (bel’tré), n. 1, Thesilverbell, Mohro- Atropa Belladonna, Belgian nearly cubical blocks of granite, trap : ba . 
t —Belgian Bellani lucimeter. See *lweimeter, dendron Carolinum,.—2, A tall branching frame 

* — ae ey FE farnace. bella-moth (bel‘a-moth*),», Amoth, Utetheisa bearing several small bells which can thus be 
—— om — aia gue ae with cut). lead — at once: —* * * toy, but ocea- 

» t Primary belief, in the philosophy of com- belland (bel’and), n. A form of lead-poison- sionally used in popular band-music. 
— pom tag Syl gee fm eta wich bo mat ing to which lead-miners are subject. Coal Bellvale See *flagt. 
and which, not tn the least doubting, we really as and Metal Miners’ Pocket-book. bell-wheel I’hwél), A form of toothed 
infallible traths, whether we set down a doubt of them bell-bearer (bel’bir-ér), n. A leaf-hopper, wheel in which the pitch-surface is a frustum 
on paper or otherwise make believe to doubt them, or inm tin tinnabuliferum, of a hyperboloid of revolution. This gives to the 

beliefless (bi-16f"les), a. Having no belief ; in- Pel-binder (bel’bin-dér), a. Samo as dell: mils dewas used intextile practice 
disposed to believe. bell-bird, ». 4 In New Zealand, one of the —5——— ae a waloghty- 

Aud most beliefless, that had most believed, Meliphagida, Anthornis melanura.—6, In Aus- 
Clough, Easter Day, |. 10, ‘alia, ——— gutturalis, one of the shrikes. belly-acl BO Dar ——— 

believ, r. A simplified spelling of believe. bell-bottomed (bel’bot‘umd), a. Having flar- pelly-bar (bel ‘i-biir), 1. 5 oo used in piano- 

Belinuride (bel-i-na‘ri-dé), n. pl. [NL., ¢ batt bottoms: as, hell-bottomed trousers. forte-making. See the extract. 
i idee. i n.— 8 awl Belinurus + -ide.| A family of merostome ell-cord n.— Bell-cord banger, 8 » nging strep Cf Beneath the strings from where the hammers rise, to 

crustaceans closely allied to the living limulus ! the bent side, back, and end of the case, is the sound- 
and resembling a larval phase of that erab. auido g iors bell leek. board of spruce fir, barred beneath with batons, wen- 
The cephalothorax is broad, shicmen Wak niet oop Ware. See *ware,—Carved Be ally of the same wood, technically “‘belly-bars,” which 
menta, and the telson a long spine, They ocour in the Ste American *porcelain. the belly, and by increasing ita elasticity, ex- 
Levonian and Carboniferous rocks. Belleville boiler, See *boiler. tend ite power to form nodes or centers of vibration, anc 
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thus d more promptly and effectively to the vibra- angular belt fa used to a ae to the dri 
tions which passed to It from the strings, when set wheels instead of a chain or a and 

* hat t cruiser, See ‘herwiser, Belted plains, in movement, throng the hardwood belly bridge. a 
Amer, Sup, May 6, 1905, plain. — Belted * —— type of armored 

belly-bump (bel’i-bump), adr. Prone on a MRP in which the hui p — ie concrete 
sled, as a child in sliding down hill. Dialect areh., p. = 
Notes, U1. iii, 181, ew ae ggg belt-fork (belt’fdrk), ». A two-pro’ 

l bumper (bel’i-bum‘pér), . e act of vice for shifting the operating belt of a ma- 
sliding down hill prone on the sled. In New chine from one pulley to another. 
York, ete., belly-r * Also used adverb- belt-frame (beſt“ främ), ». In shipbnilding, 
ially. [New England.] a frame to which a belt of protective armor 

{ bel’i-man), n.; pl. bellymen (-men), is to be attached, and hence built up of plates 
In pianoforte-making, one who makes or fits and angles much deeper and stronger than 
the soundboards. those of the ordinary frames: same as *web- 
ny giver series Ms = series. , eee. ° 

~ om 2. ate on a locomotive ting, ".—Gut belting, machine belting made of 
which goes under the ily of the boiler, act- catgut. "It is usually round tod quite seat © 
ing as a support for the latter and binding the belt-knife (belt’nif), », A knife which re- 
frame-plates together. When the locomotive volves over wheels, as a band-saw or circular 
has inside cylinders the belly-stay also carries Saw: used in spitting hides or skins, Modern 
the cross-head guides. ett ce — A os 
belodont (bel’d-dont),n. [Belodon.] A mem- perch pérch), n, A wooden or me 
ber of the reptilian tamil Belodontidx, bar placed beside a belt-pulley to support the 

Beloidea (bel-0-i'dé-i), m. pl. [NL., ¢ Gr, belt when it is thrown off the pulley for re- 
toc, a dart, + eidoc, form.] A family of sol- . This prevents the belt from being 
itary or colonial peripylean radiolarians hav- caught on the revolving shaft. . 
ing a skeleton of loose silicious needles, It belt-pump (belt’pump), ».  belt-driven 

tf 2 

contains the genera Th » Thalas- .pump. 
laneta tium belt-punch (belt ’ punch) A punch made 

Soh roe aK — — up in the form of pliers for piercing holes in 
‘(be-lon’é-ait), n, [Said to be< Gr, bel ta wale the —— are 

GrAdvn, a needle (referring to the form of the when the ends are coupled ¢ or. 
—— + -ite?, The preeer form belonite is trami’s equation. See *equation, 
used in another application.) A magnesium belt-stretcher (belt’strech‘ér),n. <A piece of 
— in white acicular tetrag- mechanism for stretching new leather belts, 
onal crystals: fo on Vesuvius in the lava especially when they are to be laced or ce- 
of 1872, mented, 80 as to mi them grip the pulleys 
Belonesox (be-lon’é-soks), ». (NL., ¢ Gr. ‘ tly. 
erden, & needle, + L. esor, a kind of pike see pelt table (belt’taé’bl), 1. Same as *deltcon- 
£sox).] A genus of oid fishes found in _centrator. : 
Honduras: ¢ terized by the elongate jaws. belt-tightener, n. 2, A device used for pull- 
B, belizanus is the known species. ray bog ends of a belt together when they are 

bia (bel-d-nd-f0’bi-i), m. [NL., ¢ to be laced or cemented. Clamps are attached 
Gr, Jean, a needle, + -pofia, ¢ gofeiy, fear.) to the ends of the belt, and are then drawn 
A morbid * —— — Spe (Gr. fe —* —* [bet + ay 3 

belonospherite (bel’6-nd-sfé’rit), nm. [Gr. Be- (be-la’git), m. nga + -ite?.] In 
ivy, & needle, + opaipa, sphere, + -ite?.) A petrog., the name proposed by Spurr (1900) for 
term devised b Vogolsang (1872 for minute granular igneous rocks intermediate in com 
spherulites wi te crystal texture, sition between diorite and diabase, especia 
often found in partly glassy lavas, especially as to the lime-soda feldspar, which is andesine 
the more silicious ones, such as rhyolite, andin _ or labradorite. 
artificial — Compare globospherite and belying (de Wing), n. The telling of lies about 
*gran erite. one; ca umuniation: as, “ backbiting and bely- 

Belosepia (bel-6-88’pi-H), ». (NL., ¢ Gr. Sé20¢, _ ing,” Swinburne, Essays and Studies, Pref. x. 
a dart, + oyzia, w cuttlefish.) A genns of bemaim (bé-mim’), c.f. To maim seriously; 
—— — cuttlefishes from wound, 
the Eocene Te’ roc 

Belou (bel8),n. (NL. (Adanson, 1763, adopted —— ——— 
from Rheede, 1 , from one of the forms of 

bemaster g Aa’tér), t,t. To master com- 
letely, . Taylor, Trans. of Goethe's Faust. 

Bembecides bem-bes‘i-«déz), s. pl. [NI., ¢ 
Bembex (-bec-) + -ides.] The Bembecids# eonsid- 
ered as a group of less than family rank: vir- 
tually synonymous with Bembecina. 

(Bengalif) bel, a 
quince, Below Marmelos. 
ledonous plants belo to the family Ru- 
tacee. See Aigle. 

Bel 6. I it side of the n. 6. Ina war-ship, the side o! vea- Ae 2 
sel, in the vicinity of the water-line, protected bembil (bem’bil), m. (Australian.) In Aus- 
by external armor-plating. A complete belt is —* ucalyptus populnea, a tree yielding @ 
one in which the armor extends from stem to bard, heavy timber used for building P plained 
stern: a partial belt extends over only part of Posts, andmauls. From the leaves is obtain 
the length—7. In archery, a strap for sua- #0 oil resembling cajoput. Alsocalled poplar- 
pendi toe quiver: usually worn round the , 00 cutite (08 mgat i: a: [Named c 

archer. — bem -It), ", . after C. 

7* Joe eit Of igh — A hydrated man- 
r t, portion of the southern ganese silicate oceurring in grayish-yellow 
a —— adjotaing 2* —— and eae stellate forms with mieaceous structure: found 
and most extensively cultivated. ‘See Cotton States, un- 
der cotton!,—Thermal belt, thermal. 

du name of the Bengal 
A genus of dicoty- 

(Beoteh.} 
surtace of the water and to varying ta above it. In ban!,#. 2. In mining: (a) The right to enter 
——— 6 eevee me tL rotection © com- the ‘mine and work. A workman may claim 
— interior from ue to In ts po the his ben, have his right to cars acknowledged, 
armoring of the side Is continued above the belt by the * ~ is boys. inten hake Ry 
casemate armor, 's work, The terms quar ; 

belt-concentrator (belt ’kon‘sen-tri-tor), n. three-quarters-ben are used to denote the pro- 
See *concentrator, . portion of a man's darg, or day's output of 
belt-conveyer (belt’kon-vi'ér), m. See *con- mineral, which a youth is able or allowed to 

4. ut out. Barrowman, Glossary. [Scotch. 
belt-coupled belt’kup’ld), a. Connected by — (ba-nlib’), ». + hice Souahon 8* ry J 
a belt: applied specifically to a machine whic e tive name (Carib?) in Guiana.] A temporary 
is driven by an engine through a belt instead shelter made of leaves and branches eo pic 
of directly or by — : ed on aframework of poles. Also benaboo. 

t’kors), n. Same as string- 

ve me, = bu ree. 
: 

belt-driven (belt’driv’n), a. In mach., driven  moge, cones, albumin, albuminuria, al 
by means of a flexible belt. It is used of pumps, bench. 8, (b) (2) A horizontal subdivision 

electric —— ne Sof 8 of eoal or other mineral.—11. A 
——— element intervenes; and of glass tray in which microscopical slides can be 
a form of motorcycle or motor-car in which a @at or placed, in a vertical position, for staining or 

bending-machine 

other purposes.—Anxious bench See *ancrious 
oat — See tmeurner!.— 

an apparatus suitable for experiments in optics. 
etary on the ae Nght, Itoonsistsof a 

a brass pported , socurately — * 
ate: can slide freely. A 
vernler is attached to each upright. An adjustable stit, 
a metal plate for holding special instruments, and a mi- 
crometer eyepiece with cross-wire form the usual outfit. 

Sloid bench. See *xoid, 
bench-board (bench’ bord), a. A board used by 
molders, on which the pattern is laid when 
starting to fill the flask with sand, This board 
is removed after the flask is turned over, 20 
that the cope can be put on, 

(bench’dig’ingz), ». pl. In 
mining, river placers not subject to overflow. 

ch-grinder (bench’grin’dér), ». A small 
machine for grinding which, having short legs, 
is set on a bench to bring it to a convenient 
height. 

benchlet neh‘let), n. [bench + -let.]) A 
small bench; a stool. —— 

n. 2. The elevation of a sur- 
verses bench-mark above a given or datum- 

ane. 
teachucks n, m some (ben-chi’chit), 

reduvitd bag, probebly of tie genus Conorhinae, uvii ably of the genus Conorhinua, 
which sucks Ere blood of warm-blooded ani- 
mals, including man. 

bench’i), a. In mining, characterized 
by benches, as a lode or bed. 

bend!, ». 18. Power; prawn as, that is above 
my bend. (Colloq., western U.8.j—14. A 
mental plate or ring on which the movable 
earding-surfaces of @ revolving flat cotton- 
carding machine run and are adjusted in their 
relation to the main cylinder or drum. Na- 
smith, Cotton Sptaxions P- 101,—15., pl. Same 
as caisson-disease, Century, Nov., 1903, 
p. 45. [Collog.] 

benda (ben’dk), nm. An Ashanti gold coin. 
bender, ». 6. A mechanical device for bend- 
ing or drawing a croasbow. 

(ben‘di-g6), n. A rough fur cap named 
from a noted English pugilist, Stand. Dict. 
bending-form (ben‘ding-férm), ». In hard- 
ware, & form of bench-anvil used in bending 
steam-, gas-, and water-pipes. 

* n. 2, In wood-working, a 
power-machine for bending wood into the va- 
rious forms required in making vehicles, agri- 
cultural tools, and furniture. Two types aro in 
use: in one the wood, while soft and hot from the steam- 
ing-bath, is bent without additional beat; in As other 
the machine iteelf is stenm-heated to 
the steamed wood hot until 

mae! to 8 the wood the required 
second ‘or holding the wood In place until bent, 
In some machines the form is with the wood 
to keep it bent until cold and rigid; in others the woot 
is bound by a shackle or other device for retai: ite bent 
form, and removed from the machine and allow 
one the shackle can be removed.— 

to cool, 
bend- 

Ship's plate Keading-machine. 

@, table supperting anvil or lower dic; 4, 4, 6, guideways and 
supporting posts: <. c. bydeawic cylinders; @, a, rams; 6. ¢, Cros 
heads carrying former or upper dic; /, former. 

beam, rail, or plate while ft is jected to the pressure 
of one or two raulbc rama. ¢ large machives are 
emmsentially di hydraulic presses, eimploylug two ver- 
tical rams that & long former which ite tie 
metal lak on the table ander it Inte the required shape. 



bending-rolls 

bending rolls (ben‘ding-rélz), n. pl. A ma- 
chine having a set of Hr either horizontal 
or vertical, 80 that a plate — be- 
tween them while ey — will — 
to any desired radius. If it is desired to carve 
—s —- its two the bearing st oe en can jhe ah 

atone end can 
ot ae tie 

removed to 

bendugi (ben-dé’ké), n. benduky, ben- 
** brand: i false ben or ducat, 
fe ‘Venetian,’ ¢ Bundug, Turk. Vendik, G. 
Fenedig, v enice, <L, Fonclions, adj., ¢ Venetia, 
Veniee.] A gold coin of Morocco, 

ce (bé-ned’i-sens), m. [NL, as if 
*henedicentia, ¢ L. benedicere, bless: see bene- 
dict.) Kindly speech. M. Williama, 

(ben-8-dik’ ‘tin-izm),n, Thesys- 
tem and seed of religious life and thought 
exemplified in the Benedictine order. 

n. a, Pertaining to or of 
the nature of a benediction; ining to 
blessings given according to the preseribed 
rite; also, relating to objects 50 bless 
acelt: Seaeiietlonal denanin 

coupon. 

— = Eneye, Brit,, XXVIL 233. 
benedictive,a. 2. Expressing desire or wish; 
pores! a form of the optative mood in 

krit verbs. 
The aorist has alao an 6 

inflection, usually called 

benedicti (ben-é-dlik’tiv-li), adv. Bh che 
—— —* of the benedictive mood. See 

venedite, WS phere: An explosive con- 
sta of ammonium nitrate ad 

spare cate —— ophony. 
(hens tor-ship), ». The 
t ition or relation of benefactor: as, ‘his 

penton to his country,” Hales, 
(ben-é-fak’to- i, a. Benefit-con- 

ferring; beneficial: as, benefactory results. 
benefice (ben’é-fis), v. 4; pret. and pp. bene- 
Jiced, ppr. beneficing. (benefice, n J ‘o endow 
or invest with a benefice. Wyeclif. 

beneficial, II. ». 2. Incodl., an ‘animal which 
benefits man by destroying or checking the 
increase of animals injurious to him. 
Group G.— Animals which are known as “ 

ou account of their being destructive to or checking the 
inerease of the injurious animals classed ander Groups 

—— — i) 

mm 

— Oar ear’ Map. even aon’ hoe April, 1904, p. 172. 
Benefit — in civil law, immunity from fotare 
Ah, a debtor for hia present opel we sur. 
— | rty for the benefit of his creditors. 

Bengal blue, me, | 5) — eee 
bengalin (ben’ga-lin), nm. engal  -in 
One of the Janus coal-tar colors. Same as 
indoin *bine, Also — 

6 (ben‘’ga-lin), r [Bengal + -ine?,] 
A fine, — fa ric for women’s wear. 
Tt has a silk and a worsted weft. The latter is so 
introduced as to form a cord, Hhongh entirely concealed 
on both surfaces by the eilk warp. 

(ben-gii'zi), ». A sponge of some- 
what coarse texture found in deep water and 
nsed by the Turks as a bath-sponge. 

beni (ba’né), ». The name (‘Japanese beni ') 
of Caryopteris ( Mastacanthus) incana, a hardy 
shrub native to China and Japan, cultivate: 
for its Inte summer bloom, The leaves are petio- 
inte, ovate, or oblony, the flowers small, violet-blue, or 
lavender-blue, Iti known fn the trade as Che bite epirara. 

benighted (bé-nit’ed), p. a. Overtaken with 
night; hence, involved in moral darkness or 
ignorance: as, benighted Hottentots. 
benjamin!, ». 2. In Australian Pidgin-Eng- 
lish, married — a husband. 

te (ben jn-mit), n. A descendant of 
the patriarch Benjamin, son 7 Jacob, 

et’s fracture. See *frectere. 
mnettitacer (ben*e-ti-tA’sé-¢), n pl. [NL 

(Salms-Laubach, 1887), ¢ Bennettites + -acex. 
A family of gymnospermons fossil plants o 
te order Benncttitales. It la distinguished from the 

having the reproductive organ — com- 
t of ces surrounded by involucral * 

bedded in o thick jacket or armor (see —— 
lecting only sligh wo dnd or * at all beyond it, It pea a 

genera ® Ben and *#Cycad. (which see) 
The numerous — saat this family have all been found 
iy Mesogole strate, chiefly Jurassic and Lower Creta- 
coous, especially in —— France, Italy, Maryland, 
and South Dakota. 

Bennettitales (ben-e-ti-ta’léz), n. pl. [NL 
a 1892), ¢ Bennettites + -ales,) An or- 
or of fossil plante, of the class (iymnosper- 

wat, containing the family Bennettitacea only, 

tative, of somewhat pecullar 

Wihdivey, Samak Gran, # 58% Gram., $ 

Ben thodesmus (ben-thé-des’mus), ». 

128 

—— further research may show that 
8h be divided into several families, 

Bennettites (ben-e-ti'téz) 
1871), named in honor of 4a f F et 
an lish botanist.) A — of sper- 
mous fossil plants, type of the f. y Bennet- 
app and —— — It is 

this 

ee 
nce of seeds borne on long stalks and deeply Benthosaurus 

2 in the silicified armor, These seeds have been 
discovered in only a few specimens, and those in which 
they do mot occur are referred to the wer —* 
& name a It is pocbakte that all the 
fertile plants ny wore them, and therefore the dis- 
tinetlon is purely ictal, See 

Beaningtoa See American *pottery, 
bano (bend), m ‘An English spelling of Span- 
ish cino, wine, applied in the Philippine Islands 
to aguardiente, 

In view of the vile whiskey and ‘teno” selling dens 
which have sprung up around the army posta since the 
canteen was abolis! the military authorithes here have 
asked the Commission to prohilit the sale of liquors 
within two miles of a military post, except in Une case of 
a fow stations located in ig! tow 

od Rasorda | April 4, 1998, p, 547, 
bent!, a . In mining, said of a coal-seam 
whieh 1 is ities to work on account of the 
pavane) distribution of the weight of the over- 
ying strata. [Seotch.}—4, Bound in some 

tion or toward an aim; set; pointing 
toward something. 

bent!, ». 8. (b) The articulated group of mem- 
bers ‘forming a plane frame of a framed strue- 
ture, such as a —— -truss, ® braced pier, ora 
ar -frame. nt of trestle would com- 
rise all the members in one transverse plane 
neluding the sill, cap, vertical and inclin 
posts, and transverse bracing-members,— 11. 
A ecleavage-plate of slate whose sides are 
slightly curved, cut from gently folded beds, 
The rock surface may be but a few Inches below eters 

or may be buried beneath 30 to 40 feet of glactal dey 
There &s frequently a flexure of the cleavage (" curl") for 
afew Le near the ribbon ; more ia & cur- 

the cleavage across’ the entire Slates cut 
from auch beds are called bent, and are used for cover- 
ing curved or conleal roo! 
an hoe Gea U, & Geol. Surv., 1902, p. ame, 

bent®, n— Black bent. mt (6) Th The witch gra, Panicurn 

—— 
— ** ae my Panicum agros- 

— Rhode Island dog-bent, — * 
— one of the er a’ Less ly, A, pine Frematia.— properly, 

dent, 9 Agroatix — Agrostis 

benthic’ (ben‘thik), a. [benthoe +-ie.] Living 
upon the bottom as distinguished from living 
in the water above; submarine; benthonic. 

Benthocometes (ben *tho-k6- mé'téz), n. (NL, 
¢ Gr. jtvtoc, depth, + xouyryy, hairy (or comet?) : 
see comet.] A genus of deep-sea fishes of the 
family Brotulide, 

(NL., ¢ 
Gr. jtivdoc, depth, + deaude, band, 4 A genus of 
deep-sea fishes allied to the mac erel, belong- 
ing to the family Lepidopodidse 

thonic (ben-thon’ik), a@ [Irreg. ¢ benthow 
nor in the bottom of 

ed from the water; sub- 
marine. Benthonic ai are contrasted with those Benzene 
that are Water-iwelling or iktontc, Many animals are 
Dantonio of their lives and planktonic during 
another ost hydroids are fixed to the bottom, or 
benthon! * while the medusw which they pr moe and wet 
Ses owt oe Se voter and are plank Bee benthal 

+ -on-ic,) Living u 
the sea as distingui 

The Challenger obeervations have shown that the bot- 
tom in thie qeighbourlood is covered by an exceeding 
Tich benthonie fauna, Geog. Jor, (R. G. 8), XTIL 

benthos (ben’thos), ». (Gr. jétoc, depth, akin 
to Suttoe, depth: see hat os.) The plants and 
animals that live in the sea-bottom, and those 
that are attached to its surface, and those 
that creep or run over it: a collective noun 
introduced —— The benthos is con- 
trasted with the plankton, or floating and swim- 
ming fauna and flora of the sea. It includes 
all the marine macrophytic alge, also some 
phanerogams, the sea-grasses (see sea-yrass, 1), 
as well as an abundance of microphytic alge 
(diatoms, ete.). It is divided into the sedentary 
and the ragile or vagrant benthos, the former 
including organisms attached to the bottom, 
the latter those moving overit. See plankton, 
®nvekton. 

i(Mhers in have no natatory organs, and are either 
permanently fixed, like Zoophytes and Stalked Crinoida, 
or move by —— over the sen-bottom, like Starfishes, 
Holothurians, Clhtopedsa, etc.: auch forms constitute 
the or “ bottom fanna.” 

urker and Haswell, Zoology, 11. G0. 

Abyssal benthos, the animals that live upon or in the 
bottom of the deep sea.— Littoral enthos, t the animals 

a. (NL.(Carruthers, —— —* ri-dé), n 

benzidam 
fap lige = hal pL, ot altri of the waters 

the vicinity of 

< Benthosaurus + -idx, 2 ei 
deep-sea fishes with we — maxi) 
and — long ventrals, allied to the ‘Synodon- 

ere -thé-s4’rus), Le, ¢ 
Givtoc, depth, + catpor, lizard. ] genus 

oF fishes, typical ‘of the family Benthosauride. 
The species L. grallator ia found in the Gulf 
Stream, 

Benthosema (ben-thd-sé’mii), n. [NL., <¢ Gr. 
Héedoc, depth, + ojua, » sign, mark, token.) 
A genus of lantern-fishes of the family Mye- 
tophid#, found in the waters about Greenland. 
Benton shale. See *shalv?, 
bentonite (hon'ten-tt), [Benton + -ite®.] 
A vuriety of clay extensively in the 
Fort Benton strata 8 of the Cretaceous of Wyo- 
ming. While containing chiefly silica, alumina, and 
water, with about 60 percent. or more of the first-named, 
it nevertheless has #0 many other bases as not to be re- 
fractory, but rather to resemble ase earth, Nagin, 
and Min, Jour, Oct, 22, 1808, p. 40) 

bent-wood (bent’ wad), n. Wood i in rods, bars, 
and narrow boards and moldings softened in 
steam and fastened while hot into a eurved 
clamp to give ita bent form. When cold and 
removed from the clamp it retains its form. 
Used in boat-building and in furniture-making. 
—Bent-wood furniture, chairs and other furniture 
made of round rods of wood bent to various arti 
forms and — having cane sea ⸗ 

benum, ¢. 4 <A simplified » nailing of benumb, 
benylene (beni lent, n (cene) + -yl + 
~ene.) A ydrocarton, CigHys, of the acety- 
lene series, formed by: 5 ees action of aleoholic 
potash on — —— 

benzal ben's} zal), m. [benz(ene) + *-al3.) 1. 
An organic radical h ha the formula CgH;CH 
and a valence of two.—2, A prefix sometimes 
used to indicate — a het te is derived 
from — — es —Benzal ‘ Same as ben- 

green {wi ace, under green). 
(ben-zal-dok wes n. henzal- 

—— + oxime.) The oxime, CgH,CH:NOH, 
benzaldehyde, It exists in two forms — 

antibenzaldoxim, which melts at 35° C., and 
synbenzaldoxim, which melts at 128°-130° C. 

one (ben-zam’a-rén), mn. [benz(al- 
dehyde) + 5 A amar(us), bitter, +-ane.) A erys- 
talline compound formed by allowing an aleo- 
holic solution of desoxybenzoin, benzalde- 
hyde, and potassium hy id to stand, It 
melts at 218° C, 

benzanilide — i- — ar (oyl) + 
anil{ine) e * 5 erivative of 
aC It crystallizes in 

idee melt Cot ite O. 
(ben’zé-in), n (benz(oin) + -e-in?.] 

A triphenyl carbinol or one of its derivatives 
in which two of the benzene nuclei on hydrox- 

ylated: as, phenol benzein, CoH sec H,=0 40H. 

The benzeins are formed by the —— 
of benzotrichlorid with phenols, and are —* 

nucleus. See *nuclews.—- Benzene ring, 
greed or: or structural representation of a ons, ee of 

the closed chain or ring, nae P Keknle 
in 1865. t isusually written in the orm of a » 
as follows: 

a H 
| ! 
Cc c 
?™ /™ 

af it ea 
B—-c c—8 ™ n-c’|‘c-H 

= / — 
c Cc 
j i 
H H 

Kekete’s Formula, Ceatric Formula 

benzenold (ben’zé-noid), a. [benzene + -oid.] 
Derived from or related to benzene. Rep, Brit. 
Ass'n Advancement of Sei., 1900, p. 166. 

(ben - zer’i i-thrén), ». [henz- 
(ene) + Gr, Epiflinig, red, + -ene.) A ——3 
hydrocarbon, CogHyg,, contained in anthracene 
oil and formed’ y passing benzene through a 
red-hot tube, It erystallizes in leaflets and 
Bowes at —— 84 * 
enzhydrol (benz drdl), wn. [benz(ene) + 
hydr(ogen) + -of.] Diphenylmethanol or di- 
P ne nylcarbinol, (CoH NACH HOH, a compound 
ormed by the reduction of benzophenone. It 
erystillizes in needles which melt at 68° C. 
benzidam (ben‘zi-dam), » [benz(ene) + -id) 
+ am(monium),) The name given to aniline 



benzidam 129 berlin 
by Zinin in 184C, when he prepared it by re- zoic acid, CgH,CN. It is an oil withan odorlike Berdan pan. See *pan). 
ducing nitrobenzene with ammonium sulphid. 
{Now obsolete.) 

bensidine (beu' si-din). n. [benz(ene) + -id? 
+ —— common name for para ino- 
diphenyl, one of the aromatic bases having the 
formula NH9,CgHy-CgHy.NHo. It is an im- 
portant raw materialin the preparation of many 
of the direct cotton colors.— bine, 
colors. See #idue, *color,— ® rearrange- 
ment, 4 molecular rearrangement by which bengidine Is 
formed from razobenzene, CaHsNHNHCeHs, or by 
which other hydrazo compounds undergo a similar trane- 
formation. The rearrangement takes place under the 
—— of ao acids io ts atm asa *8 A 

preparat many expecially those 
“ Kongo” series, ⸗ Benzidine red. See tred!, 

benzilam (ben‘zi-lam), n. [henzil + am(mo- 
nia) (?).] The compound triphenyloxazole, 
CgHs- C-O, 

i} ooo. It crystallizes in priams 
CgH,-C-N 
whie melt at 115° C. 

Benzilic diphenylglycolic or diphenylhydroxyacetic 
acid, (Cals ‘Ocoee —— hy warming benail 
wi A ae potash. It crystallizes in needles which ime . : 

benzimino (ben-zim’in-6),". Noting an ester 
of the general formula CgH;NH-O-R, salts of 
which are formed by the action of hydrochloric 
acid and an alcohol on benzonitrile. The ethyl 
ester is an oil which forms a erystalline hy- 
drochlorid. Also called, less correctly, ben- 
zimino ether. 

bengo-. A combining form of benzene, some- 
times used to indicate that a compound is re- 
lated to benzene or oneof its homologues. Its 
significance is not definite, as is the case with such pre- 
fixes as methyl, phenyl-, etc. Im color-chemistry its use 
commonly indicates a direct cotton color, as in benzo- 
ue, benzo-purpurin, etc. The direct cotton coal-tar 
colors are sometimes apoken of aa the benzo cotors.— 
Banzo-| bine, etc. See the *nouns,—Benzo aky- 
blue, Same as diamine waky-blue, 

(ben-z}-azh’t-rin), ». Either of 
two direct cotton coal-tar colors (ben20-azurine 
G and 3G) of the diazo type, derived from 
dianisidine, They dye unmordanted cotton 
blue in an alkaline salt bath. 

black (ben-z6-blak’), ». A direct eot- 
ton eoal-tar color of unpublished composition. 

benzo-blue (ben-z6-blé’), ». A name applied 
to three distinet cotton eoal-tar colors (bewso- 
blue BR, BX, and 3G), of the diazo type, de- 
rived from benzidine or tolidine. They dye 
unmordanted cotton various hues of blue in a 
neutral salt bath. They are similar to some 
of the diamine blues. 
benzo-brown (ben-z0-broun’), ». Same as 
alkali *hrowna.— brown B andG, two direct 
cotton coal-tar colors of the tetrakieazo type, The 
former is prodaced by conbining dianctined sulphanilic 
acid, and the latter diazetized naphthionte acid, with 
Bismarck brown. They dye unmordanted cotton various 
shades of brown from a neutral salt bath. 

benzo-cyanine (ben-z6-si‘a-nin), ». A direct 
cotton coal-tar color of unpublished composi- 
tion, It dyes unmordanted cotton a bright 
blue from a salt bath. 

benzo-flavin (ben-z6-flav’in}, n, A basie coal- 
tar color of the acridine type. It dyes unmor- 

that of bitter aimonds. It boils at 190.6° C, 
benzo-olive (ben-zé-ol‘iv), n. A direct cotton 
eoal-tar color of the trisazo type, derived from 
benzidine. It dyes unmordanted cotton a 
greenish olive ina neutral salt bath. 

6 (ben-z6-or’ inj), ». A direct cot- 
ton coal-tar color of the diazo type, derived 
from benzidine and containing a salieylic-acid 
—- It dyes unmordanted cotton orange 
tom an alkaline salt bath. 

benzophenone (ben-25-f4’ndn), n. —* ie) + 
phen(yl) + -one.) Diphenylketone, (CaH,)oCO, 
® compound formed by the dry distillation ot 
calcium benzoate. It melts at 48° C. and boils 
at 306.19 0. 

one (ben-z6-kwin’dn), ». [benzo(ic) 
+ quinone.) Same as quinone, 

benzosol (ben’ 26-861), ». (benc(oyl) + -ose + 
-ol.] A colorless, tasteless, crystalline com- 
pound, CoH OCH {OCOC Ha, obtained by the 
action of benzoyl! ehlorid upon guaiacol; guaia- 
col benzoate; benzoyl guaiacol, It is some- 
times taken internally for intestinal tubercu- 
losis and diarrhea. 

chlorid (ben*z6-tri-kld’rid), a. Dew. 
so{ic) + trichlorid.)  Phenyltrichlormethane 
or 1’, 1’, 1’-trichlortoluene, CyH;CCl4, a color- 
less liquid formed by the action of ebiorin on 
boiling toluene, It has a penctrative, irritating odor, 
and at Mꝰ C. It is used in the preparation of a 
number of dyes, 

the chlorid of bensolc arid, CgH,COCL 
It ia & coloriess off with a pangent oder. Ita vapor is 
very irritating to the eye. It boils at 195°C, 

lacetylperoxid (ben’2#-il-as‘e-til-pér- 
ok’sid), u. t nzolic) + acetyl + perend] 
A compound ering the formula CgH,CO.0,- 
0.COCHs, a solid which melts at 40°C, It isa 
powerful germicide and has been used in medi- 
cine, A trade-name, acetozone, is sometimes 
used for this compound. 

acetate, an important constituent of the natural 
essential ofle of jasmine and ylang-ylang, used in perfum- 
ery.— jue, Violet, See #Mme, #riolet!, 

benzylidene (ben-zil’i-dén), ». [benzyl + -id- 
+ -ene.) Same as *henzal, 

bepatched (bé-pacht’), p. a. Mueh or fre- 
quently patched; wearing patched clothes, 

You ed vagabond ,. . you depatched and bespattered 
—_., ‘dddton sis Roger de Coverley. 

ber (bar), ». (Hindi —— The name in India 
of the Jujube or Chinese date, Zizyphus Jujuba, 
Also called budari, See jujube, 1, and Chinese 
date, under *date®, 

ah (be-ra’kil), 4. 3 pl. berakoth (-két). 
Heb., ¢ barak, Ar. baraka, bend the knee, 
less, praise.) A blessing; a benediction. 

The bbessings and thanksgivings generally Lewin with the 
words Barwk atak Adonai (** Blesseil art thou, 0 Lord”) 
The plows Hebrew eats or drinks nothing without a bene- 
diction before and after, fter, 

be n. Plural of *berakah, 
berascal (bé-ras’kal), v. . z pret. and pp. beras- 
caled or berasealled, ppr. herasealing or beras- 
calling. To brand as a rascal; rate as a ras- 
eal. Fielding, Jon. Wild, LL iii. 
berbamine (bér‘ba-min), ». [Berb(eris) + 
amine.| A crystalline alkaloid, CygHygNOg 

Same as *belduque, 
Berea Same as Berea sandstone. 

thian (ber-i-sin’thi-an), a. [Gr. Be- 
peri , Bepextvtiog, adj., from Bepéxwvroc, a 
place in Phrygia.) Of or pertaining to Bere- 
cyathes, a place in ancient Phrygia— 

mother, Cybele, who was called ‘the mother of 
the : whose worship Was common tn Phrygia, in 
the gr — or i) ae 

6 -ren’ge-lit), #. 
(see def.) + -ite2.] fgg « Bad ee 
bitumen or a found in the province o' 
San Juan de Berengela, Peru, locally used for 
ealking and paying ships. 

Berenicea (ber-é-nis’é-i), ». [NL., ¢ L. Bere- 
nice, Gr. Beprvixg,a feminine proper name.] A 
genus of cyclostomatous oe tke 
us thin discoid crusts on foreign jes, the 
zoeein being arranged in irregularly alternat- 
ing lines, These organisms are found in rocks as old 
aa the Silurian, became very abandaut in Mesozoic time, 
and are present in existing seus, 

beresovite (be-res‘d-vit), n. [Jerezof, a min- 
ing district and place in Russia, in the govern- 
ment of Perm, + -ite?,) A chromate and car- 
bonate of lead oceurring in deep-red erystalline 
lamella: found at Berezof in the Ural, 

ol (bér-gam‘i-dl), nr. [bergam(ot) + 
i-ol.) Linaloyl acetate, the ae constit- 
uent of the essence or essential oi] of berga- 
mot, now p in separate form and used 
in perfumery. 

ptene (bér-gap’tén), m. A lactone, C) 
to ethenylol-phentriol- Hay, correspon ing 

propenylic acid, HO.CH:CHCgH(OH)gCH:- 
CHCOgH: found in oil of bergamot. It erys- 
oe in — whieh melt at 188° C, 

rgen game. gamel, 
(bér’je-nin), », An indifferent, erys- 

talline, bitter substance, CgHygO5 + HO. It 
melts at 130° C, 

d (berg’shrint), n. [G., ¢ berg, 
mountain, * schrend, a gap, erevice.] A 
crevice between a glacier and the rocky wall 
of its valley. The bergechrund ts the scene of thaw- 
ing under the sun's rays during the day and of freezing at 

— — 

bight, and along it frost is very destructive, furnishing 
the loose rocks for moraines. Jowr, of Geol, Nov.- Dew, 
1&R, p, 6, 

bergstock (berg’stok), x. [G.,‘mountain stick’: 
see we and stock] An alpenstock; a long 
stick with a spike at the end, used in moun- 
tain-climbing, 

berg-till (org et w, Gilacial debris carried 
and deposited by icebergs. 
When leehergs bearing till or bowhlers thoated out into 

lnkes which berdered lee-sheet, deposits were made 
in the water which bear resemblances both to till and to 
lacustrine clays. If the icebergs bore till, this might be 
deposited intact if the icebergs grounded. U the bergs 
hore only bowlders and stones, Uhese were dropped into 
the Incustrine clay. The stones and the clay or mad 
might be in the relative proportions appropriate to ULL 
Sach deposits would be, in some rex unlike ground 
moraine, both in physheal constitution and in Yopography, 
Dat the two classes of deposlta may so closely resemble 
each other that Weir local differentiation is no simple 
matter, Depoaiteof berg tii are quite certainly existent 
in New Jersey, 
it. D, Salisbury, in Geol, Surv, of New Jersey, 1802, p 44. 

danted wool and silk and tannin-nordanted + 2H 0, found in Berberis vulgaris, the com- berilic (be-ril’ik), a. [(ber(berine) + -il + -ie.] 
cotton a bright yellow. 
benzo-gray (ben-zd-gra’), ». <A direet cotton 
coal-tar color of the trisazo type, derived from 
benzidine, 
from a neutral salt bath. 

ic de, Same as asccharin, ¢.— 
a term formerly applied to benzoic acid 

made from hore-urine 

benzoin, . 2. [crp.] A genus of aromatic di- 
eotyledonous trees or shrubs of the — 
Lauracee. Seo Lindera.—3. A compound, 
CgH;CHOHCOC,H,, formed when benzalde- 
hyde is boiled with aleohol containing a little 
potassium cyanide. It melts at 130° C, and boils 
at 34°C. Also diphenylethanolone, 

ninety per cent, benzol, the mixture of 
——— from coal-tar which distile over at 
temperatures not exceeding 110° C. #0 called because 00 
ord cent. of it distils below or at 100°, It usually con- 
ins about 70 percent. benzene and 25 per cent, toluene, 

and fs used in the mantfaeture of nitrobenzene (oll of 
—— and of aniline oil, from which aniline dyes are 

a, 
benzoleic (ben-z6-lé6‘ik), a, Of or pertaining 
to benzol.—Benzolete acid, Same as #fetrahyiroben- 
pede acid, 

etadiazine (ben’z6-met-n-di-az‘in), ». 
[henz(ene) + metadiazine (?),) Same as *quin- 
azoline. 

benzonitrile (ben-zé-ni’tril), n. [henso(ie) + 
nitrile.) Phenyleyanide or the nitrile of ben- 

a=. 

mon barberry, The anhydrous alkaloid melts 
at 156° 0. 

berber? (bér’bér), ». (Origin uncertain. See 
It dyes unmordanted cotton gray *barber*.] A cold fog, analogous to fine sleet, 198°-2 

which freezes to one’s face and hair or beard. 
See *harber2. [New York City,] 

berberie (bér’ be-rik), a. [Berber(is) + -ie.] 
rived from berberine,— acid, 

seltiey el Ge 
berine with elim roxid, It melts with decom. 
position at about 16° C_, giving homopyrocatechinol, 

berberid (bér’bé-rid), n. [Berber(is) (seo bar- 
berry) + -id2.] A plant of the family Berberi- 
dacex. 

berilic (bér-be-ril’ik), a. [Berber{is) + -il 
berberine.— + -ie.] Derived from c 

acid, an acid, C 1eNOs, formed by oxidizing berber- 
ine with jum permanganate, It melts with the 
formation of an anbycdrid at 177° - 182°C. 

berberonic (bér-be-ron‘ik), @. [Berber(is) + 
~une c. Derived from berberine. — Berbe- 
ronic be ine tricarhoxyllic acid, N- 
— Wt ts’ torene by. the ortdotion of kerberine 
Ly trie acid. It crystallizes in prisms which melt at 

Berchemia (bér-ké’mi-it), n. [NL. (proposed 
by Necker, 1790, established by De Candolle, 
1825), of unknown significance.) An unten- 
able name for (noplia a genus of usually 
elimbing shrubs belonging to the family Aiam- 
navee®. Sev *(Knoplia, 

Noting ® erystalline, monobasic acid, CogH),- 
oe obtained by the oxidation of berberine 
wit — permanganate. 

200° €. 
berith milah (be-rét‘mé’lii), n. 
covenant, + milak, clreumeision, 
nant of cireumeision. The rite of circumcision is 
performed on every Jewish male infant on the eighth day 
after his birth. 

Berkefeld filter, See */ilter!. 
Serkelayite (bérk‘lé-it), ». Same as Berke- 

leian. 
Berkshire (bérk‘shir or biirk’shir), #. 
shire of England.] A breed of pies which had its 
origin in Berkshire, England. These pigs are of 

te ize, with short logs and straight and the 
color is mainly black. 

berley (bér‘li), 1. [Origin unknown. Morris 
suggests that it is aboriginal Australian.) 
Among Australian fishermen, ground-bait. 

berlin', ». 3. A dance similar to a polka (which 
see).—4, A fine kind of dyed wool used for 
knitting fancy articles, tapestry, ete.--6, A va- 
riety of boxed sleigh, used for passengers or 
ools,— Berlin See #hlack.— Berlin 
be game given to a berlin when made op with a panel 

hoot Inetead of a hammer-cloth seat. — ‘ense, 
Ree #defener.— Berlin rockaway, * carriage in which 
the characteristic features of the bertin and the reckaway 
are combined — Berlin warehouse, a shop where Berlin 
wool wid faney articles are sold. 

It melts at 

fas; berith, 
The cove- 



berlinet 
berlinet = -lin. et’), m. 
small a in with interior seats for two persons, 

berlingot (ber-lai-g6’), ». IF. berlingot, for- 
merly brelingot, < berlingue, brelingue, variations 
of berlinde, berlien, a berlin.) A earriage of 
the berlin type, with the front quarter removed 
and cut longitudinally to half its original width; 
* for only one passenger. 

linism (bér’ lin - izm), ». A manner of 
h or method of doing things peculiar to beryllonite 
orto some persons there, 

* __He {Prot Seindord) e contrives also—more German- 
his memoir some extraordi- 

nary spellings, ings, such an —c for Ghizeh, * ——— for 
a, *Phiops" for Pepl, “‘Peemtek" ——— 

Behetaten for Khaenaten, with the P8F the com 
ae J showing that, even when = * 
mas and crotchets of * Sertinign,” German 
Tee render —— od to the —— 2008 —— the 
most familiar names history. 

—— Sep 9, 1800, p. B87. 

berlinite hag ts -it), ”. amed after Prof. 
N. H. Berlin of Lund, J Abydrated aluminium 
— oceurring in em gray to rose-red 
massive forma: found in Swe 

n. 3, In railroad engin., the narrow hori- 
zontal plane between the foot of the embank- 
ment or excavation slope and the top of the 
slope of the side-ditch. 
— *bluefish, *catfish, *lily, *shil 
shine. Se the a 

Seo *eories. 

— —* —* aiir’ ties i), a, and #. 
issartia (see def.) + ay ., mo- 
roe of * andsands in Bal 

at the ase of the Crotacnons aystern. oct lie 

time have well 
termed Se Aachenian which — 
Beroida (bé-roi'da), n. pl. * < Berol, & 
genus, + ~vida.] | An order of Ctenophora. 
Free he have an elongate, somewhat ——= toy, no 

wide mouth 
ex ——— of the tho meridional vessels —* nto — 

brauches. the family 
ae 

n. — beriberi, 
Ve berro, water-cress,] 

a Rico for the common water- 
Nasturtium, 

(ght) (Sp. —— 

berry. Same an baked- 
a oMtne-tree.— Gall 

a berry of the 
Called frown ite ro- 

, or the plant iteclf. Some- 
berry, a shrub be- 

: so named = 
ingly sweet frulte and 

* palin· ay 

evergreen ines * —— 

en 

Tasman 
flora, of the family Pitt —— Sone 

Te berri 
ream’), n, Ar. barsim 

(Spiro).] The Alexandrian or tian clover, 
Trifolium Alerandrinum, the —— forage- 
plant and soil-plant of It isan annual and 

wie as a winter — countries where 
ised. It hos > been introduced into 

America hy espec along the Rio Grande. 
berth®, v. I. trans, 2, To find a berth for; 
provide with a ‘‘job” or “situation.” 

Comfortably berthed in the City a 
Lestie and Taylor, Sir Joahua Reynolda, IL 365, 

II. intrans. To ** as living-quarters on 
shipboard; used wi 

A part of —— 
“tween deck. Buck, Med. Handbook, v sin 

Berthelot calorimeter. See *calorimeter. 
Bertie dolomite, water-lime, See *dolomite, 
Sanna 

Bertillon sy m. Seo *aystem. 
bertillonage (ber-té-yo-niizh’),n. [P., ¢ Bertil- 
lon, & personal — The identification of 
—— by the Bertillon system. See *system. 

Bertin’s ligament. See *ligament, 
Bertolonia (bér-to-16’ni-4), n. [NL. (Raddi, 
1820), named in honor of Antonio Bertoloni 
(1775 = 1869), an Italian botanist.) An unten- 
able name ‘or Triblemma, a emus of plants of 
the family Melastomacece, Triblemma. 

[berlin + -ct.] A Berycine (ber-i-si’nd), n. pl. 

erie 

— (bé-shér’), ©. t. 

bespectacled 
spectacles; ha 
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NL., ¢ Beryr 
c-) + -inw.] A rubteonily of fishes typi- 
y the genus Beryz, 

transparent 
rlfocmn Cornescu a and elewwhere ; 

n. — has lately been bron: 
pry —— chek easter aheiant may -_ 

ed 

in beryl which has heretofore been 
hapa be to be angles * 

(be « ril’on -it), n. [beryl(ium) + 
-on- (1) + -ite2.] A phosphate of sodium and 
beryllium (glucinum), NaBePO,, occurring in 
—— orthorhombie crysta ls: found in 

ine. 
berzelium (bér-zé‘li-um), x. [NL. (Ch. Basker- 
— < Berzelius, a Swedish chemist (1779— 
1848).] A supposed new chemical element of 
which the chlorid was obtained by fractional 
sublimation of thorium chlorid, The oxid of ber- 
zetium, It le sald, has a greenish color and does not 
phoresce —— —— violet light. 
Berzelius See */amp 
besa? ( ba’ — n, ale pias coast. ] A cur- 
rent coin of Benad — to one fourth 
of an anna, or about halt a cent. 
san -sin’),n. A Creole name of the 

Moorish idol, Zauclus canescens, a fish of the 
tropical Pacific. 

*ghi]- bescoundrel (bé-skoun‘drel), v. ¢.; pret. and 
p. bescoundreled or bescow ndrelled, ppr. be- 
scoundreling or bescoundrelling, Tocall ‘scoun- 
drel’; apply the ** *seoundrel’ to, 
Where surly Sam . a⸗sau beaconndrele, 

“Weloott, To Bonwell, Works, I. * 

— Gower. 

beshadow (bé-shad’6), ©. t, To east a shadow 
overshadow: as, beshadowed by huge 

beshame (bé-shiim’), ¢. 4 To put to shame. 
Parker, 

To shear or shave all 
round: used chiefly 1 in the past participle, 

besil, x. Same as bezel. 
besonnet (bé-son’et), v. t. 
brate in sonnets. 

w + for be- 
— ee es Kennedy, Swallow ty en @. 

To address or cele- 

with soot; besmut. 
Was it that hee ould deoot his face with the same 

bbe, Aleman's Guzman d'Alt, Lin, M. B.D. 

besouled (b6-sdld’), p.a. Ensouled; endowed 
with a soul, 
Besowled with earnest human nob! 

Cavigie, Past and Present. 

spek’ta-kld), p. a. Wearing 
— * on: as, a prim, 

bespectacled schoo er. 
bespeed (bé-spéd’), c.t. To speed; cause to 

ED Mena ewan » « « forothers take often opportani 
themselves. ‘ackwon, J Creed. WN, E. 

pind’), a. mn with spines, 

zt it — yet ara fill d it), tt ‘o or endow 
wi hepieit— To possess with a familiar 

eg spirit In it; . . . but he adulsed 
mun, eat bo whos ween it should be irited. 

Hellowes, Guenara’s Epistios, p, 55, 

besp lash’),7. ft Tosplash all over; 
with —— 

a beaptoches and bemires the ladies who are walking. 
W. Taylor, in Aunual Review, I. 238. 

bespout (bé-spout’), vr. & 1. To recite in 
& pompous or affected manner.—2, To pester 
with too much “spouting” or oratory. 
Woe for the woe for the man, quack-ridden, be- 

speeched, bexpouted. Carlyle, Miscellanies, Vv. 138, 

he hes v.t. A simplified spelling of bespread. 
bess-bug (bes’bug), ». (Origin not obvious,] 
A large American beetle, Passalus cornutus, 

bessemerize (bes’s-mér-iz), v. .; pret. and pp. 
bessemerized, ppr. bessemerizing. To subject 
metal) to the semer process; remove car- 
pon, sulphur, or other combustible elements 
from (iron or steel) by forcing air through the 
material to be treated in a melted condition, 
as in the process, invented by Bessemer, for 
the production of mild steel or fused wrought- 
iron from cast-iron. Bee ——— 1 process, Un- 
der process, and Bessemer copper * process. 
bessroot (bes‘riit), mn. A provincia corruption 
of —*6 Smctll, Flora Southeastern U. 8. 
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-cerka (bes-i * ), ™. fovea not as: 
pom So yp ife, 2 

a 6.8 pecifically, noting acertain grade 
of —S which is —— divided 
into four grades: ero best, best ‘best, and 
best best —— or treble best. This classification 

is considerable difference 
between - sae of different manufacturers, 

»t. 4 Tosprinkle with stars ; bestar 
adorn with ters, Syleester, Trophies, 

(bes’ tial-izm), » stial condi- 
tion or irrationality, Rossetti. 

bestialist (bes’tial-ist), n One who makes a 
atudy of beasts. Siwin ne. 

(bes-ti-i‘ri-an-izm), ». Bestia- 
rian principles; the principles of the bestia- 
Tians or friends of the beasts, 
bestrewment (bé-stri’ment), x. The act of 
strewing about: as, the bestrewment of flowers. 
Blackwood's 24 ny — 526. 

besage See oak 

—— — ——————— 
bet?, n. 3 h faro,a card “which ig & case, 
that is, the 

besugo, the sea- 
— Cuban name of 

layer cannot be split. Amer. Hoyle, p. 348.— 
ora in fero and some other gam which 

— two different eventa, the lowest chp being | one 
remainder of the chips ti) 

other, Mouth bet, a bet, especially in poker, —— 
without utes up any money or counters. |: 

increase the 
‘aro, & bet which la not red.—To 
——* bet to 

3 
Beta! (bé'ti),». ONL. (Linnmus, 1753, adopted 
from Sear ore! 1700), < L. beta, the beet.] 
A genus of dicotyledonous plants belonging 
to the femily on aces, They are annual 

roota, distinguished from 
ch at three small bracts at the base of 
tach Romer and bythe alg bd Tg A — 
in the succolent — ——— 
pA a EE and 
sometimes toothed or cy. he pom —* ludes 5 or 
6 species, natives of and northern 

ca, Some of the « He = pepe bo | For M 
vulgarta, see beet, 1, and see beet-chards, under chard?. 

beaset (bf-sit’), & t. To soil with soot; blacken beta’ (ba’té), », [Fijian name.) In the Fiji 
Islands, a * of the ginger family, Zinziber 
Zerumbet. See *awap 

(bé’tii-ga-lak’tan), n. Same 
as */upeose. 
beta-naphthol ef naf’thdl), », A naphthol 
having The hy (OH) up in the beta 
ee senapitbol See naphthol. —Beta- 

— —E ————— n. A tan- 
gled condition. bs —— — Fort, Fool, I, ii, 
— (bé’ tii-riiz), n. J See —* i, 

bet-el-géz’), ». IF. xplained 
as ¢ Ar ——— ‘the giant's shoulder.” 
a reddish star of the first pogieva, situa 
in the t shoulder of the constellation 
Orion, known to astronomers as a Orionis. 
bite (bat-rizh’), n. [F., ‘red beast.’] 

mite of the spurious genus Leptus, 
* a larval Trombidium, which in the 

est ——* corresponds to the so-called ‘red 
ts fort of the southern United States. 

bm oni shrubbery and really © — 
iteelf to the A, the outer 
skin and causing in ge 

* beth? (beth; Heb. — tH eb. béth (bét), 
construct form of bamith ‘hay, ahouse.] The 
second letter (3) of the w alphabet, cor- 
respondin ng to the English B. Its numerical 
value is 
bethabara (beth-ab’ A trade-name of ari), n. 
the wood of the wasah —— a native of 
British Guiana. It resembles Mack walnut in color, 
ja hard and of chose nm, and because of ite strength, 
aie reail ——— X mee? for making bows 

beth-din (bit’~Jén’), » “THeb. béth (bét) din, 
lit. ‘house of ju ent, ] Among Jewish 
orthodex communities, a tribunal which is 
composed of the rabbi and two or more daya- 
nim (judges), Cases in dispute, whether ritual or 
secular, are brought before this tribunal for decision, 
After careful deliberation and research in Talmndic and 
other standard rabbinical authorities, jadgment isyiven, 
from which there ta no appeal, 

betheral (beth’ér-al), ». A variant of Seoteh 
bedral, Gait, Annals of the Parish, 

bethphany (beth’fa-ni), m. [ML, bethphania, 
an artificial term, ¢ Heb. beth, house, + Gr. 
(ém Joana, epiphany.) In the artificial lan- 
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of the schoolmen, the ‘third divine Bevel-gner drive, a mechaniam which comprises a pair 
anitestetion’ of Christ, namely in the mira- © — necessary shaft, etc., for driving 
ele of the wine at the house in Cana, commemo- 
rated on the feast of the — 
bethumb (bé-thum’), v. ¢ ‘o soi] or mark 
with frequent thumbing, as in turning the 
leaves of a much-read or much-studied book. 

lide a (NL, ¢ nea 
lus + -ida.) A curious family of ——— a 
a parasites, containing a 
— wide-spread genera and many 8 * 
— upon inseets of several different 

— timhberd), FJ a, Timbered; 
furnished with timbers; bui 

Venerable buildings betimbered with dark oak. 
Hugh Miller, First Lpressions, p. 172 

bette (ei tte): Tr ere Sp. pai tobe from 

of the sate 4 —— — ae the 
—— ou the A 

orge af the t ralotda, we rr 

e A —— — See 

bevel-tool (bev’el-tél), n. A tool with a bevel 
ch used by wood-turnere for forming grooves 

agalog name.) A nameapp. ied in the Philip- a tapers. 
* to a large forest tree, Madhuca Betis -wheel, n 
pi caola Betis of Blanco), belonging to the hovel toumamigton, the 
sapodilla fa fami)y- It has simple oblanccolate leaves The other is the pinion, 

tered near the ends of the branches, and bewis (bé-wig’), e. t. To provide or cover with 
clusters of qreeaueh, Pye flowers with long 

chia (bi-rik’i-), . (NL, named after 
Beyrich, a German geologist.} A genus of 

ostracode crustaceans, or ancient water-fleas, 
in which each of the two valves bears three 
lobes or nodes, The shells of these creatures often 

wan in the occur chite tities Paleozoic rocks. 
te J “rike-lt), n, (Named after E, 

rich, erman mineralogist.)] A nickel 
: phid, NigS,, of lead-gray color and metallic 
uster, 

bezoar, ".— German bezoar, bezoar 
the chamois, made up fur the most part of 
Seaee or patent baire at led mass, — 
besoar, bexoar obtained from Hama and vieugna of 
South ‘America, consisting chiefly of calcium phosphate. 

from 40 to @ feet long and from 

betol (bé’tdl), m. [beta + -ol.] A trade-name 
of the —5 ester of aalieylie acid, 

CoH. It ia — — and melts 
at oe 6* It is an an ec and — 

betone (bé-ton’), ot apes special tone 
to; stress v rol set accentuate; emphasize. 

v.& To trail over oe about. 
22 * ‘eit, . 221. 

sept Cat p ‘pb, «.& To — vent — ( 
affect much trampli ing: as, “a 
letramped every day with horse,” Golding. 

table 

(the original besoar), concretions bezoar 
fai i in the bol: * — in eran {ody nnd containing ether eae aca 

agai Detraimpet (h-tram’ pet), v. & To trumpet the —— a coloring substance apparen' tly bile. 

— of. Cariyle m20 (bet'ed) n. [It., (MEG. betz, G. bétz, 
betrunk (bé-trungk’ 0. t. To deprive (a river) bens (be ri as 
of its lower course or trunk by submergence yajye —* a — 
or by the erosion of the laud by the sea, B.P. An ————— of Bachelor of Finance. 
The former rivera have been betrunked by subsidence. B. FP, A, An abbreviation of Ba of Fine 

i. C. Russell, Rivers of North America, p. 214 Arte. 

better’, adv.—To think better of, to reconsider and b. g. An abbreviation of bay gelding. 
one's mind “py — 6. 7 An abbreviation of horse (that is, 

stallion). 
—— 8 — See *process, bhabar (bi bir), #. [Hind. bAdbar.] In India, 

—1. A grass, Spodiopogon angustifolins, ex- 
applen, Drvad-crute, and tensively used for —— sting, tat, and 
resin, See *resin. per.—2. A sedge 

betulaceous (bet-{-li’shius), a, Belonging to frequently associated nan mixed with the pr the pre 
the family of plants known as Betulacew; re- and used for the same p' 6; also 
vembling or al allied to the birches. = in the construction of rope bridges. Also 

between-brain (bé-twén'bran), n ealled bhabar grass. 
bhalu (bii-lé’), ». [Also balu, baloo; ¢ Hind. 
bhali, also bhal, a bear, ¢Skt. bhallika, a bear 
(Maedonel!. J * general name for any ' ies 
es in particular, the sloth-bear, Melursus 

vharal (bur’al), ». The blue bine sheep of northern 
nahura or O. bw 

Ind.] An extraor- — (bér’ wii), m. Bd pid —— qovumptions, axioms of order, “qj locustid, — æ» mionstrosus, in- 
Science, March 11, 1904 habiting India. 1¢ tives in burrows onthe sandy banks 

r Tivers, and sometimes damages the roots py bere 
and other —* on high groand. The extremities of the pj 

Venetian coin, of the 

made of 
po gt omg brown 

Same as 
"tween-brain, ) 

betweenness (bé-twén'nes), ». 1, The qualit: 
or fact of being between.—2, In math. bie od 
dinal quality possessed by one of every three 
points on a straight line, ® virtue of whieh it 
may be said to lie between the other two 
points. 

beu' a, A simplified spelling of beauteous. and wings are much prolonged and curled. 
beutifal, a. A simplified s ‘pelling 0 of beautiful. (biR78)," [Pali hike, < ¢ Skt. 
beuw me A simplified spelling of beauty. bea ‘o 2 religi * a 
hay —Combination bevel, bevel havi Petes n the fourth stage 
weralght 8 tock to which is —* — Ht Blade wil ask alms.) In mod theos., Shs "ane, bib 

5 ——e— with ————— epoeied stage of his ‘ progress’). 
be set at any le with the b thus ie nates be cn Snatiation te wactematnden 
instrament in any — to join te brotherhood of the Yellow Robe, 

a bet An taetatement of the conditions ter ehich 
candidates will be accepted. “ Bhikkua of oce’ 
nationalities “ are first tovited, “who in due time — 
be able to retarn to thetr own countries, there to spread 
the knowledge of Buddhism “—in * — — 
Amo these Bhikkus there may be some who may be 
— to take the Robe, but 3* candidly warned 

e@ conditions of life in the order are —— 
severe for occidentals.” Nature, Deo. 17, 1008, p, 1 

bhindi (bin’dé), ». [Hind. name.] A name 
in India of the okra or gumbo. See *bandaka 
_ okra, 

See *hhusa. 

Universal Bevel. Combitation Bevel, 

@, straightedge; 4, #, slotted auxil —* ¢, offset dlade ¢, sphit wei 7; stud and set * 
n. 

Universal bevel, a bevel having a bent blade that In- bh ER RD See *bcharad. 
other other tye — br ha arent ate wi bhusa (bb’sit), ». [Also bhousa ; «Hind, bhited, 
bevel-disk bev’ Pele “disk A disk ha bhus, husk, straw.) Chopped straw. B. Kipling. 5% 

( ve ) nn 18 ving a 

beveled edge. Sach disks are used for transmitting from Tuls cntlied oe te heen oe ee corn brougne Pf 
from ees enabled me to keep the few animals requiaite 

ete by drives from one shaft to another wh for carry carrying the tents, instruments, ete,, till the. work 
was finial Geog. Jour. (i. G &), XIII. 168, 

bibliophilistic 
B. Hy, An abbreviation of Bachelor of Hy- 

vfs (bé’B), rn. [Siamese bia, a shell used as 
coin.) A round, thick ck copper coin of om, 
of the value of 200 cowries. 

bialveolar (bi-al-vé’o-lir), n.  [bi-? + alveo- 
lar.) Relating to the two sides of the alveolar 
rocesses.— Bilal 
een the outer sides o 

bianchetto (bé-an-ket’d), n.; yt bianchetti(-i). 
It., white, white lead, im.'o bianeo, white.) 
billon coin of the marquisate of Montefer- 

rato, under the Palwologi 
ation (bi-an-i-1a’shon), n. (bi-2 + 

-) A cireular or ring-like formation 
consisting of two rings. Annals and Mag. 
Nat, Hist., Jan., ——— (bi? + ~ 

7 asteria ‘(bi-as-t8" ri-g 
~al,] Same as *biasteric, 

[bi-? + asteria + 
eto the asteria, the 

biasterionic oe a, (Trreg. <bi-2 
+ asterion + -ic,) Relating to the twoasteria; 
noting a diameter of the skull, the distance be- 
tween the two asteria, 

bistomje (bi-a-tom‘ik), a. In chem., same as 

—— (.a.xik ar), a. [bi-2 + auricu- 
lar.) In craniom., relating to the auricular 
points.—Biauricular diameter, the transversal di- 
ameter of the skull, measured between the centers of the 
por cars na of te a and between the 

of the — Time of the outer ears by Ger- 
— aay 

biaurite —— — IL. bi-, two-, + auritus, 
eared.) See biaw rioulate. 
vibe, * —— and tucker, best clothes : y 

regard to children, and now, hamo , > 
a —— 

-kii’), Phili ‘ 
eae (is Geng (not verted), — a 
as bibi » & potsherd.) A 
made of AEE eee oe AEE (Pbiline 
ine Is.) 
ib n— ‘8 Bible. 

large folio Bible (called * Bible, « * because 
= its = te in April, 1539, tn under the 

of Coverdale, It is a revision of the versions 
Matthew, and Coverdale. From it we havo 

the ter of the of Common * 
* Bible. *Tanat,— 

Printers’ Bible, an — of the B Bible in which 
Pe. cxix. 161 was made to read shave persecated 
me without oceans, princes bel intended, Diet, 
—Treacle ng hy ilack-letter ible of the time of 
Queen Elizabeth, in which Jer, vill. 22 reads, ** Is there 
ee ee ee eee 

piblioclast (bib’li-d-klast),m. [Gr. SeS2fov, a 
book, + -«Aaorne, (Kav, break: ef. iconoclast,] 
A mutilator or destroyer of books, 

iy Goes aroiete aie ecient manuscripts, ... 
May these — explate —— — in the 

June 7, 1854. 

bibliogenesis (bib*li-d-jen’e-sis), m.; pl. biblio- 
geneses (-véx). Gr. Pilon, a beak yéveotg, 
— on.) © act or process of creating 
oa or literature, 
** (bib‘li-og-nos‘ti-kal), a, Same 

as * tic. 
bibliografer, n. Asimplified spelling of bib- 

i vibliograty n. A simplified spelling of bib- 

— — hist Pog re fet), n. One who 
is Foeremed th ibli ography, 

bibli phize (bib-li-og‘ra-fiz), v. 6; pret. and 
pp. bibliographized, ppr. bibl izing. [bid- 
lnaraphy) «ize.} 'o write a bibliography 

bibliomanism (bib‘li-om’a-nizm), a, Biblio- 

bibliopegistical (bib*li- 6-pé-jis’ti-kal), a. 
Same as bibliopegistic. 

biblio e (bib-li-of’a-jik), n. [oibliophag(y) 
- -i¢,] ok-devouring: as, a bibliophagic 
— 

ophagist bib-li-of’a- jist), ». One who 
re bio heo — —— —J 

bibliophilistic (bib! li-of-i lis’ tik), a. Of or 
pertaining to a bibliophilist. 



bibliophilus 
bibli ous (bib-li-of’i-lus),a, [Gr. “are 
a boo aos love. ] Rook ols ad ieted 
to bibliophily. 

bibliopoly (bib-li-op’6-li), nm. (Gr. ner 
,_( Aiitorwin, & bookseller.] Boo ing. 
biblicta hic (bib-li-d-taf’ik), a. [bibliotaph + 
~ie. 
—RW 

bibliotics (bib-li-ot’iks), a. ‘Irreg. ¢ Gr, Aia· 
iiov, book, + E. -otic, udj. ending.) The study 
of the essential character of documents, and 
the determination of the individual character 
of handwriting. 

These contributions are contained in a pabliahed trea- 
tise of Dr. Frazer on mid subject termed “ Bibiiotics, or 
the Study of 

Jour, Franklin Inst, April, 1906, p, 323. 

A salt of boric acid: 

132 

The name ts stil] used in France for all 
ea which are chain-driven, have wheels of equ: 

are geared for road use, as distinguished 

bicyclical (bi-sik’li-kal) bicyele + I, -sik’li-kal), a. ieye! -te-al, 
— eyelical,) —* as —— 

lindrical (bi-si-lin’dri-kal), a. [bi-? + ey- 

driven. 
bi size, 

» pertaining to, or characteristic of & findriecal.] Having two cylindrical surfaces or bending: see flexr.] 
axes of curvature: noting a form of lens. 
bid, v. i.—To bid to the board, in card- to bid 
for the privilege of naming the tramp — polnts are 
not to be credited tu any player. 
bidacryc (bi-«lak’rik), a. [bi-2 + dacry(on) + 

dacrya. 0%} Tn anthrop,, relating to the two 
See ** 
bidaily (bi-da‘li), a. [bi-? + daily.] Appear- 
ing or occurring twice a day. 

Each of the bideily forecasts. 
Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agr., 124, p 118 

bidarra (bi-lii‘rii), ». (Russ. beiddra (Alexan- ium or borax . . 
7 drow), baidard (Reiff), » skin canoe; perhaps 

tg Se “Bi let of —8 — origin: ef. bidarka, bidarkee.] Same 

chem., cal hosphate (C in which 1 88 baidar. 
Of the hydrogen af phaspheria act is sen the re- Bidder, of, See *ganglion, 

shames fund ba comme tek placed ty cle. —— mi ‘peverted = one “urs inthe corruption of the Maori name piri-piri. 8 
in —————— of fertilisers, —————— same in New Zealand of either of two trouble- of time as originally manufactured 
for agricultural use. Also known au bicaleium phosphate. 
bicapsular,a. 2, Having a bilocular capsule, 
bicarpellate (bi-kir’pel-&t), a. [bi-2 NL, 

+ -ate!.] me as bicarpellary, 
Medtalons, a, A-simplified spelling of biceph- 
alous. 
Bicheroux's furnace. See *furnace. 
bichlorid, ». 2, An abbreviation of bichlo- 
rid of mercury, mercuric chiorid or corrosive 
sublimate: often curelessly used in reference 
to this substance as an antiseptic and disin- 
foctant.—Bichlorid-of-gold care, Same as chlorid- 

(bé’ch6), . [Sp. dicho, a worm, a small 
insect; Pg. dicho, a worm, biche, a small in- 
sect,] Another name in Spanish America for 
the chigoe, Sarcopsylla penetrans. 

Bichromate cell, in vy fh glass cell designed to hold 
a solution of po et ays RL ceed which * —28 
fore the objective : used with orthochromatic plates and 
in securing fine cloud-effocts.— Bichromate ray-filter. 
See * filter 
bichrome (bi-krém’),n.  [hichrom(ate of potas- 
sium).] HBichromate of potassium or sodium: 
a workman's term. G. Duerr, Bleaching and 
Calico-printing, p. 56, 
bichrone — a, [L. bi-, two-, + fir, 
xpheoc, time.) Noting a type of internal- 
combustion motor having two cylinders set 
at an angle of less than 90° with one an- Bi 
other and communicating motion toa common 
crank-shaft. Such cylinders give more frequent work- 
oe eo and more equable tarning effort than one 
cylinder doe 
posed or double-opposed motors cannot be used for lack 
of room, a8 on motor-bicyelea, or Where the side-lywide 
arrangement would be inconvenient on account of bulk. 

bicinium (bi-sin‘i-um), ».; pl, bieinia (41). [LL., 
< L, bis, two-, + canere, sing.) A musical com- 
osition or performance for two voices; a 
uet. 

bicircnition (bi-s¢r-ki-ish’on), ». [hi-? + eir- 
cuition.] The result of two successive cireul- 
tions of the same characters. See *cirenition. 

bicollaterality (bi‘ko-lat-e-ral‘i-ti), 1. In 
bot., the state of being bicollateral. 

biconcavity (bi-kon-kav‘i-ti),». [hiconcave + 
-ity.} The condition of being biconcave or of 
having two opposed concave surfaces, like a 
biconcave lens or the red blood-corpuseles of 
man, 

bicondylar {bi-kon‘di-liir), a. [bi-2 + condyle 
+ -avt.] In anthrop., relating to two corre- 
8 a condyles, particularly to the condyles 
of the lower jaw.—Bicondylar ‘ 
tance between the bos condyles of the rate 
middle of the transverse axis, 

bicordal (bi-kér’dal), a. [L. hi-, two, + 
chorda, cord, + -al.] Relating to two cords; 
specifically, noting the vocal cords. 

bicornate (bi-kér’nat), a. [As hicorn + -ate?.] 
Two-horned: said of the uterus when the cor- 
nua are abnortoally large and projecting. 

bicycle, n. 2. A traveling block used on a ca- 
ble in steam-skidding. [U.S.]—convertible bi- 

clo, a safety-bicyele which meay be made either inte a 
diamoml-frame wheel for men’s use or into a drop-frame 
for women by the adjustment of a removable bar in the 
frame. 

bicyclette (bi-si-klet’), ». [F.] A chain-driven 
bicvele: so first named in Franee, to distinguish 
such bieyeles from the high-wheel type which 
receded them. There were transition forma, such as 
waon's, in which the large-diameter front wheel was re- 

tained, but the smaller back wheel was geared and chain- 

and can be used in places where the op bie 

—* pew at the ype 

some weeds belonging to therose family, Acwna 
Sanguisorbe and A, ovina, or of their fruits, 
which sung ie hociote of passers-by and to 
animals. sheep-pest, 2. 

bidentate, a. 2. In bet., doubly dentate, the 
—— teeth, as of a dentate leaf, being less 
eeply dentate, 

bidimensional (bi-di-men’shon-al), a. [bi-? + 
dimension + -al,] Having two dimensions; of 
or relating to apace so characterized. 

The mechanical symbol ia 55*4* eventually 
mod through the diffienity of depicting tridimen- 
atonal relations on the tidimensional surface. 

An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1807-98, p. B41 

bi mn, 2, An alloy, called also bidery 
(or 'y) metal, used by Indian metal work- 
ers. The alloy, as it ls produced tn India, is composed 
of 123,6 parts of zinc, 4,6 parts of CORRS and 4.14 parte 
of lead, which are melted together with some reain and 
wax to prevent oxidation. In other countries the pro- 
portions differ consiierably. The alloy is very reslative 
to corresion and does not oxidize in alr or motsture, In 
India it is teed for the manufacture of various utensils. 

biduotertian (bid i-d-tér’shan), a. [L. bidwis, 
lasting two days, + ferticnws, tertian.} Tertian, 
but with the recurrences almost continuous 
(lasting, as it were, over two days).— Biduoter- 

a tertian malarial fever in which the parox- 
yams are of such long duration that the fever is nearly 
continues, 

See *ru ruff. {i 
Biebrich acid-blue, black, scarlet. See 
*acid-blue, *hlack, *scartet. 

Biela’s comet. See *comet. 
{bi-é-lek-trol’i-sis), u. [/i-2 + 

electrolysis.) Ln phys. chem., simultaneous dep- 
osition of two metals by the electrolysis of 
a mixture of their salts. 

bielid (bi-a’lid), nr. anda. Same as andromed: 
so named because these meteors are supposed 
to be connected with Biela’s comet and move 
in its orbit. See Biela's *comet, 

A well-marked shower of Bielid meteors was observed 
at Princeton on the evening of November 24. At ten 
o'clock the meteors averaged two or three per minute at 
times, Sei. Amer., Dec. 0, 1800. 

biennium (bi-en’i-um), n.; pl. biennia (-B). 
L.: see biennial.) A period of two years. 

bier, ”.--Half-bier, twenty warp-threads, or half of the 
bier measure used in weaving in English textile-mills 

bieremus (bi-er’é-mus), w.; pl. biereme (mi). 
iL. bi-, two-, + erenus, a hermit.) In bot., 
a two-celled fruit in whieh the loculi are 
widely sepurated, 

Bier’s operation. See *eperation. 
, a 4, In geom., having two distin- 

guishable sides or faces.—Bifactal surface, See 
wrurfice. 

bifanged (bi’fangd), @. [hi-2 + fanged.] Tn 
anat., having two roots or fangs, as is the 
ease with some of the premolars of many ear- 
nivores. 
The molars are sharply distinguished from the pre- 

molar, which are iifemgd tecth with simple, laterally 
compressed crowns, 

Amer. Jour, Sci., April, 1004, p. 322. 

biff (bif}), ». [An imitative var. of buf and 
beff?.) A brief, sharp sound, as of a blow b 
with the fist. 

biff (bif), «. 4 
of the fist. 

“Ef we all bifed you now, these same men you've been 
as dead anxious to kill ‘u'd call us off, Cues we'll wait 
till they go back to the haouse, an’ you'll have time to 
think cool an’ quiet,” said Rod, 

M. Kipling, A Walking Delegate. 

To strike with a sharp blow, as 

trom racing: 

bi-impressed 

—12 — bifilar, n. 2. An electric cireuit doubled bacx 
upon itself so that the conductor is closely ad- 
jacent to the return-conductor and the induc- 
—* of the cireuit is thereby reduced to a 
minimum, 

diflex (bi’fleks), a. ([L. bi-, two-, + flerus, a 
Having two opposite 

exures oF bends, See th 
‘ocal lens, spectacles. the nouns. 

bifoveate (bi-fi'vé-at), a. [NL. *biforeatus, 
: L. bi-, two-, + forea, a pit.) Having two 
over. 

Mesonotum closely punctured, the apex in the mid- 
dle broadly } X striated, almost retlculat· ; 
middle bobe at base, Scutellam round 
raised, smooth, covered with long pale lair, Postacatel- 
lum biforrate at the 

Annals and Mag, Nat. Hist., March, 1904, p. 222. 

bifurcation, 1. 3. Specifically, in geog., the 
division of a stream into two parts, each of 
which connects with a different river system : 
as, the bifurcation of the upper Orinoco, 

big!, «.—Tropical big Same as ydermia. 
as ibis pull), ade, In @ biga- 
mous Manner; 80 as to commit, or be charge- 
able with, bigamy. : 

uu (bé-gii-rd’), n. [F. See bigaroun.] 
me as roon, 

digas (bé-giis’), x. [Tagalog.) In the Philip- 
nes, & name for uncooked rice. 
tus (bi-ga’tus), n.; pl. bigati (7) [L., <bi- 

ge, a two-borse chariot,] A Roman silver de- 
narius, bearing the figure of atwo-horse chariot. 
bigeminal (bi-jem‘i-nal), a. (L. bigeminus, 
twin (see * ———— + all, a In the echi- 
noids or sea-urehins, noting an arran, ent 
of the pairs of ambulacral pores such that 
there are two vertical rows extending from 
peristome to apex. Also biserial.—2. Of or 
relating to the corpora bigemina.— 
bodies, the corpora bigemina. See bigeminum, 

bigeminous (bi-jem’i-nus),a, [L. bigeminus, < 
bi-, two-, + geminus,twin.] Double, asa tooth 
apparently formed by the union of two teeth; 
blgeminal, W, Bateson, Study of Variation, 
8 238.—Bigeminous pulse, one which intermits every 

biger Ro ‘é-nus), a, II.M.· two-, + -gen en z. 9 he Oy — PRUs, 
-born.) Inherited from both parents: dis- 
tinguished from monogenous, referring to one 

rent. Philos. Trans. Roy. Soe. (London), 
805, Ser. B, 186. 784. 

mn. 2, In mining, 
rowman, Glossary. [Scote 

bighead,». 2. Afish, lvotris nudiceps, of the 
family Gobiide. — 

a pack-wall. Jar- 
ha 

biglenoid (bi-glé‘noid), @. [bi-2 + glenoid.} 
elating to both glenoid cavities, as of the tem- 

poral bones. | 
lobulus (bi-glob’a-lus), 1.5 pl. biglobuli (-li). 

I; L., ¢ L. bi-, two-, + globules, globule.) In 
— a pair of zomela growing on an inter- 

node, 
th, ». 2, The squaw-fish, Ptychochkeilux 

oregonensis, (California, ] 
(bég ni‘), w. [Tagalog bignai, bignay.] 

Aname in the Philippine Islands of Antidesma 
Bunius, a small tree of the spurge family, with 
loore spikes of very small unisexual flowers 
and asmall juicy acidulous fruit, red at first 
and turning black when rip, used for making 
preserves. 

bignoniad (big-né’ni-ad),». [Bignonia + -ad!.] 
A plant of the family Bignoniacer. 

bignonial (big-nd’ni-al), a. Related to, re- 
sembling, or having the characters of Big- 
norm, 

bigoniac (bi-go'ni-ak), a. (bi-2 + gonia + -ae.] 
In craniom., relating tothe two gonia.—Bigoniac 
diameter, the distance between the two gonia, or angles 
of the lower jaw, 17th An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Bthnol., L 
M4. 

bigonial {bi-go'ni-al), a, (bi-? + gonia + -al,) 
Same as *higoniac,— arc, See *arc. 

bigquis (bég-kés’), 1. (Tagalog.] A belt made 
o fabrics, worn by the natives of the Philippine 
Islands. . 

bigwiggery (biz-wig’tr-i), mn. Same as *big- 
trgivm, 

(big’wig-izm), ». Official display 
of importance; pomposity: as, “empty big- 
wiggism,” George Eliot, Middlemarch, 

bi-iliac (bi-il'i-ak),a, [bi-?+ iliac.) Relating 
to the two iliac bones, Rnawvell. 

bi-impressed (bi’im-prest), p. a. [bi-2 + im- 
pressed.) Lmpressed twice. 



bi-impressed 7 
Th dium ia blimpreseed like the pygidi: 

is pire ear g — anutured. * oT 
Annals and Mag. Nat, Hist, Aug., 1004, p, 144, 

bijugal (bi-ji’gal), a. [bi-?+ jugal.] In era- 
atont,, of or pertaining to the two jugal points. 

ugal breadth, the distance between the two jugal 

-j8’gi-lir), a. — (bi-2 + jugular.) 
lating ecthe point of meeting of the fagular 

process and the masto-occipital suture on each 
side of the skull. 

bike* (bik), m. andr. A corruption of bicycle, 
(bik’sul’ki), n, (bike? + sulky, u.] 

A sulky having a high-arched axle, short 
shafts, and low wooden or wire-spoked wheels 
with rubber tires. [Colloq.] 

bike- (bik’ wag‘on), n. (bike? + wagon. 
A light having high-arched axles an 
low wheels with rubber tires, [Colloq.] 

estar ngs # ), a [NL. (Adangon, 
1763) for *bieweulla, Named in reference to the 
form of the corolla, ¢ L. bi-, two-, + cucullus, 
hood.) A genus of dicotyledonous plants be- 
longing to the family Papaveraces. See Di- 

cas d A simplified spelling of bil! n. and v. simplified spelling o . 
bilabial (bi-la’bi-al), a. [lL bi-, two-, + la- 
—— lip: see labial.) volving the two 
ips. 
Thus F came to be the representative of the 223— 

lablodental sptrant instead of that for the babial val 
spirant. Eneye. Drit., XX XIII. #97. 

bilango (bi-liing’g6), ». [Tagalog bilango, a 
constable; cf. bilango, Bisaya bilanggo, take, 
arrest.] A peace officer or constable, [Phil- 
ippine I,] 

oan (bi-laing-6’lin), a. 
langoan, Bisaya bilanggoa 
lange.) In the Philippine nds, a prison. 

bilati-pani (bi-li’ti-pa’ni), wn. (Hind. bilyati 
pani; bilydti, foreign, European, péni, wa- 
ter. ] Literally, ‘European water’; an Anglo- 
Indian name for soda-water. Also bilatee- 

nee. 
ale salt, the salt of a bile acid, for example, sodium 
— — bile, that portion 7 the bile 
which is stored a time in the gall-bladder before 

in inte h aphaersg mag Mor extract pases Of —— 
arcaratu bin re 

of sulphuric acid and sugar with a fnid thunght to con. 
taln aa If bile > present, Fp Pon rw nh * my 

resulting fina: tf — 

pA bile, the bile-neld alte in crystalline form, ob- 
| tained from the bile by precipitating its alcoholic ex- 
tract with ether. This forms the starting-point for the 
— of la (bil pa-pi ‘in — “rf ‘ 

2 pila i-pil’a), n. elevation a 
8 nt where the common bile<duct enters 

the duodenum, 
bile-vessel (bil’ves‘el), n. One of the ehan- 
nela in the liver which conduct bile. 

Bilge-and cantiine. — wana tine. — 
bilge-block (bilj‘blok), =. In ship-building, 
one of a series of blocks of timber used to au : 

the bilges of a ship when it is building or is 
in a dry-dock, The bilge-blocks In a dry-dock are 

on transverse sliding waya, and 5— 
with ropes or chains leading up to the top of the dock, 
ei means of which the blocks can be pu under the 

ip to help support it while they are still under water. 

The reduction of transverse bend strains by these 
special supports t+ easily explained ; instead of an 
upward pressure W at the middle line and the downward 
force W — le, the resultant of the ure 
on the keel-blocks and oy will necessarily the some 
distance out from the middle and closer to the line of 
action of the downwant force W, 

Wahtte, Manual of Naval Arch. p, 925, 

bilge-saw (bilj’si), ». A saw resembling the 
barrel-saw (which see), having a convex or 
barrel-shaped cylinder. 

@ (bilj’shér), ». In ship-building, a 
prop, or shore, which supports a ship atthe turn 
of the bilge when it is on a building-slip or in 
a dry-dock. 

e (bilj’strak), n. 
a strake of planking or plating at t 
the bilge. 

bilge-stringer (bilj’string*ér), ». In iron ship- 
b ings a stringer in the vicinity of the turn 
of the bilge. 

bilhar: (bil-hir’zi-al), a. Same as *hilkar- 
sie. Jour. Trop, Med., Jan, 1, 1903, p. 1, 

bilharzic (bil-hiir’zik), a. Relating to or caused 
by infection with Bilharzia, Phil, Med, Jour., 
Jan. 31, 1903, B: 208, 
bilharziosis (bil-hir-zi-d’sis), n, (NL., ¢ Bil- 
harzia + -oxis.] The state of being infected 
with Bilharzia. 

Water serves as the vehicle and medium of existence 
of the bilharzia. Water taken asa beveraye is rarely 
the source of the parasite in man. Cultures of biharzia 

(Tagalog M 
a —— see ®bi- 

In ——— 
e turn of 
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have been negative so far, All kinds of mollusca have 
been examlued for the intermediate host tn vain, Dr, 
Rutter, of Alexandria, does not belleve that the 
enter through the skin. In the ‘Trans 
zioris is very frequent, baths are rare. re may be 
fibrous lesions En er cee one ne, Seem Bae Sen 
superficial lesions in which are to be found, 

Phil, Med. Jour., Jan, 31, 1908, p. 208, 

bilianic (bil-i-an‘ik), a. - [LL. bilis, bile, + -an 
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or derived from bile. 
a an oxidation-product, CogHygig, of 

acl 
Bilary any dile acid.— Biliary 
fy ing cella of the liver, bibe-du -bladder 
which * concerned jn the Bw bs od — and 

canal Same os sl of the bile — Biliary —— 
= which ander duct). cirrhosis, aform 

cirrhosis of the liver in which the organ is enlarged, ac- 
companied by faandice,— Bilary — 
caleali,— 8 flatula communicating wi 
the gall-tladder, 7 

bilic (bil’ik), a. [L. bilis, bile, + -ic.]) De- 
rived from bile.— Bitte acid, a crystalline bibasic 
acid, Crea — obtained by oxidizing cholic acid with 

t melts, when heated quickly, at 190° C. 
biliferous (bi-lif’e-rus), a. [L. bilis, bile, + 
Jerre, bear.] Conveying bile, 
bilinear, a. 2, Linear intwo ways. Thus the 
form %4 Xj ay xi yy is a bilinear form, that 
is, lineolinear.—Bilinear transformation. Seo 
wine 

bilineurine (bil-i-na’rin),». [L. bilis, bile, + 
Gr. vripov, nerve (sinew), + -ine?,] oO as 

— bili l-iztn), n. [bilingwat (bi-ling’ gwal-izm), n. in 
+ -ism.) The habitual —— = of two 
languages by the same person in different re- 
lations. Ratzel, Hist. of Mankind, IL. 20. 

bilingually (bi-ling’gwal-i}, adv. In two lan- 
guages: as, “a certain fact bilingwally re- 
— | phic). Eg: roel q 77. 

te (bil-i-pra’sin-at), ».  [biliprasin 
m2 — A salt of bili rusia ee 

purpurin (bil-i-pér*pa-rin), ». [L. bilis, 
bile, + purpura, purple.] A dark-violet col- 
oring matter, Coa a40,5N4, obtained from the 
bile of oxen and ap arently formed by oxida- 
tion from another substance originally present 
in the bile. 

bilirubinate (bil-i-rébin-dt), nm.  [bilirwbin + 
-atel.] A salt of bilirubin. 

bilirubinic (bil-i-ré-bin‘ik), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to bilirubin. 

binuria (bil"i-rd-bi-ni’ri-&), n. [NL., 
bilirubin + Gr. ofpev, urine.}] Exeretion of 
bilirubin in the urine. 

bilithon (bi‘lith-on), .; pl. dilitha (-). [L. 
bi-, two-, + Gr, Aifoc, stone,] A name invented 
by James Fergusson to describe a table-like 
megalithic monument formed by a flat hori- 
zontal stone resting on a vertical one. 

biliverdinate (bil-i-vér’din-at), ». [biliverdin 
+ -ate!.} <A salt of biliverdin. 

biliverdinic (bil-i-vér-din’ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to biliverdin.—Biliverdinic acid. Same as 
butt na, 
bilixanthin (bil-i-zan’thin), n. fl. bilis, bile, 
+ Gr, Saxtlic, yellow, + -in®.] The final oxida- 
tion-product of the common bile-pigments; a 
brownish amorphous substance having the 
formula CygHygNoOg,: same as *choletelin. 

ly. & A headland: as, the Bill of Port- 
land (England), 
The contrast between the three headlands of Selsey Dill, 

Beachy Head, and Dungeness . . . is remarkable. 
Geog. Jowr. (RB. G. 3 AV, SIA 

a at sight, « negetiahie —5— parable by the 
wor Upon presentenent,— — nold Eng, 
a — note ender eunt s asingle by i under seal, 

an itemized statement of the amounts 

party in an action.— Bill of 
et to obtain Information 

venture, in 
e natare of a bond given te secure a maritime Joan,— 

Bill of im See *im: prest, — Bil in con- 
tracts, a bond by which a de renege ll 4 - Yes 
4 certain sam and bound hinwelf for payment in a larger 
gom. It is now superseded by a bond with conditiona,— 
Bill quia timet, in ow, a bill in equity filed by a 
plaintiff because he apprehends injury to bis property or 
rights on account of fault or negleetof another. It is 
employed to —** against ble or futare injuries, and 
to preserve means by which present rights may be pro- 
tected against posible or future violations,— 
bill, a wowed act of a lewkelature that has en- 

lore bolng called for final passage.— Enrolled 
& proposed act of the 

the a pproval 
Dill, in contracts, a written Inatrament, without condi- 
tions, and which does not depend upon any futare event 
to give it validity, for the abaolate payment of a certain 
su of money at a certain thie, 

bill®. «4 3. To furnish or cover with bills or 
advertisements; placard: as, to bill the town. 

pillete”’ (ilcyatay, tig 

billiard-green bil - yard - grén’ 
pee pe nach —— 

billio 

b 

Biloculina 

billa, ». Same as *belah. : 
billa (bil’a-bong), ». (Australian; Wira- 
dburi (New South Wales) billa, river, + bong, 
dead : see *bung.] In Australia, a stream which 
flows away from the main stream (in some 
cases returning to it at a farther point); an 
effluent. Also ng, billybong. 

Billabong is often regaritedas a synonym for Anabranch : 
t there is a distinction, tron Ue original id * 

Anabranch implies rejeining the river; whilat the Jilla- 
bong implies continued separation from it: t h what 
are called Billatengs often dorejoin. Austral English, 

bill-beetle (bil’bé’tl), ». Any beetle with a 
— rostrum, as & member of the family Cur- 
rulionids ; specifically, a *hill-bug (which see). 

~ ,". 2. A ticket of admission to a 
theatrical performance, cireus, or the like, 
iven to shopkeepers, ete., in return for bill- 

rd privileges accorded. [Theater eant.] 
bill-bug (bil’bug), ». Any calandrid beetle of 
the genus Sphen res, as the corn bill-bug, 
piggy: vgs soe tilix, See Sphenophorws, with 
eut, They breed in the roots and stems of 
grains and grasses. 
One of Che most seriona outbreaks of the corn billing, 

Sphenopberus sculptilia, ocearred fy a Geld of timothy 
of three years’ —— containing 85 acres, which was 
broken during March of the present year, and on the 13th 
of May was J nted with corn. 

F. M. Webster, in Proc. Assoc. Eoon, Ent., 1000, p. 8& 

Bluoe-grass bill-bug, an American calandridbeetle, Sphe 
— ua. Calloused bill-bug, crus 

——— which damages ia, — 
wingcorn. See cut under Sphenophorus.— Tenacious 

MEL. 

[Sp.: see billet, 
Spanish-speaking countries, a ticket o 

nd; especially, a lottery ticket. 

Tn 
any 

n A bed 
because bil- 

iard-tables are covered with cloth of this color, 
mism (bil’yon-izm), ». The financial - 

tion of a billionaire. O. W. Holmes, Elsie Ven- 
ner, Vii. 

billionth (bil’yonth), a.and». J, a. 1, Com- 
ing lust in a set ofa billion terms: an ordinal 
numeral,—2, Being one of « billion equal parts. 

II, ». One of a billion equal parts; the 
uotient of unity divided by a billion. 

See #air-billow, 4. — Atmoapherte billow, 
billy (bil’i), #.; pl. billies (-iz). [Prob. from 
the familiar : pal 

* 

6 familiar name Silly.) A tin can or 
with an arched handle and a detachable 
used by bushmen in Australia as a kettle.— 
Billy tea, tea made ina billy. [Australia,) 

,% Bee *hillabong, 
billy-can (bil’i-kan), 1, The tin can used b 
Australian bushmen as a kettle, See Abily 

Billy Playfair, A mechanical contrivance for 
weighing coal, consisting of an fron trough 
with a sort of hopper bottom, into which all the 
stnall coal passing through the sereen is con- 
ducted and weighed off and emptied from time 
totime. Coal and Metal Miners’ Pocket-book, 

pilobal (bi-l6’bal),@. [hi-2 + lobe + -all.] Hav- 
ing two lobes: used specifically in mechanism: 
as, a biloba! cam; a bilolel cecentric gear. 

bilobe (bi 160), v.45 pret. and pp. bilobed, ppr. 
bilobing, [bi-? + lobe.] To produce two lobes. 

The tloling of the antertor wall is adventitiona, but 
the tulobed condition of the ventra! wall is a constant char- 
acter of the development. 

Trone Ammer. Microv. Soc., Nov., 1900, p 64, 

bilobiate (bi-lo’bi-dt), 2. (NL. "hilohiatus, < 
*bilobinm, ¢ L, bi-, two-, + lobus, lobe.] Hav- 

sil of the genus Bilobites. 
Bilobites (bi-lé-bi’téz),. [NL.,¢ L. bi-, two-, 
+ lobus, lobe, + -ifes.) 1. A name given by 
Linnaeus, in 1775, to a genus of fossil brachio- 

, of small size, in whieh both valves are 
strongly bilobed by a median sinus, These were 
— recognized to have the essential structure 
of Orthis, and were ao designated, although King, in 1850, 
propesed for them the name Dicwlorie, The nase filo~ 

* is mow generally recognized, They are found in 
Silurian and Devonian rocks, 
2. Aname given by post-Linnean authors to 
certain lobed (usually bilobed) markings, in 
the older Paleozoic rocks, which have been va- 
riously regarded as fossil fueoids, the casts of 
impressions produced by worms, crustaceans, 
and jellyfixhes, and also as of purely mechan- 
ieal origin. 

Biloculiaa (bi-lok-ii-li‘na), mn. [NL ¢ L. br, 
two-, + loculns, dim. of locws, a place, + -inal.) 
A genus of Foraminifera in which each sucees- 



Biloculina 
sive segment completely envelops the others. 
Shelis of this genus enter largely Into the composition of 
calcareous deposits mow being formed in the North Sea, 
and have abounded thronghoat Ve times. 

biloculine (bi-lok’@-lin), a, (NL. biloculinus, 
< L, bi-, two-, + locu/us, a compartment, ] Hav- 
ing two chambers or compartments; speciti- 
cally, having the strueture or the mode of 
growth of Biloeulina. 

It is not until many chambers hare been formed that 
the bilocudine plan, characteristic of the genus, is assumed. 

Sedgwick, Text-book of ZooL, L. v. 

Biloxi pottery. See American *pottery. 
Bilston enamel, See *enamel. iis 
bimalar (bi-ma‘lir), a. [bi-2+malar.] Ofor 
pertaining to the two malar points orto the two 
malar bones.—Bimalar breadth, in craniom., 
the breadth between the two malar poluts 

bimanually (bi-man’i-al-i), ade. By means of 
both hands, Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 357, 

(bi-mar’i-an), a. [L. bimaris, lyin 
between two seas, ¢ bi-, two-, + mare, ey 
Of or pertaining to two seas, Bailey. 

bimastoid (bi-mas’toid), a. [bi-2 + mastoid.) 
' Relating to both mastoid processes, 
b (bi-mak’si-la-ri), a. [bi-2 + maz- 
illa + -ary.) In anthrop., relating to the two 
maxille.— breadth, ti 
breedth of the maxilla, — 
bimetameric (bi-met-a-mer’ ik), a. [bi-? + 
metamere + -ic.) In morphol., consisting of 
two metameres or segments. 

(bi-mé‘dal),a@.  [L. bi-, two, + modus, 
mode, + -all,] Having two modes. In a table 
of frequencies the m 
measure, If the curve of frequencies has two 
maxima it is called bimodal, 

Field studies showed that the stamens vary from 0 to 15, 
forming a carve with principal maximum on 3 
and secondary maximum on & The relative prominence 
of the maxima, the value of the mean, and the coeffi. 
cient of variability depend upon habitat and time at 
which collections are wade, 

Bot, Gazette, Dec., 1908, p, 477. 

(bi-mé-dal’i-ti), m. The fact or Bindsch 
odal, 

bimodality b 
quality of being bim 

In the case of the curve forthe prosternal teeth, which 
is strongly bimodal, the bimodadtty is due to the rd 
dency towards bilateral — 

mer, Nat,, May, 1003, p. 203, 

Molecular (h-eep-tek' ee), a, Concern- 
or consisting of two molecules. Bimolecul 

—342 io ** chem,, & reaction in which one — 
cule of one substance and one molecule of a sub. 
stance di r, #0 active mas of two sub- 
stances changes. 

bint (bin), x. Aheapor pile, [Scoteh.] 
ae in’), ». [Native name, 

not traced.] A valuable timber-tree, Diptero- 
— —— See Dipterocarpus, Ph 

ne Is, 
ah (bé’ni), n, (Heb. binah, understanding.} 

The third Sephira, attribute, or intelligence 
forming the Adam Kadmon, aceording to the 
teaching of the Cabala. See *Sephiroth and 
—— — 

. La.—Binary numeration, 
morals in which 2 is the higher unit, ee Ge — 
als express the ideas1,2,241,2* 2,.2x2¢1,2x2+2 
— Binary a double atar Whose components revolve 
in oval orbita, presumably about thelr common center of 

bout 70 of these orbita have been computed 
with more or less — the pertods jg from 6 

pairs show iti et evi 

fio observed to permit a determination of the orbit, 
Tt is likely that the great majority of double stars will 
ultimately be found to belong to this class, slnve the the- 
ory of —_e indicates that optical — should 

rativ 7— system. ne bina: 
oot fat —* yin astron., a patr of —2* ich revolve 

around their common center of gravity; a binary star, 

II. ».— Spectroscopic binary, « binary star of which 
the components are too near each other to be separated 
—— telescope, bat of which the binary character is 

wn by spectroscopic observations, being indicated by 
the periodic doubling and undoubling of the Hnes in the 
spourem, or by the — shift of ite Ue⸗⸗ relative to 

tines of some ent in a comparison-spectram, 
Aboat 00 sach pair ure now known, Their periods J 
from about a day aod a half to wearly a year, ant their 
relative orbital velocity from 4 or 6 miles a second up to 
400, The discovery of such objects (by Vogel and ‘ke 
ering) dates from 1889, At present the list is rapidly 
growing.— Twin binary, a star which in the telusoope fa 
seen to consist of two pairs of stars, cach pair binary: for 
example, « Lyre 

binauricular (bin-4-rik’d-lar), a. [L. bini, 
both, + @uricula, auricula.] me as *hian- 
rieular, 

binbashi, bimbashi (bin-, bim-bash’i), . 
== bing bashi (pron. bin- or bim-), head of & 

ousand (a chiliarch), ¢ bing, a thousand, + 
bash, head.) In the Turkish and Egyptian ar- 
mies, an officer of the rank of major. 

. Boo *lace. 

e is the most frequent b 
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bind, r. t. note or tone, in serie, a note or 
tone common to two siceesslve chor» which io pase 
ing from one to the other the harmony und together, 

, w% 10. In lembering, a springy pole 
used to tighten a binding-chain. Also called 
we jim-bi —-11. In mack, » crank-shaft 
journal-box or bearing on an engine,—12, 
n obstet., a broad cloth band applied snugly 

to the abdomen after the termination of labor, 
—13. A firm leaf inclosing the filler in a cigar 
and itself surrounded by the wrapper. It 
grades, in market value, below the wrapper 
and above the filler.—14. Indurated argilla- 
ceous shales or elay very commonly forming 
the roof of a coal-seamm and eg grind contain- 
ing clay ironstone. Coal and Metal Miners’ 
Pocket-book,— Binder’s title, the name of a book 
(musoally ) Maced on the narrow back of its 
cover, 

binder-twine (bin‘dér-twin), mn. A ial 
kind of twine for use in the binding appliance 
attached to a harvester; twine for a binder. 
8 harvester. 

ding ”.—Groller binding, Same as (Grolier 
—Loone-leaf binding, @ systein of vovkbinding X 
admits of the removal of any one or of all the pages of 
the book at will, The loose leaves can be reinserted in 
the book and practically rebound within the covers 
Loose-leaf books are bownd in many ways, all 55 
of the ready removal of the yet holding al 
the leaves in place when locked to the covers. 

binding-bar (bin‘ding-bir), ». Any bar used 
for binding the s of a structure together. 
binding-beam (bin’ding-bém), ». A girder 
upon which rest the smaller beams of a floor. 

-bolt (bin‘ding-bélt), u. A bolt used 
in binding machinery to a foundation, Har- 
rowman, —— 
binding-chain (bin’ding-chin), a. A 88 

2 used to bind together a load of logs. 

bindin i Weta’ ding log), ». One of the I -log (bin’ding-log), ». One of the logs 
placed on the tp of the chain whieh tinde’s 
oad in order to take up the slack. 

s green. Seo green* 
“.—Bracted, or h bindweed, 

Conrofeulus sepium.— bind 
Concolrulus ercensis.—Ivy See ity-lindereed. 

le-bangle (bin’gi-ban’gl), a. [Imitative 
—_ of bang.) Vacillating' fickle. [Dia- 
octal. 

bi: hi *g6), n. [Origin obscure ; ‘ Bingo’ 
and t o Bin f 
& college 
— identical with the ecard game of sixty- 

x. ; 
Mingol 
rush, Juncus effusus, from whic 

two, + E. iodide.) 
taining two atoms of iodine in the molecule: 
* biniodide of mercury or mereurie iodide 

Tg). 
bink® (bingk), vr. i. To play the part of ‘ Binks 
the bagman’; act in the manner of a binkser, 
See quotation under *hinkser. 

binkser (bingk’sér), ». [Also binzer. See the 
extract below.) A vulgar, loud-talking, 
blasteri rseon; especially, a commervia 
traveler of this kind. ds 

— “erm for that tobe of bagman gman, “the gushing a slang term for ype “the gushing 
personage, with shiny hat and lowd voice, who scours 
the country, establishing a charneter for being the nul- 
sance of the calli ——— 21 December, 1807. The 
word probably had ite origin in a ome-act farce by Stir 
ling Coyne, entitied ‘Binks the Ragman.” Binks ia there 
—5 aa a bragging, Mastering upstart, nder,“ 
although his deportasent during commercial transactions 
ja not alluded to, his valgar behaviour being there 
confined to the inn at which he pute w 

XN. and Q, March 0, 1901, p 182 

lamp (bin‘s-kl-lamp),#. On a vessel, 
the small lamp which fits into the binnacle- 
hood and lights up the compass-card, 

binnacle-light (bin‘a-kl-lit), a. Same as *bin- 
nacle-lamp, 

ocular. I, @.—Binocular camera, Seo *cavt 
eral, — loop, See *loupt. 

TZ. », An optical instrument, such asa field- 
glass, with two objectives and two eyepieces, 
adjusted so as to permit the simultaneous use 
of both eyes. The word binoenlar has almost 
entirely supplanted the older and grammati- 
eally preferable form binocle.—Porroprism bi- 

a binocular theld-or opern-glass, having a special 
combinatlon of prisms, for the purpose of erecting the 
image, of increasing the interobjective distance, of ma- 
terinlly shortening the length of the tubes, and of reduc- 
Ing the weight of the instrament; an adaptation of the 
work of the Etalian engineer Porro.— matic binocu- 
lar, & thold-glass or other binocular telescope in which 

biochemistry 
compactness of form with great focal length is obtained 
by the use of a system of refecting-prisms, Ordinary 
opera- aud fleld-ginases are sopes of the Galilean 
type, consisting of a positive objective and a negative 
eyelena This is a compact construction, since the focal 
length of the instrument is equal to the difference of the 
focal lengths of the two lenses, and because it Is unneces- 
— to mse an erecting-lens. It is practicable, however, 
only for wagnifying powers of leas than3 diameters, To 
obtain the advantages of a telescope with poaltive eyo- 

jeee, aform which has a larger field and admits of much 
her magnifying power without increasing the actual 

Figure 4. Vigwre ». 

length of the instrument, the optical system shown in 
1 is employed, It consists of an objective, a, two 

“prion p and pl, and an eyepiece, efor the 
right eye of the observer, and of a similar system symmet- 
rically placed for the left eye. ‘The series of reflections 
within the prisms gives an erect image without the tn- 
—531 of the ersoting.lens — ordinary terres- 

sLeaco, f Ala⸗⸗c of this ty a ogee * 
ing power * from 4 to 8 dianeters is ensil 
theprismatic dnocular the Interobjectivedistance oo Pig. 
2)is ter than the interoenlar distance ee : an arrange- 
ment which affords ter stereoscopic power than is 
obtained in — noeular vision or with feld-glasses 
in which the interobjective and interocular distances are 
equal. 

Binodal area, a region of the ocean where, accord 
to H, A. Harris, it becomes possible for the eater te 
oscillate a5 a mass about two nodal lines, giving rise te 
a binodal tide. 

binograph (bi‘nd-graf), u. III bint, two b 
two, + ypdgew, write.) A pieture in which 
the two elements of a stereogram are united 
in one: also applied to pictures in which all 
pees intermediate views are united, Mall, 
Niet, of Photog., p. 81, 

binographic (bi-no-graf'ik), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to linography.—Binographic work, in pAofog., 
the * — by the X ‘ot the tee 
elements of a stereogram. ‘al, Dict. of » PR SL 
binography (bi-nog’ra-fi), n. (As binograph 
+ -y.) In photog., the art of producing bino- 
— all, Dict, of Photog., p. 81 

omenclature (bi-n6’men-kli-tir), ». A 
binominal system of names or naming. 

Binomial curve, See *cwrre.— Binomial law, the law 
of chance according to whieh the probability that an 
event, whose prohabllity on each one of —— is 
should occur r times among theav n occasions is equa 
to the term containing pt in the development of (p+@)*, 
v q=l—p. See probaldlity, 

To those acqnainted with the so-called binomial or 
serial daw, acoorling to which no phenomenon occurs 
ingly —each one being, on the contrary, the expression 
of . —_ . leas weli-detned —* —— er 
suc! Rent OCSUrFEnCE oF anon 
distinguished of die . ished nen ae bat indicate a 
—— prevalence of this disease among men of genius 

nh was previeusly thought posible, and suggests the 
hypothesis of thejeplleptoid nature of genius itself. 

C. Lombroso (trans.), Man of Genius, p. 538, 

binukao (bé-né-kou’), n. [A Philippine name.) 
A tree, Garcinia Cambogia, belonging to the 
family Clesiaces. It yielis a gar resin which is 
inferior to gambewe on account of ite Insolubility fn 
water, However, it Is soluble in turpentine and may be 
used asa varnish, The acid rind of the fruit & dried ly 
the natives of India and Ceylon and ts used in curries, 
See Garcinia. [Philippine In) 

bioblast, ».—Altman’s bioblasts, minute granules, 
of which fombedded in a homogeneous substance) prote- 
lasm is composed, according to the theory of Altman, 

bioblasto (bi?6-blus-tol’6-ji), na. [Gr. gioe, 
life, + faaordr, germ, + -Aoper, ¢ -A0yoc, < 2é- 
jew, speak.) The study or discussion of the 
es aoe ogg or characteristics of germs or em- 
»yryos in their relation to the adult properties 
or characteristics of ancestors, Hyatt, Biol. 
Leet., 1899, p. 141, [Rare.] 

biochemical (bi-d-kem‘i-kal), a, [Gr. log, life, 
+ E. chemical.] Of or pertaining to biochemis- 
try; biochemic; also, chemicophysiological, 

A constant constructive and destructive biochemical 
—— oocurs in the neurones of a healthy ery ⸗·· 

en, Hneye. Brit,, XXX, 630. 

bioch (bi-G-kom‘is-tri), mn. (Gr. Bios, 
life, + BE. chemistry.) The chemical study of 
living matter; also, physiological chemistry. 
The chair of biechemistry recently foanded in Univer- 

sity College. Nature, Aug. 14, 1002, p, SL 



biocrystal 
(bi-}-krie’tal), ». A term used by 

Haeckel to designate a skeleton or shell that 
admits of mathematical description. 
Midway between the organic placina-products and in- 

erystals we have the ryetuls, ... for in 
mn the —— * or chalk skeletons of many 

—— Hoectel EOraua. Wonders of Life, p. 41. 

bloeular (bi-ok’i-litr), a. [L. bi-, two-, + oculus, 
eye: see ocular.) Inanthrop., relating to the 
two eyes: as, external biocular breadth, the dis- 
tance between the outer corners of the eyes. 

biodendry (bi’}-den-dri), ». [Improp. formed 
from Gr. ji, life, + dévdpow, tree, + -93. The 
formation means ‘life-treeness,’ ‘the raped 
of being a life-tree’—a notion not really ex- 
istent. The proper form would be *dendrobdia 
or *dendroby, ‘tree-life.’] The economy of 
tree life; tree physiology. 

Hecause a tree take up only one millionth part of 
the carbon dioxid which cones to itin the air during ite 
period of growth, is no reason for saying that thia con- 
atutuent of the alr is of little consequence in iodendry. 

H.W. Wiley, Science, May 15, 1008, p. TO. 
n. 2, In biol,, one of the smallest 

——— unite of living — —— 
as *plasome, *biophore, ete. VFerworn, le 
Biogenetic law. See */avl, 
biogenetical (bi‘d-jé-net’i-kal), a. Same as 
biogenetic. 

Dogecgraphic (bi'6-j6-d-graf’ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to bi graphy or the geographical 
distribution of life, 
biogeographical (bi’5-jé-d-graf’i-kal), a. [bio- 
geography + -ic-al.) Of or ining to bio- 
geography, the geography of living things or 
geographical biology. 

Tt has been —— expedient to em “ Association” 
for the more restricted amsemblages, which are peculiar 
to each iphien! area. 

Kearney, Contrib, Nat, Herb, V. 200. 

biogeography (bi‘6-jé-og'ra-fi), ». (Gr. Bing 
life, + yewypagia, geography.) That branch o 
biology which treats of the geographical dis- 
tribution of living things; geographical biol- 
ogy. 

the geographical distribation of life, 
arises directly from physical peography, which dominates 
—5* fs full of complex questions which involve the 

cal nature of the influence of 
vi i hie ov phical elements, 

Hi gh predotant, do not act alone. 
Brit, Ase'n Advancement of Sei., 1001, p. TOS. 

bm 7, i’ d-graf), n. [Gr. Sioc, life, + ypdger, 
write . A mechanical device, invented by 

Biograph Mechanism. 

a, ehectric arclamp; 4, mechanism for moving filmi ¢, objective for 
projection; #, fireproof magazines for film. 

Herman Casler, for projecting upon @ screen 
pictures of moving objects.—2. A biographical 
sketch or notice ; a brief biography. M Bur- 
rit, 

biograph (bi-}-graf), v. t. To write a blograph 
of: — a brief by iographieal aketeh of, 
biograp ee (bi-d-graf-6’), 0. [biograph(er) + 
-cl,} One of whom a biography is written, 

biolith (bi‘é-lith), a. [Gr. Ste, life, + Aitiog, 
stone,] In petrog., a term proposed by Ehren- 
berg as a general name for a rock composed 
exclusively of organic debris. Also organo- 
lith, 

biologia (bi-6-16’ji-4), m. [NL.] Biology: 
used in the quotation for the flora and fauna of 
a region considered as a whole, 
We shall be gunsted So weet out a Biologia of the 

country now under investigation. 
id Proc. Zool, Soc. London, 1897, p. 238, 
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a nember of organisms with some com- Biologic 
that is due to some constant exterual mon charac’ 

influence. 

Within the bast two years the existence of ‘tolegic 
forma’ in th iphacem has been defnttel vel, 
f Hep. te aoe Advancement wf Sei, 95, p. 850. 

pee geology. See *yrclogy.—Biologic hemolysis, 

tivity aap peek bean —— — ie, the 
he — produced by the tetanus bacillus, that found 
in snake-venom, the crotin of Croton tigtiua, ete. 

biological, a. 3, Regarded from the point of 
view of biology and natural selection exclu- 
sively, as opposed to sociological, which implies 
that other considerations are taken into ac- 
count, 

If we call r 
social 
biol 

bialogical oy natural, wo must call 
processes artific! The fundamental principle of 

~ natural seloction, that of sociology is artificial 
— And so it is throughout. The terme are all 
revi 

L. F. Ward, Psychic Factors of Civilization, p, 135, 

Piological aggregation. See *agyregation.— Blo- 
logi Survey, a systematic examination of the or- 
ganismns of any given region, involving their collection 
and identification aed the determination of their distri- 
bation, Ufe-histories, interrelations, and economic im- 
portance, 
The Biologient Survey proper carries on field explora- 

thons fn all parta of the coun eel ca coast ot oe 
detailed work in the west. It collects data and prepares 
maps showing the actual distribution of various epecies 
of mammals, birds, reptiles, trees and shrubs, and de- 
termines the boundaries hetween the several life-sones 
and areas. By a study of the associations of species dis- 
| enw pd “ee — zones in * — be the crops 

me ve parts of these zones, it yeopens 
agri lists of the particular varieties of fruite and 

cultural products adapted to each belt. 
Science, XVII. 92a, 

Bre may Zones, See *xcon⸗ 
a. , Same as whi ogy) biology. 

iv. — biology, 
Biology, that study which carries speculations concern- 
ing , aud especially organic evolution, further 
than strict empirical science can, as yet, go. 
We find the phrase transcendental biol sugieeed 

ith the alge 
ant tithe Still more signi 

Oy Freeh writers, and gicomeare we meet w 

cantly Mr. 8) w treatise on biology is occupled 
with —— of this gh order. mpeeks them * 
stituting a domain of “5; Losophy.” 

" Poe Comte Philos, L. 61. 

Structural biology, vegetable and animal bend 
or atructaral botany and 5 considered collective ‘ 
as the branch of which te of the structure or 
form of living beinga, 

~ Systematic biology, systematic botany and system- 
atic zodlogy, comatdered wyollectivaly as the branch of 
~ ae which — of the — of —* ponte 

ele arrangement in ea) to 
likeness or genetic iy. - 

bio! n. 2. The chemical decomposition, 
or aking up into simpler compounds, of 
organic matter, brought about by living bac- 
terial or other minute organisms, as in the case 
of ae 5 
biometric (bi-}-met’rik), a. 
to biometry ; biometrical, 
The analysis of composite characters into their Individ- 

val anite and statistical inquiry into the behavior of the 
Unite would seem to be & becessary part of biemetric in- 
vestigation. Eneye, Brit, XXVILL ta. 

biometrical (bi-d-met’ri-kal), a. Same as 
*hiometric, 
biometrician (bi‘$-me-trish’an), a. One who 
devotes himself to biometry ; a biometricist. 
To the biometrictan . . . varlathon Is a quantity deter. 

mined by the class or group without reference to its an- 
cestry. Pop. Sci. Mo., Jan., 10a, p. 262 

biometricist (bi-d-met’ri-sist), mn. A biometri- 
cian, Kacye, Brit, XXVIII. 344. 
Mometrics (bi-d-met‘riks), #. Same as *biom- 
etry, 2. 

jometricn — With: ite 
cancel has arisen with Fp Ap a Bp treating : 
e processes of evolution quantitatively. 

Eneye. Brit, XXVUL ga, 

,n. 2, That branch of statistical 
science which treats of the measurable or quan- 
titative properties of living beings (as weight 
or stature), or of their parts (as the stamens 
and petals of flowers), or of their activities (as 
speed). More specifically, it is the branch of seience 
which treats Uhe measurable or quantitative properties of 
living beings, ot of Uheir parta, or of their activities, as 
legrically or intellectually separable from Ghese beings and 
as common or general to many of them, for the pu 
of establishing laws of inheritance or other general lawa. 
Sinee it is only as individual and particular living beings 
that organisme exist in the nataral world, and since they 
are organized and coordinated wholes and not bundles of 
qualities, many biologists, who admit that the stady of 
biometry is valanble and important, bold that it is not 
biology bat fogie, since it deale with human Intellectual 
conceptions or idvas rather than with the actual living 

Of or pertaining 

The phenomena of heredity and variation are specitic, 
and give loose and deceptive answers to any but specific 

biophore 
testiona, That is where our exact aclence most begin. 

itherwite we may one day see those huge foundations of 
biemetry in ruins 

Bateson, Mendel's Prin, of Heredity, p xb 

biomolecular (bi'd-m6-lek’a-lir), a. Of or per- 
taining to the biomolecules. 
biomo (bi-d-mol’e-kal), ». [Gr. ior, life, 
+ E, molecule.) The smallest quantity of livin 
matter that can exhibit some of the chemic: 
phenomena of life; a molecule of living sub- 
stance, in contradistinction to a molecule 
of lifeless or inorganic substance, 

This view of the subject has Jed some thinkera, and 
notably ee ee ‘oe of Turin, ina remarkable book 
entitled * Les jomes de la Vie,” to form the concep 
tion of a biomolecule, or living molecule, that is to aay the 
Siallest quantity of living matter that can exhibit some 
of the chemical phenomena of life, such as respiratory ex: 

the function of chlorophyll, the starch-formning 
f nm, and functions of disassienilation and secretion. 

Rep. Brit. Aw'n Advancement of Sei., 1901, p. S10 

(bi--mon‘ad), ». (Gr. 3ior, life, + 
E, monad,) One of the granules in protoplasm. 

Living matter, when examined by the = mg were, 
presents some of the characters of an emulsion : that bs to 
aay, it la composed of minute particles with Guid matter 
between them. These minute particles, bailt up of bie 
molecules, have been termed by Toa biowones, Khe 
mones, in their tarn, form Wemonads or bloplasm, or 
et = ae protopiaan, and this again forma 

@ cell, 
Step. Brit, Ass'n Advancement of Sei, 1901, p, 810, 

biomone (bi‘é-mén), ». [Gr. ior, life, + 
moc, single,] One of the minute particles of 
iving matter, visible with che microscope and 
built up of biomolecules. See the extract 
under *biomonad, 

biomore (bi’d-maér), n. [Gr. Soe, life, + udprov, 
piece.) In biol., a mass of biomolecules con- 
stituting one of the organs of the cell, like a 
oak — Te fog, Ute, + 

‘i’6-mérf), n. r. ioc, life, 
Hope), Term} decorative form representing 
a — being or a part of a living being : 
opposed to *skewomerph. Haddon, Evolution 
in Art, p. 126, 

blomorghic (bi-p-mér’fik), a. [biomorpl + -ic.] 
Having the form of or relating to a biomorph. 
Haddon, Evolation in Art, p. 188, 

bion (bi‘on), a, ([NL., neuter form based on 
Gr. Glog, life.] A term introduced by Haeckel 
to designate a physiological individual as eon- 
trasted sla amorphon or morphological in- 
dividual, 
The physiological individual (or ten), charactorized 

by definiteness and independence of function. 
Bneye, Brit., XV. 842. 

bionic (bi-on‘ik), a. [Gr. Slog, life, + -on-ie.] 
In biol., having the properties peculiar to living 
organisms; especially, being able to repeat 
the same morphological characters in succes- 
sive generations, 
bionomic (bi-d-nom’ik), a. and a. [bionomy + 
-ic.) I, a. Same as *hionomical, 

a, Same as *bionomics, 
bionomical (bi-G-nom‘i-kal), a. [bionomy + 
-tcal,] Of or pertaining to the conditions under 
which an organism lives in its natural home; 
eweological. See *hionomics. 

A large number of the continually increasing bedy of 
investigators have turned again to daonoméical work. 

Macuc. Brit, XXVIIL we 

bionomically —— ages ade, Tn rela- 
tion to the conditions under which an organ- 
ism passes its life in its natural home; aeo- 
logically. See *hionontics, 

bionomics (bi-d-nom‘iks), n. (PL. of *hionomic: 
see -ics.] That branch of biologic science 
which treats of the conditions under which 
organisms live in their natural homes; the eco- 
nomies of biology ; @cology (which see). Lan- 
kester, 
bionomist (bi-on’S-mist), 9. [bionomy + -ist.) 
One wha studies bionomics or meology, 

biontol (bi-on-tol’6-ji), n. [Gr, jteoc, life 
(see *bion),+ ontology.) That branch of science 
which treats of the activities of the bion, or 
hysiologie individual. 

bionuclein (bi-6-na’klé-in), nm. [Gr. ting, life, + 
nuclein.) A hypothetic iron containing nuclein 
with both oxidizing and reducing Lig “ge 

biophilous (bi-of’i-lus), @. (Gr, te, life, + 
eriv, love.) In phytogeog., parasitic in or on 
the leaves and stems of the higher plants, or 
oe animal organisms: suid of a class of 

nci. 
biophore (bi’d-for), n. [Gr. jie, life, . 
<ofpre, bear.) 1. A cell, asthe vital unit. G.¢. 
Bourne — 2. The hypothetical bearer, in the 
georm-plasm or substance of inheritance, of one 



biophore 

of the hereditary qualities of an organiam. 
Also biophor. See *germ-plasm, 
Weismann’s estimates as to the dimensions of the vital 

unit to whieh he gives the name of biophor may be shortly 
stated. Ho takes the diameter of a molectile at soah oo 
of a millimetre (instead of the one millionth) aa he 
aasimes that the dephor contains 1,000 moleeules. Sup- 
pose the biopher to cubieal, it would contain ten in a 

~orl0 x 10 x 10 = 1,000, Then the diameter of the 
i would be the sum of ten motecules, oF yashoes X 

10 = gotten OF redyoo of a millimetre. Two Tundred 
would thei 

* Gnteron = dee ‘mn Thos a chi oe ae 

it to be ou! it would contain as many as 4if2,- 
164,000 thiophors, the bic had « diameter of 

tooversg Mm. the number would be much smaller, 
Rep. Brit. Assn Advancement of Sci, 1001, p. 414, 

biophorid (bi-of’ etd), ». ids — (Wele- 

num orl 
of which 
biegrhors, 

hypothetical 

the biophores were of several kinds (¢ 
from which all known organisms are descended. 

Th kb vt hy, ical bel ight be tively “distinguished ae homeblophorida and hetero. 
ophorids. Weienann (trans), Germ-plasm, p. 44 

(bi-d-fiz’iks), n. (Gr. Sioc, life, 
+ gun, physies,] A science (not yet exis- 
tent) which — the principles of physics to 
explain the phenomena not merely of physiol- 

but also of embryology and biological mor- 
phology. The term was introduced by K, Pear- 
son in 1892, 

Applied mathematics and Dioph are thim the two 
links between the three illviatons of selence, and 
only when their work has 1 fully accomplished, sleall 
we be able to realize you Helmboltzs prediction and econ- 
celre all scientific formule, all natural laws, as laws of 
motion, . Pearson, Gram, of Sel, let ecl., p. 470, 

bioplasson (bi’}-plas-on), n. [Gr. jor, life, 
+ sidcouv, ppr. of tAdgorr, form: sve plasm. 
Same as bioplasm, 
biopsy (bi-op’si), m. (Gr, Blog, life, + dyuc, 
sight.] Examination, for di etic ty fe 

from the of a piece of tissue severe iving 
body. 

biopsychic (bi-d-si’kik), a. ([Gr. flog, life, 
+ wexys, mind: see psychic.) Pertaining to 
life and mind; psyehophysiological. 

But with more precision one can also aver, ever outside 
the conditions joundly pathologic, that there are a 
great mumber of cases in which the (de-peychic anomalies 
“ i el ene —— environment which 

: 7 ISwurtheonian Rep, 1800, p. 650, 

biopsychological (bi‘d-si-ké-loj’i-kal), a, Of 
or pertaining to biopsychology. 

bio bi’ d-si-kol’6-jist), ». A stu- 

approaches psychology by way of biology (this 
taken in its widest sense to include evolution- 
ary theory, anthropology, sociology, ete.). 
Some bliepaycholegists almost wish to take the palpit to 

bring out aright the old anthems of Pauline contvetlon of 
sin and Socratic conviction of haman ignorance, 

GS. Holl, Amer. Jour. Relig. Paychol., L 3, 

Mopayohology (bi’6-si-kol’6-ji), m. The in- 
vestigation of mind in its relations to life; 
psychology as based upon or approached by 
wiy of biology. 

bioral (bi-d’ral), a. [L. bi-,two-, +08 (er-), 
mouth: see oral.) ving two mouths, as 
certain polyps during fission. 

biorbital (bi-dr’bi-tal), a. In craniom., of or 
tine gy dag two orbits. External biorbital 
rondth, ee distance between the external orbital 

rx 
biorgan (bi Or-gan), n. [Gr. (ioe, life, + dpya- 
pov, organ. } n organ in the functional or 
pivukelogioal sense, as contrasted with an or- 

n in the structural or morphological sense. 
bios (bios), n. [NL., ¢Gr. pioc, life, state of 
life, course of life, the world we live in.] Liv- 
ing things considered collectively and in con- 
trast with things that are not alive. Haeckel 
(trans.), Planktonie Studies, p, 578, 

bioscope (bi'G-skép), a. (Gr. ior, life, + exo- 
weiv, View.) 1t, view of life, or anything 
which gives such a view: as, “ an's Bio- 
ry el Yarious Views of Men and Manners” 
{a k-title).—2, A gate or vita- 
scope, Science, Feb, 7, 1902, * 335. 

bioscopic (bi’é-skop‘ik), a. Pertaining to or 
connected with a bioseope: as, a bioscopic 
camera. Athenzeum, Dec. 12, 1003, p. 720. 

biose (bi’ds),m. [bi-2 + ove.) A carbohy- 
drate which on decomposition yields two mole- 
cules of « simpler sugar, as cane-sugar, which 

rids}, biotic, «. 

biotonic (bi-d-ton‘ik), a. Of or pertaini 

) Bipaliide (bi-pa-li’i-dé), n, 
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pre rise to equal molecules of dextrose and 
clone, 

biosphere (bi‘é-sfér), ». (Gr, Slog, life, + egaipa, 
sphere.) The sum of the living things on the 
earth considered as a stratum in contrast with 
the atmosphere and the lithosphere. E£ncye. 
Brit., XXVUI. 625. 

biota! (bi’G-ti), m. [NL., < Gr. Burj, beside 
pioroc, life, way of life, ¢ fies life.] 1. The bij 
sum total of animal and plant life of a given 
region or period: the equivalent of fauna and 
flora combined. —2. A treatise upon the bi 
animals and plants of any geographic area or 
geologic perked. Stejneger, Amer, Nat., 1901, 

. BD. 
Biota? (bi'é-ti}, mn, [NL. (proposed by Don, 
1828), <¢ Gri earth, iit Kee Mote The name 
alludes to the common name of these trees, 
arbor-vite.] A group of conifers, now com- 
monly referred to Thuja, the arbor-vite. The 
nate, however, is frequent in nurserymen's 
catalogues, 

2, Pertaining to or treating of a 
biota, or the combined fauna and flora of 
a fe or period: as, a biotic publication ; a 
a p region. Stejneyer, Amer, Nat,, 1901, p. 

_— , Sew cp 
(bit oni), n. (Gr. (ioe, life, + -rowa, 

< rayeiv, cut.) The study of the atructure of 
animals and plants by dissection: a compre- 
hensive term for zojtomy and phytotomy. 

to 
biotonus, GS, Hall, Adolescence, IL 112. 

biotonus (bi-ot’d-nus), a. (Gr. pier, life, + 
tévos, tone, —— In physiol., the relative 
amount of assimilation and dissimilation ex- 
hibited by any mags of living protoplasm in a 
iven unit of time. 
jiot's *hemispheres, *polariscope, See these 

i, [NL., ¢ Bi- 
words. . 

palium + -ide.) A family of terrestrial Tri- 
cladida, having marginal eyes and the body 
broadened out to form a semicircular cephalic 

ate. Itinel th rm fipelinan, Peroeephal 
ee wy ado of momeot *3* coun 
lanre, reaching a length of from 6 to 18 inches. 
Bipalium (bi-pa‘li-um), #. [NL., ¢ L. bi-, 
two-, + (1) pala, a spade.] The typical genus 
of the family Bipaliide. Stimpson, 1857. 

biparasitic (bi-par-a-sit’ik), a. [hi-? + para- 
sitic.) Parasitic in or on another parasite. 
biparental (bi-pa-ren‘tal), a. [L. bi-, two-, + 

marens, parent, +-al.) Amphigonic; pertain- 
ng to or derived from two parents. 
He thé source what it may, the existence of this assor- 

tative mating most substantially moclities the form of f- 
perental inheritance. Biometrita, Nov., 1008, p. 200, 

arate seta of variable values; made up of two 
ecoutinuous, but a curves, 

ate,a. 2. In Mollusca, having 2 rows 
of plates on the ectenidium, or gill, arranged, 
typically, perpendicularly to the axis, as in 
spidobranchiate and Tectibranchiata, Also 

bipennate. 
bipectinated (bi-pek’ti-na-ted), a. 
— 

ped, . Diagonal biped ted by som 
velerinary wae ty the of — piace ini leg or the 
hear fore aed off hind leg, of the horse, referred to as a 
palr,— Lateral b! ,& term applied by some — 
writers to the off fore and hind leg or the near fore ay 
hind leg, referred to asa pair. — or biped, the two 
hind leys of Uhe hore, referred to aa a pair, 

ally (bi-ped’al-i), adr. On two feet: as, 
the Mexican iguanoid lizard also runs bi- 
pedally, 
bipennate, «. 3. In Mollusca, same as *bi- 
pectinale, 2, 

bipenniform (bi-pen‘i-form), a. [bi-? + penni- 
Jorm,] Having the parts arranged along both 
sides of a median axis or rachis, like the barbs 
of a feather, 

Same as 

biphase (bi’faz), a. [bi-2 +phase.] In eleet., b 
same as se rie 

biphasic (bi-fa’zik), a. Of two phases, 
biplane, ». 2. A flying- or a gliding-machine 
in which two principal superposed aéroplane 
surfaces are depended upon to sustain the ma- 
ehine in the air. 

biplate (bi’plat), ».  (L. bi-, two-, + E. plate.] 
An optical device, invented by Auguste Bra- 
vais, for the study of polarization phenomena 
in erystals. It consists of a quartz plate, cut parallel 
to the axis, and of ste Ghickness as to show color when 
Placed between eromed Nicol prism The plate ls cat 
through in the direction which bisects its planes of vibm- 
tion, and one of the halves is reversed so Unat the color- 
changes caused by variations in the difference of phase 

bird-pepper 
between the two mys traversing the biplate thus formed 
will be complementary. Such an arrangement is very 
sensitive to traces of doable refraction, to changes of 
phase, ete. ; hence ite importance in polariscopic experi- 
nen 

bipocillate (bi-pos’i-lit), a, II. bi-, two-, + 
pocitien, a little eup, dim. of poewlum, a cup.) 
aving 4 cup-shaped process at each end, as 

certain monactinellid sponge-spicules. 
um (bi-po-sil’um), #.; pl. bipocilia(-li), 

[NL.: see *bipocillate.] A bipocillate sponge- 
spicule, 

, a, &. In elect., pertaining to an elec- 
trie machine having two poles.—4, In zodl., 
occurring in the north and south polar regions, 
* not in —* eee tropica ocean. See 
extract under *hi rity, 2.— Bipolar staining, 
in eytol., taking the dain call ab the twu * or stain 
ing differently at the two poles ; said of cells or cell-struc- 

distribution of tures. — theory a 
view advocated by Dr. Jol Murray, that many identical 
or closely allied species of marine onranisms, both plant 
and animal, occur around beth poles, but are absent from 
the intervening ocean. 

bipolarity, ». 2. In biol., the oeeurrence of 
organisms, mostly marine, in both polar areas, 
but not in the tropics. See discontinuous *dis- 
tribution, 

Bipelarity in the distribution of marine organisms isa 
fact, however much naturalists may differ as to its extent 
aud the way in which it has originated. 
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prism, *.—Presnel's bipriam, » prism with two re- 
tractive edges, ench of pole aie oa A — det 

ws ie an obtuse-angled facsceles triangle. The a is 
as if made up of two prisms, hence the name. Used in 
experiments on the interference of tight, 

bi ertebral (bi’ pré -té-vér’té-bral), a. 
[bi-2 + protovertebra + -al,) In embryol., com- 
prising or consisting of two protovertebre or 
mesoblastic somites. Philos. Trans. Roy, Soc, 
(London), 1895, p. 214. 

bipyramid (bi-pir’a-mid), n. [bi-2 + pyramid. 
oe end.” ss c * 

biq ‘tal (bi-kwod-ran‘tal), a. — [br-% 
+ quadrantal.] In spherical trigon,, snid of 
triangle if each of two of its sides is « great- 
circle quadrant. 

biradial (bi-ra‘di-al), a. and». [L. bi-, two-, 
+ radius, spoke (ray), + -all.]) L. a. Having 
the radii arranged bilaterally, as in sea-anem- 
ones and corals, 

IL. ». In geom., the figure formed by two 
rays which go out from the same point; an 

See *trestiel, 
air-meter, *anemometer. See 

these words. 
birational (bi-rash‘on-sl), a. [bi-2 + rational.) 
In math, characteristic of a transformation 

etal mind in its relations to life; one who bipartite, ¢. 3, In math., containing twosep- such that each of two sets of variables is ex- 
ressible rationally by means of the other set. 
ch,n. 4, In New Zealand, a name of any 

one of several species of Nothofigus.— Black 
birch (0), Nethafagus sueca, a tree @) to 0 fect high: so 
called from the cotur of the bark.— Bog birch, the Caro- 
lim buckthorn, MAainnus Carolinians. | Minnesota }— 
afhon-birch, Lrtula occidentalis, a spocies inhabiting 

neuntao cafons in the central and northwestern parts 
of the North American Continent— .a 
subspecies (odorate) of the European Betula alte,— 
Gray birch. (0) See birch, 1. (4) Rame ns white ®herck 
(o).— Indian paper-birch, Betula wtilis, a juna- 
sized tree of Nepal and the bigher ranges of the Hinsa- 
layns. Ite bark is the material upon whieh the ai- 
chent Sanskrit inanascripts of northern India are written, 
It peets off in latwe shevts and is used like paper for 
wm ins peed, lining the roofs of hoses, for une. 
brelias, and for many other purposes. —Moor-birch, fe- 
told preleracens.— field Sarne as white Whivch 
().— Red Same as Wack #hirch (c): so called from 
the calor of the wood,—Water-birch, (a) The river 
birch, Betula nigra. (6) Sane aa crfen-thirch,— te 
birch, (#7) The Buropean Hetula alba, See twrch, 1, (b>) 
The Atlantle coast birch, &. pegrulifolia. (c) The paper- 
or canoe-bireh, M. popwrifera. (a) Nethofagne —E 
a benutiful evergreen tree 100 feet Nigh: so called from 
the color of the bark. 

bird', .— Speckled bird, 
acter or reputation. (Slang, U, & 

,» wt 2, In tertile-manuf, a smail 
skeleton ereel for holding yarn on a bank- 
winding machine.—Bird-cage twine, See #tiine. 

bird-cherry (bérd’cher-i), *. See cherry), 1. 
birdeen (bér-dén’), m. [Appar. ¢ bird? + Ir, 
Gael. dim. -ern (-in), asin colleen, ete.) * Birdie’: 
a pet name. Fiona Macleod. Mountain Lovers. 
bird-grasshopper (bérd’gras*hop-ér), w. An 
grasshopper of the genus Schistocerca, whic 
contains lange migratory forms, as 8, ameri- 
cana, S. peruviana, ete, Science, July 29, 1904, 
» 156. 

et (bérd‘let), n. [bird + -let.] A little 

bird-pepper (berd’pep-¢r) n. See Capsienm. 

a person of blemished char. 

bird; a nestling. 



bird-pox 

bird-pox (bérd’poks), ». A disease of chickens, 
pigeons, turkeys, etc., characterized by the 
eruption about the head of yellow nodules 
varying in size from that of a pinhead to that 
ofa pea, Also called hen-por and sorehead, 
bird's-beak (bérdz’bék), ». In arch., a pro- 
file, as ofa molding, supposed to resemble the 
— beak of a bird: used especially for drip- 
moldings, whether to shed water or to give 
a sharp-edged dark shadow. 

aula 
Bird’s-beak Moldiags, 

a. From the Theseion, Athens; 4, Temple, Agrigentvem (Akmgas 
¢, Farnese Palace, Rome: 4. Ely Ca ral, «, Nethey Abbey, 

Bird'’s-dung spider. See *spider. 
bird's-eye, I. ». 1. (d) pl. A Californian wild 
flower, Gilia tricolor, sometimes carpeting 
whole slopes. The funnel-shaped corollas are azure 
or —2* with purple spots in the throat bounded by 

“i a @.-— Bird's-eye grain, a slight ro nea OF 
leather : gtuiny a on the grain side of rong 

contrasted with a smooth grain, Modern Amer. Tanning, 
} 171. — Bird's-eye *marble, *porphyry. See the 

Bird's-foot fern, See *#/fern1.— Bird's-foot star, a star- 
teh of the asterinodd type ; a sea-atar, 

Bird’s-nest moss. See rerurrection-plant (b).—Bird’s- 
nest pudding. See *#pudding. 
birds’-nest (bérdz’nest), r.f. To search for 
birds’ nests or their eggs: as to go birdes’- 
nesting. 

bird-vine (bérd’vin), 1. See the extract, 
These plants, called Mird-rines (Zerenthscem), are, like 

the ra, distributed by birda, The seeds are 
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(bis-k6-yél’), n. See *huiscoyol. 
Same as whiegu 

anies biscuit, a fine, 
anglazed, soft-paste porcelain resembling Carrara marble > 
usecl for objects of art and ornament, and made by the 
casting process. 

biscuit-beetle (bis’kit-bé‘tl), ». A coleopter- 
ous insect, Sitodrepa panicea, of the family 

ie i- 

(a= 
=i = 7 

Biscuit-beetle (Sifetrepa pawirea), 
a. larva; 4, pupa; c.acdult; d, adelt from side; ¢, antenna, a, 4 

5 — greatly eslenged; «, avll more enlarged. (Chittenden, 
. AD 

covered with glutinous palp, which, when they are drop- 

—— * oe nl ad ———— Ptinide, which feeds on hard biscuits, giving 
produce airial roota, covered with suckers, which run Tise to the expression *weevily biscuit.’ It also 
along and insinuate themselves into the cracks of the feeda on fruit and drugs, and is wently 60 
bark, continually noarishing themselves on the life-blood abandant in apothecary-shopa as to be called wd rey. 
of their vietinas, jin Hep, ISO, pp Ti beetle. 

bird-wave (bérd’waiv), ». In ornith., the sud- biseuit-weevil (bis’kit-wé‘vl), mn. Same as 
den arrival of birds during the spring or fall ,*bisewit-beetle. 
migration in such numbers as to make their biseuit-worm (bis’kit-wérm), ». The larva of 
coming noticeable. 

ce (bi-ré-frin’jens), m. [bi-? + re. biseauté (bé-s6-ta’), m. 
Sringence (see refringency).) 1, Double re- 
fraction.—2, The strength of the double re- 
fraction, that is, the difference between the 
two indices of refraction fora uniaxial crystal 
and that between the maximum and minimum 
indices for a biaxial crystal, See refraction, 1. 
biremal (bi-ré’mal), a. [L, bi-, two-, + remus, 
oar.) Having a dorsal and » ventral parapod- 
ium on each segment, 
annelids. 

See *shale2, 

birmite, ». 

Birthday card 
birth-opening (bérth’op'ning), ». In the li rth’op*ning), ». In the liver- 
fluke, an opening in the wall of the redia 
through which the cercari# excape. See cer- 
earia, Parker and Haswell, Zoology, 1. 231, 
birth-stone (bérth’ston),». A name applied 
to any precious or semi-precious stone which 
is imagined, according to a long-cherished 
superstition, to protect the wearer from harm, 
ill luck, and the evil eye. Lists of “appropriate” 
rth- stones for different persons to wear are often 
rinted,— Birth-stone Dirth-stomes set in a 

Jewel which is made up of the signs of the mxliac, the 
wer of the month, the jewel of the day, the gem of the 

guaniian angel, and other emblematic devices. 

biscalar (bi-ski‘lir), x. [bi-2 + scalar.) A 
complex number, «+ iy; the sum of a real S82 
number, z, and a neomonic number, y Y~—L 
See the extract. 

In ike manner, an expression of the form 9 or 2 = 
att py <i, where «and Care two real scalara, but y 1 is 

of algelwa, may be anid by 

equations are this, in general, biecadars. 
Sir W. Rowan Hamilton, Elem, of Quaternionas, p. 210. 

Bischoff sauce, See *nruce, 
bischofite (bish‘of-it), x. [Named after Dr. 
K. G. Bischof (1792-1870).] A hydrated mag- 
nesium chlorid found in the salt-mines of Leo- 
poldshall, in northern Germany. 

Bisection 
wire in a tel 

bisilicic (bi-si-lis’ik), a. 

the biscuit-beetle or biseuit-weevil. 
., ‘eut obliquely,’ 

RP. of biseaufer, to cut obliquely, ¢ biseaw, ob- 
ique: see bezel.) A playing-card so trimmed 
that it can be distinguished by the fingers 
and so can be withdrawn from the pac at 
will: used in conjuring and in cheating. 

of a star, the accurate setting of « reticule 
upen the center of a star-image, or 

— ⸗ of the natant when that center crosses a 

as certain polychwtous pigerjal, a. 2. In the Crinoidea, or encrinites, 
noting a double ——— in the arms, 
of interlocking plates beveled toward each 
other and thickened on the margins of the 
arms, Contrasted with wniserial, 

II. nw. In decorative art, a double series in 
which the elements face toward each other, 

Uivenal Metire, Mexican 

look away from each other, or alternately look 
toward or — from each other, 

a, 2, In ethnol., characterized by 
an equal social development of both sexes. 
0. T. Mason, in Pop. Sei. Mo., LX. 341. 

Same as Bishop's wring. Dispor’s 
t, in chess, playing 3 B-Qh 4, See gamiat.— = 

Ree wrialet d'éreque.— , 
See *ring!,—Two See wopening, 

"s-head (bish‘ups-hed), n. An iron east- 
ing at the top of the king-post of a balance- 
bob, to which the iron straps are attached, i} ordi: i 

siaogy apy gg bt routs of algebraic bisiliac (bis-il’i-ak), a. [bis- + E. iliae.] Re- + spatula,a broad piece oe spatula).) 
lating to both iliac bones, especially to their 
crests. 

In chem., ats 
metasilicie acid, HySiOg, viewed as derive 
from silicon dioxid (SiQ,) and water (HO), 
with two atoms of oxygen in the former for 
one in the latter, 

bisque 
bisischiatic apes ape | a, ([bis- + ischia 

tic.) Relating to both ischia. 
bisk2, bisque®, n. 2, In golf, a stroke allowed 
a player, which may be taken after a hole is 
played out and before the next tee-shot is 
made. 
Biskra, or Biskara, boil. Same as Aleppo 
ulcer, 

biamal (biz’mal), », [bism(uth) + *-al’.] A 
bluish-gray voluminous powder, consisting of 
the bismuth salt of methylene-digallic acid, 
* oe being 8 tie acid (CH On of 
‘ormaldehyde and gallie acid ( + 
aBi(OH) 4 It is an internal ast 90 

(biz-miir’ki-an), a, or per- 
taining to Prince Bismarck (1815-98), a famous 
Prussian statesman, the unifier of the German 
people and the first chancellor of the German 
empire. 
bismuth, n.—Basic gallate of bismuth. Same as 
whinnethium subgadicun.— Bismuth 
See *chryrophanete.— Bismuth 
of bismuth wire, which increases 
netic field and is therefore used to measure 1 
fields. — Bismuth subnitrate, a com of bismuth, 
largely ted in medicine, aod to some extent as a cos 

in +a apl 
it resistance by a mag- 

motic, It varies somewhat in com but usually 
consista of bismuth hydroxy-nitrate, HO} NOg.— 
J for the of bis- 
— The ore, tolxed with 28 per cent, of trom 

met lig hae feed of carbonate of sodinm, 4 per 
cent. of lime, and 5 per cent. of ftwor-spar, 1s changed Ento 
earthen crucibles and fused in a winddurnace, The 
fused mass is then Ledled inte inverted conical iran mold: 
on the bottom of which the bismuth collecta The metal 
obtained sometimes contains a certain amount of aflver, 
which may be reduced by o jon. Matthey’s 
method of re Dismuth, « incthod consisting in 
removing the arsenic by heating impure bismuth to a 
temperature of Sas" C. —— * ¢ time in the afr, 
wo the arsenic volstilizes without loss of biemuth 
The antimony is removed by poling the bismuth, raised 
to the oxidization-point of antimony, with a piece of wood, 
and removing the scum which forms on the surface of the 
ery mel at one — ——— 

is ta . LOU + or th) 
A it a — non-irritant, ————— pn 

it acta aa an inv sexlative 
ve 

separnted from the resl- 
working of pitchblende for uranium, in which does of the 

the enn of mulionetivity were observed and 
stadied Mme. Curie. The sal aasoclated with 
and chemically similar to bismuth, which gives rise to 

Phenomena, was afterward named —— in 
honor of Mme. Curie’s native country, and is bly 
identical with the radio-tellurium of Marckwald,—Sub- 
gallate of Diamuth, Same as *biemuthum subpgalli- 
eum, 

bismuthate (biz’muth-at), ». In chem., a salt 
derived from bismuthie acid. 
bismuthose (biz’ muth-6s), n. [bismuth + 
-ose.) An albuminous compound containing 
21-22 per cent. of bismuth, prepared by coagu- 
lating egg-aJbumin with a solution of bismuth 
subnitrate in saline solution, 
bismuthum (bis-mi’thum), 2. [NL.: see bis- 

subgallic bis- meth.|—Bismuthum subgallicum, 
mouth; an amorphews, bright ig ip incxlorotus anid taste 
less powder, somewhat variable in composition, obtained 
by precipitating a solution of bismuth trinitrate with a 

surgery. Also called dermatel, bane gelicts of bemth, surgery. f a 
* pal, OE me of birmwth. ⸗ 
bism 1 (biz’muth-il), mn. [bismuth + yl. 
In chem., bismuth of which one atom is unite 
to one atom of oxygen. This compound (in- 
capable of separate existence) occurs as a 
compound radical. 
bismutosmaltite 
[bismuth + smaitite, 
ing bismuth, 

bisnada — n. See *visnaga, 
bisnaga (bis-nii’gii), », See *visnaga. 
bison, *. 4. A name applied by Indian sports- 
men to the gaur, Hibos (or Garaus) gaurus, in 
distinetion to * buffalo,’ which is used for Bos 
busfelus. 

bisonance (bi-s6’nans), n. [L. bi-, two-, + 
souans, sonant: see sonancy.) In peychol. 
acoustics, pure dissonance; the intrinsie in- 
ability of certain tonal qualities to blend or 
fuse, 

Ordinary dissonance ts made up of a mixture of beats, 
or harshness, and pure dissonunee. . . . This lack of ne- 
cord in tomes, dae to the relation of their pare qualities, 
may be designated hienance, 

. Mundt (trans), Outlines of Peychol., p. 100, 

[L. bi-, two-, 
Doubly 

spatulate; having the form of a spatula at 
both ends, as a nge-spicule. 
bisphenoid (hi-sfé’noid), n. See *sephenoid, 
bispore, ». 2. An aseus which bas only 2 in- 
stead of the usual 8 spores, 

bisque’, ». 2, An ice-cream with which pow- 
dered macaroons are mixed before freezing. 

biz“ mu-t6-smal’ tit), ». 
A skutterudite contain- 

bispatulate [bi-spat’d-lat), a. 



bisque 

Called also hisenit Tortoni.— Tomato 
Strained tomatoes into which milk thickened with a 
corn-starch is poured after cooking. 

,. See *hisk?, 
bistelic (bi-stel’ik), a. In bot, having two 
steles or axial cylinders. 

bister, .—Manganose bister. Same as manganese 

bisti (bé’sté),». [Pers. bist, twenty.] <A Per- 
sian copper and silver coin, also current in 
Georgia, equal to 4 cos. 

bistratose (bi-stri’tés), a. Having the cells 
disposed in two layers or strata. 

bisuleated (bi-sul’ki-ted), p. a. Bisuleate, 

ttle 

disulphite, n— Of line, the commercial 
name for caleiam aalphite dissolved In water with the 
aid of sulphuroas acid, The solution probably contains 
calcium acid aulphite, Call 3 amd is used on a ¥ 
large scale in the manufacture of paper-palp from 
as also in sigarmaking and brewing, 

bit! 
drill for boring rock by hand or by machine 
drilling. (b) A sharpened steel bar used for 
drilling rock by hand or by machine, A chist- 
bit has a simple cutting edge, a crost-iit haa two entting 

crossing cach other at right angles; similarly the 
X-.int, the L-bit, the Aorseshoe-tit, and the erown-it have 
cutting Fs as indicated by he several names. 
—Barrel-! it, a bit having oblong heads on the 
mouthplece for 
with port: used in con- 

the refn-rings — 
b t cheeks and a bi 

nection with a jointed bridoos. ie curt-reins are at- 
tached to the lower ends of Une curb-cheeks and the rid- 
ing-reins to the rings of the bridoon.—Bent bit 

piece which pays up and down upon a short section of 
the cheek ; the lower ends are connected by a har.—Cam- 

bit, a stiff cheek-bit with a port. The tops of 
the cheeks have rings for the bridle-straps and loose hooks 
for the gag-chalin ; rings at the 
enda, and on each there tsa small loop fora strap.—-Cres- 
cendo bit, a bit with a double or triple mouthpiece, 
— or stiff; the rein-rings are attached to the long 

on the mouthpiece by ranches having ping that 
outer theheada— D'Orsay m abit with a Buxton mouth- 

cheek-piece, a ring around the center bar, and solid 
Nags at the ends of the u and lower cheek-pleces,— 
Double mouth-bit, « bit having two mwuthy which 
connect with the cheek-plecea, generally with a long and 
a short section on cach, so placed that a short m is 
near each cheek.—Duke bit, a bit in which the ends of 

&.—Green- 
and 

bits, small with 
strike the caster-backs, attached 
of a stocking-frame,— Leather 

mouth-bit, 4 bit having a mouthpiece wholly of leather, 
or of m with a leather cover. Liverpool bit, 
conach-bit with a loose mouthpiece which elikles on a 
center bar en encircled by sings. The lower 
ends of the cheeks have center loupholes. Above the 
Tings are loops for the bridle-strapa and gag-hooks.— 

bit; C, hemane round 
er mouth-bit. 

A, dowble mouth-bit; &, wind-sockiny 
Teast 

Mameluke bit, an Oriental bit; it has « ring 
jointed on the top of a nape pert bunting-bit,— ton 
—* bit with long, straight cheeks, having loops for the 

Dridle-atraps at the top, loose rings at the lower enda, and 
small aide. below the mouth, The mouthpiece is a 
port, The cheeks pass through the ends of mouth. 
jece and afte lowe, bat do not slide. — Mexican bit, a 

bit with aolid mouth and check-pieces. The mouthpiece 
is provided with players and Ue cheeks are of the 
variety and ornamental im character, This class of bits 
inet he California, Long be oot *8* all — 
embody the same gem neiple.— Mullin a 
double-ring bit with a bow mouthpiece.— Pelham AE, a 
bit with o jointed or stiff moathpioce, The cheek-pieces 
are lomg, and have bridle-loops at the tops, reim-rings at 
the mouth, gag-rein rings at the lower ends, and chin- 
strap loops above between the rein-rings — 
asmall bit commonly used for boring a vent in a barre! 
or keg. Often called a pievosl.-_ Rolling Buxton bit, a 
Buxton bit se constructed that the mouthpiece both rolls 
amd slides — Rubber bit, « bit with » solid metal, chain, 
or linked Segundo bi covered with hard or seft india- 
rubber, — 
cheeks whieh are soll 

a bit with a horned port and long 
on the nmwouthplece. The rein- 

rings are at the lower ents of the cheeks. — Spires bit, « 
form of auger for boring holes in wooed In which the steel 
of (he shaft is twisted inte a helical ribbon, so as to form 
achannel or groove between the helices up which the 
chips may pass as the tool penetrates Weymouth bit 
a riding-bit with # alldi —— and ome reln-ring. 
—Whitman bit, a bit invented by Colonel KL BE. Whit- 

n. 10. In mining: (a) The cattingedge ofa - 

ucher bit, a curb-bict 

t, bitter-buttons (bit-¢r-but’nz }y Me 
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man, U.S. A., characterized by a snap-hook which revolves 
on the oateide of the hend of the check-Plece. The hook 
it aed! to attach the bit to the bridle, [t can be attached 
or release] quickly,—Whmble-bit, a bit which has a 
serewlat the point for making it feed. Frequently called 
n arvintdle, — t,o bit with a perforated 
tubalar mouthpiece, designed for cribbing horses, 

bit, ». n ceram., a small piece of stone 
for separating the pierces of pottery in the 
kiln: used before the invention of stilts, eock- 
spurs, and triangles. Ware so made was called 
bit-stone were.— Crimbal bite, French coins made 
for the Windward Islands: said te be so called after the 

ereon Who introdaced them into Barbados, 
bitanhol (bé-tin-hdl’), w. aay oir Sp., < 
Bisaya bitenghol.| Calophyllem Inophyllum, a 
tree widely spread on tropical shores. It has 

Bitaahol (CalepAryi/am Jreptyline). Brasch with Flower-stalk. 

@, Jeng uli wise section of ripe freit. (After Greshod) 

(From Sadebeck's "Dee Kulturgewchse der deutschen Koleaien.”) 

beantiful feather-velned leaves and toeyh, durable wood. 
Tt yields an aromatic resin and from its seeds a bitter oil ts 
obtained. Also called pale Maria, or St. Mary's wood, and 
in Guam daey, See temant, tacamahac, 1, poonay-oil, and 
Calephyllum. (Philippine Is 

bi 8* 3. pl. Aset of three chains for sling- 
ing . 
bitch-chain (bich’chin), ». A short, heavy 
ehain with hook and ring, used to fasten the 
lower end ofa gin-pole to a sled or car when 
loading logs. [U. 5.] 
bitemporal (bi-tem’pO-ral), a. [bi-2 + tem- 
poral.) In craniom., of or pertaining to the 
two temporal bones.—Bitemporal breadth, th 
maxtnum distance between the ten: bones, 

pi, 1860), 
poral 

Bithynis (bi-thi‘nis),». [NL (Phili 
< Gr, Bohwic, Bithynian, ¢ Bidewol, the inhabi- 
tants of Bithynin, a district in Asia Minor.] 
A genus of crustaceans, Same as Palamon. 

bitogo (bé-to’go), ». [Philippine name.) A 
name applied in the Philippines to Cyces cir- 
cinalis. e *fadeng and Cyeas, 1, 

bitrochanteric (bi‘tré-kan-ter’ik), a, [hi-2 + 
trochanter + -ic.) In anthropometry, of or per- 
taining to the two trochanters.— Bitrochanteric 
breadth, the distance between the two trochunters, 

Bit-stone ware. See *hif, 5, 
Bittacomorpha (bit‘a-k6-mér’fij), ». (NL. 
(Westwood, 1835), ¢ (rr, Srerenoc, var, of ditra- 
coc, & parrot, + pods, form.) A remarkable 
American genus of dipterous insects of the 
family Tipulide, having short wings, banded 
legs, and swollen feet. The larve are suhaquatic 

bear a anal respiratery tube with two spinicles 
at the end. 1¢ Tespiratery tube of he papa projects 
from the op 2 emi of the burly, 

Bittacus (bit’a-kus), x. [NL.(Latreille, 1804), 
¢ Gr, Sirrance, var. of wWirraxer, a parrot.) A 
genus of curious mecopterous insects, of very 
wide distribution and predatory habits, re- 
sowbling crane-flies in general appearance, 
They ase the hind instead of the front legs for grasping 
thelr prey, ated their larva live pear the durface of the 

pund and feed upon dead animal matter, 
Bitter salts, Same ax epson salts, 
bitter-apple (hit-tr-ap'l} n. See coloeynth. 
bitter-bark (bit’ér-biirk), », 1. An Ans- 
tralianeuphorbiaccoustree, Petalostigna quad- 
riloewlare, the bark of which contains a power- 
ful bitter principle which is used medicinally. 
Also called emu-apple, crabtree, and native 
— 2. Either one of twotrees of the dog- 
ane family, Tabernemontana orientalis and 

Pala constricta (Alstonia constricta of F. vou 
Miiller), the barks of which are also used in 
medicine, The latter is better known as fever- 
bark, See also Alstonia bark, under bark2. 

The tansy, 
Tanacetum vulgare. 

bivariant 
bitter-cup (bit’ér-kup), ». A eup turned from 
quassia or bitter-wood. Water allowed to stand in 
such a cup soon uires a bitter taste and ie by many 
considered a beneficial tonic, See Quaenta, 2 . 

bitter-leaf (bit’ér-léf), ». The Tasmanian 
native or wild hop, Daciesia latifolia, of the 
bean family. [Australia.) 

bitter-root. n. —Natal bitter-root, a climbing rine 
of the gourd family, Gerrardanthus macrorhiza, having 
tubervus roots, from 2 to 8 feet in diameter, whieh are in- 
tensely bitter and are by the natives in medicine. 

bitter-rot (bit’ér-rot), ». A fungous disease 
of fruits which gives them @ bitter taste.— 
Bitter-rot See anthracnose of apple, ander 
wanthracnoee,— grape, 4 disease of grapes 
cated by Melancontinm suligrmetem, 

bi ne tters, . pl.—aromatic bi! bitters containing 
aromatic oll, but little tannin — bitters, 
bitters containing considerable tannin, but littl aromatic 

le bitters, viL—8! bitters containing but little tannin 
of aromatic ofl, 

bitting (bit’ing), nm. 1, The act of putting 
the bit into a — mouth, one of the steps 
in horse-brenking; bridling.—2, In weaving, 
the piecing of warp-threads in the loom with 
short bits of yarn, to aid in drawing in 
through the harnesses and reed of wider 
warps than are commonly used, and for other 
—— 

Bi um (bit’i-um), ». [NL., appar. ¢ Gr. 
Birrooy, a woman’s name.] <A genus of gastro- 
pod mollusks belonging to the family Cerithé- 
idw, having high-turreted spiral shells with 
granulated spiral ribs. It is common in Ju- 
rassic, Cretaceous, and Tertiary rocks, and 
also exists in the present seas, 

bitty (bit’i), m. Refuse left after the starch 
has been removed from such plants as arrow- 
root, cassava, ete, [West Indies.] ; 
bitubercular (bi-ta-bér’ki-lir),@. Having 
two tubercles, as a tooth. IW. Bateson, Study 
of Variation, p. 217. 

bituminoid (bi-ti’mi-noid), a. [bitjemen (-min-) 
+ -vid.] Bitumen-like ; having the general char- 
acter of bitumen. 

bitypic (bi-tip’ik), a. [bi-? + type + -ie.] Con- 
sisting of two types only: said of a genus con- 
taining but two species. Compare monotypic. 

He foand that many of the characteristic genera of east- 
ery America, and a number of the menotyple and bitypie 
genera, occur also in the Ja region. 

L. H. Baiiey, Furvival of the Unlike, p 270, 

biuncinate (bi-un’si-ndt), a, (bi-? + uncinate.] 
Having two hooks. 

bi (bi-i‘ni-al), a, [Irreg. ¢ L. bi-, two-, 
+ -wnus, one, + -i-al.] aving or consisting 
of two combined in one: as, the biwnial magic 
lantern. X. E. D. 
biuniform (bĩ·ũꝰ ni· ſOxiu), a. [bi-2 + wniform.] 
In math., one-to-one. 

This results from tie definition which Hilbert gives of 
movement. To be a movement, a mation mu⸗t 
satisfy many conditions; first it must be continuous and 

form two points infinitely near inte two points infin- 
ftely near; then it must be binatform, that is to any, that 
every polnt of the plane must have one transformed and 
only one, and be the transformé of one point and of only 
one. Science, Sept. 16, 1904, p. 360, 

Biuniform Bee transformation, 
Biur (bé'ir),".; pl. Bivrim(-ém). (Heb. bivr, 
a commentary.) A comprehensive commen- 
tary on the Old Testament prepared by Moses 
Mendelssohn and others. 

biurate (bi-ii‘rit), ». [bi-2+ wrate.] A nenu- 
tral salt of uric acid, Gouty tophi are com- 

d of sodium blurate. — 
Feaction, t reaction whic! " all 

true albomins w th a dilute sotation of —2* oul mele in 
the presence of strong caustic alkall It is referable to the 

action of potassium capricoxid biuret. Biuret test, 
he red of Peddieh-violet color which is prodaced when so- 

dium hydroxid and adilute suluthon of copper sulphate are 
added to a solution of a protein, 

Bivalence of the chrom in cytot., the double an 
distinguished from the single (univalent) condition of the 
chromosomes, for example, in otvcytes and spermate- 
cytes of one of the forms of Ascaria megali ala, 

bivalent, a. 2. In cytol., having double as 
distinguished from single (univalent) chromoe- 
somes in the oleytes and spermatocytes, as 
in one of the varieties of the roundworm of 
the horse (Ascaris megalocephala). 

bivariant (bi-va‘ri-ant), @.  [bi-? + variant.) 
In —_ chem., having two degrees of freedom. 
Bee degree of freedom. — Bivariant system, a ther- 
modynamic system in which two of the maeuitades which 
determine it may be made to vary independently without 
destroying the system by altering the number of 
of which It consista, Hf we place one pound pure 
water and one pound of dry carbon dioxid in a cylinder 
provided with an air-tight piston, we ehall have two 
Phases present, ome a solution of carbon dioxid in Mquld 
water, and the other a mixture of gaseous carbon dioxid 
with water vapor, The compasition of these two phases 
will be determined by the tempormture and the pressare, 
and we can within limits vary each without regard to the 



bivariant 
other and yet have the two phases stil] existing. The 
system la bivariant. Lf, however, we raise the tempera- 
ture till all the water evaporates, or the pressure 
till all the carbon dioxid is dissolved, one phase disappears, 
and the system becomes toneneriant, 

bivocal (bi-vé’kal).#, [1.. bi, two-, + rocalis, 
a vowe)],] A coalition or union of two vowels 
pronounced in one syllable; a diphthong: as 
ai in ‘rain,’ of in * noise,’ ete. 

bivoltin (bi-vol’tin), ». [F. *bivoltin, ¢L. bi-, 
two, + volte, a turn, revolution (see volfl, 
volta), + E. -in!.] A race of domestic silk- 
worms that have two generations each year. 

biweekly, a. and adr. IU. ». A periodical 
issued once every two weeks; o fortnightly 

a (bike) (NL. (Li 63, fi (bik’sii), m, . (Linneus, 1753, first 
used by him in his * Genera plantarum,’ 1737), 
< biza, a Spanish spelling of bicha, bischa, the 
name of the plant among the Arawak Indians 
of Guiana.] A genus of dicotyledonous trees 
constituting thefamily Biraces. It is character- 
ized by its large cordate-ovate entire leaves, showy pinkish 
flowers in terminal icles, and prickly capsulea. The 
only species, &. Orellana, is a native of tropical America, 
bat has been introduced in the tropics of the Old World. 
See achiote anid arnotta, 

bixaceous (bik-sd’shius), a. Belonging to the 
lant family Biracea, 

Named after May- 
ity.] A rare man- 

ixbyite (biks’bi-it), », 
Bixby of Salt Lake 

ganate of iron (essentially FeMnOg), oceur- 
ring in black cubic erystals with brilliant 
metallic luster. It is related to perovskite, 
and oceurs in rhyolite in southern Utah. 

bixein (bik’s6-in}, n. Same as bizin. 
bizet arora n, [Thought to be an arbitrary 
or mistaken form of bizel, bezel; see bezel.) The 
apps part of a brilliant between the table and 
the girdle in a full brilliant having 32 facets, 
and supposed to oceupy one third of the depth 
of the gem. 
biznaga (béth-nli’gi), n. [Sp. biznaga.] See 

risnaga, 
bizug (bi-zig’), ». A Syrian lute. 

The wr ye distance cheerved betworn fete fa the 
above-! mm, except that yrian Inte, bizueg 
(No, 96,144, U, 8, N, M.), has two spaces of 12 and 13 mm. 

Smithsonian Kep., 1000, p. 434. 

A dialectal (Seotch) variant 

bkr. An abbreviation of barkometer. 
B. L. An abbreviation (c) of Bachelor of 
Letters or of Literature ; (d) milit., of breech- 
loading. 

B. L. 7 An abbreviation of Bachelor of Lib- 

—— sei. To Drich, (dian ( ‘op), a. [Ca uteh, Toned 
(inf. opblazen), blazen, chew ——— 
+ op, up: see up.) A South African insect of 
the genus Pucumora, family Acridiidx, which 
is said to inflate its abdomen and to make a 
tremulous noise at night. Airby and Spence, 
remy p. 495, 
Blabera (blab’o-ri), #. [NL (Serville, 1831), 
<Gr. SAasepss, hurtful, pernicious, rd Brain, 
hurt, harm, injury, ¢ 3#arrece, burt, injure.) A 
genus of very large tropical and subtropical 
eockroaches of the orthopterous family Blat 
tide, They are known in the Weat Indies as 
drummers and are supposed to make a noise at 
night. 

Blaberides (bla-bér’i-léz), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Blab- 
era + -ides, taken a5 a a> suffix.] A tribe of 
cockroaches of which Slabera is the type. 

the claws, the peencturn umooth, and the hags Witt a 
fan-like folded anal field. eee 

I. a, 10, Dark-complexioned. 
How if she be Hacke and Witty? 

Shak., Othello, iL 1, 

* up Mr. Hater and is vite. +++ 1 found her to 
a ery pretty, woman. 

: Pepys, Diary, April 90, 1661, 
* * Black ant, *beech. See these words Black 

pelt. ( rt) ne-brake iyion— Black body, 
in «, & baly which completely absorbs the i 
ation falling upon it, reflecting none and Rage ag 
none. No known substance rigorously fulfils thy 
definition, and the Mack body thus specified is therefore 
ss the deat Wack body. —— — 
lack drop, je NOUNA. 

See ®afylel,— Black hand. Black ®) 
A criminal —— among certain Italian immigranta 
in the United States for the purpose of blackmail and 
deeds of Violence, — house, See ®housel,— Black Black 
line, in Awstrefian Aist,, the line of about 5,000 armed 
mea which in 1840, by order of the governor, swept across 
Tasmania from north to southeast in the attempt to drive 
the aboriginal trites into that of the island known 

Tasman Penineul, as a. See whack wor,—Black lung. 
See wivag. Black mi a mark indicnting fnilure, 
offense, or demerit.— Black money. See *imoney.— 
Black pod. See *pod.—Black pool, Sev *poodl,— 
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Black rot. (+) A black appearance on hides, camsed by 
the ——— of hot liquor to green stock. C. T, Davis, 
Manuf. of Leather, p. 140 -— Black salt, Sec *ealt.— 
Black Th in Austratian Aiet., Tharsday, Febra- 
ary 6, I], remarkable for a great beat-wave (112° F. in 
the shade) and a disastrous busti-fire which attucted the 
whole colony of Victoria Strutt's celebrated painting, 
‘Black The , commemorates the event.— Black- 
tracker, a member of a special foree of aboriginal Aus- 
tralian police, skilled in following trails and employed in 
running down criminals— Black War, in Australien 
hist, & bloodless tuilitary expeditios undertaken in 1830 
by the governor of Tasmanta for the purpose of driving the 
ne meen tribes — —* Pentnanla, 

two ves were captured See #Wack line. — Black 
will Bee * Will, 

II. ». 13. In archery: (@) The fourth and 
next to the outermost cirele of the target, 
which is colored black, See target. (b) An 
arrow which hits this circle; a bitin the black. 
According to the present method of scoring 
such a hit counts 3,—14, pi. Black or coaly 
shale, Barrowman, Glossary. —— 
15. pl. The larve of the black *cuterpillar 
(which see).— black, a mordant dyestuff, 
derived from anthravene, which dyes chromlum-mor- 
danted wool a very fust black. It is a trihydroxyanthra- 
= tinoline,— a mer 
ant coal-tar coloraimilar in character to allzarin cyanine 

» Rtssend black, « beck picroent — — oO a ment Perey * 
izing almond: and coooamut-shella,— It 
is an fnauluble substance produced by the oxhlathon of 
aniline, usually in the form of aniline salt. Its chemical 
composition is unknown. There ore three stages in the 
oxidation of aniline: (1) the formation of emeraldine or 
azurine, (2) the oxida! of omeraldine to nigraniline, and 
(3) the oxidation of the nigraniline te the a-ealled ‘un- 

¢ black’ which is the color desired. The cotor 
always made as teed, Uhe formation of the Diack taking 

plece within and apom the fiber during the dyeing pro. 
ceas, Itis y used in calico-printing and ty he = 
dyeing, and whenever an extrafust black is d . At 
is commonly sponed to cotton, but processes have been 
devised which it may be applied to cottor-and-wool 
union — te black, an acid conl-tar color 
of the sulphonated azo derived from e-naphth: 
a It dyes wool black in an acid bath. *833 
—RCD — lack, a # 

eoal-tar color mule by fusing dinitro-anthraguinone with 
sodium polysulphid. It dyes unmordanted cotton bheck, 
and pomtemtes the common properties of the eulphid colors. 
—Auronal black, a sulphid coal-tar color prepared 
the fusion of dinttro-paramido-diphenylam mo with ao 
diam polysalphid. It dyes anmortanted cotton blac! 
any ba err so conamnon mepertion of the ania’ — 
—Autogene — 308 color prepared by the fusion 
ot sodium polysulphid wil —— — by the com: 
densation of amidochydroxy-di: pe een with the pro 
duvet of the action of salphur chlorid upon phenol, eresol, 
oramines. It dyes cotton black, and possesses the common 
ropertics of the sulphid colors — ultramarine 

flack. Ree #heyyar.— bv a black varnish 
aed in conting Irmwork. It gives a dell finish.— Bte- 
brich b AN, 4AN, GAN, lack AO, . 3BO, and RO, 
acid coal-tar colors of inpublisted composition which 
dye —23* of black om wool in an acht bath.— 

uen gray to 

black, phate, per 
sulphate, and oxalic acid in proper proportions to — tee 
aone-dip be hiack.- Brilliant ack. ie aS 
reo pht lack OK Carbide black, a direct entten 
oonl-tar cobor of unpublished composition which dyes un- 
montanted cotton black in a salt bath.—Chromanil 
Diack, one of several direct cotton coal-tar colors of tn 
published composition which dye unmeordanted cotton in 
asalt bath, but which are rendered faster by an after. 
chroming.— * Diack, 4 color developed 
from ome of the chromatropes. See #chrometrope®, — 
Coffee black, « black pigment made by carhonizing coffec- 
berries. —Columbla black, Hie name applied toa number 
of direct cotton coal-tar coborsof the triazo type. They dye 
unmortanted cotton black ina neutral alt bath,— Oross · 

a coal-tar calor of the salphid ha used in 
dyeing cotton warps. It gives a deep blue k. Also 
called eroee-dye naey.—Cuba Dlack, Same as diane 
wh Dead ik, & preparation of lampblack for 
painting brass and white metals « ine b 
a direct cotton coal-tar color of the trinze type deriv 
from benziding It dyes unmeordanted cotton in a salt 
bath a black which, upon being diazotized and developed 
with 4-naphthol, becomes much faster. Diamtne black, 
the name of several direct cotton coaltar colors, related 
to benzidine, which dye unmondanted cotton back in a 
alt bea Diamineral ik B, 3B, 6B, and R, direct 
cotton coaltar colora They dye unmordanted cotton 
bheck in a salt bath, but for the best results they should be 
after- with potassium bichromate or copper aal- 

— black, a direct cotton coal-tar color of 
tetrukiman type derived from bengidine, It dyes an- 

tmoranted cotton in an alkaline st Bath. Also enlled 
Cuba dlect,—Diazin bi a base coal-tar color of 
the monoazo type derived from safranine. It dyes tan- 
nin-morianted yarn black of a goed degree of fastress,— 
Diazo black, a direct cotton cosl-tar cobor of the dinzo 
type derived from benzidine, It dyes somordanted cot- 
ton ina salt bath, but for the best results requires sab- 
sequent dinzetizing and developing.—Diago brilliant 

a direct cotton coal-tar color of Qhe dingo type des 
rived from tolidine, It dyes nnamordanted cotton In a 
salt bath, bat for the best results it requires a subsequent 
diazotizing and developing. Direct black, (a) Same 
as onedip whack, (6) Any direct cotton Mack.— Past 

a baste coal-tar color of the owazin type, but of 
uncertain composition. It dyes cotton monmlanted with 
tannin and iron a very fast black.— Past black B and BS, 
two salphid coal-tar colors prepared by the action of so 
dium satphid upon dinitronaphthalens They dye un- 
mordanted cotton from an alkaline bath — Galena 

blackberry 
a black ent made from native lead aulphid.— Graph- 
ite black, a black ment consisting of powdered 
gmplite.— Imm Hack, = coal-tar jor of the 
sulpbhid type, similar to Vidal black. Its composition is 
unknown, Itdyes unmordanted cotton « very fast black 
ina sedium-salphid bath. K an acid coal- 
tar color of Ute diazo type derived from diam iho-naphtha- 
lene-dalphonic ach, It dyes wool a deep black in an acid 
bath,— Kumasal union & coal-tar color of the 
triazo pe derived from diamidonaphthalene-sulpbonte 
achh It ie particularty well suited for the dycing of cot- 
ton-and-woel union material.— Kumagai wool black R 
and §, acid coal-tar colors of the diazo t derived fran 
diamido-naphthalene. They dye wool ck in an acid 
bath.— Diack, « Wack pigment obtained by car- 
** vine-twigs, It consists of ꝓpure form of char- 
eval. Also called Nue-Nack- Naphthal black, ap acid 
dyestall of the salphonated azo t derived from napt- 
thalene, There are several — thel blacks which vary 
slightly in composition, althy they are all of the same 
genem) character. N black B, 3B, and 6B, acid 
coal-tar colors of the diazo type containing three naph- 
thalene nactel, They dye wool black in an acid bath — 
N black ish. Rame as napAthod eidue-thack, — 
_ black, an acid cont-tar color of the 
dingo type derived from e-naphthylamine. It dyes wool a 
blue-black In an achl bath.—Nyanga Beck, a direct 
cotton coal-tar color of the diazo type. It dyes anmier- 
danted cotton in a salt bath, and is also well suited for 
wool-dyeltg. — Diack, a logwood black dyed in 
a any bath, the mordant and dyestall being applied 
simultaneously, The mordant first unites with the lag- 
wool to form a cotor-lake which dissolves and ts held in 
solation by seme acid, useally oxalic. From such a solu. 
thon the color-lake gradaally depeaite upon the fiber. — 
Oxamine i hkame applied to several direct cotton 
coal-tar colors which dye unmordanted eotton black in a 
salt: bath. ,& name by which aniline 
Diack is sometimes designated, from the fact that it fe 

jaced by the oxidation of aniline,— 
aname applied to several direct cotton enal-tar 

oun whieh { e cation Mask in asalt bath. 
—Palatine tack one woe jacks —Phenylene 
black. Same as anthracite #hlack, — Prudhomme’s 
Jack, a name sometimes given to aniline black whea 
reduced by weling potassium ferrocyanide — Red 

a pepe’ taixture for the production of a one 
dip logwood k which has been subjected toa redacing 

fon.—Balaburg black, a logwood black, so called be- 
catee Salzburg vitriol is ased in ite prodaction. 
bath black. Same as one-dip #hack, ed 
black, a ceometrid moth, theumaptera Aastate, common 
in Europe and the northern United States, black in color 
and striped and spotted with white, One white spot and 
band somewhat resemble a -head, hence the mame 
Its larvie are us and feet upon birch and sweet- 

—B Diack, a mordant acid coal-tar color 
similar te diamond black.—Tabora bi a direct oot- 
ton ceal-tar colar of unpublished constitution, which dyes 
unmordanted cotton from a salt bath.-- Union kK, a 
nawe given to several direct cotten coal-tar colors which 
are particularly well sulted for dyeing cottomand wool 
union js bl ~~ Victoria black, an achl coal-tar 
—— the 1 piace s apt se vol = in an * 

— as tar color, by 
the fusion of amido-phenmot and other com Hands with 
sodium polysulphikd : ome of the eartiest sulphid colors 
It was ered in 1804 and named after ite discoverer, 
It dyes unmordante| cotton a very fast black. — 

Diack, an American geometrid moth, Kuchwea 
alborittata, black in color, with a broad white band ex- 
tending actoss the forewing.—Wool black, a name as- 
tighed to several achd colors of the diaso type which dye 
woot black in an ackl bath.—Zambesi @ direct 
cotton coal-tar color, which dyes anmordanted cotton ina 
salt bath, lait is rendered faster by subsequent diazotizing 
anit developing. 

black-and-tan (blak-and-tan’), », A cab of 
the coupé type, introduced in New York in 
1883; so named from its colors. [Collog.] 

Black-ash furnace. See */furnace. 
blackpack, ». 3, The Menomonee whitefish, 
Coregonus quadrilateralis. [Lake Miehigan.] 

blackball, ». 4. Sume as black ash. 
blackberry, #...1. In North America the term Wack 
berry ts applied to those edible-fruited mensbera of the 
genus Robes in which the drupelets and torus (‘core’) 
adhere into one mass and in this form imte from the 

ant. ‘The blackberry is now more extensively cultivated 
in the United States than elsewhere in the world. These 
fruits are the amelionsted products of native species, and 
the evolution baa taken place within about a cen 
tury, The specles of blackberry are much confused, but 
as now understoml the forms cultivated for thelr fruit 
have been derived chietly from Ainius nigrobaceua, the 
oormmon wild Mackberry, Some have come from #. ar. - 

tua, and a very few from Ji, cuneifoliua, The dew 
jes (trailing berries) are derived from A. pre 

curebens C2. willoeus of Aiton) and A. ineteua A few 
blackberries are hybrids between blackberries and dew- 
berries, The blackberries are of very casy culture, If 
the ground is fertile and the plants free froen disease, the 
crop is very heavy; and as Chis crop matures im mid. 
simmer, it ia important that the soll be retentive of 
molstare, As in related plants, the fruit arises from 
canes that grew the previous year, and these canes usn- 
ally bear but once and never more than ome goed crop; 
therefore the old canes are wholly removed after Uiey 
have borne, and the growing canes take their places 
This removal of the old canes net only conserves the 
energy of the = and remotes objectionable brush, but 
alee service to Keep disease by cheek, The chbef diseases 
are the anthrmecnose and the red rust. The former cauera 
discolorations and spots on the canes. It can be kept in 
check to some extent by thorugh and repeated epriving 
with Horndeanx rulxtare; bat the best procedure ta to 
keep it out by timely removal of affected canes and by 
changing the patch toa new aren every few yoars The 
red rust, yellow rust, or yellows is due to « fungus that 
affects the entire plant, bai fruits om the ander side of 
the leaves and is Qherefore often mistaken for a follage 



blackberry 
incase. The only remedy is to 
it. The varietics of blac! are many, and new 
are constantly taking the place of the old. ie goo | the 
Snyder la now the most wide-spread, aluhough the 
best in quality. bark-louse, *cane- 
borer, *crown-borer, . See these worda. 
A t, a disense canes 

leaves, tto be due to bacteria. — 
gall-maker. -anaker, — Re 

a large wouly growth on the stems of the —— 
— mots in character and prodaved by the cynipi 

roplns nebulorua, 

blackbird, ». 
Torres Strait, [Australia.)—Brewer's blackbird, 
Scolecophagus ayenccephaine, a member of the oriole fam- 

« fly commen in western 

lack birder 
United States, 

blak’ bér-dér), n. A slaver; a 
slave-shi 

blackb: In. 
Cant. 
(blak’ bér-ding), n. and a. 

The kidnapping of negroes or Polynesians to 
be sold into slavery, 

In the early da f augar- ti t sland 
there may jae — Fer et eg tr Se 
a Very few, anid it is done w with altogether now. 
On Parker, Round the Compass in Australia, p. TH 

ILaE in the kidnapping of negroes 
or Polynesians to be sold as slaves: as, a 
blackbirding crew, 

black-blue (blak’blé*’), ». A blue so dark 
that it is nearly black. Similarto blwe-black, 

las eet Sr rn fran eo va combbndn, 
tized toluidine with a rh a of hydreay-iphn taming 
and amido-naphtholdisulpbonic acid: also called azo 
navy-Mue, It dyes aamordanted cotton from a bedling 
salt bath.—-Bemzo -blue, a name given to several 
similar direct cotton coal-tar colors of the trisazo type, 
derived from benzidine or tolidine. They dye anmor- 
danted cotton black-Dlue shades from a salt bath— 

-blue, 4 direct cotton coal-tar color de- 
rived from benzidine, which dyes unmordanted cotton a 
Dieck-bine shade from an alkaline salt bath. 

black-brown (blak’broun’), n. A brown so 
dark that it is nearly black.—Benszo black-brown, 
a direct cotton coal-tar color of unpablished constitution, 
which dyes a black-brown from a galt bath,— 
Ylack-teown, a sulphid color similar to ®eachou de 

val, 
black-buck (blak’buk), ». A sportsman’s 
name for the Indian antelope, Antilope cervi- 
eapra, See cut under sasia, 
Black-bulb thermometer. See svlar-radia- 
tion thermometer, under thermometer. 

blackbutt (blak’but), ». A valuable timber- 
tree, Eucalyptus pilularis, of southeastern 
Australia. It is straight in the grain, melerately 
heary, light reddish brown fn color (though the lower 
ay of the trunk is black}, and is adapted for bent wi 
t is found to thrive in California near the coast. Its 

woot 4 of general excellence for hoase- and ahip-tailding, 
ete, and on account of branching high is spectally avatla- 
ble for telegraph-poles. Also called sintwood, willve, 
white-top, and mountatneaeh, 

black-chaser (blak‘cha‘sér), ». The black- 
snake, Bascanion constrictor. 
black: dog, ». 8, A general name for the de- 
based and counterfeit subsidiary coinage cur- 
rent in the British West Indies, 

blacken, ".t. 3, In fownding, to coat (the face 
of a mold) with graphite, or any mixture 
used for the purpose, in order to create a sur- 
face which will gasify under the heat of the 
molten metal. The thin film of gas so produced 
prevents any impression of the grain of the mold-surface 

ing made and gives a smooth finish. 
black-ends (blak’endz), vn. pl. Refuse coke 
from cooking-ovens. 

blackeyed ‘ ; 
several plants having flowers or heads with a 
dark center. One of these is Plemingia alata (seo 
Thuntergia); another the foweref-anhour, Hibiscus 
Trionum ; a third, Rudteckia hirfa (see Rudheckia) 

blackfellow (blak’fel’6), ». An aboriginal 
Australian, (Colloq. E. among the colonists. ] 

Black-fin snapper. See *snapperl, 
n., 1, (g) In Australia: (1) A sea- 

fish, Incisidens simpler. (2) A sen-fish, Girella 
trieuspidata, (3) A fresh-water fish, Gadopsis 
marmoratus,— Of See *oil. Grunt black- 
fish, the black grunt (Konco Prieto), Harmulon benari- 
enae, fh of the West Indies and southward. 

-fiy, n.—Innoxious black-fly, a dipterous in- 
sect, Simulivm pietipes, of the family Simutinde, which 
in central New York does pot appear to Nite, 

n.,a.,and. <A simplified spelling 
of blackguard, 

-grouse (blak’grous), v. 
blackcock (which see). 
lack-gum, ». 2. The water-tupelo, Nyssa 
biflora, # tree inhabiting wet ground along the 
Atlantic and Gulf coasts, In the Dismal Swamp 
(southeast Virginia) it dominates areas of dockduous 
forest called ack-qum or (on account of density) dert 
ewrmp, See #gum seamp. These areas when cleared 
form black-qum land, a type highly adapted to the enlti- 
vation of Indian com. Compare Juniper ewomp, under 
Rinniper, 

3. Kuealyptus stellulata, 

The European 

uproot the plant and burs black-haw (blak’hA’), n. 

5. A native of the islands of B 

jusan (blak-id si’zn). One of b 
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1, Either of two 
species of arrow-wood, Viburnum prunifolium 
or F. rufotomentosum.—2, One of two shrubs 
or small trees, Bumelia lanuginosa and B, 
tenaz, of the southern United States, 

blackhead, ». 3. In entom., the larva of an 
American tortricid moth, Kudemis cacciniana, 
which feeds on the leaves of the cranberry. 
Also called fire-worm,—4, Acommon name for 
comedo. e comedo, 

th beds. See *bed!. 
black-hot (blak’hot), a. Hot but not glowing; 
leas hot than red-hot. 

Blackiston’s trout. See *frowt, 
black- », 10. Candy made of dark 
molasses, 

Black-knot of the filbert,. disease which attacks the 
branches of the filbert, Corylua Aveflana, and also those 
* + ag lee 7 is — by ine —— — 
igri, oepereiic cnomeala, which prodiees enlarged 

black — -knot of the sooseberry, a 
disease of the gooseberry caused by Plowrightia Nite — 
Black-knot of the hazel, Same as *WeckAnot of the 

black-led, ». and ©. A simplified spelling of 
black-lea 3 igo 

blackleg, ». 5, A laborer who is not a mem- 
ber of a trade-yild or trade-union; a ‘seab," 
The aaddlers threw the blame [of bad saddles} on the 

joiners; and the joiners seem to have in their tarn pushed 
it back on an [legal or “Ofackteg” labour encouraged by 
the saddlers for thetr own advantage. ... As to the in- 
troduction of “bleckieg" Inbour by the Masters, it was 
decreed that no stranger was to be brought into the 
trades Gil he had been received at the lasting by the 
ament of eight respectable men of the craft, 
Mra J. &. Green, Town Life in 1th Centary, TL. 163-165, 

blackmailer (blak’mdl-ér), 2. One who levies, 
or attempts to levy, blackmail. 

The Herald Building cannot be in the least degree 
affected by the 5* > enterprise of the lobbyists and 
Nackmailers of the Arcade Rallromd. 

New York Herald, April 24, 1568, p. & 

blackmark (blek’miirk), c./. To put a black 
mark against the name of (some one), 

Ostracise and Mack mark all who do not come fate their 
confederacy, 

D., Mase, Drammond of Hawthormden, xiii. 

black-meat (blak’mét), mn. Mollusks of the 
genus Rissoa in the larval, or veliger, stage, 
occurring in masses on the surface of the sea, 
and furnishing food for mackerel, herring, 
and other fishes. 

ork. blackneck (blak’nek), », Either one of the 
seaup-ducks, Aythya marila nearctica and A, 
_ which have the head and upper part of 

@ neck black. More commonly called broad. 
bill or bluebill. 

b 11 (blak’pél), ». The black-poll war- 
bler, Dendroica striata, which has the topof the 
head black. 

black-print (blak’print), ». A eens 
rint, resembling the blue-print, giving black 
sy ona white und. 

black-printing (blak’prin’ting), », In ceram., 
the process of printing on pottery in black over 
ne laze ; itantedates —* rinting. 

“process paper, See *paper. 
Black River Bt ne, Bed sHimestone, 
black-rust (blak’rust).». See rusfl. 
black-saddler (blak‘’sad‘lér), ». A maker of 

ig-suldles, [Eng.] 
~shank (blak’shangk), ». Same as black 

*rot of the sweet potato, 
blacksmith (blak’smith), v, i, To follow the 
trade of a blacksmith; work as a blacksmith. 

You have made ree work very hard at this wiht-goose 
chase, digging, and tramping, and (ockwthiag, and you 
got me Inte a serape that might have cost me my life. 

M,N. Murfree, Despot of Brocansedge Cove, xx. 

Blacksmiths’ chisel. See *chisel*. 
black-stick (blak’stik), ». A blackish, resin- 
ous mass, sometimes molded into sticks, which 
consists of a mixture of impure alkaloids sep- 
arated from the mother-liquors in the manu- 
facture of quinine. It is used as a substitute 
for quinine. Also known as chinoidine and 
quinordine, 

black-stone (blak’stén), mn. A carbonaceous 
shale. 

black-stripe 2. A disease of the tomato- ”, 
lant caused by the fungus dlfernaria Solani. 

Blacksville limestone, See */imestone, 
black-tooth (blak’tuth), ». A condition of 
hogs in which the teeth are black from accu- 
mulation of tartar. The condition preluces no Hl 
effect upon the health of the animal, and is not, as bs 
commonly supposed, a disease, 

blacktree (blak’tré),n. Same as blackwood, 3. 

blanch 
biack-walnut (blak-wal’nut), ». See walnut, 

jalifornia walnut, Jmlone Califernica, a 
sisaller and jess Valuable tree than the black-walnut of 
the eastern United States, found om the Pacific slope and 
ranging into Arizona, New Mexico, and Sonor 

Black-water fever. See *fever!. 
Blackwood series. See *secries. 
bladder, »., 4. (¢) A membranous inflated 
fruit, as that of Ae@lreuteria or the pericarp of 
Physalis.—Biadder fever, acute cystitis; also 
phi; Pasciculated er, a condition associated 
with obstruction to the flow of —— in which the hyper- 
trophied muscalar coat of the bladder forms ridges or 
columms on the inner surface of the organ.—Stammer- 
ing * stammer, t. 

bladder-fish (bl ad‘ér-fish), ». Same as globe- 
Jiah and puffer, 3. 

-lard (blad’ér-liird), 2, 1. Lard put 
up for sale in bladders,—2, A trade-name for 
lard of the best quality from the kidney fat of 
the animal, 

bladder-nut, ".—African bladder-nut, small 

c 

Bladder-net (Xoprme fwcida, 

branch; @, fruit; ¢, longitudinal section of a fruit. @, flowenn 
(Drawn from Eoglee and Prant's * Ptiecenfaulien. 

South African tree of the ebony family, Royene fweide, or 
ite frait, Ite wooed is moueh used, Also called African 
enorwdrop. See Rowena. 

bladder-plum (blad’ér-plum), », Same as 
*plum-pocket. 
pladder-sedge (blad‘ér-sej), n. A species of 
sedge, Carer vesicaria of the temperate Old 
World, having the perigynia (seed-cases) much 
inflated, In its dried state thit sedge was worn, on 
Nansen's polar expedition, Inelde boots and shoes, to keep 
the feet warm and dry. 

bladder-seed (blad’ér-séd), x. See Physosper- 
mum, 

bladder-worm, *.—G@id bladder-worm, a cestode 
worm Connterue cerebralia, whose larval stage fe passed in 
the brain of the sheep, ox, and other — animala\in 
which it causes gid, turnsick, or staggers. If caten by a 
dog the larva develops inte a tapeworm, Tania cornurua, 
which produces numerous egy, These, if scattered about 
a farm or along roadsides, tay in turn infect grazing anl- 
mals See gidt.— Thin-necked bladder-worm, a ces- 
tode worm whose larval stage, Cwstecercue tenwicetia, oo 
curs in the omentum of grazing aptinale and sotnetines 
causes their death In the allimen canal of the dag 
the larva develops into a tapeworm, Twnie marginata, 
whose if swallowed, mony infect sich animals as 
naturally harbor Uhe larval stage, 

blade, »., 3. (4) That part of an iron head of a 
golf-elub which forms the face or striking- 
surface. (1) The broad part of a cricket-bat. 
4. A swords-man. 

‘The short man I felt quite confident Hugh could han- 
dle, and was surprised, seeing his build, that Pike should 
have declared him o good Made, 

SS. Weir Mitchell, Hugh Wynne, b 214, 

blady-grass (bla’di-gras),». The alang-alang 
grass, Jmperate arundinacea: so named appar- 
ently from the abundance of leaf-blades. It ts 
common thronghout the warner parts of the and is 
recommended asa binder of soil and sand. Reelang: 
along and coon. 

Blaes and balls, in wining, shale with embedded nodules 
of iron ore Barrowmwon, Glossary, 

Blair process. See *process. 
Blake crusher. See *erusher, 
Blakiston’s line, See */ine!. 
blanch!,#., 3, (5) Lead ore mixed with other 
minerals, 

blanch}, vr. (.—To dfanch eiferr, to oxidize copper aupar- 
fieinlly. when present in an ally with silver, by heating to 
redoves in the air, and then dissolving ont the oxid of cop- 
per by dilate sulphuric ackl, thus leaving the surface of 
the object with white appeanuice of pure ailver, 



blanching-machine 

-machine (blin’ching-ma-shén’), n. blanching. s 
A machine for removing the dark skins of al- 
monds and peanuts. It breaks the skin, brushes it 
away, and leaves the nut clean, white, or blanched. 

—— group. See *group!. — 
lanjulidæ (blan-jii‘li-dé), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Blan- 

julus + -idwx.) A bully of cbiiognati myria- 
pods having a thin cylindrical iv with more 
than 30 rings, and either with no eyes or with 
a simple row of eyes beneath the edge of the 
forehead. 

us (blan’jé-lus), ». (NL. (Gervais, 
1837 J A genus of blind chilognath myriapods, 
typical of the family Blanjulidw. 

Dlank. 1 a. Blank Wall, a flat wall without open- 

IL». 12, An opening ina forest where from 
any cause very few or no trees are growing. 
~In blank, with parts left blank, to be filled in later by 
another hand : as, to sign a check tn Wank. 

blank, r.é 5. Toleave (a card) so that it must 
Se played when the ool is led.— To blank out 

inting, to extern ec of (a short page) by the 
tncertion of ran lines of ena, or tow furniture. 
blank: .—Army blanket, « coarse, extra 
strong wool blanket of a “brown color, tapped on 
both sides, 60 by 90 Inches in — aad wopenen —— 
a io eaterese blanket, » Glan! et of a cottony clear. 
——— nan on both sides, though the fice shows a 
distinct ware, produced in Ue — process, The 
size varies from 00 by 70 to 60 by 74 Inches, and the 
weight from 6 to 10 pounds a palr,—Ma’ 
a vy white blanket of wool, o on beth 
sides, @ by 72 inches in site, and weighing 10 pounds a 
pair.— Spanish & showy wool blanket, with a 
white body and stri of strong, contrasting colors, 
from 7 to 10 inches in width, running from list to list 
through the entire blanket. , ° 

II. a. That covers, or is intended (like a 
blanket) to cover, many different but more or 
less closely related things, conditions, «on- 
tingencies, requirements, or the like; as a 
blanket-mortgage; a blanket-clause in a deed 
or resolution, 

No such objection can be warped againet aach mse of the 
word “art,” as ite algnificance in this connection thas 
tong . . . become conventional... Therefore I have 
bong been in favor of what has been called a blanket de- 
gree. Science, May 27, 1004, p. 818. 

rv, t.—To blanket the fire (of a ship), to 
interpose between the firing vessel and the vessel aimed 
at so as to screen the latter, 

blanket-ballot (blang’ket-bal’gt), . See 
(blang’ket-kat‘1), The 

*ballot!. 
ttle n. 

Dutch belted cattle (which see, under *caftle), 
blanket-flower (blang’ket-flour), mn. A plant 
of the genus Gaillardia, 

blanket-moss (blang’ket-més), x. A local 
name for the felted mat of dead algw, gener- 
ally some species of Spirogyra, Zyquema, or 
Cladophora, which forms along the border of 
receding waters. 

blanket-patent (blang’ket-pat*‘ent), ». Let- 
ters patent covering « variety of matters, each 
of which may be the subject of a single patent. 

blanket-policy (blang’ket-pol‘i-si), ». In én- 
surance few, a contract of insurance applied to 
a class of property rather than toany particular 
pro rey, 10 which the risk assumed is shifting 
and varying according as different articles or 
things mn the class are brought within the 
terms of the contract. 
blanket-scum (blang’ket-skum), «. In the 
manufacture of sugar from the cane, the first- 
formed thick Isyer of coagulated material 
which appears on the surface of the cane-juice 
which has been treated with milk of lime and 
heated in open kettles. It comsists chiefly of eal- 
cium sults, coagulated proteld matter, and mechanical 
entangled particles of vegetable fiber, Sadler, Handbook 
of Todust. Chem, p. 120. 

e (blang’ket-strak), nv. In min- 
ing and metal,, a sloping table or sluice con- 
taining coarse cloth, used for catching gold. 
See hlanket-sluice, [Australia] 
blanket-table (blang’ket-ta*’bl), n. In mining, 
an inclined plane covered with blankets or 
other coarse cloth, to catch the heavier miner- 
als which pass overit. See hlanket-sluice. 
blanket-twill (blang’ket-twil), ». Same as 
*enasimere-tieill, 
blanket-vote (blang’ket-vit), mw. Same as 
Hanket-*ballot. 
blanking-die (blang’king-li), ». Same as 
*eutting-die, 
blare!,. 4. In painting, a broad and brilliant 
effect of eolor, as in the representation of 
flowers, 

This {a a thing unique in painting, unique In the sense 
of freshness and ambiance in which the “Mare” of th 
flowers is renide 

C. Ricketts, Velasquez, tn Burlington Mag,, ¥. 339, 
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blasfeme, blasfemous, blasfemy, Simplified 
spellings of ble é, blasphemous, blasphemy, 

ijn, 13. In mining, a fall of water down 
a mine-shaft designed to produce or quicken 
ventilation, Barrowman, (Seotch.]—14, Inthe 
West Indies, a disease of the sugar-cane, prob- 
ably caused by an acarid now known as the 
sugar-cane mite. The species is still unde- 
seribed.— Cranberry blast, a disense caused by the 

idial form of a species of Guignerdia, which attacks 
Ee vey wanes fruit and prevents its further deve: 
ment. — ite blast, a disease of rice along the Sou 
— coast of the United States. The forming head 

cause of diseuse is not known, 
blast? (blast), ». (Gr. AMaoroc, a sprout, shoot, B 
germ, ¢ Siacrdverr, grow.] In ut, bud, 
sodl,, one of the Po sh ra tree spore-like 
bodies in the life-cycle of certain Aoorenee, 
such as the malarial parasite. 
blast-area (bldst’i’re-i), ». The aren over 
which a blast of air or steam is distributed ; 
the cross-section of the blast. 

blastesis (bias-té’sis), ». [NL., (Gr, S2deryee, 
a budding.) The reproduction of a lichen 
thallus by means of gonidia. Minks, 

Blast-furnace gas, the mixture of guses discharged from 
the top of a blast-furnace used insmelting iron. It con. 
sists ementially of carbon monoxid, carbon dioxid, and 
nitrogen, and in view of the combustibility of the first of 

ese is becoming a very important soaree of power 
hitherto wasted, used as fuel in internal-combus- 
thon engines, — a tariike mixture of 
hydrocarbons, phenols, ote, recovered from coal used tn 

jast-furmaces. —- Bu’ v blast-furnace, a blast- 
furnace in which the furnace-top is su by 
of cast- or wrought-iron, thereby relieving the stack of 
its welght.— ch last & bheet- 
furnace for the production of white iron. 
treated are chiefly spathic carbonates, poor in — 
and containing from 35 to 65 per cent. of iron. — — 
of charcoal fuel is conthved to the production of fine 

jes of iron. 
tlastidiam (blas-tid’i-um ), ».; pl. blastidia (-fi), 

NL., ¢ Gr. Macroc, germ, cell, + dim, -rdenv,] 
secondary cell generated within another; a 

daughter-cell. Schleiden. 
b -powder (blis’ting-pou’dér), m. An 
explosive agent, commonly gunpowder, used 
in blasting rock. 

sy although be 

Ganpowder for this purpose ts 
nitrate of soda fnatead of nitrate of pot- 

the former salt, which is the cheaper, tends 
to take up —— molsture, and the «lor t there- 

redaced in strength.— -pow- 
an explosive, made by mixing intimately 10 parts of 

plerie acid, 10 parta of sodiam altrate, and 25 parts of 
potassium chromate,—Brain's Mastieg-20 _ an 
ex ve, 40 per cent. nitroglycerin and per cent. & 
mixture of charceal, wood-pulp, and nitrate and chlornte 
of potassium. The Inat-pamed Ingredieat renders it a 
very dangerous ne: ' 

blastocele, x. Same as blastocele, 
blastochore (blas‘té-kér), ». (Irreg. ¢ Gr, 
Stacréc, & germ, sprout, * yupeiv, spread, 
In phyfogeog., a plant disseminated by off- 
shoots, F, &, Clements, 

blastochyle (blas‘’té-kil), ». [Gr. Gaarde, a 
germ, + xvid, juice, liquid.) In embryol., 
the liquid whieh fills the blastoe@le, or cavity 
of the blastula. 

bd etic (blas"té-jé-net‘ik), a. (Gr. 
Seacréc, a germ, + yéeorw, production: see 
genetic.) In biol., of or pertaining to charne- 
ters which have their origin in the reprodue- 
tive cells, or germ-cells, as distinguished from 
the acquired or somatogenetic characters, which 
make their appearance in the soma, or body, 
RY the anima = plant. * — 
lastogenic (blas*ti.jen‘ik), a. . Pertain- 
ing to or produced by means of budding or 
blastogenesis. 

The same is truce as regards the formation of a new 
por. from u blastogenic cell and from an ovum. In 

wth cases the final result is the same, or very similar, 
though the tmethot by whieh ft la attained bs different, 

Weasmonn (trans.), Germ-plasm, p. 174, 

2. Concerning or pertaining to origin from 
germ-plasm, or the substance of gefin-cells, as 
contrasted with origin from the soma or body. 

(1) contrast them |sormatogenic characters] with the 
Maatogenic characters of an individual, or thease which 
originate solely in the primary conatitaent of the germ, 

Weismann (trans), Germ-plasm, p. 302. 

Seo *yerin- 
Paan wittephoom Biastogenie variation, diverdty blastule (blus’tal), n. 
among germ-cells considered as variation, and, according blast-wheel (blast‘hwél is ”. 
to Websmann’s doctrine of germ: plasm, the only wariation, 
which can be inhertted or transmitted to descendants 
Weivmann (trans) (herm- p 411 

blastoidean (blas-toi’dé-an), a. and n. 

the rice. t attacked by it turns snow-white. The b 

blastuiar 

blatjang 
blastokinetic (blas’té-ki-net’ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to blastokinesis. 
Blastomyces (blas-t6-mi’séz), mn. [NL. (Cos- 
tantin aad Rolland, 1888), ¢ Gr. Noo, a 
germ, + pixpc, a fungus.) A genus of hy- 
phomycetous fungi having a scantily branched 
mycelium with somewhat polyhedral simple 
conidia produced on short lateral conidio- 
phoves. The single species, B. futeus, was found on 

— Recently various writers on animal pathol. 
have incorrectly referred to this genus certain fungl 

obecure relationship which have been isolated from 
tumors, cancerota growths, 

r (blas-té-mi'sét), , One of the 
Blastomycetes. oar 
lastomycetes (blas*t6-mi-sé’téz), mn. pl. 
[NL., ¢ Saaoréc, a germ, + phage (pl. wixyrer) 
a fungus, a mushroom.) A name applied 
chiefly by animal pathologists to a heterogene- 
ous'group of fungi occurring as parasites on 
man and some of the lower animals. some at 

sniall groupe 
—— i-sé‘tik), a. Pertain- 

ing t t — tes,— Blastomycetia dermatitis, a form of inflammation of te skin cated Dy 
© presence of a fungus of the yeast-plant fanily. 

blastomycetous (blas-t6-mi-sé‘tus), a. Per- 
taining to or caused by any of the so-called 
Blastomycetes; blastomycetic, 
blastomycosis (blas*td-mi-kd’sis), ». [NL., 
< Gr, Béacrég, a germ, + pinyr, a fungus, + 
-osis.] Inflammation due to the presence in 
the tissues, —— on the akin, of a vege- 
table parasite belo to the family of bud- 

Mlastop — (blas-tot’ )n. [NL(G (blas-tof*a-git), n. . (Graven- 
horst, pane ( Gir. 4 

Puce 

, & germ, sprout, + 

Vigeiusect (Sterteptagu grerserwen), 

a, adult teesale; 4, head trom below; ¢, bead trom side; a, male 
impergeating female; ¢, female tesulag from galls / male —en- 
lange, (Atter Westwood.) 

oayriv, eat.) Aremarkable genus of chaleidoid 
inseets of the family dgromdae, having winged 
females and wingless males of peculiar strue- 
ture. They inhabit the flower receptacles of the Ag. and 
act as fertilizers, bringing about the production of the so- 
called fruit in the pistillate varieties 2B. groasorum ſen · 
tilizes the Smyrna tig of commerce, which te —— 
dependent upow thie ineect for the fucthon of ‘ 
Both plant and insect have been introduced by the United 
States Department of Agricultare into Culifornia, where 
large crops of Sovyries thes are now grown, 

blastophor, ». Same as Nastophore. 
blastophoral (blas-tof’6-ral), a. [hlastophore 
+ -all.] Relating to a blastophore. 

blastophore, ». 2. One of the nucleated por- 
tions of protoplasm formed in an odeyst of 
Sporezoa, comparable to a sporoblast. 

8am, in crbryed., the suture or seam formed 
by the closing of the lige of the blastopore, 

ma (blas-té-stro’mi), a.; pl. blasto~ 
stromata (-ma-ti). [Gr. Svaoréc, a germ, + 
otpiua, & bed, Tmattresa.] In embryol., that 

rtion of the egg which participates actively 
in forming the blastoderm. 

blastous (blus’tus), 2. Of or pertaining to a 
rm 

Blastozoa (blas-th-26'i), n. pl. (Gr, Sacre, 
a germ, + (Gov, animal.) Animals with 
erm-layers; Metezoa. 

ve (blast ‘ stév), Bee hot-blast 

(blas’tG-lir), a. 
the blastula, 

n. 
*xtove 

Of or pertaining to 

Same aa blastula, 
The wheel in a 

centrifugal disk- or pressure-blower; an im- 
eller, 

I, a. plat (blat), ¢.; pret. and pp. blatted, ppr. blat- 
Having the characters of or pertaining to the ting, [Imitative: ef. blattar, blather, bleat.] 
Blastoidea, 

II, . One of the Blastoidea, 
esis (blas *to-ki-né‘sis), n. [Gr. 

Staorés, a germ, + xeyor, movement.) In 

embryo within theegg. Wheeler, 1893. 

I. trans. To utter heedlessly ; blurt out: as, he 
blatted the news. 

II. intrans. 1, To talk inconsiderately or 
nonsensically ; blather.—2. To bleat. 

© embryol., the movements of the whole insect blatjang (blii‘chiing), x. In South Africa, ebut- 
ney ; a condiment. 



Blatti 
Blatti (blat‘i), =. [NL (Adanson, 1763, adopted 
from Kheede, 1682), from a Malabar name of 
one of the ies of the genus, B. caseolaris.) 
A genus of dicotyledonous plants, type of the 
family Blattiacer. Soe Sonneratia. 
Blattaces (blat-i-a’s6-4), m. pl. (NL. (Nie- 
denzu, 1892), < Blatti + -acew.) A family of 
dicotyledonous archichlamydeous plants of the 
order Myrtales, typilied by the genus Jilatéi, and 
mostly with the characters of that genus. It 
contains only one other are trees or shrubs mu⸗ 

of tropical Asia, the M Archi and the Hima- et wove dae, he Neey Artie 
Blattidium (bla-tid’i-um),». [NL., < L. blat 
a cockroach, + Gr. dim, -ideov,] A genus o 
extinet cockroaches from the Jurassie rocks. 

blazel, ». 6. In ph iol., an electric current 
traversing normal living tissue in a positive 
direction when a mechanical stimulus is ap- 
plied; the electric response of living tissue to 
stimulation, See *blaze-current, 

This “ Maze” respouse is the algebraic sum of post-anodic 
and powt-kathodic currents; the resultant is commonly 
homedrome, but an antidrome blaze, distinguished from 
polarisation by its mach greater order of tude, is also 
seen. - Nature, July 9, 1008, p 238 

An electric blaze-current —— n. 
current aro in living tissue by stimulation. 
In another paper, A. Darig describes observations which 
—— he are, to regard the 7 

te as 8 8) roperty of living ie Ibis 
much more fe that ‘the are to be considered as 
special manifestations of certain epithelial tissaes. 

Jour, Roy, Micros, Soe,, Oct, 1900, p. 500. 

blazed (blazd), p. a. Having a white mark, 
oy a streak, on the forehead: said of 
orses and cattle. 

blaze-reaction (bldz-ré-ak’shon),n, A reaction 
obtained when living é is stimulated by a 
mechanical oranelectrical stimulant. 1 consists 
of an electric current areca we living tleue in a 
positive direction, und itis thought to be an electrical cri- 
terion of vitality. See #blaze, n., (, and whiaze-current. 
Jour. Roy. Micros Soe, Oct, 1008, p. S00. 

blazing-star, »., 2. (1) In California, Mentzelia Leei- 
coulis, n whitestemmed plant with cream-colored or 
Nght yellow flowers Sor4 inches broad; also AM, Lindleyi, 

h smaller golden Gowers. 
bleach!,». 3. An abbreviation of ‘bleaching- 
powder; or chlorid of lime.—Madder 

most h calico bleaching : Process: so 
becnuse it was iret applied to goods to be printed or dyed 
with madder colors, Ita object is the complete removal 
of every impurity which can attract colori: other 
than that —M 

mutter « 
jarket bleach, bleaching process } 

for cotton goods suitable to meet Uie ordinary require. 
ments of the trade, It differs from that for rintod f gods 
essentially in the eof the bodilin th resin soap 
and in the introduction of Unting with a blue coloring 
matter. _ b 

bleach-croft (bléch’kroft), n. A field of grow- 
in upon which linen or cotton cloth is 
gpeend for bleaching. 
b n. 4, Same as *bdleachery, 2. 
bleacherite (blé’ehér-it), ». One who must 
be content to stand or napa a bench in the 
open air while witnessing a base-ball or other 
game. [Slang, U.S 

bleachery, ». 2. An outdoor stand from which 
spectators may view something, especially o 
game of foot-ball or base-ball. (Slang, U. 8.)] 
bleaching-engine (blé’ching-en*jin), ». In 

aper-manuf., a machine for bleaching, clean- 
te. and — wood-pulp for use in a 

per-making machine. It is essentially a 
— of beating-engine (which see). 
bleaching: uor (blé’ching-lik*or), n. Bleach- 
ing-liquic lia usually cetera, the solution 
obtained by the action of water on =r 
powder or chlorid of lime, but also applied to 
solutions of the alkaline h hlorites, bleach- 
ing-liquor being now made directly by the 
— of an aqueous solution of common 
salt. 

bleach-liquor (bléch‘lik-or), #. 
*hleaching-liquor, 

bleach-works (bléch’wérks), ». pl, Same as 
ery. 

Blechnum (blek’num), ». [NL. (Linneus, 
1753), < Gr. Ag yvor, a kind of fern. (Blechnon 
was used by Pliny.)] A genus of hardy poly- 

iaceous ferns. The fronds are nearly or quite 
uniform and mostly pinnatifid or pinnate; the sterile 
veinleta are free, t of the fertlte PMnew being con 
nected pear thelr base by a transverse comtingous —5 
tacle which beara a Unesr sorus parallel to the midvein 
and provided with an elongate saperior indusiam free 
and at length retlexed from the inner margin. The spe 
cies in cultivation are rather coarse greenhouse ferns 
which are very useful te fortsts for jardinitres and for 
——- terna, The following are most commonly cul- 
wated: 2. Braviliense, B. nitidium, and B Corcovadens, 

of Brazil; B. occidentale, found in Mexico, the West 

Same as 

Bloc Amis velubile. 

A, a merle frond: &, portion of a fertile pines showing the 
teri and spores, (Drawn from Fogler and Pranth's 

* Pilansentamilies.") 

Indies, and Brazil; and &. serrulatum, found in the re- 
tween Florida and Brazil 8. certilaginewm, B. 

veeola, and others are-aleo under cultivation. 
bleed, r.¢. 6. To allow an escape of (liquid 
or gas) —— a cock or valve from a higher 
pressure toa lower. Specifically —() To let (steam) 
escape by a by-pass from oa high-pressure cylinder of a 
oom, d engine to one of Uhe low-pressure cylinders. 
(®) To let (air or condensed water) eses, 

re from the train-pipe or reservoirs of an alr-brake 
system. (c) To remove (condensation) from a gasmain 
ora maps by opening a drip-valve, _ 
7. In making turpentine, to obtain resin from 
{living trees) by cutting into them.—To bleed 
a to make aalit in it, as in loading sacked wheat 
for export, See the extract. 

In loading sacked wheat for export a number af sacks 
in each row are “ Wed." In other words, a alit is made in 
the sack, which allows a small quantity of the wheat to 
cacape and fill in the spaces around the corners and aides 
of the sack, thas making a more compact which ta 
less Hable to shift than would be the case if the sacks 
were loaded without “ bfeeding.~ 

Yearbook V. & Dept, Agr,, 1901, p. S76 

bleeder, ». 3. In mech., a pipe which leads 
steam from the pressure-line to the interme- 
diate or low-pressure cylinder of the engine 
or to the con — Se 

= n. 4, Same as *coral-cr 4 —8 ——— —— 
beautiful Les of the Sierras and Coast Range.— Wild 
bleeding: Bikukulla eximia of the Alleghany 

eeding-valve (blé’ding-valy), ». A valve 
used to bleed or drain a mechanical system. 
See *hiced, c. t., 6, and *hleeder, 3. 

Bleiberg process. See *process. 
lend!, +. i. 3. In bdiol., to exhibit or trans- 
mit to descendants the resultant or combina- 
tion of resemblances to the two parents in in- 
beritance. 

ten’ — that the zygote resulting from @ term, 
union of A with a will 

A bad been anited with A; 
an rygote will om the average be more like A than 
an aa zygote would he, 

W. Bateson, Mendel's Prin. of Heredity, p. 20 

4. In psychol,, to combine in such a way that 
the combining qualities are thrust more or less 
into the background by the total impression 
which results from their eombination; fuse. 

blend}, ». 3. In psychol., a fusion; a connee- 
tion of mental processes in which the constit- 
uents are forced into the background by the 
total impression. 
There ie po trace of fusing, of be fi when the 

tones sound: they form a blend; an this Wena. the 
sound-whole, is the fusion, 

E. &. Titchener, Exper. Paychol., L tl 22, 
blend?, ». Asimplitied spelling of biende. 
b A.Aldot blend, an artificiall prevered zine 
sulphid, in Qnely crystalline r, exhibiting phospho- 
rescence on exposure to sunlight, by friction, and by the 
impact of the radiation from salte of radiam. Science, 
Get, 24, 1004, p, Sn, : af 

blender, ». 2. A machine for mixing or blend- 
ing together different kinds of flour, dry paints, 
or other powders. ¶ I consists of a cylinder of wood 
or iron in the axis of which is a shaft, called an agitator, 
fitted with spiral fans which when revolved stir and mix 
together the various powders or flours placed in the ma- 
chine. It is usually combined with sore form of sifting: 
tmachine, and ia then called a sifter and blender, Lange 
machines have also a feeder, 

blen 4. 2, The combination of the char- 
acteristics of both parents as a resultant in 
cross-breeding. 

In some cases there was obvious blending, as for ex- 
ample when white crossed with red or claret gave pink. 
Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol Com. Roy. a“ _" 

4 

Combened Feeder, Sifter, and Blender. 
4, feed.box with theee compartments: 4. feed-gares reg 
portions of mixtures; ¢,distributing-hatt; ¢, mixer with 

for rereading material over sieve (not shown) throagh which 
in falls to blender: ¢, bleader; /, agitator; ¢, potntot discharge; 
&, pailey for belt delivering power, Kroet of «4, ande open te 
show constrection. 

blendure (blen’dir), ». [blend! + -ure (ef. 
mizture).) A blend or mixture, 
lend-word (blend’wérd), ». An invented 
word, made =< two or more known words 
taken and combined without regard to etymo- 
logical usage or rule, the object (which ma 
not be consciously present in the inventor's 
mind) pes fem uce anabsolutely new word, 
which shall not appear to be a compound or 
derivate of known words. Examples are frequent in 
humorous formations, as In the works of “ Lewis Carroll” ; 

Machine #¢ to 20 feet high. 

aa snark from sa(abe) and (ehjart, chortle trom chiwekpe 
* (en ete. nek, in Oxford University slang, 
from bricakfas) + (peck. Bee #brunch-word. Blend. 
words this nature differ only in epirit from a class of 
chetnical and other technical in which two or 

len-i-kot‘’us), ». (NL, ¢ L. 
vivwos, blenny, + Gr. xdtroc, a 

see Cottws). A genus of cottoid fishes of 
blennius, Gr. 
fish 
the 

bleo (bla’5), n. [Native name,] Pereskia Bleo, 
of the cactus family, a thorny shrab found in 
Colombia and Brazil. 1 bears fleah-colored flowers 
jd amnooth, “shaped edible fruit the size of » 

ure. The pint cerees ao n goed stock on: which = 
the more ornamental species of cactl and is plan 
hi Pereakia, were 

bl ‘a (blef’s-rii), m.; pl. blephare (-ré). 
NL., (Gr. Stégapov, — One of the teeth 

of the peristome in mosses. [Rare.] 
blepharic (ble-far’ik), a. = BApapor, eyelid, 
+ -ic.]) Same as palpebral, 

blepharis (blef‘ aris! nn, (NL, (Gr. SAegapic, 
—— eyelid < fiégapow, eyelid, appar. é 
Atérece, loo at.) In ce crustaceans, the 
fringe of hair on the edge of the pit in which the 
eye is situated, 
Biepharocera lef-a-ros’e-ril),n. [NL, (Mac- 
quart, 1843) (also Blepharicera), ¢ Gr. f2égapov, 
eyelid (Sredapic, eyelash), + xépac, nares 1, 
A genus of dipterous insects typical of the 
family Blepharocerida,— 2, A genus of tineid 

for 

moths. Chambers, 1877. 
C de (blef‘a-ré-ser’i-dé), n. pl. 
NL., < Blepharocera + -idw.) A family of C 

small bibionoid dipterous insects which have 
the wings furnished with a network of creased 
lines, from which they have been called the 
netceined midges, The adults are mosquito-like in 
form, and the larves, which are aquatic, resemble erus- 
tecee more than Insecta They attach themselves to 
rocks in swift-running streams, and have apparently bat 
7 seginenta 

bjepharoclisis (blef*a-r6-kli’sis), u. [NL., 
< Gr. Jédgapov, eyelid, + KAriowc, xAgerg, shut- 



blepharoclisis 

ting up.) Union, toa R — of the 
Hee Sat eyelids, of con 
blepharoconjunctivitis ole a-rp kot on -jungk’ 
ti-vi'tis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. S2égapor, eyelid, + 
NL. conjunctivitis. } Inflammation of the con- 
junctiva of the eyelid. 
— (blef"prrg-p last), ». (Gr, Ar- 
dapic, & + xhactic, jermed. LI A spe- 
elaliz cilia-forming rotoplasmie organ of 
the sperm-cellsof certain plants, It fret 
in the spermatomeld mother-cells tn the form of a round 
body with rudiating rays of kinoplaam, and thro its 
— and development gives rise to the motile cilia of 

spermatotoids, The onan resembles a centrosome 

togoid mother-cell, one going to ~~ of 
tozolds formed therefrom. H. J. 
of the Antherorolds of Zamia, in Bot Gazette, July 16, 
1807, p. 24. 

2. In protozoans, a minute granule, of un- 
known function, at the base of each flagellum, 
as in Multicilia. 
lepharoplastoid (blef’a-ré-plas‘toid), ». 
— Bixgapic, eyelash, + riasréc, formed, + 

form.] In bot., a structure resembling 
| the blepharoplast i in the spermatids of certain 
plants, such as Marsilia. 

blepharostat (blef’a-rj-stat), ». (Gr. SAfgapor, 
eyelid, —— fixed, ————— to stand, 4 
An instrument for keeping the — apart; 

culum, Jowr, — Ly Mar, 2, 
L 

result of disease. 
b echia — 5*3 

r. (Se , eyeli ouvé yera, COn- 
tinuity, < ovee xr, continuous, < avd ae, con- 
tinue, hold together, ¢ civ, with, + dye, 
hold.) — between the margins of the 
pipposing eyelids 
blepharotomy (blef-s-rot’6-mi), n. [Gr. f2é- 
dapor, eyelid, + rows, a cutting.) Surge, 
incision of the eyelid, 

Blessed bread. ‘Same as ewlogia, 
blet (blet), ». aes, t.] Asoft spot in a fruit; 
an early stage of decay. 

Bletia (bla’ti-&), n. (NL. (Ruiz and Pavon, 
1794), named in honor of Luis Bet, a Spanish 
pharmacist and botanist.] A widel, distributed 

mus of terrestrial or epiphytal herbs of the 
fami mily Orchidacea, The leaves are plicate, mem- 
branaceous, erect, and have a sheathing base. The terres- 

pecies are most commonly grown 
are about 20 species of Metia found in 
tes, and one species is found in China and . Jnpan. 2B. hy 
cinthina, B, rerecunda, i 

bleu (blé), ». [F.] Blue.—Bien céleste, in 
mime as whew ferquoie, Tee Fp aie, 8 heade of Hine 
found in Chinese porcelain ; sky-bDlue, Also called Wew 

Bleu do Nanking, a dark-blue color found oa 

ceram., 

a Velned dark-blwe color, or 
tain, —— that of ia Ses le Sup’ oi ha 

rvelain.— Blow tur- 
uoise, —*2 erram., ab — ** uruuat⸗·blue color a” 

Fented in the reign ot la XV, 

blibe (blib), a. (Appa. a dial, variant of bled.) 
In glass-making, a defect in the glass, eaused by 
the retention of gas-bubbles formed during the 
melti Also called Alister. 

blicksilber (blik’sil’bér),n. [G.] Silver as it 
—— after the removal of the impure lith- 
arge or abstrich in a cupeling-furnace. Blick- 
silber still contains some lead and has to be 
further refined. Phillips and Bauerman, Ele- 
ments of ee: . 107. 

blight, »., 3. (c) Purw ent eonjunctivitis.—4, 
An insect, usually inconspicuous or hidden 
which causes trees or plants to become diseased 
or to die, as the American blight,— American 

a came given in England and the English colonies 
to the woolly root-loase of the apple (Schizonevra lant 
gera)om account of its supposed American origin, Ite na 
tive home, however, is not satisfactorily determined, and 
it may a prt rere Europe or aibiigh ie 
blight. ne a i —Bactertal 

stacterial.— Black iight. (4) A disease of the mango, 
Mangifera eae ee by the fungus Disneroepertum 
mangYerum, which produces velvety black patches on the 
leaves, eapecially where insects that produce honeydew are 
roaent. (h) Sane a ito RMight. Bee alao tew-loy 
Gano-biight t, a disease « re doubtfally secrived 

jes of Phone. — —— Sane as leaf. 
blight af corn.— Dougias fir blight, a disease of seed. 

blind! « 

143 

leaf’ See wleaf-blight —~ Gray 
—— (Send lant in dia eased by Pee 

lonse, especially one r 
a disease of 

Bim Je the 
ef the em plan plant predaced 

puient Guepini, which uces brownisli-gray spots 
the leaves. — Green hf, thegreeniiy ; — — 

ornae =e —— bet. 
house plants — Maple-blight, 
} = maple, Acer camnpertre, in Bur i 

produced by the ee eee at 
2*8 specics of Lape genus —— Bee 
tea-bug,— Stous 

feat ana, Sen potate-ret,— 
destructive disease of rice, attack! 
top and preventing the develo 
sup to be due to a fangus.— 
disease of the leaves of sorghum to Bacill 
gh.— Thread blight, a disease which attacks the twign 
ood leaves of thee tem itin India, It teaald to be caused 
og te the jens Stilbum inaaum, whose myceliam forme 

pposed to 
of bac’ to-blight, a disease of tomate- 
plants caused by “Bacillus ern also, in the 
southern United "Staten, a divease — Selerotium. 
~~ Wheat-blight, a disease of wheat attributed to — 

b 
—E abrodena, 

- rarer n hort., said of a shoot that 
joes not oom. It is moat f uently Lied to roses, 

chrysanthemams, and other —— — — shoots 
are often — of as blind wood. lich do not 
fulfil their promise, or fulfil the ex; ho the gare 
dener in producing flowers, are said to Soome blind, 
Blind alphabet, See *bred cat, o siluroid 
fish, Amiurus nigrolabria, found in caves and having 
the eyes functionless.— Blind coal. (>) Coal, containing 
little volatile matter, which — without 
thracite, [Seoteh.}— 
slate like a window- Mited, aed inte 

of air a bt ‘ —— Sain gut, 
a hole so situ. 

fag which marks 
See *ehookry3.— Blind 

eyes 
ens, at in a number of —— of diferent 

orders which inhabit caves, in the curio 
insecta of the — Hemimerida, ees certain 
in the full-grown 

in Weming, & 
enema tate — mi per to let 
sean. — 
in —— a sidec iy withort undereutti 

Glossary (6) In cricket, that 
* ind in HF, where, if the ball 
peaches, is in doubt as to whether to play back or far- 

are sold surre| 
a place where intoxicatin, Ln 

—X Local U. & “Blind wall, 
wall without openings. : - 

blinded, a. 3. In mining, not o ite, but 
nearly 50, as two level drifts on either side of 
a slope. a Glossary. [Seoteh,] 

: blind- 3, Any ‘of the several species of 
fishes which inhabit caves and have more or less 
radimenta eyes.Cuban blind-fish, either of 
two # blind-fishes found in the caves of Cuba, 
Lucifuga yh anid Styyicola dentatum. They 
belong to the family, Hrotudide, a group otherwise strictly 

‘old chess, Seo *chess!, 
————— —— —— The 
atate of being blindfolded, 

-tree (blin‘ding-tré), n. blinding « pr. of 
blind! + tree.] A littoral tree, “Ber. 
Agallocha, belonging to the spurge family, the 
acrid milky juice of whioh is said to cause 
blindness. Excecaria and tiger’s-milk, 
East Indies. 
dlingt cb ind’ling), n. (blind +-lingl.] A 

blind — . D. 
blind- choter — stér), n. Phoberus 
ew#eus, found in the Gulf of Mexico and the 
Indian nage 

ate Ez. 

—— ae 
to be 

which does Nea, gree 

bloat 
is the im Blind - tooli: 

the out gold as 4 
of the tools apen 

snes — —⏑⏑⏑— 
the leather 

—— jon being often 
brighten its effec 

Ww. Matthews, Bookbinding, p. 56, 

ee ‘work (blind’wérk), n, Same as *blind- 

— lind’ yr-iz), m. [austra- 
lian.) Same as *blinding-tree. : 

blinker, ». 3. pl. Goggles; tacles used 
for protecting the eyes from the light, dust, 
glare of the snow, ete.—4. A cual mackerel: 

ermen. 

a. 1. Winking with half- 
te * as when the eyes cannot bear 

2. Having twinkling eyes. Scott, 

6 (op po), ™. ——e A shrub or 
Randia me belonging to the 

et family, with the ink sap of which 
hea ian of North Central Africa dye their 

blister, — 6, A swelling on a metal yrs 
oung oyster. [U. 5.)— 
ect in a plate or on a — 3 

the process of coating with gelatin, albumin, 
or collodion,— 9. In glass-making, a defect in 
the glass caused by the retention of gas · 
bubbles formed dw the melting.— 

"1 5 eS ee * 

——— mT 

wilt. 
and 
like 

—5 —— 

— nt ny 
44 acavity in which 

of pines 

— entee i pa ue Tay ra 
—— — ey 

aly called “the 
ranawall these oth thee, pra 

the mites are found.— 
caused by species of tere tks form * on 
the —— — blister, a disease um 

igma rubrum which 
ar on the leaves, 

b T-bee ”.— Black 
ivania wihister-beetle.— 

an American meloid beetle, Nacrobaris 
tate, which garden plants in the Missisalppi 
valley. an American me- 
jold heetle, Macrobasia immaculata, which damages 

vegetables in 

Penestylvania Biiseer-Deetle (£pi- 
peas, occurs frequen’ canta Prumsytranica), Adult, 

gol Three 73 si Chit. 
sbandant in flower ‘aden, u sD. ree : 

on late Dloon- 
plants such as asters and themunma, Usa. 
called black —— also aster-bug,— 

a meloid beetle, Epieauta vittata, yel- 
lowiah fn color with two Diack stripes on each cover. It 
isa common and wide-aproad N: Ameria — 

an American melold beetle, 
uta Lemniscata, common th t the Southern 

and Western States. — an 
American melotd beetle, Macrobasis commen fp 

blister-blight (blis’tér-blit), m. A disease of 
the tea-plant in India, caused by Exobasidium 
texans, Which produces velvety convex blisters 
on the leaves.—Pine Ditster-bligh a disease at- 
tasking, the leaves of J*inus sylvestris urope, caused 
yi ‘eridermium Cornui. 

bllster-<op (blis’tér-kop’ér), a. Metallic 
— uced in the smelting of the metal 
ra ating together copper sulphid and copper 
oxid, the escape of pt ur dioxid in bubbles 
giving rise to small —— or blisters in the 

— Blue-' form 
partial color blindness in which tmp a tl end ef blister- furnace 

and but little colored, and = paee in which blister-co the spectrum is ve 
yellow is confused with white, while red and blnegreen 
are still distingulshed.— loss of 
sight due to 4 lesion in the cortical portion of the brain. 

& patheo- 
logical state in wh the patient, Uh al is to see 
objects before him, cannot recognize by their 
visual properties, 

blind-tooling (blind’tul’ing), ». In bookbind- 
ing, an effect produced by various instruments 
upon the leather without the assistance of 
gold-leaf, 

blis-tér-fér’nas), n. The fur- 
oad is melted. It is 

a form of reverberatory furnace. 
The multiple system anodes ary sometimes cast direct- 

ly from the Oiister-furnace or the converter. 
Eneye. Brit, XXVIL 237. 

B. Lit. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Litera- 
ture. 

B. LL. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Laws. 
bloat!, a. II, ». The bloater whitefish, Argyro- 
Senn es * proqnathne, 



bloat-clover 

bloat-clover (blét’klé’vér), », See hear-*clover, 
Bloater whitefish. See *ihitesish. 
blob, n. 5. Incricket, no score; zero; a duck’s- 
egg (which see). 
blocage (blo-kiizh’), ». [P., ¢ bloe, block.] 
Rough masonry e by bedding small stones 
—— of mortar, as in the interior of heavy 
Ww 

Blochius (blok’i-us), n, (NL., named after 
M. E. Bloch (1723-99), a German ichthyolo- 
gist.) A genus of singular elongate teleost 
fishes with a beak-like snout and finely toothed 
awe, The bedy is covered with rhomble bony and 
led scales; the dorsal fin extends from occiput to tall 

and i4 composed of a apaced series of long spines; and the 
anal fin jaot simllarcharacter, It la the on 1 genus of the 
family Blochitde, and cecurs only in the Opper Eocene 
rocks of Monte Bolea. 

block, »., 6, (b) A block-like form of cast- 
iron or steel used by angle-smiths in ship- 
building instead of an anvil. They are of 
various shapes and are named from their = 
cial uses, as splitting-blocks, bending-blocks, 
welding-blocks, joggling-and-offatting Mocks, 
ote.—10. Hence — (@) The engraving or plate 
itself.— 15, One of the sections into which 
the colonies of Australia are divided. See 
*hack-blocks,— 16, In railroading, the space or 
distance on a track between two signals; one 
of the short divisions into which a railroad is 
divided for signaling purposes, irrespective of 
the particular — — emploved, See 
*hlock-vignal, and *signaling.— 17, In ceram., 
the original model from which the block- 

See *block-mold.— 18, In geel., mold is cast. 

Portion of earth's crust, showing geological biocks. 

a portion of the earth’s crust separated by 
fracture from the adjacent parts, and usually 
uplifted or depressed with respect to them, 
—19, In violin-making, a triangular piece of 
wood within one of the projecting corners of 
the waist, to which the ribs, belly, and back 
are glued and by which the solidity and strength 
of the whole is largely secured, Usually called 
corner-block. As the waist has two corners on either 
eile, the number of blocks is four. The introduction of 
corners and Docks fn the fifteenth ocntary marks a de- 
eided transition in the evolution of the true violin from the 
older bute. 

20, In forestry, the unit of management treated 
in a working-plan, A block contains always 
two, but usually many more, compartments. 
—21, In stock-raising, any animal of astocky, 
stout, compact, and well-made form: opposed 
to a loosely formed or rangy animal, 

Fifth on the list was Lucifer, a “oct” with fine spread 
of fore rik, a strong loin, level lines, and a bull's head, 

Rep. Kan, State Board Agr., 1001-1002, p. M. 

Block coefficiant. See *#eorsfcient of sinenees.— Block 
system. (@) In geot., a mountain system in which the 

Application of Water by Bluck System, 

ranges are dislocated blocks of the earth's crust. (6) In irr. 
gation, the method of applying water te the ground within 

levees ot dikes. Block teeth, small i peered pl 
false teeth cut out of ivory or other suitable material, two 
of more on one plece.— —— a giactal boulder, 
tamally of large size, left ina a pee om by the melting 
of the ice. Gethie, Toxt-hook af iL, }. 161,— Process 
block, a printing block obtalied by —— — pro- 
—— n vertahn fashionable promenade in 
Melbourne and another in Aydney (Australia), See def, Li. 
—To do to lounge, promenade, or drive on 
‘the Block” (sec abore) |Local, Austrilia.|— Volcanic 

& relatively large and irregalar fragment of vol- 
canic rock, blown oat by an explosive — which has 
usually) shattered lava previously consolidated, (eikie, 
eXt-book of Geol, po 172 

block!, v. t. 7. To secure (an electrotype or 
photo-engraved plate) upon a block of wood or 
metal, to make it type-high.—8, In sugar-heet 
growing, to remove, by the hoe or a machine, 
sections from thickly sown rows so as to leave 
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blocks or bunches from 6 to 10 inches apart, 
which are then thinned by hand to one plant 
each; to bunch.—To block out. ) In In, tO 
scfeen of cover a portion of the negative in order to pre- 
vent printing, 

block?, ». 3. In cricket: (a) A batsman's guard; 
the position in which he holds his bat wpon 
the ground previous to striking. (b) A bloek- 
hole, (e) The stopping with the bat of a ball 
which is pitehed in the block-hole. (d) A 
—55* who acts entirely on the defensive, 
Cc . )—Lock-and-block, 

{Colloq} by which a holder is Woke by —— 
train so aa to block the following train, which cannot 
Proceed antil the forward train is out of the section, The 
presence of a train on a section prevents the release of a 
staff from the holder; no engineman is allowed to pass 
aach a holder without withdrawing the staff from it. 

© Lock-and-block” Naa been tse to a Limited extent on 
a good many lines in England and a half-dowen in America, 
but of extensive installations there were in L001 only four, 
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block’, r. ¢. 2. In card-playing, to hold up a 
high card in order to prevent an adversary 
from making smaller ones later on, 

block-ball (blok’bal), ». In base-ball, a ball 
which goes out into the crowd or is stopped 
by some one who is not connected with the 
AME. 

block-chain {blok’chin), mn. A form of drive- 
chain for transmitting motion or power, in 
which the alternate links are solid blocks con- 
nected by side-picces or links which are held 
in ar by pins through the blocks near their 
en + The pins and fiat links give flexibility. Newer 
designs ase Sat links edgewise, rather than the alternate 
block and links 

block-cutting (blok’kut‘ing), ». In ceram., 
the process of carving, out of gypsum or clay, 
molds from which the working-molds are to 
be made. 

block-fuel (blok’fii’el), x. Small coal or coal- 
dust mixed with pitch or other binding-ma- 
terial and pressed into blocks for use as fuel, 
Also calle _ JSuel. Thorpe, Diet, Applied 

block-game (blok a | (blok’gim), ». A game of domi- 
noes in which cath player starts with seven 
pieces, the ig being to block the adver- 
sary 80 that he cannot play. The winner 
eounts the points on his no peor pieces. 
blockhead- (blok’hed-bord")}, =. Same 
as *doll2, 2. 

block-hole (blok’h4l), », In ericket, a mark or 
depression just inside the popping-crease and 
in front of the wieket, upon which, for the pur- 
pose of determining his position, the batsman 
usually rests his bat previous to striking. 

block-model (blok’mod-el), #7. In ship-duilding, 
a model made from a number of flat pieces of 
wood called lifts, bolted or glued together into 
a block and carved to represent the shape of a 
vessel on areduced scale. The joints between 
the pieces show the form of the water-lines of 
the vessel, 

block-mold (biok’ mld), », In ceram., a hollow 
laster cast taken directly from the original 
lock, orelay model. Plaster of Paris is poured into 

this to make the ease or case-mold, and fron the latter the 
hollow working molds, which are replicas of the block- 
told, are inade, See teosenld and wevrbingomold, 

block-printer (blok’ prin-tér), ». One who 
peer colored patterns on cloth with band- 
ploeks, 

block-printing, ». 3. Any process in which 
by the aid of photogra hy, a block is produc 
which may be printed from in an ordinary 
printing-prese together with the letterpress. 

© half-tenes of the photograph must be broken op into 
lines, dota, stippling, of grain in order to hold the ink. 

block-riffles (blok‘rif"\z), ». pf. Wooden bars 
fastened to the bottom of the sluice to retain 
the gold. Instead of being sawn horizontally with the 
grain of the wood, Ike pte gd riffle-bars, block-riffles are 
cut across the tree, and stand In the slutece with the grain 
apward, They are said to be more durnble than riffle- 
bars. 

block- al (blok’sig’nal), #, An automatic 
signal placed at one end of a section of a rail- 
road to block the section by warning trains 
coming into it of the presence in it of another 
train, When the latter train leaves the section, the sig- 
tral is changed aatomatically or by hand to indicate that 
the track is clear. 

block- (blok’shig*iir), n. 
sugar (which see, under sugar). 
block-switch (blok’swich), #. A railway-switch 
connected with a block-signal and operated 
with it at the same time and with a single move- 
ment. 
block-train (blok’trin), ». A railway-train 

Same as cut 

blood 
made up of cars which together form one unit 
of unvarying composition, (Enug.] 

Tn Mock-treina, where the component coaches are per- 
manently coupled one dynam sumetines light 

all the carringes; bat usually cach has ite own dynamo, 
and so becomes an independent uni! 3 
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blockwood (blok’ wad), ». Same as logirood, 1. 
bloedite, ». See biddite. 
blo (blol’i), ». [From loblolt rhaps 
cay as low-blolly.] C A tree, Pistele tonal 
folia, of the West Indies and southern Flori 

name is probably given also to P. ewhcordata, the 
loblolly-tree. 

omstrandite (blom’stran-dit), n. [Named 
after Prof, C, V. Blomstrand of Lund.} A 
tantalate and niobate of uranium, related to 
samarskite : found in Sweden. 

blondinette (blon-di-net’), ». [ond + -ine 
+-ette.] A breed of oriental frilled pigeons, 
of small size, plump, compact form, feathered 
legs, and tricolored wings. * The markings are the 
same in the different varteties, but the colors, usually 
light, vary considerably. 

Blondlot rays. See *ray!, 
n., 1. The blood is a slightly alkaline, albami- 

nous foid with a apecitic gravity of 1,050, and ts equal in 
amount to about one thirteenth of the body-weig! 
transfers food and oxygen to the tissues, from which ft 
also removes carbon dioxid and other waste products, Ite 

ah ieeno ——— 
aclear yellowish fluid containing serum albumin, globulin, 
= , and —— formed elements ar 

e corpiiec ow corpuscles or leucocytes, ay 
the blood-plates. The red corpascles are non-nucleat 
biconcave disks of an average diameter of 7 micromilli- 
meters, and ft is their presence that gives the blood its 
red color and ite « ty. Their chief comatituent is the 
hemoglobin, and they number about 4,14,000 to the cable 
millimeter. In disense three types of nacleated red cells 
are oluerved, named, according to their sine, microblaats, 
normeoblaats, and megaloblasta, as well as abnormal non- 
nucleated cella, the microcytes, megalocytes, and poikilo- 
cyten, The lemoocytes are noclented, number about 6000 
to the cubic millimeter, and five normal varieties are ree- 

ized—the polymorptionuclear neutrophiles, the lym- 
pie e monontclear, the esinophiles, and 

tiles, In certain Infections diseases, each as 
appendicitis and povamonia, the number of leacocytes 
may be much inereased, while in typhoid fever the namber 
isdiminished. The blood-plates are sa) to take 
ip the clotting of the bh In recent years the stady of 
the blood bes greatly increased In importance, and ite ex- 
amination furnishes indispensable information in certain 
diseases, The deternnination of the amount of hemoglo- 
bin, of the freezing-point of Ue blood, Uhe enumeration 
of the red and white cells and of the diferent varieties of 
the latter, bacteriotogical reactions such as those of ty- 
phold or Malta fever, and the search for microsouple par- 
asitic organisms such as those of malaria, Mlartasis, and 
relapsing fever form some of the more important methods 
of examination. A recent development has been the ela 
omition of n method for differentiating the blood of man 
and animals by means of the *precipitin test (which see) 

1920031100 @8e@@| 
Blood, 

4. Types of Levcocytes. a, polymorphonuctear neutrophie; 
+, polymorphoneciear cosisephibes «. myelocyte (aeutrephilect: af, 
cosinophilic myeloeyte: ¢, Lane lymphocyte (laye menonuctenr); 
A, veal lyn 
Field contains one neutrophile. 
postaperative (secomdary), The reds are fewer than wermal, aad 
are deficiest in hetnoglelbin and somewhat irregelar in form. One 
normoblast is seen in the fel, and two neutropadles and one semall 
lymphocyte, showing a matked powt-hemorrhagic anemia, with 
leucecytosis, 2, Spdeno-myclagenous leucemia, The recs show a 
secondary anemia. Teo nermoblasts are sbowtr. The leucecytosia 

ccyte (small monowuctear, & Nownal Bhool. 
Reds ave seamal. C, Ancenis, 

is massive. ‘Twenty leucocytes are shown, consisting of nine mre 
trophiles. seven myelocytes. tee sinall lyinpivocytes, One CUbino- 
phile (polymoephomuctear), aud one eusimophile: myclocyte. Nowe 
the polyeorwphews conditios of the lewcorytes, that is, their varte- 
thes from the typical in size and form. /#, Vanetoes of red cor 
pushes, 2, normal red conpuscle (noemocytel; #. < anemic red 
corpuscles: ag. potkilocytes; 4. tnicroey 1, inegalocyte; j-m, 
nucheatedt red corpusches; 7, & normmetlasts; /. micwablast; av, a. 
eecyaleblasis. (Frow Dunglison's* Medical Dictionary.") 

The diseases of the blood are Tleacemia and anemia Len 
cetnla, or lencocythemis, may be of two varieties, Lym- 
phatic and myelogenous, In the former there is a great 
nerense in the number of lymphocytes, which may reach 
400,000 to 500,000 to the cabic millimeter, he hemoglobin 
is very low, and there is an enlargement of the lymph. 
nodes. In the myelogenous form there is in addition great 
enlargement of the spleen, and leavocytes of a special 
type, called myelocytes, appear in lange nambers, Nu» 
created and — rev oul * in both oe phd 
the disense, whic! acxxn y progressively in- 
creasing Weakness with —— into the skin and 
ionoods Membranes, and is nsually fatal Anemia is a 
condition in which the quality of the blood is iopaired 
through reduction either in the red cells, or ty the hens 
globin, or ty both, Numerous forms are recognized, and 



blood 
es of severity, from Gone, 

me. n — — to the cond fon the 
chioroste a so-called arein 

ive fall in bemogtobin fe Jest tian that of the rod 
cella, so Uiat each — contain more than its nor- 
mal share of hemoghobin. Abnormal forms of red cells 
* u * feature, The # — 
of a vi oT weakness, 
shortuess of — — weakens al repalariy, 

y, and sometimes fever. The symptoms develop insidious: 

dl is characterized by 
in, while the number of 

red — 1 = dimin bed to nearly the aame de- Dlood-fr 
*— lor, general 

Sbility. headache, dizziness and fainting are 
tation of the heart, menstrual disorders, and indigresti 
The secondary anemias are those which are di 
traceable to some other condition, and may be’ proda 
by profuse or long-continued hemorrhage, 1, wasting dis 
eases, such as nephritis or tubereulosia, by imalignant 
greets, tonlaria, Jead-potsoning, inn or inauticlent 
ood, ete, A form due to the unclnaria or hook-worm 
common in southern latitudes is sometimes known as tun- 
bel-workers', miners’, or Egyptian anemia. ‘The symptoms 
of secondary anemia of course Vary according to the gra¥- 
ity of the anetnia and the nature of its exci 
the condition ts astally amenable to treatment. 

8, In animatl-breeding, and by analogy in plant- 
reeding, the peculiar character of an individ- 

ual conceived as transmissible, — aye of 
the hearest relative of a man who had been 

muntered, whose duty It was, according to the laws of 
Moses, to seek out and alay the murderer.— Black blood, 
venous blood. — Blood a —— transmissible 
character in an animal, or, ana cally, ina plant. — 

q the Meure obtained by dividing the 
amo unt of by = quantiny of blood by 

J 
—— —— —* the 

namber [ tee same, — 
Bee — —— blood. See — Red 

blood, v. II. trans. In leather-coloring, to 
apply a coating of blood to, in order to obtain 
* good black. Modern Aner. Tanning, p. 110, 

blood {(blud‘ber‘i), ». A name in the 
Weat Indies of the rouge-berry, Rivina humilis, 
Also called cafs-blood, 

blood-bird (blud’bérd), ». An Australian 
honey-eater, Myzomela sanguineolenta: go 
called from the red color of its plumage. 

blood-blister (blud’blis’tér), ». An effusion 
of blood-stained serum beneath the epidermis, 
forming a blister-like elevation. 

blood-bond (blud’bond), ». The tie of consan- 
inity or blood-relationship. 

blood-brother (blud’ bruvn’ér),n. 1, Abrother 
by birth.—2, One who has become a brother 
by the ceremony of mutual mingling of blood, 
as among the American Indians and others. 
blood-brotherhood (blud’bruruér-had), n, A 
bond between twoor more persons made sacred 
by the mingling of their blood: a primitive 
eustom lie of the extablishment of blood- 
relationship. 
Lissdouner (blad’kar‘i-ér), n. In a view of 

rimitive society in which descent is reckoned 
in the maternal li 
blood-relationship isestablished and reckoned. 
The fi t of their display to the recognized 

Used-cnrricre of tos elan ote cleart, 
than any other phenomena thus hoted, the stren 
of that semi-instinctive feeling expressed in maternal or 
ganization, Smithronian Rep., 1000, p. a2. 

blood-clam (blud’klam),. Anark-shell, drea 
Now, whose blood contains some red corpuscles. Db) 
See blood-quahog, under quahog. 
blood-count (blad’kount), 1. A determina- 
tion of the number of red and white cells in a 
given quantity of blood, and also of the rela- 
tive numbers of the different varieties of white 
eells: this latter is called the differential blood- 
count, 

blood-crisis (blud’kri‘sis), ». A sudden inva- 
sion of the circulating blood with red celle 
from the bone-marrow, many of which are nu- 
cleated: observed at times in cases of anemia 
where marked regenerative processes are go- 
ing on. 

blood-cyst (blud‘sist), », In embryol., one of 
the cysts, or islets of Reil, which early make 
their appearance in the vascular area of the 
vertebrate embryo, and which give rise to the 
blood-corpuscles and to the walls of the em- 
bryonic blood-vessels. 

blood-drop (blud‘drop), a. A red worm, espe- 
cially Knoplobranchus sanguineys or Polycirrus 
eximins, which is contractile into a re 

8.—10 

blood-drops 

- blood-dust (blud’dust), ». 

b 

palpl- blood-gill 

, the female, through whom BD 
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found living on muddy bottoms as well as on 
and under oysters, 

in California. 
Minate granules 

floating free in the bicod-plasms. Their n 
is unknown, as is also the function, if any, which 7 

Also Aemocunia, form in the ecomomy. called 
eagle (blud’é‘g]), n. The lungs, liver, 

ete., when torn by a conqueror out of an 
enemy's body. Tennyson, Dead tint Bigs 

blood-elder (blud’el’dér), n. See *elder®. 
blood-feud yee cet. wn. A feud arising from 
vengeance fora murder, See vendetta. 
The benefits accruing to trade by the settlement of 

Dlood-feurte, Geog. Jour. (RB. G, &), XVI 5K 
{blud’fren-zi), n. An irresistible 

e shedding of blood. 
(blud’gil), ». 1. A branchial organ 

containing blood-vessels, found in some sea- 
worms: usually a parapodial, sometimes a ce- 
—_— structure.— 2, pl. In entom., those gills 
n aquatic and subaquatic insects, as trichop- 
terous larve and the larvw of Lristalis and cer- 
tain other Diptera, which are not provided 
with trachew and to and from which the blood 
flows directly. 4. 8. Packagd, Text-book of 
Entom., p, 475, 
blood-gland (blud’giand), ». In Mollusca, a 
cellular structure, in the course of the circula- 
tion, supposed to have a blood-forming func- 
tio 

mania for 

nm. 
blood: groove (blud’griv), x. A groove eut 
into the head, and sometimes in the shaft, of 
an arrow or spear, supposed to increase the 
flow of blood from the wound made by the 
weapon, 

Arrowheads and spears, many of them seca boreal 
of val and twisted, and some showing a knowledge 1 

of the “ blosd-groene.” Geog. Jour, (R. G. &) X. 1d, 

bloodied (blud’id), p.a. Bloody; stained with 
blood. 

4 F After him one —— bard 

That eget ty ine to breathe his —& horse. 
Shak., 2 Hon IV. LL 

blood-leaf (blud‘léf), n. See Iresine. 
blood-lily (blud‘lil-i), n. A name given to 
plants of the = Hemanthus, especiall 
those with red flowers, as H. coccinens and ri 
unicers, See Hamanthus. 

lye salt. See *saltl, 
blood-money, . (¢) A percentage of the earnings 
of compositors working on profitable plece-work exacted 
for the benefit of brother 
‘ork tised in a f —— ‘an a w 2 ew 

almost py {Slang} gies 

bloodnoun (blud‘noun), n. [Also bloodynoun; 
< blood 'n ‘ouns, orig. blood nd wounds, u pro- 
fane exclamation, used bee rad in nurse: 
narratives, like raw head and bloody bones, an 
¢-fi-fo-fum, to express something fearful. The 
oarse croaking of a bul suggests the 

like.] A local name of the rog, Rana 
catesbiana, [Southern U. 8.) 
jood-orange (blud’or‘anj), n. See orangel. 

blood-plan (sind plant), nr, Same as *blood- 
lily, See also Hemanthus, 

blood-plastid (blud’plas‘tid), a. A plastid 
or specialized cytoplasmic particle, supposed 
to give rise to a non-nucleated blood-corpusele. 
Smithsonian Rep,, 1890, p. 430. 

blood-rain (blud‘nin), 2. See raint, 2, 
-revenge (blud‘ré-venj*),". The aveng- 

ing of the murder of a man by his next of kin, 
in accordance with the ancient custom of de- 
manding # life for @ life. Also called blood- 
tengeanee. 

blood-sign (blud’sin),». A tattoo-mark or other 
mark by which members of a consanguineous 
group are recognized. 

The restriction of the painted symbols to the femalea 
and the especially conspicuous use of them by matrons be- 
token the strength amd exclusiveness of that sense of ma- b 
ternal descent which is normal to the lowest s of enl- 
ture; the devices are at once Wood-signa, detinite as the 
face-marke of gregarious animala, and clan-standarda, alg 
nificant as tartan or pibroch; and the confinement of their 
display to the recog blood-curriers of the clan attesta, 
perhaps more clearly than any other phenomena thus far 
noted, the strength of that seml-instinetive feeling ex- 
premed in maternal ongunization. 

Suitheonian Rep., 1900, p. a2. 

blood-snow (blud‘sn6),. The red snow of the 
arctic regions, due to the growth of a minute 
alga, Sphzrella nivalis. 

blood-vein (blud‘’vin),». A British collectors’ 
spot: namefora geometrid moth, Timandraamataria, ratua. 

Bloody 8, 
——— Ttls'eaD m 

Bloomeria (blij-mé’ri-ii), ». 

blow-fish 

occurring throughout Europe and northern and 
western Agia, 

pod — nm A —— ot —* —— (blud’wéd), ». Same as blood- 
wind-poppy, Papaver heterophylium crassifo- flower, 2. 
— many small red flowers: found bloodwood, n.— Norfolk 

red sap formes, 
without any admixture, a red indelible pigment, formerly 
used for mi bags, blankets, and other articles, 
wood 1s thie and close-grained and of al 
color. Also called serué or brush 
qeoon weed. Sameas Sorts Laland whloodt wood.— Yel- 

v blood wood, a tree 

Same as *death-angle, . 
The blossoms 

bloom of a plant or area taken collectively, 
bloom-colored (blim’kul-ord), a. Of a ‘pale 
rose-color. 

“Well, let me tell you,” said Goldsmith, “when the 
tailor brought home my bloom-cofou coat, he said, 
“Sir... . When an wag Reng) a who made your clothes 
be pleased to mention John Filby."” 

Irving, Oliver Goldsmith, p. 248 

(NL. (Kellogg. 
1563), named in honor of H. G. —— a 
pioneer botanist of California.) A genus of 
lants of the family Liliacew, closely allied to 
ookera, from which they differ by having the 

perianth parted — © the base. There are 
only two species, 5. erocea { B. avree of Kellogg) and &. 
Cleveland, vatives of southern California, They have a 

ttish corm covered with fiber; the leaves are slender 
anil grase-like ; the scape i slender but stiff, and from 6 to 
15 inches high ; the fowers are nearly rotate, less than an 
inch aad orange in color, ‘they are sometimes 
aven in choice gardens 

blooming-rolls (blii’ming-rélz), m. pl. The 
rolls in which ingots are broken down to 
blooms, Lockwood Diet. Meeh, Eng. Terms. 

blotch, ». 4. In bot., a disease of fruit or 
leaves, which cause the formation of spots, 
usually black in color.—gooty blotch of the 

a disease of the apple dow ly attributed to 
f chora 

blow?, v. f. 11. In the tobacco industry, to 
sprinkle lightly with water before sweating: 
a disapproved practice. 

The tobacco is - 
kled with water, — — — ee 

U.S. Dept, Agr., Farmers’ Hultetin No, 60 (1896), p. 5, 

ly Impov je 
Mlahing the propertion 
furnace stops rusunii 

ple silt. (Nout. 
* or a. — 

blow!, ». 5, Boastfulness; blowing: as, mere 
blow. ([Slang.] — after-blow 
basic 5* 

piriton This 
period constitutes the ‘fore-blow ‘and is pot very differ- 
ent in chameter from the total blow of the acid —— 

8 In the basic process, however, the fore-blow 
‘ollowed by an after-blow, which continues for a stated 

of time and during which the phosphorus is 
oxidized and passes into Uhe sli. 

blow’, ». — blow, (a) In boring, a blow a 
the boy. (6) In billiards, s'seroke in which the player, 
losing confidence, not simply lifts his shoulder, but also 

his whole body at the ball in casaying a draw’ or 
* spread.’ 

blow-can (blo’kan), n. In fowndry work, a 
eombined can and spraying-tube used in 
sprinkling liquids on a mold ; a spraying-can. 
lower-nozle (blo‘ér-noz‘l), ». 1. A blast- 
nozle; the end of a blast-pipe—2, An orifice 
for measuring a blast; a hole in a flat plate or 
a hole with its edges curved to form a nozle, 
used to insure a constant cross-section to the 
stream of gas or vapor flowing through the 
aperture. 
blower-room (bl6’ér-rim), a. Naut., a com- 

artment in a ship containing forced-draft 
lowers or ventilating blowers. 

blow-fish (bl6’fish), ». The wall-eyed pike, 
Stizostedion vitreum, — blow-fish, a -back 
common pame of one of he pullers, SpAerowtes marmo- 



blow-hole 
blow-hole, ». 5. An orifice on a rocky coast 
connected with a passage which gives access to 
the waves, When a heavy roller dashes into 
the latter it spouts from the blow-hole. 

The cliffs are cut into namberless narrow inicta, and 
their summits are often completely bare of vegetation for 
some distance from the sea. Hlow-holee are Mg eee 
ous, aml several colurmns of spray rising high 
trees may be seen at ones. 

Geoy. Jour. (R. G. 8.), XITL 2h. 
blowing-bottle Nagle ter rah n. In ceram., 
an apparatus for distributing color over the 
ware a8 a background for decoration; an atom- 
izer. See blowing-pot, Mocha *ware, and *dip- 
tare, 

blowing-cone (bl6’ing-kin), ». A voleanie 
driblet-cone directly connected with a subter- 
ranean molten lake from which there is much 
gas escaping. The incessant explosion and 
escape of the vapors often produces a noise re- 
sembling the blowing of steam. Jana, Manual 
of Geol, p. 279. 

* n, 2. In hat-making, a ma- 
ehine for cleaning and separating the fine hair 
of fur-bearing animals, such as rabbits, hares, 
ete., and preparing it for making felt. It con- 
sista exsentially of a long chamber of which the sides are 
formed of fine wire netting and which is fitted with a 
series of rotary beaters. The mw hair cut from the skin 
is fed to the machine ander a heavy airpremare, and 
under the blast, aided by the beaters, is torn apart, cleaned 
and separated, and reduced to a cloud of loome hale ready 
to be blown through pipes to the forming-machine. See 
Sorming-machi ne 

“mold (bl6’‘ing-méld), n. In glass- 
manuf., a metal mold or box in two or more 

Blowing -tmolid, 

oe hinged together, in which bottles or other 
liow objects are blown. 

blow-lamp (blé‘lamp), ». A hand-toreh; a 
portable torch used for heating a small spot on 
any tnaterial, Naphthnisthe fuel generally used : it is 
vaporized by the heat of the barner iteelf and forced 
through the ortttee of the latter by vapor-tension of ait or 

Blow-off valve, Same as blow-off cock (which 
see, under blow-off), 

blow-out, ». 2. A recess or hollow in a sand- 
dune formed by the action of the wind in earry- 
ing away the ighter particles. A false blow-out 
toay be formed by the wind carrying forward amd depusit- 

amas of sand so as to leave a hollow region, Liow- 
outs are usually formed in the rear of an obstacle by the 
action of the wind aa it curves aroand behind it, 

It sometioes happens that settlers [in the sandhill 
Tegion| a few years after breaking their land flod a theld 
transformed inte a big blore-owt. 

P. A, Rydbery, Contrib. U. 8. Nat. Herb, IIL ran, 

3, In elect., a device for blowing out by an air- 
blast, a magnetic feld, ete,, the are formed in 
opening an electric cirenit.— Blow-out one 

several] grasses characteristic of blow-outs Im the Nee 
braska sandhill The Mow-ont grasses are: Redaeldoa 
flervoat and Nedlenbersia yarngens (the most abundant, 
found almost exclusively in blow-outs): Eriecome cops 

‘a and Hragrostis friekodes (ose abwidant); Stepa 
comate and Culeamerilfa longifolia (buneh-grasses, grows 
ing also in other eituations). Pound and Clements 

blowpipe!, ». 3+. A blast-pipe or blower-pipe ; 
hence the steam-pipe fora steam-blast.— Blow- 

» See whoihoo, tfurnice,— 
lene blowpipe, a ploce of apparatus similar 

in gener) charmeter to the oxyhydrogen blowpipe, but 
serving to barn a mixtareof oxywen with acetylene instend 
of hydregen, and thus produciin a touch higher temper 
ature. Special precautions against explosion are necessary 
in the comstenetion of Ue instrument, whieh has been 
found valuable in the autogenic soldering of iron and 
steel, 

blow-torch (blé‘torch), ». An apparatus for 
applying heat to a small area; a small porta- 
ble heater. See qasolene *lorch. 
Bloxaming (blok’sam-ing), ». A method of 
obtaining a smoothed series or smooth eurve 
from a series of irregular observed values and 
thus detecting any regular periodicity that 
may be concealed in those valnes: introduced 
into English meteorology by John C. Bloxam 
in 1858, but used in modified forms by many 
others previously, Iloxam adopted the rule that 
the mean valie of 9 of Il comsecutive days gives the 
normal Value for the central date more aecurtely than 
the identical value observed on that date, Hf, therefore, 
one desires the mermal mean temperatures for a series of 
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takes the sums and means for consecutive 
The dates for these mean 

quantities for dates that represent whole numbers, 
ulart out, Bloxam 

reduced to one line of constant ascent and one of com 
mon descent. Usanally two or four repetitions are ·vm· 
cient for climatological studies; but the great labor 
invelved in the and the absence af any clearly de- 
fined theoretical basis, make the harmonic ysis prefer- 
able to this numerical method. 

B.L.8. Anabbreviation of Bachelor of Library 
Science. 

blubber blub’ér-gi), ». A device, n- 
liar to ——— i consisting of — tee 
rope secured between the two forward masta, 
having a tackle hooked into it: employed for 
turning the whale over as it is stripped of ite 
blubber. 

blubber-hook (blub’ér-hak), ». In whaling, a 
hook to remove and handle a whale’s 
blubber. 

In boarding the Wulter-Aook is detached. 
Fisheries of the U. &., eer. 6, TL 2& 

blue. I, «.—Bine baby. See washl, wbaby,— 
Blue a band of ice in a glacier which owes its 
Dive color to the absence of air-bubbles. Deana, Manual 
of Geol, P 43—Blue butter, Same aa merewrial 
ointment (which see, under ointment)—Blue *calx, 
*dragon, *heat. See the nouns —B)ne iron earth. 
See civianite,—Bine lead, Sev #lead?.—Blue line, a 
abe Choe ot bas > odes ot the guns presen tn 
chron: eau pordscra me. — powder, i- 

ver, See toi, etc.— Blue water, the deep sea. — Blue- 
yellow zone, Sve #2, 

II. n. 10. In archery: (a) The third cirele 
of the target, which is now usually colored 
blue. See target. (b) An arrow which hits 
this circle; a hitin the blue. By the present 
method of scoring, such a hit counts 5.— Acetin 
blue, Same as spiritsoluble tnduline.— Acid alizarin 
blue, « mordant acid conl-tar color derived from anthra- 
cone, It fe remlered extremely fast when subjected to 
an blue. See ®acid-uc.—Ali- 
sarin blue, a moniant dyestafl derived from anthracene, 
which dyet chromitin mordanted wool a very fast blue. 
It is a d-hydroxy-anthraquinone-betaquinaline, and ts 
sold in the form of a pus bias powaer, 
a sulphonioacid derivative of alizarin blue.— 
indigo blue, a mordant dyestuff derived from anthra- 
cene, Its the saliam biealphite compound — and 
tetra-hydroxy pen ep aera With a chro 
miam mordant it produces a color similar to indigo blue. 
—Alpine blue, a acit coal-tar color of the triphenyl- 
tethane-carblial eulphombe-acid type.— bine. 
Same as wiadamiie.--Azine blue. Same as epi rit-sol- 
whle induline.— Agoda) blue, Same as epirif-sol- 
while induline,—Azonavy blus. Same as az shtick 
iive.—Azophor blue, Sane as dianisidine ®Wue,— 
Basel blue, a name given to two basic coal-tar colors 
of the azonittm chborid type, of similar constitation. 
They give a bright bae,— blue B, an acid cobor 

migced by the eulphonation of Basel blae.— Bengal 
luce, (@) Sume as ®henzoazerine, (6) A name sone: 

times given to water-aduble induline — we 
Same as #hensr-ozirine,—Benzidine blue, a direct 
cotton coal-tar eclor sinatlar te bengoeagarine, [Now ob- 
solete.) - Benzo- 2 blue, Sane as diamine teby- 
Aver. — Benzyl blue, a basic coal-tar color of the triphenyl- 
inethane types teat little ised. — Brilliant cotton A 
Same as Bovarien &ae,—Capri blue, « basic conl-tar 
color of the oxazin type which dycs tainimmeordanted 
cotton a bluish green. —~ Celestine blue, a meriant coal- 
tar color of the oxazin type, derived from gallocyanine, 
It dyes chrominin-meordanted wool a bright blue. Same 
na weoreine 2K, blue, the name giver to several 
direet cotton coal-tar coburs of the dinze type, derived from 
benzidine,toliidine, or dianisidine They dye unmordanted 
cotton bright Macs in asalt bath, — blue, Sane 
as ytinoitne Nue,~Chlorazol blue, a direct cotton coal. 
tar cobor of the diase type. derived from dianisidline, which 
dyee unmordanted cotton biie ina saltbath [tis very fast 
When after-treated with copper sulptate.—Cobalt ul- 
tramarine blue, one of the cobalt binea Columbia 
blue R and G, direct cotton coal-tar colors of the dingo 
type, derived from benzidine: similar to the Chicago 
blocs, They tye aninerdanted cotton ina salt bath, and 
are well suited for the dyelug of cotton-and-wool union 
— Columbia fast blue, a dye xirnil ar te #Colwmina 

we Rand t.— blue, 4 basic conl-tar color of the 
oxazin type but of uncertain constitution Itidyes tannin- 
monlanted cotton a tright blue, — Cryogen blue, = ceal- 
tar color of the sulphid type, of ig blishiesd comstitution, 
which dyes uumordanted cotton bloc in a salt bath — 
Cyanol Bias, on ackt coal-tar eolor related to triphenyl- 
tHiethane, It dyes woo! and silk a remarkably bright and 
pore blue in an acid bath. Also called acid-tlur.—Del- 

blue, a moriant coal-tar color of the oxasin type. 
t dyes chroniim-mordanted wool a blae resenbling 

indigo which is very fast to tight and milling: also med 
in caliceeprinting. Diamine blue B, 2B, 3B, BX, 3R, 
RW, etc., names applied te certain direct cotton coal-tar 
colors of the diaze type, derived fran benzidine or totnt- 
dine. They dye untmordanted cotton various hues of 
blue in a pentral salt bath: similar to the benze-blocs.— 
Diamine blue 6G, x direct cotter coal-tar color of the 
diaze type, derived from diazotized naphtiylamine 
disulphenic aeid, It dyes unmontan cotton blue ina 
salt bath Diamine brilliant blue, a direct eotton 
conb-tar color of the diazo type. derived from dianisidine. 
Tn a elt bath itdyes onneordanted cotton a blag resem: 

r-chroming. 

blue 
bling indigo Diamine new blue G and R, direct cot- 
ton coal-tar colors which dye unmordanted cotton a dull 
blue in an alkaline salt bath, and unmordanted wool blue 
or dall blue in a slightly acid salt bath —Diamine pure 
bine, Same as diamine *eky-biue.—Dianil blue, a 
direct cotton coal-tar color of the diazo type which dyes 
unmontanted cotton * in a salt bath, 
blue, a reddish-biue ingrain cobor of the insotuble azo 
ty, It is formed when material Prepared with 

jam —— ia throagh a cold solution 
or printed * a cold of dinzotized dianisidine in 

P the presence of a salt, It is fast to washing and 
fairly fast to light and chiorin,— Diasin Dine. Same as 
indoin #Mue.— Diago blue, a direct cotton coal-tar color 
of the diazo type, It dyes nnmordanted cotton in a salt 
bah bat for an best results a 235 53757 

ereloping necessary. Diphenyl biue 
and 2B, direct cotton coal-tar colors of 224 con: 
stitution which dye anmeordanted cotton blue in a salt 

* bine B, and direct cotton coal- 
tar colors of the diazo type, derived from dianisidine. 
They dye unmordanted cotton blue in an alkaline bath, 
as blue RB, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the 
diazo ee Sane from toluidine, It dyee anmordanted 
cotton v blow in a salt bath. — a trade 

BM G, GM. MM, R, and RM, Sam the navy blue i a © an 
8 — neutral bt 

of the azontum chhorid type which dyes tannin-momtanted 
cotton bine.— Pine blue, Same as apirit-ue.— Plown 

Kamme as % flow ue. —G blue, a mordant 
coal-tar color of the oxazin type. It is an amide of galloey- 
anine, and dyes chromium-mortanted wool blac: also 
used in calico- printing. Gentian blue, Same as erit- 
blue — Giycin blue, a direct cotton conl-tar color of the 
dlazo type, derived fron benzidine — It dyes 
unm ted cotton blue in a soap —Helgoland 
blue, a direct cotton coal-tar color which dyes unmor- 
danted cotton Due ina salt bath — Hessian bine. Same 
as epirit-due,—Hoeohst new blue, an acid cosl-tar 
color of the triphenyl-te rr} ‘ype which dyes 
wool and silk bright blue in an acid Imm 
Diue, a coal-tar color of the ealphid type, of unpublished 
constitutton, which dyes unmortanted evtton blae in 
a sodium sulphid bath.— biue, a basic coml- 
tar color of the azonium chlorid type. — bluse, 
a basic coal-tar color of the azoniam chlorid type — 
Indoin blue, 4 Janus coal-tar color prepared ootn- 
bining dinzotized safranine with s-naphthol. dyes 
beth unmordanted and tannin-mordanted yarn a rery 
fast blue which resembles indigo blue.— Indol blue, 
Same as fndoin whlee,—Intensive blue, the name 
under which anacid conl-tar color posseast rest 
coloring power is sometimes sold.—Iridium blue, a 
blue enent com: of iridium oxid.—Janus blue, 
Saine aa incdotn #hlne.— Ketone blue, an ack! coal-tar 
color of the tripbenyl-methane type which dyes wool blue 
in an acid bath — King's blue, (2) A blue pigment com 

of the carbonate of cobalt. (6) Same as Meu-de-roé 
which see) — blue 2B, BB, wid 2BX, direct 
cotton coal-tar colors similar to the diamine bluca.— 

te 
the latter from toluidine, They dye aumordanted cotten 
blue ina salt bath— Kongo pure blue, Same as dia- 
mine weby-blee.— Kamassi navy blue, an acid coal-tar 
color of the diazo type, similar in constitution to Kamaaat 
black. It dyes wool navy Dive bn an acid bath, — 

an acid coal-tar codor of the monoazo type, pre} 
from diazctized amido-naphthol-disulphonic seid. It dyes 
wool dark-reddish live in an acid bath,— blue 

of smalt,—Light blue. Same aa diphenyl 
Mer’s blue, a1 alkaline solution of methylene- 

blue used for staining bacteria. It is composed of 3 c.c. 
of a concentrated alcoholic solution of methylene-blue, 
diluted to 100¢.c, with an aqgeous solution of potassian 
hydrate (1: 10,000%i-— London blue, Same as solutte 
ue. Madras blue, a uame sometimes applied to a 

mixture of gallocyanine and logwoexl extract.— Marine 
Diue, (0) Sane as weethyl-due, (5) A mixtare of methyl- 
ene-blue and methyl-violct.— Meldola’s blue. Same as 
5 bf ree. — at dine 8 or G ed ger pee 

penziene ue, a jc coal-tar color of Ube azo- 
—— it type which dyee tanoii-meordantedt cotton a 
shade of blue resembling tidiga.— Methyl] alkali bine, 
an acid ooaltar color of the triphenylamethanecarbin 
type: similar to alkali DMwe.— blue, « morntant 
coaltar eolor of the atzonium ehlortd type which gives 
Mue shades on a chromium mordant.— Mohammedan 
blue, a cobalt Wae of a brilliant color, suppesed to hare 
been imported by Chinese potters The Chinese term is 
hud Aut ching. 

Then fotlowed the Yunglo period (1408 to 1424), during 
which mach white porcelain, with ornamentation in blue 
under the glaze, was manufactured. The blue etnployed 
in these periods is sald to have been brought from some 
Mohammedan country as tribute, and henee was known 
as “ Moharamedan blue.” 

Sei. Amer. Sip, Fels 28, 1908, p. 22,71. 

Molybdenum blue, s Mue pigment composed of the di- 
oxid and triexid of molybdenum, — Ni thalene bi: 
an acid coal-tar color which dyes wool blue in an aci 
bath. Naphthalene blue R. Same as weir bf'er.—Naph- 
thazin blue, an acid coal-tar color of the azogium type 
which dyes wool bloe in an acid bath. Naphthy] blue, 
an acid coal-tar color prepared by —— milline 
blac. Naphthy! blue a direct cotton coal-tar color 
of the diazo type, derived from diainino-diphente acid, It 
dyes unmordanted cotton blue ina salt - 

iene blue, Same as new Wwe.--New blue B or G, 
a basic coaletar color of the oxazin type, prepared by 
condensing new bine Ro with dimethyl-paraphenylene- 
diamine It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton a fast deowp 
blue. New fast blue, « basic conl-tar color of the 
oxazin type. It dyes tanninmornlanted cotton blie.— 
Nicholson's blue, Same as alielé Nwe,— it bine, 
id) A coal-tar color, the iydrochborid of tetramethyt-tolyt- 
triamido-diphenyi-naphihyl-carbinal used in dyeing silk, 
wool, and cotton puis: so named on aeoount of the pur 

& Variet: 
ut, — 



blue 
ity of the color by artificial light.— Nile blue, the names 
5 which two ne basic —— colors of the oxazin 
type are Known. They dye tannin-mordanted cotton a 
greenish bine.— piue, a name applied to sev- 
eral direct cotton -tarcolors. They dye unmordanted 
cotton blue in a salt bath,— ine blue, a 
basic coal-tar color of uncertain constitution. — Patent 
blue, an acid d , to triphenyl-methane, 
similar in constitution and properties 4 A blue. — 

ne, a deep, greeniah See Tee, — 
raat a ene at tee pee nti tet, — * 

lene blues. Same as new Mwe.— Potash blue, a bine 
Produced on wool by asing logwood and potass{um fer. 
rocyanide,— ne pigment consieting of 

American lycenid buttertly, Rusticus soudders, occurring 
the northeastern United States. Its larva 

lives on wild lapine.—Sévres blue, Same as ®Wen de 
very bh an Ameri t id buttertty, 

Nomiades et Bh ges a wang coat the —— — 
i Dine, Same as 

dark purplish violet in color, 
and of very wide distribution, feeding, in the larval state, 
on the flowers of clover other leguminous 
— blue, one of the cobalt blues — Zam! 
a direct cotton coal-tar color, It dyes unmordan' 
ton in a galt bath a blue which ts rendered faster 
sequent diazotizing and developing. 

buttertly, Kveres comyntas, 

ted cot- 
by sub- 

blueback ». 5. The lake-herring, Argyroso- 
mus artedi, of the Great Lakes.—6. A bank- 
note of the Confederate States, Compare 

-—Michigan blueback, the lake-herring, 
Argyrosomus artedt, [Lake Michigai.} * 

bluebell, «.— the baby-blue- 
Mebell, a bu 

Bere of the potato family, Physalodes Phyantodes, with 

nate (Campanula marginata of Thun- 
berg), bearing blue flowers, Also cultivated under the 
name of Australian Aarebell. 

blue’ , m. 2, In Australia: (a) The fruit 
of the blueberry-tree, or the tree itself. (6) 
The berry-like fruit of Dianella levis, of the 
lily family. 
blueberry-ash (bli’ber-i-ash), u. See *ashl, 
blueberry-root (bli‘ber-izét*), ». The rhi- 
zome and rootlets of the blue cohosh, Caulo- 
phyllum thalictroides, Also called papoose-root 
(which see) and squawroot, 

blue “tree (blii’ber-i-tré), ». The pal- 
berry, Myoporum serratum, Also called cock- 
atoo-bush, native currant, and native juniper. 
See *palherry. [Australia.] 

blue-b. » 3, In making black leathers, 
the foundation for the final color, a bluish 
black — when finished is a jet-black on the 

-— Alizarin blue-bi name times 
nig talc hack pine black Bund Recela 

-tar colors similar to #azo-tW Diamine bilue- 
black, o direct coal-tar color derived from benzidine 
which dyes anmordanted 
alkaline salt bath, — 

cotton a blue-black aliade in an 

iazotl zing 
black, 

am t by com- 
bining a diazotized mixture of paranitraniline and ani- 
line with PT eee acid. Also called 
na tack 128,—Maph' blue-black, an acid 

-tar color similar to naphthylamune ®tack. 

blue-blindness (b16‘blind’nes), ». epee ey 
form of color-blindness in which the subject is 
unable to distinguish the fundamental color 
blue. Stud. Yale Paych, Lab., VILL. 14, 

blue-blossom (blé’blos‘um), ». The blue 
myrtle or California lilac, Ceanothus thyrsiflo- 
rus. 

bluebottle, ., 1. (5) pl. The grape-hyacinth, 
Muscuri botryoides and M. —— See 
Museari, [Pennsylvania.] 

Dluebush, ®. 2. A species of salt-bush, Kochia 
pyramidata, belonging to the goosefoot family, 
native to southenstern Australia, It is a valu- 
able ty 8 a in times of drought, 
blue-chat (blii’chat),». An Anglo-Indian name 
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banch-grasa, 4. de — blue- 
ras the mu Poa Fendieriena.— Canadian 

or cone — Hun- 
lonatua,— 

promis: 

bluehead (blé’hed), n. 
Tasmania. ] 

blue-jay (bl6’ja),. 1. See jay2.—2, See road 
monke' * 

blue- (b15’mGp), n. Same as bluebonnet, 1. 
blue-oil (bI5‘oil), 1. A soft, semisolid mixture 
of paraffin erystals with heavy hydrocarbon 
oils, one of the commercial ucts from ozo- 
cerite or mineral wax. tler, Handbook of 
Indust. Chem., p. 26. 

filer, one who steals lead pipes and the like. 
(Thieres’ cant. 

blue-point (bia’point), n, Same as Blue Point 
oyster, 

Same as blue *groper. 

Ye 

biue, blue-pointer (bls’poin’tér), n. A shark, Isw- cal 
ropae glawea, of the family Lamnidw, found 
throughout the Indian region, [(Australia.] 

blue-poll (blé’pél), m. A trout, Salmo tratta 
“a ricus, found in rivers in Wales, 

print, ”.—Electric blue-print machine, 
wea in 1 the — per po 
tracings to a series of cboctric lights instead of to sunlight. 

blue-printing “n, 2, The process of printing 
on china in blue beneath the glaze (first em- 

a ma- 
behind 

— gun-metal,ete. Gentleman's Mag., X VIL. 

blue-ribbonism (blé-rib’on-izm), a. The 
wearing of & blue ribbon as a badge of ad- 
herence to total-abstinence principles; total 
abstinence, 

blue-ribbonist (bli-rib’on-ist), n. A total ab- 
stainer who wears a blue ribbon asa badge of 
his principles. 

blue-rock,». 2, A dark-blue clay pigeon used 
in trap-shooting. ° 

bl: hted (blé‘sit-ed), a, In psychol. optics, 
seeing as if through blue glasses. The eye which 
has become adapted to yellow (for example, to lamplight) 

it noes everything’ ae'll tinged with the complersentary 
blue. "E. B. Titehener, 2 , Exper. Psychol, L i 2% 

blue-stem, n.—Big bine-stem, Andropogon Bushy b ae the Indian x Sorghastrum 
Geenacewm.— Little blue-stem, Andropqon rive, 

blne-top(bls'top), n. Thebull-nettle, Solanum 
eleagnifolinm. 

bluette (bli-et’), «. [blwe + -offe.] A breed 
of oriental frilled pigeons of small size and 

for a bird of the genus Larvivora. > — 
blue-devil —— n, The blueweed, ———— - F hi ; Sa orm. : . — vulgare, a pest in the middle Atlantic See ren The ae spots a bate Rule wing 

blue-dicks (bl5‘diks), m. One of the wild _biack. warn brown and edged with hyacinths ¢ rodiwas) of California, Hookera blue-vat (bli’vat), m. An indigo-dyeing liquor. 
capitata, Its violet-colored elusters are much blueweed, ». 2. A ewsal piniaceous slant, 
used for decoration. 

bl eing (blé‘di-ing), m. The process of dye- 
ing with indigo, 

n. 6, Girella eyarrea, a hermuloid fish 
found in Australian waters.— uda bluefiah, Berm 
a tabrold flah, /ridio radiatus, found from the Florida 
Ke - and Bermuda south to Brazil: common in the West 
Indies. 

bl (blé’gil), m. One of the largest of the 
sunfishes, Lepomis pallidus, 
lue-gr n.— Alkali th it Amer- 

blue ——— ey 4 Gius‘crass, the wire 

Hoffmanseggia stricta, introduced from Mexico 
into Texas in alkalisoils and regarded aga pest, 
though its tubers are eaten by hogs and its foli- 
age, in dry seasons, by cattle. It is the camate 
“in —— the a sae + : Y)La 

6'i), ma. [blue im. -y?. . An 
pen ian bushman’s blanket: so cahied from 
the color—2, The material of which the 
blanket called a blwey is made.—3. The bun- 
dle wrapped up in a bluey, carried by a bush- 
man when he sets outon atramp.— 4. Arough 

boardman 

shirt or blouse made of bluey, worn over the 
* = the wilderness of western Tommenis. 
— bluey, to search 
work, RX one’ Evento waagwed in Piney. 

a, ”., and v. <A simplified spelling of 

," 2. An isolated group of trees on the 
ire. [Manitoba.] 

pluir n. 4, A disease of pine timber which 
causes it to assume a blue color. It is due 
to the pyrenomycetous fungus, Ceratostomella 

underhead, ». 2, A dipterous insect of the 
family Simultide; a black-fly, [Loeal, U. 8. 

B. M. An abbreviation (6) of Bachelor of Met- 
allurgy ; (¢) of Bachelor of Music, 

b. m. An abbreviation (a) of bay mare; (b) of 
bench-mark ; (c) of board-measure, 
„M. E. An abbreviation (6) of Bachelor of 
Mechanical —S 
5 An abbreviation of Bachelor of Medi- 

ence. 

B'nai B'rith (bnibrith). [Heb., ‘children of 
the covenant? (i.e., cireumcision).) An inde- 

ndent Jewish order, 
. N. 8. Anabbreviation of Bachelor of Naturat 
Science. 

B. 0, An abbreviation of — Oratory. 
é . bwgan,a 

At ted bi m up their hats over the sobm to right the teapenee ree? * 
Hall Caine, The Dectuster, p. Lt 

boan y (bé-an’thro-pi), », (Gr. Boir, 
ox, + 4 ,™man.) <A form of madness in 
which the victim imagines himself to be an ox. 

The exact form of the disease, which would be Boan- 
the ) I have not found any notice of, [though] Arnold 
(on Insanity) « Mat sach may have been meant by 
the story of the tidia in Virgil 

Pusey, L, Lecture VIL 427, 

n. 15. In an Australian wool-shed, the 
flooron which the sheep are sheared ; hence, the 
shearers there. [Australia.]— board 
Seq wlvallisti. { (mawt.) side by side; istic, — Board 
in ich courses, — Dup: a 
or tray with 4 kets, each capable of holding 14 card: 
and ao marked that one side of it will always be Ini 
on the table to the north and each player will lead in 
turn: used for whist and bridge. — Pullers’ 
the best grade of binders’ board: pot used exten? 
sively except in the very best bindings. — Perfo 
board, $ thin pesieboard’ petoented with a 

Voluntary trade boards, however (Le., permanent foint 
boards representing enployers and work-people in partic- 
ular trades), are at onee the most firmly established and 
the most important agencies in Great Britain for the 
prevention and settlement of labour disputes, 

Bneye, AXxV. 660, 

v. I. frans.—tTo poard a card, to a 
card if called for, as must be done when it is nowt 

a 

board-foot (bérd’fat), a. The eubie contents 
of a board one foot square and one inch thiek 
(144 ecubie inches): used as a unit of measure 
in selling logs and lumber, 
The anit of measure most hey yy fener in this coun- 

try for selling hares and lumber is the rd foot. 
Woodenan's Handbook, T. & 

boarding-car (bér’ding-kiir), ». In railroads, 
a car fitted with bunks and a kitehen and din- 
ing-room, or designed either for lodgings or 
for serving meals; used by the crew of a con- 
struction-train or by a wrecking-crew, 

boarding-gage (bor’ding-gaj), v. A simple 
device for keeping weather-boarding even in 
width: generally a board orstrip with a aotched 
edge. 
boardman (bori’man}, #.; pl. >hoardmen 
{-men). A man who perambulates the 
streets carrying au advertising-board ; a sund- 
wich-man, 



board-measure 

board-measure (bérd’mezh‘ir), n. In mensur., 
a cubic measure or measure of volume where- 
in the unit is the board-foot. 

The unit of teard measure is the board foot, which la 
the contents of a beard 1 foot square and | ineh thick. 

Woodsman's Handbook, L 12. 

board-room bérd’rém), rn. 1, The room or 
office in whie 
iness.—2, In mining, the space excavated in 
driving a board. The term is used in connection with 
the “ridding” of the fallen stone in old boards when driv- 

ing roads across them in pillar working, Also room, 

Coal and Metal Miners’ Pocket-book, 

board-scale (bord‘skil), ». Same as *hoard- 

measure, 
boardy (bér’di), 2, Hard and non-flexible: 
said of the wire teeth of eard-clothing when 
they become — — — 

boar-grunt grunt), 1. ‘ood~ ie 
noulon ——— found in the West Indies. It in 
supposed by fishermen to be the male of the duller-colored 
species H. plumieri, (Key Weet,] 

(bér’wid), a. The poison-sumac, 
Rhus Vernix. (Dismal Swamp region, Vir- 

ia. 
a ler bacillus, See *bacillns. 

boat, ». 5, A narrow, shallow vessel of plati- 
num or porcelain id 

which serves to @74—— >) 
hold » substance {7 
that is to be sub- 
jected to ultimate —— — 
analysis, or to the action of gases, and which 
for that purpose is placed in a glass or poree- 
lain tube. 

Molssan iNustrates the vaporization of carbon by heat- 
ing the outside of a carbon tabe containing a boat filled 

ith silicon, with an are, and describes the formation 
silicon carbide from the combination of the vapors of 
silioon and carben. 

Electrochem. Industry, August, 1904, p, S31. 

6, A small device attached to each side of a 
loom for weaving a plain selvage in a fabric 
having o twill or figured weave, 

By means of a contrivance known as a boat, a selvage 
approximating to plain cloth is readily obtained, 

Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 482 

Automobile boat, See *auloboat.—Boat log. See 
xlog?.—- Combustion boat. Same as xboat, 5. — 
boat, acollapeible boat used in the army for 
ing men from one river-bank to another. These ta 
have a wooden keel and light wooden longitudinal ribs 
covered with — canvas. — Loose in 
Lo & boat that not succeeded in striking a 
as 

The duty of a loose boat, if near by and not certain of a 
capture, is to *38 halling distance of the fast 
boat. jee of the U.S, Ser. 5, IL 202 

boat, « boat of peculiar construction which Paddle-box 
when inverted, or tarned apside down, forms the top 
section of a paddle-bex on a —* 
Umbrella boat. See *uanbrella-boat. 

boatbill, ». 2, One of the broadbilla, Eury- 
lamide, a group of wae birds character- 
istic of the Indo-Malayan region; in partieu- 
lar, Cymbirhynchus macrorhynchus, See cut 
under gaper. 
boat-boom (bét’biim), 1. A long boom Le aap 
ing transversely from each side of a war-ship or 
ayacht at anchorin a harbor, with hanging pen- 
dants to which boats may be made fast, In the 
days of safling men-of-war the lower studdinguail-booms 
were used for this purpose; now special boome are fitted, 
Also called meinging der. 

boat-car (bét’kiir), n. A wheeled conveyance 
used in the life-saving service for facilitating 
the — — boats. 

boat-crane (bot’krin), ». A rotary crane 
fitted on each side of a war-ship for lifting the 
heavier boats out of the water or lowering 
them into it, particularly the steam-launches 
and vedette-boats, Such cranes are usually supplied 
with steam or electric botsting and turning apparatas 
See cut under #baftle-ship, 

boat-nail (hot nal), ». A form of nail, made 
of soft and ductile iron or steel and tinned, 
suitable for fastening the strakes or skin of a 
small boat to the ribs or along the scams. 
must be capable of being effectively clinched 
3 the w of the strakes,. , t 

t- (bot’pan), #. A pan of wrought- or 
peed rod shaped like a boat, used, in the Le- 
blane process for making carbonate of soda, to 
boil down the crude tank-liquor. 

boat-shell, ». 2. The common slipper-limpet 
or halfleck, Crepidula fornicata, tt. 8.) 

Boatawain's call, pipe,or whistle, a small whistle used 
by a boatewaln in giving tae. — wain's chair 
(nawt.)}, a pleee of board in shape of a parallelogram, 
or scup-seat, having «hole in each end through which a 
short be of rope in the form of a bridle it passed, and 
the ends knotted on the under side to prevent them from 
palling through. It is hoisted aloft by a whip, and Is used 

eel steamer.— Bobi 
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by seamen to sit on while at work in the rigging where 
— is not obtainable, as when scraping masta, 

boat-yoke (bét’yék), n. A horizontal piece 
of wood or metal placed across the head of a 
boat's rudder. To each end of the yoke a line is se- 
eared, known asa yotedine, by meansof which the rudder 
is turned and the boat 

a board meets to transact bus- bob?, ». 14, A piece of elay placed beneath a 
yout inakiln. Anold English name for bat), 
13 (5). 

bob! °- t.—8, To transport (a Joad, as of logs) on a bob 
or 

bobachi (bob’s-chi). 1. (Hind. bdwarchi, popu- 
lar bavarchi, illiterate babarchi, prob. of Turk- 
ish origin.) A male cook. Le “at map 
bob-apple (bob’ap*l), x. The Hallowe’en pas- 
time 7 ‘ducking for apples’ while they float 
in a tub of water, or trying to bite one as it 
swings from a string. becherty. 

bob -bob (hob’ér-i-bob*), interj. The An- 
glo-Indian form of the Hindu exclamation of 
surprise, baprebap (0 Father!”). See bobbery. 

bob (bob’in-kra‘dl), ». A horizontal 
holder for a bobbin upon which is wound the 
arn from the hank on a hank-winding machine, 

bobbin-lead (bob’in-léd), ». In tertile-nanuf., 
the excess of the surface-speed of the bobbin 
over the speed of the spindle-flier on # roving- 
frame, 

bobbin-rail (bob‘in-ral), », An iron bar or 
= supporting the bobbins of a roving-ma- 
chine. 

bobbin-reel (bob‘in-rél), ». In cotfon-manuf., 
a machine for winding yarn from bobbins into 
hanks. 

bobbin-wheel (bob’in-hwél), n. In tertile- 
manuf., the principal gear in a series for driv- 
ing the bobbin on # roving-frame. 

bobble, tr. i, 2. In golf to run unevenly on a 
green: said of a ball. ly. Park, Game of Golf, 
p. 202, 

bobcat (bob’kat), m. .A popular name for the 
bay lynx, Lywe rafes, and its various subspe- 
eles, all of which have short tails. 
bobeche (bé-bish’), ». (F. bobéche, OF. bui- 
beche ; origin unknown.) A glass disk or shal- 
low cup with a central perforation, made to 
surround the base of a candle or of a gas-light. 
In the latter case the glass is ground to diffuse 
the light. 

To *6 this to microscopic work we add a bobeen⸗ aa 
used for Welsbach lights made of finely ground imported 
glass, Science, April 3, 1903, p. S04, 

bob-fly (bob’fli), ». In angling, an artificial 
7 * hed — e — above the — 

sO CA) bobber, dr , and drop-fy. 
. erre metal, See moth sh 

bobierrite (bd-bi-dr’it), n. [Named after Bobi- 
erre, who first deseribed it. A hydrated mag- 
nesium — from the guano of Mexil- 
Jones, off the western coast of South America. 
bob-jerom (bob-jer’um), . [/ebl, n., 10, + 
Jerome, a proper name.) A bob-wig, 

Whatt leteverybody follow their 3.. 
then if on fro ev rope is own, —— — at 
‘em to account, wh r they wear a bob-jerom, or a pig- 
tall down to the calves of their legs? 

Mise Burney, Cecilia, ix. L 

bob-lever (bob‘lev’ér), ». A lever carrying a 
bob-weight. The bob-weight is used to bal- 
* one or more reciprocating parts on a ma- 
chine, 
bobo (b6’bd), n. [A W. Ind, use of Sp. bobo, 
a dolt, fool: see booby.) A species of mullet, 
Joturus pilchardi, found in the mountain tor- 
rents of the larger islands of the West Indies. 
It is characterized by the simple stomach and 
the coarse truncate incisors, 

bobong —— Hy n, ([Bisaya bobong, Taga- 
log bobongan, the roof; bobong, eover, roof.) 
= the Philippine Islands, the roof of # build- 
ng. 

bob-runner (bob’run-ér), », One of a pair of 
short runners placed on the arms of an axle in- 
stead of wheels, to enable a carriage or wagon 
to be used asa sleigh. [New Eng.] 

bobtail, n, 6, In poker, a four-card flush or 
at t chi. 

bobtailed, a. 2. Inarchery, gradually deereas- 
ing in diameter from the point to the nock: said 
of an arrow. 

bocca? (bok’i), ». [Native name.) A name ap- 
plied by the natives of French Congo to a shrub 
of the — family, Tabernanthe Bocca, 
which is planted about their villages for the 
sake of its medicinal roots, Compare *iboga. 

body-brace 

bocon (bé-kén’),#, [Cuban use of Sp, bocdu, a 
wide-mouthed person, ¢ boca, mouth.) A 
ban name of a small anchovy, Anchoria cubana. 

bodenite (bé’den-it), u. [Named from Boden, 
near Marienberg, Saxony. ] A silicate related to 
allanite, containing a relatively large amount 
of the yttrium and cerium metals. 
bodhi (bd’di), n. [Skt.; see Buddha.) Know- 
ledge; enlightenment: a term of Buddbism. 

Me 2. Also, any religious teacher. 
Bodianus (bo-di-i’nus), ». [NL (Sp. bodian 
= Pg. bodido, « seu-fish so ealled.) 1. A genus 
of large labroid fishes of the West Indies, of 
numerous species, usually known by the later 
name of Harpe, 3B. rufus is the best-known 

‘ies. —2. A genus of sen-bass, Serranida, 
. — warm seas, more properly called Cepha- 
lopholia, 

Bodo (b6'd5), n. [NL. ag 1878).] The 
typieal genus of the family Bodonid#: some- 
times called the hooked or springing monad. 
bodock (bé’dok), 1. Same as bodark. 
Bodonide (bé-don’i-dé), ». pl. [NL. Bodo(n-) 
+ -idz.) family of flagellate protozoans of 
the order Heteromastigida, consisting of small, 
naked forms in whieh there is little, if any, 
difference between the flagella. It contains 
the genera Bodo, Phyllomitus, Colponema, and 
Oxyrrhis. 

mn. 14. All the strapping of a harness 
back of the collar; specifically, that part of 
the breeching and other straps which bears 
against the borse.—15. In_ceram., the sub- 
stance or base of pottery and porcelain. See 
frit body, kaolinie *hody.— 16. An ore L wae 
or pocket of mineral deposit.—17, The thiek- 
ness of a lubricating oil or other liquid: also 
the measure of that thickness € in 
the number of seconds in which a given quan- 
tity of the oil at a given temperature flows 
through a given aperture. Coal and Metal 
Miners’ Pocket-book,—alvoxur . See wallorur 
base, — Anti-tmm' i 
Anti- A 
Roar tw. See ® — Brown ‘ 

body, a term used to denote thon of 

Tsstresn tlem, Itt beligved Uy some to tepresent & 
true nucleus —Cornalian bodies, See #rernalian.—~ 

, See directice corpusele and r 
iy Pat , in entown., amore oF jess lobalated or 

netlike maas of cells tilled with small drope of fat, 
covering of viacera and lining See 

body a protozoan paras ce 
pariole Guarnieri, Qi ere tn ae cone et auaipon 

Harting’s bodies, granular concretions 
ined by allowing carbonic-acid 

ots wil 

Hagsall or Hassall's bodtes, in hi: 
the —— — a fe ma. dg 
mankes thym 

body. ‘hvala Immune 
See 

inte ——— tion consisting y 

_ —— small lend sid band occurring sing! van a rour or ove! vy 
orin groupsof several, embedded ins matrix but not intra. 
*5* in tropical splenomegaly or ara, ated 
pro y also in Oriental sore. Ross comsiders these bodies 
to belong toa new genus of Sperezoa and suggests for then: 
the name Levehmnannia donocani.—Lammer-Brodbun 
body, a device, used in certain photometers and « 
—— for rectifying or — paraiiel two 

maof light to be compared. It consists of two right 
prisms of glass cemented together so as to form a ed 

** diagonal section of which is partly cutaway. See 
epectrophetemeter. — Melsaner’s , a tac cor. body, 
—— 83* bodies. * rice — 

in eutewm., one wo ta an 
capped Nodies aivsing from ihe procerebral lobe of an 
Insect's brain, which reaemble minute mushrooms They 
are more highly developed in bees, ants, and waspe Uhan 
in other insecta, and it is therefore supposed Uiat the In- 
telligence of insects bears a direct relation to the size of 
these bodien — Nigal or Nigel's bodtes, in sewro/., small 
bodies which are found in the cytoplasm of nerve-cells 
and which take on a deep stain with methylene bine,.— 
Onion ,a concentrically arranged mas of epithelial 
cells sometimes seem in carcinomatous tumor. Also 
enlled qpihelies pearl or nest. Plim bodies, cer. 
tain cell-inelusions found in malignant growthe which 
= *5* to, be — Protowoa concerned tn 
the production ¢ growths Presegmen' bodies, 
in * the \ yo a they wi * sen 
neentatiog. ⸗ q me ae wid, 4, 
Rice es, sinall growths, resembli —— * — 

becoming detached, float free in the fuid,— 
ler's body, the purovariam,— Russell fuchsin 
hyaline boties which stain readily with fuchsin, some 
thoes seen in carcinomatous Gumeor.— body, 

See 

which form in the — the tendons —— a 

bodies, 

Name a8 corpus ¥ joewm.—The body Alp: z 
—* me 4. - body. See turiinate bone, under 
u nate, 

body-brace (bod’i-bras), . 1. A brace which 
crosses & whole frame or one parallelogram of 
a frame diagonally from corner to opposite 
corner, See *bhracel, 1 (b).—2. Specifically, 



body-brace 

in car-bwilding, an inclined timber extending bog-torches (bog’tér’ches), n. 
of the body center-plate of a club, Grontivm aquaticnm: so called from the from one en 

long car to the middle of the car. Two braces, 
fnited to a com “beam, form a truss built inte the 
tide of the car ander the windows, b 

body-plasm (bod‘i-plazm’), ». In bdiol., the 
substance of the body of an animal or plant, 
in contradistinetion to the i-plasm, or the 
substance of the reproductive organs, Same 
as somal, somatoplasm, 
body-plate (bod‘i-plit), ». A shell-plate for Bohairic (bé-hi’rik), ». 
« boiler located —— except in heads or * 
comes. 

body-wood (bod’i-wid), ». Cord-wood eut 
from those portions of the trunks which are 
clear of branches. 

bé’men-izm), n. The theosophi- 
eal view of God and the world set forth by 
Jacob Boehme (1575-1624), a mystical German 
philosopher. He contemplated deity ns “the eternal 
one, he silent nothing,” from which mature 
the ex, bof ap 
show f 
evil is the man the wrath of God, ifestation of 
frocxl will finally be victorious Also * BeAmeniam, 

Boehmenist (bé’men-ist), n. One who follows 
the teachings of Boehmenism. Also *Jich- 
menint, 

nite — n. A Bochmenist. 
thian ( ‘thi-an), @. Pertaining to or 

derived from Boethius, a distinguished Roman 
official, philosopher, and writer on music, who 
died about 524.4.p. Less correctly * Boetian, 
Boetian (bé6-é’ti-an), a. Same as *Hoethian, 
Boettcher's phon See *erystal. 

1 4.— Anchored bog, inally floats ey Mae PF rota td rane. 
bottom ire-ptante into it, or by both. 

water. a bos crowing above water-level. 
— bog, a natural ting island (see teland)) 
named * bog” from ite morassic character, 

In some of the lakes of Minnesota these floating begs are 
very iment features and constitute the. aocalled 

C. MaeMillan, 

a bow —— — — water- 

ae bee 0 Ot unetable — — 
ground that shakes ander foot. Sphagnous or * 
num bog,« *735 swamp with acid soil, rized 
by Une growth aphagnune motes; A miakeg. A deep 
swap of this kind becomes at be a peat- 

(bd’gii), ». [Sp.] A species of small fish 
of the genus iag, common in the waters of 
Lake Titicaca in Bolivia and Peru. There are sev- 
eral tes of Oreetias in the lake, and they constitute the 
aquatic fot of the inhabitants of those regions. 

— rere art), m. 4. 
bog-birch (bog’bérch), », The Carolina buck- 
thorn, Rhamnus Caroliniana, ar yn | 

bog-burst (bog bérst), en. An outbreak or flow 
of peaty materials which are saturated with 

so that barriers uo longer restrain them. water, 
Also bog-flow. 

A discussion of bog-bersts, with spocial reference to the 
great outburst of a bog in the Killarney district in 1s08 

Geog. Jowr. (BR. G. A), XL doe, 

-flow (bog’fié), », See *hog-burst, 
bee di, 4. The hellgrammite, [Loecal, 

te? »u, 4, A small wheelbarrow or box 
upon wheels, made of light boiler-plate iron, 
used in the removal from the furnace of black- 
ash in the manufacture of soda by the Leblanc 
rOreRS. 

Bogie, Colonel. See Colonel Bogie. 
bogie-frame (b6’gi-frim), #. © pivoted or 
swinging frame under the front end of a loco- 
motive; the truck-frame, 

bogie-locomotive (bé’gi-ld-cO-mo‘tiv), am. 
—— ihn oar ) o⸗ — 
—— — e of the 

poe which are inte sed between the 
truck of a locomotive and the parts supported 
by jt, to take up the shocks and jars due to 
inequalities in the road. 

or See * tian.) 
0! (b6’gong), #. [Native Australian. 

ne —— noetuid moth, Agrotis spina, 
which oceurs in enormous numbers in Vie- 
toria, where the hibernating adults were eaten boiler-cement (boi’lér-sé-ment’)}, n. 
by the aborigines, 

bog-ore (bog’br), ». Same as bog-iron ore, 
us (bog-6-slé’vi-us), ». [NL., 

named from the voleanie island of St. John 
Bogostof (B 
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The golden- 

shape and color of its flower-stalk and flowers. 
See cut under Oroutium, Small, Flora South- 
eastern U. 8. 
bogum (b6’gum), rn. [Au⸗tralian.) The name 
in New South Wales G the bean-tree or More- 
ton Bay chestnut, Caste rom australe, 
It yields a soft, fine-grmined, beantifully figured, brown 
wood, which is not very durable, See Mack debhean (0). 

) Bohairch, Boheyreh, 
a district in the Delta of the Nile, +-ic.) One 
of the main divisions of Coptic; the dialect of 
the coast district, apoken in the northwestern 
Delta of the Nile: formerly named Memphite 
(which see). Salndic and Bohairic are the most im- 

tdialecta of Coptic, Since the fifteenth ——— 
latter has been the language of the sacred books of Chria- 
\ throughout the country, Eneye. Hrit., XXVIL 

boheic bi-hévik), a. (Bohea + ~ic.] Derived 

rom the fine development of these strata in 
the Bohemian basin: equivalent to Upper Si- 

bohio (bé6-hé’6), ». (Sp. bohio, bojie, from a 
native W. Ind. name.} A West Indian hut; a 
thatched hut of the kind used by the negroes 
of the West Indies, 

ame F “Ale nicer (which see, = cer) —Blind 
botl, a sluggish bell in which pus forms slowly and there 
is no slough or core. —Bulama boil | Afr. Awlama, island 
of W. Africa|, a phlegmon caused by the presence of a 
worm or the sh = Insect. monet the adn Bae 

as the Dellii boil or Aleppo alost. j 

2n. 3. The period during which the car- 
bon is being burned out of the iron in a pud- 
dling-f . During this period of burnt carbine oxid cover the aurtace of the bai.‘ Loctueods 
Dict. Mech. Eng, Terma. 

boiler, ». 5. A «mall isolated reef or atoll 
below water. [West Indies and Borssuda. ] 

of sectional boller much — Belleville belles. at 
atone the in the British nav , in which the 
unſta are water-tubes of moderate diameter: named after 

ue 
flues coming in from the sides ai 
which is open at the bottom, J gases come in the 
horizontal Ques and descend the center, or drop, fac.— 
Elephant , a horizontal cylindrical boiler having 
one of mote shells below the main shell and connected to 
the latter by necks, — Elliptical ~ (0) A round. 
emled or oval-euded boiler. (+) A boiler w cross. 
section is an oval or an ellipse. —Pield boiler, « boiler 
having double tabes, the inner one for gute water 
to the lower end of the outer tube, in which the steam 
is generated. tabes are either vertical or inclined. 
Hiscox, Horselean Vehicles, yp. 47.— Flash boiler, 
See #fesh-builer,— Lancashire boiler, a horizontal 
cylindrical boiler having two horizontal flues each con- 
taining « furnace. The combustion _— _ through 
the foes and return to the front end outelbe of 
the shell, and then peas back underneath the shell,— 
Multitubular boiler, (0) A boiler having a large num- 
ber of senall tubes for the bot gases to pans th te (b) 
A bofler made up of a number of tubes in which steam 
is generated ; a water-tube boller,— boiler, « 
type of sectional boiler which has been ased tn the British 
navy, in which the generating units are water-tubes of 
moderate diameter.—Oval boiler. Same as elliptical 
whoiler (a) and (),— Sectional botler, a steam-genertor 
in which the plan of a single enveloping shell to contain 
the water and steam is abandoned, and is replaced by a 
number of stall generating vessels so jolned together 
that the steam formed in all of these separate units or 
sections is delivered from a common disengagement sure 
face Inte a common steammespace. The units may be apher: 
teal or they may be cylindrical water-tubes, Stich sec- 
tional boilers are safer because stronger to resist fvternal 
preamure, and ruptare of one unit is not usaally followed 
iy & destrinction of the structare as a whole.— Semi- 

flash boiler. Sev *reh-hoiler.—Tubulous boiler, 
Same as woter-tute baler (which seo, under tafter-tube), 

boiler-brace (boi‘lér-bris), ». A stay or tie- 
rod between the shell and the flat end of a 
steam-boiler, ora tension-red running from end 
to end of the boiler to tie the flat surfaces to- 
gether and prevent bulging or other deforma- 
tion under pressure. 

A mix- 
ture of various substances, such as clay, mag- 
nesia, ete., which is used for covering boilers 
and steam-pipes to prevent or check the radia- 
tion of heat. 

slovi), near which the typical boller-compound (boi‘lér-kom pound), ». Any 

Boleosoma 
the boiler-compounds have to be adapted te each case. 
Some compound of soda is the most commen ingredient 
of sich mixtares, 

boiler-felt (boi'lér-felt), ». A non-conducting 
covering for boilers, steam-pipes, etc., made 
I matted hair. In appearance it resembles 
elt. 

boiler-maker (boi‘lér-ma’kér), mn. 1, One who 
makes boilers; a boiler-emith.—2, A petty of- 
ficer in the United States navy. 

boiler-palm (boi‘lér-piim), "iy i A pad or foot 
on a bracket which is used to fasten or support 
a boiler.— 2. The flattened end of a boiler- 
stay, where it is re to take the rivets; 
specifically, that spate of the knee, bracket, or 
tension-stay which goes against the boiler and 
is fastened to it. 

boiler-scale (boi‘lérskal). A. A substance de- 
posited on the surfaces of boilers which are in 
contact with the water. ‘This scale is due to tm- 
— in the water precipitated as solide om heating, and 
js ometines hard and difficult to remove 

boiler-smith (boi/lér-smith’),»  Asmith who 

which liquids are boiled. Generally the contents 
are heated by means of stones which are thrown 
inte the basket. 

bolling-house (boi’ling-hous), ». A local 
Weat Indian term for the building, at a sugar- 
mill, in which the cane-juice, expressed in the 
eane-mill, is boiled down to the syrup from 
which sugar is made. 

Such of the negroes as are employed in the mill and 
boiling-houses often work Very bate, 
Bryan Edwards, A Hist. of the Brit. W. Indies, I. 160, 

ness of the thermometer, () A small wick 
om the tabe of the mercurial thermometer show! 

steam. 4 
scalo-division pear the above-mentioned nick, indicating 
the boiling- t under standard re of owe atmo- 
aphere. (c) The thermometric teny ture of standard 
dolling water or ita steam, that ix, 100°C., SOR, or 212°F. 

nt depends direc py: pressure and 
—X to aseertaln the latter when the mercurial 
barometer is not available, 

jan gneiss, See *gneiss. 
(bo’ha), ». [Native name.}] A name in 

Porto Rico of a rubiaceous tree, Antirhea cor- 
jacea, native to the West Indies. It furnishes 
a heavy, strong, durable yellow wood used for carpenter 
work, furniture, and the framework of houses. Also 
called guinea. 

B. O. . An abbreviation of Bachelor of Ori- 
ental Laterature, 

bola (b6‘lii), », [Native name.) A name in 
Bengal of the mahoe or majagua, Pariti tilia- 
cevm. See mahoe, 1, and *majagua, 1. 
bolboporite (bol-bé-po’rit), ». (NL, ¢ Gr. 
Soi, joc, a bulb, + xépoc, a pore, + -ite2,] One 
of certain fossil bodies found in the Silurian 
rocks of Russia, Canada, and New York, in- 
versely conical or clavate in form, and having 
the narrower end smooth but the broader 
pitted, They have been regarded by some authors aa 
corala, and probably some of the bodies to which this 
name has been applied are of this nature; but the affiliae 
tions of the typ! bolboporites are still dubious, thongh 
their microscopic structure is very similar to that of the 
teat of the Kekinodermata, 

Bolderian stage. See *stage. 
boldoin (bél’do-in), mn. [boldo + -in?.] Same 
as boldine. 

2,0. 3. In medieval and carly Renaissance 
art, an earthy paste added over gesso as a 
ground for tempera painting and gilding. 

Directly on this, and without the us 
bole, old bea — laid over the whole — — — 

Burlington Magozine, II. 

Boleich (b6-lé-ik’this), », [NL., ¢ Gr, 
ot, a throw, + iytic, fish.) A genus of 
darter-fishes, typified by the species Jt. fust- 
formis, 

boleite (bd'lé-it), n,  [Holeo (see def.) + -ite®.] 
An oxyeblorid of lead, copper, and silver, oc- 
curring in deep-blue cubic crystals and related 
to pereylite: found at Boleo, Lower California. 

Bolelia (b0é-lé‘li-ii), ». Ng (Rafinesque, 
1832), an anagram of Lobelia.) A genus of 
dicotyledonous plants of the family Campeanu- 
lacew. See Downingia, 
Boleosoma (bé'lé-d-s6’mit), m.  [NL., irreg. 
< Gr, jjo4s, a throw, + ciwe, body.) A genus 

species was dredged.) A genus of macruroid substance used to prevent the formation of a of tesxsellated darters, small quiek-moving 
fishes taken in deep water in Bering Sea. 

bog-slide (bog’slid), #. Same as *bog-burst. 
hard senle in steam-boilers which use impure 
feed-water. As the impurities are of so many varieties, 

fishes of the brooks of the eastern United - 
States.  B olmeteds is the best-known speeles. 



bolero 
n, 3. A short jacket, ending about 

three inches above the waist-line: originally 
in imitation of the Spanish jucket, but now 
made in many fashions, and trimmed either 
simply or with extremely elaborate ornament. 

boletoid (bd-lé’toid), a, [Boletus + id.) 
Like or pertaining to the genus Boletus, 

Bo . Same as Spanish furnace, 
bolivar, ». 2. A large gingercake, (U.8.] 
Bollmannia (bol-man‘i-&), n. [NL., from C. 
H. Bollman, an American scientist.) <A genus 
of goboid fishes inhabiting the depths of the 
tropical Pacific, typified by the species E. 
— 

bollo (bd), ». A brick of amalgamated sil- 
ver ore, 80 sha d that six bricks form a cir- 
cular cake with a hole in the center to allow 
the mercurial vapors to escape during the dis- 
tillation process, 
boll-weevil (bél’wé-vl), n. See cotton-boll 
*weeril.— Mexican boli-weevil fame as *eotton- 
boll sever, 

bolo (b46‘15), n. ya bolo.] 1, Along knife 
resembling a Cuban machete, used oo the 
Philippine Islands, for domestic and agri- 
cultural purposes, and in war. 

aa, 
Bolo. 

(Prom an original in the Amer. Meseum of Nat. History, New York.) 

bolochore (b6‘l-kor), n. [Irreg. < Gr, SoA% 
a throw, — spread abroad.) In phyto- 
geog., & fruit with some adaptation for the 
mechanical propulsion of its seeds or spores, 
ora plant bearing such fruit; a sling-fruit; a 
ballistic or catapult fruit. Bolochores are 
———— ——————— suthor of the 
term, doles, *xeriboles, 
and *tonoboles. See these terms. 
bolochorous (b)-lok’G-rus), ». [bolochore + 
-ous,] Having the character of or pertaining 

— hemp, vial. See * 5 e *flask, 
*hemp, *vial. : 

bolograph (b6‘ld-graf), n. [Gr. 044, a throw, 
+ ypdgem, write.) An automatic record of the 
intlontions of a bolometer. Bolographs of the 
solar 5 are made by th ata 

phing apo a movi 
ti ——— in « 

shoot the defections of a senal- 
© 2 

of #£ 

ait with the bolometer. 

A study of the yearly variations of the selective absorp- 
tlon of the Earth's atmosphere by the aid of a long series 

— & 7 Langley, Astrophysical Jour., March, 1903, p. && 

bolographic (b6"lé-graf‘ik), a. Of, pertainin 
to, or — by means of'a bolograph. 3 

The bel io method R Independent a circle readings, and involving. instead 
clock work of extreme accuracy, gives differences of ihevia- 

Diwiwpettwiaaase 
Smithsonian Hep., 1808, p. 72. 

boloman (b6’lé-man), #, A man armed with 
abolo. [Philippine —— F 

energy in the mpoclreen oo determined by measurements 
with the bolometer. 

bolsa (bél’si), n. (Sp. bolsa, a purse.) An ex- 
change where merchants and others meet to 
transact their business. [Spanish-American 
and the oo Is.) 

(bél-sdn’), ». [Sp., — of bolso, 
#® purse, ¢ bolsa, a purse; see burse, purse.) 
In phys. geog., a basin-shaped depression in- 
closed on nearly all sides by mountains. 
(Southwestern U.8.] 

bolson-plain (bél-son‘plin), n. [bolson + 
Nain.) A plain formed of land-waste oceupy- 
ing basin-like depressions among mountains 
in Mexico and contiguous portions of the 
United States. Seo * in, 
The toleon plains may be considered as sections of an 

upralised pee lain surtace in ita earliest infancy, ata 
stage in which they are as yet untouched by strean-action. 
They could not exist ander present hypsometric condi- 
ons except in an arid region, which snow-fed perennial 
rivers do not traverse. Amer. Geol., Sept, LM, p. 164. 

bolster, ., 2. (p) Sameas bwnk,2 (q) In arck, a 
horizontal plepe of wood set on the top of a Lard pro 
jecting on one or both sides: intended to diminish the 
unsupported stretch of a er or beam, or to act as 
a * allowing. a post to be net upright in false bearing 
beyon 6 post. (r) In , ee 
as kleas-cushion. ” 
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bolster- (bél'stér-wag’on), ». A form 
of road-wagon used for speeding purposes. 
The body is hung on side-bars the ends of 
which rest on bolsters over the axles; no 
Springs are used, 

bolt!, ».—Cremorne bolt, a casement-fastening con- 
slating of two long bolts, one « ng the top of the 
window-frame and the other the window-sill, both being 
inclosed in o casing and operated by a handle at the 
middle of the casement. It ie seinetimes provided with 
& third bolt which locks the casements together and is 
operated by same handbe. bolt, a 
cascment-fastening consisting of a long rod placed om the 
edge of the casement and fitted with catches at the to 

By means of a handle the rod can be rotat 
to cause the catches to enguge the opposite cnsements 
and lock them together at the — torn, — - 
Pas Rott, a bolt which extends through We pleces to be 
| I. 

bolt!, t= O. 
after drawing the bow. 
gor, to putt with so much force that the ball 
will go some distance past the hole if it fails 
to go into it. 

bolt-die (balt‘di), nm. 1. A die or hob for 
cutting the thread on a bolt.—2. A die for 
35 Too * 

og t’ In. An attachment to a 
lathe for Grivin 5% ta, 

1, n. 2. A machine for sawing logs into 
a size suitable for cutting into small strips, 
The pieces cut by a bolter are called bolts, and 
these bolts are sawed into laths, pickets, ete., 
in a gang-saw.—3. In archery, an archer who, 
after drawing the bow, looses too soon. 

bolting-reel (bél’ting-rél), ». A reel, covered 
with bolting-cloth, used inseparating flour, ete. 
bolting-saw (bdl’ting-si), ». See *bolter, 2. 

t-machine (b6lt’ma-shén*),». A machine 
used for forging the shanks of bolts from stock 
which has been rolled to the size of the head 
of the bolt, It consists of a series of forging- 
dies which in size and through which the 
body of the bolt is passed in a proper sueces- 
sion. 

Boltonia (bél-té’ni-d), ». [NL. (L/Héritier, 
1788), named in honor of James Bolton (fl. 
1775-95), an English botanist.) A genus of 
plants of the family Asteracee. There are 4 or 
—175 natives of the United States They are some: 
mes known as false camomile. They are tall, leafy, as- 

ter-like, glabrous and often glaacous perennial planta, 
blown ting y in iste summer and autumn, and are 
excellent for the hardy border. JB. asteroides and B. tati- 

are sometimes planted in gardens for their showy 

— Ms, em 

bloom, 
The bolt-ring (bélt’ring), ». A small ring with a 

spring-and-bolt arrangement, much used in 
modern jewelry for holding small or lange gems 
or to seeure necklaces, 

bolt-saw (bélt’si), n. Asaw for cutting off the 
bark-covered slabs from a log and formin, 
them into squared bolts; a saw for the ro 
dressing of logs in the forest. 

bolt-threader (bolt’thred’ér), n. A machine 
or device used to cut the thread on bolts. 

bolt-wire (bélt’wir), ». Wire which is to be 
Bn into yore for Coen _— — 

alan (bet yt gn), 6 or pertaining 
John Bolyai (in Hungarian, Bolyai Jinos), a 
Hungarian geometer who was born at Kolozs- 
var in 1802, and who died at Maros-Vasdrhely 
in 1860,— Bolyaian or Bolyai geometry. Sec *yeome- 
ry. 

bom, n. A simplified spelling of bomb, 
boma (bd’mii), ». [Central African.] An in- 
closure of bushes, thorn, or stakes formed asa 
protection for a camp or village. 

I went out on a sandspit into the lake and camped, 
catting down the bush and placing it across Ue shore end 
of the ik so as to forina bome. Atone o'clock in the 
morning the Turkana attacked and suceeded in breaking 
through the Loma, a few of them getting inte cam 

Geog. Jour. (R. G. &), AL 388 

Bomb . See *eolorimeter,— Bread. 
bomb,s somewhat rounded mars of igneous rock, ejected 
in a volcanic eruption, whose surface presenta an appear- 
ance similar to that of baked bread, a⸗ if the Intertor had 
expanded beyond the stretching capacity of the surface 
erast, ‘The more or bess vitrified surface and the seamed 
crust are characteristic. 

er, . 4, [cap.] A former name, 
among the Portuguese, for a Fleming or other 
foreigner. 
The whole country spoke of this boat... with a crew 

that spoke like Bombardiers, 
Geog. Jour, (KR, G. 3), XL 82 

bombardment, ».— Molecular bombardment, im- 
pactot the molecules of — or gas agninst a sul» 
merged bexdly or against any which forms a boundary 
to the gaseous volume. ‘The resultant effect is Gie pres- 
sure which the vapor exerta Under high electrostatic 
strain, especially in a high vacuum, such bombardment 
may exert considerable power on the bodies struck, cams- 
ing them, forexunple, to give off X-rays or hest, and even 

very ry au aa platinum. 

bond 
Bombax, n. 3. [l. ¢.] A plant of the genus Bom- 
baz.—Bombax cotton, the seed-hair of the bombax, 
known in commerce aa vepetatte ay red-rilt coffon, 
God-tree cotten, slk-cotton, ete. The fiber ta smooth, 
pony, Piabie. rectilinear, and from white to yellow-brown 

, but it is without spiral twiet, and Ube cell walls 
are thin and weak, making it neaitable for spitming 5 
hence it ts chiefly used for sach purposes aa atutting mat- 
treases, etc. 

bombed (bomd), a. [bomb + -ed®. Cf. F. 
bombé.] Rounded: as, a bombed frontal bone. 
Keane, Ethnology, p. 185, 

That bombéd brow, that eye a kindling ch rane. 
Browning, Fife, x 22. 

Bombina (bom‘bi-né), n. pl. [NL., < Bombus 
+-inw.] The Bombidw considered as 4 sub- 
family of Apide. 

bounbon, Com mee), * —* bomben, bom- 
na. ilippine Sp. me as *hongheng. 
— (bom-bon’), . IF. bombonne, ¢Pr, 
boumboune, <boumbo, a bomb, a bottle, = F. 
bombe, a bomb: see bomb?.} A hollow vessel, 
usually of salt-glazed stoneware, either egg- 
eee oreylindrie, with three necks at the top 
and an exit-tap at one side near the bottom: 
used in the condensation of acids on a manu- 
facturing scale: essentially a Woulfe's bottle. 

bomb-signals (bom‘sig*nalz), x. pl. See *sig- 
nal, 

Bombyces (bom-bi’séz), n. pl. ‘L., pl. of 
Bombyx.) An old group of q * cor- 
responding to the modern family Bombycidaw. 
Bombylioidea (bom-bil*i-d-id’@-H), n. NL. 
(Coquillett, 101), ¢ Bombylius + —* gu- 
perfamily of dipterous insects comprising the 
so-called bee-fliea of the family Bombyliide and 
their allies, including the Apioceride and My- 
daidex, J ad . 

Bombyx, n. 8. II. c.] A wind-instrument of the 
ancient Greeks, probably sounded by a reed 
mouthpiece: so called from its shape. 

u. IL a. Very extensive and prof- 
itable. Compare bonanza, n., 2.— Bonanza farm, 
in the great wheat-prodaciog regions of the United States, 
a farm of t extent, operated on a gigantic scale. — 
Bonanza , one who owns and operates a bonanza 

(bo-nfi-8é") bonasi n. [Cuban bonasi, from a 
— name (Pichardo).} The Cuban , come 
ofa cies of grouper, Mycter aci 
a food-fish of the West Indies, ’ 
bonaventia (bon-a-ven’sha), ». [Origin un- 

with a wooden deck known.] A b and a 
standing top. Teamerivcain’ 
Bonaventure formation. See *formation. 
Bonaveria ———5 un, (NL. (Seopoli, 
1777), named in honor of J. B, Bonaveria, an 
Italian botanical artist of the 18th century.) 
A — dicotyledonous plants of the family 
Fa . Bee Securigera. 

Bonavist bean, See *hean?, 
bonbo (bon’bo), x. [Tibetan Bon (in Eastern 
Tibet Bhdn) the name of this religion, + Bod 
(Eastern Bhé), Tibet.] The form of shamanism 
which forms the indigenous religion of Tibet. 
It is rapidly waning in the presence of the 
Lamaistic form of Buddhism which is now the 
dominant cult. 

[F.] A box bonbonniére (boi-bon-iar’), m. 
for holding bonbons or confections. 

bond!, »., 12. (¢) Same as bond-timber—14, 
In elect., the rod, heavy copper wire, or weld 
which is used to connect the abutting rails of 
a railway-track to ay an eleetrie cireuit.— 
Bond and disposition security, an ex 
equivalent to bond and morte on’ land.— Double 
bond. In certain cases the atoms in chemical compounds 
do not exhibit their full valency. This behavior can some- 
times be expressed by the assumption of a double union 
or bond between two polyvalent atoms, a@ in ethylene, 
HgC:CHg The double bond is not stronger than two 
single bonds, nor in any way equivalent to them, except 
aritimetically, Compocnds assumed to possess ther are 
uamally most readily attacked at the position of the 
double boad, either by reagents or by documpesing agen 
cles, stich as heat, In general, organic compan with 
a double bond, such as defined, are distinguished by their 
ability to form derivatives by addition, while those with 
out double unions, as is, form derivatives by sub- 
stitution. —Joint in faw, an Ondertaking executed 
by two or more parties all of whom must be joined as 
defendants in an action upon the bond, 
bond. (@) In eceies. low, an instrument, asually 2 
by a notary, by which # beneficed clenyman voluntarily 
surrenders his benefice. (&) Im Scots loee, the surrender 
of a fee to a superior. Tax See *tor,— Three- 

pond. Same as beart-bond, q 
bond}, r.t. 6. To unite the ends of (two adja- 
cent rails,) either by copper wires or cables, 
or by welding, in order to secure a low-resist- 
ance return-cirenit for the electric current. 
legen my experience in bonding rails ts that in the 

cast weld made since 1886 the bond at the beginning of 



bond 
the poor fs of lower resistance than a 90-pound rail of the 
sane length as the weld. 

Jour, Franklin Inet., April, 1004, p. 287. 

Bondon cheese. See *cheese!, 
bond-wire (bond’wir), ». A wire used to 
make a good joint for the conduction of elec- 
tricity from one railway rail to another, 

bone!, ny 6, (e) Ineard-playing, achip of the smallest 
¥v 

10. A piece of horn or wood-fiber inserted in 
the sole of a wooden atin ap to prevent in- 
jury to the face of the club at the bottom.— 

1. The midrib of a leaf, especially that of a 
sugar-cane leaf or the large midrib of @ palm- 
leaf. [Collog., West Indies.]—Bone-wire, See 
ewirel, — Ca a bone sometimes developed 

the thighin men who are con- 
bone, bone which 

has been treated with aulphuric acid so as to produce 
the soluble monocalcle use As A for- 
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name applied to the bieyele before the intro- 
duction of rubber or pneumatic tires and other 
improvements, . 

ose PUP cat cer te gs es wo tne 
Encyo. Brit., XXVIL #24. 

bone-tankage (bin‘’tangk’ij), x. Meat offal 
containing more or less bone in fragments: 
— in * manufacture of — 

Pone gil), * agalog an Baye 
bon (ongga -]) The betel-nut m (Areca 
Catheou), e nuts of which, together with the 
leaves of the vetelperger and a little lime, 
form a masticatory called buyo. See areca-nut. 
[Philippine Is.] 

(béng’béng), ». [Bisaya and Taga- 

tilizer. The term haa often been used as a tradename bonifacial (bon'i-fa‘shal),a. [boniface + -ial. 
to inclade mineral similarly these 
in some cases consisting of or containing the d of 
fosall bone, — Exercise Same aa cavalry tbone or 
wedrill-bone.— Same as bone-duat and 
wehone-meal,— bone. Same as inferperictal bone 
(which see, ander interparietal) — it Same 
aa arscinoid bone.— bone, a bone, 

small detached bones, Ike Worminn 
occasion: it in the — —— the 

eccipital bone e tee portioe e temporal 
in the fish skull, the chain 

the crant: eon ot bones connecting the mandible to * 
sisting of the hyomandibalar, the symplectic, 
quadrate.— U; bone, See srunyuae 
bonel,.¢ 5, To ‘hold up’ with a demand or 
importunate request for something, as for a 
small loan: as, to bone one fora ‘fiver.’ [Colloq.] 
bone-body (bén’bod*i), x. In ceram., the com- 
position of natural soft-paste porcelain, which 
contains a certain proportion of calcined bone, 
His body was neither that of the French rm nor the 

true bone of the English, but partook of characterts- 
tics of both, the proportion of phosphate of lime, as shown 

cL dlerheretags than in tho Gagith eenetoay, 
B. A, Beran altars of the U. &, p 124, 

bone-ell (bén‘sel), n. In Aistol., one of the 
stellate cells which produce bone; an osteo- 
blast. 

bone-conduction (bén’ kon-duk*’shgn), 1. 
Transmission of sound-waves to the auditory 
apparatus through the bones of the face. 

bo (bén’kér’pas-l), mn, Same as 

bone-dry (bon’dei at dry; asd it) ) & ery ; as dry asa 
bone. Modern Amer, Tanning, p. 189. 

bone-fat (bén’fat), », Fatty matter, of soft, 
semisolid consistence, extracted from bones 
by melting or by the use of solvents: used in 
making cheap soaps. Jour. Soc. Chem, Indus- 

, VIL 825. 
—— (bén‘flour), n. The most finely di- 
vided portion of —— bones, separated from 
the coarser parts 3 sifting: used as a fertilizer. 
Jour. Soe, Chem, Industry, VI. 821. 
bone-heap (bén’hép), #. 1, A heap of bones, 
—2. Inarchwol., arefuse-pile containing bones 
and other remnants of food of a prehistoric 
village. Bone-heaps are also found near vil- 
lages of modern primitive tribes. 

pbonellein (bé-nel’é-in), ». [Honell-ia + -0- + 
-in2.) A green pigment obtained from Bonel- 
lia viridis. 
bone-meal (bén’mél), ». Bones reduced to a 
rather coarse powder by — eg in 

culture as a fertilizer, Jour, Soe. Che 
Industry, X. 151, 

bone-oil, ». 2. Fatty matter, of liquid consis- 
tence at common atmospheric temperature, 
extracted from bones by heating them with 
water or by the use of solvents: used in soap- 

‘ing. 
bone-pain (bén’ painting), ». The custom 
of —— the bones of skeletons, particu- 
larly those of friends and relations. is cus- 
tom seems to have prevailed in many parts of 
prehistoric America and also in other conti- 
nents, 

bone-powder (bin’pou’dér), n. Bones reduced 
to powder by —*Xð used in agriculture as 
a fertilizer, and in the manufaeture of mixed 
—— Jour. Soe. Chem. Industry, VIL, 133. 
bonery (b0’ne-ri), ». [bonel + .] A place 
where bones are epodited. * 

boneset,”.-Bastard bonesat, Same ao upland ebone- 
aet.— Blue boneset, the mist-fower, Eupaterium caries 
tinum,— * the climbing hem 

ne, — —3* plant of the 
RuAnia.— Purple th jonpre weed, 

reum.— U Bupa- 
um scarilifolium, a species with seasile but not con- 

nate leaves, 
bone-shaker (bén’shi-kér), », A humorous 

ne stitches are made in the fabric: used 

Of or pertaining to a boniface or the landlo: 
ofaninn. G. A. Sala 

2(bd’ning), n. 
in which two or more 

"A form of machine-sew- 
parallel lines of 

esi 
a means of holding 

in 

ay oe as 
ee 

book-stamp 

bon (bon vwo-yiizh’). [F.] A partin 
salutation meaning, | wish you ‘a pleasan 
journey’ (or ‘voyage’ if by water). 
bony-fish, ». 2, A common name of the ten- 
pounder, Klops saurws, of the family Klopida, 
an abundant and widely distributed fish in 
tropical seas. 

bony-tail (bé’ni-tal), ». A fish of the Gila 
river, Gila ns. Also called Gila trout. 

boobook (bé-bék’), n, [In allusion to the ery 
of the bird.) A small owd, Athene boobook, of 
a rusty red color, found in Australian and Tas- 
mania: s0 named on account of its peculiar 
call or hoot. 

See *prizel, 

Tas- 
mania, Acacia longifolia, a shrubby form of 
which is common in the coast regions and is 
of service in binding the sands. Also called 
natice willow, 

boodle!, ». 4. Same as newmarket, 1. 
boodlerism (bid’lér-izm), ». The practice, 
by persons in public office, of asking or ac- 
cepting bribes, or of making corrupt bargains 

the bones in place, two-needle machine, for their own profit, as in selling votes for 
under *sewing-machine, money, office, or influence. (Slang, U. 8.) 

-knife (bé’ning-nif), n. Akitehen-knife Boohoo fever, See *ferer. 
—— a short, wide, and pointed blade, used in boojery, ». See *budyeree. 

ning. : : boojum (bé’jum), », [A made word based 
< ng-stick (bo‘ning-stik), n. Same as bon- unconsciously on boo, with a Latin-loo! 
ing- 

boninite (bé-nin’-it), ». [Bonin (Islands of 
Japan) +-ife2,) A term proposed by Petersen 
(1891) for a glassy andesite containing bron- 
zite, diallage, and olivine, occurring in the 
Bonin Islands, Japan. 

bonism (b6’nizm),n. [Ls bon(ur), good, +-ism.] 
The doctrine that the world is good, but not 
the best possible. See optimism, 

bonist (bo’nist),n. [bon(isnr) +-ist.] One who 
believes that the world is good, but not the 
best possible. 

bonito!, nm. () In Australia, the oceanic bonito, Gymno- 
earda pelamis. 

bonito? (bd-né’té), a. IBp. dim. of bueno, ¢ L. 
bonus, : see boon®.) Pretty; nice; fine; 
—_— ; an epithet in use in Spanish-speak- 
g countries or regions originally settled by 

Spaniards, 
n., 8. (bd) A jon of a coal-seam 

left for a roof, (c) A flat piece of wood onthe 
top of a prop. (d) pl. Gas-coal or shale over- 
lying a coal-seam or worked with it, [Seotch in 
senses b,c, and d.J—15, The lid or cover of a 
hole by which secess _ be had to valves or 
other apparatus in a closed chamber.—16, 
The protecting hood over the machinery or 
motor of a motor-vehicle, in front of the dash- 
board.—17. The plate on the motor-crank 
case, or on the transmission gon, normally 
closed, through which the eranks and gears of 
& motor-car can be Inspected and cleaned and 
oiled,— 18. pl. The apatter-dock, Nymphwea 
advenaand the otherspecies, See Nymphwal, 1. 

e.t, 2, To provide with an iron shield 
or bonnet: as, to bonnet a safety-lamp. Jour. 
Inst. Elect. Eng. (Lond.), 1900-1901, p. 834. 
bonnethead (bon’et-hed), n. A species of 
hammerhead, Sphy tiburo, abundant on the 
Atlantic coast of the United States. The head 
is kidney-shaped, rather than hammer-shaped 
as in the true hammerhead (8. zygana). 

press (bon‘et-pres), », An apparatus 
for shapinga bonnet by 15* ng and ironing it, 

bonnet-skate (bon’et-skat), n. In iehth., the 
common skate, 

(bon’et-stak), n. A metal chim- 
ney-stack having a cover or lid over its top, 
at a slight distance above the opening, to pre- 
vent snow and rain from falling into it. Some- 
times the bonnet is made part of a spark-ar- 
rester netting over the top. 
bonnet-wire (bon‘ot-wir), n. A wire for stiff- 
ening hats and bonnets, 
monian beds, See *bed!, 

Bonsor's black, See *black. 
bont-tick (bont’tik), m. [D, bont, yeriogated, + 
E. tick.] A South African ixodid, Am yom 
hebrwum, parasitic on live stock: so called be- 
cause of the variegated color of the dorsum of 
the adult male. See bont-leg *tick. 
The tick of test Importance, because of ite Injuries 

to stock, is Amblyomma hebream Koch, commonly known 
as the bont tick, “Bont” is a Duteh word, equivalent to 
“variegated,” and tts application in this case has refer- 
ence to the mixed coloring on the back of the male, 
C. P. Lounsbury, in Proc. Assoc. Econ. Ent, 1900, p, 41 

termination, -jum,-inm.] An imaginary ani- 
mal introduced by C. L. Moat (“Lewis Car- 
roll”) as a particularly dangerous variety of 
‘snark,’ into his ** Hunting of the Snark. 

the Dead, a papyras 
Placed with the mummy in the 

the deceasod with needful directions 

books of « firm or commercial concern, as distinguished 
from its market value (which soe, under market),—Caro- 
line Books, foar written under the direetion of 
Charlemagne, during the controversy of the - 
tury concerning 
censure of the dec! i of 
adoration of forges, ao established the 
freedom of Ch artin ting Chris 
—Golden book. See en, — Book of 

the name given by evities to the brief legiata- 
tive section in Exodus xxxiy. 12-28, the contents of which 
—— athe eg of the Book of the Covenant.— Red 
book. 

Book! binders’ varnish, wire, See *rarnish, 
re, 

book-buyer (bik’bi-ér), ». One who buys 
books. 

book-crab (bik’krab), n. Same as book-scor- 

booker (bak’ér),n. 14. A-writerof books; a 
seribe.—2, A ‘spotter.’ All the Year Round, 
July 11, 1863.—3. An entry-clerk or book- 
koeper.—4. One who makes up finished goods 

book-gill. wbak gil), a. Th i ( ‘gil, am. e respiratory or- 
gan of Limulus, which is regarded pe Pt 
parable to the lung-book of a scorpion everted 
and adapted for aquatic respiration. 

(bak’ing), ». The act of engaging or 
securing beforehand (by registry or payment) 
a box or seat at the opera, passage on a 
steamer or train, ete, 

book-l (bik’lung), ». The lung-book of a 
—— See *lung-book, Darker and Has- 
well, Zodlogy, I. 605, 

book. marker (bak’miirk-ér),n. Same as hook- 
marl 
book-number (bik’num-bér), vn. In library- 
cataloguing, & particular number (or a number 
and a letter) designating the book in its proper 

uence in the smallest division to which it 
belongs. It is the number that is individual to the book 
fiteelf or any copy of it, and wi J 
may be borne by a thousand books) makes up 
thon-number not only in the given library, but in every I 

e accenslon-nuniber, —— 

in a printed list the rest of the name. 

book-sewer (bik’sd’ér), n, One whose oeeu- 
tion is to fasten together with thread the 

ifferent sections or foldings of a book. 
book-stamp (buk’stamp),n. The plate of 
hard —— of —8 which contains 



book-stamp 

the decoration or letters selected for stamping 
the covers of a book. 

booky! (bak’i), a, (book +-yl.] 1. Bookish; 
given to reading: as, a booky person.—2. De- 
rived from books: as, booky lessons, Mark 
Twain. [Colloq.] 

(bak‘i), a. [book + -y*.] Same as book- 
maker, 3. (Slang. 

bool’ (bil), 2, [Australian.] Same as *beal. 
boom?, «. 6, A pole fastened lengthwise of a 
,load of hay to bind the load. Stand. Dict. 

Down booma! (newf.), an order to send on deck the 
studdingsall-booms from the 
a boom so secured that it 
sired direction, Also 
boon, 

th: Sheer boom, 
Soating loge in the de- 

led fender bean and glancing 

The formation of the gorge is supposed to have been 
eaused by the driving of piles in the —— River at 
a point a few miles above ap ty to hold a aheer 
beam for the purpose af rann ® loge which had boen 
locaened from the sandbars and shores of the Chippewa 
and Mississippi rivers by the recent heavy ruins into the 
Zumbra River for safe harbor, 

U, & Monthly Weather Ree,, Nov, 1806, p. 407, 

boomah (bi'm4),n. A false spelling of boomer! 
1 (a kangaroo), used on the supposition that 
the name was native Australian. 
boom-band (bim’band), a. A band for the 
boom of a sail-boat. It is made in two parts held 
together on the boom by bolts and pate, and Gtted with 
an extra half-band for holding the heok of a block. 

boom-b (bim’boi), n. Same as *hoom-stay. 
boom. {bim’chan), ». A short chain 
which fastens boom-sticks end to end, 

boom-company Pe i n, A cor- 
poration engaged in handling floating logs, 
=~ areas booms and booming privileges. 
(U. 8.] 

boom-crane (bim’kran),». A crane having « 
vertical mast, Seated at the bead and foot 
by proper pivots, and a horizontal boom pro- 

c at right angles from the mast, and 
to it by an inclined strat; a *jib-crane 

(which “ge ine) — a 
ming? (biim’‘ing), ». In mining, und- 

sluicing on a large scale by emptying the con- 
tents of a reservoir at onee on material col- 
lected below, thus removing boulders. Coal 
and Metal Miners’ Pocket 3 

boom-rat (bim’rat), n. In lumbering, one who 
works on a boom. [Slang.] 

boom-stay (bém’sté), n. A heavyfweight used 
to anchor booms in deep water, its position 
—*— by a pole or float attached to 
it. 80 called a boom-buoy. 

boom-stick (bim'stik), nm. In lembering, a 
timber which forms part of a boom. [U. 8.] 
boom-town (bim’toun), », A town or com- 
munity which haa acquired sudden wealth and 
notoriety through land speculation, ete.; also, 
a town which originated in a real estate 
‘boom.’ [Western U.5.] 

(bi’mi), a. [hooml + -y1], Hollow; 
deeply resonant: as, the boomy tone of surf, or 
ofa bell. [Colloq. 
Boone formation. 
boorga (biir’zii), m. ‘ga 
—2— (bi‘stér), mn. [boost + -erl.] 1. One 
who boosts,—2, In elect., a device by which 
the electromotive force in an electric cireuit 
is regulated, 

boot?, ». 11. In agri., the uppermost leaf- 
sheath, just below the brush or head, of a 
broom-corn plant; also the lowest leaf-bearing 
internode on a stalk of wheat. —Junod's boot, a 
surgical appliance for exhausting the alr surrounding a 
lim) in order to draw bloc to it 

boot-grain (but grin), n. Aleather made from 
cowhide: used for heavy boots. Modern Amer. 
Tanning, p. 114. 

boothite (bith’it), ». [Named after Prof. 
Edward Booth of California.) A hydrated 
copper sulphate (CuSOy+7H,0), similar in 
form to melanterite and pisanite: found in 
California. 

boot-leg, a. 2. One of the levers connected 
with the winding mechanism of a spinning- 
mule: so named from its shape. Vasmith, 
(Cotton Spinning, p. 269, 

boot-lick (bit‘lik), ». A mean, cringing per- 

See *formation. 
See *burga. 

son; a toady, (U. 8.) 
booz, v.i.and #, Asimplified spelling of booze, 
bonse. bor: 

boquin (b6-kén’),». [Sp.] A baize of coarse POTAX, 
texture. 

bora? (bé’ri), n. [Native Australian.) A eere- 
mony of the natives of eastern Australia by 
—_— a boy is admitted to the rights of man- 
OHO. 
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The great mystery of the Blacks is the Hore—a cere- 
mony at which the young men found worthy receive the 

warriors. A.M. Praed, Australian Life, p. 24. 

boracha (bo-rii’tshi), ». [Braz Pg., a partie- 
war use of Pg. ferracha, a leather bottle, a 
rubber bag, ete. : see borachio,) Aconventional 
weight of crude india-rubber, used todesignate, 
in the Amazonian rubber districts, the bundle 
in which india-rubber is shipped. 
borag n.— hard tial 
plan’ Sorapinntdce Borage Zeylanicnot Bur- 
tan}, @ native of southern India and Ceylon, and nat- 
uralized in Australia and Tasmania. — Mi re borage, a 

Borago (bi-ri'gs), w. (NL. (Li 17 orago > le nneus, 
adopted from Tournefort, 1700): see borage, 

Rovage aftcimatis L. 

flowering branch (one-half natural size); 4, fruit (en- 
¢.4 stanen (ealanged). (From Britton aad Nrown's “tl, 
the Northern States and Canaca."') 

#, top of 
layed) Flam of 

A genus of dicotyledonous plants, type of the 
family Boraginacee, including 3 species all 
natives of the Mediterranean region. They are 
annanl or blenntal herbs, with hirsute or hispid foliage 
and showy blue flowers in terminal racemes. In some 

of Eu B. officinalis in ised as a herd and 
— 5* —S— the young eles oe pala- 
table, id (bo"ra-gt ia) ‘ = 

ra-goid), a. [Berago, nus 
of the Boraginacez, + as Resembiing Dore- 
go; applied specially to the extreme extra- 
axillary inflorescence of certain boraginace- 
ous plants, as dachusa, Schumann, 

l (bor’ ak), ». [See *barrach®.] An 
aboriginal Australian term for banter; chaff; 
fun, expecially at the expense of another: as, 
to poke borak at one, that is, to make game of 
him. [Collog., Australia.] 
On — him my adventures, how Bob in my misery 

had “ borack™ at me 
Avstraiasien Printers’ Keepenke, p. 7h, 

borak? (b6’rak), ». Spirit distilled from rice. 
When quiet had been restored we all sat down, and 

borak (rice spirit) was produced, healths drank, and 
speeches made, Geog, Jour, (BG, 8 XVI 40, 

Borate of lime, a salt, more correctly called caleiwm bo- 
rate, which ocecurs as the mineral colemanite in great 
abundance in California, and is used as a naaterial from 
which to —5— — acid and, borax. — Borate of map 
ganess, 4 salt extensively weed asa dryer to leasten the 
absarption of oxygen from the air by linsed-oll and the 
—— hardening of paints made with this ofl as a 
Vehicle 

borated (b6’ri-ted), a. Mixed or treated with 
boracie acid or borax or with both.— Borated 
ganze, UBS pee with boracie acid for stingical tac 

io dressing wounds —Borated milk, milk to which bo. 
racic acid of Doras, or both, hawe heen added as preservar 
tives. Carefal experiments, made by the United States 
Depurtmentof Agriculture, have shown that such additions 
to food, although mot ia the ordinary sense of the tern 
iaonona, are unwholesame aml, in the, injurious — 
Borated talcum, finely pulverized tale to which borecie 
acht has been added. 

”.— Burned borax, borax which has been de- 
rived of ita water af erpstallization by being heated,— 

ral borax, in chem., sediam pyroborate when 
cryetallize! ander special conditions with 6 molecules of 
water of crystallization (Nag bth; i them assiies 
the form of the regular vetaledron. Te CORTON OF per 
matic horax cottains 10 molecules of water and crystallizes 
in monoclinic forma, 

borer 

Borboridm (bér-bor’i-dé), . pl. (NL, ¢ Hor- 
horus + -ide,) A family of acalyptrate flies, 
comprising small, stout species, usually of dark 
color and with clear wings. They occur tn large 
numbers on the dang of animals and breed exclusively 
this substance. 

Borborus (bér’bd-rus), ». [NL. (Meigen, 
1830), (Gr. Sépsopec, mud, mire,] A genus of 
small acalyptrate flies typieal-of the family 
Borboridax, containing black or blackish-brown 
species, some of which have rudimentary wings. 
Bordeaux, ».—Alizarin Bordeaux, « mordant dye- 
stuff derived from anthracene, It is sienilar in p es 
to alizarin, but produces colors of a much bluer character, 
—Bordeaux B, BL, R, synonymous pares for an 
acid ecal-tar color of the monoasm type, preperet Lhe 3 
bining diasotized a-naphthylamine with B-naphthol-di- 
sulptionic acid. It dyes wool a vinous red in an acid bath, 
— 4 name applied to two acid coal-tar 
colors of the dingo t which differ but slightly in cam- 

tien. They beth dye wool a vinous red in an acid bath. 
— HH and 8, synonymous names for an acid 
coal-tar color, the same us fost D,— Bordeaux 'ex- 
tra and cov, synonymous nates for a direct cotton coal- 
tar color, the same as Kongo ®violet. Bordeaux G, (e) 
Au acid coal-tar color similar to #Dordeaux BX, (6) 
Same as * Bordeour B.— hammer. See *#ham- 
mer). Bordeaux See tinizture,— Bordea ax 
Pottery. See *pottery.— Brilliant an acid 
coal-tar color which dyes wool a vinous red in an acid bath. 
— Cotton Bordeaux, a direct conl-tar color of the diazo 
type, derived from diamido-diphenyl-ketoxim. It as 
unmeordanted cotton a bluish red in a salt bath, — 
mine Bordeaux B and 8, two direct oonl-tar colors of the 
diato type, derived from benziding, They dye anmer- 
danted cotton a claret red in an alkaline salt bath. — 
azo Bordeaux, « direct coal-tar color closely nll 
—— It md —— berm uals bet 
lor the t results subsequent diazotizing and develop 

a mordant acid wae 
a 

type, derived from ile. 
mido-stilbene, Tt dyes unmordanted cotton @ claret red 

Bordeaux, fn an alkaline salt bath,— Naph 
Same as alpha-naphthylemine 

bordereau (bér-dr6’), ».; pl. bordereaus or ber- 
dereauxr (-dréz’, -dré’), [F., OF. horderel, 
bordrel, ¢ bord, edge, strip of paper, etc.: see 
board?, border.) A memorandum or note, 
especially one containing a more or less de- 
tailed list of documents, 
bordered, p.a. 2, In bot. having the margin 
distinct from the rest of the organ either in 
texture or color.--Bordered pit, one of the pits in 
coniferous and other kinds of which are surrounded 
by athickened border, They consist of thin spots, jou 
to water, ate the pasange of the aap one 
cell to 2* at ——— in radial section. — 
cole w r aeCupreast = 

Bordered pore, Same as ®hordered pit. 

borderism (bér‘dér-izm), ». A word, an ex- 
ression, or conduct characteristic of the bor- 
ers, especially the English and Scottish 

er. 
border- (bbr‘dér-pen), a. A drawing-pen 
beving veversl points, used in making broad 
decorative edges or borders. 
border-shears (bér’dér-shérz), ». Long- 
handled clipping-shears for trimming the 
edges of lawns: often fitted with a small wheel 
to support their. weight. 

bo: (b0’ ré-al-iz), v. 1.3 pret. and pp. bore- 
alized; ppr. bereatizing. To adopt northern 
manners or ways of thinking and speaking. 

Gill gives a Northern 
Spenser boreelized in hia pas 

Lovell, Introduction to Biglow Papers, 2nd ser, p. 174 

bore-bit (bir’bit), n. A piece of steel which 
forms the cutting-edge of a rock-boring drill. 

boree? (bo-ré), ». [Prob. from aboriginal 
Australian (in Queensland) boorech, fire, It is 
especially preferred by the natives for fire- 
wood.) The weeping myall, deacia pendula, 
which yields a hard, close-grained, violet- 
scented wood used by turners and cabinet- 
makers, [Eastern Australia.] 

borele (bor’e-le), », [Bechuana,) The na- 
tive (Bechoana) name of the black rhinoceros, 
Rhinoceros bicornis, used frequently as a book- 
name. 

bore-meal (bér’mél}, ». The fine material 
taken from a hole which is being bored through 
rock which is comminuted by the action of the 
drill. 

us (hé-ré-og’a-dus), mn, [NL.. ¢ Gr. 
Hopiac, the north ( dépenc, of the north), + yddog, 
atish (see Gedus).] A genus of small codfishes 
of the aretie seas, typified by the species B. 
snide, 

borer, ". 8. A marine snail, as Urosalpine 
cinerea: 50 tamed becanse of its habit of bor- 
ing through the shells of oysters and other 
mollusks, Accretion borer, an instrument for de. 
termining the grewth in diameter of standing treea. It 
comsiste of a bollow anger, which, when bered inte a 
tree, extracta a section showing the annual rings. — 

In to geawn for gown and 



borer 
le-tree borer (@) The larva of the American ce- 

rambyeid beetle, ja candida (which with cat); 
the round-heated apple-tree borer. (6) The not the 
American bap beetle, Chryeoethrie 232 

Accretion Borer, 

ball 4. holiow hand hich oth oor carried | c. vod ter extmcting woed sectene 

> Uhe fat-headed apple-tree bortr.— Ne ore —2— 
borer, the larva 0 of an American 

inaect, perry aaw-fy Dore, te i borer, eave one 
of several species of moths of the lep pterous familly 
Sesiide, whose larve bore into trees, as Seaia acerai, the 

th America and the West Indies, whose 
——— — bh of cucumbers and meloun, The 
larva * © pickle-rorm,— Flathead borer, 
the larva of any one of many species of beetles of the fam- 
fly Buprestidae which bore into the branches and trunks 

fugar-cnme —— whic 
name of an woenl- ae family Cerambyes- Lu > Past ere 

meres iho larva — 
a eee bores into the trunks 

the Paci! 

= tree in the eastern United States— Red borer, 
rva of an orlental coast moth, Zeurera 

pets mi pt ye gh ng hy Coramiqueies, ine a e fan! ‘era , wi 
bore Into the trunks and branches of trees: in contradis- 
tinction to the flat-headed borers of the col rots faz. 
ily idee ; fcally, the round-headed borer of 
the Saperda condida.— Bequo the * 
of asealid moth, Vespamiima sequoia, which bores f 
the branches of the ieee of the Pacifle const.— 

known as corm-etalk borer, (¢) A acolytid bee- 
—— —— eT bets bbe 
cane weevil, a calan Aenophorua obacier 
common in the islands of the Pacific.—® 

and in the southern United States, It 
of the swoet oy tree 

one of several coleopterous insects which bore 
into the alip-tree, notably the cerambycid Centrodera 
decotorata, whoae larva bores into the —— 
Wine-cask borer, # scolytil beetle, Xpletoriws per: 
which frequently y Perforates wine-caaks in the Ba —* ‘and 
West Indies. It attacks *8 cane. 

bore-rod (bor‘rod), mn. A long rod, usuall 
made up in sections, which is used ‘tor drill 
ing deep wells, the drill being carried at the 
omer end of the rod, 

(b6-ré’us), 2, [NL. (Latreille, 1825), 
¢ Gr. — —— boreal.] A genus of curious 
mecopterous insects of the family Panor, a 
——— of wingless species which look like 

wingless grasshoppers. They are often 
found on snow in the winter, 

Borhyaxnida# (bé-ri-€’ni-dé), n. (NL. Bor- 
hywna, the type-genus, + -idw, ‘amily ending.) 
A family of extinct creodont mammals whose 
members have some aes of resemblance to 
the living * ial Thylacinus. The angle of 
the Jaw is somewhat inflected, and very few of the teeth 

nown to have oo inflk predecessors The known 
es are from the Santa Craz formation (Miocene?) of 

atagonla, Ameghine, 1M, 

borickite (b0’rik-it),». [Named after Prof. E. 
Koricky of ej] A hydrated phosphate of 
ferrie iron and calcium, oceurring in reddish- 
brown reniform masses, 

@, ". This term inclades a great vari · 
ety of wood: daring Tnachines used In the bu Ming of cars 
and wagons, in making furnitare and agricultural ma- 
echinery, eta. They are named from the work they do, or 
from the number and arrangement of he auger. They 
are often combined with other machines. Many are ante 
matic inaction and adjustable for spacing the distances 
between the holes or for boring heles at different angles, 
and they mirue in site from a singie-anwer beach-machine 
up to very lange multiple borers having ten or more siagers 
making holes at different angles and of different sizes. — 

Multiple Wood-boring Machine. 

@, table with vertical traverse; 4, adjustable step for —** 
work on bc, treadle operating 
* —4 nies ca 

t operating all again: 

je to bring work 
* ~ augers, adjustable to any 

Boring an4-drting machine, a boring-machine that 
can also be used for drilling, tapping, and serew-cutting, 
Both hortzontal and vertical forms are in use. One type 
has a vertical spindle supported by a saddle which bas a 
traverse on a cross rail eapported Ween two colurna, 
The saddle and the crose-rall are swiveled, enabling the 
peeves to preeennenery: tool te the work in any diree- 

The croasrail has a traverse upand down the whole 
* tof the colarmns to adenit lange work under the pofnt 

e boring-tom, Other t have horizontal spindles, 
Des molracantn le When the table a 
a feed-motion, the machine can also be used In m 

othe bo ne har 

of the Td han 

Rotting aed-turning Mactine, 

@, revolving table; 4, 4, hous 74 croserall ; d, @, saddles tran. 
ening crows-rail, owe in inclined position; ¢, tool-bar: /, slotting 
atiachmeeet: g. bed on which housing travels forward and back; 
dousing shows in forward position. Boring-bar carried on extra 
saddle not shows, 

table and vertical boring and cutting-tools, upheld by a 
tool-bar or boring-bar sa from saddles that trav. 
eme a crose-rail supported by housings. In — feat- 
ures It fs a modification of a Lathe, set on end, the rotary 
table taking the place of the vertical fnce- ‘of the lathe. 
The croserail ing cutting-tools is an ada 
from the planer, the able a Ya being that in Chis tna- 
chine the traversing table hasa rotary motion, the cutting 
being done in circles: henee the name turning-machine 
Tn sal machines only one tool-bar is used 5 in the turret 
bering-and-turning machine the tools are carried In a 
turret ower the table. Ip large machines a boring-bar is 

ed on the cross-rail between the cutter-bara, boring 
aml cutting being done at the same time, Suppletaentar? 
horizontal tool-hars at the side of the table and slotting 
attachments are also used, In large machines the housing 
has a traverse, forward and back, to bring the boring-bar 
to te center < the work. See #wilfing-machine and 

rilling- machine. — ~, drilling-, and * 
aching, | a machine of which the spindle is supported 
by a saddle that can traverse up and down a colamn. In 
one one tye the work isl mers ona fixed talleor on the floor, 

wecoliton also lea traverse This makes tt possible 
to uae the machine in milling. In another type the ool- 
umn i fixed and the table has a traverse * it and left 
and, by the addition of a ——— ic, & rotary 
motion, Someti¢one: called door dri iting machine, — 

atiachine with a single verti- 
eal spindle supporting a cutter-head having three eut · 
ters song © a circle and cutting © hey lanes gout 
— Cylinder- ring m & tachine for boring om 

and Ontshing engine-cyltindera. The har nm 
horizontal or vertical and may have a fixed cutter-head 
for the tools, the bar being fed to the work ; or the cutter- 
head may travel spon the boring-bhar, turning with it ond 
having its own feed. In some machines one of the hb 
supporting the boring-bar may travel 1: Ue bed of the 
machine for convenience in adapting the nacht to the 
cylinder; tn others two or three buring-bara are used for 
compound eylinders and valvechambers, Langer mm. 
chines have attachments for boring Uhe ports of cylinders 
anit adjusting Ue boring-Dar to varbous slzes of © 
Elbow boring-machine, a single vertical-«pindle 

tion Bo 

linders. Bor 

borough council 
machine sapported by a —— —5 arm to enable 
the workmen te bere bi distances over a 
wide surface. — ub boring ma 5 large machine 
for boring holes in blocks red — to —— 
down the blocks in a lathe in ing ee In 
some forms the augers are automatically f Dae eek 
ay others rd KE to the angere— Locomots ve- 
yod boring a thachine ing two ver- 
tleal epindles mounted upen —* that — by mas · 
sive columns The spindles travel upon rail in cither 
direction to bring them to the work Inid upon the table. — 
feat toa ot ag 
It has a single — spindle and an — « LA 
bring the work to the anger at any 
bo! machine, a boring-machine in which —— auger 
—— —— 
the anger is supported on a bracketed 
any direction over a table on which thew work is laid ; 
another the auger is fixed and the ine ean bea afte 
as to present the work to the auger at any angle; and in 
still another the anger can be moved up and on an 
oul choca: column whieh 1 any free * * on its axia.—-Verti- 

large machine used 
* boring th bridge-work, It has two spindles 
carriod by vertical heads, one of which travels uj the 
bed of td Paras nk for convenience of adjustm 

“ram (bor’ing-ram), ». In mining, a 
machine-trill provided with a hammer- end 
that can be used for driving wedges. 

borize (bé’riz), vr. fa Beet and pp. borized, ppr. 
borizing. nrg + -ize.) ‘o hent —8 
boracic aci = ane to inject a solution 
of boracic acid Tato the circulatory apparatus 
of asla  peciae animal with the object of pre- 
servin meat. 

Bor See *bed!, an boca. 
borlase (bor’liis),2. [Origin not ascertained.) 
The —RXB or black ruff, Centrolophus niger, 
of the coasts of southern Europe. 
Borneo camphene, tallow. See *camphene, 
*tallow, 

+ -cxe) + at ake —— ether - 
inosite, Cg . _It is found in 
cnoutchoue of — 0. It is on oonlly 
soluble in water, and melts at 

dt’s . See *machine, 
bore@uoric, (b6’rd-flt-or’ik), a. Same as fluo- 

na (b6-r5-f16"6-rid or -rid), n. Same 
as fluoboride, 

borogiycerate (bi-ré-glis’e-rit), nm. A trade- 
name for each of two antiseptic at aT 
made by heating sodium borate (borax) or 
calcium borate with glycerin. 

boroglyceric (b6’r}-gli-ser’ik), a. [bor(ax) + 
eth + Ac.] rived from boracic acid 
and homer — ie acid (Hs HOs), & com 

acid glycerol, at ay - » exist in 

basic achd, requiring for neutralization ome molecule of 
sodium hydroxid for each molecale of boracte acid. 

boroglycerin (bé6-rd-glis’e-rin), », [bor(axr) + 
lycer(ol) + -in2.] An antiseptic patented by 

Bart and —_ fruits and —— It is pre. 
pared by heating 92 parts of glycerol an 
parts of boracie acid to 200° C. 

borol (b6’rol), #. Poor (ax) + -ol.] Amaterial, 
patented under this name in Germany, which 
is made by melting boracie acid _ alkaline 
bisulphates. It is ectuble | in water, and is proposed 
for nse in the hating or removal of lime ay hides in pre- 

them for tanning. 
ron nitride, in chem., a curious white solid substance, 

insoluble in water and in most acids, obtainable by the 
— action of the two elements boron and nitrogen, 

m each other at a Le temperatiny, OF more conve: 
= ently by heating to redness a mixtare of borax and sal 
ammoniac and washing out oll matter soluble in water 
and hydreehloric acid. Ite — is represented 
by the formula BN,— im trioxid, in chem., the an- 
hydrid of baracte acid, obtained by heating this acid as 
long as rapor of water is given off. The formula for the 
oxid is — an extremely hard crys 
tallized m4 of heron, 

boron-bronze (bo’ron-bronz"), #. An alloy of 
aluminium and copper containing some boron 
which last makes the alloy more dense an 
tough than aluminium bronze, 

Boronia (b-16’ ni-ft), a. (NL. (J. E. Smith, 
1798), named in honor of Francesco Borone 
(1769-04), on Ttalian botanist.) A genus of 
Australian shrubs of the family Rutacex. They 
have opposite leaves, odd-pinnate, trifolinte, or simple, 
a, “purplish, red, or white 4-merogs flowers with n rue. 
ike f pee, There are about @ species, The horti- 

cultural value of these plants ia in their fragrance; a 
small specimen will perfume a whole house for two or 
three weeks. #1, pinnate, 8. megaetiqmea, 5. denticwlata, 
BR. elatior, B, heterophytla, B. crenutata, are some of the 
spoeches grown, 

borophenate (b6-rd-fé’niit), n. — + phe- 
n(ol)+-atel.] A mixture of salts of boraci¢e 
acid and of phenol: as, bismuth borephenate 
an antiseptic dusting-powder, 

ough council. See *council.—county bor- 
ough = see #oowntyl 



ooroughmongery 
(bur’é-mung’gér-i), ». The out or enlarged to form a boss orrounded pro- iépoc,a pit, # NL. A 

buying and selling of parliamentary represen- 
tation; boroughmongering. H. Martineau. 
borracha (bé-rii‘chii), mn. [Braz., <Pg. berra- 
cha,aleather bottle. This is the usual form in 
which the substance is prepared for market, ] 
Caoutchoue or crude rubber when in the form 
of | balls or bottles. It ts composed of many 
layers of the dried and smoked rubber-milk which have 

paddle d the 
, and 

rubber smells 
tndia-~ 

anid ~ {Brazil} 
borroto (bor-6't6), ». See *harote, 
borrow!, », 5. Same as berrow-pit, 
borrow!, +. I. trans. 5. A term used specifi- 
cally in organ-building: (a) of a pipe which 
improperly takes the wind from another and 
sounds at the latter's expense; (b) of a sto 
or set of pipes which is incomplete in itself, 
but which is filled out by using some of the 
pipes of another stop or set: within certain 
imita the latter arrangement is entirely legit- 
imate, since it renders possible the use of the 
same pipes in two distinct connections. —To 
borrow to be needlessly or unduly anxious, es- 
pecially over m es that are still contingent. 

II, intrans, 2. In golf, when putting across 
sloping ground, to play the ball little up the 
slope to counteract its effect. 

) p.a, 3. In organ-building, said of 
pipes ora stop, See *borrow, v.t.,5(b). Bor- 

in Cheshire, the first eleven days of May, 
regarded as taken, In the change from old style, from 
April. t, retlected light, as the light of 
the moon, which is merely borrowed from the sun. 

n.—Duteh local i tthe Kimber! po — 
Borzor dog. See a 9 
boschveldt (bosh’velt), a. [D., ‘bush land.’] 
A South African name for an open plain eov- 
ered with bush, 

Boscovi (bos-k6-vich’i-gn), a, Pertain- 
ing to Ruggiero Gteseyse Boscovieh (1711-87), 
an Italian Jesuit philosopher, physicist, and 
mathematician, and particularly to his ‘‘ The- 
ory of Natural Philosoph iy,” published in 1758, 
Discarding the unverifiable metaphysical that 
within a certain 5 jen! surface about the center of 

through: 
to be infinite and repulsive at a spherical » should 

although he held 
foree seemed 

pulsive at others.—Boscovichian point or a an 
stom, as above describod, whoee Inertia ia oon! a 
po 

bosh-water (bosh’wa’tér), 1. Water which is 
circulated around the outside of the boshes of 
. — to prevent them from getting 
‘00 hot. 

Most of the power houses for these planta have their 
steam bodiers supplied by the waste blast no addi. 
tional tuel being required ; the bosk water which is ciren- 
lated around toyeres and cooling plates of the fur- 
naces can be used as condensing water, so Uhat power can 
be generated very economically, as the power plants for 
this purpose gencrally ase compound condensing engines 
of guexd steam ecomomy, 

Sei, Amer. Sup, March 7, 1000, p. 22727. 

Bosnian group. See *group?). 
bosom-knee (biz’um-né), ». A knee secured 
to a vessel’s side and the after side of a deck- 
beam. Also called lap-bnee. 

boss!,». 10. In geol., an irregular knob-like 
outcrop of eruptive rock, especially of granite. 
Geikic, Text-book of Geol., p. 722.— Boss of the 
stern-post, in ship-bwilding, that part of the stern-post 
of a screw steamship where it is swelled out to permit 
the propelicr-shaft to pass through it 

lev. I, intrans.—To boss to form a bors 

tit La —— — ty a AS ne 2— 

Som climes | machining the elges ot such onsen fh also 
called bowdnag up. 
boss® (boss, u. The worked-out portion of 
a wan | the goaf. Serrowman, Glossary. 
Seoteh, 
a (boa), v. t. In mining, to hole or undercut, 
Barrowman, Glossary. “[Scoteh. 

. See *limestone, 
(bos’kok‘i), n. A slang name in 

the Australian bush for a farmer w hold- Acheilognathus rhombexs, found in the waters cus, Slaphylococeus botryom 
ing is large enough to 
of laborers to assist 
E. E. Morris, Austral English, 

bossed (bost), a. [boss! + -ed?, 
or bosses; specifically, in shi, 

uire the employment 

Having a boss 
wilding, swelled 
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tuberance. 
boss-frame (bos‘frim), ». See *frame, 5, (). 
bossing? (boxs‘ing), x. In mining, the holing or 
undereutting of a thick seam, as of limestone, 
the height of the undereut being sufficient for 
aman to work therein, [Seote 34 

-machine (bos’ ing-ma-shén’),n. A 
steam-hammer used for welding the bosses on 
built-up ear-wheels. 

bose-piate (bos plait), n. In ship-bwilding, one 
of the sharply curved plates of the outside 
shell of a screw-steamship, fitted around the 
boss of the stern-frame and forming an en- 
largement of the thin part of the dead-wood 
to receive the propeller-shaft. 

boss-roll (bos‘ré!), », An iron roll (formed 
with collars) over which a cylindrical or 
shell, turns loosely: used in cotton-manufac- 
turing as one of the draft-rolls of a drawing- 
frame. Also called shell-roll. 

boss-tool (bos’tél), . A tool called a sleeker. 
used by molders for smoothing the sides and 
faces of boss-molds. The body of the tool Is a cres- 
cent in crom-section and a flat foot turns off at right 
ee een ee at the other cad is along handle or 

Boston de Fontainebleau. See boston, 1.— French 
the French method of declaring and paying in 

—— of boston, 
chaise, fern, See *chaise, *fern. 

bostonite (bis’ton-it),. [Boston +-it®.) 1. 
A trade-name for Canadian asbestos, a variety 
of chrysotile or fibrous serpentine,— 2, In 
trog., & term proposed by Rosenbusch (1882) 
for certain fine-grained igneous rocks of the 
ayenite family, consisting chiefly of alkali feld- 
spars (microcline, microcline-microperthite, 
anorthoclase ororthoelase). The texture is panan- 
tomorphic granular, with common tabular form and flaidal 
arrangement of the —— Rosenbuach regards bos- 
tonite as a leucocratic differentiation-prodact of syenitic 
magmas and as a typical ‘dike-rock,’ It is nearly the 
same ns ki hure First described from Marblehead 

bostrychid (bostri-kid d (bos‘tri-kid), a, and n, 
belonging to the coleopterous family Bostry- 

IL. ». A member of the Bostrychide. 

tcoid), 
bosua (bd-si’), mn. [Nativename.] A tree of 

ily, Fagara monophylla, which yields 
ts bark contains berberine 

, aa 

Derived from plants of the genus Boswellia, 
wh composition — an acht of an 

found tp olibanum, Also called bomrellinie acid, 
of the . —Emasculating the larva of a fi 

—— — mains bet, fe er which ives in 
the genital and axillary regions of gophers and squirrels, 

bot® (bot), ». [From the initials of “‘ Board of 
Trade”.| The English Board of Trade unit of 
cleetrica supply. 

bot® (bot), », 1. A dialectal form of bat? in 
varioussenses, Alsospelled bott,—2, In found- 
ing, a clay plug used to close a hole against 
molten iron. 

B. O. T. Anabbreviation of Board of Trade. 
ite (bo-tal’ak-it), n. [Botallack + 

-ite2.] A mineral containing copper as hy- 
droxy-chlorid, found at the Bottallack mines 
Cornwall, closely related to if not identical 
with atacamite. 

Botal’s duct, Same as dwetus Botalli, 
Botanic paysician, a physician who tses no drag ex- 
copt those of Veretable origin, 

, ".— Agricultural A 
science of plants which relates to their utility in agri- 
culture. — botany, that branch of botany 
which relates to plants or plant produets which enter into 

ic botany, Wit branch of botany 

i ic. 
trade, 
which relates to the Cryptoyemia, or fowerlens 
— , & body of simplified be 
information suited to home use.—Boonomic the 
science of plants with reference to their uses, including, 
therefore, agricaltaral, commercial, medical, ete, botany. 
— Medical bo , the sehenece of planta with reference 
to their medical usca.— co! botany, that divi- 
sion of botany which relates to the correlation of planta 
with their environment: plant 2* See Rphytogeeg- 
rs i. — ie botany , the botany the 

cnerogamia or Towering ta. — 

that branch of botany which deals with the planta of the 
tropica. 

botet (bd’ta), mn. [Jap.] The Japanese name 
of a deep-bodied shiner of the family Cyprinida, 

of Japan. Also known as tebire. 

swell-fishes, Spheroides lobatus, found from the 
Gulf of California to the Galapagos, . 
bothragonus (bd -thrag’d-nus), mn. [NL.,¢ 

botryomycosis 

us.) A genus of sea- 
hers _ by the species B. swanii of 
t Sound. 

bo 7 om op Sag Seto ee Pl pom 
) (NL ir. A⸗ a pit m, -idiov, 

;" Same as hoihrians Yau Eoucden=-8: In 
Cestoidea, the eup or sucker carried by the 
phyllidium. Benham. 

oosphaline (both ‘ri--sef’a-lin), a. 
Having the characters of or resembling the 
Bothriocephalide. 

Bothriocidaris (both*ri-j-sid’a-ris), ». [NL., 
¢ Gr. a dim. of {J6poc, a pit, + xidaper, @ 
Persian head-iress. ] e only genus repre- 
senting the extinct echinoids or sea-urchins of 
the order Bothriocidarvida, They are nearly spheri- 
cal bodies, the ambulacre carrying 2 vertical rows of plates 
in 5 series, and the intv.ambulacra but a single row, The 
genus occurs th the Lower Silurian of Esthonia. 

Bothriolepis (both-ri-ol’e-pis), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
Pobpiov, dim, of Siépoc, a pit, + Aet:¢, a seale,] 
A genus of fossil fishes belonging to the 
family Asterolepide, of the order Antiarcha, 
They are allied to Pteriehthys, but have the remarkable 
—— —— a! much longer. Like the other mem- 

deposits ‘of ‘Barspe and Americn, See @Aatarcha, 
Shee Hterolepider, and Pterichthys. 

Bothriothorax (both‘ri-d-thé'raks), ». (NL. 
(Ratzeburg, 1844), ¢ Gr. jie@piov, dim of Sodipor, 
a pit, + Gdpaf, breastplate.) A notable genus 
of chaleidoid hymenopterous parasites of the 
family Eneyrtide, They have very cenrve and thick 

fam. ‘The cpecien whoes — 
larva, inflating the skin of the host in papating. 

Bothrocara (bé-throk’s-ri), ». (NL., ¢ Gr. 
SéBpoc, a pit, + (ft) napa, head.) A 
zoarcid fishes typified by the species A. pusilla 
of Bering Sea. 

(Gr. 3é8poc, a hol! —— bi tn r. , & hollow, edov, ’ n 
anthrop., having a hollow margin : ons of the 
nasal skeleton, Jour, Anthrop. Inst,, 1900, 

47. 
bothropic (bé-throp’ik), a. [NL. *hothrops, a 
ge name ( <r. —25 a pit, + dy, eye, 

e) 
derived from the genus 

Dr. Vital, . . . om further experiment, made the 
ine t discovery that there are two classes of snake 

on, the tetAropec and the erotalic, the first belonging 
to the genus Lachesis and the second to the genus Crotalua, 

Sei. Amer., Aug. 13, 1004, p. 110, 

Bothus (bd’thus), a. [NL., origin not aseer- 
tained.] A genus of flatfishes typified by the 
European brill, B. rhombus: ‘distinguished 
from the turbot, Scophthalmus levis, by the 
presence of true scales, 

boton (bé-tén‘), n.; fi. botones (t6’néz.) (Sp-} 
A button; specifically, the knot at the end o 
& Tope used as a lariat, (Mex. and south- 
—— 8.] ) [Phin 

6-tong’), nm. 1 
ine it: a bitung, bitoon, 
tog, sapien, Lote Soong 
Garr eapotten isaya bitodu, 
ot the same as Bisaya botong, 

the name of a large reed and of 
aliana.) A handsome littoral 
tree, Barringtonia speciosa, 
longing to the Leeythidace, 
having larye, glossy leaves an 
white flowers with crimson Muito! Rowse! Bare 
Stamens, The four-angled pyramidal about one filth aatu- 
fruit is widely used in the East Indies size. 
and on the tropical islands of the Pa- 
cifle as a fish-intexicant. In Guam it is called putting 
and in Samos futu, See *Barringtonia, (Philippine Is) 

botoque (b6-16’ke), mn, [Pg, botoque, a atone 
worn by the Indians (Lacerda), appar. con- 
nected with botoque, a hole in a cask or pipe 
a ——— An ornament worn in a peffor- 
ation of the lower lip; a labret. {Brazil} 
botrycymose (bot-ri-si’més), a. [Gr. Sérpue, 
a cluster of grapes, + E. cymose. Consisting ~ 
of racemes or any botryose clusters cymosely 
aggregated. A, Grey. 

Botryoidal tissue, in certain leeches, a peculiar growth 
surroontng the enteric canal, row bolo ay wet vale 
lucume of Qie coeloma, and consisting of branched rows 
of swollen cells containing dark pigment, 

omyces (bot’ri-om‘i-séz),n, (NL., (Gr. 
Bérpucneluster, > pix, afungus,) A micrococ- 

yormyces, Which causes 
the formation of small fibrous tumors in the 

CRIS. 

im in working it. botete (bé-ta’ta), ». (Mex. Sp.f) One of the Jungs and other structures in the horse, 
botryomycosis (bot’ri-j-mi-ké’sis), u. [> 
< botryomyc(es) + -osis.) A morbid —* 
caused by the presence of Botryomyces, 



botryotherapy 
botryotherapy (bot’ ri-p-ther’-pi), x, [Gr. 
dérpeg, a cluster of grapes, + drparcia, cure.) 
Same as grape-cure. 

Béttger’s test. See *testl, 
u ‘gs operation. See — 

bottlo, ».— metal! 
Sass tabes © tthe tp and bottom and ae 

‘nna 
Dibdin, Public Lighting, p —E 
Meuss certain bong, 
delicate tubes, euch with a bottle: 
like inner extremity, found in the 
antenne of beea and 

be 
stethasen| - 
that they are chordo- 

oTyana, 

—— 
dig thinks 

body 
long slenderneck, Mariette’s Bottle. 

curing a uniform flow of a 
iq such as water. The 
liqu laced in a two 
neck with both necks 

—— ip tse by brewers. 
— & special apparatus used 

for the extraction of fat in aul oy other ou aub-  squith’s 
Cem. flask = Specific. 

ravity 

bottle, a special form of 
—— permnits the li tald to expec without loss 
of vapor daring the process of of weighing. 

bottle-atom (bot’l-at‘um), n. Same as bottle- 
ut 

bottle butted (bot’l-but‘ed), p.a, See *swell- 
ie 5 

bottle-coal —— F Gas-coal. 
man, bottle kiln Coot /1nk 

t’1- a 2 A ttery kiln 
proven ——— a bottle.” — 

pool on veer A ri (bot’l-ptl), =. An American game 
of na ved olen under various and conflicting 
rules, Its chief feature is that a leather bottle in placed, 

upward, in the center of the table. To knock this 
over, Under certain *2 with the cae· all Increases 
the score. Two red balls } and cue eue-ball arp used, and 
pockets and caroms cou 

bottle-stone (bot’ 1. stn), (Tr. G, Bouteil- 
lenstein,| A nm and very pure glass, = 
lassy roek, which is found as rolled pebbles 
fn the Moidau river, Bohemia: otherwise called 
moldauite and rysolite, Smithsonian 
Rep. (Nat. * 1900, p. 516. 

bottie-swal e-swallow (bot’ ix swol’5), . A local 
name for the fairy-martin, Hirundo ( 
plastes) ariel, referring to the shape of its nest, 
which is built under eaves or overhanging 
rocks like the nests of the American cliff-swa 
low. The bird is widely distributed through 
—— and has been found in Tastnania, 

Me-Sigas (b (bot’ Ltit), a. Sotightas to admit 
* no } : used to signify that a boiler is 
without a leak at any rivet, seam, or joint 
when tested under steam 

bottle-tree, ». 2. Any tree with a swollen 
trunk. In examples of the d - thorny bush of central 

other Brazil jones arberea un 
trunks are expanded like a cask up to a thickness of five 
meters. These trunks serve as water-reservolrs to carry 
the tree — the dry season. 

bottom, 4. (b) The lowest landing in a 
shaft or incline} the lowest working in a mine. 
(ce) The lower portion of a seam or bed, as of 
eoal. Barrowman, [Seoteh, } (d) 
In gold-mining, the old river-bed upon which 
the wash-dirt rests, and upon which the rich- 
est alluvial gold is found. Sometimes called 
the gutter, Austral English.—18, In golf, a 
backward rotation of the ball which tends to 
eheck its motion after it touches ‘the 

Barrow- 
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ground.—19, In paca the portion of a 
— which tween the horse’s 
bell and the belly-band.— American bottom. 

uvial plain bordering the cast side of the Mississippi 
iver in soathern Dlinois. Science, Mar. 18,19, p, 450,— 

Same a8 iom,— Cellular bot- 
Same aa tbhottom,— ble bottom, in 

ahi. ling, the space between the outaide and the hiner 
plating of an iron a steel ship. The inner and 

outer plating are se) = frames and longttadl- 
ar or framing =. number phen at Tonle bot A 

theee fran ols aoe made water-tight, 

aK 8 
bbs aie we 6 

moe 
Cellular Dowble Bottom on the Reacket System of a 

Merchant Vessel. 

@, inner keelphate; 4, outer hosk plates «, outside Plating i 4, 
———— — ¢, inner keca· or keelson. r, vertical 
* “ male; a, — —— beac! et floors j 

—— reverse frame-ba: 

thas divid! the double bottem Into a number of cells, 
and the w J Sed ie aman = 
cells are usually arranged to contain water ballast fn 
merchant ships, and are then called ———— Some 
of them are fitted for the storage of feed-water for the 
Sikes ec ariaking-ahor for the crew. Hence the double 
bottom Is — called the water-betiom.— Water- 

doutle whettown, 
ne <n 

other underground expansion, a4 an onion.— 
4. In ee, to get to the bod-rock, or 
clay, below which it is useless to sink, E. 2. 
Morris, Austral 

bottom-blow (bok Te bd), a. Same as *mud- 

bottom-broth (bot’am-bréth), ». A fanciful 
name _— to the ooze or slime found cov- 
ering floor of the sea, and formerly sup- 
Bacio), to be living matter (called bathybius by 

uxley 

— rene un qaveedionly peamestive tray 5 ‘ Li a 

it * to by the bp See apis of reuse 
¢ baal food store house of the innumerable crea- 

tures live and move, or roe live without move- 
ment, at or near the tes sea, 

. Science, May 31, 1001, p. $47. 

bottomer (bot’um-ir),». In gers , the person 
who loads the cages at the pi Jottom and 
ives the signal to bank, i and Metal 
iners’ Pocketbook. 

bottoming (bot’um-ing), n. The act of form- 
ing a bottom or of placing on a bottom or 
foundation, aa the fi of a structure with a 
bottom, the placing of the ballast for a road~- 
bed, or the Telford foundation for a ———— 

bottoming- — (bot’um-ing-pis*ton) 
piston that touches the rr of of the » naar 
and hence has no clearance, 
bottom-line (bot’um-lin), a. A fishing-line 
stretched on the bottom and having attached 
to it short lines with hooks. 

** um· 
ound-moraiue, J, 

Age, pi (bot’um-rt) 

rin’), m. 
“he Great * 

n. A decay of the 
base of —* pecially firs and spruces, 
caused by fungi, ——— Polyporus 
Schweinitzti. 

bottom-set (bot’um-set), p. ited con- 
formably upon the sea dive, as in delta-build- 
ing. See _ *hed. Chamberlin and 
— Geol., I. 191. 

bot’ Slim n botuligmus, ¢ 
L. eee sausage, + -ism.) Poisoning with 
ptomaines of decomposing meat, especially 
potted meat or sa , referable to @ toxin 

uced by the us botulinus, Also botu- 
us, 

The vartotios of meat which have mast treqeuntty given 

oom gt = — 4. inde oft phen — ————— 
bid Bneye, Brit,, XXX, wa, 

botuto (bé-té’ts), mn. IS. Amer.) A large 
clay —*5 formerly used by certain Indian 
tribes of a Orinoco region. Smithsonian 
Rep., 1806, pa. 

beara n. [Martinique F., 
«NL. ——— yb bucca, mouth.) A 

dougie 
common name in Martinique of the black-fin 
snapper, Lutianus buccane: 
boucharde (bi-shiird’ F. nh un- 
known.) a‘ hammer 5 ing J er sa 
many points, used by stone-catters in dressing 
the surface of stone; also, a similar tool 
by seulptors, 
boucharde (bi-shiird’), r. t. 
with a ——— 

t, Bouchardia (bé-shir’di-&),n. [NL.,< Bouchard, 
Wey name. } nus of brachio 

radially colored shells, with 

ht pee hee 
Farias prsenrs wenn 

To dress (stone) 

rostatic pressure, 
(F., ¢ boucle boueler, buckle: 

bets ia 8 French name for what in 
billiards elsewhere is known asthe hook-bridge, 
the forefinger of the brig ae infolding the 
cue in its narrowest ridges Billiards, 

. 109, wort at oe ; 
uderie ré ut: 

808 ee 2 —* —* 
Newcomes, 

(bo gin-vil’tg),». (NL., ¢ Bou- 
—* (1729-1814), a French navigator. ] 

e Leewny eth Ba of the family Bougainvillidx. 
Same as Hippocrene, 2 (6). 

Mertens, 1829 

Soupainvitita ramera, 

4, entire colony, abowt two thimls natural size; 2, gordon of 
the same magnified: C, immature medusas cfr. ¢.. chreular camals 
ew., cuticle or perisarc; ead. car. enteric carly? Avs Ayd., palyp of 
hydranth; Ayg.. bypostema of manstrum medusa; swab, 
manubrium; rod.c., radial canal: #, tentacle; ©, velum. 
Parker and iaswell’s “ Zeotogy.” after Alimaa.,) 

(bb-gan-vil’i-dé), n. pl. [NL., Bougainvillida 
< Bougainvillia + -idw.) A family of tubularian 
Hydromeduse, with a conical hypostoma hav- 
ing a single row of filiform tentacles around 
its base. It contains — Meorune, Peri- 
gonimes, and several 

bough!}, v. I. trans. 9. Tt To strip of boughs. 
Fitzkerbert, Husb., $132, 

Ti. intrans. To send out bonghs, 
, % 3. A pencil of paraffin or other 

material which melts at the temperature of 
the body, with which some jeinal sub- 
stance has been —— employed for 
local medication of the urethra, uterus, or 
other canal into which it is introduced, the 
peltiog of the bougie liberating the — 

poule [‘ball hoagie’), a boagle havin * 
ks expansion at its extremity, employed to 

constriction in a canal — in 
a standard of light defined as one twentieth of Ae jolla 
latinum standard and represented im practice by the 
hit frou rt aie standard lamp. See liyht —— 

neh standard candle formerly 
Seo standard #candle,— used tu Dooomety. 

ender bougie of whalebune or other , & Fe 
ic Tan 



bougie-meter 

bougie-meter (b’ji-mé’tér) n. A unit of illu- 
mination used in photometry; the illumination 
roduced by the flame of the standard Hefner 
amp at a distance of one meter. Same as 
* line, 

n. See *bogong. 
n. 3. A puff on a lady's dresa; a 

puffed fold of the same material, 
bouillotte (bé-lyot’), ». [F., a little boiler, 
< bouillir, boil.] A device for heating and 
moistening the compressed air on & com- 

-air locomotive by passing it through a 
tank of hot water on its way from the storage- 
reservoir to the motorylinder. Sci. Amer. 
Sup., Oct. 17, 1903, p. 23236. 
bouked (bikt), @. In mining, increased in 
size: for example, when a winding-drum is 
increased in diameter by lagging-« ps, or the 
eylinder of a pump is enlarged by wear. Also 
bowked. Barrocman, Glossary. [Seotch.] 
bouking (bi’king), ». In mining, segments of 
wood or other material used for increasing the 
diameter of a winding-drum (see lagging, 3); 
hence, winding. When a rope is .t cotling evenly 
on a dram it is anid mot to be bouting well. Barrowman, 
Glomary. [Scotch] 

(bé-lon’jizm), a, The political 
liey and methods represented in Franee by 

eneral Georges Ernest Jean Marie Boulanger 
1837-91) from about 1886 to 1889, Its chief 
eatures were militarism and revenge upon 
Germany. 

oe ‘jist), a. A political follower 
ulanger. 

boulder- (bél'dér-bed), ». See *bed!, 
boulder- A train of 

ik and flint. 
bers of the glacial 

southern England. J. Geibie, The Great leo Age, 
2. 

boulder-cracker (bal’dér-krak’ér), ». A heavy 
iron rod to be dropped upon a rock encoun- 
— *— by the drill in adeep well-boring, Stand, 

t. 
(b6l-dér-et’), m. A small boulder. 

R. D, Salisbury, Geol, Surv, of New Jersey, 
1893, p. 201. 

boulder-fern (b6l’dér-férn), n. See *fern1, 
r-pavement allan pales n. An 

exposed of boulders such as might result 
from the removal of sand or clay, waves 
or currents, from unsorted glacial deposits. 
J, Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 525, 

boulder-train (bél’dér-tran), n. A train of 
boulders, oncea lateral moraine upon agiacier, 
now left stranded in lineal arrangement by the 
melting of the ice-sheet. 

der-wall (bél’dér-wal), ». A frontal 
moraine composed almost entirely of boulders. 
J. Geikie, The Great Iee Age, * 467. _ 

bouleutai (bi-li‘ ti), n. pl. (Gr. fovdevral, pl. 
of fovdevrfc, ¢ Sovkeve, take counsel, ¢ {jov4, 
counsel: see boule.) In Gr. sna members 
of the council or boule of a Greek ¢ ity. See 
bowle?, 7 

[Gr. Boutsuriaéc, ¢ 

anstratified maas of pale, dirty gray oy, mare - 5 

of 

bouleutic (bi-la’tik), a. 
ovrge, nemberof acouncil: see *bowlentai,) 

n (fr, antiqg., pertaining to the boule or coun- 
cil of a Greek city: as, the bowlewtic oath. 
boulevardist (bi ‘le-viir-dist), ». [boulevard 
+ ~ést. Same as boulerardier, 

bound*, p. a. Bound energy. See *energy. 
boundary-rider (boun dari. ‘dér), n. A man 
employed on an Australian farm or ‘station’ 
to ride over the estate, inspecting the fences 
and gates, 

The manager's lientenants are the ‘boundaryw-ridera,” 
whose duty it is to patrol the estate and keep him in- 
formed upon every portion of it, 

Seribner's Mag., Feb, 1900, p. 147. 

bounder, ». 4, A dos-i-~iox dog-cart brought 
out in England in 1843.—5. A four-wheeled 
eab.—6, A vulgar, ill-mannered swell; a loud, 
boisterous person. [Eng. slang. ] 

The benutifal art [of dancing) has tallen largely Into 
the hands —or perhaps we should say fect —of hoydens, 
tenders, and acrobats Werld (Landon) 

bouquet, ». 3. See the extract. Also called 
bouquet of herbs and fagot of herbs, 

Parley wrapped around peppercorns, cloves, bay- 
leaves, and otter herbs ** sage, anid tied, makes 
what is called a bouquet, In this shape the herbs are 
more easily removed. Century Cook Book, 

bouqueted (bi-kid’), a. Furnished with a 
bouquet or with bouquets. 
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bour' burbe (birb), ». [F. bowrbe (La- 
rousse); name in Tunis.) A copper coin and 
money of account in Tunis, of 
half an asper. 

bon metal. See *wetal, 
bourdon?, #. (c) In the hurdy-gurdy, the lowest 
open string, uneally tuned to the C below mid- 
dle Cor to the G below that.— Bourdon lace, tube, 
Bee tlace, wtwhe. 

amall iytSorm 
centrodorsal plate, 5 basal plates, and 6 
tember of the family has been found in Jurassic, Creta- 
ceous, and Terthary rocks, bat AAigocrinus, another rey 
resentative, is found living to-day in the greater d. 
of the ovean. See Rhizocrimus 

bourneene (bir‘’né-én), r. A liquid hydroear- 
bon from lanops camphora: now con- 
sidered to be 4 mixture of the decomposition- 
products of camphene, 

et, ”.—Buccal bourrele' 
noids or sea-archins, fosall and recent, especially 
longing to the family Casnidulida, tipshaped ridges 
formed when the ambulacral areas about the pertstome 
are sunken and the tnterarhbalacra are swollen. The en- 
tire combination forms a floscelle about the mouth. 

bourrette (bé-ret’), », [F. bowrrette, coarse 
silk, ¢ bourre, refuse silk, ete.: see burl, n., 7.) 
An inferior grade of spun silk, made from the 
waste in the imawatnetore of echappe silk. 

used as wi Tese-gronts, it gues, fane, 
fabrics, insulating lagging for —— ote, d 

al (bis -in- gill “ti-H), om. Ping 
(Humboldt, Bonpland, and Kunth, 1825), 
named in honor of Jean Baptiste Joseph Dieu- 
donné Boussingaw/t (1802-87), a Prench chem- 
ist, who traveled in South America.] A genus 
of plants of the family Basellacew. 11 contains 
about 10 species, all climbing herba of tropical America. 
B, —— — known * Modeira-cine or -~ 

tee, & Tel Ecualor, 
— * temter twiner, med ——— a 
houses, and in window-gardens. It prodaces a profusion 
of email white fragrant flowers in racemes. See also 
‘a - Pie, Mi 

boutellt, ». Same as boltel. 
bowsaate (bout’gat), n. In mining, a road by 
which the miners can reach the surface; a 
traveling-way around a shaft at a landing; a 
traveling-road from one seam to another. Bar- 

soution’ Glossary, (F 
utique (bi-ték’), w. +: see bodega, 

ree Weg shop or place where goods are sold 
at retail. 

bouto (hs'td), n. [Pg. bouto, boto, bode, from 
& Brazilian name.) A large dolphin, Jnia geof- 
Jrensis, of the Amazonriver. It is of variable color, 
often pink or pink and black, attains a length of 5 feet, 
and is regarded with superstitious reverence by the In- 
diana 

ite, in certain echi- 
those 

bouton, ». 2. In entom., the spoon-like or 
button-like extremity of the tongue of the 

ney-bee, A, 8, Packard, Text-book of En- 
tom., p. 80. 
boutonniére (bii-ton-iar’), ». [F.] 1. A but- 
tonhole bouquet.—2, In svrg., an ineision 
into the urethra for the removal of an im- 

ted calculus. 

e value of Bower-Barff 
bow: 

© bowl-ball (bil’bal), n. 

bow-wave 

2, Having recesses or hollow places: as, ‘the 
bowelled cavern,” Thomson, Summer, p. 133, 

process. See *process. 
12, . 7. The main cylinder or drum of a 

ealico-printing machine, against which are 
= the engraved copper rollers; a calen- 
er-roller,— 8, An antifriction roller in the 

pedal-motion of the feeding-device of a eotton- 
scuteher or pickin, inachine.— Stocks and bowls, 
a net of loom-levers, either circular or oblong, connect 
with the harnesses for operating them when the same 
asumber is required to be lifted at each pick of the weft. 

2, ¢. L—To bowl Of one's pate. in cricket, to 
bow! (a batsnan) by a ball which him ou the leg- 
tarda, Mutehineon, Cricket, p. 312 

A game of the natives 
of North Australia, consisting in rolling a ball 
or disk along a sloping place and discharging 
smal! spears at it as it rolls, 
bow]-disk (bél’disk), ». Same as *bowl-ball. 
bow-light (bou‘lit), n. A lantern, usually 
with a Fresnel globe, placed at a ship's bow. 

powtin. m A simplified spelling of bowline, 
wline lizard, See *lizard. 

bowling? n.— Broak in cricket, bowling { 
be- “which tive Gall, after pitching on the ground, changes ite 

course, Hutchinson, Cricket, p. w.— bowling, 
in erieket, bowling which has the proper length or pite 
See length whail. 
bowly (bd‘li), ».; pl. bowlies (-liz). [Also 
dowlee, bowry. Hindi bach, béori, Marathi 
bdradi, Tel bavidi.) A large rectangular 
well, provided with steps leading down to the 
water, and with recesses for travelers to rest 
in. The providing and maintenance of such 
tanks is a favorite object of native benevo- 
lence. [Anglo-Indian, 

ite (b6’man-it), x. [For H. L. Bow- 
man of Oxford, England.] A rare ——— 
of aluminium and calcium, related to hamlin- 
ite. It occurs In rosettes of thin rhombohedral erystals 
of honey-yellow color, and is foand in the dolomite of the 

Switzerland. 

bow-mark (bo’mirk), ». In archery, a target 
or mark to be shot at. 
bow-pencil (bé’pen‘sil), n. See —— 
bow-plating (bou’ plé-ting), n. In ship-bnild- 
ing, the outside shell-plates of a steel or iron 
vessel, covering the bows and extending to the 
stem, 

A portion of the heavy fron stem of the former waa nearty 
wrenched out of place, and the armour and bow-plating, 
eto, abutting on Qe stem were considerably disturbed. 

White, Manual of Naval Arch, p. 2) 

bow-rest (bé‘rest), ». An iron projection 
placed at the rear corner of a carriage-seat as 
a support for the lower end of the top-joint, 
and also for the bows when the top is lowered. 

-rudder (bou‘rud’ér), ». A rudder some- 
times fitted at the bows or under the fore part 
of the keel of vessels intended for special pur- 
poses, as torpedo-boats, to give great turning 
power, or to permit the vessel to steer more 
easily when going astern. 

Of the nuxiliary applinnces fitted to increase the steer- 
fig power of ahips, Che most Emportant are bow ridders 
These rudders are rarely fitted except In veesela which are 
required to steum with either end foremost; to avoid the 
lecessity for taming. or to be capable of service in rivers 
or narrow waters where there is little room for turning, 
or to meet some other special requirement. 

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. u -Tracey lignites. See *liquite. 
bovicide (bo'vi-sid), m. [L. bos (bov-), ox, + bow-socket (bi’sok’et), ». A long metallic 
-cida, ¢ cwdere, kill.) 
buteher. £, Phillips, 
bow?, #., 4. () A curved piece of metal used to make 
contact with an electric wire Lo get current for operating 
acar, This bow is used in place of a trolley.— 
DOW, in archery, a bow made of two or more pleces of 

A slayer of oxen; a 

woot, bone, sinew, or other material joined ether 
longitudinally, See ew, 2.— Reflex in archery, a 
bow, concave on the back when matrung, the curve of 
which is reversed in stringing it.—§ 
wedia-playing, SATE a8 oeltate, — t bow or twi- 

t Same as freedivht cree, Tt fa most distinct 
when the sun is only a few degrees below the horizon, 
amd is then reddish at the apper edge. As it rises (after 
sunsct) it becomes more fndlatinet, and practically disay- 
pears before reaching the zenith. 

bows, #.—In bow! an order given to the bow-oarsnan 
ofa single-banked boat, signifying that he is to cease row- 
ing, sip or boat tis oar, and stand up with his bout-hook 
te cateh hold of the dock, foat-stage, or vessel's side to 
held the boat steady after the landing haa been mate, 
The plural form, in farsa, is used in the case of a doubte- 

ked boat, where there are two bow-oersmern, 

bowback (b0’bak), ». The whitefish, Coregonus 
clupeiformis. 
bow-chock (bou‘chok), n. In marine hardware, 
a chock with two arms which are bent over 
and nearly touch in the middle: used on yachts 
to keep the mooring-rope in place. 
bow-cithern (bé’sith’érn), 1, See *eithern, 2. 
boweled, bowelled (hou‘eld), 4 a, Uf Dis- 
emboweled: as, “a hare already bowelled.— 

bow, in 

socket used in place of slat-irons on the bows of 
a ee ge 
bow-spring (bo‘spring), mn. In elect. traction, 
the spring which keeps the bow spread out, 
when a bow is used to take current from a trol- 
ley-wire, See *how?, 4 0). 

Bowsprit bitte, perpendicular timbers which extend 
above the upper deck, aud between Which the heel of the 
bowsprit is secured 
bowstave (bo’stiv), », Same as bowstaf. 
bowstring-cree (b6 ‘ string - kré * pér), on. 

tad ga sd ™ 
bowstring-truss (bO'string-trus’), », A form 
of truss in which the upper chord or compres- 
sion flange is made in the form of a‘ bow’ or 
curve, preferably a parabola, and the lower 
chord or tension-member is a straight line. 
The truss resembles a bow and string, whence 
its name, 
bow-wave (bou’wiv),», The wave set up at 
the bows of a vessel under way, The crest of 
the wave is inclined diagonally outward and 
aft ou each side from the bow. 

During esch interval occupied by a ship in advancing 
through a distance equal to the length of her entrance the 
sets of partiches then contiguous thereto andere acceler: 
athons which lead to the prxduetion of the dorw-iwere : and 
this interval of time depends upon the mtio of the length 
of entrance te Qe speed of the ship. 

“hife, Munaal of Naval Arch, p. 457. 
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Sho ond of cach of the shafts te be joined, the two are box- 
—— ore! and a box or rim is slipped over them 

a distinctive epithet, as bastard, black, white, rf machin See *dressing-ma- i recesses and so cannot be caught by an 
ete.) of many eucalypts, and of & few trees of chine. * — — ordinary wrench. ae 

e@ col- the genus Tristania, belonging to the same fam- , box-standard (boks’stan’dird), n 
ily: ‘applied chiefly because of the qualities of bex-Gxift (bobs —————— — — umn or standard which forms the main frame 

brace 

r (boks’span‘ér), », A spanner 
for turning or holding bolts ‘whose heads are 

bowyer . 

bowyer! ®.— Master bowyer, the chief boner 
box!, ». 8. Aname in Australie (usually with 

their timber, which more or less resembles 
true boxwood. See the phrases below, In Australia 
the name is also applied to several shrubs or trees on 
account of their odor, which resembles that of the true 
box (see China wbex), or of their dwarf habit with leaves 
Uke the truc box (see heath #bor and matiee #hur)— Bas 
tard 

Pat ned 
‘erta, aml T. fawrina.— Black Bucalyptus obl 
* biedlor, and B. we 3 family, the ed 
family * Buzaces (which see), Including the genus Mierus, 
which contains the common box. See 
en = Bes ; 

Bucalyptus s ent 
Jerta.— Cape box, = ish spiny shrub, Celestrus beri- 
Jfotia, common in South Africa; IL resem es the ontinary box 

Tristania con- 

in growth.— China box, Chaleas Cone , Of the rue 
family, a perfuree plant: found also in India and China 
— or flooded box, Hwcalyptus microthrea. Also 
called —_ and from ite habit of growing 
oo land inundated 

iooalyx, Ee. 
P' valigna. * 

— Native it apt forage- bel 
ing to the ad wes ‘called —— 

——— — 
Sante contin ek tamerd Sie ane Shembil. —Tas- 
manian box. Same as native Wher, Soe ebax-thorn, 2 
~Thozet's box, Kucalyptus i 
Eucalyptus heaviphloia, FE. odorata, 
Tristania conferta.—Yellow box, ( 
phloia and EB, bicolor, 

box?, »., 9, In mach,: (g) A diefor cutting the 
thread on a wooden serew.—16, In irrigation 
a device for measuring water through a small 
flume of rectangular section.—17, turpen- 
tine-making, the cavity cut in a pine-tree to re- 
ceive the resin which flows from the searified 
surface above.—18. In mining, a small mine- 
ear; a hutch; a tub.—19, A mix-up of ee 
that should be kept apart, as different floc 
or mobs of sheep, [Australia.] 

Great care must of course be taken ‘that no two flocks 
come into collision, for a doz, as it is technically called, 
causes an infinity of trouble, which ls the reason that the 
statbons are so tar apart. 

C. H. Eden, My Wife and I in Queensland, p, 67, 

Bataman's box, See #at*man.— Box of tricks. Same 
as thwilding-motion, — box, a cylinder with 
chambers for shuttivs, attached to the lathe of « loom and 
moved forward and backward as may be ng 
the desired shuttle and yarn within striking of the 
jcker, Also called revelerag bor. [Eng.}— "s 

in math,, a hollow surface with tabes ranning 
ft, inte the form of which a Riemann's surface may 
distorted.— Three-part box, a molding-box or-flask con- 

of three parte, and used for molding those patterns 
in which the middle section must be distinct from the to 
and bottom, aa in the case of a grooved pulley, Lockwood, 
Dict. Mech. Terms, 

box’, r. t. 6. To mix up or allow to be mixed 
* (things, such as different flocks of sheep, 
which should be kept apart). 

nea, 
yptus hemi- 

{ Australia. ] 
All the moba of different- lamba which had been 

hitherto kept apart were up together, 
A, C. Grant, Bush Lite in Queensland, p, 25% 

7. To grain or board on the grain side with a 
graining-board, to give akin arough or pebbled 
effect. Modern Amer, Tanning, p. 83. 

box‘ (boks), a. [L. bor, (Gr, Gag, ter, a cer- 
tain fish, prob, animitativename, See bogue?,] 
A — fish, Bor » known from the 
= iterranean to the southern coast of Eng- 
and. 

box-bill (boks’bil), a. A tool for recovering 
boring-rods. 

bent-onga (boks’kaj), ». A bird-cage opening 
n nt. 

box-calf (boks’kiif),n. Originally, calf leather 
of a rough or thick variety, as in box-toes ; 
now, a chrome-tanned calfskin, either in black 
or colors and usually grained or ed 

box-cafion (boks"kan’ you), a In Phys. geog., 
# narrow, flat-floored valley inelosed by nearly 
vertical walls or efiffs. (Western U. a) 

box-chisel (boks’chiz’el), ». See *chisef2. 
box-chronometer (boks’kré-nom’e-tér), n. A 
marine clock of great accuracy, set to the time 
of a certain prime meridian, and employed in 
the calculation of the longitude at sea. It de 
rives its name from the box Inside which it fe hung in 
gimbals, so that it ey bape s maintain a borlzontal po- 
sition Irrespective of the rolling and piteling of the ship, 

box-colored (boks’kul‘ord), a. In leather- 
manuf., colored in a box ortray of dye. Flem- 
ming, Practical Tanning. p- 80, 

box-coupling (boks’ kup’ ling), . A coupling 
for connecting two shafts. A collar ls fastened on 

See *drift. 
box-edged (boks’ejd), a. With a border of 
box, as a parterre or path in a garden. 

box-elder (boks-el’dér), ». See elder? and Ne- 
.~Box-elder leaf-roller, plant-bug. Sce #ea/- 

roller, *plant-lug. 

boxer?, ». 2. [cap.] A member of a Chinese 
association known as Yi Ho Ch'wan Hiewy, 
“The Righteousness, Harmony, and Fists So- 
ciety,” organized in China in 1900 or earlier, 
ostensibly for the practice of athletics, but 
really as a league for the expulsion of foreign- 
ers and the uprooting of Christianity. Aided by 
the regular army, and on and bed by offfeials 

rons of the highest standing, the Boxers murdered 
nombers of native Christians, mlesionaries, and 

rm, destroyed much property, attacked the 
——— in Peking, and besieged the British legs · 
tion there for over two mouths, until the rising Was aup- 
pressed by the maillitary forces of the principal treaty pow- 
em. 

boxer’ (bok’sér),. A bowler or low-crowned 
stiff felt hat; a billyeock hat. [Australia.) 

(boks’gér), vn. A diflerential gear 
used on bending-rolls and motor-vehicles, th 
the former case it preventa a calundering action on the 
plate by elther roll; in the latter it enables the driving- 
wheels to move over different distances when turning cor- 
hers or ctirves, or when for any reason the two wheels are 
of differing diameter. 
box-groove (boks’griiv),n. A close groove be- 
tween two rolls, formed by a collar on one roll 
fitting between collars on another roll. 
boxhead (boks’hed), n. The squaw-fish, Pty- 
chocheilus oregonensis, one of the largest of the 
minnows, ranging from British Columbia south- 
ward to n. 

box-honey ( ks’hun‘i), ». Honey stored by 
the bees in 5 eA prepared boxes, 

1, nm. a —— 8 — secur- 
i ts sole y slabs and wooden 
Cont and Metal te Pocketbook, ial 
boxing-up (bok-sing-up’), ». Specifically, the 
process of constructing la patterns by 
ae them hollow instead of by using solid 
planks. 

box-keel (boks’kél), ». 
keel built of 
Not now u 

box-keelson (boks’kél’*on), ». A heavy keel- 
son consisting of plates and angles arranged 
to give a closed, rectangular section. 

 por-kid boks’kid), . See * . 
box-level (boks’lev’el), ». A metallic box 
(generally circular) with a glass cover used as 
a spirit-level. The bubble of inelosed air is 
brought into coincidence with a eirele en- 
graved at the center of the cover. 
box-link (boks’lingk), n. A slotted link each 
side of which is of U-section, so as partly 
to embrace the sliding-block and prevent it 
from dropping out. 

box-loom (boks‘lim), ». A loom with two or 
more shuttle-boxes at either end of the lathe. 
T.W. For, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 388. 

box-leop (boks‘lip), ». A long leather loop 
pre or worked up square, creased an 
ornamented, used in a harness in place of a 
number of short loops. 
box-mangle (boks’mang’gl), ». A mangling 
apparatus, consisting of a rectangular wooden 
box weighted with stone or iron and run 
to and fro over rollers upon which the fabrics 
to be mangled are wound. Also called chest- 
mangle. See mangle?, 

box-mill (boks‘mil), ». See *boz-tool. 
box-motion (boks’mé‘shon),». The mechanism 
for operating the shuttle-boxes of a loom. 
For, Mechanism of Weaving, p, 352.— 
box-motion, « mechaniem for o 
for shuttles in a loom by means of two or more eccentrics 
capable of being moved either independently or con- 

tly. 

* machine. See *nailing-machine, 
box-nut (boks’nut), ». A nut which is closed 
on one end; one which does not have a hole 
clear through; acup-nut. Such nuts are commonly 
used on the of wagons to hold the wheels on. 

box-pack boks’pak’ij), a. A package in 
the oer hari ased on the Pucifie coast 
for packing fruit for shiprnent. 
The tez-package is preferable to the barrel. 

Yearbook, U.S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 606. 
box- (boks’pis*ton), n. A hollow piston 
made by coring out the interior of the piston 
when casting it. 

ting th be eurrent in England in the time o} 
nwo of tote ook rcs Brabant crown, 80 

of a machine and is hollow, thus obtaining 
strength and dity with little material. 

box-staple (boks’sta’pi), ». The staple or 
keeper into which the bolt of a lock is shot, 
when the staple is so made as to box in, or 
cover, the end of the bolt. 

ban-stop (bake ston), n. In car-building, a step 
or a short flight of steps inclosed at the sides 
by a stringer or guard; a platform-step in a 
passenger-ear. 

(boks‘’sténz), a. pl. 
*beds, 
box-stoop (boks’stip), n. A stoop of which 
the steps are divided into two or a flights, 
which therefore has a platform and projects 
into the street as a mass of some height. 

box-tappet (boks’tap’et), =. A cam on a 
loom for working the shuttle-boxes. 7. IV. Fox, 
Mechanism of Weaving, p. 305. 

box-thaler (boks’tiilér), ». A coin made to 
open like a box and contain objects: confined 
to certain German states and Savoy. 

n. A spiny, bushy tree of 
Tasmania, Burseria spinosa, yielding a hard 
white wood resembling boxwood and used in 
turnery. 

box-too] (boks’til),m. An attachment to a 
lathe for holding cutting-tools used in eutting 
the exterior surfaces of objects turned in the 
lathe; a turner. It is named from the shape of the 
too-holder, A boxtool used, with special cutter, for 
— the ends of rode la called a poduting-bor, A 
modified form carrying several cutters is called a Bor- 
wall, Another form of box-tool is used on screw-machines. 

box-tubular (boks’ta’bi-lir), a. A name ap- 
lied to tubular boilers in which the envelop- 
ng shell was made up of flat surfaces, care- 
fully stayed inst bulging, with the hot 
gases passing through tubes between the par- 
allel surfaces. The shape suggested a box. 
box-wallah (boks’wol’i), ». (Hind. bekes- 
wala, ¢ bakas, ¢ E. bor, + wdld, a man, ao) 
Anative peddler oritinerant merchant. [ nglo- 

See nodule 

In iron shipbuilding, a Indian. 
lates and angles in box — boxw .Capeo boxwood, the wood of Brrus 

Macoweni, a medium-sized tree of Cape Colony. It is 
identical with the — boxwood can be 

lanceolata, for ans 
said to be superior to the truce boxwood fo Purpose, 

yellow wood of —Ri Yoxwood, 
M ‘arpami, a tree of the dog'sbane family native 

t measuring-rul to Venernela, It is used for J— lea, an· ahut· 
thes, ete., and in turning and hy, Also called 
zapatera and amarilla— West ‘box wood. Same 
as rule Rharwood, ol reaches the markets 

rowdy of = once 
cat clly, the nealagns 

r that 

The w 
by way of the Weat Indies, 

1 re 1 
bog", in the Ao 5 in ew Y 

of the London ara sec} See Bowery in the Cen- 
tary Cyel ia Names, — boy. A South 
African half-breed resulting from union of a native 
black and a settler of another race. 

boyla (boi'l&), ». An aboriginal Australian 
sorcerer. [Au ia.] 

B. P. An abbreviation of (a) Bachelor of 
Painting; (6) Bachelor A — (e) 
British Pharmacopaia ; (d) British public, 

B.P.B. An abbreviation of Bank post-bill. 
B. Ph. Anabbreviation (a) of Bachelor of Phil- 
osophy ; @ of British Pharmacopoeia, 

Br. ie 8 viation of British, 
brab (brab), ». [Anglo-Indian form of Pg. 
*braba, brava, wild (sc. palmeira, paim-tree).] 
The palmyra-palm, Borassus flabellifer. See 
alm 1, 

trabant’ (bra-bant’), nx. <A foreign base coin 
ward I. 

See *crown, 

brab-tree (brab’tré), m. Same as *brabh, 
braca (bra’sii), n. See brass?, 2. 
brace!, n.,1,. (5) In any frame, a stiff piece, 
as a bar or — put in to —— & parallel- 
ogram or the like from changing its shape 
under pressure or strain. wit acts **8 Kd al 

paral je ithe ar oOrning a 

pee triangle * oF —— ——— — 2 
stiffening that part of the frame. 
14, (b) Same as brace-head.—17. A short, 
thick bar lying above the suture between two 
pyramids in the dental apparatus of Eehinus, 
—18. In saddlery, the short strap which con- 
neets the hip-strap and the breeching-body.— 



brace 

19. An old measure of weight. A Hurley 
brace was equal to 4ewt.  [Scoteh.J—20, In 
mining, a platform at the +3 of a shaft on 
which miners stand to work the tackle. Coal 
and Metal Miners’ Pocketbook.— Brace-gamo. 
See *parmel, 

brace-box (bris’boks), ». A box from whieh 
the cards can be taken two at a time at the 
leasure of the dealer: used in dealing faro. 

arch. See *arch1, 
bracelet-wood (bras’let-wid), #, A name in 
the West Indies of a small tree of the family 
Myrsinacex, Jacquinia armillaris, 80 ealled on 
account of its hard seeds, which are made 
into bracelets, Also called currant-tree, bar- 
basco, and joe-wood, 
brace-wrench (bris‘rench), a. A tool with a 
square head boxed out to receive a threaded 
nut. The head is attached to a branch shank, which is 
joined at the top and is fitted with a square head ta) 
to enter the brace-stock > used for turning nuts om bolts 

brachial, I, @.—Brachial cavity, in a brachtopod, 
the anterior gil of the shell-eavity, in which lie the 
arms of Drachia —Brachtal a zontal structure 
* occuples the center of the subumbrellar surface of b 

jzostomae and which fa formed 4 
Prosanal endsof thearma The mow 
closed, and food is ingested through the namerous smi 
suctorial mouths lew ing inte the network of canals in the 
arms and thence into the stomach.— 
Sane as actinests.-Brachial sinuses, In certain 
Paleosoic nautiloid cephalo the aperture of the shell 
is greatly contracted about the base of the tentacles and 
hyponome, giving the opening a T- or Y¥-shaped 
The shorter arms of this opening, which may be vartously 
lobed, are termed trechial sinuses, the longer arm the 
Ayponome sinus,— Brachial theca. See *theed. 

au, 4, In the morphology of the Crinoidea, 
one of the calcareous plates which compose 
the arms, The application of the term has varied with 
different writers, some restricting It to the plates of the 
free arma, others applying it to all plates in the radial 
series lying above the lowermost circlet or true radiala. 
In iter case the radials include some of the body- 
plates, and these have been subdivided into cortals, dis 
tichals, and palimers, whether free or fixed. 

brachiation (brak-i-a’shon), n, [NL. *hrachi- 
atio(n-), « *brachiare, swing by the arma, ¢ L, 
brachium, arm.] The act of swinging by the 
arms from tree to tree, a method of locomo- 
tion employed by the gibbons, (Rare.] 
The hand of the chimpanzee is adapted for brachiation, 

Proe, Zod, Soc. London, 1390, p. WO, 

brachiator (brak’i-i-tor), nm. An animal that 
swings by its arms from tree to tree. [Rare.] 

Tho arm of the chimpanzee is that of the brackiators, 

the fuston of the 
is thus 2 

anthropoida like the orang and gibbon which use the bi 
14 Of locomotion. 

oa, See, London, 1800, p, B5. 

brachidium (bra-kid’i-um), ».; pl. brachidia 
{-i). (NL., ¢ Gr, dpay(iow) (L. brachinm), arm, 
+ Gr. -idow.] The shelly ealeareous spiral or 
loop-shaped supports the fleshy arms or 
brachia in the Brackiopoda ; used collectively 
of the entire apparatus irrespective of division 
into symmetrical parts, 

brachigerous (bra-kij’e-rus), a. [L. brachium, 
a gerere, bear.) Same as frachiferous, it] 

rachiocwle (brak’i-j-sél), ». [NL., < Gr. 
Spayien, an arm, + xotdor, & hollow.) In the 
— the anterior portion of the eay- 
ity of the valves, wherein lie the brachia. 

onocephala (bra-ki’$-nd-sef’a-ld), m. pl. 
NL., (Gr, dpeziaw, an arm, + xe¢e37, 0 he. -] 
name proposed in 1862 by Bronn as a sub- 

stitute for Brachiopoda (Dumeril, 1806), 
Brachiopoda, a. pl. In recent years extensive studies 
of the Brachiopeda have been made: by Joubin on the 
anatomy of recent speches, by Hall and Clarke on the anat- 
omy and taxonomy of fossil forma, and by Beecher on 
ontogeny and phylogeny. It is now generally conceded 
that a classification based on the absence or presence of 

arts as one of the malin « 
Pree. 

linge-teeth, which is the foundation of that introduced b 
by Deshayes, Owen, Brown, and Huxley, of om the per- 
foration or cloaing of the anus, as in King's sobeme, 
has a value restricted to fatly — — Nyleeneie 
Phases or ontogenetic conditions, In Beecher® elassifi- 
cation, variation in the nature of the podicl Hing ts 
assumed as the basis of ordinal divisions, and the stages 
of shellgrowth and its accessory developments of those 
of minor valae. This classification establishes the follow. 
ing onters: (1) Atremeta, in which the valves are un- 
hinged and the pedicle emerges freely between them. 
These are subcircalar or elongate shells in which growth 
takes place freely in all directions except posteriorly, 
Obotus aml Lingule are typical genera, (2) Meotremata, 
in which the valwes are also hingeless, cone-shaped, with 
the pedicle restricted to the ventral valve and the pedicle: 
opertare modified by a deltidjunm or listrium. These are 
circular, often langely caleareous shells (Acrofreta, Orti- 
culoidea, Diseina) Crenia and its allies Nave host the 
pedicle by atrophy and are either attached by cementa- 
tion of heir Valves or are wholly free, Gi) Pretremeta, in 
which an articulate hinge is developed in procressed 
forms, the pedicle is restricted to the ventral valve, the 
deltidiim originates on the dorsal side of the larval body 
bat becomes ankylosed to the ventral shell and modifies 
the pedicle-passage. and the brachia are unsupported by 
calcareous processes, (Slrophomena, Theeidiium, Pro 
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ductus, Orthis, Pentamerua,) (4) Telofremata, in which 
the pedicle-passage is shared by both valves in early 
growth, bat is confined to the ventral valve at aot 
and modified by deltidial plates which are morph 4 
cally distinct from the deltidium and have a later o 
in ontogeny. The valves are hinged, the brachia anp- 

in Percrataln, nella, Tere er, ie ins 
c know’! * the structure, "aletrtbution and 
Vertical range of extinct brachiopods, the number of 

ors hat been atigmented to about 400, living and ex- 
net, represented by some thousands of species, 2000 spe- 

cies being recognized in the Paleozoic rocks of North 
America alone, while about 150 species are now living, 

(brak-i-op’d-dist), n. One who 
is proficient in knowledge of the Brachiopoda, 

brachioradialis (brak’i-6-ri-di-a‘lis), n.; pl. 
brachioradiales (-léz). One of the muscles of 
the arm, the long —— of the radius. 
Brachiospongia (brak‘i-d-spon’ji-i),». [NL., 
¢ Gr. Spayiew, an arm oréyyor, tt sponge. ] 
A genus of hexactinellid sponges having the 
form of a broad-mouthed, shallow vase with a 
single series of broad pouch-like hollow exten- 
sions about the base, It occurs in the Silurian 
rocks of the Mississippi valley. 
rachisthode (brak’is-thdd),n. (Gr. Spdzicroc, 
shortest, + ddéc, way.) The shortest line be- 
tween two points on the earth's surface; the 
geodetic line. Rep. U. &. Coast and Geodetic 
Surv., 1896, p, 293. 

brachistoce (bra-kis-té-sef’a-lus), a, 
Same as brachistocephalic. 

ly (bra-kis-t6-sef’g-li), ». In 
anthrop., the eharacter, state, or condition of 
bein histocepbalic. 

brachistechronic (bra-kis-té-kron‘ik), @. (Gr. 
Spajyuoroc, shortest, + Apévor, time.] That can 
be traversed, accomplished, etc., in the short- 
est possible time under the conditions then 
prevailing; of or pegtaining to the brachisto- 
ehrone; as,a ball may roll from 4 down to B, 
or an earthquake wave _ pass from a to b, 
by the brachistochronic pat . Rep. Brit. Agen 
deancement af Sei., 1900, p. Li Brachist 

chronic curve, 4 curve ie whic 

body moving freely in a fleld of Serban fhilow in arer 
. reach a given point in the least time. See brachisto- 

rone. 

am inferius cerebelli, the inferior pedunele of 
the corebeiiamt-- Erashiion um, — *— pro 
comes Which extend from the corpom quadrigemina to 
the optic thalamus —-Brachtum 
Same as whrechiinwm eplicum.— 
cerebelli, the superior pedunele of the cerebellum. 

rachyaxis (brak-i-ak’sis), n. (Gr. Spayir 
short, + L. aris, axis: see aris.] he brace —* 
diagonal axis, that is, the shorter lateral axis 
of an orthorhombie (or triclinic) erystal. 

br. bi tic (brak*i-bi’6-stig-mat’ik), 
a, r. Spayiseor, short-liv + ¢Frynua for 
‘stigma.’] fant acol,, having the stigma 
short-lived: said of proterogynous flowers in 
which the stigma quickly withers. Opposed 
to *macrobiostiqmatic, F. Delpine. 
brachybiostigmatous (brak "i-bi’ d-stig’ma- 
tus), a. ‘ — as *brachybiostiqmatic. 

(brak-i-bi’6-ti}, 1». (Gr. Spayzir 
short, ry As life.) Brevity of life as con 
trasted with longevity and considered in rela- 
tion to inheritance, [Rare.] 

Miss Becton working ones at the material thas pro- 
vided was enabled to form fairly extensive tables for the 
inheritance of longevity in the female tine, and also with 
somewhat leas extensive data for the deaths of Infante to 
sform some apprectation of what we have elaewhere terned 
the inheritance of — | 

iometribe, Oct, 1001, po SL 

r cardia (brak-i-kiir’di-ii),v. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. Spayi¢, short, + acpdia, heart.) Same as 
*hradycardia, 
rachycephal (brak-i-sef’al), », One of the 
brachyecephali; a brachyeephalie person. 
The trachycephals had also larger heads than the doti- 

chocephals, Geog, Jour, (RG. 8) XVI. 2a, 
brachyceral (bra-kis’e-ral), a. [Gr. Searie, short, + sépac, horn, + -al.; Same as brachy- 
cerous. 

brachycercic! (brak-i-sér’sik), a. [Gr. Speyic, 
short, + xépxoc, tail.] Having a short tail. 
Philos, Trans, Roy. Soc. (London), ser. B, 
189, 173. 

brachycercic® (brak-i-sér’sik), a. (Gr. Apexi, 
short, + xepaic, the radius, the tibia, a rod or 
comb of a loom, ¢ xfpxor, tail, handle, | Having 
a short forearm; in asthrop.. having a radio- 
humeral index less than 75. Turner, 

emic(brak-ik-né’mik),@. (Gr. Spayic, Brach 
short, + xrjuy, tibia.) In anthrop., having a 
tibiofemoral index less than 83. Turner. 
rachycranial (brak-i-kra‘ni-al), a. [Gr 
Spazre, short, + spaviow, eranium, + -al.) In 

- Brachyopsis 
anthrop., characterized by or exhibiting « 
skull of less than middle length. 

ud dae ee van ig Ease 
for the Naqada males, and being mare ed for the 
French. 7 ika, Aug., 1002, p. att. rem 

brachydactyliam (brak-i-dak‘ti-lizm), a. 
[brachydactyly + -iem.] A condition in which 
the fin or toes are abnormally short. Buck, 
Med, Handbook, IV. 493, 

brach lous (brak-i-dak’ti-lus), a. [Gr. 
Hpaxic, short, + ddxrvdog, finger.] Having 
abnormally short fingers. 

ly (brak-i-dak’ti-Ii), n, (Gr. 
Bpexic, short, + daxrwiog, finger.) Same as 
*brachydactylism, Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 

deuterus (brak-i-dii’te-rus), ». [NL., 
< Gr. fpexic, short, + deitrpoc, second.) A 
genus of grunts of the family Hamelide. B. 
waritus is foand in western Africa. e other species are 
ehiedy American. 

br: omal (brak-i-d6’mal), a. Sume as 
brackydomatic, 

brachydont (brak’i-dont), a. Same as brachyo- 
— ey Trans. Roy. Soc, (London),Mareh, 

od tism (brak’i-~Jon-tizm),m. Sameas 

—— — (brak- i-e-lip’soid) (Gr. r rak-i-e-lip’soid), m. 4 
Bpaxic, short, + elli; id.) Tn anthro M 
Short cranium of ellipsoid form. G. » 

—— (bree ‘ately oe d G (brak-i-fa’shal), a. and #. rT. 
Bpax ig, short, + L. facies, face, +-al.) I. a. 
aving a short face, Suck, Med. Handbook, 

vi * *chameprosope. Denik nm. Same as cr le iker, 
Races of Man, p. 60. a * — 
Brachygenys (bra-kij’e-n n. . r. 
pines mings bX + yévoy, ehin.] genus of 
grunts of the family Hamulida, characterized 
by the small mouth. The one species known, &. 
chryra we, 6 inches in length, js abundant about Key 
West and Havana. 

brach thism (bra-kig’ng-thizm), m. [Gr, 
i — + yndfiog, jaw, + -ism.] The —— 
dition of having an —— — short lower jaw. 
brachygraphic (brak-i-graf’ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to brachygraphy, or shorthand: as, 
brachygraphic characters. 
brachygraphical (brak-i-graf‘i-kal), a. Same 
as *brackygraphic, 
brachyhieric (brak-i-hi-r'ik),a. (Gr. Speyic, 
short, + iepéy (écréov), sacrum, + -ie.) Havy- 
ing ashort sacrum. See — — Amer. 
Anthropologist, Jan, - March, 1901, p. 34. 

br cephalic (brak-i-hip’si-se-fal ik), 
a. [Gr. Spaxly, short, + iyw-, on high, + 
argaag, + + -ie.) In anthrop., 7 | a 
short and high head orskull, Man, 1901, p. 190, 
Brachyistius (brak-i-is’ti-us),». [NL.. ¢ Gr. 
Bpayxic, short, + iorfov, sail ( —R to the dor- 
salfin).) A genus of surf-fishes of the family 
Embiotocida, I compr iors a single 53 B. frena- 
tua, & stall carnivorous fish, tiving on sandy ahores from 
Vancouver Island to Guadaloupe. 

brachykerkit, a. Same as *hrachycercic. 
Brachymetopus (brak’i-me-té’pus), [NL., < 
Gir, dpexre, short, + pérerov, front, face.) A 
genus of trilobites, belonging to the famil 
Proétide, having a semioval head and tuil- 
shield (the latter being large), the glabellum 
amall, and the entire surface covered with 
bead-like ornament, It is found in Carboniferous 
rocks and la one of the last representatives of these an- 
cient crustacrans. 
rachyodontism (brak'i-d-dont‘izm), », The 
state or condition of being brachyodont or hav- 
ing short-crowned molars: used in describing 
teeth of mammals, Also brachydontism. Proe. 
Zool. Soc. London, 1893, p. 180. 
brachyodonty (brak‘i-d-don‘ti), ». Same as 
*hrachyodontiam. Trans, Linnean Soc. Lon- 
don, Zodl., Nov., 1899, p. 446. 
brachyome (brak’i-6m), ». [NL., < Gr. Jpaytec, 
short, + duoc, shoulder (see hiemeras).) Inthe 
nomenclature of the spicular parts in the 
sponge, the abbreviated arm of a *trider 
(which see), 

(orak*i-op-+i'né), x. pl [NL., 
¢ Brachyopsis + -inw.) A subfamily of sea- 
poachers of the family Agonida, containing 3 
genera, Stellerina, Brachyopsis, and Patlasina. 

yopsis (brak-i-qp’sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Spayic, short,+ dave, face.) A genus of fishes of 
the family Agonide, found in the North Pacific, 
comprising 2 species, #. restratus and B, seqa- 
liensis, The latter attains a length of 7 inches. 



brachypentagonoides 

tagonoides (brak‘i-pen‘ta-g6’nd-t" 
déz), a. (Gr. Spayi¢, short, + trvtéyeowe, five- 
cornered, + eidog, aa.) In anthrop,. % eraniom 
the norma verticalis of which has the form of 
a pentagon with rounded corners, and with 
short distances between the parietal and fron- 
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bracketi, ». 1. (¢) In carriages, a hea 
stan placed at an incline at the front en 
of the boot of a coach as a support for the 
foot-board.—8. A stiffening-rib on a casting. 

—8. (a) Inwood 
ship- building, a 

tal protuberances. Sergi, Var. of the Human short crooked 
Species, p. 30. timber, resem- 

Brac’ lum (brak-i-fil‘um), »n [NL bling a knee, for 
(Brongniart, 1823), ¢ Gr. Spayic, short, + support or orna- 
girtov, leaf.) A genus of fossil coniferous ete? ment. Anowles, 
= characterized by short and thick. seale- Naval Arch. (5) 
ike leaves tightly appressed to the stems, for iron shtp- 
the most part rhombic in shape and regularly building, a piece 
arranged ad = to form, a graceful pattern. of plate of a tri- 
& is neost t », but 

Trias to the Lower Cretacouna, o being tound in Goth Europe angular shape 

srachy (bra-kip’te-rj), ». pl. (NL, ¢ ra-kip’t » n, pl ey 
Gr. Spayic, short, + th wing.J An old 
name for rove-beetles of the co eopterous 
family Staphylinide. 

db ———— (brak*i-rom*b-i'déz), n. 
{Gr. Spayic, short, + NL. rhombordes, rhom- 
boid.) In axthrop., a cranium the norma ver- 
ticalis of which has a rhomboid form, the 
rhomboid being wide in transversal direction. 
Sergi, Var. of the Human 5: er p. 31 

eid* (brak-i-sklo’r-id), (Gr. 
Spayie, short, + E. aclercid.) In bot., one of 
the aclereids or stone cells that oceur in bark 
and in fruits. 

e (bra-kis’kdé-mé),. [NL, (Cas- 
sini, 1816), ¢ Gr. 
in allusion to the short pappus.)] A genus of 
herbaceous plants of the family Asteracee. 
There are about 40 species, chiefly Australian, The only 
species under cultivation, 2. iMerid(fotia, is commonly 
known aa the Swan River dalay, a very (acetal master 
like annual of easivet cultivation. It has blue or white 
daisy-like Sowers. 

phyline (brak-i-staf‘i-lin), a. (Gr. 
Apayre, short, + oragudj, the (swollen) uvula, 
+ —“ J ere, aaving: a * palate, 
especially having a palate with an index more 
than 85. Virchow. * 

sigh ame cr res 
Wit bravlgvinphadine excerters. 

Biometrika, Aug., 1002, p. 460, 

brachysta; brak-i-staf‘i-li), ». [brachy- 
sia hystaphyly i] pp Tete tae lage 
of — short palate. iometrika, March- 
July, 14, p. 236. 
Brachystogla (brak-i-sté’ji-§), . (NL. (Ben- 
tham, 1866-ti7), ¢ Gr. dpayic, short, + cripy, 
covering. The name refers to the scantiness 
of the floral protective organs.) oe of 
trees of the family Caesalpiniacee, with even- 
pinnate leaves and terminal racemes, or ra- 
ceme-like panicles of small flowers. These have 
po calyx and only rudimen petals, The stamens and 
isti} are covered in the bud by a pair of bracta There Pp 

are about 12 species, natives of tropical Africa. Several 
of them have * fibrous inner bark, which bs used by 
the natives for ing bark. The most important 
are Brachyetegi veforméis of the Zanzibar cuast and 
B. appendiculeta of southenst Africa, 

b (brak-it-mé’md), m. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. Jpayxte, short, + rysijjea, section.) In bryot., 
a disk-shaped cell which on rupturing sets 
free a gemma. Correns, 

e (brak-i-d-ran‘ik),a. (Gr, 3pazhe, 
short, * orpavic, a + Se Having a 
short palate; specifically, in craniom., having a 
pulatomaxillary index of more than 115. Amer, 
Anthropologist, Jan—Mareh, 1901, p. 42. 
bracingness (bris‘ing-nes), #. Bracing quality 
or effect. 

brack*}, ». IL. «a. Brackish; salt; briny: as, 
“living upon beef and brack water.” Southey, 
Quarterly Rev., XXXV. 117. 
brack* (brak), r. . Leg bracken, inepect and 
assort ( ), < brack, inferior goods, refuse: 
see brack?,n, Cf, cwlf, ¢. and A, To inspect 
and assort egg etc.) at the Baltic ports 
by «worn selectors. 

All flax and hemp shipped from Memel mast be bracked 
or assertext. Homans, Cyclo. of Commerve, p. Hiei. 

brack* (brak), n. [brack4, c.] A long-estab- 
lished system of official inspection and assort- 
ing of produce and other goods at the Baltic 
seaports. 
br buschite (brak’o-bush-it), », [Named 
after D. Luis Brackebusch of Buenos Aires.) 
A vanadate of lead, iron, and manganese, 
found in Argentina, 

er (brak’ér), a. [G. bracker, ¢ bracken, 
inspect and assort (goods): see brack#, cr.) An 
official inspector and assorter of goods in ports 
on the Baltie. See *hrack, v. t. 

Apaxis, short, + ade, hair; b 

uniting, at their junction, two parts which meet 
at an angle to strengthen the joint against 
flexure. A brucket differs trom a gusset in that 
ft meets at least ome of the surfaces to which it is 
attached larly, being seouzed thereto by a riveted 
Sage ore ece mee . ‘The two term are locaely 

easton mais projecting below aeslling to sup- 
Bore the journal of s shaft. —Fendaiwn 
inged bracket commected with the wh ling-motion 

spinning-mule. 

bracket!, v.t. 3. In ship-building, to unite by 
& bracket. 

bracket-floor (brak’et-flir), ». In iron ship- 
building, a floor-plate of bracket form uniting 
the frame, reverse frame, and longitudinal in 
the framing of a double bottom, cut un- 
der *bottom. 
racket-frame (brak’et-fram), x. In éron ship- 
butiding, a frame composed of a frame-bar, re- 
verse frame-bar, and bracket-floors. 

(brak’et-fung’ gus), n. A fun- 
ea growing on a tree-trunk and forming a 
racket or shelf-like projection, as many of 

Pld aes pg — See Polyporus (cut a), 
plate (bra bg yr rn. In ship-bwild- 

ing, Same as *bracket!, 

At the tarn of the bilge there le a continuous water. 
longitudinal frame, an 

bracketwise (brak’et-wiz), adv. In the man- 
ner of a bracket; so as to resemble-a bracket. 
Bracklesham See *hed!, 
braconid (brak’6-nid), n. A member of the 

trasitie bymenopterous family Braconidae 
Prhieh 866). 

bract, n., 2. (b) The oval distal exite on the 
appendages of certain segments of phylloped 
crustaceans, as Apus, probably serving a res- 
piratory function. 
bractea (brak'te-i), n.; pl. bractes (-8). [NL pod 
see bract.) One of the scuale-like protective 
structures found on certain Siphonophora and 
considered to be greatly modified medusoids. 
Same as bract, 2, 

bracteated (brak’té-d-ted), a. Same as brac- 
teate. 

bracteose (brak’té-ds"), a. [NL. "bracteosus, 
bractea, a bract.) Furnished with numerous 
or large bracts; conspicuously bracteate. 

erous (brak-tif’ér-us), a. In bot. bract- 
bearing. 

bract-scale (brakt’skal), ». In dof,, a bract 
constituting a proper seale of the cone in con- 
ifers, and bearing or subtending the seed- 
bearing scale when this is present, It may 
surpass or be — by the latter, 
Bradford clay. Bee clay. 
Bradle brad‘lé-an-izm), n. The doe- 
trine of F. H. diey, an English metaphy- 
sician, # mixture of intellectualism, absolute 
idealism, and skepticism. 

This te Aristotelianism tn contrast with Aradieianian 
in metaphysics, Eneye. Brit., XXX, 674, 

Bradley's See aluminium *processes, 
brad- (brad’puneh), #. A small nail- 
set: a steel rod about 3 inches long. tapered to 
a blunt point at one end and w for driving 
brads, or small nails, so deeply into the wood 
that the heads will be below the surface. 

bradycardia (brad-i-kiir’di-), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
pa vw, slow, + «apdia, heart.) Abnormally 
slow pulsation of the heart, 

The opposite condition te tachycardia, namely, tered: 
cerdia, is frequently met with in applicants for life in- 
auran n Med, Record, Feb, 7, W008, p 208 

bradycrotic (brad-i-krot‘ik), a. 
slow, + xpéroc, rattle (pulse).] 
slow pulse, 
bradylecithal (brad-i-les’i-thal), a. [Gr. Spa- 
dic, slow, + Aéxeloc, the yolk of an egg.) In 

Aig, 
by a 

Gr ff 
arke 

* Dbrail, x. 

braille 

embryol., applied to certain which have 
much oly auch as the eggs of chasin, reptiles, 

—— (bra· i ) (Gr. Spadi n’é-sus), v. r. 
slow, + vdeo, ——— A chronic disease. , 

(NL., ¢ Gr. brad-i-pep’si-i), ». 
pa oe Ab vee Pa A digestion, 
€ xhereew, di med Slow digestion, 

bradypepey (b ‘i-pep-si), a, Same as *brady- 
pepsia. 

(brad-i-pep‘tik), a. Suffering 
from dypepsia, or slow digestion. 

wa d-ip-né’H), mn. (NL, ¢ Gr. 
*dpadetvna, ¢ Spadixvooc, breathing slowly, ¢ 
Bpatic, slow, rreiv, breathe.) owness of 
respiration, 
b jam (brad‘i-sizm), n. [Gr. Apadic, 
slow, + ce:oudc, an earthquake.) In * a 
single slow rise or fall of the land. the 
extract. 

Prof. Milne commences with the discussion of brady. 
fete, the slow and gentle movements of elevation or de- 

e pression in the Earth's crust. 
Geog. Jowr, (R, G. &), XTLL 544 

bradyseismic (brad-i-sis’mik), a. In geol. 
pertaining to or characterized by the slow rise 
and fall of the land with regard to the sea. 

The fact that round the borders and upen the summit 
of hidden domes and tablelands there are at present dis- 
plays of seismic and volcanic activity, heade to the belief 
that sub-oceanic bradysetantic action is yet in Sg ag 

Geog. Jour. tit G. B), X 191. 

bradyseismical (brad-i-sis’mi-kal), a. Same 
as *hradyseismic. 
bradytrop hic (brad-i-trof‘ik), a. [Gr. Apadic, 
slow, + -tpogoc, ¢ rpfgev, nourish.) Marked 
by slowly acting nutritive processes. 

(brad-i-i'ri-i), », [NL., (Gr, Spadic, 
— + oipor, urine.) Slow and difficult urina- 
10n. 

Dragger, may 
be called anything the holder pleasea, 2 kings and a 
bragger being 
bragger, ». me of brag, the ace, 
the nine of diamonds, the jack of clubs. The 
holder of any of these curds can call it any- 
thing he pleases, 

(brag‘it),n. [¢ Bragi, in Norse myth, 
# son of Odin, + -ite*.) A variety of fergu- 
aonite from Norway. 

(brii-ga'ro), nn. [Sp., a truss, band 
¢ braqa, a cord ( pl, braaas, also breeches).} 

irth. [Western U. 8.] 
manda (brii-miin’di), n. (Skt. brah- 

maéxda, € brakman, Brahma, + anda, egg.) 
In Hindu myth., the ‘egg of Brahma’: desig- 
nating a division of infinite time. 
ahmani n, Bee Brahmanee. 

Brahmanian stage e@ *etage. 
Brahmanization (brai-man-iz-i’shon), m. 
Conversion to manism, Also Hrahmin- 
ization, 

Caste is in a state of transition owing to the rapid Brah- 
tmonization of Khe Dravidian races of the moun’ region. 

Geog, Jowr, (KR, G. 3), X. 120 

putra (brii-ma-pé’tra), n. [Named 
from the Brakmaputra, — of northeastern 
India.) <A variety of the domestic hen better 
known as brahma, See brahmes, 

Brahminization, Same as */rehmanization, 
Brahmism (brii’mism), . Same as Brah- 
mantam. 

braid!, ».— Honiton braid, narrow machine-made 
brakt of ornamental oval figures commected by marrow 
bars 

braided (bri‘ded), p. a. Specifically, anasto- 
moved or interlaced: said of a stream, 

This extensive deposit, in some places 00 feet thick, is 
the predwet of ageredation by braided or laced streagr 
whose lowd of material from the mountains could not al! 
be carried across the gentle slope of the plains, 

Serenee, Nov, 15, 1901, p. T78. 

braid-fern (brid’férn), ». See *fern, 
braid-stitch (brid‘stich), ». In seiring-ma- 
chine work, a method of stitching with a coarse 
thread designed to give to the fabric an orna- 
mental finish resembling braid. 

3. A section of a log-raft, six of 
which make an average tow. [U. 5.]—Poot- 
brails, the lowest bratls on a sail, 

braille (bral, F. bra‘y), ». [Named from the 
French inventor, Louis — A method 
of writing or printing for the blind in which 
combinations of ‘tangible dots or points are 
used to represent alphabetical letters. There 



braille 
are several systema, which differ considerably in details 
and have undergone various modifications. is in the 
British system the bate is a group of aix dota in two 
columns of three dota each | 1, from which the letters 
are made as follows: Ati, Bi, CTT, eto In 
the New York point system, which ie extensively used in 
the United States, f ie the first 33 the second, 
222 the third, and $3 ¢ the fi ; and the letters 
are: Attias, Bites, Cr?ts2,ete. This 
notation is ada to indicate capital and lowercase 
letters, na abbreviations, syllables, 

brain, .— brain. Sve solar plerus, under * —— mh * poe. A 

bra r he Tyre Eee 7 hydrocephalus. 
— Great n, the cerebrum. the cere- 
bellom.-= ofthe brain. Same ns associ 
ation wareas,— bes of the 

in entom,,'a division of the emb fe brain inter- 
calated between the antennal and mandibular segments 
A. S. Packard, Text-book of Extom., p. St, 

brainal (brin‘al), @. [brain + -al.) Of or 
relating to the brain: as, brainal normality. 
Science, May 2, 1902. [Rare.] 

brain-cap (bran’kap), ». Same as brain-boz. 
The brafa-cap of many savages has heen found to be 

larger and heavier than that of some higher races. 
Keane, Ethology, p. 44 

brain-cast (brin’kist), ». <A cast or filling, 
natural or artificial, of the cranial cavity. 

B 

Restorations of the Brain in Successive Genera of Uagulates. 4, 
Tivocers iocene); #, Brontethenum (Miocene); 

C, Modern Horse. (From Marsh.» 

DBrain-cnats are fey mee orm restorations of the brain eur- 
face and the principal nerve-trunks departing therefrom. 

brain-eye (brafi’i), ». In polyclads, one of a 
group of eyes lying above the brain: distin- 
guished from fentacular *eyes and marginal 
Weyes. 

The eye-spots have an very similar to that 
found ia the latter species. ‘There is a dense cluster at Drake- 
Ube base of each tentacle; the paired group of **— 
lying in front of the brain is more extensive than that he- 
hind it. Proc. Zool. Sve, London, 1968, IL. 100, 

brain-stem —— — n, The eruru corobri, 
pons Varolii, and medulla oblongata, 

tr trans, In coal-mining, to widen 
the undercut or holing in a coal-seam. Barrow- 
man, Gloasary, [Seotch.] 

(briir‘ding), n. In coal-mining, the 
height of undereut or holing in front, Barrow- 
man, Glossary, [Scoteh.] 

brake®, ». 13. In cracker-baking, a machine 
for rolling dough, to be used in making gin- 
gersnaps and other thin cakes, into sheets 
ready forthe pauning-machine. It conaiate essen- 
tially of rolls between which the dough is passed to press 
it Into a sheet. A reversible trate is one having aprons 
on each aide of the rolls to enable the operator to pass 
the sheet through jn opposite directions by reversing the 
rolla. See prnning-mackine 
14. In sheet-metal work, a machine for bend- 
ing and forming sheet-metal, used in making 
larger forms such as metal cornices; a cornice- 
brake.— Alden brake, « device for absorbing and meas 
uring the —— developed by an Nine. The power Ia 
absorted by overcoming the friction devel: by one 
disk pressing on another aguinst which it is forced by 
water pressure which can be varted to salt the power to 
be abeorbed.— Atmospheric brake, Sane as vacuinem- 
orate. Brake horse- power, See horse « power. — 
Connter-preesure b an airbrake so constructed 
that a certain pressure ne be overcome to release Use 
brake. This makes a very sensitive brake, particularly 
suitable for controtli e speed of a train on down 
grades, — Differential brake,» brake which is applied b: 
a differential motion, — any brake worked 
by electricity, etther by a magnet or by a solenoid, or other- 
wise, See magnetic #hrake.— Emi : abrake 
for uae in case it is desired to stop a in OF car as quickly 
aa pomalble, without regard to the Inconventenee cansed by 
the shock due to the quick arrest of motion. Expand- 
ing , a brake, applied to the inner side of a wheel. 
rim, medally made of two or more parta whieh are pushed 
* or @ ided from within, oft clasping the 

from wi t.~ Hand-brake, in car-budlding, a brake 
ted by hand; the must simple form of brake; a me: 

chanical Drake as distingalahed from an air-brake.—High- 
speed brake, a form of Westinghouse air-brake designed 
to secure greater safety for high-speed railway-trains from 
a quick and powerful application of the brakes, if desired. 
The system Uses an air-pressure of 110 pounds per square 

160 
inch, fnatead of 70 pounds, in train-pipe and reservoirs. 
The brake-cylinder under each car has a special — 
valve, the funetlen of which is to allow high. reassure air 
from the train-pipe to vent inte the brakew ler, cate 
ing & momentary pressare there in exces of that permis- 
sible at the time of the stop, This ihe. in experiments 
at 40 miles per hour, reduced the distance required for 
the evens of a train by 20 cent. as compared with 
the length passed over when same train was equll 
with the quick-action brake only,— a 
form of power train-brake in which the brake-beamms that 
force the brike-slioes inst the wheels of the car are 
actuated by platons inp Yee cylinders When the 
brakes are to be applied, water or other Hquid ander 
pressure is admit ¥ pipes and valves to the cylinders, 

he dealtyn gets Levee the water pana culty in getting an ing the water-pressure 
and that from freezi A cold weather ent extensive 
or = ages use this system.— 

a e which te operated by compressed air and 
the we offered by a liquid thowing th bh a com 
fined channel. Sach brakes are often to take up the 
recodl of guna, The first shock ie taken ap by the com- 

alr and the rest af the recoil — @ liquid 
ugh « passage that is smaller at the back end than at 

the front, thus making an ented resistance. — In- 

hape the shoe to the instep. — Mag- 
brake, any b which ts actuated by a magnet. 

Sometimes it is applied by the magnet, and sometimes 
the magnet is aeed to release the bruike which is applied 
by a spring. Mec brake, a brake which ts ap- 

fed by the action of levers, rods, cranks, ete, and 
not by an electric carrent or alr-pressure. — * 
matic brake, an air-brake.— Prony’s brake, Same as 
Prony's dynamometer (whieh — — 
an apparatus used in cracker-bakeries to prepare cake- 
doagh in sheets for the panning-machine. It consists of 
rollers with a platform, or table, each side of whieh haa 
an apron on which the dough fs run back and forth through 
the rollvrs. It is fitted with three palleya, two loose and 

the motion of the rolls. — Westing: 

mugen 
step brake, a crimping-Drake which uses a special form pyran 
pcg 34 to ch 

one tight, to * m 
house brake, a form of sir-brake invented by George 
Westinghouse. See ®mer-brake, 

brake*, ".—Cedar brakes, See #cedar. 
brake, 1.— Chinese brake, Pteris serrutate, a Chinese 

rics established in the southeastern United States, — 
brake, Peilen etropurpuren: a0 called because 

it remains green Uiroighout the winter, 

brakeage (brak’sj), ». (brake + -age.) Brak- 
ing — * action, * brake3, u., 9, and 

et, 

brake-band (brik’band), ». Same as brake- 
strap. 
brake-dog (brék’dog), n. The pawl of a brake- 

et. 
— (brak’ fing“ gér) * rT), n. 
*brake-dag. * = : 
brake-gear (brak’gér), ». In car-bwilding, the 
brake-system of a railroad-car, including all 
its component parts. It includes all the 
air-cylinders, preg rods, brake-shoes, ete. te ad 

handle (brak’han‘dl), ». In car-build- 
ing, a hand-lever for controlling a brake, used 
only in # special type of brake-gear. It takes 
the place of the ordinary brake-wheel. 
brake-hose (brik’héz), ». A superior grade 
of air-h composed of rubber and cotton 
fabric, used in short lengths to connect the 
brake-pipes under a railroad-car and toconvey 
compressed air to the brake-gear.— Armored 

hose, brake-hoee protected by wire wound tightly 
round the cuteide to prevent injury by abrasion. Any 
hose protected by wire may be termed an armored Acse. 
— Brake-! coupling, a self-locking coupler for con- 
necting the ends of rake-hose between railway cars and 
furming an air-tight connection between thern. 

brake- (brik’pip), ». A pipe for carrying 
—— air ‘can —E Vne En- 
eye. Brit., XXVI. 342. 

Same as brake power (brik-pou"ér), n. 
*horse-power, 
brake-rod (brak’rod), n. The rod by which a 
brake is operated; the rod connecting the oper- 
ating lever to the brake. 
rake-rubber (brak’rub*ér), ». A brake-shoe. 

eve (brik’siv),m, A jigger operated 
wt — hi z* 2 3 — 

e-signal (brék’sig*nal), ». car. 
ing aad railroading, any = ah that the brakes 
are to be put on; a *train-signal (which see), 

brake-sled (brik’sled), ». A logging-sled so 
constructed that, when the pole-team holds 
back, a heavy iron is foreed into the road-bed 
= — side of each runner of the forward 
sled. 
braking-machine (bri’king-ma-shén‘), », A 
machine used to soften skins. It consists of a 
large wheel with several dull blades ecting from the 
tim which come in contact with the skin. 

bramathere (brii’mg-thér), n, An animal of 
the genus Bramatherium, 
bramble-shark (bram’bl-shiirk), n. See 
*shark!, 

branch, n. 2. (m) In math., some onedetermi- 
nation of a many-valued function selected for 
consideration. Thus the values log. x, log. z + 2 4, 
log.  # 4e4,..., may be said to belong to different 
branches of the function log. # (nm) In coal-mining, a 

Same as 

branchiostegal 
road In long-wall working leading off a level, heading, or 
other main road. 

branchage (branch’aj), ». [branch, n., + -age. 
Cf. leafage. Branches collectively or in the 
mass. 

Leafage branchage, vu admire. 
” ——— — Book, x 275. 

branch-climber (branch’kli‘mér), ». A liana 
pr + ne by irritable curling branches, not 
otherwise different from the ordinary climber. 
that is, from one bearing leaves and lateral 
shoots. It is exelusively tropical and sub- 
tropical. See *tendril-climber, 
branch-cut (branch’kut), ». In math., a line, 
quite arbitrary (except that it eannot inter- 
sect itself), which either passes from a 
branch-point to infinity or joins two branch- 
points, 

4, 3. In flower-making, one who at- 
taches the branches to the main stems, 

‘ass (brinch’gras}, ». The creek- 
sedge, Spartina stricta mitritima, It grows 
alon See Spertina, 
bran ny Dermal branchia, prolomations 
(tike glove-Bngers) of the intertor membrane of echine- 

the starfishes, which protrude thromgh the 
and serve as respiratory omgane, Thes ae 

retractile and are covered with ciliated epithelium, — 
ary structures of various form whieh, 

asin mollusks, perform the respiratery tunctive i case 
te absence of atrophy of Une true ctenidna 

Branchial cartilage, one of the cartilaginous mxls or 
bars in Use branchial arches of sharks of of the cubises 
of higher animals — Bri ent. Same as 

i-plament, — 

channels jn salt-marshes, 
bpm 

fistula. See ®patuio. 
atable showing the warmber ait 

arrangement of the gills, as in crustaceans. — fal 
J a transverse band uniting the fret-formed oF 
ae septa of the branchial apparatus of the lancelet, 
——— ~~ Branchial ket, in zew., a pouchi- 

like dilatation of the branchial slits in the cyclostomes 
Balanogtoseus, ete, — Branchial rod, a chitinuns 

red forming the supportof the lamella, or septum, between 
each pair of branchial! openings in the lancelet. 

chicolous Uggs Seger rin’ a. [L. 
branchia, gill, + colere, till, dwell.) Living 
in or on the gills of fishes or other aquatic 
animals : aaid of certain parasites, as Dus- 
toma, ete, 

a, — the basi branchihyal, Axial Dranchinyals, 
branchials; the lower median un bones th the 
branel hes Lateral pind are’ or gill-arches of fishes — 

the cerntel hinls; bones of the gill 
ween the hypobranchials and the epi- 

branehiala, 

branchiogasteropod (brang“ki- 6 - gas‘ te- ro- 
pod), 2, One cence — steropoda, 

chiomere (brang’ki-(-mer), m. (NL., ¢ 
Gr. Spdyxea, gills, + gépog, part, segment.) 
In embryol., one of the ——— of the verte- 
brate embryo as indica by —— of 
a visceral arch and cleft; a branchial segment 
or metamere. 

c —— -ki-d-mer’ik),a. Relat- 
ing to the division of the cranial — into 

gill-arch or segments, each furnished with a 
respiratory pouch, 
branchiomerism (brang-ki-om’ér-izm), m. In 
embryol., the development of branchial seg- 
ments as indicated by the so-called visceral 
skeleton and the metameric diverticularization 
of the fore-gut in the vertebrate embryo. 
branchiopalatal (brang’ki-6-pal’a-tal),a. Of 
or pertaining to the chain of palatine bones in 
the roof of the mouth of bony fishes. Nature, 
Nov. 19, 1903, p. 64. 

array ype 5 ak — a. 
{Gr. Sparx, gills, + L. peories, wall: see 
parietal.) Relating to the gills and the wall 
of the atrium in mollusks, 
Branchio ,_», 8. An order of entomos- 
tracous crustaceans containing the Phylloca- 
rida, Phyllopeda, Cladocera, and Branchivra, 
branchiosaurian (brang’ki-0-si'ri-gn), . and 
a. I. nm, <A fossil amphibian of the genus 
Branchiosaurus, 

Il. a, Pertaining to or having the charac- 
ters of Branchiosaurus, 
Branchiosaurus brang’kt-f-<8'rys), n, (NL, 

lls, J A 

arches of Msles 

¢ Gr. spay zea, capo, a li le 
nus of amall extinct amphibians of lizard- 

fike form, with broad, obtusely rounded heads 
and large orbits. The ventral surface of the body 
was covered with overlapping cycloidal scales arranged 
in several different series; Uhe tail was long and partly 
unoesified, The genus occurs abundantly in the Permian 
rocks of Saxony and Bohemia. 

branchiosteg: a. II, n. One of the bony 
rays under the head of a fish below the oper- 
eular bones and behind the lower jaw. ey 
are connected by a membrane called the 
brauchiostegal or gel-membrane. 

. 



Branchiostomatide 

Branchiostomatide (brang’ki-6-std-mat’i- 
dé), > (NL., ¢ Branchiostoma(t-) + -ida. 
The family of lancelets, the lowest o 
known fishes, comprising 2 or 3 genera and 8 
or 10 species, They are amall translacent creatures 

tad satel nett ence eens 
Epigonichthys, and — — 

(brang’ki-d-trém), a. IVGxr. 
—* xto, gills, + rpjya,a hole.) Same as gill- 
alif, 

branch-island (branch’i-land), ». The island 
one by an *anabranch (which see). [Aus- 
tra 

branch-lacquer (branch‘lak*ér), ». The juice 
obtained from the branches of the laequer- 
tree. See seshine lacquer (under lacquer). 

branch-line (branch ‘lin), 1, Same as *branch- 
ent, 

branch-section (branch’sek’shon), ». Same 
as *hranch-cut. 

ot and, caused by the snaut, time 22 

brand-book (brund’bak), », In stock-raising, 
a record-book showing the various cattle- 
brands and their owners, 

brander?, ». 3, pi. Furnaece-bars; the grate- 
bars of a ventilating-furnace, Harrowman, 
Glossary. [Seoteh. 
brander?, v. ¢. 2. To nail furring-strips or 
the like to a girder or other timber as a 
aration for lathing and plastering. 
Brandes’s test for quin See *test!, 
branding-chute (bran‘ding-shdt), ». A nar- 
row lane or guideway through which eattle 
are driven one at a time to be branded. 

Q (bran’ding-hel’met}. nm. A 
helmet-like eage placed over the head and 
face in branding the cheek of a criminal who 
had pleaded benefit of clergy: in use in the 
sixteenth century. 

beandise (bran‘dis), n. [Ult. ¢ AS. brandisen: 
see brand-iron and brander?.] A trivet on 
which to set a pot or kettle, 

And there was a great black crock upon the brendiee, 
with his legs sticking owt. 

T. Hardy, Madding Crowd, p, 178. 

brandisite (brau‘dis-it), n. [Said to be 
named for Clement, Count of Brandis, + -ite2.] 
“a — mineral closely related to sey- 

bran-drench (bran‘drench), vr. & In leather- 
manuf, to wash in sour bran to remove the 
lime. Modern Amer. —— 161. 

Brand's method. See *method. 
brandtite (brand’tit}),». [Named after Georg 
Brandt, master of the Swedish mint.) A hy- 
drated arseniate of caleium and manganese 
oceurring in from colorless to white triclinic 
erystals: found at Pajsberg, Sweden. 
brandy!, ».— white brandy, brandy as it comes, color- 
Jess, from the still, not having taken ap coloring matter 
from the casks in whieh jt is commonly stored, por hav- 
ing been artificially colored, 

brandy-cowe (bran‘di-kou), ». In wine-mak. 
ing. the washings of a brandy-cask, used to 
adulterate port-wine. Ecye. Brit, i. 173. 
brandy-faced (bran‘di-fast), a. Having 
— which shows the effects of brandy-drink- 
ng. 

Where you have to elbow and jostle your way... by 
halking labourers and brandy-faced viragos, aquabbli 
at tavern door 

@, A. Sata, Twice round the Clock, p, 208, 

brandy-oil (bran‘di-cil), «.—mare brandy-otl, 
Same a8 Sueeloil. 

brandy-smash (bran‘di-smash), ». A drink 
made by mixing brandy with crushed ice and 
putting « few sprigs of mint in the glass, See 
smash, 3. 
branner (bran’ér), », {branl,e., + -erl.] A 
machine for applying bran for cleansing pur- 
CS, It consists of a box filled with bran and slaked 

ime, and an endless belt on which tin plates, coated with 
of) as they come from the tinepot, are cartied throagh the 
bran and lime. Set, Aner, Now, 1, Li, pp. 2am, 

ranning, *. 2. The process of removing the 
oil from tin plates during their manufacture, 
by passing them through a mixture of bran and 
slaked lime, 

brant, ».—China brant, a Culifornian name for 
Hatchines goose, Branta canadensis Awtchinal, a aab- 
species of the Canuda goowe.-Hutchine’s brant, Same 
sus Hasteteines’s sroeae,— brant. Same a China 
wienent. 

Brasenia (bra-sé’ni-i), ». (NL. (Sebreber, 
1789): formation not indicated by the namer.] 
A genus of dicotyledonous aquatie plants be- 
longing tothe family Ngmphwaces. The only spe. 

prep- 
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Brasenta Schrebert, 

a, a Sowing brasch sath peivane —*2* 4, flower, —— fourths 
natural size; ¢, truis wing the separate carpels, enlarged 
twice, (irom Rogier and Prastl’s " Pianzestamilien,”") 

oo, B. Schreberi, has alternate, peltate, oval, entire, float- 
ing leaves and axillary purple towers, It is widely distrib- 
uted in North America, anid tropical Asia, western 
tropdeal Africa, and Australia. It is sometimes cultivated 
is ponte Song with 
water-Iilies, chiefl: 
for its thonting fol 
age; the flowers are 
inoonspicuoas 

— — 
sa’ n, os 
see raster j 
1, Abrazierfor 
holding burn- 
ing charcoal for 

as weand) : 
{rich see, under 

*) * 
boar". a. 2, 

erum- 
bly; fi ent- 
ary: as, 
sandstone,— 3, 
Showery: as, 
brashy weather; abrashy, cold spring.—4, Sub- 
ject to slight attacks of sickness or indispo- 
sition, especially when connected with seidity 
of the stomach. Hence— 5. Acid or bitter: 
as, a brashy taste, 

brass!,. 1. The following are varieties of brasa, with 
the parts, by weight, of their components: 

i 

Bragero, with paddie for stirring fire. 

Name. Z a EI 2 

Sialé E 
Admiralty metal ST 4 4s 
Bell-metal it ‘4 
Brazing-metal 16 $s 
Brazing-solder ho mM 
Bushing-metal 3— $ |) 4 
Common bruss tH a6 
Composition, United 

States Navy Ra 2 10 
Copper-red brass HL al 
Gan-metal 6) 26 b 
Gan-netal eS 1 2 
Muntz's metal “@ +0 
Naval brwss mn aT 1 
Red brass st a 4.3 43 
United Mates Navy jour } 

nal-benxwes SS) 34) 18 
White brass w | | 

Aluminium brass. Sew*elui/nfn.—Brase sleeker, 
Wire, See telerker, #wire!.-Brass solder, See #etder, 
= brass, a bras or alloy, containing copper and 
Zine, which has been exposed tose higha tempermture that 
the more volatile xine element ti the compound has begun 
to start or leave its combination with the copper.—Cala- 
min brass, bees prepared by the calamin mothod—that 
&, by mixiag metallic copper with calcined ecalamin and 
chareoal and heatiog the mixture for twelve hoarse or more 
in fireclay eructhles, till the zinc, pedueedl by the carbon 
and carbonic oxid, alloys with the copper, The calamin 
method, although cheaper than the direct method, has 
been replaced by the latter which requires lest time — 
Naval brass, « mctal consisting of @ parts of copper, 37 
_ of zine, and 1 part of tin, used in England for aur- 
ices to be exposed te corrosion in seawater, or in parts 
of guns and fittiogs,— Small brags, a Roman coin the 
size of a sextans.— Soft traas which has hot been 
hardened! by harmering or working ; brass which haa been 
annealed after Deing worked: ased when ductility is re- 
quired. — brass, any brass which is suitable for 
making bushing of linings for bearings — Yellow br: 
a cheap brass used for making castings when strength anv 
duetility are not required : ustially nade of 70 parts of cop- 
per and 99 parte of elie, 

bray 

brass!, v. t.— To brass it, to brazen it out ; behave bre 
zen-facedly or 2 (Colloq, 

mn. 2, A band of any material worn 
about the arm above the elbow. 
men on the battle-fleld wear a white cloth 
with a red crows. 

The private wears on the left arm above the elbow a 
brassart of white cloth, three inches wide, with a cross af 
red cloth in the centre, 

Buek, Med. Handbook, L 485, 

Brass-founders’ ague. See *ague. 
brassic (bras’ik), a. [L. brass(ica), cabbage, 
+ -ic,| Same as *brassidic. 

Brassicaces (bras-i-kii‘sé-é), n. pi. [NL. (Lind- 
ley, 1836), ¢ Brassica + -acez. family of 
——— choripetalous plants of the or- 
der Papacerales, the mustard family, typified 
by the genus Brassica, 1 is the same as the Crucé 
Jere (which sev), and la the mame adopted by botanists 
who require that family names be derived from those of 
the type genera. 

brassicaceous (bras-i-ka‘shius), a. Belonging 
to the #rassicacee, or mustard family. 

brassidic (bra-sid’ik), a. brasetic) +-id + to) 
Noting an acid, CgH)7CH:CHC,;HyoCOgH, 
formed by the action of nitrous acid on erucie 
acid and probably stereomeric with the latter. 
It is monobasic and melts at 66°C, This acid 
is also called brasviec acid. 
brass-molder (braa’mél‘dér), ». One who 
makes brass castin, As bras requires quite itf- 
ferent treatment from iron, special men do the brass 
molding. 

brass-shirted (bris‘shér’ted), a, Covered or 
incased with brass: as, a brass-shirted roller. 
Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, ah; 465. 

brassware (bras’wér), w. ings made of 
brass; brazen utensils. 

brass-work (bras’wérk), a. Articles or finish- 
ings of brass, as the smal] mountings or trim- 
mings about a boiler or machine. 

lia. IL». A wooden golf-club shod 
with on the sole. 

Hospital-corpa, 
— marked 

c 

4, brassy -eiblick | &, brassy-spoon; C, brassy<leik. 

brassy-cleik (bras’i-klék), ». An iron golf- 
elub with a wooden orbhard-rubber inset, some- 
times used in place of a brassy, 

brassy-niblick (bras‘i-nib’lik), ». A wooden 
golf-elub with a small head and a brass sole, 
used for playing out of bad lies. 

(bras‘i-spin),». A wooden golf- 
club with a long face, lofted, and a brass sole. 
Brathay flags. See *flay4. 
bratling (brat‘ling), ». [brat2+ -lingl.] A 
little brat; an infant. [Jocose.] 

We are all—wife, Oratiing, and self—remarkably well. 
Cottle, Reminiscences of Coleridge, p. TA. 

bratty? (brat’i), ».; pl. bratties(-iz). [Tamil 
raratti or wirdtti, dried dung.) A cake of dried 
cows’ dung, used as fuel, t outhern India.) 
Brauneria (brou-né‘ri-i), 1, [NL. (proposed 
by Necker, 1790), named in honor of J. J, 
Brévner, author of a German herbal published 
in 1713.) A genus of dicotyledonous plants 
belonging to the family Asteracew. See Ech- 
inaeen, 
Braun's solution. See *solution. 
Braun tube. See *tute. 
Brauronia (bri-ro’ni-G), nv. pl. [Gr. Bpaypduie, 
neut, pl. of Bparycuror, adj., ¢ Bpavpor, a village 
of Attlea.) In Gr. aatig., w festival in honor 
of Artetnis Brauronia, It was celebrated every fifth 
year at Brauron, a village of Attica; ite chief features 
were a procession of ten virgins to the temple of the god- 
dess, their consecration to her serviee, and the sacrifice of 
agant. See Uneuronien, 

Bravais's method. See *method. 
bravura, ". 2, In painting, vigorous, brilliant 
treatment in both color and technique. 

Here, tistead of braeure, we have a careful, almost 
painstaking, reproduction of the model. 

Portfolio, XXL 176. 

brawl), n. See brawl, 
1. & 2. In eloth-finishing, to pound 

(woolen cloth) in a poopy seouring-liquor: 
same as fill, See full? and fulling?. 



braza 

braza (brii’thii), n. (Sp.: see bracel, n.) The 
Spanish fathom (see brass*, 2); in the Philip- 
ines, 4 measure of length somewhat less than 
feet, 

brazenry (bra’zen-ri), . [brasen + -ry.] 
Brazen assertion; effrontery. 

Coming from Lord Lucan, this language was no valgar 
brazenry ; it represented the irrepressible strength of hia 
real hough mistaken conviction. 

braziery (bra’ziér-i), 1. Braziers' work; brass- 
ware. 

brazilein (bra-zil'é-in), ». [Appar. ¢ brazil, + 
--in2.] Same as brazilin, 

anime, Same as anime, i.— bug 
or beetle. See #>uy?.—Bragilian cedar. soo cedar, 
— Brazilian ch . Same as Surinam weherry (6).— 
Brazilian ruby, cte. See #emerald, #ruby, 

te. ete. 

brazilite (bra-zil’it), #, [Brazil + -ite?.] See 
*haddeleyite, 

brazing-clamp (bra’zing-klamp), x. A clamp 
used in repairing saws and in brazing together 
the ends of band-saws. It consists of a strong frame 
with two or more sct-serews for holding the saw-web in 

tion, amd is fitted with a screw-preas The ends of 
¢ band-saw are beveled to match, od hn the clamp 

with the ends joined, and supplied with solder under the 
preas, Hed-hot trons are then placed above and below 
the Joint and — together by the 
trons cause the to flow and make a brazed foint, A 
= brazing-tongs (which see) can be used 

-machine (bri’zing-mng-shén*), ». A 
heating-machine fitted with a conveyer by 
which small articles to be brazed are carried 
under the gas-flames in the furnace, 

-metal ( 

brazed to the pipe. 

brazing-table (bra‘zing-t4’bl), ». An iron 
table supporting a flat slab of fire-clay and 
fitted with gas-burners for using producer-gas 
under an air-blast and giving blowpipe flames 
that may be concentrated upon any point on 
the table. 

boone fire- 

larger tables ha’ ed 
bricks arranged in convenient positions for the work. 
See Wheating- machine. 

Brartng -tabte. 

4, tre-brick slab om iron table; 4, loose fire-brick to conceateate 
heat; «, Wowpipes: a. gaepipes: ¢, alepepes: 4 compressedair 
reservotr: gy pressure control; A, gas supply; ¢, air supply; 4. 
standard, with setecrew, supporting pipes, 

bi -wire (bri‘’zing-wir), ». Soft brass 
wire of small diameter bound around a joint 
to be brazed. The joint is then heated, and the Sux, 
usnally borax, is sprinkled om the jolt, which is then 
filled by the molten metal from the wire, 

brea (bra’ii), a. [Sp. tar, resin: ef. F. brai, 
resin, ete.] 1, A small thorny tree, Casal- 
pinia precor, with light-green bark, found in 
northern Argentina, It rae a pale-brown 
gum resembling gum arabic and known com- 
mercially as goma brea.—2, A variety of 
asphaltum which is fluid at ordinary tempera- 
tures; maltha, 

In regard to brea and chupapate, tage seems to make 
them synonymous, anless it be that the solidity of chapa- 
pote is a degree greater than that of . by no Teeans an 
asenred distinction, U, &. Geol, Sure., 190, p. 290. 

brea-blanca (bra‘ii-bliing’kii), n. (Sp. brea, 
iteh, + blanca, white.] A soft resin obtained 
rom the pilaui-tree (Canariam Luzonicum), 

Kinglake, Crimea, IV. 57. 
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used in the arts to toughen varnish and pre- 
vent it from eracking, but not suitable for 
varnish alone. Also called Manila elemi, See 
elemi and *pilawi, [Philippine Is.) 

of faith, betrayal of confidence or implied trust : 
as, “vicious breach of faith,” Massinger, ful Lover, 
iv. 2— (noe?,, a boarding sea whieh 
atripe the deck-farniture from a vessel, — breach 
nef.) & tea that sweeps across the deck without break. 

> mount a breach, to asst a breach in a 

bread!, "..Black bread, 
the addition of often with 

Bread Seu #or.—Peast of unleavened bread. 
See Jewish tfertionls,— Indian bread. See feekahoe, 2 
Pulled bread, pieces of the crumb of fresh bread or lis 
eult dried in a slow oven until slightly colored: served 
with chocolate, coffee, or bouillon, 

bread!,r.¢. 2. To clean by rubbin 
bread or with a bread-crust, as a 
3. To provide with daily bread, 

They had enough to bread themeeclves. 
Teurgée, Foo!'s Erranil, p. 91. 

bread-board (bred’bérd), ». 1, A board upon 
which to knead, roll, or mold flour-mixtures; 
& —— — : a molding-board; a rolling- 
board.—2, A upon which bread is cut 
on the table during the serving of a meal. 

bread-crust rust (bred Krust), », A crust of bread. 
= bomb. See *imn),— Bread-crust 

, bread made of rye Sour, 
caraway seeds. See ryel,— 

with dry 
rawing.— 

book of Geol., p. 274, 

breadfruit, ».— african breadfrut a tree of the 
mulberry family, 7 aa, lange rownd 
fruits contain numerous y needs, baried in a 

ital 
in the vea- 
the cover 

rise. 

bread-nut, ». 2. The seeds of the fertile bread- 
fruit, drtocarpus communis, which form a food 
staple on many Pacific islands and in the East 
Indies. They are somewhat like European 
chestnuts in flavor. See Artocarpus, bread- 
Sruit, *antipolo, and *dugdug. 

bread. (bred’stiks),». pl, Bread-dough 
rolled into sticks and baked: served with 
bouillon, soup, or tea. 

Breadth extreme, in ship-dreildi. dem, a pate rp | 
the greatest breadth of the ship the outside of 

above or below water,— 

ed in certain places over the average thick- 
nea Breadth index. Same as cephalic index (which 
see, under cephatich— Internal biorbital in 
anthrop., the distance between the inner sides of the two 
orbita.—Interptarion breadth, the distance between 
the pteria.— um frontal breadth, in anthrop., 
the minimam distance between the temporal ri — 

um ramus breadth, in entArop,, the minimam 
th between the ascending branches of the lower jaw. 

— greatest breadth of nose. — 
in anthrep.,, Ue greatest 

diameter of orbit; also, the it distance from the 
dscryon to the ite side of orbit. — 
in anthrop., the th of the palate, generally measured 
between the canines as anterior and between the second 
molars as posterior palatal breadth Straight of 
breadth, tn shipbuilding, same as middle-trdy, |Aireat 
Britain.) 

The “middle body” or “straight of breadth,” is that 
put of a ship amidships where the cross-sections main- 
tain Ue form of the midehip section, 

White, Mannal of Naval Arch., p 457. 

bread (bred’win’ing),». The earning 
of a livelihood. 
breadwiz (bred’win‘ing), @. Serving to 
earn a livelihood: as, breadicinning pursuits 
or labors. 

break, v. I, trans, 14. In cricket, to cause (the 
ball) to change its course after the piteh, by 
imparting to it a twist or spin at the moment 
ofleaving the hand. Also used intransitively, 
—To Sms a landing. See #londiny.—To break a 
will, to secure a fodieial determination that an tnatru- 
ment purporting to be a will is not a legal will by reasen 
of defects, either in the forms required for ite proper exe: 
caution or ih the substance of the instriment,—To break 

to plow throughout : in coffon-growiug, con- 
trasted with merely forming the beds. [Southern U.S) 
—To break (one) all up, to unsettle or disturb greatly. 
(Colloq.|—To break the belle, open the game at 
English billiards or ball-pool.— break up. (/) To 
confuse; dissopeert, as a public speaker. [Slang.) —To 
break up a fox, in Awating, after the fox be killed, to 
take him away (from the dog, take off the mask, trust, 
and pads, and then throw the remains to them to worry. 

breaking-cap 
water, (6) To soften water for waehing, in —To break 

case it containa much lime or magnesia, by the addition 
of carbonate of soda or borax. 

TI. intrans, 15. In tennis and other games, 
to bound: as, the ball breaks in a contrary 
direction.— 16, In trap-shooting, to hit the tar- 
get. Forext and Stream, Jan. 24, 1903, p. 80. 
17. In ericket. See I, *14.—To break back, in 
erteket, sab of a ball when it breaks from the off, that bs, 
as the bowler views it, from left to right. See wufitrrenk. 
Hutchineon, Cricket, p. @.— To break down. Cae To 
Jose homogeneity ; «ald of a composite Hoit or setmtealid 
in the first stage of decomposition. To break even, in 
fare, to bet that each card will win of lose an even nun 
ber of tines om the deal.— To break Off. (¢) Said of the 
wid when ft comes more alead, —— a Yeasel te 

» off from her coarse in onter to keep her sails full. To 
up. (c) Veut., of a ship, to go te pieces in a 

leavy sen ; of a storm, to cense. 

break,n. 20. An unlucky remark, ora breach 
of airs de etiquette, or the like. [Colloq., 
8. - 21. In elect., the opening of an elee- 

tric cireuit,— 22. pl, In phys, geog., the broken 
land at the border of an upland that is dis- 
sected by ravines, [Western U.S.J—23, An 
apparatus for breaking the stalks of hemp, 
ete., with the object of facilitating the separa- 
tion of the bast from the woody tissue. Also 
called breaker.— 24, The bound of the ball in 
tennis service.— 25, A reduction in the rate of 
wages. [Scotch.]—26. In cricket,a ball which, 
because of atwist or spin imparted to it by the 
bowler, changes its course after the piteh.— 
27. In bering and price-fighting, the act of 
separating after the contestants have come to 
elose quarters and seized each other. Certain 
rules provide whether they may or may not 
strike at each other upon ‘breaking away,’ 
that is, separating.— All-round break or ran, in bil- 

one into which a variety of billiard-strokes enter, and 
together for more Uian three or 

breakaway (brak’a-wi), ». 1. An animal 
which breaks away from a herd or flock.— 2. 
A ic rush of sheep, cattle, horses, or other 
animals at the sight or amell of water; a 
stampede, [Australian in both senses.) 
The smartest stock borse that ever brought his rider up 

within whip distance of « breakaway of dodged the horms 
of a sulky beast took the chance. 

K, B, Morris, Austral English. 

break-back (brik’bak), ». An *off-break 
{which see). Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 64. 
res n. 2, A —— for ae! giant 

mar, Ossifraga gigantea: usually called ca, 
hen by suilors ; also, rarely used in books for 
the osprey, Pandion haliaétus and the lammer- 
geier, Gypaétus barbatus, 

break-club (brak’klub), ». In golf, a stone or 
other obstacle lying near the ball which might 
break or injure the elub in the act of playing. 

break a. Il, a. Used or employed in 
repairing a breakdown, specifically in the rail- 
way pervice: as, a crew; a break- 
down train. Called wrecking-train, ete., in the 
United States. 
When the Westhound’s ditched, and the tool-car's 

analin Way for the Breakdown (Tara-ra !) 
“Way for the Breakdown gang ! — Kiplin, 007 

We moved off, . . . the first [train] being a short 
a ™ pilot train. 

Julian Rolph, War's Brighter Side, p. 30. 

breaker, w., 1. (4) In elect..'a device for opening an 
electric clreuit. 

breaker-scutcher (bri‘kér-skuch’ér), wn. A 
machine used in preparing cotton for carding ; 
the first seutching-machine. 
reakfaste b r (brek’fas-tér), n. One who break- 
fasts. 

“Oh, don't you Know what has happened!” sakt the 
sacrod aster, 

Swdney Smith, Irish Rom. Cnth. Chureh. 

breakhead (brak’hed), ». Powerfully rein- 
forced stem and bows, peculiar to certain ves- 
sels used for breaking channels through heavy 
ice. 

In order to be able to maintain this ferry serviee in win. 
ter the Mecklenburg” has been constructed as an lee- 
breaker. The hull has a breathed such as is usually only 
carried by boe-breakers, and other important reinforce. 
mente, Set, Amer, Sep, Jan, 9 1004, p 2422, 

breaking-cap (bra‘king-kap), w. 1. A cap 
placed over an opening in the cylinder of a 
— 80 that if water collects in the 
eylinder the cap will be broken and thus open 
an outlet for it and prevent injury to the en- 
gine.— 2, A cap or — casting, used 
in machines for rolling iron or steel, such that 
if a piece is fed to the rolls too cool, or toc 
hard, the casting will yield first and save the 
more costly roll, 



breaking-harness 
-harness (bra‘king-hiir’nes), w. A 

harness of special design used in breaking 
colts to familiarize them with the stra yping. 

-joint (bra’king-joint), ». The joint 
or surface where an injured portion of the 
body of an organism is thrown off and a new 
one regenerated, 

There is a definite breebing-joint ut the base of the 
erab’s ley, at which the separation takes place. 

T. H. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 100 

breaking-pin (bra’king-pin), ». In a eon- 
veyer or elevator, a small safety-pin inserted 
at some point between the shafting or gearing 
which operates the conveyer and a sprocket- 
wheel whieh controls the belts or chains. Any 
unusual strain breaks the pin, releases the 
wheel, and causes the whole system to stop. 

(bré’king-snaf’l), vn, Aheavy p; 
jointed snaffle with a key-piece at the center 
and three or more players hanging on it. 

(bra‘king-strength), ». In 
mech, the strength of a body as meas by 
the load, per unit of cross-section, necessary 
to produce rupture. 

break-off, ». 2. The act of breaking off, sep- 
arating, or severing connection, company, or 

jons, 
break-wind (brik’wind), n. A rude shelter, 
constructed of sticks, bushes, bark, or other 
material, used by _- tribes, such as the 
former natives of Tasmania, and the —— 
eans of northwestern North America, in place 
of a tent or a hut. 

of a] with no dw bat — ee 
ages, until the coming of civilized man, roamed after 
within their tribal bounds. Eneye. Brit., XXV. 467. 

bream}, ».— 
dis, of the famil 
bream. [Australian 

family K, i im} 
Doresoma i, 

aa red enaprper,— bream, 
a species of sunfish, —— oes of the family Cen- 
trarchid#, which reaches a length of from 6 to $ inches : 

from Maine to Loufelana in strenms cast of the 
Alleghanies.— Silver bream. (a) Same as back *ream 
(a). (6) Same as white wbream (5. — White bream 
a fish of New mae Wie, Zens ovatum, of 
family Percida, Also call ver-belly. 

bream- (brém’ bakt), a. Having the 
back straight 
horse. 

or slightly arched: said of a 

He [a horse) waa not under the Jaw, . . . hol- 
a ‘backed . 

brean? > G. *brean, < Sp. brea, resin, 
= ot eine — obtain irom 
elemi. 

of the first of a act of 
the locks of wool 

, in wool-earding, the cylinder that dotts 
and conveys the wool from the t, or first part, of the 
carding-machine to the main cylinder, or drum.— Broken 

| breast: at the bronst.— 
adeformity of the chest conslating ina conical 

dessin 3 the lower end of the sternum.— Hysteri- 
breast, simulation of a tamer of the breast, sometimes 

breaat- at boat ian. In mining, retaining n. 2, pl. . . 
— in the face of a heading in running 

und. 
breast-bore (brest’bér), #. In mining, a bore- 
hole in front, Barrowman, — 

brace (brest’bris), mn, Any ¢ hav- 
ing a knob or breastplate, so that the operator 
ean push on it with his breast to feed the 
drill. See brace, 14. 
breast-collar (brest’kol-ar), n. A harness- 
strap passing round a horse’s breast, to which 
the traces are attached. 

breast-high, 2. As high as the breast; specifi- 
cally, in lombering, having a height of 414 feet 
above the ground. 
breast-hole (brest’hél), ». The arched hole, 
at the base of a foundry cupola, used for 
lighting the fire and taking out the cinder and 
alag after the iron has been drawn off, The 
hole is covered by a sheet-iron door while the 
blast is on, 

nu. 4 Same as *hreast-s 
breast- (brest'mi/ning), nr. 
*breast-stoping, 

breastplate, ». 7. The iron plate used for 
covering the breast-hole of a cupola. 

breast-chere (brest’shér), n. In ship-building, 
one of a line of props or shores, nearly hori- 
zontal, supporting transversely a ship in dry- 
dock, in the vicinity of her load water-line. 
Also called wale-shore. 
Naval Arch., p. 324. 

ing. 
me as 
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breast-stoping (brest’sté"ping), =. Mining 
from a vertical or steeply inclined face of ore. 
In fyclined veins this is a varlety of underhand stoping. 
In Gat deposits the term is applied te an extended face 
of work, as distiruruished from room. 

(brest‘wiz), ade, Abreast; side 
by side. 
Te form the two bridges, two lines of shipa.. . were 

nmvored actuss Use strait bremetuier. 
Grote, Greece, IL iv. 3& 

breathiness (breth‘i-nes), ». In a voeal or 
similar sound, the state, quality, or effect re- 
sulting from an escape of unvocalized air with 
the sound proper, as in clumsy vocalization, 
apprehension or terror, whispering, etc. : some- 
times equivalent to wheeziness, which, how- 
ever, is usually applied to mechanical sounds, 
as to a poor organ tone. 

thing, ". — Abdominal breathing. Sew he 
deaninal reapi ration, under abdominal, eyne-Stokes 
breathing, See Cheyne Stokes respiration, umber respera- 
fron, — Mouth brea , babe breathing 5* 
the open mouth instead of thro the nose : often 
children a sign of obstruction of posterior nares by 
mlenoid vegetations 

breathy (breth’i), a. [breath + -yl.]_ 1. Per- 
taining to or of the nature of breath.—2, In 
phonetics, accompanied with breath; pro- 
nounced with open glottis; uttered with 
breath.—3, Characterized by a conspicuous 
use of the breath: said usually of vocal sounds 
in which breath is needlessly and faultily 
wasted. 

breccial (brech‘i-al), a. [breeeia + -all.] Of, 
— — of the nature of breccia: as, 
one solid mass, Aane, Grinnell Exped., 

. 260, 
food treeciate (brech’i-at), v.t.; pret. and Pere 

.) To ciated, ppr. brecciating. pe + -ale 
break or shatter (the solid rock): a process com- 
mou in the —— and folding of strata. It 
is one of the methods of origin of the rock 
known as breceia. 
The folding which is almost certainly present would 

easily joint or breceiate the brittle Niobrara limestone to 
such an extent as to make it no barrier to the accumula 
tion of of] above from the carbonaceous constituents of 
the beds below, U.S. Geol. Sure., 002, p. 331, 

4 brecciform (brech’i-frm), a, [E. breccia + breakfast. 

brelan (bré-loh), a. [F.] 1. In games, three L. forma, form.] Having the form of a bree- 
cla. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 1071. 
Brechitide (bré-kit’i-dé), . pi. [NI., < Bre- 
chites + -idw.] A family of mollusks contain- 
ing the genus Brechites, or Aspergillum, now 
generally included in the Clavagellidw: same 
as Aspergillida. 
bred, a, A simplified spelling of bread, 

te (bred’bérg-it), ». [Named after 
B. G, Bredberg, a Swedish chemist, who ana- 
lyzed it.) An iron garnet from Sala, Sweden, 
peculiar in that it contains a considerable 
amount of esium, 

bredi (bri’di), a. (Cape Dutch.] In Sowth 
Africa, vegetables stewed with ment, 

bredth, ». A simplified — of breadth, 
n. 5. The lowest quality or sort of 

wool from the fleece of the sheep: it is taken 
from the opie a 
breech -cloth (bréch’kléth),n. Sameas breech- 
clout, 

breeches, n. pl— tn Eng. billiard, 
toakinar inning aan tae bee in tos different 
pockets by the one stroke, when ing from balk only. 

‘s breeches, a kilt, It tsa popular says 
that when enough blue sky a pearm after a storm to make 
a pair of : anen's# breeches the weather will clear, 
[Humorous 

~~ (brich’ez-fl5), ». An uptake; a 
flue having conduits for gases of combustion 
which join so a8 to discharge into one stack. 

breeches-pipe (brich‘ez-pip), xn. A pipe which 
divides into legs or branches; a baa ag 
breeches-tube (brich‘ex-taib), #. boiler- 
tube or -flue which divides into two parts 
which either run paralle) or diverge. 

(brieh’ing-bod‘i), ». That 
part of the breeching of a harness which en- 
circles the rump ofa horse, Itis held in place 
by hip-straps. The ends are provided with 
rings to receive the side or breeching-straps. 

(brich’ing-lip), ». 2, 
leather or metal loop used as a substitute 
the breeching-hook in a harness. 

-strap (brich’ing-strap), ». Astra 
by whieh the breeching is connected with the 
trace in double barness, or with the shaft in 
single harness, 

-tug (brich’ing-tug), ». In a har- 
ness, 4 short tug provided with a buckle and 

tor 

to receive the hip-strap. 

brest 
breech-plug (bréch’plug), ». Inorducner, the 
steel plug which closes the bore of a breech- 
loading gun at the rear end. Brooch-pluge are of 
various forma, but are usually of the general shape of a 
eylinder or trincated cone, on the surface of which fs an 
interrupted serew-thread corresponding to a slopilar female 
interrupted thread in the breech of the gun. ben the 
Plug is entered into the breech of the gun, the threads om 
the plug enter the blanks between Qhe threads in the 
breech, and the two parte are Jocked together by a quarter 
ot sixth tarn of the plag which engages the threads. See 
breech-block and breech-mechaniam, with cut. 

>, teLine breeding, in stock-roesing, another 
name for in-and-in breeding. Straight breeding, 
breeding within the Limite of a breed : opposed to crue 
breeding. 

breeding. ound (bré’ding-ground), », A 
place su ‘epic or used for breeding: as ‘ ducks 
seeking their breeding-grounds,” Kane, Arctic 
Expl., I. 268, 

b (bré‘di), a. [breed + -y1]. Breeding 
readily, as rabbits; prolitie. 

Blockheads too are breedy, and double themselves every 
ten yours. Bla, ‘s Mag., XUL oh. 

breez, ». A simplified spelling of breeze (wind). 
breeze®, n. 3. In electrotherap., a discharge 
of high tension electricity from a pointed or 
brush —— cousing & seneation as of # 

valley * — Re | Bad Ro down a mountalestde 
, gore, or : especial 

the late hours re nighta in the — — pone 
awind of auch power aa to permit 

carrying of tails only. it iy. 
Bre arc-lamp. See electric *are. 
breidin brea, realn, + -4d 
+ -in?.) A compound of uncertain identity 
deseribed by Baup as occurring in elemi, 

brein (bré’i . [Sp. i pound — 
breislakite "lak-it), u. 
— Bri » an Italian 
86 A mineral oceurrin esuvius in 

wool-like forms. Its exact ¢ eter is uncer- 
tain, but it has been referred to pyroxene, to 
amphibole, and also to fayalite. 

a, and t, A simplified spelling of 

(Named after Sci- 
geologist (1748- 

at 

of a kind—2, Anancient French game very 
much like poker, but ana with only three 
ecards in each and. It is now super- layer’s 
seded by bouillotte. 
Bremia (bré‘mi-4), n. [NL. (Regel, 1843), 
named for J. J. Bremi-Wolf, a Swiss natural- 

Bremia Lac tece. 

@, a branching conidi showing the expansions and pro- 
cesses o@ which the conidia arc berec, much enlarged; 4 » ripe 
conidsurm, ly —— a conidia alter gennination has 
begun, highly magaified. 

ist (1791-1857).) A genus of peronospor- 
aeeous fungi. They have the conidiophores expanded 
into a cup-like disk, from the margin of *hich arise short 
processes bearing the spores. The single spectes, B Lae: 
tuea, is the downy mildew of lettuce. It also occurs on 
several other closely related planta. 

brephalos (bref’n-los), ».; pl. brephatoi (-loi). 
{NL., © Gr. fpteor, the young of any animal, + 
-atoc, & mere termination.| The first larval 
stage of a crustacean after leaving the egg. 

brephic (bref’ik), a. [Gr. jpegexde, adj. ¢ Jpéoor, 
fetus, embryo.) In /iol., pertaining to an early 
developmental stage. 
brer (brur, bru), ». A dialectal contraction of 
the word ‘brother’ in use among the negroes 
of the southern United States: as, brer Fox, 

White, Manual of loops, attached to the breeching-body or braces rer Rabbit, ete, J. C, Harris, Uncle Remus. 
brest, #. and. A simplitied spelling of breast. 



bretas 

bretas (bret‘as), .; pl. bretea (4-8). (Gr. 
Spérag, pl. rea.) In Gr. an 
or image having slight resemblance to the 
homan form. ere may be found indications 
of a head, and sometimes of hair and drapery. 
Bretea are often seated. 

bretelles (bre-telz’), n. pl. [F.] In dressmak- 
ing, straps running from the belt in front over 
the shoulders to the belt in the back, with 
more or less elaboration of trimming and out- 
line, They usually broaden at the shoulder 
and narrow toward the waist. 

breth, 2. Asimplified spelling of breath, 
(brevH’ren-izm), a. The prin- 

ciples or doctrines of the sect known as Chris- 
tian Brethren, — Brethren, and some- 
— Darbyites. Plymouth Brethren, ander 

ther, 
B n.—Low Breton, Same as Breton, 2. 
—æ (bré-to’ni-an), a. and ». [Cape 
Breton or Cape Breton Island.) In geol., a 
divisional name 728 by Matthew to the 
uppermost stage of Cambrian deposits in New 
Brunswick. y fossils, amengr 
them Dietyonema flabelliforme, & ptolite which in 
other countries also marks the summit of the sediments 
of Cambrian time, ‘ 

bretonne (bre-ton’), ». [F., fem. of breton, 
Breton.] A purée of red onions. 

Brev. An abbreviation of brevet. 
n.—Mozarabic , the b ns 

Fo odin ts the Momeni Wags, ee 
only in the elty of Toledo, Spain. 

breviconic (brev-i-kon’ik), a. [L. brevis,short, 
+ Gr, xavog, *2 Having a short cone, as the 
shells of certain fossil cephalopods 
brevipalatal (brev-i-pal’a-tal 
*hrachyuranic, Tierner. 

Brev xn, 2, Agenus of California plants 
of the family Liliacew. B, Ida-Maia, the only 
species, is a slender, grasay, —— plaut 
with beautiful and lasting searlet and green 
flowers often called floral fire-erackers. 
Brewer's See *mask', 
brewst (brist), ». <A brewing. 
browst. 
brew-wife (brii‘wif),. (ME. brwewyf.] A 
woman who brews; a brewster, 

For the sei(d) gold smyth hath maried a bruewyf, and 
keepeth rey 2h, haus = Paston Lane We su 

Brianchon luster, point, See *her- 
agon, *luster?, * point}. 

limestone. See */imestone, 
brick?, rv. 1. Commercial bricks are divided into two 

ural classes, hard érick, and sft briek. A hard brick 
s any brick bummed sufficlently hard to resist moisture, 
heavy pressure, and moderate heat; it ranges in color 
from deep blue-black, b dark reds, to dark browng 

and reddish yellows, and is ased for pavements, side- 
walks, hearths, ovens, foundations, bridges, subways, and 
exterior walls of buildin A soft brick ina partly burned 
brick, ranging in color from pale yellow to salipon, used 
oaty for interior walls and partitions in dry places, such 
as the backing of exterior walls, for Gilling in piers, and 
in other places exposed to moderate temperature amd 
pressure. Each claas ts divided into many kinds, chietly 
described by thelr character or use, as Aerd building, 
rough hard, emnimon herd, ete, and pale, fight, AUing-in, 
backing-ep, inmeide wall, ete. Ajuminous 
bricks consisting principally of alumina, These bricks 
are neutral iy character, not betag eaally attacked by 
either an acid or a beac . They are used as linings 
of furnaces, whete they will come in contact with the 
slag or other corrosive material, or ata point of junction 
hetwoen am ackl and & hasle lining. Bauxite 
refractory tricks made of calcined bauxite, mixed with 
clay or plumbaygo, They are axed for lining furmaces, 
and are neutral in charscter.— Boston brick, a rough 
facebrick touch used in okt colonial buildings. It is 
made in shades of red.— Brown brick, a hard fire-brick 
eed in constructing cokeovensa It measures ? incles 
long by 4) by 2§ atone etd and 4 by 2y at the other end. 

~ Pace- or t-brick, any hard brick suitable for the 
front exterior walla of buildings of seme architectural 
character.— Gage-brick, « special kind of fire-brick Uist 
under the inttocnce of heat changes color: teed fn bake- 
ovens to serve ae a crude guide to the temperuture 
Glass brick, « #treet-paving material made of broken or 
scrap glass, which is melted and compressed Ente shape 
By this treatment the gina ie strengthened and te resket- 
ing quality is incressed,— Glazed brick, trick having 
one face coated with cnamel.— Honeycomb brick, fire- 
brick of a spectal form, shown in Uhe 

J. a. Same as 

Same as 

figure, patented for ase in the inte- 
rior construction of the Cowper 
regenerative hot-blastatove. Built 
up together, these bricks form a 
honeycomb-like structure with lex- 
agonal channels, Uurotiyh which the 
flame of blast-furnace waste gus 
— for two or three hours, heat- 
ng Up the tlre-briek, and is ther re- 
laced by air, which takes ap the 
eat thos stored and is senton te the 

furnece ut a temperature of about 1,500" F,— Magnesite 
brick, « fire-brick made of inapure magnesia mixed with 
water, dried, and burned.— Muley brick, a brick-yard 
term for an imperfect beick.—Natural brick, clays 

Honeycomb: Brick 
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Neutral brick, en! 
portion of lamina and 
at both acid and basic ox! 
out sl ing or melting down.— 

pred color. fine quality of hard smooth-faced brick of a 
— a form of 
refrac brick tory —5 
tsed in bullding tall chim. 
neys, !t isin the form of 
the keystone of an arch and 
has two rows of perfora- 
tions, Bailt inte a cireu- 
lar chimney, radial bricks 
— with each line 
of tions in line with 

Radial Brick. 

A, pertoration, 

the mortar filling the perforations through each tier of 
bricks and binding them together vertically. Sand-lime 
brick, a brick made from siliciows sand, with a small ad- 
mixture of time to serve as cementing material, and 
burned at a very bigh temperature,— very 
hard brick suitable for sewer or other submerged or bur- 
ied work.— Stock brick, any hard brick for general ex- 
terior work,— brick made of clay that in 
— tarns white: a fine decorative brick for interior 
wi 

brick?, ¢. t.—To brick in, to inclose with brickwork : 
used of timber constructions the open spaces of which 
have to be filled in with brickwork.—To brick up, to 
close with brickwork, a an opening; to strengthen with 
brickwork, as a wall or pler. 

brickbat, ». 2. Hornblende schist, which 
—* weathering breaks up into rectangular 
blocks from three sets of joints. Bulletin 213, 
U. 8S. Geol. Surv., 1902, p. 59. [Local name 
near Deblonegs, Ga, 

brick-chisel (brik’«hix’el), 2. A short, heavy 
steel chisel having a wide cutting-edge, used 
by bricklayers in cutting fine face-brick. 

dust deposit, a urinary sediment of a brick-red 
color, consisting of urates. 

Brickmakers' anemia. See *#anermial, 
(brik’nogd), a. Filled with brick- 

nogging, as a timber construction the open 
ees of which are to be filled in this way. 

ck-top (brik top), nm. An edible agarica- 
eeous fungus, Hypholoma sublateritium. 

bricole, ». 4. In billiards, the act of causing 
the eue-ball to hit a cushion first; cushioning. 
Banding, banking, benching, and walling are all 
equivalents of cushioning in this sense, 
prideshi brid’ship), n. The standing or 
status of a bride, 

Withelmnina’s wedding day arrived, after a brideship of 
eight months. Carlyle, Frederick the Great, IL viii. 276, 

bridge!, ». 13, (5) Anarrangement of circuits, 
electric or magnetic, whereby the bri cir- 
cuit connects from a point of one circuit to a 
point of another circuit, and thereby permits 
a comparison of the parts of the two circuits, 
—14, In billiards: (a) A notched piece of 
wood, attached to a long handle, used as a sup- 

Bridge 

port for the ene when the ball is in such a 
position that the hand cannot conveniently be 
used asarest, (6) The thumb and forefinger 
used asa rest over which the billiard-cue glides. 
The best players now use the hooked fore- 
finger, infolding the small end of the cue.— 
15. In math., the crossing-place of two sheets 
of a Riemann’s surface, It may ran from 0 to o 
along anarbitrary Hoe, say along the ray of positive real 
numbers. Along the bridge the surface intersects itself, 
16, A narrow-railed, movable plank extend- 
ing across the flies of a theater: used in rais- 
ing angels, fairies, ete., in spectueular plays, 
and worked by repes and pulleys from the 
gridiron.—17. A lat form or seaffold hung by 
ropes, used by mechanics in painting or fin- 
ishing walls. —18, An arched easting fastened 
to the cover of a pump which guides the free 
end of the plunger or piston-rod.— 19, In min- 
ing: (a2) A platform on wheels running on 
rails for covering the mouth of a shaft or 
slope. (6) A track or platform which passes 
over an inclined haulage-way and ean be 
raised out of the way of ascending and deseend- 
ingenra, (¢) An air-crossing, Coe! and Metal 
Miners’ Pocketbook. —20, A narrow strip, 

bridge 
laced across an opening, for supporting some- 

ing without closing too much of the open- 
ing. Also eg igh bridge-picee. Trautwine, 
Engin. Pocket- .—21. Ina Dow composing- 
machine, the place on the raceway where the 
justification of a line of characters begins. 

⏑ Oy The uppermost bridge 
waranipe, of fone construction, au tad 

from by o framework.-— 
4 partition hanging down from a boiler to deflect 

gases, = This is sometimes a Water-leg and sometimes 
ja made of fire-brick.—Low bridge! = 34 warning 
on a canal-beat to dack the head when t to pose 
under a bridge. 

fifty, e'd be got together, nu’ ‘sudden! over fifty, ¢ , in’ some one was suddenly 
to holler * Low dindge that nineteen out o° twenty ‘d 
duck their heads.” 2, N, Westcott, David Harum, xxviil 

Natural bridge anataral span of rock across a stream 
or hollow, teu; ly a remnant of the former roof of a care, 

The ‘Caroline’ Natural Bridge, San Juan County, Utah. 

Height, from surface of warerto lower center of arch, 197 feet: 

width, from buttress to buttress at bottom af caton, sot foct 6 

inches; thickness of samdsvone arch at highest potnt. e253 feet. 

which after the destruction of adjacent parts of the for- 

mation may leave a bridge-like strneture. Famous natural 

bridges occur in Virginia and {Utah.— 
See Meupriccondylar.— 

bridge mounted on a form of track. 
are generally used for tran: ing roateriala auch as coal 

or ore from cars to storage-bins or from the storage-bins 
to cars. 

bridge’, v. I. trans, 4, In card-playing, to 

bend (# card) so that a confederate can cut the 

pack wherever the bent card is placed. 
Tl. intrans. In wrestling, to make a bridge 

of the body by pressing the head and feet on 

the ground and bowing up the back, to prevent 
the opponent from securing a fall. 
bri (brij), *. [Short for bridge whist, prop. 
bridge whist, < bridge’ + whist. The allusion 

is not determined. It is not the same as in 

bridge], vr. 4. The “Russian britch,” cited as 

the source of the Eng. word, must be recently 

borrowed from the Eng.] A card game for 

four players, a variant of whist, called also 
(originally) bridge whist. The players cut for part. 
nership and deal, each drawing from « full pack of 2 

cand, spread face downward on the table. The two jow- 

est pair against the two highest, aml the lowest of the 

four bas the choive of seats and aml takes the first 
deal, In cutting, the ace t& low; in play it is high, the 
other cards ranking from the king down to the deace, 
Purtners ait opposite each other, the positions at the table 
being aa in the diagran ; 

Deine 

er 

The leader and the pone are known as the adversaries. 
The dealer presenta the pack to the pone to be cat, and 
then distributes the cards one ata thme until each player 
has i No tramp isjturned, Hf any card is found faced 
in the peck, or if Uke last card does not come in its propor 
onder to the dealer, or if any player has more or tesa than 
15 cords, Here must be a new deal by sume dealer. 
No matter what irregularity occurs, the dealer cannot lose 
his deal. The dummy shattes the still pack for Uwe next 
deal, The dealer looks at his hand and announces the 
suit he selects as a trump for that deal, or declares to 
lay without a trump, or passes the declaration over to 
his partner, wh. mist decide on something without con- 
sultation. Should the dummy declare before being asked 
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that the declaration shall 
be a new deal, If the dummy 

dealer to make the declaration, the ——— 
jew deal or insist om the dummy declariny f 

makes a declaration, the dealer 
either deal again or ignore the — Bridge 

rubbers, two out of three gummes of SO points 
ere win the firat two 

ed, All tricks over six taken 
e game, ba. ths valae 0; these 

declaration. When spades are 
above six counts 2; when clubs are 

6; hearta, 8; and when there fa no 
™ Taore than cmoagh to 
it is all counted. In addi- 

§ honors in the trum 

Othe ere is no tramp the 
four aces are the only bonora, The honors count 
toward the game, but they add to the value of the rubber 
as follows: 

= * 
ge 

7 

zt 

D. 

* 
* 
* 
30 
* 
© 
8 we BESean w oate¥#se sSuve2ee Chicane 

rand slam 40, little slam 20 
The winners of the rubber add 100 

it, but they —F jouble the value of the 
trick points by ‘ over.’ the leader does not wiah 
to double, he saya, “Shall I Tt" It he plays without 

je Wrong the adver- 
sartes take one of his tricks as penalty. The penalty for 
a revoke is to take 3 tricks from the revoking side. The 
py if the adversaries toad out of tarn is to call a euit. 
f one aide wins 12 out of the 18 tricks, it adda 20 points 

to its honor score for little slam ; if it wins all 15, tt adds 
#forgrand slam If any player has « hand dealt him with 
ho tritmp in it, he scores for chicane, which la equal to 
‘simple’ honors (8 out of 6). At the end of the hand the 
scores are put down on a scoteshect, all the points made 
in tricks below the lite and all Ge honer scores above it. 
When the score of either side reaches or passes 30, a line 
fe drawn under it to show that one game of the rabber ts 
finished. The side that wins two gumes adds 100 points 
as bonus, and the scores of each side are then added w 
and the difference betwoun them Is the value of the ru 
ber, which is always played for so much « point. The 
player who keeps the seore writes “We at the top of bis 
side of the score-alip and “They” om the other side. In 
the ample scare-slip given the scores put down are: 
we, 2 by cards simple honors in 
hearts; they, 3 by cards and 4 honors in 
diamonds; we, 4 by cards and 90 aces in 
no-trampe, winning the first game and 
drawing a line under it; they, Gby cards, 
SO aces, amd Little slam at neo-trimnpe, 
drawing « line under the second game: 
we, the odd trick at doubled spades and 
4 honors in one hand, they having chicane 
in spades; they, 4 by cards and 4 boners 
in one hand in hearte, drawing a ine 
ander the third game and adding 1 
points for winning the rubber. The scores 
added and the lower deducted from the 
higher, the difference is found to be 2s, 
and asthe points are usually counted to 
the nearest 10, the value this rubber 
would be 29), It la possible for the win- 
ners of the robber to lowe a few polnts, 
owtng to the higher —* oe * — 
opponent canine Daw jaye 
ra persons, There are bo rubbers, 
each in tern taking the dummy, and the 
winning aide in cach game ing {> 

vinte bonws. Lf the single player is the 
eater and pases the make, he picks ap his durmy's 

cards, and, without showing them to the adversaries, 
clares according to rule. S$ or 4 aces, dummy must 
make itmotrump. With les than 3 aces he cannot call 
no-trumps, but must select his longest amit, Lf two suite 
are eq the pips are counted, aces being worth 11 and 
court-cards 10 each ; if still equal, the more valuable suit 
must be declared. The leader is the only one who can 
double, and he cannot dontte a dunmy declaration. When 
the opponents of the single player bave the deal, the single 
player changes his seat so as to be the leader on that deal. 
~Drive bridge, Same as progressive bridge. 

progrearive Rypames, 

bridge-bar, ». 2. Sume as *bridge!, 20. 
bridge-bracket (brij’brak’et), nm. In cotton · 
manuf., & simple device for removing hanks 
of yarn from the reel of a reeling-machine. 

pler (brij‘kup‘lér), ». In railread- 
ing, an automatic coupling- and locking~ievice 
for a drawbridge. When the bridge is opened the 
coupler sete the train-signal against the bridge and opens 
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the switch to the derail. The closing of the draw causes 
the coupler to lock the bridge, release the ami 
close tKhederniL, Bee #bridgedook and *derail,— le 
Sridge-coupter, one which controls two or more signals 
used where there are more tracks than one, 

bridge-crane (brij'krin), ». A stationary 
crane having an elevated bridge, supported at 
the ends upon columns, and carrying on top a 
** from which is suspended the hoisting- 
tackle. 

house (brij‘hous), ». In shi iiding, 
a superstructure of comparatively light con- 
struction, above the general line of the bull 
proper, in the middle part of a merchant 
steamer. The bridge is located on top of it, 

Asan example, take the case of a vere! ha’ a long 
oe ele 4 feet in height, extending to a tridge-Aowee 

ips, and a ie. 
White, Manual of Naval Arch, p. 14 

bridge-jumper (brij‘jum-pér), n. One who 
for notoriety or —* makes a practice of 
jumping from high bridges. (U. 5.] 

tock (brij‘lok), ». In railroading, a 
self-locking bolt-lock used on a drawbridge to 
lock the bridge and prevent it from being 
opened until the aad ma, by the movement 
of his levers, has withdrawn the bolt. The move- 
ment of the ly then automatically locks the bolt, and 
this, in turn, throagh the tnterloekiing signal-s |, Sets 
all train-signals against the bridge and keeps them locked 
at ‘danger’ until the return of the bridge releases the 
en locking the bridge in [ts pormal closed posl- 

bridigeman (bei men), n.7 pl. bridgemen (-men), 
A bridge-builder; # workman engaged in 

Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 363.—2, One of 
the short lengths of studding used in bridging 
floors, Also bridging-piece.—3, Same as 
*bridgel, 20, 

bridge-plate (brij’plat), ». A steel ‘or iron 
te of a comparatively low carbon content, 

hese plates have a tensile strength of about 40,000 
pounds per square inch and are one ductile, 

bridge-pot (brij’pot), n. The movable socket 
of a — ———— which rests on the 
— — * 

ridger group. e *group!, 
ie F (brij‘skrén}, ». A shelter for 

the helmsman on the bridge of a war-ship, 
differing from » pilot-house in that it is open 
at the back and sides, 

bridgework (brij‘wérk), ». The adjustment 
of artificial teeth by attaching the frame hold- 
ing them to adjacent sound teeth as abut- 
ments, 

bridle, ». 10, An arrangement by which a 
la kite, used in aérial observations, is at- 
tached to the steel wire by which it is held, 
The Marvin safety-bridle consists of two parts, the upper 
and lower bridle, attached to the malin rib of the kite a 
few inches apart, A small copper wire, or safety-line, is 
inserted between them, When this wire is broken by 
the strain of a strong wind, the upper bridle comes into 
ey and the lower portion goes out of mee, so that the 

te at once titles at a lower angle and the strain ts re 

F a at AVL 
a 

Clayton-Hanyrave kite, showing elastic bridle. 

a and 4, ngid cords: «, elastic cord. 

brilliant 
laxed. In the Blue Hill automatic elastic bridle an elas 
tic band is introduced into the bridle and an increasing in 
strain gradually alters the angle of fight. 

A device for controlling the speed of 
logs on a skid-road. It consists of a short with 
two hooks at one end which are driven inte the hog 
of the tarn; at the other end i¢ « clamp which rans over 
the 
12. In certain cephalo . one of the bands 
which attach the funnel to the head.—13. In 
ianoforte-making. Same as *bridle-tape,— 

fonaparte bridle, « bridle consisting of a piece ol ve 
hk ateme end, A portion of the ree is placed In the 
horse's mouth as a bit and the end is over the 
crown and thro the boop and exte back as a rein. 
Bridoon 6,0 bridle provided with double cheeks, 

one —— the driving-bit, the other for the bridoen . 
c | 

bridle, r. & 3. To connect; join as by a 
bridle: as draft-rollers (in cotton-manufactur- 
ing) that are yoked together. Thornley, Cotton- 
combing Machines, p: 237, 

bridle-cable (bri‘dl-ka*bl), n. A cable which 
is shackled or made fast to a bridle along the 
mye of which itis freetoplay, See bridle, 7. 

bridle-iron (bri’dl-i’érn), ». A steel or wrought- 
iron loop or frame for supporting the end of a 
beam from a wall or another beam; a joist- 

r. 
Wridie-msn (bri’dl-man), x. One who follows 
a turn of | down the skid-road and tends 
the bridle, *bridle, 11. 

brier, ».— brier, See china wbrier.— China 
brier,« * vine, Sualex glauca, which causes trouble 
in agrieult: lands from Pennsylvania to Tennesses. 
The name (often corrupted to chatny trier), is connected 

at dectary, Sueter sutaeiioren om . er 4 . 
horse-nettle Sdanum Carelinenst.—Baw-brier. Same 
as Chine ®brier,—Senaitive brier. see Schrantia, 

brier-stitch (bri‘ér-stich), », In sewing-machine 
work, a method of sewing with a two-needle 
machine in which the combined needles stitch 
a fine cord or embroidery-thread upon the fab- 
ric ina running pattern resembling the figure 
8. Sometimes called figure-of-eight stitching. 

Brig. An abbreviation of (a) Brigade; (b) 
Brigadier. 

brigade, n, 3. In codl., a division of no fixed 
value, used in the sense of ‘cohort,’ as a con- 
venient term for assemblages of animals which 
may not be included in any of the divisions 
commonlyemployed. Trans. Linnean Soc., Lon- 
don, Zool., Oct., 1901, p. 240.—4, A small 
squad of engineers or of other technical troops: 
as, the full sap was executed by a brigade of 
eight sappers. 

brigalow (brig‘a-l6), ». [Also brickiow: from 
# native Australian name, in the Namoi dia- 
leet of New South Wales, buriagalah = ‘ place 
of the buri-tree,’ ¢ buri or bri, the name of Aca- 
cia pendula.) Any one of several species of 
Acacia, especially A, harpophylla, which yields 
a hard, heavy brown wood having a strong odor 
of violets. It is used in turning and for build- 
ing purposes, and by the aboriginals for spears, 
boomerangs, and clubs. [Australia.] 

tine!, ». 44. A quarter-galley, known 
for its delicate lines, swiftness, and quick 
handling. 

The boats were called galleys, galleota, brigumtines 
(yaleotas Ligeras o vergdtines, or frigates), &e., acourding 
to their size; agalleet isa small galley, while a brigantine 
may be called a quarter galley, 

Poole, Hartary Corsains, p, 205, 

ht-line spectrum. See *spectrwm. 
tness equation, sensation. See *equa- 

tion, *sensetion. 
brightsmitht (brit’smith), ». A whitesmith. 
[Rare and artificial.) 

brill, ». 2. A small and very bony flounder 
of New Zealand, Caulepsetta seaphus, of the 
family Plewronectide, The name was trans- 
fe from the true brill of Europe, 

. .—Brilliant *red, *purple, *scar- 
let, otc. tT. nena. : 

". lish double-cut brilliant, the regular full 
brilliant with S or tt facets added above or below, of 
beth, on the front and beck. — Pull it. In dia- 
yeond-qutting, (ut as a brilliant with 66 faceta See bril- 
iene, 1. 



brilliantine 
brilliantine (bril-yan-tén’), », [brilliant + 
-ine?.| 1, A dress-goods for women’s wear, 
similar to alpaca, but superior to it in richness 
of material and finish.—2, A name freely and 
swenerally employed to designate toilet prepara- 
—— of variable composition for the face or 
mir. 

brimade (bri-miid’), ». [F. slang.) A hazing 
(atcertain civil and military schoolsin France). 

brimborion (brim-bé‘ri-on), =. \[Also brim- 
borium, F, brimborion, a bauble, a gewgaw, 
formerly one of a series of prayers that were 
mumbled over. OF. breborion, perhaps a cor- nura: so called from the bristles about the _*4re, ete. 
ruption of ML. breviarium, a breviary: see 
breviary. Cf. the etym. of bead.) A trifling 
object kept as a charm orgewgaw; a trifle: as, 
“handing brimborions, baubles, knickknacks,” 
ete. Mme, D’Arblay, Diary, ul. 8. 

brin?, n. 2. One ofthe twocircular fibers that 
issue from the silkworm. It consists of two 
parts, the inner of fibroin, or true silk, and the 
outer of sericin, or silk-glue. 
Brindle . See *disease, 
brine!, x. 4. In fa te gle asolution of alkaline 
salts in water, which has a solidifying point 
below the temperature at which the solution 
is to be used.—Leach brine, the brine which drains 
away from common salt crystallized by boiling when this 
is stacked up in piles ready to be returned to Ue boiling- 
ponies, 

brine-cooler (brin’ké"lér), ». A coil of pipes 
used for cooling the brine used in a cold-stor- 
age warehouse orinanice-machine. It is identl- 
eal with the pipe ammonia condenser, oxcept that the pipes 
are larger and the brine flows downward thro a seuall 
interior pipe, while the ammonia Hows upw. tasvugh 

Aemn al the langer pipe Inclosing the —*1 the ex 
absorbing the heat of the brine and reducing 

it to a low temperature. See #eannonia condenser. 
brine-fly (brin’fli), ». Any one of a number 
of insects of the dipterous family Ephydrida, 
whose larve live in alkaline lakes and salt- 
wells. See Ephydra and —— 
338 (brin ga ,n salinometer. 
brine-well (brin’ wel), ». A well from which 
natural brine is obtained. 

the ammonia 

A deacription of the great, Held of brine-welle which has 
accumulated a population of a million le in the town 
of Tze-lit-tain. Geog. Jour. (R. G. &), XIL wh 

bring, ". ¢. To bring in, in whist or to get the 
jead with (a suit) after pharm falc bring to 
OF erento aa ore 

nfrans.—To bring all standing, sald of a 
veasel when she comes to py without taking in her 
aaila, or when she strikes an and is suddenly 
halted while all sail is set. 
brinjarree (brin-ji'ré), ». [Also brinjarry; a 

rverted form ( apes by pate with 
ers, birinj, riee) of binjarree for be X 

grain merchant: see bunjerree.) In India, a 
grain merchant: same as bunjarree, 

brinjarree dog, 4 long-haired, rough-coated, 
tan-colored East Indian breed of gehen, 
used in hunting jackals, [East In —J 

brio (bré’ 6), n. ea see con brio, pirit, 
animation; especially, in music, in the expres- 
sion con brio, apirite a 
Briovarian system. e@ *system, 
briquet!, 1., 2. The production of such blocks now 
constitutes an important industry. Cohesion is obtained 
by proming in hented moda {in the case of bituminous 

» My A ye of tar or piteh, oraf clay or hydraulic 
is, sotid cylindera, or most commonly brick- 

formed by mol eum 

of 
v This 

ented and allowed to solidify, and then 
Tun into molds of the required size, in which it is heated 
agin in a furnace for about 15 minutes. The briquets 
produced in this way are said to yield three times as 
touch heat as ordinary coal and are much lighter. Their 
solidity can be tnereased by adding sawdast or sand to 
the mixture, 

briquet? (bri-ket’), ¢. 4; pret. and pp. briqueted, 
briquetted, ppr, briqueting, briquetting, To 
compress (minerals or mineral dust) into 
bricks; form into briquets. 

‘The slag is a waste product, and the flue-dust, collected 
by special devices in dust-chambers, is teriqnetted by 
machinery, Breye. Brit., XXX. IT 

briquet? (bri-ka’), », A silver coin of the 
fifteenth century, current in Holland: socalled 
from the figure it bears of a short thrusting 
sword (briquet) held in a lion's claw, 

briquetage (bri-ke-t&zh’), a, [F., brickwork, ¢ 
brique, brick: see brick?) In prehistoric ar- 
chwol., masses of oven-baked clay found in 
some parts of western Europe, and supposed 
to be remains of an ancient salt industry. 
Amer. Anthropol, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 162. 

Brisbane box, See *borl. 
brisling (bris‘ling), ». [Origin unknown.) A 
elupeotd fish, Serdiacla pitchardis, caught in 

cement, 
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great numbers in the English Channel, in the 
seas of Spain and Portugal, and in the Med- 
iterranean, They are cooked and packed in 
oi] in tin eans, sdeif? 
Brislington delf. See *delf?. 
brisque (brisk), «. [F., origin unknown, per- 
haps from brisk.] A privileged card in certain 
games: as, inthe game of bezique, the aces 
and tens of the various suits, all of which 
count toward the game. 

bristle-bird (bris‘l-bérd), n. Any one of the 
Australian reed-warblers of the genus Sphe- 

eorners of the mouth, 
bristle-cell (bris’l-sel}, n, One of the ciliate 
cells of the auditory-nerve terminations, 

bristletail, ». 2, One of the many names 
borne by the rndd duck, Erismatura rubida, 
given on account of the stiff tail-feathers. 

xn. Same as *brisling. 
Bristol . Bee *delf2. 
britannia (bri-tan’i-ii), ». Same as Britannia 
metal (which see, under metal). 

britch (brich), a. Same as breech, n., 5. 
britholite (brith’6-lit), ». [So called in allu- 
sion to its high specific gravity < Gr. jipitiog, 
weight, Aifog stone.) A rare silicate and phos- 
phate of the cerium metals and calcium, oc- 
curring in brown, pseudohexagonal crystals: 
found in southern Greenland, 

British Board of Trade unit, British dollar, 
British standard candle. *unit,*dollar, 
standard *candle, 

Same as Briti- Britishiam (brit’ish-ism), n. 
cizm 

Brito-arctic (brit-0-dirk’tik),” a. British and 
arctic, 

It is evident, therefore, that the basalts of Cape Flora 
and Hooker Is are similar to types widely distributed 
in the Brito-eretic volcanic provines. 

Geog. Jowr., XL 14. 

brittle-fern (brit’l-fern), », See * fern, 
brittlelyt(brit’l-li), ade. Ina brittle or fragile 
ma 

bré‘zii), n. J brisa, Pg. briza: see 
breese*,] A local afternoon and evening 
breeze at SanJuan, Porto Rico. It ts the regular 
northeast trade-wind deflected to an east wind by the in- 
fluence of the land surface, 

1a. 21, An oceasional name for the 
hurdy-gurdy (which see).—22, In quarrying, 
a tool used in a machine-irill to break down 
the walla between a row of boreholes in order 
to form a continuous channel. Also called 
broaching-bit, 
broach? (bréch), ». [Short for Broach cotton, 
from Broach, Baroach, Hind.  Bharich, 
Bhroch, orig. (Gujarati) Bhrigu-kachchha, 
Bharu-kachchha, an ancient and modern cit 
of Gujarat (Guzerat) (Yule),] A short-stap! 
cotton grown in the district of the 
Bombay Presidency, British India. 

-bit (bro’ ching-bit), #. Same as 
*hroach!, 22. 

Broad the unliterary vernacular of the Lowlands 
of 
broadcast (brad’kast), c.c. To sow broad- 
cast. [Revent.] 

In the spring wheat d the winds tend to 
bese the sepia When * 

T. F. Hunt, Cereals in America, 1004, p. 85. 

broadhead (brid‘head), ». The name of a 
* the Grubber broadhead, a species of an- 
cho 
granlidide, 

- (brad’hed‘ed), a, Same as 
brachycephalic. 
broad-headedness (brid’hed’ed-nes), . Same 
as brachycephalism. ‘The vague term tromd-headed- 
noes has been employed by recent writers, because brachy- 
eephetion tas been used as if buplying in all cases racial 
unity among the person concer 

7% 2, Alsoin New Zealand a name 
for a large tree of the dogwood family, De- 
costed littoralis (Griselinia littoralis of Raoul), 
yielding a bard, red, durable wood. Called 
ry the natives pankatea, 

broadman, b (brad-'or bridz’man), 
a; pl, broadmen, broadsmen (-men). One who 
resides near the Norfolk broads. See bread, 
ma, 1. 
broad-minded (brid’min‘ded),@, Charaecter- 
ized by breadth of view and freedom from big- 
otry; liberal and unprejadiced: as, a broad- 
minded man, 

broadsheet (brid’shét), ». 
side, 4. 
broad-winged (brid‘wing’ d), «. Having 
broad wings. Broad-winged katydid, one of the 

Same as broad- 

+ Anchovia producta, of the family En- broil, 

broken-haired 
commonest of the American katydids, Cyrtophylius com 
crema, See kietyelid. 

(bro-kad’), v.t.; pret.and pp. brocaded, 
ppr. breending. To weave with a pattern in 
relief, for the ornamentation and enrichment 
— the fabric. “ar b , 
rocaded, a, ‘iguratively, heavily ‘ em- 
broidered’ with pompous diction : as, “much 
“ bag om © is stiffly brocaded,” Athenaum, 
an, . 

Brocard le, Brocard if 
Brocard ares, points, itn —XEX 

(bré-kiir’dist),n. A geometer who 
works along the particular line of research 
concerning the geometry of the triangle 
started by H. Brocard in 1875 and 1881, ah 

waren, ete. ⸗ ee! Same a8 eperch-<center,— 
Broca‘ Same aa inferior frontal gyrus, See 
B under 4 rhs, 

brochidodrome "(brok’i-do-drom), a, 
Bpoxi¢ (Spo0qd-), dim, of Apdyor, a loop, + 

jpowoc, € dpaweiv, to run.) Forming loops 
within the blade of the leaf: said of the nerves. 
See nervation (a) (3). 

brockage, ». 2, Broken ordamaged material; 
broken g pottery, etc. 
broderie (bréi-ré’), n. [F.] 1. Embroidery, 
—2, In ceram,, a style of decoration first used 
at Rouen and later at other French factories: 

design in blur. Rouen, France, Beuderie.— Ptate, 
Te the Pennsylvania Mutcem, Philadelphia, 

suggested by the embroidery patterns of the 
rn mye Ree pl. In music, embellishments or 
ighly figured variations or accompaniments, 

Brodisa (bro-di-é'ji), ». [NL. (Smith, 1811), 
named in honor of James Brodie, a Seotch 

tia. Among 
event — in the United States are Hookera coron- 

aria, H, terrestris, H, Californica, Triteleia laxa, T. 
candidaand 7. pedeencularis, 
2.{le] A plant of the genus Hookera, The 

was are bul ita of Pacific const, some of 
great beasty and 
ment From the 
name Califernia hyacinth. See 

(brég’ér-i), nm. 
Chara — cuo: 

ring, impudence, and broguery, 
Wag. XIX 443. ‘ 

d, Pp: A simplified spelling of broiled. 
broiler , 4. 4, In railroading, a parlor-car 
fitted with a grill kitchen or a kitchen in which 
broiling of chops, ete., can be done without 
the more elaborate cooking of a dining-car; a 
grill-room car,— 6. An attachment to a gas- 
stove, ora — gus-stove, adapted to broil- 
ing meat or fish, Two types are in ase, the horizon- 
tal brofler in which the steak or fish to be broiled is laid 
on a grid under a broad flat gus-tlame; and the rertical 
broiler in which the steak is placed ina hi rid on 
edge between two sheets of metal kept red hot by gas- 
flanies. 

Broken hand. See *hand.— over, (a) In took , 
binding, a plirase applied te the creasing down of a small 
part of an insertest print near the binding margin, for the 
purpose of giving — te the binding thread. (+) In 
printing, said of the fanit of asteet of paper which shows 
on its surface the creasing marke of broken thers. — 
Broken weather, uneettiod weather. 

n-backed,«. 3. Of ahorse, » loose term 
for *hollow-bocked. 

. « + long-backed or broten-backed., 
Southey, Doctor, exlili. 

oken-haired (bré’kn-hfird), a, Rough- 
coated: said of sueh dogs as the Seoteh and 
Irish terriers, 

wild or cultivated for orma- 
arisen the 

He was not 



broken-knees 

broken-knees (bré’kn-néz), «, pl, A condition 
seen in badly knee-sprung horses in which the 
animal cannot keep permanently in the up- 
right position but is liable at any time to fall 
upon the knees. 
Broken-wing fever. Same as dengue. 
broker', #.—odd-lot broker, one who ideals In lots of 
Jess than '50 or 100 shares of stock. 

broker? (bro’kér), ». [broke, p. a., + rl, 
One who has ‘gone broke’; a ‘dead broke, 
ruined,or bankrupt man. [Slang, Australia.) 

brokes (bréks), #. pl. (broke, p. a.) The low- 
est grade of wool Heece, taken from the neck 
and belly = od a [A beck 

broking (brék‘ing), ». ck-formation 
from brok-er + daghl The business of a bro- 
ker; the broker’s trade: as, furniture-broking; 
pawnbroking. 

Nodes gp saga a,  [brom(ine) 
+ acetic, Jerived from acetic acid by the 
substitution of bromine for hydrogen.—Broma- 
cetic acid, an acid made by the action of bromine apon 
acetic acid, Mow eetic aed ta a crystalline aub- 
stance, —— — which melts at 651°C, Dibro- 
macetic acid, CH Bry. COOH, forme crystals which melt at 
4-40 C. Tribromacetic acid, C Brg. COOH, is a crystalline 
compound which melts at 186°C, 

(bré‘ma-lin), a. [brom(ine) + -al3 
+-in?.] A colorless, nearly tasteless erystal- 
line — (CHy)gNH.CgHsBr, obtained 
by the action of ethyl bromide on hexamethy- 
lene-tetramine. It is used as a substitute for 
alkaline bromides. Also known as bromethyl- 
Sormin, 

brom ‘am -id), #.  [brom(ine) 
+ amide.) colorless, odorless, and taste- 
leas compound, CgHoBrgNHoHBr, obtained by 
the action of hydrobromic acid upon amido 
tribrombenzol. It is analgesic, sedative, and 
antipyretic. . 

te (brém-iir’ji-rit), x. [brom(ine) 
+argyrite,| Bame as bromyrite, 

bremate (bré-ma-tol’o-jist), . 
tology + ~st.] One who is skilled in the 
science of dietetics. 

bromatotoxicon (bré‘ma-t6-tok’si-kon), a. 
(NL., ¢ Gr, dpipatr-), food, + rogiady, poison.) 
Any poisonous substance produced in an arti- 
cle of food. 

bromatotoxin (bré‘ma-td-tok’sin), ».  (bro- 
matotor(icon) + -in?,] A basic poison gene- 
rated in food by the growth of bacteria or fungi. 
bromatotoxiam (bré’ma-té-toks’izm), u. [bro- 
matotor\ic) + -iem.] Poisoning with broma- 
totoxin in some article of food. 
brome, ". 2. Same as brome-grass.— Red brome. 
Same as red wehers 

breeia- 
ua, a Rocky Mowntain spec ble in meadows 

at high altitudes,— a beardless 
Bromus inermia, native in the dry regions of Ras- 

asn hay in — one vec f 
valuable in the semi-arid — the northwestern Uni 
States, gram forming a turf in loose 

‘eastern brome- 

Elety Mountain region, almilar te the 

bromeliaceous(bré-mé-li-a’shius),». Belong- 
ing to the Bromeliacee or pineapple family. 

bromelin (brom’é-lin),». [Bromelia, a former 
name of the pineapple (d4nanas Ananas), + 
-in2?.) A proteolytic ferment derived from the 
juice of the pineapple. 

bromh: ¢ (brém-hi‘’drik),@, [An inversion 
of hydrobromic.) Same as hydrobramic, _ 

Bromian (bro’mi-an), a. F.. Jpducoc, noisy, 
an epithet of Baechus, ¢ Jpduor, noise, roar, 
< ple, roar.) Of or pertaining to Bromius 
or Bacchus; Baechic. Shelley. 

”.— Alkaline bromide, mhed oy i 

Promila, 2 - acts on pA me oar = a 
See #emeuleion,— Bromide of ethyl, the old term 

for ethyl *brenede,—Bromide paper, Seu #ptper.— 
a colorless, linopéd, inflammable quid, 

(oligte.  [t is anesthetic. Ethyl a color- 
* fi —2 (oHig Be. = chloroform olor, used as an anti- 

and teed, Tn medicine ft ts employed to allay nervous 
irritability, and benwe as an indirect a in epilepsy, 
hysteria, alcoholic mania, ete. It is also used in photog: 
raphy.— Radium bromide, See #radim, 

bromin, ». A simplified spelling of bromine, 
brominate (bro’mi-nat), e, 6; pret. and pp. 
brominated, ppr. brominating, [bromine + 
~atel.] To cause to react with bromine; espe- 
eially, to replace hydrogen with bromine in an 
organic compound. 

~ 4&8 bronchiectasic. Phil. 
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Their properties of being chiorinating or brominating 

agents, of being susceptible to hydrolysis, and of being 
reastily inte acy! derivatives of chlorinated or 
brominated anilines, NHo(CgHyX), would agree yy 
well with elther of the above constitutions E. amd EL) 

Amer, Chem. Jour, April, L008, p. 202, 

tion (bré-mi-na‘shon), ». [bromine + 
-ation.) The process of treating a substance 
with bromine: especially, for the introduction 
of a bromine atom in place of hydrogen (in an 
“a compound). Nature, July 9, 1903, 

themes water, in chem,, water holding bromine in sotu- 
thon: often used with advantage in analytical chemistry 
as a substitute for chlorine water. 

(bré’mi-pin), #, A yellow, oily, non- 
irritating liquid consisting of 10 parts bro- 
maine and 90 parts ofl of sesame. It is said to 
be of value in epilepsy and neurasthenia. 
omization (bré-mi-zA‘shon), ». [bromize + 

-ation.) 1, Impregnation with bromine or the 
bromides.— 2, uction of a toxie state by 
means of large doses of the bromides. 
bromized (bro’mizd), p. a. 
“ence of large doses of one of the bromides, as 
bromide of potassium or sodium. Suck, Med, 
Handbook, II, 484. 

bromo-albumin (bré‘mé-al-ba‘min), » A 
compound of bromine and peptone, albumose, 
or protogen given internally for general ner- 
vous conditions. 

hematin (bré-mé-hem‘a-tin), a. [brom- 
(ine) + hematin.) A substance analogous to 
hemin, in which hydrobromie acid is combined 
with bomatin in the place of hydrochloric acid, 
bromohemol (bré-mé-hem’dl), a. A red-brown 
compound of bromine and hemol — 
2.7 per cent. bromine. It is hematinie an 

tive. 
brom te (bré-mé-hi’drat), a, [brom(ine) 
+ hydr(ogen) + -ate!.] Same as hyd - 
ate 

(roma. bromol (bxs’mol), n. [brom(ine) + -l. Same aot Gan Francloce bag, 
as tribromphenol, 

(bré-mé-mii‘ni-&), ».  [brom(ide) 
+ Gr. vavia, madness.) The condition of being 
morbidly addicted to the use of any of the 
medicinal bromides, 

brom: mophenol (bré-mé6-fé‘nol), mn. Same as 

(brong‘kad-e-ni’tis), #. [Gr. 
wah , windpipe, + adj, gland, + -itis.] 
fn mimation of the bronchial glands. 

catarrh. See *asthma, 

ac Rial al n. (NL.J 
Same as bronchiee \ 
bronchiectatic (brong-ki-ck-tat‘ik), a. Same 

Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 

*eatarrh, 

. 200, 

book, 
bronchiolitis 

Capillary bronchitis. 
bron , 

exudative 

ith a foalamell with a ara — mem- 
Seanous bromohstin as peeudormernirra nota tron: 

fame es Here wasthina. 
‘tia, bronchial fnflamneation ac- 

lar formation of fibrous tissue in and 
tubes. Putrid Same 

aa fetid Rhronchiter.— BY tis, 
bronchial inflammation excited by the presenes af ataghy- 
— — Wirepecepeens tis, brometial inflam. 
neation excited by the presence of atreptococ.—| 
tive bronchitis, Same as copillery trronchitis.— Ver- 

a bronehial foflammation in cattle 
due to the presence in Che bronehial tubes of a itie 
worm, Stronyyles staria, called in sheep Auat, in calves 
Aoow.— Vesicular bronchitis, Same us bruwchegeven- 
aerial. 

bronchocavernous (brong-ké-kav’ér-nus), a. 
,tealt lancely prepared (Gr. Jey yor, the windpipe, + L. ecererioss, Bron 

Under the influ- br 

brontometer 

brontothere 

Relating to,caused by,or affected with brouecho- 
pneumonia. Jour, Exper. Med., V. 165. 
bronchopulmonary (brong-k6-pul’m$-ni-ri), 
a. IGr. jpdy zor, the windpipe, + L. prelaro(a-) 
i , + -ary.) Relating to the bronchi and 
the lungs. Suck, Med. Handbook, V. 845, 

bromchoscope (brong’kg-eké )yate (Gr, Spay zor, 
windpipe, onoteie, Hews An instrument 
used in examining the interior of the trachea 
and the beginning of the bronchi. 

A bronchescope, which consists of a tube, the inner sur- 
face of which i highly polished to serve asa reflector, with 
an electric lamp arranged so a8 to throw a strong light on 
the tube, was f ms into the tronehial tube and thea 
withdrawn. feet. World and Eagin., Jan. 16, 194, p. 140, 

bronchoscopy (brong-kos’kO-pi), m. [Gr 
poy xoc, windpipe, + oxorsiv, view.) Inspection 
of the larger bronchial tubes by means of re- 
flected light, usually through an opening into 
the trachea, 

Bronchoscopy allows the w bh hial tree to be 
searched. Fea — — 1908, p. OD 

onchovesicular (brong’ké-vé-sik’i-liir), a. 
Relating to both bronchial tubes and pulmon- 
ary air-cells.—-Bronchovesicular murmur, a soand 
heard in cases of partial consolidation of the Tung, in 
which the normal vesicular murmer ts present, but more 
or less obscured by the bronchial respiration. See 
respiration. 

bronco-buster (brong’ké-bus‘tér), ». One who 
subdues or breaks a broneo to the saddle. 
(Western U. 5. slang.) 
He was accordingly given the belt and declared to be 

bronco-huater™ the “champton er” of the world. 
Wide World Mag., April, 1908, p. 547. 
(brong’ké-bus*ting), x. The 

rocess of breaking broncos to the saddle. 
Veatern U. 8. slang.] 

bronco-grass (brong’kd- ), a. A brome- 
rass, Bromus marinus Gussoni, native in the 
editerraneati region, introduced into Cali- 

fornia and a troublesome weed in the region 

es. See *shale®, 
bronteion (bron-té‘on), #.; pl. bronteia (-i). 
{Gr,] Same - brontetm, —— 

togram (bron’té-gram), n. . eT 
thunder, + ;pdésya, writi g.] The record-aheet 
from the brontometer or brontograph ; also any 
diagram of lines on a map showing the phe- 
nomena of thunder-storms. 

togra bron’té-graf), ». (Gr. iy 
** i ore »,* ———— , 

Marvin's Brontegraph. 

a’ metallic box to which the tramae ¢ ¢, the rapidly rewete. 
i ct ¢. the anerotd box /, the tg. the pivots A ands, are 
Miz tached. The ‘ and? 

brought into equilibrium with the outside aur by ween. 
ing and closing the stopeock 2 just before an observation ts to be 
made, Aslow wave of compre: Hand capansion causes the ewer. 
nal air to contract and expand: the anc: pivot 4. and eventually 
the pen. follows these changes shuggishly but still approwimarety. 
ae high gatch sound-waves canuet cecented! by thés bron- 
tog \. 

tometer, 2, An —— devised by Marvin 
(1899) for recording any wave of sound, as 
thunder or the discharge of a cannon.—3, A 
map or diagram — the progress of the 
front of a thunder-storm by means of isobronts 
or equivalent lines for successive hours. 

————_" n. (Gr. Spovrd, 
thunder, + e measure,] An instrument 
devised by G. W. Symons, and constructed in 
1888, for registering simultaneously the time 
of beginning aod ending of lightning, thunder, 
rain, wind, and other phenomena of thunder- 
storms. More properly a brontograph. 

tops (bron’tops), x. [Gr. Jporry, thunder, 
eavernous.} Relating to the bronchi and toa + dy, voice.) See Titenotherium. 
negro cavity: noting a quality of sound Brontornis (bron-tér’nis), ». 
ean! on auscultation of the chest. Buek, 

Medien! Handbook, IT. 818. 
bronchopleuropneumonia (brony'ko-pli*ro- 
ni-mo’ni-i), m. (NL, (Gr, Joey yor, windpipe 
+ athe mage pe Preumonia complicated 
by bronchitis and pleurisy. 

broncho; ¢ (broug’ké-ni-mon’ik), a. 

(NL, ¢ Gr. 
doovrs, thunder, + dpe, bird.) A genus of 
gigantic extinet birds, related to Phororhacos, 
whose bones are found in the Santa Cruz Mio- 
ecene of Patagonia. See cut under */herer- 
haeos, 
brontothere (bron’to-thér), ». 
the genus Brontotherium, 

An animal of 



copper-tin re] 
bronze, n. bronze, a bronze in which bla- 
muth replaces the copper of th Boron 
bronse. See raze. 

ne. — 

triazo ‘ype derived from benzidine. It dyes unmordanted 
a 

sulphate or chromium fMuoride 
the shade is rend faster and darker. — Magenta 

See tungeten Whronze.— 
6) Same as manganese brown (which der bron). — 
—* bronze. See *#nickel-bronze,— bronze, 
a copper, lead, tin, and nickel — which casts readily, 
gives castings, anil — be y machined, — - 
num See ®platinum-bronze.—| 
See wbronze.—-Tobin an alloy reeem- 
bling in its — delta-metal (which see), and com- 

chiefly t, Zinc, tin, irom, and lead, in vary · 
Td peeperticns, ‘obin bronze ia used & 

of 82.07 per cent. co per, 12.40 per cent tin, £23 per cent. 
Zinc, 24 per cent. 
under the name of * 

asubstance made by dissolving tangsten trioxid in 
fused potassium or sodium tangstate. With the potassiam 
compoamd the product be lek magenta bronze, 
consists of violet crystals with a luster, With 
the sodium compound the product is called saffron bronze 

When 
il they used i te. 

Bronzed diabetes. "See *diabetes, 
bronze-steel (bronz‘stél), ». A hard, tough 
alloy of copper, tin, and iron: used as a gun- 
metal, 

bronziness (bron‘zi-nes), ». Bronze-like qual- 
ity or color, 

Autumnal browns . . . rise gradually... froma 
sort of butt to bronzinczas. 

Athensoum, May 4, 1806, p. S74 

brood!, ». 6. Oyster spat in the second year 
of development. — Foul a disease of the 
honey-bee caused by Buciilue aleei, It affects both early 
stages (brood) and adults, 

brood!, v. ¢. 4, To incubate: as, brooded eggs. 
Jour, Exper. Med., V1. 251. 
brood-chamber (briki‘chim’bér), #. A cham- 
ber which is folded off from the uterus and 
closed around each embrvo in some species of 
Peripatus; any chamber for holding the devel- 
oping eggs or young of an animal. 
brooder, ».- . Same as coureuse, 2. Buck, 
Med, Handbook, VI. 749. 
broodered (brii‘dérd), a. Hatehed or reared 
in a brooder; artificially reared: as, broodered 
ehickens, [Rare] 

brood-food (bridi’fid), ». A prepared food 
for bees in their early stage: in one form it is 
a pap prepared from pollen. 
b ess (bri’di-nes), #. 
brood or sit, as in a ben, 
b y (bro‘ding-li), adv, In a brooding 
manner; While brooding. Bulmer, Pilg. Rhine, 
xxvi, 

brood-lamella (briii‘la-mel’ik), #.; pl. brood- 
lamella (-€). In crustaceans, a part of an ap- 
pesenee modified to form a protective cover 
or the eggs or young. 
In the female of the Arfhroetaca, Schizoprda, and Cu- 

mecca the brood-lamella on the basal Joints of the thy 
racle feet... develop at the approach of sexual mnturity. 

Long (trans.), Comp, Anat, p. 3 

broodlet (brid‘let), n. [brood + -let,] A young 
bird; a chick. 

brookable (brak‘p-bl), @. (brook? + -able.] 
Capable of being brooked, put up with, or en- 
— endurable, Hogy, Tales and Sketches, 
v 

brook-grass (brik’gras), n. Andropogon qle- 
meratus, a broom-like species found in low 

unds. In the southern United States it is, 
in its young state, valuable for pasturage. 

Inclination to 

brook-lamprey (brik‘lam’pri), ». Same as 
riverdamprey. 
ook-runner (brik’run-¢r), «. The water- 

rail, Rallus aquetious, 
brook-silk (brak’silk), x. A popular name for 
Spirogyra, Gdogonium, and other filamentous 
alge. 
brook-stickleback (brik’stik*l-bak), n. See 
* stickleback. 

brook-tongue (brak’tung),». The water-hem- 
lock, Cicuta maculata, and perhaps other spe- 
cies. 
brook-trout (brak’trout), 1. See troul. 
brool (brél),*. [Imitative, Cf. G, briill, n., ¢ 
briillen, roar.] A murmuring sound as of wind 
blowing through a forest, 

List to the broo! of that royal forest-voice, 
‘ Carlyle, Frewch Rev,, I. v, 2% 

broom!, ".—Native broom, swamp-broom, in Aus 
tralia, same a8 sorvtmnp-ook, 2 (a) It yields a soft, spor 
wood. — Pneumatic im. wpnewimatic, — Purp 

Comesperma retusum, an Australasian plantof the 
family Folygelaces, bearing moemes of small purple 
flowers.— Sweet broom fame as eervet troomreed (sce 
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broommeeed) and licorice-weed.— Wd broom, the d 
weed, Lotus glaber, a plant somewhat resembling the 
common broom. (California. 

n, ¢ who uses a broom, 
as in street-cleaning; a street-sweeper; a 
broom-man. [Rare.) WN. FE. D. 

broom-rape n.— American broom-rape, the squaw 
root, Ci ia Americana, a fleahy 1 Drown Poot. 
parasite. — broom - eas Aer 
*ebroome-rape.— Broom fam Bee Orobancha- 
—— “rape, Sune at lesser * * 

— -] varort, an 

World in Kent 9 ite pet fan re Me pm pow an annoying paras 

minor. See Orobanche.— Louisiana broom- 
Orobanche Ludomciana, a species native to the 

western United States — Naked broom-rape. («) See 
naked. (b) Same as pale or one-) whroom-rape.— 
Pale or one-flowered brocm-rape, Thatesta — 
a Woodland plant of the ——— widely ditt 
in North America, sending a near the groand ene 
to four slender peduncles with single nodding white or 
violet flowern. 

, (brim ‘skwiir’ ér), See 
wire. 

broom-squire (briém’‘skwir), n. In certain parts 
of England, a squatter on a moor who lives by 
making brooms of heath. Also in West Surrey 
called broom-squarer. 

“ Broouvwuises!” “Se we call in Berkshire squatters 
the moor, live by tying teat inte oe = 

ingaley, Two Years Ago, xiv, 

over the ck, ®.—To marry broomstick, 
to go through a make-believe marriage ceremony in which 

parties jmp over a broomstick ;a sortof play in which 
the parties are chikires of a grown person and a child: 
hence, by allusion, a mock marriage ceremony, 

There's some as think she was married over the broomn- 
stick, if sho was married at all. 

J, Hawthorne, Fort, Fool, iv. 

broom-wire (briim’wir), a. The wire used by 
— in binding the head tothe broom- 
stick. 
Broseley dragon, porcelain. See *dragon, 
*poreclainl, 

brosing (bré‘zing), ». Meal-time. Also brasing- 
time, . [Seotch, 

Brosmophycina@ (bros-m6-li-si‘né), n. pl. [NL., 
< Brosmop ag) + -inw,] A subfamily of fishes 
of the family Brotulidx, ineluding two genera, 
Brosmophycis and Ogilbia. 

n, 

Brosmophycis (bros-mé-fi'sis), ». L., ¢ 
hay — (see Brosmius), + of oiune, 
em, sa a fish living in seaweed (the forked 
hake ?), ¢9ixoc, seaweed.) A genus of fishes of 
the family Brofulida, represented by a single 
species, B, marginatus, found on the California 
coast. 

brostenite (bros‘te-nit), n. [Brosténi (see def.) 
+ -ife2.) A hydrated manganite of ferrous 
iron and manganese, oceurring in black friable 
masses in crystalline sehists near Brosténi in 
Rumania, 

or, ".-- Brethren of the Back, an association of 
inemlicant monks in the thirteenth century, who were 
vuigarly 30 called from the coarse suck they wore as an 
onter garment. 

Brotherist (bruru‘ér-ist), ». A follower of 
Richard Brothers (1757-1824), a fanatic who 
predicted the destruction of the world. fe an- 
nottneed himeelf asthe nephew of the Almighty and prince 
of the Hebrews, appointed to lead them to a new Jeru- 
salem on the banks of the Jordan. 

brotherlike (bruvu'ér-lik), a. Brotherly; fra- 
ternal; like a brother, 

Weleome, good Clarence; this le brotherdike, 
Shak,, 3 Hen, VL, v. L 

brothership (bruvn’ér-ship), n. 1, Brother. 
liness.— 2, A fraternity or gill; a brother- 
hood. 

brotochore (bré’té-kér), m. [Trreg. ¢ Gr. Jporie, 
atmortal, + iv, spread abroad.) In phyto- 
geog., & plant disseminated through the agency 
ofman, FF. &, Clements. 

orm (bro-ti‘li-form), a. Formed like a 
brotuloid fish. 

bro -hansom (bri‘am-han‘sum), 1. A 
publie eab having the driver's seat at the front 
and the entrance at the rear: originated by a 
London firm of ecarriage- builders. 

Broun's rule. See *rulel. 
brow-ache (brou’aik), ». Supraorbital neural- 
gin. Also brow-pang. 
browed (broud), a. Having a brow or brows 
(of some specified kind) : as, low-browed, dark- 
browed, ete. 
Browgill beds, See *hed!, 
brown. I, «.—Brown ash. See *a«h1,—Brown 
pedy, ta pigwented remnants of the old polypide whieh 

down and ia replaced by a new polypide im the 
Polyzoa. 

The 52* histolysis of the polypide, leading to the 
formation of a brown body, may partly be dime to the ac- 
cumulation of excretory substances in the cells of the ali- 
mentary canal (Harmer, Quart, J. Nicer, Sei, xxxiii p. 

brown 

Brown Mody (Finitre prgyree Pall.) Naples x 50 MWlustrating 
rm. the developinent of « new polypice after the ation of a 

érenw Tey. 

A. a. Vee masses formed from the alimentary camal; 4, cue- 
rating tentacles; ¢, connective tisaue;#, young polygede bud, 4. 
Another sooxcium, later stage: 4, brown bexiy! ¢. retractoe mus. 
ches; /, tentacleaheath; g. stomach; &, tentacle. C. The same 
geencium, 198 hewrs baner; betters as in #. 4 and & ape seen trom 
the front, € from the back. 

(After figure in * Cambridge Natural Histery.”) 

—Brown disease, Sce *disean.— Brown NP, « mar- 
dant coal-tar color prepared by combining diaxotized 
——— with pyrogallo’, U dyes chromiam-mer- 
—— 

per.— Brown rot, rust, vii See wrust!, west. 
rin, 

Acid alisarin brown, « mordant-acid coal- 
It is retdered extremely fast when subjected 

to an after-chroming.— Acid brown. See *ecid-brown, 
— brown, Same as anthroecene ®brows.— Al- 
Kali brown, a direct cotten coaltar color of the mou 
ato type. It dyes untoorianted cotton a reddish brown 
in an alkaline bath. Also called benze-brown S2,— An- 

brown, a mordant coal-tar color derived from 
anthraqtinowes It is a trihydroxyantl thrice anid iss 
therefore isomeric with an paririn, Navopurparin, 
amd —* With a chromium mordant it gives very 
fast browns, particularly on wool. Sometimes called ely. 
erin brown. — halt brown, a brown piteh originally 
obtained from the Dead Sea, but mow from the residue 
of the distillation of bitaminous matter. In the powdered 
form: it is ised asa pigment. Its solution in turpentine 
ia called asphalt point,— Benzo dark a dirvet 
cotton coal-tar color of unpublished compesitiom. ft 
dyes unmordanted cotton black-brown shades in a salt 
bw techu brown («) A direct cotton coal-tar 
color of the tetraklanzo type, derived from Hismarck 
brown. It dyes unmordanted cotton brown fa a salt 
bath (4) A brown uced upon textile material with 
catecha. Alsocalled cwich brown, See cetechu.— Chior- 
amines brown, a direct cotton coal-tar color of anpat- 
lished composition. Cologne brown, « pigment of 
humuslike character, similar to Caasel brown.— Colam- 
bia brown, « direct coal-tar color used for dyeing cot- 
ton. Ina aalt bath it dyes unmordanted cotton a brown 
which becomes darker when diazotized and developed 
with phenylene diamine. — Cevegen, bro # coal-tar 
color of the sniphit type, of inknown conmetitutions, 
dyes unm cotton brown tha salt hath,— 
brown. Same as catechw *brown.— Diamine brows, 
the name given to several direct cotton coal-tar colors 
the diazo type, derived from benzidine. They dye un- 
mordanted cotton various shades af brown. 4 

a mordant-acid coal-tar color of unpublished 
composition, Itdyes wool brown in an acid bath, the 
shake beconstn — fast when after-treated with 
potassium bichromate. It also be applicd apen 
chromium-monianted wool. Diagin brown, a basic 
coal-tar color of anpablished composition, but probably 
of the meneaso type and derived from safrantne. It dyes 
tannin-mordian! eotton a brown of good fastoess.— 
Diaso brown, a direet cotton coal-tar color of Ure dino 
type, Itdyes aomordanted cotton brown fn a salt bath, 
but for the best results a subsequent diazotizing amd de- 
—*— is necessary.— Dipbenyl bro a direct cot- 
ton coal-tar color of the diazo type, derived from beuzi- 
dine, Itdyes anmeordanted cotton brown ina salt bath, 
— wn J, a direct cotton eoal-tar color of the 
tetrnkisaze type, prepared by combining two molecules 
of dinzoti thete-amido-benzole achkl with Bismarck 
brown. It dyes anmonianted cotton brown in a salt 
bath. — R, @ color obtained by dyein wn 
with polychromine and suleeqoentiy diazotizing and 
developing with meta-phenylene dhanmine,—Durop! 
nine Ante} a eval-tar color of uncertain com pxst- 
tion, prepared by boiling nitroso-phenel with sulphuric 
acid. It dyes tnmordanted cotton brown ja @ sodium 
sulphid bath, the shade being rendered faster by an 
after-chronlig.- Egyptian brown. Same as omy 
whrorn.— Eyed brown, an American agapetid butter. 
fly, Setyrodeecanthara, oocurring enat of the Minsissippd ait 
feeding in itelarval stages on sedges and grasses —~ Past 

Same as wephthylomine *brorn.—Gemmed 
brown, an American agapetit buttertly, Necnaipher 

wie, Ooourring in the soathern United States and feed- 
ing tn its larval stages on grisees.— Gold bi Same 
as phenylene brown (which see, ander brown) — 
brown, a direct cotton conl-tar color of the tetraklaazy 
type, derived from beasidine or toluidine, salphanitic 
acid, and resoreipal, ft dyes unmeordanted eotten brown 
in an alkaline salt bath — Janus brown, « Janus ceal-tar 
eoler, Ht dyes tanninmordanted cotton brown in a ten- 
tral bath and unmeordanted cotton in an ackd bath : similer 
todiann *xbrown.— Kongo brown G and R, ilirect cot- 
tom coal-tar colors of the triaze type, derived from ben- 
riding. They dye ummordanted cotton brown ina salt 

th, — brown, 4 direct cotton coal-tar cot 
the stilbene type, prepared by the action of caustic-soda 



brown 
solntion upon para-nitrotoloene-sulphonic acid. It dyes 
cotton brown in a salt bath. — a brown 

t of a bituminous matter taixed with 
animal recnains —— ped ~ — where bitu- 
men was euuphoyed in embalming.— Naphthylamins 

an acid coal-tar color prepared by combining di- 

brown in en acid bath Piozyi Brows, sn scht coal tat wr in an an ac! . 
obsol Same as Sudan 

See seal. 
an able colored azo corm- 

pre; by combining diazotized a naphthylamine 
with a thol. Itis mot ased in textile-coloring, but is of 

arnishes, — 
un 

value for the coloring of of], soap, and spirit v: 
Sulphone brown, « sulphove eoal-tar color of 
lished composition. It dyes wool brown in a salt 
containing ammontim acetate or a little acetic acid,— 

G, a direct cotton coal-tar color of the uylens brown 
——— — derived from tolylenediamine. It or 
8 oo a *82 brown in a salt wi in Very 

te #0 — nyjene brown R, a cotton 
coal-tarcoloref the tetrakisazo — from tolylene 
diamine and naphthionic act td unmordanted 
cotton brown in a salt bath.— a direct 
cotton coal-tar color, It dyes unmordanted fina 
salt bath dull purplish browna, which when diasotized 
and developed are converted Into dark yellowish browns 

-Busan (broun-id-si’zan), ». The 
common cone-flower, Rudbeckia hirta: the 
same as *blackeyed-Susan (which see). 
brownie-bug (brou‘ni-bug), ». Any one of 
man ies of the homo’ us family Mem- 
— bo called on —— their —— 
ap nee, Sei, dmer, Sup., Dec. 6, 1902, 

; xn, 3. In plastering, the second 
first coat, called the scratch eon 

is generally ler scored to receive and ho 
the browning.—4, In bot., the discoloration 
which takes place in vegetable cells when they 
are injured, as by cutting. It is probably due 
to chemical changes. 

If a sultable mass of lvl 
sharp razor the first 
the white “fleah” of 

cout. 

cells ia neatly cut with a 

a potatoe or an apy for instance, 
34 the mic turns brown as the air euters the cut ce Or 

scope shows that this browning affects coll-walls and 
contents alike, 4M. Ward, in Plants, p. 122 

brown-saddler (broun’sad‘lér), n. One who 
makes riding-saddles, [Eng.] 

brownstone, «. 2. Decomposed iron pyrites. 
browntail (broun’tal), «, A local name for 
the Tasmanian tit, tcanthiza dicmenensis, 

-top (broun’top), m 1. A = 
Pameum fuscum, having the panicle brown. 
It is native In tropical Amertea, also in Florida and Texas, 
and is similar in habit and value to the Texas millet (see 
tinder ternallet) 
2, The redtop, Agrostis alba. 

, a. 2, A kind of currant loaf in com- 
mon use in Australia. 

Roast mutton and Drowwe are given us to ent. 
Gilbert Parker, Round the Compass, p, 36, 

brow-pang (brou’pang), ». Same as *broie- 
ache, 
rowse", ".—Slag-hearth browse, partly reduced 
lead ore mixed with cinder, obtained ‘in cnnaitiog § 
slag in the élag-hearth, The lead from the slag-heart 
browse is extracted by resmeclting. 

brow-skid (brou’skid), ». The chief beam in 
a frame to which tackle for loading logs on 
ears is fastened, Also called draw-stid and 
fead-log. 

brow- (brou’tind), a. Having a brow- 
tine or branch starting just above the bur and 
bending forward : said of antlers. This condition 
is characteristic of the genus Cereus and related forma 
Contrasted with *#fork-tined. 

If this be pot enough, we may refer to p. 2, where it 
is suggested that the extinct Sedgwick s dewr may be allied 
to the Oriental rusine group, Evidently the author 
— Johnston) docs not know the difference between a 

tined and a forttined antler, as, indeed, may be 
gathered from certain statements in regard to supposed 
roan on in the work, 

Nature, Dec. 31, 1000, p. LM. 

Bruce's See *banana. banana. 
— pe ELL — came brucine. 

8 picra r. oe * 

B ‘sreceiver, Seo *receiver, 
bruisable (briiz’a-bi), a, ares brniserble ; 
bruise + -able.]) Capable of being bruised; 
friable. Cotgrare. 

t. .—To bruise water (naut,), said of a veasel 
when the pitches heavily into a head sea. 

u. bruise, «a by w ecchymoais, 
or —— effusion of —X&S — 
bruisewater (briz‘wit*ér), ». A bluff-bowed 
vessel which creates much disturbance under 
the bows when forcing its way through the 

—Aneurismal bruit, a murmur heart on 
over an ancuriam. Bruit de choc [F., 

‘sound of fmpact'}, the second sound of the beart accom- 
panied by an impression of impact, such as is muted in 
avacultating over an ancariam of the aorta. — Bruit 
cutr neuf [F., ‘sound of new leather’), a sound resemiling 

perv ble change is one of color; bryan: 
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the creaking of leather sometimes heard In pericarditis, 

de dra peau [F,, ‘sound of (fapping) cloth’), a 
ing sound pratuced hy the to-and-fro movement of a 

in the trachea —Bruit de 616 [F., ‘sound of 
ed pot], a sottid heard on percussion over a cavity in 

ich is filled with alr and communicates 
Bruit de souffiet |F., 

‘hb sound heard in certain aflec- 
and also over an artery when it is com- 

bruiter (brii‘tér), nm. [breit + -er!.) One who 
bruits or spreads abroad reports or rumors. 

bum, v.) Piro 
um; murmur, Blackwood's Mag., VI. 207. 

(brum), a. and n. A slangy contraction 
of brummagem. 
brumby (brum’bi), ». [Native Anustralian.] 
A name used originally in Australia to denote 
a wild or unbroken horse and adopted in other 
English colonies. 

ho lost — 

Udall, 
brum! (brum), .i.; pret. and PP. brummed, 
brumming. ([Imitative var. o 

him called hin a briemnby. 
sg The Broken-tink ‘hhendionn. 

a. U. a. A piece of brum- 
magem ware; hence, an imitation; sham. 

In these days one is so used to sham and imitation and 
Srummagem, that when by chance ope cones to the real 
ching it is hard to believe in it. 

Miss Thackeray, Village, p. & 

(bri‘mér), n.  (G.,¢ brammen, hum, 
buzz: see bomb}, cor Same as bombard, 6. 
braummish (brum’‘ish), a. Jorent + ~ishl.) 
Brummagem; counterfeit; of counterfeit char- 
foley applied to coin. Colman the Younger. 

ang. | 
brunch (brunch), ». [br(eakfast) + (L)unch,] 
In Oxford University slang, a meal which 
takes the place of breakfast and lunch. 

ch-word ( brunch’ wérd), #. A word made 
on the model of ‘brunch,’ that is, by blend- 
ing parts of two other words; a *blend-word 
(which see). 

brunella (bri-nel’i), n. [An improper form 
of prunelia.) A plant of the genus Prunella, 
These plantas are little perennial weeds, sometimes grown 
in rockeries and slightly slide ot the border, Pra- 
nella culver, commonly called ve(f-Aeal or headall, is 
found wild in America, Asia, and Europe, often invading 
poor lawns and causing annoyance, See preneila?, 2, 

brunetness (bri-net’nes), 1. In antkrop., the 
character of being brunette. 
brunettism (brii-net’ism), ». Same as *hru- 
netuess. Amer, Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 
1902, p, 157. 

Brunfelsia (brun-fel’si-&), ». (NL. (Linnaeus, 
1743, adopted from Plumier, 1703), named in 
honor of Otto Brunfels (14881-1534), an early 
German botanist and’ physician.) A genus 
of plants of the family Solanacew, containing 
about 0 species, native in tropical America. 
A tow of the apecies are grown in warm glass houses. 
B. Hopeana and 8. paweiore are the most commen, the 
latter being a very hawdsome plant, fowering in succession 
nest of Khe year, A. Americana, B. Aydrangea forms, 
and others are also ju cultivation. See Franciecer. 

brunissure (brii-ni-siir’ or bri‘nis-tir), 4». 
F., browning, ¢ brunir, brown: see durnish, ¢.) 
disease of grape-vines characterized by the 

formation of brown spots covering more or less 
of the surface of the leaves, The cause of it 
is uncertain. 

Brunistic (bris-nis’tik), a, Of or pertaining 
to the doctrines of Giordano Bruno, the Italian 

(1548-1600). Encye. Brit., XXX. 

brunneous (brun’é-us), a. (ML. briunnens, 
breneus, ¢ branus, brown; see brown.) Dark 
brown : used chiefly in entomology: as, brun- 
neous-gray wings. Humphreys, Brito. Mths, 
1.4137. 

brunsvigite (brunz‘vig-it), 1. (Dan. Brunsvig, 
Brunswick, + -ite2.] * kind of ehlorite oceur- 
ing in gabbro in the Radauthal, Germany, 
Brunswick stew. See *stew!. 
Brunton’s caleiner, See *culciner. 
brush, »., 7. (/) One of the ends of the sta- 
tionary cireuit of an electric machine which 
receive the current from or supply it to the 
revolving cireuit: so culled because they had 
formerly a h-like structure. Now the 

the commutator or collector. : 
13. The hair on the upper end of a grain of 
wheat, It furnishes a distinction between 
Varictics.Ambulacral brush, Sec *ambulaeral — 
Brush . See Wdischarge, welee 

a brasl-electrode; a wire brush 
attached to one pole of a buttery and teed ‘nm the appli- 
cation of electricity to the surface of the body.—‘To bein 
the brush, to be embarrased —— as a pablic 

trode, — 7 

Electric Brush-holder, 
@. rush; 4, breth-boa; ¢, brash-box stud; @, washer; ¢, bravh- 

holder shank; /, clamping-screw; ¢. spring-bea; A, spriag-bea 
bolt; #, tensiomdewer; 4. tensiem-lever head; é. apr gt 
mm, pig-tail commection; #, thumbeacrew, «, adjuscment porches. 

speaker. (Western U.A]—Wire brush, any brash made 
entirely, or nearly so, of wires, Spectleally: (@) a hair- 
brush made with metal wires in place of bristhes ; is 
gikder’s brush of brass wire for spreading in 

cleaning metal surfaces; (c) a brush with and 
iron wires used for strect-sweeping ; (d¢) a carding brush ; 
ete. 

brush, v. t. 6. In mining, to remove, by blast- 
ing or otherwise, rock from (the floor or roof 
of a level or roadway) to increase its height. 
brush-cherry (brush ‘cher-i), n. 1, See cherry!. 
— 2. An Australian tree, Caryophyllus myrtifo- 
ling (Eugenia myrtifolia of Sims), which yields 
a light-reddish, elastic timber, used for staves, 
oars, boat-building, boomerangs, and shields. 
Its red, acid fruit makes a preserve. 

brush-clutch (brush‘kluch), ». A eluteh in 
which a semipositive contact is obtained by 
having wire brushes on one face cateh into 
grooves on the other face, 

brush-coal (brush’kél),». In mining, the coal 
taken down when the top of a level is brushed. 

brush-deal (brush‘dél),#. A slender Austra- 
lian tree, Capaniopsis anacardioides, of the 
soapberry family. It yields a tough, close- 
grained, piakiek timber, sometimes used for 
house-bui er 3 

er, ». 3. A miner who enlarges the 
roadways by breaking down the roof-rock or 
by taking up rock from the floor.— 4, A local 
Australian name for tue small, active kanga- 
roos which inhabit the scrub, or brush, 

brusher-off (brush’ér-df), ». A worker in a 
pottery who brushes off the ware before it 
goes to the kiln, 

The atmosphere which the breshers-of, the finiahers, 
and the porcelain makers generally work in jin the Limo- 
ges potteries) contained 640,000,000 of dust-particles to 
the enbio metre. Buet, Med. Handbook, VL ua 

brush-grain (brush’grin}, nm. In the painting 
of woodwork, an eflect produced when the 
second coat is made to show through the third, 
of another color, by passing the brush over it 
while the second coat is still wet, X. and Y. 
9th ser., VILL. 310, 

brash-harrow (brush har’6), ». Same as 
rush, 6. 

brush-holder (brush’hdldér), ». A device 
for holding the brushes of an electrie machine. 
See *hrush, 13, with cut. 

brush-hook (brush ‘ hik), ». A bush-hook 
(which see), * I be 

(brush‘ing). ». In mining, that part 
of the rouf or floor of a roadway which io re 
moved toinerease its height. Barrowman, 
Glossary. 

brush-line (brush’lin), ». A fishing-line sus- 
ended trom # branch of a tree, with the hook 

immersed inthe water beneath: used for cateh- 
ing catfish in a Mississippi river overtlow. 

Practically all the fishing is done with “trot-lines * and 
“bridles. 
Jerden ond Erermonun, Amer. Food and Game Fishes, 

jp. 1s 

brush-scythe (brush’siva), x. A *bush-seythe 
(which see), 

mn. The name is also loosely applied 
pods, or mound-tailder, besites the 

wx fathame, Among these is Ue mallee, 
It is also given to the bastard, Bu porto. 

brush-t tine (brush’tér’pen-tin), ». In 
Australia, either one of two trees of the myrtle 
family, Syrearpia leptopetala and Rhodamia 
trinervia, both yielding useful timber. The 
latter is also called red scrub tea-tree and three- 
veined myrtle, See Syxcerpia and compare ter- 
pentine-tree, 2, 



brush-wire 
brush-wire (brash wir), #. Wire which is made 
especially for coarse brushes such as are used 
in — 

rusque (brisk), tr. t; pret. and pp. 
brusked, — ppr. bresxking, brusquing 
brask!, a.) To treat with seant courtesy or 

in a brusk, offhand way: as, ‘in this first dia- 
logue he brusques Tasso,” Freser’s Mag., XIII. Brythonic (bri-thon‘ik), a. Of or pertainingto 4 trum 
530. — To brask 
bruskness: na, *T 
Lim 

it, to assume a brusk manner; act with 
UV brusque it a little,” Scott, Woodstock, 

, brusquely (brisk’li), ade. In a brusk 
manner; rusquely (° and with scant cour- 
tesy. 

brusque, brusquely. See *hrusk!, *bruskly. 
brut (brit), @. re i FP. brut, fem. brute, 
rude, rough, unfashioned, ¢ L. brutus, brute. 
Bee brute, a.) L. a, Raw; rough; rude; as 
applied to wines, dry; not aweet, 
IE >. [F. i A rough —— 

or other gem. ing out a gem is often 
called bruting, M. Bawer, Paces Stones, 
v. 243 
brute, ». 3. Newl.,a yeah that to some extent 
sacrifices fineness of lines to fullness of form, 
80 that great initial stability and sail-carrying 
power are obtained. 

“ Reltance,” however, is a brute of the most pronounced 
type, the term brute being used in ite present accepted 
sense among yachtamen as meaning a vessel that sacri- 
Goes fineness of form to fullness, great initial stability, 
and large sail-carrying power, 

Sei. Amer., May @, 1900, p, 44 

bruter (brii‘tér), m. nae + -crl.] One who 
roughs out or rough y shapes gems either by 
chipping or by grinding them. M. Sawer, 
Pir — tic a 1.) Rough 

iting (bra’ting), #. nt? +-ing), ough- 
ing out or shaping gems by obipping or grind- 
ing. 

brutting (brut’ing), ». [brutl + -ingl.] 1. 
Browsing; nibbling of young shoots.—2, The 
breaking off of young shoots (or branches), 
{Provincial in all uses, ]—Bratting crew, a crew 
which rolls logs down slopes too steep for teams. 

(bruk-zel'i-an), a. and «a, [F. 
Bruxelles, E. Brussels, in Belgium.] In geol., 
noting a local division of the Middle Eocene 
in Belgium, corresponding in part to the lower 

rtion of the limestones of the Paris basin. 
See * Lutetian. 

(bri-4’shius), a. Belonging or per- 
order 

characterized by having the spore-case se 
the ea * bya — 

thus (bri-an‘thus), », (NL. (Gmelin, 
1769), < Gr. Spiov, moss, + dvéoc, flower, in 
allusion to the habit of the plant.] A genus 
of plants of the family Ericace#. The only spe- 
cles, B. Gmneliné, is & mow-like or heather-like it of 
eastern Siberia. The use of the name mes ex- 
tended to include the allied genus P: This com 
sista of about 6 species, belonging to the arctio-alpine 
regions of both hemispheres are , ov 

flowers. Bryanthus empotriformie and other species are lowers, nthe formas f species are 
occasionally cultivated. 

_ (NL., ¢ Gr. Spixev, ppr. 
of Spixey, eat —S A genus of fishes of 
the family Cheracinide, of numerous species, 
the typical one being &, dentex, found on the 
coast of South America. 
Bryophyllum (bri-é-fil’um), a, [NL. (Salis- 
bury, 1805), ¢ Gr. Spiov, moss, + 9f/2ov, leaf.] 
A genus of succulent plants of the family 
Crassulacer, containing 4 species, natives of 
tropical Africa. B. pinnate (#, calycinum of Salis- 
bury) is the only species under cultivation. If the leaves 
are Inid on moket sam! oF tnosd, after k time new planta 
will appear at the indentations; tt is therefore frequently 
grown for students’ use It rans wild in some of the 
warm countrics, Sometimes known a the (ife-plent, 

bryophytogeographic (bri-6-fi-t6-j6-6-graf’- 
ik), a. (NL. Orwophytum, bryophyte, + geo 
graphicus, geographic.) Relating to the sgeo- 
graphical distribution of mosses or of bryo- 
hytes generally, 

Brysseteeres (bris-e-té’réz), n. [NL., irreg. 
¢ Gr. piprecoc, a kind of sea-urchin, + fraipoc, 
companion.) A genus of —— of the 
funily Gohiesovida, represented by a single 
species, B. pinniger, a small fish abundant in 

e Gulf of California. 
philus (bri-sef’i-lus), n. [NL., ¢ Gr, 

Beresor, a kind of sea-urchin, + g4zix, love.) 
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A subgenus of cling-fishes of the family Go- 
biesocid#, typified by the single species (robie- 
sox papillifer, 
Brython (brith’on), n. [W. Brython: see 
Briton.) In 5* a Briton of Wales, Corn- 
wall, or ancient Cambria, as distinct from a 
Gadhelic Celt. 

the Brythons, 
The god's Irish name Nuada assumes on te 

| samy the form of Nodens, genitive Nodentis, to be 
ound in Latin inscriptions, of which more anon. 

Rhys, Celtic Heathendom, p. 12h, 

B. 8, An abbreviation of (a) Bachelor of Sur- 
ery; (b) Bachelor of Science, 

B 8. A, An abbreviation of Bachelor of Scien- 
tifle Agriculture. 

B.8.C. An abbreviation of Bengal Staff Corps. 
B. 8. D. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Scien- 
tifie Didactics, 

B. 8, F. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Scien- 
ifie Forestry. 

B. 8, G. An abbreviation of British Standard 
rage, 

Bt. A contraction of Baronet, 
B. Th. An abbreviation of Bachelor of Theol- 

B . U, An abbreviation of British Thermal 
‘nit, 

buabua (bi-i-bs’i), a. (Fijian, also simply 
bua = Tongan bua = Samoan and Tahitian 
pua, name of several different trees, = Maori 
a, Hawalian pua, puwa, a flower,) In the 
*jji Islands, a small — tree, Guettarda 

ciosa, of the madder family, with opposite 
obovate leaves and very fragrant jasmine-like 
flowers, which are strung in garlands by the 
natives. The tree is widely distributed on tropical 
shores from East Africa and the adjoining to 
eastern Polynesia It is highly esteemed on account of 
ita delicious perfurne, 

buba ( bi’ bia), ». [Swahili buba.] Frambosia. 
dJowr. Trop. Med., Feb. 16, 1903, p. 62. 
bubal (bi’bal), #. [Also bubale; CL. bubalus ¢ 
Gr. poijiatog: see bufile, buffalo, bubalis, Buba- 
tus.) A large ox-like antelope of South Africa, 
otherwise known as the bubalis, 

Bubastic (bi-bas‘tik), a. Of or pertaining to 
the ancient Egyptian city Bubastis, in Lower 
Egypt, the present Tel Basta.—Bubastic dy- 

twenty-i tia ity, w was afta ar — fe 170 years, hinge B 
bubble-boyt (bub‘l-boi), ». Same as bubbdle- 
bow. 

bubble-foot (bub’l-fat), ». Any insect of the 
order Thysanoptera or Physapoda, Amer, In- B 
ventor, June 1, 1904, p. 244. 

In. — babo occurrt the 
leristie i of ae of he forma of plagua. 

two an — or weand of some r of the or foot. 
— dubo, cine assoc with ver disease, 

bubo: a. 2, Accompanied by the forma- 
tion of bubos; affected with bubos. 

ie ly —— may be inferred that the: 
‘ “glands ment above ihe oust of 

ht—which is the Mlnesm— 
takes largely in the buba Bneye. Brit,, XXXL, THs. 
Bubonic form of the plague characterized 
by the ic blague, tg bubos in the groins and sometimes 
fin the axille. See plague, 2 Bubonie-plague bactil- 
Tos, See bhacillies, 

bubui —— », (Said to be Tagalog, but 
not 

tree belonging 
to the family 
Bombacacex 
with a straigh 
trunk, whorls %) 
of radiating 
branches, digi- 
tate leaves,and 
mallow - like 
Sowers. * ,The 
BOOE pods eld a 

silky floes, called 
ple in Ceylon and 
pok in the Mala 

archipelago, whic! 
is brittle and elas = 
tic and not suites 
ble for spinning, 
but i¢ used for 
stung pillows 
and cushions, It is 
very inflammable 
and te aeed in In- 
(iia in the meann- 
facture of fire 
wotks. See tapok, Bubsui (Ceiba pentandra). 

buck 
and #ifk-entton free, under «ilk-coffor,—Bubul gubat ('for- 
est-bebul), a name applied to an allied tree, Heunbexr 
Cerba, called in the Bast Indics simool or red ®alk-cotton 
tree, See eilk-cotfon, under cotton], and waned. | Phil- 
ippitee Ta.) 

n. 4, Meat prepared on a bucan. 
pauiats-} 
acania (bi-ka’ni-f), ». (NL, ¢ Gr, Gexary, 

t; see buecina,) A genus of proso- 
branchiate gasteropod mollusks of the family 
Bellerophontiidw. They have nautiloid, symmetry 
cal, spirally enrolled shells with all the vodatiogs exposed, 
the tinal whorl ending in an explanate peristome. Typicul 
epecios are from: the Silarian rocks, A 

bucar te (bo*ka-ra-man‘jit), ». [From 
_Bucaramanga, Colombia.] A fossil resin 
from Colombia. 

-] 
Porto Rico, Trinidad, and other islands of the 
West Indies of several leguminous trees be- 
longing to the genus Arythrina, especially E. 
umbrosa and E, relutina, These are used as 
shade-trees in the cultivation of eacao and 
coffee. See *anauca, 

Buccal chamber, in holothurians, the cavity into which 
the mouth leads, See buccal corify.—Buceal 
in Ophiveroiden, a ahiel-shaped plate, ioterradial in posi- 
tion, lying in the angle between the two jaws of one 
segment. Also called oral plate, mouth-plete, and scut men 
bucente,— tube, in certain tremataxles, Ue pas- 
sage from the mouth to the pharynx, 

buccia (bi’chi), ». [It., bark, peel, hull, ete.] 
The mare or solid residue from the second 
pressing of olives in the production of olive- 

buccinite (buk‘si-nit), ». [Buccin(wm) + -ite2.) 
A fossil Buecinum, or some shell allied to thet 

nus. 
bucco? (buk’6), mn. Same as buch. 

1 (buk-6-fa’shal), a. [L. duece, 
cheek (mouth), + facies, face.) luting to 
the mouth aud adjoining portion of the face, 
Philos, Trans, Roy, Soc. (London), ser, B, 183, 
102, 

(buk-6-fi-rin’jéal), a. [L. 
bucca, mouth, + Gr, edpvys, pharynx.) Per- 
Sane to the cavity of the mouth and to the 

.—Buccopharyngeal aponeurosis, o 
food certchinn between the ygotd eee aah ae 
posterior of the alveolus the lower jaw, and giving 
attachment to the superior constrictor pharyngitis and the 

nator eo — muscle, part 
of the jetor 

a st horse, im oe ‘a spirited or ragin > . plying & sp « 

srule. See *rulel. 
Buchiola (bi-ki’6-ld), n. [NL., ¢ G. von Buch 

st, + L. dim. iola.] A genus of 

without hinge-stractare except for 
hinge-1 The surtace is usually 

pelagic 
funnel. See *funnel. 

(bik’nér-it), ». [Buchner (Otto 
Buchner, an authority on meteorites) + -ite*.] 
In petrog., a name given by Wadsworth (1884) 
to certain ultrabasic igneous rocks, both terres- 
trial and meteoric, of granular textare and 
consist of olivin, enstatite (or bronzite) and 
augite. chnerite is a kind of peridotite. 

Buch 

1, nn. buck, « ‘rabbit with a poached 
placed ‘on the chose mixture, — 

buexꝰ. v. t, 3. To saw (felled trees) into logs. 
Western U.S.J—4, To bring or carry: as, to 
wek water or wood, [U.8.J—5. To ecuttoa 

proper shape for a barrel-stave.—6, To at- 
tempt to control (a bucking or obstreperous 
beast ora difficult affair or proposition): used 
only in the phrase to buek the tiger. See te 
fight the tiger, under fight. 

2, nm, 2. In poker, any article placed in 
the pool with the chips, to be taken down by 
the winner, indieating that when he deals it 
shall be a juck-pot. In stright poker, since the 
winner of the pool always deals, the buek — noud 
to mark whose turn it is to ante for all the Players. 

buck*. ». tf. 5. In foothall, to charge into (the 
line of opponents) with the ball, 
ack’, i. (c) Anapparatus used in the northwestern Uni- 
ted States for gathering hay from the swath and transfor. 
ring itdirectly te the foot of the stack. It consists of acoarse 



Long Buchu (Aampiewrws eu natin), 
@, branch with flowers and fruit; 4, a mabe flower; ¢, a hermaphero- 
dite fower. (From Euglet and Prantl’s ” Phanzeatamiliets.”’) 

rake of cradle with horizontal teeth, aapported at the two 
bed by the rear, A 

saw. [Canada, 
buck!!! (buk), ». A dollar. [Slang.] 

Aman... pasted around some gokl watehes, .. . 
Twenty webs they cost you over the counter, At three 
dollars the crowd fought for the tickers 

MeClure's Mag., Feb., 1008, p, 428 

buckberry (buk’ber-i), ». 1, The squaw- 
huckleberry or deerberry, Polycodium stami- 
veum and other species. [Southern U. 8. — 
2, The bear-huckleberry, Gaylussacia wrsina, 
& species with a sweet fruit, much used in 
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the backet rests on the material to be lifted. It is hea’ 
enough to dig in as the jaws close and so pick ap its le 
9. In turbines and centrifugal pumps, the 
space between two adjacent vanes on the 
revolving wheel.—Bucket fever, See #ferer].— 

Ducket, « self-filting bucket for a dredg- 
ing-machine or for a eeal-hoisting plant. [t comatste of 
four steel leaves hinged together and resembling the see- 
tions of half an orange #hen the skin is cut inte four 
quarters, Dropped pom a nase of coal the podated ends 
of the four leaves sink inte the coal, and when the backet 
is raised by ita hoisting-chain the strain causes the leaves 
to come together, inclosing and lifting one or more cuble 
yards of coal, Tt fe a mextification of Che more familiar 
Clam-shell bucket (see clam-ahell, 3). 

bucket, rv. 4.—To bucket an oar, to recover the stroke 
with a harried forward ewing of the body. 

bucket? (buk’et), », [Appar. (OF. biquet, a 
balance: see bucket!, ont A beam 25* on 

1 . which anything may be or earri Let- 
ins, Manipulus Voeab., col. 86. 

bucket-con (buk’et-koan-va‘ér), nm A 
device for tra’ rting material, consisting of 
a chain on which buckets are fixed at regular 
intervals. The material to be transported is put in 
the buckets and carried to the desired point, where it be 
damped. See seonveyer, 4 

bucket-door (buk‘et-dér), », The cover of an 
opening in a pump designed to give nceess to 

8 pump-buckets, 
bucket-e tor (buk’et-el/é-vi-tor), m, An 
apparatus for raising ore, grain, or other ma- 
ternal, consisting of a number of metal buckets 
attached to an endless belt or chain, 

bucket-float (buk’et-flét), a. The float of a 
dle-wheel. 

— buk‘et-lid), ». The flap of 

bucket-light (buk’et-lit), ». A very short 
candle, consisting of stearin poured, in the 
melted state, into a shallow evlinder of tin- 
plate with a slender wick in the center: in- 
tended for use in bedrooms at night and for 
outdoor illumination of colored lamps. Groves 
and Thorp, Chem. Technol., II. 96. 
bucket-mounting (buk’et-moun‘ting), ». The 
leather or rubber packing ofa —— 

bucket-piece (buk et-pés), um. he casting of 
a mine-pump which carries the bucketloor, 

pump (buk’et-pump), ». A chain or 

buckwheat 
See red.— Shrubby buckeye, a low 

———— found on brid and — tad woot of 
the Mississippl—Small buckeye, .feculns parrijfere, a 
low southern species with pure white Bowers, sometimes 
cultivated. Stinking bu , the fetid buckeye, See 
buckewe, 1.—Texas keye, Sane as Spanieh beckeye 
(which see, under buckeye) — Yellow buckeye, Reculua 
veetandra, a large tree of Ube eastern United States, with 
yellow thowers, - 

buck-fly (buk’fli), ». Same as bwel-moth. 
buck-heap (buk’hép), nm. See the extract. 

The great majority of the rabbits captured jin Australial 
are sure to be tales, because the miale rabbits have Ube 
habit of congregating in certain apots called '* Hroek-heape,” 
In these spots they ure easily caught by the trappers. 

Nature, Nov. 1%, we, p ah 

,. 3, See deerhorn. 
-hammer (buk’ing-ham-ér), ». An 

iron disk, provided with a handle, used for 
breaking up minerals by hand, ‘Coal and 
Metal Miners Pocketbook, 

-table (buk‘ing-ti"bl), 2. A stron 
table, usually of cast-iron, on which erush 
ore ls placed to be pulverized. 
buck-jump (buk’jump), ». A leap like that of 
a buck or a bucking horse or mule. [U. 8. 
and — * 
buekjump (buk’jump), v. i. To jump in the 
manner Ha a bueki horse or mule. Bene as 
buck?, 3, (U.S, and Australia.) 
buck-jum (buk’jump-ing), », The plung- 
in * leapin, * — — mules addicted 
to bucking. See buck?, ve. ¢., 3. 
bucklandite (buk’lan-dit), n. [Named after 
W. Buckland, an English geologist (1784-1856). } 
A variety of allanite from Arendal, Norway. 

buckle}, v. t 2, To do up (the hair) in curl- 
papers; curl; crimp. See bwekie!, n., 3. 

Another word, Ouvckle, used in the sense of “to curt,” 
isa localtam perha i have beard it used much in New- 
port, where lndics spoke of * buckling their hair,’ ie 
rolling it up on a bit of paper or cloth. 

Latter from FP, M,C, 

buckler-head (buk‘lér-hed), #, Same as buck- 
ler-fish, 

ling? (buk‘ling), m. [G. biickling.] A 
large smoked and salted herring. 

buck-plate (buk’plat), 2. Same as bueking- 
ce. 

buck-quartz (buk-kwarts’), ». Hard, non- 
North Carolina. Lounsberry, Southern Wild lifting-pump which employs small buckets in auriferous quartz. Coal and Metal Miners’ 
Flowers, p. 306, 

buckboard-barouche 
A large buckboard 
[Western U. 8.] 

buckboard-mail (buk’bérd-mal’), n. A form 
of buckboard-wagon with accommodation for 
#ix engers, used for passenger and mail 
se in the western United States, especi- 
ally in Yellowstone Park, : 
buck-brush (buk’brush), ». One of several 
plants associated inthe western United States 
with the feeding of deer: (a) In the moun- 
tains of California, Lotus glaber, also called 
deer-ceed and wild broom, (b) In Oregon, the 
shrub Awnzia tridentata, (c) In Colorado, 
various shrubby composites of the genera 
Chrysothamnus and Isocoma, 

buckeen! (buk-én’), ». [Guiana D. *bokin, 
fem. of bok, goat, buck: see buck, m.,4.) An 
Indian woman: term adopted from the Dutch 
in Guiana, 
The Indian men and women were called by the Dutch 

“ Bucks” and “ Buckeena,” and these rather inelegant ex- 
Preasions are still in common ase. 

V. M. Brett, lodian Tribes of Gulana, p. 34, note. 

buckeen? (buk-én’), #. [back + en, an Ir. dim. 
(-in), used as in squireen.} In Ireland one 
belonging to the less wealthy section of the 
class known as gentry, who, without a fes- 
sion or any settled income, tries to play the 
buck. See buekl, w., 3. 

bucker!, ». 4, One who siws felled trees into 
logs. Also called across-cutter. (Western U.S. 
—6. One who brings or carries. See *huck?, 
re ty 4 

bucker® (buk’ér), ». A machine for shaping 
staves for barrels or kegs. tt consists of a steel 
carriage into which the stave is clamped by a lever. The 
carriage is Vien forced by a ram inte such a position that 
the stave passes between two cutters, which shave it to 
the proper propertions, the width in the center being 
greater than at the ends to give the barrel the proper 
bulge or belly. 

bucket?, n. 7, Aletter full of abuse. [Loeal, 
U.S. slang.J—8. A scoop or digger used for 
taking up loose material such as coal or 
ore, and often for digging under water, Such 
buckets ure operated by power and can lift a ton or more 
at a time je most commen form ta the clar-shell 
bucket, which is made in two parts hinged together, It 
is lowered with the jaws open, and they are closed while 

‘bérd-ba-rish’), ». (buk 
used as a stage-coach. 

place of pistons, See chain-pump. 
bucket-recall (buk’et-ré-kal’), ». A sphere 
formed of bueket-hoops and canvas: it is 
hoisted aloft by whalers as a signal for the 
boats to return to the ee 

bucket-ring (buk’et-ring), ». Same as 
*bucket-strap. 

bucket-shell (buk‘et-shel), ». The metal 
frame of the bucket of a pump. 
bucket-strap (buk‘et-strap), ». An iron ring 
which clasps the leather of a bueket-valve, 

bucket-trap (buk‘et-trap), ». A form of 
steam-trap in which a bucket or open vessel 
is * as the float or weight to operate the 
valve. 
bucket-wheel (buk’et-hwél), n. The rotating 

of the turbine wheel (using either steam 
or water) in which a jet impinges upon curved 
surfaces, called buckets, an imparts velocity 
and some to the rotor which is fastened to 
the revolvingshaft, These vanes, or buckets, 
are either cut or molded from the solid edge 
of the wheel, or are made separately and care- 
fully fitted on the edge. 

(buk’et-i), a. Like a bucket; clumsy. 
[Rare.] N. £. D. 

buckeye, n a in entom., an American nym- 
i tt ; ia. 1 throug! 

ee —— United States, and — inthe * 
sate a plantain, enapiragon, and the Agworts It 
derives ite popular name the eye-spote on the wings. 

Buckeye Butterfly (Jiemomta cormia j 

(From * Aseer. Museum Journal.“ 

— or large buckeye. Saime as yellow einweckeye,— 
or pers buckeye, 4 variety (Awhrida) of the 

yellow buckeye, which has purplish or pink flowers. — 

Pocketbook, 
Buck's extension apparatus, See *appa- 
ratus. 

buck-shell (buk’shel), n. A dugout canoe 
with straight sides, the wood not — 
in the middle by heating. See * , 19. 
(Guiana. 

buck-shof, ». 2. A lava of 
ture, oceurring in Austral 
sandy alluvium, [Australia.) 

and J 
lated lava, a by the settlers buckshot, and 
found th it the country on, these trappene forma- 

«im led ina ly allavium, 
sometimes several feet thick. 
Austral, Quart., 1851, p. 459, qaoted by BE. E. Morris in 

{Anetral Engliah, 

Buck-shot cinder, See *cinder.—Buck-shot land, 
land pon ml yerdn roypet peers —— —— 

or carries of produces tionary 
Buck-shot soll, Same as wbuck-shot land. 

buck-sick (buk’sik), ». See the extract. 
ideeni reetitis, known here as “caribi” 

— — og be — — the Abo- 
riginal Indiana I haveont anlage pment ey i 
Yap en — these Indians so rarely come to 
Pp for treatsnent, 

Jour. Trop, Med., Nov, 16, 1904, p 357. 

buckskinned (buk’skind), a. Wearing buck- 
skin; clothed in buekskin. 

Our buctekinned justices expound the law. 
Seott, The Poacher. 

buck-stave (buk’stav), ». Same as *buck- 
stay, 

buck-sta (buk’sta), 2, One of the vertical 
beams which are run up the outside of a brick 
— — — furnace to keep it from buck- 
ling, or cracking. 

thorn, ». 3. In the southern United 
States any species of the genus Bumelia, par- 
ticularly FB. lyeioides, The tough backthorn is & 
tener, and the wooly buckthorn of the crust region is A 
laneoiness. Both of pa are alee called Wiek-haer and 

ara iromiroed, — Rhaiwnus Miershiana, 
the source of the cascara eagmida bark. See MAcmnvs and 

res, 
at swarm, See Peer. — ‘buck- 
Petyoonoe dioectoruim, a climbing spectes, tat- 

uralized from Burepe in parts of the United states. This 
and #* scandens Rave heen called Aedge-tacdurheat,— 
Crested false buckwheat, /dyumiiem ceiefatom, « 
sinaller species of the eastern and southern United States, 
having the wings of the fruiting caly* incised. — 
buckwheat, See coper-*huckwheat. 

nulated struc- 
embedded in 



buckwheater 
buckwheater —— a n. A novice at 
lumbering. if lang, U 

(ba kol-izm), 4 1 pment ie) +- * 
A bucolic phrase or characteristic. H. N. 
—— Greek Poets, p. 7. [Rare.) M. I 

aig neler a, anda, (NL, bu- 
coreus ( (Gr, Soir, ox, + L, corvus, crow) + 
—— I, a. Of or pertaining to the horn- 
bills of the genus Bweorvus or family Bucer- 
otide. 

II. ». A hornbill of this family. 
bud!, n.— Duds, the slight projections tn f 8 
grown larvee an sermipupie of insects from which 
and — are developed. Packard, Text-book — eon "0 
p. O82, 

bud-beetle (bud’bé‘tl), ». A beetle which in- 
—— the buds of various plants,— 

beetle, an American dermestid beetle, Ayturnus wni- 
oe wanes Seees on Cae bods and blossoms of the rasp 

bud ‘brush ( (bud: brash), n, A species of sage- 
brush, Artemisia spinescens, especially abun- 
dant in the Red Desert of W oming. [t isa 
low plant * * hike —— of leaves and flowers 
much relished b yo shone, end most valuable of the 
ange bed —22 —* spring sage, 

buddawong-nut (bud’s-wéng-nut’),», Same 
as berrawang-nel, 

See *effect. 
Buddeize (bid‘iz), r. t.; pret. and pp. Hud- 
deized, ppr. Buddeizing. [Sw. Budde, name of 
the inventor of the process, + -izr.] To sterilize 
(milk) by heat to 48°-56° C, (118.4°- 
181° P.), with the addition of hydric oxid, At 
this temperature the enzymes of the milk de- 
compose the hydrie oxid, and the nascent 
oxygen destroys all spores as well as microbes. 

. Amer., May 30, 1903, p. 413. 
dhadharma | bid’fi-liir-mii), n. [Skt.] The 

ethical code and ‘religious system of Gautama 
Buddha. 
Buddha's s rays. See *ray!. 
Buddhic (bud‘ik), a. iBuddha + -ie.] Same 
as Buddhistic, 
uddhism, ».— Esoteric Buddhism, « plirase applied 
to revert theesophical speculations, 
bud >» 1 — Axial , the maltiplication of a 
bilateral organism by GrunsvVerse * thawion accompanied by 
regeneration. 

In the rhabdoceel tarbellarians, and in some of the an- 
nelids, we often Mid chains of new Individuals produced 
bya that soften spoken of a budding. mt is con 
venient, however, to distinguish Qhese cases of aaiad bred- 
ding from those of later) budding, 

T. M. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 14a. 

Lateral b' , the production by an organism of buds 
which become new o isms with their planes of aym- 
iw ¢ ditferent from those of the badding organism, 

(bud-lé‘ja), a. [NL.(Linneus, 1737= 
43), named in honor of Adam Buddle (died 
1715), an English clergyman and botanist.) 
A genus of trees or shrubs of the family Lega- 
niacex, usually with quadrangular branches, 
There are about 70 species in the tropical and Lemnporate 
regiona of America, Asia, aml Soath Africa. The towers 
are in racemes, panicles, or clusters ; the corolla is tubular 
or carpanuiate and 4-lobed. The shrubs are ornamental 
and the fruit isa two-celled capaale with *—— pore, 
It is not hardy in the north; A. Jazonica, B. globosa, B. 
Lintleyana, B. wariatiltia, and B. “ol villed, however, will 
stand! many degrees of frost. 

buddler (bud’lér), n. One who uses a buddle 
in washing ore. See buddie2, n, and c, t 

(bud’i), a. [Also buddie.) 1. Full of 
buds. Florio.—2. Like a bud. Cotgrave, 

20. 4 Same as booze. [Loeal, U. 8. 
slang. | 

ree (buj’e-ré), a. [Also — ete. Aus- 
tralian.) An aboriginal commendatory oxpres- 
sion meaning ‘good’: used colloquially i in the 
— bush. 

ar (buj‘e-ri-giir’), rn. [Also budgeree- 
h, yp op ere A, hetshiregah, beaured — ete. png 

Native Australian budgery, good, ga, g 
(misspelled ger), a cockatoo or other — 
An Australian name of the grass-parrakeet, 
— — leo dead * 

budgor (buj’e-rak), a. B80 budgre 
buserook, basrook, ete. Pg. verison hae 
rucee, basaruco: see ebuzarucco.) lags as 
— 

center, See *cenfer of Budge. 
—— (buj‘e-ta-ri), a, Of or pertaining to 

e budget or governmental financial estimates 
tor the year; relating to or compared with the 
budget: as, budgetary arrangements ; a budge- 
tary surplus, 

bi {buj-et-ér’), n. [budget + -cer.] One 
who makes upa budget, as the chancellor of 
the exchequer of Great Britain when he pre- 
sents his financial statement for the year, 

(buj’rak),». [See *budgerook, Also 
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buserook, basrook, ete. . bazarucee, prob. ¢ 
Canarese bdzdr-riika or lg ‘mar- 

ote, 
India, 

trid-moth, 
Sane as *hud-brush. ke ae 

—— (bud’ 1), = The seale-like outer 
leaves of a leaf-bud. scale}, 2. 

bud-stick (bud‘stik), ». *38 t from whieh 
one who practises budding cuts the buds. The 
twig is not more than one year so that the buds have 
never 5* started * wth. th These bads, when removed 

6 twig, or , ure inserted Inte the stock, there 
—* —* 
bud-worm — nm. The larva of an 
American noctuid moth, Chloridea virescens, 
which ae the bud ot, the tobacco-plant, 
frequently joing 28 Gone —% Apple le pud- 

the larva of 

bud-worm, 
—— ——2 which bores Into the flower-buds 

roses, 

r 

Oe oe 

IDES 

te marke LAA he hd 

ioe 

ae 

NB c d 
Nad.worm (C Aferidea wirercenn, 

4, adult moth; 4, full-grown larva, from side: ¢, same, from 
above; 4, seed pod bored inte by lerva; ¢. papa, Narural size, 
(Howard, US. DLA.) , 

Rose Bud. worm (etaremtes (Peacaina) aimdatane), 

4 moth; 4, larva; ¢, empty chrysalis skin; @, terminal segment 
of pupare, rosebud, showtng larva at work | /, leaves folded by 3 
larva. All enlarged one third, except a, which is greatly cnlary 
(Chittendes, U.S. OD. Ad 

budzart, ». See *budzat, 
Why the shaitan didn't you come before, you lazy old 

trudzart Cholmondeley, Dawk Bungalow, p. 214. 

budzat (bud’zit), ». [Also budzert; ¢ Hind, 
dzit, of evil race, low-born. A black- 
— a low fellow. [Anglo-Indian.} 

buf, ». and. A simplified spelling of buff, 
buff, t,t 2. In leather-manuf, to grind or 
shave with a buff-wheel, 

buffa (bif’fi), a. and», [It.; see bugfo.) I. a. 
Comic: as, opera buffa, aria buffa. 

II. a». A female singer of comie music, See 
bu ffe and bowffe?. 

‘alo, n.— Big-mouthed buffalo, the common baf- 
talo-fish, Jetiobus eyprinella, of the family Catostornidar [a 
species ‘which reaches a weight of 50 pounds or more: 
found in certain lakes of Ue rey op bars Aleo 
called gowrdherd,— Black buffalo, ultalo-fish, Jetio- 
tars wrus, of the family —— found jin the 
Mississippi river. — holera, See *#eholern.— 
Buffalo-clover. (@) S<« eer, L, (5) See ttenygfelo-ped, 
— Gourd. b a name in Logisiana of the 
buttfalo-tlah, Jotiovis eyprinelia. Also called red-mouthed 
aml te. mouthed buffalo, and gourdhead.— Mongrel 
buffalo, a fish, fetiobus aries, of the family Catotennude, 
foand i streame of the —B ppd valley.—Smali- 
mou , the most abundant and t-kreew ns 
wf the buifalo-fishes, Ietiobus bubelus, of the fumily Coto- 
55 — buffalo. Same ax small-mouthed 

wu Sade, 

bug 
baffalo-bur (buf’a-lé-bér’), n. Same as sand- 
bur. 

),». 2. In Texas the 
J ie —— of —2* of 
— us and Lapinus form natu - 

tu In the —* sense babble-ciever haa 
also been used. [Western U. 8.] 

buff-coated (buf’két-ed), a. Wearing a buff- 
coat: as, bu, — cavalry. 
a (buft), (bag? + a Clad in 

—2, Coated or covered wit buff; having 
a bee coat, NL ELD, 

buffer! #. 2. Any instrament or contrivance ased in 
ting or ing, as the thin, sharnp-odged steel 

plate used by — to bring out the grain; the 
chamois-covered pad or ball used in polishing the Singer 
nails; the butting-lathe, butt-setick, bating-machine, buft- 
wheel, ete. by different workers in different mate- 
rials, lone usually with some kind of powder. 
3. One who bulls or polishes (knives, glass, cut 
— stones, daguerreotype plates, wood- 
work, ete.)—Buffer’s consum: 
valent * metal-polishers or consumption wun = 

buffer-be . In mining, » beam fixed 

movin 
me (bef"ér-boks), a. The casing which 

incloses the buffer-spring and -rod at the end 
of a railway-car. 

buffer-rod (buf’ér-rod), n. In a railway-ear, 
the red whieh carries a buffer; the rod which 
transfers the shock or bump from the buffer to 
the spring or cushion whiel i is intended to re- 
ceive it. 

buffer-state (buf’ér-stat’), n. 
lies between two larger and sup 
tile states, and thus serves as a * 

buffet-car (buf‘et or bil-fa’-kiir), ». A parlor- 
ear or sleeper fitted with a small kitehen for 
preparing ight meals, which are served on 
temporary tables placed between the car-seats. 

buffe (buf’et or bib-fa'-dr’gan), nA 
tome portable organ. 

II, a. Comic: as, basso buffo, See 
bate, >. and *huffa. 
bufidin (bi'fi-din), ». [L. ufo, toad, + -id? + 
-in?.] A poisonous substance formed in the 
skin-glands of toads. 

bufonin (bi‘fo-nin), a. [L. bufo(n-), toad, + 

A state which 
ae f hos- 

-in?.] A name given by Faust to a substance 
obtained from the skin and parotid gland of 
the common toad, Bufo vulgaris L, Later in- 
vestigations indieate ‘that it was impure cho- 
lesterol containing some bufotalin. 
buf (bi-fot’n-lin), m. [L, bufo, toad, + 
-t- + -al +-in2.] “An amorphous, bitter, poi- 
sonous compound, C) 171025, (1), found in 
the parotid glands of the toad. It is very 
poisonous to toads, acting on the heart and 
stopping it in systole. 

bufotenin (bi-fot’ enin), n. ce buyfe, toad, * 
-te + -en(e} — poisonous compound 
obtained from the secretion of the parotid 
glands of the toad. It acts upon the central 
nervous —_ producing paralysis. 

bug?, ».—A a name in some parts of 
Georgia of *8 harlequin ee eS Murgantia histri- 
onien, See eabbage-bug, Also catled ew breg, 
fire-tug, and terrapin-bug.— Brazilian bug 
any one of severs beautiful Bruzilian > athe. or 
curculionid beetles, sometimes worn alive as mae | 
and frequently set in gold and used fn searf-pins 
other articles of jewelry. Among the spoctes so used are 
the chrysomelid Dernenofa rarioloed and the cureuliontd 
Katine qlendidvs,— Destructive me 
bey —* — ht 5 on : 

.— i either one ot two large 
American water-bugs, Brlostonea Golden bug — 
Benacua griseus, Sov Relostome,—Golden bi 
one of several species of tortoise-beetles, oe es 
evela aurichalcer, which feed on the sweet potato and 
other convolvilacecits plants —Green bug. Same as 

any one of several apectes of plant-lice. — 
deena AE cy ascalo-insect or coocld Cocens (Leca- 

minim) Aeeperidven LL, a common cosmopolitan species 
found in greenhouses on varions Pants Also called 

t scale.— Laaf-foot bug. — leas footed plant. 
a. Long- heteropteroms insect of 

the series Gaommnocerate er itie see). — threaded 
mea, bug, Dactylopine longitilie, «a species found in 
Flor in northern greenhouses. — Military bug, 
an American capsid bug, Hadrenema militaria, which 
sometimes damages the eugarbect oa. — Miona 
Dug. Sane as Person *#+ey— Persian bog, « tick, 
Argaa persicue or persew, Sev Argos, — Sandy- 

bug, an American lygeid bug, Byehleths aren- 
rive, of wide distribution.— Semiaquatic bug, any 

—— J hide, 

bug, 
heteropteromis insect of the tamil, 
Hydrotetida, or Linmnobetide,~ 
any heteropterous insect of the series Cryptocerata, tn- 
choding the families Belutomnida, Corizrids, —— 
Naweorida, Nepider, and Notonectidae, — 
bug, any species of the aberrant bug! —* family 
Henicocepholida.— Third-party urgantia his- 



bug 
trignton, Also ~~ Abe Lincoln Ag eal Tee) 

se ica TO Wivhascates os —— —* 

Cae: ie (bag's — # Same as fly- 

bug’fli), n. The a of the 
weet, tes, Bl ond lewcopterus irby and 
Spence, Entomol,, p. 92. 

thrae-pereh buggy" ring, 

— — —— 
— ra the rear cat down from 
— Shallow depth at the rear end of the Bulama 

y. 

buggyette (bug-i-et’), n. [bugay + -ctte.] 
A vehicle of novel design, built at Caleutta, 
India, by a local firm of coach-builders, 

bug-hole (bug’hol), ». A small cavity usually 
lined with crystals. See rug. Coal and Metal 
— Pocketbook, 

(bug’jés), », Poor liquor. (Slang, 

buglet (ba‘glet), ». A small bugle, as that 
carried by Sovelists, N. E. D. 

le-weed (bu’ —J Sams as * Ajuga. 
Drag ligut bug‘lit), ». A small incandescent 
elec t, used either in street- or house- 
lighting, as distinguished from the more 
owertul are-light, een } 

Buhl's disease, See *disease 
Bubrstone formation, acellular siliclous rock from ing = 
calcareous shells have been dissolved out, oceurrt 
South Carolina, where i attains a thickness of 200 

used for — Te It ia of 
=. was introduced into 

ev. i. 4, In casino, rg ‘combine certain 
eards so that their total pip-value equals that 
of a single card in the player's s hand, 

lock, See *hoist, *lock. 
builder-cam (bil’dér-kam), rn. A heart-shaped ™ 

placed on a ring-spinning frame to reg- 
wate The wind of the yarn on the bobbin. 
builder-screw (bil’dér-skré}), a. A part of the 
mechanism of a spinning-mule for building 
or forming the 

builder- 1 (bit derchwal), One of the 
ears of a ——— 2* for regulat- 

the wind of the rov * on the bobbin. 
ito n, 4. In mining, a wall or pillar 

built of stone to — the roof in long-wall 
mining & pack-wal Barrowman, Glossary. 
(Seoteh 
—— (bil’ding-bérth), ». In ship- 
a err a place in a shipyard on which a ves- 
sel is built, with its accessories of piling, 
blocking, staging, etc.; a building-slip, 

Asan example mention may be made of the overhead 
cranes fitted at (he Union Ironworks of Ban Francisca, A 
frunework of wood is built ap over the entire budiding 
berth, the structure being well braced in all directions 
for enrrying two travelling Fain crpes. 

Brit,, XXX, hoa, oo, 

building-motion (bil’ding-m6‘shon), ». 
mechanical contrivance on a cotton-roving 
machine for regulating the speed of the bob- 
bin and the wind of the roving thereon, Some- 
times called box 4 — — 

(bil dine · pũ· pér), 
intended to inclosed pa al the rieathlog Bot 
and clapboards of a wall or the sheathing 
shingles of a roof, chiefly to give additional 
wartith and dryness. 

Ww) (bil’ding-hwél), =. Part o 
the mechanism of 2 aplaning wale for baile 
ing or shaping the X of yarn on the spindle, 

buire (bwér), « wire, dial, baie, bie, OF, 
buire, buie, < ML. [they < OLG,. "hae, AS, bie, 
a pitcher, also the belly: see buck’, bowk), J 
A jug or flagon with a handle and spout. Com- 
pare burette. 

buitenlander (bi‘ten-lan-dlér), nr. [S. African 
D,: buiten, outside (see but), + land, land.) 
A foreigner ; an alien. 

buko (bi’ ko), » Same as buchu, 
Bukow! ka sandstone, Sev *vandstone. 
bul, ». A simplified spelling of bull, 
Bul (bdl), » (Heb, a, a word of Canaanite 
origin.) An ancient name of the second 
month of the Jewish civil year, now called 
Hesvan or Mar-hesean, As the name of a 
month it oceurs only onee in the Hebrew bulbosin (bul’ 8 n. 
Bible (1 Ki. vi. 38). There are several ren- 
derings of the word. See Hesvean. 
bulak (b6‘lik), ». [Tagalog fulak, bulac, cot- 
ton; =Bisaya bolac, a flower, esp. the flower 
of cotton.) 1. A general name iv the cote 
pine Islands for cotton ((ossypium).—2 

name.) Either of 

pulb-bar (bulb’ bir), » 

bulb-mite (bulb’mit), ta 

bul 
bulbus, bulb, + 
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the silk-cotton tree, Ceiba pentandra, and to 
other plants yielding down resembling cotton. 
See *bubwi (with eut).— 
weed), Asclepias curassavica, a 1 
account of the silky pappus of tts 

(bi-lii-kiin’), 1. 
the species Thesy 

= and T. — two elesely allied trees 
onging to the mallow family, yielding fine 

ecabinet-wood, Also called hanago and banalo. 
See *hanalo, *milo, 
*rosew ilippine —— 

—— ee like 

Visayan 
macro- 

and Polynesian 

projection found on the 
8 vestibule, 

—— 
Be ot rere surface of finta—Bulb of 
vul bulb. 

the 
Same as euleovayinel glend.— 

a pair of thermometers yep ae 
ope genes respectively bright and black, for 
pose of determining the total effect of daylight {that 
Xylight plus sunshine}— Fractionation bulb, a « 

Fractionation Bulb, 

a. tube See se which H argon enters bulbs 4, fractionation belb 
in which ft ta liquefied be comnecting F Teuss pomp with U 
alrcomtained in a vacuum: wessel @, ta 
mercury gu holders; ¢. — eas 
“ Deper, Study of Gases.” 

glass bulb surrounded by liquid alr held in a vacuum-ves- 
sel: used = Be ting Whe washing bulb, lass chementa of the 

apparatus es- 
— designe to —— *— to al heorbent liquids. — 

anh ball devised by Liebig for 
the 1a prac of th 

gases by liquids. —- * 
a glass ap, 

for — with 
(From Teravers's 

je carbon 

ous Com. 

pounds, The ie bulbs are Milled 

—— * Ly ago Liebig's Bulb, shapes are known 
names of their designers —- Potash bulb, a a ens lass 

paratas designed to contain a strong sol 
slam hydrate, so arranged that the gas (cat, f “ye 
—** — —* bulbs or Sang a length My 
ta e complete absorption. eit} us bu 
creases in weight in proportion Es the gas absorbed. There 
are many forma 

bar. Same as *angle-hulh. 
See Wapo 

‘rived from cag rey anterior spinal — 
which supply the medalla oblor — — 3 

in he medul 

af rolled section of 
iron or steel whieh has a cylindrical rib along 
one edge of its flange or tension-edge. See 
—— 

b"bém). vn, Same as *hulb-Ler. 
— (bul-bil’&), n.; pl. bulhille (-6). 34 sa 
dim. of L. bulius, bulb.) In hydroid zotphytes, 
a bud which becomes detached at an early 
stage and is capable of independent develop- 
ment, 

b-iron (bulb’i’érn), ». Same as *hulh-bar, 

Rhizoglyphus hyacinthi, whieh often does great 
damage to bulbs in hothouses by burrowing 
into healthy tissue and giving entrance to de- 
structive fungi and bacteria. 

bulbocapnine (bul-bé-kap‘’nin), uw. [NL. Bul- 
bocapnus + ~ine?.) A erystalline alkaloid, 
CigllygNO4, found in the roots of ( ‘orydalus 
cava or Bulbocapnus cavus. It melts at 199° C, 
bulbocavernosus (bul bd-kav-ér-nd’sus), #. 
(NL., ¢ L. bulbus, bulb, + cavernosus, caver- 
nous,] The accelerator urine muscle, 

bocavernous (bul-bo-kav’ér-nus), a, Per- 
— to the enlargement at the root of the 
rorpus Civernosum.—Bulbocavernous glands. 
Sane a8 Coorperian 

[bulb + -ose + -in?.) 
ison extracted from certain fungi. 
urethral (bul’bd-i-ré‘thral), a. [L. 

L. urethra, urethra.) Per- 
ne A the bulb of the urethra.—puipo- 

Same as Cowperian planda, 

A 

A buib-piate (bulb pla n. In iron ship-building, 
name sometimes applied in those islands to rol ied plate or having on one edge an 

A tyroglyphid mite, balk 

bulkhead 
enlargement or bulb, and used in connection 
Lied —— riveted to the other edge for 

beame, strings ra, ete. Modern facilities 
— at pe have — in the general 
—— angle-bulb and T-bulb bars for 
these 
bulb-rot ( butb‘rot), _A disease of bulbs of 
bacterial : as, the bulb-rot of 
the lily, oid funqotes exigin to the fungus Rhizopus 
necans. 

bulb-scab (bulb’skab), n. A fungus disease 
of Iris reticulata, caused by Mystrosporium 
adustum, which | produces black patches on the 
sheath of the b 

bulb-scale (bulb‘skal), ». One of the fleshy 
leaves or coats of a bulb. 

pur bulb-tee (bulb’té),n. Adeck-beam; 
& bar, rolled from iron or steel, 
which hag a web with a double 
flange at one end and # cylindrical 
head at the other end, thus: 
bule, ». Same as houle?, 
B (bul-giéi’ri-fi), n. (NL. (Fries, 1823), 
in allusion to the somewhat coriaceous ascom- 
ata; < L. bulga, a leather sac: see bowge!,) 
A genus of discomycetous fungi having rather 

Belb-cee. 

Bulgaria polymorpha, 

a, the Mn i showing the Dabit. growing. 
of oak bark; 4, fruiting body in Pal 
natural size, 

between the i: 
imal sextion, T 

large, dark-colored gelatinous ascomata which 
are hard and horny when aay. The spores aro 
simple and brown, F. polymorpha is a com- 
mou — — on oaks and said to 
cause their decay and death, 
bulge, ». 3. A rapid rise in price, of stock, 
grain, cotton, or the like, followed by an 
equally rapid fall, owing to some temporary 
causes. The name has 53— to the curve in 
* of prices, Colloq.] 

bulge, «. II. trans. 1, To cause to swell out and 
become protuberant. 

How his ty 
shape in ‘hat sad way - 1 — Fy oF page 
pressures ! Cavtyte Pretcrie the Great, IL. x. 7. 

2, To bilge or stave in the bottom of, as a 
- ship. 

Here I found the ship was Doe and had a great deal 
of water in her hold. Defoe, Robinson Crusoe, p. 1. 

bulger (bul’jér), a. That which bulges; in 
golf, a club with a convex face. 

bulger-driver (bul-jér-dri’vér), ». A wooden 
golf-club with a convex face, 

-stress (bul’jing-stres), ». The force 
which tends to make a metal plate bulge, 
whether the plate is flat or ariel: 

bulimuloid (bi-lim’i-loid), a. [Hulimulus + 
-oid.} Having the characters of or resem- 
aie the gustropods of the genus Bulimulus, 

SA pile of tobaeco laid up in 
courses for the p purpose of sweating. 

Before the sweat is completed the fwlk is pulled down 
and built ap eight or tes thoes 
U.S Dept. Agr., Farmers’ Bulletin, No, 00 (1808), p. 7. 

Bulk modulus. See *modites,—Ton Of Dulk. See 
tent, 

bulk, tr. 2. In the tobaceo industry, to 
form into a bulk or bulks; to leave in the 
state of bulks: used in this sense with down, 
These are tied into hands and bulted dew for a short 

time. U.S. Dept. Agr., Farmers Bulletin, No.@0 (1805), p.& 

3. To apes — , 46 fish for salting. 
bulker!, 3 e who bulks tobacco, fish, 
or the like. 
bulkhe 4, In hydraulic mining the 
pressure- ox or -tank at the end of a water- 
ditch or flume from which the water-pipes 
lead to the nozles.—Partial bulkhead, fn «Ay 
building, a bulktiead extending: only part way acrows the 
ship from the side; aleo, by extension, a mame given to 
very deep plate.frames (410 feet deep) fitted on high 
wer puumenersteniiers between the decks and in the 

Powt at the side, In the longitudinal ayetem — by 
Seutt Russell, and carried out on the “Great Eastern, 
there were po transverse frumes uscept such partial bulk- 



bulkhead 
heada, In modern steamers they are weed in conjunction 
with ordinary frames, — Splinter a bulkhead 
or ition of thin armor (usually 1-2 inches thick) of 
nickel-steel, ftted in the interior of large warehips, be- 
tween the guns in the citadel or casemates, to localize 
the damage from the explosion of shells tn the Intertor, 
In the newest ships there are beth longitudinal and 
athwartahip splinter bulkheads, dividing the citadel into 
a homber of compartments in each of which there are 
one or two modiam-callber gana 
bulkheaded (bulk’hed ed), a. Furnished with 
(water-tight) bulkheads; applied to ships. 

bull!, ». 1 mining, an iron rod used in 
Coal and 

a 
r- 

ramming clay to line a shot-hole. 
Metal Miners Pockethook.-Boll in the ring, 
ehihts game, played by a number joining hands in a ct 
cle te prevent one in the center from getting away. 

bull5 (bal), ». Same as *healS, 
bull-ant (bil’ant), », Same as bull-dog *ant. 

tion, ». 2. In bot., one of the elevations 
which, with alternating depressions, oceur in 
considerable numbers nearly parallel with the 
margin of the lamina of Laminaria bullata. 

bull-berry (bil’ber-i), », The buffalo-berry, 
wath a tea, See Shepherdia. 

block (bit’blok), n. A machine for — 
ing a wire so that it ean enter a drawing-die. 

-chain (bual’chan), ». 1, A very — 
¢hain to which a number of short chains wit 

ks on one end and dogs on the other are 
attached: used to draw logs from a mill-pond 
uy A onda 2. Same as jack-chain. 
bull ver (bal’klé*vér), n. See *clover. 
bull-daisy (bal’di‘zi), n. The ox-eye daisy. 
bulldog, ». 8. Same us bulldog *ant, 

, ». 38. A horizontal geared press 
for bending, shaping, forming, upsetting, and 
welding heavy 

bonding, punching ned chaptng-aion coe die bette oom J ome die - 

St rece —— i] ren 

one of the e me 

Dulidozer. 

vitie sliding on bed ; 4, fined die ; c, c, screws for adjest- 
operating #1 ¢, pulley foe beltate- 
sample stecl bar bens in machine, 

a, form 
ment of 6; 2, a, connecting rods 

erley powers /, cont erie 
Machine v6 feet long. 

buller? (bal‘ér), ». Same as *bill-shot,—2, 
In stock-raising, a cow of irregular reprodue- 
tive habit. Rep. Kansas State Board Agr. 
1901-1903, % 253. 

bullet, 1. 4. In poker, an ace: as, a pair of 
bullets, Slang. }— Bullet See *gall3,— Dum- 
dum a half-covered bullet with an expansible soft 
core; named from the Dumdam ammunition-works at 
Calcutta. Soft-nose a bullet in which the nowe 
is made of softer metal than the rest in order that ft may 
flatter out, of mushroom, on impact. 

et-head (bul‘et-hed), », Around head like 
a typical bullet; a person having such a head, 
afi, figuratively, a pig-headed, obstinate per- 
son. 

. ".—International fn meteor, 5 (a) 
The bulletin of weather telegrams pablishod in Paris since 
1860 ns the Mulletin International, (6) The bulletin pab- 
lished by the chief signal offer of the United States army 
from 1875 to ISS), containing the dally reports and charts 
and monthly and sonaal summaries of the international 
simultaneous meteorological observations for the whole 
northern hemisphere. 

bullet-money (bil’et-mun’i), ». A Siamese 
Id and silver ingot coinage: so called from 

fs form. 
bullet-wood, ".—Andaman bullet-wood, the tim- 
ber of Mimresnpe litteraiis, 2 tree of the Andaman and 
Nicobar islands and Tenssserim. It is reddish brown, 
close-graiwed, very hard, durable, and heavy, and is used 
en ally for yut-stocks 

bullety (bil’et-i), a. [bullet + -y}], Bullet- 
like as regards form; shaped like a bullet: as, 
a bnilety brow. Poe, Works, LIT. 111, 

bull-fiddle (bal’fid’l), a, A device consisting 
of atin can with ao string 80 inserted that when 
it is twanged a harsh, noisy tone is produced. 

bull-figh’ (bal’fit-ing), m. A = among 
Spaniards, and peoples of Spanish origin, in 
which mounted men attack bulls. See budl- 
Sight. 
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bullfinch!, 4, This name is applied locally to many 
very diferent birds, a¢ the pine-grosbeak, Pinicola enw- 
cleater ; the house-thich, Carpodacus mexicans frontealia ; 
the black-breasted plover, Charadrius ayuatarola; the 
goldeneye Glaweionetta clangula americana ; ete. 

ullhead, ». 1. (f) A shark of Tasmania and South 
Australia, Heterodontua phillipal Lacépbde, of the fanall 
Heterodontida, of small size and harmless, with teeth 
formed for crishing shella Also called Dretlatong eherk, 
and In Sydney, where it ls common, Port Jackson shark, 
The aboriginal name was #falddgan. Avetral Baglish. 
6, A local name for a river-mussel, Pieuro- 
bema esopus, found in the Mississippi, the shell 
of whieh is used in the manufacture of pearl 
buttons.— Bear Lake bullhead, a species of senlpin 
Cottus cognatua, of the family Cottida, found in Great Bear 
Lake and in the Yukon. — Black the common 
Species of hormpout, Am cru⸗ mefes, found eapectall 
in western New York and souttiwestward.— 

See —7 a epecivs ot 
sculpin, Coftus asper, of the nily Coftida, found in 
streams of the Cascade range.— Roe! puntata bull- 
head, « spocies of scalpin, Cottus remiascaber, of the fam- 
ily Cettidw, found in clear streams in the Rocky Mountain 

fom. 
buil- a, 8. Having a blunt, thick, or 
massive head,—Bull-headed rail, a rail which has « 
thick, heavy head, over 50 per cent. of the metal in the 
cross-section being located in its head. 
bull-headedness (bal’thed*‘ed-nes), », 1, The 
quality of being bull-beaded,— 2. Figuratively, 
blind, unreasoning impetuosity or obstinacy; 
stupid aggressiveness; blockheadedness. 

-hide (bal’hid), ». The hide of a bull; 
loosely, any — heavy hide or skin. 
bull-leader (bil’lé’dér), mn. See *bull-ring, 2, 
bull-metal (bal’met’al), ». A form of bronze 
which is used for h ic and marine work, 
both in rolled sections and castin The 

rods, and other metal metal becomes tougher and more ductile as ita bull-shot (bul’shot), n. 
temperature is inc! le 

nettle (bil’net’l), ». A perennial weed, 
Solanum elwagnifolium, often prickly, which 

Bull-nettle (Selanne eloagn (felis). 
4@, wpper portion of a plant in Gower and fruit; 4, portion of « leaf 

miagnifed to show stellate pebescence. 

(Feom Britton aad Beown's “Illus. Flora of the Northers States 
and Canada.) 

causes trouble in the region from Kansas to 
New Mexico, The leaves are silvery like 
those of species of Eleagnus. 

bull-oak (bal ‘dk), . as *belah. 
bullock-puncher (bal’ok-punch’ér), x, Same 
as *buil-puncher. 

bullock-sling (bil’ok-sling), ». A strong, 
broad sling of canvas, employed for hoisting 
Patty the in and * * a —* — 

‘ok-wag’on), mt crude 
vehicle, with solid plank wheels, drawn by 
bullocks; used in South Africa. 

bullocky (bal’ pee) n.; pl. bullockies (-iz). 
The driver of @ bulloek-eart or -wagon. 
(Australia,] 

By G . — boy. 
j ⏑—— xii, Austral 

[Engtion. 
Bulloidea (bal-j-id’é-i), ». pl. (NL. ¢ Bulla 
(a genus) + -videa.] A group of teetibranchi- 
ate gasteropods of the order Opisthobranchi- 
ata. They have the more or leas apirad shell either 
external or internal ; epipodia more or leas well developed ; 
abroad cephalic shield distinct from the region ; 
meially no tentacles; and the cyes sessile. It includes 
the Adawonida, Bullide, Doridiida#, and other hunilies. 

bullon (bé-l6n’),#. [Cf Sp. budlon, a kind of 
knife.] The Cuban natne of aspecies of wrasse~ 
fishes, Scarns croicensis, of the family Labri- 
dz, found about the West Indies. 

bull- (bal’ puneh “ér), n. A bullock- 
driver. [Australia. ] 

bulrush 

bull-redfish (bal’red* fish), ». The red-drum, 
Seienops ocellata, of the family Sciwnida, a 
well-known and abundant food-fish of the 
sandy shores from Virginia to Texas. See 
redfish, 4, 

bull-ring, ». 2. A bronze or copper ring de- 
signed to be inserted in the septum of a bull's 
nose, and used to lead and control the animal 
by means of a wooden handle having a snap- 
hook at the end. Thesnap-hook, when caaght in the 
ring, makes it possible to lead the ball in safety. The 
handle is called a tudideader or bull-staf. 
3, The main part of the piston in an engine ; 
the spider of the piston. 

bull- , ®. 2, In well-boring, the rope on 
which the boring-tools are suspended and 
which operates them: so called from the fact 
that it passes over the bull-wheel. 

bull-rout (bal’ront), ». A scorpenoid fish, 
—— rodustus, found in Australian wa- 
ers. 

bull's-eye, ». 14. In meteor,: (a) A amall 
cloud of ruddy aspect which off the coast of 
South Africa rapidly develops into a local 
storm, (6) The center of a system of circular 
isobares, such as characterizes an extensive 
storm. The isobars suageat the appearance 
of a target with its bull’s-eye. Hence—(c) 
The severest part of a storm or the center 
of a hurricane.—15. A fish of New South 
Wales, Priacanthus macracanthus, E. E, Mor- 
ria, Austral English.—16, The labradorite 
variety of feldspar, with a dusky sheen. Also 
wil-de-beeuf-—Bull's-eye cringle, lens. See *cringle, 

In mining, a blown- 
out shot; a blast that has blown out the tamp- 
ing. Also buller. 

buil-staff (bal’staf), a. See *bull-ring, 2. 
bull. (bal’tung), n. In cotton-culture, a 
heavy plow having # vertical mold-board, It 
is more of a diggerthan a plow. [Local, south- 
ern U. 8. 

bull- n, 2, Salvelinus malma, of north- 
ern and western North America and Kam- 
ehatka. 

bullule (bul’dl),n. (LL. bullulu, dim. of bulla, 
a bubble: see bulla.) A minute vesicle. 

bull-wheel, ». 3. In the machine for borin 
wells, the wheel on which the part of the bull- 
rope which is not in use is wound. It usually 
consists of a drum with a wheel on each end. 

bully’, ». 6. In jfield-hockey, the beginning of 
& game and the starting of each goal. A 
layer from each side stands facing the side- 
ine, and strikes first the ground and then the 

stick of his —— alternately three times, 
after which either player may strike the ball: 
4s s00n as it is 60 struck the ball is in play.— 
7+. A foot-ball serimmage.— 8. The foreman 
or boss of a logging-camp, IU. ] 

bully’ (bal’i), n. . bouilli, boiled beef: see 
boulli. The E. use is prob. often associated 
with bulll.] Canned or pickled beef, Also 
attrib., as bully beef. 

thing more ridiculous than the bal 7 
‘ate ‘Africa — oceurred to 4 —— i. — 
my ration of everlasting bully beef and rice during the 
Matabele war of 1806. 

B.S, Grogan, in Geog, Jour,, Aug., 1900, p. 431. 

bully* (bual’i), m. [An assumed sing. of bullis 
(sometimes written bullies), a form of bullace, 
q. v.] The bullace or sloe. 

(bal’i), a. [Prob. a different applica- 
tion, alluding to the similar fruit, of dudly*, 
either directly or in the compound bully-tree.] 
Same as builly-free, Also called bully-bay and 
bully tree, 

(bal’i-izm), », 
eonduct of a bully. 

The Ontises who practice this species of tullyinn are, 
as a Matter of course, anonymous, 
Poe, Mr. Longtetlow and Other Mlagtarists, Works, ILL 220, 

bally-off (bal-i-6f’), n. In field-hockey, the 
starting of the game. See *hilly), 6. 

bulpiss (bal’pis), ». [Native in Nicaragua.) 
A cutaneous affection, probably parasitic, en- 
demic among the Mosquito Indians in Nicara- 
gua. Buck, Med. Handbook, IL, 516. 

bulrush, *.—Alkali pulrush. See American #ui- 
ruah.— Amorican bulrush, Scirpus Americanus, a 
specion widely diffused in North America, sometimes 
called three-equere tn allusion to it# triangular stem, and 
chair-makers tulrush, doubtless with reference to its 
use. In the West, often called alvali budrush because it 
endures alkali soils.— maker's bulrush. See 
a whulrueh, balrast, Scirpus | — ria 
See 2 — bulrush. * re. res, 

spectcs with a three-angled stem, lower than the stem’ of 
American bulrneh, found on wet prairies from Mani- 

The practices and 



bulrash 
voba to Mexico —Salt-marsh bulrush, Scirpur rodue- 
fw4, A stout species found on the North American comet 
from Nowa Scotia to Texas 

See biltong. bul (bal’tong), a. 
Bulwark plain. See *plain. 
bum!, w. tr a, Of poor quality ; low-down: as, 
J 35 show; a bum performance, (Slang. 

Bumba rubber. See *rubber. 
bumbarge (bum’biirj), 1. Same as bumboat, 
bumble, 2. 3. A jumble or confused heap; 
vonfusion.— 4, An awkward person. 

Hadst thoa taen aff soene drowsy heamninle, 
Whe can do naught but fyke an’ fumble, 

Twad been nae plea. 
Burns, On a Scotch Bard, st. 4. b 

—— —— See tdower-teetle. 
bum ®.— Trumpeter 
vidaal * in a colony of He ae este 
it is to awnken the others in the early morning. 

bumbo? (burm‘bé), ». A native name in Sierra 
Leone fora ae resin resembling incense, 
which is yielded by the bumbo-or bungo-tree, 
Paniellia thurifera, as a result of punetures of 
the twigs and branches by an insect. See 
bungo-tree. 
bumboating (bum’bét-ing), n. 
of a bumboat-man (or-woman). Marryat. 
bummer, #. 3. A small truck with two low 
wheels and a long pole, used in skidding logs. 
Also called a drag-cart, 

(bum‘ing), ». In mining: (a) The 
heaving or rising of the floor. (5) The emit- 
ting of a hollow sound when struck. [Seotch.] 
bump”, ». 6. In cricket, the act of rising 
higher than usual from the pitch after being 
bowled: said * the ball. ef -" 
bumper!, ». 3. A ies pompano-like 
fish, Chloroscombrus chrysw of the family 
Carangidz, found on the South Atlantic coast 
and about Cuba. Also called casahe, [Baha- 
mas.J—4, In felt-hat manuf, » machine used 
for consolidating the felted material—5, In 
Enq. whist, a rubber of 8 ee = 

bumper’,a. Brimming; abundant; very good; 
as, a bumper crop. 
bum ,v. I, trans. 2, To toast by drink- 
ing off » bumper. 
I, intrans, To drink bumpers: as, “we all 

sang and bumpered away,” A. Seott, Tom 
Cringle, ce , 
bumper® (bum’pér), ». 
same as etd 

The business 

* planoforte-making, 

bumping-table (bump’ing-ta’bl), n. In min. bang® 
ing, & concentrating-table with a jolting mo- 
tion. Also bump-table. Coal and Metal Miners’ 
Poe . 

bump-joint (bump‘joint), ». A joint for fast- 
ening flanges on pipes by expanding or bum: 
ing the end of the pipe into a recess in the 
flange, thus preventing the flange from pull- 
ing off. 
mr ie bump’kin-et"), m. [bumpkin + 
tl.) A little bumpkim. tRare.§ J 

Pegey was a little —— net, 
imes (London), Jan, 12, 1881. 

bunch!, ». 7. In mining, the expanded por- 
tion of « pipe-line; a place where the pipe 
does not maintain a uniform eross-section, 
but is expanded.— Miners’ bunches, circumscribed 
edematous infiltrations in vartous parts of the surface in 
cases of lostomiasia. Nature, Sept. 22, 14, p 520, 

bunch!, vr. & 2. In suger-beet growing, see 
eblock!, r. t., 8.—'To bunch a load, in fumbering, to 
encircle several kas with a chain and load them at once, 
by steam or horse-power.—To bunch logs, % collect 
logs in one place for loading. 
buncher (bun‘chér), „. One who or that 
which bunches; specifieally, an attachment 
to a mower designed to collect the clover, 

ete., as fast as itis cut, and to deliver 
tin regular lots called bunches. It consists of 

a series of ater! bands trailing om the ground behind the 
cutter-bar, and a rear slop or gate composed of steel rods 
resembling a hay-rake. The grass, cut by the mower, 
falls on the buncher and ls prevented from reaching the 

vand by the Bs. When the bancher is full the gate 
released by the miter, and the gress is delivered in a 

com banille called a banch,— Asp; ‘buncher, 
«self-locking cylindric, binged holder in which aspararus- 
stems are placed anit compressed and tied Inte comvenient 
and uniform bunches for transportation. It has a guide 
for the Kolfe used in trimnaing off the end of the banch. 
— Side-delivery buncher, a form of buncher designed 
to deliver the grnss at the side of the mower instead of at 
the back. See #windrorer, 

bunch-evergreen (bunch’ev’ér-grén), n. See 
*evergreen. 

bunch-grass, ». 2. In general, any grass 
which grows in scattered tufts or bunches as 
distinguished from one which forms a continu- 
ous sod. Pound and Clements.—Black bunch- 
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graas, principally Hilaria mutier ; also several other 
urases of different zeners. Early bunch: ‘ASS, & 
tender grass, Katonta offwanta, ity waters by cattle. 
ranging across the American continent and valuable 
where sbundant.— Feather bunch-grags, a slender 
aaa, Stipe viridida, growing in and along the Kock 

Vountaine It is the best of its genus for hay, free from 
the objectionable nwnes of 8. sported, the porcupine: gras. 
— Great bunch. Featuca scabreiia, a valuable 
mountali-grias of the western United States — 
bunch. the shorp's fescue, Festuca orfaa, |Narth- 
western United Staten; Wire bunch a whent- 
oot the western United States, Avropyrom divermena, 
idicating auricultural value,— oodiand b 

grass, ——* glomerets, a useful summer grasa of 
moist grounds in the Gulf States. 

b (bun‘ehing), . In segar-beet grow- 
big, same as blocking, 
unch (bunch‘ois’tér), a. A wild oys- 
ter found growing in clusters. Sume as coon- 
oyster. 

bunch-word (bunch’wérd).n. A word formed 
by ‘ bunching’ several words together, that is, 
in technical phrase, by lutination. Sir D. 
Wilson, Prehistoric Man, IL, 156, 

bund? (bant), #1, (G., ¢ binden = E, bind. The 
noun answers in meaning to E, band], bond.) 
A league, society, or association: as, Siinger- 
buad, a ‘singing association’; a shooting bund, 

The institation of revolver shooting ls regarded liket: 
to create much interest, as many members of the hands 
favor thia sort of work, 

Forest and Stream, Jan 24, 1908, p. 78 

bunding (bun’ding), ». A or seaffold 
in a mine-level for —— 

ya ee IS 
Vicq a’ 

around the anterte: sooitee’t 
a band of 1 

from the Ly wus to the 
ital lobe of brain.— Ground 

lection of nerve-Hbers 
the optic thalamus.— 
nerve-Gbers which 
optic center in the oceip! 

one of two groups of nerve-Sfbers, anterior and 
lateral, of the lateral tract of the Ly 
cord. — the ascending root of the 

eal and magpastrbc nerves, — 
a jon of nerve-fibers ga 

giion in! anculare and fon habenalw, 
bundling-press (bun‘dling-pres), n. A ma- 
chine for compressing yarns or textile mate- 
rials into packages for shipment, 

“wire (bun‘dling-wir), n. Baling- 
wire; wire used for securing bundles or bales. 
bundobust (bun’dé-bust), v. [Also bandobast, 
Hind. Pers, band-o-bast, ‘tying and binding,’] 
System; discipline; orderliness. Yule; hip- 
ling. [Anglo-Indian.] 

(bung), @. andadr, (Also bong. Native 
Australian bong, die.] Dead.—To go . (a) 
To die: a8, “su you go buag, then you go to heaven. 
Australia.) (4) To fall; go to smash; collapse; become 

pt: as, the bank has gone bung. (Eng. ] 
bung-lathe (bung'lirH), a. A lathe specially 
equipped for turning bungs for barrels, 
b (bung’i), ». (Hind, bhangi.) An Anglo- 
Indian term peculiar to Bombay, denoting a 
servant of the low class of sweepers: equiva- 
lent to mehiar, a scavenger in Bengal. 

bunjarree (bun-jii‘ré), ». [Also bunjary, bin- 
jarree, binjarry, g tly Hind. banjari; adj.), 
prop. bunjera, < Hind, banjard, in Bombay 
tayard, & grain-merchant, grain-carrier, ¢ 
Skt, badiy, trade (see banyan) + -kdra, suffix 
of agent.) In India, a grain-merchant; a 
earrier of gu. 
bunk, #. 3. The cross-beam on which the 
1 rest on a log-ear or truck. [U. 8.J—4, 
A ogcar or truck. [U. 5.) 

bunk}, v. I. trans. To place upon the bunks: 
as, to bunk a log. 
bunk? (bungk), ec, é. 
decamp,. |Colloq.} 

bunk-chain (bungk’chin), 1, Bame as *togyle- 
chain, 

bunker!,». 4. pl. The coal carried in bunk- 
ers for consumption on board ship. See coal- 
bunker, 

bunker! (bung’kér), vr. 4. 1. Nawt., to load 
(eoul) into a steamer’s bunkers for its own use 
as distinguished from londing it as cargo. 
The export of coal from Natal in 1901 amounted to 2M,- 

744 tons, of which 54,757 tons were exported frou Darhan 
by sea, 1,965 tons overland to Orange River and Trans 
colonies, and 241,168 tona were Svadered by vemsels at Dar. 
ban. Set. Amer, Jan, 17, 1, p. 3 

2. In golf, to place (a ball) in play in a difficult 
position, from which it must be played out; to 
strike (a ball) into a bunker: said also of the 
pores whose ball is so pinsed.—a0 be bunkered 
trom the meaning in golf), to be placed in a situation of 
Wotan} from which it is hard to extricate one's self. 

‘otlog. 

In the long narrow iceboand valleys which lead up 
from the Hindu Kash to the Panera, where one can onl 
see, towering thousands of feet above, the lower knobs | 

To make off; run away; 

} bunker-coal (bun’kér-kal), ». 

bunt-rush 
buttresses of gigantic spars which intersect the glaciers 
of the mighty ranges on etther hand—where the wind 
whistles down with the force of steam anil the tempers 
ture of ice, We were once, to tse a familiar term, ‘Rinty 
trenkered. (eog, Jour, (R. UG, &), XIDL 474 

Coal earried in 
a steamer for its own use as distinguished from 
coal carried as cargo. 

(bung’kér-ing), A. The act of stow- 
ing the bunkers with coal; the operation of 
filling the coal-bunkers. 
bunk-hook (bungk’hak), ». The hook, at- 
tached to the end of the bunk on a logging- 
ear, which may be raised to hold the logs in 
place or lowered to release them, 

bunk-load (bungk’léd), 1, A load of logs not 
over one log ry that is, one in which every 
log rests on the bunks. 
bunk-spike (bungk’spik), ». One of the sharp 
— set upright in the bunks of a logging- 
sled to hold the logs in place. 
Bunodes (bi-né’déz), a. [NL..<¢ Gr. dovnddye, 
€ founds, & mound, hill, + eidoc, form.) A ge- 
nus of merostomatous crustaceans belonging 
to the family Hemiaspidex of the order Synzi- 
phosura. They have « semicircular cephalothorax, no 
eyes and no facial sutares, abdomen divided into six 
anterior segments, four posterior narrou seqioenta, 
and an actiminate telson, The genus occurs in Upper Si 
lurian rocks of the Baltic Sea, 

Said to be native ban-okra (bun ¢-k7$), n. 
in gal.) The name in India of two cosmo- 

litan malvaceous shrubs, Triumfetta rhom- 
ea and Urena lobata. See *aramina, *Cwe- 

sar Triumfetta, and Urena. 
bunolop t (bii-né-lof’é-dont), a. Having 
tuberculate teeth in which the tubercles are 
arranged more or less in the form of cross- 
crests. 
bunow (bu-nou’), mn. [Also bunnow. Hind. 
bando, preparation, embellishment, decoration, 
< bandnd, paint, varnish, gild.] A mere fabri- 
eation; — that is fictitious; a sham. 
[Anglo-Indian.] 

Bunsen combustion-furnace, eudiometer, 
ete, Bee *combustion-furnace, *eudiometer, ete. 
Bunsen’s and Roscoe's photometer. See 
*photometer. 

bunt!, c. I. 
trans. In base- 
bali, to block 

bunt!, wn. 
blunt stone ar- 
row-head with 
— edge in 

ce of a point.— Poul bunt, in Mar- hit whic 
* cutside of the fuir-lines or is me —* — 

bunt?, r. . Bp! (newt.), an order given in fart. 
ing sf! to haul the bant of the syuaresail ap on the yard 
by ald of the buntlines. 

buntal (bin-tél’), ». [Philippine name.) A 
fiber prepared from the petioles, or leaf-stems, 
of the talipot or buri palm (Corypha umbracu- 
lifera), from which hats of the finest quality 
are made in the Philippine Islands. See *bwri 
and talipot, 
bunter® (ban’tér), a. and a. (Short for G. 
bunter-sandstein, ‘variegated sandstone’ (see 
bunting*).] I. a. In geol., noting the lowest 
division or group of strata in the Triassic sys- 
tem in *5 The word has reference to the varie- 

ted colors of these strata. The lower division of the 
unter is a sandstone several handred feet thick (also 

locally known aa the Voagesiun, ore dea Voages, and grés 
bigarré), resting conformuahly on the uppermost layers of 
the Permian (Zechstein) and passing insensibly into them. 
The middle and upper divisions, from 1,000 to 2,000 feet 
thick, are sanietones passing tnto dolomites and red and 
green maris, the upper beds being known in (iermany as 
the ‘Roth. The Bunter is overlain by Ghe Muschelkalk 
4 tne —— Triassic Basin and by the Keuper in Great 

II, », [cap.] The bunter-sandstein division, 
s azotometer. See *azotometer. 

Dun (bun‘ting), a. and ». [Related to 
bunting! as bunch! to bunch®, Cf. bantiag!, 
n., 3.) I, a. Short and thick-set. [Prov. Eng.] 

IL. ». A short and thick-set person. [Prov. 
Eng.] 

Bunt, 

un bun‘ting), ». [Prob. another use 
of banting®, n.] The common shrimp, Crangon 
ewlgaris. [Gr. Brit. ] 

Buntline d. See *licard. 
bunt-rush (bunt-rush*), 9. In foot-bel/, a rush 
made by all the attacking side at once, 



bunyip 
bunyip (bun‘yip), ». [Also bunyxp; aborigi- 
——— . Af ous animal supposed 
to inhabit water-holes and rivers. Australia.] 

bones, foand in 
referred by the 

t⸗ 
e Kianpraty, which they assert 

to be still alive. It is described as char. 

2. Animpostor. [Australia.] 
tej Automatic buoy, either a bell-b 

wh ing ich is operated by the action wf the 
wares — buoy, a buoy which carries an elec- 
tric lamp.—Luminous buoy, a buoy provided with 

a ercal of swinging beey; 4, electric or luminous bucy; 
sh — bell-Duoy. 

— — electric or a gas bam: jot on 0 cand | 
— buoy, a buoy in ape of a 

globe. — 8 8 — of mooring-buoys 
—— more or lest in a circle aa a convenience in swing: 
ng 8 ship around to different potnts of the compass when 
it ls being adjusted or compensated for deviation. 

in nena! arch., a 
the crose-sectiogs 

carried on a stand at 

Curve of buoy: 
carve —2245 are the areas ¢ 
up to the load water-line at each point in the | ota 
vessel. is curve ita the longitudinal distriba- 
tion of the buoyancy of the ship, and its area the total 
buoyancy or di ement.— of buoyancy, in 
navel areh., the volame of a vessel above the water-line 
which can be considered as part of the water-tight hull. 
Tt is Getally expressed as a percen of the total volume 
of the vessel or total buoyancy, and ta thas a measure of 
the ndditéional weight which could —— on the ship 
before she would sink beneath the surince. It is thus, to 
acertain extent, a measure of the seaworthiness of the 
vessel. Total , in naval arch., the total foat- 
ing-power of the wa tig? t hull of a vessel (including its 
own weight) ip to the point where it is about to sink be 
heath the surface of the water, 

buoying (boi’ing),». The act of sustaining or 
keeping afloat; support. 

Without some such (woying as M. Simon's be would be 
likely to let Caro and Chevaller sink altogether. 

Atheneum, July 4, 1593, p, 62, 

buoy-safe (boi’saf), n. A large, floating me- 
tallic vessel divided into compartments for 
protecting merchandise against water. 
buphthalmia (bif-thal’mi-i), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 

* Sorptad noc, ox-eyed,¢ Joi, ox, + agtaduér, aye. } 
Forw projection of the iris and cornea 
caused by an increase in the amount of vitreous 
humor. See bupithalmos. 
buphthalmic (bif-thal’mik), a. Relating to 
or affected with buphthalmia. Lancet, Suly 
11, 1903, p. 101. 

buplever ange a n. [Appar. from a Sp, 
form of the NL, buplewrum,] Any plant of 
the umbelliferous genus Buplewrum, The most 
noticeable species is the hare s-car or thoronghwax, Au· 
—— rotund(folitem, naturalized in parteaof the United 
States 

bur!,». 14, Anabnormal outgrowth of wood, 
frequently of large size, occurring on the trunk 
or branch of a tree, usually as the result of 
some injury. See bwrli, 2. 

Turning sow to outgrowths of a woedy nature, the 
well-known burrs, or “knaurs,” 80 common on clms and 
other trees are cases in point. They are dae to seme in 
jary—e.g., Deiising by a cartwheel, tneects —having 
started a callus on which adventitious buds arise, or to 
the destruction of buds at an carly stare. 

Eneye. Brit, XXXI. $77. 
Bathurst bur, the spiny clot-bur or cockle-bar, Yonthiam 

jnorme, See Venthiun.- bur, an arnibro 
woos Weed, Gaertaecria discolor, spreading by creeping® 

Teotetocks It is found over the southern part of the 
Great Plains region.—FPrench bur. Same as French 
burstene (which see, under burstoue) — Par bur, 
either of two composite Weeds, Acanthoeperm un zanthi- 
wides, from Beazil (aleo called sheepeburs and A. bumile, 
from the Weat Indies, both Introduced bite the southern 
United Statean Their bar-like fruita are damaging to 
wool,—Sheep-bur, See Permwey Whur. h 
bur, 4 malvaceons plant, (reed fofwte, with a briatly 
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2 
ret. and pp. burred, ppr. bur- 
4 To extract yg ha other 

in the excavation of (a tooth-cavity). 
bur‘ (bér), ». [Also burr; < Hind. bar.) The 
native Indian name for the banian-tree, 
buranhem (bi-riin-yem’), ». [Native name] 
A name applied in Brazil to a large tree of the 
family Sapotacee, Pradosia lactescens, the 
thick, sweet bark of which is used in medicine 
under the name of monesia bark, The trve yields 
a very bard wood, used in shipbuilding, and from the 
roasted seeds a beverage like coffee is pre: Also 
called gurankem and casea-decr. See monesta. 

burbung (bér’bung), ». The ceremony of ad- 
mitting a young man to the privileges of man- 
hood. Also burbong, [New South Wales.] 
Some Australian tribes have typical and elaborate in- 

ttiative ceremonies, called Burtieng or Bore, for their 
adolesocnts G, & Hall, Adolescence, 11, 4a 

bur-chisel (bér’chiz’el), ». A three-edged 
chisel used to clear out the corners of mor- 
tises. 

bur-clover (bér’klé’vér), m. Either of two 
species of medic, Medicago Arabica and M. den- 
tieulata, so called from their prickly spiral 
seed-cases. Both are valuable forage-planta, the former 
extensively introduced in the eastern United States, the 
latter in California, where it farnishes an important late- 
summer feed. Since the burs become entangled in wool, 
the smewth bur-elover, more properly enatl-clover, M. rw- 
goes, is preferred for sleep ranges. 

bur-cucumber (bér’ki’kum-bér), n. See *en- 
cou » 
burdekin-vine (bur’de-kin-vin), ». A name 
applied in Australia toa grapevine, an 
bearing large edible tubers and pungent ber- 
ries, 

Burdiehouse group. See *group!. 
Burdigalian stage. See *staye. 
burean, ".—Bureau of a division of the 
United States —— of State, charged with depart 
ment —— mis aml property, and with Indenmmnlty 
funds and bends, al Ind a 
division of the United States Department of — 
charged with bivestigation of matters relating to the 
ralsing of live stock, with inspection of Live stock, and 
with the collection and dissemination of information 

care of 
* seal.-Bureau of Chemistry, « division of the 

Tnited States De ent of Agriculture, ely with 
investigation of food-products and fertilizera — 

, a division of the United 
Mates Navy Department, ed with the cons 
and repair of vessels, — u of 
division of the United States Department of Commerce 
and Labor, charged with the investigation of corporations 
and joint-stock companies, and with the publication of 
information relating to them.—Bureau of Equipmen’ 
a division of the United States Navy Department, chanre 
with the equipment of vessels with the care of the 
Naval Observatery, the Nautical Almanac, the Hydro- 
graphite Ofce, elc.—Burean of Same as 
‘nited Statere Commission af Fieh and Fisheries, 

See commission.—Bureau of Foreign Commerce, « 
division of the United States Department of State, charred 
with the pablication of consular and other foreign tide 
reports —Burean of Fo! , a division of the United 
States Department of Agriculture, chanced with the in- 
vestigation of matters relating to forestry.  Ctclally 
Known aa ie Forest Seroice.—Bareau of Immigration, 
a division of the United States Department of Commerce 
and Labor, charged with the execution of the laws relating 
to immigration and Chinese exclusion and te allen con- 
tract-labor.—Bureau of Indexes ves, a 
division of the United States Department of State, 
charged with the care of the department correspondence 
and with the archives. — nu of Insular Affairs, « 
division of the United States War Department, c ed 
with matters relating to the civil government of the Phil 
inpne Islands, and with certain records of various insular 
alfnirs.—-Bureau of Intelligence. Same as snfelligence 
department (which see, under tefelioenee). Bureau of 
Labor, « division of the United States Department of 
Commerce ant Labor, charred with Ue investigation of 
matters pertaining to labor, and with the publication of 
bulletins and other information relating telabor.—Barean 
of Medicine and Surgery, « division of the United 
States Navy Department, charred with laboratories, hoe- 
a dispensaries, and medical supplies. Burean of 
avigation. () A division of the United States Navy 

Department, charged with fleet onfers enlistment and 
discharge, various brunches of naval edacatio, and va- 
nous codes, recorda*ete. (1) A division of the United 
States Departenent of Commerce and Labur, charred with 
ageneral superintemtonce of Many matters connected 
with the merchant marine.-Bureau of Plant Indus- 
try, a branch of the United States Department of Agri- 
culture, dewoted to the investigation of plants in their 
economic aspects, Ite subjvcts fnclide plant disensea, 
ant-heeeding, fiher, forage. and stock-peisoning planta, 
ruit-crowing, etc. It introduces foreign seeds and 

Plants, operates exporiment-crounds, conducts seed-festa, 
and manages the congressional seed-distritvation,—Bu- 
reau of Rolls and Library, a division of the United 
States Department of Mate, changed with the promulga 
tion of laws and with the care of treaties and various 

burking 
b Burean of * ranch of the 

partic 
& Soll Survey, in which are mapped the 
ular agricultural regions. —Burean of 

a division of the United States Departinent 
of Commerce and Labor, with the custody and 
investigation of the standards of weight and measare.— 

of , & division of the 
United States Navy Department, with matters 
relating to the steam-machinery of vesselan —Bureau 

a division of the United States 
ith matters relating to 

jxtome, and oth 
a division of the United States ment of 

Commerce and Labor, charged with the ing of the 
census. — Bureau a division of the 
United States Department of State, charged with the in- 
structions for consular reports and with Ube trunamission 
of such reports, and with Ue compilation of various in- 
formation with to trade, — of Yards and 

a division of the United States Navy Departmen 
charged with the care of docks, wharves, navy-yards, an 
siintlar matters,—Consular Bureau, a division of the 
United States Department of State, in charge of consular 
col ndence. —Oredit. Bee mercantile ®agen- 
—— Bureau, a division of the United States 
Jepartinent of State, in charge of diplomatic correapen- 
dence. if American 
pu! a burenu established to closer relations 
among the republics in America. It is chanred with car 
Tying out the mandates of the international American 
conferences, and is the eu of their archives, — 
Passport Bureau, « division of the United States De- 
partment of State, chanred with the issuing of parsporta. 

bureaucratism (bi-ré’kra-tizm), ». Govern- 
ment by bureaus; officialism: as, Russian 
bureaucratiom, 

burette, ».— Constant-volume burette, a burette 
connected directly with a mercury reservoir and with a 
barometer, By adjusting the reservoir the 
gas in the burette is made to occupy the 
volume indicated by some fiducial mark. 
The difference of level between the mercury 
in the burette and the top of the column of 
mercury in the barometer indicates the pee 
sire exerted by the when occupying a 
known or definite volame. it ts 
possible to calculate the volume of the at 
normal pressure.— Explosion a 
form of barette a in gas analysis. . 
burga (bir’gi), ». [Appar. a dial. 
var. of Russ. purga: see purga.) A 
storm of wind and sleet in Alaska. 
This storm is similar tothe purga of Russian 
and Siberia in which fine sow or anow-sand 
is raleed by the wind « few feet from the 

und and whirled 7 around, Not to 
¢ confounded with the blizzard of North 

America which is characterized by less snow 
ter col fhercer winds, Also spelled 

burgator (bér-gi’tor), ». (NL, 
equiv, to burgulator: see burglar.) 
A burglar. 

burgher, ». 3, In South Africa, a 
citizen of the former Transvaal Republie or 
of the Orange Free State. 
The British troops under my command having entered 

the Orange Free State, I feel ftimy duty to make known to 
all 5 the cause of our coming, ... 1 therefore 
warn all Hurghers to desistfrom further hostility, 

Lord Koberts, Proclamation to the Burghers, ete, 
bur-head (bér’hed), ». A plant of the alis- 
maceous genus Lehinodorns, The fruits form 
small, bur-like heads. 
burhel,». Same as *hharal, 
bari (bé-ré’), », [Philippine name.] The tali- 
pot palm, Corypha umbraculifera, of great 
economic importance. The blades of the lanre fan- 
shaped leaves yivtd a neaterial for mats, sacks, and thateh ; 
the vascular fiber of their petioles, called (untal, ts the 
material from which the celebrate| buntal hate are braided ; 
the sag, collected by catting off the immature inflorescence, 
yields a citer-like drink, molasses, sugar, vinegar, and a 
distilled liquor called ene ; the small edible fruit is made 
into preserves; and the starchy pith of the trunk yields a 
kind of sage called yoro It la from this palm that the 
island of Burias in the Philippine archipelago takes its 
name. See falipot. (Philippine Is] 

Burial society. See *society. 
burial-aisle (ber‘i-al-il’}) m. An aisle, in a 
chureh or other religious building, under which 
bodies are buried. 
To send his body amd his heart to be baried in Avenal 

burial aide, in Ue monastery of Saint Mary & 
Seott, The Abbot, xxxvil. 

burial-hill (ber’i-al-hil), a. Same as fwrial- 
monn, 

burial-robe (ber‘i-al-rab), n. 
for the dead; a shroud, 

burial-vault (ber'1-al-valt), ». 
which the dead are buried, — 

burk, r. 4 A simplified spelling of burke. 
burking, n, 2, Billing by suffocation; figura- 
tively, a private suppression of a proposition, 
bill, orthe like.—8, Specifically, in med., suffo- 
eation due to tonie spasm of the museles of 
respiration. 

Eaplmion 
Duretie. 

A dress or robe 

A vault in 



burking 
if we dia mics ny spasm alone, symptoma 
— —— burking. * = 

Buck, Med. Handbook, 1. 588, 

burkism (bérk’izm),». [Burke (see burke, v.) 
+ -ism.] The practices of Burke, the mur- 
derer (see burke, v.); wed is, murder of kid- 
na) vietims by smothering. 
—— “ (bér’Lun-liiz), n. [Hind. (¢ Ar. 
Ar. Pers. barkandaz, lit. ‘lightning~jarter.’ 
An armed retainer, — or other 
unmounted armed employee of a civil de- 

rtment in India. spelled burkendoss, 
Anglo-Indian.) 

burley? (bér‘li), =. [Prob, from a proper 
name Burley.) A well-known American vari- 
ety of tobacco, having two subvarieties, red 
and white. 
Burlington . See *group!, 
burly- * (bér'li-bénd), a. Having large, 
massive bones; of massive build; stout: as, 
burly-boned soldiers. Nashe, 

burly-headed —— 22 a, Nassive- 
headed ; of great or commanding intellect. 

Destiny has work for that swart burty-Aeaded Mirabean. 
Carigle, French Rev., L iv. 4. 

Burmannia (bér-man’i-l), v. (NL. (Linnwus, 
), named in proposed 1737, established 17 

onor of Jo- 
hannes /ur- 
man (1706- 
79), profes. 
sorof botany 
at Amater- 
dam,] A ge- 
nus of mono- 
cotyledonous 
plants, ty 
of the family 
Burmannia- 

basal 
leaves, or with 
these some- 
times wanting, 
and seape-like 
stems, the can- 
line leaves be- 

‘capitate, occur 
in the United 
States from V ir- 

nin sort ward 
Florida and 
Aann. 

Burmanni- 
PeAY 

A. Rurwannita fongifelia, in flower; a, 
an anther. enlarged: 3 a seed, enlarged: B, 
Aurmannia fabcrere, an entire plant. 

( Bl ume, 
1827), ¢ Burmannia + -acew.] A family 
of monocotyledonous plants of the order 
Orchidales, typified by the genus Burmannia, 
and characterized by flowers with a double 
merous perianth, 6 stamens, 3 styles, and 
capsular many-seeded fruits. There are 13 genera 

about @ species, natives of the tropics of both bemi- 
apheres, with a few in temperate Australasia. 
herbs growing from rhizomes or tubers, sometimes sapro- 
phytic and destitute of chiorophyl, and with fower in 
moenmes, often nexlding or penduloas. 

(bér-man-i-A’shins), a. Be- 
longing to the plant family Burmanniacer. 

Burmese Soe *gold, * Tinea 
imbricata, 

burmite (bér’mit), ». [Burma + -ite®.) A 
variety of amber, often of a light-sherry color, 
pale red and yellow, found in Burma, ocea- 
sionally in masses of ten pounds or more. 
Many Chinese art-objects are made of it. 

, ©. I, trans. 9, To vuleanize (india- 
i 09 by mixing it with sulphur or metallic 
sulpbids and heating to a properly determined 
temperature. Sadtler, Handbook of Indust, 
Chem., p. 106.—10, To alter by means of heat. 
asagem. Thus yellow topaz may be burne 
to J ey quartz to brown and yellow (s0- 
ealled Spanish topaz), chalcedony tocarnelian, 
yellow or bluish zireon to the colorless owen 
ete.—11. To injure (plants) as if by secorch- 
ing: said of the action of strong fertilizers, 
— To be burned out, to have one's house of shop gutted 

pasa ht he oe 
remove by burning.—To burn on, in — —— 

8.2 12 

&),n. pl. (NL. 

They are 

burn-baiting 

burn-bakingt (bérn’bi-king), ». 

burn-beat (bérn’bét),c. 4. To 

burner, ». 3. 
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add afresh part to an injured or incampiote coating by 
running a stream of molten tron through the mold of the 

motten metal fuses the surface on —_ 

twa—To or 
chanees of retreat ( in order to prevent one's self 
from considering that tn case of adverse conditions) 

IL. intrans. 10, To become acidified as the 
effect of an excess of green her! which has 
been plowed under: said of a soil. 

burn!, ». 5, In the tobacco trade: (a) The 
uality of leaf considered with reference to 

the completeness or incompleteness of its re- 
duction to ash in being smoked. Yearbook 
C. S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 165, (b) A damage 
sometimes suffered by tobacco in the process 
of curing (drying), due to excessive moisture 
in the air, Specifically termed howse-bura 
when it takes place indoors, and pole-burn 
when the leaves are dried hanging on poles. 

(bérn’ ba-ting), x. Same as dern- 
beating. See burn-beating and *burn-beat, 

of land ia a practice of standing in this The part tong 
falasel, particularly in the west of England, where it is also Dy 
denominated inated (in a with burning) den-shiring, 
burn- baiting, of sod- ring. 

V. Fream, Complete Grazter, p, 561, 

Same as 
burn-beating. 

— op- 
, or paring and burning 

pe also *burn-baiting. 
eration of burn-' 
(see under paring). 

a.— coating, a technical term applied, 
rative sense, by clectroplaters to a metallic de 
unsatisfactory appearance and character, : 
? A device for heating a painted 

surface so that the paint can be removed. 
It has a lamp to which a blowpipe is attached, by which 
the flame from — ia driven with great force against 
the paint, soften it so that it can be sacra) ot.— 

See talbo-carbon.— 
, eoshertoe. — Auer . Same as 

Welsch turner. — burner, an inverted air- 
and- that a cogical basket made uf gaa burner so arranged 
twisted threads = — * 
nesia, supported by platinum wire, 
is heated to Incandescence,—Pried- 

burner, « form of gas burner 
in which the air to be mixed with 
the gna fs admitted at the top and 
is preheated. The regulation of air 
is effected by sliding the outer tube 
up and down. Either a luminous 
of 8 Hom laminogs Game is thas ob- 
tained Vapor 
burner, a barner which wes an 
oll vapor mixed with air for fuel 
and in which the flame heats a 
mantle of an tnfusible substance to Fricdburg Burner. 
iIncandescence. — burner, = 
special form of gus-burner with a safetydeviesn. As lon 
aa the flame continues it heats two ral springs whic 

control a lever at- 
tached to the stop 
cock of the gas 
eapply, Whenever 
the flame ts extin- 

Hished the coul- 
in of the springs 

eases the lever 
and the stopcock 
is ntitonmtically 
closed, It ia 

burn overnight, 
as un e 

ovens. — 

a simple pe val- 
nahle 

Koch Berner, 
sulpher from iron 

eager in the manufacture of anlphuric acid. The “py- 
ites small “(dust and coarse powder) having been placed 

on & stocession of wiperpuimed shelve of fireclay, and the 

‘** burnt-stuff (bérnt’stuf), ». 

burro 

Ue of cotton impregnated with certain metall 
oxida (chiefly rorium oxid) is placed. When fret intial 
the burns « anid loaves a skeleton of the oxida, 
which bocomes incandescent and emits a brilliant tight. 

burner-dome (bér’nér-dém*), x. A metallic 
dome-shaped plate used in connection with an 
Argand lamp to deflect the ascending current 
of air, throwing it on the flame, and thus in- 
erensing the temperature, and hence the 
brightness of the light. 

burner-gas (bér’nér-gas), ». In the manufac- 
ture of sulphuric acid, the mixture of gases 
from the kiln or burner in which sulphur as 
such, or the sulphur of iron pyrites, is con- 
verted into sulphur dioxid by union with at- 
mospherie oxygen, This mixture consists 
mainly of sulphur dioxid, surplus oxygen, and 
the whole of the nitrogen of the air used. G, 
Lunge, Sulphurie Acid, I. 579. 
urnet?, ».—Native burnet (of Australia), the sheep- 
pest or Espo, Acwna ovina, See sheep-pest, 2, and 

* 
(bér-net’an), ». [Bernet, a town 

and county in Texas. The lowest subdivision 
of the Precambrian series of Texas. As used 
by T. W. Comstock, probably equivalent to 
Laurentian of eastern Canada. 

burnet-roge, ». See rose!, I, 1 (2), and cant- 
robin. 

(bér-net‘izm), », The impregna- 
tion of wood with Burnett's liquid as a pre- 
servative, X. and ()., Sept. 10, 1892, 

,". 4, Oxidation of iron by keeping 
it too ong at a welding heat. Burnt iron ts prac- 

re \y Lage yy is sornetimes used after 
peated reheatings hammerings, which partially 

-O1l (bér’ning-oll}, ». A trade-name 
for all liquid products distilled from petroleum 
ua used for illuminating purposes, 
[u. 8. 

burning-point (bér’ning-point), ». The tem- 
—— at which the vapor from the free sur- 
‘ace of an illuminating-oil contained in an 
open vessel, when ignited by contact with a 
flame, will continue to burn: distinguished 
from the flashing-point which is the tempera- 
ture at which the first momentary ignition be- 
comes possible, : 
Burn-nose tree, Same as bonace-tree. 
burn-out (bérn‘out),n, The meltingof a wire 
or other electric conductor by an electric cur- 
rent of too great quantity.—Burn-out fuse, al- 
loy, tn elec. wiring, a fuse or alloy which melts readily at 
a comparatively Low ten; ture when placed in circuit. 
The melting of he fuse forms an arc across the apace for 
an Instant, and the current is cut out from the waln Une 
before other harin Is done. 

burnsides (bérn‘sidz), ». pl. A style of beard 
such as that affected by General Burnside 
(1824-81), consisting of a mustache, whiskers, 
and a clean-shaven —— — 

Miracle te’ Barnet * Same aa over-ayed ‘og 
wood. See kover-aged and #aging, 4, 

A miners’ term 
for the oxidized surficial facies of certain ore- 
deposits. (Australia. } 
burnut (bér’nut), ». [Appar. from bur! + nut, 
in an allusion reflected also in its other name, 
caltrop.) A plantof the genus Tribus (which 
see). 
Burow’s veins, See *reins of Burow, 

gases are led from one shelf to v over the material, burra-khana (bu-rii-kii’nii), ». (Hind. beard 
—* ey — a * eS Ee fees nl — Khana, * big dinner.’] A ‘big spread’; an en- 

J — * 1 * 

in Fhlete a ——— flame ienincde oem man tertainment or feast; a banquet. [Anglo-In- 
tle, m it incandescent. See Welabach xburner.— dian.) , : s 

potha bur @ burner 20 —— a to — bd -saw (bér'ing-si),». A thin circular 
—* pe —— ha — —— say boner 33 plate with a serra edge, used in a burring- 

atomizes and vaporizes petroleum and, mixing the finely 
divided particles with air, barns the oil a a Vapor.— 
Ratchet-wheel burner, « burner the valve of whieh Is 
operated by arntehet and pawl —Recuperative burner, 
a barner in which the wus or the air or beth are pre 
heated before reaching the pointof inflammation.—Seott- 
Snell burner, « self-intensifying mantle barner in whieh 
heated air is fed te the burner under pressure. The air 
is compressed by Uve aid of a dieplacer attaclied to a dia 
phragm, whieh forms a sniall caloric engine operated by 
the waste heat of the gus flame. — Self-! 
burner, a form of mantle burner provided with a draft- 
chitaney which forces all of the gas and all the air intro 
daced at the base of the burner to pass through the man- 

e. a of regenertive burner 
specially useful in the fliamination of barge spaces, the 
large sizes (100-20) candle-power) being the nvcest eftielent. 
The light is ditt downward. Sugg burner, an 
Argand gua-burper of standard form sometinnes used in 
the photometry of Murminating gas —Suvio . 
the trade mame a gasheater, Itisa BHonsen burner 
having a small drum aitached Ww nvdinte the heat 

machine. 
burring-wheel (bér’ing-hwél), ». A drum 
having teeth on the outside, used in burring 
wool, 

burrito (bi-ré’ts), n. Sp.» 80 called from its 
grunting noise; dim. of durro, x donkey.) A 
species of grunt, Pomadasis branicki, of the 
family Hemulide, found on the sandy shores 
of the Pacitle coast of America and reaching a 
length of 7 inches. The name is also applied 
to other related species, as Brachydenterus 
lewciseus, also of the family Hamulide. 

burro®,».—2. A name of species of grunts of 
the family Hemulide, as Ponadasix macracan- 
thus of the Pacific coast of tropical America. 
—Baurro blanco, « species of grit , Brachwdeuterwa 
axillaris, of the faintly Heemudidee: found only about 
Guaymas aid Mazatlan. 



bur-rubber 
bur-rubber (bér’rub’ér), a. A block of omeny 
and cement used in facing and dressing mill- 
stones. 

formation. See *forma tion. 
ap] A a 

e family Brassicacer. Bee 

— — bursa, itn the brane of — e a nec in mucous membrane 
the posterior wall of the x— Rider's bursa, an 
—*——— duraa Cle ae thigh from pressure of 

c. 

Same as #hureel faeveres.—Bureal 
iurotdea, or brittle-atars, slits border- 

tng each margtn of the arms and communicating with the 
barse or pouches, which receive the generative products. 
These Gesures are sometimes discontinuous in fosall 
* are known to be reduced to rows of potesa— 

scales, in the Ophiureidea, or brittle-stars, the 
soales or plates which bound the *#hursal flasures (which 
see). —Bursal elite, Same as *hwrenl a⸗ urea. 

bursatti (bér-sat’i), », Same as *bursantee. 
bursautee (bér-sd’té), n. [Ale bursatti, bur- 
sattee ; < Hind. barsati, adj. ¢ barsdt, the —* 
1. A disease of horses thought to be cau 
by a fungus. It is characterized by peculiar 
swellings under the skin which fivally rupture 
and are converted into chronic uleers.—2, A 
waterproof coat; a rain-cont, sap. pe rene 

(bér’séd), n. A species of stickseed, 
Lappula ey tn introduced into the United 
States from Europe. 

burst, v. i. 4. In pin-pool billiards, to go be- 
yond a seore of 31; in ball-pool, to smash at 
the pyramid. 

bareher, n. 2, In mining, a blast-hole bored in 
solid coal not previously made ready for blast- 
in shearing or holing. 

bur-thimbie "(ber thim? bl}, «. A dentists’ 
thimble. 

b .— Yellow an annual be 
—— tn Tall 
fornia — and vineyarda, The bura are formed 
by the hispid calyces. 

bus? bus), ». Short for *hus-bar. Same as 
rr. 

busain, ». Same as *buscun. 
busaun (bi-zoun'), n. IG. *busawn, posaune, 
ete., trombone; see | In organ- 
building, & soft reed stop, usually of 16-feet 
iteh. 

apse cre + barl.) A 

rma 

P 
bus-bar (bus’ bar), ». 
system of conductors, in an electric generat- 
ing-atation, on which the power of all the gen- 
erators is colleeted for distribution into the 
system, or (in an electric receiving-station) 
on which the power from the generating-sta- 
tion is received for distribution to the appa- 
ratus consuming it. 

(bd-sen’ ii), m. 
bush!, v. &4—To bush a 
al road acroes a marsh or the ice by setting up 
‘bua! {U, &] 

bush’, », 3. In milling, a packing of wooden 
blocks placed in the eye of the bedstone and 
forming the upper bearing of the spindle, 
bush® (bash), +c. ¢. 4. To dress a stone with a 
bush-hammer. 
busha (bish’i),». [Negrot Appar. not native 
W. Ind. @ manager or overseer of an es- 
tate in Jamaica, if est "Ry 

beater (bish’bé*tér), m. me as bush- 
whacker, 1, 

Such was the | of sturdy bush-beaters 
in af the grand Ln ad New — * —— 

Irving, Kalickerbocker, vi. b. 

bush-boy (bish’boi), ». An Australian bush- 
man. 
bush-bred (bash‘bred), a. 
the bush. [Australia.] 

a, 2. The harnessed antelope, Tra- 
gelaphus pictus; also, the rare 7. hor. 

Same as mesenna. 

Bred or reared in 

Beushbuck | Tregelapams tort. 

bush-cattle (bash’kat’l),». In Australia, cat- 
tle lost from a herd and running wild in the b 
bush, 
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n. Any species of 
the genus Lespedeza (whieh see), The bush- 

_— flowers. The only species of 
jal economic value is the Japan clover 

rg0- 
‘orth 

bush-cow (bish‘kon),». The tapir. [British 
Guiana.) 

Of the quadru is found in these foresta, the largest is 
the tapir, or ri, commonly called the brsh-cou. 

W. H. divett, Indian Tribes of Guiana, pr 20. 
bush-drive (bish‘driv),». A hunt or shooting 
expedition in which the game is driven from 
cover in the bush toward the sportsmen. 
(South Africa.) 

At the bwsh-drirer so common in the [Cape] Colony 
Blue-back are seldom turned out. 

Pree, Zod. Soc. London, 1800, p. SL. 

bushed,«. Hence—2. Bewildered; at a loss; 
‘lost’; all at sea. 
The poor poate new to the wilda, had, in the expressive 

phrase of the colonials, et bushed, that 1a, utterly bo- 
wildered, and thus bost all idea of the direction that he 
ought to pursue, W. Howitt, Australia, 1. 253, 
busheling (bish‘el-ing), ». In iron-working, 
the process of heating iron serap and forming 
it into a solid block in a furnace. 

furnace 
A furnace used in working scrap-iron into a 
solid block. The scrap, consisting of tarnings, chips, 
ole, ete., is heated to a welding heat, end gemeres inte 
a about as large as a bushel basket. hile still hot 
and soft it is taken toa hammer and welded by harnumer- 
ing into a Dillet or is own, 

bush-faller (bish'fal’ér),n. A bushman who 
— “ euts down timber in the bush. [Aus- 
tralia. 

bush- (bash’fi'tér), n. One who fires 
from the shelter of bushes; a bushwhacker. 

bush-fruit (bash’frit), ». A term revently 
adopted in the United States from English 
usage to designate those cultivated fruits 
which are borne on bushes or shrubs, as the 
raspberry, blackberry, gooseberry, and cur- 
rant. The term small-fruit comprises the same 
and also the strawberry. 
bushhammer (bish’ham’ér), v. ¢t. To break 
or dress (stones) by means of a bush-hammer. 

bush-harrow (bish’har-o), r.¢. Totreat witha 
-harrow. 

Bueh-harrow after sowin 
Ww. Prem the Complete Grazier, p. 826 

bush-hawk (bish’hik), ». One of the smaller 
hawks of New Zealand and Australia, Hiera- 
cidea nove-sealandia, 
bush-hog (bixh’hog), ». 1. Same as *bush-pig. 

road, to mark the course of —2. A name given in British Guiana to the bushwhack (bish’hwak), v. i. 
peeeary, Dicotyles (or Tayaseu) tajacn, 
bush-honeysuckle (bish*hun’‘i-suk-l),”. 1. A 
plant of the genus Diervilla. See honeysuckle, 2, 
—2, Any species of true honeysuckle with a 
bushy habit, including, therefore, the fly- 
honeysuckles; particularly, Lenicera Tatarica 
the Tatarian bush-honeysuckle, an ornamen 
species native in southeast sia and Siberia. 
bush-horse (bash’bhoérs), x. A horse which is 
lost and running wildin the bush, [Australia.] 
bushido ( bé’shi-16’), #, (Chino-—Jap.,¢bu (Chin. 
wu), military, warrior, + shi, officer, + do 
(Chin. tao), way.] The code of moral princi- 
gee which the knights and warriors of feudal 
apan were required to put into practice in 

all circumstances and relations of life; knightly 
irit and conduct; chivalry; gentlemanly po- 

liteness and honor; integrity, devotion, and 
duty to one’s superiors, and unswerving loy- 
alty to the m Oo 

Bu-ehi-do means literally ‘ Military-knight-ways’—the 
ways which fighting nobles should re in their daily 
life as well as in their vooation ; in a word, the ‘precepts 
of knighthood,’ the noMesse obfige of Uke warrior class 

Nitobe, Bushido, p. 7, 
bushl (bash ‘lé"pér), x. [New York D. 
*bosch-loopert: see bush), lope?, and — Ct. 
— One whottramps through the bush 
or wilderness; a peddler: as, ‘‘a romantic 
Saree 4 buskloper” (of the earlier period of the 
utch occupation of New York). E. Lagleston, 
—— myer a) J 

magpie (bish’mag*pi), ». name © 
the Australian piping+rows, or crow-shrikes, 
belonging to the genus (Fymnorhina, from their 
black-and-white coloration. 

n. 3. A settler in the bush of 
Australia, as distinguished from one who 

(bish’el-ing-fér’ nas), om. bush 

busking 

dwells in a town or city; a pee one who 
is acquainted with the bu an +: 
bushmani' 

jesman) + -ite?.] A native alum, in composi- 
tion intermediate between pickeringite and 
apjobnite. 

p (bish’man-ship), n. Knowledge 
and experience of the bush and its ways; skill 
in the methods and practical work of the 

— h’pé A plant of the | 7 (bash’pé), n. t of the - 

———————— Thermopats ; false *lupine (whieh 
8e€@). The Montana bush-pea, T. Montana, a tall herb 
with a cluster of erect stems, fa AS Pomnomed age 
some value aa forage. 

bush-pig (bish’pig), ». An African pig of the 
genus —— either P. africanus or I’. 
porcus; a boschvark. Also —— 

bush- (bash ‘rin‘jing), n. ¢ lawless 
life of a bush- er. 

bush-rider (bish‘ri’dér), ». One employed in 
—— ie a —* — or a round- 
ng up the cattle, inspecting the fences, ete. 
(Australia, : 

bush-rope (bish‘rop), ». A name given to 
various species of woody vines (bejuco, etc.), 
the stems of which (lianas) are used as a sub- 
stitute for ropes, and in the place of nails for 
securing to one another the timbers of a house, 
(West Indies and British Guiana. 

-scrubber (bish’skrub’ér),». A bump- 
kin; a boor; a siattern: as, she’s a lady! 
she 's no bush-scrubber. See scrubber!, (Bush- 
man’s Eng., Australia} 

bush. 6 (bish’sivH), a, A seythe having 
a short, wide, and strong blade for cutting 
brush and briers. 
The itive rea) utter, which is 

scuplies batman py Barry’ . , . 
Yeartoot U', S Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 547. 

bush-tamarind (bish’tam‘a-rind), », A tall 
tree of Guiana, Machewrium Schomburght:, 
which yields a valuable wood, See itaka-wood 

— bish’tel’é-graf), n. A - ( tel⸗ n. con- 
federate ce the bush-rangers of Australia, 
who keeps them informed with regard to the 
movements of the police, ete. [Australia.) 

bush-turkey (bash ‘tér’ ki), ». A name in 
Guiana of the larger curassows. 

bush-warbler (bush war’blér), ». 1, See war- 
bler.——2. Any species of ete ar a — of 
small birds generally placed with the flyeateh- 
ers. They are inhabitants of the Australian 

on. 
-water (bish’ wa’ tér), n. Rain-water 

which collects in low places in forests. [West 
Indies. ] 

1, To act in 
the manner of a bushwhacker: (a) sojourn in 
or beat about the bush; (5) engage in guer- 
rilla warfare and fire from behind the bushes. 
—2. To cut bushes with a bushwhacker.— 3, 
To hunt ducks by approaching them in a boat 
which has a screen around it to conceal the 
occupants. Forest and Stream, Feb, 21, 1903, 
bushwoman (bish’wim‘an),1.; pl. buskwomen 
(-wim‘’en). A woman living in the bush and 
playing her in the settlement and devel- 
opment of the country. 
bushwood (bish‘wid), ». See *wreedland, 
bush-wren (bish’ren), », A small passerine 
bird, Xeniens longipes, of New Zealand: so 
called from its poae resemblance to the 
wren of England, 

(bush’i), ». [bush + dim. -y2.] A coun- 
tryman. [Australia. 
business-wagon (biz’nes-wag’on), wn. A 
wagon, with or without an ineclosed top, used 
for carrying merchandise, 

busk3, v. i. 3. To cruise as a pirate-—4, To 
earn alivelihood by going about singing, play- 
ing, and selling ballads, or as an acrobat, jug- 
gler, ete., in public houses, steamboats, on the 
street, ete, (Slang, Eng. 

busker (busk’ér), x. [Susk! +-rl,] Astrolling 
singer, player, ballad-seller, or the like. See 
*husk3, 4. 
The words and tune of which I remember hearing 

from the lips of a buster at Mangcate. ; 
Referee, Dane 29, 1884, [Eneye. Diet.) 

busking (busk’ing), n. [bwst® + -ingl.) The 
practice of going about as an itinerant singer, 
player, juggler, ballad-seller, or the like, in 
ursuit of a livelihood. Mayhew, London La- 
ur, 1,215. (Slang, Eng.) 



Bussira rubber 

Bussira rubber. See *rubder. 
bust}, v. ¢. 2, To break to the saddle, as an 
intractable bronco. (Slang, western U. 8.] 

Tt Ia upon the cow Uiat the task falls of breaking to 
the ¢ almost Gatractable “ bronchas ” 

tor this and for the 
Pani ide Ls ag., April, 10s, p. 

bustamite (biis’ta-mit), ». (Named after 
General A. Bustamante.) A variety of the 
m ese silicate, rhodonite, peculiar in con- 
tai calcium. 

quail (bus’tird-kwal), 2. Any of the 
smual!, ree-teed quails or hemi of the 
family Turnicid#, found in the Old World; in 
—— the East Indian Turniz taigoor, 

5. In Australia, a sudden violent 
squall — the south, 
oe gk wand ce mentary Canter wae -+-+ carries 

& thick choad of dust... secroas the ci! 
FP, Powter, in ‘Sehenmem, Bel. 1, 18688, [A 204. 

6. One who breaks intractable horses to the 
saddle; a broneco-buster. [Slang, U. 8.] 

Natural & large ranch which employs id 
Lary therein FJ palsy among them as te whe is the 

nr is World Mag., April, 1900, p. 645. 

bustite (bus‘tit),», [Bustw, in India, + -ite?,] 
See *meteorite, 

busy, «. 8. In decoration, full of detail; over- 
crowded ; fussy. [Trade cant.] 
The decoration, in dealer’ Lengeeas, being for 

broad effects — “nu ington May., tp oe 

ae f biz’i-bod’id), a, Of the nature 
of a busybody; meddlesome, X. E. D. 

ee xen. un. (Gr. Sotg, ox, + 
-t- + -al + -ine?. pha-aminoisovaleric acid, 
(CHg)oCHCHN ay Og: found in the pancreas 
of the ox. — 

~ane.) In tony the fourth member ofthe paraf- butte 
2 nue pepets 

; both are 
——— 

mixtare, as a color! v ht yy light Nauta be politi 
atl ro (or about 34 x ) forming * ——— Thole of the 
“commmerctal Product 
butcha (bu’ chk), @ a. a ae oung 
one; & boy, babe, bai urchin, chit, 2* 
—— ote. fAnglo-In ian.) 
butcher, ». Along drink of beer. Austral 
English, (Slang, South Australia.) 

butcher-bird, n. 2. In Australia, a name of 
birds of the genus Cractiews, Gould, Birds of 
Australia. 
butene (bi‘tan), ». [L, but{yrum), butter, + 
we) he official name of the h ydrocarbon 

Tt exists in three isomeric —— Also 
calle 

rece ates il L.b butenyl (bia‘te-n nll), n. ut m) 
— fr ; —— Cisne : 

pret —8 (Cite but(yrim), butt ] a. (L, bu er, + -ic. 
Derived from butine.—Butie acta. Same ag stetro- 

butine (bii‘tin), mn. [G. dbutin, ¢ L. but( > 
butter, + ined.) © official name Tr the 
hydrocarbou CyHg. Four isomeric forms are 

aaible, and at least three of these are known. 
tomacess Nee b-na’sé-6), mn. pl. [NL. (8. 

F. Gray, 1821), ¢ Butomus + -acex.) A fam- 
ily of —— — plants of the order 
Naiadales, t , typi fied by the genus Butomus, and 
characteri by be, lar, hermaphrodite, 3- 
merous flowers, usually with a —— number 
of stamens and — and inany soods . They 
are swamp or aquatic herbs with linear leaves or with a 
broad blade ha & lattice-like nervation. There are 
pee, Se of which are monotypic, and 6 species, widely 

Butomaceous (bii-t6-ma‘shius), a. [¢ Butoma- 
cee + -ous.) Belonging to the plant family 

butter, + 
in butenyl 

Butomacer, 
Butomus (bi’ temus), a, (NL. (Linneens, 1753, 
adopted from Tournefort, 1700), ¢ Gr. Sorropor, 
some aquatic plant, probably the flowering 
rush.) A genus of plants, type of the family 
Butomacex. B. wmbellatus, the only species, is a 
hardy perennial aquatic, easily grown a the —— of 
ponda.” It is known an lowering rush. 

butt?, m1. (e) In archery, the pont oy of an ar- 
row whieh — held — the bowstring in 
shooting: o = pe A shelter 
or poe. ths built o ks of peat or turf, 
for the gunner in grouse-driving on English 
= Seotch moors, Also called a battery. 

ible, the butte should always be placed in a 
amen e ground ; Chis oot snly helps to conceal them 
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from the birds, bat also 2 * higher He nat ouch In bs |the a mee 
butt nor seck to conceal himse ap day but remain 

ectly poten now until the moment when he throws 
gun * to his shoulder to fire. 

Beye. Brit., XXXL oo. 

15. In the tobacco trade, a box 12 inches 
uare, holding from 15 to 50 pounds. Stand. 
t—16. pl. The ends or ‘cuttings’ of 

rejected by the manufacturer of cloth or 
ging. 7 are used in making coarse kinds of 

r, ter, Handbook of Indust. Chem. p. 
= Butt cut. al The Sst ent above the the stump. 

of bark taken from (b) In —— ee the sect! 
butt of a —3 ee oh toe f further 22 — 

an arrangement of an 
ox or © planking we which the 
— ove jistributed 

surface in ve Bs greatest 
a rey pte peed mtg an awh yea eB 

udn Tule is that butts in 
jacent si of pla fig must not be less than two frame 
spaces apart and that there must be at least two solid 

ng-#trakes between butts over each other in the same 
spon. 

butt?, c. I. trans. 3, To challenge to a trial 
of skill in wood-cutting. 

T had an uncle... who was a famous chopper. 
When he was t sev at ye 
nine alt ae Faecal poly soa tol yl "ua 

B. Ingersoll, Country Cousins, 1 

II, jutrans, 2. In lumbering, to undertake, 
aaa trial of skill, to eut off the butt-end of a 
pro rostrate log while an opponent is cutting 

rough the smaller end. 

-retier,— Blue butter, Same — 
ointment (which see, under ofntimen!,— Butter bactl- 
lus. See whaedllae — or 
Same ns oleomaryparin.— ob 
tained from the needa of Ircingia Malayana of Malacea 
and J, Oliverd of Cochin Chlna, — It is used in the mana. 

of soaps and candles — butter, the fat ob- 
tained from the y 

ngia. , in 
fag, &® general Hough pot strictly correct term ay 
to several kinds of altered, contanstnated, inf 

butter, the so-called diseased comlition ori- 
ginating in milk or appearing firet in the butter itaelf aa 
a fermentation arising froen some bacterial forms added 
accidentally to the butter hy want of cleanliness in 
fts manufacture or care. The following are recognized 
varieties of contaminated batter: Bitter butter, a fer- 
mented condition that ap = butter made from bit- 
ter milk or fermented mi ng ® bitter taste Blue 
butter, butter made from the infected tallk called tue 
milk (which see) Dappled butter, butter marked by 

ting from the Contamination of the 

sometimes callod mottled butter or mottlen, Moldy but. 
ter, butter infected by mold-fangi, Og-daver butter, dry, 
wall unclean batter. Gily butter, a comlition marked 

— ally odor and the presence of a white 
— tutter, batter marked 

ive of a mw turnip. 
jonused * tamipe * 

ten-taste butler, a —— in —** cal 
to Jensen, by the presence of a lactia. 

— 24 turui 

butter. —— — in Thorpe, Dict. 
‘Applied Chem, 1 708, Colton} Goa ter, Same 
as cocum-butter.— butter, Sameas shea-butter.— 
Kafir butter, 2 solid fat obtained from the seeds of 
Combretum bet: om by the natives of southeastern 
Africa. — , artificial or imitation butter the Lard 
basis of which has been obtained from lard; butterin.— 
Laurel butter, Same as bays, butter, in 
early chein., a ame given to certain soft, semi solid ime- 
tallic chlorite: as butter ef antimony (antimonions 
anne, ete.—Nungu butter. Same ae shen-dwtter.— 

, in dairying, butter — in a mold te 
give ita convenient shape and weight for sale and trans- 

jom = f 

ter, an inferior mmitatton or alultersted butter. 
entled Renovated bu' renovated tnetter.— 

4 ebutter.—Tub-butter. Seo prrinl-tbutter,— 
butter, in dairying, an inferior butter made from 

the fat in whey: sometimes teed asa dressing in the 
—— of cheese and * checae-grease, Year: 

& Dept. Agr, 1337, p. & 
butter!, ve. i. 2, In erlcket, to fail to make a 
simple ‘and easy catch; to muff. [Slang.] 

butter-bush (but’ ér-biish )} « The name in 
Australia of a small tree, Fitiesperum phyllire- 
cides, bearing bitter, non-poisonous berries, 
which were pounded into flour by the aborigi- 
nes for use as food. 
Gainet. light-colored wood, useful for tarnery, The 

ves furnish an excellent fodder, and cattle are so foud 
of it that the trees are in danger of extinction. 

butter-carrier (but‘ér-kar‘i-ér), ». A refrig- 
erator-box or -case for transporting print-but- 

* butter-cross (but’ér-krés), n. 

It ylelds a very hard, chose. . 

butterfly 

ter in ice without bringing the ice into con- 
tact with it. 

butter-cloth (but’ér-kléth), ». A thin, loosely 
woven cloth, like cheese-cloth, but with a 
slightly tiner "mesh. 

eenc-eloth is almost universally used 
ent orn. rs dressing. Beck, Med, Handbook, soa, 

A market-croas 
near which butter is sold. (Eng.] N. £. D. 

buttercup, ». 2. A small,square sugar-plum, 
colored in a variety of tints, and somewhat 
creamy inside.— Acrid Same as tail 
tnettercep.— Bulbous buttercup, Hannaculus ee, 
a species with the stem arising from « balbons thic 
base, native in now common in a er in 
the eastern United States — oll-beetle, 
woil-bretl mruncul ws 

Te eerie By rate * 
a e. 

in England a bad w rane 
in the eastern United Staten — 

tentriond- 
1 the eaat- 

tall butteres — or 
J —— nag 8 Erect * 

¥ iw oo ie 

em h of the Unite States, with fe Tater branches 
—E and rooting. 

butter-daisy (but’ér-di"zi), » nu, See *daisy. 
butter-dish (but‘ér-dish), a, 1. A small 
plate or dish, often with a cover and strainer, 
or holding and serving batter; also an individ- 
=e or butter.—2. In ‘dairying, a thin 

en dish or platter for packing or deliver- 
ung tub- or print-butter. 
butter-drier (but’ér-dri‘ér), ». In dairying, 
a centrifugal drier used to extract the water 
from newly made butter. 

butter-extractor (but’ér-eks-trak’tor), 1. A 
combined milk-separator and churn for mak- 
—F butter direetly from fresh milk; a butter- 
aking machine, 

butter fat (but’ér-fat), n. The fat which en- 
ters the composition of butter: essentially a 
mixture of 68 per cent. of palmitin and 30 per 
= of olein, 

» % 5. A local name for a mussel, 
Plagiols securis, found in the Mississippi river: 
#0 — from the shape of the valves, The 
abel ip wt used in the pearl-batton industry, 
American copper bu , an American lyceenid 

Heodes Aypoph common tn the eastern 
tutted 8 lates, where its larva feeds on sorrel anid clover. 
—Antiopa butterfly, a common European and North 
Amertean nytaphalid Huttertly, Buvanersa antiognt, aleo 

mourning-cloak from ite somber colors, The wir 

u⸗l 
berry, — butterfly. Ree ®0rg 

talanta a a — battertly, 
atalanta, also known red admiral, which 
in —— and the Taned Mates. — footed 
terfiy, any one of the battertiive in which the front legs 
are im} kactading those of the fanailies Agapetida, 
—— —* ida, ard ——— 
fiy lupus. , any = 
tertly of the South Anerieah 1* nt genus Agerom 
eee ew make s chick tag rode bog Ly Right oe * 

moving the when at rest, probably means 
two hooks at the the base of Ue fore wings and two oth 
hooks on the thorax, — Gogm: —* J 

— te wi, of general distrite 
ced on * = *— 

Cresphontes ctorfly. = large andy sw 
low-tailed buttertly, Papilio creaphontes, extending up 
the Atlantic coast of the United States from Florida to 
New England. Ite larve feed om the lenves of orange- 
aunt ——— prickly-aah, Lmaray poplar, and other 

, any one of the Oriental 
thal butterflies of the wenus Kallima. The ander 
es of the wings are so colored and marked that the 

buttertties when at rest almost precisely resemble dead 
VER aringed butterfiy, any butterfly of 

the family Lyceenida (which see) — Hatris's bu: butterily, 
an American nhymphalhl buttertly, Cincledia Aarrina, re- 
sembling the apectes af PAweiotes, Tt occurs in the 
taae celeb bane * * * on eaters. 
* ur an American pierid butter 
tly, Kuremna evcterpe, of wile ‘Vistribution, shud feeding bn 
the larva stare on Coane and other leguminous a, — 
Milkweed butterfly, See erchipprue jonarch but- 
— a large red cosmopolitan lymmadid battert 
A Merppiee, Whose lurve feed on noilkweed. ithe 

peciaiiy cecmmen all through the United States rae 
Canada, bat hibernates only in the Southern States, 
me ing porthward in the spring and earty summer, 
and returning southward in the autarnn, ~ Roadside 

an Ainerican pierid buttertty, p AB irae + philon 
alice, yellow incolor with bleck-margined wings, common 
on bites from Canada to South Carolina and west to 
the Rocky Mountains, Its larva foed on clover, reteh, 
lupine, and similar planta Southern dog-face but- 

an American pieril battertly, Zerene carsonia, of 
wie thongh prinet pally poate —— ellow jn 
color, bordered with black. larva feed on clover and 
false indigo. — White Mountain butterfly, an Amerienn 
agapethl butterfly, (Eneie norman, of Arctic distritation 
and occurring alan on the topes of Hie White Mountains of 
New Hampshire and ameng the Rocky Motntains in 
Colorado, Ita larve feed on Carer enigaries.—Wood- 
white butterfly. See the extmet. 

Aguin, a contributor to the Speaker recently Polntod 
out the resemblance of the resting “seed shite bitter 
fy (Levwecophasia sinapiss to the Gower bas of the corn 

leat—a plant invariably abundant in the woods fre- 
quented by this dainty Insect. 

Set. Amer. Sup, Apr, 20, 19%, p. 2ahen, 

un, 



butterfiy-conch 

conch (but’ér-fli-kongk),». Amerine of the other and riveting the lapped parts to- buttonholer (but‘n-hél-ér), x. 
univalve mollusk of Tasmania, Voluta papil- 
lose. 
butterfly-damper (but’ér-fli-dam‘pér), mn. A 
thin plate of metal which turns on an axis 
—— u or * that . — the amount of 
the 6 nin the pipe. The pi 
be of various —— but, if — the auisof the 
plate or damper is at the middle of the pipe. 

butterfly-dock (but’ér-fli-dok), ». Same as 
*hatter-dock 1, 

butterfly-fish . The common name of the n. 3 
species of fishes of the family Chatodontida 
found in tropical seas, noted for their singular 
form, bright colors, and great activity. The 
family comprises Sor 10 genera and nearly 
200 species. 

“lesion (but’ér-fli-1é’zhon), 2. A 
common form of the eruption of lupus erythe- 
matosus, in which there is apateh on each side 
of the nose, joined by a narrow strip across 
the bridge, suggesting a butterfiy in shape. 

butterfly-lily (but’ér-fi-lil’i), mn. The mari- 
posa-lily; any species of Calochortus. The 
more appropriate name dullerfly-tulip seems 
to be gaining favor, 

y-lobster (but’ér-fli-lob’stér), m. A 
crustacean, —— in which the cara- 

is broadly extended into wing-like pro- 
jeetions. [Tasmania.]} 

butterfly-nut (but’ér-fli-nut), n. A thumb- 
nut, 

butterfly-tulip (but’ér-fli-ta‘lip), ». See 
*hutter fly-lily. 

butter- e (but’ér-ld'dl), mn. A wooden spoon 
weed in handlin newly mado butter, pasty 
* a spoon. eriorm (tu 

tie = ah perforated ‘bowl, a —— — 

Butterman schooner. See *schooner. 
butter-oil (but’ér-oil), ». The part of refined 
eotton-seed oil which is used in making oleo- 
margarin, or butter substitute. U. S. Dept. 
Agr., Bulletin 33, 1896, p. 372. 

r-paddle (but’ér-pad‘l), ». Same as 
*hutter-spade, 
butter-paper (but'ér-pa‘pér), mn. A tough, 
semitransparent waterproof paper used for 
wrapping print-butter, cream-cheese, and 
other materials requiring protection from air, 
water, or oil. 

butter-pear (but’ér-pir), n. 
cate, 

butter-press (but’ér-pres), mn. In candy-mak- 
ing, a screw or hydraulic press for extractin 
the essential oil or cacao-butter from groun 

Same as *agua- 

cacao, A common t is a filter-press. 
butter-print, ». 2. The Indian mallow, Abu- 
tilon Abutilon, The name alludes to the large round 
seed-capanle, Which is neatly marked abowe with radiat- 
ing furrows, Also called stamp-aneed_ 

butter-salt (but’dr-salt), 1. Common salt in 
small crystals, obtained by rapid evaporation 
of brine at the boiling temperature, On ac- 
count of its fine texture it is preferred for use 
in salting butter, 

butter-scoop (but’ér-skip), 1. See *butter- 
ladle. 

butter-spade (but ‘ér-spad), ». A wooden 
spatula used in cutting butter from a firkin or 
other vessel. When grooved in el lines, butter. 
spades are usexd, in pairs, for rolling lumps of butter into 
balls for the table. 

butter-tree, ».-Indian butter-tree, the fulwa, 
— Sutwracea. 

tter-worker, "., A creamery a tas for pre 
ing the battormitk out of treahly m Putter, working 
in the salt, and bringing the butter to a condition for use 
or shipment to market. There are sever types of such 
machines, all consisting cxsentially of one or more plain 
or fluted’ rodla that traverse with a rolling motion over or 
through the butter, which is spread out ina thin cake upon 
atray. In senall handmachines the trays are stationary ; 
in power-machines the trays revolve and carry the butter 
ander rolls revolving ina fixed position. In one type of 
machine the butter is placed in arevolvingdrum. Butter. 
workers aml churns aresometines united ln one machine 
Ree churn, 

butter-yellow (but‘ér-yel’6), ». A monoazo 
coal-tar color produced by combining diazo- 
tized aniline with dimethylaniline. It is used 
for coloring butter, oils, ete. 
utt-gage (but’gaj),». Ameasuring- and mark- 
ing-tool used, in hanging doors, to mark the 
positions of the hinges upon the door and 
upon the door-frame. 

butt-hook (but‘’hak), ». In lumbering, the 
hook by which the cable is attached to the 
tackle on the logs. [U. 8.] 

butt-lap(but‘lap), «. In ship-duilding, a june- 
tion of plates or bars at their ends or butts by 
lapping the end of one over the adjacent end 
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gether. 
butt-measurement (but’mezh*{ir-ment), . 
Measurement from a shoulder or projection ; 
# measurement taken by placing one end of the 
rule against the jection from whieh the 
measurement is taken. 

button, »., 4. (¢) A finger-knob or key on the 
concertina and some accordions. —15, In 
pathol,, any small, rounded, circumscribed ele- 
vation on the cutaneous or mucous surface. 

According to Welch and Clement, more characteristic 
lesions, Dat leas often met in experimental cases, are the 
so-called buttons, vin, certain elevated, circumscribed, 
round or oval areas of necrotic inflammation of firm con- 
sistence, which implicate the mtcous and sabmacous 
coats, and sometioes all of the coats of the bowel. 

Jour. Exper, Med., V. 259, 

An affection of the skin, Am| button or 
porns ic fmm fin the island of Am- 

—* = and buttonhole-m: machine, 
In shoe-mannfactering, a machine for marking on the 

a partly made inttons 
to be stitched om and Uhose of the 
holes to be cut.— Button: 
having a device for clamping 
chine while it ts sewed down on the fabric. 

button to the ma- 
dme t at 

machine em the Vibrating needle-bur of the ®over 
seaming bn ne ag see) and sews two and four-hole 
flat buttons and “buttons, and fastens and cute the 
thread when the work is done. Another type makes a 
barring-stitch on four-hole and bar-bottoms It is also 
adapted to oe on buckles, curtain-rings, etc.— Mes- 

strument consisting of twg 
> | a screw employed to retain in appos' 

divided intestine In the operation of intestinal anasto- 
mosis or that .— Naples button, 

2 thachg, eaoting an external button or Knob, and thereby, ac ing 
its connections with a prepared system, to close an 

electric circuit, or to release a spring that operates the 
shutter of a camera in instantaneous phy ; henee, 
oe to start by a simple act what may be fol- 
lowed by Important resulta 

button, v. i. 2. To bud or form imperfect 
heads, offsets, rosettes, tubers, or bulbs: for 
exumple, the cauliflower buttons when the 
head sends up imperfect and irregular glom- 
érules, thus destroying the symmetry and so- 
lidity of the head. 

button-balance (but’n-bal’ans), n, 
very delicate balance used for weighing assay- 
buttons. Coal and Metal Miners’ Pocketbook. 
button-blanket (but’n-blang’ket),n. A blae 
blanket, generally bordered with red, set 
with numerous pearl buttons which either 
edge the blanket or are arranged in patterns. 
Such blankets are worn by the Indians of Brit- 
ish Columbia and Alaska at festivals, 
Button-bush er. See *dodderl, 
button-cau (but’n-ké’tér-i), a. Same as 
Corrigan's button (which see under button), 

button-eared (but'n-érd), @. Having button- 
ears, as certain dogs. 

button-gage (but’n-gaj), ». <A slide caliber- 
rule having two sets of marks, used in 
precise measurements of button-blanks, ~lies, 
ete, 

A small, 

button-grass (but’n-gras}, », A name applied 
in Tasmania to a 6, Gymnoschanus sphe- 
rocephalus, covering barren, boggy nd 
and bearing a capitate flower-cluster on the 
end of a slender stalk 4 or 5 feet in length, 
buttonholdt (but’n-hold), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. 
buttonkeld, ppr. buttonholding. An obsolete 
form of buttenhole, 

buttonholdert (but*n-hél-dér), ». An obsolete 
form of *buttonholer. 

buttonhole, ». 3. In swrg., any small straight 
incision into a cavity orecanal, See *houton- 
nieve, 2.—4, A buttonhole bouquet. (En ] 
—Bu stitch, the stitch used in making button. 
holes. The edge of the battomhole is sewed over and over, 
leaving a knot on the inside edge with each stitch, to 
strengthen it and prevent frying against the batton, 

buttonhole, +. c. 3. To sew with the stitch 
used in making buttonholes: used in sewing, 
lacework, and embroidery. 

buttonhole- ——2 — n. 
A machine for cutting, sewing, and finishing 
buttonholes in leather and fabries. tt butten- 
hole-making the slit in the fabric may be cut with a knife 
by hand, of by a pivoted knife nttached to the machine, or 
by a knife operated by the machine, and either before or 

csewing up thehole. Two types of machine are used, 
Tn ome the needle, ae in an ordinary sewingamachine, re- 
teasing in a@ fixed position, and the work, by a suitable 
mechanism attached tothe machine, is fed forward and 
backward at each stroke of the needie to form the over- 
seaming-stiteh, and is ales cartied round the ends of the 
ait to sew up the opposite aide, This feed-mechantan fe 
ailjustable te all sizes of buttemlioles, Inthe other type 
the work is held in one position while the sewing is done, 
and the needle-bar supporting the needle vibrates to and 
fro in forming the stitch, as In the ®overseaming-amachine 
(which see). With this machine the emis of the button- 
hole are relnforoed by barring or a band of long stitches 

butyro-refractometer 

1. One who 
makes buttonholes; also, a machine designed 
to be used in making buttonholes.— 2. One 
who buttonholes another. 

-press (but’n-pres), s. A machine for 
making buttons. It is nenally an upright which 
can be fitted to evut the blanks, impress a design on a 
Diank, or assemble the parts. 

button-scar (but‘n-skiir), ». A scar drawn up 
into # button-shape, used for ornamentation of 
the body by African negroes and correspond- 
ing to the tattoo-marks of people with lighter 
skin. Ratzel (trans.), Hist, of Mankind, IL. 3%. 

button-shell (but’n-shel), ». A small marine 
gastropod of the genus Rotella, having a 
rounded, lenticular polished shell. 

button-valve (but‘n-valv),». A valve in which 
the plug hasa head or button forged on the end 
of the stem. 

an, 4, Awall or abutment built along 
a stream to prevent the logs in a drive from 
cutting the bank or jamming. [U. 8.]—5, 
The angle formed on the —* surface of 
= hoof by the junction of the wall with the 

buttressed (but’rest), p. a. Furnished with a 
buttress or buttresses: said of an arch, orof a 
building or part of a building, as a Gothic 
ehurch, 

thread (but’res-thred), ». <A thread 
intended to resist a force in one direction only, 
and hence having one face at right angles to 
the axis of the shaft or bolt. 

butt-riveting (but’riv’et-ing), ». A term used 
instead of butt-connected, when two plates have 
their edges brought against each other and are 
each riveted into a covering-plate or -strap: 
distinguished from *lap-riveting. 

butt-strap (but’strap), ». The eovering-plate 
which is used for connecting two plates which 
are to be butt-riveted ; in shi ilding, a piece 
of plate or bar covering the joint of two plates 
or bars at their ends where they abut against 
each other, to give continuity of strength. 
The strap covers the two adjacent ends and is riveted to 
each. ry plates are thas jolmed, a strap le sometimes 
Placed on each surface of the plates, and the two straps 
together are called a dowhle-buft strap. Straps are fur- 
ther distinguished according to the number of rows of riv- 
ote in them on each aide —— to the butt-foint, aa a srn- 
gle-riveted butt-wtrap, a dowbdle-riveted butt-strap, a tretde- 
riveted buttatrap, or a quadruple riveted butt-strap. 

Bett-strap and Seams in Outside Platiag. 

a, dowble-civeted betrctrap: 4, 4, &, double-niveted seamtape | 
€, ¢ ¢, frames ; d@, longitudinal ba: 

butt-strip (but’strip), ». Same as *butt-strap. 
tty, ». 3. In archery, one of a pair of arch- 

ers who shoot together at a target: as, when 
the leader has shot his first arrow his dutty 
takes his place. 

butyroin (hil-tir’dé-in), n. [L. butyrum, butter, 
+ -o- + -in?.] Octanol--1-5, CgHyCOCHO- 
HCgHz. It is an oil which can be distilled 
with slight decomposition undera low pressure. 
butyrometer (bi-ti-rom’e-tér), n. (Gr. jioire- 
pov, butter, + eérpov, measure.) An apparatus 
for ascertaining the amount of butter-fat in 
milk, 

The bi: pag is at asefal, alike for measur. 
ing pericelically the fst-producing capacity of individual 
cows ina heed, for rapidly ascertaining the percentage of 
fat in milk delivered to factories and paying for such milk 
on the basis of quality, and for determining the richness 
in fat of mullk supplied for the urban milk trate. 

Eneye. Brit, XXVIL aoa, 

[L. butyram, butter, 
ae ober 
he distillation 

butyrone (bii'‘ti-ron), n. 
+ -one.) Four-heptanone or d 
(CgH7z)gCO. Ibis prepared by t 
of caleium butyrate, 
utyro-refractometer (bi ti-ri-ré-frak-tom ‘e- 
tér), m. [L. dutyrem, butter, + refractometer.) 
A refractometer adapted for the measurement 



butyro-refractometer 

of the refractive power of butter-fat, whereby 
—— as to its degree of purity can be ob- 
tain 
b usness (bi'ti-rus-nes) ey or 
butyraceous quality. Al. ‘Stubbe, 
Buxaces (bux-i’sé-é), n. pl. tit a 
tier, 1822), ¢ Burus + -aeew.) A family of di- 
eotyledonous archichlamydeous (apetalous) 
plants of the order Sapindales, the box family, 
typified by the genus Burrus, the box, It is char- 
acterized by unieexaal regular bracted fowers, the stam- 
inate with four or more stamens and sometimes a rudi- 
men pistil, the fertile with a 2-4-celled ovary and ns 
many simple styles, It embraces 6 m an 3 species 
—troes, or perennial herbs, c' wr evergreen 
leaves, widely scattered over the = bor!, Buzua, 
and Packysondra. 

buxaceous (buke-a’shius), a. Belonging to the 
Buzxacezx, or box family of plants. 

buk-sin’ iain ), n. [Burus + -in 
+ -id + -ine?,] An amorphous alkaloid of un- 
certain composition, found in the green leaves 
of Burns sempervirens. 

Le A simplified spelling of burom. 
—— (hag aloe.) In the Philippine 

loaves 0 of the betel-pepper (Piper 
—— which, —8 with the nuts of the by 
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B.W.G. An abbreviation of Birmingham 
wire gage. 

by!, bye!, n.—To draw & by, to go up into the next 
Found withoat p 
by-act (bi’akt), a, An act that is secondary 
or incidental to a main act. 
onal 0 gh y n. <An alley at the side or 
somewhat out of the way. 
by bill loaded fle An ‘incidental bill, or a 

ill for incidentals; a casual item. 
-blow, . 3+. A calamity or disaster out of 

the common,—4+. A blow —— misses its aim. 
Bunyan, Pilg. Prog., U1. 1 
-ceremony —S— n. Asecondary 

or incidental ceremony; a ceremony that bas 
its origin in an afterthought or is s mggested or 
—" necessary by some ineidenta mtal eir- 
omstance 

by-chamber (bi’chim’bér), =. A chamber; a 
secluded chamber. 
by-channel (bi’chan‘el), n. A side-channel 
or -stream apart from the main channel: as,a 
network of by-channels, 

by-chapel (bi’chap‘el), a. A chapel subordi- 
nate to the principal church. 

bi‘da), ». A leisure day; an off day. 

Byzantinize 
IL. ». An admirer or imitator of Byron: as, 

the French Byronians. 
Byronical (bi-ron’i-kal), a. Sameas Byronic. 

(bi’ron-iz), c.; pret. and pp. By- 
ronized, ppr. Byronizing. trans. To invest 
with the characteristics of Byron, 

Let others prepare their parchment-bound portfolios, 
fe thelr visages into the penseroso, tling their curls 

Kk from their brows, unbutton their shirt-collars, an 
—— Byronised, begin. Blackwood's Magazine, LXI. 430, 

IL. iutrans. To imitate Byron in person, 
habits, or style. 

Indeed, under any cireumstances, his [Kirke White's} 
gentleness and devoutmess would have Byronized but il. 

Edinburgh Heview, LXIL 200, 

ad (bee ogee u. [Gr. fipoa, a skin Ke L. 
bag, a purse: see bursa burse, 

purse), * — form.) In anthrop.,a craniam 
en norma verticalis of which shows an elon- 
gated, rounded form, narrow in front but with 
wide forchead, widest near the oceiput, similar 
in form to anelongated purse, G, rl aa 
Var. Sith hie meee , jes, Pp ee 
banal z’ma-lith), m. orant y form 

if from * — deep, mer h, or bottom, 
— assumed as the stem of — ao Gr. 

e ceca Im (Areea payee and a pinch of (bi it’), n. Asecondary or tn- 2ifoc, stone.) In geol.,a large and ru 13 
lime, are used by the natives as a mas- intended effect, lindric mass of igneous rock which has n 

—— Also called itmo, See betel and ite (bi ¢-rit), n. [Named in honor of W. driven upward through overlying strata as o 
*bonga. A caking bituminous coal resem- punch goes through a sheet of metal. 

Ballot's law, of weather-sig- bling ‘albortite and torbanite: first found in b osis (bis-i-nd’ sis), n, (NL., ¢ dyssinna, 
. See lawl, * — Colorado. of cotton, + -osia.) form of pneumonoco- 

,tandn, A simplised spelling of Duzz. form (hi férm), n. A collateral or minor niosis due to the ‘ialation of cotton-fibers, 
pas, ¢ e. I, intrans. 3. To move hurriedly or form. 
with Tuss; run; fuss Bo as, to buzz along; 
to buzz about; to buzz against a person. [Prov, 
Eng.] 4. To pick pockets. (Slang, ge] 
Hotten. 

TI. trans, 4, To throw with violence. [Prov. 
fee . 7° drink (a bottle) till it is empty. 

buzz}, ». i Tn angling, a beetle or its artifi- 
cial imitation used as ait, 

buzz* (buz), ». [Assumed sing. of *huzzes, dial, 
ronunciation of *burses, double pl. of burl, 
‘ompare dial. = and fuzz for furze.] A bur; 

prickly calyx. Kiso b » Eng.) 
buzz® (buz), a. — a vague use of buzzl, 
v., in babel imp} lying something large, 
as in *huzz-wig (q. ¥.), but —— written 
detached, as an adjective. See *buzz- 
wig.— 2. Of an artificial fly, ae the hackle 
wrapped closely under the wings. 

A fly in said to be buz when the hackle is wrap on 
thick and it looks 5 aa we would term it. 

T. Norris, 's Gazetteer, p. £00, 

buzz-cove (buz’kév) A pickpocket. 
— Ae, } ’ 

,”. 4 Apickpocket. [Thieves’ cant.] 
bass. fy nest, n, A yellow Australian sar- 
boss £9.15 
** — 1. The act or sound of 
anything that a hurnming.— 2. The 
picking of pockets. [Slang, Eng.} 

Buzzing is the name given to the crime A ot 
thieves surround a man and while one robe him the rest 
maintain a buzzing noise. 

Stendard (England), May 23, 1904. 

— — * da“nér), a. A machine for 
smoothin, wood, It consists cimply of 
a table an — wad which carries two or four 
knives. The head or spindle makes about 3,500 revolu- 
thons per minute, and the wood is passed over it. ris 
dpi of ext table can be raised or lowered to get the 
ae cu 

(buz’wig), u. [buzzl, used vaguely 
vans imply aay Pl 1 or papecing (ef, 
hummnin , whopping, ete.), + wigt.] 1, A large 
wig. (Col llog. — 

in a buzz sig, 
tt, Antiyuary, xvii, 

2. A person wearing a buzz-wig; hence, a 
bigwig. 

Whom the old a 
a — De Quincey, ‘Works, ITT. 69, 

B. V. M. An abbreviation of Blessed Virgin 
Mary. 

The reverend genticman was equi; 

The Engileh masque is a rita AE English drama 
which Aourished between * years 1607 and 1058, and ie 
absolutely definite in tte nature and c! istica, 

Science, May 26, 1906, p, 802, 
bygon, a.andn. Asimplified spelling of by- 

by-hin “hint Pal hint), ». An indirect hint; a 
de-hi 

— (bi‘let’ér), ». In the early history 
of ache py service of England, a letter for- 

by aloca —⸗ to any place but 
Londen or heyo 

— —— la 
- Hyde, The Post in Grant and fom, p. SIA, 

by-note (bi’ndt), x. In music, either a grace- 
note or an overtone, 

byon (bi’‘on), » A name given by the natives 
of Upper Burma toa clay Shieh ere contains 
rubies and other gems. The byon is « to 
1— —*— Ue decpeaton marble Kem 5 soy oti 

tact-metam 

* 2. In wash-bottles and pig 
by pase for the handling of gases, a 
with a stop-cock connecting the —2 and 
egress tubes, so that a opeving the stop. 

t cock the gas may pass w 
out flowing thro the 
—— tself—3, Any 

for conductin 
an obstruction,suc 

os a 5 cloned valve, a part of 
the fluid or material which 
goes through the main 
channel, A by-pmss is frequent- 
ly on lane steam or Walter: 
valves to relieve the pressure on Hy pass. 
the valve so that it can be opened 4s ube 
— closed — * —— kar ms —<* 

0 per- 
“ie (a ‘iguldy = i through an auxilia 
channel, around a valve or a cylinder or bac 
intoa reservoir, instead of — the usual 
or direct course through the main or normal 

~pit (bi’ pit), =. In coal-mining, a shaft 
nearer the outcrop than the hoisting-shaft; an 
— 

“production (bi‘prd-duk’shon), ». Same as veered 
wit rd’), ». A side-look or 

pet ; & mere glimpse 
(bi -r6’ni-nn), a. anda. I. a. — 

rtaining to Byron, the poet; resembling 
yron, 

land, — 
—— a 

beard of a a 

brown in color, 
tel ce elastic, and 
is manufactured 
small garmenta, ao 
gloves, and fancy goods. 

onal byaeus, & thread a 
gland in the midven 

of the body of the 

— 
(Anodonta, 

by-start (bi'start), 
A deviation 

aren the right di- 
reetion, 

by-station (bi’sta’ 
pth) mn, A way- 

tation. btstep), 2 
“step ( 

be BY step to one tide 
or in the wrong di- 
rection. 

Three Stages (4. A. Chin the 
apr ge = Anodonta. 

lateral 

. sene 
i i cilia. (Drawn from Par. 

ker ‘and aswell's “ Zoology.” after 
Korsebelt az Heider.) 

Gr. 
Artic, epth. ] A 
supposed new ele- 
ment, sald to have 
been obtained from sulphur by electrolysis. 
The alle facts in regard to it have 
complete disproved, 
by-touch (bi’tueh), a. An ineidental or unin- 
tended touch or stroke. 
by-work (bi'wérk), ». 1, Work done at odd 
times or in addition to one’s regular work; an 
occasional task or performance. 
To make Religion the great business and concern of 

their Livea, and not as most do a By-icork, 
Norris, Chr. Prad., p. 38h, 

2+. A work that has failed in the doing; a 
work that has proved a failure, 

Aristotle thinketh that the female is a by-work. 
Crooke, Kody of Man, p. 271. 

Groeck of Byrn o 
Byes Tyne pie: aH, aly, medieval © at, * 

tinesque (bi-zan-ti-nesk’), a. In the 
553 style, 

tinize (bi-zan‘tin-iz), ¢.f,; pret. and pp. 
zantinized, ppr. Byzantinizing. To render 
——* impart a Byzantine character to; 

ect or influence by Byzantinism, 



— 3. (a) (4) The tone ach Cabbage, gall-weevil, leaf-miner, Pionea, ca 
By ME bey ere une ta os mo ouch a web-worm. See *yall-weeril, ete. a _ergnon cay ye a al vibrations 

( «€ AY per scound (5) The — — 5553 the a. Rn oa "Native cab- 
Ps Y — signed tosuch akey ortane: aa, with 0&Be, in Australia, the yellow.fowered tarah-cress, No- 

the treble clef, the third spac the "pa palustris.— Savoy cabbage. Same ns arrey. 

first added line below. “ A aie cabbage’, r. t. ori, 2. To crib orappropriate 
on such a degree and indicat dishonestly ; use surreptitiously; eab, (Sehool- 

ne * key or bene. (7) The * boy slan 5 

the — —&S Lr por); Se NN Seal cabbage’ nm. 2. Acab or erib, used surre = 
music, the final of the Tonian and “yy inoxles. 2 tiously by a school-boy in preparing his 

ies tet etic anata cule. sous or Weting hin exercises J ja" 4 

* absolutely b Y French, Italian, and Spanish musicians, C@ — (kab’aj-d’ fis), ». Same as cab- 
In elect. : ay The symbol for electrostatic capacity. plant-louse, 

7 Au ——— — * at Lagoa ——6 . Bee — 

. bbreviation af Court iL ¢.] of centimeter. cabbage-beetle (kab’aj-bé’tl), nm. me as 
cet See clef. — Whi American al ied 

Gutterty, —⸗ ys —— in the — ——— 
tee and Cairada, ite lary feed on the alder, C&D cab bi — I Rg ng ery hcp Bi 

as the green comme. color, and of agloal andl ots und seaby teal distribution, Its 
©. A. An abbreviation (a) of Court of Appeal ; st¥# feed on en ¢, and turnip. 
(b) of Court of Arches ; (c) of Cha * “ees : cabbage-carculio ( (kab ij-kér-ka‘li-d), mn, A 
(d) of commercial agent; (e) of ———— curculionid beetle, Ceuthorhynchus rapx, eom- 
army; (f) of county alderman. mon to Europe and North America. It bores 

ca, An abbreviation (6) of cases; (c) of cen- into the crown and roots of young cabbage- 
tare. and i racer faa or and attacks the * 

eaable (ki-ii’bl), x. (OF. caable, chaable, a of kale and 
ballista, also throwing down, prostration, = cabbage-head (kab‘aj-hed), ». 1. The mass 
Pr. OSp. calabre (ML. reflex cadabula, *eada- of crowded and incurved leaves which form 
brutus, cabulus), (ML, *catabola (recorded as the edible part of the cabbage.—2, ra- 
cataholum, payment), (Gr. xarajo/4, a throw- tively, a brainless fellow ; a blockhead, .D. 

n, 2. Larimus breviceps, a secimnoid 

alah ot the West indie, [Sp. cabezo e Ca f-tho’ta), n. ta, a 
headed person, ¢ cabeza, head] The —— 
head silverside, Atherina stipes, [Cuba.] 

cabildo (ka-bil“dé), n. (Sp., ¢ L. eapitulum, 
chapter: see chapter.) 9 35 house of 
& cathedral or —— ch (Southern 
v. 5., ete.] 

The cathedral, and standing beside it, like Sancho 
beside Don Quixote, the squat hall of the cebiide with the 
calaboro in ares. 

G. W. Catte, The Grandissimes, p. 320. 

cabin, ». 5. In mining, a small room parti- 
tioned ‘ot inside the mine for the use of the 
om bined Ani, 

——— — 
‘og., cmall i} 

Peete 4} by 6) inches —— a oe 

cabinet-beetle (kab‘i-net-bé*tl) Any one 
of several species of injurious Lectios of the 
family Dermestide, as estes cadaverinus, 
Anthrenus varius, or Anthrenus muscorum, which 
infest cabinets of natural histo; 
cabinet-maker,». 2. One who usies himself 
unauthorizedly’ with —— a —— 
mental cabinet; a politician or bu — who 
specuiates on or needlessly troubles himself 
with the selection of cabinet ministers and the 
formation of a cabinet. 

ing down, paying down, ete.: see catabolism.) cabbage-looper (kab‘aj-lé"pér), . —— larva cabinet-making (kab’i -net-mi‘king), n. 1, The 
ni In medieval (French) use, a ballista or cata- of a noety 

pult. mon in the United States where it feeds on 
caapeba (kii-ii-pa’ ba), n. (Tupi. Da 1, Either of cabbage and other cruciferous plants, 
two plants, Heckeria peltata and H. “wnbellata, cab louse (kab’fij-lous), ». Same as cab- 
of the Perper! a —— of South America cab ‘plant-louse, 
and the tilles. eir aromatic roots are n,— Chinese cabbage-oll, ol! expressed 
used medicinally, and theiredible berries yield seeds of Brassica sinensis. * 
an oil resembling anise-oil],— 2. Same as par- — (kab‘aj-pach), a. A patch of 
eira. where cabbages are grown, 

(kib-H-tén “ gi), #. [Also catinga; Wiggnes lived in the C Patch. Tt was not a 
(Tupi caatinga, ‘whiteleaf, * tight (thatis,open, pach —— — but a a queer neighborhood, where ram ram- 
leafiess) forest’: —— —— tree, ete.) — over the railroad 
At of sparse, stunted w occupying 
extensive tracts, alternating with —— in ee 
the dry region of eastern and central Brazil. cabbage-red (kab‘aj-red), ». The coloring- 
The vegetation consists of thorny bushes (chiefly Mimo- —— of — eabbage. ag —— = 
dierent pti or barrel trees (ace tice 2 and coe OM set EEE sain 

— Cectaasen, With prickly Broveetioenes Qaeevoenee), t Cabbage-thrips thrips) m wR Any one of 
During the dry season all is nearly or qn — leaflers and soveral —* ary hips found on ¢ab’ 
as tf dead; but with the advent of Yo 4 it 
amt Gower. Phyt — py this belongs to the  prifiqj, 

cube (kab). —— (by translation), light forest. gary tree hat, a large, * hat made of the leaves of 

iy Neseel}, of & abassbaal oe Ggltenmnt ten! a Aicceieh teil ins ——— (usu y literal) of a classical or ow 
other work in a foreign language, surrepti- the larva of an American pyralid moth, Moergesti« 
tiously used by sehool-boys and students in ‘woeal.— Southern cabpege wer ie larva of an 

American plerid batterfly, Portia prot 

J * (kab’aj-i), a. — > -yi.) Cab- 

cab® (kab), ¢. ft ort for cabbages, v.] To et as, a ay ere : 
appropriate alshcneetly and on the sly; crib; © cabbali mn. Another epelling of cabalism., 

cabber (kab’ér),n. 1. Acab-horse, or a horse 
caba (i _ seo ee Sp.] In the well sahal fer wos nha nbhomnoe: One 

hilippine Islands, ‘a measure of capacity ™uch given to riding in cabs, 
— fo about one and one third United Btates cabbing (kab’ing), ». The business of owning, 
bushels. letting, or driving cabs. N. F. D. 

cabalic (ka-bal’ik), a, [Also cabbalic, cabbal- cab-bit (kab’bit),». A French bit, the cheeks 
ick, (ML. cabbalicus, ¢ cabbala, cabala.] Same of which are made up of a series of rings solid 
as cobaliatio, upon one side. 

caballada (kii-biil-yii'da),». (Sp., a stud of cal ban (kiib-ki"bin), n. [Bisaya cabedban.} 
horses, caballo, a horse.) A reserve stud or An * fern, Drynaria quercifolia. See 
‘mob’ of horses from which remounts may be tkpak-lauin, 

reparing their lessons or recitations; a erib. 
Pe Eng. school slan 

drawn by cavalry or any mounted expedition * (kii-ba-tha‘rii), m. Bp. < cabeza, a 
while on the mareh. [Spanish America. } head, chief.) Inthe Philippine slands, a pro- 

caballerote (kii-biil-ye-ré’ta), n. [Cuban use vincial enpital. 
of Sp. caballerote, a gentleman foo loq. one of cabeceria (kii-bi-thi-ré’ii), vn. (Sp. 
unpolished appearance), aug. of caballero,a ¢ ecabecera: see cabecera deowe.) | In * Puilippin ppine 
gentleman: see caralier.) A Cuban pame of & Islanda, the taxpaying population of a 
foud-fish called grey mnapper, Lutianus grisews. angay; also, a barangay. 
cabal-system (ka-bal’sis‘tem), ». A mnemo- cabestro (ka- bes’tra), a. [Sp., a ams ete., 
nie system by which one remembers a vocable <¢ L. capistrum, a halter: see capistrum.) A 
whose letters (or all except certain vowels) hair lariat. 
are the initials of the words to be remembered, cabeza (kii-ba‘’th&), a. [8 fppine 
The name alludestothe fancy mentioned under head, chief: see ca — ] By th the Thin 
cabal), 4. Islands, a chief. me 

moth, Autographa brassic#, com- “oecupation of a cabinet-maker; the 
fine furniture and the like.—2. The ——— 
of cabinet ministers; the formation of a politi- 
cal cabinet. 

cabinet-work che gente pe n. Fine wood- 
—*— used = —— = : thus, —*—— 
oors or polis 08, mantelpieces, 

and the fie are 2 see of as fine cabinet-work. 
Cabiria (ka-bi’ri-i), ». pl. [NL., also Cabeiria, 
Gr. —— neut. pL, < Kafeypn, Cabiri.] In 
Gr. rong Bae ysteries connected with the cult 
of the Cabiri, or Pelasgic s of the Agean 
Sea. Their chief seat was Samothrace 

irion (ka-bir’i-on), ». (Gr. po — 
Kajerpor, Cabiri.) In Gr, antig., a temple or 
cbrine sacred to the Cabiri, The most important 

ot pear Thebes Davila, when was excavated in 
an 

rops (ii rp ro pay “INL. j formation not 
*0 Somer RG. k ipor, Cabiri, + dy, 

Oa sbiropside (kab-i-ro} /gi-dé), a. pl. [NL., 
irreg. “Cabin de < Cabirops FGabeop-} 
+ -ide.) <A fa parasitic * erus~ 

sage: a a abe announcing their departure 
has just been received, Tig An abbreviation 
of cable-car: as, to take the cable up-town,.— 

insulated therefrom and froan the oF armor.— Pupin 
cable, in eect, a cable the tel eee oe Sega 
transmission of which is enhunced by the insertion of 
ductance at stated inter: ala — Telodynamio re 
tranemission-rope ; a = rey as a belt for the 
tranamission of 
measure, equal EO L00 1,000 eo ant or aon = 
a maatical —— * u⸗ 
— une ba teres. 
wire or phase circuits. 

cable, v.t. 4, To make into a cable; —_ 
cally, to twist two threads together andt 
twist three of these doubled threads into ¢ —* 
as in the manufacture of sewing-thread. 

cable-bell (ka’bl-bel), », Inelect., a bell-shaped 
—— at the end of the cable armor, 
filled with an insulating compound, 

cable-box (ka’bl-boks), », A box or fixture in 
which the ends of an electric cable are fastened, 
cable-buoy (ka’bl-boi), m. A small buoy which 
rests upon the surface of the water over the 
anchor, to the ring of which it is secured by a 



cable-buoy 

length of li seathag-puuce of the cocker over waich eae Ianoee 
sentinel in case it becomes. necessary to alip the cable. 
cal a, 3. In her., formed of a cable: ap- 

& cross formed of the two ends of a 

p (kai’bl p), nm. A elutech or jaw 
attached to a car for the purpose of exh ing 
the moving eable by which the car is re | 

cable-hanger (ka‘bl-hang*ér), n. — 
—* — dredges for oysters. [Colloq.. 

— (ka‘bl-rép), ». A cable; a eable- 
laid rope 

cable-tank (k 
tight tank placed on a cable-ship and 
for holding a coiled section of cable 
ready for laying. Houston, Dict, Elect. 

cableway,”. In general, any convey ying appa- 
ue 

4’bl-tangk). ». A strong, water- 
er ip vided 

that is 

ratus in which the | load is carried in a 

to cable; 4, fued cable on 
suppe porting hetsting- bee et travels; ¢, bucket 
trolley: 4, tower —— cable; ¢, small reters 
trofley (drawing -ca wot shown) | _/. anchorage: 2. 

suppare ter rawing cable; 4, combined power and crane ; /, trolley, 

with or on # wire cable 
between struts or towers, 

or carrier traveli 
which is at ake 

made to travel ———— 8 
ee digection tr alterantely forward and back between 

towers The material to be trans) is placed in 
a bucket which ie suspended amler the ** and moves 
with it from one tower to the other. Om reachi: 

may be used transferring the buckets when unloaded 
to returning cable. Where the cableway descends a 
Meera ie tbe traffic is down grade, the weight of the 

kets may be ased to * the Lage — without 
the movement af 

doves, and when the basket le draws over, the carriers 

Cableway Head-tower. 

teywer at Senn print: of cablewny; 4, cable extending * 
to low tower (sat wolid. hauling cable; 4 returning 

> with hoiet: /, becket with lowd: g. 2. anchor rads; cae 
4. ——— — ‘crane which brings bucket ower car or 

- — —— along ~ cable sustaints 
ropes. je haukyperopes are also passed through © 

blocks on the trolley and can be ted to raise of lower 
the buckets at any point of the cable. The cable may 
also be connected by overhead switches torun the buckets 
—* the enble to the tricks of a telpheruce The 

ang be mallonary, aa in building a + ot may 
pa mounted upon trucks and moved along parallel track 
as in digging canals; or one tower may be stati: 
the other may travel upon a circular track. Self. Alling 
Dackets aml automatic Dg A -buckets are extensively 
used in handling sand, coal, ete, Cableways are also 
used in coaling warships at sea, the masts of the colller 
and the battleship acting as the towers of the cableway. 
The coal, in sacks, f4 holatedd to the cable, hauled to the 
ship, and lowered to the deck, while the —** * 
the collier. Another type employs very lon 
ported at intervals v — with the tone oun 
resting on brackets Mace! at short distances 
apart or running over guides ers om the towers This 
type is used for trans) large quantities of matertal 
~oVer roagh and mountainous coantries, rivers, and valleys. 
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kab’mas‘tér), n. One who owns 
; one who maintains a public 

cab-master 
a cab or ea 
—2 

cabochon, Double cabochon, hich ts 
domed, that in, convex on the — phy A aides 

ith rdle· li the ft ys oy 
ral ne which Is cut th a flat or or #ightly rounded 

), ». [Sp.: cabo, 
back and a convex top. 

cabo-negro (kii-bi-ni’ 
rope (see cable) + negro, black (see negro).] A 
name, in the Philippines, of Saguerus pinnatus, 
a palm yielding a beautiful binek, horsehair- 
like fiber which is very durable under water 
and is used for making cables for towing and 
ropes for the standing rigging of vessels. The 
name is also a eo to the jaggery-palm 
Caryota urens, which yields the kittul fiber of 
commerce. See gomuti, 2, ejoo, medrinack, and 
kittul, 2, 

ing workmen to mines. 
Ca ({ka-b6’ti-an), a. Of or pertaining to 
either or both of the navigators and explorers, . 
John and Sebastian Cabot (father and son), « 
who, in the fifteenth century, discovered the 
mainland of North — 

[Western U. 8.) 

body. 
sae (kab’rank), A. A row of cabs ona 

ua maraieons, on Amestonn cabrilla, ». Epinephel 
La () on Calis the Anon toner g 

Paratab wotabras.abnaive alr ta of th of * —X “Spotted prince 
cabrilla, fa fasciatus, a bass-like fish 
Peete Laren 

cabrio. 2. In furniture, a light arm- 
chair. abeiolots are first mentioned in a 
French inventory of 1758. 

cabriolet- ({kab-ri-6-la’ fa*e-ton), n. 
carriage similar to the *cab-phaéton Dtsch 
see), oxcept that the driver’s seat was placed 
at the front, 
— (kab’run‘ér), », A tout who 

tation of a fee, calls cabs for Patan Bon 
at a railway-station, stermboat-landing, and 
the like. 

ca (kab’sig‘nal), vn. In railroading, 
an adaptation of the outomatis block-signaling 
— by which signal-lights are displayed = 

e ——— ‘rain ine. a electric rafl-circalt, con- 
* 

i = 
at engine into the cab to 

cabureiba (kil - bi -ra-6-bii’ }, * 
Guarani cabure, name of a bird, + 
fruit.) A tall leguminous tree, Myroca 
Jastigiatus, a native of southern Brazil and 
northern Argentina. It yields a fine cabinet- 
wood and a balsam resembling balsam of 
Peru. Also called incienso, the balsam having 
been wore for i incense, 
cabuya (kii- fi), n. ([Sp., agave, ¢ W. Ind. 
cabuya, & coal of ve vegeta le * as of the 
png! =! Galibi = , a speci e# of pine- 
apple.) A — or as ve, Agave rigida, 
whieh vies sisal h emp . In Central Amer- 
fea — the West indies, | the cajun, Pererwa 

— — [ie < 4 - r,¢ 
L. cacare (see cack), + uego, his was 
the name of a Spanish galleon taken a Drake 
—— A spit-fire; a bragging, vaporing 
fellow 

cacahuate (kii-kii-hwii’te), ». [Nah, taleaca- 
» + cacahwatl, huatl, earth-cacao, ¢ tlalli, 

The name in Mexico and the Philip- 

Braz., ¢ 
tree, 

eacao,] 
pine Islands of the peanut, Arachis h 

cacan’ —— (NL, ¢ Gr, 
xaxdc, bad, 

cacao, ". —Cacac-pod disease, See *diseore.— Crome 
de cacao, 

A longieorn 

— —— 
+ dvfpag, ant ex.) Malignant 

pustule, 

See Werte, 

cacao-beetle (ka-ka’d-bé'tl), » 
beetle, Stirastoma —— which attacks 
eacao-trees, boring into the trunks and 
branches, In some parts of the West Indies 
and Guiana it has been very destructive. Also 
cocoa-beetle, 

cacao-disease (ka-kA’d-di-zéz’), n, See *dis- 
ease. 

powder (ka-ka’6-pou’dér), mn. The 
product obtained after al out a portion 

cacodemonic 

of the cacao-butter from roasted and shelled 
eacao-beans and pulverizing the resultant 
hard mass, 
Cacara (ka- ki’ rit), n. (Thouars, 1806, 
adopted from Rumph, 1 47), « Malay kakara, 
name of hai edible sim bean of Indian, Dotichos 
Lablab.J nus of dicotyledonous plants 
of the ‘danily — See Pachyrhizus. 

heata, < Gr. wacée, bad, + lotwars, feeling] weathesia T, Kaxéc, ve, feelin 
Malaise. * 

c,a. II, ». One who suffers from a 
cachexy, 

.®. 2, A distinguishing mark or stamp. 
All his works have a grand cachet; he never did any- 

thing mean. Thackeray, Paris Sketch Book, p. #1. 

. Inphar., a hollow wafer containing medi- 
cine in powder form. Buck, Med. Handbook, 

et Caboose, n. 3, An inclosed wagon for convey- III. 1 
—— — — S— as myredema, — Ca- 

—— —2 op marned by emaciation, — — 
a mal ~ Ma- ignant tamor.— 

inrial cachexia, chronic malaria, marked by enlarged 
“spleen, anemia, sallow cowy * and *2 no fever, 
~ Saturnine cachexia, be lead-polsoning, marked 

presente ot a bluish line at the edge of 

cachexia, tal 
roid = as exophthalinie goiter (which X 
ander exophthalmic)— Venous cachexia. 

parasites, espec 
2. 4 perverted or or depraved habit 

cachil Philippine Sp., Loo 
ult. ¢ alay F it, “ite e, small, Cf, ca mer 
*P lied by the natives to the Spanianis.) A 

ce of the reigning house in the Mobam- 
— rta of western Mindanao, [Philip- 

pine Is, 
Le i-mél’yi), ». [Mex. Sp.) A 
west American composite shrub, Pluchea seri- 
cea, called arrow-wood by travelera because it — 
used by the Indians in making arrows. i 
from western Texas to California and 
Also called arrow-weed. 

cach 
of thoug 

cachinnate (kak’i-nat), ©. i. ; t. and pp 
nae snag ppr. cachinnati cachinnare, 
la + see cachinnation, ‘J ‘o indulge in loud, 
con atl laughter; to laugh immoderately. 
De Quincey 

ator (kak’i-né-tor), n. [NL. *cachinna- 
tor, ¢ Li. cachinnare, laugh. P © who cachin- 
nates; one who indulges in loud or immod- 
erate laughter. 

de Laval (ka-shii’de la-viil’) F., 
— sacha Aa An artificial pot Py 

in 1873 — various — 
—— products, such as sawdust, bran, 

and horn, with sodium *8 It dyes 
ted cotton brown in a salt bath, and the color 

fixed by an after treatment in a me solution = sone 

— chromate ge of a fast brown 
are produced, depending in character upon the after treat- 
pet. pf bo Lo Tat. — as 

— ara eho), —* — an 
earthen pot, a cartridge, ete.] A Cuban name 
for a food-fish, Etelis oculatus, of the family 
Lutianide, remarkable for its brilliant red 
color. 

caciqueship (ka-sék’sbip), » 
a cacique or chief, 

le. IL+ trans, To void, a* excrement, 
cackle? (kak’l), v. t Naut., to wind right and 
left alternately: as, to cackle a cable. 

lous (kak-6-ki’lus), a. [Gr. xande, ba 
+ , juice, chyle.] Relating to or —2* 
wit cacochylin; | indigestible, 

The position of 

eacochymical kak. —X kal), a. Same as 
—— 

oust (kak-d-kim’i-us), a. Same as 
cacochymic 

, (ka-kok‘i-mi), n, Same as cacho- 
ne 

cacodemonia (kak? 6- —* -mé‘ni-ii), u. IXL. 
cacodamonia, € Gr. xaxodas * xanodaipen, 

essed by an evil “pi Bee cucodemon. 
Possession by an evil spirit : : ibly orig- 

inally an alteration of personality.—2, The 
delusion that one is possessed by an = spirit. 

moniac (kak-d-dé-mé‘ni-ak), ». One 
ossesked by an evil spirit, N.E.D.- 

eacodemonic ( (kak-O-d6-mo"nik), @. (Gr, xaxn- 
daoece, bringing evil fortune, ¢ — 

asenned by an evil spirit: see cacodemon.) 
of or pertaining to a cacodemon. 



cacodemonomania 

cacodemonomania (kak’6~ié-mo-nd-ma'ni-4), cad? (kad), n. (Appar. capricious use (‘na- det.) A 
Same as *cacodemonia, 

(kak-6’dor-us), a. (Gr. xaxoc. bad, 
+ L. odor, odor, + -ous.) Il-smelling; malo- 
dorous. 

He paid his shilling at the hideous door of the Alham- 
bra, made his way through a cacodorows crowd to the 
supper-room, and ordered some grilled oysters. 

Mortimer Collins, Marg, aint Merch. xxil- 

cacodoxian (kak-é-dok’si-an), a. Same as 
cacodoxical, 

n.—Cyanid 
mcodyi, and cavodyl : 2 —— polsonods sua 
more powerful in ite action than be ach 

lates (kak-d-dil’at), . [eacocyl{ic) + 
4“ salt of eacodylic (dimethy] arsenic) 

ne. 

a compound of 

-atel, 
acid, 

Cacodylic acid. markable poun arsenic 
ja now word, oe i alt are — mach 

thoses « * thom belig prescribed without polsonoas edecta. 
cacoé: (kak-6-e-pis’tik), a. [eacoep-y + 

-ist + -ic.) Characterized by cae py or erro- 
neous pronunciation ; mispronounced, 

This tsa very... complex subject which... — 
entirely new treatment in reference to, . . those almor- 

— mn Te eee es Pe. Lx, cad 
cacofony,». A simplified spelling of eacoph- 

cacogalactic (kak-6-ga-lak’tik),@. [eacogalac- 
tia + -ic.] Characterized by cacogalactia or 
a bad condition of the milk. 

no ee na xed bre’ o og a low y an 
being infertile, 
— n. A simplified spelling of cacog- 
raphy. 

cacogra gher (ka-kog’ra-fér), n, A bad writer 
ora ler. 

clan Conk 5 -=t- ex ee) n. . 
xande, bad, + E. ician. © who is skilled 
» - black art; a magician in league with the 

evil 
a ae es ee. 

Rosacrusian to E as a caeo~ nh, 
J, Disraedi, Amenities of Lit, IL 241, 

cacophonize (ka-kof’6-niz), t. t.; pret. and 
p — ppr. cacophonizing, [eaco- 
Phony -ize.] To render eacophonous or ill- 
soundin, 

cacor cc (kak-6-rith’mik), a. [Gr, naxdc, 
bad, + jvttuédc, rhythm, rhythm-y + -ie.] Tl- 
modulated; characterized by irreg ty of 
rhythm; in bad an! bv as, a cacorhythmic 
production; a cacorhythmic pulse. 
cacothanasia (kak‘0-tha-ni’si4i), ». [NL., 
< Gr. xaxo@avacia, ¢ xaxdc, bad, + Gavaroc, 
death.) A oprah tec goa — 
— — ak-6-t0'pi-i), =. [NL., r. 
xaxdc, bad, + rdéroc, place; formed in contrast 
to Utopia’ rop, ‘no place,’ but understood 
and formerly often written as Kutopia, ‘a 
place where all is i one An imagined place 
where government isof the worst; the opposite, 
in the character of its political institutions, 
of the ideal commonwealth which Sir Thomas 
More (1516) placed on his imaginary island 
Les, poh ig rer See Utopia, LA nonce- 

— a Oy <a (kak-6-trof‘i-f), n. 9 T. 
xaxorpopia, ¢ waxdc, bad, + Tpog#, nourish- 
weeteaaliy Yin ee (NL. 

. (ka-kot’ro-fi), x. eaco- 
ja.) Same dea a — hia, 

cacotype (kak’ ip), n. [Gr. xaxde, bad, + 
rimoc, type.) type or imperfect re- 
production. 
How tame my cmcotype of these words compared with 

what they were C, Reade, Pog Wottington, p. 54. 

Cactales (kak-ta’léz), », pl, (NL, (Lindley, 
1847), ¢ Cactus + -alex.] An order of dicoty- 
ledonous plants containing the family Cac- 
tacex# only. 

cactoid (kak’toid), a. [eactus + -oid.] Hav- 
ing the aspect of a cactaceous plant: said, for 
example, of fleshy euphorbias. Hooker and 
Ball, Maroeeo, p. 328, 

Cactus xladybird.— Prickly-pear cac- 
Same a8 prickly-pear,— cactus, Sune 

as Russian ®thietle.—-Yucea cactus, the Joshua-tree, 
Yucca o wens, See Yucca. 

cacuminal, a. 2. In anat,, relating to the 
—— or upper surface of the vermis of the 
rain. 
cacuminous (ka-kii’ mi-nus), a. [eacwmen (-min-) 
+-ous.] Having a conical or pointed top. 

cad!, mu. 1, (y) A young fellow of the town or vicinage 
who about a college or university and does chance 
services the collegians [Eng.} 
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tive cads’) of = * —— —5* 
as pronounced si-cad’ji ?, name ens 
land for the cicada, * 

From the sounds the shrill chirp of green 
eleada — — as the bushimen call a 

ustralasion, Jan. Ll, 18a, quoted by A. A. Morris, 
[Austral English. 

Cadaveric or putrefactive alkaloid. See 
*alkaloid. 
cadaverin (kaslav’ér-in), . [Also cadarerine; 
cadaver + -in?,) A ptomaine first found in 
seempeees cudavers: a product of bacterial 
action in most instances, but sometimes formed 
in the body in the absence of microbes in cases 
of cystinuria, It is a derivative of lysin, and 
is known as pentamethylene-diamine (CHy 
(NH)(CHa)4( Hy)). _ 
cadaverize (ka-dav’ér-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. 
cadaverized, ppr. cadaverizing. {cadaver +-ize.] 
To make — or corpse-like, 
To effect a tem sispension of the elreulation, 

coun and cadaverive his 
Fraser's Mag., April, 1341, p. 421. 

cad-bit (kad’bit), », Same as cad-bait. 
-bote (kad’bét), ». The caddis-worm, 

(Prov, Eng.] 
cad-catcher (kad’kach-ér), ». A picture in- 
tended to ‘catch’ or attract ‘cads’ or undis- 
criminating persons. (Artists’ cant.) 

caddie? (kad’i), m. An Australian bushman’s 
name for a slouch hat, usually worn with the 
brim turned down at the back. 

kad‘i-bag), n. A about three 
it of Dow or canvas, 

ef. caddis},] 
of a rough or coarse texture, 

caddy*, à. 4. A tin can with a lid, for balding 
ey 

uare, holding from 10 to 
20 — Stand. t. 

cade? ( ), 0. &; pret. and pp. caded, ’ 
cading. To put into a cade or ot pack —* 
ade: as, to cade herring. Nash. 

cadeau (kii-d6’), ».: pl. cadeaur (d6 “). [F.] 
A present or gift; a gratuity; a cw —8 

ce, n. 9, The modulation or manner of 
utterance peculiar to a particular locality or 
language. 

I returned an answer in that img at least 
that the cadence might be more le te cars. 

Swift, Gulliver, IIL U. 

10, In music, a trill-like ornament, the reverse 
of the — — see).— Immediate ca- 
4 in music, a mee that is not or ex- 

SE — al — 

in music, a cadence in which the penultimate chord is in- 
verted. 

cadenced (ka‘denst), p.a. Measured; rhyth- 
mical; regular; expressed or executed with 
measured re ity: as, a cadenced step; 
cadenced sound ; ‘the cadenced surges of an un- 
seen ocean,” Lowell. 

a, II, n. In old music, a grace or em- 
bellishment consisting of an after-note one 
degree below the principal note: as, 

Written. Played. 

cadential (ké-den‘shal), a, [L. cadentia, ca- 
dence, + -ial.] Relating or pertaining to ca- 
dence, or a cadence. 

ln. 5. A young man who, for the sake 
of the practical experience to be gained, works 
with the men on a sheep- or cattle-farm with- 
out pay. [Australia,}—6. A student in en- 
ineering or any of the applied sciences who, 

in completion of his course (or earlier), seeks 
practical experience by entering the service of 
some large establishment where the principles 
he has been studying are applies, and works 
there for little or no pay.—7. One who pros- 
titutes a woman and lives on her earnings asa 
prostitute while cohabiting with her; also, one 
who seduces young women and sells them to 
houses of prostitution. [New York,] 

‘The most degraded class that over disgraced the name 
of man —the creatares who live o the earnings of in- 
dividual prostitutes, with whom they cohabit. They are 
called souteneurs in France, loula in Germany, cadets in 
New York, and by various names in Great Britain, 

Encve. Brit., XXXIL x2. 

t . See eengincer. 
als tka-det’), n, (F., fem, of cadet, ca- 

Omzoma 

younger daughter or sister; a female 
eadet. ae 

(kaj‘ing), x. The occupation or prac- 
tices of a an 
Cadie gum. *qum?, 
cadiére (kii-<iyiir’),n. [South F. cadiére, Prov. 
cadeira, (LL. cathedra, chair; see chair, chaise.) 
A name —— toa gold currency of Brittany 
and to a billon coinage struck under Charles 
VI. of France for Dauphiny, containing « fig- 
ure seated on a chair, Compare chaise, n., 3. 

cadillo (ki-dél’y6), ». (Sp. cadillo, a name of 
several plants bearing burs.] A name in Ven- 
ezuela of the Cwsar-weed, Urena lobata. See 
*Cesar-eed, *quarima, and Urena. 

cadjan (kaj‘an), v. [Malay and Jav, kijang.] 
1, The matted eocoa-palm leaves used in 
southern India for thateh.—2, A section or 
strip of palm-leaf prepared for use as writing- 
material, The leaf general weed for ip peepee is 

braculifera) ve Ceyloce [Amgto-Livdtan in’ both theses, | —* 

Cadjen (kaj‘en),a.anda, [Also Cajun; from 
F. PAcadien, taken as Cadien with the article 
la, ar An Acadian; a descendant of the 
French A 

Same as cashew. 
a. [cadmium + -ie.] Per- 

po | to or containing cadmium: as, cadmic 
chlorid or sulphid. 
Cadmium cell, « voltaic cell (invented by Weston) in 
which the metal ‘cadmium is employed for the positive 
metal It in extensively used as a of ebectro- 
motive force,—Cadmium ocher, — oc- 
curring as a deposit of earthy texture on surtace of 

minerals. 

tea- See *tea-pot. 
6’rin), a. Of or pertaining to 

eve-di-Cadore), in North- 
ern Italy, the bi place of the painter Titian, 

——— — —— of the mkd-intestine. 
cesciform (sé6’si-férm), a. cronm + L, 
ie, — Of the nature or having the 
‘orm of & cecum: as, ceciform appendages. 

cxzcocolic (86-k6-kol’ik), a. Relating to the 
eweum and the colon, the cxcocolic valve being 
the valve between the two, 

ne . 
a wander of — diverticui frou the anterior “ena ok 

Locuatidat the =o. in number and are large. and 
short; ip the there are § and In the deridiuida 6, 
Certain Diptera have two long, slender ceca, while in the 
Coleoptera there are very numerous minute villi or ta- 
bales. They are probably pancreatic in function. A. *. 
Packard, Text-book of Entom,, p. 300. —Hepatic cecum, 
in eratryol., the —— or evagination from the em- 
bryonic intestine t gives rise to the liver.— 
Cmca. iand —2 (c) In starfishes, the bifur- 
cated miultibots ngations of the pyloric region of 

ce the cmcal appendase, which in some species. 
4 more or spiral manner. 

Celum Sculptorium (sé’lum skulp-t6’ri-um). 
UNL., ‘the seulptor’s sky.’) The ‘Graver,’ a 
constellation introdu by Lacaille between 
Eridanus and Columba: not to be confounded 
with the Seulptor, 

onnogencels, cwnogenetic, etc. Same as 
kenogenesis, kenogenetic, ete, 
Caxnolestes (sé-nd-les’téx), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xaivic, recent, + apori¢, robber,] A genus of 
small diprotedont marsupials, page an, Pa 
the family Lpanorthide, having a shrew-like 
form and long skull. ‘Thegenus is remarkable from 
the fact that two species are found living in the highlands 
of Ecuador and Colombia, while others are found fossil 
in the Miocene of Patagonia, The genus waa first named 
Hyracoden, but this was originally applicd toa genus 
of and is henee antenable. 

Cznopithecus (sé‘n6-pi-thé’kus), », [NL., ¢ 
Gr. xeody, revent, + xcifixor, ape.) An ex- 
tinet genus of lemurid monkeys from the Upper 
Eocene beds of Switzerland, 

canostylic (sé-nd-stil’ik),a, Relating to that 
eondition of the viseeral arches known as 
camnostyly. 

cen (s8-nos’ti-li), mn. [Gr. xanvc. reeent, 
+ orivoc,a — That state or condition 
of the cephalic skeleton in which the first and 
second visceral arches donot beur gills, but are 
modified to serve in taking food and have one 
or more of their parts attached Lo the cra- 
nium, It occurs in amphibians, chimeras, 
and sharks, JF, A. Gregory, 14, 
cenozoélogy, ». Same as *cenozodlogy. 
Omoma (sé-6'mii), x. (NL. (Link, 1809), irreg., 
¢ Gr. aaiern, burn, + -oma. The allusion is to 
ta effeet in giving a burnt or scorched appear- 
ance to the leaves on which it grows.) A 



Czoma 

name formerly appl 
the £ *redinales which 
sorus. 

lacka peridium about the 

cxomospore (#6-0’md 
+ ropa, seed (spore), 
applied to the wcidiospores of the form-genus 
Ceoma. See *Cwxoma, 

Omretan (sé-ré’tan), a. [L. Caerctanus, ¢ 
Cwrétes (also Caerites), inhabitants of Cure, 
< Cwere, Cere.] —— to Cre, an an- 
cient Etruscan town, now Cerveteri, in Italy: 
usually applied to a collection of so-called 
Corinthian vases which were discovered in 
Cerveteri and are now in the museum of the 
Louvre. 

In the hydrix: of the Caereton fabric we have constant 
evidence of Rayptian influences. 

id Smith, Jour, Hellenic Studiea, XITL 112 

(ses-al-pin“i-i’s8-8), m. pl, 
< Casal. 

— uding genera as 
Cerets, and Gleditaia that are found in temperate 
See Leguminosae. 

cesalpiniaceous (ses‘al-pin’i-&’shius), a. 
Belonging to the plant-family Cesalpiniacex, 

, 4 &. [Lc] A name in the Bahamas 
of the —— or Tom Tate, Bathystoma 
rimator, & food-fish of the family Hamulide. 
esarist (s6'ziir-ist), ». Go Leet nr a 

8m s *mushroom, 
weed (s6’ziir-wéd),m. A ere i- 

eal weed, Urena lobata, introduced into rida, 
where it is thus called, and where it is some- 
times taken for the ramie-plant. See Urena 
and Spanish *bur, —— 

Posie ™ +8 ight 

(b) A form of ice 

of sigan a! and drained whi creain, favored 
with strong cottes ey frozen without. irine 

caffea (ka-f6'8), n. (NL: see coffer, café.) 
Same as caffein, 

caffeidine (ka-fé’i-din), n. Leafre(a + -idl + 
~ne*.] A crystalline alkaloid, CyHyoON,, 
formed by the action of barium hy on 
eaffein. It melts at #4° C, 

caffeol (kaf’é-6l), ». [caffe(a) + -ol.] An oil, 
CgH 90g, with a pleasant odor like that of 
coffee, obtained in roasting the green coffee- 
berries. It boils at 196° C. Later observers 
have failed to obtain the compound. 

(ka-fa’rik), a. Derived from coffee 

An im 

ite bitter taste and acid reaction. 
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and *rea, 
cahar (kii’hiir), ». (Jav. and Malayan kdhar, 

or), m [NL., Ceoma < D. kar = EB. cart.) In Malayan countries, a closed on nearly 
A term sometimes one-horse carriage or cart; a one-horse spring- mountains, [Southwestern 

cart for the conveyance of passengers. Forbes, 
Nat. Wand. in East. Arch., 1885, p. 51. 
Cahenslyism (ka-hens’‘li-izm),#. A plan, ee 
posed in 1891, and attributed to Peter Paul 
Cahensly (a member of the German Reichstag 
and president of the Leo Society for the pro- 
tection of German immigrants in the United 
States), to —— to those Roman Catholie 
sees and parishes in the United States, where 
there might be a dominant or large foreign 
population, bishops and priests of the same 
nationality, in order to preserve their religious 
traditions and practices; by extension, the 
SS of foreignism among Roman 
atholies in the United States. 

cahincin (ka-bin‘sin), ». [eahinca + -in?,] A 
glucoside, CyyH ound in the root-bark a1 f 
of Chicocca racemosa. It has an astringent, 

Also caincin, 
cahot (kii-hd’), n. [F. cahkot, a jolt or jerk, 
also dial, as def.; origin unknown, but prob, 
interjectional, ¢ ca-, introduetory syllable, + 
ho, interjection.] A bank or of snow 
which me — a up across Sing de. 
passing eaving & correspon e- 
pression behind hence, a surface-undulation 
or ridge-like inequality which, with the cor- 
responding depression, is known in the United 
States as a ‘thank-you-ma'am.’ [Canadian 
Freneb.] 

undulations sometimes uced 

seer ria foe, ea i, wi 

saw these in dp dah be in dn ter 1900-1901. 

—— 
Rep. Brit. Assn Advancement of sits p. 731. 

cahowt (ka-hou’), #. [Also eahowe; origin 
unknown.) A local name for a sea-bird, pre- 
sumably a species of Pufinus, formerly abun- 
dant on the Bermudas, now sup to be 
extinct. By some ornithologists it is eonsid- 
ered to be the — Pufinus obscurua, 

cahuy (ki-hé’i), n. is — Atree; also, 
wood; fire-wood. [Philippine Is.] 

caidos (kii'é-lis), m. pl. {Sp.} Unpaid or 
overdue rents or taxes. [Philippine Is.] 

cailcedrin (kil-sed‘rin),». [Caileedr(a) + -in?.] 
A resinous compound present to a minute ex- 
tent in the bark of the caiicedra. 

cailian (kii-i-lé-iin’), ».; pl. ecilianes (-ii‘niiz). 
[Philippine Sp. cailidn (pl, eailianes), « Tlocan 
[emt Among the Tocans and Igorrotes of 
Luzon, a poor man who dwells as a denizen in 

and related to uric acid.—Caffuric acrystal- a commune, without tribal rights, and is in 

tatfcin, by thevosidation of calfeln “it fe easily notable eMect 8 serf or peon, —o ebn caillasses (kii-(-yiis’), m. pl. (P., gravels.) 

downward 

cafuso (kii-fi’s6), ». [Brazilian.) In Brazil, 
an tea) and negro —— * 

cag? ( . t £2 pret. and pp, ea, > ppr. 
cagging. oe obseure.] Ko arent of- 
fend. [Prov. Eng.] 

,". 7 A drum or cylinder in a eotton- 
seutehing machine, covered with wire netting, 
against which the cotton is thrown in the form 
of a sheet, the dust being removed by a suc- 
tion-fan.— 8. In base-ball, the mask worn by 
the catcher.—Steel cage, See *etec!!. 
cage-mount (kaj’mount), ». In ordnance, a 

n-mount Pag Si guns in which the lower 
fixed part is a stand or pedestal having heavy 
bars radiating in a conical sha 
to the base and roughly resembling a cage. 

cage-stand (kaj ’ stand), n. The lower fixed 
part of ae mount, 

way (cij'wi), », 1, The guides for a 
mine-cage.—2, The part of a mine-shaft in 
which the cage is hoisted and lowered. 

1, nwork like 

(Cr. cagmag.) — 

Mouldy bread, caygy matton. 
Marryat, Ratuin the Reefer, xv., V. E. D. 

cagmag,. IL. a. Unwholesome; decaying; 
eagey > as, cagmag meat; henee, inferior: as, 
cagmag — (Vulgar a4 —— 
cago (kii'g6, Fijian pron. ng’), m. 
Aname inthe iji Tends of turmeric, 

[Fifian.] a a as *eineol, 
urcuma caji (ki-hé’), a, 

Tn geol,, a name given by French geologists to 
the upper part of the Middle Eocene or Upper 
Caleaire grossier of the Paris Tertiary basin. 

caimito (ki-mé’td), x». [Peruv, caymita.) 1, 
A tree of the family Sapotacer, Pouteria Cai- 
mito, or its frait, which resembles the marma- 
lade-plum, but is smaller and superior in 
flavor,—2. Sometimes the same as cainito 
(which see) and star-epple (see * 

cainana (ki-nii‘nii), x. [Given as Braz.] The 
Brazilian snakeroot, Chivcocea brachiata, a 
rabiaceous plant the root of which is used in 
medicine. 

Cainitic (ki-nit’ik), a, Of or pertaining to 
Cain or the Cainites. 

cainosite (ki‘'nd-sit), n. See *cenosite. 
cainosoblogy (ki-n6-26-0l’6-ji), m. See *ceno- 

cola (ki’ék-j6), m. (Turk. gdyigii, < qayiq, 
que.) One of the oarsmen of a caique. 

cair (kiird'man), ». Same as caird, 
Oaissa (ka-is’it), », [NL., artificially formed 
from chess, appar. on the model of chase? = F, 
cnisse, with -isea conforming to the L. and Gr, 
fem. suffix -isea (E. -ess).] The goddess of 
chess: a modern invention of chess-players, 

caitif, a. A simplified spelling of enitif. 
cajeput,*». 2. The spice-tree of California: so 
named on account of the properties of its oi), 
See spice-tree.—Easence of cajeput, See essence. 

cajeputene (kaj’é-pi-tén’), ». Same as caju- 
pretene, 

tol (kaj’é-pi-tol’), n. [Loajeput + -ol.) 

(Cuban, of native origin.) A 

Calamariacem 

ted to certain wcidia of longa. Bee Curcuma, 2, huldee, turmeric, *olena, Cuban name of the snapper, Lutianus epodus, 
ealled the ———— — 
on, n. 2. In phys, geog., a sma n in- 

| sides + steep hills or 
+ 8] 

(kii-hén’),». (Sp. Amer.} A fiber-plant, 
Furerwa Cubensis, of the amaryllis family, o 
native of tropical America, It yields a strong 
white fiber used foreordage, Compare *cocuica, 
—— n. See *Cadjen. 

putol (kaj’ja-pa-tdl’}, n. [eajuput + -ol.} 
Same as *cineol. 

cake!,». 7. Astupid fellow; a noodle. (Dia- 
lectal, Eng.] — 8. [Figurative extension of 
def, 2. good thing; a dainty or delicacy, 
as * a he phrece © cakes aad ale ’,— and 

ae ae om yey work or * Sees i 

Dost thou think, ee thou art virtuous, there shall 
be no more cakes and ale! 

Shak., Twelfth Night, it 4% 

foake, (a) A currant-cake with almonds on top for 
ornament. (5) A rich cake glared and Giled with nuta — 

carry off the honors: as, for t impudence he 
tates the cake. See teakearalk, Sang. — Venetian 
cake, a small alnomd-cake. ‘ . 
cake-house (kak’hous), x. 1¢, A place where 
cakes are made orsold, Pepys, Diary.— 2, A 
— cakes, as of soup, indigo, ete., are 
stored, 
cake-ink (kak’ingk), ». China or India ink, 
which is made into cakes or slabs. 

cake-meal (kak’mél), a. Same as cotton-cake, 
cake-mold (kak’méld), ». A mold in which 
cakes, as of ink, mer lac, ete., are formed, 
cake-walk (kik’ wa ), ». A promenade or 
march in which a number of couples walk in 
competition before judges and an audience, 
the moat graceful, eccentric, or fantastic per- 
formers receiving cakes as prizes. It origi- 
serge negroes of the southern United 

—— See *coul, 
caky (ki-ki), a. [eake + yl,] Cuke-like; of 
the nature of or in the form of a cake. 

cal, An abbreviation (a) of calory; (6) of cal- 
cinm ; (c) of calender ; (d) of calomel. 

n, . 
Calabar swelling. See *awelling. 
calabash,r. 5, The head, with an implication 
of emptiness. [Slang, U. 8.] 

calabazita (kal-a-bi-z6’t&), n, (Mex. 8p. (1), 
either a parallel form (dim. -ita) or a mistake 
for calabazilla.] Same as calabazilla, 
calabozo (kii-li-bé’thd),#, [Sp.] The Span- 
ish form of calaboose. 

calabrasella, n. The ish pack is ased, which has 
no 8's, #4, of 10's, The rank 3, 2, A, K,Q, J, 7,6 5, 4. 
Twelve cards are —8 to ench player, 4 at a time, and 4 
are left on the table, There are 35 points to play for, the 
lower score being deducted from the higher on each hand. 
There are po trumps. The ti highest carts in encti suit count 
leach, except the ace, Which counts &, and the last trick 
counts 3, all counts being to those who win the tricks with 
counting cards in them. Each player in turn declares to 
— If be plays he may ask for the 3 of any suit 
nm exchange for one of his own carts If the 3 asked 

for ts in the stock, the player loses his ask. After askii 
iscard carda He then tarnus the rom 4 

eft in the stock and the discards go to the winner 
‘of the Inst trick. The eldest hand always leads. If the 

falls to reach 18 he loses to both adversaries ; if he 
passes 18 he wine from both. 

calafate (ki-li-fii’te), ». [Cuban Sp. (also 
*galafate, q. V.). thief, rogue, lit. ‘ealker,’] 
A Cuban name of the black oldwife, Melichthys 
piceus, a fish of the family Balistide. 
calalu (kii-lii-ld’), m. [Also calalue, calaloo, 
ealaloe, caleloe (Cuban Sp. calahi.]) A West 
Indian name for various plants, both wild and 
cultivated, which are used as pot-herbs and 
culinary vegetables.—Branched calalu, Soleasn 
UOTE ⸗ Amaranthus spinosa — Prickly calal 
Spanish calalu, PAyfolaeca octandra, 

calamansanay (kii-li-miin-sii’ni}, ». [Also 
kalamansanai; ¢ Tagalog calamansanay.) A 
timber-tree of the Philippine Islands. 
Jamariacem (kal’a-ma-ri-a‘sé -6), n, pl, 

(NL. (Potonié, 1899), ¢ *Calamaria, a nominal 
genusineluded in Calamites,fom.of Calamarins, 
pertaining to a reed (sce calamary), + -acear) 
A family of Paleozoic plants, the probable an- 
cestors of the modern Equivetacea, but attain- 
ing greater dimensions and often exhibiting 
an exogenous structure. They are found in great 
abundance in the coal-menures of all countries, bat ringe 
frvap the Devonian to the Permian. A large number of gen- 



Calamariaces 
em are recognized, most of which were formerly included 
in the croup called Calamites (which ee), bas nn ula ria 
has always Sheen regarded as distinct, * Annularia 
and Asterophyliites. 

(kal’a-mg-ri-i’shius), a. Be- 
longing or eg to the Calamariacea, 

(kal’q-mi-ri-d‘léz), ». pl. (NL. 
(Potonié, 1900), ¢ Calamaria (see Calamaria- 
cew#) + -ales.) An order of pteridophytic fos- 
sil plants of the class Equisetinex, coirdinate 
with the order Kquiar , of which they are 
the probable ancestors. They are charncterized by 
having their reproduction take by means of micro: 
spotes and macrospores, by thelr enperposed leaves, and 
frequently by an exogenous structure. The con- 
tains the two familics Calamariacexe and Protecalama- 
reacex. 

calamarian® (kal-a-mi‘ri-an),a. [NL. *Cala- 
maria + -an.) Same as *calamariaceous, 
pon my | (ki-li-mi’), a. [Tagalog.] A dish, 
made of cocoanut flour or rice, used as a des- 
sert by natives of the Philippine Islands. 

calameon (ku-la’mé-on), ». (calamus + -con, 
&% mere ending.) neutral crystalline com- 

und, CygHogO9, obtained from the high-boil- 
ng fractions of calamus-oil, It meltaat 168°C, 

calamiform (ka-lam‘i-férm), a. . calamus, 
reed, pen, + forma,form.] Having the form 
of a reed or feather. 

Calamin brass, See *brassl.—Electric calamin, o 

flag, Acorus Calamus, and found to be identical 
with choline, 

thone (kal-g-min’thén), ». [Calamin- 
tha + -one.) A ketone, CygH)g0, obtained 
from the volatile oil of Cli lini Nepeta or 
marjolaine, which is found in France. It isa 
colorless oil which boils at 200° C. 

calamitean (kal-a-mi'té-an), a. [Calamites + 
-ean.) Belonging or relating to Calamites or 
to the Calamariacez. 

Thus sack transitions we 
tively simplified form, in the — 25 ese ia itsan 
stem. Amer. Nat., April, 1904, p. 250, 

calamogra) (kal! a-mog‘ra-fér), mn. (Gr. 
“caAawoy implied in woypagia, writin 
with a reed, ¢ xddapoc, reed, + ypagew, write, 
One who writes with a reed. G. Smith, 
Colemeaperme (kal’a-m6-spér’mé), n, pl. 
(NL. (Ward, 1904), (Gr. «détauoc, a reed, + 
oripua, a seed.) A class of fossil plants of 
the phylum P yta. They have the 
ex aspect of the cial bat bear seeds instead 
of macrosporeas, The is Arthropatye seema to be an 
example, : it guobab bare the seeds called Stephana- 
apermum. 

jor end of the lange nir-biadder. 
structure the Spanish — l¢ plead (quill-fish) and 
the name Calamus refer. e species are all confined to 
tropical America and are all esteemed as food. 

calan (ki-liin’), n. —— Sp. ealan, ¢ 
Tagalog calan.} Inthe Philippine Islands, a 
native brazier, hearth fireplace, or kitchen fire. 

(kal-an-drin’i-i), a. igs (Hum- 
boldt, Bonpland, and Kunth, 1823), named in 
honor of J. L. Calandrini (1703-1758), a chief 
magistrate of Geneva.) An untenable name 
for Baitaria, a genus of plants of the family 
Portulacacex. 

tas, ". See *kalantas. 
pia, A * *kalapia. og] Als 

( ii- “slig), n Og. 
shield used by the natives of Nueva Vizeaya 
and Benguet in Luzon. 

un, 4. Aprimitive one-horse springless 
cart of the island of Nantucket, Massachusetts 
house-chairs being used for seats. It is sti 
used to a limited extent.—Calash coach, a coach 
having a bow top over the rearseat, The doors are in two 
parts. hinged separately. 
closed Inte an open 7 carriage. 

calash (ka-lash’),v.¢t [calash,»,.] To furnish 
with a calash. 

Well callash'd without, and yao ang vee within. 
reing, Salmagundi, p 3a 

Calathea (kal-a-thé’a), », [NL. (Meyer, 1818), 
(Gr. xétetoc, a basket. e Indians of the 
Essequibo river use the split stems of some of 
the species for basket-making.] A genus of 
perennial foliage-plants, of the family Meran- 
treew, which are commonly cultivated as 

It can be converted from a 
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marantas, from which they differ in having a 
three-seed 

for which the 
green, red, 

Calathian (ka-la’thi-an), a. [L. Calathiana 
(se. viola) in Pliny, otherwise taken as Cala- 
tiana and Calatina, appar. from a proper name, 
perhaps identical with *Calatina, fem. of 
Calatinus, in pl. Calotini, < Calatia, a town 
in Campania.) An epithet (see etym.) in 
Calathian ciolet, a plant-name in Pliny, which 
modern writers identify with Gentiana Pneu- 
monanthe, 
calavance (kal-n-vans’),». [Also callerance, 
callivancy, ete., caravance, ete., orig. garcvance, 
< Sp. garbanzo, chick-pea.] In the West In- 
dies, a name for several species of beans be- 
longing to the genus Dolichos, especially D. 
spherospermus, 
When I wns in the Navy, haricot beans were in constant 

tse a8 a stbetitate for potatoes, and, in Brazil and elae- 
where, were 

J. D, Hooker, in Yule and Burnell Gloss. 

Calaveras skull. See *skuil. 
calcaneus (kal-kii’n6-us), n. [NL.) Same as 
talipes caleaneus, 

the ti 
ially the Hymenoptera. Also called sper. 

calcarenite (kal-kar'e-nit), 
1 

from the erosion of older limestones. In 
structure it resembles psammites or silicious 
sandstones, being generally known by the 
term sandstone. 

Caloarine complex, ontinarily aynonymous with Aippo- 
compos minor, G, Elliot Smith applies the term to a 
triradiate pattern of sulci situated ind the splenium 
of the corpus callosum; the ventral limb he distinguishes 
an calearine, the caudal ae retrocelcarine, aml the dorsal 

ri 
Calcarius (kal-ki‘ri-us), n. [NL., ¢ L. caleer, 

A genus of fringilline birds whose spur, 
— Lo the —* — ee long. 

e typic jes e and lo ur — 
calcation (kal-ka’shon), n. INX "ealeatio(n-), 
< L. caleare, trample upon.) The act of tram- 
pling under the heel; a treading or stamping. 
Blount. 

fathers, in the Rom. Cath. Ch, those religious 
fraternities whose members Wear shoes, in contradistine- 
tion to those whose members go barefooted. 

2 

Calceocrin’ ; 
cous, & ap a + Gr, xpivor, a lily (see crinoid).] 
A genus of fo 

eulate corals grow- 
ing as simple, slip- 

r-sha coral 
aad v — 
in the Middle De- 
vonian rocks of 
Euro — 

in the Rhineland, taking 
its name from the preva- 
lence of the coral Calceata 
sandals na. ss 

calceolus (kal-sé’6- 
lus), #.; pl. calee- 
oli (-li), [NL. use 
of L. calecolus, dim. 
of calceus, a shoe, a 
boot: see caleeate,] 
One of the sense- 
organs, possibly olfactory or auditory, on the 

Calceola samdaline, Laan, 
vouian: Elfel. Nateral size. (Fron 

Dee 

Ziteel's " Palwontetogy.”) 

antenne of eo Trans, Linnean Soe, 
London, Zoél., May, 1897, p. 39. 

calcicole, a. Same as *calcicolows. 
calcicolous (kal-sik’d-lus), a. [L. ealr (eale-), 
lime, + -cola, ¢ colere, dwell.) In phytogeog., 
inhabiting caleareous soils. 

(kal-si-k6’sis), ». 'NL., irreg. ¢ L. 
calx (cale-), limestone, + -ic- + -osis.) Pneu- 
monoconiosis occurring in stone-cutters. 

canals, small canals containing lime salts in 
cartilage undergoing ossification.—Calciferous sand- 
Tock. See wsandrock. 

calciphyre 

caleiform® ae) a, (L. ealz cale-); 
J n 

niin Moca 
gows. 

cifuge (kal’si-fij),a. [L. calz (cale-), lime 
+ fugere, flee.) In phyto, = avoiding lime- 
stone or lime-containing soils; calciphobous ; 
caleifugous. 

osteoblasts in which calcareous de- 
poeits occur in the process of casification. 

calcilutite (kal-sil’i-tit), ». ee calz (cale-), 
lime, + lufum, mud, + -ite2.] In 5* a 
term proposed by A. W. Grabau (1903) for a 
limestone or dolomite made up of rock-flour, 
the composition of which is typically non-sili- 
— — many caleilatites have an inter- 
mixture of clayey mat . correspond to 
the pelites among 7 siliciows mocks Foe purest calci- 
lutites have generally @ compact structure with a con- 
choidal fracture. 

calcimiric (kal-si-mir’ik), a. [ealei(c) + m(ag 
nesivm) + ir(on) + -ie, Cf, *miric.] In tab i 
equally caleie and miric, or nearly so; that is, 
having maguesia and ferrous iron in a ratio to 
the femic lime between the limits ¢ § > #: used 
in the quantitative system of classifying igne- 
ous Toc 

tion, ». 3, The reduction to ashes of 

Caleining the cities of Sodom and Gomorrah condemned 
them with overthrow, 

Farrar, Karly Days of Christianity, L x. 

ore, 48 iron ore, is heated, with or without access of air, 
without undergoing the reducing or deoxidizing ac- 

tion of the fuel. 
calcine (kal’sin), ». — v.) F ents 
of already burnt fire-clay vessels, as the sag- 
gars of porcelain manufacture, ground up and 
used in making new vessels, with addition of 
fresh fire-clay, Also chamotte,—Calcine plaster. 

er. 

Calcinea (kal-sin’é-4), mn. pl. (NL, ¢ L. calz 
(cale-), lime, chalk, + -in- + -ea.] A subdi- 
vision of Calcarea, including like the 
Clathrinidx, ba’ the form reticulate, trira- 
diate spicules equiangular, collar-cells with 
basal nucleus, and the arva & nchymula. 

calcined (kal’sind), p.a. 1, Reduced by fire 

bed makes about 14 revolutions an hour, and the 
——n— — of from 2 to 24 tons of ore in 24 hours. The 
caleiner abandoned in many Works. 

calcino (kiil-ché’nd), n. [It.] A disease of silk- 
worms, probably synonymous with the French 
mu ine. 

It is a microseople parasite, composed of w fangoid 
floccall, analegoun to ong de ape —— fungus 
that produces “caleino™ in the silkworm. 

Knowledge, Nov,, 1904, p. 261. 

calcioferrite (kal‘si-d-fer’it), mn. [calcium + 
Jerriic) + -ite®.) A hydrated phosphate of 
ferric iron and ealeium, occurring in from 
yellow to n nodular forms, 

calci te (kal’si-d-thé’rit), a. [calcium 
+ thorinm + -ite2.] thorium silicate from 
Norway. It is near thorite, but contains a 
considerable amount of ealeium, 

calciovolborthite (kal‘si-d-vol’bér-thit), ». 
{calcium + volborthite.] A vanadate of ed 
and calcium, occurring in green or yellow 
tabular crystals and in gray granular masses, 

calciphilous (kul-sif’i-lus), a. [L. eal (cale-) 
lime, + Gr. grAviv, wed Lime-loving: sai 
of plants which grow chiefly or wholly in cal- 
careous soils. 

calciphobous (kal-sif’6-bus), a. (L. cale 
(cale-), lime, + Gr. goSeiv, fear.) Averse to 
lime: said of plants which avoid calcareous 
soils. 

calciphyre (kal’si-fir),n. [L. calz (cale-), lime, 
+ (por)phyr(ites), porphyry.) A calcareous’ 



calciphyre 
rock which has become recrystallized by meta- —, + E. nodule.) A nodule of rock — Roman therme, or 
morphism. 

calcirudite (kal-sir’G-lit), ». (I. ealr (vale-), 
lime, + rudus, rabble, + -ite?,| In F ap 
term proposed by A, 'W. Grabau (1903) for : 
limestone or dolomite composed of broken or 
worn fragments of coral or shells or of lime- 
stone fragments, the interstices filled with 
Himo-onnd * mud and with a lime cement. It 

—*2 among the silicious rocks Cal. 
cirudt embrace rocks known aa coru)-, shell, or lime- 
slone-Dreccia and conglomerate. 

calcisponge (kal‘ — * [L. ealx (eale-), 
lime, + spongia A sponge whose 
skeleton —— of an areous spicules; one 
of the Calcarea, 

calcitestaceous (kal’si-tes-ta’shius), a. [L. 
ealx (cale-), lime, + testaceus, of a shell: see 
testaceons.] Havinga shell of lime carbonate. 
Amer. Geol., April, 1903, p. 202. 

— | acetone, acetic bony and the te 
iron used aa dyers’ mordantsa — 

um bicarbonate, « ce, CaO Calctum 
53* — larger pro; in water 
containing carbon-dloxid gas or carbenic acid than fn 

re water, It is very commonly assumed that in the 
fil-carbomate blearbonate is 

obtained 
in s separate state; the solution, on being heated or 
= sf exposed at common —— stv gives off carbon- 

J calenn and normal 
solid for. This separation occurs In the —— of 
some natural waters by boiling, in the production of one 
20nd 0 pean om Cig Ceaceer careane of eee botlers, and 
in the formation of stalactites in limestone caverna A 

am bicarbonate (tased 
pate, and irom (ferrous) 

after 
cium bisulphite, « salt of calcium prepared in solution 

passing an excess af sulphurstioxid gaa inte milk Sr 
largely used in making paper-pulp from 

means of preventing acid fermentation in the mmandtes- 

a ound ened ca oy kere ae uced on ay a} * 
the intense heat of an electric toa mixture of 
racite or —** with limestone. The action of water 

fielall It ts of anh deena importance, 
and numerous both mechanical an 

— prodact on a large 
scale of the Solvay process for making carbonate of soda : 
hot to be confow A with 2** lime or esching- 
— It is used in the selenti: for drying 
ee Pde oy my | *— until to remore mvisture 

e in dry ete, — pohiorid 
— a a recent 
——5— very valuable jact of the electric furnace, 
obtained by action of a 

Cad N, CO+4 CaCNg This substance 
55435 to. abd oumente oF Sie 

jd « es, oF —— be naa neg me Ae 
trogen in a ¢ form for growing planta —Cal- 

clam fi a com occurring in mature as the 

are obtained. 
i lime,—Calctum 

‘Alorite.-Calctum perman- 
a salt ased, special cirvumstances, in free 

drinking water from aowholesome onganic matter. -— 
um phosphate, nh chem, a salt in which calcium, 

the me! of lime, iy or wholly replaces the 
of phosphoric All such salts as found in 

nature and all those usually met with in commerce are 
derivatives of orthop! a The ——— ot 
1,2, and 3 atoms of hy 

(Cal, (Po. : "icale 4d TCallPo, 
fod icles PO calcium pl (Cae( FO « 
The first of these is pretty, tres * acini | in —— 
second ont | —— are practically insoluble, 

repared apon a very large seal ap — 
of —X ach in pre <qnantity tpot 4 normal 

of bonesa, coy ‘phosphate rock,” 
and in admixture with the calcium sulphate 
the samme tine formes the so-called ea hos; 
— * in agricaltare,— um 

by the action at a red a pwd me of Dave. 
Shones o on lime. (nm contact with water it evolves phos 
phureted hydrogen whieh a once takes fire in the air 
and burns with a bright light, It has been proposed to 
make use of this fet in rendering visible the position of 

Sate noite Crate which chan Ot anveee ab * t, w gives oxygen on 4 
strongly heated, and fas been utilized for the prepara- 
tion of that gus on a barge scale ——— process, — 
Calcium ativente, substance which forms the essential 
conatitient of my lic cement after it laa become set 
and hardened. It also constitutes the —— material 
which unites the grains of quartzsand ‘inl 
tmade of a mixture of stich sand with * ce 
sodium silicate, molded Inte ahape, and hardened by lim- 
yersion in asolation of calcium ehlortd. ty called 
lime sticate.— Calcium sulphate. See ry ~ Cal- 

Cas, a substance which me lamin: 
ots after exposure to sunlight, Bee Ralmeain's int_— 

wm ‘ta, See woaled wn bisulphite.— 
a crystalline powder used to form the fluo 

Tescent of a seteen on which images prodaced by 
the Rintgen rays are rendered visible, 

cale-nodule (kalk‘’-nod’al),m, [L. cal (cale-), 
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of lime carbonate. 
— obulin 3——33 7 —7 

L, ealr (eale-), lime, + wlin.} ji- 
nation of an albumin with ealeium * fered 
— ossification, Rai ney. 
calcographic (kal- ik), a, 
ealeographical, — 

Same as 

tic (kal’ké-afé-rit’ik), a. [L. cate 
(cale-), lime, E. + sphaerite + -ic.] Consisting of 
a and spherical: used only in the following 

rase.—Calcosphmritic body, he 
—*— in the — other —2 — * 

ducing mollusk, formed Tyg by free crystallisation, 
and pot, as a true peart ts in a cuticular sac. 

“Oo tion , distinguished f pearls as — bodies which have not a cuticular rig 
from an epithelium, wat coor — y free crystallisa 
in the mantle or other tiss 

— atere, Jun, 22, 1K, x 

calcrete (kal’krét or kal-krét’), ». foal sare- 
ous) +'(con)erete.) A ealearcous mass of con- 
siderable size formed on the sea-bottom by 
ealcareous inerusting Polyzoa which cement 
the sand and other loose material together. 

In the Gulf of Manaar, calcarcous masses (“caleretex 
of greatextent are formed in site on the sea-bottem by the 
cementing —— oer loose m by caleareous 
incrusting Nature, Oct, 22, 1K, po G14. 

ecaloeae (knlk’sak), nm. (L. calz (cale-) R. 
sac.) — Proc. Zool. Soc. Lon- 
don, 1895, p 

in calcular (kal? —* -lir), a, [(calewlus + -ar3.) In 
—* of or pertaining to a ealeulus or algo- 

calculational (kal-ki-la’shon-al), a. [ealeula- 
tion + -all.] Used in ealeulations, 
K well the numerical value and caleulational 

quantity of . Piaza Smyth, Our Inheritance, L ti, 

tor, ".— Bar calculator, any one of a class of 
puting- machines (rarel (rarel ing mare than addi- 

tion and "ind subtraction) i wh pe bars bearing in 
scribed numbers are caused bed movements to 
actuate dials or fiqure-wheets ina —— initleates 
totals or differences. — 
rule mechanism in which 
on a al 
a 

— spony 5 Came ittle stone . 2 Tangere, 
Same as lithotrite. — J 

(kal’ké-list), m, [ealeulus + -ist.) A 
computer or calculator. 

Mathesis, of which —_ has been said, many a great Cal- 
has not even a notion. 

Cariwle, For. Kev. and Cont. Misc., iv. 138 NV. B.D. 

(kal’ki-lé-graf), . (Irreg. ¢ L. caleulograph 
calculare, ealeulate, + Gr. ypager, write.) An 
apparatus for recording elapsed time, consist- 
ae — of a — combined with two 

ng-stamps operate: means of levers, 
ts — the —8 —— mingtes between the 
deginoing and the end of any piece of work oF other opera 
tion, a.card te inserted in ¢ tas aml by a mere 

with the exact time at 
the work the same card 

caleulus, ».—Al caloulns, « urinary calculus 
—— of sucocasiv¥e layers of — chemical compo- 

vine See *oleine.—Calonlus of us 
—— a special algebra invented by Grastann for 
—— — Coral calculus, a — formed fn 

pelvis of the kidney, with branches extending inte the 
© calyces — Directional | calculus, Same as ®ealeulus af 

extension.— Hedonic calcul —— or oaloulus of plea- 
eure, a a systematic method of deducing consequences trom 

med principles of economics and othica exact rea- 
pe 80 a to take advantage of mathematical results 
concerning continuous vartations wherever sich results 
are germane. Such a caleulus existe, and ite results have 
sometimes been of value; but great canteon is needed in 
—— resulta, (1 course, as in the less difficult 
yy bridge-butliting, the steam-engine, and the 
ke, po such calculation can take inte account all the 

features of an actual situation. — Hemp-seed 
renal calen}{ of amall size and —— ne —— formed a 
calcium oxnlate.— Sect calcul etric alort 
for sects; a graphic algebra or ph pe ek peg of straight lites. 
He constructs a sect Calewlus in which he shows that 

the theory of proportion can be founded without the intro- 
duction of inational bambers. 

J. W. Withers, Kuclid's Parallel Postulate, p. 4. 

calcumeter (kal-kii’me-tér), », [Irreg. <¢ L. 
caleu(lare), calculate, + Gr. «érpov, measure.) 
An adding-machine which hes a perforated 
plate supporting stationary dials superim- 
posed over movable dials operated with a 
stylus, Engin, Mag., July, 1904, p. 611. 
caldarium (kal-da‘ri-um), ».; pl. caldaria (®). 
[L., also calidarium, ¢ calidus, caldus, hot: 
see calid.] 1, The Roman name for a stove 
or heating apparatus.—2, A room in the 

— calendry (kal’en-dri) ni 

calends 

—22 com, baths, in which 
water was heated to the oat temperature. 
Bee bath}, 5. 

calderilla (kiil4te-rél’yii), n. [Sp., dim., also a 
holy-water pot, dim. of caldera, a kettle.) A 
Spanish copper coin, the euarto; also, any 
copper coin current among Spanish-speaking 
people. 

calderite (kal’de-rit), ». A massive iron-garnet 
from India. 
caldron-bottom (kiil’dron-bot‘um), ». The 
fossil remains or cast of the trunk of a plant 
of the genus Sigillaria which have remained 
vertical above or below a coal-bed, 

well's crucible, extractor. See *eruci- 
ble, *extractor, 

calean (kii-lé-iin’), ». [Also callean, kalean, 
ete. Pers. * “in, also qaliyin, whence E. 
ealeoon.] ersian ‘waterpipe’ otherwise 
known af narphie 

calendal (kal‘end-al), a. [ealend + -al!.] Re- 
lating to the ‘calends: as, the most ancient 
calendal system. 

Calendar year, the year as given in the accepted or 
calendar, Loeb, at present, the Interval between nm 
night of December 31-Jan land the same hour a year 
later. The beginning of the yearhas varied widely 
in different countries and at different timex For many 

——— pate — 
1, in accordance with the watent in moat 
other Christian nations — 
ear was lunar, and 

unar and solar years, every third, sixth, and eighth year 
an extra month of 20 or 40 days was inserted, 
those years to the exceasive number of Stor 384 
The motith iteelf was divided into Uhree periods of 10 (or 
pI + cach.— Mexican calendar, « combination of an 
astrological and solar calendar which was in use in Mexico 
and Yucatan in pre-Columbian times. The days were 

in groupe of cach day Dates designated by 
the name of an ect. were thirteen numbered 
A⸗ of this es 2 eT ; Hi et i 2 

a Ene occurs every 62 y a 
petual dar with morabie’} 
can be easily adjusted #0 a8 to be correct by 
past, present, or future. 
calendarer (kal’en-dir-r), n, One who cal- 
endars, or who registers or enters in a calendar. 

To a colendarer th ee meee F Restens eet must be 
something like a holiday In Switzertand to an overworked 
lawyer, 3S, &. Gardiner, Academy, Jan. 29, 1881, p. 74. 

calendarian ( —— ), a. and ». [eal- 
endar + -ian.] I, a, rtaining to the 
ealendar: as, ——— fe vals. 

n. A calendar-maker. 
calendaric (kal-en-dar‘ik), a. Same as calen- 
dary. 
One of the most interesting features of aboriginal cul 

tare to the scholars of the world Lae aie highly 
developed calendarie —* extending from Mexico on 
the north to Peru on the south, 

Sieithsonian Rep, 1900, p. 67. 

calendarium —7* ri-um), mj; pl. calen· 
daria (-§). (L.) 1. A calendar,—2. An ap- 
paratus for Odie the variations in the tem- 
perature of the air; specifically, the large, 
erade air-thermometer first erected in the 
—— air by Otto von Guericke, about 1655, at 

— Lipase (ten) en-dte-hews), n, Anestab- 
lishment where calendering operations are car- 
ried on; a calendry. 
calender-mill (kal’on-dér-mil), 2, A calender- 
ing-machine, 

calender-roll (kal’en-dér-rdl), n. 
*calender-roller, 
calender-roller (kal’en-dér-r6"lér), ». A com- 
pression-roller used on textile-machinery to 
smooth and condense the fleece, lap, sliver, or 
fabric. 

Le calendries (-driz), 
lishment where the process of ealen- 

de * carried on: same as calender), 2. 
calends, n. p/. 3¢. In some translations of the 
Old Testament, the Jewish festival of the new 
moon. 

David seide to Jonathan, Loo! K 

Same as 

Kalendis ben to morwe, 
Wyeilf, 1 Sam, xx, 5, 

4. A calendar or orderly record, primarily cf. 
dates, but also sometimes of other faets. 

For eternity, 
Measured by ages limitless to man, 
Has *2* and periods of bliss 
And high reeurring festivals that stand 
On the sidereal celends mark’ im light. 

Bichereteth, Yeaterday, To-lay and Forwver, xii. 317. 



calends 

5. An appointed day; a day set for the pay- 
ment of a debt or the payment of interest due. 

While our enemies ex to see the expectation of the 
Church tired oat with dependencies and lndependenctes, 
how they will compound and in what ealends. 

Milton, Divorce, 

ealentural (kal’en-ti-ral), a. [ealenture + 
-all.) Relating to or of the nature of a calen- 
ture, Carlyle. 

ture, ». 2, Figuratively, fever; burnin 
passion or zeal; heat: as. the “ ealenture o: 
primitive devotion," Jer. Taylor; “the calen- 
tures of baneful lust,” Bp. Aen, 

caleoon (kii-lé-iin‘), n. [Also kalioun ; ¢ Pers, 
qaliyiin, var, of qaliydu.) Same aa *calean, 

calepine (kal’e-pin), n. [Also calepin, calapyne; 
<P. calepin, ¢ Calepin, Ct, Calepina, NL. Cale- 
pious, ¢ Calepio, a town in Italy (see the def.).] 

. A dictionary; one’s main dictionary or 
book of reference: in allusion toa polyglot 
dictionary originally compiled by Ambrogio 
Calepino, an Augustine friar, It was first printed 
in 1502, and constituted, in many enl editions, one 
of the lexicographic standards of the sixteenth century. 
An edition one hage volume, published in 1900 and 
16, included eleven its scope, Engliah 
being the very last, after Hungarian and Potish. 

Taxationa, monopol oes {mpositions 
as would troable —23 AE to et om 

Drummond of —— agte Mirror, p. 174. 

2. A memorandum-book; a note-book. 
calesa (kii-ld’sii), ». (Sp. See calash.] A 
springless one-horse vehicle with a bamboo 
body, used in the Philippine Islands, 

calescent (ka-les‘ent), a. [L. calescens, per. 
of calescere, w warm, inceptive of calere, 
be warm.] Increasing in warmth; growing 
warm. 

calesin (kii-li-sén’), n. [Sp. dim. of calesa; 
see *calesa ] In the Philippine Islands, a 
two-wheeled chaise or gig. 

calesso (kii-les’G), n. fit.: see calash.) A 
imodern Italian two-wheeled gig with a bow 
to 

— Golden the idol made Aaron which 
the —Se 233 Lf 

In calf, bound 
in calf.— Ooze leather which is given a pluah-like 
finish on the flesh side. 

,n 2. The 

calf-kill, n. 2. Leucothos Catesbai, a shrub 
of the southern Alleghanies, poisonous to cattle 
and sheep. Also called *dog- hobble (which 
see).—3, The velvet-grass, Holeus lanatus, 
calf-lymph (kif’limf), ». The lymph, used in 
yaceination, obtained from calves. 
ealhun (kal’ hin), n. [Aboriginal name in 
Queensland.) Same as blue *fig. 
Caliban (kal’i-ban), ». [A name either bor- 
rowed or formed by Shakspere, prob. origin- 
ating in canibal, cannibal.) In Shakspere's 
lay “The aes "a ‘savage and de- 
ormed” slave of Prospero, represented as the 
offspring of the devil and the witch Sycorax; 
hence, figuratively, a person of a low, bestial 
nature, 

calibrater (kal’i-bra-ter), », [calibrate + -erl, 
An instrument for —— the caliber o 
any tube, specifically, in pathol., the caliber of 
the urethra or of its orifice. 

Calibration of anemometer, calibration 
shunt, Sce *anemometer, *shunt, 
calibration-chamber (kal-i-bré’shon-chim’- 
bér), . A small vacuous bulb at the top of 
the stem of a normal mercurial thermometer, 
in which a part of the mereury may be stored 
tem rily to facilitate calibration. 
Caliciales (ka-li-si-i‘léz), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Cali- 
cium + -ales.] An order of discolichens hay- 
ing erustaceous thalli and usually stipitate 
black apothecia. See *Calicium, 
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calicif calicinal, calicinated, calicine. 
See calyciform, calycinal, *calycinated, calycine. 

Catictom Ayperetisant. 

4. & Humber of plants showing the habit of growing an decaying 
wood: 4, three fruitieg bodies; ¢, spores. (From Engler « 
Prantl's * Pianzentamilien,”} 

Oslicium (ka-lis‘i-um), n. (NL. (Persoon), 
¢L. caliz (calie-), x cup.] A genus of erusta- 
ecous lichens of the o: 
black stipitate, rious apothecia and two- 
eelled dark-colo spores. The jes are 
widely distributed, oceurring chiefly on the 
bark of trees. 

calico disease, marble, See mosaic *disease, 
marble, 

calico-aster (kal‘i-ké-as’tér), n. See *aster!, 
calico-back, * ane In * * —— 
cabbage-bug (which see, under cabbage ). 
Comstock, Manual of Insects, p. 145, 

calico-ball (kal’i-ké-bal’),n. A ball at which 
the ladies are gowned in calico. 

calico-bird (kal’i-ké-bérd), n. 
co-back, 

er Caliciales, having calkage (kA’kij), ». Nawt., 

calligraph 
urements. Usually the pivot is midway between the 
__ of the two enda, so that if an outside measurement 

made with one end, the other end will be set to an 
tral tnadde dimension. — a twerlegged 

jointed tool having one leg curved as in a caliper, the 
other straight as in a compass, and pointed. It is used 
for scribing lines from the edge or outline of a piece of 
work, the curved leg being slid along in contact with the 
edie, while the potnt of the straight leg draws a line par- 
allel therewith; a seriher.— Double callpers 
having secondary legs pivoted to the end of the first pair 
of legs. Microm , an instrament for men. 
suring thickness (a8 of Wire or sheet-metal) with precision, 
— Spherometer caliper, See *#epherometer. 

calipeva, callipeva (kal-i-pé‘vi), ». [Also 
iver, ote, : appar. from a native calipeerer, calli 

name, A mullet, Mugil curema, found in the 

‘ippiccycle, Same as Calippie period (which 
see, under Calippie.) 

calk!, caulk (kak), n. [ealkl, v.) A ealk- 
ing; in a slang use, & surreptitious nap; a 
snooze. 

It was my middle watch and I was signal man at the 
time, so of course I had no time to take a coulk if I was 
inctined. Marryat, Peter Simple, p. 284. 

oakum, cotton 
fiber, or other material used in ealking the 
seams of a vessel's planking. 

calking-boot (ka’king-bét’), mn. Same as *ealk- 

ca -iron, ". 2. A broad-bladed, dull- 
edged chisel used in driving waterproofing 

edge to make a tight joint. Its employment is ren- 
the calcareous particles of the skeleton in An- —— —* * ——⏑——— coat 

calico- bug (kal -k6-bug), q. The harlequin = oprvaife neatings peices teen ean 
cal x ea i call!, ».— narro’ Collog. 

wer (kal’i-k6-flou’ée), n. Same as Aajutant’s call, me — — 
calico: bus, * pocket, en me,— aime, a” calico-jacket (kal’i-ké- iak’et), n. Same as =>. Which the striker must ne the balls as weil a⸗ 
calico-back and *calico-bird, . called aed tomy Ee — — —— 

(kal’i-k6-sam‘un), u. A name 
in Alaska of the dog-salmon, Oncorhynchus 
keta, in allusion to its mottled coloration in 
the summer, the body being silvery with red- 
dish blotches and obscure blackish cross- 
bands. 

calicular, See calyeular. 
calicula a. See calyculated. 
calidarium (kal-i-da‘ri-um), », See *caldarium, 

caliphal (ka‘lif-al), a. [ealif + -al.] 
Of or pertaining to « calif, 

stone. 

vision. — 
Same as synizesie, 1, 

cali-nut (kiil’lé-nut), m, A flattened cireular 
seed, about one inch in diameter, obtained 
from the African plant Mucuna cylindrosperma. 
It is oceasionally found as an adulterant of 
Calabar bean, but contains no physostigmine. - 

caliologist (kal-i-ol’G-jist), ». —————— + 
-ist.) A student of birds’ nests. 

calio: nm. 2, In bot, the dynamics of the 
young cell : juvenescence, J. C. Arthur. 

caliper, n. 2, In forestry, an instrument for 
tmensuring the diameter of trees orlogs. It usnally 
consists of a graduated beam to which are attached one 
fixed and one sliding arn.— Com mn Caliper, a cali- 
per the legs of which are pivoted at or mear the center, one 
end being used for inside and the other for outside meas 

contests or In the opening shot of some games. 
cal. R.—Wild calla, the spoon-fower, Peltandra 

ittafolia, 
ca. (kal‘f-is), n. 
—— stone of a greenish blue, thought to 

turquoise.) A blue- or yellow-green variety 
of gem found ta prekistorio graves of England. 
It is identified with turquoise, diseolored either 
before or after burial. 

callapa (kii-lyi’pii), n. [Native name in Bo- 
livia.) A double, long, flat-bottomed raft with 
low sides, made of balaa-wood, much in use on 
the streams of the india-rubber districts of 
central South 

(Gr, wa?2eic, or Kézaic, a 

America, 

H, Whewell, 
(kal-i-p-nas’f), v. 

xat+i-, beautiful, + deaces, queen.) The typi- 
eal genus of the family Callianasside. C, Stimp- 
cont is found in deep Hurrows alumg the eastern coast of 
the United States. Leach, 1814, 

dæ (kal-i-a-nas’i-dé), n. pl. ONL., 
€ Callianassa + -ide.J A family of maecrurous 
decapod crustaceans, having the carapace 
laterally compressed, the rostrum small or 
absent, only thoracic gills, and the external 
maxillipeds operculiform. The typical genus 
is Callianassa, 

callianassoid (kal-i-a-nas’oid), a. [Callia- 
nassa + -oid.) Resembling or having the form 
of the Callianassida. 

Calliclinus (kal-i-kli‘nus), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xatA-, beautiful, + NL, Climus.) A genus of 
blennies, found in tropical seas. 

In. A-simplified spelling of callig- 
raphy. 

aph (kal’i-graf), ». 1. One skilled in 
the art of beautiful writing; a ey i PO 
2. A transeriber of manuseripts,—3. A speci- 
men of beautiful penmanship, 

NL, ¢ Gr. 



calligraph 

calligra, (kal’i-graf), r. c. To write or tran- 
seri n & beautiful manner; produce or 
reproduce in the best style of the calligrapher’s 
art: as, ‘‘a roll finely calligraphed and illu- 
minated,” Athenaeum, 

apher, ». 2, One whose business is 
the transcribing of manuscripts. 

1 would have taught him in three weeks a firm, current, 
clear, aid legible hand—he should have been a eallig- 
rapher, Seett, Guy Mannering, xv. 

Calliopsis (kal-i-op’sis), ». [NL. (Reichen- 
bach, 1824), ¢ Gr. wat, beautiful, + dyer, 
appearance.) 1. A former genus name of a 
group of plants of the family dAsteracew, now 
referred to Coreopsis.—2. [!.¢.] A popular 
name of various cultivated 333 of Coreopsis, 
especially C. tinetoria (Calliopsis marmorata 
of florists) and C. lanceolata, 

(kal-is-then‘i-kal), a. [eallis- 
thenic + -al.] Fond of eallisthenie exercises; 
practised in ecallisthenics, 

callithump (kal’i-thump), ». [See callithum- 
pier) A charivari (which see). [U.8.] 
callithump (kal’i-thump), «. £ To treat toe 
eallithumpian concert, oe 

Callitrichaces (ka-lit-ri-kii’sé-6), n. pl. [NL. 
(Lindley, 1836), ¢ Callitriche + -acew.) A fam- 
ily of dicotyledonons achlamydeous planta of 
the order Geraniales, the water-starwort fam- 
ily, containing the genus Callitriche only 
(whieh see). 

callitrolic (ka-li-trol’ik), a. [Callitris + -ol + 
-te.] Obtained from Callitris quadrivatcis. 
—Callitrolic acid, an amorphous acid, Cag ysts, ob- 
talned from 

calli (kal‘i-ti-pi), ». (Gr. naA2v-, beauti- 
ful, Timoc, type.) A method of forming 
connected lines by a type-writing machine, 
applicable to the production of music and other 
forms of difficult type-setting. 
The comparatively difficult and expensive kind of 

com position nose. as ——— ——* 
figure work, which has always been a stumbling: block to 
line-casting and type-setting machines, seems to be 
destined particular feld of callitypy. 

Sei, Amer., Sept. 26, 1006, p, 222. 
Galliurus (kal-i-ii‘rus),n. [NL., (Gr. «adr, 
beautiful, + otpé, tail.) An obsolete name of 
the black bass of the family Centrarchidz. 

Call tes (kal’é-sis-ti’téz), nm. [NL., ¢ 
Gir, adacog, beauty, + skiers, a biadder, + -irne, 
-ite?,) A genus of Cystoidea having four pin- 
nulate arms, three or four pairs of pore-rhombs, 
and a short tapering stem. It is character- 
istie of the Upper Silurian of North America. 

call-office (kil’of‘is), » In telephony, an 
office or central station where the call-signals 
from the various telephones of the system are 
received and transmitted, and where the eon- 
— necessary to intercommunication are 
made. 

Callogobius (kal-6-gé’bi-us), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
naAde-, beautiful —— beauty), f L. gohius, 
goby.) _ genus of small gobies found in the 

st Indies. 
callomania (kal-}-ma‘ni-a), ». (NL., ¢Gr. 
adAdoc, beauty, + wavia, madness.) Excessive 
love of beauty, 

calloo (ka-l6*), ». [So called from the sound 
of its evening call.) The oldwife or long- 
tailed duck (Harelda glacialis) of the arctic 
regions. See Harelda, 
Callorhynchus (kal-j-ring’kus), ». [{NL., ¢ 
Gr. naacr-, beautiful (nd4A0¢, beauty), + pip yor, 
snout, beak,] A genus of chimmras found is 
the antarctic seas. The common species is C. 
Callorkynchus, It ranges northward to Peru. 

OCallosal fissure. See */issure. 
callosity, n.—Sternal callosity, a thickening and 
hardening of the skin beneath the breast-bone, occurring 
in animals that habitually rest upon the breast, notably 
the camel and ostrich, 

(NL. Cat- Callovian (ka-l6’vi-an), a. and v. 
lavia, E. Kelloways.) Ingeol., noting a division 
of the Jurassic system, derived from Kello- 
ways in Wiltshire, The term is not as much in use 
in Great Britain as on Che continent of Rarope, where it 
is applied to beds penerally regarded as equivalent to the 
bower part of the Oxford Clay and the Kelloways Rock. 
Ip France the Callovian is divided into a bower and an 
u (Divesian) diviston, and ite position in the Jariasic 
series is below the Oxfordian and abore the Bathoutan, 
lying at the hase of the Middle Oblite 

1, a, 2, In ertom., an insect just 
— from its cocoon: especially applied 
to ants. 
The queen manifestly recogaiond the odor borne by the 

call and at onee anaggled withthem, They each rec- 
ognt in her and in each other the only ant-odor they 
had ever known, that of their own bodies, 

Biel, Bulletin, (et., 1904, p, 231. 
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call-slip (kil’slip), ». The slip used by a 
reader or borrower in a library, in calling for 
a book or books. It is a blank form with spaces for 
the name and address of the borrower (or the number of 
the borrower's card), the shelf-number, a brief title of the 
book called for, the date, ete. 
callum (kal’um), #.; pl. calla (-i). [L. ecal- 
lum, a callus: see callus.) In the burrowing 

mollusk Pholas, & caleareous septum 
= d oe _ completion ry Pros —— 
and occupying the peda eo valves, 

tkal a © fam), a, [Calluna, 
heather, + -etum.] In phytogeog.,a formation 
consisting of heather, Calluna vulgaris. 

".—Definitive or permanent callus, material 
exuded between the ends ofa broken bone, which later 
is converted into true osseous Lissue.— Pro or 
tem: Callus, callas thrown out aroun ends 
of a broken bone and in the 
serves as a splint and is later in great part or wholly ab- 
sorbed. 

callutannic (kal-i-tan‘ik), a, [Callu(na) + 
tannic.) Derived from Calluna vulgaris, and 
having a tannie relation.—Caliutanntc acid, an 
amorphous compound, Cy4Hy4O9(%), obtained from Cal- 
tuna eulparia, 

call-wire (kil’wir), n. In telephony, a wire 
over which call-signals between the call-office 
orcentral station and any individual instru- 
ment or between individual instruments are 
transmitted; a call-cireuit. 
calm!, ".—Caims of Cancer, the region of high pres · 
sure and tight wind under the greater part of the trople 
of Cancer in the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, but a litte 
north of it over the eastern and western continents. (On 
the Atlantic Qeean this calm region was known to the 
early English navigators as the Acree latitudes, 

Calomel electrode. See *clectrode. 
Calonectria (kal-d-nek’tri-i), ». [NL. (De 
Notaris), ¢ Gr. «adder, beautiful, + Nectria, a 

nus of fungi.) A genus of pyrenomycetous 
ungi having membranous, bright-colored peri- 
thecia and mostly two or more septate, hyaline 
spores. C. ——— ts sald to cause the death of 
young leaves of the ayeamore, /Tatenus ocewdentalia 

the calool (ki-lél’), ». (Aboriginal name in north- 
ern New South Wales.] An Australian tree, 
Stereulia quadrifida. See Sterculia, 1. 
Caloric theory of heat. See heat. 
Calorific capacity, the capacity ofa body for heat, naually 
expressed in calories per degree cent je: thermal ca- 
pacity.—Calorific intensity, the heating effect of a fuel, 

by means of the temperature that may be expresaed 
attained from it by complete combustion, Also called 
— efect.—Ci power, the yuantity of hen 

gram-calories, obtained by the —* ————— 
agram of a fuel; beat of corn! is —GCalorific value, 
the heat-value; the calories or thermal unites contained tn 
one unitof the substance, and released when it is burned, 

calorifier (ku-lor’i-fi-r), n. An apparatus for 
heating fluids. 

calorify (ka-lor’i-fi), v.t IL. calor, heat, + 
-i-fy.) To make hot; affect with heat. 

Cc %. The calorimeter is used to determine, 
in thermal units, the heat liberated or absorbed in the 
course of any physical o¢ chembcal process, such as e 
of temperatare, cliaimge of state, the solution of a solid 
all aid the mixture of liquids, chemical action, or any 

" ‘rte or magnetic process involving trans 
formations of * © unit almost univer- 
sally employed is the calory, that is, Uhe amount of heat 
reqal to ralse one or sometimes one kil 
of water from oC. to 1°C,; but other thermal quantities, 
the relation of which to the cabory is definitely known 
(such as the heat of fusion of ice, or the heat of vaporin- 
thon of water), are sometimes For the determina- 
tion of specific hent the calorimeter commonly consists of 
ametal versel, the water-equivalent of which is known, 
cootaining a known quantity of water of known temper- 
ature, The sa the specitic heat of which is to be 
determined is weighed, heated to some ly mes · 
sured higher temperatare, and plunged into the water, 
and the change in the temperatare of the latter is ob- 
served. The most serious error ti this operation is that 
arising from the exchange of heat between the calorime- 
ter aud ite — — and numerous devices have been 
employed to reduce this error toa miniwam, For this 
purpose the calorimeter (C) Is sometinnes suspended within 
an oater chamber {o, 6) by nat ucting supports as 
shown in Fig. 1. The outer sur- 
face of the ¢alorimeter and the in- 
ner surface of the coutaining-ves- 
sel, both of which are metal, are 
highly ——— in order to dimin- 
ish radiation. In the Weterman 
calorimeter the substance to be 
tested [a heated in a veesel sur- 
rounded by a coil of wire through 
which an electric current fhows. 
Tt is then placed in a cap (C, Fig, 
2) with double walla, which serves 
aa the bulb of an airthermometer. 

Pig. a. 

Teecoll water ts 
in quantity just sufficient to counterbalance the 

Tise of temperature. The mercury column in the manom- 
eter tube (mm) indicates the temperature of the cup. 
Mach more pertect isolation may be obtained by using as 
a calorimeter a Dewar flask. This consists of a glass ves 
eel (Fig. 3) with double walla, from the space between 
which the air has been carefully reenoved. The outer sur- 
face of the inner flask and the interior of the outer one are 
ailvered. The exchange of heat under these comlitions is 
exceedingly alow, and such flasks form excellent calorim- 
cters. ¢ determination of specific heats by means of 

medullary cavity, which . 

Fig. 3. Dewar Flask, 

She Gaston of ine wes Sant sugested 5 Black, in the elgh- 
teenth century, who employ: for this parpose a block of 

S 

Fig. 4 

clear ice (Fig. 4). The sub- 
stance the ifle heat of which 
ts desired is heated and then 
placed in a cavity (C) within 
the block. A slab of ice (5) 
serves as acover. The amount 
of water melted by the inclosed 
body In cooling to 0°C, mea- 
sures the epecitic heat. Lavote- F 
fer and Laplace substituted for Bunsen's leecalor- 
Black's ice-block a calorimeter imeiet. 
consisting of an inner cage containing the bedy to be 
tested, surrounded by a dowble-walled vesse! packed with 
broken tee at the melting-point, The ice melted by the 
heat liberated from the cooling body waa collected and 
weighed. In Suneen's ice-calorimeter Uve unwant of ice 
melted ia determined by the change in volame which that 
su re undergoes when converted inte the lhjuid form, 
The apparntus, which is shown m Pig. 4, consists of an 
fnrer tobe of glass (@¢) sealed inte a larger vessel of the 
sume sabetance (6), the mock of which (wv) is bent upward 
and onds in a horizontal capillary tube (¢) The o 
portion of the outer vessel surrounding the tabe a is led 
with water, below which is mereury extending continu: 
ously through the neck into the capillary tabe, By mean⸗ 
ofa ting-mixture ino, n mantic of ice ts formed arvand 
the outside of the Inner vube, after which the freezing. 
mixture is removed and the whole apy ti is pecked in 
tmelting ice. If now a body the specittc heat of which is to bo 
determined is introduced into a, a portion of the iee-man- 
the will be melted, and, in tenee of the diminution 
of volame, the mercury column in the capiliary tube will 
recede toward the neck of the calorimeter. Its movement 
afforis a measure of the volume of ice melted, and thus of 
the heat Itherated by the cooling body, The Bunsen ice 
calorimeter ts an instrument of great delicacy and ta 
specially adapted for the measurement of very small quan- 

ties of heat. Unfortunately, the density of the ice de 
pends somewhat upon the rapidity with which it is form 
and considerable errors are thas introduced. The heat 
vaporization of water has been utilized by Joly and others 
for calorimetric parposes, The — eam-ealorimeter 
depends upon the determination of Qhe amount of mot. 
ture condensed a the surface of a substance when the 
latter is plunged into an atmosphere of steam, This a 
paratas consists af a steam-chamber with thin metal walls, 
within which, suspended from an arm of a balance, hangs 
a sinall — salepan of conleal form A known 
— of the substance the specific heat of which is to 
be deterinined is placed on the pan, and its temperatare 
is noted. Steam is then introduced inte the chamber, and 
condensation occurs on the surface of the cool body, add- 
ing to its weight, When the substance has attained the 
—— of the steam, and condensation Is complete, 
the increase of weight is determined. For the determi« 
nation of the specific heat of liquids amd gases, various 
forme of calorimeter have devised, One of these, 
the continuews-fow calorimeter of Callendar and Barnes, 
which been employed in the determination of Ure 

ifc heat of water at variona tem ures, Is shown 
rammatically in Fig. @& It comsists essentially of a 

=I 
Fig. 6. Contineouws-flow Calorimeter of Callendar aud Barnes, 

aT 

connie? tube (4B) connecting at the ends with lancer 
tubes and gealed inte a gliss vacuum-jacket. The liquid 
the specitic heat of which la to be determined enters the 
tube at i and flows out at o at a measured nite, By means 
of a fine wire afreteled Uhrowgh the bore of the capillary 
tobe and supplied with a known ¢clectric current, heat is 
imparted to the liqukl The temperutures of the inflow 
ing liquid ot A and of the outfowing liquid at Bare de- 



calorimeter 
termined by means of the resistance of coils of platinum 
wire inserted in the larger tubes. From the amount of 
liquid passing in a given time and the amount of heat de- 
livered to it electrically from the heating-wire, together 
with the difference of tem: ure at the ends of the tube, 
the specific heat of the liquid can be determined with 

accurey. 
jon, heate of solution, and pro 

cesses, a number of spectal forms of enlorimeter have been 
devised. Among these are the Farre end Silberman cal- 
orimeter, in which the heat of a chemical reaction is im- 
parted to merenry contained in a bulb with a capillary 
neck, and the expansion of the liquid is noted; the Jun- 
ker calorimeter and the bem) calorimeters of Berthelot 
and Stohimann, for the study of heats of combustion; and 
the respiration calorimeter, for the determination of the 
heat evolved by animals or by hamansubjecta, Other fortns, 

ed electrocalorimeters, are employed for measurin 
the heat developed by the cleetric i ierent. Berthelot 
calorimeter. rae 
heat of vaporization. 

5 
vapor are sulin & Water-beath, the 
rise of temperatare of which ts noted. (6) 
A form of bomb calorimeter for the deter- 
—— the heat of combastion, See 

er, — Respiration 
ter, a calorimeter for measuring the heat 
given off by aman or other animal, with 
appliances for h etch that the 
heat and chemical cory its of the 
prxiacts of reapiration which are carried 
away in the ventilating current of alr may 
be measured 9 or the carbon ome aud 
water-vapor of respiration ma) absorbed 
and removed and « measured quantity of 
oxygen supplied in liea of hb air. 

geratu⸗ for measuring the latent 
t cotsists essentially of a glass 

with a giass 
y the evapo- 

that of Professors Atwater and Kosa, with 
which they carried out an extembed se 
ries of investigations at Wesleyan Univer- Bertheiut 
sity, Middletown, Connecticut, to veri! Calorimeter, 
the law of conservation of er in human bey. 
Such a test involves a determinatl of the total energy 
received by the body, daring « given period, in the food 
and drink taken, and the total energy given off by the 
body in the same time, chiefly heat rudiated from the 
body and carried ele in reapired air, bat to some extent 
contained in the solid and liquid excreta of the body, If 
muscular work is done by the bexty, it also mast be mea- 
sured and included in the outpat of The law of 
the conservation of energy reqtires that the total 
supplied to the body in a given time shall equal the 
energy given out in the same time, plus whatever Increase 
of energy there may have been in the body during that 
sage bear ae decrease of enenry, as the case may 
— A series of ¢ megs cxtenmes te h pev- 

years guve very noome al on 
and dem as Was of course €x that ths 
law is fulfilled in animals aa well ne in inorganic ayetems. 
‘The essential features of the calorimeter are the follow- 
ing: (1) a metal chamber, furnished with a chair, table, 
and in which the subject of the experiment (usually 
aman) liv cots, drinks, sleepa, aid sometimes works, 
daring a pa he ot ser days and nights, (2) Arrange- 
ments for ventilating the chamber and for analyzing and 

the alr eapptied to and received from the cham- 
‘wellities for passing food and drink into the 
it ing excreta These materials are 

weighed and analyzed by sample, and their heat of com- 
vas! determined. (4) Facilities for measuring the heat 

body and the heat-equivalent of any mus 
cular work done. e income and outgo of energy of the 

in terins of heat, the total heat of com 
ng com with the total 

ce a0 

bility of the food; that is, 
utilized In the 

is complicated, and each 
naive, OF tions are 

a ¢ complete apparatus 
e revert ia la 

ter, a device for ascertaining the molsture In steam by 
throttling the steam and then snoring it to expand to 
about atmoupheric The expanded steam ts some- 
what superheated, the degree of superieating depending 
om the moteture in the steam before throttling. 

Calorimetric bomb. Same as *erplosion-bomb, 
caloripuncture (kal’$-ri-pungk‘ tar), 0. (L. 
calor, heat, + punctwra, puncture.) Same as 
ignipuncture, 

caloristic (Kal-d-ris‘tik), a. [ealorist + -ic.] 
Of or pertaining to the calorists, » school of 
physicists, chiefly of the eighteenth century, 
who assumed as the basis of their theory of 
heat the existence of an imponderable ‘uid 
ealled calorie, 

calori' (kal’6-ri-trop’ik), @, [L. calor, 
heat, + Gr, spéror, a turn: see tropic.) Same 
as thermotropic, Klercker, 

caloritro (kal-d-rit’ré-pizm), n. — [calori- 
trop-ie -ism.] Same as thermotropism, 
Alereker. 

ealorizator (kal’6-ri-zi‘tor), n. [1. calor, heat, 
+ -ize + -«ator.] A eylinder, used in the dif- cal 
fusion process for the extraction of sugar from 
beets, whieh serves to warm the juice to the calumbin (ka-lumn‘bin), ». Same as columbin, Calyconecte (kal’i-ko-nek’té), 1. pl. 
proper temperature in passing from one diffu- 
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sion-cylinder to another. Sadtler, Handbook 
of Indust, Chem., p. 139. 

calory, .—15° water , a calory in which the 
water ag a standard mal capacity is taken 
at it’ C., mean perature, and the thermometric scale 
is that of the hy meter, — Gram- J 
——— , the quantity of heat 
necessary to on kil of water from (" to 1° C5 
1,000 graun-calores — Kilogram oal · 
Ory, a unit of heat in which the quan- 
tity of heat di ted té that necessary 
pag one ki 

fo the bodling-point: a anit 
——— 

equal to one ham 
en. 

tiful 
ria), yrenomyce- Agenusof 
tous ng hag e perithecia 
arran, 5 4 beneath the 
outer bark of the host. The spores 
are one-celled, 7558 and sausage- 
shaped. A species have been 
esoribed. C. princepe is common on the 
= and in Burope and Amer- 

Calostoma (ka-los’ O-mii), N. Calostowes lutexerms, 

NL. Gr. ⸗ A fruiting body 
utiful, + oréua, mouth.) A oye hs i 

genus of terricolous puffballs crrom tingter and 
of the order Lycoperdales, hav Prent's \ Pfianzen- 

familien.") 
ing the peridium at the apex 
of a stalk composed of interlaced strands of 
gelatinous hyphe and opening by means of a e 
stellate mouth which is Tight colored in one 
species, C. cinnabarinum. 

ca. ,% 6, In geol., an ice-cap or a glacier 
covering a large landarea. J. Geikie, The Great 
Ice Age, p. 711.—7, In zodl.: (a) The pole of 
attachment of Dicyemide which are parasitic 
in the kidneys of certain cephalopods; the 
pene eap. (b) In Polyzoa, a retractile disk 
—— at the aboral pole in the developing 
jarva, 

4, Larva of Bi 
Augete Wliagrammaric, 
chyme; ¢, corema; d, ectodermal groove; ¢, sucker, 
and Haswell’s ~ Zoology,” alver 

la Ploomors; &, Sagittal Section of Larva of 
@, caloste of temwectle disks 4, paren. 

(From Parker 
onchelt and Heider.) 

calotypic (kal-d-tip‘ik), a. [cealotype + -ic.) 
Of or pertaining to a calotype picture : as, calo- 

H plearpum (kel i-k ) NL, (G (kal-pi-kiir’pum), 9. . (a, 
Don, 1838), ¢ Gr, —— ae urn, + xapsde, 
fruit.) A genus of dicotyledonous plants of 
the family Apocynaces, The fruit consists of two 
obovold, obliquely quadrmte, corfaceous, or somewhat 
Geshy carpela Seo Ropeia, 

cal n, See kalpis. 
cal (kiil-pél’yé), n.  [Nahuatl, aug. of 
calli, house.] A quarter ofa town; a district; 
also, the people inhabiting a quarter of a town, 

trop, *. 4. In the nomenclature of the 
— ar elements of sponges, a tetraxial spie- 
ule having the form of a caltrop, with four 
equal simple smooth arms radiating from a 
central point.—6, pl. In entom., the short 
sharp, curved spines which occur in seattered 
groups in the integument of certain lepidop- 
terous larvw of the family Limacodidw, and 
which are responsible for the urticating effect 
produced on the human skin by these larvew. 
A, S. Packard, Text-book of Entom,, p. 189, 
rumba, “.—Americancalumba, Same as Ameri- 

can col (which see, under cotumbo) 

calumny, ".—Oath of calumny. Sve *oath. 

Calyconects 
calumpang (ki-lum’ ),". [Also kalum- 

— 5 bn Bee met, Bee the 

lumpang. 
calumpit (ki-lim-pét’), mn. [Also kalumpit: 
Philip ‘ine Sp., from an untraced native name. } 
Bea lumpit. 

calut (kii-lit’), ». [Philippine 8p. calut, also 
carut, carot (see *carot), ¢ Pa calut.] 
A plant (Dioseorea = Hla) of the Philippine 
Islands the root of w ch is sometimes cooked 
and eaten, and in times of searcity may become 
the staple article of food among the moun- 
taineers. Also carote and nani. 

(kal-va’ri-il), a. [L. calvaria, the 
skull, + -al.] Of or pertaining to that portion 
of the skull which is known as the calvarium, 
or calvaria: as, the calrarial sutures; cranial. 
Calvatia (kal-va‘shiai),n. [NL., (Fries, 1849), 
< L, caltus, bald, from the manner in which 
the mass of 

Cafeatia catata. 

Freiting body, three quarvers natural size, 

(From Engler aod Prantl's + Phanzente- 
mibben.") 

spores. 
nas inclades the 

est of the 
is. Creer 

mma, an edible 

t eel ie t pufall, has been reported as at- ns el ty , OAS re me a! 

taining a size of feet in diameter. C. carlata and C. 
eyathformis are common species growing ft old pastures, 

Oalvinistic Methodists. See *Methodists. 
calx, ".—Blue a kind of Thenard’s blue made b 
roasting & mixture of cobalt oxid with a china-clay an 
quartz, and grinding the resulting mass to great fineness 
in water. Langenteck, Ty, PB. 120, 

th (kal’i-kanth), ». A plant of the 
genus Bwtneria (Calycanthus) or family Caly- 

— haceous (kal/i-kan-tha’ sb ¢ i-kan- *shius), a, 
(Calycanthacee + -ows,) Belonging to the 
plant family Calycanthace, 

thin (kal-i-kan‘thin), n. [Calycanth-us 
+ -in?.) A glucoside, Cos,HogO+, found in 
Butneria florida (Calyeanthus Horidus). It is 
easily soluble in water, giving a fluorescent 
solution. 
calycanthine (kal-i-kan’‘thin), n, 
+ -ine?.) An alkaloid, C))H, +4H 
found in Butweria (Calycanthus) Jertitis. Itisa 
monacid base and te a violent pofeon, somewhat resem- 
Diing i ed fu tte action The anhydrous alkaloid 
melts at 

Calycilepidotus (kal"i-si-lep*i-d6d‘ tus), n. 
[NL., € Gr, nd/v€, ah + . sealed, 
sealy.] A genus of seu pins with rough seales, 
found on the coast of California, The known 
species is C. spinosna. 

ca. A ene n. [Gr xdAvg (xadvx-), cup, 

—S 

+ -in?.] A crystalline reddish-yellow com- 
pound, CygH,00,, found in a number of li- 
chens. It melts at 243° 0. 

(kal-i-si’nii) = (NL.: see caly- 
cine.) A suborder of Diademoida in which the 
apical system is very large and includes one or 
more supplementary supra-anal plates, 

Calycinal mation, tn the Anfheroa, the action 
of new individuals by the process of budding within 
the calice of the parent polyp This any be effected in 
two ways: either certain septa become enlarged and pro- 
duced so that they inclose a new calycinal disk (septal 
gemiineation) or tabulee are produced upward in Ure form 
of pocketa from which new callecs are developed (tabalar 
gemmation).— C , a theory of the origin 
of the echinoderms based upon the opinion that they all 

evidence of the presence, or former presence, of 
a system of symmetrically placed polygonal calcareous 
plates comparnble to, or homologous with, the calycinal 
—73* of a stalked crinoid, According to this theory all 
the classes are the more ov less modified descendants of 
& primitive, 2 stalked, ancestral form which ta 
best exemplified in the stalked crinoids, which are beld 
to he the most primitive of all known echinalerm, See 
*® Pentactaa theory, * Pelmatozoie theory, 

ted (ka-lis‘i-nd-ted), p. a. [ealycine 
+ -utel + -ed2.] Made cup-shaped; fashioned 
in the form of a cup. 

[NL., ¢ 
Gr, sang, cup, + wate, swimmer.) A section 



Calyconecte 
or suborder of sipbonanthous Siphonophora, 
having one or more ne 

dinate. 
a. 

applied by Cope to the structure of the hem 
penes of various snakes, 

disc nae. 
Cope, in Rep. U, S. Nat, Mua, 1808, p, 732, 

Cc ka-lip-tos’pé-ri), n. (NL. (J. 
Kuhn), ¢ Gr. othe —2* + cxopd, seed 
(spore).) A genus of fungi of the o: 

Calypterpora Gappertians. 
4, braech of the wanbony deformed by the fungus; 4 longi- 

tudinal radial sectios th the bark of a stem ot Le cranberry 
showing the germinating wiemowpeses. (From Engler and Prods 
© Palanzenfamilien.”") 

dinales, The wcidial stage occurs on leaves of conifers, 
especially Abies Picea in Europe. The teleutospore form 
atiacks the branches of various species of Vacctndum, 
forming a smooth brown elevated layer. The single spe- 

| cles, C. Geeppertiana, is widely di ted in Eurepe 

(b) The layer of tissue cov- 
and North America. 

a, 

ering the young embryo, as inferns, Jackson, 

Gal ystegia kal-i-sté’ji-) [NL. (Robe (kal-i-sté’ji-&), n-. ‘ rt 
Brown, 1810), irreg. < Gr. adAvg, calyx, + aréyy, 
roof, covering. The name alludes to the two 
large bracts covering the base of the calyx. 
1, A former genus name of several plants o 
the family Convolvulacece, now refe to Con- 
volewlus.—2, II. c.) A plant of this group. 
The species are annual or perennial herbs, sometimes 
stffrutescent, twining, ernlling, erect, or ascending, with 
filiform creeping rootatocks commonest cultivated 
Plants of this group are the California rose (Conpolrulus 
Japeniows) and Ratiand beauty (C. sepiiene), both herba- 
ceots perennial twiners with pink or white flowers, re- 
sembling in form those of the morning-gbory, 

calyx, n,, 3. (1) The expanded, cup-like, de- 
eiduous structure on the ends of the stems of 
certain entoproctous Polyzoa, containing most 
of the organs and hence practically an indi- 
vidual. (g) A depression formed by the more 
or less reticulate folding of the skin, as in the 
intromittent organs of snakes, 
“The surface is reticulate like tripe, the inclosed 

areas forming calwees, which may have a suctorial fane- 
tion.” Cope, in Rep. U. 3. Nat. Mus, 1405, p, 701, 

4. A cup-sha excavation on the surface of 
the ovary which remains after the rupture of 
a Graaflan vesicle.—6, Any circular piece 
which resembles in form the calyx of a flower. 
Calyx drill. See #drill!.Calyx of the in 

eatom., the cap of one of the mushroom boediex See 
mushroom tiedy. <A. S Packard, Text-book of Entom, 
p 2a 

calzada (kiil-thi’di), m. [Sp.: see cansey, 
causeway.) A paved 4 or Prt Rtas: a 
eauseway. 
cama? (ki’mii), «. (Sp. a couch, ol In 
phys. roy., & prairie-like busin-floor inelosed 
y bills or — (Western U. 8.) 

n, See *kamagon, 
Gameldolensian (ka-tnal’dé-len‘si-an), @. and 

n. (ML, *Camaldulensis, adj., < Camaldules, 
name of the order, See Camaldolite.) I, a. 
Of or pertaining to the Camaldolites, 
I. . A Camaldolite. 

Camaldolese (ka-mal-dé-lés’ or -léz), n. and a. 
L a. Same as Camaldolite. 

II. a. Of or pertaining to the Camaldolites. 
Gamaldoli (ka-mal’d6-li), ». pl. [ML. See 
——— —— ere — a 

camalig (kii-mii -lig’),». agralog. n the 
Philippine — & warehouse ise storing 
goods ; also a stna!l house or cabin, 

camanchile 
yxes, no pneuma- tree introduced into the Philippines. See 

tocyst or palpons, and with the cormidia or- *kamachiles. 

te, 2, In sodl.: (b) Having the camarasaur (kam‘a-ra-sir), n, 
surface furnished with depressions formed by the genus Camarasaucye. 
the reticulate folding of the skin: —— Camares ware?. 

; sulcus simple; ——— 

ler Ure- used by writers on the Arachnida. 
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(kii-miin-ché‘le), . 

camomile 
the barning of a tuse.— 

Ora, cam 
era in whieh bate oft 
sensitive plates are tnserted 
and exposed in succession. 

Panoramic era. 7 cam 
See panoramic. — Photo- 

a photographic —— a 
in conjunction with a mi- 
croscope, the i of the 
object ander the mrumcope 

ing focused on the sen- 
sitive Pinhole 

raphic 
—— ‘woken a Gia 
fn the front board replaces 
the objective, the rays of 
light being brought to a 
foens on the groand glass or 
sensitive surface and pro- 
ducing an image — Polari- 

A Mexican 

camansi (kii-miin’s4), n. See *ka ‘ 
A member of 

ware. See 
n. 2, A small chamber or cell, as 

in the brain. Kmerson. 
camaron (kii-mii-rén’), n. [Sp., ¢ camaro, 
< L. cammarus, camarus,  sea-crab.) Samo 
as cammaron, [West Indies. 

camarostome (kam’y-ro-stém), n. (Gr. xaydpa, 
& Vault, + erdua, mouth.) Same as labrum: 

cCamass, ".—Poison camass, , the 
death camaaa, Zigadenus ee ae, venenorus, 
severe lowes of sheep in Montana and elsewhere. In 
cases of poisoning, a solutton of permanganate of i" scopic camera, a camers 
and phe Ber of aluminium has been found an ective provided with  polarteling 

. According to some the death camass includes apparatus, wsaally «doute- 
several species. image prism interposed 

Vertical Photomicrographic = 
Camera. the path of the light-niys, 

and teed to investlyate the 
polartention of the light from an object: espectally ased tn 

vestigating the solar corons.— or tro- 
a form of objective mn spectroscope 

{* ich see) consisting of = fmaphic camera with a 
of rather long focus, and a prism or series of prism 

in front of the lena, It js of especial use in —— 
the phenomena of a solar eclipse during the time of tot 
obscuration. — Wi 

cambism (kam‘bizm), ». The theory and 
ractice of exchange. «See cambist, 

dambodian (kam-b6’di-an), a. and n, ſCam · 
bodia + -an,) I. a, Of or pertaining to Cam- 
bodia, a French dependency in southeastern 
Asia. 

II. ». A native of Cambodia. 
cam-box (kam‘boks),». 1, A frame or 
a cam and designed to compel the rod whic 
—— cam aie 7 —— * retarn — of 

e ‘ting lobe.—2. A casing inclosing 
the waa and its rollers in order that copious 
lubrication may be secured by having the cams 

a camera of the size and 

Camerata (kam-g-ra’tii), n. 
pl. [NL., neut. pl. of L. 
cameratus, arched, vaulted.) 
In Wachsmuth and Spring- 
er’s classification of the Cri- 

revolve in a bath of oil. noidea, now generally adopt- 
Ja brit ge cheese, greensand. See *cheese!, ed, the — and cute 
camelet (kare’§- let), #. femmes + -tet.) A ¢ five orders of these or- 

geaisms. It is characterized by 
Ving the lower minal plates in- 

corporated inte the dorsal cup, 
the tegmen vaulted, with mouth 

gem-engraver ; one who cuts or carves Cameos ; 
also, one who is a collector or connoisseur of 
cameos, 

and food-grooves covered, and the 
camel, *.— siraffe-necked camel, a0 ginal opening frequently at the end 
extinct bes of having the neck and leg-bones 2s of a proboseis-like tube ticlosed 
as jose of n giraffe. Remains of itare found inthe bythe free arms These formas oc- 

. sl-back (kam ’el-bak) 1 Af eS ge camel- am" el +e e orm o je sooo in a jon 

steam-boiler, of large water-capacity, in which *20™* * tonsil erinotd, Patelfiert- 
nus leptodactylue (Angelin), of the 

a second drum or shell is placed over the prin- siurtan ayatem, and order Came- 
FPateliorrinns te pts cipal one, somewhat as is done in an elephant- rata, —— —* 

boiler.—2, A form of locomotive euglne in camerate (kam’e-rit), a. an; Gealan : 
which the fire-box hasan unusual width so as [L. cameratus, vaulted: s@@ — Natural size (ater 
to secure a low rate of combustion per square camerate, v.) Same as Hep trl = 
foot of grate. The engineer's cab has to be camerated. 
placed in front of the fire-box, and is somewhat camerated, p. a. 3. Bearing cameras, as the 
in the same relative position on the boilerasis shells of the Cephalopoda, Foraminifera, ete. 
the hump of the camel on its back. camerist (kam‘e-rist), wv. [camera + -ist.) One 
Camelina oil. See *oil, who operates & photographic camera; a pho- 
camel-kneed (kum’el-néd), a. Having ecal- tographer. 
losities on the knees like those of a camel. when a high wind is encountered, the cloth at 
Camels gale. mg 5 —— one on can be battoned ronnd the camers, ancl at the 
came. (ka-mel’in), ». ‘amellia + -in®, around the or camerist. 
GPocoside, CygHgqO 4p (1), found in the seeds of Boston Transcript, Feb. 22, 1000. 

hea (Camellia) Japonica. camfone, n. A simplified spelling of eamphene. 
camelo; a. 8, Leap.) In estron., the con- camfor, rn. A simplified epelling of camphor, 
stellation Camelopardalis or Camelopardus. cam. (kam‘gér), m. gear which is set 

camel-wasp (kam‘el-wosp),n. Anyone ofthe eccentricaliy on the shaft; a gear the outline 
horntails of the genus Viphydria. All have of which is not cireular, 
large heads and long necks. camik (kii’mik), vn. [Eskimo komik, a pair of 
camera, ». 5. A chamber, as of a house, a boots.) A native boot made of soft sealskin, 
mine, ® gun, ete.; any inclosure with a roof. used by the Labrador and New England 
—6. A box-sha evice for viewing tubes whalers. 

Camillus shale. See Salina *beds. 
camino (ki-mé‘né), wn. [Sp.=F. chemin, a 
road.) <A road. 

camisa (kii-mé’sii), 1. [Sp.: see camis, chem- 
oe Ashirt; a chemise; specifically, a waist 
made of pifia, white or dyed, embroidered, 
and with loose sleeves, worn by the native 
women of the Philippine Islands. 

camlee, camly (kum’‘li), ». [Hind, hamli, ¢ 
Skt. dambela.| Same as cum 

camlet-fyt (kam‘let-fli), mw. A 
wings. X. M. D. 

camline (kam‘lin). A. [Shortened from eame- 
lina: see camelina’ and camelineS.) The false 
flax, Camelina sative. 

cam-loom (kam’liim),. Aloom whose heddle- 
shafts are operated by means of cums, 
cammac (kam’ak), vn. <A copper halfpenny 
eurrent in Ireland in the early part of the 
nineteenth century: so called from the name 
of the maker, a proprietor of copper-mines, 
Cammarum (kam‘s-rum), #. (NL. (Hill, 1756), 
€ Gr. wdseuapoc, a kind of aeonite.] * genus of 
dicotyledonous plants of the family Manunew- 

jane « ppcaite chon. — . * 9 

—— pe atlached to a kite for takin lacee. See Eranthis. 
views an elevation. The shutter is operated through camomile, ".— False camomile, Same as *Roltonia. 

containing colored solutions by transmitted 

‘hy with mottled 

Mnocelar Camem, 

Drawlides out, plates exposed, 

light, the eyes being shielded from other light. 
— 7. In zodl., same as — stp. «mi 
ular camera, « photographic camera with two objec 
tives, used in obtaining stercose pictures. — Cyclo- 
Famic camera, a cnners designed to make a complete 
—— picture at one exposnre, This ts accermplishedt 
y means of a mechanism which revolves the camera 

in one direction about a pivet directly below the center of 
the Jens, while the film ts —— — mowed by 



camomile-oil 

(kkam’6-mil-oil),». A light-blue 
volatile oil of strong but pleasant odor, ob- 
tained by the distillation of the flower-heads 
of Roman camomile, Anthemis nobilis, Under 
the influence of light and air it changes to 
greenish and brownish yellow, 
camomile-shark (kam’$-mil-shiirk), mn. A 
British collectors’ name for a noetuid moth, 
Cucullia chamomilla, whose larva feeds on the 
wild camomile or feverfew. 

camote (kii-md’te),n. [Mex. Sp., ¢ Nahuatl 
camotii.} A name in Mexico and other _— 
ish ing countries of the sweet potato, 
Ipomea Batatas. 

camp), r. II, trans. To su excel, or 
outrank (others) in a contest, Compare kemp!], 
{Australia.] 

camp’, n. 4. A musteringtplace for cattle, 
—— lcap.] In the early history of 
ustralian colonization, the name popularly 

ap lied to Sydney, New South Wales, and to 
obart in Tasmania, the British forces being 

stationed in those places. 
It is the old resident— .. . who still calls Sydney... 

the Camp,— that can appreciate these things. 
P, Cunningham, Two Years in New South Wales, I. 70. 

6. A camping-out expedition, as for fishing, 
shooting, recreation, or the like; a camp-out, 

diarrhea. See *fimrrhed.— 
amp a | duties, d police, which , 5 nn ico, © 
devolve * — camp.— Cam’ royal, the poor 
body of an army when ander the direct m of the 

witnemses. Nashe. 
tion — camp in which are collected the hostile 
non-combatants of a hay ny to prevent them from giving 
aid and information to the armexd foroes, 
campagna (kiim-piin’yit), m. [It.: see cam- 
paign, champaign, campania,] 1+. The open 
country; the plain. 

ies through the lk 
Cee eects Seteen, Wake Wea, 
2+, Same as ca ign, n., 2.—Campagna 
— See the —— Cyclopedia of Names. — 

cam a, 5, Amore or less extended trip, 
excursion, or journey for a definite purpose, 
such ax for botanizing or geologizing.—astro- 

campaign. See *®astrophotorraphic, 
campaigned (kam-pind’), p. a. That has 
been sent on or has taken part in military cam- 
paigns: as, an oldsoldier ... campaigned 
‘ to death in the service,” Sterne, Senti- 
mental Journey, 

campanarian (kam-pq-na’ri-an),a. [LL cam- 
panarins, a bell- er (¢L, campana, & bell), 
+ -an,] Pertaining tothe making or the use 

G: : —— k i-an) dm. (ML. am (kam-pa’ni-an), a. and ». . 
Campania, F. Champagne.) I, a, Of or per- 
taining to Campania (modern Champagne): 
applied specifically toa geological formation. 

.. In the extensive — — of the 
Cretaceous system in France and Belgium, the 
uppermost division of the Senonian, equiva- 
lent to the uppermost Cretaceous of Great 
— where the final stage, the Danian, is 
wanting. 
cam (kam‘pa-nist), ». (L. campana, a 
bell, + -ist.] Same as campanologist. 

cam ¢ (kam-pa-nis‘tik), a. Of or per- 
taining to a campanist or to campanology. 
campanologer (kam-pa-nol’é-jér), ». Same as 
campanologist. 

campanological (kam-pa-né-loj‘i-kal), a. Of 
or pertaining to campanology or to campa- 
nologers: as, caompanological literature, 
Campanulales (kam-pan-d-lé’léz), n. pl. (NL. 
(Britton, 1901), <Campannla + -ales.) An 
order of dicotyledonous sympetalous plants, 
regarded as the most highly developed in the 
vegetable kingdom and last to make their ap- 

arance in the geological history of the globe. 
t ts characterized by (merous flowers, the stamens con- 

nivent and frequently united (syngenesious). It contains 
the families Cuewrbitacer, Campanulaces, Goodeniaces, 
Condotleaces, Calyceraces, Cichoriacem, Ambrosiacesr, 
and Asteraces. ey are chiefly herbs, bat occnsionally 
shrubs, and occur in all warm and tem regions. 
campanular (kam-pan’t-liir), a, [NL. *cam- 
panularis, (ML. campanula, a bell: see cam- 
panula,] Same as campanniate, 
campanulated (kam-pan'i-lit-ed), a. (Same as 
— ke , ( , 
campant {kam-pan’i-lin), 9. [campannla 
+ — Abasic coal-tarcolor: same as *nvus · 
caring, 2. 
campanulous (kam-pan’d-lus), 4. 
campanulate, 

Camper's angle. Same as facial angle of 
Camper. See craniometry, 

Same as 
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pesteiaa, . IT. an. JA hi 
va on proposed by * te —— 
of the arid or western province of North 

amphane (kare-tin’), ». (camphor) + ane am-fin’), ». [oamph(or ane, 
A ey ig rong hydrogarbon, C)gHyg, known 
only by its derivatives. It is assumed to be 
constituted by the substitution of two hydro- 
gen atoms for the oxygen atom of camphor. 

¢ (kam-fan‘ik), a. [camphane + 
Derived from eamphane.—Camphanic 

the lactone or anhydrid, CypllygOg, of hydroxy. 
camphoric acid. It is formed by the oxidation of camn- 
Phoric acid, or by treating, bromecamphoric anhydrid with 

. It melts at 201° 
phene) camphene, nr. 1, Dextrocamphene (anstracan 

and levecamphene (terecam i) are imade by heating 
oll of turpentine, satura! with hydrochloric-acid gas, 
with aleoholic potash, They are crystalline and melt at 
51-62" C. They rotate plane-potarized light in opposite 
directions. Jnactice a-camphene is similar to the 
ceding, but it is optically inactive and melts at 47° C.— 
Borneo or camphor cam: camphene 
made from camphor or from ordinary camphor. 
It melts at 525-4" C., and ts optically inactive. When 
fused it is dextrorotatory. 

camphidone (kam’fi-dén), m. [eamph(or) + 
-idl + -one.) A erystalline compound, 

CeHy, ¢ Gy,» NH, obtained by the electrolytic 
reduction of camphoric imide in acid solution, 
using a lead cathode. It has a faint odor like 
that of camphor and melts at 220° C. 

camphoid (kam’foid), n. <A thick colorless 
liquid obtained b dissolving 1 part of gun- 
cotton (pyroxylin) in ® saturated alcoholic 
solution of 20 parts of camphor. It dries 
rapidly, leaving a thin elastic film when ap- 
lied to the skin, and is used as a vehicle for 
annie acid, jiodoform, ete. 

prs gg ee ge n. [eamphol + 
pre A hydrocarbon, CoH;,, obtained by 
the decomposition of campholenic acid. It is 
an oil which boils at 134° C. and has an odor 
like * vr’ turpentine, 
campholenic (kam-fo-len‘ik), a. [campholene 
F ae) ——* “ie or derived pon ipa cam- 
t: olene > as, campholenie ack -Alpha-cam o· 

an aeld. U, oby 
the reir —* < pars at * este — 

cam 
ic 

on camphoroxime It is an off which boils at 256" (,— 
-campholeni¢c acid, an isomeric compound ob. 

tained by —— the &-nitrile which i formed by the 
action of a aa on auitrile. It melts at 63° C, and 

campholid, campholide (kam‘fol-id), ». [cam- 
ha + -id.] Avrystalline compound, CgH), 

< eile > O, obtained by the oxidation of cam- 

phor. It melts at 211° C. 
campholytic (kam-fo-lit'ik), a. [camph(or) + 
—— a ig from camphor by an 
electrolytic method.—Alpha-campholytic acta, 
an acid obtained In ite spticate eae form by the decom- 
peaition of dihydroamine-campbolytic acid with ultroas 
acid. It is an oil which boils at 240-242" (.— Beta-cam- 
pt * acid, an isomer which melts at 183° C. and bolls 
al 
camphor, *.—Anemone camphor, a crystalline snb- 
stance * 9 sermons poleatille, It * a trong, 

‘ent occ nt decom HoT Taree: in! 

—— —— — —— — * 2 
a⸗⸗urin. ⸗· Baroaina camphor, Same as wi ee 
— Tr. Sane at Berney comphor.—Bacha 
camphor, Same aa —— — cam) . 
Same as cedrene camphor (which see, ander camphor), — 

camphor, « thick. somewhat pungent, coborless 
quid resulting when eyual parts of ch! hydrate nod 
camphor are mixed. Upon additten of water, camphor 
is thrown vat of solution. It is used externally for neu- 
ralgia land internally as a nerve sedative. Colophene 
camphor, 4 crystalline compound, Cy lH) sO, resembling 
Borneo camphor, which separates from that portion of 
the product of the action of sulphuric acid on turpen- 
tine which is volatilized with steam.—Cubeb camphor, a 
colorless, crystalline compoand, Cy) HggO, which separates 
from old of cubeb on refrigeration.— Inactive eam 

a substance obtained by mixing equal parts of dex- 
or ordinary camphor amd levo-campher in alcoholic 

solution, or by oxidizing inactive camphene and berneot. 
Tt melts at 1740" —— c or. Samo as alent 
caipher (which see, under camphor.-Ledum cam- 
phor, a colorless, feebly dextrorotatory, aleoholic sesqui- 
terpene, Cy, ligg0, contained in oll-of-Labrador tea from 

um uetre, Lin. It lizes in long needles, 
melts at 14-106" ©, and boils at 262-250 C.—Matico 
camphor, « white, nearly odorless, crystalline compound, 
Cyglyo9, which separutes from matioo-cil, obtained from 
Piper eagest(felium It melta at C.— Mentha cam- 
por. Same as neentiet,— Patchoull cam! A Ae 
ormerly applied to patchoul! alcetol,— urim cam- 
phor, an wWeoresin, consisting mainly of laurostearin, 
which is found in Picharim beans Also called Pichunm 
fat. Pyrethrum camphor, Same as ®pyrethrin.— 

camphor, a term first applied to a stenroptene 
which Geotfroy separated from oil of sage in 172 It fa 
now applied to « borneo-like substance which is derived 
from and probably aleo existe in ofl of sage, Sadewe offe- 
inalia,— camphor, an aromatic, colortess Mynid 
resulting when 2 of camphor are intimately mixed 
with 50 parts of salol and warmed : a stimulating antisep- 
tic.— Sandalwood camphor, « compound, CyylHgyy, 

camp-robber 
contained in the of] of sandalwood. It melts at LO4-105" C. 

phor, s tern rmietimes applied to thymal. 
camphorated (kam‘fo-ri-ted), p.a. Impreg- 
nated or treated with camphor. 

camphor-glags (kam‘for-glis), 1. A small glass 
tube filled with a solution of camphor or other 
chemicals and hermetically sealed so that nei- 
ther hygrometric nor barometric changes can 
affect it. The camphor becomes focculent at low tem- 
peratures and dissolves at high temperatures, so that the 
camphor-giass is essentially a thermoscope or crude ther- 
motmeter. 

camphorid (kam‘fo-rid),». A yellow, erystal- 
line compound, CygHjo0, + HeO, found in 
galangal root. It melts at 209° eZ 

cam: (kam ‘fo-riz), v. &; pret. and pp. 
camphoriced, ppr. camphorizing, To impreg- 
nate or medicate with camphor: as, campho- 
rized tincture of opium, 
camphorous (kam‘for-us), a. [camphor + 
-ous.) Camphor-like; resembling camphor: as, 
& camphorous smell. 
camphory (kam‘for-i), a. [camphor + -y1.] 
Somewhat camphor-like. 

cam lamine (kam-fil-am‘in), ». [camphy! + 
amine,| A base, C)gH,7N Ho, formed by the re- 
duetion of eampholenic nitrile. It isan oil which 
boils at 106° C. 
cam (kiim-pi-liin’), n. [Tagalog.] In the 
Philippine Islands, a sword of the Tagalogs, 
having a straight single-edged blade, a broad 
back, and a triangular point. 
Campil beds, See *hed!, 
compimeter (kam-pim‘é-tér), mn. [L. campus, 
field, + Gr. pérpov, measure. ] i papehel 
& vertical or b ‘i 
horizontal 
sereen forthe 
mapping, in 
lane pro— 
ection, of 
the area of 
the blind 
spot of the 
eve, therange 
of ecolor-sen- 
sitivity of 
the retina, 
ete, The cam. 

tl 

rimeter as 
plane-table is to 
the theodolite. 

campimetry 
(kam -pim‘e- 
tri), »m. In 
psychol., the : 
mapping, in ; @ 
plane projee- 
tion, of reti- 
nal zones or 
areas ; the use 
of the campimeter. 
Psychol., I, ii. 17, 
Campinian (kam-pin‘i-an), a. [F. Campine, 
Flem., Kenpenleat, in ee or ae 
taining to Campine (see the etymology).—Cam- 

in gee, a division of the Quaternary 
posite of Belgium. 

campit (kiim-pét’), n. 
Luzon, & short knife. 

cam-plate (kam‘plit), ». A plate having an 
irregular outline whiclr gives an irregular mo- 
tion to the elements which it drives: a plate 
having projections on its face which act as 
cams; a cam, 
camp-marshalt (kamp’miir’shal), s. An of- 
ficer who supervised the camp or quarters of an 
army; 4 quartermaster-general, 
Campobello yellow. Same as *chryseinic acid, 
cam an (kam-po'dé-an), a. [Campodea + 

-un,] Resembling or belonging to the genus 
Campoden, 
campodeiform (kam-p$-dé‘i-form), a. Resem- 
bling the thysanurous insects of the genus Cam- 
podea or family Campodeda (which see). 
cam d (kam-pé'dé-oid), a. [Canrpodea + 
-oid.) Sume as *campoderform. A. 8. Packard, 
Text-book of Entom., p. 600. 

campoo (kam-pii’), x. [Hind. hampi, ¢ Pg. 
campo, acamp: seecamp?.] 1, Acamp,— 2}. 
A brigade of native Mahratta troops drilled 
and commanded by European officers. [Anglo- 
Indian, 

camp-robber (kamp‘rob*ér), ». A local name 
of the Canada juy, Perisorews canadensis. 

The Hering Campimeter with Colot-miser. 

@. Campimeter screen: 4, eye rest: ¢. disks 
mounted on colonmiser, which may be ror 
sated by bamd (a) vf foot fe). 

E. B. Titchener, Exper. 

{Tagalog canpit.} In 



camp-shed 

camp-shed (kamp’shed), v. t. Tofaceorbank can. An abbreviation (a) of canon; () of where It opens by 4 minute pore,—Canal rays. 
up with piles and planks, as the soft bank of a 
river, the foot of an embankment, ete.; pro- 
tect by piles and planks. See camp-sheathing. 
cam 0," See *camshoch, 
camptodrome (kamp’to-drom), a, (Gr, xaurrdc, 
curved, + -dpouor, ¢ dpaueivy, run.) Having a 
curved course: said of the nerves of a leaf, 
See wervation (a) (2), with eut (Fig, 1), 

cam mous (kamp-tod’r$-mus), a, Same 
as *camptodrome. 

camptonite (kamp'ton-it), ». [Campton, a 
township in the Pemigewasset valley, New 
Hampshire, + -ite2.] In petrog., a name given 
by Kosenbusch (1887) to certain porphyries 
and aphanitic rocks composed of abundant 
hornblende and lime-soda feldspars, with 
auite and sometimes biotite. When porphyritic 
the —— are chietly hornblende, with suburdinate 
biotite and augite, The feldspar is confined to the 
ground-miass, und is geperally andesine or a more cabele 
variety, Camptonite usually occurs in dikes. 
Camptosaurus (kamp-to-si‘rus), vn. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. xayrrép, curved, + caipec, a lizard.) A 
genus of extinct iguanodont dinosaurian rep- 
tiles, of great size, found in the Upper Juras- 
sic rocks of Colorado aud Wyommg and also 
in England. The genus had short cervical ribs, 
— tyan dorsal vertebros, the sacrals not ankylowed, 
one Larne pendent inner fourth trochanter of femur, IL 
* bed by Marah, 

camptotrich (kamp’té-trik), n. [Gr. xaumrde, 
bent, + Gpis (rHex-), a A bony, branched, 
jointed, dermal fin-ray of the Diproi. £. 8. 
Goodrich, Quart. Jour, Micros. Sci., March, 
194, p. 486, 

Oampylaspid# (kam-pi-las’pi-d6),». pl, (NL., 
< Campylaspis + -ide.] A family of sessile- 
eyed crustaceans having a strongly vaulted 
carapace, which sometimes partly overarches 
some of the free segments of the trunk, and 
notelson. ‘The typical and sole genus is 
Campylaspis, 
Campylaspidid# (kam‘pi-las-pid‘i-dé), n. pl. 

NL., ¢ Campylaspis (aspid-) + -idx.] Same as 
Canpulacpide. 

Campylaspis (kam-pi-las‘pis), m. (NL-, ¢ Gr. 
kaurizoc, bent, + acxq, shield.) The typical 
ag of the family Campylaspide, Sars, 
365. 

campylodrome (kam’pi-lé-drém), a. (Gr. xau⸗· 
rivoc, bent, + -dpowoc, ¢ dynyeeiv, run.] Curv- 
ing gently outward and inward from the base 
to the apex of a leaf: said of nerves. See 
nerration (a) (10), with ent (Fig. 9), 

campylodromous (kam-pi-lod‘roé-mus), a. 
Same us *eaupylodrome, 

campylograph (kam-pil’é-graf),#, (Gr. say 
sever, bent, + ymigeer, write. J An instrument 
designed for drawing geometric figures and 
algebraiv curves. 
Campyloncuron (kam “pi-lo-nii’ron), n. (NT. 
(Presl, 1896), <¢ Gr. neari2o¢, arched, + vetper, 
nerve, from the character of the nervation.] 
A genus of polypodiaceous ferns, related to 
Polypordiam, In most of the species the froma ave 
simple, Hiear-lenceolate or somewhat elliptical, Foto 4 
fout bong, the parulel primary velie being connected by 
numerous transverse velna, with ome or several ove- 
suriferoas, excurrent, free veinlets incluited within cach 
areal. The genus is essentially middle American. C. 
Phythtidés and C. anguatifotewm ooour in Florida. 

campylorhynchous (kam pi-lo-ring ‘kus), a, 
{Gr. noyrinog, curved, + ji) yor, m snout.) 

aving a curved snout or mandible, as some 
extinet saurians. 

({kam-shii'éhl), r. f=. [Also cam- 
shauckel ; ¢ coon? + Se. shackle, distort.) To 
twist out of shape; distort; make crooked. 
[Scotch.] 

ell (kam‘xhel), mw. [Also camshall ; 
origin not ascertained.) Cuttlefish- bone. 
[Orkney and Shetland Islands.) 

camsho, . See *camahoch, 
camshoch (kam’sho¢h), a. [Also camsheugh, 
camsho, ete.; (cam? + -xhoch, perhaps < AS, 
aceoh, skew (cf. Se. sharchile, shochle, distort); 
see skew!,] 1, Camshachled: erooked; de- 
formed.—2. Perverse; contrary. [Seoteh in 
both uses.) 

camsin, 1, See khamsin. 
camstone (kam‘ston), 7, 1. A term used in 
Seotland for a common compact, whitish lime- 
stone.—2, A white or bluist-white clay used 
for whiting purposes on hearths, door-steps, ete. 

Can you? in Huy. —— when one side is within 2 
points of game, and either jer bolts 2 honors, the 
conventional question asked by him of his partner, mean- 
ing, ‘Have you a third?’ Lf he has the two partners win 
the came—Can you ons? Satine as #can yous 

can?, 7. 4. A chimney-pot. 
&.—13 
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canta; (¢) of cantores, 
ashes, See *ash?. 

Canadian, «. 2. In Amer. geol., noting a pe- 
riod which includes the epochs of the ealeifer- 
ous sandrock (Beekmantown limestone) and 
the Chazy limestone, and constitutes the ear- 
liest time-division of the Silurian: it also 
notes the rock-formations of this period.— 
Can blue-grass, skipper. See *Wue-yrass, 
Rakippert, 

canadine{kan‘a-din),n. [Canad(ensis)+ -ine2.) 
A —— alkaloid, CoplH;04N, found in 
amall amounts in Hydrastiy Canadensis. It 
melts at 132,.5° C., and is related in structure 
to berberine. 

canadol (kan’a-dol), n. A trade-name —— 
olene or pce ether having a boiling- 
point of 7 

(kin-ya-fis’ti-li), », (Sp. adap- 
tation of the botanical name.J A name ap- 
pee in Guam and the Philippine Islands, and 
m other tropical countries settled by the 
Spanish, to the purging cassia (Cassia fistula), 
See Cassia, 1, and cut. 

o (kan’aij), x. [cane?, n., #-age.) 1. In 
Scotland, the payment of rent in_ kind (now 
discontinued), or the amount so paid,—2, The 
exaction of the tax or duty culled cane: as, 
the canage of wool or hides.” See cane®, 

canaglia (ki-nf‘lyi), nm. [It.] Same as *ca- 
naille, 3. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. tb. 

(ka-nii’gwi), ». A shiny earth of 
voleani« origin found in certain South Amer- 
fean localities. Also called koth, 

m. Itis native on the and plains from Texas 
toy California, and bas become prominent as a commercial 
source Of tannin, The tuberous roots contain about 35 

Canaagte (Rwies Aye ave pels), 

Plant, omeeighth natural vec, Peuit. three-fourths nawueal size. 

per cent. of tannic ach $ These had long heen utilized by 
The Mexicans as a medocine wid for tanning anddleleather 
when ah export trade in User Was started, at Girt in balk, 
then as dried chips, then as extract, The natural supply 
being insufficient, cultivation with irrigation has n 
Undertaken on a lance se 

canaille,n. 3, A pack (as of hounds): as, the 
whole canaille of miscreants; a canaille (or 
canaplia) of poltroons. 

canall,n. 6. A long, narrow arm of the sea 
———— far inland: as, Lynn canal, Port- 
and canal, ete,— in tned., m canal 
found in scime Gasteropeda, for example Almria, extent 
tie fro the anterior peristome > caused by an tibending 
of the margin aid serving for the lodgement of the siphon 
— 's a canal ja he Petros portion of the 
temporal bone through which paases Arnold's nerve, — 

Same as Acpatic dre! (which sec, under 
duet). —— msacanals, Sev #erlciferow.— 
of Same as devefus Botellée,—Canal of Cuvier, 
Same us ductor Cucieri.-- Canal of Perrein, a channel 
fortned betweee the res. of the eyelids, when closed, and 
the eyvball,—Canal a ininute communtea- 
tion between the dactus cochlearis and the secculus in 
the teembrancis La) nth of the ear: also called cammfis 
renniens, Laarer, in certain platyhelmintha, 
acanal leading from the uviduet to the dufmal surface, 

canal 
See 

*row!.—Canals of Mars, certain tong, narrow dark lines 
pon the surface of the planet discovered be | Schiaparelli 
in At one time they Were Imagined by sume tu 
be actanl Their rea) veateire is quite 
bnknown, hausem. (@) The ays 
tem of canals ttt Ue cornea. (4) The juice-canals or ulti- 
mate radicals of the lymph-vosels—Canals of Schia- 

Sehinparetlian canala. Seo #eanale of Mare.— 
anal system. (a) In corals, the network of canals 

permeating the poruas Gece and — the cavities of 
the various zoOkde in commninication with ope another. 
2 In sponges, all of the cavities of the y, taken col- 
bra hen —— aoe — of —— which — 
I spore from the time they enter at the pores an 
they [or out at the cacitlam,—Catapoph anal. 
See tapophy nal. tal 
tiedwee, canals which, in olt spec! 
grow backward from the ctica 

ictal canna 

© through the 
in medusesls of the 

Hydromeduse, «canal which runs arvand Use ciroumfer: 
ence of the hell and communicates with the wastric cavity 
through the four in} canala.— canal samc 
ab cyetic duct (which under a. ~ Dorsal canal, 
in the arms of crinoids, the canal in which lies the nerve 
known as the axial cord.— (@) The canal 
In the Vertebrate tail inckosed by the bemal ridges on the 
ventral side of the perichurdal tabe. The bemal canal 
contains the caudal artery and caudal vein, ant in sume 
of the lower vertebrates also a vi 0 Of Che postanal wut, 
See hemal eacity. ()) A channel which passes through the 
series of hemal arches beneath the backbone of a — 
nfundibular canal, in certain ctenophorais, a tube 

leading from the infundibulum te the aboral pole where 
it branches and opens to the exterior through excretory 
pores.— Jacobeon’s canal, a canal in the petross portion 
of the temporal bowe giving passage to Jacobane: 6 herve, — 
J minute chaunela in the connective tis- 
sie, believed to constitute the ultimate ridicals of the 
—— vꝓaum. Laurers canal, in tremotes· « 

| paired or unpaired canal, of univtermlned function, 
opening externally in the dorsal middle tine by a ininute 
ore or laterally Qiroagh two warts on the sides of the 

y, and internally inte the oviduct, where it Joins the 
yolk-ducta, or into the —— near this —— 
nuary canal. Same as medullary cavity (b)— - 
fonal canal, in ctenuphorins, one of the branches of 

Mendioaal Camal, Mormerphora pions, diagrammatic langue 
inal ith and transwene (A> sections. The cutesierin es du 
endoderm strated, the meseyclira black, anit the muscular a 
temiacies pray, 4, mendionad canal; & dtedradil canals 
racdeal tanal 3 of. preradea! canal: ¢aintundstularcanals /, st 
caunls gy temacular canal; &, tentaculan sheath) 4. muuth 

tache . 4, Sweltnmtg plate. d steemcalucuin: mr. senseoungan : 
loey perc; o intundihules (lawn Varker and Iaswell + 

cxy. > 

re 
~Zolb 

the enteric system extending upward and downward bee 
neath the corresponding «wimming-plate.— Nutrient 
canal Same as Maverean canal.—O ic or par- 

the channel focmed, after complete dalae 
tation of the aa, by the cavity of the uterus wud the 
vagina. — acanal lending from the pr 4 ot 
the proboscis. collar, or other part of the body of Adeto 
ehorda aud opening to the exterior by a pore,— Palp- 
canal, the canal which runs through the rowt of a tooth 
wid gives jousmure te the nerves and blood-vessels of the 
pulp-cavity.— Radial canal, (1) In echinoderms, one 

of the nquiferous canals 
Tunning from the cir. 
citioural water-conal to 
the tube-feet. “yin 
sponges, ote the 
canals which are con- 
Unions wath Ue purn ⸗ 
wustele cavity, as be 
tinguished from an in- 
current canal. ~ Sen- 
sory any of the 
Herts Cules foil 
just beneath the skim 
of fishes, as the lateral 
Tine canal, They cote 
tain perve-endtigs and 

b are usually filled with 
maces Proce, Zool, Soc. 
London, 1887, p, 271 
— Serous canals. 
Some aa puiceowcanala 

ets 

| ETHEL 

FITETE Id 
ti} 

Ye c 
Ih cheroplionens, one of 

& the two canals given off 
i by the perradial canals 

aml passing: down ward, 
parallel to and in close 

Railial Canal, Syeow velarinorum, a Contact with the stomo- 
Portion Mighily maguifel, one cylin- daeum.— Subtentacu- 
der ithat to the right) Pesected bonys 
suilinally to show Use Cemteal para ay 
tric carrly opening on the catenor by 
the osculum, and the position of Ose 
incetrent and radial canals; the former 
tuihcased by the black hands, ihe lat 
ter Goited. 4 marks the position af 
theee wl the greupsed inhalent pores at 
the ceger ends of the jecurrest Camals: 
a. theusculum. throm Parkerasd Naw 
well's * Luvlage. "y 

lar canal, in critoids, 
one of a palr of canals, 
Powongations of the 
eculom into the arts 
aad pinnules, separated 
from each other =A a 
median septum ander- 
lying Che ambolacral 
grove. - tacular 



canal 

canal. (@) See fentacular. (6) In ctenc herane, « branct cancan (kan’kan),v.i.; pret. and pp. cancanned, —— (kan‘sér-drops), u. pi. 
pan Te canal extending into the 

tentacle. —Tymp: canal, Same —— * 
weanel. Vestibular Same as wreyenital aims 
— Volkmann's canal, one of the nutrient canals in the 

layeraf bone which does not form the center of 
a Haversian system. 

[canal + -age.) 1. canalage (ka-nal’aj), nr. 
Canals as & means of toamaportation.— 3. 
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r. cancanning, [cancan, n.) To perform 
Me dance known as the cancan (which see). 

n, 4, An order canceling or counter- 
manding a previous order. 
wens order is fairly executed it isa rare thi 

Manchester Examiner, 
to receive 

aco 12, 1584. 

candle 

Same as 

—— (kan’ sérd),a, Affected witha cancer. 
a lordship mast have taken notice of a paragraph m 
—— with regard to the application of tends to 3 

— Hist, Fishes, Reptiles, Insects, p. 214. 

p (kan‘sér-jal’ap), m, The poke- 
Canal dues.—3. The cost of transportation — tt (a) In printing, to mark on weed, J hytolacca Americana. 
by canal. 

[ 
whi 

boat scales, an arrangement 
makes it possible to welgh a canal- 

See *cell. 
[canal + 

‘of a canal-loc! 
boat, 

canal-cell (ka-nal’sel), . 
canaler, canaller (ka-nal’ér), 1 
-erl.] we A eanal-boat. 

At the wharf-boat were ome or two dim lanterns, and 
near the bow of each caneler waa a lantern of uncertain 
hue, but intended to be white. 

The Century, Aug., 1887, p. 487. 

2. One employed on a canal-boat or engaged 
in the business of canal transportation. 

After making a tour of the water front with Captain ©, 
the eenailer, Mr. C. announced that he wor 
call a meeting of maritime —— end week to frame a 
a ee Legialata: 

. Times, dune 29, 1905, 

canalete (tl ni-li’taé), ». [Venezuelan.) 
Same as 

conaiionionion (us kan-a-lik’a-la ‘shon), m A 
or chambered formation. 

(ka-nal’i-kal),». [L. canaleulus, a 
small channel.) A small canal. 

canaliculization (kan-g-lik’i-li-xi’shon), » 
[canahenlus + -ize + -ation.) The formation 
of canaliculi in ea ** constituting the 
preliminary stage of tion. 

tubule of Henle; 
Stat part ot a aititeres'tubule whlch bends tpon it- 

canaliform (ka-nal’i-form), a. (L. canalis, a 
canal, + forma, form.} Having the form of 
a canal or of a tube, 

can un, 3. In newrol., figuratively, 
the formation or opening of a path of nervous 
conduction or nervous discharge. 
a conditions, the stimulation may strike 

paths withits the central substance; we may ae · 
cording Paeaignate this A effect ot 8 — 

Lien to direst ted mp at : 
a —— —2 

Wandt (trans), Physiol, Paychot, p. 100. 

In 43 drainage by means of artificially 
formed annela "witheat the insertion of 
tubes. 

v. I, tntrans, To form a channel 
or —— Rg Med. Handbook, IT, 255. 

—— 
canapés’ (tantra), . pl. [F., lit. ‘eano- 
— + gee ca Natrow slices of * 
read toasted or fried in bot fat or dip 

melted butter, browned in the oven, then 
covered with a seasoned mixture of cheese, 
ham, sardines, or anchovy and served hot. 

canard (ka-vird’), v. 4. [F. canarder, “ping 
duck, false report: see ‘canard, n.) 1. To 
fly or float 74 or circulate as a earl or 
false report: certain stories canarding 
about the hotels —2. To imitate or produce 
the pre epee harsh “7 of the duck, as an un- 

ed player on a —— 

XxxIII. 
Right before the window . 

canarding on a clarionet, ieee wr’ he 

canary. I. ». 8. In Australia, a name of 
—— ochrocephala, & relative of the lyre- 

— of canary-birds of 
reer rg rel chicky for wae having & 

of canary-birds pte from 1 eae wick canary, ved for 
size and color rather than for song, ere are three ¥a- 
rieties, the clear yellow, the variegated, and the crested. 

IL. a.— Canary erchil. 5 See #archit. 
canary-grass, » reed canary-graas (also called 

is widely 3— in wet places over the 
northern hemisphere. In the northwestern United States 
it is called on — ite —— effect 
on horses. which, however, is Diy due to ergot with 
which it is infested. The: ern or American canary- 

Paaterse Corctintons, ranging the Southern 
fitates to California, is regarded in the Eastern States aa 
valuable for winter and spring pasture, This, or a form 
with an inflorescence a ng much tike J’Afeumn, le 
called or A timothy. The Dlue ot pai parple 
canary-grmas ris amethystina, ⸗ native Califor 
nian species of moderate value, 2, ininor and . para- 
doza are Mediterranean species introduced into iT 
fornia, 

canary-vin e (ka-na’ri-vin), », [Supposed to 
have been brought from the Canary Islands.] 
The climbing fumitory, Adlumia fungosa, See 
Adlumia, 

canaut, kanaut (ka-ndt’), ». [Hind., Ar. 
andt,| The side of a tent, or of a canvas 
closure. Yule and Burnet!. (Anglo-Indian.] 

copy or proof —— or lines that are to be 
omitted). (b) In bookbinding, to, destroy (a 
leaf or section that is to be ent rely suppressed), 

cancelable, cancellable (kan ‘sel-a-bl), a. 
That may be canceled; capable of being can- 
celed, croased out, or rendered null or void, 

canceleert, v.i. 2. Figuratively, toturn aside; 
digress. 

(kan ‘sel-ing-pres’), u. A 
machine for defacing the stamps on letters or 
postal matter in order to prevent their re-use, 

cancellation, x. 3. In gastropods, the system 
of prereeeilus ridges on the surface of the 
shel 

Of the ten or twelve examples 7 have examined, = 
only the epidermis; this ts fuscoua, cov 

whole su: and emitting a bristle at tt 
in on the three spiral ribs, viz. at the point of 
junction with the concellations, 

Pree. Zool, Soe. London, 1901, IL, 361, 

n, 3. The term cancer, aa ly em- 
Ployed, clades those new growths which certain 
attributes that render them dall, a to life, 
and which are therefore called madi Malignant 
tumors growby intiltration and of the sarroand. 

pa of cancerous tumors are recognized : the 
carcinoma’ ny trie cancers, and the sarcomata. The 
fundamental difference between these two Ix the fact that 
— — — * the ban ating tissmes of the body, 
we the connective tlasues, 
This difference in 3 yep ives rise to certain structural 
characteristics ich enablo the microscopist readily to 
distinguish ay ~ from the other, Carcinoma is rare 
before the thirty; it is somewhat commoner tn 
women than in men; and it is most often seen in the 
ute stomach. Sarcoma is a disease 
of early adult life, is more prone to attack men than wo- 
men, and is y found in the subcutanoous tissue, 
beny stractures, and Iymph-nodes. Carcinoma is con. 
veyed from one of the body to another Uuroagh the 
in phatic vessels, sarcoma by way of the blocxt-streans, 

spite of an enormous amount 
this subject, the ssf here cates of cancer is still anknown. 

Jocal injury have all been —— aa factors 
—— but without arrivi 
tainty. fg gee Len 
tumors to the 

i growth of cells Although 1 that govern ongh it ay 
cancer —— a somewhat in frequen sey, the povoent- 
age of cures ts Increasing much more — ? owing to the 
eariler ions which are 

hope of acure; bat the employment of the X · ra 
or other form of radioarti vity has 7 number of instances _ 
SF excellent resulta. 

. Figuratively, a moral or social evil likened 
to a cancer in its malignant character and cor 
roding tendency: as, “sloth is a cancer,” Bp. 
Ken.— Actnous cancer, a malignant growth originating 
in the epithelium af 5* — ~ Aroolar cancer. 
Same as concer.—Calma of Cancer, See *ealml. 
— en 
cuirasse — CANCE, 4 superficial selrrhous can- 
cer involving a wide area of “the anterior chest-wall : s 
resembles remotely a shield.— Cancer 
Galen's *®bandage, Cell canoer, oerebriform 
cancer, Same as ¢ halt cancer, — 

cancer, epithelioma of the scrotum. ~~ Chon- 
cancer, # ac cancer having a texture 

like that of cartilage. Cylinder-cell cancer. Same as 
indroma.— Cyutic cancer. Same as colloid cancer.— 

cancer, malignant papilloma—-Epithelial 
CAnCEer, « mall nant growth originating in amu⸗ OF 
cy lindrical epithelium ; epithelionma. — Pungous cancer, 
Same as fururice hematodes.— Glandular cancer. Same 
aa adenocarcinoma and adenoearcoma.— Green cancer, 
Same as chlorome.—Hard cancer, Saine as ecirrhnee,— 

id cancer, Same as fungus Aematoder.— 
Mucous ape 4 Be colloid cancer. Papillary 
cancer, t ant papillotisa,— 
Same —— and 
— Same as rodent *®ulcer. Soft cancer. 

encephaloil concer.— Spider cancer, a *5* ot — 
by a central red area with red lines radiating from 

rae It is not of a cancerous or malignant mature, Also 
called apider nervus.— Tubular cancer. Same as cylin- 
droma, 

cancer (kan‘sér), r,t. To corrode or eat into, 
in the manner and with the steadily destructive 
persistency of a cancer. 

Other things advance saltum — they do not silentl 
cancer their way cuwarda f r 

De Quincey, Works, ITL 280. 

e standpoint of the pathologist O. 

G Ky, climate, food, race, social con- C&D 

cancer-nest (kan’s¢r-nest),m. A rounded mass 
of concentrically arra cells found in cer- 
tain cancerous growths. 
The second in the finding of cancer neste in the stomach 

contents ; but several of skoald be found before a 
positive agnosis is made. 

Med. Record, Feb. 14, 1008, p. 230. 

cachexia. See *cacheria, 
cancer-} te (kan‘sér-par‘a-sit),. A gen- 
eral name, of no classificatory: value, given by 
different observers to various bodies found in 
or among the cells of cancerous growths, on 
the supposition that they were parasitic organ- 
isms and the cause of the — 

cancer-serum (kan‘sér-sé"rum), ». An anti- 
toxic serum me, posed to be curative of cancer, 

A et cancha (kiin‘e nm, pero (of Peru and 
Bolivia) cancha ard, cattle-yard, church- 
— ete, (Tschudi). An inclosure for cattle, 

Para (kang’krit),». [L. cancer, a crab, + 
-ite2.) A fossil crab or other crustacean, or a 
fossil body resembling a crab, 

. Cancro,interj. [It.] An imprecation meaning 
originally ‘the cancer (take you)!’ 

Canero! What, thy husband's bed? 
Chayanan, Widow's Tears, vi 1 

rpuscles. Same as *cancer-nests. 
c.and b. Incricket, an abbreviation of caught 
and bowled, a phrase applied to the batsman 
when he is caught out by the bowler. 

can , Me The luminescence of ra- 
dionctive substances; autoluminescence. The 
Reader, May, 1904. 

Candia See *carrot. 
candicans (kan‘di-kanz),», [L., ppr. of can- 
dicare, be whitish, ¢ candere be white: see 
candent, candid. ] ‘Same as al icane. 

eandid, a. 4, Pure; clear; fair. 
Where does the figment touch her candid fame? 

Browning, Ring and Book, ix. 475. 

didate, ». 2. One who seeks or ie an aspir- 
ant for poo other than office or prefer- 
ment: #8, a can te for literary fame; ‘a 
candidate of heaven,” Dryden, 
And whether the happiness of a candidate for literary 

fame be pot subject to the same uncertainty, 
Jokneon, Rambler, No. * 

34. A member of the white-robed body- 
of the Roman emperors, established qs 337 
A. D. by Gordianus the Younger. Blount. 

candier (kan‘di-ér), n. One who candies. 

candil (kin-dél’), wn. [Sp., a lamp, ¢ Ar. gandil, 
a lamp, < L. candéla, » candle: see candle.) 
In the West a a Spanish name of the 
flame-colored fish My tis jacobus, of the 
family Holocentridx, e name is also applied 
to the common red soldier-fish or squirrel-fish, 
Holocentrus ascensionis, 

can-disk (kan‘disk), n. In cotton-manuf., the 
revolving plate on Which a sliver-can is placed 
as * the coiler-motion. 

See standard *eandie.— Composite 
*58 < two materials of different fusibility, as 

id from tallow and stearin from cooosnat- 
(which 
cand) le 

to 

=. 
—e— 

= 

rt te Ve is applied chic! 
Perera Of lighting tapers. oF apllie, und the smal 
cundlos used on Christmas trees, and for these ateartc acid 

phofom,, a standard of light sometimes used in the com- 
partaon of dissimilar light-sources. It consists of a stand. 
= bay the mays from which pase through a screen of 

glass. —Hemispherical candle, a unit of light- 
fax’ in whieh the source is a standard candle and the anit 
of solid angle is the angle subtended by a bemmisphere. 
The British hemispherical candle is is apprecimately 3 7.14 
lamend The term is sometioes used as the equivalent 
ot mean hemispherical intensity, in which case mean 
Tadius vector of the surface of hemispherical distribution 
ismmennt, See #illumination,—I candle, a —_ 
in which bodine has been intermixed with the 

ftin, so that as the candle barns the dising 3 vapor 
of iodine ia given off.— Medicated candle, a candle 
nuade frum combustible material to which some'sal 



candle 
auch as lodine or eucalyptus-oll, has been added, in order 
to evoke disinfectant vapor when the candle Is burned in 
a sick-room.-- Munich candle, See standard #oandle, 
— candle, a photometric camille screened with red 

Siow the relative buiantany of teste bebaciont cemie @ relative int — 
a unit of tight-fux in which the source is a standard can- 
Gio and the onl: of solid angie be the le subtended by 
a erical candle le approximately 
14.28 lumens. The term is sometimes sed aa the equiva- 
lent of mean ich the mean 

. Fi recognized | 
Fingiand and the nite tates fas beea the fight ofthe 

6! 

crude sperm-oll and hav! 

millimeters 
isted cotton consisting of 25 
under normal conditions the 

i be 0) millimetera. Another 

The 

5 consamp- 
tion 10.6 grams an hour and the normal 
Same-height 56 millimetern The French star-candle is 
also of stearin, of 

oe —— TO erman 
British 

For other standards of tometric intensity, see wlight 
standard, — See standart *eandle. — 

given off, serv- : atmospheric disinfectant, Yor this partens = an ic ‘or 

siindare made aE sulphar and charcoal in powder, with 
addition of a very je niter, are also sometimes used. 

candle (kan‘di), r. ¢.; pret. and pp. candled, 
ppr. candling. To examine (an Fin an egg- 
tester by means of a ligh candle to deter- 
mine its freshness. See *egg-candling. 

(kan‘dl-kar’fj), a. In pho- 

Lighting, p. 48. 
candled (kan ‘did), p. a. 22 by means of 
ali 

mination, 1, Also foot-candle, 
hour(kan‘dl-our), n. Inphotom., aunit 

of quantity of light; the —— — one 
hour from the total light-flux from a source of 
light of one candle-power. 

ter (kan‘dl-mé’tér), n. A unit of 
illumination; the illumination from a standard 
candle at a distance of one meter. See *illn- 
mination, 1. Also called meter-candle. 

ut-oil (kan‘dl-nut-oil), ». A limpid 
fixeq.oil with properties similar to castor-oil, 
— from the nuts of Aleurites frony oer oe ; cab —* 

—— ei te Garin 
contain over &) per cent. of oil, on the ends of aticks und 
ase them as candles, Also known as eboc-oil, artist's vil, 
anid country-walnut ofl, 

opndle-pe —— Waites eee —— 
mea⸗urvmenta in the horizontal plane,— J 

radius vector 
of light ; the 

erure Value, ex, the horizontal 
intensity of a suirve of light. Mean candle- 
power, the mean aphe a source of light, 
expressed in candle-power; the mean radius vector of the 
surface of spherical isteibution of a source of light. 
See willumination.— . Bee 
a ,. the photo. 
me intensity, In candles, of a source of light, aw 

ere of which the 
ix from a source 

candler(kan‘dlér), andl —_ n. One whocandles (eggs). 
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candle-snuff (kan‘dl-snuf),». The burnt wick 
of a candle, 

candle-waster, ». 2. A small part of burnt 
wick that comes into contaet with the melt- 
ing wax or tallow of a candle and causes it to 
run. 

candle-wick (kan‘dl-wik), m. [ME. candyl- 
weke, AS. candelweoca,) The wick of a candle, 

Beg my pardon, or be sure a kindly ballet through your 

Leta in light and teaches manners to what brain it finds; 

Have ont Se tnaiied ont ce, kneslt me trim 
eindle-sctek? Pe Drowning: Clive, Lae. 

candlewood, ». 3. Any resinous wood used 
for torches or as a substitute for candles. 

- COandollea (kan-d0’lé-k), n, (NL. (Labillar- 
diére, 1805), named after the Swiss botanist 
Augustin Pyramus de Candolle (1778-1841).] 
A genus of dicotyledonous plants belonging 
to the family Candolleacew, of which it ia the 

See Stylidium, 
Oandolleacem (kan-d6-lé-i’s6-8), ». pl. (NL. 
(Sehinland, 1889), < Candollea + -acew,) A 
family of — sympetalous plants 
of the order Campanulales, typified by the 
genus Candollea. : 3. 

(kan-d6-1é-4'shius), a. 

»%. 6, A slender stick or rod of some 
substancesuch as sealing-wax, sulphur, glass, 
or tobacco, 
Letters... concerning the effects of a Cane of black 

sealing-wax, and a Cane of brimstone im Electrical Ex- 
periments Philos. Trans, XLIV. i. 27, 
African cane, th millet, Pennigetum spieat ~Saiden came, a panic-grams "Penioum: dipslaniccien 
afford iz in wet in the southern 
United States — Mutton cane, (@) The seed) of the 

— — ma w 

~ Aes “4 kere 

longi th t-family Candoll . bane. onging to © plant-fam ‘andolleaces: 

stema are striped | tudinally with red 
the red tn o Denex.— 

na mueeet-dag, 
cané-ash (kin‘ash), ». See *ash1, 
cane-blight (kan’blit), ». A disease which 

cut. — 
mee ps hynny 

canes of the map- 
,an American — 

—— My ose Jarra bores in 
berry and blackberry, 

8 speci , an extensive belt fn 
central Alabaina and extending into Mississippl, formert 
dominated by cane-brakes, bat ad to ¥ 
culture, and espectally celebrated for the production of 
cotton, ‘Also called the Black bel om acoount of the color 
of the soil, and (also chietly from 
the prairie soil, the soil of the 
cane-brake region, conslati 35 of disintegrated 

with abundant bamua, giving rotten Iimestone combined 
ita very black color. 

cane-fruit (kin’frét), ». A commercial name 
fruits borne by plants of the genus Rubus, 

chiefly blackberries and raspberries. 
cane-knife (kin‘nif), ». A large knife, with 
a wide blade and a 5) arp barb or hook at the 
back of the blade, used in cutting sugar-cane. 

canellin (ka-nel’in), . [canella + -in?,] A 
name given to the mannite found in Canalla 
alba by Petros and Roninet, who mistook it 
for a peculiar kind of sugar. 

canello (kii-nel’6), ». [Pg. canelo, piece of a 
horseshoe, < cunela, canella, cinnamon: see 
cannel?,] A name at Goa for the pataca, equal 
to 4 crusados, 

canephora (ka-nef‘6-rii), . [L.] Same as 
Ore, 

caneé-press (kan’ pres), In engar uf. —X -manuf., a 
cane-mill. See sugar-mill. , 

cane-rush (kin’rush), ». In some American col- 
leges, a concerted tussle between two classes 
in which they struggle for the retention or 
capture of a cane. 

cane-rust (kan‘rust),s. 1, The anthracnose 
of blackberry and raspberry. See *anthrao- 
nose.—2. The red rust of blackberries, due to 
the wcidial stage of Puccinia interstitialis. 

Ha (kan-es-trel’d), n. [It., fem., ¢ ca- 
nestretio, m., dim, of canestro, ¢ I eanistrum, 
a et: see canister.) A majolica fruit- 
basket, usually with openwork sides. 
Canes venatici (ka‘néx vé-nat’i-si). Gs) The 
hunting dogs or hounds, Asterion and Cleara, 
& modern constellation formed by Hevelius 
between Boiites and Ursa Major. 

cannabin 

Canet gun. See *qun!, 
canework (kan’wérk), mn. 1. Interwoven or 
braided strips of cane used to form or fill in 
the seats or backs of chairs or settles, panels 
in earriage-bodivs, etc.—2, In carriage-paint- 
ing, an imitation of braided cane painted upon 
4 carriage-panel, 

canfiel Gan 8, n fitemed after P. 
A. Canfield of Dover, New Jersey, a mining 
engineer.) A rare sulphid of tin and silver, 
containing also a small amount of germanium, 
found in black octahedrons with brilliant me- 
tallic luster at La Paz, Bolivia. 

can-filler (kan’‘fil’ér), ». A machine used for 
filling cans, as with soups or vegetables, pre- 
pared paints, ete. The tank may also be fixed in one 
Pesition and the cans placed on a traveling-apron ot con- 
veyer and pass under the tank to be All 

x. A distortion or misprint of can- 
zonet, Slat. 1. L. Ls, iv 2, 
cangiante (kiin-jé-iin’te), a, cangiante, 
changing in color. — in ceram., 
noting a metallic luster of changing tints, 
when viewed from different points, found on 
old Moorish and majolica wares. 
cangue (kang), t. ¢.; pret. and pp. cangued, 
ppr. canguing, To sentence to the cangue, 
can-hoop (kan‘hip), », An American shrub, 
the smooth winterberry, Also called hoop- 
wood, 
canicide (kan’i-sid), mn. [NL. "canicida, ¢ L. 
cane dog, + -cida, ¢ cwdere, kill.) A dog- 

er. 
The dead dog ts hu his heels, so that his nose jus bv 
ee eee the cantetde is compelled to heap 
wheat about him, he is entirely covered. 

N. P. Willie, Sammer Cruise in Medit., xl. 

canicular, a. 2. Relating to the dog: as, a 
canicular tale, = * 

It t well if your friend or mistreas be content with 
Uese canieular probations. 

Lamb, Essays of Elia, Pop. Fallacies, 
cycle period, otherwise Bothiac 
{ Eo te set Ae 

ia64, the Egyptian 4 

canivorous (ka-niv’d-rus),a. [L. canis, dog, + 
ey € vorare, devour.) Dog-devouring. 

canjar (kiin’jir or kun’jir), n. jiar, 
cangiar, cwiyur, cenger, «Hind. *khanar, ¢ Ar. 
khanjar, & dagger. The Ar. word also a 

rs in Enropean use as handjar.) A small 
wo-edged Arab cutlass or poniard. 

Also ea 

—— and ae "aloft the pre bg ant ees on rv, or 
which be had hidden in his sleeve. = 

Scott, Talixman, xxi, 

But undoubtedly the most important af the woody ex. 
cfescences on trees are caudkers A canker is the resalt of 

work may for the time being grow more mpidly. Sach 
commence in mere insect ponctures, frosted 

bads, cracks in the cortex, dc., into which a germinatin, 
spore sends ite hypha. Bneye. Brit., XXXL. 677, 

(@) A disease of fowls affecting the mouth and wind- 
pe, It prodiees uleeration and often ends in death.— 

tree 

. me form bs at. 
tributed to the fungus 8; Malorum, another to 
Nectria ditiarima, It has boon shown that some cankers 
are produced by bacteria—-Hemp canker, a de- 
structive disease of hemp due to a species of Selero- 
tinta. Ivy , & disease of unknown origin 
producing cankerous growths — Ivy twigs, which 
may result in the death the pliant. —Larch 

, a cankerots formation on the larch, sald to be 
due to the discomycetous fungus Dreey: ae Wiliormands. 
—Oak canker, a disease of twiys and young stems of 
oak, attributed to the pyrenomycetous fungus Dieporthe 
Telexta,— Plum canker, a discase of pluny-trees, sid to 
be due to Neetria ditieaimea, z 

-sore (kang’kér-sdr), ». Aphthous 
uleer of the mucous membrane in the angle 
between the lip and the gum. 

cannabin, ». 2, A brown liquid alkaloid 
said to be isolated from Indian hetmp, 
Cannabis Indica, It is hypuotic.—cCannabin tan- 



cannabin 
nate, « yellowish-gray bitter and astringent powder of 
undetermined composition, prepared by | me met oy J a 
— of cannabin with tannic achil. It bt hypeotic and 
fharootic, 

cannabinaceous (kan’s-bi-na’shius), a, Of 
the nature of or resembling plants of the hemp 
family. 
cannabindone (kan-a-bin’dén), ». (Appar. < 
NL. cannal(is) ind(iea) + -one.] A red syrup- 
like compound, CgHj90, obtained from Indian 
hemp. It has a nareotie effect. 

cannabinine (kan-a-bin’in), n. [eannabin + 
-ine?,]) A volatile alkaloid found in small 
quantities in Indian hemp. 

cannabinol (kan‘as-bi-ndl), ». [cannabin + 
-al.) A colorless resinous and very —— 
compound, Cæi Ha2cOa found in Indian hemp 
(Cannabis Indica): 

cannabism (kan‘p-bizm), a. (L. cannab(is) + 
-ism,] Addiction to the use of Indian hemp 
or hashish, 

(ka-nf’sé-€), w. pl. (NL. (Link, 
1821), ¢ Canna + -aeex.] A family of mono- 
cotyledonous plants of the order Scitaminales, 
the canna family, containing the single genus 
Canna (which see). 

canna-disease (kan‘i-li-zéz’), n. See *disease. 
canned (kand), p. a. Packed in cans or tin 
boxes. Canned articles of food, chiefly meats, 
fish, vegetables, fruit, preserved by ineclosure in tin 
cans or other Vessela, which are bi to or somewhat 
beyond the bolling-polnt of water and while at that tem- 

ure are sealed, generally by soldering, thas destroy- 
ing the vitality of ferment-organisins and excluding air. 
The mantfactare of auch goods is now very extensive, 
some 72,000,000 cans of peas, 255,000,000 cans of tomatoes, 
24,000,000 cans of sweet com, and 206,000,000 cane of 
salmon alone being put up annaally in the United States. 
Called in Great Bi ty tinted 

cannelon (kii-nel-on’), ». IF. cannelon, a chan- 
neled mold for cheese; Pg. canelies, el. (see 
def. 2) ¢ canela, cinnamon: see cannef.) 1, 
Puff-paste baked in the form of a eaus. 2. A 
sort of cake. See the extract. 

Canelier, & pl canelons, great long comfita, with 
leces of cinnamon mixed fn them; a0 they also called 

pleces of citron covered with su some other 
dainties which made part of a festiv: 

Lacerda, New Dict. Port. and Eng. Lang,, p 191, 

canner (kan’ér), », One who cans fish, meat, 
fruit, or other things for preservation. 
Cannibal apple. See *apple. 
cannibal-bug (kan’i-bal-bug), ». Any one of 
the predatory heteropterous insects of the 
baal Reduviida, Also ealled pirate-bug and 
assassin-bug., Familiar examples are the ‘cone- 
noses’ (Conorkinus), and the * kissing-bug.' 

cannibalic (kan-i-bal’ik), a. Of or pertaining 
to a cannibal; characteristic of a cannibal. 

cannibality (kan-i-bal’i-ti), ». Cannibalism; 
the eating of human flesh. N. E. 2. 

Cannon dollar, See #dellor_-- Nursery cannons, in 
English ivifierds, caroming by keeping the balls together. 
Revolving cannon. Sev machine-gun, 

cannon,r. IT, trans. In loading logs by steam- 
or horse-power, to send up (a log) so that it 
— crosswise, insteml of parallel to the 
oad, 

cannonarchy (kan’on-iir’ki), a. [cannon + 
Gr. -epzia, rule.) Government by military 
foree: as, “the cannonarchy of Napoleon,” 
Mrs, Gore, [Rare.] 

cannoned (kan’ond), p. a. 
defended by cannon. 

There, where Gibraltar’s cannon’ steep 
('erfrowns the wave. 

M. Arnoid, Southern Night, at & 

Cannstatt skull. See *#hwill. 
Canoe landau, See *lomlow.—Double canoe, a pect- 
liar form of canoe teed in some of the Polynesian islands, 
consisting of two canoes commected by a platform. Ont 
one of the canoes is provided with a sail, while the other 
serves the purpese of an outrigver, 

canoe-burial (ka-ni’ber‘i-al), ». The enus- 
tom of depositing corpses in canoes, practised 
by the Indians of the coast of Washington, 
canomai (kii-né’mi), ». ([Bisaya.) In the 
Philippine Islands, a tree, Diospyroe multi- 
flora, belonging to the ebony family, having 
dark, ebony-like heart- wood striped with lighter 
bands. The fruit is used by the natives to in- 
toxicate fish. 

canon!, ».—Double canon, in music, a canon with two 
subjects used nearly simultancously.— Infinite canon. 
Same as cireular canon (which see, under eamont) 

Oajion spring. See *spring. 
cafion, ©. /. 2. To become narrow and steep- 
wallec: said of a valley. 

cafion-finch (kan‘yon-finch), ». The south- 
western towhee, Pijilo fuseus mesoleucus, Also 
ealled caflon-towhee. 

Furnished with or 
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canonic, ». 2, («) The theory of music. (+) 
One who practises music. 

Canonical in meth, a distribution of 
groupe of systems, in statistical mechanics, each that the 
mex of probability of phase is a Mnecar function of the 
enengy. 

This distribution, on account of tte unique importance 
th the theory of statiatical equilibriam, 1 have ventured 
to call canonical, J, V. Gibbs, Statistheal Mech,, p xi, 

Canonical ensemble, tn statistical mechanics, an en- 
semble af systema so distributed that the index of prob 
ability of phase is a linear function of the enenry. 

canonics (ka-non‘iks), ». In theol., the 
study of the formation and authority of the 
canon of Seripture. 

,”. 2. One who lays down canons or 
laws for guidance in the systematic or scientific 
treatment of a subject. Horne Tooke. 

canonistical (kan-o-nis‘ti-kal), a. Relating 
to canonists or to their expositions of the 
cnnons. 
cafion-towhee (kan‘you-tou‘hé), », Same as 
*cafion-finch, 

caion-valley (kan‘yon-val‘i), ». 
steep-wall — 

Mother. Lode (CaL, Ransome) exhibits _—— at the 1 
lifted and dissected peneplain of the Sierm Nevada; it 
was strewn with gravels and flooded with Larvae and vol- 
eanle conglomerates before uplift: it ie now trenched by 
canyon-valleys Setence, June M4, 1901, p. oo 

canoodle (ka-ni‘dl), r. ark and pp. ca- 
noodled, ppr, canoodling, [Origin a IL. 
trans, 1, To pet; fondle. —2, To paddle (a 
eance}, [A punning use,] 

II. intrans. 1, To bill and coo; spoon, 
Now Emperor William wants to kiss his majesty, the 

Sultan, who he says is a x moderation, The first 
thing Germany knows, m will be rushing off to 
etnontle with Mr. Gladstone's * Assassin!” 

Daily Newspaper. 

A barrow, 

2. To go snacks ; share the profits. [Slang in 
all uses.] 
canoodler (ka-nid‘lér), ». One who canoo- 
dies. [Slang.] 
canope (ka-nép’), ». Same as *canops?. 

Under a block of stone I came across a chest containing 
canopen, J. de Morgan, Smithsonian Rep., 1506, p. ae. 

canophilist (ka-nof’i-list), ». [L. canis, dog, 
+ Gr, oeiv, love, + -i#t.] One who loves 
dogs, 

A distinguished author, well known ns a canophiliet, 
Lindsay, Mind in the Lower Aulnvala, L, 24, 

canopus® (ka-no’pus), rn. [NL., also canopos ; 
a& back-formation from Canopicus, Canopic: 
soo Conopic.) In Gr. arckwol., a modern name 
for a cinerary jar representing the human fig- 
ure, somewhat like the ancient Egyptian Ca- 
nopic vases, 

8 in corriage-making, a light iron or 
steel peat with bolta and nats on the lower end mcd flat 
tured lugs at the top.-Canopy top, tn cerringe-nerk- 
ing, a light top made with ribs — an umbretla, oron a 
light frame, and attached to the carriage-body by one or 
more irot peta, 

canroy (kan‘roi),». [Origin not ascertained.) 
A machine for brushing the lint from the sur- 
face of cotton cloth: used in calico-printing 
establishments preparatory to printing. @. 
Duerr, Bleaching and Calico-printing, p. 26. 

cant!,n. 11. An oblique line which cuts off 
a corner of a rectangle; an oblique side of a 
polygon; an oblique plane which cuts off the 
eorner of a cuboid; an oblique face of a erys- 
tal; aslanting face of a bank.—12, A sudden 
movement, as on board ship, resulting in a tilt- 
ing up.—13, One of the pieces which form 
the ends of the buckets on a water-wheel. 

cant!, v. t.—Canting motion. See *motion. 
cant=,". 6. A canting person. 
cant® (kant), ». 1. A portion, share, or divi- 
sion; a parcel or bundle; as,a cant of hay; a 
cant of wing nh assigned to a reaper, 
[Chiefly dialeetal.|— 2. In erri! law, a method 
of partitioning property the title to which is 
vested in two or more parties in common, 

Cant. An abbreviation of Cantirles. 
cantabile, «. II. ». A piece or passage of mu- 
sic in a flowing, song-like style, 
Cantabrize (kan’ta-briz), 7. i. [NL. Canta- 
tr(igia), Cambridge, + -~ze.] To imitate or 
— after Cambridge or its university. 
Yuller, Ch. Hlist., LX. wil. 6 47. 

Cantal 
Cantaliver crane. 
can ate (kan-tang’ke-rat), 0. 6; pret. and 
pp. eartankerated, ppr. cantankerating, To 
make cantankerous; provoke to anger; ‘rile.’ 

fou may happity your enen 
ponents, and afare your own cause by it, 

Hatiturten, Clockmaker, XXIV. 

cheese. See *cheese!, 
See *erane?, 

tles, confanterate your og 

cantharidated 

can (kan-tang’kér-sum),o. Can- 
tankerous, (U. 8.) 

cantaro es pea n. ([Sp. edntaro = It. 
cantaro, © L, eantharus, ¢ Gr. xavtiapor, a pot, 
tankard: see can- 
therus.) A vessel 
of hammered brass 
or copper used in 
Spain for holding 
or —— water. 
Cantate 
See *Sunday, 
cantator (kan ‘ ta- 
tor), n, i A _ 
— re, 

can um (kan- 
ta-to’ri-um), #5 pl. .- 
cantatoria { it), 
4 A Roman 
atholic service. 

hook includin 
antiphons the 

ual, 
cant-board, ». 2. 
In carriage-making, 
a board upon which 
are placed the geo- 
metrical lines that govern the framing and 
the exterior curved surface of a coach or 
other carriage-body of a similar character. 
cantem, kantem (kan‘tem}, ». [ Belgian, ap- 
par. from a Pieard form of P. centime.] The Bel- 
gian centime, 

canter!, v. i.—Cantering rhythm. See rhythm. 
canter (kan‘tér), ». In a sawmill, a machine 
placed over the carriage and used to eant or 
roll over the log on the carriage in making the 
firsteuts;acanting-machine. [tconsists of achain 
wound roand a dram or shaft and carrying, at the end, a 
cant-hook that er the log, the revalution of the shaft 
lifting the chain and hook turning the log. 

Canterburian (kan-tér-bi‘ri-an), a. 1, Of or 
ertiining to the city of Canterbury in Eng- 
and, the seat of the liean archbishop who 
is also the Primate of all England.—2, Of or 
pertaining to the archiepisecpal see itself. 

Canterburianism (kan-tér-bi‘ri-an-ism), 4. 
(Canterburian + -ism,] The High-ehurehism 
of England during the seventeenth century as 
represented by the see of Canterbury. 

The Canterturiantien of the times of Charles the First 
did that hapless monarch mitch harm, 

dhugh Miller, First Lopressions, xx. 

Canterbury tale. See *tale!. 
can’ (kan‘te-roi), 1. [In Mysore Kanthiraré 
kun, named from Aanthiraca Raya, *the lion- 
voiced king,’ who reigned in Mysore from 1638 
to 1650 (Skt. heathiraca, lion, (kantha, throat, 
+ rave, noise).] A name in Mysore for an 
Indian gold coin, the sultani fanam. 

canthal (kan‘thal), d. [Gr, sariéc, the angle of 
the eye, + -all,] 1. Of or relating to a can. 
thus, in any use of that 
word 

A block eonthal and ten 
petal streak [is] semetinees 
resent, 
*roc, Zoot. Soe. Londen, 1908, 

ip. 126. 

Canthal scale, canthal 
shield, 1 scale covering of ly- 
ity on Che conthue roetralis, 
thatangolar parte a reptile s 
head which hes in fromt of the 
eye amd between the top and 
side of the head. The rela. 
tiona of this seale or scales are 
mech used in giving the char 
acters of reptiles 

cantharene (kan’tha- 
rén),”. leanthar(ic) + 
a red at —— — 

ene, Cg all aor t lisse superciliases : of, wapeae 

s obtained by heating * “ 
cantharic acid with 
lime, It has an odor like that of turpentine 
and camphor and boils at 135° C, 
cantharic (kan-thar’ik), a. [canthar(is) + -te.] 
Pertaining to or derived from cantharidin.— 
Cc acid, acrystalline, monobasic acid, Cyl 120 . 
obtained by treating cantharidin with hydriodice aci tt 
neelts at 275°C, 

Cantharidal collodion. See *collodion. 
cantharidate (kan-thar’i-dat), v. ¢; pret. and 
pp. cantharidated, ppr. cantharidating. [ean- 
tharid + -ate*.) To treat or impregnate with 
cantharides or any of its preparations. 
cantharidated (kan-thar‘i-di-ted), p. a. Con- 
taining cantharides. 

the 

Cantera, 

Scwellaton of Tom et Head 
mods 

, tostrals 4. canthus rostea 



cantharidism 

cantharidism (kan-thar’i-dizm), ». [canthar- 
id + -ism.] A state induced by the use of 
cantharides in poisonous amount, the chief 
symptoms of which are strangury and the pas- 
sage of blood in the urine. 

cantharidize (kin-thar’i-diz), v. 4; pret. and 
pp. cantharidized, ppr. cantharidizing., [ean- 
tharid + -ize.) To treat with cantharides, 

cantharoid (kan’tha-roid), @, Resembling a 
cantharus, or large two-handled cup: said of 
Greek vases, See cantharns, 1, 

cantharo ous (kan-tha-rof’i-lus), a. [Gr. 
tle (see Cantharis), + oi%o¢, loving.) 

In bot., pollinated, or having the flowers pol- 
linated, by beetles. 
cantharus, a. 5, Achandelierused in churches, 
described as a disk of metal having candles 
fixed upon it. 
canthectomy (kan-thek’té-mi),». IGr. nawhic, 
the corner of the eye, + ixrong, excision.) In 
— excision of a portion of the cantbus of 
the eye. 
— — (kan-the-ri’néz), vn. [NL., prop. 
Canthorhinus, © Gr. xditiev (1), pack-ass, or 
dxavba (2), spine, + pig (jev-), nose.) A genus 
of file-fishes of the family Monacanthida, 
found in the tropieal seas, distinguished by 
the smooth dorsal spine, C. sandicichensis of 
the Hawaiian Islands is the typical ** 

cantho (kan-thol’i-gis), nm. [ -. < Gr, 
aavtig, the corner of the eye, + Aim, dissolu- 
—— An operation for division of the ean- 
thus, 
canthorrhaphy (kan-thor’a-fi), mn. [Gr. xartie, 
the corner of the eye, + jay, sewing, stiteh- 
ing.) The stitching together of the two edges 
of the divided canthus of the eye. 
canthotomy (kan-thot’s-mi), n, (Gr, xathic 
the corner of the eye, + -rowia, ¢ rapeiv, cut. 
In swrg., division of either canthus of the eye, 
anthus the angular portion of the head of a 
reptile in front of the eye and between the top amd side 
of the head. 

canticle, ». 6, Any song or hymn, properly 
one that is brief and simple. 

cantico, canticoy, ». See kantikey, 
canting, p.«. 3. Of the nature of professional 
cant or jargon: used by or peculiar to a par- 
ticular class, profession, or subject: as, cant- 
nig terms; cenfing language.—Canting coat. (0) 
A term opprobriowsly applied in the seventeenth century 
pa —— Geneva gown worn by Presbyterian ministers and 
tthe 

canting (kan‘ting), mn. [eant?, v., + -ing?.] 
1. The act of speaking in a whining tone; an 
spveren oy insincere use of religious or pious 
phraseology,—2. The use of the terms or phra- 
seology of a particular class, as of beggars, 
thieves, gipsies, tramps, ete,, or of a partieu- 
lar profess! w tal —— Sale = auction. 

canting mad e (kan‘ting-ma-shén’), mn. 
Same as *eanter4. — : 

cantiont, n. 2, Incantation; a magie spell, 
The Arcane Cantion .. . harps much apon this Point. 

Cudworth, litell, Syst, L 340, 

cantline (kant'lin), a. New?., the space be- 
tween the sides or ends of barrels when they 
are stowed side by side, Should the bilge of one 
barrel be stowed ao that it rests in the cantline of two 
other harrets, it would be sald to be stowed Lifge and 
canfline. Also called eutiine. 

canton!, ». 6. In arch., a thickened or em- 
phasized corner of a building, as where two 
pilasters are set one on each side of the ex- 
treme angle, See cantoned (with eut). 

canton!, vr. I. trans. 8, In her., to furnish 
with a canton, or furnish aecanton with: as, a 
cross argent confoned with four seallop-shells. 

Il, intrans. To quarter one’s self in a tem- 
porary hut or cantonment. 

canto: {kan‘ton-al-izm), ». [eantonal + 
-ism,]) The cantonal system of administrative 

vernment, See canfonl, n., 3. 
Ganton china, See *china, 
Cantonese (kan-ton-¢s'}, a. and ». I, a. Of 
or pertaining to Canton. 

.". 1. A native of Canton.—2. The 
Chinese dialect of Canton.—3, A person who 
speaks the Cantonese dialect. 

cantonist (kan‘ton-ist), ». A child born ina 
Russian military cantonment. N. £. D. 

The so-called mili cantoniate, who suppl. 
— * J ny —— pat Ae Cm 

cantonment, ». 3. The placing of troops in 
temporary quarters, 
Oanton's phosphorus, See *phosphorus. 
cantor, ". 2, Specifically, in Germany, the 
musie-master in a choir-sehool or similar insti- 
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tution, or the kapellmeister of a chureh. See 
kLapellmeister. 
Cantorian (kan-té’ri-an), a. Of or pertaining 
to Dr. Georg Cantor, mathematical professor in 
the University of Halle-on-the-Saale.— Can- 
torian ordinal number, one of a collection of designa- 
tions Which distinguish individually all the positions of 
merbers in each Cantorian series, the thret nimber desig 
nating the first position both between all the numbers and 
all the positions and between any part of the numbers and 
the positions designated by them. The first class of Cun- 
tortan ordinals consieta of Qhoee numbers of the series 
which are not preceded 7 innumerable others The 
second class is composed of those numbers of the series 
only each of which ls preceded by a denumeral collection 
of others. — Cant series, & series of objects, called 
its members, so arranged that ey part of the series has 
a first member: called by Cantor himself a well-ordered 
collection (wohlgeordnete Menge), 
cant-purchase (kant’pér’chis), ». Nuwt., a 
tackle having one of its blocks secured to the 
masthead and the other to the hook in the 
blubber of a dead whale alongside: used for 
turning the whale over while itis being stripped 
or flensed, 

cant-rail,». 4. The toprailofacoach- or other 
heavy earringe-body, The oater side determines the 
curve lengthwise, and by it the tarn-ander of the standing 
pillars and all other carves of the body are defined. 

plice (kant’splis), ». Same as cont- 
fee, 

Cantuar. An abbreviation of the Latin Can- 
tuarensis, ‘of Canterbury’: used, for example, 
in the abbreviated signature of the Archbishop 
of Canterbury. 

cantuta (kan-ti’ti), », [Also kuntute. Peru- 
Vian (Quichua and Aymuré).) A flowering 
shrub, Aantuta buxifolia, from the high plateaus 
of southern Peru and Bolivia, where it grows in 
elusters in altitudes not exeeeding 13,000 feet. 
There are red, scarlet, yellow, amd white varieties, The 
flower is often represented on anctent pottery and textiles, 
cant-window (kant’win‘do), x. A projecting 
bay- or oriel-window the sides of which are 
— that is, sloped with relation to the main 
wall. 

canun, ». Same as kermwn. 
canvas, "., 1. (c) In cricket, a sheet of white 
eanvas stretched on the boundary as a back- 

und behind the bowler, to aid the batsman 
in seeing the ball. (Collog.J—4, A painting 
executed on canvas, 

A much damaged eoanes of thia subject In the Wallace 
collection, at Hertford House, may be the larger of these. 

Claude Phillips, in Portfolio, N. 8, XXV. 9a. 
5, Words written to an air without reference 
to the sense, simply to indicate to the poet or 
song-writer ae of the verses he is to 
supply. [Chiefly French.]—Reofing-canvas, a 
thick, heavy duck used to mon pany street-cars, 
the decks of steamboats, ote, It is nailed down on thick 
freah paint and is given several coats of paint to make it 
water-tight, — Canvas, 1 compact waterproof 
ani rot-proof canvas prepared by passing ordinary canvas 
through a bath of Schweltzer’s reagent and thea drying it. 
It is of a green color, 

caoutchouc, . Prodacts more or lest resembling 
caoutechouc are obtatied by the application of the wul- 
canizing we to colza and other vils, and are employed 
to mix with or partly replace real indinrubber. A sub 
stance which seems to be tdenticn] with natural cnout- 
choae has been obtalmed in the sclentithe laboratory by 
polymerization of isoprene, a hydrocarbon derived frean 
Carpentine > bat the process has not become commercially 
ractical,—Caoutchouc naph a mixture of liqaid 
ydrocarbens obtained by subjecting tedia-rubber to 

destructive distillation, : ; 
caoutchouc-oil (kii’chik-oil), x. A mixture 
of hydrocarbons obtained by the destructive 
distillation of eaoutchoue, and consisting of 
isoprene (C5Hg), kautschin (CygHjg), and 
hevene (C, H.). 

lin ” a Ney ey 22 — most, (in) A cover 
of leather or other material for the lens ofa camera to 
exclude light anddiat If a slintter is not used, the ex- 
posure is usually made by removing and replacing the 
cap. (4) In corriage-trimining, a tunnel-shaped leather 
pocket used te cover the lower ends of carriage-bows and 
the ends of the bow-frons, (0) Tn arek. : (1) Same as eap- 
ftel: in common Use among maaona, (2) A copi 
other finish of the top ofa ~ or pler or wall, especially 
anything projecting slightly beyond the vertical faces. 
Hence —(5) The horizontal molding finishing at the top 
a window-trim, deor-trim or architrave, (1) The upper: 
most member of a hand-rail, as in a balustrade or the 
like; that part of a hand-rail which ix molded to allow 
the hand to grasp it, (p) Oneof the white spots which 
* the poles of Mars and Inerease and decrease with 

¢ changes of tha planet s seasons. a) ln Henm-stidding, 
& cone of sheet-irog of steel, with a hole in the end 
through which a chain passes, which fs fitted over the 
end of a log before snaking it, te prevent it from eateh- 
ing on stampa, roots, or other obstacles. (r) In ieineag, 
a horizontal timber resting on a prop or on one or more 
legs, need to support the roof, Oap and bells. (#) A 
head-dress consisting of n cap set with bella) worn by 
court fools in the middle ages. (6) Same as merofte. 
Cap and gown, the cap (mortar-boand) and scholastic 
gown worn by students in English and some American 
universities and colleges; hence, a scholaror professional 
man.—If the cap fits, if the remark applies. — Invisible 

or 

Capernaitical 
a cap the wearing of which is supposed to render 

one fnvisihle—Nuglear cap, In neuro. a times 
stalning-substance found on one aide of the nachos in 
nerve-cella. Pitch cap, a firm [pees Dna Y to 
the scalp until it is set, and then quickly torn off: used 
formerly asa rapid depilatery,— olar cap of cold air, 
the mass of cold alr which covers the orth of the south 

region of the earth, flowing equator-ward Into the 
Weeterly currents and combining with them to make the 
eneral cirealation of the atmosplers — Polar of 

Soe #oapl, 2(p.}—To put on one’s th 
(or considering) cap, to pause amd consider carefully 
before deciding or acting. 

cap!, c. t.—To all, to crown all; in addition to 
everything ce tS cap the hocks, # to injure the 
bocks of a horse as to conse the formation of swellings 
over their prominences behind. 

cap", ".—To kiss o with, to drink out of the same 
7 OF be bowl with. frente | 
capacitance (ki-pas‘i-tans), m.  [eapecit(y) 
+ -ance.} In elect., a term proposed for capa- 
city reactance, See capacity of a conductor and 
Freactance, 
capacity, ». 7. The ability of a stream to 
transport land-waste, measured by the quan- 
tity carried past a given point in a eves time. 

Li ity. a rl esr Fa capa- 
~ Capacity for vapor, See ®paper. cit . Bee wealorife. 

— aer ratio of volume; ratio of cubic com- 
je ¥ tised in referring to the relative volame of engine 
cylinders. — capacity. Sve wWetor- 
age.— , See wd ynomnical.— Evap- 

. een, tone. — 2 
— baal hry te wake a. valid — = 

cap-bar (kap’biir), n. In cotton-spinning, an 
attachment to a drawing-frame for supporting 
the bearings of draft-rolls. 

cap-cell — n. See *cell, 
cap-clo (kap’klond), ». A smooth white 
cloud surmounting the summit of a mountain; 
a cloud-cap. 

cape“, ». 3, A Cape diamond.— artichoke- 
flower, —— —— See —— 

honeysuckle. Sec wart, oi Hope he diamonds, dim 
monds from the Cape of Good Hopey (South Africa}: dis- 
tinguished eli ly as Cape, fine Cape, ateer Co 

Girardean sandstone. See Wrandstone. — 
gum, hansom, harness, See #ywm®?, ete. 
capeador (kii © pa-fi-dor’), n. Bp. < capear, 
Ceapa, cape: see capel.) In bull-fights, the 
person who excites the bull and distracts his 
attention by using a red cape, 

ca) 1 (kip’chiz%el), », hag for chape 
+ chisel.) A narrow ecold-chisel; a narrow 
chisel used for cutting grooves or slots in 
metal. 
cape-cloud (kap’kloud).». Astationary cloud 
or cloud-mass above a cape or promontory, at 
the summit of a standing wave of sir pushed 
up by the resistance of the cape to the wind; 
—— cap.], the cloud-bank around the 
‘ape of Aguihas at the southern end of Africa. 

cape-hen (kip’hen), a. A name given: by 
sailors to the giant fulmar, Ossifraga gigantea, 
and to the great southern skua, Meyealestris 
antaretions, 

capellone (kii-pel-lo’ne), w. [It. dial., ¢ea- 
petlo, ¢ L, eapillus, hair.) A silver coin of Mo- 
dena, equal to 6 soldi or 8 denarii. 
capelocracy (kap-e-lok’ra-si), ». [Gr. ximpiog, 
atradesman, huckster,chapman, + -«perre,< xpa- 
triv, rule.) The shopkeeping class or their in- 
terests, ulwer, 

cape-net (kap’net), x. fone + nell.) A kind 
of netting similar to bobbinet, 

caper-berry (ki'pér-ber'i), ». The fruit of the 
common caper-bush, Capparia spinese, or of an 
African species, C. decifva: sometimes used 
like capers. 

caperer, ». 2. The caddis-fly: so named from 
its dancing flight. 

caperidin (ka-per’i-din), ». [eaper(ate) (see 
def.) # -id + -in?.) A erystalline neutral 
compound, Co,H yg, obtained from the lichen 
Parmelia caperata, Tt melts ar 262°C, 

caperin (ka‘pe-rin), mn. [eaper(ata) + -in2,] A 
crystalline compound, CegH peg, found in the 
lichen Parmelia caperata, It melts at 243° C. 

Capernaism (ka-pér’na-izm), v. The material- 
istic doctrine of transubstantiation held by the 
Capernaites. Also Capharnaism. 
Capernaite (ku-pér’na-it), . [NL. *Caperna- 
ites, © L, Capernawm, Gr, Kagapvaoinz.) 1, An 
inhabitant of Capernaum.—2. A designa- 
tion applied figuratively, in the sixteenth and 
seventeenth centuries, to those who, from John 
vi. 52, 50. held to the doctrine of transubstanti- 
ation in its gross form. Also Capharnaite. 
Capernaitic (ka-pér-na-it’ik), a. Character- 
ized by materialistic conceptions like those of 
the Capernaites, 

Capernaitical (ka-pir~na-it’i-kal), a. Same as 
Capernaitic. 



Capernaitically 

Capernaitically (ka- pér-nag-it’i-kal-i), ade, 
= manner of the Capernaites. 

= 4. Florida caper-tree, Cu. 
be te ar shrub or small tree of —— re 
and the Keys, ranging to Jamaica, 

cap- {kap’fung’gus), ». A fungus hav- 
ing an expanded pileus or cap at the apex of 
the stipe or stem, as an agaric or mushroom. garl 
Capharnaitic (ka-flir-na-it’ik), a. Same as 
*Capernaitic. : 

ria Ja- 
Plorida 

ad andiendam J a writ to bring a pris- 
oner to fadgment after conviction of a misdemeanor, if he 
is not In court when called, — um, 
a writ to compel the attendance of a witness whe haa re- 
fused or —— to obey a subparna, — a 
tum, in ofd Lng. tow, a writ to arrest an outlaw: when 
general it directs the outlaw to be brought to court on a 
gen return<djay ; when special it di in addition to 

arrest, the seizure of the property of outlaw, and 
the summoning of a jury to assess Its value. Sourier, 
Law Diet. 

capilla mayor (kii-pél’y& mil-yér’), [Sp., 
rchapel.) In Spanish ehurches, a sec- lar 

on choir, or else the eastward part of the 

“by i A AVA ; 

Capélla Mayor, Darceloea Cathedral, 

choir, separated from the western part usually 
by the whole width of the transept, which is 
left open. In no other land i this feature common. 
The high altar stands in the capilla mayor, which is raised 
by steps above the aisles, while the cholr proper remains 
on their level, as at Barcelona, Avila, and Also 
called backehotr, 

capillaritis (kap’i-la-ri‘tis), n. (NL., « L. 
capillaris + -itis.] Inflammation of the eapil- 

apillarity, capitiart ca , ".—Constant of . See 
spillary a wtnnt Laplace's theory of caplarsey 

tical upon 

distances, but diminishing rapid! 
creasen At a certain —S called the range of mo 
lecular attraction, it becomes negligible. Laplace's work 
forma the buais of * * * rm theories, 

Capillary wnnyes,— Capillary cireu- 
lation, the of blood through the capillaries from 
the arteries to the veins during which it gives up its oxy- 
gen to the theues and takes by Po: the waste p 
ucta 

aa the distance fn- 

wbharometer, — 

apiliicalture ¢ka-pil’i-kul * L. capit- cay ure (ka-pil’i-kul-tar), ». [L. ca, 
lus, hair, + enltura, culture. ] ethodical care 
of the hair, 

capischol (kap’i-skél),n. Same as *capischolus. 
capischolus (ka-pis’ké-lus), », (ML, also 
capiscolus, a popular form of caput scholw, head 
of the school.] A precentor or kapellmeister. 
— 

|, fe Lotus t Haupt. 
capit a ‘elphal or column the tay momen heel which 
is suggested by the blue lotus of the Nile. There are two 
commen by! 

bad-sha See lotus, & 

In 1885 Marcel DMeulafoy made the first systematic ef- 
fort to connect the volutes of the Egyptian 
with the volutes of the (reek Tonic, 

Goodyear, Grammar of the Lotus, p. T2 

Syrian tal, a corbeled capital of one of the forma 
used in Syria during the fourth century and laten =H, & 
Butler, Arch, and (ther Arta, p. °9.— Tuscan capital, a 
capital of the Tuscan order (which see), 

capitan (kiip-i-tiin’), n. [Sp.: see captain.) 
1, A leader; a captain.— 2. Same as capi- 
taine. 

capitate (kap’i-tat). ", t.; pret. and pp. — 
tated, Ppr. capitating, [See capitate, a, ‘0 
put a head upon; specifically, in math., to 
prefix to (a symbol) a number not less than the 
fighest digit contained in it: thus 12 may be 
capitated into 212. , 
Capitelliformia (kap’i-tel-i-fér’mi-ii), n. pl. 
(NL., ¢ L. capitellem, a capital (in architee- 
ture), + forma, form.) <A suborder of Poly- 
cheta, They have a conical prestomium, without pre- 
stomtal processes, but with a pair of large retractile 

the open or bell-shaped and the closed or 

cayntals 
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ciliated no cirri, buccal jon eversible, pharynx 
not armed, and sete anjointed. ey are blood-red bar- 
rowing worm, 

Capitolina (kap-i-t6-li’nji), ». pl. [L.] Same as 
Capitoline games, 

ca ftoul (ké-pi-tél’), a. [Pr] The head or 
chief of the Félibres in the south of France. 

capitular, «.—Vicar capitular, See #ricar. 
tulum, 7. 6. In actinians, the upper part 

of the column as distinguished from the seapus, 
cap-jewel (kap’jé*el), ». Same as end-stone. 
Capnodium (kap-né’di-um), ». (NL, allud- 
ing to the color, ¢ Gr. xatvadye, smoky, ¢ «ax- 
vic, smoke.] A genus of fungi proposed by 
Montagne, apparently not distinet from Apio- 
sporinm, 
Capnoides (kap-né-i‘déz), m. [NL, (Adanson, 
lj adopted from Tournefort, 1700), < Gr. 
cams, smoke, the name a“ by Theo- 
phrastus and Dioscorides to the fumitory plant 
on account of its sooty odor, + eldoc, form.] A 
enus of dicotyledonous plants of the family 
‘apaveracer, Bee Corydalis, 

caporal (kii-pé-riil’), ». (Sp. and F.: see cor- 
poral?,) 1, A chief; a leader.—2, An over- 
seer; one who has charge of a cattle-ranch. 
—— — A —— of See —— 
perhaps tole petit caporal, “the little corporal, 
a nickname of Napoleon): often qualified as 
aweet caporal, 

Coulda't fed a bit of tobacco Mt to smoke till we came 
to Strasburg, where I grt eee Caporal, 

‘hackeray, Pendennis, II. xxi. 

a, 3. A small bonnet, sha some- 
= like a * 
capotement 

nighteap. 
(ka-pét’ment), », [F. "eapote- 

ment, « cupoter, upset. ] A splashing sound 
sometimes heard in cases of dilatation of the 
stomac 

ca * 
composed 
elbow, It is caused by repeated Injuries from lying on 
hard floors or with the t feet doubled under the body. 
Ree wehoedoal, — hock, a swelling at the potit 
of the hock, due to injury.— in wet. sury., 
an abnormal condition of the knew following an injury. 
It consists of a swelling due first to 4 collection of in- 
flammatory serum under the skin, and later to fibrous 
taste formation.— nut, See *#nwt.—C 
shot or shell, a projectile to the point of which as 
cylindrical plece of soft steel is fastened, to facilitate 
penetration of armor. 

in 
Norway. 

capper’, ». 3. The workman who takes the 
ed molds away from a brick-machine. 

ca (kap‘ing), ». 1, A cover used to 
finish or protect anything; in building, acoping. 
— 2. In mining, the rock between a vein of ore 
and the overlying soil.—3. Ingeol., the upper- 
most formation of an area, usually a more ca) 
resistant stratum than those immediately 
underlying: sometimes used also to designate 
the Quaternary covering of drift or alluvium, 
The gravel capping of the Navesink Highlands, with a 

maximum altit of about 300 foet, is to be correlated 
with that of the other localities mentioned. 

A. D. Satistury, Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1808, p. 40. 

Oaprellidea (ka-pre-lid’é-ii), », pl. (NL, ¢ 
Caprella + -id-ea.] A tribe of — ueeaias 
erustaceans having the maxillipeds elongated 
—— and the — — 

ue, green, etc. e *blue, *green, ete, 
Gapricorn, ww «68, Ic.) A member of, the 
eoleopterous family Cerambycidea. 

Il. a, [4 ¢.] Of or belonging to the coleop- 
terous family Cerambycida, 

caprilic (ka-pril’ik), @. [eapr(ic) + -il + -ic.) 
Derived from a like, source with eapric seid. 
— Caprilic acid, crys ne cone c 
(CHe)C 00H, Tota te eoubioation with iveer in 
butter, coooanut-oil, Limburger cheese, and fusel-oll, It 
melts at 17° C, and boilsat ear 0, Also called cetote acid. 

Caprimulgi (kap-ri-mul’ji), ». pl. [NL., pl. of 
Caprimulgus, | whe goutsuckers considered as 
a superfamily or suborder, 
Gaprina limestone. See */imestone, 
Capriola (ka-pri’$-lii),n, (NL, (Adanson, 1763), 
4 name among early botanieal writers for Ber- 
muda grass, ¢ L. caper, goat; ef. capriole.] A 
genus of monocotyledonous plants belonging 
to the family Peace. See Cynoden. 
Caprodon (kap’rp-cton),m. [NL., < Gr. «impor, 
boar, + dtoir (idovr-), tooth.) A genus of 
fishes belonging to the family Serranidx, found 
in the Pacific Ocean. 

“i a 

é 

¥ 

J. 

Capricla Dactylon. 

at. top of a plant, showing the digitate spikes; 4. a single dower; 
¢, longitudinal section through a portion of a spike, enlanged: 4, 
exterior view of a portion of a spike, enlarged. (Drawn from Eng- 
ier and Prenti’s™ Feamzentamil en") * 

Caproidea (ka-pra-id’é-4),m. pl. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
naTpec, & sea-fish, + -oidea.} A group of fishes 
containing a single family, Antigonid#. They 
are probably related to the che ta, but their affinities 
—— Also called ida, ot 
fi 
Caprotina limestone. See *limestone, 
caproylamine(kap‘ri-il-am‘in), x. [eapro(ic) 
+ «yl + amine.) Same as *herylamine. 

caprylene (kap’ri-lén), ». [capr(ic) + -yl + 
a Same aa octylene or *octene, 

caps, An abbreviation of capitals, 
capsacutin (kap-sa-ki'tin), ». [ecaps(icum) + 
acute + -in?.] A crystalline, neutral compound, 
Cag Hs40. Ng, extracted from Capsicum annuum, 
or panish pepper. It hasa very sharp taste. 
capsaicin (kap -si‘i-sin), ». The erystalline. 
active principle (C)gHo;NOg) of Spanish and 
Cayenne pepper (Capsicum annuum and C, min- 
imum). 

capsitis (kap-si’tis), n. [caps(ule) + -itis.) In- 
flammation of the capsule of the erystalline 
lens of the eye. 
capsizal (kap-siz’al), n. [capsize + -all.] The 
act or the fact of capsizing; overturning; an 
upset ; a capsize, 

capsize, v. 2. See the extract. 
Sometimes a wine will “capsize”: the alcohol and the 

acid —— — and what was wine becomes an insipid 
undrink: liquid. Eneye. Brit.. XX1V. 60a, 

(kap-s6-mai’ni-#), ». [Gr xdya, a 
isti * + pavia, 
multiplication 

,”. A method of 
a cap or cup over 

psomania 
box (taken for an ovary or 
mania.) In bot, an abno 
of pistils. 

ca (kap’spin‘in 
spinning wo yarn wit 
the spindle and bobbin, 

Nem . Pe et 
below the level of the dock, the nsoter being geared di- 
rectly to the base of the capstan. It can also be used in 
a valivond-yera for hauling cars for short distances. 

-lathe (kap’stan-lign), » A lathe 
having a revolving tool-head; a turret-lathe. 
capstan-screw (kap’stan-skré),». An elevat- 
ing screw; & small screw provided with a 
collar having holes in its periphery in which 
a wrench or pin may be inserted: used for 
leveling a plate or an instrument. There are 
usually three or four such serews for one plate. 

capsular, ¢. 2. In bot., having for fruit a dry 
— seed-vessel or eupsulo: as, a capsular 
plant. 
capsulation (kap-si-la‘shon), n. [capaulate + 
-ion.] The act of inelosing a drug in a cap- 
sule in order that it may be swallowed more 
easily, 

ca n.—Auditory capsule. See #awditory.— Cap- 
apaul filler, Same as Howman's capeule.— Nasal 
capers. Sane as olfactory tea, .— Olfactory 

8, in emryot., the oartieg noe cage fnelosing the 
olfactory bulbs in sharks and in the embryos of bi 
vertebrates — Optic capsule, in embryol., the cartilag!- 
nous case biclosing the eye in sharks and the embryoe 
of the higher vertebrates —Bpermatic capsule, cap. 
sule ejected by the males of certain gamaaid mites in 
copilation, containing aliquid and also minute spermato- 
Plores or spermatocyeta, Micheel, brt.— 

Same as urtieating caperle and afinging 



capsule 
capsule (kap’sal), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. cap- 
suled, Ppr. capsuling. —— u.) Po fur- 
nish (w bottle, medicinal powder, ete.) with a po 

———— ka lij ) I ca’ (kap-si-lij’e-nus), a, NL, 
capsula, capsule, + L, -yenua, -producing. ] 
In bot., Ba, spe I eapsules. 

capsulotome (kap’si-ld-tom), a. 
eapsule, + Gr. -rowor, ¢ reweiv, cut.] A small 
knife used to divide the capsule of the erys- 
talline lens — for — suai 

captacalam (kap-tak‘a-lum), ».; pl. cap a 
Ce. (NL., ¢ L. captare, take, + -culum, as in 
NL, tentaculum, tentacle,] Oneof the numerous 
ciliated, contractile filaments, swollen at the 
end, which spring from each side of the mouth 
in Dentalium, The Ly to act as tactile 
organs for seizing the food. 

ca m, 1, o) In archery: (1) The winner of a 
captainey at a shooting-match. (2) competitor at a 
shooting-match or pablic meeting assigned toa particular 

et to score for the other archers and to keep order, 
— of industry, an employer of many laborers; 
one whe controls a large industrial establl tie 
leader in the industrial world. 

The Leaiters of Industry, if Industry is ever to be led, 
are virtually the Captains of the World; if there be no 
nebleness in them, there will never be an Aristocracy 
more. But let the Captains of Industry consider, 

Carlyle, Paat and Present, iv, 4, 

n, 2, In archery, a rank or prize 
—22 awarded to the archer who makes the 
most hits in a shooting-match, without regard 
to his score, or who first hits the innermost 
circle or the gold. 

captation, ». 
brought to bear upon one party by another so 
that the will of the former becomes subject to 
that of the latter: generally used in an oppro- 
brious sense. 

captioned (kap‘shond), a. Headed; entitled; 
having the a title of : as, an effective 

m captioned the “Song of the Innuit.” 
i — 1901, p. . (oapé + 

captivative (kap‘ti-va-tiv), a. [captivate 
= Ser or fitted to captivate. 
captol (kap’tél), ». [L. eap(u)t, head, + -ol, 
A dark-brown powder soluble in water an 
alcohol, a condensation-product of tannic acid 
and chloral: used in the form of a lotion or 
wash to ere — » 

ca n. 3, In . geog., the process 
which a stream, —— — its valley by he 
ward erosion and thus encroaching upon a 
neighboring drainage-basin of greater alti- 
tude, eventually taps another stream, whose 
upper waters are thus diverted and whose 
lower waters are left ‘beheaded’: said also of 
glaciers, 

M. Meunter explains the distribution of erratics in the 
neighbourhood of the Alpe by the “capture” of one 

another, the head of which was eaten back 
Sooeen dividing wall, and thus tapped the foe Ly. wall, and thas e foe vi 

ina Geog, Joun Ch. G. a) XL a, 

ca) v.t. 3, In phys. geog., to divert part 
of (a river) toa newcourse: said of the action 
of astream that erodes its valley headward 
into the basin of another river and thus cap- 
tures or diverts the upper waters of the latter 
to its own course. 

It ong nee have happened that whole basins, like that 
of Lake Mascardi, drained formerly towards Nahwelhuapi, 
have been captured towards the ite slopes, 

Geog. Jour. (RB. G38), XVL aa. 

t Draconis, fn ertret., the ascending node of the 
moon ; also, a fyurein geomancy. See dragon's head and 
toil (ander dragon), 

leasure-cart in . 2 
tunder, to permit it to be hung 
in contact with the axle. —Com- 

into sliding- panels which can be pushed up into pockets 
in the roof, thas changing it from a closed to am open car. 
* car, a ear having seats on top as well 
as inside ; one having a second of upper deck for carry- 
ing passengers of live me ** a ae —— 
Electric car, any car w opera’ y elec 

er. ear, a milroad car which does not be- 
to the company operating the Line, but is borrowed 

or hired for temporary ose,— car, a two 
hemes —2 wae *85* bat no outside aut, He 

ver sitting sidew side ; a pony-carriage. The body 
is generally of basketwork and the entrance is at the 

5 —** at strate tar, a Car, & PAsHeNper- or ri-ear own priva' 8 
or by corpormtions other than the milraad companies who 
haul them for specified payment.— Fush-pete * 
flat-car having a permanent push-pole hinged to the alll 
and used between the engine and the cars to be drilled 

ent car, a batlet- or dining-car 
car. See #towrist, 
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carl (kir),°. L.trans. To carry or transport 
on & car. 
II. intrans. To travel by car; go in a car: 
sometimes with an indefinite it. 

car® (kiir), n, [Perhaps another use of cars.] 
A yellowish brown sediment deposited from 
water which contains salts of tron, as in the 

(L. capeula, drainage from coal-mines. Alsocarr, [North carapacic (kar-a-pai’sik) 
of Eng.) 

carabao (kii-rii-bii’6), ». [Phltippine ® . cnr 
bao, Bisaya calabao, ¢ lay kerbau.] The 

Carahac (Mor I. 

common local name of the small water-buffalo, 
Bos (Bubalus) buffelus, peeuliar to the Philip- 
pine nds. 
carabinero (ki-ri-bi-néi’rd), ». [Sp.] 1. A 
earbineer.—2, A soldier appointed to prevent 
smuggling; a custom-house or coast- 
guard. hilippine Is.) 
earacho (kii-ra‘chd), ». [Porto Rican.) A 
kind of musical instrument made from a gourd, 

3. In French law, influence Lagenaria lagenaria, on which have been eut ¢uFrent in Mecca, Medina, and Mocha. 
& number of grooves, 

caracoa (kii-rii-ké’a), wn. abeagy 2 Sp., ¢ 
Malay kérakdra, ete.] A large, fast boat used 
particularly inthe southern parts of the Philip- 
pine Islan 

caracolillo (ki-rii-ké-lél’y5), n. [Sp., dim, of 
caracol, a snail; see caracole.} 1, Coffee- 
seeds which are round instead of having the 
ordi flat form. This is the form taken by 
the seed when but one develops in the berry. 
Also called peaberry coffee. — 2, A Porto Rican 
leguminous shrub, Sabinea punicea, 

group. See Bala *group. 
caraguata (kii-rii-guii-tii’), n. (Tupi, also 
written caraygoatd, caraquatd, caraotd, said to 
mean ‘seratcher of wayfarers,’ ¢ cardnhe, 
scratch, prick, + goatd, oatd, go,] The name 
in Paraguay and northwestern Argentina for 
a plant of the pineapple family, Bromelia 
Serra, which yields a long silky fiber resem- 
bling pineapple fiber, Itis used by the natives 
for making cordage, sacks, ete. 

carambole, ». 2. (F.] The écu of Flanders 
——— Louis XIV. for 80 sols, with the 
quartered arms of France and Burgundy. 

caramel (kar’a-mel), v. i. and In candy-and 
cheese-making, to become burned and browned: 
said of the sugar dissolved in milk or syrups 
under the influence of heat; caramelize, See 
caramel, n. 
The sugar in the milk caramels in baking and browns 

the crust. Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agr., 1897, p, GUS, 
caramel-cutter (kar’a-mel-kut’ér), n. In 
candy-making, a machine for cutting flat cakes 
of caramel, or other confection, into blocks, 
squares, dominoes, and other forms. It con- 
sists of revolving cireular knives placed side 
by side on an arbor over a traveling apron or 
table. 
caramousal, ». See *caramusal, 
caramusal (kii-rii‘mi-sdl’), ». [Also cara- 
mousal, caramoussal, caramuzel, caramozil, 
ete, 5 also carmousal, carmizale, carmozell, ete, ; 
F, carmoussal ; Sp. caramuczal ; Cat. caramusacl ; 
It, caramusali, caramusalino; ML. caramus- 
sallus; Turk, —— ult. origin uncer- 
tain.) A Turkish merchant vessel. 
When are alongside, if you see the caramuzel’s 

mainsail being turled, Foote, Barbary Corsnira, p. 231. 

car. kii‘riing), m. [Tagalog, a cover.) In 
the Philippine Islands, a mat woven of palm 
leaves, used as o cover for the banca or dug- 
out canoe, 
Oarangoides (ka-rang-go-i'déz), n. (NL, ¢ 
Carangus + Gr, sidoc, form.] nus of 
fishes of the family rate ga differing from 
Carangus in the weak teet 

(ka-rang’gops), n. [NL., ¢ Caran- 
gus + Gr. Of (Gr-), face.] A genus of fishes 
of the family Carangids, allied to Carangus. 

(kg-rang’gus}, mn. (NL., ¢ Sp. 
carangue, caranga, 

carbazol 
fishes of oo widely distributed through- 
out the tropies, some of them excellent as food- 
shes. C. Aippor and C. latua, called Aorse-mackeret 

or cavally,are altindant im the weatern Atlantic. (forsteri 
fs the ulun of the Pacitic, one of the best and most valued 
of food-tahes The genus ts often called Carwnz, but the 
orignal type of the latter, C. «peciosus, is without teeth 

belongs to a different genus. 
, a. Of or relating to 

the carapace: as, the carapacic portion of the 
dorsal seute. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., 
1903, 545 Se 

cara) i-rii-pil'td), n. me as garapate, 
2 ee ———— Ertan pe 
ably due to the presence of & protozoan onraniann 
Dlood. Jour. Trop. Med., Nov. 2, 1968, p, 341. 

carapo (kii-rii‘pé), n. ([Tupi.} The Brazilian 
name of Giton fasciatus, a fish of the family 

us(kar’a-pus), a. [NL., < Tupi carape.) 
6 obsolete generic name of a Brazilian 

fish of the family Gymnotide, properly Ster- 
narchus.—2, A generic name of the pearl- 
fishes commonly called Fierasfer. 

carasa (kii-rii‘sii), ». [Philippine Sp. carasa, 
also caraza (Morga), also calasag, ¢ Bisaya 
calasag, Igorrote calata intranet n 
the Philippine Islands, a light wooden shield 
with fixed handles. 

carassin (ka-ras‘in),n, [F. carassin, earrassin : 
seo carassius.) A name of Carassius vulgaris 
a carp found in the fresh waters of central an 
northern Europe and closely related to the 
common goldfish. 

». 65, An Arabian coin of base silver, 

caratcht (kq-rach’), n. (Prop. “*kharaj, ¢ Turk. 
khara), tribute.] ‘Tribute exacted by the Turks 
from their Christian subjects and from heret- 
ical —— — — 

cara’ “at-gadz), n. pl, reels of 
diamonds whieh are of an po » weight of 
about one carateach. M. Bawer, (trans,) Pre- 
elous Stones, p. 242, 

carau (kii-rii-6’), n. [Tupi cara, otherwise 
recorded as corai, carao, cardo.] A South 
—— bed, = — 

caravel, a. 2. The flouting marine tro 
lanthina, N. E. D, * a 
caraway-worm (kar’s-wi-wérm’), ». Tho 
Jarva of an American papilionid butterfly, 
Papilio polyxencs, which feeds on caraway, 
celery, parsley, wild carrot, and other urmbellif- 
erous plants. 

car’ lic (kiir-ba-lil’ik), a. [carb(on) + 
tricarballylic, allyl + -i¢,] Bame as *: 

Carbamie (or carbaminic) the chhorid of car- 
bamic acid, NHgCOCL = Also called chloraofermamide. 

carbamidin kiir-bam‘i-din), m. [earb(en) + 
amide + -in?,] Same as *guanidin, the amidin 
of carbonic acid, 
carbamine (kirb-am‘in), ». Same as *i. 
nide, The name was due to an erroneous belief 
that the isocyanides are bases, Also called 
carbylamine and isonitrile. 
on : (kiirb-a-min‘ik), a. Same as car- 

mic. 

carbanil (kir’ba-nil), ». [earb(on) + anil.] 
The anil of carbonic acid, CgH;N:CO. It is 
an oil witha —— irritatingodor. It boils 
at 166° C. Also called phenyl carbimide or car- 
bonimide and phenyl isocyanate. 

car ¢ (kiir-ba-nil’ik), a. [carbanil + -ie,} 
Derived from carbonic acid and aniline.—car- 
Danilic , the half-anilide of carbonte acid, HO.CO, 
wah — — the form of its estern Also 

carbanilide (kiirb-an‘i-lid), , [earb(on) + 
—— The anilide of carbonic acid, CO 
(NHCgHs5)g._ It is crystalline and difficultly 
oo m water. It melts at 235°C. Also 
« —1 diphenyl urea, 

carbazide (kir’ba-zid), n. [carb(on) + az(ote) 
+ -ide®.]) A crystalline, volatile, and very 
explosive compound, CO(Ng3)o, formed nsf the 
action of sodium nitrite on the hydroehlorid 
of carbohydrazide. 
carbazin (kiir’ba-zin), mn. [carb(on) + *6 

+ -in?.] A hypothetical compound, ON 

whose derivatives were once renee tohave 
been formed by the action of phosgen on de- 
rivatives of phenyl] hydrazin. 
carbazol (kir’ba-z6l), 1, [Also carbazole ; ¢ 
carh(on) + az(ote) + -ol.] A substance, Cyg 
Hg.NH, which occurs in colorless, easily subli- 
mable plates obtained in the distillation of 
coal-tar in the fractions between $20° C, and 

g. caranga.) A genus of 36° C.—Carbazol yellow. Sce *yellow, 



carbazoline 

carbazoline (klir-ba-z0‘lin), —— * + 
-ine2.] A base, Cyolly,N, formed by the re- 
duction of earbazol with hydriodie acid and 
phosphorus. It melts at C, and boils at 
296° C. 

Dlack. See *#hiact.—Carbide of tron. See 
wiron.—Iron a chembeal com of iron with 
carbon, More than one such com, existe in ordinary 
cast-iron and in steel. 

carbimide (kiir’bi-mid), ». [carhb(on) + imide,] 
Isocyanie acid or the imide of carbonic neid, 
CO:NH. It is uncertain whether free cyanic acid has 
this or an jc structure, or ie a mixture of both 
forms The esters of isocyanic achd are derivatives of a 
compound of the structure given. Also called carboni- 
mide, 

carbinol (kiir’bi-ndl),». [earb(on) + -in + -ol, 
Methy! aleohol,CH,OH. The name is wu 
almost exclusively in designating derivatives 
of methyl aleohol: as, triphenyl carbinol, 
(CgHs)gCOH. 

carbingl (kiir’bi-nil), . [carb(on) + -in + +] 
ud A designation for an alkyl or aryl corres; : 
nyl, ing to a earbinol: as, triphenyl ca 

(CoH). 
carblot (kiir-bl6’), n, A eartridge containing 
ealeium carbide for use in acetylene lamps. 
Sci. Amer., April 15, 1889. 

carbo, *. 2. In phar., ehareoal.—Carbo ant- 
malis, animal charcoal: bone-black, or ivory-black, — 
Carbo ligni or woot! charoual, 

car (klir-bd-az'6-tin), m. [earbo(n) 
+ «azote + -in*.) A trade-name for an explo- 
sive designed to be used in blasting. It con- 
sists of potassiutn nitrate, sulphur, lampblack, 
sawdust, and ferrous sulphate. 

car lic (kiir-bé-sik’lik), a. [carbo(n) + 
eyclic.) Containing a ring of carbon atoms: 
used especially of carbon compounds, which 
contain rings com d exclusively of carbon 
atoms, as distinguished from heterocyclic com- 
pounds, which contain rings composed of the 
atoms of two or more elements. Also called 
isocyclic compounds, 

The second part of the work is concerned with stereo 
chemistry anaccompanied by stereoisomertamn, wider 
which head are —— — ——— as the stability of 

ba 
— Nature, Aug. II. 104, p. HL 

carb te (kiir-bd-di‘na-mit), a. Leer. 
bo(n) + dynamite.) A patented explosive for 
use in blasting, consisting of 9 parts (or less, 
for lower grades) of nitroglycerin and 10 parts 
of a very absorbent charcoal made from cork, 
to which are added for each 100 parts of the 
explosive 1} parts of sodium or ammonium 
carbonate. 

carbogelatin (kiir-bé-jel’s-tin), ». A low- 
grade dynamite containing from 37 to 40 per 
cent, of nitrocellulose and nitroglycerin, 
carbohemoglobin (kiir')-hem-0-g16’bin), u. 
{crrbe(n) + hemaglobin.] A compound of car- 
bon dioxid with hemoglobin. Also carbohwaem- 
oglobin. 
carbohydrazide (kiir-bé-hi’dra-zid), mn. [ear- 
bo(n-) + hydr(ogen) + az(ote) + -idel.] Same 
as *evtrinecice. 

carbolate (kiir’bé-lat).n. [earbol{ic) + -ate}.) 
A salt of carbolie acid. 

earbol-broth (kiir’bél-bréth), ». A medium 
oceasionally used in testing water for sewage- 
bacteria. It consists of ordinary meat-broth to which 
about one tenth of une per cent, of carhotic act is added. 
The carbolic seid inhibits the growth of many common 
water-bucteria and permits the development of Baciles 
cots, 

carbol-fuchsin (kiir’bol-fik’sin), ». Asolution 
of basie fuchsin in which the staining power 
of the dye has been enforced by the addition 
of earbolic acid, As a rule, the solution bas 
the composition ; 1 part of fuchsin, 100 parts of 
a S-per-cent. aqueons solution of earbolic acid, 
and LO parts of absolute aleahol, 
carbolineum (kiir-ld-lin’G-um), ».  [earboline 
+ L. -cum.] Anthracene oil which has been 
heated and treated with ehlorin. It is used, 
especially in Germany, for preserving wood. 
Sei, Amer., Jan, 31, 103, p. 73. 
carbolism (kiir’bél-izm), ». ny + -ism.] 
Poisoning with carbolic acid. 

carbolite (kar’bo-lit), vn. [earbol + eet A 
oduct obtained by the interaction of blast- 
urnace slag and coke in an electric furnace, 

patented as a mixture of the carbides of cal- 
cium, aluminium, and silicon: a substitute 
for ealeium earbide. 

earbolutite (kiir-b)-li'tit), n. fi. carbotn-), 
eoul, + lufwm, clay, mud, + -éfe7.] A clastic 
rock of very fine grain and carbonaceous com- 
position; a bed of coal-dust or mud. 
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carbolxylol (kiir-bol-zi'ldl), #,  [earbol + xy- 
fol.) A mixture of phenol and xylene. 

carbon, *.—Asymmetric carbon atom. See #asym- 
metric. Carbon dioxid, This term is very commonly 
used us synonymous with cerhouie aeid, In modern chem- 
istry, however, carbon dioxid (CO) is assumed to form car- 
bonic acid (HgCO,) by union with the elements of water, 
and the term carbonic acid abould be restricted to the prod- 
uct of sach union.—Carbon — Bese trdianel hed, 
—Carbon monoxid. Same as cartenie or carhonons red. 
~ Carbon pencils, Same as carbon. 
der carbon). atars, See *strrl,—Carbon tem- 
per. See fewper.— Carbon COly, @ 
compound of great value aa a pon-inflammable solvent 
fi paint, ete. : also as a surgical anesthetic, 
though not as availabe for this —A* as chloroform 
or other.— Carbon theory, in biel, the th that liv. 

ints (which see an- 

ing substance or protop! arose from bi nie carbod- 
utes, — @ material, com of a menses of 
fine Un -like Glamente of carbon, which is obtained as 
a by-product from scame forma of coke-furnaces.—Com- 

carbon in astate of chemical combination 
with some other element or elements; specifically, the 
carhen of iron carbide (wee wermentite) Lf the carbon 
exists tn solid solution ip irom or steel ft is pot usually 
designated as combined carbon, although the state of 
solution is in one sense a form of chemical combination. 
‘The dimolved state ia distingoished from the chemically 
combined state by the fact that the carbon may be In any 
proportion from zero to 2 per cent. and sometimes ap to 
4 per cent or slightly more, ander special condition 
while cementite has a constant percentage of carbon and 
iron. The combination is effected either by heating the 
iron in contact with gnseous fael, or by exposing it toa 
high temperature in cotitact with solid carbon. ror 
containing carbon chletly tn the combdped form ts known 
as ‘white iron’; if free carbon, or graphite, is predomi- 
nant, it is called ‘gray fron.’ In some varieties of iron 
the carbon ts partly combined and partly free, and the 
fretured iron has a speckled appearance and is known as 
‘mottled iroa.’— flamecarbon. See 
electric #ore.— Graphitic carbon crystallized in 
mMombohedral forme and having the other properties 
natural graphite, It separates from solution fn metallic 
iron on ing, amt hence ts found in Tay cast-iron, and 
often in masses of consid size in the slag of biast-fur- 
feces: now manufactured of a commercial seale by in- 
tenecly heating amorphous carbon in an electric furmace, 
— Rotort-carbon. Same as ges-carbon (which see, un- 
der carte) 

carbon (kiir’bon) rv. ¢t. 
carbons in (an are lamp). 
hie Lighting, p. 445, 

{carbon, wn. To put 
W. L. Di in, Pub- 

‘bona’ n.—Lead the chief constit- 
tent in i, leswl as ——— this pigment 
comtaing also Jead hydroxid. 

carbonating-column (kiir’bo-na-ting-kol’um), 
n. A part of the plant for making carbonate 
of soda from common salt by the Solvay or 
AMMONIA process, It consiste of an iron cylinder, 40 
or §0 feet high and 6 or 7 feet fh diameter, containing a 
number of dome-shaped partitions perforated with sneall 
holes, It is Oiled with strong brine charged with am- 
toonla, and carbondioxid was is then forced in at the tot 
tom, which forms and precipitates the acid carbonate of 
sola to be afterward converted by heating into the wor- 
mal carbonate, 

carbonating-tower (kiir’ bo-na-ting-tou"ér), n. 
Same as *carbonaling-column, 

carbonation, ». 2. In the Leblanc process for 
the manufacture of carbonate of soda, the 
treatment with carbon-dioxid gas of the crude 
liquor obtained by leaching the black ash, or, 
after evaporation of this crude liquor to dry- 
ness, the roasting of the residue, to which saw- 
dust hus been added. The object of the pro- 
cess is the eonversion of some caustic soda 
and sodinm sulphid present into sodium ecar- 
bonate.—3, In petrog., the union of carbonic 
aeid and a base, or the substitution of carbonic 
acid for another combined acid, in either case 
producing carbonates. 
carbonatization (kiir"ho-ni-ti-zi‘shon), nv. 
The process by whieh, from the action of eir- 
culating subterranean waters containing ear- 
bonates, the feldapars and other rock-forming 
silicates are replaced by calcite, dolomite, or 
some other carbonate, 
carbonemia (kiir-bo-né’mi-li), n. [NL., car- 
bouwmia, € L. carbo(r-), coal (earbon), + Gr. 
ava, blood.] Poisoning with carbonic oxid. 
carbonero (kiir-bé-na‘rd), a. [Sp., chareoal- 
man, eoal-man.] A Cuban name of the fish 
Caranqua ruber. 

acid. This ens, liquefied by preseare and 
transported in strong steel cylinders, is How Prepared on 
acommervial scale, ‘ity a¢ & by-product of brewing, 
aml is Geel in reedering beverages effervescent, as a 
means of extinguishing fire, in taaking aérated bred, and 
for various other puryeees — Carbonic- 
Bee tir peyper ret a, — Carbonic anhydrid. Same as #ear- 
bon dived, —Bkatol carbonic acid, (oligh yg, a pre 
duct of albaminous putrefaction: a derivative of skatol 

carbonification (kiir’ bo-nif-i-ka’shgn), x. Con- 
version into earbon or coal. 

carbonify (kir-bon’i-fi), r,t. [earhon + -i-fy.] 
Same as carbonice, 
carbonigenous (kiir-bo-nij‘e-nus), a. [carbon 
+ L, -genss, -producing.] Producing carbon. 

carbonimide (kiir-bon-i’mid), a. [earbon + 
imide.) Same as *earbimide. 

of Car 

carbunculo 

carbonist (kiir’bo-nist), n.  fearbon + -sat5 
One who holds a certain theory with regard to 
carbon ; specifieally, an advocate of the theory 
that the hardness of quickly cooled steel is due 
altogether to the carbon contained therein, as 
opposed to an *allotropist (which see). At the 

—— — “carta Ue tnjoity agree that er or ; 
the hardness of quickly cooled steel is due But to allo 
trophe modifications of fron and the influence of carben. 
Nature, May 6, 144, p. 2 

carbonite (kiir’bo-nit', », [carbon + -ite®.] 
1, A trade-name of an explosive for use in 
blasting, consisting of nitroglycerin, sodium 
nitrate, wood-meal, and a little sodium ear- 
bonate.— 2, Same as native *coke. 
carbonitride (kiir-bo-ni'trid), ». [earbo(m) + 
nitr(ogen) + -idel.) A compound of carbon 
and nitrogen with some other element: as, 
silicon carbonitride, SigCoN, which is formed 
by neeting silieon, carbon, and nitroyen to- 
gether, 

carbonizable*(kir’bo-ni-za-bl), a, (carbonize 
+ -able.] Capable of conversion into charcoal. 

carbonization, ». 4. In cytol., a method of re- 
ducing the cell-wall in plants by charring. 

vr. t. 4. To destroy (the —— 
matter mixed with wool or other animal tibers) 
by chemical means (as a dilute solution of 
sulphuric or hydrochloric acid) and high tem- 
perature (210° F.), “furnace. (5) A 
paxturnace thsed for carboulzing the flaments of electric 
amps, The tlaments are placed in an air-tight fire-cla 
Tetort which is put in the furnace and raised to a hig 
temperature by the gus-flames. 

(kiir’bo-ni-zing), n. Specifically, 
in the treatment of textile materials, the 
cess by which wool and similar animal fibers 
are freed from vegetable matter such as cot- 
ton, burs, straw, efe. It consists in satarating the 
tieaterial with a solution of some ach (a6 sulphuric ack! 
or other chemical compound (as aluminium chlerid), ar 
drying Ht at a high temperature while thus saturmted. As 
& result the vegetable matter becomes cartemized and 
drops away from the wool as a gry powder, This ts 
known as wet carbonizing. Dry ca Hizing Consists in 
subjecting the material for some thie lo the action of dry 
hydrochloric-acid ata tetnperatire of aC. Dry 
carbonizing is chi ——— for the carbonization of 
rags in the preparation of shoddy. 

carbon-printing (kiir’bon-prin‘ting),». Same 
as carbon process (which see, under carbon). 

carbonyl, “.—Iron carbonyl. See # ~ Nickel 
—— — — 

carbopyridic (kiir* bo-pi-rid‘ik), @.  (carhe(n) 
+ Byrvaténe) + Ac. Pertaining to pyridine 
and earbon,—Carbopyridic acid. Same as *pyrid- 
inecarburylic ack, 

carbora (kiir bo’ri). ». [Native Australian.) 
A wood-burrowing worm whieh lives between 
high and low water in a tidal river, [Aus- 
tralia.) 

carborudite (kiir-bé-ri‘dit), ». [L. carho(n-), 
coal, + rudux, rubble, + -ife2.) A coarse 
fragmental rock of carbonaceous matter; a 
coal-breecia or conglomerate, 
carborundum (kiir-bd-run‘dum), n. Silicon 
carbide, SiC, a product of the electric fur- 
nace used as an abrasive material. The reaction 
of ibe furtace is Sith. oC = SIC This substance 
is eapufectared ip powerfnl electric furnaces apom a lance 
scale, 3¢ is asa powder of various degrees of fine- 
ness and is also consolidated into blocks for grinding 
wheels Carborundunn is substituted for ferrosilicon in 
steel-making and is talxed with a strong solution of water- 
glass (malini silicate) to form a paste fur application to 
the lining of a farnace, protecting it from infery by very 
hich temperature, ft has heen identified in the meteorte 
iron of Catton Diablo, Arizona, and mamied modannite, 

carbosilicon (kiir-b6-sil’i- kon), ». A trade- 
name for a fused material consisting of silicon 
and silicon carbide (carborundum), possibly 
combined, more probably merely mixed with 
each other, It is compact and very hard and 
tough, 

carboxid (kiir-bok’sid), 1, [cark(on) * oxid. 
In chem., a compound consisting of carbony 
or carbon monoxid united to an eleetropositive 
metal. 

carboxylic (kiir-bok-sil’ik). a. [carhoryl + -ie.] 
Containing carboxyl, CO.OH.— Carboxylic acid, 
an ack! containing the carboxy! group. 

tus, carbuncle, “.—Contagious carbuncle, Same as 
mationant pastels, 

carbunculo (kar-biin’k6-lo), n, (Sp. : see eer- 
bonele.) A fabulous animal, the existence of 
which is generally believed in some parts of 
South America. The myth te of Spanish introdac- 
tien, but the Tedians beliewe in it even more than the 
mestizos The animal is represented as a lane wildcat 
having in its forelesd a cartancle-stone of Lane aise, or 
aorel gem of great Value This gem the animal covers up 
at will with ali At night the stone, when uncovered 
——— to emit a brilliant light like that of a red 

itera. 



carbunculosis 

carbunculosis (kiir-b mang kil-16’sis),m. [NL 
carbunculus + -osis.) The morbid state char- 
acterized by the occurrence of carbuncles. 

carbunculus LH * ka-lus), ñ.;pl. car- 
buneuli (-li), [NL.] Same as carbunele, 

carburant (kiir’ba-rant), ». [carbur(et) + 
-ant!.) Asubstance, supplied as gas or vapor, 
serving to add carbon to a gaseous mixture to 
be burned, with a view to either the produc- 
tion of light or, as in internal-combustion en- 
gines, the production of mechanical energy. 

carburation (kiir-bi-ra’shon), n. [earbur(et) 
+ -ation.) The process of impregnating with 
a mist of particles of liquid hydrocarbon, 
which vaporize in their finely divided state 
either at atmospheric temperatures or on heat- 
ing. Atmospheric a | impregnated forma a gas which 
may be ignited and in internal-combustion motors. 
See woe ter. 

carbureter, #. 1. Carbuareters are also used for 
impregnating a current of atmospheric i we a rmlat or 
vapor from a liquid hyd me becomes a 
combustible or explosive mixtare suitable a tse in ine 
ternal-combustion motors, In the early forms of car- 
bereter the air moved over a surface tikea wick, by the 
capillary action in which gasolene waa —— inte 
the air. In Inter forms the air waa cased to bubble 
through « thin layer of liquid gasotone, or waa blown over 
the surface of the latter. In now in use a small jet 
of gasolene ts foreed through a meedlo-hole, by difference 
of pressure, into the current of moving air at each aspire 
ation of the workin, — In the foat-carbareters 
the jet is control we valve actuated by a Moat, As 
the Boat rises, when the flast-chamber filla, the needle 
hole is chased. In others the gasolene inlet is opened by 
the same difference in alr-preasure which causes the alr- 
valve to ct, The same valve-surface may — anid 
close both inleta. Carbureters may use alcohol or kero 
sene as sources of carbon, but with the jes volatile liquide 
the carburcters mast be vaporizers as well as atomloera, 
that the facl may not separate from the air by liquation 
or comlensation. This vaporization is effected by using 
heat above that of the atmosphere, either from an outside 
flame or by comducting waste heat from exhaust gues. 
When the carbureter supplies too much fuel, the mixture 
barns badly in the cylinder, and anburved fwel in the 
exhwust outkes them viatble as smoke and produces 
an offensive odor, When the needle-hole oe eel, 
the motor gets no fuel and will not run.— Com) 
carbureter, a carbareter which automatical YE 
the —— of fuel supplied to the engine ast 1 

Pivot oe tan with speed of power of the motor. 

lamine (kiir-bil-am’in), n. [carb(on) + 
al amine.) A basic substance found in the 
venom of toads. 
carcake (kiir’kik), ». [Also corecake, kercake : 
< care, as in Care Sunday, + cake.) A small 
cake baked on a griddle and eaten on Shrove 
Tuesday in parts of Seotland.— Blood 
& cake made of blood and oatspeal, formerly used in the 
south of Scotland. Jamieson. 

kitr-kil’ni), a. [Also carconna, kar- 
kana; ¢ Hind., karkhdna ¢ Pers, karkhana, < 
ker, work, business, + khana, house.) Awork- 
shop; a departmental establishment in the 
military service. [Anglo-Indian.] 
carcass (kiir'kas), 7. 4 To erect or set up the 
earcass or framework of a building ora ship, 

carcel (kir-sel’), ». [See Coreel lamp.) A 
French unit of illuminating power, equal to 
the light emitted by a standard lamp with a 
flame 40 millimeters high and burning 42 grams 
of colza-oil an hour, 
carcel-hour (kiir-sel‘our),. A unit of lumi- 
nous energy; the quantity of light-cnergy emit- 
ted in one hour by a source whose light-flax 
equals that from a Carce standard lamp. 
carcel-meter (kiir-sel’mé‘tér), n, A unit of 
illumination in whieh the souree of light is the 
flame of a Carcel lamp placed at a distance of 
one meter. The carcel-meter is approximately 
10.9 luzes. See *illumination. 

carcel-second (kiir-sel’sek*’und), #. A unit of 
luminous energy in which the Carcel lamp is 
taken a8 the standard of intensity. 

carcer (klir’s¢r), 1. L. pl. carceres (-62) [I.] 
A prison; & lock-up; especially, one in a Ld tT 
man school or university,—2, One of the 8 to 
12 stalls, closed with bars, from which races 
were started ina Roman cireus. They were 
arrange “d with slanting axes in order not to 
give an unfair advantage toany competitor. 

carceration (kiir-se-ra’shon), #. (See incar- 
ceration.] Incarceration; imprisonment. Trol- 
lope. 

Carcharodontine (kiir-kar’$-don-ti'né), n. pl. 
{¢ pages + -inw.] A subfamily of 
sharks, including the great man-eater, typi- 
fied by the genus Carcharodon, 

emia (kiir-si-né’mi-f), ». [NL. carei- 
neemia, ¢ Gr. xapxivoc, cancer, + amua, blood.) 
Cancerous cachexia, 
carcinoma, ». 2. In hot, a disease of trees 
characterized by the separation of the bark 
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— the exudation of an acrid sap. 
t. 

carcinomatoid (kiir-si-nom’s-toid), a. 
capxivwua(t-), carcinoma, + tidoc, form. 
sembling carcinoma, Med, Record, Feb. 
1903, p. 271. 

carcinomatosis (kiir-si-né-ma-té’sis), nv. [NL. 
<carcinoma(t-) + -osis.) | Generalized cancer 
disseminated throughout the body. Also called 
carcinosis. 

carcinosis (kiir-si-nd’sis), a. (NL., ¢ Gr. xap- 
xivoc, cancer, + -osia.] Same as *carcinoma- 
tosis. 

carcinous (kiir’si-nus), a. 
cer, + -ovs.) Cancerous. 
carcoon (kir-kiin’), a, [Also corcon, corcone; 
€ Mahr. harkin, Pers. kdrkun.] A clerk. [An- 
glo-Indian.] 

car-cylinder (kiir’sil’in-dér), ». The cylinder 
for an air-brake system in which air under 
—— is stored under each car, 

a complimentary card 
sent to one on the anniver- 

card, the card which is 

Treas. 

Gr. 
he 

[Gr. xapxivor, can- 

1, 

testanlly iv * nr Rte Mma 
sary of his birthday,— Burnt 
tured face up on the bottom of the ‘pack, in some bank- 
ing games. In baccura the banker mong bose two canda if 
he pleases. — carda, in whist and dow, noting the 
number of tricks ower = book won by the same side: na, 
two by cards at no tramp—Card of reéntry, in ehiet 
and bridge, a winning card in one suit which will bring 
the established cards of another suit into play,—Card- 
repeating , A tmachine for copying or repeating 
& set of pattern-cards ‘fora Jacq) p after th * 
been cut by the piatu· iiae hitze· 
Christinas.— Doubtful card, in whit, a card led which 
may of may hot win the teick,— Dum! & COND PER 
card to which no magnetic needle ts attached.— Easter 

a cart containing suitable emblems and greetings 
sent to friends and presented to Suniay-schoot scholars, 
ete., at Faster, — canis which have 

be the best of the sult fron —— fact that the higher 
canis have heen playeid— card played 
in —————— on the table, = pe por bey Jeft on the 

called by the néversery in a partnersh! 
gume.— Paced card. See *faced,— any 
Slayed with the object of deceiving the — on to 
the trie holding in the smit: as, to win a trick at widge 
with the ace while holding the king,—Glass 

card. , cards of 
the same plang so far as winning tricks is concerned : aa 
the king and queen.—King-o See master tear, 
— a ome cards of « enit —— —— 2* 

are in the —~ Losing cards, 
wh and ridge, curds ene wlll *8 tricks if —— 

eo beat ret wave cardiacean vt rid of oarly.— Master card, th 
of a suit in which the better carts have been 

— New-year c: a more or leas claboratel oruanental 
————— cant with Che season's greetings — 
wishes for the New-year,— 
* payer. Soda in sare, the cant wh > po 
face up in the box before the deal begins: the opposite of 
fori bl elle I my bog some card, in whist and 
bridge, acant led from one hand for Tee purpose of giving 
the third hand some advantage, aa a jack led throng 
dumemy's queen oc king. Sure card, something which 
when called into play will inure success. —The card, 
the correct thing, — ‘Thirds card, the wenal size in the 
United Kingdom for a man's calling-card—% tnehes in 
Jength aud 1) in breadth — to acard, mid of 
& player when he is oblived to discard ome of two cards 
and does not know whieh to keep,—To have the cards 
in one's own hand, to pemsrss Phe — — dW. a 
they are rightly usel.—To play to use 
ones beat embeavor: take he step whieh it is t wht 
will be most likely to resnit in aeccess.—To play one’s 
e well, —— a —— use of the means at ones 
command,—To throw up one’s to ahandon the 
pme (or the mae) y throwers lack of Ree eriining cants or of 
he means of attalning stecess.— Wide cards, in cribbaye, 

cards Which cannot be connected so as to form sequences 
by the play of any intermediate card. 

card* i spit ens er at card, a cotton-canting ma- 
chine es which the top ats revelve ar travel over the top 

— — 

Card. 

@, lapet ontten; ¢, lap-rotier;s 

Kevolving-flas 

@, frane ; 4, main eylineer; c. hats; 
f, dish plate; &, feed peal) A, taketiet 
4, caleader-rullers ; ov, ceeler; mu, cam; 

4 heush a 4 dotlers £, co 
2, slawen, 

wl s 

of the main cylinter.—Roller-and-clearer card, 
eotton-carding machine equipped with revolving rollers 
or cylinders for working the stuck: chictly used for cant- 
ing cotton waste and coarse yarns. , a ReTICS 
of two or more canting engines consisting, if of three 
(whieh is the oaual niimber), of a breaker, a seoond breaker 
or intermediate, and a finisher. ‘This series i4 the statia- 
tical anit or anit of capacity of a woolen-factory.—Sta- 

flat card, a cmtten-carding machine having ite 
top carding-surtaces ar flats stationary. 

Card. An abbreviation of cardinal, 

transparency roncy of i gelatin in the form of a — Hockelty- o 

cardinal-fish 
cardamine, (kiir’da-min), v. 

lunt of the genus Cardamine (which see). 
dardan joint, shaft. See — 
—— (kiir-dan‘ik), a. f, pertaining to, 

or devised by Cardan CGisotamec Cardano, 1501- 
1576), a noted physician, mathematician, and 
astrologer of Italy: as, $ ardanic suspension 
(suspension Bown imbals 
— (hued bord), 3 xn. Athin board, with 
a short handle, 5 inches wide and 12 inches 
long, to which is fastened card-clothing for 

ing wool, cotton, and the like by hand. 
board-press (kiird’ bord-pres) Cal- 

endering-rolls for surfacing and fini thing press- 
board or smooth, hard cardboard used for 
book-covers and Jacquard cands, 

-case, ". 2. A case of drawers in which 
catalogue-cards are arran 
— 2* (kiird’chét), # 

card-cradle (kiird’kra’dl), n. Acurved metal 
frame secured beneath the card-cylinder of a 
anes uurd loom to receive the cards as they 
are discharged from the eylinder. 

card-cutter, ». 2, One who operates a machine 
can euttin pattern-cards fora Jacquard loom. 

“cylinder (kiird’sil’in-dér), n. Same as 

i (ce-de-ndl’), n. [Sp.] See *ear- 

3. Same as carder-bee (which see), 
See card-gatherer (kiird’gari‘ér-er), mn. A gath- 

erer of teazels or carding-thistles, 
Cardiac diuretic, dropsy, ete. See Wditretic, wd 
ete.— Cardiac inadequac: Same as #oardinc — 
cieney.— Cardiac insuficlency, inability of the heart 
to perform its function of maintaining the cireulation of 
the blood in an uate manner.-~ Cardiac 
Bee neuralgia. — sac, (5) In Annelata, a 
bulb-like contractile portion of the dorsal blood-vessel.— 
Cargias val in entom,, an invagination of the 
esophagus tnte the proventricalus, producing a valvule 
which prevents the larger bits of food from passing into 
meee ite stomach. A, & Packard, Text- of Entom., 
pa 

oe nu, pl. 3. A suborder of Eulamel- 
libranchiata, baving the gills mueh folded, foot 
cylindric and more or less elongate, and si- 

A 

‘One who cheats 

— 
cardenal 
dinal-fish, 

carder®, . 

phons generally lacking. It contains the fam- 
. ae Cardiida#, Tridacnide, Chamide, and 

others, 
cardiacean (kiir-di-i‘sé-an), a. and». I, a. 
Having the churacters of the Cardiacea. 

IL, », A bivalve mollusk belonging — the 
suborder Cardiacea. 
cardiagraph (kiir‘di-a-graf), n. 
diograph. 

cardial (kiir’di-al), a. [Gr, xapdia, heart, + 
-all.) Of or pertaining to the heart: cardiac. 

cardialgic (kir-di-al’jik), a. Melating to or 
suffering from cardialgia. 

Same as car- 

eardiameter (kiir-di-am’e-tér), ». Same as 
*cardiometer. 
cardianeuria (kiir-dli-a-ni’ri-f), ». [NL., ¢ 
Gr, xapdia, heart, + dxrupoc, without sinews or 
nerves, ¢ é- priv. + viper, sinew, nerve.) In 
pothol., lack of tone in the heart, 
cardiant (kiir‘di-unt), ». [Gr. nopdie, heart, + 
-int.) A remody which acts upon the heart. 

cardiataxia (kiir-di-a-tak’si-i), a, (Gr, wapdiay 
heart, + aragie, disorder: see atary. }  Irregu- 
lar action of the heart. 
eardiatrophy (kiir-di-at’ ro-fi), ». Same as 
cardiatrophia, 

cardinal. area, in the stracture of I, «Cardinal 
the shells of the —— a flattened or curved teri- 
angular area between the hinge-line 
ad the beaks of the valves, specially 
prominent om the ventral valve, and 
medially divided by the delthyrtal 
opening, A trie cantinal area is not 
preosiry in all orders of Brachkiuponta, 

tin the orders Afremata aml Neo- 
fremate iL is represented by a poste. 
rior Sattening of the valves termed 
a folee cartinal ereo.— Cardinal 
number, (/) Multitude; the degree 
in Which the members af a collection 
are many: 60 Geed erronectsly by Grrtene Aeterce dete. 
some logteomathenatichers, — Dede, op 
dinal point. See wpornf!.Cardi- Dorsal view show 

ing high area and 
a 

ott 
™ Palacuntal- 

p in brichiopexts, a —4 
Projection at the posterior etge of —S * 
the dorsal valve which tnterlocks with 3°) 0, 
the hinge-teeth on the ventral walve, Gy") 
thas forming the hinge.— 

See deve pico, — value, See #relwe. 

II. ».—Alizarin cardinal, Same as alizerin *ypar- 
wet,— Cardinal in ole whom the Pope intents 
to create a cardinal, but whose name las not been for- 
nunlly published. 

cardinal-fish (kiir’di-nal-fish’), ». A fish of 
the family apogenide, the red species of which 
is called cardenal in Spanish: they are found 



cardinal-fish 
in tropical waters, and are especially abundant 
in the East Indies. 

cardinalic | kiir-di-nal‘ik),a. Of or pertaining 
to the office of a eardinal; like a cardinal. 
cardinalism (kir’di-nal-izm), m. ede + 
-ism.] The m of the college of cardinals; 
the theory of the institution of the college ot 
cardinals. 
cardinalist (kiir’di-nal-ist), n. 1. An advocate 
or adherent of the system of the college of 
eardinals,—2. A follower of Cardinal Antoine 
Perrenot, prime minister to Margaret of Parma 
in the sixteenth century. 

tian (kii‘di-na-lish’ian),a. Same as 
eardinalitial. 

card-index (kiird’in‘’deks), ». An index con- 
sisting of cards arranged alphabetically. 

carding-scale (kiir’ding-skal), ». A seale or 
table, used by those who card wool on com- 
mission, giving the amount of carding to be 
done and the relative price. 

stock (kiir’ding-stok), n. A bench, 
upon one end of which is nailed card-clothing, 
the other end serving as a seat for the oper- 
ator in carding fibrous material, as wool and 
cotton, with hand-cards in conjunction with 
the fixed card, 

-surface (kir’ding-sér‘fais), m. In 
tertile-manuf., the extremities of the card- 
elothing teeth on the carding-machine that 
eard the stock. 

(kiir’ di-d-lir-té’ri-al), a. Re- 
lating to both the beart and the arteries. 

interval, 
sometines quite appreciable, between the apex-beat of the 
heart and the palse at the wrist or elsewhere. 

cardioblast (kiir’di-d-blast), m. [Gr. rapdia, 
heart, + SAaoréc, germ.] In insect embryol., 
any one of a long row of cells bordering the 
™ l layer of the primitive band and 
affording the first indication of the dorsal 
* 4. 5. Packard, Text-book of Entom., 

p. 572, 
cardioclasis (kiir’di-ok‘’la-sia), m. [Gr. xapdia, 
— + «Ado, breaking.) Rupture of the 
eart. 

cardiocelomic (kir’ di-6-sé-lom‘ik), a 
insect anat., pertaining to the pericardi 
loma or heart-cavity. 
These — called cordio-cartomie aperta 

visible to the naked exe being situated on conical papll- 
le of the walls of the heart. 

A. & Packard, Text-book of Exntom., p. 400, 

cardioconch (kir‘’di-G-kongk), n. [Gr. xapdia, 
heart, + xéyyy, a moljuscan shell.) One of 
the so-called Cardioconchz. 
Oardioconche (kiir-di-d-kong’ké), n. pl. A 
factitious group of pelecypod mollusks echar- 
acterized by their tenuous shells and the ab- 
qanee of dentition and other eritien! structures. 
ft * 
dive condition was actual, anrd he deslausied ths proap 
by the name FPalaoconcha, which was subsequent! 
el by Benshnusen to Cardioconche because shell 
of this one are not of primitive age. Clarke has shown 
that the Cardioconcha or Palwoconchs represent merely 
a condition of degeneration or convengence ly due 
to pelagic life, and similarly affecting gener diverse 
34. Sach pelecypots are specially characteristic 
of the Rohemian Upper Silarian and of lower Upper 
Devonian throughout the northern hemisphere. 

tracin ®. Electric cardiogram, a 
showing the electric currents which traverse the ani 
body with every heart-beat. 

cardiographic (kiir’di--graf’ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to cardiography. 

cardio-inhibition (kir'di-5-tn-bi-bieb’go), nm. 
Slowing of the action of the heart. Philos, 
Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), ser, B, 182, 242, 

cardiokinetic (kiir‘di-6-ki-net‘’ik), a. [Gr. 
xapdia, heart, + xegréc, Cacvete, move.) Causing 
or accelerating the action of the heart. 

cardiolith (kiir‘di-6-lith), ». [Gr. «apdia, heart, 
+ difoc, stone.) A calcareous deposit in or 
upon the heart. 

cardiolysin (kiir-di-ol’i-sin),», [cardiolysis + 
-in?,] A cytotoxin directed against heart- 

(kiir-di-ol’i-is), nm. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
muscle tissue. 

cardio 
sapdia, heart, + Abci, dissolution.) Resection 
of a portion of the sternum and of the costal 
cartilages in the cardiac area, in order to per- 
mit of greater freedom of movement in cases 
of adbesions following chronic mediastinoperi- 
carditis, Lancet, July 18, 1903, p, 188 
cardiometer (kir-di-om’e-tér),n. [Gr. xapdia, 
heart, + gétpor, measure.} 1. An instrument 
for measuring the intracardiac blood-pressure. 
— 2. An instrument for recording the extent 
and frequency of the cardiae pulsations, 

the difference in time, cardi 
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cardiometric (kiir'di-é-met’rik), a. Of or per- 
taining to cardiometry. Nutwre, May 26, 1bo4, 
p. 58. 

,". 2, Measurement of the blood- 

cardiopathy (kir-di-op’a-thi), ._ (Gr. aap r-di-op’a-thi), n. r. a, 
peart -zallera, ¢ wating, disease.) Disease of 
the heart. Phil. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1903, 
p. 2 207. 

cardioplegia (kiir’di-d-plé’ji-i), mn. (Gr, xapdi 
bear + rAnyh, ike. Ct. apoplery.] 1 
Paralysis of the heart museles.—2, Irregular 
muscular contractions of the esophageal orifice 
of the stomach. 

(kiir-di-op-to‘sis), n. Gr. 
xapdia, heart, + rae, falling.) woward 
disloration of the heart. Med. Record, Jan. 
24, 1903, p. 157. — . 

cture (kiir’di-j-pungk’tir), a. [Gr, 
copia banal, + L. punctura, pune | alan 
as cardiocentesis. 

cardiorespire (kiir’di--ré-spir’ii- or res’- 
pi-ri-to-ri), a. (Gr. xapdia, heart, + E. re- 
spiratory.) Relating to change in the rhythm 
and — of respiration dependent upon 
ae eart-action ; relating to or caused by 

both respiratory and cardiac movements: as, 
8 cardiorespira murmur. Med. Record, 
Fpb. 7, 1903, p. 

egrdllesclercals (kiir’di-G-sklé-rd’sia), n. [NL. 
<Gr, xapdia, heart, + oxAypwerr, hardening. 
Overgrowth of fibrous connective tissue in the 
walls of the heart. 

(kiir’di-d-spazm), 2, (Gr. xapdia, 
heart, + oraopéc, contraction: see spasm.) 
Irregular muscular contractions at the esopha- 

al opening of the stomach, 
ardiospermum (kiir’di-}-spér’mum),n. | NL. 
(Linnwus, 1735-53), <Gr, xapdia, heart, + 
oxfpua, seed, The name alludes to the heart- 
shaped aril on the seeds of some species.) A 
genusof plants of the family Supindacew, which 
comprises about 30 tropical American species 
of climbing herbs, with alternate biternate 
loaves, coarsely serrate leaflets, and small white 
flowers, The most popaler species is the balloon-vine 
(C. Haliercatren), a raphl-growing.casily cultivated tender 
anneal, curious for ite intoted seed-veasele. Bee balloon: 
eine (cut), Jndian-heart, and Arartaced, 

cardiosp aph (kiir’di-d-sfig’mé 
nu. (Gr. —— +E. —— 
combined cardiograph and sphygmograph. 
cardiostenoma (kiir‘di-d-sté-nd’mii),», [NL., 
«Gr, xapdia, heart, + oreewya, a narrow place, 
<orevder, make narrow, Carevdc, narrow.) 
Same as cardioxtenosis, 

cardiotoxic (kiir’di-j-tok’sik), . [Gr. napdia, 
heart, + rogcadr, poison.] Having a poisonous 
effect upon the heart. 

cardiovalvulitis (kiir’di-é-val-vi-li’tix), », 
NL... (Gr, sepa, heart, + NL. caleule, valve, 

a -itis,] Inflammation of the valves of the 
cart, 

cardiovasal (kiir’di-d-vi'’sal), a. (Gr. xapdia, 
heart, + L. ras, vessel, + -ll,) Same as 
*cardiovascular. 

cardiovascular — §-vas’kil-lir),a. (Gr. 
rapdca, heart, + L. casen/um, a vessel: see vas. 
enlar,) Relating to both the heart and the 
blood-veasels, ed, Record, March 28, 1903, 

cardiovisceral (kiir’di-6-vis‘’o-ral), a. Con- 
nected with the heart and the viscera,—Cardio- 
visceral in ascidians, a vessel arising from the 
dorsal end of the heart and breaking up into branches 
— = over the surface of Wie alimentary canal amd 

Cardita (kiir-di’ti), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. xapdia, heart, 
+ -ry, E. -ite?.] The typical genus of the 
fumily Carditidw. Bruquiéres, 1791. 

cardite (kar’dit),1, (NL, Cardita,] A bivalve 
mollusk of the genus Cardita, 

carditian (kir-dit'i-an), a. Oforallied to the 
nus Cardita, 
rditide (kiir-dlit’i-ié). n. pl. [NL., ¢ Car- 

dita + -idw.) 1, A family of Pelecypoda with 
a cockle-like shell, external parivineular lig- 
ament, and fully developed hinge with lon 
posterior cardinal tooth, The genera are al 
marine, They began their existence in the 
Triassie and have continued to the present.— 
2. A family of bivalve mollusks of the order 
Eulametli-branchiata. They bave a single mantle 
fusion, branchiw large and unequal, the foot keeled and 
often byssiferous, and the shell mdiately grooved. The 
family includes the genera Cardite, Carditella, Veneri- 
cardia, and others, 
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eard-lacing (kiird’li‘sing), n. The act of 
tying together the pattern-cards of a Jacquard 

y for the loom. 
card-money (kiird’ mun’i). nm. <A kind of 
—— issued by the French in Canada 
n 1685, 

card-nippers (kiird’nip*érz), ». pl. A hand- 
punch for making boles in the pattern-cards 
of a Jacquard loom, 
cardo,. 4. Inthe pelecypod mollusks, the 
primitive hinge: contrasted with the articulus 
or adult hinye.—5, One of the two inter- 
secting central streets of the Roman military 
camp or castrum, the other being the deeu- 
manus, A similar arrangement is found in tho 
prehistoric pile-settlements of northern Italy. 

Pirst « lar space was marked ont sith the help 

te tee hs 
determined by some simple astronombecal observations, 

¥. von Dukn, in . Hellenic Studies, XVL 128, 

cardol, n. 2, Tribrom-salol, made by the action 
of bromine, in excess, upon salol. It is a 
crystalline substance used for allaying gastric 
uneasiness, cramps, ete, 

cardon (kiir-dén’), », [Mex. use of Sp. car- 
dén, teazel: see cardoon.] Either of two 
species of giant cactus, Cerens pecten-a 
inum and C, Pringlei, which in the arid cape 
region of Lower California form extensive 
leafless forests known as cardon forests. The 
dead wood is used for fuel, ete,, and the seeds 
are ground to mix with meal, 
card-pocket (kiird’pok*et), ». A pocket for 
earrying ecards; specifically, a pocket in the 
inside cover of a book for holding the reader’s 
library-card. 

card-recorder (klird‘ré-kér'dér), n. A clock 
which is correlated with mechanism for re- 
cording on curds the time spent in any special 
piece of work: used in card-systems of indus- 
trial — 

card-room (kird’riim), », A room devoted to 
eard-playing or in which card-playing is car- 

srd-sharping (kiird hiir'pi ‘8! ng), a. 
tice of cheating at cards; th 3 
card-sharper. 
card-system 

The prac- 
e profession of the 

ize, are arranged in alphabetic order, and, 
in series of any length, are marked by division-cards at 
appropriate points. Curds (items) can be inserted or 
withdrawn at will, 

card-teazel (kiird’té’zl),n. The wild teazel, 
Dipsacus sylvestris, 

card-thistle (kiird’this’!), n. Same as *card- 
teasel, 

(kiir-da-i’ np [NL (Neck- 
er, 1770), ¢ Catton —* Oris name 
adopted for the —— Asteracex by au- 
thors who take the genus Carduus as the type 
of the family. It has priority over all other 1 
formed —— Cordnue is aes t amd — — 
— * the thistle family, See * Asteraces, 2, 

el. 

cnra-wivine (hied'eirfing!, 0. The incietion 
of straight wires at regular intervals between 
the pattern-cards of a Jacquard loom, in such 
& manner as to cause the cards to be sus- 
pended from the card-cradle. 
careen,". 2. The submerged figure or body 
which is cut off from a floating vessel by the 
plane of the surface of the water; the sub- 
merged portion of a floating vessel; a figure 
bounded by the plane of the surface of the 
water and the wetted surface of a floating body, 
—8, A careening or lurching motion or move- 
ment; # lurch. 

The charm jof the camel} is not In the figure. . . 
the movement, the noiseless stepping, or the broad ea- 
reen, L. ee, Ben-Hur, L iL 

careless-weed (kir’les-wéd), n. One of sev- 
eral coarse species of amaranth springing up 
in neglected gardens, as Amaranthus retroflerns 
* (pigweed) and A, hybridus, The spiny care- 
less-weed is the same as the spiny amaranth, 
A, spinosus, 

Gareliparis kar-e-lip’a-ris), n. [NL,, ¢ Gr, 
capa, (lonie xapy), head, + Liparis,) A subge- 
nus of snail-fishes of the genus Liparis. 
Caremitra (kar-e-mi' tri), a. [NL., < Gr. xépa 
(lonie «dpy), head, +yirpe, girdle.] A subge- 
nus of snail-fishes of the genus Careproctws, 

Oarenchelyi (ka-reng-ké’li-i), ». pl. (NL, ¢ 
Gr, napa, head, + #)yxrA4ur, cel.) An order of 
long-necked eels found in the deep sea: dia- 
tinguished by the well-developed bones of the 

— — 
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jaw, which are joined immovably to the cra- septa of a coral.—4. In enfom., any keel-like carniferous (kiir-nif’e-rus),a. [L. care (earn-), 
nium, Only one species is known, Derichth 
corpentinas, constituting the family Derick. 
thyide. 

Oarentonian (kar-en-t6’ni-an), a. [ML. Car- 
antonus, Charente, + -ian-) Tn the geology 
of northern France and Belgium, noting a sub- 
stage of the Middle Cretaceous or Cenomanian: 
named from the river Charente, It is in part 
— to the Lower Chalk of England. 

Garoproctus (kar-e-prok’tus) ar-e-prok’tus), a. [NIL., ¢ Gr. 
napa, (lonic eo ‘head, + wpweréc, anns.] A 
enus of anail-fishes, of the family of Liparide, 
istinguished by the attenuated body and 

small disk. 
ca, resp. An abbreviation of the Latin capias 
ad reapondendum, See capias, 
caressant (ka-res’ant), a. 
caressant airs of heaven. X. F. D. 

caressive (ka-res’iv),a. Of the nature of a 
caress or Caresses ; caressing. 

carette (kiir-et’), ». [Irreg. ¢ -carl + -efte,] 
1. A street-car consisting essentially of the 
body of an ordinary street-car mounted on 
wooden spoke-wheels, with crank-axles. It is 
low, runs easily, and does not require rails.— 
2. A motor-vehicle like a wagonette. There 
are seats on both sides of the body, with a 
door at the rear, and the operator's seat is in 
front. 
Oarey act. See *act. 
carferal (kiir’fe-ral),. [L. car(bo), charcoal, 
— 563 bear, + al(umina).] A trade-name 
for a mixture of charcoal, metallic iron, and 
clay intended for filtering and purifying sew- 
age and also drinking-water. 
0 membrane, See *membrane. 

book (kiir’gé-bak), ». The book in 
which are en the particulars of a ship's 
cargo. 

cargo-port (kiir’go-port), mn, A large rectangu- 
lar port or — in a ship’s side for use in 
loading or discharging cargo. 

car-haul (kiir’hal), ». In tra tation, any 
short industrial railroad in which the cars, oF 
skips, are hauled by means of endless cables 
or chain-belts running on sheaves laid directly 
on the surface between the rails, The cars are 

on the chain that engages 
chines, a8 in coal-breakera, the 

lug may drag the car oF the incline or merely hold it back 
it is lowered by the moving chain. 

‘In standard-gage drill-yards an ‘endless wire cable car- 
otten used in moving cars or to bring coal-cara to 

& The po fn runs over 

to a comparatively limited area. ifer ter. 
ranovw of Newfoundland and A. dasrsont from the Queen 
Charlotte Islands The mast eastern spectes is £. grarn- 
landicus from Greenland, Ue westernmost A. granti from 
the end of the Alaska peninetla. 

caricatural (kar’i-ka-tar-al),a. Of the nature 
of caricature ; caricature-like : as, a caricatural 
biography. 

Oaricature photograph, See *photograph. 
caricology (kar-i-kol’6-Ji), n. (1. carer (caric-), 
sedge, Gr. -Aoyea, ; Réyerv, speak.) That 
department of botany which is concerned with 
a study of the sedge family. See caricography 
and caricologist. 
Caricyphide (kar-i-sif’i-dé), m. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Caricyphus + -ide.) An ill-defined family of 
macrurous decapod crustaceans containing 
the genera Caericyphus, Rhomaleocaris, and 
Anebocaris, of which the first is the type. 

Caricyphus (kar-i-si‘fus), ». (NI., ¢ Gr. 
aqpi¢, & small crustacean, prob, a shrimp or 
prawn, ; wees, ber ay — The typical 
genus of the family Ca ide, C,. Spence 
Bate, 1888, J = site 

caridoid (kar’i-loid), a. [Gr. xaple (xaped-), a 
small crustacean, prob. a shrimp or prawn, + 
eidog, form.) Resembling in form the shrimps 
or members of the crustacean family Caridide. 

cari: n.— Caries or cartes sicca, molecular 
—— tee not attended by suppuration. — 

carillonneur (kii-ri-lon-nér’), ». IF.carit 
lonner, v., ¢ carillon, a carillon.) A bell-ringer 
or player on a carillon or chime. 

m., Ll. (e} feop.) In estron., one of the four 
Parts into which the constellation Argo is divided, See 

ryo. 

8, One of the vertical cross-bars on the 

elevation of the body-wall of an insect, aa the 
ronotal carina of many — Proe. 

|. Soe, London, Murch, 1899, p.340.-carina 
trachem, the projecting ridge at the point of bifurcation 

the trachea 
Oarinate folds, in geol., isoclinal folds. 
carinately (kar‘i-nat-li), adv. In a keeled or 
carinate manner; with a carina or keel. 

carination (kar-i-ni’shon), ». [earinate + 
-ton.) A keeled condition: used in desecrip- 
tive biology and anatomy to express the ex- 
istence of ridges or carine on the organic 
body or test. 

Behind they are long and narrow, showing a double 
earmmation with a concavity — them. 

Amer, Nat., Jan, 1904, p. 28 

Carinthian process, stage. See HBleiberg 
*process, *stage. 

carisquis, n. See *Larishis, 
carking, p.a. 2. Worrying; fretful; anxious; 
solicitous, 

Every where find the sel 
the carking ad the — 4. the —— ry yy: 
lous, the workdling aml the reckless, Southey, Doctor, Lxv, 

carline® (kir’lin), mn. A Russian game of bil- 
liards which employs five balls, one of them 
blue and another black or yellow. tt scores for 
both caroms and pockets and is cunalative in its counts 
and penalties It wasa favorite in the United States when 
pocket tables were in fashion. 

carline-box (kir‘lin-boks), ». A shallow, 
portable box, for storage of miscellaneous 
articles, secured under the deck of a ship, in 
the rectangular spaces between the beams and 
the carlines, 

car-loader (kiir’lédér), n. In transportation, 
any machine used in loading a freight-car with 
grain, eoke, sand, coal, or other material in 

nik. ‘The most common form isa combined delivery. 
and —* cased tn bonding a box-car with wheat, 
corn, cto. It may be a single fexible spout or a two-way 
spout for filing both ends of the car at the same time 
In one type a pair of fans placed at the end of the delivery- 
pipe is used to blow the grain in eqaal quantities Into 
each end of (he car, trimming the fond an fast an delivered, 
Tt will Jowd 6,000 bushels an hour. Helt- and bucket-con- 

Iveyers, fitted toa ewinging-boom, are also used as car 
loadern. In loading Gat- or hopper-cars with sand or 
broken stone a short conveyer may extend from the ground 
to the car to deliver the ma to the car as fast ax it is 
shoveled into the conveyer. Conreyers, sup on 
swinging-booms over a hop ror in the of a 
box-var, are nlso used to } coke, ashes, coal, ete,, upon 
cars, Bee toonveper, #couling-station, and weoal-storage, 

Carlylesque (kiir-lil-esk’), a. [Carlyle + 
— '.] Characteristic of Thomas Carlyle or 

style, 
Carmelitess (kiir’mel-i-tes), ». [Carmelite + 
~es8.) A member of the Carmelite order of 
women. 
carmeloite (kir-mel’é-it), n. [Carmelo Bay, 
California, + -ite.] A name given by A, c, 
Lawson to eruptive rocks at Carmelo Bay, 
California, having the character of andesitic 
basalt. 2* is like *2*5 + andesi 

Tae — 
car-mile (kiir’mil), ». The unit in which the 
number of miles covered by the rolling-stock 
ofa railway system within a certain time is 
measured, 

on (kiir-mil’ von), n. [earm(ine) + 
(verm)ilion,] A earmine preparation in which 
the coloring properties are not brought to a 
dry state, as with other pigments, 

(kiir’ mi-na&f), rn. [As carminnaph : 
< carmi(ne) + naph(tha).] Same as *Sudan J, 
—Carminaph garnet. Same as alpha-naphthylamine 

, 7. —Aligarin carmine, » mordant coal-tar 
color related to anthracene, It is the soxdiam ealtof alizarin 
moncsulphontc ack, and is prepared by the action of 
fuming salphuric acid upem alizarin. Also called afizarin 
red Sand olizarin powder.—Carmine a pigment 

from the second washing of carmine.—Oarmine 
ered , 2 dyestutt made red. See ls carmine 

by treating lichens with an aqueous solution of ammonia, 
exposing the liquid to the air antil a crimson color has 
developed, and ting with alum. 

carmoisin, carmoisine (kir‘’mé-i-sin), nm. 
[car(mine) + (ecra)moie(y) + -in2.] An acid 
eoal-tar color: same as fast *red C. 
carmoot (klir-mit’), n. ~ garmut.) A fish, 
Clarias anguillaris, found in the Nile. 

tion!, .— Bacteriosis of carnation, See 
disease. Seo *diane,—Car- 

nation fairy- See % Hete miter, 
carnelian, nr. 2. The beautiful red or reddish 
color of this stone. The distinetive colors of 
Cornell University are carnelian and white, 
earnic (kiir’nik), a. [l.. caro (carn-), flesh, 
+-ic.]) Pertaining to or derived  Srom flesh.— 

acid, a substance, C —B Siog- 
See ee ett ee eetacie Uh ttatetitie dievetion, 

webacterioeis,— 

flesh, + -ferus, ¢ serre, bear.) Flesh-bearing. 
There [a also a milk tree; but we nowhere fhid a cer. 

niferous, a tree. 
igh Hunt, Seer, p. 27. N. #. De 

carniferrin (kiir-ni-fer’in), ». [L. caro (carn-), 
flesh, + ferrum, iron, + -in2.] A bland, taste- 
less powder said to be a compound of iron and 
phosphocarnic acid containing 30 per cent. of 
iron. 

carnificial (kiir-ni-fish’al), a. [L. carnifes 
(-file-) + -ial.) Of or pertaining to a carnifex 
or executioner, or a butcher, 
See di , abridged th fi 

and Ag fig a4 rete — as niente —5* 
however, not by any —— knife, 

Seott, Fortunes of Nigel, UL, xii 

carniform (kiir’ni-form), a. L caro (carn-), 
flesh, + forma, form.] Fiesh-like; resembling 
flesh. 
Carniolan (kiir-ni-6’lqn),a. [Carniola + -an.] 
Ofor pertaining to Carniola, anelevated Alpine 
province of Austria.—Carniolan 
of very gentle large gray howey-hees from Carniola, The 
abdomen presents a ringed appearance due to bands of 
allvery-white hain. 

Carnosa (kiir-né’sd), n. pl. [NL., neut. pl. 
of carnosus, fleshy: see carnose.) An order 
of Demospongize ——t Tetraronida with 
spicules greatly reduced in size or wanting, 
and no diactinal megascleres or trimnes wit 
long rhabdomes, It contains the familiea Cor- 
icidw, Plakinide, Chondrosid#, and others, 

Carnlolan Bee ¶ pir eliifere) (Beaton, U. 5. D. A.) 

A, drone; #, queen. 

carnosin (kiir’nd-sin), mn, [earnose + -in2.] A 
leucomaine (CgH,4NgO3) belonging to the 
purin grow 

earnetine (kir’nd-tin), n. [A, Carnot, a mem- 
ber of the School of Mines, Paris, + -ine?.) 
Same as *primulin. 

otite (kiir’n6-tit),. (A. Carnot (see car- 
notine) + -ite*.] A more or less impure hy- 
drated vanadate of uranium and potash, o«- 
eurring somewhat abundantly in Montrose 
county and elsewhere in Colorado: found as a 
yellow crystalline powder or in loosely cohe- 
rent masses. It contains radium and is said 
to be highly radio-active. 

caro (ki’rd), nm. [Porto Riecan.] Any one of 
several vines indigenous to Porto Rico, be- 
longing to the genus Cissus, as C. sicyoides, 

earebe. (ki-ré’ba), ». [Braz.] The name of 
several Brazilian trees of the family Bignoni- 
acex, especially Jacaranda procera and J. Ca- 
roba. The leaves are bitterand astringent and 
are used in the treatment of syphilitic and 
scrofulous affections, 

carobin (kar‘}-bin), nm. [earoba + -in?.] A 
erystalline constituent, not well studied, con- 
tained in the leaves of caroba (Jacaranda Ca- 
roba and J. procera), a tree native to Guiana 
and belonging to the family Bignoniacer. 

earoid (kar’oid), ». [Car(ica) + -0id.] A 
medicinal preparation containin Te 
ferment, papayotin, It is obtained from the 
fruit of Carica Papaya (papaw), 

. [he] 1. Asmall éclair 
with coffee filling and fondant icing.—2, A 
Swedish silver coin of the value of about 38 
United States cents, 
Caroline Books. See *book. 
Carolinian area, satyr. See *arca, *satyrl. 
carolinium (kar-0-lin‘i-um), n. (NL. Carolina 
(North Carolina) + -inm.] A name given by 
Baskerville to a supposed element of which the 
chlorid was obtained by heating in eblorin a 
mixture of carbon and what had generally 
been regarded as the oxid of thorium. A second 
new sabstance, which has been named berzeliam, was at 
the same time separated as chlorid, so that the thoriam 
of earlier chemistry apparently contains these two sap- 
posed elements, along with « third, for which the name 
Tthoritiem is retained. The atomic weight of carolinium is 
ap itly higher than that of either of the others, The 
oxid is sald to have a pinkish color. 



Carolus dollar 

Carolus dollar, See *dollar. 
caroma’ - Same as *carromata. 
caromic (ka-rom‘ik), a, In billiards, of or per- 
taining to earoms or the making of caroms. 

carone (kar’én),m. A ketone, CygH),0, pre 
red by the addition of hydrochloric acid to 
hydroearvone and its subsequent removal 

by alcoholic sodium hydroxid. 
carosa (\sii-ro’sii), ». [Philippine Sp. (%), ¢ 
Sulu karosah, a cart, a wagon, ¢ 7 carroza, 
a coach: see caroche.) In the Philippine Is- 
lands, a sled for conveying goods, 
larly in the country. 

carot (kii-rit’), a, [Philippine Sp. *cerot, 
<Bisaya *calot (=Pampanga calut) Tlocan 
carét, a root eaten after steeping in water to 
improveit.] Inthe Philippine Islands, a tuber 
which is steeped or cooked and eaten by the 
natives. 
caroticum (ka-rot’i-kum), #.; pl. carotica (-kii). 
tobe, In craniom., the extreme medial or 
uteral point of the carotid ranal on the outer 
surface of the skull. Von Térdk, 
Carotid triangles. See *triangle. 

an (kur--tid’é-an), a. and n. 
+ tae? me as coretd, 

carotte (ka-rot’), ». [French Creole, intro- 
duced through Louisiana.) Same as carrot, 4. 

2,9. 6, A name of various fishes of the 
nus Chiledactyles in Australia, New Zea- 

and, and Tasmania, These fishes are not re- 
lated to the European carp, which is a eypri- 
noid fish. —Lake-carp, a sicker, Carpiodes thompeoni, 
found in the Great Lakes — lass Carp, a va 
riety of the true carp having a few lance scales scat- 
tered irregular! over the body. Mf c a com 
ton name of Murrayia eyprinoides, a percoid found 
in Australia. 

carp® (kiirp), cr. i. To prepare teazels for the 
napping-machine for dressing woolen cloth. 

e (kiir’pa-in), nr. [Car(ier) Pa(paya) 
+ -ine*.) A crystalline, intensely bitter alka 
loid, CygHosNOo, found in the leaves of Carica 
Papaya, the melon-tree of South America, 
It is a not very powerful poison affecting the 
heart, 6 gms cor, and respiration, 

carpal. I. a.—Carpal arches, various small arteries 
which supply the region of the wrist. 

mu. 2. In ichth., same as actinost. 
Carpathian balsam, See stone-pine (b), under 
pinel and *balsant. 
carpellized (kiir’pel-izd), a. In bot,, converted 
or transfortmed into carpels: said of other or- 
gans of a flower, 

Carpettioed stamens of the wall-thower, 
Nature, July 25, 1904, p. 312. 

ne (idir’pén),n. [(podo)carp(ic) + -ene, 
A Eyerovarbea, CoHy4, Srepared | by —X 
the calcium salt of podocarpic acid. It boils 
at 156° ©, 
carpenter, ». 3. In entom., same as *earpenter- 
ant or carpenter-hee.— Carpen gage, rule 
three-four-five, See sage, sn al : ba 

carpenter-ant (kiir’pen-tér-ant’) x. Any 
wood-working ant, such as Camponotus #thiops, 
Lasins flavus, or L, fuliginosus of Europe, or 
C. Pennsyleaniens of Amerien,—Black 
NE, Coram pened ies Pennsylva rious, a common species mn 
the United States, where it forme lange colonies in dead 
——— snd bors, * —— even in the large 

Sune as Mack —— — nevi —— 

carpenter-bird (kiie’pen-tér-bérd’), n. The 
California red-headed woodpecker, Melanerpes 
Jormicivorns, which euts holes in dead branches, 
in which it inserts acorns. 

carpenter's-herb, n. 2. The name of several 
labiate plants, as Ajuga reptens (bugle), Lyeco- 
gue Firginicus (bugleweed), and the rouge- 

pry, Ricine humalis. 

carpenter-worm (kiir’ pen-tér-wérm), n. The 
—— larva of a lepidopterous insect 
of the family Cossida (the gont-moths), 

2 (kiir’pér), 1. One who prepares thistle- 
teazels for the cloth-napping machine, 

x, 4 A British collectors’ name for 
any one of several species of geometrid moths 
whose wings bear a carpet-like design, as the 
flame-carpet (Coremia prepugnata) and the 
hazel-carpet (Cidaria corylata), 

carpet- Ty (kiir’pot-bag‘e-ri), nw. 
as orrpet-bagqiam, 

carpet-beetle, ".—Black carpet-beetle. Samo as 
Str pest ry lwetie. 

carpet-bug (hiir’ pet-bug), ». 
beetle. 

carpet-grass (kiir’pet-gris), m. A grass, Axr- 
enopus compresses, of hdonse spreading growth, 
highly valued in the southern United States 

[ewrotid 

Same 

Same as curpet- 

particu- carpet-sewing 
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for ture and lawns. The name is also 
applied to the *smut-grass (which see), to 
Fontoun ciliatissimum of Texas, and probably 
to other grasses of a matted habit, 
earpet-loom (kiir’pet-lim), ». A loom for 
weaving carpets, usually having a Jacquard 
equipment. 

carpet-pick (kir’pet-pik), ». In wearing, a 
form of picking-motion directly connected 
with the crank-shaft for throwing the shuttle 
across the loom, 

machine. See *sewing-machine. 
carpet-shark (kiir’pet-shiirk), ». A shark, 
Orectolobus barbatus, of the farnily Hemeseyl- 
liide : found in Australia. 

(kir’pet-shel), ». A small edible 
clam, Topes staminea, found along the Pacitie 
coast. 

carpet-stitch (kiir’pet-stich), =. A stitch 
used in sewing carpets: for ingrain an over- 
and-over stitch, for Brussels a through-and- 
through stitch, 

8) (kiie’fo-spér), 1. (Gr. «apdor, a 
stalk, chip, bit, + @ropa, seed (spore).) In 
phytogeog., a plant bearing achenes with a 
sealy or chafly pappus which aids in dissem- 
Gans on. eg C — [NL.,< 
arpiodes ( -pi-0’déz),a. [NL.,< carpio,carp, 
+r. ~<wye, -like.] The generic name of the 
group of fishes called carp-suckers, of the fam- 
lly Catostomida. C. eyprinus is found in the 
Potomac, and several other species in the 
Mississippi valley streams. 

itis (kiir-pi‘tis}, wn. [NL ¢ carpt ts) + 
-itts.} An inflammation of the synovial metm- 
branes covering the articular surfaces of the 
bones of the carpus or knee-joint of domestic 
animals (wrist of man), causing pain, swelling, 
and lameness. 
Carpoasci (kiir-pd-as‘i), a, pl. er < naprdc. 
fruit, + aqxéc, a sac: see aseus.) A group of 
ascomycetous fungi including all those pro- 
vided with a sporocarp, as the I’yrenomycetes 
and the Disco —— kas) ( , 

(kiir-pd-as’kus), a. [Carpoase(i 
+ -ous.] Belonging to the fungus-group Car- 

Asci enclosed in “ tructifications,” |. ¢., earpoasemia. 
Eneye. Brit, AXVUL 508. 

carpocarpal (kiir-pé-kiir pal), @. [earpus + 
carp(ua) + -al,] Relating to two parte of the 
carpus: said of the articulation between the 
two rows of carpal bones. 

rmis (kir-po-dér'mis),n. [NL.. < Gr, 
aapréc, fruit, + diya, skin.) Same as peri- 
carp. Bischoff, 

carpodite (kiir’ pd-dit), #. [ear po)podite.] 
Same as carpopodite, 

[Gr, xeprrec, fruit, 
In bet, the organ of a 

(kiir’ po-gam), 1». 
+ jyanee, marriage, | 
procarp which produces the cystocarp, 

(kir-pog’a-mi), ». (Gr, naprde, 
fruit, + -yayra, ¢ yoyo, marriage.} In bot., the 
process in the procarp which produces the 
—— ite (k bh 

carpogna’ (kiir-pog’na-thit), v. carpus 
+ gnathite,) In —— the fifth joint of 
a gnathite. 
carpogonial (kiir-po-c6’ni-pl), a. [earpogo- 
nium + -al.] Of or pertaining to the earpo- 
gonium of the red seaweeds. 

th (kiir’po-lith), a. [NL. Carpolithus, 
< Gr. angréc, fruit, + / tec, stone.) Same as 
cerpolite, 

Carpolithus (kiir-pol’i-thus), ». (NL. (Allioni, 
757), ¢ Gir, wapréc, fruit, + “itor, stone.) A 

genus natne for fossil fruits, originally based 
on specimens from the Upper Miocene of Pied- 
mont, Italy, probably belonging to the genus 
Juglans, and perhaps identical with J, Nar. 
Taerinensix, later described by Brongniart, 
The name has since been indiscriminately 
but unwarrantably applied to fossil fruits in 
general, ‘ 
carpomania (kiir-pd-ma‘ni-#), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xaptée, fruit, + wevia, mania.) In agri, and 
hort., the excessive bearing of fruit. {Rare.] 

carpophalangeal (kiir’ po-fa-lan’jé-ul), a. 
(carpus + phalanges + -al.] Relating to the 
wrist and the phalanges: as, the carpophalan- 
geal articulation. Suck, Med, Handbook, LL 
OAT. 
carpophyte (kiir’po-fit), a, [Gr, xaoruc. fruit, 
+ ovtow, plant.} In bof,, same as phanerogam, 
See Phanerogamia and *Spermatophyta. 

carpos (kiir’pos),. [NL.,<¢ Gr. xaprdy, fruit.) 
Same as carpopedite. 

carriage-cloth 

(kiir’ pé-spérm), n. 
fruit, + extpza, seed.] In 
carpospore, 

[Gr. xaprde, 
, Same as 

carposporangial (kiir-p$-spo-ran‘ji-al), a. 
[ecarposporangium + 2 7 Th alas bear- 
ing carpospores.—2, In mycol,. having the 
sporogenic organs furnished with an integu- 
ment of hyphw, as fungi of the family Mor- 
tierellaces. Compare *erosporangial, 

carposporangium (kiir-pé-spé-ran‘ji-am), ».; 
L. ear, angia (-). (NL, ¢ Gr, xaproe, 
uit, + E. sporangium,] A specially differ- 

entiated y containing sexually formed 
spores in certain of the alge, 
carposporous (kiir-pé-spd’rus), a. In bot., 
producing carpospores, as certain red alge. 

carpostrote (kiir’po-strét), ». (Gr. saprtéc, 
fruit, + orpurde, strewn.) In p ylogeog., & 
plant in which the fruit (nehene, perigynium, 
ete.) isthe unit of distribution. .F. Clements. 

carpotropic {kiir-po-trop‘ik), a. [Gr. xapror, 
fruit, + tpotnde, of or pertaining to a turn or 
ehange.] In bot., executed for the protection 
of fruit or the dissemination of seed: said of 
certain changes in the position of fower-stalks 
made only once. 
car-puller (kiir’pal’ér), wn. In transportation, 
astnall portable capstan having a horizontal 
winding-drum, used in hauling graim-cars in 
the yard of a grain-elevator; a *enr-haul 
(whieh see). It is operated by means of a 
belt from the elevator and has winding-ropes 
to control the cars. 

n, 4. In entom,: (b) The club of the 
stigmal vein in the fore wing of an insect of 
the family Chaleidid#.— 5, In ichkth, same as 
actinost. 

car-pusher (ki'r’pish’ér), wm. 1, A hand-lever 
having & pivoted fulerum, used as a pinch-bar 
to move u railroud-ear by pinching the face of 
a wheel and causing it to revolve slowly.—2. 
A machine used to push heavy ears; specifi- 
cally, a machine used to push ears carrying 
very hot material, such as steel ingots which 
have just been poured. In its ordinary form it a 
hydragtic machine having aram or bead which pushes 
the cars carrying the tngot-modits in trout of the steel fur. 
hace, ean be worked by otter than hydraulic power, 
electricity being sometinen used, and it fs operated frum 
aconventent platform at some distance from the machine. 

carrao (kii-ri’6), ». Same as *caran, 

carré, ». 2. In rowlette, a bet that takes in 
four numbers in a square, the money being 
placed on the intersecting lines, 

carreau, ®. 4, A kind of cushion upon which 
lace is made. It has the front part lower than the 
hack and holds from 6 to 25 pairs of small spools of spin- 
dies, the Ince as it is made being wound on a cylinder. 
Sci. Amer. Sup, June 25, tM, p. 20817. 

car-replacer (kiir’ré-pla’sér), n. See replacer, 
carreta (kii-ra’th), ». (Sp., a narrow eart, ¢ 
carro, a car, cart: see carl.) A rudely built 
cart having a long bottom-frame provided with 
large rings for ropes that hold the load in 
place: used in the southwestern United States 
and Mexico, 

carretela (kii-re-ta‘lii), ». [Sp. *eerretela (in 
Philippine Islands?), < carrefa, a narrow eart: 
see *currefa.) A carriage or coach, 
de P , a name given in the Philippine Islands te w 
two theehal cart Geel by the natives of Lazen Also 
called fecha, 

carretera (kii-re-tA’ra), A. [Sp., ¢ carreta: 
see *cerreta.) li Spanish-speaking countries, 
a wagon-road or highway. 

carreton (kii-re-ton’), n. [Sp., aug. of correta 
acart: see *carreta.) A heavy two-wheeled 
eart or dray used in Spanish-speaking coun- 
tries. 

carretonero (kii-ra-to-nai‘ro), ».  [Sp., < carre- 
ton: see ®earreton,) The driver of a carreton. 
{Philippine Is,] 

carriage, ». 15. In seddiery, a tong handle 
fitted at one end with a knob and at the other 
with a branch for receiving a small circular 
tool: used for ornamenting leather.—Hydrau- 
lic-recoil carriage, A eiiecarriage provided: Witty cane 
or more cylinders Ube with glycerin and water, amd hav- 
fig pistons attached te the carriage and tts slide so as to 
take up the recedt of the gun.— Motor-carriage, an 
automobile carriage. 

carriage-bridle (kar'§j-bri‘d!), v. A very 
light bridle with square winkers and without 
4 nose-band or chin-piece. 

carriage-cloth eel la vn, <A woven 
fabrie with a short, stiff nup, differing from 
other nap-cloths in that the nap cannot be 
brushed down smooth, 



carriage-gain 
e-gain od ag wn. In mule-spin- 

ning, the gain over the delivery of the rovin 
in the outward traverse of the carriage whic 
carries the spindles, 

(kar ¢i-gér), n, The various 
pieces of wood used in building a carriage, cut 
to shape but not ironed, 

e-hoist (kar’fij-hoist),. Aset of sheers 
for lifting locomotives or car-bodies from their 
tracks to facilitate making repairs. In the 
United States, a gauntree or traveling-crane 
is generally used for the same purpose. 

-horse (kar’aj-hars), #. A horse more 
lightly built than a draft-horse, and suitable 
for use with a carriage. The typical carriage- 
horse stands 15,1-15,3 hands high and weigl 
950~1,150 pounds. 
carriage-jack (kar‘fij-jak), n. A special type 
of wagon-jack adapted to lifting light car- 
mee made in several forms. See wagon- 
jack 
carriage-lamp (kar’éj-lamp), a. Any form of 
lamp designed to be carried on a carriage. 
Such lamps are made, in many forms, to burn 
candles, oil, or acetylene gas, or to employ 
electricity, 

(kar’aj-poreh), A porch 
projecting over the curriage-drive at the en- 
trance-docrway of 5 building. it differs from the 
marq stra —2R* 
The creund cory of a tower suavetionee sarees as a car- 

he 

carriage-robe (kar’aj-réb), mn. A robe or 
blanket for use in carriages, made either of 
furs or of textile materials. 

(kar’ij-viir‘nish), n. 
varnish used for carriages, The name does 
not designate varnish of a special composition, 
Carrickmacr 

i 
‘oss lace. See *lace, 

carricoche (kii-ri-ké’che), s. [Sp., (carro, cart, 
+ coche, coach.) A two-wheeled vehicle com- 
mon in Buenos Aires, The body resembles the 
square coach, It has a door at the rear and sliding win- 
dows in the sides, and ts suspended upon maade of 
untanped hides. When in towns it is wn by ome 
or two horses, with a tilion. It has accommedations 
ores passengers, altting three on a side aa fn an ond 

carrier!, »., 5. (7) In transportation, a system 
of endless traveling-chains supporting slats, 
trays, or buckets, used in transporting various 
materials or articles in bulk or in packages 
over short distances, as in afactory. The most 
simple or platform type consista of two chains supported 
by danged wheels running apon railsat each side and carry- 
ing steel or wooden slits that form a moving platform 
on Which the load is placed. See fl. 1 The traveling: 
sidewalk and the ramp are carriers of thia type. Another 
form consists of a series of platform-tracks moving upon 
tails, the tracks being secured to a single chain which 
travels between the mail, hauling the tracks in either 
direction, carrying them round the wheel at the tum of 
the carrier (see whieel in fig. 1) and, when reversed, on 
the retarn trip. Other types have broad slats which lap 
one over sncther to prevent the neaterial from falling be 
tween them. buckets of vartous shapes are weed fn place 
of slats, either fixed to the chains or suspended from 
pivots on the chaine and free to adjust themselves to 
changes in the travel from a horizontal to a vertical direc. 
tion. The buckets, when moving in a horizontal direction, 

Any 

@, cadlevs band of woede= slate fastened to 1. Platform-carrier. 
Vink-bett chatns; 6, chains; ¢. flanged wheels im pairs: a, tracks: 
¢. driving-eheel and point of discharge ot load. Arrow shows travel 
ofinad, 2, Hucket-carmer. o, buckets puvored to link belr chan: 
wl, moving —— 
traveling vertically; #4, 
returning eaaptys & awiomatic feedi ec. guide-wheel comtrulling 

@®, changing 
pawsing through descharger; «4, inverted, 

tow aed direction ; 

feed. pate; @, automatic harger or dumper; ¢. yuide-wheel ; /, 
equallatn gear controling chains. Flasged wheels on chales 
trared on hevizuntal tracks nut shown. 

overlap to form a continuoms series, and are of varions 
shapes to prevent the spilling of the load when changing 
direction of travel. Tis is clearly shown in fig. 2, where 
the loaded buckets are seen moving In three different 
directiona between the feeding-potnt and the point of dis- 
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This use of pivoted buckets allies the carrier to 
both the conveyer and the clevator, and makes ft possible 
to tse one aystem or machine asa conveyer ina horizontal 
direction and asan elevator in a vertical direction. _ 

—— — each 
bucket to open and qn lp em point. 
AIL types of carriers are fed at intervals or continuously, 
and by hand or by means of antomatic feeders, and all are 
— mm ere OF Rad ——* tripping Ye dis 
charg appliances. & be Sarrier are given, 
various asian, aa @, , pivoted bucket-carrier, 
alat-carrier, ete. conneyer, Welevator, *ramp, * 
wfeeder, ani Rdischarger. (h) In tube systems for 
post-office or store use, the cylindrical vessel 
or holder in which the letters or packages are 
inclosed. The holder, being inserted into the 
tube, is foreed by air-pressure to the in- 
tended point.—7. In photog, : (a) A device for 
holding films or sensitive paper for exposure 
inacamera. (5) A framework which adapts 
the holder for carrying a smaller-sized plate 
than that for which the camera is intended.— 
8. A local name in Australia for a water-bag 
so contrived as to be suitable for transporta- 
tion on the back of a pack-animal, with or with- 
out a pack-saddle,—®. Same as carriage, 13. 
—10. One who serves as a scout for robbers 
and highwaymen, and whocarries information 
to them in regard to likely victims ; » robbers’ 
lookout. [Thieves’ eant.] 

carrier-pigeon, ". 2. A breed of domesticated 
igeon, having as its most apparent character- 

istic a huge wattle, like a miniature eauli- 
flower, about the base of the stout beak, and 
a small wattle sround the eye. The skull 
is marrow, the general build slender, and the length about 
7 Inches. The favorite color is solid black or dun; 
bat there are silver and bilge breeds. This breed does 
not carry messages, being bred for | ange only ; hot only 
does the bird fly indifferently, but its sight is partly ob- 
scured by the wattles. The birds tsed du: the France. 
German war were largely Antwerpa, ‘sid the birds now 
trained for long-distance fights are homers. 

carrier- ey (kar’i-ér-pal‘i),a, A pulley 
or band-wheel, intermediate between shafts 
which are connected by an endless driving- 
belt, used to support the weight of the belt and 
prevent undue sagging; in belt-conveying 
inachinery, & supporting wheel which steadies 
aad guides the endless moving belt and its 
oad, 

Carrington’s law of solar rotation. See 
*law!l, 

carriole (kar‘i-6]), n. (F.: see cariole.) A cart 
for passengers, used in the north of France. 
The body fs stspended apon long poles which serve both 
aa shafts and as springs 

carrion-beetle, ».. Beet carrion-beetle, 1 Euro 
n ailphid beetle, Silpha opaca, which feeds on the 

leaves of riangolds, 

carri 4.—To give one his carritch, to put one 
through his catechism or give him a scolding, [Seotel.) 

carritch (kar’ich), ¢.f. To catechize: as, to 
carritch the bairna, [Seoteh.] 

carroche, carroch,. Same ascaroche. Brown- 
ing. 
carromata (kii-ré-mi’t), wn. [Philippine 
Sp. carromeata (fem.), an insular form (cf. 
Bisaya calumadta, a brooch) of Sp. carromato, 

a one-horse vehicle, a long, narrow cart, ¢ 
carro, cart, + mato, rough, coarse, poor: see 
mate.) A light, two-wheeled covered vebicle, 
reilly drawn by a single horse. [Philippine 
8. 
Revourse [in the Phill 

halive Wagons, cet 
jen 

ines) was therefore had to light 
fad, aol to litters curried by hired 

Buet, Med. Handbook, L 451. 

Y.—Candia carrot. Sanw as Candy carrot, 
under carrot, which is a corruption of Candia eerrot, — 
Carrot rust-fly, See *rwef-fy.—Cuban ¢ a 
carrot of tobacco-leaves consisting of foar hands ted with 
Cuba bast. Peruvian the arracacha, Arracacia 
Arracacka. See arruencha. 

carrot, v. «. 2, To prepare, for felting pur- 
poses, plueked fur on aking by subjecting R to 
a solution of quicksilver and nitric acid or 

cartilage 

ehlorid of mereury, and 
then drying it by expo- 
sure to the open air or 
by artificial heat, the 
former method of dry· 
ing producing a whitish 
color(white carrot),and 
the latter method a yel- 
lowish color (yellow 
eet — = * 
une 4 » p, 23767. 

carrot-beetle (kar’ ot- 
bé’th), ». A searabwid 
beetle, Ligyrus gibbosus, 
whose larva damages 

tebeetie LLigyewe gut thetubers of the carrot. 
Adult, — enlarg (kar’ ot- 

di-zéz* ), u, See *disease. 
carrot-fly (kar‘ot-fli),n. Same as carrot *rust- 
fly. 
carrotin, n. Same as carotin, 
carrot-weed (kar’ot-wéd), ». The common 
ragweed, Ambrosia artemisiefolia: so called 
from some resemblance in the foliage to that 
of the earrot, 

carry, vr. I. trans.—To carry down. 
when a ipitated saline or other solid sa is 
found to be secompanted by another solid, of itself soluble 
in the liquid, the former is said to Aare carried down the 
latter. us barium sulphate when formed by preeipt- 
tation is apt to be aeoompanied by small quantities of 
salts of iron and other metals, although these salts are 

To carry up, to extend upward as 
by the addition of successive commes: as, the ballding 
was carried as high as the law allown—To carry 
weight. (a) Fo have inflaence. (4) To be handicapped 
by additional weight, as in —— 

intrauns. · To carry through, I and tennis, 
to allow the bat ak fn meakiige a Tat 4m * follow ~ 
the ball, mat is, to keep it in contact with the ball as long 
as posalbhe. 

carry, ». 8. In golf, the distance from the 
spot ‘trom which a ball is driven to the place 
where it first alights. MW. Park, Jr. 

y (kiirs’klai), ». The clay deposited 
at the bottom of a fen; swamp-clay. See 
*earse-leposit, 
carse-deposit (kiirs’dé-poz"it), rn. An estua- 
rine deposit, partly refilling an erosion valley. 

comstitinents are clay and allt, and on the ap 
stream margin they gradually into faviatile deposits 
of sand, gravel, amt Pires J. Geikie, The Great Toe Age, pr 

carse-land (kiirs’land), ». The land surface 
formed by the reélevation of a drowted valley; 
an emerged carse-deposit. J. Geitie, The Great 
lee Age, p. 281, 

ear-sickness (kiir’sik’nes), », A condition 
analogous to seasickness sometimes affecting 
travelers on a railway, 
arstone (kiir’stén), wn. [“Carstone, a local 
name,] In geol., a minor division of the Cre- 
taeeous system in Norfolk and Lincolnshire, 
England, constituting the uppermost member 
of the Neocomian or Lower Cretaceous. 

cart, *.— Battlesden a two-wheeled pleasure 
vehicle of Broglieh Ry BO cart, a two-wheeled 
vebbele peculiar to South Africa, The body ts preety 
of the dog-cart type, the seat being made to slide. and t 
* with s canvascovered bow- top. 5 aed with 
& pole for two horses. — Cocking-cart, an Bnylish sport 
inyceart with a short 
body: originally fit- 
ted to game- 
excks to the pita 
It was built very 
Dich = from = the 
ground an⸗l 
only for tandem. 

(kiir- 
tin’), a. [Na- 
tive name. | 
Same as *hal- 
austre. 

Carth, An abbreviation of Carthaginian. 
®.— Plate carthamin, the trade-name 

of an extract of safflower of *— ay which has 
been dried os a film or crust on the surface of an earthen- 
ware plate. 

cartilage, ».—Aortic o See *aortic.—Au- 
ricular cartilage of the pinua of the ear.— 

c . Soo #bhrrnchiel.—Calcified car- 
tilage, cartilage hardened by the depasition in or om tt 
of spicules of bone, as in the sternal of old mammals 
or the cranin of stiurks, It haa a granular etracture very 
different from true bone Cartilage of ossification. 
ame as temporary cartilaye. — Cephalic l 
Same as cranial Weartilage. cartilage. Same 
as tareal cartilage. — e age, in cephalopxxts, 
a portion of the internal skeleton that protects the prin- 
cipal nerve-centers, incloses the auditory ongan, and gives 

Caro 
arses). 
(Chittenden, U.S, D. AD 

Tn chem,, 
stance 

Cocking «ar. 

sup tothe eyes. Also called cephalic cartilage.—In- 
Rame = —— 5552* 

cobeon’s cartilage, not independent cartilage in 
the uschka's c! , Sieall car- na⸗al — —Li 
tilaginous nodules in Hie voond conis. — Nasal 
See al cartilage, Sew wechicerfilege.— 

, a cartilage in the fetus from which 



cartilage 
bone. — of the h carti- 

ry of the septum. — 
ene tiing, In mien, one cf the orven costal carti- 

lages on each side articulating with the sternum.—True 
Same as hyaline ca cartilage. rtilage, 

cartilage-pit (kiir’ti-laj-pit), 2. In the pelecy- 
pod mollusks, one of the resilifers, or concave, 
often spoon-shaped, depressions into which are 
fitted ends of the resilium or internal liga- 
ment. 

form (kiir’ti-la-jin’i-form), a, (L. 
cartilago (-gin-), cartilage, + forma, form.) 
Same as cartilaginoid, — 

cartographical, cartographically. * 
tographical, chartographically, 

phist, ». See ge ino, ace 
n, 2. A case of metal, paper, or 

other material containing some chemical prep- 
aration used in phot phy, such as magne- 
sium mixture for flash-light or material for 
developing, toning, or axing solutions. Hy- 
draulic a device for breaking down 
ooal in mines by the ‘tion of hydraulic pressure, 
thus avoiding the danger attending the use of explosives 

urpose, for this 
p (kiir’trij-klip), ». A light sheet- 

metal device for clasping several cartridges at 
the base and go arranged as to permit the quick 
insertion of all the cartridges into the maga- 
zine of a repeating firearm, 

(kiir’trij-fiz), ». In elect., a 
fuse consisting of a conductor which at over- 
load melts and so opens the circuit. It Is in- 
closed ulating-tabe, usually of fiber, 
intended as a tion from the melted metal which, 
when the fuse out, would be thrown around, 

e-stick (kir’trij-stik), ». In mining, 
around stick on which cartridge-paper is rolled 
to form a case for blasting-powder. ~ 
cart-wheel (kiirt’hwél), ». A wheel of a cart, 
or, figuratively, something resembling one, as, 
by rm the United States silver dol- 
lar (18/3-1900).—To turn (or make) a cart-wheel, 
to move like a rotating wheel, by turning somersaults side- 
wise, touching alternately upow the hands and feet. 

cart-whip (kirt’hwip), ». A tearmster’s whip, 
made with a short, stiff handle and heavy 
thong. 
— (WE, Rn. ‘ (8. —— Aplant of 

e pineapple family, Neoglaziovia rariegata, 
facet in = tHe Brazil, and yielding an im- 
portant fiber called by the same name, 

carubio (kii-rd’bé-6), ». [Porto Rican,] Same 
as *bosua 

caruncle, »., 2. (b) A small horny protuber- 
ance, at the tip of a young bird's beak, which 
serves to red: the egg-shell at the time of 
hatching: same as egg-tooth.—5, A peculiar 
leaf-like sense-organ found on the dorsal side 
of the segments at the anterior end of certain 
polychwtous annelids, especially those belong- 
ing to the ee ee 

car-unloader (kiir‘un-l6‘dér), ». In railroad- 
ing, & machine for unloading flat- or gondola- 
Cars. Two types are ome in which the boad is in ase, 

ed or plowed off the car while it is at rest or in mo- 
and another in which the car itself is tilted up or 

d me doreeped 5 

—— 

Car-untoading Machiae.— Und Veew, 

4, cradle contaloleg loaded car tired and discharging tis Inad into 
the hopper; ¢, the hopper with chutes; c. buckets om flat-car; a, 
the neal car to be weloaded which pushes emeypty car out of cradle 
(afcer it has avsumed ite normal position) which runs b: 
out of the machise; ¢, machinery handling the cradia; 
somtral. 

gravity 
» polmt of 
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turned over to discharge the load. The first type is used 
in railroad construction and the second to unload ore and 

cars. The rmilromd-constrection machine consists af 
a double-ahare or single-share plow, as wide as the top 
of the car, which is drawn along the whol of a 
train by means of a cable. je gon are made 
without end-frames and have the brake-wheel at the 
side, the shde-frames have doors which are hinged at 
the top and swing outward, a train thus forming, with 
the flat iron bridges between the cara, a continaoan 

flat-car carrying a winding-engine LD. 
or more cara, 

— — 

uide-rail on the top af a te of fla 
and to ase a Souhie plow, the locomative being detached 
and the train anchored. The engine then drags the plow 
—— the train by means of the cable. The car-unlond! 
machines are massive structures sapporting a section 
track upon acradle. The car is run into the ma- 
chine, locked in the cradle, and then turned over to die 
charwre the load. 

carv,r. <A simplified = carve, 
carve!. I. trans. 7+, To make a private sign 
to, at table. See IL, 3. 
I. intrans, 3+. To make a private sign with 

the little finger at table, as when one carves 
(def, II,, 2) or pretends to carve, or raises a 
glass to one’s lips, 

He can carwe ton, anid lispe: Why this ts he 
That kist away his hand ES conrtvele. 

Shak, L. L. L, ¥. 2 (ed. 1623). 
carvenone (kiir’véndén), ». [G. carve, cara- 
way (see carry), + -ene + -one.] A ketone, 
CoH 189 prepared by dropping dihydrocar- 
vone into eold concentra’ sulphuric acid 
and diluting the solution with iee-water, It 
may also be pers from camphor, It is an 
oil which boils at 237° C. 

earver,n. 3, Acarving-machine.— Panel carver 
and friezer a carving: or shapling-machine consisting of 
atable on which the work is ‘aid amd a Vertical cutter 
head carrying the cutters, hung from a bracket over the 
table. See shaper, 4, 

-machine (kiir’ving-ma-shén’), 1. In 
—— a — for making ornamen- 

carvings in wood.— carving-machine, 
the mest 8— form of - machine, coating ct a 

Spindle Carving-machine. 

@, bench-stand su ng horizomtal spindle: 4, epiadle; 
Lg — ts ease he so ©, place where the 5, cutter, 

horizontal spindle supported in bearings at the of a 
column or rym and carrying at the oie cut 

stool which may be of any form aired in carving 
scrolls, Mutings, rosettes, etc, e cutters re 
except in size, the cutters of a milling-machine. 

It may be operated at a speed of 7,000 revolutions a 
minute. Langer machines are practically shapers (which 

-table (kiir’ving-ti*bl), n. A heated 
table on which meats are kept warm. 
carvone (kiir’vén), ». IG. carve, caraway, + 
-ne.] A ketone, C9H)40, which occurs in 
the two optically active forms—the dextro- 
styrate form in the oils of dill and caraway, 
and the levogyrate form in the oils of spear- 
mint and kuromoji. It is an oil which smells 
of caraway and boils at 228° C, Formerly 
called carrol. 
carvotanacetone (kiir’vd-tan-as’é-tén), n. [G. 
carve, caraway, tan(nic), + ‘acetone.] A 
ketone, CygH,,0, prepared by the reduction 
of carvonehydro romide. It is an oil which 
boils at 228° C, 
caryatidal (kar-i-at’i-dal), a. Having the 
characteristics of a caryatid: as, a caryatidal 
figure or statue. 

caryatidic (kar i-a-tid’ik),@. Same as *cary- 
atidal, 
Caryocaracee (kar-i-j-ka-ri’sé-é),n, pl. [xt 
(Szyszylowiez, 1893), ¢ Caryocar + -acew.] A 
family of dicotyledonous, archichlamydeous 
plants of the order Hypericales, typitied by the 
genus Caryocar — see), and containing 
one other tropical American genus. It was for- 
merly included in the family Theacea, from which tt dif- 
fers in ita coherent petals and separute styles. 

casca-doce 

te (kar‘i-d-sd’rit), m. [Gr, xdpuw, 
nut, + cer-ium + -ite.] A silicate of thorium, 
the cerium metals, yttrium, and other ele- 
ments, found in Norway. 

(kar‘’i-O-krém), a. and n. [Gr. 
xépvov, nut, kernel (nucleus),+ zpdpa, color.) 
I. a. In neurol,, staining when treated by the 
Nissl method, 

II. ». In newrol., a term applied to certain 
nerve-cells in the cerebellum, reticular mem- 
brane, and olfactory bulbs which exhibit a 
staining of the nucleus only when treated by 
the Niss!| method. 

A us (kar-i-ok’ri-nus),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xkdpeov, & nut, xpivoy, & lity. A genus 
of cystid Echinodermata or cystideans estab- 
lished by Say and highly characteristic of the 
Upper Silurian beds of New York and Ten- 

They are not-sha bexties, the calyx plates 
orate, The summit bears a 

To tien ab 
the su 

ysis (kar-i-l’i-sis), ». [NIL., (Gr, xdpvor 
= kernel (nucleus), + Ararg, dissolution. } 

@ (kar‘i-d-mi’krd-sdm), n. [Gr. 
xépvov, nut, kernel (nucleus), + 
+ cima, body.] In eytol., one of the minute 
granules of which the nucleus of the cell is 
supposed to consis t. 

Llic (kur’i-o-fil'ik),a. [caryophyll-in 
+ “ic.} | Derived from ,carvoph Ulin. — Caryo- 
CS er with atric ede 

n, Bame as karyoplasm, 
Garopteris kar-i-op’ teria), n. (NL, (Bunge, 
1835), in allusion to the wings on the fruit- 
earpels; ¢ Gr, xdpvov, nut, + rrepév, wing.] A 
genus of —— of the family Ferbenucea, con- 
taining about 10 species, native in Japan, 
China, and the Himalayas. They are shrubby or 
wuffratescent, with opposite, entire or toothed leaves, and 
cymes of blue, violet, or red Sowers situated either in the 
axils of the leaves or grouped opposite cach other toward 
the emda of the branches. The four carpels of the fruit 
have one — incurved about the seed, the other form- 
ing a wing. C. incena ie in cultivation ander the name 
Japanese i, which see, under i. ML. (6 

caryorrhexis (kar’i-é-rek’sis),». [} Tr. 
capo, nut, f! pong breaking.] apture of 
the cell-nueleus. 

eca (kar‘i-d-thé’kiil), n.; pl. caryothece 
). (Gr. xépvow Bape ernel (nucleus), + 

Mm, case, box. ] cytol,, the wall of the nu- 
—* in the animal or plant cell, Also karyo- 

eca. 
(kar'i-6-21’mé-jen), nm. (Gr. 

cépvov, a nut, kernel (nucleus), + zymogen, 
Small masses of nuclear material which enter 
into the composition of the zymogens. 

C.A.8, An abbreviation of Fellow of the Con- 
nectiout Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

casabe (kii-sii’be), n. [Cuban Sp., prob. ¢ 
easabe, cazabe, cassava.) The Cuban name of 
Chloroscombrus chrysurus, & small fish of the 
family Carangide, 
— (ka-san’thrél), a. [cas(ein) + an- 
thr(acene) + -ol.) Athick, neutral, gelatinous 
emulsion consisting of casein ointment and 
certain constituents of coal-tar soluble in ben- 
zol and ether. It constitutes a water-soluble 
varnish applied to the skin in chronic eczema 
and other skin affections. 

1, n, &. In manuf. chem., a series of 
vessels, frequently of stoneware, from one to 
the next of which a liquid successively over- 
flows, thus presenting a large absorbing sur- 
face to a gas with which it is to be charged. 
Cascade od, in the liquefaction of gases, the — meth 

—— — of —— ogoling py 5 ofa — — 
atich as carbo ax) re oon) A 

rf ; i — —— subsequently % is caused to flow 
tacke —— to be liquefied until the lowest 
tem thusattalnable is reached. The final cooli 
necessary to Mquefaction, & then produced by the 5 
den expansion of the gas iteclf. 

cascade-bottle (kas-kid’bot’l), ». In manuf, 
chem., % hollow vessel, commonly of stone- 
ware, having an opening at the top through 
which passes a moderately wide tube filled 
with coke or other suitable porous material, 
over which water or some other liquid flows so 
as to become charged with gas or vapor passed 
through the vessel. 

oce (kiis-kii-dd‘s&), m. (Pe. 
bark, + doce, sweet, ¢ L, dulcis, sweet. 
as *huranhem, 

cnsea, 
Same 



cascalote 
cascalote (kiis-kii-lé’ta),n. [Sp.Amer.] Same 
as divi«divi, 1, 

uckthorn. Seo *buckthorn. 
cascara® (kiis’kii-ra), mn. (Sp. cdscara, bark.) 
A bark canoe, [Spanish America, 

cascarin (kas‘ka-rin), m. —— Prime A 
name given to a compound, » &O 

sed to be found in cascara sagrads, Later 
investigators _— ita identity. 
cascaron (kis-ki-ron’), nm. IB. Amer. Sp., 2 

r. < Sp. cascarén, an egg-shell.] tall 
fogumninoes tree of Argentina, Cascaronia as- 
tragalina, having a corky bark under which is 
found a red gum. Its leaves, flowers, and 
pods possess a strong odor of rue. 

case',». 9. Inthe tobacco trade, the state of 
the leaf, during and after the process of curing, 
with respect to moisture-content and pliability : 
common in such phrases as in case (more or less 
moist), ia good case (with the right d of 
moisture), too high case, etc. See *ordder, 17, 

Te ⏑ over the ends of the fingers 
and knocklea, and if it ls fn good case, L e plight, or com 
dition, it will discover an elastic capacity, etc. 

W. Tatham, Cult. and Coe, of Tobacco, p. 37. 

Inductive method a! we Seren aan ia Sea 

pending in the same 
determination of whieh will be held to apply to 

it, ueually by agree: 
or 

the 

ned, 
case!,v.t 2, To bring into the desired ‘ case’ 
orcondition; specifically, in the tobacco trade, 
to bring the leaf into the desired condition as 
tomoisture and pliability, and the admixture of 
ingredients to give flavor, etc. See *ease!, n., 
9, *caser, m., and *casing?, n. Also spelled in 
the trade, kase, 

case, n. 16, In the postul service, a series of 
open boxes or large pigeonholes in which let- 
ters are placed in assorting them for diatribu- 
tion. Each box is fora particular place, and 
the distributor, standing at a table in a post- 
office or railway postal car, throws each letter 
into the pro x inthe case.—17, Nawt. 
the outal oP anking of a vessel.— 18, In whai- 
ing, the well or hole in the head of a sperm- 
whale, which contains, ina free state, the most 
valuable oil given by it— 19, In faro, a card 
when it is the only one of its denomination re- 
maining in the dealing-box.— Case 
in civil-service examinations, a test of the ability of an ap- 
plicant for the position af postal clerk to read the addresses 
ae the letters in a case rapidly and 
ae a 

(kii’s6-da), n. [oase(in) + -ase.] A casease 
proteolytic ferment, found in the eell-sap of *, 
many plants and in the culture-fluids of 
thriz, capable of digesting casein beyond the 
peptone to the acid amide stage. 

mativorella, = nm family Blachistidae, hone 

ad 

Apple Case-Deares (Calrophora malfvorelia). 
a, cases on leaves and twigs, slightly reduced: 4, larva: ¢, pupa; 

@, moth —ealanged. (Kaley,) 

case-bearing larva sometimes skeletonizet the leaves of 
the apple in the eastern United States, Also pistol caae- 

revr,— Cigar bearer, the larva of an American 
tineld moth, ( ra fletcherelia, which feeds on the 
folinge of he apple and peur and comstructa for iteelfa 
cigar-shaped case which protecta it from ite matural 
enorlen. S ; 

case-book (kas’bik), ». A book in which a 
physician keeps the medical record of his 
CASER, 

case-fly (kis’fli), a. A caddisfly. 
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casefy (ki’s(-fi), vr. t. and #.; pret. and pp. 
, Casefied, ppr. casefying. (L. pi ag —— 
ficare, make.) To render or become cheesy. 
case-hardening n, 2. A process of induration 
affecting su aves of rocks, It accompanies 
evaporation of moistare from the capillary system of ex- 
posed surfaces, and *— d of such min- 
eral matter as is held tn solution. result is a hard 
film or layer produced by extra cementation. In arid 

4 sich hardened lished by blown sand, are 
known as dewrt varnish, Van Hise, U. 8, Geol. Surv., 
Monograph 47, p. 547. 

3 + id.) A 
nds n nous —— 

caseid (kA‘sé-id), n. 
name given to any of 
pounds contained in cheese which remain 
after the water and fat have been removed. 

caseiform G4 tre ),@. [L, caseus, cheese, 
+ forma, form.] Same as caseous, 

Casein lime, « jon mule from tnfertor skim- 
milk cheese and ae yy ph dies ml It consists of 
dried and powdered cheese mixed with burnt chalk. 
Ales called casein cement.—Casein ointment. See 

casein-dyspeptone (ka’sé-in-dis-pep’tén), n. 
An insoluble substance obtained when milk- 
casein is digested with pepsin and hydrochloric 
acid, 

m (ké-sé-in’d-jen), ». [casein + 
L. -gen, -produeing. } substance contained 
in milk which forms casein in the presence 
of a digestive ferment. 

case-kee — ll n. In faro, the 
player who marks the cards as they come from 
the dealing-box, so that the number of each card 
still to come shall be known. Small buttons 
are pushed along wires for this purpose, as in 
an abacus, 

Casement, *.—Prench casement, a casement or a 
caseTmoent-winikow — with an espagnolette and open- 
ing nearly to the floor. 

case-mold (kiis’mold), ». In ceram., an exact 
replica of an original clay model, asa jug, cov- 
ered dish, ete., made in clay or plaster from the 
block-mold or hollow cast of he model. : Pipa 

a Case OF CABO IF laater casts, or ee) are 

3 — Bee hlock-modd 

caseoiodine (ka‘sé-6-i'6-din), n. [L. casens, 
cheese, + 153*8 x whie — similar 
to thyroiodine, prepared from periodoeasein 

and ter. A recent anthort 
the ** — ———— te by isola r~4 

ds is an indication of the 
progress of the ripening of the cheese, 

caseose (ki’sé-6s), . [case(in) + -ove.] An 
albumose resulting from casein. 
caseoserum (ki’s¢-6-sé’rum), nm. An anti- 
serum which ts on immunization with 
casein. 
Caseous pneumonia, See *pnewmomia. 
caser (ka’sér), u. [Also spelled, in the trade, 

aser; casel, e. t., 2, + -erl.] In the tobaceo 
trade, a device for moistening the tobacco 
leaf. See *case!, v. t., 2, and *casing?, 

case-smoother a mn. A machine 
which passes glued cloth and its stiffening- 
board between calendering-rollers, and y 
attaches them together, 

cash?, n.— cash, cash paid or to be 
spot, hpen 8 or poem ae delivery 

‘on the nail.’ See nail, 

cash, An abbreviation of cashier. 
*shale?. Oashaqua shale. . 

cashaw? (ka-shd’), ». See *cushaw, 

id on the 
the thing 

cashew?, n. See *cushaw, 
cashew-apple (ka-shé’ap‘l), n. The r· 
shaped le stalk which bears the cashew- 
nut. Bee — ae gad cashew-net, 

ere goat, th, 
(kash’rej‘ie-tér), n, A cash-box 

fitted with a hand-operated mechanism for ex- 
hibiting to the p 
urchase, unlocking and coening the cash 
rawer and recording and adding up all sums 

deposited in the drawer. Some machines also record 
aid add up sums pald out. Closing the drawer locks the 
mechanism, The autographic cash-register is a small cabl- 
net containing a cash-drwer and a recording-ribben placed 
upon a spool in the cabinet and carried under a narrow 
opening th the top of the cabinet to a second spool which 
iscontrotled byahand-lewer. After a sale, or other trinsec- 
tien, a record is made in pencil on the ribbom throagh the 
opening; then, on moving the lever, the cash-dtrawer is 
unlocked and satematically opened and the ribbon is 
moved onward under a glass plate where it can be read 
bat cannot be changed; on closing the caat<drawer the 
cabinet ie locked and cannot be used again until a pew 
record te made or the lever moved. In some registers, 
combination locks control the lever and Ue record may 
be duplicated or manifolded, one record being delivered 

Cassid 
dula + -ina,) The typica 

urchaser the amount of his Gagsidulinids (ka-si-di-lin’i-dé), nv. pl. 

cassie (kas’é), n. 

autalde the cabtnet as a recelpt or bill of sale, and another 
being retained in the cabinet. More complicated machines 
have one or more drawers controlled &: jocks, 
for one or more salesmen. Larger macht 

various forma for record) 

small eavi w vi ts ft is deposited in the box, the Index on the outside 
showing the total sam in the 

cash-sword (kash‘sdrd), ». A Chinese orna- 
ment or charm made of coins or cash tied 
with cord. 

cash-tree (kash’tré),». A number of Chinese 
colns united by connecting bands of metal, 
as originaliy cast in stone or metal molds, 

one kin 
coin (w! it the hole). 

Rep. Brit. Aei'n Advancement of Sci., 1001, p. 420. 

Casimiroa (kaz-i-mir’é-ii), n. [NL. (La Lave, 
1825), named in hones *f’ Casteere Gomez Or- 
tega (1740-1818), a Spanish botanist.) A 
genus of trees of the faraily Rutacez. There are 
four species, native in Mexico N have 
alternate digitately §-7-foliolate leaves with leaf- 
lets, and small ish Gowers in abort ta, green axillary paniches. 
For Casimdroa edulis, see Snead 

casing? (k&‘sing),». [Alsospelled, inthe e, 
ene < ease +-ing?.) Th vt. e 
of putting tobaceo leaf into the desired ‘caso’ 
or condition, namely by ang ot add- 
ing the ingredients used to give flavor, ete. 
See *casel, n., 9. 

cosing-boards (ki sin -birdz) ct In mining, 
lanks spiked to buntons or dividing-timbers 
form a partition or brattice in a mine-shaft. 

C. Le X. Foster, Ore and Stone Mining, p. 238. 
casino, n-— Royal, 
the king, queen, and j 
ag vely, and 

— 9 
counts a polnt and * 2. 

a _ 
2 Casino, a vurlety of casing In which 

the game is twenty-one points, the poleta going out in 
pow gl | Dy tg Fp a tee big 

casino, aces, sw aces have 
to decide it, their order ta: apeden, abube, bearta, and dia- 
mow 

(kas’a-ba-nan’i), ». <A plant 
e family Cucwrbitaces (Sicana cra), 

in the 
feet long, and aquash-like, 
with « very aromatic odor. 
eee eens 

cassage (ka-sizh’), n. The process of change 
known A ‘casse’ which wine sometimes under- 

See *casse2, 3. 
casse? (kas), ». ([F. casse, breaking, ¢ casser, 
break.] 1. A bridle for a kite; also, a cheek- 
piece or fastener by which the string of a 
subordinate kite is attached to the line of the 
main kite.—2. A safety-line; technically, a 
small copper wire inserted into the bridle 
of a kite by Marvin, in order that when 
the strain becomes too great in strong winds 
the wire may break and save the main struc- 
ture of the kite and the line-wire. See *bri- 
dle, 10.—3, The breaking down or incipient 
souring of wine, even in closed vessela, 
Cassel earth. See *carth}. 
cassette, x. 2. In photog., a flat box holding 
one 5* plates which are to be exposed ina 
eamera; a plate-holder. 

flower oil, See *oil. 
alina (ka-si-~la-li‘nii), a. (NL, ¢ Caasi- 

family 

NL, 
< Cassidulina + -idw.) A family of Foraminifera, 
of the order Tertularidea. The test consists of a 
series of alternating chambers, more or leas coiled upon 
iteclf In a planispiral manner. It contains the genera 
Caavidulina and KArenbergia. 

eam 
Cassidulinide, D? Orbigny, 1839, 

cassiduloid (ka-sid’@-loid), n and a. J, x. 
An echinoid or sea-urebin allied or belonging 
to the family Cassidulida. 

Il. a. Resewbling sea-urchins of the family 
Cassidulida, 

{P. cassie < Prov. cacio ¢ L. 
acacia; see Acacia.) In the southern United 
States and in France, the flower-heads of 
Acacia Farnesiana, See Acacia and sponge- 
tree, 



cassimere-twill 

cassimere-twill (kus’i-mér-twil’), a. A four- 
harness twill-weave, Also called Manket-, 
crow-, Florentine, kerseymere-, serge-, swan’s- 
down (ete.) teil, 
cassine? (ka-sén’), n. [N. Amer. Ind.] A 
eeremonial drink of the Indians of eastern 
North America. 

division. See *dirision. 
cassio-berry (kas‘i-d-ber‘i), n. Ashrob, Fi- caster-sugar (kas’tér-shig’ir), 1. 
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horse, but only on the forelegs of other specios, which are 
Ukewise rudimentary, or vestigial, structures. 

Amer. Jneentor, June 1, 104, p, 250, 

caster-and-setter (kas’tér-and-set‘ér), u. In 
printing, a machine (or two mutually depen- 
dent machines) that casts and composes type. 
The linotype comb the two operations in one machine 5 
the Lanston, the Goelson, and others require two 
separate machines, Cenane Bulletin 2146, Jane 2s, Line, p. St, 

Powdered 
burnum obocatum, of the southeastern United sugar: so ealled from the caster with a per- 
States, with shining evergreen leaves and 
black, edible drapes. The yapon, Ilex eomitoria, 
which sormew hat resembles it, is called caasto-berry Sush in 
South Carolina, ant that mame has been applied to the 
sinooth winterberry, Neæ laevigata. 

cassonic(ka-son‘ik),a, Notinga bibasic, non- 
erystalline acid, C;Hg07, formed by the oxida- 
tion of cane-sugar. 

cast!, ce. t. 21. In agri., to replow (old ridges) 
with the furrows all in one direction, 
*casting, 13. (Great Britain.) 

machine, that part of the monotype ty, 
= mains machine which caste the types, seta the let- 

To cast on end, to make (irom castings) with the 1 
dimension vertical. This is astally done in the case 
cast-Eron a parted other long, hollow pieces, because ft bs 
easter to hold the core in position than when casting on 
the side, and also becamse castings aresounder, When 
castings are made in Chis manner, it is customary to pour 
the fron into a vertical at one aide of the mold and 
let it tlow into the at the bottom. This method is 
Jess linble toinjure the mold than that of ponring direct, 

e ng iron and gives a chance for air carried down by 
to escape. 

cast!,n, 14. Specifically, the impression of 
the interior surface of the test or skeleton 
of an organism, usually animal: contradistin- 
guished from mold or imprint, which is the im- 
pression of the exterior. By the removal, threngh 
solution, of the substance of the fossil the filling of the 
eavity from within may produce an impression of the ſer 
terior carrying also some of the features of the exterior 
surface, and thia combination is termed a seulpture-cast, 

29. In archery, the act or property of throw- 
ing or propelling an arrow: thus a bow is said 
to have a good or a bad cast.—Patty casts, renal 
tabe-caste containing ofl-globales, 

cast’, ». A simplified spelling of caste2, 
castagnole (kis-tan-ydl’),1. LF.] The Brama 
rayi, See powfret, 3. 
o x. 6, (Salisbury, 1805.) In bot., see 
Nymphaea, 2. 

castanean (kas-ti’né-an), a, [Castanea + -an,] 
Belonging to the genus Castenee, or relating in 
any way to the chestnut, 

¢ piceous (kas-ta*né--pish’ius), a. [L. 
castaned, chestnut, + piceus, pitchy,)] Blackish- 
ehestnut or blackish-brown in color, Froc. 
Zool, Soe. London, 1901, HU. 523, 
castanha-nut (kiis-tiin’yii-nut), s. [Pg eas. 
fanha, chestnut: see chesten.) Same as Bra- 
cil-nut, 
castanin (kas’tu-nin), ». [L. castanca, chest- 
nut, + «n%.) “A globulin found in Spanish 
chestnuts, 
castanite (kas’ta-nit),n. [L. castenea, a chest- 
nut, + BE, -étel.] A hydrated ferric sulphate 
occurring in chestnut-brown prismatic crystals 
and erystalline aggregates; found in Chile. 

caste?, ». 3. In enfom., any one of the dis- 
tinct forms found among the polymorphic so- 
cial insects, especially the true ants and the 
white ants or termites,—4, Same as half- 
caste. — Caste uction, the producing or intensify. 
fog of polymorphian among soclal Insecta, camsed by the 
workers throagh differentiation of the food given to the 
young. 

Castellanos powder. See *porrder. 
castellate (kas‘te-lit), v.;_pret, and pp. ens- 
tellated, ppr. castellating, I, trans, To give a 
eastle-like form or appearance to; furnish with 
turrets and battlements in the manner of a . 
castle. l 

II, Mtrans. To assume castle-like forms, 
as moving clouds. 

castellate (kas’te-lit),a. Same as castellated., 
caster, ., 1. (¢) In angling, one who casts the fly as 
distinguished from one who fishes with bait. 

Tt is more auccessfal; your tah will average lancer, and 
alti h nt times you wit not get a long string, you will 
get suilicient to reward your patience und skill. The bi 
fish is what we are all after, and the creer gets them if 
any one doesn, = Perest and Stream, Feb, 21, 100%, p, 1i4L, 

6, One of the small callosities on the inner 
side of a horse’s leg: more commonly known as 
chestnut, 

More remarkable still are the callosities, chestnuts” 
or “castors” found on the inner sides of both limbs in the 

forated top in which it is sometimes served. 
N. and @., UX. 418. 

ble (kas ‘ ti- gi- bl) 
g of castigation or ch 
tive (kas‘ti-wi-tiv),@. Of or pertaining 

a. Worthy or de- 
Re astivement, 

castigat 
to castigation or chastisement ; castigatory. 
Castila kiis-té’ lil), n, Sebago Sp.jJ A 
Spaniard; also, any person of white race. 
[Philippine Is.) 

castillon (kis-tél-yén’),. [Sp.] A Spanish 
old eoin ' attr 50 — From its Bearing 

the arms of Castile. 
nm 10. pl. The pellets of hair and 

bones cast up by owls and hawks.—11, A pre- 
mature shedding or falling of leaves which may 
be due to any one of various causes, but es- 
pecially to drought, crowding of plants, or the 
attacks of parasitic fungi, See *Lophodermium. 

Casting or prematare withering and fall of needles is not 
tncomupon in nurseries of pine. 

Jubeuf and Smith, Diseases of Planta, p. 23. 

12, In the fine arts, the arrangement of dra- 
peries and accessories. 

Note, in the draped female statues, the casting of the 
drapery ; aurely that was pot copied from the which 
the garment made as it was worn in daily life. 

Æ. Sturgis, Appreciation of Sculpture, p. 25, 

13. In agri., replowing old ‘ridges’ or ‘ lands,’ 
with all the furrows of each in one direetion, 
By this method two adjoining ridges are made into a 
single one, the crown occupying the place of the old 
water-furrow ; or each retains ita form, the water-farrow 
being kept clear. (Great Britain.) — hall roller, 
in marnus., same aS running roll (Which see)—Dry- 

yo —— in cerem, 
the process of painting designs tn the interior of a motd 
with a slip of a different color from that of the body slip. 
When the latter is poured into the mold it takes up the 
colored design, which a in the cast plece as an 
inlay of a different color. See #thimile surface. —Malle- 
able small articles made by pouring into 
anitable ae cast-iron, which is afterward made soft 
ami tong by heating to redness while embedded in a 
material, commealy oxid of iron, which farnishes oxygen 
to combine with and remove n frocn Use casting, Unis 
converting It Into wrought-iron from he surface Inward. 

casting-machine (kis’ting-ma-shén’), mn. 1. 
A machine for casting molten iron from a 
blast-furnace into pigs. Several types are in 
use, One ia a conveyer, controfled by means of endless 
chains, and having overlapping, ster! buckets, 
—— by wheels which travel on a track, cach Dacket 
being & mold for the metal The machine tay be 

ved in the easting-house amd fed directly from the 
race, or it may be placed outside in any convenient 

place that can be reached by a ladle-car on an indtetrial 
railroad, When realy for operation the conveyer ls set 
in motion, and the backets pass under the pourtng-spout 
of the lidle at a speed that enables the operator to fill 
each in tarn with Ube hot metal As the filled buckets 
imove away horizontally in the open air — slight pre 
tection from the rain} the metal solidifies, and at the 
delivery end the cosiveyer travels up an incline until it 
reaches the turming-wheel where each bucket is foverted, 
discharging ite contents aa a hot yet solid casting of the 

cveral shape amd size of a blast-furnace pig. The cast- 
naw then slide down an incline and fall inte a long and 
narrow tank Otled with water. In the tank is a traveling 

cur, The process is continuous and — — rapid, 
and the machine saves all the hard costly Inbor of 
casting pix-iron in As Qe empty molds travel back 

Casting-machine 

@, conveyer compased of —— —2— Banged wheels, just 
filled with hot meal, at nghtipetat not 15 returning, ane 
verted, emgry molds; ¢, point of discharye u⸗ od conveyer: a. 
second Conwerer traversing long water-tank (tocoel pips) and thes 
Uupwaed to point of discharge tw chete; «. watertauk is, chute dex 
livenng cold pigs te car, 

to the feeding-pelnt they are passed through a smoky fire 
or treated by some other process to coat the inside of each 
with a refractory film to prevent the hot metal from 
clinging to the molds, The process of cooling the pigs is 

Casuarinales 
also hastened bd spraying the castings with oolkl water 
while in the molds A sevond type employs a conveyer 
having eheet-steel molds, As faust a4 they are Sled the 
molds are gradually submerged in water under which 
they travel until the pigs are sufficiently solid to be de- 
livered. When the metal is solid, the Mickets are cased 
to travel ap an incline to the delivery-point where they 
are upect and deliver the castings directly to the car. A 
third type employs a number of molds which are 
laced radially on the edge of a lance, horizontal tarn- 

le. The earning of the table causes the molds to paas 
in order under the ladle-car to be filled, when they travel 
in a ciroular path until the castings are sufficiently solid 
to be discharged by the upsetting of the molds.  Pig-irom 
cast in such tchines is aald to be cleaner and in better 
comlition for immediate use than that cast by hand labor 
in sand. The name is also sometimes given to small 
machines used in casting metals in foundries, Such 
machines are properly called molding-machines (which 
pee). 
2. A mechanism which founds types. 
The monotype produces single t cast In the order of 

their ase, and set in automatically justified linen. It con- 
sisteof two machines —a alg device operated by a 
keyboard, and a casting-machine. 

Census Bulletin 216, June 28, 1902, p. 58, 
-On (kas‘ting-on), ». The process of 

casting iron around a wrought-iron core or of 
making a cast-iron addition to a forging. 

iron, ".—Malleable cast-iron. Sce malleable 
fron-castings, under tron. 

castle, ".—The Castle, Dublin Castle, the seat of the 
viecroy of Ireland, and of the high officials who are at the 
head of the administrative machinery of the country; 
henee, the governmental authority centered there. Fre- 
quently used attributively: aa, Castle influence; Castle 

ernment. [Anglo } 

ford ware, See *iware?, 
cast-line (kust’lin), x. Same as casting-line, 
Bee line®, 

cast-me-down (kast’mé-doun), n. 
tion of caxsidony: see cassidony*.] Same as 
cassidony?. From this transformed name cor- 
—* properties were ascribed to the 

ant. 

(A corrup- 

er process, See *process. 
eastor!,. 6. Glove-leather made from goat- 
skins, The'grain of the skin is removed and it is given 
a Very soft finish, meually gray Incolor, Flemming, Prac- 
tical Tanning, p. 66, 

Castor ware, See *rare?, 
Castor-bean tick, See *fick®. ; 
castoromorph (kus’to-ro-mérf), a, (Gr, catrwp, 
a beaver, + vopes, form.) Having characters 
sitnilar to those of the beavers. 

The Castorome charcters, on the other hand, ap- 
pear to be such aa would Indicate real 525 soe 

Bulletin Amer, Mua Nat, Hiet,, XV1. 205, 

castor- (kas’tor-purm‘as), x. Same as 
pomace, 3. Castor-pomace is sold as a nitro- 
genous fertilizer. 

castral (kas’tral), a. (1. castra, camp.) Of, 
characteristic of, or peculiar to, a eamp: as, 
castral life; castral arrangements. Ainglake. 

a. 2, In bot: (a) The removal 
of anthers in the artificial crossing of plants. 
(b) The destruction of the pollen in the anthers 
of certain flowers by parasitic fungi, us in the 
ease of Lychnis dioica and other silenaceous 
plants attacked by the smut, (stileqe violacea, 
castrator (kas‘tra-tor), 1. Same as cestrater, 
Southey. 

castrensic (kas-tren’sik), «. [L. castrensis, 
belonging to a camp.) Of or pertai~ing to a 
camp. 

steel, 1.— Cast-stee! a furnace capable 
of Dringing iron containing carbon to a tempernture of 
fasion, and keeping the metal molten long emeagh for 
the chemical reactions and mochanical separation of tne- 
purities to take place.— Soft , 2 form of iron 
moaie by a fasion process, such as the opet-hearth or Bes. 
semer process in which the percentage of carbon or other 
hardening elements is so low that the metal is ductile or 
notbrittle and hus a low modulus of elasticity: suitable 
for use Where shocks or deforming strains mist be re- 
sisted, rather than where hardness of surface or edge bs 
required. 

Casual water, in golf, any temporary accamulation of 
water (whether cause! by minfall or otherwise) which t& 
tot one of Ue ordinary and recognized hazards © 
cCOOTse, ae p 

casualty, ». 4. pi. In the military serviee, 
the losses in a command due to any cause 
whatsoever, as resignation, discharge, dis- 
tissal, desertion, capture, wounds, or death. 

casuarinaceous (kas-i-ar-i-na’shius),a@. [Cas- 
warmacee + -ous,| Belonging to the plant 
family Casuarinacee; resembling the genus 
Casuarina. Also casuarineous, 
ag es (kas-il-ar-i-nd’léz), u. pl. [NL, 
(Britton, 1901), < Caswarina + -ales.) An 
order of dicotyledonous, archichlamydeous 
plants. Tt is characterized by moneectous flowers, the 
staminate, with two sepal-like organs and one central 
stamen, arranged in term ital spikes orcatking ; the fertile, 
destitute of toral envel arranged in short heads at 
the ends of lateral branchlets, The order is coextensive 
with the family Casvarinacew, which contains the genus 
Casuarina only, with about 23 spectos, chiefly Australia. 



Casuarinales 
sian, beat found also in tropical Asia amd the Sanda and 
Mascarene islands (hie spoches, Coemarina equisetifolia, 
has become extablished in man; jieal countries and 
ocours in peninsular Florida and the 

casuarineous (kas‘i-a-rin’é sum), @. Same as 
*cusuarinaceous, 

nw, 2, The record and study of in- 
dividual cases of disease. 

fhe the caruietics of malignant growths of the abdom- 
inal cavity. Phil, Med, Jour,, Jan 31, 1X, p. 208, 

,*. B. In med., a recent, rare, and 
improper. use for casuistics, 

casus (ka’sus),». (L.}) In law, a chance, an 
accident, or an event: used frequently with 
other words to express some technical meaning. 

Casus fi @) In international laa, the precise 
situation, event, or oocurrence contemplated by a treaty, 
—— for in a treaty, = male te come within ite 

(6) In commercial tow, that which ls contem- 
piss by Ghe parties to a contract, or that which is stipu- 
pet or froaght within the terms of the contract, — 

fortul in cieil tow, inevitable accktent; an 
act ** God; the ha ne a of an event that coald not be 
foreseen atvl gianled awainat by the highest exercise of 

ioe of care. Casas m in eiral lew, an ex. 
traomtinary accident, as shipwreck, tire, ete.- 

Us, a case mot protided for; an event or contin. 
gency pot covered by a stateate on the general subject, 
cod which must be left to be gowerned by the common 
nw. 

caswellite (kax’wel-it), ». (After John H. 
Caswell of New York,] A copper-red micaccous 
toineral of bronze-like luster, probably derived 
from the alteration of biotite: found at Frank- 
lin Furnace, New Jersey. 

cat}, ». 18, lu medieral warfare, a machine 
resembling the pluteus, under the protection 
of which — worked in sapping walls and 
fosses.— 19. pl, In mining, burnt clay used 
for tample ig. [Seoteh,]—Bashaw cat, the Jong: 
Jawed cutheh, Leplops offrerie.— Brown cat, a thes uf 
catteah, dmieiarus ple enemas, of the family 8 tieridae, 
found ‘in streams of the Carolinas and Georgia. Cat's 
auricle, See #awriele.—Chartrouse cat, a variet 
cal aald to have been developed b — monks of 
trense. It ——— or M —* oO 
cat, a variet cat wi hang uckile- 

headed the fork-tailed cham nel catia cattah, Jetelurne 
the mud catileh of Caro- 

a cat, in —— 
‘urea tra, — 

ina, Armmeinrus 
the channel cat 
member of a bank- 
enter a bank aa a cri 

— —— — cat, 

ai "pediler, or the like, in jer, ort i 
order to ascertain is aa y burglar- 
8* ete. ne Gaur “pind — 

ves’ cant.)— Great he 
of the Lakes, Amefurte oa cal 
common name of Noteurus 
Great —— — and soath and westward to pute, 

‘younlng, an ‘exas.— Malay cat, a variety of cat from 
the Malay Peninsula having a kar bend, ——- as the 
2* as if ithad been broken, cat. 
chuckle headed tecat,— — One old cat, aguine of ball ne which 
only a pitcher, catcher, and batsman are necessary, 

cat, the lone: -fawed cat 
cat. Same asf eeat— 

eattish of the 
Potomac river, Amefurne cotua — Russian cat, Same ns 

4 Weal. — cat, the catfish or horn 
t, — * nebulous, introduced from the Potomac 

to the Sacramenta.— Sol eat, the common 
horn-pout or small cattieh of the northeastern United 
States, Ameiurus nelbulosws — Siamese cat, a variety of 
cat said to be bred by the nobility of Siam, of small sine, 
fawn-colored beady, and chocolate-colored face and lege 
Sennen cae the entire animal is chocola 

Same as tortoier-ahell teat.— 

ache cava spotted, (>) Same ms — — 

a by = stop of iteclf 
foes tails —To let the old cat die, to let 

a phrase used iy children. Tor- 
cat, a variety of cat marbled with black, 

ellow, and white, Occasionally called Spanish eat,— 
ellow cat, Ameiurus natelix, a cattish found from the 
reat Lakes south to Texas 

cat!,c. I. trans.—To cat and 
chor of a vessel) to the cat-head and draw - * it dake so “ 
that the latter rests on the rail or om the anc’ 

TI. intrans. 2. To act after the —2 of 
soft clay or mortar in Alling crevices, 

Similar lesions cannot be produced by the infection of 
tuberculin into the lungs of a healthy animal; in animals, 
it ts true, the tions = — The tuberculin 
when injected is rapid] and prxluces generally 
toxhc instead of bocal Leone * The material which oats 
here is In a state mot capable of ready albeorption, and 
must act locally. It represents the soluble products 
mnixed With mucus, possibly with particles of tissue. 

Buck, Mek Handbook, VIL 901, 

Oat, Anabbreviation (a) of Catalan ; (b) (i. ¢.] 
of catalogue ; (ec) of catechism. 

cata. An abbreviation of cata 
catabasial (kut-a-ba’si-al), a. 
+ Jace, basis (see basion), +-all, a5 anthrop., 
having a skull-base in which the basion is 
—_ — the assumed horizontal than the 

thion, 
batic (kat-a-bat’ik), a. [Gr, xaradarendy, 

€ xara jane, descent: see catabasis.) Declin- 
es said of the stage of defervescence of an 
acute disease, 

eatabibazon (kat’a-bi-ba’zon), n. (Gr. aara- 
Ataacur, ppr. of carafe safe, bring down, cause 

S.—l4 

r.xaré, down, 

ca 

of Cai 

2009 

to go down, ¢ «ara, —, i faten, cause to 
go, € Saiveev, gor see rege | In ee the 
—R —— node; the dragon's tail. 
See dragon, Lilly, 

catabiosis (kat’a-bi-6’sis), x. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
sarasivec, passing life. living, ¢ xard, down, + 
Siar, mode of life.) In physiol., that property 
of living substance which enables it to make 
adjoining cells or structures developadaptively 
or in harmony with itself. 

ca’ kat*a-bi-ot’ik), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to catabiosis. 

catachthonian (kat-ak-thé’ni-an), a. (Gr. 
—— underground, ¢ «ara, down, + 
—— atiow, the ground: see chthonic, ] Un- 
erground; subterranean. 

cataclasm (kat’a-klazm), x. [Gr. xerdaduoua, 
a breakage, ¢ sarantdv, break down, break off, 
¢ xara, down, + xtde, break.) A violent dis- 
ruption or breaking up. Sowthey, 

cataclastic (kut-a-klas’tik), «. and 2. (Gr. 
eae, broken (see *cataclasm), + -ie. 

I. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or resulting from, 
— ———— Tn parte, , noting a structure 
produced in rocks by erushing or shearing, 
whereby the minerals are broken into frag- 
ments. Ajerwlf. 

Il. ». A fragmental texture in a rock or 
mineral produced by crushing instead of sedi- 
mentation, Geitie, Textbook of Geol., p. 135. 

cataclinal (kat- kli’nal), a, (Gr, xatankivie, 
sloping, + -al! £ ih —** a deseriptive term 
— toa ry’ a : that is, a land-surface 
which follows the dip of the underlying strata. 
~ Cataclinal valley, « valluy whose course follows the 
dip of the strita. 

ca! tic (kat*p-kliz-mat‘ik), a, Of the 
nature of # cataclysm; of or relating to the 
eataclysmists or their theories. 

they, in geot,, a thee mor eigratedd by 
Cavier, and generally accep! ted in the earl 7 8 ot the 
selence, which maintained that “each W perfect | inthe earth's 
history is marked by distinctively characteristic faunas 
and floras; that neo species is common to two sieoessive 
periods; that tremendous convulsions of nature (cata- 
clysms) Occurred at the close of each cycle and annihilated 
the whole organic world; and that by means of special 
creative acta the renovated earth became time and *— 
—— with new animals and plants which bore abe 
ately no connection either with previous or with subse 
gently —— types.” Zettel (Crane), Textbook of 

Also theory of cataelyame (which see, ander 
—— 

tic pulse. See *puise!. 
catacrotism (kat-ak’ro-tizm), ».  [eafacrot(ir) 
+-ism.) The occurrence of —— pulse. 

= catacumbal — vat) (LL, cata- 
cumba, catacomb, + Of pertaining to, 
resembling, or — * of, a catacomb, 

are. 
tadicrotic pulse. See *pulse!. 

catadicrotism (kat-a-dik’rd-tizm), ». (Gr. 
xara, down, + 4r-, two-, ry xporoc, beating, 
pulse, + -ism.) The condition of the pulse in 
which the ee line of the sphygmo- 
—— tracing is broken by an upward notch 
representing a faint beat following the main 
pulsation, 
catadidymus (kat-g-did’i-mus), m.; pl. cata- 
didymi (-mi). [NL., <Gr. xara, pia dideyor, 
double.) In feratol., a monster double below 
but single above. 

ous, @. 2. In bot., having the first 
set of nerves (in each segment of a fern frond) 
given off on the basal side of the midrib, as in 
Osmunda, Compare anadromons (b), 

Oa’ (ka-té‘tiks), ». (NL.] A genus 
— verte fishes of the family Srotu- 

—“ n. Same as *cataphorite. 
catag enetic (kat‘a-jé-net’ik), a. Of or per- 
taintng to catagenesis. 

The catagenetic energies tend tothe creation of a stable 
equilibrium. A. Hyatt, Biol Leet, po 146 

— fi-liis),m. (Also katalase ; (catal- 
ig) + -aeve,) An oxidation-ferment which de- 

composes hyd n peroxid catalytically with 
B. he liberation of oxygen. 

(kat’a-lekts), #. pl. [Ls ecataleeta.] 
se collection of short poems aseribed to Vergil; 
in general, short pieces or fragments of litera- 
ture. Hollaned. 

catalina (kii-ti-lé’nii), nm. [Mex.Sp., from the 
fem. name Catalina.) The Mexiean name of 
Anisotremus taeniatus, a fish of the Pacific coast 
allied to the pork-fish of the Atlantic. 
catalineta (kii-ta-li-nd‘ti), a. [Cuban Sp., 
dim. of the fem. name Catalina, 1. The 
Cuban name of the striped pork-tish, Aniso- 
tremus virginicus, of the family Haemulidae,— 

catalyze 

2. Any of the fishes belonging to the genus 
Holacanthus. 

catallactic (kat-a-lak’tik), a. [See catallac- 
— a) —— to exchange, orto the science 
of exe 

catalo (kat? a- 18), n, — + (bufalo.) 
‘The offspring of a cross between the American 
bison and domesticated cattle: in common use 
in the southwestern United States. 
Vernon money. syste on ‘The Guxlnight Herd of 

Buffaloes and Cataloes in'7 Texas, sayin that this com- 
prised Atty bafaloes aml about seventy cataloes, or 
cromes between the buffalo amt domesticated cattle. 

Science, March ¢, 1908, p, 384, 

catalogd, pp. A simplified spelling of cata- 

ca oger, ”. 
“wer, 

catalogic (kat-y-loj‘ik),a. Of the nature of or 
pertaining to a catalogue, 

catalogical (kat-y-loj’ i-kul), a, Same as *cata- 
logic. 

catal ———*. a, Enumerative: 
as, “* the Sankhya, the eatalogistic philosophy,” 

Hed from its numerical classi- 

A simplified spelling of cata- 

WH. Mill: socal 
fications, and the importance attached by 
Sankhyans to the establishment of their 
—— -five principles. Bee Sankhya. 

ca ogue, ".-Argentine General Catalogue, » 
starcatalogue made fro observations at the National 
iMeervatory of Argentina (at Cordoba) and teelucing 
stars in all portions of the southern heavens: in distinc: 
tion to the * zoues,” catalogues which are limited to cer. 

catalogue ages 
—— —Ss8ul — by] a catalogue of 
hooks or the like wenn acs aceonding — aye 
—_ a catalogue which ts logically ar 

catsions — 16’nii), ». [Phiiepios Sp., 
taken as fem. of catalonan, whieh is then 
treated as mase.: see *catalonan.) Tagalog 
sorceress or witch. 
catalonan (kii-ti-lé’nin), ». [Philippine 5 p. 
< Tagal — a — or wite 4 
Among t Pagal jogs, a sorceress or 
witch; ales dns; Spanis use), & male sorcerer 
or priest. 

catalpic (ka-tal’pik), a. [catalpa + -ic.] Per- 
taining to or derived from the catelpe.— Catal- 

acrysalline bibasic acid, C Oy, found in 
The wartpe seeds of Cetalpa b ee cate it tmelta at 

catalpin (ka-tal’pin), ». —— + -in2.) A 
erystalline glucoside obtained from the seeds 
and bark of Catalpa bignonioides, 
catalufa (kii-tii-l0’fi), », [Cuban Sp, use of 
Sp. catalufa, a kind of carpet, = Pg. catalufa, 
a sort of woolen cloth.] ASpanish name ofa 
bright red bass-like fish of the genus Priacan- 
enh known in —— a raps jig-eye.—Cata- 
lufa de lo alto, a name appl species Of the genus 
Pempheris, deep» water fishes oy a he color which bear a 
superficial resemblance to Priacanthws, 

catalysotype (kat-n-lis’6-tip), ©. 4; pret. and 
pp. catalysotyped, ppr. catalysotyping, Same 
as *ealaty; ype. 
ca! (kat’a-list), m.  [eataly(sia) + -(t)st.] 
Tn phys. chem, Bame as catalytic agent (which 
866), 

The change, however, doea not occur spontaneously, but 
8 undoubtedly dependent on the presence of a eatalyet, 

Uilibrfam is established with great rapidity ff a trace 
at all be added. Nature, Sept. 3, 1008, p 431. 

catalytic, a. 2. A term by taper to evolution- 
ary stages or conditions in which organisms 
are degenerating toward sterility, as a result 
either of too wide cross-breeding or of too nar- 
rowinbreeding. Aberrant or mutative hybrids 
and ** mutative variations or sports ap- 

ar in the eatalytic stages, Compare *dia- 
ytic, 4, *hemilytic, and *prostholytie, O. F. 
Cook, 
IL », Same as catalytic agent, 

catalyzator (kat‘s-li-za’tor), 1. [catalyze + 
ator.) A substance which acts prema n f 
causing by its presence chemical changes while 
apparently remaining itself unchanged; a cata- 
lytic agent. Also catalysator, 
Free hydirogen-lons are therefore without doubt exeeod- 

ingly active catelysators of a general ¢ chameter. 
Smitheonian Hep., 1803, p. 257. 

catalyze (kat‘s-liz), ¢. 6; pret. and Pp: cata- 
lyzed, pp. catalyzing. (Also catalyse; <cataly- 
vis (ef, analyze).] In phys. chem., to act upon 
by catalysis: said of a substance which accel- 
erates a chemical reaction while it is itself left 
unehanged at the end of the reaction. 

. the prevalent view Ghat an enzyme acts aaa catal, e- a 

tag agent aid that the acthon of a catalyzer is the format 



catalyze 

—— en ae a mgt or ie ——— yrer 
ar 3, 1908, p Se 

ca (kat’a-li-zér), n. In phys. chem., a 
catalytic agent; a eatalyzator. 
Measurements were made of the effect of catalyzers on 

the formation of Cgl,Cl and Calg lg from benzene and 
chlorine. Phys. Chem, May, 1004, p. 373 
catamaran, ». 4. In /umbering, a small raft 
carrying a windlass and in. used to re- 
cover sunken logs. [U. 81] 
Catamb (kat-am-bli-ring’ki-dé), 
n. pl. L., < ——— (< Gr. xare, 
down, + ay3Atc, blunt, — snout, beak) 
+ -ide.] A family of South American passe- 
rine birds related to the sparrows. 

Jour. 

xarareravetpat, spread out, . 
seravvivar, apread out.) 1, In the Gr. Ch., 
the veil or curtain ofthe holy doors.—2, The 
veil which is used in Oriental churches to 
eover the chalice and paten.—3. In the Gr, 
Ch., the veil which is hung on the canopy 
standing over the altar, 

cataphebe (kat’a-féb), », [Origin unknown.] 
—— unicolor, a serranoid fish of the 

est Indies, Also called aca, 
cataphoresis (kat’a-f6-ré’sis),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xaragopeiv, carry down, ¢ xera, down, + i 
earry.] The action of conveying somethi 
downward or through something else ; specifi- 
cally, electrical endosmosis, especially elec- 
tric endosmosis employed to cause medicinal 
substances (such as cocaine, quinine, or the 
like) to pass through or into living tissues in 
the direction of flow of a positive electric cur- 
rent, or from the anode to the cathode, See 
endosmosis.—Anemic cataphoresis, cataphorests { 
which the action of the remedy ts limited to the seat at 

jeation, in consequence the temporury arrest of 
blood aapply to the part. 

cataphoretic (kat‘s-fo-ret’ik), a. [eataphore- 
asia (-ret-) + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the na- 
ture of cataphoresis; cataphoric — Catapboretic 
demedii the withdrawal of foreign material from 

thas by cataphoresis.—Cataphoretic medica- 
tion, oq Be Bs of the tisues of a part with any 
material by cataphoresia. 

ecataphoria (kat-a-f6’ri-§), nm. — < Gr. 
xatagopec, bearing or going down, ¢ xaragepein, 
bear down, ¢ «ara, down, + ¢fperv, bear.] Incli- 
— of the visual axis below the horizontal 

are. 
eataphoric, a, 2, Relating to *cataphoresis, 
to *eataphoria. See these words, 

The cetapheric clectrode, covered with a thickness of 
Lintine, or similar material aatarated with adrenalin, i 
commectod with the positive pole of the battery, or other 
electric souree. Med. March 7, 198, p. 368 

cataphorite (ka-taf’6-rit), ». [Gr. xardgopoc, 
bearing or going down, + -ite®.] An alkali- 
iron amphibole near barkevikite, first deseribed 
from ——— Also written kataphorite, 

cataplasis (ka-tap‘la-sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. «ard, 
down, + Ade, ¢ sAdecew, form, mold.) In 
evolution, the stage of the decline or decadence 
of an organic type, in distinetion from the 
stage of its rise (anaplasis) and the stage of 
its full vigor (metaplasis). Haeckel. 

ph (kat’a-po-fiz’i-al), a. [eate- 
po — + -al.] Of or pertaining to a cata- 

yris.— Catapophysial anal, in ornith., the 
— ou the Yentral face < the cotvieal vertebra, bninded 

mr] 7 aml containin caroti a 

Foo Zict bon Lenton, 190, L3H 7 
catapophysis (kat-a-pof‘i-sis), u.z pl. cata- 

ophyses (-sez). [NL., ¢ Gr. xard, down, + 
azdéguec, an outgrowth, a process.) 1, In anat., 
any process. usually of bone or of brain tissue, 
Also called Aypepophysis— 2, One of a pair of 
processes developed on the sides of the ven- 
tral face of the cervieal vertebre in birds, 
They vary in alee from a slight projection near the base 
of @ transverse process to a long incarved process that 
almest or quite meets ite fellow of the opposite side to 
form the entapophysial canal, Om the posterior cervical 
the cata pophy ben tnay be moved downward on te the 
hiypapophysia. J*roe. Zoo. . Lowdon, March, 1800, p. 
40K, 

Catapult fruit. Same as *dallistic fruit. 
catapult ——— v. I, trans. I, To hurl, 
as a missile, as from a catapult. 

~~ 

At last... the throne iteelf was cafepulted into the 
square, and he last symbol of rowalty reduced to a heap 
ot mahi. Blackwooud's Mag, LAI 49. 

2, To shoot at with a catapult: as, to eafapult 
birds. 
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II. intrans. To use a catapult in hurling 
missiles. 

cataract, n. 7. In mech., a device for regu- 
lating the number of strokes per minute in & 
Cornish ae ppd in which the velocity 
of a falling weight, ora spring-weighted piston, 
rel spe By the flow of water through a 

able open ng whose cross-section can be 
controlled at will, so that the period of the 
ee the —— between kes can be 
made longer or shorter.— Black cataract, it; 
of the line bens discolored by the sbeorption 3 
pigment the bhood.--Cortical = 

and ex- of the crystalline lens beginning at the margin 
tending toward the center,— Diabetic 
ract occurring prematurely in one suffering from 
— an abrupt precipi descent in 
the course of a glacter, analogous to a cataract In a 
river, Dene, Manual of Geol., 4th od, p. 2% —La- 
mellar cataract. Same as ronwlar cataract (which 

a cata- 

see, under sone/or)— Senile cataract, a hard opacity 
of the lens-nachous of the eye, occurring pot infrequently 
in the aged.— Soft a cataract of the eye in 

we lens is of semi-fuid which the , ae 
happens when the opacity occurs before ppt of 
the lens has formed.— Zonular cataract. fowuler, 

cataract (kat’s-rakt), «. I, intrans. To form 
eataracts, 

II, trans. To pour, like a cataract. 
My poems have been reviewed. The ee has 

cascaded it, and cataracted tic om me; the Critical 
the analyte defied it with civility, 

¢, Letter in Sup. Blographia Literaria, IL 730, 

cataract-box (kat’s-rakt-boks), », A dash- 
pot; a damper or retarder in the form of a 
piston which must move a liquid whenever it 
changes position. The movement of the liquid 
through an orifice of adjusted size determines 
the rate at which the piston moves. 

cataract-knife (kat’a-rakt-nif’), ». A knife 
for section of the cornea in operations for cat- 
aract; it is so shaped as to —— the escape 
of the aqueous humor while the incision is 
being made and the knife remains in the 
wound. 
cataract-lens (kat’a-rakt-lenz), a. A power- 
ful spectacle-lens used after an operation for 
cataract. 

cataract-needle (kat’sa-rakt-né‘dl), nm. A fine 
steel rod, set in a handle, with a pointed or 
— — extremity: used to disintegrate 
a lenticular cataract and so promote its ab- 
sorption, 
catarinite (kat’a-rin-it), n, See *meteorite, 
catarr #.— Acute nasal oatarrhy 
nasal h, chronic intlanmat! —— mu 
cous membrane leading to atrophy: usually the underly- 
ing condition of ——— —— —— 
— catarrh, bronchitis. — 
tntloenma.— Gastric catarrh, simple inflammation i 
the mucous membrane of the stomach. — Lightning 
ony a severe and rapidly developing nasal cntarrh. 

ca’ Same aa coryza (acute form) and 
egaena {chronic fetid form) — R influ- 
enm. — ve catarrh, capillary bronchitis. 
—* ge a a form of conjunctivitis Which prevails 

catarr croup, gastritis, jaundice. See 
*croup!, gastric keatarrh, *jaundice, 

Catasetum {kat-9-86° tum), a. (NL. (L. C. 
Richard, 1822).) A genusof plants of the family 
Orchidaces, several apecies of which are grown 
in choice collections. They have globose expanded 
flowers ‘and plaited membranaceous leaves; the towers 
are th racemes, and the colamns are provided with sensi- 
tive appendages which, when touched, catise the pollen- 
masses toflyout. Thereare some 30 apecios In the Ameri- 
can tropics, either terrestrial or epiphytic, C. Bungerothé, 
C. macrocarpum, C. discolor, and are under culti- 
vation. They require a high temperature, 

catasta (ka-tas‘ti), ». [L., a corruption of 
Gr, xardcracee, a setting down: see catastasis. ] 
1. A stage or block on which slaves were 
formerly exposed for sale. 

She will be taken to Rome, and sold ata slave, And 
fn spite of a few discomforts in the transfer, and the prej- 
a +». against standing an hour on the catesta to 
be handled from head to foot in the minimum of clothing, 
she will mest probably end in Delay Sar better housed. 

ingeley, Hypatia, xiii. 

2, A bed or rack of torture.—3. An obsolete 
English name for the stocks. 

catastrofe, n. <A simplified spelling of catas- 
trophe. 

catastrophal (ka-tas’tro-fal), a. Same as cat- 
astrophie, 
catastrophical (kat-9s-trof’i-kal), a, Same as 
catastrophic, 

catastrophically (kat-as-trof‘i-kal-i), ade. In 
# catastrophic manner: with the suddenness 
and the disastrous effect of a catastrophe. 

catasyllogism (kat-a-sil’6-jizm), n. [ML. eata- 
syllogismus (cf. Gr. Kkaracuesoyifecta:, have a 
conclusion drawn against one}, ¢ Gr. xara, 
down, + cvdtoyrapdc, syllogism.) A syllogism 
by which the principal contention of an oppo- 

catch-block 
nent is absolutely refuted from premises sup- 
pied by him. Eisler attributes the introduction of 

¢ term to John of Salisbury; but, in fact, Boothius has 
it, the corresponding infinitive aie been used by Aria- 
oo in the bineteenth chapter the second * Prior 

catatasis (kat-at’a-sis), nm. [NL., ¢ Gr. xarq · 
race, stretehing, straining, extension, ¢ xera- 
reivev, stretch, strain, draw tight, ¢ card, down, 
+ reivew, stretch.) Extension employed in 
the reduction of a dislocation or of the defor- 
—_ attending fracture of one of the long 

8. bit 
cata’ n. Boe katatoma, 
catatonic, a. See *katatonic, 
catatricrotism (kat-y-trik’ré-tizm), ». [Gr. 
xatd, down, + rpr-, three-, + xpéroc, a beating, 
clapping ( ise), + -tem,] <A condition of the 
pulse in which the descending line of the sphyg- 
mographic tracing is broken by two upward 
notches representing two faint beats after the 
main pulsation. 

catattut (kii-tii’tét), n. [Said to be a native 
name in Amboina,] The cocoanut crab, Bir- 
gus latro, 
catatype (kat’a-tip), m. [Also katatype; < 
Gr. xara, down, + rivror, type.) In photog., & 

int made from a negative without the aid of 
Fight, but by the use of a chemical catalyzer 
or aeeclerator, Ostwald and Gros of Leipzig foand 
that by flowing a negative with an ethereal solution of 
hydrogen peroxid the peroxid is instantly decomposed 
more ar leas coms wherever it comes in contact 
with the silver of the 

lerrous 
oped each! to produce a dark-violet picture in 
— Other chemical . 

in Hithographic in 

cata’ (kat-a-tip’ik), a. [eatatype + -ic.] 
In photog., of or pertaining toa catatype, or to 
the process of inducing chemical change with- 
out the use of light. 

cal (kat‘a-ti-pi), #. —ã + © ae. 
In photog., a print —5 which utilizes 
the chemical agents which act as does light to 
accelerate changes of a chemical character, 
See *catatype. Sei, Amer, Sup., Aug, 1, 1903, 
p. 23,055, 

catavertebral (ent-p-vie"tt- ben), a. (Gr. 
xara, down, + vertebral.) Situated below 
the centrum of the vertebre.—Catavertebral 

in iehth.: (2) Ome of the bones attached to the 

sis) ficken — cavity. ie 

of the vertebra, 
catawampous (kat-a-wom’pus), a. {4 made 
word, from cata- + twamp-, vaguely imitative 
(ef. wap, whop), + -ows.] Fierce; voracious; 
devouring; destructive. (Slang, U. S. ]. 

ca’ (kat’ber’i), ». 1, The mountain 
holly, Nemopanthes mucronata.—2, The wild 
gooseberry. 

1908, p. Bh 

calls of a cat. 
The cat-bird (.8luredus maculoeus) which makes ts 

appearance towards evening, and has a voice strikingly 
the mewing of a cat. 

C. Lumbholtz, Among Cannibals, if 

catch!, vr. i. 8. In agri., to germinate and 
W, a8 & crop: as, the wheat will catch if 

the seed and season are good and the land 
well prepared.—To catch and bowl, it cricket, to 
bowl ball to a bateman and catch him out on the hit: 
sald of the bowler. 

catch!,n. 13. In agri., the extent or condi- 
tion of the germination of a crop: as, a good 
catch of clover; if a good catch continues to 
thrive it will result in a good stand.— 14. In 
lock-making, a small lock-case containing a 
sliding bolt but having no key. The beveled- or 
latch-bolt t kept in an extended tien by a or 

gravity, and is controlled by a knob which slides in a 
in the coos. — Dolly catch, a ball mis-hit * the 

bataman, which goes slowly in thealrtoone of the felders; 
anapparently easy catch. (Cricket slang, | — catch, 
in football, a ball so caught as to entitle Qe catcher’s side to 
a free kick. — Holding-out catch, a device attached te a 
epinning-maje ae Ee the carriage * mnie at an 

outward run⸗ king-off a 3 

sop: tri yart of a machine ised to strike ancther plece 
at & pe caler time in ite travel, a0 as to operate & step or 
Teverse, 

eatch-block (kach’blok), ». A block having 
teeth which engage with teeth on another part 
of the mechanism to form a temporary con- 
nection: sometimes used on the valve-gear of 
certain automatic eut-off engines. 



catch-bolt 

catch-bolt,». 2, The pin or bolt on the valve- 
arm of the admission-valve of a Corliss engine 
which is caught by the crab or claw. 
catch-boom (kach’bim), ». A boom fastened 
aeross & stream to catch and hold floating 
logs. 

enteh-box (kach‘boks), n. A elutch in which 
one element enters a box-like cavity and is 
there caught by projections which cause one 
part todrive the other. Nasmith, Cotton Spin- 
ning, p. 320. 

(kach’krop-ing), ». The em- 
loyment of a cateh crop in a system of fallow- 
ng. See catch *crop. 

catch-fake (kach’fak), n. Nawt,, an accidental 
turn or tangle in a poorly eoiled rope. 

catch- (kach’pan), x. A pan, usually of 
thin sheet-metal, placed under a machine to 
eateh the oil or water which drips from it. 

catch-pawi (kach‘pal), ». A swinging cateh 
provided on a wineh to hold the erank-shaft 
end wise in either of its two ‘ible positions. 
Also used to hold the feed-shafts of some ma- 
— in either the ahead or the reverse po- 

tion, 

catch-piece (kach’pés), n. A stop; a buffer; a 
ring-bumper used to limit the stroke of a 

Cornish pump, 
catch-pit (kach’pit), ». A pit or depression 
in which water is collected; a deep eateh- 

The late Devonian aubeidence then culminated in the 
formation of a profound eatchpit, where muk the coarse 
sand and pebbles. Amer, Geol, Alg., 1908, p. 104, 

catch-plate (kach’plit), ». 1. A plate or 
block so placed as to be caught by a claw when 
the latter reaches a certain position, Such a 
part is used on many forms of tripping-valve 
gear.— 2, A small face-plate used on a lathe 
to carry a pin which engages a straight-tailed 
dog and so drives the piece to be turned. 

catch-rack (kach‘rak),n. A form of st ht- 
toothed rack into the teeth of which a wheel 
may be slid from the side, so that the teeth 
engage and the wheel drives the rack, or the 
reverse, 

catch-rod (kach’rod), ». A horizontal eonnect- 
— part < the —— for holding 
the carriage of a spinning-mule in tion 
when at the end of its outward run. as 

(kach‘si-ding), n. A siding alon 
& steep way e 80 placed as to eate 
runaway care, ng. ] 

catch-station (kach’sta-shon), ». A railroad 
way-station where mail-pouches are dropped 
from passing trains. 
catchwater,». 2. In phys., a conieal receiver 
placed beneath a bulb, flask, or other vessel to 
catch the water which is condensed upon its 
outer surface. M. IF. Travers, Exper, Study of 
Gasea, P. 33. 
— — (kach’hwél),», Aratchet-wheel; 
a wheel having a catch to prevent it from turn- 
ing in one direction. ee kee ea 

Catchword entry, an en a In a brary. 
logue by some Peminent, esd in the title which mon 8 

tide. 
2. Any mechanical appliance 

used to arrest motion by means of ratchets, 
pevis, dogs, and friction sripping-surfaces. 
ach are elevator safety-appliances which come into ac- 

tion when cables » OVerwinding safety-devices in 
colllertos, pile-driving weight-clutches, and the like. 
catchy (kach’i),@. Sameascatching,2. [Col- 

oq. 
cat-crane (kat’krin), nm. Naut., an overhang- 
ing iron beam stepped like a boat-davit, situ- 
ated on the forecastle. It takes the place of 
a cat-head in catting the anchor. 

cat-davit (kat’dav‘it), », Same as *cat-crane. 
catechesis (kat-6-ké’sis),», (LL. catechesis, ¢ 
Gr. Karfyqorc, oral instruction, ¢ xaryyeir, teach 
by word of mouth: see catechism.) 1, Oral in- 
struction given in the early church to candi- 
dates for baptism. It consisted of loctnres or ad- 
ireases, chiefly on the ten commandments, the Apostles’ 
Creed, and the Lord's Prayer, and formed a kind of outline 
or stmamary of Cliristian doctrine. 

2. A book prepared for such instruction, as 
the sixteen books of catechetical diseourses by 
Cyril of Jerusalem. 
Specimens of th: Pretec ede Ty 

served In the Connon of Cyril ot — ——3 
A DR Riddle, Christian Antiquities, p, 460, 

tassium bichromate or por aulpliate 
renders the beown faster, =; — - 
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catechizable (kat‘é-ki‘za-bl), a. That may be 
catechized or instructed cutechetically: as, 
catechizable persons. 

catechol (kat‘e-chdl), n. 
chol or *pyrocatechin. 

= — fein ig the puoseasion of tan ks len It 
consists chiefly of two principles, catechu-tannic achd, 
ant catechin or catechuic acid, which 

Same as *pyrocate- 

a 7 
ponte acid is the final oxidation- —— catechaic acid, cai 

catecht tannic acid is an intermediate oxidation-pro- 
duet, Boney catecku, obtained from the heart-wood of 
the catecha palm, Areca Catechu, is considered the best 

junlity for dye! 5 Ita princ constituent is 
—— he ——— — from the 
pods and twigs of the acacia, is leas soluble than Bombay 
catechu. catechu is same a8 gimlier cafechn, 
which isa act of the leaves of Owron, Gambier 
and is sold in the form of yellow cubes.— Cal u brown. 
Seo *iroen.— Terra catechu. Same as catechu. 
catechumenism (kat-é-kii’men-izm), n. The 
system of instruction and discipline prepara- 
tory to the reception of baptism, 
catechumenize (kat-é-ki‘me-niz), c. t.; 
aml pp. catechumenized, ppr. catechum ng. 
—_ umen + -ize.] To ruet in the doc- 

nes and practices of the church in prepara- 
tion for baptism. 
catechumenship (kat-é-ki’men-ship), n. The 
state of being a catechumen. 

eatechutannic. (katie-cht-tan‘tk), a. Per- 
taining to catechu and t in,— 
1044, a tannin, C198; 40, Sound in celetie aed tera 
about ome half ite welt t. Bee toatechu. 

cai ric (ka rik), a. and », Same as ateee t-§-g0 , 

ca’ -alternative (kat-é-gor’i-ké-al-tér’- 
— a. Having sapere ae ey an —— 
tive proposition and » categorical pro on 
which denies one of the members of the former. 

ret. 

The term was introduced In 1800 by E EB. Constance 
Jones. A categorico-alternative inference is what és or- 
dinartly called a disjwnctive ayllogiem, 

» % 1. The categories are those 
concepts or ideas which mark moet fundame dis- 
tine Snel are those of different attitades of t 
whieh , OF Thay Hot, be supposed to correspond to 
ferences rd things, regardless of how anybody thin! 
The different schemes of categories that are influential in 
philosophy may be classified according as they make divi- 
sions into two, three, four, ot more members. (Of dualistic, 
or dyadic, schemes, those which distinguish two modes 
of thought have never been successfully attacked ; 

@ distinction between affirma' 

istinettons of fundamental im- 
portance: special metaphy theori 
as the distinction of tote and aural. 
to doubt on the = may 
pode ged F a pone rene ge image Le mp hed = 9 

ne! ne aught, where, under ‘thought,’ 
there may be includes both physical 

tegrortes, 
el, which very few students now 

soap in = —* ———— he spp is * — 
jour \yses. Hegel's govern en iow 8 

sophical unltariuntam. ————— 
to admit that absolute reality involves a rational element, 
this unitariantens compels hit te _ that there i an 
other element but rat ity init. Accordingly, he af- 
firma that the real is the rational, and the rational is the 
real, Thence (lancely inflnenced by Gp TH he is 
led to believe that any abstract lea, wed te brood 
over iteelf, will hatch out of ttself a flat denial of itself; 

from the struggle between the two is genernted a 
more — or involved conception nearer to the very 
_Tenlity. is he not only asserts in general termes, but he 
Dolly attempts to give an actaal epttome of the evolution 
of reality out of the burest abstraction of thought, mark. 
ing the stages at which thought makes ite chief halta. 
The concepts which mark those halts are called by Heel 
the categories, Of course the list will be fuller or more 
meager accoming to the degree of detail with which the 
march of thought is desertbed. As given by him, it falls 
into triads, He sometimes seem to spenk as if this tri- 
adic character were merely a feature of the style of de- 
scription, bat be must have thought 
—— were of three kinds, which he might well 
enough have called categories of another order. In his 
list are: quality, quantity, measure; essence (un reason 
of existence), yy Pp actuality ; the subjective con. 
om, the object, the idea ; etc. A large number of triads 

catego have been —— at different times, 
Such are: Myinging, weiddle, end; body, spirit, aowl : 
matter, energy, comacioumness > substance, attribute, rela- 
tion; objects, events, relations (B. Entmann); tine, 
spores, caewality (Paul Deussen); identity indiveraty, eind- 
larity in otherness, unity ef whole and parts (BLE Con- 
stance Jones), ete, Schelling and others have advocated 
quadrate schemes of categories. Other notable tists of cate. 
gortes are: J. 3. Mill's “things denoted by nanses,” which 
are feelings, eubstances, qualities, relations, quantity ; 
HL. A. Aikins’s five fatitamental relations, dneiteidual iden. 
tity, evhject and attritnute, caneal relations, nen-causel re- 
lations between different things, thought and ite object ; 
Herbert Nichola's categories, quetity, quantity, change- 
ableness, lawfulness, presentaticeness, personality, 

———— (halt lol 6-000 Fig), 
ade. In a catelectrotonus manner. fuck, 
Med, Handbook, ILI, 750, 

catenoid (kat’é-noid), «, and a. {L. catena, 
a chain, + Gr. eldoc, form.) I. a. Chain- 

that the different ° 

caterpillar 

shaped; catenary, A catenold colony of Protazce 
is such as would arise from the union of cells end to end 

through the continuous division of cells 

mney Meusnier found (1776) that every min, 
imal surface of revolution is the catenoid. 

catenulate, «. 3. In zodl., same as catenate, 
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., May, 1903, p. 452, 

“, Black caterpillar, the larva of a 
naw-fty, Athalia epinarum, Known as the turnip 
The larve are also known aa Macks, ack palm. 

; They feed on turnip, X and 
mustard, — posch-tree 
velvety-black caterpillar, with an orange stripe 
back and steel-blue warts, the larva of th 
Haploa colona or ful vieorta, which feeds upon the fol 
rm, = , oe Tosaceons fruit-trees 

n — alrush caterpillar. 

terpililar.— Geometric caterpillar, any one wi 
many larva of the lepid ts family Geometridar, which, 

king abdonstinal move with a looping motion 
as though measuring the surface over whieh they walk. 
—Harleq cal * larva of an American 
arctiid moth, Buchawetes which is found commonly on 
milkweed and is clothed with tufts of orange, black, and 
white Tr. , the larva of an 
arctiid moth, Jsia i : also called seoolly bear,— 
—— horned-devil ca’ » See walnul-moth, 
Also called i horned nut-caterpillar.— Moth- 
borer caterpillar, « name ted hy the planters in the 
British West Indies for the larva of the sugar-cane borer- 
moth, Dietrwa seccharalis, Nature, Sept. 3, 1908, p. 423, 

the larva 4 an Amert- 

lae 

ean papilionid bw , Papitio thoas, found com- 
monly of eitru⸗ t Florida and Looisiann and 
also in Mexico and Central America.— 

(a) (6) The larva of 
an 
which forms th columns like the Euro 
ean, procearionea,— -hum: 
expula:, the larva of a notexlontid noth, Sehizura con- 

Red-burm apple-tree cal Nar (Seat erre concdmma). 
parle 4 catcryailas, Natural size, 

cinna. Itfeedson the leaves of the apple, penr, and other 
Froraceous trees. Its body is longit ly atet with 
slender white, black, and yellow lines, the is coral. 
red, and is a coral-rod hump on the back of the 
fourth segment, whence the popular name.— Scale-cat- 

, the larva of any phycitid moth which feeds on 
Erastria #«itula, whose insects as th Ruropean 

Scale-caterpillar (£rvstrdia settle). 

@, noth; 4, larva in case: c. pepe. (All more than twice nateral 
Hee.) (After Kiley, U5. DAL) 

on the Diack scale and which has been im 
California, and Uhe Amerivan Laetilia coeeidi- 

a feeds on the cottony maple-scale.— 
vi o Lname applied to certain os 
of —— Which grow upon caterpillara See Cordy- 
ceps and catersillar-fungrs, 

TL. Hill publishes a historical and descriptive account of 
this fu which has been called the tegetate cater. 

lar, it is found all over the North Island of New Zea- 
i. The sathor has not been able to determine the 

species of caterpillar attacked by the fungus, and his 
attempts to germinate the spores on other caterp hare 
boon as yet unenccessfal 

Jour, Roy. Micros, Soc, Feb, 1900, p. 00, 

Whoat false caterpillar, the larva of an American saw. 
tly, Dolerus arceneis.— Yollow-necked appie-tree cat- 
erpiliar, the larva of a netedontid moth, fana winis 
fra, It foods gregurtously on the leaves of the apple, and 

wore, whose 



Yellowenecked Appletree Carerpollar (Pafaua sederrrea) 
a, caterpillar: &, moth. ¢ amd. eyes. nateral size aed enlarged. 

haa other foml-plants as well, The body is longitudinally 
atri with black and yellow, except the neck, which is 
uniformly orange-yellow, The le is black, 

caterpillar-fern (kat’ér-pil-fir-férn), n. See 
Rfernt, 

caterpillar-hunter, ».—Green c 
er, an American latery carnbkd beetic, Calosoma seru- 
tatur, of a metallic green color, See Cafoeomea, with cut, 

cateye (kat’i), ». A seorpenoid fish, Helico- 

lar hunt- 

lex meadeirensis, found in Madeira, Also boca on 
negra, 

Par cee (kat’fais), ». In forestry, a partly 
has ed fire-scar on the stem of a tree. 
U. 8. 

che tecea (kat’fast), a. 1. Full of knots: ap- 
plied to sawn timber.—2, An — or 
— epithet used in the north of 
England, (Slang.] 

cal a, 7. In Vietoria and New South 
Wales, a fresh-water fish, Copidoglanis tan- 
danus. It inhabits the rivers of the Murray system, but 
not those of the centeraof the continent, Also called eet-fah 
and tandem. In Sydney the sume name is applied also to 
nideglanis meguetome.— Bermuda catfish, Same as 

wratint-flah, 4(of Madeirap— Malapter- Electric 
urus electriceus, a catfish found in the Nile, having the 
power of giving an electric shock, The e jcongan ts 
sald to extend over the entire body. 

é See Puler. 
A trematoid worm, 

Opisthorchis felineus (Rivolta, 1884), from 8 to 
13 millimeters long, found in the liver in cats, 
dogs, and men, and producing Siberian opis- 
thorchiasis. 

cat-foot (kat’fit), adr. With silent foot, as 
a cat; in the manner of a eat; stealthily; 
{Prov.] 
He |a bear] catches the dinin’-room deserted . . . 

romanchy over, cartfoot and surreptitious, an‘ cleans 
fp the tables. x HU. Lewis, Wolfville Nighta, xv, 

catgut, ".— Chromic (orchromicized catgut, ce t 
im = hor with —- acid, in ty which 
it Is less quickly absorbed whet tised for sutures of lign- 

sseuged ta sedans whorl ——— — — 
Cath. An abbreviation () of cathedral, 

(ka-tham’il), »,.; pl. cathammata 
ti), [NL.,<Gr. tea, & knot, ¢ xaflirrecr, 

asten, (xara, upon, + arrev, touch, fasten, ] 
Tn z00l., a place at which the dorsal and ven- 
tral walls of the umbrella are grown together, 
as in certain jellyfishes. 

1 (ka-tham’al), @. [cathamma + 
~«a1,] 1. Relating toacathamma,—2. Of or 

rtaining to rudimentary endoderm, The 
yer of degenerated endoderm which persists in some 

toed ise, in areas where the endodermal canal-system has 
—— is termed a vascular lamella or catham- 

ete, 

Catharistic (kath-a-ris’tik), a. Of or per- 
taining to the Catharists (which see); puri- 
tanical, 

catharsis, ». 2. Used in English to express 
whatever Aristotle is supposed to have meant 
by the same word. But be bas been andersteod in 
five different wa: A passage of his * Poetics to which 
we are referred in his * Politics” for the full explanation 
of his meaning does not appear in the “ Poetics,” ag ex» 
tant, The word waa applied in Greek to the ritual pari- 
fleation of temples, ete. Plate and Xenophon (the latter 
using only the adjective «a@apd, clean) both disciples of 
Socrates, mse it to mean a clarification of the mind tie 
duced by dying and even at the near approach of death. 
Aristotle means by his phase ca@upery tar eaquarav 
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(often translated ‘a parging of the passions’) a mental 
effect of the contem jon af works of high art, espe- 
elally of the choral but severely simple and solemn Greek 
tragedies He has been supposed to mean @ cleansing 
from sin; but it is certain that he dora not mean this or 
any iy effect. On the other hand, he was of a 
medical family, and himaelf compares catharsis to the 
effect of a cathartic. He probably means the brightening 
amd clearing of the emotional state by relieving the 
thoughts of the burden of sordid cares and of senstial de- 
sires; and something like thia is now uamally understood 
by the word. 

cgthartis, 4.— Compound cathartic pills. 

cathartin (ka-thiir’tin),». [cathart-ie + -in?.] 
1, Aname once given to mixture of aub- 
stances obtained m senna.—2, A bitter 
substance found in buckthorn berries, Kham- 
nus cathartica, 

cathartogenin (kath-lir-toj’e-nin), ». [eathar- 
tie + + -in?.) Same ais cathartic acid, 

cat-h a, 4. An attachment to a lathe to 
assist in supporting long bars when they are 
being turned. It is a ring having set-screws that bind 
the work, when not circular, and hold tt in a *®centering- 
rest (which see) 

cathedralesque (ka-thé-dra-lesk’), a Cathe- 
dral-like: as, cathedralesque churches, 
cathedralism (ka-thé‘dral-izm), ». The syva- 
tem that arises from the administration and 
regulations of a diocese, 

cai (ka-thé‘dral-ist), ». 1. An ad- 
voeate or supporter of cathedralism.—2. A 
clergyman attached to a cathedral church, 
cathedralized (ka-thé’dral-izd), p. a, Con- 
verted into a cathedral: as, a cathedralized 
ebureh. 
thedratically (kath-é-drat’i-kal-i), ade. 

With the authority of one who speaks ex ca- 
thedra; authoritatively, 

ter, *.—Elbowed catheter, a catheter with an 
atrilar bend near the tip: used in casea of enlarged 
prostate. Pemale catheter, a short, nearly straicht 
catheter for passage into the female bladder. -— 

, & catheter with a wide carve, employed in 
certain cases of enlarged prostate, 

catheterostat (kath-e-ter‘’é-stat), mn. [Gr. 
xatlerip, catheter, + oraréy, ¢ isrdra, place, 
stand.] A receptacle for holding and steriliz- 
ing catheters. Suck, Med. Handbook, IL. 754. 

cathetometric (kath-e-td-met’rik), a. Of, per- 
taining to, or obtained by means of a cathe- 
tometer. 

cathion (kath‘i-on), ». An erroneous form of 
cation, 

Cathode Same as sciagraph, 2.— Cathode 
Bhotorrapiy. raya. Se tography, #rey1.— Cath- 

See at eo, ts cathod ca’ ng to the ca’ et 
as, the cathoric — in a vacuum-tube. 
Also spelled Lathodic.—Cathodie dark space, the 
dark space in a vecuum-tube traversed by the electric 
Glecharge which surrounds the cathode. See Crootrs's 
pace. 

cathodograph (ka-tho’d6-graf),n. [cathode + 
Gr. — write.) A photograph taken with 
the X-rays. See *rayl, 
cathodography (kath-d-dog’ra-fi), ». [eatho- 
dograph + -y3.) The taking of sciagraphs by 
means of the Réntgen, or X-, or cathode rays. 
cathodo-luminescence (ka-thd‘d§-li-mi-nes’- 
ens), x. A phosphorescent or fluorescent glow 
excited by the action of cathode rays, See 
*luminescence. 

cathography ka-thog’ra-fi), x. An erroneous 
form for *cathodography. 

Catholic atitle given to a group of seven epistles 
in the New Testament, ¥, the Siret and secon 
— af Peter, Qe first, second, and third of John, and 

of Jamesanl Jude, The term ‘catholic ' probably re- 
fers to the destination of the epistles as encyclical letters, 
addressed to the church universal or to scattered readers. 
— Christian Catholic arch, 8 church o bzed in 
18M) by John Alexander Dowle, a Scotchman, Whe claimed 
to be the promised Elijah, come to establish the kingdom 
of God on earth The c ristic tenets af the 
ehurch are fatth-lealing, literal interpretation of the 
tible, strict morala, and abstinence from the use of to 
bacco, alcohol, and medicinal remedies. 

catholically (ka-thol‘i-kal-i), adr. 
olie manner; as a Catholie. 
The Duchess . . . stated expressly that Augustus of 

Saxony Was to comusent that bis niece *shoahd tive Catholi- 
cally after the marriage,” 

Motley, Datch Republic, 1. 204, 

catholyte (kath’§-lit),n. [eath(ode) + (electro 
lyte.} In phys. chem., that portion of the 
electrolyte which adjoins the eathode. E£lec- 
trochem, Industry, March, 1904, p. 99. 

cat-hop (kat‘hop),«. In fere, two cards of the 
same denomination left in the dealing-box for 
the last turn. See fare, 
cathoscope (kath’d-skdp), #. 56 + 
Gr, oxoreiv, view.) A machine for exhibiting 
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In a eath- 

cattle 

the optical effects of the X-rays. It comprises 
& fluoroscope, a vacuum-tube, batteries, ete. 

cativa (kii-té’vi), ». [Panama.] The large 
edible seeds of P’rioria copaifera, a leguminous 
tree of re and — — 

catjang (kat’jang), n. itch spelling o 
pac, a pulse plant, as Malay kutjan, the 
Cajan — Cajanus.) 1, The pigeon- 
pea or = pee. Cajan Cajan. Soe *Cajan 
and dkoll,—2. The eow-pea or chowlee, Fiqna 
Sinensis, See Vigna, and cow-pea, under pea. 

Catlin’s River series, See *series. 
catmon, #. See *hatmon, 
catnep (kat’nep), ». Same as ~~, 
Catocala (ka-tok’a-li), », (NL., ¢ Gr. ndrw, 
below, + «a/dc, beautiful.] A notable genus 
of noctuid moths containing many very beau- 
tiful species. They are known as underwing motha, 
from the fact that the hind wings are often ped and 
colored in striking contrast to the fore wir The 
genus Ia widely distributed, but North Am in ite 
metropolis, more than 100 species occurring om that con 
tinent. 

catoctin (ka-tok’tin), ». [Catoctin, a local 
name in Maryland, of Indian origin. Cf. monad- 
rock.) A boss of rock which rises above the 
general level because of its greater resistance 
to erosion.— Catoctin schists. Sce *eafectin type — 

typo, the type of ore-deposit cceurring ir the 
Catoctin schists, a belt of —— noi basic volcanic 
rocks of Algogkian age, forming mountain-core of 
Maryland and Virginia. 

Oatonie (ka-ton’ik), a. [NL. Catoniews, ¢ L. 
Cato, a Roman cognomen, ¢ catus, s cious.] 
1. Of or pertaining to, or having the character 
of, Cato the Censor, a type of old-fashioned 
—— pragmatical, ungracious, ha 
oman virtue.—2. Of or pertaining to Cato 

of Utica, a type of stubborn but impractical 
virtue.—3, In the style of a medieval book of 
apothegms which goes by the name of Cato or 
Caton. 
catoptromantic (ka-top-trd-man’tik), a. [ea- 
toptromancy,] Of, pertaining to, or of the 
nature of catoptromancy. 

cat-piece (kat’pé«), ». In logging, a small 
stick, in which holes are made at regular in- 
tervals, placed on the top of uprights firmly 
set in floating booms. ‘he uprights are fitted to 
enter the holes in the cat-plece so as to narrow or widen 
the space between the booms at the entrance to a sluice- 
way or sorting-Jack., The cat-plece ia held A Lo 
phir high enough above water to allow logs to y 
un it, 

eat's-blood (kats’blud), ». Same as *blood- 
"Ye 

cat's-claw, 1. 3, See *hayag-kambing. 
cat’s-eye, ». 3. In pathol., an opalescent ap. 
pearance of the eye in certain cases of amau- 
rosis.—4. See De ——— The oper- 
eulum of a marine mollusk, Turbo smaragdus, 
[Australia.]—Cat's-eye shutter, See *#shutter. 

bead molding, in Home arch, a molding, as 
bet pp the cormboe, adorned with the heads of beats 

or grotesque monsters. Compare wbird'sbeak, 

cat's-nose (kata’néz), n. 1, A strong, cool, dry 
northwest wind which pushes under and lifts 
a 2 a warmer southwest wind. Dunwoody, Pop- 
ular Phrases, 4 20. - 2. The cloud at the front 
of sucha wind, [Collog., Eng., in both senses. 

cat’s-tail, »., 3. (+) A form of cirrus in whie 
the delicate cloudy filaments resemble a bushy, 
eurved cat's tail. 

cat-stitch (kat’stich), », A variety of orna- 
mental stitching used in faney sewing-ma- 
ehine work. 

cat's-tongue (kats’tung), n. Aslender, worth- 
less oyster: also called strap-ouster. 

ca un 6. In ageing any corded, 
stringy tuft of cotton, due to faulty setting of 
a machine, 
Cattaraugus beds, See *hed?. — 

Rox See Dutch weoattle. cal 8 Banded cattle. 
and game disease, See #7 

Dutch Belted Bull, Duke of Ralph, 24g. Age. three years, 

cattle, a breed of small-sized, compactly bailt cattle of a 
rich ped color, raised mainly for beef, though latterly for 
dairy purposes. — Dutch belted cattle, a Dutch breed 



cattle 
of cattle, noted for their milk-giving qualities. They are 
of @ jet-black color, with the exception of a broad belt or 
quae of pare white around | i mide of the benly, 

also called bay Holstein- Hence idet- oF led cattle, — 
Friesian cattle, a breed of —— of large size, from 
North Holland and Friesiaad, reputed to be of great anti- 

Its most evident color-character ia the striking 
blotches of pure white and jet-black. 

Fe have been variously ed Dutch cattle, Helland 
cattle, North Hollantera, Holsteins, and che Priexiana, 
but the name now adopted is Holetctn-Mriesian, as above. 
2 arial fever Same as Texas ferer.— 

an Italian breed of long-horned cat- 
polled cattle, « rod, —— breed of cattle. 

te is the only bornless reed, and was formerly 
known as Haat Anglian * 

cattle-bush (kat’l-bish), ». An Australian 
shrub or small tree, Atalaya hemigiauca, be- 
longing to the Sapindacex. The leaves are 
greedily y eaten by cattle and are utilized for 
odder in the dry season, 

ca (kat‘l-kamp), ». A halting- or 
a egg Fr for cattle; a rounding-up 
place. ustralia.] 
438 (uate, n. 

ca’ uffer (kat’l-duf’ér),». One whoalters 
the brand on cattle and steals them; a cattle 
thief who ‘daffs’ the cattle by altering the 
brand, (Australia, } 
cattle-farm (kat‘l-fiirm 
eattle are raised; a ran 

cattle-fever (kat’l-fé’véer), n. Same as Texas 
Jfever.Southern cattle-fever. Same as Texas fever. 
cattle-gate (kat'l-git), ». In Eng, law, right 
of turage in the land of another, It is 
a distinct and several interest in land, and 
passes by lease and release. 

The right [a right of common in gross] is then generally 
known as a cettie-gate or 

‘neye. Hrit., XXVIL bis, 

cattle-louse (kat’l-lous), n. Any one of sev- 
eral pediculid or mallophagous inseets which 
infest cattle: as, (a) Haematopinus eurysternus, 
sometimes called short-nosed ox-louse; (b) 
— — rituli, sometimes called long- 
nosed ox-louse ; and {c) Trichodectes scalaris. 
cattleman (kat? l-man), ». One who is engaged 
in rearing cattle on a ranch; & ranchman. 

eattle-ranch (kat‘l-ranch), x. A ranch or farm 
on which cattle are reared. 

(kat’l-skab), ». A contagious skin 
disease of cattle, caused by a parasitic mite 
and characterized by the loss of hair and the 
formation of crusts or scabs. 

tion (kat‘l-sté‘shon), ». A cattle-run 
with » homestead and all the necessary build 
ings. [Australia.} 

cattle-tick (kat’1-tik), =, Same as *cow- 
tick. — Australian cattle-tick, an Australian trodid, 
Boophilus australis, common throughout Australasia, an 
specially abundant in Australia and the Phili 

uid, where) it Ke atincks cattle. —Southern 
an American ixodid, Bodphilus boris, that carries the 

A stock-car (which 

arm) 1 nw, Afarm on which 

Sowtuern Cattle tick (Nelparins Sorte Riley). 

4, male, from abewe: 4 female, from abowe: 4, male, trom bebe 
@ female trom below; ¢, claw and pedvillus: @, lower surface * 
first. second, and thinl Seqiments of ley; 7, spiracte or pertreme. 
(Atser Carica.) Belang: 

Diloexl-inhabiting parasite of Texas fever from Texas cattle 
te noo-lmmane cattle in northern States. 

cattle-track (kat‘l-trak), ». A route formed 
merely by the treading of herds: used in eon- 
tradistinetion to cattle. -icy, w road formed by 
man for the use of his cattle, 
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cattle-trade (kat‘l-trad), ». The rearing, 
buying, selling, or transportation of cattle. 

cal way (kat’ Lwa), nm. See *eattle-track. 
cattyman (kat‘i-tnan), ». In lumbering, an 
expert river-driver, 

caturai (kii-té’ri),». [Philippine name.) See 
*katurai. 

cat-witted (kat’wit’ed), a. Having the wits 
of # cat; small-minded and spiteful. 

Very cut-sritted woman. 
Carlyle, Frederick the Great, 1V, 200, X. B.D, 

pope — —* rescinble in features Spay 
In this group are included the Gallas, the Abyssinians, 
and many tri of the Sudan. 

Oancasic (ka-ké’sik), a. and». Same as Caw- 
caxian, 
Oaucasoid (kA’ka-soid}, a.and ». Same as Can- 
casian, including Huxley's divisions melano- 
chroic and ranthochroic, Encye, Brit,, XXV. 272. 
caucho (ka-ii’ch6), ». [Peruvian cahwchu: see : 
caoutchoue,] A commercial variety of rubber 
—— on the Peruvian rivers tributary to 

e Amazon, and particularly on the Jurud. 
It comes to market in the form of balls, strips, or slabs, 
and is not cured by thug as is the Pura rubber, to 
—78 it be inferior, although it 

species of belonging to U ho caine et trees to the bry 
ore family, and from Mbastilla Piet 
fami if The rubber obtained fron the batter «| 

y distinguished as caucho negro, and that 
species of Sopriem as caucho blanco. 
cauda, *.—Canda in aatrof,, lit. ‘dragon's 
tail,’ the descending node of the moon; also, a figure in 

* ooo are n'e tail, under d 7. the 
ae the flahes, 
— eed 

jum of the 

ches ts 
the 

wgland, 
of the aa B oy fin, or tail- 
one of the long processes born 
certain arth as Ajrina,— 
wrertebra.—Cal the posterior, —— 3 
of a cysticercus, forming the * der’ of a bladder-worm. 
—Caudal vomer. Saine as pyyortyle, 

caudally (ka‘dal-i), ade. Toward the tail; 
coud. 
— a. IL, », A member of the amphib- 
jan order Caudata; a tailed batrachian, 
caudiciform (kA- dig’ i- form), a. III candex 
(caudic), caudex, + forma, form.] In bot., hay- 
ing the form of a caudex. 

caudiform (ki‘di-férm), a. [L. cauda, a tail, 
+ forma, shape.) Resembling or having the 
shape of a tail, 

candle-pot (ka‘dl-pot), 1. Same as *candle- 

—— (Xxa dlArn) x. A vessel with a lid, 
handles, and spout, for holding caudle, made 
F English potters in the seventeenth and 

ghteenth centuries; usual in tin-enameled 
ware or Delftware. See caudle, 

caudodorsal (ka-~id-dér’sal), a. 
the tail and the back. 
caudofemoral (ké-dé-fem’d-ral), a. Relatin 
to the tail and the thigh: as, the caudofemora 
membrane of a bat, which is the membrane 
between the tail and the leg. 

caudolateral (ki-d6-lat’e- ral), a. Behind and 
toward the side of the body, 

cauliculus, ». 3. In insect anat., the larger 
of the two ——— of the double stalk of the 
so-called mushroom bodies in the brain of 
certain insects, See mushroom *hedy. A, 8. 
Packard, Textbook of Entom., p. 233. 

caulifioral (ké‘li-fld-ral), a. Same as *cauli- 
florows, 
—— (kii-li-flo’ri-i), ». Same as *cauli- 

caulifiorous (kii-li-fld’rus), a. 
rus, ¢ Li, canlis, stalk, + 
see flower.) Bearing 
branches. See *canliflory, 

cauliflory (ki'li-flo-ri), n. [NL. *eawlifforia, « 
“cauliflorus; see *cauliflorous.) The bearing 
of flowers directly on the trunk or branches, 
See cut under Creseentia. 

In ernlifory the dowers apy sometioes only on 
Main stein, sometimes only on sha ny sometinees, and 
this be most negal, on both main stem and branches alike. 

A. PW. Schonper (trans), Mant Geog. po 

cauliflower, vr. 2. A cloud (especially a vol- 
canie cloud) having the form of a cauliflower, 

The reddish dost ‘etuliderere’ accumulated about 
every half-hour and relied down the gorge of the Riviere 
Blanche from the cone, Sometimes this phenomenon was 
followed by a low —— Yi roar, 

Aner. Sour, Set, Jan, 1MM, pe SH, 

ear, pyralid, ware. 

Relating to 

NL, *eantiflo- 
m ( or-), a flower: 

owers on trunk or 

Caul iflower See earl, epyra- 
did, Rware?. 

mulberry 7 , 

* caulinoꝰ (ka’- 
Sy”, *4 . lin), 4. [Niso 

caulin : L. 
caulis, 8 
eabbage, + 
-ine2.] The 
coloring mat- 
terof red eab- 
bage. It is 
largely used 
2 the eolor- 

of bogus 
wipes. 

caulobulb 
_ (ka ’l6-bulb), 

stem, 
biulbus, bulb.) 
The bulbous 

» base of «a 
= stem. 

caulomic (ki- 

pertaining to 
a caulome. 

causa {ki"28), 
n. if A 

Caslifiower Cloud. 

Ereption of Moat Pelé in sgn. 

cause,—Cansa 
pension coom, thet, mary caua⸗s; the Hret 

euuse. — rediect which cans, that is, a seo 
nd,“ Gansa su, an efect which has in turn become a cause. 

use sui, literally, the cunse of itself; in the philoso 
y of Spinoga, that whose essence involves existence. — 

for the sake of honor; bn onter to honor ; 
ot of ? mt a University conferred Aonoris 
coued,— Vera Causa, a trae or CAlbbe. 

causability (kiiz-a-bil’i-ti), n. The capability 
of being caused. 

} Canon junction, in gram., a coordinate conjunetion 
im pre pee poy a8 —* — 

tte. Causal sequence, ion of events in the 
—— of causation.— wireat- 

—Accidental cause, in medd., a cause of die 
enne ‘hich acta only oceanlnally and which docs not 

Canse of itesit, Sec cnues mut. Centrifugal cause, ach atei, — 
in biol, the interaction between a cell and the other cells 
of the bexdy, considered as a cause of its development. 
Hertwig, who holds that all the cells af the bedy of a 
— ular fem are identical, ateribates the spe- 
clalization and differentiation of a cell daring develop- 
ment in part to centrifugal causes, or the interaction be- 
tween It and [ts fellow ag oh — in mtg! ga to centripetal 

teraction and the exteral 
Soames, in tied, the external 

eovirunment of a cell, or of an organism, comside as 
5* ot ite development, See centrifugal werner, — 

cone, low, a cause which may be advanced for 
hearin b er party, andera rule of the court allowing 

h sivancemest 6 upen that the trial will not oc. 
aad more thine than that specified in the rule. —2 
mentary onnee, in fav, a cause within the jurtsdicteon 

te court. It relates to the probate of wills, the 
granting «wf administration, and generally to any proceed- 

hecessary to the settlement and distribution of the ee 
fale od doondent— Title of acause, Sve #fitle, 

causerie (kdz’ré), n. [F., « cawser, talk, chat, 
¢ L. causari, meets dispute, ¢ casa, a cause, 
case, suit, Bat: familiar conversation; in- 
formal talk; free and unconventional discus- 
sion and criticism, such as the Cawseries du 
lundi (** Monday Chats") of the French critic 
and essayist Lainte- Beuve (1804-69). See 
fee: -Bevce in the Century Cyclopedia of 
ames. 

I. @.—Caustte arrow, « stim, sharp-pointed 
pencil of dried camsthe paste Inserted fte a tumor or the 
sue which ts to be dceply caaterized.— Caustic collo- 
dion. See *eollodion.— Causti ce dart Sure us wean 
tie arrow,— Ca lime, —2 hydroxtd; alse, 
— oxid.—Caustic liquor, in the manufacture of 
soda by the Leblanc process, the solation of caustic soda 
before its evaporation to dryness.— Caustic paste, See 
epastel, — Caustic stiver, ‘Tinar caustic. — Caustic sur- 
face, in optics: (a) The curved surface to which all the 
rays reflected from a concnve mirror are tangential. (5) 
The curved surface to which all Uhe rays of a combcal pen- 
ry ch light entering 4 refractive medium are tangential, 

onl, In Nature, Aug. 0, 19), p i44.— Green- 
Ae g0da, calsetic soa tiade at the Greenbank 
alkali works in England. 

II. ».—Canquoin's caustic, Same as Conguoin's 
ate. tic, a particular gride of catistic cans! 

eda. made by the Leblanc process, of a fabit yellowish 
tinge and useally containing from 60 to 70 per cent. of 
Teal sodium hydroxid.—- Mitigated caustic, nitrite af 
tilver which bas been fised with an equal amount of mi 
trate of potassian tt order to lessen the caustic effect. 

causticize (kais’ti-siz), r.f.; pret. and pp. 
causticized, ppr. cnustivicing., [eaustic + ize.) 
Same as caustify, @. ‘ihe Salen Acid 
and Allied Industries, I. 



causticly 

ustie, 
cH t,. IL, a, Having a caustic or cau- 
terizing action. 

caw n.— Solar cautery, & lens for concentrati 
the heal vays of the sun Wirecting them w os 
where a canterizing ¢lfect is to be produced.— Vir- 

, cautery by means of a caustic subatance, 
as distinguished from actual cautery, Also potent 
cautery. 

cautery-knife (ki'tér-i-nif), ». A knife the 
blade of which is connected with an electric 
battery, so that it ean be made incandescent 
and thus sear the tissues, preventing bleeding 
while cutting. 

Cauti al. See *signal. 
Cautivos, n. (Sp-» pl. of cautivo, ¢ L. capti- 
cus, captive.) 1, The name of anorder (Orden 
de la Merced) established in Barcelona, Spain, 
by San Pedro Nolasco (1189-1256) for the pur- 
pose of — the Christian captives trem 
the Saracens. It was confirmed by Pope 
‘Yregory IX. (1230),—2, The name given toa 
fund established at a later date among Spanish 
Jews, having forits object the ransom of their 
brethren captured by Mohammedan pirates 
under Barbarossa. 

Cav, An abbreviation of cavairy. 
cavaletta (kuv-a-let’i), n. Same as cabaletta. 
cavalla = vil’ ya), m. [Cf cavally.] A 
seombroid fish, Scombcromorus cavalla, found 
in the open seas. It comes in large numbers to the 
American South Atlantic coasts, and ranges southward to 
Africa and Brazil. 

Cavalry bone, See *bone!. 
cavate (ka’vat), a. [L. cavatus, pp.: see ca- 
tate, v.] That has been made hollow; hollowed; 
hollow; produced by excavation. The term has 
been applied somewhat specifically toa class of 
habitations, in the southwestern parta of the United 
Staten, consisting of an aie cave dug into the face of 
aclilf, the entrance often with masonry, but the 
side-walla, rear wall, and roof formed of the natural 

also , 

Tock, 

cavation, ». 2. (5) In modern fe a 
side- blow, delivered after Lary J 8 Oppo~ 
ent’s blade, carrying the guard to left or right 
in an effort to reach around his position. The 
move exposes the fencer dangerously, and 
should be employed only with careless oppo- 
nents. 

cavel, n. 7. A cave-in.— Gave rod, Bee period. 

One of the blind 
cave, See 

cave- (kav’bé’tl), n. 
or ry blind beetles which live in caves. 
Many of them belong to the silphid genera 
Bathyscia and Adelops and to the carabid genus 
Anophthatmus 

Casa del Poeta T 
cave-dra (kav’dra‘ing), n. 
specimens of rude 
been foundin caves in differeut parts of the 
world. They are supposed to be the work of the pre- 
Historic cave-dwellors ; some of those found in France are 
thought to have been preglacial. 

cave-iwelling (kav’dwel’ing), n. 1. A cave 
used as a dwelling by primitive, prehistoric, 
and recent tribes.—2, In Colorado and the ad- 
joining region, a cliff-dwelling. 

cave-enrth (ihr tcth ,n. In geol., the earthy 
deposit on the floor of a cave, including traces 
and remains of animals which have made it a 
shelter ora home, The use of such natural 
retreats by primitive man has led tonumerous 
diseoveries of human remains in these deposits. 
That ition in cave-earth ander thick stalagmite beds 

does not of iteclf alone ———3 —— greet aye. . 
Veen, ology, 7u. 

cave-hunter (kiv’hun‘tér), x», <A student of 
prehistoric *8 who pays special atten- 
tion to the remains of the cavemen and makes 
special search for their caves, 

It is more than probable that they offer as wide a held 
for the research of the coce-Aunter as caves do in any 
other country, and from them a rich harvest of facts re- 
lating to prehistoric tics has yet to be reaped. 

Keane, Ethnology, p. M4. 

cave-in (kav’in), mn. <A caving in of the roof 
strata of a mine, or of the sides of a shaft or 
pit, sometimes extending to the surface. Also 
care, 

If inspection of the vault roof revenls displacements 
and fissures therein, the only thing to be done is to desert 
the chamber, which will thus become unworkable because 
of Uvese cracks and Uhireatened cavedns. Such cave-ine 
have many chances of extending to the surface and of 
involving the rain of the entire work as well as that of 
the hoisting machines installed above on the surtace, 

Sei. Amer. Sup,. Dec. t, 1008, p. 22512. 

Cavern period. Same as care *period. 

ico in Pompeii. 
One of the 
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uA 

a. In a cavern- 
ous manner, 
cavernulated (ka-vér’nd-li-ted), a, [oarer- 
nule + -ate! + -ed2.] Formed with cavernules 
or minute cavities: as, a cavernulated structure. 
cave-tomb (kiv’tém),». A tomb cut directly 
in the solid rock. Such tombs are abundant in the 

Lycian Cave-tomb. 

Taine of many civilizations, the Myoenman In Greece, 
ie 

earl, 
— and the Indian, The cave-tombe in the 

hills Minor are eapectally interesting. 
Oavitary myelitis, Soo *myelitis. 
cavitate (kav’i-tat), ¢. i; pret. and PR. 
tated, ppr. cavitating. [cavity + -ate?,] To 
holes or cavities within an agitated liquid; 
react upon the water with *cavitation (which 
see): said of a screw propeller. 
cavitation (kav-i-ta’shon), wn. [cavitate + 
-ion.) The formation of holes or eavities 

aa when water is charned b: screw of a steam- 
veasel. The —— is Lally soticeable 4 the 

-epeed a —— — a 
The name cavitation fs given to the phenomenon met 

with when a screw fa driven in water at speeds above a 
limiting value. Nature, Nov, 6, 18, p. U4. 

cavity, ". 3, In hort, See *hasin, 12.—Atrial 
cavii 28 a sxperibranchial eavity,Cavity ir 

monary, § cavity. See dnewral, ete. 
cavoscope (kav’6-skop), n. [Improp. carasecope, 
¢L. carus, hollow, + r. —— In med., 

facilitate its examination, 
cawdyt ae, x, An obsolete form of caddie. 

», 2, A printing-type of Flemish 
design used by William Caxton in 1477. 

This is modernized Carfon fppe. 
Caxtonian (kaks-to’ni-an), a. and. I, a. Of 
aad —s to William Caxton, the printer 

2201). 
I. x. An admirer of Caxton, his books, 

devices, or methods, 
Oay-cay butter. See *butter!, 
cayenne (ki-en’), 7. 1, Same as Cayenne pepper 
(which see, under pepper.)—2. A card turned 
up in cayenne whist to determine the rank of 
the suits, but not as a trump.— 
Same os Surinam weherry (b) — Papen a as 
—R 

cayenne (ki-en’), ©, 4; pret. and PP. cayenned, 
ppr. cayenning, To season with Cayenne 
Getiaw 

ayleyan, rn. II. «. Of or pertaining to 
Arthur Cayley, an English mathematician 
(1821-05). 

cayman, *. 2. A gobioid fish, Dormitator 
maculatus, found in great abundance on both 
coasts of Amerien. It lives in fresh and brackish 
water, ranges from South Carolina, through the West 
Indies, to Park, Cape San Lucas and Panama, and is much 
used for food, See sleeper), 6 (e). 

cayo (ki’y6), ». [Sp.] Same as ery, 
cayolac (ki’é-lak), », [Malay kdyu, wood, + 

‘a, the name in western Java for the tree 
Myristica iners.) A fine red wood, especially 
the aromatic heart-wood, of Myristica iners, a 
tree of the Dutch East Indies: used as incense. 
Cayugan (ki-ya’gan), a.andn. In gevl., noting 

0. 0, OC. 
tt 

eavi- ¢, ¢, = Same as *c. c. (b). 
form 0,0, P, An abbreviation of Code of Ciril Pro- 

Oecropia chalcis-fly 

a period or group of New York formations 
which includes the Salina beds at the bottom, 
the Cobleskill limestone, Rondout water-lime, 

See and the Manlius limestone, and constitutes the 
—— division of the Ontarie or Upper 
Silurian. 

cazadores (kii-thii-dé‘res), n. pl. [Sp., pl. of 
ecazador, hunter.) Certain nomadie ants of 
Peru, They lead a nomadic life, entering the houses of 
the natives in fnmense armies, killing nite, mice, snakes, 

aod ‘panty cn, Soon tke atspeseseaed wnnives tetera an 

The MMianttc, Bets, 1802, p. 17% 
©. B. An abbreviation (6) of Cape Breton ; (c) 
of Chief Baron (of the Exchequer) (sev baron, 
2); (d) of the Latin Chirergi# Baccalaurevs, 
Bachelor of Surgery: a degree conferred by 
certain institutions at the end of the third 
ear of # four years’ course for the degree of 

D.,; (e) of Conrmon Bench’; () Milit., of con- 
ned to barracks. 

. B. 8. An abbreviation of Confraternity of 
the Blessed Sacrament. 

O. O. An abbreviation (b) of Caius College ; (c) 
of Catholic clergyman ; (d) of cepi corpus; (¢) 
of Chancery cases; (f) of Cirewt Court; (g) of 
City Court; (h) of Aa Code; (i) of Ciril 
Court; W) of consular clerk ; —8 of contra 
oredit; (1) of county clerk; (m) of county coun- 
cilor; (n) in ceram,, of cream-colored ; (0) of 
Cricket Club; (p) of crown cases ; (q) of crown 
clerk ; (r) in Freemasonry, of Celestial Canopy. 

¢,c, An abbreviation (a) of the French compte 
courante (account current); (6) of cubic centi- 
meter. 

O. O. A. Anabbreviation of Chief Clerk of the 
Admiralty. 

An abbreviation of Corpus Christi 

cedure. 
0. Or. P. Anabbreviation of Code of Criminal 
Procedure. 
0.0.8. An abbreviation for Ceylon Civil Ser- 
vice. 

C.D. 8.0, An abbreviation of Companion of 
the Distinguished Service Order. 
d,v, An abbreviation of the French carte 

de visite (visiting-card). 
0. EB, An abbreviation (b) of Canada East. 
ceanothine — no‘thin), n. [Ceanoth-us + 

-ine®.] A diffleultly erystallizable alkaloid con- 
tained in redroot, Ceanothus Americanus. 

cebian (sé‘bi-an), a. [1 cebus, ¢ Gr. xiBor, 
monkey, + -ian,] Sameas *cebine : contrasted 
with *pithecian, [Rare.] 

cebine (sé’bin), a. [NL. cebinwa, ¢ L. cobus, ¢ 
Gr. «30g, monkey: see Cebus.] Relating to or 

pictorial art which have an instrament for illuminating a cavity to characteristic of the monkeys of the family 
Cebide, which includes the larger species of 
America; cebian: contrasted with *pithecine, 
cebocephalic (#6‘b6-se-fal’ik or -sef’g-lik), a. 
(Gr. xydoc, monkey, + xegat%, head.) Having 
an ape-like head, 
ceboid (s6‘boid), a, (Gr, j30¢, monkey, + 
-oid,] Resembling or pertaining to the Cebidx : 
as, a ceboid type of dentition: correlative with 
lemuroid and pithecoid, 

ceci: n. Plural of *cecidium. 
cecidi cal (se-sid-i-G-loj‘i-kal), a. Of or 
pertaining to a: 

cecidiol (se-sid-j-ol’6-jist), m. A student 
of galls and gall-insecta, 

ology (se-sid-i-ol’6-ji), mn, (Gr. anxic 
{xnxed.), & Inut, + -Zoyia, ¢ Aéyeer, speak, 
The seientifie study of galls and gall-insects. 
cecidium (sé-sid’i-um), ».; pl. cecidia (-i). 
(NL., ¢ Gr. xgxidcov (found only in sense of 
‘ink from galls’), dim. of nyxic (xpxed-), a gall- 
nut, a dye made therefrom, orig. = ing 
that oozes forth; cf. xyxier, gush, bubble, or 
ooze forth.) An abnormal growth in a plant 
caused by gull-making insects, mites, and 
fungi; a gall; a gallnut, 

A it variet wthe wced by 
—— paren de —— en He ** beet. . ad 
The whote are now included under the term Creidia; a 

sake cop dun, c, p. Thytopencesitia ate the guile formed ‘sare e. By 
by the Phytoptld miltes. Breye. Brit,, XXLX. 499, 

cecidomyiid, ». II. a. Of or belonging to the 
dipterous family Cecidomytida. 

, e as cicely. 
(s6-kO-mdr’fus), a. Same as cecomorphous 

cecomorphic, 
Cecropia chalcis-fly. See *chalcis-jly. 



cedar 

cedar, ».— cedar, the yellow cedar, Chama Brook celandine, the jewel-woed, J. — — 
rie Nootkatensia, Soc ———— aT dor elton, potions hora. — Wild celandine, th i le towoleme. 

VErazilian a tree, Cedreta fanilis, of south. not, /mpatiens aura. 
er Brazil aml Angentina. It ylelds a valuable | us (sel-as-trin’é-us), a Same as 
—* —— eed, furniture, cabinet-work, and ad celastraceous. 

on a ’ 

borage family, Ehretia aceminata, of eastern Australia, COlation (#é-la sh aan, (NL. — < 
It Is yields 0 Ut ——— which resem- L. celare, concea In med. juris. 

elm. — 
tbe arn forest in in Tennessee and Alabama fo 
limestone u 

on dry 

cr red cedar Cunperus Ve jane), C. 

cedar, aluable timber-tree, — ay le tim 
the pine —— — 3 the taland ——— 
box cedar, odorata, 

pea | er . Same as New Zealand 
Juni- 

pers communis. — J Cryptomeria Japonica, 
of lance sine, a native of China nnd a da 

wire tt planted as ye ornamental tree alec to 

Plane i Europe and America tn pars bd lawns, a 
Iria mf ded gh gs York. The wood resem 

for timber « of the toon, Toone —— Bee > 
coder, 

ber-tree Som a t we oe "tect t high, 9 yield: io bend 

genet, ee — mea so led to 
b= ted 

9 concealing of pregnancy or deliver 

It consists of a dense, 5 colative 
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Bap -tiv), a (NL. wcelativus, CL, © 
celare, bide: see conceal.) Of or pertaining to 
the concealment of an organism from enemies 
or from its grey. 

kelebe, 
Celebesian (sel-e-béz’i-an), a. [Celebes + 
-ian.] Of or pertaining to Celebes; —— 
eally, noting a zodgeographical sub ro- 

sea bs by Selater to include only the —* of 
ebes. 

celebrative (sel’é-bra-tiv), a. [celebrate+ 
-ive.] — to celebrate. 

See — 

— —W — Seger. fo ane (c) On the bhnctie const, coat, 
an aquatic umbelliferous plant, Bnanthe sarmentoea, the 
stems of which have the taste of celery and were eaten 
by the —— The polsonous water-hemlock 
is cars to be sometimes — for 
sy Bn 

Tasmania ta cave So h * — knife ire — ‘or cutting the stalks of celery, as a long 
— — —— handle and a blade * at ihe end at right (te 
firm wood. called ‘enlace: angles to it. 

— Rock — the mountain —— ———— 
woides, — , CPE] onanthochlod 
ee eae many — pin 55 short 
branches, forming a ——— It is found em | 
the coast of —— — and Lower California, an 
in southern Texas and pad Florida. 

hard, 
for furnitere. It is & Very good shad 

stone. See Himestone. 
cedula, ». 2, (a) In old . law, a schedule. 
(5) In * law: ws An act 7 which « debtor 
acknow debt and binds himself to 
ay at a —3222 — time or on demand, 2 

notice or summons fixed to the door o 
fugitive criminal requiring his appearance be- 
fore the court. 

coe (sé), ». 1. The name of the third letter of 
the alphabet, C, c. Also ce.—2, An old name 
in the English universities for a certain quan- 
tity of beer (probably an abbreviation of the 
Latin cerevisia, a Oy as, to eat cucs and drink 
cees. Soe cued, 2 (b 

cefalic, a. A simp! A itied spelling of cephalic, 
f’a-1d), n. eéfalo CNL, cephalus 

— 2 ") GP —— mullet, Mu- 

gil cephalus. 
cefalopod, ». A simplified spelling of cephato- 

ceile (ky'le), n. [Ir.; Olr, eéle.] In the ancient 
organization of Irish society, a free tribesman 
who became a vassal, 

It is by taking stock that the free Irish tribesman be- 
comes the Ceile or Kyle, the vassal or mean of —— 
owing hin pot 8* rent bat service and ham: 

Maine, Early Hist. of Institutions, p. 1h, 

an ornamental fire-proof 
stamped sheets of metal 

sed in place of lath and plaster, 
-plate (s0’ling-plit), ». A protective 

ring placed round # gh the te at the point 
where it passes through the ce It is made 
in various ornamental forma. A plate for the same 
parpote where a steam-plpe passes through a floor isa 

ga n. [Sp., lit. ‘eyebrow,’ ¢ L. cilium, 
pl. cilia, eye ebrow: see cilium, In phys. geog., 
the brow or cliffed rust of a mess or up- 
land, es U.S. 
gl n, and v. A aitoptified s 3 5 of cell, 

Gels. Abbreviations o 
de 

pert —7— in the tire Celadon 
Periety — or coarse porcelain aa 
relief decoration of flowers, — ures, ete, COV- 
ered with a celadon or sea-green — yt 22 

Cho paste filled in with a paste 
t tone. 

celadonite Lael german n. [celadon + -ite?.] 
A en —— silicate of iron, magnesium, 

potassium, first described from cavities in 
aloid near Verona: hence called green 

—— — 

it As A Euro anteypetid —¢ 
ltl wheat rves clas eae 

Celery-fy (Teperiris onaperdints), 
Adult, enlarged; — —— of work, nateral size, 

urtis.) 

the leaves of —— and the parsnip. Also 
a r 
Senp-iitier’ Go (oel’e-ri-hil? or), ». In agri. 

“Toutleshovel plow used to lift the earth 4 Pol 
ween two rows of celery and throw and pack 
it against the plants on each side, 

-looper (sel’e-ri-léi‘pér), ». The larva 
= an American noctuid moth, Autographa 
simplex, which is widely distributed —— 
the United States. 

celesta (sé-les’ti), m. ([Irreg. Latinized from 
P. céleste, < Li. cxlestis, heavenly.) A musical 
instrument, played from a keyboard of five 
octaves, in which the sound is produced by 
the blows of hammers upon — Plates placed 
over resonators of w It was invented by 
Mustel of Paris in 1886, and has been intro- 
duced into some orebestral and operatic seores, 
8 (sé-lest’),n. [F. edleste, heavenly: see 

1, In organ-building, sane as tor — 
—— e vor,—2, In pianoforte-making, a 
variety of soft pedal. 
“fe Coletia och celestial latitude, Sec #lat- 
itude.— mechanics, sphere, Sce *mechan- 

Gelestialism (s@-les‘tial-izm), n. [Celestial + 
-igm.] The characteristics ‘of ‘Celestial’ or 
Chinese life. 

colestialite (0f-lea'si —2 n. [celestial + -ite2,] 
ydrocarbon obtained from 

(86-les-ti-al’ i-ti) ‘me [celestial + 
; heavenliness. 

Bat, throw off *2 ccleatiality, 
Show me, apart fish — wit-flame, 
A mere man's yey t igne Clenched against 
Yon supreme 

Browning, mAristoph. Apol., Works, V. 

A Chinese Faroe a diguatary of of 
mpire. China, the ‘Celestial E {Humorous.] 

AI n. 11. One of the water-tight com 

cell 
4. 9 c. be In mineral., same as 

Bee whlice, 
— ee Rare J —X erts (which see, ander 
axial Sax, diarrhea with the discharge of un- 
digested food und chyle.— Celiac ganglion. Same as 
semilunar ganglion (which see, under ganglion). 

celibatory (sel’i-bi-to*ri), n. [eelilate + -ory.] 
ar a more F celibate or one who favors celibacy. 

(86-li-ot’6-mi), n. 
hy, + -rowia, ¢ rayeiv, eut. 7 

Gr, sortie, & CAV~ 
ame as laparot- 

rt- 
ments into which the space between the inner 
and outer shells of s war-vessel, or other metal 
ship, is divided.—12, In archwol., the inner 
chamber of megalithic structures, which econ- 
sists ofa space walled b; —* stones and cov- 
ered with a slab.— 13, —— asmall 
lass vessel with parallel sides designed to hold 
hi iquida for examination by transmitted light.— 

. In kinematics, a symmetrical combination 
* ‘an even number of links. 

the form and of an 
tive Cll aye — “4 putting —— * fore 

iniddle —— i 
— —X two fands, and placin one 

je over the other so as to keep all six 
fingers in the same e. 

Sylvester, On Conversion of Motion, p. & 

Accessory in bot., the sister-cell of a guard-cell ina 
—— 

culiar coll. allie adc. 
———— 3 7⸗ 

ce 

a 

enudito Two alhesive cells jaa.c) and a sensory cell 
ry. * i⸗ous of the —— a —— 

auxiliary — plneeese ni 
a uxiliary cell, rm, rutile: —— — Parker and 
in certain of the Hasweil's “Zoology,” afus Herwig and 

with Chen. 

—— Slament unites, be formed as a 
reoult of this ‘conueation. Axial oe, earial.— 
Bast-cells. cells. See 

al ouilvin oot atie of the cells of the 

— *8 po biol 
theory and “5 a distinction 

between two classes of bt in to the relation 
between the constituent cells of the ota multicellular 

—* and its stracture amd! activity considered as a 
w 5 ia) & According to one view, whieh fe sometimes 

cell standpoint, constraction out of cells is the 
primary, eden teat charnecteristic of the mul- 

ular Organica, and ite anity or individuality is o 
— dependent, Incidental characteristic, pee outs 

as the units of construction and of * 
iow activity, while the unity and individuality he 

le are features that have Seen added, The advocates 
ot A conception in its extreme form regard the multi- 
cellular m a a community or aggregation of 
tnicellular organisms centrilized or integrated into a 
whole by a process of differentiation or divergent special- 
fzation which has been brought about by means of cell- 
multiplication and division of laber; as ancestrally or 
phylogenetically the unified and differentiated descendant 
of some ancestral aggregation of unspecialized 
colle ; aa enby cally or caitewenetically the product 
of the integration and differentiation of —— 
embryonic cella; aa structurally or morphological 
compound of morphological anite or plastids; an 
physiologically the arithmetical sum of the teat 
activities of its coustitacut cells This doctrine or opinion 
ap in literature in many forma, which have these 

nts in common: (1) the fundamental nature of the 
itference —— ho of 4%. unicellalar organism 

and that of a multicellular 39 2) the dependent 
natare of the latter and bye — * cell; and ch 
the —*— of the phy the mal- 

ular organism into those 4 =, pine Roda cells, 
idl n, and person. (5) According to 

jew, which is —— called the organ- 
nt, the esscutial primary distinctive charac- 

a multicellular organise is [ts individn- 
ality or unity, while ita composition ont of cella isan · 
cation of ite organteation, but not the means th: hwhieh 
organization has been brought about; ite individuality is 
directly comparable with, or of Ue same grade as, that of 
5 organiam, and there is mo reason why it 

have arisen, in the remote past, through the 



cell 
and tnereasing complexity of aunicellatar ancestor which 
gradually became multicellular in adaptation to fits in- 

ing size and complexity. The unity of the ems is 
regarded aa the same as Mat of the adult and as regulatiog 
instead of being controlled by cell-division, which makes 
no change in the grade of its individuality. Physiologi- 
cally it ix ed mm a ina whole, not as an 
aguregation of cella (c) While there is uel to be eald In 
support of each of these opiniuns, there are grave objec. 
tions to the acceptance of either of them without com: 
promises with the other, and there is a Whird view which 
regards ben —— Tp ene be os py? gee anh 

nian ntas dependent upon the purpose 
w fel the comparison is made, and as in the mind of 

the 
for wh 
the interpreter instead of in nature. For many of the 

Diagrase of Cell Structure. 

#, attraction-ephere inclewing two centrosomes: N, mucous: (4, 
plasmosome or truc mucleolue; ¢, chromatin-metwork ; @, linim-net- 
work) ¢, kharyesome, netkoot or cheomatin necleodus i) /, pawive 
bodies (metaplaun or paraplaum) suspended on the cptoplasmdc 
meshwork: g. vacuole, 4. plastids lying tn the cyteplase. 
network of ted limes represents the cytoreticuluin enmeshin, 
— 2 ground substance of cytoplasm. iF rom Wilson's 
“The Cell.) 

purposes of the histologiet, the pa’ fat, the emmbry- 
ologist, and the phystologist the ne ind organism 
best considered as a cell-commaunity, while for other put · 

* Laat ween a 2 113 — * 
tm atan nt the cell may prey * 

regarded apart fr visi, as an fudividanl, but 
it is not to be forgotten that It is by abstraction that this 
isdone Ph cally the cell is an individual only 
when actually isolated aml independent of an organism, 
From this polnt of view every abstraction is a blunder. — 
Columnar cell, in Avsfol., an epithelial cell which is 
higher than browd.— in bot,, a cell 
which accompanies another cell is cutoff from it, such 
as the cefla in plants which le in contact with the seg- 
menta of the sieve-tabes and communicate with these by 
means of delicate protoplasinic strands — \jucting 
outis, tn tot,, long, narrow cells with perforated walls, as- 
* with siene-tabes.-- Contractite call, in sponres. 
Same as myocyte. Cuboid cell, in an epithelial 
cell in which Uw vertical and transverse diameters are 
equal : distinguished from caltumner and pavement weelle 
— Digestive in Hydromeduse, certain large celle of 
the endodermal epithelium, in the protoplasm of which 
5* of food and massed of excretory matter are some- 
fmes found, They are often anmecrbold at the outer or free 
end and contain vacuoles filed with an albuminous aid. 
— cell, in eleet., a voltaic cell for open-cirouit work 
the electrolyte of which is entirely comtalued within the 
interstices of some Inert porous su nee gach as plaster 
of there being no free mass of liquid. 
cell, a leucocyte which has passed through the wall of a 
blood-Veesel into the surrounding thasue.— 8 
cell See endothelinm.— coll, See epithe 
trem. — cells, the cavities, lined with mu- 
cous membrane, in the ethmold bome.— False cell, 
rntom,, the postdisesidal areola in the wings of Lepi- 

—8 

— 

doptera, — one of the cells com 
a ganglion; a nerve-cell. — one of Qhe 
large spherical celle which in the embryonic beain and 
spinal cord give rise by division to the neuroblasts or 
primitive ganglion-cells : not te be confounded with gerne 
eclt.—Glant cell. (@) See giant. (+) One of the multi- 
nucteate cells which ou in the red marrow of the bones, 
or one of the wanglbonle cetls in the deeper layers of the 
brain-cortex.— Hart's cell, a creased parallelogram (con 
traparallelogram) formed of 4 links jointed at their ex- 

itar’s Cell, 

tremities, the alternate sites of which are equal,—Inter- 
stitial cell, specitieally, one of the small rounded cells 
which occur in the ectedenn of bydroid polyps and give 
rise, in some cases, to the wematorysts.— Jacques o 
a battery-cell which consists of carton, fused sxdiam 
hydrate, and iron: supposed to act as an oxygen-hydrowen 
gas cell. Mor ucellier cel}, a linkwork which 
cousists of a Pentcellier linkage, he extra link of which 
pivots a third vertex of the rhombus to 4 fixed point. See 
Peaucellier cell, nder cell. cells, See oxyntic 
cells (under exyatic) and ®delomorphic.— Pavement 
cella, the flattened polygonal cella composing pavement 
epitheliam (which see, ander epithets m=), Pericardial 
cell, in treet cnat., any one of a row of cells which are 
arranged along the heart on beth sides amd whose fanctivn 
is suppesed to be the ptiritication of the Dhow A. 8, 
Peckard, Text-book of Eotom,, p 49.— Polarization 
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cell, in elect., an electrolytic cell, or ny cell containing 
liqald and be peep apt J polarization the electrodes 
when traversed by an electric current.— Polyhedral 
in Aistot., any cell of polyhedral shape, as distingul: 
trom spherical or spheroidal cella.-— cell, in bet., 
A parenchyma cell with abundant proteld comtents, such 
as the cells connected with the sheve-tabes in planta, — 
Provost in the British servier, a wo for military 
prisoners guilty of minor offenses.— cells, the 
cells in the cortex of the brain apon whose functional activ- 
ity the mental processes are believed to depend.— - 
idal in nevrol., one af the multipolar new- 
rons or ganglion-cells in the cortex of higher vertebrates, 

in Adated,, *— —— or spheroidal 
a cell in which a young queen-bee is 

reared ; a queen-<ell.<«~ Ri cell, an exhausted glass 
balb —— em 4 two conductors sepanted by a film of 
selenium which ander the infuéwce of leht lpcreases fn 
electric conductivity, and so can be sed for signaling by 
light raya —Seavenger cells, lymph-cells in nervous 
tissue. They are sup; to remove waste material. — 
Schwann in neured, and Aéeto?,, one of the cells com- 
posing the ‘sheath of Schwann,’ a delicate envelop in- 
closing the axis-cylinder or ‘peuraxon of certain nerve- 
cells in ¥ irate antinals.—~ Sensory nerve-cella 
found in the peripheral sense-organs. — Somatic 
Bee *eometic.— Stellate cell, « cell with a star-sha 
bexly or cytoplasm: a common name for mesenchyme 
cells, glia or newroglia cells, etc. 8 
Deiters's cells in the organ of CorthL— ular 
cella, ordinary thelial cells serving as a en to 
more highly specialized cells, sach as the halr-cells in the 
labyrinth of car. Tipping: in electrolysis, 2 
form of cell sr so as to rock to amd fro periodi- 
cally. By means of the flow of the mercary, which forme 
one of the electrodes, an interrupted or intermittent eles. 
trolytic action is thus prods ~ Transition in 
insects, one of the cells which represent Ube transition 
fron the cells of the tracheal tubes proper to the tracheolar 
network, Wandering cells. Sce —— and 
wammbocyte.— Weston cell, See #cadminm 4 

cellared (sel’iird), p.a. 1, Keptina cellar. 
The greater of the eellared fish are ex 

Cc. ge Hh Week at Lizard, p. Nk. D. 

2. Housed in a cellar, 
Cellared wretchedness and disease. 

J. Taylor, Restoration in Belief, p. 208. B,D. 

cellate (sel’ft), a.and a. [NL. cellatus, ¢ cella, 
eell.} I, a. Having cells. 

IL. vn. A eellate structure. 

We have already found that the earth has a cellate strac- 
ture, in the air, the sea, land, and the nucleus; the 
elements of thie stracture we have called spheres or cell- 
ates, We call the structural clements of the cell, the seed 
and the plant, blasts or celiates. 

Powell, Trath and Error, p. 140, 

cellated (sel’i-ted), a. [cellete + -ed?.] Same 
as *cellate, 

cell-division (sel’di-vizh’on), ». The division 
of a cell, especially in the process of growth. 

a _ call. tvision of cells into 
danghter-cells which are different 

See quotation. 

from ome another in 
their hereditary tendencies ; #hetervkinesis (which see 
* Arision, fn cyted., division of the cell 
without inetic tgares Same as wakinesis, Mawed- 
sonia, and #be ~ Qualitative cell-dt 

eterokinesia (whieh Te xt * 
sion, that in which the daughter-cells do not differ in 
quality from the mother-cell ; homenokinests, 

cell —8 n. [NL eellepora.) One 
of the Celleporida. 

celleporite (se-lep’é-rit), ». [eellepore + -ite?,] 
Same as *eellepore, 

cell-formation (se!-for-ma’shou), ». Same as 
togenesis, 

cellicolous lar pita » a, IL cella, cell, + 
colere, dwell,] Living in eells. 

1 (se-lif’t-gal), a. IL cella, cell, + 
Jugere, flee,] In reurol., moving away from 
the body of a cell along one or more of its pro- 
cesses: said of the nerve-currents in a gan- 
glion-ell. 

cellipetal (se-lip’e-tal), a. II. cella, cell, + 
petere, seck.) In wenwrol., moving toward the 
dy of a cell slong one or more of its pro- 

cesses: said of the nerve-currents in a gan- 
glion-cell, 

cell-layer (sel’li*é¢r), vn. In embryol., a layer 
of cells; specifically, the same as gera-layer, 
or one of the embryonic layers of cella —ecto- 

— 

Celllayer. 

A tronsrerse section across the hiner part of the embryonal area 
Of a tal Git embryo at the end of the sewmench dey * THe Jeb 
ing through the primitive streak. Mageited ge times. (Atier Kul 
thew! 

wt. cebeterm: 4, entedern : «. mesuder a, primitive groove: e 
primitive streak, (From Marshall's" Verietrate hmbryolegy. 71 

derm, mesoderm, entoderm—from which the 
organs of the animal body are developed, 
cell-mags (sel’/mas), #. A mass of cella.— 
Embryonte cell-maas, i) curyet., a general term for 
any collection of cells af common origin in the embryo. 

cell- g (sel’nes’ting), ». The formation 

cellulith 
af — pearls, Buck, Med, Handbook, 

cellobiose (sel-i-bi’ds), n. [cell(ulose) + biose.] 
A biose, C)gHoeO)), obtained from cellulose 
by the action of acetic anhydrid and sulphurie 
acid and subsequent saponification. When 
heated, it decom sat 225°C. It reduces 
Fehling’s solution, is dextrorotatory, and gives 
glucose on hydrolysis, 

celloid (sel‘oid), a, [Is cella, cell, + Gr, ido, 
form,] Cell-like; cellular, 

celloidal (se-loi‘dal), a, Same as *celloid. 
celloidin (sel’oi-din), #. [celloid + -m2.] A 
pure form of pyroxylin (guneotton). Dissolved 
in ether and absolute alcohol in varying pro- 
portions, it is extensively used in the histolog- 
ical laboratory for the purpose of embedding 
tissues for sectioning. 

celloxin (sel’ok-sin), ». [cel!(ulose) + or(yqen) 
+ -in?,) A compound, CgHy Og or CgHgOg, 
supposed to be formed by the oxidation of cel- 
lulose with hydrogen —— and forming a 
constituent of oxyeellulose, The latter is su 

to consist of one moleeule of celioxin 
with one to four molecules of cellulose. 

cell-plate (sel’plit), n. In eytul., a plate aris- 
ing, toward the close of cell-livision, from a 
thickening of the spindle-fibers in the equato- 
rial or division plane. The cell-plate is well 
developed in plant cells, but small er vestigial 
in those of animals, ‘See cut under *dispireme, 

cell-spot (sel’spot), », A color-spot within the 
area of the wing-cells of certain lepidopterous 
insects. 

The Diack cell-epote on the *2 are considerably 
larger amd the apical aren is 

sealing. 
k with scarcely « trace 

of metallic Proc. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, 1 4. 

collulag, a, 2. Filled with cavities, as pumice. 
Geikic, extbook of Geol,, p, 133.—Cellalar bot- 
tom, Same as dowble —Oellular cancer, 
Same as ener Cellular cooler, 4 tox 
which ts divided into a series of small cells to Increase 
ite rediat 60 that the material which is to be 
cirealated h it to be cooled will give up ite heat 
quickly. These cells are usually of hexagonal copper 
pipe through which air is allowed to pasa Oallular di- 

See #antolye«.—Cellular pathology, the 
octrine of Virchow that the cells are Whe seat or point of 

origin of all vital processes.— Cellular system. 4 In 
ehip-lvilding, a system of framing, in iron and steel ships, 
in which the bottom ts divided ap into a number of water« 
tight cells or compartanenta. *#bortem,— Cel- 
lular texture, in petrog., the textare produced in vul- 
canic lavas Ww bubbles, which may be of various shapes 
and sizes When the cavities are comparntively few and 
small, the texture is called tweleuter; when they vary 
much in size and shape and are about equal ti volunse te 
the solid part.of the rock, it is eeoriaceous ; when they are 
minute and very abandant, it is garmiceous. 

cellularity (#el-a-lar’j-ti), ». [cellular + -ity. 
—* state or condition of being composed o 
cel 

cellulase (sel’i-lis), m. [cellul(ose?) + -ase, 
A ferment which causes the decomposition o 
cellulose, Jour. Rey. Micros. Soc., Feb., 1905, 
p. 98, 

cellulate (sel’i-lit),a. Same as cellulated. 
cellulation (sel-i-la’shon), nw. {cellulate + 
-ion.) The development or production of cells. 

cell (sel’G-lik), a. [eellule + -ic,] Derived 
from cells or cellules.—Gellulic acid, an acid of 
doubttal composition, supposed to have been produced 
by the action of acids or bases on cellubose. 

cellulicidal (sel’i-li-si’dal), a. [L. cellula, a 
little cell, + -cida, ¢ cadere, kill.] In pathol., 
vell-destroying or -killing: said of substances 
in the blood-serum or of other substances nox- 
jous to living protoplasm. 

cellulicolous (#el-a-lik’d-lus), a. [L. cellula, 
a little cell, + colere, dwell,| Living in little 
cells, as the spiders of the froup Cellulicole, 

cellu (sel-a-lif’Gegal), a. CL. erlluta, 
cell, + fugere, flee, + -al.] Moving away from 
the cell, al current, nervous inthience 
which proceeds from the body of the neuron through the 
axis-cylinder processes, 

cell isel-i-lif’a-gal-i), ade. 
eellulifugal manner, 

collnlipetal (sel-d-lip’e-tal), a Ll. celinla, 
cell, + petere, seek, + -cl.) Moving toward 
the cell.—cen tal current, « herve-current which 
proceeds toward the body af the metro, 

cellulipetally (sel-a-lip’e-tal-i), ade, 
celulipetal manner, 

cellulith (sel‘i-lith), . [l. cellu(ia), cellule, 
+ Gr, Jetlog, stone.] A material made by con- 
tinuing the beating of paper pulp, usually 
wood-pulp, with water until all trace of fibrous 
structure has disappeared, adding coloring- 
material if desired, heating, aad gradually 
evaporating the viseid liquid produet to dry- 
Hess, The material bas the mechanical character of 

In a 

In a 



cellulith 
horn or ebonite, and may be worked Like either of these, 
It has the advan a compared with celluloid, of 
burning with difficulty. 

cellulofibrous (sel’a-l0-fi’brus), a. [L. cel- 
tula, coll, + NI. fibrowus, fibrous.) Same as 
Rbrocellular, Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 106. 
celluloid? (sel’i-loid), a. [L. celluia, a cell, 
+ (ir, sidog, form.] Having the shape or sem- 
blance of cells, 

2. 2, A light material used as a 
packing in coffer-dam compartments of war- 
ships in the vicinity of the water-line. In the 
United States navy, cellulose from the husk 
of the cocoanut and that from the pith of eorn- 
stalks have been used for this purpose. 
*cofferalam, 3.—Cell nitrates, Same as nitro 
cell —Corn- the pith of cormi-stalks, 
It «wells rapidly in water and ts therefore sometimes 
used at the hack of the armor of battleships to prevent 
water from entering through a shot-lole. 

cellulosin (sel’G-lés-in), wn.  [celfulase2 + -in2,] 
A carbohydrate, CgHy 90; + 14He0, formed in 
small amount by the action of the batyric-acid 
ferment on starch, It is crystalline and will 
not ferment, but gives glucose on bydrolysis. 

cellulosity (sel-j-los’i-ti), 1, (NL. *eellulowi- 
tas, ¢ cellulogus, full of cella: see cellulose!) 
The state or property of consisting of cells; 
the state of having a cellular structure, 

cellulous (sel’i-lus), a. [NL. celluloeus: see 
cellulose!.] Consisting of cells; cellulose. 

celluvert (sel’i-vért), ». [eellu(lose2) + L. 
vertere, turn.) <A trade-name for a plastic 
material w for the casters of household 
furniture. 

celo (#616), ». [L. celfer), swift, + -0, after 
elo. 4 An acceleration of one foot per second 
per second, The celo haa been proposed aa the unit 
of acceleration in the system of which the toot is the 
measare of be and the velo (a velocity of one foot per 
second) the unit of velocity. 

celsianite (sel’si-an-it), ». [Named sfter An- 
ders Celsian, a» Swedish naturalist.) A rare 
silicate of aluminium and bariam, oceurring 
in cleavable masses at the manganese-mines 
of Jakobsberg, Sweden, It is related to the 
feldspars, 

Celtic Cross. See *urchitecture, 1, 
— ornament, a peculiar style of decoration foand 
in the Irish manuscripts and in the early monumental 
crosses of Great Britain. Ite chief peculiarities are th 
entire absewce of fol or other phylloneorphic orma- 
ment, and the extreme intricacy and elaboration of tnter- 
bacing and cal pattern 

Oeltindic (selt-in’dik),a. The same as *Jndo- 
the feologist reversed). ‘ 

st (sel-, kel-tol’d-jist) 
One who studies the Celtie languages an 

oples. 
Keltologue (sel’-, kel’té-log), ». Itologue, 

Same as *Celtologist, 
Kel (sel-, kel-to-mé’- 

ni-ak), ». One who is over-enthusiastic about 
the Celtic languages and peoples, aseribing to 
them a disproportionate importance, influence, 
and antiquity, in disregard of evidence. 
Cel Keitophil (sel’-, kel’té-fil), m. [L. 
Celte, Celts, + Gr. geAoc, loving. ] One who 
is fond of the Celts or is devoted to Celtic 
studies and interests. 
Celto-Slavic, Kelto-Slavic (sel-, kel-to-slav’ 
ik), a. and . I, a. Of or pertaining to both 
the Celts and Slavs. 

TI, ». The type of man inhabiting the re- 
gion of the Alps and the districts to the east 
and to the west, which in olden times were in- 
habited by Slavie and Celtie peoples, Also 
called Alpine. See *Alpine, 2. 
Celto-Teuton, Kelto-Teuton (sel-, kel-t6-ta’ 
ton), s. An individual of mixed Celtic and 
eutonic desvent. 
balo, ».—Cembalo d a Tousical instrument 

of the clavichord species, having unusually long strings 
that were struck at their middle points, so that both 
halves vibrated, It was sparingly teed in the eighteenth 
century, Not to be confused with the clavicembalo, 
which was a harpsichord. 

cement, ".—Beeswax cement, a cement made of S 
parte of beeswax, 5 parte of rosin, and a varying pro jon 
of Venetian red: used for aniting glass to metal, as in 
ehemical tes. — coment, cement used 
in sett in mmonds, That used by American jewelers is 
conn po of ta texastic and iainglase dissalved in spirits 
of wine, GW. Cox, Cye. Com. Things, p 17.— 
cement, a cement made by calcining very pure gypsum, 
trenting with a solution of alum, drying, reealcining at a 
high tomperatore, and grinding to a fine powder: used as 
stuceo, and capable of a high pol lah FaTian cement, 
a cement made by a process similar to that for Keene's 
cement, substituting borax for slum: ased as atiwece,— 
Pozzuolana cement, # mixture of fat lime and porzno 
lana: an early form of hydraulic coment.—Rust cement, 
a material ased for neaking tight joists In cast-iron con 
struction, as in lines of tron pipe, secketing iron pillars 
inte their bases of Uke same metal, etc., which consiste of 
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iron turnings moistened with a watery solution of sal 
ammontec or with dilute hydrochloric actd, a little sulphur 
being sometimes added. The turnings mpidly rast and 
soon set into # compact mass.—Silicious coment, a 
mixture of salable glass, in syrupy solution, and chalk, 
marble dust, orother materials — coment, hydraulic 
cement le from blast-furnace slag and lime.— Sorel’s 

a builder’ cement prodaced by mixing thor- 
oughly calcined magnesia with a concentrated solution of 
magnesium chiorid, the mixture soon setting to a han, 
solid mast, Which may be polished. It comsinta exsen- 
tlally of magnesini bydroxy-chlorid.—Sorel'’s mag- 
nesia cement, an oxyehlorid of magnesiam: used as 
stave 

cementation, ». 3. In petrog., the cementing 
of fragments or grains of a porous or inco- 
herent rock by infiltration and deposition of 
mineral matter from solution. The commonest 
cementing-materials are carbonates, silica 
(usually as quartz), and silientes,—4, The 
solid fixation to extraneous objects by the 
substance of the shell or test, as in the entire 
elass of corals and sporadically in the Brachi- 
opeda, Peleey, t, Vermes, ete. Cementation is the 
cause of, o¢ is followed by, symmetrical growth accom- 
panied by a high development of loose cellular calcareous 
il vur. hiopods and pelecypods thus attached assume 
an oboonical form and often present the et and struc- 
ture of a coral, as they bear similar relations to the sur- 
ae oy 
5. In bot,, the growing together of the hyphm 
of fungi. Same as concrescence, 4.—6, A 
process in which two solid substances in con- 
tact, upon being heated, pass into and pene- 
trate one another without melting. 

cementation-steel (sem-en-ti’shon-stél), u. 
Steel made by the process of cementation. 

cemen n. 2. A gland which serves to 
fasten its possessor to a foreign —— Specifi- 
cally —(a) in platyhelminths, one of the giands 
whose secretion causes the eggs to adhere to- 

ther or to a foreign body, or incloses them 
in a cocoon; (4) in entom., one of a pair of 
cement-secreting glands occurring in the bees 
and ants and discharging their secretion 
through the sting. They correspond to the 
tubular glands of the Ortheptera. 

cement-gold (of-mont’ 60d) n. Gold preeipi- 
tated in fine particles from liquid solution. 
cementing-machine (sé-men’ting-ma-shén*), 
n, Inshoe-manuf., x» machine for distributing hot 
eement upon the soles of shoes, removing the 
surplus, and pressing the pieces of leather 
together; a cementor. 
cementite (sé-ment’it), m. [cement + -ite?.) 
A carbide of iron having the formula Feg(. 
All anhardened steels (exoept a few alloy steels) contain 
more of leas cementite, and all the carbon of unhardenied 
steels (oenitting certain alloy steels) le present fy the 
form of cement Cementite confers strength and hand- 
ews on steel and lessens ite ductility. It is the hardest, 
« it, and most brittle of all the constituents of steel 
now wh, it crystallizes in thin white plates and may 
be isolated by chemical means or distinguished under 
the microscope, The name cementite was given to this 
compound by H, M, Howe, because what used to be 
ealled ‘cement carbon’ or ‘carbon of cementation oc- 
curred in Ue form of Fegt. 

cementoblast (sé-men’té-blist), m. [L. cw 
mentum, in NL. cement, + Gr. 20rd, germ.] 
In embryol., one of the cells which take part 
in producing the cement-layer of the develop- 
ing tooth. 
cementoma (#(-men-tO’mil), .; pl. eemento- 
mata (-tnn-tii), [NL. “camentoma, ¢ camentum, 
eement, + -ona.] A tumor resembling in 
structure the dental cementum. 
cementome (sem’en-tom), n. [L. cementum, 
in NL. cement, + -oma.) In pathol., one of 
the neoplasms or odontomata derived from 
the cement-organ of a tooth, Sutton, 1893. 
cement-organ (é-ment‘’dr-gan), ». In em- 
beryol., the mass of cells which gives rise to the 
cement-layer of the developing tooth, 
cement-silver (sé-ment ‘sil’ vér), 1, Silver 
precipitated by cementation, 

cement-steel (sé-ment’stél), Same as 
*cementation-steel, 

See Tuedian. Cement-stone 

n, 

up. 
cement-tester (sé-ment’tes*tér), n. A testing- 
machine especially designed to test samples categories 
of cement which have been molded in certain 
standard molds so as to make a specimen of a 
definite cross-section, The machine is pro- 
vided with shackles to grasp the specimen, 

cen. An sbbreviation (@) of central; (5) of 
century. 

cenacle (sen’a-kl), n. [L. cenaenlum, a dining- 
room, usually in the upper story, hence an 
upper room; ¢ ceva, dinner.) A dining-room; 
specifically, the room in which the Last Sup- 
per was eaten. 
cenacolo (che-nii’k6-16), u. [It., < L. cenaen- 
lum.j} The Italian name for the last supper 

cenotaph 

of Jesus and his disciples, a favorite subject 
with painters. Important examples are the pictures 
by Leonardo da Vinel at the chareh of Santa Marta delle 
muzie in Milan, by Andrea del Sarto at the convent of 

San Salvi in Florence, and by Tintoretto in the Charch of 
San (ib Maggiore in Venice, 

(s6-nan-ji-a’sé-€), 4. pl [NL., 
< —— + -aecw.] A family of diseomy- 
eetous fungi characterized by dark-colored, 
leathery ascomata and more or less elongate 
one-celled or many-celled spores, 

um (s@-nan‘ji-um), ». ONL. (Fries), 
CGr, xewe, empty, + aypeior, vessel.) A ‘> 
genus of diseomycetous fungi, type of the 
family Cenangiacex, having the ascomata ses- 

Cemanginen Lines. 

@, several plants growing on a dry decorticated branch of the 
common English elm, (iar — tres, showing the hatug; &, 
apore-cases aod paraphyses, mageshed. (Free Eagler and Prancl’s 
“ Ianzestamiben.) 

sile, more or less irregular in shape, dark- 
colored, and of a leathery or waxy texture. 
The spores are hyaline and onecelled. The species are 
widely distributed, and occur mustly on woody plants 
Many are regarded as tie, 

cenobian (sé-n6’bi-an), a. and mn. [eenobi(um) 
+ -an.) a, Pertaining to the life of a 
cenobite. 

The cenotien role to which man 
still adhere was established by St A 
of the great monastery of La 

of the monasteries 
jas, the founder 

II. ». Amonk living ina community under 
e. 

cen (sen’é-sit), n. (Gr. sone, common, 
together, + «iroc, a hollow (a cell).) In bot, a 
vegetative body consisting of a number of 
nuclei with the surrounding protoplasm and 
other eell-constituents inclosed within a cell- 
wall, The Phycomyertes among the fungl and the Si- 
phonates among the alge are common examples. 

cenocytic (sen-d-sit‘ik), a. [cenoeyte + -ic, 
In bot., of or pertaining to, or of the nature of, 
a cenocyte. 

conogenceis, cenogenetic, etc. See kenogene- 
sis, Kenogenelic, ete, 

comogenie (sen-}-jen’ik), a. Same as *keno- 
genic, 
Genomanian (sen-i-ma’ni-an), a. [ML. Cen- 
omania, now Le ns, in France, ¢ L. Ceno- 
mani, Gr. Kevowdro, a Gallic people of northern 
Italy.) 1. Of or pertaining to the ancient Celtic 
tribes of Gaul known as the Cenomani (which 
see in the Century Cyclopedia of Names,)— 
2. In gevl., noting a subdivision of the Upper 
Cretaceous period represented in France by 
the gravels of the department of Perche, the 
glaueonitie chalk of Rouen, and the gray 
chalk of Boulogne, corresponding in Great 
Britain to the Lower Chalk and —5 Green- 

© — in the United States to the Dakota 
epoch. 
cenopsychic (sen-6-si’kik), a. [Gr. xamdc, re- 
cent, > vex), mind.) In peychol., of recent or 
late appearance in mental evolution: opposed 
to *palwopsychie, G. 8, Hall, Adolescence, 
I, 38. 

cenopythagorean (sen’9-pi-thag-9-ré’an), a. 
[Gr. ceed, recent, + E. Pythagorean.) Of or 

taining to a modern doctrine which resem- 
les Pythagoreanism in accepting universal 

at are related to and are named 
after numbers. 

cenorescent («en-d-res’ent), a. (Appar. irreg. 
(Gr, sanic, recent, new, + (fliijorescent,) Same 
as fluorescent, [Rare.] 

cenosite (sen‘é-sit), ». [Irreg. ¢ Gr. anow, 
novel, + -ife2.) A silicate and carbonate of 
the yttrium metals and caleiam, oeeurrin 
in yellowish-brown prismatic erystals; foun 
in Norway and Sweden. Also caimosife and 
kerinosite, 
cenotaph (sen’}-taf), vt. [eenetaph, xn.) To 
honor or commemorate with a cenotaph, J. H. 
Bourr, Poe's Cottage, st. 7. 



cenotaphic 

cenotaphic (sen’é-taf-ik), a, Pertaining to or 
of the nature of a — 

cenote (se-nd’te), x. ucatan Sp., ¢ Maya 
conot.) A natural underground reservoir of 
water, such as is found in the limestone of 
Yucatan, used by the natives for drawing 
water: the presence of such reservoirs deter- 
mines the location of the larger villages, 
The most notable examples of sacrifices of this general 

are recorded explorers of Central and South 
America, where offerings of gold and prechous things of 

top deap arnston, ox natural ‘Wel to appeas tie gods joe] t — —— believ 
Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1908, p, 128. 

= 48 
conosodlogy (sé/ne z9-0l'6-ji), mn. [Gr xaewie, 
recent, + E. 2 7 That branch of bio- 
logical science which treats of living, as 
contrasted with extinct, avimals. cw 
nozodlogy and cainozodlogy. 

(sen’kwod), n. cen( tun), hundred ceng' 
+ quad(rus), four-sided.] A quadrilateral 
whose diagonals bisect each other. 

censor (sen’sor), vr. t. To subject to the ex- 
amination, revision, orexp ion of acensor: 
as, to censor a book, periodical, play, or the 
like ; especially (milit.), to subject (press des- 
patches, ete.) to serutiny with a view to sup- 
pressing information which, if made public, 
might embarrass military operations. 

({sen’sord), p.a, Passed upon, revised, 
or expurgated by a censor: as, censored war cen 
news. 

censorize (sen’sor-iz), v.t. To subject to the 
inspection and revision of the eensor. 

n. 3. In topical ., & number re- 
ferring to a geometrical e and formed by 
subtracting the sum of the cyclosis and apeiry 
of the figure from the sum of the choresis and 
pert hraxis. Ri the igure locem pened of parts ot difter. 

, the cons 
tor the tinea, surfaces, and solids, apd the fin. final 
census by subtracting the sam of the censuses 
of the lines and the solids from the sum of the censuses af 
Ue pointe and the sarfaces. This use of the word wns 
introduced by J, B Listing. — Bureau of the Census, 
See Whureau. 
cont, *. 5. Aname of various coins reckoned 
as the hundr edth pert of a dollar. @ A current 

Pent Bacdusen ti Denial Weat lidies, 1 wall, FULL. ee i) A 
Phill dnand Poe beria, Cuba, Guam, the Philippi 

equal ios oe, Ueaaka "th current subsidiary 

cent, a —BSilver-center 
struck in 17%, with a small silver plug in the center.— 
Wreath cent, a rcentof the United States firet 
struck in 1703; so from the wreath on the reverse, 

oon’, = abbreviation (b) of central; (c) of 
centi le; d) of century.—Cen cent, a bun. 
dred —— —25 — |p ir the 
prineipal.— per cents, four per cents, five 

cents,, tc,, public securities bearing that rate of 
Pitereet 
Cental system, the or ot bevtng and selling grain 
by the centat, in ase in the Liverpool comn-market since 
Taha, approved an Onler in Council in 1870, and pro 
posed for ge ase tn the United Kingdom, 

centare (sen‘taér), n. Same as centiare. 
centaurdom (sen‘tir-dum), n. [centaur + 
-dom.) The union of two diverse natures as 
typified by the centaur of classic mythology. 
There are here and there certain literary and inteiboo- 

tual heresies and beretica refusing to recognize Cenfaur- 
dom as the highest of human quod 

W. J. Stiltman, in The Century, Oct, 1883, p. 826, 

contaureegue (sen-tir-esk’), a. [centaur + 
-esque.) In the style or manner of a centaur; 
contaur-like, 

Something cenfauresgue and of twofold nature 
Mre. Browning, Greek Chr. Poeta, p. 100, X. B.D. 

centauric (sen-ta’ rik), a. [centawr + -i¢.] 
Of”, pertaining to, or of the nature of the cen- 
taur; typified by the centaur, 
Centauridium (sen-ti-rid’i-um), ». [NL. 
(Torrey and Gray, 1841), ¢ Centaurea + Gr. 
cidoc, form; from the resemblance of the flower- 
heads to those of some species of Centaurea.) 
The old generic name of Xanthisma Texanum, 
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an annual or biennial flower-garden composite 
with large yellow heads. It is known to florists as 
Centouridium Dremmondii, There is only one species, 
and this is native to the southwestern region of the 
United States, 

centaurin (sen’té-rin), . [Centaur(ea) + -in?.] 
Same as *erythrocentaurin. 

Centaurion (sen-ti‘ri-on),n. [NL. (Adanson, 
1763, adopted from Tournefort, 1700), ¢ Gr. 
xevraipoor, a plant said to have cured an arrow- 
wound in the foot of the centaur Chiron.) A 

nus of dicotyledonous meg belonging to 
the family Gentianaceew. See Erythrwa, 

centaury, "*.—Californian centaury. Same as can- 

centayvo, #. 2. A current coin of Bolivia, the 
hun th part of a boliviano,—3, A current 
coin of Eeuador, the hundredth part of a suere, 
equal to forty-nine hundredths of a United 
States cent. 

centenarial (sen-te-nd’ri-al), a. [centenary + 
-al,) Of or pertaining to a centenary, or space 
of a hundred years; completing or commem- 
orating the completion of a hundred years: 
as, a centenarialday; a centenarial celebration. 

centenier, ». 2. A police officer in the island 
of Jersey. 

centenionalis (sen-ten’i-}-na‘lis),n. [LL. (se. 
nummus), ¢ *centento(n-), ¢ cenfeni, a hundred 
each: see centenary.) A Roman ‘silver coin 
of Constantine the Great. 

n. 2, A dice game in which the 
object is to secure pips, or multiples of pips, 
which will make the figures from 1 to 12, and 
then from 12 to 1, in numerical order. 
centennium (sen-ten‘i-um), n.; pl. centennia 
(-ii). [NL. centennium,] The space of one 
hundred years; a century. 

center’, . 13. A point so situated with re- 
rdto a locus that all chords of the locus, 

rawn through the point, are bisected in it. 
The pole of a straight at infinity with respect 
toa certain conic is the center of the conic, 

The center of a hyperbola lies without the curve, alnce 
crosses the curve. the Ogurative « 9 the 

Merriman and Woodward, Higher Mathematics, p. 06, 

center, a point in the 
whenee pass nerve-fibers stimulation 

which causes increased raplany of the heart's action. 
center, an inhibi cortical center, 

iy Placed by Wundt in the tal lobes, sub- 
ermnen the function af W. 

und! (trans. Physiol. Puychol., 1. 31¢-- Association 
waasociation, Rauditory. 
center; & On oe aren 

imited 

¥ 

which ft also will ascend, cool, and 
condensation and a new center of aspiration or ‘center of 
age , & nervous center existing 

the spinal cord in the region of the second lumbar 
vertebra, In the male itis he erection center, in the 
female the parturition center, Also called genitel or 
genitoepinal center. Center of that 
point in the section of a body under stress at which the 
resultant of the compressive forces can act without dis- 
turbing the equilibria of the system of forces: the ceti- 
ter of gravity of the compressive forces. — Center of con- 
tact. See #contect.—Oenter of flotation, the goormetri- 
cal center of the re benmded by the line in 
which a liquid cuts a body floating in it: sak of * 
and vessels, See *fotation. Center of fo the 
geometrical center of a body.— Center of immersion. 
Same as crater af bueyancy.— Center of inversion, 
See geometrical tnversion, under iatereon.— of 
involution, See inealution, 6 (c). ~ Center of lateral 

See *reeistonce.— Center of momenta, 
the fulerum, or that point about which a foree, of a sys 
tem of forces, Is supposed to act at a given instant with a 
motion of rotation. — Center On, @ point on 
the map of a country or region about which the popula 
tion considered namertcally is comoeived to be equally dis 
tributes! in all directions.— Center of power, « term 
applied by Ferrel to that region in a storm-area or cyclone 
where the condensation of aqieous vapor is proceeding 
most effectively, This center is continually being re 
newed a little in advance of its former position, — Center 
of pressure, (a) and (4) See preasure, (c) The point 
at which a bexty mast be sap in order to remain 
quietly balanced when the wind ia blow on it For 
_ Plates the location of the center aa determined by 
imumer varies with the dimensions of the plate, but ts 

always in front of the center of the figure.— Center of 
so (6) Any one of the various sensory and 

m of the brain. Center of tension, that 
in the section of a body under stress at which it can 

assamed that the resaltant of all he tensile stresses 
is acting without disturbing the equilfbrium of Uhe forces 
acting; the center of gravity of the tensile stresses acting 
on the section. Center of vision, $) Same as point of 
vision (which see, under poinfl), (6) The visual center 

center-line 
of the retina, where sight is keenest. Also called the yel- 

See macula lutea, ander macula and also under 
retina (10)—Center stroke, See #rtrotel.—Ourve of 
centers of buoyancy, See *ewrers of ship calewla- 
tions, — center, a point tn the foorof the fourth 
ventricle of the brain, injary or irritation of which gives 
tise to glycosuria. — center of sim: , acen- 
ter of similitude having the corresponding perspective 
Erar 33 the —~ ad ye ft. —— —— 

ve center, a point or ct where the 
voleanic activity of a regiot: hina taken place. Genital 
or center. Same as teenter of Hudge.— 

center, the center for taste, supposed to be 
located in the ancinate gyri of the brain.— Heat center, 
the nervous center which presides over the praluction of 
heat In the body.—Ingstantaneous center. (a) When 
motion ts considered in only two dimensions, the point at 
which the instantaneous axis intersects the guide-plane 
+) The center abowt which any moving plece or assem- 

ot in a mechaniam can be sug to be 
rotating atany instant. Notwithstanding that the relative 
er of such pieces or links may be ——— chang- 

i, Yet at any instant they will be turning round a com- 
moa center, which, however, abifts in « with each new 
relative position links. e rmination of the 
* center, as it is sometimes called, is of use in estimat- 
ing the relative velocity-ratios and forces acting on the 
bodies, — enter, bn opel. 5 teres np: Lied to thee 
centrospheres derived je SpeTn after ite 
entrance inte the ; they constitute the poles of the first 
cleavage-spindle.— the area in the 
cortex, in the convolutions ‘around the end of the 
fissure of Rolando, where originate the nervous impulees 
which catse muscular comtraction.— center, 
the center for smell in the cortex of the Oval 
center. as centrum ovale. — , the 
central aponeurosis of the diaph > Ps cen- yehical 
ter, tn current riod. mind che, any center af the 
cortex (using * center" in the cross dened under brain 
wWeenter (a)) which is pot directly sensary, motor, or sen- 
sory-motor: identical with the ‘asvociation ernter’ of 
Flechsig.— Thermolytic center, 
Amul⸗ of which inhibits 
Virtual center. Same as instantaneous *center. 

center-bearing (sen'tér-bar‘ing), n. In car- 
building, the chief system of —— the 
weight of a ear upon its truck: distinguished 
from a side-bearing, or a fired bearing, a8 in a 
small car having no trucks; also the place 
where the weight of the car-body rests upon 
the center-plates and where the center-pin 
joins the car to the truck. The center-bearin 

m is the beam which supports the true 
center-plate and, in six-wheel trucks, is sup- 
ported by the center-bearing bridge. See 
center-plate, center-plate block, and cut under 
car-truck, 
center-crank (sen‘tér-krank), ». <A form of 
double erank in which the arms are replaced 
by two solid disks, coupled together by the 
crank-pin on which the connecting-rod is fitted. 
Such crank-shafta have bearings on each side 
of the double crank. 

Center-crask. 

a, @, engine-shaft journels; ¢, 4, cranklisks: ¢, eed of crank. 
pin; #, Mange to couple craskshalt to pewmeratonabatt, 

centering-chuck (sen’tér-ing-ehuk), ». A form 
of face-plate fora lathe, which carries three 
or four jaws for holding work. These jaws are 40 
eo by gearing as to move radially er equal 
from or toward the center, so that work in the jaws 
automatically brought inte the axis around which they 
revolve, Also used for bolding drills in drfll-presses, 
centering-machine (sen’tér-ing-ma-shén’), n. 
A device for marking or drilling the holes for 
the centers of a lathe, 40 that these holes shall 
be in the center of figure of the piece to be 
marked or drilled. 
cen -rest (sen’tér-ing-rest"), *, A V-rest 
made of two straight pieces placed at an angle 
to one another, used in a Inthe for marking 
centers in cylindrical pieces. It is fastened to 
the tool-carriage, the piece to be centered resting in the 
angle formed by the straight sides, A cutting-tool in the 

“#tock marks the center exactly concentrically with 
the outehde aa the plece ts revolved. 

center-line (sen‘tér-lin), #9. 1, Aline dividing 
any symmetrical plane figure or surface of 
revolution into two symmetrical halves.—2, 
The line around which any figure may be re- 
volved to generate a volume of revolution.— 
3, The line in a drawing a *— of pm 

ints in the di or figure lie at equa 
distances. In al 25* of — — 
construetions the center-lines are drawn first, 
and from these all dimensions are laid off, 



center-line 

pl. The lines through the center of mass or 
center of gravity of a body parallel to the three 
codrdinate axes used in analytical geometry. 
—5. The line joining the centers of two par- 
allel shafts in the same plane, or perpendicular Cen 
to both axes if they are notin the same plane, 
in the design of toothed gearing. also 
line of center, under line. 

center-plate, n. 2. One of the metal plates 
fastened to the ends of jointed patterns to 
furnish o suitable bearing for the lathe-centers 
and to bold the pattern together while it is 
being turned, 

center-square (sen’tér-skwiir), n. An inatru- 
ment used for finding the center of a circle or 
of an are ofacirecle. It comprises two otraigh —2 
which make about a right angle with one another anda 
third edge one side of which bisects the angle 
between the other twa, When Ue two outer edges are 

againet the clrounference of a circle, the bisecting 
edge polnts to the center. by drawing a line along the 
bisector and then shifting the ent loa new position 
and drawiig another line along the Disector, intersecting 
the former line ata constderatte angle, the center of the 
circle will be determined by the intersection of the two 

center-tester (sen’tér-tes’tér), n. An appli- 
ance for finding the exact center of any piece 
of work in a lathe or for testing the accuracy 
of lathe-centers. It consists of a fine steel 
needle pivoted to a steel plate that fits the tool- 
post of the lathe. 

centesis (sen-té’sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr, xévrnece, 
puncture, ¢ «evreivy, puncture, prick.) Same 
as paracentesis, 

centgener sent’jé-nér), a. and», [Ls centum, 
hun » + genus (gener-), kind.] I, a. Con- 
cerning or pertaining to one hundred or any 
considerable number of representatives of a 
race, variety, or strain of domesticated animals 
or cultivated plants, when considered as 8 
type or pure sample of the whole. 
The American trotter is being rapidly improved, bocause 

distance does not hinder the of individual 
records, of centgener records (here the number of 

trotting list) — which each sire or dam bas in the fast 
Yearbook U, S Dept. Agr,, 1901, p, 20. 

II. «. 1. One hundred or any considerable 
number of representatives of a race, variety, 
or strain of domesticated animals or cultivated 
plants, considered as a type or true sample of 
the whole, 
The second year 100 ta, called for convenience a 

crcutdusy peaiGegeet ae al 
= Yeartook U. & Dept. br. 1901, p 2%, 

2. Spevitenly, the separately planted seminal 
or klonal ny of a single parent, as a 
nursery-plat from one wheat plant, or the 
progeny of an animal so raised that their 
ave values may be secured aa a measure 
of the breeding-value of the parent, 

Peery cere fone omnes the when! pie b Gl ome ot average iy of one plant ta grams 
seed, of it 7.7 of seed, or the af one 
flax-plant stands 26 fnehes high, of another, 35 inches; 
one horse noes weighing 1,500 pounds, another. 
colts wi gg 1,204) por testa of 
the centgener powers, or breeding ability, of numerous 
Ls phe ae aa, by planting, ander _ oon * —— 

; con, je average progen, 

of one animal with the prowen of enctieer | oF ennltenting 
the speed of the colts of a racing stallion, or Uhe prodacing- 
power of the helfers of a sires or dans 

centig. An abbreviation of centi 5 
cen (sen ti-graf), mn. [L. cenfum, a 
hun , + Gr. ypagern, write.) An adding- 
machine apie, By figure-wheel with serial 
numbers (0 to 100, inclusive) and a dial which 
indicates hundreds. It ia operated by a 
wound spring escapement and fingered ber ip 

centile (sen'til), ». [L. centum, a hundred, + 
~ile.] object or term occupying a B ma 
rr ordinal corresponds to 100 ora multiple 
of 100, 

centillion (sen-til’ion), ». In the French enu- 
meration, used also in the United States, the 
hundredth power of 1,000; in the United King- 
dom, the hundredth power of 1,000,000, 

centillionth (sen-til‘ionth), », and a, I, n. 
One of a centillion equal 8; the quotient 
of unity divided by a centillion. 

IL. a. 1. Coming last in a set of a centillion 
terms: an ordinal numeral.—2, Being one of 
a centillion equal parts. 

centim (sent‘im), ». [centim(eter).) A centi- 
meter; the second metret or decimal submul- 
tiple of a meter in the scheme of magnitudes, 
devised, about 1860, by G. J. Stoney. The 
decim or decimeter is the first metret, and the 
millim (or millimeter) the third, See *mefro 
and *metret, 

; centradenia (sen-tra-dé‘ni-#), n. 
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centime, ». 2. A current money of account 
in Haiti, the hundredth part of a gourde or 
dollar, equal to ninety-seven hundredths of a 
United States cent. 

In eleet., two systems 
tens, 

5 
of such units exist, namely, the electromagnetic 
based of Guit magnetivn as that magnetion whieh acts 
upon an equal amount of magnetism at anit distance with 
anit force, and the electrostatic avetem, based on tinit eleo- 
tric quantity aa that quantity which acta upon an equal 
quantity at anitdistance with upitforce, The clectromag- 
netic system of absolute units is commonly used. Many 
of ite anita, however, are inconveniently small of inconve- 
nlently large, and Jherefore decimal maltiples or fractions 
are used as units. These practical units are 
named after scientists : as, ampere, volt, ete. — 
Cubic centimeter. (c) A uuit of yolame equal to a cube 

fa one centimeter, (%) More commonly, the 
thousand rtofa liter, The liter was intended to 
one thousand cubie centimeters and the weight of one liter 
of distilled water at the temperatare of ite maximam den · 
sity was intended to equal the kilogram. The tase of the 
kilogram definitely adopted differs from the intended 
mas by one of more parta in a hundred thousand : since 
the liter is always determined by weighing, it se differs 

amal. jon. 

whose e¢ 

raeth 
When this smal! jon je, the thousandth 

of « liter is commonly & cable centimeter. 
name miliititer is by many for the 

aandth part of the liter, 
centimo (then‘té-m6), n. [Sp.: see centime.] 
1. A current subsidiary coin of Costa Rica, 
the hundredth part of a colon, equal to 7 
six hundredths of a United States cent. Sil- 
ver pieces of 5, 10, 25, and 50 centimos are 
coined.— 2, A current subsidiary coin of Ven- 
ezuela, the hundredth of a bolivar, equal 
to nineteen hundredths of a United States 
cent.— 3, A subsidiary coin of the Dominican 
Republic, the hundredth part of « franco, or 
franc, equal to seventeen hundredths of a 
United States cent. 

centinormal pen-ti-nde’mal), an, (L. centum, 
hundred, + E. normal.) In chem., containing 
in each liter, as a solution, a number of grams 
of the dissolved substance numerically equal 
to one hundredth part of its molecular weight, 
or, in some cases, of its equivalent weight. 
centiplume (sen’ti-plim),a. [L. centum, hun- 
dred, + pliima, feather.] Having a hundred 
— applied to —— * the moths of the 

mi terophoride (which see). 
— (sonꝰ tõ iain), a. Same as cenfonism, 
centoize (senꝰ tõ· ia), 0. .; pret. and pp, cen- 
toized, ppr. centoizing, [cento + -ize.] To, 
make into a cento, 
ant * SS eee ee — of the 

we thoaght exten ace! +++ Over 
Homer's poems, aid cento-ize them into an eple ou the 
Saviour's life. 

Mrs, Browning, Greek Christian Poeta, p, 06, 

centonical (sen-ton‘i-kal), a. [cento(n) + -ic- 
~il,) Of the nature of a cento. 

centonize (sen’té-niz), ©. ¢. (L. cento(n-), a 
cento, + -ize.] Same as *centoize. 
centractinate (sen-trak’ti-nat), a. [Gr. névrpov, 
eenter, + anric¢ (dari), ray.] nge-spic- 
ules, having a projection or actine at the 
center: as, a centractinate sigma. (NL 

+» « Gr, 
xivtpov, center, + adqv, a gland.) A cellular 
mass, the so-called liver or central organ, 
found in certain Siphonophora, E, R. Lan- 
keater, Treatise on 1, Hi. 4. 

central, a. 4. In avat., of or relating to the 
eentrum of a vertebra,— 6, In nevrol., pertain- 
ing to a nerve-center: — to peripheral, or 
pertaining to the nerve-fibers or to the nervous 
terminations in sense-organs and muscles.— 
Central arteries of the brain, from the circle 
of Willis which to the central ganglia. —Central 

disk. See iy, Mildek. in bot, 
one uf the slime-globules or -granales in cyte at 
certain alga. —— ‘al nervous 
system. gyrus, wnercous.— article, a 
cytol, same as *centroeene,— 
reaction, — , in geom,, symmetry 
with reapoct to a center. 

II. a». In a twlephone system, the office from 
which the public and private lines radiate and 
in which the connections are made between the 
diferent lines, by means of a central switch- 

central? (sen-triil’), n.; pl. centrales (-trii‘lis). 
{Sp.] Cane-grinding apparatus which serves 
oo a sugar plantations. [Cuba and Porto 

00. 
centrale, ». 2. In crinoids, same ag centro- 
dorsal 

centralistic (sen-tral-is’tik), a. Of, pertain- 
ing to, or favored by the centralista. 

cen’ ity, ». 2. In the Hegelian logic, first- 
ness; native character; the total ¢ eter 
which belongs to an object regardless of any- 
thing else, 

centrifugation 

te (sen-trang’ga-lit), a. [L. cen- 
trum, center, + NL. angulatus, angled.) In 
sponge-spicules, havi ng 8 bend or angle at the 
center: as, a cenfrangulate sigma. 
centraporia (sen-tri-po'ri-d). ». pl. [NL., ¢Gr. 
xévrpov, center, * @ , without igee 
aporia,) Organisms that are without fixed axes 
or planes, and are hence irregular in shape: 
for example, the sponges. Hacekel. 
centraxonia (sen-trak-s6’ni-ji), ». pl, [NL., 
< Gr. xéerpor, center, + dfar, axis. — * 
of radial structure, having a median axis rep- 
resented by a line, like the Coelenterata, 

cen’ a. 2, Of or pertaining to the 

— trog lied by Beck c,a. 3. ‘trog., ap iv c) 
(1878) to rock fabelen formed by the grouping 
of — about acenter, radially or concen- 
trieally, 

centricality (sen-tri-kal’j-ti), ». [centrical + 
-ity.] Central position or situation. 

cen’ I. a, 4, Obtained (as milk or 
cream) by the *centrifugal method (which see). 

Fresh butter, made from sweet centrifewel cream. 
Yearbook U, S Dept. Agr., 1000, p. 613, 

Seonssnttonens generar 6 pdt Sree id i— Conteh, 
ural method, in datrying, (cots at [cream from 
mm Tcans aseparator = J islet 

e separation of peek by » * from lowing the milk to 
stand and then removing the cream by skimming. 
I. n 3A trade-name for any machine 

which employs centrifugal force to separate a 
liquid from a solid or to separate liquids of 

erent specific gravitics. In all, the Hquida to be 
8) or the liquids and solids, are 
which Is rotated at a high 

oa — 2 4 1 * —— the arn or 8 Tie! 

thrown outward throagh : me in the 

ractor, 
teater, See drier, Wextractor, 

extractor, #milk-terter (with cut), and separafor.— 
i —— — cook ber thes 

centrifugalization (sen~ -al-i-2a ‘a 
n. [eentrifugalize + -ation.) ni process ok 
centrifugalizing. 

Our ination: tad fresh organ juices, 
. biood, ote. taken oo various congen of the ** with 
‘and without centrifugalization, and on specimens fixed 
and stained in a ways. 

Science, March 29, 1001, p. 512. 

centrifugalize (sen-trif’ liz), v. t.; pret. 
and pp. centrifugalized, +o centri ‘fugaliving, 
{centrifugal + -ize.] To subject to centrifugal 
action ; cause the separation of two liquids, or 
of solids suspended ina fluid, by rapid rotation 
inacentrifugal machine. See *centrifugal, n., 3. 
He also centrif ized Ww 

feet were Trarked — abr} 
Ininutes, and dogs in 10-15 minutes, When the bead was 
laced outwards death took place after a period more than 
whee as long. 

Philos. Frans. Rey, Sec, (London), ser. B, 1900, p. 74. 

cen trifugate (sen-trif’i-gait), v. z pret. and pp, 
centrifugated, ppr. centrifuging [centrifuge 
+-ate2.] I, trans. To drive from the center 
or from the circumference; specifically, to ex- 
pose to centrifugal action in a centrifuge. 

The thaid should be cent ted, the sediment 
on cover slips. —E Med. Handbook, Te. 

I. intrans. To fi off from the center; seat- 

gation 

ba + 

ference; specifi- 
eally, the separa- 
tion of two im- 
miscible liquids of 
—— 

the use 
trifuge orcentrifu- 
gul machine. 

As hour later the 

Centmnituge tor the sedimentation of pepe yl wn +f 8 
srine. loud, aod ofber aaitnal fluids: 33* solid 
a @, tees holding the Muid tobe ex en, the par. 
ainiotd. & 8 pemition of the tubes ticles separated by 
when the machine is ia action, centrifuyation and the 



centrifugation 
amount of the nitrogen in the solid and liquid 
determined by Kjeldaht's method. * seis 

Phil, Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1908, p. 201. 

centrifuge (sen‘tri-fiij), ». (NL. centrifugus, 
wij,: seecentrifugal.] A centrifugal —— 
specifically, a form of centrifugal machine em- 
P oyed to separate the solid particles suspended 
na fluid, such as the bl or urine, 

cen (sen‘tri-fij), v. t: pret, and pp. 
centrifuged, ppr. centrifuging. To submit to 
very rapid rotatory motion in a centrifage or 
centrifugal machine in order to separate sus- 
— solid particles from a liquid, or two 
mmiscible liquids of different densities from 
one another. 

By mixing bacteria with the white cells of the blood 
obtained by centrifuging and adding blood serum (a) an- 
heated, |. @& in the nataral condition, (6) bented to mr- 
65°C. for ten to fifteen minutes, it is found that, ander 
the same conditions, Phawocytcala is mach more active in 
the presence af the unheated than of the heated serum. 

Nature, Dec. 3, 1000, p. ELL 

centriole (sen‘tri-dl),", (NL. centriolwm, dim, 
L. centrum, center.) In eytol., a minute 
nule in the center of the astrosphere of the 

dividing-cell. 
Centripetal canals. See *canall. 
centri {sen-trip’e-ti), a. [NIL centripetus, 
centripetal, + yd A centripetal tendency 
or condition; a state opposed to rotular diffu- 
sion from a center. This term has been employed in 
descriptive paleontology to designate the absence of any 
manifestation, in a plane-coiled cephalopod shell, of a 
tendency to evolute or to broaden ite umbilicus. 

centroclinal (sen-tré-kli‘nal), mn. [Gr. av 
Tp, center, + Kaien, bend, + -al.] In geol., 
a dome; & quaquaversal; an area with dips 
radiating from it as a center of uplift. 

centrode (sen’tréd), ». [Gr. «évrpov, center, 
+ édég, path.) In math., a locus of the instan- 
taneous center of no velocity, for motion in 
twodimensions.— centrode. For motion in two 
dimensions, the group of fxed lines, indicating the posl- 
tion which each instantaneous axis will occupy as its turn 
arrives, constitutes a cylindrical locus, fixed relatively to 
the reference-aystem. Its intersection with the guide- 
Plane ts the @red Aa To- 

erent lines in the 

intersection with the gullp-plane is moving centrode, 

centrodesmus (sen-tr}-des’mus), m.; pl. cen- 
trodesmi (-mi). [NL., ¢ Gr, aterpov, center, 
+ decuéc, a band.) In cytol., wy delicate 
bridge which connects two centrosomes or 
centrioles in the cell and is supposed to give 
rise to the contral spindle. 
centrodeutoplasm (sen-tré-di’té-plazm), n. 
(Gr. xévrpow, center, + deir(spoc), second, 
+ xAdeua, anything formed.] In eytol,, the 
granular substance of the testis-cells which 
may contribute to the formation of the idio- 
zome. rlanger, 1897, 

centrodorsal, ». 2. In poleont., a pentagonal 
late found in many — 22 erinoids 

tror example, Uinfacrinus) at the base of the 
— probably representing an atrophied 
stalk. 
centrogen (sen‘tré-jen),a. [Gr. xévrpov, center, 
+ -yrvnc, -produced.] Proceeding or radiating 
from the center, as, ifieally, the skeleton 
of acantharians, which radiates from the cen- 
tral capsule, 

controgenesis (sen-tro-jen’é-sis), », (Gr, név- 
Tpoyv, center, + yéveoic, genesis.) 1, Histor- 
ieal progress or evolution through the aequi- 
sition and elaboration of axial or central organ- 
ization.— 2, The radiate or peripheral type of 
form assumed by plants and also by some of 
the lower forms of the animal icestion $ dis- 
tinguished from diplewregenesix or bilaterality 
prevailing in animals. 

We omy therefore, contrast these two great lines of 
ascent, Which, with so many vielsitudes, have come up 
through the ages, aa Diplearogenesis and Centrogenesi«, 

L. H. Bailey, Survival of the Unlike, p. 17. 

centrogenetic (sen-tré-je-net’ik), a, Origi- 
nated or developed on the rotate or peripheral 
type: pertaining to centrogenesis. 

centrogenic (sen-tro-jen'ik),a. Characterized 
by centrogenesis: as, a ceatrogenic structure. 
Cen Ys (sen-troj’é-nis), wn. (Gr. xéerpew, 
venter, + yér, chin.) A genus of serranoid 
fishes of the Indian and western Pacific oceans. 

centroid, ». 2. In tinematies, same as *cen- 
trade, Reauleaur.—3, A point of emphasis or 
increased energy in a series of speech-sounds, 
or in any series of impulses. Also used at- 
tributively. 

P- centroidal (sen-troi’dal), a. 
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Just as in the case of an irregular solid body, we are 
driven to pick out points at which we can consider the 
whole mass to be located without altering the result an- 
der discussion. This is the ceatrodd theory of the auditory 
and motor nature of speech that corresponds to the een- 
troid theory of the course of thought. 

Seripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 448, 

the curve formed by the axis of any 
coll wound upon a ring where the 

[centroid + -al.] 
Pertaining to or of the nature of a centroid. 
Stud, Yale Psych, Lab., 1X. 19. 

centroleci a. 2. Inembryol., noting that 
type of cleavage in which the dividing nuclei 
pass to the surface of the ovum, leaving the 
yolk in the center, This form of cleavage is 
characteristic of the 4rthropoda, especially of 
the insects. 
Oentrolepidaces (sen’tri-lep-i-di’sé-a), m. pl. 
(NL. (Hieronymus, 1873), < Cenfrolepis + 
-acex.] A family of monocotyledonous plants 
of the order Xyridales, the bristlewort family, 
typified by the genus Centrolepis (whieh see). 
It embraces 6 weners and about 34 species, all natives of 
Australasia, sneall herbs chietly ing in swannpe, leav- 
ing bristie-shaped leaves and distichous fower-spikes or 

centrolepidaceous (sen’trd-lep-i-di’shius), a. 
Belo: a> he the plant-family *Centrolepida- 
cex (which see), 

centroplana —— u. pl. IXL.x 
Gr, po, L. centrum, center, + planus, 
plane.] Organisms that are symmetrical with 
reference to a median plane, that is, that are 
bilateral, Haeckel. (Gr, aes 

centroplasm (sen‘tré-plazm), n. tT, xévTpov, 
center, + tAdoua, anything formed.] In eytol., 
the substance of the centrosphere; the protoe 
plasm which forms the attraction-sphere or 
central portion of the aster, 
centrosoma (sen-tré-s6’mii), ».; pl. centroso- 
mata (-ma-ti). [NL., (Gr, névrpov, center, + 
ccua, body.) Same as *centrosome, 
centrosome (sen’tri-s6m), 1, ([NL, centro- 
soma, ¢ Gr, xévrpov, center, + caua, body.) 

Centroid of a coil, 
closed coil, such as a 
axis is a closed curve. 

Centrosome. 

Steucture of the centrosome in the polar egg a gasteroped, 
Diauluta, Mitotic wre, formation uf the first 
iMacFarland.) (from * 

polar body. 
‘itson's “* Tee Cell") 

Tn cytol., a body of indeterminate nature in 
the center of each astrosphere of the dividing- 
cell.—Cleay: cont @, the centrosome of the 
cleavage nucleus or that which forms the poles of the 

wile for the division of the egg into the first two 
mtomeres.- Sperm centrosome, a centrosome sup: 
wel to be brought into the egg by the spermatozodn 
uring fertilization. 

(Gr, névtpor, centrosphere (sen’tn)-sfér), m, 
center, + coaipa, sphere.] 1. Incytol., a spheri- 
cal, differentiated mass of cytoplasm sur- 
rounding the centrosome and constituting a 
pole of the karyokinetie spindle during ¢ell- 
Tiviclen. Also called attraction-sphere.—2, 
The central or interior portion of the earth, 
beginning at a somewhat indefinite depth, 
and involving materials and pressures of 
which we have no actual experience; con- 
trasted with the successive outer shells, litho- 
sphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere, 

The Earth consists of three parts: there is the vast un- 
known Interior, ot “cenfroephere,” concerning which 
physicists have not come to any unanimous decision, some 
saying Chat it is throughout sotid and rigid, others that it 
la partly tid, and others again that it is partly pasecus 

Geog, Jove, (RG. S), XTTL 28, 

centrospore (sen’tri-spér), u. [Gr. xfrrpow, 
a point, spine, + arepd, seed.] In phytogeog., a 
plant whose fruit is provided with spines which 
ail in dissemination by attachment. F. £. 
Clements. 

Cestroephere, 

Diagram of the dividing cell, showing the mitotic fgere and its re- 
lation to the cytoplasmic meshwork, 

a, tentrosphere Senksolng he Ctelrosome; 4, aster; ¢, spindle; 
@, chromesomes forming the equatonal plate, (From Wilson's * The Cell.) 

centrostomatous (sen-trii-sté‘mn-tus), a. (Gr. 
xivtpav, center, + ordua, mouth.) Having the 
mouth placed centrally, as a starfish, 

cen’ cal (sen‘tré-si-met’ri-kal), a. 
Gr. névrpov, conter, +ovuyerpade, symmetrical, } 
aving symmetry with respect to a point or 

center: said of crystals, 
cen’ (sen-tré-sim’e-tri), ». (Gr. 
évtpov, center, bouwwerpia, symmetry.) Sym- 
metry with respect to a point or center, as in 
most crystals, See *symmetry, 6. 
centroxylic (sen-trok-sil’ik), a, 
+ -ic.] Kelating to centroxyly. 

centroxyly (sen-trok’si-li), #. 
center, + EiAor, wood.) In bot. primary cen- 
trifugal woody structure, Fan Tieghem. 
omen, n. B. In geol., the focus or place of 
origin of an — . 

[centroryl-y 

(Gr. xévepor, 

centuplicate (sen-ti‘pli-kat), a. and wn. [LL. 
contuplicrtus, pp. of centuplicare, merease a 
hundredfold, ¢ centupler, a hundredfold.) I, 
a. Hundredfold. 

II. ». One of a hundred things which eorre- 
spond in every respect to one another, 

centuplication (sen-ti-pli-ka’shon), mn. [NL. 
*centuplicatio(n-), < — ere increase a 
hundredfold: see centuplieate.) The act of 
eentupling; reduplieation a hundredfold. 

centuply (sen-ta’pli), ade. A hundredfold, 
century!, ». 4. In bot., w set of dried plants 
containing a hundred sheets.—To score a cen- 
— — cricket, to score a hundred runs of more ina single 
bl . 

The M. C. C. give a bat to every amateur or professtonal 
who scores a century forthem, Kneye, Brit. XXVIL 76 

cape (sep),n.; pl. eépes (sep). [P.. < L, cepa, 
onion.) A name sometimes given to edible 
species of Boletus. 
To this genus | Boletus} belong the fungi known tn France 

as cépes, under which name they are imported into this 
country, but pot in any great quantities, 

Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agr., 1807, p. 465. 

cephaéline (se-fa’e-lin),». [NL. Cephaclis, a 
genus of plants, + -ine?.] An alkaloid, 
Cy gHagN Oo, found with emetine in i CMe TL 
anha. It crystallizes in needles which melt 
at 96-102° C, The salts are amorphous, 

ee 
halanthine (sef-n-lan‘thin), x. (Cephatan- 

th-ns + -ine?.] A white, amorphous, very bit- 
ter glucoside found in Cephalanthns oeriden- 
ae It is dextrorotatory and melts at about 
180° ©, 

cephalanthous (sef-d-lan‘thus), a. fer. Keonds, 
head, + ditoc, flower] In dbot., having the 
tlowers in heads, as composite plants. 
cephalematocele (sef-a-lé’ma-t6-sé]}, nm. (Gr. 
nioa7y, head, + aiva(r-), blood, + «x74, tumor. ] 
An effusion of blood between the skull and the 
sealp; communication with one of the cerebral 
sinuses. 
cephalhydrocele (sef-al-hi‘drd-sél), mn. (Gr. 
xeoarg, head, + iMpowjzy, hydrocele.] A vol- 
leetion f serous fluid beneath the sealp, 

cephalic. I, «. cephalic eye. See #eve!.—Ceph- 
Trace, i rice whose kinship is indicated by the form 

of the head: as long, dofiehorephatic, or broad, brackw- 
erphalic. Negroes are lougdeads > Mongolians, broad: 
leawls; the Mediterranean and Baltic whites of Europe, 
in general long-hends; the Alpine whites. in general 
browd-beads See tefinie race, wotottic rece, and ®ehro- 
nerticrace Giddings, Indietive Sociol, p, 5%— Cephalic 
slits, a peculiar pair of organs, of unknown function, 
found on Mest hemerteans, They usually have the form 



cephalic 
of lateral furrows or pits situated on the head and in 
close connection with the brain. 

TI, ». 2. In phonetics, a so-called ‘head’ or 
‘cerebral’ sound. Whitney, Sansk. Gram., § 45, 

cephalin (sef’a-lin), ». (Gr. «rga?j, head, + 
-n2,) One of agroup of organic phosphorized 
bodies obtained by Thudichum from brain 
tissue, 
Cephalina (sef-a-li’ni), . pl. NL., ¢ Gr. 
aan bend. + inal. 2 ot Bropbrioiae: 
consisting of Aug ring, which always pos- 
#088 an epimerite eitheras a transitory or asa 
permanent portion of the body. The body is 
divided typically by a septum into protomerite 
and deutomerite, but it may be non-septate. 
The group ineludes forms which are chiefly 
parasites of Arthropoda, 

cephalism (sef‘a-lizm),. (Gr, xeea?s, head, 
+ -ism.] In anthrop., characterization by the 
— of the head, particularly by the cephalic 
index. 

jam (se-fal‘i-um), ».; pl. cephalia (-H). 
NL., ¢ Gr. xegazov, dim. of xegary, hi 
he woody enlargement at the summit of the instrument designed for drawing outlines of “wax. 

stem of some Cactacew, from which the flowers 
are developed, 2 

cephalization, », 2. Asupposed tendency to 
a gradual increase in the « “A of the brain eor- 
relative with cultural development. Amer, An- 
thropologist, N.S., L, 410. 

cephalo-auricular (sef’a-li-d-rik’d-lir), a. 
Kelating to the skull and the external ear.— 

halo-auricular Lh angle whie ie 

Sephaies makes oan oh of bend. * 

ocathartie (sef*a-lo-ka-thiir’ tik), a.and 
a. (Gr. xega2s, head, + kofaprindc, purging: see 
cathartic.) I, a. Occasioning discharges from 
the nose; errhine, 

II. », A remedy which promotes the dis- 
eharge of watery mueus from the nose. 
cephalocentesis (sef*a-ld-sen-té’sis), u. [NL., 
cor. xepad#, head, + xévrqe, puncture.] Pune- 
ture of the skull to give exit to accumulated 
fluid. 

Ce: ocereus a Mg tang — a. (NL. 
(Pfeiffer, 1838), ¢ Gr. nregaai, head, + cereus.) 
A genus of plants of the family Cuctacea, 
closely allied to Cereus, 1 is charneterized by a 
globular or cylindrical enlargement, together with the 

nce of copious hatra or bristles In the fruiting area. 
ey are all Mextean, C. aendlis is the familiar 

cactus, #0 named from the white hairlike covering. 

cephalocyst (sef’a-16-sist), n. [Gr. argary, 
head, + xteric, bag (cyst).] A cestoid worm, 

halodiscus (sef’n-lo-dis’kus), 1. (NL, ¢ 
Gr. xroa?#, head, + dicxoc, disk.) A remarka- 
ble colonial deep-sea animal associated by some 
with — and Rhabdopleura in the 
class A 
chorda, It re : 
sembles Balano- 

man 

a a 

the nervous nye 
tem as in Belane- 
oes, It ditfers 

the latter in 
having the alimen- 
tary canal a0 bent 
upon itself that 
mouth amd anim 
are in close prox- 

in having 

Cephalodiscus. * From 
after 

uthre aotéd 
Parker amd Haseells " Zoology,” 
Mcintosh.) cis, and in Che pres- 

ence of oy one 
rof openings that can be rewarded a gillelita, The 

ndivitials in the colony are pot in organic commection bat 
are surrounded by a common gelatinous sheath. 

cephalofacial (sef’s-1-fa’shal),a. (Gr. aepaas, 
head, + L. facies, face, + aan.) Pertaining to 
Lon head or, more particularly, the cranium and 
the face.— Cephalofactal index, the ratio of the 
capacity of the skull to that of the orbits, nasal fossa, 
and accessory slirtises. 

(sef’a-lé-gas‘tér), wn. [Gr, 
xegayf, head, + — belly.] A sae-like ex- 
pansion of the alimentary canal in the females 
of many parasitic iso crustaceans, as Por- 
tunion menadis, in which the inner wall pro- 
jects into the lumerrin the shape of numerous 
ong processes covered with chitinous intima, 
. is region the absorption of food takes 
place, 
cephalogram (sef’a-lO-gram), » [Gr, «rgary, 
head, + ypayp), a fost In anthrop., an out- 
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a — — — by — ¢ the —— 
0; . mer, Anthropologist, Jan.-Marc — pologist, " 
1 

cophal sef’ald-graf), m. [Gr. xega24, 
e toeraph (setter) ‘Tn —— an 

Hastings Cephalogeaph. 

the head, icularly the horizontal eontour 
of the head. 
cephalohemometer (sef*a-lé-hé-mom’e-tér), 

vn, (Gr, xeoars, head, + atua, blood, + wérpov, 
measure. } An instrument for measuring blood- 
— pte ~ — ai : * 

cephalolateral (sef’a-lo-lat’e-ral), a. r. 
neoasy, head, + Li. lateralis, a the side: * 
lateral.] Toward the head and to the side. 
cephalomancy (sef’s-1G-man-si), », (Gr. 
xegadd, head, + pavreia, divination.) Divina- 
tion by means of ahead. See also *cephalon- 
omancy. 
cephalomere (sef’s-lo-mér), ». [Gr. xeoudy, 
head, + uépoc, part.) One of the segments of 
the head —, od — * » 
cophalon (sef’mw-lon), ».  [Gr. «eget, head, 
Cf, encephalon.) The head region; the eeph- 
alic region; apecifically. (a) In the Trilobita, 
the cephalic shield together with that part of 
the animal which it covers. (+) The anterior 
portion of the body of certain crustaceans, as 
the Malacostraca. C. Spence Bate. 

one (sef’a-lon), ». ([Gir. neoads, head, 
+ -one.) In anthrop., a skull or head of un- 
usually large capacity, but without pathologi- 
eal characteristics; also, a person having a 
head or skull of unusually large capacity. 
cephalonoid (sef’s-lé-noid), a. [cephalone + 
-oid.) In anthrop., similar to a eephalone, or 
a healthy skull of extraordinary size. 

halonomancy (sef-a-lon’é-man-si), ». [Gr. 
* #, head, + dvoc, ass, + wavreva, divination. ] 
Diviestion by —— an = —— 

cephal (sef-n-lop’a-thi), . Tr. KEgaA f) 
head, Tessie ¢ rallog, Siscnse] isense of 
the head oe, of the brain, 
cephalophyma (sef’a-lo-fi’mui), #,; pl. cepha- 
lophymata (-ma-ta). [NL., ¢ Gr, aepadg, head, 
+ oie, atumor,| A tumor of the head, 

* halopodal (sef-a-lop’é-dal), a. [Cephalopo- 
ee + -all.) Pertaining to or she ee * 
acters of the Cephalopoda. 
phalorachidian fluid. Same as cerebrospi- 

nal Aud, 
cephalosome (sef‘n-l6-s6m), mn. [Gr. «rgads, 
head, + capa, body.) In arthropods, the head 

on 

ce ostyle (sef’n-li-stil), », 
head, + orivog, pillar.) 
nial end of a notochord. 

otacem (sef-a-l6-ti'sé-é), a. pl [NL. 
( ley, 1835), < Cephalotus + ~tecw.) A fam- 
i Be dicotyledonous arehichlamydeous plants 
of the order Hosales, found in the swam 
of King George Sound in western Australia, 
It contains the monotypic genus Cephaletus, This 
anomalous plant was regarded t by Lindley as related to 
the pitehersplants on account of the sec-like radical 
leaves. Later authors placed it in the Swxrifragaces. 
Rugler restores it to family rank, chiefly on account of 
its rudimentary (haplochlamydeous) flowers. 

cephalotic (sef-a-lot‘’ik), a. [Gr. xeears, head, 
+ oi¢ (or-), ear.) In biol., of, pertaining to, or 
exhibiting the — of the ears on the mid- 
dle line of the head. 

Dnreste also declares that the ceyhalotic state is simi- 
53 first indicated by a premature union of the folds in 

jon of the medulla, taking place before Uhis 
of the brain has widened out, Im this way the cutlery 
involutions are approximated. 

Batesun, Study of Variation, p. 458. 

cephalotractor (sef‘a-l6-trak’tor), . (Gr. 
area’, head, + NL. tractor.) An obstetrical 
forceps. 

(Gr. xegat4, 
The anterior or cra- 

bh Cor Kyerre, Copheus, a mythical kin 

ceratinize 

(s6-f6’id), a. and nn. [L, Cephens, 
Zz, whose 

given to a constellation, + i? 
ning to or resembling the star 

name was 
I. a. Perta 
Cephei.— star, one of a class of variable stars 
of punctual periodicity which in the character of their 
variation — — é Cephe £ 
a n. A variable star of the type of d Ce- 

phei. 
copotaph (sep's-tit), nun, (Gr, xtc, garden, 

rage¢, tomb.] A einerary urn deposited in 
agarden. C. Maitland. 
ceppo (chep’po), n. {it., a stump, block, ¢ L. 
cippus,astump.] The cemented fluvioglacial 
gravels of northern Italy. 
The presence however of the highly dennded ‘ceppe 

underlying the great terminal moraines of Ivrea, Comm 
ete, shows that these latter cannot be the product of the 
secur! und greatest extersion of Che alpine glaciers. 

J. Geikie, The (ireat lee Age, p. 12. 

ceptor (sep’tor), n. [L. -ceptor in acceptor, 
receptor, ete., a form, in comp., of captor, taker: 
see Cd) for.) Same as *haptine. 

‘alba, white or bleached wax.— Cera flava, yellow 

ceradia (sé-ra‘di-it),n, [NL.Ceradia (see def.).] 
A yellow oleoresin obtained from Ceradia 
Surcata, 
ceradin (ser’a-din),m. [Ceradia + -<n?.} An 
amber-colored oleoresin obtained from Ceradia 
Jureata. It has the odor of elemi. 
ceragate (ser‘a-git), ». [L. cera, wax, + B. 
agate’, he normal form would be *cerach- 
i A yellow variety of carnelian: generally 
produced artificially by impregnating ordyeing 
chaleedony with a chromium solution, 
ceraginous (#é6-ri‘ji-nus),@, Of the nature of 
cerayo or bee-bread. 

ceral,a. 2, Pertaining or relating to wax. 
ceram. An abbreviation of ceramics, 
ce (se-rai-mi-a’shius), a, Of or 
pertaining to the Ceramiacea. 

—— s Gane exe for s taihding — 
from broken glass ground to powder, devitritied, and in 
@ secotn! furnace softened by beat and pressed into any 

red form, 
cerasin!, n. 2. A name of two coal-tar colors, 
otherwise known as fast red A and Bordeaus 

Cerasin orange, See *orange!.—Cerasin red. 
See dred. 1 

2 (ser’a-sin), n. [Appar, based on 
cer(ebrin)t) A compound, Cy79H) 399) 9No, ob- 
tained in small amounts by warming cows’ 
brains with a solution of barium hydroxid. It 
is — and resembles cerebrin in its prop- 
erties, 
cerasinose (ser’n-sin-ds), n, [cerasine + -oxe.) 
A sugar, C5HyoUs (2), formed by the action 
of dilute acids on cherry gum, It is erystal- 
line, very hydroseopic, and reduces Febling’s 
solution, 

cerat, An abbreviation of Latin ceratum, (oint- 
ment). 

cera’ ne a mixta) sperma- 
ceti aoc pet pee Ree 33 2* cerate 
containing subacetate of lead,— 
cetate containing oxid of zine. — — 
mixtare of spermaceti, 174 any ag Cal P 

coratectomy ser-a-tek’td-1mi), n. 80 kera- 
fectomy (an erectomy) t < Gr, xépag (nepar-), 
horn (ipqy xeparordie, the cornea), + éxtout, 
excision.) Excision of the cornea, 

cerated,a. 2. In ornith., same as cerate!. 
ceratenchyma (cer-a-teng’ki-mii), wn. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. afpac (xeper-), horn, + é), xa, infusion. } In 
bot., the tissue which consists of effete sieve- 
tubes and has a horny texture, 
Ceraterpetum (ser-u-tér’pé-tum), », (Gr. xépac 
— horn, * épzerée, a reptile.) A genus 
of extinet microsaurian amphibians with a 
pair of large backward-pointing horns attached 
to the posterior cranial bones. It has been 
found in the coal-measures of lreland and 
Ohio, 

ceratiasis (ser-a-ti’n-sis), m. [NL., also kera- 
tiasis; < Gr. xtpac (epar-), horn, + -rasis.] A 
condition in which thereare a number of warts 
of horny consistence on the skin, 

ceratina, ». [cap.) 3. A genus of dicotyle- 
donous plants belonging to the family Solana- 
cee, See Solandra. 
Ceratinida (ser-a-tin’i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Cer- 
atina + ade.) A family of true bees, 

ceratinization (ser’a-tin-1-2’shin), ». [Also 
keratinization ; < ceratinize + -ation.) The act 
of becoming of horny hardness. 

cera’ (se-rat‘i-niz), c. i; pret. and pp. 
ecratinized, ppr. ceratinizing. (Also keralinice ; 
< ceratin-ons + -ize.] To become of a horny 
hardness. 



ceratinoid 

(se-rat‘i-noid), a. [ceratin + -oid.] cearatoiditis (ser’a-toi-di’tis), m. [NL., also Cera dw (ser-a-top’si-dé), n. pl. ceratinoid 
Resembling ceratin or horn in physical or 
chemical structure. Also keratinoid, 

ceratinose (ker’a-ti-nds), ». [Also keratinose ; 
< ceratin + -o#e.) An albumose derived from 
ceratin. 

ceratinous (ser-at’i-nus), a. 
horn, ¢ xépac (xepar-), horn.) Having a horny 
Perdew or oree cratic ik’ 94) (NL. 

atiomyxa (se-rat‘i-d-m 1m. 
(Schréter, 1889), ¢ Gr, xepariov, dim. of «épac, 
horn. + wifa, slime,] A genus of myxomyce- 
tous rp « having the —* white or yellow- 
ish and developed on the outside of the plas- 
modium. C. mueida oceurs on logs, ucing 
small tufted, branched white = ifieations. 
Ceratiomyxacee (se-rat*i-6-mik-si’sé-d), m. 
pl. (NL., ¢ Ceratiomyza + -acew.) A family 
of myxomycetous fungi named from the genus 
Ceratiomyza. Same as Ceratiacer, which ia 
an invalid name. 

[ceratite + -ie.] ceratitic (ser-g-tit’ik), a. 
Pertaining to or having the characters of the 

nus Ceratites. 
ratitida (ser-a-tit’i<ii), n. pl. [NL] A 

division of the ammonoid cephalo or am- 
monites represented by the family Ceratitide 
and genus Ceratites. 

ceratitis, ». Specifically—2. An infections 
disease of the eyes of cattle and sheep, char- 
acterized by an intense inflammation of the 
conjunctiva, swelling of the eyelids, and an 
early opacity with later ulceration of the 
cornen, 

In certain localities numbers of cows were found 
dead or dying, all of m exhibiting symptoms of sap. 
parative keratitis and conjunctivitis, 

Rep. Bur, Animal Industry, 1001, p, 29, 

Ceratitis b Inflammation of the cornea, marked 
by the formation of minute blisters which break and re- 
sult In ulceration. Interstitial ceratitis, chronic cor- 
neal inflammation, with the formation of opacities in the 
substance of the cornes which later 23 disappear 

pletely. itis, Same 
jucker#’ ceratitis, acute 

corpea in oyster-opevers, caused 
eye with pleces of shell —Paren- 

inflammation of the carmea 
marked by the formation of opacities: the latter asuall 
disappear as the disease, which ie exceedingly slow in ite 
course, subsides, — ceratitis, inflammation of 
the cornea caused by the irritation of sharp spicules of 
grain which wound the eyes of reapers. — Vascular 

tis, inflammation of the cornea accompanied by a 
formation of new Dhocl-veasels beneath the conjanctiva 

Gr. xrpariwoc, of 

aml in the outer layers of the cornes : A precursor 
Mt panna, 

cerato-angioma (ser’s-t6-an-ji-0’ mii), n. [NL., 
also kerato-angioma.) @ as *angioceratoma, 

Ceratobranchial of the fifth one of a pair of 
bones, usually bearing teeth, alt ust behind the 
gill-arches of takes: —* be een : - Lng” the infe« 
Thor phory arch. ryngead, 4, Synonymy 
af the Fah Ske eleton, p. 519, 

Ceratocampa (ser-a-té-kam’pii), x. pl. [NL 
< Gr, aépag (aepar-), horn, + «aur, caterpillar. } 
A genus of moths typical of the family Cera- 
tocampide, formed by Harria to contain the 
regal waluut-moth, now known as Citheronia 
regalia, 
ceratocampid (ser-a-to-kam’pid), ». One of 
the family Ceratocanypuds, 
Ceratocampida (ser -a-té-kam'pi-dé), ». pl. 
NL, ¢ Ceratocampa + — 2— A family of 
merican moths, containing only afew genera, 

but very striking forms, like the regal walout- 
moth, Citkeronia reqalis, whose larva is known 
as the hickory horned devil, 
ceratoconus (ser’a-to-ké‘nus), n. (NL, also 
keratoconus ; ¢ Gr, xépag (xepat-), horn, + advor, 
eone.) A form of staphyloma cornem, of the 
same nature as buphthalmos, in which the 
bulging of the cornea has a conical shape. 
Also called conical cornea. 

cera’ (ser’a-to-dér’mii), n. [NL., also 
keratoderma ; ¢ Gr. xépac (xrpar-), horn, + dépua, 
skin.} Disease of the skin marked by horny 
thickening of the epidermis, 
ceratodermia (ser’n-to-dér’mi-d), mn. [NL., 
also kerafodermia.] Same as *ceratoderma, 

ceratohyalin (ser‘a-t)-hi’a-lin),n. [Also kera- 
tohyalin; ¢ Gr, népag (xeper-), horn, + vader, 
lass, + -in?.] A peculiar substance which 
orms the ules in the stratum granulosum 

of the epidermis. 
ceratohyaline (ser‘a-té-hi’a-lin), @. [Also 
keratohyaline; ¢ Gr. xtpac (xepat-), horn, + 
iadoc, glass, + -inel.] Of glassy appearance 
and horny consistence, as the cells in the atra- 
tum granulosum of the skin. 

ceratoid. I. «. 3, Shaped like a horn. 
n, Same as cornea, 

y corasophyllin (ser-a-tof’i-lin), m. 
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keratoiditis ; ¢ ceratoid + -itis.) Same as cera- 
titis, Lancet, May 30, 1903, p. 1515. 

cerato-iridocyclitis (ser n-té-ir'i-~do-si-kli’tis), 
a. [NL., also kerato-iridocyclitis; ¢ Gr. népar 
(xepar-), horn, + lpec (iped-), iris, + xixdog, eir- 
ele, + -itis.] Inflammation of the cornea, 
iris, and ciliary body. 

cerato-iritis (ser’s-t6-i-ri’tis), u. [NL., also 
kerato-iritis;< Gr. xtpac (xepar-), horn, +ipce, iris, 
-iti#,) Inflammation of both iris and cornea. 

ceratolysis (ser-n-tol'i-sis),. [XL also ker- 
atolysis; © Gr, xépar (nepor-) orn, * Aime, 

1, Loosening and purtial separa- —— 
tion of the epidermis from the deeper layers 
of the skin. 2. Atrophy of the horny layer 
of the epidermis. 
ceratoma (ser-a-td’mi), m.; pl. ceratomata 
(-mg-ti). [NL., ¢ Gr. xépag agra | horn, + 
-oma,) A horny growth. Also spelled kera- 
foma, 

ceratomalacia (ser’s-td-ma-li‘si-), ». (NL, 
also keratomalacia ; ¢ Gr, xépac (xepar-), horn, 
+ podania, softness.) Softening of the cornea. 

ceratomania (ser‘a-té-mi’ni-i),». [NL.,<¢ Gr. 
aipag (epar-), horn, + warice, madness.) In 
regetable teratol., the abnormal production of 
horn-like or hooded struetures in flowers. 
ceratometer (scr-a-tom’e-tér), n. [Also kera- 
tometer ; ¢ Gr, xépac (wepar-), cornea, + uérpor, 
meagure,] A device for determining the ir- 
regularities in curvature of the cornea, and 
the resultant astigmatiem. 
ceratomycosis (ser‘a-té-mi-ké’sis), u. [NL., 
also keratomycosis ; ¢ Gir, spac (xepar-), horn 
+ pine, fungus, + -osis.] Inflammation of 
the cornea associated with a fungoid growth. 
Lancet, July 11, 1903, p. 101. 

cera ore (ser‘a-t6-fér), mn. [Gr, xépa¢g 
(xepar-), horn, + -gepoc, < gfe, bear.) An 
organ or a region bearing cerata, as in certain 
worms. 

ceratophyllaceous (ser’1-16-fi-la‘shius), a. Be- 
longing to the plant-family Ceratophyllaces ; 
resembling or pertaining to the genus Cera- 
fophyllum, 

[Cera- 
um + -in2.) Same as *atraric acid, 

ceratophyllous, (ser*s-té-fil’us), a. (NL. cera- 
tophyllus, ¢ Gr, xépac («rpar-), horn, + giAdov, 
leat} In bot,, horn-leaved ; having long, slen- 
der, pointed leaves, 

Cerstopogon ser-q-t6-po’ gon), he CNL. (Mei- 
gen, ), tT. atpag («epat-), horn, + mayer, 
beard.) A nota- . — 
ble genus of mid- 
ges, of the family 
Chironomide, 
containing very 
minute species 
which bite se- 
verely, C. nocirum 
la the punky, well 
known to hunters 
and fishermen in the 
orth woods of New 
England and tn Can- 

tophy 

tops), —* 

with Ceratops beds, in gew., a 
name given by Marsh to deposits of the Larunie Creta- 
ceoms in Wyoming. because of the abundance of the dinw 
sourtan reptiles Ceratops contained in them, 

Cera’ a (ser’ a-top’si-ii),m. pl. [Gr. néioag 
(xepar-), horn, + éyuc, view, appearance.| The 
Ceratopside considered as a suborder. 

ceratopsid (ser-n-top’sid), a, and ». I, a. 
Pertaining to or having the characters of the 
Ceratopsida. 

Il. One of the Ceratopside. 

Skull of Triceratops, a typical member of the family Cerasepoic. 

Ceratostomella 

NL. 
< Ceratopsia + -ida.) In paleont., a family of 
predentate Cretaceous dinosaurs. They had the 
cranium de’ into a shield overhanging the neck, 
and a lance horn over each eye. There was sometimes a 
small horn on the nose. The funsily contains such spectes 
as Triceratops, Torosaurus, and Agathaumes 

Cerato @ (ser'g-top-ter-i-da’si-6), nm, 
pl [NL, (Underwood, 1900), ¢ Ceratopteris 
(Ceratopterid-) + -acew.) A family of annual 
aquatic ferns of the order Filicales. tt comprises 
the genus Ceratopteris, which embraces a single species, 
C. thatlictroides, with bi- of tripinnate fronds of two 
torts, Ue sterile ones, which are floating, and the fertile 

Sige a ¢., 

a scattered, with a broad ring. * 
Oeratopteris (ser-a-top’te-ris),n. [NL. (Bron- 
gniart, 1821), < Gr. aépag (aeper-), horn, + 

Ceratepterts thalictretdes, 
@, a2 entire plant showing habit; 4, portion of afruiting branch 

eolanged tw ~ the son. (Deawn from Engler and Prantl's 
“ Paanzentamilies.") 

trepic, a fern. The allusion is to the antler- 
like appearance of the fertile fronds.) A genus 
of floating ferns, constituting the family Cera- 
topteridaces. C, thalictrendes, the only species, 
occurs in Florida and Louisiana and widely in 
the tropics, 
ceratopycnidium (ser’a- té- pik- nid‘i-um), u. ; 
pl. ceratopycnidia(-i). (Gr. * {xeper-), horn, 
+NL. —— A horn-shaped pyenidium 
such as 1s produced by species of Apiosporium, 

Ceratosaurus (ser’a-ti-si’rus), m. (Gr. xépac 
xepat-), horn, + caipos, lizard.) A genus of 
inosaurian reptiles of great size, from the 

Upper Jurassic rocks of Colorado. They were 
characterized by a *8 ae wie 22 ae ed 
over-hangin prefron 

lange hind pg ami extend tall. The animal had 
Aspect of a kangaroo, standing erect on ita hind legs with 
the help of ite tail. It attained a length of 20 fi 

Nose-horned t Jeard (Ceratoxaumuel, 
After a restorasion by Keaght, 

ceratoscope (ser’a-to-skép), x, See *kerato- 
soopr, 

ceratoscopy (ser-n-tos’kd-pi), u. 
toscopy. 

See kera- 

Ceratostomella ———— n. [NL 
(Saccardo, 1879), ¢Képac (xepar-), horn, + 
crave, mouth, + dim. -ella.) A genus of pyre- 



Oeratostomella 

nec The asel are ovold and the spores one- 
celled and hyaline. The name refers to the resemblance 
of the neck of the peritheciam to ahorn. The species are 
saprophytic on timber. C. pilifera canses a blue coloron 
lumber, See whluing, 4. 

ceratotrich (sé-rat’d-trik),», IXI. ceratotri- 
chium, «Gr, xépac (xepar-), horn, + Gpis (rpcyx-), 
hair.) A horny, flexible, fibrous, unjointed, 
and usually unbranched fin-ray of £lasmo- 
branchti and Holocephati. 

ceratotrichium (ser‘a-té-trik’i-um), .; pl. 
ceratotrichia (-A). (NL.] Same as *ceratotrich, 

In the chil and Holocephall, and probably Elasmobran 
also in the Acanthodil and Ichthyotom!, these rays 
{dermal fin-rays] are wnjointed, occas Plame and 

a fibrous sa! of horny consistence 
Without bone-cella When placold scales are present, 
Seg ory quite independent of the rays and more 5 
fie The author calls these rays “ Ceratotrichia.” ir 
origin is unknown, bet for the present they must be con- 
sidered as apectal development of the connective tissme. 

Jour. Hey. Mieroe. Soe, Oct., 1904, p. S12 

ceraunian (se-ri’ni-an), a. Same as ceraunic. 
ceraunograph (se-ri’n6-graf),n (Gr. xpavedc, 
thunder, + ypage, write.) Aninstrument by 
means of which the occurrence of a thunder- 
storm or of lightning is chronographically 
recorded, 

In the Annual Report for 1901-02 of St. Ignatias Col- 
Cleveland, Ohio, the Reverend F. L bach pub- 
an appendix on the work of his metevro 

observa! d the past year, This bewins with an 
accoant of his new lightuing recorder, or cera 
é.% various parta e instrument were a 3 

coll, two bat 
a col- 

ing from it down to the rvatory. 
U. &. Monthly Weather Rev., Jane, 1008, p. 314. 

ceraunophobia (se-ri-né-f6'bi-&), n. oy < 
Gr. —— thunder, * < eaten teat) 
A morbid fear of or (Gr 
ceraunoscopy (se-ré-nos’k6-pi), n. + KELME 
monoria, < xeparvdc, Ganda € oxoreiv, view. ] 
Divination by observation of lightning. 

Cerberic (sér'be-rik), a. Of or pertaining to 
Cerberus; resembling or befitting Cerberus. 
cerbiretin (sér-bi-ré‘tin), ». [cerberin.] An 
amorphous citron-yellow compound formed by 
the hydrolysis of cerberin, 

cercarial — a, [cercaria + -all,] 
Of or pertaining to a cercaria or larval distome, 

(sér-ké-sis’tis),m. [Gr. aépwog, tail, 
+ xieorg, bladder (cyst).] A tailed eysticer- 
coid. 

(sér’kd-pid), a. Of or belonging to 
the homopterous family Cercopidsx, 

(sér’k6-pod), m, i xépxoc, a tall 
+ roic (z0d-), a foot.) In the ph Nocarid a 
allied forms of Crestacea, one of the two caudal 
spines adjoining and articulated to the ter- 
minal segment or telson. 
Cercosporella (s¢r’k6-spd-rel’), m. [NL 
—— <Gr. xéipwoc, tail, + omopd, seed 
spore), dim. -ella.} A genus of para- 

sitic hyphomycetous fungt having simple or 
* branched be poe fertile hyphm and clongate 

many-celled hyaline conidia, C. persica attacks 
peach-leaves, See frosty *mildew. 

cerealigm (sé’ré-al-izm), n. [cereal + -igm.] 
The practice of eating nothing or little but 
cereals. 

cerealist (sé’ré-al-ist), m. [cereal + -ist.] One 
who makes a special study of cereals; a bota- 
nist or agriculturist who is versed or engaged 
in the produetion of edible grains: as, a 
cerealist of the United States Department of 
Agriculture, 

cerealose (#6’ré-n-lis), n. [cereal + -ove.] A 
mixture of dextrin, maltose, and glucose 
formed by the action of glucose on starch. 

cereal-rust (sé’ré-al-rust’),n. Any one of the 
species or varieties of rust which attack the 
cereals, wheat, oats, rye, ete., especially Puc- 
cinia —— and its varieties, 

it, an irregular gait assoctated with disease Which acts upon the brain and the spinal cord, pelee Cere gat 
of the cerebellum. 

cerebellic (ser’é-bel’ik), a. Same as cere- 
bellar. 

cerebellifugal (ser’é-be-lif’a-gal), a. [L. cere- 
bellum, cerebellum, + fugere, flee, + -al.) 
Moving in a direction away from the cere- 
bellum. 

cerebelli 

— —5 — —— [L. 
cerebellum, cerebellum, + pons ( pont-), bri 
+ -ile.} Relating to the cerebellum 2*8 
pons Varolii. 
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The occurrence of a tumor in the 
y in many of these cases of sarcomatosis was mentioned, 

and the question of operation was 
Med. Record, July 11, 1008, p. 77. 

m —— — 
Oere Organ, ove of the sense- 

organs in nemerteane at gephyreme. Tt ts a ciliate 
neuroglandalar pit foand at the of the head, in close 
relation to the addey past — 

nus.— Oere- uses, — — 

(ser-é-bralji-d), nm. (NL, ¢ L. 
j Bevere 

Cerebral 
See *c 
ma 

I Same ad 

cerebrum, brain, + Gr. déyoc, ache.) 
and deep-seated headache. 

cerebra’ ser-é-bri’shon-al), a.  [cere- 
bration + -al!.] Relating to cerebration or 
brain-action. 

cerebrationist (ser-g-brié‘shon-ist), mn. [cere- 
bration + -ist,) One of a former school of 
philosophers who, at a time when the anatomy 
of the brain was but little known, held that 
the brain is the seat of all mental processes. 
Buck, Med. Handbook, II. 300. 

cerebrifugal — a. (T cere ser-6-brif’a-gal), a. . cere. 
brum, brain, § fugere, tlee, + -al.] Passin 
from ‘the brain: ‘said of nervous impulses an 
— —— y 

cere petal se ‘e-tal), a. cere- 
brum, brain, + petere, 23* -a,) Passing 
toward the brain: said of nervous impulses 
and nerve-fibers, 

cerebrobuccal (ser‘é-bri-buk’al), a. [L. cere- 
brum, brain, + bucea, mouth, + -al.) Pertain- 
ing to the cerebral and the buecal ganglia: 
as, the cerebrobuccal connective in mollusks. 
Parker and Haswell, Text-book of Zool., L. 679. 

corebrology (ser-g-brol’6-ji), n. [L. cerebrum, 
brain, + Gr, -Aoyia, ¢ Aéjew, speak.) The seci- 
ence of the brain in its anatomical, functional, 
and pathological relations. 

cerebromalacia (ser’é-brd-mp-la’si-&), n. 
(NL., ¢ L. cerebrum, in, + patania, soft- 
ness, ¢ nadaxdéc, soft.) Same as softening of 
the brain, 

cerebromeningeal (ser’é-bré-me-nin’jé-al), a. 
[L. cerebrum, brain, + —— — membrane, 
+ -c-al.] Relating to the brain and its mem- 
branes. Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 226, 

cerebromeningitis (ser’é-bro-men-in-ji‘tis), n. 
NL., ¢ L. cerebrien, brain, + NL, meningitis.) 
nflammation of the brain and its membranes, 

cerebrometer (ser--brom‘e-tér), n, . cere. 
brum, brain, + Gr, uérpow, measure.) A device 
for recording variations in the volume of the 
brain under special conditions. 

cerebropleural (ser’é-bré-plé’ral), a. IL. 
cerebrum, brain, + NL. plewra + -al.) A term 
— to the ganglion formed by the union 
of the cerebral and the pleural ganglia in cer- 
tain lamellibranch mollusks, 
The supe 

as representing 
gangila, and is com 
pleural.” · fature, Oct. 20, 1K, p. fa. 

cereb’ (ser’é-bro-si‘kik), a. [L. cere- 
brum, brain, + vex, mind.) Relating to the 
brain as the organ of the mind, together with 
its functions as such, 

Victims of spinal injury concussion and cerebro 
shock. yin and Neurol, Feb, 1 

cerebroscopy eezg-tros"ht-pt). n. [L. cere. 
brum, brain, Gir, -cnotia, ¢ cxoreiv, view.) 
Examination of the fundus of the eye for the 
purpose of obtaining data concerning the cir- 
culation of blood in the brain. 
cerebrose? (ser’é-brés), ». [L. cerebrum + 
-ose.) A variety of sugar, isomeric with glu- 
cose, found in brain-tissue. 

e de (ser’é-bré-sid), . [eerebrose + 
-idel.} One of a vr of decomposition-pro- 
duets of protegon, of the type of cerebrin. 

cerebrospinant (ser*6-bro-spi‘nant), n. [Cere- 
brospin(al) + -ant,] therapeutic agent 

* 

ie 
p M. 

cerebrosuria (ser*é-bré-si’ri-i), », [NL., ¢ 
cerebrose + Gr. ofpov, urine.) A form of dia- 
betes in which the urine contains cerebrose. 

abdo: the abdominal brain or solar 
plexus. 

cerem: . 4, a.—Ceremonial stone, in archeol., 
a somewhat Indefinite term applied to any one of a large 
chase « x shaped stone implements, many of which 
are — aml show great care in their manufac- 
ture, ey have been variously classified aud subdivided, 
but their Gee & almost entirely conjectural, 

The so-called ceremonial stones are variously subdivided 
and named by different writers. They are supposed to 
have been devoted to religiogs, = yey aye 
emblematic, or ceremonial purposes; to be ges of 
authority, insignia of rank, tokens of valorows deeds, or 

cerosiline 
perhaps come sort of heraldic device; in short, the uses 

which they might, in thelr different forms, be assigned, 
are limited only by Khe 

Avonian Rep., 1882, p. 116. 

Il. A prehistoric stone implement 
supposed to have been used for ceremonial 

He (Mr. Moorehead) called attention to the necessity of 
an eo nomenclature for the Yarious ‘unknown 
forme” in 

ceremonialist (ser-d-m6‘ni-al-ist), m. [eere- 
monial + -ist.]) One who favors or is given to 
ceremonial observances in religion; one who 
lays stress on external forms in religious wor- 
ship; a ritualist, 

cerem (ser-é-m6'ni-al-iz), v. t.; pret. 
and pp. ceremonialized, ppr. ceremonializing. 
[ceremonial + -ize.) To make ceremonial or 
ritualistic. 

, %.—To stand 
punetilious or insistent on the due 
Uaages, or formalities, 

You know I never stand upon ceremony with such 
ple Jane ‘tir, Northanger Abbey, Mill, 

cerer (sér’ér), xn. (cere, ., + -erl.]) One who 
Ceres & CO or wraps it in cerecloth, 

cerevisial rig a a, See *cervisial, 
ceria’ (sé‘ri-i), m. (NL. ceria, ¢ cerium (which 
caer) Cerium oxid: used in small propo: 
wi 

ceremo: be 
fearvenen ch petite 

rtion, 
thoria or thorium oxid, in the mantles of 

Welsbach incandescent lamps. 
thid (ser-i-an’thid), ». One of the Cer- 

ianthidz, as the vestlet. 
Cerianthidea (#é6‘ri-an-thid’é-8), 9. pl. [(NL., 
< L. cera (Gr. anpéc), wax, + Gr. aches: flower, 
+ -id-ea.] An order of Zoantharia. it consists 
of solitary forms which retain the primitive bilateral 

—— which are epcuuneartoolty pum 

in paire and devoid of muscle-banners. * — 

ceric? (ser’ik), a. [L. cera, wax, + -ic.) De- 
rived im Wax.—Cerie acid, an amorphous acid, 
CggHgg0) 5, formed by the action of nitric acid on cerin. 

cerigerous (sé-rij’e-rus), a. [L. cera, wax, + 
gerere, bear.) 1. Producing wax.—2. In 
ornith,, having © cere: same as cerate, 

cerilla (thi-rél’ya), n.[Sp.,< L, cera, wax: see 
cere.) A mateh; a wax taper. [Spanish 
America.] 

({ser’i-nin), . [Gr. xfpewog, < ngpde, 
wax, +-in*.] A wax-like or fat-like substance 
obtained from the lignite of Gerstewitz near 
Merseburg in ——— 
cermatiid (sér-mat’i-id), a. and mn. I, a, Of 
or belonging to the myriopod family Cer- 
matiida, 

Il. ». One of the Cermatiide. 
cern? (sérn), v. i. [L. cernere, decide, judge: 
see concern, decern, discern, etc.) to elect 
and make known an intention to enter upon 
an inheritance: a modern term used in refer- 
ence to Roman law. 

cernier (ser-nyé’), ». [F., connected with Sp. 
cherna.) The stove-bass, 
cerniture (sér‘ni-tar), m = [Irreg. cern,"v., + 
-tture, The right word would be cretion, ¢ L. 
eretio(n-),] e act of formally resolving to 
enter upon an inheritance: a modern term 
used in reference to Roman law. 

, u. A simplified spelling of cerog- 
ra, 

corolia (ser’6-lin), m. [Gr. aypéc, wax, + -ol 
+ -in2,] A fatty substance found in yeast, 
It has laxative properties, 

ceroline (ser’d-lin), mn. [Prob, ¢ L, cera, wi 
+ ol(ewm), oil, + -ine?. The allusion woul 
be to the waxy or oily character of these 
lants which prevents water from adhering to 
heir leaves.) Either of the two American 

jewel-weeds, Impatiens aurea and J, biflera. 
(ser-o-mi‘ jj), ». — < Gr, wépac (fT), 

horn, + pig, —— genus of extinet 
s with elongate-cordate inflated 

valves and edentulous hinge: abundant in 
Jurassic rocks, 

ceroplast (sé‘ro-plast), 1. (Gr. xypéc, wax, + 
raaotéc, ¢ tAdcerw, form.} A mold, properly 
in wax, but sometimes in other substances, 
De Morgan, 

ceroplasty (sé-ri-plas’ti), m. 
lastie, 

cerosic (s8-rd’sik), a. [eeros(in) + -ic.] De- 

Same as cero- 

rived from cerosin.—Cerosic acid, a crystalline acid, 
Cog obtained by heating cerosin with soda-lime, 

cero @(86-ro’si-lin), n. [cerose + -il + -ine®.] 
Palm-tree wax from the common Andes wax- 
palm, Cerorylon andicola, or from the Klop- 



cerosiline 

stock palm, Alopsteckia cerifera. It softens 
easily, but melts only at a temperature above 
itz ise C. It is used for candles. 

cerotene (ser’ — n. lcerote + -ene.} 
solid hydrocarbon, CozHg,, obtained by the 
— of Chinese wax. It melts at 57- 

cerotin § (ser’d-tin), * on + ~«in?,] 
Same as *eery alcohol, 550 

cerotype iow’ “dr. xypic, wax, + | ot Ah 
ritrog, type.] The art or process of engravin 
through a coating of prepared wax sprea 
over a smooth plate from which a printing 
surface can be produced by the — process 
of stereotyping or by electrotypi 
cerous (sé6’rus), a. foor(iun) ~Oux, RS 
chem., containing the metal cerium wit 
parent triad valence: as, cerons sulphate, owens 
oxid, ete, 

cerro (ther’rd), a Pet Pg., a hill, ridge.] A 
; a hog hill; a rid 

— Abbreviations (a) of certificate ; 
7 ‘of —— {c) of certified. 
certain Objective certainty, Properly, cer. 
tainty in - Deg L Tt consists in the ace pe of the real 
facta with an nmertion that might be made, Veon 
(184-83) Geet the term, in a sense closely a een cont 
that of reality, for that charecter of a fact which consists Cesel 
in its not only being — of our opinion as to its 
truth (which constitutes ite reality), but also in ite belting 
independent of our spatial and — relation te it— 
Ofa , assuredly; beyond dbuebt. Daa. di, 8 

certifiable aér’ti-fLa-bl), a. Capable of be- 
ing certified or attested: as, certifiable regults. 

certificate, ». 2, (6) An official written rep- 
resentation that some act has or has not been 
done, or that some event has occurred, or that 
some formal legal requirement has been ful- 
filled. It usually isaues from some court for the pur: 
pose of giving notice of things done in the court, or to wu. 
Chorize or warrant some act upon the part of some other 
court or judge. (c) A document used in the Brit- 
ish custom-house by which certain goods for- 
merly imported can be exported and the duties 
paid upon importation refunded.— Attorney's 
certificate, See xafterney!.- Audit certificate, 
Pandit. — of merit, a certificate issued to an Certificate t, 
enlisted man who has distinguished himself in service. Ogteosauria, 
It ts granted by the President of the United States upon 
the recommendation of the corps or 
mander and entities the bearer to extra 
is also enrolled in the annual Ann 
cate of a certificate —— by 
* ay me a 2** of ——— — lost | Sn 

certificate, | a a 

ten statement of the Judo preaié in os a a trial that a 
party is entitied to costa (4) The opi lon. of the court, 
Sened Dy the judges, upon a queation of haw submitted 
to them by the chancellor for their decision.-- Tax cer- 
tificate. Same as fax deed or tax lease (which see), 

certificator (s¢r‘ti-fi-ké-tor), », One who cer- 
tifles; one who makes or ves & certificate, 

tory (sér-tif’i-ki-to-ri), a. and u. I, a, 
Of the nature of a certificate; that serves to 
eertify: as, a letter certificatory, or written 
testimonial. 

II, x. A letter certificatory. 
,@. II, ". 1. Blue; cerulean color.— 

2. A blue-stocking. {Humorous.] 

Oh! ye, who make the fortune of all books ! 
Benign Cernleana of the second sex! 

Who advertise new Poenss by your looks, 
Your “imprimatur” will ye not annex? 

Byron, Don Juan, iv, 104. 

ceruleite (sé-ri'lé-it), w. [cerule(an) + -ite2.] 
A hydrated arseniate of aluminium and copper, 
occurring in bright blue elay-like masses: 
found in Chile, 

cerulic (sé-rii’lik), a. [L. caerul(us), —— 
-ic.] Of a blue color.—Cerulie acid, ar 
doubtful ———— — mec to oe formed by the 0 a Ros 
tion of caffetannic acid by the 

cernlignol (nd 20-lig’nél), n. * cerul( (ua), 
blue, + figu(am), wood, + -ol.) The methyl 
= of 3, Tr abciceriveestbahians HO 

(CgH;)OCHg. It is an oil with an odor 
whet resembles that of creosote; it boils at 
241° C, 

cerulin, ". See cerulein, 
1 (86-rii’mi- nal), a. 

+ -all.) Same as ceruminous. 
canal See wenaatl, cross, 4 strac- 

ture, oo the embryo of Pentastoma tarniotdes, shaped 
like a ralsod cross and situated in a cup-shaped groove 
It is the trace of the so-called ‘dorsal cone” which con: 

ital cot 
. His name 

The War Depart: eo War 
a soldier, 

[eertmen (min-) 

nected the two chitinous thickenings sarrounding the O 
embrya,— flexure, preg- 
nancy, See *fleriere, ete. — a. Sve 
auterior triangle —— —— neck and posterior frianute of the 
ror tindertna Cervical vertebra, Seu vertebra. 

ico-axillary (s¢r’vi-k6-wk’si-la-ri), a. Per- 
taining to both the neck and the axilla. 

orsal (sér‘vi-ké-dér’sal), a. [L. eer- 
viz, neck, + dorsum, back, + -al!.] Relating 
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tothe neck and back. The cervicodorsal region com- 
the neck and back; the cervicudoral vertebrie are 

—— the neck and thorax considered collectively, 
(sérvi-ké-skap’f-litr), a. II. 

—— neck, + scapula, shoulder-bla e. id Per- 
taining to both the neck and the seapul a. fle 

cervicothoracic —— — ik), a. 
cerviz, neck, + thorax, chest, thorax. 
ing to the neck and thorax, considered collee- 
tively. Proc, Zool, Soe, London, 1903, p, 272, 

cerevisial (s¢r-, ser-é-vis’ Lai), a, 
4. cercisia, beer.) Relating or pertaining to 

r. 
cervisious (sér-via’i- us), a, Same as *cervisial, 
cervoid (sér‘void), L. cerrus, a deer, + 
Gr. ate, te form.] aed e; resembling . deer. 

a white crystalline alcobol, ¢ of 
in a wax ns the ester of peal tes ta 

malta at vw C. When fased with caustic potash it yields 
corotic acid, Also called cerotin,—Oeryl ester, an ester 
derived from cery] alcohol and an acid. Chinese wax, or 
cerotin, is the ceryl ester of cerotic acid. 

conpitelions (xes-pit’e-lés), «a. Somewhat 

cespitin (ses’pi-tin), ». [L. ex (eae 
one, + -in®, * An oily base, Cri; aN, 
in coal-tar and peat-tar. 

tion of arms. See *arm?. 
".— Benefit of cession, See #/eneft.—-Treat ty 

a treaty by which territory is ceded or ma 
over by one commtry or sovereign to another, 

cestid (ses’tid), a. <A ctenophoran of the fam- 
ily Cestidar, 

Cestodariidx (ses-t6-da-rii-dé), m, (NL., 
< *Cestodaria + -idw.] A family o! — B8* 
mintha, of the order Cesteda, having the body 
unsegmented and the generative organs not 
repeated. The tumily fneludes the genera A duphins 
Archigetes, Caryophyl Gyrocotyle and Wageneria, 
Same as * Mf 
Cestoidea, 2. A group of tentaculate 

ite), 

oun 

onezod, 2. 

n. pl, 
Ctenophora having . compressed, bandlike \ 

the single family Cestide, Som 
me as *heradecane. Cy¢- : 

body and containin 
pane (sé‘tan), #. 

—— (s6‘té-d-sir), ». (NL. ceteoscurns, 
cetiosourus, gq. ¥.) Same as cetiosaurian, 

n, Bee *Cetiosauria, 
ceterach, ». 2. [cap.) Agenua of small pin- 
natifid pol —E ferns related to —_ 
ium. There are 3 or 4 species of like mod hers 
known being C. Ceferach (Ceterack of the old as 
Aagdeniwn Ceterach of Linnwns, or C. o agente 
moat tater writers) an Old Workd apectes foe, 
a8 ofthelmal, 

cetiosaur (s4’ti-d-sir), n. [NL. Cetiosaurus.] 
Same as er urian. 

Cetiosauria, Ceteosauria (sé‘ti-, s8/téj-si’- 
ri-A), n. pl. [NL.: see Cetiosawrus.] An or- 
der or suborder of ‘Dinosauria, which — 
the largest members of the — 
mous with Sawropoda, Seeley, dtinret 
antedated by Opisthocelia, Owen, 100. 

(sé-t6-mim‘i-dé), n. pl. [NL., 
< Cetominrus + -id@.] A family of deep-sea 
fishes of uncertain relationship. Two species are 
known, cach represented by a single specimen taken in 
the North ‘Adantic at a depth of over 1,000 fathoms 

Cetomimus (sé-t6-mi’mus), », [NL., ¢ Gr, 
— whale, + AMuac, mimic.] <A genué of 
deep-sea fishes. See *Cefomimida. 

Cetonia, .— Indian an American beetle, Bu- 
erie inde, formerly placed jn the genus Cefonia. It 

ees on 1 cvarnipe iret and sometiones on Lodian corn. 
Also called Sruit-chafer,— ay cate- 
nia, an American beetle, Ruphoria melanchotica, formerly 
— * = genus Cefonia, Also called the maslanshely 

An a of the Latin ceteris 
— us (which see). 

lid (s6‘til-id),n. [cetyl + -id?2.] A — 
ative of cerebrin, of composition Cg4Hj 99O75- 
Cevenole 67 sev’é-ndl),a. IF. Cérennex (moun- 
tains), f or pertaining to the Cévennes, in 
central France; specifically, relating to a type 
of man of western Europe, found in its most 
characteristic form in the Cévennes, The type 
is dark, very short-headed, and of short stat- 
ori 

‘lon e. See *borage. 
ce An abbreviation (a) of canto ferme, and 
x of — to the forces. 
i An abbreviation (b) of calf (binding). 
.F. and J. An abbreviation of cost, freight, 
and inseraace (which see, under *cost), 

0. G. An abbreviation (¢) of captain-general ; 
{d) of ** of the quard ; (e) of coastguard, 

. An abbreviation of centigram. 
-G.8. An abbreviation of commissary-general chafe-iron (chaf‘i‘érn), n. 

chafe-iron 

C.H. An abbreviation (c) of clearing-house. 
chabootra (cha-bi’traé), ». (Hind. chabitra. 
A paved or plastered terrace-platform attache 
to a house or in a garden. [Anglo-Indian.] 
Yule and Burnell, 

chabot (shii-bd’), ». [F. chabot, dial. cabot, OF. 
cabot, lit. *big-headed,’ ¢ LL. *eapum, L. 
caput, head: see chief.) The miller's thumb 
or bullhead: sometimes used in heraldry as a 
bearing, 

chac-chac (chik’chik), ». [Imitative of a 
light rattling sound.) A rude rattle, consist- 
ing of a bladder filled with loose objects, used 

the negroes of the West Indies. 
chackur (chik’er), n. [Also chauker, ¢ Hind, 
Pers, chdkar.] A servant; a menial servant: 
aot now in use in India except in the (Hind.) 
aoe naukar-chackur, meaning ‘the whole 

dy of servants from the highest (maker) tu 
the lowest (chackur),’ Yule and Burnett, 
—* (chi? k§-8°6@-lyS), a. [Quichua 
chaeu, the taking of wild animals by surround. 
ing them; oes clan.) A dance of the Indians 
of Peru and Bolivia, symbolizing the capture 
and killing of the vicugna; also a rain-iance. 

chevtigerous (ké-tij’e-rns), a. Bearing or 
provided with Rate: ‘as, the chatigerous seg- 
ments of an annelid. 
C (NL. (Seribner, (ké-tok'l6-4), » 

+ xisa (7740), russ. ] 
Agenus of motocot- 
yledonous — plants 
of the family I’va- 
cee, See Setaria, 

chetoderm (he to- 
dérm), mn. (NL. 
chetoderma.) One 
of the Chetoderma- 
tid, 
chetodontiform 
ké-t6-don’ti- 

farm), a. Having 
the form of a chw- 
todontoid fish. 

ze (ka? - 
to-mi-d'sé-6), n. pl. 
{NL., < Chetomium 
+ -ncex.) A family 
of pyrenomycetous 
fungi named from 
the genus Cheto- 
mium, and charac- 
teri by mem- 
branous superficial 
perithecia having 
the upper portion, 
especially, cov- 
ered with elon- 

ted, more or less 

1897), < Gr. airy, mane, 

— lance. ranched hairs and 
te spikel A] 7 

scties plitsiiy remored @uhee ine Simple dark - col - 
grains ¢.@ flower showing the — spores. 
stigmas; @, a spikelet with 
showing a — — * eatophoraceous 

tod Pron’ “fAanseutemiiien. *— shius), 
83 “heelophoracese 

+ -ous,) Belonging or or aining to the 
Chectophoraces. 

chetopodan (ké-top’d-dan), a. [chetopod + 
-an.] Having the characters of the Chetopoda. 
Encye. Brit., XXV. 452. 

chetopterin (ké-top’te-rin), a,  [Chartopter-us 
+ -in?.] A pigment found in Chatopterus. 
—— ——— mi), rn. [N . (Corda, 

829), < Gr, yairy, mane, bristle, + orpdua, 
covering.) A genus of hyphomycetous fun 
having the conidiophores arranged in blae 
bristles masses surrounded by black septate 
ristles, The conidia are one-celled and dark-colored. 

C. Secchart occurs on withered spots on leaves of sayrar- 
cate. 

(ké’té-tak-si), u. (NL. ,*chetotaria, 
J Gr, yarty, bristle, + rage, order.) The ar- 
—I of bristles on the different parts 

e body of dipterous insects. 

This contains a careful exposition of the chwtotary 
of the Meseide, which Dr. Hough considers one of his 
principal contributions to entomology. 

Entomological News, 1008, p. 247. 

chaf, v. and n. A simplified spelling of chaff. 
chafant (cha‘fant). a. [chafe + -ant.] In her., 
chafing; enraged; furious; applied to an en- 
raged boar when used as a beuring. 

An iron affixed to 
the body or gear of a vehicle to protect it oh. subsistence. 

. An abbreviation (a) of China; (6) of from injury by the wheel when the vehicle is 
Chinese ; (¢) of check (in chess). turning. 



* 

chaff 

chaff! (chaf), r. t, [ehagfl, mn.) 1. To ent 
into chaff. See chagfl, n., 2. 
How long does it take to cha, enallage? 
Ketura 7 ( British} Bneliape Cosmmetsotonere (leet, Ls 

ay mix with chaff.—3. To furnish with 
ehat, 

chaguar (chii-guiir’), ». [Native name.) A 
name in northwestern Argentina for the *ear- 
agruata (which see), 

chai (chi), ». [Also chy; Gipsy.) A Gipsy 
irl or woman, 

chain na. 8, Aruff of recurved feathers adorn- 
ing the neck of some breeds of pigeons, such 
as the jacobin.—9, An abbreviation of mown- 
tain-chain and voleanic chain,—10, A collec- 
tion or continuum which has reference to a 
certain mode of correspondence such that no 
one individual or point corresponds to more 
than one individual or point, this mode of cor- 
respondence being thought of as a sort of 
mapping such that one part of the map ma 
eoincide with another, but no part of the eol- 
lection or continuum mapped is represented 
twice over on the map. If the map Is a part or the 
whole of what is ma that which is mapped Is called 
achain. Morcover, if P is any part of what is mapped, 

of hole collection or con- 

Now that chain whole) af wey 
ible chain that contains P is led the chain of FP. 
term (G. beffe) was introdaced by R. Dedekind, who 

restricted it to jections ; but the had long before 
been derived by Gauss by generalizing the A com 

of 5* See *emapping. It is evident that if to 
P be joined the representation of P on the map, and also 
the representation of that on the map and so on endlessly, 
the sum of all these will be the chain of P.--Closed 

in chem., several atoins united in sach a manner 
as to form a ring. Sve teyclic — 

a quarrille.— chain . Seo wimmeunity 
or.—Monobar chain, « conveyerchain 

cont cord af a series Joined Together of straight bars 
by flexltie knuckle-jotnts which allow a certain amount 

Monobar<hain, 
aa.chaini 4, conveyers <4. Nights, peshiag load; ¢ 4, tights 

fetersing inverted: ¢, danged wheels supporting Syhteaed chain; 
J. dumping pote tn conveyor trugh) g. control of dumper, Lower 
attow, working direction; upper arrow, idle direction, 

of Interal play in passing wheels and curves, while 
serving a connection in line with the —33 of 
the conveyer, It is used with conveyers that employ 
flights to push the lewd al a fixed trough. the chain 
supporting the weight of the flights in both positions See 
eeonveyer aml *fightl,— Open ¢ in chew. throe 
or Teore ators United to form a chain the ends of which 
are not further united to form a ring.— St. Peter's 
chains, See #eiut].—Side-chain, ‘an ns #reeep- 
tor,— Bilent chain, « trade-name of a power trunsmission 
chain composed of a series of links placed in groups sie 
by side and riveted to form at band: socalled be- 
catise of its noiseless action in passing over a sprocket- 
w & comveyer-chain in which heel.— Steeple-' chain, 
each link has a hood or cover. Two of more chains 
— side by side in sunken channels can be naed to 
form a carrier, The covers project above the channels 
and serve aa a platform om which freight may be tnuns- 
ported for short distances. 

chain-block (chan’blok), n. A trade-name of 
a hand-power hoist for lifting heavy weights ; 
a chain-hoist. Itiscasentially a hoisting-tackle which 
employs blocks or gearing opernted by hand or by means 
of an endless chain, Two of more bhocks are for the 
holsting-chaina, and different types of gearing are used in 
the dozen or more types of block in common ase. Some 
forms of block are self-locking, and others use a rope 
instead! of a chain.—Chain-block crane, See *crane?, 

chain-board (chin‘bérd), ». In an arithma- 
ehine, a flat surface composed of flat, parallel, 
movable, endless chains bearing numbers in 
relief, and actuated manually by the use of a 
stylus. 

chain-brake (ehdn’brik),». An early form of 
power train-brake in which the levers attached 
to the brake-beams and acting to press the 
brake-shoes against the wheels were actuated 
by chains which were wound up on drums 

8.—15 
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driven by the revolution of the axles of the 
trucks of the car. These drums were made to re- 
volve and wind up the chaln on them by throwing ina 
friction-clutch which compelled them to turn with the 
revolving wheel and axle, The wheel was thus nade to 
retard its own motion, When the chaing were wound 
up tight, the clateh slipped enough to prevent breakage. 

chain-cover (chin’kuv’ér), ». In an arith- 
machine, a movable metal strip used to cover 
any one of the chains inthe chain-board. See 
*chain-board. 
chain-drive (chin-driv), ». A method of 
transtnitting power from the motor of a motor- 
car or motor-cyele to the driving-axle or driving- 
wheels by means of chains the links of whie 
e the teeth of sprocket-wheels: distin- 
— from belt-driveor shaft-drive, The chains 

ide, and each wheel is sepa. 
rately connected by ite chain to the differential or counter. 

poi ay 
much exposed to mad and dirt in service. — 

chain-feed (chin’féd), ». In mach., & feed 
consisting of an endless chain running over 
sprockets: used for a t variety of pur- 
poses, such as feeding balks of timber to frame- 
saws, hoisting ice, coal, ete., on inclined run- 
ways, and feeding metal pieces to tempering 
furnaces. 

-fern, ".—Giant chain-fern, Woodlwardia 
Lae a western American ally of the area We 

ieana, 

chain chain-gra, chin‘ ‘Iz), m pl. See grapples ( grap’lz) P 
* gra; . 

chaincholst (chén’hoist), ». 1, A lifting or 
hoisting apparatus in which the stress of lift. 
ing the load is borne by a chain over pulleys or 
on winding-barrels inatead of by a rope.—2, 
A form of power- or hand-hoist using a chain 
instead of having either Ly fp “seer or pueu- 
matic pressure lift the load directly without 
pulleys or winding-barrel. 

-machine — aon gard jn A 
machine for forming into links a long cotton 
warp or chain of yarn, to facilitate the handling 
of it in the processes of bleaching or dyeing. 
Sometimes ealled a chain-warping machine. 

a, 2, In mach,, without a chain: 
used to describe machines or vehicles in which 
at one time a chain-gear or chain-drive was 
used, butin which it has been replaced by direct 
gears and shafting: as, a chainless bievele, a 
chainiess motor-car, ete. 

chain-oiler (chin‘oilér), », <A device for the 
continuous oiling of a shaft, consisting of a 
loose, endless chain which hangs from the 
shaft, reaches down into a reservoir of oil, and, 
as it revolves with the shaft, carries oil up 
upon it as long as the shaft revolves, 

chain-pillar (chan'pil‘iir), w. In mining, a 
pillar of coal left to protect the gangway and 
air-course, and running parallel to these pass- 
ages. 

chain-pipe, ». 2. A long leather tube forcov- 
ering the trace-chains of harness as a protec- 
tion against injury from the chains themselves. 
chain-riveting (chin’riv’et-ing), n. A mode 
of double or triple riveting in which two or 
more rivets are in & line perpendicular to the 
edge of the plate, instea of the second rivet 
being placed haif-way between two front rivets 
as in staggered riveting, 

chain-road (chin’réd), », An underground 
wagon-way worked by an endless chain, 

chain-tackle (chan’tak’!), », A tackle in 
which a chain is used in place of a rope; a 
chain-hoist: «a small hoisting-device much 
used in shops for raising heavy pieces by man- 
ual labor. It is usually a differential-geared 
tackle. 

chain-tender (chin‘ten‘dér), n. 
*sled-tender, 

chain-trace (chin’tras), ». A chain used in 
place of « leather trace, In nddition toa hook and 
Nhg at each end, it haa, at a central point, a swivel which 
serves to keep It from becoming twisted. 

chain- n. A method of mining coal simi- 
lar to that called variously pillar and breast, 
(which see under pillar), room and rance, pil- 
lar and stall, stoop and room, ete. 
chain-work, ». 3. Metal-work consisting of 
interlacing or intertwined rings or loops, as 
in chain-mail, 

Same as 

chalazodermia 

chair, . 2. (c) The office or dignity of chief 
—— of a city or corporate town in Eng- 
land, especially of the City of London: ax, an 
alderman below the chair is one who has not 
yet served as lord mayor, 

The Lord Mayor, Alderman, and Principal Ofcers of 
the City of Lon ++. All the above have passed the 
Civie Cheer. Whitaker's Almanack, 188h, p. 251. 

7. In glass-blowing, a seat of special construc- 
tion in which the —— — sits, using the 
elongated and horizontal arms as vr rts for 
the pontil as he rolls it backward an forward; 
henee, the gang of men who work in and about 
such a chair.—Boatewain's , See ehoaharain. chair, 
— Double chair, a short sofa long enough to seat two per- 

ir Hed to be ooeupled sont. Electric chair, a cha! 
by a condemned criminal when put to death by electric 
* a Wheelchair or invalid’ chair 
which can be opernted by the occupant. See wheel-chair. 
~~ Morris , & low, deep-seated chair, with flat, 

traight arms which are continued backward for a 
little distance beyond the body of the chair and there 
notched on top, and a hinged beck whieh may be placed 
atany angle and kept in tion at that angle by a wor · 
able cross-bar or rad which rests in the notchea The 
cushions for the seat amd back are separate and thick, So 
called because devised, aa bs alleged, or Wem Morris, 

poet. Obstetrical chair, « chair of special con- 
struction formerly in use for women during confinement. 
—The Chatrs!, the chairman and depaty chairman of 
the East India Company.—To 2 ‘ 

Sela aerate edhe iting cai presi! rata m — a 
pi into which, forme: ¥, unruly insane persons 
were sometimes stra and whirted roand rapidly to 
conftse and subdue them. 

chair-balance (chiir’bal’ans), v. A weighin 
apparatus in which a chair-seat is suspend 
from the hook or movable part of a spring- 
balance. The person to be weighed fs seated in the 
chair, while the balance is supported overhead at a con- 
venient height 

chair-board (chir’bérd), ». Same as chair- 
rail, 

chair-car (chiir’kiir), ». A railrond-car fitted 
with reelining chairs, often used on night trains 
instead of a regular sleeping-car. 

r (chir’mé*‘kér), ». A maker of 
Chairmaker’s bulrush. Sec American æuret · 

Baw. Seu wernt. 

nx, 8, One who wheels an invalid’s 
or other similar chair. 

#.— Boston chaise, a two-wheeled carriage in- 
vented by Chauncey Thomas of Testor, Massachusetts 
The body, which i of the chabse-type, fe saspended at Ue 
rear end upon leather braces attached to the ends of the 
alin, int are bent to halfclreles tack of the sthaft- 
har, These half-circles are attached to the axle by long, 
fint, hulf-elliptic springs. The portions between theepring- 
— pass Under the axle without being commected 
with it, 

chakanani (chii-kii-nii’ni), x. [Aymari of Bo- 
livia.) A society of Indian dancers represeut- 
ing originally the warriors. 

chakra (chi’kri),». (Skt. chakra, a wheel, 
eirele, ete.: see cycle.) A circle; a discus or 
mystic circle placed in the hands of pictured 
Hindu gods. Also chackra, 
chakravartin (chii-kra-viir’tin), a.  [Skt. cha- 
kravartin, turning on wheels, ¢ chakra, wheel, 
+ vartin, being, abiding, ete., ¢ f ert, turn, 
be, abide, ete.: see rerse,] In Sanskrit 38 
a universal sovereign, ‘the wheels of whose 
chariot roll everywhere without obstruction.’ 

The portents troabled, till his drean-readers 
Augured a Prince of earthly dominance, 
A Chakravartin, sweh ns rise to rule 
Once ih ewclt Chotaamd years, 

Edicin Arwold, Light of Asia, 1, 56, 

chairs.— 
rush, — 

chal) (chal), a. [Gipsy.] Agipsy boy; alad; 
a fellow. 

chal* (chal), ». [Beng.}] In India, husked rice. 

Chal., Chald. Abbreviations (a) of Chaldaic ; 
(b) of Chaldean; (ce) of Chaldee; (d) [Le] of 
chaldron, 

(chii-lé‘nii). nm. [Argentine.] Along, 
shallow, flat-bottomed boat used on the rivers 
of Argentina, 

There were, besides, three chalanas, 22 feet long by 7 
feut beam by 1 foot ? inches —. 

Geog. Jovr, (KH. G. 3), XV. Son, 

Chalarothoraca (kal-a-ro-thor’a-kit), n. pl. 
(NL., ¢ Gr. yedapdc, loose, + fépas, breast. 
plate, breast.) An order of Meliozoa in which 
the skeleton is composed of loosely arranged, 
isolated silicious spicules. It includes the 
genera Raphidiophrys, Acanthocystis, and 
others, Also chalarathoracida, 
chalazian (ka-li‘zi-an),«. In bot., resembling 
or pertaining 1o a chalaza, See chalaza, 1, 
chalazodermia (ka-la-r6-dér’mi-f), », (NL., 
« Gir, yatate, a hailstone, knot, tuberele, + 
dépue, skin.) Same as dermatolysis, 



cnalazogam 

chalemgam (ka-laz’6-gam), ». A plant in 
which fertilization takes place through the 
chalaza, asin Casuarina, 

c (ka-laz’6-gam‘ik),a, Character- 
ized by —— 

y (kal-s-zog’a-mi), . (NI. cha- 
taza, chalaza, + Gr. -yayia, ¢ yauoc, marriage. ] 
In bot,, fertilization through the chalaza. 

Chaleas (chal’kas),». (NL. (Linneeus, 1767), 
— {in reference to the mar kings of the wood} 

Gr, yaAndc, copper.) A genus of dicotyledo- 
nous trees of the family Rutace#. The wood of 
C, paniculata, which shows brown veins and 4 is 

x prized for knife-handles by the Malays. See Mur- 
roya. 

chalcedonize (kal-sed’é-niz), v. ¢.; pret. and 
p- chalcedonized, ppr. chaleedonizing. = 
ony + -ize.] To preserve inor replace by 

chaleedony: a term frequently applied to the 
fossils, especially the sponges, of the Chalk 

chalchal (chiil-chiil’), ». [Argentine.] The 
name in Argentina of a tree of the soapberry 
family, Allophylus edulis, or of ita edible fruit. 
It is found from southern Brazil to Argentina 
and yields a wood suitable for carpentry, cab- 
inet work, and turning. 

chalchuite (chai‘ché-it), ». [Nah. chalchihuitl.] 
The bluish-green turquoise of New Mexico. 

te iyeseontervne puruta Sipephre rep a miernu mo RTE, ol 

diata, of the chalchloid family Sneyrtidw, which destroys 
the of the parple scale of the orange, Lepidosaphes 

chalcidid (kal‘si-did), ». Of or belonging to 
the hymenopterous family Chaleidide. 

oid (kal’si-doid),. anda, I, ». Amem- 
ber of the hymenopterous superfamily Chalei- 

TT a. Ot or bel to the h t a, Of or belonging to the enopterous 
superfamily Chaleidoidea tes 

cididg considered as a superfami 
ehalcis-fly (kal’sis-fli), ». A hymenopterous 
parasitic — usually minute, belonging to 
the family Chaleidid#.—Ceecropia chalcis-fly, a 

yellow American chaleidid parasite, 
iciemaarive, which attacks many large caterpillars, 

and especially the lyphemus and promethea 
larve.— Clover-seed , Same as clover-sred 
term (which see, under *eeed-iwernm X 

chalcogr: n. 2. Acollection of engraved 
[posed prints. The coreoureeny ot the 

uvre was established by Louis y. and 
contains now about 6,000 plates from which 
impressions are still made and sold, 

copper, + -ite?.) Same as chalcovite 
chaleolam u 
qaaAndy, — + Aapzpdc, shining, + 
niobate and silicate of zirconium, the cerium 
metals, calcium, and other metals. It oceurs 
in dark brown to red octahedrons in southern 
Greenland. 

chalcolite (kal’k6-lit), m. (Gr. xaAndc, copper, 
+ difinc, stone.) Same as torbernite, 

chalcolithic (kal-k6-lith’ik), a. (Gr. xa%xéc, 
co per, bronze, + Aifoc, stone, + -ie.] Per- 
tain ng to the bronze age, as the third of the 
four periods of man’s — — namely, 
the —— the neolithic, the chalcotithie, 
and the iron. 
The Neolithic vase-types, the oldest of which is the well. Where the mineral was found.) A sulphid of !anded 

oidea (kal"si-da-id’é-1), n. pl TheChal- ge 
y- 

te (kal-k6-lamp’rit), ». [Gr. chall zee, (eae eee al 
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chalk, »., 1. In geological nomenclature the term 
chalk lina been em ved with a Yariety of meanings Ip 
the English subdivisions of the Cretaceous system the 
Chalk constitutes the upper part of this system, resting 
on the Galt and —— 8 in turn Lies on the 
basal division or Wealden, e Chalk is divided inte (1) 
Lower Chalk, inctuding the Chalk marl and the Gray 
Chalk of Folkestone ; (2) Middle Chalk without fints, in- 
eluding the Nodular Chalk, Chalk without Mints, and 
Chalk Rock of Dover; and () Upper Chalk with fiints, 
including many local subdivisions. The Med Chalk is a 
ferruginows rock lying at the base of the Chalk series in 
hortliern England. See the extract. 

The White Chalk of ‘land and northwest Wranes 

-+. Composed mainly of crambled 
foraminifera, urchins, mollaska, ete., it must have been ae- 
cumulated in a sea tably free from sediment, like some 
of the foraminiferal ooze of the — There 

glodigerina-coze is being laid down. Indeed 
the character of the foraminifera, and the variety and 
association of the other ongunic are pot like 
those which have been foand to exist now on the deep 
floor of the Athantic, but nt rather the characters of 
a shallow-water fauna. ‘Geikte, Textbook of Geol, p. #27. 

chalk, umber or chalk colored with umber.— 
mixture, chalk suspended in Bavored water, used 

in the diarrhea of fifants and a8 an antacid,.— 
a 

ata ty —— or pints of prepared chal! 
sigh is written or 
cham, nad whe parfave net be be printed Ce removed with 
a brush. From the surface so a stercot: 

Comanche serie 

Fng. geol.,a local diviaion of the U 7 a ¥ e 
typically e at Margate in ken 
greater thickness (400 feet) in the —— basin. 
occupies about the middle af the U . being 
underlain by the Broadstairs and Margaret's 
and overlain by the Norwich chalk. On the continent it 
is known aa the marsupite sone from the prevalence of 
the crinoid Marsupites.. Red (6) leap.) In Brg. 

M., & lard, modular chalk, tinted red-brown iron 
oxida, which in Norfolk, Lincolnshire, and V. ire Lies 
at the hase of the Lower Chalk or Cenomanian and reste 
on the Upper Neooomian Carstone. It is regarded aa 
— ¢ the Galt which i otherwise absent in this 
reg 

chalk-body (chik’bod‘i), ». 
white earthenware of —5 
ance, quite thin and exce ly brittle, made 
by Robert Wilson at Hanley, England, toward 
the end of the eighteenth century. The mark 
was the letter C beneath a crown. 

chalk (cbak’gland), n. In bot, a mul- 
ticellular gland which deposits caleareous 
matter, the secretion escaping through a spe- 
eial channel called a water-pore. Such glands 
are found in some saxifrages and other plants, 

enge, 7. 10. In the East Indies, an ex- 
eeption taken by a ryot to the assessment of a 
neighbor's holding when it is less than that 
of his own poorer — accompanied by an 
offer to take over the neighbor's holding atla 
higher assessment, and a claim for the assess- 
— on his own to be correspondingly re- 
nced.— ‘ low, je aa prin. —— ——— 

challie (chal’i), n, [Ceylon.] A subsidiary 
copper coin of Ceylon, equal to one twelfth of 
an anna or one pie. 

te (chii’mér-zit), 1. [Named forG. 
‘halmers, superintendent of the mine, in Brazil, 

, ith na subilivi-e 
ite of Texna. See 

smestone— Pullers 
chalk, in 

is series, 
4, but attals 

A decorative 
chalky appear- 

chamelerin 

chameecrista (¢ Gr. yapai, on the ground, low, 
+ L, crista, crest (referring to NL. Crista pa- 

~vonis, ‘ peacock’s creat,’ a pre-Linnwan name of 
a cwsalpiniaceous plant)), + E. -oid.) Having 
the characters of Cassia Chamzcrista; belong- 
ing to the section Chamecrista of the genus 

Chamadaphne (kam -6-daf’né), n. L. 
Moench, 17, adopted from Buxbaum, AOL 
Gr, yapuaddogry, dwarf laurel, ¢ yauei, on the 
7* » + digvy, the laurel.) A genus of 
icotyledonous shrubs of the family Lricacee. 
* ‘assandra, bene [a - 

sprosope ( -é-pros‘ép), a. (Gr. yawai, 
low, + — * eel A kul or a person 
with a broad, low face. Deniker, Kaces of 

—— (kam’é ik),a. (Ch -pro-sop’ik), a. am- 
eprosope + as Characterized by or exhibit- 
Th SamnErotopy: Buck, Med, Handbook, 

me Abs ee ee Pn 
aaneprosope b-y5.] In anthrop., » low form 

of face, having a facial index of 90 and less. 
Biometrika, Aug., 1902, p. 434. 

ite, n. Same as kamacite, chamasi 
= chamber, ». 8, The place where the moneys 

due the government (municipal or other) are 
received and kept; the treasury; the chamber- 
lain’s office. See chamberlain, 2.— Aqueous 
chamber, Sec chambers of the eye. Chamber of ac- 

bh court as to the English Court 

chamber, a large ball fn the *5 of Westminster 
Abbey, noted as the moeting-place (1) of the famous West- 

of the British 
years 

roalyoed the present Revised Version of the Hible; and 
{5 of the Upper House of Convocation of the Province of 
‘antertury: #0 named from its tapestried walls which 
a one olay ater 8 Geary IV. ae 
- ⸗ large receptacle maide of sheet- 
darned together Without solder {autogenous soldering), 
and supported outside by wooden or fron framework : used 

chamber, « circular glass dish with a 
bacteriological cultares in a moist a upra- 

chamber, in bivalve mollusks, a cavity on 
the dorsal side of the gilla into which the water-tubes 
open and throagh which the water passes into the cloaca. 
— Vitreous chamber, the hollow of the eyeball between 
——— lens and Uhe retina, containing Uhe Vitreous 

chamber-acid (chim’bér-as‘id), n. anda, I, 
». Sulphuric acid in the condition and of the 
stre at which it is removed from the lead 
eham in which it is commonly produced 
on the large scale, before it has been purified 
and concentrated by evaporation, 

II, «. Having the character and strength 
of the acid as removed from the lead ¢ham- 
bers: as, * ‘strength. 

bered rom, miteral veins w lage cavers-like de. 
Yelopmen' 

chamber-gas (chimbér-gas ), * The gas, or 
mixture of gases, contained in the large lead 
chambers commonly used in the manufacture 
oe — acid. G, Lunge, Sulphurie Acid, 

chamberlain, n. 3, In Great Britain, the fac- 
tor or high steward of a nobleman or great 

proprietor. 
— (chim ‘ bér-lin-ri), a. known red and black ware, gradually progress until they iron and ¢ bro Ww % The 

merge insenstbly into those of the earliest dynastic 1 a oy Fi 4 vagh A flor -og —————— office of chamberlain; chamberlainship. 
whic! was C — — * — chalona (cbi-l6’n&), », (Origin not ascer- Seoteb.J 
OAS BOTY AERA DOG, Mme etty ees Seats Fy Deen ee tained.) In South America, sun-dried meat ber-tomb (chim’bér-tim), », An under- chalcosin (heal k6-sin), nm (Gr. xarxde, copper, in general. See chargui, und burial-vault, + -ose + -in 3 Same as chalcocite. (shi-l5p’), m. [F.: see shallop.) leon, ». 4. Same as chameleon, 3. 

chalcotheca (kal-k6-thé kil), n. [Gr. yarno- Same as shallop, ’ ~Chameleon top. See #top3, th, © xadxic, bronze, + Ofer, depository.] In parGhs ok. chameleon-fly (ks-mé’I-on-fi*), ». A Euro- 
Gr. antig., & depository for Drones. The « chal- Ghalukyan architecture. See *architecture, pean black and yellow stratiomyid fly, Strat- 
tions of te fourth centary mc Traces of the baliding Chamsecephalous (kam-<¢-sef’a-lus), a. Same !¢mys chamuelcon. | according to Goedart it will live 
are supposed to have been found immexiiately weat of the 
Parthenon. It contained the bronze treasures of Athena, 
and various arma and other objects Delocging to the 
state, There were similar buildings at Delos and elae- 
where 

chalet, ». 4. (Short for F. chalet de névessité.) 
Amore or less ornamental strueture placed at 
convenient points in cities, containing urinals, 
lavatory, ete,, for public convenience; a mod- 
ern street ‘necessary.’ 

chalice, ». 3. A cup-shaped globe for diffas- 
ing light. W.L,. Dibdin, Public Lighting, p. 406, 

dhation- ewer (chal’is-flou’ér), n. The daffo- 
dil* so named from the cup-shaped tube of 
the inner perianth. 

chalinine (kal‘i-nin), a. [Chalina + -inel,] 
Resembling a sponge of the genus Chalina: as, 
the chalinine type of fiber. £, A, Minchin, 

“phatic. 
c (kam-6-kong’kik), a. Charac- 

terized by or exhibit! 7 Bio- 
metrika, Aug., 1902, p, 

chameconchous (kam-€-kong’kus), a. Same 
as *chamaconchic, 
chameconchy (kam-é-kong’ki), u. [Gr, yayai, 
low, + xoyy7, shell.) In anthrop., a low form 
of the orbits, showing an orbital index of 80 
and less: used by German anthropologists. 
Biometrika, March-July, 1904, p. 214, 

chamecranial (kam-6-kri‘ni-al), a. [Gr. 
xeuai, low, + xpevioy, skull.) Characterized 
by or exhibiting a low skull, of a length-height 
index of 70 and less: used by German anthro- 
ologists, Miometrika, March—July, 1904, p.240, 

chammeristoid (kam-@-kris’toid), a. INL. 

as cham nine months without food, hence the popular and specitic 
Tues. 

chameleonic (ka-mé-lé-on’ik), a. [chameleon 
+ -ic.] Given, like the chameleon, to frequent 
change; inconstant; fickle. 

Poets — the best of them, are a 7— cameleonie race. 
Shelley, Letter to Mr. and Mrs. Gisborne, Hd ee 

chameleon-moth (ka-mé'lé-on-mith), n, A 
vernacular neme for a South Afriean noctuid 
moth, det@a chameleon: so named on account 
of its extreme variability in color. 
chamelerin (ka-wel’ér-in), ». [G. chamdlerin, 
CNL, Chamalar(inm) + -in®,] An amorphous 
intensely bitter glucoside, aglt ay foune 
in Chamalarium lvterm, which is used as a 
uterine tonic, It resembles saponin, 



chamelognathous 
thous (kam-é-log’na-thus),a. (Gr. championize (cham’pi-gn-Iz), ¢.; pret. and pp. change 

yauntic, low, + jvatloc, jaw.) In anthrop., 
having a low face, with reference to the 
tance from alveolar point to nasion, Sergi, 

er, n.--Chamfer attachment, a cuide designed 
to be affixed to the blade of a draw-kulfe to enable the 
operator to cat uniform fers. 

chamfer-bit (cham’fér-bit), n. A bitin which 
& cutting-edge, set at an angle with the axis 
of the tool, cuts a conical entrance by cham- 
fering the edges of the cylindrical hole. Also 
chamfering-bit. 

chamfered joint. See *joint. 
chamfe -machine (cham ’ fér-ing-ma- 
shén‘), x, A machine for cutting the bevel 
on a nut or on the head of a bolt and for 
rounding off the end of a bolt, It is customary 
to use a turret-machine for this purpose. 
chamfer-plane (cham‘fér-plin), ». A plane 

' in which the forward section, or end, is mova- 
ble up or down for convenience in making 
ehamfers, By the use of supplementary sec- 
tions, with special bits, the plane can be used 
to make ornamental chamfers. 

‘orm (kam’‘i-férm), a. Same as chama- 
orm, 

a, 8, A very soft leather made from 
sheepskin; the flesh side of split sheepski 
{the grain side being used for fancy leather). 

is is the so-called ‘chamoisekin’ sold in the shops 
Probably no genuine c 5 ne are used commer- 

4. in textile coloring, a name sometimes ap- 
fed to iron buff because of its resemblance 
= oolor to chamois-skin, See iron busf, under 

uffl, nm. 
cheats (sham’wo or sham‘i), er. t. To tan or 
dress by means of repeated oiling and milling. 
Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 165, 

chamotte (sha-mot’), ». [Origin not aseer- 
tained; spe. F. in factory use (f).) Frag- 
ments of already burnt fireclay, as of the old 
saggars of a reelain factory, ground to pow- 
der and used, in admixture with fresh ‘are: 
elay, in making new vessels, The old material 
serves to diminish the shrinkage of the mix- 
ture in the burning. Thorpe, Diet. Applied 
Chem., I. 502, 
camp (champ), a, [Related to champ!, r.] 

Hard; firm: as, a good champ road, [Prov. 
Eng. ; chiefly Surrey and Sussex.) 
champaca (chim-pii’k&), nm. [Philippine Sp. 
champaca (Tagalog and Bisaya san )» < 
Skt. champaka; see champak,) A name inthe 
Philippines of Michelia Champaca, a tree 
whose fragrant, magnolia-like flowers together 
with those of Cananginm odoratum, yield an 
essential oil highly valued for — and 
when digested in cocoannt-oil yield the Macas- 
sar — of commerce, See champak and Mi- 
chelia, 
champacol (cham’pa-kol), ». [champaca + 
-ol.] A cam hor-like body, CygHogO, found 
in the oil of ¢ —— wood, and in guaiaeum 
wood. Also call 1 guatol. 

TH) 

milk by fermentation of the 
it containg S. F. , Handbook of Indus 

(sham-pin‘iz), t. £; pret. cham 
. champagnized, ppr. cham izing. [cham- 

pone teen) te hapart —— qual- 
ity to (other wines). 

A very interesting apparatus 
which wines are rapidly cham ized without resorting 
to the complicated processes that have hitherto been em- 

‘ent, ¢ apparatas is christened the “ Moussogéne” 
“ froth-generntor ~), and is used by the inventor for cham 
pagnizing bia wines in order to remler them salable at 

prices. more remunerative 
Sei. Amer., Dec, 31, 100, p. 477. 

champana (chiim-pi’nii), a. [Pg. champana, 
also champdo, = Sp. champan, ¢ Malay sam- 

hans ‘ (shath par!) » ‘hamperty ath~ .n. (FP. see cham ‘ 
Iu French law, & ——— estate in Teed 
granted upon condition that the grantee shall 
share hp ab the grantor. 
champi (chiim’pé),». [Quichua champi,a club 
(of wood, lead, ete.).] Copper, bronze, and 
brass. (Bolivia, 

champion', ». 4. An animal or a plant to 
which, or to its owner, the first prize hax been 
awarded in a competition, as at a 
horse-, cattle-, bench-, or other show, or which 
has taken a number of prizea.—5, Some va- 
riety of vegetable, fruit, implement, or the 
953 br which the highest excellence is 
¢laimed. 

(has been invented) by 
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championized, ppr. championizing. [champion 
+ «ize.) I. trans. To champion: as, to coats. 
pionize one’s cause. 

IL. intrans. To play the champion. 
onship, ».-- Amateur golf p ast P, anon £eg canseatts 

Champlain Same as #champlicin period. 
plain in Amer. geot., & * introdaced by R 

itcheowk, and adopted and procualyated by Dana, for 
the of ern continental depression general 
concomitant with or effecting in part the final breaking 
up of the leesheet of the glacial period, and character- 
ized by high level depesita and beaches and terraces on 
the margins of present active of extinct waterw) and 
the sea. It is one term in the Quaternary, Post-pliocene, 

imperceptibly into the recent or human peri 
Champosaurus (kam-p6-si’rus), a. A genus 
of extinct rhynechocephalian aquatic reptiles 
of large size, with elongate snout and double- 
headed cervical ribs. Ita remains have been found 
in the Lower Kocene of Europe and America and also in 
the Laramie Cretaceous beds. Med 

a champy (cham‘pi), a. [champ + -y!.] 
— soft throdigh ai. —— by cattle 
or the like: as, a champy way. 

See khaman, n. B 
Chan., . Abbreviations of chancellor. 
chafiar (chiin-yir’), ». [Native name in 
Argentina.] A small, thorny, leguminous tree 
of Argentina, Gourliea decorticans, the bard 
wood of which is used for tool-handlea, The 
pods are sweet and edible and form the princi food of 
the Indians of the Gran Chaca. A fermented beverage Is 

from the pods, which is known aa aloja de chafar, 

u.⸗ chance, a bility of aue · 
coeding Rey yd ‘great effort, Collog,| . : 
chanceabl a, 2, Non-easential ; merely inci- 
dental and subsidiary; accidental or of the 
nature of an accident, 
Reason. . . thinketh pleaswer a chanceable thing to 

honestee. 7 Chete, Matt, xvi 68 N. B.D. 

chancellorate (chan‘sel-or-it), ». Same as 
chancellorship. 

lloress (chin’sel-or-es), n, A chan- 
cellor’s wife. (Nonce-word.] 
"Ia it pleasing to go to bed. . . and have your wife 

naggt 2 becatise she has not been invited to the ly 
Clenetitorent’s soirée? Thackeray, Lovel the Widower, til 

chancellorigm (chén’sel o¢-ism), n, (chancellor 
+ -ism.] Government through a chancellor, 
as in Germany. 

n. 2. In bot., a disease of the tobacco- 
plant attributed to Bacillus #ruginosus, 

On a bacterial disease of tobacco chancre or “ anthrnie- 
nose,” by M. G. Delacroix. This disease is dae to a 
bacillus, not previously described, and to which the name 
of Bacith us aereurinoeus la given, on account of the color- 
athon it develops in certain culture media. 

Nature, Sept. 17, 18, p. 492, 

chancred (shang’kérd), a. Affected with « 
chanere. 
chancriform (shang’kri-férm), a. Of the na- 
ture of a chancre; having the form of a 

cha (chan’ ),". [Porto Rico.] A mole- 
cricket 9 Poke Rico, —— didactylus, 

Changa (Sgterincws didectyius}, 

Adel, somewhat enlarged. (Chittenden, U. 5S. D. A) 

which is bd’ — to cultivated crops, It 
also occurs in Georgia, 
The “changa” . , . a kind of a mole ericket, which has 

become very troublesome. It is believed this insect was 
introduced from South America in giana, It is very de- 
atructive to a wide mnge of plante daring the period of 
thetr early growth, being especially troublesome to vere. 
tables on aa soils; it is also destructive oa the sugar 
amd tobacce plantations, often necessitating Ramerens 
replantings. Yearbook &. & Dept. Agr., 1001, p. STO, 

Chanida 
, .— Metataxic change, the result of shearing 

Toovement, in dynamic meetarne — under comlitions 
more faverable to tmetare and development of cleavage 
than to fowage and stallization. By certain writers 
this la held to be a faodamental differetice between the 
slates, which cleave ao readily, and the schists, which are 
so perfectly follated. See #metatazic. 

Any disturbance in a given portion of the lithosphere 
of the equilibrium thus existing must result in shearing 
movement if the dist oe snkall, and in flow in a 
given direction if the relief in that direction from pres 
eure fa great and rapid enough. Ip the former case we 
should get * metatarte change,” in the latter echistosity. 

Neture, May 4, 1906, p. & 

Rayless change, in rediowefieity, a transformation 
of matter following the same law as other mdioactive 
changes, bat dary change by the emission of a- or 

ory 
ra: im Rocondery specifically, in biel,, a mod- 
tion of a life-hi at is new oe kenogenetic as 

contrasted with one that is ancestral or paleogenetic. 

When these things are so, who shall determine which 
developmental process is ancestral and whieh is due to 
secondary chenire * 

Bateson, Materials for the Study of Variation, p. 0, 

ve. .—To change front. («) To change, by 
military movement, the direction in which the men of a 
command face. (+) To change, radically, one's views on 
any question.— To change the in golf, to play 
the course the reverse way, in order to preserve the greens. 
‘This ie done at St. Andrews every alternate week during 
the active season. 

n. [F. changeant (shoi-zhon’), ., ‘ehan ng.) 
Anoceasional name for labradorite, alluding 
to the appearance and disappearance of its 
lay of color. 

e-gear (chinj’gér), ». The toothed 
wheels, or the train of them, by which the 
spoed of the feeding or cutting apparatus of a 
lathe or other machine-tool is adjusted rela- 
tively to the speed of the spindle or the work. 
In sctewecntting ‘on cylindrical ratory e work must 

to the inch, 
Dy the change-gear, 

change-house, ». 2, In mining, a house in 
which miners keep their mine clothes and 
make the nee changes of clothing before 
entering and on leaving the mine: usually 
rovided with facilities for bathing, and for 
‘ying the mine clothes. 

change pinica (chanj‘pin’yon), n, One of a 
train of gears, on a roving- or spinning-ma- 
chine, which is substitu for another of a 
different size to effect a change in the speed 
of the drafting-rolls. 

change-point (chanj‘point), ». Any point in 
the movement of a mechanism where the mo- 
tion is not constrained and where Jit is there- 
fore possible for a part of the mechanism 
either to stand still or to take some other mo- 
tion than tha which is desired or intended, an 
example of this is the dead-center of a single-craok en- 
eS The usual method of constraining the mechanien 

to duplicate as mach of it as be necessary, and so to 
place the CS ag oy parts that they are completely con- 
strained while the other similar parte are at a chan 
point; for example, an engine having two, cranks on 
same shaft at right angles to cach other. 

changer, n. 4. One who keeps a change-house, 
ss 1. T . 

. The mech- inge-speed (chAnj’spéd), n. 
anism by which a constant of rotation in 
@ motor may cause a ng speed of the driv- 
ing-wheels, and hence of the whole of the 
motor-vehicle. While the speed af the motor can be 

the range of limits is not very wide, and when the 
diminishes at the motor the power dintuishes also, 

e cl Spood ig gives greater levernge to the 
motor for hill-climbing while ex ite maxinsum effort ; 
it enables the same motor on a level to drive the car ata 

when a aon 
sually in motor-cars are 

backward, the latter a slow and 
werful com! In motors where the motor fluid 
ves the piston by expanding at constant pressure up to 

a point of variable cut-off, change-speed gears are not re 
aired. 
3 'Tho train of wheels used in feed- 
mechanisms for lathes and similar tools, by 
which changes ean be made in the relative 
number of turns per minute for the driving 
and driven shafts. Sometimes called change- 

re gear, 2 mechanism for changing 
of a motorcar or other machine — Ch 

speed lever, a lever for operating the specd-chan 
evice of a motor-car or other machine. 

valve (chanj‘valv), ». A valve for 
admitting water under pressure into one or 
more cylinders of a hydraulic crane or lift, in 
order that the power used shall be propor- 
tional to the load. In its namal form it is a slide-valve 
which A | continual motion in one direction 14 BECCES- 
sively all the porta, but which, being ander the contri of 
Ue operator, can be stopped at will, 

ng-note (chin‘jing-not), mn. See *rorel, 
dw (kan’i-dé), n. pl, (NL, ¢ Chanos, typi- 

c 
Chant 
eal genus, + -ide#.) A family of large isospon- 

This adjustable relation is secured 



Ohanide: 
dylous fishes found in the warmer parts of the 
Pacific, containing one known genus and three 
species, 

channel!, ». 9. A tubular or duct, 
such as the pancreatic duct, for liquids or 
fluids: as, the poison channel of a snake's 
fangs. Sometimes called canal, 

~bar (chan‘el-bir), ». Any bar rolled 
so as to have a lengthwise channel or groove: 
thus an [-beam is a chaunel-bar channeled on 
both sides. Channel-bars are much used in 
steel strnetural work for columns, and in ship- 
building for frames and deck-beams. 

- xn, 2. In organ-building, same 
as *groove-board, 
channeling-machine, ».— -and-chan- 
** ™i 4 channeling machine which also auto- 
matically rounds and shapes the sole; a sole-ftting and 
-chnnneling machine, 

channel-iron, ». 3. Ina vehicle, the concave 
metal tire of 8 wheel which is used with rub- 
ber tires. 

channelization (chan‘el-i-zi’shon), n, Same 
48 *canalization, 3. 

The problem ts how to give normal 
Zation, Ue safety valve of this biological A 

C. J. France, Amer, Jour. Psychol, AIT 406. 

channel-turner (chan‘el-tér‘nér). ». In shoe- 
manuf, & machine for turning back the fap 
of the channel cut in the leather to leave it 
open for the sewing-machine; a channel-fy 
turner or opener, After sewing, the channel- 
flap is turned back and cemented down by a 
chanvel-laying machine. 
channelway (chan‘el-wa), n. 
way; 8 stream-course. 

At Aswan, foundations had to be bald across channel- 
wae through which, in times of Sood, the river rushed 

a of 15 miles an hour, 
Set, Amer,, Poh, 28, 1905, p. Wa 

2, The pipe which connects a condenser with 
an air-pump and through which the con- 
densed steam and air are drawn off. 

chant, ».—Mountain chant, a ceremonial of the Nav- 
Indians connected with their Stamanistic rites, 

ian Rep, 1801, p. 4 
chantage (abia-tizk’), ». (PF shiin-tiz! n +» & fig, 
chantage, a method of fi im < 

al channeli- 

1. A stream- 

use of 

< chanter, sing, ete.:; see chant, Lat The ex- 
tortion of money under threat of making public 
charges of misconduct or the like; blackmail. 
chanterelle, ». 3. In the burdy-gurdy, one 
of the twostrings which may bestopped by keys cha 
and on which melodies are played. Their 
peover tone is usually the G above middle C. 
c 1% Specifically, a sung by sailors when 
at work together, a in hauling or envi, vle., the better 
to secare a uolted pull at the proper moment, which i 
tdicated by the ictus or beat of the music. Sce *ehan- 
tey-man, 

chantey-man (shin’ti-man), », The leader of 
achantey, who usually sings one or two lines 
while the men get their breath and a new 
hold, the crew singing the chorus and pulling 
together when the accented syllable is reached. 

chantier (shan-tya’),s. A Canadian-French 
equivalent of shanty, 

nous (kii-oj‘e-nus),@. [Gr. yéoc, chaos, 
+ -yevie, -born.] Chnos-born: as, chaogenons 
deities. 

chaos, ». 5. -] The void of unformed ca, 
matter —— and deemed by some among 
the Greeks as the oldest of the gods, 

le (ki*G-thé-is’tik), a, [Gr. yioe, 
chaos, + feds, god, + -isteie.] Identifying 
chaos or the primordial unformed matter with 
God. F. Hail. N. B.D. 

chaotical (kA-ot’i-kal}, d. Sume as chaotic. 
chap® (chap), ». The act of picking and choos- 
ing; selection: as, ‘chapand choice.’ [Seotch.] 
See chap", v. t. 

Chap. An abbreviation (b) of chaplain. 
chapao (chii-pou’), ». [Turki chapdo, a plun- 
dering, * a plundering raid, a charge of 
cavalry, Hind, chkdpad, a raid, a night attack.] 
A raid, foray, or night attack (of Baluchis or 
Afghans), 
The chapaos of the Baluchia have been checked by the 

division of Baluchistan between Persian and Uritiah role, 
Nature, Aug. 24, 100, p, 415, 

chaparejos (chii-pii-ri’hoés), ». pl. [Mex. Sp.] 
Strong leather breeches or overalls worn 
horsemen, particularly by cow-boys, in the 
Western States, for protection against bushes 
und thorns. Generally abbreviated to chaps, 

A bit farther on we saw some inchers, or wheat 
seemed such, for they sat in cow es amd wore cha. 
parce. Forest and Stream, Feb. 21, 1008, p 147. 

ich the Indian, } 
fish is seared within reach by means of noise, cha) 

y char 
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Chaparral lily, millet, pea. See */ily, *millet, 
pea. 

chaparreras (chil-pli-ra‘riis), n.pl. [Mex.Sp.] 
Same as *chapa hs 

chinois, a fingie of amall bella, mounted on a 
and frame, occasionally ased in military muasio; a 

Chinese pavilion (which see, nader pretfion) 
Chapel royal. ©) The body of cb and assistants, in- 
cluding singers, a! toa Tova court The chapel 

al of England dates from at least the fifteenth century. 
— chapel, a chapel which has never been con: 
— —* which may oe used, therefore, for other 
than religious purposes. — chapel, an oratory 

Oy a ie THe atrnc ; ro] 
chapel of a public cometary: Parochial Leet (a) 
A chapel belonging to and within a parish, = 7 
from the D wien eharch. (5) The place of worship of an 
ancient ision of a parish, attached to It by custom or 
repute. — , a private chapel. Thoagh 
cot 
tim 

0 

may be converted to secular 
ee 

chapelwarden (chap‘el-wir'dn), n. One who 
holds the same office in a chapel (of the es- 
tablished church of England) as a ehurch- 
warden holds in a church: now commonly re- 
laced by churchwarden, X. EF. D. 
peron,”. 6, Aconductor orguide; escort. 

—— def. :. : 
peronee (shap*e-ri-né‘), n. 

who is chaperoned. [Colloq.] 
chapin (chii-pén’), ». [Cuban Sp.] A name 
of several species of the genus Lactophrys, es- 
pecially of L. bicaudalis, of the family Ostra- 
clide, found in tropical seas. 

chapl. An abbreviation of chaplain, 
chaplet!, ». 12, In foundry-work, a sheet- 
metal form used in adjusting the core in a 
mold and fused into the casting when the 
metal flows into the mold. 

cha p (chap’man-ship), rn. The occu- 
pation or business of a chapman; buying and 
selling; merchandizing. 

cha: (chap’#), n, Origin not ascertained; 
perhaps W. African.] A disease of some 
natives of West Africa, characterized by mul- 
tiple cutaneous nodules, which later ulcerate, 
and destructive inflammation of the joints. 

paros, *. pl. Same as *chaparej — 
. Amer. ee arts [ren rt cha-pal’), a, ‘erha, 

sit ha-pé —— hh (eha-pé’), rn. [| Hind, chhdp, chhdpd,a 
mar’ ap Neng a tal —— In edie. 
ao marked rupee. 

Uses at any 

A young lady 

cha) chaps),”. pl. An abbreviated form of 
=v on tie % estern U. S. 

tion (chup*tal-i-za‘shon), n. jchap- 
talize + -ation.] In wine-making, » process of 
adjusting or correcting the percentages of free 
acid and sugar in the must of any vineyard in 
which, as in ‘bad years,’ the proportion has 
changed. Chaptal’s method was to add the 
calculated weight of sugar and to neutralize 
the excessive acid by means of powdered 
marble, See *gallization, Sadtler, Handbook 
of Indust. Chem,, p. 205, 

chaptalize (chap’tal-lz), r. 4; pret. and pp. 
chaptalized, ppr. chaptatizing, (Chaptal, o 
French chemist, + -ize.] In winemaking, to 
adjust, improve, or correet the proportions of 
free acid and sugar in the must. See *chap- 
talization. 

chapter, ». 9, A division of the acts of Par- 
liament of asingle session— 10, Head; sub- 
jeet; category: as, to have much to say on some 
chapters.— Patristic chapters, Sec #patrietie, a. 
chapter-house, ». 2. The house or building 
which a chapter of a college fraternity uses as 
a club-house. [U. S.] 

neta (chii-ka’til), x. [Sp.: see jacket.) A 
jacket, particularly a leather jacket, worn by 
cow-boys as a protection when traveling 
through the chaparral. [Western and soutb- 
western U. 8.) 
ar*,r. I. trans. 8. To scorch; burn; 
meee Uist us, to char the wort in brew- 
ng 
II. intrans, To become chareoal, 

Billets that blaze substantial and show ; 
Pine-stump split deftly, dry as pith ; 
Larch-heart that chers to a chalk-white glow, 

Browning, Heretic’s \y, ot. 4 

char?, ». 2, In suqar-manuf., concentrated 
sweet water or liquor highly charged with dis- 
solved sugar. 

®.—Greenland char, the European char, Sal- 
alpinua.— Oregon char, Same as Dolly Varden 

trot, 

(ka-ra-sé‘tum), ».; pl. characeta 
(-ti).  (Charae(cr) + -ctum.] A zone of 
vegetation found inthe cold deeper waters not 
far from shore, characterized by the Characex. 

eelinus 

charcoal 

characine? (kar’a-sin),». [Charac(ew) + -ine?, 
#0 called from the odor of Chara which it ex- 
hales.} A kind of camphor obtained from 
— terrestrial alge, as Palmella and Uscil- 

ia. 
charact, n. 2, A magical sign or emblem. 

Dig under thy feet and thou shalt find a bow of brass 
and three feaden — — with talismans and 
characta. dt. F. Burton, Arab, Nights, 1. 125 

character, ».— of 
structure or of png peg iy BR or. 
ganixm during its individual life, as contrasted with one 
that comes to it from ita parents the from 
which it la born, = 

acquired characters I mean those which are not 
formed in the but whieh arise only through 

— JX 8 influences ng the body or individual parts 
it, Weismann (trans), Germ plaam, p. 32. 

con 
it from ite enemies, — tic character. See 
— character, in biol, accordin 
to Bateson, ac which elther be transmit 
entire as a single character, in inberitance, or broken up 
= 8* in constituent characters or hypallelomorphs, 

—In character, (@) With costume 

paige molt Le FS EH a pong WW racter. ence — 1 a 

—Out of , at variance we oeh of begin with 

in z0de, any pecullarity of form, robe sara habit In ; or 
which serves tohide ite from enemiea-Paouda- 
— atic, » besudoonmatio, Te- 

gervan polsun palatable organism ich, hen or um ¥ w) 

laplayed, serves to warn or alarm enemies; an a 
character, See ®aporemeatic.—Wi 

cunciform characters. See cxneiform, 1 (a) 
characterial (kar-nk-té‘ri-al), a. Pertaining 
to the characters (of a drama). 

One of Shakespeare's most wonderful gifts was his 
unlimited power of a cherecterial invention to salt any 
kind of Halliwell, Life of Bhd 

(kar’ ak-tér-ist), ». [character 
+ -ist.] 14, One who — characta or 
magical signs. —2, One who depicts character, 
as distinct from s mere caricaturist or fun- 
maker, 

Mr. Du Maurier, characteris rather than —— 
gives this sheep face to his typical Duchess of Stilton, 
te her two ere 
it. G. White, England Without and Within, p, 205, note. 

characteristic. I. «.—characteristic geometry. 
See wpeometry. 

. t.—Characteristic surface, the ot 
——— of # strface cee surface of the 
same *. 
characterology (kar’ak-tér-ol’d-ji), u. [Gr. 

paxtnp, character, + -Aoyra, ¢ Acyere, speak. ] 
he science of character; the study of types, 

genesis, etc,, of character; ethology. 
In the process of emancipation from traditional and 

untenable views of man, an joonuclastic attitade towards 
all — at practical cherecteralogy and theories of 
constitution was probably the only safe procedure. 

Amer. Jour. Peychel., July-Oet., 1008, p. SMa 

character-plant (kar’ak-tér-plant), ». In ph 
fogeog,, that species, or one of the species, in 
a given plant-formation to which it owes its 
»vhysiognomie character; a facies. 

charadeitform (ka-rad‘ri-i-form), a. Belong- 
ing to the order of birds known as Cheradri 
Ornies. 
— (kii-ra‘léz), m. pl. (NL. (Lindley, 
1833), < Chara + -ales.] An order of erypto- 
gamous plants which contains the family Cha- 
races or Charaphycee only. See Characer, 
Charaphycee (kar-a-tis’6-é), ». pl. [NL., ¢ 
Chara pian, seaweed, + -ca.] me as 
Characex, 

charbon, ». 3, In bot., a name formerly ap- 
plied to the smut of wheat; also, sometimes a 
plied to the black rot of the grape, especially 
in France.—Charbon roux. Soe red teharcoal. 

charco (chiir’k6), mn. [Sp. Pg.; origin un- 
et A pond or pool of standing Water; a 
small Jake, 

n.— charcoal, « kind of charcoal of a 
———— made by heating wood with dark redid 

the exclusion of air to a lower temperature than would 
produce ordinary black , volatile matter is 
not entirey removed. It fa used in France in the manu- 
factare of sporting gunpowder, and recently in England 
in cocoa-powder for heary artillery serv! 

charcoal (chiir’k6l), r. t. [charcoal, n.) 1. To 
blacken, write, or draw with charcoal; execute 
in charcoal: as, to charcoal one’s eyebrows. 

nd I decipher still A 
Half a lame couplet charcoaled on the wall. 

Thackeray (trans.), The Garret, st. 2 

2. To suffocate with the fumes of charcoal. 



charcoal 
A shoemaker who was jealous of a young girl. . . be- 

cause abe wouldn't shut herself up in an ht three- 
pair of stairs, and charcoal herself to death with him. 

Dickena, Nicholas Nickleby, xxxvil, 

charcoaler (chiir’ké-lér), ». A charcoal- 
burner; one who deals in charcoal, 

Ah! friendless in death ! 
Rude forest-lands Mi 
On the charcouler’s waln 
What but now was the king! 
F. T. Paigrave, Death in the Forest, st. & 

charcoaling (ehiir’k6-ling), Killing by 
means of the fumes of burning charcoal. 
The other day the papers contained un account of a 

“wholesale chercoaling,” in which a father, mother, and 
two children sought death in this ry ae 

Stuck, Med. dbook, VIL a. 

charcoal-pencil, ». 2. A little stick molded 
from a mixture of wood charcoal in powder, 
gum, or starch paste, and a small quantity of 
saltpeter., When lighted at one end it continues to 
barn, and the red-hot point i used to lead a craek in thin 
lass, as of a tube or beaker, in any ulred direetion 
raken Pleces of chemical apparatus being thus ada 

to new Uses. 

charcoal-pig (chiir’kdl-pig), n. A kind of pig- 
ivon made by using charcoal as 4 fuel to reduce 
orsmelt the ore in the blast-furnace. 1t was for 
merly considerod the best grade of trom, being free 
from sulphar and some other impurities usually found in 
iron with coal or coke as a fuel. Otber forms of iron 
or steel, parifled fn the proeeas of manufacture, have 
largely taken its place, 

crystal, See Charcot's erys- 
tals, under erystal, thy 

s . See *arthropathy. 
charcuterie (ahi kites”), n. IF.. —— 

tier, a pork-butcher, earlier chaireutier, cher- 
enitier, ¢ chair cuite, cooked meat; ehair, ¢ Le 
caro flesh, meat; cuile, ¢ L. eocta, cooked.) 
1. The oceupation of a pork-butcher; the 
curing and dressing of pork in its various sal- 
able forms—hams, bacon, cutlets, sausages, 
ote.— 2, Table delicacies of pork or into which 

rk largely enters. 
tier (shiir-kil-tya’), ». [F.] A pork- 

butcher, 
silk. See *silk., 

te (kar’é-jit), nm. (Ar. kharijiyah, Charegi' 
aliens, < kheraja, go out.) A member of a 
uritanical Mohammedan seet which dates 
m the seventh century. 

The Charegite, for such was the seeming Marabout, 
dealt the Nubian a blow with the dagger. 

Scott, Talisman, xxi. 

charge, v. t. 16, To paint too heavily; to 
over-express, 

un, 23, In ordnance, the powder con- 
tained in a bag or case in quantity suitable for 
loading a gun, or the powder filling the interior 
of a projectile. A service or ordinary charge is that 
ordinarily asedinthe gun A reduced charge, containing 
less powder, is sometiones aed hn target etſes to save 
expense. A tursting or shell charge ts the explosive im 
the interior of a shell — Effective amount 
of money required for or expended on the effective mill- 
tant forces of a commtry, that is, on those fit for or actually 
engaged fn service as distingaished from non-effectives, 
such a the retired, the pensiomed, ete. Macaulay. 

chargé (shiir-zha’), », Short — — 
— pa. 3. Inart, heavily painte ; over- 
expressed, 
chargé d'affaires. ». 3. An officer or other 
person left in charge of any business or office 
during the temporary absence of the chief. 

char; (ehiir-j6’), 1. [charge + -cel.] One 
who holds, as security, acharge upon property: 
analogous to mortgager. 

(chiirj‘ling), ». [ekarge + -ling?.] 
A young charge. See charge, a. 10. 

At this period Jesuite stamp the fature of their charge- 
Nag Mocks. . Meredith, Richard Feverel, xii. 

chargeman (chiirj-man), n. A workman who 
has charge of the men engaged in doing a cer- 
tain piece of work; a foreman. In some estab- 
listiments the chargeman fs giten a contract for the work 
which he directs, so Chat he will have the greatest possible 
interest in the spoedy and economical performanes of it, 

box (chiir’jing-box), ». A box in 
which ore, serap, pig-iron, fluxes, ete., are con- 
veyed to the furnace by means of a charging- 
machine. : 

-current reap pr rindi ape n, In 
elect., the current used in charging a storage 
battery, condenser, or cable, 

* e (echiir’ jing-ma-shén"), n. 
A machine for delivering coal, ore, or metals 
to a furnace, gas-retort, or coke-oven. It is 
made in many different forms, all essentially loading- 
machines which take up the material and pash it ty 
Teeans of a ram inte the furnace, retort, or oven; Uhe mim 
distribntes it, and le then withdrawn to permit the clos 
ing of the doer In gas charging-machines steam is some- 
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times used to blow the coal into the retort. In one sense 
a mechanical stoker is a charging-machine, but it is not 
usally chassed ue sech., See mechanien! stuber, 

charging-scale (chiir’jing-skal’), ». A seale 
for weighing the various materials used in a 
blast-furnace. It has a series of beams, one for each 
kind of material. To obtain the right proportion, each 
beam f weighted to the amount *— and each load 
is made to nee the weight of its special beam, the 
object being to mix Ue materials in Uhe right peoperiens 
and Weigh and deliver cach as raphily as posable without 
disclosing the formula on which the combined propertions 
are 

“8 (chiir‘jing-spin’), a, In mining, 
a hollow half-cylinder of copper or zine at 
the end of a copper or wooden rod, used for 
introducing loose gunpowder in blast-holea 
ware or quite horizontal. C. Le X. Foster, Ore 
and Stone Mining, p. 161. 

-tube (chir‘jing-tib’), mn. Any tube 
for charging a chamber or tank with a fluid 
under pressu.e; specifically, a tube for charg- 
ing an air-chamber on » pump with air, 
Water under a pressure than the atinospheric 
takes up air very readily; hence, some means should be 
provided for supplying alr to the alr-chamber on the dis 
charge side of a presuare-pump. 

Chari group. See group). 
chari: (char’ i-ot-ri), n. [chariot + -ry.) 
1¢. The art of charioteering, 
Chariotry ts one of the antiquated Modes of Chivalry. 

Heretefore, as it was used in Tritumphs, so in ficld serv- 
ice and Games, 

Avbrey, Remalnes of Gentilisme and Judajame, p. 120, 

2. The soldiers who fought from chariots, 
And deep ruts are yet visible on all the Tm0oTs 

and mosses . . . indented . . . by the wheels of Fin- 
wal's chariotry, Blac ‘e Mag., XXIV. 200, 

charismatic (ka-riz-mat’ik), a. [charigm + 
-atic.) Of or pertaining to charism or charis- 
mnata, 

charisti (ka-ris’ti-kaé-ri), 2, (NL. *charis- 
ticarius, < Gr, yaprorende, given of grace, freely 
given, < xéoy, grace, favor.) Originally, the 
recipient of a prebend, the allowance of food 
which a monk or eleric received from the 
common store: same as prebendary. 

tyless (char’i-ti-les), a. [charity + -less.] 
Devoid of charity. 
Such je there are living and flourishing in the 

world—Faithless, Hopeless, Charitylens. 
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, vill. 

vari, ». 2, [cap.] The name of a satiri- 
eal journal founded in Paris in 1832.-The Lon- 
don Vari, the secondary title of “ Punch,” a humor. 
os Weekly journal published in London. 

charivari (shar-i-var’i), c. t=. To treat to a 
charivari, 
chark", x. 2, The fire-drill; an instrument 
for producing fire. 

charlatanish (shir‘la-tan-ish), a. [eherlatan 
+ -ish),) Savoring somewhat of the charlatan. 

charlatanistic (shiir’la-tan-is-tik),@. Having 
a tendency to eharlutanism ; inclined to quack- 
ery; somewhat quackish. 

ley, ». 2, small pointed beard such 
as that worn by Charles I. of England and by 
men of his time: hence the name. It extended 
from the under-lip and ended in a point just 
below the chin, —3. The fox, 
charlock-weevil (chiir‘lok-wé*vil), ». An 
English gardeners’ name for a European eur- 
eulionid beetle, Cewthorhynchus contractus, 
which feeds on charlock, 

Charlton white, See *white!. 
Charmouthian (chiir-mouth‘i-an), Jq. Of or 

rtaining to Charmowth, in rset, Eng- 
and. — stage, in .. & division of 
the Lower Juramic rocks or Lina of France amd Switeer- 
lawl; it corresponds essentially to the Miidle Liss of 
Reuland, 

charnel? (chir’nel), ». [Cf carnel.] 1. A 
hinge, as of a door, window, chest, ete.—2. 
The pivot or hinge on which the beaver or vizor 
of a helmet moved. 
charneled (chiir‘neld), p. a, [eharnel? + -er1.) 
Hinged; jointed, 
The bassenet pece whereunto the ‘ 

neld. Hatt, Chiron, p. OT 

charnockite (chiir’nok-it), ». [Named after 
Job Charnock, associated with the early his- 
tory of Caleutta.) In pefrog., a name given 
by T. H. Holland (1883) to a group of pha- 
neri¢ igneous rocks in India, which range from 
acid to basic varieties and agree in containing 
hypersthene; the type rock is hypersthene- 

nite. 
mic (ki-ron’ik), 2. Of or pertaining to 

Charon, the ferryman, in Greek mythology, of 
the lower world, 
Charrinia (ka-rin’i-i), ». (NL. (Viala and 
Ravaz, 1804), named for Dr, Charrin, a French 

Barbet . . . is char. 

chase 

A gevusof pyrenomyvcetous fungi. 
} en Dipl i eondd Sobecter-novignecas 

ipludieiia, which cattses the white 
*Coniothyrium, grape-ret and 

physician. 

-— Astrographic chart, o chart of a region of 
the stars, spect y. ome of the statecharts of the ayste- 
mate ay chart, ce aurvoy of the heavens — 

a 
be record of the 

reh-bark chart on which a pieto- 
creation myth is engraved : used by 

je Ojibwa Indians tn eon me with their religions 
ceremontals.— Cotidal chart. See *eotidal,— 

a chart showing the curves of com: variation. 
a chart which the sun's = chart, 

one at any particolar time and their physical pecoliart- 
eH. Hydrographic charts chart showtng 22 

the hydrographic features of the ovean, such as the cope 
of Water, the currente at the surface und beneath, the 
density or saltness of the water, the tem re, and the 
changes of these with the seasons, — 
chart, See weether-nep.— Physical a tap or 
—— designed to Mu⸗trate certain featares of plysiog- 
raphy or physical geography.— Thermal chart, a chart 
showing the temperature of the alr or land or water, 
usially by menns of isothermal lines. 

.”. 2, In pharm; (a2) Afolded paper 
eontaining a powder; also, a dose of any 
medicinal powder. (b) A piece of bibulous 
paper impregnated with some medicinal sub- 
stance. Charta cantharidis or * = 
tering« ;a spread with a mixture of cantlimur 
idea, Canada turpentine. and olive-ofl, ased for comnter- 
irritation or to make a ister.—Charta potasali ni- 
tratis. Same as ®esthina-poper.Charta 
mustand-puper or -leaf; a paper spread with a mixture 
black mustard ero solution, used as & amb 
stitute for a nm -plaater, te ace counter-irritation, 

, a colony under — — — 
arter governmen poverume a colony at 

authority of a written ter granted by the suvereiyn 
en— member, one whese name appears in 

© charter of an organization as one of its fuunden.— 
of in Bag (aw, an inetoument auder 

the great by which a pardoe is granted to a man for 
felony or other offense. 

accountant. See *accountant, 
, n 3. A freeman of a chartered 

borough. 
charter-school {cbiir’tér-skil"), », Oneof the 
schools established in Ireland by a society 
chartered in 1733 to provide a Protestant edu- 
eation for the Roman Catholic poor. These 
schools were of two kinds, day-schools and boarding. 
schools: the bounding-schools were su by Partia- 
tment after 1746, when a special tax was devoted to then. 
The charter-schools failed in Uheir purpose and came te 
an etd in 1825, 

phist (kir-tog’ra-tist), m. [chartog- 
raph-y + -ist.) One who is versed in chartog- 
raphy, oris engaged in map-making; a chartog- 
rapher. 

chartology (kiir-tol’6-ji), m. (Gr. qdprag, a leat 
(L. charta, a map), + -Ao)ia, € ALpecw, speak.) 
The science of map-makin 

n, 8, In coe , & preparation 
usually of game, fillets, ete,, neased in a mold 
of rice; also, fruits inclosed in blane-mange or 
puddings. These preparations were invented, it is 
anid, by the monks of the monastery of Grande Chartreuse 
to disguise ment. — cat See rer, 

Chartreux (shiir-tré’), ». (F., enrlier chartens, 
«ML. Carthusius: see Carthusian,) A monk 
of the Carthusian order which was founded by 
St. Bruno in the eleventh century. The name 
was derived from the valley of the Chartreuse, 
where the order's first monastery was founded. 

charvolant (sbiir-vé-lan’), ». (F. *char colont, 
‘flying car’) A four-wheeled vehicle with a 
kite attachment, designed to be propelled by 
the foree of wind: patented in England in 
1826. ; 

chary (chir’i), adv. Charily; carefully. 
Thy heart, which I will keep ae chery 
As tender nurse ber babe from faring iL 

Shak., Sonnet «nil, 
Lucifer! 
rw as my life. 

Marlowe, Faustus, ih, 2, 

chase!,v. I, trans, 4. To push the bottle to- 
ward one and thus call upon him to fill up his 
glass. 

“ Aboveall, why, when I fill this very glass of wine, can 
not 1 pash the bottle to you, and sry, * Fairford, you are 
cha. ‘ Seett, Redgauntivt, Letter 1, 

Il. intrans. 4. Toexceed a given custom- 
ary standard of produetion, [Workmen's 
slangr.} 

chase!, ».—Hazard To 
have a chase (mcrut.), to be so constructed aml to 
have guns so meanted as to be able to fire at an object 
dead abead or dend astern. 

chase®, ». 7. The conical apex of a spinning. 
machine cop or bobbin, or the extent of the 
traverse of the winding-faller wire on a spin- 
ning-mule, Sometimes called the nor. 

The apex of the cop is the nese oF chase; thik extends 
from the shoulder of the cop te ite apex, The <ioulder 
nets asa good support te the chase of the cop te winding. 

Hannan, Testile Fibres of Commenve, p. 124. 

Great thanks, mighty 
This will I keep aso 

chase, See hazard opening. 



chase 

8. Incerp., a score or shallow cut in a mortise. 
f Local, Eng.] 

(chés-6’), », One who is chased. [Rare.] 
chager',n. 4. The sip of water or mild drink 
with whieh tipplers ‘ chase * or wash down their 
dram of spirits. [Slang.] 

,#. 3, Same as edge-runner mill (which 
see, under miff!), Also called chaser mill, 
chasmal (kaz’mal), «2. [chasm + -all,] Of 
the nature of a chasm; chasm-like: as, a 
chasmal difference. 

rous (kaz-man‘thér-us), a. [Gr. 
xaoua, opening, NL. enthera, anther, + 
-ous,] In bot, hemiclistogamous with the 
stamens exserted: anid of a class of flowers. 

ous (kaz’m-klis-tog’n-mus) 
a. (Gr. qéove, an opening, + clistogamons, 
In bot,, bearing both open and closed flowers, 
chasmogamous — teers a. [chas- 
mogam-y + -ous.] Exhibiting the phenome- 
non of — 
chasmophyte kana· mõo fit), n. {ee yous, an 
opening, * ¢erév, plant.] phytogeog., 
® plant inhabiting the crevices of rocks, 
Schimper, (trans,) Plant Geog., p. 178, 

chasse! (shas),». [F., short for chasse-café, lit, 
‘chase coffee’) amall glass of brandy or 
liqueur taken after coffee, at dinner, to remove 
—* or odor or as a digester. See pousse- 
caye. 

chasse? (shis), n. [F. chdsse: see chase2, n.J 
A shrine or receptacle for relies of a saint. 

chassé (shii-si’), v.; pret. and pp. chasséd, ppr. 
chassding. [Also chassée, chassey, and orig. 
chassez, (F. chassez (used as a direction in 
teaching dancing), impv. of chasser, chase: 
see chasel, Thespelling chassé (as if from the 
F, pp) appears to beamistake. See the noun, 
which is much later in English. Cf. the F. 
nouns chassez-déchassez, and chassez-huit, 
names of dance steps.) I, infrans. 1, In 
dancing, to execute a step or gliding motion 
(known as the chase?!) in which one foot is kopt 
in advance of the other.—2, To move or make 
one’s way with gliding steps, ag across « 
crowded room: as, before long he chasséd up 
to me. cColleg- J 

Il, trans. To cause to chassé toward the 
door; dismiss. [Slang.] 

He waa chased on the epot. Thackeray. 

chassé (shii-si’), n. [Also chassez; from the 
verb, The F. chassé in the same sense is late, 
and may have been he = by the E, use of 
the spelling chassé.] In dancing, a step or 
gliding motion in which one foot is kept in 
advance of the other. 

6 (shiis-kii-fai’}, ». [F.] Bee *chasse!, 
chassis, x. 2. In fort., the foundation-frame 
or bed-plate upon which a gun-carriage is sup- 
ported or adjusted.— 3, The frame of a motor- 
car or motor-vehicle, exclusive of the seats or 
body. It fucludes the structural elements, the motor 
and its generator of power, the tanks, trinsmision-gear, 
wheels, axles, and springs. — Carrosserie chasais | F.), 

ng chasale or frame ; t Hy, th 
rest — int ea which has Lg me ‘ach, 
axle. 

chasten d, pp. A simplified spelling of chas- 
tened, 

chastenment (chis’n-ment), ». The aet of 
chaatening. 

chastizement. See chastise, chastise- 
ment, 

chastizment, ». A simplified spelling of chas- 
tisement. 8 

chat!, ». 3, 
{Scotch.]—4. T 
settled. [Colloq.] 

Has the gentleman any right to be in this poem oto, 
or hashe not? Is he commercial, or is he — miscellaneous 
‘That's the chat, aa I take it. Trollope, Orley Farm, ¥L 

udence or impudent talk. 
«@ point or question to be 

{Prov, Eng. ]— 
with stone adhering to it; in the plural (also 
singular), ore in this state (usually called in 
the United States raggings): a middle product 
made in the concentration of ore, consisting of 
particles of gangue containing included grains 
of valuable mineral,—6, pl, The tailings or 
waste product from the concentration of ore, 

Chateau d'eau, a form of fountain in which the moun. 
mental architectaral setting is especially elaborate, 

chatelainry (shat’e-lin-ri), ». [chatelain + 
-ry.) The district or territory under a chate- 
Jain; & castellany. 
Chattahoochee beds, See *hed!. 
Chattanooga shale, Sce *shale. 
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a * — — 
Chateau 4'Eae (Poatana dell” Acqua Pela), Rome, 

(From * Kaudes&mier in Rem." pub. by Wasmuth, Rerlin. 

chattelization (chat‘el-i-z4’shon), 4. 1, The 
actor practice of chattelizing real property.— 
2. The actor practice of chattelizing human 
beings; ownership of human beings; the fact 
of being chattelized, 

chatte (chat’el-ship), n. The state of 
being held in slavery as eee: 

chatter-mark (chat*ér-miirk’), #, 1. A mark 
left on a piece of metal by a cutting-tool, 
when the latter is so adjusted that it alter- 
nately cuts and is forced back, thus cutting 
intermittently and making a chattering noise. 
— 2. Irregular gouges made on surfaces over 
which a glacier 8, by the slipping of rock 
fragments held in the lower portion of the ice. 
Chamberlin and Salishury, Geol., L 276, 

chatterment (chat’ér-ment), a. Chattering; 
chatter, 

(chat’é-ri), a, Chattering, as with 
cold; shivery. 
Chaucerian (chi-sé’ri-an), a. and. I. a. Of, 
pertaining to, or characteristic of the English 
—* Chaucer or his writings: as, Chaucerian 

t lish, 
i. n. A student of Chaucer. 

Chaudfroid sauce, See *sruce. 
chauffeur (sho-fér’), #. [F., a fireman, a stoker: 
hence, recently, the ‘fireman’ or controller of 
a steam or other automobile, ¢ Cae pa heat, 
fire up: see chafe, v.] The driver of an auto- 
mobile. 

chauffeuse (shé-féz’),*. IV. fem. of chauffeur.) 
A woman who operates an automobile. 
Chauliognathus (kaé-li-og’na-thus), . [NL., 
< Gr, yauss( dour), with outstanding (teeth), + 
yrdbog, jaw.) An important genus of malaco- 
dermid beetles, comprising 40 or more Ameri- 
ean species: known popularly as ‘soldier. 
beetles.’ See cuts under soldier-bectle, Hentz, 
150. 

chaulmugric (chAl-mug’rik), a, Derived from 
chaulmugra. ngric acid, an acid, Cy yf 
obtained from FP aoe | expressed — ply 
of Hydnocarpus Kurcii. 

chaussée* (sho-sa'), a. [F.: see causcy, cause- 
way.) A causeway; a highway. 
Two roads lead westwards from Eros The one, a 

rogular chawesee with bridges, kilometre posta, and tele- 
graph, rans about due west through the plain. 

Geor. Jowr, (R. G, &), IX. 151 
chaussure (shé-stir’),». IP. ¢ chauser, c. shoe, 
< chausse, w shoe.) A covering for the feet, such 
as shoes, boots, sandals, etc, 
Chantauqua maskalonge. See *maskalonge, 
Chautauquan mad ig a.audn. I, a. 
1, Of or pertaining to the lake or the county 
of Chautauqua, in southwestern New York,— 
2. Of or pertaining to the Chautauqua Literary 
and Seientitie Circle, founded for the promo- 
tion of home reading and study in connection 
with the summer school which meets at Chau- 
tauqua Lake, or its courses of study.—3, In 
geol,, noting a division of the Devonian of North 
America, which comprises the last period (Che- 
mung beds) of the Neodevonian. 

Il. ». A member of the Chautauqua Circle, 
or one who takes or has taken its course of 
study and examinations, 
Chavannesia (shav-n-né’zi-i), », [NL., named 
by Alphonse de Candolle in 1844, in honor 
of his frend Edouard Charannes, a Swiss 
botanist.) A genus of dicotyledonous plants 
of the family Apocynacee. See Ureeola. 

chavell ,”. 1, Same as caraliry.—2, The 
Cavaliers or Cavalier party of the seventeenth 
century. 

check-band 
Chayota (chii-yé’ti), n. [NL. (Jacquin, 1780), 
¢ Amer. Sp. chayote, ¢ Aztee chayotl.) A genus 
of dicotyledonous plants which belong to the 
family Cucurbitacee. See cheyote and ium, 
chayro (chi‘’rd), ». [Aymaradof Bolivia.) A 
soup made of mutton and jerked meat, chufiu, 
pees maize, and various condiments: a 

livian national dish. 
Ch. B. An abbreviation of the Latin Chirurgie 
Bacealaureus, Bachelor of Surgery, 

Ch. Ch. An abbreviation of Christ Church. 
Ch.D, 1. An abbreviation of the Latin Chir- 
a Doetor, Doctor of Surgery,—2. See *D, Cc 

Ch. B. An abbreviation of Chemical Engineer. 
cheat!, ». 7. In hot.: (a) The darnel, Lolium 
temnlentum, (b) Same as chess?. 

cheater, *.—Tame cheater, a tame animal, such asa 
duek, used as a decoy, 

He's —— — pa + a tame — f ae ‘i 
on y J : ‘ht swagwer with a Barbary hen, ff her feathers tura back 

in any show of resistance, Shok., 2 Hen. IV. ik & 

chebec? (ché-bek’), w. [Prob. imitative.) A 
name for the least flyeatcher, Empidonax min- 
wes: used chiefly in New England. 

chebog (ché-bog’ ),. [Of New England Amer, 
Ind. origin (Narragansett?).] A menhaden. 

chebule (ke-bil’), u. CP. chebule, It. chebuli, 
¢ Hind. Nabuli, ‘of Kabul,’ whence it is im- 
ported into India.) The dried, astringent, 
prune-like fruit of Terminalia Chebula, used as 
a tan, dye, and medicine. See myrobalan and 
Terminalia?, 

chebulic (ke-bii’lik), a. [chebule + ey Ob- 
tained or derived from chelule: as, the chebulie 
or black myrobalan of commerce.—chepulie 
acid, a exgstalline nacht with a aweet taste found in the 
stones of Terminalia Chebula. 

check!, », 19. A longitudinal crack in tim- 
ber due to too rapid seasoning. Also called 
scason-check, See cheek), v. i.,5.—20, In irri- 
gation, a small levee or dike for holding the 
water on irrigated flelds.—21. In experimen- 
tation, a part of the material of the experiment 
left untreated for the sake of comparison. 
Thus in fertilizer-tests one or more plats are 
left without fertilizer in order to know what 
results are due to fertilization in the others.— 
22. Same as *checkers!, 11,—23. A joint 
having two parts which fit one into the other 
and so form a guide. A dowel-pin is a common ex- 
ample, It is customary in high-pressure hydraulic pt 
me te — anges, that is, to turn a groove in the 

of one ge and make & totyrie lo correspood on 
the other. 
24, In card-playing and banking games, a 
counter sold by the banker which can We re- 
deemed at any time, A stack of checks is 20, When 
of vartous cofors, the white are always of least value, red 
next, and then bine and yellow, 
25, In hunting, a stoppage of the hounds ow- 
ing to temporary loss of the seent.— Discovered 
check, in chee, a check ndministered by the moving of a 
plece and the opening thereby of the range of another 
jeoe upon the adverse ies. — or pawn moved 

foes not, bowever, check directly. See ¢ Tom, 2, anal 
double &check.— Double in chess, acheck from two 
pieces at the saine time, restilting from a move which 
checks the king and unmasks another piece, which also 
checks; a direct check and a discovered check.— Per- 

in chess, the position of a player when be 
can parry a check without subjecting himself to an- 
other check on his adversary’s pext move, and when his 
adv insists upon administering those checks, Under 
sich circtimetances the game is declared drawn. — BG 
check, in chess, ordinary check, whem the adverse king ta 
attacked by a single peee or pawn.— To discover 
in chess, to unmask a check moving apiece, See dis 
covered tcheck, 

check!,v. I, trans. 9, To fit or fasten together 
(two pieces) in such a manner that they can 
be separated only by a motion perpendicular 
to the plane of the joint. 

II, fatrans. 6, To crack or split without 
falling apart. 

Wherever they have been opened the coal beds of the 
Washington Creek Basin show no evidence of faulting, 
and the coal ia not cru but can be obtained in large 
pieces which “check” bat do not break up readily oo ex- 
posure to the air, 

Contrih, to Keon, Geol, U.S. Geol. Sure., 1008, p. 277, 

7. In hunting, to stop (as dogs do) because of 
loss of the scent,—8, To draw a check, 

Had cheeted for nothing until the day before her death, 
when she took out in person the sum of 4,000 

Poe, Works, L 190, 

checkage (chek’ij), », [cheek + -age.] The act 
or process of checking (the items of an ac- 
count, list, invoice, ete,), or the fact of having 
been checked. 

check-band (chek’band), ». In terfile-manuf., 
a device attached toa spinning-mule as 4 drag 



check-band 

or check upon the varying velocity of the 
a during its traverse, Nasmith, 
‘otton Spinning, P. 275, 

check-bar (chek’biir), ». A metal bar with 
loops on each end for retaining the ends of 
the check-reins of a harness-bridle, and a rear 
loop at the center by which it is attached to 
the check-hook. 

check-battery (chek’bat*ér-i), n. In mining, 
a timber construction which closes the lower 
part of a chute, acting as a check to the flow 
of coal and as an air-stopping. 

check-bit (chek’bit), ». A bharness-bit used 
with the over-check, with or without a lever, 

,%. 2 A book in which items of 
control are entered, 

mosphere below the 
and diminish the rate of combustion. 

check-easer (chek’é’zér), n. In a harness, ade- 
vice for relieving the steady strain of the over- 
check, It interposes an elastic web or spiral 
spring between the check and the hook-luops. 

checker!, ». 11. One of many spots or mark- 
ings, somewhat triangular in shape, on the 
wings of a pigeon, A checker is than a 

le. The term is generally weed in com! 
enc) -checker, ete, qualifying 
ring to the general cobur of the bird and not to that of the 
spota, which are usually white Also often check, 

checker-board, ». 2. In American foot-ball, 
a term sometimes applied to the field of play. 
See *gridiron. 

checkered, p. ec. 3. Having the wing marked 
with numerous white spots, larger in size and 
fewer in number than in the condition termed 
spangled ; used in deseribing breeds of pigeons. 
* beetle, See ebeetle?, 
checkerwork, ». 2. In a regenerative furnace 
or water-gas plant, a mass of loose bricks in- 

. closed in an upright cylindrical chamber and 
loosely piled in alternate layers to form an 
open mass, When submitted to a hot blast the 
rs erwork becomes Intensely heated and, when the 
blast is shat off, can be used to heat an air-blast or a 
atream of gee Ite open spaces Bee 
regenerator. 

check ent (chek’eks-per‘i-ment), . 
A control-experiment; an experiment devised 
to confirm the results of other experiments: 
for example, an experiment made under nor- 
mal conditions, the result of which enables the 
experimenter to estimate the effect, in a par- 
allel series of experiments, of a determinate 
variation of conditions, 

- (chek’flud’ing), v. Tn irriga- 
tion, a meth of controlling water by means 
of low levees or dikes when — fields, 
check-gate (chek’git),». A small gate, or 
movable dam, placed in the low levees ex- 
tending across irrigated fields. 

check-greeve (vhek’grév), ». In mining, a 
rson who checks the weights of coal on 

alt of the landlord. [Seotch.] 
,m. 2, The assembling of the parts 

of a checked ar 3. In agri., the planting 
of seeds or plants at regular distances apart 
in the row or line, to allow of cultivation both 
ways, instead of drilling in a continuous or 
‘solid’ row, 

check-out (chek’out), ». The termination of 
a coal-seam by the meeting of roof and floor. 

-rail,». 2. A guard-rail; an extra rail 
on the inner side of the inner rail of a railway 
eurve, so laid as to leave sufficient room for 
the flanges of the wheels to pass freely between 
the heads of the two rails. As the train roands 
the curve, the inner wheels bear against this extra rail, 
thus relieving the pressure of the wheelaagninst the outer 
rail and preventing the derailing of the train. 

check-row (chek’rd), v. ¢ To plant (Indian 
eorn) with a check-rower, 

Particularly for use on growing cheek-rowed and Iistod 
corm. Set, Amer., N.&, LVITL 20a. 

check-spring (chek’spring), ». In hardware, 
an extension-spring used to keep a@ door or 
gate closed, or for any similar purpose. See 
eut uuder *exrlension-spring. 

checkstone (chek’ston), », A small round 
pebble, called in the United States jackstone 
and in Scotland chuckie or chuckie-stane or 
-stone, used in the children’s game of chucks 
or jackstones, 

check-strap,. 3, A leatherstrap, extending 
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from the bottom of the body of a carriage to 
the perch, to check the upward movement of 
the body. 
check-system (chek'sis-tem), . 1, Asystem for 
keeping the time of workmen, largely used in 
factories. It has but is essentially as 
follows : 
gate, oo which are hung numbered checks, one for 

workman in, be takes hia check 
and places it in a box, thas showing that he 

to work. The timekeeper takes the checks 
box and, by means of the numbers, Knows what 

on the beard in 

can leave without a nel by foreman or at the 
end of Gre halt- dag, it enables the Umekeeper te keep a 
record of men, 
2. The network or system of checks or small 
levees constructed in fields to be irrigated, 

-weigher (chek’wa‘ér), », One who 
checks or verifies weights; specifically, in 
mining, the man who verifies the tally, or ree- 
ord of weight of the coal or other mineral 
which comes up from workings where the 
miner is paid by the ton, and who credits the 
output to the account of the individual worker. 

rk (chek’wérk), n. In mach., tho 
regular release of an obstruction which takes 
place by means of an even-timed body; an 
escapement. The wheel and pendulum of an 
ordinary clock are a common example, 

®.— Pixed cheeks, in the anatomy of the trilo- 
bites, thelateral parts of the cephalon between the dorsal 
farrows and the facial sutares which separate them from 
the free cheeks —Pree cheeks, in the anatomy of the 
trilobites those parts of the cephalow which lie outaide 
—* —— sutures and are separated thereby from the fixed 

cheeker (chék’ér), ». One who gives cheek 
or who talks im»udently, snucily, or with un- 
hecoming boldness aud lack of respect to 
some one, [Slang.] 
cheekiness (ché’ki-nes), n. Cheeky conduct 
cr speech ; cool impudenee, pyrene 
ch n, 3. Acrank; adriving-wing; 
usually, a crank having parallel sides, and 
hence as large at its outer end as where it joins 
the shaft.—4, One of a pair of curved liners 
for a shaft-bearing. This form of Uner ts fitted to 
the shaft and forms the actual benring-surface, instead of 
—— outside the journalbox as in the case of a 
Matiiner, See finer?, ry 

cheepy (ché’pi), a. Ready to cheep; puling. 
What « bucniliated, broken-lown, poor cheepy wretch 

Tam, Condemned to live among the pota 
Carlyle, in Froude, Carlyle’s Life in London, IL 237. 

1, .—Basswood cheese. Same as smpenyo 
wchkeew 1b.—Bondon cheese, a trade-name for a va- 

cheese, a variety of 
cheese, # hard 

cheese made in the sow ch 
an old trade-name for a dry, pale red cheese made in 

land.— cheese, a variety of soft cheese. 
* cheese, a name for an old variety of Eng- 
lish cheeee.— Edam cheese, Same as Lhuiteh cheewe (a). 
— a hard Swiss cheese.— ad 

a cheese made with an excess of cream, ot tale 
rich cream | alo, 4 trade-name for an adulterated from ¥ 

or filled — Filled choose, a trude-name foradulter- 
ated chocse.— Plat a name fora thin cheese 

an 

whey. Lard cheese, an imitation of cheese made trom 
argarin cheese, in England, a cheese adulter- 

ated with any form of fat not derived frons ilk; in the 
United Statea, a filed Wcheese (which see} — 
cheese. (*) See sapeage. (6) A local derisive name for 
any skim-milk cheese of poor quality, Also called white- 
ork cheese anh baaswond cheear.— a trade- 
name for any variety of cheese made from skini-milk.— 

any cheese in which the coagulation 
of the milk is caused by natural souring naaleterd by heat, 
— , a checse between hard and soft 
varicties, made in Switzerlamt It resembles Gruyére 
cheese.— White-oak cheese, Sanne us eapeayo cheese (h)). 

cheese! (chéz), e. i. To become cheese: as, 
the cheexing of milk. 

cheese® (chéz), rc. i. To stop. [Thieves’ slang.) 
— it! make of! run! [A warning command ; 

Jang, 
cheese-basket (chéz’bas"ket), #, In dairying, 
a wooden box or bow] having a perforated 
bottom in which curd is placed to drain, 

checse-block (chéz’blok), n, Same as chock- 

cheese-clack (chéx’klak),n. In mining, a tem- 
—s clack-valve inserted between two pipes. 
jarrocman, Glows, 

cheese-cutter (chéz’kut*ér), n. An implement 
for cutting cheese.— puting cheese-cutter, a 
combined cheese-knife an —— —— machine. Tt 

te of a ryvclving platform on which the whole cheese 
is placed, a pivoted knife designed to make radial cuts in 
the cheese as the platform is revolved. and a price-com- 
pating device which controls the movements of the plat- 

e080, cheet?, (chat), n. 

chelicerate 
form. When the computator is sect for any particular 
price per pound, it can be so adjusted that the operator 
cuts a quantity corresponding in Weight and value bo the 
price shown on the register of the computator, 

cheese-finger (chéz’ fing’ gér), ». Same as 
*cheese-stick, ne are 

cheese-grease (chéz’grés), u. See whey *hutter, 
chessemongetin (chéz’ mung’ gér-ing),». Tho 
buying an selling of cheese ; the business of a 
cheese-merchant. 

(chéz’mung’ gér-i),n. 1. The 
commodities dealt in by a cheesemonger,— 2. 
The shop or store in which such commodities 

choosery (ebie’g-ri), m [oho + -ory.) A (ehéz n. ee3e le 
cheese-factory. = J 

From the upper stories of these cheererica were long 
wooden gutters leading to the ships in dock, and along 
these troughs trickled a never-censing rill of the ripened 
and matured article. 

G. H. Boughton, in Harper's Mag., April, 1883, p, 602. 

cheese-skipper (chéz’skip’ér), n. The larva 
of the —— 

cheese-stick (chéz’stik), », A strip of whole- 
wheat bread, pufl-paste, dough made of flour, 
bread-crumbs, or other material, with grat 
eheese spread on or rolled in and baked until 
crisp; served with salad. Also called cheese- 
straw, pene gm 
—— (chéz’stri),m. Same as *cheese- 
stick, 

cheese-trier (chéz’tri‘ér), ». 
(which see), 

(chéz’wtd), ». In Vietoria, the 
hard yellowish-white wood of the Australian 
tree Pitlosporum bicolor, Ut is used for tarning and 
is prized for ax-handles, billiand.cucs, ete. called 
tolosa-reved, and in Tasmania whiferoed and waddyevod. 

(ehéz'ring), n. 1, A cheese- or 
eider-press. (Cornwall, Eng.J—2. [cap.] 
One of the natural curiosities of Cornwall, 
England, which receives its name from a sup- 

ed resemblance to the wring or press used 
in squeezing the liquor from the cheese or 
alternate layers of pounded apples and straw 
from which cider is made. It stands on a hill of 
considermble elevation menr Liskeard, in that county, and 
consists of a pile of great tabular blocks of granite, tO to 
12 feet In diameter, heaped one upon another to a height 
of about S feet. As the blocks near the bottom of the 

te ore leas than half the diameter of those they support, 
it has been likened to a gigantic inmeliroom. 

cheesine (chéz’in), n. [Irreg. ¢ cheese! + -ine?.] 
The trade-name of a material made in imita- 
tion of cheese. 

cheesy? (ché’si), a. [cheexe? + -y1,] Stylish; 
ne; showy; ‘quite the cheese.’ [Stang.] , 

[Also cheat ; an imitative or 
dial variation of chit.) A word used in calling 
a cat; usually repeated, ‘cheet, cheet,’ like 
‘puss, puss.’ [Scotch and North, Eng.] 

ee nv. Same as chifal. 
cheety (ché’ti), n. [Also cheetic; dim. of checf.] 

! See *cheet?. 

A cheese-pale 

genus of epiphytic ferns sometimes joined with 
Ophioglossum, from which it differs externally 
in having several fertile spikes, and these pen- 
dent from a comer ra divided (instead of sim- 
ple) leaf. There is a eon. species, C, pal- 
mata, of Florida and tropical America, See 
Ophioglossum. 

chekako (ché-kii’k6), », [Said to be a native 
rendering of Chicago (man).] A novice or ten- 
derfoot. [Alaskan slang. ] 
Chekh, rn. Same as Czech, 
chela!,». 4. Insponge-spicules, a microselere 
consisting of a more or less curved shaft bear- 
ing ateach end # variable number of reeurved 
roceskes, 
elem (shlem), ». [F. spelen of E. slam.] 

In card-playing, a slam (whieh * 
chele: (kel-e-rith’rin).0. [Chel(idoniwm) 
+ (ir. fpitipic, red, + -in2.] An alkaloid, 
Co, H,;NOq, found in the plants Chelidonium 
majus, Stylophorwvm diphyllum, Sanguinaria 
Canadensis, Macleaya cordata, Glaucium Glan- 
cium, and other plants of the poppy family 
(Papereraces): colorless in the free state, but 
forming lemon-yellow salts on the addition of 
acids. It is not identical with sanguinarin, as 
Was once supposed, 
chelicerate (ké-lis’e-rat), a. [chelicera + -atel,] 
Bearing chelicerm, or small pincers, as the ap- 
pendages of the merostome crustaceans. 



chelidamic 
chelidamic (kel-i-dam’ik), a. [chelid(onic) + 
am — + -ic.) Derived from chelidonic 
acid and ammonia.— Chelidamic acid, 4-pyridinot-z, 
Gdicarboxyliic acid, HOCRHsN(COgH)y -+4- — It is 
prepared from che! donie acid and auntronta. it decom. 
poses at about 220° ©, 

chelidonin (kel-i-dé‘nin), », [Chelidon(inm) 
+ -in?.] A white crystalline alkaloid, Cool 9 
NO, + HO, contained in the plants Chetido- 
ninns meajus and Stylophorum diphyllum, 

us (kel-i-do’ni-us), ». [l., sc. lapil- 
lus, ¢ Gr. yeAcdévioc, of the swallow, ¢ yeAidaw, 
swallow.) A stone from the crop of a swal- 
low, worn in ancient times as a charm. 

Chelidoperca (kel*i-d6-pér’ka), ». (NL, ¢ Gr. 
xeiudicv, awallow, + xfpxy, a perch.) Agenus 
of fishes of the western Pacific and Indian 
oveans. 

chelidoxanthin (kel-i-dok-san’thin), n. [Cheli- 
do(nium) + Gr. fartlic, yellow, + -in?,] Until 
recently this has been pa eae to a yellow erys- 
talline bitter principle of undetermined com- 
position contained in the plant Chelidoaium 
majus, Itis now found to exist also in the plant 
ore diphyllam and to be identical with 
the alkaloid berberine (Co,H)-NOq). 

Ohelifera (ké-lif’e-ris), n. pe [NL <Gr. x04, 
claw, + L. ferre, bear.] A small tribe of iso- 

crustaceans, characterized by having the 
t pair of trunk-limbs or gnathopods like a 

forceps. It contains the families Apseudide 
and Tanaide, 

cheliferid (ké-lif’e-rid), a.andm. Iva. Hav- 
ing the characteristics of or belonging to the 
family Cheliferide. 

.. Amember of the family Cheliferide, 
Chellean (shel’¢-9), a, 
Chellea + -an,] 1, Of or pertaining to Chelies 
in France, a place a few miles cast of Paris, 
on the right bank of the Marne.—2. Of or per- 
taining to the earliest paleolithic period (the 

( 
n 

] 

Chellean ) of Europe.-Chellean in 
en, and arckwol., paleolithic depusita of earliest date, 

fi which the most primitive type of worked Mint imple 
iments are found. 

Geehen Darby 
elsea . Be Oheltenham bods, See shed! 

chem. An abbreviation of chemist, chemstry, 
chemical. See *chemist, 4. 

(kem-es-thé’sis), m (NL, ¢ 
chem(icus), chemic, + Gr. aictyer, perception, ] 
The stinrulation of an organism by external or 
internal stimuli; the sensation of matter. 

chemawinite (ché-mi‘win-it), ». [Chemarin, 
er. Ind. name of a neighboring Hudson 

Bay post.] An amber-like resin found asso- 
ciated with woody debris on the shore of 
Cedar Lake in Canada, 
chemiater (kem-i-a’ter), a. (NI. *chemiater, 
< chemia, chimia, chemistry, + Gr, iatpoc, 
hhysician.] A medical practitioner of the 

Paracelsian school, according to which all the 
processes of the body in health and in disease 
are of a chemical nature. 

chemiatric (kem-i-at’rik), a. [NL. “chemia- 
triews, { *chemiatria, < MGr, xquaia, alchemy, 
ehemistry, + Gr. tarpela, healing. Cf. iatro- 
chemical,] Of or pertaining to a theory of 
Paracelsus and others, according to whieh 
medical treatment should be directed to the 
chemical conditions (fermentations, ete.) 
which in this theory are the causes of disease, 

chemiatry (kem‘j-at-ri),», IX *chemietria, 
< chemia, chimia, chemistry, + Gr, iatpeia, 
medical treatment.] Treatment of disease 
founded upon the Paracelsian doctrine of the 
chemical nature of physiological and patho- 
logica: processes. 

chemic, ». Specifically —3, A solution or liq- 
uor of ehlorid of lime or bleaching-powder for 
bleaching — matter, as cotton. 

chemical, «. 3. Versed in chemistry; engaged 
in the study of chemistry or in chemical re- 
search or investigation: as, a chemical philoso- 
pher; a chemical friend,— 4+. Of or pertaining 

[Also Chellian; < che: 

to alehemy or elchemists, 
See ®actinometer,— 

anaivens. By this term is understood, sometimes the 
ne! separation of a substance into ite diferent com- 
stituents, and sometimes merely the ascertainment uf the 
Kinds or quantities of the constituents fnto which it 

Be ie den 
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Also chymical.— 
Chemical 

stitutional of sfructiral *formwa.—Chemical fuse, 
otometer, recti- 

* ————— the quiet- 
ing of the violently insane by means of narvotic draga.— 
Chemical styptic, thermometer, ware, See #rtypfic, 
tlk. 

chemically, adv. 2+. By alchemy oralchemical 
MeCADS OF processes, 
Emestus Hurgravins,a disciple of Paracelsms, hath pab- 

lished a discourse in which he specifies a lamp to be made 
of maan's blood... a aS nared forty 
days, and afterwards kept fn @ glass, 4 ‘show all the 
acchlents of his life. Merton, Anat, Mel., IL $1i. Mem, 4, 

(kem‘ik-ing), x. The process of 
bleaching with echlorid of lime. 

(kem‘ik-ing-ma-shén* ), 
n, A machine for bleaching cotton ¢loth with 
chlorid of lime or bleaching-powder. 

chemicobiologic hema 1-ES -b-F- Hej ° Oh), a. 
(chemicobiolog-y + -ic.] Of or pertaining to 
chemicobiology. 
The results of bacteriol and of chemieobiologic re- 

search as applied to the pal 38 of midwifery. 
weet, Aug, 22, 1000, adot, 

chemicobiology (kem*i-k6-bi-ol’5-ji), mn. [NL. 
chemicus, chemic, + .biologia, biology.) The 
chemistry of living substance. 

{kem*i-kO“li-nam‘ik), a. O 
erating to transform chemical energy into the 
en of motion. 

co-electric (kem‘i-ké-é-lek‘trik), a. Op- 
erating to transform chemical energy into 
electrical energy: as,a chemico-electric change. 

The best evidence yet secured by research seema to n- 
dicate that the method of enerry transformation in the 
vital machine is ome which directly transforma the poten- 
tial en of the food, as Geveleped by chemical combi- 
nations, into kinetic form, sometimes perhaps simply by 
chem! ynamic change, sometimes by chemicoelectrio 

formation. 
ft. If. Thureton, in Smithsonian Rep., 1406, p, 337, 

ical (kom *i-ké-min-e-ra- 
loj‘i-kal ), a. Involving both chemical” and 
mineralogical characters: a8, a chemicominera- 
logical classification of rocks, Geikie, Text- 
book of Geol.. p. 201, 
—— (kem"i-kG-fiz‘i-kal), a, Both 
chemical and physical; relating to both the 
chemistry and the physics of a substance or 
organism. 

Tt aconstant battery carrent flows comtinuously through 
a muscle or a nerve, it will so alter the chemsco-physical 
condition of the living substance that its physiological 
properties will be greatly modified, 

Buck, Mod, Handbook, LIL 767. 

chemico-physics (kemi-k0-fiz’ikz), n. Phys- 
ical cooks ry. Buck, Med. Handbook, VIL.738, 

chemi ological (kem*i-ké - fiz-i-6-loj’i- 
kal), a. Having reference to the science of 

ysiological chemistry, or biochemistry. 
migraph (kem’i-graf),n, A print obtained 

by a process of chemigraphy. See *chem- 
igraphy, 2. 

One who c ‘a (ke-mig’ ra-fér), 1. 
— 

phy ‘ke-mig’ra-fi), ». 1. A process 
zine etchings without the aid of 

photograp ** A process of obtaining half- 
tones by printing, from the same plate, in two 
colors, or two shades of the same color, one of 
which is slightly out of register, 

miluminescence (kem‘i-li-mi-nes‘ens), m. 
Luminescence associated with chemical 
changes in the luminous substance and prob- 
ably due to those changes. See *luminescence, 
Wiedemann has shown Chat the shining of Balmain’: 

luminous paint, and generally of the phides of the 
alkaline earths, is accompanied with chemical action, A 
long period of luminosity after the removal of the source 
renders highly probable the existence of what he now 
calls chemidumineseenee, Suiitheonian Key, 1506, p 121. 

chemin-de-fer (shé-man’dé-far’), ». FP. rnil- 
road, lit. ‘iron road."] A variation of baceara 
in which ench player in turn becomes the 
banker. See baecara. 

ehemin-de-ronde,. 2. Asentry-path around 
a fortification, along the scarp or counterscarp, 
protected by a loopholed wall or the glacis, 
See covered way, under cover), 

chemiotactic (kem’i-6-tak’tik), a. Acolluteral 
form of *ckemetactic, 

(NL., ¢ 

of makin, 

chemiotaxis (kem*i-}-tak’sis), 1». 
chemia, chemistry, + Gr, rigec, order.) Same 
as *chemotaxis. 

antidote, udation, 
nam! engineer, ailibri focus, See won. 
tidete, denudation, ne — — Ree pried 

chemosynthesis 

chemisal (chem’i-sal), ». A corrupt form of 
chamisal, sometimes as a local name. 
So local and strikingly characteristic are Ubese chaparral 

areas that they cee landmarks, the word cham- 
inal, som into chemisal, chemise, oF 
chinese, being adopted asa local name. Thos, we find 
on the map of Humboldt County a “ Chemdsal Creek “ 
and “Chimese Ridge" in the vicinity of Harris, and a 
“ Chemise Mountain," near Shelter Cove. 
OS, Dept. Agr., Bar. Plant Industry, Bulletin is too, 

p dL 

. 6, In mech., a sheath or eoverin 
of sheet-metal; specifically, a sheet-iron cyl- 
inder placed around the tubes in a vertical 
boiler, 

che n, 4, A degree conferred by some 
institutions upon the completion of a stated 
course in chemistry,5. Same as *chemiater. 

conducting We operations of sume branch. of Industry 
essentially of mainly chemical in character. 

322. = Same as *chemiatr Bureau 
of A winwreau.—Color ~ Tha 
— chemistry which deals with the study of 

matters and dyestutfa, Also known as finctorial 
chem .— Industrial , chemistry as ap 
Plied to industrial processes and operations, See chemical 
wengineering.— Inorganic chemistry. Although it is 
in the main correct to any that organic chemistry is the 
chemistry of the —— of carbon and inorganic 
chermbstry that of the other elements and their compounds, 
it would in — be incomventent to observe this 
claasification r y. Some carbon — such as 
carbon monoxil and dioxid, carbon disulphid, silicon 
carbide, and tron carbides which occur in cast-iron and 

cally always treated a4 inorganic sub- 
Mances. On the other hand. afew substances which do 
not contain — such as aflicon and chloroform, are 
more ail van! classed as organic,—P! 
chemistry. Same as photochemistry. — = 
istry, the study of chemical substances and chemical pro 

or to the physical ene concerned, Many of ite 
chapters had been fairly developed long before the name 
waa first used, such as those concerted with the doctrines 
as to atoms ated —— ae to Ube solid, liquid, and 
guscous states of — Rut other chapters, such 
as Chose on Ghrermochemistry, electrochemistry, chemical 
atatica, and chemical dynamics, have received moat of 
their development since the inning of the last quarter 
of the aineteenth century, the pew name has been 
a to describe the fruit of a codperntion of pliysics 
and chembstry. 

cesses With reference tengo phenomena witnessed 
es 

Daring Mies past fifteen years the border-land hetween 
chemistry physics has been very suceeasfully culti- 
vated, and a new department of chemistry has resulted. 
This is the department known aa ztusice! chemistry. 

Science, May 24, 1991, p. 500, 

Pure chemistry, chemistry considered as a branch of 
heroan Knowledge, eanena Sonne oe its practical oc 
tiedustrial applications : opposed to practical! chemistry.— 
Sanitary chemistry in ite relations to health, 
especially to public health or the health of large com- 
munities — Boctal , asimilation of diverse 
elements, especially nationalities and races, in a social 

lation. LL. #. Ward, Pure jol., p. 2uk— Tine- 
torial chemistry, See color #cheméistry. 

chemoesthesia (kem’0-es-thd’si-8), mn. [NL. 
(Crapek), « chem(icus), chemie, + Gr, aiathorc, 
pereeption,] In bot,, the capacity of a plant- 
organ to respond to chemical stimuli, 
chemocentrum (kem‘é-sen‘ trum), #.; pl. 
chemocentra (-tri), (ML. chem(iews), chemic, 
+ L. ceatrum, center.) In eyfol., the nucleus 
considered as the center which coutrols the 
chemical activities of the living cell: opposed 
to ®hinocentrum. 
chemokinesis (kem‘6-ki-né‘sis), ». [NL., ¢ 
NL. chem(iews), chemic, + Gr. xivepoe, move- 
ment.) A state of increased activity of organ- 
james in relation to chemical substances. 

Garry finds that certain chemicals “ cause the organian 
to become restless, Very awift shooting movements being 
caused.” Asa reanit of these movements the onzanisms 
soon leave the area of the operation of the chemical cans- 
ing the reaction This phenomenon Garry culls cheneo 
Finesie, 
i. & Jennings, in Amer. Jour, Physiol., April, 1000, p Bs 

chemokinetic (kem*6-ki-net‘ik), a. Pertain- 
ing to or exhibiting chemokinesis. 
chemolyse, t. & See *chemolyze. 
chemolyze (kem ‘6-liz), ©. 1; pret. and pp. 
chomolyzed, ppr. chemolyzing.  [chemoly(sis) + 
~ize.) To —— or separate into differ- 
ent constituents by chemical action; subject 
to chemolysis. 

chemoreflex (kem-é-ré‘fleks), ». [NL. chem- 
(ieus), ehemic, + E. refler.] A response to a 
chemical change in the environment by a 
motor reaction. 

(The) complicated activities of such highly developed 
organisias as ante and bees may be euheuned, with sur 
prising completeness, ander some such heading as the 
“chemoreflex.” Pop. Sci. Mo, March, 1902, p. 481 

chemosed (kem’éxd), a. [chemos(is) + -ed2.} 
Marked by chemosix, X. E. D. 
chemosynthesis (kem-é-sin’the-sis), ». [NL. 
chem(icurs), chemie, + Gr. cistieng, synthesis. } 
The formation of carbohydrates out of inor- 



chemosynthesis 

ganie compounds by an organism in darkness 
or in the absence of sunlight; contrasted with 
*photosynthesis. H (trans,), Wonders of 
Life, p. 215. 
— (kem-)-tak’tik), a, [chemotaxis 
(-tact-) + -ic.] 1. Coneerning or pertaining 
to the motion of cella or of organisms in rela- 
tion tochemical substances ; exhibiting chemo- 
taxis,— 2. Inciting chemotaxis, 

Since Cottnheim's great discovery fn 1887 we have 
known that the central phenamenon of what is termed 
by pothologists inyfemmarion la what would now be called 
a chemotactic one; for it consists in the gathering to 
— like that of valtares to a carcass, of those migra. 

¥ cells which have thelr home in the blood stream and 
in eal ng me system, to any point where the living 
tissue of the body has been injured or damaged, a if the 

ets of disintegration which are set free where suck 
Ine COCUTSs Were attractive to ther. 

Smithsonian Rep., 1808, p. 458 

tactism (kem-é-tak’tizm), ». Same as 
*chemotaria, 
So with the fy. Certain chemical stimuli from meat 

cause a fly to bay Iteeggn. In the fat these stimuli are 
lacking. They can be produced artificially. In the short- 
hand Ergon of science, it is Amply a chemical reactlon 
between certain subatances in the skin or sense organs of 
the fly and the meat, a case of chemo-faction. 

C. Snyder, New Conceptions in Sci, p, 208, 

chemotaxic (kem-d-tak’sik), a, A bad form 
for *chemotactic, Med, Record, March 7, 1903, 

. 392, 
chemotazte (kem -§- tak‘ sis), u. [NL. chem- 
(ieus), chemie, + Gr. régq, arrangement.] The 
locomotion of organisms or of cells in relation 
to chemical substances, or the property of 
certain chemical substances to attract or repel 
living cells at the point of action: in the first 
instance there is —* chemotaxis, in the 
second negatice chemotaxis, The peculiar 
response of the white blood-corpuscles to 
chemotactic stimulation is of fundamental 
importance in the defense of the animal organ- 
ism against bacterial invasion, , 

Smee Gere etarenttt, ar tobe eon, Gan tnd 
sown as Chemetazis, hy it is meant the property an 

corganiam endued with the power of movement has to 
move towards or away from a chemical stimulus applied 
unilaterally. ELneye. Brit, XXXL 51a 

chemotic (ke-mot’ik), @. Of or pertaining to 
chemosis. 
chemotropic ‘kem-6-trop’ik), a. [NL. chem- 
(icus), chemic, + Gr, rpéro¢, a turning.) Of 
or pertaining to the growth or bending of or- 
ganisms in relation to chemical substances; 
exhibiting chemotropism. Also chemotropical. 
chemotropically (kem-6-trop‘i-kal-i), ade. In 
a chemotropic manner; by and with chemot- 
ropistm, 
chemotropism (ke-mot‘ré-pizm), ». —— 
trop-ic + -ism.] The growth or bending of 
organis or of the parts of organisms, in re- 
lation to chemical substance, 
The chemical effects of the diffusing molecules on cer- 

tain elements of the skin infleetce the tension of the 
muscles, a4 the rays of light influence the tension of the 
muscles fy helbotropic animala. The orientation of an 
oranise by ditfasing molecules is termed chemotropiem, 
and we speak of positive chenefrepiem when the animal 
ts foreed to being its axis of symmetry inte the direction 
of the lines of diffusion and to turn ite head toward the 
centre of ditfusion. 

J. Loeb, Compar. Physiol, of the Brain, p. 158 

chéne («hiin), #. [F., ‘oak.’] An oak-leaf de- 
sign printed on any textile fabric. 

chenille, ». 3, A name given to the cotton 
leaf-worm or cotton caterpillar, the larva of 
Alabama argillacea, by Louisiana planters of 
French descent, anid adopted by many others. 

chenocholalic (ken’6-k¢-lal’ik), a. (Gr. xAv, 
goose, + yor, bile, + -al3 + -ic.] Same as 
*chenocholic, 
chenocholic (ken’$-kol’ik), a, [Gr. xf, goose, 
+ yo4y, bile.) Derived from -bile.— 
Chenocholic acid, an amorphous bibasic acid, Coptigyy, 
—— balling taurochemochulic acid with um 
hydrox: 

Chenopodiales (ka’nd-pd-di-a’léz), n. pl. (NL, 
(Britton, 1901), ¢ Chenopodium + les.] An 
order of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous, 
chiefly apetalous, plants. It is generally herbaceous, 
with hermaphrodite flowers, ea rovary,and utricular, 
capsular, or baceate fruit. It ineludes 1) families, of 
which the most important are the Chenopediaces, Ama- 
ranthaces, Portwlacacer, and Silenacer, 

chenotaurocholic (ké’né-ti-r}-kol’ik), a. 
(Gr. zi, goose, + ratpor, bull, + yoas, bile 
+ -ic,] Relating to a form of taurocholic acid 
resent in goose-bile.—Chenotanrocholic acid, a 
iary acid, Cog ggNS0g, found in the bile of geese, 

cherem, ". Same as *herem. 
chernites (kér-ni'téz), », [L. chernites, ¢ Gr 
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xepvity.] A variety of marble, resembling 
ivory, used by the ancients for making sar- 
cophagi. 
chert (cher‘i-dé-ri),». [Also er gem 
cheridary, charidares (pl.), carridaries (pl., 
Yule): of E. Indian origin,] An Indian cotton 
fabric, usually having narrow stripes. 4. M. 
Karle, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 83. 

cherried (cher‘’id), p. a.  [eherry + ~-ed*.] 
a as, cherried lips. Goldsmith. 

n.—} cherry, /'runus emargineta, a wild 
—* al the hen wr United Bases Shion ranges 
from Montana to California. Ite bark, leaves, and fruit 

. Same as rem 

cherry, Same as Surinam *c ay 
_ fruit-m See #/rnit- . erry 

See tleas-beetle,— Cherry A 
Same as cherry blight. Chi See wlenf- 

— ale, an 
—— forbest,— Pire cherry, 

springs up freely on lands recently devastated by fire. See 
——— Herbert , Same &t Queena 

nd *cherry.— Holl , the hotly-laurel or tslay, 
Also called Sotly-(enf fewrel and Aelly-deaved lawrel.—In- 

, (0) The Carolina buckthorn, Lhomnus Coro. 
— yA —— —— 
Same as J une- fe arr 

ing = sn and ehad-bueh,— Mexican cherry, the form 
of rum-cherry, Prunus serotina, foand in Mexico and ad- 
joining regions: by some thought to be a distinct species. 
—Native cherry, an Australian tree, 4 cuperes- 
viferweis, of the anndalwool family, the edible fruit of 
which consists of a fleshy, cherry-like pedicel bearing a 
single-seeded mut. See cherry], 3 (¢,—New Mexican 
cherry. Sane as Mexican *cherry.—Oak-leaf cherry. 

hintana, (4) 

Polson black carey, tes decally nightshade, Atrops — nigh le, 
Belladonna ; so called from the resemblance of the Sorvies 
to Wack churriea.—Queensland the fruit of a 
shrub or amall tree of the aparge famlly, Antidesma 
Datlachyanum, It is the size of a large cherry, and has 
asharp, acid favor resembling that of the red carmont, 
and, like it, makes a good jelly. — 
Same as bitter ®cherry.— 
the fruit of * is evar ba a wil 
wild , Same as ieley.— Surinam cherry, () 
See Surinam cherry, (6) A shrab or emall tree, Fugenia 
unifora, a native of South America, which produces 
luscious, ht-red, cherry-like fruit about an inch in 
diameter and agreeably acid. Also called Cayenne or 
Brazilian cherry and pitange,—Bweet cherry, rene 
avium. It bears sweet fruit even ina wiki state.—Weat- 
ern choke-c Prunwe demisea, a wild cherry of 
the western United States which ranges from the Rocky 
Mountains to the Pacific coast; it is a email tree and beare 
Pleasantly flavored fruit somewhat resembling that of the 
choke-cherry. — West Indian cherry. () See far- 
tados cherry under cherryt, (b) Proanius sphverocarpa, a 
amall eve n tree whieh ranges from southern penin- 
salar Flo to the West Indies and Brazil,—Wild black 
chery: the black cherry or rum-cherry, /*rwnus serotina, 
—Wild cherry, & name applied (7) specially to the aweet 
cherry, Prenus arium, in a wild state, and (6) wenerally 
to any of the native American cherries, as /, serotina, 
P. Virginiena, 2. Penneylvanieca, ete., and particalarly 
to the less-known species, such a8 FP. emarginata, 2. 
— and ps — = / a 
(mr) in-cherry. (+) Loproperly, J. anguatifotia, 
Chickasaw ——8 hee, onde an ow! 
leaf cherry, Pricnus sxficifolia, Tt has willow-like 
leaves, and ranges from southern New Mexieo and Ari- 
fone to Colombia and Peru, 

erry-aphis (cher’i-d’fis), n. A plant-louse, 
Myzus cerasi, which infests the leaves of the 
cherry in the early summer. 

cherry-birch (cher’i-bérch’), m. See birch, 1. 
cherry-borer (cher‘i-bor‘ér), n. The larva of 
an Australian tortricid moth, Marega gigan- 
tella, which bores into the trunk and limbs of 
the cherry, plum, apricot, nectarine, and 
—— in Australia. 
— (cher’i-bug), a. An American 

coreid bug, Metapodiva femoratus, whieh 
attacks the fruit of sweet varieties of cherry 
in the southwestern United States. Also known 
as the thighed metapodins (which see, under 
thighed), 

cherry-fair (cbor’l-f8r), n. [ME. chery feire.] 
A fair held in cherry-orchards, in some parts 
of England, for the sale of the fruit: long re- 
— as typieal of the shortness and uncer- 
ainty of life and the fleeting nature of its 
pleasures: as, 

Al is bata chery feire, Gower. 

Cherry-foirs are atill held in Worcestershire .. . on 
Sunday evenings, . . . and being almost always a resort 
of bowers, and the gay portion of the lower classes |they] 
may appropriately retain their significant type of the un 
certainty and vanity of Uke things of this world. 

Halliwell, 

cherry-louse (¢her’i-lous), a, Anaphidia, My- 
cus ceraxi, whieh attacks the buds and young 
foliage of the cherry. 

cherry-red (cher‘i-red’), a. Clear, moderately 
dark red in color.—Cherry-red heat, a temperatare 
higher than dull red and lower than bright red, as these 
colors appenr in heated iron in daylight. 
cherry-seeder (cher’i-sé"dér), n. A machine 
for removing the pits from cherries and other 
fruits. It ts canentially adouble-bladed knife which moves 

Quinine cherry. 
, Prenus Coramia, 

Cherry-seeder, 

@, kelfe for cutting eet snone: 4, handbe, with return 
spring, tor operating knife; ¢, clamp. 

in guides, and is operated by hand. Itoutsoutand removes 
the pits and delivers the pits and the frait separately. 

cherry-slug (cher’i-slug), ». The larva of an 
American suw-fly, Lriocampoides limacina. 

Cherry-slug (Ariecamrpotdes Mmarina). 

a, acbelt saw-Ay; & ¢. Slug; a, 4, ©, enllanged; f, Jelves 
showing shegs at work, reduced, (Marlats, U, $, D. Aw 

cherry-stoner (cher’i-sté‘nér), a. Same as 
*cherry-sceder. 

tree bark-louse, a1 American lecaniine, Leen- 
ninm cerastifex, which liveson the twigs and small branches 
of the cherry-tree. — tree plant-louse, un apliie 
did, Mycus cerasi, which lives om the leaves and buds of 
the cherry-tree,— scale-ingect. 
sevrfy sbartlouse,— 
weoral hairstreak.— Cherry: nest tortricid, 
on American tortrichl moth, Archipe cereatvorana, whose 
harve make unsightly webs among the leaves of the choke- 
cherry and sometimes of the cultivated cherry. 

Ch @ (kér-sid’ri-dé), m. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Chersydrus, & genus of snakes (¢ yépoor, ¢ 
land, + tdpe, a water-snake), + -ide. 
family of ugly but harmless snakes, of aquatic 
habits, They have the postfrontals bounding the orbits 

yand extended forward to form their eaperior 
porters, to the exclushon of the frontals 
Asiatic. 

a, 2. Of, pertaining to, or exhibit- 
ing the childish innocence of the ‘cherubs’ or 
winged child-angels represented by painters 
and seulptors. Ree cherub, 2.—Cherubic friar, 
a Dominican friar: so called because 1t was assured that 
the Dominicans were given especially to the pursuit of 
knowledge, a quality ascribed in angelology to the cher- 
ubim, 

cherubimical (cher‘é-bim'i-kal), a. 
cherubinne, 

chervil, Sweet chervil, (+) Same as siceet 
cicely {b). 

Cheshire cheese. See *cheese'. 
chess!, 1. 2f. Dice. Pope (trans.), Odyssey, 
I, 143,— chess, a game of chess conducted 
by a Player who does not see the board. The eyes of the 
ayer are seldom or never actually blindfolded. 
88°, X.—Red chess, a brome-grass, Bromus ruhena, 

intradinced inte the Pucitic States from southern Europe. 
It is Hoxtous in sheep. ures because its awns become 
entangled in wool, © pericle is tinged with reddish 
brown. Also called real brome. 

chessy (ches’i), a. Characteristic of good 
chess-play: as, chessy situations, N. £. D. 

chest!, ». 6. The funds of a publie institu- 
tion, or the strong box, coffer, or place where 
such funds are, or are supposed to be, kept; 
the treasury: as, a military chest; the uni- 

-tree Same as 

The species are 

Same as 



chest 
versity chest; the chest forthe relief of maimed chew-stick, n. 2. In Sierra Leone, the root of oo, 
mariners; etc.— 7, In organ-building, see 
wind-chest.—Barrel-shaped chest, « general rounded 
bulging of the chest which moves bat Litthe during ree 
piration: a condition present in emphysema of long 
duration,—Cobbler’s a deformity of the chest 
marked by a sinking in at lower extremity of the 
sternum.— of the chest, hydrthorax.—Pun- 
nel-chest. See #funnet-chest,— an in- 
clined rectangular box used in washing ore, having several 
rows of holes closed by pee. whieh are inserted in succes 
sion from the bottom as the chest fills up : a square baddle. 
The heads or rich mineral settle near the apper end of 
the box, the middlings are found at the lower end, and 
the tailings or waste flow out at the end holes. When 
the box is fall the different products are shoveled ont,.— 
Keeled Sane a *chicken-treast,—Phthinoid 
chest, a narrow chest markedly fattened anteriorly.— 
Pigeon-chest, Same as #ehicken-treast. 

chest-bars (chest’ birz), n, A pair of fixed 
vertical bars used in exercising the chest and 
arms. They are placed parallel to each other so that 
they mag oe grasped while the chest is thrown forward 

‘een toes 

chested (chest’ed), a. 2, In archery, gradually 
decreasing in diameter from a point between 
the nock and the center to both ends: said of 
an arrow. 

Chester limestone, See *limestone. 
chestiness (ches’ti-nes),«. The feelings, atti- 
tude, or manner of a ‘chesty’ person; defiant 
self-assertiveness on the part of an ignorant 
and pretentious person. [Recent slang, U.8.] 
chest-machine (chest“my-ahén*), n, A mit. 
ebine used in gymnasiums to develop the mus- 
eles of the chest, 

(echest’mang‘gl), a. See man- 

chinkapin, Castanopsis c: wider. sae inbapre 2. 
—Guiana chestnut, the seeds of Pachira aquatica, a 
large tree of Guiana and the lower Amazon. 

Same as aild chestnut. chestnut. 
chestnut-blight (ches’nut-blit), a. A fungus, 
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the cola, Bichea acuminata, which is chewed for 
the purpose of cleaning the teeth and sweeten- 
ing the breath. 

ch. g. An abbreviation of chestnut gelding. 
Oh, An abbreviation of church history. 
chi! (ki, éhé), a». The twenty-second letter of 
the Greek alphabet, X, 7, corresponding to the 
English ch, 

chi? (thi), n. [Also chigh; appar, California 
Indian. Cf. hiteh?.) A fish, Lavinia exilicauda: 
same as *hitch?. 

chiaroscuro, ». 4, A style of painting on en- 
ameled pottery practised y the Italian potters. 

(ki-az’mal), a. [ehiasm + -all,] Of 
the nature ofachiasm; crosswise: as, chiaamal 
interpositions, 
chiasmic (ki-az’mik), a. [chiasm +-ic.] Same 
as *chiasmal, Buck, Med, Handbook, IT, 252. 

r (ki‘as-tér),n. (Appar. ¢ Gr, xi, the 
letter X, + derip, star] In sponge-spicules, 
an aster with slender cylindrical rays. 

chiasti (ki-as‘ti-kal-i), ade, In the man- 
ner of a chiasmus. 
chiastoneury (ki-as-té-ni’ri), ».  [Gr. yraorde, 
arranged X-wise, + veijpov, nerve.) The con- 
dition of baving the pleurovisceral connec- 
—— as in the prosobranchiate gas- 
tropods. 

chibinite (chi'bi-nit), ». [Finnish Chibind, 
on the Kola Peninsula, Finland, + -ite?.] In 
petrog., & name given by W. Ramsay (1899) to 
a variety of nephelite-syenite containing egi- 
rite, acmite or arfvedsonite, and eudialyte, 
and having a somewhat laminate texture. 

chicago (shi-kii’g6), v. ¢. [In allusion to the 
assumed meaning of Chicago, namely, ‘skunk’ 
(it really means ‘at the place of the skunk or 
skunks’).] In cerd-playing and other games, 
to ‘skunk’ or ‘whitewash’ (an opposing side) ; 

Diaporthe parasitica, very destructive of the that is, to prevent it from scoring any runs or 
chestnut-tree in the eastern United States. points. [Slang, U. 8.] 
chestnut-borer (ches‘nut-bor’ér), n. An in- Ghicago blue, gray, orange, pool, See *lue, 

te seet which infests the chestnut.—Two-lined 
chesatnut-borer, the larva of an American buprestid 
beetle, Agriles bilinemtres, 

{ches’ti), a. [chestl, m., + -yl.] In- 
fiated with an undue feeling of one’s im- 
portance, and inclined to show it in an im- 
pudently aggressive way; sorantly and 
ee. self-assertive, cont slang, 

che .—A cheval, ()) in gemiting, betting on two 
event at the same time, — chevaux, 4 substitute 
for roulette, in places where roulette is forbidden. Nine 
models of horse with jockeys on them, each numbered, 
are rapidly revolved in comoentric circles, and the players 
bet o6 the number of the horse that will have his nose 
nearest the wire when they all come to rest. 
be made on aitgle pumbers, paying 7 for 1, or on the 
ninobers 1, 2, 4, 4, of 6 7,5, 4% paying even money. 

chevalet, ». 2. In glass-manuf., a grooved 
bench for holding cylinders of broad glass be- 
fore they are —— out. 

crab, See #ercb!..-Chevalier d'or, the 
French bloals d'or which has on ita Maltese crom.-— Cheva- 
Her of fortune, one whe lives by his wits: same os 
cheoalier d‘industrie.—The 
Edward Staart, son of James II. of England, the Old Fre- 
tender; also, Chevalier de St. George.— Young 
Chevalier, Charles Edward Stuart, of Prince Charlie, 
the Young Pretender. 

che + (shev’érd, chev’érd), p.a. [Also 
orron, chivelled (in the one quot. known, 1658) ; 
a reduced form in ignorant use of chevroned 
(spelled cheverned in 1543): see chevroner.) 
Same as cherroned. Alice M. Earle, Costume 
of Colonial Times, p. 141. 
Chevé system. See *system. 

n. 2, A meaningless or redundant 
syllable, word, or phrase used to complete a 
verse or round off a period. 
Th jas of sta the chenille - ole sina eset atta et mn 

Contemporary Rev., April, 1885, p, 651, 
Cheviot finish, » coarse, closely curtod map given to 
woolen cloth, as cheviot. 

chevron, ". 5, pl. In carp., a pair of rafters 
set up and meeting at the ridge; or tworafters 
held together at the foot by a tie of some kind 
and therefore ready to put into place as a truss, 
chevronelly (shev’ro-nel-i), a. Same as chev- 
rone. 

chevy, », 2. The game of prisoners’ base, 
Ohevy-chase {chev‘i-chis’),». A seampering 
noise or chasing about; a running pursuit. 
See Chery Chase in the Century Cyclopedia of 
Names, 

chew, ". t.—To chew oakum (nut.), said of a vessel 
when it grinds the calking out of {ts seame by ite working. 
Fed veeurs either from weak construction or from heavy 

, James Francia Chi 

ett. 

chicane, ». 3. A quibble: as, a chicane about 
words.— 4. In bridge whist, a hand which is 
void of trumps; it entitles the holder to seore 
simple honors. When the hands of two part- 
ners are both void of trumps it is called double 
chicane, 

chicayote (ché-kii-yo'te), m. A chilacayote, 
chilleoyote, chilicothe, ete, ; Nah. chichie, bitter, 
+ ayotli, gourd or squash.) A name in Mex- 
jeo of several wild gourd-like plants, es 
eially of Cucurbita fortidissima, which is also 
known as calabacilla amarga (‘bitter gourd’), 
and of Cucurbita radicans. The name appears 
in various forms. In Culifornia, as chilicothe, 
itis applied to Micrampelia mucrocarpa. See 
*chilicothe and calabuzilla. 
chicharo (ché’chii-rd), ». [Sp. chicharo, pea 
or pea-vine.} In Porto Rico, a name applied 
to a number of small leguminous vines, espe- 
cially the lablab, Dolichas Lablah, 

{ché-chiir’r6), ». [Sp., prob. ¢ chi- 
charra, an imitative var. of cigarra = It. ei- 
gala, cicala, ¢ LL. cicada, a cicac a} A earan- 
goid fish, Trachurops crumenopthalmus, found 
on both coasts of tropical America, Also 
called goggler, goggle-eyed jack, and big-eyed 
send, 
chicken-berry (chik’en-ber’i), #.; pl. chicken- 
lerries Lie a {A substitution for checkerberry, ] 
Same as cheekerberry, in both senses, 

chicken-bill (chik’en-bil), ». The sora, Por- 
sana carolina, 80 called from its short bill, 
Local southern U. 8.) 

en-breast (chik’en-brest).», A condition 
in which the sternum projects forward, the 
arch of the ribs on either side being flattened. 
chicken-bug (chik’en-bug), ». A bug that in- 
fests chickens.— Mextean chicken-bug, a cimicid or 
bedbug, dcanthia inedere, which attacks poultry in Mex. 
ico — also been found in southern New Mexico, See 

cere 

chicken-corn (chik’en-kérn), ». A form of 
durra, Andropogon Sorghum cernwus, with the 
densel flowered panicle abruptly bent or re- 
eurve It is largely 80 as to point downward. 
cultivated as a ce’ in Africa and to some extent in 
Asin, and is sometines planted in Americn, its seed being 
valued as chicken feed. Also called white yyptian corn. 
Bee soryhurn, 2. 

chicken-fixings (chik’ en-fik “singx), m. pl. 
Something nice in the way of food, or better 
than usual, (Colloq., U. S.J 

chicken-flea (chik’en-flé), ». A tropical and 
subtropical insect of the family Pulicidwe, Sar- 

chickweed 

tla gallinacea, of wide distribution. It ts 
especially attracted to poultry but also attacks young kit- 
tena, pupples, calves, colte, and even childrea, 

chick (chik’en-had), x, ‘The state or 
condition of a chicken. 
chicken-louse (chik’en-lous), n.; pl. chicken- 
fice (lis). Any one of several mallophagous 
parasitic insects, as, (@) Goniocotes abdominalia, 
the lange chicken-louse ; (b) Goniocdes dissimilia, 
the chicken Goniodes; (¢) Lipewrus hetero- 
graphus, the Lipeurus of the chicken and phea~- 
sant; and (d) Lipewrus cariabilis, the variable 
chicken-louse. 
chicken-mite (chik’en-mit), ». 1, A minute, 
almost microscopic mite, Cyfoleichus (formerly 
Cytodites) nudus, of the family Cytoleichidee 
which infests the air-passages and air-cells, an 
other portions of the domestic fowl, Itis called 
the internal chicken-nrite,—2, A similar mite of 
the same family, Lamniosioptes cysticola, which 
oceurs on the skin, but commonly penetrates 
also the subcutaneous connective tissues, 
where it gives rise to a caleareous cyst. It in- 
fests chickens, geese, and pheasants, and is 
called the cystic fowl-mite.—3, The iteh-mite 
of fowls, Sarcoptes (Cnemidocoptes) mutans and 
alling, serious enemies of domestic fowls,—4. 
me as *chicken-tick, 1, 

Chickenomite (Serrapter seutame, 
Mate and Memale, (Atter Rebén.) 

chicken. (chik’en-pekt), p. a, Ruled, 
controlled, or worrled by wilful children. 
5* — (Humorous, U.S.] * 

cken- (chik’en-pep*ér), nm. a 
cual dorered crowfoot, Ranunculus aborti 
of the United States, which has numerous smal 
achenes in globular heads. 

chicken's-toes (chik’enz-téz), ». The giass- 
wort, Salieornia herbacea; also the coralroot, 
Corallorhiza odontorhiza, The allusion is to the 
fruiting spikes of the former and the roots of 
the latter, 

chicken-tick (chik’en-tik),m. 1. Dermanyssus 
galling, a mite of the family Dermanysside, a 
most pernicions pest of the hennery, which 

thers on the fowls at night and sucks their 
lood. Sometimes they infest human beings, 

causing acariasis. Also called chicken-mite.— 

Chicken tack (Dremanprres gadiime), 

@, abelt; 4, tarsus: ¢, seowthopamts: # and «, ng. AL 
+ “enlarged. He da (Oibera, U. 5. D. 

2. Anixodid mite, Argas miniata (americana 
Pack.) which does great damage among poul- 
try, especially in the Southern States, wire it 
ranges from Texas to California. Infested 
chickens droop, refuse to eat, and finally drop 
and die. 

chicken-turtle (chik’en-tér’tl), ». A small, 
common, fresh-water turtle, Chrysemys retic- 
ulate, of the southern United States. See 
chicken-tortoise. 

. te~Barren chickweed, Crrastinm ar- 
tense obfonmfolium, of the eastern United States —~ 
Chickweed geometer. See *#yvomefer.— Germander 
chickweed, the fheld-epeedwell, Merwuiea agrestis, — 
Great chickweed, See Stelleria,—Ivy- kweed. 



chickweed 
Same as er wchickwerd.— Bea-chickweed, See 
aea-chii | Same as great wehick- 
weed.— Star-flowered chickweed. Same as «tar-fower 
(a) —Water-chick weed, See water-chickweed.—Water 
mouse-ear chickweed, one of the water-chickweeds, 
Alene mya fie, 

chicle (chik’l, Sp. ché’kla), ._ (Amer. Sp.) 
Same as chicle-qunt. 

chico* (ché’k6), n. (Short for, § — < 
Nah. zicotzapotl.) In the Philippine Is nds, 
the sapodilla, Sapota zapotilla, a tree of Mexi- 
ean origin, See sapedilia, 

group, See *group!, 
chicolar (chik-d-lir’}, ». [Perhaps a variation 
of escolar.) A deep-water tropical fish. Same 
as *escolar. 

chicot (shé-k6’), ». [F., astump-.orstub.] A 
French-Canadian name of the Kentucky coffee- 
tree, Gymnocladus divica (which see, under 
coffee-tree). 
dra ip. See *growp. 

chief. I. #.—cntef of ordnance, the senior officer of 
the ordnance department in the United States army.— 
Chief of staff. (@) In the United 
eral officer —— detailed by the President to exer- 
cise general supervision 
the staff-corps and departments of 1 
— general-stalt Ly A —A 

an army, army-corps, division, or departmen' e e 
—533* the — Al of a tagrathent to eaten 
mand of a fleet or aguadron, When practicable, he fe 
senior in rank to all other officers unter command of the 
—* — lef potty o . Seo Maori 
chief, Notethenia coritvepe, a fish of the family Trachin- 
id found in the waters of Australia and New Zealand. 

. 4.—Chtef officer (naut.), the deck-ofticer next be- 
low the in in rank; the frst mate; the officer on 
whom would devolve the command in the event of the 
disability or removal of the captain, 

army. () The 
the commander 

chiffon, n, 2, A thin gauze.—Chiffon lace, silk- 
embroidered chiffon, 

chi-fu (ché-f5), ». Same as chih-fu. 
chiga (ché’gii), ». [Native name.) A tree of 
the senua family, Campsiandra comosa, found 
in the Gulanas and Venezuela. Its large flat 
seeds contain starch and are used as food by 
the natives, 

chigger (chig’ér), n. —— Hinge of 
chigoe. Compare jigger=. Cambridge Nat. 

Hist., —J 525. fe tehd® er *hitoh 
chigh (chi), n. me as 2 or *hiteh. 

"2. A larval harvest-mite, as the nN. 
so-called Leptus irritans, Same as red-lug and 
jt , 2. 

poison (chig’é-poi’zn), », The strang- 
ler-trees, Clusia alha and C, rosea, See Cinsia 
and *aralie, 
Ohihuahuan (ché-wii'wan), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to Chihuahua, Mexico: in biogeog., inhabi- 
ting the region in the neighborhood of Chihua- 
haa, a portion of the Sonoran subregion of 
the austro-occidental life-district of the Ameri- 
ean continent. 
chi-hwan (ché-whiin), ».pl. [Chinese chi, raw, 
untamed, + hican,in Mandarin dial. fan, bar- 
barians.] The aborigines of Formosa who 
have not been assimilated by the Chinese, or 
one of them, They occupy the mountainous 

rtions of the island, 
chikere (chi-kér’), n, [Also chickore, chikor, 
chuckoor, chukore, chukor (Nl. chukor), prop. 
chakor, < Hind, chakdr, ¢ Skt. chakéra, the 
red-legged porteiege.) The red-legged par- 

the Weste imalay: tridge of aru a, Northern Pun- 
jab, and Afghanistan. The name is also aj plied by 

prtamen to the snow-cock of Ladak, T'etr tes Aaure- 
alayenats, and Ortygornis galoris, a handsome partridge of 
eastern Bengal. 

(chi‘li-kii-yo’ta), ». [One of the 
modifications of Mex. chicayote, bitter-gourd, 
A name in California and, northern Mexico 
several wild cucurbitaceous plants. 
bazilla and *chicayote, 
chilarium (ki-lé‘ri-um), #.; pl. chilaria (-8). 
(NL., ¢ Gr, yeidoc, lip, + L, -riwm.] 1. Tho 
stylet-sha rocess behind the mouth in 
Limulus.— 2, In bot., a structure in the seed- 
coat of Phaseolus, consisting of two valves 
which by hygrometric movements cause its 

ure, 
*.—Second childhood, 

often incident to old age; dotage. —— 
childie (child’i), ». [child + -ie?.] A little 
ehild: a fond — 

daisy. See *daisy. 

children’s-bane (chil’drenz-bén), », The 
American water-hemlock, Cicuta maculata: 
so called because its root causes death to ehil- 
dren who mistake it for an edible root. Also 
ealled children's-death, 

children’s-death (chil‘drenz-deth), ». Same 
as *children's-bane. 

child-study (child’stud-i), », Systematic phys- 

See cala- ¢ 
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iological and psychological study of children 
and their ways, especially in regard to their 
educational adaptabilities and capacities, with 
a view to determine effective methods of 
teaching and of overcoming disabilities. 

Qhilean cedar, See *cedar. 
Chilhowee sandstone, 
chiliadic (kil-i-ad‘ik), a. 

See *sandstone, 
(chiliad + -ic.) Of 

or pertaining to a chiliad, 
chiliarchy xn, 2, The post of chiliarch, 
chiliastical (kil-i-as’ti-kal),a. Chiliastic; also 
inclined to favor the views of the chiliasta. 

(kil-i-as’tis),. [Gr. dial. yidsarty, 
in dialects of Ephesus and Samos, ¢ Gr. yiAedc, 
a thousand: see chiliad.) In (Gr. antiq., in 
Ephesus or Samos, a tribe or division of one 
thousand citizens. Jour. Hellenic Studies, 
VIII. 107, 

chilicote (ché-li-kO’ta), n. [Mex. Sp.: see 
*chicayote,) A name in northern Mexico of 
Erythrina coralloides, a small thorny trifoliate 
tree belonging to the Fabacew, the hard scar- 
let seeds of which were formerly strung into 
necklaces by the Indians. ‘They are ground to a 
peer and are used modicinally in some parts of Mexico, 

as an external application for headache and internally 
as an emetic. Like bright-col used for 
beads they are also called celoria and peonta, 

chilicothe (chi-li-k6’thé), x». [One of the mod- 
ifications of the Mex. chicayote, bitter-courd,] 
A name in California of several wild cucum- 
bers, especially of Micrampelis macrocarpa, 
The fruit, when ree. is a la iickly ball, bat when 
Tipe it becomes lily-like “— the rolling back of the 
segments of the tile, which are internally pure white. 
The Lay = brown seeds meemble beams They are 
#trung into mecklaces by the Indians This plant and 
others resembling it have enormoas tuberons roots, on 
acovant of which they are sometimes called man-root, or 
old-tnan-in- nL Bee echicnyote and Rchalicote, 
chilicoyote, n. Same as chilacayote. 
chilidium (ki-lid’i-um), ».; pl. chilidia (-#). 
(NL., ¢ Gr. yri#or, a beak, + dim. -idiwm.) Yn 
the Brachiopoda, « convex plate which ap- 
pears in mature stages of some of the species 
as an outside envelop of the cardinal pro- 
cess of the dorsal valve. It is analogous to 
the deltidium of the ventral valve, but is 
not homologous therewith either in origin 
or function, 

Chiliferide — rage ag Se pl [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xeidoc, lip, + L. ferre, r.) <A family of 
ciliate Protezoa, of the order Holotrichida. 
They have the mouth in the anterior of the body or 
near the middle, the pharynx undeveloped or small, and 
undalating membranes at the edge of the mouth or in the 

x, The family includes the genera Leteophrys, 
ucoma, Colpeda, and others. 7 

chiliomb (kil’i-om), ». [Gr. qysdeay, formed 
in imitation of fxaréu3y, heentomb.] A saeri- 
fice of a thousand (oxen). X. B.D, 

chilitis (ki-li’tis), ». [NL., < Gr. zero, lip, + 
-ifiz,) Inflammation of the lip, 

fron, See *iron.—Chilled meat, ete, meat, 
fish, poultry, and other fool material kept at a moder. 
ately low temperature, but not always frozen, in a cold- 
storage warehouse of in the cold-room of a steamer, 

chill-harden (chil’hiir’dn), vr. & To harden 
(steel) b —— it to a cherry-red heat and 
cooling it suddenly by water or a jet ofair. The 
carbon enters inte combination with Uhe fron and the 
steel is resistant to abrasion, and has a high elastic limit. 
See chill-Aardening and chilled casting. 

Chilli sauce, a highly-seascned tomate sance flavored 
with chillies, — vinegar, Vinegar flavored with red 

apd used as a sauce, 
chill-room (chil’rim), m. A cold-storage room 
or refrigerator chilled by pipes in which cold 
brine circulates: used to chill meats, ete. 

beef, eheep, or ag & 
ate roomia, aatil Une that it is taken from the refrig- 

erator to be prepared for the table. 
Amer, Sup,, Jan. 24, 1908, p. 22639. 

Chinese Ladybird (CAssarprwe stew ili s), 

@, secoed larval stage; +, cast skin of same; ¢, full-grown larva; 
@, method of pupation. Use pupa beiag retained in «plit larwal skin 4 
6. hewly emenedt adult net yet codonats 4, fully colored adult. 
All two aad a hall tewes metural size. (Marlatt, US, b, Ad 

china 
GChilocorus (ki-lok’}-rus), m. [NL., ¢ yeizor, 
lip, + (appar.), «dpeg, sprout, shoot.) An im- 

rtant genus of coccinellid beetles, of wide 
istribution and comprising more than 30 

ios, all of which are important enemies 
of seale-insects, C. bientnerwe is the ‘twice-stabbed 
ladybird * of the United States, and C. eimifis ie the Chi- 
nese ladybird imparted into the United States by the 
United States Department of Agriculture, from China, to 
destroy the San José seule. 

chilomalacia (ki-ld-ma-la‘si-), mn. [NL., <Gr. 
yritoc, lip, + yadaria, softness.) Same as noma. 

chiloschisis (ki-los’ki-sis), ». (NL., ¢ Gr. 
eidoc, lip, * cyicr, cleavage, separation, 
oyitew, cleave, separate: see schism.) Same 

as harelip, 
chilostome (ki‘lé-stém), ». and a. 
member of the Chilostomata, 

Il. a. Pertaining to or resembling the Chi- 
lostomata. 

chiltern (chil’térn), n.anda. [Chiltern, a local 
name.) In A kind of dry, open soil cbarae- 
teristic of certain parts of England. 

II, «. Characterized by the prevalence of 
F soi] known as chiltern; as, chiltern coun- 
ties. 

chimborazite (chim-b6-rii’zit), », [(Chimborazo 
where found) + -ite?.) Same as aragonite. 

el, vo. t. 3. To announce, indieate, sum- 
mon, or —— — by chiming or stroke of 
bell: as, to chime (or strike) some particular 
hour; to chime one to sleep, or to supper, ete. 
Chime-and-chime, end to end : said of barrels so moged 
that the head of one butts against the head or bottom of 

— 
He [De Launay] believes that since the cavities which 

contain the serpentine pipes are in the mature of volcanic 
chimneys, water, penetrating to the contact of a molten 
metallic bath charged with various carburets, cnused the 
sudden formation of carbureta of hydrogen, and by their 
explosion the opening of the voleanle chinuneys, 

Suutheonian ep. (Nat. Mua.) 1000, p. 606. 

5. A very narrow cleft in a cliff. 
1 lowered myself through the chimney, however, by 

making a fixture of the rope, which I them cut off, and 
left behind, as there was enough and to spare, 

Whymper, Scnunbles anvong the Alps, p11 

chimney-sweep, ». 4. In aagling, an artificial 
fiy used in salmon-fishing : named from its 
black color.—Chimney-sweep's cancer, Sev #can- 
err. 

chimopelagic (ki"mé-pé-laj‘ik), a. [Gr. yriva, 
winter, + réAayor, ana.) Rising tothe surface 
of the seain winter, but living in the depths 
of the sea during the warm season, Many 
Radiolaria, Meduse, Siphonophora, pleropode, 
and heteropods are chimopelagic. See *allo- 

lagie, *bathypelagic, *nyctipelagic, 
t. i, 2. Tn gymnastics, to lift the bly 

of the Lager by the arms on a horizontal bar 
until the chin is brought over the bar. Also 
used transitively: as, to chin the bar, 
Chin. An abbreviation of (a) China; (b) 
Chinese. 

I, a, Any 

4. (c) A vent through which roleanic crap 
piace. 

".—Alabama china, fronstone china tanle- 
ware made in Barsiem, Bugland, for the warship Alabama 
of the Conf States mavy, about 186% 10 was deco 
rated with a central design of two crossed cannon sur- 
rounded by a wreath of the cottow and tobecco-plants 
and the motto of the veewel, Beveral services of this now 
celebrated pattern were produced, and pieces are sought 
aa histor relicn —— china, Aiglo- Amer- 
jean inade by Staffordshire potters for promo 
tion of the antislavery cause in the United States. Form. 
ing part of the decoration is a quotation from the first 
—— to the —— — a vanes — —* 

jes and appropriate mottoes in the er design. In 
some pieces the name of Elijah P, Lovejoy, who io 
atartyr to the cause at Alton, DL, 
Also called Lovejoy china.— Sane aa 
India *china,— , a callector's name for an 
mytatic moth of the genus Hidrocampa,— Cineinnatt 

pPleces of a white stoneware tabie-service decorated 
with the figure of Fame holding a truny in oe leand 
and the insignia of the order of the Cincinnati in the 
other: mae in China, aboot 1784, for the Society of the 
Cincinnati in the United States Columbian Star 
china, tette-earviows made extensively ty John Rod: 
way, of Hanley, and William Adare and Soe, of Tonatal 
England, for the American market during the presitent 
campaign of 1540. The design consists of a view of the 
celebrated ‘log cabin,” the birthplace of William Henry 
Harrison, surroanded by a border of stars, printed in bine, 
pink. and other colors, This pattern was also copied by 

trus Regout, a potter of Macstricht, Holland. Also 
called fog-catan china and Harrison china, — 
Canal china, pottery or cream-colored ware made by 
Staffordshire potters for the American market in commen 
oration of the completion of the Erie Canal in Ise. It 
Waa prodiced ina great variety of designs, printed in dark 
blue and other colors, showing Various Views of the canal 
ani portraits of eminent Americans. India china, « 
variety of Chinese porcelain of stomewnre, usually with 
blue decorath cartied by the East Tndin Company to 
England, Holland, and the Unite! States, during theelgh- 
teenth century; also modern Chinese ware of the same 
character, See Jndia were.—Ironstone china, Sce 

’ a 1537, appears. 



china 
tronefont,—Log-cabin china. See Cofwmlnan Star 
wchina.— Lovejoy china. Sce antislawry ®ekina.— 
Martha W: French lain table- 
ware decotated with a chain of fteen links, cach contain. 

Phare of Martha Washington Chiaa. 

ing the name of one of the States, and, as a central device, 
the monogram M. V. in a golden sanburst. Around the 

jece la a palnted serpent, forming a come 
is service is sa to have been 

ying ht. ‘otficers Law 

sonic cream-ware was also produced in Staffordshire 
early in the nineteenth century, with transfer-printed 

mm aod inscriptions, Pitchers and mugs of this 
character, with black and green devices, Were also male 
fn Liverpool for the British and American trade, many of 
which survive in private and pablic collectiona — 
lentum china, mp pintes and otter pieces of a table-service 
bearing a printed device in color atiowling « lion led by a 
child, surrounded by lainba, the aevcing or, and quota- 
tions from the Bible: a popular design produced by Staf- 
fordahire potters about Isis, — Ny, china, Same as 
India #china.—Btone china, Same as irmistone &ching 
and white #yronite.— Syntax china, blue china with 
tinted designs after Rowlanidson’s illustrations of Wil- 
jam Combe's Tours of Dr, Syntax: made at Cobri 
Staffordshire, by James Clews, carly in the nineteenth 
centary. 

china? (ké’nii), ». [Erroneous spelling of kina 
or qitina, perhaps suggested nd the unrelated 
chinchona, cinchona.) 1, Cinchona bark,—2, 

inine. 
China box, brier. See borl, *brier. 
chinaldine (ki-nal’din), #. ‘Same as *quinal- 
dine, 

(chi’nii-md’ ni-it), x. 
collecting china. 

A eraze for 

Like other mild forme of insanity, chinemeania hos ite 
ee phases, and attacks ditferent individuals in very 
itferent ways All the Year Jtvwnd, April 4, 1474, p. 11, 

(ehi’nii-ma’ni-ak), 2, One who 
is smitten with the chinamania; one who has 
a craze for collecting china, 
china-metalt (chi’nii-met*al), ». An old name 
in Europe for porcelain and majolica ware 
before their true nature had become known, 

Their Venice-glans, ond Parslane and CAtna-Metal, 
crocks with as slight a blow as pote of coarser Clay. 

A, Walker, Loot —— p lk * ED 

chinamine (kin’s-min), #. Same as quinamine. 
china-root, ». 3. Snrilax Pseude-China. Soe 
china *brier, 

chinase (kin-a-sep’tél}, », A yellowish, 
erystalline compound (CyH;(OH).SOgH.N) 
bearing the same relation to chinoline that 
phenol-sulphonie acid does to benzol: used as 
An antiseptic as a substitute for salol, Also 
called diaphtol. 

china-steps (chi’ni-stepz*), . pl. A pyrami- 
dal stand consisting of two or more steps on 
which china was formerly displayed. It was 
usually placed on the top of a high-boy. 
China-town (chi’nii-toun), ». A section of a 
town in the United States oceupied chiefly hy 
Chinese and in which they live more or less 
in accordance with their own customs. 
China wood-oil, See *reod-oil. 

ch-bug, ®.— False chinch-bug. (1) An American 
anthocoril bug, Triphlepe tasidiorns, which resembles 
the true chinch-bay, bat le carniveroas, preying upon 
plant-lice and other small soft-tudied insects, (6) An 
American lygwid bug, Nyeius angustatus, frequently 
—— for the chinch-bug. Ld is — — amd 
inet pe-Vines, atrawberry-plants, anid garken Veqes 

tables. ‘doo. Nyetua, with ent. ute false chinch- 
Dug, 4 bag, Nyeiue mints, of the family Layard, 
somewhat resembling the chinch-bug, I feeds om era. 
cilerous planta, 

chin-chin! (chin’chin’), ». [A corruption of 
Chinese te’ing, teing (or cling, el’ing), in 
which ¢ts'ing means beg, pray, Tequest, have 
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the goodness or the kindness to, please. The 
reduplication is much used in Chinese formal 
intercourse to introduce many polite phrases 
which are seldom completed; as, “I pray you” 
(do not stir); “allow me” (to refill your wine- 
rs fd ‘please! please!” (no more for me); 
“T pray you” (to allow me to take my de- 
Rerwrey, that is, ‘to say good-by,” ete. 1, 

Pidgin-English form of salutation: as, chin- 
chin! old man, what place you go? 
On the thirty-sixth day from Charing Cross a traveller 

can... be making his cAin-chin to a Chinese mandarin. 
Pall Mall Gaz., April 14, 1985, 

2. One's greetings, respects, or regards: as, 
é ne e@ give my chin-chins to A when you see 

im.— 3, A —— salute; ‘ i-by. 
chin-chin! (chin’chin‘), v. t, To greet; salute; 
pay respects. 

The belle of the tankas arrives first: and showing her 
beautiful white teeth as she “ehin-chins” the captain, 
makes fast to our biota. 

All the Year Round, April 3), 1850, p. 18 

chinchin? (chin-chin’),#. [Chilean,] 1. An 
evergreen shrub or small tree, dzera micro- 
phylla, of the family Flacourtiaces, or its hard 
wood. It is often cultivated as an ornamental 
plant and bears exceedingly fragrant small 
— flowers. — 2, An ornamental shrub, 
alygala thesioides, native of Chile and Bolivia, 

bearing blue flowers. See Polygala. 
A simplified spelling of chincough. 

(ehin‘gal), n. Rheumatism of borses 
and eattle whieh becomes localized in the 
muscles of the loins. Also called Jumbago and 
chine-felon. 

chinela (ché-nd‘la), n. (Sp. chinela, chanela 
Pg. chinela = Cat. chinellas: It. pianelia, aslip- 
per, dim, of Sp. *chano (otherwise ano) = Pg. 
chiio = It, piano, flat, level, plane: see plane!, 
plain, and piano.) In Spanish-speaking coun- 
tries, a slipper; in the Philippine Islands, a na- 
tive slipper without a heel and with a very small 
upper which barely covers the toes: worn by 
women. 

artichoke. Sor * Chinese 
brake, cat, etc See — = — 
5 , Chinese yam, See *cinnemeon-cine 
an yam, 1, 

chin-fly (chin’ili), ». A horse bot-fly, Gas- 
trophilus nasalis, possibly so called because 
its eggs are laid about the horse’s mouth where 
they can be reached by the tongue of the horse 
and thence carried to its stomach, 

9 lain, See *porcelain, 
chinin in’in), x, [china? + -in?.] Same as 

winine, 
1. 2. The variegated pattern shown 

by oak and other woods when eut across the fF 
. 

In discussing with my agent the difference between the 
wood of the sweet chestnut and that of the oak, he spoke 
of the chim® of these woods, meaning the variegated 
pattern which they present when sawn, 

X. and @., June 2, 100, p. 422, 

chink® (chingk), ». (Appar. a var. of kink.) 
A sprain of the back, ng. dial.) 
Chink? (chingk), ». Chinaman. [U. 8. 
slang.] 
chin-key (chin’ké), ». In psyechophys., an 
electric key which is closed or opened by the 
movement of the lower jaw: used in reaction 
experiments, Scripture, Exper. Phoneties, p. 

Chinkie (ching’ki), ». (Chink? + -ic2.) A Chi- [ 
naman, [Australian slang. ] 
The pleasant traits of character in our colonialised 

Chinkie, us he is velgnety termed (with the single varia 
thon ‘Chow’ . J. Boyd, Old Colonials, p. 228, 

chinkle! (chingk‘l), ». [Var. of hinkle!.] 
Neut., a turn or kink in a rope. 

chinkle? (chingk’l), ©. & [Freq. of ehink?,] 
To tinkle or cause to tinkle; produce a eon- 
tinued ‘chinking’ sound: as, to chinkle the 
sinall coins in one’s pocket. 

chin-music (chin’mi’zik),#. Persistent chat- 
terortalk. [Slang.] 

c (chin‘i), a, [chia + -y1,] Talkative; 
given to talk. [Colloq.] 

I forgot nll about the old lady, —— the was more Chi 
chinny than the young one. 

Chino (ché'nd), ». IAppur. orig. Sp. chino, a 
Chinese.} A person of one quarter Indian and 
three quarters negro blood. [ Mexico, ] 

An Indian marrying a pegress prodiees a “Sobo,” and 
the latter engenders with a negreas a“ CAdne,.” 

Denther, Races of Man, p. 542, 

Chinoist, ». [F.: see Chinese.) A Chinese or 
the Chinese. Parchas. 

read-wtnwera, Vib. 

Chionaspis 
The Chtnoys who live at the bounds of the earth. 

Sir T. Browne. 

chinoiserie (shé-nwoz-ré’), », [F., < Chinois, 
Chinese.] 1, Chinese conduet, methods, or 
ways of doing things; a Chinese characteris- 
tic. 

The men occupied the carved teakwood stools about a 
large table... .. The women stood by and served them, 

. The whole was a bit of bright chinowerie worth in 
mey to witness itself a 5 ae x . 

Y. H. Biehop, in Harper's Mnag., May, 1884, p. 830. 

2. A Chinese curio, knickknack, or product: 
as, ‘Japanese tea-trays, chinoixzeries,” ete, 
Miss Braddon, 

Chino-Ja: (chi’nd-jap-a-nés or -néz*), a. 
and n, “a. Relating to both Chins and Ja- 
335 as, Chino-Japanese relations; Chino- 
lapanese trade, 

n. The Chinese langu as used and 
pronounced in Japan: as, hei for Chinese hai, 
the sea; 70 Aid for Chinese Twig King, Eastern 
capital (the city formerly known as Yedo); do 
for Chinese tee, road, circuit; mei or mio for 
Chinese ming, bright, clear, distinguished, etc. 
Also called Sinico-Japanese. 

Chinoline blue, See uo. 
Chinologist (chi-nol’d-jist), n. Same as sinol- 
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Chinology (chi-nol’é-ji), mn. [China + -ology.] 
Same as sinology. 

Chinook salmon, Same as quinnat. 
chinoral (ki-nd‘ral), 1. [*china? (quina) + 
{-chDoral,} An oleaginous, very bitter liquid 
containing quinine and chloral hydrate: used 
internally as a hypnotic and externally as an 
antiseptic. Also guinoral. 

chinosol (kin esol » nm. [*china? (quina) + 
~se + -ol.] Same as *quinosol. 

chinovic (ki-né’vik), a. —** (quina) + 
L. orum, egg. + -ic.] White, and derived 
from ¢hina (quina) or cinchona bark.—chinovie 
acid, a white, finely crystalline powder of undetermined 
composition, contained in cinchona bark and also obtained 
by decomposing chinuwin by bofling with dilute acids, 

chinovin (chin‘’é-vin), n. [ehinor(ic) + -i.] 
A whitish, intensely bitter glucoside of uncer- 
* composition, extracted from cinchona 

rk. 
chin-strag, n. 2. A strap whieh passes under 
the jaw of a horse and connects with the nose- 
piece and bridle-cheecks. 
Chiodecton (ki--dex‘ton), », [NL. (Acharius, 
1814). #o called in allusion to the white thallus, 

Chiadectan myrttceta, 

4. Plants showing Debit; 4, section through a stroma avd the apo. 
theceas ¢, aus and parsphyses; a spores) ¢. soeropheotes with 
ycmespores: <. # and ¢ greatly enlarged. (Free Engler and 
dantl’s  Mlanzeadamilsen,'*) 

< Gr. qu, snow, + (appar,) dexréc, aceeptable 
(pleasing ?).] A lange genus of crustaceous 
lichens with Chrodlepus gonidia and more or 
less disciform apothecia, either sunken in or 
seated upon a stroma. Most of the xpecies 
occur upon bark in tropieal or subtropical 
regions, 

odectonacer (ki-d-dek-to-nii’s6-€), ». pl. 
[< Chiodecton + -acew.] A family of erusta- 
eecous lichens, named from the genns Chiodecton 
and having the apothecia mostly sunken in 
stromata, 

chionablepsia (ki‘é-na-blep’si-i), nm. [NL., 
Cir, yer, snow, + alveiva, blindness.) Same 
as snow-blinduess, 

Chionaspis oR Ae vn, [Gr. yror, snow, 
+ aoric, a shield,} genus of scale-insects, 



Ovange Chionaspis (CAsomargis cé¢ev), Ulastrating a groep of the 
female aed male scales as they occur ona leaf, Enlarged about seven 
dhameters. (Aiter Marlatt.) 

~ range Chionacpis, dinspine scale-insect, CAionaspia 
citri, of wide disteiba - . which affects the folinge and 
bark of citrus planta. 

This apectes (Chionaapis citri Comstock) ooours in the 
orange es of the Rastern United States, and is also 
especially troublesome in Loutsianas, as first shown by the 
observations of Dr. Howard, and, Inter, of Profersor Mor- 

The latter reports it a8 being very prevalent from 
Sew (Ortvans to the Gulf, and that Ite presence on the 
trees causes a of the bark and very ugly wounds 

Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agr., 100, p, 270, 

Chionodoxa (ki’6-n5-dok’sii), n. (NL. (Boissier, 
1844), in allusion to their early-blooming 
habit, ¢ Gr. zv, snow, + déga, glory.) A 
small genus of hardy bulbous plants of the 
family Liliaceae; the ee includes 4 species 
which are natives of Crete and Asia Minor 
(Mt. Tarsus). The flowers are amall and blue (run. 
ning into white amd red forma), with recarved, ing, 
acute segments, dilated fllaments, and small or capitate 
stigma They are among the best of early flowering 
plants, blooming in February, March, and Apel, according 
to the locality, with the early snowdrops and scillas. 
Since their introduction to cultivation in 1477, they have 
been widely cultivated under the name glory af the meow, 

chionophilous (ki-6-nof‘i-lus), a. (Gr. yidv, 
snow, + ec, love.) Preferring the winter: 
applied specifically by Ludwig to the winter- 
leaves of Helleborus fortidua, ‘ 
chionophobous (ki-d-nof’é-bus), a. 
snow, + gojeiv, fear.] unning the winter: 
applied specifically by Ludwig to the summer- 
leaves of Helleborus fortidus, 

chip}, r.i. 4. In poker, to bet a counter of the 
smallest 
until others declare, 

chip!, ». 9. Specifically, in gem-ewfting, a 
cleavage which weighs less than three fourths 
of w earat,— bark, the broken pieces and chips 
of cinchona bark, used principally manufacturers of 
quinine and other alkaloids, in distinetion from draygist's 
bark, which consists of ee * *2* — * 
tora, bine Matos cu lin slices, 
al "ei —** open over. 

chip§ (chip), a. 1, In wrestling, a special mode 
of throwing one’s opponent; atrick, V. ED, 
—2. A quarrel; ao falling out; a ‘spat.’ 
[Prov, Eng.] 

chi (ché’ pi), a. [Quichn chipa, Aymaré 
echipa, cover, wrap around, asa bundle.) In 
South America, a net made of leather thongs, 
used for transporting fruit and also heavier 
loads. Tunka 
and boxes are meu. 
ally covered with a 
chipa to protect 
them on bong and 
diffents journeys. 

chi (chipt), 
a, [Also chipt 
< ehipt ++ | 
Having smal 
ieces or flakes 
roken off; 
made by a pro- 
cess of echip- 
ping: said of 
stone imple- 
ments made of 
flint, jasper, 
obsidian, an 
other brittle 
stones, Chi 

are 

— * tas 
jon chipping 
or faking with a 
bone faker which : 
is premsed against A Chippendale Chair, After « design by 
the sarface of the Thomas Chippendale. 

by pressure. The edges of 
ments are alto chipped by nipping. 

stone imple- 

(Gr. ydv, Chi 

value, in order to keep in the pool chi 
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Very unlike... to a set of chi; 
Ing to the... period of the cromlechs in France and & 
land. B. M Tylor, Early Hist. of Mankind, vi 

Chippendale (chip’en-dal), mn. The name of an 
Enghah designer and maker of furniture, 
Thomas Chippendale, who published a book 
of designs in 1752, and whose name became 
attached to a style of furniture prevalent 
from the middle to the end of the eighteenth 
century. The designs were an English adaptation of 
contemporary French styles, The general characteristica 
were elaboration and delicacy, with an affectation of «im- 
plicity not founded on solidity, A style of book-plates ts 
also known by this name. See *farniftere,; 

The earlier [book-plates) of this Chippendale 
manner are tolerab y ponderous simple - 

Eneyo. Brit., XXVI. 204. 
chipper’ n. 2. A large marble used by boys 
in Seotland to chip at and scatter a row of 
marbles while standing at a certain distance. 
Also called a plunker,—Pneumatic chipper, « 
small fmpact-machine worked by com air, used for 
chipping or ne — z —— ic — —— — 

epuerumat e chipper replaces Ly erties 

and. —E and does the work more quickly and with 
leas exertion on the part of the operator. 

chipper? (chip’ér), ». [From “chi 2. e, 
freq. of chip?.) Twitter; chatter, (Dialectal.} 
The wreaths of foam fof the sea] . Made a mirthfal 

inatrimedite belorg. 

cha, and b under the of the searing larks, 
— — BE. Burritt, Wi to Land's End, p. 314, 

chipper (chip’ér), v4. To make ‘chipper’; 
cheer np. 

Perhaps the hardest thing that Sylvia did thre the 
work to chipper her Boom py 
Mrs, Whitney, Other Girls, xvill 

Chippewayan (chip-e-wa’yan), a. and n, I. a. 

day, Was the setting to 

Of or pertaining to the Chippeway, Chippewa, 
or Ojibwa tribe, one of the Athapcskam tribes 
of Canada, 

II. x. —— —— sent , ok 
pping-hammer (chip‘ing-ham*ér), mn. 1. 

hammer weighing about a pound and a half, 
used for striking the head of a chipping- or 
cold-chisel.—2, A pneumatic hammer — for 
chipping; a pneumatic chipper (which see, 
under *chipperl). 

“machine, ».—Pneumatic chipping-ma- 
id-belkl machines in which the chisel-olge is 

driven against the surface to be chipped by the action of 
air upon a piston with great frequency and intetumity, 

chipping-strip (chip’ing-strip), ». Same as 
chipping-piece, 

(chip’sir’inj), mA rubber bulb 
with a fine nozle attached, used for blowing or 
washing away the dust (chips) during the exca- 
vation of a tooth-cavity. 

chiq me (ché*ka-ché’ka), », [Carib 
name.) In Venezuela, the bast-palm, Attalea 
Junifera, or its fiber, piassava. See Attalea and 
niassave, 1, 

c (ki’ral), a. [Gr. x, hand, + -a/.] Of 
or pertaining to the hand. Bee *chirality. 

chirality (ki-ral’i-ti), ». [cheral + -ty.] In 
optics, the power posses: by certain crystals 
and optically active substanves of turning the 
nlane of polarization of light to the right or 
eft hand. 
The book ts largely a new creation, It surveys a vast 

range, all the cognate subjects on which the author feels 
that he haa something ew to communicate —laws of 
ditfasion of gases, transparency of the sky, detailed dynam- 
ies of optical chirality, motion of molecules through 
wether, etc. Nature, May 5, 1904, p, & 

chirapsia (ki-rap’si-ji}, #. [NL., (Gr, xeipawia, 
a touching or rubbing with the hands, ¢ yeip, 

chirospasm 

chirization (ki-ri-zi’shon), ». [Also cheiriza- 
tion,  *chirize (Gr. yeip, hand, + -ize) + -ation, 
The process of development by which the han 
has become a more and more important ele- 
ment in human activities; also a supposed cor- 
related process of development of mobility and 
of increasing importance of centrifugal over 
centripetal movements, 

N pedal devel t hs of th tal of peripheral or centrifugal) functioning’ aint growth toe 
volved in the general of cheirization, which, eo- 
— wi cephalization, detines Haman rene 5 

jevelopinental process explains the spectatiza- 
thon of the Seri along one or more lines, and connects the 
spectal development directly with environing conditions. 

17th An, Rep, Bur, Amer, Ethnot,, 4. 157. 

chirk (chérk), ». A perverted form of chert. 
chirl (chérl), v. [An imitative var., in freq, 
form, of chirk!, chirm., The Sp. ehirlar, prat- 
tle, chirriar, chirp, are imitative words of 
independent origin.) I. infrans, To sing: 
warble; chirm. 

II. frans. To warble like a bird. 
chirl (chérl), ». [ehrl, v.] 1. A kind of 
musical warble. 

His (Leigh Hunt's) votee, in the finale of It, had a kind 
of —* warble — we vernacularty called it) whieh 
reminded of ing birds. 

7 — —— in Mrs. Carlyle's Letters, L 2 

2, Same as chirnmt, n., 2. 
chirls (chérlz), ». In mining, coal which 
through a h or screening-shovel; small 
coal free from dirt, Also cherrels, (Seoteh. } 
chirognomist (ki-rog’no-mist),». [charognom-y 
+ -st.] One who tells fortunes or 8 
character by an inspection of the hand or the 
lines on it; a palmist, 

mn. <A simplified spelling of chire- 
graph, 

chirografy, n. A simplified spelling of chiroy- 
raphy. 

chirograph, ». 2, Acontrivance for holding 
a beginner's hand in a prescribed position 
while he is learning to write, 

hal (ki-rog’ra-fal), a. [ehiregraph 
~!.) 1, Relating to chirography,—2. In 

one’s own handwriting; autographie. [att 
ae 5) (ki-rog’ ra-fa-mm), a. 

chirographarius, ¢ chirographum, chirograph. ] 
Of or pertaining to, or given in, one’s own 
handwriting: as, a chirographary creditor, 
that is, one who holds an acknowledgment of 
indebtedness in the debtor's own handwriting. 

chirol (ki‘rdl), ». (Gr. yeip, hand, + -of.] An 
— varnish consisting of an ethereo- 
alcoholic solution of various antiseptic oils and 
resins. 

(ki-rd-meg’a-li), nm. (Gr, yrip, 
hand, + wade, largeness.] Enlargement in 
ail dimensions of the hands. 

r (ki-rom’e-tér), vn. (Gr. xeip, hand, 
+ étpov, measure.) An instrument used to 
measure slopes aud angles of elevation, as the 
angle of elevation of a rifle, or the angle of 
heel when a ship rolls, 

chirono: (ki-ron’$-mid), a.and wn. JT, a. Of 
or belonging to the dipterous family Chiro- 
nomida. 

II, ». A member of the dipterous family 
Chironomida. 

(ki‘rd-po-dal’ji-i), . [NI., ¢ 
Gr, xrip, hand, + wore (r0d-), foot, GA yor, 
pain.] Severe pains in the hands and feet 
oeeurring in acrodynia, 

hand, + a@zrev, touch.) Friction with the chiro cal (ki’ro-pod‘i-kal), a. Of, pertain- 
hands; rubbing; massage. 

tis (ki-riir-thri‘tis), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xep, hand, + dpépirec, inflammation of the 
joints: see arthritis.) Inflammation of the 
ints of the hand and fingers, 

tin (ki-ra’tin), ». 
Aneutral, yellow, resinous, intensely bitter 
compound Cy —D found in the stalks of 
chiretta (Siver ia Chirata), 
chiratogenin (kir-a-toj‘e-nin), n. [NL. chirata ch’ logy (ki*ro 
+ -gen, produced, + -in?.] An amorphous, 
neutral compound, CygHo,.Os, formed, to- 
ine with ophelic acid, by the hydrolysis of 
chiratin. - 

| Chir. B. Anabbreviationofthe Latin Chirurgie chiro 
Bacealaureus, Bachelor of Surgery. 

Chir. D. Anabbreviation of the Latin Chirur- 
iz Doctor, Doctor of Surgery. 

chirivita (ché-ré-vé'tii), . 
ribita, also chiribico, a fh 

(NL. chirata + -in?,] chiropodism (ki-rop’6-dizm), x. 
+ -ism.) Same as chiropody. 

chir (ki-rop’6-dis-tri}, . [chiropo- 
dist + -ry.) Same as chiropody. 

ing to, or involving ehiropody, 
As we passed mpidly over a wemdlland apace, 2 . . 

something hart my foot, and taking odf at omy T found 
that a amall —— Operas “i Was necessary. 

Geo, MacDonald, Wilfred Cambermede, xvii. 

[chiropod-y 

dol’ d-ji), a, (Gr, yrip, 
hand, + wore (xod-), foot, + -Aoyia, (Aépe0n, 
speak.) 1, Same as chiropody.—2, A treatise 
on, or the sum of knowledge regarding, chi- 
ropody. 

ous (ki*rop-te-rof’i-lus), a, 
(NL. chireptera, bate, + Gr. gteiv, love, + 
-ov8,) In bot,, pollinated by the agency of 
bats. 

(Cuban Sp. chi- COhirosaurus (ki-rj-sii’rus), n. [Also Cheiro- 
ith 80 callod; a West savrus: NL., (Gr, ye(o, hand, + caipoc, lizard.) 

Indian fish, Pomacanthus arcuatus; of. Sp. Same as *Chirotherium. 
chiribitas, pl., floating specks in the eyes chiro 
(musca volitantes).) A fish, the same as black 
‘angel, 

spasm (ki’ré-spazm), n. [Gr. yeip, hand, 
+ cxacpéc, contraction; see spasm.) Same as 
writers’ cramp, 



Chirotherium 
Chirotherium (ki-ri-thé’ri-um), n. — 
Cheirotherium : NL., ¢ Gr. xeip, hand, + Oypiov, 
a wild beast.) An extinct reptile, or, as now 
sup) , & stegocephalian amphibian, whose 
usually five-toed tracks (indicating a large 
hind foot and smaller fore foot) occur in the 
Triassic sandstones of Germany and Great 
Britain, Also Chirosaurws. 
Chirotrichid# (ki-ré-trik’i-dé), n. pl. [NL 
—— (-trieh-} + A family of 
extinet malacopterygian fishes known logi- 
eally from the —— period. — 
—— (ki’rs-tip), n. (Gr. vip hand, + ri-mor, 
type. specimen upon which a manuscript 
name, or chironym, is based. — 

chirper, n. 2, Achirping cup; ‘the eup that 
cheers.’ [Colloq.] 

Hand ap the chirper! ripe ale winks in it ; 
Let's have comfort and be at peace, 

G, Meredith, Juggling Jerry, st. U. 

(chér’pi-nes), ». A chirpy state or 
ani apy Minn ig Ba! chitarrone 
He saluted us with a cricket-like chirpiness of manner. 

W. D. Howells, Italian Journeys, p. 24% 

chirping (chér’ping), p. a 1, That which 
chirps (as a bird or cricket).—2. That which 
cheers or enlivens: as, a chirping cup or glass. 
—3. Merry; hilarious; lively. 

This carol d has Dehirping boy aod kipee 
Kit Cobbler it ts, I'm a father of hi 
And he dwells in the Inne called Fill-pot. 

B, Jonson, The Masque of Christmas, st. & 

4. Talkative. 
He liked drink, too, which made 

m Thackera 
him chirping and 

erry. 2— vill. 

chirpling (chérp‘ling), ». 
little ehirper; a young bi 

chirr (chér), n. [ehirr, ne 4 
sharp, stridulous sound sue 
the cricket or cicada, 

2,0. I, trans, 2, To cheer or applaud 
(a public singer or the like, and for pay),—3. 
To produce or utter chirpingly. 

if of their (ants’] building is destroyed, an official 
is son auning 2* pd haw weg be yt pe — a 
careful survey of the ruins, be chirrigs a few clear and 
distinct notes. 

Livingstone, Exped. to Zambeal, ix. 

Il, intrans, 1. To produce with com 
lips and suction a sharp explosive chirp’ 
sound by way of greeting or pleasing an infan 
or a cage-bird, or of coaxing and encouraging 
a rs = a horse, ete.—2. To converse or sing 
in a lively manner or in sprightly tones. 
Then she ts a0 accom 
rt at ber harpeic 

A monotonous, 
as that made by 

ished —so sweet a volce so ex- 
—..+. how she did chi at 

ra. Piano's concert! Sheridan, Rivals, ti L 

chirruper (chir’up-ér), m. [chirrwp2, v. 2, 
+ -erl,) One who chirrups or applauds; a pro- 
fessional applauder. * 
Did poet or painter . . . ever have a chi In their 

ayers and re in m can 
thout him. It is his generous office 
the ay ae 

News, March 17, 1888, p, 268, 

chisel?, »,— th’s chisel, 2 heavy hammer 

Sa —— 
chisel, a round-nosed — —— toa blunt angle, 

chine chisel, one of the special typ of chisel teed ta 
power mortising-machines, cian 

chiseled, p.a. 2, Shaped like a chisel: as, a 
2 with —— Sd eH 

chisel-edged (chiz’el-ejd), a. Having the sha 
of a wedge, with the extting edge af the bean: 
said of an arrow-head. 

chiseler, chiseller (chiz’el-ér), n. ete yp fay 
+ — One who works with a chisel; one 
who carves, faut - sha — a — 

chisel-gage (chiz‘el-sij), v. epth-gage 
adapted to achisel: used to making slivers or 
chips in flooring where the chips are to be 
turned back again and glued down to hide a 
nail-head, 

chiselling (chiz’el-ing), n. Chis- 
eled work. 

Do we not shun the street version of a fine melody ?— 
or shrink from the news that the rarity —some bitof chis 
cling or engraving perhaps... is really not an uneom- 
mon thing, and may be obtained as an every day poe 
session t George Eliet, Middlemarch, v, 47, 

chiselmouth (chiz’el-mouth), n. 
fish, dcrocheilus alutaceus, found in the lower 
Columbia river and its tributaries, as far up 
as Shoshone and Spokane Falls, Also called 
chiselmonth jack, 

chisel-rod (chiz’el-rod), ». A steel rod rolled 

«os to ina 
J. Paya, in Dua. 

fhe tint] 8 Te 

A cyprinoid cui 

238 

to a suitable section for the forging of cold or 
other chisels, 

chit}, ». 3. pl. Small rice. 
In the Carolina mills the [rice} product fa divided into 

‘prime,’ ‘middling’ (broken), ‘emall’ or chits, and ‘four’ 
or *devnnse." FP. L. Olmated, Seaboard Slave States, vil. 

chit?, ». 8. Also used attributively. See 
chitty- faced, 

But no thanks to that little —5 devil, Jenny Denni- 
som, who deserves a tight akelping for trying to lead an 
honest lad into a scrape, just because he was so eilly as 
to like her gocxl-for-little chit face. 

Seott, Old Mortality, x. 

chitarra (ké-tir’rii), a. [It.; see cithara and 
itar.) An Italian musical instrument of the 

ute family, but with a flat back and wire 
—e. like the guitar, It was first used in 
the sixteenth century. 

chitarrino (ké-tiir-ré’né), ». [It., dim. of 
—— A small chitarra, especially pop- 
ular in Naples. 

(ké -tiir-rd‘ne), m. 
({It., aug. of chitarra,] A 
ebitarra, usually with a double 
neck, much extended, very simi- 
lar to that of the theorbo and 
archlute. Fora time from the latter 

y the chitar- 
instru. 

ps of stringed instruments 
The distinction between chitarrone and 
archiute is not always observed in 
Properly the latter was a true late, while 
the former was closer to the guitar. 

base strings dnten truce 1n0D and wes eoed 
in orchestras in 1007. 

Science, May 20, 1003 p. 870, 

tenidine (ki-ten‘i-din), 3 

, formed by t oes 
uinidine in an acid 

solution of potassium perman- 
ganate, It melts with decom- 

sition at 246° 0. 
tenine (ki’ten-in), n. 

par. ¢ chi(na?) + -t + 
— x c — —* 
1 2 , formed by 

the sa ted of ——— sulphate 
with potassium — 
The — se melts at 

[chiten(ine) +-ad + -ine?, 
crystalline alkaloid, C, 
No + 2H 
dation o' 

Chitonelloidea (ki-td-ne-loi’dé-4), n. pl. [NL., 
< Chitonellus + -videa.] A group of 
ular chitons having the posterior valve funnel- 
shaped and the laminw thrown forward. It 
contains the genera Chitonellus and C. ~ 

tosamin (ki-td-sam’in), ». [ehit(in) + -ose 
+ amin(e).) Same as *glucosamin, 

chitosan —— In. 3 *n.)] 
n amorphous compoun 290 Vg, ob- 

tained by heating chitin to isl . aa very 
concentrated solution of potassium hydroxid, 
chitosare (ki‘t6-siirk), n. [Gr. yrrde, chiton, 
+ cdpé (capx-), flesh.) That region of the 
body of protozoans, as the Sarcodina, in which 
the shell is formed. Wallich, 

chitose (ki’tés), ». [chit{in) + -ose.) A sim- 
ple sugar, CgH) oD 9, obtained on oxidation of 
chitosamin (glucosamin), 

chitter! (chit’ér), n. [ehétterl, ».] The chat- 
tering or twittering of birds, Mrs, Whitney. 

bite (chit’ér-ing-hit), », A bit of 
bread eaten by boys who have been swimming, 
to prevent a or the chattering of their 
teeth with the cold; a shivering-bite. Also 
called chittering-crust and chittering- piece. 
fees.) 

ttering-crust (chit’ér-ing-krust), n. Same 
as *chittering-bite, 

-piece (chit’ér-ing-pés),m. Same as 
*chittering-bite, 

chiule (ke-al’), n. (ML, chiula (Nennius), 
cyula (Gildas), ¢ AS. ciol, edol, ON, kidll, kal, 
aship: see keel.) An artificial term repre- 
senting a Middle Latin form, in medieval 
British historians, of the Anglo-Saxon and 
Norse name for a ‘long ship’ or ship of war. 

—— valry, the period, from the 
eleventh th the = century, — the 
system of knightly mflitary service, with all ite privileges 
and its high ideals of valor, generosity, courtesy, ete., pre- 
vaited.— flower of chivalry, the more ill ous 
portion or moss Wlustrious wwember of any company of 
anned knights, 

chloralose 

chivarros (ché-viir’riis, -rés), n. pl. 
Mex. 8 Leggings. [Southwestern United 
tates, 

chivo (ché‘’v6), ». [Sometimes erroneously 
read or written chiro; ¢ Sp. chibo, a kid, in 
Cuba also a goat. Names of the goat are 
often transferred to fish.) A mulloid fish, 
Upeneus grandisquamis, found from Guaymas 
to Panama. 

Ch. J. An abbreviation (a) of chief justice, (b) 

chivarr: 

of chief judge. 
Chlamydo' (klam*i-d6-bak-té-ri- 
&’86-6), om. pt. [NL. (Migula). ¢ Gr. yrauic 
yAoped-), mantle, + Bacteriacer.) A family of 
lamentous bacteria consisting of rod-shaped 

cella surrounded by a distinct sheath. Repro. 
duction is by means of either motile or non- 
motile spores, 

monadide(klam’i-d6-mé-nad‘i-lé) 
n, pl. (NL, ¢ Chlamydomonas (-nad-) + -idz.] 
A family of Protozoa, of the order Phytofla- 

Uida, They have waaally a greenish body with a dell- 
fae membranons shell, vor 2 contractile vacuoles at 

base of the flagel da single 
This taily Ince the qunenn Chlarn uel —E 

omonadina(klarm‘i-dé-mon*ii-dli’nit), 
an 

n. pl. (NL., ¢ Chlamydomonas (-nad-) + -ina.] 
A suborder of flagellate Protozoa, of the order 
Phytoflagellida, ineluding the families Chlamy- 
domonadide and Phacotide. 

domonas (klam’i-~iom’é-nas),». (NL., 
€ Gr. y2apic (-vd-), mantle, + ysovac, a unit.) 
The typical genus of the family Chlamydomo- 
nadidx#. Ehrenberg, 1834. 
—— 7 (kla-mid’6-thriks), n. — 
(Migula, 1900) (in allusion to the sheathed fila- 
ments), ¢ Gr. yavic( y/aud-), a mantle, + api, 
hair.} A genus of filamentous bacteria con- 
sisting of cylindrical cells arranged in non- 
motile, unbranched, sheathed filaments, Repro- 
duction is by means of non-mo erical of ovoed 

© Vegetative cella 
a (Cladothriz) pr Ba Be species occarting in 
water impregnated with iron, See tronm-bacteria, under 
wbacterium. 

—— Gr thao, magtler + cropd? (Salisbury, 1 r. 74auic, mantle 
seed. The — ‘of the t species Is hooded 

an aril.) A genus of monocotyledonous 
nts of the family Liliacea, The type species, 

. ja and is sometimes 
cultivated. See TA 

} ifolium, is a native of Austral 
moter 

discoloration of the skin oc- 
tn the subjects of chronic disease,— 
a‘ Rare * cataneous — Lo 

brownish-sellow patches on the skin occurring in prog” 
nant women. 

chloracid (klé-ras‘id), ». [chlor(in) + acid.] 
In chem., an acid of which the electro-negative 
radical is or contains eblorin, 
Chloramida, nv. pl. See *chlorhemide, 
Chloral camphor, See *camphor. : 
chloral. onoxime (kl6’ral-as‘é-to- 
fen-6-noks’im), 4, Colorless prismatic erys- 
tals, CgHs.CHg,.C = ON.CH.OB.CClg, obtained 
by the interaction of chloral and acetopheno- 
noxime at low temperatures. Upon contaet 
with acids it decom into its components. 
Used in medicine in cases of epilepsy and 
tetanus. 
chloralamide (klé-ral-am‘id), ». [choral + 
amide.) A colorless crystalline compound, 

CCls-CH ¢ Nit obtained by conducting dry 

ammonia into a solution of chloral anhydrid 
in chloroform. It is an ic and hyp- 
notice remedy. It is official in the U. 8, Phar- 
macopeia (eighth edition) under the name 
chloralformamidum, 

-ammonium (kld‘ral-a-mé’ni-um), a, 
A colorless, erystalline compound obtained by 
passing dry ammonia gas into a chloroformic 
solution of ehloral, It is almost insoluble in water, 
bat when dolled with water decomposes into chloro 
— formate: used as an analgesic and 
ype 

ehloralic (klé-ral’ik), a. [chloral + -ie.] De- 
rived from chloralose,Chioralic acid, a «: 
Une acid, CyHigClaQq, formed by the oxidation of 
ose. It ery izes in seeddes which melt at 212° ©, 

chloralimide (klé-ral-i’mid), », [chloral + 
—— A colorless crystalline powder, CC 
CH=NH),,obtained by heating ebloral hydrate 
and dry ammonium acetate to boiling, and 
| ie into cold water. It is as a 
Lypnotic, 

chloralose (klé‘ral-ds), n. [ehloral + -ose.) 
A name given to two compounds, CgH,;OgClg, 
formed by the union of chloral and glucose. 

orale 



chloralose 
One is difficaltly soluble in water, is tasteless, and melts 
at The other is easily soluble, tastes bitter, and 
melts at 180°C, Chloralose is used as a hypnotic. 

chloraloxime (klé-ral-ok’sim}, n. A elaas of 
erystalline compounds, employed in medicine, 
obtained by the action of various oximes 
upon chloral: as chloral-acetaldoxime (CCly. 
CHO-CHg.CH,.N.OH),  chloral-benzaldoxime 
(CCly.CHO-CgHs.CH.N.OH), | chloral-acetox- 
ime (CCl, CHO-LCH \g-CN.OH), chloral-cam- 
phoroxime (CC 3.CHO-C oHyg.N.OH), and 
others. When heated with water these com- 
pounds decompose. They are used as byp- 
notics. 
chloramine (klér-am’in), a. [chlor(in) + 
amine.) Pertaining to an amine which eon- 
tai ehlorin,— *brown, green, 
* *yellow. See the nouns 

chloramylite (klé-ram‘i-lit), n. [Gr. xAupér 
en, + duwiov, —* Chlorophyl granules 

erived from the transformation of starch. 
Belrung. 

chloranemia cyl ll aap n. [Also chloro- 
anemia; NL. chloronaemia € Gr, xfupic, green, 
+ avarmia, bloodlessness (see anemia).) In 
med., same as chlorosis, 

chloranemic (kl6-ra-nem‘ik), a. [chloranemia 
+-ic.) Sume as chlorotic. Buck, Med. Hand- 
book, VIL, 608, 
Chloranthacew (klé-ran-thi’sé-&), nm, ‘pi, 

NL, (Blume, 1830), ¢ Chloranthus + -acew.] 
family of dicotyledonous, archichlamydeous 

(largel —— plants of the order 
Piperales, typified by the genus Chloranthus, 
and characterized mainly by the 1-3 stamens 
united with each other (when more than one) 
and with the ovary. There are 3 and about 

chloranthaceous (kld-ran-tha’shius), a. Be- 
longing to the —— Chloranthacex. 

chlorapatite (klir-up‘a-tit), n. [eMor(ia) + 
apatite.) An apatite containing chlorin, The 
common varieties of apatite contain fluorin 
and are called fluorapatites. See apatite, 

rate, ". Potassium J... ore —— — 
man tared on a c ec strong 

solutions in water ot tha — — chlorida. 

chloraurate (klér-ii' rit), ». —— + aur(ic) 
+ -atel.] Same as *aurichlorid. 

chlo (klér-az’61), a. [chlor(in) + az(o) 
+ -o1.] A apg ——. chlorin and 
one or more azo- an -groups.— 
Wim aks 

Chlorella (kld-rel’li), mn. (NL. (Beyerinek, 
1890), ¢ Gr. y2opér, greenish yellow, + dim. 
-ella.) A genus of unicellular grass-green 
alge occurring in symbiotic relationship with 
Hydra, Paramecium, Ophrydium, and similar 
forma; the 38 cell’ of Radiolana, 

chloremia, chlor#mia (klj-ré‘mi-i), 9. (NL. 
chioremia, (Gr, x+upéc, green, + aina, blood.) 
Same as chlorosis. 

chloretone (klo’re-tén), n. [chlor(oform) + 
+t + -one.) A colorless crystalline conden- 

sation-product, (CH) : C ¢ or of chloro- 

form and acetoue. It is hypnotic and anti- 
septic. Same as *acetone chloroform. 
The majority of deaths cecurred in rabbita, after chlo- 

tetone of urethane, The fatal cose for chleretone 
stomach catheter, lies slightly above 16 ce, of a satura 
solution per kila, Jour, Exper, Med., VL 247. 

Chlorhema (klér-hé’mii), nm. [NL., irreg. ¢ 
Gr. x4upec, green, +aiua, blood.) The typical 
— of the fumily Chlorhemide. Dujardin, 

Chlorhamida, (kl6r-hé’mi-dé, 
klé-rem‘i-dé), nm. pl. (NL, ¢ Chlorhama + 

-] _A family of chwtopod annelids, of the 
order Polychexta, — an elongated eylin- 
drical y with green blood, the color being 
due to the presence of chlorceruorin. Also 

chlorhydrin. (klse-bi“arin) hlor(in) + (klor-hi‘drin), =. [el in 
hydr(ogen) + -n2.) A neal formed b 
replacing with chlorin one or more hydroxyl- 
groups ina or a containing several such 
groups, especially the compounds formed from 
glycerol in this manner: as monochlorhydrin, 
CHeOHCHOHCHCI; — trichlorhydrin, © CH 
CICHCICH,CI. 
chlorhydroquinone (klér-bi‘dro-kwin’én), m. 
—— + hydro(gen) + oe) A color- 
ess crystalline compound, CgHgCl(OH js, made 
—* treating quinone with concentrated hydro- 
chloric acid. It melts at 106° C, 

230 chloroproteinochrome 
chlori .— Alkaline chlorid ponnd obstal + NL. i A gree idium, 
by a Lag Dero of aunt akaline’ Tses- Gniorta certain esi ed —— * 

—— sre Ghlorid pa nie, Sow myer, chlorohematin —— a, for. 
— ethylend, , m0 Lapis, en. . hematin, me as 
sen, stannic, stannous chicrid, wethyl, 55 * 

2? mse chlorol (kl6’rol), wn. [eklor(in) + -ol.] An 
chloridation (klo-ri-da’shon), n. The act of aqueous solution sented Ae apt Bb chloridizing or combining chemically with 
chlorin. Silver is chloridized for the purpose of trans 
forming It from @ refractory compoand to a compound 
{Agtl) whieh can be dissolved fectant and deodorizer. 

recovered. The operation of — 
by suitable reagen 

reed ul qT 6 "ri. i esta cra a teat ‘te CMoometrical beme 
ing the operation @ small amount of ordinary table salt . — — 
(NaC) is mixed with the ore, and this reagent effects the Chloromonadina (kl6’rd-mon-a-di‘ni), n. pl. 
chloridation of the silver. (NL., ¢ Gr. x/apéc, green, + (uowad-), a 

chloriden (kl6‘ri-den), ». [chlorid + -en for unit, + -ina®.] A group or suborder of flagel- 
aE Ethylidene chlorid orethidenebiehlorid, Jate Protozoa, of the order Phytoflagellida, 

H having the body somewhat plastic and with- CHgCHCls. 
chlorimetry (kl6-rim’e-tri), mn. Same as chlo- out a distinct membrane, and with — 

ata, It rometry, 
ineludes the genera Vaewolaria and Celomonas. 

eurie chlorid, sodinm chlorid, and hydrochloriea 
acid, and 3 parts of copper sulphate: a disin- 

discoid chromatophores but no 
chlorin, n. Chiorin is now obtained on a great acale by 

electrolysis of a solution of common salt, the Castner pro- tina (kld* 1-ti’nii), n. ‘NL. 

get bas at chy, seo. See Cetner pre Coe Rent rion, tctkey, aeiokt ean Chlorin a, * * * — — — — [ap pe Lame — a —— of — — — — 
h strong ic — = er Flagellata, resemblin lena, but hav- 
—— — —— ———— cca” ing a thicker cuticle. It —— the genera 
solution ; used in analytical chemistry. Phacus and cinelis. 
chlorinate (klé‘ri-nat), m. [chlorin + -atel.] ch lo-rd-fan‘ik), a. — — 
A term sometimes applied to the soluble + -¢.) Pertaining to or derived from chloro- 
Dleaching-compounds obtained from caustic Pbhane.—Chjorophanic acid,ablack crystalline 2 
soda or potest by the action of chlorin—La- chi obtained as 2 decomposition-product of chlorophane. 
barraque’s fluid “and Javelle water respec- Chlorophenin (kl6-ro-fen’in), m. [ehlor(in) + 
tivel phen(a) + -in?.) Adirect cotton coal-tar color. 

chlorine? (kl6’rin or -rin), a. [Gr, xAupée, closely related to chloramine yellow. 
light green, + -ine!.) Of the color of young — range, Gee woranpe. 
leaves; light green. chloro (kl6’r6-f6r), m. (Gr. x?upér, green, 

chloriniferous (kl6-ri-nif’e-rus), a. [E.chlorin + ~Sopec, ¢ gépe, bear.) Same as chromato- 
+ L. ferre, bear,] Containing and capable of dui. 

. (k16-r6-f1’ 86-4), n. pl. (Gr. xAwpdc, 
——— a, —3 + us.)] — dinar (ove , —** i ex.) 
Related to or resembling chlorin: as, a chlo- taininr i | sis sah nw — alge con- 
rinows smell or taste. en forms : 

5, = formerly called Confervoides, chloris,». 3, Same as flora, 2(b).—4. [cap.] —— ool nf " nfervacer, 
(NL. (Swartz, 1788).] A genus of plants F 
of the family Poacew. They are mostly ie : (k16-r6-fi's6-us), a. In bot, 

ith flowers in digitately arranged spikes. re are Of or pertaining to the CAlorophycee or grass- 
about 40 spelen, widely — in —— green algm, 

tooth — grasn windanill ve, Bevoral “SMTORNTT bady, corpuscle, vesicle, s chlorophy!- 

See UU vated as ornamental planta. See ®VE Ch lorophyl-grain (kl6’rd-fil-grin‘), m. In bot., 
chioritio mart, in oe! a former designation of adivision one of the small es which bear the chlo- 

an the green coloring-matter of plants. 
chloritization (kl6-ri-ti-zi’shon), ». [ehlori- orophyl-granule (kl6’ ro-fil-gran il), ». 
tize + -ation.] In petrog., the alteration of Same as *chlorophyl-grain, 
minerals in a rock into chlorite. {cdlorophyiit) kl6-r-fil ik), 

chloritize (kl6’ri-tiz), v. i.; Nay and pp. chlo- “+ Jo, Mile (xi-xf 7“ orophyl, the er : Of or pertaining to ch 
ritized, ppr. chloritizing. [chlorite + -ize.] In n coloring-matter of plants. Simon, Phys- 

to alter, as the ferromagnesian rock- . ey logical Chem., p. 21 forming silicates (augite, hornblende, biotite, see lin (klo-r5-81'in), n. [oblorophyt + 
ete.), into the secondary mineral, chlorite. -in2.) A chlorophyl-like coloring-substance 

both walls of each apophyssis the tink and ; llidia : gree * 
ame abundant bisillcates ot the granite asa abeent or tiple of — i the op rin 
are represcuted by rare shreds or plates of chloritiznd = — 
biotite. Amer. Jour. Sei, Aug., 19, p. 122, Chlorophyllose (klé-r6-fil’ds), a. - yl 

+ -ose.] Containing chlorophyl; ¢ a yl- chloritous (kl pri"tus), a, [chlorite + -ous.) laceous. Science, June 12, D936. 

ehlormethane (isemeth'és), m. Same ue een? (purptyrah Ia pstogs mae 
cpa lye Pe ze iven by A. ont (1850) to po tie 

chlorosnemia (kl6’r§-e-né’mi-§), n. Same as Fiorite te diorite-porphyry with —— 

chlorobrom (klé’rj-brim), n. A trade-name ripeTiomble — found at Quenast 
‘of a mixture of bromide of potassium and chlo- 
ralamide in licorice-water, employed as a 
hypnotic and in seasickness. 
orocarbon (klé-ré-kiir’ bon), n. Carbon 

tetra-chlorid, CCl,. 
chlorochromic (klo-ré-kré’mik), a. 
from chlorin and chromic acid. 
Chlorococcacer (kl6/ro-ko- ki’ 88-6), n. pl. 

Chlorococeum + -acee.) A subfamily of 
tococcaces (which see). 

chloroplast (klé’rp-plast), ». Same as ohloro- 

lastin (k1é- ‘tin), a. A proteid 
constituting the — substance bf the 

Obtained hlorophyl-granule. Schwarz, 
chloroplatinate (kl6-r9-plat’i-nét), n. [chlo- 
r(in)+ platin-wm + -atel,) Same as *platini- 
chlorid, Sometimes incorrectly written plati- 
nochlorid, the name of a different compound: 

orococcum (kl6-rj-kok’um), m. [NL., ¢ 8% potassium chloroplatinate, KgPtClg. 
Gr. xAupéc, + néxaoc, berry 5 chloroplatinite ( xlõ·ro.plat innit), n, (chloro- 
A genus of grass-green algw formerly culled Platin-ic + -ite?.) A salt derived from chloro- 
Cystococeus (which see). platinous acid. Chloroplatinite process, 8 pho 

ehlorocruorin — 
green, + L. cruor, blood, + in} A green on exposure to light, the ferric salt being reduced to 
coloring-matter found in the blood of certain a 28 ——ã— Td —— * — 

inverte =e treated with a ttl containing potassium —2 Po- 
form, #.— Acetone chloroform, Seo *aertine, 

— the tradename of 1,1,1- or a 
trichlore %, CHgCOly, a colorless I wd proeered by 
the, action of chlorin on ethyl chiorid. It boils at 74.5" C. 

tassium “a double salt of potassium 
and platinum, Ko PtCl,, obtained as reddish deliquescent 

Stn olichncatono ——— 
resembles chloroform in anesthetic properties, satution of platinfe chlorid. This salt is employed in 

chloroformamide (klé‘ré-férm-am‘id), m, photography in the platinotype process. 
[chloroform + amide.) Same as *carbamic chlo: ochrome (klé-ré-prd-té-in‘é- 
chlorid. krom), m=. LE. chlorin + protein + Gr. ypdua, 
chlorogonidium (kl6’rd-gé-nid’i-um), n.; pl. color. | A chlorin substitution-product of tryp- 
chloregonidia (-i). (NL, ¢ Gr. xAwpoc, green, tophaue, 



Chlorops 240 cholegiobin 

Chlorops, ». 2. [!.c.) A fly of the genus chock‘, r,t, 2. To check the motion of, as by This produces an increased propoit.on of fine 
Chiorops.—Beet an American oseinid fy, 
— — whowe larva mines the heaves of the 
sugar. 

chloropsia (klé-rop’si-l), mn, [NL.. (Gr. x2updr, 
n, + dive, view.] In pathol., a condition 

in whieh objects seen are of a green color. 
chlororufin (klé-ré-ré’fin), ». Gr. xAupér, 
green, + L. rufus, red, + -in®.] e red pig- 
ment of the Chlorophycee, which is a reduced 
ehlorophyl. ostafinski. 

(kl6* rG-siir-kO’ mh), ».; pl. 
chlorosarcomata (-ma-ta). [NL., < Gr, x? apdr, 
green, + cdpxupa, sarcoma.) Same as chilo- 
roma, 

a chock, 
chock-block (chok’blok), », A stall wedge 
or block used to prevent a wheel or a log from 
rolling. 
chocky (chok’i), a. [chock + -y1.] Full of 
chocks, ruts, or holes: as, a chocky road. 
Prov. Eng.) 
ocolate, ".— Alisarin chooolate, « chocolate-color 

obtained by applying alizarin with a mixture of alumin- 
jum and irom mordants: a term ased chiefly by calico 
printera· It is similar to alizarin pace. 

chocolate-bean (chok’é-lit-bén’), ». The 
seed of the cacao, Th Cacao. 

chocolatier (chok-j-la-tér’), n. [F.] A choco- 
late-maker or -dealer. 

chlaroni, Puan car rer cl" chofler, nA dinfetal frm of chaufer. 
’ ce * ent, 

chi (klé-r9-spin’el), ». (Gr. x?upér, choice-reaction (chois‘ré-ak’shon), ». In psy- s-green, + E, spinel.) A grass-green va- 
riety os spinel in whieh iron replaces part of 
the aluminium, 

chlorotic, a. II. ». One who suffers from 
chlorosis. Budk, Med. Handbook, I. 644. ss 

Chlorous oxid, in in xid 
formerly believed to exist 28 distinct ond of chborin. 

chophys., a reaction in which the movement 
made in response to stimulus is the expression 
of anact of chore. 

We cannos pass from the sensorial reaction to the 
fon. , , abote stop, 

E. M. Titehener, Yrimer of Psychol, p. 2, 

porization (kl6’r)-va"por-i-2a’shon), Choil (choil), m. (Origin obseure.] In cutlery, chlorova i 
n, [chloro(phyl) + vaporization.) In bot., a 
process analogous to transpiration taking 
lace in —— pgm ts Fan Tieghem. 

chlorozincate (kl6-ro-zing’kat), a. {chlor(éd) 
+ zine + -atel,] In the ease of creatinine, in 
combination with zinc chlorid: as, creatinine 
chlorozincate, 
chlorozone (klér-d’z5n), a. [chlor(in) + ozone. 
The trade-name of a bleaching material o 
essentially the same character as Labarraque’s 
fluid, but in solid form. It contains 11 or 12 

recent. of sodium hypochlorite. G. Lunge, 
ulphurie Acid, LIT. 490. 

chlorsalol (klér’sal’ol), n. A white erystalline 
compound, CyH,(OH)CO.OCgH,CI, obtained 
by the action of — pentachlorid on 
a mixture of ortho- and para-chlorophenol ; 
chlorophenol salicylate; salieylic-chlorophe- 
nol-ester. It is insoluble in water, but soluble in aleo- 
hot. Itditfers from salol in containing an atom of chlorin 
in place of one of hydrogen. It is used \y a8 an 
intestinal antiseptic. 

chlorsulphic (klér-sul’fik), a. [chlor(in) + 
sulph(ur) + -ic.] In petrog., a term used in 
the quantitative classification of igneous rocks 
(see *rock) to deseribe a subdivision of igneous 
rock magma having — or nearly equal pro- 
portions of chlorin, Cl, and sulphur trioxid, 

dg. The proportions may vary within the 

limits, £6, 3? 5 
chlorutahlite (klér-a'ti-lit), mn. [Gr. q*mpor, 
green, + ufahlite.] Same as *utahlite. 
Chm. A little-used abbreviation of chairman. 
Choanoflagellida (k6’a-nd-tla-jel’i+ia), n. pl. 
(NL., ¢ Gr, yooroc, a funnel, + L. flagellum, a 
whip (see flagellum), + -ida.) An order of 
Protezoa, of the class Mastigephora, having 
one or more collar-like processes about the 
base of the single flagellum, It ineludes the 
families Phalausterida and Craspedomonadidex, 

choca (cho’kai), ». [ehoe(olute) + -a.] A 
beverage made of coffee and chocolate mixed. 
chocho (ché’ehs), ». Bat Ind. Sp.J A name 
in the British West Indies and Australia of 
the cheyote. See Sechium, cheyote, and *chris- 

chock’, 5. A block of wood iall n. 5. ock of wood, especially one 
for burning. See chuck4, 1, [Prov. Eng.) — 
6. A thick unsawed block of wood. See *chock 
and log. [Australia.]—7. pl. Blocks of wood 
or stone placed on a harrow, roller, or other 
machine to give it weight or steadiness.—8, 
In turnery, same as chuck, 5.9. A rut-like 
hole in a rom. [Eros Eng.)— Chock and log, 
a kind of fence need on the 
great sheep and! cattle stations 
or ranches of ‘Australia, con: 
sisting of smocessive layers < = Se > 

rougti-hewn logs resting at eact 5 
eo on potelied chocks or blocks Closed Chock. 
of wont placed at right angles 
ty the line of fenee Wo Use required height. Also msed 

attributively: aa, a chock. 
and-log — ferice.— 
chock, a cheek having the 
ariné United or closed tox 
wether. — Combination 
ch a chock having a 
pivoted arm that * be 
tase to keep the — rom 
jumping out if d 
pitches 

barat 
Roller Chock, 

a bowsprit chock having 
only ome arm and supporting a roller or gakle-roll for a 
rope, 

the indentation in the blade of a knife where 
it joins the tang. 

choil (choil), v.f, To make a ehoil in (the 
blade of a knife). 

choiler (choi‘lér), n. One who makes choils in 
knife-blades. 
oir, »., 3. (b) All that part of a eruciform 

church which is beyond, eastward of or farther 
from the main entrance than the transept; the 
eastern arm of the cross: so named because 
the choir proper (see def. 3) is usually in that 
pert of the eburch and ceoupies nearly all of it. 

hit, Without reference to the in , one may say of o 
great charch that the choir is fourteenth-century work, 
while the nave end transepts remain twelfth-century, as 

um. 

5, A group of instruments of the same class 
or of related organ-stops, as a trombone choir, a 
diapason choir, ete. 
— {kwir’il), n. One of the aisles which 
flank the choir of a church. It often includes 
the deambulatery or passage around the 
chevet, 
choir-book (kwir’bak), ». A book containing 
music for a choir or chorus, 

choir-gallery ——— n, A gallery or 
baleony in a church where the choir is sta- 
tioned, usually at the end of the building op- 

site the chancel or pulpit. 
~leader (kwir’lé‘dér), n. Same as *choir- 

master. 
choir-man (kwir’man), n. 
in a choir or chorus, 

choirmaster (kwir’mis-tér), ». The trainer 
or leader of a choir or chorus; a kapellmeister, 
precentor, or cantor, Sometimes the offices 
of choirmaster and organist are separate, 
sometimes united. 

choir-room (kwir’rim), vn. In achureh or sim- 
ilar building, a room reserved for the use of 
the choir, as for practice, robing, ete. 

choir-seats (kwir’séts), n. pl. The seats for 
the choir of a church, whether in the chancel, 
ona platform, or ina gallery: used collectively 
of the loeation of the singers in general. 

choir-singer (kwir’sing’ér), 1, One who sings 
in a choir or chorus, 

choir-stall (kwir’stil), ». A seat built into 
the chancel or ritual choir of a church or ca- 
thedral forthe use of singers or other officiants, 
choka (ché’ka), ». [Bolivian.] A large and 
handsome species of water-hen (Fuliee gigas) 
having dark metallic plumage and a bill: 
common in the waters of Lake Titicaca and 
other mountain lakes of Bolivia and southeast- 
ero Peru, 
chokage (chék’ aj), ». [choke + -age.) A 
ehoked up or obstructed state, 

choke!,v. I. trans.— To choke the luff, to jam the 
hauling of @ tackle close against the block s0 as to 
prevent it from rendering. 

IL. infrans. 3, To stop or cease working: 
said of electrical apparatus, 

choke!, ». 4. pl. Tonsillitis.— 
choke, an obetruction in the ph x of an animal. 
Thoracic choke, an obstruction in the lumen of that por. 
tion of the esophiugns which ia within the chest cavity. 

choke-coil (chék’koil), ». 
reactive *ooil, 

(ehdk’krush‘ing), «. Amethod cho 

A man who sings 

under pressure, so that the crushed material 
issues in a more or less solid band or cake. 

In elect., same as 

dust, 
choker, ». 5. In lumbering, » noose of wire 
—*8 by which a log is dragged. 
ch -man ——— ». In lenbering, 
the man who fastens the choker on the logs. 

choking-coil (chi‘king-koil), ». A coil of many 
turns of insulated copper wire surrounding a 
heavy soft-iron core. When interposed ti an electric 
cireult it allows stealy currents to pass freely, bat chokes 
of or greatly weakens all rapid factuationn It can be 
made more or leas effective by altering the site of the 
core, or the depth to which it is ty in the coll, See 
renetive teoil, 

cho (k6-lan-ji-os’té-mi), a. [Gr. 
x07, bile, + ayyriov, vessel, + ordva, mouth.) 
Incision into one of the bile-iucts through the 
substence of the liver for the purpose of liber- 
ating an impacted gall-stone, 

cholangitis (ké-lan-ji‘tis), ». Same as cholan- 
dei tix, 

olanic (ké-lan‘ik), a, [ehol{ie) + -an + -e,] 
a Derves from eholie ac id. — Cholanic acid 3 

crys ine acht, ©, thy, 0 ax jouk 
tliber chulie = choleie 3 — AE “ 

cholechloin, cholechlorin, ». See *cholockloin. 
cholechroin (kol-é-kré‘in), #. (Gr. yo, bile, 
+ ypapa, color, + -in®,] A mixtureof biliverdin 
with other substances found in the bile. 

(kol’é-krom), v. Ngee *cholo- 
chrome; © Gr. xor4, bile, + xypawa, color. The 
proper combining form of Gr. xoA4, bile, is 
5 E. cholo-.] A reddish-yellow lipochrome 
ound in the so-called livers of many inverte- 
brates. Also called Aepatochrome. 

cholecyanine (kol-é-si‘a-nin), «1. (Gr. yoas, bile, 
+ xiavoc, blue, + -in®.] Same as bilicyanine. 
See *cholocyonine. 

chol kol’é-sis-tal’ji-H), m. {Ss yori, 
_ svoric, bladder, + a/yor, pain.) Biliary 
colic, 

cho! (kol’é-sis-tek’t6-mi), n. [Gr. 
yor, bile, + xverec, bladder, + txtowh, @xci- 
sion.) In evrg.,aninecision nto the gall-bladder, 

chol lostomy  (kol‘é-sis*td-k6-los’té- 
n. (Gr. yoaq, gall, + «vore, bladder. + 
, colon, + erdua, mouth.) In surg., the 

establishment of a permanent communication 
between the colon and the gall-bladder. 
cholecystoduodenostomy (kol-6-sis*td-du‘s- 
dé-nos’té-mi), mn. (Gr. yoas, gall, + ater, 
bladder, + NL. dvodenum + Gr. eréue, mouth. } 
In swrg., the establishment of a permanent 
direct communication between the duodenum 
an the ——— * * 

lecystorrhaphy (kol’é-sis-tor’s-fi), ». (Gr. 
24, gall, + xiarec, bladder, + papi. sewing. 

n surg., an incision into the gall-bladder an 
—— of the —— te the external wound, 

° stostomy (kol’é-sis-tox’té-mi), a». (Gr. 
yor, al + wxieree, bladder, + foe mouth 
n sury., the establishment of a permanent 

opening into the gall-bladder through the ab- 
dominal wall. 
choledochitis (keol’é<16-ki‘tis), mn. ONL., (Gr. 
xorpddxor (sc. xiarer), the gull-bladder (¢ yo, 
pil. + -doyoc, ¢ dézroflar, receive), + -itis.] 

flammation of the common bile-duct. 
choledochoduodenostomy (ko-led 6-ki-1i*-6- 
dé-nos’té-mi), #. [Gr. yoeqdeyor, the gall-blad- 
der, + NL. duodenum + Gr. eréua, mouth.) 
In swrg., the establishment of a permanent 
communication between the common bile-duet 
and the small intestine. Eneye. Brit, 
XXXII. 78, 
choledochoenterostomy (ko -led* 6-k6-en - te- 
ros’té-mi), mn. [Gr, ,oandd yor, the gall-bladder, 
+ ivrepov, intestine, + eroye, mouth.) Ip surg, 
the establishment of a permanent communica- 
tion between the common bile-duct and the 
intestine. 
choledocholithotomy  (ko-led’6-k6-li-thot’é- 
mi), n. tar yotpdeyor, the gall-bladder. + 
ABorouia, lithotomy.) In surg., the removal of 
= impacted gall-stone from the common bile- 
duet. 

choledochostomy (kol’é-dé-kos’té-mi), nm. 
Gr. yorqdé yor, gall-bladder, + aréua, month, } 
n surg., the establishment of a permanent 

opening into the common bilesiuct through 
the abdominal wall. 

choledoch (kol*é-ad-kot’6-mi), vn. [Gr. 
xornde zor, gall-bladder, + -rowia, ¢ raueiv, cut.) 
In surg., an incision into the common bile-duct. 

cholefulvin, ». See *cholofilein. 
Roller chock, of operating crushing-rolls by feeding ore choleglobin (kol-é-¢16’bin), ». [Gr. x02¥, bile. 

+ L. globus, globe, +-in?.] A supposed ante- 
eedent of bilirubin. 



cholelith 241 

cholelith (kol’é-lith), ». (Gr. yo%j, gall, + cholesterilene and the other cholesteryl ether, 
dulloc, stone.) Same as gall-stone, CozH4q)90. 

choleli (kol"é-li-thi"-sis), n, Same as lestery] (ko-les’te-ril), n,  [eholester(in) + 
chololithiasis. -yi.) The Coals radical of cholesterin, 

cholelithic (kol’é-lith’ik), a, Same as cholo- cholestrophan (ko-les’tré-fan), ». [Gr. yor, 
lithic. bile, + orpoo, a turning, + -an.] Dimethyl- 

cholelithoto: (kol6-li-thot’é-mi), ». (Gr. N(CH,)CO 
xoty, gall, + 4forouea, lithotomy.] In surg., parabanic acid, CO < 1. Itis formed 
an operation for the removal of a gall stone. Ni CH,)CO 

choleocamphoric (ko! ‘6-4-kam-for’ ik), a, by heating eaffein with nitric acid. It melts 
Seay alie) + poo ot Related to cholalic = rl Cc, = = _ 8 —— — 
acid and camphor.— Gholeo-camphoric acid, an choletelin (ko-let’e-lin), n. r. you, bile, 
oxidation product of cholalic ach, CyoMy 04. rétoc, end, ¢ -in?.] A brown, atnorphous com- 

cholepoetic (kol‘é-p6-et’ik), a. (Gr. xo7#, gull, pound found in normal urine, aridalse obtained 
bile,  cownrixoc, (xoreie, make. Cf. Gr. by treating bilirubin with nitrous acid. 
xorororc, forming bile.] Seereting bile, Also choliambist (k6-li-am‘bist), ». [choliamh + 
cholepoietic, ist.) A writer of choliambs. 

cholepoietic (kol'é-poi-et‘ik), a. Same as Not to mention the choliambiet Hipponax, who seems 
cholepoetic. to have been — with the devil of Archilochas, and 

cholepyrrhint (kol-é-pir‘in], a. [Gr. yoA4, bile, a part ulso with his genius. Grote, Greece, IV. 0. 

+ mippdc, reddish, + -in?.] Same as bilirubin. cholinic (ko-lin’ik), a. [choline + -ic.] De- 
n.—Bilious cholera. Sarne as #eholera noetras. rvived from the bile.—Cholintc acid, a name given 

~B ch a fatal contagious disease of buffaloes, by Berzelius to a resinous decomposition-product of ox- 
identicn! with the hemorrhagic septiowmia of cattle, It Tt was probably a mixture. 
—— by — —— — awine- lla (chol’yé), a. [Mex.] In the South- 
Hague grow om aleo J .— Cho! P ‘Tri q A Fe RN ere ot chuttere cinieh an ahtingnie western United States and Mexico, a name 
from epidemic or Asintic cholera. — yeaction, - — 
the pere ſactien of chotura-red by the addition of a mite 
acid to filtered cholern-dischargea. — ra. 

Saime as Sume a sporadic chotrra.— Indian cho. 
Asictic chelera.—Serous cholera, Same as Ariatic 
cholera,— cholera. Same aa cholert mortise or 
cholera infantiem,— A mealignant type 
of Asiatic cholera accompanied by extreme depreashon of 
the vital forces, 

cholera-gnat (kol’¢-rii-nat’), ». The turkey- 
gnat, Simulinm meridionale, supposed to cause 
ehicken-cholera. (U.S.) Stand. Diet. 

choleraphobia (kol’e-rh-6°bi-4 ),#. (NL, prop. 
*cholerophotia, ¢ Gr, yotépa, cholera, + -o.tia, 
<ooteiv, fear.) Extreme and unreasonable fear 
of contracting cholera, Sint, Principles of 
Med, po. 503, 

cholera-red (kol’e-ra-red’), ». A red color 
whieh develops upon the addition of concen- 
trated sulphuric acid to a bouillon or peptone 
culture of the cholera bacillus. It ts referable 
petmarty to the prodaction of indol and nitrites daring 

ve growth of Che onraniam, and Che consequent formation 
of pitreso-indel v the addition of the sulphuric avid. 
To the nitroso-indol the colar is dae, 

choleric®. ». ande.—II, a. Same as choleraic. 
44 Soc. Lex. a ii’ 

erigenous (kol-e-rij’e-nus), a. [Gr. yo) épa, 
cholera, + -yrvyc, -producing.] Producing 
cholera. 
choleromania (kol’e-ré-mi‘ni-f), ». [NL., ¢ 
fir. yotipa, cholera, wavia, madness.) A 
morbid dread of Asiatic cholera, 

Chetla (Opuntia Swigada |, 

* 

given to several species of Opuntia with stout 
— joints and abundant spines, such as 
Dp, gretfera, O, Bigelovii, and O, Cholla, One 
of species, O. fulgida, often attains Ue dimensions 
of a amall teow, avd forms one of the most consplenous 

5 : * jecta of the Southern Arizowa Desert. [t is noted for its 
cholerythrin (kol-e-rith’rin), ». Same as bili- fortune armor of barbed spines almost hiding the sur- 
rubin. face of the plant, The flowers are pink, nearly or quite an 

inch across, wt by clusters of light green globose 
hanging fraita Also called cholla-eactics, 

cholo, ». 2, Any hulf-breed, but especially 
one of European and Indian descent. 

cholochloin (k-lok’1d-in),n, [Also cholechloin; 
< Gr. xoaq, bile, + x49, verdure, + -in?.] The 

cholesteatomatous (kol‘es-té-a-ti’ma-tus), a, 
[cholestentoma(t-) + -ous.) Pertaining to or of 
the nature of a cholesteatoma. 

In this way there will asually be removed lanre quan- 

raaterial, Senving granulation tienes, eoftened bone suri . Leavin Muintion ie, ty ne 

frequently, much adherent epithelium. green pigment, also called Hiliverdin, cholochlo- 
Phil. Med, Jour. Jan, 31, 108, p 228 rin and cholechlorin. See biliverdin, 

cholestenic (kol-es-ten’ik), a. [cholest(erin) + Cholochlorin (kol-d-klo’rin), ». [Also chole- 
ca + -ic,] Derived from cholesterol.— cho: chlorin; © Gr, x07, bile, + xAupec, green, + 

acid, a monobasic acid, — or ComHyaty, -t8*.] Same as *eholochloin, 
sormed by the oxidathon of cholester ‘it melts at v0= cholocyanine Goran), * = choke. 

. 9, cyanine, Gr. 707%, bile, + xiavoc, blue, + -in?, 
cholesteric, ea ret ee on A ervetaliinn A blue pigment derived from the bile Qo 
ach or of chotestercd, “It loses carbon dioxkl when heated closely related to biliverdin, Same as bilicya- 

2 lar 0, nin. 

cholesteride (ko-les’tér-id), n. [eholester(in) cholofulvin (kol"6-fil’vin), mn. [¢ Gr. yor, 
+ -ide.] Anester of cholesterol with an acid; bile, + L. firlens, yellow, + -in?.] A yellow 
as cholesteride palmitate, C)gHg)Og.CozH 4g. pigment derived from the bile. Also choleful- 

cholesterilene (kol-es-ter’i-lén), ». [eholester- Ti" —— 
(in) + -il + -ene,] A hydrocarbon, Cy>Hy,g, Chologenetic (kol’6-j6-net ik), < (Gr. xor4, 

vile. bile, + -genetic.] Producing 
All point te au arrest more or loss complete of the 

chologenetic fanction of the liver. 
Lancet, May 30, 1908, p, 1490, 

cholohematin (kol-i-hem’a-tin), n. [Gr. yor, 
bile, + alua(r-), blood, + -in2: see hematin, } 
A pigment obtained from the bile of sheep or 
oxen, When dry it is green, but it forms an 
olive-brown solution in alcohol. 
choloid (kol‘oid), a, At: xoroechic, € ord, 

formed by heating cholestery] chlorid with an 
aleoholie solution of sodium ethylate, It 
melts at 80° C, 

cholesterilin (kol-es-ter’i-lin), . Jebalester. 
(in) + -il + -in®.] A hydrocarbon formed by 
the action of sulphuric acid on cholesterol, 
There are three forms, a- and }+-cholesterilin, 
CozHy». and j-cholesterilin, (CozHyo)o. 

cholesterinic (ko-les-te-rin’ik),a.  [cholexterin 
+-ic.) Pertaining to or derived from choles- 

: bile, + cidor, form. sembling bile. 
—— on olesterinic acid, an oxidation-product of Choloidic acid, Om Bake at —— tothe inten. 

; . te between cholke wel dyslysin, bat 
cholesterol (ko-les'te-ril), x. [cholester(in) + Ticved to ben mixture al the twee uäαÂ 
al.) Same as cholesterin, The termination -of cholofdinic (kol’6-i-din’ik), a. Noting an acid, 
is used to indicate that chemically the sub- CogHggy, formed as an intermediary product 
stance belongs to the elass of aleohols. during the transformation of cholalic acid into 

cholesterone (ko-les’te-rén),». Aname given dyslysin. 
to two compounds, one of which is probubly chololith (kol’G-lith), mn. Same as *cholelith, 

5.—16 

chondric (kon‘drik), 

tilaginous, 
Chon 

chondroitin 
cholol (kol-ol’6-ji), ». (Gr. yors, bile, + 
-Aay ag ge opeak.] The proper form for 
choledology. 

cholonic (ko-lon’ik), a. [Gr. yos, bile, + 
-on- + -ic.] Noting an acid, (CygHy)NO5)}, an 
anhydride of glycocholice acid, which results 
from the latter on heating with concentrated 
sulphuric acid, 

cholter-headed (chél’tér-hed’ed), a. [Also 
dial. chowder-headed : ef. jolter-headed.) Dull- 
minded; stupid. [Prov, 

choltry, ». 3. A pillared colonnade. [Anglo- 
Indian. 
cholum (ché’lim). n. amil.] The Indian 
millet, African millet, Guinea-corn, or Kafir- 
corn, <ndropogon Sorghum. See durra, and 
Indian millet, under millet. 

choma’ us (k6’ma-té-sef’a-lus), w. (Gr. 
yGue, & bank, mound, promontory, + sepass 
head.] In anthrop,, a very high, rounded 
cranium. G. Sergi (trans.), Var, of the Human 
Species, p. 44. 

(kon - driir- throk ‘a - 38), », 
{Gr qévdpor, cartilage, + dptipoy, joint, + «enn, 

ess. Cf. arthrocace.] Disease of the 
articular cartilages. 

chondre (kon‘dér), x. [F., < NL. chondrws.) 
B as choudrus or — (NL) 

yma (kon-ireng’ki-mjj),". (NL. 
Same as chondrenchyme. 

a, (Gre. xévdoor, cartilage, 
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to cartilage; car- 

a, 2, ie. Cees, 1753, adopted 
from Tournefort, 1700). The name alludes to 
the lumpe of guia found on Chendrilla juncea.] 
A genus of plants of the family Cichoriacew. 
There are about 18 species, biennial of perennial berba, 
tatives of Europe and extratropical Asia, with rod. 
shaped, seantily lenved branches and yellow fowers, For 
the widely distributed C. jancea, the only species occur- 
ring in the United States, see grem enceory, unier etecory. 

chondrinogen (kon-drin’$-jen), ». Same as 
chondrigen. 

oma (kon‘dri-ad-e-nd’mit), m.; 
pl. chendro-adenomata {-ma-ti). [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xévdpoc, cartilage, + adjr, gland, + ages A 
tumor which contains the elements of chon- 
droma and adenoma. 

chon oma (kon‘dré-an-ji-6’mil), .; 
pl. chondro-angiomata (-ma-ti). [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xévdpoc, cartilage, + ayyriov, vessel, + -oma,) 
A tumor which contains the elements of chon- 
droma and angioma, 

chondroblast (kon’dré-blast), 1. (Gr. xowdpor, 
cartilage, + —5 — germ.) A cell in em- 
bryonic tissue which later develops into car- 
tilage. 
chondroclast (kon‘dr6-klast), nm. [Gr. xdndpor, 
cartilage, + «tacréc, ¢ xAay, break.) A cell 
— is concerned in the absorption of car- 
tilage. 
chondrocostal ( kon-dré-kos‘tal), a. (Gr. 
xovdpoc, cartilage, + L. costa, rib, + -al.] Of 
or pertaining to the cartilages of the mbs and to 
the ribs themselves, 

chondroditic (kon-dro-dit’ik), a. 
to or containing chondrodite. 

chondrodystrophy (kon-dro-dis’tro-fi), a. [Gr. 
yéovdpoc, cartilage, + die-, ill, + roe, nour- 
ishment (see dysxtrephy).] An arrest in the 
production and development of cartilage in 
the fetus and infant, resulting in dwartism. 
Med, Record, June 27, 1903, p. 1046, 

chondro-endothelioma (kon ’dro-en*d6-thé-li- 
O'mii), 4.5 pl. chomdro-endotheliomata (-ma-til), 
ies < Gr. yéedoor, cartilage, + NL., endothe- 
foma.] A tumor which containg the elements 
of chondroma and endothelioma. 
chondrofibroma (keon’drd-fi-bro’mil), .; pl. 
chondrofibromata (-ma-ti). [NL.,< Gr. yovdpor, 
enttilage, + NL. fibroma.) A tumor which 
contains the elements of chondroma and fi- 
broma,. 

chondroglucoge (kon-lrd-gli‘kdés), ». A diffi- 
eultly erystallizable sugar of doubtful identity, 
which was obtained by the action of hydro- 
chlorie acid on chondrin, 

chondroid, «#.—Chondroid cancer, Seo #emncer. 
chondroitic (kon-dré-it’ik), @. [Trreg. ¢ Gr, 
Atedooe, cartilage, + -ite? + -ic.] Relating to, 
derived from, or like cartilage, 
chondroitin (kon-drd’i-tin), 0. [chondreit(ie) 
+-in2.) An organic substance, (Cy gHozNO)4), 
found in eartilage, in combination with sul- 
phurie acid, as, chondroitin-sulphuric acid, 
On decomposition it gives rise to acetic acid 
and chondrosin. 

Pertaining 



chondrolipoma 

chondrolipoma (kon‘drd-li-po’mit), .;_ pl. 
—— 3 (at, j 2 
cartilage, NL. lipoma, lipoma.) A tumor 
which contains the —52 of chondroma 
ami lipoma, 

(kon ‘ drd-ma-la‘si-#), v. 
NL.,, (Gr, xévdpoc, cartilage, + wazaxia, soften- 
ng.) Softening of cartilage. 

d (kon-dro-ma’koid), n. [Gr. 
xévdpoc, — + mucod,) A mixture con- 
sisting of chondroitin-sulphurie acid (namely, 

col 
Oho 

n. 
(kon -drom ’ i - s&z), m. ils 

—e 1857), CGr. yivdpor, cartilage, 
pixge, & fungus (mushroom).] A genus of the 
Myxrobacteriacee in which the rod-like bodies 
of the organism remain unmodified and form 
free eysts, either sessile or borne on a more or 
less highly developed cletophore. C. ervoatia, 
which forme orange-colored colonies and produces pale 
straw-colored has been found, in America, on decay- 
tar tinds and straw. See WM yxobacteriaces. 

chondromyoma (kon‘drj-mi-6’m&), m.; pl. 
chondromyomata (-ma-ti). [NL., (Gr. xérdpoc, 
cartilage, + pic, musele, + -oma.] A tumor 
composed of muscular and cartilaginous ele- 
menta, 
chondromyxoma (kon‘dro-mik-s6’mii), #.; 
pl. chondromyromata (-ma-ti). [NL., ¢ Gr, 
Xidpor, cartilage, + wise, mucus, + -oma.] A 
tumor composed of cartilaginous and macoid 
elements, 
chondromyxosarcoma (kon‘drj-mik’sd-sir- 
k6' mii), ».; pl. — — (-ma-ti). 
(Gr. xérdpoc, cartilage, + wiga, mucus, + cap- 
agua, sarcoma.) A tumor which contains the 
elements of —— myxoma, and sar- ~ 
coma. 
chondro-osseous (kon‘drd-os'é-us), a, 
xevdpoc, cartilage, + L. osseus, bony.) 
sisting of both cartilage and bone. 

Chondro ora, mn. pl. 2, sing, A genus of 
dicotyledonous, perennial herbs, which belong 
to the family Composit, and are characterized 
by their alternate, entire leaves and numerous, 
rayless heads of yellow flowers. One or two 
pecs are recognize! natives of moist pine-lauds in 

orth Anverica, from New Jersey to Florida and Tera, 
See Bigeloria. 
chondrophore (kon‘drg-tort), — 
xémipoc, cartilage, +-odn0c, € e/perv, bear.) In 
the pelec mollusks, ashelly, spoon-shaped 
late deve jg in one or both valves within 
he umbonal region: it carries the chitinous 

internal ligament or resilium, through the 
action of which the valves are pressed apart. 
Chondrophoride (kon-dri-for’i-da), ». pl. 

NL., ¢ chondrophorws + -id#.) A family of 
ibranchiate cephalopods having a proéstra- 

eum composed of conchiolin or of alternatin 
lavers of calcareous and organic matter, It 
includes # number of genera, all from the 
Jurassic rocks. 
chondroplast (kon’dro-plast), n. (Gr. yéedpoc, 
cartilage, + *Aaoréc, € sAdeory, form.) A 
eartilage-cell developed from the eartilage- 
forming layer of the perichondrium, 

se (kon’drds), ». [Gr. ydedpoc, eartil- 
age, + -ose.}) Same as *chondroglucose, 
chondrosidin (kon-dros‘i-din), mn. [chondrose 
+ -) + -in2.) The hyalin corresponding to 
chondrosin. 
chondrosin (kon’dr§-sin), «. (Gr. yéwdpec, 
cartilage, + -ose + -in?,| A deeomposition- 
roduct of ehondroitin, C)gHs NO. 
ondroskeleton (kon “dro ekel e-ton), m 

{NL., ¢ Gr, yévdpor, cartilage, + oxederdv, akelo- 
ton.) A cartilaginous skeleton. See chon- 
drosteons, 
chondrostean (kon-dros’té-an), a, ff: 

. + corfov, bone, + -an.] Of or xovdpoc, carti 
pertaining to the Chondrostet, or cartilaginous 
ganoids, which include, among living forms, 
the paddle-fishes ( Polyodontida) and sturgeons 

Gr. 
‘on. 

( Acipensertdan). The skeleton is chiefly cartilaginous 
(the vertebral column entirely so) and the vertebral i 
ments Nethe aud arranged aloug the natechord, 

(kon -dros-t@-6% ma), m7 pl 
chondrosteomate (ma-ti), (NL, (Gr. yovdpor, 
cartilage, + ootiov, bone, * -oma.) An out- 
growth ot cartilage upon the periosteum which 
subsequently turns to bone, as the antler of a 
stag. 

chondrosternal (kon‘dré-stér’nal), a, [Gr. 
yovdpoc, eartilage, + L, sternum, — 
Relating te both the sternum and the costa 
cartilages. 
chondroxiphoid (kon-drok’si-foid), a.  [Gir. 
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xtvdpoc, carti . + Sedoredic, sword-sha: 
(nee —ãS—— to the xipboid eat: 

Chonetes (k6’né-téz), n. [NL., (Gr. yden, 
xoavy, a funnel.] A genus of extinet brachio- 
pods characterized by its thin valves whieh 
unite at a long straight hinge-line. Along the 
upper edge of this line the ventral valve bears a row of 
colons which are Khe exterior continuation of tabes lead- 
tng thy h the substance of the valve from the Internal 
shell cavity. The genus abounds in paleoxote rocks, 

chonetiform (k6-net’i-form), a. [Chonetes + 

of Chonetes, an extinct genus of brachiopods. 
chonta (chén‘ti),». [Quichua chunta, chonta, 
a general name for hard- wood palms.) 1. In 
Ecuador and Peru, the name of Guilielma 
speciosa, Astrocaryum Chonta, and other 
aber innately leaved palms with heavy 
ard black wood, which is used by the Indians 

of the Maraiion and its tributaries for making 
- re war-clubs, bows, and arrow-points.— 

. A wooden hoe used in Peru and Bolivia; 
also, now an iron of similar shape. 
O-hook (sé‘haik), ». In a harness, a pad-hook 
shaped like the letter C, 

chop!, v.t. 6. In tennis, base-ball, and other 
games, to strike (the ball) with a short, sharp, 
lancing stroke.—7. In cricket, to strike down 
rd, with a horizontal bat, a low ball on the 

off-side.—8, To cut into short pieces, as straw 
or silage material; to chaff: sometimes with 
up.—®. To dig, or dig out, by a downward 
stroke of the hoe, as opposed to a horizontal 
movement: often with ent. 

Ninety per cent of the growing (cotton) plants to be 
*" out afterwards “/ , 

“eartook U.S Dept. Agr., WOL, p. 201. 
Then hoed, not chopped bat scraped, the hoe never 

being raised more than 18 inches from Uhe ground. 
U.S Dept. Agr, The Cotton Plant, 1508, p, 239, 

chop!, », 6. Material which has been chopped 
or chaffed. See *corn chop, 

Accustomed te ont rye und straw together and throw 
the “chop” back inte a s 

J, Wrighteon, Farms and Fodder Cropa, p. 10% 

7. In cricket, a stroke in which the bat, held 
horizontally, is brought down bard upon a low 
ball on the off.side, Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 69, 

n., 1, (c) An authenticated or authen- 
ticating writing or inscription. 

Tn a Chinese temple... in Penang... Tsaw about 
aay tortoises, Delunging to five species; many of Uven 

chope or Chinese characters atam on their shells 
Proe. Zool. Soe. on, LHI, Pp. GOO, 

chopa? (ché’pa), ». [Sp. chopa, perhaps ¢ L. 
— aherring.] A — in thes West Indies 
and elsewhere of many different fishes, espe- 
cially of fishes of the genus Cyphoses (Aypho- 
sus), as chopa blanca (K. sectatriz) of Ber- 
muda (the Bermuda chub); chepa amantila 
CK, inevsor) of the West Indies; A. elegans of 
the tropical American coast of the Pacific; ete, 

cho cho’ pig), », [Native name.) A name 
in Guam of Oekrocarpus obovalis, a littoral tree 
belonging to the family Chesiacese, yielding 
a hard fine-grained wood, suitable for cab- 
inet work, and a red dye resembling that 
oe * — steal 

p-ch {chop'chop), inferj, [Remotely imi- 
tative.) Be quick: make haste. (Pidgin-Eng. ] 

chopper* (chop’ér),», [Also chappor, chupper, 
chuppar, ¢ Hind. chhapper.) A thatched roof, 
See chopper-cot and *choppered. [Anglo-ln- 
dian. ] 
These cottages had neat choppers, and some of them 

Waited not small gardem, Otly fenced about. 
Mra, Sherwuod, Stories, p 28 Yule and Burnell, 

chi “bowl (chop’ing-bél’), n. A wooden 
popping which aif and other foods are 
chopped. 

ehopeing-qrate (chop‘ing-grat), a. A grate 
in which the bars are armed with projections 
which, when the bar is rotated on its axis, tear 
or break the cinder into fragments, 

choppy?, «. 3. Uncertain as to direction; sub- 
ject to frequent and sudden change ; unsteady: 
as, a choppy wind,—4, Irregular; unstable; 
fluctuating as to prices or rates: as, choppy 
markets, 

cho cks,. pl. 2, sing, In deep-sea fishing- 
tackle, a crosa-stick, fastened to the line above 
the sinker, from which the short lines bearing 
the hooks are hung. 
chop-suey (chop-sii'i), a. [Appar. formed (by 
English-speaking Chinese restanrant-keepers) 
from E. ckhopt, + Chin. svi, bits, fragments, 
pieces, that is, ment, ete., —*78 into small 
pieces and cooked.) A mixed dish served in 
Chinese restaurants in New York and else- 

chorea 

where, as a Chinese dish (but apparently not 
known in China), consisting of some kind of 
meat (chicken, pork, beef), with vegetables 
(celery, onions, green bean sprouts, mush- 
rooms, green rs, ete,), cut small, sea- 
soned, nd e00 ry ‘3 

um (k6-raé’ji-um), ».; pl. choragia (-ih). 
a igium, « Gr, yopyyrioy, yopyywr, ¢ 

éc, the leader of a chorus: see choragus.] 
. The school in which the chorus of the Greek 

drama was trained.—2. The space where the 
— in combination with albumins and L, forma, form.) Having the form or aspect Poy dance was performed. 

or 4. Written with a figured bass or 0 con- 
ceived, the first inversion of any common chord is known 

) The 
the eleventh is essentially ike that of the ninth, but at § 
an eleventh (from the root) added, and the chord of the 
thirteenth is like that of the eleventh, with a thirteenth 
added.— Altered chord, See *®altrred,— Characteris- 
tic chord. Same ; 
as tonite chord. ⸗ 
Chord of an 

iy 
taken between 
the innermost 

nary horizontal 
ine drawn from 
one tmpost to the 
other. The term 
is used very 
senate. Thas, in 
the Hlastration, 

passing 
throagh the cen- 
ter, and ed, bebow 
the center, bnt 
connecting the *2 may cach be called the chord, but 
this*only in the case of true vertical imposts from @ to c 
and b tod, See afifted arch, uniter atilted.— 

Fame as common ¢ (which see, under chord, 4). 
— chi or in music, a chord or triad 
of any Kind when mot based on the dominant, as con- 
trasted with a deminant chord or triad ; especially, the 
secondary chord of the seventh, a seventh chord based on 
some other tone than the dominant.— Sensitive chord. 
Rane as dominant chord. 

chorda-neur (kér*dii-nii’ro-plazm), 1m. 
In ewbryol., the common rudiment from which 
the chorda, or notochord, and the medullary, 
or neural plate arise during the development of 
the vertebrate embryo. 

Chorda pistillaris, in bor, the line of tissue leading from 
the stigma to Ube ovary. 

chorditis (kér-di’tis), ». [NL., ¢Gr. yopdy, 
cord, + -ifs.) Intlammation of a cord, as of 
one or both of the spermatic cords or of the 
yoeal cords, 
chordocentra (kir-dé-sen‘trii), ». pl. [NL., 
€Gr, zopd), chord, + xévrpov, center.) Verte- 
bral centra formed by the calcification of the 
notochord, 

chordoid (kér’doid), a. (L. chorda, a string, + 
(ir. cidoe, form.) In Aistol., having the peculiar 
vacuolated appearance of the cells which form 
the chorda dorsalis, or notochord, in the verte- 
brate embryo. 
chordoma (kér-dé‘mii), ».; pl. chordomata 
(-ma-ta). [NL., (Gr. gopdy, cord, + oma.) A 

tumor of peculiar formation sometimes found 
in the median line of the vermis of the cere- 
bellum. 

chordorrhizal (kér-16-ri‘zal), a. [es ops, 
string, cord, + fica, root, *-all.) In bot., 
producing numerous successive flowering 
stems from the sides of the rootstock, as in 
Carex chordorriuza. 

chordoskeleton (kér-dé-skel’e-ton), m. [L. 
chorda, string. + NL. skeleton.) In embryot., 
that portion of the embryonic vertebrate skele- 
ton which is formed around the ehorda, or noto- 
chord; the embryonic spinal column and basis 
eranii, 

chorea, ".— Automatic chorea, chorea in which the 
jaorements have the appearance of being voluntary. — 
Chorea cordis, chores aswcinted with extreme irrecu- 
larity in the actiow of the leart.— Chorea electrica, a 
convulsive aflection of chilthood and carly youth, marked 
by sudden muscular jerks of the neck and shoulders sach 
ns tight be excited by the passage of a current of eleo- 
tricity, Chorea saltatoria, a form of chores marked by 
rhythmical leaping movements when the patient stands. — 
~Chorea senilis, Sec senile *chores.-—- Electric 
chorea, See *cheoren electrice.— Epidemic chorea, the 
danchig mania of the tokddle ages. — ¢| 
Sameas Wtie nes-donlonreice.— tary or Hunt- 
ington’s chorea, « lisease affevting adults, often familial 
or hereditary, marked tv opental disturtmece tending 
towanl dermuntha, disorders of speech, and choreie move 

Chord of an Arch. 



chorea 
menta.— Huntington's chorea. See hereditary #chorea. 
— spasmodic contraction of the 

eal Mngecles amd muscles of reepiration, giving rise 
mound like the a hog. to a peculiar short, s bark of 

Maileatory chorea, « orm of choren in which the move: 
mente of the resemble these of & person using a 
hammer,— a form of chorea ed 
by involuntary dancing or leaping.-- Senile chorea. 
(a) A muscular tremor occurring in the aged. (+) Same 
as paralysis agitans, 

choreatic (k6-ré-at‘ik), a. [Trreg. ¢ chorea + 
~atic?,] Same as choreal, 

a, IT, », One who suffers from chorea, 
Buck. Med. Handbook, IIT, 42. 

choreograph (k6’ré-6-grif), ». A choreog- 
rapher; one who arranges a ballet. 

¢ pher (k6-r5-0g'ra-fér), n. The de- 
signer or arranger of a ballet. 

(k'ré-o-grat’ik), a, Of.or per- 
taining to choreography. 
orecgraphy (k6-r6-0g‘ra-fi), n. (See cho- 

rography*,] The art of designing and arrang- 
ing dances, especially ballet-dances, 

choreutes (ké-rii’téz), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr, xoperrir 
< yopeterv, dance in a chorus, ¢ yopdc, a chorus: 
see chorus.) A choral dancer, 

chorial (k6’ri-al), a. [chorion + -all.j] Of or 
aining to the chorion. 

k6'ri-d-kap’i-li-ri), a. [eho- 
rion + br ring Kelating to the eapill 
vessels of the choroid coat of the eye. Buck, 
Med. Handbook, IV. 73. 
choriocarcinoma (k6‘ri-j-kiir’si-né’mii), n.; 
pl. choriocarcinomata (-mg-tih). [NL., ¢ chorion 
+ carcinoma.) Same as *syncytioma, 

chorioid (k6’ri-oid), a. Same as choroid, 
chorioidi a (kO*ri-oi-di’tis), n. Same as cho- 

ii tis, 
chorioma (k6-ri-6’m&), ».; pl. choriomata 
(me. ). [NL., ¢ chorion + -oma.] Same as 
deciduomea maliqnum, 

on, ® 3, Same as corium.—4. In bot, 
the pulpy matter which fills the young ovule 
and is absorbed during development, Mal- 

ighi. 
chorionitis (kO*ri-d-ni‘tis),m. [NL., ¢ chorion 
+ -itis.) In pathol.: (a) Inflammation of the 
chorion, especially of the part in relation with 
the placenta. (6) Inflammation of the corium 
or true ag 4 , P 

optes (ké-ri-op’téz), ». [NL., appar. 
(ir. ydpeor, membrane, + bar- (in omrinés, ete.), 
see.) A genus of acarines or mites.—Chori- 

a acarine or mite to the tamil: 
rooptida ; it ts an external cotaneous parasite on “ae 

Ue, causing chorioptic acariasis or mange. Hering, 1945, 
_ ferus., Same as *Chorioptes boris. 
Mégnin, 1572, 

Choripetale (k6-ri-pet’s-1@), ». pl. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. yepic, separate, + riratov, leaf (petal).] 
A division of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous 
plants in which the corolla consists of separ- 
ate petals codrdinate with the Apetale, In mod- 
ern systeme of classification it virt begins with the 
onder Ranales, bat the order Chenopediates, next below, 
contains — ehi genera, and higher orders 
contain ap joe genera. Some authors make it include 
the Apetalat amt to be Uhas equivalent to the Archichla- 
mudew. Bec Apetalea, Polypetale, and *# Archichla- 
™” 5 

chorisis, ». 2. In geom,, « number associated 
with a place which indicates how many differ- 
ent leery it contains, such that a particle 
eould not by an ordinary motion within it pass 
from one to another. A place which is contina- 
ously connected throughout is of chorisis 1, and in gen- 
end the number of Ure chorisis i& the number of se te 
Places in which there is room for particles. The ol in 
ofall ia, of course, 1. 

chorist, m 2. In Gr. antig., a member of the 
ehorus, 

In the Lenean festival of Athens one of his [IMony- 
sias4) tragedies had been rewarded with the first prin 
A chorist who had been employed in the performance . . . 
was the first to communicate the news. 

Grote, Greewe, XT. iL 44. 

choristership (kor’is-tér-ship), a. The office 
or function of a chorister, 

(kor-is-tos’e-riis), ». (NL, ¢ 
Gr. gupeoréc, separated, + «épac, a horn.] A 
genus of phylogerontic ainmonoid cephalopods 
or ammonites, of the family Choristoceratide, 
in which the later volutions become uncoiled 
and the septal sutures are degenerate and 
simple, With other members of this family, 
it oceurs in the Jurassic rocks. 

(kor‘is-tod’e-rii), m. pl. [NL 
< Gr. yuoporde, separated, + dénn, deeph, neck.} 
A suborder of Rhynchocephalia containing ex- 
tinct reptiles of Jarge size, with flattened ver- 
tebra and teeth on palatines and pterygoids. 

choristry (kor’is-tri), ». The singing of a 
choir or chorus; choral music. 
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This that everywhere I hear, 
Rollin a pa of churielty 
Up and down the jewel of Heaven. 

S. Dobell, Harps of Heaven, L 6, 

Chorizema (k6-ri-z6’mi), ». (NL. (Labillar- 
diére, 1799), apparently ¢ Gr. yupifer, to 
arate. The allusion is to the distinctness of the 
stamens.) A genus of plants of the family 
Fabacea, consisting of about fifteen species, 
all Australian, They are shrubs of a diffuse or half- 
climbdtur habit, with thick and shining simple evergreen 
leaves and pea-tike red or yellow tlowera C. vartvne and 
C. ie(folium are two of the species grown in the United 
States as greenhouse subjects, 

chorizont (kd ri-zont), n.; pl. chorizonts(-zonts) 
or chorizontes (kO-ri-zon'téz). IUr. yopifov 
(pl. xwpifovrrc), a separator, ppr. of yopiten, 
separate.) One of the ancient Greek gram- 
marians who ascribed the Iliad and Odyssey 
to different authors; in a general sense, one 
who assumes or asserts separate authorship 
of works commonly ascribed to one author. 
The Chorizontes, so called because they separate the 

authorship of the Tind from that of the Odyssey, found 
themeelves mainly, (4) On supposed discrepancies in the 
mythology of the two Poems respectively ; (5) On differ- 
ences of manners and institutions; (¢) On differences in 
the radstone, Juventus mundi, i. 

chorizontal (kor-i-zon’tal), a. Pertaining to 
or characteristic of the ancient chorizonts; 
chorizont-like; separatist. 
chorizontes, n. A plural of *chorizont. 
chorizontic (kor-i-zon’tik), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to the chorizonts or to their belief in the 

Christed 
ously formed from ch(wek)le + (sn)ort. See 
*brunch-word.) To exclaim exultingly, with 
a noisy chuckle: a vaguely estive word 
used in the first passage quoted, and since 
taken up by other writers in the sense defined. 

Ani hast thon alain the Jabberwock? 
Come to my anna, beamiah boy ! 
© frabjous day! Callooh! Callay ! 
He chortled in his La 

Lewis Carroll, Through the ‘ing-Glass Cater ne 

A stone cot. . . within which the two Americans 
hv themselves amd chortled in thelr joy continually 
* How very romantic we are!“ 

Outlook, Feb. 1, 1308, p. 204. 
r (ké’rus-sing’ér), ». One who 

sings in a chorus, 
Chosen le. See 
chote-haart —S [Hind. ehhoti- n. 

hazari, little breakfast.) In india, alight early- 
morning refreshment served before breakfast : 
otherwise called carly tea. 
chou (shi), ».; pl. chowr (shi), [P.: see cole? 
and cabbage.) 1. A ecabbage.—2, In dress- 
making, & small, close rosette of any suitable 
material: so called from the erumpling of its 
loops of ribbon or lace, which resemble the 
crinkled leaves of a cabbage, 

ch n. Alpine cho one of the smaller 
hough, purrhocorax or hocoras * rel 
to the common chough, but smaller and with a yellow bill, 
It intinbite the mountainous regions of m ern Europe. 
Science, Feb, & 1001, p. 232 

Chouteau limestone, Seo */imestone. 
separate authorship of the Iliad and Odyssey. ohows (chou), », [Origin obseure, but prob. 

The Essnyist ita a chorizontie or 
arm an —— — to differentiate the 
Odyssey in age and — 

V. D. ides, Homeric Poems, p. 15. 

chorizontist (kor-i-zon’tist), ». One who fa- 
yors the views of the chorizonts. 

cho: (ché’rd-g6), ». [Jap.] Stachys Sieboldi 
(also known as S. teberifera and 4, affinis), an 
erect, hairy plant belonging to the mint family : 
— particularly to the small white tubers, 
which are two or three inches long and edible, 
The plant is also known by the French name 
crosnes. See Stachys. Also called Chinese or 
Japanese artichoke, 

afy, ». Asimplifled spelling of cho- 
rography. 
Choroid apoplexy. See *apoplery. 
Choroiditis inflammation of the choroid due 
to the strain of defective vision unrelieved by glasses. 

choral clitis (ké-roi’dé-si-kli’ tis), ». 
[NL#< choroides, choroid, + Gr. xixdog, cirele 
(of cilia), + -itis.) Inflammation of the cho- 
roid and ciliary body and the parts adjacent. 

".— Marine chorology, sclentifhe 
on at —— eapectally the 3 distribu 
tion, of marine animals. 

chorten (chor-ten’), », [Also cl'orten; ¢ Ti- 
betan chor-tén, chhd-tén, normally chhod-tén, 
lit. a receptacle for offerings, connected with 
chéd-pa, offering, sacrifice.) In Tibet, a pyram- 

— — 

Tibetas Gorian. 

idal structure of solid stone masonry which 
corresponds, as far as use is concerned, to the 
Indian chaitya or stupa. Originally intended 
to contain relies, they were also raised as cen- 
otaphs in memory of a Buddha or of a Bud- 
dhist saint, and came to be regarded as them- 
selves symbols of the Buddhist doctrine, 

chortle (chér’tl), r. i; pret. and pp. chortled, Christed 
ppr. chortling. [A faetitious word, humor- 

ist posit ilind From ne SUPposed by the users to be Chinese.) A China- 
man. [Collog., Australia.) 
chowder-headed (chou‘dér-hed-ed}, a. [Also 
chouder-headed.| A dialectal form of *cholter- 
headed. Scott, 

choze, pp. A simplified npeliing of chose, 
p.@, A simplified spelling of chosen, 

chr, An abbreviation of chrestomathy. 
Ohr, An abbreviation (a) of Christ; (b) of 
Christian, 

chrematist (kré‘ma-tist), ». (Gr, xyonuenori¢, 
aman of business, a money-getter, ¢ ypqyeri- 
Ce, transact business. The Eng. use depends 
on chrematistics.) A political economist; a 
student of, or one who is versed in, chrema- 
tisties or the science of wealth. 

According to the chrematirts, the wenlth of a nation, as 
of an individaal producer, is to be measared by the excess 
of the value — over ts cost, 

Simmondi (trans) in BMackwood's Mag., LVLL sa, 

chrestic (kres‘tik), a. and ». (Gr. xanerindc, 
able to use things, ¢ ypqordc, adj. ¢ xptattar, 
use.) I, a. Referring to skill in the use of 
implements, tools, and artificial instruments 
qenernky, as distinguished from the arts of 

esigning and manufacturing such things. 
If n. That department of art and practical 

science which is concerned with skill in the 
use of artificial objects. 

chrestomathics (kres-té-math’iks), ». [Gr. 
pyoric, useful, + -vathiy, < pavtlavere, learn. 
“f. chrestomathy.] The seience of useful 
matters. [Kare.] N. &. D. 

tite (kriz’ma-tit), x. 
(xptouar-), ointment, + -1fe2,] semi-fuid 
or butter-like resin, found on crystals of calcite 
from Saxony. It varies in color from yellow 
to oil-green, 

tize (kriz’ma-tiz), r. &; pret. and pp. 
chrismatized, ppr. ¢ — (Gr. xpioua 
(xpituar-), chrism, + -ize.] To anoint with 
holy oil; ebrism. 

What spectacle coald one behold more Antichristian? 
“To see a man in those Sacerdotal disguises, all of them 
consecrated and dedicated to the purpose, .. . Whose 
churchyard is wholly by the comsecration and henediction 
of aprinkled Holy-water, . .. nay whose very Iells of his 
Steeple are Christued and Chrismatized for Une chasing 
the foul fends oat of the Aire at the departure of a Soul, 

Dr. H. Mere, Mystery of Iniquity, p. a 

chrismon (kris’mon), .; pl. chrisma (-mii). 
A modern term, apparently formed from 
“hris( 0) ———— A name given to a 
monogram found in the catacombs and in later 
use appearing in many forms, for example, R 
or #, and consisting of the first two letters, 
XP, of the Greek word XPIZTOL, Xprordc, 
Christ. Sometimes A (alpha) aud &@ (omega) 
appear in the design. The date of its origin 
is unknown, The monogram appears with 
many variations and additions in royal signa- 
tures of the ninth and later centuries. 

(kris’ted), a. (Christ + -ed2.] United 
with Christ by being completely possessed by 

= xpicua 



Christed 
his spirit. The Familists in the seventeenth 
century used the expression to signify the 
deification which they imagined they attained 
by direet communion with the Deity. 

christen, ©. /. 5, To engrave new names and 
marks on (stolen watches, silver plate, ete.) 
after —— — old, in order to prevent 
identifieation, (Thieves’ cant.] 

ndie ¢ (kris’n-di), ». (A var, of Chris 
tenty: see Christianity.) Christendom, Aurus. 
Christiad (kris’ti-ad), », (Christ + -iad as in 
fliad.) An epic of Christ. 

Christian Catholic Church, Sce *catholic.—Christian 
Re a‘body that separated from the 
established church in Holland in ith, endeavering to 
tnaintaiin Che ald system of reformed doctrine. Num 
of this body emigrated to America in Is6 and settled in 
Michigan. The church in the United States has seven 
clases and one synod, with nearly [00 churches and Liven 
communicants Ite doetrine and polity are ilentical with 
those of the Reformed Church of America. —Chy 
Science, a system of religious teaching, based on the 
Scriptures, which originated with Mary Baker Fildy 
about Js, Ite most notable application t# in the pro 
feased care of disease by mental and spiritual means 
Christian Scientist, one who believes in Christian 
Secience.—Chriatian year. Sanw as reciesinstionl yer, 
—Most a tithe of the kings of France. 

. States Christian Commission, an organiz- 
tion founded in the city of New York, November ta, 1861, 
for the purpose of supplementing the labars of the 
chaplains of the army and navy in caring for the spiritual 
nods of the Union forces during the Civil War (Lite). 
See United States Sanitary Commission, tinder sanitary. 

Christiana period. See *period. 
Christianizer (kris‘tian-i-zér),n. 1,’ One who 
converts to Christianity. —2, One who pro- 
fesses Christianity. 

Christiansen's colors. See *color. 
Christic (kris’tik), «. [Christ + -ie.] Relat- 
ing or pertaining to Christ, J. M. Fale, 

Christlike (krist‘lik), a, Resembling Christ; 
in accordance with his spirit. 

It would have been in glaring disaccorl with the gwen- 
theness and nowdoration which t now shown, oven towards 
abadute unbelicrers, by the wisest, gentlest, and most 
Christ-like of Goel's saints, 

FW, Farrar, Early Days of Christianity, p. 500, 
evergreen, See *rrerureen. as 

green, a trailing: clul-tnossa, Lacopeadéam comptareatuns, 
he fat, light-green frombs of which adapt it specially for 

Christraas decorating. — tree, (6) In Aus 
tralia, the Christimns-bush ; in New Zealand, the flre-tree 
or polhutukawa These trees Dhoom at the Cluristreas 
season, and are used for decoration in the place of holly 
and other greens of the northern countriea, 

ristmas-be: tkris‘ mas-ber’i), #. The 
California holly or toyon, Heteromeles arbwti- 
Jolia, a handsome evergreen shrub whose 
bright-red berries, contrasting with the shin- 
ing green foliage, admirably adapt it for 
Christmas decoration. 

as-bush (kris’mas-bish), n. An Aus- 
tralian tree of the saxifrage family, Ceratope- 
talum gummiferum, Tt yields a fine-grained 
reddish wood used in turning and for tool- 
handies, Called also Christmas tree and offcer- 
hush, 

(kris’mas-i), a. [Christmas + 
-y!.) Christmas-like: as, Christmassy cheer; 
a Christmassy scene. [Colloq.] 

Christologist (kris-tol’6-jist), un. [Christolog-y 
+ -ist.] e who is versed in Christolory. 
Another view... favored by several... modern Carte 

tofegiste is that Jesus was not entirely dead, but was re- 
vived from some form of trance. 
Amer. Jour, elig. Peychet. and Ed weation, May, 104, p. 54. 

Christologize (kris-tol’6-jiz), ©. t.; pret. and 
p. Christologized ; ppr. Christologizing. To 
ring into relation with Christology. 
A constantly Increasing niimber of persois are coming 

to the conviction that the results al y reached by the 
Chereh in other departments of doctrine, require what 
Dr. Henry B. Senith affirmed to be a necessity —a Canis 
telomizing of Rechatolegy: and that whon this ts thoroughly 
done, the ultimate destiny of all men will be found to 
—— their persanal relation to God aa revealed in 

B.C. Sith, in Homiletic Review, April, 1856, p. 285, 

christophine (kris-to-fén’),». [Creole F., from 
the name Christophe, Christopher.) A name 
in the West Indies of the cheyote, Chayota 
edulis, This name ts the one used by the French-speak- 
ing crecles, while ehocho is used by the English-speaking 
aml chawete by Hie Spanish-speaking people, See Sechian 
and chrunte, 

hrist’s- (krists‘i}, ». Same as oculus 
Christi (which see, under ecutus). 

chroatol] (kro‘s-tol), 1. [Gr. xpde, skin, + 
~atel & ol.) Terpeniodohydrate, CygHy,2HL 
It formes greenish-vellow aromatic erystals, and 
is used as a dermal application, 

chromacea (kré-ind‘’séii), w pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Xpeoua, color, + ~aeca, A group of or- 

nisms of extreme a wag 8 allied to the 
eteria, and regarded by Haeckel as the 

oldest and most primitive of living beings. 
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chromesthesia (kré-mes-thé’si-i),n. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. xpiue, color, + sicthac, perception.] 1, 
The perception of color.— 2. In 34 the 
constant association of colors with words, let- 
ters, musicab tones, noises, ete, It is sometimes 
termed dochromaetheria, the colote Deine | inagi- 
nary. he commonest form is ‘colored hearing,’ ther 
chromuestheasta occurs in other departments of sense, for 
example, in taste and smell. It is probable that the 
tendemey to chromesthesia is, at least in naany cases, 
compenital, prefortnes! in the nervous system of the infant: 
though strongly attective expertences of actual assocla- 
tion in early childhood may contribute — to ite reali- 
ration, No wholly satisfactory explanation of the ple- 
IeHnenA Can at present be ofteren, : 

chromanil (krom-an’il), a. [ehrom(inm) + 
anil(ine).] Pertaining to chromium and ani- 
line: applied to certain coal-tar colors that are 
usually after-treated with chromium.—Chrom- 
anil black, See #Mack. 
chromaphore (kro’ma-for), ». 
matophore, 

chromasciopticon (kré-ma-s i-op'ti-kon), n. 
(NL. irreg. <Gr. ypoue, color, + ond, shadow, 
+ orrindc, Cirr-, see: see optic.) Anapparatus 
which throws shadows of various colors, used 
in the test for color-blindness. Huet, Med, 
Handbook, ILI. 211. 

chromascope, ". 2. In photog. en apparatus 
devised by Ives in whieh the image of the 
object photographed is seen in colors, it 
consista of a sleremeopdc camera provided with green, 
bee, and red transparent glasses marke (7, B, and A re 
* — @ and Meare green and blue transparent 
glasses placed at an angle of 45 degrees, A mirror, WM, 
reflects light inte the camera, while the ground-glaas 0 
serves to diffuse light. Three negatives are taken of the 
object by the use of blue, yellow, and red screens, and 
frou Ghese are printed three positives: These are shown 
mrotntedt on tines, (Seo Pig, 2.) That nearked ¢ ts inserted 
fh agree at, while band r reat on Baud £ respectively. 
When the apparntis is adjusted, the images of Uhe Giree 
positives are superposed and Une model ts seet stereo. 
scupically, remarkably reproduced in color, 

Same as chro- 

‘The tves Chromascope. 

chromatic, ¢. 3. In cyfol., of or pertaining to 
— the stainable substance of the cell- 
nucleus, 
The equatorial chromatic wreath resolves ftaclf into 

loops arranged with their closed ends direeted inwards 
towards a central point and thelr free ends outwards 
These loops anderge horizontal cleavage from hooped te 
free end, and the looped ends pass along the surface of 
the spindle towards pole and antipole. 

news, Brit., XXV. See 

Chromatic audition. See *andition..- Chromatic 
the faculty of adjusting he color of the body 

te that of the environment, ‘wuehet,— Chromatic 
pales in the cell which are easily statned 
es.— Chromatic letter, Same as ehro- a ry 

matic (Pe atic race, that degree of Kinship 
which marked My the colve of the skin and the type 
of the hair, The chromatic races usually distinguished 
by anthropologists are the white( Europeans) —_— {Asin- 
thes) red (aboriginal Americans) brown (Pactth ielamlers), 
and black (Africans) ‘(wenpare ethnic sermce, plottec 
Brace, and terphalic race. Giddings, Inductive Seciot., 
p. 63.— scale, (5) in painting, a term used 
to express degree of Intensity and coatrst in colur. 

The painters of India, who have a truer feeling for 
color than many Persian artiata, lave greatly simplified 
the rich, sometimes too rich, chromatic ecale of those 
toiniatares, and have brought them back toa generally 
more sober tonality. 

#, Blochet, in Barlingtou Mag., ILL 27a 
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chromatoptometer 

chromaticism (kri-mat’i-sizm), 1. [chromatic 
+-ivm.] In musics (a) The use of chromatic 
melodies or harmonies, especially when ex- 
tended or exerssive. (4) A chromatic melody, 
harmony, or passage. e 

Secular music had | displayed very free use of 
chromatiovemes similar to the modern style of writing. 

C,H. A, Parry, in Grove Dict. Manic, T 67s. 

chromaticity (kré-rmy-tis’i-ti), », Cehromatic 
+ -ity.| Lv eytol., the state or amount of the 
chromatin contained in the cell-nucleus, Jour, 
Roy. Micros. Soc., April, 1904, p. 169. 

chromatin, ». 3. In cytol., that portion of the 
cell-nucleus in animals and plants which takes 
on a deep color in certain stains (carmine, 
hematoxylin, ete.): opposed to achromatin, 
chromatinic (kro-ma-tin’ik), a. [chromatin + 
ec.) Of or pertaining to the chromatin of the 
cell-nucleus. 

The centrosome . . . cannot be the bearer of the hered- 
itary characteristice, Therefore, tf present, the kdioplasm 
must be looked for in Qe chrometinge element of the 
nucleus Beck, Med, Handbook, TV. 648. 

chromatin-segment (kré’ma-tin-seg’ment), ». 
In eytol., & piece or fragment of chromatin ; a 
chromosome. 
chromatoblast (kro-mat’d-blast), n. 
*ehromoblast, 
chromatogen (kro-mat’6-jen), a, [Gr. yodualr-), 
colin, * -;repc, -producing ) Color-producing ; 
chromatogenous,— Chromatogen organ, in Erhino- 
derma, kame as axial toryen, 

chromatograph, ". 2. A colored 
chromatograph (kro’ma -t6-graf 
represent in colors; do in colors, 

Having been photographed, and stereograptied, and 
chrometogray , oddone ba coders, it only remains te be 
plirenologized, 

OW. Holmes, Professor at the Breakfast-Table, viii. 

chromatoid (kré’ma-toid), a, (Gr. ,eauea(r-), 

color, + sidoc, form.) Having an affinity for 
dyes, or capable of being intensely stained : as, 
the chromatoid granules of the Coeriddiida, 
Catking, Protozoa, p. 144. : 
‘oma psia (kra’ma-té-ki-nop’si-a), nm. 

(NL., € Gr. ypaua(r-), color, + ac(ser). move, 
+ ie, view.) In peychol., the ‘fluttering 
heart,’ a visual illusion of movement. If a row 
of smal blue cireles Fy apy on a strip of red canthoard, 
aud the diagram, beld in a dark comer of the rove, ts 
given n short toand-fro motion in itsown plane, the ctrehes 
will appear te slip or apring from side to side Ketter 
effects are ottained if the eye is adapted to durkivess and 

Same as 

— 
. . To 

a candle or low gas flame is weed for Hamination, M C, 
Sanford, Exper. Paychol,, p. 31, 

chroma. (kro-ma-tol‘i-sis), m. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. yooua(r-), color (see chromatin), — 
dissolution.) Dissolution of the nuclear chro- 
matin: an evidence of coagulation necrosis on 
the part of cells. Vaughan and Nory, Cellular 
Toxins, p, 143. 
chromatolytic (kré-ma-té-lit’ik), a, Of or per- 
taining to chromatolysis, or the breaking down 
of the chromatin during the degeneration of 
cells, 

chromatophil (kré-mat’6-fil), a2. and », [Gr, 
xpaua(r-), color + gctriv, love.) I, a. Takin 
color easily; staining readily: said of cells an 
other histological elements. 

I. x. A substance which stains readily. 
c¢ (kré‘ma-to-fil’ik), a. Same as 

*chromatophil, 
chromatophilous (kré‘ma-tof’i-lus), @. 
as *chromatophil, chromaphilous, 

tophore, ». 4. One of the eolored 
masses of protoplaam found in Protezoa. 
It may be cither n living of the cell, as in Meti- 
gopher, or a symbiotic alga inhabiting the body of the 
protoxan, Calkins, Protenos, p. 117. ‘Chromatophore 
7, that portion of the nervous system of an aninal 
whieh controls the movements of the chromatophores or 
Pigment-cella. 

chromatophoric (kré‘ma-té-for’ik), a. Pos- 
sessing or relating tochromatophores. J’hlos. 
Trans. Roy, Soc, London, ser. B, 1904, p. 822, 

chromatophoroma (kri‘ma-té-fo-r0'mii)},_m. 5 
pl. chromatophorometa (-ma-tii).  (ekromate- 
phore + -oma.] Melanoma; a pigmented 
sureoma, 
chromatoplasm (kro‘ma-t6-plazm), wn. [Gr. 
qzpaua, eolor, + éaeua, anything formed.) In 
hot., the protoplasm of coloring substances. 
Strashurger. 

chromatoptometer (kré‘ma-top-tom’e-tér), #. 
[Gr. yxpove, color, + ort, see, nitpay, 
measure.) An instrument constructed for 
ascertaining the development of the color- 
sense, perticularly for the discovery of color- 
blindness. 

Same 



chromatoptometry 

chromatopto: (krd‘ma-top-tom’e-tri), 1. 
Determination of the acuteness of eolor-vision 
by means of the chromatoptemeter. 

chroma’ ter ( kro’ ma-t6-si-am‘e-tér), ». 
(Gr. ypone, color, + ond, shadow, + uérpov, a 
measure.] Same as *chromasciopticon, 

chroma’ (kré-ma-tos’ké-pi), nv. (Gr. 
pawa(t-), eolor, + -sroria, € oxorciv, view.) 

The art or process of combining or comparing 
colors by means of the chromatoscope. 
chromatospherite (kréi‘tma-to-sfér'it), n. re 
— color, + eoaipa, sphere, + -ite2.) A 
eeply staining mass found in the nuclei of 

certain Sperozed. 
chromatrope? (kré’ma-trop), ». [Of same 
formation as chromatrope!.) Ome of a 1p 
of acid coal-tar colors: as, chromatrope 28, 68, 
8B, 108, F, R, 2K, 8, SB, and SR. They are all 
related to dihydroxynaphthalene-disul phonic oat anddye 
woot Dright red to violet colors from an acid bath. —5— 
give shades ranging from dark blue to black, when * 
treated with um bichromate, and inay therefore be 
chased as mordant-acid colura. 

chromatroposcope (kré-ma-trop’é-skép), n. 
[Gr. xpeua, nt + rpdror, a i an pnd 
view.) An apparatus consisting of a disk 
with apertures in front of colored surfaces, 
used in illustrating certain optical effects. 

emerald-green, fast yellow tan- 
nage, See *green!, ete, 

chrome, ". t.—Chromed colors, colors that are devel- 
oped, or raised, by bichromate of potash. 

‘ome- . — Anthracens ehrome-Meak, a 
mordant-achd dyestulf derived from anthracene, which 
gives a very faust black when combined with a chromium 
mordant: ised in vrool-dzeing.— Benno chrome-black 
a direct cotton eoal-tar oc —— competion, 
It dyes unmeordunted cotton black in a slightly alkaline 
salt bath and is rendered faster by an vtreatment 
with potassium bichromate and copper sulphate, 

chrome-blue (krém’blé), ». A mordant coal- 
tar color of the triphenyl-methane type. It 
dyes chromed wool blue, but is chiefly used in 
cotton-printing. 
chrome-Bordeaux (krém’bér-6’), n. A mor- 
dant eoal-tar color, especially suited for ealico- 
rinting with an acetate-of-chromium mor- 
janting principle. 

chrome-brown (krém’broun), 1. 
coal-tar color of the monoazo ty 
pyrogallie acid. Itdyes chrom 
and is used in ecalico-printing. 
chrome-diopside (krém‘di-op’sid), ». <A 
variety of diopside containing chromium. It 
occurs with the diamond in South Africa and 
is also found elsewhere. 

chrome-silver (krém-sil’vér),», Same as silver 
chromate: used as a stain in preparing histo- 
logical specimens for examination under the 
microscope. 
chrome-spine] (krém’spin’el), ». 

cotite. 
chrome-tan krom-tan’), v. t. To prepare by 
means of chrome tanuage. Sce *tannage. 
Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 214. 

chrome-violet (krém-vi'é-let), ». A mordant 
coal-tar color of the triphenyl-methane-earbi- 
nol type. It is used chiefly in ealico-printing. 

Chromic catgut, See *enfyet.-Chromic myopia, abil- 
tly todistingwieh cofors near at hand, with color-blindmess 
for distant objoxta, 

chromicize (kro’mi-siz), ¢. t. [ehromie + -ize.] 
To impregnate with chromic acid: said of eat- 
gut which, when so treated, is leas easily ab- 
sorbed in the tissues. Med. Heeord, April 11, 
1903, p. 563. 

chromine(kré’min), », [ehrom(inm) + ine?) 
A direet cotton coal-tar color derived from 
wimulin, 

miole (kré’mi-dl), ». 
dim. (Gir. ypoue, hae n eytol., a small 
fragment or granule of chromatin. 

chromite, n. 2, Any compound of chromium 
sesquioxid with a monoxid of another metal. 
Chromium dioxychlorid. 
chromic acid. 

chrom y (kro-md-iir’to-ti-pi), w. (Gr. 
Xpaua, color, + R. ertetypy.) In photog, 
a collographie process for obtaining prints 
in color. Foar negatives are made, representing the 
red, blue, and yellow of the object and a neutral tint, 
sritable colorsercens being used. From these mewn. 
tiveseollotype plates are made and a print is obtained 
acourately reproducing the object. 

chromoblast (kré‘mé-blast), vw. (Gr. ypdwa, 
color, + Aactc, germ.) A cell which pro- 
duces pigment: a pigment-cell. 

chromocollograph (kré-m9-kol’4-graf), n. [Gr. 
xpaua, color, KE. collograph.} In photog, 
sume as *chromocollotype. 

A mordant 
, related to 
wool brown 

Same as 

NL. *chromiolum, 

Same as *ehloro- 
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chromeceliogra cc (kr6"mé-kol-d-graf’ik), a. 
In photog., ———— to —— 
raphy. 
chromocollography (kré‘m6-ko-log’ra-fi), x. 
In photog., & photomechanical process for ob- 
taining prints in color, in which a gelatin- 
coated glass plate is used instead of the litho- 
raphie stone. 

chromocollotype (kré-iné-kol’}-tip), ». (Gr, 
xpeua, color, + E. collotype.] A print in colors 
taken upon the lithographic * 
from a gelatin surface hardened by biehro- 
mate of potash. Separate gelatin surfaces are needed 
for the three primary colors yellow, blue, and red. These 
colors are dimected wy photography. Intermediate col- 
ors are produced by the careful selection of inks of re 
quired intensity and the skilfal overlapping of the pri- 
mary colors. 

chromocrater (kri’mé-kri-t¢r), », [NL chro- 
mocrater, < Gr. yoaua, color, + xparyp, a large 
bowl.) In pathol., a erater-shaped blood-cor- 
usele. 

e (kré-mé-si‘a-nin), ». (Gir. 
xpaue, color, + «iavoc, blue, * -ine2.] A mor- 
dant coul-tar color related to gallocyanine. It 
gives bright blues. Also called brilliant gallo- 
cyanine, 

chro clite (kré-mé-sik‘lit), ». (Gr. xpauea, 
color, + xixdAog, circle, + -ife?.] A name given 
by Klein to a variety of —**2 the axial 
interference figure of which shows brightly 
colored rings. Another variety in which the rings are 
—— ood violet-bleck was early called leweseyelite by 
ere 

chr meter (kré’mé-si-tom’e-tér), n. 
(Gr. ypeua, eolor, + xivoy, a hollow (a cell), 
+ wétpov, a measure.) An instrument for as- 
certaining the number of the corpuscles and 
the amount of coloring-matter in blood. 

n, 2. In color-chemistry, a com- 
pound containing a ehromophorous group 
which is capable of being converted into a 
dyestuff by the introduction of a salt-forming 
group designated as an auxochromous group, 

Bonzene, for example, is colourtces, Whereas nitro ber 
zene and azobenzene are yellow. Such compounds con 
taining chromophorous groups are termed echromogena, 
because, although not 8 6 themeacives, they are ca- 
pable of gonerating such by the further intimduction of 
salt-forming atomle groupa  Kneye. Arit,, XXVIL, StH, 

Chromogen I, o name sometimes given to dihpdroxy- 
—E Aphatinte. It may be — 
woolly the mine manner as an acid dye⸗atant. and apon 
subsequent oxidation with potasstum bichromate a brown 
color is developed. 

chromogenesis —— — a, (Gr, 
pope, color, + yéwor, production.] The pro- 
—— of color by minute organisms: par- 
ticularly applied to bacteria. 
chromogram (kro‘mé-gram), x. [Gr. — 

1, Apho- 

1 is 

color, + ypauea, anything written. 
tograph in colors. 

So long as an instrument (the photochromose: 
nested to help in viewing chromegramea, the popular ap- 
Preciation of these will be limited, 

Amer, Jowr, Sei, Now, 1804, p. SSL 

2. In photog,, the assemblage of three mono- 
ehrome positives which control the colored 
lights of an Ives *chromascope (which see). 
Wall, Diet. of Photog., p. 158, 

chromo] (kré’moél), #. [Gr. ypeyea, color, + 
Pe A trade-name for # specially prepared 
fat- — C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, 
» 2 

chromolithograph.] A chromolithograph. 
chromolithotint (kré-m0-lith’d-tint), w. Ade- 
sign printed in tints or pale colors by litho- 
graphic process, 

5 Next, ranks the recently 
issued history of the binds 
of Lombardy; the lithe 
empha by Herr (scar 
Dressler, superh, but the 
coluring (chrome-dithotint) 
por, 

Sf) : Ruskin, Love's welate L 

LEY, f chromomere(kro’mo- 
—— mér),n. (Gr. ypdua 

* color, + pepor, part. | 
In cytol., one of 
the minute ehromatin 
granules whieh go to 
mike a chromosome: 
same asanidof Weise 

i mann. eel, Med, 
yooee Handbook, I. 317. 

jy.» Chromometer = (kro- 
rispevtic at thom‘e-téer), nn. (Gr, 

eum Wilkow’ - — 
vocouun, color, + uit pov, 

chromosomal 

measure.] An instrument for the detertmin- 
ation of colors, as of petroleum and other oils, 
or, in another form, of metals by examination 
of their ores. See chromatometer.—stead’s 

» Bee Stead’s weolorimeter. 

Chromomonadina (kré-m6-mon-a-di' ni), m. pl. 
(NL., < Gr, yooue, color, + gover (worad-), a 
unit, +-ina?,) A group or suborder of flagel- 
late Protozoa, of the order /hytoflagetiida, 
It consiata mostly of colonial ongantama, with the bodies 
inckwed in a gelatinous meses or socupring cups, chr 
matophores, if present, yellow or yellowish brown, and the 
one or two flagella, if any, invariably directed forward It 
— the families € rorndider ail Cryptomena- 
it Me 

chromoparous (k O-mop’s-rus),a. (Gr. ypoue 
color, L. serene, —— Aterm applic 
to pigment-bacterian the coloring matter of 
which is not contained within the cell wall but 
is diffused between the individual organisms. 
See *chromophorous, 2. 
chromophil, chromophile (kré’m9-fil), a. and 
a. [Gr. ypdaue, color, + orfsiv, love.) a. 
Chromophilous; same as *chromatophil. 

TT, », Any chromophilous substance, such as 
the granules in certatn white blood-corpuseles. 
— rs] ils, certain bodies contained in the 
somatochromes which surround the nuclei of the nerve- 
cells of the gray matter, 

chromophobe (kré'mé-f6b), a. IGr. xedwa, 
color, + -gojtoc ¢ gaseiy, fear.) In hastol., in- 
susceptible to color-staining: opposed to 
*chromophil, 

chrom (kré’moé-far), nm. [Gr, xpcwe, 
eolor, + -popoc, ¢ opr, bear.) A chromopho- 
rous substance, 
chromophoric (kré-mé-for’ik), a. Pertaining 
toachromophore; ehromophorous. A thengeini, 
duly 15, ik — 

ophorous, «. 2, ied to pigment~- 
bantorie when the color is —8 the cell. See 
*chromoparous, 
chromophotographic (kri’mé-(6-t0-grat’ik), 
a, Ofor pertaining to chromophotography. 

chromophototype (kré-mo-t6't-ti a. (Gr, 
xpoua, color, + E. phototype.) In photog., 
a style of picture which results in applying 
various colors in place of the lampblack of the 
carbon process, Wilson, Cye, of Photog., p, S. 

1, chromophyll (kré‘ m6- fil), ». 
(Gr. ophy!, color, * Widen, leaf.) 1. Any 
coloring substance in plant cells,—2. A res- 
piratory —- having a special affinity for 
carbon dioxid, such as chlorophy!, 

Under certain cbaditions the etdorephaatid may Likewise 
undergo a truisformation into a yellow orange-colored 
body, Known as a cluromeplast, the pigment associated 
with it belug called by the anthow, —— Those 
plastid pigments are distinguished from all other plant 
colors by their solability in sach solvents as benzo, ether, 
volatile olla, ete, Science, May 6, 1904, p. 727. 

chromo; (kré’md-fi-to’sis), nm. (Gr. 
xpeua, color, + gurdav, plant, + -oxs,) Tinea 
versicolor (which see, under fined), 

chromoplasm (krd'm¢plsrm), n. (Gr, xpaaa, 
eolor, + #?éoua, anything formed.) In eytol., 
—— whieh stains readily with certain 
yes. Same as keryoplasm. 

chromoplasmic (kro-m0-plaz’mik), a. Of or 
ertaining to chromoplasm. 
romoproteid (kré-m6-pro’té-id), or. [Gr. 

xpama, color, + B. prema A proteid in which 
an albuminous group is in combination with a 
igment radical —for example, hemoglobin, 
romoptometer (kré-mop-tom’e-tér), a. 

Same as *chromatoptometer. 
chromoptometri (kro inop-té-met’ri-kal), 

a, Pertaining to or obtained by the use of a 
chromatoptometer. 

chromoscope, ». See *chromascape, 2. 
I (kré-m6-s0'mal), a. [Lekromo- 

some + -all.) Of or pertaining to the chromo- 
SOMES, 

Celis (spermateceres 2 Drcnert 
—— n the ning 
be. the cut fibers ot 
1 

‘Transverse section thy 
THHUS HOS Seurmettt 

the butter apqecuring as iors 



chromosomatic 

chromosomatic (kré’m6-s6-mat‘ik), a, Same 
as *chromosomal, ; 
chromosome (kré’ind-sim), ». (Gr. ypdua, 
color, + coua, body.] In eytol., one of the 
definite segments or pieces of chromatin of 
the eell-nueleus. The chromosome normally di- 
vides inte two equal parta, by either longitudinal or trans- 
verse splitting, before or during cell-division, and each of 
the parts thus arising becomes a chromosome of « daugh- 
ter-nucleus. The samber of chromosocies tn the cells of a 
given anlieal or Plant appears to be definite and constant. 

eut on p. 40 Bivalence of 
Bee whinalence. .— Chromosome reduction, the 
by which the number of chromosomes of the embryonte 

CH) 

S58 
Chromosome Keduction. 

Figuee to show reduction in the mabe as it occurs in the 
round worm ef the horse. tscerts megalacepaaia, 

var, dtpatens. 

A RB, division of one of the spermatogonis. showing the full mom- 
her Uour) of chromosomes; C, primary —— —— preparing tor 
division (the chromatin forms two tetrads); 1) 4, first division to 
tenn two secondary sgermatocptes cach of which receives two 
dyads: GM. division of the two secondary spermatocytes to form 
four » Hids. Each of the hatter receives two single chromo- 
somes and a centrosome which pasees into the middle-péece of the 
spermatuzeda. (Feom Wilsow’s * The Cell." 

-cella (oigonia abd spermatogonia) is reduced by 
If in the egg (obtid) and spermatozodn (spermatid) 

chromosomic (kré-md6-s6‘mik), a. Same 
*chromosomatic and *chromosomal, 
chromotypy, ». 2. The art of printing in 
colors. This is done by the arta of phy and 
lithography, often in conjunction with photo-engraving. 
Distinet processes are common in each method. See 
chromotype, 3 

chromoxylograph (kré-mé-zil’6-grif) 
(Gr. ypaua, color, + FiAov, wood, gee Fi 
write.] A pictorial print in colors, taken from 
blocks of wood engraved in high relief for the 
typographic press. As wood is liable to shrink and 
warp Goequally on blocks of different colors, metal sure 
faces are now preferred. 

chromyl (kré‘mil), n. [chrom(ium) + -y!.) In 
chem., chromium dioxi as & id when regarded 
—— radical color: as, chromylt eblorid 
(Ci gCly). 

Chron. An — F — pe me 
chron., chronol. reviations(a@ ronolog- 
ical; (b) of chronology. 
chronal (kré’nal), a. (Gr. xpévoc, time, + 
-all,) Relating to time; aa regards time. 
chronist (kron’ist), n. (Gr. ypéror, time, + 
-t.) A ehronologer. 
chronocrator (kré-nok’ra-tor), n. [Gr. ypov- 
xparwp, € xpdvor, time, + -Kparep, ruler, ¢ xperriv, 
rule.) In mundane astrol., the lord of the year; 
the planet ruling the ascendant at the moment 
of the sun’s ingress into Aries. 

({kron-o-jen’e-sis), on». [Gr. 
xpivoc, time, + yévecec, genesis.] The develop- 
mental history of a definite group of allied or- 

sms. 
No classification can be nataral and permanent unless 

based on the history af the class (chronogenesiz) and the 
ontogeny of the individual, 

* Zittel ſtrana Textbook of Paloon., 1. a4. 

chronograf, ». A simplified spelling of chron- 
ograph. 

n-—=Drop-chrencgraph, an inatrn- 
ich thme-intervals are ed in distances ment in wi 

traversed by a body falling between vertical guides It ts 
used in istics and the study of explosives —-Wundt's 
chronograph, « recording chronograph, mach ased for 
exact thne-recurda in paychological laboratories, It con- 
sista casentially of a horizontal drum, revolved by clock- 
work, and a carriage which travels along the drum he sna 
an endless screw, The carriage holds a recording tuning- 
fork, accurately adjusted to give 4 vibrations X nd 
ond, and three electromagnetic writing levers. tun- 
ing-fork is actuated by way of a standard fork of 260 vibru- 

second, and the siimultancity of movement of the 
throe levers it. eheeked by a specially constructed ham- 
mer. The jograph may employed for the re- 
action ex nt; as a control of the Ly 7 Tete oh 
for the rmination of the tempura erence of ap- 
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parently simultancous movements (for example, of the 
ht and jeft bands); and, in shert, for any purpose for 

which a precise record of Uriel of time is re- 
quired, 

chronographic projector. See *prajector. 
chronographical (kron--graf‘i-kal), a. Ofor 
pertaining to chrouology; chronological: as, 
a chronographical table. 

chronographi (kron-}-graf’i-kal-i), ade, 
1. In chronological order.—2, By means of 

the — as, chronographically re- 
corded,—3, In a chronogram: as, adate chrono- 
graphically {or chronogrammatieally) ex- 
pressed. 
chronoisotherm (kron-}-i's6-thérm), =. (Gr, 
xpévor, time, + E, isotherm.) A diagram of 
lines showing the progress of temperature at 
any place; a thermal iso-pleth, showing by 
curves the hours and days when the same 
temperature occurs. 
chronoisothermal (kron‘-i-s$-thér’mal), a. 
[chronoisotherm + -all,] Of or pertaining to a 
chronoisotherm; relating to a method of indi- 
wens the relations between temperature and 
me, 

Chronometer tables, tables which make it easy fora 
mariner in any latitude to determine the chronometer- 
correction from an observed altitude of the san, without the 
usnal tedious compatation,— D’Arsonval chronometer, 

rtically noiseless clockwork, 
Urge in anite of 0.01 seoond, and controlled, like the Hi, 
chronescope, an electromagnet. The chronometer 
sometimes used in paycholog laboratories a8 a lees 
ex ive substitute for the Hipp chi 3 it wae 
i marily intended for the use yaicians in vistting 

cir patients.—Jaoquet's reco a 
stopwatch, which may be either mechanically or electri- 

8 portable and ; 

Jacquet’s Recording Chronometer, 
#, watch-case, with minute aed second-dials: 4, clamp for ad. 

Juvting the chronometer, vertically or horizontally, upon the arm 
of the stasdand; ¢, lewer for bringing the hands of the dials to 
zero; @, lever for stasting and stoppeng the chronometer. The 
movement of starting wakes electrical comtact between the posts 
¢,¢. 80 Chet the moment at which the observation begins can be 
exactly marked upou the drum; /, recording levers y, pesh bation 
for setting the record to seconds of fildhs ed & second; A, 4’, bending- 
[aay foe the chectric registzation of time jatervals at a distance 
rom the lastrument. 

cally controlled, and which is furnished with a writing 
lever for the marking of seconds or fifths of a second on 
the moving surface of the kymograph. 

chronometerer (kro-notm‘e-tér-ér), mn, One who 
by use of time-ineasuring apparatus, such as 
stop-watehes, electric timers, ¢hronographs, 
ete., is expert in measuring rates of speed, 
time-intervals, and time consumed in races, 
speed-trials, and similar events. 
chrononomy (kré-non’6-mi), rv. [Gr. ypdroc, 
time, + vduoc, custom, law.) Method Eso 3 
oning time: aa, the lunar chrononomy of the 
Chinese. Max Miller. 

chronophotogram  (kron-6-f6’té-gram), n. 
Same as *chronophotograph. 

chronophotograph (kron-(-f6'to-graf), x. [Gr. 
apévor, time, + E. photograph.) 1 photog . 
single —_ of a series taken at equal 
intervals, usually on a moving film. These films 
are used in the cinemategraph for the sclentific investiga- 
thon of a moving object. 
2. Aseries of photographs representing phases 
of a cycle. (See cuts at rack, run, trot, and 
walk.j)—3, An apparatus for obtaining a suc- 
cession of photographs at regular intervals of 
time. 
chronophotographic (kron-6-fé-t-graf’ik), a. 
[chronophotograph + -ic.] Pertaining to or 
connected with ehronophotography. 

By means of a chronophotoyraphice apparat i 
of ——— of the ineminstod’ parte was 34 — 
appearance in the picture being Uhat of dotted linea 

Nature, March 26, 100d, p. 487. 

chrysanthemous 

chronoph (kron’6-f6-tog’ra-fi), m. 
Continuous or kinetoscopic photography ; the 
photographing of successive phases of a scene, 
movement, ete., at such short intervals that 
the whole is reproduced with apparent con- 
tinuity. 

A new incthod, which is called chronephotography. It 
was M. Janmen who fret conceived the idea wt taking 
automatically a series of pl! phic images in order te 
determine the successive posi! at different times of 
the planet Venus in ite passage across the sun. It was 
Janssen also who, in IS76, fret suggested the idea of apply- 

jotogramss to the study of animal locome 
zing of such movements was first accom 
ridge, of Ban Francisco. 

Science, Dec, 27, 1901, p. POL. 

chronoscope, ™.—Gravity chronoscope, in pxy- 
chophya,, & time-measaring inetrument, consisting of a 
heavy metal plate sliding vertically between posts, with 
electrical contacts so arranged that the plate, when re 
leaned frome & menguet af the top of the ata 
certain point in its fall breaka and ata later polnt remakes 
an electric cireait, The gravity chronoscope was devised 
by J. McK. Cattell, Itis frequently used in paychological 
laboratories for the control of * Hipp chrom — 

n 
orting tinve f ite of 0.0) th a hieh Teer moe in taal e whie! 

ean be mJ and mechanically like that of a 
stopwatch, The instrument fs tased in — 

re- 

tion, The 
Plished by Muy 

chro: in Aye, a time-im instra- 
ment, consisting of a heavy: pendulum fitted with electrical 
contacts, by meant of wi it breaks and remakes an 
electric circuit aa it swings through ite are. The penda- 

* 

—— — 

in 
peychophys., an ip- 
strument for the 
Mensirement of re- 

San· 
ford, consista of two 
pendulame, whose 
periods of vibration 
are 5 amd O78 = 

Teapectively, 
and of two release- 
J It — 

am Fe og and a’, beaws 
leased by a Fap Ot by imelastic Um 
the button ite 
key, and the shorter 
pendulum by a fin« 

View of Vernier Chrenoscope, 

edulurmas 
from tary 4, bars 

candc’, setecrews holdiug threads last 
to bar; Wf. cast-iron Oase: € and «y 

—— EY ep ae MOVEMENT Ade Oe Ne etter in response to the by prewsure oe bution of key ⸗. 

fore oulneidonce ‘uf the penachuse-ewings repressand Une ore tee ice ie ulum hg 

reactiou-time in aniteot i — O78 eeoonds, oF Aftieths of a 
second, The instrument can be adapted to various forms 
of the reaction experiment. 

chron (kron-d-skop’ik), @. [chreno- 
scope + -ic.] Of or pértaining to the chrono- 
scope ; measuring duration. 
chronostichon (kron-on’ti-kon), a, A line of 
poetry containing a chronogram (which see). 
chronothermal (kron-d-thér’mal), a. [Gr. 
apovor, time, + Gépun, heat, + al.) Pertaining to 
temperature considered as a function of time, 
chronotropism (kré-not’ré-pizm), a. (Gr. 
xpéwog, time, + tpdroc, aturn, + -1em.) Inter- 
ference with the frequency of the heart's action. 
Eneye. Brit., XXXL. 733. 

(kro*d-ko-kf’shius), a. Re- 
sembling orallied to the Chrodcoccus ; be- 
longing to the family Chroococcacee. 

odcoccoid (kro-6-kok’oid), a. Resembling 

cheyealidal (kris- Vidal), a. [ehrysalis (-id-) is-al‘i-dal), a. rysalis (-id- 
+ -all,] Of, belonging to, or resembling a 
e 18. 

line (kris‘a-lin or -lin), a. [chrysal(is) 
+ -inel, The striet form would be —W 
dine.] Of or resembling a chrysalis. N. E. D. 

(kris’a-lizm),n. [Trreg. < chrysal(is) 
+ -ism.] A chrysalis condition. 

chrysalis-shell, ». 2, A land-snail of the 
genus Pape, — 

chrysaloid (kris‘a-loid), a. [sree = 
al{is) + -vid.) Like a chrysalis. Lindley. ‘, 
Chrysamphora (kris-am’f6-rjj), m. (NL. 
(Greene, 1891), ¢ Gr. xpuadc, gold, + appopri¢ 
L. amphora), a jar.) A genus of dicotyle- 
onous plants of the family Sarraceniacea. 

See Darlingtonia, 
themous (kri-san‘thé-mus), a4. Same 

as *chrysanthous. 



chrysanthemum-fly 

chrysanthemum-fly (kri-san‘thé-mum-fli’), ». 
A cosmopolitan 7 hid fly, Eristalis tenax, 
Also called drone-fly (which see). 

chrysanthine (kri-san’thin), a. See *chry- 
santhows, 

chrynanthons (kri-san‘thus), a. [Gr. ypucdr, 
gold, + ditiee, flower.] Having yellow flowers. 
Also chrysanthemous and chrysanthine. 
Chrysaora (kri-si’d-ri), u. (NI, ¢ Gr. xpu- 
adopec, also ypeodup, with golden sword, ¢ 
zovots, Id, + dep, sword.) A genus of jelly- 

hes of the family Pelagiad#, held by Haeckel 
to be transitional between Pelagia and Dac- 
tylometra. 

chryentropic (kris-p-trop’ik), a, (Gr. zpvade, 
d, + Atropa + -ic.] Derived from Atropa 
lladonna,—Chrysatropic acid. Same as *scopo- 

tetin. 

[Gr. yoveds, gold, 
An acid coal-tar 

b ing H,S 
into a concentrated solution of KCN . e 

e (kris-6-in‘ik), a. Noting an acid, 
the sodium salt of 4-nitro-e-naphthol, NOoCy,y 
— also called French yellow and Cam- 

low. 
——— a. [Gr. ꝓpavoc, gold, + 
-ene + -ie,) Derived from chr soquinens.<— 

thalene- c 2 acid, 2-phenyl xylic acid, 

—— eca in beanets which melt 

chryseoline kris" ¢-6-lin ,n. (Gr. xpiweoe, 
golden, + -of + -in?. Cf. n.) Same as 
tropsealin 
chrysidine (kris’i-din), ». (Gr. zpuade, gold, 
+ -id + -ine*,) A name given to two bases, 
C)7H,,N, obtained respectively by passing 
benzylidene-o- and f#-naphthalene through a 
heated tube. The a base melts at 108° C., the 

base at 131° C. 
(kris‘in).». (Gr. xpvedc, gold, + Pal | 

A crystalline yellow phenol, Cy,H 904, fo 
in various species of Populus. 

acy (kris’)-ar-is-tok’ra-si), m. g chrysoaristocr: 
Gr. xpvods, gold, + — aristocracy.) 
he aristocracy of gold, 

(kris-d-kiir’ pus), a. (Gr. — 
d, + xapréc, fruit.] Having yel ow fruit. 

kris’6-sé-trar’ik), a. [Gr. 
axpwedse, gold, + cotraria + -ic.] Derived from 
cotraria.— Chrysocetrarie acid. Same as *pinastric 

t (kris’6-krat), ». [Gr. ymode, gold, 
+ -xparne, ¢ xpereiv, ruole.] 1, A ———— 
2. A supporter of the economie policy of mak- 
ing gol y monetary standard. [A news- 
Aper usage, 

atinine (kris’$-kré-at’i-nin), », (Gr. 
xpuses, gold, +E. creatinine.) An — yer 
low, erystalline, poisonousalkaloid, CsHgON,, 
found in lean meat. It resembles creatinine. 

oe ee) n. [Gr, xprodc, gold, 
+ -pevns,- produced.) An orange-colored hy- 
drocarbon of unknown composition found in 
erude anthracene. It melts at 280-200° C. and 
is almost insoluble in benzene and glacial 
acetic acid. 

chrysolite, ». 2, Goldstone. See aventurin, 1. 
Nay, had she beet: true, 
If heaven would make me such another world 
Of one entire and ect chrysolite, 
11d not have sold her for it. 

Shak, Othello, v, 2 
a jeweler’s name for yellowish- 

Saxon — 

s-0-rniks’§), n. (NL. (Unger, 
1840), ¢ Gr. xpuedc, gold, + uefa, slime.) A ge- 
nus of fungi of the order Uredinales, The weitia 
are pro«l on leaves of conifers, the uredospores and 
teleutospores on ericaceous planta, C. Ledi is a widely 
distributed spec Jes. 

chrysophanate (kri-sof’a-nit), n. [chrysophan 
+-ate!,) Asaltof chrysophan.—Bismuth chry- 

an amorphous yellow-colored oom ed 
of chi hand biemnuth hydroxid, BIC pHa aba Og. 
It is antiseptic for akin-diseases, Also de 

chryeophania (kri-sof’a-nin), a. [chkrysophan 
+ -in?.]) A bitter substance found in senna- 
leaves. 
Chrysophanus (kri-sof’a-nus), », [NL,, (Gr, 
— shi like phy see chrysophan, ] 
x despread 5 of lyecnid butterflies. 
Only one species, C. thod Boladaral, occurs in the United 
States. It is found only in the more eastern States 
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chrysophenin, chrysophenine (kris-of‘e-nin), 
n, [Gir. xpvode, gold, + phen(yl) + -in2.) A 
direct cotton eoal-tar color of the disuzo type 
related to stilbene. It dyes unmordanted 
cotton in a salt bath. It is very fast. 
chrysophilist (kri-sof‘i-list), ». Same as 
chrysophiltte, 

. ica, the only species, is said to cause a rot or 
chytridiose of potate tubers in Hangary. : 

e (kris’6-pé-et‘ik), a. [Gr. yprode, 
gold, + woumriade, ¢ rowiv, make.) pable of 

Southey, 
—— (kris-$-pd-et’iks), ». The im- 

ned art of producing gold from base ma- 
terials, as was attempted by alchemists, 

,»™. 2, The ancient name of a 
fe en-green precious stone, now generally be- 
—— have been a warsvey of the pact 1 or 
possibly a green variety of fluor-spar (chloro- 

ane), which the p rty of shin- 
ng in the dark or by the heat of the hand. 

mn 2, I. c.] An inseet of the genus 
Ch — Ruropean d bowling it, 
fox —— tone of the family Ske eed chucker-luck 
called because around it seems —— bite animals 
the eyes. Jour. Trop, Med, Jan. — 7 

(kris--ré‘tin), a. [Gr.  zpvedc, 
gold, + pyrivy,resin.] A name 5 by Bley 
and Diesel to a yellow resin obtained from 
senna-leaves. Later investigations showed 
that this is hinged — 8 eae — 
chrysosplene (kris’6-eplén), u. [Chrysosplen- 
ium.) 8 plant of the genus Chrysospleniam ; 

iden saxif: * 
ckryeostemie (krie-{-stom tk), a, (Gr. xpred- 
crowoc, golden-mouthed, applied to popular 
orators (as in the surname Chrysostom), ¢ 
x , gold, + créua, mouth. ] Golden-mouthed ; 
eloquent, 
hrysothamnus (kris-d-tham‘nus), u. (NL, 
ak 1840), < Gr. xpvodc, gold, + faywos, 
sh.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants of 

the family Asteracea, There are about 25 species, 
natives of western North America, low-branching shrubs 
with linear, entire leaves, and clusters of golden-yellow 
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chrysotoluazin (kris*6-tol-j-az‘in), ». (Gr. 
xpecdc, gold, + E. tolw + az(ote) + -ine®,) A 
base formed by the condensation of chryso- 
quinone with 3, 4-toluylene diamine. It erys- 
tallizes in yellow needles which melt at 176° C. 

xin (kris-d-tok’sin), ». [Gr. xpeode, 
gold, + rof(dv), poison, + -ia?,) A sup 
chemical) principle, said to be one of the active 
constituents of ergot (Clariceps purpurea). 

(krie’6-tip), n. We avede, goid, 
+ risoc, pe} In photog.: (a) A photographie 
process in which paper sensitized by ferric 
ammonium citrate is exposed behind a nega- 
tive and the picture is —— a neutral 
solution of gold chlorid and fixed by potas- 
sium iodide. The process is due to Sir John 
Herschel, (b) A pieture made by this pro- 
cess, 

cht. An abbreviation of chest (in plural chts), 
chthonogr: (thé-nog’ra-fi), a. (Gr. xfiéw, 
earth, + -ypagia, ¢ ypdgecs, write. descrip- 
tive treatise upon soils, Syd, Soc. Lex. 

chub, ".—Indian chub. Same as Aornyhead. 
Chubb lock, See */ockl. 
chub-headed (chub‘hed’ed), a. Having ao 

chuck’, v. ¢t. 3. In lawn-bowis, to strike (a 
counting bali) out of range, or to strike (a ball 
of one’s own side) into a eountin ition. 

chuck’ (chuk), adv. [chwckt, o.] With full 
force; 50 as to hit; closely. 
Our was rather a devioms one; . . . now get- 

ting — asharp —_ oy ae round oe 
atop, or runt e machine « a 

So cunbhe us 60 stand sill and gain bresth, 
Lever, Charles O'Malley, lxvill. 

chuck, », 6. The part of a beef-animal that 
lies between the neck and the shoulder-blade: 
used as a roast.—Geometric chuck, « form of holder 
for work in the face-plate of a lathe, by which the work 
recelves two or more motions besides the primary rotation 
ofthe plate. Sach aggregation of motions causes the point 
of the tool to deseribe epicyctic carves or other geometric 
curves on the work ; used to produce the tracery on wateh- 
cases and the fine curved ornamental lines iu dies for 

chullpa 
stamps or bank-bills.- Magnetic chuck, a chuck 

which tbe attractive forve of an electromagnet i used 
to hobd castings of steel or tron, drop-forgings, disks, sawa, 
dies, scales, ete., while they are in process of finishing in 
a lathe, grinder, or other machine tool The most simple 
form: fb an electromagnetic table fitted with a cable and a 
switch for conveying and controlling the current. The 
casting is laid om the table, and, whem the current is 
turned on, is held in place by it under all ordinary strains 
while in the machine-tool The action of the chack ts 
automatic, the current being supplied at the instant the 
rinding: wheel starts, and the articles on rel from 
be chick when the motor sty Articles 
magnetic chuck are 
ner (which see) — 

the di op igh t oh le bolted to 
) ae mh a women ek —X § pair of clotted jaws, 
used for holding work which would not be held conve- 
niently in the ordinary or hollow form. 

chuck-block (chuk’blok), n. In gold-milling, 
a wooden block placed under the screen-frame 
of the mortar of a stamp-battery to permit ad- 
justment of the sereen as the dies wear, and 
thus maintain the proper height of the dis- 
cha pening. 
chuck-button (chuk’but’n), ». The game of 

itch-and-toss played with buttons. 
ucker? (chuk’ér), ». In cricket, a bowler 

who is inclined to throw the ball instead of 
{Colloq} 

* . See *chuck-luck, 
chuck-hole (chuk‘’hdl), ». The small hole in 
the ground into which the farthing is to be 
thrown in the game of chuck-farthing; also, 
the game itself. 

chu chuk’ing), n. A long, stout, coarse 
hemp, rather foul, used for making Inferior 
rope. Rigging and Seamanship. N. E. D. 

=] ie, %. Now applied toa special ma- 
chine which is exsentially a #boring-and-turning machine 
78 see). The work is placed upon a horizontal revoty- 
ng table, called the chucking-tatle, undera bracket which 
supports the turret carrying the tools. 

chucking-table (chuk’ing-té’bl), n. See 
*chucki achine. 

chuck-luck (chuk’luk), n, [Also chuck-a-luck, 
chucker-luck > € chuck3, ¢., + luck.) A game 
played with three dice and a lay-out, at which 
the players bet that certain numbers will come 
on one die, or that the total of the three dice 
will be a certain number, or that the throw 
will be odd or even, high or low, ete, 

chuck-plate (chuk’plat), ». In gold-milling, 
an amalgamated copper plate attached to the 
chuck-bloek on the inside of the mortar of a 
stamp-battery, used to collect the gold. 
uck-ring (chuk‘ring), #. A heavy steel ring 

for holding the ends of barrel-staves while the 
ve for the head is being cut. 

uck-roast (chuk’rdst), n. A roast cut from 
the chuck. *chuckt, n., 6, 
chuckrum (chuk’rum),. [Also chuckram ; ¢ 
Malayalam chakrum, Telugu chakramu (¢ Skt. 
chakra, a wheel, a circle: see wheel).) A sub- 
sidiary coin still current in Travancore, equiv- 
alent to one and one tenth cents or one half of 
an anna (or 28%, to one rupee). The coin was 
once generally current in the south of India. 

-steak (chuk‘sték), ». A steak or infe- 
rior cut from that sa of a beef-animal that is 
known as the chuck. See *chuck4, v., 6, 
chuckwalla (chuk’wi-la), ». (California In- 
dian.) A local name for Sawromalus ater, a 
large, dark-colored lizard, belonging to the 
iguana family and inhabiting the desert re- 
gions of southern California, Utah, and Ne- 
vada, and portions of Arizona and New Mex- 
ico. It reaches a length of « foot or more, feeds on 

te, and is esteemed for food by the Indians. 
— —— (chuk i huk· ih a. [Corrup- 
tion of the Australian aboriginal name for a 
be ‘) The fruit of species of the — 
Gau 5 — the edible white berry 
of the Australian or Tasmanian wax-cluster, 
Gaultheria hispida, See wax-cluster. 
uf, a. <A simplified spelling of chough. 

chokps (chék’pi), a. [Tibetan.) A Tibetan 
robber. 

They also informed as that a lange body of — 
were in our vicinity; wheres onr brave guides, 
due consaltation 1 themselves, formed up and 
Miggested Gat we should attack Ue robbers, whose prop 
erty was to be divided between them and ourselves. 

Geog, Jour, (RG. 3), XVL 164 

chullpa (chil’pi), ». [Also chulpa; Aymaré 
chullpa, a basket or bag in which the jox 
of the dead were placed for burial.) In the 
mountains of Bolivia and Peru, one of the 
aboriginal towers used partly as burial-plaees, 



chullpa 

but also as the abodes of the people, who buried 
theirdead under the floors while continuing to 
occupy the building, as the forest tribes of the 

upper Amazon do to-day. Some of these stone 
towers are handsomely constructed, and these 
wore used chiefly for burial. 

chullu (ché’ly5), ». [(Quichua of Peru.] The 
— bonnet or cap, similar to a nighteap 
ut of colored wool, worn by the Indian men 
= ue shores of Lake Titicaca, In Bolivia 
uch, 

chultun (chil’tun),#, [Yucatan.) In Yucatan, 
a subterranean rounded atructure, with a 
rounded roof and an opening in the middle of 
the roof, probably used as a water-reservoir, 
chumble (chum’bl), v. ¢. [Freq. of *chump?.] 
Cd ew or nibble, as rats and mice do. [Prov, 
ng. 

,". 2. The system, formerly com- 
mon in some English prisons of assigning a 
new-comer to a room with another or others. 

chump!, *, 3. The blunt end of anything. 
See chump-end.—4. The head. (Vulgar.J— 
Off his chump, off his head ; outof hissensen, (Vulgar. 
chump? (chump), v. t [A varied form o 
champ), Cf. chumble.) To munch. Thackeray. 
chumpi (chim’pi), x. [Quichua.] Among the 
Indians of Bolivia, a belt. 
unk!,». 3. Specifically, a range-bred horse 

of the western United States, suitable for 
draft purposes, standing 15 hands or over, and 
weighing from 1,100 to 1,400 pounds. 

chi 3 (chungk), e. t. In dumbering, to clear 
(ground) with an engine or horses of obstruc- 
tions which cannot be removed by hand.— 
To chunk up, to collect and pile for barn 
slash left after bogging. 

chufiu (ché‘nyé), n. — and Aymarh 
chuflw or chunn.) Dried potatoes, the ehief 
vegetable food of Bolivia. As the people have no 
© to keep heir potatoes during winter, Uhese are set 
out to freeae, and then, after repeated soaking, the water 
is pa out and the starchy residue dried In the sau, 
It is, of course, tastelesn, The white kind Isecalled tremte, 

chupa-chupa * fi-chi’pii), m. [Native 
name,] In Colombia, the large, greenish, edi- 
ble fruit of a tree, Matisia cordata, of the silk- 
cotton family, native of the Andes region and 
cultivated in Peru and Colombia. 
chupagallo (chié-pii-gal’yd), ». [Porto Rieo.] 

tree, Cinnamodendron macranthum, of the 
family Canellace#, native to Porto Rico. It 
bears greenish-white, orange-seented flowers and yields a 
strong light-colored wood used in house-constriaction, 

chupon (chi-pon’), #. [Sp a sucker.) In 
the West Indies, same as sucker, 5 (b), See 
*gormandizer, 2. Nature, June, 1902, — 185. 
chuppah, chuppa (¢hap’pa), ». [Heb., ¢ chap- 
poh, happak, cover, surround.) Inthe Jewish 
marriage ceremony, the canopy under which 
the reading of the kethuba, or marringe 
contract, and the nuptial ceremonies are per- 
formed, The 28 ts genernily made of the curtain 
which is in fromt of the holy ark Chat contains the serndla 
of tie law. ‘The four corners of the ctirtain are supported 
by four staffs or poles whieh are held by yours male 
relatives or intimate friends of the bridal conte, The 
bridegrocta ts Geet oetered in under it; the bride and the 
parents soon follow and remain there antil the end of the 
ceremony. L 

i, *.- Abyssinian ureh, t! hureh 
founded In 525* thee mer ae ET fourth centur . 
See Abywauien, n., 2— Christ Catholic Church. 
See weetholic,- Church of Scotland, the church which 
was established in Scotland in [, Ite doctrine is to 
be found tn the Westminster Confession of Faith, In 
fevermment it is prestyterian, and, though legally es 
tallished, ts not suljeet to the state in spiritual matters. 

Constitution Church. Sev seus Mution, — 
Methodist Ch See Pree Methodists, unler Metho- 
divt.—Hall church, in Buropean Cliristian architecture, 
especially that of Gurinany, a cheirch whose three or more 
panulel divisions are nearly of the same heteht. Thus itt 
St. Stephen's, Vien. the aisle on each side of the ouve 
is lower Chan the nave by a few feet, but the difference ia 
ot enough to allow of clearstory windows. The cathe. 
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Hall Church. 

Section of the Church of St. Elizabeth at Marburg. 

dral at Erfart and the church of St. Elizabeth at Marbarg 
are still nore strictly hall churches, the nave being in 
each of Uhe same height a8 the aisles. — Institutional 
church, a church which matntains social, charitable, and 
—— we — a pet = ite a 

fly for the purpose of reaching the poorer classes in 
lange chien — Redeemed Church of France, a charch 
et tn Franee in * At * firat ayn, —— 

adopted a presbyterian form government a 
strietly Calviniatic confession of faith Under the decree 
of 182 it enjoyed state support.— Refi 
Church, the church that sprang up in the Pulatinate 
during the religious movement of the sixteenth century, 
of which Zwingli and Calvin were leaders. Its doctrine 
was set forth In the Heidelburg Catechism (156%) and 
5* with the Calvinistic system somewhat modi- 
fied. Its history in America began with the great German 
immigration of Reformed 
Methodist Church, an American offspring of the Meth: 
odist Episcopal Church, having its origin tna body of local 
peenchoxe ft the Vermont conference, in 1914, who opposed 

tendency toward ‘prelacy' in the parent body. The 
aid hater became absorbed in 

the seventeenth century. — 

sect was never 
other Methodist ch 

a@.—Church conference, the name given by the 
Wesleyans of England and Treland, and 8 Freewill 
Baptista, to the annual mecting of the ministers of the 
churches — Ch: or Bott Bee codlepe 
wsettlernent,—Church year, (a) Same as ecetesiastioal 

ri{see year), (1) Bee tyre. 
church-bell (cherch’bel}, m. The bell of # 

mark festivals or funerals. 
church-door (chévch’dér), n. The outer door 
of a church, It was customary in early times to post 
* it the names of excommunicated persons, the names 
of persons intending to marry, proclamations of the 
church, and other public notices. 

church-flag (chérch’flag), vn. Nant, a blue 
cross on & white pennant field raised on board 
aship while religious services are being held. 

— 

— — 

nm hitch of Sastiage de Cutnpostela, Spain. by Clhetricu 
( Feo * Daudea&kinaler ia Spauies,” pal, by Wasmuth, Herlim,) 

chyloperitoneum 

Ohurch-warden Gothic, See *(othir. 
ch a (ché-ring‘ gi), ».  [Australian.] 
Something sacred or secret, applicd both to an 
object and to the quality possessed by it, It is 
Tost froquently used to signify Une sacred stones ated 
sticks of the Arunta tribe of central Australia, Spencer 
aad Gillen, Native Tribes of Central Australia, p. 645, 

churka (chér’ki), ». IHind. charkhah, charkhd, 
® spinning-wheel, distall, reel, ¢ Skt. chakra, 
wheel: see wheel. Cf. *chuckrwm.] The Ori- 
ental roller cotton-gin, made of two round 
pieces of hard wood fixed in « rude frame. 
urn, *. 2. A block or chuck on a potter's 

turning-lathe. 
churn-butted (chérn’ but’ ed), a. Same as 
*swell-buttedd, 

churrels (chér’elz), 1. Same as *chirls, 
Churrigneresque (chi‘ri-wi-resk’), a. and n, 
(Named in reference to Don José Churriguera 
of Salamance and his two sons.] Noting an 
élaborate phase of the baroque style in arehi- 
tecture which originated in Spain in the sev- 
enteenth century, The style was trunsplanted to 
Mexico, where it became typical See ent in middle 
column. 

chute, .—To shoot the chute, to slide down a chute 
ie a car, or in a bont that at the foot of the chate glides 
tute the water, 
There is here, indeed, almost enough material for an 

Farts Court exhibition, though it might be « little un- 
dignitied to combine amusement with instruction, in the 
way beloved of the Londuser, by giving him an opportu. 
nity of shooting the chote on a inilkman ‘& barrow or by 
converting the great wheel bite a atic charn, 

Laueet, BU, 1905, p. 1s. 

chute (shit), v. 4 [chute x.) To send down 
or through a chute, as logs. 
0 (chut’kar-i), ». [Also chattager ; ¢ 

Tamil shetts-kar, ‘one who wears a waisteoat,’] 
In southern India, a person of mixed European 
and Indian blood, [Anglo-Indian,] 

chutt (chut), ». (Hind. ehddar-chhat, ‘sheet- 
ceiling,’ ¢ chddar, sheet, cloth, chhat, a roof or 
ceiling.) A ceiling for a room, composed of 
coarse cotton sheeting stretched on a frame 
and whitewashed. Angle indian] 

chuttraum (chut’rum), ». [Tamil shattiram, < 
Skt. seftrd, hospital, asylum, lit. ‘ seat,’ < Yaad. 
sit: see sift.) In soutbern India, a house where 
pilgrims and travelers of the higher castes are 
accormmodated free for a short time, [Anglo- 
Indian.) Compare choltry, : 

ak (chi’ak), v. t. [Also chyack; origin 
obscure.) To chaff; make game of: as, to 
chyak the police. [Australian slang. ] 

ng: anid of “church, which is rung to eall the people, or to chyazic (ki-az‘ik), a, [e(arbon) + hy(droger) 
+ az(ote) + -ic.) Containing carbon, hydro- 
gen. and nitrogen.—Chyazic acid, an old wane fur 
ydrocyanic avid. 

chy] oma (ki-lan-ji-d’mii), ».; pl. chylangi- 
omata (-ma-tii), [Gr, arad, ehyle, + ayer, 
vessel, + -oma.) A tumor formed of dilated 
lymphaties containing chyle. 

lariose (ki-la‘ri-ds), ». [Gr. yr? apeo, dim. 
of yuséc, Juice, * -os8e.] name given to 
l-fructose obtained from honey. 

chyle-stomach, ». 2. In entow., the second of 
the three prime morphologic divisions of the 
alimentary canna], the mid-intestine or ven- 
triculus, It is furnished with cweal glands, 
A. S. Packard, Text-book of Entotm., p. 297. 

chylifaciont (hi-li-fa’shient), a, [Gr yutde, 
chyle, + L. faciens (-ent-), making.}] Same as 
chylifactive. 
chyliform (ki’li-form), a. (Nl. chylus, ehyle, 
+ L, forma, form.] Resembliig chyle; hav- 
ing the composition of chyle. 

The lett pleund cavity was half fall of chytivorm tuid 
similar to that in the allonmen, 

Laneet, April 4, 1900, p. 961. 

locauly (ki‘lo-kii-li), w. (Gr. yetdc, juice, 
—860 + 8.] ‘ine phenomenon of 
stem-suceulenee, in whieh the stem becomes 
short, thick, even spheroidal. and is filled 
with a mucilaginous sap, as in some (actaces, 
Schimper. 

chylocele (ki'lé-sél), ». [NL. *ehylocélé, < Gr. 
xeeog, ehyle, + «479, tumor.) ‘resence of 
lymph in the tunica vaginalis testis, 

chyloid (ki’loid), @. [Gro revoreiie, like juice, 
< yréee, juiee, ehyle, + eifoc, form.) Resem- 
Wing ehyle. 

chylopericarditis (ki‘l6- or kil*6-per-i-kiir- 
dytiee re [NL., € Gr, qrad, chyle, + NL, 
pericardinm.|) Tn pathol, a condition in whieh 
chyle is present in the pericardial sae. 

chyloperitoneum (ki'lé- or kil d-per-i-td- 
ne‘um), a. [NL., ¢ Gr. guide, ehyle, + NL. 
peritonesm.] In pathel., a condition in which 
ehyle is present in the pertoneal eavity. 



chylophylly 
chylophylly (ki-lofi-li), ». [Gr. yvade, juice, 
+ oitov, leaf, + -y3.) In phytogeog., the 
henomenon of leaf-succulence, in which the 
eaves of a plant become fleshy as a protection 
against conditions of physiological dryness, 

chylopoesis (ki'lj- or kil’G-pd-é’sis), a. (Gr. 
axis, chyle, + soins, a making.) Same as 
chylifaction, 

chylorrhea, chylorrhea (ki-l0-ré"), ». [NL. 
chylorrhaa, © Gr. yerse, oo + joia, a flow.) 
An eseape of chyle from the lymphatics, 

lothorax (ki-l6-tho’raks), m. [Gr. yeide, 
chyle, + Aopes, thorax.) In pathol., a econdi- 
tion in which chyle is present in the pleural 
eavity. 
I neous (ki-mi’kwé-us), a. (Gr. yrudc, 
juice (chyme), + L. aque, water (see aqueous), 
en of chyme and water, as the fluid in 
the digestive eavity and its branches in polyps. 
chymogene (ki’m6-jén), n. See *hutane, 

(ki'mé-sin), mn. [Gr. yowdr, juice, 
+ -ose + -in?,) The milk-curdling ferment of 
the gastric juice, Also called rennin, 
—— ki-m6-sin’6-jen), u. [ekymo- 
sin + -gen,] The proonzyme of chymosin, 
which in itself is inactive. In this form the 
ferment supposedly exists in the cells, Also 
called reaninogen, 

(kit’ra), x. (Gr. yerpa, dial, xi Opa, citpa, 
also yirpor, xidpor, xitpor),¢ xerr(y/ yr), pour.} 

Gr. antig., a 
two-handled 
earthen pot for 

atic he water pe. 4 iw) 
or cooking. It : ; — 
was asually with- i 

d The TS 

Chytra. 

Chy 
(ki-trid -i-&*- 
léz),n. pl, (NL., 
< Chytridium + 
~ales.) An or- 
der of fungi of 
the class Odprycefes, coextensive with the 
family Chytridiacee. Also Chytridiee and 
anne. — 
hytridies, Chytridines (xi.trid.· ·õ d, · uõ 
a, Same as *Chytridiales, , : 

c (ki-trid‘i-ds), mn. [Chytridium + 
~ove (-oxis).) Any disease of plants caused by 
chytridiaceous fungi. The Waves are usually at- 
tacked, and reddish or yellowish, warty or vesicular 
swellings are produced on the surface, — panied by 
some wrinkling or other alight deformation, Chytridinse 
of alfalfa and chytridiose of beet are cansed by Physoderma 
leproides; chytridiose of gripe by Cladechyirium viti- 
coli; chytridiose of the nul by C, Nort; chytrid- 
hose of the potata by oye dwetia endobiotica; and 

hy Ch — chytridiose of viotet trium Viola, 
diosis (ki-trid-i-6’sis), n. Same as 

*chytridiose. 
0.1. The authorized abbreviated form of Jm- 
perial Order of the Crown of India, 
of the Cronen, under crown, 

cib. An abbreviation of the Latin cibus, food. 
,”. Same as ciborinm, 1. 
am (si-bo'ti-um), ». (NL, (Kaoulfuss, 

1820), in allusion to the form of the indusium; 
(Gr. xe dareov, dim, of a jeréc,a box.) A genus 
of mainly arborescent cyatheaceous ferns, al- 
lied to Dicksonia, but distinguished technically 
from that genus by havingthe outervalve of the 
bivalvate indusiam larger, more highly modi- 
fled, decidedly coriaceous and cucullate. There 
are about 10 species, coafined to the tropies of both Ienmi- 
spheres. (. feroanete, av Asiatio spectes, lias loug been 
known as the Seythirn lam, See Agnus Scythicns, 
under agnms 

n, — rican 
cieadhd, Titiern arep Sou Any, opie. — 2— 
hareest-dy, uniler A“αν. 

cicada-killer (si-ka'di-kil’ér), a. A large 
American digger-wasp, Sphecivs specrosus, 
which stings the samual cleada or dog-day hur- 
vest-tly, Tibicen prainosa, and stores it in its 
burrows as food for its young, See Sphecius, 
with cut. 

cicadid (si-kad‘id), a. and w. I. a, Of or be- 
longing to the homopterous family Cicadide, 
it. rn. One of the Cieadidw, 

cica (sik-a-trik’ti-liir), a. 
taining to the cicatricula. 

cicatricule («ik-at’ri-kal), a. 
same as cicatricula, 

cicatriform (sik’a-tri-férm), a. 
for “cicatriciferm, ¢ 

Of or per- 

In embryol., 

[ Frroneously 

See Order 
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+ forma, form.) Resembling a cicatrix; 
sear-like. 

cicatrizate, «. See cicatrisate. 
cicely, *.—Pool's cicely, the fool's parsley, #thuea 
Cynayium, 
cerone (sis’¢-rén),r. 4; pret. and pp. ciceroned, 

dur: ciceroning, Same as *eiceronize, 
ceronic (sis-¢-ron‘ik), a. Same as Ciee- 

ronian. 
ciceronism (sis’e-ron-izm), ». The occupation 
or office of cicerone or guide, 

Frolick—wiho seems an easy-going man-about-town sort 
of cockney, delighted to have the pretext of eferrentem to 
revisit all manner of quecr hounts. 

Blackwood's May., UXXIV. 230, 

ciceronize (sis’e-ré-niz), ¢. t.; pret. and pp. 
ciceronized, ppr. ciceronizing. To act as cicer- 
one or guide to; play the cicerone to. 
cichlomorphous (sik-lé-mér’fus), @. Same as 
cichlomorphic. 

cicutoxin (sik-ii-tok’sin), ». [Cien(ta) + toxin.) 
A poisonous compound found in the water- 
hemlock, It is an unerystallizable resin with 
an acid reaction and bitter taste. 
Cidaroida (sid’a-ré-i’dii), .I. (NL, < Cidaris 
(a genus) + -oida.] Anorder of regular endo- 
branchiate Kehinoidea. They have the periatome 
central; the peripreet central on the aboral sarface of the 
Dbeely and surrounded by the — system of plates; the 
atbilaera consisting of 2 vertleal series of simple, narrow 
va some of which may be detml-plates; the interam- 
lacra plates unituberculate, with spines, and a 

dental a tus, The order Includes the families Lepi- 
decentridat, Archwocideridwe, Iiplocidarida, awl Cidar- 
idar, the Orat three of which are extinct. 
cider-gum — ————— n. Same as cider-tree, 
0. I. F. abbreviation of carriage, inaur- 
ance, end freight (used in contracts relating 
to direct shipments of cotton to spinners, 
when these charges are prepaid), 

cifer, ». and, A simplified spelling of cipher. 
cigala Gree), nu. (Pr, and It,; see cieala, 
cicada.) <A cicada, 

cigale (si-iil’), ». (F.,< Pr. cigala.] Same 
as ®eigala, 

Cigaliers (s6-yii-lya’), n. pl. [F. cigalier, ¢ ci- 
gale, a cieuda.) A Félibrien society main- 
tained in Paris by the natives of the South of 
France, its emblem being a cicada (cigale). 

A... far more pleturesque decoration waa the enam- 
elled cigule worn by the Cigafiery,- at once the emblem of 
thelr Soclety and of the Félibrien movement, and of the 
glowing South where that gayest of insects is born and 
sings his life ont in the summer days 

T. A. Janvier, A Feast Day on the Rhone, iL 

cigar-beetle (si-giir’be’tl), », Same as *cigar- 
ette-heetle. 

bast (sig-a-ret’bast), mn, The thin, 
paper-like layers of the inner bark of Lecythis 
Ollaria, See Leeythis and kakerali. 

cigarette-beetle (sig-a-ret’bée'tl), ». An in- 
sect, Lasioderwa serricorne, of the coleopter- 

Cigarette-beetle (Lartoderwa srreiorne), 
4, larva; 4, pupa; ¢, adult, All greatly enlarged. 

(Chitteades, U.S. D. Ad 

ous family /’tinidwe. It ts of wide distribution, and 
la serious peat in tobacco factories und warehouses. It 
perforntes cigum and ciguretties and, in the lurval stage, 
‘eeds lon cul tobacco and on the drted beaf,  1t also feerts 
* wopper, Insoct-powder, and many drugs and stor 
an a. 

A ar-tail (si-viir’tal), ». horse's) tail en- 
fe eos of hair. Buck, Med, Handbook, 
V, 482. 

cigua(thé’ gwii), n, [Cuban.] A lauraceous 
tree of Florida and the West Indies, Deamnhur- 
neya Catesbyana, It is called lancewood in 
Florida and timber-seeetioood in Jamaica. 

ciguatera (thé-wil-ti‘ri), wm. [Sp.; ef. acigna- 
tar, affect with this disease, ¢ engweto (Domin- 
guez), a fish of a yellow color: said to be Mex. 
An affection believed by the natives of Centra 
and South America to be caused by cating 
poisonous fish, 

cil (sil), w. IF. cil, eyelash, ¢ 1, ciliam, eyelid.) 
Same as ciliunm, 

ciliary flame. See *flame, 

vq cinchamidine (sin-kam’‘i-din), w. 

cincholine 
behavior, ¢ Keuxiferr, to act like a Cilician, 
< Keug, aw Cilician, A Cilician mode of 
speech, N, K. D, 

olate (s#il’i--lit }, a (NL, *ciliolaties, ¢ cil- 
iolum, ciliolum.) Covered or provided with 
minute cilia or ciliola. 
— sil’i-G-fag-d-sit’ik), a. [eil- 
ium + —— Relating to the phagocytic 
action of cilia. — various 
ciliate! or vibratile te ee ee of 
collecting and removing grauales of debris and degener- 
ate! celle from the cxtoma of different tnvertebrates, et 
— wort, lveches, and echinoderma Jer. Hey. 

teres, Soe, Feb, 100, p. 31. 

cilioretinal (sil‘i-d-ret’i-nal), a. Relating to 
the ciliary body and to the retina of the eye, 

on, nr. 2. [cap.) In the Philippine 
Islands, a name given to members of various 
poor wandering tribes, mostly descendants of 
civilized natives who have fled to the moun- 
tain forests.—3, A Weast-Indian name for a 
wild (feral) dog.— Cimarron series, See #rerire. 

cimicoid (sim’i-koid), «. [L. cimex (cimrie-), 
bug, + -ofl.] Resembling a bug. Syd. Soe. 
Lex, 

ciminite (chim’i-nit), n. [(.Monti) Cimini, in 
ltaly,+ -i%?%.] Inpetrog., aname given by H.s. 
Washington (1807), to porphyritic lavas char- 
acteri by phenocrysts of augite, olivin, and 
sometimes feldspars, the ground-mass eonsist- 
ing of feldspar with augite and magnetite. 
The feldepars are orthoclase amt labradorite in nearly —* 
Amounts Ciuinite embraces some of the rocks called 
trachydolerites, 
cimline (sim’lin), ». [D. sim, a fishing-line,] 
The top line of a drift-net. [Loeal, U.8.J 
The ordinary gill or drift net weed for shad Hehing in 

the Hodson is from a half to three-quarters of a mile long, 
and thirty feet wite... The fishermen have terms aud 
phrases of thelrown ... The top-cond of line of Une net is 
called a “ cinaline.” 

J. jhe, in Scribner's Mag., Aug., 1580, p. 41 

Cimolestide (sim-}-les’ti-~ié), ». pl. (NL. ¢ 
Cimolestes + -idew.] A family of extinct mar- 
supial mammals. containing species of small 
size, with sharply tubereulate teeth; known 
from teeth from the Laramie Cretaceous of 
the western United States, Marsh, 1889. 
Cimonian (si-m6’ni-gn),a. Pertaining toCimon, 
an Athenian statesman (d. 449 B.c,), or to the 
works executed on the Acropolis under his 
direction, These were the retaining wall on the 
south side and the substructures of the Par- 
thenon, 
cinamomo (thin-a-mé’m6), n. [Sp., the bead- 
tree.) A name in the Philippines and Guam 
of the camphire, or henna (Latwsonia tmermis). 
See henna. : : 

cinch, ».—2. A firm bold or grip on anything. 
—3. A fine position or situation; an easy job; 
a‘snep.’ (Slang, U. 8.)—4, A variety of all- 
fours, sometimes called double pedro and high- 
Jite. In addition to the points for high, low, fack, amd 
youne, the five of trumps (right pedro) is worth 4, and the 
five of the sume color ett pedro) la also worth f, so that 
14 points are made in every deal, all in the trump 
anit, Nine cards are dealt to each player, three at a tine, 
Rach player, in tarn, has one bid for the privilege of 
naming the trump suit, the number offered being what 
the player thinks he can make with his partrers assis 
tance, but no ane is allowed to mention the suit he pir. 
rises tosclect. The highest bidder naties the trump, sd 
then each player, in Carn, discards everything bat trumps, 
the dealer giving him cerns from the top of Ue pack to 
make the hamt up to six cards, with which he plays The 
maker of the trump leads any card he pleases, and the 
object of the players is to secure the counting cards and 
alse to 'cloch’ tricks, #0 that an opponet cannot save ® 
pedroby temmping in. After the hand is played (he polata 
are counted ane, if the bidder bias made as many as he of- 
fered, Use lower score is deducted from the higher, the dif- 
ference counting toward game, which is St poiats If the 
bidder fails, the adversaries udd the amount of bis bid to 
any nis they make, the uneccessful bidder scoring 
nothing. - 

[eiveh(ona)y 
+amide +-ine2.) A crystalline bitteralkaloid, 
CygHeyONo, contained in cinchona bark in 
small quantities, 
cinchene (sin’kén), ». [cineh(ona) + -ene.] A 
base, CygHoyNo, obtained by boiling eincho- 
ning chlorid with aleobolie potash. It erys- 
tallizes in plates which melt at 123-125°C, 

cinchocerotin (sin-k6-s6’r}-tin), nw. Lermehe(me) 
+ crrote + -in?.) A erystalline cholesterin 
derivative, CoyHy,O + HoO, contained in cine 
chona, 
cinchol (sin’kol), ». 
aleohol, CopHgjO +1 
terol, found in all true cinchona barks. 
anhydrous it melts at 13u0 0. 

cincholine («in’k6-lin), wn. [einchol + -ine?, 
An oily base, CygHy, Ny, found in the paraftin- 

— nes + eof) An 
oO, resembling chotes- 

When 

L. cicatriz(tric-), a sear, Cilicism (sil‘i-sizm), à. (Gr. KiAaoede, Cilician oil from brown voal, It boils at 237° C. 



cinchona red 

Cinchona red, See *red!. 
cinchonibine (sin-kon‘i-bin), n. [cinchona + 
-ib-, varied from -il, + -ine2,) alkaloid, 
C)gHggNo0, obtained by heating cinchonine 
sulphate with sulphurie acid. It was probably 
a mixture of cinchotine and apocinchonine. 

cinchonifine (sin-kon‘i-fin), ». feinchona + 
-if-, varied from -i/, + -ine#.] An alkaloid 
obtained from cinchonine by heating it with 
sulphuric acid: now known to be Taentical 
with ecinchotine. 

cinchonine-herapathite (sin ‘ k6 - nin - her · a · 
path’it), a. [Second element named from Dr. 
Herapath.] Same as *antiseptol. 

sin-kG- ni-za’shon), n. [ein- 
chonize + -ation,| The act of bringing under 
the influence of cinchona or quinine; the induc- 
tion of cinchonism. 

cinchono —— n, [einchona + 
Gr. -Anyia, yerv, speak, The study of cin- 
chona in its botanical, pharmaceutical, and 
therapeutical relations. 

ometry (sin-ké-nom‘e-tri), n. The pro- 
cess of determining the amount of alkaloids in 

cinchotine teln’kj-t [cincho(na) e (sin’k6-tin), n. na) + -t- 
+-in?.) Same * hydrocinchonine. 

Cincinnati china, *china, 
Cincinnatian (sin-si-nat’i-gn), a. and n. [Cin- 
einnati + -an.) Ofor pertaining to the eity of 
Cincinnati, in Ohio; specifically, in geol., not- 
ing a group or period of late Lower Silurian 
age, construed to embrace the Utica and Lor- 
raine beds of New York and the Richmond 
beds of the Ohio valley. Originally, as Cincinnati 
beds, the term Was employed as equiv: in to the 
Trenton, Utica, and — aete ty the — Try te Brag 
River beds of New York. See Cincinnati group, under ¢ 

eine{nnulus fein-sin’q-tes), n.; pl. cincin- 
nuli (-li). [NL., dim of L. cincinnus, a curl.) 
A small hook or process attached to the sty- 
lamblys in crustaceans. 

(sing’kli-sis), n. 
a Ww ng, jerking, ¢ xeyxAifev, wag the tail, 
< xtyxdoc, & bird identified as the wagtail or as 
the dunlin.] Rapid winking; also rapid re- 
523 — dyspnea. ‘ 

cinct (singkt), p. a. . Cinctus, pp. of cingere, 
gird.) Girt, cinctured ; — ed. 

Thua girt 
‘With simmmstanes, next change beholds them 

Quite otherwise. Browning, Sordello, vi L 454. 
cinder, ®.-—-Buck-shot cinder, cind taining 
Pm ele! iron, from the tron blest furnace. * 

der-box (sin‘dér-boks), n. A cast-iron box 
riveted to the bottom of the extension front 
of a locomotive-boiler, to form an opening 
through which the cinders can be cleaned out. 

-, © Gr. xiywduoee, 

cinder-plate (sin’dér-plat) A plate on 
whieh the cinder fom a furnace i alowed 
to collect, The heat of the cinder is given up to air 
which mixes with the hot gases and completes the com- 

cinder-tap (sin’dér-tap), ». The hole through 
which 26 is —— from a feressr a 
einder-notch. 

cinematograph (sin-é-mat’d-grif), a. ([Gr. 
xivgua, movement, * ypages, write.) An in- 
strument devised in France for projecting on 
a sereen photographs showing objects in 
Motion. It consists essentially of a lantern fitted with 
a mechanism for jecting, In rapid succession, many 

ing —— wre ona tow ome Alo 

bom or Olin — is wound in one spool to another, 
leture being before the objective for an instant 

which moment light passes through it to the screen. The 
tert is also applied to the instrument used for taking the 

tures, Also binemategraph, 
tograph (sin-é-mat’d-graf), vt, To 

photograph with a cinematograph; to make 
& succession of photographic pictures of ob- 
jects in motion. Also hinematograph. 

M. Camille Flammarion has undertaken to cinemato- 
tip the ky. He takes 3,000 photographs a night when 
is clear expects to show realistic pictures of the 

movements of moun stars, 
Sci. Amer. Sup., Feb. 26, 1808, p. 13481. 

cinematographer (sin-é-ma-tog’ra-fér),n. One 
who uses & cinematograph. Also hinematog- 

ho —— her 
Chamber on Gotunday thers on t to —— 

cinematographic ſsin·· mat · A3at ik). a. 1, 
Pertaining a suitable for exhibition in, a 
cinematograph.— 2, Adapted, as an instru- 
ment, for a series of instantaneous 
ictures, Also kinematographic. 

cnematographical (sin-¢-mat-6-graf’i-kal), a, 
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Same as cinematographic. Also kinemato- cipher, rv. t. 5. To put (a batsman) out without 
iphical, 
ematography (sin--mg-tog’ra-fi), n. The 

art of taking a succession of photographic 
pictures representing objects in movement, 
and of showing the same by projection or 
otherwise, Also kinematography. 

An expert in 285 hy and elnemateyraphy (or bio- 
graphic met! of p F ty). we 

cinemograph (sin’é-mé-graf), x. (Gr. xivnua, 
movement, + ypaoen, write.] An apparatus 
devised by Richard of Paris for registering the 
velocity of the wind at each moment. It records 
the velocity of rotation of the vertical shaft of the ane- 
Tacaneter instead of recording its accumulated total move- 
ment. The velocity of the wind is some multiple of that 
of the shaft. Also Minematograph. 

cineograph (sin’e-d-graf), n, [Irreg. ¢ Gr. 
acpeiv, move, + podgere, write. ] jieture rep- 
resenting objects in motion. Owing to the 

Tsistence of vision many rate pictures 
rought before the eye in rapid succession are 

blended into one, Also kincograph. 
cineol (sin’é-dl), n. 58 + -¢- + -ol.] 
A volatile compound, C)9H),0, found in euca- 
lyptus, milfoil, rosemary, wormseed. — 
peppermint, and many other oils. Also called 
eucalyptol and cajeputol. 

(sing’ga-lir),@. [NL. cingularis, ¢ L. 
cingulum, — + see cingulum.) Of or relat- 
ing to the cingulum or ridge of enamel around 
the base of the crown of a tooth. 
This is seen tn the continuation of the cingulum for. 

ward, around the internal face of the crown, and the de 
Yelopment of a distinct cingular cuspule internal to the 
main antero-iiternal casp. 

Amer, Jowr, Sci., March, 10M, p. 204, 

um, ». 5, In bot., same as collar, 2 
(b) (3).—6. The zone of a diatom frustule 
where the two halves are joined, 

cinnabar, ".—Austrian cinnabar, a misleading trade- 
name for basic leal chromate used asa pigment. Also 
called chrome-red, Persian red, American vermilion, etc. 
cinnabar-moth (sin ’a-biir -méth’), n, A col- 
lector’s name, in Great Britain, for an aretiid 
moth, Luchelia jacobwea. 

({sin-a-mé’in), n. [cinnam(ic) + 
-<-in?,] The benzyl ester of cinnamic acid, 
CgHsCH: CHCOgC;H;: found in Peru balsam. 
It melts at 30° C, 

cinnamite (sin’a-mit), a. [cinnam(on) + -ite.) 
Same as cinnamon-stone, 

”.—Santa /Pé cinnamon 
Acrodiclidium — the bark of which te a | 
by the natives of Colombia oa a spice and a icine. 

m-bark (sin ’sa-mon-birk’), », The 
bitter, acrid, but somewhat aromatic inner 
bark of Canella Winterana, a small tree of 
Florida: used as a stimulant and tonic; also, 
the tree itself, otherwise known as wild cinna- 
mon and whitewood. 
cinnamonic (sin-»-mon’ik), a4. Same as 
cinnamic, 

on-sedge (sin’s-mon-sej’), n. Sweet- 

cinnamon-vine (sin’a-mon-vin’), ». A name 
of es of Dioscorea, particularly of D. di- 
varicata (better known as J). Batatas). The very 
large tuberous root of this plant is edible, and la known 
as Chinere yor and Chinese potato. Plant ts fro- 
* u a4 an ornamental twiner. It is mative to 
ae La ppine Iatands, but is now widely distrilbated. 

cinnolin (sin’6-lin), ». [cinn{amic) + -of + 
-in®,] A poisonous base, CglgNo, prepared 
by the gentle oxidation of dihydrocinnolin. 
It melts wt 39° C, Also called phenohexa-1, 
2-diazadiene. 

cinometry (si-nom’e-tri), n. [Irreg. ¢ Gr, 
cowl, move, + pérpov, measure.) The art or 
rocess of measuring speeds, Also Minometry, 

,n. 2, Astanza of five lines. 
cinquedea (ching-ke-da’a), a, [It. (Venetian).] 
A short, broad, two-edged sword, sometimes 
splendidly decorated. It was especially es- 
teemed in Venice, 
Cintractia (sin-trak’ti-€), ». [NL. (Cornu, 
1883), named for Désiré Auguste Cintract, a 
French botanist,] A genus of smuts of the 
family Ustilaginacew, in which the sori form 
black, rather firmly agglutinated masses of 
simple spores. It is very closely related to Ustilago, 
in which it is included by seme authors $C. Coriets ta a 
bit common species infesting the ovaries of species of 
rer, 

Cinulia (si-nii’li-i), ». [NL.] A genus of 
opisthobranchiate Mollnsea having inflated, 
spirally grooved shells with plicated columella, 
but —— opercula, It oẽcurs in Cretaceous 
rocks. 

ciralillo (thé-rii-lél’y6), n. 

scoring; also, to put a cipher ** to (a 
batsman's name) to indicate that he has failed 
to score. 

{Porto Rican.) 
Same as *guayrote, 

An abbreviation (a) of Latin circiter circ, 
(about); (b) of cirewm ; and (c) of circus. 

hoto-Minaature, July, 1004, p. 174. Circassic (s¢r-kas’ik), a. Same as Circassian, 

circle, ». 14. A bookbinders’ wheel-shaped 
— having a design engraved on the rim or 
edge.— altitude circle, a uated circle upon which 
is read the altitude of a —* the horizon.—Azi- 
muth circle, (5) A graduated circle upon which hort- 
sontal aw by azimuths of a heavenly body are mea- 

‘th io poleta-Cttets of Apollonius, which they are inverse pointe,— Apo! jus, 
the cirele containing all the vertices of triangles on a 
iven base aud whose other two sides are as m ton, that 

fs are in a given constant ratio, Eve ie hes 
three such circles — of (5) The 
circle attached to the declination axis of an equatorial 
instrument. Ite graduations give the declination of the 
object under observation,— of Haller. () Same 
as cireulus venowns, (6) A circle of communicating artert- 
oles on the sclerotic surrounding the optic merve. ck, 
ring of fibrocartilage which gives support to the a 
loventricular valve on each side of the heart, Also called 
circulus calloeus Halleri.— Circle of longitude, an tm- 
agi i circle ny h the of the — ——— 
The cireumecirele of the le of similitade of three 
figures directly similar. — the gorge, in . 
the circamfersnce of & minimum it crom-section of 
a solid of revotution,— 

fensive cirola, in pethol., the addition of a secondary 
disease which limite or arrests the progress of the primary 
affection, as when pacamothorax supervenes on pulmo 
hary tuberculosis, the two affections exerting a recipro- 
cally antagoniatic reaction.— in 

a fintte circle on which are all the sin- 
nected function.— 

Circle, in pAyriol, optics, the retinal area illuminated by 
a bright point without the eye for which the lens is not 
accommodated. The term is also weed for the appearance 
of such a point, that is, for the dispersion image. — Dis- 

), En prelection geen. a circle in the picture 
Plane whose radius is the distance of the projection- 
vertex from the pictare-plane and whose center is the or. 
thogra) jection of the jection-vertex.— Divided 

clas marked wi ——* see 
onds.—Double of anelliptic substitu- circle 
tion, a circle such that every point on it is unmoved by 
the substitation,— circle, In math, if a 
curve be described by a given point in the circumference 
of a circle, as the circle, keeping —— in the same 
plane, rolls without sliding along a fixed line, the roll 
circle is called the generating cirele.— Great 
Hevelius, the halo of 9 radius which is sometinees, bat 
rarely, seen surrounding the sun. Like the other halos, 
it is due to ice-crystals in the air.— Great-cirele sail- 
ing, railing along Che are Of a great circle; which is the 
shortest course between two places om the globe. A 
great-circle track drawn on a Mercator’s chart representa 
& curve, exeept on the meridians and om the equator, 
which are great-clincle tracks, epee | to a great-cirele 
trick plotted om a Mereator’s chart a ship in following it 
would constantly change the direction of her head, but in 
reality she would sail in a straight line, owing to the fact 
that the chart gives a distorted view of the earth's eur- 
fuee. When a veasel is navigated on a straight-line course 
on a Mercators chart, her head is never pointed in the 
direction of the port to which she is bound until that 
port comes into sight; bat when following a great-circle 
track her head is always pointed for the destined port. 
When a Vessel is inv! on a straight-line coure on a 
Moereator’s chart, her head, at starting, pointe toward the 
equatorial side of the port to which she ts bound, and, as 
the voyage her head tarns more and more In 
the right direction, Besides shortening he distance be- 
tween pi that He more of less east and weat of one 
another, the great-ciree track is of the highest importance 
for sailing-vemels, since it may happen that an apparently 
head wind for a straight-line course on a Mercator’s chart 
meay be made a falr wind on a great-clrele course, Within 
the tropics, great-circle sailing is of no practical im 
tance, since the distortion of the Mercator’s chart in lati- 
tudes £0 close to Ue equator is too amall to be considered. 
—Helm circle, the circle that a ship describes while 

ping abe with her redder bard aport or hard astar- 
floard—the smallest circle that a steumehip can tarn in 
without the tse of sails or outside help — Law of the 
circle, « name ogcestonally given to the often-used gene 
ralization of Euclid IIL 3); namely, that the product of 
the distance aloug any straight Hee from a given point 
to the two Intersections by that Ine of the elreamfercnce 
of a given cirele is the same along whatever straight line 
the measarements are made, All es of the circle 
can thence be easily deduced. — cine circles, («) 
First Leranine o (discovered in 1878 by the French 
geometer Emile Lemoine), the cireumcirele of the Le 
moine hexagon, that is, the circle through tbe eix crosses 
of the Lemoine parallels and the shies of a triangle—the 
six polnta where the sides of any e are cut by 
panel to the other sides through the Lemoine point 
symeimedian point), (b) Second Lemoine circle, Same as 
coring Reirele,— “ac! the small circle on which 
are the vertices af equivalent spherical es (triangles 
of the same angle-sam) on the same base. wir Lert 
cirele ts copolar with the great circle bisecting thelr aides, 
—MoeCay's es, three circles each of which passes 
through two vertices of Brocard’s second triangle and the 
centeokd of the primitive triangle.— Neuberg 
On the side BC @ the triangle ABU construct, toward 



cppenite BC * the i 
Beuberg H 
gS (Ne) Bik ' 
Ne) are th : 
ro circles the 

triangle — 
Nodal 
that nodal line 

th a Vibrating 
aa which takes the form ofa concentric circle. The for 

thon of nodal circles was described by Chhatni in hie 
Trait a —— — in 180, — Numerical 
of the circle, the calculation of the number which — 
senta sents approxiinately the transcendental irrational #, the 

the circumference of a circle to its diameter, — 
Orthocentroidal circle, the circle of similitude of the 
cireumacrited and nine points circles of a triangle. It 
has the sect whose end-points are the centroid and ortho 
center as ita diameter,— of the circle, the 
postulate that about any a as center with a mdius 
equal to any given line a c may be described (or ex. 
Ista, or be brompglt Inte *2* 
circle. { (a * circle; * seme 
(6) In gearing, the piteh-et 

or ec 
axis of,an — ving the hour~ sgh of the —— 
under observa apur-gearing 

Tindrical rr ‘that clrele jin the pe or walling 
the teeth which limits the bottoms of the spaces be- 

Neuberg Circle, 

tween the teeth, or from which the teeth appear to take © 
root. The space within the pliteh-line must be deep 
enough to allow the projection or addendum of the 
tooth of the other wheel to pass the line joining the cen- 
ters without bottoming agninet the metal La pm the 
teeth — Sensation. sensory circle, in ho- 
phys,, the retinal or eutancous area within which it ts im- 

ie to distinguish two impressions as two. si 
F ered by some of the earlier modern phy that 
ee ee mapped out as a sort of 

overlay elreular areas, ench of thens su) 
piled 's ‘ith a sin if two stim 
were to be ser within distinct 
sensation-clreles. The hy was y modified, 
and has now been given up; though the term ‘sensory 

the skin. 
a 

circle’ is still in tse, ly ua sppited te to 
—— all circle, 

circle on a aphere the plane — py 
through the center of the sphere. Btone circle, a meg- 
— —— — cit of la ah —— in a cir- 
cular arrangemen Taylor's 

the cirele through the six 
aad the a Ene a 7 —— a 
trian for ita discoverer sa) . 
It a & Tucker's circle.—Triplicate-ratio el 

fam of circles, the system uf Tels abt I by taking © of circles med 
different points T om the sect KO. Lf om the sect 0 
Joining the —— — a triangle ABC to ita Lemoine 
poet cay pele) 7 bs and if pointa A’, BY, C be 
taken on the sects KA, KB, KC THO. ten % so that KA‘: 
KB: KC; KT=KA;: KB; KC; then straight lines 
—* 1, CA, AB will neoet 

ts on a circle. ·Ver · 
tical circle, (c) See ®rertioal.— 
quence of events of sach a mature that the effect reacts 

sense-fiber; so 
aa two, (hey mmet 

cirele, (6) A be- 

Tucker's System of Circles. 

wpon the cause, increasing Ite enency, and this in turn 
—— a greater effect (ce) Tn aury., —— of 
chyme, after — —— through the ictal 
opening into intestine, and then its joe, in 
consequence of antiperistaltic action, Urough wccelerathg 
back Ih inte the stomach, () The mutuall 
action of two —— bat coexisting 
Heeord, Mare —— 

cirele brick ter’ brik), », Briek east to a 
circular form, either convex or concave: used 
for facing or lining @ wall of cireular plan. 

circle-tomb (sér’kl-tém), ». A tomb sur- 
rounded by a megalithic stone circle. 

circloid (sér’kloid), a. [eircle + oid.) Resem- 
bling a cirele. 
A cros>section of each a one shows a circlofd area com- 

Pesed of twenty or more polyhedral, cabotdal, or short 
calumnar e arranged in a single row about a common 
center. Trans. Amer, Micros, Soe, Nov., 1G, p. TA 

circuit, ».—Callcircuilt, in telephony, a cirentt used 
for the —SE of * 3, a8 distinguished from 
the transtalasion of speech, ween individual instru. 
menta or between such instruments aid the calloflice 
or central station.—Cireuit court fee 
eo — Closed circuit ect., opera- 
Mon of a at system in which oy —X is normally 
closed and the signal is given by opening the cireait, It 
has the advantage of greater reliability, since any defect 
in the circuit is immediately noticed by ite opening, but 
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it haa the disadvantage of continnemaly consuming bat- 
tery power,— Closed m: in efect,, 2 mas · 
netic cl elreult in whieh mie magnetic tux throughout its 
entire length traverses iron or other magnetic materials, 
— Derived ctrenit, in efect., a circuit containing no 
source of electromotive force, alich aa a battery or —— 
and traversed by induced currents only ; a secondary cir 
cult.-- Divinity in bookbinding, flexible leather 
Dinding the Saps of which extend beyond the squares all 
round the cover, so that when pressed together the ends 
will nearly meet in the center of the edges; the corners 
and the part that encircles the back of the hook mre gen 
erally rounded and pinched of creased.— Magnetic cir- 
cult, the total space in which « magnetic held — that 
is, in which magnetle attractions and repulsions, electro- 
magnetic induction, etc., occur. Multiple cirenit, in 
elect., a divided cireait the parts of which are in 

el, so that the current is distributed, in accordance 
with Kirchhotf's law, each part taking an amount of eur- 
rent oor mgm hel its bean rt F be 
— — . the operation of a 1a) eyetena 

the circuit when signaling. See closed seircte 
speration Open m in elcet., a mag- 
netic cirvalt which contains one or several air cape — 
Phantom circuit, an imaginary circuit virtually existing 
snap ene t Eanes telegraphy or tn telephony. Same 
went eiroaite —* which see, under nfom).—Reso- 

ct, cirenit timed by adjustment of 
= ie capacty ai zy | {imdactance #0 a8 to respond to certain 

— Saries cirouit, in eleet., any clr. 
cuit of which ** parts are arranged in series, so that all 
parts are traversed by the whole current. In a — 
circuit the — which may be, for example, ie telephones, 

Lye or the 

‘ij. circuit-breaker, ». One of rh best-known forme 
consists of a switch which 1s closed agalinat the pa 
powerful spring. The lock by means of — Nh = hes 
closed is released by an elec mate 
current. 

circuiteer,. 2, Specifically, in an law, one 
nted to hold court in the 

different circnits. 
of the ju appoln 

». 3, Aname proposed by C. 8. 
Peirce for so much of any self-returning 
change as brings about the original state of 
those characters which are not altered by the 
reversal of a difference, while itdoes not bring 
about the return of such characters as are so 
altered. Ahalf-revolution is a geometrical cir- 
cuition. See *bicireuition. 

band: soot, inch. 

it, Weroapsection — 

t,t. 2. To bring to the notice or 
attention of by means of cireulars; send cir- 
eulars to (possible patrons) by way of adver- 
tisement: as, to circularize the clergy; to cir- 
cularize investors. 

The fact that the verb “to cireularize” waa first used 
Practice of ving pate parce ——— of the 
practice « ly possible hasers w prin tiers 

pamphlets * Encvuc. V. 08. * * 

* vbaeriyatuve circulation, the passe 
‘of blood directly from the arteries to the veins without 
going through the capillaries.- Perrel's 
circulation of the a theasy at eciren. Circumh 
—— ai atincsphere on a globe of « uniform roagh- 
news equal to the average roughness of the and 
ander the —3* Sat any season, of the average amount 
of sunshine and heat. It was deduced by Ferrel, analyti- 
cally, from the observed harcmetric pressures and other 

considerations, and was represented graphically fn 
successive editions of his diagrams (14%, ide 1861, TSH, 
1885), This system includes as its princi features 
— calios below with easterly winds above ; north. 
east and southeast trades below w th anti-trades above; : 
northeast and southeast cold winds below in the polar re- 
gions with anti-trades above ; and a es of eddies or 
cyclones in the region of strony westerly winds between 

regions of polar winds and trade-winds Sew Ferref's 
*law.— Petal See # fetal. General cir- 

sites pe — at w jepen oe) Che preter wl jet 
ey mture between the poles und the equates, Accort- 

Ferrel, Khe atmospheric currents produced by the 
—* of cold alr from the poles to the equator and the re- 
turn flow of warm alr should, if the surface of the earth 
were a perfectly smooth sphere, prodace low pressures at 
the poles, a belt of low pressure at the equator, and belts 
of high re tear the tropics of Cancer and Ow 
corm. However, this ideal system is greatly alte by 
the present distribution of continents and oceams, go that 
the actanl gradients of tempurnture between continents 
andl Oocans are even mare fin — than Ghose between 
the poles and the equator; true general circulation 
must take account of them. Greater 
Kame aa systemic circtelation.— circulation. 
ion a — *worculation.—Pulm ctreula- 

pulmonary, and cirevlation af the —* under 
ation tam flow af blood 
through cavities in the tissues which are lined only with 
endotheliam and lack the muscular and fibrous caste of 
the arteries. — Tropic in mieteor., the 

meral circalation of the Winds around areas of high and 
low pressure in the tropice When the tropical high pree- 
sure over the Atlantic in the summer season moves west- 
ward, sultry southerly winds are brought to the Atlantic 
States by tropical elreulation. 

circulational (sér-kG-la‘shgn-al), a. Of or per- 
taining to cireulation.—Cireulational sensation, 

cireummundane 

cir jacent (str’kum-a-jasent),a, Adja- 
ere lying round about: as, cireumadja- 
cent lami, 

(sér-kum-ak‘’sal),@. Same as *oir · 
cumarial, 

circumaxial (s¢r-kum-ak‘si-al),a. (L. circwm, 
about, + aris, axis, + -all.) Situated about 
an a&xis.—Cireumaxial contact, contact of two sur 
faces such that there is contact in every section made by 
a plane which contains a certain axis Uirough the point 
of contact. 

@ (sér-kum-ak’sil), a. (L. circum, 
about, + al axis, + -ile.} In bot., sur- 
rounding a central axis, as the cells and seeds 
of —— ke gr 

eal (ot: sér-kum-b6’ré-al), a. 
cum — borealis, boreal.) Belo onging 
to the zone next outside the boreal or Arctic 
region. 
Through stress of climate, this cirewrmboreal flora has 

been driven southward, Pop, Sei. Mo,, July, 1001, p. 280. 

circumcallosal (sér* kum-ka-ld’sal), a. [L. 
circum, about, + callosum + -all.) Lying 
about the — callosum, 

i CH 

Another 4 —X of circumcise, 
aval —* 1), a. ſcr · 

cum + cloaca + -all.) or en · 
circling the cloaca. 

ciroumcorneal (sér-kum-kér’né-al),‘a. [circum 
+ cornea + -all,] Surrounding the cornea, 
Buck, Med. “Handbook, IL. 440, 

© eireumcrescent alanis teres! ent), a. [L. cér- 
cum, around, + ecrescens, growing.| n cm- 
bryol., growin over or around: said of the 
movement of the ectoderm, or epiblast during 
epibolic gastrulation. 

".—Mountains of ciroum- 
denudation. See emountain, 

(sér*kum-é-kwi-t0‘ri-al), a. 
[eireum- + equator + -ial.) Around or encir- 
cling the equator: as, a cirewmeguatorial cur- 
rent. Lneye, Brit, XU. 937. 
Cpvemenephegeal nerve-ring. See *nerve- 

- Circumference gage, scale, tape. See *gage?, 
ete. 

t, Circumferential pitch. Same as circular 
* pitch. 

cir ux (sér’kum-fluks), m. [L. crrewm, 
around, + flurus, flow: see flux.) clect., the 
product of the total number of conductor-turns 
on the armature of a dynamo or motor into a 
current earried by it. Standard Elect, Diet. 

‘tal (sér-kum- * i·tal), a, [eir- 
cum + genital.) About the genitalia: as, the 
circumgenital glands of the Coccids#, a series of 
grouped glands — —— in the anal plate 
of female diaspin insects about the 

nital o i 89, — and Mag. Nat. Hist., 
as 1 

tal (sér*kum-hor-i-zon‘tal), a. 
Surrounding + ogg horizon. — Ctreumhorizontal 
arc, in trefeor,, & short band of rainbow colors, Heart 
—— but ‘curving downward very slightly, wh: 

h the lowest point of the ordinary halo 
and om 4. tangent to it; due to the — — ot 
— through dihedral angles of 9 at the lower ends of 
—5 — tic ice crystals floating mearly vertically in the air. 
t is * only when the sun is 50°-78" above the horizon, 

hence quite rarely, Firet described by Galle, 1847. 

circumintestinal (sor kun· ĩn · tes ti-nal), a. 
fe + intestine + -all,) Enelreling the in- 
testine: as, the circumintestinal plexus of blood- 
vessels in gome annelids. — Circumintestinal 
sinus, See *e 
circumjovian. (sér-kum-Jo’ vi-an), a. Same as 
circumpovial, 

(sér-kum-lat’e-ral-izm), 1, 
Same as *cen(rogenesis: opposed to bilateralism, 

Ry making bilateralism the symbol of animal evolution 
and circemilateretiem (if 1 mony invent the term), the 
aymbal of plant egolation. 

L. H. Bailey, Survival of the Unlike, p 14 

circumlental (#¢r-kum-lon‘tal), «. (Ie. circum, 
around, + Nl, lens (/ent-), lens, + all.) Sur- 
rounding a lens, usually referring to the 
erystalline lens of the eye, 

circum- terranean (sé¢r-kum-med’i-te-ri’- 
né-an), a. [cirewm- + Mediterranean.) Sur- 
rounding the Mediterranean: as, a speeies 
native to the cirenm-Mediterrancan region. 

ullary (s¢r-kum-med‘u-la-ri), a. 
Same as *perimedullary. 

circummeridional cag age pe Reel hy a. 
circum- + meridian + -al1; see meridionat.} 
ollowing around a meridian, 

undane (s¢r-kum-mun’dan), a. [L. 
cireum, about, + mundus, world : see mundane] 
Surrounding the world: as, an open ciresum- 
mundane sea, 



circumnutatory 

circumnutatory (sér-kum-nii’té-té-ri), a. Of 
or pertaining to circumnuutation : as, a circum- 
nutatory tendency, 

circumpaltial (sér-kaum-pal‘i-al), a. [circum- 
+ pallivm + -all,] Resonating sr encbesiing 
the pallium or mantle, in mollusks, 

circumpass (s¢r-kum-pis’), ¢. & [oirewm- + 
oes | Tomove through the circumference of ; 
travel entirely around. 

The desertption given L, the pious Cavendish of his 
commercial circamnavigation of the globe; “It hins 
Pleased Almighty God to suffer me to efrewmpase the 
whole globe of the world,” Suutheonian Rep., 150, p. 272. 

circumpolarization (sér’ kum - po * liir -i- 2a’- 
shon), A. In optics, the rotation, by passage 
through an optically active substance or 
through # magnetic field, of the plane of po- 
larization of a beam of light. 

circumpolarize (s¢r-kum-p6’lir-iz), r. ¢.; pret. 
and pp. cireumpolarized, ppr. cirewmpolarizing. 
— to rotate the plane of polarization of 
ight. 

circumscind (sér-kum-sind’), ©. ¢. [L, eirewm- 
scindere, cut or tear around, ¢ circum, around, 
+ scindere, cut.) To eut around. 

circumsciss (sér-kum-sis’), a. 
scissus, pp. of cirewmscindere: 
scind.) Same as circumsciasile, 

it, a. 2. In the Kehinoiden as 
applied to the ambulacra, not continuous 
from one pole of the body to the other, but 
confined to the area above the equatorial 
¢ireumference or ambitus, — at first 
and subsequently contracting within this space 
and thus assuming a petaloid outline. 
circumsiphonal (s¢r-kum-si’fon-nl}, a. [eir- 
cum + phon + -aD.) Surrounding the si- 
phon, as of a cephalopodous mollusk, 

tial (sér-kam-spi’shal), a. * cir- 
oum, about, + spatinm, spnee, + -all.) Re- 
lating or pertaining to surrounding space, 
P. J, Bailey, Festus. 

circumstantiator (sér-kum-stan’shi-a-tor), ». 
One who circumstantiates, 

(sér*kum-te-res’tri-al), a. 
Round the earth: as, the moon's circumlerres- 
trial movement. 

circumumbilical (sér’kum-um-bil’i-kal), v. 
[cireum- + umbilicus + -all.) Surrounding 
the umbilicus. 

bonal (s¢r’kum-um-bd’nal), a, hj 
-alh, 

[L. *eireum- 
see circum- 

um 
circum, about, + wmbo(n-), beak, + 
Situated about the beak or umbo: used with 
reference to structural details in descriptive 
zoblogy, especially among the Mollusca. 
circumvascular (s¢r-kum-vas"ki-lir), @. i. 
circum, around, + rasculum, vessel, + -ar%, 
Surrounding in whole or in part a blood-vesse 
or lymphatic. Jour, Exper. Med., Feb, 5, 102, 

. 170. 
cumvolute (sé¢r’kum-v6-lit’), ©. c. pret. 

aud pp. circumrolated, ppr. cireumroluting, 
1. To roll; turn: as, to circumcolwte a period. 
Burns,—2. To encircle or enwrap: as, cir- 
euimroluting twine. 

circumvolv, v. A simplified spelling of cir- 
ommeoloe, 

circumzenithal (s¢r-kum-zé‘nith-al), a. [eir- 
cum- + zenith + -afi.] About or near the 
zenith; relating to objects or observations 
nearthe zenith. Nafwre, Aug, 20, 1903, p. 376, 
—~ Circumzent: in weteor,, & abort band of niin 
bow color, nearly horizontal but curving slightly upward 
which passes through the highest point of the ordinary 
halow 4° and therefore tangent to it; due to the refrace 
tion of sunlight Uhrowh dihedral angles of Wr at the 
upper ends of prismatic foe crystals floating nearly ver- 
tleally in the air, 

Cirolana ({sir-6-la‘nii), ». 
[NL.( Leach, 1818), a made 
word.) The typical genus 
of the family Crrolanide, 
C. borealis, of British waters, 
lives mainly upen fish, C. con- 
chorion isan Anerican species 
often feeding on the blue cmb, 
Cullinectee hietatus, 

Cirolanidsw (sir--lan‘i- 
dé), a. pl. ENL., ¢ Ciro. 
lana + -idw.]) <A family 
of isopod crustaceans, 

ciront (si‘ron), ». [F. 
eiron OF, cirun, for *sxiron, 
“suiron (= Pr. soire), ¢ 
OHG., siure, m., sivrrd, f., 
the iteh-mite.] The iteh- 
mite, Sarcoptes scabies, 

ciron-wormt (si‘rgn-wérm’), n. 
*eiron. 

bas 1 
——— 
Saghsly mag nias«l 

Same as 

| eirro-velum (sir-6-vé‘lum), v. 
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Oirratulid@ (sir’s-tii‘li-dé), n. p: (NL., ¢ 
Cirratulus + -idw,) A family of Chwetopoda, 
of the order Polychata. They have a cylindrical 
po Br at ends, prestomium elongate and 
econ tentacles 2 or nome, and parapedia stall, with 
simple sete. It includes the genera Cirratulua, Awdow- 
inia, Chaetozene, und others, 

Cirratulus (si-rat’t-lus), n. 
L, cirratus, cirrate: see cirrate,| The typical 
53 of the family Cirratulide, Lamarck, 

holite (sir’é-lit), n. [Also cirrolite; < Gr. 
sippic, tawny, + Alec, stone.) A hydrated 
p — of aluminium and caleium, occur- 
ring in pale-yellow compact masses: found in 
Sweden. 

eirr! ft. Atrophic cirrhosis, a late stage of 
eirrh marked by a reduced size of the liver. Cardiac 

chromic inflammation of the beart-muscle as 
sociated with cirrhosis of the liver,— 
a form of cirrhosis of the liver in which there is each an 
oxecessite new formation of commective tissue that the 
organ is Increased in site, instead of diminished as in or 
dinary eirrhosia.— cirrhoeis, an early 
stage of cirrhosis ed by an Inerease in sine of the 
liver,— , the usnal form of cirrhosis 
of the liver, In which the organ is diminished in size. — 

Oia, 2 form of cirrhosis of the liver 

Wh dim. of 

seen in cases of bronzed diabetes. 

cirrocumular (sir-j-kii'mil-lir), a. Same as 

ulative (sir-o-ki'mi-li-tiv), a. Be- 
coming like the cirro-cumulus cloud. 

*cirro-cumulows. 

tus = (sir-6-kimi-lé-stra’- 
tus), . A cloud from which rain is falling ¢j 
but whose structure is not clearly apparent. 
cirro-cumulous (sir-é-ki'mi-lus), a, Havin 
the form or nature of the eirro-eurulus aout 

cirro-filum (sir-6-fi‘lum), n. One of a number 
of long, thin stripes of cirrus cloud, apparently 
all at the same level. These move at an angle 
with the isobars and are important indicators 
of coming weather changes. 

cirrolite, 1. See *cirrholite. 
cirro-ne (sir-o-neb’a-li), ». A haze in the 
higher strata of clouds; a nebulous mass in 
which striation or reticulation is barely per- 
ceptible. See *cirrws-haze. 

cirrorhinal (xir-6-ri’niil), a. [L. eirriss, fila- 
ment, + Gr. fig (Ace), nose, + @-1.] Having 
the fore part of the skeleton formed of an un- 
paired cartilaginous ring, which represents 
the nasal region of the skull and bears fila- 
ments or cirri. [Rare.] 

cirror (sir-$-ri’ni), n. 
acter of being cirrorhinal, 

cirrostrative (sir-)-stra‘tiv 
+ -ire.] Serving to form, 
cate cirro-stratus clouds, 

cirrostratous (sir-6-stra’tus),a. Having the 
form or character of a cirro-stratus cloud. 

6 A horizontal 
sheet of high cloud without muck structure, 
but possibly with a wavy under-surface; the 
thinnest high layer of etrro-stratas in which 
any structure can be detected, 

n., 2. (bk) One of the solid contractile 
tentacle-like organs on the margin of the me- 
dusoid of Hydromerduse. Rach civras is shorter 
than the tentacles, is provided with a terminal battery of 
cnidobhasts, and is perlaps an organ of offense or of de- 
fense, Dorsal cirri, iti feather-stars, the slender, curved, 
cylindrical appendages arrainced Inwhorteon the dorsal aide 
of the disk, ax in Antedor, by means of which the antimeal 
attaches iteelf temperurily to rocks or seaweeds — Fi 
cirrus, a delicate white choad streaming away from the 
summit of a tall cumulus amd closely resembling some 
forme of cirrus, Other formations are apt to be so named, 
but this i strictly a partef the cumulus cloud See 
eloud!.—_ M Cirrus, a formation of cirrus cloads 
in systernatic parallel bande; a polar band, or “ Noah's 
ark.” The term ‘magnetic’ is entirely improper, sinee the 
formation and arrangement of the clouds are wholly due 
te the currents and modstureof the atmosphere. — Nachal 

a special name given to a dorsal cirrns which 
ocears on_the second segment of certain polychwtous 
worms, — Retienl, cirrus, a network or interlacing 
of Lines, threads, of atric ina nase of dense cirrus cloud, 
~ Undulate cirrus, layers of clrrus arranged in gentle 
curves: specifically, the avers whose nnder-surfaces have 
a wave-like Gnditlation as seen in the vertical section. 

(sir’us-haz"), ». Am indefinite 
haze among the highest eirrus clouds (pos- 
sibly extending far above them), ordinarily 
the locus of delicate sunset-sky colors, a nebu- 
lous mass of cirrus in which separate forms or 
structures cannot easily be distinguished: 
same as *eirrmnehula, See *elondl, 

ciruela (thé-rii-a"lii), m. (Sp. cirwela, plum.) In 
tropical countries settled by the Spanish, a 
name given to several plum-like fruits, espe- 
cially to Spondias purpurea, S. Merieana, and 
allied species; also to the fruit of Cyrfocarpa 
procera, See hog-plum, Spondias, and *copal- 
cacate, 

cis-, 2, On this side of (a designated period 

The state or char- 

), a. [eirro-stratus 
designate, or indi- 

cithern 
of time): as, “ cis-Reformation,” Fuller; * cis- 
Elizabethan,” Lowell, Better expressed by 
post--— 3, In chem,, a prefix used, in contrast 
with trans- or cis-trans-, to designate a com- 
pound in which two atoms or groups are sup- 
posed to be situated on the same side of some 
= of symmetry passing through the eom- 
pound. 

q (sie). An abbreviation (in cis ) for (eos 
# + isin 4): in function theory: aa, x= § + 
iy =p (cos 6 + f sin 6) = p cis. 

cisal: (cle-a}’pin-ism .». Cisalpine doe- 
trine; specifically, the theory of the suprem- 
acy or independence of a national over the 
— eburch, at least in disciplinary mat- 
ers, 

cisandine (sis-an’din or -din), a. [cie-+ Andes 
+ -inel.) On this (the speaker's) side of the 
Andes: as, cisandine forests. 

ciscaucasian (+is-ki-ka’sian or -ki-kash’ian), 
a, [cise + Caneasus + -ion,) Of or relating 
to the country north of the Caucasus, Russia. 

ciscoette isix’ké-et), ». [A Frenchified ren- 
dering of sivcowet, Ojibwa siskawit, CE. ciseo.} 
A lake-herring. Jour, Amer, Folk-lore, Oct. 
Dee., 102, p. 244. 

cisium (sis‘l-um), n.; pl. cisia (-&%). [L.] 1. 
A light two-wheeled Roman vehicle; a eabrio- 
let.—2, In recent use, a cart with a step at 
the rear, x 

(sis-pon‘tin), a. UNL. *cispontinus, 
¢ L. eis, on this side, + pons (pont-), bridge} 
On this (the aker's) side of the bridge or 
bridges; specifieally, in London, on the north 
side of the Thames: as, cispontine churches; 
the cispontine population. 
cisrhenane (sis-ré’nin), a. [L. cisrhenanus, ¢ 
cis, on this side, + Rhenus, Rhine.] On this 
*he speaker's) side of the river Khine. X E. D. 
2," 2. A recess in a cliff-house, walled 

off from the main room. 
A marked feature of the whole series is the existence 

here and there of small, often inaccessible, stone cists of 
masonry plastered to the side of the rocky cliff like swal- 
lows’ nesta 17th An. Hep, Br, Amer, Ethnol., UL 54, 

cistern, *. 7. In mining, a tank in a deep 
shaft, servingan upper pump with water from 
a lower one. — 

cistfaen, ». See cistraen. 
Cistic* (sis’tik), a. [cist2, n., + -ic.] Of, per- 
taining to, or of the nature of a cist, or pre- 
historic place of interment: as, a cistic tomb. 

. %, 3. In bot., the small —— 
conceptacle of certain lichens, Syd, See. . 

An abbreviation (a) of cifation; (b) of 
int fo) of citizen, 

tadel, v.—Central citadel, an arrangement of the ar- 
moron aw arshipin whieh it te concentrated in the central 
parts, forming «a heavily armored box in which the heavy 
guns are moanted, or on top of which they are placed in 
burbettes or tarrets, the ends of the ship belie anpro- 
tected by vertical armor. This type & now virtually 
abandomed, but the term is sumetimes applied to the 
armored hox-casemate in tore recent designs, in which 
the guns of the secondary battery are carried. 

citharcedic (sith-n-ré’dik), a. [L. citharavdicus, 
< citharedus: see cithar@dus.) Pertaining to 
a player on the cithara, especially to Apollo. 

It seems to me tmpossible to avold the conviction that 
here the Citharadic Apollo is represented as in a melan- 
choly moo, 

I’. Gardner, ty Jour, Heltente Stadies, XXIII. 1. 

citharedus (sith-a-ré’ dus), #, (L., ¢ Gr 
acfapuildg, € ruflipa, eithara, + -ancdor, € dette, 
sing: see ove, 
playeron the eithara; 
especially, in Gr, an- 
tiqg., an epithet of 
Apollo in this char- 
acter, represented in 
art as dressed in long 
flowing robes and 
leading the Muses, 

cithern, ".—Bow cith- 
ern, a moders musical 
instrament eomabinding 
fentures assecinted with 
several different types. 
Ite tuxly is obscurely 
heart-shaped, somewhat 
like that of the viola 
amen, bat brewer ane 
with a flat belly and back. 
Tt has a neck like the rio 
lin, but browler amd with 
n fret-lheard and head 
likeaguitar, The strings 
wre usually four in mam | 
ber nd) tuned to corte 
spond with the vielin or 
ite elowe relatives, but 
nome of then is of gat. 
Tt is teowhe de Chive or four 
sites, Like the astal striag- 

wets 

Statue of Apetly Citharnedus in 
the Vaticaa, Rome. 



cithern 
quartet: larger carteties are sonetinoes called efola-zither, 
or philesndle. In playing, the instrament ls helt slantingly 
in the lap, with » projection in the back of ite head rest- 
ing on a table, If is sounded by means of a bow like a 
violin-bow, and the tone t« brillant and powerfal In 
Germany it is called stretehzither, to distinguish tt from 
the echdagaither or zither proper. 

citified (sit’i-fid), «. Having the manners, 
ao ote,, of city life. (Colle — 
— (s6-two-yen’), 7". J emale 
eltizen or inhabitant. . t 
Por a numbertof years a Mra ——, a citeyenne of the 

United States, hasbeen closely stadied by the learned, 
as by Prot. William James, Dr. Hodgson, and. Prof. iver 
Lodge. A. Lows, in Seithsonian Rep, 1900, p. 431. 

citra-. [[.. citra, adv. and prep., on this side 
(of), prop. abl. fem, of citer, adj., hither, com- 
par. from 4 e¢-, this, here.] A prefix of Latin 
origin, meaning ‘on this side of,’ and equiva- 
lent to cise (which see): as in eitreeaucasian, 
on this side of the Caucasus; citramontane, on 
this side of the mountains (opposed to witra- 
montane, which see). 

(sit-ra-setik or -s6’tik), a. [eitr(ie) 
+ acetic.) Related to citric and to acetic acid. 
— Ct acid, an upcrystallizable, tribasic acid, 
Uqllgtts (%) Whose ethyl ester is formed together with 
aceconitic ester by the acthon of sodium on bromacetic 
eater, 

citral (sit’ral), ». [eftr{ie) + «/.] A color- 
less liquid aldehyde of strong lemon odor, the 
flavor-giving constituent of oil of lemon, of 
which it forms from 5 to 8 per cent.: also pres- 
ent in oil of limes, mandarin, orange, ete. 

citramide (si-tram’id), nw. [eitr(ate) + am- 
(monia) + -ide.] In chem., a erystalline com- 
pound, CgH,,N,0,, obtained by the action of 
alcoholic ammonia on citrate of methyl, or 
citrate of ethyl. Watts, Dict. Chem. 

citrange (sit’rinj), ». ¢ citr(us) + (orjange.] 
A hybrid fruit produced by crossing the hardy 
trifoliolate orange (Citrus trifoliata) and the 
common sweet orange. 

citrazinic (sit-ra-zin’ik), a. [citr(ie) + az(ote) 

Sinie’ anid, {oygeaties cost ew formed ite “gHeN.COgH. It te fe t 
action of sul) ate aches Mal " 

citronellal (sit-rd-nel’al), ». [eitrenelia + 
-al3,)_ A substance, CHy = C(CHy; (CHa)g 
CH(CHg)CH2CHO, found in eitronella-oil, cus 
calyptus-oil, and femon-oil. It boils at 205- 

citronellol (sit-ré-nel’d!), ». An aleohol, CH 
= (\CHg) (CHg)gCH(CHy)CHgCH,Z0OH, foun 
in its levogyrate form in roge-oil, pelargonium- 
oil, and geranium-oil. It is also formed by the 
reduction of ecitronellal, It boils at 117-1189 
C. under 17 millimeters. 
citronellone (sit-ré-nel’én), ». An incorrect 
name for citronellal, given to it before its 
chemical nature was understood, 

citronene, See *eifronin, 
citronin (sit’ron-in), ». 
name of several acid coal-tar colors, 
which dye wool yellow in an acid bath, 
citronene, 

citrophen (sit’ré-fen), ». [eitr(ic) + phen(yl).) 
The primary citrate of para-phenctidin, Coll, 
OCgHyNHy.CyHygO-. Lt crystallizes in prisms 
which are easily soluble in water and melt at 
186° C, It is used in medicine as an antipy- 
retic and antineuralgic, 

citrullin (si-trul’in), ». [eitrull(us) + swe | A 
yellow resin derived from Citrudlus Colocynthis : 
used in medicine as a purgative. 

City company, See *company. 
city-state (sit’i-stat). x. A single city which 
is an independent sovereign state, or a sover- 
eign state which embraces only one town or 
eity, The city-state was the characteristic political 
onanization of tireek and early Italian civilization, 
Athens, Rome in the days of the republic, and Florence 
and Venice in the days of Uheir jrreatness were cify-etates. 

civ. An abbreviation (a) of civic; (b) of cirit; 
(c) of civilian, 

civicism (siv‘i-sizm), a, The civie spirit or 
eivie condition; citizenship and equa rights 
and duties for all, as a principle of civil organi- 
zation and government. 

civicultural (siv’i-kul’tar-al), a.  [L, civis, 
citizen, + cultura, culture, + -al.] Being, 
serving, or originating in one of those instincts 
which subserve less the welfare of the indi- 
vidual than that of a steck, community, asso- 
elation, or other class of animals, human or 
brute: government, religion, armies, and mar- 
riage are civicultwral developments. 

Civil code, See tweode, #procem,— Civil lord, 
the only civilian metsber of the British Board of Adml- 
ralty except Uhe ‘frat lord,’ who is a cabtect minister and 

[citron + 4 A 
ail of 
Also 
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the respenaible head, the other Uiree being known as 
‘naval’ lors, The civil lord is charged with the super- 
vision of the civil affairs of the Adiairaity, including the 
Works Department. See admiralty, 

Civ. Serv. An abbreviation of civil service. 
See civil service, under ciril. 
0.3.0. P. An abbreviation of Chief Justice 
of the Common Pleas. See chief justice, under 
justice, ; 

é: J. K. B. An abbreviation of Chief Justice 
of the King’s Bench, 

0.5. Q. B. An abbreviation of Chief Justice 
of the Queen's Bench, 

C.J. U. B. An abbreviation of Chief Justice 
of the Upper Bench, See Upper Bench, under 
upper. 

ck, A contraction of cask. - 
el, An abbreviation (#) of centiliter; (b) of 
clause; (c) of clerk; (@) of cloth (in bookbind- 
ing); (e) of cleryyman, 

0. An abbreviation of Conmander of the 
Order of Leopold. See Order af Leopold, under 
order. 

clabber? (klab’ér), ». [Var. of clarer’.] Idle 
or noisy talk; jabber. 

1 could pot abide thelr (the eypetes’] yellow faces, or 
their ceascloss clabber, Borroer, Lavengro, Ixxvi 

clabbery (klab’ér-i), a. [clebbert, w., + -y1.J 
Muddy; full of mud; as, a clabbery road; clab- 
hery shoes, [Scotch and Irish.] 

cl ve. i, 3. To chick or cackle, as a hen, 

Bot ah! the more the white moume laid 
Tt elect’ anil cackled louder, 

Tennyeon, The Choose, st. & 

.~ Cornish clack, a clack with two Hes, the 
upper hinged and seated on the hewer. 

-guard (kiak’yiird), ». A ring which 
wrevents undue opening of the clack-valve, 

clack-lid (klak’lid), wn. The flap of a elack- 
valve. 

claco (Eli'k6),n, [Nahuatl face, mean, balf.] 
The eighth part of 1 Spanish silver shilling. 

utoicous (klud-i-toi’kus),@. (Gr. cAddog 
branch, + avréc, self, same, + ofxec, dwelling. 
Cf, autecious.) In mosses, having the male in- 
florescence on a special branch, 

cladisk (klad‘isk), rw. [NL. cludisens, ¢ Gr. 
xZadiaxoc, dim. of xAddor, & branch.) In the 
nomenclature of the spicular elements of 

nges, one of the equal arms in the cladome 
ofatrimne. See cladome and triwuc. 
Cladistia (kla-dis’ti-d), m. pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
states, a branch, + istiov, a web.] The fam- 
ily Polypteride considered as a suborder of 

noid fishes. 
(kla-dos’eran), a. [Cladocera + 

-n.| One of the Cladocera, 
Cladoch we (klad-6-kit-ri-&’sé-6), n, 

. [NL., ¢ Cladochytrium + -ceew.) A fam- 
iy of phycomycetous fungi, named from the 
gerpe Cladochytrium, The genera differ ehiefly in 

presence or absence of resting-spores and in their 
saprophytic or parasitic conditioe, 

Clad ‘um (klad-6-kit’ri-um), nw. vL. 
(Nowakowski, 1876), ¢ Gr. «#adoc, a branch, + 
xerpiov, dim. of yitpa, a pot: see *chytra, The 
allusion is prob. to the pits produced on the 
host.) A genus of phyeomyectous fungi of 
the family Cladochytriacex, having a well-de- 
veloped myeelium in the tissues of the host 
and producing uniciliate zotspores, but no rest- 
ing-spores, 80 farasis known. Cladochytrinm 
tenue is parasitic upon sweet-flag, dcoras Cal- 
amus, and produces swellings on submerged 

rts of the plant. 
c 8 (kla-dok’d-pns), a. [Gr. cAador, 
a branch, + coy, ahandle,) Having branched 

sterior untenme, as certain crustaceans, 
cladohepatic (klad *6-hé-pat‘ik), a, (Gr, 
wadec, & branch, + yrap Cler-), liver, + -ie,] 
Having the liver branched or lobulated, as 
eertain nudibranchiate mollusks. 
Cladohepatica (klad-6-hé-pat‘i-ki), n. pl. 

NL., ¢ Gr. Madoc, a branch, + pray (Hrer-), 
ver.) A section of nudibranchiate mollusks. 

They have the cerata usually on the sides of the dorsal 
surface aml elonguted or arburescent ; Che biecel mass 
strong ; fows present ; and the liver usually nemified, the 
branches generally extending inte the cerata. The section 
includes no number of families, among them the .fode 
dil, Dendronotita, Phyllirrieide, and Tritoniida. 

cladomic {kla4lom’ik), a. Pertaining to or re- 
sembling a cladome. 
ladoniaces (klad‘6-ni-d’s#-6), mn, pl, [NL., ¢ 
Cladonia + «tecew.) Same as Cladoniei, the 
roper form of the name. 

phiure (kla-dof-i-i'ré), m pl (NL, 
pl. of Cladophinura ¢ Gr. «adec, branch, + dec, 
snake + vipa, tail.) An order of Stelleroidea 

claire 

in which the vertebral ossicles articulate with 
one another by means of hour-glase shaped 
surfaces and are covered by granular deposits 
in the thick integument, The arms may be simple 
or separately branched. 

uran (kla-dof-i-i’ran), a. ands. I, 
a. Pertaining to or having the characters of 
the order Cladophiura of the Ophiuroidea, 

II, x. A member of the Cladophivra. 
cladophiuroid (kla+lof--a’ roid), a. anda. L. 
a, Cladophiuran; of or pertaining to the order 
Cladophiura of the Ophinroidea. 

II. ®. A member of the Cladophiura. 
cladorhabd filed’S-sabd), mn. (Gr. avddor, a 
twig, + jdjidoc, a rod.] In the nomenclature 
of the spicular elements of sponges, a much- 
divided tetraxial form derived from the cal- 
trop. 
— (klad-6-sela-ké), x. (Gr. «2cdog, 
atwig, + erdayy, pl. of of4ayzor, a shark.) A 
genus of primitive selachiang or sharks, be- 
lieved to have had an unsegmented vertebral 
axis, long smooth shagreen-covered body, 
blunt snout, two dorsal fins without spines, 
and strongly heterocercal tail. It has been 
found in the Upper Devonian rocks of Ohio. 

Cladoselache, 

Restoration of Chaterelacae nenderry, Deen, Cleveland Shale 
{Upper Dewooten). Ohio. Am antetiog dorsal Gn has been discotered 
timce thes iMustrateon wasmade, ( From Zittel's “ Malawatology.’ ) 

lachian (klad * 6 - of- 6k ‘j-an), # A 
selachian of the genus Cladoselache, 

chadoselachid Naar toa th mn, A sela- 
chian allied to Cladoselacke; a cladoselachian. 
cladosiphonic (klad’6-si-fon’ik), @. In bot. 
having a tubular stele interrupted at the in- 
sertion of branches. Jeffreys. 

+ cladostyle (klad’6-sti!), n. [Gr. adoc, a twig, 
+ crivoc, w pillar.) In the nomenclature of 
the spicular elements of sponges, a tetraxial 

jeule of many sharp-pointed branches, de- 
ved from the ealtrop, 

[Gr, nAadoc, a twig, le (klnd’6-1i1), ». 
+ riAn, alump.)] In the nomenelature of the 
spicular elements of sponges, a monaxial form 
having many branches each ending in # 
rounded knob. 

(klag’um), u. [CE elag!.] Toffy. 
iScoteh,] 

2. The shell of the barnacle. elaik (klak), ». 
Seoteh.] 

1, ».—Continual claim, in King. tow, a formal 
claim made annually to lands of tenements to prevent the 
acquirement of tithe by Tiption. This effect has been 
abolished by statute, — 
*court· — of Priv: 
land *cleims.— Private 
which the United States obtained possensi 
tory which wow includes California, Colorada, Utalh 
Wyoming, Nevada, New Mexico, and Arizoga, prov ited 
that the United States should recognize and protect the 
rights —— of every kind belonging to Mexicans in 
the ceded territory, These rights originated from grants 
and ceasions made by Spain to various settlers, emigrants, 
ete, and its made by Mexleoafter indepemlence 
from Spain. By reason of this double soarce and of the 
many revolutions and counter-revelations in Mexico, 
tithes to land jn this territory beeame hopelessly confused, 
ani the United States, in order to carry out a far an pos 
sible the terms of her treaties, established fn Teel, Ube 
Court of Private Land Claims All persons claiming title 
to any part of the land before mentioned were entitled te 
present their claims to this court, The claims of stich 
claimants are known as private land claims — Stale 

See Stole wdemand. 

clairce (kliirs), ». [F.,< cleircer, clarify, ¢ clair, 
clear: see clear, a.) A saturated solution of 
oe sugar in water, used in the process of re- 
ning sugar, 
The cooled molds are then placed on a centrifugal 

nae or in acentriftigal basket, and the syrup span ont. 
hile spitiing the sigar plates are Washed with olairce 

—asaturated solution of pure sagar in water — amd when 
this too is spun out the molds are removed and taken 
asunder, Sei, Amer, Sup, Feb. 2h, 190, po Sh Taw 

clair-de-lune (kliir-de-liin’), #, [F., moonlight.) 
A shade of color seen in the glaze of certain 
Chinese porcelains; a pale gray-blue or *moon- 
light’ white, 

claire (klir), ». [F., fem. of elair, * A 
reservoir of clear sea-water, protected from 
tidal currents, where oysters are fattened for 
the market or kept under observation for 
seientitic purposes. 

The experimenta are made in an enclosed anid thleless 
claire and have achieved a itctinite measure of success tn 
demonstrating the possibility of fattening opsters to 
marketable condition ty Gis mean, 

Seeonee, Jam, DS, D001, p17, 



clairolfactance 

clairolfactance (klir-ol-fak’t . The 
posed faculty “| being —— 
That the 

more than the 
or le soul perceives 

ent or 
@. 8. Hall, Adolescence, II, 14, 

t (klir-ol-fak’tant),a@. [F. clair, 
clear, + E. olfact(ory), + -antl, Cf. eclairvoy- 
ant.) Pertaining to or characterized by an 
—— delicate olfactory sensitivity and 

mination, 
{kliir’shiidh), mn. [Also clairseach, 

clarshech, clerachew, clersha, clarishoe, clearsach, 
clairsach, ete., < Gael. Ir. clairseach.] A form 
of Celtic harp once used in Scotland and Ire- 

. Æ. D. land. J 
clairschacher (klir’shiich-er), ». One who 

lays upon the clairschach; a harper. V. E. D. 
clatrvoyancy (klar-voi’an-si),”. Same ss 
clairvoyance. 

(kliir-voi’ant-li), adr. As a 
clairvoyant; in the manner of a clairvoyant, 
clam4, »,— Bloody clam, an ark-shell, Arca fa, 
which has red blood. [North America. }— clam, 
an edible bivalve, Mocrocallieta gigantes, found abund- 
antly in the southern United States; so called because of 
the colored markings on tts porcelain-like shell. 

clam’ (klam), v. ĩ. [clam%, n.] To gather 
elams; as, to go clamming. [Colloq.] 
clam-hook (klam’hak),n. A short-handled fork 
which has strong round hooks or tines and is 
used to rake clams out of the mud along the 
shore. A similar tool with flat tines is a clam- di 
ngger. 

(klam-jam‘fri), ». 1. Same asclan- 
jam, a .— 2. Rubbish; trampery, Also clam- 

¢ a -weed (klam’i-wéd"), ». Any plant 
of the genus Polanisia, especially P. graveolens. 
See Polanisia, 
clamp! , t.— Pedicle clamp. 
Med, Handbook, L 2h Teat-tube clamp, a 

a teat-tube 

“= over a flame while protecting the hand J 
heat. The ro is sometimes made to slide up and down 
on a vertical upon a fout, with a screw arrangement 
by which to fix it at any desired height. 

clamp’, » 2. A clamp-shell, Tridacna; a 

clamp-forceps (kismp'tér‘eepe), x. A. ol ‘orce mp’fér’sepa), m. clam 
sha # like Theme wich ae wuhematio look 
used in surgical operations to compress arte- 
ries, the pedicle ofa tumor, or other structures, 
Buck, Med. Handbook, IL, 38, 

p-kiln, ». 2. A_brick-kiln built with 
temporary walls which are rebuilt after each 
wurning, the outside of the walls being plas- 
— or i eno * pees, Pa 
clamp-she amp’ she u. me 
*clamp3, 2. ¢ : : 

tongs (klamp’téngs),». Roofing-tongs 
Tat sen be used to clamp and hold the edges 
of tin plates. 

clam-shell,». II, a. Resembling in form or 
appearance the shell of a clam: as, a clam- 
shell dredging-bucket; a clamshell dredging- 
machine, 

clan, x. 3. Asocial unit in a tribe in which de- 
seent is reckoned in the maternal line; a group 
ef people supposed to be descended from iä 
eommon ancestor, descent being reckoned in 
the female line. In this sense it is opposed to 
ens, the social unit in a tribe in which deseent 
s reckoned in the paternal line. ; 

lan is an Lnet of ns who reckon 
nienite through feuales Fen an —— nother, real 
wr nymeoues; it has well-defined rights and dutios, 
- An, Rep, Bur. Amer, Bthwol., 1807-96, p. xlix. 

Totem-clan. See Wfotem-clan. 
clan-ancient (klan‘’in‘shent), ». The ances- 
tor of a clan, 
The objective cultus of Katcinas is made up of repre- 

sentations of these animas (breath bodics) of clan-ancients 
by masked men, by linages, by pictures, and ceremonial 
dramas, 
J. W. Pewkes, in Jour. Amer. Folk-lore, March, 12, p. 14. 

clanfellow (klan‘fel-6), ». In anthrop., a 
member of a elan in his relation to another 
member of the same clan, 

affinity or relationship, the identity of the pitch 
ef the fundamental of one tome with that of an overtone 
ef another tone of different clang, of the identity in piteh 
of two of more overtones, 

elan-horde (klan‘hérd), ». A horde which 
has nally assumed the status of a clan by 
eoming into clan relations with other hordes. 

Finally it might be assamed that each honte in a clas 
ter or group of es becomes practically a clan by 
retaining a majority of all members of that clan and by 
including with then only afew individuals of other clana, 
and that such clan-borntes presently draw together inte a 
tribal organization. Giddings, Prin, of Sociol, p. 254, 
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elank, v. I, trans, 3, To deposit, put, place, 
or set down with a clanking sound. 
When she brought up the tea-tray she clanked it on the 

lobby-table, Mrs, Carlyle, 

Zl, intrans, 2. To move with a clanking 
sound, 

“ Not bad news, I hope?” erled Ivo, as Ascelin clanted 
inte the hall. Ringeley, Hereward, xxi. 

clan-name (klan‘naém), =. 1, The name by 
which a clan is known.—2. One of a set of 
names belonging to a clan by which the bearer 
= the name is recognized as a member of the 
clan. 

In the clan system descent was probably at first reck- 
coed only h the female line; consequently uterine 
ties alone constitated kinship, Gie father not being re- 
garded as related even to his own children, and not comsid- 
ered a8 a member of the family, ns still amongst the Chi 
(Tshi) people of the Gold Coast and elsewhere. In this 
system the children bear Ue clen-name transmitted 
through the mother, and the elan-ncme thus becomes the 
test of bhood-relationship. Keane, Ethnol, p. & 

clanship, ». 2. Membership in a clan.—3. 
The feeling or spirit of attachment and loyalty 
fo one’s clan or fraternity. 

dard (klan’stan-dard), ». The em- 
blem of a clan, by the use of which the 
members of the clan may be recognize. 
The devioes are at once Mood-signa, definite as the face- 

marks of gregarious animals, and clan-efandarda, eiguif- 
cant as tartan or plhroch, Sinithsonian Hep., 1900, p. m@. 

clanswoman aerate ty n. In cthnol., 
an adult female member of aclan. Giddings, 
Prin. of Sociol., p. 173, 

Claosaurus (kli-d-si‘rus), a. [NL, said to 
have been fo (if so, irregularly) from Gr. 
aide (inf. x24v), break, + ceipor, a lizard.) A 

Clasraurus anmectons, Marsh. 

(Prom “ Trans, Conm. Acad. Arts and Sciences.) 

genus of dinosaurian reptiles of great size. 
y had an elongate and sneuted skall with toothless 

premaxille ; teeth arranged in stuce series in an 
alveolar groove; &) vertebrm, 9 fused 
and about @ can } fore legs very short; hind legs 
very large, with massive digita; both fore and hind legs 
three-toed, and the fore feet with a rudimentary fou 
toe. Claosavrne annectens, from the U Cretaceous 
of —— Mountains, attained a be of more than 
a0 foe! 

clapboard-gage 
(ap * bord 
gaj),™. Acar- 
penters’ gage 
used to mea- 
sure the dis- 
tance between 
one line of 
clapboards 
and the next 
above it. It is 
adjustable to 
various widths 
of clapboard 
to be ex 
totheweather. 
clap-netter 
(klap’net-ér), 
mn, One who 
eatehes birds 
with a clap- 
net. Athena 
um, Oct. 31, 
1891, p. —* 

clapper! 
c auricle in hepaties, See auricle, 3 

Claphoard gage. 

a, abutment fer clapboard already in places 
vant te be 
sel-screw te 

4 silting abutment fer cha 
lneed meat howe; ¢, slot wit! 
old 4 tn place; a, index showing wilth of 

dapbeand exposed to the weather. 

— 
In bot., the 
(er. 

claret-cheek (klar’et-chék), wn. Same as capil- 
lary *navus, 

clarinet, ». 2. In ergan-building, a reed-stop 
imitating the tone of the clarinet. 
Clark process, See *process, 
clash-gear (klash‘gér), rn, <A form of change- 
gear for motor-ears, in which the differing 
speeds of the driven shaft are secured by slid- 
ing or shifting tooth-wheels lengthwise on 

class 

Hel shafts until the desired pair comes 
into mesh. When the driving-gear Is tarning and the 
one to be driven is moving at a different rate, the engage- 
ment of the sets of teeth takes place with a jar or clash. 
Sometimes called stiding-year tranemission. 

clashy (klash‘’i), a. [elash + -yl.) 1. Wet 
and disagreeable with drenching dashes of 
rain: applied to the weather: as, a clashy 
day,—2. Given to gossiping and tale-telling. 
[Dialeetal in both senses.) 

clasma’ (klas-mat’6-sit), m». (Gr. 
x?aoua(t-), a fragment, a morsel, + «itor, a 
hollow (a cell).) A large branching cell re- 
sembling a mast-cell, but containing no 
basophilic ——— Med, Record, June 27, 
1008, p. 104 

clasmatosis (klas-ma-t6’sis), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xtacua(t-), & fragment, a morsel, + -oxis.) 
The process of breaking up into small frag- 
ments: applied to cell changes, C. 8, Minot, 
in Science, March 29, 1901, p, 492. 

,'.t. 38, To attach holdfasts of metal to 
the outer edges of (a book-cover) to prevent its 
yawning or warping. 
clasp, "., 1. (&) The riveted shackle of a hemp or 
wire rope, 

4. In the British army, a narrow flat bar of 
metal —— part of a military decoration, 
and bearing the name of some action at which 
the bearer was present. 

For bis [Bari Roberta's) services in the Mutiny war he 
was seven times mentioned in despatches, received the 
medal with three efexpe, the Victoria Cross, and om his 
Promotion to captain in Oetober, 1860, a brevet jority. 
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‘achette clasp, small piece of wire with curved 
sinted ends for clamping the edges of the wall of a 
orse's hoof together in cases of cracked . 

clasper n. The operat he J Las! it 
tachte tiem to Gcuknor other articien.- Prenat taamppan, 
a name applied to a peculiar appendage found on the 
head of the male chimera. Also frontal epine, Parker and 
Haswell, Zoology, L175 

clasp-nut (klisp’nut), », A split nut whieh 
ean be opened or closed to permit of its en- 

ne or disengaging a screw at any point of 
ts travel. Such a nut is commonly used to operate 
the carriage of an engine-lathe when cutting a 
Sometimes called clam-nwt and clip mut, 

class, ». 7. In petrog., in the quantitative 
classification of igneous rocks (see *rock), the 
highest division. AN igneousrock magmas are 
divided into & classes, according to the prey jons of 
salic and femle constituents. The salic minerals are 
quarts, feldspars, leucite, neplelite, sxialites, corundum, 
and ziroon: the femic minerals are all other minerals ex-. 

* cept the aluminons ferromagnesian anes. These minerals 
are caloulated from the chemical composition of each 
rock. The 5 classes are called pereelane, dowalane, salfe- 
mane, dofermmne, and perfemane, 

8, (a) In shipbuilding, the indication of the 
character, style of construction, and quality 
of workmanship and outfit of a merchant 
vesse], as determined by the rules and inspee~ 
tion of a registration society. The class to 
which a vessel is assigned is indicated in the 
register of each society by a conventional 
character such us 100A, SOA, ete. See 4, 2 
(f). (4) the indication of the size and power 
of any given type of war-ship: as, a first-class 
batt! ip, a first-, seeond-, or thind-clase 
cruiser, ete.—9, In crystaliog., one of the 
thirty-two groups in which erystals are divided 
in accordance with the special type of sym- 
metry which characterizes them, See *sym- 
metry,— Age class, in forestry, all the trees in a 
stand of which the we are within given limita —Crown 

in forestry, all the trees in a stand which occupy 
position in the crown cover. Dominant, inter- 

mediate, overtopped, and suppressed trees each comstitate 
a crown class — Diameter class, in forestry, all the 
trees ina stand whese diameters are within prescribed 
limits — Form class, in forestry, all the trees in a stand 
#0 similar in form that the same form factor i applicable 
in determining their actual volame.— —— — in 
JSoreatry, all the trees in a stand whose heights are within 
—— limite, — Locality claga, in foreefry, all local- 
ties with similar forest-prodacing power.— Personality 

, Classes in the social population distinguished by 
differences of mental and moral endowment; in particu. 
lar. the men of genius and talent, the normally endowed, 
and the mentally and morally defective. Giddings, Prin. 
of Sociol, p. 12h. Soctal classes in the social 
population distinguished by differences of social instinct 
or feeling: they include the altruistic or phitanthroptc, 
the merely nom-eoclal or indifferent. the dependent or 
pauperized, and the anti-social or criminal classes, (id- 
dings, Prin. of Boctol, p, 1.— Stand claga, in forestry, 
all stands of similar density, betght. and volume for a 
given age or diameter and a given locality class. The in« 
dex stand may constitute the first stand cless.— Tree 
class, in forcstry. all trees of approximately the same 
size, The following tree classes are distinguished : rerd- 
ting, hoot, email sapling, large sapling, emall pole, large 
pole, stendard, cetera. Vitality clasees in 
the social popalation distinguished by different degrees 
of vitality, as shown in birtherntes, death-rates, and 
longevity. Giddings, Prin. of BucboL, p. 125 

a sin 

=== 
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class, t. I, trans. 3. In shipbuilding, to assign deformation of the adjacent country rock, and by the oc- of the shoulde le.—The supraciavicle, when 
to a class of a registration society, such as 
Lloyd's: said of a merchant vessel, A vessel 
not classed is one which has not been inspected 
and assigned a class by any registration so- 
ciety, or the classification of which has been 
tefused for some reason, not necessarily in- 
volving deterioration or inferior quality. 

II. intrans. 2, To be assigned to a class, See 

An abbreviation (a) of classic or classi- 
eal; (b) of classification. 

ousness (klis-kon’ shus-nes), a. 
The feeling and pereeption of unity which per- 
vade any socin! class and inclade a sense of 
common nature, identity of interests, and sim- 
ilarity of manners, 

classer (klas’ér), u. [class+ -erl.] One who 
classifies or sorts according to certain quali- 
ties or characteristics : as, a classer of wool or 
cotton. 
classiary (klas‘i-d-ri), a. [L. clessiarius, ¢ clas- 
sis, & fleet: see class. ] Of or pertaining to the 
fleet or navy, its personnel, or its exploits, 

A was ed... for the dis; of inseri) 
tides mantloning oltesrs and men of the pall “Channel 
Squadron,” rytiles.. . bearing the stamp Cl, BR. 
and a votive offering. Athenseum, Aug. 29, 1801, p. 200, 

Classic jendacape, See *landscape. 
classical!, a. 6. In music, belonging or per- 
taining to a style of composition in which reg- 
ularity of form is conspicuous, particularly to 
the style developed in the latter part of the 
eighteenth century: opposed to romantic, Thus 
Haydn's musie is classical, while Sehumann’s 
is mostly romantic, The term is also loosely 
used of all —— is Es difficult, or 
abstruse: opposed to ular.— Classical school, 
in muse, —— at pt en sean who, from Haydn on- 
ward, em ontertiness of form rather than richness 
of emotional content: opposed to the romantic school 
(which see, under romantic) 

classicalize (klas‘i-kal-iz), c. t and i; pret, 
and PP: classcalized ; ppr. classicalizing. [elaa- 
sical + -ize.] To conform, or cause to conform, 
to classical usages : as, to classicalize the modern 
spelling of Greek and Roman names. 

n, 3. Classical scholarship or learn- 
ing. 
So far asall the claasicivm then attainable was concerned, 
Seer it an cheap as Goethe did, who ulways 

— Lewell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 158, 

classicistic (klis-i-sis’tik), a. Conformed to 
or characterized by classicism : as, the clasvicis- 
tiedrama ; the claasicistic period of architecture. 
i t (klis-i-fi’ant), @. Same as classific, 

t —5 Same 28 claesific *concept. 
classifically (kla-sif’i-kal-i), ade, As a classi- 
fier: as, a word used classifically. 

classification, ». 2. In shiphwilding, the as- 
signment to and arrangement of merchant ves- 
sels in classes by registration societies. Bee 
*class, n.,8.—S8ympodial classification, clanaifca 
tion fared on the successive brapchings of phenomena ; 
classification growing out of differentiation ti various ai- 
Feetiona, in contrast to hierarchical classificationa, which 
Tecognize only one straight line of eaccession or progress 

classifier, n. 4. In ore concentration and mill- 
ing, an apparatus for subdividing ore-pulp, ac- 
cording to the size and density of the mineral 
articles, in moving currents. 

Cilie’ mar’), u. In ethnol., a 
system of marriage in which a person of one 
class is restric in the choice of bis or her 
mate toa definite class of individuals, Keane, 
Man Past and Present, p. 153. 

class-number (klas’num’bér), a. In library. 
ca ing, the number, or number and letter, 
which shows the class (as literature, history, 
philosophy, or science) to which a book belongs 
or the subject of which it treats, Itis usually fol- 
lowed 7 figures which indicate the divi- 
sion, subelivis 
namber of the hook. 

um (klas* tér-6-sp6’ri-um), a. 
(NL. (Schweinitz, 1831), ¢ Gr, «Aecréc, broken, 
+ cropa, seed (see spore), The allusion is to 
the manner in whieh conidiophores break up.) 
A genus of byphomycetous fungi character- 
ized by dark-colored he and conidiophores 
which bear brownish, three- (or more) celled 
eylindrical or spindle-shaped conidia. GC. 
y be learum is parasitic on the leaves of the 
each, plum, cherry, ete., in Europe. 
tic, a, In. * In petrog., — 

rocks com 0 ents of older rocks. 
This matn —, —— —* by the evidence 

afforded 
the crys 

the Intrusive character of the contact between 
and the elastics, by the marmorization and 

ion, of section of the subject treated, and the Ola: 

currence of an unusually complete series of 433 cot 
tect-metamorphic minerals, is conclusive as to part this 
intrusive nase has edt io the history of the region. 

—S U. & Geel. Sure., ine, p 36 

Gr. «Aaardc, e (klas’té-jén), a. 
In per broken, + yfvor, kind (see genus). 

a term used by Renevier (1881) 

it, ia attached 
clomente are attached 
the gill-opening behind. 

should * a eg mg — 4 —X 4— ery . a) = 

doubtless not # homoborue of the bone so called in mam 
mala. vicula , in ichth., the lower of the 

its upper end, and the corncoid 
to ite posterior surface. It borders 

ty og ke 

for coarsely two bones which support the attinosts | the ly 
clastic rocks, such as conglomerates and bree- claviculohumeral (kla-vik’d-16-hii'me-ral), a. 
eins. 
Olathracem (klath-ra’sé-6), x. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Clathrus + -acex.) A family of fun 
order Phallales, named from the genus Clath- 
rus: characterized by having the rec 

the gleba. 
Olathraria klath-ra‘ri-f), ». [NL. (Stokes 
and Webb, 1824), < L. clathyi, lattice: see elath- 
rate.) A ee name formerly given to fossil 
trunks with clathrate markings. 

clathrarian (klath-ri‘ri-an), a. [Clathraria + 
~in.] Of the nature of Clathraria (that is, 
clathrate fossil trunks). 7 
Olathrina (klath-i‘nd), ». [NL., 
« L, elathri, lattice, + -inal.] The 
typical mus of the family ¢ 
lathrinida, Gray, 1867. 

Clathrinida (klath-rin‘i-dé), », pl, P 
ie L., ¢ Clathrina + -idw.] Afam- Y 
ily of homoccelous sponges, of the 
class —— Thy have the form 
reticulate, systenas always pres 
ent and equ . On 
ent or —— — — with the 
—5* atthe base. The family —* 
rd Clathrina, Ascandra, 

vu. 

Clathrodi (klath-r5-dik’ti- 
on), m IJ » « L. elathri, Gr. ‘ 
xApépa, lattice, + Gr, dixreov, net.) 
A genus of massive hydrocoral- .Oiyatus | 
lines which grew in ‘extensive weracns, 4, 
reefs in the seas of Silurian and sen wit 4 Jow: 
Devonian times. In strueture they fictae) 
were composed of successive fine laming with 
radial pillars between. 

clatter, ». 3. A heap of loose boulders or 
broken rocks. Compare clutter?, 
Under shelter of the rocks in the whole clatter 

. +» the ward is O08! 
loose, Weathered wSettes on —— dE hd 
dle-hack ridge. Patt Mati Gazette, July 28, L852. 

4. Noisy gabble or talk; confused din of many 
jabbering tongues, 

Ry degrees, as the hour grew later, anid t 
beer} less beary, the convenation changed — 
versal clatter, Bulwer, Disowned, ii. 

clatter-bones (klat’ér-bdns), #. p!. Same as 
bone!, n., 6 (c), and clapper!, 1 () 

claudication, .—Intermittent cla 
limp which occurs suddenly while one is walking and dis- 

tacle clavi 
latticed or irregularly branched and inclosing vier. X. £. D. 

claviole (klav’i-dl), n. [Also elaviol ; ¢ ela(vis) 

Cla . pl. spaveliam, =.» 

, claw-coupling (kld‘ kup’ ling), n. 

In anat., relating to both the clavicle and the 
humerus, 

of the clavier, », 4. A dumb keyboard made for 
finge’ nastics, as the Virgil clavier, 

(kla-vér’ist), a. <A player ona cla- 

+ viol.) A musical instrument invented by 
Dr. Hawkins of Bordentown, New Jersey, in 
1802, It had strings and a keyboard like an upright 
pianoforte, bat iy aroller mechaniam it produced sas- 

met tones by friction Instead af by the blows ef ham- 

of clavipectoral (klav-i-pek’ts-ral), a. [L. clavis, 
representing NL, elacicula, clavicle, + pectis, 
breast, thorax,] Relating to both the clavicle 
and the thorax. 
clavism (kli‘vizm), », [NL. *clavismus (It. 
clacismo), ¢ L. clurus, a nail.j] A nail-like 
appearance, as of an excrescence. Same as 
ergotisml, 2, 
Clavulina (klav-i-li‘ni), ». pl. [NL., ¢ elar- 
ula, 2 (b), & -ina?.) A group of hadromerine 
monsxonidan sponges having monactinal 
megascleres, 

3.1 malt | a ann (eo) A vus, *. 3. In pathol,: (5) corn. (¢ 
nail-sha excrescence,—4, In entom.: (b) 
The elub of the antenna. (c) The knob at the 
end of the stigma! or radia! rein of a chaleidid 
or proctotrypid hymenopterous ite,— 
Clavius hystiviens, a acate localized boring pain in 
the head sometimes complained af by the hystertcal 

claw, *.— * of the claw, in entom., a muscle 
pecullar te the terminal sclerite of the foot, Troccapies a 
superior tion and im operation extends the claw,— 
Plexor of the claw, in enfom., a muscle peculiar to the 
terminal sclerite of the foot. It cccupies the upper and 
under sarface of the posterior part of the aclerite and 
flexes the claw in contraction. 

claw, ¢.i.—To claw to windward (naut.), to work a 
venel rd, to windwa! 

pe summit of asad» Claw-clutch (kla’kluch),. A device for coup- 
ling shafts which require instant connection 
or separation. It is somewhat similar in outline toa 
flange-coupling, but, instead of the abutting faces being 
plain, profe or claws are cast om each — oe 

ie 

oat of gear ba pin or fork which works in ao 
gore turned in the circumference of a boss cast on one 
eotrpling. 

Same as 
Felaw-clutch, 

with rost: it is caused by defective cireutation in claw-footed (kli‘fait-ed),a. Same as claw-foot, a 

tive extremiticn, due uanally to arteriosclerosis, and 
terminate in gangrene of the limb, Also called intermil 
tent limping, dJowr, Barper. Med., V. 104, 

claus tg n. [Named from R, J, E, Clau- 
sins (1822-88), a German physicist. Clausine 
is a Latinized form of G. Claus, Klaus, ult. ¢ 
L. Nicolaus (see Santa Claws).] In physics, a 
name proposed for the unit of entropy when 
the joule is the unit of energy. 

clause, ".— Memorandum clause, in marine inaur- 
ance, a tlanse added to an insurance policy which exempts clay, #.— 
the w ters from risk as to goods of a peculiarly per- 
fabable natare and from minor damages. — - 

in a resettlement, a clause which saves the 
powers of sale and leasing annewed to the estate for life 
created by the original scttlement, when it is desired to 

ve the tenant for life the sume estate amt powers under 
e resettioment. Boweter, Law — in 

law: (a) That of a statute which provides for pune 
ishrent for its violation. (4) That part of a whieh 
defines the amount of the ty. 

usius . See *eyclel, 
claustration (klis-tra’shon),. [NL. clawstra- on) 
tio, ¢ L. claustrum, cloister. J Confinement in 
a cloister. 
lavariaces (kli-vii-ri-i’s@-4), mn. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Clacaria + -acex.) Same as Clarariei, and 
now the regular form, 

clavelization (klav-c-li-za‘shon), ». [F. *elav- 
elisation, ¢ clavelée or clareau, sheep-pox, ¢ 
ML, *elavellus, dim, of L, clarns, a mail, also a 
tumor or diseased part on met orother ani- 

a mals: see clavus, clovet.] Inoculation with the 
virus of a 

clavicithern (klav-i-sith’érn), ». Same as 
clavicitherium, 

Amd wanteth there grace of Inte or clavicithern, ye 
shall say to confirm him who singeth. 

Browning, Heretics’ Tragedy, st. ii. (prose direction) 

clavicle, ». 3. The columella of « univalve 
shell,—4, In ichth,, usually the largest bone 

may claw-lever (klA‘lev‘ér), n. 

claw-nut (kli’nut), n. 

A lever which 
forks or divides like the claw of a hammer, so 
as to get on both sides of the article to be 
lifted. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 266. 

e split nut which 
engages the lead-screw on & screw-cutting 
lathe. 

claw-tool (kla‘tél), ». A snddler’s tool, fitted 
to a handle, used for drawing tacks. 

one of the sends ot clay epenia ind own 
during the Pleistocene or ice age in idinavia and Fin. 
land: so numed from the presence of pelec mollasks 
of the penis Arca, At the bottom of t jeposite is the 
Yoldia clay, above which comes the Arca clay, followed by 
the Mytilus and the Cardium clays In Arca clay 

er finds Chat the shells of the lowest partare chiefly 
arctic, While In the upper part there is an advent of 
southern formes, indicating increasing warmth of the seas 
Astringent clay, « clay which usaally contains alum. 
Where these porous sands and gravela He upon the 

impervious chooolate-colored aml astringent claws, the 
comlitions are highly favorable for yiekling large volumes 
of water, 
B.D. Salisbury, Geol. 8urvey of New Jersey, 1000, p. xvil. 

Atherfield clay (Atherfeld Point, a cape om the south 
const of the Inle of Wighth a depoalt of clays tn the etrati- 
graphic rock section of the Cretaceous formation of the Lele 
of Wight, It rests on the Wealden fornation.—Ball clay, 
white-barning fc sedimentary clay, used chiefly in the 
mantfaeture of the fine grades of pottery which have a 
white bxuly, Geol, Surrew of New Jersey, 194, po 214. 
—Barton . See Hartonian *yroup.—Blue clay, 
— mud.—Bradford clay, in the Jurassic system 
of Ragland, a bocal salulivision of the Hathonian or upper 
pat of the Lower Oulite, It lies above the razstones and 

jow the cornbrnash, at the base of a series of clays and 
es called Sorest-martde = Cardium 

cardi wan. laced paper. paper. 
_ “surface process, in tow. process for quickly 
re i line printing Mocks Sleet-metal ie codatedt 
with a composition of pipe or china-clay, after which a 
drawing Is made throagh the clay to the surface of the 
metal with hooked towla, A stereotype of the plate is 
then made which fornishes the block for the press, 



clay 
Same as Prosser a 

= clay. Sve alipetiantin tale char, 
in geal., a series of unstratified clays of pleistocene age 
in Erie region. They lie on the glacial till 
aml contain amall scattered seratched bouldera The 
deposit is rogue? as made by subglactal streams after 
their escape from the ice and by discharged water dar- 
ing the general melting of the loo-sheot.— Feiritent 
c in geol., the lowest division of the Wealden 
« series in Sussex and Kent, England.— Fatty 
clay, a seft and unctuous clay rich in kaolin and poor im 
sand.— Glen Rose clay, in geet. a division of the lower 
Cretaceous rocks In Texaa,— clay, fn geof, 
a division of the Wealden Cretaceous rocks in Suasex and 
Kent, England.— Hesste clay, a local name for the upper 
bouldur-clay at _Heasle, England. Geikie, The Great Ice 
Aer, bp. Ss.— Joint clay, in geol,, & Name somnetines 
applied to those clays wh ch on exposure develop marked 
aysteme of joints. — , in pas a subs 
ivision of the Jarasiic system in Ev di. Tt attains a 
thickness of 060 feet, Is underlain by the Coral Rag, over- 
lain by the Portland Sands, and constitutes the lower part 
of the Upper or Portland Oulite.~ Raritan clay, in 
ored,, the clays of the Raritan formation in the AUinitic 
const region of North America. They are of light color ele 
and arenaceous. See Neritan #formation.— Red clay, 
an extremely foe reddisi-brown mad which covers the 
ooean-bottom at depths below 2.000 fathoms It results 
from the decomposition of pumice and fine volcanic dust, 
and aometines contains Foramiadfera and Radielaria,— 

clay, in gee,. a subdivision of the Meistowene 
serics in Cansita. It is reganted by Canadian geologists 
as probably equivalent to the Upper Ledsa-clay.— n 
gay, in geol., a deposit of arcillaceons strata on the 
Yorkshire cosst which haa been shown by ite foasils to be 
continuous from the Kinmeridge clay of the Upper 
Junesic te the top of the Lower Cretaceous or even lite 
the Upper Cretaceous series —Walnut clay, in ieol., a 
division of the Lower Uretaceons of Texas — We 
clay, elay rendered triable by exposure te the air in order 
that ft miay be more easily worked with water.— Yoldia 
clay, in geol., a division of the Pleistocene deposits of 
Norway. Iteontains a shallow water fauna pow stlaverged 
to great depths in the Norwegian seas and indicating « 
depression of Ure land of not bess than 9,000 feet. 

celay-burning (kla’bér’ning), ». In agri., the 
roasting of clay for use in ameliorating the 
soil, practised in parts of Great Britain. The 
stil enbesoll isdug up, iningled with waste fuels, and barnt 
like charcoal, The reanlting ashes, if Che burning is not 
excessive are said to benefit some classes of soila, beth 
mechanically aud chemically. 

-like (kla-dik’), ». A name given by Seot- 
tish conl-miners to a buried stream-course 
filled with clay, sand, and gravel, which 
traverses coul strata. J. Geikie, The Great 
lee Age, p, 114, 

clay-dog (kli-dog’), n. See clay-stone, 
In the ricinity of Pleasant Plains, seven miles or so 

south of Morristown, the low plain (about 230 foet) is 
covered to a considerable depth with similar laminated 
clay, equally rich in concretiona, which are locally known 
ns * clayeatones,~ fg “ stone-dogs,” &ec, 

R. D, Saliebury, Geol, Survey of New Jersey, 1502, p. 138, 

many world, particularly among the Indian 
tribes of the Orineoo and Amazon rivers, and among 
some ‘poor whites” In the southern United States. 

claying-iron (kli‘ing-i*érn), n. Same as clay- 
ing-bar, 

claypan (kla’pan), x. In geol., a shallow, 
saucer-like depression with a bottom of clay: 
a feature of the dry interior of Australia. 
Smithsonian Rep. 1890, p. 253, 

clay-press (kla’pres),. In ceram.,a machine 
which consists of a serew that connects with 
a series of horizontal trays or plates, between 
which canvas bags containing the prepared 
clay or slip are placed und the surplus mois- 
ture is expelled by pressure, Also called serew- 
ORs. 

claystone-porphyry (klé’ stén-pér* fi-ri), ve 
In petrog., a porphyry whose ground-mass has 
Chew — ——— to kaolin, 

ayton gas. See *gus. 
Clayton's apparatus. See *apparatis. 
cleading, «., 4. (6) The wood composing the 
box of a mine-cur, (¢) The wooden portion 
of a rope-drum on which the rope is coiled. 

clean, a. 13, In good or wholesome condition: 
said of fishes which have neither recently 
spawned nor are about to spawn ard are fit 
for food. —14, Unfeathered: said of pigeons 
which have no feathers on the feet, in dis- 
tinction from those which are muffled, or have 
feathered feet, — 15, Nant.: (a) said of a ship's 
form when it has neute or fine tapering lines: 
as, a clean entrance; « clean run. (b) Free 
from obstruction, as a coust, harbor, ete.— 
Clean catting, scrap. See #eutting, etc. Clean ship. 
8 A veasel without cance, (6) A whaler without off on 

wunk de} A ship in goed condition; a cleanly vessel,— 
off the reel, sailing so fast ns to pull the log-line 

of the reel withoa 
chip-log. 

clean, v.¢. 3. In agri,,to clear (land) of weeds. 
Now, the way in which farmers cfeon their land is hy 

Ploughing it up. A. M. Wallace, Agricaltare, p. 142. 

the necessity of feeding it to the 
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To clean the board, to take or win everything; make a 
clean sweep. 

cleaner, ". (it) A special ration, either sapona- 
coum, ¢! — | yon Ay spota, 
ink-stains, ete., from fabrics, (¢) A device for autemat- 
feally’cleaning secur of floating matter from the surface 
of water in a boller and depositing it in a separator or set- 
tling- chamber lomted on top of the boiler. It consists of 
aakimmer in the bofler, to which is attached a vertical 
pipe whieh discharges into the settling-chamber near ite 
top. From a point at the other side of the settling-cham- 
bera returnepipe leads inte the bodler, discharging some- 
what below the water-level. 

cl #. 3. In forestry, « thinning made 
in a stand which has not reached the small- 
pole stage. Its main object is to remove trees 
of undesirable form and species. See *thinning. 

cleaning-cloth (klé’ning-kléth), ». A eloth 
used for cleaning; specifically, a cotton fabric 
of coarse spongy texture, woven by the aid of 
two needle-bars. 
aning-doctor (klé‘ning-dok*tor), ». Same 

as color-dlocter, 
-drum (klé‘ning-drum), ». Same as 

*washedrum, Sci, Amer, Sup., Fob, 27, 1904, 
23534. 

cleaning fou (klé’ning-fat), », In certain of 
the Crustacea, the appendage on the basal 
joint of the exopodite, which serves to dislodge 
foreign bodies from the branchial chamber. 

cle: -pit (klé’ning-pit), #. A pit over 
which locomotives are run for the purpose of 
cleaning the ash-pans and fires. Similar pits 
are used for cleaning and repairing the mo- 
tors of electrie ears, 

clean-out (klén‘out), 1, In plenbing, o metal 
eylinder with a removable eap calked to a 
waste- or drain-pipe to facilitate its being 
cleaned out when stopped: ag, a brass clean- 
out, 

cleansing (klen’zing), ». [ME. clensing, ¢ AS. 
cl®nsung, ( cl@nsian, cleanse: see cleanse.] 1, 
The act of making clean; cleaning; purifica- 
tion. —2, That which ix removed in cleaning; 
dirt or refuse removed; specifically, the pla- 
centa orafterbirth: usually appted toanimals, 
——— (klén’skinz), a, pl. See shin, 

OD n.— Clean- dd -milling, 
—— dram Se and — — ie 
ctinding and amalgamating rich products requiring sach 
treatment and coming from the periodic cleaning up of 
the starnp-mill,— pan, in gold-anilling, & cxat- 
fron grinding and amalgamating apparatus for treating 

wlitets from clean-up operations 

clear. I. a.—Clear day, «day marked by the absence 
of rain and clouds; as used technically by the United 
States Weather Bureau, a day in which the ave’ oh 
souration, between sunrise and sunset, is A or les — 
Clear in forestry, that portion of the stem which 
is free from branches. In forest measurements the 
meaning of the term varices with the species measured 
and the og a of the mesaarements: for example, in 
some cases It ie used to designate that portion of the 
stem which is free from dead branches or from growing 
ones of a given size —Clear . See welrar day.— 

ear trunk, Same ae *elear length.— Half clear, 
partly depotished ; said of glass, 

. n. 4, In bet., an open space, 
clearance, ». 5. A piece of land which has 
been cleared for cultivation or for building; a 
clearing. —6. In railroading: (a) A difference 
hetween the track4gage and the gage of the 
exterior surface of the wheel-flanges, designed 
to allow a certain amount of play between the 
flanges and the rails. (b) At a erossing or 
pote the clear ce left between cross-rails 
and the frog and guardd-rail for the free 95 
sage of the Aunges of the wheels. ic) The 
elenr space between the sides and top of a 
tunnel or bridge and the outside dimensions 
of the largest car passing through it. — 7. In 
steam-engines, the volume or entire space below 
the valve-face which is filled with steam at the 
beginning of a stroke, including the space 
between piston and cylinder-head and the 
volume of the steam-ducts to the valve-seat. 
—8. The settlement or payment of a debt; 
the passing of checks and drafts through the 
elearing-houxe for their settlement, 

Many millions in value of sich bills are weekly cleared 
through the London bankers, aud these elearauces repre- 
sent a lunge . . . amount of these commercial instru 
ments, J, T. Rogers, Polit, Boon, xb 

Inside Gearance, in the slide-ralve of a steans-cngine, 
& space between the Inner or exhaust edge of the valve 

é 
te Phos — — PA vcr 

[ eee FS — 
— * — — — 

—2* vi . — 

Tne 

#, chearmmace | 4, slide walees c. 

te Clearance 

+ Mea ports: @, exshausepert 

cleavage-product 
and the inner eof the port opening when the valve 
stands in its fhe position Both you 5 of the cylinder 
will then be in communication with the exhaust-outlet, 
ite. by the amount of thls clearance, as 2a lg 

speod engines te secure froe escape exha 

steam, bat fe incompatible with economical working with 
4 high degree of expansion or early cutoff. 

clearance-car (klér’ans-kiir), ». A flat-car 
on which js erected a light frame of the same 
cross-section as the cars to be used on a new 
road; it is emploved to find out if there is 
ample clearance through bridges, ete. See 
*clearance, 6 (¢). 

clearance-point (klér‘ans-point), n. In rail- 
roading, the point at a siding where the siding- 
track is sufficiently far from the line-track to 
allow a train upon the one to clear or pass a 
ear standing on the other, See mrites, 
clearance-steam (klér‘aus-stém), ». The 
steam which fills the clearance-space of asteam 
cylinder, between the head of the piston and 

e under surface of the distributing-valve. 
clearer, ». 3, Ona wool- or cotton-caréing ma 
chine, a small roller or cylinder for working 
the stock, Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 101. 
— Self. , & device which reimeves the 
loose fihers from the top draft-rollers of cotton-spinening 
ant «combing machines, and which autumatically clears 
itself of such fibers. 

clearer-brush (klér’ér-brush), ». A Dristle 
brush, on a ecotton-cop winding machine, for 
¢learing the yarn from loose fibers, leaves, ete 
a . Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 257. 

doctor (klér‘ing-iok*tor), mn. Same as 
—— 

clearing-hole (klér’ing-hél), ». A hole made 
to its full nominal diameter, so that a bolt «r 
shaft of the same diameter can pass through 
it, but will fit closely: used in opposition to 
tap-sized hole or tapping-hole. 

cle -house, ”.—Clearing-house certificate, » 
certificate of deposit issued by a clearing-house. Suct 
certificates are negotiable only between banks which are 
metbers of the clearing-house aasoctation, Under special 
circumetances similar certificates have been jaswed by the 
—— on the deposit of securities instead of 
specie. 

clear-skins (klér’skinz), », pl, Sameas clean- 
aking (which see, under shin), 

clearstory, n.— Clearatory window, a window of a 
clearstory ; that ix, a window In the wall above the nave- 
arcade and the aisho-roof. In lange Gothle churches the 
principal light is through the clearstory windows, 

Cleavageelectricity. See #electricity.— Cleavage lines 
of She skin. lines Tong which the skin more - ho 
owing to the arrangement of bandles of fibrous tisswe in 
the cortim.—Cleavage in embryol., the naclews 
which results from the anton of male and female pro 
nuclei, before the division of the egg into two blasto- 
meres, — 8) cleavage, « cleavage in rock 
usally associated with fine — and produced 
when o shearing-strain overcomes the cobesion. Geikie, 
Text-book of Geol, p. 681. 

Fertilization in an annelid (armed Gephyrese), Teele 
(Gamfia. 

@. approach of the egg-nucteus and eperm-nucheus, the latter 
ed by the spermassphiaster; 4, uudon of the suclel to 
age Heclews) +, prophase of cleavage-spindle: @. ana- 

phase of the senee. centrosome elivided; ¢, nuchear reconstitution 
dud formation of the cdaeghteramnuhiasters for the second cleavages 
fe tweecel Mace. Mageifird, (From Walson‘s “* The Coll 

cleavage-product (klé‘ vaj- prod ‘ukt), » A 
eompound formed by the decomposition of a 
more complex substance, The action ts usaalt-, 
bat mot always, hydrolytic and may be cansed by water, 
acids or alkalies, enzymes, matero-organisns, ete. Thos, 
when albumin is treated with baryta water it yields, as 
cleavage-prodacts, ammonia, carbon dloxid, oxalic acid, 
pyrrol, loucin, tyrosin, aspartic acid, ete. 



cleavage-spindle 

cleavage-spindle (klé’vaj-spin‘dl), mn. Tn em- 
bryol. and cytol., the barvoninetis spindle of 
a dividing cleavage-cell, or blastomere, during 
the early development of the ovam. 

cleave®,.{. 4. In agri., to replow (old ridges) 
in such a manner as to divide each in the 
middle. See *cleaving. Also split. [Great 
Britain.) 

cleave? (klév), ». In mining, a subdivision of 
a bed, usually of iron ore; a bench. (Seotch.] 

cleave® (klév), m. [Ir. cliabh (pron, klé’av), Olr, 
cliab, Gael. cliabh, a basket; akin to Tr, Gael. 
eliath, a hurdle.) A basket or basketful: as 
a cleare of potatoes, or of turf, [Lrish.] 

Now Sir Condy . . . sent ont for a couple of cleares-full el 
ot the sods of his farm. 

Mise Edgeworth, Castle Rackrent, p. 40. 

cleavers, »., 1. (b) Any plant of the genus 
Galinm, such as bedstraw, goose-grass, ete., the 
numerous species being distinguished by ap- 
propriate qualifying names. Of native American 
spec i. ctrewzans ie called cros-cleacers from the 
cross-like mt of the four leaves of the whorls, 
The a in G. tinetorium, also called wild 
ma 

cleaverwort (klé’vér-wért), ». Same as 

—— klé’ving), ». I thod of (klé‘ving), ». In +, & me 
plowing over old ridges or ‘ ands,’ in which 
each ridge is divided in the middle, the furrow- 
slices being turned in opposite directions. 
Either two narrow ridges are thas of one old one, 
or each half, with half of the next, formes a new ridge with 
its crown in place of the former water-furrow. In the 
latter case, the method is called crown and plow- 
ing. Also eplitting, (Great Britain.) 

,n. See *cleikie. 
xn. See *cleikeman. 

cleft!, ».—H yomandibnlar cleft, in embryo. and 
anet, the branchial cleft between Ue mandibular and 
hyold arches in ‘lot vertebrates and in adult fishes.— 

in embryol. and anet., the bra 
ania! deft between the hyotd and first branchial arches 
in embryo vertebrates and in adult thehes. 

2p. @.—Cleft hand, » congenital malformation 
at 24 in which the division between the fingers 1s 

Prolonged inte the bs, 
m., 1. (b) In mining, a hook, tn former 

Umes the baskets of coal were attached to the boteting- 
rope by a eleik, » term whieh was extended to mean the 
w * ————————— ————— 

Cletk, See #dvitinnetetk.— Putting-cleik. See aput- 
ting-eleik, (Scoteh.| 

cleik-coal (kiék’k6l), ». Coal as it comes from 
the pit. —— 

cleikie, cleekie (klé’ki), ». Same as *cleiks- 
man. 
eiksman, (kléks’man), w.; pl. 

cleikamen, cleckamen (-men). In former times, 
the person who unhooked the baskets of co 
at the pit-bead. [{Seotch.] 

Clei n. See ®elithrunm, 
clematine, ». 2. [n color-chem., a basic coal- 
tar color of the azonium chlorid type, It dyes 
tannin-mordanted cotton a reddish violet. 

clematitin {kiem-g-ti’tin), n. 
-in2.) A little-known eom 
snakeroot of Virginia and Texas, Aristolochia 
Clematitis. It is supposed to be identical with 
thealkaloid aristolochine orserpentarine found 
in other plants of this family. 

cleme” (klém), #. [Gr. nAjua, a twig, ( x2ar, 
break, Cf. clon, from the same source.) Inthe 
nomenclature of the spicular elements of 
sponges, a hexactine rod bearing alternate 
barbs on the opposite sides. 

clementine® (klem’en-tin), », [Appar. ¢ Clé- 
ment, «» French surname (1%), + -ine?.] Same 
as methylene-*violet, 

elench-cutter (klench’kut’ér), ». A black- 
smith’s instrument for cutting the clenches 

on the nails of 
a horse's shoe 
previous to re- 
moving it from 
his foot, It is 

a small wedge-shaped piece of steel with a 
metal handle. Also clinch-cutter. 
elench-machine (klench’ma-shén’), ». In 
shoe-manuf,, a machine for nailing shoes with a 
bent wire or clench; a sole-fastening machine. 
The machine takes the wire from a reel, corrugates It or 
forma it into a fastening, and bends back or clenches the 

in the sole. . ; 
, clenz, ». Simplified spell- 

Also eleikie. 

(Clematitis + 

Cheach cutter, 

water-cloe 

—17. 

and found in the e] 
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skull, — canine and anterior incisors much 
larger than the other teeth, intereentra in the 
dorsal and caudal vertebre, and double-headed 
anterior ribs. They oceur in the Permian 

Toptic, Kloptic (Klep'tik), a. (Gr. a2e cle lep’tik), a.  [Gr. Kerrie, 
< ater a thief, ( xdénte, steal, Compare 
Klepht.|) Given to stealing or thieving. 

clepto! (klep*té-bi-0’sis), n. (live. 
Gr, steve, steal, + Srooe, a way of life.) A 
form of symbiosis observed between two colo- 
nies of ants of different species, one of which 
inhabits the walls between the galleries and 
subsists on the ny or stores of the other 
species. HW. M. Wi poe 1901. 
eptobiotic (klep‘té-bi-ot’ik), a. Of or per- 

taining to clepic iosis. 

Cleptocracy, a **8 tia, ¢ xparriy, rule, fs mpare aristocracy, ete.) Thieves regarded 
as a ruling class; thieves collectively. 

cleptopho’ obia (klep-t6-f6’ bi-n), 
n. ir. xAérrge, & thief (< xAémrew, steal), + 
~pofia, ¢ goSriv, fear.) An abnormal dread of 
becoming a thief, 

Irreg. ¢ Gr. cleptoscope (klep’té-skép), n. 
Arrecu, steal, pj tas anes apparatus, 
fitted with prisms, which enables persons in a 
submerged submarine boat to ascertain what 
is going on above the surface of the water. 

(klep-tok’ra-si), v. 

An Italian engineer, M. Triulzi, has devised a special 
instrument, the eleptoseope, wh it is ble for the 
crew of a submarine boat to in what is eg 
on the surface while submerged, It coum a tube 
fitted with erystal prisms in a man special her, 

Sei. Amer., Nov. 23, 1901, p. 320, 
, %. 1, Sometimes applied to the eoclesinstica, 

min and priests of non- religious systems. 
— , the body of clergy living ia rel 
communities under a common rule, as distinguished 
the who have tial charge of the laity imme- 
diately under diocesan jurisdiction, — 
the body of cl in charge of partahes, as disti 
trom the clergy living in religious communttics, 

clergy-house (klér’ji-hous"), ». The residence 
of the clergymen or clergyman in charge of a 
ebureh, 

Clerical error, in ‘aw, a mistake in the draft or copy of a 
statute, record, or other instrument, tnadvertently made, 
and so apparent upon its face that the Intent is not af- 
fected. 

(kler’i-kal-ist), * One who belongs 
to a clerical party or who favors elericaliam, 

His {Alford s) early training was in the evangelical 
* he was to some extent carried away by the cleri- 
ealist movement of the years IXS5-42, 

Diet. Nat. Biog., 1. 2&3. 

elericalize (kler’i-kal-iz),¢.f.; pret. and pp. 
clervealized, ppr. clericalizing. ‘To render cleri- 
eal; exalt ihe influence of the clergy. 

clericature (kler‘i-ka-tair), n. i L. clerica- 
tura, ¢ clericare, make a cleric, ¢ LL. clericns, 
acteric.) Clerical position or authority. 

Holy orders were sometimes assamed on account of the 
opportunities which elerienfure gave of Improper 

reotirse with women, 
M. C. Lea, Saceribotal Celibacy, v 

kler’i-g6), x. [Sp.: see cleric.) 1, 
704 Philipring Islands, # cleric who has 
taken orders and is dedicated te the service 
of the chureh, but who is not a member of 
a monastic order.— 2, In Porto Rico, a fly- 
eatcher, annus taylori, 

Clerk of one Who superintemds the ereetion of a 
building or buildings, and whois particutarly changed to see 
that the specifientions are followed as regards the quality of 
the matertal4, the thoroughness of Wie workinanship, ete; 
an architect's buikting-Inspector, [Eng.| —Credit 
aclerk who has charge of the credit department of a 

wu 
iw 

business. — clerk, (a) A singing-man in a cathedral 
ot collegiate church. (%) Ap clerk. See clerk, 4 
clerkage (klérk’aj),n. 1, Clerk’s work; cleri- 
eal work.—2, An amount expended for cler- 
ieal work.—3, A number of clerks; clerks 
collectively. 

clerkery (klérk’e-ri), n. 1, A counting-house, 
—2, Clerks collectively.— 3, The calling or 
office of clerk. 

clestine (kles’tin), ». [Gr. xAgordc, KAevorde, 
that ean be shut, + -inel.) In bot., a large 
parenchymatous cell in which raphides are 
often deposited, 
Clethracew (kleth-ri‘sé-é), ». pl. [NL 
(Klotaseh, 1851), < Clethra + -acew.] A fam- 
ily of dicotyledonous sympetalous plants of 
the order Ericales, the white alder family, for- 
merly included inthe Ericacew, or heath family, 
and containing only the genus Clethra. See 
Clethra, 

elethraceous (kleth-ri’shius),a¢. Belonging to 
the plant-family Clethraces, 
Cleveland ironstone, ore, shale, See *iron- 
stone, ete. 

Clifford's box 
clevis, ®.— Downhill clevis, « brake on a lngging-sled, 
conals of a clevis which encircles the runner, to 

which a heavy square piece of iron is welded. bottom 

cliack (kli‘ak),». [Also elyack; possibly from 
Gael. Sa ach, battle. ] Th § Seotland and the 
north of England, prior to the general intro- 
duetion of reaping-machines, the last sheaf or 
armful of grain cut on a farm in harvest-time. 

,”. 2, A stereotyped formula; a lifeless 
copy. (Rare.) 

After the coarse of a hundred years the varieties of 
expression are apt to become exhausted, the forme grow 
hard, all the obv: —— —— express themselves 
no at 
— Eneye, Brit,, XXVIU. ten. 

click!, r. i. 2. To overreach, as a horse, and 
strike the front of the hind foot against the 
shoe of the fore foot, making a clicking sound. 
~ Clicking butterfly. See — 

click-catch (klik’kach), n. device on the 
carriage of a spinning-mule which communi- 
cates to the spindle the motion for winding on 
the yarn. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 295. 

clickership (klik’er-ship), n. The functions 
of an under-foreman who controls the work of 
typesetters intrusted with the composition 

— klik’ A hich (klik’spring), n. ring whi 
forces the dog or click of a catebet-and-dog 
combination to fall into the space between 
teeth after the dog is lifted. The spring causes 
the dog to click. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, 

(kli-dof’6-rus), », [NL., ¢ Gr, 
nsrig (xded-), a key, + -gopoc, ¢ géper, bear.) 

genus of extinct —— of the famil 
Ledidx, of primitive taxodont type, with teet 
ina continuous series on both sides of the 
beak, and a clavicle, in both valves, extendin 
from the umbones. It oceurs in Silurian an 
Devonian rocks. Also Nuculites. 

clier (kli’ér), ». [Also elyer, clyre; connected 
with D, Mier, MD. cliere, E. Fries. klire, Kir, 
a gland, a glandular swelling.) A glandular 
swelling or scrofulous tumor of the skin which 
occurs in various parts of the body of cattle, 
especially affecting those parts which have 
1 aph-glands situated in them. 

cliff, n. 2. The strata of rock above or be- 
tween the strata of coal.—3. [Appar. orig. 
cliff chalk.) Hard chalk. 
Clif... 4. : 

Pi ay A AD nm ty mf ay 
by the tide, 

to hinder cer- 
washed away 

mg. Dial. Dwet. 
. See #ylecier.— Prench cliff, « hard kind 

from the lower part of the valley of the Seine in 
used in England a a source of lime for making 

bleavhing- der, 

clif-dweller (klif‘dwel-ér), ». A member of 
one of the aboriginal tribes in the southwest- 
ern United States who built their dwellings 
in natural recesses in cliffs.—ciur-dwellers’ pot- 

lifawelling (hii dwei“ing, a. A dwelling 
of stone on a shelf or recess of a cliff, accessi- 

cur 
of cha 

A Clifl-dwelling. 

ble only by steep Paths, steps, or ladders, 
Clit-dwellings are found in many ins of the south- 
western United States. The cave-dwellings of some In- 
dians of northern Mexico are similar in type to Ue 
historic clit-dwellings, The culture of the cliffdwellers 
was similar tn general type to that of the more recent 
Pueblos. 

cliffed (klift), a. [elif + -ed?.] Possessed of 
elitfs, 

cliff-elm (klif‘elm), ». Same as *cork-clm, 
Same as *cliff- cliff-house (klif’hous), x. 

dwelling. 
Cliffordian (kli-ford‘i-an), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to W. K. Clifford” (1845-79), an English 
mathematician and philosopher. 

Clifford's box, , Space. See *hozx?, 
ete, 



cliffsman 

cliffsman (klifs’man), ». One who is accus- 
tomed to climb cliffs. 

ptus (klim’n-k6-grap’tus), a. [NL., 
(Gr «Aiuag a ladder, + yparrdés, written, <¢ ypdgerv, 
write,] A genus of Silurian graptolites which 
have a row of theem or cells on each side of 
the stipe, nearly vertical to the central axis. 

any disexse which occurs — — 

climactic (kli-mak’tik), a. [Irreg. for cli· 
macic, ¢ Gr. xAlwag (xAser-), climax.) Of, per- 
taining to, or of the nature of a climax; as- 
conding or leading to a climax. 

Give the history of development a climactic form. 
Wihatney, Lite and Growth of Lang., p. 212. 

climactical (kli-mak’ti-kal), a. 
mactic. 
The etimaetical point fin the development of wireless 
— wan wok n \ 
arrived here amd reported 
the same year, Amer. Jnventor, 

climactichnite (kli-mak-tik’nit), ». [NL. eli- 
mactichnites, erroneously formed from Gr. 
whipak, ladder, + Lywoc, track (see pareve 
An impression believed to have been made by 
a mollusk crawling over the primordial beach, 
It occurs on sandstone beds of Cambrian age, 

climate, climate, the climate of the 
It poeare to he distinguished by 

tinted winds, and + 4 

Same as *cli- 

severe cold, — Arctic 
climate, the climate of the arctic regions; figuratively, 
any very cold weather continuing for a long season. 
Clima: service, the organization or division 
of the United States Weather Bureau which pays es 
attention to the relation of the climate to crops. I = 

wna af th 
for 45 

ro Witkg- 
United States; also weekly reports 
fall, temperutare, and vegetation during the 
season, based on the returns from about twenty 
reporters. During the winter season it lishes monthly 

ra of the ceuvlition of the snow and ice, It does not 
publish statistics of the crope proper, but only of the 
climatic conditions and their intluences fi ive of 
other considerations — Geo) e climate 
of any region during any iazical period or epoch, in- 
cluding the alow changes with altitude, continentality, ete, 
— climate, the climate due to the at 

ors; the climate of the whole glacial perlod, includ. 
that of the successive glacial and —9— times. — 

Serejapta climata, the climate - jing daring the 
rval ween the successive any region. 

~—Landward climate, the te on the landward 
of a mountain or ridge. Ite principal character- 

ca are derived from the land-breezes which ascend or 
the sea which descend the mountain's slope.— 

Bee ochemicnt terli — 
ry climate as defined by the 

chemical activity of the direct solar rays, or of the blae 
sky and direct rays combined, aa distinguished from the 
thermal climate, which is defined by the heating 3 
of the sunshine, or from the optical climate, whic! de- 
fined by the general optical condition of the here 
as regards y, haze, color, drynem, hardgess, soft- 
ness, and atmospheric ive.—Seaward climate 
a local climate whose principal charactertatics are derived 
from ocean ; the climate of the seaward slope of a 
mountain or ridge.— Solar ¢ the climate dae to 
the effect of the sun's rays u eal earth without an 

ere. solar climate as modified by 

rele, 

theory, hon, teat atte ts to — a alte ex) 

the secular changes of climate recogniaed in the 
geology. The great ice 
saccession of gincial 

America and the snow-line In the Alps was mnach bearer 
sea-level than at present. Daring Tertiary time the mean 
tern, apparently prevailed in Greenland and 
Spitzbercen were much higher than those that now pre- 
vall there, In the Rocky Mountain the drying up 
of large lakes to their present small representatives 
seems to show that during the Quaternary epoch there 
waa greater rainfall sid lees eva tion than at present, 
and also a of glaciation. eae secular variations 
of climate have led to the develo nt of Sea sap 
theories that have hed a profer influence om the study 

$y Sack spestd shee ts bald upon pomiete canoes tt wi spec i upen lec 6 
the character and amount of the Pedintion from the eun ; 
of Adbemar, which sasumes the accumulation of ice at 
the poles to have been sulficient to displace the center of 

vity of the earth and the boundaries of the ocean; of 
ick, which assumes a disturbance of the tides pro- 

dweod by the san and moon, and hence a different dis- 
tribution of water; of Croll, which assumes a c! in 
the seasons produced by a change in the eccentricity of 
the earth's orbit; of Ball, which supposes a change in the 
ratio of heat recetved by the northern and southern hemi- 
spheres commequent on the change in eccentricity; of De 

which rests upon a change in the coefficient of 
transpare of the atmosphere for solar 27 and for ter. 
restrial rad me; of Arrheniia, which ia based npen 
possible es in the amount ot carbon djoxid in the at- 
mosphere its effect on the atmospheric al jon of 
the solar heat; of Schiaparelli and Davis, which demands 
changes in the position of the earth's axis or rotation due 
to extensive geological processes; of Zenker aml of Lyell, 
which ts on a radically different distribution of —* 

4 climber! 

solar 4, In hort., a 
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and water on the earth's surface dae to the rising and fall- 
ing of comtinents or ocean beds.—Climatic sone, See 
‘zone. — ‘# climatic index, See #index. 
Climatius (kli-ma’ti-us), ». [NL., appar. ¢ 
Gr. «Aiua(r-), a slope; see climate.) An extinct 

nus of acanthodean fishes, described by 
gossiz from the Old Red Sandstone of Great 

Britain, with strongly heterocereal tail and 
broad, strong fin-spines and three or four 

irs of free spines between the paired fins. 
of soils, the investigation and study of the 

relations of soils to climate and organic life, especially to 
agricultural erope and irperity.— Geographical oli- 
matology, the study of the distribution of climates over 
the surface of the earth and of the peculiarities of climate 
that depend upon the situation of Uie station relative to 
the ocean or cootinent.or upon its altitude above sea-level, 
— , the study of the re- 
lation between topographic forms and the climatological 
conditions under which they were evolved ; the relation 
between the climates of the past and the existing orog- 
raphy of the globe. 

clima‘ ties (kli ‘mp -t6-ther-p-pi’- 
tiks), », (Gr, cAiwa(r-), a region, zone, + 
Grparevrinée, of medical treatment: see thera- 

utic.] Same as *climatotherapy. 
climatotherapy (kli’ma-t6-ther’a-pi), ». [Gr. 
«/iga(r-), a region, zone, + frparcia, medical 
treatment. ] The treatment of disease by means 
of a favorable climate, chosen with regard to 
the atmospheric pressure, purity of air, rela- 
tive temperature, moisture, ete, 

Various questions relative to climato-therapy will also 
he discussed, Monthly Weather Kee, March, 108, p. 138 clin 

climb, v. #.— To climb down, to descend from a height 
by the use of both hands and feet ; vely, to retreat 
from some point, peaition, statement, decision, or claim 
that has been found untenable. [Collox., U.S) 

climb-down (klim’doun), », Descent; the 
abandonment of a high position taken on some 
— or question, when it has been found un- 
enable or unacceptable. [Colloq.] 

n.— Wi climber, a liana with 
thin, spirally coiled, naked tendrils, which become thicker 
and hander w stimulus of contact, It is tropical only. 
See tendril-ctimber, ander climbert, 2 

climbing-fish, ». 2. A gobioid fish of the 
perth of New South Wales and of Queensland, 
Periophthalmus australis, Also called hopping- 

and shi 
pl. clinamina (kli- 
clindre, bend : see 

cinstoryt (klin‘g-té-ri), #. 
< L. *elinare, incline: see elinant, cline.] An 
instrument for ascertaining the position of a 
line or plane with reference to its azimuth and 
altitude; adeclinator. X. £. D. 

n. See *clench-cutter, 
clinckaert (klink’iirt), ». [MD.] A gold 
coin of Holland of the 14th and Lith centaries, 
It corresponded to the French chaise. 

cling, n. 3, A dysentery or bloody flux of 
sheep; a frequently fatal inflammation of the 
large intestine of sheep, accompanied with 
fever and fluid discharges from the bowels.— 

peach, nectarine, or apricot in 
which the flesh adheres strongly to the stone; 
a clingstone. 

(kling’ér), ». One who clings: ap- 
plied sometimes to persons of a stationary 
social type or class, who depend on others for 
support and leadership. Patten, Develop. of 
Eng. Thought, pS 

clingfish (k ng’ ), m. Any species of fish 
belonging to the suborder Xenoplerygii, small 
fishes living chiefly in shallow poo — 
the rocks, and having a ventral sucking-dli 
— which they are enabled to cling to any 
object. 

clinic, n. 4. Same as dispensary, 2. 
clini n, 2. A practical physician whose 
methods are based on experience rather than 
on theory; also, a teacher of medicine whose 
method of instruction is clinical rather than 

linfoopathological. (klin’i-k5-path-6 -1oj’i n’i-k6- path-6 -loj’i- 
kal), a. Relating both to the symptoms of 
disease and to the lesions produced by it. 

Theas ... we have ... the elimi thotogical 
examinations by Vialet, Déjérine, and Henschen, of casos 
of disease in man. ° 

Philoe. Trane, Roy, Soe, (Landon), ser. B, 1898, p. 2. 

clinium (klin’i-um), ».; pl. elinia (-f). [NL., 
dim., ¢ Gr. ati, a bed.) 1. Same as elinan- 
thinm.—2, A sporophore of some fungi. 

Clink? (klingk), ». (Prob. orig. a joeular term, 
meaning a place where one hears the ‘ clink’ 
of bolts, bars, or chains: see clink], a, Names 

clinorhomboidal 
of — are often jocular; ef. jug, quod, cage, 
and jail (‘little * i. The name ot aprison 
or lockup in Southwark, London, often men- 
tioned in the sixteenth century and later, 
Hence—2, 4 ¢.] Any prison. 
] ,*. 8 In vet, a ball bowled exceed- 
ingly well. [Slang.]~ Sterile clinker, « name given 
in sewage-disposal w to the porous bed which is made 
of cinder freed from soluble elements, Such or 

ive layers nut only withdraw color from solution, 
but aleo take in some of the nitrogenous compounds. 
Nature, Dec. 10, 1008, p 130, 

o-anemometer (kli‘né-an-e-mom’e-tér), n. 
The inclined-blade anemometer of Dechev- 
rens, established in 188) in the Eiffel Tower 
in Paris, and in 1898 at the observatory of the 
Isle of Jersey, It is designed to measure the vertical 
movement af the wind, as well as the horizontal whence 
the angular inclination of the wind to the horizon may be 
compa . 
clinocephalic (kli’ n6-se-fal’ik), a. [Irreg. 
< Gr, xAivery, incline, + «egady, head, fi 
anthrop., said of skulls characterized * a 
saddle-like depression behind the coronal su- 
ture brought about by premature synostosis 
of the parietal bones with the sphenoid or 
temporal bon 28. 
clinocephalism (kli’nd-sef’a-lizm), n. Same 
as *eli haly. 
— (kli-né-sef’s-lus), a. Same as 
*clinocephatic. 

ocephalus (kli-nd-sef’q-lus), .; pl. clino- 
cephali (-li). {NL} A porude wi clino- 
cephalic skull. 

clinocephaly (kli’nd-sef‘a-li), n. [lrreg. < Gr. 
KAivecy, bend, + —— head, .] In 
craniol., a pathological deformation of the 
cranium resulting from # premature synosto- 
sis of the parietal bones with the alisphenoids 
and with the temporal bones, and characterized 
by a depression of the anterior portion of the 
parietal bones, behind the coronal suture. 

clin kdi‘nd-dak’ti-li),m, [Irreg. ¢Gr. 
KAivery, — + pal finger, t eo] A 
deformity of the hand mar by permanent 
deflection of the fingers. 
clinograph (kli‘né-graf), », An apparatus for 
— the deviation of bore-holes from 

rtical. ‘well tie 
nesdlo and a plummet ‘The aptarstas te. illed’ with 
melted gelatin desired poles in the 
bore-hal ‘The gelatin cools and holds ummet 

Nolten's clinograp 

a i ah secre tee ake 
ide of the tube and thus marks the inclination. Also 

called cinostat. 

Tt has been abundantly proved that bore-holea fre- 
uently deviate very considerably from —25— path 

and in some 

ly 

y were intend or Supposed to take, 
cases it becomes Very in tte determine the amount 
and direction of the deviation, Hneye. Brit, XXX, 76 

clinohedral (kli-né-hé‘dral), a. [Irreg. ¢ Gr. 
xAiverv, incline, + édpa, base.] Having oblique 
bases or faces: applied to # class of crystals, 
belonging to the monoclinic system, which 
havea single plane of — but no axis 
of symmetry. Clinohedrite belongs to this 
class. See *symmetry. Also called the domatic 
and gonioid class, 

clinohedrite (kli-n§-hé‘drit), #, [elinohedr(al) 
+ -ite2,) A basic silicate of zine and caleium, 
analogous to calamin in composition, but 
occurring in colorless monoclinic crystals of 
strongly oblique habit: found at Franklin 
Furnace, New Jersey. 

clinometer, rn. 3. In ophthal,, same as *elino- 
scope. —4, An instrument used to determine the 
heelor pitch of a vessel, When placed athwart- 
ships it shows the former; when placed fore- 
and-aft, the latter.—clinometer heel, the heel of a 
vessel as indicated by a clinometer. Bee well nometer, 4. 

Clinopistha (kli-né-pis’tha), ». [NL., ¢ Gr, 
wAiven, tesa + pk wll at the back, behind.] 
A genus of primitive or degenerative priono- 
desmnaeeous Pelecypoda from the Carbonifer- 
ous rocks. 
Clinopodium (kli-nd-p6'di-um), ». [NL. Lin- 
nus, 1753, 5* from Tournefort, 1700), 
€ Gr. «tiv, bed, + rei (rod-), foot. The 
branches of the type species, C. eulgare, bear- 
ing separated orbicular clusters of flowers, 
were likened to the legs of a bed.] A genus 
of dicotyledonous plants of the family Men- 
thacer. See Calamintha. : 

clinorhomboid (kli-né-rom‘boid), a. 
triclinic. 

clinorhomboidal (kli‘né-rom-boi’dal), a. 
Same as *clinorhomboid. 

Same as 



clinoscope 
(kli ‘né-skép), 
n, (Irreg. ¢ Gr. 
xtivety, incline, 
+ oxoreiv, 
view.) An ap- 
liance for e3- 
imating the 

inclination of 
the vertical me- 
ridians of the 
cornea. 
clinostat, n. 
2. See *clino- 

verry, incline, + 
E. soisite.) A 
monoelinice 
member of the 
aoisite- epidote 
group, near zo- 
isite in compo- 
sition, but dif- 
fering in erys- 
tallization. 

clinure (klin’- 
phe (L. *elin- 

Ciincacope. 

@, bever fer rotatiog the’ asterice half of 
the tebeon itslongitedinal axis, the polmter 
and scale above marking the 
totation; 4, poisterand scale marking the 
degree of dip of the platform supporting the 
tubes; ¢, ¢, objectives so attached that th 

are), incline, Soy "dip of ine tubes soe aplewlevels: 
+ -wre) Ine 6:46 leweling-screws tor stand. 

elination, spe- 
cifically of a vector, relative to some set of 
cotrdinates. 
Many of the new words he [James Thomson) coined, 

‘radian,’ ‘oumertc,’ ‘torqae,” “interface,” ‘edimarre,” “po 
sure,’ &ec., are helps both in thinking and teaching. 

Brit. Astn Advancement of Sei., W002, p. 511. 

Clio, ». 3. In astron., asteroid 8, discovered 
by Luther in 1865, 
‘ono (kli-¢-nop'si-d), n. pl. (NL, ¢ 

Clionopsis + -idw.) A family of gymnosoma- 

to prep, in bly er cere sas a ap are tacking; the ja Very 
long; the posterior gill is tetraradiate; and the akin is 

Glionopsis (klip-nop'sis). n. (NL) The t ono -nop’sis),»., [NL e 
—— of the family Clionopsida, Troschel, 

clip!, ». 7. In angling, a salmon-gaff.—8, 
ons as *cartridge-clip. on 
To All the ee K techek rifle) rapidly the 

cartridges are carried packed In bandlea of from three to 
six, in sheet metal or cardboard receptacles, re- 
ceptacles are of two “elips™ or “ 
elip, employed in the Mannlicher system, is used with a 
magazine with Jel walla, being held down im the 

ine against the premure of the magazine platf 
by means of a spring catch 

Bneye. Brit., XXXIL 661, 

clip? (klip), ». Rate of rapid motion, as of 
horses or yachts: as, a three-mile clip; a 
fifteen-knot clip, [Colloq] 

clip-drum (klip’drum), ». A drum, used fre- 
oer: 8 on printing-presses, which has clips 
to eateh the edge of a sheet of nag and carry 
it around to a certain point where it is taken 
off po * b 8** Sete ish 

clip- (klip‘fish), m. © cli; . 
clip-fe (klip’fér*seps), ». PR emmall forceps 
having blades with broad ends, closed by a 
ao, used to occlude the end of a 
divided artery during a surgical operation, 
Encye. Brit., XXXII. 76. 

clip-gear (klip’gér), ». In mach.,a catch-gear; 
& spring-eateh or -hook and its operating-rod, 

clip- bolt (klip-king’bélt), m. A form of 
kingbolt in which the body is attached to thin 
iron straps, with bolt-e for nuts, to secure 
it tothe axle-bed. The clip-end encireles the axle and 
bed, and thas renders a hole through the axle unnecessary. 

clip-nut (klip’nut), ». Same as * 
cli klipt), p.a. [Also elipt; ¢ clip? + 
lipped Sat» by —— cut short; having 
the ends or edges cut off. Clipped speech, a de- 

ol hb noted in certain cases paral 
aed : the ‘inal syllable or ont of gt _ 

word is not pronounced, 
cli comb (klip’ing-kém), ». <A coarse 
eomb of horn, celluloid, or German silver, used 
for holding up the hair of a horse while it is 
being clipped. 

cli: “machine, ». 2. A device forshearing 
rivets or = in ship-building : usuall 
driven by air, and then known as a puewmat 
clipping-machine, 

clip- (klip’rod), n. A rod having one or 
more projections to catch some part of amecha. 
nistn, Such rods are nsed on some forms of Corliss valve- 
gear to open the admissiun-valve. 
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clique (klék), r. i. [clique, ».] To form cliques 
or exclusive sets ; associate together in cliques, 
usually with unworthy or selfish motives. 

cliquery (klé’kér-i), ». ses + -ery.) Dispo- 
sition to separate into cliques; the methods or 
actions of a clique; selfish exelusivencss. 
The design which . . . we commented upon when 

cliqueri¢ in all ite lurking places was subsidized to thrust 
this great work of art ... inte the metropolitan cathe- 

Sat. Rev,, July 16, 18M, p. TA 

cliquey (klék‘i), a. [clique + -y1.] Disposed to 
orm stall exclusive sets or cliques; eharac- 

teristic of cliques and cliquery. 
clisiophyllid (klis-i--fil’id), a. and n. I. a. 
Of or pertaining to the fossil coral genus Clisi- 
ophyllwm., 
tt. n. A member of the i —_ Clisi —— 

Clisiophyllum (klis‘i-¢-fil’um), n. i L., ¢ 
Gr. «Aloe, & bending, + ofA7ov, a leaf.) A 
genus of cyathophylloid tetracora!s occurring 
in the —— rocks. 

Clisiospira (klis*i-6-spi‘ri), n. (NL., ¢ Gr. 
«Aion, ® bending, + orripa, Ae ire] A 
genus of platypodous gast of the family 
Xenophoride, occurring in the Silurian roeks. 

i therous (klis-tan’thér-us), @. [Gr. 
xaecorég, that ean be closed, + NL. anthera, 

tam (hile 234 a —* of gtr 
a-td-thé’ sium), #.; pl. cliste- 

theca -6ilb). 2 F i). Same as clistocarp. 
tam ites (klit*am-bo-ni tes), n, (NL. 

stamens 

Gr. xterig, a slope, + dufov, a ridge, boss.] 

B 
= 

—w) 

Ciitawebonties. 

Cittambenites sguametus, Pablen. Ordovician ; Keckers, Exthonia, 

' 4, interior of dorsal valve, showing cod the chilidium; #, 
tnterior of ventral valve, showing wn, septum, amd del- 
tidium (after Pablen). (From Zinel's Paleontology.) 

A genus of Paleozoic brachiopods with sub- 
pyramidal valves having their apices at the 
summits of the broad cardinal areas. The ven- 

valve bears a perforate deltidiam and an internal apon- 
dyliun —— by amedian septam ; the dorsal valve 
has achilidium, It ocears in Si rocks. 

thridium (kli-thrid’i-um), ‘»,.; pl. clithridia 
(-A). (NL, ¢ Gr, atedipidcov, dim, of xdedpia, a 
keyhole, <«rifpov, a bar, bolt.) In bacteriol., 
any bacterium having the outline of a figure 
eight or a keyhole. 

bia (klith-r6-fo’bi-H), m. [NL., also 
eleithrophobia, (Gr, «Acitpev, w bar for closing 
a door, pl. «Acifpa, bars, o lattice: see *clith- 
rum.) morbid dread of being in a small 
room or other confined space, 

clithrum (klith’rum), nj v1, elithra (-rit), 
, & bar or bo 

, 

also cleithrum, < Gr. xe t for 
& door: see 
clathrate.) 1. 
In = certain 
Pe la, & 
modification 
of the hinge- 
teeth to form 
one or more 
erect pro- 
cesses per- 
mitting only 
* on 
motion o J tadialttes Bo 
the smaller — 
valve, as in - ametz, Jog he. 

@, anterior, and a’, pesterier myophore: <<, 
the extinet anterior and Posteror processes of Clithrum. 
Rudiste. In Geethied natural size (alter Hayle), (rom 
the genus Zittel’s “ Paleontology." 

— — this strneture is extravagantly de- 
veloped.—2, In enat., one of a pair of bones 
found in the shoulder-girdle of the stegocepha- 
lous amphibians and of some theromorphous 
reptiles, Bach clithrum articulates with the clavicle, 
extends from it dorsally, and may have ite posterior bor- 
der connected witha scapula. Its exact homologies are 
a little uncertain. 

clition (klit’i-on), mn. [NL., ¢Gr. “atsriov, 
to Aric. @ assumed dim, of x//roc, equiv. 

cloisonless 

slope, ¢ xZivecv, slope, incline : see cline, clinic.) 
In craniom., the median point of the highest 
part of the clivus on the inner surface of the 
sphenoid bone, 
iitochore kilt’ kOr), = 

xopeiy, spremd abro ylogeog., & 
plant whose seeds are distributed by means of 
gravity, either by falling in steep places or 
by detachment of soil, ete. F. £. Clements. 

Clitocybe (kli-tos’i-bé), n. [NL. (Endlicher, 
1836), ¢ Gr, xterée, sloping, + «i3y, head, The 
name alludes to the convex pileus in its young 
state.} A genus of — yg arics hay- 
ing no annulus or volva and the gills mostly 
decurrent. C. leecata is a common and widely 
distributed species. 

elitter (klit’ér), vr. i. [Imitative variation of 
clatter. Cf, chitter, chatter.) To emit a short, 
shrill, strident call or note, as a grasshopper; 
make a slight rattle, 
The shrill cleala elitterin, 

{or kcitoc, & slope, 
.I. In 

from below. 
Lord Houghton, Never Return! 1. 142 

clitter (klit’ér), m. 1, A slight rattling noise. 
—2. Same as *clatter,n. Compare clutter?, m. 

. Eng.) 
val (kli'val), a. [elivus + -all.) Relatin 

to the clivus in any sense. Buck, Med, Hand- 

eli n. 2, The superior surface of the ver- 
mis of the cerebellum. 

.. A contraction of clerk, 
cloak, n. 3, In mollusks, same as mantle or 

perllivm, 
-fern re), n. See fern. 

cloche? Ctab), [P., a bell or bell-jar: see 
clock, n.) A bell-jar or bell-glass under which 
plants aregrown. The term is scarcely used in Amer- 
—— —— but is frequent in English borticultaral 

clock®, ».—Black Forest clock. See *evckvo-clock,— 
Clock the quantity which must be added 
(algebraically) to the time indicated by the clock in order 
to obtain the true time, Itis to be subtracted numeri- 
cally if the clock Is fast, added ff tt Is slow,— Clook error, 
the same, numerically, as clock correction, but usually, 
by clock-makers, reckoned with the opposite sign, that is, 
+ if the clock fa fast, — if tt is slow.— 
aclock which has a taning-fork as a regulater,— 

clock, a chock which for eight days with a 
Shine Gorman Glock made. made in Germany. 
Those made in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries 
were often of elabors te construction, some conmtaliain, 
automatic figures of persons or animals, One of the 
famous of these is the clock in the cathedral at Strasburg. 

Shee takes her selfe asunder still when shee tw bed 
... and about the mext day noone is put together agave, 
like a great Germane Cloete. 

B. Jonsm, Silent Woman, iv. 2 

2. To time, as contestants in a 
race, soon) 

clock-bird (klok’bérd), mn. Alarge Australian 
kingfisher, Dacelo gigas : 8 named on account 
of its calling at sunrise and sunset, The bird 
is more commonly known as the laughing jack- 
ass. 

clock-calm (klok’kim), n. A flat calm, no 
breath of sir stirring; an unruffled surface of 
water. Smyth, 

clock-contact (klok’kon’takt), n. A contact 
of the pendulum or other part of a clock with 
a suitable arrangement for making or breaking 
a galvanic cirenit. 

ree of anther, + -ows.] Hermiclistogamous with the book, Il. 160, 

nee 

clock?, v. ¢. 

face iment made to deter- 
mine pan Fan gee pw pt drawing of an ordinary 
clock-face with roman numerals. It is intended as 4 test 
of the power or the habits of observation on the part of 
the average person, It je said that the majority of 
sons fall, notwithstanding the assumed familiarity 

clock-goif (klok’golf), ». See *golf: ‘0. oO ,”. § 
Glock hammer (klok’ham‘ér), a, The lever, 
and — knob, by which the bell of a clock is 
struck. 
clock-meter (klok’mé’tér), ». In elect., an 
ampere-meter, volt-meter, or wattmeter ac- 
tuated by clockwork. 

clod!,». 8. A butchers’ term fora cut of beef 
from the fore quarter opposite the cross-rib. 
The proportion of bone in meat as ordinarily purchased 

will vury from almost nothing in “shoulder-cled” and 
“round” to as much as 40 or &) per cent. in the shank. 

. Eneye. Brit,, XXVOL 446. 

clod-coal (klod’kél), x. Strong homogeneous 
coal. [Seoteh.] 

clogger (klog’ér), n. One whose business is 
the making of clogs or wooden shoes, or the 
wooden soles for such shoes. 

cloisonless (kloi‘son-les),@. [eloison + -lexs,] 
Without cloisons or wire cells: as, a cloison- 
leas enamel, 
Then arose the socalled “eledsondese enamels” (muasen- 

fipm) They are tet always without clvisons, The de. 
sign te generally fruecd at the outeet with a ribbon of 



cloisonless 
thin metal, precisely after the manner of ordinary clo! 

Hut as the work proceeds the cholsons are 
hidden — anlea⸗ their presence is necessary to give em- 
phasis to the design—and the final resalt f a errs in 
vitrified enamels Bneye, Brit, XX LX. 790, 

Cloistered vault. See *rauitl, 
cloistered-heart (klois-térd-hart’), ». The 
closed gentian, Gentiana andrewsii: the es- 
sential organs of the flower are, as it were, 
cloistered within the closed corolla. 

clon (klon), ». [Also clone; (NL. *elén , (Gr. 
«dev, a twig or slip used for propagation; akin clot, 
to xAddoc, a twig. slip, branch, ¢ «4av, break.) 
A group of eult vated plants the different in- 
dividuals of which are — transplanted 
parts of the same seedling individual, the prop- 
agation being altogether by the use of vege- 
tative parts, such aa buds, Begin cuttings, 
suckers, tubers, bulbs, etc. © various sorts 
of apples, potatoes, chrysanthemums, etc. 
known as varictics are, in a more restric 
sense, clons, 
The clons of a pears, 

fly while —— Sa 
t characters of moet of wheat and corn, 

H. J. Webber, in Selence, Oct, 16, 1906, p, 600, 

clonal (klé‘nal), a. [clon + -ail.] Relating 
oi pertaining to, or having the characters of, a 
elon, 
The ditterentia clonal characters of chrysanthe- 
mums ore mainly in form and cotor of the towers. 

H. J. Webber, in Sejence, Oct. 16, 1908, p, 608. 

clone? (klén), a. [Gr. «Adv, a twig, slip; re- 
latedto xAddor, a branch: see *clon,) 1, Same 
as *clon,—2, Inthe nomenclature of the spicular 
elements of sponges, one of the branches of a 
spicule: generally restricted totetraxial forms. 

con on. See *contraction. 
clonism (klon’izm), ». [clon(ic) +-ivm.] Clonic 
spasm. 
clonome (kl6'ném), ». [clone? + -ome.] In 
the nomenclature of the spicular elements of 
sponges, the three similar arms of a *trider 
which see), 

ue (klék),#. [F.,<¢ Picard clogue, a bell, 
ete.: see clock?.] A name in France of a dis- 
ease of the leaves of the peach. 
“Another fungous disease commonly known as elogue, 

bee’ — wae 
receiving attention. trouble is mentioned as affecting 
— trees, It causes the leaves to curl ina manner sim- 

to that which is only too ently seen in America. 
E.G. Lodeman, The Spraying of Planta, p. 47. 

close, . £.—Closed basin, See #hnsin. 
close?, a. 17, In eribbage, noting cards whieh 
are near together, so that sequences are pos- 
sible, such as the 5 and 7.—18, Formed or 
pronounced with a partial closing of the lips: 
as, a clove vowel. 

el ed (kids grind), a. Having the 
constituent grains, fibers, or elements closely 
compucted together; of closely compacted or 
dense structure or texture, 
close-mouthed (klés’moutht), a. Gpering of 
speech; reticent: as, a close-mouthed person, 
close-place (klés’plas), ». In mining, a nar- 
row drift without separate airway for venti- 
lation, [Seoteh.] 

close-reefed (klés‘réft), ꝓ.a. Having the last 
reef taken in: noting the condition of a vessel 
when there are no more reefs left to be taken 
in the sails. 

closer-on (kl6’zér-on"), x. In shoemaking, one 
who stitches the different parts of the upper 
together. 

close-wing (klés’wing), ». A popular name 
for any moth of the family Crambidae. 

A closing-hammer (klé’zing-ham‘ér), n. 
hammer used by —— *— for —— 
together the plates at the seams of boilers be- 
fore riveting. 
closing-up (kl6’zing-up’), n. 1. The plocing 
of the top-box or cope on a foundry mold in 
preparation for casting. The cope must be 
elamped or weighted, however, before the 
mold is poured.—2, The heading or burring- 
over of a rivet, either by hand or by a machine. 
‘The length of rivet requived for cloesing-up in hand-rivet- 
ing is one and one-fourth diameters for snap and conical 
beads, one diameter for countersank rivets, and from one- 
eighth to one-quarter inch more than these for machine- 
driven rivets. 

closing-work (klé‘zing-wérk),», Any device, 
such as a door, valve, ete., which closes off or 
obstructs @ passage or an opening. 

closter (klos’tér), », (Gr, «¢wersp, a spindle.) 
A spindle-shaped eell, of frequent o¢currence 
in wood. Also clostriem. 

Clostridium (klos-trid’i-um), a. [NIL., dim. ¢ 
Gr, cAgotpov, a clue of thread; ef, xdworip, u 
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spindle,] 1. A supposed genus of bacteria 
now usually elaxsed under other genera b 
differentauthors,— 2, [/. ¢.; pl. clostridia (-it), 
A term applied to certain bacteria to describe 
their spindle-like shape. 
Thus some bacilli resemble diplococel, others hare a 

drumetick form, while others have a central, cloetridinm 
enlargement. Jonr, Exper, Med,, V. 212, el 

cloud 

nation or inspection of cloth as it comes from 
the loom, for the oe of keeping it up to 
the standard qual ty. 

cloth-paste (kléth ). ». Paste, usually 
made of flour, employed to cement. cloth to 
the surface of something else, as to the board 
covers in bookbinding. 
oth-press, ». 2, A press for baling cloth. 

clostrum (klos’trum), ».; pl, clostra, Same as ejoth- (kloth ‘pres’ ér), ». One who 

—— operates # cloth-press, 
oria just bere, Heath Laminated clot, s cut Clottage (klot’aj), n. [clot +-age.] The for- 

formed in layers by successive deposits of Sbrin.—Plas- mation of a clot or clots. 
Hee oO et ck lagen die at fhe jntlna tn clotting-beetle (klot’ing-bé’tl), ». A wooden the ization of which 
catases the ——8 of the vemel.— Post- 

clot, « clut formed in the sorta or heart just 

cloth, 
of the breadths of canvas in a square or 

-—All cloth made, full 
= h tm the a close —— wind ‘that the 

** —3 3B, G, 36, 0, 

finish and twilled 
a silk warp and a wool weft, or it may be all wool — 
Lady’s cloth, « fine, wide, and closely woven woal fan- 
— and tace-finished, for women's wear, 

face-fin vary of woolen cloth.— Three cloths 
the wi a =r y pay —— 
sheets in w — carry uch cloth, 

ship when her yards are bong and her sails correspond- 
ng iy trond a face-finished broadcloth, 

ued especially for tts fast color and permanent finish, 
used for army and navy aniforma, liveries, and carriage 
linings: mamed after Johan Wilting, Lennep, Germany. 

cloth-beam (kléth’bém), a. 1. A weighing- 
beam for ascertaining the weight of s yard of 
cloth by weighing a whole piece, A given num- 

clot and when the beam 

4 

— 2. That roll of s loom upon which the 
is wound as it is woven, 

cloth-brown (kléth’broun), ». Either of two 
mordant-acid eonl-tar colors (R and G) of the 
diazo type, prepared by combining diazotized 
benzidine with salicylic acid and a naphthol 
derivative. They dye wool brown in an acid 
bath, The shade produced is much faster 
when after-chromed. 

cloth-dresser (kléth’dres’ér), n. One who is 
employed in finishing cloth for the market, as 
napping, shearing, brushing, pressing, ete. 

cloth-dressing (kléth’dres‘ing), x, See dress- 
jag, 2 (ad). 

clothe, rv. t. 

botwlays—To clothe 
pres drop to the comrses of the lower masta, 
Wing them well down toward the deck.—-To ¢ 

— — ous), n, A louse, Pedi- 
eulus vestimenti. Also called bodiy-ew vse, 

clothes-moth, ".—Naked clothes-moth, a tincid 
moth, Tineda teeliiella, vcourring in Europe and the 

4. Nawt., to cover with canvas; 
, to set op ite shrouds 

masta, to give a 
that in, to 

a 

Naked Clothesmeth ( Simeate dasetived ia). 

Moth, larva, cocoon, and empty pupa-skin, much eelanged. 
(Riley, US. DL AW 

United States, whose larva, feeding on woolen is anid 
fur, makes neither a case nora gallery, although spinning 
ae mh amount of sith. Pube-building 3 
moth, a tincid moth, Tricophega tepetzetia, occurring 
in Europe and the United States, whose larva makes a 
gallery composed of silk and fnyrments of the cloth on 
whieh it feeds 

clothing!, ». 5. In saddlery, blankets of any 
kind used on horses, 

cloth-knife (klith’nif),». Acireular knife or 
disk-knife used in eutting cloth, paper, cork, 
leather, ote, 

cloth-looker (kijth’lik‘ér), », One who ex- 
amines or inspects cloth as it comes from the 
loom. 

cloth-looking (kloth‘lik’ing), A. The exami- 

clou (klé), a». 

cloud! ». 

mallet or hammer used in breaking up clods 
that remain unbroken after plowing and har- 
rowing. [Prov. Eng.] 

clotule (klot’al), », {Irreg. ¢ clot + -ule.] A 
little clot. Geikie, Text-book of Geol,, p, 878, 

cloture (kld‘tir), vr. ¢.; pret. and pp. elotured, 
ppr. elotering, To apply the cloture to: as, 
to cloture a bill in Parliament. Also spelled 
cléture, 

{klot’wéd), ». Same as clot-bur, 2. 
{F., a nail, peg: see cloret.) 

That which arrests and holds the attention or 
the interest; the ** point; the chief at- 
traction; the peg on which suecess depends. 

motion are 
containing some 

a in the blanket section 
and a combined exhibit made by the costumers in a pa- 
villon known as the Pavilion of Costames and Fashions, 
in which are found the latest and best creacions in 
women's dress and millinery. 

Amer, Javentor, Aag. 1, 194, p, S87. 

1, The classification of clouds adopted by 
Me teal Committee, July 1, 1808, 

requires all clouds to be classified under the headings 
—* 22 —— CL le ae ice 

ery clouds ie, fibrous text generally of « 
color, wently in pot which spread like 

on a celestial globe over a part of the sky 
in perspective toward one or two te 

points of horizon. In the formation of such ba 
clrro-stratus and cirro-cumalus often take (2) Cirre- 
strates (CL A), a fine whitieh veil, sometines quite dif- 
fuse, giving & whitish appearance to the sky, and called 
by many crrus-Aaze ; scrmetimes af more or distinet 
structure, —— 7 | tangled fibers, The veil often 
dices halos around the ain wand moon, (3) Cirro-cirmendne 
(CL Cu.) tleeey cloads; amall white balls and wispa, with- 
out shadows or with very fine shadows, usually arranged 
in groaps and offen in rows (4) Alto-cwimatue (A. Cu. 
dense, Meecy clouds; larger whitish or grayish balla w 
shaded portiona, grou in focks or rows, froquently so 
close er that their edges meet. The various balls are 
generally larger and more compact (passing into strato- 
cumulus) toward the center of the groap, but more delicate 
and bg (passing Into cirm-cumulas) on itacdgea. They 
are very yo} y arranged in lines in ome or two direc« 
tions, (5) Alto-sfratee (A. 3), a Chick veil of a gray of 
Dluleh . exhibiting in the vicinity of the aun and 
mown a brighter portion, which, without causing halos, 
may produce corm. This form shows dual transi- 
ons to clrro-stratus, bat may have only half the altitude, 
(0) Strato-cumneler (% Ca.) lange balls or rolls of dark 
cloud which frequently cover the sky, especially in win- 
ter, and give it af times an undulatory appearmice The 
layer of strato-cunulus is asteally pot very thick, amd 
blue aky often appears inthe leeaks through it. Hetween 
this form and the altocumulus all possible gradations 
are found. It is distinguistied from nitmbis by the ball- 
like or rolled forn, ond also by the fact that it does pot 
tend to bring rain. (7) Niwebne (N.), rain-clowds ; dense 
masa·a of dark, formless clouds with from 
which generally comtingous rain or snow is falling, 
Through the breaks in these clouds there is almost al- 
ways seen a sheet of higher cirro-stratus or alto-stratus. 
If the mass of nimbas is torn tp into small patches, or if 
low fragments of cloud are floating much below a great 
nimbua, they may be called frectosimbus (xeud of the 
sailors). (*) Cemulus (Cn.), woolpack clouds ; thick chouds 
Whose simmnita are domes with protuberances, bat whose 
baees are flat, These clouds are formed especially In the 
diurnal ascensional movement of the lower air, When 
the cumulus is opposite the sun, the surfaces usually 
south by the olwerver are mote beilliant than the edges of 
the protuberances, When the tHlamination comes from 
the side, this cload shows a strong actual shadow, When 
on the sunny side of the sky, the camulas appears dark, 
with bright edges The true comulas shows a sharp 
border above and below, When cumuli are formed in or 
torn by strong winds, the detached parta (fracto-cwreulua) 

itountinual changes, (9) Crrmude-afibes (Cn, No) 
Uninder-cloads; shower-clouds; heary masses of cloted 
rising ke mountains, towers, or anvils, erally sur- 
rounded at the top by a veil or screen of texture 
eg cirrus) aml below by nimbuslike masses of choad. 

oe thelr generally fall local showers of rain of 
anow, aml sometimes hall or sleet. Thunder and light- 
ning inveriably attend the cumulonimbas, The upper 
edges are either of compact cinpulielike omtiine, and 
form massive surienite sarrounded by delicate false cirrus, 
oe the edges themselves are drawn oat into cirrus-like 
filaments This last form is mest common in spring 
shower. The front of an approaching thunderstorm 
cloud of wite extent sometimes appears like a great 
black arvh stretching across a jon of the ~ which bs 
uniformly lighter in oufor. (10) Stratus (5), lifted fog in 
a horizontal stratum, When this stratum te torn by the 
wind of mountain summits inte lrregular fragmenta, 
they may be called frectostratus — Altitude of a cloud, 
the linear betett of a clowd above the land or the sen 
level, The average altitade above sea-level has been de- 



cloud 
Eertions of the globe. It varies 

with the temperature and moteture of the air, and there- 
fore with latitude and continentality. A ~ — 
oxts of determining the altitade are the fol : (a) 
Bernoulli's (17444, which consists in y rivton SF 
the time and the of the sun below the hort. 
when the sun‘s rays first or Inst touch ao 
* altitude and azimuth are * 
ul 

termined for numerous 

ren cl 

MReReT A 

— the map of the shadow of a cloud and at 
me observing the altitude of the sun, "The fa 

pone for calenlat) en in Abbe's “ Meteorologi- 
cal A us and Me ~ (187). 
wel, {employed in compec' 
nepheacope), in which observations 
apparent movements of the cloud for two corresponding 
known movements of the olwerver on a boat or — 
eight quantities, that 4, direectiona and rates of me 
are thus known which are introduced fnte the analytical 
teigen equation, and the true altitade and mo- 
tion of the choad are found by elimination. (4) Lambert's 
teethod, which consists in otuerving the velocity of the 
shadow of the cloud on the ground and also the spparent 
angular velocity of the dond ah —* a whence 
titade or poe ed is calculated 
mube. (+) Trigonometric — A. 
32 theodolite, photogrammeter, o| 
— method of determninin 

9 the cloud, which — tas 

preased in centigrade degroes 

g the altitude 
e altitude of 

tn ee ralnbow eolor 
the iridescence of mother-of-pearl; alsa, a 

white cloud without iridescent colors. — Mammi- 
; cloud, a —— cloud from the, under side of 

which there —* —* resennbling — 
ia generally due to the 

rapid settling a —— eed the heavier cloud. 
ches, but pomibly sometimes to the formation of cloud in 
a slowly volving vortex, aa when a — or tor- 
nadefunnel begins at the lower surface of a cloud. 
Nacreous a delicate white cloud, very high, 
shining ~~ at night; « bese rome pac cloud : sometimes 
imp iridescent urexcent.— Nocts- 

cloud, night-shining 8 clond that shines 
one — apparently very high ap "and ithuminated by 

cloud-belt (klond’belt), nu. 1, A zone around 
the earth covered by clouds; the zone in which 
the cloudiness isa maximum; specifically, the 
equatorial zone.— 2, The belt or ring of ¢ ouds 
itself; a cloud-ring; a belt of clouds crossing a 
planet, as Jupiter, —— ete. 
cloud-berg (kloud’bé "0 A mountainous 
mass of eloud which looks like an iceberg on 
the distant horizon, 
cloud-blower (kloud’ blo‘ ér). n, A tubular 
pif of the North Amerivan Indians: so ealled 

en used in religious ceremonials, on account 
of symbolic significance of the puffs of 
amoke 

cloud-camera (kloud’kam/’e-rii), mn. An ap- 
aratus for observing the image of a cloud, 
ormed by a lens in a dark chamber, in order 
to determine its altitude, motion, size, or in- 
ternal changes. In the cloud-camera oft V. —— — 
the camera is mounted on a horizontal axis adjustable 
any apparent angular altitude. The elaboration of this 
instrument constitutes the photagrammeter perfected for 
tse in Che choad-observation work of the International Me- 
teorological Committee in 1806-97, and for topographical 
surveys. See agramimeter and nephorcope, 

cloud-chart (kloud’chiirt), ». One of a series 
of daily weather-maps showing the quantities, 
kinds, and motions of the clouds over the area 
of —— eovered by the ordinary weather- 

— (klou’ded), p. a. 1. Covered with 
clouds; obseured by clouds: as, a clouded sky, 
—2, Marked wl * vague, irregular spots: 

Clouded Tiger-cat ( Prix metusaca ). 

as, a clouded — a clouded leopard or tiger- 
cat.— Clouded Soo Wlocuatl. 
cloud-dring { (loud? fir’ing), ». The attempt 
to procure rain in seasons of drought, or to 
ward off destractive hail-storms, by the firing 
of cannon, 
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cloud-gate (kloud’gat), n. A passageway be- 
tween hills, mountains, or promontories 
through which elouds pass in and out with the 
day and night winds. 

c. 658, ".— Scale of Me 
observers have different methods of recording the appar 
ent cloudiness of the sky. Some constder the whole ek 
from zenith to horizon, others only that portion which 
more than 30 above the horizon. When the sk, 
la wholly cove it ia aid to have a clondiness of 10 If 
ete ee ee dae : tenth of —— — 
a) clear peta it appear 
wholly covered jie he sees the sides of the clouds), 
he will cstimate the cloudiness as 9/10, In general, the 
cloudiness ts that percentage of the whole circular area 
—— be covered Lp en if they could be 

vertically downward ; ho account is 
Shera tee thickness g or height oft of the clad, One 

estimates as closely as , hese ae, 
that would be covered by Pinedows if eon were inthe the 
venith and the obaerver could take a comprehensive view 
of the surrounding circle. 

clouding, ». 2, The dulling of varnish, as b 
dampness or the fumes of sulphur and #4 

™ clond-p jector (kloud’ k* tor) An oud-} oud’ prd-jek*tor), #. 
a ri devised by G. G. Stokes (1883) by 
which from two cloud photographs, taken 
from different points of view, can be deduced 
mechanically the altitudes, distances, and di- 
mensions of all parts of the cloud. 
cloudscape(kloud’skap),. Ascene composed 
of clouds; a painting of such a seene. 

cloud-shutter (kloud’shut*ér), n. In phot 
a shutter provided with adjustable disks 
means of which the foreground * be = 
_— sufficiently while the Lae fw taken 
na i Images of — are thus 

cured, 
dowd: world (kloud’wérld), », The realm of 
clouds, or, figuratively, of vagne fancies; 
cloud-land. 

a day in =k 5 clonds it; as used tech- 
nically by fay,n United Sta Bureau, a day in 
which the aterage —— fy between sunrise and sun- 
set is f, or more, — P: aed teclinically 
an nited States Weather Bureau, marked by a state 

cloudiness ranging from 3 to 7 on the cload-scale of 10, 
See scale af tcloudiness, 

cl (klou‘di-wing), ». An American 
heaperlid butterfly, Thorybes 
has a wide distribution. It is brown in color, with 
anall white spote on the fore wings. Ite larvw feed on 
clover. Also called werthern i ig. 
glossy. , an American —* 
— —— 
and westward to Kansas and New 3 Maxine 7 
on wild beans and other leguminous herbs 

clove’, ». 2. A cleft; an opening: as, the clove 
in the rovi -CATTIALE ofa — —— 
clovene (klo’vén), n. ene.) A 

ia to Florida 
larwe feed 

sesquiterpene, C),;Hoy, o —— by heating 
cary yophy ene hydrate with —— pen- 
toxid. It boils at 261-263° C 

clover, #., 1. For some of the moat mactal or others 
wise noteworthy trueclovers of the western United States, 
see araual red ®elover, ver, Beckaith's ®elover, 
tudl-eelover, and sour ®elover. These inelade the mont 
important of several species used raw aa fool toe Frito. 

Hornin indians Alexandrian clover. fo- 
livm and *®tersem.—Alsatian clover, the alsike — 
ver, y *— Aybridum.— eclover, See waleike, 
— Ann red clover, Trifolium mnoduecratien, 
— through the Rocky Mountain 
mach the * valuable of the rr reifol 

lover. — Trifoliiem virescens, 
a —Xx cies of some forage value and a tavorite 
among the Indians for eating raw, All parts of the plant 
are sweet (hence also known an sweet clover), and the 
Bowers and seed-pods as well as the herbage are eaten. 
It is considered to be the moet commen camse af boat; 
hence it ts sometimes called bloat-lover. Bear-clover is 
also a focal Californian name of Chamvetvetia folioloea, 
See #larereed, 4.— Beckwith's clover, Trifotivm Beek. 
withii, a Rocky Mountain spectes of low clevations, rang- 
ing to South ** valuable for pasture and hay: from 
its —— to 7. pratense, sometimes called sritd red 

—Berain clover, See 7'rifoliti,—Bloat-clover. 
Same a8 hear-teelover,— Sce clover, 2 

an clover. Same as alfolfir. 5 Broad ¢ 
ver, the red md clover, Trifotivm fens, (Bog. }— wo 
clover, See ifoliterm,— —* , & true clover, 
Trifoliiem Wormakioldi, one of the must valuable of the 
native species of northern California, in damp places 
growing Zor 3 feet high. It is much relished by cattle 
and also by the Indians, who eat all the — rr 
parte raw.— Calvary clover. See clover, 2. 
clover, alfalfa: so ‘called became it was brought to 
Culifornia from Chile. — Clover broom- 
Rhroom- rap, — utworm. 

we fower-midge. — “worm, 
pawn Bee teeedanerm, tefem-borer,— Cow: J 
Same a mermineth weloeer.— clover, Same 
as *xherscom.—Plorida clover. See Aichaerdemia.— 
Four-leafed clover, (a) A frequent sport of the com- 
mon red clover having four leattute to the beat, (6) In 
Texas, Mereitea macropede, a plantot some forage value 
in shady bottoms, See Moreles.— Golden clover, the 
yellow clover or hop-clover, Trifotinm agraritem,— 
stalked clover, Trifotivm tones 
Rocky Mountain bh. tee at altitudes sof 4000 ta KO feet, 
where it t* valuable for forme. It is a — plant a 
foot or more high, with narrow leatleta. A pale-tlowerod 

id batters Sonthe or} clover-mite (klé'vér-mit), n. 

“¢, found in the eastern clover-rust (klo’vér-rust), », 

clover-rust 
variety is sometimes called sild shite clower.—-Mam- 
moth or mammoth red clover, 8 rebust red clover 
referred by recent American authors to Trifolium me- 
dium, the zig: clover. It resembles commen red 
clover, with which it is often confi _ it may he 
distinguished, —* oy he bong ks of the heads 
It is doubtless iden the cow-gruss of J 
the qualitics of ht it shows In some menstre. 
times called sapling clover (in the e western United seater) 

mtal eet ie = Moun- 
Fy he alen for for: 

large at heads, 

and stout deep-growing f roota. — Musk-clover, 
See we ileree, under ree.— Nevada clover, 

latum, a native spocles of Utah and Nevada, 
eaten greedily by caitla— Purple clover. (a) See clover, 

Astragalres —— a clovertike lant largely grown in 
Japan for green manure and tor ine is often 
sown in riceflelds after Nor harvest and 
next spring.— Russian red clover, ‘fel 
pallidum, a variety of the red clover ada’ 
conditions. —~ Balt clover. See sour Welover 
— i |. as Terre h 

6 —— * ted sarum coronari cs va! 

in Italy and the 35 ~Sour 5 The 
wood-sorrel, — 522 | {Prov. } (o} n Call- 
fornia; (1) "Trifolium Jucatum, a true clover, protably 
with some allied species or varieties, These are succulent 
plants with light-colored foliage. (2) T. obtuai a 
** ha vin = achd taste and clammy with an acid 

ulation, diana regard ta one of the beat for 
oie call sal ee oxeietion being generally washed off. 

clover and, as rowing — springn, apringe 
Le 4 ~ 4 

Sever, the spotted medic, Medicago Arabica — - 
clover. Rome on conr's welower (4) (2). Suckling d 
Trifolium fliferme of Ei geod in mixed astares 
for sheep.— Sulphur dius echralenctrm of 
ben Wing on dry calcaroous soils and relished by 

pl, , Lotus uliginaus, a species of 
Sadetoot clover native ‘in northern Europe, amd culti- 
vated in Minnesota and Wisconsin om sour, mucky sols 
It is a slender branching plant with rather large yellow 

ig, shember pods — Swedish flowers and bor, clover, Same 
a * Le clover. (a) See clover, 2. (6) Same 
aa bearvieclover.— red clover. Same aa Beetwith's 
welower.—_Wild ite clover. Same as long-stalhed 
welover.— clover. See Trifolium, manuiwth 
welover, marl-grass. 

clover-dodder (klé’vér-dod‘ér), a. See *dod- 
der 

pylades, which clover-looping (kl6’vér-lé’ping), @. Looping 
clover or warping it by partial eating.—Clover- 
looping owlet. ing enclet & moth) . 

An American 
mite, Bryobia pratensis, very common on clover 

Chover-mite (Aryatia pratensis) 

@, dorsal view: 4, ventral whew) «. @. claws 66 2. mouth-partes 
&. 64, bodpacales; 4.4.0, legapines. Unsect Life, U.S, D. AD 
Magnefied. 

in the western United States, and frequently 
swarming in great numbers on tree-trunks, 
fences, and the sides of houses, 

A parasitic fun- 
gus, Uromyces Trifolii, whieh attacks the leaves 
of various species of clover, 



clover-sickness 

clover-sickness (k16’ vér-sik‘nes), n. Thestate 
of being clover-siek, that is, incapable of pro- 
ducing a crop of clover: said of soils, usually 
with reference to the common red clover. 
In Saeed the trouble has been charged to threadworms 
(nematoids) to fang, to insufficient nutrition, to acidity, 
and to enzymes inimical to the organisms symbiotic with 
the clover, but agreement has not heen reached, Many 
cases can be by an application of lime The 
term has also been applied to the comdition of the plant. 

Clover-vic! rarely occars on chalk sofla, 
J. Wrightson, Fallow and Fodder Crops, p. 220, 

clover-tree (ki6’vér-tré), n. A Tasmanian tree, 
Goodenia latifolia. Also called native laburnum. 

clover-worm (klé’vér-wérm), ». A green 

gS 

Clover.worm (PY¥ataypewe scwtea). 

@, moth with wiegs folded 14, same.wings expanded: ¢and 4. egg! 
tand/, peoultinate e of Larva; y, head of larva — all enlarged; 
* tg greatly enlarged, (Chime ULB DAD 

caterpillar, the larva of Plathypena scabra, an 
American noctuid moth. 

clove-strip (klév’strip), n. The floating or 
creeping primrose-willow, Jussiva diffusa, 
common in the eastern United States, and also 
found in tropical America and Asia, See Jus- 
siva and primrose-willow, 

{klou‘nizm), ». [eloyn + -ism,] 
Clownish conduct; specifically, a stage of 
hystero-epilepsy in which the patient assumes 
the most bizarre and seemingly impossible 
attitudes. ics s 

ang wort. ungeort.- Clown's mustard, 
_ bitter canmdytaft, Le pl get i) 8 

lowmdn & ernard,.— 

spikenard. "sane as aclowwemard. = 
cloy® (kloi),». [Origin uncertain ; perhaps lit. 

Sane as elon’ ena 

something that eloys or is sticky, ¢ cloy!, vr, 
Otherwise for claay or cly, dial. form of clay?) 
An artificial mixture of plastic character, in 
this respect resembling clay. 

cloze, r. A simplified spelling of close. 
0.L, P. A. Anabbreviation of Common Law 
Procedure Act, 

0, L, 8.0, An abbreviation of Chantauqua 
literary and Scientific Cirele, 

club!,». 8, The expanded end of the tentac- 
ular arms in decacerous cephalopods.— 
* in hydromedasans, a *cordylus (which see, wi 
© 

club!, ©. ¢.—To club a fiset, to mancuver a fleet, so aa 
to to windward of a certain toe, 
ch the tips of the flugers, fingers, enlargement 
with incurvation of the nails, occurring in d in 
which hematosis is interfered with. 

clubbing}, ». 4. In gardening, the process or 
be ae of becoming clubrooted; also, the 
clubrooted condition. 

clubbing* (klub’ing), ». The act of forming a 
club; — action or subscription for joint or 
individual benefit, 

clubbock (kiub‘ok), ». (Appar, ¢ elubl + -ock.] 
A sea-fish, the spotted blenny, Gadusquyncilus. 
Also guanel, 

club- {klob’fung’yus), », Any one of 
the fungi belonging to the family Clarariacex, 

Not all of the efu/-fungi are unbranched ; but some of 
them are divided like the antlers of a deer, and yet others 
fo which the branching la mare copious grow in pearl. 
gray. yellow, white or pinkish tufts, several inches high, 

covering spaces as large as a dinner-plate. 
C. MacMillan, Minn. Flant Life, vill. 

club-hand (klub‘hand), ». A deformity of the 
— similar in nature and causation to e¢lub- 
oot. 

club-head (klub’hed), x», 
club-like head, 

club-moags, ".—Bog club-moss, Lycopodium inun- 
datum, a small low-ground spectes, net tneetmmen in 
Europe and in North America, extending in the latter 
from Newfoundland and Alaska south to Washington, 
Tiltnola, and New Jersey. Also called crow/foot and mareA 
elu mows. Pir ub · moss. Liycopiodinan Selage, a boreal 
species of Earope and North “atporics. tn the batter extemd- 
ing to the mountains of North Carolina. See other vernac- 

A eclub-shaped or 
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ular wames ander Lecopodinm.— Foxtail club-moss, 
Lycopodium alepecuroides, a showy # occurring in 
meotst situations along Ge const from New York to Florida 
and Misslasippl — el fuer 
annotinwm, a trailing species having stitf acicular leaves, 
ciroum in its distribution, in North America oocur- 
rng a@ far south as Penmeyivania, Michigan, and Waah- 

— b-moss. Sane ax wel wh-moss, 
= clab-moss, 1. juan porophilun, a rather 
fare species of cen! and southern United States, 
allied to L, (meidteliem, and asually found on sandstone 
rocks, — ch foun dueidelean, w 
beautiful dark-green ereet species of low woods in eastern 
Canada and extending from the central United States 
castwarnt, Scmetines known as mnemp and trailing 
evergreen. — Stiff club-moss. Same as interrupted 
eolub-mose.— Tree club-moas, the ground-pine, Lyeco- 
podium obscurum (1. dendreideum) See Lycopodium, 

club-shell (klub’shel), x. A marine univalve 
mollusk of the family Certthiida, 

club-tooth (klub‘’tith), ». A gear-tooth which 
is larger at the outer end, or tip, than at the 
inner end, or root. 

clucker (kluk’ér), n. An oyster that, owin 
to its having been chilled or otherwise in jured, 
sounds hollow when its shell is struck. [Local, 
U.S.) Stand. Dict. 

clue, .—Foot clue (maut.), the clue at the foot-end of 
6 hammock, 

clue, v. t.—To clue down (nawt.), to let go the halyards 
and sheet of a gaff-topaail while the tack is kept fast, and 
to man the clueline so as to bring the head, leech, and 
luff of the eafl down to the cluo; to man cluo-lines so as 
to force a yard’ down on the mast-cay ip 

clue-cringle (klé’kring’gl), 1. Same as clwe- 
thimble (which see, under thimble), 

clue-line, ".—Gaff-topsall clue-ling, the rope that 
runs arcu! the foot, leech, and latt of a gatff-sall, 
means of which the i) is bunched ip to the mast on a 
fore-and-aft vessel, being clued up or claed down, acoord- 
ing as the tack is slacked up of held fast. 

clue-rope (kli‘rép), ». The roping on a sail 
at the clues, A elue-line is sometimes incor- 
rectly referred to as a clue-rope. 

cluf, x. A simplified spelling of clough. 
clump!,». 6. An tion of bacteria re- 
sulting from the action of agglutinins, See 
serum *diagnosis, 
clump! (klump), ©. [clump], ».] I, intrans, 
To form a clump or cluster; cluster; aggre- 
gate: said of the agglutination of certain bac- 
teria in response to the action of definite sub- 
stances, serum *diagnosis, 
The Seal Harbor bacillus refused absolutely to efuanp 

in any dilution above 1-10, Med, Hecord, Peb,, 108, p, 46a, 

Il. trans. To form (bacteria) into a clump 
or cluster; agglutinate, 

clumping, ». 2. The forming of a clump or 
cluster of bacteria; agglutination of bacteria, 

The actual results agree with the prediction, the table 
showing a somntic —— of 100 for beth cultures, 
and no Gagellar — 

Jour. Med. Research, Oct., 1904, p, 221, 

Cluny enamel. See *enanel, 
clupein (kli’pé-in), ». [Also clupeine; ¢ L. 
elupea, herring, + -in?.] A protamin ob- 
tained from the testicles of the herring. Also 
called salmin. 
Clusiaces (klii-si-i’sé-4), nm. pl. (NL. (Lind- 
ley, 1836), ¢ Clusia + -acex. family of 
dicotyledonous choripetalous plants of the or- 
der Hypericales, the balsam-tree family, in- 
eluding the greater part of the Guttifera of 
some authors, but not including the Hyperi- 
caces nor the Quiinacex, 
uster cluster variable. See *cot- 
ton), *variable. 

cluster-berry (klus’tér-ber-i), »n. The moun- 
tain-cranberry, Vacciniwm Vitis-Idawa. 

clustered (klus’térd), p. a. Formed into a 
cluster; arranged or collected in clusters ; in 
bot., applied specially to flowers and fruits 
regardless of the type of intlorescence, 

cluster-fly (klus’tér-fli), ». A museid fly, 
Pollenia rudis, which enters houses in the 
autumn and elusters, in a sluggish way, on 
windows and walls. 

cluster-pore (kius‘tér-por), 1. One of several 
small pores or orifices clustered together 
which form part of the system of mucous 
canals opening on the surface in Chimera. 

There is also an absence of primitive pores, and the 
eluster-pores are very few in number. 

Pree, Zoot. Soc. London, 18%, p. 380, 

clutch!, »., 2. (4) The simplest form is a pair of 
opposing disks, one with projections which ean dite inte 
depressiogtis on the other, Wier thie baterberkel they 
actasone The two surfaces may alee enuave each other 
by friction, the pressure between them keeping the 
one from slipping on the otter, aa a friction-cluteh. 
Clutches are muen Geet where parte of a tacking are 
to be run independently; where it be desired to stop 
aml start diferent parts in succession; where Varying 
demand of resistance throieh the May makes It de. 
sirable to ron unite of different capacttics at ditferent 
tes, without stopping sume cuntinugus miwtion; mid 

clymene 
where different floors of a factory stop and start at differ. 
ent times. Clutches of gradual action are preferred, 
by reason of the avoidance of shock, when machinery at 
rest Is to be started from parte already moving. When 
reversing is to be done from a source of power which 
always turns in one direction, a clutch will be required. 
This condition is present in most of the motorcars 
ated by internal combustion emmines, See Myonet-clutch, 
wenilclutch, werpands (with cut) ®jew-cluteh, 
trimvelutch (with cut) Merton welutch. 
6, Naut,: (a) A forked stanchion, (+) The 
throat of a patent anchor,—7. Oyster spawn, 
— Catch-and-ratchet cl a form of engaging and 
disengagi mechaniam in which two parts or elements 
are nan by a ratchet action, toe: e and act as driver 
and driven. Neath, Cotton Spinning, p. 31&—Coil- 
clutch, Sve #eoil-clutch.— Widwal-clutes trans- 
mission, See #franemiseon,— clutch, a de- 
view for cansing a palley to revolve with the shaft apes 
which it ts mounted, and for releasing the y when 
nut in use, by means of electromagneta.— W' in clutch, 
& form of multiple friction-clutch, devised by Thomas 
Weston, In which alternate disks form the contact- and 
driving — Those of one set are compelled to tarn 
with driving-shaft, the alternate ones in tarning must 
turn the exterfor cylindrical shell which ineloses them, 
ged thls shell is keyed to the other a. 2* the 

are compressed —— te the hafta, 
they bear on each other's foe, and gradually conpel the 
driven element to come tothe speed of the driver. When 
all are at common speed there is no alipping. 

Westes Clutch. 
. driving-shafe; 4, hall nuder ky to a} ¢, re dike *. vl rage: ilhew eyli eyed 258 

slicing lengthwise A. friction «tiske bt motto 
parallel to shade. but compelled by fits of 4 to ture with ti €. ric. 
thondlisks capable of slight motion parallel to shaft. but compelled 
by afeather. g. to tern ith the drives or orb pif # feather, 
Whee ¢ prewees 2 and ¢ together. ⸗ —— will Compel cto 
drive / by friction between the contact sui 

clutch-block (kluch‘blok), ». The bolt or block 
which, in a positive cluteh, locks one part of 
the elutch to the other, 

clutch-box (kluch’boks), ». 1, A eover or 
box —— a clutch to keep dirt, ete., 
out of the cluteh and protect the hands of the 
operator from the danger of being caught. 
—2. An essential part of the Heilmann cot- 
ton-comber for detaching and delivering the 
combed sliver, 

eixtah-con; pling (kluch’kup-ling),n. Same as 
utchi, 2. 

clutch-plate (kluch’plit), ». A plate for o 
erating aclutch; a plate which carries aelutch, 
orto which a cluteh is fastened; a plate which 
carries pins, or is slotted to receive pins, so 
that when it is moved it will operate a clutch. 

clutch-sleeve (kluch’slév), 1. A sleeve or boss 
attached to a clutch, It is usually: slotted, or a 
groove is turped in ft so that it is free to turn with the 
soe and can also be connected to a stationary operat- 
map bever, 

elutch-spool (kluch’sp5l), ». That part of a 
friction-clutch which engages with the eluteh- 
block. Usually, a part which enters a recess 
in the elutch-block. 
utch-wheel (kluch’hwél), ». Same aa *elwtch- 

ber, 2. Taggert, Cotton Spinning, IL. 46. 
clutter 2, rv. IL, intrans, To jumble words to- 

ether in speaking, clipping syHablea and 
ropping consonants, 
desdale (klidz’dal), ». A breed of heavy 

draft-horses originally raised about the Clyde, 
Scotland. 
Clydonautilus (kli-dé-nA‘ti-lus), a. [NL. for 
*Clydononantilus, (Gr, atidur, a wave, + 
varridoc, nautilus.) A genas of fossil nautiloid 
cephalopods with coiled involute shells and 
lobed septal sutures like those of the gonia- 
tites, It is from the Triassic rocks, 

Clydonites (kli-dé-ni‘téz), a. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
atidue, a wave, + -tfes.] A genus of fossil am- 
monoid cephalopods or ammonites from the 
Triassic rocks, including primitive forms with 
simple septal sutures. 

elyer, clyre, ". See *elier. 
elymene (kli-mén’),». [Appar. ¢ 1. Clymene, 
name of anymph: see Clymenia.] The trade- 
nawe of an odoriferous maternal of unpub- 

— — — — 



clymene 
lished composition. It is used, among other 
purposes, for psychophysiological tests of the 
ower of smell. 

id (kli-mé’ni-oid), a. and n. I, a. 
sembling or having the characters of Cly- 

menia. 
II, ». One of the Clymeniida, 

(klip‘é-as-tri‘nii), m. pl. [NL., 
prop. *Clypeasterina, ¢ Clypeaster (a genus), 
+ -ina2.) A suborder of irregular Kehinoidea, 
of the order Gnathostomata. They have powerful 
jaws which move only horizontally and are without braces 
amd compasses: the teeth are placed in pyramida which 
articulate by a socket fitting on to v processes ; and 
the ambalacra are petaloid. 

Caypeus anterior, in Gutet., the anterior portion of the 
hae when this is —* — — ser 

the clypeus when it ts divided by a transverse suture. 

(kliz’mi), n.; pl. elysmata (-mg-tit). 
L., (Gr, «Aioua, a drench, a clyster, ¢ xAvlecr, 

wash, drench.) Same as clyster, 
clissus (klis’us), n. [NL. clyssus, 

ree or clissux, and that perhaps for *elisis, 
Gr, xtrio, xAjow, w closing up (henee re- 

union, recomposition), ¢ «Aric, close: see 
clisto-.) A chemical term of the iatrochemical 
period, used with more or Jess —— to 
signify the material essence of a substance or 
a mixture of substances. , 

clyster (klis’tér), vt. (clyster, | To admin- 
ister a rectal injection: same as clysterize. 

©. M. An abbreviation () of Certified Master ; 
(c) of Church Missionary; (d) of common 
meter; (¢) of corresponding member. 

©, M. D. An abbreviation of common meter 

©, M. G. An abbreviation of — of 
St. Michael and St, George. See . 

eml. A contraction of commercial. 
©. M.8. Anabbreviation of Church Mission- 
ary Society. 

c.m.s. An abbreviation of the Latin cras 
mane sumendus, in medical preseriptions, ‘ to 
be taken to-morrow morning.’ 
Cneoraces (né-6-ri’s6-8), n, pl. . (Engler, 
1890), ¢< Apo ? scene Cit ene of 
dicotyledonous, choripetalous — of the 
order Geraniales, the widow-wail family, form- 
erly included in the family Simaroubacew, but 
now placed by Engler between the Zug~ph l- 
lacew and the Rutacew. It consists of t 
— a only (which see) and widor- 
wail, 1. 

first use 
him in 1737), ¢ 
Gr. xvivpoy, t 
name of some 
flower used for 

garlands; ac- 
cording to some 
a nettle, but 
taken by botan- 
ists to be Daph- 
ne Cucorum or 

Daphne Gnid- 
iwm, This plant 
was called by 
the early botan- 
ists Thymelwa 
(‘thyme-olive’) 
and thus. con- 
nects with Cha- 
maelea(‘ground- 
olive’), Tour- 
nefort'’s name 
for the genus 
Creorum. A 
genus di- 
eotyledonous 
evergreen 
shrub-like 
plants, the type Creerum triceccen, 

and only genus — 4, trech with fowers aed fruity & 
of the family flower; ¢. disk with stamens and 55 

cee attacked; # fruit. a, two thirt 
Cneoraces®, Itia  sstural size; b, cand d. enlarged Frees 
characterized by Englerand Prancd’s “ Pitanezentamilien.”) 
the small axillary 
eymose or solitary yellow flowers, and the entire linear. 
obloug or spatelate, ocoriaceota leaves. Twelve species 
are known, all natives of the Mediterranean region and 
the Canary Iddands. Cneorwm tricoceum and C. peleeru- 
lente are sometimes cultivated. See avdow-aadl, L 

Cnidian (ni‘di-an), a. [Gr. Kvidee, ¢ Kvidoc, L. 
Cuidus,) Of or pertaining to ancient Cnidus 
in Asia Minor. —Cnidian school, a very early school 
of medicine in Greece, existing before that of Hippocrates. 

enidocyst (ni‘dé-sist), ». [Gr. «dy, a nettle, 
+ xtore, bag (cyst).)] A nematocyst. 
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enidogenous (ni-doj’e-nus), a. [Gr. xvidy, 
nettle, + -yrvm, -producing.] Producing or 
containing nematocysts: ax, the cnidogenous 
sacs of certain mollusks. 
The hepatic cweca In the dorsal papille of Rolidotda act- 

, tally communicate with the enidogenous sacs at the 
extremity. Encye. Brit, XXX. 77. 

cnidophore (ni’dé-for), nm. [Gr. «vidy, a nettle, 
+ -gopor, < giper bear.] <A part or organ that 
bears enidoblasts. 

are —* visible round the edge of the 
Proe. Zool. Soe, London, 1908, 1, 252. 

cnii ni-dof’6-rus), @. 
doblasts. ‘ aa 

cnidosac (ni'dé-sak), a. [Gr, evi 
odaxoc, sack; see sac, sackl,) 
middle porte of a tentillum in certain Siphono- 
phora, bearing numerous nematocysts, See 
the extract. 

muritle. 

Bearing eni- 

a nettle, + 
The enlarged 

The tentacle [in oh a is tubular and is beset with 

Re i es 
middle 5* the enidosae, anid 2 

je swelling of the ent 
fed ay ab eh rom ag of nematocyste of Various 

Sedgwick, Text-book of Zowil., 1. 4 

cnidosphere (ni‘dd-sfér), ». (Gr, avidy, nettle, 
+ agaipa, sphere.) In Siphonophora, as cer- 
tain Disconect#, one of the spherical knobs 
composed of cnidoblasts borne on the ten- 
tacles. 
0.0, An abbreviation (a) of Commanding 
Officer ; (b) of Colonial Office. 

coacervate, «. 2. In bot, densely crowded 
together; clustered, 

n., 4, (c) In base-ball, one of the players 
belonging to the side at the bat who thee his 
position near either first or third base and ad- 
vises the base-runner when to run.— 6, A tame 

Bee 
body bung u leather thoroagh- 
detached firtver's seat in frowt and a 

permitted on the sides can be closed 
the quarter-lights aud mising the door-lights 

Concord Coach. 

coach, tr. f. 4. To capture (wild cattle or 
horses) with the help of atame bullock or 
* * & decoy: see *coach, n., 6. [Aus- 

coach-band (kéch’band), ». A metallic thimble 
used upon the outer end of the hub of a wheel 
of a vehicle, both as an ornament and as a 
protection to the wood, 

coach-bridle (kiéch‘bri‘dl), », A heavy bridle 
with large winkers, broad front-band, drop 
face-picee, nose- and chin-pieces, and gener- 
ally check-straps. 
** x, 2A — of coach highly popu- 
lar in the southern United States before 1860, 

The body had but four pillars, those at the doors, 
the top resting upon these and upon serolled 

coal 

rts atthe ends. It had a hammer-cloth 
seat, and a foot-board at the rear. The quar- 
ters were inclosed with curtuins instend of 
panels or glasses.—Coachee rockaway, See *rock- 

ir ——— haveens (kéch’hiir’nes), mn. A heavy 
harness for a team of horses used with a heavy 
coach. 

coach- (kéchbinj), ». A heavy hin 
with ——— flaps whieh shut fiat on the 
insides, used on carriage-doors. 

"1 A hard woven rib- coach-lace (kéch’‘lis), ». 
bon with an ornamental face and a plain back: 

as a trimming material for carriages. 
coach-lock (keh tok), n. A thin box with a 
flat securing-surface at right angles with the 
side, The Foit is retained in the box and is 
operated by a square bar on a coach-handle, 

coachmaker's vise, See *rise?. 
n, 8, In angling, an artificial fly, 

named for a Herefordshire stage-eoach driver 
who was famous asa fly-fisher. It is composed 
of a copper-colored peacock har) body, white 
swan or other white feather wings, and red 
eock-hackle.—4, Same as *coach-tehip bird. 

coach-pad (kéch’pad), ». Ina harness, a frame 
of iron covered with leather and provided with 
two pads or eushions on the under side. The 
frame ts titted with holes for attaching the hooks and 
terreta The soft pad bas mo tron frame, heavy leather 
being used Instead, A self-adjusting pad is one that has 
bh sections attached to the lower arma of the frune 
which allow the cushions to adjust themselves to Wie back 
of any horse. 

coach-varnish (koch‘viir’nish), ». Any hard 
varnish used on coaches. 

coach-whip, ». 4. The ocotilla, Fouquicria 
splendens, 50 called from the long, leatless, lash- 
like branches. See Fouqwieria and *ocotilla,— 
Coach- bird, an Australian name for birds of the 
genus odes: given on account of the resemblance 
of their notes to the crack of a whip, Also called coaeh- 
man, for the same reason. 

coadministratrix (k6-ad-min-is-traé’trikz), ». 
A female coadministrator. 

(k6-ag’i-lin), mn. [Also coaguline; ¢ 
cougul(ate) + -in?.) An adaptation-product 
which causes coagulation, Immunization with 
milk will thas call forth the production of a coagulin 
which coagulates milk. These bxties are very similar to, 
and are possibly identical with, the precipitins 

coagulometer (ké-ag-ll-lom’e-tér), ». [Irreg. 
< L. coagulare, —— + Gr. wétpov, men- 
sure.) An — in the form of a graddu 
ated tube, to determine (a) the rapidity 
of coagulation of any given specimen of blood, 
or (b) the coagulating power of any substance 
when added to a definite quantity of blood. 

coal, n., 2. In anthracite and semi-anthracite coal the 
volatile matter constitutes from ¥ to 10 per cent, of the 
whole ; in graphitic anthracite, from 1 to 4 per cent.; in 
titusninows coal, from 25 to 90 per cent. ; and in senmid-bi~ 
tuminous, from 6 to 20 per cent. Coals which are ased 
for the production of coke are bitumbnous, and are called 
cobing-coals (see cokel); Surnace-coale are these suitable 
for use in a blast-furnace. Other varieties of bitaminome 
coal are sfeami-coal, Mackemith’s coal, and gas-coal, which 
have well-defined characteristics fitting them for special 
uses, Cannel-coal is a dense, fine-grained app 
rently deposited as a sediment containing mutch ash but 
rich in Volatile matter, Jlock-coal breaks fnto enbical 
tastes, and sptint-coaf into long pleces, /eaeoet-ecoal 
is iridescent coal Anthracite coal is usually graded into 
six sizes, chestuut, stove, broken, and steam- 
buat, the Deing the langest, Auckirheat-coal aud rice- 
col are smaller Le and cherry er, There are 
also many well-recognized varieties of anthrucite coal, 
os free-burning, slow-burning, red aah and white aah for doe 

[Scotch.| Fearrmrman, 
containing so much shaly matter as to leave an excessive 
residue atterbarning. U.S. tee. Sure., laut, p 270. —Bro- 
ken coal, voal of the next to the lanrest cosnmercial sive: 
tanger than eve-coal, bet erealler than steambont-coal It 
will pass through a 4inch hole but not through a 24-inch 
hole. Burnt nm. Same at Mack ®coal. bat- 

, See wholfery.— Coal flora, Wie fora of conl-bear- 
ing deposits: applicable to these of any age, but used 
chietly for those of Paleoxole age; expecially the florm of 
the coal-mensures. See coalemenrures and cowd-plant,— 

porcelain, See *porertwin,—Craw, or crow, coal, 
a thin seam of inferior coal. Also crews [Seoteh.| — 
Non-coking coal. (#) Coal which will mot undergo a 
distillation of its volatile elements, leaving a reeklie in 
porots state, inainly consieting of fixed carbon and the 
ncombustitile elements or ash. (h) Coal which will not 
fuse together and cohere in maxes when Warned, Tt is 
desirble that coal should do thie for forge fires in certain 
kinds of work.—Run-of-the-mine coal, con! as it comes 
from the mine in ansized and mnsoerted lamps: said espe 
cially of bitunaineus col, which is too soft and friahle te 
pass through a breaker amd screens without reducing 
uiueh of it to unstalable dust. 



coal 
et ta the crusher almost invari- 

ably —55 of above the average quality of that pro- 
canine” or unscreened coal, 
i. Amer. Sup., April 1, 1905, p, 24460, 

Steam coal, coal that may be used in heating steam- 
boilers; in England, a bituainens, nomcoking variety of 
coal with a medium percentage of volatile matter and 
—— with a flame of medium length. 

coal. bag (58 beg), ns, 1. A bag for holding 
coal, Same as coal-sa 

coal-ball (kdl’bal), vu. A nodular coneretion, 
usually of pyrite or calcite, inassociation with egal. 
a coal-seam. ep. Brit, Ass'n Advancement 
348 1902, Pp: $11. 
con}- bearer ( — n. See *bearer, 14. 
coal-box, with high side-panels, 
eut conn —— the seat as low as poa- 

coal-breaking jack.” See jac, i (i) (a. i 
Coalbrook D See *porcelain, 
coal-cellar (k6l’sel*tir), m. "A cellar used for 
storing coal, as for domestic use. 

coal-crusher (k6l’krush‘ér), x. A machinefor 
crushing the lumps in coal to reduce them 
either to small pieces or to a powder; a coal- 
breaker. 

coal-cutter (kél’kut‘ér), 1, 
holing or undercutting coal. 

A machine for 

coal it (kdl'dé-poz’it), m. A coal-bed or 
coal-seam., 

coal-drift (kél’drift), n. An entry or haulage- 
road of a coal-mine whieh starts at the ——— 
and follows the bed, See gangiwway, 3. X. E. 

. See * HF 
escence, rn. 3, In 

bination of a number o 
single object-perception. 

In this coalescence ina ‘thing, one of the coalescing 

2* my Seeper leas eed mtal pertica. " * 
= W. James, Text-book of Paychol., p. 33. 
(>) The unremarked assimilation of a mental 
content to other mental contents or to con- 
scious dispositions. 

: (a) the com- 
—— data into a 

Suppese the components of the one combination are 
a,b, o, aed the other a, 4,2; ¢ may be so favored 
from outset i. it simply displaces 2 without any 

to the dimerence. 
coalescence. Stout, Anal. Paychoh 

Law — —— the law that crystals in 
an albumbnous er colloidal mediam becotne roanded in 
form and coalesce in spheroidal masses. 

coal-face (kél" fas), nw. 1. The surface of coal 
exposed by mining.—2. The place where the 
coal is being mined.—3, The end of a drift or 
entry or room in a coal-mine, 

coal-factor (k6l'fak’tor), n. An intermediate 
agent between coal-owners and customers: in 
London formerly an officially recognized agent 
between the coal-owner or shipper and the 
coal-seller. X. E. D. 
Owing to the combination of the coalfactora, no more 

coals can come Inte the market than are sufficient to meet 
the demand witheut lowering the price. 

Mayhew, London Labour, ILL 245, 

coal-fauld (k6l’fild), n. In mining, a storiug- 
place for sone Seoteh.] 

coa ne fish, Anoplopoma fimbria, of 
the family iy, anopiopomtidar found in the North 
Pacifie.—8 e pollack, Pollachius virens, 

* oa, 

coal- h Lod huéh), n. A coal-pit or coal- 
mine. teh. 

coal-hewer “(kel vi"ér), n, A person who digs 
coal; a collier, 

coal- hill (kél’bil), wn. In coal-mining, ground 
occupied as a pit-head or mine-opening for 
colliery purposes. [Scotch. 

con. -boom (k6’ling-bim), n. A kind of 
derrick-boom used for loading coal into a ship 
from lighters or colliers, 

chute (ko‘ling-shit), n. In ship-build- 
ing, a large pipe or trunk through which coal 
is d from the coaling-seuttles on the deck 
or side into the bunkers of a vessel. 

le (k6’ling-skut‘l), mn. In ship- 
building, a scuttle for loading coal into the 
X ers. 

ling station (ko’ling-sta’shon), ma. 1, A 
“port at which steam-vessels may ar and re- 
ceive fresh supplies of coal. Coating. stations with 
sccutmulations of coal and appliances for » y conling 
are maintained in Various parts of the —— by the great 
aval powers, 

2. Astation for the storage of coal for the use 
of the lotcumatives of a railroad. Two types are 
in use, namely, formdnal and tArough-errrice conling-sta- 
tions.” Terminal stations are very large conl-pockets with 
tmachinery for receiving and storing many tons of coal and 
for londing several locomotive-tenders at Che rame time. 
The through-service stations arg amaller pockets, Paced 
at convenient points along the line. The pockets may 

the other sensations coal-pocket 
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stand lel with a track, with chutes at the sides ar- 
ranged to fill several tenders in line on the trick, may 
have a bridge over the track, or may * bullt directly over 
the track. See teoal-pocket (wi with ou! 

coaling-trunk (ko"ling-trangk), n. In ship- 
building, a trunk built into the structure of a 
— —88 coal into the bunkers. e 

jungle (k6 I june), n. One of the coastal 
swamps in which the coal-plants of Carbonif- 
erous or other geological period are supposed 
to have grown, 

“measures, *. In America and Great Britain 
a special significance oe by this term in geological 
classification. In Penne gd the coal-measures are 
those Arula which carry { e productive conl-beds of Care 
boniferous are and all deposits intercalated between 
them, and they are divided into lower productive, lower 
barren, ami — action meneures. The conl-mea- 
sures, with the millstome-grit at their base, constitute 
the —** division of the Carboniferous system. Tn (reat 
— any the Continent Sats ote ns are similar, 
= measures, strata ineludir 
seains.—Greta coal-m in » 
the productive coal-measarcs = New ‘oe Walea — 
Newcastle coal-measures, in ge. a subdivision of 
ue —— in New South Wales lying at the top 

pe series, 
coal-merchant (k6l’mér‘chant), ». One en- 

in buying and selling coal, as distin- 
guished from a coal-master or a coal-operator 
who is en in producing coal, 
opal: a “ip mil), n, Same as *coke-mill. 

phthisis. See anthracosis. 
coat-aaphthaykél'nat'thy or-nap‘tha),», The 
lighter and more volatile portion of the distil- 
late from coal-tar, consisting chiefly of hy- 
drocarbons of the benzene series, and therefore 
quite different from the naphtha obtained from 
petroleum, although in part applied to the 
same uses, as a solvent, to improve the illumi- 
nating character of ote, 

5 pockst (K0I'pol ‘et), n. A structure for 
the storage of coal, It consists commonly of a 

ant a roof, and # om columna, the 
to Mo the 

group of deep and marrow bankers, Inclosed on bee sides by rupported 
ing open to allow the entrance of teams 

coassine 
the A and delivering the coal at the top, The space an- 
der the crane is thus filled with coal in a comical heap. 

veyers, and fel coaveyers for receiving, storing. 
and delivering coal, in bunkers, from cars and to 
cars locomotives, the whole plant being Inclosed. 

coal-swamp (kél’swomp), ». A constal lagoon, 
of the Carboniferous or other geological period, 
ove wn with the vegetation * which 
eoal- have been formed. 
Coal-tar bate, See wbate’.-Coal-tar colors. They are 
— a8 follows : (@) According to thelr source (thet is, 
scoordliug to the zw materials to wh ich they are related), 
into aniline colora, nay enters, authracene colors, 
and phenol colors, is method of classification is but 
little used at the present time ‘ihe According to their 
composition, into at least 20 different types of colar. 
ing-matters, the following being the classification ad 
in A. E. Green's — — and Joliue's 
—* stematic Survey of the at 

claasification is chietly by eae bt 
mu color-chemists: (1) nitro coloring-matters ; (2) moto- 
azo coloring-matters; (3) diazo coluring-matters; (4) 
triazo coloring-matters ; (5) tetrakisazo coloring-matters > 

stilbene 
caveat 

(6) nitroso or —— — coloriiig-matters ; (7 
coloring: oxyketome, oxylactone, ar 

ing anthracene derivatives); 
coloring-matters ; (10) tripheny! 

-taatters; (11) xanthene coloriig-matters (p 
nthaleins, and —— no Ii (12) acredine cote ipa 

anthracene col ; — mutters; (14) indo- 
— and azonium 

nines, ye and 

pee ae ppg (20 
coloring-matters. « cz to thelr — 
—* 10 groups: (1) is colors; (2) phthalle anhydrit 

Scie: t (4) direct cotton onkurs th. ee 
* insoluble azo colors; ore 5 
) 0 it colors; (0) count > vat Peary no aniline 
Binet, This classification is used by te: po 

—— — 
the,— Ooal-tar 
medicine which are made 

ithetically from coal-tar and its derivatives: aeetant- 
ii and antipyrin are remedies of this class, 

coalternate (ki-al-tér’nit), a. [co-l + alter- 
nate.) Doubly alternate.—Coalternate fever. 
Same as doutte fever (which see, wider sererl) 

matters; (19) ated 

Coal-poeker. 

¢, coalcrusher; a, elevator, discharging into weigher: ¢, weighing-machine. delivering to conveyer; 7, com 
ket host | ae, mesure. 

ket; 

delivery-chute at the bottom of each bunker, The term 
Includes the whole plant, with elevators, conveyers, 
weighing-machines, and er appliances for pint 
crushing, sorting, storing, and delivering the coal, 
fietration shows a section of a motor-o retail -_- 
pocket, At the left the car delivers the coal to the coal- 
erusher, which in turn delivers it, cruabed to the required 
size, to the elevator, which lifte it to the top Moor, ere 
it pastes through the welghing-hopper, which measures it, 
weighs it, records the weight, and delivers it to the hori- 
zontal conveyer by which it is transferred to the 
banker, at the rate of 40 tons an hour, At the —— t the 
derrick delivers the coal from the boat to the 
Sinee the conveyer is reversible, 
livered to any bunker. See ®coneeyer, 

coal-putter (kél'pit*ér), #. Bee putter, 2, 
coal-rashings (k6l’rash’ingz), n. pl. In coal- 
mining, 30ft dark shale, in small pieces, con- 
taining much carbonaceous matter. [Eng.] 

coal-room (kdl’rém), v. In coal-mining, a room 
excavated in coal, usually 5 to 10 yards wide 
and 100 yards, more or less, in > aie and 
a — from adjoining rooms by pillars of 
solid coul, See reom!, 11, and — 10 (d). 

coal-salt (kél’salt), ». Fine-grained common 
salt obtained from brine by surface-evapora- 
tion; so called because generally discolored by 
soot from the flame passing over the eve ornt- 
ing-pan. G, Lange, Sulphuric Acid, I, 249, 

coal-seam (k6l’sém), ». <A layer or bed of 
coal, 

coal-slack, ". See slack?. 
coal-slake (kél’slak), n. See coal-slack, 2. 
coal-storage (k6l’stor’aj), mn. In railroading, 
the storing of coal for the use of locomotives. 
It may be stored tn an open yand, in heaps, or under a 
trestle, or in a boilding. The larger opennir storge- 
yards are (Wied with coal, by means of a cable-way, com- 
veyer, or elevator, directly from the beat or car, the coal 
berg distributed by means of a relowder, elevater, or con- 
veyer. In taite an elevator a large A-shaped crane is 
erected in the yard, the elevator traveling up one leg of 

4, candor 
veyer disenibuting coal in ‘cliher direction to bins; gy coal-chutes; 4, juciioed conveyer: &, receiving-pocket; J, 

the coal can be oe coal-wall Fearra n. 

co-altitude (ko-al’ti-tid), ». The complement 
of the altitude (90° minus the altitude). Same 
as cenith-dlistance, 

coal-vein (kél’vin), ». 
ecoul-seam, 

coal-vend (kdl’vend), », 1. The general sale 
of coals.— 2, The limited quantity of coal to 
which each colliery was restricted by a former 
combination of coal-owners on the “Tyne and 
Wear. N. E. D. [Eng.) 

A layer of coal; a 

Tn mining, same as 
*coal-face, 4. 

(k6l’wosh‘e-ri), n. An estab- 
lishment where coal is cleaned from slate and 
other impurities by mechanical processes 
which use water and take advantage of the 
difference in specific gravity of the conl and 
its impurities, 

coaly® (k6'li), n. Leoul + dim, -y*, Cf, coachee, 
bargee, ete. 4 A coal-heaver, TE Eng.] 
coal-yard (kol’yiird), ». A yard or area in 
which a supply of coal is kept in bins or heaps 
to meet the demands of customers. 

Coaptation splint, a splint made of several longitudinal 
strips pasted upot a plece of eloth. 

coarcture (k6-iirk‘tir), a. In bot., same as 
collar, 2 (b) (8). Grew, 

coarse, a. 6, In pathol., rough; hoarse: said 
of the respiratory note or of riles heard in 
auscultation of the cheat. 
coartation (k6-iir-ta’shon), n. [More correct 
form of coarctation.) logic, the restriction 
of a term todenote a narrower range of objects 
than usual, 
coassignee (ké‘as-i-né’), mn. 
joint assignees, 

coassine (ko-98’in), a. [NL. Coasgus, a genus 
name of S, Amer. origin.) Of or relating to 

One of several 



coassine 

the small South American spike-horned deer 
of the genera Coassus and Pudu, which form a 
group of American deer. 

vi, 8. To glide along swiftly through 
the air with motionless wings, as a bird. 

This explanation of soarir h’ . wlid: in 
up eurremt, necounts fr the binds Shibiting * 
trace of fatigue even after coasting” distances, 

Sei, Amer, Sip, June 1, 1004, p. 23778 
9. To loaf about from station to station. 
[Slang, Australia. ] 

coas' a. — Belted coastal plain. See *plain!. — 
Coastal plain. See #plain!.-Embayed PB 
Bee #plarnl, 

,. 38, A loafer, See *coast, v. i., 9 
{Slang, Australia.J]—4, A name applied to coat-tack 
cattle bred on or near the coast. 
Many times fine specimens have been purchased at 

bat landed in the hands of the Philistines, 
wi lire resalts to the offsprin ies that could mot 

¢ a shadow, and horns of ‘Texas coaster—all 
from the lack of decent care. 

ftep. Kan. State Board of Agr., 11-02, p. 14, 

coaster-brake (kés‘tér-brik’),n. Abrake used 
on bicycles which is applied by rotating the 

Coaster-brake. 
a, driver attached te aprecket and rerelriny, with it When 

Grives forward by i eteat, the screw th: ou a draw 4, the 
clutch proper, isto frictional contact with the comical interior sur- 
face of She hetshell, and the wheel is driven asin common forms 
ef hub. When the pedals are stepped, a and ⸗ stop, while the 
hub-shell keeps on, so that # mores out of contact with the heb» 
shell aed inte cogagement with ¢, the brake-clutch. The wheel 

When @ ts 
tumsed backward. ¢ presses against ⸗. the beake-levers, forcing 
omward ¢, the brakeahoes, /, springs which release the shoes ¢, 
when the pressure om the 8 4s Femmowed. 

Rew coasts so Jong as pedals are held stationary. 

pedals backward, and is automatically thrown 
off if the Js are rotated forward. 1, when 
pectalinat forward, the fect are stoppod and held still, the 

¢ ks not applied, and in this tion the rider can 
coast or ride down a grade without moving the feet, while 
by civing a small rotation hackwand the brake is applied ; 
henee the name. 

coasting, ». 4, Inrai/roading, the act of allow- 
ing a train ora carto run upon a down grade b 
its own vity, without steam or aleotele 
power. fv. 8] 

coasting- (kés’ting-led), a. See lead?, 2, 
— vessel (kés’ting-ves’el), a. A ves- 
sel which plies only along the coast. 

coast-liner (kést’ ener), n. A surveyor en- 
gaged in mapping a coast-line, 

It ie with the high-water line that the come-liner ts 
concerned, delineating Its character according to the Ad- 
miralty symbels. Eneye. Brit., IL 02 

coast- (kost/li‘ning), ». The delineation 
of a coast-line, 

Coastdining. Tn a detailed survey the const is sketched 
in by walking along it, fixing by theodolite or sextant 
angles, and plotting by tracing-paper or stathon-polnter, 
A suffielent number of Axed marks along the shore afford 
a constant check on the mipor comet-line stations, which 
should be plotted on, or checked by, Une⸗ from one te the 
other wherever possible to do sa. 

Eneys. Brit., XXXTLL 108. 

coat?, #.—Disguise coat, the first coat of lend-color put 
gpoe the gear of a vebicle, as a cover for the iron and 
woud, before laying on the colors, — Eton coat or jacket, 
(a) A boy's short black cout of Jacket, yeaehing Sethe Sas, 
worn with a wide tarned-over stiff linen collar: formerly 
the distinctive dress of Eton College, England, bat now 
worn by hoys of many schools or of suitable age to go to 
—— () A sotnewhat aleilar jacket worn by — 

verness coat, overcoat, or an overcont, rather 
close-fitting, and worn with or without a long henry cape 
The cape may be worn separately, hetice the pent ia 
known by all three names. — adouble- 
breasted frock-coat, longer than the ordinary morning 
ceat: worn in the daytime on ceremonial occasions. — 
8 coat, as used by veterinarians and farmers, a 
dry condition of the akin (especially of horses and cattle), 
with harsh, rough hair. individual hairs, being very 
dry, do not adtiere to ome another or take Gheir normal 
position, but stand apart im irregular order.— 

a kind of dress-coat for evening wear, made with- 
ont skirte: muned for a coun club at Tuxedo Park, 
New York: usually shortened to Taxedo, [U, 5.|—Wash 

in tathi-and-plaster work. the last thin Gniahing 
cont of fine plaster: properly, the white cost or finishing 
coat, [Seldom userd.| J F 

coated (kxõo ted), p. @. 1. Provided with « 
coat; wearing a coat.—2, Having a coverin 
(of any kind); a8, coafed nuts (coated wit 
sugar); ehocolate-coated marshmallows; a 
coated tongue. 

-machine (k6‘ting-ma-shén’), x. 1. 

265 coccidioid 

In candy-making, a machine for coating and Coblentz stoneware. See *stoneware, 
finishing chocolate candies. It consists of a Coblentzian (kob-lent’si-an), ».anda. [Named 
covered traveling-apron, or wire netting, combined with from Coblentz.] In geol., the name given to the 
steam-heated tanks hold liquid chocolate and a suit- . r 
able mechaniam for —X ie liquid in a thin stream Uppermost division of the Lower Devonian in 
upon the # * The pate, fraita, pestes, ete. to he — —— In Belgium the formation has 
coated are placed mpon the apron, pass throug! stream 
of liquid chocolate, and ure completely coated, the wut Seo hy eee ot ee eet, and portions of it 

as falling through the of 
~ An alr-blaat also in removing the 

chocolate and cooling the finished candies. 

2, A pneumatic paint-spreading machine or 
air-brush ;a painting-machine.—3, In photog., 
a machine for coating glass or paper with a 
sensitive film. Woodbury, Encye. Dict. of 
Photog., p. 107. 

(kot’tak), ». A short, broad-headed 
eopper nail for securing a canvas coat around 
a mast close to the deck, 

coattest (ké-n-test’), vr. i. In law, to attest to- 
gether, 
coattestation (k6-at-es-ta’shon), ». Joint at- 
testation by several persons at onetime and in 
one place, See attestation. 

i ik be- li nwork apron wae caren Cob! . 

stone. 
cob-money (kob’mun‘i), n. See cob®, 8. 
cobra’, ".—African cobra, the Naja haje.— 

cobra, Naja Aranah or Ophiophagus elope, the 
lancest of pofsonows snakes and one of the most deadly, 
It reaches a length of 12 fect, is of an olive-color, with V- 
shaped bands and markings of a lighter tint, and is found 
from India to the Malay Peninaala, and in some of the 
Malayan islands. 

cobraism (k6‘brii-izm), m. 
Poisoning by cobra venom. 

In the main these eymptomes resemble those of cobra- 
fem, but the dyspnea is more argent. 

Nature, July 14, 1902, p. 200. 

, . cobra-lily (k6’brii-lil’i), ». Candarum cam- 
stator (ké-at’es-té-tor), n. One of sev- panulatum, a plant of the family Araceae, 

—— — witnesses to the same act or in- widely distributed in tropical Asia and adja- 
strument, cent islands. 

coattribute (ké-at’ri-bit), », An attribute of eobra-stone (kd’brii-stén), n. Same as chloro- 
the same substance or subject, phane, 1. “ 
coattribution (ké-at-ri-bi'shon), ». The re- eoburg, x. 2. A primitive vehicle used in the 
ciprocal relation of coattributes. south of England: an inclosed tilt-cart, with 

co-author —— Se * 37 author. — —— sides and a a the rear. : 
: riangle. we , Weaver. shi 

cob*, ». 1. (ff). In pharm., ac lindrical Mass Awearer, per, * APPS» 

of crystals of lactose (sugar of milk) formed eohwork (kob’wérk), n. A structure made of 
upon a stick or cord.—12. In hort., a kind of logs laid with their alternate layers at right 
filbert characterized by a short rounded nut angles and with the ends secured to the layers 
borne in short open husks, The longer nuts, above and below by dovetailing. 
in long husks, are known us true filberts.—18, eoca!, ».—m coca. Same as Mexican telorer. 
Any of the larger guils, but more particularly egcainist (k6’kii-in-ist), n. [cocaine + -ist.] 
* —— gull, Larus marinus. (Local, a * is addicted to the use of cocaine. 
ng. N. E. D. 

cob), fai ated inthe sade eocaamanis 40"HE-n--mk’ oh), n (E ov 
Soars fans eat ma'ecetins Zen Tusteiel gent, or fas amwee) Morb ede. . " 

* Sam, 

[on oft al A lla leans cocash (k6-kash’), ». [Amerindian.] The red- 
cobs, (Kod), m (eot(nean))] Same ax codmnan. Salk oF purpe.stem aster, dele puneen, of 

See coralline *lime- 

[cobra + -isw.] 

cobalt, ".—Gray cobalt, a name for emaltineand cobalt &astern - 1 
Linnawite. — white Same stimulant, diaphoretic, and antispasmodic. 

ae Sg —— = “ -weed tké-kash*wéd), n, Phe golden 
cobaltammine (k6’balt-am’in), n. [cobalt + ragwort, Senecio aurews, 
amine.) Any one of an extensive series of cocayl (k6’ki#-il), », [coca + -yl.] An organic 
compounds, the salts of which, obtained by romr. (CHg)NC,H,, whieh, combined with 
the action of ammonia on salts of cobalt, in the radical of oxypropionic acid, constitutes 
some cases with access of oxygen, are of the baseecgonine, which, together with methyl 
much interest to the seientifie chemist, They alcohol and benzoic acid, is a saponification- 
inelude diammines, triammines, tetrammines, product of the alkaloid cocaine. 
pentammines, and hexammines, partly distin- we (kok-ka’sé-é), mn. pl, [NL., ¢ cocews 
guished by characteristic colors. (recognized in botany as a genus only in eom- 

cobaltiferous (ké-bal-tif’e-rus), a. [E. cobalt pounds, as Micracoceus, ete.) + -acew.) A 
+ Li ferre, bear.) Containing and capable of maw he apr ae tesineluding globose forms. 
being used to produce cobalt. Smithsonian Cell-division takes place in 1, 2, or 3 planes. 

The principal genus is Micrecoceus, Rep. (Nat. Mus.), 1900, p. 363. 2 COL- 
Porto Riean.] Amag- cus. 1 cobano (ké’bii-no}), ». (ce). : : 

nificent, widely «prea leguminous tree, coccelic (kok-sel’ik), a, [coccus + -el + -ir.] 
Staklia monosperma, native to Porto Rico and Noting a crystalline acid, zugeng found in 
found nese the seacoast. It yields « 8 durable ——— It melts with decomposi- 

ouse- ing. 1 On. i ys 

solani. kee * — coccellinic (kok-se-lin’ik), a, [coecel(!)ie + -in 
cobbing-belt (kob’ing-belt), n. A heavy flat + Son | Noting a crystalline gee ane os, 
strip of leather used in cobbing. See cob7, — wee action of hydriodie acid on 

coccehe aed, cobbing-board (kob’ing-bird), ». - flat piece 
of wood used in cobbing. See cob’ cocceric (kok-ser‘ik), a. [coceus + -er- + ic.] 
cobbing-staff (kob‘ing-staf), n. Same as*cob- Derived from cochineal.—Coccerte acrystal: 

A - token dl, © , found comb —— poate —— —— awe * 
cobbing-stick (kob’ing-stik),». Aheavy piece 
of wood, resembling a yardstick, used in cob- 
bing. See cob7, 

cobble! vn. 7. In general, any piece of iron or 
steel which is wasted during rolling or forging: 
specifically, an imperfectly puddled ball of iron 

coccerin (kok‘se-rin), nm. [eoceer-ie + -in?.] 
The cocceryl ester of coceveric acid, CopH 
(Cg,Hg) Og). It is found in cochineal and 
melts at be? C. 

1 (kok’se-ril), m. [eaccer-ic +-yi.) The 
radical, Catan. of eoccery] aleohol.— 

which sto pieces in the ayueezer, dincid alcohol, (9H wt nag ed 

cobble-hedge (kob’!-hej), ». A fence of cob- ——— —— acid in —2X2 it Dane ot 
10-14" 6 

pono 1 n. pl. 2. [eap.] The Coccidiiden, 
coccidial (kok-sid'i-al), a. [coccidinm +-al),] 
Pertaining to, containing, or caused by Coe- 
cidia, Jour, Exper, Med,, Oct, 25, 1900, p. 166, 

(kok‘si-did), a. and », I, a. Of or 
belonging to the homopterous insects of the 
family Coccid#, the seale-insects. 
IL. #. A member of the family Coecida. 

coccidin (kok'si-din), ». [Also coecidine; ¢ 
coceid + -in2.] The substance composing the 
pPlastinoid granules characteristic of Cocerdia. 
Labbe. 

coccidine (kok’si-din), #1, Same as *enecidin, 
coccidioid (kok-sid‘t-old), a. [eweeidi(um) + 
-oil,] Relating or pertaining to a coceidium, 

ble-stones. 

After a few steps Greta remembered the trick she had 
played on Pant, and craned her beautiful neck to see over 
the stone cobile-vedge into the fleld where she had left 
him, Healt Caine, A Son of Hagar, bf. 

cobbler!, ». 3. The last sheep in the pen in 
sheep-shearing time, usually one that is hard- 
est toshear. (Australia. j—4, (a) Asmall fish, 
Fundales heteroclitus. found abundantly along 
the eastern const of the United States, (4) The 
thread-fish, Alectis ciliaris, a fish with long fila- 
mentous dorsal and anal rays.,— Cobbier’s chest. 
Bee #cheat!,— Col a end, a waxed enik 

cobbler-fish, n. 2, See *Alectis, 
cobbra (kob’rii), n. [Also cobra, kobberas na- 
tive Australian.) The head ; the topof a thing. 



Coccidioides 
Ooccidioides (kok-sid‘i-d-idéz), n. 
problematical organism occurring as a para- 
site in man, and found as vet only in America. 
It first invades the skin, and may epread to the lymphatics 
and cause a chronle or acute malady which in the latter 
cate is fatal in a short time. The disease resembles mill- 
ary tabercabosis in some jects, since Linmense numbers 
of small notules are found in the infected viseern, each 
nodule containing one or two parasites, either free or 

some the ¢ jem Is con- 
——æ—e te Nd A! Gilchrist, 1897. 

ha (kok-sid*i-6-mér’fij), ». pl. 
NL., ¢ Coceidium + Gr. poped, form.) An or- 
er of Sporozoa consisting of the Coccidia and 

the Hamosporidia,  Doflein, 
coccidiosis (kok-sid-i-6’sis), i < coceid- 
tum + -ovis.) A disense can by the pres- 
ence of a parasitic coecidium, An affection 
of this nature iu rabbits resembles cancer. 

coccidium, ». 3. [/.c.] One of the covcidiidea. 
coccidology (kok-si~iol’6-ji), n. [NL. Coccide 
+ Gr. -Aoyea, € Afyrv, speak.) scientific 
study of the Cocecida, or scalo-insects, 

In the present state of coccidelogy any writer well 
be excused for not accepting all the recently etn in- 
novations. jence, March 26, 1M, p. S01. 

coccigenic (kok-si-jen’ik), a. [NL. coccus + 
-genus, -produced, + -ic.] Of coecus origin; 
eaused by the presence of a micrococcus. 

coccin (kok’sin),». [Also coccine ; ¢ coocus + 
-in2,) A term applied to two aniline dyes, 
both of a red color, one of which, also termed 

rosin, cosin scarlet, nopalin, and eosin BN, 
is dinitrobromfluorescin, and the other, known 

Coccinin B, an acid coal-tar color of the monoazxo type, de- 
rived from amido-parscresol, which dyes wool and silk 
red in an acid bath. 

coccinite —— n. [cocens + -in + -ite2.] 
A mineral found in Mexico in from red to yel- 
low or green erystals and masses. It has been 

ed as an iodide of mercury, but its true 
nature is doubtful. 

coccobacillus ag Posen n.; pl. coeco- 
bacilli (-1). [NL., (coceus + — Avery 
short bacillus resembling a coceus, as the coc- 

sporangium. 
Coccogones (kok-}-g6'né-4), n. P on 
coccogone + -ee.] An order of the blue-green 
alge which consist of but a single cell, although 

cochleiform (kok‘lé-i-farm), a. 

[NL., as cochleitis (kok-16-i’tis), ». 
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(koch+-nil’in), mn. [cochenille, a 
form of cochineal, + -in2.]) An old name for 
ecarminie acid. 

cochilsapote (ké‘chil-sii-pé'ta), mn. [Aztec co- 
chitzapotl, ¢ cochi, sleep, + tzapotl, a sweet, suc~ 
eulentfruiteontain- 
ing large seeds.] A 
Mexican tree, Casi- 
miroa edulis, be- 
longing to the Ruta- 
cea. It grows wild, bat 
is also caltivated for the 
sake of its fruit, which 
ia the size of a large a 
seine pee an nepees ie 

te, It ie sald to in- 
duce asleep, and ts also /- 
used asan anthelmintic; 
the leaves are emy 
as a remedy for diart- 

iztact- 

Cochilsapote (Castenirea edulis). 

@. braach bearing leaves and * 

of 
Teuthidid#, found on the Pacifie 

coast of 
cochino (kd-ché’n6), n. [Sp., lit. a pig.] Tho 
oldwife, Batistes retula, 

cochl. _s abbreviation of the Latin cochleare, 
a spoonful. 

vn, 3. In bot., a closely coiled legume. 
cochlearin (kok-lé-&‘rin), », [Cochlearial + 
-in2] A crystalline, camphor-like substance 
of doubtful identity, obtained from Cochlearia 

nwort. 
8 (kok 16-tir-thro’sis), m. (NL, 

<cochlea + Gr. iy articulation. A pa 
joint in which there is a slight lateral shifting 
of the surfaces on movement, 

cochlea, 
snall-shell, + forma, form.) Having the form 
of asnail-shell, Syd, Soe, Lex. 

[NL., ¢ cochlea + 
-itis.} Inflammation of the cochlea of the ear. 

uck, Med, Handbook, IIT. 683, 

* cock-a-bon 

cockle-bread 

(NL.] A — tip of the coccyx to the lower borderof thesym- tree, Guarea Rushyi, of the Bolivian Andes, 
which yields a valuable medicinal bark having 
expectorant, tonic, and laxative properties, 

era, (kO-thé-na’rii), ». [Sp., fem. of 
eocinero, wcook, ¢ cocina, kitchen : aee kitchen, ] 
A fish, Caranr rinctus, found on the Pacific 
coast of Mexico and Central America. 

cocinero (ké-thé-nd‘rd), m. [See *cocinera.] 
A common name of Ceranr caballus, a caran- 
goid fish found on the Pacifie coast of North 
America from Mexico to Panama. 

cock!, 1.—cock-end stone, the lof the hal- 
ance of a watch.— Half-cock ee ee eee 
— Pull-down cock, a faucet opened by ulin down 
rod fastened to the lever or handle ie valve,— Re- 

cock. See *releae-<ock.— Three-way cock, a 
valve having three openings, usually soarranged that at 
two can be connected or pps be Cueed. 

(kok-a-bon‘di), mn. [Also cock- 
a-bundy, a bondhu, ete., < W. coch a bon 
ddu, ‘red with black trunk or stem’; coch, red 
<L. coccum, red, searlet,: see coceus); a, with; 
#, trunk or stem (anything swollen); du, 

black.] In angling, an artifical fly having a 
hackle with black center and brown tops. 

cockabally (kok’a-bil’i), . [A colonial * 
version of the Maori name kokopu.) A New 
Zealand fish, the kokopu, Galarias faseratus, 
of the family Galazide. 

cock-a-b n. Same as *cock-a-bondy, 
(kok-n-lo’rum), n. [A humorous 

word, appar, ¢ cockl + -al-orum, a Latin- 
seeming ending; but perhaps a variation of 
cockarouse, formerly used in the same sense; 
often with the 5— high.) A person of con- 
sequence; a self-important person. [Colloq.] 

too, ». 2. A somewhat contemptuous 
term applied toa small farmea tu Australia. 
[Collog. — Cockatoo fence, a fence of the kind used 

the cockastoes, or senall farmers of Australia, , It cot. 
of branches and trees laid horizontally on the groand, 

one across the other, with bars or slip for gates. 

cockatoo-bush (kok-a-t8’bish), mn. The pal- 
berry- or blueberry-tree. Myoporum serratum, 
Bee iberry. [{Australia.) 
oamurd (kok’bérd), n. An African weaver- 
bind of the genus Fidua, — — long tail⸗ 
— which suggest the sickle-feathers of 
a fow 
cock-boy (kok’boi), a. A boy who controlled 
the action of the steam inlet-valve in pumping- 
engines before it was understood how the 
valve could be operated from a moving part 
of the engine, 

(kok’ér-spragz), x. pl. Same as 
cockermegs. 

cock pilet. See *pilot, 
cocking! kok’ing), n. Teams as calking!, 2. 
cocking-dog(kok’ing-~dog),n. Same as cocker2,2. 
cocking-machine (kok lng ton-shie), n. A 

that is occasionally united in colonies em- Cochlidiids (kok-li-di’i-lé), m. Same as Lima- machine which gathers hay from the windrows 
bedded in a gelatinous matrix. They repro- 
duce by means of spores formed within a coc- 
eogone, 
coccogonium (kok-6-gd‘ni-um), n, 

as * ne Same coccogone. 
eoccoid! (kok’oid), a. and n. 
I. a, Berry-like; globular: applied to micro- 
organisms. 

. ». An aggregation of spores of the blue- 
green alga Nostoc, 

coccoid? (kok’ oid), a, and », (Gr, xdxxor, a 
berry, + +tidoc, form.) I, a, Resembling 
a coceus or mierococeus. 

n, A spherical or ovoid bacterium. 
coccolith, #. Harting has found that minute calca- 
reous disks are se) out of a solution of limesual plate 
er time chlorid by the action of ammonia generated by 
the decomposition of organic matter, and therefore it haa 
been inferred that the coccoliths may be separated from 
the sea-water whenever organic decompvusition is in prog- 
ress in the presence of lime sulphate. 

coccostean (ko-kos‘té-nn), 2, Related to the 
genus Coccosteus or the family Coccosteida. 

coccosteld (ko-kos’té-id), a. One of the Coc- 
costeide, 

cocculiferous (kok-i-lif’e-rus), a. INL. coc- 
culus + L. ferre, bear.) Bearing coceules or 
coeci: coeciferous. See coceus, 1 (a). 

cocculin (kok't-lin), ». [Cocenlus + -in?,) A 
crystalline, bitter neutral compound, C)gHog 
Ojo, found, together with picrotoxin, in Coc- 

Sie Wik "ji [NL., <G coccy! (kok-si-gal‘ji-i), n. [NL., ir. 
KOKKVE, COLCYR, - GAyor, ae Same as coc- 
cygodynin, 

Coccygeal fistula, See *fistula, 
coceygeopubic (kok - sij ‘@-6-pi’ bik), a. 
anthrop., relating to the coecyx and to the pu- 

codida. 
te (kok-lid’i-d-spér'miat), a. 

(L. cochlea, a snail-shell, + Gr. dim, -«hov + 

, 48 in some species of Feronica. 
[eoceus + -oid.] cochliodont (kok’li-j-dont), a, [NL. Cochlio- 

dus (-odont-), Having the characters of Coch- 
liodus or of dn e —— gai a on 

Cochliopodi (kok*li -6- ‘i-dé), m. 
[Cochliopus (pod-) + -ida.] Same as Lima- 
codide, 

cochlite (kok‘lit), ». (Gr. néx20c, » spiral shell, 
+ -ife?,} A fossil spiral shell or its east, 

(kok-los’e-ras), n, (Gr. xdyAor, a 
spiral shell, + «épec, a horn.) A genus of 
degenerative ammonoid cephalopods 
or ammonites having a ribbed, tur- 
reted, spirally coiled shell and very 
simply lobed septal sutures. It is 
typical of the family Cockloceratida, (| ; 
and ocenrs in Triassic rocks, * 

anea (kok-ri‘né-ii), ». (NL. 
(Miers, 1868), named in honor of 
Thomas Cochrane (1775-1860), a 
British naval commander who served 
as the first admiral of the navy of 
Chile.) A genus of plants of the fam- 
ily Boraginacee., They are branching 
perennials or shrubs with small, alternate, 
entire or undulate leaves, and flowers in ter- 
minal cymes or scorplold spikes There are 
four apecics, natives of southern South Amer 

meof them, C. anche Olin, has been 
patiralized in the southern United States, ccs ~ Pa. 
where It is known as falee Aellotrope. 

Cochrane bit. See *gambit. 

— 

—— — 
wre Fos a- 
ery, Haver, 
Sauding, 

near Awa 

as *eorn2, 

and puts it in cocks, 
-spaniel (kok’ing-pan’yel), n. Same 

as ers, 2. 
[NL,] otépea(r-), seed.] Having convexo-concave cockle!, n.— Corn-cockie, ai erect whitish woolly an- 

nual weed, Ayrostemma (it 70, 1 to a feet high, with 
showy red-purple tlow: infesting graln-Helds in Europe 
ad in = —— * —— The namer- 
ols . inrerularty row seeds are separited 
from whet only with greet diMculty, though spectal 
acparators hare been dev for the 5 The seeds 
are poleonous, and the bread made of ir from wheat 
containing thes prodaces disease, sometines fatal, and 
either acute or e fe, in the latter case (being die to 
sall amounts habitually eaten) sometimes termed gith- 
agiem.— Cow-cockle, the cow-herb, Vaccaria Faceana, 
a smooth, much-branched annual, 1 te 3 feet high with 
numerous mther small pale rel fowers. It is a European 
plant widely titrodiced In North America, and a bad 
weed in the northwestern States and adjacent Canada, 
west of the main range of the cormcockle. Ite seed has 
been experimentally shown to be poisonous = It is spher- 
jeal in form and about twiee the size of mustand-seed. 

th wheat and also with barley and oats, but 
is more casily sereemed out than the seed of the corn- 
cuckle:— Spring cockle, the cow-vockle, sometimes se 
called ih Che northwestern United States om aeeunt ef its 
association with spring wheat. 

cockle?,. 1. (D) An Australian bivalve mol- 
lusk, Cardium tenvicostatum; also, a member 
of the genus Chione,.—6. A small erisp con- 
fection of sugar stiffened with flour, variously 
flavored, and of pink, light-yellow, or white 
color, Mottoes were printed on them in red 
letters. 7, A pucker or wrinkle; an uneven- 
ness, as in eloth or glass.—8, A disease of 
wheat caused by a nematoid worm, Telenchus 
tritici, which infests the grain and causes it to 
become deformed. [Eng.)—Spanish cockle, « 
large, tuedible West Indian bivalve, Codatia orbiewane 

cockle-bread (kok’l-bred*), ». A term of ob- 
In cochucho (k6-chii’ché), a. IS. Amer. T) Same secure origin and meaning, used especially in 

the phrase molding of cockle-bread, the name 

bie bone.—Coccygeopubic diameter, the distance cocillafia (k6-thél-yiin’yii), ». [BolivianSp.] A of a trivial sport, 



cockle-bur 

cockle-bur, ». 3. The burdock, Arctium Lappa. 
cockly! (kok’li), a. Full of wrinkles or puck- 
ers: as, cockly silk. 
—— (kok’ li), a. Same as coggly and 

ty 
cock-mass (kok’mas), ». Masa at cockcrow, 

(kok’ni-iz), e. t. [cockney + -ize.] 
To give a cockney character to: as, to cock- 

. neyize @ translation. 

Me allows Hazlitt .. . to Cockneyize the Utle of Glf- 
ford's poem into the “ Barviad.” 

Blackwood's Mag., XIV. 221. 

it, ». 5. A place which is or has been 
the seene of many contests or battles: as, an 
ecclesiastical cockpit; “Belgium, . . . the 
cockpit of —— Murray, Handbook of 
N. Germany, p. 158. 

ne, 
America, It has extended ite northern range to Une bati- 
tude of Philadelphia and has established itself in many 
parts of the world —A aj large 

ianeta austrolane, indigenous to Aus- 

worl 
. americana), but may 
iter and more definitel 

the common iplanela vrientalia. See cockroach. 

cock-robin (kok’rob’in), m. The male Euro- 
pean robin, Erythacus rubecula, The name is 
most familiar in & nursery rime.—Cock-robin 
shop, a term descriptive of a petty printing-house 
(Slang, Eng.) 
Oockscomb elm See *elm-gall, 

nn. 2, The object at whieh the shy is 
made; a mark or target.—3, A booth or other 
establishment, as at a fair, where for a small 
fee one may secure the privilege of having a 
certain number of shies at some object, such 
as a negro’s head, and receive a prize (a cigar 
or the like) if successful. 

cock- (kok ‘spar’6), =. The male 
Engin sparrow, Pecan denen 

cockspur 3. < The ergot of rye. See 
ergot!, . Eng.] (d) In British Honduras, 
Acacia spadicigera, a shrub or small tree arme: 
with curved spines about two inches long, 
produced in pairs at the base of each branch 
and each leaf. These thorns are usually hol- 
lowed out by ants and serve them as nests, 

‘s-box (kok’swinz-boks), ». Ina 
ship's cutter, the space between the backboard 
ond the transom, in which the cockswain sits 

— kok [Also < cock! + (kok’st), a, cory; -8Y, 
Same as cocky, T. Hughes. uiv, to -yl, 

cocktail, n. 5, Cocktail beer. [Prov. Eng.] 
Bill drank the proffered cocktail not unwillingly. 

T. Hughes, Tom Brown's School aba 

Cocktail beer, beer when fresh and foaming. [Prov. Eng.] 
wgrit.— Manhattan cock. igri. Bee Eso 

a Whisky cocktail dilated with vermuth.— Martini 
a gin cocktail diluted with vermath.— Oyster 

cocktail, a mixture made by putting 6 small raw oysters 
in a cock tail-glass or small tumbler and adding a dash of 
Tabasco-aance, half a teaspoonful of vinegar, two or three 
dashes of lemon-julee, tomato catehup, and salt and pep- 
per to 

| «. 2. Said of ao horse having the 
tail docked so that it points obliquely upward 
like the tail of a cock, 

cock-tread (kok’tred).n. Same as cicatricula, 
cook treading (kok'tred-ing), n. Same as *cock- 
tread, 

cocky” {kok’i), n. A shortened form of *cocka- 
too, Australia, 
coco? (ké’k6), », [Native name.) A name in 
Argentina of a tree of the rue family, Fagara 
Coco found in the sierras of the country. It 
has a powerful penetrating odorand yields a 
wood of a beautiful light-green color. Also 
called cochucho. 

cocos (k6’k6), #. [Origin uncertain.] The nut- 
grass, Cyperna rotundus. See Cyperus. Also 
coco-sedge, 

cocot (ko’kd), ». [Also cone, cocco; appar. 
native.) In the British West Indies, the taro- 
plant, Caladium Colocasia, 

cocoa“, n. 3. A beverage made from 
covos-nibs. See *cocoa-nibs, cacae, and Theo- 
broma.— Plake cocoa, a trade-name for « apectal form 
of chocolate, prepared by passing the roasted aml husked 
kernels through rollers, or more commonly by grinding 
the small f; enta of the kerwels (still retaining much 
hask) which have been separated fu sifting. 

cocoa beetle (k6’k6-bé'tl), mn. Same as *eacao- 
eetle, 

cocoa-butter (k6’kd-but’ér), ». Same as cacao- 
butter. 

cocoa-cracker (ké’ki-krak’ér), n. 

nH. 

iv 

=f 

und 

A machine 

roach COCOanUt-beetle (k6’kG-nut-bé’tl), am. 
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for cracking or crushing cocoa. It consists of a 
pair of horizontal rolls for cracking the shells, and a win- 
howlng-fan for removing the broken shetls and dust. It is 
ustally combined with a rotary screen for sorting the 
broken cocoa and removing umdesiralle portions, 

ce (ko'kd-es’ens), ». The trade- 
name for the roasted kernels of chocolate, 
husked, ground, and deprived of part of their 
fat by heat and pressure, or else to which 
starch and sometimes sugar have been added 
so as to reduce the relative proportion of fat, 

cocoa-fat (k6’ké-fat),. Same as exeao-butter, 
cocoa-mil] (k6’kd-mil), nm. A mill for reducing 
erushed cocoa to a soft paste by grinding it be- 
tween millstones. Such mills are sometimes 
— in pairs or in series of three, for fine 
grinding. 
—4. (k6’k6-nibz), w. pl. The cotyledons 
of cacao seed, cacao, 

ut, . Cocoanut olein, the more fusible pare 
tion of eoconmut-oil, separated from the leas fusible 
stearin by are t lows 
fusible or more solid oly = of cooonnat-oll, left as a 
cake on the removal of fluid olein by pressure. 

1. An 
Oriental searabwid beetle, Oryctes rhinocerus, 
—2, An Oriental curculionid beetle, Rhyncoph- 
orus ferrugineus,—3, The *palm-beetle (whieh 
see). 

cocoa (k6'k6-past’), . The paste pro- 
duced by grinding under heated rollers the 
kernels of chocolate which have been roasted 
and deprived of their husks. 
cocoa-red (ké’k6-red), a. A brownish-red col- 
—— present in chocolate, probably de- 
rived from the oxidation of tannin. 

cocoa-roaster (ké’ké-rés‘tér), nm. In candy- 
making, & hollow revolving oven connected 
with a furnace, used in roasting cocoa, coffee. 
beans, nuts, ete. The oven t suspended from a tilt- 
ing-frame for convenience in discharging the roasted ma- 
terial, and when in operation is made, by means of gearin, 
to revolve to prevent burning, and is fitted with an a 

the roasting without stopping the process —— 
In another larger type the process ts alded by a hot 
Mast for drying the nuts and removing the broken sheila 
aed du⸗i. 

cocoa-tavern (ké’ké-tav’érn), ». Aplace for 
the sale of the beverage called cocoa, 
coconscious (ké-kon‘shus),a. In psychol., per- 
taining to the continuity or felt conjunction 
of experiences within a single consciousness, 

The conjunctive relation that has given most trouble to 
philosophy is the co-consrions tion, so te call it, by 
which one experience passes into ancther when both be- 
tong to the same self, About the facta there is no ques 

W. James, in Joar. Philos, Paychol. and Sci. Methods, 
(Sept. 20, 1004, p. dan, 

cocoon (ko-kiin’), ©. [cocoon], x.) I, intrans. 
To form a cocoon, 

Il. trans. To wrap as in a cocoon. 

We snatched a few odie and ends of clothing, cocooned 
ourselves in the proper red blanketa, and plunged . . . 
out inte the piece — bareheaded. 

ark Tewin, Tramp Abroad, xxviii. 

cocorron (k6-k6-rén’), ». [Porto Riean.) A va- 
pea of ndrum xcylocarpum, a shrub or 
small tree of the family Cefastracew, found 
along the sea-coast in the Danish West Indies 
and Porto Rieo. Called spoen-tree in the Dan- 
ish West Indies. 
coco-sedge (k6’k6-sej),. Same as *ceoco,3 
cocuiza (k6-ki-é’thii), ». [Venezuelan.) A 
fiber prepared from the long, thick leaves of sev- 
eral cies of Furcraa, especially F. fartida 
and F. Cubensis. tt ja used for making bars, hun 
mocks, harness, comlage. ete. Commercially known aa 
Hauritiue hemp. Sev also pita, 2 

cocurrent (ké-kur’ent), a. That turn at the 
same lunar hour as oceanic currents, or that 

_ connect on a map of the ocean the points 
where different oceanic currents turn at the 
same hour; as, cocwrrent lines, du, Rep, U.S. 
Coast Survey, 1897, p. 335. 

cocuyo (ké-kii’yd), ». [Taino.}) 1. A fire- 
fly; also, a glow-worm.—2, A fish of the family 
Balestide, Nanthichthys ringens, found in the 
West Indies. 

cod!, x. 8, The bearing of a car-axle; a bush. 
(Seoteh miners’ term, ] 

cod®, *.—Black cod, 1 New Zealand fish, Netothenia an- 
guatete,—Pacific |, 2 codfish, Vader macrocephalua, 
found in the North Pacific: abundant about the Alaskan 
comsta, 

cod®, (kod), ri, [Cod?, v.] To fish for cod, 
God. An abbreviation of Codex. 
Codaster (ké-das’tér), n. [NL., short for Codo- 
naster.) A genus of regular blastoid Eehine- 
dermata with obeonical calyx, the flat pentage- 
nal upper surface bearing the oral, anal, and 

codetermination 

ambulacral areas, It oceurs in Devonian and 
Carboniferous rocks, Sometimes written Codo- 
naster. 

Cedarter acutws, M'Coy, Carboeilerous Limestone; Derbyshire, 

A, side-wiew of calyx; B, base; C, ventral aspect, enlaqged talter 
Roemer). 

(Froee Zittet’s * Palarontebogy, “*) 

cod-bait (kod‘bit), », [Appar, ¢ cod! + bait, 
the larva being ina cod or case; but some take 
the other form, cad-bait, to be the original.) 1, 
The larva of the caddis-fly: same as cad-batt. 
—2. The lobworm, Arenicola. 
cod-bank (kod’bangk), ». A tishing-bank fre- 
quented by cod or on which cod are caught. 

eod-chest (kod’chest), ». <A live-box in which 
cod are kept. 

coddia (kod’i-ii), ». A Ceylonese black ant 
noted for its severe bite. 

coddle?, r.t. 2, In tobacco-manuf., to injure 
by fermentation, 

, He Civil code. (a) A body of adjective law whieh 
defines tre and tice in civil actions. (6) A boxly 
of au tive law which defines the rales and principles 
appticable to civil actions — code, a cole 
which detines crimes, their degrees, and the natare aud 
extent of the punishment.— , the 
code of signals adopted by all maritime nations for com- 
mounteathig with vessels at sea, atathons alo wre, ete, 
The nt code came into use on anes 1, 1008, and 
oo of 26 flags —one for each letter of the Engtish 
alphabet—and a oole-pennant. Urgent and important 
signals are of two : 

code-book fs divided inte three parte The first comtalna 
urgent and important «i; aud all the tables of money, 
weights, baroinctric heights, etc., together with a geo- 
graphical lies and « table of phrasce formed with the 

qoneral toopbetiry sisi = sonuragitest talon, coveted io vi ry aml a peogrn arran in 
aiphabetical order. The third gives lists of the United 
States atorm-warning, life-saving, and thive-signal #ta- 
thomas, and of Lioyd's signal-stations of the workl. It also 
contains semaphore and distant signalcodes, United 
Mates army aud havy cc aid More wigwag codes.— 
Mosaic code, Same as Mowic law.— code 
the ceremonial sections of Exodus and Numbers: regarded 
by modern critics as representing a warrative written 
during the Babylonian exile by a school of priests who 
sought to give in a historical setting their conception of 
the origin of the ceremonial institutions of the Hebrews. 

— code, 
rules of zeal nomenclature prepared by a commatttes 
appointed by the Britith Assoviation at the Manchester 
meeting, IM®% H. BE. Strickland, the ormithologist, a 
member of this conmittes, te credited with having drawn 
‘=p these rules, usually known as the Stricklandian cote, 
pe work waa of great im oe as being the first earn- 

est effort to mative the formation aid use of sodlogi- 
cal names — code, a system of words of hic 
uniform length, each of which represents some word, 
Phrase, or sentence, used in sending telegraphic or cable 
Hiessages, in order to secure brevity, economy in ex- 

mititure, and secrecy, the message so sent having no 
telligible meaning except to Lhose who possess the key, 

that is, atother copy of the code, 

code (k6d), r, 4, To prepare (a message or de- 
spateh) for transmission by translating it into 

e cipher or arbitrarily chosen words of the 
code previously agreed upon. 
cod ation (k6-dek-li-na’shon), ». [eo(m- 
plement) + declination.) The complement of 
the declination (0° minus the declination). 
Same as polar distance, 
codefendant (k6-d¢-fen‘dant), n. A joint de- 
fendant (in some action or suit), 

codeia (kO-dé’vit), mn, [NL.] Same as codeine, 
cod-end (kod’end), ». Same as cod), 7. 
codeposit (kd-é-poz’it),». In elect., a deposit 
upon the electrode of an eleetrolytie cell con- 
sisting of metal or substance other than that 
obtained from the main electrolytic action and 
deposited simultancously with the latter, 
codeposition (ké-dey-6-zish’on), a, In eleet., 
the simultaneous deposition, upon the elee- 
trode of an electrolytic cell, of two or more 
substances, 

codetermination (kd-d6-t¢r-mi-na‘’shon), . 
1. A determination that determines the same 
matter, 2, The reciprecal relation of deter- 
toining the same matter. 



codetta 

codetta, ». 2. Same as *copula, 9, 
codex, n. 2. Among the tamons American codices 
are the Codex Cortesianus, —— — Maya codex 

2 Dreatensis, a pre-Colum- 
amt the Codex 

| (k6-di-rek’shgn-al), a. Having 
the same direction. 

A tay of plane polarized light is transmitted through a 
subatance bet in a magnetic theld codirectional with the 
my. Ruey, Brit, XXX, Ma 

cod-man (kod’man), ». A vessel employed in 
the cod-fishery, X. E. D. 

cod-oil (kod‘oil), m. Oil obtained from the 
bodies of codfish, often mixed with the — — 
duct from other fish : used in dressing leather. 

(k6-16-nis‘tér), m [NI], ¢ Gr. 
cidun, a bell, + aergp, a star.) Seo *Codaster. 
Codonida (k6-don’i-dé). . pl. [NI., ¢ Vodon- 
ium + -idw.] A family of Anthomedusaw, hav- 
ing the mouth-opening simple, the gonads not 
divided radially, 4 narrow radial canals, and 
unbranched tentacles. It includes Codoniym, 
Dinema, Hybocodon, Globiceps, and other 
genera, 

Codonium (ké-dé‘ni-um), n. [NL., < nwddveow, 
dim. of xdder, a bell.) The typical genus of 
the family Codonide, Haeckel. 1879. 

@ (ké-dé‘né-stém), ». Same as 
codonostoma, 

codot (ko’dot), m. [co-t + dotl.] In projec- 
tire geom., one of the points other than the 
—* in which the connectors of a polystigm 
ntersect,— Codot tristigm, in etine geom., the 
tristign determined by the 5 3 tatraaiions 

cod-piece, n. 2, In carriage-trimming, a half- 
cirele at the lower front corner of a carriage- 
top cast solid with the side-quarter or sewed 
on: used to cover slat-irons and prop-post. 

cod-pi' (kod’pich‘ings), m. pl. Cod- 
liver oil of the lowest grade, made from partly 
decomposed livers. 

cod-slip (kod’slip), #, A pillow-case, 
coed (ké-ed’).n. A female student in a coeda- 
cational college. (Siang. } 

ucation (ké-ed‘a-ka‘shon),n. [eo + 
education.) Joint education; specifically, the 
education of young men and young women in 
the same institution and the same classes, 
coeducational (ké-ed-a-ki’sbon-al), a. 1. Re- 
lating or pertaining to coeducation ; as, coedu- 
cational problems.—2, That admits both sexes 
to the same edueational privileges: as, & 
coeducational college. 

There is also inculeated in the minds of oar boys and 
girls the thought that wrong is wrong, no matter who 
shelters ordefendsit;. , , that immorality is immorality, 
whether seen in man or woman. Nowhere else than ina 
coeducational school can these principles be sv firmly 
rooted. #. S Fostick, tn Jour, of Proc. of Nat. Educa- 
ound Ass'n, 1900, p. 453. 

coeffect (ké-e-fekt’), mn. 
effect, 
Though it has been claimed that at times these growths 

induce headache, it Is probable that they are then but 
corfects of some other canse. * 

Buck, Med. Handbook, MH. sa, 

coefficient, ".—Adiabatic coefficient of compressi- 
—— the coefficient of compressibility of a Maid men- 

leaves the 

A complementary 

der conditions such that heat neither enters nor 
leaves fait during the operation. — 
coemictenta, in nace! arch, empirical coetiicients 
in estimating the horse-power required to drive a ship at 
agivenspeed. The midship-section corficient ts the ratio 
of the product of the area of midship section by the enbe 
of the spoed to the indicated home-power; the diquace- 
ment cor ficient Is the ratiood the pratuct of the two-thirds 
at of the displacement by the cube af the epoed to the 
titicated home power, 

Those “coeficienta” are frequently based upon rales 
laid down in Adiniralty practice at an early period in 
steamship comstroction, and they are consequently known 
as Admiralty conficients, 

Waste, Mangal of Naval Arch., p. @6. 

Block coeffictent, in naval arch, the mtio of the 
rolume of the auder-water body of a vessel to the 
displacement of o parallelepiped having the same length, 
breadth, and depth as that part of the vemel. See treo 
eficient of Anenes — it of absorption of 

the tolame of a gas at 4), and 76 centimeters 
reasiire, diseniVed fy a unit Woltime of the Hquid in which 
t is abevor toed Coefficient of nm of radiation, 
See ateorption of fiokt.Coeficient of acidity. See 
*acitity. — Coefficient of augmentation, in ned! 
arch., a coctfichont depending on the average angle of 
obliquity of the water-lines of a vessel to the fore-amd-aft 
line: applied to the wetted surface it gave the wag. 
mentod surface used by Rankine in s formula for deter. 
mining the resistance to propulsion of the vessel See 
angmented sueface, umber augment. · Coefficient of 
ene, in Agifrawd., the ratio of the aren of the jet 
of liquid issaing from & reservoir, neared at a distance 
from the orifice of half the diameter of the jet, te the aren 
of the orifice. —Coefictent of correlation. See ®rorrr- 
lation, 5,—Coefficient of diffuse reflection, Same us 
weoegicient of digweon,—Coetiicient of diffusion, in 
optics, the ratio of the light diffasely reflected, in the 
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direction of the normal to a mat surface, to the Incident 
light. Alao called the covsict af diffuse resection. 
~ Coefficient of in naval arch, an 
emptrical factor which when multiplied by the area of 
Kteatest subenerred section pormal to the direction of 
Teotiog and by the square of the speed gives the resistance 
of a bady to motion h the water.Coefficient of 
discharge, in Audrewl., ratio of the actual rate of 
dischance of liquid from @ reservoir to that which would 
have cecurred in the absence of recegnined bnapedi- 
ments to flow, such as frictional resistance, contraction of 
the liquid vein, etc.—Coefficient of ellip' » the ratio 
between the major and minor axes of an ellipee— Co- 
efficient of em: the ratio of eminsive power of a 
body to that of the ideal black body of the same term 
ture, This ratio fa designated by most writers as enusrive 

it of See wfatigue. — it of 
finenens, in —— Ay» ent — ing the 
ratio of the area of a curved line, sach as the immersed 
midship section or a waterline of a veasel, to the ares of 
ite circamacribed rectangle, or the ratio of the under- 
water Folutoe to the volume of ite circumeeribing rectan- 
gular Hlolopiped (in that case called block cor ficient), 
or to volume of cylinder cireumecribed about the 
——" section (called cylindrical or prismatic coegi- 

The technical term for such percentages is “corficient 
Sineneea,” expressing, as tt does, the extent to which 
inomersed of a ship is reduced from the parallele- 

Pipedon, or “fined.” Wade, Manual of Naval Arch... p. & 

Coefficient of friction. (6) In naval arch,, an empirical 
factor, dependent upon the tmmersed length, which when 
maltiplied by the area and by the velocity of the water 
past the surface, raised to about the Lt power, gives the 

resistance of a submerged surface to motion 
throwgh the water. Also called corficient of frictional 
reriastance, of tion, in bocteriol., that 
concentration of a disinfectant which if added to a given 
medinm will prevent the development and multiplication 
of bacteria without killing them.— Coefficients of 
formance, Sane a8 celieiralty eovegicients. it 
of purity, in the sugar industry, the ratio (usually ex- 
preased as —— — of sucrose oF pure can⸗ ucar to 
the total solids in solution in the juice of cane or beet. 
— Coefficients of reality, two conative factors held to 
be the material of the intellectual concept of reality, the 
one (an experience of resistance) relating to reality hi the 
past and ishing the reason for attributing it to an 
object; the other referring to reality in the future and 
furnishing a reieon détre, o¢ utility, to the concept (a 
resolve to shape one's cont to an expectation) The 
term Was introduced by Dr. H. W. Stuart, who regards 
the coefticients aa emotions, the former of the contractive 
type, the latter of the expansive. Hut it ie not essential 
to the main position that reality should be based on 
emotion,— See ®eorrelaftic 
& in Agel rere... the numerical 
factor ting the loss of heat dae to frictional represen 
resistance to flow in the case of the efffux of a liquid from 
& reservolr.— Coefficient of rigidity a numerical com- 
stant used to denote the simple right tty of a substance. 
~ thom. = Sane us refetory eons. 
cient. CoeMictent of run-off, the ratio between pre- 
cipitation and run-off. 

Hydrotechnologists have lald much stress on this pro 
portions (between river-water and the rainfall of a region), 
the socalled “comsicient af run-off,” and it is generally 
thought that this might be a constant factor fora distinct 
river, Geog. Jour, (KR. G. BX. a, 

Coefficient of self-induction, the numerical value af 
the self-inductance in a cirvnit expressed iu henrys or 
other unite — of slip, the rmitio of the in- 
ternal friction of a yas or vapor to its external friction. 

Between the pressures of .6 and 20 millimeters of mer- 
cury the value of the cor a Wat found to be 
inversely proportional to the density of the gas and very 
nearly equal to the free path of the molecnles. 

Reynolds, Physical Rev., XVIII 423, 

Coefficient of solubility. See #slwhiity,— Coeffi- 
cient of etric conductivity, the conduectiv« 
ity of a substance divided by the quantity of hent neces: 
sary to raise a unit volume of it 1° C. Same as theruval 
wil Fuel vity.— of tranamiasion, the propor. 
ton of miiantenenry transmitted by a layer of any absorb. 
lng medium one centimeter in thickness. 

Each wave-length has its own corgictent of tranmnisrion 
through each transparent substance. 

A. Daniell, Text-book of Physica, p. 400. 

Coefficient of ubiquity, the exponent of a logarithmic 
factor which expresses the dependence of a plant apon 
temperature; the langer the exponential enetficient the 
Jess is the plant dependent on local Lempernture and the 
more widely it may spread over the globe.— Coeffi- 
clent of variability, («) A number computed in accor. 
dance with the laws of chance, and expressing the fact iat 
there isan even chance that the observed value of a given 
phenomenon will le within a given range. Thos the co 
eficient of vartability of the annual minfall at Marietta, 
Oho, Is 4.1 jaches; or, in other words, there & an even 
chance that the minfall of any year will be 4.1 inedes 
more or less than its average value. Also called the prob. 
atte error uf the erent, (6) Same as Weoe ficient uf raria« 
ten. Coefficient of variation, o ooctficient obtained 
by dividing the diversity among the individuals of a 
species, nice, or population, considered as stetistical devine 
thon from the mode, by the index of variability and mutt 
plying it by 100. See Winder of eariatdlity and Wirodet, 12, 
1. EB. Crompton, Biometrika, Mareh-July, 14M, iL 117. 

Coeffictent of velocity, in Awiraul., the ratio of the 
actual velocity of efflax of liquid from a reservoir te the 
velveity which would have been attained in the absence 
of resistance te flow due to friction or to other causes of 
retardation. CoeMictent of ventilation, « formula 
which expresses the number of times the air contained 
ina given space is renewed per unit of time: it is the 

fraction a in which H represents the namber of times the 

air is renewed In the given time represented hy H. Buck, 
Mel Hanibook, VI. 1&.--Coefficient of viscosity, 
Use ratio of the atresa upon a moving Muid to ite velocity 

celoblast 
gradient.—CoefMfictent of wind. the pressure 
of the wind against a stationary object, or the resistance 
of the alr to a moving object, depending upon the 
velocity of the motion, the demsity of the air, and the 
size amd shape of the object. If the wind carries rain, this 
mass ts added to that of the alr amt increases the pree- 
sure. — 

material 
fon and 

Tonization a mu 
whieh expresses the of jonization or electrot die 
sociation of a dissolved cloctrolyte, 
clent of , the coetticient of — 
Dility of a fluid, measured under conditions invoty ng, 0 
change of tenperat coefictent in - ure,— Lethal 
teriol. = (a) Inferior lethal coegicient, that medium con- 
centration of a disinfectant which will kill » 
hacterta in water ata temperature of 20-25* C, in the ahort- 
est time (1) S or corficient, that medians 
concentration of a disinfectant which will kill bacteria 
spores in water at a temperature of 26-95 C. in the 
shortest tine--Lillienthal coefficients, coefficients 
prepares by Lillienthal, showing the relation between 

» horizontal and vertical components of the force 
ex by a current of moving air on an bielined 
vane oc wing. ⸗ See 
admiralty *coeficient.— Output a ratio 
proposed as the ultimate basis for the design of in- 
duction motors As proposed, it is the ratio of the watt 
output to the produectof speed in revolutions per minute, 
gros | in centimeters, and the square of the diam- 
eter at the alr-gape in centimeters It varies from 
0.0000 for a 1hhomepower motor to (0018 for a 1,000. 
horse-power moter.— Pluviometric or h coefi- 
client, in meteor,, the ratho of the precipitation for any 
month to what woald have fallen if rainfall had been 
uniformly distribated ut the year,— 

indicated horse. 
ot Lael wig mreren engines of a steamer. The Hert 
is usually expressed aa a percetitage.— tory coem- 
cient, a pliysical constant denoting the power of optically 
active substances to turn the ne of polarization af 
light; the angle throayh which the plane of polarization 
is rota by a layer of unit thickness. — 
coefictent, (7) A numerical factor which = eee 
change in tempernture per degree centigrade of any physt- 
cal constant. Since nearly all the af matter 
are affected by change of temperate ere are HiaMme#r 
O68 Lemperatare ce jenta, euch as tomperatare oo- 
elfictent of rigidity, viscosity, thermal conductivity, ther- 
mal capacity, m, specific inductive capacity, and 
electrical resistance. (5) The coefficient och in 
el resistance of a substance with variation of tens 
perature. The temperature coefficient (&) is given by the 

equation : Hm 1—%, in which r fs the resistance of 
the substance at the temperature t, and r, ite resistance 
ater. 

celacanthous (sé-la-kan’thus), a2. Same as 
culacanthine. 
Colelminthes (sé-lel-min’théz), n. pl. [NL] 
Same as Colelmintha, 

ce@lenteric (sé-len-ter’ik), a. [ealenter-on + 
a In coé!., of or relating to the ewlenteron 
or digestive cavity of a celenterate. 
celenteron (sé-len‘te-ron), n.; pl. celentera 
(-rit). [NL., (Gr, noizoc, hollow, + éerrpow, in- 
terior, entrail.] The digestive cavity of a 
c@lenterate; an enterocele, A, £. Shipley, 
Zoil. of Invertebrates, p. 78. 

coelho (k6-el’yG), mn. [Pg., = Sp. conejo, « Le 
cuniculus, a rabbit: see cony.) Same as *rab- 
bit-Nsh, 4, 

(s6’li-an), a. (Gr. nozia, a hollow, ¢ 
andog, hollow.) Of the hollow type ; concave: 
noting that type of vertebra in which both 
faces of the centrum are concave; biconcave; 
amphicelian. Wieland, 1899. 

Celicolist (s6-lik’G-list), nw. IL. eaticola, 
heaven-worshiper, ¢ celum (erroneously ca- 
lum), sky, heaven, + colere, worship, + -ist.] 
A worshiper of the sky: one of a seet of the 
fourth and fifth centuries, . 

A Magian never can hecome a (ireek, or a Greek a Cor 
Neotist, . H. Newman, Callista, p17 N, KD, 

celi ja (s6"li-G-din’i-i), mn. = [NL., ¢ Gr, 
novia, belly, + odievy, ache.] Belly-ache ; eolie. 

calioscope (s6’li-i-skép), a, [Gr. xocdia, belly, 
+ crore, View.) An instrument for the ex- 
amination of the abdomen or other cavity of 
the body. 
celiospasm (#@‘li-6-spazm), », (Gr, «mic, 
belly, + orequd, spasm: see spasm.) Cramp 
of the abdominal museles or of the intestines. 
celiotomy (s6-li-ot’6-mi), 1. IGr. xorzia, belly, 
+ -ronen, ¢ raweiv, cut.) Same as laparotomy. 

A sear in the linea alba indicated the alte of Uhe former 
cafiotomica. Lancet, July 15, 1008, p. 140, 

ceoeloblast (s6'16-blast), rn. (Gr. soi?ne, hollow, 
+ sraeric, germ.) In insect embryol., accord- 
ing to the nomenclature of Graber, the endo- 
derm in a narrow sense, or a part of the en- 
doblast as distinguished from the myoblast. 
Cambridge Nat. Hist., V. 149. 



celoblastic 

coloblastic (s6-16-blas’ tik), a. (Gr. soioc, 
hollow, + A*acréc, germ, + -ic.) Character- 
ized by possessing a number of nuclei within 
a single cell-wall: applied to algm belonging 
to the Siphonales. 

coeloblastula (s6-l6-blas‘ti-ld), .; pl. cale- 
blastul@ (-1é). [NL., (Gr. xvidor, hollow, 
+ NL. blastula.] A hollow b as con- 
trasted with one in which the segmentation 
cavity is filled up by the blastomeres, or a 
sterroblastula, 

an (sé-16-ser’ té-an),a. (Gr, xoidor, 
hollow, concave, xuptég, curved, convex, + -e- 
an.) Coneavo-eonvex: noting that type of 
vertebra in which the anterior face is concave 
and the posterior face convex. 

86-10-gas’tri-l&), n.; pl. 8 
trulae (le). (NL, ¢ Gr. xoizor, —5 + NL. 
gastrula.) A gustrula with an open archen- 
teron, a8 contrasted with a sterrogastrula, 
in whieh the archenteron is filled by the endo- 
derm-cells. 

(s4-16-g0r'j-#), a, 887 The 
typical and only genus of the family Caloger- 

uw ji-dé), nw. pl. (NL, ¢ 
Milne-Edwards, 1867, 

jogorgide (56-16 
Coclogorgia + -idz. family of aleyouarian 
Anthozoa, of the order Stelechotokea. The colony 
is arborescen| by nen tke peeeerens, The 

zooid with kened cornen- 

the branchleta by axial zodide of the 
third order borne either on two sides or in spirals on the 
mali stem. The spicules are straight or curved and bear 
lateral processes. Corloyoryia is the typical genus. 

Oniserae — nm, NL. (Lindley, 
1825), < Gr. soidog, hollow, yury, female 
(pisttl).} A genus of ornamental plants of 

e family Ore 48. It includes about 4) spe- 
eles, all of which are adobulbous, They are found 
—22 in tropleal Asia. C. pendurata, 

. Dayana, C, M C. odoratiaeima, and others, 
are grown in the Uni Staten C. cristata, with ita 

It bas 

ewlomesoblast (sé-16-mes’S-blast), ». [Gr. 
noitoc, hollow, + jécoc, middle, + Siaardc, 

rm.) In em- 
rest; the true 
mesoblast sur- 
rounding the 
true body-cay- 
ity or ewlom of 
the embryo, as 
distinguished 
fromotherkinds 
of mesoblast, 
such as the 
mesenchyme 
and ectomeso- 
blast. 

Celomic fluid, a 
colorless nutritive 

certain an · 
wort. — 

Calomic 
in embryol., 
pocket derived by 
evagination from 
the walls of the 
oalom, 
Cawlomocela 
(s6-16-mo-s8" Iii), 
n. pl. [NL., < 
Gr. woifawa, a 
hollow(see calo- 
ma), xniAog, 
hollow.] In Lankester’s classification, a grade 
of Enterozoa in which the celoma is present 
as an independent second cavity, as opposed 
to the Exnterocela (which see), in which the 
sole eavity is the enteron. In this grade are 
included all groups of Enterozoe except the 
Hydromeduse, Scyphomeduse, Anthozoa, and 

cavity 
mulate 

Transverse Section through a Frog 
Emmbeyo 

showing the neural folds shortly before they 
teet cach other to complere the neural 
tube. a, corlom or buddy cavity; 4, note- 
chord; ¢ carer of epidennic layer of epi- 
blast; @, imneror wervous layer of epildant ; 
6, cocker lest 1_/, ower or somatopleuric 
layered mesoblast; g. inner ur splamchac- 
pleuvic layer of mesoltast; A, neural 
groove; ¢, dorsal mot of a spinal merve. f, 
spinal chomt ; 4, mesenteron ; 4, tiverdiver- 
teulum: om. yolk. (From Maashall's 
“ Vertebrate Eanbryolagy.”) 

Ctenophora, Same as Carlomata, 1, 
ce (s6-l6-mé-dé’num), n.: pl. calo- 
moda {-ib). (NL, ¢ Gr. xoizaua, a hollow, + 
(?) daierv, divide.] The ectodermal! portion of 
a e@lomie duct, 

opore (sé6-16’mé-por), a. [Gr. xof/ave, 
a hollow, + répoc, a pore.) A pore or opening 
through which the eavity of a protocwlom 
communicates with the exterior, 

omostome (#6-16’m6-stém), x. Gr. 
xotdaua, a hollow, + orévea, mouth.) The fun- 
nel-like month of a cHlomoduet, 
Oeloplana («é-ld-pla’ni), »,  [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xoldoc, hollow, + L, planus, plane,] A flat 
disk-shaped organism whieh has 
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as transitional from the planarians through 
Ctenoplana to the etenophores, Caloplana 
being regarded as closest to the planarians, 
and —— closest to the etenophores, 

ig is Nothin nown of the development of either 
‘orm. 

celopla (sé-lo-plat’i-an), a. (Gr. «odor, 
miopls réaric, flat, + iy Concave-plane: 
noting that t 
of vertebra in 
which the ante- 
rior face is con- 
eave and the por- 
terior face flat. 
Caloptrehium 

(re), a leaf.) 
genus of hex- 

actinellid 
sponges having 
® regular mush- 
room-shaped 
frond with stalk — and radial con- 
volutions, the 
ostia being On — CurleptycAtven agaricaides, Golit, 
the under side of Upper Cretaceous; Vordort, near Brawn: 
the umbel. It is A. top ew: Route. One half mat. 
the only repre- ral plas. (Brom Zisvel's “ Paleonvel- 
sentative o * & 
family, Caloptychidz, and occurs in the rocks 
of the Upper —— 
celostat (s6‘lo-stat), =. I,Rrroneously for 
*cxlostat or “celostat, < L. cælum (formerly 
often errone- 
ously ca@lum), 
aky, Gr. 
crarde: see he- 
liostat.) A 
form of side- 
rostat or he- 
liostat which 
— od ~ 

age of the sky 
reflected in a 
plane mirroras 
stationary. 

revolve uniformly 
by clockwork ones 
in 48 houra Any 

object 
jon 

——— * 
on & phots 
plate will he ‘ata: 
tionary and without any rotation in its own plane. In 
this last fact liet the superiority of Che corlostat over the 
older hellostat and sidercetat, which have mirrors revoty- 
ing in 4 houra They, on the other hand, have the ad- 
vantage that the reflected ray may be thrown in any desired 
direction, While with the coolostat the available range is 
wen by conditions determined by the dectination of the 
ect 

celothel (sé'lé-thel), ». (Gr. noitoc, hollow, 
+ (24, nipple.] In embryol., the mesoblastic 
epithelium lining the true body-cavity or 
ccelom of the vertebrate embryo, 
coemptional (ké-emp’shon-a!), a. Relating or 
pertaining to coemption. 

ure (ké-en-dir’), c. & To endure to- 
gether, or as long (as): as, “ ¢o-enduring with 
time.” Pusey. 

cenenchymal tion. See *gemmation. 
cosnobe (sé'néb), n. Inbot., sameascenobinm, 3, 
co@no (sé-n0'bi-iirk), Aa. [LAGr, xoewojte- 

Lippmann Cardostat. 

apy, © xomadiov, convent (see canobinm), + + 
dpyew, rule.) The director or head of a con- 
vent or monastery, N. E. D, 
cw@nobiold (sé-nd’bi-oid), a. [canobium + 
-oid,) Resembling a ecenobium, 
cw@nocentrum (sé-né-sen‘trum), n.; pl. ceno- coff 
centra (-trai). IUr. xowde, common, + xfrrpov, 
eenter,] In bot., a specialized mass of cyto- 
plasm eround whieh the eggs of certain fungi 
(Saprolegniaces) develop. 

cenocladia (sé-néi-kla‘di-a), », [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xoivdc, Common, nr ddoc, braneh.] In bot. 
the growing together of branches; natura’ 
grafting. 

(Gr. rower, common, cosnocyte (sé’nd-sit), n. 

coffee-bean weevil 

cenodiecism (s6'nd-di-6’sizm), n. (Gr. xoadc, 
common, + diacism,] The production of male, 
female, and hermaphrodite tlowers on different 
plants of the same species; triacism, 

caeneecic (sé-né’sik), a, Same as coenercial, 
coe (s6-nd-jen’e-sis), a, (Gr. xordc, 
common, + yévearc, genesis.) Common gene- 
sis, generation, or origin. 
om (s6’nd-je-net’ik), a. Of or per- 

ning to coonogensis.—Comogenetic regener 
ton. — *— * 

Cosnogoniacess (s8’nd-g6-ni-&’ 56-8), n. pl. 
(NL., ¢ Canogonium + -acex. 7 family of 
gym nocarpous lichens named from the genus 

nogonium. 
Cenogonium (sé-nd-go’ni-um), xn. (NL. 
(Ehrenberg, 1820), ¢ Gr. xoec, common, + 
yevia, angle.] A genus of lichens, typical of 
the family Canogoniacex, —“ the thallus 
— or — forming a flat, cireular, 
or kidney-s : spores 

te. —7 aplndle-shay i all pag lent Hep 
cs are and occur on the branches or 

trunks of trees. 

Canograptus (sé-né-grap‘tus), ». (Gr. xoeroc. 
common, + yperréc, written.) A genus of 
Lower Silurian graptolites characterized b. 
having two branches a from the tri- 
angular sicula, curving sigmoidally and giving 
off simple branches from the convex side. 
c@nomonecism (sé‘ndé-mé-né’sizm), ». (Gr. 
xoreég, common, + E. monacism.) The co- 
existence of male, female, and hermaphro- 
dite flowers on the same individual plant. 
cenopsyche (s6-nop-al’ké), mn. (Gr. nonde, 
common, + yuvyx4, mind.) ® consciousness 
of a community com to a collection 
of intercommuniecating ceils each endowed 
with consciousness. ‘aeckel, 
cenosome (s6’nd-sim), n. [Gr, xoede, com- 
mon, + capa, +] In Siphonophora, the 
stem or trunk of the eolony; the elongated 
manubrium of the original larval medusoid, 
which produces by budding all the parts of 
the eolony. 
ceenosteon (sé-nos’té-on), n.; pl. carnostea (-fi). 

Gr. com, common, + écriov, bone.) In 
ichth., an anterior lower bone of the shoulder- 
—_ bordering the gill-opening behind; the 
clavicle, 

te. Comnothecalia(sé’nd-thé-ki'li-i), . pl. [NT 
¢ Gr. xowdc, Common, Gixy, case, + -alia. 
An order of alcyonarian Anthozea. They have 
a calcareous skeleton composed of lumelle of calcite 
forming a dense corallum resembling that of the kupere 
forate Madreporaria and devel from a» specialized 
layer of ectadermecells, The colony consists of zoobda 
ani solenta, There ia bat a single living genus, Melio- 

: but the group was wore ely represented in re 

Palevesic thes 

coercionist (k6-¢r’shon-ist), #. A ins brad 
of coercive measures or acts; specifically, in 
recent British history, an advocate of the 
Coercion Acts in Ireland. 

coestate eager un, [co-l + estate.] The 
estate held by either a tenant in common or a 
joint tenant, 

coevality (k6-é-val’i-ti), ». [eoeral + -ity.) 
The quality of being coeval or of the same age 
or period of time. 

coexcitation (ké-ek-si-ti’shon), ». [co-] + 
excitation.) In physiol., simultaneous or col- 
lateral excitation. Amer. Jour, Psychol., XU, 

coexistence, ». 2. In logic, that reciprocal 
relation which subsists between any two ob- 
jects in that they exist in the same universe, 
generally regardless of time. In philosophy this 
onght toe be the exclusive meaning, since contem, neity 

mete expresses the tem meaning, and the ame 
ity leads to Ube gravest contradictions Usat pass with- 

out Hothes, 

1) . See *limestone, 
cof, r. and. A simplified spelling of cough. 
coffearin (ko-fé’s-rin), n. (coffee + -ar? + 
-in?.) A weak dincid base, C)4H)g0,Ng. ob- 
tained from coffee, It crystallizes in needles, 
which melt with deeomposition at 180° C. 

66, %.~ Caracol coffee, Same as ®enrmcotille, 1. 
—Ooffee black. See shack. Date coffee, rusted 
date-stones prepared for making a beverage. — Mexican 

the Negro or Mogdad coffee, Careia oecidentalia, 
a common weed in the southern United States, It is 
cultivated in Florida, as in Mexien, ete., as a anbetitute 
for eeffee and in this capacity sometimes passes under the 

judan coffee, Same as Negro 

OF clacara 
wild cofee-buah, western coffer, anid 

berry. 

been regarded + xbroc,a hollow (a cell).) Same as syncytiem, Ooffee-bean weevil, See *weeril, 
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,*. 2, A Tasmanian name fora cogt v. t, 4. In metal., to roll, especially to 
native plant, Coprosma hirtella, which is re- roll ingots into blooms, 
lated to the true coffee-plant. Its fruits are cog. An abbreviation of cognate, 

Pie ona —_ ** are wa agreeable. cogener (ko’jé-nér), n. Same as congener, 
(kof’é- ), me. name given in 4 C idee, ange-mou blac! 

the British West Indies to one of the finches, Pl Bn Ba — — * a er — 
Lerigilla violacea, that nests in coffee-bushes, 

coffee-bush (kof’é-bish), n. In New Zealand, 
& sottlers’ name for the karamu, Coproama 
lucida, A drink is made of its berries, 
orangeleaf, 

coffee-cake (kof’é-kak), n. Bread sponge en- 
riched, thinned, iced, and baked in a thin 
layer; a kind of a bun: often twisted and 

—— — of é-1i-zéz’), n. Bee di . 
American —E 2 iseaae, 

coffee-fern (kof’é-férn), n. See *fern. 
(kof’é-izm), ». [coffee + -ism.] The 

evffee-drinking habit or its effects on the 
health. G, 8, Hall, Adolescence, IT, 14. 

coffee-leaf (kof‘§-16f*), », The leaf of the 
eolfee- tant —_ CebeeJonf miner, 
ek Cemiortoma cogfeella, which 
the cotfes-tree. 
eoffee-plant (kof’é-plant), ». 1. A plant of 
the genus Coffea, which yields the coffee of 
eommerce.—2. In New Zealand, same as *cof- 
fee-bush.—3, In Tasmania, same as *coffee- 
berry. 

coffee-rat (kof’é-rat), », A small rat, Golunda 
eliiotti, found in southern India and Ceylon, 
where it does much ae to coffee planta- 
tions, by eating buds and blossoms. It is 
about 10 inches in total length and olive- 
brown above, tawny below. 

coffee-walk (kof’é-wik), n. The space between 
two rows of trees in a coffee plantation. 

coffeic (kof’é-ik), a. Same as caffeic. 
coffer: n, 8, Ina war-ship, one of a series 
of compartments, in the vicinity of the water- 
line above the protective deck, built in the 
interior against the ship's side or around 
hatches, forming a double wall, which can be 
packed to prevent water from entering the 
vessel after the side has been pierced by shot. 
In the United States navy the packing is made 
of the pith of corn-stalks. See def. 

(kof’érd), p.a. In arch., built with 
eoffers: said of a wooden ceiling or vault, the 
eoffers in the former being the panels between 
the beams, and those of the latter being re- 
cesses built in the masonry, 

, w 2, In arch., decorations b 
means of coffers or sunken panels.—3. 
special method of making a watertight brick- 
work lining for a mineshaft, each course being 
laid in rings, without headers, and the bricks 
of alternate rings being floated in grout, break- 
ing joints horizontally with the other rings. 

coffin-bird (kof‘in-bérd), u. The hoopoe, Upu- 
epops, 0 named because in China it some- 

mes nests in holes in coffins, or in the carved 
work with which they are decorated, This is 
possible in China, where coffins are placed 
under mounds above-ground, 

eoffin-joint (kof‘in-joint), ». The seeond in- 
terphalangeal joint within the hoof of the horse, 

~ . See *erystal, 
coffin. (kof’in-pin), ». An ornamental iron 
used in hearses to hold the coffin in place. 

coffin-plate (kof’in-plat), ». The metallic plate 
or shteld on a coffin-lid inseribed with the 
name, age, etc., of the deceased. 

coffin-ship (kof‘in-ship), ». A ship likely to 
jfounder, and thus become the coffin of the 
erew: a term in common colloquial and news- 

the larva of a tin- 
mines the leaves of 

paper use in the United Kingdom, durin; 
agitation in Parliament begun by Samuel Plim- 
soll for legislation on the subject. 

C, of G. An abbreviation of Cape of Good 
Hope. 

softaternal (k6-fra-tér’nal), a.andm, [co-1 + 
fraternal.) I, a. Concerning or pertaining to 
a cofraternity. 

nan. A moember of a cofraterni Fran- 
cis Galton, Natural Inheritance, p. 04. 

cofraternity (ké-fri-tér’ni-ti}), 1. All the sons 
and transmuted daughters, considered collec-. 
tively, of like statistical mid-parents. 

As all the Adult Sons and Transmuted Daughters of the 
some Mid-Parents form what is called a Fraternity, so all 
the Adult Bons and Transmuted Daughters of a grep of 
Mid-Parents who have the same Stature (reckoned to the 
nearest inch) will be termed a Co-raternrty. 

Frenets Galton, Nataral lnheritamce, p. iM. 

COg?, ".—To alip a cog, to make a single unsuspected 
iy stake in one’s work or calculations. 

cies, as a game: 
‘orden and Keermann, Amer. Food and — — 

pp. B57. 

e cogged (kogd), p. a. Provided with eogs: 
as, & copged w eel.— Cogged-wheel breathing or 

ythm. Sameas ed which ander 
—— oe . —* 

a Firen n. 1. The fitting in and 
working of the wooden teeth or core of mor- 
tise-wheels.— 2, The process of rolling steel 
blooms from a. : 

cogging-engine (kog’ing-en’jin),n. Any en- 
d for dri i gine use driving an ingot-mill or cogging- 

till, 
ip Son roel n. A rolling-mill 
blooms are rolled from ingots; 

an ingot-mill, 
coggle* (kog’l), ». [Appar. based on cog?.] In 
ceram., & decorating wheel of wood or iron. 
usually grooved, designed to be run around 
the edges of pie-plates, to form the notches or 
indentations. 

cogitation, r. 3. In pre-Kantian philosophy, 

i 

-mill 
in which stee 

cially in Deseartes, Spinoza, and the 
olfians, consciousness, eepecially thoughts. 

Usually rendered ‘Uhought' or * king’; but any mode 
of consclousess Waa nocant, especially that of immediate 
perception of objects, whether internal or « In 
inoder) phi ty the term is not used at all. It would 
be convenient to give it Wie meaning of consciousness of 
an object —that grade of consciousness which makes the 
distinction of subject and object, or ego and non-ego, bat 
does not think of generals or of signs as sach. 

COgMac, *.—O1l of cognac, the trade-name for diluted 
fusel-oll. j 

cognitional (kog-nish’on-al), a. [cognition + 
-all,) Of or pertaining to cognition: as, cog- 
nitional judgments, 

rant ex Irene ——— 101 i nite Ww 

instantancoua.' J. W. Powell, Truth and Error, p. 231. 
ition-time (kog-nish’on-tim), ». In gy. 

chophys.: (a) The total time of the cognitive 
reaction. (6) This time minus the time of 
the simple reaction. The cognitive reaction Is a 
form of the reaction ¢: ment in which the reactor is 
told, for example, that he will see a color or hear a tone, 
and that he is to react only when be has cognized the 
color as red, blue, ete, or the tone as the tone of a certain 
pitch, of a certain instrument, ete. 

cognitive, a. IL, ». In gram., a particular 
form of a root word, expressing recognition or 
knowledge. 

Abenaki the coguitice of Penobscot awenoeh, 
— nm the first whites with whom the early 
Abenakis were brought in contact. 

Amer, Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1002, p. 31. 

itor (kog’ni-tor), n. In Rom, law, the 
attorney or advocate of a — to a private 
suit; one who took up the defense of a person 
present in court. 

cogon (k6’gon), n. [Philippine Sp. cogon, ¢ 
agalog and — cogon, Bicol cogon-cogon.] 

A name in the P oe Islands of Imperata 
arundinacea, a graas which takes possession of 
abandoned clearings and covers vast tracts of 
savanna land, It furnishes excellent material 
for thatehing, but is fit for ture only when 
young and tender. See *alang-alang. 

cogonal (k6-g0-nll’), n.3 pl. cogonales (-nii’ liz). 
[Philippine Sp., ¢ cogon + -al, implying plan- 
tation.) A cane-field; land overgrown with 
coon, 

coguarantor (ké-gar’an-tér), u. 
antor,) A joint guarantor, 
cogway (kog’wa), ». A railroad-track with 
eog-rail, used on grades too steep for stpooth 
wheels. 
cohen (ké‘hen), ».; pl. cohanim (k6-hii’ném), 
{Heb. Ohén.) Among the Jews, a priest. Jews 

ng this name or one of ita numerous variants (stich as 
Cohn, Cahen, Cahn, Coen, Coon, Kuhn, Cowen, Cowan, ote.) 
are aastiined to be periante from the high priest Aaron, 
In the synagogue service the Songrepeted ia divided into 
three classes, as follows: (1) Cohandm, or privet, de- 
soendants of Aaron; (2) Lerfim, or Levites, descendanta 
of the patriarch Lowi; (5) Jeraelim, or Iareecliten, The 
last are, of course, the most namerma, Many of the 
first categury ~ Cohanim) have secular names, to 
which, whut signed in Hebrew, they affix the letters 
«. Z, an abbroviation of cohen zedek, ‘righteous priest.‘ 

cohenite (ké‘ben-it), ». [Named after Profes- 

(co-1 + guar- 

coiler 

coherer (ké-hér‘ér), ». In elect., a tube filled 
with a conducting substance in powdered or 
granular form, as metal filings, which, when 
struck by an eleetric wave, as that sent out 
from a wireless telegraph station, decreases 
in electrical resistance, probably by the parti- 
eles making a better contact with each other, 
and so is used to discover very minute electric 
waves, a4 in wireless telegraphy. After the 
passing of the electric wave the resistance of 
the coherer usually remains low, but it rises 

in when the tube is tapped, 
tage (k6-her’i-taj),2. The estate of one 

of several heirs to the same estate. 
Cohiba (kd-hi'ba), . (NL. (Rafinesque, 1836), 
said by its author to be of Haitian origin.) A 
os of dicotyledonous plants belonging to 

e family Hydrophyllaces. See Wigandia, 
coho (k6’hd), ». [California Indian?] A sal- 
mon, Oncorhynchus kisuteh, found from San 
Francisco northward and on the Asiatic coasts 
southward to Japan. 

In the opinionsof the canners . . . the eohoshoald rank 
next after the king salmon in food value. 

Bulletin U.S, Fisk Com. XVIIL & 

cohune (ko-hii’ne), ». [Native name in Hon- 
duras.] A pinnately leaved palm, Attalea Co- 
hune, native of Central America. The fruit 
yields oil and is used in the same manner as 
the ivory-nut for turning small articles. See 
Attalea and corozo, 1. 

coiffeur (kwo-fér’),n. [F.] A hair-dresser. 
,% 2, In geol., an original angular eleva- 

tion of land around which as a corner-stone 
continental growth has taken place. 

Southfof the Scandinavian 
Geog. Jour. (BR. G. 3.) XITL 245, 

coil}, v. t.— . Bee etry. 
coil! n. 4. A cylindrical hoop or tube formed 

guns. — Letters coil, a 

of the 
irr.— Series cot], in 

ative amount of current re- 
ceived by a shant-coll ts determined by the inverse ratio 
of ite resistance to the resistance of the comluctor with 
which it is in ehunt.—Tesla coll, a form of induction- 
coll without an iron core and designed tor the production 
of the form of h-frequency harge known as the 
Testa #dlischarge (which see) 

A boiler made of coil-boiler (koil’ boi-lér), n. 
one or more coiled tubes. 

coil-clutch (koil’kluch), ». A form of friction- 
clutch in which a coil of steel rod or a wire 

Coll-clutch. 

ley loose on the sheeve or quill, 4) ¢. split heb of pulley a: 
Lh; «, jaw by which the col is forced o= of drawn off the taper 

«2 J. gtoovwe for the tork of the lever (eo1 shown! which cis 
taoved lengthwise om the hab ; yr, shaft to drive a or be drives hy tt, 

* 

ae 
het 

rope is fastened to one element, and a cone 
upon the other is pressed into the inside of the 
coil, The multiple turns of the rod or eoil 
make it seize wpou the surface of the cone and 
hold with great power 

sor E, Cohen of Greifawald, Germany.) A coil-end (koil’end), ». Same as *coil-stand, 
eompound of carbon with iron, nickel, and co- coiler (koi'lér), ». An apparatus, connected 
balt, (Fe,Ni,Co)C, identified In some meteoric with a cotton-carding machine, for receiving 
irons. the sliver and disposing of it in the form of coils, 

coherence, ». 3, In math. See *adherence, 6, so that it may not become entangled. 
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coiler-can (koi’lér-kan), n. 
coiler apparatus that receivesthe sliver from 
# cotton-carding machine. Nasmith, Cotton 
Spinning, p. 12h. 

coller-head (koi‘lér-hed), a. The top part of 
the coiler apparatus of a cotton-carding ma- 
chine, through which the sliver passes into the 
ean, Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 174, 

coiler-motion (koi‘lér-mo’shon), a, A meech- 
anism, attached to a carding-machine, for re- 
ceiving the sliver and laying it into coils. 

coiler-plate (koi‘lér-plat), n. The upper re- 
volving part of the coiler, which receives the 
sliver from the cotton-carding machine and de- 
livers it into the can. Nasmith, Cotton Spin- 
ning, p. 126, 

coiler-roller (koi‘lér-rélér), n. One of a pair 
of calender-rollers between which the sliver 
passes into the coiler-can from the cotton- 
carding or -combing machine. Therniey, Cot- 
ton-combing Machines, p. 235. 

coil-flux (koil’fluks), ». In eleet., that part of 
the magnetic flux of a coil which is due to its 
own magnetism, and not to the presence of a 
magnetizable core or of anything capable of 
increasing the permeability of the magnetic 
circuit. 

coil-gland (koil’gland), ». Same as sweat- 
gland. Med. Handbook, L 79. 

coiling-machine (koi‘ling-ma-shén’), n. In 
wood-working, & machine for bending and 
forming barrel-hoops by coiling the steamed 
straight hoops over a drum an es them 
in the t form until they are stiff a a 

coil-stand (koil’stand), », An upright casting 
or support fora coil of steam-pipes. Some- 
times called a coil-end, 

coin!, ».— Alliance 
by two or more Greck cities in agreement for mereunite 
conventones, of for political reasons. — Baty] cotn. 
whetyl.— Fi coins, Roman silver denarii, struck 
under consuls. and coin scales, See #renle?, 
— Subsidiary coin, small coin used for change the legal- 
tonder value of which is limited by statute. See lepal- 

* ls 
Ostnage Tatio, the ratho which expresses the equivalence 

in value between gold and hog Sater the (then exatena) 
the United States, under the law 

USt7, ft is 1b.9e to 1: 
ecolved into as many dollars ag Li.gss 
The coinage ratio is hey 
where bimetal 
average commercial ratio; if this is mot the case the metal 
which is undervalued —— from eclreulation as 
money. Thus inder the law of 1702 the coinage ratio was 
fixed at 15 to b bat this undervalued gold and it disap: 

from e¢ jhe Sees ie Fatte ras shanged 
16.002 tol, and in 1837 to 1.968 to 1, but this ander- 

valued silver and it 

the fall in the value of silver has brought the —— 
ratio down to about £2 to 1, 

coin-catcher (koin’kach’ér), a. A probang 
with a special devies at the end, designed to 
hook under a coin orothersimilar object lodged 
in the esophagus, and so draw it out. 

co-inherence at te taal weg n. The state or 
quality of — er, 

co-ini' (k6- ral ¥ a, [co-l + initial.) 

— 6-in-shir’ans), a. See insur- 
ance, 

Coir powder, the powder which separates fn the mana- 
facture of pr , cocommubiiber (for niatting, ete.) 
from the husk of thejooconnut, 

coke!, n.-—-@ tized coke, coke which has been 
converted into artificial graphite by the high temperature 
of an electric fursace in the presence of silicon in small 
tantity.— Native an impare variety of carbon 
med in nature by the destructive distillation of bita- 

minous by contact with igneous rock, Called also 
carbontte, 

coke-bed (kok’bed), ». 1. A layer of coke 
which is put into a cupola before charging any 
of the iron, The amount of coke in this layer 
is = rtionate to the amount of iron to be 
melted.— 2, A porous stratum of coke and 
elinker an gre of various sizes, laid toa depth 
of several inches below a mold for casting a 
jiece of work having large surfaces and which 

1s bedded in. Provision ts thus made for carrying off 
the gas generated in the mold, there being vent-pipes to 
allow the gus te escape from the porous stratum. 

coke-breeze (kék’bréz), ». Coke from 
works in pieces small enough to pass through 
a one-inch ring. In handling coke a proportion of 
breeze is formed by the brenking of the larger plecea. 
This breeze is servened froan Uhe remainder of the coke 
as it is a detriment to the use of the coke in fires of 
furnaces. 

coke-dust (kék’ dust), ». Powdered coke: 
used for blacking foundry molds, 
coke-furnace (kok’fér*nas), n. A furnaee or 
heating-apparatus adapted to use coke as a 

in Gr, numa, coins stenck cok 
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smoke, and gives an intense local heat. 
coke-gas (kok’gas), n. The hot gas from a 
coke fire. 
coke-kiln (k6k’kil), n. A kiln which is heated 
by the burning of coke. 

(kék’mil), a». A mill for nding 
coal or coke into a powder for use in blacking 
foundry molds. It Js asually a closed revolving eytin- 
der inside of which are heavy balla or rollers which c 
the material. Also called ing-medd anid coal-nill. 

coke-oven, ”.—Altken's coke-oven, & moditheation 
of the ordinary beehive coke-oren, tn ed to effect the 
recovery of tar amd a in maki: 
minoas coal, coke-oven, 
forms of oven for the manufectare of coke from 
nots coal, io which alr is excladed trom the interior 

— tne porte Wy BT improv a it 4 

the pared during combastion beneath the tloor of the 
oven. This tprovement, introduced about 1400, is em- 
bodied in a fow of the modern coke-ovens — 
tar. See *tarl.—Jameson coke-oven, a tmoiification 
of the common beehive over, Which provides for saving 
the tar and ammonia Hquor by drawing off the ¥: 
formed in the coking through Tal connected with a 
system of channels, covered with perforated tilea, in the 
bottom of the oven. — coke-oven, an oven 
or kiln for coking coal, with proviston for the recovery of 
tar and ammeoulacal liquor. Simon 
an oven or kiln for the manufacture of coke, apeciall 
contrived tosave the volatile prociuets given off, aa wi 
aa the tar and the ammoniacal liquor. fuel used con- 
sista almost entirely of the ancondensed combustible 
gases given of — the - — ela a 

passed through separa Pron 
space for thls coal, to which space no air is admitted. 
coke-plate (kék’ plat), ». 1, Tin-plate, the 
sheet-iron base for which is e of iron re- 
fined with coke as a fuel, as distinguished 
from charcoal-plate.— 2. Iron plate made 
from puddled iron, which is inferior to char- 
coal-plate. 

e-scrubber (kOk’skrub‘ér), u. An appa- 
ratus filled with coke moistened with oil, used 
to purify street gas, which is foreed through it, 
W. L. Dibdin, Publie Lighting, p. 132. 

coking-plate (ko’king- lét),. Thedead-plate; 
a plate at the door oF a furnace which uses 
bituminous coal, on which the fresh coal is 
placed and allowed to coke before being spread 
on the fire. 
coking-stoker (k6’king-st6’kér), ». A me- 
chanical stoker or device for firing a furnace, 
which its the fuel to eoke before feedin 
it to the grate, thus burning the fuel wi 
little or no smoke. 
coky (k6’ki), a. [coke + -y!.] Like coke; 
porous instrneture from partial fusion an 
escape of volatile matter: said of the residue 
from charring certain kinds of bituminous 
pg Sadtler, Handbook of Indust, Chem., 

col, mn. 2, A name given by Abercromby in 
1887 to the region on a weather-map between 
two anticyclones, where the isobara show a 
connecting neck or narrow region of lower 
pressure anal to the col that affords a 
pores from one mountain peak to its neigh- 

r: not to be confounded with a trough or 
an area of low pressure. 

cola? (ké'lii), n. [Also kola; W. Afr., given 
also in other forms, as Kolla, korra, gorra, 
goora,] 1. A tree of the family Sterculiacez, 
Bichea acuminata (Cola acuminata of Schott 
and Endlicher), which yields the cola-nut. 
See cola-nut,—2, [NL.] Any treeof the genus 
Bichea, which ineludes about 40 species of 
tropical African stereuliaceous trees havi 
entire or lobed leaves and axillary cuasters of 
unisexual or polygamous flowers. 

colaborer, bourer (ké-ld’bor-ér), m. A 
fellow-laborer; a colleague. 

colacobiosis (kol‘a-ki-bi-d’sis), nm. is < 
Gr. nia (xozax-), Hatterer, + Siwoc, uring] 
A form of sovial symbiosis, or symbiosis be- 
tween two colonies of ants of different species, 
one of which is parasitic on the other species; 
permanent social parasitism. Wheeler, 1901, 

colacobiotic ore. tee Spelled a, Of or per- 
taining to colacobiosis, 

colalgia (k0é-lal’ji-ii), a. [NL., ¢ Gr, xdtov, 
colon, + dAjo¢, pain.) Pain in the colon, 

colander, ». 2, A perforated hemispherical 
vessel used in casting shot. Ure. 
colanine (ké’la-nin), mn. [Also kolanine ; ¢ cola? 
+ -ine?.] A substance obtained from the 
cola-nut. It i probably a mixture of caffein tannate 
and a litth: theobromine tannate, and is used as a seda- 
tive in cases of seasickness. 

cola-red (k6‘la-red), n. The red coloring-mat- 
ter of cola-nut, formed by the oxidation of cola- 
tannic acid, 

cold-spot 
The ean of the fuel, Coke burns with a short flame and no colchic (kol’chik), a. [colchic({wm).] Derived 

from colchicum.—Colchic acid, an amorphous acids 
CyqlygU,Nq, obtained from colchiceine by benting it 
with concentrated hydrochloric acid, which removes two 
methyl groups, 

colchiceine (kol-chis’é-in), m. [colchic(um) + 
-- + -ine?.) A colorless, crystalline, slightly 
bitter alkaloid, CoyHog NOg + 4H,0, contained 
in meadow-saffron (Colchioum avlumnate), 

col cho. (kol’kit), », [Prop. chol- 
read eer, F. —— < Gr, pai : = ward yte > = 

found in pl. in Papyri, with a fem, yo xvrider, 
pl., and explained as Egyptian, but prob. an 
error for * you xi ta, ¢ Gr. xo}, a pouring out, a 
— libation, + yirn, a pourer, ¢ 
xev, pour. e Van Herwerden, Lex. grecum 
supplet. et dial., 1902, p. 903.) A funeral di- 
rector in ancient Egypt; one who provided 

i ices. ‘ilkinson. 

as money by certain California Indians, 
cold. I, a.—cold 
malarial 

in 
= pole, See *pole?.— Bee #rayl,— 
— -rigor the di of (0 C.) at which 
ac J —— chit ~ 7 

——** 
tmlly cooled sample of ofl, 

4) The tests plates by bem 
with and acroes the grain, to determine whether this can 
be done without fractare,—Oold See wwalll, 

. f= wpole?.— Strangers’ cold, 
3 Ar — of certain remete 
falands whenever they are visited by ships. 

cold-blast (kéld’blast), n. anda. I. a 1. A 
blast of air that has not been heated.—2, A 
blast that has been cooled by artificial means. 
Z, a. Using an unheated blast or one that has 

been cooled. 
colder (kol’dér), . [Also calder, caulder, 
cholder, chaulder ; origin unknown.) 1. The 
husk or refuse of threshed wheat.—2. Rubbish 
from old buildings. [Prov. Eng. in both uses.] 
cold-expressed (kdld’eks-prest’), a. Same as 
cold-drawn. 
cold-frame (kéld’fram), m. A small glass- 
covered structure, and the bed of earth which 
it covers, used for starting plants in the 
spring, or to receive plants transplanted from 
hotbeds or greenhouses, or to carry setmi-hardy 
plants over winter. It differs from a hotbed in that 

ere is no heat in the soil except that which acowmulates 
from the sun's rays. 

cold-ri (kéld‘riv’et-ing), nm. The pro- 
cess of b x yg? rivets without first heat- 
ing them. This is done only with rivets not 
over three eighths of an inch in diameter, 

cold-rolled (k6ld’réld), a, Rolled while eold, 
instead of at a red heat; specifically, noting a 
metal which has become brittle from excessive 
rolling or hammering. 

cold-ro. (kéld’rél‘ing), ». The process of 
rolling iron and steel plates or rods while 
they are cold. A smooth, finished surface is attained, 
redistant to abrasion, and needing no subsequent machin- 
ing. 

cold-saw (kéld’si), », A saw for cutting cold 
metals; especially, a power sawing-machine 
used in cutting iron beams, rods, rails, ete, 
Sueh machines em, heavy cirealar eawa driven at high 

to be cut clam to a table and 

etal. Steol disks drt at "7 high saad 2 i) e driven at v J are 
asec in of saws, and are called In 
some — machines band-saws ae en tee used. There ts 
alao a —— — machine which employs a reci 
cating saw resembling a hack-maw, The large machines 
are called cold-saw cutting-of machines. Soe milling 
weaw. 

cold-sa (kéld’s4’ing), n. The process of 
sawing cold metal with a ular saw or cold- 
saw. 

cold-shortness (kéld’shért’nes), n. Brittle- 
ness when cold: a condition of wrought iron, 
steel, or other metal, in which the metal, on 
aecount of its brittleness, cannot be worked 
when cold without fracture or cracking at the 
a * Compare red-shortness, 

cold-shoulder (kéld’shél'idér), v. t. To ‘give 
the cold shoulder’ to; treat with studied 
coldness, indifference, or neglect. 

cold-soldering (kéld’sod‘ér-ing), ". A process 
of amalgamating metallic substances by the 
aid of mercury. A hard amalgam, made of 5 or 6 
partes of pure silver, $ or 4 parts of tin, and fron 3 to & 
per cent. of blamth, is melted and cast into tngota, 
whieh are then reduced to fine filings. The filings are 
mixed, as required, with enough mercury to form a» stilt 
paste which hardens in about an hour, 

cold-spot (kdld’spot), . In physiol., a t 
upon the skin which is sensitive to cold, but 



cold-spot 
insensitive to pressure, pain, or warmth: also 
termed a cold-point, 
The warm-spots are more dificult of identification than 

the cold-spots. XK. B. Titehener, Exper, Paychol,, L il, 8. 

cold-uleer (kdld’ul’sér), ». An ulcer on a 
r or toe, resembling a chilblain, but due 

to interference with the local blood-cireula- 

colein (k6'lé-in), n. nent a + oon. ] A 
purple-ted resinous com 
obtained — the leaves o1 (Nie oe * 

co! id ), ™ leopodinm, 
< Gr. nore ae i, + toic (rod-), foot.) In 
certain myriapods, one of the accessory struc- 
tures which form a sheath for the phallopods 
= — parts of the external —— 

—S -6-pé’di-um), n. 
“opie (NL. : ‘see *co * 
enlia = process extruded by certain 
diatoms believed by some to be the means 
of locomotion in these plants. 

a (oe -é-op'te-rin), u. [coleapter + 
-in2t.] A red pigmen found in the wing- 
covers of beetles. 

coleopteraloey, (kol-é-op-te-rol’ it) n. [Cole 
Tr. -Aoyia: see -ology.] The science 

or —— iN —— of entomology. 
Coleosporium (k6‘l6-5 ri-um), #. 
(Léveillé, 1847), ¢ Gr. 2 asheath, + exopa, 
seed (spore).] A genus of uredineous fungi hav- 
ing the ecidia usually produced on the leaves 
of — — uredospores and telento- 
spores on other hosts. 
redla, waxy sort and Fete white eitasheed's to the 

Senecionts uces its telen' on species 
of Senecio, and tte wcldia on Pines —— 

— xol· ro g. ». INL. (Rabenhorst, 
851).] A genus of parasitic pyrenomycetous 
= having membranous or thin, leathery 

hecia farnished with radiating bristles, 
* rea are ovoid, two-celled, hyaline, and 

or Fe spire. — Cc. Chartomi —— the 

— hve ner suing ~ Grape 
ehronic | a eto ““orapaient 

colic resulting 

« CO- 

(NL. 

ial 
eaves of 

uterua, 

colica, e 2. 5 —Colica metallica, colica 
sicca. ut-colie, 
ꝛa (kol'ik-wéd), n, The squirrel-corn, 
Bikukulla Canadensis; also, leas frequently, 
the dutehman’ 's-breeches, B. Cuwenllaria, and 
species of Capnoides. 
Po icwort (kot’ ‘ik-wért), m. 
Aletris farinosa.—2, The parsley-piert, Alche- 
milla arvensis. 

colitis, ".—Amabic colitis, Sec * 
coll, aAn abbreviation (a) of —— %) of col- 

fate, 
Fa, sor (ko-lé’mi-ii), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. néa2a, 
glue, +aiue, blood,] The presence of uric 
acid in eolloidal form in the blood. 
collage (ko-lizh’), ». [I"., ¢ coller, gine, clarify 
with gelatin, < colle, ¢Gr. ndede, glue-} The 
process of clearing wine by means of isinglass 
or gelatin. 

colla parte (k6l‘lit piir’te), [It.,‘ with the part.’] 
In music, a direction forthe accompaniment to 
follow the tempo of a soloist or leading singer 
or pd ap ey In vocal music also expressed by 

collage, v.ands, <A simplified spelling of col- 
la 

m., 2, (g)(4p A 
“fhe anc funnels in * —— seciios 
(A) In pte 23 ne OW pe to chee we 
of melted solder, — and cut. , a conabiined 
— ~ mind —* Ty made in several forms, all 
— —8 bending-rolls adapted to — —* fabrics: a 

larturner and -shagwer.— 
—* ring or collar placed on — ef a renin 
machine, —— the feed-acrew and the grooved spindle, 
to forna ina-strfaces, and by the adjustment 
of whieh the weer af the cotlars and aj — can be taken 
up —F. collar, in a a broad piece of soft 
leather cut to fit the horse's neck. It is worn under o 
round collar to eqtialize Hhe preastire upor the neck, 

collar, +. % 5, In ericket, to become complete 
master of (the bowling): said of the batsman. 
[Slang.]—6. To lay hold of; ‘nab’; take 
session of; in foot-ball, to tackle. (Slang. 7* 

A portiomen ban 9 stems vi ch before him. .., when 
another gentleman comes anid coffare that glass of | panch, 
without a “ with yourleave,” Dichens, Nich Nickleby, xv. 

collar-bearing (kol’iir-bir’ing), n. <A bearing 
for taking the end thrust on a shaft, made by 

tof shell matter about 
the cephalopod modiineks, 

1. The colic-root, Co 
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forming or —— eollar on the shaft and 
using one face of the collar as the bearing- 
surface, 

collar-bound (kol‘iir-bound), a, In mach., 
cramped between collars ; 80 caught by collars 
as to > make rotation diticult oF = ble, 

Uf) are BoD on heating 
—— that run between collars. aad 

collaret, ». 3. In zodl.: (a) In certain goni- 
atite cephalopods of Devonian age, one of a 
series of swellings in the shell which ap 
aig Sp a resent successive positions of the 

ell-aperture. (4) The circle of 
—— — sea-unemones. 

collar: kol‘jir-gaij), n. A hollow cylinder 
for —X 6 * mot — ieee. 

collar- re ol’ An indolent raw 
sore appearing on t — —— of horses as a 
result of the —— * caused by an improperly 
fitting ym : ‘ Gr. xia, gl 

collargol (ko-liir’gol), m. (Gr, a, glue, + 
dpy(upoc), silver, + -ol.) A trade-name for a 
non-irritant combination of silver with proteid 
material (colloidal silver), intended forsurgical 
use, Natwre, March 26, 1903, p. 503, 

collar-heart (kol’tir-hirt), 2 Naut., a heart- 
block which kas one large hole in the center 
and a groove around the cireumference, and 
is open at agg end — the lanyard. 

— 
The ey ‘ndrical 
part of any deco- 
rative capital. 
Thus the more elab- 

* 

between the volutes, 
and this is some. 
— called collar- 

ear· nut (kol’dir-nut), a. A nut having a 
e lindvical collar at one end. The collar is de- 

de asultable bearing-surfuce and also to 
a med or whieh has been f on the corners of the 
not from cutting into the end of the plece which bears 
aguinst the nut. 

collar-pad (kol’iir-pad), ». A piece of sole- 
leather or metal shaped to fit a horse's neck 
under the top end of the collar. 

collar-palm (kol’ ir-pim), n. A tool used b 
horse-collar makers for shaping the collar, It 
is of iron bent in the shape of a double elbow, 

callar-pore (kol‘iir-por), ». A ciliated tube. 
=, connecting the cavity of the collar of 

anoglossus with the first gill-slit. Parker 
= Haswell, Zotlogy, U. 2. 
lateral in dade, a power in which the donee 

has no A tn the land subject to the power. 
collaterate (kg-lat's 6-rit), ¢. ¢.; pret. and 
colleterated, ppr. collaterating.,  (collater(al * 
-ate*.] To use or pledge ascollateral security. 
[Reeent.} 

collation, n. 12, (a) In bibliog., detailed com- 
Pr apeet of a book with a perfect copy, usually 

specifying, by signature-marks or other in- 
dletions the number of leaves (blank as well 
as printed) and detachable plates or maps, 
present or absent, in the copy examined, as 
com red with a perfect copy. The process ts 

in the case of all valaable boo! caper pecially oli ones, 
it t belrug a highly probable assumption that any leak in 
hand is tmperfect. (h) 

amination of the folded sections (si atures) 
of a book for the purpose of discovering omis- 
sions or thisplacements of sections, 
collationary (ko-li‘shon-i-ri), a. and, I, a. 
Of or raining to to collation (in some sense), 
* — — # religions suci- 

ot name tnaler which 
proselyting orders or 

A — &, quartet-round or 
echiaua: C, Couminet 

TOM 

ety, so called ; 2* bee a 
Enismus veiled an allusion ‘6 
Priests of the Homan church. 

They were placed in a house of Colletionary Fathers 
Except from this account of Erasmus, I never heard of 
these People, nor can learn any mere about them. Erne 
mus says that they were a community whe had pests all 
over Christendom, and made thelr living by netting prose- 
lytes for the revularordern Their business was to catch 
in some way superior lads, Gireaten then, frighten them, 
beat them, erush their spirtts, tame them, ae the process 
was called, and break them in for the cloister. 

Froude, Erasmus, p. 7. 

II, ». A collationary father. See above. 
The Franciscans and Dominicans admitted that without 

the Cetlationaries’ help their orders would dic out, 
Froude, Erasmus, p. 7. 

cola voce (kél’li vé’che), [It., ‘with the 
oice.’] In music, a direction for a singer to 

follow the tempo of the leading singer. See 
*eolla parte. 

collect, c. t. 4. In horsemanship, to gain eon- 

In bookbinding, the ex- e9 

Colleri 
trol (of a horse) and bring it into # position 
where it has proper command of its powers. 
» As Sedixivas une of Seo rein, you collect a tired 

. You draw his hind-legs onder him, throw 
age upon ina hatnches, a render him leas i 
even on his weary or Weak fore-legs. 

Art af Training Horses, vill, X. B.D. 

Collecting-hairs, See *hair!. 
collection, ». 8. In logic, many independent 
or — * ts regarded as a single object 
coms ese objects. In this sense ‘ many” 

takes A including the case of a object re- 
com of itself alone modern 

jcomathematical science of multitude (often called 
the theory of cardinal numbers) relates to the magnitades 
of collections. 
9. A plural object; an individual object whose 
existence consists in the existence of whatever 
individuals may have been mentally connected 
and regarded as parts of it. Different and 
mathematicians have different objects in mind in #peak~- 
ing of a ‘collection, without always began ng dy = 
are al crose-pe 

gtished from ane other, With Gem, the identity of a 
collection thes & Klentity of ite Individeal members ; 
so that whatever. the different individuals 
might as long as their identities were comserv: 
that of the collection would remain, Batif an individ 
member is or a new one created, a different 
collection is uced, though the definition of the class 
(which isa i ized ne consisting of whatever 
existent objects possess a — — —— may 
be unc! Most } pure mathematics, on 
the other hand, are in the habit « of stadying objects that 
2 Arely hypothetical, without any comsideration of 

any such —— exist. These em, being 
wee creatures of thought, possess om i individu. 

what the logicians term ‘indesignate individuals aname 
which fails to ze the extrinsic, superiny c 

of their individuality. A mathematic! for ex. 
agp Peele ret escape em ting of a dos, of 
a dot expressly supposed to be other than the former, and 
of a dot expressly —— to * uelther of the 
These dota, being 1, are entirely 
alike as * *5 are —— ight a = 5 But ne 
ing ex Ppposed to be eac either of 
—— —— dG being. 
* jy mathematician'’s collection, i & INere crea 

oe cares ere teens at all, un anon, e su remain the 
same The —— also created 
| — it is thought to exist in the real existence 

ite * ivideal members, Thus the kurician’s collection 
haa a derived existence distinct fram its easence, which lat- 
ter ie in the intention of the act of Ghought which severs 
the universe inte two 6, the one to form the inside 
and the other the on of the collection, Accordingly, 
a Ho ee wd collection may coutain but a single member 
with which the collection is identical in existence, al- 
though [te emence refers also to everything excluded, 
Sa, too, if to the question, ‘What is in this box?” the an- 
ewer be, ‘ Nothing, this word, me a reply te that question, 

Hifes the emence of a ection, numely of the one 
ie lo —— collection —* has te existence, 

tn polit. eon, the determination 
of wages an conditions employment by agreements 
between an employer of a group of employers on the one 
hand, and a — employees, acting in concert, on the 
other. In tte simplest form it may be merely the deter- 
— of wages, eto, by agreement between a single 

er and an informal anion of his *2 More 
often it is extended to practically all the shope of one in- 
dustry in a city or district, and sometimes in an entire 
country, a8 in the cottomspinning industry in England 
amd the glas-blowing industry in the United States,— 
Collective on, telesis, Ser ®rngyration, wiel- 
ena, 

collectivistic (ko-lek-ti-via’tik),@. Pertaining 
or related to or accordant with collectivism. 

In order to promote the realization of the ideal colfecti+ 
ristic state, Marxists are ready .. . to beoome the ser- 
vanta and supperters of capital, 

Athenseum, July 7, 18M, p. 24, 

8, 8, (pl.] Same as collecting-*hairs. 
—®. In the manufacture of artificial silk, o 
device for collecting and coalescing several 
eollodion filaments from the spinning-ap- 
paratus, and then winding them upon bobbins. 

col jp Nam ultural co. Sew tagriceltwral, 
Sev settlement. — College 

Widow, a Worman residing in a college town who is ax 
samed to have received the attentions of etudents of sev- 
eral successive clases, but remains unmarried, 9 a} 
~—Land-grant college, one of those colleges 
United States. which, tinder the Land Grant tee a ise, 
and the supplementary law of 180), received grants of 
land and money for the education of young farmers. 
Collemace@ (kol-é-mii’s6-6), w. pl [NL., ¢ 
Collema + -acexr.) The now preferred form 
for the name of the lichen family Collemei 
(which see). 
collembolan (ko-lem’bé-lan), a.and x. I, a. 
Pertaining to or having the characters of the 
Collembola. 
pe n. One = the Collembola. 

a. Bee thet! —A —Bast-collenchym 
collench ol’ eri), n.; pl. Calleriot ( (-riz). One of 
a race occupying the country south of Tricht- 
nopoli, formerly so predatory that the word 
eame to be the equivalent of ‘thief’ in that 
region. 



Colletotrichum 

Colletotrichum (kol-é-tot’ri-kum), ». [NL. 
(Corda, 1837), so called from the glutinous char- 
acter of the hairs; ¢ Gr. xotAyréc, glued, + 
&pig (rpcy-), hair.) A genus of melanconiaceous 
fungi having the fructifications (sporodochia) 
dark-colored and breaking through the surface 
of the host. Durk-colored sete are produced among 
the sporophores, The eperes are simple and hyaline or 
light-colared in mass. A number of the species produce 
serious diseuses of cultivated planta. C. Goseypii attacks 
the cotfon-plant, See #anthracnoer of cotton. 

colliculate (ko-lik’a-lat), a. [NL. “colliculatus, 
< L. colliculus, a little hill: see colliculus.) 
Having small emineneces. 

collidone (kol’i-dén), ». [eotlid(in) + -one.] A 
basic substance related to collidine. 

collier’, ».—Collier’s stomach, motor weakness of 
the stomach due to anemia. 

Collier plant-louse, See *plant-lowse. 
co on, #. 3. In peychol., a form of men- 
tal connection or association in which the con- 
stituent elements, after combination, are as 
distinct as (or even more distinct than) they 
were or would be in isolation, . 
Simultaneogs color contrast may serve aa a typleal in- 

stance of colliqnation. 
v. Kulpe (trans), Outlines of Peychol., p. 21. 

colligative (ko-lig’a-tiv), a. Pertaining to or 
effecting colligation.— Colligatt properties, in 
phys. aon, —— whieh deemed only on nimbers 
of molecules: contrasted with additive and with con⸗ti · 
tutioe properties. 

But of the parpeses by the cotligative propertic 
that of pd pon eer negsocelh Ain corre without recourse 
to the evideoce afforded by chemical change la well known 
to be of the very widest application, 

diep. Brit. Asin vancement af Sci., 1008, p. 1A 

collimate, v. ¢. 2. To render the line passing 
through the optical center of the object-glass 
of a telescope and the middle wire of its reti- 
cule strietly perpendicular (or sometimes 
parallel) to the axis on which the telescope 
turna: usually by the aid of a collimator, or 
of star-observations in reversed positions of 
the instrument, 

Collimationaxis. Same as /ine of collimation. 
collimator, ”.— Floating collimator, « small telo- 
scope attached to an iron foat which swims in mercury. 
The collimator may be horizontal or ¥ + in the latter 
case the foot iss ring, the mercury cistern annolar, and 
the — Aces polnts downwanl throagh the 
center of the 

collinal (kol‘i-nal), a. [eolline + -al!.] Re- 
lating or pertaining to a colline, 

Verrill refers to cases of mt exothecal budding 
on the colfinal ridges of M 

Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist, Nov, 1, p SL 

colline, ». 2. In zvél., one of the ridges of a 
meandriform coral. 

. a.— relationship, « geo 
metrical relatioauship between two portions of space such 
iat each point, line, and plane in the one has one and 
but ope corresponding point, line, or plawe in the other, 
The object-space of a lene and the image-space corre- 
sponding to it are thas collinearly related ; every pointin 
the latter being the image and only image of sume point 
iu the former. . P 

II, ». Atrade-name of a variety of *anastig- 
mat (which see), a : 

collinearity (ko-lin-é-ar’i-ti), m. [collinear + 
-<ity,] The quality or fact of being collinear, 
that is, costraight. 

collinearly (ko-lin’é-lir-li), adr. Ina collinear 
or costraight manner. 

co. a. IL a. A person who speaks the 
same language as another. 

In brief, the tribal relations of the Seri seem alwnya to 
have bown antipathetic, especially toward the aboriginal 
tribes of alien blood, in somewlat bess measnre toward 
Caucasians, and in least — yet still considerable — degree 
toward their own cxfingwals and (presumptive) conan: 
gulicala, 17th An. Kep, Bur. Amer, EBthned,, ti ih, 

Collinson's flower. The horse-balm, Collin- 
soni Canadensis, 

colliquescence (kol-i-kwes’ens),”. [NL. *col- 
liquescentia, CL. colliquescere, become fluid, ¢ 
com-, together, + liquescere, become tluid: see 
liquescent.) Same as liguescence, 

Collision and damage, the technical name of a suit in 
ailmiraty brought to recover dium by reason of a 
collision between vessels upon naviguile waters. 

collocation, 4.—Collocations of matter, those fea- 
tures of the physical universe which a complete dynamic 
explanation would leave unexplained, referrin etn te 
initial conditions, namely : the positions and velocities of 
all particles at any ome instant, assumed as an origin of 
Hitte-easarement. 

collocational (kol-)-ka’shon-al), a. [colloca- 
tion + -al,) Of or pertaining to collocation. 

In the collocational stage of syntax, the chief means 
resorted to for this end was repetition. 

J. Berte, Philod, Eng, Tongue, © 507, 

collocative (kol’6-ki-tiv), a. [eollocate + -ire.] 
Based on collocation or order of arrangement ; 
of the nature of collocation, 

8.—15 
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There are three kinis of instrumentality which are the 
most active in the prodaction of this effect (a continaous 
ami consistent signification in the parte of a sentence}. 
The first of these Is collocation, of the relative position 
of words... This... we + «+ fiat o entlocative 
syntax. J. Earle, Philol Eng. Tongue, {) € 562, Sha. 

collodiochlorid (ko-16’di-6-klé‘rid), @. In 
photog., noting a printing process in which the 
sensitive surface on glass or paper consists of 
collodion impregnated with silver chlorid, 

collodiogelatin (ko-10°di--jel’a-tin), a. In 
photog., noting a ss in which a plate 
coated with washed collodion emulsion is im- 
mersed in a solution of gelatin, casein, or 
a similar substance, to perfect the film; or a 
late coated with washed collodion emulsion 
s washed with hot water and covered with a 
thin film of rapid gelatin emulsion. 

collodion, .—Albuminized collodion, cullodion 
which has beon treated with a clear aqueous solution of 
ege-albamin, and then se ted from the white prectpi- 
tate, — co) the collodiun canthari 

— pesoriatian el ooketian auieioretaatnioet & preparation on containing chhorotor- 
mic extract of 00 cantharides in Wi) parts of the 
finished liqaid.— Caustic collodion, a solution of vorre- 
sive subltimate tn collodion.—Collodion emulsion. See 
Wemulsion. — ion sac method, a method of in- 
crensing the virulence of bacteria by growing them in 
sacs CO of ecollodion (analogous to parchment di- 
alyzers), introduced into the peritoneal cavity of an ani- 
mal. Ned. Record, — 4, 16, p. 622. Collodion 
fEpnater. in photey,, a Onished picture prodticed in n ool: 
lodion Oilm on glass which by sualtable puration ane 
handling may be remeoved from the glass and transferred 
to paper. — el collodion, an ansensitized colledion 
used as a Yarnieh for dines or priuta,— Flexible collodion, 
collaion with the addition of caster-oll and Canada tur- 

tine. After the ev: tion of the ether the collection 
im renains soft = Plinble owing * the —— Me 

thylic collodion, ib phetor,, collodion made by the use 
pee Instead of ethytic alcohol,— Styptic collodion. 

atyptic. 

0 5* — so covered may then be painted with 

collographic (kol-d-graf’ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to the collograph or to collography,— 
Collographic process. Samo a *collography. 

coll phy (ko-log’ra-fi), », 1. The mani- 
folding of a writing or document by means of 
the collograph.—2, The art or —— of 
making prints from — yprepared 
printing-surfaces of gelatin. There are two 

vesses, known as hefiotype and *collotype 
Ewhich see), annlogous in principle but differ- 
ent in details. 

Colloidal metals, i" 5 le 
treme subdivision, ge =H opt gene — yah 
time suspended or dissolved in water, and present 
colores quite different from those exhibited by the same 
metals in maasive form. Silver, gold, mercury, and platt- 
nom have been especially studied in this condition. 

colloidize (kol‘oi-liz), r. t.; pret. and pp. 
loidized, ppr. colloidizing. {colloid + -ize.) To 
produce colloidal or jeity-like structure, as in 
the incorporation of guncotton with nitrogly- 
eerin and vaseline or camphor in the manu- 
facture of smokeless powder. 

collop,#. 3, A rounded fold of flesh, as on 
some very fat animals, 

colloped (kol’opt). a. Having rounded folds 
of flesh, as a very fat animal. X. E. D. 
collophore (kol’6-for), ». (Gr. «6220, glue, + 
~popor, € gépery, Sean] In ertom, the ventral 
tube of the Collembola, 

These tumed out to be specimens of Podura aquatica, 
commonly called “Spring-taila,” a low type of insect life, 
in which the mouth parts have degenerated, land] a collo- 
Phore, ot » r, has dew on the ventral side of the 
abdomen, nowtedge, Nov., 10, p. 250. 

An abbreviation of colloquial, 
co oquialism, n. 2, Colloquial style, quality, 

2: as, a transcript of the colloguialism 
of the day,” Coleridge. 

co) e (kol-d-ti’rin), m. [Gr. xé4/a, glue, 
+ L, tes (twr-), incense (7), + -ine2.] A erys- 
talline alkaloid found in stall amount in the 
bark of Symplocos racemosa, 

collotype (kol’6-tip), m. [Gr, «da, glue, + 
rumog, type.] 1. A photomechanical Jrccess 
by which prints in greasy ink are obtained 
from a gelatin film used as a printing-curfece, 
When bichromated pentia is exposed behind a reversed 
negative und is washed, a grensy ink will adhere only to 
those places which have been affected by light. This 
property was discovered by Fox Talbot in Inst It is 
usual to employ a thick glass plate (though metals and 
parchment paper also serve) for supporting the gelatin, 
and to cover this glass with a silicate, or an albumin 
solutton, which is dried, as a substratum for the gelatio, 
More prints can then be run off. The surface of the de- 
veloped gelatin is kept moistened with a mixture of gly- 
cern and water, «ink le applied with @ leather 
roller for the shadows, and a gelatin roller for the lalf- 
tones. The paper on which the proafé are palled may be 
glazed or unglazed, and a protec tay be pat 
over the print. 

Cig varn 

paper coated with a film of colle ¢o) 

colon bacillus 
Collotype would have done more justice to the * Alpha- 

bet of Death’ and the Old Testament wood-cuta than the 
line process which has been employed. 

At va, Dec. 19, 1900, p, 82, 

2. A print from a photographically prepared 
film of gelatin upon a glass or metal plate. 

coll (kol-@-tip’ik), a. Of or pertaining 
to collotype productions or processes. 

colloxylin, colloxyline (ko-lok’si-lin), n. 
— chen, + E. ory(gen) + -l- + -in®.| 
as pyroxylin. 

colluctation, ». 2. An agitation or disturb- 
ance of the particles of a substance, (Rare.] 

Natural Baths, or Hot-Springs, do pot owe their Heat 
to any Colluctation or Eifervescence of the Minerals tn 
them. J. Weedward, Nat. Hist. of the Earth, tl, 161 

colluvial (ko-li‘vi-al), a. [collweies + -all.) 
Belonging to or composed of colluyies; con- 
sisting of alluvium in part and also containing 
angular fragments of the original roeks: eon- 
trasted with alivvial and dilurial. 

Collybia (ko-lib’i-f), n. (NL. (Endlicher, 
1836), 30 named from the flat circular pileus; 
< Gr. xddAvjiog, a coin.) A large genus o! 
white-spored agaries, having a fibrillose stem 
without volva or annulus and the gills 
mostly adnate. (, redicata ts a very common and 
whlely distributed species occurring in woodlands, and 
Productng a long, root-like extension of the stem. 

Collyrites (kol-i-ri’téz),m. (NL, ¢ Gr. xoAAupic, 
a loaf of bread, + -ifes, B. -ife?.] A genus of 
spatangoid Euechinoidea, or sen-urchins, hav- 
ing the apical system disconnected, the bivium 
and trivium widely separated, and periproct 
posterior: typical of the family Collyritida 
and very abundant in the Jurassie and Creta- 
ceous rocks. 

({kol’i-west), ade. [Also colleywest, 
kolliwest.) Same as collyweston, [Prov. Eng.] 
collyweston (kol-i-wes’ton), ». [Appar. from 
the name of a person.) 1. In t — 
‘It's all along of Colly Weston,’ said when 
anything goes wrong.— 2, Nonsense.—3, Op- 
position. [Prov. Eng. in all uses.] 

collyweston (kol-i-wes’ton), adr, [Also col- 
leyweston, collyicesson, collywest, galleywest, ete.; 
from the noun.) In an opposite direction ; 
often as an adjective, contrary, contradictory, 
oi Eng.) 

0. The official abbrevintion of Colorado. 
colo a defect in the iris 

in band of normal 
a fleeare dividing the 

colocentesis (kol’é-sen-té‘sis), n. Pe ¢Gr. 
ado, colon, + aévryne, puncture.) In swrg., 
puncture of the colon to give egress to retained 
gases. 

colocolic (kol-9-kol’ik), a. [Gr, xdov, colon, 
+ xddov, colon, + -ic,] Pertaining to two non- 
contiguous portions of the colon, 

When a colectomy is imposible becanse of the site of 
the lesion, as, for Instance, in the splenic flexure, an anaa- 
tomosis is indicated, either He or theo dl. 

Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 15, p 10. 

colocolostomy (kol’}-kol-os’té-mi), n. (Gr. 
adaov, colon, + — colon, bp erdua, FE 
In surg., establishment of a permanent com- 
munication between two non-contiguous por- 
tions of the colon. 

col ».—-Compound extract of 
no brown cathartic sender onda by melting Sham we fo mm 
16 parts, adding alcotiol 10 parts, soap 14 parts, extract of 
colucynth 16 parta, and resinof seammony 14 theating 
to 10° (. until homogeneous ; iz; ing cardamens 
6 and redicing to a fine powder: the extructam 
colocynthidis composttans of the 0, & Pharmacoparta. 

colo-enteritis (kol‘o-en-te-ri’tis), » (Gr. 
aitov, colon, + NL. enteritis.) Inflammation 
of both the large and the small intestine, 
cologarithm (ké-log’s-rithmn), », The loga- 
rithm of the reciproeal of # number so taken 
that the mantissa is positive. The character- 
istic may be positive or negative. 

Cologne brown. See *broown.— Cologne 
name — or eth 3558 freed with cecal care 
from fisel-cll of other disagrecably selling impurities, 
and aed in the manufacture of eau de Cologne and other 
perfumes: also frequently selected for eutical 
use.— Cologne yellow. See #yellow. 

colombiano (k6-lém-bé-ii'nd), vn. [Sp.,¢ Colom- 
bia (see def.): see Colombian.) A silver coin 
of Colombia, of the value of 8 reales, 

colon? (ké-lén’), ». [Named after Columbus, 
Sp. Colén, the discoverer of America.) The 
silver peso or dollar of Costa Rica, of the value 
of 46) cents or 100 centavos, 

Colon bacillus. Same as *Hacillus coli communis, See 
cut on following page. 

(Gr. 
Same 

boma, v.— colo! 
—— it is divided ioe by a 

eyelid vertically, 



Colon Bacillus (Buciflwe cnt commends) from ager culture. 
Magnthed sooo times, 

(Virom fuck’s * Reference Haudbouk of Uke Medical Sctences.") 

colonel, . 2. In angling, the name of an 
artificial salmon-fly. commandant, the 
chief of a brigude of artillery, engineers, or marines in 
the British service, , 

Colonel Bogie. In golf, an imaginary player 
to whom is assigned, by the committee in 
charge, a score aguinst which the players have 
to play. 
This" Je" score weunlly represents y over the 

greet, mate is made known before the pet acd ition begins, 
#0 that each competitor knows what be haa to do at every 
hole. Bach player counts his score at every bole, and it 
he holes out nt Uhat particatar bote in fewer strokes, of in 
the same number, or In more than the appointed gumber, 
he whis, halves, or hole to * Bogie,” as the case 
may bo. At the end of the game the number of holes won 
from “Bogie” are placed against those lost to * Hegie,” 
and the player who la the greatest niimber of holes up ot 
the fewest n wins the competition, 

W, Park, Game of Golf, p, 12 

colonial, I. o,—Colonial a boned leg af 
mutton staffed with sage and onions [Agastrulia] 

IL. n. 2. pf. Colonial products, securi- 
ties, etc. 

n. 8, The colonial principle or 
stem; Ws, British colonialism works well. 

colonialist (ko-16’ni-al-ist), 1, One who favors 
colonialism or the colonial principle. 

colonic (ké-lon’ik), a. Pirreg. colon + -ic, 
The normal adj. is cole.) ‘lating to the 

Buek, Med, Handbook, 1. 14. 
» Mey 4. (ch A ctreumacribed aggregation of bac 

teria of the sare species in artitteind culture, 
5. In sociol., a group of individuals of like na- 
tures or having a common interest, living by 
—— as u self-sufficient social orgauiza- 

jon. 
Many schemes have been suggested, soch as that car- 

ried out by the Salvation Army, for giving such inet work 
in a labour edony ; but as yet ae scheme offers a solution. 

Hneye. Brit., XXXIL 075. 

See *cherter.—- Doctrine of colonies: 
re, ithon set forth and defended by the 

man Pweontatogist Barrunde to secount for the ap- 
—— of representatives of a fanna tn rocks antedating 

e normal horizon of that fauna He supposed this 
earlier partial appearance of a (fauna to be due to the in- 
cursion of [ts species from an outside basin or neighboring 
province throaygh the temporary breakinglown of geo 
—— barriers, and the hypothesis involved the Gon· 
cep that the same faunas which were contemporanc- 
ous in sdljoining provinces may be suceessive in the prvv- 
frees independently, The tnvading congeries, finding 
iteclf tn an onvironment unpropitious for ite perpetuity, 
wad sort — = oe ie hesnied ths 
occupancy unt ven out and replac tte ent 
sucocsmir, These bieas have heen combated by other 

lata, and the pheoomena involved iin Ue Budvennlti 
in hare been for the most part accredited! to displace- 

ments by faulting; but it ia now conceded that the fun- 
damental conceptions tnvelved in the theory ure true for 
any normal succession of fautius. the culiuliant develop 
ment of any fauna being preceded or herded by the ap 

poe of detached bodbes of that fauna in the roc 
fore the earlier dominant faut dine departed, Stel 
—— appearances lave tovn termed premtunedal 

nines 

colopexy (kol-d-pek’si), n. (Gr, xé2o0r, colon, 
+ mice, a fixing.) bn surg, am operation for 
the attachment of 4 too movable portion of 
the colon to the abdominal! wall. 
colophan (kul’é-fan),, [eolophen(y) + -an.] 
An amorphous resin obtained from elemi. 

Colophene camphor, See *camphor. 
colop ane (kol’d-ti-lén), nm. [eoloph(enc) + 

-if + -ene.] A hydrocarbon of uncertain iden- 
tity, formed by treating colophene hydrochlo- 
rid with barium hydroxid. 

colophonin {kol’6-f0-nin), a. Leolophon(y) + 
-“u*.) A crystalline compound (eolophonin 
hydrate), CygligvOg + HgO, formed when that 
portion of the of) obtained by distilling eolo- 

eolon. 

—— colony. 
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paver which boils at 103-104° C, is allowed 
stand for some days with water. The free 

colophonin is also crystalline. 
colo one (kol’6-f6-nén), ». [colephon(y) 
of ed An oily mixture obtained by the 
dry distillation of colophony. 

coloproctia (kol--prok’ti-h), n, [Gr. xézov, 
colon, + mpwxtéc, anus.) Same as *colosfomy. 

coloptosis (kol-op-to’sis), 1. ion ndtv, colon, 
— falling, lapse.) lapse of the 
colon. 

col (kol’6-pungk-tir), », (Gr, xdaov, 
colon, + L. punctura, puncture.) Same as 
*colocentesis. 

color, ». 18. pl. In faro, » system of 

important class of 
they are a 

ents. — Alizarin 
's which are related to ali 

applied to mordant dyest 
color, a color of animal origin. Sach colors are 

derived chiefly from insects, and Include such dyestuatis as 
cochineal, kermes, and lacalye.— Anthracene color, one 
of an important group of coal-tar coloring matters direct! 
related to athracene. This group includes alizarin 
on. linportant moumlant colors. — —— 

om icruptic.— Apatetic colors. , <— 

A lors, See p Bonnar pad 5 color, co 
a color related to one of the azins—Azo color, a4 
artiticlal dlyestafl which isan azocompound, that ls, whic 
contains one or nore Az0 groapa Tlie azo colors are very 
extensive, and are divided into # mamber of subclasses. 
See coal-tar colore — Basic color, one of an important 
class of artificial dyestutty, for the most part substituted 
amamogins and consequently basic in character. They dye 
cotton Rpon an acid mondant, commonly tannic ack, and 
dye wool directly. They are largely used in caltoo-print- 
ing and in the coloring of ginghama. Ast # class they are 
very fnst to washing, bat mvt fast to light Also called 
tannin colera. For specific basic colars see #itue, Ryreen, 
red, ete. colors, name by which the direct 
cotton colors are sometimes designuted, slice benzidine 
is the —— in — of many of them, 
Christianse: , colors produced by subsmnerging 
pieces of a clear coloricsa substance, stich aa glass in a 
colorless liqoid of the same refracting power. Owlng to 
the different dispersion of the solid and Liquid the tnd! 
of refraction of the two are strictly identical for only 
asingle wavelength. For other wave-lengtts there is re- 
flection of light at the faces between solid and liquid, and 
since the intensity of reflection depends on the difference 
of the indices, colve-effects sometimes of great beauty re- 
sult. Color indax, a term used in hematology to desig- 
nate the relative anmuit of hemoglobin contained in a red 
Dlvod-<corpasele, The index is obtained by dividing the 
hemoglobin percentage by the — je percentage 
Colors of thin plates, the colors ke thowd by the inter- 
ference of light retlected from the first with that reflected 
from the secon! surface of thin layersor films of any trans 
parent substance, — Color a classified ansort- 
ment of pigments the color coastants of Which are known, 
Comparivon with these makes it possihle to designate ap- 
proximately the character of other colors without iloter+ 
mining their comtanta—Dead color, (4) See ded 
exoring. (+) Color which has po retlectionn « 

See #diamine.—Diazo color, one of a class of 
coal-tar coloring inatters containing Lwo azo groups, bat 
no more. They are for the most part direct cotton colurs. 
— Direct cotton colors, an important group of coal-tar 
colors Whieh possess Ge commen perty ol dyelng un- 
mordanted cotton ina neutral or slightly alkaline salt or 
soap bath, They also dye wunerdanted woot in a neutmd 
bath, but in most cases there are faster and cheaper acid 
colors which give similar resulta. Most of the direct cot- 
ton colors areof the diane type and are derived from tetmzo 
compounds: afew are of the trinze type, and a still smaller 
niunber of the tetrakisaze type, Several coal-tar colors of 
the thiazel type alse come ander thisbead, Various names 
are assigned to Chom by different manufactarers, such as 
henzitian colors, tenzecolore, Kengo ecolera, diamine 
colura, direet colors, dinze-colers, aml tetrazucolers,— Ex- 

press color, e t 
confession and avedtance, admitting an apparent right in 
the adverse party, but a right so Sneutticient tin law ns to 
require further pleading by the adverse party.—Fech- 
ner’s colors, in chopawaien, the colors of Ure artitiodnl 
spectrim-top.— filgnt’s colors, in hophyeies, the 
series of colors seen in the after-lgage o intensive white 
light, for exumple, after glancing at the sun — Hering’s 
theory of color vision, or visual sensation, in 

wriet, apd gauche, the theery propounded by B. Hering, 
1 oppesttion to the Young- Helmholtz theory, that there 

are six fundamental Vietal sensations, arratged in three 
pairs of complomentartes (red green, tne-yellow, black« 
White) ard corresponding to antagonistic processes in 
threo ‘visual substances” ‘The blackewhite stibetance it 
alfected by any fourm of light stintlus; the otter two sub. 
stancet pent valy tu their epecific stimall — Implied 

in plending, matter liserted ita peading in 

color, It) pleading, thatoulor which arises from he mitiire 
ot the defense, as When the tacts alleged by the averse 
gh are adioitted, but their surfictency in law is dented 
y tatters set forth in the pluading, See express wevlor, 

- They ure for the moss A cae 

color-blindness 
~Ingrain colors, Insoluble color: which are actoally 
formed upon and within the nor body of the Aber dar- 
ing the coloring process. With one o two exceptions their 
appiecation is confined to the vegetable tibers. 
colors are chiefly insoluble azo compounds, as pan: 
Hine red, alpha-naphthylamine red, and developed 

sallow; wen bam and Prosigy ties, ike geners yellow, iron * jue. process 
of —— is to pre the cloth with one compoand 
and then it thro a solution of a second substance 
which react with the first arid form an tnanlable cot. 
ored —— u·n the Aber. See poranitraniine #red 
and fron bug.—Janus colors, a croup of coal-tar colors 
which simattancously possess the characteristics of the 
acid and basic coluts and alan the ullur property of 
dyeing unmortanted cotton in an acid bath Ip conpunsi- 
tion they are characterized by containing sulphonic acid 
poor and both amide and ago groupes, ey are applied 

wool as acid colors and te cotton as basic colors : or cot- 
tou may be dyed directly by them in an acid bath. — Kongo 
co) auune by whic direct cotten colors are some. 
times dea! ¢ a0 called from Kongo red, discovered 

which was the first direct cotton color— Mode 
by textile coloriste to denote cora= 

pound cobor or shade of a subdued character. ag drabs 
aml slate-colors are excellent examples of mode shades. 
—Monoaszo color, one of a class of cal-tar coloring 
matters which contain one, and but one, azo grow 

e ingrain 
itran- 
fen 

io 

coll 
pent —— or sh Sd color, Bee 

woenetic —Mordant acid colors, an im 
tat class of artificial dyestuffs which dye woul from an 
acid bath in the same manner as the acid colors, bat 
geass the valuable property of forming chromium 
lakes when after-treated with some chromiam mordant- 
ing nett as fotassium bichromnate or chromions 
fluoride. je colors prodiced by this after-chroming 
are extremely fast to the common ecoloratestro 
agencies, and jn tsxany cases are as fast as the alizarin 
colors, rad are for most part carboxyphenel or 
salicylic acid derivatives: —Newton's scale of colors, 
a lst of the colors of Newton's rings, counting from Use 

Sir Isaac Newton, The 

dyestutts — — cok iy capable ucing only one color, 
es also 

—* me yellow, ae green, 
urple, blue, greet, yellow, > green, > green! 
fia red: greenish bine, pale rend ; tish bias, reddish 
white.— Nitroso color, one of a class of coal-tar color 
ing matters which coptain one or more nitruso groups. 
They are either mordant or mordant acid colurs—Op- 
posite color, yeics, an ditlagunisth: or com. 

— — Ir Oxasin color, one a vs * mary color co. one 
of a class of ——— coloring matters contaltsltigy an 
ONAZIN QPOUPL = in calivo-printing, 
colors which are devel on the surface of the cloth 
from materials printed on, and afterward wd ing oxi- 
dation. The moet im: t color so prxiaced fs Insot- 
able antline black. — colors, a class of dye. 
stutis, of which (he mest important is alizarin, originally 
derived from madder, but now manufactured artificially 
from the anthracene of coal-tar. It ylelds a number of 
derivatives also used in dyeing — Puthelio anhydria 
color, vne of a group of coal-tar coloring matters re- 
Inted to phthalic anhydrid. This group includes the 

colors, — capable of 
docing different colors with different mordants. vis 
alizarin, a polygenetic color, produces red with alaratn- 
jum mordanta. wine colors with chromlun mordants, 
Violet black with tron —— —— —— 
mordants.— Principal color, tn veces, one of Ihe 
peychologically fundamental —* red, green, blue, 
yelluw, black, or white,—Raised color, in calico-pri nt. 
tyr, a cobue that is de¥el ene by a toordant or sume other 
agency.— Steam color, in calico-printing, a mordanted 
colue Unat la dereloped and fixed upon the fabric by 
steaming. Besides cotton and finer, silk and woolen 
goods are oocasiunally treated in this way.— Stilbene 
color, one of a group of coal-tar coloring-matters related 
to stilbene. They are for the most part direct cotton 
colors, Sulphid color. Same as sulphur teeter, — 
& ted azo color, one of « sulxlivision of the 
noid colors, whieh includes most of the acid reds, yel- 
lows *2 browns, and blacks, — Sul basic 
color, wae of = subdivision of the neid colun, rade by 
treating certain of the basic dyestuffs with concentrated 
sulphuric acid. Sulp colors, 1 group uf direet cot. 
ton coal-tar colors, derived from benzidine-salphor-disal- 
——— acid. They are better suited for dyeing wool than 
or dyeing cotton. — Salpbur r, one of an important 
gop of coal-tar coloting matters prepared by Moti 
Various aromatéc diamines and other organic compounds 
with sation sulphid, — or thicealphates. They 
are soluble in sodium sulphit solution, and in such a 
emution cotton may be dyed directly. They proditos, for 
the most part, doll shades and include many fast tlacks, 
browns, and blues, Also known as sulphid cofors,— 
Tannin color, Same at hese weolor.—Tetrakisazo 
color, ope of a class of coal-tar coloring matters con. 
taining four aso groups They are direct cotton colors. 
—Thiazin color, one of a class of conl-tar coloring 
matters containius the thiazin group. They inctade the 
methylene ad thionine blaes —Triazo color, one of a 
class of coal-tar coloring matters whieh contain three apy 
groupes but ne more They are for the most part direct 
cotton colors. — ethane oolor, oe of a 
class of conl-tar coloring matters which are directly re- 
Inted to triphenylinethane. They include mist of the 
basic colors and the sulphonated basic colors. — With the 
colors, serving im the active or standing army in con- 
trudistinetion to serving in the reserve. — ene 
color, one of a class of coal-tar a which 
are related in stracture te xanthene, wee colors in- 
clude the phthalic anhydrid colors and pyronines. 

Colorado grass, Same as conchoyraes,— Colorado 
BTOUP, See Ryrneyt- 

Colorado River trout, See *frowt!. 
color-blindness, 1. Since it is estimated that one 
yan in beenty-five is color-dined, the farportance of recoy- 
nizing this defect in railrond or maritime employees, «hese 
vecupation Teydires the ability to distingulaly qule kly 
Ddetween slg of diferent colurs, is evident Alany 

eusins, — 



color-blindness 
Eure governments and a few of tne United States 
now have laws regulating examination of applicants 

ta 
but practically only two are teed in official ——— ons, 
One of these te nearly always founded on the wool test of 
Hotmgren. In this a hundred or more skeins of wool, all 
different in color or shade, are placed in a pile, and the 

—— spon in color te a e 
tod with — 8 ein, and in some cases with 

a bright red one. e color-blind person hesitates in 
making hia selections and matehes the colors incorrectly. 
The test consists in the use of a lantern so 
as to show the light through one or more disks of glass, 
the color, size, and brightness of which can be varted so 
2 to simulate lantern signals under different conditions 
of distance, fog, smoke, cle. The wool test fe sometines 
modified by having the skeins suspended akle by side 

hat the selections may be made more 
quickly. Instead of skeins of wool, colored blocks, amall 
glass tubes Milled with colored powders, or sli 
of different colors, are sometiones used, o¢ colored letters 
are printed on a colored bac nd in such @ way that 
some them cannot be dis' ished from the back- 
— by color-Mind 18. In official examinations 

acuteness of vision for form and the hearing are —* 
as well as the function of color-perception. It 

should be added that the wool and lantern tests are by 
no means adequate tests of color-Diindness at lance. Many 
cases of red-green blindness are malased by the wool test; 
and the lantern test merely shows whether or not the 
employee can distinguish the particalar colors used under 
the cular conditions of observation, not whether or 
not he ta partially color-blind. To detect the less obvious 
cases of partial cobor-blindness, recourse mast be had to 
some instrument of fsiom, such aa rye color. 
blindness tester, in which the color-tone and teas of 
complementary color-paira can be accurately and measar- 
ably adjusted. 

color-box, ». 3. In pcre whygors a long 
trough, attached to a eylinder printing-ma- 
chine, for holding o color to be applied to an 
engraved roller, 

color-chord (kul’or-kérd), ». A fanciful term 
sometimes used to describe color combinations 
which are decidedly agreeable, like the russet 
and green of a forest, or the violet and yel- 
lowish green of the wistaria, 

color-curve (kul‘or-kérv), ». A curve which 
shows the differences in the focal length of 
the object-glass of a telescope for rays of 
different color (wave-length). 

color-defective (kul’or-dé-fek’tiv), =a. One 
who is partially or —— color-blind. 
Stud. Yale Psychol. Lab., VIII. 17. 

color-disk (kul’or-disk), ». A disk for use in 
the color-wheel. See Maxwell color~lisks (under 
disk); and *color-mizer, and Masson's *disk 
(with ents). 

color-hearing (k er 725 A condi or- al’ or. ng), . conti- 
tion in which @ certain sound calls up the 
memory of a certain color, and vice versa, 
See *chromesthesia, Buck, Med, Handbook, 
Ill, 603. 

eter, ".—Hehner’s colorimeter, , 
colorim volumetric analysis Wy the color method. 8 
graduated glass cylinders, with stop-cocks at the sides 
aid with fat bottoms, are used —one to hold the solution 
having o standard color, the sample to be tested being 
pisses in the other, The comparison of color is made by 

king axially th hb the cylinders. Liquid is with- 
drawn from the one havit ——— until both 
are alike. The strengths of the solut! are inversely aa 
the readings of the graduated scales. Thas if 100 cuble 
centimeters of the unknown solation give the same tint 
as 2) cubic centimeters of the standanl, the anknown 
solution ia ome fifth as strong as the standard.— Leed's 
colorimeter, a1 tus for comparing the relative 
depth of color of quida. The light is reflected from 
above by a mirror, and is transmitted lengthwise through 
the tubes, and the colors are con in the mirrore 
below the stage.—Stead's colorimeter or c! 
eter, an apparatus for the comparison of colored solu- 
tions, used in eatimating the proportion of carbon in steel. 

colorimetrical (kul-o-ri-met’ri-ky]), a. Same 
as colorimetric, 

colorimetrically (kul ‘o-ri-met ‘ri-kal-i), adv. 
Having reference to a colorimetric comparison; 
by means of the colorimeter. 

colorimetry,". 2. The quantitative measure- 
ment, a8 in chemical analysis, of a colored sub- 
stance by comparing the depth of color of its 
solution with that of a solution of known 
strength of the same or a similarly colored 
substance. 

colorin (k6-l0-rén’), «. (Sp. colorin, intense 
color, ¢ color, color.) A name in Mexico of 
several plants having bright-colored seeds 
which are sometimes used by the natives for 
beads, especially of Krythrina coralloides, a 
amall thorny tree, with trifoliate leaves, be- 
longing to the Fahacew.—Colorin chiquito, the 
Mexican rosary. Dolicholus phaseotoides, a twintig 
plant with small, bard, red-and-black seeds very closely 
reembling the common crabe-eyes of Uie West Indice 
(Abrue Abrus) The plant, however, is easily distin- 
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guished by Its trifoliate leaves, the leaves of Abrus being 
pinnate wien many pairs of leaficta See also @chilicote, 

its f 
Vent ita prey from discovering it, It may be for de- 

a Ay pes sex whic serves to a 
tract’ fr stimulate the other esx during the courtahip of 
animals,—Episemat animal coloring which 
serves a8 a recognition-mark for other individ of the 
specien.—Procryptic or pretective coloring, orzanic 
coloring which serves to conceal its possessor 1 eRe 
Totes, — Paeu atic, pseu- 
depisematic. 1 — coloring. See *peeuda- 

sematic coloring, i 
wpeendosematic character. 

organic coloring which serves to 

ete tor as — iL) _— 

warning or a tie coloring like that of allied species. 
coloring-wheel (kul‘or-ing-hwél), x. In leather- 
manuy., a wheel or drum into which skins are 
put with the coloring liquid and revolved until 
— Flemming, Practical Tan- 

ae, nin 1 
coloristic, colouristic (kul-or-is’tik), a. Ofor 
pertaining to color or coloring. 

Tnstead of imitating the old masters, let us palnt the 
ristic charma were unknown to them, 

Eneye. Brit., XXXUL 449, 

coloritype (ké-lor’i-tip), ». [L. color, eolor, + 
Gr. risrog, on) The art of making photo- 
engraved plates or printing- surfaces that ean 
be used for the auction of prints in many 
eolors from three plates only, respectively 
planned for the primary colors yellow, blue, 
and red. See *colortype. 

colorless, ¢. 2. In bet: (a) Having no other 
color than green, (b) Pale or hyaline. Jack- 
son, Glossary. 

color-line,». 3. In psychophys.: (a) The out- 
line of the plane figure (circle, square, triangle) 
which gives adiagrammatic representation of 
color sensations and their interrelation, (b) 
Any straight line joining two points on or 
within the solid re (sphere, double cone, 
double pyramid) which gives a diagrammatic 
er of the totality of visual sensa- 
tions, 
colorman, ». 2. In leather manuf., the man 
who mixes the dyes, Most factories have a 
special workman who attends to this. 

color-mixer (kul‘or-mik*sér), », In psychophys., 
an instrument for the mixture of colors. The 
usual form of the Instrument la the cobor-top or color-wheel. 
This consists essentially of a vertical or horizontal axle, 
capable of rotation at high speed, upon which may be 

Colar-mizer, 

af, color-mixer; 3 and C, disks, 

clamped disks of Wack, white, or colored cardboard. If 
the disks are slit | one radius, several may be fitted 
together, and mounted on the axle at the same the; the 
separate in yas Om the retina then succeed eac 
other so awiftly that only the resalt of mixture is seen. 
The cotor-wheel, electrically of mechanically driven, is 
one of Hie staple instruments of the psychological labora- 
tory.—Marbe’s color-mixer, a form of the color-wheel 
in which the relation of the sectors of Che mounted disks 
may be changed at will duri rotation,— 
oolor-mixer, a color-mixer in which a pane of clear glass 
is set, at a certain inclination, between two horizontal 
strips of colored paper. The observer, locking down 
through the glaas, sees the reflection of one strip projected 
apon the image of the other, 

color-pan (kul’or-pan), ». In eel pha 
a vessel, usually of copper, emplo for dis- 
solving and stirring thickeners and colors. 

color-plate (kul‘or-plit), ». A printing-plate 
for one color only made for a print which is 
to be fully developed, in a perfect copy, by the 
printing of other colors from separately pre- 
pared plates, 
color-screen (kul’ or-skrén), n. A plate of 
colored glass or other — medium, 
interposed in the path of a beam of light to 
absorb certain rays while allowing the rest 
to pass; specifieally, a screen which euts out 
all but the middle portion of the spectrum, 
80 that whon it is interposed before an isochro- 
matic plate it becomes possible to obtain sutis- 

vagina, 
col 

colporrhexis 
factory phot phs of celestial objects with 
refractors which are not photographically cor- 
rected. 

color-slab (kul’gr-elab), », A slab or plate of 
white porcelain upon which little patches of 
the various colors used in porcelain-painting 
have been burned in to serve as a guide to the 
artist, — the result each material will 
give in . 

color-tone (kul’or-tén), ». 1. Gradation and 
harmony of color. 

‘The most important of eolor-tome 
Millet was fond — vide be —— teat bs 
Diack and white.” 

J, Cartwright, in Burlington Mag., V. 52. 

2. In psychol., the color quality of a colored 
impression ; chroma or hue, as opposed to 
brightness and saturation. 
coler-top (kul’or-top), «. A top the surface 
of which is systematically tinted in such # 
way that when it revolves it exhibits the 
phenomena of color-mixture by persistence of 
vision. See *color-mirer, 

color-tub (kul’or-tub), ». In printing calico 
by hand with bloeks, a box for holding the 
color A by the printer, 

color-tube l’or-téb), ». See *tube, 
col (kul‘or-tip), n. A pictorial print 
produced on the ordinary typographic printing- 
press by the three-color process from three 
photo-engraved plates that respectively convey 
the primary colors tr and red. When 
the outline or form Is indistinct, a fourth a ate of black | 

shades 

Processes of ting. 
al hang pm n. Inability 

to distinguish colors at low degrees of sutura- 
tion: for example, the inability to see the red- 
ness of a washed-out pink or the blueness of a 
navy blue. 

color-wheel (kul’or-hwél), ». A wheel de- 
signed to demonstrate the phenomena of color- 
mixture. See *coler-mizer. 

colory, co kul’or-i), a. and n. [color 
+-yl.) L a. 1. Abounding in color: as, 
colory cows. (Collog.])—2. Of a color that 
indicates excellence of quality: as, colory 
hopes or coffee, or tobacco, 

n, A packer’s grade of light leaf-tobaceo, 
from which tobaceo for pipes and cigarettes 
is manufactured. This grade of tobacco is 
— ehiefly in Maryland and Ohio and is 
largely exported. 

oss. An abbreviation of Colossians. 
colossalize (k6-lox‘al-iz), ©. 4 [colossal + 
~ize.]) To render colossal; impart colossal 
proportions, 

A third-rate author, owing his fume to his effigy colos- 
salized through the lens of John Wilson. 

Emerson, Letters and Social Alma, p. 188 

colostomy (ko-los’t6-mi), ». [Gr. xd2ov, colon, 
+ criua, mouth.) In sury,, the establishment 
of a permanent opening (artificial anus) into 
some portion of the colon. Med. Record, July 
11, 1903, p. 71. 

colpalgia (kolp-al’ji-i), m.  [NL., ¢ Gr, ndamoc, 
beeen —— + dayor, pain.) In 
med., pain in the vagina. 

col le (kol-pd-sis’td-s01), n. (Gr. 
néazoc, womb (vagina), + «here, bladder, + 
whan, tumor.) In surg., prolapse of the blad- 
der which pushes before it the wall of the 

(kol’pé-sis-tot’d-mi), #, (Gr, 
xotmog, Wornb (vagina), + xieric, bladder, + 
-toula, ¢ tageiv, cut.) In serg., incision into 
the bladder through the vagina. 
colpodemmorraphis (kol- $-es-md-raf‘i-i), — 
[NL., ¢ Gr, xd¢roc, womb (vagina), + deaude, 
a band, + jag), asewing.) In sury., an oper- 
ation for reducing the — of the vagina 
by removing a section of the mucous mem- 
brane and uniting the edges of the defects. 
The object of the operation is to furnish sup- 
port to a prolapsed womb. 

col: (kol-pd-his-te-rek’t6-mi), 
n. [Gr. Kéamoc, womb ( ina}, + hysterec- 
tomy.] In swrg.,removal of the uterus by an 
—— ah * ne. — 

co. pom me (kol-po-tni-o-mek‘té-mi), a. 
Gr, nae waa feagivele + pig, musele, + 

éxtounh, excision.) In svrg., removal of a my- 
oma of the uterus through an incision in the 
vaginal wall. 

colporrhexis (kol-pd-rek’sis), ». (NL. ¢ Gr, 
ademoc, womb (vagina), * jose, breaking, ¢ 
poyervar, break.) In surg., a laceration of the 
vaginal wall, 



colpos 
col (kol’pos), .; pl. calpot (-poi), [Gr. 
carer. the ner oly the lap, a deep hollow, bay, 
gull, ete.; see gvif.) In Greek costume, a 
‘old in a garment, as the echiton, above the 
girdle, It was sometimes used as a pocket. 
colpostenosis (kol’pd-sté-no’sis), nm. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. xdarog, womb (vagina), + orénwor, narrow- 
ing.) In sury., stricture of the vagina. 
colpotomy (kol-pot’d-mi), . (Gr, xdArog, 
womb (vagina), + -rouie, < rapeiv, cut.) In 
surg., incision into the vaginal wall. 

colpoxerosis (kol ‘pok-s¢-ro’sis), ". [NL.,¢ Gr. 
roc, womb (vagina), + Ejpwoc, a deying up, 

€ Enpoiv, dry up, ¢ Eqpéc, dry.) In med, ex- 
treme dryness of the vaginal mucous mem- 
brane, 

colt, r. f. 2. To beat with a rope’s end, See 
colt, n., 4. Marryat. 

colter, n. 2, In medieval armor, atwo-handed 
Flemish weapon with one edge straight and 
the other curved: so called from its resem- 
blance to the colter of a plow. 

colt-ill (kélt’il}), ». An infectious catarrhal 
fever affecting horses. Young animals prin- 
¢ipally are attacked. One attack confers sub- 
sequent immunity. See strangles. 

coltskin (k6lt’skin), ». The skin of # colt; 
as a trade term, leather made from skins o 
colts or of horses, Flemming, Practical Tan- 
ning, p. 397, 

colt S-tail, a, 2. Thestnall mare’s-tail or cat’s- 
tail (cirrus cloud): a portent of rain, 

colugo (ké-lii’g6), 1. [E. Indian.) The com- 
mon name for the flying-lemur, Galeopitheeus 
rolans. Called also Laguen and kubong. 

colulus (kol’d-lus), ».; pl. colelé ¢-Ti). — 
dim, of L. colus, distaff.) A small comb-like 
selerite at the base of and between the front 
spinnerets in many spiders. Annals and Mag. 
Nat. Hist., Jan., 1004, p, 65. 

Columbellaria (kol-um-be-li‘ri-i), a. (NL. 
A genus of platypodous gastropods with spira 
ribs, long and narrow aperture, thickened 
and spirally ribbed outer lip. It oeeurs in the 
Upper Jurassic rocks. 

Columbia black, blue, brown, ete. See *black, 
*hine, *brown, ete. 
Columbia formation, See *formation. 
Columbia River sucker, trout. See *«ucker, 

rout. 
columbiad, . 2. [eap.] An epic of Colum- 
bia, that is, America: used as the title of 
several poems,as one by J, L. Moore (1798), 
one, better known, by Joel Barlow (1808), and 
one in French (La Colombiade) by Madame de 
Boce (1756), 
Colum 1, a. Columbian a former name 
of a type-body now known as 1t-polut (2213 of an inch). 

Columbian? (ké-lum’bi-an), a. (Columbus + 
-tan,) Of or pertaining to Columbus; in 
ethnol., pertaining to the period of American 
history inning with the discovery of the 
continent by Columbus: called more definitely 
post-Columbian, 
columbiform (ké-lum‘bi-férm), a. [L. colum- 
bus, » dove or pigeon, + form, form.) Having 
the characters or appearance of a pigeon, 
columbin® (k6-lum‘bin), ». [colwmbo + -in®.J 
A colorless, crystalline, bitter principle, Co; 
Hoo0;, contained in African eolumbo-root, 
dJateorhiza Primate. 
columbine*®, ".—Red or wild columbine, Aquileia 
Canadenais, a favorite American wild-Nower, sometimes 
cultivated, with bright red showy nodding flowers: com- 
mon on rocks from Nova Seatéa to North Curolina and west 
ward to Ue great plains, The lance red colarmbine ia 4. 
ecocetned, a larger and leas common species with a similar 
bat somewhat more restricted range. - colum- 

a hame applied to bath Thalictrain glance, native 
in Spain, and 7) agnilevifolinen, The former ta alsocalled 
—— the feathered columbine, See 

halictraim, 

columbium, #. 2. In chem., a supposed new 
element announced in 1879 by J. r Smith as 
resentin the mineral samarskite: its existence 
as not been confirmed. Distinet from the 
obliga known element columbium or nio- 
ium. 

columbo, .—Extract of columbo, See #rrtract, 
columbotitanate (ko-lum-bo-ti‘tan-dt), ». 
[columb(ie) + litan(ie)? + -afe2.] In chem, and 
minera/l,,acompound in which the basic element 
or elements are united to the radicals of both 
columbie (niobic) and titanic acids, as in the 
mineral euxenite, 

Columellar lobe, in the nomenclature of the septal 
sutures of the cephaloprais, the median lobe an the dorsal 
surface of the whorl, which is Gsteally the inner or comeave 
surface. Also called antiviphonal fote, dorsal lobe, and 
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interior lobe. ~—Columellar muscle, in gastropods, a 
musche that is attached to the columella and serves to 
draw the body inte the ehell, 

column, ». 11. A short upright line which 
separates written or printed words or symbols. 
Its most commen tees are to indicate, in copied or reprinted 
passages, capectally tithe- the cating of aline in the 
original copy, and in met works, liturgies, chants, 
ete., the close of a foot, rhythin, or measure. 

12, The mast or vertical member of a hoist- 
ing apparatus, such as @ crane, usually so 
constructed that no bracing or suys shall 
be required at the top to resist the bending 
stresses due to the load.— Close column, a battalion 
ih colaran ef compantos or with Jess than full 
distance between the sabidiv Also called tettalion 
in mase.—Column at full , & battalion in 
column of companies or toons with sich distance 
between subdivistoms that the colunan can wheel inte line. 
Column of files, two files (or one file) of men faced to 
right or left.—Column of fours, a column composed of 
four Mes or of ranks of four,—Diminished column, one 
whose shaftistapervd, Seeentasis and widiminiah, &. 1, 2 
~Erosion column, a tower-like form resulting from 
rain wash and weathering of Ineoherent strata or loosely 
hound sediments with more resistant capping, Amer, 
Jour. Sei., April, 1904, p. 268.--Lotus column. See lotus 
eeopital.— columns, two or more columns of 
— inatter placed side by side to allow agreement or 
dimagreement in words or expreasion. 

columnal, II. ». A segment or joint of the 
stem of the Crinoidea, 
columnar, a. 3. In geol., divided into ecol- 
umns, by tension-joints, as is frequent in 
flows of basalt. The Giant's Causeway, in 
Treland, is a famous instance. Geilie, Text- 
book of Geol,, p. 136.—4, Arranged, written, or 
rinted in columns, as in Chinese, Japanese, 
Sorean, ete,, writing.—Columnar architecture, 

call Sev architecture, ?,— Columnar structure, 
(4) In petrog., a stractore resulting from a system of 
cricks or joints whereby a rock is divided into prisms or 
colunts, often six-sided. : produced in igneous rocks by 
shrinkage upon cooling, in sedimentary rocks by boss of 
volume due to contact-metamearphisn, 

Columnaria (kol-um-na’ri-#}, ». [NL., ¢ LL. 
columnaris, columnar.) A genus of extinet 
Tetracoralla growing in compound stocks, com- 
posed of polygonal cora!lites, which bear hori- 
zontal tabula and two eycles of septa. It 
oceurs in Silurian and Devonian rocks, 

Columnia intermedia, an area of gray matter in the 
spinal chord, between the anterior and posterior horns, 

columniated (ko-lum’ni-i-ted), @. Same as 
columnated, 

colamn-pips (xol-om-pip). u. 1. The pipe which 
conveys the drainage water in a mine shaft 
from the bottom pump to the surface.—2, The 
pipe and fixtures connecting a steam-boiler to 
the water-column which carries the water-gage 
and try-cocks, 
colunar (k6-li’niir), a. [eo-! + lune + -ar3,] 
Pertaining to the same lune. If A and A’ be op- 
posite potute of a ephere, then the spherical triangles 
ALC, ABC are colunar. Together they make up a lune. 

colure, ». 2, In vegetable pathal., a disease of 
the grape, characterized ¥ the falling of the 
flowers and the imperfect development of the 
fruit, It has been attributed chiefly to unfa- 
vorable climatic conditions. 
com, An abbreviation (a) of commission ; (6) 
of commoner; (ce) [eap.] of commonwealth, 

coma‘, *.— Diabetic the coma which often 
marks the final stage of diabetes mellitus. Uremic 
coma, coma occarring in the liter stages of uremia. 

comale (ko-mi‘le), ». [Sp., ¢ Nah. comealli,] 
A flat disk or stone for baking corn-bread, 
omanche series, See *serics. 

comatulin (ko-mat’i-lin}), ». [Comatnla + 
-in?,) A red pigment found in certain inver- 
tebrates (crinoids). 
comb}, n., 2, (m) A series of points fastened to a stick, 
used in pricking the skin in tattooing. (n 
paired ventral pectinated appendages 
sourpions. They are of systematic importance. (o) A wooden 
form employed by riggers for weaving mats, ete, (p) 
In agri, an implement with teeth anda long handle, 
used to strip the from grasa or other low-growing 
mere a seed-atherer. (7) In zow., ome of the rows of 
mmernse cilia, fused at their proximal eds, which form 
the ewhmming-plates and serve as the locomotor ongana 
of Clenophora, 
10, See *com/-flower.— Antiered comb, in potdtry, 
a comb formed of twodivergent branches, or ‘horns, such 
as ts found in some Polish fowls and in the La Fléche.— 
Drone comb, honeycomb in which dronetineed or drone 
honey tay be found,.—Segmented comb, in exten- 
manvf., the newdle-segment on the cylinder-comb of a 
combing-mnehine. See ®reonel-seyrment. 

comb!, r.t. 4, To subject toa provess or ac- 
tion similar to that of combing, asin dredging: 
ax, to comb oyster-beds, 
comb-bar (kom‘bir), ». In bobbin-net and 
lace-manufacture, an iron bar divided into a 
number of grooves, or combs, for guiding the 
thread-bobbins in forming the lace meshes. 
Also called a condweting-bar. 
comb-basket (kom‘bas*ket), n. In bee-heep- 

combinate 

ing, & receptacle for the combs in a honey-ex- 
tractor, 
comb-bucket (kiém’buk‘et), ». In bee-keeping, 
a wooden bucket with a tight-fitting lid, used 
in transporting frames filled with honeyeomb 
from the hives to the building where the combs 
are uncapped and the honey extracted. 
comb-cylinder (kom /‘sil’in-dér), » A revolv- 
ing cylinder whieh performs the chief part of 
= combing process on a cotton-eombing ma- 
chine, 
combed, a. 2. In geol.: (a) a term applied to 
prismatic crystals, especially of quartz, which 
grow toward each other from opposite walls 
of a fissure and interlock: used chiefly in de- 
scribing mineral veins, Also comb-in-comb, 
(5) Surmounted by a sharp edge or comb. 

comber!, ». 3. A machine for combing cot- 
ten, wool, and other textile fibers.— Alsatian 

Noble Weolcomber, 

#, conductors of boxes; 4, 4. 4. 4. creelrotis: ¢, dabting- brush; 
a, wtruber o¢ divider; ¢, cuiler. 

comber, a recent improvement of the Heilmann principle 
of cotton-comber, whereby the tuted segment is abolished 
and the nip and feed — lias & movement tov ard 
the de ig rola, whieh permite an increased perdue · 
tion te be through these rolls at cach revola- 
tion of the cylinder.—Bourcart’s comber, a cotton- 
combing machine having two sets of combs, which, 
with the necessary appliances, enable the machine to 
run at an increased speed for an increased produc. 
tion. — comber, a machine ased chiefly 

Heilmann Comber. 

@, coller: #, sliver; «, Slivercan; @, draw-box: ¢, lap. 

for combing cotton, to be used in the finer qualities of 
yarn, by means of nipping and combing deviews that lay 
the fibers, of uniform length, paruilel to each other fora 
continaous and even sliver, It was invented by Josué 
Heilmann of Mulbausen, Alaace, to whom an English 
potent was granted in Is. It is substantially the same 

as when first invented, the improvements being 
confined to mechanical details, 

comber-board (ké’mér-bérd), n. A perforated 
board, on a Juequard loom, for keeping the 
harness-cords separate and in position, 
comber-lap (kO’mér-lap), rn. A ribbon or web 
of cotton prepared for the operation of comb- 
ing on a combing-machine, 

comb-fish (kém’fish), ». A name given in 
British Guiana to the saw-fish, Fristis pecti- 
nates, one of the thick-tailed rays, having the 
rostrum produced and armed with spines [at 
the edges. 

comb-flower (kém’flou‘ér), ». The purple 
cone-tlower or black-sampson, Brawneria pur- 
nerea, so called from the stiff and sharp comb- 
ike chaff of the receptacle. The name is extended 
to other species of the genux The dry heads with per- 
sistent chaff are called cobs, 

[cone bi~ combinantive (kom ’ bi-nan-tiv), a, 
nant + -ire,] Belonging to or like a combi- 
nant. Sylvester, 1353. 
combinate, «. 2. Combined. 



combinate 
A work... thoughtfully planned out, so as to be 

wroaght . . . by eomtnate miuindsa could never possess, 
if avournplished singly, the .. . character and intentions 
44 its original designers. 

Mre, Browning, Letters to R. BL Horne, IL 110, 

combination, ». 6, At ball-pool, a designed 
shot by which a cne-ball makes one or more ob- 
ject-balls drive another into a pocket; at ordi- 
nary billiards one that similarly effects a carom 
or pocket, — 7. In lace-manufacture, a complex 
arrangement of threads.— 8. Same as combina- 
tion-room,— 9. Same as *combinetion garment. 
—10, Specifically, in organ-playing, whatever 
stops are drawn for use in a particular piece 
or passage, or the tonal effect thus produced, 
The process of art of choosing the stopea to be teed ie 
registration, but each jeular choice tea comlination,— 
Back combination, jo photoy., that portion of a doublet 
lens which is situated tearest the focusing-sereem.— Com- 
bination and double-action die. Sou #idi',—Com- 
pee compa rman ~ Combination bevel 
See there!.— Com! tion button or piston, in eran. 
budding, a push-knob belonging to some one section of the 
instrument, and usmally places jast bolow ite keyboard, by 
ishing which a stop or combination of stops for that 
yboard can be called into action. If there is a serica of 

such pistons, pashing oe releases any previctialy in 
—— ney and all can be released by a special piston 
called the release. The mechanisi is either pneumatic 
of electric. Sometimes it uctually moves the stop-knoba, 
in which case the combination mot only replaces that 
—— obtained by the latter, but may subsequently 

medified by drawing or — them; bat sometimes 
the platen action does not affect the —— in which 
case. if the platon fs released, the combioation Uurough 
the knobs is reinstated. In some organs the combinathur 
secured by a particular piston is fixed, but in others tt ls 
adjustable in various Ways according to taste. Compare 
combination anil comnpemition pedat.—Combina- 
tion by volume, in chem., combination considered in 
Tespect to the definite volumes or bulks of substances in 
the gaseous state which are foand to unite, and the defi. 
Lind volumes of the resulting compound substances when 

gaseous, 
sune conditions of —— and 
umes of sotids and liquide which combine have also been 
studied, but do not exhibit relations of the 
ness and simplicity.— t, in 
chem,, commbloation considered with erence to the 
definite weights, or more properly masses (quantities of 
matter), of the substances which are for to combine 
with each other. See low of equivalents, andor * 
tent, —— — , chock, die, See wart, 
chock), #die3,— Com ation garment & chose-fitting 
apdergarment consisting af undershirt drawers woven 
in ove piece, Also culled a union sutt,— Combination 

workmen: repealed Iss. — Combination light, 
* See #highri, ete.— Theory 

the part of algebra wluch treats of 
the different arrangements of a nomber of objecta or 
symbuots into groups of a given nature. 

Combinational distribution, See *distribu- 
Me 

combinatoric (kom -bi-na-tor’ik), x. [eombi- 
aator-y + -ic.) The theory of the formation, 
enumeration, and properties of the combina- 
tions, permutations, partitions, and variations 
of a finite number of elements according to 
diferent given conditions, 
comb-in-comb (kém’‘in-kém‘), a, 
avy 2. 

com! %. i— bining if 
relative p ——— au tng 5 ven 
found to combine with each other: as, 35.18 parte of 
chlotin and 22.588 parte of sodium, or quantities in this 
proportion, are required to produce commot salt. 

combing-needle (k6’ming-né‘dl). nn. One of a 
series of graduated needles which form the 
comb of a cotton-combing machine, They are 
attached to a cylinder known as the comb- 
ing-cylinder. 

comb -tube (kom-bi‘ ning-tib), ». The 
tapering tube or channel in the injector for 
feeding boilers, within which the feed-water 
meets the energizing steam-jet and combines 
with the latter, Tn the injector this combin- 
ing-tube is convergentin section ; in the ejector 
it is a divergent orifice, 
comb-rib (kém‘rib). . The meridional swim- 
ming-organ of w ctenophore, from which it 
derives its name, 

comb-roller (kém’rd‘lér), n. A roller having 
projeeting teeth of radial or curved wire, to 
act upon fibers (as of cotton) and cause them 
to lie straight and parallel for the uext pro- 
cess; used in spinning-machinery. 
comb-segment (kém’seg'ment),#, A section 
of the combing-cylinder of a cotton-combing 
machine. There are naually two segments, dhe needle 
and the tinted: the object of the former is te cont the 
fibers, andl that of the latter to enable a taft of cotton te 
be detached after it has been combed, and to aid in 
attaching it to the previowsly cotabodl sliver, 

comb-spring (kOm’spring), w, A series, or 
oue of a series, of paralle! springs attached to 
and projecting from a supporting base like 
comb teeth, 

Same as 
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comb-stock (kdm‘stok), 7. The barrel or cyl- 
inder to which are attached the combing-nee- 
dles of a cotton-combing machine. Nesmith, 
Cotton Spinning, p, 12, 
comburent (kom-ba‘rent), a, and», (L,. com- 
hurens, ppr. of comburere, burn up: see com- 
bust.) t a. Supporting combustion. 

II. ». Anything that supports combustion. 
combust, v.¢. 2. Toburn up or consume with 
fire, Carton. 

* Good Loni, you don't ag t I ow 
taneously pact foe be any —— hen ea ad 

Dickens, Bleak House, xxxiil. 

comb @,— Combust way, in aroé., the space in 
the second lalf of, Libra, and through the whole of Scorpio, 

combustion, ".— Heat of com Seo Wheat. bustion. 
Isothermal combustion, combustion which takes 
lace at ao constant tem: ire, or without chanwe of 
eu ——— combustion. Hesides the 
rapld oxidation, inning at commen tempernture and 
leading to heating and ition, of such materials os 
— mes, the pyrites of coal, etc., spontaneoas com- 
ition is in some cases exhibited by substatioes, such as 

zinc-ethy! and caonty!, for which the temperature of igni- 
thon Hes at or below Use common temperature of the air, 
and which therefore take fire at once of coming In con- 
tact with atsospierte oxygen, — of combus- 
tion, in chem, the substance, usaully guscons, and in the 
Most comamon cases oxygen ja, Which is relatively elec. 
tromegative In the unlon with prodection of beat atm 
light (combustion of — of two snbstances, the 
other, relatively electropositive, —— spoken of an the 
combustible or Swed, — combustion process, 
See ® process, 
combustion-chamber (kom-bus’chon-chim‘- 
bér), ». A space, of relatively large cross- 
section, behind the furnace which must be 
traversed by the hot gases from # boiler- 
grate, and in which they will be thoroughly 
mixed with oxygen and have an opportunity 
to burn completely. It is weually & chamber into 
which the gases pass mpage, omer the bex 

combustion- (kom-bus‘chon-fér’ nis), 
n. The heating apparatus used in chemical 
laboratories in carrying out the usual pro- 
cess for the ultimate analysis of an or- 
ganic substance by subjecting it to com- 
plete combustion and collecting the prod- 
ucts. As originally devised by Licbig, it consisted of = 
trongh of abeet-iron in which charcoal was buried; at 
the ot day it astially consists of one or more rows of 
— with separite stop-cocks, serving to heat the tube 
of hard glass, or of platinum, In which the combustion 
fa effected. Bun- 
sen's combustion- 

——— ry =i 
om ‘ ed 
forthe ultimate anal · 
yai⸗ of Sorganic sub- 
stances. From 10 to 
20 Bunsen burmers 
in line, each pro- 
vided with a stop 
cock and with an 
air-regulating slide, 
serve as the source 
of heat. com- 
bastion-tabe orother 

mratas to be heated is supported finan iron trough 
ined with asbestos, while fire-clay Ules Inelowe It and 
form a chimney, confining the heat to the space about 
the tube, A high temperature is this obtained. A 

combustion-tube (kom-bus’chon-tib), n. 
tube of hard (Bohemian) ylass, infusible ex- 
cept at high temperatures, in which substances 
are — to heat, as in ultimate analysis. 

comby (ko’mi), a, (combl +-yl.) 1. Like a 
eomb; specifically, in geol,, applied to banded 
mineral veins some or all of whose layers con- 
sist of thickly set, parallel prismatic erystals 
in section resembling a comb. Geikie, Text- 
book of (ieol., p. 814.—2, Like a honeycomb; 
honeveombed; having many cavities. 

comdt, An abbreviation of commandant. 
comedist (kom’e-dist), n. [eomed-y + -ist.] 
A writer of comedies, Athenaum. 

comedy, ». 5. A narrative poem; applied to 
the Dirina Commedia (‘Divine Comedy’) of 
Dante. See Dente and Divina Commedia in 
the Cyclopedia of Names.— Light comedy, o 
hamornves and refined play with a nore of less complex 
plot and a happy ending, representing eventa, sitantinons, 
wid scenes ie ralaess jit Low comedy, a lronuily 

funsen’s Combusthon-furnace 

@, Bunsen burners: 4 tiles; 
Co COM Dest ow Dee, 

homens or ‘droll carmedy with ne partict plot and 
tending to farce. 

come-hither ikum-hitn’ér), m. [Also dial. 
commither, comither, commether, comether, com- 
other, ete.) 1. A persuasive call to a child 
orananimal, Compare *comether,—2, A enll 
to a horse to come toward one: usually to 
the left side, where the carter walks when 
driving without reins. [Prov. Eng. and Seoteh.] 
comendite (ko-men‘dit), ».  [Cusrende on the 
island of San Pietro, S, W. const of Sardinia, 
+ -ife2,] In petro, a name given by Bertolio 
(1805) to a variety of rhyolite with wyirite, 
arfvedsonite, or riobeckite, 

comet 

comenic (ko-men’ik).a. [A metathesis of me- 
eric.) Derived from meconic acid.— Comente 
acid, a bitasic acid, (yt yihy. obtalpod by boiling mecunle 
nach with water or with hydreehboric acid. 

come prima (ké’me pré’mil). [It.: come, as, ¢ 
I quo modo, in what manner; prima, at first, 
bofore, < L, prima, abl. fem. of prinus, first: 
see prime,| In music, as at first: a direction 
for repetition, 

comer, . 2. In steck-reising, an animal that 
is ‘coming on’ or promises well, 

He has made good growth since he came before 
the pabtilic asa featare of the Nave Guerin. and stil 
stows that remarkable looseness and tielty af hide 
that indicates a “comer” when he is put next lo the feed« 
box. Ktep, Kan. State Board Age. WOl-160, pr We, 

comes, . 5. In aviron., a small companion 
star in any double, triple, or multiple ‘sys- 
tem,’ 
come 80) (k6’me 86’prii).n.  [It.: come, an; 
sopra, <1. supra, above.} In music, as above: 
a direction for repetition. 

comet, *. 1. Comets are doubtleas visitors, and not 
members of the solar system in any sach sense as are 
the planets, Until recently it was believed that they 
come from Interstellar space: but from the feta that 
—— orbita are extremely rare, amd that there is no 
distinct arrangement of their orbits relative to the direc: 
tion of the suns motion in space, It now appears pearly 
certain that they originate in clonds of matter which pear- 
take of that motion, remote, outlying remnants of the 
huge nebula within which the solar system is supposed to 
have been developed. The distance from which ney de- 
scend and to which they return Is, ——— yw 

that their orbits, though really elliptical, cannot be 
latinguished from parabolat in the part near the san. 

The orbite of short period (Jupiter's comet-family for in- 
slance) are in all probability due to the capture of comets 
—— near one of the larger planets under sach com 

fthoms that their is relarded. while the few hyper 
bolic orbits are explained by —— encounters under 
the less frequent conditions which produce acceleration. 
The dimensions of comets are enormods: none less than 
10,000 miles in diameter are recorded, and some have com 
siderably exceeded the size of the sun tteclf. Thetr masa, 

Bortelly's Comet of igoy. 
From peotogrphs nade at the Yerkes Gleervatory The teu 

Lewes hyures shuw the remarkable chasgesin the Comect's taal which 
took place during abuut tout hours on the might of July ay 

om the other hand, is relatively insignificant, ae i demon: 
strated by Uhe fact thal in certain coses, when they have 
passed 60 close to a planet as to euffer violent perturbation 
and even disruption, the planet itself aid its satellites 
have shown not the slightest effect from the encounter, 
The mean density of comets must therefore be extremely 
low,—comparable with that of the beet artificial vacuum. 
Hut it does not follow that they may not contain deme 
particles of stone, or even tron, widely diffused in rarefied 
gus: indeed this is probable from the ascertained con- 
nection between comets and metoors, and from certain 
spectroscupho phenomena. While reflecting sunlight to 
some extent, the comet is alse selfduminous with a light 
in some way exelted by ite approach to the sun, Uhough 
not by simple — The spectrum i¢ always mainly 

pus, and is astally marked by four bright hatte iclen- 
ical with Chee shown by (he Moe come of a Miser 
borner Game: there are, however, vecasional exceptions, 
and when a comet hos passe! very near the sun, as in 
Ise, the bright lines of various metals have appeared in 
the spectrim, The Us spectra must not be re- 

ol as showlng that the gas is the principal comstita. 
ent of the comet's nines bat ely tint it be the one which 
is rest comspicnousty Limbs; mor mist it be taken as 
necessarily tidicating a Gamelike temperature: it is 
Thich mere probable that the temporatine ix bow, and 
that the cus shines by Jominescemoe rather than tyr heat 
While the tail of a comet ts dive cindy fo slar nepaibsion, 
Deve bt alse ibistinet meting fren withis 
the comet iteelf, exedter bores oi Clie BONE “ 
tail offen conseets of oo narmew streant or streams enim 
tatiog: fret the comets Teed. mad Chis type i< perhaps 
thane frexpuenit Chit the lort-stitped ect whic be ettelope 
the head and wivlens emt behind af. sown in the tt 
oder covert, Asn te the enetee Which acts agninet yrave- 
fathead drives aff the tutertals of the tri, it is likely 
Chat several forces couperate, naniely, the neceutly ceme 



comet 
onstrated repulsive power of Mght-waves upon minute 

riches, the action of electrified corpuscles and ‘biome’ 
iberated frum tutensely heated surfaces, and the inflaence 
of ‘ mdiouctive ‘substances preaamably abounding in the 
sun: all these and others still are conceivable and not 
improtable. Photegraphy prociises mach in the study of 
these bodies, and has already brought oat many interesting 
facta The light of comets ts strongly actinic, and the 
photograph reveals much which the telescope utterly fails 

iw. 

5. In photog., a comet-shaped defect appear- 
ing on gelatin dry eee. Woodbury, Eneye. 
Dict. of Photog., p. 132.—Btela’s comet. A short- 

Hod comet discovered by Biela in 1526, the second of 
te class, Ite period is GH years, In 18é6 it separated 
inte two. and has cot been seen since its reappearance in 
1ss2. The Andromedit or Biolid meteors, appearing in 
occasional meteoric showers about tre {0th to the ad 
ot November, travel in ite orbit, and are supposed to be 
the products of its disintegration, 
Cometary ne’ e *neliela, 
comet-family (kom‘et-fam‘i-li), ». A number 
of periodic comets which have orbits that 
nearly intersect the orbit of one of the larger 
planets and are supposed to have been captured 
on some oecasion of near approach, their 
orbits having then been transformed from 
parabolas to ellipses, Jupiter's comet-family com- 
—5* nearly thirty members with — ranging from 
ree to eight iseredited with two, Uruenus 

— — — com om’e n. number o 
comets which, thou, certainly distinet, have 
orbits almost identical, and are presumed to 
have had a common origin. Four or five such 

cars. Satum 

How does ut come about, sorr, that whin a man has put 
the comether on wan woman he "s sure bound t put ut 
om another? ... An ye ht ye ‘d put the comether 
on her. R Kiting, Courling of Dinals Shadd, ii. 

2. Friendly intercourse, ——— Mat- 
ter; affair. [Irish.] Eng. Dial, Dict. 
cometoid (kom’e-toid), a. andn. I, a. Re- 
sembling a comet. 

IL. ». A name proposed in 1805 (but never 
ailopted) for the asteroids, on account of their 
eccentric orbits. 

, ® 2. An astronomer who 
makes a specialty of seeking comets, 

comforter, *.—Job’s comforter. (#) One who (like 
Job's three friends), while professing to comfort and con- 
sole a friend in jection, really makes matters worse 
—— — fault-finding, or thelike (6) A boll; in 
allusion to these with which Job is —— have been 
alflicted. [Callog, in both usea.) 

Com.in-Chf. Anabbreviation of Commander- 
in-chief. 

comitative (kom‘I-téi-tiv), a. [NL. *comita- 
tivus, « L, comitatus, accompaniment: see com- 
ifatus.) 1, That serves to express accompani- 
ment, association, or connection; associative. 

A amall number of adverbial prefixes are found only in 
combination with otherelementa. Thus: .. . (4) The com- 
ftefive pretix sa, ased instead of the preposition adm, and 
exchangeably with eahd, before nouns and adjectives, 

Whitney, it Grammar, p. 34, 

2, In gram., noting the case expressing com- 
panionship (with). Also as a noun, Amer. 
Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1903, p. 26, 

comiteco (k0-mi-ti‘’kd), a, [Mex, Sp.] A 
stimulating liquor distilled from a species of 
agave, 8 exico.] Sci, Amer, Sup., Dee. 12, 
1803, p, . 

comitium (k6-mish’i-um),». [L.: see comitia,] 
In Row, lust. the meeting-place of the comitia 
(whieh see). 

comitiva (ké-mi-té’vii), ». [It., a party, for 
“comitatica, ¢ L. comitatus, & company; see 
comitatus.) An organized band of brigands 
or of lawless people, [Southern Italy,] 
comi-tragedy (kom-i-traj’e-di), . [eomi(e) 
+ tragedy, Ct. tragicomedy.) <A tragedy with 
a comic element in it. 
know no better method... than... quoting... 

a passage in which he transfers the whole conm/-tragedy 
from Italy of old to England in 151. 

Kingstey, Roman and Teuton, Lecture ii. 

Comley sandstone. See *sandstone, 
comm. An abbreviation (a) of Commander ; 
(b) of commentary; (c) of commerce; (d) of 
commonwealth, 
Comma degeneration, progressive degeneration of the 
nerrous aubetance comprising the common tract.— 
Comma tract, a tract of white nerve-fibers found within 
the posterior external column of the spinal cord.—Gray 
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comma, an American pymphalid butterfly, Polygenia 
progne, found in the portheastern United States and Can- 
ada. Ite tarwer feed on the elm, currant, and gooseberry. 
— Green an American nymphalid batterfly, 
Polyyonia Jowaua, common in the northern United States 
and Canada. Ite larve feed on the alder, willow, black 
birch, currant, and berry. 

command, ».— 9. In whist and bridge, the best 
eard of a suit, usually of one which the adver- 
saries are trying to establish. 

(kom-an-dér’), e. 4 [D. comman- 
deeren, © F. commander, whence E. command, vt.) 
1. To order (the enrolled militia) into active 
military service: originally with reference to 
the late Dutch republics of South Afriea, 
which were charged with forcing aliens also 
into the military service. 
The naive clalmes put forwand by the Boers to some 

Providence —a process which a friendly German 
critic described as “comrmandeering the Almighty.” 

A. Conan Doyle, Great Hour War, xiil 

2. To seize private property for military or 
other public use,—3. To seize publie or pri- 
vate property for private use, under color of 
military necessity or right; steal from a help- 
less vietim. [Humorous.] 

However, we were able by using the commandeered 
Pere y of the Bour frau, to produce a newspaper of pre- 

jous aize and comsiderable bny 
J. ‘Ralph, in Wars Brighter Side, p. 52. 

commandeer (kom-an-dér’), n, The act of 
commandeering. 
“So here's my blowmin'’ health,” says he; “I'm on the 

cuoname r. 

And without another word he commandeered it. 
War's Brighter Side, p. 157, 

commando, a. 2, The enrolled militia of an 
electoral district in the late Dutch republics 
of South Africa.— 3. A unit of the Boer army 
commanded by an officer whose title was Com- 
mandant, 

A momen wat use peut ts warn the Fomemniah 
commando of 400 to 600 men, which was approaching the 
town, that they had better disperse, 

J, Ralph, in War's Brighter Side, p. 9 

on commando, to take the feld join an armed 
ie af the Geld. — 

We sailed tpon commando 
To vierneuk our Brother Boor — 

‘ A landlord and a Protestant, 
What coakl the bhoys want more? 

R. Kipling, The Friend, in War's Brighter Side, p. 138 

e ous (ko-mel-i-na’shius), a. Of, 
pertaining to, or having the characters of the 
Commelinaces. 
commensally (ko-men‘sal-i), adv. In the man- 
ner of a commensal, 
— . Bureau of —— See 
*bureaw. Interstate commerce law. See #lant. 
mmerce-destroyer (kom ‘érs-des-troi’ér), 1. 

A type of cruiser designed with special refer- 
ence to the destruction of an enemy's com- 
merece. It has high speed and coal endurance, 
with comparatively weak offensive and defen- 
sive powers. 
comme (kom ‘érs-des-troi*ing), 

»n, The systematic pursuit and capture of 
merchant vessels of the enemy, by armed 
cruisers especially devoted to this purpose. 
It is the modern equivalent of privateering 
which has been abolished among civilize 
nations. 
The advan of geographical nearness to the enemy, 

or t the object of attack, is nowhere more apparent than 
in that form of warfare which has lately received the 
name af commerce<deatroying, which the Frevch call 
guerre de coume. This operation of war being directed 
against peaceful merchant verwels which are usually de- 
fenceless, calls for ships of small milltary force 
Mahon, The Influence of Sea Power upon History, p, 30, 

Commercial . Sew while te — — — — 
raphy. See #yewrsphy.— Commercial pitch. Same 
a8 auction-piteh (which see, under pifekl) 
comm »x 3, A commercial custom 
or expression. 
The excractating commercialiem ‘Marin wrote Mra 

Inchbald’ for ‘wrote te Mra Inehbald’ defaces almost 
every page. = Athenaeum, Mar, 3, 1583p, 27, B.D. 

4. The supremacy of commercial over moral 
considerations ; regard forcommercial or finan- 
cial advantage only: as, commercialise in 
polities, 
commercialist (ko-mér’shal-ist), n. A com- 
mercial person ; an adherent of commercialism, 
Heaven forbid that the clamour philusephizing conemer 

ctalists should prevail ! iste t 
Southey, Esprieiia’s Letters, xxxviil, 

commerciality (ko-mér-shi-al’i-ti), nv. Com- 
merci] quality or spirit :as, the commerciality 
— artists,” Pall, Mall Gazette, Oct. 4, 

commercialization (kg-mér’«hal-i-za’shon), ». © 
[commercialize + -ation,] Conversion to com- 

commissure 

mercial character or uses: as, the commerrial- 
ization of the military railways of India or Rus- 
sia. 

commercialize bot female e. tp pret. and 
pp. commercialized, ppr. commercializing. [eom- 
mercial + -ize.] To render commercial in char 
acter, methods, or spirit; make # matter of 
trade. 
*2 + «+ has been . 

really « branch of trade, 
J. Bryce, Amer. Commonwealth 

commerge (ko-mérj’), v.; pret. and pp. com- 
merged, ppr. commerging. tL. com-, together, 
+ mergere, drown, bury: see merge.) I, trans. 
To merge together ; mingle. 
I, intrans. To come together; coincide. 

Carlyle, 
—— — (ko-mér’jens),. The eondit ĩon 
of mingling, particularly mingling of blood. 
commers, *. See *hommers. 
commissary,". 5, [F.commissaire de police.) 
‘A superior officer of police in France. Macaulay. 
—6. Ageneral store forsupplying workmen in 
any large industry. 

-general, 1. 
sary. 
commission, ». 9. In naval use,a period of active 
service of a war-ship, from the time she is put 
into commission until she is again out of com- 
mission. In the British navy this period is 
from 2to5 years. In the United States navy 
there is no fixed length of commission. 
The corumanding officer of one of these ships has stated 

“that they may go through a commission and never heel 
or more than one or two re 

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 245 

+ » commerctatized, and 

2. A chief commis- 

Commission of stamps, in Ang. law, the commis 
sioners of inland revenue who had the care and nanage- 
ment of the stamp-daties. — Ini Polar Com- 
mission a comminsion representing ten of the most im- 
—_ nations, appointed for the purpose of carrying ont 
— — of Lieutenant Weyprecht, that there be at 

one year of simultaneous —2 magnetic, 
and other physical work exectted by all nations of Ube 

jobe within the arctéc circle. The Augqust lat, Lah 
1544, was upon for this work, and about 

twenty stations were occupied in the aretic region, and ten 
in the antarctic. All of the otwervations made have been 
published by the respective governmenta — Out of com- 

(naval), not in active service, as a warehip laid 
up in inary, or in reserve without offboers and crew ; 
by extension, sail of anything not in condition for use or 
not in working order.—- United States of 
Fish and See *Hureau of Fisheries. 

commission, v. ¢. 8. To order, as a war-ship, 
into active service, or to place in commission 
with formal ceremony. 

er, x. 5. A betting-broker at a 
‘Slang. ]— Commissioner of array. 

See *urray. commissioner, an officer ap- 
poluted by the cireuit courts of the United States for 
a port of yd whose duty it is to facilitate and super- 
intend the hiring and discharge of seamen; to secure 
the presence on board at the proper time of the men em- 
Fares and to factitate cote, to sea-service, etc. 

officer in the United Kingdom charged with these 
ditties is called the ahipping-measter. vit 3 

commissionership, ». 2. The district under 
a commissioner. 

If the Government is wise will add to his commds 
sionership the whole of the Kal: desert. 

Fall Mall Gazette, November 19, 1554. 

aberrans, o band of commissural fibers 
crossing the — — roof of the third ventricle midway 
between the dorsal Giippocempel) and superior (haben 
glar) commissures ; present in Leacertilia aml Sphenodon, 
The commisuara aberrand Indicates in the mesial plane 
the caudal limit of the attachment of the ceretral berui · 
sphere to the rest of the neural tube, G. &, Sanith.— 

fibers of nervous substance which 
uum across the optic chiseen between the tuber cinereum 
and the taming inalis cinerea. —-Commilssura cru- 

* dorsalis, = Ged ak teen a oe ene ee a J : in or near 
latina terminalia, whieh extends into each hemicere- 
Drum and ultimately enters the hippocampus, Some 
have homologized this structure in the lower vertebrates 
with the rudiment of the fornix or callosum, or beth— 
Commissura fi a term sometimes used to desig- 
nate the fornix of the brain in mammals The mane has 
been provisionally applied by Wilder to a transverse bamd 
iat Ventrad of the erfeta formicis. In the lower verte- 
—— it is identica) Le the ——— roses of 
Smith Commissura habenularum, a u tibers 
passing transversely in the roof af the third ventricle 
near the anterior peduncles of the epiphysia The 
peduncle is known as the habena or habenula. The 
commissure takes ite mame from ita position adjacent 
to the habenole. Also called superior commissure amd 
supra commiseure.— Commissura ventralis, a tard of 
fiber, in the lamina terminalia, whieh extend tite the 
corpurn striata. In many forms some of the fibers pass 
in a pesterior direction, and the two divisions of Uhis 
commissure are termed, reepectively, the offectery aml 
tempore’ portions, It fe aynonyrmeons with anferior cou 
tixeere and precomméssre, the latter terms being more 
commanly ased in connection with the higher verte- 
brates. Also applied to the auterior commissure of the 
spinal cord, 
ommissure, ”.—Arcuate ame a6 
Giddens weomrmeienre, — Gudden’s commissure, « 
bandle of uerve-tibera, at the posterior part of the optic 

co 
race-track, 



commissure 

chiasm, running along the mesial side of the optic tracts 
to join the internal gembenlate bodies of the two sides. 
Also known as the tuferior of arcuate commdarure,— 
Rippecam comamiiaware, a:term sometimes used 
to indicate the fusion of the hippocampl on the median 
line to form the fornix. Tea the lower vertebrates it is 
synonymous with ®eowuseura fornicisand ®commiseura 
aberrane. Scone have homologized it with the #oonmas- 
aura derestia.—Inferior commissure, Same as Gud- 
den'a *weommeéneere.— Postchiasmatic comm a 
band of fibers immediately postertor to Gadden’s commis- 
sare. It is closely applied to the optic chiasm and appears 
to give hers to it’ described ae in reptiles and 

pyece and Warringtos in binds, — oommis- 
sure, Same as *®eommiseura Achenwarum,—Supra- 
infandibular commissure, « bandle of fibers situated 
near the catdal attachment of the infundibalum to the 
brain, It appears to arise in the kateral walls of the third 
ventricle. 

(kom‘it), a. [Said to be a mistaken 
form for the FP. comeéte, comet. The 8 
was invented during the appearance of Ha * 
comet, and the idea of the game is that of a 
string of cards forming a tail to the one first 
played.) A e of cards. The eight of diamonds 
thrown out of a full Cards are dealt out one at a 

tine aa far as they wi any remaining being beft on 
the table for Tap sideok band. lode, and avery 
card in sequence and suit with it met come in order, the 
play being much the same a¢ in newmarket (which see), 
the first to get rid of all his cards winning the pool, 

commodatum (kom-d-di’tum), n, [ML.: see 
commodate.} In law, a kind of bailment in 
which property is loaned to another to be re- 
turned without compensation for its use. 

commodo (kom’6-d6), a. [It., easy, moderate: 
see commodious. music, easy or moderate, 
as in @ tempo commodo, in moderate time. 
Common counts See *count!.-Common feeling, in 
**8 the general feeling of bodily comfort or discom- 
—— is conditioned mainly upon the mass of ar- 

ganic sensations that constitute the background of con- 
sclousness. See cornestheris. 

The common ling is gee ph immediate — 
sion of our hte comfort and discomfort, and fa there- 
fare, of all our composite feelings, most closely related to 
the simple sense-feelings. 

V. Wendt (trans), Outlines of Paychol, p. 161. 

Common traverse. See #traverae, 
commonage, ». 3, -The commonalty. 

The whole barone' of E 

common-law e, See *marriage, 
communal, a. 8, Of or pertaining to the 
eommune of Paris(which see,undercommune?), 
Communal forest, Same us town *forest.— Theory 
——— — See Anlenaitu. 

comm’ ty (kom-t-nal‘i-ti), «, [ML *com- 
munalitas, € communalis, common: see com- 
munal and commonalty.) The condition of 
belonging to a community. 
— the matertal sacrifice — leaves depend- 

ents (wi «, children, and perhapa agelings) to be sup- 
informal public bounty of tribal life, or ported by the 

perhaps to be distributed among scattered families In 
such manner as to strengthen sentiments of commeunality 
and to keep alive the sense of community in interesta 

Smitheonian Rep, 1201, p. 76 

unalization (komfi-nal-i-24’shon), 1». 
[communalize + -ation.] @ act of commu. 
nalizing or of rendering communal; specifically, 
the abolition of private corer in cert 
kinds of property in which the public is inter- 
ested, such as d, water, light, ete., and 
the vesting of it in the commune or local com- 
munity for the common good; the conversion 
of private ownership and management into 
communal ownership and management. 
communalize (kom’ii-nal-iz), v. t.; pret. and 
pp. communalized, ppr. communalizing. 1. To 
render communal; to convert into municipal 
property, as water-works, street railroads, ete, 
—2. To convert to a belief in communal 
ownership and initiative. 

communa. (kom’t-nal-l-zér), xn. One who 
advocates or favors the communalization of 
land and some other kinds of property in 
which the general public is interested. 
communicant, «. 2. In anat., same as com- 
municating ; noting one of several nerves or 
arteries. Buck, Med, Handbook, IT, 251. 
comm m-room (ko-mi-ni-kAé’ shon- 
rom), ». In a war-ship, a compartment with 
sound-proof walls below the protective deck, 
containing a steering-wheel, the switechboards 
for telephones and speaking-tubes, and engine 
and steering tel phs, which forms a central 
station for the interior signaling apparatus 
and other means of communication throughout 
the hip. 

Comm: in both the rece of the sacra. 
mem of the 4. 28 the ——— both bread 
An LS 

communionist (ko-mii‘nyon-ist), ». Same as 
commeunicant, 
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m (kom-i-nis’te-ri), m. A ecom- 
munist babitation. X B.D. 
communitive (ko- mi’ ig a, [Trreg. 
< community + -ire,] Of or belonging toa 
eommunity, X. E. D, 
communitorium (ko-mi-ni-t6’ri-am), #.; pl. 
communitoria (ih). [communit-y + -oriunt.) 
The home of a (socialistic) community ; a set- 
tlement on communistic principles. N. E. D. 
communization (ko -mi-ni-za’shon),. [com- 
manize + -ation.) The making of anything 
the public property of the community. 
communize (kom‘ti-niz), r. ¢. (L. communis, 

make common, + -ize,) To make common; 

comparison 

companion), r. t.— II. intrans. To associate or 
keep company: used with with: as, to com- 
panion with vagabonds. 
companionage (kom -pan ‘ yon-fj), n. The 
whole body of Knights’ Companions, or a list of 
them: as, “‘ The Peerage, Knightage, Baronet- 
age, and Companionage of the British Empire.” 
(Title of a book.) 

companion-cropping (kom-pan’yon-krop‘ing), 
u. The practice of growing companion crops 
(which see, under *crop). 
companion-hatch (kom-pan’yon-hach), n. 
Neut,, « hatch fitted with companion-ladders 
for access to living quarters. 

(something) the property of the community. companion-ladder, nm 2. A sloping ladder 
N. BE. D. with flat treada or ateps, for passage from one 
commutate (kom’i-tét), v. #; pret. and pp. deck to another. 
commutated, ppr. commutating. [L. commuta- company, ".—Bearer ,acompany' of soldiers 
tus, pp. of commutare, change: see commute.) whose duty is to remove the wounded from the battle- 
To change; commute; specifically, to change * a rg olny Te 
the direction of, as an electric or magnetic net Charlesot Anjou. In 1302 they entered the service 
eireuit, or part of a circuit. of the Byzantine Emperor A’ icus against the Turks, 
commutator, ». 3. In elect., that part of a 
continuous-eurrent dynamo-electric machine 
which, by re- 
volving in eon- 
tact with the 
brushes, turns 
or directs the 
electrical ac- 
tions in the 
armature coils 
of the machine 
50 as to make 
the current 
and the volt- 
age in the ex- 
ternal circuit 
eontinuous, It 

@, commutator bars; 4, mica insulation; 
¢ clamplng-screws ; ¢, Shaft-hole. 

nected with the a m with the armature cofla of the machine, and sepa- 
rated from each other by mica tnaulation. 
4, In photog., a device for automatically effect- 
ing the exposure of a number of photographie 
plates at various predetermined instants during 
4 total eclipse of the sun, D. P. Todd, in Rep. 
Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sci., 1901, p. 54 
commutual, «. 2, Contiguous; adjoining; 
noting, in anat., two surfaces in apposition or 
nearly 80, 
Comocladia (ké-m-kla’di-a), n. [NL. (Pat- 
rick Browne, 1756), ¢ Gr. xiun, hair, fo y 

Comortadia 4. tri fetta, a branch beari 
flowers (reduced). (From Englerand Hrastis"= Phlascentamil 

beaves and spikes of minute 
ae | 

+ xiddor, shoot, branch.) A genus of plants 
of the family Anacardiacez. They are shrabs or 
trees, with odd-pinnate leaves, clustered toward the ends of 
the branches, the leaflets usually mucronatedentate. The 
flowers are minute and are di fin axillary panicles 
nearly as bong as the leaven here are about ten species, 
natives of the West Indies and Central America. The 
fraite of C, tntegrifetia and C. dentete furnish a black 
dye. The abundant glatinons jnice of C, dieifolia and 
other species which turns black on exposure to the alr, is 
poisonous to the toack. 

comoid (ké’moid), a. [Gr. xéuy, hair, + eldog, 
form.) Hair-like ; resembling hair: in meteor., 
noting the hair-like structure of some kind of 
cirrus clouds (mare’s-tail cirrus). 

comortg: (cé-mér-ga-jé’), mn. One of sev- 
= parties to whom the same mortgage is 
mule, 
comospore (ké’m6-spér), ». (Gr. xéun, hair, + 
exopa, seed.) In phytogeog., a plant whose 
seed ot fruit is provided with hairs or bristles 
as a help to dissemination, F. E. Clements, 

compact! a. 6. In petrog., dense without pores: 
also applied to extremely fin ined textures 
in which the individual erystals or grains can- 
not be seen by the unaided eye: equivalent to 
aphanitic, eryptocrystalline, and *cryptoclastic. 

! — (kum‘pa-ni-bét), n. A 

one of the 
medieval nh ay a eraft 

for 
fh reality is owned and con 
Eneye. Brit., XX VU. 177.—Trust-company. 
company. 

at~ 
;.8 beamy gig having side-seats in the 

after half and an awning over the cockpit. It 
is used on English rivers. 
comparascope (kom-par’a-skdp), nm. [Irreg. ¢ 
L comparare, compare, + Gr. oxorriv, view.) 
Tn oe adevice attached to an ordinary 
microseope for the simultancous comparison 
of two slides. 

to be di In some cases the entire length of the 
bar constitutes the standard 
be com are 

employed consists of a rigid bed or plate upon which the 
py bar is placed ins horisontal | tien Provision 

is ior the raising and jowering and lateral shifts 

the bar is removed without Seay ee Talerosoopes, 
and the one to be compared with it is pat in ita place. 
When the raling at one end fs brought prectaely ander the 
cros#-hairs, that at the other end will be somewhat out of 
coincidence on account of the inequality in the length of 
the bars. This small difference is measured by noting the 
—— * ot * —— : 
necessary bring cro) over me 

vide for cases in which the inequality is such as to bring 
the line entirely out of the fleld, this microscope is some- 
times so mounted that it can be moved tudimally im 
the direction of the length of the bar and its motion 

by means of a om cncrew. For the 
comparison of standards In which Les me po 
mined ts the entire length of the bari of the distance 
between transverse lines raled v its surface, various 
other devices of precision are In some comparators 
one end of the is placed against a rigid stop or pla, 
and a delicate mi ecrew, mounted to run paralle 
to the axis of the bar, is turned unti) it comes into con- 
tact with the free end, The tion of contact is some 
tines indicated electrically. optical lever or tipping: 
mirror of Saxton is likewise employed for determining 
the position of the free end of the bar, the angular move. 
ment of the mirror being determined by means of a 
reading telescope and soale. The mostre anid sensitive 
method for the comparison of lengths is doubtless that 
employed in the interference comperater, a modification 
of the interferometer due to Michelson, and by him 
employed for the stady of the meter and the determination 
of that standard in terns of the wave-length of light. See 
winter ferometer. 
2. A vessel in which liquid is kept rapidly 
stirred and at a uniform constant temperature 
so that thermometers immersed init must all be 
maintained at the same temperature. Simul. 
taneous readings of the secondary thermometers and 
the standard are made, and the corrections to the former 
are thus determined for a wide range of temperatures, 
— Transfer comparator, an instrument for comparing 
the distances between or over the ends of comtact points 
om a gage to the distances defined on a standard bar, 

in 

purpose of determining by com whether 
writing wat mitten by a coral pera, = ComAriz0m 

—— eomn⸗ 
+a form Whtke method 

the study of the affective 



comparison 

Processes. A number of stimuli—tor example, colora— 
are —— are presented to the observer two 
at a time, pairs Defie so constituted that every 
color ia gtven once along with every ager, The observer 
declares which member of the pair before him is the more 
Pleasant or the more tnpleasant. The judgments are 
recorded. When the whole series hae been worked through, 
the experimenter plota an ‘affective curve’: the abecisaw 
are the color stimuli, in serial order, and the ordinates 
represent the number of Umes that the colar colors 
have been pestered to their rivala £. B, Tilchener, 
Exper. Prychol., 1. di, 161. 

comparison-star (kom-par’i-son-stiir), wn. A 
star of known position used as a reference- 
point from which to determine the position of 
some planet, comet, or other object near it. 

co nt, ». 4, A division or chamber 
in any part of a plant or of an animal.— 5, In 
forestry, the unit of area treated in a working 
plan. The size and the mee of compart- 
— are determined mainly by topographie 
eatures,— in wtry, the boun- 

— nent 8 —— marked dary of a *oom 
by a rowd, a ride, or a natural feature, such as 4 etreain or 
the erest ofaridge In Europe, when other demarcation 
is wanting, clean cuttings upon arrow strips are made 
to mark the boundaries of a compartment. These are 
known as rider, A ride which separates two cutting 

tling wind diree- 
a jor rie rides which com- 

plete the demarcation of the compartinents are known 
sunor rides Compartment * See — 

metaod. · Vag · com one a series af water- 

tight corn) nents * nN aie formed between the 
outboard longitudinal balkhead and the ship's side below 
the protective or lower deck, 

com ‘tal (kom-pirt-men’tal), a. [com- 
t+ -all,] Pertaining to or consisting 

of compartments; divided into compartments, 
The cells may or not be compartmental, the latter 

type predominating, ¢ cond! tions favor the series con- 
nection of the 

Slectrochem. Industry, July, 1008, p. 378 

com . n. 4.7 cap.) In astron., a small 
southern constellation,—Compaas caliper. See 
wonliper.— Compass corrections (naut. the quantities 
eer or degrees) which must be ap to courses or 

Semmes coumee, toe _ ——* ~~ —— * course, COUTHE # com me 

fee oon ie Goma pensated oom pant, —— which je bea, elo. -— noom: wile: 

haa been corrected for deviation by the employment of 
a Com 

pana th: noodle of whic haa lost Ite magnetion. rst com — Jeo 
—— — have been known to uce this 

ject. Dry-card compass, Same as dry *coompase. 
—Dry compass, s compass which is inclosed in an air. 
tnatead of a Hquid-chamber: also known as a dry-card- 
com compass, any compass that is ele- 
vated the —— is ship's fron, Lage being 
more or magnetized, je 80 ec! 

the magnetic jer this head are 
necluded masthead, and tri ascs.— Hang- 

a tell-tale compass; an inverted compass ; 
one that fs suspended from a dock beam. 
— acompass the card of which ts tn- 

senior dw at parts 
on the freezing-point af the mixture being — 10 F. 
Compasses used in arctic work have their bowls filled 
with — alcohol The dlaud of andilated alcohol 
is that it eats the paint on the The Germans have 
successfully used refined of! for their liquid com — 
Masthead com Ep ess, & com aboft at the lower 

r to elevate it above the influetice of 
the tron tn the ship's ball, — 
ou vom a liquid compas card of which 
floats in of] instead alcohol. — Pole-corn: a 

short 
supposed to be sufficiently high above the 
moved from the sphere ol yo St 7 ave — 
Solar compass, an apparnt mvet iy Bart in 
attached toa — —eS— and enabling the ob- 
server to determine the true meridian by a simple wetti 
* sights upon the 5. LR ng —* forma a = 
te used tnatead aid the 6 in 
called a Sralar attachment, of niet ‘here are varias 
orms.— Spirit compass, Same as figuid ®compies.— 
Tripod-compass, a cur #0 named from the three: 
legged stand on which it is elevated ; a form of 
pus. —Weber’s compass, a form of esthesi 

compass, v. I. trans.—7, To grasp mentally; 
comprehend. 
“Forebodings of Ml. . . 

pole-com- 

that cannot be compassed.* 
Longfellore. 

8. To adjust or orient by means of a compass. 
II, infraas. To level a compass. 

compass-bearing (kum’pas-bar’ing), ». The 
direction of an object as indicated by a mag- 
netic compass, 

com or (kum’pas-er‘or), ». Same as 
deviation of the compass (which see, under de- 
rintion), 

com joint (kum ’ pas-joint), ». A joint 
having parallel and concentric disks permit- 
ting relative motion or opening in one plane, 
as in 4 drawing-compass. 

compass-plant, n. 3, In California, Wyethia 
aagustifolia and other species, coarse compos- 
ites with sunflower-like heads, whose large erect 
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leaves are said to stand 
with their 6 north 
and south, . E. Par- 
sons, Wild Flowers of 
California.— 4, The 
rairie bird’s-foot tre- 
oil, Lotus Americanus, 
of the western United 
States, the numerous 
distichous branches of 
which are polarized on 
the stem after the man- 
ner of the leaves of 
other compass-plants. 
We have then fn this plant 

another example of a true 
compass plont, but involvin 
an entirely different princi- 
ple from that of Silphium la- 
cinietumn L., Lactuen Scariea 
L, ete, in which it ts the 
leaves and not the branches 
that are affected, 
Plant World, May, 1808, p. 118, 

compass-rose (kum’pas-réz), ». The orna- 
mental diagram of a compass found printed 
on some charts, 
compass-weed (kum‘pas-wéd), ». A name of 

al 

5 

Compass-plant (Lotus 
Americans |, 

Owe fourth nareral size. 

the prickly lettuce, Lactuea Scariola, and prob- 
P 

bl ot any at we compass- lants. It is also 
one ton be , - 

pate to He radiate habit” re or 
tod 

compe ikom-peld’), p. a, In pathol., in- 
voluntary ; compulsory: noting movements 
and attitudes in certain diseases of the central 
nervous system, 
compellent (kom-pel’ent), a. fi. compellens 
i) Pa of compellere, compel: see conrpel.) 

pelling; compulsive. 
And when we bear 

Our virtue outward most impulsively, 
Host = — and to be “ 

We live mee * 
Ar⸗ Browning, Sonnet, Love, |. 6 

compendency (kom-pen‘den-si), ». [NL. 
“compendentia, < *compendens, eA gd 
gether: see compendent,] In math., connec- 
tivity. 

This doctrine of the compendency of surfaces in a crea- 
thon of Riemann’s. 

W. B, Smith, Modern Geometry, p. 44 

compendent (kom-pen’dent), a. [NL. *com- 
pendens (-ent-), ppr. of *compendére, hang to- 

pther, < com-, together, + pendére, hang.) 
onected; closed, 

The straight is thas a closed line compendent through 
tte point at meal. 

erriman and vodward, Higher Mathematica, p. 7. 

compensated (kom’pen-si-ted), p.a. Adjusted 
80 a8 to neutralize or balance differences or 
deviations; as a compensated balance or pen- 
dulum,— jpensated alternater, See *alternater, 

constant-pressure * 
eter. See —— — — 
See wrmotor. 

compensating (kom’pen-sé-ting), p. a. Ad- 
justing so us to neutralize or balance differ- 
ences; producing compensation; character- 
ized by compensation; compensatory. 
A — mixture of sweet and salt gives rise to 

an inelp: kalizie taste. 
B, Titehener, Exper. Paychol., L ii, 110, 

Compensating epeiter. See — — Compensating 

com! ting-gear (kom‘pen-si-ting-gér’}. ». 
A device for connecting the two parts of a 
shaft in such & manner that one part can run 
at varying speeds relatively to the other part; 
specifically applied to the driving device which 
connects the two parts of the driving-axle of 
amotor-<ar, This com ng-pear allows one wheel 
to travel further than the other in turning comers. 
Called also diferential goer ail compensotiongear. 

com on, ”. 6. In pothol., an increase in 
functional power of some organ or part of an 
organ to make up for a defect in another organ 
orin another part of the same organ.—7, In 
psychophysics, the neutralization of a sensa- 
tion by a stimulus process of a complementary 
or antagonistie kind, 
The principle of aanell emnprasation ts familiar te us in 

everyitay life. 
BE. B, Titehener, Exper. Payehol., L ik 1st. 

8. In tegetable terntol., the occurrence of oppos- 
ite abnormal conditions in different parts of the 
same plant, a8 an atrophied condition of one 
part associated with a hypertrophied condition 
of another. Masters. Compensation of func- 
tions, fn sewred,, the law or principle that inhibition o 
the activity af ane region of the cerebral cortes fe always 
connected with increased activity in the regions with 

competition 
mane i is ——— i, Wwrdt (trans.), Outlines of 

cl . 4.— Compensation su or cOmpen- 
gation water, water held fn pt ag delivered 
ip a river fn compensation for water which ts claimed by 
riparian owners, 

The water supplied to the stream from such a reservoir 
is known as * com jon water,” and is generally a 
first charge upon the works Nnaeye. Brit, XXXIIL 771, 

compensation-sac (kom-pen-sa’shon-sak), v. 
In certain polyzoans, a structure lying inside 
the body cavity, and communicating with the 
external water; rded as the apparatus by 
which the protrusion and retraction of the 
polypide is effected. Jullien, 
compensator, ". (c) In elect, an antotransformer, 
frequently employed to compenante for variations of volt- 
age. See ®eutetranaformer, (if) In photer., an —— 
atua designed to render the Mumination of a tleld uniform. 
It consists of a plano-convex lens of smoky glass, and a 
Plane-concave lens, of equal curvature, of plain wtal 
glass 40 united aa to make a thin wlass with parallel sides 
(¢) In optics, a device for producing a known anid nveasur- 
able tion of a beam of light. 
(me of the simplest forms of compen 
sator fa that used by Jamin In fig 
Tocasurements with his refractometer. 
(See winferferometer.) In this refrac- 
tometer there are two parallel Deana 
of light the ditferenceot phaseof which 
is to be determined. these beans 
are made to pass thro two similar 
glass plates, Bm Me safer equal — 

when are Rie: 8. 
lel; but if one of the Je turned Jemin’s Compenenton, 

ius Varying the distance 
the ray, the retardation will 

fig. 1, consists of two 
commen axis and 

glass traversed by 

rays 
t 

differed in phaae, this difference of phase can be 
reduced to zero by ——— compensator to the proper 

size of angle the original difference 
uted. Senarmont’'s compensator 

quarter-wave plate, that is, a plate of 
such thickness that it introduces a difference of 

compensator in a direction 
to the surface 

ah will be resolved into two 
{ 

¥ o 2 
— Batdnet’s Compensater. 

varied at will. The object and use of the compensator Is 
* — any desired amoant of left-handed rotation 

ence of phase of that my was hve age or reduced 
to zero, and jn this way the character of the polarized 
light produced by such retleetion could be determined. 
Compensatory hypertrophy. See *hyper- 
trophy, 
compete, «. i.—2, In polit, econ, to engage in 
rivalry in the sale or purchase of a commodity 
or service ; also, figuratively, of a commodity or 
service, to be open to choice as against some 
other commodity or service. Thus iron is said 
to compete with stone in the construction of 
buildings; water routes compete with railways 
in the handling of traffie, 
competence, competency, *. 5. In phys. geor., 
the ability of a stream to transport the amount 
of land waste that is brought into it, 
competent, «. 5. In phys. qeog., of a stream, 
capable of transporting fragments of a given 
size. —6. In geol., having sufficient firmness 
and strength to transmit pressure to other 
strata or to lift an overlying burden, as a rock 
or stratum, 

competition, ». 4. In polit, econ., rivalry in 
the purehase or sale of a commodity or ser- 
vice: as, the competition of Wage-carners lowers 
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wages: British merchants have to meet Ger- Complete hernia, ete. See *heraie, ete.—Complete of the componetita; the volumetric composition their 
man —————— price. : fice, Soom 

itive price. — Competition rent, rent determined by 
eicive competition on the part of landlords and tenants, as 

to customary real; sad — : * — 
competition, a oo jon ol w wal 

amotnt to actaal competition were a pationinr change, 
sich as a rise in =o ae €. 

ve ice, price deterinined by active com- 
petition on the — of both bayersand sellers, aa opposed 
to monopealy price and customary price. 

compilatory (kom-pi’la-to-ri), ¢. Of or be- 
longing to a compilator or compiler; con- 
nected with, or incident to, compilation: as, 
compilatory judgment; compilatory labors. 

compile, v. ¢. 6. To score, earn, ‘pile up’ 
(usually of a large numberof runs). [Cricket 
slang.] . " 

compiial (kom ‘ pi-tal), a. [L. compitalis, ¢ 
compitwi, competum, a place where several 
ways meet, the cross-ways, ¢ compefere, come 
together, meet: see compete.) 1. In Hom. antiq., 
belonging to the cross-ways. The lares compitates 
were domestic deities whose shrines stood on the atreet- 
corners, 

2. In bot.: (a) Intersecting and crossing at 
various angles: said of the veins of leaves. 
(5) Situated at the point of junction of two 
veins; said of the sori of ferns. 

n.— of com: in 
me an operation — ayer yer gm to 

save life, and which therefore may be detayed until all the 
cond are most favorable, 2 
complanation, ». 2, A flattening or flattening 
out: as, a crater of complanation. Dana. 
complement, ». 8. In physiol. chem., same as 
*alexin, See the extract. 
Two ay ape concerned in lysia, These ples 

are different origha. ‘One — that which is stable — is the 
ectof immuntzation, and,on account of certain combin- 

img properties by it, they call it the ‘interme. 
diary body.” other is normally present in the body 
juices, but is easily destroyed by heat and tends to dina 

taneously when the duids are removed from the 
ciple, on accoantof the complemental 
they (Rirlich and —— pre. 

core, . . ++ This body is eed 
robably agrees io part with the 
—— — by Buchner. Metchni- 

Exper. Med., V1. 22. 

See wWhumidi De- 
In the He a 

af 

*alexin’ by Bordet, 
body of the same name 

‘vy tase.” calls it Jour. 

plementa, as they are terme:|, were fre 
q 'y omitted in the case of well-known proper names, 
such at those of the native kings and deities. 

A, H. Sayce, Anc. Monumenta, p. 1% 

complementarism Nesta semnael — 
The state or property of being complementary 
or antagonistic. FE, B. T¥ichener, —2* Psy- 
chol., I. ii, 15, 

entery air. See ‘sairt— Complementary 
in clrripeds and m: worms, 

adwarf male that lives hd ay apen 
herma ite individuals whieh ap to be unable 

ize themselves, — Complemen A name 
by Brdgger (1904) for igneous rocks, found aseo- 

clated er in one locality, whose compositions are 
euch that when they are combined they represent the 
magtoa from which they are to have 
by processes of differentiation. Thus pyroxenite and 
anorthosite are complementary rocks whose combination 
is equivalent to gabbro. 

complementative (kom-pl¢-men‘ts-tiv), a. 
(complement, v., + -ative.) In philol., serving 
to complement a notion or its expression : ap- 
plied to certain verb fortns in some agglutina- 
tive languages. 
The high) jotinating chessster of thie ne uae [the 

Kubt. Leaked North Kachar Hills and parts of Naquland} 

t, for some of which be has no names, but which may 
be called Accelerstives, Hetarndatives, Cone: iatives, 
anid 50 on. Keane, Man Past and t, p. 185, 

complementoid (kom-plé-men’toid), m. [com- 
plement + -oid.] In physiol. chem., & comple- 
ment (see *complement, 8) which has lost its 
zymotoxic group, but retains the haptophorie 

for the amboceptor, 
complementophile (kom-plé-men’ to-fil), a. 
[complement + dir, ddziv, love.) Tn pheyiol. 
chem., baving affinity for the complement (see 
*comploment, 8); noting that group of an am- 
boceptor which unites with the complement. 

If the two components are present In corresponding 
quantities the ammboceptor will unite with the bacterium 
by its haptophore group, the complement will then fit 
into the conmplementophale group of the amboceptor and 
the bacterium will bo destroyed, 

Laneet, April 4, 1000, p. 04a, 

complementophilic (kom-plé-men-t6-fil’ik), a. 
Same as *complementophile, 

in geom., two figures such that to 
every point of ove corresponds a point of the other, 
to every straight of the one a straight of the other, 
to every join af the one the jotn of the — — 
Pointe of the other, and to every cross of the ove the croas 
of the correspomling straights of the other.— Complete 

in peychophysce, the sensorial forn the 
simple reaction, in whi the reactor’s attention is di- 

open the ethinulus, and mot — the movement of 
Tes porise. B. Titghener, Exper, Payehol, 1 & 128 

completion, ".—Equivalent by completion. see 
eequirdlent. 

complex, “.—Cell com a mse of closel 
united or intertwined cells, as in the case of certain fu 
* complexes, such complexes as have 
the same singular sarface.—Pundamental complex, 
Same aa thoscient compler, the 
semblage of straight lines which satiefy ome ren condi- 
tion, that is, of lines whose codrdinates sat: one erytim 
tion of given form. Sinve a line has four codrdinates, the 
Lines of aline-complex are triply infinite, or & 3, in munber, 
—Pallial complex, the mass of organs, including the 
gills, caphradia, mepliric and D ne vel ducts, which lie 
pear one another in the mantlechamber of gastropext 
mollusks and may be considered as an anatomical unit. 
= complex, acomplex in which the equation 
of the line-complex ts of the second degree in the coordi. 
nates. The quadratic complex involves 19 constants — 
Tetrahedral complen, Mm gundratic complex conm- 

wed of the lines which moct the faces of a given tetra- 
ron in four points whose double ratio or crows ratio in 

constant. A tetrhedral —— in determined by tts 
fundamental tetrahedron and by one of ite lines or by the 
eross ratio of the complex. Since the fum mtal 
hedros may be chosen in 12 ways, there are 13 tetra 
hedral complexes. 
complex (kom’pleks), r.¢. [eo 
combine intricately; involve; 

Murdered thus 
Mutatione vestium, in disguise, 
Whereby mere murder pot complexed with wile 

Browning, Ring and Book, vill. 1519, 

complexion, ». 5, In peychel., a term pro- 
posed for a certain * of mental connection 
or association. See the extract. 
The melody, ¢. g., laa complexion. It contains both the 

consotidating contents, the various notes played or ang, 
the members of the com jon; amd Che cotscaliita! 
contents, Le, the new factor that emerges when the 
notes are taken together, the un factor in the com- 
plerion, the *taken-togetherness , Ue unity of the 
new fund that-cancels the old debts, 

J. M. Bentley, tn Amer, Jour. Payehol., XITL 230, 

complication, ». 6. In psychol., the simul- 
taneous association of perceptions or ideas of 
different senses. 
These connections of ideas of disparate senses which 

are referred to the same objecta, and so bebong closely 
te er, we may term with Hertart com, tions 
W. Wandé (trans), Homan and Animal PeychoL, p. 285. 

Let us call the reproducing tation 4, and that 
with which it has mn associated B; the repratuced 

tation may be denoted by 6 =. . . When 5 is an 
—— part of A and jocapable of independent exint- 
enee, the process ts called complication, laee the ra 
sult is merely a change in the constitution of A, and for 
the most part ap increase in its complexity. 

G. . Stout, Mannal of Peychol, p. 90. 

m pendulum, in exper. peveded,, at instru. 
ment presenting a series of visual stimell any term 
of which may be accompanied by some disparate stina- 

lex, a.] To 
up. 

lus (sound, pressure, electric shiock) The primary visual 
series Is given with the movement of a clock-hand over 
the divisions of a dial; the complicating stimulus is 

a far attached to 
trument was 

plication pendalium has beet —5 by the complication 
clock; the difference between 
the hand of the clock moves uniformly round its dial, 
whereas the ter of the older apparatus repeats the 
acoeleration of the pendalum movementa. 

complt. An abbreviation of complainant. 
Component society. See *society. 
comport (kom‘port), a. A perverted form in 

e catalogues, ete., of conrpote, 2. 
composimeter (kom-po-sim’e-tér), m. (Irreg. 
< composi(tion) + Gr, uérpav, measure. } 
device used in connection with gas-engines 
for indicating the calorific value of the gas 
employed in the engine, 

composit, «. A simplified spelling of composite, 
composite bow, dike, forest, ete. See *how*, 
tte. 

compositeness (kom-poz’it-, kom’ pé-zit-nes), 
a. Composite structure or make-up; com- 
posite character or quality. 
From an early date the emnposifeneres of this work 

[Took of Enook} was recognized. Haeye, Brit, XXV. 4a 

composition, *. 12. In chem., the kind and 
relative armounts of the components of a com- 
pound; commonly, the kind and relative 
weights of the elements, or the kind and num- 
berof the atoms, which make up the compound, 
The gravimetric composition states the relative weights 

Telative volumes; the centesinal or perventage compoal- 
thon thetr rentages; and the atemale composition or 
the molecular composition, the kind and number of the 
atoms Which make tp Uheir molecules. For example, the 

vinwtric composition of water ia 1 part by weight of 
ydrogen and 7.4 parta by weight of oxygen; the cen- 

tesinsal coe tion is 1.10 per cent. af hydrogen ‘and 
SA4] per cent. of oxygen; the Volumetric compusition is 
1 volume of oxygen and 2.00°7 volumes of liydrogen; the 
atomie or molecular — is 1 atom of oxygen and 
2 atome of hydrogen, © composition belomging to the 
critical temperatare isa critical composition andl a —— 
of —_ — a ry solution. — com- 
Position solution, ution. Dem #0- 
cial composition. See *uenmotir, seociad, : 

Com: tors’ cramp, an occupation neurosis, analogous 
to posite cramp, w ich affects the muscles of the co 
arm and lel in t ters. 

com om . A compost is any mixture of a not 
ensily decomposable substance containing plant-food, with 
nore petrescible substances or with chemicals to secure 

ypesition and render available the fertilizing eon- 
stituents of the whole. typical compost is a com- 
bination of peat with dung, fish, or the like, motsture 
being supplied if wanting, The nitrowen of the batter 
substances is absorbed and conserved while the 5 
ization of the woody matter is broken down and its 
content of plant-food released, Striw, dead leaves, and 
any kind of litter may be used in the place of peat. An- 

vr class of composts are made by the combination 
with peat of alkaline substances, particularly line, with 
or without salt, aleo wood ashes, peat ashes, or pas-line, 
Composts are also made of bones with lime and wood 
ashes. — Compost heap, a compact pile of the materials 
of a compost, at first in layers The material ie uweually 
turned over with a fork several times to assist decompo- 
sition. A trench or pit is employed tn the reduction of 
bones. 

compost}, ©. « 3. To form or convert into 
eompost. See *compost], n., 3. 

compost*t, n. [OF. compost, an erroneous form 
of compot, € LL. computus ¢ L. computare, 
compute: see compute, ce. andn.) A computa- 
tion or calendar of astronomical and ecclesi- 
astical data, X. EB, D 
com ,", [eompoet ve, + posting (kom’pést-ing 
-ing'.] The operation of making a compost 
or of making into a compost with the proper 
substance. 

Tharong! i composting with lime is a remedy for these 
conditions {that fy, the 1 ky. the injurious action of mac 

‘ea O. S& Dept. Agr., 1001, p. 170. 

Ie. ft 9. Tomake (a steam-ongine) 
rate on the compound principle, whereby 

@ steam expands first in a small cylinder 
and does work in propelling the piston, and 
thence exhausts into a larger low-pressure 
cylinder, where it expands still further until 
released at the exhaust when the traverse is 
completed. 
The era of compownding, as applied to locomotives, was 

Mir A Maitet te 1 

com 1 La 
omgound. sarehi, * pound redder, — 
crystal, » twin crystal. See teint Tl, &,—Compound 

2, as — wiite.— Compound evolu- 
tion, flexure, eto. eevolvtion, wflerure, eto. 

a.— Copulased com J 
pound formed by the union of two other compounds and 
exhibiting to some extent the chemical character of the 
one ed by that of the other, Originally the term, 

pounds of which ja now ont of use, was applied to comy 
organic with jc substances Also cal led = cone 

See teyelic, 
ie name for an imitation of 
stearin prodtie: 

, Gomme actual lank Also Known aa 
compound. Sve *prych 

comprehensive, a. 4. In * , intensive; re- 
lating to logical comprehension. 

It is an axiom in that the more extensive any geu · 
eral tern is, it i the leas comprehensive. Kid, 

5. In biol., of a general or synthetic type of 
structure. See synthetic, 3.—Comprehensive 
type, in Zorn. ome, 2 onranian possessed of char · 

mm which in geologically later periods have become 
distributed among different and more highly specialized 
groupe, The comprehensive type always precedes the 
spectalized type in time, and the sum of Ite characters, 
onee broken ap, is never recombined at a later date. Also 
called Deneraliseat type. 
compress, *. 4" An establishment in which 
cotton-bales are compressed for transporta- 
tion. [U. 8.] 
Com d-air motor. Same as air-motor 
(which see, under metor). 

compressibility, ".—Adiabatic coefficient of com- 
resi 

cunt, 
feud, 

Pp fity, See Meoesicien!.—Isothermal coefficient 
of compressibility. Sve #rwpicient. 

compressing- e (kom-pres‘ing-bot"l), *. 
A stout glass vessel for the digestion of sub- 
stances under pressure. 

compression, ".—Center of compression. Sve 
Se. jon a hy, beam, et«. See 
Wat ropky, ete. , a process of ion by 
compressiun in which a gus is introduced sticcessitely 



compression 
into a series of cylinders which decrease in size aa the 
Pressure IneTeases. A compressor or pump with four such 
cylinders, for oxampte, is called a four-stage compressor. 
* ression myelitia. See #myelitis — 
sion of the brain, intracranial pressure caused y an 
effusion of blood, a tumor, depressed fracture of the skull, 
eto. The usnal symptom is coma, but there may be con: 
vulsions.— Compression poles, of the earth or 
other planet, its oblateness, that ts, the ratio of the differ- 
ence Coeeees Wis equsteray ant —_ diameters * 
—R — compressio: ° 
—— of a fluid, or other beady, under conditsone in- 
volving no change of temperature, 

com onal (kom-presh’on-al), @. [eom- 
pression + -all.] Of or pertaining to com- 
pression, that is, to the strain due to a stress, 
such as hydrostatic pressure, which tends to 
roduce diminution of volume without shear- 

See clasticit = Combreasional energy, ene 
stored In an elastic medium as the result of we 
compressingy it. ⸗ a strain in an 
elastic body resulting from aud corresponding to com- 
Pressional streas.— Com that prop 
erty of an elastic bedy by which it resista compression. 
Compressional strength ie denoted by the bulk modulus 
in cases in which the stresses tend to reduction of volume, 
ana bY the stretch modulus when the — * 

ial.— Compressional stress, stress 
reduce the length, breadth, thickness, or volume of a 
bedy.— Compressional wave. See ®irurel. 
— — (kom-presh’on-chim*- 
bér), 1. A space or compartment the volume 
of which can be reduced, usually by the push- 
ing in of a piston or plunger, for the purpose 
pe a the contents; a compressing- 
cylinder. 

compression-con’ ing om -presh‘on-kup? - 
ling), nm. A form of atvoahine for unit 
lengths of driving-shaft end to end, in whic 
the two ends cach have a split cone keyed on, 
These two cones are drawn in and suunpmasand tor bette 
againat two complementary female cone surfaces inside a 
— casing which receives both of the split cones. 
—— ing chows no bolts, and can be used to carry a 

compression-curve (kom-presh’on-kéry), n. 
That curve or part of an indicator-di 
from an engine which shows the pressures in 
the cylinder on — of the return stroke 
which takes place r the exhaust-port has 
closed, Minder 

com on. 
oo ie . yon as *air-com — 
2. 4 ſorm of eylinder in which air is retained 
under preasore to act as a pneumatic sprin 
under shock or impact, as in the recoil o 
gun-carriages, 
compression-engine (kom-presh’on-en‘* jin), n, 
A gas-engine in which the mixed ch i 
subjected to compression before being 
The advan of em ing com 
Pressure resulting Fog Sat thn chanre is 
very much higher than at atmospheric re, For this 
reason the cconomy and efficiency of the engine are in- 
creased. 
compression-faucet (kom-presh‘on-fa’set), n. 
A faucet in which the valve is closed by pres- 
sure only. 

com) on-machine (kom -presh ‘ on -ma- 
shén*), a. 1. An air-compressor; a machine 
for compressing any substance.— 2, A testing- 

(kom-presh’on-sil · in- 

Com pression-machine, 

(From Travers’s " Stedy of Gases.) 

machine for finding the compressive stre 
of materials.—3, A machine for determining 
the physical constants of gases, as vapor 
pressure, critical temperature, etc. It consists 
of a wrought-iron barrel to hold mercury, into which 
compressiontubes for gases, and mancmeters are inserted 
ate, a’, amd a’. The caps as at a, and a’, the latter 
attached to the off-set 6, serve to keep the manometers 
in place. Pressure is exerted on the gases when by tarn- 
ing the screw /, held by the guide-bars ¢, and the cap g, 
the plunger @ is forced aguinst the mercury in the bee 

compression-member (kom-presh’on-mem‘- 
bér), #, Any part of astructure, as a bridge or 
a building, in which the streases due to the 
loads produce compression. 

compression-pump (kom-presh’on-pump), n. 
A pump for the compression of air or other 
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gas, either as a source of power, for con- 
venience of storage, or for producing liquefac- 
tion as in the manufacture of liquid air. 

compression-valve (kom-presh’on-valv), 1. 
A valve whose opening or release will relieve 
excessive compression behind it: used in in- 
ternal combustion motors to relieve an in- 
convenient compression when such motors 
= to be started by hand. Often called relief- 
valve, 

compressorium,”, 2. Same as compressor, (a). 
compromission’ (kom‘prd-mish‘on), a. [LL. 
See com ise.) Compromise: used now only 
in the followi hrase.— 
mitesion, election to/an omes tre mrnlttos tae 

comptometer (komp-tom’e-tér), n. [Badl 
formed from L. u)tare, count, + Gr. = d 
tpov, measure.) A key-actuated machine for 
performin addition, subtraction, multiplica- 

ion, and division. It has nine keys and one lever 
for each colamn of figures; the keys actuate the levers, 
and the levers igure-wheels which Indicate reaulta #n- 
gin. Mag,, July, 1904, p. 612. 

Compulsive insanity. Bee *insanity. — 
v 

which ont ht Yominates the — * sis 
compun, a, 2. Troubled with a feeling 
of compunction. 

8 nections he had 
— ——— Mra. Oliphant ED. 
computant (kom’pi-tant), ». [L. tans 
{-ant-), ppr. of computare, compute.) eom- 
puter; anarithmetician. Carlyle, German Ro- 
mance. 

. 
Per orms the simpler 

operations of —— 7 3 
com: “scale (ke ‘ting-skal’), n, 
—— weighing End prise saloulating ma- 

Computing-scale. 
@, weighing-beam indicator—beam not shown; 4, tray holding 

goods to be weighed: ¢, platform for weights; #, welght-scale: «, 
Hiding-weight; /, pointer indicating weight om scale: ¢, poimter 
indicating prce at thar weight; 4, casing inchestng computing 
mechanism) #, price scale; 7, operating-handie comtrulling com: 
Putater; 4, extra weight, 

ebine. It consists easentially of a beam, spring, or 
Platform weighing-scale, and a mechanical computing. 
machine affixed to the weighing-scale. The computing 
mechanisna may be of any form and be joined to any t 
of veign -Inachine, the easential feature being Uiat 
m of indicating the weight shall be — that 
it also indicates the selling price of the article weighed. 
In the illustration a simple form of beam-seale is shown, 
the — — on the graduated scale, appears 

at the beft, Heath the scaale-beam ia shown the 
cylindrical casing tnclosing the price-caleulating meechan- 
lam, This consists exsentially of a revolving cylinder, 
marked tn figures representing cents, arranged In parallel 
horizontal Lines and operated by the narled screw at the 
right. On turning the screw the cylinder is revolved 
until the line of figures calculated for any particular 
price is brought inte view in front. On weighing any 
article in the seale the weight is moved antil the bear 
balances, when a pointer om the lower side of the weight 
——— the computed price in cents on the computing- 
cylinder. : 

compy. An abbreviation of company, 
comr. An abbreviation of commissioner, 
Comrade er-worm. See *palmer-worm, 
com. se An abbreviation of commissary. 
sergeant. 
Comstock lode, See *loile. 
Com. Ver. An abbreviation of Common Fer- 
sion (of the Bible). 

con® (kon), a. Short for ‘confidence’: as acon 
man; & con game. See confidence man, con- 
dence game (under confidence). 

ion. An abbreviation (a) of Consul; (b) II. c.] 
of conclusion, 

concept-idea 

conacaste (k6-nii-kiis’té), ». [Guaternalan.] 
The eardrop-tree, Knterolobium cyclocarpum, 
or its fruits, The latter are sometimes used 
for tanning, like divi-divi. 

con agilitaé (kon ii-jé-lé-tii’). [It.] In musie, 
with agility or nimbleness: used especially of 
the vocal execution of rapid runs or figures. 

con anima (kon &’ni-mi), [It.) In music, 
with animation. 

t dollar, See *dallar. 
conarite, ». See *connarite. 
conation, ». 3. In sociol., social effort, es- 
pecially that put forth by a community to 
transform its environment. ZL. F. Ward, Pure 
Soelol., p. 247. 

,»%. 4. In anat., an arrange- 
ment in the form of connecting cavities or 
hollow cells.—5. The vault or sphere of the 
heavens; one of the celestial ‘spheres’ of 
older astronomy. N. £. D, 

concassation (kon-ka-ad‘sbon), m. [NL *con- 
cassatio(n-), for, *conquassatio(n-), « *conquas- 
sare, ¢ L. con-, together, + quassare, crush : see 
quash?.] The reduction of roots or woods to 
small fragments, that their active principles 
may be more easily extracted by solvents. 
concatenation, ». 3, The association of a 
number of nerve-cells ina series to form u 
nerve or nerve-tract,—4. In clect., same as 

*connection, (b). 
concave,. 4. The vault or arch of heaven: 
as, ‘the blue concare."—5. A playing card so 
trimmed that it can be se ted from others 
according to the purpose for which the pack 
was prepared, 

conceiy, v.t,and i, A simplified spelling of 
conceive. 

concelebrate, v. II, intrans. In the Rom. 
Cath, Ch., to repeat, as a newly ordained 
priest, the words of the mass along with the 
ordaining bishop, who celebrates. 

concelebration (kon-sel-6-bra‘shon), n. The 
act, of a a ordained priest, of repeating 
the words of the mass along with the ordain- 
ing bishop, who celebrates, 

concento (kon-chen’td), n. [It., ¢ L. concentis, 
harmony: see concentus.] rimony ; in music, 
indicating the simultaneous sounding of the 
tones of a chord: opposed to arpegqio. 

concentra’ H. (c) Concentration may be: (1) 
The reduction of volume by the process of concentrating, 
as by the evaporation of water from # solution, or Uve re- 
moral of gangue from an ore. (2) The greug of a sola. 
tion a8 increased by concentrating ftand as depending on 
the amount of some dissolved substance contained i a 

ven volume of the solution. (8) The strength of a salu 
lon as depending on the amount of some substance dis 

solved in a given amount of the solution, simply, and 
without reference to any process of concentrating it: it 
may be measured in percentage, or by specific gravity of 
the solution. (4) The number of grani-atoms or gram- 
equivalents or grum-molecules of the dissulved substance, 
as the case may be, which are contained in unit volume 
of the sotutéon, The unit volume is commonly the liter, 
but sometimes the cuble centimeter, A solution con- 
taining one gram-molecale, ete, in the liter is called a 
normal solution ; and one containing one tenth of a gram- 
molecule, ete, in the liter is called a decinormal solution, 
often written @.2 normal, ar, solution, (5) The number of 
gTan-atomns, uivalents, ete, contained in the unit 
volume, although not in solution, as in case of gases or va- 
—— (g) In Horbart’s oghe BYSLOM, same na wbenrp. 

2.—Concen cane ae ft See #camp2, 
wdeporit.—Tonic concentration, in piwe chem, Use 
nomber of gran-atoms or gran-equivalents of an jon which 
are contained in the tnit volume of a solution. Molec- 
War concentration, in phys chem, the ratio of the 
number of molecules of « dissolved substance which are 
contained in a given volume to the number of molecules 
of the solvent contained in the sane volume. 

concentrator, ». 4. An apparatus wherein 
solutions or other products of manufacture are 
concentrated.—Belt-concentrators, a class of con 
centruting-machines in which the work is dowe on the aur- 
face of an inclined endless belt, usually of rubber, aver 
which the pulp flows The heavier minerals are retarted 
8 friction, while the lighter ones move more rapidly, 

© separation is aided by mechanical jarring or shaking 
of the frame which carries the belt,” Also called belt. 
table. — Contrifagal concentrator, 4 machine fur sep 
arating minerals by centrifagal force. In one form the 
ore lea are wo from @ rapidly revolving disk 
outward into a serie of concentric troughs, ie denser 
grains being thrown further than the lighter grains of 
gangue, 

concept, 1. Classific concept, the governing idea of 
a moor. classification oF of nage of such a system, 

conce le, ”.—New sterile, or ve 
ancoptacle, — —— — 

concept-feeling (kon’sept-fo"ling), nm. In psy- 
chol., a characteristic feeling which accom- 
— the consciousness of vicarious or sym- 

lic value attaching to the coneept-idea. Also 
called conceptual feeling. i 

concept-iden (kon‘sept-i-dé’a), mn. In psychol,, 
an idea which is recognized as having only a 



concept-idea 

vicarious or symbolic value; an idea which 
serves as the vehicle of the logical concept. 
Also called conceptual idea, 

They serve to invest the concept-idea with the con- 
eclousness of ite vienrious significance, and with the re- 
sultant concept-feeling. 
W. Wand ( ) Maman and Aninsal Paychol., p, 310, 

conceptionist, 2. A member of the Roman 
Catholic religious order of the Sisters of the 
Conception of Our Lady, founded in Portagal 
by Beatrix de Sylva in 1484, 

Conceptual time. See *time}. 
conce’ (kon-sep’ti-al-i),ade. Asamen- 
tal conception. 

A substance fs neither actually nor conceptually the 
sum of ite radicals, Nature, Sept, 18, 1902, p, 501, 

concert, ".—The European the great pow- 
ere of 2 Ea when acting together diplomatically. See 
the powers, under power! 

concertante, «., (b) An old term used to desig- 
nate orchestral parts or instruments that were 
employed throughout a piece: opposed to 
ripieno parts, which were used only at inter- 
vals for fuller effect. 

concert-hall (kon’sért-hil), n. A hall in which 
concerts, chiefly, are given. 

(kon-sér-té‘nist), ». [concertina 
+ -ist.) One who ear upon 4 concertina, 

con no, IL,» 2. In ® *concerto 
(which see), the group of solo instruments 
taken collectively, 

concertist (kon’sér-tist),-n, foment + ist.) 
A performer in a concert. [Colloq.] 

kon -sér- tis‘ tik), a. In music, 
pertaining to or after the manner of a concert: 
usually in —— from ecclesiastical or oper- 
atie. re. 

con {kon ’ sir-tiz), v. #5 pret. and pp. 
concertized, ppr. concertizing. [concert 
To give or perform in a concert. [Colloq.] 

concerto, #.—Concerto grosso ‘great concerto,’ a 
concerto in which a group of solo te ocen- 
ples the principal place. 

The rules to which exhibitors, conceseionaires, and state 
and foreign governments mast conform in the erection 
and maintenance of structures on the St. Louls tion 
grounds have received the final approval of all a ites 
Culoert 

Elect. World and Eagin., Jan. 24, 1003, p. 148. 

conch, nr. 8. Inthe cephalopod mollusks, the 
postembryonie shell: contrasted with proto- 
conch or embryonal shell, and with shell, a term 
which loosely covers the entire external skel- 
eton,— 9, (a) The whelk, Fuigur carica; (5) 
the helmet-shell, Cassis.—10, In Rom. antig., 
the name for various small vessels used for 
oil, salt, ete. 
conch? (kongk), ». Same as *conk?, 
conch., conchol, Abbreviations of conchology. 
concha, . 4. Same as *conch, 10, 

The admirable figure of Marforius, casting water into 
a most ample concha. Evelyn. N. BE. D. 

5, The thin, translucent shell of a bivalve 
mollusk, sometimes used for window-panes in 
the East Indies. 

conchal (kong’kal), a. [concha + -al.] Re- 

(NL., « Gr. 
lating to or resembling a concha, 

Conchidium (kon-kid’i-um), ». 
x6) 70, a shell, + -idivm, dim.) A genus of ex- 
tinet brachiopods of the family I’entameridx, 
having in the ventral valve s spondyliaum sup- 
ported by a median septum and two vertical 
septa in the dorsal valve. The shells are strongly 
ribbed on the exterior, The menus is widely distributed 
in Silurian and Devoolan rocks, 

con ous (kon-kif’ra-gus), a. [Gr. adyyn, 
a shell, + L. -fragus, ¢ frangere, break.) Shell- 
breaking: said of the jaws of animals adapted 
for feeding on shellfish. 
Crandven,—A, ‘ing in most characters with the exist- 

ing Chelonina, but specialized for a cenchifragous habit; 
short, very broad, with external nares directed as much 
upward as forwanl, 

Amer, Jour, of Sei., Sept, 1004, p. 192 

conchite, ». 2. A form of calcium carbonate, 
forming a considerable part of the calcareous 

grosso conchula (ko: 
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secretions of molluscan shells and *2*— 
to have specific characters, It is probably only 
a form of aragonite, 

conchitis (kong-ki’tis), n. [NL., ¢ concha + 
-itis.) Inflammation of the external ear. 

conchoid, ".—Spherical conchoid, a curve like a 
conchoid, but on a sphere. 

conch a, 2. In math., pertaining or re- 
lating to the conchoid: as, Holm's conchoidal 
serew. 
conchoidally (kong-koi‘dal-i), ade. In a con- 
choidal curve. 
The sandstone of this formation has the peculiarity of 

fracturing concheidally. Pop, Set. Mo,, LIV. 64, 

conchologise (kong-kol’6-jiz), v. i.; pret. and 
pp. conchologized, Ber. regen geese [con- 
J olog-y + -ize.] To collect or study shells. 

ingsley. 
con chus (kong-k6-ring’kus), n. 
(Gr. xéyyn, a shell, + piyxor, a snout.) 

condidit 

aninsolvent. (5) In Eng. law, to unite in two 
or more persons the title to a single estate. 

concur (kon-kér’), m. [coneur, v.] In mod. 
geom., the straight determined by two coplanar 
flat pencils. 

concurrence, mn. 5, In math., the meeting of 
lines, surfaces, ete.—6. In mod. gqeom., the 
meeting-point or cointersection-point of three 
or more lines.— 7. In French law, equality of 
rights of several parties in the same subject- 
matter or thing. 
concurrency, ”. 2. In logic, arelationin which 
no individual object stands to any other than 
itself, such as ‘ being at once black and also—." 

concusconine (kon-kus’k}-nin), x. [con- + 
cusconine,] A erystalline alkaloid, CogHogO, 
No+H.O found in the bark of Remijia purdie- 
ana, The hydrate melts at 144° C., the anhy- 
drous alkaloid at 208° C. 

of concussion-bellows (kon-kush’gn-bel’éz), n. 
the names which were applied to the horny Same as winker, 6. _ 
eve of the fossil cephalopod Temnocheilvs concussion-table (kon-kush’gn-ta‘bl), ». A 

tus, of the Triassic rocks, before it was 
known to what shell they appertained. 
conchotome (kong’ké-tom), n. (Gr. Kéyyn, 
shell, + -rowoc, ¢ rawerv, cut.] An instrament 
tor dividing one of the turbinals in the nose. 

"ki-lii), n.; pl. conchule (-16), 
{NL., dim. of L. concha, a shell.) The thick- 
ened, lobed extremity of the siphonoglyph in 

cuchyliferous (kong-ki-lif ) [G con erous (kong-ki-lif’e-rus), a. r. 
noyxtay, & shell, + i Serre, | Hag, Same as 
conchiferous. 

concis. Av abbreviation of the Latin concisus, 
cut. 

conclusiuncule {kqa-kid’zi-ung-kal), mo (lL. 
im. of conclusio(n-), conclu- conclusiuneula, 

sion.) A trifling conclusion: one of the stock 
sophisms of traditional logic. 

concomitant, «. 2. In bot., running side by 
side, as bundles which are not separated by 
other bundles. 

ce,n. 4, In music, concord or con- 
sonance in the technical sense of these words: 
opposed to dissonance or discord, 
Concord axle, buggy, coach, hame, See 
*azle, ete, — — 

nce, n. 5. embryol., the forma- 
tion of the body of the vertebrate embryo by 

other the growing together of the lips of the blasto- 

(L. conorescens 
(-ent-), ppr. w together: see 
—— Growing together; coherent. 

A single male flower consists of an axis enclosed at the 
hase by at ———— = formed of —2 
erat leaves an ninating i two, or as many as 
shortly stalked or sessile anthers. 

Encye. Brit., XXIX. 19. 

5. In bot. growing together. 
. 4.—Adobe concrete, See #ado.— Armored 

concrete, Same as reinforced Weonerete.— Reinforced 
concrete, any form of conerete construction in which the 
concrete is reinforced by the use of ateel or iron bars, rai 
boda, Wires, petting. ote., bedded in ft, to give it addithor 
strength and solidity. In the most im: t fortn, calbed 
wteel concrete, he comerete is reinforced by ourragated 
bars of steel or expanded metal It is ased in erecting 

ings, and walks orfoundationa, The steel! is 
mass of the concrete to resist the various 18 to Which 
the atractare tay be subjected. Thin floors, walle, and 
roofs are reinforced by sheets of expanded metal ; foun. 
dations, bridges, arches, sewers, etc., are strengthened 
bars of steel 

concrete, '. t. 3. To treat or lay with con- 
crete : a8, to concrete the foundations of a build- 
ing; to concrete a cellar floor, or a sidewalk. 
concrete-mixer (kon‘krét-mik’sér), ». A ma- 
chine for mixing cement, sand, crushed or 
broken stone, and water in varying propor- 
tions for making conerete, Then most 58 type 

5* and arranged with sultable inlets for 3* 
and other taatertals, and for stirring and mixing then, ete. 

concretion, ». 5. In old chem., reduction of 
a liquid to a solid, commonly by partial evap- 
oration, 
Concretionary granite. See *granite, 
concretize (kyu kre tiz), e, i; pret. and pp. 
concretized, ppr. concretizing. [eonerete + -ize.] 
To make specifle ; give definiteness to. 

The method of resolving bodies into particles I call an- 
alysia, and the proof of analysis is synthesia IT use the 
term analysis with a specific meaning, te distinguish it 

abstraction, The proaf of abstraction ts comcretize 
ing. J. W. Powell, in Amer. Anthropol, July-Sept,, 1901, 

ip, 400, 

concur, ¢. i, 6. (a) In law, to assert, with 
other claimants, a claim against the estate of 

condensati 

table for sizing and sorting rock or ore by 
means of a sidewise jarring motion which, in 
combination with the effeet of gravity, brin 
particles of the same size or of the same specific 
gravity into separate groups and results in a 
mechanical separation. 

money. See *money. 
condensance (kon-den’sans), n. [condense + 
-ance.] In elect., a negative reactance or capa- 
city reactance. See *reactance. 

te, a. II, vn. Thesubstance formed 
by condensation. 

Culture liquids tainted by the Oilter, the absorbing liquid, 
and the "ie. Med, Handbook, at 

on, ». 3, In organic chem., the 
union of two carbon atoms which may be in 
the same or in different molecules. Thus acety- 
lene, Coll to benzene, CgHg In recent years 
the term Tes been applied to reactions Involving the 
union of a carbon atom to an stom of some other poly- 
valent eloment, usually —— by the removal of 

Colt,y0, and 
hydroxylamine, NH gOH, condense to form ‘acetaldoxime, 

ory. 

condensationa] (kon-~len-sa‘shon-al), a. [con- 
densation + -all,) Of or pertaining to conden- 
sation; having the power to condense or re- 
duce the volume of a substance. 

And why may one attribute to fonised alr different con- 
densational properties, according as tive or as nega. 
tive ions are in question, without having first established 
that the corresponding air nuclei do mot differ in sine suf. 
flelently to account for the condensntional difference ob 
served, Nature, Dec. 3, 1903, p. 104. 

Condensational energy, wave. See wenersy, #ware!, 
Condensed numbers, See *nuner.—Extra con- 
densed type, any face or style of printing-type that is 
unusually narrow for its height. 

This line is in Extra Condensed on 8-point hedy, 

» % CF A device for removing from a cur- 
a of * — om will —** te bey out * 

@ gas by reduc ts perature. Tar and ammon! 
are sepnrable in this way.— Abbé 4 form of 
achromatic comlenser (which see, ander echromaticl — 

onia 3 *wammonia.— Condenser 
a tradename opeties to cotton yarns 

roving made on a cardi 

the current of injection-water ; * the air 
pasees through the injection-water and is thoroughly 
cooled — ux condenser, » comlenser so adjusted as 
to return condensed Vapors to the veasel from which they 
came, Amer, Chem, Jour., Jan., 108, p. 

condensery (kon-den’sér-i), ». [condense + 
-ery,| An establishment where condensed ] 
milk is prepared, 

condensing engine (kon-den’sing-en’jin), m. 
See *engine. 

condiction (kon-lik’shon),". [L. condictio(a-), 
< condicere, agree, promise, proclaim, reclaim, 
ete,: see condition.) In Rom, law, an action 
of & personal nature, founded upon an obliga- 
tion to perform a certain and defined service 
or to give or do a certain thing. 

condictitious (kon-lik-tish’us), a. [LL, con- 
dicticius, ( condictus, pp. of condicere, reclaim : 
see *condiction,] Of or pertaining to condic- 
tion. 

condidit (kon‘di-lit), ». [From the principal 
word in the plea, L. condidit, ‘he made’ (the 
will), perf. ind, third pers. sing. of condere, 
put together, make, compose, etc. ; see conddi- 
ment.) In eccles. law, a plea to a libel cies | 
that the decedent made the will in suit, an 
that be was of sound mind at the time. 



condition 

condition, +. t. 7. In the tobacco trade, to 
spray with a 2-per-cent. solution of glycerin. 

his operation is performed only on chewing, 
plug, and cigarette tobaccos. 

con ner {kqu-dieh’ou-tr), n. [condition + 
-erl.] In milling, a machine for drying damp 
or musty grain and bringing it into proper con- 
dition for use. It consists of n tall tower, the upper 
— which is formed of a series of cireular blinds and the 

‘er part (one third) of woven-wire netting. Inside the 
tower, and extenddi: it ite length, isa pipe or 
cylinder of perforated sheet-metal. The dar 

drying. and cooling 

ndol tkon-ddl’), ». (Philippine Sp., ¢T col »m a9 4 
condol,) A name in the Pislippine Islands 
and Guam of the ash-pumpkin or wax-gourd, 
Benincasa hispida, the fruit of which is use 
as a vegetable and is preserved as a sweet- 
meat. benineasa. 

a tribal council of the Iroquois held Condo! council, 
after the death of a sachem. Dearing the council the 
successor af the deceased aachem was fostalled. 

He was engaged on the Grand River reservation in 
where he successfully made special effort to 

and used in the condolence 
Sinvitheonian Rep., 1800, p, 42. 

condonance (kon-d6’nans), wn. [condone + 
-ance.] Condonation. “Athenweum, 
Condroz psammites, See *psammite. 
Condrusian (kon-~iré’si-in), a. and m. [L. 
Condrusi, n. pl., name of a people in Belgie 
Gaul, in the district now called Condroz.) 
L a. In + aterm applied to the uppermost 
division of the Devonian rocks in Belgium and 
northern France, being otherwise known as 
the Psammites of Condroz and constituting the 
upper of two subdivisions which together make 
the Famennian stage. 

Il. a. The Condrusian division, 
conduct, t. £—Conducting cells, sheath, See seell, 

conduct!, n. 10}, The ment and com- 
position of a picture. Walpole. 

cond (kon-~iuk’tans), n. [eonduct + 
-ance,] In elect.: (a) the —— power of 
a given mass of specified material of specified 
shape and connections. Standard Elect, Dict, 
(6) in alternating-current vireuits, the ene 
component of admittance, defined as the ratio 
of the energy current divided by the electro- 
motive foree. See *admittance, 6.—spectfic 

of a portion (af * —— — a om 

aid ome square centimeter in cross-section, 
cond -bar (kon-~duk’ ting-biir), a. Sameas 
*comb-bar. 

cond n. 4, In physiol, the transfer of ~ 
nervous influence slong a nerve-fiber or of the 
contractile foree from point to point in muscle- 
tissue, 
Just as in a nerve fiber, when excited by a localized 

stimulus, the excited state spreads from the excited point 
to the adjacent anexcited ones, so in muscle the “con- 
traction, when excited at a point, spreads to the adjacent 
uncon parta, Heth in muscle and in nerve this 
spread is termed “conduction.” Rneve. Brit, XXXL 7a8. 

See wavalenche,—FPourter’s 
ernicke’s 

Conductive tissue, in hot., same as conducting 
tiseve (which see, under Hasue), 

conductivity, ». 2, In physiol., the power of 
a nerve to conduct an impulse, 
When a nerve ts divided ft will lose ite motor con- 

dueticity only after the lapse of some tine. 
Laneet, April 18, 1008, p. 1080, 

Conductivity of the (a) The calorimetric 
conductivity of the atmosphere expressed in absoltte 
unite of heat, or the number of cabories conducted through 
a unit distance and « unit mass of air ina unit of time 
ander the influence of a unit gradient of tempernture. 
‘This small quantity becomes very important in meteor. 
ology, where it ie converted into TTROMetTEC Curt 
ductivity. (6) The thermometric conductivity of the 
atmosphere ; the change in temperature of the atmosphere 
due to it@ calorimetric conductivity, It is equal to the 
latter divided by the specific heat of a unit volame, or by 
the uct of the specific heat of a anit mass multiplied 
by the denaity of the gna. It is therefore a large quantity 
in the upper regions of the atmoaphere. clent of 

etric oondnotivisy. Bee — Con- 
ductivity water, in phys chem, water specially puri 
for use in measuring the electrical conductivity of solu. 
tions, Ordinary water is commonly regarded as a fairly 

wed condnetor of cleetricity; even distilled water is far 
from being a not-conduetor ; but nost of ite conducting 
power depends on the presence of dissalved enbetanves, 
sich a4 ntimooia aml carbon dioxid. Water freed as far as 
possible from Chese te used in experiments on the con- 
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ductivity of solutions —External conductivity. See 
sxemissivity. Magnetic conductivity, the —y oe 
induction of a cireuit divided by the —— ee; 
magnetic permeability or spec petteance ; the recip- 

- rocal of reluetivity,— ular conductivity, in phys. 
them., the —* electric conductivity of a solution 
divided by the concentration; the conductivity which 
would be exhibited by a solution of the specified concen. 
tration, and of such volume as to contain one gram-molecule 
ot —— substance 2* entirely —— — 
large electrodes ome centimeter apart.— Spec! con- 
— Same aa apecifie weonductance,— ace 
conductivity, radiating power expremed in terme of the 
heat emitted ir. second by a equare centimeter of surface 
when the radiating body has @ tem tire one 
centigrade above its surroundings. Also called eneieaivity. 

ermal conductivity, a physical constant used to 
express quantitatively the rate of transfer of heat through 

Thermometric conductivity. Saime os 

2 i; ifically, in eleet., a sub- 
stance through whic electric currents ean flow. 
Metals are the 

doctors, aa salt solutiona, in whieh th of th sa 0 h = page je 
jon. (3) 

ductors or poor conductors at ay | temperatures, but 
(mers conductors at high temperatares, 

(4) Gaseous conductors, as gases at low pressures, which 
carry the current home if the electromotive force is high 
and which then show luminosity, (5) Arca that is, vapors 
of first-class conductors, which become conducting by the 
Pamage of the current. — conductors, in 
elect., two conductors which form parts of a divided 
circait and are so placed that an electromotive force in 
the one tices no current in the other.— con- 
ductor, tn elect., a conductor — ef many fine 
#rands twisted or braided together and covered with 
flexible insulating material. Cord conductors are used in 
making switchboard connections and for many other par- 
peses where a flexible conductor ts —— ‘do 
conductor, a form of 
electrotonus, in which fa @ metal w 
through which the current is comducted,—N con- 
ductor, in a three-wire or Edison system of low-tension 
electric distributton, the middle conductor, which has 
againat cach of the two ontaide conductors half the voltage 
e between the outside’ conductors, In a direc 
e threo-wire distribution the two ontaide conductors 
are the positive and the negative conductors respectively, 

conductor-rail (kon-duk’tor-ral), ». In electro- 
technics, a metallic rail by means of which the 
electric current is conveyed to motors of an 
electric railway. 

conduit!, nn. Same as *copula, 9.— Electric 
conduit, a anent tubular or system of spaces 
or ducted ed to receive insulate! electric conductors, 

Sab-tealley Conduit, 
a, teafficoralls &, Cover glate : +, Motralls &, holder: ¢, Entulabor; 

J. yoke} 2, working juctor; 4, conduits for cables, 

Sub-trolley conduit, a sul-surface inclosed space with 
openings at the top, intended to support and the 
working conductors of a sub-trolley electric railway. 

plication, ». 2. Specifically, in bot, a 
form of estivation in which the sides of an 
organ are applied to each other by their faces, 
condurangin (kon-di-rang’gin), m.  [eon- 
durango, var, of cundurango, + -in?.| Aname 
iven to two glucosides. CapHggQg and Cis 
og07, found in the bark of the uth Ameri- 

can plant cundurango, Marsdenia Cundurango, 
They are powerful nerve-poisons. 
condy {kon ‘di-liirth), 1. A member of 
the group of extinct mammals termed the 
Condylarthra, 

condylarthran (kon -di-lir’thran), a. and n. 
I._a. Of or pertaining to the Condylarthra, 

II. ». A member of the Condylarthra, 
condylarthrosis (kon ‘di-liir-thré‘six), a. 
(Gr. Kévdetor, knuckle, + dpfpunc, articula- 
tion.) Inanat., a form of hinge-joint, usually 
with some lateral movement, in whieh a con- 
dyle of one bone fits into a suitable depression 
in the opposite bone, 

condyle, ".--Mandibular 1@, in ornith., the facet 
oe the distal end of the quadrate for the articulation of 
the jaw or nmanditte,— le, in ornsth., 
the peuportine reunded facet on the anterior eye of the 
quadrate for the articulation of the pteryguid. 

condylion (kon-lil’i-on), a.; pl. condylia (-i). 

cone-bearing 

[NL., ¢ Gr. nordijuov, dim. of xurdetoc, socket : 
see condyle.) In craniom., a corner of the con- 
dyle of the lower jaw. The lateral and the 
medial condylia are distinguished, 
Condyloid join . Same as *condylarthrosis, 
condylomatoid (kon-di-lom‘a-toid), a. [con- 
dyloma(t-) + -oid.] Resembling a condy- 
loma, Huek, Med. Handbook, 1. 51. 
oon dylome (kon‘di-lém), n. Same as condy- 

mia. 
condylotomy (kon-di-lot’é-mi), m. [Gr. 
névdwvoc, knuckle, + -rowia, ¢ tauciv, eut.) In 
surg., removal of the whole or of a part of the 
condyle of a bone, 

cone, *. 2. (4) The conical top of a helmet or of a hat. 
He smote him on the helmet’s cone, where streamed 
The horse-hair plume. Jryant, tr, of Tiad, L iv. STR 

i) The crystalline Jena of the compound or faceted eye 

Saevied san eon geog., © fan-shaped deposit of de- At = Teal 
tritas formed by a ** at the mouth of a ravine; an 
alluvial fan. — Antipodal in eytol., the come 
shaped bundle of fibers opposite ————— in the 
karyokipetic figure of the dividing-cell.—aptea} —_ 
asym cone. See *opical, ®eeymptote.— Cone 

a volcanic cone formed by the accumulation 
eru tmuterial, such as dust and ashes. —Cone of 

in bet., the growing point at the apex of a stem, 
which t& conical fn shape.— Cone ‘t. Same as 
tlightepot.— of |, the planes of correlated 
Straights of two copunctal non-coplanar fat pencils, pro- 
lective but not perspective. Cone of shade or shadow, 
jn aetron., the conical shadow projected inte space by a 

planet. — cone, # secondary cone formed at a 
temporary vent; an offshoot from the main rent. 
— cones, Anme as Seyer's br ee ov 

J— 

may be teed to tranemit a 
varying velocity ratio by adjusting belt or wheel so 
that a large cireumference of driver is opposite a small 
circumference of driver, or the reverse,— cones, 

Seyers Fussble Cones. 

a series of pyramids or cones of varying fusible com: 
sition, each melting at a different temperature, med 
to determine the several Lapa of heat in porcelain. 
kilns: first devised by Lauth and Vogt at Sévres, and 
5 by Seger at ag = Bertin Porcelain Works, 

ere are 0 in the series. © first indicates a temper. 
ature of 500° C. and the last ome of L.800°C. Many of the 
cones contain alumina and silica in the om Aly 

> 108) Those melting at ae temperatures con- 
n 3 AlgOy and SiO, In varying proportion, while 

those indicating lower —— contain KoQ, Cau, 
Frogs, Nag0 + with 510g and By, They are in- 

at window holes in the Kiln, the 

a cone, the apex.— Vig- 
cone, in optics, the cone of rays Whose vortex is at 

the retina and Whose surfuce is determined by the pupil 
of the eye or, when booking at a small object, by the 
boandaries of the object. 

cone, v. II. intrans, 
coniferous trees. 

To bear cones: said of 

conée-anchor (kon’ang*kor), 1. A sea-anchor 
or drag in the shape of a cornucopia, made of 

r 

2 * 

7 

— — 

Cone-anchor 

5, tripping-lime: 2, towing tne; 3, tourpar beidile: 4. tipping- 
line fing ; 5, ropeng of dig; 6, mould of drag; 5, iron ning 

an iron ring and of canvas: employed by ves- 
sels in heavy weather to keep them headed to 
the seaand wind, and to prevent them from 
drifting rapidly to leeward. 

M. Hearenx dropped his cone-anchor and waited until 
a tag-boat, sent out especially fren Dunkerque, Uirew a 
rope to the car, by which the balloon was tugged easily 
atid reached Dunkergue fally inflated. 

Nitere, Sept, 4, 1902, p. 447. 

cone-bearing (kén‘bir*ing), @. Coniferous; 
balonging to the Pineer@ or any of the fami- 
lies of the order Pinales. 



cone-belt 

cone-belt (kén’belt), ». A descriptive name 
for a form of furnace-tube which is made up 
of a series of frustums of cones riveted to- 
gether. 

kén‘sel), a. In histol., one of the 
cells which secrete the crystalline cone in the 
ommatidium of the compound eyes of crusta- 
eceans and insects, 

4.— Internal cone-clutch, a friction- 

which wpa vi Bone is an internal cone. 
con mW 

tana hes le by prash diak os contact is made a with a 
conical : rim inte the internal —— — 

cone-drive (kén‘driv), ». Adevice consisting confi 
of two cones of equal slant on parallel shafts, 
with their bases in opposite directions, and a 
leather loop pressed between them at one 

int. The leather loop ean be shifted along, and as the 
distance hetween the cones is constant, one cone can drive 
the other with different velocity-ratios, 

cone-drum (kén’drum), a. An elongated cone- 
shaped pulley or wheel. Tuggart, Cotton 
Spinning, L. 18. 

cone-duster (kin’dus*tér),n. A machine con- 
sisting of a conical cylinder armed with teeth 
and revolving in a cylindrical casing armed 
with teeth on the inside; adevil. The stock 
fed into the machine is caught between the 
fixed and the revolving teeth, and is torn apart 
or opened and the dust shaken out, 

conejo (ki-na*hd), x. [Sp. conajo, a rabbit, ¢ 
L. cuniculus, a rabbit: see cony.] 1, A fish, 
Alepiseurus altivelis, of the family Alepisan- 
ridw ; found in rather deep water in the West 
Indies. 2. Same as *rabbit-fish, 4. 

cone-key (kon’ké), n. A frustum ofa cone in 
which is a cylindrical hole, used for keepinga 
wheel in place on its shaft when the hole in 
the wheel is larger than the shaft. The wheel is 
bored comically, and the cone-key, after being varned to 
fit it, Is cut into three pieces, so that it may be foreed 
tightly into the wheel and kee 
shaft. Sachakey can he 5* to fasten a wheel which 
has to ower a the ahaft larger than that 
where it is fastene:!, 

Conemaugh series, See *series. 
cone-nose, ”.— Blood-sucking cone-nose. Same as 
gigantic thedtug. ‘ 

cone-pick (kén’pik),». A form of overpick- 
motion for throwing the shuttle of a loom, 
applied to some fast-running looms for weaving 
light and medium cotton fabries: named from 
a cone-shaped antifriction roller whieh is a 
partofit. For, Mechanism of Weaving, p. 314. 

cones (kéns), ». [Origin unknown; perhaps 
orig. alluding to ‘cones’ of paper used in seat- 

Cone-sgring. 

An abbreviation of conference. 

tering the flour over the loaves and troughs.) 
A fine white flour used by bakers to ‘dust’ 

rough. 
cone-screw (kén’skrié), ». 
or frustum of a cone; used in cases where the 

heavy pressures and it is desirable that the 
end of the serew shall not bottom or jam in its 

heavy hydraulic eupping-presses. 
con espressione (kon es-pres-i-d’ne), [It.] 

cone-spring Pa ‘ spring), ». A spiral wire 
ing woun 

onacone. By this method 
of winding, the turns of wire fit 

i a — 
(kén ‘ stand), 

n. A stand or pedestal, 

ing the lower ed part 
of a mount for light guns. 

articles of female attire), [French, occasion- 
ally used in English.) 

(ation) + -all + -ist (after federal).] One who 
believes in confederation, with preservation of 

form of social or political organization. 
confederationist (kon-fed-e-ri’shon-ist), 1. 

a confederation. 
confelicity —— n. [con- + felicity.) 

their loaves and t 
A threaded cone 

screwed joint is liable to be subjected to very 

hole, It is used on the ends of punches for 

In wruasie, with expression or feeling. 

spring not inone plane, but as a helix 

one ineide another when the 

the thickness of the wire, 

of « conical sha form- 

conf. 
conf vet, 2. To make up (elaborate 

confederalist (kon-fed’ér-al-ist), ». [eonfeder- 

the autonomy of each component group, as a 

One who favors or supports confederation or 

Participation in the joy of others; sympathy. 
The confeticity . . . It. . . a8 Pare as com 1 ies 

commonplace, and ie far fainter and less educible or con- 
teglous, GS. Hall, Adoleswence, 11 551. 

conference, ".—Synodical Conference, the largest 
of the Lutheran general bodies in the United States, ar- 

ined in 1872 by the delegates from the Missouri, hia, 
fisconsin, Minnesota, Iiitnots, and Norwegian syneda, 
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The conference proclaims Lutheraniasn of the most poal- 
tive character, and an unreserved acceptance of the Auue⸗ · 
burg Confession. The members are called Miseoursans, 
from the mame of the largest synod. 

conferted (kon-fér’ted), a. [L. confertws, pp. 
of confercire, cram together, ¢ com-, together 

In bot., crowded + fareire, cram: see farce, vd 
closely together. 
Oonfervales (kon-fér-va‘léz),n. pl. (Conferva + 
-ales.) An order of the grass-green alge, or 
Chierophyces, containing some 10 or 12 fam- 
ilies and widely distributed. 

) ession, “.—Augeburg Confession, See confes 
won, 

confessionalian (kon-fesh-p-na‘lian), n. One 
who favors formal confessions or articles of 
faith, N. E. D. 

confessionism (kon-fesh’on-izm), ». [eon- 
Session + * A morbid tendeney to pour 
out one’s psychological states, mental strug- 
gles, hopes, fears, longings, likes, dislikes, 
ete., in diaries, autobiographies, and the like. 
Women are more easily hypnotized, more prone to jeal- conf 

onay, Hl-temper, and confeanonsarne, 
G. S Hall, Adolescence, I. 490. 

confessive (kon-fes’iv), a, Giving knowledge 
of something not obvious; indicative. 

An exclamation too confeariee of the ardour of the ad- 
dress. New Monthly Mag., UL. 351. 

confessorial (kon-fe-s6'ri-al), a. (LL. confes- 
sorius . confessor; see confessor) + -all,] 
Pertaining to the office of a confessor, 
The Priest's Talo is a sermon, prolix indeed, but, except 

in. . . holding up the confeasorial office of the Priest- 
hood, . . . moral 4 fle soap. 

Milman, Latin Christianity, VL xiv. 7. 

te,». 2. The name given by the Eng- 
lish designer Hepplewhite to a species of sofa, 
similar to an ordinary stuffed couch, with ad- 
ditional seats at the ends, all made in one, 

co. tion, «.. 5. (4) A system of a finite 
number of points with their duals. 
The diagram Glastrating this Cheorem is worthy of tmo- 

thee aa re iting & clasd of remarkable ———— 
zexl by a certain regularity of form. It consists 

ts and ten straight lines; three of the ten 
pointe tle apon each of the straight lines, and three of the 
ton lines paas through anes of tie pee. 

T. P. Holgate, Geom. of Position by Reye, p. 6. 

6, In organic chem., the arrangement of the 
atoms within the molecule, especially that ar- 
rangement in space which occasions optical 
activity.— Algebraic configuration. walgebraic. 
e vlaclaurin's te rites gota, 
figure for the dual theorems ; 
A tetrastim with dots In A tetragran: with sides In a 
a coke range has cach pair conic peneil has exch pair of 
of codots costraight with a with 
* of fan nts of the pair of connectors of 
tragrain tangents ab Cetrastim of contacts on the 

the dota. sides, 

p.@. 3, Restricted to the service of 
one employer, as a laborer hired by him forthe 
year; a8, “a numerous body of confined labour- 
ers,” Daily News (London), July 20, 1888, 

(kon-fi‘ned-li), adv. Ina confined, 
limited, or restricted manner, sense, or degree. 
The beauties of Nature, as ag | have been consinedly 

called, Lamb, Life and Letters, L gia, M. B.D. 

confirmand (kon-fér-mand’), n. [1. confirman- 
dus, thatis to be confirmed, gerundive of con- 
Jirmare, confirm.) A candidate for confirma- 
tion. N. E. D. 

t (kon-fér’mant), ». One who con- 
fers the sacrament of confirmation. 

confiscatable (kon-fis’kii-ta-bi), a. [confiscate 
+ -able.) Liable to be confiscated: as, unde- 
clared goods are confiseatahle, 

co , © II, intrans, To burst into 
flame ; take fire, either literally or figuratively, 
Carlyle, 

tive (kon-fla’gra-tiv), a, Incendiary: 
as, the conflagrative Russians. Nae 

tor (kon-tli’gra-tor), v. [NL, *con- 
flagrator, < L. conflagrare: see conflagrate.} 
One who sets on fire; an incendiary, N. E. D. 

conflate, a. 2, In diplomatics, marked by con- 
flation; inadvertently formed by combining two 
different readings into one: as, a conflate text 
or » Westcott and Hort, 

comlnenns, wv, 4, In psychol,, the mutual assim- 
ilation of mental processes set up by adjacent 
stimuli: opposed to contrast, E, B, Titchener, 
Exper. Psyehol., L. ii, 323. 

nent fruit, measles, See *frwit, *measies. 
ux, . 3. The point or place where lines 

meet. 
confocal, a. II. ». A figure having the same 
focus as another, 

A theorem whieh of coarse Inclades the corresponding 
proposition for focals in plana. 

ftep, Brit, Assn Advancement of Sci., 1002, p, S06 

conglomerate 

Conform ferment. See *ferment. 
conformable, a. 6. Specifieally, that accepts 
and conforms to the usages of the Anglican 
Church. 

Yet bee pom a a+ et oe ome ona he pep to the 
charms ie w persu; «| 5 

and grew pros dowers — * Str J. Narr haton 

conformal (kon-fér’mal), a. [conform, a., + 
-all,] 1, Of the same form.—2. In math., 
conserving angles or establishing infinitesimal 
similarity. 

Tf da is the element of arc on the plane, de that carre- 
sponding to it on the sphere, ye have 

fi 

pyle 
a formula of great importance hereafter, Inaemuch a it 
indicates the conformal character of the representation. 

FP, Hantcaetle, Riemann’s Theory of Ale! — 
Ds 

Conformal representation. Sce #representation. 
conformer, ». 2. An —— for obtaining 
a graphic tracing of the form of the body. 

ormist, ». 2. In entom., a British col- 
lector’s name for » noctuid moth, Xylina con- 
Sormia. 

conformity, ». 4. In geel., parallelism of dip 
and strike between two strata or groups of 
strata. It may be weed by faulting, differing in 
this respect from conformalllity. 

conformly (kon-férm’li), ade, 
way; so as to conserve anges. 

con forza (kon fért’sii), [It.] In music, with 
force or power. 

t, «. A simplified spelling of confront. 
confusion, Confusion of goods, in law, an al 
mixture of the property of Lwoor more persons ao Uhat 
the individual property of each caw thereafter be 
determined. 

Confusional insanity, See *insanity. 
Cong. An abbreviation (a) of Congregation, 
Congregational, or Congregationalist; (b) of 
Congress or Congressional, 

congelation, ». 3, The deposition of a mineral 
substance, as from an aqueous solution, either 
in crystals or otherwise: used particularly in 
regard to the formation of stalactites, 

congener, ¥. 2. In anet., a muscle which acts 
with another in producing the same move- 
ment, ‘ 1 

n., 1. Most of the « 
gem EH the young being loosely 

parent, band-slaa and with very small bead. The body 
—— smaller with increased age, owing to the compact- 

of the tisstes, antil the age when the growth in the 
usual direction begins 

do «= 

In a conform 

lea unierge a meta- 
organized and traris · 

Delage, who kept alive in # tank at Rosocofl a specimen of 
L. Morristi, and saw it gradually transformed wien yoens 
conger. meye. Arit., XXVIL Gas, 

conger-eel, ». 4. In Australia, Leptocephalus 
labiatus, Leptocephalus conger L., and Gonor- 
hynchus Gronow, 
Congeria (kon-jé‘ri-ti), n. [NIL., from Conger, 
a surname.) A genus of extinct Pelecypoda 
— large mytiliform shells with double 
myophores: abundant in the Pliocene Tertiary. 
— in geol., the lowest stage of the Pile 
cene in the Vienna basin: so named from the 
abandance of the molluscan genus Congeria. 

congestin (kon-jes‘tin), x. [eongest + -in®.) 
A poison found in the tentacles of dctiniz, 

On, *.— Active arterial conges- 
tion die to greater afflux of blood to part: distin. 

tished from passive oF venous convestion, which arises 
i obstractiog to the escape of blood from the part. 

Conglobate g See *gland. 
lomerate, ".— Allegrippus conglomerate, in 

geet, & tieaes of gray sandstones and tes OCeUr- 
ring tn central msylvania. It attains a thickners of 
1,000 feet, and is regarded by the weologiats of that State 
at equivalent to the lower part of the Chemung stage 
of New York, that ts, as appertaining te the Upper Devo. 
nian. ary , it geok., a division 
of Middle Devonian age anderlying the Dudoxylon sand. 
stone in New Brunswick.— Crush 
geol., an aggregate of rounded nts of rock, pro 
duced by the crush along a fault-line.— Dwyka 
glomerate, in geol., a formation in South Africa of 

thickness amt extent, com of pebbles and 
wuders, the latter often weighing a tonormore. It con 

tains no fossils, bat is rezarded by most writers as a sheet 
of glacial deposita, Che age of which haa not been definitely 
ascertained, though it doubtless belongs to the closing 
stages of Paleozoic time.— Mf conglomerate, in 
geol., adivision of the Middle Devonian series in New 
‘Brunswick.— Olean erate, in geol., a Bub 
division, in New York, of the Upper Carbontferoms or 
Pennsylvaninn series, the highest and latest. of Uie Pale 
otoic rocks in that Mate, It is a quartz-pebble conglom- 
erate overiain by a emall amount of shale, and has been 
found to contain plant remains of the age of the Potteville 
suidstone of Pennslyvania.—Onelda conglomerate, in 
gret., @ division of the Paleozole series in New York, lying 



conglomerate 
at the hase of the Upper Silurian, above the Lorraine beds 
and below the Medina sanistone. It conmieta | ly of 
white-quarts conglomerate and sand, and jee — 
fossils, but attains considerable thickness, especially in 
eastern New York, where it constitates Whe greater 
of the Shawangunk Mountains and is termed the 

ok grit.— Panama te, in geol., a 
jommerate lentil in the midst of the Cattarn red. 

e formation of tie Paleocarbonic series in Cattarmugus 
and Chaatauqua counties, New York, and MeKean and 
Warren counties, Peonsylvania. It has also received the 

ount Hermon, Pope Hollow, and 
erate, fi geol,, a 

con 

Tuna conglomerate,— conglom: 
compzlomerate of U Carboniferous or Perustan age in the 
Orange River Colony, South Africa, regarded by some 
writers a4 of glacial origin.— 
erate, in .. & loval conglomerate of great thickness 
capping the Skunnemank and Heilvale mountains, in 
southeastern New York, and overlying the Middle Devo 
nian Bellvale flags.—Wolf Creek erate, ingeot., 
a local conglomerate in Allegany and Uattaraugas counties, 
Now York, lying on the Ca’ shales and containing 
the earliest evidences of the Carboniferous fauna in this 
sectbor, 

conglutinated (kon-glu’ti-ni-ted), p.a. Same 
as congiutinale, a. 
Congo blue, brown, etc. See Kongo *blue, 
45— a 18s") (e — 
ongoless (kong·gõ lõn Au. [Congo + -l- + eve 
(prob, after Angolese, from Angola).) Of or 
pertaining to the Kongo region, —— to 
the Kongo Free State, Also AHongolese, 
congonha (kén-gén‘yil), ». (Brazilian,] A 
shrub of southern Brazil, Villaresia Congonha, 
belonging to the family Jeacinacea. From its 
leaves is prepared a beverage like mate, and 
on the Paraguay riverit is called mate. 

root (kong’gé-riit), ». Same as Sam- 
son's snakeroot, under snakeroot, 

congratulant, «. II. ». One who eongratu- 
lates; a congratulator. Carlyle. 

Gong. Rec. An abbreviation of Congressional 
Kecord, 

congr’ (kong’gré-gan-ist), n. [F. con- 
greganiste, irreg. ¢ congregan(t), congregant, 
+ -ist.) Inthe Rom. Cath. Ch., one who be- 
longs to one of those religious associations 
which go under the common name of congrega- 
tions, See congregation, 6, 

congregant (kong ’ gré-gant), ». [1.. congre- 
gans (-ant), ppr. of congregare, congregant.] 
A member of a con, tion or assembly, 

con, tion, ». 10. The coming together of 
the elements of a population by immigration, 
as opposed to the growth of a population by a 
birth-rate in excess of a death-rate. It is an 

tion of individanls or of fumilies that hare not 
been Living together from their birth, and that therefore conicohemis: 

or entire strangers. (Giddings, 
Prin. of Soclol., p. 91. See genetic #aggregation. 

congregationalize (kong-gré-giishon-al-iz), 
ve. f.3 pret. and pp. congregationalized, ppr. 
congregationalizing.  [oongregational + -ze.] 
To render congregational in regard to polity: 
as, to congreqationalice a Presbyterian church, 

congregationist (kong-gré-gi’shon-ist), 1. 
foonoragation +-ist.] A member of a (Roman 
catholic) congregation; a congreganist. 

congregativeness (kong’gré-ga-tiv-nes), 1. 
Tendeney to congregate or form assemblies, 
communities, ete,, as for protection, social 
enjoyment, profit, ete. 
congregator (kong’gré-gi-tor), ». [LL. con- 
gregator, © congregare, assemble; see congre- 
gate.) An assembler; one who collects, calls, 
or brings together. 

He was the congregator of those great spirita who pre- 
sided over the resurrection of learning. 

J. A, Symonds, Study of Dante, vil 4 

congressionalist (kon-gresh’on-al-ist), ». [eon- 
gressional + -ist.) A membergof a congres- 
sional party ; one who favors or supports con- 
gressional action or congressional measures. 

congressist (kong ‘gres-ist), ». [congress + 
-ist.] Amember of a congress (as of scientists, 
educators, or the like). 
Contribute... to the enlargement af the goological 

experience and knowledge of the cengresviata. 
Nature, Sept. 24, 1008, p. 514. 

songrecne mn. 6, In geom., identity in sha 
and size. * symbol is ©. J * 

Tn the traditional geometry the foandation of all proof 
by EBuclid's muthod consiets in establiatiing the congruence 
of itunes, 

G. 17 Halsted, in Popular Astronomy, VITL May, 100, 
(p. 277. 

6, Inline geom.,aset of 2 lines, such that any 
two given conditions determine a detinite fi- 
nite number of lines of the set. 
To any set of &2 lines the name congruence be attached. 

CM. Jessop, A Treatise on the Line Complex, p. vit 

congruent, a. 5. In geom., identical in shape 
and size, 

come tog ras 
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But since no of a curve can be com: to an: 
jece of a t, #0, for example, no part of a circle can 
equivalent to any sect. 

G. B. Halsted, in Pop Astron, May, 1900, p. 277. 

congraiem (kong‘gr§-izm), n. [F. congruisme, 
< . “congrummus, € L. congreus, suitable, 
congruous: see — In theol., the 
theory which makes the efficacy of grace de- 
pend upon its eo: ity with the conditions or 
cireumstances under which it is granted, 

congruist (kong‘gri-ist), mn. [F. congrwiste, ¢ 
NL, *congruista, ¢ L. congruus, congruous: see 
cougruows,) In theol,, one who holds the theory 
of eongruism, 

ce (kong-gri-is’tik), a. 
to congruism or congruists, 
Co ous grace. See *grace. 

(k6-ni-ashian), @. and, [NL, *Coni- 
acianus for *Coniacanus, < ML, Comiacum, Cog- 
nac.) I, a. In geol., pertaining to a division or 
substage of the Cretaceous formation in France 
and Belgium, consisting mainly of white chalk 
and constituting the lowest member of the 
Senonian: essentially equivalent to the Dover 
Chalk in the English succession. It lies below 
the Santonian and above the Angoumian. 

IL. ». The Coniacian division. 
Conic pencil, range. See *pencil, *range. 
conic, 4. Conjugate conica, in yeor.. two concentric 
conics when the polars, with reapect to thens, of any point 
are parallel and equidistant from the common center.— 
General conic, in geor,, the locus of the general equn- 
thon of the second degree between two variables, Ax? -- 
2tixy 4 nye + 2Gx 4 2¥y + ¢ = 0—Particular conic, 
in geom., the locus arising from giving spectal values to 
the constants in the general equation of the second degree 
between two variables. 

coniceine (ké-nis’é-in), ». [eon(ine) + ic + 
-¢- + -ine?.) An alkaloid, CgHygN, which 
existe in three forms—e- and )-coniceine, ob- 
tained by heating conhydrine with hydrochlo- 
ric acid (the first is a liquid whieh boils at 
158° C., the second melts at 41° C.), and y 
-coniceine, found in crude conine. The last 
boils at 173° C, and is 18 times more poisonous 
than conine, whieh it resembles. 

conicine (kon‘i-sin), n, [con(ine) + -i¢ +-ine?.] 
Same 3 conine, hi 

conico-elongate (kon ‘i-ké-6-léng’ git), a. Ex- 
tended in cone-like at eo 

conicograph (kon‘i-kié-graf), m. [Gr. xvid, 
conic, + ypagen, write.] A conie-~deseribing 
instrument, Sylrester. 

1 (kon*i-k6-hem -i-sfer‘i- 
kal), 2. Blending in shape the cone and hemi- 
sphere. 
conicopoly (kon-i-kop’é-li),m. [Tamil kan- 
akka, an account or writing, + pillai, a person 
(used also as a title of respect).) In the 
residency of Madras, a native writer or clerk. 
‘ule and Burnell, (Anglo-Indian,] 

conicosubulate (kon‘i-ké-sub’i-lit), a. Slen- 
derly conie; tapering toward # point. 

conid? (ko-nid’), ». [conidivw.) A shortened 
and Anglici form of conidium, 

dian (k6-nid’i-an), a. Same as conidial, 
{Rare.} 

Pertaining 

conidiospore (ké-nid’i~-spar), n.  [econidinm 
+ Gr. oropd, seed (spore).) Same as conidiunt, 

coniferyl (k$-nif’e-ril), m. [conifer + -yl.] 
The radical CoH go. —conif th 
methyl ether of 3, © chondicinreeyih chencene 
(OW gH OH. It crystallizes in prise which melt at 
74°C, Tet be fortmed, together with glucose, by the action 
of emulsin om contfertn. 

conimene (k6’ni-mén), ». A sesquiterpene, 
opiate obtained from iciea resin. It boils at 

coniopterygid {ké*ni-op-ter’i-jid), @. and a. 
L — Ot or belonging to the family Conioptery- 
gid. 
i. ”., A member of the family Contoptery- 

gid, 
mii rium (kon-i-6-spd’ri-um), #, [NI 

(Link, 1809), ¢ Gr. xéwc, powder, + omopd, 
—— A genus of hyphomyeetous 
fungi which have the hyphw and sporophores 
very short and produce a powdery layer of 
dark simple spores on the surface of the host. 
About 75 species have been described. mostly saprophytic, 
C, Arundenia is a common species un Arundo. 

Ooniothyrium (kon-i-6-thir’i-um), #. (ND. 
(Corda, 1540), € Gr. adie, powder. + fred, 
shield (perithecium).] A genus of sphwron- 
sidaceous fungi which have the pyenidia 
mostly seattored and embedded in the surface 
of the host, The spores are anal, ellipsoid, and dark: 
colored. Over 150 species have been deserihed, sume of 
which are iti, OC, fAptoitielia is the cause af the 
White-rot of the grape. See grape-ret. 

conk 
y conisoope, koniscope (kon‘i-skép), ». (Gr. 

wove, dust, + oxoreiy, view.) An apparatus 
for making visible and estimating the quantity 
of dust in the atmosphere, as distinguished 
from the dust-counter which is supposed to 
give an absolute measurement of the number 
of dust-particles. Specifically, Aitken’s koniscope, 
consisting of a tube inclosing motst paper, When the 
inclosed air is nearly saturated and is allowed to expand 
slightly it forme a light mist, and the light transmitted 
through the la dimmed and colored In proportion 
to the number of dust-particles that serve as puclel for 
condensation. i 
conj. An abbreviation (c) of conjugation, 
conjective (kon-jek’tiv), @. [eonject + -ire.] 
In projective geom., said of two projective 
primal figures of the same kind of elements 
when both are on the same bearer. 

conjecturably (kon-jek’ti-ra-bli), ade. In a 
conjectural manner; by way of conjecture. 

al,a. 2. Given to conjecturing or 
to depending on mere conjecture: as, a con- 
jectwral critic, 
conjoined, p. «2. 2, Bimanual: noting a 
method id —— = manipulation of an 
organ with the two hands.— Conjoined manipa- 
lation, tae of the * hands, — externally, the er 
iy A ibetetric: 

joint bundle, in —— vascular bundle composed of 

conjt sable (i j-gn-bl) (NL uga on’ j}-ga-bl), @. . “eonjpuga~ 
bilie, © L, conjugare, conjugate, ] Capable of 
being conjugated, 
conjugata (kon-ji-gA’tit),n, [NL.: see conju- 
—— The anteroposterior diameter of the 
uman pelvis from the promontory of the 

sacrum to the symphysis pubis. Also called 
conjugate diameter. Conjugate, vera (tru - 
gat the diameter of the pelvis measured from acme ol 
and posterior portion of Uhe aymphysis pubis to the second 
sacral segment. 

ra. 6. —S said of tooth- 
profiles when they are of such a form that one 
will drive the other with a constant velocity- 
ratio, that is, when the ratio of the angular 
velocity of the driver to that of the driven is 
constant, The necessary condition for a constant ve- 
locity-ratio is that a normal to the two curves at the point 
of contact shall cut the straight line joining the centers 
of the gears at the point where it fs intersected by the 
two pitch-circles, 
7. United by a transverse furrow, as the 
aired ambu — pores of the echinoids,— 

gate conics, foram iral, sulphates, 
Rounte, ete.— ally conjugate points, Same 
a8 Acrmonie conjugates. 

. M.—Isogonal cons t ints Bo related 
toa triangle that the two anes een ‘trom any 
vertex are tsogomals with reference to that angle The 
isgonal conjugate to the centroid of a triangle ie called 
the Lemoine potnt of the trianele,—Isotomic conju- 
gate. (2) Of a point A with respect to the sect HC, a 
Riu A such that the sect AA’ has the same mid-point as 
1 (+) Of a point O with respect to the triangle ABC, a 
point O such that on it are copanctal AX’, BY, Cz 
when X’, Y", Z are the tsotomic conjugates, with respect 
t the sides, of X, Y, Z the points where transversals 
from A, B,C through © meet the sides, 

conjugate, v. t.—Conjugated double unions. See 
®union 

conjunction, r.—Causal unction. See wena, 
unctival fold, Taare See *fold), *reftex. 

ctive threads, tissue. See *threud, 
Ftissne, 

conjun ctivitis, .—Egyptian conjunctivitis. Same 
as trachoma. 8 or = junctivi a 
fort of inflammation of the conjunctiva which prevails 
especially in the aprin 

co! pre 4, 
allay. 

‘The matinons spirit of the army had been conjured by 
the intrigues of a worn, when the name of the Roman 
Princepa had failed to covrce it, 

C Merieate, Rom. Empire, V. xiii 

conjustment (kon-just’ment), . [con- + 
(ad\justaent,] Adjustment. 
The conjustment of man and environment, 

W. J. MeGee, Siaithsonian Rep, 1901, p 7h 

conk? (kongk), ». [Also conch, honk; prob. 
& figurative use of conch, a shell, ete. Com- 

ig. 

To exorcise or ‘lay’; quiet; 

on 5 ete ee ae 

Conk ( Trametes grad). one third natural size. 



conk 
pare the slang use of cocoanut, knob, etc., as 
head.’] 1. The head. [Prov, Eng. slang. }— 

2. The nose. [Prov. Eng. slang.]—3. In bot., 
a tough, leathery, or woody —— er gen 
Trametes pini, whose fruiting es are 
bracket-like in form and occur upon the trunks 
of tre producing a decay of the timber. 
{Colloq} 
The conk or bracket seen on affected troes is the fruit- 

ing organ. On ite under side are innumerable minute 
spores or seeds These float throagh the alr and jodge 
upon other trees, Conk spores never enter through the 
bark, bat asually through the scars of broken branches. 
Once the spore is established, roct-like fbers grow in- 
wan, destroying the structare of the wood, When eufft- 
clent nourishment has been extracted a small cond is 
daced, which grows by annual layers on its under ‘Jae, 
and in tarn liberates millions of spores. 

Bureau of Poreatry, Bulletin 33, p. 15 

{kongk’ér), ». [conk? + -erl.) 1A 
snail-shell.—2. A snail-shell or a horse-chest- 
nut nsed in a boys’ game, in which the object 
is to break the snail-shell or horse-chestnut 
by striking it with another.—3, pi, The game 
— v. Eng. in all uses.) £ng. Dial. 

et, 
couky (kongk'i), a. [eonk? + -yl,] Attacked 
by fungi called conka: ag, a conky hemlock. 
See *conk2, 3. [Colloq.] 
Conn. An abbreviation of Connecticut. 

kon-a-ri'sé-é), n. pl. [NL (Rob- 
ert Brown, 1818), < Connarus + -acez.] A family 
of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous plants of 
the order Rosales, typified by the genus *Con- 
narus (which see), and characterized by 5- 
merous, chiefly hermaphrodite flowers with 
separate ¢ S. There are 1? genera and about 16) 
species, mostly ica} woody climbers or lianas, with odd- 

innate leaves and flowers in racemes. 

connaraceous(kon-1-ri‘shius),a. Of or belong- 
ing to the family Connaraces. 

connarite (kon’a-rit), 1. [Also konnerife and 
(incorreetly) conarite or konarite, « Gr. xdvvapoc, 
anevergreen tree, + -ite?.) A hydrated nickel 
silicate occurring in bright green crystalline 

YL. (Linneng, 1753, 
iets oc, the 

and 

particularly abundant in th 
—5 pebva-weed, 

connation, ». 3. In bot., the act of growing 
together, or the state of being grown together, 
as in connate leaves or petioles, See connate 
leaf (cut), under connate, 

connect, v. I. trans.—Connected surface, See 
weurface.; 

IL. iatrans. 2, To make connection in time 
and place (with another train or boat): as, the 
boat connects with the train at Fall River. 

le, connectable (kq-nek’ti-bl,-ta-bl), 
a, Capable of being connected. 

cut River sandstone. See *sand- 
stone. 

‘h. See *trough, Connecticut tro *trou 
conn -zone (ko-nek’ting-z6n), ». In bot., 
the zone or girdle connecting the valves of a 
diatom. See hoop), 4. 
connection, ». 8. Whatever connects or is 
— to connect; a connecting part or thing: 
as, hot-water counections,— connection, 
in elect. : (a) —_ 3 a“ ane ia, “ — 

nt passes erent apparatas, aa Ley- 
inion Inductive series 3 of induction 
motors or transformers, that is, such connection that the 
primary of the first « tie connects ta the supply. 
cireult, the secondary the the first to the primary « 
seooml apparatus, the secor of the second —— 
to the receiving-cirouit or to primary of a third ape 
Paratua, ete, Usually called concafenation or tandem 
connection, the eet ion Connection, of 
Methodists ongnni: in England by the Conntess of. 
Huntingdon (176), The Connection still exists with about 
Wehapels, See Huatingdonion,— Multi-cireuit con- 
nection, in series ere-lighting, a method of commectit 
in series alternately an arc-cireult consuming voltage 
a section of the arc-light wenerstor or constant-current 
transformer generating thie voltage, By this means a 
very large number of arc-lamps can be operated fron one 
tmachine of transformer without excessive voltages in 
any are-cireult,— New mm. (a) A body of Bap- 
tists in England which seceded in 1770 from the General 
or ‘Arminian’ Baptists, condemning the Unitarian ten- 
doneies in the latter and holding to the original Arminian 
doctrines, (6) A body of Methodista In England whieh 
seceded from the Wesleyan Methodist Comnmection (1797), 
advocating the distribution of power of govermment be- 
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isters and Ring connection, 
—* nathan ar sees ApolnP Pandan 

0M. connection. Same as cascade *econnect 
connectionalism (ko-nek’shon-al-izm), v. 
{connectional + -ism.) The theory and prac- 
tiee of the system of the Methodist connec- 
tion, that is, the complete o ization and 
unification of the different societies by means 
of the class-meeting, the itinerant ministry, 
the conference, ete, 

connection-peg (ko-nek’ebgn-peg), n, In elect,, 
a metallic peg or plug, usually conical, em- 
ployed in making temporary electrical con- 
nections. For this pai the peg is inserted in the 
conical hole of a contact-block or conpection-strip or be- 
tween two blocks or strips, serving in the latter case to 
bridge the gap betwoen blocka or strips, 

connection-plug (ko-nek’shon-plug), 2. In 
elect,, Same as connection-peg. 
connection-strip (ko-nek’shon-strip), mn. In 
elect. & metallic strip joining points on a 
switchboard between which permanent elee- 
trical connection is desired, or serving a simi- 
lar eae in the case of any other electrical 
appara’ 

a. connective, a.— ve arrangement 
cin! featare of the paychophysical organism, whatever tt 
may be, by virtue of which attention and volition after 
they cease, as far aa the aubject can be aware. leave 
behind a continuance of their effects, perhaps more effichont 
than they. Thus, in reading music one first notices the 
clef, and then, without her apparent attention to it, 
proceeds to read the music without Lemme hee ge 
the signifleatian of every note depends upon clef, the 
thought of which does not consciously persist through the 
reading. G. #. Stout, Anal. Psychol., L 124.—-Connective- 
tissue tumor, See #tumor. 

connectivity (kon-ck-tiv’i-ti), m. [connective 
+ -ily.] In math., the order of connection. 
In Riemann'’s theory the connectivity of a surtace is p, 
the number of loo ts which can be drawn on the sur- 
face without ving it into distinct plecea, For the 
sphere, p = 0, since itisdivided into 2 disconnected regions 
by any closed curve drawn on its surface. For the ordi- 

anchor-ring, p = 1; a cutcan be made along one 
and only one c! curve— though this may have a very 
arbitrary form— without resolving the into dis 
thet portions (d) I tt 

connector, 1. n geom,, one of the ranges 
determined by » coplanar points (‘dots’) in a 
polystigm. 

In the case of a tetrastigm, it is often convenient to use 
the word —*—*— This, in the tetrastigm ABCD the 
connector CD is said to be ite to the connector AB; 
and AB, CD are called a of ite emnectora, It 
= = iat the aix connectors of a tetrastigin consist 

that epe- 

ree pairs of opposite conmectors 
= ft. Lachian, Mod. Pure Goom,, p. 83, 

connexionalism, n. See *connectionalism. 
tower, ".—Conning-tower shield, an 

armor-plate at the rear of the entrance at the back of a 
conning-tower to protect the opening from the enemy's 
projecti Conning: armored ea — tower , an tube, 
~xtemling from the foor of the conning-tower to the pro- 
tective deck, in the interior of which are placed the 
transmission-shafte of steering-gear, speaking-tubes, Au · 
nal-wires, ete, leading from the conuming-tower below, 

conniption (ko-nip’shon), ». [A made word 
of Latin appearance, as it were a blend of 
con(cxlsion) and (er)uption,) An attack of b 
teria; a fit of rage or vexation, (Slang, U. 8.] 

connive, vr. i. 6, In biol., to be connivent. 
connivence, *. 2, In nat. hist., the conver- 
gence of parts toward a common point. Same 
as connivency, 2. 

The connivence of the anthers in a cone, 
Lindley, Nat. Syst. Bot., p. 22h. X. B.D, 

connoisseurship, ». 2. Skillasa connoisseur; 
proficiency as an art critic. 

. See *sandstone, san 
connotively (ko-né’tiv-li), adv. In a conno- 
tive manner, 
Among some primitive individual names are 

applied — — in such manner as to indicate order 
or rank, which is synonymous with position in the camp- 
ing group. , Smitheonian Hep, 1802, p. xxiv, 

connubium (ko-ni‘bi-um), #, [NL, use of L. 
connubinm, marriage.) In bot., the stage at 
which the protoplasm of filamentous alyw co- 
alesces in conjugation. 

con um (k0-né-kir’pi-um), ».; pl. cono- 
carpia (-~4). [NL.] Same as conocarp. 
Conoceras (ko-nos’e-ras), wn. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
caver, a cone, + «épac, a horn.) A genus of 
nautiloid ee or orthoceratites, hav- 
ing # straight shell with closely crowded septa 
in which the funnels are split on one side, the 
hiatus being closed by a flattened fold extend- 
ing from one funnel to the next. Itis of Lower 
Silurian e 

Gonocoryphe (ké-né-kor’i-fé), n. (Gr. réavwr, 
a cone, + xopvd}, vertex.) A genus of trilo- 
bites of Cambrian age, with rather small head, 
free cheeks carrying the genal spines, thorax 

consciousness 

with 14 segments, and small pygidium. The 
Saat one ealled Sa " . ites, 

ion pump. punipt, 
oodle, v. Ree ———— 

conopid (ko’nd-pid), a.and v. I. a. Of or be- 
longing to the dipterous family Conopide, 

. ». A member of the family Conopida. 
cono um (k6-nd-pé’di-um), ».; pl. conopo- 
dia {-#). In bot,, @ conical receptacle. 
Conor (k6-nor’ bia), 2, conus, & cone, 
+ orbis, a circle.) A genus of gastropods be- 
longing to the family Conidw, which have a 
high spire and curved, deeply notched outer 
= It occurs in the Eocene and Oligocene 
ertiary. 

GConoryctid@ (ké-n6-rik’ti-dé), m. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Conoryctes, the type genus, + -ide.] A family 
of extinet primitive edontate mammals belong- 
ing to the subborder Ganodonta, The species 
are from the Wasatch (Eocene) of the western 
United States. Wortman, 1 

conotheca (ko-nd-thé’ kit), n.; pl. conothecar 
(-26). [NL., <¢ Gr. xdpoc, a cone, + Gpxn, a 
box.) the extinct dibranchiate cephalopods 
termed belemnites, the thin lining of the phrag- 
macone, which is produced forward on the dor- 
sal side into the prodstracum. 

conothecal (ki-n-thé’kal), a. Pertaining to 
or resembling a conotheca.—Conothecal strim, 
the striations on the membranous investment of the cono- 
theea of the belemnites, 

con ottava (kon ot-tii’va). [It.] In music, 
with the octave, usually the octave above: a 
direction added toa melody that is to be played 
in octaves, Abbreviated con 8ra, con 8vi, or 
simply Sra, Sri. 

conplane (kon‘plin), a, [con- + plane.) Co- 
planar; situated in a common plane. 

con John (kong’kér-jon), r. The smaller 
or dwarf Solomon's-seal, Polygonatum biflorum, 
See Solomon’s-seal, 1. 
conquien (kon-ki-in’, in Texas usually kun⸗ 
kan’), ". [Sp.con quien, ‘with whom?’] A 
Mexican game of cards for two players. The 
court cards are all thrown out. Each of the players re- 
ceives ten cards, two or three at atime. The of the 
stock ie tarned face up, and each in turn says whether or 
not it shall remain withhim, To use it, he must combine 
it with two or more others in the same snit to make a 
sequence, or with two or three others of the same denomi- 
nation, For every cant taken from the etock the aser must 

one from his hand. All combinations are left face 
up on the table, and the first to get down eleven cards 
wine, If neither geta down eleven, it is a tabtean or tie. 

conquinine (kon’kwi-nin), a. [con- + quinine] 
Same as quinidine, 

Cons, An abbreviation (a) of Constable; (b) 
of — ⸗ () (4. c.J of consonant; (d) of 
consul, 
consanguineal, ¢.—Consanguineal organiza’ 
asoelal organization based on a—  he rons, 

Il. ». A person consanguineous with an- 
other one, 

consanguined (kon-sang’gwind), a. Related 
by birth to another, 
consanguineous, a. 4. In petrog., derived 
* u common parent magma: said of igneous 
TOCKS. 

con 2, In petrog., the genetic n. 

relationship existing between those igneous 
rocks of one locality which have been derived 
from a common purent magma by processes 
of differentiation, 

conscien (kon ‘shens-strik’n), a. 
Same as conscience-smitten, 

conscientialism (kon-si-en‘shgl-izm), ». [L. 
conscientia, consciousness (see conscience), + 
~all + -ism.] The doctrine that an external 
world is a hypothesis founded on our experi- 
ence and that this hypothesis ought to be re- 
jected as unnecessary. This is entirely different 

im the opinion of aticiem, which is that nothing 
exists but objects of comsciousness, but that this means 

ble consciousness, since conscloustess In ite wider 
sense is only ibility, and that the external world ts 
entirely contained io that consciousness. 

consciousness, ".— Action consciousness, in psy 
chel., the consciousness immediately preceding. ACUON 
panying, and immediately following the performance of 
an action ; specifically, consciousness during the reaction- 
experiment. A. Titchener, Exper, Peychol., L i 1t4,— 
Association usnens, ve co 
ness, in hol., the contents and di: ition of can 
sclousness during (he process of assceiution of bless; 

ifienlly, consciousness — the associative reaction. 
. B. Titekener, Exper. Paychol., 1 L 21..—Consctous- 

ness of kind, the awureness or consciousness on the part 
-f = tndividual that another individual is in any respect, 

cal or mental, tke himself. 
The conscioweness of Aind, then, is that pleasurable 

state of mind which inclades organte sympathy, the per- 
ception of resemblance, comscious or reflective sympathy, 

ection, and the desire for recognitiog, 
Giddings, luductive Sectol., p. vo 



consciousness 
Cosmic |, 2 mystical consclousness of the 
life and order of the universe. — 

the separmtion of consciousness into co 
more or leas disconnected consclousmesses, of Which the 
tost striking instances are those of multiple personality. 
a been which haa been defined as an inhibition of 
inhibition, is thought by some writers to be due to a loss 
of the normal harmeny ween the action of higher and 
lower nerve-centera. These writers all sugpesti- 
bility as dependent upon a separation of the controlling 
and the reflex consclousnesses, In a state of drowsiiess 
the ideas do not hang together; and this & an incipient 
disagyregation of consciousness, But it is evident that 
we cannot be directly aware of a digsugtegution of aware- 
tess, since we “refer our ideas to ourselves,” that le to 
aay, have a certain anion or y of such awareness 
as there is for an, “ourselves™ consisting in this union. 
Consciousness is essentially « being of wholes — Double 

col in peyedel,, dou- 
Die or alterna’ ity; the apparent coexistence 
or alternation two selves or i in one amt the 
same individual It sometimes happens, with hypaotic 
subjects, that memory is continuous from hypnosis to 
hypnosis, aa it is from normal state to normal state; so 
that there seem to be two distinct minds of selves (the 
pormal self and the hypnotic self) within the single indi- 
vidual. Here, however, the fucts readily admit of ex- 
planation fo terme of the known laws of memory. If we 
wish to revive a past expericnes, we Gilat reprodice, so 
faras may be, the total consctous contents that constituted 
that experience. Now there is a marked ditterence 
between the consciousness of profound hypnosis and the 
waking consciousness, Hence there ia no reason why 
one shoakl remember from hypoosis to waking, or con- 
versely; while there is oo reason, paycholagically, why 
memory should pot persist from like state to like state, 
whether the state be normal or abnormal, Mach nore 
difficult of explanation are those ——— cases in 
which the whole mental life of the individual appears to 
be ruptared, so that two dissociated mental existences 
— themselves, cither in alternating sections, or akle 
y side at the same time It should, however, be noted 

that analogies to this condition are afforded by the nor 
mal life, and that itis passitie to work out a fairly com- 
tinuous series of i commecting the abnormal with 
the normal, Even, then, if we cannot account in detail, 
and in the particalar case, for the sudden transition from 
ap toa secondary consciousness, We Can at least 
point to general characters af the human mind from which 
these extreme symptome derive, 

The psychologists of France, during the past few years, 
have been diligently at work studying the phenomena of 
dovhle consciousness aud doable personality in hysterical 
inelividuals, 

A. Binet (trans), Double Consciousness, p. 14. 

Field of consciousness, tn prychot., consciousness con- 
sidered on the analogy of visual perception, As in the 
fleld of vision there is au area of clear perception and a 
surrounding region of otwcure perception, so in the Belt 
of consciousness we have the focal area of attention and 
the p tual or peripheral region of inattention,— Prin- 

the economy of the 
that, in understanding anything, we do pot actuall 
call in consciousiess more than 
Purpose, — in 
consctousness immediately preceeding, d 
mediately following a reaction-experiment. 

The reaction consciowmess bs the laboratory form of the 
action consciousness of everyday life. 

B. B, Titehener, Exper. Payebol., 1 L 11a 

con. sect. An abbreviation of conic section or 
of conic sections. 

(kon-sen’gil-al-i), adv, 
sensus or — 
Consensus gentium, the gen persuasion of mankind. 
This was urged by the Soics as a confirmation of the 
opinion that there are immortal gods. The argument 
was adopted by the scholastic doctors and has been em- 
ployed by theists ever since. 

it rule, in deer, in an action of efectment, an entry on 
the record by the defendant confessing Uhe lease, entry 
and ouster, and insisting apon tithe we,— Universal 

it, the Unanimotis assent of all contemporary sane 
men, ov, at least, of all men who are at present qualified 
to express an opinion which ought to weigh in the mind 
ofa reader. Propositions which are admitted by aniver- 
sal consent ought to be reckoned as absolatel im, 
according to the philosophy of common sense, bat net bn 
any very exact sense, Thus, it is a matter of aniversal 
consent that human thought can cause motions of matter; 
but when it comet to an exactly breed pare gen 
statement of this pont. there is ho universal consent, nor 
would it have any value if there were. 

consentian (kon -sen’shian),a. [L. consentes, 
a word of unknown origin (Etruscan N and 
meaning, in the phrase dii consentes.]) Of or 
belonging to the dii consentes, or twelve supe- 
rior deities of the Etruseo-Roman religion. 
N. B.D. 7 

consentience, ». 2. Agreement of opinion; 
the quality of being consentient (in sense 1): 
as, “the consentience of contemporary histori- 
eal witnesses,” Nineteenth Century, Oct., 1879, 

By con- 

p. 679. 
consentient, «. II. ». Oneof two or more \- 
ing and mutually consenting minds. Koss, 
Moot Points in Soeciol., VITT. Fes 

uence, ". Tf. In astrou,, motion from 
an earlier to a later sign of the zodiac, or 
from west to east; direct motion, 

consequent, a. 4. In phys. geog., resulting 
directly from original conditions; having a 
course determined by the form or slope of an 
initial land-surface: as, a consequent divide, 
consequent drainage, a consequent river, a con- 
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sequent valley, ete. Contrasted with *inse- 
quent, 2, *obsequent, 2, *antecedent, 2. 

consery, v. ¢. and», A simplified spelling of 
COMMET TE, 

conservation, rn. 3. In England, a court or 
board of commissioners having jurisdiction 
over a port (as London, Liverpool, ete.) or of 
# river (as the Thames, the Mersey, ete.), and 
charged with the reyulation as well as the con- 
servation of its navigation, fisheries, etc.— 
Conservation of areas, See #rree.—Conservation 
Of density in phase. See the extract. 

In an ensemble of mechanical systems identical in 
hatare and subject to forces determined by identical 
laws, bot distributed in phase in any continnoms manner, 
the denaify-tn-phease ia constant for the —* phases of 
a moving system; provided that the forces of a system 
‘are functions of its cotvdinates, either alone or with the 
time, J. W. Gibbs, Statistical Mech., p. & 
(Conservation of extension in phase, See the extract. 

When the phases bounding an extension in phnse vary 
in the coarse of time avi ing to the dynamical laws of 
a aystem stbject to forces which are functions ef the 
cotrdinates either alone or with the time, the value of 
the extension-in-phase thus bounded remains constant. 
Jn this form the principle may be called the principle of 
conaercation af extension-in-p ae. 

J, W. Gibbs, Statistical Mech, p. 10. 

Law of conservation of mass, the law that the mass of 
any system is Gochanged — Process which takes 
place within that system.—Law of conservation of 
matter, the general fact that in the insamerable changes 
of properties undergone by matter, involving the prodino- 
tion and the diappearance of particular substances, there 
is neither creation nor destruction of matter in the ab- 
stract, or, in other words, that the total quantity of matter 
in existence, as far us observable by ua, & unchangeable. 
Thus, when a ¥ en of harus it ceases to exist as 
wood, and at the sume time a part of the oxygen of the 
surroumling air ceases to exiet as oxygen gaa, but instead 
of these there come into existence and mingle with the 
remaining alr carbon-dioxid gas and vapor of water, and 
the sum of the quantities of these pewly formed sub- 
stances exactly equals the sum of the quantities of those 
which have disappeared, 

conservatist (kon-sér’va-tist), a.and nn. Con- 
servative, or a conservative. 
conservative or. . See *organ}. 

r,r.t &. To look carefully or atten- 
Laer., xiii, 13, 

u. — aconsid- 
not suppurt a contract by reason of the 
done or promised is contrary to public 

a consideration 
froen [ts nature cannot be performed. Sach a comsid- 

eration is void in law.— Meritorious consideration, a 
comideration based upon natural loveand affection. A con- 
tract depending apon aach comsideration will be sustained 
in a court of equity whore the relations of the parties are 
such as father aid son, brother and slater, hushed and 
wife, etc; otherwise not.—Moral consideration, a 
considura! based apon moral duty, bat which vanties 
with it no legal obligation.— Past sone 
thing done prior to the making of a contract. The con- 
tract cannot be enforced apon a past consideration alone. 

e, ". 2, A form of punishment con- 
sisting in confinement to preseribed limits. 
Consilience of inductions, the ment in final re- 
sult of actentific investigations along widely different 
lines of research: a term introduced” by Whewell, In- 
statices of this phenomenon are — rare. Uut the 
agreement between the determinations of the number of 
atoms ina molecule by cosmetic are and the depres- 
sion of the freezing-polut of solations, the rough agree- 
tment of different estimates of the size of molecules, the 
agreement of the different ways of determining the veboc« 
ity of light, ete., may be comsidered aa a consilience of 
inductive nts in favor of the different general 
Feciples upon which hese various determinations were 

consimilar, a. 2. In bot., having both sides 
— specifically applied to the valves of a 
intom, 

wi 
ul 

Console. 

4, pwell-ongan keyboard of manual, with «ix combination pivtess 
above affecting the swetlorgan stops: 4 gerarongan keyboard or 
manual, with elo ht combies net c. chowergan keyhoand 
of manuel, with «ix coembine i ne; 2, pettal organ key beard, 
whach is both comcame aod mdianing © ¢. tnusicrack sf. Gling tab 
lets. contealling both steps and couplers (taking the place af the 
drawk mots formerly deed), greed acconfinig to Ihe kephesrds te 
which they beclemg. thee af the pedal organ beime on the bett, those 
at the cheoronan next. etc; g. comnipation pedals, with two swell 
pedals tn the center. the one belumgieg tu the swell-urgan, the 
utbes ty the char-ongan 

constant 

consistency, ».— of consistency, s designatic 
sometimes cy. ied hg oh moral law, oy Ac | oa 3 

versally — rinciple as thou cunst will should be * 

consistent equations. See *equation. 
consociati (kon-s6-shi-a’shon-izm), n. 
The theory and practice of consociatism. 

0, he conso) the thought 
might be worse, or might have been worse. 

4. In organ-building, the desk in 
pind cht and stopaction are 

eontained and before which the player sits. 
Where the action is pneumatic or —8 © conante 
— | be quite detac' from the rest of the instrument 

even capable of movement from one position to an- 
other, the action being tranamitted Unroagh tubes or 
wires. In this case it is said to be movable. See cut in 
Preceding column.— Detached console, See *consule?, 
4.—Movable console, See *conmte2, 4. 

Consolidated ‘ties, See if id console, — 
Consolidated content. See Funded weontent 

consolidating-ap’ tus (kon -sol‘i-da - ting - 
u the crinoids of the family apera‘tus), n. 

Cupressocrinida, a peculiar annular strueture 
situated on the upper interior margin of the 
calyx between the arm-bases, 

consolidation, ». 7. In geol., the mechanical 
process by which separated parts of a rock 
are brought eloser together through pressure. 
The pressure may be due to supertnenmbent wergtit cr 
lateral Ghrust, or it may accompany muneral growth amd 
metasonmation, Fine sediments, stich as sifts or movida, 
are most affected by this process. . The ict 
which largely acts as a separating tlm in thee, 
out, bringing the mineral particles inte contact. 
together with mechanical readjustenents of the partecles 
themselves, resulta in great increase of cotiesion. Fun 
Hie, U. & Geol. Sur., Monograph 47, p. 000. 
8. In fuance, the combining of two or more 
sources of revenue into a common fund, or of 
varied forms of public indebtedness into a 
stock bearing interest at a uniform rate. 
X. E. D. 

consolute (kon-s6-lit’), a. [con- + solute.j] In 
we. chem., commonly soluble: when two sol- 

vents which do not mix are in contact and have 
each in solution a given third substance, the 
latter is sometimes said to be consolute, that is, 
to be a solute common to the two solvents. 

He showed that tn the case of two non-miscible Hqaids 
and a consotute liquid, the equilibria can be represented 
by the mass law equation, and that there are oaly two 
sets of equilibria over the whole ringe of comcentration, 
and these are represented by two ditferent equations, 

Jour. Phys Chem,, April, 1004, p. 248 

conspiracy, ”. 3, An ancient writ which was 
issued against parties alleged to be guilty of a 
conspiracy to indict a party for treason or a 
felony, 
conspirital (kon-spir’i-tal), a. [In form, ¢ L. 
com-, together, + spiril(ws), spirit, + -al. The 
sense implies a formation from conspire or 
conspir(acy) + -ital.) Constituted conspiracy. 

Uneecrupulous adventurers . . . create relations of per- 
sonal allegiance by means of bribery, patronage and pre- 
ferment. Intrigue and conspiracy are the social bonds 
The social type is the conspirital. 

Giddings, in Am. Jour. Sociol, X. 100. 

const. An abbreviation (a) of constitution ; (b) 
of constable, 

constable, ». 3. The commander of a con- 
stabulary or company of men-at-arms. 

In the matter of administrative organization the men- 
At-urms were distributed into constabularies, being com- 
manded by uthoers called constables. 

J, W, Fortescue, Hist. Brit. Army, L i 2 

constancy, n. 4. A constant job: as, “a con- 
staney and | ro wages promised for a good 
workman,” The Scotsman (advt.). 

I. #.— Constant current. See #eurrentt. t. 
—Constant- See ®epectro- 
scope, — Law - wontons bent sums, lawof constant 
proportion. See #law!. 

II, ®.—amnity constants. See #efinity.— . 
constant, a p Boome nm constant *58* —X 

tion between two surfaces to which phenomenon of 
capillarity is due.— to (b) The 
semlimajor axis of the aberrational ellipse which every 
star are describes in a year on account of the 
aberration of Hehe. It is very nearly XLS". Constant 

c . See capillary *eomefant.— Constant 
of t-equation, the number of seconds by which the 
distance of a body, expressed in astronomical unite, nomst 
be multiplied to gre the corresponding equation of light. 
See eymetion,) Tt ie 4, the time in which light travels 
vn the sun te the earth. t of nutation, the 

setaimajor axis of the nutational ellipse described in 19 
years by the axis of the earth ander the mutational dis- 
turbance produced by the moon Ite value fe 92)",— 
Constant of the average amount hy whieh 
the equinox moves annually westw along the ecliptic. 
Its value is at present 4. 2i”.—Cyelie it, the 
constant by which a many-valued function changes on 
describing a cycle. Dielectric tn elect, the 
specific inductive capacity of an insulating medium, 
menustired as the ratio of the capacity of a condenser 
with this mediam os insulator, and the capacity of the 
sume condenser with air-dneulation.— con- 
stant, «0 numerical constant or cvefficient denoting the 



constant 

mte of liquid or gaseous diffusion — Dissociation 
constant, i phys chew., a namber from which can 
be computed the degree of dissociation at any deustred 
dilution of any electrolyte which obeys a law. 
The degree of dissociation varies greatly with the vary- 
ing Yolume in which a gram-molecale of the electrolyte 
ia dissolved, but from the variable dissociation of an 
el we can compute in tmany cases a quantity 
which does not vary with the dilutton, For an electrolyte 
Which dismeociates into two bons, in many cases, if we put 
we for the degree of dissociation at an time re} ted 
by ©, which stands for the number of Uters which contain 

one gram-molecule of the solute, we find —"2 
(l-m)r 

stant; and the numerical value of this quantity i the dis- 
sociation constant for the given substance, Electrical 
constant, © numerical quantity, such as the specitie in- 
ductive capacity, employed to ee deacribe some 
electrical property of a beady. constant, the 
quantity in the expression « = K Ip, where « is the 
rotation af the eof polarization of a ray of polarized 
light reflected the surtace of a rot and Tn is 
the nortnal component of magnetization. Kerr's constant 
is used in the optical method of mensurt je 
of the magnetic fleld.— Kundt’s the constant 
quantity in the equation « « @ 1d, which ae the 

pend 8 plane a polnrta ol waneaneed lieht The e a jean ert e 
le of rotation is «; J is the 

felt; and d fe the thickness of the layer. con- 

sant ie ants (RET NS a ae w see, UN — 
cal a numerical quantity, such aa the index of 
refraction, em to describe or some * 
cal property of a ubatanes.ꝰ Precession constant, 
quantity i where C is the moment of inertia of the re- 

volving body about its polar axis and A is Its moment of 
inertia about an equatorial diameter. seven numer 

oquinton are alee called proveetton consinte-” Re@intion o" are tanta, — 
the heat, in cabories, lost by radiation from a 

unit surface in a anit of time when the mdiating body has 
a tempers surround ture one degree centignide above its 

Epbisosdal consent, coctd the cemaical auantin one nom mantities, 
auch aa the ratio of the aces, used in astronoray t0 define 

jal conatant.— 
constant, the phenological ; the total quantity of 
heat or day required by « plant in order 
any phase of t life, This ls not, strictly ing, a 

by names of the respective authors, as 
follows: Adanaon's constant (1750), the sum of all the pos- 
itive mean daily temperatures oc: the centigrmde scale, 
— from the beginning of the year. Bouasingeult’s 
constant (1807), Adanson' it trom the beginning of vegetation. “Serie Davy’ counts e ’ 
constant (L880), the san of all the pene Guy cateante. 
trie in full sunshine, coanting from date of 

Gasporin's constant (1547), the sum of all ef- 
ratures (the excesses of mean cay Women. 

| sumahine above 5° C.), comnted on 
——— — te eb ee i ae 

: of- such effective tem in first 
wian's constant (1557), the sum of all daily maxinsum tem- 

ures above freezing, (the positive maxinu) on Rénu- 
from January 1 to the attalnment of 

any given phase of development. Linsser's f eon- 
atant peratares above 

Line 
constant (1807), the sum of all 

the mean daily temperstares above 0° C. in the shade for 
the whole year atany locality, Lineser’s pAyeiolosic ther- 
mal constant (L807), the sam of all the positive daily mean 
temperatures from germination to the attainment of any 
phase of —— divided by his local annual thermal 
constant. inaser slowal climatic constant (1 the stm 
of all the local rainfalls from nation up te the attain- 
ment of any phuwe divided by the local annual thermal 

enologteal constant Here Mangon's constant (1875), 
the sum of all the positive excesses of mean dally shade- 
temperitires above SC. (T."—— 6 ©.) counted on the oen- 
tigrade scale and from the date of Vegetation. Quetelet's 
constant (1845), the sum of the squares of the pesitive 
daily temperatures, centigrade ie, cotnting from the 
date of the awakening of vegetation, when the mean daily 
temperature la © CL Héewenier’s comatent (1735) the sum 
of all the mean daily temperatures om the Kéaumur scale, 
counting from the date of vegetation. Verdet's con- 
stant, the quantit » In the expression « & « Hd, where 
« is the rotation of the plane of polarized light In pass 
ing through a layer, of thickness d, of a substance so 
—— in a magnetic feld of intemsity MW that the light 

Vels In the direction of the lines of force. Verdct's 
constant (w) is the rotation per anit vartation of magnetic 
potential, It depends apon the wave-length of the light, 
—* nature of the substance, and the temperature of the 
jatter, 

constantan (kon’stan-tan),». [From Constant, 
a personal name.) Av alloy consisting of 60 
per eent. copper and 40 per cent, nickel. Its 
electrical resistance, whieh is more than 50 times that of 
copper, varies inappreclably with charge of temperature ; 
ite Khermo-electruanotive foree in combination with cop- 
per is very lance, It may be heated to MO C. without 
oxidation. It is freely dactile. 

Constantinian (kon-stan-tin’i-an), a. Of or 
pertaining to Constantine the Great, a Roman 
emperor, or his reign (306-337 a, bB.). 

constantino (kon-stan-té’nd), n. [Amer. Sp.] 
A fish, Centropomus robalito, of the family Cen- 
tropomide ; found from Mexico to Panama, 

Constellaria (kon-stel-a’ri-f), m. A genus of 
trepostomatous bryozoans growing attached to 
foreign bodies and having thin-walled cells 
with — mesopores and the surface of 

ome | 
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the zoaria covered with star-shaped macule, 
It is of Silurian age. 

tuent. I, «.—Cconstituent 
which is a constituent part of a larger order, for 
exami: & business corporation, a church, a —342 

CT pay. = Gea te In the —— —— tr 
* or find pleasure er, ey may mot 
dwell in the same neighborhood or even in the same 
state. In the *component society (which see) individuals 
dwell together and may or may not work together, (Gid- 
dings, mm, of Socol., p. 7. 

constitution, ».—Constitution Church, the church 
which was established in France by the decree of the 
Constituent Assembly, July 12, 1700, This decree pro- 
vided that all bishops shold be elected by local conven. 
tions of the c! , Without recourse to the see, and 
that the entire clergy should take an cath to maintain the 
civil constitation aan by the —— Provincial 
consti! e decrees of provinctal synods held 
under divers archbishops of Canterbury, Bourier, Law 
Dict.— Social constitution. See sorial. 

Law. (0) A valid law; one which is not 
unconstitutional, (6) That branch of the law which de- 

She corps ane meaning of a constitu. 

constitutionally, adr. 4. As re consti- 
tution or composition : as, the substances dif- 
fer both —— — and constitutionally, 

constitutive, a. 3. In phys. chem., a term 
introduced by Ostwald to denote those pro 
erties of a compound which depend on the 
constitution of the molecule, oron the mode of 
union and arrangement of the atoms in the 
molecule, 

— light to the right and the other to the left; 
ifference is obviously duc to something tn the struc 

of the molecule—it is a constitutive property, as distin- 
guished from an additive or a colligatice property. = 
stitutive government. See ment. 
constrain, v. 4 6. In mech.: (a) To prevent 
the occurrence of (motion), except in a par- 
ticular direction: as, the relative motiona of 
the parts of any machine are always con- 
strained, (b) To prevent the operation of the 
motion of (a material point or body), except 
in a particular and definite manner: as, to 
constrain a part af e mechanism.— onstrained 
system, 4 subject to cons! ĩ 
ix, farven —— as ikanite 3* compel a in re 
lation between their motions. 

a. Il, a, 1. Something constructed 
orcreated.— 2. In compar, psychol., the mental 
picture answering to a real or a possible object 
of sense : regarded as the mental result of the 
action of external stimuli, 

In all these cases, the object is constructed at the bid- 
ding of certain sensations, which suggest to my mind the 
associated qualities The rest is a comatret, 

C. L. Morgan, Antual Life and Intelligence, p. 312. 

3. In math., a configuration or surface. 
The notion of monogenic construct in wider than that of 

a monogenic function, Eney. Brit., XXVIUILL Sat. 

constructible (kon-struk‘ti-bl), a. Capable of 
being constructed, 

f 
reinforced xeonercte,— Huygens's construction, a peu 
metrical method, first employed by Huygens, for represent 

Huyygens's Comstruction. 

tng the front of a light-wave, It comslats of a setof equal 
semicircles the centers of which are equidistant points 
along a line, AB, which represents the front of the wave at 
a civen instant. (4. The envelop of Uhe semicireles is the 
wave-front at a later time, ¢, sach that their radius mens 
ures the progress of the wave during the intervening in- 
terval. — construction, in erch., construction b 
mean⸗ of solid thoabers and thick planks with ne nel 
hollow mpaces. Thus the floors are of v thick planks 
resting directly on girders Such a builds resists fire, 
and ia often said to be of sowduradig construction, — 
Terrace of construction. Sane as llwrial eterrace. 

constructional, «. 2. Controlled by the orig- 
inal and still prevailing surface attitude and 
structure of the land: said of watercourses, 
See *consequent and *attitude.— 3, Pormed by 
or resulting from consequent drainage : said of 
land-formea: as, a constrnetional divide or val- 
ley.—Constructional slope. Sev *slop~, 

construction-train (kon-struk ‘shon-trin), v. 
A train of cars adapted to the conveyance and 
application to use of the materials for the con- 
atraction or repair of railroads, 
Cons ve th See *theft. 
construe, ©. IL. imtrans, To yieldto or admit 
of grammatical analysis or interpretation : aa, 
a sentence that will not construe. 

consubstantialist, ». 2, Same as *consub- 
stantiationist. 

contact 

bstantiationist (kon‘sub -stan-shi-a’- 
shon-ist), ». One who holds the doctrine of 
consubstantiation, 

consul, ». 5. Formerly, in southern France 
and Catalonia, a mun spel magistrate, N. 
£. D.— 6, Formerly, within the foreign colony 
or settlement of a town, the representative 
chief of the merchants and their intermedia: 
with the local government. N. £. D.—7, J— 
local oe ofa cyclists’ touring club. 
consul (kon’sul), ©. 4 [consul, x.) To submit 
(an invoice) for certification to the consul of a 
country to which goods are consigned. 

Bee #bereau.— court, a 
court —— presided over by a conal, Sieh courts 
are lished only in coun where extraterritert- 
ality (which see) has been conceded by treaty to other 
fi nations, as by China, amd formerly Japan. 
The jurisdiction of these courts Is limited to suite ariel 
between the consuls own countrymen, and to hearty 
deciding suite I against any of them by subjects of 
the — in which the court is established. 

& game in which two or 
more print del * on one side and the moves are made 
after joint deliberation. 

con \, 5, In Rom. law, loss of a 

right of action after commencement of the 
suit.— Aon hasty, or rapid 

awd tuberc — — 
course.—- Hatters’ ption, a condition 
of the bronchial tu! pulmonary alveoli, due to the 

Luxus 
ingestion of an excessive amount of 
beyond the needs — — 

warthwa. 

n, la rotun- 
difolia: 80 called from its supposed medicinal 

mpti 5, Indicating th consum’ a. 5, eating the presence 
of ——— as, a consumptive cough, 

ijn. 4, In geol., the surface of junc- 
ture, specifically of an igneous intrusion and 
ita containing-walls, along which mineralogi- 
eal and structural changes, and especially ore- 
deposits, are often developed; also applied to 
the surface of juncture of any two con 
trocks.— 5, In reer , the meeting of 
tribes or peoples of different culture, ieu- 
— that of a primitive tribe with the trade 
and influence of a superior people.—6, In 
psychol.; (a) A light pressure upon the skin ; 
a low degree of intensity of the adequate 
stimulus of the pressure-spots. (6) A weak 
sensation of pressure. Some psychologists 
5 — the sensation of contact as qualitatively 
different from the sensation of pressure, In 
all probability, however, the two are simply 
degrees of one and the same sensible quality. 

Still other pointa on the skin, ¥ wealthily ater · 
panel amano Be others, give ws, if excited in fsola- 
lation, sera’ of contact or of pressure. 

Royce, Outlines af Psychol, p. 12% 

Contact sensation: Ger. Bertihruangsempfindang; F. 
temsation de contact; Hal. dit contatto, A 
sensation made ap probably (Dessulr) of touch senantion 
and pressure semeatbon, 

Batiwin, Dict. Philosophy and Paychology. 

eof contact. (>) See *engle3.— Center of con- 
» the point of intemection of two tangents nt two 

Mints of comtact of two conics or other plane curves — 
bircumaxial contact. See #rircvmexial,— Contact 
action, An important application of this principle to 
industrial purposes is the manufacture of sulphuric acid 
by the combination of enlphur dioxkl with additional 
oxyeen, OM pa⸗int gases over heated platinum ina 
finely divided state, the platinum remaining unchanged, 
while the resulting sulphur trioxid ie conducted inte 
water: spoken of aa the comteet process for the manufac- 
tare of sulphurte acid. - 

ty, electromotive force, me 
mineral’ See #potential, Relectricity, selretro- 

motiee, ®metamerphian, wmineral.— 
in photog., sensitized paper used 
ing.— ‘tact effects prodiced upon 
older rocks by the Introduction of an igneous mess, 
asadike ar an in ed sheet. The presence of the 
more highly heated body, with its attendant miner 
alizers and the cirenlation of waters indaced, leads to 
many changes in the minerals rock-structures 
[near the contact. Contact Rrint, in phetog., a print 
made by the exposure to light of a sensitive stir 
face placed behind and fn contact with a negative or 
other object to be copied. See contact-printiag, be- 
low.— Con! in photog., a process in which 
sensitized paper or glass is printed in comtact with the 
negative; also, printing upon bromide paper behind, 
and in contact with a negative, exposed a few feet 
away from an artificial source of light.— Contact 

in phys chem, a process which [¢ accelerated to a 
useful rte by contact of the acting substance with an- 
other substance which is left unchanged at the end of 
the process ; a catalytic process, See catalysis and #con- 
tact acteon.— Contact reaction, in phys, chem, a ro- 
action which is much acceleruted by contact of the act- 
ing stbetance with another substance Chat is left tin- 
changed at the end of the reaction ; a catalytic reaction. 
— Con’ su in pays. chem, a substance 
Which accelerites a contact reaction,— Contact 
formation, in meth.. a transformation which changes 

for contac! print. 



contact 
an element by anch eubstitations as ba pear into itself 
the linear differential equation dz — ~~ «i Two 
manifolinesses, having a contact, het ia, Having » stir. 
face-element in commen, are changod by the transforna- 
tion inte two others which also have a contact ; hence the 
name given by Lie to the transformation. — vein. 
Same as contre! depostt,—In the apparent 
contact of the edge of the disk of the moon at the time of an 
annular eclipse, or of the planets Venus or Mercury at the 
time of transit with the inner edge of the sun: opposed to ex- 
ternal contact, when the moot or planet appears te touch 
the sun's disk from the outside. — contact, in 
fog., the contact of any two substances brought inte ¢ 
union with each other and presenting two instead of dour 
surtaces, asasilver-backed mirror.— 
contact. («) The sensory experience which arises when 

“it, is thrust or 

over ita surface; th 

The sensations aroused are of one part of 
skin upon another. F The —— sensation (preasure 
followed by pain) wie h arises when the skin, for exam- 

ot the wrist with the point of a needle 
whose shaft is feud Phos between the finger and thamb 
of the other hand.— the commeunica- 

e are —— are kept 
seik: heouins thee eecknen aoe chegunea 

55 (kon-takt’ ), m . contactus: see 
contact!, n.] One who has —— exposed to an 
infectious disease contact or near asso- 
ciation with a — “ae from it. Med. 
Record, Feb. el rs 

contact-bed eon tabt: d), a 1. A layer of 
—— material through which sewage is in- 

rmnittently filtered in order that contaet with COD 
bacterial organisms and atmospheric oxygen, 
over the great surface presented by the pores 
of the mass, may bring about chemical destrue- 
tion of the noxious organic matter present.— 
2. In geol., a bed lying next to (in contact with) 
a formation of a different character, 

contact-block (kon’takt-blok), », In eleet., a 
metallic block forming part of an instrument, 
as a rheostat, and serving, in conjunction with 
a peg, plug, screw, or brush, to convey cur- 
rent to any portion of the electric cireuit with 
which it may be connected. 

contact-irritation (kon‘takt-ir-i-taé*shon) 
The irritation produced in the cells of a p * 
po the contaet of an inseet or fungus, which 
stake abe stimulates growth and produces 

abnormalities. 

— 
— while 

—— cape etrchia = while 
walls —e. —— amd this supplement ——— 
taet · ion mene oan by prteal al i from the 
external cells. Af. Ward, Di in Plants, p, 185, 

contact-pin — er In elect., a me- 
tallie pin —X means ©: ich contact for the 
conduction of current is secured between the 
[mater of — electrical apparatus. 

(kon‘takt-ring), m. In elect., a 
toe rin — the shaft of a dynamo or motor, 
or of any electrical apparatus, for the trans- 
mission of current, by sliding contact, between 
the fixed and moving parts, 

contact-screw (kon’takt-skri), =. In eleet,, 
a serew by means of which metallic contact 
for the conduction of current is secured be- 
tweon the parts of any electrical a tus. 

contact-stud (kon’tukt-stud), ». elect., a 
stud or peg by means of which metallie con- 
tact for the conduction of current is secured 
between the parts of any electrical apparatus. 

contact-vein (kon’takt-van), n. <A vein fol- 
lowing the plane of contact between different 
oe 

con’ n. A contagious disease.—Psy- 
oon! on, a propagation of nervous disorders 

Chrvagh inns om a6 ben chorea attacks many children 
iu aschool The dancing manias of the middle ages are 
typical examples of psychical contagbon. 

contagiosity (kon-ta-ji-os’i-ti),n. [contagious 
— -iosus) * ity.) ‘ontagiousness, 
Contagium vivum [L., living contagium), a living germ 
— —— disease, either a bacterium or a protozoan 

contain, vr. t. 9, To hold (a body of troops) 
in position. usually by deploying the contain- 
ing foree in its front and threatening an at- 

Regiments or even brigades Iylig tat om the ground, 
. «+ their presence tn front of the enemy will have the 
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advantage of containing him; bat in the open, acrows 
which an ebemy has to advance, a containing force of a 
proportion of ane man to five of the enemy bs quite suffi- 
chent, Hi. A, Geynne, in War's Erighter Side, p. 174. 

contano (kon’ti-né), d. [It., ‘they count’ 
(time), pres. ind, 3d pers. pl. of contdre, count!, 
c.] In writing musie for an orchestra, a direc- 
tion that a particular instrument is to be si- 
lent foratime, Abbreviated cont, 

content®, ». 6. The amount or quantity 
yielded, 
The director of the Arizona Experiment Station re 

ported that the sugar content in pounds per acre from five 
characteristic solja of that 58* ranged fron 1,491 
to 4861 pounds. dearbook U.S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 4b 

Punded content, in hol a mental content of the 
second order, sup; to be produced by the bringing 
together of other contents into a anitary whole; a form 
quality, or form of combination, 

Funded or consolidated contents are, then, such con- 
sents ia are —- by bringing together, in a very in- 

He a 4 peurt-oom tery 
Bentley. in Amer. — Psychol, XIII. u. 

egnterainonsness (kon~-tér’ mi-nus-nes), n. 
The condition of being conterminous. 
contestation, un. 6, Same as contention, 5, 

Wipe contiguity, n.— Synthesis of contiguity. See #nyn- 
theta. 

continent, ".—Indo-African continent, a term re- 
ferring to the former more or less extensive anton of 
Asia and Africa by a supposed land connection in the vi- 
—2—— ————— This is indi- 
cated by soundings, but es: y te Le od ee he the 
fossil fauna of the Sivalik Oe ark Continent, 

tinental See #diride,— Continental 
“cer, a ee. ae — See ON 

continentalism ron -nen’tal-izm), a, [eon- 
tinental + -ism.) A view, opinion, custom, 
action, expression, or way of doing things that 
is peculiar to or characteristic of the con- 
— rt of Europe 

tinentality (kon“ti-nen-tal‘i-ti), a. [eon- 
— * 4 1, The character of being 
continental, — . In metcor., the extent r 
which the climate of any spot with the 
typical continental climate. s defined by Con) 

nker this is measured by the annual ran 
of temperature divided by the sine of the 
latitude ; but he uses the are itself, 

contines tinentalize (kon-ti-nen’tal-iz), v. ret. 
p. continentalized, ppr. pos Rap) ring. 

— nental + -ize.) To make continental; 
infeet with the ideas and ways of the continent 
of Europe. 

con 4. In biometry, a method of 
studyi statistically biological "data that do 
not admit of numerical expression. 
4 oa == * —— oo of * 

w . 

comphetsly dupestes with any scale order. 
reon, in Biometrika, March and July, 1004, p. Liat 

Com tingen t damages, debt. See *damage, 
4 

continuant, a. 2. A consonant such as f, ¢ 
#, 2, ete., the sound of which may be indefir tely 
prolonged, as disti ed from a ‘stop,’ 
such as p, b, ete., which involves a complete 
closure of the mouth. 

continuating (kon-tin'j-i-ting), p. — —— 
to — — —— 

a schoo which 255 is 
— 7 in the og oy in continuation or extension 
of that given in the oniit day-echools; an evening: 
school a leason or lecture. [Eng.} 
Nature, Sept. 17, 1908, Ty 2 

continuative, n. In philol., a form that 
indicates continuation. 

The cominwetice [in the Chinook verb vert fs a purely 
intransitive tense, because in transitive ¥ the object 
limits the action in such imanner as to preclude the porsi- 
bility of = ee 

Amer, Anthropologist, April-June, 1900, p. 212, 

Gontinned fraction of the | second order. See &frac- 
tion, Continued rest, 

continuist (ken-tin’ geist), “a [L. continuns, 
continuous, + -ist.] One who holds that a 
certain thing is continuous; as, ifleal! 
that a declaration or prophecy i inthe Revelation 
of St. John refers in part to the past and con- 
tinues to refer for the reat to the future. 
continuity, ». 4. In biol., the existence of suc- 
cessive generations of living beings without 
any gap or interruption of material compo- 
sition. Bee *yerminal continuity,— Amputation 
in tp continalty, Seu #amprtation.— of con- 

the doctrine that all real variations are con- 
a ‘and without sudden jamps The doctrine was 
—— ailvounted by Leilmitz, and more and mere 
tilly a6 his reflections advanced. There are many varte- 

tive of the dectring, This, itimay be held absolutely or 
only as a regulative —- or even only ms nh sontd 
working hypothesis. It may be held a strictly applyin 
to every character (90 that, for example, its advocate will 
coutend that things are mare or lexs real but not abe 

*> contrac 

contraction 
lutely real, ete.) or it may be held under definite or inden- 
nite restriction, The continuity a may al⸗ Le 
understood in several senses — ay: 
See tyerminal,— 25 in ent 
—* connection, by Taeans of very —— strands of pro 

2, between the living substance of adjacent cella 
In In plants these strands pass through minute pores in the 
cell-walla,— B of continuity, direct onion of 
the ends of a fractured bone of the lips of a wound. 

continuo (kon-tin’i-6), ». [It, basse continuo, 
‘continued bass."} Same as figured bass, which 
see, under hase, 

action. See *action.— Continuous 
rent, See #cnrrenf!, 6—Continuous fow calorime- 
ter. See *ealorimeter, 

um, 2. 2, In math., the whole system 
sitive and negative integral, fractional, 

and irrational numbers. 
contort (kon-tért’), 2. [L. contortus, pp.: see 
contort, ¢,) Twisted; contorted, 

contortion, x. 3. In vegetable teratol,, an 
irregular twisting or bending of the stems or 
branches of plants, due to various causes, 
usually accidental, Masters.—4, In geol., the 
disordered attitude of irregularly ‘folded strati- 
fied rocks. Geikie, Text-book of Geol. 

contour, ".—Complex contour, in wath., 2 contour 
consisting of several curves. — Simple contour, in math., 
4 Hot-intersecting closed curve which le a contour, 

contour, v. II. intrans. To follow alevel line on 
an irregular slope; imitate the path of a con- 
tour-line. 
The cliffe and beaches that confowr around the slopes of 

the mountains of Utah, where the waves of Lake Bonne- 
ville once beat, in many ways resemble the elevated shore 
lines of western Scotland. 

V. M. Deis, Flem. Phys Geog., p. 319, 

contra (kon‘trii), n. [eonfra, adr,] The con- 
trary or — side or thing; in bookkeeping, 
= opposite side or column of an account; 

jally the right-hand or credit side (in 
ich appear the items against the person 

wows books are kept). 
contra-. (ec) In orgen-building, in the names of sto 
— stop w tones are an octave below the 
> ch of the bay keys tised : a4, confragambc, e 

contrabourdon ‘kon’tra-bir‘don), n. vn. Inorgan- 
building, a stop giving tones an octave lower 
than the usual bourdon, 

© contracoup (kon’tra-kip’), n. 
ter-coupeé, 

contract, ». 6. A contracted word; a con- 

— cit abe de prestnuiy rst wu the wi ae Lt u ie 

of the party, = when, nthe onlinary course — it 
— hay in ae ———— fades 

work execoted —— teat rs 
i ual of workmanship, eat del * 
ing a ———— — — price contract in 
with a piece of work executed in anticipation of sale, or 
production for the open market. Comuraat of 
cence, in Louisiana law, a contract in which a —*—* is 

Same as *coun- 

secured to only one of Ue contracting parties, as 
taitows Loan,— prices, pees determnined’ b 
coutract, in — the production of gooda: 
with market The term is sometimes used to desig- 
ngte com ve prices, iggy 2 ane from custom: 
Prices. — ener eon, — 

the system of obtaining public eon ox ee or the 
— blic services, 

a con tractor, of Uirough direct public —— 
ment or through direct purchase in the open market,— 

a contract conteining one or mare 
— * See dependent corenent, ander 
covenant, a contract In whieh 
the object ia to benefit the with whom it is made 
without any considerntion to the other party. Sach —_ 
tract is pet Dinding unless under seal. — 
tract, in Louisiana low, & contract in which the per per- 
formance of that which is the object, or one of the obfects, 
of the contract poe be gee tpon an aneertain event.— 
‘pendent contract, « contract in which the things to be 
performed by * the vartous parties have no relation to each 
other as equivalents or as mutual considerations — Naked 

Same as nude poet, which see, under nude. — 
contract. ~— aa nude pret, which see, under 

nude. on of contract, the duty Imposed * 
law upon to a contract. — Lk 4 Onerous con 
contract X which the consideration is inadequate to that 
which te given or promised,— or Be 
contract, a contract in wtih several considerations ar 
corresponding obligations are so expressed as to render 
the contract aascuptibie of of — Se 2 a why that 
each or one consideration may be enforced upon the per- 
formance of ite re obligati jon. 

n gram. and phonetics, 
shortened = —— or by omission of 
letters or sounds, See contract, r.t., 3, and 
— 5 — 3. 

contractile cells, See *reil. 
contraction, .— Anodal closure contraction, mus- 
cular contrac ooctrring at the anode when the cireuit 
is closed,— Cathodal closure tmoscular contraction, 
contraction oecurring at the enthode at the moment of 
closure of the cireuit.-Cathodal duration contrac- 
tion, muscular contraction cocurring at the cathode and 
continuing during the entire time of the of the 
current. — an intermittent mosenlar 
contraction alternating with intervals of relaxation. 
Coefficient of contraction. See *rorficient.- Con 

volume. Sve *relwme.—Isometric con- 
traction, the change in tension in a muscte whoee ex- 
tremities are Oxed, upon Che application of a stinanlas: 



contraction 
acl to ietonie ®controction.Isotenic contrac- 

in, the shortening of a muscle pom the a —B ofa 
stimulus, with approximation of its extrem 5 oppeded 
to isometric ®evatrection.— Pfiliiger’s law of con’ 
tion, the law that the stimulation of a nerve by an ¢leo- 
tric current is —— at the oceurrence of cutelectro- 
tonus than at the ¢ appearance of anclectrotogma It 
has been ascertained that a nerve is stimulated by an 
electric current at the moment that the current & made 
and at the moment that it is broken. As the current te 
closed, the ethinulation occurs at the negative pole; as it 
is opened, it takes place at the positive pole. Tetanic 
or tonic in. Shime as fetrmic which 
see, inder tetanic Volkmann's contraction, aie 
flexiow of the fin, —— caused by tight * 
ing in cases of injury the arm. 

contraction-ring (kon-trak’shon-ring), n. Bee 
the following phrase. —Contraction-ring of 
Bandi, 4 circular constriction of the pregnant uterus, 
caused by unequal contraction of the muse Rment⸗· 
sometimes occurring In threatened rapture of that ongan. 

contractment (kon-trakt’ment), n. Contrac- 
tion; abridgment. 

A very masterly action; . . . with judichous con- 
tractmenta, might be rendered an in’ a Drama on 
the stage Athenaeum, March St, 180, p. 37% 

contracurrent (kon-trii-kur’ent), a. Notin 
optieal systems in which conjugate foe 
lengths are of opposite signs, so that if a point 
moves from right to left its image will move 
from left to right, and if a point moves in the 
direction in which the light travels its image 
will move along the conjugate ray in the diree- 
tion in which the light travels, 

con’ rappel lg See Sa Seta) he 
Noting that condition in whieh the fetal 
lacenta does not leave the uterus after birth, 
put is broken up and absorbed. This cecurs in 
the mole and the —* the latter being noteworthy 
aa & marau having asmall placenta. J*arker and Has 
well, Tex kof Zool, IL 

contradiscriminate (kon‘tri-dis-krim’i-nat), 
v. t.; pret. and pp, confradiscriminated, ppr. 
contradiseriminating. To discriminate con- 
trastively. 

Act, operation, energy, are confradiseriminated from 
, faculty, enpacity, di ition and bnbit. 

ii "bir We Hamnitton, Metaphysics, Lecture X. 

contragamba (kon-trii-sam‘bii), ». In organ- 
building, a stop giving tones an octave lower 
than the wu gamba. 

con (kon ‘ trii-hir-mon ‘i- 
kal-i), ade. Ina contraharmonical way. 

contralation (kon-tra-la’shon), ». [contra- + 
tation.) A lation which does not subsist be- 
tween the members of every pair reciprocally. 
An casential contrelation is a lation which must by * 
beal necessity be a contralation ; a ation 

necessity of subsisting 
orders. 

a lation which is under no bagi 
ween the men of every pair in 

contrambilation (kon-tram-bi-la‘shon), 
{contra- + ambi- + lation.) A relation in 
which no individual of the universe of dis- 
course stands to any other than itself; a con- 
currency. 
contranominal (kon-tri-nom’‘i-nal), a. 
contra, against, + nomen, name: see nominal.] 
To math,, containing contrasted terms. If 2 ix 
y, then non-y is hen-z, and two such statements are called 
each the contraneminal, or contranominal form, of the 

ir. 

contra: (kon‘ tri - par-a-lel’6- 
gram), n. A plane 
quadrilateral having 
its alternate sides 
equal but not parallel, 
two of them being 
erossed; the figure 
formed by the non- 

lel sides and the 
iagonals of an isosceles trapezoid. 

contraperlation (kon’tri-pér-la’shon), n. 
[contra- + per- + lation,] A relation in which 
some individual of the universe of its relate 
does not stand to any individual of the uni- 
verse of its correlate, 

contrapone (kon-tra-pén’), e. f.; pret. and pp. 
contraponed, ppr. confraponing. To convert 
by _ contraposition (which see). Bowen, 

it, Vie 
contraposaune (kon‘tra-p6-zou’ne), n. Inor- 
age sy & stop giving tones an octave 
ower than the usual posaune or trombone. 

Contrparallalogram, 

contrapositive (kon-trii-poz‘i-tiv), a. and ». 
I, a. Of, pertaining to, or produced by econ- 
traposition: as, confrapositive propositions ; 
contrapositive conversion, 

II. x. In logic, a contrapositive proposi- 
tion. 
contrapposto (kén-trap-pos’t6), . [It., pp. 
of contrapporre,  L. contraponcre, setopposite : 
see contrapose.} In pictorial or sculptural 
composition, the crossing of limbs on | eon: 

[L. 00! 
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trasting of masses which is especially pro- 
nounced in the works of Michelangelo. 

In the tigure of the seldan he gives a superb instance 
of almost Michel-angelesque cont rey 2 

B ior, it Hartington: Mag, EEE. 20 

contrareperlation (kon*trii-ré’pér-li‘shon), 
n. [contra- + ro- + per- + lation.) A rela 
tion whose converse is a contraperlation, 

contrast, n. 5. In peychol. optics, the reciprocal 
induction of colors and brightnesses in the 
present field of regard. Contrast is ewentially a 
matter of the present moment; ander steady Oxation the 
Jrenomens of contrast give place to those of adaptation. 

e chiet laws of contrast are aa follows: (a) Contrast 
always takes the direction of qrcetent ualitative differ- 
ence—red-green, blueyellow, fack-white, etc, (6) The 
effect of contrast varies directly with the degree of satura- 
tion of the inducing color, (¢) The nearer together the 
contrasting surfaces, the greater ia the contrast-effect. 
(d@) Color-contrust is maximal when brightness-comtrast 
is abeert. 7 The contrast-effect fe enhanced by the 
elimination of boundary lives or contoars, 

6, In psychol., generally, any sup intensi- 
fleation or throwing into relief by juxtaposition 
with an opposite. 
The third law, that of confrest, applies to the ethnic 

mind the curious fact in mental life that a prolenged de- 
votion to one ties leads to a reaction in which the opposite 
of that klea becomes domdinazt. 

Brinton, Basis of Social Relations, p. 4 

Law of payehioa} contrasta, in Wundts hol, 
one of the three general parcnctogical laws of Pilatton’ 

subjective components of our immelinte experience 
are arma in groaps made ap of opposite quall and 
these opposites obey In thelr eu the ger law 
of Intensification throagh contrast. V. Wwadt (trans), 
Outlines of Paychol., p. 224. 

Marginal contr: the contrast-effoct produced at the 
apposed edges eg contiguous contrasting surfaces. 
See weontred, 5. 

contrast-color (kon‘trast-kul’or), n, A color 
due to contrast and not to the character of the 
objective stimulus. £. B. Titchener, Exper. 
Psychol., I. i. 19. 

(kon‘trast-disk), u. A ag 
colored disk, which when mounted on the 
color-mixer shows the phenomena of bright- 
ness ani color-contrast. E. B. Titchener, Ex- 
per, Psyebol., L. i. 17. 

contr: feeling (kon trist-f6‘ling), ». In 
Wundt’s psychol., a composite feeling, made 
up of partial feelings of opposite character, 
and deriving its own characteristics from this 
eombination: for example, the feeling that 
accompanies tickling, 
contra-stimulant, ». 2. A remedy which poa- 
sesses the property of depressing the vitai 
forces: the opposite of stimulant. 
contra-stimulation (kon*trii-stim-i-la’shon), 
». The use of contra-stimulants. See *contra- 
atinenlics, 
contra-stimulism (kon ‘tri-stim ‘i-lizm), n. 

contra-stimulus + -ism.) Medical practice 
upon the doctrine of contra-stimulus, 

ntra-stimulist (kon’tri-stim i-list), n, [eon 
tra-stimulus + -ist,] An adherent of the medi- 
eal theory of contra-stimulus, 

con ulus (kon’tri-stim’d-lus), .; pl. 
contra-stimull (-li), [L. contra, against, + stim- 
ulus, stimulus.) A foree which tends to dimin- 
ish vital action.— of contra-stimul 
the doctrine of that all vital processes depen 
upon stimulas, or exciting force, and contra-stinoalis, or 
depreasing force, When these two forces are in equl- 
librium the condition ts that of health; when one or the 
other is in exoess disease is present and is to be combated 
by either a stimulant of a contra-stimulant, 

con it (kon-trast’ment), ». The act of 
contrasting; contrasting. 

contrast-p: {kon’trist-plin),*, Ina pho- 
tometer-screen, the plane between the com- 
parison-prisms, 

trast-stain (kon‘trist-stin), ». Same as con 
*counter-stain, 
contratabulant (kon-trii-tab’d-lant), mn. [A 
modern term, irreg. ¢ contratabullar) + -ant.] 
In civil lave, a possessor or claimant of goods 
of a decedent contrary to his will or testament. 
contratabular (kon-tri-tab’a-liir),@. [A mod- 
ern term, ¢ L. contra, against, + tabula, a 
writing. a will: see tabular.) In civil law, con- 
trary to or not in accordance with the terms 
of a will or testament, 
contratempo (kon-trii-tem‘pé), ».  [It. con- 
tratlenipo = F. contrelemps: see contretemps.) 
In music, same as syncopation, 

contravindicate (kon -trii-vin’di-kat), v. i; 
pret. and P contrarindicated, ppr. cortravin- 
dicating. t sL. contravindicare, ¢ Li, contra, 
against, + rindicare, claim; see vindicate.) In 
Roman law, to make an affirmative defense; 
counter-claim, 
contravindication (kon ‘trii-vin-di-ka’shon), w. 

controlling-bit 

In Reman law, an affirmative defense; a coun- 
ter-claim. 

contrectation, ». 2. In civil law, such hand- 
ling and removing of goods as will amount to 
** if they are not restored to their original 
place. 

cont. rem. An abbreviation of the Latin con- 
tinwetur remedium, ‘let the remedy be con- 
tinued.’ 
contretemps, n. 
pation, 
contrivancy (kon-tri’van-si), n. — + 
-ancy.] Thecontriving faculty, or its exercise, 

3 th w up a rather serious A 
—— —— with a Rasssonate love tor crorything: thet 
spoke of coutricency and the mastery of Nature. 

Besant and Lice, This Son of Vulcan, iL 1 

contrive!, vr. & 38. To make out; discover; 
imagine: as, what had become of him I coul 
not contrive. [Colloq.] 

control, ». 4. Whatever serves to control or 
check; pho mpeie a standard of comparison 
by which, as in selentifie investigation or ex- 

eriment, inferences or results already ob- 
ained are checked. 

2. In music, same as synco- 

Further stady in physiological chemistry, e mental 
pathology, and allied studies must be an ent to bee 
ute the exact toxic agents, care always being exercised 
in maintaining normal controls and excluding the prodacts 
of the disease from those causing it. 

Med. Record, Feb, 14, 1000, p. 2h 

5. A person or persons who control a business, 
or act as a check on others concerned, 

A resident rival and control upon the Doge. Milman. 

6. In spiritualism, the supposed spirit who is 
alleged to control or direct the action and 
utterances of a medium. 

FE ce poe 72 *28 ome ite. T. — con- 
u we © om ie * com speak- 

se Sef ms. T.'s mouth 
Oliver Lodge, in Proce, Soc, Paychical Research, 

(XV oh 
7. In racing with motor-cars or motor-cycles, 
the authorized persons along the route who 
observe and record the times of arrival and 
departure of the cars, maintain the time and 
rate schedule if there is any, and enforce the 
regulations of the contest. 

a, Of the nature of or used as a control. 

Since it ts impossible to tell, without removing bite of 
wuscular tissue by a surgical operati r any 
mouse is infeeted spontaneously, even a severe infection 
being compatible for many months with a sleek appeare 
ance and the usual vivacity, controd observations were 
made upon mice during the whole of the tivesti- 
gation. Jour, Exper, Med., Nov. 20, 1001, p. 

Contred mice, which were a eae injected with 
this pew Aronson serum, all died when Injected with the 
same fatal dose of as bouillon. 

fed, Record, March 7, 1008, p. 374. 

Control test. See *testl, 
controller, #. Specifically —2, An officer who 
has certain duties to perform in examining the 
accounts and managing the financial affairs of 
a public or private corporation, or of a city, 
state, or government. Two controllers are employed 

the —— of the United States —the controller 
the : 4 

There is also an assistant controller of the Treasury, 
Bone States and cities also have officers styled controllers, 
with similar duties [In this sense often spolled counp- 
troller, a false form (see the etymology) | 

Should we have ministers of the church to be ong 
trollere of the myntes ? Latimer, Ploughers (Arb, ) 

My excellent friend Sir Byam Martin, Comptroller of the 
Navy. Sur J. Rows, NX. W. Paes, TL 

4. In mech., a part of an apparatus or an ad- 
junct which controls the motion or operation 
of the main part. cally, in elect. engin. a com 
pact arrangement of switches, contacts, elee eta, 
and rheostate, mani i by ome of more handles or 
hand-wheels, by means of which one or more electric 
niwtors, connected by electric wires to the controtier, are 
started of stopped, or Uleir speed is controlled: as, an 
electric street-car controller; an eloctric turret-tarning 
controller, 
5. In ship-bwiiding, u heavy iron block secured 
to the deck near a — with a movable 
seetion so arranged that the chain eable pass- 
ing over it is held or allowed to run out asthe 
movable section is lowered or raised.— Master 
controller, in the multipleunit ayetems of electric-rail- 
ba operition, a main coutrotler, which operites the con- 
trolters in the individan) wiite or cars from one podat. 

controlling-bit (kon -tré ‘ling- bit), ». A bit 
consisting of a long piece of rawhide with 
loops at the ends for rein-rings, The mouthpiece 
is formed inte a loop, Khe two ends ranming vuratted anid 
hell teqrether by eneall mnetal rings © the double portion of 
the boop is put inte the horses muath, the single portion 
posing under Uhe jaw, 



controlling-valve 

controlling-valve (kon-trd‘ling-valy), a, An 
valve for regulating pressure or speed, as wit 
steam, air, or water, in motors or other ma- 
ehinery. 

controversialism (kon-tré-vér‘shal-izm),n. A 
controversial spirit, tendency, or habit. 
conular (kon ‘ii-lir), a. [eonul(us) + -ar!.) 
Cone-shaped; baving a tendency to assume the 
shape of acone; in zod/., said of the cusps or 
ridges of teeth. [Rare.] 
The speciinen, which belongs to M. latidens or a closely 

related exhibits an tn! in the paa- 
of ae teeth of the Probescidea the con- 
type of the mastotoms to that of the elephanta, 

where the enamel is arranged in numerous transverse 
laminw. Seience, April 4, 1004, p. S85. 

conule (kon’dl), ». [NL. conulus.] In sponges, 
same as *conulus, 
conulug (kon‘i-lus), #.; pl. conuli (lt). (NIL., 
dim. of L, conus, cone: see cone.) In sponges, 
a tent-like elevation of the surface, produced 
—— vertical projection of the principal 
fibers of the skeletal system. 

co-numerous (k6-ni’me-rus), a. [eo-! + mumer- 
ous.) Co-extensive, or equal in number. 

. coHnumercus With Wie modes af 

D. Maan, Rocent Brit. Philos, p. 12a N. EB, D. 

conus, *. 3. — of atrophied choroid near 
a the optic pee in myopia. 

conv. An abbreviation (a) of convent; (5) of 
convention. 
convalescence, ». 2, In Roman law, the estab- 
lishment of a right or title by the retroactive 
effect of removing an original defect in its 
validity. 

con (kon * val-q-mar‘e-tin), ». 
(concallamar(in) + Gr, pytivy, resin.) A erys- 
talline compound, CapH3g0g, (1), formed, to- 
gether with a sugar, by the hydrolysia of 
convaliamarin. 
convallaretin (kon-va-lar’e-tin), nm. [Con- 
talla(ria) + Gr. jyrivy, resin.) A crystalline 
product, C),HogOg, obtained by warming the 
glucoside eonvallarin contained in the lily- 
of-the-valley (Convallaria majalie) with dilute 
— acids, — 

nvallariaces va-li-ri-di’s6-6), n. pl. 
a (Link, 1829), < Convallaria + -acew.] A 
— monocotyledonous plauts of the order 
Liliales, the lily-of-the-valley family, ineluded 
by some botanists in the family Liliacee. It 
includes about 2% genera, of which Convallaria is the 
type, and 215 species, scapose or leafy-stemmed herbs of 
temperate climates, and some showy or ever > 
—— See Coneallaria, axperagus, Paris, and Tril- 
aac, 

convected (kon-vek’ted), a. Transferred, as 
heat, by means of a convection current. 

con » .-Compound atmospheric convec- 
tion, the total transfer of beat from one part of the 
atmosphere to another by two distinct methods: (a) by 
currents of alr or water —* heat with them by vir- 
tue of their specific capacity for heat; () by liberation of 
the latent heat of evaporation which rensaina with the 
myuwecs Vapor contained in the alr until it ts Lberated 

condensation into cloud. In so far as the liberated 
heat remains in the clowd, it may be consumed in retvap- 
orating the cloudy particles of be lost by radiation ; in eo 
far as itis brought down te the earth with the rain or 
snow, it affects the local climate powerfully.— Electric 

a tern weed for the combuction of elec- 
trolytes and of gases; neotiogs aeccotapantes the conduc. 
thon in these casca. See ® conductor, 0. 

convectional (kon-vek’shon-al), a. [eonree- 
tion + -all.] Pertaining to or of the nature of 
eonvection; caused or formed by convection. 

The pressure js comparatively uniform below the sun's 
surface, amd widely discontinuous at the surface. Hence, 
the conrectional carrents and the dependent phenome 
hon of rotation ip latitude are lelaarely motions com- 
Pared with the explosive action at the surface layers 

U.S. Monthly Weather Rev., Feb, 14, p. 77. 

Convectional circulation. See yearral #circulation 
of the atmorphere,— Con’ c vertical 
interchanges due to differences of temperature in any 
liquid or gas. 

vective resistance, resistance in a moving tlaid due 
to changes In its motion and jeularly to the forna- 
tom surtaces of discontinu ty. Tn the atmosphere 
convective friction may be due the mixing of warn 
and aoe air or to the mixing of eddies prodaved by ob- 
stac 
convenance (kon*ve-nans’, F. pron. kon-ve- 
nons’), 1.; pl. conrenances (-nons’). [F.: see 
convenience.) 1, That which is becoming or 
proper; conventional propriety, 

The duration of a glance 
Is the term of corenaner, 

Emerson, The Visit, L 24. 

2. pl. The conventionalities of life. 
This carclem . . . widow is evidently but ill qualified 

to take of unsophisticated Gladys, with her utter 
ignorance of London conrenances and proprietios, 

Spectator, April 0, 15d], p. 470 

(kon- 
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Mariage de convenance [F.), a marriage based on 
considerations of family interests, sich as birth, position, 
fortune, or the like, rather than on personal predilection: 

convenience (kon-vé‘niens), «. t.; pret. and pp. 
convenienced, ppr. conveniencing. To provide 
with facilities and accommodations which 
make for ease, comfort, effectiveness in action, 
movement, or the like; accommodate. 

con (kon -ven-tik ‘a-liir), a. ic 
conrenticulum, assembly, * -ar3.) 1. Of the 
nature of a conventicle; as concentionlar meet- 
ings.—2, Characteristic of conventicles or of 
those who attend them 

You can, by an infallible posis, detect the conren- 
Newer Goth! Saturday Kev., Ang. 27, 184, p. 271. 

convention, n. 8. In the fine arts, a general- 
ization of nature which expresses certain 
phases of the actual and suppresses others, 
according to custom or tradition. 

A gonreous conrention has been substituted for 
attempt to render the Hteral tints of nature. * 

V. 4 , Portfolio, X. &, XIV. 7& 

9. In card-playing, a play adopted for con- 
venience: as, in bridge, leading « heart when 
the pone doubles a no-trumper, or scoring 
spades without playing when the make is not 
oubled and the score is not 20 or better. 

conventional, a. 7. In card-playing, noting 
auy method of conveying information which is 
not based on the principles of the e, such 
as the trump signal, the American leads, ete. 
— Conventional one who te an inherft- 
ance by reason of a contract (for example, a marriage 
contract) to that effect. 
ven ». 3%. In anthrop., the ten- 

dency of human activities to lose their signifi- 
eance in the course of the development of 
culture, and to become conventional.— 4. In 
the fine arts, the tendency of realistic repre- 
sentations of animals, planta, and other natural 
forms to become more conventional; in the 
course of the development of decorative art, 
the tendency of realistic motives to change 
into geometrical forms. 
conventionism (kon-ven’shon-izm), n. [con- 
vention + -ism.] Mere conventional custom ; 
eonventionalism. 
The researches comlucted in the Bureau have already 

rendered it clear that decoration, as indeed the greater 
postion of the fine arts, arises in symbolism and develops 
rough conrentioniem ; and the researches of the year 

—** for industries, 

comventlontat, a, 
ion. 

conventionize (kon-ven’shon-iz), v. t.; t. 
and pp. conventionized, ppr. pt TaN rte 
convention + -ize.j] Same as conventionalize, 
. W. Powell, An, Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 

1807-08, p. xx. 
converge, *.i. 2. In biol., to exhibit resem- 
blances whieh are not inherited from a com- 
mon ancestor, 

convergence, vr. 3, In biol., the manifestation 
of atendency, among allied or diverse groups of 
organisms, to assume series of modificutions 
by the same methods or along parallel lines, 
and with somewhat similar results. Thus, through 
sacecssive rock strata representing periods of time, spe- 
cies originally dissimilar evolve in euch a manner that the 
derived forme of cach series resemble each other much 
more than do the atioesteal formes The term i alse applied 
to a like developmental process in a single organ of group 
of mn Convergence is the process of which home 
morphy is the result. 

If two species, belonging te two distinet though allied 
genera, had both uced a large number of new and 
divergent forts, it fs cotceivable Ghat Giese might * 
proc each other so closely that they would all have to 
te Classe under the same genus; aml thus that the de- 
scenidants of twodistinet genera would converge into ome. 
But it would in moet owes be extremely rash to attribute 
to coneergrnee a chose and general slinilarity of etracture 
In the moditied deseendants of witely distinet forma, 

Dorecin, Origin of Species, iv, 

2. A member of a conven- 

Absolute convergence, the convergence of a series 
which would still converge if for every term were substi- 
tuted the modatus of that term. It is a theorem that 
abeolite convergenve it the same as tinconditional con- 
vergence, Noe-abadute convergence i¢ called semicon. 
ceryence.— Convergence wu , ina spectrum 
series of lines (see teeries), the limiting frequency or 
Wave-namber (Ue reciprocal of the wave-letuth) toward 
which the higher members of the series asymptotically 
converge, crowding teure and more clovely together as 
they approach it. Itis the valne af No in the forimila 
which expresses the law of the series, namely, N = Ng— 

A =. in which N is the wave-nunsber or frequency of 
m 2 

any line in the series, A and IS are coefficients determined 
observation, and mm is an integer —1 for the first line 

of the series, 2 for the second, and ao om, A.M. Cherie, 
Problems in Astrophysics, . : 

convergent, a. 2. In biol, illustrative of or 
due to convergence ; similar in structure but 
different in origin (polyphyletie). 

{It} seems probable that the three omer: of Ratitue 
arcee Independently from primitive Carinate, and that 
the entire division Is to be looked pon as a consergent or 
bw ne free group, owing its distinctive characters, not to 
jeacent from a common ancestor, but to the independent 

acquisition of similar characters under the influence of 
like surroundings Parker and Haswell, Zoology, LL 410 

vergent , ladybird, lena. twanalogy, 
— weilens,— Baverzent squint. “Same as od 
pergent atratdanaua, 

converging, p.«. 2. Capable of eausing con- 
vergence: as, & converging lens.— 
—— ——8 — eee 
to revive in consciousness the same iden 

conversion, #. 10, Substitution of orexchange 
for something else, especially of one kind of 
property for another; specifically, the cha 
of an issue of public securities, of bonds, de- 
bentures, stocks, shares, ete., into another of 
different character or with an altered (gener- 
ally reduced) rate of interest. Also attrib- 
utively: aa, conversion scheme, conversion oper- 
ation, ete, N,#.D.—11. In ship-bwilding, the 
selection, laying out, and working of plank 
and timber 50 as to have the least possible 
waste.—12. In forestry, a change from one 
system of forest management to another, as 
from the sprout system to the seed system. 
—13. In steel manuf, the ess of changing 
iron into steel, especially by the cementation 
proceas, See cementation.Constractive con- 
Version, in fer, sack an act, in reference to the 

man Eats an ape 
Taki 

Sd epprapeiation of — 
t. t. 9. In ship-building: (a) To work 

up, a8 rough plank or timber, into the shape 
required for use on a vessel, (4) To alter so 
as to change the type to which a vessel be- 
longs: as, to conrert a ateamer into a sailing- 
ship.—Converted gun. See *gunl, 

converter, ». 3, In elect., an apparatus for 
changing electric power into a erent form 
by mechanical motion. The «ynchronous converter 
or rotary converter changes alternating (# phase of 
polyphase) currenta Into direct currents; inverted 

pane iy hy Nk A rm fn rents; . 
rents inte alternating currents of erent frequency ; 

Wie ts 

Kotary Converter, 

#, field-trame &, base: ctooty &, pillow btocks; ¢, spoeddinitiog 
device; f, beanny ; ¢, cel-gage: 4. petcock: ¢. ailcup corer, &. 
collectomeing | 4. alvernatiog current brush-holdes yoke: me, insu 
lator; s, altermatiog-current trush-bolder stud: a Held break aye 
switchs #. mameplase; g. holding-dows bolts; r, pole-piece bolt 
s, field break-op awitch-leads; ¢. shunt field-wieding: ™, senes 
feidwinding ; © armature; a, commutater; a, disect<urreet 
bresh: y, direct-cutrent brush bolder yoke; 2, Insulation; ¢, 
Girecheurrent brush-beider stud; 4, arnature-lead: 3, end-play de- 
vice; 4 abternating-current brush; 5. handhole cover, 

the phare-conrerter changes alternating, usually single 
, Currents into alternating currents of a different 

number of pliases; the dircet-ceerrent congerter changes 
direct into direet currents. The most common type 
is the synchronous converter, commonly called comeerter 
or relary courerter, which ts used for changing the trans- 
mitted * alternating current into direct current 
for use on electric railways, for lighting, ete.— Holley's 
modification of the Bessemer converter, an tmprore- 
ment of the Bessemer converter introduced ~ 4 A. L. Hol- 
ley, Which consisted in a removable bottom which greatly 
tiereased the rmpidity of working, as many a⸗ 10) Dhows 
being thus obtained in 24 howrs in one comverter, Hot- 
ley's invention also made It possible to renew the lining 
of the bottom, which wears oat in about 20 blows, with. 
out changing that of the body of the converter, whieh 
lasts for many thowsand blows, 

Convertible at, See tanestiqmat, Rlens, 
—Kater’s con Wun See wpendiel wm. 

converting-pot (kon-vér’ting-pot), n. A chest 
or trough of fire-brick or fire-stone into which 
bar-iron is put for cementation. 

convex, a. 3, In geom., having no reéntrant 
angle.CGonvex polyhedron, one which has me sun- 
mits on different shies of the plane of a face. 
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con’ , . 4, In transpertation, a genera! in which the load to be conveyed can be hoisted from the 
term applied to a variety of machines used ir d to the tramway ; # ireway > used in sewer 
moving coal, grain, and other materials in 
bulk over short distances, in a horizontal 
direction or up and down moderate inclines. 
Cooreyers are named from the material transported & 

ool, he Aa , or Log-coureyer) and also from 
ot 25 An @ consists 

gromn lifting w! 
and aubway construction. Not & conveyer, 
though often so called.— conveyer, 4 device 
for —— loose such as coal, crushed 
—53 sani, for short distances It consists of an end- 

ain, to which plates are fastened at regular inter- 
vals, and a wooden or metal troagh in which the material 
slides. The stand at right angles to the chain and 
pash the material along as the is pulled. See 
Might-conveyer, above, 

convicine (kon‘vi-sin), ». [con- + Vicia + 
ine?) A crystalline alkaloid, Cj 9H 1s0gNg + 
H,0, found in the seeds of veteh, Ficia satiee. 

convictional (kon-vik’shon-al), a. [conriction 
+ -all,) Relating to conviction, settled belief, 
or opinion. 

con ({kon-vin’sing), p.a. Of a nature 
to convince or persuade; such as to convince 
or impress seriously or to win one’s sympathy 
or assent; in art criticism, exhibiting com- 
leteness and ropriaty. 
vocation week, he week in which the first day of 

January falls This week has been recently set aside by 
some American societies and wiiversities, on Ue initia- 
tive of the American Association for the Advancement of 
Selence, for the holding of meetings of scientitic and 
other learned socheties. 

Convoluted tubule, See *tubule. 

Tac oth. 

over a horizontal roller 
types of idle rollers are 

to support the belt. For very 
light materials a borizontal in ised; for coal, wet 

aml heavy materials the rollers are 
ispromext three, one amall horizontal roller in 

the middle and two others, each inclined toward the cen- 
ter t give the belt a dishing or trough-like surface for 
the 28 of concentrating the in the middle of 
the belt and thus preventing lows over the sides Belt- 
conveyer are in general tse in all indastrinl and engi- 
neering plants where large quantities of heavy ores, coal, 
ashes, otc,, must be moved over di a con n.—Central con tions, the = 
—* more <i and — —— For a. onvolution, border on the — —— — 

series, ope feoding into the next, are used, To paas nioke's conveiutien, he Rit tomporpheneld con 

convolutional (kon-v6-lii‘shon-al), a. Relating 
to or like a convolution. 

 convolutionary (kon-v6-li’shon-f-ri), a. Of 
or relating to a convolution or convolutions, 
particularly to the eonvolutions of the brain. 

Many of these are 80 excellently preserved that « 
detail of the convofutionary pattern can be recognised, 
and by transferring it to the surface of the cranial cast an 
accurate molel showing exactly the size, shape, and ar- 
rangement of the aulel with perfect necaracy can be ob- 
tained, Nature, Now, 5, 1900, p. & 

convolvulinol (kon-vol’vi-lin-6l’), ». [conrol- 
culin + -ol.] crystalline substance said to 
have been obtained by the hydrolysis of eon- 
volvulin. Later observers have failed to 

- find it, 
s*' convolvulonolic (k 

~ [conroleulinol + -ie, 

ick up ina lift he 
material In a vertical direction. en used in beth 
directions the machine is a com*ined coneeyer and elera- 
tor. An endicastrough coneeyer is one in which chains 

-vol’ vii-lon-ol’ik), a. 
Derived from convolyu- 

n.—Convolvulonolic acid, an acid, Cy,Hgg%s, ob- 
* the hydrolysis of convolvulinic achh a 1 dilute 
sulph aeid. It is monobasic and melts at 51.0%, 

Convolvulus moth, « and African sphinght 
moth, Phiegethontins comeotenti, whose larva feeds on 
the foliage of planta of the family Coneotrutaces, 

convulsant (kon-vul’sant), a. and wn. [eon- 
vulse + -ant.) I. a. Causing museular spasms. 

.” An agent which causes muscular 
spasms. 

convulsibility (kon-vul-si-bil’i-ti), a. A ten- 
deney to convulsion or the capability of being 
convulsed. Auck, Med. Handbook, III, 275, 

convulsi n.— spesenodic External convulsion, 
contraction of the voluntary mascles.— Internal con- 

@) Spasmodic contraction of the involuntary 
muscles. (6) Same as leryngisnws atridulua, 

convulsion-root (kon-vul’shon-rét), ». The 
Indian-pipe, re om uniflora. See Mono- 
tropa (cut). Also called conrulsion-weed, 

co wn, 8. The West Indian agouti a 
pote cristata, 80 called by the early Englis 
— from its fancied resemblance to a 
rabbit. 

There are no 
the Indian 

Endless-treegh Conveyer with Dumper. 

#, buckets forming contingous trough, pravellng om two pairs of 
flanged wheels on different tracts; 2], beaded; a® entering 
dumper, forward wheels follow loop track. rear wheels on straight 
track; #8, empty troughs; 4, deeper; c, chute; «, hand-wheet 
contrelling dumper, 

— sheet-metal troagh open ateach end. The buck- 
ote one into another andl form a continuogs trongh, 
used to convey spikes, balts, castings, ete. A fight-con- 
reyer consists of a troagh, of square or semicircular see. 
tion, through which scrapers, called ta, aapported by 
traveling na, ing the loose me (See cut under 
monotar wchain.) In seme forms the boxes, barrels, or 
other packages of goods are pushed along a amooth wooden 
platform by meana of lags or bow flights attached to con- 

thaina, A rofary conveyer is a cylindrical conveyer 
ype mounted! on wheels and made to turn 

epee is outa. Tt is used to dry and mix the materinl 
which is being transported through it, A srrew-conreyer 

except 
Cc , Which is nearly the size of a rabbit. 
qT. a verd, Hist. of Island of Dominica, p. 44 

9, The name of several West Indian serranoid 
fishes: (a) The guativere, Cephalopholis ful- 
ews. (6) Cephalopholia cruentatus, a brown fish 
with many spots, called in Spanish enjambre, 

lene (kon‘i-lén), ». [con(ine) + -yl + -ene.] 
A hydrocarbon, CgH)4, formed by distilling 
ee tt is an oi] which boils at 

com (kon’i-rin), », [con(ine) + -yr (va- 
ried from -y!) + -ine®.] An oily base, C 
N.C3H7, which boils at 172° 0. and is obtaine 
by heating conine with zine chlorid, 
coobah (ki’bii), », (Aboriginal Australian.] 
In Australia, a small tree, deacia salicina, It 

jehisan excellent tan-bark and ite wood is close-grained, 
envy, dark brown, and nicely marked. The aboriginals 

make boumnerangs amt the colonista furnitare fron it. 
* of Lindrical fom, fi fu Also called native willow, 

em) a trough a cylindrical section, tted with a ~ 

hrelloukdal screw, which Is supported by « shafting in the codbligant (k6-ob’li-gant), ». One who binds 
bh. ‘The screw fits the trough so closely that In turn. OT has bound himself with another or others 

ing it forces the material along the hin the direction in regard to some matter; one who is under 
of the thrust of the screw, The troche used in screw- some obligation jointly with another or others. conveyer are sometimes made of perforated metal which * 
—55 — * —— in cleaning the —— frean dust, thet, coébligor (k6-ob’li-gér), rn. One of several 
ete. Hoist-conveyer, a cablewny or wirerope tramway parties bound by the same obligation. 

quadrapeds, natives of Dominica, 

f 

Screwconveyer, 

a, Srew-comreyer: 4, perforated trough for screening material 
in transit; ¢, trough for etrew-comveyer transporting screenings 
from 4, Arrows show directon of travel, 

cooling-pond 
cook!, rv. ¢. 6, In tobacco-manuf., to overheat 
(tobueco) in the process of sweating in bulk, de- 
“gg en of the power of heating up in. 
his — when the tem ture is kept 

long at F. or raised still higher. 
The oxidase and catalase are now killed. Sach tobacco 

iscalled cooked. U.S Dept. Agr., Rep, No. 4 (1000), p, 44. 

cook!, x. 2. Same as i 
cook-camp (kik’kamp), », The building used 
tu er and dining-room in a logging-camp. 

cooker, n. 2, Specifically, areceptacle in which 
food may be cooked by steam. A common form 
is that of a sheet-metal vessel resembling the portable 
oven of a gatstove, Atted with shelves for the various 
fools to be steamed, Water is placed in a tank below. 
and, on pecias the cooker on the stove, steam is formed 
which fills the entire vessel and cooks the fue. A pur- 
tion of the steam escapes into a condenser, and the 
resulting hot water returns by gravity to the tank. In 
other forms steam from some outa source is led by 
Pipes Urough the cooker, causing the water tnaide to heat 
and cook the food. Another er consists of a double 
Plate, the space between the plates being Glled with 
steam : the eyeler-cooker used restaurants fe an ex 
ample of Unie ‘ype. Steam soup kettles and steam-kettles 
need in canneries and in cooking food for cattle are steam 
cookers. 

cook-fish (kuk’fish), ». A labroid fish, Labrus 
bimaculatus, 

cook-house, ». 2. A building or room, whether 
detached from a house or attached to it, in 
which —2* —5 — * > food 

cook-shop ( ‘shop), n. shop where 
is cooked and <a F, 

At noon I, with my wife aml Mercer, to Philpot Lane, 
a creat comkehep, to the wedding of Mr. Longracke, our 
purveyor, Pepys, Diary, Aug. 24, 1066 

cool’, vt. 5. In painting, to strengthen 
(colors) on the blue and violet side of the 
spectrum, or to reduce (reds and yellows). 
coolamin (kii’la-min), ». — A 
drinking-cup made of a hollow gum-tree knot. 

coold, pp. A simplified spelling of cooled, 
cool-drawn (kal’ ), a. Bame as cold-draiwn 
(which see). 

cooler, ». 2. (b) In motor-car construction, 
the apparatus used to lower the temperature 
of the circulating water which keeps the cylin- 
der walls of the internal-combustion motor 
from overheating. It is an air-surface condenser, 
with alr circealating aroand the exterior surtace of tar 

are increased by splines 
ting from the tube-surface ; for the second, 

cooler ia often made with hexagonal tubes so as to 
get the greatest number in a given space, Such coolers 
or radiators are culled —— coders. The water 
can usaally be kept at about 180° F., but when the car 
* very slowly the water may be forced to the boiling: 

1 
4, A heavy square horse-blanket of sufficient 
size to envelop the horse's body,—6. A cooling 
drink.—Remsen cooler, « compound of Old Tom gin, 
lemon-peel, club soda, and cracked ice.—-Renwick cooler, 
sume aa Arman teooler, except that ginger-ale takes the 
place of soda, 

coo ite (kil’gir-dit), ». [Coolgardie (see 
def.) + -ite2.) A = \g° d telluride from 
the Coolgardie gold-field in Western Australia: 
probably only a mixture of known species. 

coolibah (kii‘li- ba), nm. [Also coolibar: ab- 
original Australian name.) In western Queens- 
land, a tree, Excalyptus microtheca, the wood of 
whieh is reddish brown, remarkably hard, 
heavy and elastic, and useful in building. 
Also called goborre, and by the colonists 
bastard, black, or flooded box. 
cooliman (kii’li-man), ». [Also coolaman, 
coolamin, coolieman, koolaman: aboriginal Aus- 
tralian.] A small trough of wood or bark used 
for carrying food or water, 
The “gins” and “ picaninnies” go carefully over the 

ground with a pointed stick in one hand and a wooden 
“codiman” . . . in the other, gathering up any lizard, 
snake, or grub which has perished in the thames. 

Geog, Jour, (RG. &), XL 2a. 

cooling-bridle (ki ’ ling -bri‘ dl), ». A bridle 
consisting of a single arr with buekles and 
chapes on the ends by which the bit is attached, 
It has no brow-band or throat-latch. 

cooling-cell (kii’ling-sel), n. In photog.,a cell 
with parallel glass sides, which contains water 
or a solution of alum and is placed in front 
of a lantern to shield plates used in projection 
from the action of heat. 

coo {ki ling-drum),». 1, An en- 
larged section of a pipe used to increase the 
aren for the radiation of heat.—2, A drum or 
eylinder containing a refrigerating coil ; a con- 
denser. 

cooling-pond (kii’ling-pond), ». A pond the 
water of which, having been nsed for condens- 



cooling-pond 
ing purposes in & steam-engine either in a jet 
or # surface-condenser, is exposed to the air 
and cooled so as to be used again. 

stack (ki’ling-stak), 1. Same as *cool- 
ing-tower, 

cooling-stove (ki’ling-stév),n. An apparatus 
for lowering the temperature of the air of a 
room in hot weather. A mixture of broken ice and 
salt is placed in a sheet-metal vessel, nod the air of th 
room pases downward through fees in contact with th 
freezing-mixtare, and so out inte the room, i 
May 16, 100, p. STZ 

cooling-surface (ki‘ling-sér’fas),m. 1, A sur- 
face on which steam is condensed. 2, Any 
surface which is cool enough to abstract heat 
from the substance on one side of it, as in the 
coils which circulate brine in cold-storage 
rooms or in ice-making plants, 

cooling-table (ki ling-ta‘bl), ». A place where 
rolled sections of metal are placed as they 
come from the rolls to allow them to cool and 
harden before being straightened and finished. 

tower (ki’ling-tou*ér), m. <A device 
for cooling the water used in a steam-con- 
denser or refrigerating-plant. It consists of a 
series of drip-pang placed one above the other in a water- 
tight tower, in combination with an airblast. The hot 
water from the condenser is pumped into the apperneast 
= falla from it in a shower to the next yen and 

this to the next, and 60 ou until ft reaches the reser. 
voirbelow, A fan deliversa large volume of air tidermod- 
‘erate pressure to the tower nenr its base, the air rising 
through the falling water and escaping throagh blinds at 

e 
ie 

Amer., 

the of the tower, The water ing through Use 
tower ls cooled from Li" to 30", can then be agaln 

in the condenser. 

coolooly (ki-18’1i), n. In Algiers, a person 
of mixed blood. 

2. The borage, Berago offi- uN. 
"in preparing the beverage so 

named. 
coolth (kilth), ». [eoel + -th.] 1, Coolness: 
we of warmth. [Now chiefly dialec- 
tal. 

cinalis, used 

My father and Mra. Thrale seated themselves out of 
doom... for cootth and chat. 

Mme. d' Arblay, Diary, 1. 372% 

2. Acold inthe head. [Prov. Eng.] 
coom? (kim), x. [Dial. form of ewlm, 
wooden frame used in building the are 
5* {Seoteh.] 
coombe-rock (kém’rok), #. — = comb 
+ rockl,] A term which has been applied in 
Sussex, England, to unstratified loose Pleis- 
tocene materials which have been — 
as due to the action of heavy raina while the 

und below the surface was permanently 
rozen. 

coom-ceiled (kiim’séld), p. a. Having an 
arched or sloping ceiling, as an attic or garret. 

The 
of a 
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coomed (kiimd), a, Arch-shaped. eg ap 
coomy (ki‘mi), 2. [coom! + -yl.) 1. Full of 
eoom or dust: as, very coomy coal.—2, Be- 

imed with ecoal-dust and soot: as, coomy 
Fands and face. [Scotch in both senses.) 

n, 4 Anegro. (U.S, slang.]—To go the 
coon, te gutthe whole hog. [Slang.]—To hunt 

teat Old coon, to keep on doing the same thing. 
ic 

cooncan (kin-kan’), », See *conguien. 
coon-cat (kiin’kat), n. A name in New Eng- 
land of # large, long-haired variety of the 
domesticated cat, with ringed tail, whose pel- 
age suggests that of a racoon. 
coon-dog (kiin’dog), ». A dog trained to follow 
and tree racoons. : 

(ki'nér-i), a. [Coon + -ery.] The 
aims and methods of the ‘Coons’ of the old 
Whig party in the United States, See coon, n., 2. 

coon-root (kin rit), », The bloodroot, San- 
guinaria Canadensis. 

coon-song (kiin’song),". [Probably so named 
€ *coon, n., 4, + song.) A popular song, such 
as is common among the negroes in the 
southern United States, [Collog.) | 

coéperancy (k0-op’e-ran-si), m. [eodperan{t) 
+ -cy.) Codperant relation or state. 

This conception of a reign of low, amid whieh and ander 
which we live. affects the emotions in varlows ways: at 
times it may cause despondency, hat... . weshall more 
amt mare fait oecasion for fos and tritmgh in the co-nperr- 
anew of the energies of lntranity with Those of their giant 
kindred. light, ant notion, aud heat, and electricity, and 
chemical attinity, 

Edward Dowden, Sinlies in Literatare, po 

codperation, 1. 3. In peyrbol., the process by 
which a mental group, in the exercise of its ap- 
pereeptive function, prompts other groups toa 
similar activity, G. F. Stowt, Anal. Payehol., 
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Cooper's lemming-mouse, See *lemming- 
motse. 

codptative (ko-op’ta-tiv),a. [eodptate + -ire.] 
Chosen by colptation: as, codptative governors 
of an institution, as distinct from repreeenta- 
tive governors. 

cobpted (kd-op*ted), p. a. Chosen by codpta- 
tion. 

It may be remarked that of 271 schemes sparered 
the Board of Education, sume two-thirds provide for #1 
co-opted members with expert know! ede. 

Nature, Feb. 11, 1994, p S44, 

coorash (ki-riish’}, mn. [Ar. kurdsh, serateh- 
ing, « kerasha, drive away, hurry, seratch.] 
A pruritic skin disease accompanied by a pus- 
tular eruption: common in parts of Africa, 

te, CoSrdinate a. paper, See epaper. 
n.—External codrdinate, in statisticn! mech, a 

cobrdinate of a body external to eine system but upen 
which, in part, the potential energy of the system d 
~ Posi dinate, n coordinate which serves to 
define of locate a point or systens.— Projective 

From vou Staudt's quadrilateral construction nates, 
see —— =v’ is obtained a purely descriptive, pro 
footie. nowmetrical definition of crows-ratho; and, giver 
a pair of pointe, it is pomible to obtain, without the use of 
any ratho or measurement, the harmonic * to any 
third point of the same straight line. Start f with any 
4 points on a straight line, ase to Gem arbitrarily the 
numbers , 1,0: then fied the onic conjugate to the 
first with reapect to 1, ©, and assign te it the number 2; 
then find the harmonic conjugate to the point 1 with re- 
put to 2, ©, and assign to It the number 3; and Bo on, 
¥ tutratueing such a numertcal system on 2 straight tines, 

or on 8, the projective codrdinates of any point in a plane 
or in space are obtained. 

coorongite (ko’rong-it), a. [Coorong (see def.) 
+ -ite?.) A mineral substance resemblin, 
india-rubber: found in the Coorong district o' 
South Australia. Groves and Thorp, Chem. 
Technol, Il. 129. 

coérth k6-dr-th$-tom‘ik), a. [co-l + 
orthotomie.) In math,, crossing atright angles 
at every intersection : said of a set of curves. 

a. 1. The name is variously applied in different 
localities to rails, gallinules, and ducks. Thus the hy 
cinthine gallinule, Perphyrio Ayacintius, is known as 
the cout; Uhe scoter (Hderia perepicilleta, as the 
—* ; and another acoter, O. Amerierna, aa the 
whistling eoot, 

cop}, ». 11, In golf, the face of a bunker. 
. Anabbreviation (a) of Copernican; (b) of 

—— (ec) IV. of —— 
copa oro (ké’ i6'rd). ([Sp., ‘eup of 
gold’) The California poppy, Lschschotzi 
Californica ; so named by the Spanish Cali- 
fornians for its brilliant yellow flowers, 

copaibic (k6-pi’bik), a. Same as copaivic. 
copal, v.-Mexican a resin derived from several 

species of Teretanthws ; as copal amarge from T. bipinnata 
(Bursera tipinnata of Engler); cnpal Hance and copal de 
penea from T. Jorullensie (2. Jorullenais of Engler): 
amid de santo from T. Mexicana (B. Mericana ot 
Engler)and from T, Jorwilensie The resin of T. Jorul- 

‘ alse called goma demon and Mexican elem). 
See Bursera Ln 

copalcocote (k0-piil-k6-k6’ta), n. [Mex. co- 
paleocote, & Aztee copalzecotl, ¢ copalli, gum 
orresin, + rocetl, fruit.] Cyrtocarpa procera, 
asmall Mexican tree belonging to the sumac 
family, with odd-pinnate leaves having entire 
leaflets, It bears a yellow, acid, plum-like 
fruit, called cirwela by the Spaniards, with a 
resinous mesoe and a stony endocarp, 
whieh is used medicinally. 

copaliferous (ké-pa-lif’e-rus), a, [E. eopal + 
L. -fer, < ferre, bear.] Producing eopal: as, 
copaliferous sand, 

co (k6-pii-lél’y6), a. [Sp. copalille, dim. 
of copal, which sce.) Krothea Copalillo, a 
Mexican tree belonging to the Sopindacez, 
having upright branches, abruptly pinnate 
leaves with usually two pairs of entire leaflets, 
and berry-like fruit. 

copalite (k6’pal-it), nm. [copal + -ite?.] Same 
as copalin. 

alm balm. Same as copalm balsam (which 
see, under balsam), 
copang (k6' pang), n, [Also expang, coupang, 
kupang, ¢ Malay Lapang, a copper coin, = Jay. 
hobang = Jap. koban : see cohen.) A Malayan 
copper coin. 
copatentee (ko-pat-en-té’), m. [eat + poten. 
tec.) One who holds a patent jointly with an- 
other or others. 

cop-dyeing (kop’di‘ing), ». The process of 
dyeing yarn upon the cop, in order to save the 
expense of reeling it into skeins and rewinding 
it upon bobbins, Many machines have been 
devised for this purpose but none has been 
entirely satisfactory. 

cope!,v.f. 3, To muzzle, as a ferret, by sew- 
ing or tying up its mouth.—To cope off, to litt or 

copper - 

draw of a pattern which is embedded in the 
box —— De wre det The cope is Lifted * an 
turned over for this purpose, 
cope-head (kép’hed), n. In wood-working, an 
attachment to a tenoning-machine for forming 
a coping on the tenon. See tenoning-machine. 

(ké-pel‘i-din), #. Hexahydrocolli- 
dine, or 2-methyl-S-ethyl a rag C,Hy,N. 
CHs,CoH,, » basic oil which boils at 16% C. 
and has « disagreeable ammoniacal odor. 
copert (ko per), n, [Also cooper; ¢ D, and 

em, kooper, buyer, trader, ¢ & , buy, 
trade: see cope, e.] A kind of floating grog- 
shop, stocked with indifferent liquors, to- 
bacco, ete., which accompanies or plies its 
trade — the North Sea fishing-fleets. 
cope-ring (kép‘ring), ». A metal rin 
trunnions, used to carry the sand an 
which form the cope of a loam-mold. 

odic (kéb-pé-ri-od’ik), a, [co-l + peri- 
ic.) Synehronous as to period; undergoing 
riodic fluctuations or changes in equal in- 

ervals of time, 
canism (ki-pér’ni-kan-izm), xn. The 

ronomical theory of Copernicus; that is, the 
doctrine that the earth and all the planets 
{except the moon and telescopic satellites dis- 
covered since the enunciation of the doctrine) 
revolve round the sun, Originally no definite mean- 
ing could be attached to this statement unless one re- 
apelin meg a ee reer an opinion which 

js mow out of vorue; but the dynamics of rotation sup 
nord a meaning which is true and which does not (at 
jenat, explicitly) suppose space to be « thing. 

coperta (ké-per’tii), . IIt. coperta, a cover: 
see covert.) In ceram., the final film of glaze 
put on the later Italian majolica-painting 
which acted like a varnish and increased the 
brilliance of the colors, This practice was 
not followed in France. M, L. Solon, French 
Faience, Glossary. 

(kop’frim),, A machine for wind- 
ing yarn on a cop. 

(ké-fa’zal), a. [co-- + phasal.] Be- 
ing in —— e rage — . 

(ké-pé’gwa), mn. [A copihue; a na- 
tive name ih Chil .) Lapageria rosea, a half- 
woody climber, ene, to the lily family, 
with beautiful rose-colored or crimson flowers 
and sweet edible berries the size of a hen's 
egg. (Chile.] 

coping- (k6’ping-brik), m. A brick cast 
to a shape fitting it to form part of a coping, 
as with a single or a double slope on its up- 
per surface. 

copinol nel n. [Central Amer.) Same 
as nol. 

copivi (k6-pé‘vé), ». Same as copaiba, 
coplaintiff (ké-plan’tif), ». wet + plaintiff.) 
pr of several parties plaintiff in the same ac- 
tion. 
coplanarity (k6-pli-nar’i-ti), m. [espiener + 
-ity.] The quality of being coplanar or of 
lying in the same plane. 

— Aug. 100m alk 
copoped (k6’ p}-pod), a. and n, 

with 
loam 

Same as co- 

face the engraved or etched design prepared 
for printing.— Aceto-arsenite of copper. Same as 
Paris green. — Ame , Heodes kh ene, 
a butterfly of (he family 
the United States where 

cena, common i the Atlan- 
the larval state it feels on 
of copper, a substance, 

which hae been A for use as an 

Ameri ei, Yh mone — copper, an American i nee 
thoe, of the family ‘Lycornidee, the male of which has wings 
of a coppery brown spate” with black, the female's wings 
being orange-red with black spots, It is of wide distritva- 
tion, amd the larva feeds on curled dock, knotweed, and 
* ash.— Copper arsenite, a suletance occurring 

in Varios green powders (ms Parts green, emerald-creen, 
Schwelnturt green, ete.) used as pigments and as insecti- 
eiden. barilla, Same as #frriiie, 2— Copper 
bath colic. Sev #éethl, *eolie,— Copper Same 
as Alereadria due (which see, ander Wur)— 
mixture of Gironde, the original name for Borleanx 
mixture used in spraying Plante as a fanicile.— Cop- 

teh ore, a het wnceiumon ailiclons ore of copper 
eccurring in neassive form with a dark-brown or Mack 
color nad usaally a dull, pitchy luster, 11 often contains 
besides copper other metallic oxida, ag of irom, zine, 
Inunzanese, ete, ant has been regarded as an fiapure 
chryseeotia; this, however, is not generally true, and fn 
some cases it seer to be a definite compound. See 
emelemochaleite, per rock, ore containing te. 

{Lake Superiog,}— Same 
Co sucrate, 1 fongicide ee 

lution used in spraying froit-trees and other plants: 
made with 4 pounds of crystallized sulphate of cop 
per. 5 pounds of Hoe. 2 pounds of mec amd 45 
gallons of water.— Manh copper process, the pre 
cem of refining copper inatte in « Bessemer converter 

sorrel, — 
4N Hg Cn NOs 
exploeive agent, to be granulated and 

tive copper, 
RS Beilicon-copper.-- 



copper 

with twyers in the side of the weasel and abowe the level 
of the molten metal. The advantage off the Manlubs con- 
verter lies in the fact that it protects the pare copper at 
the bottom from the blast and that it prevents the setting 
metal from closing the twyera. oS Oe new — 
newer designs. — copper, me rin fre 
Glaments resensbling mows which qoenetiman exmden from 
cuppa matte durtng the contraction of the latter in one 

— —— * 
Phophide copper, copper. 
ade, iLicon-copper.— Potassl cyanide copper 

aa See weyanide ——— ir, mae 
eeu 

distinguished from po Me Ae cg OR 
mas rand harrel-work, © Superior. | — 

en from which the suboxid haa net 

copper wing, See whind- 
wing.— Copper age, luster. 287 uster2, 

copper!, r. 4. 3. To cont with copper: as, to 
copper type; also, to color by means of a salt 
of copper: as, to — pickles, ete., in order 
to make them a bright-green color, 
The colouring of preserved peas by the use of a little 

copper sulphate ie on a different basis, as the i 
considered Iabl 
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coppertail (kop‘ér-tél), », A person of low 
social standing. [Bush cant, Australia.) 
copperwork, #. 2, In candy-making, the copper 
kettles, pans, caldrons, and other vessels col- 
lectively in which syrups, pastes, conserves, 
ete., are boiled or otherwise treated in cook- 

jor candy. 1 hich show yellowish spots, grad- 
wally — reddish-brown or Tepper caine, due to 
injury cansed by the socalled yred spider, species of 
Tetranyekus, 

cop (kop’et), m. 
pppet a ummock ; 
and Bermuda.] 

The ‘coppets’ or ‘hammocks,’ as they are called in 
Piorida, are areas devoid of cither pines or palmettos and 
often occepy isolated areas entirely surrounded by pine 

as in soathern 
Setence, July 22, 1004, p, 113, 

Same as sprowt * — forest, 
tem. Same aa * wyet 

Same as 

& hammock. [Florida 

system. Same as reserce eepromt method. 
oot (kop ’is-shét), mn. ety coppice-sh 

— coppere ens hve en fined during recent 5— = 4 oie 
+ yet to pure’ presery op’ is- , ®, 

or the creml toon pn "Thee. it. RXV oe underbrush, _ 

kop’ér), ». A policeman. Se is copping-beam (kop‘ing-bém), », A beam 
[ - — — ver" which forms part of ‘the machine by which 

dn (kop‘ér-bil), ». A centrarchoid thread is formed into cope, 
fish, Lepomis pallidus, found in the eastern CO (kop’i), n. [cop + -yl.) A crested 
United States, 

copper-blende (kop’ ér-blend), ». Same as 
tennantite. — * 
copper-bloom (kop’ér-blim), ». Same as 
chalcotrichile, 

copper-cat (kop ’ ér-kut), n.anda, Lm A 
ate cngray, 
— IQ. iii. 

IL. a. Pertaining to a copper-eut, 
copper’ n. 4. A private token, equal to 
one cent, struck in the United States during 
the Civil War.—5. In ormith., the yellow- 
headed blackbird, Yanthocephalus zanthoceph- 
alua, of the western United States: so called 
from the reddish-yellow color of its head. 

* (kop ’ ér-ing-ham ‘ ér), a, 
See *hammer!, 

copper-m kop’ ér-man nés’), m. 
Same as prom ee (hop shal 

copper-Maori (kop‘ér-mil’é-ri), [A colonial 
rendering of Maori kepwra, the common fire 
used for cooking (or from kopa, the hole 
seooped out for a native ovent), + Maori, 
Maori (‘native’).} In New Zealand, a native 
oven. 

nose, », 2, A disease, acne rosacea, of 
the nose, caused sometimes by excessive use 
of aleohol.—3, A person having this disease ; 
a drunkard. 
copperplate (kop’ér-plat), v. 4: pret. and pp. 
copperplated, ppr. copperplating, To engrave 
or etch on a plate of copper for the produe- 
tion of a printing surface. 

copper-schist (kop’ér-shist), n. A achistose 
or slaty bituminous and very persistent bed, 
which carries copper-ores containing some 
silver, in the Mansfeld district, Saxony. The 
geological horizon is the Permian. The industry is a very 
old one, the mines are extensive, aml the metallurgical 

ins, On acconnt of the aluminogs nature and rela- 
ively low-grade of the ore, are of special interest and 
— The rock is rather o shale or slate than a 
a 

kin (kop’ér-skin), ». A member of 
the American race ; a redskin, 

-slate (kop’ér-slét), ». A elay-slate in 
the Mansfeld district, Saxony, which earries 
copper ore. 

-smoke (kop’ér-amék), ». The gases 
which escape from the hearth of a reverber- 
atory furnace in whieh copper ores are 
roasted, They consist of sulpharous acid, with a little 
of the vapor of 
sulphuric acid,and 
hydrofluoric act 
aa, and are very 
rmful te the sare 

roanding eat 

co erspo 
(oper -spot), 
a, An Ameri- 
ean  carabid 
beetle,  Culo- 
soma calidum, 
having the 
black — elytra 
dotted — with F 
copper-eol- a 

~ oreds) vots, [Lo- Copperspot (Catone 
eal, Canada.j te 

cnledrer) 
a, hheethe. Natural sizeitnam Kiley). 

fowl, such as the on, or Polish. [Local, 
Eng. ] 

(ko) kré‘si-i), n. [Gr. xémpoc, 
excrement, + nem, — ————— Loss of 
power to retain the feces, 

co! (kop’ra-gog),a.anda, (Gr. xémpoc, 
. excrement, * aywydc, leading.] I. a. Ca- winder (kop’win‘dér), m. on copper, Carlyle, French thartic ’ cop- Pp 

II, x, A cathartic remedy. 
cop-reel] (kop’rél), n. A machine for winding 
yarn into hanks from mule-cops, 

(kop‘rin), ». [Coprinus.] A fungus of 
the genus — 

op·rõ⸗ õ um)h. u.ʒ pl. coprodwa 
(+b). (Gr. ndepor, dung, + (irreg.) daw, di- 
vide.] In anat,, the anterior division of the 
cloaca which receives the rectum in such ani- 
mals as birds: correlative with proctodaum 
and *urodaum. 

coprolalia (kop‘rd-lali-&), n. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
x . dung, * AaaAziv, — A morbid 
tendeney to indecent speech. 

coprolite, ». 2. Any rounded conecretionary 
mass or pebble containing largely calcium 
phosphate and representing the more or less 
altered debris of fossil bones, teeth, etc., used 
as & source of —— acid in the manu- 
facture of fertilizers, Thorpe, Diet. Applied 
Chem., I. 609.—Radiolarian coprolites, round or 
cylindrical bodies, often attaining the size of a goose-ogg, 
found In the Liss of Germany. hey contain great mum- 
bers of radiolarians, “They 
fish or al) whieh had 
poda, and sim 
al full of Haeckel (quoted 
in N amd Lydekker, Manual of Paleotst., p 145), 

coprologist (ko-prol’é-jist), ». A writer or 
painter whose work if characterized by filth 
or indecency. Fortnightly Rev, 

coprol (ko-prol’6-ji), ». 
ibe ther.) 1. The collection ora col- 
lection of filth or dung; figuratively, filth in 
literature or art, 

How far poetry may be permitted to go in the line of 
sensual pleasure or sexual emotion —y 4 debatable be- 
tween the disciples of Arioste and the disctples of Milton; 
but all English readers, I trust, will agree with me that 
coprology should be left to Frenchmen. 

A. C. Swinturne, Ben Jonson, iL O41. 

coprophagy(ko-prof’s-ji), ». IGr. xérpor, ex- 
crement, + ¢apeiv, ent.) The habit, found 
among insects, of customarily feeding upon 
excrement. It also occurs as a pathological 
condition in man, 

coproprietorship (k6-pr6-pri‘e-tor-ship), n. 
Jomt proprietorship or ownership, 

rosa (ko-pros‘mii), », [NL. (Forster, 
1776), < Gr, aezpor, dung, + doe), smell, The 
allusion is to the odor of the herbage in some 
species.) A genus of plants of the family 
ubiaves, They are shrubs or small trees with opposite 

or whorted, entire leaves, and white or greenish, neatly 
incoasplcaoas Auwer, cither axillary or terminal amd 
borne singly of in steall cyioes or heals, the Criit consist 
ing of a 2- or decelled berry, There are about forty spe- 
eles, extending from New Zealand and Australia to Java, 
the Hawaiian Istards, and Juan Fernandes CC. Bawert 
is sucuetines cultivated in greenhouses for ite emall, coral- 
red, oriamental fruite. C. foetidiexined is the eerle srood, 
and C. fuedde the kerma or cogre-beeh, of New Zealand. 
See sterile wood, under aferile, and teogee-tursh, 

coprosterol, ». See *hoprosteral, 

[cop? + -et.] A small Copse 

[Gr. xérpor, dung, G 

coral 

cops!, ». A former (and recent simplified) 
spelling of cope, 

cops® (kops), . [Also * < ME, cops, ¢ AS. 
cops, var, of cosp (= OS, cox), a shackle.) 
1+. A shackle for the hands or feet. [Anglo- 
Saxon use.J—2, A hasp. [Prov. Eng.J—3, 
A bow-shaped piece of metal, bent into the 
form of a capital U, used as a holdfast at the 
end of a pole or beam (of a plow or wagon, 
ete.); aclevis. [Prov. Eng.] 

2,n, Same as *cops?, 
Copt. An abbreviation of Coptic. 

aa, », §. In bol., same as 6. 
In zodl,, the eell resulting from the union of a 
microgamete and a macrogamete among the 
Sporezoa.— 7, In chem,, one compound sub- 
stance united with and modifying the charac- 
ter of another, See copulated *compound. 
E. von Meyer, Hist. Chem., p. 283.—8, A 
commissure; the corpus callosum.—Q®, In 
music, & brief connecting passage, especially 
between the subject and answer of a fugue. 
Also ealled codetta or conduit.—10, Same as 
*amboceptor,—11. In ichth,, same as actinost, 

copulated (kop’ii-li-ted), p.a. Umited by a 
—— joined.— Copulated compound, see *com- 
pound. 

copulati n. 8, In chem. See copulated 
*compound, E. von Meyer, Hist. Chem., p. 325, 
copunctal (ko-pungk’tal),a. (L. co-, together, 
+ punchen, point, + -all,] In geom., being on 
the same point; concurrent, 

Planes all on the same point, or straights all with the 
ame cross, are called copunetal. 

Merriman and Woodward, Higher Mathematica, p. 71. 

A machine for 
winding yarn from the skein upon a bobbin or 
pirn for weaving, 

, Ae , far of | insta 
— eet ety Oy — Hale without 

reakiny: off in order to leave only «a given number of by 
words on each sheet, In an office copy, each sheet was to 
contain only a honber of wards 

am (kop’i-gram), 1. Same as *copy- 
graph, 

copy, ph (kop’i-graf), n. [copy + Gr. ypagew, 
write.) 1, Same as hectograph.—2. A print 
produced by copygraph.—3. A printing-type 
of peculiar face, made to imitate the characters 
ofa type-writing machine. 
copy-head ——* In. A line of writing 
set at the head of each page of a child's copy- 
book, as a model of penmanship to be copied 
or imitated. 

mille,» 2. Ashell, or adish in the form 
of a shell, in which preparations of fish, etc., 
are served.—3, pl, Spectacles of concavo-con- 
vex glass, usually tinted or smoked, used as a 

tection to the eyes.—4. A mistake in print- 
ing, in which one letter is substituted for 
another, 

‘am, Same as fatty *heart.—Cor arterio- 
gum [1., arterial heart}, the left side of the heart, whieh 
contains arterial blood.— Cor bovinum {L, ox heart}, o 

—— h pphiied heart.— Cor (, 
vt vearth eas moor cnoerm,—Cor sinistrum 

[L., left 
num. 

heart), Same as #eor arteriorum.— Cor taurt- 
Same as ®eor becinnm,— Cor ih, 

Yenous heart), the right half of the heart, which contains 
verrous blood. 
lor. Anabbreviation (}) of coroner; [l.¢.) (c) 
of correlative, (d) of correspondence, corre- 
spondent, and corresponding, , 

coracite (kor’s-sit), nm. [Gr. ndpag, erow, + 
~ife®,| A partially altered uraninite, or piteh- 
blende, from the north shore of Lake Superior. 

coracler (kor‘s-klér), n. [coracle + rl.) A 
fisherman who usea a coracle. X. B.D. 

Ve, fh orth., the well-defined im- jumeral groo’ 
oon the anterior side of the proximal end of the 

umeru⸗ 
coracoid, . (©) In ichth, a bone of the shoul- 
der-girdie; the clavicle; not homologous with the cor 
cold of Agassiz or af Parker, or the coracoideum of Vogt 
aud Yung. Storks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p, 521, 

coracoideum (kor‘a-ko-id’6-um), 3 pl. cora- 
coidea (-&). In ichth., the supraclavicle ;a bone 
of the shoulder-girdle of fishes between the 
clavicle and the post-temporal : not homologous 
with the coracoid of Parker, Agassiz, or Owen, 
Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p, 520, 

coracoradialis (kor’s-ko-ri-~di-a‘lis},. [NL., 
< coraco(ides), the coracoid, + radius, radius. ] 
The short head of the biceps muscle, 

coraco-ulnaris (kor‘a-ké-ul-nd‘ris), ». (NI, 
< curdeo(ides), the eoracoid, + «loa, ulna.) 
Fibers of the biceps muscle attached to the 
fascia of the forearm, 

coradgee, i. See *huradji. 
coral, ”.—Black coral, any cor! having a black horn 
like axis, a8 the antipatharians: alee applied to the black 
axis of certain gorgouians.—Coral bead-tree, 



coral 
See whead-tree, ete — — 

coral, a coral of the us Faroeites, eo from the 
hexagonal cells and transverse floors or tabulm,— 

ies of ESE, sotrps of thin pees toes tone # nike ange 
and righ jored, = White bo 4 J oft 

terranear, 

the yellow form of the hydroceralline, ichopora 

coral-and-pearl (kor‘al-and-pérl’), nm, 
wild red baneberry, dActea rubra, so called 
from its pearly-red berries. 

coral-bead (kor’al-béd), ». A climbing vine, 
with red —— of the genus Hibaterium, of 
the moonsee family: an a — 

ereepor (kor’sl- ur), n. ng 
leguminous vine o! Hardenbergia 
coceinea (Glycine coccinea of Curtis), bearing 
scarlet flowers. Also called bleedi. rt. 

coral-gall (kor’al-gil), ». One of the excres- 
eences, of varied shape and size, produced on 
different kinds of coral by the action of bar- 
nacles, crabs and epizoic animals of other 
species. 

These coral. may be foand on the Mill and 
Madre: of a certain portion of a reef and abeer 
from all the other genera of neighbourin, The 
crab-galls that are foamd eo conmmenly and fn sich almind- 
ance upon Poi and Serlatoporss in certain parts 
of the Pacitic and elsewhere are found only in cases of 
extreme rarity in other corals, 

Nature, Sept. 10, 1908, p, 457, 

coral-grove (kor’al-grév), n. A group of arbo- 
rescent corals growing together. 

coralillo eal] aed n, [Cuban Sp., dim. 
of coral, coral.) Antigonon leptopus, an or- 
namental climbing-vine of the family ” Polygo- 
nacez, which bears clusters of showy pink 
flowers. 

coralist (kor‘al-ist), ». (Coral + -ist.] A 

(NL., ¢ coraliwm, 
worker or dealer in coral. 

(kor-a-la’nil), . 
coral; see coral, Pag first at ha found 
among corals.] e typical and only genus 
of the tently Corallanide. Dana, 1852. 

dz (kor-a-lan’i-dé), ». pl. [NL. 
< Corallana + -ide:) A tamily of eymothoid 
isopod crustaceans typified by the genus Coral- 
lana. 

corallar (ké-ral‘iir), a. [coral + -ar.] Per- 
taing to a corallum or coral, 

corallet (kor’ q-let), n.  [eorall-um + -etl,] 
The skeleton of one of the individuals in a 
compound corallum. Dana. 

(k6-ral’i-an),a@. and». [L. coralli-wm, 
coral, + -an.] 1, Having the character of 
coral, or containing coral.—2, Spevifically, in 
poles noting a division of the Jurassic syatem 

ing above the Oxfordian and below the 
Tinteoridgien and in England including the 
coral rag, coralline odlite, and caleareous grit. 
In the English succession it comstitutes the upper division 
of the Middle odlites and is characterized by we ren 
abundance of corals in massive banks. In France the 
Alps the parallel division is the Sequanian. 

n. In geol., the corallian division. 
corallic (ké-ral’ik), a. [L. corall-wm, coral, + 
-ic.] Having the character of or resembling 
coral, 
Oorallids (ké-rai‘i-dé), ». pl. [NT.., ( corailison 
+ -idw.) A family of aleyonarian Anthozea, of 
the order Pseudaronia, in which the axis is a 
dense calcareous mass formed by the fusion of 
spicules, Itineludes the genera Corallivm and 
leurocorallium, See Coralliida. 

corallidomous (kor-a-lid’6-mus), a. [L. coral- 
jum, coral, + dons, Gr. dévoc, house.) Living 
on eoral reefs, as certain mollusks, crust- 
aceans, and other organisms. 

aceous (kor‘s-li-ni’shius), a, Belong- 
ing to the family (of algw) Corallinaces, 

. I. «.—Coralline crag, limestone. Soo 
kcragl, 2, wlimertone. 

. », 4 Commercial rosolie acid. 
coral-milk (kor’al-milk), ». The circulating 
fluid in the channels of compound corals. 
The nutritive fluids, after elaboration by the pol 

are conveyed Into the lancer deep-seated parallel tubes : 
the nutrient fluid contained in these tu resembles 
milk so much that it is known by the name of coral-mélk, 

T. Rymwer-Jones, Animal Kingdom, p, 124. 

coral-pea (kor‘’al-pé), ». Same as *coral- 
ereeper. 

coral-polyp (kor‘al-pol‘ip), 1. An individual 
zoliphyte of a coral polypidom. 

coral-red (kor’al-red), ». and a. I. ». The 
red color peculiar to the variety of coral known 
as Corallium rubrum, 

II. a, Having this color ; covered with a glaze 
of this hue: as, a coral-red vase. 

cora. ».~- Crested coralroot, an orchilaceous 
plant, Mexolectrisaphytins, of the southern United States, 
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similar to Coratlorhiza, bat distinguished by crested ridges 
on the lip of the dower. ” 

Coral disease, See *disense, 
coral- mbus (kor’al-throm*bus), », A red 
thrombus formed in a short time from slowly 
moving blood, the coagulating fibrin — 
entangled the red corpuscles before they h 
time to sink. 

xencuus material resembling coral-thrombi seen. 
x Jour. pom ay Med, Oct. 25, 1000, p 1ST. 

coral-tree, ».—2. A small tree of northern 
India, North China, Korea, and Japan, Ho- 
venia dulcis, belonging to the buckthorn family. 
It bears a small fruit con ing of a three-seeded capau! 
resting on an 7 ga Liga — peduncle, resem- 
bling a plece of coral, ia pedancle is edible and 
contains a sweet juice with a pear-like flavor. Also 
called Japenese raisintree.— Bat's-wing —2 

Sick — cht pnd toonay wasd waaah ts i 

ween be the aborigines hor making shislds. Called also 
cork-tree, 

corbeau (kor-bd’), ». [F., raven: see corbel2.} 
A very dark green color, 

corbeilte, n. 2, A faney flower- or fruit-bas- 
et. 

The full corbeiile of blushing bloom. 
Charlotte Bronté, Shirley, xxxii. 

corbel!, . t.—Corbeled capital, in cxumnar arch., 
acapital which has one or more distinctly marked cor 

bela, consoles, or 
brackets = pre 
jecting from its 
tas In Syrian 

this form was 
used to dimminbel 
the length of 
the mst 
eplatyle bet ween 
twocapitals, In 
tmaost cases there 
were a 

thet the capital 
was oblong in 

plan. Ina few cases there were three, so that an epistyle 
at a right angle with the main yle was carried, 
H.C. Butler, Architectare and Uther Arta, p. 177. 

corbelated, corbellated (kér’be-la-ted), p. a 
Furnished or decorated with corbels; corbeled. 

corbel-block (kér‘bel-blok), ». 1, A corbel 
when made of a single piece of stone, terra- 
cotta, or the like,—2. A stone in a compound 
eorbel made up of several courses, one block 
of the three or four composing the corbel. 

corbel-tabling (kor’bel-t bitng), n 1A 
corbel-table (which see, with eut).— 2, Build- 
ing by means of rows of corbels or corbel- 
tables. In Romanesque architecture the cor- 
bel-tabling of the cornices is a distinctive 
feature, 

‘bie-gable (kir’ bi-ca’bl), wn. Same asstepped 

Corteled Capital, 

cor 
gable, 

corbillard (kir-bé-yiir’),». [F., a young raven, 
a a coach.] A French state coach 
‘ormerly in use. It had pported by six pil- 

lors, three on n side. the aunion were —E 
curtains and the doorways were closed by leather screena, 
behind which were seats for the pages. 

corbina (ir-bé’nii). ». [Sp. corbina, corrina 
(NL. Corvina), name of several fishes so ealled 
from their black color or black fins; prop, fem, 
of corvino, ¢ L. corvinus, of the raven or crow: 
see corvine and corbin, and compare Corrina.) 
A much-esteemed food-fish, Corrina deliciosa, 
of the western coast of South America, some- 
times attaining a length of over 6 feet. The 
corbina is frequently shipped inland, 

corbin-bone (kér’bin-bdn), ». The erow's 
bone; the hindmost ent of the breast- 
bone of a deer, technically known as the 
xiphoid, 

corbineta (kér-bé-na’ tii), n. [Sp., dim. of 
corbina, @ erow: see *corbina,) schenoid 
fish, Bairdieclla icistia, found on the west coast 
of Mexico. 

corbule (kér bil), ». [NL. Corbula.] A bi- 
valve of the family Corbulide. 

corcopali (kér-kop‘a-lé), n. The edible, acid 
fruit of Gereuia Indica, a siender tree of the 
gamboge family, native to India. The fruit is 
rple, and of the size and shape of a eroall ormgee, Et 
ssormewhat astringent amd haa long been employed in 
India for the preparation of a cooling bevernge, useful in 
comes of fever, 

cord!, ». 9, An imperfection on the surface of 
glass. See *cerdy.—Amniotic cord, Soo #1m- 
nietic.~ Axial cord, See *cerio!.— Bedford cord, « 
heavy rilb-wenve running lengthwise of the fabric: seen 
chtotly in women’s dress-oods.— Cord area. See sre, 
Cord foot, one lineal fot of a pile of cord-weed ent 
in t-efoot lengths and piled 4 feet Migh; equal to it 
cuble fect. Perrein’s cords, the true vocal cords — 

cordylite 
Gangliated the thetic nerve. —Gubernac- 
ular cord, in on bres cord connecting the 
—— mammalian testis with the skin of the serotam 
and disappearing after the descent of the testis — Stig- 
postal, cord, in entom., one af the temporarily fanction- 

solid tracheal branches running from the main Jon- 
gitudinal trachea to aborted thoracic stigmata in the 
nymphs and larwe of certain insects of the nenroptercid 
wertos, as 4; rida, Perlide, Odonata, and Trichop- 
tera. In adults they become functional, A. 
Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 400.—Willis’s cords, 
fie Ntrous cords which crow the sinuses of the dura 
maater : also called trabecular af Willis and chords Willies, 

cord!, r. I. intrans, To become hard and 
cord-like: noting a condition occasionally en- 
countered in the blood-vesnels, 

From obstruction of the jugular there are often cordé 
of the vein, sw and adema of the thames and g 
about the vein, cellulitis of the neck. 

Buck, Med. Handbook, 111. 58. 

cordage,». 2, The quantity of wood, in cords, 
on a given area of land, 

tacem (kér'da-i-té’s@-é), mn. pl. [NL. 
(Engler, 1887), ¢ Cordaites + -acer.] A fam- 
ily of gymno ous fossil plants of the or- 
der Cordaitales, typified by the genus Cor- 
doites. Wt ts characterized by unisexual flowers, the 
staminate stalked with 34 cylindrical stamens consisting 
of a simple poller-anc; the fertile borne om short, filiform 
peduncles in the axils of bracts, many of which, crowded 

were 

trees of woody te with broad, longitadinally’ nerve 
leaves, ranging the Devonian throagh the Carbosif- 
erous, See Cordaites. 

cordaitaceous (kér’da-i-té’shius),a. Belong- 
ing or related to the family Cordaitaces. 

talean (kér’da-i-ta’lé-an), a. [Cordai- 
tales + -an,) Belonging or related to the fossil 
lant-order Cordaitales, 
daitales — ‘léx), mn. pl. (NL. 

(Engler, 1892), ¢ Cordaites + -ales.) An order 
of fossil gymmospermous plants, usually made 
toineclude the families Cordaitaces and Dolero- 
phyllacez: doubts, however, exist with regard 
to the latter. They range from the Devoutan to the 

by many as the ancestors of 
the (7 

cordaitean (kér-da-i-té’an), a. [Cordaites + 
-n,) Belonging or related to the fossil plant- 
genus Cordaites, or to the family Cordaitaces. 

cordein (kér’dé-in), ». (cord(ol) + -- + -in2.] 
The trade-name of methyltribromsalol or me- 
thyl cordol. Its use in medicine is similar to 
that of cordol. 

cordicole (kér’di-k6l), n. [NL. cordicola, ¢ L. 
cor (cord-), heart, + -cola, ¢ colere, till, wor- 
ship: see ent.) A worshiper of the heart: 
a name applied to members of Roman Catholic 
societies who worship the ‘sacred heart’ (of 
Jesus). 

1, n. 3. In sewing-machine work, the 
stitching, with special machines, of cords on 
cloaks, corsets, uniforms, and other garments. 

cordite (kér’dit),n. (cord! + -te2.) A smoke- 
less powder, introduced in 1889, and adopted in 
the British military and naval service for small 
arms and fans of allcalibers. Abandoned in 1902. 
It is brown in color, and Is composed of 54 parta of nite. 

cerin, 37 parts of guncotton, and 5 parts of mineral 
\y (vaseline) The mame ie derived from the fact that 

4 is made oa tae Bi — ir — i 
© CORN, m throug of varying # eyl- 

inders oe beaty gun are made tubular, Cordite imparts 
a high velocity to the projectile without ondue pressure, 
is very stable under extreme climatic conditions, aid ite 
ballistic properties are tot seriously affected by moisture, 
The objection to it is Ghat the high degree of heat devel- 
oped upon combustion causes rapid erosion of the bore of 

gun. 

cordol (kér’dol), ». [cord\(?) + -ol.] The 
trade-name of tribromphenyl salicylate, HOC, 
H,COOH,gHyBrg, prepared by the action o 
bromine on salol, It erystallizes in colorless 
needles, and is used in medicine as a gastric 
sedative and intestinal antiseptic, 
cordoned (kér‘dond), p. a. Decorated with 
au eneircling band in relief: as, a cordoned 
vase of old Satsuma. 

cord-peg (kird’pex), », In eleet,, the metallic 
peg or plug attached to the end of a flexible 
condueting-cord for making switehboard eon- 
nections, Such pegs are employed in tele- 
phone service and in other cases where cir- 
cuits for small currents are needed. 
corduroy, ¢./. 2. In splitting a hide, to make 
uneven lines or spots on the flesh side of it, 
Devise, Manuf. of Leather, p. 208, 

cordy (kér’di), a. [cord! + -yl.] Stringy; in 
glass-manuf., noting a defective condition re- 
sulting from impurities, See also wreath, 4. 

cordylite (kér‘di-lit), #. (Gr, xopdin, club, + 
~tfe%, in allusion to the shape of the erystals.! 



cordylite 

A cerium fluocarbonate related to parisite 
but peculiar in containing barium: found 
in southern Greenland. 

cordylurid (kér-ii-li‘rid). a. and, I, a, Of 
or belonging to the dipterous family Cordylu- 
ridz. 

If, ». A member of the family Cordyluride, 
cordylus (kér‘di-lus), #.; pl cordyli (-1i). 
(NL, ¢ Gr, xopdia», a club.] In the medusoid 
of Hydromeduae, an exumbral structure, pos- 
sibly a modified tentacle, placed between ten- 
tacles and consisting of a core of vacuolated 
endoderm cells covered by flattened ectoderm. 
W. A. Brooks. 

Sensory Club (Cordylus) of Onpchoteuthis * showing the hooks 
& below then. and chusters of fxing-<cushions and acetabul . Nearly 

one halt natural size, (Frown “Cambridge Nateral History.) 

core-bar (kor’biir), #. A bar of iron upon which 
a round core is struck up. The ber is placed on 
the beari of core-trestles and Joam ts laid on it and 
struck to shape by revolving Itagainst the edge of a board 
ent to the required outline. Core-bars vary in diameter 
with the sizes of tKhe cores reqaired, ranging from a half 
inch to twelve inches or more, and when of large diameter, 
such a8 are in gun-construction, are called core- 

A. 

n. 2, In mining and rock-drilling, 
a form of boring-bit carrier for use in maki 
annular holes in rock with the diamond drill. 
The barre! consists of a wrought-iron tabe of the diameter 
of the hole outside, with spiral grooree along ite length to 
allow escape of water and refuse, e COTE PaaRes Up tn 
ahde the barrel. See *oore-borer. 

core-bench (kér’bench), ». A bench where 
small foundry cores are made. 

core-board (kér’ bord), ». Same as loam-board. 
core-borer (kér’bér’ér), . In mining, a type 
of machine for deep on an annular 
cutting-bit. To this t long the diamond 
drill and the ealyx drill, 

Core-box machine, a molding-machine fitted with cut- 
ters adapted to form in w patterns ‘for core-boxes, — 
Core-box , a plane for making the hollow cylinders 
within wh h the’ coves are 10 be mecided. 

core-carriage iach pi n. A low iron car 
on which cores and molds which are to be 
baked are run into the core-oven. 
Core conductor. See *conduetor. 

co le, Erroneous forms 
for *corodiastasis and *corodiastole, 

core-drill (kér’dril), ». Same as *core-borer, 
core-drilling (kor’dril*ing), n. Drilling with gore-rod (kér’rod), . 
an annilar bit, usually of diamonds set in & eo-respon 

core-maker (kér’ma’kér), ». 

coreometer, 1. 
core-oven (kér’uv’n), n. 

core-packing 
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Core-machine. 

a, hegper: 4. strew, peessing the mized sand, @our, and off 
thee Ep the —* ngedie; —— a 222 plastic 
tore ivered upon cor ated try.) gs jesment to keep tray 
lowed awd to shift tt ‘ental dited ; a TELE oy je; 1, base, resi. 
jog on work-bench. Capacity soo feet of cove an hour, 

the botton of the hopper, through a die that forme it Into 
long cylinders, deposited on a tray, and cut into lengths 
ready for the core-cven. 

One who or that 
which makes cores; specifically, a workman 
employed in a foundry whose business it is to 
mold and bake sand or loam cores. 

n. See *corometer, 
In foundry work, an 

oven for ng and baking small cores. It may 
be a simple sheet-metal box placed over a small furnace 
or a large brick oven heated by coal or gaa The cores 
are placed upon triangular shelves which are pivoted at 
one corner. oven is fitted with twodoors placed at right 
angles. so Ghat whether the shelf is in the oven of swung 
oateide the oven is always closed by one of the doors 

ee ae a n, Packing placed 
around a core to increase ita strength and dur- 
ability. The material for both core and cover- 
ing depends on the service required of the 

— (kér’peg),m. A pe ym 
vere wick is made of a number of parts. The 
——— are seton the peg and are then 
fastened together. 

core-plate Sal re n. A thin annular cast- 
iron plate used in making a framework or 
skeleton for large cores. Several of these plates 
re fastened te a central bar, the space between them is 

filled with twisted hay, and Ure whole is covered with loam. 

core-ring (k6ér‘ring), ». A ring of cast-iron 
which supports a core and, when the casting is 

ured, melts and becomes a part of the cast- 
n 
J Same as *core-iron. 

(ké-re-spon'den-si),n. The 
holder, 80 that a core is left in the axis of the fact of being co-respondent, as ina suit for di- 
tube. From the core the strata which have 
been pierced can be determined. 
Corestrilling la lodispensable in a it variety of « 

neertig anid onining enterprises, Sifording. as it ae: 
means for drilling out a sample core or colamn of rock, 
which enalles one to tell at a glance the exact nature af 
the substrata Sei. Amer., July 14, 1008, p, 44, 

core-extractor (kér’eks-trak’tor),». In mining, 
a conical-toothed clutch in the lower end of 
the core-barrel by which the core is detached 
and raised. 

coreid (ké’ré-id), a. and ». I. a. Of or belong- 
ing to the heteropterous family Coreide. 
I. «. A member of the family Corcide. 

coreine (ké’ré-in), » A mordant coal-tar 
eolor of the oxazin type, derived from the 
amide of dihydroxybenzoie acid, It dyes 
chromium-mordanted wool blue.—Coreine AB 
and AR, mordant coal-tar colors of the oxazin type, made 
by heating coreine RE with aniline and then —n 
the product, I dyes chromtum-merdanted wool blue — 
Coreine 2K, « mordant coal-tar color of the oxazin type, 
derived from gallocyanine. [t dyes chrortum-mordan 
wool a bright blue. Same as celestine *itue. 

core-iron (kdr’i’érn), ». A small wrought-iron 
rod from % to } of an inch in diameter, used in 
forming a center fora foundry core. This ts 
necessary in slender cores in order to make them sulfi- 
ciently strong te withstand the pressure of the iron. 

co-relation, ». 2. Specifically, in vegetable 
teratol., the association of one malformation 
with others in the same plant: illustrated in 
peloria, ete. Masters, 
core-loss (kér’lés), », The loss of power in the 
iron core of electric machinery, consisting of 
the hysteresis loss and the eddy-current loss 
in the tron. 
core-machine (kér’ma-shén"), n. In foundry 
work, a hand-power machine for pressing pre- 
pared molding-sand into cylindrical forms for 
use as cores. The sand is placed in the hopper end 
ami by the revolution of a vertical plug is forced out of 

yorce. 
core-stove —3 n. Astove for heating a 
core-oven in a foundry, 

core-trestle (kor'tres‘l), ». A strong trestle, 
usually of metal, having V-bearings on its top 
in which aecore-bar is laid. To the end of this core 
Dar is fastened a crank by which it can be turned to shape 
the core as in a reagh sort of lathe. 

core-tube (kor’tib),n. 1. Same as core-berre?, 
—2, The inner tube of a built-up gun. 
core-vent (kor’vent), ». In founding, a small 
hole or passage made in a core for the escape 
of gas, The best to muke it is to lay a string in the 
core when the latter is being made, and to itout after 
the core Is baked, Sometines small wires are placed in 
the core and withdrawn after It is baked. 

core-wall (kér’wiil), ». A wall of solid ma- 
sonry in the interior of adam, dike, or cause- 
way which is constructed chiefly of sand or 
* Hi. M. Wilson, Irrigation Engineering, 
p. 350, 
corf,. 3, A small mine-ear of wood or iron. 

(korf’kaj), a. The cage or elevator 
in which corfs are hoisted tothesurface. [Eng.] 

corial (ké-ri-iil’), ». {s . corial, appar, per- 
‘. verted from Arawak ra.) Guiana, a 

dugout canoe pointed at both ends, 
] (kd-ri-an‘drdél), n.  [L. coriandrum, 

coriander, + -#f,) A colorless fragrant liquid 
=e Cj 9H 1,0, contained in oil of cortan- 
or. 

Coriariaces (ké‘ri-é-ri-ii’sé-0), nm. pl. [NL. 
(Dumortier, 1829), ¢ Coriaria + -acea.) A fam- 
ily of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants of 
the order Sepindales, containing the genus Co- 
ricria only, and characterized by ‘-merous 
diplostemonous flowers. They are woody planta 
with mite or whorled entire leaves withont stipules, 
auml axil or clustered flowers The genus Coriaria is 
remarkable for ite wide distribution in both hemispheres 
of the old world, and is also fognd fossil in the Te of 
Europe, See ariu. 

or support for a d. 

cork-elm 

coridine (kor’i-din), ». A monacid base, Cy 
Hy,N, found in coal-tar, It boils at 211° C, 

(k6‘ri-in), n. [eori(um) + -in?.) Analbu- 
minoid substance which cements together the 
fibers of the corium. 
corimelenid (kor-i-me-lé’nid), ». A member 
of the heteropterous family Corimelenida, 
Also used adjectively. 

corindin (k6-rin‘din), », [Formation notclear.] 
A ptomaine, C)gHy5N. 

~out (Gr ng-out’), ». The process of 
making hollow castings by the use of cores, as 
distinguished from forming the interior by a 
block of — nt Th ' 

coring-up (kor-ing-up’), 1. © process © 
puting the cores in place in a foundry-mold 
efore closing it up by putting on the * 

corinth (kor’inth), ». 2, A name applied to 
— — geez dye currant-red 
and other reddish shades. a 
direct cotton coal-tar calor of the ine Prine yy 
bensidine, It dyes womerdanted cotton carrant-red in 
an corinth B and G, direct cotton 
colors of the disaxo former derived from toti- thi 
dine, the latter from tenzidine. They dye unmorianted 
cotton brownish violet ip aseap bath, 

a. 4. Elegantly ornate; florid: 
applied to literary style. 

Ihave already spoken of the Attle and the Astathe styles ; 
besides these, there la the Corinthian 5 + - It has 
not the warm — blithe movement, and soft = 
life, as the Attic etyle haa; it has not the over-heary rich- 
ness and eocambered galt of the Asiatic atyle ; it has gtit- 
ter without warmth, rapidity without ease, effectiveness 
without charm Its characteristic is, that it has no soul. 

M. Arnold, Fasays in Criticism, p. 87, 

Corinthian atrium. See #atriwm., 
thianesque (k6-rin‘thi-an-esk’), a. 

Corinthian + -caque. er Corin- 
thian style: as, Corinthianesque pillars. 

Corin (k6-rin’thi-an-izm), u. [Corin- 
thian +-ism,] Corinthian conduct or theory ; 
that is, the unrestrained pursuit of worldly 
leasure, ; 

thianize, r.i, 2. Inarch., to d or 
to be designed somewhat in the spirit of the 
Corinthian order. Thus the Byzantine capltats of the 
fifth centary and inter, founded upon thisthelike 
lenfage resembling the acanthus, are assumed to be delib- 
erate imitations of Corinthian capitals, and may be sahil to 
be Corinthianized. 

(kO*ri-G-mér’tin), ». Same as 
coriamyrtin, 
coriosulphurine (ké‘ri-6-sul’fa-rin), ».  (L. 
corium, akin, + suipher, sulphur, + -ine?,] A 
ner pigment found in the skin of certain 

a. 
corisid (kor’i-sid), u. A member of the hete- 
—— family Coriside., Also used adjee- 
tively. 

corium, n, 3. A tunic of leather with over- 
lying flaps. It appears in the Bayeux tapestry, 
and was used as late as the time of Henry Ti. 
Myrick, Antient Armor, I, 2.—Cort um 
— a anneualy thick crust formed on blood 
rawn during the height of an inflammation, See bugy 

coat. 

Oorixid# (ké-rik’si-dé), n. pl. Same as Co- 
riside (which is the preferred spelling), 

cork!, I. a. 5. pl. (a) A game played with 
corks colored differently on the sides and so 
trimmed that they may fall either way, the 
ar fg —_— on whether the majority thrown 
will fall red or black, Sometimes called 
props. (b) In France and Belgium, a game, a 
mixture of quoits and bowls, (c) A variety 
of — — ol Burnt cork, gharred cork sed to 

cken the face, as in 1 jug tt — nals! 7 
or to emphasize the eyebrows a4 * _ 

II, @.—Cork belt, a cork life-preserver made to be 
fastened] around Ue waist.— Cork leg, an artificial | 
male of cork: pow usually applied to one made of wood 
or other 

cork!, r,t. 4. In currying, to grain. [Rare.] 

2. In currying, a board, with 
Modern Amer, Tanning, p. 83, 

cork-board, ». 
a cork surface, used by a workman to board or 
5 askin or hide. Modern Amer, Tanning, 
p. 83. 
cork-borer (kérk’bor’ér), », Any one of the 
following insects, which bore into the corks of 
wine-bottles: Rhizophagus bipustulatua, a niti- 
dulid beetle; Tinea cloacelia ; Endrosis lactulla; 
and dAsepia farinalis, One of the sow-bugs, 
Onisens murarius, also has this habit, but 
probably only follows insect damage. 
cork-elm (kérk’elm), =, A majestic forest- 
tree, Ulmus racemosa, of the more northeastern 
parts of North America, but ranging from 
nebec to Nebraska and south to northern 

New Jersey and Missouri. It reaches « height of 
100 feet, the trunk, which sometimes attains a diameter 
of 3 feet, often being free of Uranches for @ feet. The 



cork-elm 
unlike that of the white elm, the top being 

relatively small for so large a tree. The . oll trees is 
deeply vided by fisstres into beomd, corky ri The 
wood las most of the valuable qualities at the & 
largely employed in the manufacture of ioral irn· 
ements, apn dhabs, nnd rallway-ties, and for the founda 
jonsof buildings. [t te planted sometimes for ahade and 

ormament, but lacks the ambrageous qualities as well as 
the grace and beauty of the American elm. 

habit is wholl 

Harris's Cormorant ( Nanapterion Aarried), 

corking (kir’king), n. The undesirable effect 
produced in wines by fungi in the cork. 
In order to the fungi the spores or myceliam 

of which exist in and give rise to volatile substances, 
which in their tarn give rise to what is known as —— 
in wines or mids, the corks ——— Id be 

zed in vacua. Laneet, Jane 5, 1904, p, 1758. 

5 ete ting), a, ICt. corker.] Fine; 
bully. 
Pe (kde kes, n. [Also korkir, korker, ¢ 

Ir. * —8 Gael. corcur, crimson, = 

ee cork, aya 
Olr. coreur, purple, = W. 
Kind purple; see 4 
ind of Hichen wh oh araiehes @ a crimson dye. 

cork. paint (kérk’ pant), n. In ship-bwilding, a 
int applied to iron surfaces to prevent con- 

cenaation of moisture from the atmosphere, or 
sweating. A sticky varnish is firstapplied tothe 
surface, and finely ulated cork is thrown 
against it, The adhering cork is afterward 
painted over with 1 a Bee por? 

cork-pool (kork’pol), ». 
(koérk’rop), n. The ro —* which 

a. —— of a fish-net are attached. 
, Ne — A geared logging-locomotive. 

Sia ‘scorkscrews, spiral bodies, deserthed 
Ss —— — generic name Seat which see, with 
calah, cf tage alle, often having a ¥e height of from 
5 to 10 feet, and sometimes led about a solid cytindrt- 

y occur ina vertical position in the Miocene 
rocks of Nebraska, and were originally regarded as casta 
of the borings of rodents. The latest investigations show 
that the bodies are constituted of a probably vegetable 
—— composed of louse oblong tubules variously 
intertwined. 

corkscrew-plant (kérk’skri-plant), n. See 
Spiranthes. 

cork- u. 2, In Australia: (a) Hakea lorea, 
a tree of the family Protencew, giving 
strong, durable timber: so called in allusion to 
its rugged bark. (b) Same ae bat's-wing 
*coral-tree,—New Zealand cork-tree, « tillaceous 
tree, Bnfelea arberescens, having extrucrdinarily light 
wor 

cork-wax (kork’waks), n, Same as cerin, 2, 
cork-wing (kérk’wing), n. Crenilabrus melops, 
a labroid fish found on the coasts of Europe. 

_”. 2. In Australia, any one of sev- 
eral trees having very light or soft and easily 
worked wood, or the wood itself. ‘The three moat 
important are Dubeisia munporcides, a solanacoous tree 
having white or yellowish firm, soft wooed, and bark re- 
sending that of the corkoonk ¢ also called corkreood-elin 5 
Endiandra Sieteri, a lauraceous tree with light-brown 
soft wom! suitable for cabinet-work ; and Schizomerta 
ovata, of the funnily Cunoniaces, which has wood exceed- 
ingly Jight in weight. 
3. See *whan, 

corkwood-elm (kérk’wid-elm’),n, See *eork- 
wood, 2, See also Dubvisia and duboisine, 

Corky dike, = lal name in the Acadian provinces 
of a varict at soil wiih contains many vegetable rag 
ments and Aber, J. Datrweon, Acadian Geol, LIL ts 
— warms —— formations of cork in the 
form of wartlike exerescences on roots and tubers 
They frequently occur in connection with scab of potato. 
tubers and boeta, are mostly due to the action of 
bacteria and fungi 
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cormidium (kér-mid‘i-um), #.; pl. cormidia 
(4). [NL., ¢ Gr, xopude, a trunk (see corms), 
+ dim, ~dwy,] A group, in a eormus, of the 
morphological units or persons of which it is 
eomposed, In the siphonophores the eormidia 
are often arranged ut regular intervals upon 
the stem, separated by internodes. 

The connidium consists of a gonophore and a sterile 
person with bract, siphon, and capturing Mament. 

Lang (trans) Comp, Anat., p. 12 

cormogenous (kér-moj‘e-nus), a. In bot., hav- 
ing # corm. 

cormoid (kér’moid), a, Resembling or having 
the character of acorm, Syd. Soc, Lez. 

cormophylogeny (kér‘m6-fi-lo, cai) n, (Gr. 
xopudg, & trunk, + * a i , + -jeveia, < 
ye, 2 hata (see phylogeny),] Same as cor- 
mophyly, 
cormorant, *.— Harris's cormorant, Nenopterien 
—— large flightless cormorant confined to the vicin- 
ity of Narborough Island, of the Galapagos group : dis 
covered by € jes Miller Harris in Lev, and named for 
him. See cut in fret column, 

cormus, ®. 3. In biol., amorphological individ- 
ual or morphon of the fourth order, composed 
of two or more — organically connected 
intoa compound organism. A siphonofhoran 
is a cormus in this sense, since its constituent 
members are persons; —* a tres is not. Some- 
times corm. See person, 8 

corn!, .—Corn-and-cob seed, the product of grind- 
ing the whole ear of Indian corn, The combina: ot 

aml cob has been vantageoun for stock+ found advan’ 
~Corn-belt (of the United States), the States 

1 corn is most extensively grown. These are 
seven in nunaber: geet Towa, Kansas, Nebraska, Mls- 

Indi —Corn bran, the external 
coating of the of maine, separited by grinding and 
belting. In a compressed state, with the addition of 
water, and of salt as a preservative, it is sold as fowl for 
cattle — chop, cuursely ground of cracked Indian 
corn used far feeding stock. rn @ar-worm, the larva of 
a coemopolitan noctald moth, Heliothis armiger, which 
feeds on cars of maize, Also known as the boll-sorm and 
— Jruit-worm.— ergot, See ®eryot!.—Corn 

. (a) Corm meal (5) Same as cornstarch, 2 

eee lee fe see ae 
abroad is corn starch, which is sold Principally in the 
British ins under the wame of corn 

U.S, Dept. Agr., Use of Maize in Europe, 1591, p. 5 

A Soom a ted to floar made from rice or other 

is of better keeping quality ; but it has lost the corn flavor 
cod hence must be used in mixtare with 

~ & — meal, vy grain of ay 
corm grown ing degrees Tete — 

and ie dierent kinds of corm bread, and 

|, a8 alao sometimes with cuxl- 
canized and mixed with rubber.— 

an American aphidid, Aphis maidia, 
on Tidian crn. —-COFn louse, 4) Anwrican 

Aphis maidi-radicia, which lives for at least # 
udian corn. — 

the larva of an American crambid m 
rt, Which feeds om the roots of maine an 

forma a webbed cocoon near the base of the stalk.—Corn 
root-worm, the larva of either of two American clirysome 
lid beetles, retica fongicornis and 0. diwodectm parnes 
— See Southern ®eora-root worm, with cut. Corn 
geod maggot, the larva of an American anthomytid fy, 

ya fueccepe, whichdamagessexi-oorn inthegrour 
—— skank the larva of an American fy, 
Chirtopeis aenea, which lives in a cay ity formed within the 
stermsof maize, wheat, oats, und sugarcane — 
the husks or shocks of Indian corm. [Seuthern U. 8 )— 
Corn-wireworm, the larva of an American elaterid 
— Melonotus crifulows, which injures growing maize, 

corm, a Chilean Indian corn of many varieties 
It — to soft type, and bas the Kernels larger 
than fn any other sort, sormetimes an tech long. —Danu- 
bian corn, an Indian corn grown in commervial quantity 
in soutlesstern EB » preferred for chicken feed on ne. 
count of ite anal tet It is thought to belong to the 
‘pollen pop-carm” race. it COTM. See Rinaize,— 
Flint Corn, See #maizr.— Fodder corn, maize intended 
for green or dry forage; specifically, any variety of 
maize specially adapted for use aa forage, that ia, 
redacing abundant foliage and, if intended for green- 
eeding, having a long season. Though the corm-plant 
grows richer in comtent with maturity, it is fed green 
with alvuntage for certain purposes, partionbarly fur sail 
ing. Fodder corn is often sown breeidenst or in drills, 
more thickly than corn intended for emin. —Green 
in cool. aeylindrical mass of yellowbeh eus-capantusof cet: 
tain whelks, Bwee/ aun. Horse-tooth COrn, 4 group of 
varicties of dent cor which have loug, flat kernels, 

ulled corn. See Awifl, .1—Indian corn, See 
maize and Zea.—Jerusalem corm. see ae Kafr-corn, 

corn, Sec ®AaAr-cern, corn-stalk 
. Sue os eeoerceae borer. — ———— 

Indian corn found with mutmmies in Pera and Chile — 
Pharaoh's corn, Same as an ieminy-coheat,— 
* corm eam picked, usually seenewlat before Chey 
re tape, and, With some of the inner husks adhering, fed 
ter stock.—Southern-corn leaf-beetle an Atwrican 
chryseselid beetle, Myeckrous denticollis,- Bouthern- 

corn-broom 

corn root-worm, the larva of an American chrysome~ 
fia be heetle, Diabrotica ductecimpunctata, nleo known as 
the l2apetted cucumber-beetle or 12-epotted Diabrotioa, 

Seuthern-Corn Root-wore (Dvabrotica ¢a punctate). 
a@, beetle; 4. eggs: ¢, larva; d@, anal segment of larva; ¢, work 

of larva at base of commstalk, All — enlarged excega ¢. ehich 
ts reduced. (After Riley, U. 5. D. A. 

Sugarcorn (a) A variety of sweetcorn, See *matze, 
(®) A brand of corn-feed made w —— ee Soo 

4 of maize-Kernels — * —— 
Aimer t of maize, in which ket kernel 

tassel. — corm Same aa wehicken- 
corn. — Yankee corn, flint corn: so called in the West 

grown chiefly in New England. 

corn}, r.i. 2. To form corns or seeds in the 
hae ; kern: said of cereals or pulse. 

corn?, ".— Soft acorn formed between the toes and 
constantly macerated by the perspiration of the foot, 
Corn. An abbreviation of Cornish and of 
—— 
— 7 (kér-nak-a n’ji-an), a. 
* n, a, — the Berets vlad of 

ee 

— An Redtvidual of the order Cornaeu- 

kérn’a‘ fis), ». An American 
corn , A —— ‘ound commonly on 
Indian corn. 

corn- (kérn’bin‘dér), ». (In . 
-machine for cutting, “gat harvestin 

and binding together the sta’ 

4 
ering, 

of Indian 

au ; 
Cornbinder, 
the stalks tothe knife (mot shown); 
undbe of stalks ready te be discharged. 

@, guides tor bringin » 
Dindug-mechaniem; <, 

corn, It is a horse-power machine operated by om 
One type has two long waide-bars designed to cotlect all all 
the stalks of one row of corm amd guide them to a short 
reciprocating knife placed at the throat between the bara 
The machine is driven along the row, and gathers, cuta, 
aid bends down the stalke inte a compact bundle, which 
ie bound and discharged behind the machine or held 
until a number of bandles accumitlate, when all may be 
discharged at once for convenience in shocking. See 
mower aid ®eorn-ahoeker, 

corn-boggard (kérn’bog‘iind), x, A searecrow 
set up in a corn-field, 

As he sat in his shirt-sleeves and stocking-feet, . .. he 
was more than usually grotesque, ‘As slamp an wobbly 
as an owil corm-bogyert,” so his neighbors described him. 

ra, Hoanphry Ward, David Grieve, & 4, 

corn-brake (kérn‘brik), ». <A plantation of 
maize. [UL 8. 
corn-broom (ké6rn’brim), ». A broom made 
from the branching panicles of broom-corn. 



corn-crowfoot 

— (kérn‘’kré‘fat), a. See *erow- 
pot, 

corn-doctor (kérn’dok-tor), n. A chiropodist. 
(Colloq. ] 

corn no Conical cornea, a conical anterior bulg- 
ing of the cornen. Also called keratoconua and afaphy- 
loma cornes. See etaphuloma,— Same 
an trughthalinos,— of the cornea. Same as 
ceratocele.— § Same as baphtAalmos. 

Corneal astigmatism. See *astigmatiom. 
cornein (kér’né-in), ». [L. cornews, horny, + 
-in?,) 1, A nitrogenous compound which forms 
the chief organic portion of the corals Anti- 
pathes and Gorgonia, It is related to spongin, 
broin, and sericin.—2, An igneous rock of a 

compact, tough, and horn-like texture. Dana re- 
fers to thia name as an equivalent af aphanite It was 
applied by De la Biche to a variety of trap-rock found in 
Pembrokeshire. Also corneine. si 
cornel, #.— Cornus Amomum, an Ameri- 
can shrod from 3 to 10 fect high, with ovate, silky pubes 
cent leaves and p ish twigs, found along streams from 
New Branswick to Florida and westward to the Dakotas 
aml Texas, Also called srnmp-dogeved and bantkinick. 

corneoblepharon (kér‘né-6-blef’a-ron), #. 
NL. cornea, cornen, + Gr. Jzégapov, eyelid. 
he form does not exactly express the notion 

defined.} Adhesion between the cornes and 
the eyelid. 

corneo-iritis (kér‘né-6-i-ri‘tis), ». (NL, ¢ 
corned + iritis.) Inflammation of the cornea 
and the iris. neet, May 30, 1903, p, 1516, 

cornéole (kér’ndg-d1), n, . corneola, dim, 
of cornea, cornea.) The anterior transparent 
part of each of the — of the compound 
eye of insects, Syd. Soc, Lex. 

corner,*. 10, Specifically, a projecting an 
in the side of an instrument of the viol family. 
In instruments of the true violin group there 
are two corners on each side, between which is 
the concave indentation called the waist, Seo 
*hlock1, 19.—11. In math., avertex or summit 
of a polyhedron,— 12. In fleld hoekey, a free hit 
against the defending side, made within three 
feet of the nearest corner flag.— Amen corner. 
See *amen.— Corner forestry, toar stout chains, 
—* * ing-sleda, to bi je two outside bogs of the 
lower tier the bunks and thus give a firm bottom to the 
load. [Newfoundland|,— Corner Seo ®quadrat, 
—Dead corner, « manufacturer's name for any corner or 
angle in the lead chambers used In making sulphuric acid, 
in which the gases a te or fall to be mixed as they 
should be by motion,— the corner, in poter, a 
straight which is made by counting the ace as a connect- 
ing card between the top and the poof a suit, each 
we! % When played it outranks the lowest possible 

corner, t.¢, 3, Inmaking turpentine, to cut out 
a triangular shallow chip above each of the two 
corners of the box, to the tree for 
chipping and to direct the flow of resin into the 
box. [Southern U. 8.J—4, To form a corner 
in (a stock or commodity). See to corner the 
market. 

corner-block (kér’ nér-blok"), m. In riolin- 
making, see *hlockl, 19. 

corner-punch (kor’nér-punch’), », An angular 
punch used for cleaning out corners. 

corner-valve (kér’nér-valv’), 1. A little-used 
form of small valve in which the spindle and 
valve are on one side, at ri right angles to the 
plane of the two outlets. The angle-valve, i 
which the 

ve, in 
indle is in the plane of the two 

outlets and in line with one of them, is more 
common, 

cornet', », 8. In bot, a hollow, horn-like 
growth or projection; a hood. 

corneta (kor-na’ti), ». [Sp.] Same as *cor- 
ne fish. 

cornet-fish (kér’net-fish’), ». A trumpet-fish, 
Fistularia depressa, widely distributed through 
the Pucitic, 

cornette-pot (kér-net’pot),». A pot in which 
the cornette of gold undergoes one of the steps 
of the assaying rocess, 
corneum (kér’né-um), ». [NL., neut. of L, 
cornews, horny: see cornea,] The horny layer 
of the skin. 
corn-feed (kérn’féd),n. One of aclass of com- 
mercial feeds for stock, composed chiefly of 
the — from the manufacture of glucose and 
starch, 

corn-flag, ». 2. The yellow flag or flower-le- 
lace, frig peendacorus, now naturalized in the 
eastern United States and common in culti- 
vation. 
Corn-flower decoration. See *decoration. 
ooen-Sy, n.—Ribbon-footed corn-fly. Same as corn- 

corn-fodder (kérn’fod’ér), x. The maize-plant 
asused for feeding stock; specifically, the whole 
maize-plant, including the ears, field-curcd 
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and used for feeding cattle. It is usually pat up 
in shocks and is known on the farm aa ‘shock corn.” Com- 
tated with silage amd wstocer, Compare fodder and fed- 

ler eorn, 

corn- er (kérn’, *dér), m. 7 =— ( grin’ dér) 
grin corn on the metate. 
corn-harvester (kirn’hir‘ves-tér), 1. A ma- 
chine used in harvesting maize. *corn- 
shocker, 

To furnish or finish cornice (kdr‘nis), c.f. 

cornice-brake (kér'nis-brik),n. See *brake3, 

A muller for 

with a cornice, 

14. 

cornice-machine (kér’nis-ma-shén‘),n. A 
machine for working copper or galvanized 
iron to form the moldings and deeorations of 
sheet-metal cornices for the exterior of build- 
ings. 

culiferous (kér-nik’@-lif’e-rus), a. In 
bot,, bearing little horns or projections; ¢or- 
niculate. 

co: n. 2. The growing of horns. 
The habit of cornification is more likely to have been 

formed nearer home than in the interior of Africa. 
Seuthey, Doctor, oxxviil, 

2 (kér’ning), ». [Named for Erastus 
Corning of Albany, New York, the owner of 
the first vehicle of this kind.} A top-b 
with deep sides and the part forw of the 
seat eut down square, 

a— wi 
Cornel tnaineseihnen Put a Cachan paginas ad'eo 

ami crank-ceviee, the length of ite stroke 
t; but no acceleration of the water-column 

— — the harmonic motion of —** * as the 
crat — Cornish rolls, crmsli erizing 
rolls used chietly for ores or casily ——— * 

corn-jobber (kérn’job*ér), n. A jobber who 
deals in corn; a grain-lealer. 
corn-mildew (kirn’mil’da), ». The rust of 
wheat caused by the fungus Puceinia graminis. 
[Eng.] 

corno oy n, [It., ¢ L. cornu, horn: see 
corr?, +] In music, a horn. When wed abso- 
lutely, it now usually deaignates the ch or orchestral 
horn (see Aorn); but the corne taglese, or English born, is 
& tenor oboe (see oboe), and the corno di bassetto, or bas 
set-born, Is a tenor clarinet, See *carno di caccia, = ~ 

corno di bassetto. 2. In organ-bwilding, a 
soft-toned rior gar 
corno di caccia (kér’nd dé kich’ 4&). [It., 
‘hunting-horn.’]) A horn originally used in 
bunting and gradually developed into the mod- 
ern French or orchestral born, See orn, 4 (¢). 

corno-flute (kér’nd flit). In organ-building, o 
soft stop of the flute class. 
cornometer (kér-nom’e-tér), n. [E, corn) + 
Gir, wérpov, measure.) Bee * nteater. 
— | 2. In organ-building, a reed- 
stop of a bold, powerful tone. 

corn-pike (kirn’pik), mn. A circular rick of 
corn (small grain), pointed at the top; a 
stack of in. [Prov. Eng.) 
corn-pit (kérn’pit), mn. That part of a produce 
exchange where the business in Indian corn is 
carried on. i 8. 
corn-pith (kérn’pith), ». The pith of the 
stalk of maize, used in the manufacture of 
cellulose and for a packing between the inner 
and outer shells of war-ships, It swells greatly 
when wet and is thus suited to close apertures 
automatically. 

corn tad] (kérn’ral), 1. A name for the corn- 
crake, Crex pratensis. 

corn-riddle (kérn‘rid’dl), a. A corn-sieve. 
corn-salve (kdérn’siiv), ». An ointment or 
salve, —- containing sulicylic acid and 
— 4 indiea, applied to corns for their re- 
moval, 

corn-sheller, ®. Corn-shellers range In capacity from 
30 bushels an hoor in hand-machives to 2%) bushels an hour 
in ory Some powermactines clean the 
shelled corm by a blast from a fan and clevate it to « 
Wagot-box or grain-car, and deliver the cobs to an cleva- 
tor which stacks them at a distance from the machine. 
Others deliver the clean corn te sacks Powertuachines 
are also ded with long conveyers for collecting the 
unshelled corn and conveying it to the sheller, All, both 
statl y and portable, can be operated by belting or 
gearing from a horepower machine placed in the theld 
near by, or by a belt fron a portable moter,— Sh 

er, a machine for removing the husks from 
the cob, shelling amd cleaning the oorn, delivering it toa 
sovking-tmachine, and stacking the hiekes and cobe, 

a 

In- 
corn-shocker (kérn’shok*ér), mn. In ayrt. 
horse-power machine for cutting standing 
dian corn, gathering and binding the stalks 
into shocks, and depositing the shocks in an 
upright position upon the ground; a corn- 
harvester. It consists of a strong platform, mounted 
on wheels and fitted with machinery for cutting, mather- 
ing, bunching, and binding the stalks into an apright 
sheek that stands mpon the platform, Attached to the 
platforin is a crane which, when the shock is bound and 

corodiastasis 

tied, can be used to lift it, swing it to one side, set ft 
upon the round, release the lifting apparatus, and re 
turn ft to ite position ready to lift the next shock, The 
machine is drawn by two horses and operated by one 
man, the forward movement of the machine, as in other 
harvesters, serving to move all the machinery except the 
crane, Which is operated by hand. Lf desired, the shock 
when gathered can be transported on the machine to an- 
other place to leave the fleld clear for plowing. 

corn-shuck (kirn‘’shuk), a», One of the coarse 
leaves which inclose an ear of Indian corn. 

corn-sieve (kirn’siv), ». A sieve for cleaning 
corn or grain. 

corn-silk (kdérn’silk), ». The styles of Indian 
corn; same as silk, 4, Corn-silk is officially 
recognized under the pharmacope@ial name 
zea as a mild — ge . 
corn (kérn‘spur*i), a. spurry?. 
coxpaenin’ (btca’athk). n. 1. The stem or 
eulm of Indian corn, without the ears, leaves, 
or tassel, or with all of these except the ears, 
Compare #efoverl, The corn-stalk consists of an outer- 
shell surrounding the pith After removal of the latter 
the shell is now sometimes ground into a meal equal to 
go hay for feeding stock. 7 

. A tall, slender person: applied as a 
nickname to those whites who have been 
born and bred in the Australian colonies, and 
especially in New South Wales. 
ame ene ladies oy a or see beauty 

an with any European, ) satirized as 
corn stalks from the slenderness of ir form. 

G. Bennett, Wanderings in N. 8. Wales, L 341, 
Corn-stalk disease, liar fatal malady of cattl 
in the western United States, the calc of which ie litee 
understood It frequently follows the eating of dried 
standing corm-stalks, hence the name. 
The cornetalt disease, which extends 

few localities in the m ck 
northward into a 

Agr., 1900, p. 307, 
Corn-stalk fiddle, « musical toy made from a nearly 
ripe stalk of corm by slitting from the outer portion of the 
stalk, just above a joint, two narrow strips (without de · 
taching the ends), mai: them, and inserting under them 
thin alivers of wood. vers form bridges which 
support and streteh the Ohers and make it possible to use 
them in the manner of @ violin, (U.S) 
cornstalk-weed (kérn‘stak-wéd), n. The 
shining pondweed, Potamogeton lucens, the 
long uncles of which, surmounted by 
dense spikes, ne out of the water, some- 
what resemble stalks of Indian corn, 
corn-tassel (kérn’tas‘’1), mn. The tassel or 
staminate inflorescence at the top of a stalk 
of Indian corn. 

cornu, .—Cornua of the spinal cord, collections af 
gmy matter seen on transverse section of the spinal cord, 
passing, two anteriorly and two posteriorly, from the 
cea commissure. See cut under spinal cord.—Cornu 
cutaneum, a horny ow from the skin.— Cornu 
majus. Same as ceret: ; one of the hyoid bones of 
fishes. — Corn’ the rior harm of each 
lateral ventricle of the brain. — cornu, the 
middle turbinated .— Middle cornu. (a) Same as 
ethmoidal #errne, (b) The descending born of each 
lateral ventricle of the brain. 

cornuate (kér’ni-at), a. [L. cornwatus, poetic 
va “= cornutus, horned.) Same as cor- 
nite, 5 

cornu n, 4. Anextension of the choroid 
plexus into each lateral recess of the fourth 
ventricle of the brain. 
cornucopiate (kor-nd-ko’pé-dt), a. [cornuco- 
pia + -ate2.] Hozing te shape of a cornu- 
copia, as certain shells. 

cornule (kér‘nal), ». [LL. cornulum, dim. of 
L. cornu, horn. horn inding-plate, 
with the —— ofa tooth - igi 

u's 8 See *spiral, 
rnute . See *leas, 

cornutin (kér-na‘tin), ». [L.cornutus, horned, 
+ -in®.] A poisonous alkaloid, of unknown 
composition and somewhat doubtful identity, 
found in ergot. 
The recent announcement by Kobert (C, C. 1885, a) of 

three new compounds in ergot, engetic and sphacelte 
acids and corniefine, is questioned by Tanret (J. Ph. XGC 
11,00). Thorpe, Dict. Applied Chem, IL ti. 

Cornwall heave, See *heare, 
Cornwallis (kérn-wol’is), #. The anniversary 
of the capture of General Cornwallis at York- 
town (Oct, 19, 1781), long observed as a holi- 
day with parades, sham battles, ete. 

I hait the Site of a feller with a muskit as 1 du pizn. 
But here is fun to a cornewlfic 1 ain't aguin’ to deny it, 

Laneel, Biyglow Papers, lat ser. ib 

coroa (ké-ré’i),n. [Pg.,acrown: see * 
A gold eoin of Portugal, equal to 5,000 reis, ane 
equivalent to about $5.40, 

sis (kor’o-di-ws’ ta-sis), #; pl. coro. 
diastases (-séz), (NL, (at first erroneously core-}, 



corodiastasis 

<Gr. xépy, pupil of the eye, + didoragc, sepa- 
ration} Bi tion of the pupil, Also corodias- 
tole. 

corodiastole (kor‘ 6-di-as’td-14), n. ley at 
first erroneously core-), (Gr. néon, pupil of the 
eye, + diacrods, separation, dilatation,] Same 
a8 *corodiastasis, 

corol., coroll, Abbreviations of corollary. 
corollar (ké-rol’iir) a. INL corollaris,< corolla, 
corolla.) Same as corollate. 

corollarial (kor--la‘ri-al), a. (LL. coroltia- 
rium corollary, +-all,] Of the character of a 
corollary. 

corollary, . II,a. Sameas*corollarand corol- 
late, ‘ 

corollitic (kor--lit’ik), a. [Also erroneously 
curolitic, carolytic; ¢F, corollitique, suid to be 
formed (erroneously) from L, corolla, a wreath, 
garland: see corolla.) Huving a sculptured 
garland wound around its shaft, generally in a 
spiral, [Rare] 

corollula (k6-rol’@-lii), n.; pl. corollule (-1é), 
[NL., dim. of corolla : sev corolla.) A smull or 
minute corolla, especially the corolla of a floret 
in composite plants. 

corollule (kor‘o-li)), n. Same as *corollula, 
corometer (ké-rom’e-tér),, [Firsterroneously 
corcometer ; « Gr, dog, the pupil of the eye, 
pérpov, measure.] An instrument for measur- 
ing the width of the pupil. 

corona, n. 5. (h) In sodl., the upper, branched 
portion of a erinoid, as distinguised from the 
stem or columna, (i) See the extract. 

In Meto anil some other genera the spines project up- 
wards and are —— unclosed of the apertura side. 
This prodaces the spiral corona, so striking a feature in 
some ahetla, Amer. Nat., Dec., 1m, p, 092, 

6. (d) A eucullus or hood. (¢) The ring of 
primary wood in the medullary sheath.—7, The 
solar corona popes hg 2 are There is, flest, a faintly lami- 
nous haze, not very high near the poles of the sun, while 
it extends at times ton distance of tive or six million miles 
from the solar equator and the suuspot nones, gradually 
fading to tnvisibility, Ite spectrim bs mainly contingous, 
sometimes, however, showing Caintly a few of the moat 
couspicavts Fraunhofer linea, which tndicates Unt, while 
robahly compased of incandescent particles, it also re- 
Rocts sunlight. Next there i a guseous envelop, less ex- 
tensive ar — past the haze, and com lofts 
substance, as yet unidentified bat islonally 
enromiem, of extreme tenuity and shown to be 
by ita spectrin of bright lines, Of these lines net 
consplenons by far ts in the green, and this was for a loys 
the —— supposed to colpcide with a line knuwn 
as Kirchbotf's lat¢ (A, 4917), which ta prominent in the 
chromosphere spectrin ; recently, however, it bas been 
shown to he alightly more refrangible (4, £904) A number 
of other corunium lines are revealed by ee in 
tre violet and ultneviolet. Thirdly, there are the sharply 
defined streamers which mainly emanate from eins eure 
rounding the poles and near (he equator, but also lees 
abundantly fron the whole — reghouu, They curve 
from: both sides toward the spol-nones, and in their ar. 
Tungement a closely resemble that of the streamers uf 

The Caressa of 91, May 08 

Hroma photograph taken 144 secomds after the begl ning al tocatity 

the terrestrial auraca as strongly to suggest the ies that 
they are formed and controfled by sinular cleetric and 
tiagnetic forces acting in and and the sum Thelr 
composition is doubtful, becwuse tt has not vet been foand 
possible to isolate their spectrum, Thero la a distinet 
sympathy between all these elements of the coruns amd 
the sun-spots At the time of a sQt-apet minimum the 
wing-like extensions are Ionzest, the eomontiin spectrum 
faliilest, amd the polar streanier expecially —— vite 
while at a swiespet maximum the corotm is brighter bat 
smaller, and is toarked]y quadrangular in form, Che wrente 
est extensions Lying above the middle af the spot-zories 
The photogripha of any particular eclipee alse show many 
other interrelations between spots and proaninerices and 
the overlying portions of the oorana. Teta hard]y recess: 
gary to add that the feature: uf the coruna conthiualy 
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change, though not with sich rapidity as in the case of 
the chromosphere and prominences, In addition to the 
trie the rer sees overlying the rest the 
sécial Diamination from the air between bim and the 
ecl) sin. This air, deeply tinmermed in the tnnar 

low, Tecelves ho light from the photosphere, but only 
from the corona and the mach more brilliant promitences, 
#0 Chat the bright nes of hydrogen, helium, and calcium 
are recognizable in ite im This fora time bed to 
the wrong conclusion that the chromospheric gases cons 
tributed to the coronal atmosphere, an inference refuted 
by the fact that at times these chromospheric lines extend 
into, and even clear across, the dark disk of the moon, 
This aerial itinmination is obviously po part of the true 
solar corona. 

11, Same as *axrora, 5,— 12, A phenomenon 
seen when gn artificial cloud is viewed by 
transmitted light; an artificial halo. 

It is only when few nneled are present, and the drops 
formed on expansion Gus comparatively lanre, that nor 
mal coronas, on Barus calle them, are seen surrounding a 
luratnoms source viewed through the cloud. It la only te 
such coronas that the ordinary theary of the corona ap 
Plies ; the gongeons colour phenomena otuerved when the 
‘rope are very small, numerous and uniform in site are 
moueh more diMvult to in! 

Sature, Oct & 19%, p. S40. 

Diffraction corona. See *#ifraction, 
coronade (kor-d-nad'},1. [Pencers’ F. coro- 
nade, © L, corona, crown, + alel.] In feneing, 
4 flourish of the saber round the head the in- 
stant before delivering a blow, to guin vigor 
in stroke and also trouble the opponent. 

coronadite (kor-d-nii‘dit}, ». (Coronado 
(1500 f-1543 1), the name of an early explorer of 
the region now including Arizona, -ite?.) 
A mineral of somewhat uncertain composition, 
but consisting essentially of lead manganite 
(PbMng0,), It occurs in black massive forms 
with fibrous structure in the Clifton-Morenel 
copper district in Arizona. 

(k6-ré-nii’do) m. [Sp., ¢ L. core- 
natus, crowned: see coronate, a.) Same as 
*amber-jack. 

coronal, «. 4. In bot,, pertaining to a corona 
in any of the botanical senses of that word. 
= poles, sulcus. * 2, wenleice, 

coronalled (kor nald}, a. [eor- 
onal + -ed.] Adorned or decorated with a 
coronal or garland: as, coronalled panels, 
Thackeray. 

artery stom artery w 

comes a the —— art wn hye the phen 
curvature of the stomuch.—Coronary sulcus, See 
enicies, 

coronet!, ». 7, In bot., same as corona, ospeci- 
ally in a diminutive sense; also formerly ap- 
lied to a whorl of small flowers, as in some 
abiate plants, and to small heads of umbelli- 
ferous and composite plants,—8. The bur at 
the base of an antler. 

coronet-boot (kor‘’d-net-bit*), n. A horse-boot 
designed to protect the coronet from injury 
when the horse is trotting. 

coronillin (kor-d-nil‘in), nn. [Coronilla + ined 
A yellowish powder, C>Hy90;, of glucoside 
nature, contained in the seeds of various 
apecies of Coronilla, particularly C. loides, 
It acts promptly on the heart like digitalis, 

coronillo (ko-rb-nél’ya), u. [Sp., dim. of eo. 
rona, acrown.) <A large leguminous tree, Gle- 
ditschia amorphoides, of northern Argentina, 
whose trunk from the ground up to the height 
of a man ¢s thickly beset with strong, much- 
branched thorns from 5 to 8 inches long, Its 
handsome veined wood is used in building and 
for furniture and cabinet-work, Its bark eon- 
tains — and is used like soap, under the 
name of quilley. 

coronion (ko-ro ni-on), 2. [NL., ¢ Gr. sopcveor, 
with crumpled horns, ¢ nopévy, & curve point 
or tip: see corona.) Incraniom., the point of 
the coronoid process of the lower jaw. Fon 
Torok, 

coronium (ko-ré’ni-um), ». (NL., ¢ L. corona: 
see corona.) A gaseous element, unidentified 
as yet and thus far deteeted only in the solar 
corona. Tt is supposed to be lighter and more ififfasi- 
ble than hydrogen, Some years ago ft was reported as 
present in volcanic wases at Pozzunll, but Hrobably by 
Inistake ; the obwervation has never been verified, 

coronogram (ké-ré’nd-grum), ». [NL. corona, 
corona, + Gr. ypduye, anything written.) A 
photograph of the solar corona. 

coronograph (k6-rd‘nd-yraf), m,  [NL. coroner, 
corona, + Gr. ppdorny, write.) An instrument, 
first suggested and tried by Hugyins for 
photographing the sun’s corona during an 
eclipse. or in full sunlight, if possible. The at- 
Leni pte te photegraph the corona in fall sunlight were an. 
stvcemfaLanid the nate is now applied to camerns desiziedt 
for photographing the corona in total eclipses, the inatra- 
tment bela destined to secure the greatest brilliance 
of Lie linage. with less regard te definition of Gnu details 

corps-A-corps 
They included two croloatats and two — 52 one 

of the tater being of 4 fneches aperture and 19 feet 4 Inches 
focal length, the other of 6 ine aperture and 7 feet 10) 
lunches focal length. Nature, Dec. 17, 180d, p. 100. 

coronographic (k6-ré-nd-graf’ik), a. Pertain- 
ing to or produeed by a coronograph. 

coronoid. I. «,— index. See winder, — 
I, n. One of the component bones of the jaw 

in birds and reptiles, lying on the inner face 
of the dentary and back of the splenial. 

In Bud, nome Cucuſu⸗. and Guire the rami are plerced 
by a jong lat arte Which is partly closed by a long 
and alender coronoid. In Cone the coronold terminates 
midway across this vacuity; whilat fi Taceocowa and 
Centropus this vacuity is quite open, the coronedd forming. 
tte ventral 5 

Troe. Zool. Soe, London, W0a, p. 207. 

coronoidal (kor-d-noi’dal), a. Resembling the 
solar corona in appearance; imitating the 
corona. —Coronoldal tube, n vacuum-tube witha lange 
balb, around which, under the influence of a powerful 
magnetic held, strong electric dischances cause the enis- 
sion of Jominous streamers which strikingly resemble 
the streamers of the solar coruna in appearance and mr 
ralweteent, 

Coronopus (k6-ron’é-pus), n. [NL. (Haller, 
1768, adopted from Ruellius, 1536), < Gr. 
Aupurdrary, erowfoot, Plantago Coronopus, ¢ 
xopary, craw, + voix, foot.) A genus of di- 
cotyledonous plauts of the family Srassicaces. 
See Senchiera. 

coronule, «. (h) The little ealyx-like body 
which crowns the nucule in the genus Chara. 
(ce) The crown of spines which sometimes oc- 
eurs at the apex of the frustule in diatoms. 

coroplastic (kor-d-plas’tik), a. [ecoroplast-y 
+ -1c.] 1, Relating to coroplasty.— 2. In Gr. 
antq., relating to the manufacture of figu- 
Tines. See coroplast, 

coroplasty (kor’6-plas-ti), . (Gr. néen, pupil 
of the eye, + méaaréc, ¢ x?deerm, form.] ¢ 
erative treatment for the restoration of the iris. 

coro (ko-rot’d-mi), a. [Gr. xop, pupil of 
the eye, + -rouia, ¢ rayeiv, cut.] The proper 
form of cvretomy. 

corp (kérp).», [Assumed sing. of corpse, corps, 
An old and still dialectal form of ——— 

Bleased fs the corp that the rain rains on. 
Scotch Iroeerh, 

corp. -\n abbreviation of corporal. 
co. 12,” 2, Semotilus corporalis, a cypri- 
noid fish found in fresh waters east of the 
Alleghanies,—Corporal of the field, a superior officer 
of the army in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 
who acted aa an assistant or as a kind of aidedecamp te 
the sergeant-major. NV, #. D.— Little Corporal. (a) A 
translation of the P. le petit Caporal, nw roomier Hickbame 
of Napoleon 1 (>) (fc) Three-ball billiards with the 
midition of a worlen pin which spots wherever it falls on 
the playing-surface of the table amd counts if knocked 
down by the cte-ball after this has hit another ball, 

corporalship (kér’ pé-ral-ship), ». 1, The 
rank or position of a corporal: as, to work 
one’s way up from a corporaiship to a general- 
ship.—2+. A squad of soldiers under the charge 
of a corporal. 

Every company was divided into three corporniships, of 
which each was the peculiar cure of one of the Gatun cost 
pons, aud of one of the three officers, 

JW. Fortesewe, Hist, Brit, Army, L 1k 

v.— Bureau of Corporations. See 
whee. rpor W. See trelignous. 

corporealness (kOr-po’ré-al-nes), n. Corporeal 
state or quality, Anakin, 

corps”, ». 5. Oncof the several bodies of officers 
charged with special administrative duties in 
the army or navy, In the United States uary tho 
= ure as follows: medical corp. in charge of the 
sanitary ani medical service ; pty corps, in change of sap. 
Plies and stores, commissary, accounts, disbarsements of 
Toomey; corps af chaplains; corpa af naral constructors, 

cin charge of bailding and repairs of reascls; 2* of 
professes af mathematics, in chanre of work at the Naral 
(iwervatery and instruction at the Naval —— * 
corps of elvil enyinerrs, in charre of construction uf 
Ury-docks, buildings, and elvil-engineering work jeter: 
ally at navy-yards, — 50) corps, the cor 
responsible for the transportation and supply of the 
British army. It is onder the contra of te quarter: 
— ~— Corps d’élite IF}, a body of picked 
men.— ral staff corps, in the United States army, 
a body of ofticers changed with the organization, distribu- 
Gio, equipment, and tratning of the military fore. It 
Propeeed legislative action, revises estimates for appr 
printions, exercises supervision over inspections and 
trilitary edueation, —— plans for national defense 

- ani mobilization, collects military fiformation, and records 
the military operations of the arnobes of Che United States, 
The senior otficer fe the chief uf stalf. European armies 
have corms performing approxitately the same duties. 

— Stall corps, one of the corps of the stall of the United 
States army, as the corps of engincers, 

corps-A-corps (kor-&-kor’), [F., ‘body to 
body.*] In fencing, the advance of one fencer 
on another to close quarters, thus destroying 
the elegance of the passuge and causing wild 



corps-A-corps 

hitting. It t& discourmged on the —S— in 
fencing lor polite the toaster of boats warns or disqualifies 
a fencer who persists in it 

corpse (kérps). c.f. 1. To make a corpse of; 
murder, w slang.) —2. To ‘put out’ or 
confuse (an actor) in speaking his lines or to 
spoil (his ‘business’) by some blunder or 
mistake. [Theatrical slang.) 

Hn. (d) Principal, as of to Interest or in- 
come: aa, these payments should be made out of co: 
and not out of income, (¢) bly ‘symbols which c 
ite elements are 

wale ex) obtained by phan a finite num. 
ber of sym by meant of « finite chain of rational 
operations , %, (> being capable of tite tation 
“ crm adetinite element of the manifold, with 
the single reservation that division sero is inadinis- 
sible. arenacea, the anne: ton = —— 
= a pPmmmoma and sometimes 

Corpora 
Same a8 Malpighian bodies — ra Moreugnih 
* a8 hydatid Morgagni —— 

Same as corn — 
laryngie which see, under —— 

fe int amylacea: 0 called becatse a 
taken verlag tint when treated with jodine solutions 

‘olffiana. Same as Wolgien bodies. —Cor- 
pL be My a small mass of stb 

pus i tmmediately anterior to nat 13 Varolil. Tt lies 
between the crura cerebri, ar * * ‘brain ; hence 
its name. Also called ganglion inte neulare.— 

a small bod & portion of 
The four of the ventricle, Veit fa nat awa 
infundibulum of the hypophysis 
pons. ok — 
millare, but in man there are ¢ com 

the median line. The te matter of these Correlate across 
bodies is formed tio ee anterior pillars of * ** 
rie bw —* ———— waned a ican, 

alm, ti iy tary —— — th. the jen 5 
= Lower ea tbe ower —— at fishes which carries 

Gorpea gr igmented pre prominence, or body at raed or 

of the F is well dove 4 the horse 

pampiniferm mae (which see, under — — 
— Corpus a stratum of gray matter 
in the ventral portion of the t! us, containing Hamer- 
ous nerve-vells aml a plexus of tine medullated fibera 
It is lens-shaped in section and has an inclosing en- 
velop of white substance. This body or stratum is dis- 
tinct only in primates. Also cal nucleus of Luye, 
nucleus amypdaliforreis, — corpus, in met 
a a copes each of whose conjugate corpora is identical 

je, n. 5. In clect,, a body smaller than 
an atom, assumed to explain the phenomena 
of electric discharges in gases, and of radio- 
activist ~~ Cancroid corpuscies.. 8 Same as ®eancer- 

“Shicrophyi corpascle. eehlorophyl.— 
Rrause’s corpuscle or Pod bulb, th the expanded bal- 
bows extremity of a terminal iescbers present in — 
— ge and elsewhere, 

ted spindbe-sha ced, protosoan (Saroo. 
a4 tnieachert) sometimes fouted — in the mu⸗ · 

cles mammals, Also called Memey's co le 
ie, a decolurized rexd 

Ri — — 
in the skin’ which have at — form and 
inclosed in connective ti⸗ve instead af ts coranl There 

in experiments dealing with hemolytic problema, the 
isolated red blood-corpascles of an animal, which have 
been washed free from contaninatl Ang material with 09 

cent. saline solution, and separated by centrifugation. 
auscular iperasare, m i. Chere, i Geren tasent 
2 _—— denote nate y at ‘supposed cur- 

- kt motions going on within the atom. Nafurr, 
Stay 26, 100M, pa. TA. 

‘erous (kdr-pus-kil-lif’ér-us), a. [L. 
corpusculum, corpuscle, + ferre, bear.) Bear- 
ing corpuscles, Lindley. 

corrade, ".t. 2, Ingeol.,toabrade and remove 
(rock), as by running streams charged with grit. 

This portion of the tract was corraded Into a labyrinth of 
canyons, anong Which the Grand Canyon of the Columbo 
is most notable, Sunitheonian Rep, bent, po 2h 

corral, 1. 4. In Florida and the West Indies, 
a pen near the shore where sponges sre 
macerated in the course of cleaning them for 
murket. Sometimes colloquially contracted to 
crawl, See kraal. 
corrasion (ko-ri’zhon), . [NL. *corrasio(n-), 
<L. corradere; see corrade.) In geol., the 
seraping away ‘of a rock by the action on it o 
rock f ents moved by wind or water, 
Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 168. 

correality! (ké-ré-al’i-ti). . [cor- + reality.) 
— or equal reality. Sir W, Hamil 

correality? (k6-ré-al’i-ti), m. ska + -ity.) 
In Rom. law, the condition of being correal. 
See correal obligations (under correal), 
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correction, ”.—Com 
pose, — Gre Soo agrart 

a modification of farm intended to counter- 
act apparent discordances or deviations, such as an ap: 
pearance of sagging or of sloping in an architectural 
member. A long girder or linte! that ts leetly borlzon- 
tal will commonly look as if it curved downward in the 
middle, and to obviate — an upward carve may be a · 
tually given to ite lower face. ‘s correc- 
tion, a correction applicable “to an ordinary mercurial 
thermometer, owing to the fact that the bore af the tube 
increases its Volume aa the temperature rises, so that a 
degree of the scale represents a greater —— —* 
sonra a greater change in temperature in proj m a⸗ 
—— — rises, — 

the correction 
applied top of the duration of sun- 

ne, bys oer teal for the t loss of photographic 
power by the aun's igs they pase — ——2* 
Vaenum 

onalist (ko-rek’shon-al-ist), n. One 
who is in favor of correctional met ious in in the 
management of delinquents. Also used ad- gorrosion 

tm jectively. 
a amitten with the institution craze or with ex- 
treme correctionalist views will never solve the Leary 
of criminal youths, G. S. Hall, Adoleacence, L 

correctionally (ko-rek‘shon-al-i), adv. By 
way of correction or reform; as a corrective 
merely; with reform in view: as, ‘‘there are 
offences only punishable ‘correctionally,’ not 
criminally,” Gladstone. 

(ko - tek’ shon - hous), a. A 
on of correction (which see, under correc- 

at). 

Bee *eom- 

-proof (ko-rek’shon- )},a. Proof 
against correction ; — : as, a stub- 
born, correction-; -proof outh, 

(kor-ek-to’ri-gl), a. [oorrectory 

eS Se 

i, pee ete n, 5, In statistics, the relation of 
two or more variable quantities. One varinble 
quantity never determines another oompletely. For ine 
stance, in a certain biological type size never completely 
determines weight, altho large individuals are, on the 
whole, heavy. values of one variable, which are corre- 

& constant which is 
A. 4 A compartson of the coefticlenta 

55 the first variable considered as a sericea of 
Se of the second considered as a 

sania of nal the first, leads to their reduction to a 
— conficient of ation which eons te aver- 
** the —— all the correlated af devin- 
ona, Lividest by by the product of their —2* or mean 

mpuare vartabl © Variabilities of the arrays are 
egunl to the —e of each complete series mraitipiied °C te 

—e 

together, 
lation the other correlates, ay sugwest the 
correlatives, The phrase waa introduced by H. Spencer, 

correlativism (ko-rel‘a-tiv-izm), ». A doe- 
trine in which the correlative or universally 
relative nature of ideas and terms forms the 
basis. 
The relativieen of Mill, and the aniversal relativism or 

correlativiem of Lana, Eneye. Brit, XXX. O85, 

corresp, An abbreviation of correspondence, 
corresponding, "3 — 

corres) a. 1, (ey In phutegees 
rived fron and in aut taking the place of at sade ami 
browser type, broken up in the process of evolution; vi- 
carious or representative in an evolutionary sense. id 
of an endemic plant type. Drode, te. (2) Cicobogi- 
cally equivalent to another genes or species, hervfore 
alternating with it in similar areas of a habitat .M. 
Clements. — ts, (4) In physic, 
polnts upon the two retinas whose iin pressions unite, in 
he great majority 4 ae, to give a sligle, epatially un- 

differentiates 
corridor, ». 4. in "car-building, & narrow pas- 
suge between the side of a sleeping-, dining-, 
stateroom- or other car and a partition which 
incloses the staterooms, lavatory, kitchen, or 
other apartment.— Corridor train, « train composed 
of vestibaled carsin which a corridor or passageway ex- 
tems the whole length of ench car. [Eng.}-— 

, & rallWay-car through which there is a corridar 
or Paasageway, rine] 

e- or” I, -bii‘sn),». A nearly level- 
floored —— on a mountain- or hillside 
supposed to have been formed by glacia 
erosion, J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, 254. 

corrie-glacier (kor’i-gli’shiér), n, A glacier 
oceupy —5* a cirque or corrie. 

Finally, there was the phase of corrie-glaciers, when the 
lacial detritus was borne for po great distance from the 
cal centres of dispersion. Nature, April 7, 1904, p, 540, 

corrie-lake (kor’i-lik), ». A lake occupying 
the floor of a —* oreirque. J, Geikie, The 
Great Ice Age, p. 236. 
Corr. Mem. An abbreviation of Correspond- 
Oorcoted Member. 
Corroded crystals. See *erystal. 

cortlandtite 

corrodentian (kor-d-den’ shin), aanda, I, 
yah or belonging to the insect order Corro- 

a a .. A member of the Corrodentia. 
(ko-r6'di-d-ri), mn. [ML. corrodia 

rius, € corrodium : see corody.) ormerly, one 
who received an allowance for maintenance; 
& pensioner, 

Same as *corrodi- (ko-r6'di-ér), nm. 
— Kingsley. 
corrosion, ®. 2. In geol., the solution and re- 
moval rocks, usually in water; the eating 
away by fusion and —* tion of a solid mass 
of rock or of a mineral which is inclosed in a 
— — 

and bydrostatic pressure have, 
Fes te pee ae te 

Geog. Jour, (R. G. &), A. 508, 

a anatomic preparation, as of 
“Bhs tne ay veasels of a part, made by treating the tissues 

a corrosive substance which leaves only the solidi- 
Bed | injection material. 

. Corrosion-zone (ko-rd’zhon-z6n), m, A zone 
surrounding certain minerals which, having 
crystallized out of a — magma or lava, 
have afterward been partia ly reabsorbed by 
fusion and have thus yielded a surrounding 
rim of intermediate composition between them- 
selves and the unaffected lava. Geikic, Text- 
Sona of Benga p. 141, 

See *gland. 
ting-machine (kor ‘ §- gia ting - mp 

shen’ caret n. A power crimping-machine ico 
e, long crimping-rolls cor corragatis 

anlar n bebe, See *crimping-ma 2. 
* (ker bgt ev), a, Same as corru- 
Mrs 

widening —* mg 
sponge of 

gate, 
(wrin- corrugator — labu 

kler of the bear lip) Gbers from the depressor angali 
ecle, contraction of which throws the lower lip oris nm 

to fodita, 

corrupt, a. 5. Legally tainted, as by an act 
of attainder of treason or felony: said of the 
blood of one legally attainted. See corrup- 
tion . 

a corsair, n. 4. Any pirate-bug of the family 
Reduritde.— 
daviid bug Rasahue 

corsair, an American re- 
ttefes, intiadlting the southern 

and southwestern United State It is protatery ii ite 
—— and nometienes Sites tes human beluga, intileting « 

inful wou 
can moss. See moss}, 

—— = a of cortex, 
fe) The peridium * fungi. —* 

phe In Tayo clear, firm onter 
the cilia or suckers and show bo} in — — 

—— no further evidence of differentiation, Uiough 
in some of the more specialized forns 3 distinct layers 
—— Rave ws ret ect 8 

pecialized outer layer of mesoderm 
foster, mg ny the saperticial ectoderm and 
tally coal he * inner ends of projecting spicules 

and lined by ectoderm, 
Gorti, cells cells of. See *cell, 

See *®enfaraet.— integu- 
— 5* —D— 2 Cortical layer. 
() the integument which invests the bast system of a 

1m 
corticifugal — a. cortex 
(cortic-), bark. + Jugere, + -all.] Origi- 
nating in and running from the —— or 
outer layer of the eerebrum or cerebellum, 
into adjacent regions, such as the pulvinar 
and quadrigeminal bodies or the various fiber- 
tracts. 

There was no clear evidence of cortic(fagal fibres pam 
ing from the angular gyrus te the anglia ; Pat 
that this gyrus is counectedd with the pulvinar by corti- 
cipetal Gbres will be shown in the next section. 

Phitos, Trane, Roy, Soe, (Lomlon), ser. B, 1808, p, 10, 

corti y (kér-ti-sif’i-gal-i), ade, In a 
corticifugal Fase 

corticipetal (kér-ti-sip’e-tal), a. [L. cortex 
(cortic-), bark, + petere, seek, + -al.} Origi- 
nating outside of and running into the cere- 
bral or cerebellar cortex. ETN Trans, Roy. 
Sec. (London), ser. B, 1808 

corticipetally (kir-ti-sip’ etal iN adv, In a 
—— — —E Kear) 

cortico (kor’ti- ung’ ir), 
a, (L.corter, bark, + NL, pedunculus, pedun- 
ele.] Relating to the cortex and both pedun- 
eles of the brain. 

cortlandtite (kért" ign-dit), n. [Cortlandt toww 
ship, New York, +°-ite2.| In petrog., a name 
given by G. H. Williams (1886) to a coarse- 

ined rock composed of large crystals of 
vornblende with abundant inclusions of olivin 
and pyroxene which mottle the cleavage sur- 
faces of the hornblendes and give the rock 
a poikilitic fabric: a variety of hornblende 
picrite. 



corubin 

corubin oe n. [eo(runduwm) + ruby, 
+ -in2.] The trade-name of artificial corun- 
dum or crystallized alumina, obtained in the 
aluminothermie processes of Goldschmidt: 
used as an abrasive, Electrochem, Industry, 
Oet., 1904, p, 405, 

coruco (ké-rii’k6), m. [Mex. Sp.) The popu- 
lar name in Mexico and New Mexico of the 
so-called Mexican chicken-bug, a cimicid, Acan- 
thia inodora, which attacks poultry in those 
regions. 

corvid (kér’vid),a.and», I, a, Pertaining to 
or resembling the Corride, 

. %. A -erow of the family Corridæ. 
corvina, n Als sppited wea iegenemberel other 

fishes belonging to the family Selwenida. 

corybantian (kor-i-ban‘ti-an), a. Of or per- 
taining to the corybants or their worship, 

corybantiate (kor-i-ban’ti-at), vr. i.; pret. and 
p. corybantiated, Por corybantiating. [eory- 
nt + -i + -nte2.) To ‘carry on’ like a fren- 

bant; act like a Junatic. 
(kor-i-ban’tin), a. [eoryhant + 

-inel,) Of, pertaining to, or resembling the 
cory bants or their rites; corybantian, X. *. Dd, 
corybulbine (kor-i-bul’ bin), n. J Cory(datis) 
(see def.) + L. bulbus, bulb, + -ine*.] A light- 
ellow erystalline monacid alkaloid, Co)Hog 
N, found in the roots of Corydalis cate 

(otherwise Bulbocapnus, aleo Capnodes, carus), 
corycavine (kor-i-kay’in), ». [Cory(dalis cava) 
et def.) + -ine?.) A crystalline alkaloid, 
egHogOgN, found in the roots of Capnoides 

cacum (Corydalis cava), 
(kor-i-dal’ik),@. [Corydal-is + -ie.] 

Derived from corydaline.—Corydalic acid, a name 
given, through mispprehen- 
sion, to the acid ammonium 

a a eer 
0! “obtalined by ke ox ation 
of corydaline. 

n, 2, II. e.] 
The golden coryidlalia is Ce 
notdes aurenm of the mo 
eastern United States and 
Canada, with —— — 
flowers The pink corpdalis 
is C. sempercirene of the same 
region, but ranging to Alaska 
aml North Carolina; the fow- 

The pals corydalis tn ©. Aue: ie J 

tam, reith pake yellow flowera, 
an carly wild flower of the 
eastern half of the United 
States. These and other spo- 
— — ati ve 

I n.— Horned 
ua, dalius commu: 

tus. See Corywdelus, Com- 
étoct, Manual of Insecta, p. 

zied ¢o 

Pink Corydalis (Caproides 
sean pervire ns), 

@, plast aed befhorescence, 
ne one tousth matural size: 4, 

corylaceous (kor-i-la’- 3 cxprule, one halt natural 

shius), a. [NL. cory. ~~ 
lacenas, ¢ L. * hazel: see hazel.) Of or 
—*— to the hazel; belonging or related 

the Corylaccr. 
corylin (kor’i-lin), ». [L. corylws, hazel, + 
-in?.] A globulin obtained from various nuta. 

corviop (ko-ril’6-fid), a.andn. I, a, Of or 
a to the coleopterous family Cory- 
lophide. 
I, 8 A Hg oe —— a 

corymb, *. 2. emisphe up of z0i- 
phytes.. Dana, Zooph.. 173, ve dD, 
corymbate (ko-rim’bat), a. In bot., same as 
corymbiate. 

eum (ko-rin’é-um), vn. [NL. (Nees, 
1816), from the shape of the sporodochin; ¢ 
Ge. nopivg, a club.) A — of melanconia- 
eeous fungi having black disk-shaped or pul- 
vinate sporodochia breaking through the bark 
of the host. The spores are fusiform, dark- 
colored and several septate. C. Beyerinekii is said 
to be the cause of a gum flux of the cherry and closely 
related planta It is alsy regarded as the conidial con- 
dition of Ascotpera Beyerinchit, Soo & Ascoapera, 

te (kor’i-nit), a. [Gr. xopiey, club, + 
-ite*, The name refers to the form of the 
crystalline groups.) A mineral similar to 
gersdorffite, but with the arsenic in part re- 
placed by antimony. 

ine (eo rin pete pins n. [Coryno- 
carpus + -ine®.] A crystalline alkaloid found 
in the fruit of the karaka tree, Coryrocarpus 
lerigata, It melts at 140° C, 
Coryphantha (kor-i-fan’thi), ». [NL. (Le- 
maitre, 1868, adopted froma subgenus name of 
Engelmann, 1857), ¢ Gr. sopem), summit, + 
dv@y, blossom. The name alludes to the occur- 
rence of the flowers, in typical species, on the 
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be A summit of the plant.] A genus of plants 
of the family Cactacew, often called Mamillaria 
(which see). 
coryphodon, ». 2. [/.¢.] A mammal of the 

nus Coryphodon.—Coryphodon beds, in geot., 
¢ lower a of Uve Lower Eocene in We Hocky 

Mountain and Plateaa region; equivalent to the Wah- 
satch group. It contains remains of the coryphodon. 

coryp (ko-rif’i-li), a. [For *corypho- 
, «Gir, coped), summit, + efor, len phy + 

-y3.) The abnormal production of a leat 
(sometimes colored) at the summit of the 
axis of a plant, 

berine (kor-i-td’bér-in), n. (Cory(dalis) 
(see def.) + L. tuber, tuber, + -ine?.] An 
alkaloid, C)gH»,0,N, found in the roots of 
Capnoides carwm (Corydalis cava), It erystal- 
lizes in needles which decompose at 200° C. 

cog? (kos), n. [Also coss, cosse (lettuce), < L. 
Cos, ¢ Gr. Kéc,an island in the Aigean Sea, 
now Stanchio,] A kind of lettuce, suited for 
being grown out of doors in summer, usually 
forming long heads or rosettes, 
0.0.8. An abbreviation of Charity Organiza- 
tion Society. 

(ko-siik’), ». [F.] A Cossack dance, or 
the musie for it. 
coscoroba (kos-ko-ro’b&), mn. [NL. coscoroba, 
appar. connected with the Tupi casaroba, also 
saroba, a diving bird.) A large swan-like 
duck, Coscoroba coseo , of South America, 
which has a white body and a long, slender, 
black neck, 

cosensal (ké-sen‘sal}, a, [co-l + sense + -al),) 
Having the same sense, Two mutually equiangular 
polygons are cosensal when rays pivoted within them and 
coutaining the vertices of equal angles, rotate in the 
me sense to pase Uiroagh the vertices of the compecn- 
tive equal tes Congruent orleal jes are 
— * is pot the case with symmetrical spheri- 

cosher!, v, IL. intrans, To chat ina familiar, 
friendiy way; ip. Macawlay, 

Cosina beds,’ See *bed, 
circle. See *efrele,— Cosine law. See Lamberts 

law af ®eosines,— cosine of x, §(e* + © *) 

wcous¥=Ter 4h 45... It is usually written 
cosh x and read “cosh x", or “ h-cosine x."— Lambert's 
law of cosines, the law that the intensity of the light 

& 

Lambert's Law of Cosines, 

di reflected from amat surface is proportional 
te the cosine of the angle between the direction of the 

surface, Experiments by Wright (Philos. Mags XLIX, ant A ments — ¢ om, Mag. B 
198) show that if J 1s the ‘of incidence of the light 
the intensity of the ditusely reflected light is strictly 
—— to the cosine of the angle B, but that if the 

chtenee be varied, the light reflected at a constant 
angle # is net proportional to the cosine of the angle J. 

cosingular (k6-sing’gi-llir), a. [co-l + singw- 
lar.) Having the same singular surface: said 
of complexes in line geometry. 

By these principles the existence of coringnlar quad- 
ratic complexes can easily be established. 

Saeye, Brit., XXVILL oe. 
Cosingular complexes. See *cumplex, n. 
cosmetid (kos’me-tid), a. ands, I, a, Having 
the characteristics of or belonging to the 
family Cosmetida, : 

II. ». An arachnidan of the family Cos- 
metida, 

cosmic, 4.—Coamic consciousness, Sve *eonseions 
meas, —Cosmic fog, a nebulosity enveloping certain star. 
groups, notably the Pletades. 

Helium stars are often palpably connected with pebula, 
The entire Orion region, where they brilliantly coapre- 
wate, is pervaded with ecoemic fog; commie fog enwrape 
the Melades; and individaal instances of Ge same asso 
elation abound, aid are likely to multiply aa exploration 
proceeds, A, M. Clerke, Problems in Astrophysics, p. Ist), 

hydrogen, theism, ctv. See ehyd rogen, #the« 

IL. ». A name proposed by H. L. Fairchild, 
in accordance with the new planetesimal hy- 
pothesis, for the primitive massive rocks. 

With the passing of the old hypothesis it will be de- 
sirnble to change the terminobury of the rocks aa far aa 
this now ieplices an original molten or “igneous” state 
of the carth, Some new name will be desimble for the 
sediments which were formed chiefly or wholly from the 
Plaietesimals (the cosmic tontter) in the early seas of the 
growing globe, Let as call such deposits cosmoplastios 
ail the pelmitive massive rocks the comics, 

HL. Fairchild, Amer, Geol,, Feb., 1904, p. 101, 

cosmophilite 

#, 2, The philosophy of Spencer and 
Fiske, which asserts the existence of a real 
unknowable outside of the mind, the absolute 
relativity of all thought’to ourselves, and that 
there is no knowledge except what is ulti- 
mately empirical science. It is —— op- 
—* to the systems of Berkeley, Hume, Kant, 

amilton,and Comte.—3, The doctrine that the 
material universe worksautomatically; affirm- 
ative atheism.—4. The ethical doctrine which 
— the welfare of mankind the highest 
good. 
cosmist (koz’ mist), ». —* néguoc, the uni- 
verse, + -ist.] 1, A believer in cosmism, or 
the cosmic philosophy of Fiske, which is sub- 
stantially the first principles of Spencer.—2, A 
believer in the affirmative atheism of Holyoake, 
according to which we know that nature is au- 
tomatic. 

(koz-mos’é-ras),n. [NL., (Gr. 
xdeuoc, ornament, + afipac, a horn. A genus 
of ammonoid cephalo or ammonites with 
involute shells and highly costated and tuber- 
culated whorls. It oecurs in the Jurassic 
rocks, 
cosmochlore (koz‘mé-klir) », [Also kosmo- 
chlore; © Gr. xéouog, ornament, + 7/uper, green. ] 
A chromium silicate occurring in emerald- 
green monoclinic needles in the meteoric iron 
of Toluca, Mexico. 

cosm {koz-m6-klas’tik),aandn. [Gr. 
céouog, universe, txAaardéc, ¢«24¥, break.) T.ta. 
Consisting of fragmental material of extrater- 
restrial origin.—Cosmoclastic rocks, rocks cum- 
posed of fragnental nsaterial of extraterrestrial origin. 

II, », Acostmoclastic rock, See the extract, 
under *cosnic, 

cosmog. An abbreviation of cosmography. 
tic (koz-md-jé-netik), a. wa xbo- 

moc, universe + yérecd, origin: see genetic.) Of 
or pertaining to the origin and development of 
the eee i mn 

cosm: (koz-moj’e-ni), ». [Gr. adepor, the 
er i rag -yona, €-yergc, -produced.] 1. 
Coamogony; the history of the origin and 
development of the universe. 

This commegeny, or theory of the development of the 
universe. Haeckel (trans), Hist. Creation, L 221, 

2. The history of the origin and development 
of the inorganic universe, as distinguished 
from that of living beings. 
Priv — conten. Comiogeny — Genesis of Matter 

L F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol, L 220. 

cosmognosis eens SE . (Gr. nécpog, 
the world, + ;roee, knowledge.}] The imagi- 
nary ‘ general — orinstinct to which 
the migrations of birds have been attributed. 
Syd. Soe. Lex. 

e Gosmeg't-a%), v. i> pret. and 
Pp. cosmogonized, ppr. cos mizing. [cos 
mogony + -ize.) To explain the origin of the 
world: theorize in to the world’s origin. 
J, W. Draper, Intell, Devel, of Europe, I. iv. 

chart. See *chart, 
cosmographer, #. 2. A geographer. 

Aratus the astronomer, Ptolemy the coemographer, add 
lustre to the golden age of Alexandrian culture. 

J. A. Symouda, Greek Poets, let ser., p. 

cosmologic (koz-mé-loj‘ik), a, Same as cosmo- 
logical. 

cosmological, «.— proof, that proof 
of theism which rests ou the ——— efficient cause 
tion, According to Caldecott there are nine forms of thie 
= a8 follows: (1) from the world as a masse of 
ee (ways ——* by Aristotle 

Martineau, and [lingworth ; 
mn 

4. the 
bnitz, 

Clarke; (5) from the Sinitade of Loe = ses] 
by Clarke ; (@) from the temporal character of things In 
the world ; (7) from the relatirities of the used by 
Green and Dlingworth ; (8) from the phenomenal char- 
neter of the world; (0) from the potential character of 
the world, weed by Aristotle, 

cosmonomic (koz-mé-nom‘ik), a, [Gr, xdawor, 
the world, + wiser, law.] Pertaining to the 
laws of nature, in the sense of general truths 
as to instantaneous results of contempora. 
neous conditions.—CGosmonomic monism, « form 
of monism which acknowledges commonomic influences 

eee. 

cosmophilite (koz-mof‘i-lit), #. [Gr. xéayoe, 
the world, + geet, love, + -ife2.] A lover of 
the world, 

Actress hall, where there was to bea great deal of 
Marista Neanty, which a commophilite ought to sec. 

Thockeroy, in Scribner's Mag., June, 1887, p OL 



cosmopofetic 
cosmopoletic (koz!mi-pui-ct‘ik), a. [Gr. deuce, 
the universe, + romriade, ¢ rowiv, make {see 
pootic).] Coosribaeng to form the universe 
and to 2 eget order — — 

cosmopo. (koz-mop'6-lis), m. (Gr, ine 
the world, + dare, city.) A city composed of 

ple gathered from all parts of the world. 
tand, Diet, 

cosmopolitanize (koz-ini-pol’i-tan-iz), c. t.; 
pret. and pp. cosmopolitanized, ppr, cozmopoli- 
tanizing. [cosmopolitan + -ize.) To render 
cosmopolitan in character or feeling, 
The telegraph has commopolitanized ws in spite af onr- 

selves; Che whole world has but one set of nerves and wo 
all have the h © rer, = Lowell, Letters, EL 304 

cosmopolite, ». 3. A nymphalid butterfly, 
Vanessa cardwi, common to Europe, ia, 
North America, and Australia. Its larva feeds on 
thistle, mallow, aml everlasting. Also known as the 
thistle-teuttery. Seo cat ander pointed-—lady, 

organic (koz-mér-gau‘ik), 0. (Gr. xéapoc, 
the world, + dpyavov, organ, + -ic.}) Pertain- 
ing to the supposed character of the universe 
as a living organism whose atoma are soverally 
endowed with sensibility : ahypothesis put for- 
ward by G. T. Fechner. 

But his (Fechner's] substitute was his own hypothesis 
of panpsychism, from which he deduced # “commorgania” 
evolution from a “ commorganie” or original condition of 
the world ns a tiving onanism into the iburganic, by the 
Principle of tendency to stability. 

Encye. Brit., XXX. om. 
Cosmos fiber. Seo w/fhert. 
cosmotheist (koz’m@-thé-ist), ». [cosmothe- 
ism + -ist.] A believer in cosmotheism. 

istic (koz*mo- thé-is‘tik), a, Of or 
pertaining to cosmothvism or the cosmotheists. 

(koz-md-26'un), nm.  [Gr. xéeuoc, the 
universe, + CHor, a living being, + -an,] An 
imaginary orgunism transported to the earth 
from some unknown region of the cosmos, 
(Rare. ] 

It life] wns transported to the earth from 
of from the cosmic environment, wider the form of ecarmic 

1a, OF ComMinged he, tore or less comparable to the liv- 
— with which we are acquainted. 

Smithsonian Rep., 1002, p, 401. 

cosmozoic (koz-m6-z6'ik), a. [cosmozo-an + 
-ic.)_ Concerning or pertaining to the intro- 
duetion of life upon earth from without.—cos- 
mozoic hypothesis, the doctrine or opinion that the Girt 
living organising apon earth were brought here from some 
Unknown region of the universe by a meteorite, 

Kelvin suggested that germ life may have been.a meteoric 
Passenger from otherwhere, Allowing such arrival gave 
ho anawWer to the question aa to the origin of the life found 
on the meteorite, Helmholtz, tn advocacy of this “ cosmo- 
foic hypothesis,” said, “ Organic life elther came into ex- 
fatence at a certain period, or it is eternal.” 

Seience, April 24, 1905, p, 643. 

cosmozoism (koz’m6-z6-izm), n. 
+ -ism.j The doctrine that the universe as & 
whole an animal consciousness: a term 
which has been in good use since Cudworth. 

cospecies (ké-spé’shéz). mn. [co-l + specics.] 
One of two or more elosely related and very 
similar species. 

Wann-blowdted animals which live tn these {arctic} re- 
gions have the same tet ture an their o-epecies in 

itumtes, Hitheonian Depy., 1800, p. a2. 

[cosmozo-an 

See *posl?, 
——— a. (Cossack + -ian,] 

Same as *Cossackic. 
( c (ko-sak’ik), a. [Cossack + -é.) 
Of or pertaining to the Cossacks, NV. B.D, 

cossaite (kos’a-it), 0. {Named after Professor 
A, Cossa, who described it.] A compact va- 
riety of the soda-mica called ronite, 

cossette (ko-set’), 1. [F. cowselte, < corse, a pod, 
husk.) A section or slice of a root, as ein 
a ess of manufacture ; specifically, asection 
of chicory so cut before drying and roasting, or 
of sugar-beet root in the making of beet-sugar. 
The raw beet in simply cat into long slender grooved 

slices. In the factory these slices ary Known as coasrtios, 
U.S, Dept. Agr., Rep. No, 74, 12, p. 3 

cossid! (kos’id),a,and x. I, a. Pertaining to 
orresemblinug the lepidopterous family Cosside. 

IL, ». A moth of the fumily Cosgida, 
cossid?(kos’id),». [Also cassid, kusid, < Hind. 
Ar. gdgidl, winessenger.) A runuing messenger; 
—— Yule and Burnell! [Anglo-Indian. 

cost“, ".— Bill of costs. See #bit’s.— freigh 
and insurance, aterm, used tn coramercial transact my 
menting the actual cost of the goods urdered, plus the 
commission, the pretuiom of insuruce, and the freight 
or tranaportation charges: abbrevinted te C.F, mad f., 
orc. f. and t.—Joint cost, the cost of ucing two or 
tnore commatities or of two services which tormally ro- 
sult from a single productive operation: as, the yotat com 
of beef and leatler, or of raplithe and Kerosene. 

costa, n., 2, (e) In Clenophora, oneot the eight 
meridional rows of swituming-plates, 
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Tydrozea, one of the protective branches 
which form the walls of an open basketwork 
inclosing the gonangia, as in the corbula of 
Aglaophenia, (yg) The ridge of the sueker of 
# tapeworm,—Coste sternales, in ieArh., the branch 
ostegal rays, a series of bony mys attached to the hyold 
arch and rent to close the gill-cavity below. 

. @,—Costal gemmation. Sane as crnen- 
Soman SBeinas fin. — Conrad processes. (¢) In tcAth., 

ie 

II. ». 1. In the articulate crinoids, the lat- 
eral plates of the calyx, often fused together, 
2. One of the bony plates borne upon and fus- 
ing with the external face of the ribs to form 
the greater portion of the carapace in turtles. 
These plates are lacking in the lyre-turtle, rote, und 
certain related extinct forma Sec cut under exripace. 
Also eallod pleuralin, 

cost-card (kist’kiird), n. In the card-system 
of industrial cost-keeping, a card on whieh is 
inscribed the cost of manufacturing any article, 

. Boe *lightt, 
costerdom (kos’tér-<lum), u. [easter + -dom,] 
Costers (that is, costermongers) collectively 
or viewed as constituting a distinctive eom- 
munity. Atheneum, Dee, 28, 1895, p. 897. 

costiv, «. A simplified spelling of costive. 
costocervicalis (kos’té-sér-vi-ka‘lis),». [NL., 

L. costa, rib, + cervix (cervie-), neck: see 
cervical.) A muscular slip which occasionally 
passes between the cervical fascia or carotid 
sheath and the sternothyroid musele. 

costochondral (kos-té-kon‘dral), a. [L. costa, 
rib, + Gr, yérdpor, cartilage.) Same as *chon- 
drocostal, 

costofascialis (kos‘té-fash-i-alis),m. [L. 
costa, rib, + fascia, a band: see fascia.) Same 
as *costocervicalis, 

costo-inferior (kos“té-in-fé'ri-or), a, Relating 
to the lower ribs, 

Relating to eural (kos-té-pli‘ral), a. 
both ribs and pleura. 

costopulmonary (kos -t$ pul’ mo-né-ri), a, 
Relating to both the ribs and the lungs. 

costosu (kos*to-si-pé’ri-or), a. Relat- 
ing to the upper ribs, 

costotrach (kos*t-tra-ké’li-an), a, IL 
costa, rib, + Gr, rpayntor, neck, + -i-an.} 
Relating to both the ribs and the neck.—Costo- 
trachelian muscles. Sane as scalene muscles (which 

ander ecalenus) 

t (ké-strat’), a. [eo-2 + straight] 
(ley on the same straight line. 

In the Euclidean etry every three nts are 
{either on m straight tine or a circle. In non-Euclidean 
—— — are triplets ‘of points which are neither 
costraight por coucyclic. 

Amer. Inventor, April 15, 1004, p, 150 

costula (kos‘ti-la), n.: pl. costule (-l6). [NL., 
dim. of L. costa, a rib: see costa.) A small 
costa, as on a shell. 

tion (kos-ti-li’shon), ». [costula + 
-ation.] The system of cost upon a shell, 
Diplommatina ekeati. . . . Only a single specimen 

fuieced whesin, dvonly out posarnan Sea carcino 
lations, * Zool. Soe, London, 108, 

costume-piece (kos-tiim’pés), n. In theat., a 
play in which the actors are costumed in the 
style — to the period represented, if 
earlier than the modern or present period. 

costumery (kox-ti’me-ri).n, [costume + -ery.] 
Costume in general; clothing ; apparel. 

Typical articles of coat: 1 w , 
were collected ——— —— — vas — — 
ing the ethnic characteristics of the tribe, 

Smithsonian Rep., 1805, pp 4% 

costumier (kos-tii-mya’),n. [V.] A costumer; 
a dealer in costumes, or one who rents out 
— for theatricals, mask-balls, or the 

0. 
co an (ké-si-mé‘di-an), a. [col + 
symmedian.) Having the same symmodian 
lines: said of triangles, J. J. Milne. 

cota# (k6’th), mn. [Also cotta; Philippine Sp. 
cota, cotta, (Sulu kota, a wall, a fort, = ‘Tagalog 
cota, ao wall, = Pampanga cuta =Tlocan cota 
= Bisaya cofa = Malay kota, a fort, stronghold, 
< Skt. hota, kata, a fort, stronghold, ¢ ko-, a 
pretix, who, what, implying strange, indiffor- 
ent, somewhat (nom. sing, kes m L. quis = E. 
who), + afta, aroom on a housetop, a tower.] 
In the southern islands of the Philippine archi- 
pelago, a fort, 

cotangential (ki-tan-jen‘shal),a, [eo-l + fan- 
gential,) Having the same tangent, 
cotarnic (ko-tiir’nik), @. [coturn-ine + «ie.} 

cotter 
talline ackd obtained the oxidation of cotarnine or 
— Ts melta at 176 C. with formation of the an- 

opeamame te ee — A compound, . obtai rect 
from — — tt crystallizes in leaflets whic 
melt at 78° C. 

coteau (kd-t6’), n, -, & hill, hillside, ridge, 
_ of céte, hill, — —* — n.] - 

» geog., au u ad; &# broad, tlat-toppe 
Fide of Eats elevation, (Northwestern 

— (ké-ten‘ar),m. [co-1 + tenure.] Joint 
tenure. 

coterel (kot’e-rel), n. [Also cotterell, cotteril ; 
ME. coterel, € OF. coteret (ML. coterettus), dim, 
of cotier, cotter: see cotter!,) Same as cotter!; 
& cottager under the cottier system of land- 
tenure. The name is found sometimes applied, by blun- 
der, to the cotter’s tenement. 

(k6-tér’mi-nal), a, (co-l + ter- 
minal.) Same as conterminal and conterminons. 

cothurnian (k6-thér’ni-an), a. [cothurn + 
Proper to or characteristic of 

chart, a chart of the ocean showing coti lines, 

Cotidal Cham of the North Atlantic Ocean, 

or lines which connect the places at which the’tidal waves 
arrive simultancously. i 

cotillage — n. [00-1 + allago.] Joint 
or codperative ti * 

(k6’ti-nin), ». [A metathesis of nico- 
tine.) A line id, CjgH 120N, ob- 

tained indirectly from nicotme. It melts at 

—— — 
HM )o. It Toe time bef ert benzophenone, ( 

— —— ——— 
caustic — and crystallizes in plates which 
melt at 27° C, 

cotta? (kot’}i), n. Same as *cota?. 
cottabist (kot’a-bist), n. [cottab-us + -ist.] 
One who took part in the ancient Greek gama 
eottabus. J. 5. Blackie, Wise Men of Greece, 
p. 138. 
cottage, n. 5, — Awa: 9 Aneling wiht 
up-stairs rooms; a house in which all the rooms 
are on the peer floor: as, a weather-board 
cottage with twelve rooms,— bonnet. 
an close-fitting bonnet, fashionable in ihe Vic- 
torian era loaf, « loaf of bread on the top af 
which a smaller is stack. range, See 
*re * 

cotta-grass (kot'i-gris), ». A Mexican and 
South American » Cottea pappophoroides, 
found also in cations from western Texas to 
Arizona. 

cotter®, 1. Cotters were used In place of the nut and 
Unread on a bolt before the cutting of throsda was ea: 
and cheap, and are still useful where the thread wou 
be liable to injury. A wedge-shaped or tapered flat pin 
(cotter) is driven into a slot cut near the end of the bolt 
or stud, drawing op the bolt. A similar device ts used to 
secure note on ts from being shaken off. A hole ts 
dirifled through the bolt, at right angles to ite axis, be 
ond the nut, and through this hole a taper pin is driven, 
he cotter fn Chis cuse is often split at its smaller end, 
aml if the two parte are spread it campot of itself work 
wut Tn small work the cotter is made of half-roant wire, 
dent dotble on fteelf, with an eye at the bend, so that 
when it la in place and the ends are spread, it cannot slip 
out either way. The hole can therefore be straight or 
cylindncal and not tapering, and the cotter has no wedg- 
iny aetion tn Chis form, Cotter are muen ased fp motur- 
ear corstruction. 

cotter? (kot‘tr), «. t. [eotter?, 4.) To fasten 
(f) In Derived from cotarnine.—Cotarnic acid,a crys by means of a cotter, 



cotter-bolt 

cotter-bolt (kot’ér-balt}, wn. A bolt which, in- 
stead of a scrow and nut at one end, has a slot 
eut through it pear that end, for the insertion of 
a cotter, to keep it in its place, Trautwine, 
Engin. Pocket-book, 

cotterel, n. 5. A washer or fiat disk of metal 
to go under a bolt-head or nut and increase 
the bearing aren of the fastening. (Eng. J —6. 
A disk of leather placed over the head of a 
mop to keep the strands together and prevent 
water from running up the handle, 

cotterel- ** ee es n. An ear or lug 
through which a cotter is passed, to secure the 
piece to whieh the lug is attached, 

cotter-pin (kot'ér-pin), ». A pin used instead 
of a nut to keep a cotter in its place, as in fix- 
ing the pedals of a bicycle to the cranks. 
cotter-way {kot’ér-wa),». A keyway; an ob- 
long slot cut through two pieces which are to 
be Joined by a cotter or key. The sides of the slot 
are parallel, bat one or both ends are usually —— 2 
that the tapered key will bear at both bottom amd top. 

Cottier rent, the rent paid by a eottier, or smal] tenant 
atwill. See cottier tenure, timer cotfer!,— Cottier ten- 

|, the tenancy of a cottier, or amall tenant at will 
Originally the term designated the tenancy of an age 
cultaral laborer who beld a cottage and a parcel of lnnd as 

fal payment for services upon the flelds of his bandl- 
eel, — tenant, tenant at will holding a few 

acres of ground which he cultivates with his own labor. 

cottolene (kot’é-lén), n. ————— + L. 
ol(enm), oil,  -ene,) A substance made from 
beef suet and cotton-seed oll. 

1, I, ».— Artificial cotton, any vegetable fber 
(as the cellulose of the fir-tree freed from and knoba) 
reduced by chemical means to a cellulase condithon re- 
seinbling cotton, — the same as Jndia 
cotton ; but the American tijland plant haa been fotro- 
ditoed inte — ——* —— and ——— 
cotton, staple upland grown in the ben 
the M ppl iver, See #eotton-plant.—Black-seed 
cotton, the sea-isiand cotton, so named om account of its 
black or dark-brown seeda, The lint is removed with 
one ginning. Some upland varieties, doubtless contain. 
ing sewisland stock, are included. Compare green-reed 
*cotton.— Blow of cotton, the cotton crop aa it appears 
in the fold after the ing of the bolls — Capo 
the silky fibers attac to the seeds of a shrubof the 
milkweed family, Gomphocarpus fruticorice, ative to 
Cape Colony.— m. See ehort-liimb weution, uster cotto: 
— y-worm. See ry vvr a. · Cotton 
boll-worm. See boll-wornm.—OCotton crops, a trude 
term for three general pickings of the cotton crop, The 
diviston is more or less imaginary : the bottom crop la the 
first pickings; the middle crop the second pickings, and 
the most abundant; the fop crop the last pickings; but 
this fs often cut off by an early frost or wholly destroyed. — 
Cotton cutworm. Same as granulated ®eufwern.— 
Cotton flax, See #fex.— Cotton manufacture, a com- 
pleted commercial article made from cotton known and 
recognized in trade by a dlatinctive name other than the 
name of the raw material.-Cotton- bark. See 
wbart?.— Cotton snout-moth, an American tortricid 
moth, Pletynofa reetrana, whose larva attacks fret the 
forms and squares of the — BN. afterward the 

Cotton stalk-borer. Sec war borer— Dia 
Egyptian cotton, a ra- 

riety of —— Barbedense prodaced from Ube sea- 
lata cotton by cultivation in Egypt Itdiffers tittle from 
the latter except in its somewhat shorterstaple. The prod. 
ct is especially valuable In the manufacture of mercer: 
bred goods [tts Imported into the United States In lane 
amounts and is vl ad experimental cultivation in the 
Gulf States — Gree the apland cotton, 
whose preen seeds retains farz after ginning which neces- 
sitates reginning. This name and that of Mack-seed eot- 
fon, though referring to color, have chiefly in view the 
vorrespooding adherence of detachableness of the lint. 
The nanv grern-seed seers formerly to have designated 
a spectal varicty of upland cotton.— India the 
fiber of Gesnypater herbecenm, native in southern: Asia 
and grown in tndia and other Asiatic countries, or the 
plant itectf. @. Aerbacercm has the stems bess wooly than 
OU. hireutum, the leaves rounder-lobed, the bolls mere 
nearly spherical, and the fiber penerilly coarser and shorter 
and from glossy white to golden brown.—Kafir cot- 
ton, the cottony fiber surrounding the seeds of a elimh- 
ing plant, [poner digitate, fond in Che warm regions of 
both hemispheres. Also called Natal coften,—Kendal 
cotton, 2 coarse, rough woolen cloth, manafactured from 
the fourteenth to the seventeenth century in Lancashire, 
Westmoreland, and Wales: ate! fron Kendal in 
Westmoreland, the original place of its manufactare, 
Also known as Manchester and Wels’ cofton.- Lint cot- 
ton, cotton Mber after the removal of the seeds —Long 

cotton, the sen-ishawd variety of cotton grown 
te Georgia — Long-limb cotton, a class of upland- 
cotton varieties with long limba, large bolls, and Jong 
staple: unprolitic, and maturing Iate.—Maco cotton, 
Feyptian cotton: so named from a certain Swiks Who was 
a collomplanter in Egypt. At one time all Fgyptian cot- 
ton was Known a6 Mace cotton, but now Che name is more 
familiar among the cotten-aptiners of yolddde Eeiroge: than 
elsewhere. Sometimes spelled Moke.— Nankin cotton, 
properly Che cloth oiade from the natarally brownish- 
Yellow fher of a parthenlar variety of cotton ; but the term 
8 Very commonly applied te ordinary cotton cloth which 
has been dyed a similar color. Natal cotton. () The 
*2 toenentan Cron the yong steme and the secibe of 
a shrubby nnlal climber of Che moroiine-ghory family, 
Ipomen altivenia, native of Transvanl and Natal, Also 
called veld cotton. (%) Same on Kafr *eotfon.— New 
Zealand cotton, the fiber of the young Wrancles of 
the ribbornwond, Magianthus befidinus See Ployrian- 
three. — Seed-cotton, cotton lint which still contains the 
peed. that is, lus been picked Dut is not vet ginned. — 
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Short-limb cotton, a class of upland-cotton varieties 
with short limites, medium to stall bolls, and short ataple : 
Prolific, amd maturing early, Fron the ation of the 
lis, also called cluster cotton. — ‘Wild cotton, (e) In 

the southern Atlantic States, the rusemallow, Hit 
Moecheutos, a plant resembling cotton. (b) See teotton- 
tweed, 2 (c) Sane as Natal Reotton (a), 

II. 2.—Cotton plush, « fabric identical with cotton 
velvet, except that it has a ‘in, pile. 

cotton-aphis (kot’n-a’fis), ». A _plant-louse, 
Aphis gossypii, occurring common)y on the cot- 

Cetton-aphis (.tpare pearypet). 

female; #2, enlarged asienma of samme! oF. dark «, win 
female. side View. #& young nytuph. of larva; c, last stage of 
warn * wingless female; all greatly eslanged, (Chimenden. 

& DD. Ad 

ton-plant in the southern United States, espe- 
cially in the early summer. 
cotton-bale (kot'n-bal), a. <A bale of cotton; 
& commercial package consisting of cotton 
lint more or less tightly compressed, covered 
with bagging, and bound with ties. The tate dif- 
fers in size, form, and covering in different countries 
The standard American bale is of a square section, the 
faces f4 by 27 inches, and is intended to contain 500 
pounds, Dot there i actually t variation in dimen- 
siona and density, Smaller and deuser cylindrical bales, 
leas subject to waste and loss by fire or min, have come 
sanewhat into use, and improvements of aliatlar purpose 
have been attempted in the square hale. 

cotton-ball (kot’n-bal), », A ball or small 
— mass of cotton.⸗ Oottondall clo 
ar cumulL When very small and white they are 
elrro-camuli; when luzger, with a darker shade on one 
aide, they may be wlto-cumull or even camulo-cirri. 

cotton-belt (kot’n-belt), n. That section of 
the United States in which cotton'is grown to 
best advantage. It covers 24" of longitude and 10? of 
Jatioude, including southern Virginia, Tennessee, Arkan- 
nas, Texas (except the western part), and al] the States 
south and east of this line, the whole amounting ta 
0,000 syitare miles. Of this, however, only a small frac- 
tion is actually planted in cotton—up to 1s06 about one 
twentieth Cotton has been grown at many polute out- 
side of his area. 

Cotton-boll cutworm, weevil, See *entirern, 
Freer, 
cotton-brown (kot’n-broun), #. One of several 
direct cotton coal-tar colors of varying com- 

sition, all of which dye unmordanted cotton 
rown in # salt bath. Clayton cotton-brown, a 

direct cotton coal-tur color, It dyes unmordanted cotton 
brown ita salt bath. 

cotton-bush (kot’n-bush), ». See Kochi, 
cotton-caterpillar (kot’n-kat ‘ér-pil-iir), », 
The larva of an American noctuid moth, Ala- 
tame argillacea (formerly Aletia rylina), which 
abounds in the cotton-fields of the southern 
United States and feeds on the foliage of the 
eotton-plant to un injurious extent. Same as 
cotton-iwerm (which see, with eut), 

cottoneert (kot-n-ér'), 1, [eoffon + -cer.) A 
cotton-spinier or -manufaeturer, 

cotton-fern (kot'n-férn), n, See *fernl, 
cotton-gin, ".—Single-breasted cotton: n cotton 
po on with one grid or grate, through which the saws 
pre, gi 

cotton-grass, n. 2, A panie-grass, Panicum 
iisulare, bearing cottony or silky huirs on ita 
spikelets. It ix « tropical species appearing in the 
southern United States, and, where abundant, lp excel. 
lent fur paetire, ‘The name is also applied locally to the 
feather-sedge, Andropogon saecharmetes, The Arizona 
cotton-yrase is J'anicunm lacknanthum, called aleo wiry 

nic and eiliy ponicgrass, 

Cotton-leaf Worm. Same as *eolton-cater- 
pillar, 
cotton-loom (kot’n-liim),. Aloom toade spe- 
cially for weaving plain cotton fabries. 
cotton-manufacturer (kot’n-man-u-fak"tir- 
ér), ». One who operates a cotton-weaving 
establishment; ina broad sense, a person who 
carries on all the processes of cotton-manufae- 
ture from the ginned raw muterial to the com- 
pleted product, 

cotton-mouse(kot’n-mous),», Arather large, 
course-haired, long-talled fleld-mouse, Sigme- 
don hispidus, found in the cotton-fields of the 
southern United States. Also cotfon-ret, 

cotton-oil (ket’n-oil), ». Same as cottonseed 
oi (which see, under cofton-secd). 

mas, cotton-rock (kot’n-rok), m. 

cotton-seed 

cotton-plant, ”, All parts of Ule cotton-plant are 
Valitable, even the stubble, which furme a gad compre 

forage The bark of Lhe stems 
contalia a Gber which it hae been 
—— to vxrtraet and put ta vr · 

uses fur which it os adapted, 
and the rowl-bark ts medicinal. 
The alu values lie in the staple 
or Unt borne apo the seeds within 
the tte § cells of the pod or boll, 
which open at maturity inte a 
many divisiote of locks and in 
the seed itself (ace Weetton-sced) 
The cottous grown in the United 
States are believed to belotg ex- 
—— the two spocles (oe 
eypiuan Aireutum (the short-staple 
or upluid cotton, a native of trop. 
ical America often identified with 
G, Aerbacenm) and G. Barbadense 
(the long-staple ur sea-dsland cut. 
ton, Including the Egyptian ®cut- 
ton, Which see, The hoag-staple 
uptamd cottons — to be «de. 
rived by selection from hybrids of 
Unese two species, The sea-iahand 
cutton-phant ditters from the ap 

Cotive Bulls land in ite growth (it is 
a, immature boll: A. mature fron § to 8 feet agalinat 3 or 
and — rath, Che halt ¢ feet) longer aud more flexible 

STE Dranches, more deeply lubed 
leaves, bright-yellow flowers, and sharp-poin smaller 
balls having but 3 cells instead of 4 or In the upland 
cotton Ue staple ranges from 7 to 4 hiches in lengtt) ; in 
the sea-island, from 1p to 2 Inches; in the long-staple up- 
land, between the two. The short-staple ur u isthe 
ordinary cotton of the southern United States Lasig- 
staple upland i¢ grown sparingly iu all (he cottem States, 
in quantity in the delta regiun of the —— 
that is, on the broad alluvial flats along Uhe river, chiefly 
between Memphis and Natchea (see bender teottom) Sea- 
island cotton la grown only in Cieorgia, Florida, and South 
Carolina, and the product forms bess than one per cent. of 
the whole. The greater ovst of its production precludes 
ite Use except for the highest grades of fabrica, 

cotton-red (kot’n-red’), ». A direet cotton 
coal-tar color of the diazo type derived from 
toluidineand similar to benzo-purpurin 4B. 
It dyes unmordanted cotton a bright red from 
an alkaline salt bath. 

cotton-rib (kot’n-rib), ». A kind of corduroy. 
A local name in 

the State of Missouri for a soft, fine-grained 
silicious magnesian limestone of the Lower 
Silurian series of Swallow, 
No & 16 feet of soft, earthy, flnegrined, yellowish- 

white or drab silico-magiesian limestone, with a con- 
choldal earthy fracture, in beds from half an inch te one 
foot thick, interstratified with thin layers of Wluish, silo 
argillaceuus Magtesian Limestone, It ts called " Cofron- 
rock.” G. C. Swallow, Gool. Surv. of Ma., 1856, p. M1. 

n-seed, ®. Cotton-seeds as picked are densely 
corcred with the lint which is removed by gliming (sce 

Comonseeds, “ith let ail) adhering 

etid@in), The seed after —— — is either quite sineuth, 
on, as te pretically all commercial seed, atitl covered with 
down (see Wackecet Weotton, greenwced Wootton, and 
finterl), The seed proper of colton ie composed of 
the fall (the eater shell) comsteting of (he seed-coate and 
the meat, or kernel, consisting of a codled embryo without 
allarnen, sprinkled with resinous vlands, and containing 
io ite cell with other sutetancoes, oll to he extent of 20 
percent. or more of the seed. The weight of the seed ta 
slightly over twice that of the adherent lint; the hull and 
the meat fon about equal parts, Cottot-seed was not 
Utilized, except for planting, aotil the latter part of the 
eighteenth centary, when its value for olf and cake began 
to be recognized in England. It had noeommerctal ynlue 
in the United States prive to 184, ami, though it tad 
come Inte extensive tte for fertilization and inte limited 
use for fecding purposes, large amonits Were atill thrown 
away in the nicher cotton States down to the time of the 
civil war, With the introdaction of the oilemill, chiefly 
after IX. the cottonseed Eediiatey Wastly expanded, myth) 
in 19) the total value of manufactured cotton-sood prod. 



cotton-seed 
Tete exceeded $42,000,000, a sum mach increased in Inter 
years. Cotton-seed bran. (ir) ‘The dart, orth portion 
of the hull of the cotton-seed from which the abort fiber 
has been removed (6) A mixture of ground hulls and 
ae ae ee imneature of frosted seed. It in 
used as food for cattle. —Cotton-seed cake, See coffon- 
cake. In France three kinds have been recognized : the 
linty, *1* mutch vaste fiber and — ~ for 
manure; the crude, com ing large quantities of frag- 
ments of hulls and used as food for cattle; and the re- 

ecorticated amd the decorthcated, that 
with or without the hulls; bat the former has now disap 

Cc cake from as hard 

m dry cottonseed 
cake broken ap ina cracker or breaker ground ina mill. 
It ie very rich in protein, and is also one of the cheapest 

—Cotton-seed sourers of nitrogen for fertilizing. 
the manufacture of wieeeed oll as cond’ 

vo oi —either 

Steamer wh 
summer yonow by Mecsiteg with fullers’ 

earth and filtering, and is used chiefly in the manufacture 
Winter and winter 

Ing commerc: rin, which ts also ased in 
man campoand. The winter olls re- 

main Umpid at 82 F.; the summer olls begin tocrystallize 
from 35° to ie © winter olla are marketed di 

rectly as salad and olla; they also enter, in vary- 

J cotton-seed ofl is 
Mitte used in the arta, being too ——— for paint⸗ 
and too gummy for lubricating. It is lefly consumed 
as foud, y in lard compound, next in substitutes 

as a food-oll, like ollve-oil el 
sold ‘ander that name) In 1807 

ot} 
soap stock, i 
wat pete ped apes ——— 
oll in the refining process. This fe a true soap, bat needs 
to be cleansed from various admixtares,— Ootton-seed 

a residue obtained apon subjecting catten-seed 
ol] to pressure at a low temperatare : ased as an adulterant 
and ip traltations of lard and butter, 

cotton-spinner (kot’n-spin‘ér), ». 1. One 
who spins cotton; a manufacturer of cotton 
thread.—2. An echinoderm, Holothwria for- 
skali: so named from the adhesive white 
threads (Cuvierian organs) whieh are shot out 
when the animal is irritated. 

cotton-teal (kot’n-tél), nu. A small East In- 
dian duck, Nettapuse coromandelicus. 

cotton-thief (kot’n-théf), n. A name given in 
Ceylon and southern India to the paradise fly- 
catcher, — the adult male of which 
is white and black. 

cotton-top (kot’n-top), ». The Arizona cotton- 
grass, See *cutton-grass, 2, 

cotton-waste, “.—Hard cotton- waste, cotton 
thread or yarn waste.— Soft ‘waste, any un- 
twisted or partially twisted cotten-waste, as slubbing, 
roving, etc. 

cotton-wax (kot’n-waks), ». A wax-like body 
occurring as a thin coating on the surface of 
cotton fiber. It isinsoluble in and —58* than 
water, and bas a comparatively high melting- 

nt. 

cotton-weave (kot’n-wév), a. The simplest 
of the fundamental weaves: a plain weave 
consisting of 2 warp- and 2 weft-threads cross- 
ing each other at right angles. 

cottonweed, ». 2. Same as sea-cndweed.— 3, 
The common milkweed, Aselepias Syriaca; the 
namé, like that of silkweed, refera to the copi- 
ous white fiber attached to its seeds, #0 
ealled wild cotton, 

cottonwood, ». 2. In Australia, a tree of the 
aster family, Bedfordia salicina: so called 
from the cottony under-surface of the leaves, 
or its hard, brownish, mottled wood. Called 
dogwood and honeywood in Tasmania.— Balm or 
baleam cotton’ San aa Wack teottomwoed > a 
name in frequent use on the Pacitic coast; hat to be care- 
fully distinguished from the balsam or balm of Gilead — 
Black Populus trichocarpa, a tree of 
the Pacitie coast, ranging from California to Al; , ROE 
times attaining a height of 200 feet, having light wood 
much used for staves and Yartous other articles. Com- 
mon cottonwood, Pupwlus deltoides, a lance tree of 
eastern North Anserica, ranging from Canada to Florida 
and westward across the plains, sometimes attain- 
ing a height of 100 feet, It often constitutes the only tim 
ber in the valleys of western rivers, The leaves are lance, 
pormally delteld in outline, with coarse rounded teeth 
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and sinuses, The wood is inferior as lumber; it warps in 
drying and is slow in ——- The tree is ornamental, 

vely planted for shade and of rapid growth, and ls extens 
to retain moisture on the treeless plains of thi 
United States. Also called necklace- 
under poptar)— Premont cotton Popul 
montii, a tree of the southwestern Uni States and 

4 
Fremont Cottea wood ( Poputns Fremawtél), 

2, male aments; #9 female amest: ¢. breech with Meal asd two 
fruiting aments. (From * “Manual of the Trees of 
North America,” } 

tains, ranging from Assinibola to Colorado, with broed! 
lanceolate, taper-pointed leaves. It is sometimes plan 
as ashade-tree in the towns of that — Narrow- 
leaf or narrow-leaved cottonwood, ter a i 
fotia, a middie-sized tree with narrow lanceolate leaves 
resembling Uese of a willow, foand —— the 

Cotton-worm Egg-parasite ( TricAegramma pretissa }. 
4, adelt female, greatly enlarged: 4, ovipestior; ¢, female antensa; 

#, nade antenna, still more enlasyed. (Kiley, U. 5. D. A} 

which lays its eggs in the eggs of the cotton-caterpillar 

Cottony scale, cottony cushion-scale. See 
acd . 

cotton-yellow (kot’n-yel’6), n. 
several direct cotton coal-tar colors which dye 
unmordanted cotton yellow in a salt bath. 
cotwal (kot’wal), ». [Also kotwal, eutwall, 
cutwaul, ete., Hind, Pers, kotwal, prob. < Turki 
kotdwal, kotdwadl, kotdul, a commandant of a 
fort or garrison.) An officer or superintendent 
= ’ la a native town magistrate. [Anglo- 
ndian. 

lar (kot‘i-lar), a. [NL. *cotylaris, ¢ cotyle, 
¢ Gr, wority, a cup.) Cup-shaped, as the cavity 
in the mandible of some saurians. 

Cotylea (kot-i-léii), 1. pl. [NL.,¢ Gr. xoriay, 
a cup, socket.) A group of Platyhelminthes, of 
the order Polyclada. The central or subcentral ven 
tral sucker is always placed behind the genital pores; the 
mouth is in the middle of the bey or in front of It; the wen- 
ital tings are usually in the anterior half of the age 
with tentacles, if present, developed from the se t 
is wed to the ® dcotylea (which see), and inclades the 
families Anonwnida, Peendocerida, Buryleptute, 
thiottomide, Enantiids, and Diplopharyngeatida, 

cotyliform, «a. 2, In bot. dish-shaped, with 
the border erect, as the leaves of Victoria 

otylophore (ko-til’s-£ Gr. nor? cotylop (ko-til’-far), m. rT. in, Cup, 
+ -gopoc, € péperv, —* In ——— the 
caudal sucker-bearing disk, 

coty bic (kot*i-ld-pa’bik), a. (Gr, xoridy, 
socket (acetabulum), + L. pubis: see pubie.] 
—— to both the acetabulum and the os 
pubis. 

losacra] (kot*i-l6-sa’kral), a. [Gr. xoré2n, 
socket (acetabulum), * L. sacrum, sacrum. 
Relating to both the acetabulum and the sa- 
crum, 
cotylosaur (ko-til’é-air), #. 
the order Cotylosauria, 

Pro 

coumalic 

rniasauria, 
éavrnus, Otocoelus, and 

cotylosaurian (kot’i-l6-s4‘ri-an), a. and ». I, 
a, Of or pertaining to the order Coftylosauria. 

Il. ». A member of the reptilian order Coty- 
losauria, 

cotype (k6'tip), nm. [co-? + .] In zodl., one 
of two or * specimens which together fur- 
nish the characters on which a new species is 
based. Such material 1 may comprice the skin and skull 

a mammal, or, aa © je case tosaila, 

portions of several ‘wind. 
A number of valuable 

also been transmitted by 
and of fishes have 

@ COmM Blom, 
Smithvonian Rep., 1808, p. 34 

* (kd bi), v. tae os ap * * 
qubi, Cquba, a scab.] Ac . 

Labeo coubie, found in the Nile. * 
couch!, r. i. 7, To lie in a heap or pile to de- 
cay and pass into compost, as leaves and litter. 

North x eTican 3* A —* enter my 

ranging from Nebraska to tish Coluinbie and south to 
Texas Arizona. 

couchu (ki’ché), mn, [Native namef] A com- 
mon name of Chartostomus Jischeri, a fish of 
the family Loricariid# found in the river 
Chigres near Panama. 

coudée (ki-da’), n. [F., < cowde, CI. cubitus, 
elbow : see cut.] eubit; the length from 
the elbow to the end of the hand. 

COUgAY, 1. Several species and subspecies of cougar 
M * the Florida animal have been ized by naturalieta, 

being known as Felia coryt and that from the northwest 
coast region as 2. oregqunenss southern form re- 
tains the name F. ¢ the type locality for this 
species ie 

h, ®.—ch & cough that indicates 
eds doe Mrs, pra oyes®. 

(két’drop), x, See cough: . 2. 
The nodding wake- — (kOf’rét), m. 

robin, Trillium cernuum, of eastern North 
America. 
cough-weed (kéif’wéd), n. The golden rag- 
wort, Senecio aureus. © ragiwort, 

couia (ké-é’i), ». [Prob. a native —— A 
fish, Chasmistes cujus, one of the suckers, 
found in Pyramid Lake, Nevada. 

(kb-liizh’), ». {F., < couler, flow, run, 
leak: seo cowlisse, cullis?.) In ceram., same as 

couleur, ». 3. In rowge-et-noir, the square 
(marked ‘eouleur’) in which the "banker pays 
all bets when the first card dealt for red or 

Oriental and —— 
de grand feu [F., ‘colors of an in’ fire’), in ceram,, 
colors which will bear the intense beat of a sharp tire 

poreelaing 
See *yrond few.—Conleurs de m LF., ‘colors of 
multe |}, in cerom,, examel color which are put on over 
the glaxe and fired in the muffle or decoral —— but 
which will not bear the heat of the lain-kiUn. See 
muglel, &}— Couleurs de petit fea (F., ‘colors of a low 

in, See #erw- fire), in ceram,, the colors of the ny 
lewre de mouple, 

coulis (ki-lé’), n, (P.: see cullis!.] A rich 
brown . 

couloir, ». 2, A dredging-machine which em- 
ploys iron elevator-buckets on an endless 
chain and excavates by making a gully where 
the buckets pass. 
Coulomb's law. See *law. 
coulometer (ké-lom’e-tér), n. Same as cou- 
lomb-meter. 
couma (ki’mi),». [F. (whence NL.) couma 
representing a native name.) In Guiana and 
northern Brazil, a tree of the dogbane family, 
Coume utilis, or its fruit. By wounding the bark 
of the tree an abandant flow of sweet white milk is ob- 
tained, which used as foxl and medicine by the 
Indians. The fruits are edible, and have a very sweet 
taste, Also called Hio Negro cou-tree, 

coumalic (ki-ma‘lik), a. (Appar. ¢ cou(merin) 
Any member of + matic.) Noting an acid, the anhydrid of 

formylglutaconie acid, prepared by heating 



coumalic 

malic acid with concentrated sulphuric acid. 
It crystallizes in prisms which melt, with de- 
composition, at 210° 0. 

coumalin (ké’mp-lin) ———— + -in2,] 

An anhydrid, CHC EGE > 0, formed trom 
coumalie acid by the loss of carbon dioxid, 

coumarone (k6'mg-rée), n. [coumar-in + -one,] 

A compound, CgH,< G4 SCH, formedby heat- 
ing coumarilic acid with lime or coumarin 
dibromide with aleoholic potash, It is an oil 
which boils at 172° 0. 
Coumarouna (ki-mii-rii’nif), n. pa. (Aublet 
1775), < coumarou (kumaru), the Carib name o 
the tonka-bean.] A genus of dicotyledonous 
trees of the family Fubacew. See Dipteryx 
and tonka-bean. 

council, n.—Borough council, the body of councilors 
clected 3 the voters of a borough to administer its affairs. 
In each of the 23 metropolitan barvaghes of London, comsist- 
ing of a mayor, aldermen, and councilors, the number of 

lermen ia one sixth that of the bear pee ya 
— in ee and Wales, a poepuienty elected 
charged, since t ing of the Local Government Act 
of 1 with the administration of the affairs of one of the 
new administrative coanties established by the same act. 
Its members are electex! for three years, choose their own 
chairman (annually) and a certain number of aldermen 
who serve for six years, one half retiring — —— 
general connect, a) See couned, 7, (4) A Lutheran 
body organized in the United States in 1466 by the Penn- 
sylvania synod andl others which were not in sympathy 
with the attitude of the general synod toward the Augsburg counter 
Confession, The couneil proclaimed strict adherence to 
the Lutheran faith. Partsh in England, a 
representative body, elected in the which supple- 
ments the local government work the county coancil. 
Partsh councils were established in 144, 

council-fire (koun’sil-fir), ». Among several 
tribes of eastern North America, the fire around 
which the members of the tribe assemble when 
holding a council. 

count}, n., 6. (a) A term used in the textile 
industry to indicate the size or fineness of yarn, 
designated by naming the number of hanks in 
a sa in the plural form: as, 20's. Also 
called number or grist, (6) pl, Fineness of 
the pitch of the wire teeth in card-clothing, 
computed on the number of teeth found ina 
width of 4 inches.—7, pl. Thi sold by 
count, as by the dozen, the hun ete., and 
not by weight or measure ; specifically, oysters, 
terrapin, ete.— nm in law, general alle- 

in a complaint or declaration which are not 
Med upon the precise circumstances of the case, bat 

are intended to enable the plaintiff to take advantage of 
any groumd of liability that may be disclosed upon the 
trial of the action. — ial count, the enumeration 
of the different Kinds of lewoocytes of the blood according 
to percentages. 

count-bishop (kount’ bish‘ up), ». One whois 
at the same time a bishop and a count. 

coun’ al (kount’kiir’di-ngl), a, One who 
is at Je same time a cardinal and a count. 

coun ance, r.-—-To ch countenance, to she 
involuntarily by a change ut feelal expression a — 
change of feeling or emotion, as on hearing unweloome 
news or the like, 

counter!, 1., 2. In its more elaborate form a counter 
consists of a series of disks placed parallel to one another 
on a shaft and having figures from 0 to 9 on their edges, 
The disks exhibit the figures Ghrough a line of holes on a 
—— — The Orst one in series is moved through 
the angle between two of its figures by a rod from a ma- 
chine whose strokes are to be comnted. Each stroke 
moves the anit heure up one Humber, The tenth mo. 

causes a dog or pin on the unite disk to engage a 
pin or projection on the second or tens disk, and this sec- 
ond disk similarly moves the third of hundreds disk when 
the ninety-ninth stroke of the first disk is completed ; and 
so on as far os is desired. 
6, The representative of the engineer-in- 
chief of a canal or similar public work, having 
special charge of the recording of quantities 
of excavation, embankment, or masonry. 

counter", ». 8, The depressed part of the 
face of « coin, medal, or printing-type that 
gives relief and contrast to the raised part of 
the design.—counter-di machine, in ehor- 
menus, a machine for cutting stock for boot-counters. 

counter-agency (koun‘tir-i‘jen-si),n. An op- 
posing agency, De Quincey, 

counter-alliance (koun‘tér-a-li‘ans), ». An 
alliance entered into to oppose, offset, or coun- 
terbalance another alliance. 
counter-antidote (koun’tér-an’ti-dét),, A 
substance that inhibits the action of an anti- 
dote; an antiantitoxin. 

counter-a n. 2. An inverted arch con- 
necting the imposts of another arch to give 
them equal bearing, 

counter-attack (koun‘tér-a-tak’), ». Defense 
by aggressive measures; the attempt to ward 
off an opponent's attack by engaging him at an- 
other point: used especially in chess. 
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counterbalance, ». 2. In elevators, a weight 

counterpuncture 

counter-fire (koun'tér-fir),n. Same as *hack- 
re. suspended on a rope which is attached to the fi 

car and passes over a pulley at the top of the 
elevator-shaft, The weight is usually heavier 
ery the car, so as to allow for the average 
oa 

counter-bass (koun‘tér-bas), n. See bass cown- 
ter, under bass4, 

counterbore (koun’tér-bdr), v. &. ; pret. and pp. 
counterbored, ppr. counterboring, To bore out 
(a hole) to a larger diameter for s given depth. 

counterbore (koun’tér-bor), m. 1. A tool- 
holder or tool-bar for a GriBing- machine. It 
| ap h a hote in the work and brings the cutting 
— farther or oppesite (counter) end of the 

we 

2. A tool for boring out a portion of a hole to 
a larger diameter. Such a tool is usually made with 
atip on the end to fit the drilled hole, se the en- 
oe will be concentric with and parallel to the 

3. An enlarged section of a drilled hole, made 
for the purpose of receiving the cylindrical 
head of a screw or some similar object. 
counterbracing (koun‘tér-bra‘sing), ». Diag- 
onal bracing placed in a truss or latticed 
girder to transmit stress, either tensile or com- 
pressive, from one point to another: a coun- 
terbrace to prevent deformation of the panel 
when the stress is reversed in the principal 
members. 

(koun‘tér-s8‘ling), n. In con- 
struction, a false or second ceiling made by 
filling in between the floor-boards and the 
lath-and-plastered ceiling with mineral wool 
or other sound-deadening material, or with con- 
erete, hollow brick, or other fireproofing. 

counter 6,0. 4. 2. In decoration, to ar- 
range (a design) so that elements may be 
repeated by simple reversion; to reverse (a 
design). 

countercharging two or more designs were obtained 
ie mame drawing. 

Hungerferd, Furniture in South Kensington Museum, 
(p. exxxil. 

n. 2. In pianoforte-making, a 
projection from the hammer-butt that engages 
with the check. See cut under pianoforte. 
Also called bumper. 

counter-chute —— n, A ehute 
down which coal is dumped from an My gor to 
®& lower level or gangway. Coal and Metal 
Miners’ Pocketbook, 

counter-claim (koun’tér-klim), v. i. In Jaw, 
to set up an affirmative defense; make a coun- 
ter-elaim (which see), 

counter t(koun’tér-klé'mant), », One 
* seta upa counter-claim or begins a croas- 
action, 
counter-coupé (koun‘tér-ki}-pi’), ». In fencing, 
a thrust made by means of a counter which, 
instead of clinging to the opposing blade, 
develops into a coupé over the point. See 
tenes 4. 
counter-cry (koun‘tér-kri), nm. An opposing 
ery. 

by 

Thy face ts far from this our war, 
ur call and counftersery. 

RR. Kipling, The True Romance. 

counter-demand (koun‘tér-dé-mand’), », A 
demand made by way of reply ¢o another. 

counter-demonstration (koun ‘ tér-dem-on- 
stra’shon), n. A demonstration intended to 
be an answer to some other supposedly hostile 
movement or action, 

counter-dia) koun’ térali-a-pé’zon), n. In 
organ-building, a double diapason, or 16-foot 
diapason, 

counter: (koun’tér-dis-en-gaj’), r. é. 
In fencing, to disengage and make ready to 
thrust over the hand as the adversary changes 
the engagement. 

counter (koun’tér-dis-en-gaj’), m. 
In fencing, same as *counter-disengagement. 

counter: ngagement (koun’tér-iis-en-gij’- 
Tent), *, In fencing,a disengagement which 
follows or anticipates a disengagement of one’s 
opponent; also, a riposte made by means of a 
disengagement which follows that of the op- 
ponent and avoids his foil, X. #.D, 
counter-enamel (koun‘tér-e-nam‘el),c. c. To 
enamel both front and back, See the noun. 

counter-exposition (koun‘tér-eks-pd-zish’on), 
vn. In fugue-writing, a treatment in which the 
answer precedes the subject. 
counter-extend (koun*tér-eks-tend’), r,t. To 
apply counter-extension to. Buck, Med. Hand- 
book, HI, 525 devs 

counter- (koun’tér-fig*)}, ». A fague in 
which the imitation of the subject is in con- 
trary motion or by inversion. See fugue and 
imitation, 3. 
counter-gambit (koun-tér-gam/’ bit), ». In 
— a bit played by the second player. 

mbit.— counter-gambit, an obsolete 
of the King’s B 's open: — *8— 

nbt ‘ ney 4 in the counter-gam Dlack's 3. 
me Bishop's pan a n. 

counter-glow (kounꝰthᷣr · lõ).n. 1. The light 
from the eastern sky after the sun has set: an 
——— reflection of the sunset twilight glow, 
but really the independent illumination of the 
eastern atmospheric dust and haze by sun- 
beams that pass far above the observer through 
the ng atmosphere when the sun is be- 
low the horizon. The lower limit of the 
— ped is the twilight-arch.—2. A 

teh of extremely faint luminosity in the 
eavens always opposite tothe sun, It is sup- 

posed to be connected with the zodiacal light. 
counter-imitate (koun’tér-im’i-tat), v. ¢.; pret. 
and pp counter-imitated, ppr. counter-imitating, 
To do or say the opposite of what one sees 
done or hears said, 

md 
Terde (trans), Lawa of Imitation, p. xxii 

counter-imitation (koun’tér-im-i-ta’shon), m. 
The opposite of imitation; the act of doing or 
saying the opposite of what one sees done or 
hears said. 
Let us say, then, from this wider point of view, that a 

society is a group of people who display many resem~ 
blances produced either by Imitation or by cownter+ineta- 
tion. Tarde (trans), Laws of Imitation, p. xvii. 

counter-lath (koun’tér-lith), ». 1. A lath, used 
as a kind of furring, as where the lathing and 
plastering must be carried over broad surfaces 
of timber or other material and must be kept 
away from it by the thickness of the counter- 
lath to allow the damp plaster to make a key 
between the laths.—2, A lath used as a 
to fixthe amount of separation between boards, 
laths, palings, or the like which are to be 
nailed fast with openings between therm. 

counter-lath (koun’tér-lath), v. t. In plester- 
ing, to furnish (a ceiling or wall) with counter- 
laths. See *counter-lath, n. 

counter-la’ (koun'tér-lath‘ing), ». In 
—— lathing applied to counter-laths. 
=) —— — n, M. Millar, Plastering, 
Pp 

counter-lever (koun‘tér-lev‘ér), n. That part 
of a bar or system, serving as a lever, which 
lies between the fulerum and the weight, 

counter-1 (koun‘tér-]d*"pér), », A eounter- 
jumper (which see). 

coun (koun’tér-man), ». A salesman 
in a shopor store; theman behind the counter, 
as distinguished from the floor-walker, ete. 
countermine, ». 1. (6) A mine or torpedo 

laced and exploded in a harbor entrance 
y an — navy to destroy the mines 

or torpedoes which guard the entrance, 
counter-mold (koun‘té¢r-médld), 2, A profile 
or the like cut in and fitted close to a moldin 
or group of moldings so that it may be copi 
accurately. coun sel-ti) A 
counter-penalty (koun‘tér-pen‘al-ti), ». 
penalty proposed as a substitute for another: 
as, in Gr, antig. (translating Gr. avtrriuorr), 
the penalty which a person convicted of crime 
was permitted to suggest for himself as an al- 
ternative bad that proposed by the accuser. 

counterpoint?. ».— coun inm 
any form of —* brat sn gees ap oe ae 
See counterpoint?. 

counterpointist (koun‘tér-poin-tist),n. Same 
as contrapuntist, 

”,— Counterpolse globe, a gins: globe 
—= in size to ome containing a cn wlvne we ht is to 
be accurately determined. It is placed on the other side 
of the balance and eliminates errors due to the change in 
the Raogancy of the air: first used by Regnault in 1545, 
M. V. Trevers, Exper. Study af Gases, p. 124 

counter-pump (koun’tér-pump), n. 
ander a arf or bar, for drawin 
from barrels or other vessels too bulky to be 
kept close at hand, 
counterpuncture (koun’tér-pungk-tir), ». In 
surg., nsecond puncture made at another point, 
usually at some dependent part. 

A pump 
liquids 



Oounter-Reformation 

Counter-Reformation (koun ‘ tér-ref-or-ma’ country-box (kun‘tri-boks), 1. A small coun- cou 
shou), x. The movement of reform within 
the Roman Catholic Church which followed, 
and partly counteracted the effects of, the 
Protestant Reformation in the sixteenth cen- 
tury. See reformation, 3, 

counter-roll (koun’tér-rél), v. i. To roll inthe 
opposite direction : as, to roll and counter-roll, 

And spiritual thunders, born of soul 
Not cloud, did leap from m: 
And o'er him roll and . 

Mrs, Browning, Vision of Poets, st, &. 

counter-screw (koun’tér-skré), n. Either of 
two screws (both right-handed and turning 
together in the same direction or one right- 
handed and the other left-handed and turning 
opposite ways) by which an object which they 

just or restrain may be moved in one direc- 
tion or the other by the motion of one. 

counter n.— Differential counter-shaft, 
unter shalt, ».— Diserentia tcl parallel to the 
driving-axle and connected ri ina te the latter by driv 
or the driving-wheela, It isdivided by the compensating- 
wears, amd theref the latter from the rear axle 
which has te carry the load. This gives to it ite diferen- 
tial charueter when the car is ing curves, Sei, 
Amer,, Feb, 7, 1008, p 91. 

coun (koun’tér-shaf‘ ting), 2. One 
or more counter-shafts; the system of secondary 
transmission to tools from the main driving- 
shaft of a factory or works. 
counter-skiver (koun’tér-ski’vér), ». A spe- 
cial machine for skiving counters and taps, and 
making rounds and welts. See shiring-machine, 
counter-stain (koun‘t¢r-stin), ». In histol.,a 
dye employed to stain of another color the ele- 
ments uot colored by the dye first used, The 
effect is to make the different elements more 
conspicuous by contrast, 
counter-stain (koun’tér-stan), v. t. To treat 
with a counter-stain. 

A la saewen: constie | tart, ta toler tal pute tor vs ) TOR, m Wal ‘or tive 

—— — then dacolrising Ave —22 —— an 
parta, thm tt 

— sapere while ae Dew mde rin of blue. 7 
FP. M. Bailey, in Jour. Exper. Med, Oct. 1, 1901, p. 660, 

counter-stitcher (koun‘tér-stich‘ér), nA 
shoe-sewing machine for stitching counters. 
counter-stroke,». 2. A force which produces 
a — F 4 a other than —* = * 
inj 8 inflie See counter-fissure. Buek 
Med. Handbook, 1V, 558. ; 

counter-tide (koun’tér-tid), ». A tide that 
opposes one already existing; the flood- or 
ebb-tide that is about to succeed to the one 
already existing; the incoming flood-tide over- 
lying the outgoing ebb-tide as shown by the 

ace-ripple or . 
counter-time, ». 3. In fencing, & pass or 
thrust made st a wrong or inopportune moment 
for the opponent, thus breaking the rhythm of 
his intended combination. 
counter-treble (koun’tér-treb‘l),». In music, 
a high treble or soprano voice, or the part 
sung by such a voice. 
— (kount‘fish), n. 
found in Australian and New Zealand waters, 
sometimes used as a standard of size by the 
fishermen in selling fish in the market, 

counting-cell (koun‘ting-sel), », An appara 
tus designed for counting the number of blood- 
pry ery és, bacteria, etc., in a given volume 
of fluid, 
counting-machine (koun’ting-ma-shén’),». A 
machine devised to perform the operation of 
counting; a *tallying-machine (which see). 
counting-scales (Koun ‘ting-skilz), ». pl A 
weighing-seales of the portable platform type, 
arranged for counting small hardware articles 
such as nuts, bolts, etc., by weight. It has two 
—— a small one being suspended from the end of the 

ance-beam. Onesample Placed in this will balance 
one hundred pieced on the platform Teo count out a 
hundred nutes It is ony necessary to place one mut in the 
panand te place on the platform a wy, of the same 
nuts just sufficient to balance it. Small articles weighing 
leas Pa qharter of a pound can be counted by placing 
one in the small pan and more in the larger ; when 
the two pans balance there are twenty in the larger pan 

count-muster (kount’mus’tér), n. A muster 

country, ». 10. The parts of a cricket-field 
covered by the out-fielders; the long- or deep- 
field. [Collog.]—To appeal to the , in 
British parliamentary procedure, to appeal to the voters 
of the country by dissolving Parliament and ordering a 
new general election, when some government mensure, 
considered of vital importance by the ministry, las been 
defeated in the Huuse of Commons, 

A large snapper ~ 
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try-house, generally for temporary residence 
as when shooting, fishing, or the like. 
country-cut (kun‘tri-kut), a, That has been 
cut roughly: used in regard to timber which 
has been roughly sawed in the district where 
it was felled, 

country: (kun‘tri-dam‘ajd), a. Dam- 
aged in the country, or at the interior or initial 
point of shipment (by being exposed to rain 
mud, careless hand —— a term appli 
to cotton in the bale when so damaged. Tag- 
gart, Cotton Spinning, I. 43. 
country-house (kun’tri-hous), #, A house or 
mansion in the country, as distinguished from 
a town-house; a country-seat, 
country-note (kun’tri-nét), ». A bank-note 
issued by a local bank in En land, as distin- 

ished from those issued by the Bank of Eng- 
and. X. E. D. 

county!. I, 7. Administrative , one of the 
@ divisions (exclusive of county boroighs) into which the 
& georraphical and his counties or shires of Eng- 
land and Wales are divided under the Government 
Actot 1588 for the administration of the county affairs 
which had prior to Ut date been administered in quar- 
ter-seasions by the Justices of the peace, their powers 
—— ——— toa new populary elected administra- 
tive body styled the county weounel (which see} London 
is an administrative county in itself, with its own count: 
counedl for county affairs, bat for purely local or munic 
pal purposes it is divided Inte 25 boroughs, each with ite 
own munictpal 

the Has the Hom: group of 
English counties of which London la the center, ene 
are Middlesex, Hertford, Easex, Kent, Surrey, and (some- 
times) Sussex: as, farming in the Home Cowntics. 

boro in England and Wales, a 
lation of S),000 or more, that since 

rg al Government Act af 1888 has had 
county administrative powers added to ite own municipal 

wer aod is thas a county in fteelf, adminiatratively 
tout not politically or 45 latly) independent of the 
county in which it is situated. The county boroughs 
now number 07, but do not inclade the 28 boroughs of 
the administrative county of m—County council 
See wooed, 

county-court (koun’ti-kért),°.4 To sue (one) 
in the county court, expecially for debt. 
Surtees. 
county-house 
poorhouse. [Eng.] 

coup’, n. 4. A stroke; a brilliant play; in 
banking games the decision of all the bets by 
one event.—Bath , in whist, the act of holding up 
the ace and jack when Ole adversary leads a king, so a8 
to sectire tenace In the suit: so called because first 
Drought into use by the old —— at Hath, Eng- 
land.—Coup de repos [F.|, in chess, a silent or quict 
move after a series of checks — Coup dur [F., Tard 
stroke’), a French billiard term for what in England and 
America is technically the *kiseshot.” Until recently it 
comprehended ooly that class of strokes in which the 
eve ball was toade to rebound from an object-ball either 
on or very close toa cushion, It now includes, bat with 
insufticient reason, shots in which there isto doable con- 
tact, or ‘kisa,” between any two balls whatever,— 
fourré 8 “interchanged blow'], in fencing, a double 
blow delivered by two fe neither one waiting to 
parry: usually regarded with disfavor, aa it spoils the 
gruce and interest of the gane.— IF. ‘exact 
stroke '}, in chess, a move made at the right or opportane 

*thue.— coup [F., ‘great stroke’), in ehiet or 
bridge, the trumping of a trick which is alread 
oy partner, or throwing a small tramp when 

ready trumped with a higher.—To run a 
lierds, to pocket the cue-ball or send it off the table 
2 hitting any other ball: a technicality of English 

J 

coupé, a. 4. In fencing, a sudden shifting of 
the guard by lifting the foil over the point of 
the opponent's blade and thrusting at the 
same moment on the unprotected side, A 
coupé is in the nature of a surprise to a care- 
leas opponent, See cut over point, under cut, 

coupélet (kii-pii-let’), a, [ee + -let.] A 
carriage With a coupé ———— yand a calash 
top over the rear seat, and without_high pil- 
Jars on the doors or front, 

couple, r. 2. (¢) In astron., a double star.— 
couple, « couple of forces acting upon a bod: 

such a manner as to prodace or tend to produce bend. 
ing. See def. 2 (— pighting 
couple, in navel arch, the mechanical cou 
by the force of gravity acting downward through the 
eeuter of gravity and the force of buoyancy neting upward 
through the center of bicyancy, which tends to restore a 
vewsel to tKhe upright or position of equilibrium after it 
has been inclined from that position.- couple, 
in weed., a couple of forces acting so as to twist a body ; 
as couple tending to produce torsion.—Unit moment 
& couple, the moment of a couple such that the product 
obtained by multiplying one of the forces by the ann of 
the couple is equal to unity: Gide the coaple in which 
each force is one dyne and the arm be one centimeter has 
tit moment. 

coupled, p.a. 2. As applied to quadrupeds, 
ant — to horses, eating the distance 
between the shoulders and the hip-joint: as, 
well coupled, short cowpled.—Coupled rhythm, 
wheels, See #rhythm, ®iwheell. 

— enemy u. The county 
nig. 

wor 
e haa 

in did 

court 

 %. (d) In Plate which joins one of the 
Wimmingappendages of a crustacean to tts fellow on 

opposite side af the body, 

The) first four thoracic bear biramous 
— de ae peng agen ye pt ern 
ing connected 

Automatic coupler. See compling, 4, (O), (2) 
couplet, ». 3. In Gothie arch., a double win- 
dow; one having two lights only and these of 
the same size = style. 

coupling, ». Same ipe-cowpling.— Cone- 
Vise, coupling, a : pig co be a sleeve 

y from each end, two bushings tarned to At 
the conical bortng of the sleeve and bored to fit the shaft, 
and three bolts * the bushings by * 

La ie they can be tightened jeeve ard on the 
belng slotted pea on oe aide 

their being com fently to bind 
m a device for coupling the 

of a mechaniam, in which magnetic attraction, elec- 
x prodaced and controlled, is used insteat of frietion 

of of sous other of the mechanical — — em 
joyed.~ Pace-plate coupling, a coupling 5 a 

pi shaft-coupling which resembles in form the foe 

axis of the re or shaft form the joint. — 
adevice for uniting two lengths of driving- 

On end of each is fastened by keys a Mange on a hab; 
the two flanges face each other, and are ted to cach 
other by bol! 

coup: b (kup‘ling-grab), ». Samo as 
‘grapple, 7. 

conpling'rod (kup‘ling-rod), n. Same as par- 
allel vod (which see, under red}. 

cou) ling-screw (kup‘ling-skri), », An ‘eye- 
bolt with a strap attached to the nut, so that 
by serewing the bolt into the nut a chain or 
rope or rod fastened to the eye and to the strap 
may be tightened ; also, a socket with female 
screws at each end, for connecting-rods or ten- 

— cou * (kup‘ling-tél), ». Tongsu n 
cueing objects such as lengths of pipe. _ [Eng.] 
coupon, ». 2. A small piece of metal made as 
a rea of another piece to serve as a sample for 
testing-purposes,— upon, fn nance, without 
the right Bus —— E of a bowd 
sold under this condition, 

courbaril, ». 2, The tree which yields cour- 
baril resin oranime. See Hymenca. 
courbash, ». See koorbash. 
courbature (kir-bii-tiir’), ». [F., aching, las- 
situde, lum » © cowr tty overpowered by 
lassitude, < OF. conrbatu, lit, ‘beaten with short 
arm’ (that is, with quick and many blows), ¢ 
court, short, + hatu, battu, beat : see battue, bat- 
terl.] Anachingin the museles. Buck, Med, 
Handbook, aes — — — - 

courge (kiirzh),». (P., lit. ‘a gourd’: see gourd.] 
In —— a gourd-shapel basket for hold- 
ing live bait immersed in the water, 

courida (ki-ré-dii’),». [Native name in Guiana.) 
In British Guiana, a verbenaceous shrub or 
stall tree, Aricennia nitida, 1 is found within the 
tropics ou both sides of the Adantic, It grows with the 
Inangrove on maddy fata the sea-share, and, like 4 
la ral on stilt-tike-roots, Called black mangrore an 
Wackwood in the West Indies. 

The land at the mouths of these matnartes le on the in- 
crease, forming a fringe of low ground which is soon cov- 
ered with ma veanand courida bashes. 

RK. 11. Schomburgt, Descrip, British Guiana, p, 7. 

course!, n.—21. In mining: (a) Aninflux of 
water from one direction. (b) The direction 
ofalodeorvein. (c) A passage-way. (d) The 
direction of a mine working.—Course made 

. 

ft ; the compass course 
sea, Variation, deviation, etc.— course. 
xeompase.— Course of kind,t the course of nature; the 
ordinary procedure of nature especially as regards repro- 
duction. 

Not an egy bad been lak: and ft appeared apen inquiry, 
that the whole covers of tind waa suspended, 

Southey, Doctor, lxxvi 

Void of course, in astrol., mid of the heavenly bodies 
when they form no fresh aspect before leaving the sign 
in which they are posited, 

Coursed ashler. See *ashler, 
court, ». 12. Among Foresters and some other 
frienlly societies, a iocal branch or lodge. 
~ Bail in Eng. law, the practice-court; a court 
aoxiliary to the Court of King's Bench, where motions 
consected with the pleading and practice, rather than 
with the merits, of a controversy were heard and deter: 
mined.— Central Criminal the moet important 
English court of criminal jurisdiction, All the higher 
erimecs committed in London and its surrounding country 
are triable in this court. oa are also the scriods offenses 
that were formerly within —32 of the ad- 
miraity court— Cireuit court of appeals. Sec #appeal. 
— Court of claims, (c) A coart in which claims against 
the State may be heard amd determined, As the sovereign 
power cannot be seed by a subject, this court ts usually 
established by the State, and afl claims ugainst the gove 
ernment notest be Deoight therein, Such courte extat in 
Washington and generally in the capitals of each of the 



court 
States. Court of error. See error, Court of Private 
Land Claims, See private land claims, under welaiml.— 
Court of referees. See the extract. 
In the passage of private bills h the House of Corn: 

mona, the practice waa adopted in of the appointment 
of referees on such not tes tha tre, other erwins tobe 
and means and less than ier paren te 
appointed by the speaker. The referees 

court ferees 
tuted ae the ‘adjudication this right, 
standi in Brtianvenic called Locas Stasi report, hs 
vate Dilla in parliament, called Locus Standi —— 
been published since 1967. 

o rege: aumn of request. 
Same as court — under conscience. — Court 
Wards and Liveries, in Eng. law, a former court of 
record in England, having jurisdiction over questions 
relating | to profits accruing to the crown by reason of ten- 

qrnnting to hates of the dellvery of thelr | — 
ones * of the of their guardians, the gran my he 
licenses Co the King’s Widows to marry and imposing oa 
for marrying without ** * Lad —— — ot 
Persons non compos mentie © ‘a wna 
abolished in the re of Charles I Scotch. 
——— then seats Bilt 

rs 0! in land, a 
ivision of the Su be lt fo al and some 

Sopetiete Sarid The lord chi Justice ts its 
—— — the mame given in some of the United 

of officers which administers the af- 
Seen Gl comme ter saa ok toa et oe 
sioners, county anpervisora, board of free. 

—— — coart of eee eee 
* ‘scourt wa Tow lant 

—— — eal tel * 

— a singte officer, * the trial of 
minor offenses commil! by enlisted wnen.—To cover 
court, In fensis and similar paimen, to so move about over 
the court as to render it impossible for the oppanents to 
soore by placing the ball out of reach. 

(kort ’sér/k@-liir), n, An offi- 
eial circular or bulletin containing a record of 
the doings of the court orroyal family of Great 
Britain, supplied to the newspapers every day 
for —— in their —— 

—* vee eee oe a passenger — ae in ayy! 4 
foreign port, —— in jhe examination of the paseen- 

tor imimediatel, 
aii ge 07» special ship. Rowe eal, the Interchange of be 
—— te and salutes 4 ena War-ship enters a foreign 

court-room (kért’rdm), m. The room or cham- 
ber in which a court is regularly held and jos- 
tice is dispensed, 

courtzilite (kort’zi-lit),u. ["Cowrt=il, Ma 
name (t) + -ite?,) A kind of asphaltam allied 
to uintahite and gilsonite. 

„M. 2, In an lonic capital, a roll or 
baluster-shaped member which is carried hori- 
zoutally from one volute to another. There 
are two ineach capital. See cut at *collarino. 
Couvin shales. See Wehele?, 
Coven » Barl of. See *snip-snap-snorem. 
covenan' — Book of the Co See tehook.— t, 
Covenant of on-chatm, in tw, tna eed of real J ¢ 
erty, substantially the same as a warranty cov 
nsod especially inthe New England States and —— 
——— of od-renta in Pennaylvania, 1t pro- 
vides that neither the grantor nor his heirs shall clatin 
any title in the property conveyed. — Co venant sal 
an inviolable coverant ; feom an old castom of the Hebrews 
of sealing an agreement by a common meal, at which salt 
was eaten, the preservative quality of the salt signifying 
the security of the — 2 Chroa., xiii. 5.— Cove- 
nant to convey, in covenant by Which one party 
agrees to convey to another the estate described in the 
covenant, under certain — — 
orem the covenant, Little Book of the Covenant. See 

Personal covenant, iti (ow, one which binds the 
—— only ; a covenant which does pot run with the 
land. Real covenant, in faw, one which binds pot only 
the covenantor bat also the property which fs the subject 
matter of the covenant; & covenant which runa with lane. 
— Transitive covenant, in fam, one which binds beth 
the covenuntor and his representatives.— Writ of cove- 
nant, a legal process which issues in faves ofa party oe who 
claims damages for breach of covenant. 

cover!, ©. I, trans. 15, In hockey, basket-ball, 
and other sports, to stand by the side of or in 
front of (an opponent), so as to render it im- 
possible for him to makea play.—17, In cricket, 
to field; to catch or stop (the ball) and return 
it. To cover court. See #ovurt. 

II, intrans, 4. In ear “playing, to play a 
higher ecard on a card led or played, when the 
higher eard is not the best of the suit: as, — 
on * when the ace and king have not yet 
been mayed 
cover, 8, In cricket, cover-point: a flelder 
who peel behind point, and more in the 
direction of the bowler; also, his position in 
the field.—9, In culico-printing, a fine pattern 
engraved on a roller to be printed over a pat- 
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tern in resist.—10. In maki 
riveted work with plates, the lap-piece which 
— the joint and is riveted to the butting 

#, The double butt-joint a an outer 
* an Inner eover· tee B oover, in 

wna 

ea, ‘by the crowns of all 22 
in English bil- 

cover, | — —⏑ point ; the 
fielder’ whe plays between cover-point and mald-odf, but 

also, bis poston i th ned. —— ua —— eo ~ 
all trees and other planta in « forest, . 

covers (kuv‘ér), mn. [W. cyfair.] The ordinary coy. 
measure of Jand in South ales, two thirds of 
an imperial acre, N, B,D, 

of -piece (cuv’ér-in ), =. In the 
2 — te ‘rinoidea, one of 
the plates arranged along both sides of, the 
— ral grooves which cover the ambu- 

covering-plate (kuy’ér-ing-plat*), ». In Cri- gow. 
noideu, one of the calcareous plates, situated 
along the margins of the food-grooves in the 
arms, whieh, by opening and closing, as ocea- 
sion demands, serve to protect the soft parts. 
Also called ambulacral, 

cover-slip, ». 2. Inericket: (a) A fielder 
former] — to back up or cover the short- 
slip. (6) His — te the field, 

covert, ".— tose tpl Ear cov- cow 
orta, in —— kel the — cone external open- 
ing of the ear. 

co-vibration (k6’vi-bra’shon), n. fe 1 + rin 
—— A concomitant or sympathetic vibra- 
tion. C. R. Squire, in Amer. Jour. Paychol., 
XII, 583, . 

Covillea (ké-vil’e-A), mn. (NL. (Vail, 1895), 
named after Frederick V. Corille, an American 
botanist.] A _— of dicotyledonous plants 
belonging to t — Zygophyllacer, See 
Larrea and ercosote-t 

co-volume (ké-vol’im), ». [co-l + volume.) 
In phys. chem., that part of the total volume 
of a body which is not oceupied by the mole- 
ecules, and which is the volume available for 
the oscillatory and translatory motions of the 
atoms and molecules. 
cow n,— the pamp, as 

alte ed a eae, —— eee thequetity 
of their milk. (Cotlog.} 

The coar acith the from tail is still ae in Landon, 
‘he Year tovnd. 

(ké-wik’ér), n. Jolk-lore, a 
double; an apparitional counterpart, which 
may show itself in places remote from that 
oceupled by the individual in person. 

A fe on his way to X, or is dreaming that he ts on his 
————— X by PLor by P,Q, and RB, as ma 

in Celtle phitose pb, the teary of the" Cather 
a kind of —— baa hy. Eneye. Brit., ReMi Se te. 

; Cowan (kou‘an), x. [Also cowen, kowan; ori- 
in unknown.) 1, Gne whose occupation is 
e building of dry stone walls: used especi- 

ally of one who has not been regularly trained 
in the mason’s trade, [Scoteh,] Henee—2, 
One who is not a Free-Mason, 

Cowbane (Oxrppolie rigihtior’. 

4, epper past of plant ancl inflorescence. one cighth natural size; 
#, fruit and cross-section o¢ same, three fournhs eatural size, 

a butt-joint in coward-tree (kou‘§rd-tré), ». 

te.—Crown cover, in for. cowbane, ". 2. 

cow-puncher 

A tree under 
which all men who manifest fear in battle are 
killed: used by some Zulu tribes. G. 8S, Hall, 
Adolescence, IT, 720, 

An American a 
swamp-plant, rigidior, din oy ton 
New York to Fiorida or westward inne- 
sota and Louisian: 
tocattle. Also e 
water-dro t, See cut in middle — 

cow-b {kou’baz-il), ». Same as cow- 
cow: = n. The common or red- 

berried bryony, Bryonia divica, See bryony. 
cow-clover (kou’klo’vér), n. See *clover, 

(kou’kok‘l), », See *cocklel, 
cow-creamer (kou’kra’mér), n. A eream-jug 
made in the shape of a cow. The cream is ured 

a hole in the back, the open mouth of 
serine tet ‘apoat, while the cured | tail anewers tor 3 

fete United 
Such Jaga were extensively made in Ea, —— 

tates from the middle of the 
to the middle of the nineteenth century, both in —— 
colored and brown glazed ware. 

cowen, *. Samefas *cohen. 
cow-fish, »., Oe ( A name — in New Engiand to 
tbe pus griseus. name applied 

— the 8 mie city or town. “keeper, n. person, in a ¢i . 
who keeps stall-fed cows and retails the milk. 
The most significant feature in commexion with the 

milk supply of the metropolis at the inning of the 
—— the gradual extinction of the town * cow- 

Eney. Brit,, XX VU. 368, 

cowl? (koul), n. Bee *kowl. 
“Ay used . 21 ti A natural 

use by > eagiers. br yy pe re 
rd on of the same, in which the body is of pee 
= feather and the wings of red hackle of 
a cock, 

cow-lick, n. 2. pl. The snowdrop-tree, Moh- 
rodendron — 
cow-pea, ". is a bean rather than a pea, 
pari ink large sae wit three leathets seods fre- 
quently * or kidney-al . itis ly classed 
as Vigna Sinensie, but probably includes more than —* 
5* species, the red-aeeded and black-seeded vari 
2 *8 — © Cincy ; the round-seeded ‘lady eo 
a second ved * purpleeyed a 
and Wes lactated os 2g ded “wh 
with plain yellow, pink and light 1+ a a toute "Thee The 
cow-pea is an annual, ite numerous varieties passing 
through all grades of bush, trailing, and ranning habit. 
the less rampant being better ad to short seasons, 
It noe touch sg and will iy bo fa — henee it is 
most at bome in the South, b ut varieties have been 

Cow-pea (Pagra Sanmensis). 

@, plast. about one fourth satural sire; 6, Mack-eye variety 
ot bean of Pigma Simemesrs, about natural size, 

secured which will mature tn 60 days, and its cnlture ie 
an In the southern United States it 
baa lon of great valoe, and with the intradaction of 
mixed — ed is increasingly appreciated. It is available 
for forage and soiling and for hay, in the latter use, when 
well cured, ranking with red clover; and it is ome of the 
foremost nitrogenyatherers For silage it is inferior to 
corn or sorghum, he shelled seeds, chiefly of the * black- 
eye pea,’ are used for human food, either freah or «ried. 
—Cow-pea weevil, See tiwreril. 

cow- (kou’pen‘ing), ». The practice 
of penning cattle in orange £) groves over night, 
the position of the pens changed every 
few days. Yearbook U, 8. t. Agr., 1804, 
p. 201, 

cowperitis (kou- or kii-pe-ri’tis), a. [NL., ¢ 
Cowper ian glands) + a. ] ———— of 
the Cowperian lands, 
cow-puncher {kou’ pun’ chér), nn. A eattle- 
driver on the great plains of the United States. 
Sometimes used for cow-boy. [Slang.]} 



cow-rin 

cow-run (kou’run), a. A common for pastur- 
ing cows. 

cowry, ». 3. A unit of surface used in Hin- 
dustan, equal to a square yard.— Head of cow- 

a count of 2,000 cowrlea, equal to about sixpence, in 
the ish African Colonies. 

wali A, cowslip, t onus 
—— Ma Paty line ee oe 
cow-tick (kou’tik), ». An ixodid, Bodphilus 
bovis. Also called *cattle-tick (which see, with 
cut). 

cow-tree, n. 2, In British Guiana, the hya-h 
or milk-tree, Tahern®montana utilis. See mi 
tree, 2, and Tabernemontana.—3, The karaka 
of New Zealand, Corynocarpus lerigata, 80 
ealled by the colonists from the fondness of 
cows for its leaves. Soe *beraka,—dow-tree 
wax, a wax-like substance obtained by boiling the milky 
Juice of the South American cow-tree, Piratinera wrilia: 
used locally formaking candles. —Rio Negro cow-tree. 
See woouma. 

of the neck Coxa vara, « deformity marked by a bend! 
of the thigh-bone, causing adduction of the limb, 

Coxal gland. See *ylond—Coxal organ, in Peri- 
we, an eversible, furrow-like structure, with 

unmid lips and lined with smooth noa-tubercaiate epi 
theliam, situated on the ventral sides of certain of the 
legs — SACS, certaln eversible sacs which func- 
tion as bloed-gills and ococur near the coxm in certain 
diplopeds and other Myriopede, amd in the Syanphyla 
and Synaptera, A. S. Packard, Text-book of Rutom-., p. 4. 

coxarthrocace (kok-siir-throk’a-s6), », [NL., 
CL. coxa, hip, + Gr. dpOpov, joint, + ndxy, ill 
condition (arthrocace.)] Hip-joint disease. 

cozarthropathy (kok-siir-throp’a-thi),». (NL., 
< L. cora, hip, + Gr, dp4poy, joint, + -zalfera, ¢ 
wéfog, disease.] Hip-joint divense, 

(kox-ek’ fi-sis), m. [NL <¢ L. 
cord, thigh, + Gr. inguoic, ey etbany In 
crustaceans, a branch borne by the first joint 
—— of any appendage ; an epignathite or 
epi 6. 

u.— oe ee, coxttis, rheumatoid arthritis lo- 

coxodynia (kok-86-din’i-&),m. [NL., ¢ L. 
coza, hip, + ddivy, pain.] Same as coralgia. 

thite (koks-og’na-thit), ». coxa, 
thigh. + Gr. yvdtor, oe, + ~ited,] the basal 
joint or coxa of a foot-jaw. 
coxotuberculosis (kok’s6-ti-bér’ka-16’sis), n. 

NL., ¢ L. cora, hip, J NL. tuberenlosis.) 
uberculous disease of the hip-joint. 

coxy, a. See *cocksy. 
u. No less than eleven species of 

by Merriam, the name Canis ne be- 
have 

ybeen recognized by M 
ing restricted to the eastern form whose type-locality is 
Towa. pee eee from Lower California la C, im: 
sul ; the Californian form is C, ochropeus; and that from 
Indian Territory ta C. 

(ké-y6'ting), m. Mining alone in a 
desultory way or in i ar openings and 
burrows like those made by the coyote. [Col- 
loq., western U. 8. 

Cozio counter-attack. See *attack. 
. A-contraction of compare. 

. P. An abbreviation (b) of eandle-power ; 
8 of Chief Patriarch; (d) of Clerk of the 
Yeace ; (e) of Code of Procedure; (f) of Con- 

gregatio Passionix, Congregation of the Passion, 
epd. An abbreviation of compound. 
O. P. D., ©. P. D.M. In astron., abbrevia- 
tions of Cape (of Good Hope) Photographic 
Durchmusterung, Soe *durchmusterung, 

©. P.M. Anabbreviation of common particu- 
lar meter. 

Or. 3. An abbreviation of crown, 
©. R. An abbreviation (c) of the Latin Civis 
Romanus, Roman citizen. 

sreecesats wo hice we sitnoned the ptsape ov chalos 
which saoure the horwes to the pole, It consists. of a 
secket and two branching arms with loop-ends, with or 
without a bong whiffletree-hook. 

8. In Australia, the marine crustacean, Scylla 
serrata ; also, Telphusa transversa, a crustacean 
found in fresh water,—®, pi, Same as ecrab- 

i’. Black crab, (Greercinua rericea, a land-crab 
ving in the Antilles: ite name is due to the marki 

ut ite carapace. — Chevalier crab, a swift-running om 
crab, of the us Geypeda, Also called 7 
— nebula, See #nebwla.— Creole crab, a lance 
hairy West Indian crab with prickly claws,— - 
faced crab, the Japanese Dortppe doreipes.— Fighting 
crab. Same na fiddlercerab (which see, under — * 
Great warty crab, Same as lery *ereb.— Heraldic 
crab, Hiurnia heraldica, a crab whose markings suggest a 
heraldic shield,-Jonah crab, a large crab, Concer bore- 
alia, found along the North Athantic coast of the United 
States — crab, iy the East ant West Indies, Par- 
th herrida, Also called great worty erab.—Old- 
man's-face a local name for a crab, Atelecyel tex arp 
femdentatus, fon — ce ——— Pd —— — 
Sargasso crab, « +1» erah, lanes minutus, that lives 
among aarguasy Woods and is protectively colored. Swift 
crab. (0) Any species of the beach-crab Ocypoda. (%) 

horeeman-crab, 
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A cliff. tira: = es tet cron Te no vet 
, 2, (o)— Warty crab. Same as lezy ecrab.—Whtt 

crab, a beach-crab; a «prite, 

cradle-frame 

crab-vinegar (krab'vin-é-giir), m. Vinegar 
made from the cider of crab-apples. 

(krak' ih), a. [NL. (/inngeuxs, 1753, 
2. The American crab-apple, Malus coro. adopted from his ‘ Flora Zeylanica,’ 1747), ¢ 

varia, also called sweet crab and fragrant cmb, isasmall L. eracea, an unidentified leguminous plant. ] 

Crabapple | Malus coronaria), 
a, Soweting | branch; 4 Srubing branch. (Prom Sargent's 

“Manual of © North America") he Trees 

summit, an doch or more tnd —* but attaining 
a Yellowish hue when fully ripe, turning nearly 
red. The fs heavy, and juicy. sharply 

They are little eaten in 

je Comm 
that of the others (sometimes 2 Inches across) 
for the same 

crab), v.t. 3. To‘ pull to pieces’; criticize or 
find fault with; hence, to hinder, spoil or de- 
feat by adverse criticism of trivial details. 
(Colloq.] 

The conditions of the race laid down definitely that 
every ofa competing vehicle {automobile} must be 
bailt in the country by it represented, and the use of 
foreign tires of course crabbed the deal. 

New York Independent, Dec. 12, 1001. 

crabbi h (krab’ing-trof), a. A trough 
used in cleansing woven fabrics preparatory to 
dyeing. 
crab-capstan (krab’kap-stan), ». A portable 
wooden upright pillar or shaft having a la 
socket or hole in the upper part into which 
inserted a long strong wooden beam or lever: 
used for lifting weights, ete,, commonly in ship- 
yards. 

crab-eater, ». 3, A West Indian name of 
several small herons, including the green 
heron, Ardea virescens and the blue heron, 
Ardea carrulea, 
crab-cyestone (krab-i’stén), n. A gastrolith of 
acrab; also, any eyestone. 
qxabdish (krab’ieh}, n. A era. 

The fox catehes crab fah with his tail, which Olans 
Maguus saith he himself was an eye-witness of, 

, in Johnson's , Sth od, 1TH 

crab-gr: n. 1. Any species of & 
— rm A ye ished as erab-gras, is 

dant in the southern United States, but is little pM pai 
Panicum proliferum, a sto- 

eulent grass quite different from Syntheriema, sending 
out branches from all the F nodes It is Mked by 
cattle but is hardly worthy of caltivation. 

crab-hawk (krab‘’ bik), ». One of several 
species of birds of prey of the genus Urubi- 
tinge, related to the harpy-eagle but much 
smaller, The commonest species is (. anthracina, of 
Central and South America and the Weat Indies, 

crab-hole (krab’hol), ». A hole made bya land- 
erab or craw-fish ; also, the hollow afterwards 
formed from one of these burrows by rain or by 
eaving-in. [Australia.) 

erabling (krab‘ling), ». [erabl + -lingl.) A 
small erab. 
crabronid (kri’bré-nid), a. and », I. a. OF 
or belonging to the hymenopterous family 
Crabronide, 

Il. ». A member of the hymenopterous 
family Crabronide. 

crab-shell (krab’shel), rn. A crab's carapace, 
crab-step (krab’step), mn. A sidelong step like 
that of a crab, made by a horse, 

crab-tree, ». 2. See *hitter-bark, 1, 

A genus of dicotyledonous plants belonging to 
the family Fabacer. See Tephrosia. 

crack, v. I, intraws. 4. (b) In golf, said of a 
player‘ who goes to pieces.’ In a close match a 
Player cracks when he fails to maintain bis avernge play 
of the preceding holes and allows his opponent Uhereafter 
easily to beat him. [Coalloy.j 

8. Toshoot with small arms; fire: as, to crack 
at birds. 10, To become harsh or unman- 
ageable; more specifically, to break involun- 
tarily into an upper register: said of a voice. 

II, trans. 10. In cricket, to hit (a ball) hard 
with the bat ; usually said of balls hit in front of 
thewieket. [Collog.)—11. In music, to render 
(a voice) harsh or unmanagenble.— To crack on 

to carry a preset of sail; crowd on sail, 

crack, ». 17. Ina length of cloth, a short space 
without weft,— 18, nt burglary ; a housebreak- 
ing; also, a cracksman; a burglar, [Thieves’ 
slang.] 

(krak’a-jak),a,and x. [Also crack- 
vaguely formed from eracker] + 
I. a. Extraordinarily or exceptionally 

bang-up.’ [Slang.] 
n. Something, as a horse, a bicycle, or 

the like, that is extraordinarily fine ; a ‘ bang- 
up’ thing, [Slang.] 

We have had afew sales, but business has heen quiet, We 
got in a load of crackoyacks during the week and among 
others Wartock, Nuttingham Giftand J. Max Davis, whi 
we call the * Marquis aay oy’ were in the lot. We 
also had seven or eight pairs, the equal of anything ever 
brought to our stables. 

Spirit of the Times, CXXXVI. 435. 

The crackbrain (krak’brin), n. One whois eracked 
or impai 
Carlyle, 

cracks Pp. 4,—Cracked-pot sound. Same as *bruit 
pot 

cracker, n.-— Cracker-cu' machine, in a bakery, 

water dough iato ereckare ready for baking. In’ general 
pian ft resembles a panning-machine (which see) 

cracker-berry (krak’ér-ber‘i), ». The dwarf 
cornel or buneb-berry, Cornus Canadensis. 
crackerjack (krak’ér-jak),a.andn. See crack- 

cracking, ». 3, A process by which a com- 
und made up of elements of varying vola- 

ility may be analyzed and the components 
separated by successively raising the tempera- 
ture of the mixture, so that they are distilled off 
successively in the order of their volatility : 
used specifically of petroleum compounds, 
which in the refining process are separated by 
increasing the temperature of distillation. 

-machine (krak’ing-ma-shén*), 1, A 
machine for producing fine lines like cracks on 
the surface of @ millstone. 

crack-jaw (krak’j4), a. Jaw-breaking; hard 
to pronounce: as, & Russian erack-jaw name. 

story told of a Polish nobleman, a count somebody : 
nanica 

Iisa 
1 never can remember their erack-jaw 

Disraeli, Vivinn Grey, ¥. 13. 

crackle, ». 3. In pathol., same as erepitant 
rile (which seo, under rd/e).Pish-roe crackle, 
a finely crackled glnze on Chinese porcelain. 
crackler (krak’lér), ». A soft-shell crab when 
the new shell ins to harden and gives a 
crackling noise when pressed. 
crack-preventer (krak‘ pré-ven‘tér), n. A 
contrivance attached to a loom to prevent open 
spaces in the cloth in places where the weft 
fuils, from any cause, to be laid in the web, 

cr 2 (krak’i), inferj, An exclamation of 
surprise or astonishment, (Sleng.) 

(») Ip a gttearriage, a bronze oF n, B 
— frame th which the gun slides when recoiling. 
Jour, U.S. Artillery, Nov.-lec., 1G, p, SH (0) A 
frumework of timbers in which ocean-guing rafts of logs 
are built. (p) A rocking part of the building-motion, on 
a cotton. machine, which regulates the wind af the 
roving on the bobbin. 

cradle, vr. t. 5. To reinforee on the back with 
crossed strips in order to prevent warping: as, 
to eradle a picture. —6, To support on or in a 
cradle; as, to cradle a ship while it is bei 
raised to # higher level.—7. To cut (a cask 
in two longitudinally. Anight, Diet. Mech. 

cradle-board (kra’dl-bérd), ». A board to 
which an infant is more or less firmly strapped: 
the eradle of most North American tribes. 

cradle-frame (kri‘dl-fram), #. A framework 
of willow or similar material, used like a cradle- 

intellectually; a crazy fellow, 



Cradle-frames, 

board by some of the Indians of western and 
southwestern North America. 

(kra‘dl-gaj), mn. An instrument 
for ng the angle or setting of the top comb 
of a Heilmann cotton-combing machine. 
cradle-knoll (kra‘dl-nél), ». In the eonstruc- 
tion of logging-roads, a small knoll which 
requires ng. 
cradle-roof (kra’dl-rdf), n. A roof baving (as 
seen from within) the general shape of a 
eradle-vault, wagon-vault, or tunnel-vault: 
always # construction of light materials, not 
of masonry. It is usually built with wooden 
ribs bent or cut — curve er boarded up. 

cradle- (kra‘dl-séng), n. A song sung to 
a babe in the cradle; my i laby, 

craft}, 5 and crafts. See vart 
craft-warden (kraft’ wair‘den), n. 
of a eraft-gild. 

About the same time, the ‘era/t wardens’ of the various 
fellowships . . . were levying excessive fees on the ad- 
iniseion of appren' Froude, Hist. Eng., L i 

crag!,n. 2. In ical classification this term has 
been led to divisions of the Pliocene Tertiary in Rng- 
land, which are, in a gener sense, banks oF ¢ of 
marine shells. The Coralline crag, a division of the Older 
Pliocene, nlso called the & n, White, or Suffolk crag, 
is easentially made up of ents of molluscan she! 
and bryonoans or corallines. The Aed crag, a brown or 
ferruginows shelly band, is of the Newer Pilocene, aud 
has been divided from the base yg Walton, Oakley, 
Newbourn, and Hatley crags. Norwich, Chilleat 
and Weybourn crags fallow in order above the Red crag, and 
terminate the marine series 

crag-bed ( bed), #. A coarse-grained frag- 
mental deposit formed just before the glacial 
period, —8 crag’ 2. 
crag-bone (krag’hdén), n. The neck-bone; the 
cervical vertebre considered as one bone, 
crag-fast (krag’fast), a. Fast between two 
crags, asa sheep on a craggy hillside, [Eng.] 
craggan (krag’an), nv. [Var. of crogan, ¢ Gael. 
Ir, crogan, O. Ir. crocan, W. crochan, a pot : see 
crock|,] A vessel of rude pottery found in the 
Hebrides. 

cram, ». 4. A densely packed gathering or 
crowd; acrush; a‘jam," [Colloq.] 

It was a prodigious cram and we tarned away no end 
of people Dickens, 

crambid (kram’bid), #, anda, I, a, A mem- 
ber of the family Crambide, 
I. a. Of or belonging to the lepidopterous 

family Crambida. 

cram-book (kram’bik), vn. A book specially 
prepared for ‘cramming’ a subject for an ex- 
amination, 

Cramp 8, any game at billiards in which one player, 
by linolting bis opportunities for comnting (for example, 
ways playing on the red bell first, or playing four 

pockets against six) gives his opponent odds. 
2, W.— Com tore’, blowers’, mu- 

— cTamp. —— CPAP on 

or professional cramp, an involantary and irregular com: 
traction cectrriog in muscles which lave been strained 
by overtee in certain occupations whenever an attempt in 
made to resume the occupation in question, This crump 
or spaemn tins received various names descriptive of the 
sufferers occupation, See veriters’ cramp, ander writer, 

Pianists’, ¥ ', typewriters’ 

2, n. 

The warden 

* , sewers’, 
CTAMp, See occupation cramp, 

— a (kram’pér), nm. A length of yarn 
which sailors sometimes tie around their legs 
to prevent gr 

cramp-frame (kramp‘frim),». A clamp- 
frame; the frame of'a C-clamp; the frame of 
a cramp-<drill. 
cramp-hole (kramp‘hél), ». A hole to receive 
a locking-pin; a hole for a elamping-bolt, 

crampit, »., 2. (c) An iron spike or bar driven 
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or built into a wall to serve as a support for 
other parts or to bind the wall itself. (Eng.) 
cramp-word (kramp’werd), ». A word that 
is hard to understand or pronounce, N. E. D, 

blast. See *iart.—Cranberry fire-worm. 
Same a6 Wackhead ere 

-fy, ka! ete, Seo tonll-fy, ekatydid, ete— 
worm, See tip-cerm. — 8 cran- 

berry the mountain-cran yi so called when imported 
inte the United Statea.— TU or wild A 
the bearberry, Arctostaphytos UU ea-scrat. 

cranberry-aphis (kran‘’ber-i-a’ fis), », An 
undetermived plant-louse which affects the 
leaves anid young stems of the cranberry in 
the eastern United States. 

A bog in cranberry- (kran‘ber-i-bog), m. 
which —— grow or are cultivated. 

cran (kran’ber-i-gal), ». A pustular 
swelling sometimes found on cranberry-leaves, 
caused by the fungus Synchytrium Vaccinii, 

ranborry-givdler (kron’ber-i-ger’ dlér) cran' r (kran’ ber-i- or), m. 
The larva of a crambid moth, Crambus hortuel- 

Cranbeery-g indies (Cramtws Agrtwelius), 

a, noth: 4, eggs ¢, larwar df. ment of larva; ¢- pupa; 
J. vest of larva, Alb enlarged. (Scudder, U.S. D. AY 

lus. It lives in silken galleries, feeding upon the run- 
ners of the vine avd girdling the stem. Also called 
girdle-awerm, 
cran -looper (kran‘ber-i-li"pér), mn. The 
larva of an American geometrid moth, Xantho- 
type crocataria. 

cran ¥ (kran‘ber-i-miirsh), n. A 
marshy spot, periodically flooded, in which 
eranberries are cultivated for the market, 
cranberry-moth (kran‘ber-i-méth’), .—Glts- 
tening an Atmetican tortricid moth, 
Eudemie exyeoceana, the adalt of a small caterpillar 
which feeds on cranberry, 

cranberry- 
scale (kran’- 
ber-i-skal), nm. 
A seale-in- 
sect, dspidiotus 
ancylus. Also 
known as Pat- 
nam's scale, 
cranberr r 
tree, n. 2. In 
North Amer- 
ica, Viburnum 
paucifiorum, a 
shrub ranging 
from Penn- 
sylvania to 

Cranberry scale (4 cpidiotur amcytus), 
iComstock, U.S, DA) Entered, 

Alaska, and somewhat eager Pl Opulus 
3 in its 3-lobed leaves and redd globose 

drupes : dis- 
tinguished as 
Jew - flowered 
cranberry-tree. 
Cranberry- 
worm = (kran’- 
ber-i-wérm), n. 
—Blackhead 

larva of 
an American tortri- 
cid moth, Bedemia 
recciana, Itieeds 
on the buds, tlowers, 
and young fruit of 
the cranberry, aa 
well as on the foli- 
age. Alsorinesournm 
and = fire-werm,— 

cranberry- 
WOTM, an cocashon- 
al fall variety of the 
—— ernn · 

ty + worm, it 

Blackbead Ceanberry-worm (Emiemér Which the body be- 
rercianena), comes stri i 

a, larva { } and ¢, pups.all enlarged (ater Ped. — ‘ellow- 

Sanith); @, moth iafter Riley). 

'f crane®, n. 
) common roads,—Cantaliver 

Yellow-headed Cranberry worm 
(diverts minwia). 

@, larva; sand ¢, pupa. All enlarged. 

ry-worm, the tarrn of an Amertean tortricid moth, Al- 
erris minuta. It feeds on cranberry-leaves, often spinning 
several small twigs together. 

Automotor. a form of crane which 
is supported on a car whose wheela are adapted to ran on 

a crane supported 
at the middle upon a lofty frame and having a long canta- 
liver boom on which travels the hoisting-trolley. The 
frame may revolve upon a stationary platform, or may 

Cantaliwer Crane, 

Balanced revolving type. 
mg circular track on which crane traverses 

supporting powerhouse and central strec: 
ture; ¢, cantaliver arma; 2, trolley supporting hoist acd traversing 

@, toundation su) 
in acirele: #. platiorm 

artes, hoisting Chains mot shown | ¢, for beilerengine, heer 
ang drums and awinging gear. Total length of arms yoo 1t. 6 in. 

travel upon a track or runway, Shi amd blast. 
furnace cantaliver cranes are often 100 fect high with a 
boom 350 feet Lon Chain block crane,< crane having 
a chain-block for ite hoisting apparntus, in place of the 
usual geared deum,— CTane, 4 swing or travel- 
ing crane, on which electric motors are used to furnish 
the power required for any or all of the motions. Trvel- 
ing eranes are almost always equipped with motors, 
because for this purpose ebloctric tranemlasion is far more 
conventent than any other. On such eranes there is 
usually a motor for each motion — hoisting, cross-travel, 
and end-travel. When auxiliary hoists are fitted they 
anally have thelr own motora, since this simplifies the 
design and operation. crane, a ce oF 
other type of crane mounted upon a float or pontoon. — 
Ganaree crane, a bridge-crane in which the bridge is 

by structural-irow supports, Testing om car-trucks, 
one track supporting the ow end of the bridge and 
traveling upon a single rail, and the other supporting the 
other end of the bridge and the motive power for the 
crane and traveling upon a e . These 
cranes are made in many forms for use in railroad-yardn, 
anipyarén, Mast-fernace yards, and on ore- and ——— 
and are often of very great size.— ere’ crane. 
Same as molding-erene.— Railway-crane, (7) A crane 
designed for work on railways, especially in wrecking. (4) 
A chine mounted apon a car and fitted to ran or traverse 
on a rallway laid upon the ground, and cither sett-propel- 
ling or driven by a locomotive. Warehouse-crane, a 
light form of hoisting apparatns used in warehouses for 
lifting articles and for interior transportation, having a 
capecity range from 1,000 to 6,000 pounds, and operated 
either by hand or by pneumatic or electric power.— 
Yard-crane, 4 cauntree-crine, 

crane-barge (krin‘biirj), n. See *bargel. 
crane-bridge (kran’brij), », The girder or 
bridge of a traveling crane, on which the hoist 
ean travel transversely. The bridge t& usually 
made of a pair of girders, ench carrying a track for the 
hoist, thoagh in very light cranes a single girder is some- 
times ape. 

Crane-fi See Tipwlaria.—Palse crane-8 
any a of the dipterous family Awphida, Thee 
are penerally small fies with row and spotted wings. 
Thelr larve are found in decaying wood and fruit, in cow 
dung, and in dirty-water, 

crane-house (krin’hous), % 1. A building or 
shed covering a crane,—2, A shed built at 
the base of a large crane to protect the 
machinery and operator from the weather. 
crane-neck (krin‘nek), x. The long thin sec- 
tion of a coach which connects the driver's 
seat with the body, 

crane’s-bill, ».— or wild crane’s-bill, 
Geranivem maculatum, a tavorite American wildflower 
found in woods from Newfoundland to Manitoba amd south 
to Alabama and Kansas, It is a leafy herb a foot or more 
high, with large showy rose-parple Sowers. 

th crane-willow (krin’wil’d), n. The button- 
bush, Cephalanthus occidentalis. 



crangonid 

crangonid (krang-gon’id), en, anda Ln. 
A shrimp-like crustacean belonging to the 
family Crangonida, 
I. a. Of or pertaining to the Crangonide. 

crangonoid (krang’gon-oid), a. Shrimp-like, 
as & Crustacean. 

, flexure. See *cartilage, 
* flexure. 
Oranial index. See *inder. 
craniate (kra’ni-it), a. (NL, *eraniatus, ¢ L. 
cranium, ¢ Gr, xpavior, skull.) Having a skull 
or cranium, as do all vertebrates above the lam- 
preys. 

mphioxus] exhibits what a to be a prim- — — te organization, a condition 
which is, in fact, partly recapitalated in the course af 

bryonle stages of erte! the em eraniate vertebrates. 
Eneye. Brit,, XXV, 386, 

cranidium (kra-nid’i-um), ».; pl. cranidia (-ii). 
(NL., ¢ Gr, xpavioy, skull, +dim, «dev.] In 
eepbalon of the trilobites, the central piece 
included within the facial sutures, consisting G 
of the glabella and fixed cheeks. 

crani (kra-ni-ek’td-mi), n. [Gr. xpaviov, 
skull, + é«rou), excision.) Excision of a thin 
strip of the skull in a young child to relieve 
pressure on the brain. 

crani kra‘ni-}-did’‘i-mus), ».; pl. 
craniodidymi (-mi). [NL., ¢ Gr. xpaviov, skull, + 
didypoc, twin.) A monster with two heads. 

Craniofacial fissure, in anat., a vertical fissure, or vacu- 
ity, in Ine with the frontonasal articulation, separnting 
— more or leas completely into two parts 

Soc. London, 1900, 1. 20 
cTaniognosy ——3 n. IGr. xpaviov, 
skull, tyroerc, knowledge.) Same aacraniology. 

(kré-ni-og’ra-fér), n. One who 
deseribes and makes drawings of skulls; one 
versed in craniography. 

hematoncus (kré“ni-s-hem-s- tong kus), 
a, [NL., ¢Gr. — skull, + aiua(r-}, blood, 
+dyxoc, mass.) Same as cephalematoma, 

craniol. An —— of * Oey. with 
cally (kri’ni-d-loj’i-kal-i),ade. Wi 

regard to the eranjum, or to the zodlogical 
characters of the cranium. 
craniom. An abbreviation of craniometry, 
craniomalacia (kra‘ni-6-ma-la‘si-i), ». (NL., 
< Gr. xpaviow, skull, +padaxia, softness.) Same 
as craniotabes. 

(kra‘ni-d-met’ri-kal-i), ede. crank 
According to the rules and methods of erani- 
ometry; by means of the craniometer. 

ometrist (kri-ni-om’é-trist),«, A person 
who ———— an a = 

crani (kri-ni-op‘a- a. Tr. Kpay 
ee taka, < aller aes.) Any dis- 
ease of the skull. 

craniorachischisis (kra‘ni-d-ra-kis’ki-sis), ». 
(NL., ¢ Gr. xpaviov, skull, + piyer, backbone, 
+ oyior, cleavin 
skull and vertebral column. 

cranioschisis (kra-ni-os’ki-sis),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
«paviov, skull, + cxierc, cleaving, fissure. ] Fis- 
sure of the skull, 

cranioscleroais (kra‘ni-d-sklé-r6’sis), a. [NL. 
¢ Gr, xpaviow, skull, + axtdpuce, hardening. | 
Thickening of the skull. 

craniostosis (kra-ni-os’té-sis),n. [NL., prop. 
*craniosteosis, < Gr. Kpaviov, 1, + dcréov, 
bone, + -ovis.) Premature closure of the 
cranial sutures. 

craniote (kra‘ni-é6t), a. and n. *craniotus, 
< no — auicn, skull.] I, a, Having 
a skull, 

II. *. A member of the Craniota, or verte- 
brates which have a well-defined skull. 
craniotome (kri‘ni-j-tém), ». (Gr. «paviov, 
skull, + -roywoe, ¢ rawelv, cut.) A surgical in- 
strument for cutting bone, used in operations 
on the skull. 

otomy. .—Linear craniotomy, i throagh 
the — Ml n child to — tenalon BAYS 
craniotopogra ni-G-td-pog’ra-fi), n. 
(Gr. xpavior, phy, + E. topogra hy.) "The 
mapping out of the surface of the ull in 
order to determine the relation of the various 
parts to the brain beneath. 

cr (kra‘ni-d-trak’tor), vn. (NL, 
< xpaviov, skull, + L, tractor, tractor.) A form 
of eranioelast, 

cranitis (kri-ni’tis), a. (NL., ¢ Gr. «pavior 
skull, + -itis.] Inflammation of the cranial 

a crank whose shaft- 
in only. The crank bearing la on one side of the crink 

ison the end of the shaft. When the bearing is on the 
right of the crank, aa the observer looks along the mechan- 
fam which drives the crank in a horizontal engine. the 
crank is right-handed.—Three-throw crank, « shaft 

fissure.}] Fissure of the cra 
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which haa three cranks forged apon it, or which is built 
up of separate pieces, with an angle between any twa, 
and is used in Unree-cylimler engines or ips. The 
neoal arrangement of a three-throw crank in an engine 
or pump is to place the cranks 120 degrees apart to secure 
as uniform a turning movement as posible, 

20.0 4, To turn with a crank; turn 
(an engine) with a hand-crank. This is usually 

ne todrw in amd compress the charge in a gus-engine 
so that it will be of the destred composition ander pres- 
sure and reody to be ignited. 
crank-arm (krangk‘iirm), »n. That part of a 
erank which joins the center of the shaft to 
be turned by it to the handle or pin to which 
the power or resistance is applied, 

-cheek (krangk’chék),», Acheek-piece; 
a crank-arm; the erank to which the crank-pin 
is fastened, 

crank-circle (krangk’sér’kl), ». The circle 
deseribed by a crank-pin; specifically, the 
circle in a valve-diagram or the elevation of a 
steam-engine which represents the path of the 

ranked axle or shaft. See fag 9 
crank-effort (krangk’ef*ért), ». © tangen- 
tial foree acting on the crank-pin of an engine. 
This force depends u the angle between the crank 
and the connecting $ |, the pressure acting om the piston, 
= ba effect of inertia of the reciprocating parts of 

(krangk‘ing),. 1, In cutting tools, 
the hollowing out of the tool immediately be- 
hind the cutting edge. This is done in order that 
the tool have @ tendency to spring back and out, 
rather than dig into work, one malting — heavy cut, 
2. The operation of turning a crank, specifi- 
cally in order to start an internal-combustion 
motor, as in @ motor-car. 
crank-motion (krangk’mé‘shon),». The mo- 
tion of a body when driving or when driven 
by a crank. Such motion is called Aarmonic, as the 
reciprocating part traverses the diameter of the circle in 
the same time in which the crank-pin is moving uni- 
formly over the senol-circumference of the same circle. 

crank-pit (krangk’pit), ». A recess, below 
the floor-line around an engine, in which the 
main crank and the lower end of its connect- 
ing-rod revolve. 
crank-web (krangk’web), ». That part of a 
erank which connects the crank-pin hub to the 
shaft-hub. In short cranks this may be as lange In 
cross-section as either hub, while in lomg cranks ft ls usa- 
ally cut away to make /t as light as ble, 

wrist (krangk’rist), ». In mach,, the 
short length of the double crank between the 
arms of the U. It forms the erank-pin surface 
to which the connecting-rod is attached. 
crap? (krap), ». Lreshepe ult. connected with 
erop, v.) 1, A throw with dice; especially, 
a mene cast in the game of craps, when the 
total of pips on the two dice is b, 8, or 12, 
See craps?. Stand. Dict.—Crap-ehooting, Same 
as craps? and *crape. 

(krip’dres’er), n. 
finishes crape for the market. 

One who 

crape-fern (krap’férn), n. See *fernl. 
crape-markings { — 775 u. pi. In 
photog., peculiar markings which appearin the 
film of collodion in the wet-plate process, due 
to the presence of water in the aleohol or 
ether. Woodbury, Eneye, Dict. —— 146. 

crape- (krip’mér-tl), vn. A shrub, La- 
stramia Indica, Also called Indian litae. 
lilac and Lagerstramia. 

crape- (krip‘ring), n. The semi-transpa- 
rent, dusky ring of Saturn between the bright 
ring and the planet. Sei. Amer., Aug. 1, 1903, 

‘aponne lace. See *lace. 
Crappox (krap’poks), ». (Appar, ¢ era 
dine!) + -) In yaws, uleeration wit 
durated edges on the soles of the feet. 

ps* (krips),». pl. A game of chance Leet der 

(au- 
in- 

cra) 
with dice; the modern and simplified met 
of playing hazard. The players bet as much as they 
choose, the caster covers the amount he fs willing to 
risk. He then throws two dice from his hand, 
first throw ie 7 or IL, it isa nick or natural, and the 
wins everything. Uf 2, 3, or 12 is thrown, it is a crap, and 
the caster everything. Any other number Uirown 
is the custer’s point, and he mast continue throwing antil 
he brings the same nutraber again and wing, or throws 7 
and loses. —To shoot craps, te at craps: said be- 
canse the dice are thrown or shot from the hand, instead 
of being rolled from a diee-Dox, : 

cra) nu, 2, A resin or confection of some 
drug producing intoxication, as hashish. 

Cra colic, 
crasped 

It the 
caster 

ent colic. See ™ 
odrome (kras-ped’d-drém), a. [Gr. 

Kpaatredoy, —8 + -lpouoc, ¢ dpaverv, run.] 
unning into the margin: said of the nerves 

of leaves, See nerration (a) (1), Fig. 2. 
Lateral primaries when forked nauatly above their base, 

often present as basal sub-primaries ; secondaries camp- 

crawfish 
todrome fn the entire-margined forms and crarpededrome 
in those which have dentate ina, both characters com- 
bined in some species Bot. Gazette, Dec,, 1008, p, 428 

craspedodromous (kras-pe-dod’rd-mus), a. 
Same as *craspedodrome, 

craspedon (kras’pe-don), a. ; pl, eraspeda (~ii). 
Same as craspedum, 
Craspedostoma (kras-pe-dos‘’té-mii), m. (Gr. 
xpaoredor, margin, + crdva, mouth.| A genus 
of rhipidoglossal gastropods of the family Del- 
phinulidx, having globose whorls, short spire, 
cancellated body-whorl, and an alar process at 
the end of the —— = of —— * 

craspedotal (krus· pe do tal) a. [Craspedota 
+ 2. Of or — to the Craspedota ; 
having a velum, 

crass? (kras), n. ([Crass(icornis), the specific 
name.} <A species of sea-anemone, Bunodes 
ecrassicornia, 

Crassatella (kras-a-tel’li), m. [NL., ¢ L. eras- 
satus, thickened, + dim. -ella.) The typical 
— of the family Crassatellida, Lamarck, 

Crassatellide (kras-q-tel’i-d8), », pl. [NL., ¢ 
Crassatella + dz.) A family of Bivatbe mol- 
lusks, The shell is equivalve, thick, and nearly trian- 
gular; the mantle with anal orifice or open; hinge-liga- 
ment in an internal fomette; and with 2 cardinal 
tecth. The laterals are teced. principal genus 

— (kras-i-li i-8),n.pl. (NL. -i-ling’ gwi-B), nm. pl. ag 
neut. pl. of crassilingwis, —— — thick, + 
lingua, tongue.) A section or eager f of 
Lacertilia, containing lizards with short, thick, 
nonprotrusile tongues, including such forms as 
the geckos and iguanas. Correlated with Fer- 
milinguia and Fissilinguia, 

phalum (kras-d-sef’a-lum), ». [NL. 
(Moench, 1704), ¢ L. crassus, thick, + Gr. xe- 

4%, head. The allusion is to the swollen 
fruit-heads of C. uum.) <A genus of plants 
of the family Asteracex, related to Senecio, 
There are about 24 species, of the Old World tropics, one 
of which is sometimes nin warm for ite giase-housen 
rich purple velvety fol This is C. avrantiacum (Gy- 
nvera eurantiaca af de 

is Cra 

yunred edged 
yellow or orange, in terminal clusters, 

tegin (krat’é-jin),n, [Crategus + -in2.] 
A —— tter compound from the fresh 
bark of the twigs of the hawthorn, Crataegus 

cantha, 
cratch?, v. 3t. In astron., the star-cluster 
known as Presepe (the Manger) in the con- 
stellation Cancer. 

crate, ». 3. In glass-manuf., a lot of twelve 
tables or disks of crown-glass, See table, 1(d). 

crate (krit), ef. To put or pack in a crate 
for transportation: as, to crate fruit, furni- 
ture, ete, 

crater, ".—Bell crater, in Greek vases, a ernter which 
has the form of a modern bell. This type is usually fol- 
lowed in the marble Roman vases. See crater], with cat. 
— 5 WY A depressed area jn which volcanic 
eratersoceur. (5) A caldera..-Craterofan arc, Same 
as crater, i — crater, u large cavity or cal- 
dera in a volcanic cone, caused by a violent eruption. 

crater-chain (kré’tér-chin), », A series of 
voleanic craters, nearly in a line, 

Sixteen werelava-condh. . .; but the erater-chaina num- 
bered not lees than eighty-three, 

. Jour, (I. G. &), XTTL we. 

crater-lake (kra‘tér-lik),». Alake occupying 
the crater or caldera of a voleano; specifically, 
a large and deep lake ing Se typical cal- 
— Oregon. Geikie, Text-book of Geol,, 
p. 324. 

crater-wall (kri’tér-wal), a. The inclosing 
rock wall of @ erater; as sometimes used, the 
steep in-face of this bounding wall. The ordinary 

cearly wertieal and tne for ag be'e great peanty evel ve 

plane af solid lava. Dana, Chatucteristics of Volcanoes, 
* 
Craticularia (kra⸗tikx·ũ·laꝰrĩ· N. mn. INI.CL. 
craticulus, dim, of cratis, wickerwork, grating, 
hurdle : see crate, grate?, and griddle.) A genus 
of fossil hexactinellid sponges of the family 
Craticulariide, occurring in the Mesozoic and 
Lower Tertiary rocks. 

cravo (krii’v6), n. {Pe., lit. anail, ¢ L. clarus, 
a nail: see clavus, cloret.] A fish, the same as 
*mariposa, 
crawcraw (kra’kri),n. [W. Afr. —— A 
pruriginous skin-disease, probably tie, 
which affects chiefly the inner side of the thighs. 
Tt oceurs on the west coast of Africa. 
crawiish,». 3, One who backs ont froma 
sition or undertaking, especially in polities. (U, 
S. slang.)—Blind crawfish, Cumberus pellucidus, 



crawfish 
hich Hives in the Mammoth Cave — Spiny crawfish, th 

iangeat freab-water crawish of Australia, pr» pang 
ue 

crawl}, v.i.—To craw! off (nowt. to work a vesacl 
slowly away trom a lee shore. 

crawl-a-bottom, ». 2. A small pereoid fish, 
Hadropterus nigrofasciatus, found in fresh water 
from South Carolina to Louisiana, [Local, 
U. 8. 
“iti . A person or thing that moves 

Same as crawley-root, 
Tomy yt or pine-drope, 

âſ—— — bord), a. A cardboard 
= erayon or el, usually "with a tooth or 

ened surface. Bee *tooth, 11, 
a (kriit’sé-ii), n. ; — —— (4). a 

brea, kreutzer : see Som ] Asn idiary 
eoin of Tuscany, the twelfth part of a lira, 
equal to 1.67 United States cents. 

Chain (kri‘zi-chin),». In forestry, the 
short chain used to hold up that tongue of a 
sprinkler-sled which is not in use. 
— (kra ‘zi-gras), n. See *canary- 

cream", cream, m fisser. romypiwed of teltiy ad eon) a 

—— cream added toa custard : favored variously and 
~—Cream caustic, See *consdic.—Cream 

of —* (6) slaked lime mixed with water to a cream- 
like consistence. — De cream. Same aa clotted 
cream, eleti, cream, in dairying, a 
— — for condensed cream, which resembles con- 

which two kinds of cream and an ice are frozen in one block, 

cream}, r.¢, 4. To work and beat until it be- 
comes smooth and light, ane creamy 
mass. Butter is often so treated before it is 
mixed with other ingredients.—5, In coukery 
generally, to preparein a cream sauce a 
oysters, ete.): frequently for use as filling for 
molds of puff-paste or of bread. 

creamer, n. 3. A refrigerator or cooling-cabi- 
net in which fresh milk, placed in deep eylin- 
drical cans, is kept cool by means of jee or 
cold water while the cream rises — 

4 cream-jug shaped Ike an inverted —— ecole, hk 
ascribed to Lowestoft, — 

vr 

crea (kré’me-ri-man), #. A man who 
perates acreamery. Yearbook U. 8. 

Dept. Agr, 1891. p. 17. t. Agr., 1 P. 
cream-gage (krém‘gaj), ». A graduated glass 
vessel, resembling a test-tube, used to men- 
sure the percentage of cream in milk. 

(kré’ming), ». 1, The formation of 
cream; the rising of any liquid in cream or 
foam.—2, An artificial or mechanical process 
for separating cream from milk. 

cream-sacs (krém‘saks), n. A species of owl’s- 
clover, UOrthocarpus lithospermoides : 30 named 
from the cream-colored corolla developed into 
three sacs. (California, ) 
—— — (krém‘ — n. See 
scparator.— Gravi a veanel de- 
signed to hold Feb yak eh Shie the wm ie mile bs separatiny 
from the cream by gravity. It is a closed vessel, feted 
with a strainer, draw-cocka, and indicaters to show 
the position of the contents and the proportions of the 
separating milk and cream during the process, 

creaser, ». 4. A tool having a thin triangular 
head, used to crease leather, 

creat? (kré’at), ». [Also ereyat; ¢ Canarese 
kreata. An annual acanthaceous herb, 
Erianthera paniculata (Justicia paniculata of 
Burman), native to India and Ceylon, where 
it is sometimes cultivated in gardens. In 
Mauritius and the Weat Indies it has escaped from cul- 
tivation, becoming a weed, It is used medicinally asa 
bitter tonic lke quasela, 

creatinic, kreatinic (kré-a-tin’ik), a. Relat- 
ing to creatin. C. £. Simon, Physiol. Chem., 
p. 54. 

creation, ".—The doctrine of continuous creati 
() The doctrine that the creative enenry of the Deity 
alone keep the universe in existence ; an opinion adopted 
by St Augustine and from him ting to some of the 
secholastics and to Descartes and his followers, including 
135 — and Leitnits, and widely held oe mexdert 

eologians (4) The opinion or hypothesis that the 
variety of creation in —— increasing in conse. 
quence of the fact that the regularity of nature is not 
absolute or docs not extend to all events. 

creationalism (kré-4’shon-al-izm), n. Same 
as creationizm. Science, July 5, 1901, p. 15. 

creati co (kré-a*shon- f-lis’ tik),a. Per- 
taining to or of the nature of creationism. 
creationary (kré-i‘shon-d-ri), ¢. [ereation + 
-oryl.] Pertaining to creationism, Athenaeum, 
Oct. 27, 1894. 
creation-myth (kré-i‘shon-mith), ». A myth 

on. creep, 
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explaining the creation of the world: some- 
times used in op) — to transformation- 
po age a myth whieh explains the — form 

the world by a series of transformations 
from a —— stage. 

creati hy (kré-p-tivicti), n. [ereative + -ity.] 
Creativeness. — [Gr «pt 

crea tof’ iB), a. r. xplag 
(xpear-), flesh, + cane oe] Same as cre- 
ophagous, 

, Creatospore (kré-at’6- spor), n. (Gr. apéag 
(xpeat-), flesh (used for the ‘ meat’ of a nut), 
+ oxopd, seed,] In hytogeog., & plant which 
bears nut fruits and is thus — to dis- 
tribution by rodents. F. M. Clements, 

creatoxicon, kreatoxicon (kré-n-tok’si-kon), 
n. (Gr. xpéatc) (xpear-), flesh,+ rogcadv, poison. } 
A poisonous substance, the cause of meat- 

isoning. Vaughan and Nory, Cellular Tox- 
ns, p. 188, 

crea’ kreatoxin (kré-a-tok’sin),n. [erea- 
tox(icon) + -in2.) A substance concerned in 
mcet-polsoning. Vaughan and Novy, Cellular 
tn p. 188 
eatoxism, kreatoxism (kré-p-tok‘sizm), m. 

“ter. Easels) (spear), flesh, + roé(adév), poison, 
oisoning by tainted meat, 

crea’ ({kré’tur-izm), x. [creature + 
-ism.) The aseri ition to God of creature 
qualities and attributes. 

creaturist (kré‘tir-ist), ». [creature + -ist.J 
One who — creature qualities to God, 

créche, ». representation of the Holy 
Famil ite tio ta pe in the manger, and the 
ox and ass, modeled in full relief and colored: 
usually ex exhibited at Christmas-time in the 
parish church. 

tly (kré’dent-li), ade. Believingly. 
Carlyle, 

credit, n-— Contra it, Bee *#rontra.— Credit 

Crenothrix 
Gigantle eruet-creep of overthrist mames. 

(eog. Jowr, M. GS.) XVI. 461. 

Tangential creep, in geo!,, lateral movement of forma- 
tious ; displacement in a horizontal direction b: by expansion 
oF contraction, 

He attributes the tangential ereep to the transference 
of material by denudathon from one place to another, 
—e subsidence, heating of the lower layers, and 

teral expansion, With comsequent crumpling of the 
Krnineledge, Feb, 124, p. & 

(A) p. Small andirons or fire-dogs 

+ The — — Nereis Wrens. [Eng.) 
string creeper. Satie as jeter, — —— 

a et stemmed, leguminous wien Bauhinia —— 
phim So South America. The stems are —— 
Bete and tough, #0 tat they can be used like =a 

more durable than iron nails or chains, which in 
——— ere soon rust and give way. Stripe of 
bark are made into a coarse kind of cordage. Also 

tated bejwen de cadene,—Rajmahal creeper, 

An endless creeper-chain (kré‘pér-chén), n 
chain provided with projecting hooks or fingers : 
used in moving mine-cars horizontally or on 
inclines. G. I. Hughes, Coal Mining, p. 465, 

, ® 2. Stalking or still-hunting, as 
for moose or deer, Karl of Dunraven, in Sport 
with Gun and Rod, p. 20.—3, Motion of the 
rails of a railroad in the direction of traffic, 
due to a number of causes. The usual preventive 
measure is to notch the foot of the rail, and put through 
—2 notel the spike which holds the rail to the tte or 

n, 6, creeper, 
placed between large ones. 

the 

Same as 

4. The slip of a belt or rope which is driving 
one pulley from another: due to working or 
elasticity in the belt or rope.—5, In elect., the 
slow — or moving Wy an instrument or 
meter at no load, due to inaccurate adjustment 
or to a slow change of the suspension.—6, In 
geol., same as *creep, 5. 
creeping-bur (kré‘ping-bér), mn. The ground- 
pine or elub-moas, 1 yeopodium claratum, 
Also called creeping-jenny. 

eat 0m the rod ite of i dupa for creeping-fern (kré’ping-férn), m. See climb- 
Credit en’ in 

ng, nh entry on the er ary 

the fon af their common interests, and 
which ite members may obtain loans on favorable terms 
Set. Amer, Sup., Aug. 27, 1904, p. 25,000.— Credit 
in an Wem to be entered on the credit side 

Great system, the system of buying 
DOr CTSAlty crit given on the 

a written 3 —21 
F euch aa I OU nebo does ol bills of exehange, 

“an (kred’i-tiv), a. [eredit + -ive. —— 
the nature of or connected with belief: as, 
creditive assent. 

The faith a transactional matter toward God 
himself, and no mere creditive assent or conviction, 

Bush 

creditor, » ereditor, the holder ot 
—— oe “debt acknowl bay te! hand writing of the 

Gree (kr, a. and a. I, ». A member of a 
branch of the nkian (or Algonkin) Indians. 
See Cree and Algonquian in Century Cyclo- 
pedia of Names, 
I, a, Of or pertaining to the sees 

creed-bound (kréd’bound), a 

nell, Sermons on Living Subjects, Sermon ii, Créme (kram), n. 

a eer. cremnophobia (krem - * * Dib, 

ing-fern, 
» Me 

fa), tt 
2. Same as *creeping-bur, 
Also crease, kris, ¢ creese, creese ( 

n. 5 To kill by stabbing with a ereese (which 

S represent — ». 4, Inmarsupialsa muscle which 
compresses the — — gland and forces the 
milk down the gullet of the young while in the 
pouch, 

(kré-mas‘tral), a. [cremaster + 
all.) Bertani to the cremaster of insects. 
Natural Science, Jan. 1878, p. 16. 

[F.: see creaml, J] 1. 
eream: 4 term used especially in the names 

of certain * as créme de menthe, See 
cream], 6.—2, In cookery, meat, fish or vege- 
tables —* in white sauce and covered with 
bread-erumbs,— brulée, caramel or browned 
sugar with cream. — de cacao iF.|, » liqueur of 
See oy consistency known as créme, Savored with cacao 

n. pole 
+ -gojha, Gr, xpyewdc, a steep 

*5 4 + wap savy oh ctient ¢ < gofeiv, fear. 7 Mowbid fe — of being near the 
monger ‘rad’ mung‘gér), n. Literally pF ani of a cliff or precipice. 

one who deals in creeds; one who is —* cremometer (kré-mom’‘e-tér), 1 cream 
to the formulation of ereeds. (with assumed stem crem-) + hétpor, 

er (kré’kér), », A local name for the 
spotted sandpiper, Actitis mucularia: given 
from its habit of frequenting the borders of 
small streams. 

creek-sedge (krék’sej), m. Asalt-marsh grass, 
rhe glabra abounding particularly along 

e edge of creeks and estuaries onthe Atlantic 

measure.) In dairying, a graduated "feat-tube 
used in estimating the proportion of cream in 
milk. Fresh milk warmed to 100" F. is placed in the 
tube, filling ft to the zero mark, and left to stand in it, in 
a cool place, for —— hours, by which time Ube 
pornenings of cream will be plainly indicated by the scale. 

Cremona transformation. See *transforma- 
tion, 

coast, Also called thatchy grass, See Spartina. Gremorne bolt. See *boltl. 
creek-stuff (krék’stuf), 7. See 4 — 
creek-thatch (krék’thach), ». See Spartina, 
creeler (kré‘lér), ». One who attends to the 
ereel of a eat tag ee lg 

tr. #. 8, In chem., to rise above the 
surface of the liquid upon the walls of the 
eontaining-vessel, like salt crystals in an 
evaporating-dish. 

creep, " . Bame as creeper, 6 (hb). G. E, 
Armstrong, Torpedos and Torpedo-vessels, 
op. 134.5, In yeol,, the extremely slow down- 
ward movement of disintegrated rock on 
hillsides, Ground-water, frost, and changes 
of temperature are the chief factors in such 
movement. 

When the morement is too slow to be sensible it is 
called creep. Charmbtertin and Satistury, Geol, L 21% 

Crust-c In gee’., Che slow movement of a le Oren, 
portion of thie earth's crust ander compresaive strain 
along a reversed or thrust fault, 

crenitic (kré-nit‘ik), a 

na, ». 3. In bot., a tooth or noteh of a 
— leaf. Crema ant, the fissure between the 
Ta! 

Crenipecten (kren -i- a ‘ten), a. [NL., CI. 
crena, & noteh, + N Pecten, m genus of 
peleeypods, ¢ i pecten, & comb: see pecten.) 
A Carboniferous genus of pectenoid J’ la 
with taxodont hinge. 

(Gr. xpyviree, adj., 
< xptvn, a spring.) In oak, of or pertaining 
to sprin safeties a hy esis for- 
pe ir eg A yee eg ext nine the otigin & the crystal- 
line echista, It asaumed the earth, in cooling from 
a molten condition, pot solidified but was still bot: 
heated waters rising from the depths and charred with 
mineral matter depesited at the surface successive layers 
Which contained an abundance of gootites; subsequently 
the reolites became feldspars, oocasioning thus the 
banded nature of the boliata, 

Orenothrix (kren‘$-thriks), ». (NL. as, 
1870), ¢ Gr. pig a spring, + pif, 



Crenothrix 
These bacteria have 
a hair-like form and 
oceur in springs.) A 
genus of filamentous 
non-motile bacteria 
having cylindrical or 
flat cells inclosed in 
a sheath. Reprodnc- 
tion takes place by means 
of two kinds of spores pro 
doced from the vegetative 
cells within the flaments 
The single species, C. 
polyepora, occars in stag- 
nant or running water 
containing orgunic matter 
and iron salts. ‘ 

crenule (kren’il), n. 
NL, erenula, dim. of 

crena, a notch: 
see crena.] In bot., 
a diminutive crens. 

creoform (kré’6- 
férm), n. SAAN 
+ form(aldehyde), 
A non-toxic tasteless 
and odorless conden- 
sation-product of 
creosote and formal- 
dehyde, It is a 
strong antiseptic. 
Also called geoform 
and cresoform. 

creole, n. 3. In ichth., the genizara, Clepticus 
porre, found in the West Indies. 
creole-fish (kré‘él-fish), ». A beautiful fish, 
Paranthias furcifer, of tropical American 

Cremotarix polyspora. 

Highly magnified. (After Zopt.) 
@, arthrowpores; 4, single seg~ 

ments: ¢, common sheath sur- 
rounding the rate spores, 
(Prom Pranktan ‘s * Miczo-Or- 
gasiams to Water.) 

waters, 
creolinated (kré’}-lin-d‘ted), a. [ereolin + 
-atel + -ed?.] Mixed or impregnated with 
ereolin: as, creolinated soap. 

creolin (kré’6-lin), m. [ereo(sote) + -I- + -in2. 
The trade-name of two different commercial 
products: (a) Pearson's creolin, a mixture 
of coal-tar hydrocarbons (and probably phe- 
nols) with resin soap; (6) Arfmann's no 
mixtaore of coal-tar hydrocarbons with cresol- 
— acid, They are used as antiseptic 
washes, 

creolism (kré‘d-lizm), x. [creole + -ism. The 
condition and characteristics, physical and 
mental, of creoles. Athenaeum, . 7, 1803. 

creolization (kré’6-li-zi’shon), ». [creolize + 
-ation.| The development of characteristics 
of a creole race. 
The subject race had .. . been cally refined by 

those extraordinary inflaences of climate and environ- 
ment which produce the phenomena of ereolization, 

arper's Mag., Feb, 1800, p. 416 

creolize (kré’é-liz), v. i.; pret. and Pp. ereo- 
lized, ppr. ereolizing. [creole + -ize.) To play 
the creole; imitate or fall in with the manners, 
customs, habits, etc., of the creoles, especially 
as regards an easy manner of living, 

eee ereolize i — nee 
creophagism (kré-of’s-jizm), x. [Also kreo-; 
< creophag-ous + -ism,) The — of using 
fiesh as food. Also kreophagism, 
Rreophagiem leads 

morality. 

creophagist (kré-of’a-jist), n. [Also kreo-; ¢ 
creophag-ous + -ism.) "A flesh-eater; one who 
uses flesh as food. 

creosal (kré’é-sal), n. [ercos(ote) + -al3.) The 
trade-name of a tanni¢c-acid ester of creosote. 
It is a dark-brown astringent powder, and is used medici- 
nally in cases of pulmonary taberculosia and in certain 
intestinal troubles 

creosine (kré’d-sin), n. [ereos(ote) + -ine2.) 
A yellow transparent non-irritating fluid eom- 
posed of creosote, iodine, ealeium Lo map 
phite, and balsam of Peru: used internally in 
phthisis, bronchitis, ete, 

creosoform ————— n, [ereoso(te) + 
Sorm(aldehy },] Same as *ereoform, 
cr , X.—Coal-tar creosote, impure phenol or 

carbelic acid: quite distinct fro the genuine creosote 
of wood-tar.— Creospte ofl, See *orl. 

creosotol (kré’6-s6-tol), ». [creosote + -0l.] 
A thick brownish inodorous oil analogous to 
uniacol carbonate, but made directly from 
eech-wood creosote, 

(kré-6-tok’ sizm), n. 
—— 

.Orope de chine 
Thins fastrous —— 

craépe (krip), v. t.; pret. and pp. ercped, ppr. 
araeing. be eréper, ¢ L. —2 eur * 

Same as 

(F., ‘China crape’], a very 
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crépe, n., crape, and crisp, ¢.] To curl; erimp; 
buckle: putup in eurl-papers ; frizz: as, to one 

e r. 
crépé (kre-pa’), p. a. IF.] Frizzed. 
erepidome (krep’i-dém), n. [NL. crepidoma 
< Gr. «pyridue, a foundation: see erepidoma.| 
In the nomenclature of the spicular elements 
of sponges, an inceptive condition or atage in 
the growth of the irregular tetraxial spicules 
— w the tetraxial or ealtrop type is mani- 
‘ested, 

crepis, ». 2. In = spicules, the central 
ox Ce adesma. Lankester, Treatise on Zool., 

crepitation, ». 6. The peculiar crackling sen- 
sation felt on palpation of emphysematous 
tissues. 

cresalol (kres‘a-l6!),». [eres(ol) + -al3 + -ol.} 
A group of ortho-, meta-, and para-salicylices- 
ters of eresols, They form bulky white erys · 
= and are used as antiseptic dusting-pow- 
ors, 

crescence-line (kres’ens-lin), n. In the pele- 
eypod mollusks, the line of most rapid growth 
of the shell. It usually extends on each valve from 
the umbo obliquely backward to the post-lateral margin. 

cr n. - Ot) In enat., one of the cornu of prey 
matter in the spinal cord. (¢) In pothed., a sexual form 
of the plaamediam 2 
9. (a) The curved, sausage-shaped gameto- 
eyte of Laverania, the — of pernicious 
*malaria (which see, with cut). (6) Incertain 
extinct cardioid pel a lunate flatten- 
ing of the shell-surface just bebind the beaks. 
It specially characterizes the Devonian genus 
Honeoyea. (c) In the extinct trimerellid bra- 
ehiopods, a curved and narrow muscular sear 
on each valve just within the cardinal margin. 
10, In plate-armor, one of the small pieces of 
steel used to protect joints. See guseet a). 
Malarial crescent, fame as * (h— 

a creacentic yellowish patch about the papilla 
nerve, due to atrophy or detachment of the of = a 

crescentic,«. 2. In geol., noting certain cres- 
eentiform marks or ‘gouges’ attributed to the 
action of glacial * Pind are —— to de dna 

prosen: = ore mg, anid are 

therefore soynctimes’called arosemntte gouren ia K. Gil- 
bert, in Science, Dec. 2, 1904, p. 3M. 

cresege 1 (kres’§-g0!), n A ager ge — 
organic compound of mercury, said to precipi- 
tale textes Laat notalbumins: used as a substi- 
tute for mercuric chlorid aa a bactericide. 

ite (kres’i-Jit), =. ([F. erdsilite; as 
cres(ol) + -il- + -ite?.] An explosive consist- 
ing of trinitroeresol mixed with melinite: used 
in France, 
Cresol red. See *red!}. 
cresolene (kres’6-lén), u. [eresol + -ene.] A 
trade-name for anisol, or methyl-pheny! ether, 
CgH,OCHg, used as a disinfectant. 

cresor (kres-br’sin) n. [eres *) + orcin.] 
Methyl] phendiol-2,4, CgHg(OH)gCHs, or dihy- 
droxytoluene, It is a crystalline dibasic phe- 
nol, which melts at 104° C. 

cLeod, Voyage of Alceste, p. 1%. eresorcinol (kré-sér’si-ndl), ». Same as *isor- Creto- 
einol, 
cresotate (kres’é-tat), ». [ores(ol) + -ole + 
-aicl.] Same as *cresylate, 

Cresotinic 
three isomeric acids formed by 

the sodium salts of the 
cresols vt 
Hg(OH XCH gy Og (41:5); A-cresotinic ackd is2- 

Cr — Og (24:3) 5 eon acid 
is — Linke ql gg )OOg H(S:14). 
The acids melt at 151", 14", and 1 

See *butierfly. Cresphontes 
cress, ".— Prench creas, the winter creas, Compe Bar- 
berea.— Leek 
dilineia Alara, Meadow-cress. (@) See meadow. 

— cress, 
pungent cruciferous plant, Sytlanthes oleracea, * 

the West Indies, replacing water-cress in eoun- 
tries. * | .— * cress. —— pr 
weress.— cress. yellow under aoe. 

cressed (krest), a. [cress +-ed?,) Bordered 
with water-cresses. 

Creasved brook and ever-eddying river, lifted even in 
flood scarcely over ite stepping-stones, —but through all 
sweet summer keeping tremulous music with 
strings of dark water, Ruatin, Modern Painters, V. vil. 4. 

cresset-lamp (kres‘et-limmp),». Same as eres- 
wet. 
cresswort (kres’wért), ». Any plant of the 
mustard family Brassicacew, to which the 
cress also belongs, Lindley. [Rare.] 

crest, ». 2. (i The design, generally that of an ani- 
ial, Which constitutes the heraldic beari of a social 
groap among primitive tribes. The crest igs often 

crib 
to an exogamle group and is related to the totem. (%) 
The summit of ariver-thood wave.— Crest and tro 

alternately occurring regions situated half a wave- 
length apes in any Wave-eystem where the displace- 
ments of the vibrating medium reach a maximum but 
are opposite in direc 
Same ns criste wrethree.— Cross afold of ename 
running transversely across the face of a tooth,— Eth 

id Same as evista i. 
See drawing, under perepet.— Neural 

crest. 
@ im the ver= 

ectoderm and 
under tea 
feathers on the nape of the peck, a8 in afew Dirds and 
some Trammala,— crest, the lower edge of the 
orbital surface of the sphenoid bone.— Procnemial 
crest, in ornith., the large crest for the attachment of 
Tanscles on the supertor end and anterior face of the 
tibia. _Sphonqmaxtiiary crest, 2 bony ridge forming 
the margin of the sphenomaxillary iestre.— Bu as- 
toid creat, a bony ridge on the temporal hone Just above 
the meatus anditorion — crest, in enat,, the 
line which extends from the outer angles of the froutal 
bone upward over the frontal and parietals, Also called 
linen semicireularia, 

crest-board (krest’bord), 1. 1, An ornamental 
board which forms the cresting or crossing of 
a roof.—2, A similar board set along the 
sloping edge of a gable and rising like a para- 
pet above the roof: an erroneous use, 

(kres-tin’), n. [Sp., crest of a hel- 
met.} In mining geol., the outerop of a vein: 
used along the Mexican boundary. 

cresyl (kres’il), ». [eres(ol) + -yl.] A sub- 
stance derived from cresol.— Cre blue. See 
*iiue, vn. Cresyl fast violet. See * 

cresylate (kro’si-lat), ». [cresyl + -atel.] A 
salt of eresylic acid: — of sodium. 

cresyol (krea‘i-6l), a. Same as *cresyl. 
creta (kré‘ta),, [L.: see cretaceous, crayon.) 
Chalk.—Creta chalk), chalk treed 

cretification (kré-ti-fi-ka’shon), n.  [eretifi 
fie) + -ation.] 1, efaction. 

. Same as calcification, 2. 
eretinize (kré’ti-niz), v. #.; pret. and pp.”ere- 
tinized, ppr. cretinizing. gene + -ise.) To 
reduce & cretin, See cre- 
tiniem, 
The wretched look of the dwarfed, diseased and cre- 

tinized Inhabitants. Freeman, 

eretinoid (kré‘ti-noid), a. [cretin + -oid.) Re- 
sembling, in ms, & cretin.— — ——— — 

cretinous (kré‘tin-us), a. [eretin + -ows.] Re- 
lating to eretinism or to a cretin. 

Cretinows idiots, who are born withoat thyrold glands 
Breye, Brit,, XX Ma, 

cretion (kré‘shon), ». [I.. eretio(n-), ¢ cernere 
(pp. ereftus), decide: see *cern? and cf. discrete, 
ete.] In Hom. law, the act of cerning and the 
time allowed for it, See *cern2, 

cretol (kré’tél), =. [L. crefa, chalk, + -ol.) 
A preparation suggested for the destruction 
of various obnoxious organisms, such as the 
larvee and pup of mosquitoes, 

Mycenman (kré‘té-mi-sé-né’an), a, Per- 
taining to both Crete and —— applied to 
the Cretan phase of the Mycenman or early 
rehistoric Hellenic civilization. Many excava- 

phere recently been undertaken In Crete by English 

Same as cretose. 
talian archeologists, 

cretous (kré’tus), a. [Sate] 
al’i), n, Same as cavally. 

cycle, the sequence of changes 
CREVARSES PaRACS h in the move- 

Science, May 

vassed, ppr. er i 
face of a glacier, with fissures and cracks. 

This high isolated drumlin and lower accumulations 
+... are evidence of the wrenching and erreaasng at the 
turning spot. Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 971, 

crewellery (kri‘el-ér-i), ». [erewel + -ery.] 
Crewel-work, X. E. D. 
crew-space (kri’spds),n. Nawt., space in a 
vessel specifically assigned and reserved as 
quarters for the crew. Each space must have not 
lees than 72 cuble feet, with 12 square feet of floor for 
each person lodged therein, and no cargo or stores may 
be carried in such spaces, 

crib!, #. 11. The frames may rest one on the other, 
forming asolid lining, or solid crittving, or they may be 
apeced at convenient intervals, making what is called an 

mm cribbing. In the latter case a lining or backing of 
inks orof podes is used. At intervals tearing crily, frumes 

with ends projecting into the solid rock, are ised to sup- 
rt the weight of the shaft-lining, Wedotng crix are 

Peavy frames weed as the foundation for a water-tight 
shaft-lining (tubbing), the space behind the wedging erth 
being wedged water-tight. Garlwud courbes are provided 
wth horizontal gutters to intervept the water flowit 
down inside the shaft-lining. Also called curb,—To b 
the crib, See #butk. 



crib 
cribl,r. & 5. To make up (logs, boards, or 
staves) into small rafts or cribs to be united 
later into a large raft. (United States and 
Canada.) 
cribbage, ".—Pive-card crib a variety of crib 
bage in which each receives only five carda, two of 
which are laid out fur the crib, tte play stopping as soon 
ns a *go' or Si is reac! 

eribber, ». 2. A deviee which is buckled 
around a horse’s throat to prevent cribbing, 
The under site, which bears against the horse's thraat, 
ts provided with sharp — which are held back by 

to prevent them from pricking unless the horse 
attempta to crib, 
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ring, + rpiatwa, a trident.) In the nomenclature 
of the 
in whie 
trie wrinkles. See triane and *cricealtrop, 

criminal, «.-Centra] Criminal Court. See *evurt, 
—Criminal code. See #code. 

criminaloid (krim’i-nal-oid), @. and. [erim- 
inal + -oid.) I, a. Bimilar to a criminal. 

II, ». A person who in physique is similar 
to the criminal type, that is, the t pe which is 
believed to predispose to criminal acts, 
The scientifically trained and practically experienced 

wr xauniner... can, moreover, by the same means 
cribbing-muzzle (krib’ing-muz‘l), ». An open ph ‘slcal examination} exclude the criminals, —— 
wire muzzle which is held in place over a oids, and the degenerates. 
horse's mouth by a halter, to prevent cribbing. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI, 181, 

cribral (krib’ral), «. (eribrum + -a!,] Relating eriminogenesis (krim’i-ng-jen’e-sis), «. ita 
to a cribrum or any sieve-like structure. crimen crimin-), crime, + 7/vecw, origin.) The 

Science, June 7, 1901, p, 888. origin of crime. Baldwin, Dict. of Philos. and 
Cribraria (kri-bra’ri-i), nm. (NL. (Schrader, Pgyehol., 1. 245. 
1791), ¢ L. ertbrum, a sieve.] A genus of slime- criminography (krim-i-nog’ra-fi), ». (LL. eri- 
molds, type of the family men (erimin-), erime, + -ypagia, ¢ ypdger, 

? write.| The scientific deseription of crime, of Cribrariacee, having sepa- 
rate stipitate epornm f. its distribution, origin, and of the eharacter- 
ihe! lower —— * ——— istics of criminals. Baldwin, Dict. of Philos. 
sista of a network of tlck-celled and Peychol., 1.245... atramils which eat the game —— Na oe i-kal), a. Of or 

@ Kpores — ning to eriminology, 
Cribrariaces (kri-bri-ri-a’- ol (krim-i-nol’9-ji), ». The science 
86-6), m. pl. INL, € Crib- of — +i), 
raria + -acew,) A family 
——— —— — — +» 4 machine for crimping the vamps of 

e@ genus rarva. The oes; acrimper. Also called banging-iron. 
pd erly Boe ages Pena crimping-form (krim‘ping-form), a. A form 

— — — — al m y, ha |, Me 7 — 
ã y more XF jess + spherical a hand- or power-machine for crimping the 

area, See ware. — — Cribrarta peryformis of box-covers, cans, and other tinware; 
Cribriform organ, in Stelle iy, Fericcsnttea's ® machine closely allied to the beading-ma- 
roidea, one of the detisely packed ““Paanzentamiven.”) Chine, employing rolls to form ® crimp or cor- 
gron —— me ft lam- av 

in Poreeilanasteridat. The fonction ot tne otges te Une 
known, but It may act as a percolator. 

cribrilinidan (krib-ri-lin’i-dan), a. and. I. a. 
Pertaining to or — the characters of the 
bryozoan family Cribrilinide, 

a whi A L may herd ** —— 
cricam (kri-kam/‘fi-til), mn, [Gr xpinoc, ’ a ring, + ped on both ends, + sad a lump.) crimping. orew (krim‘ping-skré), ». A small, 
. the nomenclature J the spicular — han ithrop ——— ——— — 
° nges, & monaxial spicule or r with erinanthro 4 3 
——— and blunt ends. throp-y + -ist.] One who is in the habit of 

tion in sheet-metal.—3, A contrivance for 
ermping the tops of lamp-chimneys and other 
glassware. —Double-head crim a 
— — for crimping both ends of a can at the same 

ec, — t crim one having bort- 
zontal crimping-rolis ſt is adapted to crimping the A 
of square as well ns of round cans, the crimping-rolls fol- 
pane» — automatically the shape of the can, however ir- 
regular. 

criccaltrop (kri-kal’trop), mn. [Irreg. < Gr, criticizing men. N. ED. 
KpiKoc, — —* + E. —— nt the ‘nomen —— (kri-nan‘thré-pi), n. [Irreg. ¢ 
elature of the spicular elements of sponges, a GF: aga a yg of, man.) Criticism 
ealtrop in which the arms bear series of con- of men, N. £. D. 

crine® (krin), . i.; 
erining. [Appar. ¢ 
withered, little, = Ir. erion, earlier 

ret. and pp. crined, ppr. 
el. crion, wither, ¢ crion 

—* Bret. krin, 6 tier ort = We erin = Bret. krin a ‘o shrink or shrive 
Hapithus agitator, whick ‘vooasionally damages young tbe from dryness or heat, as in cooking, 

OO cotton-plants in the southern United States. teh.) 

ae Tea Set 

centric ity 
erick (krik), 0. t. [erick3, n.] To wrench or 
— as, to crick one’s neck. 

cket!, ».— Agi an American grylitd, 

be —— —5 sryitid, Sonshine fasstates which cringle, “.—B 
— — 
member af the family —— in black in cote, like —— — Seay aoe eee ee 
22 fer. thecal: Us|" Weatern crinid {kr¥’nid),m. (Gr. xpivor, Hily, + i] A 

cricket?,  ".-Doubte-wicket ericke riniferous (kri-nif’ L hair, . ⸗ wic! the ordi i-ni . eri 
form af modern cricket, which requires oa wickets, anda paren 0 ] "Bosrine bir C tare} ⸗ 
batsman at each: in contradistinction to single-wicket . 4 . krin’i 7 J 
erieket, in which only one Dataman bats at a time — ———— et —— — 

cricket-match ſkrik ot maeh)n. Acontestat “ve, sep ne 
cricket between two sides of eleven players Will stimulate the secretion of certain glands, 
each, lasting usually from half a day to three S¥ch as the peri for a — secretin. 
days, That side wins which, two ining having been crinivorous (kri-niv’O-rus), a. (L. erinis, hair, 
played by both sides, shall have scored the greatest aggre. + torare, devour.) Devouring hair. . [ ed 
gate of runs, See cricket. crinogenic, krinogenic (kri-n-jen’ik), a. 

cricket-teal (krik’et-tél), n. 1. See teall.— or pertaining to crinin. 
2. A local name of the European blue-winged crinoline,». 4, A contrivance worn by divers 
teal, Anas creera. in deep water to enable them to breathe more 

Gryllus milia— 

cricohyoid (kri-k6-hi’oid), a. [crico(id) + freely. It is placed round the body and tied in 
hyoid.| Relating to the hyoid bone and the front of the stomach. . 
ericoid cartilage. crinoline-mount krin’}-lin-mount),, Same 
cricorhabd (kri‘ké-rabd), m. [Gr. axpixoc, a a8 *eage-mount, 
ring, + /afdor, w rod; see rkabd.} In the crimula (krin’#-lii),», [NL., dim. of L. crinis, 
nomenclature of the spicular elements of hair: see crinel.) In bot, same as elater?, 2, 
sponges, & monaxial spicule or straight rhabd crin végétal (krath va-zha-til’). [F. erin 
with concentric swellings. végétal, * vegetal hair’: see erinel and regetal, 

cricostyle (kri’ké-stil), nm. [Gr. xpixeg, a ring, The commercial name of the fiber obtaine 
+ cri#oc, a pillar, taken in sense of L, stilvs, a from the leaves of the dwarf fan-palm of 
pointed instrument.) A ericorhabd with sharp southern Europe and northern Afriea, Cha- 

hh sepotren — —— cri (kri-| ot’6-mi), m. [crico(id) + Gr. ved to resemble c orehnir, and is extensively u⸗ 

-rouia, < Taweiv, eut.) Division of the ericoid —— — bevekekt anderen Hamat 
cartilage in laryngotomy. — 

— 
‘extile Fibres of Com, p. 100, 

| (kri-k6-tra’ké-al), a. crioboly (kri-ob’oclt ,%. [Also krioboly; < Gr. 
+ tracheal.) Relating to both the cricoid "xproor%/a, ¢ xpwd7oc, ram-slaying, ¢ xpde, ram, 
cartilage and the rings of the trachea, + SaAiew, throw, cast.) A rite of the Phry- 

eri e (kri-kd-tri“én), a, (Gr. xpixec, a giam worship performed by bathing in the 

criticism 

Crio (kri-of’o-ros),n. (Gr. spe . 
Kptéc, & Tam, + -papor, pen, —_ In Gr. 
myth., the 'ram-bearer, an epithet of H ermes 
the ram being the animal especially sacrificed 

Hermes Criophoros by Calamis at Tanagra in 

cripple, ». 4, A kind of temporary staging 
used by window-cleaners.— 5. In railroading, 
& t-car or other car which has been 
inja or damaged in its running gear or is 
for any other reason unfit foruse, A car con- 
demned by a car-inspector as a cripple must be 
cut out of its train and sent to the cripple- 
track. See *drill-yard. 

cripple-rafter (krip'l-raf’tér), n. Same as 

cripple-stopper (krip'l-stop’ér), n. A small (krip’l-stop’ér), m. sm 
sun used — mpotenen to kill wounded birds. 

cripple-timber (krip’l-tim‘bér), ». In roof- 
construction, ® timber made shorter, as re- 
quired by the slope of the roof, so as to frame 
into a hip-rafter or valley-rafter, Often same 
as jack-rafter. 
cripple-track (krip’I-trak), n. 
a — —— a drill- 
repair of eri tre provided. with a 

tracks 

crlpple-window (krip'l-win’dd) n, Awindow 
built in or upon the slope of a roof, as a 

attacks of severe gustric io cases of Wan 
dering kidney,—Gastric crisis, » sudden attack of 
Violent pain radiating from the jon of the stomach, 
accompanied by nausea and vosni! occurring some- 
* locomotor ataxia. — & con 
vulsive cough, with hoarseness and severe pain in the 
larynx, occ in the course of tabes 

crispifioral (kris’ pi-fld-ral), a. [L. crispua, 
curled, + (flor-), flower, + -all (see 
Jloral),) Having crispate or curled flowers 
Jackson, Glossary ary, 

‘oliate (kris-pi-f6’li-at), a. [L. 
curled, + folium, leaf, + -atel (see soliate), 
Having crispate or curled leaves. Jackson, 
Glossary. 

n., (b) In anat., a ridge or crest for the 
attachment of a muscle. (c) A narrow fold 
of enamel directed inward and backward from 
a point near the mecting of the protoloph and 
ectoloph in such a tooth as that of a rhinoce- 
ros. e cut under *footh, (d) A cord-like 
longitudinal ridge on the do: surface of the 
ope capsule of cockroaches, A. 8. Packard, 
ext-book of Entom., p. 519.—crista ethmoidei, 

in ichth., the ethmoid: a median bone in front of the 
frontale and above the vomer. See cut under Brox 
Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skel p. 600. Crista 
femoris. Sameas lines aspera.— ‘ridge 
of the helix,’ ——n— — of the external ear Just above 
the meatus, Which divides the concha into two parts, the 
upper (cymba) and the lower (cavitas couche) — Crista 
erior, in ormith, the ridge along the imal portion 

of the lower border of the amerea— Crista superior, 
border for the 

or = 

in ornith,, the marked ridge on the u 
" Crista tym 

panica, ly tympenie ridge,” arong line on theannulus 
Jympanicua which serves for the attachment of the drum 

attachmentof the great pectoralis 

critenchyma (kri-tengk’i-mii), ». [NL., < Gr. 
xpirég, separated, + #yguvua, infusion: see 
*enchyma.) In bot., the tissue of the sheaths 
of fibrovascular bundles. Jackson, Glossary. 

criteriol, (kri-té-ri-ol’6-ji), n. [Gr. xpurijpuor, 
criterion, 7 -hoyia, ¢ Adve, ] The doc- 
trine of criteria or standards of judgment, See 
criterion, 

Criterion of equilibrium, of kinetic stabil- 
ity. See *equitibrium, kinetic *stability. 

Critical days, days on which the crisis of an acute dis 
ease may occur. Cri 5 See 
Winteger, sonineral,— al lod, Same as efi. 
macteric.— Critical (c) Io meth., a point where 
the slope of —— of a function is zero or infinitely 
great.— Crt solution, See 
—— vte . ꝰAtieal state, in phys, the condition 

unstable equilibrium between the Yapor phase and 
the liquid phase, in which a suhetance exists when at 
ite critical pressure and critical temperature.— Critical 
temperature, tube, value, etc. See *temperature, ete. 

» %-—Morellian criticism. It was noticed 
by Glovannl Morelli (ist6-01) the eritic of Italian paint- 
ing, that the ofd painters an a thoonsciously into 
manneriams in the representation of details both im- 



criticism 
ee and unimportant ; each master, for instance, hav- 
mr a peciliar way of cométructing a hand or an ear, 
Morelli used these peculiarities with good results to 
supplement the higher criticism of style, color, and com- 
— in ascribing paintings to their yn authors. 

© method has been widely adopted in criticlam of 
art. 

croaker, ., 4. () The little roncador. Any Gish 
at denoid Mic lally NW. tenetud 
fs. Black croaker, tered roncador. — Post croaker, 
fame a8 spot, 7(a)—Bilver croaker, o scienoid fish, 
Heirdiela chryeura, found on the Atlantic coast of the 
United States. — White , the qui 

Croatan group. See *yroup!, 
crobylus, ». See krobylos. 
crocard (kré-kiird’), », [Also eroekard (a 
modern spelling, butthe word is not in modern 
use); ME, crocard, AF. crokard, prob. « ME. 
crok, ® crock, a potsherd: see crockt.] A 
base coin current in England in the time of 
Edward I. 

croc-chien(kré-shyan’),. [Colonial F., for croc 
de chien, ‘dog's fang’ (from the hooked spines 
on thestems and leaves): F. croc, fang or tusk; 
chien, dog; ) A common name in the West 
Indies of climbing palms of the genus Desmon- 
evs. Their stems and the petioles and midribs of the 
leaves are beset with hooked spines, making them very 
troublesome to one walking in a forest, See Desmoncun 

As the Spanish soldiers ran from the English, one of 
them was cuaght in the innumerable hooks of the Croc- 

Kingsley, At Last, iit 

crocein (kré’sé-in), n.  [oroce(ous) + -in?.] 
A name given to several acid ecoal-tar colors 
on account of the bright red they produce. — 

crocein M, 3B, and acid colors of 
bit 

to 
B and 3B, two acid 

type. The former is derived from amidoazo-benz! 
latter from azotoluene. They dye wool red 

acid bath.—Orocein 2B or 3BX, an acid coal-tar color of 
the moncazo t derived from naphthionle aetd. It 
dyes woot red in an acid bath. Also called scariet 000. 
—Crocein orange, scarlet. See *erangel, secarlet. 

crocetin, n, (+) An amorphous red product 
CgqH gg), obtained by heating crocia, the 
coloring matter of saffron (Crocus sativus), with 
dilute mineral acids, 

n, 4, A fold of enamel directed for- 
ward from the anterior edge of the median 
croas-crest (metaloph) in such a tooth as the 
molar of arhinoceros. See cut under *tooth. 

crocine = ‘sin), a. ([L. erocinus, < Gr. 
xpéxivoc, ¢ xpixog, saffron: see crocus.) Of or 
pertaining to the crocus, 

crock", n. 2, In cricket, a worthless player. 
(Slang.] 

in an 

a. 2, Having crockets, orterminal 
snags: sald of stags’ horns. 
Pa iat (krok’e-ting), m. 1. Inareh., the 
system of crockets, as along the gable, or one 
angle, of a spire.—2, Decoration by means of 
rows of erockets: as, a steeple adorned by rich 
crocketing. 

(krok’man),n. A man who deals in 
crockery. 

crock-stick (krok’stik), x. A stick used for 
stirring a pot; a pot-stick; a spurtle, 

cr e-arrow (krok’é-dil-ar’6),, A large 
arrow bearing the design of a crocodile on its 
foreshaft: used by the natives of Torres Strai 
and remarkable on account of the convention 
modifications of the crocodile design. Haddon, 
Evolution in Art, ak 

crocodile-shears (krok’é~iil-shérz), 
pl. Same as *alligator-shears, 
erocose (kré‘kds),. [eroc-us + -ove.] Sugar 
obtained by the hydrolysis of crocetin: now 
known to be glucose. Also called saffron-sugar. 

Crocosmia (kro-koz‘tmni-ii),n. (NL. (Planchon, 
1851-52), ¢ Gr. , saffron, crocus, + cous, 
smeH. The dried flowers when moistened have 
the odor of saffron.) A genus of plants of the 
family Iridacew, which includes only one spe- 
cies, C. aurea, ashowy bulbous autumn-bloom- 
ing lant. This genus is distingaished from the closely 
allied genus Trionea be Having the stamens separated at 
ential distances ina of grouped at one side, the tube 
hot swollen at the and the fruit seeded instead of 
many-seeded. Ite cultivation i that of Gladinins, The 
plant is native to A 

mn. 5. In old chem., a yellowish or red- 
dish impure oxid of some of the metals: as, 
crocus antimonii or crocus metallorum, an im- 
pure oxid of antimony obtained by deflagration 
of natural sulphid of antimony with saltpeter; 
crocus Martis, oxid of iron left on heating sul- 
phate of iron to redness in the air; crocus Fen- 
eris, red oxid of copper obtained by heating 
copper in the air.— Autumn, fog, meadow, or Mi- 

n. sing. and 

315 
as the meadow-aaffron, Colchicum an- 

temnale.— Prairie or wild crocus, the American pasque- 
flower, Puleatilla hirvutiasima, See pasgue-flower. 

crocused (kré’kust), p.a. Covered or decked 
with crocuses. Mushkin, 

crocus- r (kro’kus-pou’dér), x. An old 
name for red oxid of iron in fine powder, used 
asa polishing material, See crocus, 4, 
crodonium (kro-d6'ni-um), =, [NL,] A sup- 
pone new chemical element announced by 

mmadorff in 1820 as present in an inerus- 
tation produced by sulphuric acid: afterward 
shown to be a mixture of common substances. 

croft-bleaching (krift’blé‘ching),». Bleach- 
ing and e. ure to the sun on , and fre- 
quent sprinkling; insolation, croft, v. t. 

crofter, ". Originally a customary tenant with well- 
defined rights to his holding, in the early nineteenth cen- 
tury the crofter came to be regarded merely as a tenant 
at will, Wholesale evictions of crofters | in 1588, to 
the appointment of —— commission of Inves- 
t ion, the result of which was the enactment, in 1885, 

the Croftera Act, which guaranteed permanence of ten- 
compensation for improvements, and fair rents, de- 

bya commission. 

Since the 

cell je power 
fennel agitation — the Highland erofters 

ically died out, Bneye, Brit., XAXIL 44. 

omen | kro‘gan), 1. See *eraggan. 
(kro’ki-nél), », [Also croguinole, 

crockinale; ¢ F. croquignole, a fillip; probably 
connected with croguignolc, craquignolle, a 
eracknel, which originated in the root of crack), 
¢.] A game et on # round or oetagonal 
board, in which round wooden disks are Billiped 
from the edge toward the middle, See squail, 
Magna race, See *race3, 

cromfordite (krom’fér-dit), ». [Cromford, a 
locality in Derbyshire, ~ite?.] Same as 

nite. 
(krom‘hérn), n. Same as cromerna, 

crommelin (krom‘e-lin), ». (Appar. from a 
surname Crommelin,) A light roasted starch, 
similarto roasted potato starch, used in calico- 
rinting as a thickener for thin colors, 
ompton loom. See */oom!. 

Cromwellism (krom‘wel-izm), n. Policy and 
methods characteristic of Oliver Cromweil. 
See Cromwellian. 
Cronartium (kré-niir’shium), n. [NL. (Fries, 
1815),] A genus of parasitic fungi of the or- 
der Uredinales, The wcidia grow on conifers and have 
been called Peridermium, The uredospores and teleu- 

occur on leaves of = Asclepias, Quercus, etc. 

gg — * m 

of Pinus sylvestris and teleu- 
tospores on Cynanchum Vinecetoricum, in Europe. 

cronk (krongk), a. [Var. of crank#.] 1, Sick 
or feigned to be sick; in poor condition; in 
‘bad trim,’ as a race-horse.—2. Unsound; 
cranky; shaky; unstable; ‘crooked’: 
cronk financial institutions.—3, Obtained by 
theftor fraud; stolen: as, eronk goods, [Aus- 
tralian slang in all senses,] 

crook, n., 4. Uf) A British foundry name for a com- 
pass of wood used in the forming up of the molds for 
casting bells 
10}, A name given to both the parenthesis ( ) 
and the square bracket [ ]. 

erookbill (krak’bil), 2. The New Zealand 
mare Anarhynches frontalis, in which the 
ill is bent sidewise. 

crooked-foot (krik’ed-fat), n. A pathological 
eondition of a horse’s hoof in which one wall 
is concave from the coronet to the plantar 
surface, while the opposite wall is convex. 
The hoof may be said to be twisted to form 
an are of a circle, 

Crookes's layer, space, vacuum, Soe *leyer, 
Wapace, *tackum, 
croom (kriim), 1. A dialeetal form of crome?. 
crop, ». 15, In cattle, a portion of the back, 
on either side of the median line, immediately 
back of the shoulder. See cut under *point!. 
—16. The working unit in the making of 
turpentine, consisting of a forest tract of from 
200 to 200 acres, containing approximately 
10,500 faces. —17. In certain ce Batopods and 
other mollusks, a more or less dilated portion 
of the esophagus, sometimes forming a lobular 
crecum.—Ameliorating crop, a crop bepefictal to the 
soll, and grown wholly or partly for that reason.-Black 
crop, a crop of beans or peas, as to one of cereals: 
— to some, It includes Vetches when grown for 
seod, [Great liritain.)}—Brown crop, a crop other than 
one af grain, ns legumes, turnips, etc. 

Most of the modern systems of rotation in conpection 
with high farming depend... upon the altermation of 

crop-ends 
straw crops and leaf crops, or, as the old terms were, 
“white crops” and “brows er 

Borer, Agricaltare, LL, 220, 

Catch crop, 4 minor crop occupying the soll between 
the times of two principal crops; specifically, in Great 
Britain, a fallow crop of vetches, clover, rye, or the like, 
following the grain of one year and preceding the root 
erop of the next, See cropped *fallow and stolen erop. 
* ——— ich serves in any manner to 
rid the groand of weeds. 

It [rye} becomes in a sense a “cleaning” crep when 
another crop immediately follows the depasturing. 

T. Shaw, Forage Crops, p. 174. 

Com: crop, 4a crop which ts nm with 
another the two — be | the sinaultane 
ously, — crops. See 'on!.— County crop, 
the crop or hair-cut of prisoners in the county jail. {slang.] 

ie —Cover crop, a leguminous cro ted to t 
soil from wasting and weeds durk ae when it is 
not occupied by the malin crop, at the same time servil 
te enrich it—Grop report, specitically, an offictal exhibit 
of the condition — rent Pe ished monthly by 
the United States —* — —— These 
Teporta are based a 6 advices of voluntary porrespoe- 
dents, —Crop , a akilled agriculturist who collects 
agricultural as to the prospects of good crops or 
poor crop, 

Educated and practically trained 27*7 
wrifers, inter, and —22 are on ay fa ¥ 
equippe with the moet improved inetraments am 
—— ical appliances for performing their various func- 

rk, 

i) 

Yearboot L'. S. Dept. Agr., 1807, p. 67. 

Forage in the broadest sense, any [grow 
Principally for forage, that fa, aa feed for or ay 
crop so far as gens ter this purpose. Cereals, including 
I 1 Cor, © forage cropa when intended for 
sock-feeding, and even the suyar-beet when the use of 
the pulp for stock-feeding is tn view. More often the 
term ts in some lim sense, as——(a) In British 
prep nem grown a green food for stock, exclusive 

root crops and temporary or 
Muir, Agric 

restricts Ue term to pasture crops other than 

In a more limited and technical sense a forage crop 
te an annual crop in which the whole plant is used for 
food. T. F. Hunt, Cereals in America, p. 7. 

a crop of any usefal legume or 
of one grown in the fleld fur 

eutting or under. Under sach crops are in- 
cluded all the cultivated true beans, peas, and clovers, 
the Vetches or tares and lupines, the cow-pea, chick-pea, 
horse-bean, soy-bean, sword-bean, sanfoin, sulla, sweet 

weed, etc., all —— tw the family 
crop, « which is sold, as cotton, 

fixing crop, of on ehen saanente a a crop of some pl whose roots serve as 
hosts for the microbes which have the power of fixing the 
free ni i Of the air as organic matter, The plants 
available for this purpose are mes, such as clovers, 
the cow-pea, ete. The ni accumulated in the roots 
in prepared for plant use through nitrification. See 
—— *nitrogen-Azing, aml nodule-bacteria ander 

ferium.—— Nurse crop, an annual crop which 
primarily or incidentally, to protect the yoang growth 
some loryrer-lived crop, ae rye or Wheat sown with elover to 
secure the benefited iteahade. The term has been applied 
also to the banana grown with caffee to shade it —Protec- 
tive crop, Same us nurse *crop.— Renov: crop, a 
crop grow ih for its effect in — — the soil; 1, how 
ever, serving also as forage. Solling crops (see below) may 

— Root crop, See row — 

grass 

Fobocee.—Moi 
in distinetion fron one compute 

ii a crop 

The flax is what is termed by farmers a scourging crop. 
Low, Pract. Ag., p. 284. 

Smothering crop, a dense and vigorous crop grown 
to suppress w crop, a crop suited to the 
ea of soiling, that is, of being fed green to cattle In 

sé stall o yard. lnedian corn, small grains, and grasses 
can be thas used; but leguminous crops (clover, the cow- 
i alfalfa, etc.) are advantageots in that they require 
ittle expensive manuring and leave the soll richer and in 
better physical conditioe than before (see nitrogen-éring 
—— the same time affording a rich nitrogenous 
food.— Stolen crop, a catel-crop: 60 called because it la 
taken between regular crops, as if by stealth.—Succession 
crop, a crop which is grown directly after another in a 
short rotation, partictlarly borticultaral crops, as a ec 
cession in one season of lettuce, beans, and tamips, The 
practice of raising succession crops is called swceesnion- 
cropping, — crop, in coffomgrowing, a crop which, in 
the more southern States, may somejsees be gathered 
from the apper, late-mataring bolls, —' , A eTOp 
attractive to noxious Insects, planted to draw them away 
from some other crop. On the trap-crop the insects are 
killed by poison, or in 
eggs is fed to cattle 

crop, v.¢ 4, To shear; cut the nap from, as 
woolen cloth. 5. To cut down needlessly the 
outer margins of ® book. When this eutting 
shaves the type the book so treated is said to 
be bled. od, 

crop-belt (krop’belt), mn. Same as crop-*zone, 
crop-ends (krop’endz), x, The rough, unfin- 
ished ends of rails, billets, or blooms, in the 
rolling-mill process, which are cut off in bring- 
ing the tinished pieces to standard length and 
to remove the defective portions which are con- 

some cases the crop laden with 



crop-ends 

centrated into sueh sehr oe The crop-ends 
are melted over again and chal » aS serap, 
into the furnaces. 
Large billets can be rolled at one operation into small 

rods of Gist length, os that * —— of metal 
Wasted crop-ends cod. 

jag Brit, XXIX. 688, 
crop-head (krop‘hed), a. The top or head of 
an ingot. This ts always Jess sound than the bottom or 
foot, since the formation of the * pipe” in cooling occurs 
in the head, and any impurities rise there by liquation, 
More metal should therefore be cut off from the head 
than from the bottom end. See ® erop-enda. 

The next process ts to ent the long bloom up into smaller 
blooms, tn which electrically-iriven bloom shears are 
brought into play. The rough ends — “ erop heads ~— 
are cut off and are placed by an electric crane in acar for 
shipment to any part of the works. : 

Sei. Amer, Sup., Feb. 21, 1004, pp, 22687, 

crop-leather (krop’levu'ér), ». Sole-leather 
made from a hide from which the belly has 
been trimmed off. 

crop-over (krop’é6‘vér}), n. The end of the 
sugar-cane harvest on a plantation; hence, a 
celebration or harvest-home often held on the 
last day of the cane-cutting. [West Indies.) 

cropper (krop’ér), a. [See the def,] A small 
bed-and-platen printing-press invented by 
George P, Gordon (1858) of New York, but 
named from the machinist (H, 5. Cropper) 
who introduced it into Great Britain. 
cropper-worker (krop’ér-wér’ kér),n. One 
who operates a cropper or cropping-machine 
used in facing cloth by cropping or shearing 
the nap. 

cropping, "., 3. (5) pl. Exposures of bed-rock 
through "the surface-mantle; outcrops.—Com- 
bined cropping, in forestry, the combination of forest 
and fleld crops on the same area, 

cropping-out (krop’ing-out*’), ». A rock ex~- 
posure; an outcrop. 

cropping-shears (krop’ing-shérz), n. sing. and 
pl. Same as *alligator-shears, 
crop-service (krop‘ str‘ via), n. 
and crop-service, under *elimate, 

crop-tin rite feed n, Same as 
croquant (kro-kant’), n. 

See climate- 

want, crack- 

cross, Celtic 
hn monument foand in England, 

islanda name Come 
ti 

century. They are decorated with interlaced patterns 
commonly called Celtic, See ®eervical. 
—Oross dollar. sce wdeliar. 

* cross. 
inn, — cross, 4 form tie cross having a le 

at the intersection of the arms with the shaft. Celtic 
werors and cutof monumental cross, under croeal, n,—BSta- 
tions of the cross, ivtations of 
the of Christ, either painted or in relief, around the 
interior of a Roman Catholic church, before which the faith. 
ful pray and meditate ; also, the form of prayers ased 
for this purpose.— To give the double cross to, in racing 
ot any ganse or sport in which betting is cone to con. 
spire with one man to betray another and then to betmy the 

cos when A, a runner who can easily oatraun his op 
nent B, arranges (for a consideration) with ( to let Bwin, 
and then, having Informed his own backers of this contmet 
with C, arranges with them (for a consideration) to win 
the race himself, Uhus giving the double cross to C, 

treach tron B and loses both his bets 

cross!,a. 9. Dishonest; not honestly come by ; 
not on the square: as, a cross horse. [Slang.) 
—10. In logic, having an extensive part in 
common, Without ineluding or being included. 
Cross terum are each terms as Yering aml corripritte, if 
there are things that are both living and corruptible, 
others living but incorruptible, others not living but core 
ruptible, whether there is of is not anything metther living 
nor corruptille,— Crogs keys, ratio. See ®hey!, eretio, 

cross!, v.i. 6. In euchre, when the trump is 
turned down, to make it the opposite color, 

cross-arm (krés-iirm), #. A cross-plece; an 
arm or bracket whieh crosses a _ or post; 
used on pee to carry wires and keep them 
separated, 

cross-assortative (krés‘’a-sir"ta-tiv), a. Re- 
ciproeally assortative; serving to assort or 
separate into kinds which are reciprocals. 
— -assortative mating, ssevrtative mating con- 
sidered reciprocally; the mating or pairing of a male 
purent with the characteristic and a female parent with 
the characteristic yw, as compared with that of a male 
parent with the characteristic y and a female parent with 
the charneteristio x. 

cross-beard (kris’bérd), n. 
wee *heard, é (d). 

In organ-building, 

h cross-cut, *. 
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cross-beat (krés"bét), n. In beating time for 
musié, the motion of the hand sidewise or 
across in marking one of the pulses ofa measure 
between the initial and the final pulse; also, 
such an intermediate pulse itself, 

cross- (krés’bed‘ed), a. Having cross- 
or false bedding. See false bedding, under 
False. 
cross-belt, ». 2, In mach., a crossed belt; a 
-belt which is crossed or twisted so that the 
driven pulley will run in a direction opposite 
to that of the driver. 

cross-binding (krés’bin‘’ding), n. In mach., 
binding across corners; the act of sticking in 
guides, due to a tendency to twist instead of to 
travel in a line parallel to the guides. 

cross-border (kris’bér’dér), @. Forming a 
border across, as across a fabric woven on a 
Jacquard loom, such asthatina handkerchief, « 
table-cover, a towel, ete, T. F. Kor, Mechanism 
of Weaving, p. 165.—Cross-border Jacquard 
loom. See *#loom!. 

cross-b a. II, ». In biol,, the offepring 
roduced by the crossing of parents which ex- 
ibit antagonistic or mutually exclusive char- 

acters, such as blackness and whiteness, tall- 
ness and shortness, which do not blend. The 
generative cells of a crossbred are held to be of two 
sorte that confer apon descendants the character- 
istics of one parent and Ulose that confer the character- 
istics of the other, 
Hence ft is seen that the 75 per cent. dominants are not 

sea of similar constitution, but consist of twenty-five 
which are nants and fifty which are really 

hh, like the cross # raised by crossl 
the two Varieties, they only exhibit the domi- 
nant character. 

Bateson, Mendel's Prin. of Heredity, p. 10. 
cross-catalogue (krés’kat’s-log), v. 4; pret. 
and hp. cross-catalogued, ppr. cross-catalogu- 
ing. To enter in a catalogue under two or more 
headings, as under both author and subject. 

cross-chains (krés‘chinz), ». pl. Chains econ- 
necting the front and rear sleds of a logging- 
sled. 

cross-claim (kris’klim), m. An opposing 
elaim; a claim in reply or opposition to an- 
other; a —— In 

cross-coloring (krés‘kul’or-ing), n. geol., 
color-markings developed independent! y of the 
stratification by infiltrated matter. Science, 
May 31, 1901, p. 868. 

cross-crib (krés’krib), n. A headquarters for 
crooks and blacklegs. Stand, Dict, [Thieves’ 
slang.) 

of stability, in naval arch.,  congeries 
of curves showing righting anna or righting momenta of 
transverse stability of a vessel, Each cross-curve repre- 
sents for a constant inclination the righting arm with 
reference to a fixed pole, as an ordinate, corresponding to 
the varying dix ements as abeciws, On stich a din- 
gtam a vertical line with any given displacement as 
abscissa ‘gives, ty ite intersection with on curve, the 
rignent arm at the corresponding inclination, from 
which the curve of statical stability for the given dis 
placement for all inclinations can readily be plotted. 
1 v. t. 2. To cross-plow, as in fallow- 
ing. 

A rough condition of soit . . . etch aa is obtained by 
winter Pouphing ond sprt we 

» Wrighteon, Fallow and Fodder Crops, p. 14. 

3. In math,, w line, regarded as 
a section actually made in the surface, which 
begins at one baring of a boundary, goes into 
the interior of the surface, and, without any- 
where intersecting either another boundary- 
line or itself, ends at a point of the boundary. 
A cros»cut may connect two points on the same boun- 
dary-line, or two on different bonndary-lines; or it may 
end where it bevan i or it may end In a point of Ite pre- 
vious course, Also croas-dine, In 

cross-division (krés’di-vizh’on), n. logic, 
a multiple mode of division by which the con- 
cept or class divided is divided in several 
ways, each subclass in cach of these ways in- 
tersecting every subclass in each of the other 
Ways. Thus if men are divided according to thelr com- 
Plexiona, according to thelr ages, and according to their 
social status, this will be a crosedivision. Mendeléjetf's 
division of the chemical clements into groupe and series 
is a crone-tivision, 

crossdye (krés‘ di), . #4; pret. and pp. cross- 
dyed, ppt. crosedyeing. ‘To carry out the pro- 
cess of *erossdycing (which see), 

crossdye (krés‘di), vn, A color suitable for use 
in crossdyeing.—Croasdye black. See *Neck. 

ing (kris‘di-ing), », [Verbal noun of 
crossdye,) The process of dyeing cotton-and- 
wool! uniou-eloth in which the cotton warp has 
been dyed some color before weaving. During 
the croesdyeing the woolen or worsted filing may be 
eolored to match the cotten warp, or it may be dyed a 
different color, In the latter.case the result is called a 
shotegicct, See the extract, 

crossing 
Crossed, re is always preferred for medium and better 
— poe it ie Chen possible to dye both the cot- 
ton and the woot with a greater choice of colouring matter 
—5** and the most saitab’e for each fiber may be 

iy 
a 

ey. J. Hummel, Dyeing of Textile Fabrics, p. 406. 

tance, paralysis. See *inheré- 
tance, paralysia. 

cross-education (krés‘ed-i-ka’shon), ». In 
psychol,, the transference of the effects of 
practice from the one side of the body to the 
other, unpractised side. WW. W. Daris, Yale 
Psyehol. Stud., 1898, p. 6. 

cross-fault (krés‘falt), ». In geol., a fault 
striking across the axis of a mountain-range 
or the general strike of the displaced strata. 

Both longitadinal and croas-foulte are said to have been 
developed more especially in the Eastern Al 

: * (od Jour. (eS) RV 461. 

cross-feed (krés‘féd), ». In mach, a device 
for feeding the tool or material crosswise in 
relation to the principal motion of either, or 
in relation to the long axis of the machine. 

.», 2. In general, the sex- 
val union of two germ-ells from two parent 
organisms, as contrasted with self-fertilization 
in plants and in some hermaphrodite animals. 

cross-fiber (krés‘fi‘bér), «. One ofthe varie- 
ties of chrysotile asbestos or fibrous serpentine. 

This mineral occurs aaa Ming of veinlets, in which the 
fiber sometiones lies more or leas lel to the walls (es 
pecially where movement has affected it) and is then 
called aip-fter; but more commonly Ue structure is 
almost ate right angle to the vein-walls, and is then called 
eroas-fther, Amer, Geol, March, 1005, p. LIM, 

(krés fig‘ ir), ». A superficial 
crosses itself, as a figure 8. 

fingering (kris fing’ gér-ing), ». In 
playing certain wood mh ste Bie like 
the flute, the use of the fingers out of the 
regular or serial order, so as to make extreme 
tones possible. 

cross-flow (krés’fld), v. i. To flow transversly. 
cross-flute (krés‘flét), ». A transverse flute. 
See *futel, 1, 

cross-fold (kréa’féld), a. A fold which erosses 
another older fold obliquely or at right angles. 

These had been deformed by oblique cross-folda, 
Nature, Feb, 12, 1908, p. 359, 

cross-fur (krés’fér), r. ¢. To fur or cover with 
laths diagonally. 

cross-hatch (krés’hach), ». In engraving, a 
series of lines intersecting at right angles or 
diagonally. 
cross-hatch {krés’hach), v.¢. In engraving. to 
shade with lines crossing one another. See 
cross-hatching. 

cross-haul (krés’hil), n. In logging, the cleared 
i in which a team moves in cross- 
auling. 

cross-haul (krés‘hal), +. ¢. In logging, to load 
(cars or sleds) with logs by horse-power and 
crotch or loading-chain. 

cross- n. 3, In printing, same as *croas~ 
heading. 

cross-heading (krés’hed’ing), ». 1. In min- 
ing; (a) A passage driven for ventilation from 
the airway to the gangway, or from one breast 
through the pillar to the adjoining working. 
(5) A roadway driven in the solid, or main- 
tained through old workings, to intersect 
other haulage-roads diagonally or at right 
angles. (¢) A roadway driven at less inclina- 
tion than direetly to the rise of the seam, 
Coal and Metal Miners Pocketbook. — 2. In 
printing, & subheading; a title set in the body 
of the printed matter at the beginning of a 
subdivision of the treatment. 

cross-heredity (kros’hé-red‘i-ti), », The 
resemblance of descendants to parents or an- 
eestors considered reciprocally, or through the 
comparison of the descendants of male ances- 
tors who are x and female ancestors who are 
y With those of male ancestors;who are y and 
female ancestors who are z. Siometrika, 
April, 103, p. 344. 

crossing, ". Movable-point crossing, i rivifrodd- 
tng, a trck-croming formed of a pair of split switches 
placed with Ue points facing each other where the 
tracks cross at a small angle. The two switches move 
together in — directions, ami any movement opens 
one track and closes the other, Another form is called a 
moriite-frog crosing.— Reciprocal the cross. 
ing of the male of ome moe or species with the female of — 
scoont, and of the male of the second with the female of 
the first, 11 often happens that a cross is fertile and its 
reciprocal atertle. The eggs of Echinws microtuberculatua 
are readily fertilized with the sperm of Strongylocentrotua 

cross-figure 
figure which 



Movatle-trog Crossing, 

@, switch-wtand and levee! 4, 4, switcheods; ¢. ¢, frog in open 
position; 4, a, closed position, 7 

lividus, bat the of S. lividus cannot be fertiiized 
with the eperm of 

“plate (krés’ing-plat), mn. An iron or 
* te forming # crossing of two lines of 
track. 

crossite (krés’it),». [Named after Whitman 
Cross of the United States Geological Survey.) 
A mineral of the amphibole group, in com- 

ition between glensophene and riebeckite. 
t is marked by its bright blue color and is 
eg ey id observed in the crystalline schists 
of the Coast Range in California. 
crogs-lamination ( krés ‘lam -i-ni* shgn), ». 
Minor bedding somewhat oblique to the major 
stratification-linesin sedimentary rocks; cross- 
bedding or false bedding. 

cross-leaf (krés’léf), ». The cross-leaved, 
eauliflorons calabash-tree, Crescentia alata, a 
small tree with horizontal branches and 
round, gourd-like, hard-shelled fruit the size 
of a large orange. The leaves usually grow in fasci- 
cles of three, of which the middle leaf bs trifolinte, com- 
posed of a long winged petiole and Uhree leaflets, which 
together have the pe of a crows, The fruit and leaves 
are used medicinally in Mexico, The species is of Mex- 
fean in, Dat was early introduced into Guam and the 
Philippines, Also called jicara. 

cross-leaved (krés‘lévd), a. In bot., having 
four-leaved whorls in the form of a cross. 

reflector. See *reflector, 
cross-line (krés‘lin),». Same as *cross-cut, 3. 
cross-ma’ (krés‘machd), a. Said of a 
team of four or more horses in which the 
horses on ¢cither side resemble one another 
in color, but differ from those of the opposite 
side. 
cross-memory (krés’mem“6-ri), n. In paychol. 
cross-oducation, regarded as a transference 
of habit or organic memory. 

It was noticed by Weber and Fechner that the memory 
for arm movements is transferred from one side to the 
other, and that this crow-mermory is syminetrical and 
mot lent! Seripture, New Paychol,, p 190, 

cross-motion (hrte'md “shoe n. Motion ofa 
star at right angles to the line of sight ex- 
pressed in linear units (miles per second). tt 
can be calculated from the proper motion (seconds of are 
per year) wie the parallax of the star is known. Some- 
times ed (hwarteciet 

T have classified the stars in this way pot only as a 
whole, but also with reference to their crossmotion — 
motion at right angles to that of the sun. = 

& Ne , ie Pop. Mei, Mo, March, 1901, p. 457, 

Crosso: (kros-$-po'di-l),. pl, (NL.,<¢Gr, 
xpécaa', battiements, + roig (rod-), afoot.) A 
name Which has been applied to certain ser- 
pentine or vermiform markings on Silurian 
rocks, commonly regarded as the trails of crus- 
taceans, worms, or mollusks. 
crossopterine (kros-op‘te-rin), ». [Crossopter- 
(iz) + -ine2.] An amorphous alkaloid found 
in the bark of Crossopterix Kotschyana Fenzl. 
of Abyssinia. 

crossover, #. 2. In railroading, » crossing or 
connecting line of rails and two switches join- 
ing two lines of rails. It is used to enable a 

peoutttcattt 
d@ “NT. 
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td 

Crossover. 

@, ewitch and switch stand; 4, upline; ¢,down-line; d, crossover, 
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Just below the Paas of Lillo there is a crows-orer in the 
{river} current, making a neutral point and forming a 
shoal. Eneye. Brit., XXVIL 

tal (krés’pi-ren’tal), a. Of or per- 
taining to parentage considered recip ly, 
or through the comparison of fathers who are 
x and mothers who are y with fathers who are 
y and mothers who are ez. 

1 determined C trom the twelve series and found for tte 
mean value M&S. This is within two per cent. of the 

Tuune the —— ry —— on | — 
Biometrika, Nov,, 1908, p, 392, 

cross-plow (krés’plou), c. t. To plow at right 
angles with a former plowing. 

cross-raise (krds’raz), e. t; pret. and Pp. 
cross-raised, ppr. —— To raise (the 
nap of cloth) across its width. 

(krés‘rél), c.f. To wind (yarn) on 
a reel with a reciprocating motion, Nasmith, 
Cotton Spinning, 2* 

cross-reference (kréis‘ref"ér-ens), v. t.; pret. 
and PP. cross-referenced, ppr. cross-referencing, 
To relegate or refer by a cross-reference; pro- 
vide with cross-references. 

cross-rib (krés‘rib), n. In aside of beef, one 
of the sternal ribs which run crosswise to the 
body.—Croas-rib steak. See #eeak. 

n, 4, Same as *cross-heading, 1 
(a) and (5). 

on, ". 2, The area of a section, of 
a bar, tube, rod, or other body, taken at right 
—* to its axis. C. Hering, Conversion 
Tables, p. 101,— paper, See dpaper. 
Cross-section units, units of — — lar 
mil ant the circular nalllimeter, ased for the conventent 
expression of the areas of cross-section of and 
wires. Such units are so defined as to avoid the use in 
compatation of the factor » ; the circular millimeter, for 
example, is the area of a clrele whose diameter is one 
millimeter, Also called cirewlar units. 

cross-sectional (kris‘sek*shon-al), a. Of or 
pertaining to a cross-section or that section of 
a body (specifically of a bar, or wire) 
which is normal to the major axis of the body. 
H. Du Bois, The Magnetie Circuit, p. 60.— 

$f cross-sectional areas, See *curves of ship 

ptation (kris’sep-ti‘shon), n. The 
division of a hypba or other cell by means of a 
transverse septum, 

(krés’alé"pér), ». In railroading, 
a pen or one longer than those used in 
an ordinary track, employed to support more 
than two rails, as at a switch. ; 
cross-slide (krés‘slid), ». That part of a ma- 
chine on which either the work or the tool- 
carriage travels across the principal direction 
of motion. 

cross-8 farce” spring), n. In carriage- 
making, a half-elliptie spring which extends 
across the body, the ends being secured by 
toggle-joints to the ends of the side-springs. 

itch (krés’stich), v. & ‘To sew or em- 
broider with a cross-stitch ; sew or fasten with 
cross-stitches. 

cross-straps (krés’straps), #. p!. Ornamental 
straps which cross one another at the end of 
the y of a carriage, the upper ends being 
secured to the body and the lower to the pump- 
handles. 

cross-stratification (krés’strat-i-fi-ka’shon), 
n. Cross-bedding or false bedding. See false. 

cross-stratified (krés’strat‘i-fid), a. alse- 
bedded. See false bedding, under —* 

cross-stump (krés’stump), x. n cricket, a 
stump 2 feet long, formerly laid like a bail 
across the two wickets. Hutchinson, Cricket, 
p. 31. [Obsolete.] 

cross- (kréa‘tak), ». Talk from another 
—— eireuit that interferes with or in- 
trudes into one’s own communication. 

(kréstéz), n. The bird’s-foot tre- 
foil, Lotus corniculatus; so called from the 
digitate clusters of pods which twist after 
opening. ‘ 

cross-town (kréis‘toun), a. That runs seross 
the Lown: as, a cross-town line of street-cars; 
& crogs-town ear. 

krés’tur’et), ». A turret in a cross-turret 
train to cross from one line to another. See turret-lathe the axis of which is horizontal 
switch, 2, and *ladder, 3.— 3. In elect.,a place and lies across the bed, instead of being ver- 
where two wires pass each other without tical, as in most turret-lathes. 
touching. Should they touch a cross would cross-vault (krés‘valt), ». A groined vault, 
be formed. See cross}, 13.—4, Sameassontag. usually one in which the two cylindrical sur- 
—5. The crossing of the swiftest current in faces which meet one another are of the same 
a river from one side of the channel to the width and height, so that the plan would form 
other, Crossovers generally oceur between a cross of the usual type. 
two bends in the course of a stream, OCross-warp weave. See *iweavel. 

crotchet 

cross-weed (krés’wéd),». A plant of the genus 
Diplotaris of the mustard family, especially D, 
muralis and D. tenwifolia, the cruciferous char- 
acter of whose flowers is more than usually 
marked. Soe stinkweed, 1, and wall-roeket,ander rocket?, 
Both species are adventive in the United Btates. Alsc 
known as sand-rocket, 

cross-wind (kris’wind),». In archery, a wind 
blowing across the range. 
cross-wind (kris’ wind), v. I. trans. To 
wind (yarn) on a reel in such a manuer that 
the windings cross at an acute angle with the 
axis. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 360. 

II. intrans. To twist; depart from e plane: 
said — # plank or platform which twists out of 
its plane. 
cross-wood (kris‘waid), ». A West Indian 
shrub of the family Theophrastacese, Jaquinia 
aculeata; so called from the fact that its 
branches are produced in whorls of four, thus 
forming a cross. 

crotaconic (kré-ta-kon’ik), a. [erot(on) + 
aconic 3 oting a crystalline, easily soluble 
acid, CH,CH:C( He (f), obtained by the 
saponification of cyanerotoniec acid: as, crota- 
conic acid (which melts at 119° C.). 

crotalic (kré-tal’ik), a. [Crotalus + -ic,.] Of 
or pertaining to the genus Crotalus, or to a 
poison derived from snakes of that genus. 

(kré‘ta-lin), m. [Crotalus + -in3.] An 
albuminous poison found in venom derived 
from snakes of the genus Crotalus, 
crotalism (kré’ta-lizm), », IXI. Crotal(aria) 
+ -ism.] disease of horses, known chiefly 
in the valley of the Missouri river, due to eat- 
ing. the rattlebox, Crotalaria sagittalis. Also 
called bottom disease, because it occurs on 
vottom-land. 

The diseases resuiti woh ae 
locoism and —— om vlan, —— bet, the 
West and Northwest, are caused, respectively, by the 

Econ (atti tr Areas epi st ye 
eating of the ratleweed or rattlebox (Cotaiarla —— 
either in the Beld or — 

Dear U. & Dept, Agr., 1900, p. 208. 

Orotalocrinus 
(kré-ta-lok’ri- 
nus), #. [NL., 
< Gr. xpératov, 
a rattle, + rpi- 
vor, a lily (see 
erinoid), A 
genus of sin- 
gular camer- 
ate erinoida 
in which the 
branches of 
the first arms 
rapidly dichot- 
omize, but re- 
main united so 
that each arm 
forms a broad 
infolded net. 
It oceurs in the 
Silurian rocks. 

crotaloid (kro'ta-loid), a. [Crotalus + -oid.} 
Of or pertaining to a rattlesnake; having the 
characters of a rattlesnake. 
crotaphion (kré-taf’i-on), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xpotagior, neut, of xpordgec, of the temples, ¢ 
xpérager, temple.) In craniom., the posterior 
terminal point of the suture between tho 
parietal = sphenoid bones. 

crota , a— ite fossa or depression, 
the ve On 
Liedts tiall touncles lia.” ‘Ths aise 
of this is an indication of the power of the mandible, 
and (t is large in Gsh-eating birds 

crotaphitic (kré-ta-fit'ik), a. 
~ic.] In a@nat., same as crotaphite, 
crotaphytic. 

The morphogenle action of crete, 
skull and Drain of the Canons = 

Crofafocrinus pulcker, Hisinger. 

Silerian, Gotland. 

A, crown with folded ans; &, 
of stem. (From Zittel’s “ Palzontology.") 

[erotaphite + 
Also 

ie muscles on the 
mates, by M. R. 

Anthony. Nature, Dec. 3, 1G, p. E20. 

crotaphyte, ». An erroneous spelling of cro- 
taphite. 

crotch (kroch), rv. ¢. In logging, to cut notehes 
on opposite sides of (a log) near the end, into 
which dogs are fastened. , 

crotch-chain (kroch’chin), ». A tackle for 
loading logs on sleds, cars, or skidways by 
cross-hauling. 

crotchet, n. 11. In codl,, one of the slightly 
curved and notehed bristles or chete com- 
mon among Oligacketa, and serving probably 
as locomotor organs.— 12, Same as crocket. 



crotching 
(kroch’ing), ». In billiards, a play 

analogous to the anchor (see —— in 
balk-line billiards, with the exception that, as 
the two object-balls lie transversely in a cor- 
ner of the table, less accuracy of touch and 
fur less skill are required to keep them there. 
The «ame situation can occur in the Jaw of a pocket- 
table, but is more ditticult to maintain, unless balls are 
larger and pockets smaller than the standard. Crotchi 
beyond Uuree saccessive shots was barred as early an lh, 
aod jawing io 1s; bat both in America and in Bnyland 
expert fessionals have since sometimes resorted to 
oe or other for their high runa 

n. Two pieces of crotch- 8 a 
wood, in the form of a ¥, — the front 
and rear sleds of a logging-sled. 

crotin (kré’tin), x. [Crot(ow) + -in?,] A 
highly poisonous toxalbumin contained in the 
seed of Croton Tiglinm., 

Crotonic aldehyde, See *aldehyde. 
crotonoleic (kré’ton-j-lé’ik), a. [Croton + 
L. olewm, oil.) Noting a pale-yellow ecom- 
pound existing, partly as free acid and — 
as glyeeride, in croton-oil. It is a drastic 
purgative. 
crounotherapy {ire-nb-ther'e-pl), mn. (Reg. 
“crunotherapy, (Gr, spovroc, a spring, + Grpazria, 
medical treatment.) Treatment of disease by 
a course of drinking or bathing, aided by a 
special dietary and exercises, at a mineral- 
spring resort, Lancet, July 11, 1003, p. 104. 

croup!, n.—Catarrhal croup, Same as file croup. 
— Diphtheritic croup, diphtheria of —* —2 

as croup, true croup~ Intestinal croup, 
croapous Inflammation of the mucous membrane of the 
intestine. — croup, inflammation of the 
mtroous membrane of the pharynx attended with a fl- 
brinous exudation.— Pseudomem re croup. 
croap.— cre Cramton tates — 

croup! (erup), v. i. [Also eroop, erupe, 
imitative, like roup, ete, See croup!, a.) To 
ery out; ery hoarsely; specifically, to cough 
*58 as in croup. vineial (Se.) or 
collog. 

crouper-bush (kré’per-bush), ». 
bush, Cephalanthns occidentalis. 

croup-kettle (krip’ket’l), 2. A kettle under 
which a low flame is kept lighted so that there 
may be a continuous eseape of vapor: used in 
giving vapor inhalations in cases of laryngitis, 
or to keep the atmosphere of the room humid. 

croustade (kriis-tikl’), a. [F., < It. erostata: 
see crustate, custard.) A cup-like formof bread 
toasted, fried in hot fat, or dipped in melted 
butter and browned in the oven; also, a hollow 
mold of rice sprinkled with breadcrumbs and 
fried in deep fat, or of puff-paste filled with 
creamed meat, fish, ete. 

crout (krout), ». Same as sauer-krawt, 
crofite au pot (kriit 6 po’). [F., ‘erust in 
the pot’: see crust.) A clear soup to which 
small pieces of toast, or of stale bread, have 
been added just before serving. 

crofiton (kri-tom’),m. [F., ¢ croiife, erust.] 
A small piece of bread dipped in melted butter 
and toasted in the oven, or fried in hot butter 
or fat: used in soups and to garnish various 
types of stewed dishes, 

crow?, n. 2, (b) In the West Indies, partien- 
larly in Jamaica, the black vulture, Catharista 
atrata,— Blue-wattled crow, in New Zealand, a name 
given to Glaucopets wileoni, a bled of the craw family. 

crow-bird (kro‘bérd), a. The purple grackle, 
iscalus quisewla: so called in some parts of 

the United States, 
crowd!, v. t.—To crowd off, to work (a ship) off from 
the land, 

crowd!, ».—Crowd of sail, a press of canvas; all 
prieaible sail set, 

crowd-poison (kroud‘poi’zn), ». Volatile ex- 
crementitious matters contained inthe respired 
air, which by concentration become danger- 
ous to health in crowded places. G. H, 
— Prevention and Cure of Disease, 

The button- 

crowd- ming (kroud’ poi‘zn-ing), ». A 
morbid state induced by the inhalation of 
waste products given off by the breath and 
skin of a number of persons confined in an un- 
ventilated space; ochlesis. 

The sym arising from indigestion, from crowd. 
podeoning, from sewer-ma-poisoning, from ptomalne-pol- 
soning (aute-infection) ete, are often ascribed to “ ma- 
lat in Pop, Set, Mo, Feh., I, p. S71 

crow-duck (kro‘duk), n. See Fuliea. 
crowd-weed (kroud‘wéd), s. 1, The field- 
cress, Lepidium campestre.— 2, The charlock 
or wild mustard, Brassica arvensis. 
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crow-eater (kré’é’tér), ». One who will do 
anything rather than work. [Colloq., Aus- 

rowfont, »._ 2 * cr a. « The name ts applied to man’ te 
with pedately or palmate! divided feaves, chiedly of the 
genes Ranunculus, bat other genera, especially 

¢ club-mosse, Lycopotiam (nunadatem, L, ofectrim, 
and L. complanatum. See bog welub-mom, Christmas 
green, and Ly ‘ive.—American crowf the 
spotted crane s-bill, Geranium maculatem,— ry- 
leaved crowfoot, Ranunculus sceleratus. Also called 
weter-celery (which see) — Corn Ranunculus 
arvensis, common in the Old World and 
in the United States. Soe Aunyerweed 
Cursed crowfoot. Same as celeryteaced *cromfoot, 
translating the specific manie.— m ial 
crowfoot. Saine as crt eed ®eromfoa,— Musk- 

Adeza Mowhatelina, better known as Aollew- 
roof. Also called imuak-root and moschatel. See Adoxa. 

W: See weter-crowsfoot.— Wood-crow- 
foot. (a) The goldilocks, Hanunculus auricomus, See 
goldilocks and Ranunculus. (+) The wind-flower, Anew- 
one nemoroe, . 

crowft (kré’fat-gras),». 1, A plant, 
Dactyloctenium Agyptiacum, distinguished as 
little crowfoot, a low creeping grass of warm 
climates, common in the southern United 
States, It is a weed of cultivated grounds, 
but sometimes eut for hay. The name, as 
with other crowfoot-grasses, refers to the 
digitate infloreseence.—2, The similar but 
larger Eleusine Indica, also called goose-grass, 
<a wire-grass, ote. See wire-qrass, 2.— 

‘ans, CTOWN, v. . 
a gras of the genus CAloris. See *fingersgrass, 2— 
Texas cro iplackne dubia, a promis- 

hay-grass somewhat of the crowfoot habit. 
hop (kro’hop), ». The action of a horse 

in endeavoring to throw a rider by arching the 
body, holding the legs stiff, and bucking vig- 
orously. [Loeal, U, 8.) 

All bronchos are different individually, but the wars 
they try to throw their riders may be classed ander three 
heads The first is known as the crow-hop. The rider 

tson na wild horse and immediately the steed bunches 
teelf up like a t, holds itself stiff in limb and bedy, 
and Docks promiscwously, It jare the rider, bat the horse 
that only does this is considered easy and tame 

Wide World May., April, 1908, p. 

crow-line (kro‘lin), n. The straight line of a 
erow’s flight. See erow-flight. 

crown. I. n. 7. (/) In mech. : (2) The amount of 
corvature of a surface or ling, In pulleys for flat belts 
the face is made of larger dlameter in the middle to check 
a tendency of the belt to work off to one side or the other 
by greater stretching on the edges. ™ In arch, ; (2) An 
ommamental top of a tower need In late English Gothic It 
resembles four or more flying buttresses meeting at their 
highest point. (k) Im zool: (1) The berance on the 
bead of a whale, particalarly of a right whale, sarround- 
ing the blow-holes, (Rare} (2) Rame as crowa-antler, 
{Rare} (3) Same as corenet!, 6 (in reference to the boues 
of a borse's foot), (4) In the terminotogy of the Crineidea, 
the calyx without the stem. 9 In ship-vilding, the 
arching athwartship or camber of a deck or deck- 5 
also, the top or central part of such an arched deck. 

These spaces include the internal volume of the shi 
below the deck forming the crows of the engine ar 
doiler-rouna, White, Manual of Naval Arch., p, 61, 

(m) The horizontal cap-plece or collar of a set of mine 
timbers, Also called eroun-tree. [(Sootch.| (m) That 
mart of the bridle of a harness which extends over the 
jorse’s head aml to which the cheeks are attached. («) 
In agri, the middle line of a ridge of Land, formed by two 
furrow-alices laid back to back. (Great Britain.) (p> In 
bell.founding, the top of a» bell, of which the cannons are 
parts and to which the tongne is attached within, Also 
called pallet, (q) Same as whowell, 
12, (6) The summit 
of a root, as of a 
beet or turnip, the 
leaf-bases forming 
a circle, (¢) The 
leaves and living 
branches of a tree. 
In forest measurements 
the use of the tenn varies 
with the kind of tree aml 
the purpose of the men- 
surements For example, 
crown may be used to 
designate either the 
whole  Jeaf-and-branch 
system or that portion of 
it above a dend ora grow. 
ing branch of a given size. 
In the description of 
trees the crown be said to 
be long or short, broad or 
narttow, compact or ng 
ged, conical or tat, F 
16, Anabbreviation 
of crown-gluss. — 

Experimenta of the 
eminent Jena  glass- 
makers with phosphate — 
crowne and borate fints 
are optically highly aue · 
ocssful. 
Eacye. Drit., XXV. 41. 

sech of $8, Giles, 
Ldiubergh, 

i : crown-princess (kroun’ prin’ ses), ». 

under Atetrinn domination, weighing 4grains, 872 fine. 
Crown forest. See rational #/forest.— Crown im- 

in late English Gothic architectare, a decorative 
nish of a tower produced by ing up foar curved riba 

upon which a seal apire ie set. term Was Invented 
in the nineteenth cen to describe a thing once thought 
—— The Chareh of St. Giles at Edinburgh 
vo) a Uboagh there are several others, 
among them the Church of St, Dunstan's in the East, in the 
Ott; London. Gothic crown, an English silver cotn 
of Queen Victoria, struck as a mu ie TS, 1847, eel 
14—Iron crown of Lom’ , a thin ring of 
iron, said to have been fi from a tail of the true 
crogs, overlaid with gold and preejons stones, It is say 

to have beeo made for ull, king of the Lay. 
gobards, in 501, and was worn by Charlemagne und all the 
medieval emperors who were also kiugs of Lombardy. 
Nal clean & Laced * his ~ — ae Ad now bn the 
cal oOnza, in .— Order e crown. (é 
Order af the Iron Croven “f Taly. See tren. — Order of 
the Oak Crown, an order for civil and military merit, 
conferred by Luxemburg and founded m 1s41.—Order 
of Rue Cro a military order of err founded 
in 1807, —~ Crown, a rare coin of Charles LL, 
struck in 1663 with « petition of the miut-master to the 
ie eee eoee. (a) and (6). See triple. (¢) See 

II. 4.—Crown government, government by the 
crown, aa in a crown colony.— Crown grant, 4 grant 
from the crown. Crown utor. See @presecutor, 
— Same as Crown Ofice (which see, under 
crown). — Crown wi in Bag, aw, a witness for the 
——— — — = of ia Crown 

ie a cert in je COUR C 1a 

of the Court of King's Bench, whe utes —— — 
lation of some private person or informer, the crown being 
the nomlnal prosecator, 

10. To give a crown or bulge to: 
as, to crown the surface of a ship’s deck.— 11. 
To cut off (the crown), as of a sugar-beet. 
crownal (krou‘nal), @. and ». JI, a. Pertain- 
se, ig or resembling a crown. 

. % A eoronet, chaplet, or garland; a 
coronal, 

crown-beam (kroun’bém), n. A cross-beam, 
crown-borer (kroun’ bér-ér), =. — Black 
crown-borer, the larva of an American sesiid 
Hembecia = marginata, 
common in the north. 
ern United States, 
which barrows tte 
canes of the black. 
berry at the surface of 
the ground, 

crown-gall (kroun* 
gil), x. <A disease 
which attacks the 
roots of certain 
plants, especially 
the almond, black- 
berry, peach, and 
raspberry. It is char 
acterized by the forma- 
tion of hard, roagh, ir- 
reguiar-shaped, gnll- 
like bodies on the roots 
and sometime: on the 
stems of the plant. The 
conse is somewhat 
doubtfal. Toumey at- 
tributed it toa myxonay- 
cete which he named 
Dendrophagus plobosus. 

crown-gear (kroun’gér), ». A crown-wheel; 
a gear having teeth cut in the edge of an 
annular ring, or a8 if in the end of a hollow 
eylinder, 

crown-grafting, rn. 2. A kind of grafting in 
which the scion is inserted at the crown of 
the plant (where it emenges from the ground), 

crowning, '. 6, In agri., the cutting off of the 
crown, as of sugar-beets, See *crown, 12 (b). 

crown-moth (kroun’méth), ». A moth whose 
larva attacks the crowns of plante.— Strawberry 
crown-moth, an American sealid moth, Seria rutilans, 
whose Larva bores in the crown of strawberry, ruspberry, 
and blackberry plants on the Pacitie coast. 

crown-of-the-field ( kroun ’ uv -the-féld*}, n. 
The corn-cockle, Agrostemma Githago. 

crown- n». 3. The crown-sheet or we 
* of the fire-box of an internally fi 
iler. 

crown-plate (kroun’plit),». 1. The top plate 
of the fire-box of an internally fired botler.— 2, 
In carp., the horizontal member which finishes 
a frame at the top. In a wall, as of a framed house. 
the crown-plate may receive the timbers of the attic 
floor, or the rafters of the reef or both. It is the top chend 
ofa frome, as the «iff is the bottoen chord. 

The wife 
of a crown-prince; as, the crown-princess of 
Prussia. [Commonly as two words.]} 

crown-roast (kroun‘rést), x. The ribs of lamb 
as a faney roast with the upper part of the 
bones trimmed and the whole turned on itself 
and so fastened that the center is bollow, 
crown-tree (kroun’tré), a. 1, The horizontal 
timber of a timber framework, which rests on 

Blackberry Crowe-borer ( FemAceia 
mea ane), 

@, Male, ¢. female, 



crown-tree 

top of the uprights and on which reat the 
ers or, in some cases, the joists.—2. Same 

as *crown, 7 (7m). 
crown-tuber (kroun’ti*’bér), n. A tuber the 
upper part of which is stem or crown, the 
— — root, as beet, carrot, radish. 

ai 
crown-work, ». 2, In —— attach- 
ment of an artificial crown of gold or porcelain 
to the root of a tooth. 

crow- t (kré’fez‘ant),n. A large East 
Indian and-cuckoo, tropus rufipennis, 

crow- (kro‘poi‘zn), ». 1. Same as fly- Dace 
poison, 2.—2. A related vient, Tracyanthus 
angustifolius, found in low grounds from North 
Carolina to Florida. 
crow-purse (kré’pérs), a. A — name of 
the egg-case of the skate, a black or dark- 
brown ‘oblong ease having a long 088 
at each corner and a texture like t of 
leather 

crow 's foot, n. 5. pl. The an lines or 
arrow-points (made thus: < >) which are placed 
at the extremities of dimension-lines on a 
drawing to indicate between what points or 
planes the —— is given. 

crow's-nest, ». 2, See *Cycadeoidea, 
crowstone, » — name once common! Y ap 
plied in —— England, to 
oyster-shells of the genus Gryphea ag * 
Jurassic rocks. 

crow-twill (kré’twil), x. A four-harnesa twill- 
— regular or irregular. See *cassimere- 
twi 

croydon ergy [From Croydon in 
Surrey.) A kind at twe-whasled — of 
the gig class, introduced about 1850, ged 
of wickerwork but afterward made of w 
N. £. D. 

crozer (kré’zér) ov eroze + -erl,] In barrel- 
making, & mac or cutting the croze = 
barrel-staves or in “ihe assembled pack: 
staves forming a barrel; a crozing-m 

crozier, ». 4. In bot., the ire cireinate you 
Fo 

frond of a fern. Also erozier-head. —* crozier- 
Sir CL * Elem. of Geol., Lge Sgt 
5. The irall * a of the cep 
lopodous —* usk 4 
crozier-bud —— n. Same as *cro- 
zier, 4. 

crosier-head (kré’zhér-hed), n. Same as *cro- 

— machine (kré’sing-maq-shén’), n. See 
*erozer. 

0.8. P. An abbreviation of Calendar of the 
Patent Rolls. 

eruciade (krié-si-dd’), mn. [F. cruciade, < It, cro- 
ciata, ML, cruciata: see crusade!) 1, Aeru- 
sade, 2. A papal bull enjoining and author- 
izing a crusade, or granting indulgences to 
those who undertake a ¢ ie. 

Crucial bandage. Same as T-handage, 
2 (krié’shian), @. L. Crux (Orne -), a 

constellation, ‘the ae + -an.) Noting 
those stars which have a spectrum of the type of 
that of 3 Crucis, of which the most extraordi- 
nary character is the presence of many oxygen 
lines. Hydrogen, both serfes of helium lines, nitrogen, 
and carbon are oninant Protomagnesium, proto 
calcium, both se bd, silicon ——— and a line due to an 
unknown bedy, —— are present. The protometallic 
lines are relatively thick, the hydrogen Lines relatively 

crucible, a., 1. The crucibles used in stecl-making 
will carry "00 pounds, and are made of plumbago and fire- 
elay. Thecrucible — 

ciall pm f bi —* or z 
grade —— with a high 

reentage of carbon, aml 
lor uses in which —— — 
properties are conferred 
alloying the iron wi 
other metallic elements 
soch as chromitim, tung 
aten, eae, titanium, 
and the like. --Caldwell's 

a crucible, Lain 
crucible with a movable 
—— ate inserted 

form bottom, ⸗ 
Gooch's crucible, plati- 

reelain crucible 
with « fixed or movable 
portioned bottom. A layer of fine asbestos spread over 
the bottom inside the crucible serves to collect any 

ithe p be a jgeld MMtered Ghroagh it, usually by anc. 
Rion. Th tite so collected be dried or ignited, and 
wa with ¢ crucihle. Reduction le, in 
chem, a —— crucible with a perfornted cover and 
inlet-tube of the same material, by means of which a 
motallic oxid may be heated in a *—* of hydrogen gaa. 

Section at Modern Crucible, 
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—Tubdulated 

bean crucible with 

erucibles. 
crucible - fur - 
nace (krij‘si- 
bl-fér’ nas), 
See * furnace. 
Crucibulum 

kré - sib * NL * Tubulared Crucible. 
lum), » Bs 
(L, R. and Ch. Tulasne, 1844),< ML. crucibulum, 
a pot: see crucible.) A stall genus of gaste- 
romycetous fungi of the family Nidslariacee. 

Cructiulum owlpare, 

of. group of frulting bodies ia the successive stag: 
ment; #, longitudinal section through a soniye 5 dot sin 
— fruiting bedy. (From Eugler and Prauti's “ Phanceata- 

The peridiam is yellowish and cup-sha' and has the 
top al first covered with — orien —X ruptures at 
maturity and exposes the seed-like sporangioles which 
are attached to the —— by thread-it e 
called funteuli. C. eulgere is a common and whlely dix 
tributed species, cocairing on decaying wood, old rope, 
amd mated 

———— (kri-si-fish’al), a. [Improp. formed 
from crucifix, with termination conformed to 
—— ete.) Of or pertaining to a erueiſix. 

the archbishop) — — and blessed the people, 
B crucificial qoa 

A ‘Aackeray, lace Feb, 1840, p. 42 

Crucifixion attitude. See *attitude. 
cruciform (krii’si-form-li), ade. In the form 

crude, 2. a.— Crude oil, natural mineral ofl, “neither 
ed nor treated, free from water, sediment, or any 

——— of the gravity of 48 to 4 BO” New 
} fore, O44 Kachange, Rule ty., quoted in Dialect Notes, 

v 
cruentation (kri-en-ti’shon), u. [L. erwen- 
tatio(n-), ¢ eruentare, stain with. blood, < erw- 
entus, bloody.] Passive oozing of blood-tinged 
fluid from the eut surface of raw flesh, Syd, 
Soe, Lex. 

cruise!, v i, 2, To survey and estimate the 
amount and value of standing timber. 

un. 2. In forestry, one who cruises or 
surveys and estimates the amount and value of 
standing timber.— Armored cruiser, a type of war- 
ship intermediate between a battle-ship and a protected 
cruiser, The distinction between an armored and a 
protected cruiser is that the waterline of the latter has 
bo extemal armor protection, though both have protective 
decks, The distinction hetween an armored cruiser and 
2 battio-ship is that the former has higher speed, lighter 
guns, and thinner armor, though the two types * to 
mene, See whattle-ehi, 
chant steamer converted int into a cruiser by arming it with 
ms and putting it inte commission as a war-vessel,— 

cruiser, a type of warship intermediate between 
a battleship and cruiser, having comparatively high 
speed and protected by a partial armor-belt of moderate 

ickwesa, The Spanish ships in the battle of Santiago 
(1806) were of this type. The belted cruiser may be con- 
sidered the forerunner of the armored #crauiser (which 
see} — Protected cruiser, « cruiser having a protective 
deck, but no vertical side armor except local protection 
for the guns —Seout cruiser, a recent type of cruiser 
in which battery and proteetion have been sacrificed to a 
large extent in order to secure extreme speed combined 
with good semgoing qualities These vesscls are from 
2,000 to 4,000 toms displacement and from 24 to 26 knots 
speed, and in some cases have steam-tarhine propetling 
machinery. To! cruiser a small cruiser baving a 
powerful torpedo armament.— Unprotected c: ra 
criiser which has oo armor or protective cok CO 
vessels are usually of amall size and are practically 
obsolete. 

crum, ».andv, A simplifiedspelling of crumb}, 
3. nei buxom : as, a crummy 

lass. ‘oo Thang: slang.] 

crush-line 

Orumpeall ye low. See *yellow. 
7s. Nawt,, the train-tackle bolt in 

& gun-e as Rerupper, 
ur, rab fashioned device whos 
—— rd to the bowsprit ; it com- 
siate of a length of small chain passing around the twa 
— a metal loop attached toa maddie 

or pad- for securing the cra — Crupper 
nn Fy ‘nawf.)}, the score in the eel of th the jib-boom for re- 
— — 

. 5, Of or — to the erura. 
Bee *crus,— Eien wneveralgia. 

um (krij-ra’ —— — “i pe erwralia (-#), 
(NL, tL. L, ervralig: see crural.) In the Bra- 
chiopoda, the caleareous supports for the coiled 
internal arms when formed, by the union of 
the crura (see *erve), into a ’sin le apparatus : 
contrasted with *spiraliam, which is applied to 
the coiled supports. 

crurin (kri‘ a. nm F erus (orur-), leg, + 
-in2,) A powder, noline-bismuth-sulpho- 
eyanate, used as a dooming for various forms 

55* (ker’ri-ped), m. (Ls, crus (erur-), 1 ri ri-pe| y He crus (crur-), leg, 
+ pes (ped-), foot.] One of the ambulatory 
. pendages — the chelipeds or great 

ws on the cephalothorax, especially of crabs 
and eee J, B. Ives, 

2. pl. The calcareous brachial sup 
Dae. Brachiopoda, as in Pentamerus and ing 
chonella, where they are a pair of short discrete, 
slightly eurved lamelle. Also ealled eraral 

fates.— Auricular crura, in certain pel mol- 
make, a hinge-structure consisting of two ridges which 
diverse within and below the This stracture, in 
specialized forma, Lamy = inte — teeth and 
sockota which cannot be separated without breaking, as 
in Spondyluas. 

n. 3, In Australia, a funnel-shaped, 
fenced lane or passageway for cattle —4, In 
coal-mining: (a) A general settlement of the 
strata above a coal-mine, due to failure of the 
illars: apriperes accompanied by numerous 
‘ocal falls of roof-rocks in the workings. (5) 
A species of fault in coal.—5, The amount of 
ae —— for oil during a given sea- 
son: as, & so Large ru 

crush-breccia is krush’brech‘i-4), n. A breccia 
—— by the shattering of rocks along a 
ault. See *fault-breceia, 

crush-conglomerate (krush ’ kon-glom ’ ¢-riit), 
x. Bee *couglomerate. 

crusher, ». 3, Specifically, a erushing-machine. 
The most common type has two converging —* 
ermted 28 eel by mechanism, between which 
eral is crushed LM ay YA To joe type belong me 
Blakeand Dodge Blake #eruaher,) Another 
inorefecent tye haa a gyrating wing pone ie 2 New 
pershaped receptacle, as in the Gates and MeCully 
era «Crushers are used to prepare stone for road-beallast, 
for concrete, and for other engineering p aml in 
mining to prepare the are for fcr ca by rolls, 

4. 4. A mill mill for grinding sugar-beets, potatoes, 
and other roots to reduce them to a A oan for 
use in the manufacture of sugar or stare 
5. In elect., a deviee for reducing the apparent 
fall of potential in the ground return-circuit of 
an electric system. The function of a crusher in such 
acirenit is siniilar to that of a booster in a system with 
insulated returm-circult. Both terms are of cor! 
but have acquired recognition on account of 
wactical in pce of the devices thas ———— — 
Biake , ainachine for erashing ore or other hard 
material in coarse lumps It is provided with two jaws, 
one stationary and one swinging. The machine moves at 
the rite of about 250 revalations a monte. the swinging 
jawadvancing about half an inch toward the stationary 
at ench revolution. The size of the fragments is * 
ited Dy the distance between the jawsat the bottom, 
which can be regulated at will, capacity of a ma- 
chine whose dimensions at the mouth are 20 inches by 10 
inches is about 300 tone of — rock per day of 24 
hours, See elone-brenker, with cut, 

er. Crushing strain, the strain which causes a plece of 
material to fall, or tend to fall, by compression. Most 
brittle materials, such as cement, stone, and cast-iron, 
fnil shearing at an angle, while the more ductile 
~ ere sich a Wrotight-iron —* — a 
9 nt. ⸗ strength, je atre! a 

substance in terms of the load necessary to 
crush a test-piece of it one cubic centimeter (or one 
cubic ineh) in size, 

crushing-rolls (krush‘ing-rdlz), n. net A ma- 
chine consisting of two heavy rolls between 
which ore, coal, or other mineral is drawn and 
crushed. ‘Sometimes the rolls are toothed or 
ribbed, but for ore their surface is generally 
smooth, 

crush-line (krush‘lin), ». In geo/., line along 
which rocks, under great compression, yield, 
usually with the production of schistosity. 

Buch, too, has been the compression that in some cases 
Samet of or 60 yards in breadth are reduced where one 

these thrusts or crush-lines crosses them obliquely to 
& thickness of bo more than four feet, 

Geikie, Textbook of Geol, Pp. S38 



crush-movement 
erush-movement (krush’miv’ment), ». In 
geol., compression, thrust, or lateral move- 
ment tending to develop shattered zones. 
The greater part, if not actually of Bala age, seem to 

have been intruded before the post-Hala crush-moee- 
wierts. Nature, Jane 16, 1004, p. 166 

crush-plane (krush’plan), ». In geol., a plane 
defining zones of shattering which result 
from lateral thrust. 
a pea ee ge Br thes 

ae ice namermble cru: 

with exiratsaly bow hade, and the branch-connection of 
many of Chen with leading erote-faults, and ay 
ov ed the correlation of the igneous invasions wi 
pre-existent deformational structures. 

Annale and Mag. Nat. Hist, Jan., 1004, p. TR 

crush-zone (krush’zén), vn. In geol., a zone of 
faulting and breeciation in 
Throughout the Tertiary crust-movementa in the Al 

thes none had been the great crush-cone 
als Nature, Feb. 12, 1905, p, 0, 

crust, “.— Flotation the thin solid crisst of the 
earth that has been thought to rest apon a liquid niaas 
beneath. Earlier theorists were accustomed to explain 
© ot level and many other — by 
this of crust. Dana, Manual of Geol, p. 378 
_ in ing, said Of aakin which has been 

fin ished. 

crust, im or zone om the outa of a stone which 
shows marked alteration or Sach a crust ta not 
ways more fragile than the une! interior, und may 
form a hard shell of successive 
Se 

grained materials ilarty w tered. 

J. Geikie, The Great loo Age, p. 23. 

crustaceal (krus-ta’shial), a. Same as crusta- 
ocean, 

(krus-tii’s$-oid), a. [crustaceous + 
-oid.) eS ernstacean., Dana. 

ip (krust’krép), n. 
erust-fold (krust’féld), ». 
the earth's crust, 

“The great Rocky Mountain-Andes fold, . . . the bong: 
est aad most continuods fe oa ne ary — 

crust-fracture glint gaa nm An ex- 
tended fracture in the earth's crust, 

probably be regarded as true of ide 
upheaved by a ——— movement ated —— —— 

old erust-forms aud crust-fractures, 
clally such as allow intrusion and outlet of vol- 
canic nmatertal, are determining factors in Ue distribution 
of the subsequent deposita, 

Geog, Jour, (RG, 8), XVI 400, 

(krus’ti-fi-ka’shon), n. The 
forming of acrust or coating or band, by 
chemieca! precipitation, in a cavity from min- 
eral-bearing waters. 
* a eral rule, however, crustification ls a charnc- gen 

teristic feature of cavity-flling. 
# Posepny, Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. Engin, 1808, p. 207. 

crust-movement (krust’miv’ment), ». An 
extensive movement of the earth's crust. 

There are two primary and permanent kinds of eruat- 
movements, namely, fe thoae which give rise to those 
greatest Inexjaalities cl Earth's surface — oceanic basins 
and coutinental surfaces; and (%) those which by interior 
contraction determine mountains of folded structure. 

Geog. Jour. (R. G. 5), LX. Gea. 

crust-strain (krust’strin), ». A strain in the 
earth’s crust. Geog. Jour. (R, G.S.), XVI. 457. 

crust-streas (krust’stres), x. Local strains and 
pressure within the rocks of the earth's crust. 

During the cal perioda when the taalt-vent con. 
Unwed intermittently active, the form of the sill-complex 
was capable of being re-moulded periodically in harmony 
with the localised cricst-streeses, 

Nature, Sept. 3, 190, p. 414. 

crust-torsion (krust’tér’shon), ». A twisting 
stress in the earth’s erust. 

Crust-tormon has already been ized as a mode of 
cristalefurmation assoctate! with superpesition of 
diferent movements upon ove another, elther simultane. 
aay or — l 1883.1 —2—— 
the Held geology of neberg, that phenomena of * 
twreon were induecd by any combination of crust-prea- 
sures, not only by crom-morements crossing rectangularly, 
but alao by croms-movemetits at any oblique angle. 

M. M. 0. Gordon, in Geog. Jour, (BR. G. &), XVL 457, 

crutch!, n. 3. m The angle at the meeting of the flukes 
forming the tail a whale; the flake-neteh, (f) In 
leather-manuf., a contrivance which fite ander the arm 
likea crutch : teed in hand-staking.—Crutch paralysis. 
Bee ® ria, 

crutch!, vr. t=. 3. In leather-manuf., to work 
with acruteh, Flemming, Practical Tanning, 

See *creep. 
In geol., a fold in 

p. Al, 
crutcher (kruch’ér), », In soap-making, a 
vessel in which the ingredients of soap are 
mixed and thoroughly stirred together: so 
ealled from the wooden paddle sometimes used 
to mix soap. See crutch, 3 (¢). 
crutch-hole (kruch’ bél), mn. Newt., a hole de- 
signed to receive the stanchion on which a 
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boom or other rests, to prevent it from 
slipping; also, a hole on the quarter-rail of a 
boat for the use of a steering-oar. 

eruzada (kri-thii’dii), ». [Sp.: see erusado?, 
A gold coin of Castile of the time of Pedro I, 
(1850-68) : it weighed 92,4, grains, 

cry, *.— cry, a load cry which a 
the res 5 in an — 

cries — —— LB ig ng scream 
w by a suffering from meningitis —Night 
cry, a sudden shrill scream uttered by a child in ita sleep; 
often a sign of beginning joint-disease. 

cryxsthesia (kri-es-thé’si &),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
«pioc, cold, + aictyoy, perception.) Sensitive- 
ness to cold. 

(kri-al-jé’si-i), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xpioc, cold, + diynerr, sense of pain.} Pain 
caused by cold. 
cry-baby (kri’bi’bi), n. One who, like a baby, 
is prone to tears. [A derisive term among 
children.) me nt) a 

jhyte (kri’m6-fit),n. (Gr. npusde, iey eo! 
eurév, plant.) In phytogeog., a plant eed 

to life under low tem ven the —* 
pou 3 er-a-pii’tiks), ». 

xpoudr, ley cold, + teparevrendc, of medi- 

the treatment of disease. 
*- crymothera (kri- mé - ther‘ a- i),m. (Gr. 

« —— iey cold, + Hpereia, medical treatment. ] 
e as Merymotherapentice. 

Cryogen blue, See *diue. 
pr gee kri--jen’ik),a. [Gr. solos, cold, + 
yer, - ucing.} Producing col ;especially, 
noting an apparatus or a laboratory for experi- 
menting at the extreme low temperatures 
which may be produced by the evaporation of 
liquefied ethylene, air, oxygen, or hydrogen. 
The physical labora of the University of Le 5 

the hs mec — and the Astron prvi mm 
dota, Rep, Carnegie Inat., 1008, p. 156 

cryoh te (kri-d-hi’drat), m, [Gr. xpiog, 
eold,+ ivup (idp-), water, + -ate!.] A definite 
mixture of ice and any crystallized salt ob- 
tained by freezing a saturated aqueous solu- 
tion of the salt. 
Cryohydrates were supposed by Guthrie, to whom the 

name is due, to be chemical compounds, but they are pow 
regarded as mixtures the constancy of proportion of which 
is due to the uniform conditions of temperature, ete,, un 
der which they are produced... . A erwohydrate ts the 
lowest treezing-mixture of two substances. 

A. C. Jones, Physical Chem., p. 222. 

eryohydric (kri-}-hi‘drik), a [eryohydr-ate + 
maf Producing, produced by, or connected 
with a cryohydrate. 

If the solution satarated with two lodides be cooled to 
the freezing-point, ice wall separate. ive are 
then preeent, ive, the two todides, solution and vapor, and 
1 system ae —* —— varlant. * system at: — int. 
only al e mperature, an e COM) on 

of the enlution is fixed. 
Amer, Chem, Jour, March, 1900, p, 206. 

OxyobyGrio tem ature, the temperature at which a 
eryohy helene 

eryolithionite (kri-d-lith’i-$-nit), x. (Gr. 
jog, cold, + NL, lithium + = + ~ite?, t A 

fluoride of aluminium, sodium, and lithium 
(LigNagAloF).) occurring in colorless dodeca- 
hedrons at the cryolite locality in Greenland. 

cryometer (kri-om’e-tér), mn. IGr. xpioc, cold, 
wétpov, measure.) A thermometer for the 

measurement of low temperatures Near be- 
low the freezing-point of mercury) and there- 
fore containing alcohol or a similar liquid of 
low freezing-point. 

eryophoric (kri-6-for’ik), a. [eryophor-us+-ie,] 
f or pertaining to the eryophorus, or to any 

instrument or method for freezing a liquid by 
its own evaporation. 

(kri-6-plangk’ton), nm. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. xploc, cold, ice, + lankton.} The 
‘plankton,’ particularly the algic flora, which 
is found in the snow and ice of polar and al- 
pine regions. 
—— (kri-d-skop’ik), a. [eryoscop-y + 
-c.] Of or pertaining to the phenomena of 
freezing, specifically to those methods of de- 
termining molecular weights, degrees of disso- 
ciation, and other properties of substances 
which depend upon measurements of the freez- 
ing-point, 

Raoult indicated the possibility of employing the low- 
ering of the vapor. re of a solution in determining 
the molecular weight of a dissolved substance. In his 

ad to give prefaces tr tha erpeempdr sind eualiaseape me to J ct as) 

methods. * Amer. Chew Jour. April, 1%), p. 342. 

cryoscony (kri-os"kd-pi), n.  [Gr. xpior, cold, 
~cxomia, ¢ exdreiv, view.) That department 

of physical chemistry which treats of the freez- 

cryptoclite 
ing or solidification of liquids and solutions: 
specifically, the determination of molecular 
weights of dissolved substances by the lower- 
ing of the freezing-point of their solutions in 
suitable solvents. 

Taking i account all the difficul and disturbing 
factors in — 53— of this find: the authors oonclade 
that thetr resalte tend to increase confidence in the meth- 
ods of exact eryorcopy. Nature, Jan. 15, 1904, p. 263, 

cryostase (kri‘’6-stais), ». [Gr. xpivc, cold, + 
eraore, standing.) A mixture of equal parts of 
phenol, saponin, and camphor, with a little 
turpentine, It is liquid when cold, but solid- 
ifies on warming. 

(kri-fé’us), m. [NL., ¢ Gr. npvdeior, 
concealed, ¢ xpirray, conceal.) A genus of 
Devonian trilobites, of the family Phacop- 
ida, having broad and long genal spines and 
a fringe of flat spines on the pygidium. 

n, 2. A term used in the discussions 
of the seventeenth century todesignate Christ's 
possession of divine omnipotence and divine 
omniscience, with conscious restraint in the 
use of them. 

nh "s crypts, minute depressions mn 
bit Rese of the urethra ; also, pits in the rectal 
Mucols membrane. 

Oryptaulax (krip-tA‘laks), ». (Gr. xpurric, 
concealed, + aviaf, a furrow, groove.) Agenus 
of —V— mollusks, of the family Ceri 
* an. They have furreted Lng with spiral ride on the 
* scarcely perce t 
The — unre in ——— — —— ——— 

ghey: a. 2. In biol., serving to conceal or 
fitted for concealing an organism. 

The most t Cryptic porseased by th: 
animals in w hthe it ‘viduals oan change their ph ire 
inte any Unt which would be appropriate to a tormual 
envirooment, Eneye. Brit, AXVIL tai. 

tis (krip-ti’tis),n. [NL., ¢ erypta, crypt, 
+ -itis.]) Bame as folliculitis, 

alvinism (krip-té-kal’vin-izm), ». 1. 
Concealed Calvinism: an opprobrious term 
used, during the controversy concerning the 
doctrine of the Lord's Supper (1552-74), to 
designate the teaching of Melanchthon, who 
favored the Calvinistie view of the spiritual 
presence of Christ, as — to the Lutheran 
view.— 2, Applied, in 1581, to the doctrine of 
unconditional election (semi-Calvinistic) held 
by Missouri Lutherans. 

tholic (krip-t6-kath’o-lik), a. and m. 
I, a. Of or pertaining to Crypto- ‘athoticism. 

IZ, x, One initiated into a a pen system 
of hidden or esoteric (Roman) Catholicism. 

tholicism(krip’t6-ka-thol’i-sizm),v. 
A supposed system of hidden or esoteric 
(Roman) Catholicism known only to the ini- 
tinted. 

Orgrtecephals (krip-to-sef’a-li), m. pl. (NL. 
< Gr. apurrdc, hidden. + esol ead.) A ee 
of Annelida, of the order Polychwta. They have 
the prestomium more or less hidden by the peristomlam, 

fh ; the tentach bat the 
palpe greatly developed and subdivided, forming the 
crown of gills ; the body disttnguiahabte into the thorax and 

en, characterized by the form and arra t of 
the seta and by certain internal differences. je gTOUp 
includes the Satelfide, Kriegraphulw, Arephicorinida, 

wien, and Hermetlida, Contrasted with Phanero- 

te (krip-tos’e-rit), a. anda. I, a. 
Pertaining to or resembling the Cryplocerata, 

II, ». A member of the Cryptocerata, 
tochelate (krip-to-ké'lat), a. (Gr, Kpurrog 

hidden, + 4744, claw (see chela), + -ale). 
Having the ehelm hidden or so minute as to 
escape notice without close observation, as 
certain crustaceans, 

ism (krip-tok’ré-izm), ». [Gr. 
sputréc, hidden, + yoda, color, + -ivm.] A 
difference in properties of X-rays and other 
obscure rays, due to difference in wave-length 
and analogous to the color-dlifference in light- 
rays. 

cryptoclastic (krip-té-klas‘tik),@. [Gr. xpuzréc, 
hidden, + «Aaeréc, broken.) In petrog., com- 
posed of fragments too small to be seen by 
the —— —* Anh (a 

(krip’té-klit), =. tT. Kpurréc, 
h Rien, + onuree, verbal adj. of «Aiverw, in- 
¢line.) In gram., a noun whose originally 
normal inflections have been disguised b 
phonetic changes, as by hidden umlaut, quasi- 
gemination of semi-vowels, contraction, ete., 
so that the — forme are irregular. An 
example is, in Anglo-Saxon, nominative man, 
dative men, plural men, whence English man, 
plural men. March, Anglo-Saxon Gram., p. 52. 



cryptococcus 

eryptococcns (krip-té-kok’us),m. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
qpurroc, hidden, + xéxnoc, berry (eoceus).] 
Same as Seccharomyces.— 
genicus, a microbe jeved by 
cause of yellow fever, 

Oryptocrinus (krip-tok’ri-nus), ». [NL., ¢ Gr, 
xputréc, hidden, — a lily (see erinoid). 
A genus of Silurian eystideans in which the 
calyx ia composed of three rings of perforate 
plates, the mouth is central, the arms are ec- 
centric, and the stem is short. 

ceypeocyas (krip’to-sist), m. fr xpurroc, 
hidden, + xierec, bladder, bag.) In certain 
polyzoans, a portion of the body cavity sep- 
arated from the remainder by @ ecaleareous 
lamina. [Not used.] 

In the Mi ani 5 i and 
haps in toany of the Lopratatd Chellosanata the fs 

Crenuptocyea,” Saliien) which grows, tro Ue prvvtimal ’ oa 
{ ) Racy. Brit, R20, side, 

Oryptoayaten (krip-t6-sis’ téz), a. pl. [NL 
pl. of tocyatis, Cae pure fidden, + 
xbores, bladder } A group of Af idia hav- 
ing minute — spores, with one polar 
capsule and more t two spores formed in 
each pansporoblast. They are cell-parasites. 

Gryptodira —— — ) i. (G ‘be, *rit), n. pl. Tr, xperrdc, 
o, + a nek A division or sub- 

order of Chelonia containing those species in 
which the neck can be bent in a vertical plane 
and is 733 capable of being wit wn 
within the y: contrasted with Plewrodira. 

(krip-té-li‘ran), a. and n. I, a. 
ng to or charaeteristic of the Crypfodira. 

II, ». A member of the Cryptodira, 
cry: (krip’t-dir), ». e of the Cryp- 

erypto-denble (krip’t6-dub/1),n, A double 
of which the components are too close to 

be resolved by the —— but the duplicity 
of which is indicated by the fact that its spec- 
trum is com of two spectra of different 
classes overlying each other. Alpha Equulei 
is atypical case. This star and several others 
have been shown to be spectroscopic binaries, 

Indeed, several of Miss Matry's crypto-dowbles, o Leonin, 
o Andromedm, and a Equul the number, have 
been cally resolved by ‘emmor Carapbell 
into unlike pairs. 

A. M. Clerke, Problema in Astrophysica, p. 266. 

~dril’i-d8), n. 
< Cryptodrilus (eee der) + de.) 

xantho- 
of Brazil to be the 

to 24, usually complete anteri- 
pairs anteriorly, male 

[ores om sorments 17 of 18, nephridia palred or diffuse. 
embers of this family occur in nearly all parta of the 

— —— Soa dae Tt ine! Mier 
drilus, and other genera, 

Oryptogamic botany. See *hotany. 
cryptogenetic (krip’ té-jé-net‘’ik), a. (Gr, 

dc, bidden, + yévecrw, origin : see genetic.) 
ving ro evident cause ; of unknown origin; 

specifically, noting a disease of unknown 
origin, Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 585. 

enic (krip-té-jen’ik), a. [Gr. xperrde, 
hidden, + -yevjr, -producing.) Same as *eryp- 
togenetic, 

us (krip-toj’e-nus), a, Same as 
*er netic, 

eryptogramic (krip-t-gram‘ik), a, Pertaining 
to or of the nature of a eryptogram 

(krip-té-gram‘ii), a. [NL. 
(Robert Brown, 1833), < Gr. xaperréc, hidden, + 
ypaun®, a line.) A small genus of boreal 
polypodiaceous ferns, the rock-brakes, distin- 

tished from Pella mainly by their dimorphic 
nds. Two species, C. Stelleri and C, aerostichoides, 

occur Im the northern United States and Canada, The 
latter and a closely allied Earopean species, C. ertejea, 
are known as parsley fern. 

ammatic (krip*té-gra-mat‘ik), a. Of, 
pertaining to, or of the nature of a crypt m. 

grammatical (krip’to-gra-mat‘i-kal), a. 
me as el et eg tiat) 

(krip-té - gram‘ a-tist), mn. 
One —* is skilled in eryptograms and their 
decipherment. 

aphic,«. 3. In petrog., noting a fabric 
formed by the graphie intergrowth of two 
minerals, but so minute as not to be seen by 
the unaided eye. 

‘ra-fist), n. One who — 5. 
cryptoheresy (krip-to-her‘’e-si), a. Concealed 
mavesy | Sie on heresy. , 

Orypto-Jesuitiem (krip - tõ -} 
J suised Jesuitism. . = 
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tic (krip-to-her’e-tik), n. A seeret 
heretic; one who seeretly holds heretical views. 

to-Jesuit (krip-té-jez’Q-it), a, A secret 
Jesuit; one who has, or is appeoed to have, 
secret affiliation with the Socie y of Jesus. 

ii-it-izm), n. 

n. See *kryptol. 
eryptolin (krip’ + pool n.  [eryptol + -in3,) 
An organic liquid sometimes found in cavities 
of topaz, chrysoberyl, or quartz. It hardens 
to a resinous body when exposed to the air. 

1839), ¢ — ti ida —8 3* —_ , tT, xurréc, hidden, + pépoc, a part. 
The plant is so named because the coeds ane 
well covered by the scales,) A genus of eonifer- 
ous plants of the family Pinacew and tribe Tazoi- 

Cryptemeria Japonica. 

@, a branch with both male (left) and female (right) flowers: A, 
male spéke ; ¢ and @, stamens showing anthers: ¢, & scale seem from 
the beck; /.4 scale seen from the aide; y, a seed, (Drees from 
Engler Prantl's “P'flanzestamilion,”) 

dex, technically distinguished from Tarodium 
by the manifest toothed inner scales of the 

+ There is only speci ponted, 
Saya codar, as i. a native af OE = —5— 
Chi See eugi and Japan * 

krip-tom’e-rus), a. ([Gr, 
xpurréc, hidden, + pépec, a part. * 

NL. 
< Gr, sapere hidden, + pvijare, —— In 
psychol., subconscious memory ; memory exer- 

h 
hairs or 

See eryp- 

dz (erip-té-niei-dé), vn. pl. [NL 
< Cryptoniacus + ida.) family of a 
crustaceans parasitic on cirripeds, typified by 
the genus Cryptoniacus. 

(krip-td-nis’ kus), [NL., ¢ 
Gr. xpunréc, hidden, + dvicnoc, a wood-louse : 
see Onisens.] The typical genus of the family 
€ ot dere jer C. planarioides is & parasite on 
Peltogaster purpureus, which in turn is para- 
sitic on a pagurid crustacean, J’, Muller, 1864. 

cryptonymons Nag relay a a. [As cryp- 
fonym ee aving the real name con- 
cealed; pseudonymous: as, a cryptonymous 
— — — 
Itopgamere ip*té-pa-ram’e-ril), m, pl. 
iS . © Gr. apurrér, hidden, + NL. Pater | 

© of two grades (the other being Param- 
era) of zoantharian Anthozoa, in which the 
primary bilateral symmetry is obscured by the 
radial development of the second and succeed- 
ing series of mesenteries, It includes the or- 
der Actiniidea, * 
cryptoperthite ( -t6-pér’thit), am. r. 
r, hidden, + Er perihnter] A name nn 
to certain feldspars whose composition and 
optical characters make it probable that they 

+ viva, thread.) 
threads formed in a cryptostoma. 
tostoma, 

crystal 
have the structure of perthite, although the 
supposed interlamination of albite and ortho- 
eluse is too fine to be discernible even with the 
microscope, 

cryptophagid (krip-tof‘a-jid), », anda. I. 
». A member of the Cryptephagidx, 

II, a. Pertaining to or resembling the cole- 
famil ha . 

—5* c ——66 [Gr. npurrdc, 
hidden, + -pavnr, ¢ paiveofa, appear.) Appenr- 
ing only obscurely; scarcely appearing: not- 
ing an amorphous acid, C)gH;g0,9Ng, which 
in small amounts is said to oceur in human 
urine. 

cryptophthalmis (krip-tof-thal‘mi-ji), n. (NL. 
¢Gr, xperréc, hidden, + agtiaz ude, eye. Congeni- 
tal closure of the eye through union of the eye- 
lids, the eyeball itself being usually also [m- 
perfect] ig “ a 
cryptophiyte *t-fit), m. Tr. Kpwrrde 
hidden, + gurdv, Pan) Same : : 
Rare.] 

as cryptogam, 

plackis —— -plas 1-38), nm. pl. 
” ar, & nus , Kpurréc, 

Paden, ribet 3 5 : maox-), anything flat), + 
-idx.) A family o —— — Mollusca 
or chitons with 1 valves. 

cryptoscope (krip’ to-ekop) n. [Gr. xperrdg, 
den, + cxoreiv, view.) fluorescent sereen, 

with a hood, for the observation of bodies un- 
der the action of X-rays; a *fluoroscope 
(which see, with cut), 

cryptoscopic (krip-to-skop’ik), a. Of or 
taining to the use of the fluorescent plc saat 

—— vin toa’kd-pi), a. (G cryprosco n. r. & 5 
hidden, - ah — posit ni view.) e art 
or process of examining, by means of a fluo- 
rescent screen, bodies which are subjected to 
the X-rays. 

d (krip-té-stem‘id), m.anda. I, 
n, A member of the Cryptostemmide. 

a, Of or belonging to the family Cryp- 
tos 

Oryptostomsta Seeig 0-8" we- Hh), n, pl. 
(Gr. ele hidden, + eréue({r-), mouth.}] A 
suborder of the Bryozoa, e —— b 
having the apertures of the zomcia cumtealcd, 

vit rt ny fivided aia ages ake which may and is 
surrounded by vesicular J watt tissue. Mar- 
supia and avicularia are absent. The group 
is essentially of Paleozoic age. 

crgptontematons (krip-té-stom’a-tus), a, 
a xpuxrés, hidden, + oréua(r-}, mouth.] 
aving the mouth-opening concealed. 

krip-t6-267ik), @. (Gr. xpumr 
one AY lite. ‘’ 1. — — 
in zodl., applied to those animals which habit- 
ually seek concealment and pass the greater 
part of their lives beneath logs, stones, ete. 

{the Opes on the ™ Bene 

——— oem nt ec Dial en 

Woodlice. Parker and Ware, —e— OL. 

2. Having the organic evidences concealed: 
meres, applied to limestones whose organie 
origin cannot be recognized by the unaided 
eye, as lithographic limestone. Renevier, 1882. 

Oryptozonia ———— n, pl. (NL. < 
Gr. spunréc, hidden, + Covg, girdle.) An order 
of extinct starfishes with the marginal plates 
inconspicuous, the entire surface paplilate, 
and the ambulacral plates crowded and narrow, 

exyrioazgons, a. 2, In craniom,, having a 
8 —— ste index of more than 100. 

An abbreviation (a) of crystal; (b) of 
crystallography. 

n. 6, An English trade-name for a 
fine quality of white sugar.— Asthma 
Same as Charcot's cryetals.— 
tals found —— secretion : 

—— cry: 
Doseibly the same as 

Chareot's ery _ Leyden crystals. Saupe as 
Charcet’s ‘ade (ander crystal). Coffin-lid 
orystals of triple phosphate found soametines in the urine, 
Corroded 5*8 in petrog,, crystals that have been 
partly resorbed or dissolved by the molten magma before ite 

ial solidificntion.— Demerara a commercial 
mane of a kind of # , OMginally and chiefly brought from 
Demerara, obtained by direct boiling down of cane-julce, 

ferably in vacuum and careful washing of tin cen- 
Pitugsle- Dumb vrata, — ef calciuna 
oxalate sometimes fou is the urine. — Equatorial 
crystal. equatorial. Hedgehog cry: lobe 

js of sodium arate having numerous sharp ular 
acienlar projections.— Hopper oryetal, a crystal having 
the form of « hollow inverted pyramid, or one having 
cavernous faces of this shape. Such —— are uaual 
the result of rapid and imperfect crystallimtion, aa wi 
rock-ealt formed from an evaporating brine,— Lead- 



crystal 
chamber crystals, colorless crystals which form in the 
leaden chambers in which sulphuric acid fe made upon a 
great acale, and which can also be prepared by laborate 

They conatet of ni bsulphuric acid or nitro 
sulphonic acid (305.HO.NOg) Ifitoomes in contact with 
water the sabstance ja decor acing sulphuric 
acid and ni trioxid or the products of its io 
tlon, the dic: and tetroxid of nitrogen. —Le 

Charcot-Leyden crystals: so named on ac- 
count of their —— assoclation tI pe med 
euceeytes. — crystal, a crystal! substance 
in which some of the properties belonging to the 
solid are lost, not when the substance is 
fused, but at some higher — For instance, 
p-aroxynnisod fuses at 164° C. The liqtid shows strong 
double refraction, *3 that i — — 
regular arran nt Hike that in a solid crystal ; bu 8 
mobile and — acapillary tube, so Chat it is indubi- 
tably a —5* 5* ¥ ‘ caddenly becomes In all re- 
epects like an wary liquid.—Platner’s crystals, 
crystals of the aalts of the bile acids. — Protein — 
See *protcin.— Skeleton a crystal whose 
are developed while the interior fe more or leas hotlow, 

of wheuto eryesale it exept, cabot} a paral peaition. tmainute crystals (for example, eu’ " position, 
The form is common with certain of the native teetals, aa 
gold, silver, and coppet.— ane a 
crystalline product which is obtained from b! rool ng 
matter by evaporntion with salt and glacial acetic ac 

t medicolegal test is based upon the forma- 
tion of these crystals, Chemically are hemin crys 
tals of the composition CyqgHga' aiaFeClL— Virchow's 

js Of becna .~ Whetstone 
crystals of xanthin sometimes foand ia urine, 

Crystal-gazing is of world-wide 

rocesses ; but they are more probably, at least in most 
tances, ordir illusions, comstraucted by assocta- 

ton gs the bao ine —— a) 

Fron lights of the crystal. 7 

Poat-hypnotic suggestion, , automatic 
— * —— ** the wil len ¢, etc., are now, 
thanks to him (Myers|, instruments 
W. James, in Proc, Soc, Psychical Research, May, 1901, p.17. 

Orystallic attraction. See *attraction. 
on toon a, IL erystal- 

lum, erystal, + forma, form.) Of crystalline 
form: as, a crystalliform body, 

giana, ete. See *glaze, ete. 

crystallinity, ». 2, In petrog., the de 
——— ina rock * compared with the 
state of glassiness, whether completely or 
partly crystallized. 

acpataliitic (kris-ta-lit’ik), @. [erystallite + 
-ic.) In petreg., of or belonging to erystallite: 
used to describe the texture of glassy rocks 
filled with crystallites. 

cry tion, .—Practional crystallization, a 

JJ 
the fact that one shows a tendency to crystallize out 
from a solution before the other or others Thus salta 
supposed to contain a single metal, didymium, by ve 
Fay | repeated ne (in each of which the “4 

rat w a from those se atiog 
later) were shown to be Jol dh ot salts of twe 
different metals, neodymium and praseodymium, 

(kris‘ta-lizd), p. a, pect, AB. 
sumed the form of erystals: as, crystallized 
saltpeter or crystallized alum. 

r,. 2, In petrog., an agent, such 
as gas, in molten rock- as, which by in- 
creasing the mobility of the liquid promotes 
the development of crystals without entering 
into their composition, Sometimes called a 
mineralizing agent. 

oceramic (kris‘ta-l6-se-ram"ik), a. Of 
or pertaining to the inerustation of glass on 
clay. 

ochore (kris‘ta-16-kér), ». (Gr. 
xpbaraddoc, clear ice, + yupelv, sprend abroad. 
In phy a plant distributed by means o! 
glaciers. J. £, Clements, 

sis (kris *ta-16-jon’ e-sis), n, 
o as crystallogeny, 

cryetallogenetic (kris tq-1-J8-net ’ ik), a. 
me as crystallogenic, 

eqrauulas (kris*ta-lé-gran‘i-lar), a. 11 
ving the condition of a granular powder 
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consisting of minute crystals, as sal ammoniac 
granulated by rapid and disturbed erystalliza- 
tion. 

crystalloiditis (kris‘ta-loi-dii’tis), ». [NL., ¢ 
— crystalloid, + -itis.) Same as 

cri tie, 
czystall lometeio re A Sarai a, Ofor 

to eryat. etry.— Uertag I sneer gee 3 a Ure eo 
any palr of the several planes of symmetry in a crystal 

erystal-seer (kris‘tal-sér), ». A erystal-gazer; 
specifically, one who pretends by this means 
to see events at a distance, to reveal secrets, 
ete. 

crystal-symmetry (kris*tal-sim‘e-tri}, ». See 
sym le 

cryetal- on (kris‘tal-vizh’on), ». The 
illusory visual perception aroused by erys- 
tal-gazing. See *erystal-gasing. 

cryatie (kris‘tik), @, [Also krystic; (Gr. xpior- 
({aA2oc), ice (see crystal), +-ie.] Of or relating 
to lee; especially noting that branch of geol- 
ony which is concerned with the study of 

aciers, etc, 

Redemptoris (Congregation of the 
— Redemptorist. 

C. 8. T. 
Time (see time). 

ct. An abbreviation (d) of centum; (¢) of con- 
trast. 

An abbreviation of Certificated Teacher, 
C.T. A, V. An abbreviation of Catholic Total 
Abstinence Union. 

eteinophyte (ti’nd6-fit), m. [Irreg. ¢ Gr. xreiver, 
kill, + gurdéy, plant.) A parasitic fungus which 
exerts a chemical (and destructive) action 
only upon its host. Wakker. 
Ctenacanthus (ten-a-kan‘thus), .; pl. ctena- 
canthi —8 INLGr. «reic (xrev-), a comb, 
+ dxavdc,a spine.} A name given by Agassiz 
to spines of fossil selachians not otherwise 
known, but of frequent occurrence in Carbo- 
niferous rocks. 

Otenolates (ten $ 18'tés), un, [NL., ¢ Gr. arei¢ 
(xtev-), a comb, + (1)-lates for -latus ¢ L. latus, 
broad i A genus of serranoid fishes found in 
the rivers of southeastern Australia. 
ctenolium (ten-6’li-um), ».; pl. etenolia (-i), 
([NL., ¢ Gr. arcic (xtev-), & comb, + term, 
-olium.] Acomb-like arrangement on the mar- 
gins of the byssal sinus in some of the Pele- 
eypoda (pectens) in which the threads of the 
byssus rest, 

(ten-$-pla‘ni), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
rreig (xTev-), a comb, + L. planus, plane.) A 

Ctenagiana Kewalersais, Korotnetl (after Wiley), 

¢, ¢, tentacles: to4. tentacle sheaths: «fr. suletranswerse costar; 
crs, web sagittal cost; af, “sbomach ™(* stomodseum); J. 2. 3. 4 
the four princhpal lobes of the lefuacdibalum; af, sensory tewtactes 
representing the polur felds; gy, piguient spots. (Frum Lankes- 
ters * Zodlogy.") 

cubic 

etenophoran of much flattened shape, with 
eight very short ribs, and the characteristic 
eombs which can be withdrawn into or evagi- 
nated from pouch-like cavities in the y- 
wall, It haea pair of solid, muscular, pinnate tentacles 
Tetractile into sheaths. It swims by means of ite combs, 
or crawls on the bottom on ite ventral surface, or attaches 
itself, ventral aide Uppertiest, to the surface film of water. 

(ten’6-stém),a.ands. I, a. Re- 
lating to or characteristic of the Clenovto- 
mata. 

IL. a. One of the Ctenostomata, 
logy (te-tol’d-ji), m. (Gr. aryrdc, aequired, 

+ ** < atyeev, suy.] The seience of ac- 
quire characters: a term ade by Cope. 

ctl <A contraction of cental. 
cu, An abbreviation (@) of cubic; (6) of 
cunulns, 
cuabilla (kwii-bél’y4),». [Cuban Sp., dim. of 
cuaha, an aboriginal name of the tree.) The 
torch-wood of Florida and the Weat Indies, 
Amyris elemifera and A, marifima, See torch- 
wood. 
cuajilote (kwii-hé-l6’ta), =, [Mex. Sp., also 
— < Nahuatl quauheilotl, <¢ quauhiti, 

, + zilotl, an ear of green maize.) A tree 
of Mexico and Central America, Parmentiera 
edulis, with greenish-yellow flowers followed 
by fruit resembling cucumbers or pods of the 
okra (Abelmoschus esculentns), This is crisp and 
pleasant to the taste. It is enten either raw or cooked, 
or is prepared fv the form of pickles, 

cuajiote (kwii-hé-d’ta),». [Mex. Sp., < Nahuatl 
ith, « — tree, + xsiotl, skin- 

eruption.) 1. ‘The Mexican stinkwood, Psew- 
dosmodingium iciosum, & foul-emelling, 

isonous shrub or small tree of the sumac 
‘amily, exuding a fetid gum which is used as 
an antidote for scorpions’ stings. Also called 

iote blanco, to distinguish it from the two 
following.—2, Aname applied to several spe- 
cies of Terebinthus growing in Mexico, espe- 
cially to T. te ides (Bursera fagaroides of 
Engler), called cuajiote verde, and to T. lanci- 
folia (Bursera lancifolia of Engler), called cna- 
jiote chino, both of which yield a gum-resin 
called *gum-archipin, used as an antidote for 
scorpions’ stings, and baving emetic and pur- 
gative —— * These gums are also used for 
mending broken porcelain and glass. 
cuantecomate (kwin-td-ké-mié'ta), m. [Mex. 
Sp., < Aztee guatecomatl, head-calabash, ¢ 
quaitl, head, + teconiatl, calabash.] A Mexican 
name for the *cross-leaf. 

Said to be Amer. Sp.; 

Ouba bast, b See *hast, *black, n. 
Ouban blind-fish, See *blind-fish. 

x 2, To measure the cubie capacity 
of a hollow object, like that of a skull. 
Among the 73 male and 42 female crania that were 

erebed (with shot, according to Turners method). ‘the 
maximum capacity in the male skulls was 1,455 c.c., the 

imum was 1,290 cc, and the mean was 1.478 c.c.” 
tence, Oct. JO, 1G, p, 56K 

cube, n.— Pour-faced cube, a tetrabexahedron. 
Cubeb cam . See *eany, m 
cabobene ( chy Sat: = we © Fao * 
sesquiterpene, C . obtained by the dehy- 
dration of cubeb camphor, It boils at 255 
260° C. The name was formerly applied, also, 
to cadinene, the principal constituent of 
eubeb oil. 
eubera (ki-bia‘rii), n. [Sp., ¢ ewba,< L, eupa, a 
tub; see 31 A fish, Lutianus cyanopterus, 
of the family Lutianid#, known from the West 
Indies to Brazil. 

cubic. I. @.—Cubic space curve, a non-plane or 
twisted cable curve, or curve of double curvature, which 
may be regarded an the jal intersection of two ruled 
quadric surfacea which have a common element or gen- 
erator, 

— uh anti IL er eT (ie equation 

ge ft, Ga 

The discrimination of the conicotd can be made through 
the discriminating enbie, 

W. H. Echols, Calculus, p. 961. 

Polar cubic, of a point 0, its first polar with respect toa 
quartic.— Ruled cubic, a cubic r surface. 



cubic 
For a riuded eulie the double line d may be either (i) a 

double directrix, or (if) a generator anda single directrix, 
uiderstanding by adirectrizof a ruled surface a line which 
tmeets every peneratar, 

C. M, Jessop, Treatlae on the Line Complex, p. 74 

cubicephalic (kii’bi-se-fal’ik), a. [L. cubus, 
cube, + Gr. ac head, + -ic.] In craniom. 
having a brachycephalic form with flatten 
occiput. Aitken Meigs. 

cubicossic (ki-bi-kos’ik), a. [L. cubus, cube, 
+ NL. cossiews, cossie: see cossic.]) Of or 
pertaining to eubic equations. 
cubilose (kii'bi-lés), n. IL. cubile, a couch, + 
-ose.} The mucilaginous material which forms 
the essential basis of edible birds’-nests, 

cubital, I. @.—Cubdital fossa, Same as coronoid 
Joven (which ‘3 ease ~—— ie. the low 

. 4. 8, Same as hypocoracoid, the lower 
of the two bones attached to the clavicle and 
supporting the actinosts in fishes. 
exitlale (kii-bi-ti‘lé), w.; pl. ewbitalia (-li-f). 
[NL.: see enbifal.] Same as cunciform bone 
(which see, under cuneiform, a). 

cubitalis (ka-bi-ta‘lis), ». [NL.] One of the 
ulnur muscles of the forearm.—Oubitalis an- 
tertor or internus. Same as feror carpi ulnerte,—Cu- 
Ditalis gracilis. Same aa palmaris longue. Cu) 
posterior orexternus. Same ns exfensor carpi whearis 
~ Cubitalis Riolant, Same as anconeus, om 

cubit-arm (ku’bit-iirm), ». In Aer., an arm 
cou at the elbow. 
cubito-radial (ki‘bi-té-ri‘di-al), a. IL ew- 
bitus, elbow, + radius, spoke (radius).}) Re- 
lating to both the radius and the ulna. 

cubi n. 2, In ornith., the forearm; more 
rticularly the ulna, or outer bone of the 

orearm.— and cubitus, the actinosta, the 
bones at the base of the pectoral fin-rays of Gshes: not 
homologous with the radius of Owen, nor with the radial 
or the cubital of Cuvier. 

* — n, le eiopl whose #1x [aces 

are rectangles.—3, In anthrop., a cranium, 
short, hi and wide, of somewhat angular 
form. G. Sergi, The Varieties of the Human 
Species, p. 39, 

Cuboides . See *bedl, 
cub-shark (kub’shirk), ». A shark, Carcha- 
rhinus lamia, found in tropical parts of the 
Atlantic, and abundant in the Caribbean Sea 
and the Mediterranean. 

[Venezuelan.] Same eucharo (ké-ehii’rd), m. 
as *paraguatan. 

Hum the hone: Indicator —— 
cuckoo-clock (kuk B-Kklok). n. A clock in 
which a mechanical cuckoo announces the 
hours: originally made in the Black Forest or 
— and and known as Black Forest 
el 

cuckoo-fish, ». 3. A gurnard, Trigla cuculus, 
found in European seas. 

‘00- , ¥.— White or wild cuckoo-flower, 
the white campion, Lychnis alba, 

(kak’ 6-ras), ». A common 
name of Labrus cariegatus, a fish of the family 
Labrida. 

o io, n. See *cueuyo. 
lla (kii-ki-lel’#), mn. [NL., dim. of L. 

cucullus, 8 hood: see cowll.] A genus of Pa- 
leozoic taxodont I’elecypeda of the family 
Ctenodontid#, having teeth in a continuous 
arched series and elongate shells bearing a 
buttress behind the anterior adductor. 

cucullus, ». 3. In bot. an organ folded in the 
form of a hood or cowl, as the upper sepal of 
Aconitum, 

(ka-kd-ma’ri-i), a. [ IL. cucu- 
mis (cucnmer-), cucumber, + -aria.} The typical 

nus of the family Cucumariid#. Blainville, 
Gocumariide (kii-ki-ma-ri‘i-dé), n. — NL, 
< Cucumaria + -ide#.) <A family of Holothuro- 
idea, of the order Actinepoda. The podia are 
generally tabe-feet only, and there are no —— the 
mouth and anasé are terminal or dorsal; the tentacles 
nomber from 4 to 30 and are branched ; the matreporite 
fs internal; the calcareous ring consists of 6 mudial and 5 

— muscles are generally skuyie; the reopire- muscles are gone simple: 
tory tree is well dev; ; Curviorian cupane ore rent 
present; and the >" ea are chietly reds and kno! 
perforated plates, [It includes Cuctemaria, Pealus, Thy. 
one, Ht. dine and other genera. 

cucumber, ".—Bactertosis of the cucumber, See 
ebacteriow«,— Bur cucumber, the star cucumber, * 
engulatus, Also called oneweeded bur cucumber, 
cucwanler, — See Wwhorer, 
— Cucum mildew. Soe iidew,—Jamaica cu- 
cumber, the burr or West Indian gherkin, Cucumis An- 
guria, See burr *#ghertin. — cuctm * 
Sane aa squirting cucumber (which see, ander cwcimber) 
—Neat cucumber-moth, an American pyralid moth, 
Diaphanta nitidalis, the parent of 2 peklo 
worn.’ See pickleiwerim.— cucumber, a raricty of 
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Cucumis Melo, much grown In Egypt, ripen 
the common cucnnber: the fruit long, horn- 
lent, and of a delicate ftavor.— cue 
<< cucumber under cucumber. 

0 root or han root Mieranpelia fa 
ah especies, Parsons and Buck, Wild Flowers of Pp ornia. 

cucumber-beetle (kii’kum-bér-bé'tl), ». 1. 
Any one of several species of chrysomelid 
beetles of the genus Diabrotica, as D. vittata, 
the striped cucumber beetle, D. longicornis, D. 
sorer, and D, duodecimpunctata, the 12-spotted 
cucumber beetle, also known as the southern 
*corn rooticorm (which see, with cut), which 
feed on the leaves of cucumber and other cu- 
eurbitaceous plants. —2, A minute halticid 
beetle, Haltica cucumeris, also known as the 
cucumber flea-beetle, 
cucumber-fish (kii‘kum-bér-fish’), ». A fish, 
Prototroctes oxyrynchus, of the family Haplochi- 
tonidx, found in Australia and New Zealand 
and known more commonly as the grayling. 
Also called cuewmber-mullet. 
cucumber-green (kii‘kum-bér-grén’), mn. A 
shade of green like that of theeucumber; specifi- 
cally, such ashade of green seen in the ine of 
some Oriental porcelains and in the enamel of 
the Grueby pottery. 
cucumber-mullet (ki’ kum-bér-mul ‘et), n. 
Same as *ceucumber-fish, 
cucumber-shin (ki‘kum-bér-shin),», Anterior 
curvature of the tibia, common in the negro as 
8 result of rickets in childhood. 

His shins had the true cucwmber curve. 
W, Ireing, Salmagundi, 7a X. B.D. 

Oucurbitaria (ki-kér-bi-ta’ri-h), nm. [NL. (8. 
F. Gray, 1821), from a resemblance of the peri- 

earlier than 

ena, aid done- 

Cremrtiteria Berigradis. 

habit of the funges Kroming on dry stems of the barberry: 4, 
bodies, larged; <, a spore-case with spores, 
Lagler and Trent's Prancentamilien."') * 

— re : rr —— —— large genus of pyrenomycetous i 
type of the family —— having the 
black, carbonaceous perithecia in close clus- 
ters on athin stroma. The spores are ellipsoid and 
are divided by bom longttadinal and transverse 
C. Berberidis is a common species occurring on branches 
of the barberry and other plants in Earope and America. 

Cucurbitariaces (ki - kér’ bĩ · tã· ri-d‘»é-€), n. 
pl. (NL, ¢ Cucurbitaria + -acee.) A family of 

, 

several fredting 
enlayged, (irom 

pyrenomycetous fungi of the order Spharriales, 
named from the genus Cucurbilaria, The pert 

are thecia are mony 9 tical and carbonaceous 
usally arranged masses on & more or less well- 
developed stroma. 

cucurbitine (ki-kér’bi-tin),a.andn. I, a. Of 
or pertaining to a cucurbitinus, 

: “ a as — 
cucuyo (kié-ki’y6), ». [Also eucuio, cucujo, 
erroneously oucaite and in F. spelling cucuye ; 
< Sp. ewenyo, ¢ Taino (Haitian) cucuyo, cocuyo, 
otherwise reported as cucwiz and locuyo,) 1, 
The West Indian firefly, phorus noctilnens 
and another species, an elaterid beetle whieh 
— with phosphorescent ps from spots on 
the body. See Pyrophorus, with eut.— 2, A fish 
{ Balistes carolinensis), the leather-jacket; also 
another balistoid fish, Xanthichthys ringena, of 
the West Indies and waters southward, 

ijn. 4, Acounterweight, a loaded truck 
used to balance the car onanineline, [Scotch 
miner’s term. } 

2, . 1. Naut.: (b) A platform in the 
stern of a-fishing-boat, on which a drift-net is 
eartied when not in use. 

cuddy-brae (kud‘i-bra), ». An inclined rosd- 
way with a =e and a counterweight or euddie 
which is raised bya descending loaded car, and 
is heavy enough to raise the empty car. [Scotch 
moiner’s term. 

e (kuj’ér-i), mn. [Australian aboriginal 

culicide 
name.) 1, Same as resp pod and crow's *avh, 
—2. A Queensland tree, Hernandia bivalvis, of 
the family Mernandiaces : it yields an oily nut 
anda light, soft, dark-gray wood, Also called 
grease-nut, 
cudweed, n.— Winged cudweed. See clammy *ener- 

We a. 
cue-call (ki’kAl), ». The signal or eall fur- 
nished by the ‘cue’ to speak or act one’s part. 
See cwe!, n. 3. 

Wie pa den by all enas a w 

wn @. Tossettl, Southsay, st. 7. 

cueist(ki'ist), ». A billiard-player. ospeciall 
one who uses his cue skilfully. "See cuel nm, 7 

a. 8, In Porto Rico, a unit of land- 
measure, equal to about two fifths of an sere. 

cuesta (kwes’tii), ». [Sp.: see coast, n.] An 
unsymmetrical ridge having a strong slope or 
esearpment on one side and a _ slope on 
the other, [Southwestern U. 5.) 

An upland of this kind may be called a cussta, fol 
a name of Spanish origin ased in New Mexico for low 
ridges of steep descent on one ade and wentle slope on the 
other, V. M. Davis, Phys. Geog, P. LRK 

v.and», <A simplified spelling of cug. 
(kuf’i),». [Prom the personal name Cuffy, 

Guiana, D. Koffi, a common name for ne 
applied by custom to any one born on Frida | 
A gen name foranegro, [Southern U. 3. 

n, 2. A name given by French ento- 
mologists to the squama of the tera and to 
a certain extent adopted by English writers. 
A, 8, Packard, Text-book of Entom., p. 124, 

Ouirass cancer. See *cuncer en cuirasse, 
cuiter (kii’ter),v.t. [Also cwfer, kuter ; a freq. 
form, of own origin.) To tend or nurse 
with tenderness and solicitous care; minister 
to with ———— or affection; cocker 
up; ecoddle, [Scotch,] 

I've seen the dh ¢ buttered my b 
And cuitered toe lade parle J ta 

Bat downa-do's come o'er me now, 
Ani och, I find it sairly, Of 

Burns, Dewks o'er my Daddy, st. th 

culantrillo (ki-liin-trél’y6), », ‘Sp. ewlantrilio, 
dim, of culantro, vernacular form of coriandro, 
coriander: see coriander.) 1, In many Span- 
ish countries, the name applied to the pA ro 
hair, Adiantum Capillus-Veneris, and ferns 
resembling it, decoctions or syrups of which 
are administered to women at childbirth and 
for menstrual irregularities. In Mexico the term 
—— te 4. tenerum and A. 4,and mw the 
* ppines to A. nulatumn. Also edantrille, or 

mtirillo del poze. 
2. A name applied to several other plants used 
medicinally, as Tetilla hydrocotylafolia, a Chil- 
ean plant with astringent properties, belong- 
ing to the saxifrage family. 

culch (kulch), w. t. [eulch, cultch, n.J Toapply 
(culteh) to (an — See eulching, 

culching (kul’ching), ». In oyster-ewlture, the 
coating of an oyster-bed with fresh gravel, 
stones, ete,, to form a surface on which the 
oyster-spat ean find a Jodgment. 

Nature has often to be assisted in the mare oe proces —— 
the floor of the bed with rock, loose coral, 

on an, te aord the Gesssatsy enchorage for the byeaua of 
the young oyster, ature, March 17, 1904, p. 468, 

euld, pp. A simplified spelling of culled. 
cule (ki-la’ brii), 1. Si . evlebra, € L. calu- 
bra, a snake; see Gehring A water-spout or 
eloud-burst on land, The dark-colored spout, reach- 
ing down from the sky, does not descend to the ground of 
the lowlands and stir up a cload of dost, but moves toward 
the mountains and breaks up on a mountain side, sending 
torrents of water down the gorges. 

culen (ki-len’), n. (Chilean name: in Uruguay 
eulé,| Bee Peo . 

culiat (ki-l6-iit’), », See *huliat, 
cicide —** iewid), #. and a. eulex 

(culie-), a gnat, mosquito, + -cida ¢ cadere, 
kill.) Ln. An agent which is destructive of 
mosquitos. 

. a. Destructive of mosquitos, 
culicid {ia-lis‘id), n.and a. J, n. A member 
of the family Culicida. 

Il. a. Of or belonging to the dipterous fam- 
ily Culieida, 

culicide! (ka’li-sid), . anda. Same as *ewli- 
cicide. 

The non-spreading qualities of corn-oll, however, aa 
well as ita price, romove it frum the list of good enlicades, 

L. 0. Howard, Mosquitoes, p. 107. 

culicide? (ki‘li-sid), ». [Por *culicietde, ¢ BL, 
evlex (eulic-), mosquito, + -cidium, a killing, ¢ 
exdere, kill.] The act of killing mosquitos. 



Oulicina 
Onlicina (ki-li-si‘nit), nm. i (NL., ¢ enlexr 
Naseer & mosquito ‘+ -ina.) A tribe or sub- 

y of mosquitos, Culicid#, ineluding the 
ty * genus Culez and its allies, having the 
pal i short in the female and long in the male, 

the first submarginal cell of the wings as 
long as or longer than the second posterior 

culilawang (ki-1é-lii’wang), n. { Malay. } 
See vie mB bark under bark?, 
culintangan (kii-lin-ting’gan), ». [Also colin- 
tangan; Mindanao.) A musical instrument 
cousisting of a number of closed metal vessels 
or of size which are struck 
with sticks: ne Re the Moros. 
culler,n. 4. In lass-manuf., same as erer, 6. 

(kul-mig’e-nus), a. [L. culmus, 
a stalk, + cay a ]) Produced or grow- 
5 — ‘straw. Syd, Soe. Lex, 

kulm’mezh*Gr), ». One of the 
—— Carboniferous formations. 

Those Lower Carboniferous rocks that are called the 
culm-measures by some authors 

Geog. Jour, (R. G, 8), XVI 64 

cnlor, », and 3 A sim arab ~ ——— spelling of color, 
spelling of colorable, 

8 ia of colored. 
— i 

pa, & —S —5 ; 
careless. 

L. *culposus, ¢ L. 
negligent ; grossly 

outs dolty (kult’dé‘i-ti), n. See *oultus-statue. 
cultellus,». 2. In medieval arms and armor, 
a knife which ag sear served as a dagger. 

alts situat * bch = * ylel 355 X wi an a 
ust sufficient te cover m my interest. The on An 
term came trio nee In the conventional expel 

situated with res to centers of as to yield a 
surplus over mabe ’ Ly enn the 
labor and capital employed upon * of less 
fertility, or leas fa spree a smaller 
surplus, and some lands, usually 

of Labor and ca spiel say po ane se eld 

pong eaten On ; Obvioual erasing the a pe ae nm a a at wi 

mdditional * of labor and capttal vistin trorneal nn 
and interest, but nothing more This point is spelen of ot 
figuratively as the margin of enltiwation, or, mare Kpocl- 
fically, the intensioe margin of culteration.— Zone of 
cultivation. See wrone, 

cultivation-bed (kul-ti-vi‘shin-bed), n. The 
filter-like bed often used with the septic tank 
which by bacterial action brings about nitrifi- 
cation of the effluent fromthe tank. Same as 
—5—*— 

ecultiva (cul-ti-va’shon-pad‘ok), 
n. rat eel of land set off from an Australian 
— for tillage and the raising of such 

6 a8 are needed on the station. 
cultivator, wn, (c) Zabenaina 1 new spgueed tes — 

tural and agricaltaral machines, They 

Combined Walking and Riding Cultivator, 

a, handies for operator whea walking ; #, seat for rider; ©, cr 
cultivator deein. 

are divided into two classes, hand machines and horwe 
machines; and the horse machines are classed as welbiag 
eudtientors, and — — or cultivators, Hani tma- 
chines are supported w one or two wheels placed th 
front, and have two tang low-handles by which they are 
pushed along the gram de or astride of the rows of 
Plants to be cultivated. All are provided with one or 
tmoore teeth for breaking and stirring the soil and removing 
weeds, and have interchangeable tools (plows, mkes, 
hoes, scrape! perm, barrow -teeth, ete.) to adapt them to a 
—— of wi — horse cultivators are sap- 

a a pair of whi and are provided with a pair 
Mr plow. dies placed behind, by which they are gu! led 
by the operator walking in the rear, ‘ Riding" enitivators 
are fitted with a seat above the cultivating-tools in the 
rear of the machine and in reach of levers for controlling 
the tools. The teeth or tools of all horse machines are 
interchangeable, and are made in the form of small hoes, 
mikes, Ep plows, harrow-points, claws, weedera, and 
disks. Hand cultivators are often provided with seed- 

caltural, 
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drills, or — janting-appiances, and with fertilizer- 
distribatt anon, e combination of many tools 
in one ine has led to the use of many trade names — 

cultivator, a cultivator using diske in place of 
ives or shears, ‘See above. — Expanding vator, 

acultivator tn which the frame ts adjustable to varying 
widths of plant-rowa By e: ing or contracting 
— the machine can be made w eat all conditions of 
calture. 

cult-society (kult’ 86-8i"e-ti), m. ; pl. eult-societies 
(-fiz). A soeiety or social group held together 
by a religious motive, like the religious secret 
societies of Africa and of North America. 
The cwlt-eociety, or fraternity, or — , oF curia (for 

by all of these names it has been kno an eceleal- 
astic or religious motive which —— —— itt from the 
elan and gens which have a sociologic motive. 

An. Rep, Bur, Amer, Ethnel,, 1897-08, p xvi. cul 

a, 2. Produced by cultivation: said 
— of plants, chiefly varietal. A cultural 

ety is opposed to a natural or botanical 
* 

Substances obtainable from numbers of plants of 
different types, botanical and wral, 

Yearbook U.S Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 38a, 

3. In surr., of artificial origin: said of 7, 
vi ete., on a topographic map.—4. In 
bacteriol., relating to culture-media or to the 
character of ag micro-organism as indicated 
by the results obtained from growing it upon 
various culture-media. 

The bacillus . . . always showed the same cultural 
characters, viz., sparsencss of growth on blood 

— tence 
= Joon l ee Se 1900, p. 250. 

Culsarel deqenerecy, (i the * in constitution of 
plants under jestication. ing 
—* few of my correspondents believe In what I may call 

or the doctrine that the more highly 
we improve t the * the weaker in constitution must 
each succeeding Fh go te of varieties become, 

Survival of the Unlike, p. 335, 
——— a which shows cultural acta it formation. ‘Soc Cultural 
tural — variety or form gH beg a 

ts ed from one originating 
tiens, Bach varieties = often 8} 

ural or horttenl 
horticultural planta. Bee cult above, 

culturally (kul‘tdr-al-i), adv, In bacteriok, b 
the use o culture-media: applied to the identi- 
fication of micro-organisms according to their 
specific methods of growth. 

Im the first sever cases they failed to 
ganisma culturally in ane. Med. leek ax 

culture, ». 9. In a map, all those features 
represented which are artificial or of human 
origin, such as meridians, roads, railroads, 

ls, ferries, bridges, houses, etc.—Aridian 
See waridian.— Bouillon cult a culture 

of bacteria growing in bouillon, which 
of comme Combination — beef oxtraea. a 

ithropo: See wanth Culture 
See Warea,— a_system of colo- 

nial exploitation employed in the Dutch East India colo. 
nies, especially In Java, the essential characteristic of 
which is — service of the native population on 
gorermment plantations for the profit of the government 
or its concessionaries, The system was introduced into 
Java in 1890 and was radically reformed in is7) It has 
since practically dis . The petecipal, commenti 
ties produced —— — and Je — It 
was originally intended to take th 
some and un wetive land-tax, wae — as an 
inatitation which would improve the condition of the 

t. In ite practical o be ny op however, it proved to 
ighly ini hone, * the peasant to the position 

— are, a culture of baeterin pro- 
pT direct uae * their natural source to an 
artificial medium,—Drop culture, a method of eulti- 
** minute organisins, particularly fungus and 

in single drops of water or nutrient solution 
je pure of observing their development under the 

microscope, — culture, the cultivation of moral- 
ity and the art of right living, a art froma and inde. 
we pdently of religious beliefs and philosophical theories. 

jeties for ethical cultare, led by lecturers, exist under 
this name in the principal American cities. — Hf. 

culture, a minute drop cultare adherent to the 
under surtace of a cover glass. — Ini ve mre, the 

uction of crops under the system of intensive * 
(whieh see) 

As is well known, there are two great classes of farme: 
vin those based Lag “intense” culture,—" bigh 
farming,” as the English call tt,—and those upon 
“extensive” eulture. Storer, Agricaltare, LL. 417. 

Negative caltare, inceulation of a culture mediam with 
ted material not followed by a growth of bacteria. 
tive culture, incculation of a culture mediuns 

with blood, secretions, or suspected matter, which is fol- 
lowed by a growth of bacterin. — Poured piste culture, 
a method of cultivating bacteria upon solid media which 
enables cach onanism to give rise to an individual colony, 
The medium is liquefied and with the bacterin is poured 

or 

anes 

ene! 

ne. — Cu}- 
ory. — 

upon a te of glass or into a shallow dish, where 
it soon eres. ele called Petri dirk culture. See 
Petri wed ish. — Same as etal 
weuilture. Roll culture, a method of caltare in which 
atube of outrient welatin is inoculated with the organ- 
ism to be cultivated and then rolled on a block of ive, 
so a to solidify the gelatin on = walls of the tibe 
as rmupidly as possible — Shake o a culture pre- 

by inocwlating a tube of = a the organisms 

cumbi 
on, distribating these through the me- 

* Slant culture, becterta cultivated upon — c cultivat apo 
a pp Be which presents a slan due to the 
Ulting —— tube before the om hardens. — Stab 
culture, bac growing In some solid median which 
has been ——*8 by adding the necesaary « jana 
by means of stabbing a platinum needle into ite substance. 
— Btock culture, « permanent culture of bacteria, kept 
for a considerable period, fon which transfers can be 

ture, bac growing u a solid 
mediam which has been 2** a di — plana 

adhered, across ite 

eulture-dish (kul’tair-dish), ». A shallow 
fost dish with a loose-fitting glaas cover, used 

or bacteriologic cultures. 
ture-flask kul’ tir-flisk). n. 

varying shape used i 

under invest 
—5* Aud gen 

Apparatus of 
ip growing bacteria. 

A 
"2? 

Culture-flasks, 

a, Chamberland’s culture-fiask ; 4, ¢, Masteur's culture-taskes ; a, 
— — -fask ; ¢,Miquel’s culture-fask ; /, Freadesreich's 

ture. 

culture-hero (kul’tir-hé‘rd). ».; pl. cultwre- 
heroes (-rdz). In anthrop,, the mythical per- 
sonage who gave to the world ts present 
shape, and who gave to man his arts: a pellet 
characteristic of many tribes and peoples in 
the lower stages of culture. 

cul (kul‘tir-prov‘ins), ». In 
preg 8 a geographical area in which, under 
the influence of geographical and social envi- 
ronment, certain metamorphic 57 of man 
developed. Eneyc, Brit., 

as culture-stock (kul’ —— a. A group of 
tribes or peoples characterized by the posses- 
sion of one and the same type of culture, 

They are much more likely to have been permanent 
than tom habitations of the same culture-stock of 
Indians who availed thernsetves of rock shelters wherever 
the nature of the cliff | my excavation in ite 7* 

17th An, Rep, Bur, Am, Bthnol,, H. 

°37- enlture-yeast (kul’tir-yést), n. A — 
form of yeast, Saccharomyces, as inguished 
from undesirable forms, (wild yeast) which 
produce the so-called diseases in beer. 

cultur- n. See *hultur-kampf. 
cultus? (kul’tus), = [Chinook ja on cultus, 
worthleas, purposeless, vain, nothing; ¢ Chi- 
nook kaltas, in vain.) Worthless. ‘ashing- 
ton state and British Columbia.) 

cultus-statue (kul’tus-stat’d), n. In classic 
antiq,, a temple image or sacred statue, usually 
quite simple and archaic. 
—* recent simplified (and dialectal) 

ling of come. 
cumaphyte (ka’ ma-fit),». [By error or inten- 
tion, a more direct representative, in the first 
element, of the original, the normal NL, type 
being par ae rs < Gr. Aba (xtwat-), a 
wave, + oerév, a plant.) In phytogeog., an 
aquatie plant — to growing in places 
exposed to the sui 

The general character of eumaphytes is necessarily such 
that impact of the waves does not injure or dis them. 

C. MacMillan, Minn. Bot, Stud., Bulletin DL, p. 1001. 

cumaphytic (ki- fit’ik), a. [cumaphyte + 
-ic,) In bot., me fer to the ae of the surf: 
as, the cumaphytic form assumed by marine 
alge and other plants. 

cumap. (ki’ing-fit-izm), v. [cemaphyte 
+ -ism.) The changing of the normal form of 
certain * lants, particularly marine alge, to 
abnormal forms for the purpose of better re- 
sisting the action of waves and rough water. 

Same as *coumarone. 
board, . Same as *comber-board, 

cumberlandite (kum‘bér-land-it), ».  [(Cim- 
berland (Cumberland Hill, R. 1.) + -ite2.] In 
petrog., & name given by M. E, Wadsworth 
(1884) to much-altered rocks composed of 
abundant titaniferous magnetite, lime-soda 
feldspar, olivin, and secondary minerals. 
cum a. A simplified spelling of cum- 
hersome. 

cumbi* (kum’bi), n. [Tamil kumbai.] A fetid 
— exuded as trans nt tears on the 
uds and young shoots of Gardenia gummifera 

and G, lucida, See dikamali and Gardenia, 



cumboo-millet 325 cup-day 
‘bi - mil- i ‘ 1lé. -ka’ pati t the G dmy, e 1 Mamet Es mitt in the Bact Tndica, the ‘wens suggested by Lacroix, incounection with hn ine ail placed In the center ofthe tafe atthe 

cat-tail millet, Pennisetum spicatum. 
cumbre (kim‘bri), 1. [Sp., top, summit, <¢ L. 
cumulus, heap: sce cumber, cumulus.) A di- 
viding ridge, or divide, 

On the afternoon of the same day the party camped at 
a point 4@0 feet above this, on the first ‘ecumbre,” or 
dividing ridge. Geog. Jour, (RG. &), XIL 61h. 

cum d.or div. An abbreviation of the New 
Latin cum dividendo,‘ with the dividend’: used 
in stock-oxchange quotations. 

cumengite (kum‘en-jit), 1. [From M. Cu- 
menge, & French chemist.) An oxychlorid of 
lead and copper from Boléo, Lower California, 
closely related to pereylite, but supposed to 
have distinguishing optical characters, Also 
cumengeite. 

cumfit, ». A simplified spelling of com/fit, 
— a, A simplified spelling of com- 

ortable, 
cumforter, ». A simplified spelling of com- 

‘ert er. 
dm (ki’mi-dé), a. pl, (NL, ¢ Cuma + 

-ide.] A family of sessile-eyed crustaceans 
typified by the genus Cuma, 
cumidic (ku-mid‘ik), a. [eum(in) + -id + -ie] 

’ Used in cumidicacid.aname _e totwo bibasie 
acids: a-cumidic acid, CgHo(CHg)o(COgH) 
(1:3:4:6), melts above 320° C. and is also called 
salime — acid; and \3-eumidic acirl, 
CgHa(CHg)o(COgH)g (1:4:2:5), sublimes with- 
out melting and is called s-<dimethylterephthalic 
acid, 

cumidine (ku’tmi-din), m. [cwnrid-ic + -ine?. 
A base, CgHy(NHo)CH(CHg)» (1:4), prepare 
by the reduction of p-nitrocumenc, It boils at 
225° C. and is also called p-aninoisepropyl- 
benzene.— Cumidine See *ponceaul.— Cu- 
midine red. See mh 
cuminic (ku-min‘ik), a. Derived from cumin. 
~ acid. Sate as cwmic acid. 

(ku'mi-nil),1. —— + -il,) A1,2-dike- 
tone, CgH7CgH,COCO CgHy('gH» (1:4241;11), 
prepared by the oxidation of cuminoin, Iterys- 

es in prisms which melt at 84° C, 
cuminilic (ku-mi-nil’ik), a. [ewminil + -ie,] 
Derived from cuminil.— Cuminilic acid. A she 

prepared by talline aci CH HCgliglgt(OHjcogll, 
tsk culall wie pottnies ——— 

cuminoin (ku-min’é-in), n. [cumin (L, eu. 
Stet Co OT ketone 
aleohol, gH yC{ ) } ‘yH-, formed 
when cuminic aldehyde is boiled with alco- 
holie potassium cyanide, It melts at 101° C, 

cumliness, ». <A simplified spelling of comeli- 
ness. 
cumpanion,.anda. A simplifled spelling of 
companion. 
cumpany,”. Asimplified spelling of company. 
cumpass, vn. andv.f. A simplified spelling of 
COM pass, 
cumular (ki’mé-lir), a, [NL."cumularis, L. 
cumulus, a heap: see cumulus.) Having the 
form of a heap; heaped; piled up; cumulous, 
—Cumular cloud, a camulas cloud. 

cumulate (ku’mt-lit), a. Heaped or piled up; 
as, acumulate sentence or subject. 

Short sentences are tn our , 
ones are in the ———— —5 went 
tees... But we can tte the cumutate construction 
when needed. 7, Barle, Phitol. Bog, Tongue, § 664. 

Cum in Seoteh lai, same as con- 
current yuriadiction (which see, under 
Cumulative tem 

It is Aled with minute, reddish, non-polarizing grains, 
lomerated inte a often apherical, balls, 

which give Ge masse a “currulitic™ ap 
Amer, Geol,, Feb, L006, po 0s 

cumulo-cirrus (kit? mg-ld-sir‘us), n.; pl. enmu- 
lo-cirri (-i). A high cloud belonging to the 
cirrus group, but having the cumulus struc- 
ture; an alto-cumulus. See *cloud, 
cumulonimbus (ki’md-lé-nim‘bus), 3 pl. 
cumuto-nimbi (-7), Cumulus developing toward 
the formation of rain, but from which little 
rain hax yet fallen, See *elowd. 

Cumulous acctimilations of vegetation in 
water. where It does not suffer complete decay, ns in 
trardies Where peat in formed. Van Hise, U.S Geol. 
Sury., Motiograph 47, p. 47h. 

name a by Lacroix, in connection with 
studies of Mont 
Pelé, in Martin- 
ique, for stee 
cones or cole 
umns built up of 
masses of vVis- 
cous or rela- 
tively infusible 
lavas which 
have been 
forced out from 
below the 
earth’s surface 
and have been 
heaped up with- 
out moving far, 
if at all, from 
the vent. 
Examination 
through a telescope 

Lac 

Tock, fot débris Cumulerolcano, 
and ‘led him to ad. Formed at Mont Pelé, Martinique, in sgey 

ranee the iden that 
Pelé now was to be classed a8 a ctimiule-rolerno, ath 
which hia subsequent observations and those ot bis 
league tilruad, and of Sapper, Hellprin and the author 
have fally confirmed. 

Amer, Jour, Sci, Oct, 1008, p. 272. 

cumulus, ".—Turreted cumulus, = large comulus 
cloud from whose sidvs rise spectal niaaee siggesting 
the turrets of a fortress. See weloud, 

Cu. N. An abbreviation of cumulo-nimbus, 
cunctatious (kungk-ta’shus), a. femncnaon) 
+ -ous.) —— delay. Carlyle. ‘ion 

ctatory (kungk’ta-to-ri), a. [eunctat(ion 
+ -ory.] Disposed to linger or delay. Car- 
lyle. 

(kun‘di), », [Also cundic, condy, cun- 
diff, cundith, ete., (OF, conduit; sev conduit, 
1. Acovered drain; aconduit,—2. In long-toa 
mining, the unfilled space between pack-walls, 
—3. th steep mine-workings, a chute down 
which coal or other mineral slides to a passage 
below.—4, A small —— or air-course. 
{Scotch and North. Eng. in all uses.) 

cuneliformist (ki’né-i-fir’ mist), ». [euneiform 
+ -ist.] One who is versed in or has made a 
special study of cuneiform writing or writings. 
N. ¥. Tribune, Oct. 26, 1900, . me 

Gunoniaces (ki’ né-ni-a’sé-é), n. pl. [NL 
(Robert Brown, 1814), ¢ Cunonia + -acew.) A 
family of —— choripetalous plants 
of the order Rosales, typified by the genus 
Cunonia, — see), and differing chiefly 
from the Sarifragacea, in which it was for- 
merly included, by having the seeds in two 
rows in the carpels. There are 20 genera and about 123 
* 70 of which belong toe Wemmannia, woody tn 
with a — opposite, or whorled leaves and small flow. 
erm in clusters of com di racemes, chiefly patives of 
Australasia, but ales found tp the Pacific and other 
islands amd in South America, Sce Platylephua, i, tile- 
weed, Weinmannia. 

cuntry, ». A simplified spelling of country. 

wells (this cup)" 
= ‘Antimonial 

system Uw 
systems of ture 
aldara? er- 
yg by the use 

of earthen cups 
and metal put. 
tern — Dorsal 
cup, in crinodds, 
the part of the 
thera below the 
origins of the 
free armn Cup and tewtter System of Tutpertine- 

gatheniug. 

cup, 2 small porcelain: winecup made by Chinese 
potters and decortod with paintings of mecing- boats in the 
dragon festival. — jah Op ised it the Passover 
service atl cel icatesd Lo he propliet Blijah ow like mati fe 
synUIyINeTA With teleneption, As the Passover service 
comimemoniies Ue Exodus and aynibolizes the thas) enian- 

Passover service, ready for the Prophet, who, according 
to tradition, will suddenly make his —— «vn Prune 
over eve and announce the coming of the Messiah.—Eve's 
ony: See * Ere,— cup, a small wine-cup 
of Chinese porcelain bearing paintings of —— ris 
ing frum frames J cup, in ormeth,, the cup-shaped 
depression, or socket for the articular face of the Jamal, 
fourm on the external face of the distd ead af the quad 
mite bone. — iT cup, a tall cop with a cover, made in 
China for ex; tion and painted with Earopean designs, 

The tall cups with covers called Kepaer cpa, which are 
MMuateated in Sir Henry Thompecn's Catalogue, and also 
by Jacquemart, are painted witha broad panel containing 

Louis of France and his queen om a canopled Uren 
and warrower alternate panels with kneeling Mrures a 
birds. S&S. W. Bushetl, Oriental Cerumle Art, p, 6t2. 

Yaphio cups, two wold vases aboot (m.08 high, havi 
each a single handle, found at Vaphia, in Gre They 

Decoration of the Vaphto Cups. 

are decorated with scal ptare in relief, representing balls 
and herdsmen. They are considered to be the anest ox. 
amples ot intra or prehistoric Greek work, 
cup, ". intraua, 4, To fit. concuvely over 
a —— leaf. See *eupping, 4. 

cup-and- (kup‘and-ring’), n. A peculiar 
type of markings ou rocks, stone monnments, 
and buildings, consisting of cups and rings, 
and of doubtful significance. 

Rock Inscriptions, Archaic, An account of Ube cup-ond- 
ring marking on the — stones of the old and pew 
workds. Landon, 18K Xxo. 

Swmithvonian Report., 1800, p. 007, 

cupang (ké‘piing), n. Bee *hupang. 
ké-pi’), Ne {Also cupey; of 8S. Amer. 

—* n.] In the West Indies and South Amer- 
iea, a parasitic shrub or tree of the gamboge 
family, Clusia rosea, Its wood is reddish and 
is used only as fuel. See *aralie and Clusia, 

Cepey Chin rereat, 

cup-break (kup’brak), ». A cup-shaped frac- 
ture. Some metals, when broken in a testing-machine, 
show a —— the particles un the edges stectching 
—— at the moment of raptare than Uise nearer the 
center, 
ip-cake (kup’kik), ». A plain cake, usually 

baked in gtnall tins: so nated from the fact 
that the oriyinal directions gave the propor- 
tions of the ingredients a5 measured by cup- 
fuls. 

eup-chuck (kup’chuk), «1, Same as hell-chuck, 
eup-day (kup’di), ve. In reeing, the duy ou 
which a race is run for a enp, 



cup-drum 
cup-drum (kup’drum), ». A chain-sheave 
having recesses to receive the alternate in- 
dividual links of the chain which passes over it. 

cupel, x. 2. The hearth of # cupellation fur- 
nace in which silver is separated from lead; a cypress, + Gr. ior, wood.] A genus of fossil curatorial 
test. See test, 2. 

cupel-furnace (kii’pel-for’nds), a. A form of 
assay furnace, 
cu tcheon —— u. A door- 
plate having a cup-like recess containing the 

yhole, knob, and a door-pull or finger-hole: 
used with sliding doors. 

(ki-pes’id),@. and”. Of or belonging 
to the Coleopterous family Cupesida, 

cw (ki-pai’), ». Same as *enpay, 
cup- Cee Souk * A twining — 

erbaceous plant, Seyphanthus elegans, belong- 
ing to the fanily Loasaces, but without stinging 
hairs. It has opposite, twice-pinnatifid leaves, and yel- 
low, cup-shaped, axillary flower with tem petals, the 
alternate ones being somewhat spurred at the base and 

er than the others, which are three-awned at the tip. 
It is & mative of Chile. 

cup-fungus (kup'fung’gus), n.; pl. cup-fungi 
(ani Any ediseomycetous’ espe · 
cially one of those which have the ascomata 
distinetly cup-shaped. Also cup-mushroom. 

cup-headed fap’ — * a. Having a cu 
shaped head: saidof a rai —— oe thaped, 
particularly in — practice, where the 
rails are supported in chairs: in the United 
States, a socket-spike, 

cupid (ki-pi-i’), ». (Tupi cupid.) An unde- 
termined yellow ant found in Brazil, where it 
is or was eaten, according to Piso and Hum- 
bolde, by the Marivatano and Margueritare 
ndians, 

Cupid’s-flower (ki’ pidz-fiou’ér), ». The 
ey — — alia — — 

et, a. simpli ing of couplet. 
canting, a, A simplified spelling of coupling. 
cup-marked (kup’ miirkt), a. In archeol., 
marked with cup-like depressions, as eup- 
stones. 

The significance of inacribed and eup-marked stones, 
dolmens, and other early inowamenta 

Geeg. Jowr, (BR, G. 3), XL os. 

(kup’miir’hing), n. A cireular cup-marking 
cavity, with or without a — ring, 
found as a peculiar form of archaic sculpture 
marking in Seandinavia, Seotland, America, 
and even in early churches in Prussia, See 
*cup-and-ring. 

cu ved, a, 2. Lodged in a cup or depression 
a the —— as a golf-ball, 

cu) , ® 8. A device for making eup- 
leathers, which are used for packing pumps 
and hydraulic presses. It consists of a die of the 
size of the outside of the cup to be made and a play or 

unger of the size of Uhe inside of the cup, A iiak of 
er of the proper size is cut, is wet and stretched over 

* plug, and ts pushed into the die and allowed to dry and 

cupping, ». 4. The taking of a concave form, 
as tobacco leaves do in drying, when placed 
face to back. Cupping is prevented by string- 
ing the leaves face to face and back to back, 

cupping-pump (kup‘ing-pump), n, In eurg., 
an air-pump used for eee ¢ 
cup-plate (kup’plat),». A small plate of glass 
or china, three or four inches in diameter, 
formerly used to hold a teacup from which the 
tea had been — into the saucer to cool. 

+a 

* tl ? of a ball when it lies ii ~ Cuppy ie, in poly, tie pos ion of when iq 

A substance resembling horn 
or celluloid may be obtained by the action of caprammonia 
on cellulose which, with its original vegetable structure 
(as, for instance, cotton ther) is Uae dissolved and Chen 
recovered in amorphous condition by evaporation of the 
solttion and the removal of the copper by a dilute avid. 

cu onium (ki-prii-mé‘ni-um), ». [NL. 
CL. cupr-um, copper, + ammonia + -um.] In 
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or pertaining to the tribe Cupreasinew or cypress 
family ; eypress-like. 
Cu oxylon (ki-pres-i-nok’ si-lon), v. 
[NL. (Géppert, 1850), < L. ecupressinus, of 

Aand B, Cupresrinerzion Ward’: A. transverse section through 

Fo ees te 

— 
2-\icrwa: 

ae pl 

a 

aa Cc 

Crpressinenylon, 

annual ring 1 @, cells of dall wood; 4, 4, 4, medellary mys: ©. 
large intercellular space. #, radial sectiom; a, medullary rays; 4, 
tracheld with two rows of bordered pe » CG € —— — 
Cofem*tennm, tangestial secteon, All mageiied it 95 heame- 
ters, (Preae “Hull, 95 of the U.S. Geul. Sur⸗. 

coniferous planta based entirely on the inter- 
nal structure of the wood whieh has not been 
connected with other parts. It agrees in a general 
way with that of the cypress family, bat more closely still 
with that of ja inthe tribe Tarediee. The lead- 
ing character the circular punctations of the tm- 
—— — radial 5* tion, wen are always 38 a 

ie row, genus jefy Upper Mesoznic, 
most common in the Lower Cretaceous Ther unt 
in many of the world, it is perhaps most abundant 
in the United States, and constitutes most of the fossil 
woxl foaad in sach great quantities in the Potomac 
formation of Virginia and hand. Mary 

cu 1] (ki’pri-a-sep’tol), a.  [eupri(e) 
+ —* * 397 A light-green crystalline 
compound, Cu(CgHy(OH)S0g,),H,O, obtained 
by — phenol-sulphurie * with 
euprie oxid and purifying; copper sulphocar- 

bolate used as hemos ey state n 
be plea ection. solution of cupric tantra! te (Fetling’s 
solution) Which serves aa a teat for and the means of 
quantitatively determining certain Kinds of sugar, as 
clue; c 

cuprobismutite ge — n. — 
evprum, copper, + E. bismut(h) + -ite?.) A 
sulphid of bismuth and copper occurring in 
groups of bluish black prismatic erystals, 
cuprodescloizite (kii‘pré-da-cloi’zit), », [L. 
cuprum, copper, + deseloizite.) A variety of 
descloizite containing copper; it occurs in 
green to brown —— or — masses. 
cu odargyrite (kii'pro-i-6-diir’ji-rit), n. 
L. spre. copper, * tie) + Gr. dpyvpoc, 
silver, + -ife?,) A rare mineral consisting of 
I iodides of coppor and silver; it is found in 
“hile. 

cuproplumbite (ki-pré-plum ‘bit), ». [L. 
cuprem, copper, + plumbum, lead, +-ite?,.) A 
sulphid of copper and lead intermediate in 
composition between galena and chaleocite: 
first described from Chile, but also observed 
elsewhere, for example, in Montana. 

cuprotungstite (ki-pré-tung‘stit), u. [L.ew- 
prem, copper, + tunget(en) + -ite2,] A tungstate 
of copper, or of copper and ealeium ( (Cu, Ca) 
WO,). occurring in erystalline granular masses 
of a green color, 
cupram (ki'prum), rn. [LL. cuprim: see cop- 
per.) In chem., the metal copper. 
cup-shake (kup’shak), n. See shake, n., 7. 
cup-stone (kup’ston), n. In archewol., a stone 
with cup-like depressions made in its surface. 
Such cups are found in Rurope and Asia, on natural 
rocks a6 Well as0n prehistoric monuments and on charches, 
Cup-stomes occur also in America, Bee @cup-marking. 

eur, An abbreviation (a) of ewrrency; (b) of 
current, 
curage, #. A simplified spelling of courage, 

2% curbing (kérb‘in 

curine 

curator, ".—Curator ad hoc (‘guardian for this), * 

to take 

' 
jardian appointed for ome special purpose only. — 
r ou In civil ion on che appointed 

In Scotch low, one appointed as 
nite, ote, 

care of property. (6 
guardian for minora, incom 

(ki-ra-to‘ri-al),a. [LL. ceratorins 
(< curator, curator) + ial.) Of or pertaining 
to a curator or his office or duties. 

The pure, ratorial f the k. 
. * Gunther Oar Birds Brit. Mua, XX. ¥. 

curatorium (ki-ri-té’ri-um), m. (NL. eura- 
torium, neut, of LL. cwratorius, adj, ¢L. cura- 
tor, eurator.] A board or college of curators, 
forming the governing body of a German uni- 
versity or Imperial institution. 

The function of the curatorivm is the appointment of 
the officials and the general of the institu- 
tion. =H. S. Carhart, in Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p. 405, 

curatory?, ». (NL. curatorium.) Same as 
*ewratorium, 

curb, ».°%, 4. (i) Same as eribl, 11.—curd 
business in stocks, bonds, etc., transacted on 

organized chang ; ifteally, 
by * poate Rocher, hot 22 of the exchange, 
— © New York stock-exchange; a4, prices om the 

market, 
curb-hook (kérb’haik), ». <A snap-hook fitted 
for the curb-straps of a bridle, 

),a. 1. The act of checking 
orrestraining.—2. Material prepared forcurb- 
stones either roughly wor! to dimension, or 
finished ready to set, 

curcas —* kas), #. 
name), 

YL. eureas (specific 
Amer. origin.] The 

tropha Cur- 

purging properties. 
curculionideous (kér-kii’li-d-nid’é-us), a, Be- 
longing to the coleopterous family Cureulio- 
nid, the weevils, 

curculionist (kér-ki‘li-on-ist), x, [1., curewli- 
o(n-), eureulio, + vist} One versed in the 
study of curculios, 
orem. *.— Ohio curcuma, the goldenseal, Hydras- 

“a rendenara, 
curcumein (kér-ka’mé-in), ». Sate as *cur- 
enmin, 2. 

n. 2. A name given to several yel- 
low acid coal-tar colors, as, fast yellow, brilliant 
yellow, and citronin. Also curewmein. 

e (kérd'nif), ». A series of knife- 
blades placed side by side in a metal frame 
fitted with a handle, used in slicing curd in 
cheese-making; a curd-cutter. 
curd-soap (kérd-sép’), ». Soap which has been 
coagulated or granulated by the addition of 
common salt to the original solution obtained 
by boiling together fat and an alkaline lye. 

cure, ». 6. That which is eured (see cure, v. 4); 
a product tage by drying, salting, ete. ; 
a catch of so treated. 

The fish caught round the Newfoundland coast are 
guocrally of good quality, bat the Labrador cure, owing to 

cure, See *pold-crre.— 

season, is often very inferior. 
Beye, Brit, XXXL 143, 

Chlorid-of. Economic 
cure, cure of a disease, not necessarily alwolute, but to 
the extent that the ent regains his wagre-earning ca- 

ity. Lancet, June 1s, L0H, p. 1753,— Open-air cure. 
— xopen-air.— Terrain cure, treatment of disease by 
teans of gradwated exercises and measured mountain 
— combined usually with strict regulation of the 

jet. 

cure-all, ». 2. The name of various plants 
having real or supposed medicinal virtues: 
in most cases a translation like Aeal-ail and 
all-heal, but applied specifically to the water 
avens, Gewm rivale, and the garden or lemon 
balm, Melissa officinalis. The evening prim- 
rose, (nothera biennis, is called hing'’s cure-all, 

cure-master (kir’mas‘tér), ». In fonine, one 
who superintends the curing of fish, 

curf (kurf), ». [Another spelling of erf*, a 
eutting, layer, ete.] On the Isle of Portland, 
a calcareous rock which, considered geologi- 
cally, is one of the members of the Portlandian 
division of the Jurassic series. —* ae 

(ki‘ri-al-ist), nv. [ewrial + -ist.) An 
officer or dignitary of the Roman Curia or 

chem, the compound radical in certain salts Curageous, a. A simplified spelling of coura- papal eourt; also, one who advocates or sup- 
obtained by the action of ammonia upon the 
ordinary salts of copper. 

capreol (ka’pré-ol), a. Le (see def.) + 
-ol.] A complex alcohol, CogHgyO + Hy0, 
found in euprea-bark, Cinchona ofieinalis, It 
erystallizes in needles or leaflets which melt 
at 140° 0. 
Cupreous pyrites. See *pyri tes. 
cupressineous (ki-pre-sin'é-us),a@. Belonging 

geous, 

ngin (ki-ran’gin), n. (Curanga + -in?.] An 
amorphous, bitter glucoside, CygH 77009 (?), 
found in Pieria amara (Curangaamara of Vahl), 
It melts at 172° C. 

curare, ». Same as ewrari, 
curassow, ".— Mountain curassow, Oreopheri«der- 
ticeus. a species confined to Ube forest in the vicinity of 
the Volean de Fucgu, Guatemala, Also called aiwunteta 
pheaeant, 

ports the papal system, 
curibali (ké-ré-bi'lé), », Same as juribali. 
curiboco (ké’ri-bo"k6). ». [Braz.] In Brazil, 
a person of mixed Indian and negro descent. 

curine (kiir’in}, ». [eer(eri) + -ine?.) A erys- 
talline alkaloid, C pH OgN-, found in curari. 
It melts at 212° tf te tastes at first «weet 
then bitter and acts by paralyzing the nervous 
system. 



curist 

vurist (ki’rist), rn. One who cures or who 
professes to cure disease: usually employed ina 
somewhat contemptuous sense and in co oe 
sition: as, mind-curist, sure-curist, ete, (really 
formed from mind-cure + -tst, ete.). 

curl, ., 4. (b) Adisease of potatoes in which 
the’ shoots ome curled up and deformed, 
It is attributed to chlorosis. (c) A disease of 
other plants in which the leaves eurl up.— 
Leaf-curl, See #ieaf-cu 

curl, v. IL trans. 4, Tn cricket, to cause (the 
ball) to curve in the air: said of the bowler. 
I, intrans, 5. In cricket, to curve in the 

air; said of the ball. 
curl-cloth papery ats n. 
fabric with a curly face. 

curld, pp. A ea lling of *curled. 
penton! (kerld), . a. "Havin the form of a 
curl; brought nto —— . Having a wind- 
ing grain: said of wood, as curled maple. See 
maple,—3, In bet.: (a) "much folded or crum- 
pled, as the leaves of Cichorium Endivia. (6) 
Affected by curl. See curl, n.,4 (a), *(b), *(c). 

curling? (kér’ling), m. 1, The act of forming 
into curls; takin the form of curls.— 2. Same 
as curl, n., 4 (a), *(b), *(c).—3, A process for 

A kind of woolen 

giving a curl to the long nap on the face of 
some woolen fabrics, It isdone b ing the fabric 
beneath a plate fitted with a brush w isgiven a rotat- 
tng of otherwise carving motion, 
rg The faulty detaching of cotton from the 
comb in a combing-machine. 

carlock (kér‘lok),, A dialectal form of char- 
lock. 

curly, a. * Affected with curl. See curl, n., 
4 (a), *(b ), Alc). Curly top, s disease of unknown 
origin whi *alects rbeet. The leaves become 
ress curled and the oe ry, toagh, and Sbrous, 

mga beets in New vV. ‘Ohio, and Michiean suffered 
—— from leaf spot. In Utah, Colorado, Nebraska, 
and to a slight extent in the Middle States the disease 
known as “ curly top” was Grevalent anid infurions. 

Yearbook U, S, Dept, Agr., 1901, p, 671. 

curly-grass (kér’li-gras”), ». A fern of the 
* Schizwa : socalled from the curly thread- 
ke ents of the sterile fronds. See cut 

under Schiz#a.— Curly-grass family, the fern family 
(which see). 

curly-head —e n. The erect silky 
elematis, Clematis ochroleuea, an American 
* which ranges from Pennsylvania to 
eorgia. It isnn erect herb a foot or more high, cov- 

ered with silky hairs, having opposite sessile, ovate 

Curly-head (Cheratis oc trotewea. 
(Frees Britton and Brown's © [hustrated Flora of the 

Northers States aed Canada,") 

leaves and large solitary thick and leathery greentsh- 
white flowers nodding at the summit of the stem; the 
flowers are converted into heads of fruit one to two 
inches in diameter, formed of a mass of , curled, 
Plumose, persistent styles of a yellowish -brown cotor, 
sugpesting the mane. 

currant?, n.Black currant mite. See *mifet.— 
Cane blight of currant. See teane- Might. — Currant 
bark-louse, See #hert-lower.—Currant endropia, an 
American geometrid moth, Priccyela armanteria, whose 
larva feeds on the foliage of the currant in the north- 
eastern United States Currant plant-louse, saw- 
ay, scale, See *plant-lewsr, — Native currant 

Australia, Same as hf —Wild currant, 
any currant in its native state; ete other Planta with 
currantlike frait, as Amelanchier Botryapivre (Dis 
mal Swan jon), amd Berberia —— (Texas). 
The fruit of the latter is used for tarts, jellies, ute. 

currant-borer, ». (5) The larva of a cosmo- 
litan moth, Sesia tipuliformis, probably in- 

roducesd into the United States from Europe. 
(c) An American cerambycid beetle, Pseno- 
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any 

cerus  supernota- 
tus. Also ealled 
luong-horned cur 

i —— 
ant-bu Hien Yol= 
low- lined currant- 
bug, Same as fowr- 
lined tleas-tug, 

eurrant-fly (kur’- 
ant - fli), nm. I 
Americantrypet: 
fly, Epochra cana- 
nak which at- 
tacks the fruit of 
white and red 
currants, its larva 
feeding within the 
fruit which pre- 
maturely ripens, 
decays, and falls, 
currant - leaf 
(kur‘ant-léf*), n. 
The bishop’s-cap or miterwort, Mitella di; 
80 called from some resemblance of the * 
to those of the currant. 

currant-moth, ».— — currant- 
mene, an American geome id og = cognataria, 

Lap adapt hose ia feeds ty w ava ou the 
Lge currant — other planta, 

ec 

Curraat borers. 
@, larra: both enlarged: «, 
moth, naturel tase, ot Sesta® tiple. 
Sormis: ——— supermetates, 
twee nateral size. 

ad 

wi 
foliage 
— * Divisional currency, curre con- 
sisting e small or fractional pieces. = 

muscalar Haane produced after the arrest of a galvanic 
current, — See walternatin: ~ 
A an 
alternating current ; the square root of the mean — 
of the current value. The average current is nbso som 

the equivalent continuons current, — current, 
see — it. See weellulifugal. 
— Cell al, — 

a direct or alternating carrent of constant 
tinuous current, 

of constant or unitorm intensity.-Current of injury, 
a current set ap as the result of on injury to a muscle or 

ured surface 
compared with the Intact substance, Also Known as 
Hermann’s demareation current, — 

curren’ 
electric current which always Sows in the same direction. 
— Discharging current derived from _dis- 
charging a charged storage 

or dielectric — by an — 
nating electromotive force acting 

cuits within the mass of a conductor placed in a factu- 
ating magnetic fleld —* moving, through « fleld #0 a to 

current’, ".—after currents, electric currents In 

current. 
in elect., the at ge gh intensity 

times defined as that value which is equal te the value ot 
Axial 

curren’ 
See ®eellulipet 

mean intensity.— Con! a direct current 

nerve. The i electronegative, as 

Same as displacement #current.— 

ttery or conienser.< 
y thetnonditios of electric stress in 

an insulating mate 

Tents, in elect., induced ** —— in aon Gi cir 

cut lines of Foucault currents, —En- 
ergy an alternating current or component of 
current in phage with the electromotive force or be voltage, 
= ite in elect,, same aa —— —— 

a current prod iy an clectro- 
static machine. — a current in the 
Atlantic ocean which flows eastward the Guinea 
coast; countercurrent of the eq Atlantile. 

Same os 

urron 
cee a term formerly used for the 

ae page eee e « Te ult © sec- 
ondary ondary colle" Local curren in elect., a current circu- 

an electric cireult amd 
** as a whole, Currents Bowing 

within a wofiaio cell, for example, and not entering the 
— elreuita, local 
rent, e magnetic 

ular 
denote that ic 

of magnetion.—- Mi 
the theory that nerves and muscles are com ol 
electromotive molecules serially connected. Monsoon 
current, a current of the equatorial oceans, os, 
of the Indian ocean, caneed by the monsoon winda,— 
Hered to hav in geol., subterranean waters which are 
L nate to have brought the ores in solution to form ore- 

Oscillating current, in edeet., a periodically 
—* carrent in which the siocessive balf-waves are 

— but gradually decrease in —o 
Bee walternati ting. — current. See *, 
tonic.— Po lyphase system —— Si bed 7 or 
more alternating carrents rents citer in phase, 
current, « current of water havin ; —* current 

— — 
te eo that It 

rrent. 
rent which varies periodically in intenal 

jon; a pulaa · always or generally tlowa in the eume di 
tory current.— current. Same as woltless 

sorrento a term occasionally used *eisrrent.— Rotary 
for a polyphase, especially a Uiree-phase, current,— GBur- 
face current, 4 current of small depth at the surface 
of a lake or ocean.— Terrestrial currents, electrical 
currents traversing Ube crust of the earth ; earth-currenta, 
— current, 4 term sometimes used for oscillating 
current. See weurrent.— U currents, the motions Ourta 
of the atmosphere as shown 8 the clouds or by balloons 
at great elevations According to Broun's rules, deduced 
in 154) from observations at Makerstown, Scotland, Uhe 
successive lnyers one above the other move in directions 
siccessivel deflected more and more to the right of the 
lower wind. This law was aleo deduced independently 
by Clement Ley for southern England (1872), by Abbe for 
American balloon voyages (1871), and for clouds through- 
out the United States (1872), and js sometimes known by 

curupay 
their names,— Wattless current, an alternating current, 
or component of current, d) ners = phase from the 
—S— — force by a quai 

n. Cross- kur’ ent-bed't in 
hedding —— in — e as astrong 
current over a sandy bottom. Dana, 

current-bottle (kur’ent-bot’1),. A sealed 
bottle, usually one of a number, containing a 
dated writing asking for its return when found : 
east into the sea by investigators of the direc- 
tion and velocity of ocean currents. Geog. 
Jour, — ——— 8.), XVI. Ma. 

ector (kur’ent-ko-lek*tor), », In 
eleet., a device, as a sliding brush or a trol- 
ley-wheel, for conveying current from a fixed 
tos moving portion of the circuit of an electric 
machine, motor, generator, or system ; or vice 
versa. 

current-density (kur‘ont-den‘si-ti), ». In 
eleet,, the ratio of the current flowing to the 
cross-sectional area of the conductor, taken at 
Tight angles to the lines of flow, 11 is expressed 
ine, — & unite of current per square centimeter, or is am- 
— centimeter, or sometimes in amperes per 

—— 
re (kur’ent-gij), ». An apparatus 

— the a of liquide through 
— ; a current-meter, 
current-mark (kur’ent-miirk), ». Ingeol., the 
undulating surface of sands that are drifted b 
4 current: contrasted with a ripple-mark whic 
is formed by small waves. Geog. Jowr. (R.G.S8.), 

*cwrriculu- 
XVIII. 196, 

—* 
Of or 

curricular (ku-rik’i- liir), @. 
laris, ¢ L. curriculum, a course, = 
tainin 7. = carriage course orcarriage-driv 

as toa curriculum — 
of —— Bee *curricularization. 

tion (ku-rik'-lir-i- 24’shon), m, 
curricular + -ize + -ation.] Subjection to a 
ard-and-fast school or college curriculum. 
Youth who want somewhere room for —— 

not for distinction, and resist curriculerization and, 
French call it, the —— of knowledge, 

& Halt, Adolescence, 1. 8, 

as Currycomb —— v. t. To curry, as a 

athe 

— epilepsy. See *epilepsy. 
Cursor, . — Radial cursor, un addition to the slide 
Tule, devised by Lanchester. 

Lanchester's redeat cursor, which makes thermodyna- 
mieal calculations with y-wise exponents almost as direet 
as plain malti "ees and fur more convenient than with 
the log. log. Nature, July 24, 1002, p, Sock 

curses * 2. A course of study. 
(ker'tal), n. Inareh.,a member sha 

like & volute or seroll, especially in stair-butld- 
ing, a8 in the lower termination of a hand-rail 
or the p —— of the lowest step of a flight. 
See curt “igs 

In hydraul, engin., a woven 
fabric of brushwood or withes, suchas branches 
of willows, placed in a stream to retard the 
current and permit the deposition of silt, or to 
compel scour and remove it,—10. A vertical 
fold of the mantle within the margins of the 
valves of certain poserpets (the pectens).— 
11. Inarch., awall which serves asaninclosure 
rather than as a support. Thas the wall beneath a 
large window, as in a church, or that between two but 
treases which’ carry the vault ‘and roof without its * iw · 
tanoe, is acurtain.— Asbestos curtain, » ak, — 

pent of temly vertical 
feamaat anrora The resermblting th e fobs of a curtain, or 

per and partly obscuring the light of the gars t ad. 
The foldings are usually in motion horizontally, —— 
ing 60 a8 to give the appearance of motion, aw pnb that 
the sheet of Lp in ‘apparently a boundary-surface between 
moving masses of 

holder (kér’ tan- hdl‘ dér), ». A me- 
— — tor holding a car window-cur- 
tain in any desired ition.— Magnetic curtain- 
holder, a T inneiie ¢ consisting of magnets fas 

soft irom guides in the window-casing. The ahn 
fn place by magnetic attraction, A slight pall hap < ds 
leases the maguets, and when again at rest they hol 

artain-paper (kér’tan-pé‘pér), m. A kind of r’tan-p r), a. nd o} 
tinted —— paper of close texture, 
used to some extent in the United States for 
—— or window-shades. 

r (kér’tan-ri’zér), ». A short 
ries piece acted before the principal play 

he —— Theatrical slang.) 
te expecta of life, 

curtezan, Simplified spell- , curtesy, 
ings of courteous, courtesy, courtezan, 
curupay (ké-rii-pi’), mn. [Guarani cwrupai.] 
The name in Paraguay and Argentina 
of re m Celnt (Piptadenia Celil of 
Grisebach), a large tree of the mimosa family, 

o 
See *expecta- 

tion, 



curupay 

Tt yietds —*2 anid easily worked dark-red timber, used 
for furniture and house construction, and a reddish gum 
resembling gum arabic. The bark contains from 10 
tw 25 per cent. of tannin, and & —_— used locally tor 
tanning hides — the manufacture of sole-leather. Also 
called cebil and cefil colorado. 

curv, @., ™., andr. 
— 

A simplified spelling of 

curvature, ». 4. In projective geom., suseep- 
tibility of. being eut in two different points by 
— independently of whether the con- 
struct possessing this property has any point 
at which two straights inclined to one another 
and lying in this construct might meet. In 
metrie geometry curvature is often used for 
the measure of curvature or the reciprocal of 
the radius of curvature.—Axis of curvature, 
the intersection of 

pon 
which the rays of 
Hight are brought 
to a focus 7a 
rections for this 
are made in photo- 
graphic and other objectives In order that the tmage 
may appear sharply defined at all points _ the y yas of 
the tate or film. of *5 2* 

curvature, the difference the the 
Specifics sides of a root, causing It to curve Oy cttstein.— 
Iter test ng the curvature of « aurface expressed 
— terma of the goth ee subtended by a unit of area. 

o., the bending over of out- 

ening eas 
fie strata. This isa eoammon feature in 

them, The 
mane — 

Curvature of Fieid. 

ona, but it is mot confined to 
sometimes the result of creep. 

curve, ”.— Adjoint in meth, a 
carve ‘which passes |-1 inten tte ——5—— magh every I-fold point 

wa fective. of a primitive carve,— 
—Binomial curve, in as a curve whose orlinate 
* be expressed by some powerof a binomial function 

the abecissa: thus zug bani is @ binomial 
—— of axis of the pelvis re 

a curved line.— Curve of Hof oy nented buoy- 
ancy. keurres of akip calculations,—Qurve of 
comfort, in climatology, a curve —— temperatures 
and tolstures that corres) to ily comfort 
for a given velocity of the win 5** in only 
Weather Rev., Aug., 1804— Curve of decay, in 
activity, a carve showing the diminution of activity * 
a radicactive substance, as a function of the time — 

atures 4 moistares that 

. ss ayer in Monthly Weather Rev., A. 
of 4 See weurves of ay, cal 

—— pee? AL fame aa (ucét- 
t's ®eurce.—Curve of energy, a, any ** 

representing change of ——— or at a A 
system, in which a. one of the warlabbos ; 24 
cally, in apect curve of distribution of en 
in the spectrum. Carve of of extinction, in naval arch., 

ing graphically the diminishing angle of in- 
clination im the rolling of a vessel In still water which has 
been inclined by an extraneous force and then — to 
cactilate freely in the water.— Curve of pays, 
the curve which shows the gradaal change in te der dd 
mation of a body subjected to continued stress — Curve 
of flexure, in a curve draun on an anticlastic surface 
which may be held fixed without involving Uhe immova- 
bility of surface : the curve will be that formed by 
the sticcessive elements of the inflextonal tangents — 
Curve of in neval arch., a curve formed by a 
no ion ie envelop © J rmal section of th ‘elop of the bload-water planes of 
a — th the theory of anresisted rolling. Carve 

Bee Weurrer of ship salousations: 
lonettudinal Bee —— of ahip 

tions,— Curve of metacenters « 
metacenter. Son Weurees cf ship calculation Curve of 
resistance, in narel arch., a curve which — phi. 
cally the resistance of a shi vormodel to tow! ined 
by experiments in a mode) basin. The a . is rus at 
various speeds and ite resistance to towing is measured for 
each 8 These resistances are plotted as ordinates 
with the «# a⸗ abeciaese anil the pointe thus ob 
tained are Joined in a curve. The resistance for a given 

in se inte Uhree parts, ie wavermaking re 
noe, resistance, and frictional resistance (see 

eresistanee), tad by suitable calculations, using the law of 
comparison, the curve of res! noe and curve of effective 
horse-power for the full-sized — — form to that 
of the model are obtained. of — 
in —— — Hne on the Hertzian or Neuh 
diagram of tic changes which separates the dry 
stage from the * stave. — Curve of (navel) 
acurve of ——— — — developed from informa- 
tion as to the speed mem departure of a vessel or 
flect of the enemy tay a — lace, or from ite speed 
amd probable time of arrival, he pareaing or scouthig 
vessel follows this curve as the best method of syste- 
matic search for the enemy with the information avail. 
able. of sensitiveness, a curve which represents 
the relative senaitiveness of a photographic te for 
rays of different wavredeneth. stabil! of 
eurve which shows the relation between the angle at In. 
clination of « thoatio fesse! a¢ a ship. and the arn of the 
righting foal See also Reurces of ship calewlationa— 
Curve of velocity, a curve for every point of which the 
abscissa is the length of time after a certain instant and 
the ordinate is the velocity ace —— at the end of that 
pertod of time.— Curve Gurve of we See weurves af ahip 
caloulations See teresistance,— 

ofshipcalculations. tn determining the qual- 
ities of a ship, naval architects muke certain caleulations 

ton the form of the vessel as shown by the Lines. 
These calculations are made by certain mathematical rules 
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known as Simpson's rules, trapezoidal rule, ete. (sce #rale) 
The calculations are made for the veasel flonting at a cer 
tain namber of equally spaced water-lines, and the values 
obtained are laid off ina diagram. The pointe thasobtained 
are joined by curves passing through them (see the cut). 
From thediagram Use quantitiesfor any intermediate water- 
line can be obtained without calculation by reading thelr 
values from intersection of the corresponding curves 
with the waterline. The following curves are usually cal. 
culated for a Veasel of any bry dieplace- 
ment, a curve showing toa suitable scale the —— sat 
of a vessel in fresh or salt water for any given mean draft. 
Curce of centera of bwoyency. a curve showing the poal- 
tion of the center of beoyancy (see center) corresponding 
to the immersion of a vessel to any given waterline. The 
curve showing the vertical pesition of the center of buoy- 
ancy is generally plotted in combination with the curve 

transverse metacenters as follows (see the cut): A di- 
agonal line at 45° inclination is drawn on the 

here this diagonal interseets any given waterline a 
vertical line is drawn (see dotted Tine in diagram), and 
the intersection of this vertical with the curve of meta- 
centers and the curve of centers of baoyane, ape | —— the 
height of ce momcenter and of the center o 
corresponding to the displacement of the veasel \feating 
at ust Wa waterline. The longitadinal position of the center 
of buoyaney is shown by laying ite value off on the water. 
line — —— to any giver «dls Pplacement forward or 
abaft a vertical indicating the middle perpendicater (not 
shown in diagram). Curve of transverse metacenters or 
curve of metacenters, a curve showing the height of the 
metacenter with reference to the water-line oo potiel = 
ing to any given displacement. For the methox! of lay- 
ing off carve, see above. Curve of tone per inck tmmer- 
sion or ree af * inch. oa owing che adedi- 
tional displacement corres: ome Inch deeper 
imumersion of the vessel in the water when it is foating at 
any given water-line Thus it is the measure of the 

Diagram of Displacement aed Other Curves usually Calculated 
tor Shaps. 

#, @, carve of displacement im fresh water: 4. 4. curve of dis. 
placement in salt water: ¢, ¢. curve of tons per inch igemenioa; 
@, @, carve of vertical position of centers of buoyancy: ¢. ¢, curve 
of Lansvere Metacenters. 

weight required to be added to the veasel to sink her one 
finch d when she is floating at any given displace- 
ment. Additional curves are usually ulated for war- 
ships Amon aig the more important of Chese are the cross. 
eurces of stability. From the eroas-curves can be obtained 
for any given condition of loading of the vessel a curve 
atatioal stability which shows, corresponding to each 
of Inclination from the whch ie the value of the rightir 
couple and the point to if sutticlently tnelined, the 
vessel will apeet or turn turtle. The curre of cross-sec- 
tional areas oF curve af hueyency Is the curve whose 
onlinates are areaa of cross-sections up to a given water: 
line corresponding te cach point in the Teng Read to 
a suitable scale, these ordinates represent the buoyancy 
por ankle of length, Cerre of weight is a siinilar curve 
por | the actual weight of the veasel amd ite contents 

| pee unit of the ler The difference between the 
ordinates of the curve of weights anid the carve of buoy. 
* a any —A displacement gives the curre af loada, 

integration, are successively obtained the 
— * ** ahearingest reser on the curve af 
bending moments which serve to determine whether the 
vease] bas sufficient longitudinal « 
curve, of the function f(x), the gruph of ¢ derivative of 
the funetion (x) of x.— curve, acurve which 
has, like & diameter, the property of Disecting parallel 
chores in a curve. Dio: —— —— artesian 
eval. Prequency curve, Saime as curve of probatnlity, 
bat applied more pA than Ue latter term to anaymmet- 
* curves which cannot be explained in any very limited 
space. French in mechanical drawing, a thin 

hard rubber, sheet of cardboard, or 
Veneer of wood ext into complicated shapes so Chat ite 
edge may give a great many different curves of pon-geo- 
metrical cc! er. It is used for drawing a curve 
through three or more points previously laid down, and 
in similar ways, — lar curve. Me as crtenary 
ecure.—G ‘s curve, Same as Qudtelet's ®eurre,— 

a See #Heenan?.— Ichthyoid 
curve, o carve, having the generalized form of a iis 
whieh is the profile of completed snow-trifte fn the 
neighborhood of obstructions on the prairie; the fanda- 
mental curve of snow-trifte.- Inertia curve, the curve 
that would be described by a baty moving freely on the 
surface of the earth, or of Ly? other petatiog tody, wider 
the influence of gravity and inertia * Atthe pole it 
is a point and at the equator a straight line; at inter 
mediate latitudes it a circle Whose medins depends on 
the sine of the batitade and on the velocity of imetion.— 
tegral — If (x) and f(x) are 2 functions so re 

lated that = 4x) = f(x), then the curve y = d(x) ie an 

inferral curve of the curve y = f(x)— Integral proba- 
Dility curve. See he dinzim under Guetelet'« whey 
iy this curve pevesne such) as the follwing can he 
solved: Given the protability, 7, that an object taken at 
novdon will have a certain character, then amon any 
commiderable camber, a, of bidepedent otjects, what ts 
the probability that the number having the chameter in 
question Will be within the given inclusive linvite ny and 

cuscamidine 
mg, where m, ¢ mg!—Iseidomal curve, See #isri- 
domal,— a curve, ip any thermedy- 
rambc diagram, indicating an process or operation during 
hich there is no change of entropy.— curve. 

the curve which Bee tisogyre.— curve, 
represents the expansiog or — — of & gas OT Vapor 
at a constant temperatare. The isothermal curve for a 

ect gas follows the law of Boyle or Mariutte, which ts 
iat the pressure times the volume is a comstant,— 

curve, # curve which is usually the resultant 
of two or mare —— or circular motions mechanieally 
—— — nplete fos which shows the 

—e or of the beginning of 
wal ha of aserice containing every propor 
tion of the two —— weelidus curve.— Load 
curve, in electretechnics, a curve which indicates varia- 
tions of the load of an electric-power syetem as a function 
of any variable, such as = time of day, upon which _ 
tize of —— lead di da — LJ (th) See 
— ‘ic. — Mixed curve, an carve; & curve 

of two or more different curves. — Motion 
a curve showing the successive positions of a piece 

of mechanism or a point, specifically of the link-block or 
of that which moves the slide-valve of a steam-en- 
gine, aes a locomotive or marine engine. Po 
curve, in chevinodipnasetce, n curve of constant 4} fle 
heat for a perfect gas; a curve having | the equation 
Tee vatame where Ftp the premere of 5 and © is 
ts volume. Probability curve. See Quetelet's ®eurve. 

curve, a curve which exhibite the ar- 
rangement or distribution of a group of statistical eventa 
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Quéwlet’s Curve, 

Probability Curve and Integral Curve of Probabilities. 

— to the mgthematical law of error. It was 
first « as * means for vit and distin- 
gulshing "hog t pes or species wel tathe- 
matician, Lam! je Jacques Quételes (1766-1874), 
eS thn teats of modern science of 
Quetelet showed that the numbers representing the in 
dividual qualities of a race of mankind are grouped wuna 
the num referring to the ‘ave! man’ in a manner 
corresponding to that {a which single results of observa- 
tion are grouped rownd the mean result, so iat the 

ples of the coon of probabilities may be applied to 
ent researches in aay pology as a means of die 
tinguishing the different human meee. He showed that 
the number of cases in which a certain height, for exam. 
Pie, occurs among a lange number of individuals of a race 

be represented by an ordinate of a curve symmetri- 
y sitanted with rexard to the ordinate representing 

te mean result or ave: and e carves 
for different moes of mankind are different. Also called 
Galtons curve, curve of distribution, probatility curve, 
pa ant A curve, See reverse wtirist.— Vapor-pres- 

a curve showing the variation of Vapor 
bres ire with temperature — Vertex Of ® curve. “Seo 

eertes. 
curve-adder (kérv’ad’ér), a. An instrument 
by means of which the sum of two curves of 
pon kind, with any relations of period, ampli- 
tude, an ase, can be drawn automatically, 
Scripture, Exper, Phonetics, p. 68. 
Cure (kéerv’pen), #. A ruling-pen having 

oints attached to a rod inclosed in the 
ms e and free to rotate with it. When used 

in drawing fine curves the points follow the 
motion of the hand, whatever its direction. 
curve-tracer (kérv’tri*’s@r), n. A machine for 
drawing curves; specifically, a device for re- 
cording graphically the changes of electromo- 
tive force or current which oeecur in alternatin, 
electric cireuits or when a condenser is ch 
or discharged. The term is also applied to 
instruments for drawing eurves of magnetic 
induction. 

curve- (kérv’tra‘sing), ». The process 
of tracing « curve or curves, A curve be said = 
be traced when the general form of ite several parte or 
branches is determined, and the positiun of those which 
are Gnliteited fy extent te trdicated. 

eal (kér-vi-lin’é-al), a. 
vilinear. 

curvilinear fret, See *free, 
curvometer (kér-vom‘e-tér), #. [L. curews, 
curve, + Gr, étpov, measure.) An instrument 
for measuring the length of curved lines, as 
of a road On a map. A wheel is rolled along the line, 
each revelation of the point of cottact indicating a pan 
equal to the circumference of the wheel. Aneye, 
XXX. OTH 

cuscamidine (kus-kam’‘i-din), ».  [Cuse(o) 
(bark) + amide + -ine?,) A crystalline alka- 

Same as cwr- 



cuscamidine 

loid contained in the bark of certain species 
of cinchona, 
cuscamine (kus’ka-min), n. [Cuse(o) (bark) 

NA 
+ amine.) Same as *cuscamidine. 

Ouscutacerw (kus-kil-ta’sé-6), ». pl. 
—— 1829), < Cusenta + -acew.) A 
‘amily of dicotyledonous sympetalous plants 

of the order Polemoniales, the dodder amily. 
It containa the genus Cuseute only, and differs from the 
Coneoiculaces, in which it ts Ineladed by many authors, 
chiefly in ita parasitic habit, the leaves being reduced to 
minute scales. See Cuseuta and dodder’, 

cusecs (ki’seks), », An abbreviation of cubic 
feet per second, occasionally used by irrigation 
engineers, particularly by British engineers, 
as an expression of rate of flow of water. 

cush? (kash), ». [Origin obscure.) In North 
Carolina, the crumbs and scrapings of cracker- 
or meal-barrels, fried with grease, 
cushaw (kish-i'), ». [Also cashaw, cashew, 
kershaw; Algonkian (of Virginia) escushaw. | 
A fruit, mostly oblong or crooked, of Cu- 
curbita moschata, sometimes called squash 
and sometimes P gn rages The pumpkins, as the 
term is understood in North America, belong to the 
cles Cucurbita Pepe, andl the autumn and winter squashes 

— y, and in ite usage may dee pppkin-lke 
fruita other than those af Cucurtita moschata ; the 
uaage of horticultural legen 9 seem to confine it to that 
species, although it dow follow that all fruite of C. 
moecheta are cushaws, The winter crookneck or Canada 
crookmeck t: fa the frait most cornmonly known a# 
cushaw or w. Itkeeps well into winter. The name 
is chiefly used fn Che southern and western United States 
The best variety [of squash) for family ase is the Casha, 

a long, cylindrical, carved variety, swollen at one extrem- 
ity, of fine, creamy yellow color, very solid and excellent 
to use aa a winter squash, and quite as Valuable as any for 
the other purposes. 

WN, White, Gardening for the South, p. 214. 

cushion, m. 2. (J) (2) An expansion at the lower ex- 
tremity ofagrape-vine from which a part of its roots spring. 

This had ten roots springing from the cushion at the 
base. 
U.S. Dept, Agr., Div. Veg. Pathol., Bulletin 2, 1808, p. 52. 

(D Same as saddle, 3(g) (0). (rm) In pianeforte-making, a pad 
of roll of felt placed under the ends of the keys to prevent 
noise, See cut under pienaforte, (n) Rame aa coronefl, 
& (0) A pool formed 9 a low dam or obstraction Imme- 
diately below a higher dams to prevent erosion ar ¢ ic 
tive effect of the water which falls over the higher dam or 
hydraulic work.—Cushion form, in pAytogeog., the 
vogetation-form which is embodied in a *cushion-plant 
(whieh see, with eut, Also called Aamock form. a 
cushion, in paleobet., the more or lees raised amt usually 
rhombic aren left on the tranks anit steme of Various fossil 
plants, especially Lepédodendron and Sigiliaria, It in- 
cludes the leaf-secar proper (see ecer!, 4), the print of the 
vascular bundle, the ®parichnos( which see), the ligule (see 
tigule (d)\, amd other markings. — Su0king cushions, 
circumscribed areas of fatty taene in am infant's cheeks, 
the function of which is supposed to be to prevent the 
checks from sinking in while the child is at the breast. 

cushion, v. ¢ 4. In mach., to compress (ex- 
haust-stenm or other motive fluid) by closing 
the exhaust-outlet of a cylinder before the 
piston completes its traverse. The gradual com- 
pression causes increasing pressure against the piston and 
arresta the motion of the reciprocating parts without 
shook. See cushion, u., 2 (. — 

cushion-bit (kish’on-bit), ». A metal bit in 
which the mouthpieces are covered with vul- 
eanized leather. Round pads of soft leather, which 
bear against the horse's cheeks, are attached to the side 
of the rings. . . 

cushion-crawling (kish’on-kri ling), In 
Eng. billiards, a mode of nursing along or 
near a cushion: analogous to American play 
‘on the rail’ before it developed into ‘straight 
(straight-forward and corner-turning) rail.’ 

cushion-draw (kish’on-~iri), x. In billiards, 
the name of two draw-shots, in one of which 
the eue-ball retrogrades parallel with and 
along the enushion, and in the other comes pe- 
euliarly out at right angles to if, cushion 
and first object-ball being struck, in both 
shots, at about the same time. 

cushion-flower (kish’on-ilou*ér), ». An ever- 
green shrub, Hakea lewrina.of the family Pro- 
teacew, See Hakea, [Australian.] 

cushion-plant (kish’en-plant), wn. In phyto- 

A Cushion plant (Prrtema mime) of Pera and Bolivia. Nat- 
ural siee. (Drawn from Schimper's “ Manzengeegraphie“) 
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geog., a plant of a vegetation-form resembling 
a cushion, consisting of a masa of branches 
from an axis, which may either persist or dis- 
—5* so crowded that leaves and flowers are 
shown only on the general surface. Except 
in the case of mosses, it is mainly an alpine or 
arctic type, but is also developed on islands of 
the south temperate zone. 

cushion-rest (kish’on-rest), m. In billiards, 
the cushion used as a support for the striker’s 
bridge-hand or for the cue itself, the latter 
eapecially in giving the odds of one hand 
against two, 

hion-steam (kish’on-stém),». The steam 
which remains in a steam-engine eylinder and 
= elearance-spaces after the exhaust-valve 
cloees, 

cushion-work (kish’on-wérk),n. See cushion 
style, under cushion. 

In old embroidery the eushton- 
prleinrrivens) was Tike modern poe nts i gag 
was done in cross or tent-atiteh with afk or wool, and 
was useil to cover cushions, either to kneel uper or to up- 
hold the mas-book at the altar; hence its mame. It was 
also used for emblanming heraldic designs. 

Mock, 8, K. Handbook, Textile, Fabrics, p. 81 

cusk-ee] (kusk’él), #. Any fish of the famil 
Ophidiide, They are marine forms, eel-shaped, 
but have nothing in common with the true eels, 

cusp, ». 5. (c) One of the segments, with 
pointed tip, of a valve of the heart.—Oeratoid 

—FSF foe cre 
sides 7* commen tangent. 

cuspate, (kus’ pat), a. [cusp + -atel. Cf. 
pont Resembling a cusp; having the 
form of a * 

cuspid ſkua pid). n. and a. [L. cuspis (euspid-), 
a point: see cuap.] I, a, A canine tooth. 

. a. Same as evspidate, 2, 
cuspidal,a. 3, Having cusps; cuspidate: said 
of teeth. [Rare.]—Cuspidal tangent, Sce *fan- 

cuspidation (kus-pi-di‘’shon), ». Same as 
*eusping. 

idite (kus’pi-dit), m. [L. ewspis (euspid-), 
point, + -ite?.) Same as euapiing 

ale (kus’pi-ial), n. L. *euspidula, 
dim. of cuspis, aeusp.) A minute cusp. (Rare.] 
cusping (kus’ping), ». In arch., an arrange- 
ment of cusps; a series of cusps; the general 
system of decoration by cusps, as in Gothic 
tracery. 

cusplet (kusp’let), n, [eusp + -let.] A small 
cusp. 
cuspule (kus‘piil), ». [cusp + -wle,] In anat., 
a small projection or minute cusp on a tooth. 

customary, ". 2. A book which treats of the 
rules, regulations, usages, and ceremonies to 
be observed by a religious community, order, 
orcollege. Also custumary.— Customary estate, 
See westate. 

custom-free (kus’tum-fré), a. Free of customs- 
duty; duty-free; on the free list: as, custom- 
Sree goods. 
cut, v. I, trans. 20. In golf, to draw the club 
smartly across and underneath (a ball) with a 
— upward turn of the wrists. Practical 
7olf, p.49.—21. In projectivegeom., said of the 
intersecting by # fixed plane » (the picture- 
plane) of a figure, the subject, made up of 
planes §, y, 4, ete., and straights b, ¢, d, ete., 

thus constructing the meets #3, 4), #4, and 
the passes a*h, wc, wed, Thus isobtained a new figure 
composed of stralghts and points, all on », and called a 
eut of the subject. If the subject is an eject of an origt- 
nal, the cut of the subject is an image of the original. 

The operations of tein ani crfting are the two 
fundamental ones of Projective Geometry. 

C, Leudesdors, Cremona, Projective Geom, p. 2 

Cut service, terrace. fee sewetert, —— VOnt· 
5 achine, * — 
cut ak ern — —* —5— 
ting 
tool, 

joying a strigh knife for cut. 
panes, trimming ehank-pleces, etc,—Cutting-off 

in a lathe, a special tool for cutting otf —— of 
the work to relewse it from the chock, or to finish end 
of the piece. It is made in many forma. A tool having 
two parallel cutting-olf blades, with a narrow space be- 
tween them, is used te cut flat rings from a pipe and is 
called a ring-cufting teol, An automatic machine for 
cutting metal rods into lengths ie called a cnttingeagf 
machine, as is also a cold saw for cutting rods and bara 
See porting-tool.—To cut to make an impression; 
effect someting, {slang.|— out the pan, in sou. 
making, to ahd antt to the original solution obtained ny 
boiling together fat, alkali, and water, in order to preeipt- 
tate or curdie the soap, leaving glycerin in the watery 
brine or under-lye, 

Il, intrans, 9. In oech., to become scored 
or scratched by friction, as a journal-bearing 
or piston-rod when imperfectly lubricated or 
improperly packed.—To cut in, () In carriage- 

cut-and-cover 
pointing, to apply color around a letter or stripe.—To 

to tt cute out, to ae out, in sheep-sbearing, neh she 

cut, *. 22. In mining; (a) An advance — 
ing made with « pick or by blasting in drifting 
or other mine-work to facilitate subsequent 
blasting. (4) An open side. In long-wall 
work, one working-face in advance of another 
gives it cut. Barrowman, Glossary.— 28, In 
orestry, the season's output of logs.—24, 
nagri., a land or ridge. 

After this the furrows between the “lands,” or “ewts,* 
are cleaned out, so as to nllow of surface drainage. 

J, Webb, Advanced Agricultare, p. 318 

25, A slit or narrow opening across the stage 
of a theater for use in moving the seenery 
up or down.—26, In sugar-manuf., a pause 
in the process of boiling syrup, during which 
the evaporating-pan is partly emptied of the 
concentrated syrup. A portion is left to set 
up erystallization in the fresh syrup which is 
then added and the process resumed. 

27. In math.: (a) An tion of the 
system of rational numbers into two classes, 

9, Ay, which possesses the characteristic 
property that every number in Ay is less than 
every number in Ag. 

Every —— Ea A + A‘ which satistes these condi- 
thons Is a cet, and will be denoted by (A, A). We 
have seen that overy rational number a ts associated with 
4 definite cut. Conversely, a cut (4,4) tn which A has 
® last clement « is perfectly definite, and apectiies a with- 
out ambiguity, dueye, Bret,, XXX 234. 

(b) In projective geom., the figure obtained by 
cutting. went, v. ‘ty 21. (c) In function- 
ar the line of division in the z-plane, 
which serves to separate the branches of a 
function from one another.— 28, The act of 
eutting or interfering. See cut, v. i., 6.—Pish- 
fin cut, 4 standard pattern in decorative giass-cutting, re- 
sembling the serrated fina of a Msh.— Forward cut, i: 
cricket, a stroke by which a short-pitched ball ts sent to the 
right side of point. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 67.—Hob- 
nail cut, « standard pattern in decorative glase-cutting. 

Hebuail cut Prism cut 

—Indian cut, « method of cutting geme in Ceylon and 
the Ortent, in which the alxe of the table is usually double 
the size of the culet and there is no special order as to the 
site of any of the faceta, —— eut for weight 
and preservation of color rather than their beauty. 
They are almost invartably recat when sent to Rurope or 
the United States. Late cut, in cricket, a wrist-stroke by 
which a length ball, or a ball short of a length, ts hit 
when it has almost passed the hataman, 60 as to send It in 
the direction of third man. Hutchinson, Cricket, p, 67. 

Rasp cut. as raspl, 1,— Speedy a 
an mp toy today inside of the fore leg of a horse wate 
low the knee, inflicted when the animal fs trotting or go- 
ing at a raped gait.—Split cut. (7) See aplit, (b) A 
standard pattern in decorative glass-cutting. See wspit, 
n.— Square in cricket, a wrist-etroke by which a 
length ball, or a ball short of a length, ie sent in the di- 

> > , 

SSO 
Table diamond cet. Strawberry diamond cot. 

rection of point. Hifehinson, Cricket, p. 07.—Straw- 
berry diamond cut, table diamond cut, standard 
patterns in decorative ulass-cutting. 

cut-and-cover (kut‘and-kuv’ér), a.and ». I, a. 
In engin, & terta applied to a method of tun- 
nel construction in which those portions whieh 
approach the surface are made by cutting 
down from above (instead of boring horizon 



cut-and-cover 

tally) and filling in with the excavated earth cut-over (kut’d’vér), ©. ¢. In cricket, to injure cutting- 
when the cut has been properly lined and (the batsman) by striking him in vulnerable frame, with s trough 
roofed over. 

Il, ». The cut-and-cover method of tunnel 
construction. 

cu a ), ™. In geol,, lateral 
planation on one side of a meandering stream 
accompanied by deposition on the other. 

‘This (a cvt-ond-fill. Tee a sediment ** from the 
carve which is concave toward the is shifted 
downstream, while that deposited in the car carve ae is 
convex toward the stream is brought down from above. 

——— and Salisbury, Geol, L iss. 

a direct cotton coal-tar 
pot rt Say ey | Per {rom diamido-naphthalene 

motdanted cotton cotton 4 Violet brown fron a salt bath, 
n. In mining, a chain 

used on inclines, which may be eut at different 
ge to vee ina) 8. en 
cut-finger (kut’ r), m. nea. 
cutigeral (kG-tij’ eral) a (lL. cutis, skin, + 

Carrying or supporting 

pper 
cut-in ut · in⸗ ), *. Bame as cut-ia notes, 
eut, p. 

cutization (kd-ti-28‘shon), m.  [L.. cutis, skin, 
+ -ize + -ution,] Transformation into skin. 

cutline (kut‘lin), ». Same as *cantline. 
(kut’ling), ». [ent + -lingl.] A 

euttin i, . small vert of a plant, as a twig, 
seve! — Tposes of pro tion. 
— ak‘ér), n. One who inspects 
the weaver’s ret or piece ‘of cloth as it comes 
from the loot, 

cut-meter (kut’mé’tér), a. An instrument for 
measuring the cutting-speed of machine-tools. 
It is esnentially a form of a having a dial which, 
when the instrument ad inst the spindle of a 
lathe, the cutter of a mill — 
Planer, records the speed of ett rade by the tool, 
cut-money (kut’mun‘i), n. *money. 
cut-off, ». 7. An attachment to s magazine 
firearm which enables the soldier to use it as 
a single-loader and reserve the cartridges in 

pipers a 
the magazine. 

is what by 
ay - be od with a 

The new weapon [Springfeld 
the clip-loading magazine gu 
cut-of w! Thich oables the fer tube iat 

Review of Reviews, N — 

In forestry, an artificial — by which 
the course of astream is straightened to —— 
tate —— .—9. The practice of sony 
or cutting off the admission of motor-flui uid’ 
such as steam, to the engine-cylinder before 
the traverse of the pleten is —— 
makes the steam im in the c: mek by oe x. 

naive action after cut-off has occurred, so that 
Prot lower preasure and temperatare when oe suhanst 

place, and the heat in it is more effielently atilized, 
The cutof i ad to be short eral —— 
is long. The expansion or d the 
reciprocal of the cut-off; that mit the out-of! is fs at = 
the stroke, the expansion is §, or the steam has § 
volume which it occupied when the valve closed. The 

int of cut-ott ta the nt of the —— — traverse at which 
we Valve ch a point on a 

steam-engine indicator-diagram whieh soe S by 
drawing a line led to the bese-line taroagh, a point 

¢ maxinam pressure daring | ——5 
it with Wie backward ngation of the 
a hyperbolic curve ; point of cut-off 

the gee —2 for a dollar expended te 
—— govermor 

atch * regulates th the § oral * — varying the 
point of cut-olf, thins c! 
—— to the cylinder by tentng ort len scam ora 

of admimion, but without affecting 
Cut-off muscle, 

cole, (6) A partition or pl 
ports control 

by a cutoff valve.—Cut ring, 4 
number of holes — ita ——— —— in the steam- 
chest of a turbine and to regu amount of CW 
— admitted to it. The position of the boles in this 

determines the number of nozgles in use.— Cut-off 
ve, 4 stenm-valve which slides on the back of the main 

steam-valve to cutoff steam from the latter and hence from 
the cylinder. This enables the cut-olf to be made cartier 
and iwore sharply than by means of a single valve, since 
the exhaust functions of the main valve are not modified 
by the angular advance of comsiderable lap required to 
peodaoe carly cot-of of admission. The cutoff valve may 

ijastable by hand or by the governor to make the 
cute Lorn eta dan a closure of the perio 
of admission of steam to an et hgine-cylinder by releasing 
the valve from the mechanism which opened it, so that it 
closes suddenly by a weight or by aspring. (See Cortise cw 
woalee.) This was firet proposed for vertical spindle- 
valves by Sickles, A ilash-pot oo ined A prevent 
inconvenient shock. vertod af 
admission for the steam toe the cylinder, Whi is made 
to vary as the demand for steam varies and is effected CW 
automatically by the action of the engine goverior,— Trip 
cut-off, Same as drop ®eut-of 

ent-out, . 2. A cluteh ; a device for mechani- 
cally connecting or disconnec ting two pieces. 
— Pilm cut-out, it efect., a cat-oat in which a film or 
sheet of paper of mica ta empl: ayes which la punctured 
if the voltage exceeds the normal value. 
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parts: said of the ball. 
cut-shot (kut’shot), a, A blast-hole designed 
to break coal which has been opened on one 
side b °F — shearing with a pick or otherwise. 
[Scote 

cuttacoo * wks), n. [Jamaica.) InJamaica, 
a small bag made of basketry, carried attache 
to a belt or shoulder-band and used for carry- 
ing tobacco and trinkets, 

cu (kut‘’aj), 2. [eat + -age.] The prac- 
tice or process of multiplying plants by means 
of cuttings or severed 
cuttanee (kut’a-né), n Hind. Pers. *kattani, 
< Hind. katdn, fine linen (Fallon), kattan, waste 
selyage of silk - ule, 1903), < Pers. Ar. kattan, 
linen.) A stuff of silk, or of silk and cotton, 
at one time imported Into Europe from the 
East —— 

cutter!, n. vernment 
6 revenue- 

3. (c) A veasel of the 
revenue marine which is known as 
cutter serviee.— Albany cutter, 
built by James Goold in Albany, New Yor 
istic fentures are a light bent-woodl frame for the bexly, 
well-curved panels, and fall-aweep oatiines,, Ap enlarged 
size has sent-room for four or alx 
cutter, See wensilage.— cutter, a cutter 
of a special form to adapt it to particular Kinds of work. 
It ls ———— ee varlety of forma to which special 

eri, as tordet pine cutter, — —— 
—— 4 ral, conver, tolute Lever 
ter,a machine which haa a steed tahle on be hay 
* other material to be a # ed agalnat 

ivoted knife operated a Thand rally Larger ma- 
chines ex poo meee Rede — — hy menue of & 

onber (kut’ér-brig), ». A square-rigged 
—— ith a fore-and-aft mainsnil a 

cutter. but (kut’ér-bilt), a, Built on the ey 
lines of a cutter. 

cutter-gig (kut’ér- rgig), A ship's boat be- 
tween a cutter and a gig in build and size, 

cutter- (kut‘’ér-rigd), a. Rigged like a 

cutter-spindle (kcut'e i Kae e ‘érapin revoly- 
ing head or le — "eutting- blades 

utter. — (kut’ér-yot), n. A deep-dranght cutter-yach' ‘ér-yo' ee ng! 
comparatively narecur beaneedl vessel rigged 
a8 a cutter, 
tthroat finch, Seo *finch!. 

9. A bookbinding. Afte 
Ba cng ing, eat basking, the = are gat cnt in . 

me special Cutting is one * thie secondary 
—R included in the general term forwarding, 
forwarding, n., 2— Same as B 
eretion thinning. in forestry : (The The 
one ae of the entire stand. (%) An area upon whic! 
entire stand haa been cut. series, in fore 
a block, or a part of a block, ing ever stands 
whose ages differ Rnifoealy with given ite aml 
which are to be cut in turn, the cuttings usually following 
a given * entting series seldoe exista, 
ox under the ting method followed by 
artificial reproduction, or ‘ender the sprout method,— 

See stand winethod.— 
oto bn keutting. — 

cutting, in forest uted: hich ix intended te , any c' whic 
invite or sasist — Bee 

ernethod.— in forestry, the 
cutting “ alt trees upon @ harrow Mey before natural 

that the trees 

at ii‘mond), #1, The 
“Amertean — or prairie. dock, Parthenium 

terminal corymbs: found from Ma ‘aad to 
Png and south to Georgia and Texas. 

back (kut‘ing-bak’), ». The heading- 
in of shoots or plants by cutting the leading 
shoots off at the ends, 

-bed (kut’ing-bed), ». A bed or plot 
lants. The eut- of sandy soil for propagating 

tings of currant, privet, or other slirubs or trees are sct 
in the bed in the spring or fall and allowed to stand for C0 
one growing season, whem they may be removed from it 
for sabe or permancnt planting. In a greenhouse a shal- 
low box of woot or slate placed over the hot-water or 
steam pipes and filled with sand is aeed as a propagating- 
bed for such plants as the geranium, verbena, ete, 

-cylinder (kut’ing-sil’in-dér),n. The 
eylinder Bhs a knife-attachment whieh euts 
the roll of paper printed on a web-press into 
sheets of proper length. 
tting-die (kut’ing-li), mA er die for 

out the blanks used in mak ng tinware 
and other sheet-metal objects. 

cutting-engine (kut’ing-en‘jin), », A machine 
for cutting gear-teeth or ratchet-wheels. Tt 
has an indexing device to divide a cireumfer- 
ence into aliquot or equal parts. 

wine 

le of sleigh first \ 
+h den ) 

cut-work 

frame (kut’ing-fram), ». A wooden 
and a spindle, in which 

laced the wheels used in a iase-suiting. 
cutting-grass (kut’ing-gris), n. Same as cut- 
grass, The name ia also applied to & number of 

Cladiwm and” Scterias 
fim the Island of Guarn 
there are open _ areas 
called ‘savannas’ cov- 
ered = the cutting- 

slat ae alied witt or 
Lorne Im Austra- 

lin and Tasmania occans 
Cladinm 
and in the s Brera ot 
Florida, Clad 

In the West In- 
South America 

* Seleria refexa, S. 
and a number 

called 

cu -in (kut’- 
: ing-in’), 9. 

—————— ——— rocess of shorten. 
Portion of leaf blade showing cutting: ng the growth 

teesh; spikelets, All magni = Sis or of don hs 

ing their size by eutting the leading shoots in 
two. Often called *cutting-back (which see). 
cutting-liquor (kut’ing-lik‘or), m. In calico- 
printing, & chemically prepared liquor for dis- 
charging (or cutting), n mom, a color that is 
printed on the cloth, in order to 2 pense a 
— G, Duerr, Bleaching and Calico-print- 

tting-machine (kut’ing-ma-shén’), rn. An 
—— used by cracker-bakers, for cutting 

achost of sponge or water dough into crackers, 
Sometimes called peeling-machine, 

cutting- (kut’ing-pot), =. Ashallow earth- 
—— filled ih ‘sand and used as @ 
small propagating-bed in a window or green- 
house. 

press, *.— Armature-disk cutting- press, 
bp ten —— 8 wang of dies which punch blunk 
clrealar armature and make all the perforntions, ke — 
and notches at once. oe ae Other 
armature-diska, 5* — — and 
stroke, See tnoteht 

cutting-shop kut’ t’ing-ehop) n. An establish- 
ment ich flint-glass is decorated by the 
process of cutting or grinding. 

-tool ee: * 4 foal with a 
sharp edge inten or adapt or cutting, 
as distinguished from a boring-, piercing-, 
plauing-, Figg idee ™ or other tool. 

cutting-wire 
iece of fine 

‘ing-wit), n. In ceram., & 
rass wire, a foot or more in 

length, to each end of which a small piece of 
wood or other object is attached as a handle: 
used by potters for cutting the plastic vessel 
from the wheel-head. See archetto. 

cuttle4 (kut’l), m. [Origin obscure; perhaps 
orig. a fold * by the use of the back of a 
knife (see enttle?).) A fold or plait of cloth, 
formed when the piece is done u = layers. 

cuttlet (kut’l), v. t (See *eu ttle ofold 
(cloth) in plaits, with the ——s a length 
at oneend, which is wrapped around the plaited 
Bit for convenience in unfolding and show- 

Cuttle, to fold cloth in the following manner, First, a 
small portion is doubled, then another apon it (not round 
it), and so on until it is all doabled up; Onally wrap the 
end, or last roamed all The reasons for adopeti 
this mode are, that the cloth is supposed to keep best ; iit 
ta easter to unfold for show purposes ; it piles best. 
Glossary of the Dialect of A inary ana Ae ae 

cuttle-shell. Same as cuttiehone. 
-stoup (kut‘i-stoup), », A pewter vessel 

“hotding ing the eighth part of a chopin or quart. 
jamieson 

cut-under (kut’un-dér), ». A carriage or other 
vehicle in which the body is cut out in such a 
way as to allow the front wheels to pass under 
it in turning: also, the form thus produced, 
Pet eut-under buggy, under beqyy*. 

t-ups (kut’ups), #. pl. Articles of hosiery, 
* as stockings, undershirts, ete., cut and 
shaped out of a web knitted by machinery, 
and then sewed together and finished by other 
machines, 
cut-work (kut’wérk), ». [ewt, »,.. 13, + work, nm.) 
Intypographie printing, the presswork of wood- 
euts or their electrotypes, or of illustrations 

dD. 



cut-work 

of any kind, that requires more skill than that 
given to ordinary type-work. 

cu n.— Bean cutworm, the larva of an Ameri- 
can noctuid moth, Ugdoconta cinerenta, It devours the 
bade and leaves of beans and peas. Black cutworm, 
the — otis —— Bronsed, — the 
larva of Nephelodes crotans,— Climbing cutworm, an: 
one of several different eutworms which climb trees —3— 
planta at night to feed on foliage or fruit; notably and 
specifically, the larva of Kurod scandena— Clover cut- 

the larva of a poctuid moth, Mamestra trifold, 
whi to clover, feeds also upon other 

the cutworm, the 
a of an American poctuit moth, ornitho 

gelli, which teeds on the bolls and squares of cotton in the 
same way as docs the boll-worm— Dark-sided cut- 
worm, the larva of an American nectuld moth, Buxoa 
meseorta.—Dingy cutworm, the larva of Feltia meb- 
gothiea,— Gran cutworm, the larva of an Ameri- 
can noctuld moth, Feltie annera.— Greasy cutworm, 
the larva of an American poctuid moth, Agrotir — 

we of Mamestra 
cutworm, the larva 

cutworm, 
of Feltia mate — 

the larva of Mamestra euts 

+ EIR e 
é 

Spotted Cutworm (Veetea ¢reigrwe), 

4, moth; A, larva, somewhat enlarged, 

* cutworm, the larva of an American noetuid 
. Noctua ¢-nigrum, which damages ee grasses, 

6 and other crops. —Striped cu’ larva of an 
American mectald moth, Ringe ten a ot 
eastern distribution. — cutworm, rn 
of an American noctaid moth, je Peay saucia, which 

Variegated Cutworm (feridrwmsa raucta), 
a, moth; 4.0, & larwaes 4. egg S. Cog mass o@ tw 

reduced except c, highly magaibed” (Alter Howard. 

damages ¢ of near 
field omy He = htlgprne th ta, ote,— 
Western striped cut the larva of an American 
noctuld moth, Feltia Aerillis, a apecies of western dis 
tribution.—W-m: cutworm, the larva ofan Ameri- 
can noctuid moth, Noctua clandestina, 

cuvenant, ». and c. A simplified spelling of 
covenant, 

cuver, cuverd, cuvering, Simplified spellings 
of cover, covered, covering. 
cuverlet,. A simplified spelling of coverlet. 
cuvetous,@. A simplified spelling of corctous. 
cuvette, ». 4, In tog., &@ narrow vessel of 
glass, porcelain, vuleanite, ete., for holding sil- 
ver nitrate or other solutions: it is placed yer- 
tically or at an angle, and into it the photo- 
graphic plateis dipped. Wilson, Cyc. of Photog., 
p. 107, 

cuvey, ". A simplified spelling of corey. 
Cuvier, canal of. Same as ductus Cuvieri. 
Cuyahoga shale. See *shale®, 

corn, See *cornl, 
cuzen, cuzenage, Simplified spellings of cozen, 
cCOZEnage. 

n. A simplified spelling of cousin. 
C.V. An abbreviation of Common Version (of 
the Bible). 

0. V. O. Anabbreviation of Commander of the 
Royal Victorian Order. 
cwm (kim), a. IW. cwm, a valley, comb: see 

. All 
$ D, Ad 

garden and 
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comb3, coomb?,.) A round valley-head inclosed 
on all sides but one by steep slopes; a corrie ; 
acirque, The typical ewms of the Welsh moun- 
tains have been sha by ata erosion. 
Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 541. 

0. W.0. An abbreviation of cash with order. 
lide (si-am‘e-lid), n. —e— + 

-ide2.] A polymeric form of cyanie acid, 
(CONH),. It forms a white, amorphous, in- 
soluble powder. 
eyamellone (si-am‘e-lén), 2. eya(nie) + 
mellone.) A tribasic acid, CgHgNys, known 
only in solution and in its salts, tiie tus· 
sium salt is obtained by heating mellone with 
a solution of potassium hydroxid. Also called 
mellone hydrid. 

uric (si’a-me-li‘rik), a. —363 
+ -wric.] Noting a tribasie acid, CH,Oad. 
+ 2$H.0, whose potassium salt is formed 
when the potassium salt of cyamellone is 
boiled with a solution of potassium hydroxid, 

ie (sifan-a-set’ik), a, [eyan(ogen) + 
— genio from chloracetic acid and 

tassium cyan e-— Gyanscetio acid, a crystall- 
ine acid, CHgltN Cost, w — — salt bs formed 
—— aetion of a aolotion of potassium cyanide on 
J opacetic acid, It melts at 65° C. 

cyananiline (si-an-an‘i-lin), n. n(ogen) + 
aniline.) A crystalline base, A RG a 

NH:C-NHCgH5 
formed by the action of cyanogen on aniline. 
Tt melts at 210-220° C. 

s (si-a -nef-id-ré’sis), a». [Gr. 
atavor, blue, + feidpwccc, superficial perspira- 
tion.] Blue sweat, a form of chromidrosis. 
cyanescent (si-a-nes’¢nt), a. [eyan(eows) + 
~scent,) Tending to a cyaneous or dark bluish 
eolor. 
cyanethine (si-an‘e-thin), n. [eyen(ide) + 
eth(yl) + -ine2) A compoun + CoHy5N. 
which oceurs when ethyl cyanide is trea 
with potassium. 

ormic (si-an-fér’mik), a. Hrreg. ¢ 
cyan(ogen) + formic.) Same as *cyanoformic. 
eyanhematin (si-an-hem’as-tin), ». 
eyan{ogen) + —— A supposed com- 
pound of cyanogen and hematin. 

emoglobin (si-an-hem-é-gl6’ bin), n. 
Also cyankawmoglobia ; 55 <eyan(ogen) + 

hem in,) A compound of hydroeyanic acid 
with hemo on uiarat) I , ) 

cyanhydra si-an- > h. [eyan 
+ hydriogen) + -ate?.] Same as 23 

(si-an-hi‘drin), m. —— * 
r(ogen) + -in?.] A compound, RC(OH) 

CN.H or R-C(OH)CN.R’, containing a hy- 
droxyl and a cyanogen group. The cyan- 
hydrins are usually prepared by the addition 
of hydrocyanie acid to an aldehyde or ketone. 
cyank a, 3. Same as cyanotic. 

".—Alkaline af 
gen ) aot an alkali meta” Gyanide of cao —— * 
fel — process, am im process 

modern metallargy, in which a ‘diluve. solution of am 
alkaline cyanide, allel by the action of atmospheric 
oxygen, serves to diasolve metallic gold existing In a 
very — divided condition in rock: the gold is 
recovered from the solution by precipitation on metallic 
zinc. The process is especially valuable in the treat- 
tment of poor but abandant ores of gold, aa in Soath 
Africa, and of tailings from other methods of treatment. 
— Same as #horinm pletine 
cyanide, or platinam *harieyonide,—Potassium cya- 
nide. Much of the aalt sold under thle name be In _ 
a mixture of two thinks potassium cyanide and ome th 
soliam cyanide, this mixture serving quite well for all of 
fits usual applications in the arte, In two peapects these 
alkaline cyunides have recently commanded special at- 
tention, first on account of their use on a very |; scale 
for the extraction of gold from rocks containing the 
precious metal in such small proportion as not to admit 
of profitable working in any other way, and secondly on 
accountof the demonstrated possibility of atilizing, with 
the aid of the electric furnace, the nitrogen of the alr for 
the uction on the @ scale of the cyanides them- 
selvek Seo weyanide process, 
cyanide (si’s-nid or -nid), vr. 4: pret. and 
eyanided, ppr. cyaniding., [eyanide, x.) To 
treat an ore with a weak solution of an alka- 
line cyanide, as in the cyanide process for the 
extraction of gold. See *eyanide process, 

cyanilic (si-a-nil’ik), @. [eyan(agen) + if + 
-ic.] Noting a crystalline acid, CsHy0gNg + 
2H,0, obtained by boiling mellone with nitric 
acid, It is isomeric with cyanuric acid but is 
more ensily soluble, 

cyanimide (si-an’i-mid), na. foventepen) + 
mide.) A salt of a hypothetical acid, Hy No. 

Calcium cyanimide. Same as #ealcium cyanamide, 

cyanine, rn. 2. In chem., a beautiful blue dye, 
ehinoline blue, prepared by acting on a mix- 
ture of chinoline and lepidine with amy! iodide, 

(Irreg. < cyan 

cyaphenin 
Unfortunately it does not resist the action of light, and 
hence has lost its importance as a dyestufl, bat ft fs 
ased in making orthochromatic Plates for photography, — 

a name applied to several my t 
dyestutts dertved m anthragatnene, which produce 

Dloes. They are chiefly tetra- or pente-hydroxy; 
cyanine G an 

similar to alizarin blue.— 
an acid conl-tar color 

tent Mee, It ma es in an 
bive resembling — = 

cyanitic (si-a-nit’ik), a. [eyanite +-iec.] Per- 
taining to or containing cyanite. 

oglobin (si* an-meth*’em -6-gl6’- 
in), a. [eyan(ogen) + methemoglobin.) A 

compound of methemoglobin with bydroeyanic 

acid bath, a 

acid. 
ano (si‘a-nd), n. [Detached from eya ] 
Loe ei ONO cotsined ia eyanie —— 
—— (si-a-nok‘rd-it), n. (Gr. xiavoc, 

lue, + xpda, color, + -ife?.] A hydrous sul- 
hate of copper and potassium occurring in 

Pright-biue crystalline crusts, found in Vesu- 
vian lavas after the eruption of 1855. 
cyan (si’a-nd-kris‘ta-lin), n. (Gr. 
—— blue, + «pieradsoc, crystal, + -in?.) A 
bluish pigment found in the eggs and carapace 
of the river crab and the lobster. 
cyanoform (si-an’6-férm), ». [eyan(ide) + 

chlore)form.] A crystalline compound, 
H(CN)s, formed by the action of potassium 

cyanide on — 
“a-nd-for’mik), a. [eyano(gen) 

+ formic. Sie’collowin phrase.—o — 
formic 
only in the form 

& hypothetical acid, UN.COgH, known 
of its caters, which the 

debydration of esters of camnionea prepared ” 

cyanogenetic (si‘a-nd-jé-net’ik), a. [eyano- 
(gen) + -genetic, « -genesis : see genetic. Giv- 
ing rise to cyanogen. Th ties of 
po An Gaiden pagheend Poa pnp referable to ever 
bogenetic glacosides which occur in the young plants but 
gradually disappear as the seeds ripen 

Resides totusin and dhurrin, the glucesides we have 
feolated from young plants of Lotus arabicus and Senhum 
vulgare respectively, only one other eyanogenetic gluco 
side fe definitely known, 

Trans, Row. Soc. (London), Ser. a, 1002 p., 400. 

omaclurin (si’a-nd-ma-klé’rin), xn. [Gr. 
. maclurin.) A compound 

Cy,H 40g, closely related to the catechins and 
found fn the jack-wood, Artocarpus integrifolia. 
cyanometric (si’a-nj-met’rik), a. [cyanometer 
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or measured by the cya- 
nometer. 

xiavor, blue, + 

anophilic (si-a-n6-fil’ik), a. 
J + ido, Joving, + -te.] 
nophilous, 

cyanophilous (si*a-nof‘i-lus), a, (Gr, xiavor, 
lue, + gizoc, loving, + -ous.} In eytol., bav- 

ing the capacity of readily staining in blue or 
green dyes; said of cells and tissues: opposed 
to erythrophilous, 

cyano (si’a-ndé-fi’sé-an), a.andma. L. 
a, Same as *cyanophyceows. 

II. ». An alga of the Cyanophycer. 
Gloloconis, found by Renault in a ceprolite of Permian 

are, is ed by him asa Cyonophycean allied to Gle- 
oor, Ancvxc. Brit., AXXT, 400, 

cyanophyceous (si‘a-nd-fi‘sé-us), a. In hot, 
of or pertaining to the Cyanophycea, or blue- 
green algm. 
anopia («i-a-n6'pi-i), ». “ny (Gr, Riawor. 

Bore doy (Gir), 3 Brod visite 7a morbid 
condition in which objects appear to have a 
bluish tinge. 

platinite (si*a-né-plat‘i-nit), u. [eyano- 
Ten) + platin-wm + -ite?.] Same as *platino- 
cyanide. 

noplatinous (si’n- ng- plat’i-nus), a. 
B— + platin-wm ~oug.] Same as 
*platinocyanic. —Cyanoplatinous acid. Same as 
watinocwante acid, 

osine (si-nn’é-sin), mn. (Gr. xiaroc, blue, + 
-ase & -in?.) A eoal-tar color of the xanthene 
type, made by methylating phloxin, It dyes 
wool a Dinlsh = or red in an acid bath, It samy 
tightly soluble tn water, but dissolves readily in alcotol, 

uramide (si’n-ni-ram‘id), ». [evanwr-ie 
+ amide] An amide of eyanurie acid; espe- 
cially melamine, (CNNHe)g, whieh is more 
properly called cyanurtriamide. 

cyan c,@, Same as cuanuric. 
cyanurin (si-a-ni‘rin), ». [Gr. xiavor, blue, 
+ otpor, urine, + -in2.] Indigo-blue obtained 
from urine, 

[Gr. xiavog, 
Same as *cya- 

cyanurtriamide (si‘a-nir-tri-am’‘id), x. See 
eyganuramide, 

eyaphenin (si-af’e-nin), =. [eya(mete) + 
phen(yl) + -in?.] A erystalline compound, 

by oxidizing © 



cyaphenin 
(UgH,CN)g, formed when potassium cyanate 
ie hetted “with bensoyl eblerid. Es wealte at 
239° C, 

Oyathaspis (si-a-thas’pis), x. [NL., (Gr, xiatioc, 
a cup, + ceric, & shield} A genus of extinet 
ostracoderm fishes, known m its dorsal 
shield and rostral plate: found in the Upper 
Silurian rocks. 

theaces (si-ath-é-f'sd-4), n. pl. [NL., 
Cyathea + -accx.] One of the seven cotrdi- 

nate families of homosporous es 
Filicales, or true ferns, typified by the genus 
Cyathea, The species, which are mainly arborescent 
and are commonly known as the tree-ferns, are associated 

under # tribes, namely, Cyathew, within about 10 gener 
Thryropteridese, and Di vem. The sporangia, which 
are either sessile of short-stalked, are provided a 
complete annulus extending obliquely over the apex of 
the capsule, and are aggregated In dense sori borne apy 
mostly elevated receptacles, There are more than 250 

lea, mainly tropieal, and divided about evenly between 
eastern and western hemispheres. 

Oyathon (si-ath’é€), m. pl. [NL., ¢ Cyathea 
~#.) One of the three tribes constituting 

the family Cyatheacew. The sori are bore dorsally 
upon the simple veinlets or at Geir forking 

a Eo ths Coates, Hemant 
and, ‘Aion, embracing many of tite most beautiful 
tree-ferns. 

thocrinoid («*i-n-thok’ri-noid), m. and a. 
be a3 A erinoid allied to Cyathocrinus. 

L. a. Pertaining to Cyathocrinus. 
cyathometer (si-a-thom’e-tér), ». I[Gr. xbaboc, 
cup, + wétpov, measure.] An instrument de- 
signed to detect any tampering with liquids in 
bottles, vats, or other receptacles. It indicates 
bow minech of the liquid has been withdrawn and if there. 
after any has been added. Set, Amer. Sup., Nov, 22, 
192. p. 22,481. 
athophyllid (si-a-thé-fil'‘id), n. anda. I. n. 

T member of the family Cyathophyltide. 
Tl. a. Pertaining to or having the characters 

of the fossil coral family —— — 
loidea (ci ae thõ· ſa ·· .. Fe 

L., ¢ Gr, niotiog, cup, * gi2zov, leaf, + eidor, 
orm.) A Paleozoic section of ru eorals 
having the peripheral region of the visceral 
chamber extensively occupied by vesicular 
dissepimental tissue whose lenticular cells are 
directed obliquely downward: not generally 

Cybe » 3, (NL, ——253 1800), < L. 
Tybele, € Gr, Kupian, Cybele, a Greek goddess. 

The summit of the flower before expanding 
resembles the crown which Cybele is conven- 
tionally represented as wearing.] A genus of 
dicotyledonous plants of the family Proteacee. 
See Stenocarpus, 

cycad,», 2, A fossil eyeadean trunk belong- 
ing to either of the genera Cycadeoidea or 
Bennettites. 

A Famous Fossil Cycad. Amer. Jour, Sei,, a lose, 
Pp 

cycadean (si-kii’dé-an), a. [cycad + -can, 
Same as —— "also specifically — 9— 
commonly applied to fossil trunks of the fam- 
ily Bennettitacex. 

In no case, however, had the fructification of any Fern- 
Cycad been definitely recognised, henve it remained an 
open question whether the Cycadern advance which was 
mo ed a awe of —— — organs found ite 

— ? Nature, June 4, 1908, p 11% 

Oycadeoidea (si-ki-de-oi'dé-ii), n. [NL. (Buck- 
land, 1828), < Cyeas (Cycad-) + -oidea (xe 
-videa, -videus, -oid).) A large genus of fossil 
eycadean trunks of the family Bennettitacex, 
characterized by an axis consisting of a large 
medalla or pith, @ woody zone usually of three 
exogenous layers or rings, and a very thick 
false bark or armor (see *armor ) in which the 
reproductive organs are buried. Those in which 
seeds have been foand have been called # Benmeftifes 
(which see) These trunks are abundant in the quarries 
of the Isle of Portland, where they are popularly called 
crow e nesta from the cavity at the summit caused by the 
loss of the terminal bad. Great numbers oecar in Meso- 
sole strata in Italy and in the United States. 

(sik-d’dé-us), a. Same as *cyca- 
dean. 
cycadite (sik’a-dit), ». [cyead + -ife*.] A fos- 
sileyead. [Kare 

ofilices (sik’a-d6-fil'i-séz), um. pl. [NL. 
‘otonié, 1897), < Cyeas (Cyead-) + L. filices, 

pl. of filiz, fern], A group of extinct plants, 
all Paleozoie so far as is known, having the 
systematic rank of a phylum, codrdinate with 
the Pteridophyta and the Spermatophyta and 
intermediate between these in having the out- 
ward appearance of ferns but bearing true 
seeds, The name Pteridoepermaphyta has been pro- 

332 

posed as better e: ing these relations. The group 
wus originally Tontkot on fentures of the internal struc 
ture of these plants which were incompatible with their 
claasification as ferns. Thediscovery of seeds was subec- 

now includes many genera not pri- quent aml the grou 
maril, iiscluded tn it, 

ofilicinean (sik’a-d6-fil-i-sin’i-an), a. 
Cycadofilices + -ine! + --an.] Relating or 
onging to the Cyeadofilices. [A bad form.] 
Tt ts im ible to do more than to point to a few indi- 

cations afforded by external and, toa slight extent, by in- 
ternal structure, of the survival of Cucadeslicinean types 

Beye. Frit. XXXL. 425, 

cyelad (si’klad), m, [NL. Cyclas (eyelad-).] A 
resh-water mollusk of the genus Cyclas, or of 
—8 family Cycladida. 

amen, — Wid amen, in bot., in Californt 
a — *2* wena — * te shooting-sian, 
Parsons and Buck, Wild Flowers of Californta. 

cyclamen* (stk’lp-men), ». Same as *cycla- 
ain, 
clamin, ». 2. A coal-tar color of the xan- 

“Tees type. It dyes wool and silk bluish red 
in a neutral bath, Also spelled cyclamen and 
cyclamine. 

lamiretin (sik !a-mi-ré’tin),n. [Cyelami(n) 
+ Gr, pryrivy, resin.) A white amorphous com- 
pound, CiyHy Oo, Obtained by the hydrolysis 
of the glucoside eyelamin. 
clamose (sik’la-més),. [Cyclam(in) + -oe.] 
levorotatory sugar, CyoHyo);, found in the 

roots of Cyclamen Europwum. 
thacem (sik-lan-tha’sé-d), ». pl. [NL. 

indley, 1836), ¢ Cyclanthus + -accaw,] A fum- 
ily of monocotyledonous plants typiticd by the 
genus Cyclanthus, They bear some resemblance to 

ith palms and screw-pines, but have the mormecious 
flowers arranged in dense alternating spirnis or whorls 
around a thick auecuient spadix, The tamily includes 6 
enema and 44 species, nll natives of cal America. 

lamest and moet important genus is Cerludorica 
(which see) 

cyclanthaceous (sik-lan-tha‘ehius), a. [Cy- 
clanthacex + -ous.) Belonging to the plant 
family Cyclanthacea, 

cyclar (sik’liir), a, Same as cyclic. 
cyclel, n. 10, In elect., the time of one com- 
plete wave, or double reversal, of alternating 
eurrents, Frequencies are usually denoted in 
—— per second. See *alternating.—11, In 
chem., same as *ring, 1. 18.— 12, In mech., a 
succession of conditions, operations, or phascs 
which follow each otherin adeterminate order; 
specifically, in gas or internal-combustion 
motors, the successive changes experienced 
by the mixture of fuel and air in the motor 
cylinder. In the eycle fronoced by Beau de Rocl 
now better known as the Ofto cycle, the mixture of fue! 
and air ts drawn into the cylinder by an aspirating stroke 
of the piston and the mixture ts comp by the retorn 
of the piston; then this compressed mixture is ignited by 
an electric spark, or other means, and the expansion due 
to the heating of the air by the combustion of the pas 
causes a rise in pressure and exerts the forward effort on 
the piston during the second outward ©; during this 
increase of vyolame the pressure is lowered. On the second 
return stroke, the exhamst-valve is ed and the burned 
gnses ore expelled during this fourth traverse, Then the 
cycle repeats itself. This cycle may be realized in one 
cyluder; or aspiration and compression may be done in 
one cylinder, and the working-stroke and following ex- 
hau⸗at take place in another; or, in the two-phase cycle, 
or two-cycle motor, the intake or aspiration phase may 
take place just at the end of the working-stroke, the 
exhaust not occupying the time of a piston traverse. This 
takes one working-stroke for each complete revolution 
of the crank. The cycles may differ in having the com- 

jon ond expanston isothermal or adiabatic, the hent- 
ie at comiant volume or at constant and the 
cooling phenomena leothermal or adiabatic, The com- 

jon may be omitted, although efficiency is increased 
¥ retaining it. The eycle of the gasmixtare showht not 

be confounded with the mechanical arrangements for 
realizing and utilizing it. 

enn ape pro actanl horse~ —* melee —— 
the twe =) type, having an impulse # 

Teversithe, each revolution and 
Hiscox, Horscless Vehicles, p. 16% 

Tt thus takes four strokes or two revolutions of the 
shaft to complete the Otto cycle, the cylinder being ased 
alternately as a pomp and a motor, and the engine, when 
working at full load, thus gives one impulse for every two 
revolutions, Encye. Brit., XXVIUT, 164. 

13, In mwath.: (2) In geom., a closed path in 
a toultiply connected region. (5) In funetion- 
theory, the set of; homologous corners of & 
given region (in substitution-groups),—14, 
n meteor, the repetition of seme general 
atmospheric phenomenon at approximately 
regular intervals. The more prominent cycles are 
the 35-year period, dedaced by Brockner; the sun-epot 

rind, which varies between seven and thirteen years 
Pitlowing the sunspots; the 206 «kay period, deduced by 
Profemor F, H, Bigelow; the lunar or tidal pericela, the 
existence of which has been aese by many ne 
but which are still nucertain : a 7-year period in the rain- 
fall of Tiiwia, announced by De. Cyrus Thomas: the 
geological periods of indefinite and irregular extent, din 
cused by many geologists; the sunspot period in the 

cyclic 
tropical tares combined with a retardation further 
away from the equator, as deduced by Koeppen; the 
annual temperature-wave carried slowly from the tropics 
to the —— by the ocean current or surface drift ; 
and the diurnal and anngal periods, carried from the sur- 
face of the ground downward by conduction of hent 

the grouml.— 
e xcycle,— AUto~ elrows.— Asex Bee se: 

el Calippic Same as Cali, eel at bieh cycle. ena Cali whic 
see, under hype) — Cane iar eyele, See sot. 

—— of motor-driven 

worn 
‘or.— Clausius’ cycle, rations pro- sauce 

by Clansius and kine for an 
le all ine 

jor, 

and heated until it becomes steam of a certain pressure 
and temperature, The steam is supplied to the cylinder 
at constant pressure until cut-off takes place; after which, 
expansion takes place adiabatically, pressure being re- 
duced to the bash pressure. Then the retarn-atroke of 
the ts performed at the constant terminal pressure 

all the stearn has been swept from the cylimber and 
cle is complete. — acomplete cycle; 

a of states of a quantity of yas which starta with a 
certain volume, and tem ure and in which 
Ue gaa returns to those same conditions at the end of the 
© ——— of See aaroe,.— of ero- 
slon, the ¢ involved in the reduction of & land area to 
base-level. Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geol, L — 
Eimerian Same as echizogenic #cycle.— Ericsson 

‘clo, the sticceasion or oortes of operat ine upon & gas or 
ait used in Ericsson's design hot-air, of so-called 
‘caloric,’ engine. The special feature ia the change of 
quantities of heat in the alr or of Intrinsic energy at con- 
blint pressures, wo that the change of volume is the strik- 
ing dynamic element. The air is pamed by displacement 
over the beating surface, aml ite temperatare and volume 
are increased ; it then does work at constant temperature 
by hnereasing the volume ft seeks to occupy at that 
sure, aod is afterwards displaced into the cooling-<cham- 
ber, to which it imparts temperature, and shrinks in 
— at *8 —— — ———— * 

i@ Beate! arain. repenting the — 
cycle, Some as ferr-phase eyele (which see, ander inter- 
nieb-coretarstion —— — cycle, the period of 
reproductive life in woman, consisting of conception and 
gestation, partarition, and lactation,— 

in phys. geog., an indefinite period of tine ty which 
& lated mones is Worn down from its initial form toa fea- 
tareless plain close to sea-level; a cycle of etosion,— 

ble cycle, in thermodynamics, a cycle in which 
one or more of Ue operations cannot be ormed in the 
reversed sense, An operation which involves tbe develop- 
ment of heat by friction ja of this sort and a cyche com- 
taining seach an operation is Irreversible.—Jo cycle, 
the aacceesion of operations * a gus used in a hot-nir 
or closed-<cyche gas-ongine, ve air is compressed by a 
piston in a cylinder, and passes thence through a beating- 
chamber, From the benter it passes to the moter-cylinder 
where it work on the external resistance, exhageting 
thenve into a cooling-chamber, From the latter 
hiilake of the compressor withdraws the air and repeats 
the series of operations, The pressures in both beater 
and couler are not su to wary, by having the vol- 
times of these latter e Joule cycle 
becomes that of the intertal-combustion *motor 
58* see) when the heater becomes the place where 
nel is introduced and by its combustion heats the alr, 
while the cooler serves to keep any heat from goin; 
waste with the free exhaust to the atmosphere, 
Joule cycle reversed is used in refrigerating machinery,— 
Rankine’s cycle, Same as Claunwas’ hepele.—-Senieo- 
genic cycle that stage in the life-history of certain 

Ite: which Is devoted to multiplication by division. 
ne sporogenic me 

The glomerular parusite . . . may represent the achizo- 
genie or Eimerian cycle of the jes and oe sich tnay 
antedate the whole sporogenic cycle of the tubules, 

Jour. Exper. Med., VL 310. 

Sexual cycle, in tot., that form or eration of ani- 
rials sod toss in which Wey spring from an ovum or 
female gnumetocyte, as distinguished from the aecewel 
Hag or generation which arises by budding or fission of 

we parent organiem The sexual and asexual cycles 
alternate in the so-called ‘alternation of generations, — 
Spore nic cycle, the resting or « stage in the life- 
hy ake certain’ aniteal —— — See schizogente 
wepele, 

eycle-horn (si’kl-hérn),». An alarm signal for 
use on bieveles, usually blown by compressin 
a rubber bulb which forees air through a a 
at the smaller end of the horn-tube. 

cycle-path (si’kl-path),». A path for bicycles. 
Thecyche tax consequently hat been devoted, first, tothe 

construction of ewele-patha, on which wheelmen have equal 
hts with estrians 

te ped Encye. Brit., XXVIL s2a, 

ay (si’kl-wi), a. An elevated roadway 
or the special use of bicycles, motor+yc'tes 

ete,: as, the eyeleway between Pasadena and 
Los Angeles, California, 

æ (sik’li-€),n.pl (NL, <¢ Gr, xixoc, cirele.] 
n order of fossil marsipobranchiate fishes 

found in the Lower Devonian, interesting on 
account of its high development. 

cyclic, a. 4. In chem., containinga eycle or ring. 
—B5. In bot. arranged in whorls: said of the sta- 
mens, petals, ete,, in a flower; also, 5 

i 
the 

parts 80 arranged: said of the lower; cye 

t& 

eal, 
6 composition med in Uiis sense and also with reference 

to the annual course oreyche of ptant-life, See monoeyetic, 
Land #4, fewelic!, pentaenlic, Rdicyelic, and epleioveyetic, 
6. In geom., having its vertices allon the same 
cirele: thus, if a quadrilateral bas its vertices 
concyelic it is eyelic.—Cyclic albuminuria, See 



cyclic 
walhiminuria.— Cyclic compounds. Same as trivg conn 

nea or clowedt j 2 Se ee 
containing a closet in or rity of carbon atoms — Oyelie 

utation, Same as cyeliea! utation, 
cyelieal form, in swric, a method or pattern of compoal- 

om th which a principal theme or recars at in- 
tervals without substantial c! : — ot 
rondes and sometimes of songs in which am Ve Aantaa 
are treated alike. See tetrophic, 2. 

cyclically (sik‘li-kal-i), adv. In a manner such 
that a eyele or series of cycles occurs: said of 
certain periodic changes as of temperature or 
pressure in which the bebe conditions are 
repeated and follow each other in the same 
order. 

(stk’li-sizm), . [eyelic + -ism.)] The 
custom or system of reckoning days or years by 
evcles. 

(sik-li-kot’$-mi), x. [Gr, xuxdende, 
circular, + -rogen, ¢ rawer, cat.) An operation 
al — the ciliary body of the eye. Syd. 

Ne Darboux's cyclide, 
egclide, any equation of tie — aly 

¢) = 0, taken inconnection with the relation b? | oc? + d 

pant acteate Section Semen mie 
— imaginary eircle common to all spheres of 
as a double curve.—Dupin's 

sik’lizm),n. [cycle + -ism.] The use 
of the bicycle or tricycle as a means of trans- 
portation or for health or pleasure. 

Military cycli#m wants po undue praise. 
Saturday Ree,, Aug. 2, 1800, p. 138 

tric (si-klj-sen’trik), a. [Gr. wixdoc, 
cirele, + xévrpov, center, + -ic.) Having the 
starting-point of the spiral at a little distance 
from the center, so that the first whorl runs 
around it, as in the shells of certain mollusks. 
Syd, Soe, Lex. 
—— (si’k]6-se-fa’lian),a. Same as 
cyclocephatie, 
Oycloceras (si-klos’e-ras),n. [Gr. xixdoc, circle, 

atpac, born.) A genus of Paleozoic nauti- 
loid cephalopods with slightly curved shells 
bearing annuli and longitudinal ridges. 

tis (si*klé-ser-a-ti’tis), nm, (NL, ¢ 
r. xixdog, circle, + xépac (xepat-), horn, + -itis,] 

Inflammatior of the cornea and ciliary body. 
Cycloconium (si-kid-k6’ni-um), n. INL. (Cas- 
tagne, 1845), < Gr. xix2oc, cirele, + xiv, dust 
5 —_— 
win). = 
nus of * 
homyce- 
us 6. fun 

having * 
chotomously 
branched 

— ⏑ is 
J— ARTO 

Cyciecontne ofeagimwe, 

Cross-section of epidermis of an olive leat, 
black hyphm showing the mycelium in the coticle. and the 

erect conidia, greatly magnified, (Drawn from 
Engler and Pranci’s “ Phanzentamiiens growing in 

e epider. 
mis of the host and producing two-celled dark- 
colored conidia. The single ies, C. olemmnten, 
is parasitic on leaves of the olive in Europe ane fornia, 
causing a discase called scab, See ®acad of olive, 
Oyclodonta (si-kid-don'ti), ». [NL., < Gr, 
ximfoc, cirele, + adoi¢ (odovr-), tooth.) A divi- 
sion of the peleeypod mollusks characterized 
by the extreme torsion of their dentition, 
which curves out from under the beaks and is 
not set upon a flat hinge-plate. 

eye. ous (si-kloj’e-nus), a. [cyelogen + 
-ous,) Of the nature of a ecyelogen; exoge- 
nous, Syd, Soc. Lex, [Not whey 

lograph, n. 2. The name given to a ma- 
ebine, invented by A. H. Smith of the British 
Museum, for photographing Greek vases. The 
vase to be photographed rotates while travel- 
ing along the circumference of circle baving 
its center at the center of the lens.—3. A spe- 
cial form of camera for obtaining panoramic 
views.—4. An apparatus for automatically 
making a topographical record of the ground 
traversed during a journey. As now manufactured 
it te intended for use on a bleycle, and the rider must set 
the instrument for direction by the aid of a conpnss, the 
—— ——— being so Ter, Wie 

ogra Si-klog ‘ra-fi), m. me 
gi a ——— € ;pagerv, write.] A method 
for the treatment of geometrical problems by 
means of cireles: due to Fiedler, 1863. Sei- 
ence, May 2, 1902, p. 713. 

cyclohexane (si-kl6-hek’sin), ». [(Gr, xiwdoc, 
eircle, + E. herane.) A hydrocarbon, CgHjo, 
found in Russian and in Californian petroleum, 
and also prepared synthetically. It boile at 
81°C 

cyclohexanol (si-klé-hek’sa-ndl), u. [eyeloher- 
ane + -ol.) An alcohol, CgH,,OH, derived 
from cyclohexane. It boils at to.5° C, 

—— apie, ad 
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exanone (si-kid-hek’sa-ndn), ». 
ezane + -one.] A ketone, C, 6, 

by oxidizing eyelohexanol. 
a Also called pimelic ketone. 

eycloid,«. 3. In chem., containi 
ring of atoms: used especially of 

Oycleidal compounds, 
pump. See *pump!, 

eycloidally (si-kloi’dal-i), ade. In a eycloidal 
anne 

(si-kloi’d6-trép), n. 
circle, + cidoc, form (see cycloid), + rpéroc, a 
turning.) In photog., a kind of lantern-slide 
for projoting the operation of engine-engrav- 

[eyelo- 
Hy 90, prepared 
t boils at 154,5° 

a cycle or 
e structure 

ing turning. 
lith (#i’kl6-lith), n, (Gr. xinkoc, cirele, + 

Teton, stone.) A prehistoric megalithic stone 
le. 

Bat manent 7 By are - Eno diy — fo clroular 
form round the barrows, Own 
ololiths or stone circles. Tone, Ethnology, P 13k, 

cyclomatic (si-klé-mat’ik), a, (NL. *cyclomat- 
— < eycloma, a — see oma.) Of or 

ining to a cycle or ecycles.—Cyclomatic 
— i. phys, a aac ‘which denotes how many 

es oocur in a given process or are com ina 

e (si’klém), n. (NL, cycloma, ¢ Gr, 
xixaawa, a circle. wheel, coil, ¢ xuxiciv, make 
into a circle, ¢ xludog, eircle.} In bot., a ring- 
shaped cushion of anthers. McNab. 

(si-kl6-met’ri-kal), a. 1, Ofor 
pertaining to the cyclometer or to cyclometry. 

jegree of exactness for lometrical operations 
44 ph vse ey Rep., 1800, p. in 

2. Cyclometric; specificall rtaining tothe 
————— of the —— ine 

Oyclonal * t. 
".— Axis of a in meteor., a line 

which joins the center of a cyc — whirl at the earth's 
| of 
above. The — generally bg ao 
face and is rarely a 
theoretic i 

the cyclonic appear 
of tho whole iiumfnated 

from normal 
ance of winds on a weather-ma 
bem ere, on which the ——- 
te —— and winds show a mn pressures, 
toward the heated central region over wh 
Vertical, thereby constituting a true cyclone, though one 
of feeble —] eyclone, lc appear 
ance of a weather-map during a total eclipse of the sun, 
on whieh the departures from nv temperatures, pres- 
sares, and winds show cyclonic and anti-cyclonic tenden- 
cies ae —— —— —— shadow.— 
Ferrel’ cyclones, the a nto 

mations of the laws ern! 
; especially the assamption that 

on of Vapor in ascending convection-carrents is the ini- 
tial cause and the eupperting force of the cyclone— 

the theoretic circulation of the atmos 
about the north or south 

o! large area of low having a well-de- 
aed —* of obars and — 5** of the wind.—Satel- 

a 
small area of low pressure and revolving winds usually 
formed tm advance of the primary cyclone, or betwoen 
the primary and the highest adjacent preasure, and usu- 
ally lasting only a few hoers.— Solar cyclone, a whirt- 
ing movement like a terrestrial cyclonic storm oteerved 
in the solar atmosphere; 2 sun-spot; a solar protuber- 
ance; a solar fame. — 81 a cyclone 
whose center has Ho appreciable movement of toni 
lation; a centered cyclone, A moving eychone la fro- 
quently stationary for some time at some point in its 
history, and may even move backward, making a boop 
or reentrant angle in an otherwise steady progression. 
Daring this station the isobars me almost 

HMeetly clreular and Ue Inclination of the wind to the 
rm — very alight,— cyclone, a large 

whirlwind beginning as a small one within ten d ot 
the equator and increasing in size as it moves until tt be- 
comes known a3 a harricanein the Atlantic, a typhoon in 
the Pacific, and a cyclone in the Indian Ocean, trough 

a the line drmiwn throagh the center of a 
cyclone (approximately north and so@th in morthern lati- 
tudes) compecting those places on the weather-map where 
the barometer reading is the lowest at that moment or 
has the greatest departure from the pormal This line 
separates the fromt and rear of the cyclone. In front of 
it the barometer t falling and tn the rear of it rising, in 
comequence of the forward motion of the cyclone. — ‘Zone 
of cyclones, the region between latitudes 9 and a, 
within which cyclones oceur by virtue of the combination 
of descending polar and ascending equatorial winds into 
ome Potating mass of mixing alr; a zone of mixtare in 
which the west wind retains the apper hand, 

lar (si’klon-sel’ir), ». An under- 
ground room used as a refuge on the approach 
of a cyclone or tornado in certain western 
lains and prairies of the United States. 

Sometimes called cyclone-pit, 
Cyclonema (si-klé-né’mit), n, [NL., ¢ Gr. 
wiwtoc, circle, + viua, thread.] A genus of 
Paleozoic gastropods commonly assigned to cycl: 

cycloramic : 
the family Twrbinid# and including turbinate 
shells with inflated whorls marked with spiral 
striw, rounded aperture, and conical oper- 
eulum. 

(si’klin-sé/2n),n, The months 
uring which hurricanes, typhoons, or cyclones 

are most frequent. In India the cyclone-season ex- 
tends from July to November; in China and Japan from 
= in to November ; in the Weat Indies and the Fhilip- 
Pp from August to October, 

cycloneurous (si-kld-nai’rus), a. [Gr. «inoc, 
cirele, + veipov, nerve, + -ons.) Having the 
principal of the nervous system arranged 
in a circular manner, as certain jellyfishes. 

Oyojonio law, the law of the circulation of the winds 
in acyclone ; ——— the rile in the north 

8 em bh if ome stands with his back ty the wind, 
the center of the cyclone bears from 50 to 80 degrees to 
the left of front or froma 10 to 40 in front of the 
left hand; it will also be more di y to the left of the 
movement af the lower clouds, In the southern heml- 

the center will be to the right instead of to the 
left, Originally the cyclonic law assumed a circular mo 
tion around a atorm-cetiter, but at present it mclades the 
idea of a spiral movement inward with a gradual ascent, 
aud a corresponding outflow and descent above. 

cyclonist (si’kl6-nist),n. [cyclone + -st.) A 
eyclonologist; in # restricted sense, one who 
advocates the circular theory of cyclones; one 
who makes too much use of explanations based 
on the theory of cyclones. 

=f ), a. [eyclone + (si-klon‘’ 
* w, write.) A form of dromoseo 

devised by Viseovich in 1882; an apparatus for 
drawing cyelonie movements; also, a diagram 
for exhibiting the circulation ot winds around 

pelo nologist (ei -kig-nol ) cl cyclono! (si-kld-nol’ o-jist), x. “eyelo- 
nolog-y + -ist.] A student of eyclonoiogy; one 
who is wedded to the circular theory of cy- 
clones, See cyclonic law, 

eyclono} (si-kl6-nol’ 
—* rg an speak. 

6 

6 i. n. [cyclone + Gr. 
ia e scientific study of 
winds and other phenomena of cyclones. 

st (si-klo-pé‘dist), wn. 
— + Ast.J One who contributes to 

or makes a eyclopedia or encyclopedia. 
2 
Oyelo Itis (si-kl$-pel’tis), ». [NL. (John 

mich, 1846). < ae Ee —_— C “tre, a 
shield.) A genus of free-veined polypodiaceous 
ferns, having the crowded simple pinnm nar- 
row, auriculate, and articulated with the rachis, 
the sori borne in from 1 to 3 rows on either 
side of the midvein, and the indusia peltate. 
There are 2 species, C. semicerdeta, & well-known West 
Indian plant, and C, Prealiana of the Philippine Islands, 

cyclopentane (si-kli-pen’tan), », (Gr, xix?oe, 
circle, + E. mane A synthetic eyelie hy- 
drocarbon, C;Hj,. It is an oil which boils at 
50°C. Also talled pentamethylene and K-pen- 
tene, 

eyclophoria (si-kld-fé‘ri-i), ». [NL., < Gr. 
KimAog, circle, + , < gépew, carry.) In- 
sufficieney of the oblique muscles of the eye, 
———— a tendeney to rotation about an an- 
* osterior axis. Med, Record, Feb. 7, 1903, 

p. 211. 
eyclophoric (si-klé-for’1k), a. Relating to or 
of the nature of cyclophoria. Optical Jour., 
on 4, 1904, a 455. 
Oye opia (si-klo’pi-a),». (NL. (Ventenat, 

808), < Gr, xix2oc, circle, + dy{Gr-), eye: see 
Cyclops. The allusion is to the cireular de- 
pression of the base of the calyx, around the 

icel.]) A genus of shrubs of the family 
‘abacex. They have small, sessile, trifoliate leaves, and 

yellow flowers borne singly in their axils There are about 
10 species, all South African. See bush tea, wider teal. 

cyclopic? (si-klop’ik), a. [Cyclupia (see def.) 
A — btained from a plaut of the genus 

opia.— asolid yellow acid, CzHgO4, 
fomnd in ee eee Cyecloyia —— m Cees 

clopically (si-klop’i-kal-i), ade, In the man- 
gtr pm Cyelopes. "See “yelops, 1, and ne. 

lopiform (si-klop’i-férm), a. [L. cyclops 
clop-), eyelops, + forma, form.) Shaped 

like a cyclops. 4 
cloplegic (si-klé-plej’ik), a. and». I, a. 

Relating to or of the —* of cyeloplecia. 
II, ». 1. An agent, such as atropine, which 

eauses paralysis of the ciliary musele. Optical 
Jour,, June, 1903, p. 726.—2, A person suffer- 
ing from eycloplegia. 

mn. 4, [le¢.] A monster having one 
imperfect eye, sometimes showing a fusion of 
two, near the middle line. 
—— (si-klop’te-rin), ». [Cyelopterus + 
-in?.] A — — tools the —— 
of the teleost fish Cyclopterus lumeus. 

oramic, @.—Cycloramiccamera, See #camera. 



cyclose 
eqelose (si’kléz), n. [Gr. xixdoc, circle, + -ose.] 

sugar containing a closed carbon chain in 
the molecule. 

n, 2. In phys, the existence of cyeles, 

The existence of cycles is called Cyclowis. 
Clert Maxwell, Electricity and Magnetiam, L 17. 

3. In math., the occurrence of closed paths. 
clospondyli (si-klé-spon‘di-li), m. pl. [NL 
Gr. xixtoc, circle, + onévdvéoc, a vertebra, 

A suborder of sharks having the calcareous 
lamellm of the vertebrm arranged in one or 
more concentric cireles or series around a 
central ring, instead of radiating from a cen- 
tral ring as in the asterospondylous sharks. 

cyclospondyiic (si"klé-spon-dil’ik), a. Hav- 
ng the characters of the Cyclospondyli; hav- 
ing vertebrw that are partly cartilaginous and 
partly ossified by the deposit of bone arranged 

nm concentric layers; also, noting such ver- 
tebrm. 

cyclospon' 
as *cyclospondylic. 
closporales (si’klé-spé-ra’léz), m. pl. [NL., 
Gr, xixtog, eircle, 

‘Gr. xi- 
Having 

ls, as cer- 

cyclotomic, «. 2, Relating to or of the nature 
of cyclotomy.—Cyelotomic equation. See #equa- 
tion. 

tomy (si-klot’d-mi), n. (Gr. «ior, circle, 
+ -roywia, ¢ rayeriv, cut.) 1, In surg., opera- 
tion for division of the ciliary muscle, | ag 9 
tised to relieve tension in glaucoma.—2. In 

n, 2. [(L¢.] Same as synotwa, 2, 
bral —— my 

ppidea (si-li-pid’é-8), m. pl. [NL.,¢Cy- opens when the pressure rises above a certain wave, + pérpov, measure.) 
ippe + -idea.) An order of tentaculate 
ry emp They, have tes Ded of euherionl, Am 

presse form, W or Ci 

tentacles retructile within —— ny the 
meridional and stomodeal canals not produced into a 

ripberal-canal system. The order includes the fumilics 
ertenmitee and nwrobrachiutse, p 

Cc es (si-dé’néz), ». pl. (Gr. Kidurec.] 
« of the early races of Crete. 

[Cygnus + 
spectrum similar to 

Cygnian (sig'ni-an), @. and n. 

Cygni, often called Deueb). 
-an.) I. a. Having a 
that of Arided (a 

A star having such a spectrum. Ln 

cyl. An abbreviation (a) of cylinder; (b) of structure: found in Bolivia. Also written Cynanchum (see def.) + Gr. xqpog, wax, + 
cylindrical, 

Cylinder oil. woil.—Delivery-cylinder, in a 
printi a os cylinder which seizes Ue printed 
sheet when it leay e printing-cylinder, and delivers it 
to the fly on the receiving-table.— ent-cy. 
der, an auxiliary cylinder used on some internal-combus 
tion ‘ines for forcing the 

ro 

inte the makn or work- 
cylinder. — mem be negene ob vad the cylinder of « 

reatets the pressure of the 

do cylinder, a cyl: a cyl. 
mes of a locomotive Instead 

of outaide of them, The inside cylinder compels the use 
of a cranked axle, and compacts the connecting-rods and 
guides into the small speces unler the beer. The valve- 
oo is then Gsually forved outehle the frames, where it 

mo See locomotice.— Ln 

See 

o 

v 
isten-rok passed through the top-head.— In’ = 

engine, See *e ine. Low-preasure ga 
der, the last cylinder in which the steam is — in 
acompound or ———— engine, steam 
passing tirst into the high-pressure cylinder and thence 

the other cylinders in the order of their size, 
the low-pressure cylinder being the largest.— Outside 

. See overhanging weylinder and locometine.— 
verhanging cylinder, o cylimler of a locomotive 

which overhangs He franca, Usually called outeide eyl- 
inder ov ewtaide connected cylinder. — 
the cylinder of a retary printing-machine on which are 
fastened the curved electrotype of stereotype plates to be 
pesnted.— Porcupine cylinder, Saine as porcupine 

ater, 

cylinder (sil’in-dér), ©. & To press under a 
evlinder or between cylinders. 

der-band (sil’in~<iér-band), ». A type of 
uted band, observed in certain metallic 

spectra, which has the appearance of u hol- 
low half-cylinder illuminated from one side. 
Electrochem, Industry, Dee, 1903, 

cylinder-cake (sil’in-dér-kik), 1, Salt-cake 
(sodium sulphate) made by heating common 
salt with sulphuric acid in cylindrical cast-iron 
retorts. G. Lunge, Sulphurie Acid, LI, 121, 

origheal eftical engines built by Watt and others, the 
verted 
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lnder-gage n 2, A for testing or 
—* i e size of the opening in the 
escape-wheel of a eylinder-escapement.—3, 
A steam 
& steam-engine. 
cylinder-gate (sil’in-dér-gat), m. A cylindri- 
cal gate or valve used to regulate the amount 
of water tlow- 
ing to a tur- 
bine. In its usual 
— it is a series 

ing dewawera 
from a cylinder 
and filling the 
passages betwee 
the guide-vanes of 
the turbine 

cylinder- 

—— ér- pre 5 
n. Tie motor |e 
efforton a pis- | 
ton-motor, due 
to the tension 
of the fluid 
which drives it. 
The pressure at 
the beginning of 
ie arroe te the 

ie 

that at the end 
theatre 

id 

Cytiader-gate 
a, shaft of turbime: 4, casime serround 

ing turtane ; — ade⸗ gate tinge 
(the cylimdewr of the wae 
from the vanes o¢ buckets is fastened to 
the tener efige of this tieg of Mange); a 
aid, hangers sepporting Mange aed gate | 
¢. fod actuating “orm and wheel to raise 
and lower the gate. 

average of 
pressures through. 
out the stroke Is 
the mean pret 
sare, or the mean 
effective pressure. 

cylinder-prin (sil’im-dér-prin‘ ting), m. 
he printing of cloth on a machine consisting 

of one large cylinder and a number of smaller 
ones. The surfaces of the latter are engraved 
with the patterns to be printed. 
linder-relief (sil’in-dér-ré-léf"), ». A drain 
or carrying off water which collects in a 
steam-eylinder; also, an automatic valve which 

point; a relief-valve. 
lindrarthrosis (sil’in-driir-thrd‘sis), m. 

INL. < Gr, xiterdpor, eylinder, + dpipwarc, 
articulation.) In anat., a hinge-joint. 
Cylindrical See *spral. 
cylindrical (si-lin-dri-kal’i-ti), m. ſcylin · 
drical + -ity.) The quality of being cylindri- 
cal; cylindricity. 

cylindrite (sil‘in-drit), m. (NL. *eylindrites, 
Gr, xidwdpoc, cylinder, + -ra, E. -tfe*.] 

sulphid of lead, antimony, and tin, occurrin, 
in massive forms with concentric eylindrica 

lindrife. 
cy hh (si-lin’dré-graf), nm. (Gr. 
Tngroctaph (si + ypagecr, write.) In 

4, objective; #, curved fim; ¢, camera; a. arm for rotating 
objective, 

hotog., a form of panoramic camera which 
fs an angular range covering nearly half the 
horizon. 
p. 152, 

cylindroid, ». 3, In anthrop., a cranium the 
norma verticalis of which is elongated, flat- 
tened at the forehead and oeciput, and rounded 
at the sides. G. Sergi, (trans.) Var. of the 
Human Species, p. 39.—4, In pathol, a body 
resembling a tube-cast, consisting usually only 
of mucus. : 

cylin (si-lin’drd-skép), a, [Gr, «fA. 
por, cylinder, + cxorriv, view.] In photog., 

an apparatus for viewing panoramie pictures, 
the print being curved to a radius which cor- 
responds to the original radius of the pano- 
ramie camera or cylindrograph used to secure 
the negative. Wali, Dict. of Photog., p. 172. 

Woodbury, Encye. Diet. of Photog., 

» connected with the cylinder of asitic melanconiaceous fungi 

cynoctonine 
lindrosporium (si-lin-dré-spé’ri-um), n. 
L. (Greville, 1822), ¢ he cylinder, 
czopa, seed (spore).) A > genus of par- 

having the pale- 
eolored conidial cushions (sporodochia) em- 
bedded in the surface of the host, and pro- 
ducing filiform straight or variously curved 
conidia. C. Padi is a common specics causing a disease 
of the leaves of plum and cherry. See cherrw Lf aprent. 

cylindruria (sil-in-dra’ri-i), ». (NL, ¢ Gr. 
ritendpoc, cylinder, + oijpor, urine.) In pathol., 
the condition in which there is a passage of 
urinary tube-casts in the urine. 
Cym. An abbreviation of Cymric. 
cymba, f= ba conchm, in anet,, the upper por- 

don of the concha of the ear, above the anditery meatus. 

cymbalo (sim'ba-l6), ». Same as ceombalo, 
cymbella (sim-bel‘’&), ».; pl. cymbelle (-)}. 

NL., dim. of L. cymba,a boat: see cymba.) 
n bot., one of the elliptical zodspores of some 

alge, 
bocephalic, a. 2. Belonging to a sub- 

division of the odidocephalic forms, character- 
ized by an exceedingly protuberant occiput. 
Aitken Merge. 

cymbocephalous (sim-b6-sef’a-lus), a. Same 
as cymbocephatic, 
cymbocephalus (sim -b-sef’-Jas), .; pl, 
eymbocephatt (-li). [Gr, xiwBo, bowl, + aroasdj, 
head.) One who has a eymbocephalie skull. 

cymeé, ".— Bostrychoid cyme, Sane as boetryz, 

cymenol (sim’e-ndl), n. [eymene +-ol.) Same 
as carcacrol. — 

48 
e (si’mi-din), xn. 

+ -ine?.] Amino-cymene, Ber 
(CHg)(1:3:4), an oily monacid base which 
boils at 230° C, Also called 3-amino-methyl-4- 
methoethylphen. 

n. vi ta ob! 
7* ae a the “Siumatioe erent —— 
bolls ander ordinary pressare at O°. (x2" FL) and comsieta 
chietty of normal butane, Cyliyg. Also chymogene. 

cymograph (si ‘ mo -grat), n. Same as kymo~- 

(si-mom‘e-tér), n. [Gr. xiya, 
in elect., an in- 

strument for the measurement of the wave- 
length and frequency of electric oscillations, 

cymotrichous (si-mot‘ri-kus), a. (Gr, «tue, 
wave, + Opié (rpry-), bair.] In anthrop., char- 
acterized by having wavy hair. 
cymyl (sim ‘il), n. ———— + -yi.] The 
radieal, CgHs(CHy)CH( Hy)o0-4), of cymene. 

chin (si-nang’kin), ». (NL. Cynanchum 
see def.) + -in2,] A compound found in the 
milky juice of Cynanchum acutum Linn. — It 
crystallizes in leaflets which melt at 149° C, 

(si-nang-k6-sé‘rin), a. (NL. 

-in?,) A compound obtained from the m! 
juice of Cynanchum acutum Linn. It erystal- 
izes in needles which melt at 146° C. 

cynanchol (si-nang’kél), a. (NL, Cynanchum 
(seo def.) + -ol.] A crystalline substance ob- 
tained from the milky juice of Cynanchum 
acutum Linn. It was rward separated into 
eynanchocerin and cynanchin. 

apin (sin’a-pin), mn. [NL. cynapinm (see 
ra + Se) An oil of uncertain composition 
obtained from fool’s-parsley, <Ethusa Cyna- 
— It has a strong odor and vedeleh-yellew 
color. 

Cynarez (si-na’ré-8), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Cynara + 
~#.) Atribe of plants of the family Asteracex, 
— by the genus Cynara; the thistle fam- 
ily; same as Cynaroidea. Cynarce is the 
proper form of the tribal name, 

Redion, cpnarshodinm, n. Erroneous 
— often for cynorrhodon or eynorrho- 
linea, 

tria (sin-i-a-tri’h), m. (Gr. xiwe (xve-), 
og, + carpra, medical treatment.) Investiga- 

tion and treatment of diseases of the dog. 
trics (sin-i-at’riks), n. [Gr. ctor, dog, + 

tatpends, « tatpéc, physician: see tatric.) Same 
as *cyniatria, 

dean (si-ni-pid’é-qn), a, Of or belonging 
to the hymenopterous family Cynipide, the 
gull-flies, 

(sin‘ism), n. 
wall, N. ED, 

cynoctonine (si-nok’té-nin), ». [Gr. xvrdsrover, 
aconite, (neut. of xvvdnrovor, killing dogs (¢ 
xiwy (mv), dog, + -xrowe, € Kreiver, kill), + 
-in2,] An amorphous, bitter alkaloid, CagH 
Oy gNo, found in Acenitinn — tis 
poisonous, producing tonic-clonic spasms, 

Same as cynicism. Thirl- 



cynodonichthys 
cynodouich (sin’é-don-ik’ this), n. (NL., 

Gr. xevédove (xvvedovr-), canine tooth, + ixfic, 
fish.) A genus of fishes of the family Paciliida 
found in fresh waters of Mexico. 

t(si’nd-lont), ». [Gr. xavddovg acanine 
tooth, «cium (avr), dog, + ddoi¢ (sdovr-}, tooth, ] 
A member of the reptilian suborder *Cyno- 
dontia, 

Om the other band, like the eynedonts, they show a 
rudimentary secondary 

Amer. Nat., Feb. 1904, p. 108, 

Cynodontia (si-nd-don’ti-a), . pl. [NL., neut. 
pl. of Cynodus, ¢ Gr, —— Dee a tooth: 
see cynodont.) A suborder of anomodont 
reptiles of medium size, having the squamosal 
expanded, the quadrate reduced, and double 
— condyles: Owen's family Cynedontia 
(1876), raised to a suborder by Osborn (1903), 

cqnolatry (si-nol’a-tri), mn. IGr. xtwe (xvp-), 
og, + Aatpeia, worship.) Dog-worship. 

cynology (si-nol’é-ji), n. [Gr, xiw» (new), dog, 
+ ~Aoyia, ¢ 2éye, speak.] The natural history 
of the dog. 

Oynomoriaces si-n6-m6-ri-@’s8-6), m. pl. 
L. apr f 1836), ¢ Cynomorinm + -acew.) 

A family of cotyledonous archichlamydeous 
——— plants of fungoid habit, contain- 
ing the genus Cyromorium only (which gee). 
Liner gave this mame to the farnil heraces in 
which he and most other authors included this plant, but 
Engler, in 1807, removed it from that family and classed 
it in the order Myrtates, as a distinct fumily. See rhizo- 
gen. 

cynomorphous (si-né-mér‘fus), a. (Gr, «md- 
nopdor, dog-shaped, —* haan oy + nope, 
form. esembling, or ¢ aracteristic of, the 
Old World — contained in the family 
Cynopithecide or Cercopithecide. 

cgnophilist (si-nof‘i-list), mn. (Gr. xfer (arv-), 
th iy aa loving, + -ist.] A lover of dogs. 
ae . . 

hobia (si-n6-f6'bi-i), n. rod — 
— Gr. Bags (row), dog, + —8 pe 
fear,] 1. Game as iyssephobia.—2. A morbid 
fear of dogs, 

opic ay ig ) aan — 
Kiwi (xi , + dnb (arr), eye. eyed ; 

shameless. Ba an Necro ee D. 
Oynthia n. 4, II. c. J In bot, the Virginia 

goat's beard (wi me Eee). C v(be) + 
ure: si-nii-ren’ik), a. ne <n 

ial Obtained from the aur of d 
ore acid, ml, HOCYHgNCO 
OH. 5* contained ‘a the urine of dogs fed with meat- 

tharos mts at Yan calcd Span an! =f _ 
quinolinecarbezylie acid. 

eynuric (si-na‘rik),a@. [Gr. xiwv (xvv-), dog, + 
otpov, urine,] Noting a crystalline acid, COg 

H 90, which melts, 
when free from water, at 188-189° C., with 
decomposition. Also called oralylanthranilic 
acid . 
cynurine (sin’ii-rin), n. [eynur(ic) + -ine2.] A 
colorless bitter com ht HgN, pre- 

by the fusion of cynurenic acid and also 
y the oxidation of cinchonine and certain 

related compounds, It crystallizes in lustrous, 
monoclinic, anhydrous prisms or, with 3Ho0, 
in needles melting at 201°C, and 52° C. respec- 
tively. Also called 4-hyd: inoline. 

d (si’pe-roid), a, [Cyper-us + -oid.) g 
—— allied to, - —— to the 
ant-genus Cyperus or the family Cyperacear. 
haspis iad pen na. [Gr. xvgéc, bent, + 

conic, a shield.) genus of trilobites of the 
a Proétid#, having a short ovoid glabel- 
lum, broad cephalic margins, a variable num- 
her of thoracic ents, anda small pygi- 
dium. It occurs in the Silurian and Devonian 

s. 
cyphophthalmid (si-fof-thal’mid),a. Having 

ee eters of or belonging to the family 
Cyphophthalmida. 

non Cyphosomait.) + vida] A femnly-of a a) acl ee. ily o 
regular cetobranchiate Echinoidea, of ae 
order Diademoida, They have the ambalacral plates 
compounded, with 4 to T pore-plates in an arc ; Gieadoral, 
supraoral, and sometimes also the aboral plates poets, 
and the remaining constituents deml-plates. It is typi- 
fied by the extinct us C the only living 
genus being Gf aria. 

eyphotic fsi-fot’ik), a. [oyphosis (-ot-) + -ic.] 
umpbacked; usually kyphotic. 

cypress, “.—Alaska Alaska - 
cypress, ino low cedar, ——— mee enaie, 
Bee Wie. Arizona CYpreas, Supremus Arizonica, a 
—— the mountaing of Arizona and northeastern 
Mexico, sornetimes attalning a 9 of 70 feet, with the 

3 trunk very large in propo eo height. The wood 

Oypricardinia 
(ra) + CardGium) (genera of peloc 

Cypridina ales, 
estphalia, the uppermost division of the 
rr ostracod 
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istight and soft. The tree is occasionally cultivated for 
California mountain Same as ornament. — 

MocNaba *#eyprees.— Chilean a tall, — 
tree, Libocedrua tetragena, of the Chilean Andes 
Patagonia, with a stright trunk sometimes 120 feet high, 

ie and soft, white, light, resinous wood, which is dara 
ander gronnd and is much ased for rallway-ties in Chitte. 
This species, together with the Chilean cedar ( FV ( 
Potagonica), ia recommended for planting in awampy Pp Ld iy 
mountali-mioors of the temperate sones, The name 
ts often applied to both of therm, as well as to Libocedrus 

i moss. See Chilensia— Same as cy; 
heath cypresa.— 

cypress. , 
tamariak, 1. 

—. Cupressus Goveniana, « tree of the 
California — sometimes 50 feet high and 2 feet 
in diameter, with light, soft wood: sometinses cultivated 
for ornament.— Ground, the lavender-cotton 
—— — — — 
as wa PreAs, — 

Nacnabiana, 7 small busty, 
occasionally %) [vet high at 
light, fine-grained wood, 
ornament in southwestern Europe. 

Pizotivm Monterey Sypress. See cyte 1. (0) ‘acodiem,— Mon cypresal, a 
The Monterey cypress [s a tree 60 or 70 fect high, witha 
trunk very re for ite be ag usually 2-3 feet In di- 
ameter, butexceptionally 6feet. Ttsalender erect branches 
form fh old trees a bi flat-topped crown, The wood is 
hard, fine-grained and durable, This tree is remarkable 

overa foot in diameter, with 

Moaterey Cypress (Cupresins macrocarpa). 
(From Saryeot’s * Silva.) 

for tts very restricted range, being confined to an area 
about two miles long and 20) yants wide on the California 
coast south of the Bay of Monterey, extending from Cypress 
Point to the abores of Carmelo Bay, with a smal! grove on 
Point Lobos. It is mow nearly extinct in ite native habitat, 
but fortanately ft thrives well in cultivation, and has 
been introduced throughout the Pacitéc coaat region from 
Lower California to Vancouver also to some extent 
in the southeastern United States, and extensively in 
southern and western — in South America, and in 
Austratia and New Zealand. — texuma cypress, an 
individual tree of the Mexican cypress of historic note. 
See Torodium.— MN ootka 

— cypress. Pond-cypress, 
a subspecies of the bald cypress, Tazediuvm distichum 
——— Se ae by some 2 
aa yz inor around ponds, ewan) shallow etreama, 
rom the Diemal Swamp to Florida and Alabama It Js 
distinguished from the bald its smaller 
size and acicular — * fe more wently cultivatest 
in the northern United States and In Burope than the type 
form.— bark cypress, Same as Arizona prensa, 

Same as MacNob's #eyprees.— 
Southern, water cy- 
preea, local mames of the cyprese.— Bouthern 
gypress, the white cedar, Chamarcyparis thyotdes. The 

cypress is so called. 
(si’ pres-gras), ». A general cypress-gTass 

name for plants of the genus Cyperus; galan- 
gal. See Cyperus. 
cypress-vine, n. 2. The climbing fumitory, 
Adlumia fungosa, 

triol, See *vitriol, 
la (sip’ri-kur-del’&), n. [NL., ¢ 

"ypri{na) + Card( ium) (genera of eleeypods) 
+ -ella.) A genus of Devonian teleodesmace- 
ous pelecypods having subquadrate eoncen- 
trically lined valves, each bearing two cardinal 
teeth. Same as Microdon, 3, 

(sip’ri-kiir-din’i-f), n. (C . 

-in + -ia.] genus of Devonian teleodesma- 
eeous pelec is a two small cardinal 
teeth in each valve and bearing concentric 
laminw on the surface with a finer ornament 
between. 

tes (sip’ri-kiir-di’téz), ». [Cypri 
(na) + Card(ium) (genera of pelecypeds} + 
-ites, B. -ite?.] A Silurian genus of priono- 
desmaceous pelecypods of the family Cyrto- 
dontide, with subequal valves bearing fine 
cardinal teeth. 

sh: in South Devon, the Rhineland, and 
marine Devo- 

le crustacean Cy- nian, profusely abundant in the 
pridina or Entomis, 

dinoid (si-prid’i-noid), wm. and a. I, n. 
fish belonging or allied to the family Cy- 

pridinide. 
II. a. Having the characters of the Cyprid- 

inida. 

ali Sam oor. ie 

tree of interior Callfornia, 

It is occasionally planted for 
Moxican 

cyrtograph 
-rif’e-rus),a. [Cypris —— 

erre, bear.) Containing the tests of th 
Cypris tracode crustacean c 

Oypro-Mycenman (s!"prp-mi-ob-n ‘an),a. Re- 
lating to both Cyprus and Sayer: noting 
relics of the Myeenman age found in Cyprus, 
See * Mycenaean. 
Cyproniscidm (sip-ré-nis’i-dé), », pl. [NL. 
C Careahet aint oh —8 As od 
crustaceans, parasitic on Ostracopoda, typified 
by the genus Cyproniscus. 

({sip-ré-nis’kus), n. (NL. <¢ ¢ 
Gr. dvianog, A wood-louse Aas tent 

The typical and only genus of the family Cyp- 
roniscid Kossmann, 1884. 

Cypro-Phenician (si‘pré-fé-nish‘an), a. Of 
or pertaining to the civilization brought to 
Cyprus by the Phenicians. Cotontes were estat 
lished in Cyprus by Phenicians at an early and the 
earliest Phenician inscriptions have been id there. 

Oypeelid {siv’eo-lid), n, (Gr. Kugedidar, pl., ¢ 
ipedog, 7, A descendant of Cypselus, 

tyrant of Corinth, The Cypselids dedicated 
the chest of Cypselus at Olympia. 

pelous (sip’se-lus), a. [eypsela + -ous.] 
ving the character of a cypsela; bearing 

cypselm, 
cyrillaceous sir-i-la’shius), a, Belonging to 

é plant family Cyrillacez. 
oplane (sir’é-plin), n. [Gr. xipor, security 

®, +E. plane.] A special form of tripod-head 
‘or photographic cameras or surveyors’ plane- 

tables, by which the plane of the table can be 
adjusted to be normal to any line, and free ad- 
justment horizontally or in azimuth be subse- 
quently made without ehanging the position 
of the normal: useful in taking panoramas 
by pho phy. The usual ball-and-socket 
mounting is retained, but in addition a conical 
axis in the ball gives a separate adjustment 
without disturbing the ball. 

(ser’té-an), a. [Gr. avpréc, convex, + 
-e-an.] Noting that type of vertebra in which 
both faces of the centrum are convex. Wieland, 
1899. 
0 (sér’ti-&),n. [NL. ¢ Gr. avpréc, curved.) 

Paleozoic genus of Brachi resembli 
Spirifer, but ing a high suberect cardi 
area and perforated deltarium. 
Cyrtina sér-ti’n&), n. [NL., Gr. xvproc, curved, 

-ina!,] A Paleozoic genus of brachipods in 
general aspect like Spirifer, but having a 
median septum in the ventral valve which sup- 
— the convergent dental plates or spondy- 
um. 

cyrtiniform (s¢r-tin’i-firm), a. Having the 
form and aspect of Cyrtina, an extinct genus 
of brachiopods, 

(sér-td-sef’a-lus),n. (NL. ¢ Gr. 
xupréc, curved, convex, + «rgaaj, head.) In 
anthrop., a cranium which has a convexity, ex- 
tending from the frontal and parietals to the 
vertex, — * rotuberance, G. Sergi 
(trans.), Var. of t uman Species, p. 56. 

cyrtoceracone (sér-t-ser’a-kén),n. (Gr, nupréc, 
curved, + «épac, horn, + xaorc, cone.) In the 
nautiloid eephalo) a shell curved, like 
Cyrtoceras, on both venter and dorsum. 

ites (sér’td-k6-a-ni’téz),n. ge (NL., 
Gr, xupréc, curved, + ydarnc, a funnel, + rye, 

E. ite2] A Paleozoic suborder of the nautiloid 
cephalopods, including forms with ight or 
eurved shells variously ornamented with 
* sutures, the siphuncle tubular or num- 
muloidal and the siphonal funnels short and 
bent outward. nian) [a 
cyrtocelian (sér-td-s6‘li-an), n. tr, Kupréc, 
curved, + xoi4oc, hollow.) Having that t 
of vertebra in which the anterior face of the 
centrum is convex and —— concave: 
convexo-eoncave, Wieland, 1899. 

cyrtocone (sir’té-kén), n. [Gr, avprd¢, curved, 
+xavor, acone.) Inthe nautiloid cephalopods, 
a curved form of the young shell replacing or 
succeeding the more primitive orthocone. 
Oyrtodonta (sér-t6-don’tai), n. (NL, ¢ Gr. 
nuprég, cid + ddoi¢ 43 a tooth.) A 
genus of prionodesmaceous felecypoda, typical 
of the Cyrtodontida and having rounded as 
shells, narrow cardinal area, from 2 to4cury 
cardinal teeth, and strong lateral teeth. It is 
of Silurian age. 

aph (sér’to-grif), n. Or, aupréc, 
eurved, convex, + jpdger, write.) Same as 
cyrtometer. 



cyrtoid 
(sér’toid), a. [Gr. xrprosdic, xoroc. 

curved, arched, convex, + ¢idoc, form.) Hump- 
backed, Syd, Soc, Lex, 

idida (sér-toi‘di-dit), ». pl. (NL, ¢ 
‘yrtoides ( (Gr. xeptéc, curved, + eldoc, form) 
+ -ida.) An order of nassellarian Radiolaria 
having a helmet-sha) shell without a sag- 
gittal furrow. It includes the families Tripo- 
—— Anthocyrtidz, Podocampide, and 
others. 

Oyrtolites (sér-t6-li’téz), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. xuprée, 
curved, + Aloe, stone.} A genus of Silurian 
rhipidoglossa!l gastropod mollusks of the fam- 
ily Bellerophontida, having widely umbilicate 
keeled shells without peripberal slit and with 
strong transverse ribs or lamella, 

,n. 2, Aninstrumentformeasuring 
or size of the head. 

um (sér-té’mi-um), ». [NL. (Prese, 
153), referring to the curved veins, ¢ Gr. 
ciptawa, curvature, ¢ — make curved, ¢ 
avptog, curved.) Asmall genus of rigid, simply 
pinnate pol inceous ferns allied to Polysti- 
chum, from which it differs by its freely anasto- 
mosing venation. There are about 6 species, all Asia- 
the, of which C. faleatum, C. caryetideum, and C. Por. 
trae are commonly cultivated in greenhouses, 

(sér"té-nd’tus), nm. [Gr. xuprég, 
curved, + véroc, the back.) A genus of short 
and thicked-shelled Pelecypoda, allied to As- 
tarte and characterized by the broad cardinal 
surface, with one strong tooth on each valve. 
It is of Devonian age. , : (8) 

sér-t6’ pi-&), m.; pl. cyrfopia 5 
need &r. nupréy, curved, + Sy (dt-), eye, 
face.] Aschizopod crustacean in a larval stage, 
in which the antennm are transformed and no 
longer serve for locomotion, and the posterior 
pairs of thoracic and abdominal feet and the 
gills appear, 

cyrtop. ‘an (s¢r-to-plat‘i-an), a. (Gr. xroc, 
curved, + rAarix, flat, + -an.) Having the an- 
terior face of the vertebral centrum convex 
and the erior face flattened ; convex-plane, 
Wieland, 1899. ; (NL. < Gr. xt 

cyrtosis (s¢r-td’sis), n. 5 Tr. xtproxmne, 
curvedness, humpbacked condition, < nvproiv, 
curve, arch, hump, ¢ xvpréy, curved, arched, 
a Spinal —— (NL. (C 
yrtospadix sér-to-spi’diks), x. » (Cc. 
och, 1853), ge: , curved, + spadizx, in 

reference to the curved middle part of the 
spadix in the type species, C. striatipes,) A 
genus of monocotyledonous plants of the family 
aracer. AB Ca — ge (Gr. ‘ 

cyttos (sér’td-stil), a. nm . KUT 
—— oridog, pillar, column (see style2).j 
I, a. Having columns arranged in a gener- 
ally curvilinear a said of a portico, or a 
part of one, which bas a rounded horizontal 

ve ag rtieo havi ded proj an. eco having a roun projec- 
tion; or, ———— a building furnished 
with such a portico. 

cyst, a. 65, (a) The resistant coating formed 
the nt organism previous to sporula- 

tion and inclosing the spores, in Sporozea, (b) 
In Sporozea, the common envelop surrounding 
the two associated gametocytes. (c) The re- 
sistant covering secreted by many IJnfusoria 
pesriens to going into a resting-stage, or be- 
‘ore fission, or for the yorpene of resistin 
draught or other unfavorable conditions of envi- 
ronment. cyst, a dermoid cyst tn 
which a tooth has developed.— Incluston a cyst 
which results from the inclosare in timae of one origin 
of an istet of thesue of different origin. — Meibomian 
cyst, Sane as chalazion.-- Mother- See Rinother- 
cye.— Nabothian cysts, small nodules formed by re- 
tention of the muicons secretion In the Nabothian fol- 

the sha 

licles. t-cyst. Same as ®iother-yet,— Pilifer- 
ous cyst, a dermoid cyst which contains hair. Serous 

Same as hygroma, 

cystal (sis’tal), a. [eyst+-all.] Pertaining 
to or derived from a cyst.-- Cystal residuum, the 
surplus of protoplasm remainiog the formation of 
the gametes in the gametocyte of Sperered, and serving 
tor the nutrition of the speroblasts during their further 
development. 

cgetamine (sis’ta-min), ». [Gr. wiorg, blad- 
er, + amine.) Same as *uritone. 

trophy (sis-tat’rd-fi), m. (Gr. xierec, the 
ladder, + arpogia, atrophy.) Atrophy of the 

bladder. 
cyetanchenitis sis‘ti-ké-ni'tis), m. [NL., ¢ 

ir, xiori, bladder, + atyyr, neck, + -itis,) 
Inflammation at the neck of the bladder, 

(ais-tek’té-mi), x. 
ladder, 

urinary or gall-bladder, or of a cyst. 

Gr. xberec, 
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cystein (sis’té@in), n. (Gr, xarec, bladder, 
-e- + -in?.] An ———— body which 
closely related to eystin. On oxidation it vields 
eysteinie acid, and this, in turn, taurin. 

(sis-té-in’ik), a. Pertaining to or 

pe ee nn rae — — jot uct of cystein, CsH7N 
Lonnie sold atvas tise be taaria. J —— 
— (sis’ten-sit), . IUr. «bere, blad- 

er, + év, in, + «iroc, a hollow (a cell).}] One 
of the large vesicular cells of which eysten- 
h i W. J. Sollas. Opal is age aged llas 

uct) — Cystic degenera! 
ie duet (which see, under 

wedegeneration, 

cysticercosis (sis ’ ti-sér-kd’sis),n. [NL., ¢ 
sticercus + -osis.] An infection with blad- 
r-worms or larval tapeworms (cysticerci) of 

Cysthoreuseettclas : of cattle by ©. bos an Cy tow. colkt : cattle, nen * 

feollie; and of hogs, by C. celluloaw and C. tenvetooliis, 

lous (sis-tik’d-lus), a. (Gr. «ier, blad- 
er (cyst), —* peat on re t.) Pa mag eae 

a cyst: cifically applied to certain Myzos- 
iin tee aries Neat. Hist., 7 334. + Oe 

cysticotomy (sis-ti-kot’d-mi), u. [cystic 
Towa, ¢ Taueiv, cut.) Incision into the cystic 
duct of the liver. 

cystidean, ». II. a. Pertaining to or having 
the characters of the Cystdea. 

erous (sis-tij‘e-rus), a. (Gr. «tors, bag 
(cyst), + L. gerere, bear.) ring or con- 
taining cysts; cystic: as, cystigerous Tago 
— (sis-ti-né’mi-ii), mn. (NL. cysti- 
nemia, ¢ &, cystin + Gr. aiua, a) Pres. 
ence of a gag in the circulating blood, Also 
cystinem 
cystinuria (sis-ti-nii’ri-&), n. CNL. eystinuria, 

+ 

is 

< E. eystia + Gr. ofpev, urine.) Excretion of 

egetinuric (ein tena rik) tinuria + ic (sis-ti-ni’ a, inuria 
Relating to or affected —— “2 
hragm (sis ‘ti-fram), mn. (Gr, ier, a 
er, epiyna, ition.] One of the 

curved partitions which divide transversely 
the zomvia of the trepostomatous Bryozoa: 
contrasted with the diaphragms or flat par- 
titions. 

oma (sis’ té-ad-e-nd’ mii), w.; pl. 
rysto-adenomeata mati). Gr, xiere, bladder, 

NL, adenoma. A gland tumor w con- 
tains cysts. 

(sis’td-kiir-si-nd’mii), .; pl. 
tocarcinomata (ma-ta). [NL., ¢ Gr. xiore, 

bladder, + NL. carcinoma.) A cancerous 
growth which contains cysts. 

am (sis-t6-kar’pi-um), #.; pl. cysto- 
carpia {-ik), Same as cystocarp, 
Gyetoc cide (sis*th-sid-g-r0'l-dib), ». pl. 

NL., ¢ *Cystocidaris (¢ Gr, xtorec, » bladder, 
+ — a Persian head-dress) + ridog, shape. 
An order of primitive Palwechinoidea regard 
as transitional to the Cystoidea and character- 
ized by an exocyclic test, narrow and straight 
ambulacra, with 4 vertical rows of plates each 
with a central pair of pores, broad interambu- 
lacra, numerous scale-like echinate plates, 
periproct posterior, and mouth with well-de- 
veloped jaws. It is of Silurian age. 

Oystodictya Fre sy the mn. PY < Gr, 
avoric, a bladder, + dixrvoy, a net.] A Paleo- 
zoic Cpr of eryptostomatous bryozoans, 
typical of the family Cystodictyonide. 
Pete «Cano (sia? td-dik-ti-on‘i-dé), », pl. 

NL., ¢ Cystodictyon -idw.) A Paleozoie 
amily of cryptostomatous Bryozoa in which 
the zoaria consist of several rows of cells 

wn together back to back, forming flat, 
ranching fronds; primitive cells with tubular 

vestibules, and superticial aperture with a 
lunarium ; and interzowcial spaces with vesic- 
ular tissue. 

Hata (sis ’td-flaj-e-li‘ tii), nm. pl. 
‘L., ¢ Gr. xberig, bladder (cyst), + NL. Fla- 
—— Anorder of mastigophoran Protozoa, 
t contains individuals of large size with a single nuclets, 

reticular protoplasm, a stout membrane, and 2 ttagelia, 
one of whieh is modified into a long tentacle, while the 
other is small, and contained within the gullet. It in- 
cludes two genera, both marine ; Neetitwen (which eee), 
and Leptediveus, Same as Rhynchofageliata, 

ae (sis*to-jen), m. (Gx. xtorg, bladder 
(eyst), + -pevn, “produced, Same as *uritone, 

cystoid, «. IL. n. One of the structures pro- 
uced by the swelling of a functionless pollen- 

tube within the ovarian eavity of plants. 
cystomatous (sis-tom’p-tus), @, [eystoma(t-) 
+ -ous.) Relating to, containing, or compli- 

éxtoud, excision.) Excision of the cated by a eystoma. 
cyston (sis‘ton), n. (NL. cyston, ¢ Gr, xboree, 

cystotrachelotomy 

bladder.) One of the dactylozodids of Sipho- 
nophora, modified for Be purposes. 
Sedgwick, Text-book of Zodl., L. 151. 

Cystonectaz (sis-té-nek’té),». pl. (NL., ¢ Gr. 
xeoric, bladder Corat) + viarny, swimmer.) A 
group of siphonanthous 4; ophora having 
a large apical pneumatophore without necto- 
ealyees or bracts, the pneumatocyst having an 
apical stigma. The gasteronvids are generally nu- 
merous and arranged either on the lower side of Che preu- 
* or on a long taalar are. It huchades 
the PAysaltida and several other families. 

sis-to-nek’tus), a. Having the 
characters of the Cystonectzx. 

(sis-ton’a-lh), n.3 pl — (-1é). 
NL., dim, of eyston, eyston.) The youngest 
larva of the Physaliide, Ithasa float and one 
siphon with a tentacle hanging below it. 
cate (sia’té-pek-s1), n. [Gr «toric, a 

ladder, + mig, a fixing.) In surg., an opera- 
tion for the fixation of a prolapsed bladder to 
the anterior abdominal wall. 

ore (sis’té-fér),n. (Gr. xiore, bladder 
cyst), * 5 < gipem, bear.) 1. The stem 

or stalk which bears the cysts in the Myzobac- 
teriacex, ' 

Finally a condition is reached 1 which the stem or ews- 
tephore, as it may be conveniently called, fs terminated 
by one or more rounded masses of very similar dimenstons. 

Thazter, in Bot » in XVII. 301, 

2. Same as ascophore. Jackson, Glossary. 
cystophthisis (sis-tof’thi-sis), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
rietrc, bladder, + icc, consumption: see 
phthisis.} Tuberculosis of the bladder. 

(sis’té-prok-tos‘té-mi), ». 
Gr. xvoric, bladder, + mpuxréc, anus, + o7dua, 

mouth.) Inswrg., an operation forthe establish- 
ment of 4 permanent communication between 
the bladder and the rectum. 
cystosarcoma (sis’td-sir-ké’mi), m.; pl. cysto- 
sarcomata (-ma-th). [Gr. xbore bintides, + 
odpxuwa, sarcoma.) A sarcoma which contains 
eysts, 

(sis-tos’ki-sis), mn. [NL., < Gr. 
xiore, bladder, + xia, cleaving.) Congenital 
fissure of the bladder. 

cystoscope (sis’ti-akdp),n. (Gr. xieric, —— 
te + cxorciv, view,) A hollow tube illumina 

Cystoscupe, with bulb attachment for imflating the bladder. 

by an electric light, emploved to bring into 
** the interior of the bladder. 

Alterations in the Internal vesical orifice as demon. 
strated by the stone-searcher and custascope, 

Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 15, 1908, p 74. 

cystoecoptc (sla*té-skop’ik), a. [cystoscop-y + 
ic.) Relating to cystoscopy or the cystoscope ; 
obtained by use of the evstoscope, Med. Rec- 
ord, June 13, 1903, p. 952. 

pical (sis-th-skop'i-kal), a, Same as 
cystoscopic. 

cystoscopy (sis-tos'kO-pi), ». (Gr, xiere, 
bladder, * -cxomia, € cxoreiv, view.] Inspec- 
tion of the interior of the bladder by means of 
the cystoscope, Med. Record, June 13, 1903, 
p. 952, 

@ (sis’té-s6r), x. [Gr Kierve, bladder 
(cyst), + cupéc, a heap.) In hot., a group or 
heap of resting-spores within @ cell, as in the 
fungus Woronina, 

cystospasm (sis’t6é-sphzm), mn. (Gr. xior 
bladder, + cxacnéc, contraction: see spasm, 
— contraction of the walls of the 
bladder, F. Arafft-Ebing (trans.), in Alien, 
and Neurol,, Feb., 1903, p. 29. 

pore (six’to-spdr), x, (Gr. sicrec, bladder 
cyst), + oropd, seed (spore).] In bot, same 

as carpospore. 
cpstostomy (sis-tos’té-mi),n. IGr. xiere, 

bladder, + créwa, mouth.] In surg., an opera- 
tion for the establishment of a permanent 
opening into the bladder, 

elotomy (sis té-tri-ké-lot’é-mi), n. 
lar. xiote, blad ro, neck, + 
a , < Tauriv, cut. surg., incision thro 
the neck of the bladder. “eh 



cystozodid 

{sis-td-26’ oid), ». [G.'xberec, blad- 
der(cyst), — The a a body-like 
anterior portion of the proseolex of certain Ces- 
toidea, a3 Dipylidium caninum. See *acantho- 
sodid, Fillot. 

cyst-pearl (sist’pérl), a. See *pearl. 
cyst-worm (sist/wérm), ». A bladder-worm, 
cytase (si’tis), ». (Gr, xiror, a hollow (a cell), 
+ KE. -ase,) An enzym which ferments cellu- 
lose: found in germinating seeds, certain 
fungi, and possibly in some anima)! secretions. 
See *complement, n, 8. 

The views advanced by Bordet and others of the French 
achool ing the union af the amboceptors with the 
cells to destroyed are leas than those of Ehr- 
lich. Hoth, however, recognize the tiny nce of an 
association of the ambocepter as a condition for the 
effective action of the com pent ance. 

Med. fh , Feb. 4, 1908, p, 248, 

(si-tas’tér), n. [Gr. wiroc, a hollow 
(a cell), + aerip, star.) In i., the star-like 
radiation geen at either pole of the karyoki- 
netic spindle during the division of # cell. 

(sith-@-ré'ii), 1», 
NL. (Salisbury, 1812), ¢ 
Cytherea, © Gr, Kutif pesca. 

@ surname of Aphrodite. 
A genus of monocotyledo- 
nous plants of the famil 
Orchidacez. Bee Coes, . 

Cytherella (sith--rel‘a), 
n. [NL., (Cythere + -ella.} 
A genus of ostracode crus- 
taceans or water - fleas, 
having elongate, amooth, 
bean - shaped valves, 
flanged on the hinge. They 
are commonly regarded as 
appearing in Silurian time 
and continuing to the 
present. 

a (kut’i-ou), w. pl. 
W., pl. of ewf, a hut, cot, 

sty.) In Eng. archzol., a 
name given to certain pre- 
bistorie stone huts in 
Wales, as those at Tre'r 
Ceiri. Sei. Amer, Sup., 
Nov. 14, 1903, 3 23209, 

blast, ». 3, In cytol.: 
= The nucleus of the 

cell. Schleiden, 1838, (b) 
One of the hypothetical 
units of cell-structure. 
Alimann, 1890, (c) A 
naked cell; a protoblast, cyracren suisena, tbo 
Kolliker. House. 

(si? z One halt satural size. 

He Gias-ta"mal), a. [eytoblastema + -al!.] Of or 
pertaining to cytoblastema, 

blastemic (si‘t6-blas-té’mik), a. Same as 
cytoblastemal. 

cytoche: (si-té-kem‘izm), mn. [Gr. xiroc. 
& hollow (a cell), + E. ates Same as 
*chemotaris. 

cytochromatic (si‘té-kro-mat‘ik), a. In cytol., 
of or pertaining to cytochromes, or to the a 
pearance of specific, readily stainable su 
stance in the — of certain cells. 

ome (si'té-krém), a. [NL. cytockroma 
Gr. itor, a hollow (a cell), + xpdua, color.] 

In newrol., & name given by Nissl to the so- 
called ‘granules,’ or nerve-cells with scant 
cytoplasm incompletely surrounding # small 
nucleus which does not exceed in size the 
nucleus of an ordinary leucocyte or neuroglia 
cell; opposed to *caryochrome cell which has a 
larger nucleus. 

lema (si-t6-ki-lé’ma), ». (NL., ¢ Gr. 
sitoc, & hollow, (a cell), + yedds, juice, + 
-enia,] Same as *eytolymph, 

agtechyme (si-t6-ki’mii), n. [Gr. «itor, a hol- 
ow (a cell), + xia, liquid.) The fluid con- 
tents of the vacuoles found in cell-protoplasm. 

(si-tok’lg-sis), u. [NL., ¢ Gr. xérog, 
a hollow (a cell), + «#ame, breaking, ¢ «av, 
break.] Necrotic destruction of cells. 

eptociastio (si-té-klas’tik), a. [Gr. xirog, a 
ollow (a cell), + xaacréc, ¢ xAdv, break.) Re- 

lating to cytoclasis. 

(si’to-sist), a. (Gr, xéroc, a hollow (® the more solid portion of the cytoplasm of the cytotherapy (si-16-ther’na-pi), 1. 
cell), + xiore, a bladder (a eyst).] A shizont 
inclosed in a membrane, as in the sporozoan 
blood-parasite Lankestretla. 
cytoderm (si‘t6-dérm),». (Gr. «itor, a hollow 
(a gr’ = + dépua, skin.|] Same as cytioderm. 
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(sitd-di-ag-n6'sis), n. [Gr.xiroc, 
a hollow (acell), + drayrworr, diagnosis.) Diag- 
nosis upon a study of the cell-contents 
of the fluids of the y, jally of the 
——— fluid, Lancet, May 30, 1903, p. 

et eg n. [Gr xiroc. a 
ollow (a cell), + aes a division.] In 

cytol., cell-livision, both direct (amitosis) and 
indirect (mitosis, karyokinesis). 

(si’to-di-e-ret‘ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to cytodieresis, or cell-livision, 

(si-té-jen‘ik),@, 1. Same as eytog- 
enous,— 2, Coneerning or a to eyto- 
genesis or the subject-matter of the science of 
eytology. 

, 2, Cell-lineage; the series of 
cells which intervenes between an embryonic 
cell and the tissues or organs or parts of the 
body which ultimately arise from it, 

The relationship of the inner and outer layers in the 
various forms —— mist be —— eae Dy 

inning of development. 
BE. B. Wileon, in Biol Lectures, 184, p. & 

lobin (si-t6-g16’ bin), ». (Gr. xéror, a hol- 
ow (a cell), + BE. glob(ulin) + -in2.] A cell 
globulin. 

cytohyaloplasm (si-t6-hi’a-li-plazm), n. [NL. 
tohyaloplasma, ¢ Gr. xbroc, a hollow (a cell) 
fasog, glass, + Taacua, anything formed. | 

In cytol., the reticular or alveolar substance o} 
the cell-cytoplasm as opposed to the more 
liquid cytochylema or cytolymph. 

(si-t6 -hi a-16-plaz’ mi), m, 
NL.} Same —— asm. 

list (si-té-hi’dré-list), u. [Gr. xiroc, 
a hollow (a cell), + E. hydrol(ysis) + ivt.) An 
enzym which attacks and breaks up the cell- 
wall by hydrolysis. 

cyto Olytic (si’té-hi-ird-lit’ik), a. [Gr. 
xitoc, a hollow (a cell), + E. hydrolytic.) Re- 
lating to or of the nature of intracellular hy- 
drolytic ferments, 

({si’to-list), m. [eytol(ysis) + -ist,] An 
enzym which dissolves the cell-wall. 
cytologic (si-té-loj‘ik), a. Of or pertaining to 
eytol or cells. 

logical (si-t6-loj’i-kal), a. Same as *cyto- 
ic. 
logist (si-tol’d-jist), ». One who studies 

cells or cytology. 
cytology si-tol’6-ji), nm. (Gr. xitoc, a hollow 

a cell), + -Aoyia, ¢ Aéyev, speak.) The study 
of the structure and functions of the cells of 
animals and plants; especially, the study of 
the cells of the human ly. and of the sig- 
nifleance of changes in their form and location 

7 — ‘té-limf), (Gr. holl si’té-limf), nm. xiroc, a hollow 
ace —* 5 lympha, clear water.) In cytot., 

the more liquid substance contained in the 
reticulum or alveoli of the cell-eytoplasm, 
Also called cytochylema and hyaloplasma. 

lysin (si-tol’i-sin), m. [eytolys(is) + -in2.] 
me as *cytotorin. 

{si-tol’i-sis), mn. [Gr. «itor, a hollow 
a cell), + Aime, nd In pathol., the 
estruction or degeneration of cells, 

cytolytic —— a. Relating to cytolysis ; 
aving coll-destroying properties, 

3* (Gr. xiroc, a cytomachia —— — 
ollow (acell), + ways, fight.) ‘Cell-fighting’; 

& rhetorical name referring to the apparent 
struggle for mastery between pathogenic mi- 
ero-organisms and the protective cells of the 
body. Suck, Med. Handbook, IL. 534, 

eter (si-tom’e-tér), n. (Gr. xbroc, a hol- 
ow (a cell), + uérpor, a — Any device 
used in counting cells: employed frequently in 
the special sense of hemacytometer. 

me (si-té-mi‘kro-adm), . [Gr. cytomicroso: J 
xitog, a hollow (a eell), + pesptc, small, + cone, 
body.] In ewtol., one of the minute bodies 
which are — to make up the cytoplasm 
of the animal and plant cell. 

toma (si-t6-mi-t6é’mi), n. Same as *cy- 
lomritonie. 

cytomitome (si-tom’i-t6m), mn. [NL *eytomi- 
toma, « Gr. «itor, a hollow (a cell), + piroc 
thread.) In eytol., the reticulum which forms 

cell; the eytohyaloplasm. 
orphosis (si-to-mér'fo'sis),m. [NL., ¢ 

r, xiroc, a hollow (acell), + sépswor, shaping. 
In biol., a general term for all the stractura 
alterations which cells, or successive genera. 

cytothesis 

tions of cells, may uw nde from the earliest 
undifferentiated to their final destruction. 
Minot, 1901. 

cytophagy (si-tof’a-ji), m. (Gr, xitor, a hollow 
(a cell), + -gayia, ¢ gayriv,eat.) Same as pha- 
gocytosis 
cytophan (si’té-fan), m (Gr. «itor, a hollow 

a cell), + -gavic, ¢ gaivecthtu, appear.] The 
ovoid matrix surrounding the nucleus-like 
granules, or —— in the strand of the 
contractile stalk of certain Jnfusorta, as Zo- 
Othamnium. 

agro tgs. el n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xbrog, & hollow (a eell), eipvyg, pharynx.) 
_ gullet or esophagus of a protozoan, as a 
ciliate. 

1 (si’td-fil), a. [Gr. xivroc, a boilow (a 
cell), * @i4oc, loving.) In cyfol.. having a 
—— to combine with the receptor of a 
cell: a term applied to one group of ambo- 
ceptors. Fasserman (trans.), Immune Sera, 
p. 18, 

(ek tof ik), a, Same as *eytophil. 
In cytel,, a strand of protoplasm 

connecting two adjacent blastomeres during the early 
bey ey he the = Cytoplasmic that stage 
in the life-cycle * a mictoa larn — which itis 
living in the cytoplasm, or cell-body, of some cell of the 
host organism : distinguished from the atranuelear cycle 
or stage. 

Gr. xirog, hollow, ortopiaat (si‘té-plast), nm. 
acell), + rAacré, formed.) In biol., one of 
the hypothetical bodies or units of protoplasm 
in the cell, 

Gr, xiroc, a cptoplastin si- ip plas‘tiad, n. 
ete (acell), . ꝓin. The plastin of 

e cytoplasm of a cell 
cytoproct (s't6-prokt), wn. [Gr. xroc, a hol- 

iow (a cell), + mrpywxrdc, anus.) In oodl., the 
anus of a unicellular organism, such a3 an in- 
fusorian. 

cytopsyche (si-top-si’ké), nm. [NL. cytopsyche 
Gr, xiroc, a bake a cell), * yey}, mind, 

The consciousness of the protoplasmic con- 
tents of a cell, according to the metaphysical 
system of E. Haeckel, aeckel (trans.), Rid- 
dle of the Universe. 
cytoreticulum (si‘t6-ré-tik’d-lum), v. ; pl. 
Cytoreticula(-lii), [Gr. xiroc, a hollow (a cell), 

L, reticulum, a little net: see reteen!um.] 
In cytol., the network of more solid substance 
in the —— the spongioplasm as dis- 
tinguished from the more liqui ‘ound sub- 
stance, cytochylema or cytolymph. See cut 
under *cell. 

(si-t6-rik’téz), m. [NL., ¢ Gr, «iro, 
a bollow (4 cell), + dpixrge, a digger, ¢ dpiece.v, 
dig, exeavate.} The supposed protozoan 
organism of smallpox and vaccina; one of the 
vaecine-bodies, Natwre, Aug. 4, 18M, p. 324. 

(si’té-sin), #. [Gr. xicoc, a hollow (a 
coll), t-08se + -in?,) A pyrimidin derivative 
(CyHsON,) of the nucleinie acids, from whieh 
it * obtained as a constant decomposition- 
product together with xanthin bases. 
cytosoma (si-t)-s6’mii), n.; pl. cytosomata 
(-ma-ti). [NL] * as *cylnsome. 

me (si'té-sdm), vn. [NL. cytosoma, ¢ 
r. xbroc, a hollow (a cell), + cue, a body.) 

The body of a cell. 
(si-tow’pé-rii), n. (NL. (Ehrenberg, 

1818), < Gr. «itor, a hollow (® cell), * trapa; 
seed (spore).} A large genus of spheropsi- 
daceous fungi having allantoid, hyaline spores 
produced in irregular chambers in an erum- 

nt stroma buried in the surface of the host. 
bont 200 spectes have been described, They oecar on 

the branches of woody plants, and many are regarded as 
the  prenidie’ condition of species of Vaien, Also incot~ 
rectly spelled Cytizpord, 

cytostasis (si-tos’ta-sis), nm. [NL., ¢ Gr. airy, 
a hollow (a cell), + oracr, standing.) Arrest 
of blood-corpuseles in the small vessels. 

¢ (si-td-tak’tik), a. [eytofaxis (-lact-) 
+ -ic.) Of or pertaining to the locomotion of 
cells in relation to other cells; exhibiting 
eytotaxis. 

(si-t6-tak’sis), n. [Gr. «iroc,a hollow 
(a cell), + raf, arrangement.) The move- 
ment of cells, or of cell-masses, in relation to 
one another, The approach of cells to one another ts 
spoken of as pottine cytotaris, thelr withdrawal from one 
another as argetice eytotaria, 

\ (Gr. xiror, 
a hollow (a cell), + fepaztea, medical treat- 
ment.) Same as *organotherapy or *opother- 
apy, 

eae (si-toth’e-sis),#, [NL.,¢Gr, «itoc, a 
ollow (acell), + dice, placing, arranging.] In 



cytothesis 
the regenerative or restorative cha 

in a cell or neuron: the opposite of — 
———— a. (Gr, xiroc, a hol- 

w (a cell), + rogexdv, poison (see toxic).] 
ecting the destruction of cells: applied to 

the action of special eytotoxins. 
(si-to-tok’sin), m.  [eytotor(ic) + 

-in?,] An stapheiion produts which has 
cific toxic properties for the particular kind of 
cell which was used in immunization. General 
speeking, these bodies result on immunization with cel 
from a different —— and are — Autocytotoxins 
may, ef, be formed. action of the cyto- 
toxins depends upen the presence of specie ambe- 
ceptor and of a complement (see §) which 
is present in normal serum. Examples are neph- 
——— — — lowcotoxina, ete. Also termed 

eptoitepie (si-t9-trop’ik), a. [Gr. xéroc, a hol- 
low (a cell), + tpéroc, a turning.) Of or per- 
taining to the growth or bending of cell-masses 
in relation to one another. ) 

cytotropism (si-tot’ro-pizm), n. totrop(ic 
+ -iem.) The wing or Fol of cell- 
masses, or of cells, toward or away from one 
another, See *cyfotaxis. 

(si-t6-20’an),a,andn. I, a. Having 
the characters of the Cytezoa. 

Il, ». One of the Cytozoa. 
{si-ti-z6‘on), a.; pl. eytozea (-jt), 

., « Gr. wbroc, & hollow {a cell), + Cgor, an 
animal.) A protozoan parasite of the red 

Oytteria its rit) {NL, (Berkeley, 1841) *ri-i), m. eley, . 
80 ed from the resemblance of the plants 
to a wasy’s nest; ¢ Gr, xitrapos, honeycomb, 

Aiffereat stages of development; F, 
udinal ugh 3 

spore-case with spores, (Prom Engler a 
, 

czarism 
Ys nest.) A genus of discomycetous fungi 

having the ascomata sunken in the surface of 
& subspherical mostly stipitate stroma which 
is gelatinous when mature. About 6 species are 
known, mostly from F pia and Tierra del Fuego, 
where they are eaten by natives. They * 
living branches of beeches, species af Nothafagua, 
itech-fungus and mushroom, 1. 

Cyttariaces: (si-ta-ri-a’sé-0), mn. pl. [NL ¢ 
Cyttaria + -acew.) A family of ascomycetous 
fungi named from the single genus Cyttaria, 
and having the same general characters, 
*Cyttaria. 

O. Z. An abbreviation of (Gould's) Cordova 
Zones. See *G. C. Z. 

czar, tear, ".—White Czar, a name by which (or ite 
equivalent) the Crarot Russia is known especially in Asia. 

The White Taar’s poople call 
Aloud to the skies af bend : 

“We are dares, not freemen: 
Ourselves, our childrea, oar women— 

Dead, we are dead, 
Though we breathe, we are dead men all. 

R. W. Gilder, In the —8 
The White Tsar's je. & 

tsardom (ziir’dum, tsiir‘'dum), m. 
The dominion, power, or office of a ezar. 

tsarian (ziir‘i-an), a. Of or pertaining 
to a ezar. 
The growing influence of the Tear fn the affairs of other 

nations was conditioned by the same cuuses as the deel 
of the Trorian System within the confines of Russia. 

A. Uler, Rosia from Within, p. 1 

ezarism, tsarism (ziir‘izm), ». Absolutism 

Saaree in government, such as that of the Czar of 

Viansee- Russia, A. Ular, Russia from Within, p. 5. 

igitized by 0 gle 

«=? alll — 



3. (a) In music; (3) Also, 
the key-note of the minor key 
of one flat; in medieval mu- 
sic, the final of the Dorian 
and Hypodorian modes, (b) 
In chem.: (2) d- before cer- 
tain compounds has refer- 
ence totheir behaviortoward 

their dextrorotation, as distinguished from 
their inaction (i-) or levorotation (l-). (e) In 
math.: (2) D is also used for the number de- 
noting the deficiency of » curve (what its num- 
ber of double points lacks of the muximum). 
—4. Asan abbreviation: (f) In law (D.), an 
abbreviation of Decree, Deeret, Dietum. (q) 
In med, (V.) an abbreviation of: (1) diaptler or 
dioptric; (2) dexter (right); (3) divide (in pre- 
seriptions). (h) (12.) Of Demovrat, Dews (God), 
Dominus (Lord), Dutch; (d.) of daughter, de- 
fete (cancel), density.— 5, Short for damn (of- 
ten printed d—), 

At last he Mung out in his violent way, and anid, with a 
D, ‘Then de as you like.’ 

Dickens, Great Expectations, xi. 

6, Any mechanical device or appliance which 
resembles the letter D; specifically, in a har- 
ness, 8 loop of metal which has a straight bar 
joined at each end to a semicircular loop: 
used as a support for a strap. Also written 
dee, See *2-trap and D-valve,— D. 
See *radium. · The D, the striking-balk In English bil. 
hards; so called because of its resemblance to the letter 
D turned half-way roand, Of smaller area, sub- 
stantially the same thing in form and function is styled 
the semicirole bak in all games in Ar 

Da, The chemical symbol of davyum. 
D. A. A. G. An abbreviation of Deputy Assist- 
ant Adjutant-General. 

dab! (dab), adv. [Elliptic use of dab, v.] 
With a dab; without hesitation; vigorously. 
en 

t.— Limanda a small fe 
foand in Fa my dab, Limende =. * 
pean flounder, See dab2, 

dabb (dob), ». [Also *dhabb, dhob ; < Ar. dabb 
4 The palm-lizard, Uromastir acanthu- 
rus, of the family Agamidw#, found in north- 

dabbler.». Hh, . * — r, ld dabbler, the common killifieh, Pw: 

da camera (di ki‘ me-rit), [it.] ‘Of the 
ehamber’: in music, applied to music (chamber 
music) so distinguished from music for the 
ehurch or the opera-house. 

Rtates, — J a small min- 
now, Khinichthys cataract of the eastern United States. 
— Red-bellied ace, asmall minnow, Chrogmus erythro. 
gaster, of Che Mississippi valley, 

Dachstein (diiéh’stin), ». [G. Dachstein, a 
mountain group in the Austrian Alps, named 
from the principal pent, Dachstein.] In geol,, 
a division of the Triassic formation in the 
northern and southern Alps, constituting the 
upper division of that formation and equiva- 
lent in whole or in part to the Rhwtie beds of 
Germany. 

dacion (di-thé-dn’), n. [Sp., ¢ L. datio(n-), a 
giving: see olen} In bp law, the actual 
effective delivery of a thing in the perform- 
ance of a contractual obligation. 

dacitic (<di-sit’ik), a. [dacite + Ac.)] In po- 
trog., of or pertaining to dacite; having fhe 
mineral composition and the texture charac- 
teristic of dacite. 
f ; ot (dak*ri-¢-2is"t6-<lr- 
inge-ggot’o-mi), m. r. daxpuor, tear, + aborie, 
bag (suc), + otprys, pipe, + -rouia, < rapeiv, 
eut,) In swrg., the — of opening the 
lacrymal sac and duct. 

larized light, namely, to D; 

dacryocystotomy (dak ‘m-3-sis-tot’é-mi), nv. 
eed daxpvov, tear, + K«igric, (sac), + -royia, 

rayery, cut.) In surg.: (a) Incision into the 
lacrymal sac. (6) Division of a stricture of the 
lacrymal duct. 

lin (dak‘ri-d-lin), ». [Gr. daxpvor, tear, 
+ -ol +, -in2.) An albuminous component of 
tears. [NI 
acryo! 8 (dak *ri-om’i-sés), n. Lae 
(Nees, IS16), é Gr. dixpwow, tear, a drop, + 
wise, a fungus.) A genus of fungi of the or- 
der Dacryomycetales, having gelatinous, ses- 
sile, flat or eushion- haped irregular fructifien- 
tions. The spores are ovate or cylindrical, aimple at 
first, bat becoming septate before germination, About 
fi species have been described, coe iz — — om de- 
caying wood, D. afictinus is 9 widely distributed specivs 
oveurring ou rotting conifers. 

Dacryomycetales (dak ‘ ri-6-mi-set’ a-léz), n. 
pl (NL, € Dacryomyees (-et-) + -ales.) An 
order of basidiomycetous fungi named from 
the genus Dacryomyces. The basidin are undivided 
and specles are mostly small : some are flat and spread- 
ing, otbers more or less stipitate and forming flattened or 
irregtilar clabshaped fructifications, Also Dacryomyce- 
tine, 

acryomycetines (dak‘ri--mi-se-tin’é-€), n, 
. [NL.] See *Dacryomycetates. 

nosis (dak*ri-d-xté-nd‘sis),m. [NL., 
< Gr, daxpu, tear, + orévweg, narrowing.) Strie- 
ture of the lacrymal duet, 

(dak‘ri-}-sir’ingks), a. [NL., ¢ 
Gr, ddapy, tear, + cipryé, pipe, syringe.) 1. 
A syringe for — fluids into the lacrymal 
duet,— 2, A lacrymal fistula. 

dactyl, n. 6. (Gr. daxrvtot "dain, ‘fingers of 
Ida,’ in Crete.) In Gr. antig., a mythological 
creature supposed to have the secrets of fire 
and of iron-working. The dactyls were associated 
with the worship of Rhea and Cybele. The basis ts found 
in some sacred stones (baetyl-stones) found in Crete, and 
associated with the worship of Cy 

These beetyl-stones were called in Crete, Daet, 
Jane . Harrison, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, X IX. 288 

Dactylagnus (dak-ti-lag’nus), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
ddxrusoc, finger, + dyvoc, name of a fish] A 
genus of small fishes of the family Dactylo- 
scopide, inhabiting coral sand in the tropics, 
Dactylanthias (dak-til-an’thi-as), ». [NL. 
< Gr. duxtetoc, finger, + avec, name of a fish. ] 
A genus of serranoid fishes found in the sea 
of Amboyna. 

dactylate (dak’ti-lat), a. [Gr. ddxrutog, a fin- 

ger, + -atel.] In anat., having finger-like 
rocesses; digitate; fingered. A dactylate joint 
one formed ue the viticulstion of various ah 

rather slender processes. 

D lifera (dak-ti-lif‘e-ri), ». pl. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. ddxrvdog, finger, + L. ferre, bear.] An or- 
der of Platyhelmia, of the class Temnocepha- 
loidea. ‘They have the body produced into finger-abaped 
tentacular along the anterior margin, sometimes 
also along the lateral margina; the mouth situated anteri- 
orly; the pharynx leading into a wide, nearly lar 
intestine which haa no diverticula. It ge the i 
lies Tews ide and Actinedactylellida. 

Dactylioida (dak-til-oi-da), mpl [NL <Gr. 
daxrodsog, a finger-ring (< déxrudoc, a finger: see 
dactyl), + eidog, form.] A group of the fossil 
ammonoid cephalopods orammonites constitut- 
inga section of the suborder Pachycampyli. Itin- 
cludes umbilfeated forms having the venter broader than 
the dorsum and ornamented with nodes ridges with. 

dactylognathite (4 —E thit), m. (Gr. ak-ti- - +m . 
daxrvdoc, finger, + yndtoc, jaw, + -ite2.] In 
crustaceans, the terminal segment of a com- 
lete foot-jaw, 

loidites (dak*ti-lé-i-di’téz), n, [NL., < 
Gr, daxrudoc, finger, + ridoc, form (see dacty- 
loid) + -rn¢, E. -ite?.] A genus of organisms, 
found in the Cam slates, having a 
stellate form with rays thickened distally. 
These bodies are regarded by some writers as stellate fu- 
colds but by others are ex red as caste of the internal 
cavities of Neduasw or jell 

[NL., ¢ Gr. dactylolysis (dak-ti-lol't-sle), n. 

+ Afec, diasolution.] In pa- 
disease, of fingers and toes. 

dactylomegaly (dak’ti-lé-meg’n-li), m. (Gr. 
dixtedos, iinger or toe, + weyadia, largeness, < 
méyag, great, lange.} A condition in which the 
fingers or toes ure abnormally lange. 

Dactylopius (dak-ti-l6’pi-us), pl. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. Meri⸗oc, finger, + OY, eye, face.) An im- 
portant genus of 
seale-insects in- 
eluding all of the 
so-called mealy 

ddxrvdoc, ener, 
thol., loss, by 
See ainhum, 

bugs so abun- 
dant in n- 
houses, Reeent 
writers place 
most of the old 
species of Dacty- 
loping in the ge- 
nus Peudecoceus. 

dactylorhiza, u, 
2. The phenom- 
¢non of root- 
forking. 

dactyloscopy (dak-ti-los’ké-pi), #. (Gr. aaaru⸗ 
doe, —— A -onomia, < — vite The 
identification of individuals by means of ex- 
amination of the lines on the tips of the fin- 
gers: a method employed for the identification 
of criminals, records of impressions of finger- 
tips being kept for this purpose. 

dactylosternal (dak’ti-lo-stér nal), a, 

dactylate, or provided with finger-like pro- 
cesses, which abut on the carapace and are 
often received in little depressions: said of 
some turtles. Aner. Jour. Sei, Feb., 1904, 
p. 129, 

dactylozodid (dak’ti-ld-26’oid), m.  [Gr. aaru 
oc, finger, + E. sonia) One of the members 
of a colony of Hydrozoa whose function is to 
eapture food for the gastrozodéids, or nutritive 
members of the colony. 

(dii’diing-sé),n. [Chamorro dadangsi, 
sticker, < dangsi, pe al On the island of 
Guam, the name applied to burweeds, espe- 
cially to the dogsfoot-weed, Urena sinuata, a 
half-shrubby plant belonging to the mallow 
family, with deeply lobed palmate leaves hav- 
ing & nectar-gland on the lower surface of the 
midrib, and small rose-purple flowers ; and to 
species of Triumfetia, belonging to the linden 
family, with cordate or 3-lobed leaves and 
cymes of small yellow flowers. 
dadap (dii’diip), nm. [Jav. dadap, Malay, 
dadap, also dédap.} Any one of seve 
species of | inous trees belonging to the 
genus Erythrina; especially £. lithosperma 
and £, Hypaphorus, natives of the East 
Indies. The dadaps are cultivated tn the tropics, e- 
pecially in Java and Ceyion, for shade in coffee-plantations 
and for the green manure afforded by their leaves. 

dado-head (da'dé-hed), », See *dado-machine. 
dado-machine (da’d6-ma-shén‘), ». In wood- 
working, ® moditication of a gaining-machine 
* ng & special type of cutter-head, called 
a dado-head or wver-head, for forming 
square, ornamental balustrades, etc, 

dewdala (ded‘a-li), n. pl. (Gr. daidada, pl. of 
daidatov, a — neut, of daidadoc, wrought by 
art; see dedal.) In Gr. antig.: (a) Crude 
archaic wooden figures, (+) A Beotian fea- 
tival described by Pausanias. The greater deedala 
ocurred every sixtieth year; the lesser deilala every 
seventh The characteristic features of both were certain 
little wooden figures which were distributed by lot among 
the cities of Bevotia. 

Deodon (dé’é-don), », [NL., irreg. ¢ Gr. 
dairey, divide, + ddotc, tooth.) A genus of 
extinct ungulate mammals of the family 
Titanothertida. 

Dartylopine citer female. 
7 iComstock. U. . D. A. 

Five times natural size. 



daer-stock 

daer-stock (di ér-stok), nm. [MlIr. daer, Olr. 
déw, doer, base, servile, Ir. daor, captive, 
enslaved, guilty, = Gael, daor, enslaved (¢ do-, 
not, = Gr, &o-, ill (see dys-), + fear, man), 
+ EB. stock.) in Jr. antiq., cattle or other 
stock granted by a chief to a tenant for his 
use, ownership still remaining with the chief. 
Sometimes used attributively: as, daer-steck 
tenancy. 

The Deer-stock tenant, distinguished by the limited 
amount of stock which be received from the Chief, re- 
jained a and retained his trihal rights in their 
integrity. .. . Daer-stock tenant (through accepting 
alarge grant of stock from the Chief} had unquestionably 

with some portion of tile freedom, and hls duties are 
Invariably referred to aa very onerous, 

Maine, Early Hist. of Institutions, p. 150. 

daffy (daf’i), a. [daff! (still in dialectal use) 
+-yi.) 1. ike dat y person ; silly; imbecile ; 
‘soft.' Prov. Eng. and U.8.)—2. Dry; in- 
sipid, (Prov. Eng.] Aug. Dial, Dict. 

D. A. G. An abbreviation of Deputy Adjutant- 
General, 

dag?, n, 4, A short tapering or pointed piece 
of metal like the point of a dagger, used to 
interlock timbers with each other, or to form 
the stabbing or piercing teeth on rolls for 
breaking coal.—5, The first antler of a buck, 
which is slender, almost — and without 
branches, * — a dagger or dag. 
dacesh, mM. hesh 

— 
South African name, also 
554 In South Africa, 

Cannabis Indica, the Indian hemp, which is 
used by the natives as a narcotic, It is collected, 
dried, and smoked by the lower classes of Hottentota, who 
are rendered staphd and incapable of commected work 
while under the influence of it. See Ashish, det 
and Cannabis. 

dagger #.—Amerienn dagger noetuld Apatela 
@mericana, common in the Kilantic Uni tates 
where its larvm feed on the foliage of maple, elm, and 
other forest and shade trees. —Ocher , an Ameri- 
can noetuid moth, Apatela er fat — larve feed on 
the leaves of elm and basswood. — -hasel ¥ 
an Amertean noctuid moth, Apatela Aamamelia, whose 
larvee feed on the leaves of the witch-hasel, oak, and other 
forest trees, 

-head (dag’ér-hed), ». A timber placed 
diagonally in the launching-ways of a = 
and securing certain timber shores place 
between the bottom of the vessel and the 
bilgeways. 

-moth (dag’ér-méth), »,.— dagger- 
an American noctuid moth, Apotela rmterrupta, 

whose larvw feed on the foliage of the apple, pear, cherry, 
and plam, 

(diig’mi), », [Bisaya dagmai, dagmay.] 
In the Philippines, a name for Caladium Colo- 
casia, also called gabi, See taro and Colocasia. 

(dé’g6), ». [Chamorro dago, a — 
In the island of Guam, the square-stemmec 
yam, Dioscorea alata, and other species of 
Dioscovea resembling it. 

‘nerrectype etching, i tog, & eee for bitin 
— ype by a Tal eg Uh a: Bs hydren 
chloric acid opposite a platinum plate, and passing a cur- 
rent from a couple of Grove's cells for a few seconds, 
Oxychlorid of silver le formed, which, when removed, 
leaves the plate sufficiently etched to be printed from. 
Uevised by Sir W. BR. Grove. 

dahlia, ".—Dahita wartlet, Tlia craasicornis, one 
of the commonest Evitish sea-anemones. 

dahllite (diil’it), ». (Named after the brothers 
Tellef and Johann Dahil, Norwegians.) A 
mineral containing the phosphate and carbon- 
ate of calcium and oecurring in yellowish- 
white fibrous erusts. It probably results from 
the alteration of apatite. Found at Bamle, 
Norway. 
Dahoman (ili-hé’man), a. and a, 
* Dahomeyan. 
Dahomeyan (dii-hé’mi-an), a, and », I, a, 
Of or pertaining to Dahomey. 
II . A native of Dahomey. 

dahn (dii‘hé), a. A large forest tree, Artocarpus 
Lakoocha, of India and Ceylon, belonging to 
the breadfruit family. It has simple leaves, glabrous 
and shiny above and softly downy beneath. The round, 
velvety, yellow, achd fruit is edible when ripo; the spadix 
of the male flowers is pickled, and ts ased in — the 
seeds are eaten; the roots yleld a yellow dye, the bark a 
fiber suitable for cordage ; and from the viscous latex a ce- 
ment is prepared, In Bengal called dephad (which see) 

Daikoku (di-k6’ks), n. [More fully Daikoka- 
ten: Sinico-J or. dai, greut, + koka, black, + 
ten, deva, ; corresponding to Chin, tas, 

at, + lich (or he), black, Cien, heaven, 
eva.] One of the seven gods of happi- 

ness of the Japanese; the god of wealth, 
whose image is found in every household. 
He ts ited at a short, stout person, wearing a cap 
with the visor well drawn down; standing or sitting on 
bags of rice; carrying a mallet, the emblem of labor, in 

Same as 

340 

the t hand; and over the left shoulder a sack 
mde Ube mouth of which is grasped it. A the 
eft hand, thus controfling its expenditure, 

daikon (di‘kén’),". (Jap. dai-kon, ¢ Chin, tai, 
great, + hiin, root.) A Sapa f of radish, 
Raphanus sativus, one of most important 
root-crops cultivated in Japan. It is eaten 
raw or boiled, and when pickled forms the 
chief relish of the people. 
daimiate (di’mi-at), m. [daimi(o) + -ated,] 
The position, territory, or jurisdiction of a 
daimio. 

oate, ». Same as *daimiate. 
Daimonel{x (di-mon’é-liks), n. [NL., irreg. ¢ 
Gr. daiuen, demon, + FE, —— see heliz. 
An erect, spiral, gigantic fossil found in great 

eat | 

Daven ti pestios, AniBaree formation. Sevan Cownty. 
Neleaska Average height sa to seven fret, 

numbers in the Arikaree sands (Loup Fork 
Tertiary) of northwestern Nebraska, chiefly 
in Sioux county, and also in eastern Wyoming 
and southern South Dakota. ‘These anomalous 
fossils, thought by some to represent Wie barrows of 
tertiary rodents, consist Uhroughoat of intertwining ptant 
fibers of roots of varying size, Which, in section, inv: 3 
Yeld perfectly preserved plant-tissue, a fact which 1 
the discoverer to assign them to the ¥ ble Kingdous, 
Thoagh of diverse form and varying # ae, tre principal 
kinds are conspicuous, the one with, the « without, an 

axis, Deimeneliz, though known for years Co Ue cow- 
boys and nunclioven as the devil's cortecren, was first 
definitely deserthed by Erwin H, Harbour, State geotogist 
of Nebraska, in Isl. Collections of specimens are now 
to be foged jn the lange museums of Une United States, 
notably that of the Oniversity of Nebraska, the Field 
Columbian Museum, the Carmegie Museum, and the 
United States National Museum 

daimonion (di-mé’ni-on), ». (Gr. darudveor, 
rop. neut. of dasdwor, adj., ¢ daiuew, demon, ) 

Same as demon, 1: usually with reference to 
the demon of Socrates, 
dainanago (di-nii-nii‘”5), n. (Jap. Tainan, a 
port of southern Formosa, + anago, eel.) 
name of the conger-eel of Formosa, Leptoce- 
a crobennus. 
ainty, «.—Dainty sulphur, 
battertly, Nathelisiole, of very stall site and yellow color 
bordered and banded with black, [ta larwe feed on the 
marigold, It inhabits the southwestern United States 
and Mexico. 

daira (di’r&), x. [Ar. daira, cirele, household, 

an American pierid 

dallastype 

private estate, <ddr, yo about.) The private 
estates of the Khedive of Egypt. 

scales, *scale?, Dairy 8 . 
dairy-farmer (di‘ri-fiirm‘ér), ». A farmer 
who operates a dairy-farm. 

- . (da’ri-firm‘ing), ». That 
branch of agriculture which ts lally de- 
voted to the production of milk and the manu- 
— of butter, cheese, and other milk pro- 
ucts, 

dais, ».—Chamber of dais. See #chamber. 
laisy, —— of sea-anemone, Actinia 

ta. and, }— , the oxeye daisy.— 
Blue no) The ais ater, spring-daisy, the 
robin's- plan rom us, from ite early 
flowering and the color of the See plantaint.— 

bDutter-daisy (4). Natnes for the oxeye daisy. 
daisy, the English daisy, — 

* European, 
. See daisy, 1.— . See 

n, Arige 

bears very large white-ra: 
white Beld-daisy in general form : originated by 
Burbank, and a itly of hybrid origin, It is hardy 
in New York. , the oxeye daisy, more com- 
monly called whiteweed.— Yellow daisy, yellow oxeye 
daisy, the common cone-flower, Hudteckia hirta. 

daisy-feabane (di‘ zi- fl’ bain), ». See flea- 
ne. 

Dajide daj‘i-dé), mn. pl. (NL, ¢ Dajus + 
ide.) family of isopod crustaceans parasi- 
tie upon schizopods, Dajus is the typical 
genus. 
Dajus’ (di’jus), ». (NL. (Kroyer, 1846, G. 
spelling for *Daing), < Gr. ddioc, destructive.] 

e Bd oe nus of the family Dajide. 
Dak, “An abbreviation of Dakota. 
daka (di’k&), ». [Also dacca, prop. dhaka: 
see def.) East-Indian muslin of fine and 
delicate texture, made on the native loom in 
the district of Dhaka, or Dacca, Bengal. 

dak-boat, dawk-boat (dak’bét), ». [Hind. 
ddk, a pants + Eng. boat.) A mail-boat. 
[Anglo-Indian. ] 

dakhuis (dik’hois), ». (D., ¢ dak, roof, thatch, 
+ huis, house.) A house thatched with straw 
or reeds, (South Africa.) 
Dakota formation. See *formation. 
Dakotian (da-k6’ti-an), a. Same as Dakotan. 
L. H. Morgan, Ancient Society, p. 154. 

Daksha (diik’shii), », I8kt. Daksha, lit, activ- 
ity, capacity, power, as adj. able, active, dex- 
terous: see dexter.) In Hindn myth., a son of 
Brahma, of whom grotesque legends were told. 

dal? (dai, n, [(D., = E, datel,) A valley. 
42* hs — Tera) * 
alaga fi ~ Lit’ + n. = 

‘ #,s Skt. — 53 * 
and girl. Cr 

Pampanga dalaga, prob. 
son, in dual two boys, or bo 
Malay ddra, maidenhood, anak déra, a young 
woman, a maid, ¢ Skt. dard, a wife.] In 
Luzon, Philippine Islands, a young unmarried 
woman; a girl. 
Dalarnian (du-liir’ni-an),a. (Sw. Dalarne, 
‘the valleys,’ otherwise Dalecarlia, a former 
province of Sweden: see dalel,] In geol., a 
series of Precambrian rocks in Sweden, 

Dalatiidaw (dal-a-ti’i-dé), mn. pl. [NL., ¢ Dala- 
tius + -ide.] A family of sharks typified by 
the genus Dalatius, otherwise known as Scym- 
nus or —— The typical species is 
D. licha of the Old World. 

daler (dii‘lér), n. (Sw.: see dollar.) A copper 
coin, of fictitious value, of Charles XIL. of 
Sweden, 

dalesfolk (dalz’fék), n. pl, Dweliers in adale or 
valley; dalesmen. Mary Howitt. 

daleth (dii‘leth), n. [Heb. daleth, prop. ddlet : 
see delta, D.) The fourth letter (4) of the 
Hebrew alphabet, corres ——* the Eng- 
lish D. Its numerical value is IV, 

dali? (da‘lé), », (Hind. dali.) See dollys. 
Dalibarda (dal-i-biir’da), ». [NL., (Linnwus, 
1753), named in honor of Thomas Francois 
Dalibard (1703-79), a French botanist.) A 
genus of plants of the family Rosacea, closely 
related to Hubus, but distinguished by the 
nearly drupelets inclosed at maturity by 
the connivent calyx lobes. The only species, D. 
repens, a native of northenstern North America, is a low 
perennial unarmed herd, with slender root-stocks benring 
tufts of simple, cordate, crenate leaves, Khe ecape-like 
peduncles bearing 1 or 2 delicate white flowers It has 
much the hubit of a strawberry. See #dendrop, 2 

dallastype (dal’as-tip), n. [Dallas (D. C, 
Dallas, inventor of the method, 1875), + type.) 
A process used in the early days of photo-en- 
graving: now superseded by more modern 
methods, 



Dalmanites 
Dalmanites (dal-ma-ni’téz), n. Fon (NL., ¢ 
Dalman, a proper name, + -ites, BE. -ite*.] A 
genus of trilobites of the family Phacopids, in 
which the test is distinetly divided into three 
subequal areas both longitudinally and hori- 
zontally, The glabellan is large, with prominent frontal 
Jobe and three pairs of lateral lobes, the compound eyes 

gratved sigineuth pigiainas lange’ Wik teeny eqeepoes 
ia uonally’ a caudal ‘ vba. tt ke very charncteriatic ot 
the Siarian and Devonian formations, 

u. 2. The imperial mantle, resem- 
bling the ecelesiastical dalmatic, worn by 
kings and emperors at coronation and on other 
important occasions, The dalmatic worn by Queen 
Victoria when she waa crowned in Westminster Abbey, 

18a8, was of cloth of gold, : 
dalo (dii’ 16) Fijian dalo, ¢ Polynesian 

Fi fadium Colocasia, the roots 

Jane 
Me 

taro.) In Fiji, Ca 
and leaves of which are among the principal 
food-staples of the natives. See taro, 

Daltonist (diil’ton-ist), r. Same as Daltonian, 
illn 8. flre-brick wall forming the 

front of the hearth or crucible of a blast-fur- 
nace, through which the tap-hole is formed. 
—Bear-trap dam, « species of movable dam used in 
the eanalization of rivers fur purposes of = er 
It consists of two ange plates or leaves, each hinged 
above ite lower © one pointing down-stream and the 
other upstream, The distance — of the rer yer 
te such that when both are be ial the pointing 
down-stream overiapa the other leaf. When both are 
raised, the free edges of the two leaves approach one an- 
other and form a fat triangle nearly isosceles. In this 
position the two leaves form Ue barrier to diam back die 
water of Uhe atream, When tt is lying flat om the bottom 
of the river the dam docs not et the stream. It is 
lowered during high water and daring those —*** 
when the natural flow of depth of Wie stream is uate 
for purposes of navigation, When it ie desired to ine 
crease the depth artificially, the dum te mised. This t 
accomplished by admitting water sobmerged 
culverts and slaices Into the space ander the two leaves 
fromm & pool artificially created at a short distance up 
stream, The pressure of the water underneath the heaves 
raises them somewhat, and with them the level of the 
water above the dam, This still further Increases the 

ure of the water under the leaves, and ander its in- 
—— the leaves continue to rise to any desired height 
within the limits of movement provided. The damm bs 
lowered by closing the gates connecting (he space under 
the dam with the upper pool of the river, and opening 
—— gules * ich connect the space under the 
leaves with the river below the dam. The internal pres. 
sure being Chua diminished to a value lest than the ex- 
ternal pressure due to the load of water on the outaide of 
the dam, the leaves gradually fall. The leaves move 
closely between abatinents or piers at their ends, onder 
which are the culverts and sluices for rising and lower- 
ing the dam, This ——— dam was first devised in 1818 
by Josiah White, a Philadel merchant, to meet the 
needs of coal navigation on Che Lehigh river, in Pennayl- 
Vania, and was soon ado extemively on lorgtis 
streams in Pennsylvania and Canada. Since 1850 it has 
received extensive study and its use has been much ex- 
tended.—Canvas a sheet of canvas or stout cloth, 
u⸗vally attached at the 
arranged that it can be pl in an trrigation-<diteh for 
the purpose of forcing the water out of the diteh upon 
the adjacent flelds. See stappoon.— Drop-nead dam, 4 
dam with a mechanical dev which can be dropped to 
permit the passage of water.— Flood dam. See *splash 
dam.— Gravity dam, a dum of which the cross-section 
is of such dimensions Uiat the structure will resist the 
overtarning action of water, that fa, will stand against 
destructive forces becanse of ita weight, and pot be de- 

mibent wy bracing or archaction against the sidea,— 
dam, a dam constructed of 

washed into place by a process similar to hydraulic min 
ing.— dam, a dam for raising the water in a 
shallow stream. It has no slaicew but a smooth top 
of timber over which, ander a jent head of water, 

slide or roll. — Gelf-loading See * 
+ rip ¢.dam, to remove the 3 ———— 
a aplashi-dain, 

n. This, the generic name for the Euro 
fallow«leer, Dama dama, or D, pulgaria, was for a 
Ume used for tie American deer — placed tn the 
genus (Afocotlens of Raflnesque, which precedence 
over Cariacus. 
damage, . — Contingent those given 
where the issues upon counts to which no demurrer has 
Deen fled are tried, before demurrer toone or more counts 

declaration haa been decided. Boweter, Law 
damages, in few, damages which neces 

warily result from the commission of a wrong or breach 
of contract, and therefore need not be specially pleaded 
fn the complaint or declaration,— a 

f which arise after judgment or ¢ ir: wtf. 
fered by an appellee by reason of delay caused by an 
appeal from the jadgment or order, 
damalic (da-mal’ik), a. IOr. dauade, fom. 
(dapadnc, m,), & Young cow, + -ic.) Derived 
from the cow.—Damalie acid, an organic substance 
found in me arine of the cow. 

damaluric (dam-a-li’rik), a. [Gr. ddywadsc, a 
young cow, + otpov, urine, + -ic.] Derived from 
the urine of the cow.—Damaluric acid, an avid, 
Celio, said to vecur in cows’ urine. 

upper edge to a strip of wood, so dam 
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oe or marking: as, to damask seditious 
oks. 
askeen texture, in .. the interlaced, rarie- 

eat appearance of some — of obsidian, produced 
y differences in of glass or of varieties of microlites. 

dambosite (dam’bds-it}, ». Sameas dambonite, 
Damburneya (dam-bér’né’ya), n. [NL, (Rafin- 
cages, 1838), named for L. A. Danhourney 
1722-95), a French botanist.) A genus of 
ieotyledonous trees of the family Lawracee. 

See Nectandra. , 

eral other of the Philippine Islands —Rock dammar, 
jal name for the resin obtained in Burma 

from Neivandra odorata. 

(dammar + -an.] (dam‘a-ran), n. 
A neutral resin, CygHgo0,, one of the con- 
stituents of Australian ammar-resin, 
dammarol (dam‘a-rol), ». [dammar + -ol. 
A volatile oil obtained by the distillation 
Australian dammar-resin, 

arone (datm’a-ron),. [dammer + -one. 
A volatile oi! obtained by the distillation o! 
Australian dammar-resin with lime. 
dammar-pine (dum‘iir-pin"), n. A tree, Dam- 
mara alba, See Danmara. 

1 (dam’g-ril), mn. [(dammar + -yl, 
A tasteless, odorless powder, Cy,H 72, obtain 
from dammar-resin, It softens at 145° C, and 
tnelts at 190° C, 

tion, .—Legacy by damnation, See 
tlegucy. 
damnous (dam’nus),a, (1. damnosus, ¢ dam- 
num, hurt.) In law, of or pertaining to dam- 
age; causing loss or damage. 

damnum fatale (dam’num fa-ta‘lé), [NL. 
In ciril law, dam caused by reason o 
chance, that is, by the happening of an event 
which could not be foreseen or guarded against 
by the highest degree of prudence or care. 

n. 6. The popular name of a disease 
which attacks young seedlings and succulent 
plants, causing them to rot off near the surface 
of the 2 group - An excessively moist atmosphere in 

ularty favoruble for ite development. Fythium De 

—— pode bo] wean, Bad on 
of Rhizoctonia causes this disease fh cotton, and Alter. 
naria tenuis produces the effect in tobaces, Also called 
damping of. 
damp, °.—Damped vibration. See #ribration. 
dampener, ». 2. In laundry-work, a machine 
for dampening collars, cuffs, and other gar- 
ments previous to ironing. One type employsmetal 
aod rubber rolls for spreading a film of water over the col- 
lara or other pieces as they pass between the rolls. 

pening-press (damp’n-ing-pres*), ». A ma- 
chine for pressing launde garments that 
have already been sprinkled with water or 
otherwise dampened; a combined sprinkling- 
machine and press. 
damper, ». 1. (c) In elect. : (1) An attachment which 
makes a measuring-instrument aperiodic or dead-beat; 
that is, so that it awames its final position without oseiila- 
tion. It asually comsists of Vanes moving in a closed air. 
space or in a liquid, or of conductors ng in aum etic 
field. (2) The appliance in a synchronous machine or 
motor used to prevent surging. See #amortiseur. 

damper-action (dam ’pér-ak*shon), n. In 
pianoforte-making, a collective term for all the 
arts which com P and —— the — 

r-flange (dam'pér-flanj), a. In piano- 
—— the ot iece, fastened to the 
action-rail, to whieh the damper-lever is 
ivoted, See eut under pianoforte, 
mper-head (dam’pér-hed),. In pianoforte- 

making, the padded head or cross-piece of a 
damper which is designed to check the vibra- 
tions of the strings when the key is released. 
See cut under pianoforte, 

damper-lever (dam‘pér-lev‘ér), ». In piano- 
Sorte-making, the wooden piece that connects the 
damper-lifter with the damper-head. See cut 
under pianoforte. 

damper-lifter (dam’pér-lif‘tér), ». In piano- 
Jorte-making, the connective piece between the 
whip and the damper-lever; also called spoon, 
from its shape. e cut under pianoforte. 

damper-sp (dam‘pér-spring),r. In piano- 
orte-making, the spring which presses the dam- 
r-head against the string when the key is re- 

eased, See cut under pianoforte, 
-wire (dam’pér-wir), x. In pianoforte- 

dance-house 

elosed low-resistance copper turns inserted in 
the pole-faces of the magnetic field, See 
*amortissewr,— 3, Premature deeay in plants, 
especially young seedlings, attributed to exces- 
sive moisture. See oe 6, 
damping-coil (ome ving: oil), a. In elect., a 
coil of wire used to check the vibrations of 
the needle or moving parts of a galvanometer 
or dynamometer by means of the Foucault 
currents induced in the coil. 

damping-machine (dam‘ping-ma-shén*),», 1. 
A machine used for dampening or moistening 
certain classes of wool fubries, to render the 
fibers of the nap more flexible and susceptible 
of the quality of finish desired. Another form of 
damping-nachine is sometinies used for cotton cloth, to 
improve ita feel and appearance. 
2. A mechanism used by printers for the 
quick dampening of paper to make it pliable 
under impression. 

damping-off (dam’ping-éf’), n. The decay of 
young plants, particularly of seedlings and 
cuttings, at the surface of the ground, See 
*damp, n., 6. 
damp-proof (damp ‘préf), «. Proof against 

mp: as, a damp-proof course of masonry, 
damsel-bug (dams ‘sel bag), n. Any heterop- 
terous insect of the family Nabida, a group of 
small predatory bugs often included in the 
family Redweiida.— Black -bug, a heterop- 
terous insect, Coriveus eubcdeoptratua, of the family Na- 
tide, common in Ue northern United States, It la Dlack 
in color and has yellowish legs, and wsually rudimentary 
wituws.— Blonde damsel bug, & heteropterous imsect, 

7 of the family Vetidw, a third of an inch 
Jong, and light yellow in color, dotted with brown, It is 
found in both Europe and North America, hiding in 
flowers to capture the small insects which frequent them. 

dameel-fish (dam’zel-fish), ». A name in 
tropical regions of various species of the fam- 
ily Pomacentride, especially of those which 
have brilliant colors. 
dan (dan), n. [Prob., like dan®, a rustic reduc- 
tion of dandy), applied to various mechanical 

appliances.) Nauta 
small buo =e» 
— — — is red 
pia y day @ 
of by night a lan- 
tern. It is used to indi. 
cate both the position of 
deepsea feti-lines and a 

— center arvuml which @ 
2s _ #lenm trawler is worked, 

“== Dan, An abbreviation 
i 

— — of Danish. 

2& Coan: Danza (da-né'ii), n. 
[NL. (J. E. Smith, 

1793), named in honor of Giovanni Pietro 
Maria Dana, professor of botany in Turin.) 
A genus of marattiaccous ferns which com- 
prises about 20 species of similar appearance, 
restricted. to the humid forests of the West 
Indies and tropical America. The sterile fronds 
are from 1 to 3 —n— —9— mostly Once pinnate, the 
Pinnw opposite and te the mechis, the veins 
ae ag aml parallel. The fertile fronds are of sim- 
ilar shape, but somewhat reduced, and the Hamervas see 
sile sporangia are borne aloug the free veins and fused into 

sily by apteal paren. Sect Speptte have the stipes omen 
orauresel tance nodose, ‘One af the beat known is D. alata. 

danaldin (da-ni’i-din), v. (dana-in + -id, 
+ -in?.) A resinous compound, CogHog Og, 
obtained by the hydrolysis of danain. 

(en's) n. [NL. Danais (see def.) 
+ -in?.] A glucoside, C,\4H,405, contained 
in the root of Danais fragrans, 
danaine (dan‘a-in), a. and». I, a. Of or be- 
longing to the subfamily Danaine. 

x. Amember of the subfamily Danaina, 
danaro (dii-nii’r$), .: pl. danari (c). [It., ¢ 
L. denarius : see denarius, denier?) An Italian 
coin, the denier. 

v. IL. trans. 4. In the West Indies, es- 
pecially Trinidad,to clean and polish (eacao) by 
treading it with the naked feet. The friction 
caused by the treading removes the mildew 
from the outside of the beans and at the same 
time polishes them. 

".— Green-corn dance, a ceremonial connected 
with ripening of Indian coru.— Pyrrhic dance, 
—. a. 1.— St, Guy's danoe, 8t. John's dance, 
chorea. 
dance-fly (dans’ fii), ». Any fly of the dipter- 
ous family Empidide, or Empide: so named 

mine (di-mas‘én-in), n. [NL, damas- making, the wire that carries the damper-lever. from the dance-like mode of flight. 
cena (see def, + -ine?.] | An alkaloid, CygHy5 
OgN, contained in the seed-coats of Nigella 
Damascena £, Te melts at 27° C., boils at 168° 
C., and gives —* fluorescent solutions. 

r. t. 

See cut under praneferte. 
damping, ». 2 (6) The stopping of the ten- 
dency to surge or hunt, in synchronous ma- 
chines, as alternating-current generators or 

dance-hall (dins‘hil), ». A hall, usually in 
connection with, or as an annex to, a saloon, 
where dancing is carried on, [Chiefly U.S. 

dance-house (dins‘hous),w. 1. A dance-hal 
To deface or destroy by synchronous motors or converters, by meansof —2. A house in which ceremomal dances, or 



dance-house 

dins’s6-si'e-ti), n. Inanthrop., 
a society which has the duty or the privilege 
of performing a certain religious ceremonial 
the chief outer expression of which is a dance. 
On superficial examination various trihes appesr to be 

ormnized according to identical principles, but fuller 
Knowledge generally reveala differences among me simi- 
larities From this it was concluded that sach terns as 
wens, bad, age fraternity and dance-setety have no stuble 
oT exact meaning and hence little descriptive value, de- 
tailed tuformateon being the great desideratum, 

May 31, 1001, p. S64, 

dancette, n. 3. In silver and metal work, dee- 
— relieved by the addition of twisted 
wire, 
dancing-mania (dan‘’sing-mi’ni-A),. Aform 
of saltatory chorea associated with religious 
ecatasy, occurring in wide-spread epidemics in 
the middle ages. 

dancing-rattle (lin‘sing-rat‘l), u. A rattle 
used to accompany dances, particularly dances 
that form part of religious ceremonials. Kat 
sel (trans.), Hist. of Mankind, IL. 274. 

dancing-stilts (dan‘sing-stilts),n. Stilts used 
in dances. Such stilta were used by the natives of the 
Marqueets lalanids, and are also common in China 

e tidan‘didin’mont),. A small, 
long-bodied, short-legged, coarse-haired breed 
of terriers popular in Scotland, named after 
Andrew (Dandie) Dinmont, a character in 
Scott's novel “Guy Manvering,” who pos- 
sessed such a dog. 

dandruf, dandrif n. Simplified spellings of 
dandruff, dandriff. 

dandy’, n. 5. (a) A roller placed on a machine Da 
nay: ance of another, toperforma preliminary 
operation. (>) See dandy-roller.— 6. An open- 
work basket or vessel, used either to carry 
fuel, or to confine fuel in a larger grate, or to 
hold — in a furnace-hearth for prelimi- 
nary heating. . 

~cart (dan‘di-kirt), n. A kind of spring- 
cart, used by milkmen, ete. N. E. D. 

dand: (dan‘di-fungk), ». Nawé., a kind 
of a formerly well known among sen- 
faring men. 

Pantiles, on occasion the only article of food, are what 
the self-satisfied lamlubber would call biscuits. They are 
served with a liberal hand, buat the stock is by 
their almost irrefmagable character. Out of pantiles o 
delectable dish is to be made by vigorous pounding in a 
bag, followed by the admixture of some why lbquid, 
preferably old soup, with the addition of a little fat 
pork. hen this creation is browned in the oven it be 
comes “dog's body," Should there be molasses to add, 
the result is “dondy-funk.” 

C, Protherve, Life in the Mercantile Marine. 

dandy-jack (dan‘di-jak), ¢. i. To play the 
— (which —* me 

-loom (dan‘di-lém), », Originally a 
hand-loom with a take-up mechanism for the 
woven cloth, invented by William Redcliffe, 
in England, in 1802. It was afterward adapted 
to operation by power, 

dendy-xig (dan‘di-rig), ». Tho rig of a kind 
* Bry or sloop known as a dandy. See 
dandy’. 

dendy-roll (dan‘di-rél), ». Same as dandy- 
* 

areat 0 breed of 
Dane, um sang fin 4 to #0 thee high atthe 
shoulders, The muzzle is rather ited, the tail thin and 
wiry. The Danes are aevally plain mouse-color, but there 
are spotted anid Deindied varieties, 

, 4. 2. The Danish national flag— 
a white cross on a red ground. Also Danne- 
brog. 

Danes’ money. See *money, 
Danger ball. See quilty *ball, 
danger-line (diin’jér-lin), m. A line, real or 
imaginary, marking the boundary between 
apparent safety and danger, as the fire-lines 
at a conflagration, or the line or level on a 
river-bank above which the rising waters of a 
river in flood may overflow, or burst the banks, 
Monthly Weather Rer., Jan,, 1902, p. 3, 

dangersome (din’jir-sum), a. [danger + 
-some.) Dangerous, 4 v. 
dangle (dang’g!), ». One of the points, bobs, 
rings, or the like, that dangle from an object, 

dangle-foot (dang’gl-fat),n. The dropping of 
the anterior part of the foot in consequence 
of paralysis of the flexor muscles in the 
anterolateral part of the leg. 

le-money (dang’gl-mun‘i), ». An early 
Chinese bronze coinage, so called from its re- 
semblance to and former use ag dangles of a 
musical instrument. Also called bridyge-money, 
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[L. Dania, Denmark, 

(diin-kii’lé), , One of the dialects 
of Abyssinia, sometimes grouped with Galla, 
Somali, and other dialects in a ‘Cushite’ 
division of Hamitie langu: ls 

pantean, <- I. ». Astudent of Dante. 
Danth (dan-tho’ni-di), #9. [NL. (De Can- 
dolle, 1805), named in honor of Etienne Dan- 
thoine, a French botanist.) A genus of grasses. 
There are about 100 ches, be! ing to the tropical and 
temperate reghons of both ben eres, DD. penicitlata, 
of Australia, widely distributed in that country and known 
as onllby-g valued for #9 
Caltforates Spey 3 — ap ee 
mige of the Pacific const of the United States, D. spricata, 
known like other species as aiid oat-grass, is a character- 
isthe plant of Worn-oat pastures in the wortheastern 
United States. 

Danubian corn, See *corw!, 
Dapedius (da-pé’di-us),n, [NL., ¢ Gr. daredor, 
any level surface.] A genus of ganoid fishes 
of the family Dapedide, having flattened ovate 
bodies with re dorsal and anal fins and 
an almost equally bilobed tail, It oeeurs in 
the Trias and Lias of Europe and India. 
Daphnace@ (daf-nd‘sé-6), n. pl. (NL. (St. 
Hilaire, 1805), ¢ Daphne + -acew.] A family 
of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous (chori- 

talous or apetalous) plants of the order 
phuales, by some included in the order 

Myrtates, the mezereon family, typified by the 
genus Dapkne (which see), See also Thymelie- 
acex, by which name it was eg, gt 

les (daf-na‘léz), . pl. (NL, (Lindley, 
1833), < Daphne + -alex.] An order of dicoty- 
ledonous archichlamydeous planta, includin 
6 families, of which the Daphnaces an 
Fimagnacemare the mostimportant. In Lindley’s 
classification, of which it is the alliance, it in- 
cluded the Preteaces and Lawrecea, which are now 
referred to diferent orders. 
Daphnean (daf’né-an),@. Of or pertaining to 
the nymph Daphne. 7. Hardy, 

Daphnephoria (dat-né-f0' r\-f), n. (Gr. 
dagvagopia, € dadengopeiv, ¢., € dagryddpor, laurel- 
bearing, < dégvy, laurel, + -gapor, ¢ ofpecr, bear. ] 
In Gr. antig., a festival, a kind of May-pole 
ceremony, observed in Thebes, in ancient 
Greece. 1t oceurred once in eight years, bat ee 
ably at firetannaal, A . Vichly dressed, and with his 
long hatr let down, headed the procession He was fol- 
lowed by his nearest relative carrying the decorated pole 
aml a band of singing-girla holding wlive-branches. 

daphnetic (daf-net’ik), a. [dapinet-in + -ie.] 

L} le HS be By 

Korn only in’ the teem of’ edits and of bis angers 
phnetin, 
phniacean (daf-ni-i’sé-an), a. and», L. a. 

Resembling or pertaining to the Daphniacea, 
II, wv. One of the Daphniacea, 

daphnite (daf’nit), », (Gr. ddorp, laurel, + 
-ite?.] Arare member of the chlorite group, 
occurring in green flexible lamine aggregute 
in small spherical forms with concentric and 
radiated structure; it is characterized by the 
presence of ferrous jron with almost no 

esinm, 
0 (dap’i-chd), », [Braz. tapicho, classed 

doubtfully as a Tupi word; compare Guarani 
tapichd, similar.) A South American name for 
the caoutchoue from the roots of Sipkonia 
elastica, Also called saspis, 
Dappled butter. See diseased *hufter. 
D. = Q.M.G. An abbreviation of Deputy 
Asvistant Quartermaster-General, 

D. A.B. An abbreviation of Daughters of the 
American Revolution, a society of American 
women. 

dara) te (du-rap‘skit), ». [Named after 
Dr. L Darapsky.] A monovlinie salt consist- 
ing of the nitrate and sulphate of sodium: 
found in Atacama. 

Darby and Joan seat. See *srat. 
dariole (dii-ri-6l’), ». [1°.; origin unknown.) 
A 4 rench cheese-cake. 

dar a.—Cathodic dark space ot Crookee’s dark 
space. Same as Croatras aren Dark Continent, 
AbAme applied to Africa by H. M. Stanley (1s7=), prot 
ably in ailvaton to the lack of knowledge with regard to 
it, as well ns to the — complexion of ite —— 

ning), ete.— Dark slide, in photos., the holder for the 
sensitized plate; plate-holder: singhe of double back. — 
Dark star, Sev #strrl, 

darkling, a, 4, Sitting in the dark. 

As to Eusapia, in Appendix A (not Appendix B, as the 
notes say), Dr. Maxwell eriticizes the Cambridge report 
ou her deceptions, Dr, Hodgson deliberately allowed her 

Dasistoma 
to release her hand from his hold, informed the deriting 
gpmpany that phenomena were about to occur, and occur 
they di: A June 3 1006, p. eas 

dark-sighted (dirk’si‘ted), a. In psyche. 
3 adapted to light, and therefore seeing 
objects as if tinged with black, 

If we pass, again, from light to dark, oar eye ie dork 
&. B, Titehener, Exper. Psychol, ti, 2. 

Darluca (diir-li'ki), ». (NL. (Castagne, 1851), 
named after Michel Darluc, a French nature)- 
ist and physician.) A genus of sphwropridu- 
eeous —— baving globose, superficial pyenidin 
and most , spindle-shaped hyaline spores pro- 
vided with polar appendages. Eight species have 
been described most of which are parasitic on rusts 
(Uredinales) D, Filum tea very common cosmopolitan 
species 

darning-egg (diir’ning-og), ». Same as darn- 
ing-ball. 

needle, .— Eve's darning-needie. Sa 
as Adams needle and thread, the }ucea plotwentare, * 

daroga (dii-ro’git), n. [Also darogha, deruga, 
droga, ete.; ¢ Hind, ddréghah,) An overseer; 
ini tor; superintendent; governor: a title 
(originally Mongol) applied in India to various 
executive officers. Tule and Burnell. 

Am darrein continuance (Since the 
last continuance), in doe, a plea allowed to a defendant, 
after having already pleaded, by reason of some new 
matter arising after joinder of issue. 

dart!,». 6. Plan; scheme, (Australian slang. } 
Your only dart ia to buy a staunch horse with a ti 

enrt. Roy Boldrewood, Nevermore, iit. 

7. Idea; ‘style’; fancy: as, ‘strawberries and 
cream, eh!—that’s my dart." (Australian 
slang. } 

darter, »., 3. (@) (2) Of these small brilliantly cot- 
ored fishes of the fresh waters of the eastern United States 
about [) species are known, the following being the most 
common: the black-sided darter, Hadrepterus aspero 
the blue darter, Stheostowa caerutewm ; the Diue-brensted 

the fan-tailed darter, darter, Htheostoraa camurem ; 
Etheostoma flabetiare; the tesided darter, Diplesom 

jarter, Holeosoma nigrum ; thennioides; the any 
the beast darter, Microperca punectwlata; the manitoa 
darter, ——— — ⏑— — Mad zebra; the Ucsellated 
darter, Boleoroma ofrert 

dart-fish (dirt-fish), n. A carangoid fish, Tra- 
chynotus rvsselli, inhabiting Australian waters, 

(diirt‘ man), ».; pl. darfmen (-men), 
A warrior or soldier armed with darta or 

velins. 
‘ood (diirt’wid), a. A small evbiaceous 

tree of the West Indies, Chomelia fasciculata, 
used for darts and arrows. 

ite (diir’win-it), 1. [Darwin + -ite?,] 
— found in Chile. Page Po whitneyite. 

8 t, process, tip. me as Der- 
win's tubercle (which see, a tubercle). 

das (das), ». [D, das =G, dachs, a badger.) 
Same as dassy, 

®.—Black dash, an American — butterfly, 
Limeehores pontiac, tlackish brown in color with yellow 
on the half of the fore wings: found from Massa- 
chusetts to Nebraska, — 

ate on 

| dash? (dash), u. [Also dashee; W. African.) 
A present or gratuity; acumshaw. N. £. D. 
dadh-box (dash’boks), n, A dash-pot; a eyl- 
inder in which @ partial vacuum is created by 
more or less withdrawing a piston. On the re- 
turn of Ue platen by ite weight or a spring, the air below 
fa compre and released through controlled openings, 
causing the valve to seat with lees shock of with none, 

dashee (dash’é), x. [W. African.] Same as 
*idash2, n. 
dash-foot (dash fit), n.; pl. dash-feet (fé@t), 
An iron, fitted to reeeive and retain the dash- 
frame, attached to the inner side of the front 

nel or bar of a light carriage-body, 
dash-mo (dash ‘mol’ ding), mn. A light 
metallic molding placed upon the top edge of 
a dash to protect the leather from being worn 
by the driving-reins. 

dash- nm (dash’ pis’ ton), ». The piston 
which slides in a dash-pot. Sometimes, as in the 
case of a dash pot on a governor, the piston does not fit 
cloeely In the pot, a passage being left for the oi] with 
which the pot ts Med, In the case of the dash-pots for 
closing the ndmissbon-valves of a Corliss engine, the pis- 
ton fits tightly. and a vacuurn is formed when it is drawn 
up, and compression occera on the descent, 

dash-plate (dash’plit), ». A plate sometimes 
fixed in a marine boiler, over the fire-box, to 
prevent the crown-sheet from being left bare 
when the ship heels or rolls heavily. Such a 
Plate holds the water from running to leeward as the 
ship rolls, and bemce the crown-aheet not get over- 
heated. Also called division plate. 

dash-rail (dash‘ral), 1. A rail placed outside 
of the eovered rails of the dash of a carriage. 
Dasistoma (di-sis’té-mii), mn. (NL, (Rafi- 
nesque), irreg. ¢ Gr, deoty, shaggy, + orduc, 



Dasistoma 

mouth: in allusion to the hairy throat of the 
corolla.) A venus of plants of the family 
Scrophulariaces. It ts related to Gerardia, but differs 
in its yellow Mowers, with the cells of the anthers awned 
at the base, There are about § specloss natives of eastern 
North Atoerica, variously known as falee — yellow 
fozotoee, ete. One of them, D. Virginieum, is sometimes 
called golden eek, because of the shape of ite leaves. 

dastur (da-stir’), ». [Also destour, destoor, 
dustoor; Pers, dastar, < Pahlavi dastohdr, chief 
councilor, chief priest. Compare dustoor, 
custom.) A chief priest, 

tide (das-i-at’i-dé), n. pl, [NI., ¢ Das- 
ats + -ade#.] <A family of sting-rays, typi- 
ed by the common sting-ray of Europe, Das- 
= pastinaca, The rays of this family have small 

Le gg Wg serra J J ow 
The ane of the family is uamally Tragonida, but the 
name Dasyatide is older, 

Dasyating (dus’i-i-ti’né), . L., < Das- 
yas + -iagw,] subfamily of sting-rays 
typified by the genus ts, characterized 
within the family by the slender tail. 

Dasyatis (das-i’a-tis), nm. (NL. (Rafine: 
1810), later corrected to eS and 
sybatas, ¢ Gr. dacig, thick, + Saric¢ (also Sarog), 
a ray or skate.) The typical genus of sting- 
rays, represented by numerous species on bo’ 
sides of the Atlantic, in the South Seas, and 
about the East Indies, Usually called — 
Dasybatus (da-sib’a-tus), n, (NL. <Gr. 
thiek, + Aérog, a ray or skate.] An emended 
form of * Dasyatia. 

ne, 

Dasycottus (das-i-kot’us),m. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
dace, rough, ¢ xérroc, a fish (see ttus).] A 

Darycotius stiger. 

(Prem Bulletin 47, V. S. Nat. Museem.,) 

genus of small soft-bodied sculpins found in 
the deep waters of the North Pacific. 

bylious, a, 2, Having thickly set leaves. 
—3. Having thick leaves. 

octine (das-i-prok’tin), a. Relating to 
or like the agutis which belong to the genus 
Dasyprocta. 

dasypygal (das-i-pi’gal), a. [Gr. deote, hairy, 
+ rvyj, rump.) Having the posteriors covered 
with hair: said of the large anthropoid a: 
as distinguished from the gibbons and Old 
World monkeys, which have ischial eallosi- 
ties. [Rare.] 

pelus (das-i-skop’e-lus),n. (NL.,< Gr. 
daa x rough, + —— promontory.] 
A genus of lantern-tishes of the family Myc 
idw, characterized by the rough, firm scales, 
D. spinosus is a species from the mid-Atlantic, 
Dasyscypha da-sis’i-fil), mn. [NL. (Nees, 1817), 
< Gr. be, hairy, + cxigy, oxigor, —s A 
—_ of diseomycetous fungi, so named from 

¢ hairy ascomata which are sessile or stipi- 
tate. The are usually simple and hyaline. About 
1 species have been decribed. Pitney —* distributed 
throughout the world and occur chiefly on d ing 
trunks and branches, 2D. Wilitumamii is said to ace 
a disease of the larch called Wister, See larch-tblister, 

datal (da’tal), @. [datel + -af.) Chronolog- 
ical; of or pertaining to date: as, the facts are 
atated in datal order, N, £, D. 

date!, ".—Of even date, an ** commonly weed 
in begral instruments to Indicate that another instrument 
referred to was or is to be executed upon the same date. 

date’, ». 2, An occasional name in California 4 
of the fanleaf palm, Neowashingtonia flamen- 
fosa.— Chinese date, the fruit of a cultivated form of 
the Asiatic Jujube, fap me joba. It is eaten either 
fresh or dried, and ie 0 jed as a sweetment, See 
Ri. wt, Data honey. See 4 

M date, the dnte-plum of the Mediterranen: te Tre 
ton, Dioepyros Lotus, It fe considered to afford the 

fest stock for grafting persimmons — Wild date, in Cal- 
ifornia, one of the Spanish bayonets, Yucea Mohavensis. 
The fruit has somewhat the ap of a date and has 
also a aweet and succulent , eaten, fresh or dried, by 
the Indiana. 

date-fever (dit’fé’vér), n. Same as dengue. 
Buck, Med. Handbook, ITI. 400. 

n. The date-palm, introduced by the Mis- 
sion and by American pioneers, has long existed 
in California, but in inferior seedling varieties. Good 
varieties have —— — introduced by the United 
States Government ander auspices ——— commercial 
success over limited areas In and California. The 
date-palm, to mature fruit, tires Jong-econtinied heat 
and air above, with an abundance of water at the 
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roots, and is thus enited to hot deserts reclaimed by trri- 
gation. It will bear alkali in the soil and will endare 
more frost than the orange, bat Jest than the peach. 
is dicecious and in culture & usually pollinated artificially, 
one male tree sufficing for a hund fema! The varic- 
ties do not breed true by seed and are ted by the 
suckers or offshoots pat forth from the base of your 
treca, The tree dies if the terminal bad te destroyed, 
The plantations tn the Sahara form a abelter for many 
fruittrees which could mot otherwise be grown. The 
fraite aa grown by the Arabs are of three principal types, 
vin, aoft dates ( known to the American market 
— are very sugary; similar dates, but with a m 

Wer stl) 

ail dey ates, which are tot at all eticky, are picked up 
as they fall, and are regarded by the Arabs as much bet- 
ter for food than the soft dates. One of the best of in- 
uumerable named varieties fs the deylet nowr, Some 
ocx! seedling varieties have been developed in the south- 
western United States 

dater, ». 3. An apparatus for stamping the 
date on receipts, orders, or other papers. In 
some complex forms the hour also can be tndicated, a 
clock in the base of the instrament changing the hour aa 
the day advances, without attention from the aser. 

datil (datol), x. (Sp. datil, date (Phanix 
dactylifera): see dat 4 1. Fueea baceata, 
See yucca,— 2, In South America, a name of 
several palma, — of Cocos Datil, the 
leaves of which yield a fiber which is braided 
by the natives into hata, baskets, ete. 

-machine (da’ting-ma-shén‘), n. A 
machine having type-wheels and mechanism 
for printing dates on cards, tickets, ete.; a 
ater. 

datiscaceous (dat-is-ki‘shius), a. Belonging 
tothe plant family Datiseacew. Also datisecous. 
datiscetin (da-tis’e-tin), n. [dative-in + -et- + 
-in?.] A pale-yellow compound, 
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Coy <G) > Co(OH)o(OCHy)o, prepared by the 
action of sulphuric acid on datisein, It erys- 
tallizes in needles, melting at 237° 0. 
Datism (da‘tizm), n. [Gr. Aariouoc, ¢ Adric, 
Datis, the Median commander at Marathon, 
who spoke broken Greek.}] Brokenness or in- 
correctness of speech natural to a foreigner, 
or an instance of this; a fault or mis' in 
speaking @ forcign language. 
We can anderstand that a small Athenian boy should 

commit a Datiem fa Latin, 
Saturday Ree,, Nov, 14, 1591, p. 554. 

Of or belonging to the datival (45 t'val}, a. 
dative case: as, datical terminations. 
dato (dii'té), n. [Also datto, dattu ; Philippine 
Sp. dato, datto, ¢ Sulu datoh, chief, < Malay 
datok, datuk, a grandfather, the head of a fam- 
ily, hence a title of distinction, a chief, a petty 
prince.) A feudal lord or ehjef in Sulu and 
other anyon countries. In Sulu the datos formed 
acouncil which governei the state. The sultan was merely 
Ube executive head of the council. 

The Galas district is nominally under the o of the 
Dato, Bentara, bat he tives at Kota Bhara, as do all the 
chiefa. Geog. Jour, (RK, G. &) LX, xx 

da tum, .—Ordnance datum. See *#ordnance, 
daturic (di-ta’rik), a. [det ura + -ic.) Of or 

riaining to datura. Noting a colortess acid, Cy7 
24%, isomeric with margaric acid, occurring aaa gly- 

corkde in the seedsut Datura stramondium, It crystallizes 
in slender needles melting at 55° C, 

daturinic (da-ti-rin‘ik), a. [datura + -in + 
-¢.) Bame as *datwric. 
daturism (da-ti‘rizm), ». [datura + -ixm.] 
Poisoning by datura or stramonium (James- 
town or jimson weed), or its active principle, 
daturine. 
ub, ». 5. In coloring enameled leather, a 

thick black substance put on as a first coat to 
fill the surface in preparation for the final col- 
oring. Modern Amer, Tanning, ef 

dauber, . 2, A heavy round sh of rice- 
root, sharpened to a round point, used for 
cleaning out the corners of a carriage. 

A simplified spelling of dauphin. 
-chromosome (dii‘tér-kro’mo-sim), 

wn. One of the two chromosomes which arise 
by the equal division of a single chromosome 
in a mother-cell. 

ter-cyst (dA’tér-sist’), . A cyst formed 
on the interior of the mother-eyst in Twnia 
echinococeus, the cause of hydatids in man and 
in various domestic animals. From the walls of 
the daughter-cyst arise numerous tapeworm heads, or 
scoleces, which are readily detached: and if the oncan 
containing the cyat be swallowed by the dog, the final 
host of the parasite, some of are likely to 
develop into the adult form of the tapeworm. 

daughter-nuclens (di‘tér-nii’klé-us), », In 
‘ytol. and embryol., one of two cell-nuclei de- 
ved by division from a single mother-nucleus, 

as in normal cell-division. See eut under 
*chromatin. 
daughter-segment (di’tér-seg’ment), n. 

ufin, n. 

In 

tent, usually enten fresh from the tree; da 

day-breeze 

tol. and embryol., either of two metameres, 
blastomeres, chromosomes, or other organic 
elements, derived by division from a single 
mother-element of the same kind. 

daumont (dé-mén’), ». [Named from the Duc 
@ Aumont, who introduced this vehicle into 
France in the time of Napoleon I.] A carriage 
drawn by four horses, of which the two near 
ones are ridden by postilions, and having two 
footmen at the rear: noting a style of driving. 

p n, 2. A billon coin struck, under 
Charles VIL, of France, for Dauphiné, 
Davalliew (da-va-li’é-é), », pl. (NL, « Da- 
rallia + -e#.] <A tribe of mainly tropical 
chypedionnons ferns. Ite component genera me 

nguished by usually terminal and marginal er sul» 
marginal sort, and by extrorse indusia. 1 includes anong 
others the well-known penera Doealler and Nephrotema, 
several species of which are commonly cultivated, those 
of the Jatter genus being known as sword-ferns 
Devallia and siword-*fern. 

David . See *powder, 
David's See Wheorp.— David's shield, See Zion- 

tet welag. 

Daviel's spoon. See *spoon. 
daviesite (da’viz-it},». [Named after Thomas 
Davies of the British Museum.) <A lead oxy- 
ehlorid occurring in colorless prismatic crys- 
tals: from Atacama. 
dawa (dii‘ wa), ». (Fijian name] In the 
Fijian Islands, Pometia pinnata,a stately forest- 
tree which belongs to the Sapindaces. tt has 
pinnate leaves, flowers In terminal panicles, and frutt 
—— a# seed ipclosed in a honey-tike, glatinous, 
pulpy white aril which t edible and is esteemed by the 
natives: The bark is sapomaceous, wid the Unter, though 
conre-grained and porous, ie suitable tue Cabluet- wo 
The tree ts also found in New Hebrides, New Uabeduula, 
and New Guinea. 

dawk-boat, ». See *rdak-boat. 
da *.—Palse dawn, a transient light on the horizon 
about an hour before dawn; a pheromenon well Known 
in the Bast.—Liquid da WH, ii ceram., a rnby-red cotor, 

ned from copper, Also called dawn-rea. 
dawn-red (diin‘red), », Sameas liquid *dawn. 
day!, n.—amrmance Beneral. See eapirinanee. 
— day, the interval between two suo 

Ve meridian transite of the sun. On account of the 
sun's Vatiable motiot in right ascension, Meee apparent 
solar days vary slightly in length © Leceniter 23-24 ts about 
43 secomis longer than September 17-15. — Borrowed 

See ®borrowed. — of day, 4 change lv 
one’s reckoning In clresmmavigating Ue world, m oder 
to make it agree with the enlendar. (See gamut miloy, 
loat wday.) jis ie accomplished when, o8 crowing Ure 
180th meridian (or a conventional line which faa been 
substituted for it in certam parts of rte course), une day 
is dropped (the lost day) when sailing from east fo west, 
or one day is reckon twice when sailing Crom West ta 
east. See dete-cine,-—Confederate memorial day, 4 

natiding Sa quevest of the southern United states: in 
Alabama, ida, Georgia, and M tssissipy April mu; 
_ —— | te - Carolina, ay AT. * pie 

w — ev 3 e Lime. 

of —e— Aa See 32* —* and Jewh tfenn rer 
5 — devotion, feast days, whose olmervance Ma 
a mal of devotion and not of obligation. Day ter- 
rors, sudden attacks of fright with a confused meertal 
state, sometimes occurring in children during Weir wakting 
hours.—Flag day, the anniversary of June dath, 1777. 
when —— the Stars and Stripes as the Gag of 
the Uni States of America: now widely observed as a 
holiday,— day, Ue day that f gained or reckoned 
twice when circummnavigating the world from weat to cast. 
See date-dine and change ef *day.— Labor . See 
labor-day.— day, Ure day Unat is dropped out, at the 
date-ling, Ih circiuonavigating the globe Crons east to west, 

See 

in order to make traveler's reckontn ree with the 
calendar.— Lunar . (a) the moon's 
axial rotation. (%) The thine during which the san shines 
upen any specified point of the moon's surface : opposed 
to fwnar night. (c) The interval between two saccessive 
transite of the moon across Ube meridian: sometiines 
called tidal dey.—Li day, tn Hom, antiy., the 
day on which a child was purified by sacrificeand received 
a name : for boys the _ after birth, for girls _ eighth. 

T * as conlan W confinwar: 
da id winter day an old ene for Christmes day. 
Primrose day, Ap f 10, the anniversary of the death 
of Benjamin Disraeli, Earl of Beaconsfield, celebrited by 
his adimtrers and followers, members of the Primrose 
League (which see, under leagwe!) —Bt, —— 
Same as Barnaby day( which esv, under day!) —8t, John’ 
day. (@) June 24, a festival observed in howor of St, 
John the Baptist: an tnmportant day im the history of 
—— 9 December 27, a festival observed in 
honor of Jolin the evangelist and apostle. —Seal 
days, in Bag. few, days apom which motions were heard 
in the Court of Chancery. They were so named becnuse 
each motion had to be stamped with the seal of the court, 
which was not in court on other court daya —Tidal day, 
the interval between two high tides, as distinguished 
from the length of the lunar day or the solar day, The 
* * as from the —— of Ube great the 
and solar waves — Treasury pay-day. [The- 
atrical stang.|— Year and day. A he 

da: (dii-yiin’), 1.; pl. dayanim (di-yi’ném). 
(Heb. daydn.] A judge. See *heth-din. 

day-blind (da’blind), a. Able to see indis- 
tinetly or not at allin a —5 light. See 
hemeralopia. Buck, Med, Handbook, IV, 628, 

-breeze (da’bréz), n. A periodical light 
wind, occurring in open countries far from any 
special influences of oceans or mountains, 



day-breeze 
It Is due to the descent of rapidly moving cool air 
cing that which ascends when h by sunshine. 
correspotding night-breeze is due to the flow of air from 
adjacent hills or trees, where it has been cooled by noe- 
tumal radiation 
day-coach (di’kéch), », In reilroading, an 
ordinary passenger-ear with ordinary double 
seats, as distinguished from a sleeping-ear, 
drawing-room car, dining-ear, or chair-car: not 
necessarily limited to day use. 
day-dawn (da’din), ». Break of day; the 
dawn. Coleridge. 
day-degree (da‘dé-gré’),». In phenology, the 
unit by which an excess or deficit of effective 
heat ix expressed; one degree of temperature 
per twenty-four hours. Thus the germination of a 
seed planted in the ground may require ten days at an 
average tempernture of O° F., or 600 day-legrees ; or 8D 
day-degrees nbove 42° F. considered as the lower limit of 
vitality. The day-degree centigrade and the day-degree 
Fahrenheit are used in the metric and English systems 

fay-mosquito (di’mus-ké'ts) Spotted - a mu⸗s· — * 
—86 name ip the British West or 

for the yellow-fever mosquito, Stegomyia faseiata. 
day-number (da‘num-bér), », A numerical 
datum used in ealeulating the corrections for 
aberration, precession, and nutation required 
in —— the mean —— of a star to its 
apparent place for any day of the year. 
— ——— — ** + ~ 7 106, as sed at 

A of Gow ope. 
— ny Geom, Jour. xx. 646, 

day-stone (di’stén), ». A surface fragment. 
day-student (da’sta‘dent),». A non-resident 
student who attends college during the day, 

day-ticket (da‘tik*et), #. A railway or other 
ticket good for only one day, usually the day 
of issue. 
Dayton limestone. See */imextone. 
day-view (da’vi), n. {A translation of G. 
tagesausicht.] The metaphysical system of 
Gustav Theodor Fechner, of which the prin- 
cipal points are that there is no absolutely un- 
conscious matter, that all Gnite beings make 
up one sole infinite being, and that this ia the 
only relation between the finite and the in- 
finite, 

dazement (diz’ment), 1. [daze + -ment.] A 
dazed state or condition, 
The ‘king relapsed ‘into his dazement, muttering, “It 

cannot be, it cannot be |" 
L. Wallace, The Fair God, vil 4 

D. B. An abbreviation of Doomsday Book, 
D-bit (dé'bit},"n. Same as pod-bit. 
D. O. An abbreviation (b) of direct current ; 
(ec) of District Court; (ad) of District of Co- 
luumbia ; (e) of uty Consul; (f) of Dicus Cx- 
sar (the divine Cesar), 

An abbreviation of Doctor of Chem- 
istry. 

D. 8. An abbreviation of Deputy Clerk of 
Session 

D. B. Anabbreviation of Dynamical Engineer, 
a degree conferred at the completion of a grad- 
uate course in mechanical engineering, 

n. 4, A hunter's name for the young 
of the elk or wapiti, Cervus canadensis, 

-seat, n. The bench in front of 
the sleeping-bunks ina logging-camp. 

8 * process, 
deactivation (dé-uk-ti-vi’shon), n. [de-+ ac- 
tive + -ation.] Loss of radionetivity: said of 
radium and its emanations, and of other radio- 
active substances. 

— t0dey. C. He Gods 
the 

dead, a. 19, In golf, said of a ball: (@) when 
it falls without rolling; (5) when it lies so 
near a hole that the player is ‘dead sure” to 
hole it; (c) when it lacks life or resiliency. 
—20. in elect., said of a cireuit which is not 
connected with any souree of electric power, 
cither directly, or indirectly, as by induction. 
—21. Said of molten metal when it is thick 
and sluggish, either from insufficient melting, 
or from having stood too long in a ladle. Dead 
metal docs not pour well and is not suitable for neaking thin 
castings, although it may be swccessfully used for heavy 
castings, — end, a cloeed end of a branch water-pipe, 
passage, ote,, through which there ts no flowor movement. 
~ Dead fin, Same nsadipoe fin.— Dead , coldness 
and pallor of the Angers die to defective circulation, a 
prectreer, at tines, of Raynaud's discase.— Dead finish, 
See Winish.— Dead fall, said of a contact at billlanis 
when the exact center of Uhe coe-ball bits the exact cen. 
ter of the first object-ball, MW. Broadfoot, Killianis p. 
27.— tee #lime!.— Dead loss, Seo @/nas. 
~~ Dead low water, tlw lowest stage of ebb-tide.- Dead 
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space. (b,c, d) See *: —Dead water, See 
whimel, ae! To be dead. in gelf, to lie ao near the 
hole that a player is certain to put it in with his next a 
stroke ; said of # ball. 

dead-bird (ded-hérd’), ». A certainty; a fore- 
ne conclusion. —— * slang, 
-bolt (ded’bélt), ». In alock, a bolt oper- 

ated directly by the key. 
dead-burnt (ded’bérnt), a. Said of lime or 
pester of Paris, heated so strongly in the burn- 
me ag to have become incapable of promptly 
taking up water: the lime is thus prevented 
from slaking or the plaster from setting. 

Under favorable conditions gypsum actually breaks up 
at 6.6, and forms insoluble anhydrite found in mature 
and identical with dead-urnt Eypsum. 

Nature, Nov. 19, 1008, p. G4 

deadener, n. 2. In lumbering, a heavy log or 
timber, with spikes set in the butt-end, so fas- 
tened in a log-slide that the logs passing under 
it come in contact with the spikes and are 
retarded, 
deadeye, ". 2. In mech., a bearing made ina 
solid piece, and not split into halves or pro- 
vided for taking up wear: used mostly in cheap 
and temporary work. 

dead-finish (ded-tin‘ish), ». Any one of sev- 
eral leguminous trees or shrubs of the genera 
Acacia and Albizzia ; expecially Albizcia basal- 
tica and Acacia Farnesiana, which by their 
dense growth form such an obstruction to the 
— that he is brought to a ‘dead finish’ or 
nalt. 

dead-furrow (ded‘fur’d), 9. In agri., the fur- 
row that remains open in the center of a‘ land’ 
or fleld in plowing, The dead-furrow is the last fur- 
row made ; it te really a double furrow, aince the plow 
* the furrow-slice either way in making tho last 
* retard.” 

dead- nm. 4. In lumbering, a sunken or 
Fey sunken log. 
ead-lock, ». 3, A lock with a key-bolt, but 
with no latch-bolt, operated by a knob,—4, A 
lock in which the key-bolt must be moved by 
turning the key in each direction : distinguished 
from a spring lock. 

dead-] (ded’lok), «. |. To bring to a dead- 
lock orstandatill:as,'* they have derd-locked the 
legislature,” The Nation, Aug. 4, 1892, p. 81. 

dead-lurk (ded‘lérk), m. Sneak-thieving; the 
entering of a dwelling during the absence of 
the og for the purpose of robbery. [Slang. 
Chiefly Eng.) 
dead-man (ded’man),». In /nmbering, a fallen 
tree on the shore, or a timber to which the haw- 
ser of a boom js attached. 
dead-man's-thumb (ded’manz-thum’), ». The 
early orchis, Orchis mascula of England, 80 
called from the color and shape of the tubers. 
— — dead-man's-hand, (Prov. Eng.] 

dead-plate, ». 2. The part of a cotton-seuteh- 
ing machine between the beater-grids and the 4 
dust-cages. 

dead-roasting (ded’rés‘ting), n. Roasting of 
ores carried to the farthest practicable degree 
in the expulsion ofsulphur. Also called sreet- 
roasting. 

dead-stroke, a. II, ». Astroke in power ham- 
mers (as in those driven by steam or by belts) 
in which the bammer-head is not instantly 
withdrawn after striking and the blow is in- 
elastic in effect and is not received on any 
cushioning device, This is the most effective blow, 
and is preferred except for fine finishing or planiabin 
strokes. It in secu having the mechan! whic 
lifta the hanumer after the blow overtake the hammer-bead 
after the blow haa been delivered, 

dead-water, ». 2. The water which is below 
the level of the heating-surface in an in- 
ternally fired steam-boiler, the circulation in 
this part of the boiler being very slow. 
ad-weight,». 4. In ruilroading, the weight 

of @ car av distinct from its loa (ealled the 
lire or paying weight) whether it is a freight- 
car, & passenger-car, or a stock-car, 

dead-wheel (ded’hwél), u. A wheel or pulley 
which surrounds a sleeve or cylinder carrying 
or supporting a mechanism, but which cannot 
be used as a driving-pulley. 

dead-wood, ». 5. In card-playing, the dis- 
eands from the various players; cards which 
cannot be used again for any purpose during 
the hand then being played.— Dead-wood fence, 
a fence built of fallen trve-trunks cat into siritable 
lengtha, laid side by side, and finished above with the 
salier branches. | Austrilia.) 

deaf, ¢.— Deaf-and-dumb alphabet. S<e dra fmute. 
— Deaf nut, a nut without a Kernel; Gguratively, any- 
thing cmpty and worthless, 4, B.D. 

death-wave 

deaf-ears (def’érz), . pl. The ear-lobes of 
the domesticated fowl]. 
eafforest (dé-a-for’est), v. t 
afforest. 

deafforestation (de-a-for-es-ta’shon), n. Same 
as —— tion. 

Same as dis- 

motion, * 2. A usage in speech or 
writing that is peculiar to deaf-mutes. 

deafness, .— Cortical deafness, deafness due to a 
lesion in the cortex of the Ddrain.—Lab thine 

dearneee, eychical deafness, 2° form of rmctal a form Theat 
dieorder in which sounds can be beard, but cannot 
be recognized or interpreted. It is neppoud by 
Mank to be due to the destruction of the cortical 
centers in which auditory sensations are mised tothe rank 
of perceptions, 

The phenomena which make their appearance after de- 
struction of the former [centers], he heey] names, in 
the case of the two higher senses, cortical blindness and 
cortical deafness; the disturbances which result from the 
extirpation of the centers of the second order, he terms 
mental blindness and rental deafress, 

W. Wand? (traua.), Physiol, Peychol, L 201, 

Mind-deafness. “ame as wenfal ®denfnere.— Para- 
deafness, due to disease of the middle 

weet, — 

deal!, . (—To deal off, in poker, to continue to deal 
Until a Jack-peot ta opened. 

deal?, ».—Colonial deal. Same as natier weal. — 
Native deal, in Australia, the wood of the she-pine, 
Nageia elate, a large tree of the yew family. It is free 
from knots, soft, close and fine grained, and easily worked. 
Tt ts tough and lasting, not readily attacked by termites 
and ship-worma. 

dealate (dé-a’lit), a. [de- + alate2.] Deprived 
of wings: said of the queens of ants whose 
wings are shed after the nuptial flight. 
dealated (dé-a'li-ted), a. Same as *dealate. 

I have found as many aa fourteen dealated queens in a 
single shovelful of its nest-earth, 

Biol. Bulletin, Oct., 1004, p. 245. 

deal-ends (dé@l’endz), ». pl. See deal?, n,, 1, 
dealer, ». 3. In banking games, such as faro,. 
the person who holds the cards which the 
layers bet upon. 

deal-yard (dé ‘yird), n, A yard where deals 
are stacked or sold, 

(dé-an‘thrd-pd-mér’fik) 
a. [Irreg. ¢ deanthropomorph(ism) + -ic.] or 
the nature of or tending to deanthropomor- 
hism. 

death, Nt. Looal death, the ‘death’ or cessation of 
vital auction which is continually occurring among the 
cells of animals and plants as the reault of metabolisen. — 
Molar death, gangrene or necrosis in which a mass of 
tissme is destroyed.— Molecular death, ulceration or 
caries in which the tesies are destroyed gradually, as 
contrasted with molar wdeath.— Peril of death, in lew, 
the condition of apprehension of death in which a person 
must be in order to make a valid gift causa mortia 

death-adder, ». 2. The black-snake of Aus- 
tralia, Psewdechis porphyriacus. See black- 
snake, 1. 
eath-angle (deth’ang’gl), ». An angle in a 
military position made memorable by heavy 
losses: also called bloody angle, 

death-blast (deth’blast), #, An unusually de- 
structive wind or storm, or a blast of deadly 
gas. The destruction of St. Merre, in Martinique, in 
Jat was due toa death-btiast of hot gases rolling down from 
the summit of Mont Pelé, 

death-cup (deth’kup), ». The poisonous mush- 
room, Amanita phalloides. See deadly *agaric, 
and poison *Awmanifa. 
death-duty (deth’da’ti), n. In law, a tax levied 
upon the property of a decedent upon its 
transfer to heirs, legatees, or distributees. 
The expression is aeually used in reference to the English 
law of 18M, tn which year these taxes were ly in- 
er The corresponding American term ts direct or 
collateral inheritance-tax, 
death-grapple (deth’grap’l), mn. A close des- 
—— struggle with death or to the death; a 
esperate, relentless contest. 

death-of-man (deth’uv-man’),». The Ameri- 
ean water-hemlock or spotted cowbane, Cicwta 
maculata: so called from the poisonous prop- 
a of its see h ' Tr 

-penny (deth’pen‘i), am. e obolus 
which the ancients Faced in the hand or 
mouth of the dead, as passage-money for 
Charon. 

death- (deth‘ring), » <A ring containin 
poison which is intended to be trenamtated 
during the act of shaking hands. WW, Jones, 
Finger-rings, p.435. X. E. D. 
death-wave ((eth’wiv),. Any great ocean 
wave which causes the destruction of vessels 
at sea or of property and livesonland. Such are 
the inundations on the Wexford comst; the great ocean- 



death-wave 
waves, due to earthquakes, that devastate the enstern 
coasts of Jnpan; and the wave that washed over the city 
of Galveston during the height of the great storm of 
October, 1898, 
death-weed (deth’wéd), », An ambrosinceous 
plant, /ra arillaris, giving trouble as a weed, 
— in northern Nevada and southern 

Dregon. t grows profusely in low alkali 
meadows and pastures, sometimes invading 
cultivated ground, and is very persistent by 
reason of its creeping rootatocks. 

debarbarization (dé- bir’ ba-ri-z4’shon), n. 
[debarbaerize + —— The act of debarba- 
rizing or the state of being debarbarized. 
N. £. D. 

debarbarize (dé-bir’ba-riz), v. t.; pret. and 
pp. debarbarized, ppr. debarbarizing, [de- + 

rbarize.} To free from barbarism: as, first 
debarbarize, then civilize. De Quincey. 

debarrence (é-biir’ens), n. [debar + -ence.} 
The address made by a Scoteh-Presbyterian 
minister at the celebration of the Lord’s Sup⸗ 
per, describing the character of those who 
should — and debarring the unworthy, 
Also called debarring, See to fence the tables, 
under fence. 
—— (dé-bar’ing), m. Same as *debar- 
rence, 

debash, vn. See dobhash. 
debilitative (dé-bil’i-té-tiv), a. [debilitate + 
-ire.] That basa tendency to debilitate; that 
causes or tends to cause debilitation, 
debloom (dé-blétm’), et. (de- + bloom1.] To 
remove the bloom of. See *deblooming. 
deblooming (dé-bliém’ing),». The removal or 
concealment of the bluish fluorescence of lu- 
bricating-oil from petroleum. Expesare foralong 
time to sunlight and str is said to be effective, and nitro- 
benzene or dinitronaphthalene may be added for the same 
purpose ; these additions, however, render the of] corrosive 
of tron oF steel, 
debouchure (de-bi-shiir’), m. [debouch + -sre,] 
A mouth, opening out, or outlet; specifically, 
the opening out of a stream as it emerges from 
aconfined valley or gorge upon an open valley 
or broad plain, or the junction between the nar- 
row and the broad portion of a valley: also 
applied to the zone of ehange from a mountain 
track of high jent to a plains track of 
much lower ient and consequent decrease 
of load. 

Deposition at the debewehwre of the valley follows the 
same principles as deposition claewhere. 

Chambertin and Salisteury, Geol, 1 02. 

debris-cone (de-bré’kon),. A mound or cone 
built up by the accumulation of erupted, frag- 
mental products about the vent of à volcano. 
Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 269. 

debrital (dé-bri‘tul), a. {Irreg. < debris (with 
assumed stem debri-t-) + -all. Ct. detrital.) 
Of, pertaining to, or consisting of debris, 
Geog. Jour, (R. G.S8), TX, 328, 

debt, ». Ancestral 
tor which survives him and which the law compels the 
heir to pay.— Contingent 
which ls to become due upon the happening of « futare 
event, as gy from a de 
Future Seots faw, a debt which is to become 
due upon some definite future day, as distinguished from 
a pire or a contingent debt,— debt, a debt 
— in bankruptey, such as taxes, judgments, wages 
jue & servant, workman, or other em ee, up to a 

certain amount and earsed during a certain Len! pe 
riod, a bona side preference, ete., that shall be paid before 
any other debt or debts are pelt. — Fare — in Seote 
tow, a debt actanlly duc, as 
or a contiturent debt.— Writ of del 
in favor of a claiming the recovery of a certain and 
liquidated sum of money alleged to be actually due him. 

debt-raiser (det’rd-zér), n. 

pay off a debt, such as the mortgage on a 
ehurch, or the like. 

début, ». 2, In chess, same as opening, 9. 
Queen's t's début. Same as Vienna openi 
dec. An abbreviation (d) of declaration; (¢) of 

carbon. 
decacere ((lek’s-sér), n. [NL. Decacera. 
ten-armed cephalopod, a member of the 
cera; a deeapod, 

ne (dek-a-sik’lén),n. [Gr, déxe, ten, 
A dar -yellow erys- + xixtog, circle, + -ene.) 

talline compound, trinaphthylenebenzene, 
(CypHg)alg, prepared by the fusion of ace- 
naphthene with sulphur. It melts at 387° C. 
and contains ten closed chain-systems in its 
molecule, 

A 
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decadactylous (dek-a-dak’ti-lus), a. [Gr. 
dexadaatuzog, ten-fingered, ¢ déxa, ten, + daxrm 
doc, finger.) Having ten finger-like projec- 
tions or rays. 

(dek’a-diirk), n. [Gr. dreddap yor, 
< dexdg, a company of ten, + apydr, ruler.) A 
commander of ten men; a decurion, 
cadarchy (dek’s-diir-ki), wn. [Gr, dexadap- 

xia, ¢ denddapyor, deeadarch.) A body of 
rulers consisting of ten men. 

(dek’a-da-ri), a. [decad + -ary?.) 
Relating or pertaining to a decad of days; 
——— rtaining to the periods of ten 
ays into which each month of the French 

Revolutionary calendar of 1793 was divided, 
t, a. n, One who or that whieh 

exhibits decadence or deterioration; specifi- 
cally, one whose literary or artistic work is 
supposed to show the marks of national or 
general decadence: applied especially to a 
certain group of French writers and artists. 
ecadescent (dek-a-ies’ent), a. [decad(ent) 
+-escent.) Tending to decay; in a decadent 
state. 

decadic (dek‘n-dik), a, [Gr, dexadmdc, ¢ dexde, 
the number ten: see decad.) Of or pertaining 
to tens; reckoning by tens; proceeding by or 
— on teus: as, the decadic system of num- 

pre. 
decafid (dek’a-fid), a. 1735. < Gr. Axa, ten, 
+ L. -fidus, « findere, divide.) Same as de- 

(Gr. déca, ten, + 
Pe ao det , 
ecagrade (dek’a-grid), n. 
L. gradus, step, degree.] Ten degrees of an 
are or angle measured according to that French 
system in which the quadrant is divided into 
one hundred parts; a tenth of a quadrant. 
d drate (dek-a-hi‘drat), n. (Gr. déxe, 
ten, + iap (ide), water, + -atel.) In 
chem., a compound containing 10 molecules of 
water, as crystallized sodium sulphate, Nag 
50,.10H,0. 

Between SY and 17°, however, it was found that in sola- 
tions containing but small amounts of sodium chloride 
and in contact with solid sodtun — the equilib- 
rium conditions were determined by the solid salt being 
in the form of the decahydrete, and the solubility carves 
for Unie decahydrate are very mach fatter than the cor- 
responding curves for the anhydrous salt. 

Science, Jan. 24, 12, p. 146. 

decahydrated (dek-g-hi’dri-ted), a, In chem., 
containing 10 molecules of water. G, Lunge, 
Sulphuric Acid, IT, 22, 

—Vitrifiable decalcomania, tn «- 
ram., a colored design printed in mineral colors on paper, 
for transference to the surface of pottery or porcelain. 

mee (dé-ka-les’ens), n. [de + ca- 
lescence.} The sudden absorption of heat by 
iron which is observed when that substance is 
heated to about 795° C.; opposed to recales- 
cence. 
decalobate (dek-a-lé’bat), a. [Gr. déxa, ten, 
+ Aosé¢,lobe, + ate-1.] ‘Ten-lo 

decalog,#. A simplified spelling of decalogue. 
decalvant edgy vant), a, and n. [L. de, 
away, + calvans, ppr. of calvare, make bald, ¢ 
calrus, bald: see callow.) Bame as depilatory. 

decameral (de-kam’e-ral), a. oe déna, ten, 
+ pipoc, a part.) Divided into ten 3 a8, 
the — radial symmetry in the calice of 
a coral. 

ppr. deca 
cap of. 

Same as *de- 

3. In math., to strike out, as 

surg., % hook with a sharp inner curve, 
used to deeapitate the fetus in cases of ob- 
structed labor, 
Gecapod, nan. 8 In mech, a ten-wheeled 
locomotive 5 * a locomotive having 
eight driving-wheels and a single truck: a 
type used for hauling heavy freight-trains, 
Colloq. 

PSone Le (de-kap’6-dan), a. and a, 
decapod, 1 and 2, 
decappage ((é-kap’aj), a. The process of re- 

Same as 

decemplex 

moving the outside surface of, or cleaning, a 
piece of metal preparatory to giving it a par- 
—— age ) [a +-erl.) A 
ecapper ( ap’ér), nm, ecap + -erl, 
devine for a ng exploded primers from the 
rimer-seat of a cartridge-case. 
ecapsulation (dé-kap-st-lé’shon), n. [de- + 
capsulation.) In urg., the depriving of an 
organ of its investing membrane.— 
tion of the , or renal aul the oper 
———— the capsuleof the kidney to agreater 
or lest extent In order to relieve tension in cases of 
Bright's disease, 

Decapterus (de-kap’te-rus), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
déxa, ten, + =tepdv, wing. ] A genus of mackerel- 
like fishes of the family Carangidx, distin- 
uished by the presence of the free finlet be- 
ind the dorsal and behind the anal. There are 

numerous species tn all warm seas D. punctatus, Ue 
cigur-fish or round-robin, ie commen on the Atlantic 
const of Che United States, See cat under cigar-fish 

decapterygian (de-kap-to-rij‘i-an), a. Same 
as *decapterygions, 
decapterygious (de-kap-te-rij‘i-us), a. ise. 
dina, ten, + mrépvg or rrepijeov, wing, fin.) 
Having ten fins or finlets. 

decarbo -furnace (dé -kiir ‘ be - ni-zing- 
fér’nas), n. See *fiurnace. 

decarburation ((é-kiir-bi-ra’shon), ». Same 
as decarburization. 

dekarch (dek‘irk),». (Gr. dexdpyne, 
< dina, ten, + apyéc, a ruler,] A leader of ten ; 
specifically, the bead of the oligarchy of ten 
appointed by Lysander, after the battle of 

potami, in each of the leading Greek 
cities, 
decarchy dekarchy (dek’fr-ki), m. (Gr. de- 
aapyia, dexdpyne : see *decarch.| An oligar- 
chy of ten; specifically, one of those estab- 
lished by Lysander in the leading Greek cities 
after the battle of tami, 
decarnate (dé-kiir’nét), a, (LL. decarnatus, 
pp. of decarnare, deprive of flesh, ¢ L. de, from, 
+ caro (carn-), fleah.] Stripped of flesh; di- 
veated of incarnation. 

decaspermal (dek-a-spér’mal),a. In bot., ten- 
seeded. 

lable — wn. [Gr. déxe, ten, 
+ cvsAajtj, syllable.) pros.,@ line of ten 
syllables. 

decatholicize (dé-ka-thol’i-siz), r,t. [de- + 
Catholicize.) To divest of Catholicism or 
Catholic character, 

decatize (dek‘’a-tiz), 0. . pret. and pp, dec- 
atized, ppr. decatizing. [F. décatir, deprive 
(cloth) of its luster, < de- priv. + catir, press 
(cloth), < LL. *eoactire for coactare, compel, 
press together: see coact,) To subject, as 
tightly rolled cloth, to the action-of steam in 
order to increase and fix its press-luster: a 
rocess in the finishing of woolen cloth. 

dpentele (dek-a-to’ik), a. [Gr. déwaroc, tenth, 
+ -ic.) Containing ten carbon atoms. Deca- 

the name given to the isomeric, aliphatic 
acids, CypHigg%g. The chief member is capric acid. 
docgudste, v.t. 2, Of a word, to cut off the 
end. 
decavolt (dek’a-volt), m. (Gr, déna, ten, + E, 
volt.} In elect,, an electromotive foree equal 
to ten volts. {Rare.] 

decelerate (dé-sel’e-rit), v. i.; pret. and Pp. 
decelerated, ppr. decelerating, To decrease in 
velocity: opposed to accelerate, 

tion (dé-sel-e-ri’shon), ». (de. + 
(ac)celeration.] The decrease of velocity: op- 

to acceleration. 
cember moth. See *moth. 

te (dé-sem'j0-gat), a, _ decom, 
ten, ow, yoke, -atel,] aving ten 
pairs of leaflets or other organs. 

decempartite (dé-sem’piir-tit), a. fl decem, 
ton, + partitus, parted (see partite).) Having 
ten parts or divisions, 
decempedate ((é-sem’pé-dat), a. [L. decem, 
ten, + pes (ped-), n't -atel.) Ten-footed; 
decempedal; deeapod. 

decemplex (dé-serm’pleks), a. 
decem, ten, ~plex, -fold.] 
Soc, Lex, 

fh. decemplex, ¢ 
enfold. Syd. 



decene 

decene (dé’sén), n. [L. dec(em), ten, + -ene,] 
A hydrocarbon, Cy9Hao, — to the eth- 
ylene series. it is an oily liqui 
at 172° 0. 

decenniad ee Me 
~ad,) ‘od of aoe a decennium, 

docentered (dé-sen’té , a. [de- + center + 
-ed2,] Same as *decentrated. 

decentrated (dé-sen’tri-ted), a. ["decentrate 
(CL. de + *centratus, ¢ centrum, center) + 
-ef?.) In — having the o tical center not 
directly in front of the pupil: noting a lens 
which by this fact has ao slightly prismatic 
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In elect., & voltmeter reading to tenths of a 
millivolt. 

which boils decimo, ». (c) A silver coin of Chile, equiva- 
lent to 10 centavos, (dd) A copper coin of La 

[decennium + Plata, the tenth part of a medio. 
decine (dé’sin), n. IL dee(em), ten, + -ine?.] 
Same as *decenylenc. 

(des-i-nér’mal), a. [L. deci(mwa), 
tenth, + normalis, normal.) 1. Having one 
tenth of a normal or usual! strength.—2. In 

ys. chem., said of a solution in which one 
iter contains one tenth of the gram-molecule 

or gram-equivalont of the dissolved substance. 
See *concentration (c) and normal *solution. action. 

decentration (dé-sen-tré‘shon), », [*decen- decipher, ». 2, Adeciphered cipher; a trans- 
trate + -ion,] Removal from a center: as, lated version of a cipher. 
decentration of a lens, in which the visual line deck, r. ¢. 
does not pass through the center. 
decentric (dé-sen’trik),a. [L. de- + centrum, 
eenter, + -ic.] That bas n decentered, 
detached, or dissociated from a particular 
center or central object; considered or viewed 
apart from and without reference to some cen- 
tral notion or object. 
We sce love charms dissocinted from sex centers and 

become objects of independent attraction. . . . If toach, 
sinell, voles, eye,. . . are the decenfric series, we can sce 
how now a change in fashion, now in mannem,... may 
each be only a change of fetieh groupe. 

G@. & Hall, Adoleacence, IL 114, 

decenylene (dé-sen’i-lén), ». II. decom, ten, 
a -en * -yl + — . — — . Cre 

. prepared from decylene bromide an 
aleobolic It boils at ——— hydroxid, 
Ww’ C, Also decine. 

decerebrate (dé-ser’é-brat), a. [IL de, from, 
+ cerebrum, cerebrum, + -atel.] Deprived of 
the cerebrum; associated with or consecutive 
to removal of the cerebrum. 

The decerebrate monkey exhibita ‘ catal * re 
flexes. Father Kircher's experimentum mirabile with the 
fowl and the chaik Line succeeds best with the decerebrate 
hen. Eneye. Brit, XXXL 744, 

decerebrate (dé-ser’é-briat), vr. & Same as 
decerebrize. 
decerebration (dé‘ ser-G-bri’ shon),n. Re- 
moval of the brain, 

Dechenella (dek-e-nel’i), », [NL., (G. Dechen 
(H. von Dechen, 1 9, a German geologist) 
+ dim. -ella.]_ A genus of Devonian trilobites 
of the famil — — — 

dechristi on (dé-kris*tian-i-za’shon), m. 
The process of making non Chilstisa ; a break- 
ing down of Christianity. 
The Renascence was not, as has been said, a superficial 

revolution of people's souls ; it was, for a narrow group of 
souls reared tp the aristocracy of art and intellect, a pro- 
found deehristianisation which, underneath the Reforma. 
tion, Was to epread among us in the eighteenth century. 

Tarde (trans), Laws of Linitation, p, 363, 

Decian (dé‘shi-an), a. Of or pertaining to 
¢ Roman emperor Decius or his reign 

2* as, the Decian persecution of the 
ane. 

decid a.— ar decidua. Same as decidua re- 
— aa. Same as decidua verotina, 
‘uitis (de id-i-i’tis), mn. (NL, ¢ decidua 

deine) _ Sree 3 the — 
noma -0-6' mi), n.; pl. deciduomata 

(mot). At < Secidue + -oma.] A tumor 
uterus resulting from overgrowth of a 

portion of the decidua which remains after 
abortion.—Deciduoma malignum, a cancerous tumor 
resulting from malignant degeneration of a deciduoma. 

decifer, v. A simplified spelling of decipher. 
decil, n. 2. In math., an object or term oceu- 

ing a © whose ordinal corresponds to pri place wh rdinal pond 
or toamultiple of 10, Also decile, 

decilux (des’i-luks), ». [L. deci(mus), tenth, 
+ (ux, light.) In photom., one tenth of the 
illumination from a light-source having an 
intensity of one hefner and placed at a distance 
of one meter; one tenth of a lux. 

An abbreviation of decimeter. 
n, 3. A tenth part; a tithe or tax of 

one tenth. 
ecimal. I. a.—Dectmal candle. See weandis— 

di (2) Of the, Q1ofanhour, (6) Ofan 
angle, one shetleth of a right angle. . (c) Of an arc, one 
two-humdred-and-fortieth of a circumference,— 
hour, an bour divided into one-handredth parts called 
decimal minutes, and into ten-thousandth called 
decinal seconda.— minute. (c) an angle, 
one six-hondredth of a right angle; @1 of «a decimal de- 
gree. (4) Of time, (01 of an hour; 0.6 of an ordinary min- 

ris- 

ale — second, one one-hundredth part of a 
dectinal minute — Decimal watch, See *walch. 

. ".—Infinite decimal. See tnfaite.— Periodic 
decimal, a recurring decimal. 

decimillivoltmeter (des-i-mil-i-vdlt’mé’tér), 
n, [L. deci{mus), tenth, + millivolt + meter’,) 

k 5. Torig out: as, to deck the card- 
cylinder of a Jacquard loom.— To deck up, to 
Pue (logs) upon a skidway. 

.”. 2. The names given to the varions docks in 
a vessel differ greatly at different times and in different 
localities (a) The decks of United States warships, aa 
officially defined, are as follows: The highest deck ox- 
tending fron stem to stern is called the maindeck, A 
partial deck above the main deck at the bow is called the 
Jorcenstledeek ; at the stern, poop-deck ; annidehipa, sgyper 
deck, The name upper deck is also applied to a partial 
deck extending from the waist to cither bow or stern, in 
which case the name foreeastlesteck or eck, a8 the 
case may be, is pot used, though the terms forecastle- and 
mee may be —— ap a tn Bee ee 

pe portions of such upper dec! ‘hen 
there Is no pre A the main deck at the bow or ster, 
the terms foreeastle. and quarteraieck may be used, in a 
general way, to indicate the portions of the main deck for- 
ward of the foremast or of Qhe superstractare and aft of 
the mainmast or of the superstructure, —* A 
partial deck above the main deck amidships, the space 
ander which is mot Inclosed of consists of small conmpart- 
a cated Gee — This term t met 

a toa simple connecting gangway ween 
forward and after a Ba or between a bri 

stances. A connecting *6 

or poup-asce, is called the forectnd.aft oridge, Tho first or ie fore-a 
deck below the main deck, which is ased pe bd 

as, OF Tight ray 
fire guns oly, are carried, is called the lesth-deck, Fite 

A 

and thickness of plating worked for protective purposes 
— ee Where such a deck is step; 
acomplete eck height, the respective portions are c 
wi proteties leek and forwerd (or 2 protective 
deck, w! it is desired to distinguish between then 
The deck with sloping or curved » in smaller vessels, 
worked almilarly to a protective deck, but not of extra 

aud thickness above structural miners, be 
the water-tight deck. A deck worked for protective 

Burpoess below a protective deck is called the #ptinter: 
This applics to a separate comstruction only and 

not to plating worked on the lower side of we-deck 
beams A partind deck below the berth. if situated 
o6 or above the protective deck or the water-tight deck, 
is called the Stan if below the protective deck or 
the water-tight it is called the = If there 
are two 

clature will be followed, the deck next below the berth. 
deck called the d be . Adeck that te atepped 
less than a deck-beight named as though it were 
continuom, Deck # in pwenernl, takes the name 
of the deck above which itis situated. The space above 
& protective deck or water-tight deck is not, ever, 
hamed from this deck, but receives its name from the 
actual use to which it is put. Thus, if the berth. 
deck coincides with the protective deck, the latter terns 
is used only in referring to the structural features of the 
deck itself, but the above it receives its mame from 
the berth-deck, Similarly, an orlop-leck coinciding with 
a protective deck gives its own name to the deck space, 

en neither of these decks coincides with the protective 
deck, the space above the latter is called the store-roome, 
the upper coal-bunakere, ote, aa the case may be (6) In the 
British navy the highest compicte deck ts called the = 
deck, and Che next deck below the wearin deck, these decks 
being thus a deck lower than the decks of the same name 
in the United States 7 The deck below these decks 
is called the lower deet, corresponding generally to the 
bertii-deck ff the United States navy, the term berth-deck 
not being used, (c> In merchant steamers the following 
names —— ased: The upper deet ts the highest 
complete deck of full structural strength. Ef there are 
two decks, they are the tpper and lower decke, Lf there 
are three decks, they are called upper, main or middle, 
and flower decks. In Vessels carrying passengers as well 
as cargo, a deck of lighter cometriction may take the place 
of the upper deck and is called a spar-deck. In vem 
sels where this deck is of still lighter construction, the 
deck is called an awntag-deck, A light deck, the space 
under which is partly or entirely closed at the sides but 
more or les open at the ends, is called a shelter-dect. A 
brid; is one of the same character, extending a 
—— — length amidahipa. A aheade-deek laa 
deck not inc at the sides of the vessel, being sup- 
ported by ttanchiots extending above an open mil Sach 
a cece thoes — usually extend the full * of ae vea- 

fery passenger-stenmers may have 
decks, as follows; A partial deck below the lower deck 
is called an orlop-deck, Decks above the upper deck 
receive various names, ax saloondeck, Aurricane-deck, 
promenadedeck, and beatdeck, the last being usually 

decl. 
the highest deck, of ight construction, on which the life- 
boats are carried. A short low deck at the bows be called 
an anchor-deck or montey-ferecastle, A raised quarter+ 
deck ia a part of the w deck abaft the bridge-house, 
at a somewhat higher level than the a deck forward, 
A Sorecastic ja a deck above Che upper deck at the bows. 
A poop \sa similar deck at the stern. In a spectal British 

of cargosteamer, of which many have been built, 
the aide, instead of meeting the main deck rectange- 
larly, is rounded off so a8 to make @ continuous curved 
Bu with the deck. Inboard of this the side is 

mn carved up The space between the sides at 
wp is covered by a narrow deck called the turret- 

deck, the borizontal part on the main-deck level being 
called the Aarbor-deck. In a generally similar type of 
cargo-steamer, in which, however, Uhe side i not rounded 
off, the narrow deck covering the centyal superstructure 
or trunk is called the trunideck. In a large Long Island 
Sound steamer, besides the ——— structara) steel 
lower and main decks, there are the following, from below 
upward: saloen-, gallery-, Aurniedane-, A, atl deame. 
decks, The tonnage-dect is that one from which thie un- 
der-deck gross tonnage is measured. (See tonnage.) In 
vessels having or more decks to the hull it le the 
second deck from below; in all others the upper deck 
of the hull ta the tonnage-deck, (Sec. 4)f, Revised 
Statutes) A flush deek is one extending from stem to 
stern without brenk in continuity of surface. 
7. In car-building, the roof of the clearstory 
of a enger-car, often called upper deck; 
also, the sloping roof on either side of the clear- 
story, often called lower deck. The word is used in 
many compounds, such as deck-hood, a projecting shelter 
to keep the rain out of the deck-end Ventilator of a street- 
car; deektamp, a oom siapended fran the ander side 
of the deck ; pte Lamar y aclearstory window.— Deck side, 
the Vertical side, including sash, ete., of Une clearstory of 
a car.—Deck anatch-block, Sane a8 plate *meftch- 
Hock. Deck ventilator, one of the sashes at the deck 
side of a cur, operated by a deck-sash opener.— 
tive Gock, in a warship, a deck in the vicinity of the 
water-line Intended primarily to prevent the penetration 
of the enemys —— into the vital parts of the sha 
beneath ft. of tion, see Wieck, 2 The deck is 
sometimes of an arched shape, the edge of It at the side 
being from 4 to 6 feet below the load water-line and usmally 
rising to from 2 to 8 feet above it in the center. More 
frequently, however, the central is Mat and there is 
a sloping” part at the side, as indicated in the cut under 
JSrame. ts form of deck la used ju most protected and 
armored cruisers and also frequently in batdeships of 
recent design. In many batule-shipa, however, the pro- 
tective deck in the central t+ carried out level to the 
topaof thearmor-belt. In the Mrittsh navy the matn-deck 
plating is sometimes made extra heavy, forming a second 
protective deck above the first, In the Freoch navy, in 
the largest ships, there is usually a seooml protective 
deck entirely t the water at the level of the bottom 
of the aide armor. Protective decks are usually made in 
two or three thicknesses of plate, the apper Ulicknesns 
being of nickel-steel. The total thickpess of steel on the 
fat varies from 1 te 3 mches, on the slopes from 1 
todinches, Also erroneously called profeeted deck 

deck-block (dek’blok), x. A block having one 
or more sheaves, and the sides and base cast in 
one piece and serewed to the deck. See 
late *snatch-block. 

decker, n. 8, In apres. one who rolls logs 
upon a skidway or log-deck. 

nm (dek’é-rek’shon)}, . In ship- 
building, any permanent structure projecting 
above the general line of the upper deck, as a 
deck-house, poop, or fore-castle, MWhite, Man- 
ual of Nava — 10. 
deck-head, ». 2. The card exposed on the 
top of the pack; specifically, the turned trump 
in the game of spoil-five. 
deck-hood (dek’hid), », See *deck, 7. 

~Chain (dek’ing-chin), ». Same as 
*loading-chain, 

deck-lamp (dek’lamp), ». See *deck, T. 
deckle- (dek’l-e)), n. Same as deckle (hb). 
deck-light (dek’lit), ». A heavy piece of glass, 
of circular or rectangular prismatic form, set 
into a deck to give light below, 

deck-line (dek’lin), n. In ship-bwilding, the 
line formed by the Intersection of the surface 
of the deck at the top of the beams with the 
central longitudinal plane; also, the intersec- 
tion of the surface with the molded surface of 
the side of the vessel: called deck-line at center 
and at side, respectively, 

deck-nail (dek’nal), », A kind of soft iron 
spike with a flat head, commonly made in a 
diamond form: used for decks where aty pro- 
jection of the head above the level surface 
would be objectionable. 

(dek’pla'ting), m. In ship-bwild- deck-pls: 
ing, the steel or iron plates forming the cover- 
ing of a deck, considered collectively. 

-pot (dek’pot), 1. A large iron pot or 
kettle used on whalers to receive scraps from 
the try-pots. 

The of! fi ngers oii Some he rem tt tne es a 
rece! ; J 
— * Set, 2* Tuy. March ———— oath, 

* Se —8 *deck, 7. 
eckt, pp. simplified spelling of decked. 

decl, An abbreviation (b) of declination, 



declamation 

declamation, mn. 2. (5) A eneciall close or 
it successful union of tones w words, as in a 

— or aria. (¢) A work in which the text is 
read or spoken while a musical accompaniment 
orcommentis played. Also called melodrama, 
See melodrama, 2. 

declaration, «. 6. In card-playing, an an- 
nouncement or meld; in bridge, specifically, the 
naming of the trump suit by thedealer, Some- 
times called the meke.— Auburn Declaration, a 
defensive statement of doctrine issued by a convention of 
the Presbyterian synods of Utica, Geneva, Genesee, and 
the Western Reserve (Auburn, New York, Auguat 17, 
1857) in anawer to the acts of the General Assen ay (May, 
1887) exactnding the charches of the above synods for al- 

heresies, The declaration was later (1) indorsed 
by the General Assembly as bavi “all the fundamen 

the Calvinistic creed. 

It be 
) the 
vd; 

Beckienbars See M. va- 
tion of Independence, In Contary Cycho 

, t &. 6, Inbridge, to make or name the 
trump suit, or to announce the intention to 

lay without a trump. 
(dé-klis’), ©. 4 IF. déelasser, ¢ dé-, Le 

de, from, + classe, class: see class, n.] To re- 
move from one's or ita class. 

t (da-kliis-miin’), m. [F., < déelas- 
ser, declass.] The breaking down of class dis- 
tinetions in society. 
The primary school . . . is mpidly leading to a general 

déclaascrment, Kidd, Soctal Evolution, App. iL 

declination, n.-- Circle of declination, | See #circie. 

— Declination Er gy od ——— ie by 
3 — plawe with the pele vertical or with the merk- 

hare 

torium (dek‘li-n&-té’ri-um), n.; pl. 
declinatoria (-ii), In phys., an instrument for 
measuring the magnetic declination; a circle 
of declination. 

decline, v. i. 10, In chess, to refuse to taken 
pleee or pawn offered, 

te (dé-ko-ng’@-lat), ¢. 4; pret. and 
pp- ulated, ppr. decoagulating, [de- + 
coagulate.) To change from a coagulated con- 
dition: applied by Duclaux to the action of a 
diastatic — —— found in malt, which con- 
verts starch into soluble dextrines. 

on, n. Zi adecoetion of 
tarsaparilia, containing calomel, cinmabar, and various 
aromatic substances, employed in the treatment of & la. 

decoctor ((é-kok’tor), m. [L. decoctor, ¢ de- 
coquerc, equander, waste, lit. boil down, boil 
away: see decoct.) In Roman law, an insol- 
vent; a bankrupt; one who squandered public 
funds, 

decode (dé-kad’), v. t.; pret. and pp. decoded, 
pr. ling. (de- + code.j] To turn or trans- 
te (a message or letter from a — code) 

into its original language or form. e code, 4. 
Decodon (ilek’é-don), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. dive, ten, 
+ idoic (ddeet-), tooth.] A genus of ladyfishes 
or Labridw, found in the waters about Cuba, 
remarkable for their bright colors. D. puel- 
laris is the only ies. 
decohere (dé-k6-hér’), e. i.; pret. and pp. deco- 
hered, ppr. decokering. Inelect,, to increase in 
resistance, as & coherer in process of restora- 
tion to its normal condition of sensitiveness or 
as an anticoherer when acted upon by electric 
waves, 

decoherence (d8-k6-hér‘ens), 
action. Science Abstracts, VI. § B, 
decoherer (dé-k6-hér’ér), m. Same as *anti- 
coher er. 
decohesion (dé-k6-hé’zhon), n. [de- + cohe- 
sion.] The effect of decoherence, 

After a short description of the single contact coherer 
used by him and an explanation of the so-called deeoheston, 
he calculated how pear Ue metallic surfaces must be 
brought together. 4 March 21, 1008, p. 4046 

decoic (dé-k6’ik), a. (Gr. déxa, ten, + -0- + -ic.] 
Noting an acid, the same as *decatoic or capric 
acid. 

n. Decohering 
128. 

decollate, rv. t. 2. To remove the apex of, as 
of a shell, 

lation, ». 3, In conch., the removal— 
by death, growth, or aecident—of the ig 
whorls of a spiral shell after the animal has 
ceased to occupy them. See cut in middle 
column. 

The coils may be lost by decollation, aa tn Coreum, in 
which the drops off. 

PO Seduatee, Text-buok of ZoUL, L 300, 
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decollator (dé-ko-la‘tor), 
nw. Same as *decapitator, 

décoll — a⸗ kol· 
tiizh’), x. [P., ¢ décolle- 
ter, cut low in the neck: 
see décolleté.) In dress- 
making: (a) The state of 
being cut low in the 
neck: said of the bodice 
or waist of adress. (6) 
The low-cut neck itself 
“ a 224 
ecompensation (dé- 
kom-pen-sa’shon),n. ha 
+ compensation.) Failing 
compensation of theheart prize Natural Hestory) 
in valvular disease, 

pression (dé-kom-presh’on), nm. [de- + 
compression.) Relief from pressure; specifi- 
cally, relief from excessive atmospheric or 
hydrostatic pressure. 
decongestive (dé-kon-jes‘tiv), a. and mn. [de- 
+ congestive.) I, a. Tending to reduce con- 
gestion, 

Treatment 
tlenlar, — fom on ll prey — e——— 
geative bocal action, depurative in general, and anti-neo- 
plastic in particular, Med. Record, Aug, 1, 1908, p. 167. 

Il, ». A remedy designed to reduce con- 
tion. 

er (dé-kon-sid’ér), vr. ft, [de- + con- 
sider.) To leave out of consideration; treat 
with scant consideration. 

deconsi (dé-kon-sid-e-ri’shon), n. 
The act of deconsidering or the fact of being 
deconsidered, 
deconstruct (dé-kon-strukt’), c.c.  [de- + con- 
struct,] To take apart (what has been put to- 
peer) undo the construction of; undo (what 
as been done). 

deconstruction (dé-kgn-struk’shon), m. [de- 
+ construction.) The undoing of what 
been constructed or done. 

decorating-wheel dek‘9-ri-ting-hwél’),n. A 
small cylinder or disk of wood, baked clay, or 
metal which revolves on the end of a handle 
and usually carries a tern in relief or in 
cavetto; a coggle: for impressing orna- 
mental bands around jars, ete,, while they are 
in a plastic state. Aliso called runner, 
decoration, ".—Corn-flower decoration, a style of 
ceramic ornamentation in which small blue fringed flow- 
ereta, with green leaves, are on porcelain or 
cream-colored ware: at ome thme extensively used by 
certain English, French, and American tars, — 
metric decoration, the arrangement of mathematical 

linet and figures in such a 

A, decollated (actelt) form, 
aed #. perfect (young) fort, 
of Crltadreiia mobiiver Ad, 
Jamaica; the dowed fine 
shows where the decollation 
takes place, (From “Cam. 

Arabic = styloa — 
i) Ha decoration. 
fee —— 10 
stoft decoration, « pecu- 
liar style of ceramic em- 
bellishment erroneously 
aup to have originated 
at Lowestedt, Ergrland, tn 

hj the lntter part of the cigh. 
. It commists * 

see 
‘ @ if 6 . 

Geomenc Decoration. 

torica, and on Chinese 
Holland, My ryt and the United States in large quanti- 
thes by the t Indin Company. Ite main charactertetics 
are sprays of roses in pink and green, borders of lattice- 
work, and waving dotted lines, usually In brown of 
— red. — the treatment of a 

-eurface in an interesting way by the use of mosaic, 
fresco, oll-palnting, or Wor relief.— Rioce-grain rk it 

+m. decora o & 
decorationist (dek-d-ra’shon-ist), n. [devora- 
tion + -ist.]) An expert or professional dec- 
orator. Carlyle. 

; * ted (dé-kér’ ~wh-ted), a Pee 
rom, us (corpor-), ly, + -te rt? 

Dopeived of a body: said, for example, of the 
head after its separation from the body by the 
guillotine. 

decorticated (dé-kér’ti-ki-ted), p.a. 1. Same 
as decorticate: applied most frequently to 
trunks of fossil trees of the coal-measures,—2, 
Having the periostracum, or the periostracum 
aa ine porcelanous layer, Worn away, as @ 
shell. 

rticator, ». 2. Any machine for remov- 
ing hulls, bark, or other outer covering of 
seeds or parts of plants; as, a hemp-decortica- 
tor, or hemp-brake. 

Gecertisation (dé-kOr-tl-2i’shon), a. Deeorti- 
cation. 

dedolomitize 
decostate ((dé-kos’tat), a. [de + costate.] 
Having no ribs. 

, %. 4, A pond used to snare and en- 
trap, and also to maintain and breed, water- 

—— 8 © “ aie 8 violal ec 

—— seal laws and Cont deren or for —— par 
Aer 

decoyman (dé-koi’man), », A man in charge 
of a decoy or of several decoys for luring 
birds, animals, ete, 

decr. In music, an abbreviation of deorescende, 
decreative (dé-kré-a’tiv),a. [de- + creative.) 
That tends or serves to hinder, reverse, or 
undo some creative act. 
Development is upward, creative, and not deereatine, 

G. 8. Hail, Adolescence, 11. 546- 
decree, ".—Decree of forthcoming, in Scots lave, the 
decree, made after the arrest of a debtor, by which it was 
adjudged iat the cobs be pale or the property of the 
dehtor delivered to the creditor causing the arrest. Or- 
der of decrees, the doctrine concerning the order of the 
divine decrees to create, to permit the fall of man, to pro- 
vide salvation, and to secure ace of milvation to 
some. There are three forms of the doctrine, sapralap- 
sarinnism, infralapeartaniam, and seblapearianien. 

a. thmic decrement, the Na- 
erian to m of the mtio of a preceding te a succeed- 

ing amplitade in a damped vibration. 
pit, a, 2, In geol., said of rivers that 

have reached the last stages of their existence, 
or of that portion of a drainage-course which 
has reached base-level and where deposition 
along the bed exceeds the amount removed by 
Goods. Dana, Manual of Geol., p, 182. 

decres. In music, an abbreviation of decre- 
acenda, 
decubital, a. 2. Relating to decubitus. 

Thrombosis ep ep deme in Cis area due also to the 
added weight of decubital position. 

- Med. Record, July 25, 1008, p. 131. 

Same as bed-sore, 
paralysis, preseare-paralysia di i] for 

along time in a fault rol ae to irie 

or, orize. Simplified spellings of 
decolor, decolorize. 

decumana (dek-i-ma‘ni), m. [L. (porta) decu- 
mana, adj. fem. of decumanus. See decuman.) 
One of the two gates of the typical Roman 
camp. See decuman, a., 1, Opposite the decu- 
mana was the porta the two being commected 

_ by the via preetoria, the principal street of the camp. 

decuria (dé-kii‘ri-l), n.; pl. decuria (8), Ch: 
see decury.) A rou | of ten; specifically, 
in the Jesuit method of instruction, a minor 
division of a class in which chiefly memory 
lessons are heard, 

n. 3, In Rom, hist., a member of 
the senate of a colony or of a panger yay a 
town-councilor.—4, A member of the great 
council of an Italian city or town. 

See *pulse!, 
tion, ".—Pillet decussation, See #/iltet.— 

Fontanal decussation, Same ns */ountein deews- 
Patron, 

decylene (des‘i-lén), n. IL. decem, ten, + -y! 
+ -ene.] Same as *decene, 

decylic (de-sil’ik), a. (I. decem, ton, + -g! 
+ -ic.) Same as capric. 

a, A simplified spelling of dead, 
dedans (de-diin’), n. [F. dedans, the interior, 
yeep. prep., within, < de (¢ L. de), of, + dans, 
within: see denizen.) court-tennis, that 

of the penthouse at the service end which 
is netted off for spectators. 
dedendum (déden‘dum), n.; pl. dedenda (if). 

NL. (contrasted with addendum), ¢ L. deden- 
dum, neut, rage nag rt. of deere, give up, 
< de, away, + dare, give.) That part of the 
tooth of a eog-wheel or gear which is inside 
the piteh-cirele and is intercepted between the 
iteh-line and the circle which limite all 
he roots of the teeth and the spaces between 

them. The addendum of the teeth of the 
meshing-wheel enters into this space, 
deditician (ded-i-tish‘an), 1, (LL, dedditicius, a 
captive, also asin def., ¢ deditus, pp. of dedere, 
surrender, give up.) In Rom. law, a former 
slave who upon manumission was not admitted 
to full citizenship because of some offense 
committed during slavery. 

dedly, a. A simplified spelling of deadly. 
dedolomitization (6-do*lé-mit-i-za’shon), nm. 
(de- + dolomitization.) In petrog., the change 
of a dolomite to some other rock. 
dedolomitize (dé-iol’6-mit-iz), . t.; pret. and 
pp. dedvlomitized, ppr. dedolomitizing, [de- + 
dolomite + -ize.] Tu petreg., to change (a dolo- 
mite) into some other kind of rock, as by the 
formation of magnesian silicates or of mag- 
nesium hydrous oxids. 



deed 
Deed of qrrengement, in Bag. law, an instrument trans 

ferrt ene propery of a debtor to a trustee for the ben- 
ettt of his creditors 
deéducational (dé-cd-d-ka’shon-al), a. [de-+ 
educational.) As regards the hindering or un- 
doing of education or educational work. 

te (dé-em’a-nat), r. f.; pret. and pp. 
deémanated, ppr. deémanating. (de. + emut- 
nate.) To deprive (a radioactive substance) of 
the power of giving off an emanation, or to 
reduce, by heating or other process, the rate 
of the escape of the emanation from such a 
substance, 

tion (dé-em-a-ni’shon), x. The pro- 
cess of depriving (a radioactive substance, 
such as radium) of the power of emitting ema- 
nation, or the reduction of the rate of such 
emission; the state or condition in which ema- 
nating power ceases or is reduced. 

Thus de-emenation does not permanently destroy the 
power of thorium of giving out an emanation. 

&. Rutherford, Raalio-activity, p. 216, 

deep-field (dép’féld), a. In cricket: (a) A 
fielder placed at or near the boundary some- 
where behind the bowler. (5) The position of 
such a —— sis — 

deepsinker (dép’sing-kér),». 1. ep tum- 
bler; a tumbler of the — size as regards 
depth.—2, The drink or beve served in 
such atumbler. [Slang, Australia. 

dee (dép’tangk), ». In ship-building, a 
tank formed by partitions or bulkheads —— 
off a part of the hold and specially construc 
to hold water ballast, See *ballast-tank, A 
midship deep-tank is in the middle of the length; 
the forepeak and afterpeak tanks, or trimming 
tanks, are at the ends of the vessel. 

n.—Irish deer, an extinct representative of the 
, Cervus or Megaceros gigantens, remarkable for 

ita large size and great spread of palmate antlers, "which 
diverge at right angles from the plane of the frontals and 

Skelctoa of the Irish Deer (Cerows gigamiens) from the Plelsto: 
ctwe of Ireland. (From Nicholson aad Lydekker's " Palacon- 
tobogy,” after Owen.) 

have a distinct beow- and bez-tine and a small jor 

spread of 
antlers Also called Jrish Elk, 

deer-balls (dér’biilz),, See hart's-trufiles, 
deer-brush (dér’ brush), ». One of several 
shrubs of the genus Ceanothus (€. integerrinus, 
C. incanus, and C. velutinus) which furnish shel- 
ter and browsing for deer. 

deer-fern (dér’férn), n. See *fernt. 
deer-fly (dér’fli), ». 1. A European hippo- 
boseid fly, Lipoptena cervi, which lives on the 
European red deer.— 2. An American hippo- 
boseid fly, Lipoptena depressa, which occurs on 
Cervus vtirginianus : also called deer-tick, 

deer-food (dér’ftid), n. The water-shield or 
water-target, Brasenia Schreberi, supposed to 
be eaten by deer. 
deer-foot (dér’fat), a. A V-shaped iron catch 
on the side of a logging-car in which the bind- 
ing-chain is fastened. 

deer-forest (dér‘for’est), ». A tract of land 
frequented by deer and used as a hunting-pre- 
serve. 
deer n,—2, A bunch-grass, Epicampes 
rigens, found in the southwestern United 
States: it is of some forage value.—3, In Wy- 
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ran hind legs to take enormous leaps. Proc. 
. Soe. London, 1900, p. B54. 

deerhorn (dér‘hérn), «. 1. The horn of a 
deer; also, the bone which forms the antlers of 
a deer.—2, A large rough mussel, 7ritigonia 
or Unio verrucosa, found in the Mississippi 
river, the shell being used in the manufacture 
of buttons. Also called buckhorn. 
deerman (dér’man), n. A member of one of 
the pastoral reindeer-raising communities of 
Siberia: opposed to the maritime fisherman 
of the same tribes. 

-necked (dér’nekt),¢. Having the dorsal 
or upper margin of the neck concave instead 
of convex or at least straight; ewe-necked: 
said of a horse, 

-park (dér’piirk), ». A park in which 
deer live or are kept. 

Deer parka, . . constitute a feature of considerable 
—*** because of their area in the mountain regions 
of the Eastern and Western ions of the United 
States, Yearbook U.S, Dept. Agr, 190), p. Ah. 

deer-stalker, rn. 2. A lined cap of cloth or 
flanne!, peaked before and bebind with the 
same rial, and sometimes having ear-flaps 
which are turned up over the crown and tied 
together at the top by laces. (Eng.} 

deer's-tongue, n. e white adder's-tongue, 
Erythronium albidum.—3, The rib-grass, Plan- 
tago lanceolata, In all the deer’s-tongues the 
form of the leaf suggests the name. 

deer-tick (dér’tik), ». Same as *deer-jly, 
deer-weed (dér’wéd), ». A handsome yellow- 
flowered Californian leguminous plant, Lotus 
laber. Also called wild broom. tee *broom!, 
eer-yard (dér’yiird), a. A winter pasture or 
browsing-ground of deer. 

de-ethi (dé-eth ‘i-siz), c. t. To deprive of 
moral implications or tendencies. 

def, a. A simplified spelling of deaf. 
. An abbreviation (a) of ——— 60) of 

ri) ey ae (ec) of definite; (d) of definition. 
tant (dé-fal‘tant), a. Pe dene + -ant).) 

Charged with or guilty of defaulting. 
defaulter, ». 2. In the British service, a sol- 
dier accused of a military offense. 

defector (dé-fek’tor), ». One who defects, 
falls away, deserts, or secedes, as from a re- 
ligious body, a political party, or the like. 
defemination (dé-fem-i-ni’shon), mn. [L. de- 
+ femina, woman, + -vtion,) Deprivation of 
some of the characteristics of awomau, with or 
without the assumption of some of those of the 
male sex, 
defeminize (d6-fem‘i-niz), v. t.; pret. and pp. 
defeminized, ppr. defeminizing. {1 de- + femina, 
woman, + -ize,.) To deprive of feminine quali- 
ties and tastes; affect with masculine notions 
or a liking for mannish modes of life and pur- 
suits or an aversion to domestic life. Amer. 
Jour, Psychol. X1. 546, 
defendant, ».—Defendant in error, See *error. 
defender, ». 4. In Jrish hict., one of an asso- 
ciation of Roman Catholics organized in the 
north of Ireland in the eighteenth century to 
oppose the Protestants who had organized as 
Peep-o’-day Boys or Orangemen, 

defenestration (dé-fen-es-tri’shon), n. [NL. 
defenestratio(n-), <*defenestrare, L. de, from, 
+ fenestra, window.) The act of throwin 
out of the window: as, the defenestration o 

é¢ in 1618, when Bohemian insurgents 
broke up a meeting of imperial commissioners 
and threw two o' 
window, an act which preluded the Thirty 
Years’ war. 

defense, ".—Berlin or Prussian defense, in chess, 
the rejoinder? ... Kt to KES to the King’s Bishop's, 
opening. Also called King's Knight's defenee.— Dami- 

. Bee wepening.— Defense to 
Knight's See ®upening. Hannekin 

defense, Same as Neriin or Prussian weicfense.— Italian 
57 3 cies, a — of an 232*8 4* to 

i we 4] i) — King" KEnigh’ fense. 

Same F Berlin ——— a in chess, a 
variation arising in an antiquated form of the King’s 
Ki * SE a Paulsen's defense, in chras, 5 Kt — 
kK Kt 2, an original defense to the Kicseritzki 

t, invented by the German player Louis Paulsen.— 
defense. Sev opening, &— Prugsian 

—— bon by Poets —*5 pH k —* — 
~~ Queen’ ¥ fense, in chess, — 

Ka. r—K4;2 BRP Un 4. adefense to te Kings 
Bishop's opening. — Btatement of defense, a term some- 
times used to denote the plea or answer of a defendant.— 
Two t's defense, See opening, & 

their number out of the de 

oming and Montana, the sheep's fescue, Fes- Defensive circle, gland, proteid. See *cir- 
tuca — Pie’ *gland, * — * * 

deer. opper (dér'gris*hop-ér), n. A deferent, ». 3. In wath., the locus of the cen- 
olan locustid insect, of the genus Meco- ters of 8 wien of which a bicireular quartic is 
poda, which is enabled by its greatly devel- drawn as the envelop. 

defiector 

deferentitis (def-e-ren-ti’tis), » [NL.. ¢< 
deferens (-ent-) + -itis.] Infiammation of the 
vas deferens. 

Deferred in bot, See *shoot, 
defervesce (dé-fér-ves’), ©. i; pret. and pp. 
deferveseced, ppr. defervescing, (L. deferves- 
cere, < dew + fi , boll: see servescent.] 
To cease to boil: cool down; hence, to be- 
come more or less neglected or out of favor or 
regard, 

defer vencen’ (dé-fér-ves’ent), a. anda. [L. 
defervescens (-cnt-), ppr. of deferrescere: see 
*defervesce.) I, a. Causing or associated with 
a reduction of fever. 

II, n. A remedy employed to produce defer- 
vescence, 

Defiorpes's alum, See *pendulum. 
(det-i-lad’), n, [defile* + -ade.] That 

arrangement of a fortification by means of 
which its interior is concealed from an adver- 
sary on a neighboring height. 

defini n.—Constra definition 
by stating the essential requisites for constructing an ob- 
oct having the defined character, Such definitions have 

highly valued in geometry, but they do not vege 
conduce to sound or philosophical development of 
sabject.— Diagnostic a slatement which, 
without attempting te anuyne the essence of the object 
of a general term, undertakes to show that it * be dim 
tinguished from everything ¢else.— Genetic di tion, 
(a) and (4, See genetic, (¢) Definitions by describing a 

ome for producing the fect defined. It ts often com 
loumled with the constructive definition, which is a 
species of genetic definition. Thus if ae a definition of 
Prossian bloe ft were said tobe the substance precipitated 
on mixing aqueous solutions of partially axid green 
vitriol and yellow — of potane, his would be a 
eo-called genetic definition ; but it would fail altegether to 
mention one of the essential mm to whieh the 

m Which has been highly favored b: 
German writers since Kant. It consists in seying that if 
from some familiar certain enumerated in- 
= are omitted, what remains is the conception 

tended. This is no definttion, and serves no other par- 
than to lead the reader to mistake a vague feeling 

illusion ‘of scientific accurscy.—Normal definition, = en) accuracy.— Norm: a 
definition of aclasa of objects as differing only acciden- 
tally from a certain norm with a distribution of wency 
of given de from it according to the law of prot» 
abilities. — a definition by atistic defini 
means of characters that might conceivably tnttuence 
rational conduct. Such would be thedefinition of a prob 
able assumption as one which could mfely be made the 
basis of a busines enterprise.— Scholastic definition. 
Same aa nn ile rca a definition, 3 a 
Typical definition, » ion of a group as being of a 
certain hierarchical order (species, genus, family, eto.) 
and as com of individuals differing 
actual form (assumed a a standard ye) by as much as 
individuals of a 4 of the named hierarchical order 
might be expected to fer, orto be connected with that 
type by a series of almost insensible gradations, 

tive host, sporoblast. See *hosf2, 
*sporoblast. 

definitize (dé -fin ‘i-tiz), 0. 4; pret. and-pp. 
definitized, ppr. definitizing. [definite + -ize,] 
To make definite, 

H f be ed lal th of ex- 
ation. “Expectation is fadeGnite. 72's Hope and fear 

defnitive expectation. 
W, Wwrdt (trans), Human and Animal Psychol., p. 377. 

definitor (dé-fin’i-tor), n. [L. definitor, < de- 
Jinire, define.) An officer in certain religious 
orders whose duty is to decide points of dis- 
cipline, 

dehate (dé-flit’), . t. [de- + -flate, as in 
inflate,] To remove the air from: the oppo- 
site of taflate. 

deflation — ‘shon), n. 1, The act of de- 
flating.—2. In geol., denudation by the action 
of the wind bearing solid particles. Walther. 
fiectionization (dé-flek*’shon-i-zi‘shon), n. 

The act of defleetionizing; loss of inflections, 
In Saxon this infinitive wasa fexionalone It could not 

be otherwise, becagse there was no tlexiontess bafinitive 
in the language. This variety then, which we call the 
Fiat Infinitive, isa direct product of desectioniztion. 

Serie, Philol. Eng. Tongue, 1 500, 

deflectionize (dé-flek’shon-iz), v. t.; pret. and 
pp. defiretionized, ppr. deflectionizing. [de- + 
lection + -ize.] To subject to flectional decay; 
deprive of inflections. 

Ficctional languages are called Synthetic, and defec- 
tivnized lnangnages are taid to be Analytic. 

Serle, Philol, Rng. Tongue, 7 445, 

deflector, ». 3, In general, something which 
deflects. Speetfically—(a) A plate or board which is 
projected into a carrentof gas or sir to cause it to flow te 
ome side, (0) A partition of surface, patie or curved, by 
which Ue thames or hot gases In a boiber-setting are com 
—— te follow definite patha (c) A similar partition to 
force circulating water to rise or desceml in a boiler in 
definite directions and places. (4) A cone or Vane in a 
Ventilating-hoed. (e) A board placed outside of a car- 
window, at right angles to the nevtion of the train, to keep 
stuoke and cinders away from the open window. 
4. See the extract. 

—— — 



deflector 
Another clans mal vary arising from the use of 

compasses of this pattern ts the readiness with which 
they admit of correction by the ase of the * de “. 
simple instrument devised by Lard Kelvin for the mens 
urement of directive force, the suocesaful speticalion of 
which te compase correction depends on the tact that, 
when the directive force is equalized on all points, the 
error of the compass la neutralized. 

EBneye, Brit,, XXX 10k 

deflexibility (dé-flek-si-bil’i-ti), =. [*defler- 
ible 5— + -ity,] Capability of being deflected, 
Brougham, | 

deflocculation —— n. [de- + 
ulation. o e reversal e process of 

flocculation (which see). 
The removal of the finest jes froan the starface soll 

is attributed to de ion fixdioed by the use of 
sodium niteate, and followed by the washing of the finest 
particles into the sabsoll. Mature, July ¢, 1M, p. Zea 

deflorate (dé-flé’rit), v. t.; pret. and pp. deflo- 
rated, ppr. deflorating. (L. deflorare (pp. ~atws): 
see deflower.) To strip of flowers; deflower. 

deflorence (dé-fld’rens), ». II. de- + los 
(flor-) + -ence.] The — out of the eruption 
of an se — 

n simpli spelling of de 5 
—— —— est), vt. t [de- + forest.] 
Same as cisafforest, 

deform}, v. ., 1. (b) In geom., to bend without 
stretching or tearing. , 

deforma’ n. 5, In bot., any malformation 
or abnormal growth due to the attack of some 
parasite,—6, In geol., the ess whereby, 
under the influence of strains (usually com- 

ive), individual strata, masses of rock, or 
r portions of the earth's crustaufferchange 

of form, as when massive rocks become sehis- 
tose, flat strata are folded, or mountain-ranges 
are upheaved, 
deformational (dé-fér-mA’shon-al), a. Of or 

rtaining to deformation ; tending to produce 
Seformation, 

Several deformational movements had affected thie 
district. Nature, Feb. 12, 1008, p. alse 
deformi nu. Gun-stock deformity, displacement 
af the my following — ———— * 
fork deform! ‘ curve outline ie 

wrist —— — — — fracture of the lower end of 
the radius, 

defraudation, ». 2. In Sp. lw, the offense 
of fraudulently avoiding payment of a public 
tax. 
defrock (dé-frok’), ¢.¢, [F. défroquer; as de- 
+ frock.] Same as unfrock, 

de (dé-frost'), «.t. [de-+ frost.) To re- 
move the effects of frost or freezing from; 
restore toa sound unfrozen condition or state. 
[Colloq] 
Each year there ts visible improvement in the methods 

eta. Frozen mutton 

deg. An abbreviation of degree. 
degelation (dé-je-la’shon), ». II. de- + gela- 
tio(n-), freezing.) Melting; fusion; the change 

{ to the liquid phase or stato; 
liquefaction: opposed to congelation, N.E, D. 

erate, «. I. », One who has retro- 
graded from a normal type or standard, exspe- 
cially in moral nature and character, and 
exhibits certain morbid physical and mental 
traits and tendencies. 

That which nearly all degenerates lack is tho sense of 
morality and of right and wrong. 
— ‘Nordat, Degeneration, ii 18 

— * n. B. A progressive departure 
of a family from the normal condition : shown 4, 
in the first generation by a nervous tempera- 
ment, moral depravity, and excesses: in the 
second by tendency to * and severe 
neuroses frequently with alcoholism; in the 
third by mental derangement, suicide, and 
intellectual weakness; and in the fourth by 
hereditary imbecility, deformities, arrested 
development, bres — —* In geol., dis- 
integration produced by weathering.— Adipose 

— sear Soman alee depenaratints dann 
ton, Saimeas polychromatophilic tegenera- 

a atheroma with aban- 
itant calcareous deposit.— eration. 
(a) Degenerative change in the spin which pro 
greases upward towanl the brain, (4) Wallerian degenera- 
thon proceeding In a direction 7 ———— Seward 
th ter.— Bacony degeneration. a8 accous 
diseaae which sce, under (erdaceows).—Chitinous de- 

ame as emylotd degeneration.— Comma 
See ®eoured, 

degeneration asasoclated with the formation of cavities 

thon.— 

or cysts In the part affected,— mer- 
ation, Wallerian degeneration advancing from the 
nerve-centers toward the periphery. rthy 
Tfation. Same as calcareous degeneration. — rous 

degeneration, ov 
framework of a part, which compresses and causes 
atrophy of the functionattig — Gelatiniform de- 

fame as eotl kad degeneration. Kera- 
transformation of the of the 

cell into keratin, — of in math, 
a method of obtaining results ing one dimenalon 
vanish.— reaction of the pres 
once of reaction of degeneration in a muscle under direct 

vaniec stimulation, with preservation of na mn 
in the nerve supplying this muacle See reaction af degen- 

{Som, the atrophy of certain aciiter e that fn cells or thhetes of OFgAne 
others may y to perfect development. Arinton, 

attind 
of the cells for more than one dye, namely, for a basic as 
well as an acid dye— ‘s fib: 
degeneration of the muscle 
eration, fibrous eneration occurring as a t at 
catabolic changes in the .— Vireh: 
—o as lardaceous disease (which see, under 

Degenerative juncture. See *junctwre. 
degerm (dg-jérm’), rc. t. [de- + germ.] To 
extract or remove the germ from. See deger- 
minator, 

After de-germing, the maize is unhusked, wetted, sub 
mitted to a temperature sufficient to ru) the starch 
colle, Eneye. , XXVL oe, 

laciation gla-shi-&’shon), n. [de- + 
ciation.] we withdrawal of ice —— a 

previously ciated region, Dana, Manual 
of Geol., p. 969. 

deglutible (d6-gl0’ti-bl), a. [NL *deglutibitis, 
< tire, swallow: see deglutition.) Capa- 
ble of being swallowed, 

deglycerinize (dé-glis’e-rin-iz),v. t.; pret. and 
Pp. deglycerinized, REF. deglycerinizing. [de- 
— + -ize. ‘o separate the glycerin 

m (a fat or oil) before using the fatty acids 
for the manufacture of soap. Sadtler, Hand- 
book of Indust, Chem., P. 71, 

(deg’ra-dand), a, [ML. degra- 
dandus, fut. part. of degradare, de : 
see degrade.) One who is to be d or 
reduced in rank. R&R. W. Dirvon, Hist, Church 
of Eng., iv. 404. N. B.D. 

son, n. 10. In organie chem., the 
resolution of the molecule of a compound into 
other substances of smaller molecular weight. 
it denotes the systematic elimination of one carbon atin 
after another from a componnd, whereby we pass down a 

a6 series, step by step, from the more to the leas 

of aldehydes and the aya- 
acids 

Nature, March 24, 1004, p. 504, 
Degradation of energy, in thermedynam., the trans- 
formation of enenty from higher, of more available, to 
lower, or leas available, forma, The most important case 
is that of the degridation of kinetle or potential energy 
into heat, The general doctrine of the degradation of 
energy bs the processes of nature are in ener) each 
as to convert trom available to anavallable forma, 
so that the ed forms, such as heat, constitute a 
greater and ter pi of the total of the 
universe. — in geol., the vary- 
ing degrees of erosion — by a series of stratified 
rocks of different degrees of hardness and resistance. 

(deg-ri-dé’tor), ». (NL, ¢ ML. 
pe abr hs degrade.] One who degrades; one 
who formally and with authority deprives of 
rank. . W. Dizon, Hist. Church of Eng., iv, 
44, X. ELD. 

e. t. 8, In thermodynam., to convert 
from a form of greater to one of less availabil- 
ity: said of certain transformations of energy. 

» a. &. In geol., worn down; lev- 
eled by erosion.—6, In thermodynam,, reduced 
to a form less available for further transfor- 
mation: said of energy which as the result of 
transformations has been converted into heat. 

t (da-gra-sin’),». (F., Lage gel ies 
of degraisser, remove the grease from + 
qraieee, grease: see degrease.) Sand, or the 
tke, mixed with potters’ clay, to prevent it 
from eracking when fired. 
dégras (da-gri’), ». [F., for "degrais, < dé- 
graisser, de se: see degrease.) A thick 
grease obtained as a by-product from wool, 
and also in the manufacture of some kinds of 
leather. 

Dégraa, which las been referred to in connection with 
the woolen industry aa being obtained from wool J 
is also a by-product of great value in Che leather industry, 
anda great demand for this material for currying pur- 
poses haw led to Che mantfseture of it as a spectal Totus. 
try. tel, Amer, Sup, Dec. 6 102, po PESIs, 

dégras-former (da-grii’fir’mér), n. A sub- 
stance of brown color and resinous consist- 
ence, a constituent of tanners' dégras and sod- 
oil, the presence of which enables the fish-oils 
used in currying leather and in oil-tanning to 
form an emulsion with water. 

degreasing (dé-gré’sing), n. The act or pro- 

dehair 
the hair or woo! 

dehydrocholalic 
cess of removing grease from a greasy object; 
specifically, the removal of fatty matter from 
raw sheep s wool by the solvent action of petro- 
leum naphtha. Sadtler, Handbook of Indust. 
Chem., p. 310, 

— — 25 “Decimal de. c ity. aod) , i. 

See ——— of an equation. Seo 
a of the order of a surface. 

See eurface, 2.— (@) See freedom, 
6) In phys. chem., the number of conditions of a thermo- 

ic system which can be changed independently of 
each other, without destroying the system by eu 

sea iter pa — e je two and depen 
ing for equilibriam on the two conditions, temperatare 
and 8 has one degroe af freedom and only one: 
any red temperture may be given to it within certain 
limita, but the pressure fs y¥ Oixed: and any pres 
sure may be established within certain limita, but the 

is determined in s0 doting, — satu- 
Bee *eatwration. — 

rT 
F. Dana, Manual of Geol, p. 257,— 

beth a degree given by the archbishop of 
Canterbary, h he can confer all degrees given by 
the two antversities, the graduates have many privileges 
not shared by the recipients of his degrees. FHourter, Law 
Dict.— J a degree of the ther. 

mercary thermom- 
differences of tempera- 

ture. The mercury- degree does not conform 
strictly to the degree a fas-thermometer, becatse the 
relative ex of mi in with 

gree, in Ayyrom., the difference between the temperature 
aft the alr and the dew-point.— Platinum a de 
Soe Ee eaeeannatsts ate By wane oe changes in 

electric resistance of a platinum wire are taken to 
to equal changes of temperature. The - 

—— like the mercury-in-gtass degree of ordinary 
inely with the degree 

of the —— — of resistance 
of platinam with temperature 
uare parallels 

and two meridians of longi- 
—— are which intersect them. J wi A * 

— os cae 
—— v. t. [de- + hair. ] To remove 

. 2, 

, a8 hides or skins, Mod- 
ern Amer, Tanning, p. 37. 
dehalogenize (dé-ha-loj’e-niz), v. t.; pret. and 
pe dehalogenized, * dehkalogenizing. [de- + 

logen + ~ize. n chem., to deprive of one or 
more of the ha ** chlorin, bromine, iodine, 
ete. Jour. Soc. Chem. Industry, I. 171. 
dehematize (dé-hem’p-tiz), ©. 6; t. and pp. 
dehematized, ppr. dehematizing, [Also dehawma- 
tize; ¢ L. de-, from, + Gr, aipa(r-), blood, + 
-ize.] To deprive of blood, either locally, b 
compression or the use of the Eamarch band- 
age, or generally, as in the ‘salt frog’; render 
exsanguine, Med, Record, March 7, 1903, p. 362. 
dehemoglobinize (é-hem-}-glébi-niz), 0. 63 
pret. and pp. dehemoglobinized, ppr. dehemo- 
globinizing. To remove from the red blood- 
corpuscles their characteristic coloring matter, 
the hemoglobin, Jour, Trepical Med., Nov. 2, 
1903, p. 337, 

dehorn (dé-hérn’), 7. t. [de-+hora.] 1. To 
remove the horns from (domestic cattle), 
tools are used in the operation, a maw andaclipper, The 
saw fas a narrow web held in a frame and resembles a 
bateher’s saw; the clipper lias a chiselshaped knife 
which moves in guides and ia operated by a rack and 
seginents controlled by a pivoted dite. 
2. To saw off the ends of logs bearing the own- 
er’s mark and to put on a new mark. [Ken- 
tucky.] 
dehorner  (dé-hér’- 
nér), n. [dehorn + 
-r),] Aninstrument 
for eutting off the 
horns of cattle. 
Deh virus. 
See *virus, a5 
hydracetic (dé-hi- 

dra-set’ik), a. (i+ fe 
hydr(ogen) + acetic.) 2 CF 
oting an acid, a 

colorless compound, 
CH,COCH , COCH : 
3(CH,) 0CO, pre- 
ared by the pro- 
onged boiling of 
ethyl acetoacetate 
(acetoacetic ether). 
It erystallizes in rhombic needles or plates, 
melts at 1085-108 C, and boils at 260.0° C, 

deh olalic (é-hi‘dré-ko-lal’ik), a. [de- 
+ hydro(gqen) + cholalie.) Noting an organic 
acid, Cy,Hy,O;, obtained on oxidation of eho- 
lalie acid. 

Deborner, 



dehydrogenate 
de enate (dé-hi’dré-jen-at), v. t.; pret. 
and pp. dehydrogenated, * r. dehydrogenating. 
[de- + hydrogen + -ate* PP 

hydromorphine (dé-hi-dr6-mér’ fin), u. [de- é- 1%, 
+ wdro{gen) + morphine.) A colorless com- 
pound, (Cy 11803 

prepared artificia i, 
phine. It crystalliz 
poses without melting. 
morphine and orymorphine. 

tize (dé-hip’nd-tiz), v. t.; pret. and pp. 
dehyjmotized, ppr, dehypnotizing. [de- + hyp. 
notize. 

deicidal (dé‘i-si-dal), a, a +-all.j Of 
or pertaining to the slaying of a god. P. J. 
failey, Festus. N. B.D, 

deictic, a. 2. Demonstrative. 
aturment seems to have heen originally a pronominal 

detctic particle, J Bneye. Brit. XXL vit 

deindividualization (6 -in-di-vid'd-al-i-zd’- 
shon), n. Destruction of individuality; hence, 
a social process destructive of mdividuality 
and self-dependence, and creative of depen- 
denee or pauperism. 

There are social causes of detndividwalization and de- 
socialization, Giddings, Lidactive SoctoL, p. 2h. 

deindividualize (dé-in-di-vid’d-al-iz), ¢. 4; 
pret. and pp. deindieiduatized ppr. deindividu- 
alizing. (de- + indiciduatize. | 
dividuality. 

The degraded are those who are both detndividwalizord 
and desecialized. They have lost both social instinct an 
self-respoct, fidiinga, Induetive Sociol, p. 20a. 

Deiphon (dé@’i-fon), ». el An aberrant 
genus of trilobites, with t 
of the entire animal much reduced and madi- 
fled, The ginbellum is globular and the fixed cheeks 
radioed na curved spines at the base of which are 
eayes. The jc segments are nine and their pleura 

are entirely separated from each other; the pygidiam is 
stvall and beara two pairs of carved spines. It is of Silu- 

y the oxidation of mor- 

deipotent (dé-ip’é-tent), a. [L. dews, goa, + © 
potens, having power.) 
power. 

Bat Paul denounced a curse deipotent 
Againet him. W. C. Wilkinson, Epic of Paul. 

Deister sandstone. See *sindstone. 
daloctile (d@-jek‘til), wm. [dajeet + -ile.] A 
missile hurled down upon an enemy. 

ction, ». 6. In geol., voleanic debris; a 
sediment of voleanic origin. 

dejector (dé-jek’tor), mn. A medicinal agent 
which tends to produce evacuation of the 
bowels; an aperient. 

déjeuner, ». 2. A breakfast service, usually 
consisting of a tray, cups and saucers, tea-pot, 
sugar-bowl, cream-jug, and slop-basin, 
dekarch, dexarchy, ". Seo *decarch, *de- 
carchy, 

del, », A simplified spelling of de!f, 
Del. An abbreviation (a) of Delaware; 
(1. ¢.} of delegate. 
labrated (dé6-la’bri-ted), p. a. 

(L. de- + labrum, lip, + -atet) + -ed2,] Hay- 
ing the lips or edges removed: rag to vol- 
canic craters of which the walls have been 

and pp. 
rtly destroyed. 

einntnede (dé-lam‘i-nat), v. i; . 
delaminated, ppr. delaminating, BNL delam- 
snare (pp. -atus), < L. de- lamina, a thin 
plate of metal: see laminate.) To ne into 
separate layers or plates: used in embryology 
of the formation of the embryonie layers when 
one is derived from the other by splitting. and 
not, as usual, by invagination or cell-migration, 

delaminate (dé-lam’‘i-nat), a. (NL.  delami- 
natus, pp.) Formed by splitting off from a 
layer or plate: said of the formation of the 
endoderm in certain ewlenterate embryos, 

deleb (del’eb),n. [Ar.; ef, dolb, plane-tree,] 
A variety of the palmyra-palm, seus fla. 
bcllifer, distributed from Senegambia through 
the Sudan and Central Africa to German East 
Africa and the Zambesi. The seeds are used 
as food, and from the leaves mats are made. 
See palmyra, 1, and ug. 

delectus (dé-lek’tus), mn. [L. delectuas, a selec- 
tion, ¢ deligere, select: see delectus persone.) 
Agraduated selection of passages from Latin 
or Greek authors, usually with notes and a 
vocabulary, for translation by school-boys: as, 
a Latin delectus; Valpy’s Greek Delectus, 

delegant (del’é-gant), n.  [L, delegans (-ant-), 
pp. of delegare, ausign: see delegate, v.) In 
ervil law, a debtor who, to discharge h 

Possessing divine 

(*delabrate 

Same as dehydro- de Apostolic delegata. 
* delegatee (del-¢-i-16’), n. 

N)g, contained in opiumand another's debt. 

Del er's base, 
To awaken from the hypnotic state. delf*, 4.— Brislingto 

To destroy in- Delicate lo 

delicatessen (del-i-ka-tes’en), n. pl. 

e two lateral lobes delictum 

delimit, ¢. ¢.— 

aan eommission has been named, 

delinter (dé-lin’tér), me 

deliquescent, 
at maturity, as certain 

Delirt 

deliver: 

delivery, n. 

is debt, delivery-box (dé-liv’ér-i-boks), 1m. 
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assigns to his creditor a debt of a third party 
eed —— 

ate, ».— See tapustotic. 
erate, [tlelegate + -eel,] 

In civil law, the assignee of a delegant; one to 
whom a debtor is a in satisfaction of 

legant See * . 
tor (del’é-gi-tor), n. {LL, delegator, < 

es with SHO and decom- L, delegare, delegate.] In civil law, same as 
Also called psrudo- Pr nt. 

(de-les-tiizh’), n. In French marine 
law, the throwing overboard of ballast, 

Seo *hase?, 
Gelf, stanniterous falenee made 

England, in the eighteenth 
im 

at Brislington, near Hrist 
a : etlowiel enamel aud century. is of coarse body and 

fs frequently decomted w ely painted copper- 
luster —— delf, stauniferous fnience made 
at Bristol, England, in the eighteenth century, in imita- 
thon of Dutch delf, but pomessing a body sufficiently hard 
to resist @ steel point.—Lambeth delf, tin-enameled 
pottery produced at Lambeth, London, England, in the 
seventeenth ecntary, in levitation of the delf ware of Hol- 
land, It is ofa harder and denser paste than the Dutch 
product, ard the blue color used in the decoration is af a 

er tint.— delf, tin-glaned pottery made at 
iverpool, England, during the first half of the elghteenth 

century, in the maser of Holland delf, The decarations 
were froquently printed. The body is quite hant and of 
a pinkish tint. — Stawo: , Btanniferods onaniet 
produced at several places in Staffordshire, England, in 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centeries It was of a 
5* body and ruder decoration Uian other English 
dei, 

his , an American braconid parasite, 
Macrocentraa delicates, which destroys the oolling-moth. 
Sewaders, Insects Injurtous to Fruita, po 182, 

G.,¢F, 
delicatesse, € délicat, delicate.) Delieacies; 
delicate or dainty articles of food. implying, in 
German use, sausages and the hke. 

(d6-lik’tum), ».; pl. deticta (-tit), 
{L.} In cirit and Scots law, sew delict. 

deligate (del’i-gat), c. t.; pret. and pp. deli- 
gated, ppr. deligating. [L. deligatus, pp. of 
deligare: see deligation.) To tie off; apply a 
ligature to. N, #. D. 

(dé-lim’), ©, ¢.; pret. and pp, delimed, 
pr. deliming. [de- + limel.) To remove lime 

ins. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 00, 
Delimiting ourve, a curve which sepa- 

rates two regions of the surface dyson which it is drawn, 
delimitate (dé-lim’i-tit), cv. t; pret. and pp. 
delimitated, ppr, delimitating. To determine 
and lay down the boundaries of; delimit. 

delimitation, ». 2. In bot., same as *abjune- 
tion, 

delimitative (dé-lim’i-té-tiv), a. [delimitate 
+ -ive.) Having power to delimit: as, a delimi- 

ative (d6-lin’é-d-tiv), a. [delineate + 
-ice.] That serves to delineate; of or pertain- 
ing to delineation, 
When, however, we encounter detineative clementa or 

subjects employed in ornamental offices, we mny reason- 
ably assume that ideas were associated with tem, that 
they were symbolic, 

Mh An. Rep, Bur, Amer, Ethnol., 1898-00, p. @h 

(©) delint (dé-lint’), . t. [de-+ lint] To remove 
the fiber, or lint, from cotton or similar seeds, 

} [delint + ae A 
kind of cotton-gin for removing the short fibers, 
or lint, which remain on the cotton-seed after 
the tirst ginning; a linter. 

n, 5. In bot., becoming liquid 
rics. 

am (‘aberration of the heart}, extreme ir- 
regularity in Use movements of the beart.— 

(‘insane aberration’) the delirium of true 
inganity as distinguished from that associated with other 
conditions, such as acute fevers — Muti delirium, 
a condition, seen in acute fevers, in Which the patient is 
unconscious of his surroundings and is quiet, but con- 
stanly matters to himself, 

n.—Becond deli in Eng. law, a 
writ by ones plaintitt in replevin, havi hat hil anit 
by default or nonsult, could have the sume distress 
delivered to him w; siving the une security as before, 

e 11, In a cotton-mill, the quantity 
of sliver delivered from a machine.— Express 

» immediate and apectsl ** of * —5 
or .— very, bil posta rerticr, eo « v 
of matl-matter, by carriers: within a town or city, or within 
a limited distance from a substation, — Gene: b) the department inn post-ofice where letter are kept 
by direction of the sender) until ealled for,— Rural 

very, delivery of mailanatter, by on, over 
long routes in rim districts: it includes the del very amd 
collection of letters and packnges, the sale of stany 
the registry of letters, and the giving of receipts for 
money-orders.-~ Rural free-delivery route, the official 
route followed by a rural currier, It "is usually about 2% 
tniles long and reaches about one hundred farms and iso 
lated dwellings, and la supposed to be traversed by the 
— one —— —5* one Ly a og de- 
Very, in poetal service, the delivery, épecial carrier 

or messenger, of any eter te which "une sender has 
affixed! an extra stamp, called a specialatelivery etcmys, 

A box or 

delthyrium 
chamber into which a liquid is thrown by 
umps and from which it i delivered to any 

deliver — (d6-1i ) Th very- v’ér-i-pip), m. e pipe 
through pipe. iquids pass away, or are 
ejected, from a pump; a discharge-pipe, 
Unis (del’en-tt), wn, [Dellen, in Sweden, 
+ -ite?, trog., & name proposed 
Brigger (1896) for rocks intermediate in 
composition between dacite and rhyolite, 
Dellenite tx b pphyne or fone hyritic antic 

— and lime- po Mg Renee subor- 
dinate amounts of other minerals > 

Delolepis (dé-lol’e-pis), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. di%oc, 
visible, + Arric, seale.] A genus of fishes of 
the family Cryplacanthodide, or wrymouths, 
found in Alaskan waters. 
delomorphic (del-j-mér'fik), a. [Gr. didog, 
visible, + sopei, form, + -ic,] Of appre- 
ciable size: noting those cells of the stomach- 
glands which supposedly secrete the hydro- 
ehloric acid, Also called parietal or oryntic 
celle, W. D. Hatllilurton, Chemical Physiol. 
and Pathol., p. 633. 

delomorphous (del-(-mér‘fus), a. [Gr. didoc, 
visible, + ope}, form, + -ous.] Same as 
*delomorphic, 

Delphin blue, See *biue, n. 
Delsartian (del-siir’ti-an), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to Francois Delsarte (1811-1871), a French 
musician, or to a method of developing bodily 
én and strength founded by him. 
elt, pp. Asimplified spelling of deult, 

Delta conn moth, purpurin. See pol, hese, deltoid moth, *purpurin, 
deltal (del tal), a. [delta + -all.) Of or per- 
taining to a delta; of the nature of a delta. 

delta-plain (del’ti-pliin), ». The nearly level 
lowland portion of a delta, above water. R. 
dD, haga Geol. Surv, of New Jersey, 1892, 
p. 101, 

delta-plateau (del’td-pla-t6"), ». A sand- 
plain; a delta formed at the front of a regional 
glacier, 

For such topographic forma Professor Davis | since Proposed the bame of delta-plain or defta-plateou, instead of suid-plain, adesignation which has also been en ed by many others, being both suggestive and desert 
Amer, Geot,, Sept, 1008, p. 16%, 

delta-ray (del’tii-ra), ». See *ray?, 
deltarium {Sel-tA' sion), ne; pl. deltaria (+f). 
(NL., (Gr, déara, the letter 3, +-arium,) Inthe 
telotrematous 
Brachi la, the 
deltidial plates, 
taken as a single 
feature; the coy- 
ering of the del- 
thyrium in these 
organisms: con- 
trasted with del- 
tidium and pseu- 5; 
dodeltidium ‘ 
(which see), 

Deltentosteus (del-ten tor’té-us), mn. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. détra, delta, + évrég, within, + doréov, 
bone.] A genus of small gobies found in the 
Mediterranean, D. guadrimaculatus is the 

ieal species. ty 
delt (del-thir’i-al), a.  [delthyrinm + 
-a.) Of or Pestaining to the delthyrium. 

Del (del’thi-ris), n. [NL. for *Dettath- 
gris (referring to the pedicle aperture), < Gr. 
déAra, the letter 4, + Gipa, a door.] A subgenus 
of Paleozoic brachiopods, —— general 
characters of the genus Spirifer, but with the 
surface of the shell covered with fine con- 
centric lamelle,— Delthyris limestone, in the ori- 
ng bomenclature of the New York rock formations, a 

applied to n division of the Helderberg serie, takingr 
the abundance of the brachiopod Delthyris 

or Spirifer ; also known as the Delthyris shaly limestone 
and the Catakill shaly limestone. The preaent geographic 
designation of the formation is the New Scotland be 

tum (del-thir’i-um), ».; pl. delthyria 
(-lt). [NL. for *dettathyrium, ¢ Gr. d27a, the let- 
ter 3, +fiynov, a ~ a a 
little door.) In SP 
the Zrachiop- ae 
oda, the trian- 
gular pedicle- | 
opening in the 
eardina) area 
of the ventral 
valve, extend- 
ing from the 
benk to the 
hinge-line. te 
Tany remain ope 

A part of the hinge of the brackioped 
ever, showing the deliarium, DD, 
ter Hall and Clarke.» 

ite name from 

A part of the hinge of the beach 
Spievfee. shewing the detthyrum, 3. 
( Alter Hall aed Clarke.) 



delthyrium 
throngh life or become closed in early life by the rome of 
the deltitinzn or, in secondary stages when the deltidiam 
is absent, by the development of the deltidial plates See 
Sdeltidium, ®dellidial plates, amd *deltarivm, 

deltidial (dei-tid’i-al), a. —— *444] 
Of or relating te the deltidium.— peltidial 
plates, in the Frachiepeta, the two symmutrical plates 
which, in advanced formes 
(Teletremata), cover the del- 
thyrial opening or deithyr- 
jum, These plates are a see- 
ondary structure, appearing 
late in the phybageny of the 
class. They grow from the 
sides of the delthyriam and 
sornotimes becomecoalesced 
slang the median line aot 
which they meet, forming « 

A perio the binge of the structure similar in appear- 5°) Nor 4 Spirir,. showing 
ance and function to the ihe deltidial plates, D. (After 
deltidiam, but very differy ttell aad Clarke.) 
ent therefrom in origin, and 
known as the peeudodeltidium.—Deltidial tube, in 
certain extinct Brachiopeda, an incomplete tube or 
sytinix fortned on the inner surface of the deltidiam, 

deltidium (del-tid‘i-um), ».; pl. deltimia (-i). 
[NL., ¢ Gr, déiAra, the letter A, + dim. -cdiw»,] 

Deitidiem 

A brachioped Orrtye Cymrtata) showing thedeltidium, V. (Atver 
Hall awd Clarke.) 

In the Br, ja, the convex or concave 
single plate which covers the delthyrium or 
pedicle-p @. In the embryo this appears as a 

plate dorsal side before the development of 
the ventral valve, with which it finally becomes fused 
(see prodeltidium), and characterizes certain of the Pro- 
tremata ; bat in all advanced forme (T'elotremata) the 
deltidium is absent, being replaced by the deltidial 

Deltistes (del-tis’téz), a. [NL., ¢ Gr. dfAra, 
delta, + term. -orm.) A _— of suckers 
of the family Catostomidw, found in the lakes 
of southeastern Oregon, characterized by very 
strong _ and triangular teeth in the phar- 
ax. D. luxatus is the typical species. 

le toid. I. piece dodecahedron. feo 9 
lecahetron,— geninegcs, 
erus where the deltoid muscle —— 
— the blastoid KeAinodermate or Blastoiden, 

interradial plates lying at the summit of the 

II. ». 2. In zodl., a deltoid plate.—3, In 
math., @ symmetrical quadrilateral with a 
diagonal as axis. 

5 — 
insane belief that some part of bg ta tt a 

of insane belief that one jusion of persecu 
being pursued, watched, or slandered by secret enemies. 

Delusional ty. See *insanity. 
Dem. An abbreviation (a) of Demoerat; (b) 
of Democratic. 
demagnetizer (dé-mag‘net-i-zér), n. One who 
or that which removes magnetic polarity, or 
which causes something to cease to exert 
magnetic attraction; specifically, a device for 
removing any polarity or tendency to exert 
magnetic attraction from articles which have 
touched or have been in the a of action of 
an electromagnet, as in chucks or elutehes or 
lifting-apparatus where the grip has been by 

etic action. Demagnetization is nsually etfectod 
by uently reversing the polarity of the demagnetiz! 
mass, While the object to be demagnetized ie tanlly 
withdrawn from the influence of that mass; or the object, 
if small, may be rapidly revolved in the radins of action 
of a mass of fixed polarity, and then ually withdrawn 
while so revolving. * = 

demand, ".—Reciprocal demand, the external de- 
mand ad. acta of one ecomomie group induced by 
the demand of that group for the products of mom-compe- 
ting groups. hi 
tendency of imports to balance ex ome mation's de 
mand for the products of other nathons Indoces an equal 
reciprocal demand on the part of thease nations for the 

ucts of the first nation. It was contended by Cuirnes 
this principle determines the relative valuation of 

prxiucts of groups within a nation when there la no free 
Movement of bal and capital from to group. 

im or demand Stale demand or in faw, « at 
has been allowed to le dormant so long that, although 
not barred by the statute of limitations, it is not looked 
upon with favor by the law, 

demareteion (dem‘s-ré-ti’on), n. See dam- 
areteion, 

the démenti (dé-miin-té’), n. 

Thus in international trude, through the demi 
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Dematiaces (dem-a-ti-i’sd-é), ». pl. (NL.] 
Same as Dematier ; the form now in use. 

hora (dem--tof’é-rii), n. [NL. (Har- demi 
tig, 1885), ¢ Gr, déva(r-), & Wd, + -popor, < 

Dematopkora necatrix, 

A, a vinestock affected by the fumeus tafter a pevlonged stay ina 
moist chamber); A, a vine-roet with rows of black eclerotia of the 
funyos ospeed, aed bearing Dristietike comidiophores: C. portion 
oft * after the formation o€ caeroclia enlarged. (Proce Tubeot 
sndimith's “ Diseases of Plants,” alter K. Hartig.) 

dpew, bear.] A genus of fungi of doubtful 
—— occurring commonly as sterile 
strands or layers of mycelium parasitic on the 
roots of plants. It sometimes forms tuberous black 
sclerotia from which bristle-like conidiophores may 
bearing ovoid hyaline conidia. Viola has alao described 

regards aaa perithecial condition of the fungus. 
viz is the it les th 

demedication (dé-med-i-ki‘shon), n. (de- + 
medication.) See Nese, ae demedication. 

démélé (da-mii-la’), u. [F., < déméler, untangle, 
separate, discuss, ¢ dé + méler, mix: see mell, 

-] Contest; contention ; quarrel; squab- 
ble: as, an unfortunate déméié with the cook; 
a démélé with Russia. 

demene, ». A simplified FMue of demesne. 
dementholize (d@-men’thél-iz), ¢. t.; pret. and 
pp. dementholized, per, dementholizing, [de- + 
2* * Ase.) ao deprive of menthol—De- 

Wi meh feo thi 
(F., <démentir, — 

demi plate 

demographically 
upright stones, while the other end rests on 

und ie . 

—— vn. An English coin of 
the time of Edward Il, of the value of two 

nee, 
-kindred (dem‘i-kin‘dred), ». Persons 

— by either the paternal or the maternal 

demi-landau (dem’i-lan’da),». A half-landau; 
a landaulet. 

demilegato (dem‘i-li-gii’td), a. [It. : see demi- 
and /egato.) In music, noting a style of perform- 
ance in which the tones in a phrase aro 
slightly separated by asilence, but not enough 
to beeome fully detached, It is indieated 
roughly by staccato marks and a sweeping 
curve. See cut (@) under staccato. 

demilitarize (dé-mil’i-ta-riz), v. t.; pret. and 
pp. demilitarized, demilitarizing. [de- + r. 
militar-y + -ize. The convert from a milit 
to a civil form of government; place under civil 
urisdiction, N. E. D. 
mimondaine (dem-i-mon-din’), ». [F.,¢ 

demimonde, demi-monde,] A member o the 
demi-monde. N. and Q., May 27, 1905, p. 418. 
demineralization (d4-min‘«-ral-i-xé’ sho), 
n. ([demincralize + -ation.] Loss of mineral 
constituents: noting a process which oceurs in 
softening of the bones (osteomalacia). Med. 
Reeord, June 27, 1903, p. 1047, 

demi-piquet (dem-i-pok’), ». A saddle with a 
peak about half as high as that of the military 
saddle. 

His rider ocen, his den, , or wareaddic, with an 
air that showed jt was his fanoiliar seat. 

Scott, Legend of Montrose, iL 

— lat), ». In Echineidea, one 
of the ambulacral plates which are cut off from 
the median suture by the union of adjoining 
peel behind. Lankester, Treatise on Zool., 

demi-pontoon (dem‘i-pon-tiin’), ». Same as 
*deni-bateau, 
emi-season (dem-i-sé’zn), a. Intermediate, as 
in style, ete,, between two seasons: as, a demi-~ 
season costume. WN, £. D. 
demi-semi (dem-i-sem‘i), a, Half of a half: ap- 
plied contemptuously to a person (or thing) of 
no particular account or consequence: as, & 
demi-semi statesman. NV. F. D. 

uaver, w.—Half demisemiquaver. 
Same as Aemideriteemiquacer. 
demit (dé-mit’), n An act of demission or 
transfer of membership, as from one masonic 
lodge to another; also, the letter which of- 
ficially certifies to such a transfer. 

Coftcintly); dedial » Tle Bvine Of the Ne deri-taase (dem-i-tie’), n. (F., half-cup.} A 
ws — —— — small cup, as of coffee se after dinner. 

berty,— i forte of chrenie deme. democen' (dem-6-sen‘trik), a, Character- 
tla which follows repeated acute attacks 

Demerara crystals. See *crystal. 
demeritorious (démer-i-t6‘ri-us), a. [de- + 
meritorious — ref. to demerit).] Biame- 
worthy as well as destitute of merit: the oppo- 
site of meriforious; as, demeritorioua conduct, 
———— from 5 pertioniar case, Isign what I know 

to be a malicious 1 I am, then, a malevolent liar. 
igs yp proves that I am neither benevolent nor truth- 
f I blame, and my conduct is de-meritorious, 

Leslie Sephen, Science of Ethics, p. 270. 

demersal (dé-mér’sa!),a, IItreg. L. demersus, 
pp. of demergere, immerse, + -all,) Having so 
great a —— gravity as to sink in water: 
said of fish-eggs. 

i. ¢. so light aa to float when 
ae te Son, Fiadiioci, Turbot, Sole, &c., or . 
eal, #0 heavy as to sink to the bottom, a8 In the Her- 
ring, , IL 228, Parker and Haswell, Youlogy, 

ng demi-bateau (dem‘i-ba-té’), ». One of the two 
small boats which when united form s pontoon- 
boat. Also called demi-pontoon, 
demibranch (dem’i-brangk), ». [demi- + Gr. 

Bpay xeow, gill.) In lamellibranchiates, one of 
the two gills on either side, Philos. Trans, 
Roy. Soc, (London), 1903, ser. B, p. 151. 

- (dem‘i-bri-gid’), ». A small 
brigade of the Napoleonic era, consisting of 
three battalions, 
demi-column (dem-i-kol’um), ». Same as en- 
gaged column ; used especially when about half 
the shaft is engaged in the wall, 
demicontrafagotto (dem-i-kon*tra-fa-got’td), 
n. [It.] A form of bassoon intermediate in 
size and pitch between the ordinary bassoon 
and the double bassoon. 
demidolmen (dem-i-dol’men), ». A megalithic 
table-stone resting with one end on one or two 

ized by the idea that the people to which an in- 
dividual belongs forms the 
verse. 
The heliocentric system was expanded oat of an antecen- 

dent geocentric system, itaclf the offspring of a democen- 
trie system, which sprang from an eUinocentria 

of the primeval egocentric comes of Inchoate ® barn 

De ee, 

center of the uni- 

Rep. Bur. Amer. EthnoL, 1897-98, p. 831. 

(Erroneously 
Of or pertaining to 

Demodex.—Demodectic acartasis, a dewiy - 
ing, tot highly contagious infection of the follicles 
with the hair-follicle mite (Lmeder follieulorum) The 
best known and moet dangerous variety of the disease is 
that which occurs in dogs. The bovine variety causes com- 
siderable injury to the hide, lowering its market value. In 

rues Other a= =I cee ic ee aoe Lad 
seep Also called follicular mange. 

demodicid (dem-6-dis’id), m. anda. Ln A 
member of the family Demodicida. 

II, a. Having the characteristics of or be- 
longing to the family Demodicide, 

c (dem-}-jen‘ik), a. (Gr. dijvog, the 
people, + -yevjc, -producing.] Creative of a 
a organized on a civic as distin- 
guished from a tribe or group of tribes organ- 
tzed = a — of kinship. Giddings, Prin. of 
Sociol., p. 74.—Demogentie socio! 
esta onlonce whieh ote Wal senile ot 
peoples which have ontgrown the tribal state and have de- 
veloped a civic orranization. 

demographically (dem-é-graf'i-kal-i), ade. As 
regards vital and social conditions ; with refer- 
ence to demographic conditions. 
Budnos-A isatown which is altering de 

cally in two tery sensible ways ; there isa rapidly —* 
ing population, together with improving sanitary and modb 



demographically 
cal conditions, Indicated be a falling death-rate and a de- 
crease In the percentage of still-born children. 

Bieanet rika, Jan,, 1904, p. 100. 
demoid (d8’moid), a. [Gr. dnmoerdiy, ¢ diuor, 
the people (eve demos), + eidog, form.) Char- 
acteristic of a region or period, or of a partic- 
ular geological formation: applied to fossils 
that are so common as to be typical, 

demoliti (dem-é-lish‘on-i-ri), a, [demo- 
tition + —,' Tending to demolish or ruin; 
destructive, 

demological (dem-é-loj‘i-kal), a. Of or per- 
taining to demology or demography. Philos. 
— Roy. Soc, mdon), 1895, ser. B, 186. 
783. 
demology (dé-mol’6-ji), mn. (Gr. dijpor, the peo- 
ple, + -soyia, < Ayer, speak.) Demography ; 
originally, vital statistics, now expanded in 
meaning to denote the statistical study of popu- 
lation in extent, density, and eormposition. 
Philos. Trans, Roy, Soc. (London), 1895, ser. B, 
186. 783. 

demon, ®. 5. In anthrop., asupernatural pro- 
tector or helper. See manito and *nyarong. 
~~ Maxwell's an imaginary intelligent agent as- 
sumed by Maxwell in a discussion of the second law of 
thermodynamics, The fanetion of the demon was to open 
and close a gate or valve ina partition separating the two 
halves of a reservoir of gas in such a manner as to allow 
only particles of high velocity to En through in one direc. 
tion and those of low velocity in the other, The reanit 
would be that, without the expenditure of work. the temper- 
ature of the gas would be mised on one side anid lowered on 
the other, in contradiction af the second law of Uiermo- 
dynamics, . : 

n. 2, Specifically, in anthrop., the 
belief in the existence of an intimate relation 
between a person and one or more super. 
natural beings who become his protectors and 
helpers, This form of belief includes the manite of the 
Algonkin, the nyarong of the Sea Dayak, and similar beliefs 
of many other tribes and peoples. Also called manitotan. 
Also daimontam, 

The advantages of totemism are many, but most of 
them are social and benefit the or the com- 
munity at large. The holt the has on the 
individual consists in ite personal relation : the man feels 
that he binsself is hel and I suspect this is the main 
reason why it supplants totemism. I believe Mr, Lar 
some Years ayo ae, the term manituien for th’ 
cult If thisname be not accepted I venture to propose 
the revival of the word * daimomn* (Seiuer) to include the 
manitu, nyarong, and similar spirit helpers, and ‘datmon- 
ton” as the narue of Che calt, 

Rep. Brit, Aen, Advancement of Set, 1002, p. 74:4. 

demonolatrous (dé-mon-ol’a-trus), a. Per- 
taining to or given overto demonolatry ; devil- 
worshiping: as, demonolatrous tribes. 
demonomaniac (dé’mon-é-mii‘ni-ak), ». An 
insane person believed by others, or by him- 
self, to be possessed by a devil. 

For the demonomaniacs of a hundred 2* ago— ho · 
lated tatives of medieval mysticiam, ard fore 
the ancient form of paranola—are now substita the 
modern paranotecs, 

C. Lombrovo (trans.), Man of Genius, p. 17% 

demonomy, 7. 3. The system of knowledge 
that pertains to human activities, 

T tae the term soctal to distinguish one of five coor. 
dinate sciences, esthetology, technology. soclolegry, pli- 
ology, and sophiology; and I call al these eclences 
demonomy. 

J, W. Powell, Rep, Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 1806-08, p. 1x. 

demonophobia (dé*‘mon-$-f6’bi-i), n. [NL., 
< Gr. deiuee demon, + -gojia, fear.) Fear of 
demons; demonomania, 
demonstrant (dé-:mon‘strant),. One who 
takes part in a public demonstration, as of 
approval, hostility, or the like. 
dem on,». 6. In Rom. law, the formal 
statement of the plaintiff's claim in presenting 
his case to the court: somewhat analogous to 
the ‘declaration’ of the common Jaw.— Abstrac- 
tional demonstration. See #0/utractione!.—Demon- 
stration continuous identifica’ a demon- 
strition which assumes that phenomena are te be 
kdentified by those features which change indefinitely little 
in indetinitely short intervals of tinme,— 

extreme cases, 4 demonstration which procects by 
fimagining Limiting cases of the application of a principle 
amarned as gener, as, for example, when the s prapestien 
of a function are demonstrated by considering the cases iin 
which ove and the other variable becomes zero and be- 
comes infinite. Demonatration by limits, See method 
of liwite.-— Demo a demote 
stration Which virtually assumes that a collection to which 
it relates is finite. emmatic a 
demonstration by enumerating all poraible cases and by 
demonstrating the proposition for each peealbbe case sepa- 
rately, — Fermatian demonstration, a mode of demen- 
stration applicable to n collection of objects. any the Na, 
provided it has the following character: Let the ve be 
certain objects among the Na, and let ‘exhaustive step he 
the designation of a definite mode of transition from one 
N toother Na, Then, if the Ns be such that any N what. 
ever can be reached by a finite numberof exhaustive steps 
starting from sone», a Formatian demonstration will be 
applicable, and will proceed upon this aeuanption. This, 
nin be any quality possessed by every » and also possessed 

grot 
the teant 

by every N which can be reached by a single exhanative 
sep trem another N that has the quality Q, the statement 
of this will be a Fermatian demoustral that every N 
las the quality Q.— a 
demonstration by imagining a moving object suddenly to 

te ns if it consisted of two or more coincident objects 
which at a certain moment in to move along separate 
paths so as to generate wholly distinet parte of a new 
place, —- demon 
stration made by demonstrating a . 
cludes the tion to be ol aa 0 pert particular case, 
* demonstration, « demonstration which 

ha point; or which 
aces by imagines the section of lines or F i plane, so as 

detionsiration which pupposss an of fs d which sup an object suddenly to begin 
toocecupy 4 place of higher dimensionality, as whena - 
ele occupying a mathematical point suddenly im te 
oooupy a continuously expanding spherical surface, 

demonstrational (dem-on-stra’shon-al),a. Of 
or pertaining to demonstration. 
demenurgy (dé’mon-ér-ji), ". (Gr. daiven, 
demon, + épyov, work.) The practice of magic 
with the help of the devil or of demons, 

(dem-6-nim‘ik), a. and », [Gr, 
djuoc, the people, + évua, dvoua, name.) I. 
a, Bearing a name derived from the deme, or 
township, to which one (who was an inhabitant 
of ancient Attica) belonged. 

. » The name itself. 
demophil (dem’6-fil), n. [Gr. dijuor, the le, dena’ 
+ eee. —* fread af ths people. 

demophi lism (d-mof'i-lizm), ». (demophif + 
-iom.| Love — people; ‘alta a {ne 
Masses. 
Onthe “high mountain” where (Gladstone) stand 

there isa demon, not of demagugulens, bal of ——— 
that is tempting 7 sorely, 

. W. Reid, Life of Lord Honghton, IL 25a. 

dem (dé-mér’fizm), n. [de- + mor- 
phism.} In petrog., the decomposition, disin- 
tegration, or weathering of rocks, as con 
with their metamorphism or transformation 
into other rocks. Von Lasawlz. 
demos, ». 3. In sociol., a people which has 
outgrown the tribal system and is organized 
on the basis of neighborhood and varied 
modes of cotiperation instead of on the basis 
of blood-kinship; a social body which, since 
blood-relationships are no longer important, 
ineludes individuals of various lineages or 
— Giddings, Prin. of Sociol., p. 

n, pl. 2, A class of Porifera 
consisting of the orders Carnosa, Tetractinel- 
lida, Halichondrina, Hadromerina, Dictyocera- 
tina, Dendroccratina, and the Myrospongida. 
It is charncterized by the rhagon type of canal system, 
and is the most wide spread group of aponges of the 
presentday, It includes the most highly onganized of the 
sponges. 
demot (dé‘mot), d. (Gr. dyudrng, < duoc, the 
a. A member of an old Atie deme, or 
undred, Grote, 

demote (dé-mét’), v.t.; pret. and pp. demoted, 
a demoting. [de- + (pro)mote.) To re- 
uce to a lower grade or class: opposed to 

promote: as, to demote a boy for falling behind 
in his studies, 

demotic,«. 2. Pertaining to a people devel- 
oped beyond the tribal stage and including in- 
dividuals of various kindreds or nationalities, 
Giddings, Prin, of Sociol,, p. 96.—3, Social. 

It is conventent to denote the primary activities com- 
prised In the domain of esthetology as pleasures, since Hey 
are | physiologic in character, thoagh, like other ac- 
livities, chiefly demofie (or collective) ty Uheir manifesta- 
thos; and the activities may heel as nmi pleas: 
—— decoration, athletic pleasures or sports, yanses , and 
ne arta. 

J. W. Powell, Rep. Bar, Amer. Ethno, 1806-00, p. xil 

Demotic composition, the combination of various ele- 
ments of age, sex, nationality, and race in a social pop 
lation or A md a demos The intermingling of ele- 
ments tolike in onzanie constitution, in age, and in sex, 
aml of elements bred of ditterent parent stocks and hn 
ing therefore unlike qualitics and habits, may be called 
the ic composition, 

Because genetic and congregate aggrewation must de- 
velop togetler a population always laa a demotic compo- 
sition, (Giddings, Prin. of Sociol, p. ii. 

Demotic society, a society which bins outgrown the tribal 
stage and whieh) inelades fndividaale of any lineage or 
kindrod. Giddings, Elem. of Sociol, p. 10 

demotics ((4-mot’ikz), ». The scientific study 
of the common people; sociology. 
demotion (dé-mé‘shon), ». (de- + (pra)me- 
tion.] Reduction in rank or relative position 
in any series or class; opposed to promotion, 

This regimentation [of the members of an Indian family 
or tribe| be complicated by varions factors, such ae nop. 
tion, and (especially) what may be called promotion and 
demotion, L «, advancement in “age” (mnk) by common 
coment in recognition of prowess, ete., with correlative 

“- demurrant (dé-mér’ant), . 

dendritic 
reduction in “age” as the penalty for cowardice, etc., so 
that the actual age relations A — lost. 

Sane jon Hep. i , 1001, p. 75. 

demotist (dé-mot’ist), m. [demot(ie) + *4 
A student of the ancient tian form o 
writing known as demotic (which see). 

Thotgh demotic has not yet received serious attention 
at Bertin, the influence of that great school has made itself 
felt among dermotista, in Switzerland, Germany, 
America, and Eneye. Brit, XXVIL 728 

demur + -ant),) 
In /aw, a party to an action who puts in a de- 
tmurrer, 
demurrer-book (dé-mér’ér-bak), u. A tran- 
seript containing a copy of all the pleadings in 
an action by which an 6 of law, rather than 
of fact, has been joined, 

demy,. 5. The gold half-lion of 20 grains of 
Robert IT. of Scotland, the lion itself weigh- 
ing 40, or more usually 38, grains. 

(de-niir’), wn. (G., L denarivs: see 
denarius.) A money of account of Breslau: 
one pound equals 288 denars. 

faralization (dé-nat’t-ral-i-za‘shon), 2m. 
(denaturalize + -ation,.] 1. Deprivation of the 
status and rights of a citizen or subject ; loss of 
citizenship.— 2, Same as *denatwrization. 

,c.t 4, Same as *denaturize. 
The manitfacture of denaturalized alcohol as a substi- 

tute for petroleum spirit. Eneye, Brit,, XXXL. 13. 
denaturant (dé-ni‘ti-rant), ». [deaatwre + 
-ant.) Asubstance added to aleohol or other 
material in order to unfit it for use in a par- 
tieular way, See *denaturization. 
denaturate (dé-na'ti-rat), c. t.; pret. and pp. 
denaturated, ppr. denaturating. (NL. “denatu- 
rare: see * ture.] Same as *denaturice 
G. Lange, Sulphuric Acid, IT. 14. 

denaturation (dé-ni-ti-ri‘shon), ». [F. dé- 
naturation ; as denaturate + -ion,] Same as 
*denaturization, 
denature (dé-ni’tir), ¢. t.; pret. and pp. de- 
natured, ppr. denaturing. . dénaturer, (NL 
*denaturare ; as de- + nature.) Same as *de- 
naturize. 

denaturization (dé-na’tir-i-zi’shon), n. [de- 
naturize + -ation.) 1. The act or process of 
denaturiging (as salt, in Germany, or seed- 
oils, in — specifically, the addition to 
aleobol of something which renders it unfit 
for use as a beverage (thus exempting it, un- 
der special legislation, as in England, France, 
Germany, and the United States, from taxa- 
tion), 50 as to permit its economical use as a 
— orin the manufacture of varnishes, chem- 
J ete, Wood« and Dippel’s an 

oil on among the ——28 oe the = 
turization af alcohol, bat others are 
2. A term introduced by Neumeister to desig- 
nate a chi effected in the physical or chemi- 
eal properties of the albumins whereby the 
lose their individual characteristics and, if 
coagulated, can no longer be dissolved in their 
ordinary solvents, Denaturization can be 
brought about by heat, acids and alkalies, the 
salts of the heavy metals, ete. 

denaturize (dé-na‘ti-riz), v. t.; pret. and pp. 
denaturized, ppr. denaturizing. [de- + nature 
+ -ize.] To deprive (something) of its peculiar 
nature; specifically, to treat (aleohol or other 
material) so as to render it unfit for use in 
one way while leaving it capable of being 
used in another, See *denceturization, Trans. 
Amer, Inst, Elect. Engin., 1898, B- 139, 
Denbighshire grits. See *grit?. 
dendo (den’d6), ». [Native pame in Angola.) 
An evergreen tree of the ebony family, Diow- 
pyros Dendo, native to western tropical Af- 
rica. It yields a very black hard wood known 
commercially as black ebony or Niger ebony. 

lural of *dendron, 
(Gr. dévdpov, 

dendra, ». 
dendraxon (den-irak’son), #. 
tree, + dguv, axis.) A neuron, or nerve-cell, 
the axis-eylinder process of which branches 
off immediately into dendrites. Also spelled 
dendraxone. 

dendrite, ». 3. In neurol., one of the proto- 
— processes of a nerve-cell: opposed to 
neurite, the axis-cylinder, See cut at *new- 

rom. 
dendritic, «. 3. In phys. geog., branching ir- 
regularly, in the form of a tree; as, dendritic 
drainage, streams, valleys. 

The student should stady also the well-developed den. 
drittc drainage in Lebanon valley at the om of the 
map J.C. Russell, Rivers of North America, p, 24. 

Dendritic cancer, See *emncer. 



dendrobe 353 denudant 
— aoe n. (NL. dendrobium.) A denitrate, c.t. 2. To remove the lower oxids termining the density of samples of gunpow- 

N. EB. D. of nitrogen from (nitrous vitriol), in the manu- der. dendrobiam, 5 
bium,. 3. th e.) A plant of — 

Dendrotiam, 
Dendrobranchiata (den’dré-brang-ki-i't 
pl. (NL.: see *dendrobranchiate.] A di he 
of macrurous decapod crustaceans in which 
the branchial plumes are divided in an arbo- 
rescont manner. Lt includes the Penwid# and 
ithe Sergestidw, Contrasted with Phyllobran- 
chiata and Trichobranchiata. Spence Bate. 
dendrobranchiate (den~iré-brang’ki-at), a. 
andn. (NL. dendrobranchiatus, ¢ Gr. 6é » 
tree, + Spdyxa, gills: see branchiate.] I. a 
Having arborescent gills; of, or pertaining to, 
or resembling, the Dendrobranchiata. 
— x, One of the Dendrobranchiata, 
Dendroceratina (den ’ dré-ser -a-ti’ni), n. pl. 
(NL. ¢ Gr. — * tree, + xépac pert bode, 
+-ina?,] 2* = * nig rn of ———— 
sponges (the other being ictyoceratina av- 
lng the a fibers dendritic, arising from a 
bel ngin, and not t anastomosing. 
It ine —— the family 4 

‘atine (den-d retin), & Resem- 
bling or pertaining to the Dendroceratina 

(den-dré-kem‘i-kal), a. “Gr. 
drpdpov + E. chemical.) Relating to chemistry 
as applied to the study of trees for industrial 
purposes: as, the dendrechenioat laboratory of 
the Bureau of Forestry of the United States 
Department of Agriculture. 

dendrodic (den-drd‘dik),@. (Gr. q 
same as devdporiy, tree-like (see pidesee + 
Pert 1. Same as dendrodont.—2. Tree-like: 

of ramifying structures seen in the sec- 
tions of certain o' 

Dendroidea (denadegid 5. don pl (NL 
dendroid.) A suborder o tolites — 
acterized by tree-like mode of Er —* and dif- 
ferentiation of the zodids and theem in bud- 
ding, nourtehivg, and generative individuals, 
‘They extend from the U Cambrian into the Middle 
Devonian. Their most ely known genera are Dictyo- 
nema and Dendrograptus 

dendrolatry (den-drol’s-tri), . (Gr. dévdpor, Demneit 
tree, + Aarpeia, worship. — pg 70m Dennete 
Amer, Folk-lore, April- une, 103, — 

dendrolene (den aN lén), ». [Gr. 
+ «le + -ene.] teade-neane of a ate 

petroleum product and to protect the bark of 
trees against insects, 
dendron (den‘dron),n,; pl.dendra ( drij p Gas 

de aw Sate sais an 2 1 
dendrop en’ ,aandn, Ta 1. 
Tree-loving.—2, Dendrophilous. 
I, ». A lover of trees. 

dendrophilous us (den-drof’ i-lus),a. [Gr. déxdpov, 
tree, + gcdriv, ae) Tree-loving ; DL pier ap 
* or characteri by an arbore 

fe. 
———————— mn. IXNL. 

tree, + diyerrc, animation: see 
A supposed instinetive interest in 

free, or impulse climb Lape gh er _ 
possibly a psychical vestige of prehuman life 
under arboreal conditions. - 

The significant fact Is that moat of both the childish 
animismes and also of these — dend repeychoars 
fall away or end = ft pavetey. 

alt, Adoleacence, IL, 217, 

Dendropupa ——— PRM. (NL, ¢ Gr, 
divdpov, tree, + , ® genus of mol- 
lusks.} A genus mt  Cartoultorees land-shells 
resembling Pupa but having no teeth in the 
aperture, 
Dendrotrophe (den-drot’rd-fa), * (NL. (Mi- 
quel, 185), ¢ Gr, démdpov, tree, + rpodd, nour- 
ishment,] A genus of dicotyledonous plants, 
of the family Santalacee, often parasitic on 
Pc Price Henslereia, 

atory (dé-neg’ a-té-ri), @ 
— Involving or implying a ecitrafietion, 1nze 
contradictory: as, a deneyatory declaration, 
Bentham. 

denga (den‘gii), ». (Russ. deniga.) A Russian 
copper coin of the value of half 8 copeek, 

denier?, ». 2. A unit of weight in the French 
system, in use before 1812, equal to 19} troy 
gtains.—3, A unit of weight for silk yarns, 
equal to about 8} troy grains, 

denier? (de-nér’), e. « To obtain the fineness 
or size of (a silk thread) in deniers, 
den te (den‘i-grat),a. Blackened; turned 

ad 
denitratation (dé-ni-tra-ta’shon), ». Same as 
denitration, 

5.—233 

¢ Gr. 

fweture of sulphuric acid *8* lead-chamber 
—1383 so that these oxids may not be lost, 
ut returned to the lead-chambers.—3, To de- 

compose (guneotton, nitroglycerin, or other 
nitric esters used as explosives), removing the 
nitric-acid radical and regenerating the cel- 
lulose. glycerin, ete., from which these were 
reduced, 

tration, ». 2. The process of removing 
the lower oxids of nitrogen from nitrous 
vitriol in making sulphuric acid. See *deni- 
trate, 2.—3. The process of removing the 
nitric-acid radical from guncotton or other 
nitrie — regenerating cellulose, ete, See 
*Wdenitrate, 3. 

denitrator (dé-ni’tri-tor), ». An apparatus 
~ denitration. 

nitrifier (dé-ni'tri-fi’ér),n. 1, That which 
— or prevents the formation of nitric 
‘acid or nitrates, as certain ferments in the 
— vert of nitrogenous organic matter. 
—2. micro-organism which 
is —— of oT heb down nitrates into 
nitrites, and nitrites into ammonia compounds, 
or of liberating nitrogen from any of these. 

a trans, In bacteriol,, to break 
down nitrates into nitrites, and nitrites into 
ammonia compounds, or to liberate nitrogen 
from any of these compounds by bacterial 
action. 
denitrize (dé-ni’triz), v. ¢.; pret. * p. deni- 
iat, > ppr. denitrizing. t - ogen) + 

oie, 3. —— lant ted t a, 3. In dot, a plan J oO 
be of foreign origin. though beha as if 

nous, H, C. Wa teon, 
(dengk’li),n, [Hind, dhenkli,] In India, 

a device for raising water, similar to the Egyp- 
tian shadoof (which see). 
The simplest and earliest form of water-muising machin- 

by is the pole with a backet suspended from one end of 
crombeam and a coun! jen at the other, In India 

thi is kno denki $ it is 
called the sad. — 

Dennstacdtia (donate ‘i, a. 
hardi, 1801), named for A 
Dennstacdt (or Dennstedt) of Weimar, author 
of numerous botanical works.) A genus of 
pol eous ferns, of the tribe Davallice, 
with slender creeping rootetocks and delicate 
—** twice or thrice pinnate —— 2 co 6 

——— —— wi 
tare of let adhetai onthe exterior mide to the Fetes 

jen, 
tro Pirie tein ect pas 

See Dicksunia, 

* 
**8 & class of units of one kind and moving 
a specific name, as tens, hu 

segment of the leaf 

n. 4. In an m of reck- 

ete., in numbers; dollars or cents in —— 

st W! Theim en 

pounds, hundredweights, tons, ete., in express- den 
ing quantity; — feet, yards, ‘miles, ete., 
in measures of le éte.: as, an issue of 

per money of small — 
ve (dé-no’tiv), a. [denote + -ive.] Serv- 

ing to denote; denotative; specificall geo ** 
ing by means of arbitrary terms, or 
which have no natural association wath th the 
idea expressed: opposed to connotire. 

denotive 
not deve Ho pe and to thee thereat an extena! dh, tpn poll 
broms system of conmotive or associative symbols is em- 
ployed. Smithsonian Rep,, 1802, p. xxii 

denounce, vr. ¢. 6. In diplomacy, to announce 
the —e— of abrogating (a treaty) in as · 
cordance with its provisions or arbitrarily. 

x, 3. In entom., the terminal point of 
a — 

a. 6, In optics, having a large index 
of refraction; capable of —— light 
at a less velocity than the velocity of lig t- den 
wives in vacuo. 

densification (den‘si-fi-ka’shon), n 
or process of rendering dense. 

‘The Investivation of glase-pot clays, therefore, is re- 
stricted to the determination of plasticity, shrinknge, 
densification ————— Fone int, and chemical 
composition, & Geel. Sure., s7t4, p. 428 

den: tert 8i-fi), tf; gg and pp. densified, 
ppr. fying. [dense + -1-fy.) To render 
ea {Rare.] U. 8S. Geol, Surr., 1807-08, 
p. 428. 
densimetry (den-sim’e-tri), n. The use of the 
densimeter; specifically, the operation of de- 

The act den: 

density 
velo 

n. 4. In photog., opacity of the de- 
oe film of a negative.—Density in in 

* eof a te py ie = aie acivenn moment ensens! 

have phases lying between an ey 

The denaity-in« — —— 
———— system ; provided, that the forces of a 
system are funetiana « of ite —3* elther alone or 
With the time. J. W. Gibbs, Statistical Mech,, p. 1 

Dynamic density (of a }, the namber af 
inhabitants pe square mile en in commection with 
their power to 
tration in cities 
— Flux density, the lines of magnetic force per unit 
section, the induction. — Magnetic denalty, the 
rate of distribution of lines of force — 
— The unit is the gauss or one c. g. & line per 
mare centimeter, — , the ¥ 

by ita of which t substances transmit light 
valoditien lem than’ thet et el ht-wave in vacua, 

Great optical density is amociated with a lange index of 
refraction, and vice Versa: WT optically denser 

Btem See 
—— — * density of 

fled pressure Se Go perature, in ra that 
hydrogen, or sometines of alr, tal taken aa a standard, 

— lobe (den ti-gléb), a. lass 
gt a —— of from 30 to 2 0 §,000 
eubie centimeters, * in aceurate —— 

7 

tions of the density eo gate The globe is 
—— witha i ted gate BN on the neck. 

Travers, Exper. Study of Gases, p. 121. 
dent, An abbreviation (a). of dental; (b) of 
dentist ; af of dentistry. 
dental. .~Dental arteries which supply 

cin iaesel iatethe follicle, furnace, 
on See *#follicle, *furnace, ete.— 

as alveolar prowess (whieh see, pn — 
— su or 
parts of by artificial aub⸗ ten * 
I. ». 3. Dentex ——e———— a fish of 

the family Lutianide#, found in the Mediter- 
ranean. 

dentale (den-ti’lé), m.; pl. dentalia (-li-i). 
[NL., neuter of L. dentalis, dental.) In ichth., 
tbe dentary ; the tooth-bearing or anterior 
bone of the lower jaw. 

om, dentalize (den‘tal-iz), r. t.; pret. and pp. _ 
pr. dentalizing. [de tal + gem in 

S a sound) into a dental, euch as d or 
tary eplenial (den ‘ ta-ri-splé‘ni-al), n. 

dentary and splenial bones, or a 
— — takes athe plane of those two in 
forming the jaw. 

See */fascio.— Dentate Same 
as hi ——* (which see, ¢ under 
~— Dentate 
Same as di belly (atten tec Gada —— 

2 ee. Plural of * 
ticete (den⸗ tĩ· sõ tõ), n. dens, a 

tooth, + Gr. oc (pl ), & ers 
onder: . Cetacea containing the male whales, 

#ray, 1864. 
denticle, n, 3. In the graptolites Hagens), 
one of the theem, See *theca, 1 a 

, denticular (den -tik’ a - Wir), a, Resembling 
small teeth; tooth-like; dentieulate, 

ticulate-serrate (den-tik’a- lat-ser’at), a. 
In bot., between dentate and serrate, with the 
teeth very small. 

orm (den-tik’d-li-férm), a. IL. den- 
tioulus, denticle, + forma, form.) Having the 
form of a smal) tooth or denticle. 

dentification (den-ti-fi-ki’shon), ». [L. dens 
dent-), tooth, + -ficare, ¢ facere, make.) The 
‘ormation of toot oo or dentin, 

Dentigerous cyst. *cyst. 
dentinasal (den-ti-na‘zal), a. andn, [L. dens 
(denti-), tooth, + nasus, aes see nasal.) I, 
a. Dental and nasal: said of certain sounds, 
as the consonant n. 

n, A dentinasal sound. 
dentiparous ( (den- tip’ —— . (NL. *dentip- 
oruxy, © L, parere, produce.) 
—— —8 
dentition, ». —— ok dentition, the molar teeth : 
Pm — 

tology Tden-tol” Toile n. [L. dens (dent-), 
tooth, + Gr, -Aoyia, ¢ 22 yer, speak.) Same as 
odontology 
—2 (den-té-na’zal), a 

proper form for *dentinasal, 
ucleate (dé-nii’klé-at), ©. t.; pret. and pp. 

denucloated, ppr. denucleating. TNL. “denu- 
eleare, < Le ‘de, away, + wuclews, nucleus.) To 
deprive a cell of its ‘nucleus. Also enueleate. 
denudant (dé-na’dant), «and». I, a, That 
denudes; denuding. 

II, ». An ageney or process which tends to 
denude # region. J. Geikie, The Great Ice 
Age, p, 250. 

.ands, Anim- 



denudation 
denudation, ». 3. In swrg., the state of a part 
which is deprived of its natural covering, as a 
bone of the perioste -— Chemical denndation, 
in geol, the peloma ot removing @ material of the lan 
in solution J.C. R Rivers of North America p 

aérial See kplainl, ’ 
denudationist (den -i-da’ shon-ist), n. One 
who emphasizes the influence of surface 

encies in the production of relief forms, to 
the apparent neglect of deep-seated or subter- 
ranean agencies that may contribute to the 
same end. 

How moch of a valley is due to original fracture 
how much to subscovent erosion remains a matter of 
opinion, After all, n 2 .argely a question af degree In 
moet matters which are in a between the “con- 
Vulsioniste * and the “denuda’ = Vt 

Athenseum, May 14, 1905, p. 506. 

denudative (dé-ni’da-tiv), a. [denudate + 
-ive.] Of or aining to den jon; ef- 
fective in eausing denudation. [Raro.] Smith- 
sonian 
denumera 
*denumerat. 
denumeral (dé-nii’me-ral), a. Enumerable; 
numerable; eountable; capable of being put 
into one-to-one correspondence with the class 
of all natural numbers in their usnal order.— 

Same an rable at. Soe 
weet, 
denumerantive (d6-nii’me-ran-tiv), a. (denn. 
merant + -ice.} Pertaining to or like a denu- 
merant. Syleester. 
denumerate (d6-ni’ me-rat), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. 
denumerated, ppr. denumerating. [de- + nu- 
merate,] 1. To count off or enumerate.—2, 
In math,: fa) To determine the number of in- 
dividuals in a given class, (5) To determine 
the denumerant of an equation. 
denum nm, *. 2, In math.: (a) Counting 
off, or enumeration. (6) The determination 
of the number of individuals in a given clasa, 
(c) In theory of —s the determination 
of the denumerant. 
denumerative (dé-nii’me-ra-tiv), a. [denw- 
— te + -ive.) Of or pertaining to denumera- 

on. 
denunciation, ». 5. The act of denouncing a 
treaty. 

Denver See *, 1, 
di te, a. 2, Having an operculum 
that does not spontaneously separate from the 
sporophore, as certain mosses. 

deoxidator (dé-ok’si-di-tor), ». 
apparatus for deoxidizing. 

dize, t. t.—Deoxidized bronze. See Tobin 
#hronze. 

deoxygenizati dé-ok‘asi-jen-i-zi’shon), ». 
[deoxygenize —— — as —— 
tion, 

deozonization (dé-*2én-i-24’shon), n. [deo- 
zonize + -ation.] tn chem., deprivation or re- 
moval of ozone: usually applied to ita rever- 
sion to the condition of ordinary oxygen gas. 
Elect. World and Engin., Jan. 31, 1908 p. 205. 
a. An abbreviation (5) of department; (c) 

of deponent. 
tize (dé-pan’kré-g-tiz), ©. t.; pret. 

— — 
‘o deprive of 

An agent or 

ita, and the Signal Bureau. Departenen 
Gepartmentaliem (dé - plirt-men’tal-izm), n. 
[departmental + -ism.] Departmental methods 
or usages. 
department-store (dé-piirt’ment-stor), n. A 
large store or shop 4 which many different 
lines of retail business are carried on under 
one general management, such as the sale of 
fabries, clothing, shoes, hats, jewelry, toys, 
household utensils, groceries, books, ete. 
[U. 8.] 

Known in America as “department stores,” situated at 
points of ial convenience for customers using the 
various tralte lines, and tending to the extinction of 
thousands of small retail establishments. 

Eneye, Brit, XXXL 210. 

Departure in despite of court, in old Hng. law, failure 
a tenant ina real action to reappear on demand after 

having once appeared and been present ineourt, Aapalje 
and Lawrence, Law Dict. , 

depasturage (dé-pas’tar-#j), x. [depasture + 
~ige.) Grazing; pasturage. 

., TRO, p. 279. 
le ({dé-ni‘me-ra-b]), a. Same as de 
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From Laromas to March the lands are sa to 

depasturage of stock, Eneye. Brit., VIL 1 

depauperation (dé-pé-pér-a’shon), x, [depau- 
perate + el — degeonee 
zation. Lindley. 

,0. t 2. To impoverish or render 

daparition ), m. [NL *deperi- on (de fon), ”. am i 
tio(n-), <1. deat ae away, ¢ de, away, 
+ perire, waste away, perish: see perish.) 
wasting away. Bentham. 

(dé-pet’aliz), ©. tj 
depetalized, ppr. depetalizing. To deprive of 
petals; remove the petals from. U. 8, Dept. 
Agr., Div. Veg. Pathol., Bulletin 5, p. 40. 

(dé-fazd’),a. (de- + phase + -ed?.) 
In elect., out of phase, 

ret. and pp. 

dephlegma’ (d8-feg’ma-t4-ri), a. Of or 
pertaining to the removal of phlegm or watery 
matter from spirits and —* or to the de- 
phlegmator or condenser by which this is 
effected, 

v. t. 2. In med,, to reduce 
inflammation in. 

& method of eliminating 
the phorus and amiphur iron while converting 
it into steel, This is done by using magnesian Mmestone 
or dolomite, instead of the sllictous ganister employed tn 
the acid process, for Mning the converter. 

t. 4. 3. In math,, to represent; map. 
n, 2, Inmath., representation; map- 

ng: a8, conformal depiction. 
ve (dé-pik’tiv),a. [depict +-ire.) Hav- 

ing the qua of depicting or portraying; 
— as, the depictive character of Chinese 
writing. 

depicture (dé-pik’tar),n. [depictwre,v.] Por- 
trayal; pictured eprescptatton:; depiction. 

depigment dé-pig’ ment), v. t. [de- + pig- 
ment.) To deprive of pigment. 
— — 
prgment + -ation, he logs or removal of pig- 
ment; decolorization; more particularly, the 
loss of pigment by which the white race be- 
came differentiated from all others. 

Such a climate perhaps direct!: nicer ser mp 
favored, variation towards tint ye phn , phatien and depig- 
mentation that Shas came to be ristic of the nice, 

Jour. Polit, Eoon., Dec., 1000, p. 81, 

depigmented (dé-pig’ men-ted), a. depig- 
ment + -ed2,] Dep ed of pigment. Cori ’ 
Med. Handbook, V. 485. 

— — . ppr. igmentizing. 
F igment + -ize.] m 'o cause loss —— 
tation in; decolorize, Lit, Digest, June 17, 

dopilitant a li-tant). ». IlI ed (dé-pil‘i-tant), ». “4. ARSON 
from dep ilatery, aa if from a L. *depilitare. 
The proper form would be *depilant: see de- 
pilate.) In tanning, material used to swell or 
distend the fibers of a skin, thus loosening the 
hair-roots and enabling the tanner to remove 
the hair, C. 7. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 161. 

deplaster (dé-plas’tér), v.t. [de- + plaster, 
To purify (wines that have been treated wit 

um) by the removal of the plaster. See 
ter, ¢. t., 5. 

plenish (dé-plen‘ish), v. ¢. [de- + plenish.) 
1. To empty; deplete: as, to deplenish one’s 
— To di of the plenishing of; 
isplenish: as, to deplewish one’s home. 

deploy, c.f. 2. To spread out, as the lower 
end of a oo which extends out on a 
lain. Chane nw and Salisbury, Geol., I. 241, 

tion (dé-pol‘i-mer-i-za’shon), nr. 
In chem., separation of a more complex mole- 
cule into. two or more simpler ones which 
are similar to each other, as the separation of 
one molecule of ere into three of 
33 formic aldehyde. 
eposi Ne eposit. See wactive.Concen- 

lepoatt, ~ yy Pn of ore formed by the 
leaching of overlying or adjacent rock, the removal of 
disseroinated matter in solution, and the precipitation of 
ft in an enriched body. Contrib, to Eeon. V. R. 
Geol Surv., 1008, p, 241.— Seq ®war- 

is depesites for safe-keeping. The deposl trot 
bound to retarn the money actually received, but only an 
equal sum. — tic de it, a general term for 
an accimulation of calctum phosphate, each as be exten- 
sively worked for the production of fertilizers. Such a 
mass frequently consists in lange measure of more or bess 
altered remains of animals (bones, teeth, fecal matter, 
wte,), either of comparatively recent origin, as in plow 
pleatic o, or altogether foasil, as in the bone-breeeta 
of South Caroling, in coprolites, cte.— Quast it, in 
daw, a deposit in which the depositary comes lawfully 
into the possession of anyther's goods, Yat with no inten- 

ig-men-ta’shon),». [de- depot-wagon 

depth 
the tion of a deposit being made, as when goods are found 

and the finder is ander an obligation to return them to 
it owner, i-ta’) (de + 5 } 

-i-té" +f. f cet, 

th whom a thin To cenculeeds 

the! " 

deposites (d¢- 
e person 

ity, ete. as for safe-keeping, * as —— 
depositing-machine (dq · poꝝ ĩ tine · m·ahẽn⸗ ). 
n. In candy-making, a machine for casting 
creams, gums, or other conserves in starch or 
other molds, or for depositing liquid candies 
upon er. It iste of & stean-heated he f 
Keeping the conserves liquid, combined with pons me for 
delivering the material under pressure to the dropping or 
4 machinery, which delivers the right amount 

to each mold, The starch molds, placed ta 

pve, Sand 
uid candy is 

with the starch. 

for making ete, 
ota ee eT eaeree tor 
doagh in cak moving 

delivered in drops. It ts often combined 
-buek and the starch-printer to form one 

consists exsentinl! 
depositing sembfuld 

upon a conveyer ander 

n, 9. In geol., the accumulation 
of sediments, or the precipitation of minerals 

icularly ores) from solution.— 
tion, accumulation by chemical alteration, or re- 

placement, or precipitation within the body of an existing 

that secondary In theoretical Seology he first ake 
deposition migh’ genetic condition trons 

bodies, ' Seience, March £2, 1901, p. 461. 

depositional (dep-6-zish’ ), a. [deposition 
+ -a/l.) Of or relating € eposition. 

Subverdinate ar local o as of ——_ oe are 
concentrated along —— — structural limite 

cog, Jour, (RK. Ga, XVIL 461. 

n, 3, Milit.: (d) A place where mil- 
itary prisoners are confined. 
depotentiation (dé-pé-ten-shi-a’sbon), ». [L. 
de- + potentia, power, + -ation.} privahon 
of power or potency. 

(de-po’ wag’on), a. Formerly a 
square-box wagon with a detachable top; now 
arockaway with a trap-door at the rear end 
which ean be converted into a baggage-rack. 
(U. 8 

t,». 2, A therapeutic agent whieh 
Me ys to reduce mental or physica’ 

IL. «. Causing a lowering of the physical or 
mental forces. 

depressibility (d¢-pres-i-bil’j-ti),n. Capability 
o depressed, 
* ".—Barometric depression. (5) A 

of how tarvmetric presnure a region of 4.— 
low pressure ; a region Ee 

Ifferen astorm-center. (¢) The ee between the low bara 
metric preasure and the re⸗ure for that locality ; 
Ge Copartare of the pressure. Depression of the dew- 

0 meteor. 

the letter V, generally formed on the equatorial sid 

Seaman an it wind accom -1 ving th ao “ ie de- 
pression is asually a squall or squally. aa 

depressomotor (dé-pres-6-md'tor), a. and m. 
I. «, Causing a retardation of motor activity. 

n. An agent which retards motor activity. 
,n. 4, In elect., a device, consisting 

of a generator or other souree of electromotive 
foree, placed in the return cireuit of an elee- 
tric system and having the function of keeping 
the potential in that circuit approximately the 
same as that of the ground. Also called a cruaher. 
Ad wr or crusher is essentially of the same nature 
asa ar, Dut is applied to the raguietion of the vetare 
cirealt instead of the inaulated cireuit.—~ Depressores 

in the musculature of |b terots and other 
2 muscles which arise from the jagular plate or 

from the prosternums and are attached to the lower border 
of the ceeipital foramen; they operate in depressing the 
head. externi, in the muscelature of 
—— toe and other larva, the mascles which arise 
from the jugular plate, or from the prosternum, and are 
attached to the bower lateral border of the occipital fora- 
men ; they operate in depressing the head with a more or 
less lateral motion.--Depressor sul a substance, 
formed in the pituitary body, the action of which is te 

int cle in — [de- + print.) T 
eprin é-print’), t,t. le- int. ° 
rint off (an article) with the same types, but 
n a separate form from the miscellany of 
which it forms a part; offprint. 

(dé’print), a. An article printed in 
the sume types, but separately from the mis- 
cellany of which it forms a part; an offprint; a 
separate print. 

ad An abbreviation (b) of deputy. 
n— Depth-perceptic in ot., the viens) 

perception of the third pm anon a ed depth, in 
whe; iiding, the Interior of a Yeasel from the 
molded or exterior surface of the framing at the keel to 
the upper surface of the upper-deck beams. “ The depth 
in one and two-decked vessels is to he taken from the 
upper part of the keel to the top of the upper deck bean: 

i 



oF es mnie of the lonath, covaening b Geran neni’ we 
of beam of one-quarter of an inch to the foot of breadth. 
In ‘ked vessels and awning-<lecked veasels the 
depth is to be taken from the apper of the keel to 
the of the main deck beam at middle of the top 
be wi je above round Dente,” a, x —* th bormal up of 

depth- (depth 'gaj), ». 1, An apparatus 
= tn od the depth of a hole or pot tong or 
the distance from a plain surtace to a project- 
ing point.—2, An attachment to a drill or 
other boring-tool so adjusted that when the 
desired depth has been reached a rod rests on 
the surface of the work and prevents the cut- 
ter from entering farther. 

ula (dep’a-lé). ». (NL. la, dim., 5 a dapals (dei), 2. (NT. dpe & goblet, a “ 
chalice.] In embryol., ae OE 
that stage in the de- * 
velopment of the F* 

e whie succeeds 
blastula and precedes 
the formation of the 

—— a ti in 
af dorteation (6) of Je. ral sien tage 
rivatire i (c) - —** carte, —— 

vret. and PP. WEeeunte Eeaboyology.”) 
deracialized, ppr. dera- , . 
— + racial + -ize,] To break 
down the characteristic habits or qualities 
of a race or stock; diminish the relative 
influence of heredity as compared with that 
of environment. Vatten, Develop. of Eng. 
Th t, . 

(dé-ras-i-na’shon), ». [deraci- 
nate + -ion,) Aplucking up by the roots ; eradi- 
cation; exts on. 

deradenitis (de-rad‘e-ni’tis), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
dépn, neck, + —— + -itis.) Inflamma- 
tion of the cervical lymphatic glands. 

derail (dé-ral’), m. (derail, v.] In railroad- 
ing, a switeh which is designed to divert or 

Simpie Foem of Derail at Drawbridge. 

@, draw, epen position; 4, leck om draw, open: c, deril: 
ewitch rod, stand, and dangensignal; ¢, interiocking comnection 
betweee drawdock and derail. so that draw canaet be opened 
wi ing derail aud displaying dangersignal. Arrow 
shows direction of approach to derail. 

throw a train or car from the track or to stop 
its further pecgrese. Derails are on sidings to 

img moved from siding to the line 

placed 

derailer (dé-ra’lér), ». A derailing switch. 
See *derail Me 

(der-an‘en-se-fA'li-&), mn, 
NL., ¢ Gr. dépy, neck, + av priv. + éyxigazor, 

in.] The condition of being a monster 
with a rudimentary brain a one of 
the upper cervical vertebrm ; also, a monster 
exhibiting complete or nearly complete ab- 
sence of the brain and the beginning of the 
spinal cord, 
deranencephalus (der‘an-en-set’s-lus), n. ; pl. 
—— — (-li), [NL.] A monster char- 
— y deranencephalia. 
rangem f.— internal derangement, 

a fore of aent, ia, of the knee attended by 
severe pain and spasmexdic contraction of the muscles. 
Problem of derangements, Se 
derashah (de-rii’shii), ». [Heb., ¢ ddrash, 
seek, interpret, study.) A sermon or exposi- 
tion of a scriptural or Talmudic theme in the 
® e on Sabbath or festival mornings. 
One who delivers the discourse is called dar- 
shan, that is, a preacher, 
derationalize (dé-rash‘gn-al-iz), ¢. t.; pret. 
and pp. derationalized, PP derationalizing. 
[de- + rationalize.) To deprive of the powor 
of reason or of reasoning; convert from a ra- 
tional into an irrational being. 

To call — men to worship gravitation, and sing 
hallelujahe the whirlwind, is to call upon them to 
derationalize en iv 

C. Hodge, Systematic Theol, L 270. 

derbio (dér’bi-d), a. [Sp, derbion, also der- 
biso ; origin uncertain.] A ecarangoid fish, 
Tichia glauea, found in the Mediterranean, 

derbylite (dér’bi-lit), ». (Named for Dr. O. A. 
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Derby, director of the geological survey of 
Brazil.) <A ferrous antimoniate and titanate 
oeeurring in slender bluck prismatic crystals: 
found near Ouro Preto, Minas Geraes, Brazil. 
Dercum's disease. Same as *adiposisdolorosa. 
erecho, ». 2. A strong wind or squall blow- 
ing straight forward, without any apparent 
cyclonic rotation, G, Hinrichs, in Me, Rer., 
Iowa Weather Service, 1885, 

(der*en-se-f4‘lh-ai), ». [Pts ¢ 
Gr. dépy, neck, + éyxigetog, brain.) me as 
*dera halia, 

der-en-sef’-Ins), #.; pl. der- derencephalus or A 
encepha le me as anencephalus. 

Derepodichthyide (der‘e-pod-ik-thi’i-~ié), n. dermatitis, n.— Blastomycetic 
< thys + -ide.) A family 

of small blenn ® fishes found in the deep 
waters off British Columbia. They are character- 

Of the gilt openings, saa the aitactement of the slender n © 
ts, below pe eye. 

(der e-po-dik‘ this), x. 
NL., irreg. ¢ Gr. dépy, neck, + xoi¢ (mod-), 
oot, + iztiy, fish.) A genus of blenny- 

like fishes, of which the single known 
specimen was dredged by the ‘ Alba- 
tross” off Queen Charlotte Island, British 
Columbia ; the species is D. alepidotus, 

Derich (der-ik-thi‘i-dé), n. pl. ada 
< Derichthys + -idw.) A family of eels found 
in the deep waters of the Gulf Stream. They 

characterized 

single species is Derichthye ser- 

— 

AtAys cer pewtinus, Devic 
(Frem Bull. 47, U. 5S. Nat. Museum.) 

Derichthys (de-rik’this), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. dépy, 
neck, + ~, fish.) A genus of eels, consti- 
tuting the famil. ichthyida, found in the 
depths of the Gulf Stream. 

de rigueur (de ré-gér’). (F., ‘of r’ or 
strictness, } She iy at Ay as by etiquette, 
usage, rule, ete; essential; imperative: as, 
full dress is de rigueur. 
derivant, ». 2. One who or that whieh is de- 
rived from another. 

He sees quite —— Chat neither the hide-boand enm- 
ricism of the traditional English school, nor the vault- 

ing @ peioré dialectic of Hegel and his Erylisl-speaking 
deri to phi ical salvation at present, 

Pop. Sct. Mo., March, 1901, p. 502. 

3. In med., same as derivatire, n., 1. 
II, a. 1. Deriving; derivative.—2. In 

med., same as derivative, a., 3, 
derivative. I. a. 4. In geol., derived from 
some other source; not native to the rock in 
which it is now found. 
The sheila which they occasionally contain are probably, 

in moat canes, derivatine—they do not cocupy the positions 
in which the molluscs themselves lived. 

J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. 371. 
Pertvative rocks, in geod., rock strata which hare been 
lcrmved mochantcally by the abrasion of preaaisting rocks ; 
generally speaking, the sedimentary rocks, 

*.—Pirst, second, third, vative, i 
math., the derivative obtained by pee the opera 
tion of derivation upom the original function, apen ite 
first, — ete., derivative reapoctively.— Partial de- 
rivative, and y are independent in z= f (2, yw) the 
derivative of z with respect to zs when Varies and y re- 
mains constant ls called the pertial derivative of 2 with 

renpect to i, and ts denoted by the symbol ‘.— Total 
derivative, a derivative obtained when all the variables 
of the funetion rary. 

derive, ©. t.— 
” See — ph Bing ay ang la 
» @.—Dermal body, one of the various strac- 

tores having a glandular or sensory function, found in the 

gerhyreane, ss Sipunruiva—Dermel brapohiss, cor as WE, ly 

He viands, ete. Pact branchio, *corter, ®gland, etc. 

(dér-ma-lak’si-), n. [NL., for 
*dermomalazia or “6 tomalazxia, ¢ Gr. dépea, 
skin, + pddagec, softening.) Softening of the 
skin. 

(dér-mna‘lé), n.; pl. dermatia (-i-i). 
NL., neut. of dermalis, dermal: see dermal.) 
n sponges, one of the spicules which support 

the dermal or bounding membrane of the 
sponge. Sedgwick, Text-book of Zoil., L. 92. 

(dér-ma-nis’us), wn. (NL. (De 
Geer, 1778), irreg. ¢ Gr, dippe, skin, + vier, 
feree.) A genus of mites. D. gallinw is the 

chicken or fowl-tick. It is vot a trite tick, bat a mite 

dermatopathy 
helenae to tie Seniy Comenhin, nol ts one af the most 
perst: and injurious pests of the hennery. It alse 
attacks man, borees, cattle, dogs, cata, and rabbita, 

are (dér-miir-tik-a-li’ré), ».; pl. 
dermarticularia (-ri-A). (NL., ¢ Gr, dé skin, 
+ NL. articulare, a bony element of the lower 
jaw: see — A bony element lying on 
the posterointernal face of each ramus of the 
lower jaw of xome reptiles, It may fuse with 
the articalare or remain distinet as in turtles. 
Also dermerticular. 

For this dermal element, which In some reptiles in dix 
tinct throughout life, I have adopted the term dermertic 
ulare. & Kingaley, in Amer. Nat, Feb., L005, p a. 

dermatitis, Siw 
whl calorica, Inflammation of 
the akin caused by heat (or by cold) Dermatitis con- 

frost-bite.—- Dermatitis qzpotiativa, any 
nfammation of the skin which is attended with an abun- 

Dermatitis hi a 

<lisease with lesions of most varied 
, marked by burning sensations and Ptoling. 

Also called Dichring’s disease,— Dermatitis 
qpentosa, an inflammatory redness of the akin due to 

e action of certain drugs, sach as quinine, in snaceptible 
— atitie venenata, an inflammation of 

or irritant, auch as 
an epidemic 

eruption of comflaent reddish 
followed by an abundant desquamation,— * 

ple, tendency of which is to 

gen-light ay Germatitis, a severe inflam * or awe > — be 
rays. Also called X-re is. X-ray dermati- 
tis. Same as oi ¢ wderimatitis, 
Dermatobia (dér-ma-té’bi-d), m. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
dépua(r-), skin, + floc, life.) An important 
genus of CEstrid flies, containing one or more 
species (as D. noxialis) which attack buman 
beings in tropical regions, The eggs are laid 
on the skin, the larva living in the connective 
tissue under the epidermis. 

dermatocellulitis ard 1-q-li’tis), , 
NL., (Gr. dépua(r-), skin, + NL, cellulitic,] 
flammation of the skin and underlying cellu- 

— (dé th-sist), ». (Gr, dépua(r-) r’mg-to ,#. (Gr, dépua(r-), 
skin, + «tors, bladder (cyst).] Acystic tumor 

nant pap! 
skin surroanding the nip 

«cancerous, Also 

— —* (dermu· to· dini·a) (NL. Th in’i-A), . 7 
< —— akin, + ddivy, pain.) Same as der- 
malgia, 

derma hh (dér’ma-té-graf), n. (Gr. dép- 
— — + ypaor, — "A device for 
marking upon the skin. 

dermatographia (dér’ma-té-graf’i-i),». [NL., 
< Gr, dipya, skin, + yeagerr, write.| An irri- 
table condition of the skin in which a raised 
line follows the drawing of a hard-pointed in- 
strument across it. a * 

phism (dér-ma-tog’ra-fizm), n. 
Same aa *derma a ms , 

dermatol] (dér’ma-tél),. [Gr. é/pyafr-), skin, 
+-ol.} A trade-name for *bismuthum subgal- 
licum (which see). 
De (dér-mg-tol e-pis), a. (NL., ¢ 
Gr, Mpya(r-), skin, + Aexic, seale.] A genus 
of large bass-like fishes found on both coasts 
of tropical America, characterized by the 
smooth embedded seales. The species are D, 
inermis of the West Indies, and D. punctatus 
of the west coast of Mexico. 
dermatome (dér’ma-tém), ». [Gr. dépua, skin, 
+ -royog, ¢ rayeiv, cut.) A knife with a very 
fine blade, used for removing certain skin- 
blemishes. 
dermatomere (dér’ma-té-mér), ». [Gr, dép- 
pa(t-), skin, + wipoc, part.) In embryol., one 
of the cleavage-cells or blastomeres which give 
rise to the integument or skin. 
dermatomyositis (dér ma-té-mi-d-si'tis), Ww. 
(NL., (Gr. déppe(r-), skin, + (irreg.) pede, gen, 
of pic, musele, + -itis, The right form would 
be “dermatomyitis.) Inflammation of the skin 
and underlying muscular tissue, 

nrosis (dér*mn-té-nG-rd’ sis), m. 
(NL... € Gr, dépua, skin, + veipor, nerve, + 
-ovis,| An affection of the skin due to a mor- 
bid state of the nervous system. 
dermatopathia (dér‘ma-t6-path’i-i), a. [NL., 
« Gr, dépua, skin, + -taflia, ¢ =dloc, disease.) 
Same us dermatosis, 2, 
dermatopathic (dér*ma-t6-path‘ik), a, Of or 
pertaining to disease of the skin. 

dermatopathol (dér*ma-to-pa-thol’6-ji), a. 
[Gr, “pua(r-), skin, + E. pathology.) Pathol- 
ogy of the skin. 
dermatopathy (dér-ma-top’sa-thi), ». [NL. 
dermatopathia,) Same as dermatosis, 2, 



dermatophone 
dermatophone (dér’ma-t-fon), mn. [Gr. dip- 
pa(rt-), skin, * gery, sound.) A m ed F 
—* stethoscope devised for dermatop 
ony 
dermatophi dér’ma-tof’é-ni), a. (Gr. 
dépua(t-), *— * ple, et + 
eultation of the sounds of the bi -stream in 
the vessels of the skin. 
dermatop lasm (dér’ma-té- r=) = . (Gr 
Lg (re skin, + rAdoua, anything formed. ] 
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dermophyte (dér’m6-fit), ». Same as dermato- 
te, 

fms ermoplasty (dér’mé-plas-ti), n. 
Cntr HL) 

Same as 

{ ér-mos-td’sis), a, [NI., prop. ermostosis descendency 
us- _derm(etjostooele, < Gr. dépua, skin, + deréov, ~den-si), n. _ ~en(t), * -cy.] 

bone, + -osis.) The presence of a bone-like 
structure in the skin. 

Cormonynovitts —— sprog nk pg = (Gr. 
dipua, . + NL. synoria + -itis.) Inflamma- 

desiderant 
v. i, 7. In phys, to pass from higher 

to lower readings or values upon any seale : 
said specifically of the musical scale and of 
the —— seale. 

(dé-sen’dan-si, 

scendants considered collectively. Buck, Med, 
Hundbook, V. 36. 

n, 8. In geol., a topographic 
feature carved fromthe mass ‘beneath anolder 

living protoplasm that is said to form an tion preceding and accompanying perforating —— form which has been removed. 
essential part of the cell-nembrane in plants. 
dermatoplasty (dér’ma-td-plas’ti), m. [Gr. 
déipwa(r-), skin, + whaoréc, € wadece, form.) 
Restoration of lost skin b grafting or sliding 
the integument from another part. 
dermatopteran (dér- i By ‘te-ran), a. and n, 
I. a. Of or belonging to the Dermatoptera, 

4, A member of the Dermotoptera. 
(dér-ma-top’te-rus), a. Be- 

—— or resembling the Dermatoptera. 
dermatoptic dér-ma-top’ tik), a, (Gr. déaua(r-), 
skin, + orru ol aid | bee optic.) Relating 
to or having the faculty of perceivin 
tions of light by means of the skin a Ag 7 
= — of definite organs of vision: as, 

tion in certain calenterates, 
— and a ether i invertebrates. Also der- 
ma ie. 

dermatoscopic (dér’mag-t6-skop’ik), a. (Gr. 
déppa(r-), skin,  oxomety, —— -it, J, Sam — * 
as * toptic. Geog. Jour, (R. G, 

(Gr. dép- 
452, 
dermatosome (dér’ma-té-sdm), 1. 
walt), * + ciwea, y.] In bot., one of 
the granular bodies which occur in rows, united 
and surrounded by protoplasm, forming the 
cell-wall. Wiesner. 
Dermatostethus (dér’ ma-to- sté’ thus), nv. 

NL., ¢ Gr. tps) akin, + orifoc, breast.) 
nus of pipe-tishes of ‘the family Synqna- 

a, found in the Gulf of California, 
— gat fe ee (NL., 
¢ Gr. dépua(r-), skin, + E. syphilis.) Ryphilitie 
lesions of the skin. 

dermatotherapy (dér’ ma-to-ther‘s-pi), » 
(Gr, déoua(r-), skin, + Gepareia, treatment, 
cure. 23 reatineut of the skin and its diseases. 

loma (dér‘ma-té-ti-lo’mi), n.; pl. 
oe mata —— ee dépua(r-), skin, 
+ riduua, a callus.) eall 

ti-lé‘sis),». [NL., dermatotylosis —— 
< Gr, dépua(r-), skin, Tidwote, & making or 
becoming callous.) Same as *dermatotyloma, 

Dermatozoa —— 22* n. 3— INL.x 
Gr. dépya(r-), skin, + (Gor, anima Animals 
that are parasitic on or in the —* a general 
term, of no value in classification. 
dermatozoan ((ér’ ng-td-26 an), a. and n. 
L. a. Relating to or characteristic of the Der- 
matozoa, 

TI. ». One of the Dermatozoa, or any animal 
that is a skin-parasite, 

tozotnosis (dér*ma-td-25-5-nd‘sis) 
(NL., ¢ Gr. dépua(r-), skin, + (Gov, animal, + 
-onis.) — of the skin produced’ by 
— artes living on or in the skin, as 
ans acariasis, dracunculosis, ground- 
ite e 

dermatrophia (dér- me tré’ fi-ii),». [NL., ¢ 
Gr. lar, skin, + rtpog#, nourishment.) 
Atrophy of the skin, 

(dér-mat’r>-fl), », Same 
*dermatrop 

derme’ — (dtrane.pen'the-sls), [NL., 
¢ Gr, peg skin, + frfrtiro, insertion: see 
epenthesis. rr tes 

dermitis (dér-mi‘tis), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. dépua, 
skin, + -ifix,] Same as dermatitis, 
dermoblast (dér’tn6-blist), », (Gr, dépua, skin, 
+ dracroc, germ.) In embryel,, that portion 
of the mesoderm which gives rise to the derma, 
or true skin. 

ochrome (dér’mé-krém), wn. [Gr. dépwa, 
skin, + ypous, color.) A colored illustration 
of the skin in health or disease. Lancet, May 
9, 1903, p. 1308 

dermographism (dér-mog’ ra-fizm), x». [Gr 
‘épua, skin, + ypdder, write, + -ism,] Same 
as *le rmatogre hia. 

dermoid, «. n, A dermoid cyst, 
dermol (der’ mol), a, [Gr. dpe, skin, + -ol,] 
A trade-name for bismuth chrysophanate, 
dermophlebitis (dér'm0-#6-bi’tis), w. Nt. 44 
Gr. dépua, skin, + 676 (9763-), vein, + -itis.] 
Inflammation of the superficial veins. 

ulcer (which see, under perforating), 
derm: —— i-lis), x. Same as 
*dermatosyph 

dermotri tage’ mé-trik), x, (Gr. dépwa, skin, 
+ pls (ro Gax) | net] A mesoblastic dermal 
fin-ray of E. 8. Goodrich, Quart. Jour. 
Micros. Svi., March, 196, 512. 

dermotrichium dér-mé-tri ‘i-um), ».; pl. der- 
motrichia (-fi). me as*dermotrich. Nature, 
4 5, 1 
dernier, «. it in In roulette, a bet that one of the 
numbers from 25 to 36, inclusive, will win. 

der--did’i-mus), n.; pl. derodid- 
ymi i ). tor. py, neck, . + tines twin.) 
A doub Unedited monster. 

(der-6-tré’mat),a. Same as dero- 
treme and derotrematous. 

derrick, ». 2. The overhead framework used 
in dri the holes for oil-wells, and which re- 
mains in place after the boring is completed 
and the ling machinery is removed.—Gin- 
derrick, Sane as gint, 2 (ce). — a derrick 
in which the upright post is stayed by Qiree or more guy- 
Tropes which extend to the ground on opposite sides and 
are there anchored to hold the derrick in position. Where, 
a severnl are placed in reach of one 
another, ye roped may be Geed to join the 
ofall the poste on rant furnish a support bet side 
strains, reducing the varies batebe te and giving more 
freedom to the of the derri mating der- 
ricks on tow-boats or scows sometimes ase —— booms on 
opposite sides of one | having guy-ropes or sta 
ing-shrouds at the — eons 4 in such der. 

arriok, —— — two Atif rods of 
wood of iron take the pl ye ropes. are 
Placed as close together aa female to wave free toca for 
the sluing of the boom, the Saal panies betng one quar- 
ter of the whole circle in which the boom might — it 
were a cuy Asrriex. In lance derricks the post and 
are supported mpon a Mlulng-gear (which see) 

derrick-crab (der’ik-krab), n. The hoisting- 
gear and its frame at the foot of any hoisting- 
—— such as a crane or derrick, con- 
sting of a drum on which the hoisting-rope 

may be wound, and the necessary reducing- 
ears and pinions. 

~elevator (der’ik-el’-é-vii-tor), ». See 
*elevator, 

(der’ik-ing), a. Of or pertaining 
eae to the jib or | Ah of « crane or der- 

or its inclination with regard to { to the tn 
u 

the Te alae ie wit a 
i ened coder SS piace 0 capes * Vel IM neater 
to or farther from the ve fe from the 
Hitt —— a, or a — ame motion 

ie 

derrid (der’ id). 2 TNL. Derris (Derrid-).] A 
tarry substance obtained from the bark of the 
root of Derris (Pongamia) elliptica, the active 
—— of & decoction used in Java for kill- 

One part of this substance in 5,000,000 
ats of water is said to act instantly on large 

Jour, Soe. Chem, Industry, X.: 
a n. and v. A simplified spalling of dearth. 
“* deruinate (dé-rii'i- née), a, [de- + ruinate.) 

Ruined; in a state of ruin, 
ter (dér'wen-tér}, n. In Australia, a 

released convict, especially one from Hobart 
Town, Tasmania, where there was a convict 
settlement on the banks of the river Derwent: 
henee the name, 
De (di-siir-gé'si-an), a. See *Argue- 

an, 

desaxonize (dé-sak’sn-iz), ¢. f.; pret. and pp. 
desazonized, ppr. dexaxonizing. hie. + + Saron 
+ -ize.) To divest of distinetively Saxon 
qualities and tendencies. 

That sometimes almost gives me to believe 
I might have heen a Poet, gives at least 
A brnin devazonéted * 

Leaell, Cathedral. 

descamisado Desay age Soa fae [Sp.. lit. 
‘shirtless,’ ¢ des (¢ L. dis-) priv, + camisade, 
< camesa, shirt.) In Sp. hist, an extreme 
liberal and revolutionist in the turbulent 
eriod after 1820. 

Dente: rtes's formula. See *formula. 

descendental (dé-sen-len‘tal),a. (descendent 
+ -all.] Relating to inherited nature and 
ordinary conditions: humorously distinguished 
from transcendental. 

Square, lover of Plato and Molly with his brain 
full of transcendental morality, and his heart full of de- 
acendental appetites, ipple, Exsays and Rev, IL 42 

a, (descension + -all.] 2, Spe- 
cifically, in geol., noting the di gation of 
the antecedent rock, the separation of unlike 
particles, and their final aggregation in beds; 
noting the breaking down of complex silicates, 
the solution of certain original components, 
and a gathering of the modified and assorted 
product into stratified deposits. 

Running hand in hand with this descensienal 
there has always & reascensional by which 
the coherence, tt the ization, anid fa some Reasure 
the complex * of the rocks are restored. 

— — and Salisbury, Geol., L 412. 

descensionist (dé-sen’shon -ist), m. [deseen- 
sion + ~ist,) wi who holds some theory in- 
volving descending movement or action. See 
the extract, 
Three theortes are maintained aa * the course of 

-. We may 
the work are de- 
ov. Ub, 1902, fa TOR 

si that th watery which re doing 

sm, 

ve, a. 2, Ingeom.: (a) Pertaining 
to the projective methods of Monge. (6) Nor 
containing the idea of quantity or measure- 
ment. 
Projective yates (Le the other hand, dealing with 
— jen (Le. —— 3 are not altered by pro 

ly coneerned with descriptive properties 

ae te heudentorf, tr , of Cremona, Projective Geom., p. 50. 

desectionalize (dé-sek’ shon-gl-iz), ¢. 4; pret. 
and pp. desectionalized, ppr. alizing. 
[de- + sectional + -ize.] To free from seC= 
tionalism in any sense or in any connection; 
widen in scope or spirit by the removal of 
whatever limits or divides; convert into one 
— = 

nly prada ev unification and desetion- 
elising is reed human interest, 

Ei , Jan. 2, 1904, p. 7, 

desert}, n. Specifically —(b) In 
one of the three a types of —— 
climatic formations, the result of excessive 
drought or cold. In desert all surviving 
vegetation is stunted and the difference be- 
—— —— and grass-land (the other two 

tbe 8 obliterated — Desert act. Same as 

tke pete pnd feb —— ———— 
other lard substances bs "the vind-biown sand and dust 
of desert regions * Text-book of Geol, p, 438 
— Desert in’ geol,, the later Cretaceous 
formations of A ‘Australia— Desert varnish, 
a hardened film — fron oxid or — one —— fe mee 
ntones polished by wind-blown sand, fommd in ims snd 
Gilbert. See Weare-hardening, 2, and tdevert polish. 

5. In bot. Same ns liporeny. 
—— (dez’ért-rod), n. Any one of several 
species of herbs belonging to the genus Eremos- 
tachys of the mint family, natives of western 
and central Asia, 
deserv, ©. A simplified s = 

desexualize (dé-sek’ 
of deserre, 

al-iz),r.t.: pret. 
and pp. per pa Dr deserualizing. 
[de- + serwal +-ize. j fodeprive of sex 
or sexual characters; — 

desiccate, r. /.—Desiccating tube, a ginss 
apparstas which permite * * eas to pee ter atul 
from an inchosed spece throngh salphuric acid or 

id other desiccating material. 
|| desiderant (dé-sid’e-rant), =. and a, 
'Y (L. desiderans (-ant-), ppr. of desiderare, 

desire: see desire.) n. One who de- 
sires a thing. 

Il, a. Desiring; 
desire, 
When we ask what we know the soul to be, we 

can only answer: A sentient desire, or dexiderant 
feeling, which, Uhroach ite own effort after satia- 
faction, gradeally ditferentiates iteelf inte a 
workd, Thomas Daridteon, Rousseau, p. 24% 

of the nature of 

Diesice 
tin 

* 



desiderium 

desiderium ((é-si-dé‘ri-um), ».; pl. de- 
sideria (-i), [Lot see desire.) A longing 
or atlent desire as for something once pos- 
sessed and now missed; pain or regret on 
aceount of loss or absence. 

All Conservatives . . . of Lord regard the memory 
Reaconstheld with a deaiderisom which has pot been @egmosis 
exhibited towards that of any English political leader, 

Sat. Rev, April 21, 188e, p. 44h 

desight (dé-sit’), ». [de- + sight.) A disfig- 
urement; an eyesore. X. B,D. 
She had abox, .. . com fof three diamonds, three 

emeralds, three pearls, and one lane rough pebble, which 
was euch a desight to the others, hat she carried he box 
to the amlith, 

Miss Yonge, Canveos Eng. Hist., ser. 2, vi, 68 

design, x. ® Specifically, in music, either the 
melodic pattern, the barmonie process, or the 
rhythmic and metric form adopted in composi- 
tion, by which a particular work or a class of 
works is made coherent and characteristic. In 
the evolution of artistic music the principles of 
design have been but slowly perceived and 
established.— Arte of design. Sec *art?. 

in t individual ob ——— ses 
and so denoted aa to exclude every other in- 

ie eo otal tye caers oor a 
re ceri commed th be aqpandnee t0 notni 
* 

wortd of 
1 Who knows, 

ero is but one; and ao ia 
categorica. 

designingly (dé-zi’- or dé-si’ning-li), ade. In- 
tentiona. iy with crafty or evil design; for 

— paper (dé-2in’pé-pér A drawin ( o » n. * 

ner ‘weaned in cross-lines and used fn 
esigning patterns for textile fabrics, and 
rticularly in laying out the patterns to be 

vonete to the cards of a Jacquard loom. 
desilicate (dé-sil’i-kat), v. t.; t. and pp. 

+ silica + 

k. 
desilication (dé-sil-i-ka’shon), ». The act of 
desilicating or the state of being desilicated. 

desinen (des-i-nen’shal), a. [NL., "desi- 
nentia, desinence, + -all.] Of or pertaining 
to a desinence; terminational ; terminal; desi- 
nent ; ae the desinential -it for -ed in dialectal 

li 
piency (dé-sip’i-en-si), ». Same as desipi- 

ence. 
desk-book (desk’ bik), ». A bookof reference 
for desk use; a hand-book for ready reference, 
as in matters of spelling or the like, 

n. 2, A ligament; formerly, a bandage, 
(des-mak-tin’ik), a. (Gr. déopa, 

band, + axri¢ (aare-), ray.) Of sea-urchins, 
having the podia continued upward to the 
apical plates; opposed to *lysactinic (which 
see}. 

tia (dex-ma-res’ti-§), ». (NL. 
{Lamouroux, 1813), named for A. G. Desma- 
rest, & French naturalist.) A common genus 
of the Pheophycex, or brown algw, occurring 
along the New England coast and in southern 
waters, 

te at), m. [Gr. deopde, 
band, fpyarye, a worker.] A worker ant 
which is intermediate in structure between the 
soldier or worker major, and the true worker 
or worker minor of the same species, 

ic (dez’tmik),a, Resembling or pertain- 
ing to a desma, 

(des-ind-din‘i-it), a. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
drove, a baud, + ddivg, pain.) 
ligaments. 

des’ mér- 
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desmopathy (des-mop‘a-thi), 1. [Gr. drapéc, a 
band, + - tefeca, < relic, disease.) Disease of 
ligamentous structures, 

desmorrhexis —— n. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. después, a band, pigec, a breaking, ¢ 
imyviva, break.] Rupture of a ligament. 

(des-mdO'sis), a. [NL., ¢ Gr. deoude, 
a band, + ~sis.) A disease of the connective 
tissue. 
desmosite (des’mé-sit), ». [Irreg. ¢ Gr. deoude, 
a band, + -ite#.) In petrog., a banded compact 
rock developed from shales and slates by con- 
tact-metamorphism induced by intrusions of 
diabase. Zineken. 1841. 
Desmothoraca (des’md-tho-ra’ ki), #. pl. (NL, 
< Gr. desde, a band, + Adped (fapax-}, breast- 
plate.) An order of Heliozoa having a stulked 
or unstalked shell perforated by numerous 
pores, It includes Clathrulina and Orbuli- 
nella, 

desm des-mé-trop’ik}, a. fo, deapig, 
a bond, + rporor, a turning, + -ic.] Pertain- 
ing to or characterized by desmotropism. 
Nature, June 26, 102, p. 214. 

(des-mot’ré-pizm), mn. [Gr. 
deouéc, & bond, + rpéroc, turning, + -ivm.] 
In chem., a term proposed by Victor Meyer 
and Jacobsen, as a substitute for (awtomeriam, 
to signify an easily experienced shifting of the 
atoms in a molecule from one order of attach- 
ment to another, so that each of two isomeric 
substances readily changes into the other. 

tonin (des ’ mdé- trop-6-san‘té- 
nin), ®, [desmotrop-ic + san nin A color- 
leas dextrorotatory alkaloid, 
HC: C(CHg)C CH.0.CO 

! ! ’ 
HOC: C(CH \OCHy CH CA(CHy) 
with santonin, from which it is prepared b 
the action of concentrated hydrochloric acid. 
It — in small needles, melting at 

tonous (des’m)-trop-}-san‘té- 

isomeric 

nus},@. Derived from desmotro tonin. 

tory. ibe compound, HH — * ‘y 
HY, (2:1:4:0), prepared by the red of deamotropo- 

—* —— ih santonous acid and melts at 

desmotropy (des-mot’rd-pi),n. Same as *des- 
motropism, 

déso ant (di-2z$-blé-zhon’), n. [F., lit. 
‘disobliging’: compare sulky, 1.) small 
chaise with accommodations for only one per- 
son: hence the name. 

Anold nt, in the farthest comer of the court, 
hit my fancy at Laight; so 1 instantly got into it. 

Sterne, Sentimental Jour., p 1a 

desocialize (dé-s6’shal-iz), r. &; pret. and 
pp. desocialized, per desocializing, [de- + 
social + -ize.) ‘To break down social instinets, 
habits, and relations; render non-soeial. Gid- 
dings, Inductive Sociol., p. 262. 

wré (di-zi-vri’), a. [F., < dés- priv. + 
cuore, work, ¢ L. opera, work.] Unemployed; 
unoccupied; idle. 

Drowsy, dull, déseewerd, not having a book in press, 
having given ap smoking. Life af Lougfeliow, L sat. 

désmuvrement (di-zév-re-mon’), n. [F.] A 
being unemployed; lack of occupation or 
work, 

I hare nothing to write you, and therefore, write for 
the pleasare of ft, and from mere désrwerement, 

Life of Longfellow, IL. 146%. 
tion (dé-s0-ni’shin), a. [de- + sona- 

tion.) The removal of sonant quality: as, 
“the desonation of final vowels,” Scripture, 
Exper. Phonetics, . 20S, 

‘ain in the desophistication (4é-n6-fis-ti-ki‘shon), n, The 
act of freeing or the fact of being freed from 

desmogen (des’mé-jen), n. (Gr. decudé, band, sophistication. 
+ -prenc, -producing.] In bot,, the embryonic De Soto ‘ 
tissue of plants.Primary desmogen, Same as dé! 
aha ayo deam: thse formed 

mu the camblirn aml subsequently 
Taanent va⸗uialar strands 
desmogenous (dee-moj‘o-nes), a. [Gr. deoudc, 
a band, + -yrnjc,-produced.] Of ligamentous 
origin or causation. 

emoblast (des-mé-hé’m6-blast), », (Gr. 
deonog, band, + aiua, blood, + Szaardéc, germ] 
Same as mesenchyme. Also desmohwmoblast, 

. Bee *hedt, 
desmoma (des-mé'mi), a. pl desmomata 

-ma-tli ). 
uot, bind, fetter, ¢ deawéc, a band, fetter.) 

Same as desma, 1, 
desmon (des mon), u. (NL., ¢ Gr. deoudc, a 
band, bond, chain,] Same as *amboceptor. 

ered inte pers de 

See *groupd. 
(des-ok‘si-a-liz’a-rin),n, Same 

as *anthrarobin, 
Olalic (des-ok’si-ko-lal’ik), a. 

for dis + oxy(gen) + cholalic.) Noting an 
roa a reduction-product of cholalie acid, 

‘24 Og. 

desoxycholic (dee-ok-si-kol’ik), a. ſae⸗ for 
dis- + oxy( yen) + cholic] Derived from cholic 
acid by loss of oxygen Desoxyeholic acid, a 
crystalline actd, CogHgo, + MHyt, formed in the 
or aaa of ox-gall, It is bitter and melts at 14%- 

NL., ¢ Gr. dioueyu, a fetter, ¢ desoxydation (des-ok-si-di’shon), », Same us tailed.— 
deoxidation. 

(de-soi"), n, 
dusoy. A. M, 
Times, p. 98. 

A shortened form of serge- 
Earle, Costume of Colonial 

and desul 

[des- g 

detainer 

tcher,». 2. Adie with double numbers, 
such ax two fives on opposite sides, instead of 
a deuee opposite the five: so called because it 
throws higher than the average and despatches 
the game quickly. 

tion (dé-spesh’sl-i-zi’shon), nr. 
The act of advancing from a stage of speciali- 
zation te one of greater generality, Patten, 
Heredity and Soci vis, anny p. 117, 

lize (dé-spesh‘al-ix). ¢. i; pret. and 
pp. despecialized, ppr. dexpecializing. [de- + 
apeciatize.) To pass from a specialized to a 
more generalized condition or stage. J’atten, 
Heredity and Social Progress, p. 61. 

(dé-spir’i-ti-al-iz), vr. (.; pret. 
and pp. despiritnalized, ppr. despir tualizing, 
[de- + spiritualice.) To eprive of spiritual 
character, power, or influence; affect with 
worldliness or materialism : as, to despiritualize 
Christianity. 

tion, ». 2, The mechanical removal 
of scum or foam from a liquid by skimming. 

nful ——— petine: n. As 
much as a dessert-spoon will contain; about 
two drams. 

destoor, 1. See *dastwr, 
destrictinic (dé-strik-tin‘ik), a, (NI. dextricta 
(see def.) + -in + -ic.) Noting an acid, an 
indigo-blue erystalline compound, extracted 
from the lichen Cladina destricta, 

, ». 2, Specifically, a torpedo-boat 
destroyer. t. 

[treba gt. 9 a. [destrue- 
tion + -all,] Pertaining to or formed by de- 
structive agencies or processes; specifically 
relating to or resulting from denudation. ; 

The steep cliff bp denty ® both cases a destructional 
sartace from which has fallen away. 

Amer. Jour. Sei., Jan., 1004, p 3a 

(dé-struk’shon-al-ist),n. [de- 
structional + -ist.] One whose aim is destrue- 
tion or who is engaged in the devising or use 
of engines of destruction, 

torpedo ever verdant ic of the univ 
—— —— eae ae 

Destructive leaf-hopper. See *leaf-hopper. 
wity (dé-atruk-tiv’i-ti), m. [destructive 

+ -ity.) The ability to destroy; destructive- 
ness: as, “‘seiamic destructirity can be accu- 
rately e ssed in mechanical unite,” Eneye. 
Brit., THT. G08, 

destractor-cell ee agp Pe n. Aunitor 
retort in a refuse- or garbage-incinerating 
plant. These furnaces are usually in = straddling a 
common fue, and are maintained ata by temperature 
to diminish nuisance from odor, 

(dé-struk‘ti-ral-iz), ©. t.; t. 
and Pp. destructuralized, ppr. destructuralizing. 
[de- structural + “ize. To undo or take 
apart; disorganize. NV. &. D. 

(dé-sub-stan‘shi-it), v. 4.3; pret. 
and pp. desubstantiated, ppr. desubstantiating. 
de. > substantiate, | —— * of substance. 
rs. Humphry Ward, N. E. D. 

te (dé-sul’fat), v. t.; pret. and pp. 
desulphated, ppr. desulphating. [de- + sul- 

ate.] In chem., to remove a sulphate or the 
radical of sulphuric acid from (a substance). 
Jour. Brit, Inst, of Blect, Engin., 1899-1900, 

. 474, 
esulphation (dé-sul-fi’sbon), ». The process 
of desulphating, Jour. Brit, Inst, of Elect, 
Engin, 1 1900, p. 466, 

desulphurizer (dé-sul’ta-ri-zér), m. In chem., 
a substance used to combine with and so 
remove sulphur from something else, as serap- 
iron used in the reduction of metallic antimony 
from its sulphid. 

desultor (dé-sul’tér), ».; pl, desultores (-t0'réz), 
L.: see dexultory,) A bareback rider in the 
oman cireus who rode two or more horses at 

onee, leaping from one to another. 
a. 2, A recent simplified spelling of debt. 

det. An abbreviation of the Latin detur, ‘let 
it be given.’ 
detaching-roller (dé- tach’ ing-r6‘lér), an. 
On a cotton-combing machine, a steel roller 
with an intermittent motion, for detaching 
a tuft of cotton after it is combed. 

t ofthe retina, See *retina. 
detail, ». 5, The service on which one is de- 

Detail paper. See *paper. 

detainer?, ». (¢) In law, the fact of being 
detained or held in eustody: as, a writ of 
habeas corpus may issue to inquire into the 
detainer of a prisoner. 



detassel 
detassel (dé-tas‘l), v. t. [de + tassel] To 
remove the tassel of growing Indian corn. 
See *detasseling. 

(detas’l-ing) n. The act or prac- 
tice of removing the tassel (male inflorescence) 

In breeding 

pie erticl heer toe, Sr ny x en on 
vows la flelds to otwerve the effect on the yield of grain 
and forage, with ambiguous resulta 

form of recel¥. detector, .— Electrolytic detector, a 
ing appardtus used in Wireless telegraphy. — It consists of 
a small olectrol, cell the space between the terminals 
of which is bri by achain of ited lic parti. 
cles. Electric oscillations break down this and 
momentarily increase the resistance of the cireuit.—Elec- 
troth in wi phy, sane as 
thermal tiletector. — & receiving 

fta operation 

pe eal are copes on cling —_— 
a telephone placed in cireuit with a abou core. — detector, in elect. « device fur the detec: 

tion of electric waves based upon the tendency of a ring 
of wire, suspended near ing electric 

ed by Hertz 
condactors, — the tion af waves in 

Thermal detector, x receiving 4 * med te wee. 

waar hate Wine wd the electric cacillations. 
dehector-bar (d6-tek‘tor-biir), . A secondal 
rail or bar placed beside the rails of a swite 
and intended to prevent its movement while 
atrain is passing over it. ‘The bar is pivoted to the 
switch in such a manner that when the switch is to be 
moved it rises above the level of the top of the awitch-rail 
and then returns to ita normal ition. In rising it 
strikes the car-wheels, detects the! re, warts the 
switchman, and also prevents the movement of the switch 
until the Last wheel of the train has passed, See mitch. 

detent-lock (dé-tent‘lok), ». A lock, usually 
& spring-lock, in which the bolt has notches, 
into which may be slid a detent or cateh oper- 
ated by a knob or pin. One of theae notches is so 
located when the bolt is drawn back and the detent 
thrown in, Uhe bott ia held back fh the lock and dove not 
project or operate to faaten the door, The other notch is 

posite the detent when the bolt is thrust out, and then 
the bolt cannot be withdrawn by the turning of the key 
oataide, and the door is secure even against paae-keys or 
the keys belonging to the lock. : 

detent-rod (dé-tent’rod), a. 1. A rod which 
earries a catch or detent.—2. A rod which 
Premier hve: ow of fi — — 
étenu nti’), 9. -, prop. pp. of détenir, 
detain. One who is detained in eustod 
a prisoner: used especially in reference to 
English and French prisoners of war held by 
either country during the wars of 1793-1815. 
deteriorationist (dé -t4’ri-d-ra‘shon-ist). ». 
One who holds that deterioration is the pre- 
veiling tendency or rule of things; a deteri- 
orist. 

ator (dé-té’ri-d-ri-tor), », One who 
or that which deteriorates or causes deteriora- 
tion. 
deteriorism (dé-té’ri--rizm), n. II. deterior, 
worse, + -iem.] The doctrine that the general 
tendency of all things is to grow worse: op- 
posed to meliorizm. 

Melioriem and the opposite theory, which we sw 
must be called deterioriem. Gettin Smith, N, * Dd. 

determinant, ». 4. In biol,, in Weismann’s 
doetrine of germ-plasm, the material bearer of 
all the hereditary qualities of a cell, regarded 
as composed of as many biophores, or bearers 
of single hereditary qualities. as are to be 
possessed by the cell and its descendants, 

Tahall designate . . . the particles of the werm-phaam 
determining then [the cells] as the ‘determining parts’ 
or ‘determineata” Wetenuna (trans) Germplasm, p. 57. 

Accessory determinant, according to Wetemann, a 
determinant of the accessory germplasm, See aera 
ae — Doctrine of determinants, in Sio!,, that part of 

visnann’s doctrine af germ-plasn whieh regards cach 
cell us repreaented tn the —— by a determinant. 
(Ofte: teed as synonymous with the dectrine of germ: 
plasm — A Darah it, in Wels 
mann's doetrine of germ-plasm, ome of the determinants 
which are the bearers of the hereditary qualities of cells 
that are different in the two parents — Heterol 
de inant, in Welsmann'’s doctrine of gern-plasm, 
one of the determinanta which are the bearers of the 
hereditary qualities of cells that are not homologous in the 
parents, so that the cells which they contre in the devel. 
oping onaniam cannot exhibit the qnalities of beth 
parents tn combination ous determ 
nant, in Weiemann’s doctrine of germ-plasm, one of the 
determinants which are the bearers of the hereditary 
ualities of cells that are alike tn the two parents — 

Homologous determinant, in Weisimann's doctrine of 
germ-plaarn, one of Khe determinants which are the bearer 
of the hereditary qualities of hoanologotus cells in beth 
varents, a0 that the celle which they coutred in the 
ervecloping organism may exhibit the qitalities of beth 

parents in combination. — Leading term of a deter- 
minant, in math, the prodiect of the elements (oomstita- 
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ents) in the prince! a — Supplementary 
determinant, aon ———— ope of the de- 
terminants to which the identity between the constituent 
celle of a lost part of the of an and the 
part that is erated in ite place is due —Term of 
a From the array choose no different 
elements (constituents) such there is one and 
only one element from each row and column, multi- 
Ply these elements together, the product will be a term 
bed the deterivinant, 

determinate, «.— in bot, See 
yrowth, — pa et nao at agg — 
Determinate variation. See ®eariation. 

TT, ». In Weismann’s doctrine of determi- 
nants, any cell which bas distinetive hereditary 
qualities, 

T shall designate the cells or pe of cella which are 
independently vartable tron germ onwards as the 
‘hereditary parta' or ‘deferminates. 

Weiemenn (trans), Germ plasm, p. 67. 

tion, ». 14, In bot, and zod!,, the 
identification, classification, and naming of 
specimens of plants or animals. 

v.t. 4, In Oxford and other uni- 
versities, to take part in a solemn disputation 
reparatory to graduation as master of arts. 

Boe determination, 12, 
deterrent, ». 2. A substance used in the 
manufacture of smokeless powder to moderate 
the violence of the explosion and to diminish 
sensitiveness to shock. Vaseline, camphor, 
ete., are so employed. 

tly (dé-tér’ent-li), ade. In a manner 
to deter; as a deterrent: us, a, of 
being called to account bas ac deterrently. 

n. A simplified spelling of death. 
de (d6-thi’roi-dizd), p. a, [de- + 
th + -ize + -cd?,] Deprived of the thy- 
roid gland. Auwek, Med. Handbook, VI. 410, 

detin (dé-tin’), ©. t; pre and pp. detinned, 
ppr. — [de- + tin.] To remove the 
tin from (articles plated with tin). 

oe eh n. The operation of 
removing the tin from articles plated with tin, 
— tin serap. i 

faye, a writ Ret hain favor aia wife who had obtained 
a divorcee, to recover the property given with her in mar- 

ting fuse, oil, ete. See *fuse?, *oil, ete. 
on, #. 2, In biol,, the symmetry of a 

straight organiam whose ancestors were 
twisted, [Rare.] Fneye. Brit, XXX, To6, 

detritus, ». 3. In pathol., caseous or other 

tion of living tissue, 
the muscular coat of the bladder, es- 

pecially the bongitadinal Gbers. 

detter, ». A simplified spelling of debtor. 
deuteragonist ((li-tér-ag’d-nist), ». 
devrepayumerne, ¢ debrepoc, second, + ayavesrie, 
actor: see agonist.) In the Gr, drama, an 
actor who played the second part, after that 
of the protagonist. 

deuteranope (dii'tér-an-dp). n. [See *deuter- 
anopia.| In psychophys., one who is afflicted 
by the form of red-green blindness known as 
deutrranopia, Baldwin, Diet. of Philos. and 
Psyehol,, I. 274, II. 787, 

deuteranopia (da-tér-an-6’pi-a), m. [NL ¢ 
Gr, detrepor. second, + NL. anopia, blindness.) 
In pasychophys.. a form of red-green color- 
blindness; the so-called green-blindness. 
euterencephalon (di-tér-en-sef’a-lon), m. 
Same as *dewtocerchrum, Eneye. Brit, Xxix. 

deutero-albumose (dato · rõ · al bũ · mõs. v. 
One of a group of albumoses, also known as 
secondary albumoses, whieh are formed during 
the process of proteolytic digestion. Durit 
gustric digestion their formation ts preceded by that of 
he pranary allunnoses. They can all be pects tated by 
saturation with ammontin sulphate, iy tn neutral 
and partly in actd solution, The digestion of fibrin leads 
to the formation of at least foar deateroallbamoses, See 
Ralinrmore and digestion-prodweta, wider wdinestion. 

deutero-caseose (dite ré-ki’sé-ds),". Adeu- 
tero-albumose derived from casein. 
deuterocladus («ii-te-rok’la-dus). ». [NL., ¢ 
Gr. serrepor, second, + xzador, branch.}] In 
sponge-spicules, an actine bearing branches of 
the second order. 

deuterocone («dii’te-ré-kon). wm. (Gr. deitepor, 
second, + coreg, cone.) The inner and anterior 
cusp of an upper premolar. 

den’ (dii* te-r6-kon id), —F dei- 
Teper, second, * corer, cone. + -id2.) The 
inner and anterior cusp of a lower premolar. 

deutero-elastose (dii‘te-ro-G-lis’tos!, mA 
deutero-alburnose derived from elastin. 
deuterofraction (i'te-rd-frak’shon), ». One 
of the groups into which the deutero-albu- 

deutoplasm 
moses, which result from the albumins on 
teolytic digestion, can be separated: spoken 
of as deuterofraction A, B, C, ete. 

deuterogamy, n. 2, In bot., a form of nuclear. 
fusion in certain eryptogams which is subse- 
quent to the sexual act and su upon 
it, P. Groom, 

deutero-Isaiah (di‘te-ri-i-zii’ vii, or-i-zi’yii), n. 
The name applied by some modern critics to 
the author of chapters xl.-lxvi. of the book of 
Isaiah ; also, this part of the book, which was 
et written at the end of the Babylonian 
exile. 
deutero-Nicene (dii‘te-ré-ni’sén),a. Pertain- 
ing to the second Nicene council. See Nicene. 
deutero-Pauline (dii*tg-ré-pa‘lin), a. The 
designation of certain writings similar in 
character to the epistles of Paul, but con- 
sidered to be from another hand. Somecritics 
so name the Epistle to the Hebrews and the 
Pastoral Epistles. 

deuteroplasm (di’te-ré-plazm’), n. foe. bei 
tepog, second, + rAdopa, ——— ormed.] 
Same as deutoplasm. 

deuteroplasma (dii‘te-rd-plaz’ma), n. [NL., 
< Gr. deitepor, second, widoue, anything 
formed.] 8 * para mitom. — 

aů⸗ te-r6-pro’té-ds), n. 
as —— — Sid F a 
deuterosaurian (dii‘te-rp-si’ri-an), a. and n. 
L. a. Pertaining to Stree the characters 
of Deuterosaurus, 
I. ». A member of the genus Deuterosaurus, 

(di‘te-ro-s&’rus), u. (Gr. 
detrepoc, second, + oaipoc, a lizard.] A genus 
of extinct theromorphous reptiles of the fam- 
ily Deuterosauridz, having double-headed riba, 
large canine teeth serrated on the edges, no 
palatal teeth, and la lncrymal bones. It 
occurs in the Permian formation, 

deute: (dii‘te-ro-sk6'pi-A), u. [NL.] 
Same as deuteroscopy. 

deuteroscopic (di‘te-ré-skop’ik), a. Of or 
pertaining to deuteroscopy or second sight: 
as, the dewteroscopic faculty, 

dew! di-te-ros‘tré-f), ». [Gr. 
deitepos, second, + erpog), turning.) In phyl- 
lotaay, a spiral of the third degree. 
deuterosystematic (\ii’te-rb-sis-te-mat‘ik). a. 
Of or pertaining to a second or secondary sys- 

deuterotokous (dii-te-rot’é-kus), a, [Gr, 
deirepoc, second, + » < Texelv, bring forth.] 
Of or ——— to deuterotoky or the parthe- 
nogenie generation of both male and female 
offspring. 
deuterotoky (di-te-rot’d-ki), n. [Gr. deirepoc, 
second, +-ronia, ¢ -rdxoc, Crexeiv, bring forth.] A 
form of parthenogenesis in which the virgin fe- 
male gives birth to offspring of both sexes, as 
the so-called sexual generations in the Aphi- 
didw and Cynipide. Cambridge Nat. Hist., V. 
141. 

deuterotoxin (di’te-ré-tok’sin), a. A deriva- 
tive of a toxin which has a less marked affinity 
forthe correspondingantitoxin than prototoxin, 

deuterozoic (Se e780 EE), a, (Gr, deitrpor, 
second. + Gu), life, + -ic.) In ., & term 
proposed to designate the later Paleozoic for- 
mations (Devonian, Old Red Sandstone, and 
Carboniferous system) of Great Britain, in dis- 
tinction from the earlier ones: not now in use. 
euthyalosome (dit-bi-al’}-s6m‘), n. . 
deir{epnc), second, + iadtoc, glass, + cama, body.) 
In eytol., the nucleus remaining in the egg 
after the formation of the first polar body, 
Vun Beneden, 1883, 

deutobrochal (@i-té-bré’kali, a. (Gr, deir- 
epoc), second, * fipéyok, a noose, a mesh.J 
voting one of the stages in the intra-ovarian 

development of the odcyte, the chromatin being 
coarsely reticular and the nucleus showing 
one or two nucleoli, Sek, Med. Handbook, 
VL 450. 
deutocerebrum (di-té-ser’é-brum), 1; pl. 
deutocercbra (-tri). [Gr. detr(epec), second, 
+ L. cerebrum, brain.] That portion of the 
brain of an insect which comprises the an- 
tennal or olfactory lobes; the second lobe of 
an insect’s brain. Also called dewterencepha- 
fon. S. Packard, Text-book of Entom., pp. 
231, 237. 
deutonephron (di-ti-nef’ ron) n.; pl. dento- 
nephra(-ri). [Ge. deer(epoe), second, + veopor, 
kitiney.] The mesonephron or Wolffian body. 

deutop a, 2, Same as *dewteroplasma, 

¥+ disorganized material formed by the destruc- tem. 



deutoplasmogen 

deutoplasmogen (di- #’mé-jen),n. (Gr. 
orton dy —— + 7 abun * 3 
+ -yevie, -producing.] In embryol., that por- 
tion of the egg-cytoplasm which forms or is 
converted into deutoplasm. 
deutosomite (di-t6-s0’mit), ». The posterior pos 
of the two somites into which the segment in 
the Herapoda and Chilopoda is more or less 
theoretically supposed to be divided. Science, 
March 27, 1903, p. 485. 

devastative (dev’as-té-tiv), a. Destructive ; 
that wastes or ravages: as, devastatire floods. 

the surrender of a lease heb 
any culpable act by which the 
or lost. —Devastavit 
payment, by an executor, 
of claims aguinst 
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developmentalist (d6-vel-up-men’tal-ist), ». 
A believer in the theory of err devel- 
opment; an evolutionist. X. £. D. 

n dé-vel-up-men-ta‘ri-an), 
n. One who adopts the evolutionary or devel- 
opment theory in philosophy, biology, anthro- 

dvelagoid (a el’up-vid) (= It. æril vel‘up-oid), », [= up- 
poide; irreg. ¢ develop + -oid.) Of a given 
primitive curve, a curve such that each of its 
tangents is cut by the primitive at an angle 
which is any function whatsoever of the codr- 
dinates of the point of intersection. When 
this angle is constant, the developoid is called 
ordinary. Beltrami, 
devenerunt (dev-e-né’runt), a. [L. derene- 
runt, ‘(they) have come.’] in old Eng. law, & 
writ which lay in favor of the king, to deter- 
mine what lands and tenements ‘have eome’ 
to the crown by escheat by reason of the death 
of a tenant in capite. 

tbe debts: and deviability (dé-vi-e-bil’i-ti), n. Tn phys, the 
joan to 8 le clas, although not benefiting the property of bein capable of deflection from 

— by neglect, in law, a negligent a path, as cathode rays, by the action of a 

Sh a 
; ' : tion, n.-— of See wanglet.— ie Sa, lt eae reaaonabl neg 

might with diligence be — ** otc. Writ of devas- 

ministrator, to recover damages for a 
devastavit. 

dev v. t.—To develop one’s In chess, to 
fh the line of one's Intended - 

out, to subject to a ens Which requires 
the use of chem 
mop === of the image ; contrasted with 

eprint. 
developable,a. 3, If, in the series given fora 
function by a development formula, the gen- 
eral expression for the error decreases indefi- 
nitely as we increase the number of terms, the 
sum will approach as its limit the value of the 
funetion, which is then said to be developable. 

pmachine (dé-vel’ up-ing -ma- 
shén’), xn. A machine for developing photo- 
graphic plates or rolls of films, 

a. 3, (b) The generation of a 
new living being considered inductively as a 
fact, without reference to the question whether 
it is to be regarded as evolution or — 
or as epigenesis or new formation; the su 

t-matter of the science of descriptive em- 
ryology or embryogeny.—®. (c) Specifically, 

in music, the second section of a movement in 
sonata form or the central portion of a i; 
in which the thematic material in the subject 
or subjects is unfolded and variously treated. 
Also called the working-ont or the development 
section. —7, In chess, the movements by which 
a player in the early part of the game places his 
jeces in position for future action.—Disloca- 

development, the development of embryonic 
organs oat of their proper order or tion. —- noed 

the generation of a new living being from 
an ecu, considered aa eplzemesis or pew formation and as 
the result of the reciprocal Interaction between ft and ite 
environment. Fina! ste and writers upon specula- 
tive biology commonly hold that the of inher- 
ent development or evolution of unfolding and the concep- 
tion of induced development or rep or new forms. 
thon are — — mutually exclusive; but there 
are many facta and retical considerations which show 
that the organism ts neither inherent in the germ nor in- 
duced by the conditions of ite existence and develop 
ment, because it is in the rect interaction between 
the two, The organism would not be what it is if either 
the constitution of the germ or the ditions amder 
which ita development takes place lad m different, 
From this point of view ft is as great an error to loeate de- 
velopment, either individual or ancestral, in the conditions 
of existence aa it is to locate tt in germ-cella It exista In 
neither, because it te in the relation between the twa, and 
Uw —— of the one or of the other In the mind of 
the Investigator is dependent upon the purpose that be 
has in view in making the comparison. The contratic- 
tion hetween the nution of induced development and that 
of joherent development & pot fn germ-cells nor tn living 
betngs, but in the mental concepts of the biologist, who 
names, and tries to separmte in bis nind, what ta mot 
separable in fact. See taberent eidevelopment and win« 
nate, X.—Inherent @ the generation of a 
new living being through the unfolding or evolution or 
manifestation to sense of the omanization which te helt 
to Nave been invisible or latent or potential in the germ- de 
cell. See *#innete, S—-Law of development toward 

posives, in payehol., ove of Wandt's three laws of pay- 
chical development. Feelings and fmpalses, at first of 
low intensity, grvdually tnerease in intensity hy contrast 
with feelimes of opposite quality that have for a the 
been prodorainant, antél finally they wain the ascendancy 
over the formerly predominant feelings, and are them 
selves for a lonzet or shorter time in control, 1, Wendt 
(trans), Outlines of Paychol., p. 327.— Mosaic theory of 
development, the theory that the fertilized egg con- 
tains focalized representatives of the parts Ghat are to 
arise from it, oo that it may be regarded asa morale, 2. M. 
Wilson, in Biol, Lectares, 80%. 

developmental, «.. Developmental mechanics, 
experimental embryology. See Reritrrpoleny. 

Standard 
bility. it the law of error be stated 

—(z-a)* 

“a by the equation z= 1s » more conventently 
Vrre 

written — (2 —d)2/v2, then cf fs called Oy Rane ae atts ye square root of 
average of the squared from the mean in 

irections is a measure of variability called the sfan- 
dard deviation, 

dé‘vi-i-tiv), a. [deviate + -ive.] 
Of, ain’ ing to, or producing deviation, de- 
flection, or divergence. Lockyer. 
deviator,». 2. An appliance for altering the 
eourse of a balloon by resistance against wa- 
ter. The appliance is suspended from the 
balloon by a cord and floats in the water. See 
the extract. 

A at each end carries a rope ing to the bal- 
loon. Woen the ropes ure of unequal lengths the deviater 
takes sn oblique peettion and giteea effect ; when 
the ropes are equal the Diades become lel to the di- 
rection of movement and there is no deviation and 
little This instrument is, in fact, a multiple 
rudder of the simplest Both these deriators have 
been designed to keep at a certain below the sur- 

n * face of Hie water. Sei, Amer., Oct, 26, 1901, p. 200. 

devil, #., 9. () A machine for unloading in trom 
the hold of a vessel. NV. &, D. 
chareoal-farnace used in foundries drying moldx It 
fa constructed of a | frame and is usually 
suspen 
11. A junior counsel who assists his superior, 
usually without financial reward. [Eng.]—12. 
In math,, a curve whose equation is yt — 
ay? + bx? = o.—13, A ‘literary’ or profes- 
sional ‘hack’; one who does professional work 
for another who gets all the credit.— 14, Gun- 
age bere moistened with water or alcohol so as 
o destroy the granuiation and form a paste: 
used as a sort of firework by boys, and as a 
priming or fuse,—15, A moving whirlwind 
carryin . up columns of sand, such as are com- 
mon in India, Persia, and countries having dry 
seasons: sometimes called dancing-deril or 
desert devil, and known in upper India by the 
local name bagoola (Hind. bagila).— 8. A 
highly seasoned dish of crabs, chicken, eggs, 
or the like, cooked together.— Devil's bed 
See Abedpost-— Devil's conch-Roree. () reas deve, 
a large European rove: beetle, of Une fanaily Staphyli ride, 
of savage appearance and habits and foal odor, (c) The 
wheel-bug. Also called the deetl's rediag-horse.— "s 
corkscrows. See *#/aimonelix.— Devil's darning- 
needle. (c) A name commonly applied to any common 
species of dragonfly, (4) The American or Virginia 
virgin'’sbower, Clematia Virginians, so named from 
its gossamer-like fruit.— "es vine, the grecn- 
brier or cut-brier, Swilex rofundifelia,— on 

back, « savory dish made of oysters fried or broiled 
with a small plece of crisply fried bacon astride of ench, 
- J “horse. Same as edferils coach-horee, 
* Vil, the larva of an American 
ceratocampid moth, Citheronia regalia See cut ander 
royal horned caterpillar. 

t. IL. iatrans. Todo professional work 
(literary or legal) for another who receives all 
the eredit, and sometimes also the remunera- 
tion or fee; act asa literary or legal devil, 
devil-dancer (dev'l-lin’sé¢r), ». In India, a 
person who believes himself inspired and who 
performs dances like the whirling dervishes. 
See dervish, 

devil-dancing (dev‘l-din*sing), ». The per- 
formances of the devil-dancers of India. : 

realm, domain, or sway of the devil: diaholie 
power or its exercise. Tennyson, The Revenge. 

devil's-ironweed 
She meant a commination, or, at best, 

eat the J 
mt. 

Browning, Aurora Leigh, iL 

deviler (dev‘'l-ér), n. 1. One who operates a 
machine known in England as devil and in the 
United States as — A ee or shoddy-picker.— 
2. One who attends a hard-waste breaker in 
a cotton-factory.— 3. A rag-shaking machine. 
—4, One Oe to patient and laborious re- 
search. ([Slang.] 

| n. At enttl a an octopus 
or an architewth 2 od 2* ———— 

— (de'Ling), Acting as » ‘devil’ ev’ | » me eting . 
or office hack; literary or legal hack-work: as, 
& young barrister engaged in deviling, (Colloq.) 

(de-vil‘i-an), a. and n, ([Deville, a 
town of France.) a, In .. pertaining 
to the lowest division of the Cambrian system 
in the Ardennes mountains of Belgium. 

IL. ». The Devillian division. 
devil’s-apple (dev‘lz-ap’l), mn. 1, See apple, 
3.—2. The thorn-apple, Datura Stramonium. 
devil's-bean (dev‘lz-bén), n. [West Indian.] 
Same as botile-cod. 

devil's-bite a ), ». The American 
hellebore or Indian poke, Veratrum viride. 

devil’s-bones (dev’lz-bénz), n. The wild yam, 
villosa. See wild yam (a), under yom, 

devil's-claw,. 2. In bot., a small spiny tree, 
Acacia Greggii, of the southwestern nited 
States and northern Mexico. It sometimes reaches 
90 feet in height and a foot tn diameter, and bears bright 
2* ellow Sowers in spikes and loa, 

The wood is heavy, fin F ead 
and pe fo py re ee 1 
tfla de gate by the Mexicans, and shares with A, Wrights 
the name of cat's-claw. 

Dewil's-claw (foarte Gregyin. 

(From Sangent’s * Masual of the Trees of Nerth Aserica."') 

n. The corn- 
ed from 

The 
Com- 

devil's-claws (dev‘lz-kliz), 
crowfoot, Ranunculus arvensis: 50 
its bur-like fruit. 

‘s-fingers (dev'lz-fing’gérz), n. 
bird's-foot trefoil, Lotus cornieulatus. 
are crok-toe, 

devil's flax (dev’Iz-flaks), n. The toad-flax, 
Lineria Lanaria. 

4 (dev‘lz-flou’ér), ». The red 
campion, Lychnis dioica, Also called adder’s- 
lower. 

‘s-grandmother (dev "lz -grand ’ mu?H- 
ér), n. The woolly elephant’s-foot or tobacco- 
weed, Klephantopus tomentosus, 

devil's-grass (dev’lz-gris), n. 1, The joint- 
grass, Paspalum distichum.—2. The couch- 
grass, Agrop .—3, The gum sue- Wwron Tepens. 
cory, Chondrilla jrncea.— 4, Same as Bernruda 
grass, See under grass and Cynodon, 1.—5, 
Same as bur-grass, 1. 

devil's-greens (dev ‘lz-grénz), - 
*devil's-qrass, 3, 

‘s-grip («ev’lz-grip), ». The earpet-weed, 
nie —— * 

evil's cuts, ». 2. e corn spurrey, Sper- 
ala ——— In Australia, the dodder- 
nurel, Cassytha filiformix, See *dodder-dlaurel. 

devil’s-hair (dev‘lz-har), ». The American 
virgin’s-bower, Clematis Virginiana. 

devil’s-head-in-a-bush (dev ‘Iz -hed-in-a- 
Dish’), a. The bladder-ketmia or flower-of-an- 
hour, Hibiseus Triownm. 

devil’s-herb (dev’lz-érb), ». A trailing or 
climbing plant, Plambage seaadens: 80 ealled 
from the use of its root and leaves as a blis- 
tering agent. See /umbage, 2. 

devil’s-horn (dev'lz-horn}, r. Same as stink- 
horn. 

devil-shrimp (dev‘l-shrimp), ». A_ slender 
crustacean with long-stalked eyes, of the genus 
Lucifer. 

devil's-ironweed (dev 'lz-i'érn-wéd), 1. The 

Same as 

* devildom (dev'l-dum), #, [deeil +-dom.] The ariow-leaved lettuce, Lactuca sagittifolia, of 

eastern North America: slo, less commonly, 
the wild lettuce, L. Canadensis. 



devil's-needle 
devil’s-needle (dev‘iz-né‘dl), ». The salt- 
marsh mosquito of the Atlantic coast of the 
United States, Culex solicitans, [New Jersey.) 

devil's - t- 
brush (dew‘lz- 
pant’brush), 
x. The orange 
hawkweed or 
golden mouse- 
ear, Hicracium 
aurantiacum, 
from the pen- 
eil-like pap. 
us. The name 
also applied to 

the king devil, 
i. prealtem, 
which somewhat 
resembles 
firet-named plant: 
both hare be. 

ich’ forks), n. Devil'epaint-brush (MHieractum owranria 
e common ewe). One fourth nateral size. 

beggar’s-ticks or sticktight, Bidens frondosa, 
The bir — fruit resembles the tines of 
a pitchfork, 
devil's-plague (dev’iz-plig), n. The wild 
carrot, Daueus Carota, which is a _—— to 

America. carrot farmers, especially in 
and Danews (eut). 
devil's-rattlebox (dev’lz-rat’l-boks), n. The 
bladder-campion, Silene culgaris, the seeds of 
which when ripe rattle in the inflated 

devil's-root (dev‘lz-rit), n. The lesser - 
rape, Orobanche minor, which is injurious to 
clover upon the roots of which they are para- 
sitic, name is also applied to the devil’s- 
bit, Scabiosa Sunecisa, 

‘s-tether (dev‘lz-tevn‘ér). a. The black 
bindweed, Polygonum Convolvulus, 

devil's- (dev ‘lz-tung), ». 1. The 
Wim Opuntia, especially O. Opuntia 
and 0. humifusa: so called from the spiny 

branches or joints.—2, See 
ua, 
(dev’lz-trum/’ pet), s. The 

ceara reste Delors —— ’s0 called 
rom the trumpet-shaped flowers. 

devil's-vine (dev’Iz-vin), n. The hedge-bind- 
weed, Convolrulus ene. 

devil’s-walking-stick (dev'lz-wA’king-stik), 
xn. The ailantus tree, dilanthus glandulosa. 

devil's-weed (dev’lz-wéd), n. Same as *deril’s- 
ironweed, 

devirilize (dé-vir’jl-iz), ¢. t.; pret. and pp. de- 
virilized, ppr. devirilizing. [de- + virile + -izr.) 
To rob or deprive of virility or vigor; emas- 
eulate; deprive of vitality or force; weaken, 

* book under review), 
which are so chastened that all vitality seems 
to have goue out of Uhem. 

Amer, Jour, Peychal., X11 277. 

devize,v. Same as devise. 

rocks, without regard to geographical limita- 
tion; the Devonian rocks. 

Devonian, L, a. This term was first applicd in geole 
by Sedgwick and Marehison to a series of rocks in North 
and South Devon and Cormwall in which fossils had been 
found which were recognized by Lonsdale as intermediate 
in charseter between Silurian and Carhemiferoux The 
lower and upper Umtt⸗ of the formation were not defined 
in Britain, bat were more prechey idetermined by the 
same geologists in the Rhineland. Se uncertain, however, 
were the bounds assigned to the base of Uhe formation 
Usat more recent study in vartowr countries has added to 
the lower part of this system comsiderable beds that had 
before been assigned to Uhe Silurian system. Strictly ay 
plied, Ue term Deeontan finpties the rocks bearing the 
marine faunas of that time and ls contrasted with the Old 
Red Sandstone, which is a formation sometimes different 
lith iy and which represents the lake, byroon, or 
detta deposits of AAS BAEC. i 

n. 1, A native or inhabitant of Devon- 
shire. —2. In geol., the Devonian series. 

Dev cream. See *eream!. 
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devotionalism (dé-v6’shon-gl-izm), ». [dero- 
tional + -isim.] votional character, 

devotioner (dé-vé’shou-¢r), », One who be- 
longs to a religions society of a devotional 
character. NED. De Vriesian. 

canize (dé-vul’kan-iz),v. t.; pret.and pp. 
devulcanized, ppr. deculeanizing. [de- + vulean- 
ize.) To remove sulphur from, as vuleanized 
india-rubber, and restore to the condition of 
the original material, ‘There have been numerous 
attempts to do this, but nome of them has been effective, 

al restoration of plasticity having been attained. 
Mey ZB The ———⸗— now been im- 

proved to such an extemt tliat ft haa ye an Eno portant 
cultivated fruit, The timproved forms are derived from 
native North American apecica The most prominent 
garden kind is the Lucretia, derived from the wild Aulus 
reribaccus. The Bartel, another cultivated form, is de 
rived fron Atobue fmeiens ; others, in the southern United 
States, from Nubuwe trimalis; others, in the western 
States, from Nude vitifolius, The dewberries are tril 
ing, Dlackt dike planta There are hybrids between 
the common wild dewhberry of the northern United States, 
Rubus procumbens, and the high-hash blackberry (Jt 
nigrebacces). In cultivation, the dewberries are asually 
trained to stakes or trellises, — California y 
Rubus citifolius, a somewhat trailing species with 3-5-foll- 
nte leaves, ovate to oblong coarsely toothed leaflets, and 
oblong, sweet berries: common in the coast ranges of 
California from San Diego county to the Fraser river, and 
also in Idaho. 

dew-bit (di’bit), n. A light breakfast taken 
very early, before the re breakfast. [Eng. 
jal. 

dew- (dii’bé), n. A halo or rainbow seen 
on a surface covered with drops of dew. An 

bow has oceasionally been seen by reflection 
from of water, resting w a layer of dist, which 
have been formed by the gentle fall of particles of f 

a i bots part afew nntinnad ms Leh bows, + am * We 
to the ordinary double rainbow, have been re- 

dew-cap (di‘kap),m. A are weg of a tel- 
eseopo-tube beyond the object-giass, intended 
to prevent deposition of dew, and also to ex- 
elade stray light. Asmall telescope should be 
rovided with a dew-cap, bright without, but 
ead-black within, and having a length equal 

to twice its diameter, 
dewdrop, ». 2. In bot., an American rosaceous 

lant, Dalibarda repens, related to the straw- 
rry, with long-petioled, ovate-orbicular, eor- 

date and crenate leaves, and white flowers on 
long peduncles. The fruit consists of several 
dry achenia inclosed in the enlarged calyx. It 
also bears cleistogamous flowers, 

dew-flower (di’flou’ér), a. Same as day- 

only 

dew-poin n.— Complement of the dew the 
number of by which the temperature of the dew- 
polit is below the temperature of the air.— Depression 
of the dew-point. Sate as complement uf the ede 

nt. Dew-1 apparatus for determin- 
ing the dew-potnt. t dew y Regnault consisted 
of a polished silver cup containing ether in the center af 
which Was immersed the bulb of a delicate thermometer, 
A current of air blown through the ether hastened its 
evaporation, coming it down until the outside of the silver 
cupahowed ad tof dew ; the temperature correspond- 
ing was the desired dew-point, Modifications of Uhis 
apparatus have been made by Allnard, Crova, Abbe, and 
other, in order to secure rv delicacy or freedom from 
disturbing currents of wind. The deposition of dew de- 
ends tos considerable oxtent upon the nature of the sar 
nce and the perfection of [te polish, The deposition 
Dewing upow the points or spota where a slight romghness 
exists, but le detected soomest where the surface ix 
ished. —'Trouton’'s electrical dew-point hygro: 
See mhyyrometer. 

dew-pond (di‘pond), », A sinall and shallow 
pone - usually artificial, located on ridges or 
hills where no adequate supply of water is pos- 
sible from surface~irainage or from springs. 
The wateriscollected by condensation fromthe 
air dew, which is prevented from rapid evap- 
oration by the means employed. The practice of 
making dew pends is common in Berkshire, Rugland. A 
wide, shallow hollow is made, dry straw is spresd over it, 
and upon this te laid a layer of finely paddled clay, which 
is in turn closely strewn with stones. The pond then 
gradually fills with water, 

We have no waters to delight 
Our broad and brookless valee— 

Only the dew-pond on the height 
Unfed, that never fails 

dt. Kipling, The Pive Nations (Sussex), 

dezincation 

dew-rake ((ifi‘rak), n. A rake for the surface 
of grass or stubble, NL, D. 
dew-snail (dé’sna!), ». A garden orother slug: 
#0 named use it is usually found while the 
dew is on the herbage. 

(dek*si-d-kiir’di-i), x. | ¢ 
Gr. defeic, right, + xapdia, heart.) Same as 
dextrocardia, 
dexiotrope (dek’si-d-trép), a. Same as derio- 
tropic, 

a, 2. Turning to the right hand 
or in a clockwise direction: said of the direc- 
— of cleavage in the eggs of certain inverte- 

dexiotropically (dek*si-$-trop’i-kal-i), adr. In 
a dexiotropic manner. 

(dek-si-ot'ré-pizm), n. The state 
of being dexiotropic. 

Bee * t, 
dextra (deks-tra’ral), a. IL derter, right, 
+ auris, ear, + -cll,] Hearing more distinctly 
with the right ear than with the left. 
dextrinase (deks’tri-nis), n. [deztrine + -ase.} 
In chem., & sup distinct enzym, forming 
part of the diastase of malt, believed to econ- 
vert starch into maltodextrine, 

dextrinate (deks‘tri-nat), m. [dertrine + -ate!.] 
A compound of dextrine; — specifically 
to a compound of iron and dextrine used in 
medicine, 

dextrinize (deks‘tri-niz), . t.; pret. and pp. 
dextrinized, ppr, —— [dertrine + ~ize.] 
To convert partially or wholly into dextrine. 
Various farinaceous foods for infants are thus 
transformed, usually by simple heating, and 
the — sometimes gains in digesti bility 
by this treatment. 

dextrinized (deks'tri-nizd), 
contained starch converted 
dextrinized bread, 

(deks‘tri-nus), a. [dexrtrine + -ows.] 
Of or pertaining to dextrine. 
dextrocamphene (deks’tré-kam-fén’),n. See 
*camphence. 

(deks-tro-kir’di-al),a, [L. der- 
ter, right, + Gr. xapdia, heart, * -al1.) Hav- 
ing the heart on the right side. 

bral (deks‘trd-ser’é-bral), a. [L. 
dexter, right, + E. cerebral.) Having the right 
cerebral hemisphere functionally more active 
than the left, 
dextrocular (deks-trok’i-liir), a. [IL. dexter, 
right, + oculus, eye, + -ar3,]° Possessing more 
acute vision in the right eye than in the left. 
5* Gould, in Pop. Sci. Mo., Aug., 1904, p. 

dextroduction (deks-tr-duk’shon), ». [L. 
dexter, right, + ductio(n-), leading.) Move- 
ment to the right. 
dextroform (deks‘tré-férm), n. —* * 
Sorm(aldehyde).) Acompound of formaldehyde 
and dextrine used in surgery as a substitute 
for jodoform. 
f (deks-tré-ji‘ral), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to right-handed rotation; having rotatory 
power ip thedirection of a right-handed serew: 
said of crystals or other optically active sub- 
stances * of turning the plane of polari- 

. a. Having the 
to dextrine: as, 

zation of light toward right: opposed to 
*lerogyral. 
dextromanual (deks‘tré-man’i-al), a. [L. 
dexter, right, + manualis, of the hand: see 
manual, ) —5— = —— — 
dextropedal (deks-trop’é-dal), a. 4, dexter, 
right, + pew (ped-), Hh eer -al,) Cae the 
right foot and leg by preference in kieking, 
hopping, ete. 

dextrorotation (deks-tri-ré-té’shon), 2. In 
optics, rotation (specifically of the plane of 
polarization of light) in a clockwise dirvetion: 
opposed to *lerorotation. 

dextrorotatory,«. 2. In bot., turning or twin- 
ing to the right. See right-handed, 3. 

dextrosinistral (deks-tré-sin’is-tral), a. [L. 
dexter, right, + sinister, left + -al.] Passing. 
moving, ete., from right to left. 
dextrosuria (dvks-tro-sii'ri-ii), a, 
Gr. ofpov, urine.) Exeretion of dextrose in 
the urine. 

version (deks-trd-vér’shon), ». [L. 
dexter, right, + versio(u-), turning.] The act 
of turning to the right side: said of the uterus. 

dezine ((lé-zingk’), vt. [dee + sine.) To re- 
move zine from, as old galvanized iron. 

dezincation (dé-zing-ka’shon), m. Same os 
dezincification. 

dextrose + 



dezincify 
(dé-zingk’i-fy), c. t.; pret. and 

dezincified, — —— — tes + mer 
~i-fy.] To eliminate zine from, as from an al- 
loy or mixture: usually from lead, as in the 
Parkes process. 

D. PF. An abbreviation (b) of Dean af the Faulty. 
D. F. M. 8. An abbreviation of Domestic and 
Forenqn Missionary Society. 

dg. An abbreviation of decigram. 
D. 5 An abbreviation of deadhead or dead- 

dhan® (diin), n, (Hind. Hindi dhdn, rice, 
Pali dhdianam, ¢ Skt. dhdnyd, adj., cereal, n., 

in, eorn.] In India, a general term for rice 
in the husk. 
dharma (idiir’mi), ». [Skt. dharma.) Estab- 
lished order, usage, custom, rule, duty, virtue, 
right, law, ete. In Buddhism, the law; the 
canon. = dhurnaa, 

urna (diir’nii, dur’nii), ». (Hind, 
dhurne, = ys set down; dharnd dend (as 
in def.). ae A coercive measure resorted to in 
the East Indies by a creditor, complainant, 
or claimant, who sits at the door of the debtor, 
without tasting food, until the debt is paid or 
ihe demand is complied with; a4, to sit dharna 
or in dharna). 
otee,». 2. Astriped cotton fabric woven 

in suitable lengths for winding about the loins. 
Tt is manufactured extensively in Great Britain 
for the East Indian trade; is woven in all 
—— from 22 to 50 inches, and in lengths of 

D. ai rin, ——— f Doe Hygien "An abbreviation o tor e, 
a degree conferred by Durham Collen Eng- 

—— ee oe 

a form of diabetes 
e akin, dae to a de 
also cirthosis of the 

exeretion of urine containing profuse 
phosphates, but not always augar, Puncture 
excretion of sugar in the — pI ge ap prod 
i inal ture of 

Diabetic cataract, conten, ete. Hes sontaract, 
e 

diabetogenic (di’a-bé-td-jen‘ik), a. [diabetes 
prodneing. eine: diabetes, 

diablo ci blo), n. [Cuban use of Sp. ao 
devil.] The Cuban name of the bat-fish, 

halus cespertilio, See cut under bat: 
diablotin ——— +” —8 , dim. of dia- 
ble, devil, mp; a litt le devil. Scott. 
—8, (a) In the French Weat Indies, one of the 
petrels, (Estrelata hwsitata, (b) In Trinidad, 
the guacharo, Steatornia * 

diabolatry di-a-bol’a-tri), (For *diabolola- 
evil, + darpeia, wor- = < Gr. deasoroc, the 

ship.) Worship of the devil. 
His infinite and iimitaie charity of imagination could 

ure even Taost monstrous historic representa- 
tive of Christian or Catholic diabolat, 5* the likeness 
of a terribly benevolent and 3 rug pifleent 
monomantiac, Eneye. Brit., 

diabolo (di a h.lõ). ». [It. diabolo, — 
< L. diabolus, devil, ] The game of the devil 
on two sticks. See devil. 

diabololesy (di-ab-d-lol’4-ji), m. [Gr. did forar, 
the devil, + -Aoyra, ¢ Aépeen, speak.) The sum 
of statements and beliefs conce rning devils or 
the devil. 

diabolonian (di-ab- -ld’ni-an), 1 (Diabolus 
(see def.) + -on- + -ian.] Tn —E ‘Holy 
War,’ one of the warriors of Diabolus (the 
Devil) in his attack on Mansou! (man’s soul). 

diabrosis (di-a-bré‘sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. ded. 
Boome, < — eat through, ¢ did, 
through, + Scjpeone, eat.) Erosion; ulcera- 
tion; corrosion. 

Diabrotica, ».—Corn-root Diabrotica. Same as 
weorn-ret worm, 

* di-a-kal-d-rim‘e-tér), u. IGr. 
da, through, + E. calorimeter.) A levice for 
— the insulating power of liquids for 
ent, 

diacanthous (di-s-kan‘thus),a. [Gr. di-, two-, 
+ dxarta, thorn, spine.) Having two spines 
under each leaf. Syd, Soc, Lex. 

diacathodic (di-a-ka-thod’ik), a. [dia- + 
cathode + -ic.] . Of or pertaining to rays ob- 
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tained by the interposition of a perforated 
metallic screen or gauze, negatively electri- 
fied, in the path of cathode ra 

diacetic (di-a-se oe a. [di-2 + acetic.) 
Acetoacetic,— an acid (CHist COCH. 
COgH) sometines —— in ‘urine under a —5** 
conditions, none tn diabetes. It is derived 
tion from oxybatyric acid, and by loss of pokey dioxid 
gives rise to acetone, 

aria (di‘as-é-to-nu'ri-i), x 
diavet(ic) + -on + Gr. atpov, urne.}| The ex- 
cretion of diacetic acid in the urine, 1 may oc- 
cur in the course of infectious fevers or of diabetes, in the 
latter ense often p ny Che appearance of coma. Also 
diacet ria, 

(di’as-6-ti'ri-l), m. (NL, ¢ diace- 
i(ic) + Gr. oipoy, urine.) Same as ediaceto- 

diacetyl fi 1) Hi-2 + J) oA (di-as’o-ti di-2 acety 
yellow compound, CH,COC ‘Hg, the simplest 
member of the class of aliphatic 1, 24like- 
tones, prepared from isonitroso methyl-ethyl 
ketone. It boils — hasa pungent, sweet 
odor, and its vapor has the color of chiorin, 

(di’a-klas),n. [Gr. diaxAacy, a break- 
Chava in two (used in fig. sense of ‘feebleness’), 

axday, break in two, ¢ did, apart, + — 
In geol., & joint: & name # 

be ——— Compare *paraclase an 

Also called acrfoacetic acid, 
NL., ¢ 

* 

Daubriée that valley northern 
France —— — ot pre by wes whieh he 
called diactaars. 

J. W. Gregory, in Smitheonlan Rep., 1408, p. 374. 

diaclasite (di-ak’ — u. (Gr, Maaaacit, a 
= apart, + -ite A partially altered 
enstatite 

djaclast (a's a-klast), n. "duixdaatoc, ¢ 
apart, + xAa, reak in two, < 

feo’ An instrument used in perforation 
of the fetal skull in craniectomy, 

(di-a-klas’tik), a, As diaclast + 
Ac.] —e— to or produced by diaclases. 

The direction of the Greenland flords is determined 
tersecting by a similar series of fn! 
Geog. Jowr, (R, GO. 8), XT, 238, 

diaclinal (di-a-kli‘nal), a. (Gr. did, a 
+ KAivey, ad.) In 34. —— 
axis of a fold.—Diaclinal valley, a valley which 
cute across an anticline or syncline, 

discodion (di-a-ko’di-on), a. Same as diaco- 

< Gr. ded, dinceslosis (di‘-86-16’ sis), ». ge 
through, * noiAwcr, a hollow, lit, a hollowing, 
< xordoiv, make hollow.) The division of the 
ocloma or —— into sinuses and chan- 
nels, as in leec 
The colome is much restricted by a growth of connee- 

tive tieve, which splite it ap into —— and channels, a 
process termed dimeerlonts. 

Rtoileston ond Jacteon, Forma of Animal Life, p. 570, 

diaconics (di-y-kon‘iks), n. [Gr. draxomade, of 
deacons, € duixoveg, dencon.] That branch of 
practical theolo which treats of the science 
of the ‘inner mission,’ that is, the mission to 
the community already Christianized, as dis- 
tinguished from the ‘outer mission,’ which 
reaches out to the unconverted world, It is 
the study of pastoral duty to the sick, the un- 
fortunate, and the fallen. 

a. 2, Having a tooth in the 
hinder portion of the wa longer than the other 
teeth. This type of dentition is found in some 
snakes, the common hog-nosed viper, Hefero- 
— being a good example: opposed to iso- 
dont 

II. ». Asnake having a tooth in the hinder 
rt of the jaw longer than the other teeth. 

diaccinces (di-ak‘ri-nus), a. ([Irreg. ¢ Gr. 
daxpiverv, separate, + -ous,] A term applied to 
gland-cells which permit their secretion or ex- 
eretion to * out directly as from a filter: 
opposed to rinows, The kidneys are good 
exumples of diaecrinous glands. 

(di-ak’ri-sis), a. [NL., ¢ Gr, dedaprere, 
separation, ¢ deaxpivery, separate: see dia. 
eritic.] 1, A disease characterized by a mor- 
bid state of the secretions.—2, A critical dis- 
charge or excretion, as sweating in pneumonia. 

diacritical, «.— Diacritical it, in efect., a mag 
netic current whieh will produce in an iron coll diaeritical 
ae or & Inurnetization equal to one half aatu- 
rat 

diacromyodous (di‘a-kro-mi-o’dus), a. (Gr. 
di, two,- + dxpor, extre air, + poor mussel- 
like, < wie (ue-), musele.] In ornith., having 
the syringeal muscles attached to both the x 
Le and the lower ends of the bronchial half. 

diactin (di-ak’tin), a. (Gr. di-, double, + 

diagenism 
axric (axtw-), a ray.) In the nomenclature of 
the spicular elements of sponges, a straight 
or curved spicule with two arms, 

(di-ak’tin-izm), ». [diactin-ie + 
-ism.] The property, possessed by certain sub- 
stances, of ——— chemically active rays, 

dz (di-n-<dek‘ti-dé), n. pl [NL ¢ 
Diadectes + -idw.] A family of anomodont 
Reptilia, founded on genera from the Permian 
formation and including Diadectes, Mmpedias, 
and some others. The teeth are transversely elon: 
gated andilivided by a median 18 Cope has regarded 
— peculiar type of tooth as indicative of herbivorous 

6. In embryol., ® term applied to 
in the blastula stage, 

idea (di-a-dém’n-th-id’ é-ii), a 
(NL., €Gr, dradyua(s-), diadem, + eidog, —* 
An order of Euechinoidea or sea- -urchins, hav- 
ing an actinal central peristome and an abac- 

periproct situated within the dorsocen- 
tral system, internal and external branchio, 
jaws and teeth and a continuous perignathic 
girdle, and ambulacral plates continued be- 
yond the peristome or as separate. buecal 
lates. 

(di’ de-mi'o8), n, pl. [NL. for 
— < oder inva, dinde sn BA ere .) 
grou or suborder o regular ectobranchiate 

Echinoldea, of the order Diademoida, having the 
ambulacral plates of varying deyrees 0 of com- 
plexity. It includes the Orthe, 
atide, » sede noid families." ; 

(di-n-de-mo' ‘or 
Diadematoida, €Gr, de ons em, Pru fer 
An order of regular —— — 

catering inert ape al external branchise oat 
poh a dental a present; no — 
plates of the feriatnnial het ernbrane ; and the ambalacral 
Se peers ly compound. It includes the Arbmeiids, 

, Strongylocentretide, and other families. 

disderm (di’ p-dérm), n. (Appar. ¢ Gr. ded 
rough, + pee skin.) * rvyol.a col- 

mane term for both ectoderm and entoderm, 
diadochokinesia (di-ad’ 6-k6 - ki-né’si -i), », 

< Gr, duadoyt, ph dt + xivqoc, mo- 

". 

certain © 

L. 
* The power of executing, in alterna- 
tion, an mistie movements, as those of 
flexion an ——— of a ine. (a 
diadromous ( “ré-mus), * es 
running any ie da, renal + -dpoyoc, < 
épapriv, — having all the nearly 
equal nerves proceeding in a fan-like manner 
from the ——— of — — to the margin 
of the leaf, as in the maidenhair-tree 

diadumenos (di-a-d‘men-os) (Gr. deadiot- 
mevoc, middle, > PBF. of deadeiv, bind around: see 
diadem.] r. antiq., a fillet-binder: a 
name —— to aclassof antique marble and 
bronze statues representing an athlete bind- 
ing a fillet about his head, They are sup- 
i to be based upon a famous bronze ori- 
—_ by the sculptor Polyeletus. 

(ai’én), (Gr, de, two, + -cera, the 
termination of rpiarva, a trident). In the no- 
menelature of the icular elements of 
sponges, a triene in which one of the cladisks 
has been atrophied. 

diafanous,«. A simplified spelling of diapha- 
none, 

diaforetic, a. and, A simplified spelling of 
diaphoretic, 

agm, ». A simplified spelling of dia- 

diagenesis (di-erjén’ e-sis), m [NL., ¢ Gr. 
a, through, + jéseee, birth.] In geol., the 
— of heated waters upon clastic sediments 
at the time of their deposition, assumed to 
explain the origin of crystalline schists: pro- 
posed by Gfimbel (1888); employed by Walther 
to embrace those p' parses) and chemical modi- 
fications which take place in a sediment from 
the time of its deposition to the time when it 
is modified by orogenic or voleanie forces, 
when it undergoes metamorphism. 

¢ (di‘a-jé-net’ik), a. Caused by or 
characteristic of diagenesis. 

diagenic (di-a-jon’ik), a. (diagen(esis) + -ie.] 
Pertaining to or resulting from the processes 
of diagenism., 

To sum up, metany 
senting iteelf ander 
phism or diagenism, the pr 

phism may be comsidercd as pre- 
ives, 1. Static metamor- 

uct being diagenic rocks. 
A. W. Grobow, in Amer. Geol, April, 1904, p, 23H, 

(di-aj’e-nigm), a. [diagen(esix) + 
-igm.] A term used by Johannes Walther to 
include all the physical and chemical changes 



diagenism 

which a rock mass un after depositio 
aside from those — by pressure daring 
orogenic disturbances or — — —— 
Amer. Geol., 7 il, a 20" 

aga Canable cf b being mati a. Cd ms * iz 
Osis, *.— Clinical — made 

from the —— alone. — Diagnosia usion, 
di pans poe a comparison —— 
which hare —— +ymptoms fn common, and the reſes · 
tion of one after anothur as certain essential signs are 
found te by ink until only one d which answers 
— soe Pathological laas · 
—— examination —— inorbid changes 

it. — agnosis based upon 
reformation ~Sained yacht by ansea ormbon, and 
palpation. -— —— means of 
sctuma. Anwngy —— us may ——— en (see —— — 
which have been discovered, the —— and lpa- 
tins are of special interest ; the frat, beca! Seal tase: 
tion tacilitates not only the epee f cert x va : 

recognition e corresponding 
—— the second, of account Uselr special Dho- 

amt mexlicolegal significance, the modern blood- 
* based upon their — a) As —— 
aon na, Graber and his — 

cholera bacilli and 1* —— 
in an inert Mald lose oh 
— —— sel 4) u 

serum, that os. 
an an individual infected with th 

Prt sod showing uniform Distrhibumon eo Mactill, before the Action 
— — — — (From Cabot's " Geide tothe 

5* —— che Mm 

Further research then led to the ition of the fact 
that within certain limitations the of the agglutl- 
nina is specific, that is, that the bloudserum from a ty- 
phoid patient, for example, does not titinate the oom- 
mon colon bacillus, the cholera as, 4 
staphylococe!, ete., tice wrea, But it also 

Pigure owlny ty cal Agqgiutinanon, 
to the Clinacal i xamisation o¢ the Blood. 

(From Cabots "Guide 
3 

shown thet the 5 given case may came 
4 positive reaction with el * related onranisma, as in 
the case of cholera serum, which will — ribrio 
Joanof, vibrio Berotinensts, wl vibrio Setne-Vermeitles, 
Then {t waa demonstrated that pormal hbood-seram may 
have amore or tusa well-marked agglutinative effect on 
certain organiama, so that it would appear Val the value 
of this method for the — of recognizing bacteria 
must of necessity be Um —* this i true, in a 
certain sense, It has been ascertained that marked quan 
titative ditferenees exist In the beleavior of immanrie | * 
serum te micrmonganisms in wenera], and Uinl it is pos 
sible tovltain a positive aid exclusive reaction between 
agiven onraniam and ite corresponding serum ff the lat 
= \s — diluted, Normal human blood-seruna, ter 

me, will not agplutinate the typhoid bacillas in 
aiue jones exceeding 2:10, while with typhoid serum 
a positive reaction can still be olMatned with dilutions of 
LO, 1200, and more, The clinteal sinificance of the 
pelcinle of Nacterial agylutination was first pointed out 
y Widal, who showed that the reaction can he obtained 

with typhoid Wood-seram quite early in the course of the 
disease, namely, ata time when the other clinical eye 
tons often leave the dhagtosis in dowht. For this reason 
Widals tame has been coupled with the reaction. It 
sliould, however, be termed the Grier Widel renction, 
i, still better, the Graber Gruateum-Widal reaction, 
for Gritvbanin bl folly realized the clinteal haport of 
Gribers discovery before Wiel, bat dit mot publish 
bis resntts, owing to the searcity of his material, until 
after Witat's frat paper bad appearal At the present 
tinte Che cocthbed is fully recommized me ucre of the invest 
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ser eget tet fer 
ineases, cach as dysentery, Malta fever, —— 

tnt ste, the — is at 

nee abeteaked ton toa 
tain extent, owing to the oom ‘comparatively late date of ite its 
appearance, For the recogy of the cine exam 
organtens, however, it la invaluable. * el 
nation may be conducted as follows: 
blood is received on a glass slide and Be ln in 
this form the tmatertal fs ———— brought to the 

la soaked off with sterile 

other 

dial-writer 
substance, such as a gan oF VR 

—— 

cer Cingram-factor (di’a-gram-fak‘tor), n. 
tio of the actual mean effective — 

measured from an indicator-lisgram, to the 
in whie 

carried on 
mean effective pressure of a di 
the various operations of admission 
sion, release, and compression are 

laboratory. Hf the bloox! — — he blo * tah ponte Bon Meek Been x — Trans, due: 

one drop of blood. This gives’ dilution of 1-162 as fe : 3 
the case may be. One drop of this fluid is ons Glagramic (di‘a-gram-ik), a. Same aa dia- 
—— a — = adrop of a —— —— mmatic. : . 

—— a final dilution of ieeachd te eocnoed, (di a-gram-H), ". [NL.: see dia- 
cover-lass is mounted on a ca slide und set aside m.) The name of a genus of t-fishes, 
for 9 minutes. If at the expiration of Uiis time the of the family Hemulid#, found in the East 
bacflll — bag motility a ay) — Indies, 

—— positive. ee sehyere (di-s-hi‘drik Al dra, through, 
method have been which are all alike in prin. + {idp-), water.) Pi through or con- 
ciple. A new departure, however, has beet: made of late veyed by — as, a diahydric soun 

Ss ood i see ean eee dike —— 
it makes the test more readily applicable for the general Giakineais ( —— nm [NL., Gr. de, 
practitioner, doing away wi 
an —— cultere on hand. The reaction is ob- 
tained in gt of all cases 

ovurseof the —— 

rived f from individuals of a different apecten, = W 
resultant antiseruma are then brought together — ao 
lutions of the alburnins used in ————— 

gated Wy ebm cn Dondet and. Well WwW “4 ‘c ws an , ‘amermann, 
and Uhten! PR and tee cnet ice oried he utilized in 
forensic blood-diagnosis To this end the material 
question —— on clothes, wood, wes 
exalted for the —— of by 
Gants Sass, —— 

—— Human origin or bot ts next inventigated 
— material under ex 

blood-serum obtained 
rabble hat tw abn which pe 

ial 

‘hen the dial! 

tsual methods Gialdane (di-al’din), n, 

* dialdanic (di-al-dan‘ik), a. 

through, + xivyex, movement.) In cytol., the 
segmented apireme stage in,the primary odcyte 
or rmatocyte. This stare follows »: and is 
—— fe persistence follow Pn sor an 
some time in the form of double roda. 

.— Lunar dial Sameas night or nocturnal dial. 
dial?’ (ial), n. [Origin not ascertained.] The 
commercial name for the best grade of kauri- 

dial. An abbreviation \a) of dialect; (b) of 
dialectal, dialectic, or dialectical. 

{di-? + ee 
+ —— A colorless Hine com 

ray Map :CHCH,CH(OH) 0, 
the action of —5 orle acid on 

— cf aldehyde and water. It melts at 
30° C, and may distilled under reduced 

—— + 46.] 
peated injections 7 home | bhood-serum 
aid) «The mixtare is kept in an incubator, at tem. 

Reamined It's precipitate roeutn the Oksed-saite are tece compacta, Collat's, properes Sptbe aia of fence ap © i are 0 J 
preaumbil — differentiation of animals —— 2 Pt ay ania — 
closely tel species however, not possible in this Is, melting at 8° C. and boiling at Lx C. ander 20 

not only tha th we serum of the human being, but 
likewise that of In — — 

nt aes enerent ale te Os biologist. at 
kogglutination r * 

{eum (c-ag.nosti-kum) n.; pl. diag- 
nostioa —— (NL.] A means ‘of diagnosis. 

‘im, a dead culture the ty- 
ane —— wi —— a —— * of ——— —— 

vine —— Figen Tie ally oo 

Diagonal line, the tne throngh the middle points of the 
three diagonals of a —— quadrilateral ; specifically, 
in naval arch,, a curved line formed by the intersection 
ofad ral plane With the surface ofa Yemel The di- 
ec © intersecta the ceitral boruritudinal plane in 
a —e line is thence inclined — and 
outward, A rabatled diagonal is a diagonal sho —* pokey tts 
true form, by tarning the diagonal plane up to 
zontal about its ts Intersection with the central longttadinal 
planeasahinge. See rabattement. [ tines are much 
ised fair forma for a veasel's tines, 
and the yrs tistenll r] — Booed py 34 follow the di See cut 
under p 
metry. Boom — Tips onset ad 

n,.— Argand diagram, a plane 
ic imaginary quantities of the form x + yl, by potnts 

havin a orthogonal cotird Inates es and y. In each a 
it is necessary to consider the parts of the plane 

: nfinity to be one point Entropy diagram, the 
—— of a thermodynamic ———— ree —— 
entropy.— Buler’s diagram, a io represen 
logical relations first given by the mathematician 
Ruler, in his * Letters to a German Princess." Cireles, or 
ovals, are used to represent each by its codtained surface 
the aggregate of posible innit teal to which a certain 
tain | applies, — Hertz’s diagram, a crapule presen: 

jon of he tomperatare, pressure, and meoteture of aunt 
mans of moist air when undergoing ad — tic changes 
of yolume.— See emetacen 
tric.— Ne ad 1, Mnalogotis to that 
of Hertz, used for the purpose of determining more ao- 
curntely the condition of the motsture in abr —— 
te a given altitude or pressure. 
diagram of anit points like the intersections of the ects 
sontal aid vertical nes of aquared paper, introdaced by 
the Fronch geometur Pulsenx, for the — — of Tithe. 
tions — a tgure or diagram drawn (as 
@ File auloationtly) by tie mechaniom of o texting-ma- 
chine, In which the abechese ure the pounds of strprs 
appliod to the test-pleee and the ondinates are the straine 
or the amount of deformation, in pounds er tons, of the 
specimen tinder that bead. The paper on which the dia- 
rain is drawn is meted in aliecinsu by the weighing ap: 
paratis, while the specionen in change ite form tinder 
stress deserilien the ordinate Ty imcans of a nowlliply big 
mechnsisn attaches! te it for the prarpase. on- 

, ot indicatomdingmin which records the din 
grains Cor viotgh shocumive strokes of the engine te de 
temotne whether the governor i4 acti properly, on 
whether It ix unuble properly to control the stean: admis. 
sion.— Volume-entropy u themed yriuen ic 
diagtain espreming Ue relation Between the volume of « 

tmoillimeters pressure, 

= 

tes and 
each — in tur. Presses having a 
are called déal-preeses, 

({di-al’a-jik), @. —— -ic.] Of, 
Ai of the nature of, the mineral diallage 

nm and¢, A simplified apelling o of dia- 

vere (di--lom‘us), u. [NL., <« ML. 
dialis, dial, + Gr, duya, eye.) A genus of 
blennies from the Galapagos Islands, charac- 
terized by having the * divided each by a 
horizontal partition. D. fuscus is the only 
known species. 

dial-press (di‘al-press), 1. A press having s 
—_ eed — See oxi ela dd ed 

|-press, « ‘press ie ve 

with a number of coal a —* — —— 
position, the si — — die naw Rag in horizontal 
guides, The she el to the revolving dies by 

dial-recorder («i‘al-ré-kér‘dér), ». A clock 
combined with a dial recording mechanism 
for registering the time of arrival and depar- 
ture of employees, 

dialurate (di-n-lii’rat), n. 
A salt of dialurie neid. 

dialuric (di-a-li’rik), a, [dial{ysix) + uric.) 
Noting an acid, a colorless compound, 

cog paee > CHOH, prepared by the reduc- 

tion of alloxan. It crystallizes in short, tetrag- 
onal pristms, Also called tartronyl.wrea, 

dial-writer (di‘nl-fitér), #. Aform of writing- 
or prititing-machine of the type-writer class, 
in which the letters are arranged on a dial like 
the figures on a clock-faece and a pointer or 
arm is moved to the desired letter, or the 

[dialur-ic + -atet.} 



dial-writer 
whole dial is turned on its center to bring the 
desired letter to the point where the impres- 
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aubsequently diazotizing and combining with 8-naphthol, 
indigo-bige shades are obtained; when poo om with 
metadiamines, fust blacks are produced. 

sion is to be made. — 
a ae diaminuria (di-am-i-ni’ri-&), ». [diamine + 

Seah Selle tagea =p n. [Irreg. < * Gr; ofpor, urine.) The el mination of diam- 

pig meri —— * * — sr ines in the urine. This is notably observed 
( tire i-kar'ik — Rame sa dia in association with cystinuria, where putres- 

—— * PER) Me cine and cadaverine have been repeatedly 

(di*g-li-des’mi), m. [Irreg. < Gr. L. 2. the diamond 
dusvey, part asunder, + desudr, band, + -y3.) iamond, wi Sach oh opt ayr —— 
In bot., the breaking up of the axial cylinder: small o by dissolving amorphous carbon in molten 

into separate bundles each with its own sheath, — —* yet A —— j an one *5 

dialyneurous (di’a-li-ni’rus), a. [Irreg. Gr. reury, crystallization 
hatier, part asunder, + vei) , nerve, * -ous.] the hin due to the —— of 33* by tes 
Characterized by dialyneury: as, the dialy- 
neurous nervous system of certain gasteropods. 
Proc. Zool, Soc. London, 1901, IL, 466. 

dialypeury (di’s-li-na’ri), a, [dialyneur-ons 
+ -3,) e condition of the nervous system 
among rhipidoglossal Mollusca, characterized 
by the anastomosis of each pleural ganglion 
with the opposite half of the visceral commis- 
sure by oor cy the = * J 

dialysa ‘i’al-i-zii-tor), ». lyse + -ator. 
In phys. chem., a dialyzer. there 

n. 7. In bot, the separation of parts 
normally united, especially the 6 of & 
whorl.—8, In petrog., transformation of rocks 
by weathering and processes of disintegration : 
in contrast to processes of metamorphism. 

dialystaminous (di-9l-i-atam’i-nus), a. [Irreg. 
€ Gr. dation, = asunder, + NL. stamen, 
stamen. Pi t., having the stamens sepa- 
rate. .E. D. 

dialystely (di‘a-li-sté’li),». [Lrreg. (Gr. diadiery, 
part asunder, + erfAy, a pillar.) In bot., the 
condition in which the axial erlinder consists 
of several —— strands or steles which 
remain for the most part separate throughout 
their course. 

c, a. 4. In biol., noting an evolutionary 
stage or condition in which the divergent 
characters of inbred varieties do not combine 
or average in the hybrids but follow one or 
the other of the parental lines, as discovered 
by Mendel, Compare *catalytic, 2, *hemilytic, 
and *prostholytic, 0. F. Cook, 

dia. (di-a-lit’i-kql-i), adr. By dialysis ; 
specifically, in math., by dialytic e imination 
which see, under dialytic). 

tion (di-al-i-zi’shon), ».. Same as 
dialysis, 
diam, An abbreviation of diameter. 

c, a 2, Of lower permeability 
than air. See tie *eircuit, 

diamantine, «. x. Atrade-name for boron 
in the crystallized state and in fine powder, 

used as an extremely hard abrasive and polish- 
ing material, 
diamba (dé-am’bit),». [Nativename.] Same 
as deiamba, 

diameter, ». 3, The diameter (see def. 2) of 
the object observed, taken as a convenient 
measure of linear 
copy and in telescopic work, 

A magnification of 15 diameters or more fs eaay, 
D. P. Todd, Stare and Telescopes, p. 320. 

Coce' bic diameter, See *coccygeopubic.—Con- 
Iugate diameter of the pelvis, 4 diameter of the brim 

ie 
to the syimphiysis pubis Diameter Limit, ; 
usnally high, which defines the size to which trees 
are to be measared or used for any given purpese. Also 
cutting limat,— In diameter, in anti ‘ 
the inner diameter of the pelvis — between the 
sctatic notches. 

diameter-tape (di-am’e-tér-tip), m. A tape 
for ascertaining the diameter of trees, so 
—— that the diameter corresponmling to 
the girth of a tree is read directly from the 
tape. 

See *xcurre,—Diametral plane, 
(b) See #plane. 
diamide (di-am‘id), ». [di-? + amide.) 1, 
Same as hydrazine. —2. The name of a class 
of organie compounds containing two univa- 
lent amido groups, CONH; they are derived 
from dibasic acids. 

Diamine azo-blue, black, ete. 
ote. Diamine colors, the direct cotten eceal-tar colon : 
named because many wf them are diamines. For specific 
diamine color see ®ve, @red, @yreen, ete. 

ogen (di-a-min‘’6-jen), ». [diamine + 
en.) direet cotton coal-tar color of the 
isazo type, ls et by combining diazotized 

acotyl-naphthy lamine-dinmine with a-naph- 
thylamine, diazotizing the product and com- 
bining again with 3-naphthol-sulphonie acid, 
and finally saponifying with sodium hydroxid, 
Itdyes unmionianted cotton a dark blie inasalt bath. By 

See tazo-due, wilack, 

iron with an acid the minute diamend ¢ are 
lated, The recent diasovers of minute d in the 
meteoric fron of Cafion IMablo, Arizona, gives a peculiar 
interest to these experiments of Moissan. The diamond- 
mines in South Ate, wich were comy tively an 
dactive during the War, with ite elose rapidly 
returned to normal activity, This region has been enor- 
mony productive, the mines near Kimberley having 
yielded, accord to one estimate, rough diamonds toa 
value of a) mately $200,000, durt the posted 
from 1880 rene ™, Yous tt has also peeduo some 
very large diamonds: the Jubilee found at 
Jagersfontein, in 1886, we and the Cualli- 
nan diamond, found at the Premier mine January 26, 
104, Weighed 5,085 carata, or one and one third pounds 
The latter stone measured — and was bounded 

and in by cleavage 
Sclnoes betre tastane had 5 ond, nearly double th he —Brarilian y ie the weight given. 

& tame given to small erical or ied erystals 
ot pom og in KI me to the Indian ty 
—the octahedral form, — 

diamond, a name originally applied to rock- 
stal cut in diamond form, bat more recent! 

Ri to a paste imitation of a diamonml when 
ria —Rosediamond, See rose-cut.— Writing 

minute pointed clea’ of diamonds, se- 
cured in steel or copper holders, for making minute 
— letters, or inseriptions om glass or sim stab. 
Li cet, 

IL. a. Diamond cement, flavin, etc. See 
*broven, ete. — (6) A cotton diaper into 
which a small diamond figure is woves.— Diam 
draw-plates, photograph. See *draimptate, Wphoto- 

ph. 
diamond-black (di’g-mond-blak’), », 1. The 
trade-name of a very fine lampblack, almost 
absolutely pure carbon, made in Obio by the 
amothered combustion of natural gas: used in 
the — een of printers’ ink.—2. Amordant 
acid coal-tar color of the disazo type, derived 
from salicyiie acid, Itdyes wool in an acid bath a 

—— 
chromium-mortanted wool. — * we 

Id (di‘g-mond-féld), a. An area 
which yields diamonds from its superficial 
rr — as, the diamond-fields of South 

rica, 
diamond-fig (di’a-mond-fig’), a. Same as 
*diamond-plant, 

diamond-fish (di’a-mond-fish’), m. Any of the 
garpikes ( Lepidosteida): so named on aecount 
of its diamond-shaped scales. 

ification usedin micros- diamond-flounder (di’a-mond-floun‘dér), . diap. An abbreviation of dia 
A large flounder, Hysopsetta guttulata, found 
on the Pacific coast of the United States, 

- (di‘a-mond-fram), ». In a 
bicycle, the truss made of hollow steel tubing, 
brazed at the joints, by which the weight of 
the rider is transferred to the axles of the 
wheels, Its shape is approximately that of the 
lozenge on a playing-card called the diamond. 
See bicycle, 

dismond-grain (di’g-mond-gran’), 1. See 
carat, 4. 

ondiferous (di’s-mon-dif’e-rus), a. (dia- 
mond + L. -fer, ¢ ferre, bear, + -ons.) a- 
mond-producing: a*, diamondiferous earth; a 
diamondiferous country; diamantiferous. 
diamond-plant (di‘q-mond-plant), #. The ice- 

lant, Mesembryanthemum crystallinum, See 
ce-plant, 

diamond-plate, ». 2. In iron ship-building, a 
piece of plate of conventional diamond shape 

THanmond plate, 

uniting and strengthening parts which cross 
each other at the same level, 

diapherin 

». 2, In railroading, a cross- 
ing where two tracks cross obliquely instead 
of at a right angie. [Eng. }—Diamond-point 
tool (a) A pointed which takes # light chip, used 
—— — for turning internal surfaces. (6) A 

which haa a V-shaped point, used for turning and 
grooving metal, 

diamond. ‘ow (di‘a-mond #5),n. One 
of the honey-suckers, Dicwidw, Pardalotus 
affinis, which is spangled with red, yellow, 
white, and black. Also called diamond-bird. 

Plaats oa (di d } A British i’a-mond-spot), m. 
collectors’ name for a eropeas pyralid moth, 

the Botys trigonalis. 
diamon d-truer (di‘a-mond-tris’ér), n. A hand- 
tool consisting of a short rod of steel with a 
wooden handle, and having a black diamond 
inserted in the point of the bar: used in dress- 
ing and truing emery-wheels. 

diamond-willow (di’a-mond-wil’5), n. Bee 
willow! 

,, 2, In physiol., growth into 
normal shape, 
diamylene (ii-am‘i-lén), ». [di-? + amyl 
pa an 25 compound, {CHa 

( g Cl }gC oH, pre y the ac- 
tion of sul hurie * Oa trimethylethylene. 

Diana fritillary. Bee *fritillary.— Tree of A ti .— Tree 
Diana, See *tfree. 
diancister (di-an-sis’tér), n. [NL, diancistron, 
<Gr. di-, double, + dyxcorpov, a fish-hook.) In 
the nomenelature of the spicular elements of 
sponges, a monaxial C- or Sasha rhabd 
with the ends sharply bent and with a central 
excision. 

2. In ornith., having two male 
mates, : 

dianil ea *. fe + anil.) —Dianil black, 
bluse. See * 

dianine (di-an’in), ». [dian(il) + -ine®.] The 
trade-name of a photographic developer con- 

ond sisting of diaminoresorcinol. 
dianisidine (di-a-nis’i-din), ». [di-? + anisi- 
dine.) An organic compound formed by the con- 
densation of two molecules of anisidine with 
the elimination of two atoms of hydrogen. 
— bine, See #hlwe, 

dianium (di-d’ni-um), n. [NL., ¢ L. Diana, 
Diana.] A name proposed by Von Kobell for 
& supposed new element obtained from the 
mineral columbite as found in Bavaria. It bas 
been shown to be the sume as niobium. 
Dianol red. See *red}, 
dianthine (di-an’thin), ». [Apper. < NL. Dian- 
thus, pink, + -ine?.] A direct cotton eoal-tar 
color of the disszo tvpe, derived from diamido- 
azoxy-toluene, thich dyes unmordanted cotton 
red in an alkaline salt bath. Also ealled rosv- 
phenine, rock scarlet, St. Denis red, and Trona 
d.—Dianthine B and G, twocoal-tar colors of the xan- 

Grane DS, similar in properties and composition to ery- 

pason. 
dia (di-g-pal ml), n, (Gr. dd, through 

(ef. diachylon, diacodium, ete.), + 1a. palma, 
palm.) A drying and cleansing plaster for- 
merly composed of palm-oil, litharge, and sul- 
phate of zine, but now generally made of white 
wax, diachylon plaster, and sulphate of zine. 

diapason, ".— Bell dia in orgen-bwilding, an 
open diapason stop of whic! pT ade flared of Delled 
at the top, which produces a slight increase in the reedy 
quality of the tone,— Diapason clock, See *elock?. 

diapause (di‘a-piz), mn. (Viz. did, through, + 
xoune, stopping: see pause.) In embryol,, the 
staye of quiescence which separates two blas- 
tokinetic movements in the insect embryo. 
Wheeler, 1893. 

diapensiaceous (di’a-pen-si-i’shius), a, Be- 
lounging to the plant jamily Diapensiaces. 

(F., ¢ diaphane, 
rowess for the imitation of 

BD. 

dia @ (6-i-fa-né"), 1. 
diaphanous.] A 
painted or stained glass. 

diaphanoscope, . 2. An illuminating appa- 
ratus employed in diaphanoseopy. 

diaphanoscopy (ii 4-fa- nos’ ko-pi), v. [die- 
phanoseo -y4.) Examination of a cavity, 
such asthe antrum of Highmore, or of a hollow 
organ, such as the stomach, by means of trans- 
illumination, an electric light being placed be- 
hind or within the part. , 

diapherin (di-af’e-rin), », Gr, deagé per, differ, 
+-in2.) Anamber-eolored compound of asep- 
terol, HOC HySOsNHCgHyO, (1:2), used in 
surgery asa powertalantixeptic. It forms hex- 
agonal erystals which melt at 84°C. 



diaphery 

diaphery (di-af‘’p-ri), ». The calycine synthesis 
of two flowers. Morren. 

diaphoric (di-a-for’ik), a. [Gr. ot, differ- 
to differences. + -ic.) Of rtaini ence, ~ic.) or pert — 

photoscope (di· ꝑ- fo tõ·ckõp), a. [Gr. did 
through, + X (gur-)}, light, J onorriv, view. 
Same as *diaphan . 
diaphragm, »., 2. ) A thin ring or plate, 
pierced with a hole which is usually, but not 
always, circular. A sericea of these is attached to the 
inside of the tube of a telescope or other optical instra- 
ment for the pa of preventing reflections of light 
from the inner walls of the tabe. (d) A sheet or disk 
of flexible material, confined at the edges, but 
free to yield to pressure on one side or the 
other: used in regulating-levices where pres- 
sure is one element, and to operate valves b 
a pressure from a distance. (¢) In tunnel- 
work, a partition separating the working-face 
from the first chamber.— 6, In stefistical mech., 
a portion of space, separating two ensembles 
of systems of molecules, such that there is no 
interchange of particles between the two, 
This independence of the systems determined physi- 

cally by forese which prevent particles from possi Lin 
one — to the other, or coming within each 
other's action, is represented mathematically by infinite 
valoes of the overgy for particles in a space dividing the 

+P 198 
systems, Sacha space be called a die, 

J. W. Gibbs, Statistical Mec 

7. In pathol., a membranous structure which 
partly or completely closes the lumen of a 
tube or cavity: as, inherited diaphragm of the 
larynx. Med. Record, Jan. 17, 1903, p. 1L— 
Aw in peychophys,, an instrament for 
—— — and varying the 
amount Nght admitted to = 

room. It consists emsen- 
tlally of two a of Dlackened 

ether tn growren; the tance end er in grooves; ner « 
ot each strip is out in 
the form of a right-angled trian- 

le, so Chat the ing of the 
diaphragin i always a square, 
— a 

ovss for the «! lytic ue. 
tion of canstic soda and chlorin 
from a solution of common salt, 
in which the prodacta, se: 
Fated at the two oppasite elec- 
trodes, are —— from 
mixing by the interposition of a 
porous diaphrage. 
— 1 5 » 1908, 

B % | dia Three Aubert lin» as pericardial 
septum (Which see, Under peri- Piety a wonden irae, tor 
cardial, — insertion in the wall of a 

transverse meso- orm. she grooves 
ealon cal ics. upper 

(di’g-fram), ea sa, — 
v. & To interpose in the size of the oqunse o 0 

th of a beam of light, 55 “Soo carry clips 
or in the field of an opti-  [erhudiag sities of ground 

A * 
strip is shows in —— 
ever the two smaller ar a· 

1 ings. 
specifically, in photog., to 
reduce the aperture of an objective by the 
use of a diaphragm, 

Generally ing it would be an advantage to dia- 
phragm the objective during the day. 

Smmitheoman Rep., 1800, p. 137. 

Diaphragmatic hernia, tic, See *hernia, 
we. 

disphragmatically (di * n-frag-mat ‘i-kgl-i), 
ade, y means of the diaphragm: as, to 
breathe diaphragmatically. 
diaphragm-furnace («di’a-fram-fér’nas),n, A 
furnace for roasting or oxidizing ores. It has 
successive levels or shelves on which the ore ts placed, 
the ore becoming gradaally hotter as it drops from level 
to level Coward the fire at the bottom. LA 

diaphr: -valve (idi’p-fram-valv‘), n. 
valve whose opening and closing are controlled 
by the motion of a diaphragm.—2, A valve 
to which a plate ordiapbragm is attached which 
will move when the pressure of a liquid in 
contact with one side of it reaches a certain 
oint. 
aphtherin (di-af’the-rin), n. 

diagtripen, destroy (7) + -in2.] 
uinaseptal, 

dlaphthol (di-af’thdl), ». (diapth (erin) + -ol.] 
The same as — 

Dia phus (di’s-fus), ». [NL., erroneously for 
* Diaphas, ¢ Gr. cia, across, + gir (gwr-), light.] 
A genus of lantern-fishes of the family Mycto- 
phide, characterized by having luminous spots 
each divided by a cross-line (as in the Greek 

Appar. ¢ Gr, 
me a5 *ory- 

: fine as, diapsidan types of shoulder- 
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diaphysitis (di’a-fi-si’tis),n. [NL., ¢ diaphysis 
a Piel Inflammation of the shaft of a long 

ne. 
Diaporthe (di-a-por’thé), n. (NL. (Nitechke, 
1870}, ae Gr, duaropieiv, destroy, ¢ did 
through, roptkivy, destroy.) A genus of 
pyrenomyecetous —* having the membrana- 
ceous perithecia ed in a more or leas dis- 
tinet stroma which may be either valsoid or 
effase, and consists of the slightly blackened 
substance of the host, The 

occurring 00 & great varict described, 
ona. 

eanses chestnut-blight or canker, ——— — disease 
the eastern United States See oak weanker. 

diapositive (di-a-poz‘i-tiv), m. [dia- + positive.) 
In photog., a transparent positive picture 

as # lantern-slide), 6 from a nega- 

ties 
in 

tive. 

If one of > pene a * 2* 

wihtbe produced 4D 
diapsid (di-ap’sid), a. [Gr. di-, two-, + dyi¢ 
(dywd-), arch: see apse.) Having two temporal 
arches like the members of the reptilian sab- 
elass Diapsida, 
Diapsida (di-ap’si-dit), ». pl. [NL.,<¢ Gr. d-, 

Skull of Marteria (SpAenadon poeuctarwe), a typical diapsidan 
reptile. 

@, tupratemporal fowsa; 5, 7222 arch of arcade: ¢, 
iafre- of laverotempowal fowsa; @, interior temeporal arch or arcade. 
The men figured is young, the tecth of an old hatteria being 
fused in one mass. 

two-, + dye, arch.] A subclass of Reptilia 
which contains those forms with (primarily) 
two temporal arches, a relatively small squa- 
mosal. large quadrate, and coracoid and pro- 
ce~ ad early coalescing, or the procoracoid 
ag contrasted with *Synapsida. Os- 

diapsidan (di-ap‘si-dan), a. Relating to or 
having the characters of the reptilian subclass 

a. 
ptosauria (di-ap-to-si’ri-§), . pl. [NL., 

in allusion to the double temporal arch, ¢ Gr. 
éi-, two-, + dic, arch ( ¢ azrew, fasten), + 
catpoc, lizard.] A superorder of primitive 
reptiles established by Osborn to include those 
having a skull with two temporal arches and 
vertebrm typically amphic@lous, Hypocentra 
may be x throughout’ ri vertebral colunin or lack- 
ing in the dorsal region; abdominal ribe or plastron 
always present. ‘There are several orders included in the 

tay living meer ofthe grou — — 
diarch (di’iirk), a. (Or. i-, two-, + dpxq, be- 
ginning.) In bot., having two protoxylem 
groups, a8 the steles of roots, 

The dierch roots of a Sphenophytinm have been de- 
scribed by Renault, who bas also invest the leaves 
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diaremia (di-a-ré‘mi-A), ». [NL. 
diarwemia and diarrhemia (?), appar. irreg. 
formed from dappeiv, flow through: see dier- 
rhea.) A watery condition of the blood, with 
an excessive transudation of serum through 
the walls of the blood-vessels, frequently seen 
in sheep which are severely infested with par- 
asites, 

‘hea, *.—Camp diarrhea, » bowel disturbance, 
often dysenteric in character, which affects bodies of 
troops in camp.— Cochin a form of 
ehronic diarrhea which oceurs endemically in Cochin China, 
Jour. Ezper, Med., V1. s7.-Diarrhea Same ns white 
diarrhen.—Sammer diarrhea, a diarthes oocurting in 
hot weather, beliewed to be caused by —- in fowxl 
which ts undergoing the first stages of decoenposition,— 
Vicarious diarrhea, watery intestinal discharges 
occurring as a result of nature's efforts to remove exere- 
mentitious matter which isaccamulating in comseqnence of 
impaired action of the kidoeys or the skin, 

ic (di-a-skis’tik), a. [Gr. *drdayroroe, 

are uniseptate- 

Diatrypacez 
(di-as‘ pid), xn. (Gr, de, -two, aoric 

(aozuk-), shield.) In the nomenclature of the 
spicular elements of sponges. a monaxial short. 
rhatkl with —— attened ends, (G 
diasporometer (di‘s-«p6-rom‘e-tér), u. r 
deaczopa, dawpersion, + yuétpor, measure.) A 
deviee for producing and measuring the dis- 
ersion of light. 

N.— 
the fangus Aspergillus 
chemist Takamine. It 
peroxy: 

a diastase, derived from 
aur, discoworod* by the Japanese 

the for 
‘dases, h degree the erof de- 

composing hydrogen dioxid. It is a preparn- 

diastasic (di-as-ti‘sik), a. [diastase + -ic. 
Cf. diastatic,) Of or ee to diastase, U. 
8. Dept. Agr., Rep. 68, p. 16. 

(di ‘ a-sté-sim’e-tri), mn. [Gr. 
ddoracy, difference (see diastase), + -weTma, ¢ 
pérpow, & measure.] The determination of the 
diastatic power of a substance, that is, of ite 
capability of converting starch into dextrose. 

n. 3%, In cytol., the pale region in 
the cytoplasm or area of # r protoplasmic 
fibrillm which foreshadows the division-plane 
in karyokinesis, or indirect cell-division, 

tic (di-as-té-mat‘’ik), a. [Gr. d- 
Gorqua(r-), interval, + -ic,] Pertaining to or 
of the nature + — 

tomyelia ( t6*mg-to-mi-€'li-a), 
wn, [NL., ¢ Gr. duderqua(r-), interval, + woeddc, 
marrow.) A congenital condition in which the 
spinal cord is in two separate lateral halves. 

diastoloscope (di-s-stol’§-skép), n. Gr. dea- 
croA4, separation, distinction, + cxorriv, view.) 
An eyepiece for the microscope which, in place 
of lenses, has two cones on a common axis. 
Diastoma (di -as‘ td-mit), n. Gr. did, 
through (7), + ordéuva, mouth.) A genus of 
pla jous gastropods of the family Pyra- 
wr ne ther, | Loa rag pg whoris 
traneyv ha arn * a] an aperture 

trom i w The «5 occur in 
—— and Tertiary socks — 

diastral (di-as’tral), @. [NL. “*diastrum, dias- 
ter, + -all,) Relating or pertaining to a 
diaster: as, the dias stage in the division 
of a single cell-nucleus into two, 

di-as‘trém), mn. IGr. did, through, 
+ crpéya, layer.) In geol., the splitting of 
sedimentary rocks — their bedding-planes. 

(di-as-trof’ik), a. [Gr. posi, 
distortion, + -¢,] Pertaining to upheavals or 
displacements in the earth's crust; of the na- 
ture of diastrophism. 

It is desirable that a boring be made, as deep as pos 

weich bret grant soe upd ——— whi man, 

been subjected to diartrophie . 
ie Inst., 1002, p, 235, 

Diastrophic , that branch of hich 
treate of uphea and dislocationa in the b wrmet. 

(di-as’tro-fizm), n. (Gr, deaorpoos, 
distortion, + -iem.] 4 geol. & general term 
suggested by J, W. Powell for all the varieties 
of deformation of the earth's crust, As elab- 
orated by G, K. Gilbert, it is of two varieties; orogeny, 
or the upheaval of mountaina, irogeny, of the 

uction of continenta U. &. Geel. , Monograph 
pp a 

dia’ ty (di’a-thér-ma-nos‘i-ti), mn. 
Same as diathermance. 

The diathermanonty of water and certain solutions. 
Natwre, LAVIL 425. 

thesis, .—Uric-acid diathests, « theoretical con- 
dition in which uric acid is formed in abnormal amount 
within the body and tends to be deposited in the tissues 

diatomaceous, «. 2. Containing or made up 
of diatoms: a8, diafomaceous earth, See infu- 
sorial carth, under infusorial, 
diatome (di‘a-tém), n. Same as diatom. 
diatomean («i’-to’mé-an}, x. Same as diatom. 

tom-earth (di’a-tom-érth’), #. Asedimen- 
tary deposit composed of the abandoned frus- 
tules of diatoms; infusorial earth. Geihie, 
Text-book of Geol., p. 179. 

diatom-ooze (di‘ a-tom-iz"),. An extremely 
fine deep-sea deposit consisting of the aban- 
doned frustules of diatoms. Geihie, Text-book 
of Geol., p. 179. 
Diatonicinterval. See interval, 5. 
diatropic (di-a-trop’ ik), a. [Gr. did, across, 
+ -rporoc, € tTpimee, turn, * -ie.] In bot, 
transverse to the direction of the stimulus or 
operating force: said of organs so placing 

letter theta, 4). D. theta is found on the coast ¢ dee yilev, separate.) In petrog., a term used themselves. 
of California, 

dia hy lous ‘(di-af‘i-lus), a. Same as dia- 
lyphyllous, 

by Brigger (1804) to designate rocks derived 
by differentiation from a common magma 
prior to their eruption. 

Dia (di‘a-tri-pai’sé-4), m. pl. [NL., 
<Diatrype + -acew.) A family of pyrenomy- 
ectous fungi, named from the genus Diatrype, 



Diatrype 365 dichogeny 
Diatrype (di-a-tri’pé),#. [NL. (Fries, 1849), in which derivatives of the aromatic hydro- di 1 (di-kak’6-dil), ». [di-2 + —— 
irreg. < Gr. duarpurav, bore through, ¢ di, carbons serve for the prodestes of « positive A colorless highly poisonous compound, (CHy)y 
through, + rperay, bore.] A genus of pyre- image capable of deve 
nomycetous fungi having the perithecia sunken calico, silk, or wool is impregnated with 
in «a dark-colored flattened effuse stroma — er ry * = rn ee bas an offensive smell, and intlames spontanvously in the 
which is at first covered by the outer bark of washed in cold water, and the dyestull is dinzotized by Frenute — — 
the host, The ostiola tethe surface ofthestroma the action of a cold solution of sodium nitrite i _ te 
at maturity, a tact to which the name refers. The spores acidified by hydrochloric, sulphuric, or other —— dicalcic (di-kal’sik), a. [di-* + cale(ium) + 
are simple, allantoid, and hyaline or yellowish | — washing LF mater, a rat is exposed need ? on R. chem., —— asa — two atoms 
70 ca have been ; they occur on otagra pic ea yr, OF Sotme ral ec: of calcium. hate ¶ ) 
the ches of vurious trees. 0. Stigma is a common image is then developed by the use of a weak solu- the chief part Ey apt —3 > ‘ toni 
species of the anak, tion of a suitable phenol or amine, as un alkaline solution fertilizers which by keeping have lost the sol charac: 

"i * of thol fi of ol for , or of eile digullc (Gi-'lik), a. (Gr. diavog, a double oA ae ipe or course, ¢ di-, two-, + absdc,@ pipe.) asthe primulin process ’ 2 
jor or pertaining to the diaulos, or dotvia diazurin, diazurine (di-az’4-rin), ». [di(azo-) eet teeters *R. *5 Semen 
course in ancient Greck racing.—. In codl., + azure +-in?.] Adirect coal-tar color of the “(\C'Q,OH, in the molecule, Sometimes im. 
divided into two ducts, as tho hermaphrodite disazo type, derived from dianisidine. 1 dyes Correctly used for dicarborylic 
duct from the ovotestis of gastropodous mol- unmordanted cotton a dall violet in a salt bath, but for ,cOTPectly used ite. ; 
luaks, Sedgwick, Text-book of Zodl., I, 378, _—‘the best resulta subsequent diazotizing and development Gicarboxylic (di-kiir’bok-sil’ik), a. (di-2 + 

diaxial (di-ak’si-al Gr. d-. ¢ + L, With #&nnphthol are necessary. Upon development it carboxyl + -ic.) Con two carboxyl 
este { + ap »4 a. —* gives & navy bine. groups, —CO.OH, in the —— 5 an ot 

, axis, + -ail. me As dibasicity (di-ba-sis’i-ti), n. [eobasie + -tty.] ganic compound. . 
diaxon (di-ak sgn). », [NL,, ¢ Gr. ey two-, In chent., the character of being dibasic; the dicastic (di-kast’ik), a, [dicast + -ie.] Of 
+ é§w, axis.) A neuron, or nerve-cell, baving ¢haracter of an acid as containing two atoms of tuleden tec ae shacnateriatic of i tiemik oF 6 
two axis-cylinder processes. , —2* — by a more basic or elec- donate : as, the dicastic assembly; the dicastic 

- a —— sear tropositive element or radical. badge * v3 
#0 called, it w' appear, by the imme dib’ n, [E. . , — dibatag (dib’atag), ». | (E. African.) | A Pe dicefalous, a. A simplified spelling of dicepha- successors of —— e a) his * rm } — —— — mmodorcas clarkei, 

diazin, diazine (di-az‘in), n. azine.) Somaliland. 1¢ resembles the gazelles, bat has a long, Dicellocephalus (di-se y Iso The name of a class of cyclic organic com- slender neck, somewhat like that of the gerenuk. ‘The Dikel i ee 7 = nae), ® - 
. ’ . . ini itroge i femal hornless ; the horns of the mal recurved 

Ping, Seo asine-‘Diasin black, blue, lc. See *™irieva at theta ee pronged hoe, a mattock, + sai, head.) A 
—S whlue, ete. * The most striking feature of the report of the Fidd Widely distributed genus of Cambrian trilobites 
Diazo black, blue, ete. See *black, *blue, ete. Columbian Maseum for 1002-3 is formed by two plates baving a large erescentic cephalon with conate, 

(di-azo-a -set ik), &. (dia + on eon — grooved labellum, 9 thoracic 
Noti . i : segments, a@ fan-like pygidium bearing —— Noting an ether, a lemon-yeliow oil, te museum. ature. Bept. 8, 1004, p. 48 spiniform extensions at the pygidl 

. dibble!, ». 2. A planting implement which 5 eat! 7 5 
§ aæcooc He, prepared by the action of ‘carries the seed 3 the bandie and drops it dicsphalus (ont erally ag 

nitrous acid on ethyl aminoacetate. It crystal- from the point by means of a slide, when g xegars, head.] A double-headed monster.’ 
lizes at low temperatures, melts at ~ 22" C. bolls at 54°C inserted in the earth. [Great Britain.) — Diceratida (di t'i-dé 4, (NL, ¢ Di- : 3, A pair of wheels drawn by a horse, and (dis-o-ra ), mpl. (NL, ¢ Di 
fovea ate ae pd ne ~~ lodes it — furnis ed with cogs which make holes for seed: P48 (-cerat-) + -ide.] A family of extinct 
concentrated sulphuric seid prolonged boiling. used i tton-plan So teleodesmaccous peleeypods of which Diceras 
Tt is more correctly termed ethyl diazoacetate, ant is used dibt ae peg planting. (Southern U. 8.) is the typical genus. 
in organic syntheses. ling? (dib‘l ), n. The act of planting ore . 

; dice- top), At th be: 
diazoamino (di-az’5-am‘in-d), nm. [Detached With # dibble. pe BiDBIo}, ¢. f. its —— of ich will | —— whe 
use of diazamino-, ¢ diazo- amine.) The Daniting fo not a method sulted for sowing large areas, the top comes to rest after being spun; a tee- 
name of aclass of organic compounds contain- bat is useful in filling wp banks, Jture, pis, totum. 
ing the group RN:NNHR’. These substances hey dicetyl (di-set’il), n. Same as *¢dotricontane. 
are often incorrectly termed diazoamido deriva- dibenzoyl (di-ben’z5-il), », [di-2 + benzoyl.) ——— di-kam/fi-tri’én), ». (Gr. 
tives; they aroreadily convertedintoaminoazo 1. Same as bencil.— 2. A combining form "4/14 in two, + a9, on both sides, + zpiawa, 
compounds, many of which are dyes, used in organic chemistry to indicate the trigent.] In the nomenclature of the spicular 

diazobenzene (di-az’6-ben‘zén), n. [diazo- PTesence of two benzoyl radicals (CgHsCO-) ei. ments of sponges, an amphitriene in which 
+ benzene.] A univalent organic — in the molecule of a compound. the tt at ** bitureated. 

:N-or€ ie i di 1 (di-ben’zil), m. [di-2 + benzyl] A — Ch Rae CS be th MMR ees a — 
pared by the action of sodium on fenzyl I amily of dicot —— choripetalous © 

forms are known, those of the latter being ara yy ae monoclinic ery stals melting ——— sym be plants the —— 
termed benzenediazonium compounds.— Diaso- a pee Myo —— * C. Also Geraniales, typified by the genus Dichapetalum, 

Densene imide,» paloyeliow oily compound, CglgN < 4, diblastic (di-blay’ti, ts Jr. de, two, + —— ze by regulr —— 
a Lagréc, germ. mm of two germ-layers; There species, 

nium sul Ag ey Bein — wien ant aving the character of or being in the —* pn Tatas — 
— — The tion of adiblastula. See diblastula, trees, shrubs, or woody vines with alternate entire corie- 

ml pigheehorobs Dibothridiata (di-b§-thridi-6’t8),». pl. OX a — et the ieaven Ses 
diazoic (di-a-25'ik), a. (diazo- + -ic.] Noting ¢ Gr. du, two-, + NL. bothridium + -ata?.} Sdichapetatum . 
aclasa of organic aromatic acids containing Agtoup of Cestoided. The soolex is provided with Dichapetalum (dik-s-pet’g-lum), ». (NI. 
the radical RNHNO, or the tautomeric form jm ped ome ned phy pt —— theuthens (Thouars, 1806), in allusion to the two lobes 
RN: NO, OH. communicates with the exterior. It Includes the order Of the petals, ¢ Gr. dixa, in two, + xérazov, 
diazonium (di-a-zd’ni-um), ». [diazo- + -n- Perudophyllidea. The majority of the members of this leaf (petal).] A genus of plants, type of the 
+ -ium.] A basic organic radical, RN. Some TUR are Damaltio in) fresh water Aslies, though —— roe 222* 7 species, 

Dibothriocephalus (di-both‘ri-d-sef’g-lus), mn. _ known as rat-poteon. Z 2 

of the diazonium compounds are rded as (Gr. de, two-, + folptov, dim. of ; apit, + dichlorbenzene (di-kidr-ben’zén), mn. [di- + 
tactomeria ferme of rar compounds. Ferd head. The older name of the genus ow + benzene.] One of three com- 

diagotate (di-uz’d-tat), ». [di-2 + azole (sce cephalus (which see). peapta with the tormnls ——— 
diazo-) + -atel,) A salt of an acid, RN : NOH. ———— — —— ulsh @ prefixes ortho-, meta-, para-. 

| 3 ving ee = ⁊ It may be re ed as a tautomeric form of branches botryoid, as ne compound umbel, 3 8 crystalline 2 solid melting gat * * —— — i ũ 
a diazonium hydroxid RNOH, and must not ' y' tag panicle, ote. dichoblastic (di-kd-blas’tik), a. [Gr. diya, in 

j dibranchious (di-brangk’i-us), a. [Gr. d:-, two, + saardc, germ, + -ie.] In bot., sym- 
be confused with salts of diazoie acid, two-, + Spay, gills, + -ows.] Having two P en dichotomous. Celakorsky. 

tion (di-az’6-ti-2za’shon), n. [diazo- vTanchim. choastirop —— a. for. Arcx 
rop. tize + -ation.] The operation of treating an Dibranchus (di-brang’kus), ™. [NL., ¢ d-, (diya), in two, + E. calt he nomen- 

amido compound with sodium nitrite and hy- tW-, + Spayyor, for Jpdyqer, gill] A genus clature of the spicular elements of sponges, a 
drochloric acid for the production of a diazo Of deep-sea frogfishes of the family Oycocephal-  ealtrop with bifureate arms. See *ealtrop, 4, 
eompound. idx. D. atlantious abounds in the abysses of dichogamism (di-kog’a-mizm), ». [Gr. diza, 

(di-az’6-tiz), e. t.¢ pret. and pp. di- the Gulf Stream. ; in two, + pduore, marriage.] Complete herma- 
azotized, ppr. diazetizing. [di-2 + azote + -ize.j dibrom-, dibromo-, Spe + brom(ine).) A phroditism, or the presence of the accessory 
In chem., to treat an aromatic amido compound ¢ombining form used in organic chemistry to reproductive organs as well as of the gonads 
with nitrous acid so as to introduce the diazo- indicate the presence of two bromine atoms in of both sexes. G,. H. Lewes. 
group of two united atoms of nitrogen which the molecule of the compound, dichogamy, ». 2. In coii/., the maturation 
together behave as a dyad radical. By this dibromide (di-bré‘mid), #. [¢i-2 + brom(ine) in hermaphroditie animals of the ova and 
reaction various brilliant dyestuffs are ob- + -ide?.) Inchem.,acompound containingtwo sperm at different times so as to preclude self- 
tained. Sadtler, Handbook of Indust. Chem., atoms of bromine united to a dyad element or fertilization. 

. 488. radical: as, ethylene dibromide, dichogeny (di-koj’e-ni), ». [Gr. diya, in two, 
diazotype (di-az‘’6-tip }, . In photog., a dibutyl (di-ba’til), ». (di-+ butyl.) Sameas + -yrejc, -producing.) The normal develop- 
method of photographic dyeing and printing, *octane, ment of cells and tissues in an organism in 



dichogeny 
in accordance with normal 

conditions to which they are 
different wa 
changes in 
ox 
Di ptus (di-ké-grap’tus), ». (NL., ¢ Gr. 
diya, in two, + yparré, written, engrav 
{see graptolite).] A genus of Silurian grapto- 
lites in which the hydrosome consists of 8 
simple monoprionidian arms originating from 
a the latter enveloped in a circular 

Notrigne (di-k6-fil-6-tri’én), ». (Gr. 
diya, in two, + gi420y, leaf, + Tpiauwa, trident.) 
In the nomenclature of the spicular elements 
of spo a phyllotri#ne in which the flat- 
tened cladisks are forked. 

dichopterous (di-kop’tér-us), a, [Gr. dixa, in 
two, + srepdév, wing.) In entom,, having cut 
or emarginate = Syd, Soe. . 

(di-kop’tik) (Gr. diza, in two, + a. 
E, optic.) Having the eyes distinctly sepa- 
rated, not joined together above, as wit 
nse i Op te *holoptic. Cambridge Nai. 1 le oO 0 Nat. 

Hist., V1. or = * 
‘a (di’ k6-ri-san‘ dri), n. Dichorisandr: (NL. 

(Mikan, 1820), irreg. Gr. de, two, + yupiler, 
separate, + arfp (aedp-), a male (anther).) A 
geaue of plants of the family Commelinacer. 

ere are about 3) species, natives of tropical America, 
some of which are wn in chotee glass-houses for their 
omy habit and folinge. The flowers, usually not very 
showy individually, are blue, and grow in panicle- 
—————————— pest Snow species in cultivation ts 

leaves. Another horticultural favorite is D. mosricn ; it 
has variegated folinge. 

dichost (di’kost), ». [Gr. diya, in two, + 
éatém, bone.) In ichth., a bone anterior to 
the bones above the myodome; the basisphe- 
noid. It is very im that the bone named basl- 
spbhenotd in fishes is the homo! ie of the basisphenoid 

the higher vertebrates. 7, Gill, 

dichotic (di-kot‘ik), a. (Gr. txa, in two, + 
ob¢ {(@r-), ear, + -ic.] Involving the use of both 
ears for the simultaneous hearing of tones of 
different pitch: opposed to diotic; as, dichotic 
audition; a dichotic experiment. 

dichotomistic (di-kot-5-mis’tik), a. Of or per- 
taining to dichotomy or dichotomists: as, the 
dichotomistie principle of classification. 

(di-kot’-mizd), p. a. Divided as. 8 _ 2 dich 
in half: said of the moon or ens of the in- dicky daisy (vik‘i-da*zi), n. 
ferior planets at the moment when exactly 
ant of the disk is illuminated. 
chotomy, a. Bostryols . Same as 

heliceid dichotomy = pray my ot id).— Law of 
dichotomy, Mendel’s kaw of ancestral inh ce. See 

* tinheritance, Davenport, in Science, Jan. 15, 1906, 

dichotrimnic (di*k6-tri-é’nik), a. Resembling 
a dichotrivne, or characterized by a possession 
of dichotrimnes, 

dichotrider (di-ké-tri‘dér), ». (Gr. diya, in 
two, + rpidecpor, three-necked (see *frider),] 
In the nomenclature of the spicular elements 
of sponges, a trider having three arms dichot- 
omous. See *trider. 

(di’k6-ti-pi), n. [Gr. diya, in two, 
+ rumoc, type, + -y8.] The occurrence of two 
different forms of the same organ on the same 
plant or stock. 

ane (di-kok-si-tri’én), ». (Gr, diya, dichoxytri ; 
in two, + dgi¢, sharp, + tpiawa, trident.) In dicot (di’kot), 
the nomenclature of the spicular elements of 
sponges, a dichotrimne in which the divided 
branches are acute. 

dichroiscope (di-kré’i-skép), n. 
ehroscope. 

dichroitic (di-krd-it’ik), a. Same as dichroic, 1. 
dichromat, dichromate (di-kro’mat), n. (Gr. 
di-, two, xpopats’), color.] One who pos- 
sesses only two of the three normal primary 
eolor-sensations; a red-blind or green-blin 

rson. The term presupposes the correctness 
of the Young-Helmboltz theory of color-vision. 
dichroma’ ({di- kré’ma-ted), a. In photog., 
acted on with a bichromate. 

dichromic, «. 2. In optics, having the property 
of dichroism ; dichroic. Dichromic acid, Same as 
*epyrochromic acid or kanhydrockromic acid (HyCrgOy) 

Same as di- 

Dickensiana (dik’enz-i-a’ni), n. pl. 

di 

dicky* 

dicotyl (di-kot’il), ». 

di ledo di-kot-i-lé’don-d-ri), a. 
— —* —— 

366 

transmission through statned glass and the proportion 
oo admixture is regulated by a polarizing arrange. 

men 
dick-a-Tuesday (dik-s-tiz’da), », The ignis 
fatuus ; will-o’-the-wisp; jack-o’-lantern. 

dickcissel (dik-six’el), ». [Said to be imita- 
tive.}] The blaek-throated bunting, Spica amer- 
teana, a small member of the sparrow family. 
Tt ie abundant in many parte of the mn United States, 
ranging West to Nebraska and south to Arizona. The male 
has'a black pateh on the throat and some yellow markings, 
Sas the penetel euler shove is grayish brown. See Spiza, 
ww 

ue (dik*enz-esk’), a. KResembling 
or peculiar to the style of Charles Dickens, the 
novelist, 
Dickensian (di-ken‘zi-an),a. Ofor ining 
to Charles Dickens, the novelist (1812-70), orto 
his writings or style: as, Dickensian char- 
acters. 

[Dickens 
+ -i- +-ana,] Collections of sayings, anecdotes, 
relies, manuscripts, books, editions, works, 
ete., relating to or connected in any way with 
Charles Dickens, the novelist. 

An to t Dickens Exhibition will be held at the 
M Hall, Farringdon Street, on March 25th, 26th, 
and 27th, ander the — of the Dickens Fellowsh| 
This is the first exhibition of Dickenaiana ever held 

jon. Athenwum, Feb. 21, 1008, p. 244 

(dik ’ pfen* ig), n. [G., ‘thick 
penny.’] billon coin of Strassburg in Al- 
sace in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen- 
turies, equal to 6 batzen. 
Dicksonies (dik-s6-ni’é-6), n. pl. (NL. ¢ 
Dicksonia + -ex.) One of the three tribes com- 
prising the family of ferns 222* It in distin. 
mee from the two by having the Indusium ex- 

and formed at least in part by the more or lees 
modified opposed leaf-segment, and farther by having the 

the sporangium provided with a stombun of th 
cells, It includes among others the important ern 
Cibotium and ee theace w. * Dicksonia. * L 
dickthaler (dik'th'lér), ». {@. "thick dollar,’] 
A small and thick Austrian silver coin of the 
rer — — & portrait of the Archduke 

mund, 
1, #.—Dicky Sam, a nickname for a native of 

Liverpool, Bngland. ) 
(dik’i), a. [Attrib. use of Dicky, dim.] 

Poor in quality or condition; ‘sorry’; ‘queer’: 
icky lot; a dicky concern. [Slang.] 

See *daisy. 
ius (di-k!6’ni-us), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 

two-, + (it is said) «Ade, 
nus of dinosaurian rept 

‘ope as having clongated skulls with extended 
and very b snout, very large nostrils, and 
subrectangular orbits, The teeth are closely ar 
ranged in an alveolar groove opening Inward, the succes 
tional teeth forming several tectiform series, It occurs 
in the Cretaceous rocks and is generally regarded as ay- 
nonymons with Madrosaurus and Trachodon. 

diceslious (di-sé’li-us), a, Same as dicewlous. 
aj lic (di-kon-dil’ik), a. [Gr. di, two-, 
+ xévdudoc, a knob, condyle.) e as dicon- 
dylian, ° 

diconic (di-kon‘ik), a, Noting an acid, « color- 
leas compound, CoH; 90g, prepared by the ac- 
tion of concentrated hydrochloric acid on citric 
acid at 200°C. It forms small erystals, prob- 
ably of the monoclinic system, and melts at 
199-200° C. 

un. Acolloquial reduction, among 
botanists, of dicotyledon. 

Gr. d:-, two-, + nortan, 
socket (see cotyledon).| Bame as dicotyledon. 
The main development of the early Dicefyle and other 

ayy constituting the best horizon markers took place 
n the late Jurassic. Amer, Jour, Sei, Dec,, 19% p 416 

di. 
.] Pertaining or —S to 

dicotyledons. X. &. D. 
(di-kra-né‘s6-é), n. pl. [NL., 

< Dicranum + -acew.] A large family of aero- 
carpous mosses of the order Bryales. It is typitied 
by ae Dicranum (which see), and characterized 
—*. stems, awlshaped or bristleshaped leaves, a 

ple peristome of I teeth, and Lecelled spores, There 
are 48 genera, chiefly of the temperate somes (only 2 occur. 
ring Io the tropics), growing in low, molest ground and 
forming sed or turf. 

dichromism (di’kré-mism), ». [Gr. diypowor, dicranohranchiate (di-kré-nd-brang’ki-it), a. 
two-colored, ¢ di-, two-, + yoaue, color, + -ism. 
Color-blindness as regards one of the three so- 
— primary colors of the Young-Helmholtz 
theory. 

ous, a. 
of growth in one year. Syd. Soe, Ler. 
dichrodecope (di-kré’6-skop), m. (Gr. di-, two, 
+ xpéa, color, + oxoneiv, view.) An instru- 
ment forthe blending of colors, devised by 
Heinrich Dove. Seams of colored light are produced 

2, In bot., having two periods Di 

ands». I, a. Relating to or characteristic of 
the Dicranebranchia, or possessing plumose 
dorsal gills. 

II, ». One of the Dieranobranchia, 
cranopteris (ii-kri-nop’te-ris), n. [NL. 

(Bernhardi, 1806), ¢€ Dieranum + Gr, trepic, 
& fern.) A genus of gleicheniaceous ferns, 
They are scandent trailing or semi-ereet and of most! 

Sar eee ere tie gt yc 
pore’ or tess naked, db or trichutomously branched 

Dictyospongide 
ap te ene of fhe mee eundens of 

passable thick in Open 
or half-cleared al. @ species are imperfectly 

Kee rhenaa, 
Dicromita (di-krom‘i-t&), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. dixpoor, 

rachides. The 
tropical ferns, 

Dicromita agers, 

(Prom Ball. a7 U. 5. Nat. Museum.) 

forked, + sirog, thread.) A genus of deep-sea 
fishes of the family Brotulide. 
pit. Aa abbreviation of dictionary. 

Cor) & (L. Dictweus, ¢ Gr. 
duxraiog, € Aixry, L.. Dicte, a mountain in Crete. 
Cf. dictamnus and dittany.) Of or pertaining to 
Mt. Diete io Dikte) in eastern Crete, where 
Zeus is said to have been reared. 

dictational (dik-ta‘shon-al), a. [dictation + 
-all,} Of or relating to dictation: as, dicta- 
tional experiences. 
The mind . . . has retreated from ite ancom- 

fortable dictational attitade and thrown the whole matter 
over to the States of the South. 

G. W. Cable, in The Century, Jan., 1886, p. 409, 

dictative (dik-ta’tiv), a. [dictate + — of 
the nature of dictation; characteristic of one 
who is in the habit of speaking with authority. 

He uttered . . . such other dictative mandates as 
Were necemary. J, F. Cooper, Phoneers, xxiii. 

torialiam (dik-té-t6’ri-al-izm), n. [dicta- 
torial + -ism.} The methods or manner of a 
dictator or dictatorial person. 

Dictionary . See *cata 
Dictyoceratina (dik’ ti-6-se-rat’i-ni), m. pi. 

NL., ¢ Gr. dixruoy, a net, + xépac (xrpar-), 
orn, + -ina2,.} One of the two orders of cera- 

tose sponges (the other being Dendroceratina) 
having the spongin skeleton in the form of a 
network of anastomosing fibers. It includes 
the — Spongida, Spongeliidx, and Aply- 
sinida, 
dictyodrome (dik’ti-d-drém), a, (Gr, dicrror, a 
net, + -dpowoc, ¢ dpaveiv, run.) Netted-veined, 
the nerves soon disappearing in the - 
ebyma of the leaf. See nervation, (a) (5). 

(dik-ti-od’ré-mus), a. Same as 
*dictyodrome. 
dictyoid (dik’ti-oid), a. [Gr. dixrvoerdie, net- 
like, ¢ dixrvov, net, + cidos, form.] Having the 
form of a net; reticulate; specifically, having 
both longitudinal and transverse septa: ap- 
plied to the spores of certain fungi. me as 
muriform! and *fenestrate. See *Fenestella. 

dictyonaie (dik-ti-d-na'lé), n.; pl. dictyonalia 
(li ). [NL., neut. of *dietyonalis, adj., irreg. 

T. dixrvoy, a net.] In sponges, one of the 
renchymal spicules which become fused to 

orm the continuous skeletal framework of 
ot Dictyonina, 

ctyone n. This common 

fronds are funnel- or fan-shaped and the branches com- 
sted by transverse bars or di ments, the thear or 

cells being usually quite obscare. It is wholly fosail and 
my from the appermost beds of the Cambrian inte 
the Devonian. 

dicty: an (dik-ti-op’te-ran), a. and», I. 
a. Of or belonging to the Dictyoptera, 

II. ». A member of the Dictyoptera, 
a, 2. A genus of the Phwophy- 

cee, or brown alg, separated from the other 
members of the family Dictyotaceer by the 
resence hi a a ton) 
ctyosiphon (dik ti-d-si‘fon), n. [NL. (Grev- 

ille, In), from the tubular, retieulately 
branching thallus; ¢ Gr, dixteoy, a net, + 
aigav, a tube.) A genus of the Phaophycex, 
or brown algw, occurring in both the North 
Atlantic and southern oceans, Seven species and 
varieties are found on the New England Repro- 
daction, as far as known, te only by antlocular sporangia. 

Dictyospongia (dik’ti-d-spon’ji-A), a. (NL., ¢ 
Gr, dixtvoy, net, + oreyyrd, sponge.) A genus of 
extinct hexactinellid silicious sponges, typical 
of the family Dictyospongide and characterized 

its obconical form and the smooth exterior 
oi te — bbe ec. 

ctyospo (dik ti-6-epon ‘ji-dé), a. pl. 
NL., ¢ Dictyoxpongia + Fr A family of si- 
cious hexactinellid sponges, comprising gen- 

era of obconical form and growing as simple 
individuals, in which the reticulum is princi- 
pally com of vertical and bhorixontal 
strands and the exterior 1s variously orna- 

of of its retieulom. 



Dictyospongid# 
mented with nodes, tufts, and fringes. The 
family is closely allied to the living Euplectella, 
but is regarded as wholly of Paleozoic — 

(dik-ti-os’pé-ré), m. pl. 8 —* 
Gr. dixteov, net, + , seed (spore), 
name applied by Sace: oto artifictal divinions 
of various families and orders of fungi, es- 
—— those of the Pyrenomycetes and Fungi 

ti, to include the genera which have 
— both transversely and longitudinally 
septate 

Dictyotales (1 (dik-t-6-ta’ 16), —— 
+ -alex.) order of 
brown — containing the aye 
Dictyotaces (which see). 

(dik-ti-ot‘ik), a. (Gr. — made 
in net fashion, ¢ dixrvov, net.) Pertaining to 
or characteristic of a network. Dictyotic 

in certain Radiotaria, the period d which 
ein i limek tas and ernie ameek a 
Haeckel, 

(di-si’a-nid), n. [di-? + cyanide.} 
The name of a class of com xine containing 
two fo (ira radicals, -CN, in the molecule. 
dicycle Soap n. dixvxZ.oc, 

plan of the bie 2 —— — the two wheels 

Geral need (di - sik * lik) a. (Gr. oc, two 
wheeled: see *di eyele.| 1, In two cycles: 
said of the calyx-base of the Crinoidea when 
there are two rings of plates between the top- 
most joint of the —*8 and the first cycle of 
_— situated in the gem of the ambu- 
z * reat contrasted —— — vie june 

ot organic compounds the atoms o 
which form two closed chains, each having 
one or more atoms in common. Also bicyclic. 
—3. In bot.: (a) — or disposed in two 
whorls, a3 & perianth or other series of 
Jackson, Glossary. (6) Biennial: 
hapaxanthous herbs which require two sea- 
sons to mature, Pound and Clements, 

dicycliss (di’si-klist), n. [dieyele + — F 
who rides a dicyele. See *dicyele, 
dicyemid (dis-i-em’id), ». One of the — 
emidae. 
dicymose (di-si’més), a. Doubly eymose. 
Didache (did’a-ké) Gr. didayf, teaching, 
( duldaxesy, teach. } ‘Phe Teachingof the Twelve 
Apostles, an gor’ hal writing discovered in 
a manuseript ® year 1056 at Constanti- 
nople in 18 — 
ogy alge petal pe Pp te — — 
the fret eral ethical teaching, the second 
te —— ity and liturgy. 

The mada who discovered and 
edited | npn mag Eneye. Brit., XXXL Bs, 

Didachist (did’s-kist), ». The unknown au- 
oe or editor of the Didaehe. Also called 

‘a 
Didachographer {ait-e-kor’ qufee), n. [Gr, 
dedaxy, Lene — 5 eS yeigew, write. ] 
Same as *Didach: 

didascalics (did- an kal ‘iks), n. Matters to be 
taught: subjects of teaching. 
— not the Athenlan⸗ Ge wisest of nations, 42 
275 — * amd the sundry forms of di 

pt precedence of all other matters, civil and mili- 
tary? Peacock, Crotchet Castle, vi, 

(di-das’ kg-li), » ee pl. didascalies 
(-liz). (Gr, ddlaanadia, earlier trpi didacxedav, 
(treatise) concerning (dramatic) produe- 
tions,’ the word meaning tenching, and hence 
the rehearsing or production of a play, ¢ 
diddoneev, teach,] 1. A eatalogue of the an- 
cient Greek dramas: such catalogues were pre- 
pared by Aristotle, Callimachus, Aristophanes 
of Byzantium, ete., but are now lost. They 
contained the names of the dramas and their 
writers, with dates and other details.—2, A 
bill or poster, hung in an ancient theater, con- 
taining a short notice of the play and per- 
formers. 

diddle-dee (did-1-dé’), ». In the Falkland 
Islands, a shrub of the antarctic regions, Lm- 
petrum rubrum, Itis used for fuel. See Em- 

trum. 
didelphine (di-del’ fin), a. Resomblin 
ie Pg the characters of the Didelphia ; 

ian. 

or 
idel- 

elphis, ». Same as Didelphys and the pre- 
tered (th — erroneous) form, under the rule 

phous 
- del’ fus), a —— or 

* cae — of the Didelphia or Mar- 
ia, 

sald of Di 

367 die-back 
4 = between which ts in ood the blank of — — 

racterized by a dyad axis (that ye and on the other 
ie * * two-fold ames} in which two 
lanes of symmetry intersect. See —— 

i esate (di-di-¢r’ngl), a. (di-# + diw is incised as an intaglica, 
Twice a da * a di-diurnal visit. X. E. D. — The stock to be shaped te 5 mood be —— them, and 

didle (di‘dl), [Also didal, didall, d penny te daa lg ht toge —— ant Guage 

dydel.] 1. At triangular spade used for diteh- forging of stock isin Very wide use for Th parte of runs, 
ing. sewing-machines, reachen bicycles, and manafsctured 

A sickle to cat with, a didall and crome articles is secured by the * 
alate een SS — the fall of a t a tap or hammer carrying the up; 

p a8 be on ite face, ce.) Oe its par uf formers foe stapling 
dredge or bras le ou — 

2. A scoop or on ‘the end of a long b the stock, and molding It in one or more 
pole, used for cleari 
nels, [Prov. Eng. in both uses, ] 

di-dé‘dek-g-hé‘dron), x. 
di-2 + dodecahedron.) A diploid. 

(di-lé’ni-§), ». (NL., ¢ Ll. Dido (Di- 
don-), Dido. The allusion is to her trick with 
the hide: see dido.] Of the isoperimetric 
curves on a given surface, that one which eon- 
tains the maximum area, 

[didrom- y + -ic.] 
Doubl 5 as the — * some grasses. 

watercourses or chan- 
PP 

A surface fl Lo support the mae 71 or a sip 

222 
the shear completed. 

doulte 
a die that cute and bends a blank and continaes the 
—— it or drawing It inte still another forma. 

ties. Combination a die 
wend enh th oak thn Chee cal hen te enon eck its 
edges Intosome simple form. It is ased in making 

Sees of coe, 

—— 
diductor (di-duk’tor),. [NL., ¢ L. diducere, 
draw apart, ¢di-, apart, + ducere, draw.) Inthe 
articulate orders of the Brachiopoda, one of a 
pair of museles which by contraction open the 
valves, These muscles 
anterior of the mi 
and are Hed on the 
— There is also a 

= 
the ventral muscular area. 

— —— 
paca, neat. pl. of A , & name of Zeus, < 
Aidepa, Didyma, near iletus.} In Gr. antig., 
a festival in honor of Zeus an lo held at 

dyma, near Miletus, in Asia she nor: known 
only by late coins and inseriptions, 
Di (did-i- — .» (NL, ¢ Gr. 
A⸗ , prop. neut, o jog: see *Didy- 
mised, } A temple or shrine sacred to Zous and 

—— — 
mature-disk #cutting- press (which see). — Double-action 
dies, dics of which the upper one ie in twe one 
outside of and moving ni pans of other. 
The outer cuts the blank and downward into 
the oP die, Then, by a Ci use in its more 
ment, [t clampe the Blank the rime shading 1 in — 

een the opper and the bower di 
inside a die is timed to touch the blank just as * ⁊ 
clam pushing downward, draws or stretches the 
b! into the center of the lower die, The blank, having 
been drawn into ite permanent 6 form, is left bebind by the 

Apollo at Did near Miletus, There was a of the epper die and le stripped of the dice by 
salred way leading to it which was built for'an earlier Stik through the at ing prem te wera — 
———— ite, and which was if by a artes of 
archale seatexd Fen ee & Oe — an 
later building, of which remains still eat, probably dates 
from about S48. It wasdipteral, wii open 
to the eky. 

(did-i-mal’ji-d), n. [NL Gr. 
* dldymalgta, aia —2 pain.) bee ts 

the testicle. 
did-i-mas‘pis), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 

iouble, + aorir, a shield.) A genus 

reed Le pe ars thre 
— dle of a panes plate, That Lejos ttfres pease, 
Double-act dies 8 Vmetltae⸗ called 
drawing di⸗ ·· Dou dics which ent two blan 
sal done ae side by side, of a small hole am 
a blank pext to it, By feeling Gie sheet-metal to a prem 
fitted with double de it Is thas pxwsible first to cut a 
small blank or hobe and n to cat a blank around it, 

das rations corms the first half of the mext, am 
of fossil fishes from the Old Red Sandstone, every ¢ finishes one compl a — 
having a ce —_ shield in two pieces and no 
cornua at the sides. 

didyma‘ Gidymated (¢ — -mii-ted), a. 
Same as idymous, {Ra 

didymia roma ii), 9 L., ¢ — 
Tu chem,, idymin oxid, 

tides (did. igri Be [NL., ¢ 
iymites + -idw.) <A family ot inate am- 

monites with globose conchs having broad bi- 
fid sutural dles, 

tis (did-i-mi’tis), n, [NL., < Gr, didv- 
, testicles, + -ifis,) Bame as orchitis. 

oclone (di-dim’d-klén), m. [Gr. didrpor, 
twin, + «4dr, a twig.) In the nomenclature 
of the spicular elements of yoy a short 
straight spicule with thicken mds bearing 
——— —* a (Gr. die 

lym (did‘i-moid), (Gr. dideyoc, twin, 
+ eldoc, form.] Fievicg two (twin) cells: ap- 
plied to the — —— of certain fungi. 

Others a crosspartition become twin or 2- 
celled (dé wan —2 by — noel aaa cross-parti- 
tions *5 a row of cells 

Underweed, Moulds, —E Mashrooma, fll. 

z6’on),a. [NL., ¢ Gr. (did*i-mp-26 
diduwog, twin, + [{ger, animal. ) e typical 
daa A of the family Didymozodnida. Taschen- 

me idymozobnide (did‘i-m6-26-on’i-dé), n. 
€ Didymozoon * -idw.] A faa‘ 

—24 Platyhelminthes, of the order Mala 
cocotylea (or Digenea). They have an anterior — 
only, mouth within the sucker, and the genital pore ter 
tinal, in front of the oral sucker. The worme are her- 
maphroditic and live in pairs in eysta They are found on 
the ini Lamp or th the mouth and branchial cavity of 
marine The ney includes the gener Didymo- 
die Vemat Are 

n O. A hard-metal former or working- 
* for ere cutting, or Impressing: — 
ay used in See defs. Sand 6 

—(a) Ome ba a pair of formers, each with an —8* 

ks je fl eat on 
— lor tamnp 

Triple-action Dies. 

+, the upper cutting and holding die; «, the 
loner drawing die: &. the enbossing die neing on plusgers 

a, the lower die; 

rough sleeve yg, and meeting de ¢ > ¢, sepporting-bolster: ¢, 
hig edge; orp A. bed of press, 

ing the a dle in two parts moving Independently 
and, tn addition, a third die moving upward through the 
fixed lower dle. 

die", v. ¢.—Dieing-out machine, in shor-manuf, 4 
power-machine for stan ping out, by means of dies, leather 
to form the soles or other parte of boots and shoes It is 
essentially a stamping-prest with a cutting oF shaping 
die and a woolen bi om which the leather ste 
Placed to be eut. 

die-back (di’bak), a. A disease of the oran 
tree and other citrous fruits, limited to Flari 



die-back 
The exact cause is unknown, but it is ——— Monty 
malnutrition of the excessive use of ni ferti- 
lizera. 

Dieb. alt. An abbreviation of the Latin diehus 
alternis, every other day. 

die-block (di‘blok), m, A heavy block of cast- 
iron whieh supports the die in a press or punch, 
The heavier such a block is made, the better 
it takes up the shock when the punch strikes 
the work. 

Disb. tert. An abbreviation of the Latin die- 
bus tertiis, every third da 
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liquid, (CgHs)gNH, prepared by the action of 
ammonia on ethyl iodide and formed during py ant 
the putrefaction of fish. It melts at —40° C., 
boils at 55.5° C., and forms salts with acids 
similar to those of ammonia. 

dietzeite —— ta nu. [Named for A. Dietze, 
who first it.) A mineral consisting 
of the fodate an and chromate of calcium, oceur- 
ring in yellow prismatic crystals and fibrous 
masses: found in the soda-nitrate deposits of 
Atacama. 

and « series current, in such a manner that their mag 
netic effects are in directions ite to each other,— 
Exact differential equation. kequation, 
mie 4.— Differential of a function. the increment 

a function so changed or ‘doctored’ that its ratio ta 
a. increment of the independent variable equals the 

aa oe ht nine net = ny + an 
exact differential, — Second differential, Since . 
differential of a function is, from ita definition, usuall: 
new function of the independent variable, ite diff al 
may be taken, and is called the second digerential, The 
second differential of w te written * the samne way 
we get the third digerential, dy ; eto. 

die-chuck (di’chuk), ». A chuck for holding a. An abbreviation of difference, different, differentiant, ». II. a. Of or pertaining to 
work that is to be warned 
It consista of a dink ha two or more radial slota, in 
which steel jaws alide, the sliding motion being im 
by screws which can either be worked independently or 
together, so that the work can be chucked centrally or 
eooentrically, 

diectasis (di-ck’té-sis),. [NL., ¢ Gr. déxrance, 
a stretching, < dtexteivecy, stretch, < dud, fire § 
+ inxreiverr, streteh: see ectasis.] 
lengthening by the insertion oy a — 

ectaxis. 

or bored in a lathe, 

——— —— 
a word to be said in favour of such tical monsters 
aa igs and tpearte But it is 
————— 

die-forging i lhe |) ® The process of f 
ts done by metal parts jes; drop-forging. It 

ra of 4 de, tuade usually "In ne par ot a 

which fat +" oa a ipa. hich is ——— a wi 

into the shape of the die when the la’ is closed. 
ings which Te to — — a 
made by this process. See wdc’ 

die-hole (di’hdl), ». The hole in ® punching 
or drawing die. In punching, the diebole must be 
large enough to admit the punch and leave a little clear. 
ance; in drawing, it must adinit the panch and the ma- 
terlal whieh ts being worked. 

dieidism (di-id’izm),n. [Gr. de-, two-, + eidoc, 
form, + -ism.] The assumption of two differ- 
ent forms during successive & in the 
Palate of an organism. . Lubbock: 
1874. 

Dielasma Cw, (Gr. di-, double, + 
fAacuo, a metal plate. A genus of Paleozoic 
terebratuloid Brachiopoda having a short 
brachial loop and along free ral val. which 
carries the muscles of the do lve. 

Sir ’ 

constant, sis, strength. 
See *constant, *hysteresis, disruptive *strength. 

diel (di-6-lek’ tri-kal- ‘alt, ade By di- 
— action: as, duoloctrieatly polarized 
bodies. 

die-nut (di’nut),». A square nut of hardened 
steel, in which grooves are cut as in a die, 
whieh is used for cleaning the threads of bolts 
or studs which have been damaged. 

die-plate cay" plat), ». In steam- or - gas-fitting, 
a screw-plate; a screw-~utting die. 

dieresilia eae tye er i ahirree hoa 
aiperv, to separate, divi a, i(qua), 

Same aa carcerule (5). 
dieresilian (di-er-é- ‘sil’ heme), a. (dieresilia 
+ -an.) oe or or pertaining to  diereselia. 

n crustaceans, the division in 
the outer — of the last pleopods. 

Dies Ire (di’éz —5 * Day of Wrath: the 
opening words, and hence the name, of a 
cele Latin hymn of the middle ages. 
Tt waa pate nnn it ny | Thomas of Celano in the 
teenth cen The Roman Catholic Church still uses 
itin the fu — service, 

Di group. See *group!. 
diet’, ».—Tufnell a diet containing very little 
liquid or sncenlent food. 

diethene (di-eth’én), a. [di-2 + eth(yl) + 
-ene.] Containing two HCH. groups: as, 

diethene diamine, NH <& oe ent > NH. 

diethenic (di-e-then’ Uk), ¢ a. Same as *diethene, 
~Diethenic alcohol Same as diethene xplyoul, CHy 
One — CHyCHLOH, 

(di--ther’6-skép), vn. (Gr. de-, 
two-, —X aifmp, ether, + cxoteiw, view.) An 
apparatus adapted to the accurate mensure- 
ment of the refractions that oceur in mirage. 
It consists of a — within which mirrors, or total 
reflecting prisms or additional lenses, are so arranged ua 
to cause two linages of any object to appear in the fell 
of view. When used without the telescope the diethero- 
soope can be armoged a4 a dipleidoscope or san-dinl ; 
the two inmares of the sun overlap each other and coincide 
when the sun centers on the meridian, 

diethyl (di-eth’il), ». [di-? +ethy!.] 1, Sameas 
*hutane.—2, A combining form used to indi- 
cate the presence of two ethyl radicals in the 
molecule of an organic compound, 

diethylamine (di-eth-il-am‘in), n. [di-2 + 
ethyl + gwine.t A colorless inflammable 

differs, 
differen ‘”.—Contact difference of 

pays, = bypotts equal stimulas ratios corre- 

of 
oat, woukl be sufficient to make the yay ee 
just different, with maximal attention, from 
sensation ; inerement of stimulus — — — 

elimination 
t errors, enabl 

labed in 60 per cent. of a large pamber of com- 

With an area of contact of 1 m 
Eeeoe a te tela Souter of tee tate tea os ference 

rio @ Sen ee xipoken gene rin 

Difference of 

til — 555 of lapse of difference is an 
fe es —— of Psychol, p. 57.— 

pice ps map anes ——— a eycle by s00 
tric waves, as an alternating current and electro- 

motive force. — an ¢ ve 
carrent which is found to exist on comparing the cross- 
section of a nerve with ite longitudl section, Also 
called nerre current current. 

tnvrd de terms Of series of first differences, In the same 
differences betwoen the second differences give thi. 
Jovences, amd so on. 

Thas we may mr Doky which in the first 
column a the frat renee of the num’ fn the second 
column ; the second di, penning wag a the third colunan ; 
the third difference and so on. 

ppg Bclenee, L iL & 

To split the te come to ent by com- 
ae the dim —— the — 
ivided ene ; give and take equally in coming to an 

— ⸗ (dif’¢-rens-ton), ». A third 
tone set up by the sounding of a simple 
tones, whose pitch-number is the difference 
between the pitch-numbers of the two primary 
tones, or between some multiples of these 
itch-numbers; one of the two forms of com- 
inational tone.—First difference-tone, in acous- 

ties, a combinational tone produced by the simul 
sounding of two musical tones which differ in It 
has a frequency, f, expressed by the formula: ah 
where w is the frequency of the higher and / of the iawar 
of the two tones,— Second by in - 

«= 2 u, whore difference-tone ha’ uency 
Tand u are the Am ae lower and upper tones 

-ren*shi-a-bil‘i-ti), n. 
prodacing the combination. 

differentiability (dif-e 
The property of being differentiable. 

differentiable, a. 2. In math., having a deter- 
minate finite or determinate infinite deriva- 
tive. 

differential. I, a. 4. In mech.: (a) So con- 
structed that the resulting motion is the alge- 
braic sum of two unequal motions in opposite 
directions, The resistance moves through a path 
which is Ue difference of two velocities impressed by the 
applied force, Hence a slow motion of the resistance is 
the consequence of the moving foree acting through a 
comatderable space, and a small moving force overcomes 
great resistance. Used in hoisting pulleys, double screws, 
and similar devices. 
(hy) Having differing velocities, as antomo- 
bile drivin, 5 when rounding corners aud 
eurves, and rollers for grinding grain.— 5, Se- 
lective; having different effects upon different 
kinds of material: as, differentie! weathering. 

The facts collected pointed to the couclusion Mat this 
type of valley was due to difrrential progiacial decay, 

teog, Jor. (KR, G5), XV. ane. 

Differential ake, count, counter-sh. ete, See 
ehrnded, - larg eomler-ehest, ete. — ‘eren 

. (> A winding consisting of two sections, 
which are excited by two different currents, us a sliunt 

a discontinuous variation, sport, mutation, or 
inherited change in the type of a race or 
species, 

or oommee 5 Mr. ae wer aay that there ie really 
differentiation there ; she hovers. who identities 
“ diferentiant”™ diversity “Boma Bm ogy eg variation. 

riba, April, 1908, p. XR. 
Differentiant variation. *everiation. 
differentiate, v. ¢. 5. 7 hist. and cytol., to 
reveal or resolve structures in (a cell, tissue, 
or — by treating with some stain or re- 

differentiation, n. 5. In geol., the genera! 
process by which # parent mass of molten rock 
of intermediate composition, standing in a 
reservoir for —88 ods of time, breaks up 
or differentiates several fractional deriva- 
tives both more acidie and more basie. White 

is obecure and the process 
accounts for the contrasted lavas which come cia 

e center ut different times. Geikie, Text- 
book of G p 710.— Induced in 

spe ei pa it 2 wl 
th “ ism, to * its char- 

egg. See inherent 
differentiation, in the process of cell- 

multiplication and divergent —— * which takes 
during Ure development of the onan cmap temas | 

characteristics of form and structure are 
as the effoct of the constitution, tization, or pen 
ture of the egg. See induced wii ferentiation, induced 

nt, tnherent wel went.— Law of differ- 
the law, form 

—* in ite evolution | 

the 
——3 differentiating,— Mag- —— thmes 
the differentiation molten 

matic dierent ich are technically called 
—— ig 

egg or em! D, of latent or imperceptible 
fa before it exhibits visible organization, 

tion (dif-i-d&’shon), mn. [ML. diffida- 
tio(n-), < diffidare, renounce, defy: see defy.) 
Pormal relinguishment or renunciation of 
faith, allegiance, or amity: solemn defiance 
of an enemy; declaration of hostilities: as, to 
send a letter of difidation. 

primeval legislation of tous permitted t 
PE . the right of ttigidation he might undo 

Sur F. Palgrave, Hist. of Normandy and Eng., IL i 

over, in the former the red circles are 
while in the latter they are outside of the blue. 

reflection, See *reflection. 
diffuser, ». In elect., & reflector placed 

above an arc-lamp 
for the purpose of 
more uniformly dis- 
tributing its ien 

fuser, a diffuser i 
taining a nuraber of com- 
centric rings of wavca 
shaped so as to 
tribute the 
formly over 
hemis 
eled with a color tingeit 
slightly yellow, so ms te 
eoipensate for the bin- 
ish Night of the are. 

diffuser - chamber 
(di-ff’zér-chim*bér), ». A box or chamber 
in which a spray of water, oil, or other liquid 
is spread out into very fine particles, 

diffusibility, ». 2. © capability of spreading 
widely: as, the —* ity of searlet fever, 

diffusion, » Anoda} difusion, dialysis effected Ny 
neces of —— may ee of diffusion. Sew 
weer ficient. Diffusion —— See Weonstan, 

ton p' an important method of extreting 
sigar io aqdeots solution from beet-roots cut inte slices 
sormetioncs applied also to sugareatie,— 

Ditfuser. 
a, outer globe; 4, concentric dif- 

fuser) ¢, Case! @, Cubeat switch: 
¢, suspensun-hook. 

Sune as afmolyems.— Law of diffusion. (a) 
Ins phos, the law, formulated by Pick, that in a mixtere 



diffusion 
of salt and water, so distributed that the layers of equal 
d are horizontal, the number of grams of salt which 
will pass in anit time through unit ares of « horizontal 

plane is a; where n ia the number of grams of salt per 

a is the height (above a fixed plane) of the layer, and A is 
& constant called the digfusteity, 9 In rol we law, 

Bain, that “according as an impression 
, Che aroused currents diffase 

4⸗ 

See diguaton of heat, enter ti sion, 
diffusionist (di-fi’zhon-ist), ». One who be- 
lieves or adheres to some theory of diffusion, 
as the diffusion of taxes (which see, under dif- 
waion). , 

vity, . 2, cifically, in phys., a ph 
jeal constant —— the rate of diffusion 
of a dissolved substance in the solvent. The 

diffusivity (A) is defined by the equation: a = ai, in 
which ais the number of of the dissolved substance 
which will pass in unit time through unit area of a hort. 
sontal plane, a the number of grams of the substance per 
eubic centimeter of the layer in which the plane lies, and 
a is the height of the layer above a fixed plane. Harl- 
soutal layers in the selu are every®here of equal den- 

sity.—Thermal diffusivity, the quantity —* in which & 
is the — —— heat of the substance, ¢ its specific 
beak, and p the density. Also called fhermemetric con- 

uctioity. 

dig (dig’dig), n. Same as *cik-dik. 
5* {ie n. Digenous reproduction. 

*. Syd, Soe, 
digestant (di-jes’tant), a. and n. (digest + 
-ant!.] I, a. Aiding or improving digestion. 

Il. ». An agent used to promote digestion. 
flask (di-jes’ting-flask), ». In chem. 

and bacteriol., a flask used to contain liquids 
which are to be maintained at a desired tem- 
perature for a longer or shorter time. 

Rrotnots, by eS products of albuintnous 
i firet step in the process of proteolytic di- 

Dopp —— 
Unie [a acid, acid albumin results ; if it is alkaline, alka- 

line albuminate resulta. Coincidently the deuatarization 
of the albuminoas motecale is effected, whereby the indi. 
vidaal physical characteristics of the different members of 
the — are deatroyed. This is followed by the forma- 
tion of albamoses, of which two clases are 

secon 

they are mach more soluble 
ee group are not oe 

ree 
alburose, 7) 
firet mentioned is an antibody (in the sense of Kine), the 
eecond a hemibody ; the Uiird is an exclusive carrier of the 
carbob products, or dewtero- 

ued pends er ‘ ir tion, an ree groupe, to 
behavior toward ammoaiam sul These are termed 
the dewterafractions A, Band C, Of these A and Bare com- 
posed of nt least two albumoses each. (ne member of the 
A trection is known as thio-aliuemose, from the 
amount of sulphur whichitcontains As regarda the su 
sequent fate of the albumoses, it was formerty thought that 

pthe digestion led to an end-product, a —“ in which 
he hemi- and anti-groupe of the alburatious molecule were 
still united (Ruane comphonetens) while om tryptic di- 
gestion this conmplex was by n down, with Ue formation 
of hemipeptone and antipeptone, The hemipeptone w: 
characterized by the supposed readiness with which it was 

decomposed by into leucin, tyrosin, and 
other crystalline uets ; but at a matter of fact the sub- 
stance itself has thus far had oaly a hypothetical existence, 
Kiihne's antipeptone, on the other hand, could be isolated 
apparently as a chemical unity. It ean be obtained from 
a mixture of digestive products, after removal of the solu- 
ble alburmins and albuminates and after salting oat the 
albumoses with ammonium aalphate in neutral, acid, and 
ammontacal solution, by pitation with absolute aleo- 
dol. The investigation of this antipeptone within recent 
cars has shown that the substance is not a unity, however, 

tata mixtare of different prodticts, some of which still give 
the biaret reaction (peptones), while others are farthor re- 
moved in structure from the original albumins and no 
longer show the characteristic color-change of the * pep 
tones ‘(the — The various components of Che anti- 
peptone fraction have not all been isolated aa yet, but it 
appears from K atecher’s researches in the case of fibrin anti- 
eptone that this contains considerable amounts of arginin, 
a and histidin, The antipeptene of Kiihne, in the 
original meaning of the term, has thus no existence, and 
further researches have shown that an eaeential difference, 
as far as the end-products are concerned, dors notexist be- 
tween peptic and tryptic digestion, and that in either 
case proteolysis leads to the —— of oryetalline 
bodies, whibet ly belong to the mono-amido acids and 
portly to the diamido acids, while still others exist whtch 
are as yet but little known, Of the manner in which the 
chen: of the albumeses to the end-products of protec 
lytic digestion occurs, and of the intermediary belies 
which are formed during the process, ocr Knowledge is 
still baperfect. But it ap from the researches of FE. 
Fischer and bia pupils that the cleavage may take its 
course over products in which amideacid rdicals are 
united with one another in gradually diminishing mam- 
bers, Such bodies are designated dipeptides, —— 
and —— — acconbing tothe namber of amide. groups 
whichare presesit incombination. Madiesof thisorderhave 
been uynithetically predaced, and have alee beer demen- 
strated among the prodacts of peptic and tryptic digestion, 

8.—24 

loditfasibie, 

recognized, sieve psx, 
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wach as Siegtricd's in, obtained from glatin, which 
— consists * molecule of arginin, one of —33 
ooeof glitaminic acid, and twoof glycocoll. While former! 
only two \ytle fermenta were known to be concerned 
in the digestion of albomina, Cohnhelm has recently shown 
that a third ferment of this order is tougd in the mucous 
membrane of the intestinal tract. This is known as erepein. 

behavior and the rapidity of ite cleavage. 
is ferment resembles trypain, but it differs from 

this in ita inability to attack the mative albarmina, while 
acid albumins 
end-pralucts which no 5*8 

data suggest that 

a 

Unat the recoustraction of the molecule takes place from 
much sitpler bodies, Where this occurs is as yet n mat- 
——— bat Chere are tea⸗no to believe that it 
may take place the intestinal barrier, aml poesibly 
in the tissues of je body at (b) The ucts ef 
carbohydrate digestion. Carbohydmte digestion is ctfeeted 
by the in ferment of the saliva, the pancreatic jules, 
and the enteric Jules, The effect fe quite analogous to 
what occurs in the case of the alburmins, that la, there isa 
cleavage of the more complex bodies to relatively simple 
substances. The number of these end-products, owing to 
the sinaller size of the molecule of the original ma in, 
however, much smaller, and all belong to one group, the 
monosmocharides, of whieh dextrose (glucose) and bevu- 
lose are familiar examples. These are derived fron cor- 
responding dimecharides, which ean be compared to the 
pny aod in which two monesmecharine molecules 

exist in combination. The most notable representa- 
tives of this order are maltese, which on further digestion 
felds two molecules of dextrose ; lactose, which breaks a 
nite dextrowe and galactose ; and 2*5 which simi. 
larly gives rise to dextrose and levulose, The disaccharides, 

uite analayoms to the digestion of allamins and 
mates, und also leads to the liberation of the easen- 

tial radicals of the original food-material. The end-products 
— aiml the fatty acids which enter inte the cou. 

of the fat-molecule, which latter, accoriingly, 
= with the nature of the fat ingested, the most impor- 
tan’ tie acid, stearic acid, and oleic acid. In 
this form the fate are 
from the compocent radicals. — 

and then reconstructed 
oun 

version of the focel Into chyle.—Seeo! 
— jon of food after ite digestion tn 

ine. 
je stomach in- 

pos ve sae, in bot., an — —— 
¥ pass primary 

root to the exterior, — fever, kfevert. 

digger, ». 4. One who digs for gold; a gold- 
miner. Pag ew 

Gold-diggers col- Giggeedoms (dig’ér-dum), n. 
leetively. [Australia.] 

" gold-washing claims on a 
har or bw bank fm etree’ 

digital. I. o.— Digital variation. Seo *eeriation. 
IL. ». 4, One of those primaries, or quill- 

feathers, most commonly four in number, 
which are attached to the phalanges of the 
second and third digits of a bird's wing. 

talein (dig-i-ta‘lé-in), ». — italis + -0- 
in?,) A colorless glucoside, CoglggOg, con- 
tained in the leaves of Digitalis purpurea and 
D. lutea. Tt forma rounded microscopic gran- 
ules and is narcotic in its physiological action. 

talinic (dij'i-ta-lin’ik), a. [digitalin + -ie,] 
rived from digitalin.—Digitalinic acid, 

Teme A! dap ~ compound, said to be formed by 
digitalin with sodium hydroxid. 

tally (dij‘i-tal-i), ade, With, or by means 
of, the rs; With respect to the fingers, 

digitate- te (dij’i-tat-pin’at), a. Digi- 

a color. 
beovtling: 

_ with pinnate leaflets, as the sensitive 
plant. 

tati n. 3, Finger-action; use of the 
fingers; fingering; manipulation with the 
fingers. 

itato-pinnate (dij’i-té-té-pin’at), a. Same 
as digitately pinnate (which see, under digi- 
tately). 

(dij‘i-ti-gri-di), n. [As digitigrade 
digits ‘ms state or condition of being digi- 
tigrade or of walking on the toes, as do cats 
and dogs; digitigradism: contrasted with 
— 

digitin (dij’i-tin), ». [digit(alis) + -in?.) An 
inert erystalline constituent of the leaves of 
the foxglove, Digitalis purpurea. 

digitinervate (dij‘i-ti-nér’vat), a. [L. digitus, 
finger, + nercum, nerve, + -afel.] Same as 
digitinerved, 

ervous (dij’i-ti-nér’vus), a. 
digitinerved, 

digitipartite (dij‘i-ti-plir’tit), a. [lL. digitus, 
finger, + partitus, parted.| In bot., digitately 

tied, Bee digitate, 1, and parted, 3. 
pinnate (dij’i-ti-pin’at), a. (L. digitus, 

Same as 

1 diglottist (di-glot’ist), n. 

dihexagonal 

finger, + pinnatus, pinnate.) Same ss digi- 
tately pinnate (which see, under di, mop IR 

digitogenin («ij-i-toj’e-nin), a. [digit{alis) + 
— -in?.) A colorless compound, C),Ho4Og, 
‘ormed by the action of dilute hydrochforte 
acid on commercial digitalin. It erystallizes 
in needles which soften at about 2 Cc, 

digitonin («dij-i-té’nin), u. [digit(aliv) + -one 
+ — A colorless levorotatory glucoside, 

Hyg \45H2V, found in commercial digi- 
talin, Itecrystallizes in slender needles which 

digitor oe Phe . 235° C, 
to (dij‘i-té-fil’in), nm. [digit(alis) 

+ er nen leaf, + in? ] A pa ne glu- 
eoside, CooH o & powerful heart-poison 
contained in foxg ve, Digitalis purpurea, 
digitoplantar (dij‘i-té-plan‘tiir), a. [L. 
digitus, finger, toe, + ta, sole.) Relating 
to the sole of the foot and to the toes, 

(dij-i-tok’si-je-nin), . [dig- 
n2.) A colorless crystalline 

igitoxigenin 
itox(in) + “gen + -i 
com C O,, formed by the action of 
aleoholie hiorie acid on digitoxin. It 
melts at C 

digitoxose (dij-i-tok’sis), n. [digitex(in) + 
-ose.| A colorless dextrorotatory sugar, 
C,H , formed, together with digitoxigenin, 
by the action of aleoholie hydrochloric acid 
on digitoxin. It crystallizes in prisms or plates 
and melts —— os — 
diglossia (di-glos’i-i), m. [ Gr. dlyAwocor, 
two-tongued, ¢ dr- two-, + hoooa, tongue. } 
A condition of having a double tongue. 

ovtiem, eee n. [diglot + gel 
e use of two languages among a people, or 

of words derived from two languages. ; 
Words run much in couples, the one being English and 

theother French. . . . In the following . . . from [Chan- 
cer's| Prologue, there are two of these diglottiams in a 
sgt litte -— 

‘Trouthe and honour, fredotm and curteleye. 
+» 'Trouthe ' la ‘honour,’ and ‘ treciam ' is “cartelaye.” 

J. Barle, Philol. Eng. Tongue, T 74. 

One who speaks 
two languages, 
diglyoxaline (di-gli-ok’ss-lin), ». Same as 

igtyphie (ai lif’ ik (Gr. dr + e (di-glif’ik), a. r. di, two-, 
— earving, + 4c} Having two siphono- 
glyphs, as — polyps: contrasted with 
nronoglyphie, 

‘thus (dig’na-thus), n.; pl. dignathi (-thi). 
[NL., ¢ Gr. die, two-, + yratior, jaw.) In teratol., 
a monster having a double lower jaw, 

tarial (dig-ni-ta‘ri-al), a. [digaitary + 
-all,) Of, belonging or peculiarto, adignitary : 
as, the perversity of the dignitarial mind, 

digonal (dig’$-nal), a. (Gr. d-, two-, + yueia, 
angle, + -all.] Noting an axis of binary or 
twofold symmetry; specifically, one of the six 
axes of an isometric erystal normal to the 
dodecahedral faces. ays me * 

onopora, 1. pl. . section erma- 
phrodite —— in which there are separate 
orifices for the male and female organs: op- 

sed to Monogonopora. It contains the Limna- 
Pie, Vaginulides arvd many 

teropoda, including all the F 

digra c, a. 2, Written in two distinct 
alphabets or characters, such as longhand and 
shorthand: as, a digraphic copy-book. 

This was a bilingual (or dis ‘ae a8 both inecriptiona 
are in the same publ by De Vogue, 

é ners Monthly, Jane, 1580, p. 208, 

digrediency (di-gré‘di-en-si), n. In math,, the 
relation of digredient sets of variables. 

t (di-gré‘di-ent), a. [L. digrediens, 
ppr. of digredi, digress: see digress.) In math., 
said of two sets of variables if on replacing 
the variables of the first set by linear fune- 
tions of themselves, those of the second set 
hecome also replaced by different linear fune- 
tions —— —— (a 

(di-gresh’on a, gression 
ary] Of the nature of a digression ; di- 
ssive, 

ous (di-jin’i-us), a. In bet., belonging 
to the Digynia, in the Linnwan classification. 
See Digyata, 
dihalogen (di-hal’é-jen), a. [di-2 + halogen.) 
In chem,, containing two atoms of a halogen 
element, replacing two atoms of hydrogen, as 
in dichlorbenzene. CgHyCly, or chlorbrom- 
benzene, CgH,Cl Br. 

dihedral, «. II. ». In 
tive faces of an angloid. 
dihexagonal, «. 2. In crystal., noting a type 
of symmetry characterized by a bhexad axis 

., & pair of consecu- 



dihexagonal 

(that is, one of six-fold symmetry) in which 
six planes of symmetry intersect. See *»ym- 
me 

te (di-hi’drat), ». (Gr. dr, two-, + 
idwp, water, + -atel.] In chem., ® compound 
containing two molecules of water, commonly 
of water of ¢ ization. 

ted (di-hi’dri-ted), a, In chem., con- 
taining two molecules of water, commonly of 
water of erystallization, Thus, alabaster is 
dihydrated calcium sulphate, CaSO.2H,0. G. 
Lunge, Sulpharie Acid, [1, 21. 

dihydric (di-hi‘drik),a. (Gr. de-, two-, + idup 
(idp-), water, + -ic.) ln chem., containing two 
atoms of basic or easily replaceable —*** m: 
as, sulphuric acid is a dikydric acid ( ). 

ditidrlodide (ei-hi’dri-G-did or -did), n. [4i-2 
+ ydr(ogen) + iod(ine) + ~ide!.] In chew., a 
compound formed by union with the elements 
of two molecules of hydriodic acid. 

dihydrobromide (di-hi-dr}-bré’ mid or-mid), n. 
{di-? + Aydro(gen) + brom(ine) + -ide®.) In 
chem,. % compound formed by union with the 
— of two moleeules of hydrobromic 
acid, 

dihydrochlorid (di-hi-drd-kl6’rid), mn.  [di- + 
hydro(gen) + chlor(ine) +-id 1.) In chem., a 
eompound formed by union with the elements 
of two molecules of hydrochloric acid. 
dihydrolutidin (di-hi-drd.la’ti-din),m. A 

tomatne (C»H,,N) found in cod-liver oil. 
Gihydrony ———— 
chem., an acid containing two combining units 
of the radical hydroxyl (HO), as tartaric acid. 
T. E. Thorpe, Diet. Applied Chem., I. 666, 

{(ai-bizdrok sil), a. (di? + hy- 
droxyl,| In chem., containing two combini 
units of the radical aap | (HO): as, tar- 
taric acid is a dih f acid. 

dihy ce (di-hi-drok*si-tir-tar’ik) 
a. |di-2 + hydr(ogen) + oxy(gen) + tartaric. 
Noting an acid, a colorless crystalline com- 
pound, 
the oxidation of dihydroxymalic acid. 
melts at 98° C. Also diozytartaric. 

diiodide (di-i’o-lid), ». [di-? + iodide] In 
* a compound containing two atoms of 
iodine. 

diiodocarbazol (di-id-dé-kiir’ba-zol), mn. (di-2 
+ iod{ine) + carbasol.) A yellow odorless 
erystalline compound, CygHglg.NH, obtained 
by adding iodine to boiling carbazol, It is an- 
tiseptic, insoluble in water, but easily soluble 
in ether, chloroform, and hot aleohol. 

diiodoform (di-i'd-d6-form), mn, [di-* + iodo- 
form.) A bright-yellow erystalline compound, 
CgHely, obtained by the action of iodine on 
acetylene diiodide. It is an antiseptic. 

dii 1 (di-i’G-dd-snl’ol), », [di-® + io- 
reine + salol,) a Oa Tot yCO. Call * 
talline compound, JgHs, 0 
tained Uy skatonsation ot Stedoecliaylis seid 
with phenol, It is an antiseptic. Also called 
phenyl exter of di ieylic acid. 

(di-i-on‘ik), a. [di-2 + ion + -ic.] In 
phys, chem., producing two ions by electrolytic 
dissociation. Physical Rev., Dec., 1904, p. 370, 
be (di-is’a-td-jen), ». [di-2 + isat(in) 
+ -gen,) A red compound, CygHgO,4No, pre- 
pared by the action o sulphuric acid on dini- 
tro-diphenyl-diacetylene. It « stallizes in 
needles, and is readily conv into indigo 
by reducii nts. 

Dilscteria tdi'i-06-t8'ri-f), ». pl. (Gr. duow- 
rhpea, nent. pl, (Zeig (ge. Arde), Zeus, + owrfip, sa- 
vior.] In Gr, antiqg., an Attic festival held at 
about the fourteenth day of the month Sciro- 
phorion (June) in honor of Zeus Soter and 
Athena Soteira. 

Dika almonds, butter, See #alaiond, #tnettert, 

dik-dik (dik’dik), n, [Also dig-dig; African,] 
Asmall African antelope, Madaqua phillipsi. 
No game here at this season, except Che little da dik ; 

all is silent and desolate, Geog. Jour, (BR. 0. 4), XI, 28 

dike, ».— Blue dike, « biaish-gray clay soll. (New Bruns 
wick and Nova Scotia.] See the extract. . 
Near the edge of the apland, it (the soil] passes Into a 

gray or blaleh-gray clay called | Mine dite.” 
Dawson, Acatian Geol, fi. 25. 

Com: ite dike, in petrov., a dike formed by intrusions 
of two different rocks at different times Inte one fears 
— dike, Se —— dikes, in 
geol,, dikes which cross each otter, the later one belt 
always continues as compared with the oller one whic 
iscut by ft. See div, Multiple dike, in seol., sev. 
eral parallel dikes which essentially form one whole yet 
are separited by intervening masses of other rock, See 
dite, 6,—Sand-dike, « name given by the nalmers in the 
Scottish coal-ticlds te a former stream-course filled with 

t 
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aand.— Sandstone dike, samletone Miing a fesure and 
resembling an intrusive dike. The Assure is — 
believed to have been formed during an uake an 
to have been filled with an w emulsion of sand and 
mid which has afterward harder 

diketone (di-ké’tén), a. [di-2 + ketone.] One 
of a elass of organic compounds the mole- 
cules of which contain two earbony! radicals, 
neither of which is linked to hydrogen or hy- 

according to 

HgOOR ; ete. 
dif, An abbreviation of the Latin dilutws, 
dilute. 

dilactic (di-lak’tik), a. [di-? + lactie,] 1. Of 
or pertaining to dilactic acid.—2, Noting a 
compound which contains two univalent lactyl 
radicals, CHgCHOHCO, in the molecule.—pi- 
lactic , 8 hypothetical acid, HOCOCH(CHy (COCK 
OHH, known only in the form of ite esters and other 
jerivatives, which are obtained from ethy! chi 

nate and ethyl exliam Inctate. 
tion, x. 3, In eceles. law, the amount 

charged against an incumbent for damages 
incurred during his incumbeney.— 4. In geol., 
the process by which exposed ledges become 
diminished or destroyed through the re 
away of fragments of rock; also, the materi 
broken off. 

dilatant, ». 3. In PhS, the liqnid or gas, 
within a dilatometer, the expansion of which 
is to be meas > 

dilatation, ». 5. In elasticity, change of vol- 
une under stress, 

dilatational (il--ta’shon-al), a. Of or per- 
taining to dilatation. 

dilatometer (dil-4-tom’e-tér), m, CL 
dilatare, expand (see dilate), + Gr. pérpov, a 
—* An instrument for the determina- 
tion of the changes of volume of a substance 
or for the measurement of its linear expan- 
sion. The form used for the determination of the 
relative expansion of liquids is essentially a thermometer 
with a greatly en! balk The bulk, inclading a 

of the neck, is filled with the liquid the expan- 
sion of which is to be measured, and the tion of the end 
of the liquid column tn the neck is at different tem- 
peratures. Fig. 1 shows such a sed in the 

Fig. 2. 

con gases in solution. The neck is bent vertically 
down and the ¢ end is sabre in a vessel of 
mercury. Upon cooling the liquid within the bulb th 
mercury column rises the neck, and its position fe 
noted upon a scale attached to the neck for that parpose 
For the measurement of the expansion of gases an instru. 
ment similar to the alr-thermometer is employed. The 
dilatoaneter in this case consists of a glass bulb (fe. 2) 
the neck of which ts connected with a mercury mane 

gas may thas be maintained at constant 
pressure and its way of volume observed, or the pres 
stires may be varied in such a way as to keep the gua at 
constant volume, For the measurement of the cubic ex- 
—— of solids a modification of the dilatometer for 
ijuids has been employed by Dulong and Petit, Regnault, 
Kopp, and others. In suc 
determinations ibe solid is 
inelosed tn a glass balb or 
tube (fig. 5) the opening of 
which is then drawn out to 
form a capillary neck, The Fig. 3 
space within the Math net 
occupied by the solid is completely filled with mercury. 
When the dilatometer is heated a certain ameonnt of 
mereury is driven out by the combined expansion of the 
solid andof the liquid, This le welghed, and trom its vod. 
te theexpansion the material iscompated. The linear 
expansion of solids in mensured in some cases by the di- 
rect observation, Uhrotgh microscopes, of parallel tines 
drawn upon the surface of the test-plecee. This neethoed, 
known aa that of Koy and Rameiten, can be employed 
only when expansion to be measured is that of a long 
bar, and even for such purposes It has been superseded 
by more delicate nmeQiela, fn one form of dilatometer 
for neote refined measareinents of the linear cortticlent of 
expansion the bar is fixed at one end, while to the other 

dilution 
end, which is free to move with the change of length of 
the bar, is attached a device for tipping a small mirror. 
By oteerving the movement of the image of a scale seen 
in Chis mirror, very minute changes in the —— the 
bar may be detected. The most refined form of dilatom- 
eter for the measurement of the linear « —— 

for 
purpose (eapectalty in cases where the size of the test- 
Plece fs small, as 

adapted 
linear expansion of solide is the * 
Abbe dilatemneter, the principle a4 
of which is indicated in fig. 4, wa 
In this instrument a glaas plate, +i 
og, i mounted above the Ie 
men, & Both surfaces are plene, 
bat not Hel, ao that a thin 
wedge of air lies between them 
A my of monochromatic light 
from above is in part reflec 

— — 

from the lower face of og, and 
in part from the surface of the EL 
specimen. These two reflected Pig. 4. Abbe Dilatometer, 
rays interfere, and a system of OG wlass plate; 
straight bel interference. S iecwren, 
bands is formed, —— ot 
8 diminishes the thic of the layer of air and comse- 
153 the difference of path of interfering light. 

fa the resulting movement of the fringes the expansion 
is compated tn terme of the wavelength of the light 
employed. Neither the observing telescope nor the de 
vices for illumination are shown in the diagrum. Various 
other forms of interferometer are employed as dilaton 
eters, 

dilatometric (dil-i-té-met’rik), a. Of or per- 
taining to the measurement of expansion ; re- 
lating to or determined by means of the dila- 
tometer. Nature, as 4 2, 1003, p. 216. 

dilatory, a. II. x. law, a plea or other 
roceeding in a suit which is intended to de- 

ay the suit without reference to its merits. 
demonstration. See *demonstra- 

tron, 
Dilephila, n ~veined Dilephila, a coame 
tan sphingta moth, Dulephila li, foand in BE 
Asia, and North America, Ite feed on grape an 

ey 

dilettante (dil-e-tan‘te), v. i; pret. and pp. 
dilettanted, ppr. dilettanting. [dillettante, w.) 
To play the dilettante. 

ttantist (dil-e-tan'tist), a. [dilettante + 
-ist.] Affected with or characterized by dilet- 
tantism: as, diletiantist philanthropy. 

tize (dil-e-tan’tiz), ¢. i. ; pret. and pp. 
dilettantized, ppr. dilettantizing. [dilettante + 
-ize.] Same as *diletiante, 

against the heritage, in Seote low, an exe- 
cution in favor of a eruditor yet the real property of 
his debtor, — against the ins 
faw, an execution by which a creditor against 
the person of his debtor.--Diligence 
nesses, it) Scots law, a process by which the attendance 
of witnesse: is compelled,— in 
Seots law, a process to cite witnesses and examine havera, 
similar to the English subperma for witnesses and order 
5 taking testinony and for interrogatories. — 

examine ha’ 
Second diligence, in Seote law, a second execution ot 

one 

jisobeyed, similar to the English attachment for con- 
tempt.— ary diligence, 
tion or process iesued bn a sunamnary meaner, 

dilituric (di-li-ti’rik), a. Noting an acid, a 
compound, CO(NgHs)CgH! NOs) Og. 31140. 

foming mitric acid on 

intensely yellow color. Many of the salts explode when 
heated. nitrobarbituric. 

n. Bee *dilly4, 
dill-water (dil’wA’tér), ». An aromatic car- 
minative water prepared from the volatile oil 
of dill or by distilling dill fruit with water. 

dilly* (dil‘i), ». [Also dilli; snid to be native 
Australian.| A bag woven of grasses or of 
fur twisted into com a small bag of any ma- 

dilly-bag —ãx Sa sidilly’ * il'i-bag), ». Same as *dilly4, 
diloph (di‘lof), a. [Gr. ditogoc, of two crests, 
¢ di-, two-, + Adgor, a crest.) Having two arms 
dichotomous, as in the spicules of sponges. 
A diloph tetraclone is a four-armed spicule 
with two of the arms thus bifurcated. 

dilophons (dil’6-fus), @. (Gr, didngor, of two 
erestx, + -ons.) In sponge-spicules, having 
two of the rays forked or branched. 

dilution, ». 3. In homeepethy, the diffusion 
of a given quantity of a drug in ten or one 
hundred times the same quantity of water. 
A given quantity of this solution is again difused in 
ten or one hundred times the quantify of water, Each 
of these processes ts called a dilution, and the resnlt- 
ing preparation is mid to be of the tenth, fifteenth, 
ete. decimal orcentesimal dilution according te the num- 
Wer of tithes Ue operation was repeated aml as Uhe quan 
tity of water in each operation waa ten or one handred 



dilution 
ution, the 

ning a gre 
lasolved substance, an amount of the sol- 

to double the volume.— Ostwald’s dilu- 
*& chem,, the law that if ¢ is the namber of 

smoecale of the 
diasolved electrolyte, and m that tract: the grum-mal 
cule of the electrolyte which is ¢! 

> mn 
into ions, the equation a-nm 

the law, the 
trolytes empirical relations have been suggested ; one is 

m . Rudolpht's dilution law or formula, —— yt = constant; 

another is Van (Hof's dilution law, mi 
stant. a—) vy? 

a subdivision of geologic time following  ), 

— dimethy! 
See *. “ 

Diluvian epoch, 
the culmination of the glacial ¢ 
retreat and melting of Uve great 
dant thoods 

diluvium, ".— diluvium, the loose material 
from an alpine glacier rearranged by water. 

dim. An abbreviation (b) of diminutive; (¢) of 
the Latin dimidins, one half, 
dimagnesic (di-mag-né’sik), a, [di-? + mag- 
nes(ium)+ -ic.] In chem., containing two atoms 
of magnesium, 

ous (G-meng gress) a, [di-2 + 
mangan{ese) + -ous.) In 
two atoms of manganese, 

to — — — tlie’, wahi nes, ‘n- 

1, *stone.— Equation Of dimensions. Sec *rgua- 
Four dimensions, length, breadth, thickness, and 
analogous in character. For exhibiting the rela- 

tens between any three magnitades, 2, y, 2, It le conve- 
wi similarly any four magnitudes may be regarded a > im! ir magn en as 
the ocerdinetes we point in space of four dimensions. 
— mechanics may be conceived aaa geometry 
of four dimensions, In whieh time serves aa fourth coir 
dinate. — ‘dimension, s dimension of like charac- 
ter added to length, breadth, and thickness ; 

unknown direction extending in two senses, 
‘apo ‘elem’, from every cle of & cube, and sch 
that the slightest Infinitest 
direction 

‘hand embrac 
eet with the atten- 

mothon of the cube in this 
would take it completely oat of tteelf. In four- 

dimensional space a right hand cam become aleft hand by 
sinple morement. 

Prophetic and well-timed were the words to the 
erot the Mlustrious Tehebicheff : “Take to Kine- 

matica, it will ; it ie more fecund than geometry ; 
it adds a f — 80 speee.” Oo" alee maid 

Sylvester, Discoveries Mech. Conver. of Motion, p. 17. 

If it became necessary to assume the existence of five 
atoms at equal distances from one another in a motecule, 
there would be evidence of a fourth dimension. 

C. H. Hinton, in Harper's Mag,, July, 1004, p. 222. 
Rough dimensions, dimensions which are not « 
bot which are larger than the finished measuremen 

be. . 

equation,formula. See *equa- 
tion, *formula, 

dimere (di‘mér), m. (Gr. diwepic, of two 
< dt-, two-, + wépoc, a part.) In the skeletons 
of the reticulate hexactinellid sponges, a mesh 
of the second order, made by the intersection 
of the secondary spicular bands of a primary 
nadrule, 

dimeric (di-mer’ik), a. i ous) + -ic.) 1, 
Bilateral, or having a right and a left side, as 
in most animals: contrasted with *polymeric. 
Comparison of bilateral or dimeric animals with rotate 

lymeric animals. 
== L. H. Bailey, Smithsonian Rep., 1807, p. 465. 

are 
hyaline or brown, and have two cells, as the name indi. 
cates. About 6) species have been described, occurring 
mostly on living beares in trop! or subtropical regions, 
D. mangA fern caies the black blight of the mango. See 
Black ag ht (et). 
dimery (dim’e-ri), ». (NL. “dimeria, ¢ Gr. 

pge, of two parts.] Oe. the condition 
of being dimerous. 

In the pentamery and dimery of Dicotyledones there Is 
usually a posterior sepal with a yak ot lem aes 

dimetaphosphate (di’met-a-fos’fat), m. [di-2 
+ * hosphate.) In chem.,a salt which con- 
tains the radical P.O,, resulting from the 
coalescence of two combining unite of the 
radical POs of a metaphosphate: as, potassium 
dimetaphosphate, KoPaOg. 

dimethyl (di- meth” if) n. [di-2 + methyl.) 
1. Same as *ethane.— 2. A combining form 
used in organic chemistry to indicate the pres- 
ence of two methyl-groups in the molecule of 
& compound, 

(di- meth-il-as‘e-tal),n. A 
colorleas ethereal liquid compound, CH3.CH 

chem., containing dis 
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(OCH )», obtained by the oxidation of amixture 
of ethyl and hee 4 alcohol. It is anesthetic. 

dimethylamine . -meth-il-am’in), n. A 
colorless gas, (CHg)yNH, present in era 
brine, and formed by the putrefaction of fish, 
gelatin, and proteid material in general. itis 

the acthon of sodium hydroxid on nitroso- 
dimethylaniline, boila at 7.2-7. C., and resembles am- 
monks in ite odor and In the constitution of ite salts. 

orange. See *orange!. 

peat (aa at colorless mobile liqu re 
by the netion of sine and ———— acid on 
eacodyl chlorid, It boils at 36° C., has the odor and 
poisonous properties characteristic of cacody] derivati 
| spontaneously in alr, Also called cacod, 

razin (di-meth‘il-pi-raz‘in), n, 
ne. 

, (di-meth-il-pi‘rén), m. [di-2 
+ ad * a A colorless compound, 

COCGHAGCH®, O Prepared by the action 
of hydriodic acid on dehydracetic acid. It 
forms erystals which melt at 132° C. and boil 
at 248-249° C. Also called a a’-~dimethyl-)- 

rone, 
methylxanthin (di-meth-il-zan‘thin), n. 

(di-? + methyl + zanthin.]) Same as theobro- 
mine: found in tea, 

(di-mé’shian), a. In geol., noting 
erystalline rocks in Pembrokeshire which have 
been regarded by some English geologists as 
of Precambrian age, but by others, and espe- 
cially by Geikie, as eruptives intruded into 
Cambrian strata, 
dimetient (di-mé’shi-ent), a. II. dimetiens 
(-ent-), pPr. of dimetiri, measure: see dimen- 
sen.) — —— characterizing the dimension- 

ity. organ, (Rare. 
dimetria (di-mé’tri-i), ». tn L., «Gr, di-, two-, 
+ witpa, womb: see matriz,) Congenital 
abnormality consisting in the presence of a 
double uterus, 

diminish, v. i. 2. To taper, as a column. 
—Law of diminishing revurne, 'See tlaws. 

Diminiqhed coluum, piile. Gee Scolumn, katie), 
“rod (di-min‘ish-ing-rod), a. A 

device on a cotton-roving machine for giving 
the bobbin of roving its conical ends. Nasmith 
Cotton Spinning, p. 207. 
diminution, "— Figure of 

me, 
groupe are duole, triplet, rtole, quintole, aez- 
tie, the signa for which are 3, F, %)7, %, ete, 

respectively. 

dimity, ». 2. A thin cotton fabric, either 
white or colored, resembling muslin, distin- 

ished by raised threads or cords whieh run 
e ae of the cloth.—Dimity ruffling, 

cloth plaited longitudinally in weaving. — 
dimmer (dim’ér), #. In elect., an adjustable 
reactive coil used for reducing the amount of 
light of incandescent lamps. 

(di-m6-lek‘a-lir), a, [di-2 + 
moleenlar.) Same as *himolecular. 

Since that time has 
of the — inem — ——— —— 

monomolecnlar comdition and of the white or cobvalons 
form upon the dimeteeuder condition, 

Amer, Chem, Jour., Aug., 190%, p. LLL 

n. 6. In petrog., modifications 
produced within the magma of an igneous 
rock mineralizing or crystallizing agents 
before its solidification. Delesse, 1858. oy 

otic (di-mér’f6-bi-ot’ik), a. [Gr. 
de, two-, + ope}, form, + Biwor (fwr-), way 
of life, + -ic,) Exhibiting alternation of gen- 
erations and having ® parasitic and a non- 
— stage in the course of the complete 
ife-history, Jour, Exper, Med., VI. 79. 
orphoceratida# (ii-mdr’ f6-se-rat’i-dé) 
1. [NL., ¢ Dimorphoceras (-cerat-) + -idwe.| 

A family of Carboniferous ammonoid cephalo- 
is or goniatites with diseoidal shells and 

igitate lobes. 
dimple 4 slight depression in ple, *-— Gime, 
a liquid surtace; specifically, t made by bringing the 
ivory or glass zero-point of a meter or thancnmeter 
fpte contact with the mercury in the tabe or cistern, The 
— nea [ie — position when Qhe capillary dimple is 

ly 
Dimyaria, ». p!. 2. A up or branch of 
Nemerting in which the dermal museculatare 
consists of an external coat of cireular museles 
and an internal coat of longitudinal muscles. 
It ineludes the anoplous forms belonging to 
the orders Protonemertini, Mesonemertini, and 
Metanemertini, Contrasted with * 7rimyaria. 

dingle-bird 

dimyaric (dim-i-d’rik), a. [Dimyaria + -ic.] 
Having the character of the Dimyaria, that 
is, having two muscle-layers; as, dimyaric 

Dimylidw (di i) idé (NL, ¢ Di -mil’i-dé), n. NL., ney 
lus, the type genus, + 4.q A family of 
small insectivorous mammals comprising ex- 
tinet species from the Tertiary of Europe. 
Schlosser, 1887, 

din? (dén), ».: pl. dinim (dé’ném). [Heb.] 
1. (a) A judgment. (5) A law suit; a plea or 
cause. (c) A law or ppm There are four rab- 
binical codes containing all the dinim (precepts), ecclesi- 
— secular, by which every dayan, or judge, is 

. See *pahad,. 
Dinantian (di-nan‘shian), ». [Dinant, a city 
and district in Belgium, + -dan.] In geol., 
the lower division of the Carboniferous system 
in Europe. Equivalent to the Culm or Caleame 
carbonifére. 
dinaphthyl (di-naf’thil), x. [di-? + naphth- 
(alene) + -y 4 One of three isomeric com- 
pounds, (CjgH7)g: they are colorless, and 
are prepared by passing naphthalene and stan- 
nie-chlorid vapor thro a red-hot tube, 
They are distinga’ a ae-, 

c 

, and €,8-dinaphthy! 
or binaphthyl = The fret crystallizes tn —— 
plates melting at 14° C. and boiling at 367 C.; the second 
c izes in hexagonal plates melting at 73-80" C.; the 
third formes fluorescent plates melting at 187° 0, 

dinar, ». 2. A money of account in Persia, 
equal to one ten thousandth of the tuman.— 
3, A current silver coin of Servia, equal to 
100 paras or about 20 United States cents, 

Dinarian (di-na’ri-an), 1. — a moun- 
tain in Dalmatia, + -ian.] In geol., a division 
of the Triassie rocks in the Mediterranean 
province, as recognized by Austrian geolo- 
age It lies above the Scythian series, which 

the lowest member of this formation, and 
below the Tirolian. 

Dinaric (di-uar’ik), a. [Dinara, a mountain 
in Dalmatia, + -ic.] Noting a region of the 
Alps.—Dinaric race, a type, found along 
the coast of Ue porthern Adriatic sea, characterized by 

————— 
Siti Dowiher, Raves of Mam. p. 558, 

tide (din-s-rit’i-dé), n. pl pL, < 
Dinarites (« Dinara: see *Dinarian) + -ida.) 
A genus of Triassic ammonoid cpa pred 
allied to Ceratites, but having fewer sim- 
ler lobes, See Ceratites, 1, 

(din’dér), », [A dial form of “dinner, 
AS, dinor (OF, denier), ( L. denarius; see 
denier?, dinar, denarius.] A local name in 
some parts of England, particularly in Shrop- 
shire, for one of amall coins, called dena- 
rii by the Romans, frequently found on the 
sites of old Roman settlements. [Prov. ioe] 

tich' (di-nem-a-tik’this), a. [NL. 
< Gr. di-, two-, + vijua(r-), thread, + iyi, fish. 
A genus of small fishes of the family Brotu- 
lidx, inhabiting the coral reefs. 
dinergate (di-fiér’git), ». (Gr. deadc, terrible 
{large) + ipyaryc, a worker.) A general term 
‘or a worker major, or ‘soldier,’ among 
species of ants with polymorphic workers. 

dinerillo (dé-nii-rél‘y6), a. [ ge 
penny.) A small copper coin of Philip IL 
and Philip IV. of Spain, and of Louis XII. 
and Louis XIV, of France, struck for Valencia 
in the seventeenth century, 

n, 2, A Spanish coin, the denier. 
dingar (ding’giir), ». (E. Ind.) The giant 
East Indian ed ge Apis dersata, Cam- 
bridge Nat. Hist., VI. 70. 

ding-dong (ding dong), e. I, intrans, To 
a with the regularity of the ding-dong of 
a 

II. trans. To assail or pester with a con- 
tinual succession of complaints, requests, 
taunts. gibes, or the like. ding?, v. t, 

dinge (dinj), ©. t. [Also dindge (obs.): a var. 
of ding, v. Cf. sing and singe.) To dent, or 
make a depression or hollow on the surface of, 
as by a knock or blow; dint; bash: as, a dinged 
silk hat. {Prov. Bng.} 

dinge (dinj*), ». [Also dindge (obs.), ¢ dinge, 
vt.) A dent or depression made by a blow: a 
bruise or bash: as, a dinge on a copper kettle; 
a hat full of dinges. [Prov. Eng.] 

dingle', »., 2, (b) The roofed-over «pace be- 
tween the kitehen and the sleeping-quarters 
in a logging-camp, commonly used as a store- 
room. 

le beds. See *hed!, 
ding e-bird (ding’gl-bérd), a. Same as bell- 

rd, 2. 



dinic 

dings (dink), a,andn. I, a. Same aa dinical, 
n, A medicinal remedy for giddiness. 

Dinichthys (di-nik’ this), n. (Gr, desde, terrible, 
+ ixtic, a sgt genus 0 sate arthrodi- 
rous Devonian fishes, regarded as pertaining to 
the family Coccosteida, in which the head-shield 
is comprised of one median oceipital 

to a entting 
The species are charno- 

Ta eee 
—— found in ‘Chic which measure nearly 4 feet in 
eth 

Diniferida (din-i-fer’i-di), ». pl. (NL., ¢ Gr. 
divoc, a whirl, + L. ferre, bear, +.-ida.] An 
order of Dinoflagellidia having two transverse 
furrows. It includes the families Peridinide 
and Dinophysida, 

car (di’ ning-kiir), nm. 
up as a dining-room or restaurant, and 

ied with a kitchen, pantry, refrigerator, 

dining-coach (di‘ning-kéch),, Sameas *din- 
ing-car. 

dining-hall (di’ning-bal), ». A large dining- 
room, as in a hotel or college. 

dining table (di‘ning-ta’bl), a. The table in 
a dining-room, dining-ball, or saloon on ship- 
beard, round which people gather to dine; a 
dinner-table. 
dinitrobenzene (di-ni‘trd-ben’zén), 1. — 
+ nitro(gen) + benzene.) A compound, Cyly 
(NOg)o, derived from benzene by the substitu- 
tion of two nitro-groups for two hydrogen 
atoms, Orthedinitrobenzene is formed in small quantity 
when a mixture of sulphuric and nitric acide acta on ben- 
rene, Ite melt al liza, Metadinitrobeuzene 
isthe chief product obtained from the action of a mixtare 
of sulphuric and nitric acids on benzene. Its yellow erys- 
tals melt at 91°C, At the same time a little paradinitro- 
benzene isformed. Its eryatals melt at 171-172" C. 

dinkel (ding’kel), ». [G.] The one-grained 
wheat, Triticum monococcum, See wheat, Also 
called einkorn, 
dinky (ding’ki), a. and mn. [Also dinkey; a 
prov, word of imitative nature, in effect a var, 
of dicky, aa applied to small things.) I, a, 1. 
Small and neat; trim; tidy: nies. [Prov.]— 
2, Small but pretentious; small and insignifi- 
cant. (Prov) 

IL. ».; pl. dinkies (-kiz). 1. Something 
small or insignificant. [Colloq.] —2, An ap- 

ratus of smaller ** than the usual — 
rd, asa pony- or donkey-engine for doing 

work which 1 uires ns horse-power,— 3, 
A pair of wheels on an axle used to carry the 
weight of a beam or pole in erecting structures 
or wire lines. The axle is usually curved up- 
ward in the middle, with a lever affixed, so 
that the weight can fires be raised off the 
— in a sling, and then wheeled to the 
esired point. : 

dinner- (din ’ ér- ), ». A pad placed 
over the region of the stomach during the 
application of a plaster-of-Paris or other 
jacket. After the jacket has hardened the 

is removed, thus allowing room for dis- 
tention of the stomach when it receives food. 

dinner- {din’ér-pal), m, A tin pail, with a 
cover, in which working-men earry, or are sup- 
posed tocarry, their ‘dinner’ ormidday meal to 
their work, ‘‘A full dinner-pail” for the work- 
ing-man figures in party rhetorie, [U. S.] 

dinner-pair (din’ér-pir), ». In parliamentary 
usage, a pair formed by two members of op- 
posite parties during the dinner-hour, the vote 
of the one balancing the vote of the other in 
ease of a division while both are absent, that 
is, from 7 to 10 *. M. [Eng.) 

dinner- (din ’ ér-pir’ ti), », <A party of 
guests invited to dinner and for social inter- 
course or entertainment. 

dinner-ring (din’ér-ring), a. Same as *han- 
wel-ring. 
nner-set (din‘ér-set), n. A set of dishes of 

the same pattern for use on the dinner-table: 
as, & dinner-set of Limoges ware. 

Dinobolus (di-nob’é-lus), n. (Gr. demde, terri- 
ble, + éJoAde, an obol.] A genus of atrema- 
tous Brachiopoda, of the family Trimerettide, 
having thick-shelled subcireular valves with 
interior muscular platforms slightly execa- 
vated for the viscera. They are of Silurian age. 

dinoceratous («li-n6-ser‘a-tus), @. “pry | 
or related to the Dinocerata, w group of fossil 
perissodacty! mammals. 

A railway-car 
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dinomania (din‘’é-ma‘ni-a), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
vos, whirling, + varia, madness.) Same as 
*dancing-mania, 

Din di-n6-pér’ ki), nm. ata < Gr. 
dewdc, terrible (1 ) + répxy, perch. A nus 
of serranoid Gehan loca on nF peer] of Balu- 
chistan and Sind, Only one species, D, petersii, 
is known, 

(di-nof-i-16’i), a. pl. (NL, ¢ 
Dinophilus + -ca.) A class of Trochelminthes, 
represented J a minute worm-like organism, 
Dinophitus, inhabiting salt or brackish water. 

ida = The body is composed of from 6 to § segments, and bears 
a head or provtomium and a short ventral tail. The sar 
face of i body * X — uniformly or in 
finga. e genus [Me tr fs sompetioes regarded 
belonging to the Archiannelida. 

Dinophis (din’4-fis),», (Gr, dende, terrible, 
+ dg, a serpent.) A fossil marine serpent, 
from the North American Eocene, which 
attained a length of 30 feet: probably 
synonymous with Palwophis, 

dinopid (din ‘6-pid), n. anda. I. ». Amem- 
ber of the family Dinopids. 
I, a. Having the characteristies of or be- 

longing to the family Dinopide. 
dinornithid (di-nér’ni-thid), ». One of the 
Dinornithida, 

dinornithine (di-nér’ni-thin), a. [NL. dinor- 
nis (~ornith-) + -ine2,] Pertaining to or hav- 
ing the characters of the extinct genus Dinor- 
nis and its allies. 
dinornithoid (di-nér‘ni-thoid), a. Allied to 
or resembling Dinornis or the Dinornithidx, 

dinos (di‘nos), ».; pl. deinoi (-noi). (Gr, divoc, 
drivoe, & name of various round vessels.) In 
Gr. antiq., & large bow! without a foot, 

osaur , ".— Chambered dinosaur, the extinct rep- 
tile Camaroeaurne ; so named from the cavities in its ver 
tebre.—- Duck-billed dinosaur, the dinosaurian reptil e le 
Trachodon or Hadroeaurus, characterized by the broad, di 
beak-like snout on the skull. 

ate 

Deck-billed Dinesaur (Hadresaurur meireditis), 

Alter a restoration by Knight, 

dinotherioid (din-6-thé’ri-oid), a.andn». I, a. 
Related to or having the characters of the 
extinet ungulate Dinotherium, 

x, An ungulate mammal related to Di- 
notherium, 

sand. See *sand?, 

two-, + o302é¢, obol.) In G 
ance of two obo 
ent durin 

odangium (di-d-Jan‘ji-um), ».; pl. diodan- 
gia(-A). [NL., (Gr. Siodog a passage, + ayyriov, 
a vessel, 
Van ans 

diode! (di’6d), a. [Gr. di-, two-, + adc, way.] 
Of two ways; in elect, teleg., same as duplex. 

diode? (di’éd), n. (Gr, deodoc, a way through, 
& passage, ¢ ded, through, + ddéc, way.) In 
bot, the rudimentary or transition body in 
vascular plants which develops into the pro- 
thallium, Van Tieghem. 

‘one (di-od’6-gon), x. IGr. diodoc, a pas- 
e, & ydvog, generation.) In het, a sporan- 
um in the Spermatophyta which generates 
jodes; the embryo-sac and pollen-sac, Fan 

Tieghem, 
diodophyte (di-od’6-fit), n. 

massage, + gurov, plant.) A plant which pro- 
uees diodes; any vascular plant. Fan Tieghem, 

diceciodimorphic («di-6-shiodi-mér’fik), a, In 
bot., same as heterogonous, which see, 

A sporangium in the Archegoniate, Di 

(Gr, diode, a Diotocardi 

Diotocardia 

dieciodimorphous (di-é-shid-di-mér‘fus), a. 
Same as *dieciodim 2 gr PF lig’ 

lygamous ( 6 shid-péd-li mus), a. 
In bot., diwciously —— thar is, hav- 
ing some indivi unisexual and others her- 
maphrodite. 

dicstrous (di-és’trus), a. [Gr. di-, two-, + 
oicrpec, stimulus.) 1, Relating to the first of 
two successive periods of sexual desire.—2, 
Relating to the brief interval between two sue- 
cessive iods of sexual desire.— * el dear, the of two socessive periods of sexual desire, 

us a brief interval of rest (diersfrum). 
cestrum (di-és’trum), ».; pl. diastra. [NL.: 

see *diastrows.] A brief interval (from 6 to 
14 days) between two periods of sexual desire 
n animals. i 

Diogenodonta (di-oj‘e-nd-don’ tii), nm, pl. 
(NE, (Gr. droyevfe, sprung from Zeus, + odoie, 
(édovr-), a tooth.) A group of advanced a 
modern pelecypod mollusks in which the hinge 
has lateral and cardinal teeth on a true hin 
— the former not exceeding two and t 
atter three in number. 

@ (di’d-nin), n. A trade-name of ethyl 
morphine hydrochlorid. It is employed as an 
ocular anesthetic in place of cocaine. 

a. or eee to (a) 
Dionysius the Areopagite, mentioned in Acts 
xvii. 34, who is said to have been made bishop 
of Athens in the year 50 by the Apostle Paul; 
or (+) a pseudo-Dionysius who, about 360-450 
A. D,, wrote several ecclesiastical works attrib- 
uted by some to the Areopagite. 
Dio a a. eet. pee 

psidz (di-op’si-lé), ». pl. a i 
+ -idw.) A family of acalyptrate Diptera of 
which Mopeis is the type. 
flies, rather stout, with stout front thighs 
much widened, They are found in shady wooded places, 

(di-op-tom‘e-tri), m. [Gr det 
through, + drr(imuc), of seeing, + -uerpia, 
pétpov, measure.] Measurement of the power 
of xecommodation and of the refraction of the 

dioptric. I. @.—Dioptric curve. Same as Cartesian 
—Dioptric globe. See *hotophane.— Dioptric 

micrometer, See *#micrometer. 
Il. ».— Prism a unit of the deflecting 

power of ; a deflecting power equivalent to that 
a prism which displaces the nitted ray through an 
angle subtended by ome centimeter ata distance of one 
meter: used chiefly by oculista, 

dioscorine (di-os’k6-rin), n. [Dioscorea + 
-ine?.] A greenish-yellow, crystalline, very 

Rirsu 
poisonous bitter alkaloid, C,,H). + con. 
tained in Java gadung, Dé ta. It 
melts at — and acts on the central 
nervous system like picrotoxin, but is less en- 
ergetic. 

diose ((li‘és), n. [di-2 + -ose.] Same as *biose, 

The first volume deals with the 
chief subhends being : d 
derivatives Jour. P 

diosmin (di-os’min), ». (Gr. di-, two-, + doy, 
odor, + -in?,] Same ax *barosnrin. 

di 01 (di-d-8f6'ndl), m. (dios(min) + gie- 
CoH Nifera 

the 
tetroses and methyl 

Chem., Oct., 1904, p. S08, 

nol.) A erystalline phenol-like body, C 
Og, found in buchu-oil from Para 
betulina (Barosma betulina of ing and 
Wendland). It melts at 82°C. Also called 
Barosma camphor, and Buchu camphor. 

Di acer (di-oe-pi-r8"of-5), », pl [NL 
(Drude, 1879), ¢ Diospyros + -acew.] A family 
of dicotyledonous sympetalous plants of the 
order Di ales, the ebony family: long 
known by the name Kbenacee (which see). 
It io type by the genus Diospyros, and tnelades 7 gen 
em about 818 species, by far the langer number of 
eo to Diorpyros. See Dioepyros, Mabe, and 

8 (di-os-pi-ra’léz), ». fi ([NL., ¢ 
Diospyros + -ales.) An order of dicotyledo- 
nous sympetslous plants embracing! the fam- 
ilies Sapotacer, Diozpyracee, Styracaces, and 
Symplocacee. They are trees or shrubs with 
simple leaves and often valuable wood, 

diota (di-O’tii), n.; pl. diote (-té). [L. diota, 
< Gr, diwroc, two-eared, ¢ di-, two-, + be (dir-}, 
ear.) A Greek vase with two ears or handles, 
similar to the amphora. 

diotic (di-ot’ik), a. (Gr. diwroc, two-eared, ¢ 
dr-, two-, + ote (Gr-), ear, + -ie.] Involving 
the use of both ears in the perception of a 
single tone or clang: opposed to *dichotic. 

a (di‘d-t6-kiir’di-d), nm. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. diatog, two-eared, + xapdia, heart.) A di- 
vision of the gastropod Mollusca based on the 
presence of two auricles in the heart: con- 
trasted with *Monotocardia, 



dioxine 
Gioxine (di-ck'sin), ». n, [04-2 + ox(ygen) + -ine?.] 
Same as *gambine 

(di-ok’ <1 . A trade-name for 
a eS. solution of hydrogen peroxid in 
water. 

dioxybenzol (di-ok-si-ben’z6l), ». [di-2 + 
“res pe + benzol.] A diatomic = which 

from benzene on the substitution of 
two hydroxyl groups for two hydrogen atoms, 
for example, pyrocatechin, resorcin, and hy- 
droquinone. 

(di-ok’ si-tiir-tar’ik), a. [di-2 + 
) + tartaric.) Same as *dihydroxytar- 

tarie. —Dioxytartaric acid. Same as *dihydrory- 
tartaric acid. 

dip, v. I, trans, 8, To submerge (an animal, 
as sheep, exeept the head) in a warm deeoc- 
tion of sulphur, tobacco, or the like, for the 
destruction of injurious parasites and germs 
of skin-diseases. 

IL. intrans. 4, In the manufacture of tur- 
sntine, to gather resin from boxes or cups. 

U.8.) 
fe n., 5. om In ceram., —— preperation of colored slip 
* \decorati —* 
7. Asma seail Sampling made of batter dropped 
into boiling water a spoonful at a time and 
boiled for about five minutes, Usually in the 
jural. [Australia.]—8. Vertical distance 
low a given level,—9, A depression or sink 

on the surface of the earth.— 10, Crude tur- 
pentine. (U.8.J—11. Among stock-breeders, 
tinge’ or ‘touch,’ that is, a slight strain, of 

another breed or variety.— 12, The depth to 
which anything is submerged, as a floating ves- 
sel the floats or buckets of o paidle-wheso!, ete. 

ity oO cay, — in geet. the lack of care 

Inter a —— 8 — ip prodnced when 
edgea of an older and tilted series. 

dipa (dé-pa’), ». (Tagalog dipd = Bisaya dopd.) 
Te the © Philippe ade a measure of length; 
a fatho 

dipartite. (di-piir’tit), a. IL. di-, apart, + 
—— parted, ‘4 Divided into various parts: 

rtite writings, Ruskin, 
dip: tition (di- ——— 2 [dipartite + 
~on.) Sundering; division: as, the dipartition 
rh the sheep from the goats on the judgment- 

dipentene ——— an, Ss. + Gr. révre, 
+ -ene,] terpene found in a 
at variety * volatile inp te boils at a 

ial C, and is & optically inactive. According to 
it haa been called by a great vartety of names. 

(di-pep’tid), m. [di-2 + pepitic) + 
J] A —— of anhy- 

arids of two amido-acids which are derived 
from the albuminous molecule. See *digestion 

diptaatt (dip’falt), ». A fault in inclined 
strata which runs in the direction of their dip 
and across —— strike, 

ulta were seen in the sea-cliff. Greater 
considerable but unknown throw cut off 

the entire series along the axis of the “tickle” * again di 
ata potnt te —X the head- 
land at the sea-chasm. Amer. Geol., Aug., 18, p. @ 

di (dip’gliz), ». In ceram., a liquid 
g! rs — paration into which the biscuit ware 

Compare *rapor-glaze. 
diphase (ay fi), a (Gr. de-, two-, + odour, 

dpa atl Te 
terphase. 

(di-fa’ nik), a, (Gr, dt-, two-, + eda, 
+ -ic.] = two phases. Buck, 

ed. Handbook, Il, 1 
diphenol (di-fé’nol), ». [di-2 + phenol.) One of 
several isomeric compounds, The most important 
ia the —— — mM he “eH sOH(e), prepared 
by heating fluorin with potassiam hydroxid at 400° (, 
It formes crystals melting ate" C. 

diphenyl (di-fé’nil), n. (di-? + phenyl.) Acolor- 
less com mpound, CoH sC 5-found in coal-tar,and 
prepared by passing benzene vapor through a 
red-hot tube. It fs volatile with steam, crystallizes in 
lance lustrous monoclinic plates, melts at 70.6" C., and botle 
at 264°C, Also called éipheny!.— Diphenyl blue, 
ete, See wus, brown, ete, 

Diphenylamine-orange. See orange!, 
diphenylethanolone (ci-f6" il-ethean’ 6-l6n), 
—— * *henzoin, 3. 

diphenylimi di-fé-nil-i’mid), n. [diphenyl 
im ide colorless crystalline st stance, 

(Ca NE, formed when diphenylamine 
vapors are conducted through a tube beated 
to redness. It also occurs in erude anthra- 
cene. 

lketone (di-fé-nil-ké’tén), mn. [di-? + Di dipheny 
—* + ketone.) Same as *henzofhenone. 

diphosphate (di-fos’ fit), ». [di-2 + phosph(o- 
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rus) +-atel.] In chem., a compound contain- thophyllide. grew in compound stocks, the indi 

—* *8 ha columella and not be ing two combining units of the radical of en having no ne on 7 

| mney appl edie coat pases A dip aint, (aip’ \ joint in’ inclined 
unita of a 1m unl 
soda Instead of discatic hoa phate. 

+h Diphragmida (di- *mi-di), n. pl. 
< it, double, + opiyua, a Bo a 
Hyatt’s classification of the Cephalopoda, a 
group of primitive Lower Silurian nautiloids 
in whieh the siphunele is divided by trans- 
hot tabulw alternating with the septa of the 

e 
Diphragmoceras (di-frag-mos’e-ras), n. (Gr. 
phragm + ¢pdyya, a partition, + xtpac, a 
horn.] The typical and only genus of the 

grou ) Diphrag mida, ce hile 
diphroph -frof’d-ros), .; pl. diphro- 
phoroi (-roi). 

oros (di 
[Gr. digpogdpoc, ¢ digpor, a * 

In Gr, antigq., stool, + -gopor, ¢ oépeev, bear. } 

5* (dip- la-ka’ Ah 
—— double, + drove bearing, € dxoier, 
hear.) In hol, — double hearing: 
applied usually to the hearing of the same 
tone in a different pitch by the two ears (dipla- 
cusis binanralis), but also to the arousing of 
two tonal sensations in the same ear by a 
single stimulus. 
The abnormality (dip (diplacnets) may be restricted to a 

tool ially applied to two * fined to fic or chronic and ate stool-carrier: especi —— te parts of 
in the center of the frieze on the eastern side _W!th it pe (trans), Outlines of Pxychol., p 22 
of the Parthenon at Athens, 31 and 32 Mi- Dipladenta —— ni-f),n. INL. (Al Bones 
chaelis. de Candoile, 1844), ¢ Gr. derdoc, double, + 

adgv, gland. The name alludes to the pair of 
nectar-glands which alternate with the two 
ovaries.) 1, A genus of plants of the family 
A COR. are shrubs, chiefly twining, all 
Scath Amsertenn, By moatly oly ang "several of the 
20 species are in — in houses, where they 

ri — —— or pure 

(NL., ¢ Gr. 

theria, ". Diphtheria is caused by a spectthe 
bacillus, called Bacitlwe diphtheria, or the Klebe-Loef- 
fler bacillus, which wenally can readily be detected tn the 
exudate by microscopical methods The search for this 
organien ¢ a routine measure in doubtful cases 
of inflammation of the upper air-passages, and often a 
es —2— sof stich comlitions can be made only in 

ja way. disease begins with swelling and redness 
of the throat, fever, and loss of stren The tabee 
membrane appears carly and may be to the ton- 
sils or may — to the mucous membrane of the nose, 
b larynx. When the nx is involved, the 
reine B gen ol —8 and suffocation may — 

of saving life ma this * 
has bee 

viensia, 
hem. 

inde are for their very brilliant thoral diaptay, and 
for their a! 

eg: i lanar (di- sve 3.4 (Gr. d-, two-, + L. 
— plane, + -ar, “Pertaining to or of two 

rt —— intubation. The —— — 

the kidneys tment, both curative oni ventive, * Pe -liir‘thri), n. [Gr drradoc, 
consists in the subeutancous injection of diphtheria an- i pepov, joint.) Bevin the bones 
titoxin —one of the earliest instances, and still the most of the Jills 5 | carpus — in ®& more 
effective of serum therapy. See cut ander or less —— manner: contrasted with 

taxcopod 
diphtherial | (dif- or dip-thé’ri- al), a. [diph- — (einer) a, BS éi-, two-, 

0.) Same as diphtheritic, fed, + TAdoua, —— —— In cytol.. con- 

diphtharie tdit’ or dipther'ik), a. (diphtheria pigment, fat, ete (dif- or dip-ther’ik), a. theria pigmen' lat, etc.: 
apes Same as dliphth heritic. ‘ (oes raid of th the cell-cyto- 

sides protoplasm, such as 

Divi ritic croup, paralysis. See *croup!, plasm. 
ralyeis Diplazium (di-pla’- 

ai SS anarotdel * or dip-thé-roi’dal), a. zi-um), a. NL. 
me as diphtheroid. Swartz, 1801), Gr. 
therotoxin (dif-th ‘*ré-tok’sin), n. Toxin 

elaborated by the bacillus of dipht! reria. 
ong (dif’- or dip’théng), . t. To sound 

as & —R diphthongize. 
Isclative dipAthonging of *vowel-clearing” mainly 

fects long 12 evidently because of the tuttoulty of 
prolonging the 

emAagvew, to double 
or be doubled, in 
allusion to the 
double sori.) A ge- 
nus of free-veined af. 
olypodineceous 

sane position withont change, ———— th (dif-thong’gi-&), mn. (NL. ¢Gr, fe sob oz 
dipioyyor, having two soun ; eee diphthon -) —— ge beg 
A condition in which, owing to partial 
sis of the la’ nod (pra two sounds of different pitch 
= — simultaneously. indusa "being. exteurse 

Lrongous (dif ’ théng- eee), a. Same as aon —— 
——— art. tropi —— —* 

See *zimestouc. — ie Di plantaginifolium, 

pina limes —— —— sn ot era ee eta ge — oubleform, + 3 producing.) Inembryol., spe nation — 
—— two different embryos: said of the — — ——— 

op to *monogenic, Diplectrum (di-plek’trum), n, [NL., ¢ Gr, de, 
diphyletic (ae -let'ik), * Gr, de-, two-, + wo⸗t a & Spur: see plectrum.] A 

gudov, tribe.] In zodl., * two sets of 
ancestors; derived from = stinet groups 
of animals, 
The diphywletic ——sa represented by the 
—53 n+ Carinate: is regarded aa an untenable assump. 
tion by Puirbringer, who argues for the racial unity of the 
whole group. Amer, Nat, Jan,, 118, p, 74, 

arrangement, o system of chassifleation in 
whicly the divisions are nahh in necordance with the 
view that a given group of animals bas been derived from 
two sow In 

a 
rea, 

diphyletically (di-fi-let’i-kal-i), adr. 
—3314 manner. 

llidea, ». pl. 2, An order of tetrabo. “rmature of the preopercle. D, formosum is 
thridiate Cestoidea. have a acolex with 2 long the commonest of the species, all of which are 
head-stalk armed with se longitudinal rows of hook. American, 
Ista, ie head —— — pa ayn or Diplesion (li-plé’si-on), w. (NL.,< Gridic, twice, 
mn paren’ i it — 

slightly tinobile margins. ‘The order contains but one + “or, near.) A genus of small fishes 
a, the KcAinobothrida, and one genus, Eehinoboth- 

m, parasitic in selachiana. 
dip! mtism (dif-i-d-don’tizm), # fdiphy- 

ont + ism.) The state or condition of being 
diphyodont or having two sets of teeth, as is 
the case with the majority of mammals. 

yllum (dif-i-fil’um), » i. , irreg. 
r, dodripe, double, + of?20v,a leaf.) A genus 

of Paleozole tetracorals of the family Cya- 

Niplertrum form 
(Peore Bulse tie a7. U.S Na Museutn.) 

genus of small BNA — by the 

W pic rien bie 
no — U. 68 "Nat. Museum Prva 



Diplesion 

of the Mississippi valley, living in clear brooks. 
D, blennioides, the green-sided darter, is the 
common species. 
dipleurogenesis (di-pli-ré-jen’é-sis), n. [Gr. 
dte, two-, + sAevrpa, side, + provarc, — 
1, Historical progress or evolution throug 
the acquisition and elaborstion of bilateral 
symmetry. [Rare.]—2, The two-rided, bilat- 
eral. or dimeric type of form assume by the 
higher members of the animal creation; dis- 
tinguished from centrogenesis, L. Hf, Bailey, 

dipleurula (di-pla’ri-lii), a2; pl. diplewrate 
(-lé). (NL, ¢ Gr, de-, two-, + mArypa, side, + 
L. dim. -wla.] A bypothetical ciliate, —— 
bilateral ancestor of the echinoderms, whic 
is supposed to be recapitulated in the switm- 
ming larve of modern echinoderms, Bec *pel- 
matozoic theory. 

diplobacillus (dip “16 -ba-sil’us), *.; pl. diplo- 
bueilli (-i). [NL., ¢ Gr. dertdne, double, + 
NL. bacillws.} Any bacillus in which the cells 
occur in pairs. 
The occurrence of acid-resisting diplocoec! or diplo. 

saci and of dramatick forms has heen already referred 
to 2. M. Cove, in Jour. Exper. MeiL, Oct. 25, lon, p. 214 

Diploblastica (dip-16-blas’ti-kij), », pl. Cae 
¢ Gir, dirtdog, double, + s7aerde, germ.) In 
zodl., those animals which develop from only 
two germ-layers (ectoderm and entoderm), 
such as the Calenterata: distinguished from 
the Triploblastica. 
diplocaulescent (dip'lé-k4-les‘ent), a. [es 
dertom, double, + E. caulescent.] In bot., 
having stems or axes of the second order. 
diplocephalous («ip-ld-sef’a-lus), a. In tera- 
tol., double-headed: a term applied to mon- 
atrous embryos. 

diplocephalus (dip-l6-sef’a-lus), n.; pl. diplo- 
cephali {-li). [NL., < Gr. derédoc, double, + 
xeoa/y), head.] Atwo-headed monster. 

di (dip-lo-sef’a-li), w. [NL. “diplo- 
cephalia, ¢ diplocephatus. | 
two heads sre attached to the same body. 
diplochlamydeous ior dart seh Bet tte 
(Gr. der/doc, double, + xAanic (x4aned-), man- 
tle.] In bet, baving two floral envelops, 
calyx and corolla, or s double perianth, as 
many monocotyledons. 

diplochoanitic (dip"lo-k6-a-nit'ik), a, (Gr. 
dertdoc, double, + yéaror, a funnel, + -it-ic.] 
In the siphuneles of the ammonoid Cepha- 
fopoda, baving both funnels and forwardly 
directed collars where the — pene- 
trates the septum: contrasted with *monv- 
choanitic. 

diplococcal (dip-lo-kok’al), a. 
or pertaining to diplococei. 
June 27, 1903, p. 1047. 

diplococcic {dip-16-kok‘sik), a. Same as 
*diplococeal. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 398, 
plococens, ». 2. [cap.] A generic name 

erroneously applied by some writers to certain 
species of micrococeus in which the cells occur 
in pairs.— Diplococcus intracellularis meningiti- 
dis? the pathogenle micro-organism of epldembc cere- 

Produced b 
Med. Record, 

dnplacocrus intraceiiuiarss memingtiedes ( Memingor occms |. 

The lange bodies are disintegrating pescells. May mified toon titnes. 

(Prom Buck ‘s  Keterence Handbook af the Medical Screaces."") 

brospinal meningitia, Also called Welehselbaum's miero- 
coceua atl aieni ngococeus, — pneumonim, 
the ————— Ticr+organiam of scale crudpous poet 
mon! Also culled micrococcies lanceolaties, prieirrmencne- 
cus, aml Fraenkel's prewmococeus, See cut in middle 
oulumn. 

diploconical (dip-16-kon‘i-kal), a. Gr, dex)doc, 
double, + xuvexdc, conic, * -al!,) Doubly 
conical; in the form of a double cone, 
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Diplo must pacwmonie in blood, 

The Large beclies are red blowd corpermies. Mageifed s.cco times, 

(Prom Buck's " Kedereace Handbook of the Medical Scsemces,") 

diplocoria (dip-16-kd‘ri-ii), a, por < Gr. 
derioog, double, 3 x6, Pupil of the eye.) 
The presence of two more or less complete 
upils in one eye. 
P (di-plo'di-), n. . (Fries, 1854), 

Gr, dextdéoe, double, + eldog, form, Cf. dip- 
loid.] A genus of sphmropsidaceous fungi 
having separate black carbonaceous pyenidia 
formed beneath the epidermis of the host and 
breaking through at maturity. The name refers to 
the apores, which are two-celled and dark-colored, About 
450 species have been described, many of which are bmper- 
— They are mostly saprophytic on woody 
laa 

Diplodontide (dip-1g-don’ti-d&), n, pl, (NL, 
< Diplodus (-odont-) + -idw.] A family of 
teleodesmaceous J’eleeypoda including thin- 
shelled orbicular and convex genera with small 
but well-defined hinge-teeth. : : 1 

Monstrosity in which Diplodus(dip’lo-dus).m. [NL.,<Gr.derddoc,dou- — double, + E, 
ble, + odoig (ddorr-), tooth.) Agenusof sparoid 
fishes found in che’ Anions. , Nowe are eas in 

Di plots Aalhvoekid, 

iV rom Bullecia 47. U. i, Nat, Museum) 

color, with black spots on the tail. Several species occur 
in the Mediterranean, 1, hotbrootii ocenrson the Atlantic 
coast of the United States = known in Spanish and Portu- 
guese as Sargo. i 

plogenesis, n. 2. In biol., the process by which 
a change in the environment which produces 
a change in an organism produces a similar 
change in the germ-cells that are contained in 
its body, so that descendants in later genera- 
tions are born with an inherited adaptation for 
meeting and responding to thia specific change 
iu the environment. Cope. 

(To) suppose that a modifcation of either the male or 
the female parent affects potential variation in the sper- 
matozodn oF the ovitin, is merely te re-state, In other words, 
that « change of environment which affects the parent 
likewise affects the generative products ; and such astate- 
ment is nothing more dr less Cian Cope’s Qheory of Diigo 
genera. Netural Science, Nov,, X06, p. 2H8, 

diplogenetic (dip 'l}-j6-net’ik), a. 1, Relating 
to diplogenesis.—2, Same as diplogenic. 
Diploglossa (dij)-1-glos’ it}, ». a [Gr. derAdoc, 
double, + 72deda, tongue. The tongue is not 
forked, but the anterior portion ean be with- 
drawn into the posterior, like the parts of a 
telescope.] <A superfamily of Lacertilia, con- 
taining the glass-snakes, Anguida, and related 
forma: correlated with /achyglossa and Lepto- 
ylossa, Cope, 1804. 

diplogiossate (dip-lé-glos‘at), a. Having the 
anterior portion of the tongue retractile with- 
in the posterior part, like a two-jointed tele- 
scope. 
diplographic (dip-ld-graf’ik), a, (diplograph-y 
+ -ic,) Of or pertaining to ‘double-writing,’ 
or to the diplograph, the machine by which it 
is produced, 

Diplospondyli 

diplographical (dip-l6-graf’i-kal), a. Same as 
wii, ‘aphie. 

di (di-plog’ ra-fi), ». (Gr. den? dog, dan- 
ble, +ppagia, — ————— write.] The art of 
writing double, or the use of the diplograph, 
the machine by which this is accomplished. 
See diplograph, 

diplohedral (dip-l6-hé’dral), a. "diplohedr-on 
: ree Of or pertaining to a diplohedron, or 
diploid, 
diplohedron (iip-lo-hé’dron), ». [NbL., ¢ Gr. 
drrzdoc, double, & eda, sent, bawe,} A diploid, 

diploidal (dip’loi-dal), a, [diploid + att } 1. 
Of or pertaining to a diploid.—2. Noting a 
class of symmetry, belonging to the ixometrie 
aystem, of which the diploid is the eharacter- 
istic form, See *symrmetry, 

Diploma 1 public th, a certificate or diploma given 
to ong who — ah examination te vablic Newb, 
Loudon Univ th certificates in this department 
Abbrevinted D. #. i. 

diplomate (dip’lo-mat), ». [diplomate,v.] One 
who holds a diploma. 
Diplomatic bureau. See *burean. 
diplomyelia (dip*lé-mi-é’li-k), ».  [NL., ¢ Gr. 
ditto, double, + jae7éc, marrow (medulla). ] 
A condition in which the spinal cord is double, 
or is made to appearso by adeep fissure which 
separates it into two distinct halves. 
diplonephridium (dip*lo-né-frid‘i-um), n.; pl. 
diploncehridia ( 12 — dix? doc, double, 
+ NL, nephridium,) A nephridium in the 
formation of which both ectoderm and meso- 
derm have taken part, the peritoneal funnel 
becoming connected with an ingrowth of the 
ectoderm, as in Polychata geverally. 
diplonenral (dip-lé-nii'ral), a. [Gr. derAéox, 
double, + veipov, sinew, nerve.] Having o 
double perve-supply, each fromm a separate 
souree: a8, & diplonevral muscle. Encyc. 
Brit., XXV,_ 3%, 

(dip’l6-per-i-stom’ik},a. [Gr. 
rristome *+ -ic.}) In 

mosses, having a double peristenie. 
diplophonia ( ip-l9-f6'ni-&), mn. [Gr. derAdoc, 
double, + gus, sound.) Same as *diphthongia. 

".—Crossed diplopia. In this form the 
image on the feft side Delotze to the right eye, and com 
versely: callod also Avteronymous di; 7 lopia 
| tee get double vision affecting ome —— 

—— e form of double vishon in which the 
litage belongs to the eyeot the mune side. This occurs in 
convergent squint, Also called Aumenymous diydogea.— 

ous Save a6 croseed tds; 

diplopodic (dip-li-pod’ik), a, (diplopod + -1¢.) 
In entom., like a diplopod, 

aiplopore (dip'l6-por), ». [Gr, dexIdoc, double, 
ropoc, passage.) Aterm denoting the pairs 

of more or less vertical canals that pierce the 
thecal plates in the order Jiploporita of the 
— 

oporito (di-plop’6-rit), a. anda. Ta 
Portenin to, —— the characters of the 
order Diploporita. 

IL, ». A member of the Diploporita. 
diplopterygous (dip-lop-ter‘i-gus), a. Belong- 
ing to or resembling the Diplopteryga. 
plosoma,». 2. [!. c.) Same as *diplosome. 

diplosome —— mn [NL. dipicoome, 
CGr, deradog, double, + cadya, body.) In eytol., 
a double centrosome, or one that has divided 
into two daughter-centrosomes which have not 
yet moved apart to form the poles of a karyoki- 
netic spindle, 

diplospire (dip’lé-« ir), nm. (Gr. der/doc, double, 
OrCipa, a npire | A double spiral, as the 

spiral brachial supports of some extinet Brach- 
topoda, in which the secondary spirals are 
formed by the production of the branches of 
the jugum between the lamellw of the primary 
spiral cones. Diplospires occur in the genera Kay: 
Diol, — tee ira, * = m A 

oepond: (\ -spon‘di-li), 1. pl. [NL., 
< Ee cient double sora hg —— A 
suborder of sharks including those forms in 
which the vertebral column is imperfectly seg- 
mented so that two vertebral bodies and two 
neural arches arise from each segment. It in- 
cludes the group known as Notidenida, most of the 
ches being now extinct. The best-known of the tiv 
species is the common shark Heranchiss griseus, 

Mexame hover priscus. 

Drm Kalletin a7, U.S. Nat, Museums 



diplospondylous 

diplos lous (di Sapo ‘di-us), a. 
=~ pony to the La ti Diplospondyls. 
ap ospondyly (dip-l¢-spon’di-li), ». 

iplospondylism, 
diplostichous (di-plos’ti-kus), a. [Gr, diréor, 
double, + crizoc, row.) Having a double layer 
of cells, separated by a membrane, beneath the 
lens of the central eyes, as in the king erab, 
Linalus. — — —— 

ostreptococcus(dip*19-strep-to-kok’us), .; 
B . diplostreptococci (-8i}. (NL., ¢ Gr, dexAdog, 
louble, + NL. streptococcus.) A form of 

streptococcus in which the chains of cells occur 
in pairs, 
‘The Fortapaces deuatbon lo-etreptoceceus, which the: 

state they have found 2 Ste —* 
Amd at the post-mortem examination of their cases. 

Jour, Trop. Med., June 1, 1908, p, 167. 

Diplostylus doubl 

of 

Same as 

ei ola — n. [Gr. dexdoc, 
ble, + eri4oc, a pillar.) A genus of amphi- 

“re of the —— eis) — diplotegi 
otegis (dip-lot’é-jis), a, Same as diplotegia, 

diplotegiam {dip -lo -té‘ji-um), v. me as 
iplotegia. 

diplambie (di-plum’bik), @. [Gr. di-, two-, + 
L. piumbum, lead.] Having two atoms of 
lead in the molecule.—Diplumbic arsentiate, lead 
arsentate containing two atoma of lead in the molecule. 
—— (dtepo-ria iam) (Wend 

poridium (di-pé-rid’i-um), #. [NL. (Wend- 
land, 1825), ¢ Gr dc, two-, + xdpoc, pore, + dim. 
adeov, The name alludes to the two apical 

&s by whieh the anthers of some species 
ehisee,] A genus of dicotyledonous plants 

of the famil nace. Ochna, 2. 
di (dipts, p.a. In ceram., immersed ina 
color-preparation so as to tint only the surface: 
spplied to the superficially colored white a 
bo of pottery manufactured be osiah 
Wodgw , in distinction from the solid jasper 
which was uniformly colored throughout its 
substance. 

Dippel's animal oil. See *oil. 
dipper, ». 11. In ceram., a workman who dips 
ware in the glazing or coloring preparation: 
See *di, .—12. — of the gastropod mol- 
lusks of th B 
™ ‘machine (aip’in mg-shén’), a. In 

finished chocolates that exact] those 
— gt ‘adepositing-machtae and —— 7 

dip-pump (dip’pump), ». evic 
ing water or other liquid by dipping it in any 
Manner, Some dip-punsps consist of a pair of barrels 
— the water, one being lowered as the other 

is 
Diprion (di-pri‘on),», (NL, ¢ Gr. éi-, two-, 
+ xpiuw, & — A name given by Barrande 
to — th two rows of thees on the 
rhabdosom e, 
Diprionide (dip*ri-on’i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ 
Diprion oS A su er —— to⸗ 
lites comprising forms which have two to four 
vertical rows of thees placed back to back, as 
an the genes Fp on ct hp Ph —— 
propargy: “pro gil), n. colorless, 
volatile, pun nt figuid, CHICCH,CH.CICH, 
prepared by the action of potassium hydroxi 
on diallyltetrabromide. It readily polymerizes and 
isa homologue of acetylene, which it resembles in gen- 
eral properties, It melts at — (f° C., boils at 86-87°C., and 
in also called 1, b-Aexadiene, fe 

e — (di’ pré-pil-ké’tén), n. 
*heptanone. — 

dips, ». pl. See *dip, u., 7. 
dip-section = —— ». In 
oe nelined strata in the di 
the dip. 

, a BeC- 
ction of 

A substance that produces 

‘The side in the direction 
th reference to 

workings. 
ope (dip’slép), ». A natural slope of 

the serface of the ground which is parallel to 
the dip of the underlying strata. 

Ita (the Arent) sonee was determined by the original 
dip-stope of the Wealden dome. 

Geog. Jour. (R. G, XV. 220, 

dipteraceous (dip-te-ra’shius), a. Same as 
ocarpacecous. 

dipterid (dip’te-rid), n. One of the Dipteride. 
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(dip’te-r}-kirp), ». A plant of 
8 family Dipterocrpacre. : Nature, Jan. 1, 

1903, p. 1 
(dip ‘ te-rd- kiir-pishius), 

a. Belonging to the plant family Dipterocar- 
#. 

dipterocarpous (dip’te-r5-kir’ pus), a, Inbot., 
belonging to the genus Dipterocarpus or to the 
family Dipterocarpace. 

Two-finned, di (dip-te-rij‘i-an), a. 
as certain fishes. 

dip-turner (dip’tér’nér), ». A workman in a 
pottery who decorates ware with a dip-com- 

und, or colored slip. See *dip-ware. 
dip-ware (dip’ wir), ». Earthenware deco- 
rated with a dip-compound, or colored slip. 
See the extract. 

In the manufacture of this ware [dip-ware}, the body 
or paste having been as usical, is ied over to 
the “dip-turmer.” . . . 

of cream ina reasel w 

tebe, and thus forces the creamy clay out 
mentioned «; 

“dip-turner,” who, after covering 4 
or body with an even! 

dition, 

or 

p” he 

Handbook Brit. Pottery and Porcelain, Mus Prac. Geol, 
ip = 

dip-well (dip’wel), a. A well or spring from 
which water is obtained by dipping. * 
Dipylon vases, See *vase. 
eipyridine (di-pir’i-din), m. [di-2 + pyridine.) 

me as *nicotyrine, 
Dir. An abbreviation of director. 
diradis lation, n. 2, Same as Aypnotiem. Syd. 

Dircean (dér-s6’an), a. Of or ining to 
dus toundatn €F Dives, th Bootie, sacred tothe 
Muses: applied by Horace in one of his Odes 
to Pindar, the lyric poet, whom he styled the 
Direwan Swan, 

directable teed tic a, [direct + -able.] 
Capable of =) directed or steered; dirigi- 
ble: as, a directable balloon. 

ected (di-rekt’ko-nek*ted)}, a. Said 
of a machine, os an electric generator, in 
which the revolving generator or armature is 
borne on the shaft of the engine without any 
belt or other transmission device being re- 
uired. Also called direet-coupled. 

direct-coupled (di-rekt’kup’ld), p. a. In mech., 
mounted upon a common shaft or upon shafts 
having the same axis and coupled so as to turn 
as one: said of the driving and driven — 
tions of any mechanical system that are thus 
connected so that they revolve as a unit, with- 
out the intervention of belts or other de- 
vices for the transmission of motion. 

ven (di-rekt‘driv’n), p.a. In mech., 
driven without the use of belts or other de- 
vices for the transmission of power, the driv- 
ing and driven parts being on a common shaft 
or dirvet-coupled: as, a direct-dricen dynamo, 

ared (di-rekt’gérd"), a. Having no 
intermediate transmission-train of wheels or 
transforming mechanism intervening between 
the power-shaft and that which it drives: used 
of motor-cycles when a toothed wheel on the 
motorcrank-shaft meshes into the gear fastened 
tothe rear or driving-wheel. See also *direet- 
connected, 

direction, .— in astrol., direo- 
as when 

to Ube sticcension of the signa, as whena plane in Capricorn 
bs directed to one in Flsves — Fanatics arcs of di- 
rection, in astrol., the method o carning directions into 
time, to ascertain at what period they will operite. 
measure most commonly adopted is Ptolemy's, which al- 

c lows a for every degree. Line of direction. ( 
, optics, the straight line commecting a tuminoas 

«© with the nodal point of the reduwoed eye, 

hen- 
as in the 
in pey- 

dis. 

tons, in aetred,, calculations 
rived from the aspects formed by the sun and moon after 
Linda each day to represent a year of the ta- 

ives life. 

Directional calenlus. Same as *caleulus of 
extension. 
direction-word (di-rek’shon-wérd"), n. Same 
as catchicord, 1. 

directive. I. a.—Directive action fores, ete. See 
waction, *force, eto. 

Il. ».. 1. Ingram., asyntactic ease expres- 
sing direction toward an object: also called 
transitional,—2, In a sea-anemone or coral 
polyp a mesentery which forms one of the 

undaries of the intermesenteric space at one 
of the poles of the principal axis. 

directivity (di-rek-tiv’i-ti), ». The character 
of being directive. Science, July 31, 1903, p. 
140,— of Directivity, an attempt to explain 
the creation and greets of living things, by means of a 
vital power which gives origin to them and determines 
their manner of growth. Itis opposed to any mechanical 
explanation of organic nature, 

director, »., 2. {¢) In geom., a fixed guiding line. ( 
The small printed 2 written letter have A a i 
in the to be afterward filled by the designer or 

nitial. — origi: 
mal fine, in the ht Tine which through 

ie irecting polnt of the inal tne and 
jection-verte: the 

eye of pro- 
~ Director i es th 

tersection ot the directing-plane wits plane A. 
the eye perpendicular to the original plane and that of 
the ‘and henee also perpendicular to the directing 
and vanishing planes. 

(di-rek‘tor-plin’), ». In math., 
@ plane director, or given plane used in the de- 
scription of a surface. 

director-tube (di-rek’tor-tab’),». A tube with 
sights, or a telescope, = which a torpedo is 

ttacked, aimed at the object a od 
directrix, n. 4. ‘The first line traced on the 

und in laying out a fortification. 
(di-rek’tum), n. ; pl. directa (-t8). [L., 

neut. of directus, straight: see direct.) A 
straight line.— In directum, costraight, that is, in one 
tonight line. 

diremption, n. 3. In veg. teratol., the abnormal 
displacement of leaves. See displacement, 6. 

The ton cen has * been 2? 
enves ire (08 a ou 3 

ion Masters, Vegetable ‘eratal, p. 87. 

dirhombohedron (di-rom-b6-hé’ ng), a; pl. 
dirhombohedra (-drit). [NL., ¢ di- + rhom- 
bohedron.) solid having the geometric 
form of a double hexagonal pyramid, but 
consisting in faet of two complementary 
rhombohedrons ; a quartzoid. 
Dirina (di-ri’ni), ». (Fries, 1825), ¢ Gr. 
derph, a ridge of a bill, lit. neck, + inal.) A 
genus of lichens, the type of the family Di- 
rinacex, having simple crustaceous thalli, dis- 
ciform or elongate apothecia, and hyaline, spin- 
die-shaped, 4 to 8-celled spores. e species 
occur on tree-trunks and rocks and are widely 
distributed. 
Dirinacew (di-ri-ni‘sé-6), ». pl NL., ¢ Di- 
rina + -acez.) A stall family o nocar- 

us lichens named from the genus Dirina. 
(dir’i-noid), a, (Dirina + -0id.] Re- 

sembling the genus Dirina. 
n.—Tocut Girt, make off ; take one's departure. 

it vton. (Stang, U, 8] 

dirt-bar (dért’bir),», A grid-bar, in a cotton- 
opening machine, so arranged in relation to 

e beater as to free the cotton from dirt. 

da dirt fine 
and debris which has collected on the surface 
of a glacier and been preserved under the sea- 

pote fall of snow. J, Geikie, The Great Ice 

Age, p. 30. : 
dirt-roller (dért’ré‘lér), ». A small cylinder, 
covered with card-clothing, on a roller-and- 
clearer cotton-carding machine, situated above 
the feed-rolls, designed to remove from the 
main cylinder heavy impurities, such as motes, 
ete. 

dirt-atop (dért’stop), n. A strainer; a form of 
foot-valve placed at the end of a feed-pipe to 

vent solid matter from getting into the 
‘eed-pump or injector. 

Tue dis? (dés), ».; pl. disir (-ir). (ON. dis, a sister, 
a female guardian spirit, ete.) In Norse 
mythol., & guardian spirit. 

dis. (b) In printing, an abbreviation of dis- 
tribution, that is, dead type which is to be dis- 
tributed into the various boxes of the ‘yPs- 
ease. See distribution, 3, and distribute, v.t., 2. 



Disa 
Disa (di’sil), ». (NL. (Berg, 1767), of unknown 
derivation.}] A genus of terrestrial 
orchids, mostly native to tropical and south 

parts 

disabusal (dis-a-bii’zal), n. [disabuse + -all.) 
The act of disabusing. Mrs. Whitney. 

disaccharid, disaccharide (di-sak’s-rid or 
rid), ». Same as *biose, 

(dis-a-kérd’), on. ([disaccord, v.) 
Want of accord; disagreement; lack or ab- 
sence of harmony. Southey. 

disacrone (<dis-ak’rén), », (Gr, dic, twice, + 
acr(olein) + -one.] An old name for * 

] (dis-ak‘ril), », (Gr, dic, twice, + 
acr(olein) + -yl.] nm amorphous, resinous 
product formed by the spontancous poly- 
merization of acrolein, 

That dis- (dis-q-pér’ing), p. a. 
vi ing.— Disappearing gun. See appears; van. 

tgunt, gun-corriage. 

disapprobative (Geap rp-bé-tiv) a. That ex- wcheck 
izapprobative 

n, t. t. 5. To press (the lips of a horse) 
outward so that they may not be bruised on 
the toothless portions, or bars, of the lower jaw. 

Give your horse a bit with a cannon coupe, or cut, 
which will déearm his lips. T. Waitis, Farrier’s Dict. 

(tose) & (Appar. ¢ L. 5 
art, + Gr. *épryroc, ¢ aprar, hang, suspend, 

Said of fishes in which the Intine cartilage 
or its derivates are attached to both the pre- 
ethmoid and the par-ethmoid cornua rather 
than confined to the former, as is the case in 
the acrartete type of fishes. 

The other Percesooes examined by him, as well as the 
Cyprinodonts, are divartete (the attachment being at the 
—— * and thimeld cori); but the character 

60 indistinctly defined tn some adult Cyprinodontas, that 
ditidence in making use of this character for 

systematic purposes in the tetateof oar knowledge. 
Annals and May. Net, Hiet., March, 1004, p. 174. 

disarticulator Jone who ot that n. 

resses disapprobation: as, a 
wr 

disar- 
ticulate + -orl.) One who or that which dis- 
articulates or disjoints. 

disassemble (dis-p-sem'bl), v. t.; pret. and pp, 
disassembled, ppr, disassembling, [dis-+ assem- 
ble.] To take —_ 

disassimilate (dis-a-sim‘i-lat), v. t.; pret. and 
pp. disassimilated, ppr. disassimilating. [dis- 
+ assimilate.) To cause retrograde metamor- 
hosis or disassimilation in. 

disassimilation (<is-a-sim-i-la‘shon), an. The 
opposite of assimilation ; specifically, the same 
as retrograde metamorphosis (which see, under 
metamorphosis) or catabolism, 

ve (dis-a-sim’i-la-tiv), a. In 
ysiol,, of the nature of catabolism (which 

see); resulting from disassimilation or cata- 
bolism: a8, disassimilative products. 

disattaint (dis-a-tant’), r,t. [dis- + aftaint.) 
To free from attainder. See attaint, v., 4. 

disazo- (dis-az’6). A combining form used in 
organic chemistry to indicate the presence of 
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two azo radicals, RN», in the molecule of a 
compound. Compare diaze-. 
disburdenment (dis-bér’dn-ment), m. Theact 
of disburdening; relief from the burden of 
something oppressive. Bentham. 

disbursable is-bérs’a-bl), a. Capable of be- 
ing disb i or expended ; retailable. 

Anecdotes also are portable, unlike the lightning-Gash, 
which will — into the pocket; they can be 
home, they are divburacble at other tables. 

G. Meredith, Diana, xiv. 
(dis-ber’i), v. t.; pret. and pp, dishuried, 

ppr. rying. [aie + bury®.] To disinter ; 
resurrect: as, disburied secreta. Bulwer. 

a. 8, In bot., located on the surface 
of a frond; superticial: applied to ferns. J. 
Snrith. 
discalenohedron (di-ski-lé"nd-hé’dron), ».; pl. 
discalenohedra (irl). [di-2 + sealenohedron.) 
Adouble twelve-sided (dihexagonal) pyramid, 
whose faces belong to two complementary 
scalenohedrons. 

disk. } — tpnienl tosnne OF the make DE: . ¢ typical nus of the fami i 
calidz, Hacekel, 1888. . 
Discalidm (dis-kal’i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Dis- 
calia + -idax, A family of disconectous 
Siphonophora inhabiting the deep sea. They 
have an exumbrella without crest, gonostyles without 
mouth, umatocyst divided Inte a central chamber sur- 
round chambers, a cirenrferential a 

hambers, and tentac! 
It includes the genera Disealia and 

ver, the pile of cards 
which are abandoned 

discarnate, a. 2. Disembodied; disincarnate. 
We ought to expect a priori that a discarnafe memory 

should be defective tp its communications from a trans · 
cendental world. w 

J. H. Hyeop, in Proc. 800. Peychical Research, XVL 214 

discept (di-sept’), v. i. [L. disceptare, decide, 
fades, dispute, ¢ dis-, apart, + captare, take.) 

‘o dispute; take — differ: as, allow 
me to discept. Peacock. 

r (di-sérp’tor), 1. One who discerps, 
dismembers, or disjoins. 
The first di r fof the genas Cimex) was Fabriciax, 

who, in a pertectly straightforward manner, removed our 
specics (lectularius) from Cimex to form a partot his new 
genus Acanthia Nature, Murch 17, 1904, p. 464, 

dis.ch. In chess, an abbreviation of discovered 

e,¢.t. 8. Inlaw, to make an end of; 
annul; cancel: as, to discharge a rule to show 
cause, 

in elect., the brush. 
a high tinl 

points or edges It ls accom 

poate diaruptive ive 

J of 

vapor Sithin an exhausted lass 
tube or bulb having no electrodes, when the tube is faced 
within the —— deld of a Tesla coll or other device 
for the production of oscillatory electrical discharges of 
high frequency, 
The electrodelees discharge is more simple in appear 

ance and in constitution than the better known dischanre 
in vacuum tubes between electrodes, 

B. Davia, in Physical Rev., xx. 120. 

discharge, in Spencer's peychol., the 
fecling, perl 
the coneom 
nervous dischanre, that. leas on the 

effect and ageneral effect.” (H. Spen- 

4 —— — ie as “4 
Bee teve —] 

the glow excited in : 

Law of nervous 
rinciple that * ev 

or emotional, 
turbance and result! 
body both a cial 
cer, Prin, of Paychol, iL, § 405) — disch: tn 
eleet., the disruptive electric di of high frequency 
obtained from a Tesla coil, See Tesla teoil.— te 

an electric ditch through varuum tubes, 
obtained when the tubes contain dry air or certain other 
guses, os carbon dioxid, under certain pressures. It is 
characterized by a brigit glow of white light which fills 
the tube. 
The white discharge may be produced in all the gases 

with which I have experimented 
Davia, in Physical Rev,, XX. lt, 

discharge-pipe (dis-chiirj’pip’), ». Same as 
*delivery-pipe, 

+ 4% (c) In transportation, a machine orap- 
Pliance teed in discharging freight, coal, grain, or other 
imatertal jo balk, from a carrier, conveyer, or elevator, 
The moat simple form isan opening at the end or bottom, 
at any point of the tromgh of a conveyer thro which 
the had ia pushed by Uhe screw or the tights of the can- 
vever machine (see @eonteyer, In open carriers, belt- 
conveyers, and ebovaters the discharger may be the end 
wheel over which the belt or series of buckets parses, the 
change in direction (assisted by the morentum) serving 
to discharge the load upon a table or inte a bin, Lat gai 
spout, or ancther conveyer. Dischargers are divided into 
stationary machines that trip, apect, or invert the dacket⸗ 
of a horizontal conveser and case them to discharge 
their londs at a faxed polot, and machines that tmvel 
along the line of the conveyer and automatically discharge 

te disclaimant 

discobolic 
estred point. Also called avtomatic 
ining amd industrial railroading, a 

a 

When apts, the ak 
norisal of loaded position, 

water (dis-chirj’wi'ter), n. The 
water dise bya pump: specifically water 
which is discharged after passing through a 
condenser. 
discharm (dis-chirm’), rv. t. [dis- + charm!.] 
‘To deprive of charm or the power of charming; 
deprive of the protecting influences of charms; 
disenchant. 

Brave Luther answered YES: that thander’s ewell 
Rocked Europe, and discharmed triple crown, 

Lowell, To V. 1. Garrison, at & 

topsy (dis-kré’ma-top-si),n, (Gr. de, 
two-, + ypdpa(t-), color, + duxc, view.) Color- 
blindness. 

disciferous, a. 
disk. 

discigerous (di-sije-rus), a. 

2. In sol, provided with a 

L. discus, disk, 

+ gerere, bear. -0us.) Disk-bearing: as, 
discigerous woody tissue, 

discin (dis’in), ». [Gr. diexog, disk, + -én2.] 
The albuminous component of the jelly of 
Meduse: possibly an albuminoid. 

dw (di-sin’i-dé), n. pl, [NL., ¢ Discina 
+ -idw.) A family of neotrematous Brachio- 
poda having chitinous, subcircular plano-con- 
vex shells with an open pediele-noteh in early 
life which becomes inclosed as a long narrow 
slit partially covered behind or near the apex 
by a listrium. 

(dis-i-nis’kA), n. [NL., ¢ Diseina + 
dim, -isea,<¢ Gr. -onoc.] A genus of Brachi 
resembling Discina, but having an internal 
septum behind which is an elevated area about 
the pedicle-opening. See Discina, 

al & 8*i-plin-a-bil’i-ti), n. The 
ty of being disciplinable. 

Marro lays chief stress u inalnl id Bocia- 
bility. * os Hall, — l. 

disciplinatory (dis’i-plin-a-té‘ri), a, Promo- 
tive of discipline: as, Reclethcntory educa- 
tional methods, 

pline, ".— Jamaica a former baca- 
heer or pirate law, to the effect all prizes should be 
divided the captors and not shared by those w! 
take no or in the — of 

in the Jeault —— who has charge of the 
iseiplinary ‘thons for studenta, 

(di-sip’a-lir), a. [L. discipulus, 
disetple, + -er3.] Pertaining to or ¢ a 
teristic of a disciple: as, discipwlar patience. 
X. X. D. * 

discission, ».— apaoe in geol., a crevice 
of space of dynamic © } & separation of walls that had 
poem in Contaet: used in contrast with apace ef tdiseolw 
hm, 

Formerly I called such es (With reference mainly to 
the procmpanying fault-phenomena) “Spaces of Disloca- 
tion" bat [ believe the term “ Spaces af Diseiasion™ . . . 
would be more suitable. 
FP. Pésepny, in Trans. Amer, Inst. Min. Engin., XXIII. 208, 

dis-kJé’mant), #. [disclaim + 
-ant.) Adisclaimer; specitically, one who en- 
ters a disclaimer in a patent case. See dis- 
elaimer, n., 3 (dd). 

(dis-klast’), p. a. Same as de- 
classed, a. 

Gisclasaify (dis-klas‘i-fi), 0. t. [dis- + classify.) 
To abolish classificatory distinctions in regard 
to; do away with the classification of. 
The of levelling, disclessifying, making every- 

body like everybody else. ws 
Grote, Utilit. Philos, xix. X. A.D. 

disclosure, ». 3. The hatehing of the young 
from the egg, a8 in birds and reptiles, or the 
excape of insects from the pape case, 

oze, disclozure. Simplitied spellings of 
disclose, disclosure. 

discobolic (dis-kob‘’6-lik), a, 
-i¢.] Of or pertaining to a diseo 
throwing. 

He gave loose to the full torrent of his indignation, by 
sciting . . . & Vast dish of beef. more than fifty ancient 
yeoman could eat, and whirled it like 4 colt, in terrorem, 
—— head of the friar, to the extremity of the apart- 
tren 

Where it on onker floor did settle, 
With mighty din of pomlerous metal . . . 

discobolus + 
lus; quoit- 



discobolic 
But . . . his descobolic exploit proved the climax of his 

Diane toons artetiets es 
T. L. Peacock, Maid Marian, v. 

Discocampyli (dis-k-kam’pi-li), a». pl. (NL. 
< Gr. diaxor, & Gai, passat cy noted} In 
Hyatt’s classification of the ammonites, a sub- 
order characterized by the rounded outline of 
the saddles of the septal sutures while the lobes 
become greatly divided, as exemplified in the 
genus Ceratites (which aee, with cut), In highly 
advanced forms even the diseoeampylic saddle 
becomes tnuch divided. 

discocampylic —— "Se ik), a. Of or 
pertaining to the —— havingrouuded 
auidles, as the Discocampy i. 

discocellular (dis-k6-sel'u-liir),a. [L. diseus, 
disk, + NL, cellula, cell, + -ar3.] Of or per- 
taining to the diseal cell in the wings of lepi- 
dopterous insects. 

(dis-kok-tas’tér), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
dioxog, disk, + dard, eight, + dorjp, star.) A 
sponge-spieule with eight rays, each terminat- 
ing ina disk, the position of each of which cor- 
responds to one of the eight corners of a cube. 

Discocytis (dis-kos‘i-tis), m. [Gr dicxos, a 
disk, + xvric, a box-] A genus of Cretaceous 
Bryozoa forming obconic and eup-sha) 208- 
ria the upper side of which has a decidedly 
radial structure, 

lous (dis-ki-dak’ti-lus), (Gr. 
disxos, & disk, + daxretop, a finger.) 
the toes ending in disks, as some tree-frogs. 
This enables these animals to cling to smooth 
surfaces. 

ala (dis-ki-dep’i-li), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
diaxoc, a quoit, disk, + NL. depula.] The dep- 
ule that develops from a dise 
Haeckel. 

idw#, a family of toads. 
(NL. 

hexaste>. 
(dis’kd-hek-sak’tin), ». (Gr, 

diaxog, a disk, + é, six, + axric (dxtev-), a ray.) 
In the nomenclature of the spicular elements 
of the sponges, a hexactine which bears at the 
end of each arm or ray @ rosette or serrated 
umbel. 

stone. See *stone, 
Discoidea, n. p!. 3. A family of peripylarian 
Radiolaria having the shell and central cap- 
sule discoid or lenticular. It includes Ceno- 
discus, Phacodiseus, Coccodiscus, and other 
enera, 

lichen (dis-ké-li’ken), m. [NL. disco- 
lichen, ¢ Gr. dioxog, disk, + Aeryfv, lichen.] Any 
one of the lichens which belong to the division 

ichenes. 
Discolichenes (dis‘k6-li-ké’néz), n. pl. (NL. 
pl. of discolichen : see discolichen.} A division of 
the Ascolichenes in which the fructification is 
in the form of open disk-like apothecia, Com- 

re P ichenes. 
lith, ». 2. A disk-shaped coccolith con- 

vex on one side and concave on the other. 
use, 1. pl. 2, Same as Uctomeralia. 

‘ort, #.—Curve of discomfort, See *cwree. 
discom ly (dis-kom-poz’ed-li), adr, In 
the manner of one who is discomposed, per- 
turbed, or disturbed in mind. 
Disconanthe (dis-ké-nan‘thé), ». pl. [NL., 
appar, erroneously for *Discoanthe or * Dis- 
canthe, ¢ Gr. dicxoc, disk, + ardor, flower.) A 
suborder of Siphonophora; equivalent to Dis- 
conect#. Contrasted with Siphonantha, 

disconanthous —— us), @. Having 
the characteristics of, or relating to, the Dis- 
conanthe. 

Disconect# (dis-ko-nek’té), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
suborder dioxoc, disk,  vjxtac, swimmer. ] 

or section of Siphonephers. ‘The body, or comnosome, 
is formed by the umbrella of the original octoradial me- 
dusa and includes an apieal chambered pneumatophore, 
without —— or bracts, on the lower surface of 
which occur the individuals consisting of a central gna- 
trogodid surrounded by concentric rings of blastostyles and 
dactylozodids. The larva ts called a disconula. Had ed 
includes the families Disealida, Porpitida and Velettiade. 
Equivalent to Disconantha. 

disconectous (dis-ko-nek’tus), a. Of or per- 
taining to the Disconectz. 
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disconfidence (dis-kon‘fi-dens), ». Lack of 
confidence. 

He ie inden aan always ** mes —* a ** 
aA js cuatomary am 

contact with thelr friends. tagires — 
Geog. Jour. (RG, 8), XIL 4, 

form (dis-kon-firm’), a, Not eonforma- 
ble (to) or in conformity (with): as, the work 
is disconform to the specifications. [Scoteh.] 

ve (dis-ko-nek’tiv), a. Disjune- 
tive; that disconnects or serves to disconnect. 

disconsider (dis-kon-sid’ér), r. . To leave 
out of consideration; set aside as not worth 
consideration or respect. 
As the man was now disconsidered and as good as de 

posed, we might reduce his proportion of the — 
Rt. Ly Stevenson, Master of trae, JEL 

disconsideration (dis-kon -sid-e-ri‘shon), u. 
The state of being disconsidered; disrepute. 

T hare now arrived at such a pitch of disconsideration 
that... Ido not know a soul that I can face. 

Rt. L, Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 19 N, B,D, 

discontiguity (dis-kon-ti-gai’i-ti), ». Laek of 
contiguity or continuity, Dr, H, More. 

discontinuity, ».—Polar discontinuity, a disconti- 
nulty of a function consisting of ita assuming, in the envi- 

rons of the point s=a, values differing little from -——— m 
) 

where Fz varies regularly in that part. The exponent m 
is the order of the polar Siscontinulty. * — 

discontinuous, @.—Improperly discontinuous 

Having disconuia (dis-kon’a-18) n. ; pl. disconula (-16), _ Sve circle, weulne, n. 
(NL., irreg. dim, of Gr. dicxoc, a disk.) The 
oetoradial larva of disconanthous Sipho- 
nophora. 

discoperipheral (dis’k9-pe-rif'e-ral), a. (Gr. 
disnoc, disk, + repipeia, periphery, + -all,) 
Arranged in a disk-like manner around the 
mouth, as the teeth and sucking-disk of the 

discoplacental, a. 
thee 

Discoplacentalia, 
Il. x. A member of the Discoplacentalia, 

discoplanula pene es n.3 pl. disco- 
planule (-lé), [NIL., è Gr, dianog, disk, + NI, 
plana.) "tv discoidal blastoderm of an 
with a un ented food-yolk, at the segmn 
stage of development which is comparable with 
the blastula-stage of an egg that undergoes 
total — ow Jn. [Ned 
disco '3°kG-plazm), m. iscoplasma 
(Ehrlich). Gr, diaxoc, disk, + tAdoua, any- 
thing formed.) The struetural portion of the 
red blood-corpuscles in contradistinction tothe 
hemoglobin. Kkrlich. 

ous (dis-kop’é-dus), a. [Gr. dlonor 
disk, +tol¢ (tod-), foot.] Having a isk-shaped 
foot, as certain gastropods. 

Discopyge (dis-kd-pi’je), u. [NL., ¢ Gr. diaxoc, 
disk, + =v)7, rump.] A genus of numb-fishes 
or torpedoes of the family Narcobatid# found in 
the — region. J). tschudiiis the common 

ea, 

n, 2. A discord ts eaid to be prepared when 
the dissonant tome ts first introdaced in ite part aa a 
consonance and then is held over into a dissonant relation 

that part, or even when it is reached by [te voice-part 
ua diatonic step ; bat it is weprepered when intr 
askip or abruptly, See preparation, 9 

nm. 3, Ts peot., nlack of parallelism 
or complete conformity in associated strata, 

a 

the intellectaal Soctings b 
tary eathotic feelings by dissonance. 

‘The oscitlatory and the discordant feelings are, pera 
the most instructive examples of these complex affective 
states 

Ww. Wert (trang), Haman and Animal Psychol, p. 219. 

rdant valley. See #ealley. 
habd (dis’k6-rabd), ». (Gr. dioxor, disk, 

+ pastor, rod.) In the nomenclature of the 
spicular elements of the sponges, a monaxial 
straight rhabd with one sharp and one blunt 
end and girdled with concentric rings. 

discouple (dis-kup‘l), ©. ¢.; pret, and pp. dis- 
coupled, ppr. discoupling, To separate (couples) 
into units ; uncouple. 
We entered through the cleft, one before the other, ns- 

cending the steps whose narrowness diseouges those who 
mount. WwW. S. Dugdale, Dante's Purgatorio, xxv. 

discourse, ». 6. That sort of mental operation, 
performed by one person or by several, in 
which a line of thought is followed out. Incither 

disease 
case, it Is conducted by signs whichare in eu or 
typleal, in their own woke of being, pb! ayn inary lan- 

in ther icon jane | fidives, such aa individual wigs represen the typical 
ign unetlan Toust be in’ 

ht signa, and must be ad 
preter. e case of inward discourse, the 

person alternately places himeelf in different attitudes of 
mind, and addresses the self afamoment later. Discourse, 
in thissense, is not, like that of 2, restricted toratiocination. 
G. F. Stout, Analyt. Psychol, L. s7. 

discover, t. !.—'To discover check. See #eheck?. 
TY, ".—Bill of discovery. See #hii!s. 

discreate (dis-kré-at’), ve. t.; pret. and pp. dis- 
created, ppr. discreating. To cause (that whieh 
has been created) to return to its original no- 
thingness or to chaos. 
discreation (dis-kré-i’shon), 1, The act of dis- 
ereating. 
discrepate (dis-krep‘it), v. i; pret. and pp. 
discrepated, ppr. diserepating, a dl re, 
iffer, discriminate; see discrepant.) To dis- 

eriminate; distinguish. 
(dis-krim ’i-na-bil’i-ti), a. 

The property of being diseriminable; the char- 
acter of that which may be discriminated. 
Clearness implies a maximal diseriminability or separa- 

bility from other | yee 
&. B. Titchener, Exper. Payehol., 1 ik 18% 

discriminant. I. ».—Discriminant of f (x) = 0, 
the prodact of the squares of all the differetices between 
any two roots of the equa 

a, 2. Discriminating. 
v. #.—Diseriminating cirele, cubic. 

or tedt inte 
to some Ente: ~ In 

Discrimination reaction, discriminative reaction, in 
peychophyrics, a reaction tn which the movement of re- 
sponse is delayed until an act of discrimination has been 
performed, that is, until the reactor has identified the 
given stinalas aa some one of two or more stimall pre- 
viously known and agreed upon. 

In the déverimination reaction, he [the sabject| moves 
when he has a ived some one of two ornmore faniliar 
stimull, B. Titchener, Primer of Psychol, p. 260. 

Same aa Weber's dow 5 — 
nm 

chopiey: 
experienc P 
the report of their likeness or difference, It is used nore 

ly of the methodical comparison of sensations, 
ith a view to the determination of the ditferenee-limen. 

The German term, waterschiedscnepandiichtert, has been 
varionaly translated difference senability, differential een. 
sitivity, discriminative sensitility, aii eenae diserimina- 
tion. J. M. Baldwin's Dict, of Philos. and Payehol. (it 

Choper Fapehol, AL} uses diferential sensiisedty (abbee- ‘ 2 uses di en tivity (abbre- 
ea. ey ) id 

The tnstrament of this analysis [of sensations | was 
denominated by Fechner sensite discrimination, 

O. Kulpe (trans), Outlines of Paychol., p. 31, 

tion-time (dis-krim-i-na’shon-tim), 
n. In psychophysics, the total duration of the 
discrimination reaction, or, more commonly, 
this time minus the duration of the simple re- 
action. 

By subtracting the previ determined simple time 
from this longer time Oe — — —* 

V. Vun«t (trans,), Haman and Animal Paychol,, p, 279 

Discriminative limen, threshold. See */imen. 
disct, A contraction of discount, 
disculor, ¢. t. and a. A simplified spelling of 

disculus (dis’ki-lus), ».; pl. diseuti(-li). [NL.. 
dim, of diseus, a disk: see disk.) In Hepatice, 
the occasional adventitious intiated lower lobe. 
See auricle, 3, (¢). Spruce. 

discumfort, v. i. and. A simplified spelling 
of discomfort. 

,c.andn. A simplified spelling of 

¥ 
(dis-di-ak’la sis), n. (Gr. dic, twiee, 

+ taxsecy, taken as ‘refraction’: see dia- 
clasis.| In optics, double refraction. 

1. Acarine See ®ecarine, n.— 
Adam: Sane aa Stales-Adains wii 
euse.— . See wadennd.— Almond-dis- disease 
ease. See Wleaf-idight. q 
elrcular whitish blotches occurring on Ue leaves, shouts, 
and berries of the coffee plant in America: said to be due 
to the fungus Stiltner Aovidem,— Associa’ 
Seu ®eesciation.— Basiz’s disease of the lip, Sec */rp. 
— Ban a disease of banana-stems in the 
West Indies, attribated to the fungus Marasiwina srine- 
uetis.— Banti's disease, an affection marked by enlarge- 
ment of the apleen with cirrhosis of the liver, ancemla, 
abiborn inal dropey, amt sometioes jaundice —Bareoo 
disease, an affection, cecurring in the elevated rgrions 
of South Austrilia, charscterited by gastric disturbances, 
bulimia, and ant eruption followed by extensive desyimaniat- 
tion and sometines sloughing of the subcotaneotss Uie- 
sues, Also called Barcoo rowit and Bereoo ret,—Bar- 
low's disease, infantile scurvy.— Bazin’ tu. 
berenJons ulceration of the leg: 

‘s disease, 
priasis of the meouth ; 

moliascimn contaglowamn. Bechierew's disease, gev- 



disease 
eral mascular y with extreme stiffness of the 
~ bermuda ily , a disease of the cultiva’ in 
charactertzod by spotiing and distortion of the leaves az 
Sowers and mle astunting of the whole t. It is be 
lieved to be caused by digging and J hag bel — —— 
they have ripened. — Bottom 

disease. Same us woeaie —** * 
a disease which affects causing the 

fibrovaseular bundles to tarn brown. It ia attributed to 
the pa, = Styeraus efemontites — uard's 

wuralysia of ane * of the body with anesthesia 
of rare or side. - a disease of new- 
born infants, marked by —X — of the liver, 
edema, purpura, and other morbid — — 
bage disease, «a disease of seedlings ¢ 
——— by the bowie t Olyaidiivern Brossiow, which at 

the stem near the surface of the soil and kille the 
plant.—Cacao-disease, dark dead patches on the cortex 
of erceo, which are doubtfally — to species of 
Neetria.— isease of cacao pods, 
due te the fungus Phytophthora municora. — Calico 
disease, Sane as moatic *dieoee.— California vine- 
disease, a serfoms disease of the grape in California, 
characterizod by the —5 — of the flowers 
and fruit and Gnally the death of the plant. Its cause is 
unknown. — a disease of canta-leaves, 
due to Urede Cannas, which catees orange spote at fret 
and Snally the death of the beaf,— 
& disease of carnations following the attacks of aphides. 

More recent researches by Woods go to show the oor- 
rectness of his conclusion that aphides alone are — 
sible for the carnation-dinease. Hneye. Brit., XXV 
Carrot-diseage, a disease characterized by brownish, 
sunken spots on the root of the carrot, by Phone 
aanguinolenta. It also attacks the stem and preveuta the 
formation of seed.—Cattle-and-game disease, u fatal 
infections disease of cattle, der deer, and other animals, due to 
aminuts potar-stained micro an af the swine pleave 
group, which gains acces to a1 Ter ies in oe 
Alsocalled Aemorrhagie 
an obscure disense ot yi plants in — they die *2 
from Ue top. — Climacteric disease. 2* —— 
— Climatic any disease su be caused 
by achange of climate, as the so-called —*22 aoclimatiza- 
thon af the tropicn —Ooffee- disease, aseriousdiseascof the 
coffee-plant in India and other 6 of the Ohl Workd. 
It is caused by one of the rust-fungd nat, Momo tostatriz, 
which attacks the leaves — iow discoloration and 
death, — leaf disease. hy coffer. Wid isease. 

disease oa 
trichotoma, which attacks the root of t Cale —— 
in the Weat Indies, — 
of conifers, expecially of spruce and silver ‘ar — | 
by the fur Pestatozzia Hartigit, which attacks the 
ung plant at the surface of soll and kills it.— 

canker-like cracks oF exerescences 
on Che ches of various trecs, associated with the 
bright red —— Neetria cinnaberina, — Cretinoid 

Same as 1 iema.— Darter’s disease, Sane 
Dercum' 

Drooping disease, a disease of the 
cansed by af Selerotinia Paonia, which ungun 
the plant at the surface of the soil causing [t to 

wilt and die—Dubots’s disease, Same as Duteis's 
wabacerare,— 

A, or diast-discame, 
—5* those who run —— in coal-mines. 

ela wleerata,— 
from inhalation of 
» bed Upon rd 

¢ file rewte while belong cut.—Plint-disease, 
= ‘chalicosts. — lieed alfeetion or the 
central nervous system.— Fo disease, a mild erup- 
tive fever which presents some of the characteristics of 
measles, German ——— ariot fever bat is believed 
to be distinct from all — Prenching dis- 
eas0, Sameas —— — — n disease, 
Sane as Friedreich's ataxrin (which see, ender ataria). 
-~G@lénard's disease. Sane as *enferoptos,—Gum 
disease. Same as ®foot-rot,2 — Hair-combers’ disease, 
anthrax or malignant pastale, -#H ‘a disease, 
aneuriam of the sorta. — Hollyhock a disense 
of bollyhocks, due to jhe —— — 
and Cellefotrichum Althew.— Hoof-and-mouth dis- 
=. Same as foot-and-mouth diacase (which sce, ander 
* Hop-disease, a mikiew occurring on the leaves 
i the hop-plant, due to Pod va Caatagned ; also the 
black fang, Capantium iejiem, which. covers the 
leaves amid stern 
not necewarily bereditary.— a disease of 
Lilium coadidauw characterized by brown on the 
stem, leaves, and bada which are said tobe prodnoed by a 
species of Botrytia —— mers righlity of 
congenital nervous origin.— ‘8 disease, acromeg- 
aly; also hereditary cerebellar ataxia and pulmonary 
osteo-arthropathy. ~~ Mastoid Same as werstot- 

the jz, attributed to the f Libertell 
tters’ 

ditis,— makers’ pocrasis of the jaw, due 
to phosphorus —— necrosis of Same as 
audit vertigo (which see, under certigo).— Migno- 

See “hight af miguenette under 
ica f-blight.— Miners’ Same as tantylos 
— — Same as nae Rildsetee, “disease. 
Mosaic disease, 4 disease which affects the lenves of 

certain the fr caper fally the tobacco plant. It is churacter- 
Fest pant tere formation of namerods light-colored spots ae 

oa ti isattributed to a ale nett wity of the th —— a an abcierne —* J ie 
oxydizing enzymes of —* cells. · Mottled top disease. 
Same as mosaic #dianer,— Malbe: | disease, a 
disease which attacks amd | kills the roota of the taulberry in 
—— attributed to ~ fungus —— — Weow gH, — 

—— & fungous me e cgaArA pro 
_ by 6 um Peidii, which causes the —X to 
shrivel and poe ps ~ Mushroom-disease, 4 disease of the 
22 mushroom oocasioned by spec los of Vertioittitem 
and other fungi. —Navicalar ao, in eet, awry, an in- 
flammation and caries of the navicalar bone, starting usu 

the surface of the 
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ally aa an inflammation of the lower portion of the great 
sesamold sheath and causing severe intermittent lamencas : 
seen exclusively in the horse.— Oak: disease, 
a disease of the yeh yen — Petia 
mycetous fungus Noeellinia guercina,— agevs dlacase, 
Same as mali, 28* ary Sdermattine’ —_ 

ad ich attacks the trunk Bh por ——— 
of the screw-pine, Fandenta —— to the fungus 
Melenconivm Pendani.— it disease. Same 
a8 porchment-elin,— Parrot's disease, « syphilitic in- 
flammation of the artieular ends wf the long hones, giving 
rise te — — Pearly disease, « form of tuber- 
coubosis in catlle— pote’ to-disease, (4) Same as potato 
late yy — Recklinghausen's disease, an altection 
marked by the ocearrence of fibrous growths on the 
nerves, of skin tamer resesubling molluscum Sbrosum, 
of Pigmentation of thie skin, and of pains in the Joints — 

Reichmann's 
hypersecretion of the gastric juice,— Riga’s 
form of ulcerative — — of the — —— 
of the under surface of tongue the mouth. 
— Bacred disease, « name formerly applied to « ony. 

chronle taberculous in 
ton of the sacro-iliae joint.—Bavill's fe Giesane, it 
deme inflamnsation « — skin a by —— lay 

Pendawes Sdiessen+-Baytalan — nee iacmee.— a form The 

sanity occurring in adalt males, —— by atrophy: 
the sexual organs and Pace, caaed 3 Br leaf-dis- 
ease, adiscase of Abies 

— the py covers 

It is caused b — rriei, according to 
dl the contagiam of 

which is derived A ie stl, — shin 
isease which a’ 

*** any disease of ta which produces spots 
on the Vea, particularly the disease of the leaves diggri 
of the violut cansed by ahornaria Viole, See — 

the Russian cattle 
disease, an affection in children in which there is en- 
—R4 the spleen and lymphatic glands associated 
with an infaen ry of many of the jolnta— 

slowly p ive form of Stokes-Adams disease, a 
—— — of the heart —— murked by attacks of 
fainting, ditziness, or convulsions, —— pulse, 
ail shortness of preadh.— Sutton snd 
Sane aa arterioecleroris—Talma’s disease, an atfection 
marked by tonbe ——— ae similar to those of 
Thomeen’s disease, bat oa in hater life and 
not congenital aa is thie affection — 

See Thowern,— ease. 
= oi | oe — Africa, eH a resence 

Trypanosoma, inoculatian wi 
i ect Gaeta * means of the taetse-tl Vi "s 
— a brownial Fhe ns 
— eo oy + ge ~E ci as by. 8 the irritation from 

weather. — Violet- 

among ue oi ate are typlobd fever, cholera, om 
entery,— Weir Mitchell's Risease. Saline as — 
talyia. ~ “White face and foot disease, redness and in- 
flammation of Wie white face or white limbs of an animal 
on account of the decreased resistance of Ue non-piymented 
areas of the akin to Irritant influences,—Wilt-disease, a 
serious disease which attacks the roots of the cotton, the 
watermelon, and the cow-pea, causing the pate * wilt 
and die, It is caused by a pyrenommycetous fa 
m *. See At for other wilt yoo 

Same aa whucte- 
riowia of the pm ot 

disease-fungus (di-zéz’ fung-gus), .; pl. dis- 
easef un a A fungus capable of producing 
disease in either animals or plants. 

disease-proof (di-zéz’ préf), a. In bot, proof 
against disease, See Sresistant, L 3. 

(di‘sém), ». [L. disémus, ¢ Gr, dianuor, 
of doubtful quantity (having two possible 
quantities), ¢ + , two-, + ove, amark, taken in 
sense of cneiov, a mark, sign, unit of time, 
mora,] In ane, pros., a syllable containing 
two morw or units of time, See disemic, 

nt (dis-e-nakt’ment), n. [disenact 
+ -ment,) The repeal of an enactment. S. 
Smiles, 

disengagement-gear (dis-en-gaj’ment-gér), n. 
A releasing-gear; a device for disen ug & 
catch from the noteh or pin with which it is 
engaged, Sach a gear is used in Corliss engines to let 
the wi mission-valve close at the right time. 

gagemen Vvernor (dis-en-gaj’ ment- 
guy’ ér-nor), un. vernor which works by dis- 
~ the valve-gear when the speed is 

igh, thus closing the regulating-valve, 
oat by engaging the valve-gear when the speed 
is too low and so opening the regulating-valve. 
When the engine runs normally the governor 
rans free, 
disenmesh (dis-en-mesh’), v. ¢. To free from 
entanglements or entangling meshes. 

As ye behold this web of circumstance 
Deepen the more for every Uirill and throe, 
Convualsive effort to Super | * films 
And disenmesh the fame o' — 

Browning, Hing and yk, XL, SA. 

dishouse 

sreat disentailment (dis-en-tal’ment), ». The act 
of aig an entail, or an estate in fee 
tail. 
disentombment (dis-en-tim’ment), n. The 
act of disentombing. S&S. Smiles. 

librate (dis-é-kwi-li’brit), rv. t. z pret. 
and pp. disequilibrated, ppr. disequilibrating. To 
disturb or destroy the ’ Falanee or equilibrium 
of; — out of balance either physically or 
menta 

— — @* kwi-li-bra ‘shon), nm. 
An unbalanced condition: as, a disequilibration 
of the organism. 
disequilibrium (dis-é-kwi-lib’ri-um), ». ne 
“egal An imperfect equilibrium, 
as of intellectual yr moral faculties, Smith 
sonian Rep,, 1800, p. 
— n. re of faith; distrust, 
Kingsley, 

disfever ‘(dis-f8’vér), v. &. To free from or al- 
lay fever, G, Meredith, 

disforestation (dis-for-es-ti’shon),. 1. Same 
as disa —— .—2. The aet ot deforesting, 
or of clearing of woods and forests; the de- 
struction of forests. 

(dis-frok’), «. t. To unfrock or de- 
rive of the clerical office or character. — 

orger, ». 2. In the manufacture of effer- 
vescing wine, the workman who temporarily 
removes the cork from a bottle of wine whie 
has vege the seen secondary fermentation, thus 
allowin sediment to be blown 
out of the 2* oe the bottle by the aeeumu- 
lated gas as it ee Sadtler, Handbook of 
Indust. Chem., p 

disgregati on, ». 2, In thermodynamics, the 
transformation-value of configuration of a 
body or system. The disgrogation added to the 
transformation-value of the heat con contained in a system 
— the aad of the system. J. W. Gibbs, theal 

* t. and u. A simplified spelling of 
disguise, 

n. 3, In mining: (c) A small rough 
vessel used in diamond and gold washing: 
sometimes used attributively: as, he obtained 
good dish prospects after crudely crushing up 
the quartz,— Petri dish, a shallow glass dish with a 
cover, teed for making —— ay of bacteria 
and other micro-orncanieme by means of the poured plate 
method: named for the inventor RJ. Petri, a German 
bacteriol Sce poured plate and poured-plate 

ye v. I, trans, &. To form with a concave 
center, as a disk, a wheel, a running track, or 
a racing-track, 

II. infrans, 2, In trotting, to throw the 
feet outward, moving them forward with a 
eireular motion tnstead of in a straight line. 
Also pada 

dishatlucination tion (dis-ha-li-si-na’ shon), n. 
The act of disillusionizing or the fact of being 
disillusionized; a freeing from hallucination. 
R. Buchanan. 

nism (dis-hir’mé-nizm), », Same as 
disharmony. I . Races of Europe, p. 39. 

net A simplified spelling of dis- 
hearten, 

dished (disht), p. a. Coneave, as a dish; hol- 
lowed out.— Dishes face. The face of an animal that 
is decidedly concave in profile, 

There waa —— when swine-breeders had a delusion 
for "dished faces” and heavy jowls, 

Ktep. Kan. Stave Board Agr., 1001-08, p St 

Dished hoof, See *hoaf. 
dish-faced,«. 1, (4) Said of a horse in which 
the profile of the face is concave, 

dish-feed (dish’fad), 1. A device for feeding 
cotton into a carding-machine. It consists of a 
roller and a flat-plate, the latter curved upward at the 
delivery end. Also culled ———— 

diah-Xeol (dish’kél), keel composed of a 
broad horizontal plate bent up slightly at the 
edges togive a connection with the side plating. 
dish-machine (dish’ma-shén’), nm. In mowd- 
working, a power-machine for cutting thin 
shallow dishes or platters from wood. The bleek 
at wood, previously med to soften it, is placed in the 
machine, firmly clan to the feeding mechanism, and 
Presented to the cutting-toola which cut off thin reneets 
a Rags ured shape. ee will cut aime venoers gy of an 

ickness, in an hour, The dishes when cold 
ae their dish-like form. 
dishome (dis-hém’), ¢, f.; pret. and pp. dis- 
homed, per. dishoming, To deprive of a home, 
render homelesa. 

dishouse (dis-hous’), v. t.; pret. and 7 >. aie 
housed, ppr. dishousing. 1, To expel m a 
house; evict.—2, To clear of houses, as in 
widening a street or in making other public 
improvements. 



dishumanize 

dishumanize (dis-ha‘ man-iz), c. ¢.; pret. and 
pp. dishumanized, ppr. dishumanizing. To de- 
umanize; deprive of human powers or attri- 

butes. 
dish-washer, ». 4. A machine for cleaning 
and washing plates, dishes, ete. It consists essen- 
tially of a large ¥essel kept full of boiling water changed 
with scap-powder. The crockery is placed In a large 
guivanized wire basket suspended by a chain from a crane 
and lowered into the water. Power is applied to lange 
revolving paddles or nwitators that keep the hot saapy 
water in violent mothon thre the basket, completely 
washing the contents, The soiled water ia removed ard 
clean water added as fast as required. 

the dishes are waded the basket is mised ont of the 
water, swing round om the crane and lowered for a 
moment inte clean, bot water. On taking the basket out 
of the rinaing water the dishes dry quickly from the beat 
to which they have been —— 

disilluminate (dis-i-la’mi-nat), c. z pret. and 
p. disillieninated, ppr. disilfuminating, To 
eprive of light; obscure; darken, 

The gous are heavy on me, and all the fates 
Shed fire acroas my eyelids mixed with night, 
And burn me blind, and disiiluminate 
My sense of seving. 

; Swinburne, Atalanta. 

disillusive (dis-i-la’siv), a. Tending to dis- 
illusion or to disillusionize. 

A line of disiflueee centuries haa permanently 
di that [Hellenic idea of life}. 

T. Hordy, Return of the Native, til L 

disimagine (dis-i-maj’in), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. 
disimagined, ppr. disimagining. To imagine 
not to be; cease toimagine; banish from the 
imagination, 

Trath, whose centre is everywhere and its clreumfer- 
ence nowhere, whose existence we cannot —. 
Emerson, Letters and Social Alms, Progress of Culture, 

disimitate (dis-im’i-tat), vr. t; pret. and pp. 
disimitated, ppr. disimitating. To cease to imi- 
tate and to undo the results of imitation. 
Tarde (trans.), Laws of Imitation, p. 20. 

disimmure (dis-i-mir’), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. dis- 
immured, ppr. disimmuring. To free from im- 
murement or confinement within prison walls; 
release; liberate. 

disimprisonment, (dis-im-priz’on-ment), m. 
Release from imprisonment; liberation, 
Browning. 

disincarnate (dis-in-kir’ nit), a. Disembodied; 
freed from the trammels of the flesh, as the 
souls of the dead. F. 7. Palgrave, Death in 
the Forest. 
On the hypettiesis al t - wal, St Beene ys sets tas clntPoate 

upon the living mind, 
A, Lang, in N. Y. Evening Post, Jan. 12, 1901. 

disinfector,». 2. A machine or apparatus for 
disinfecting and cleaning garments, bedding, 
ete., by means of hot water, steam, chemicals, 
or the fumes of burning materials. One type em- 
ploys a steam-tight drum in which the articles are 
either boiled or washedl by the aid of chemicals, steam, 
or hot water, Another form is a gas-tight closet in 
which the things are submitted to disinfecting fumes, 

disinfeudation —— chen), an. In law, 
the act of freeing from the obligations of o 
feudal tenure, 

tation (dis-in-her-i-ta’ shon), 
Disinheritanee. 

disintegrant (dis-in’té-grant), ». Whatever 
disintegrates or tends to disintegrate. H. 
Spencer. 

disintegration, »— Boulders of disintegration, 
rounded masses of rock which are produced by weather. 

from fragments originally angular, Granites and i 
ober Massive varieties which are mach cut up by joints 
are often coy by these boulders, which closely simn- 
late water-worn spectnens — 
a subetance formed by the breaking down or chemical 
disintegration of another. In radioactivity the iden of 
disintegration is extended to the elements, helium being 
regurded as a disintegration- net of mdiam,— 

tion theory, in radiowctirity, the theory that 
actinium, ane 
changes with 

the action of a series of new substances called disin- 
tegration-protucts 

disintegrationist (dis-in-té-gra‘shon-ist), v. 
An advocate of disintegration or of some 
theory of disintegration, 

tor, ». 2, See *sand-mirer. — Carr 
, an impact crushing-machine consisting 

of a series of concentric cages revolving in opposite 
directions at high speed. 

(dis-in-ten’si-fi), c. t.; pret. and 
Bp. disintensified, ppr. disintensifying. To ren- 

r less intense; tone down, 
And all-cobduing black,—black's soul of black 
Beyond whites’ power to distat ¥ 

Browning, Ferishtah's Fancies, Bean-Stripe. 

diajected (dis-jek’ted), p.a. Torn or wrenched 
apart; dismembered ; sundered ; disconnected; 

certain elements, as nediam, thorium, 
uranium, undergo siccessive spontaneous 
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scattered: as, a digjected series of lectures; 
digjected members, 

disjunction, ». 2. In logic: (b) » term con- 
sisting of two or more terms united by the 
conjunction or or its equivalent.—3, In biol., 
the separation or alternative inheritance of 
the parental characters in crosses between 
inbred varieties or strains of domesticated 
plants and animals. Called also the law of 
disjunetion, or Mendels law. See *inheritance. 

Disjunctive absorption, term, See *absorp- 
The machine has Gon, *term. 

acapacity of many hundreds of dishes an hour. When digjun ctor, ». 2. In bot., the minute spindle- 
shaped cellulose body formed in the middle 
— between each pair of conidia of certain 

n 
These digiunetors serve aa points of application for the 

elastic pash of the swelling spore-enda, and as the con- 
necting outer tamella of the cell wall suddenly gives way, 
the spores are jerked asunder. 

Eneye. Brit., XXVILL 557. 

disk, n., 5. (#) In Echinodermata, the central part of 
the body from which the arms radiate. (e¢) Lv crinoids, 
that part of the theca which lies above the ins of the 
free arms, Also called fegymen and eats pe doreal 
weup, (f) In Rotifera, that portion of the head which 
bears the ciliary wreath (7) In mollusks, the lower sur- 
face of the foot or part used in locomotion, aa bn gastro- 
os (A) In some conlenterutes, the oral aspect of the 

ye 
8. A small medicated gelatin tablet about ¢ 
of an inch thick, which contains a small 
amount of glycerin to prevent it from becom- 
ing hard and brittle: a simple means of apply- 
ing accurately adjusted quantities of mydri- 
atic, ra iper and — alkaloids — as 
atropin 80: ine, and cocaine to the eye. 
—8 5888 wacoustic.— Anangioid disk. 

a 
the rhab- 
raptida. 

aap 

disk. — the disk formed by the inter. 
fusion and rit of the rays which pass 
objective of an cal Enatrument. In a telescope it ia 
the image of the object-glass formed by the eyeplece.— 

a due. Same aa — Rie 
son’ tC) . payehol., a white card. 
board one of whose radii Is drawn an interrupted 

black line of even thickness. Un rota- 
tion, the disk shows a series of gray 

Ties, ‘eapecapelbtiny toward te per to im ity per 
iphery. Tire dak has been much used 
for the determination of the difference 
limen of brightness, and also for the 
study of fluctuation of the viaaal atten- 
thon, Annales de Chimie et de Phy- 
eique, XIV. 1i,— Middle disk of En- 

ann. Same as Mensen's wdiak,— 
disk, the disk of adhesion or 

fixation by which the sicula and 3 thatdosomes of 
certain ites were fl It was of tenuous 

pestened by a secondary 
edisk.—Ramaden disk. 

a flattened 
In polyzoan 

Masson's Dusk, 

disk-shaped organ at the aboral pole of ce 
larve, such as those of Bugula.— Btroble & disk 
upon which concentric circles or wheels are drawn: so 
called because the circles appear to spin when the disk is 
moved rmpidly through a ¢! reular path before the eye 
See afrotve cireiea, under strobie-- Btroboscopie 
a disk, with equidistant openings or allernate open at 
closed sector, used for stroboscopic observations of peri- 
odic phenomena, See stroboscope,— Same as 
winged wdiak, disk, in Ay: nat, the aym- 
bol of the sun, a complete circle, represented with 

Winged Dusk. 

outepread valtore's wings and the areus on efther side. 
The symbol was borrowed by the Assyrians to represent 
Assur. 

disk (disk), v. t [disk, n.] In agri., to eulti- 
vate with a disk-eultivator. 

disk-carrier (disk’kar'i-ér), n. In photom.,the 
support of a disk or sereen which is movable 
along or fixed to the photometer-bench, ac- 
cording to the style of the photometer. 

disk-cultivator (clisk’kul’ti-vi-tor), ». Acul- 
tivator in which the part applied to the soil 
eonsists of sharp-edged disks placed vertically 
and rolling with the progress of the cultivator. 
Its use is to cut the weeds and pulverize the 
soil, See *enlfirater, 

disk-cutter (disk’kut*’ér), x. A tool used by 
—— for cutting out disks of clay for mak- 

pie-plates, Itconsists of a wooden arm au 
on ane end by a small foot or block of wood, of circular 
or form, in which the arm revolves; at the 
other cod is a metal point, usanlly a common ho 
nail, passing bh the arm at a right angle, with the 

as- dislevelment (dis-lev’el-ment), m. 

disp. 
by the hand of the workiman, the metal point cutting oat 
a perfect dink. This is afterward shaped over a convex 
mold to form the concave ple-plate. 

disk-flower (disk’flou’#r), » 
disk of a composite plant, 

disk-jelly (disk’jel-t), ». A sea-blubber; a 
discomedusan. 

disk-plow (disk’plou), », A 
revolving disks, resembling t 
disk-harrow, 
in place of 
low-shares, 
"he action of 

this tool ia mot 
recisely that of 
ne plow, since 

the disks break 

A flower of the 
Bee dish, 4 (e). 

low having 
ose in @ 

disk-saw 
(disk’sil), a. 
A saw in the 
form of a 
disk, used for cutting rails or beams in the 
rolling-mill. Its cutting rim fi elther toothed or 
toothless, It is set in rapid rotation and the frictio im of 
the contact jucet & beat sufficient to fuse the metal 
in contact th the disk as it revolves, even if the disk ie 
softer in quality than the metal to be sawed. Also called 

ddiak, 
disk-shell (disk’shel), n. The shell of certain 
brachio; as Diseina, 
disk-valve, ». 2. Any valve in which the 
opening is closed by a disk, as in the ordinary 

p-valve. 
disk-wheel, ». 2. A type of wheel for cars 
or motor-vehicles in which the hub is eon- 
nected to the rim by a continuous web or 
late, instead of by spokes with open intervals 
tween. Such wheels « to be solid diska In 

car-wheels of this pattern the plates are of steel, bumped 
or dished to give stiffness; or the plate is double 
with compressed card-board between. In motor-velticles 
the disk is of thin steel, concaved to give elasticity by 
slight flexure of the plate ander shock. Sach wheels at 
high speed raise bess dust than spoked wheels, and do not 
Thum in moving through the air. 

Deviation 
from the level: as, @ correction for dislerelment 
was made, 

dislocation, ». 4. The territorial distribution 
of an army.—Dislocation of the lens, displacement 

Kear View of Sulky Disk«plow, a, Crt- 
away plow disk in positon fer tumming at 
end of furrow) 4. seraight disk, 

of the crystalline lena of the eye. 

dislocatory (dis-lok’a-té-ri), a. Involving 
dislocation or dislocations: as, dislecatory 
movements of the earth's crust. 

disl alist (dis-loi‘al-ist), m. A disloyal or 
disa ected person. 

n, 6, pl. The blues; the dumps; a 
state of gloominess or despondency: as, to be 
in the dismats, 
dismantlement (dis-man‘tl-ment),». Theact 
of dismantling or the state of being dis- 
mantled. 
dismarket (dis-miir ‘ ket), +. ¢. 
86 market) of its status and priviley 

ble (dis-mis‘i-bl), a. Liable to be dis- 
missed or discharged from office; removable, 
dismountable (dis-moun’ta-bl), «. That may 
be dismounted.—Dismountable gun. See *ywnl, 

(dis-6-bii’al), n. [disobey +-al.] An 
act of disobedience: as, disobeyal of an order 
of the court. 

disobliger, ». 2. An English vehicle which 
was develope into the American track-salky 
of the high-wheeled, springless type. 

disodic (di-sa’dik), a. (di? + sodium) +-ic.] 
In chem., containing two atoms of sodium, as 
the common phosphate of soda of commerce, 

To deprive 

NagHPO, 13 90, 

disomus(di- 6’ mus) n.; pl. disonri (-mi). 
» & Gr. downer, having two bodies, ¢ de-, 

two-, + cova, body.] A monster with two 
bodies. 

er, . 7. In logic, disagreement with 
every conceivable general rule whatever. It is 
imports for a finite collection of objects to be in dis 

er in thi sense, por is it pomible for a continuum to 
be in disorder. Whether or not tt is possible for an bn- 
finite discrete collection to be in disorder is « question 
that has mot been solved, 

disorderly, a. II, ». A person accused or 
ilty of disorderly conduct. 

disorientation (dis-6’ri-en-ta’shon), ». 

ze. 

disp. An abbreviation of dispensatory. 



dispansive 

dispansive (dis-pan‘siv), a. II. 25 P 
of —— spread out; see dixpand.) be 

, serving to dispand or —8 out: ap- 
alee m of lenses which has a nega- 

tive — — —8 — 
a, n the paychology of sensa- 

tion, belonging to or derived from different 
senses (said of sensations); appealing to differ- 
ent senses (said of stimuli), 

Diversion of the attention by ——— stimuli, when 
it occurs, is ees the more effec 

Kalpe (trana.), Ouiioe a ot Psychol., p. 410, 

Disparate points. See *point!, 
2 (aspen di-us), a. [L. dispendi- 

osus, expensive, ¢ dispendium, expense, Loss, 
< —— expend: see dispend.} Costly; ex 
pensive; extravagant; lavish: as, ‘a dispendi- 
ous use of material may in the end be true 
economy.’ 
drals, ii. 

,c.t. 5. To put up (a medical pre- 

— di ik (Gr. 4 + i-sper’ mik), a. r. dt-, two-, 
ari pa, e pod gre +-ic.} Affected with or 
ing to dispermy : said of eggs containing two 
spermatozoa. 

dispermin — ay} n. (Gr. d-, two-, + 
an — seed, + me as *piperazin. 
dispermy (di-« or rat), n. [Gr, de-, two-, + 
omépua, seed, 3.) The entrance of two 
spermatozoa. into a single egg. 

, t. & 8. In optics, to refract by 
amounts which vary with the wave-length of 
the refracted ray; separate a composite beam 
of light, into its components, forming a spee- 
trum, See — 5* 

dispersion, ». (b) In physiol. optics, the 
blurring of * ak image due to faulty 
accommodation. 

di i indicate th tion of the object 
as before or behind the ithe object of dist met vision. ” 

Glpe (trans), Vutlines of Psychol., p. Sk 

6. In bot., es distribution of seeds and of plants 
by various means, as by the wind, by birds and 
animals, ete.—Anomalous dispersion, dispersi 
of Tieht In which the direction ie reversed. the refrac. 
tion increasing with 
the wave-length in- 
stead of diminish. 
ing, as | ordinary 

I 

fin the case of media 

Anomaloss Dispenéon, 

-band. In transparent substances the 
omar of the 1 pers toes not coincide with the 
natural frequency the bons or particles of 
the refracting ion. In sich cases the index of re. 
fraction in general diminishes as the wave-length of the lace 

and spersion in dis ment increases, the result is normal di 
which the shorter wares are most strongly bent from their 
path Whenever, however, the freeumtiay of the light- 
ware coincktes with the vibration-frequency of the parti 
cles of the medium, there is a — — this relation, 
Tn the case of bodies having st selective absorption, 
LE pa aa fuchsin, there is a menriced ¢ diininution of the index 
of refraction with an increase of wave-length as Uhe fre- 
quency of the light wave — the natural frequency 
of the particles of the substance (that is to say, as the ab- 
sorption-curve is approached on the side toward the vio- 
Jet), followed by a sudden and very great rise in the value 
of the index for wave-lengths corresponding * to the ab. 
sorplion-band. On the side toward the red the valuce of 
the tndex of refmetion are very great, i they age 

in rapidly as the wave-length inereases. 
ns in the index of refraction which occur in ———— 

dispersion areshown graphically tn the figure, in which the 
dotted carve shows values of the coefficient of abaorp- 
thon of the substance. The region inclosed by this curve 
is that of the absorption-band of the substance which has 
ites maximom at the —— Aa Popresenited by the 
vertical line in the diagram. For those portions of the 
spectrum tying between o and Ay and also beyond a. 
where the values of the absorption coefiicient are sa 
dispermbon follows ite normal course, Che index of refrac 
tion diminishing with increasing wave-length. Within 
the absorption-hand, between A) and Ag, occurs the sudden 
¢ in the value of the index shown in the curve, and 
it is in this rezion that anomalous dispersion is observed. 
Anomalous dispersion ceeurs not only in certain solids 
having strong and wellanarked absorption-bands, —* 
likewine in certain va Sediam vapor, for ie pelle 
which is opvagyite to light of (he wave-length of the 
ſimu lines 080 w, exhibits the phenomena in 
gion.— Af the formation rir a 
spectrum when aray of white light is refructed by the 
atrnoepliere or by any partof it, A bright star seen near 
the horizon a asin Werticnl spectrata —— by reason 
of —— dispersion,—- Disperston-apparatug, fn 
oplice, any optical system for —— gl a 35 — 
spectroscope. Dispersion elrele, 
Seu *eirele, — oa err ephotoneter,— 
In the theory of errors, Uhe baw of * fbn rd rj = 

— oo ppr. 

A. J. Beresford-Hope, Eng. Cathe- disphenoi 

rtain- dis 

— — to: 
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rors of observation as size, but without reference 
to size of direction. — e tendency of material parti- 
cles or bodies, including conacloas individ to go apart, 
as from a center; hence, in the phenomena of population, 
the continual breaking down and pens of aggrega: 
tions, counteracting a tenden concentration, 
ig eh 4 hor. — Ward, Dynatnie Sock, 
L 34a— eier’s theory of dispersion, a thea 

ing. (dis. priv, + petal.) 

ret, and a 
cep taing, Aipetat. 

o strip (a flower) 
of its petals, 

Here all is sunny, and when the truant ull 
Skime the green level of the lawn, his wing 
Drepetats rosea. 

Rt. L Stevenson, Uniderwoods, L, Sou. xxxv. 

n. [di-2 + greene | 
A erystalline form of the # Yee group of 
—* ee system, bound by eight similar 
* es triangles in symmetrical pairs; a te- 

nal scalenohedron, See sphenoid, 17 
(di-spi’rém), u. [Also dispirem ; 

Gr. de-, two-, + omeionua, oreipaua, a thing ten 
or coiled, a spire.] In eytol., the stage of karyo- 
kinesis during whieh the chromosomes unite to 
— ave skeins, one for each of the daughter- 
nuclei, 

ir, amn 

(dis-pet’al), ¢. bs ; 

d (di-sfé’noid) 

Division of pollen-mothercells in the lily as described by Gaignard, 

4, anaphase of the ret division, showing the twelwe daughter. 
chromosomes on cach side, the interzowal fibers stretchi teres 
them, and the cemtrosomes, already double, at the spéndbepoles | 
S. later stage. showing the cell-plate at the equator of the sganitle 
and the daughter-spétremes (dispereme-stage Nea nge ©, divi. 
sioe completed. double centrosomes im the revting-<cell; J), ensuing 
divesion in progress, the upper cell at the close of the prophases, 
the chrotmosorees aed Centecsomes still endivided, lower ceil inthe 
38 anaphase, celi-plate not yet formed, 
Ce 

(From Wilsom's * The 

a dc, two-, + 
, coil, spiral.) Having double spirals: 

ied to the » elaters of the Hepaticw, Spruce, Us 
ment, nr. 3. Innere arch,, displacement is 

the total weight of a veasel and of everything on board, 
whieh, tn accordance with the laws —— is 
equal to the weight of the volume of water aw 
the vessel when afloat. It is usually given in in Tang Yon 
and is ascertained by calculation, from the plans, lines 
of the vessel for a series of mean drafts, In accorlanve 
with certain rules. The results of the calculations are 
then plotted in curves of Ly acement Bee Merve, 
Light —— — is that of the vemel without water, 
stores, provisions, ammunition, ounl, or canro, Load dis. 
— is that of the ens » fully used Normal load 

ment, or normal a cement, in a warship, is 
ne fixed by the di eras the average condition and 
includes the weight of coal, stores, Se he ae ele. com- 
sidered to be the average amount to be carried 
load displacement ia that which corresponds to the 1 
amount of coal, stores, aramunition, ete, which 

—— rus), 4, 
orel, 

appl 

placed in the bunkers, storerooms, holds, and — disg 
Loe rooms, 
6. In weg. teratol,, a malformation, in leaves, 
due to abnormal cohesion or fusion of parts 
which results in dislocation and other ap arent disrupti 
changes in the form. Thus two fused leaves 
may appear like a single lobed leaf, a whorl 
may be reduced to two opposite leaves, ete, 
Masters, — es of displacement, in phyeiol, 
fica, angles employed to determine the 248 ot ig fa 
foremost line of regan The angle of verfien! displace. 
tient measures the diverrence of the plane of reward, up 
or down, from the — d position ; the angle of deferad 
displacement is inc ideal be tween the foremest line of re- 
owt and the median line of the plane of rezard.— Curve 

—226* Ree —— —*—* ta enleulations,— 
—— Bee wlubricetor, 

mp dsplactnent a4 phys, the law of 
wet sbieftings, caw’ —— of the wave length of the 
maximum of the enenry-curve for the emision-epectram 
of a black body, Also called Paschen's law.— Wave of 
displacement, Ser *ewee!. 

e(dis-plis’ment-tan‘aj), 
wn. In ship-bwilding, the displacement of a ves- 

dissect 

sel measured in tons —— — —— — 
from ter-tounage whi 
conventional tons * 100 eubie —— 

Displacer See *piston. 
display, ». 2. In printing, the art of selecting 
and arranging t of unequal size, as in « 
title- or advertisement, so as to make 
certain parts © a aa and the whole likely 
to —— mye * ware rl 
display-man (dis-pli‘man employee 
of the United States Weat her Bureau whose 
duty is to display the weather flag-signais, 
storm-signals, or other warnin, 

display-pipe (dis-pla‘pip), n. oh organ-bwild- 
ing, a pipe set in the front of the ease and 
usually ornamented. Such pipes are some- 
times those which sound, and sometimes mere 
dummies. Also show-p ri. 
displezure, ». A simplified spelling of dis- 

leasure. 
uviate (dis-pli’vi-at),a. [L. displuriatus, 
jis-, _— rt, + pluria, rain.] Proteeted from 

rain ; rovided ed with channels to carry off rain. 

“die-pop’ », et 
= See ®atrivm, 

To deprive of the 
Por om; depose as pope; unpope. Teny- 

Dispores (di-sp6'ré-), . pl. [NL., ¢ Gr, dc, 
two-, + oxopa, yok —— -] Agroup of of Myzo- 
sporidia in which o spores are produced 
in in each trephonsite. They are pares attle forms, lve 

reecly as amc! ied Dv he bile or urine 
an frog — Dnsporocystida. 

disporous (di-spé a. (Gr. d-, two, + 
oropd, seed (# Ty Having? spores: saidof 
certain Coceidia; i ouly 2 spores, as 
some Myrosporidia 

Dility (dis-po-29-il'i -ti), mn. The qual- 
ity of being disposable : as, the gee of 
epoattion * ro ty, or the like. 

position, ». Spec ifieally, in organ-bwild- 
ing: (a) the i or specification ‘in aeeor- 
dance with which the whole instrument is 
built; >) the arrangement of the visible 
parts’ of the instrument, as of the display- 
pipes, the case, the desk or console, the stops, 
ete.— Bond and disposition in security. See *tomd!, 

= tend of certain or- eney 
sree definite ways to certain 

disposition, a natural 
present in definite kinds of 

ition, a tendency to the 
daction of a certain kind of —— tn Lg 
certain kinds of physical stimula ; also a tendency ‘a 
the production * —— seed @ effects in response to 
certain mental 

(dis-po-zes’sd-ri), a. [dispos- 
sexs + -ory.] Relating to 74 —3 dis- 
possession or eviction: as, a dispossessory war- 
rant. 

dispriest (dis-prést’), r. t. To deprive of the 
— priest. Same as unfrock, N. ED. 

(dis-pia’ —5 adv, With some pos- 
ee with less certainty ; ques- —Xx 

tionably. 

_ and ——e and, more Seonsalty, Orphems, are 
« Precursors of Homer. juleer, Athens, 1 27% 

disguipa ‘ant (dis- ti a-rant), a. and #. 
(e)quiparant.] I. a. Belonging to a 

isquiparance, 
II, ». An object so related to a second that 

the latter is ina different relation to it, Thus, 
a husband is a disquiparant, a spouse an equip- 
arant. 

uisitionist (dis-kwi-zish’on-ist), n. The 
author of a disquisition. Bagehot. 

uisitor (dis-kwiz‘i-tor),». The author of 
a disquisition ; ® disquisitionist 

t (dis-ré-giird‘ant), a, That pays 
no heed or attention ; py te aoe Po Ruskin, 

disruptionist (dis-rop’ shon-ist), ». [disruption 
+ -isxt.] One who disrupts or favors disruption ; 
specifically, one of those who seceded from the 
Established Church of Scotland in 1843 and 
founded the Free Church of Scotland. See dis- 
panties af the Scottish Church, under disruption. 
Disruptive strength. See Wetrength. 

at (dis-rupt’ ment), * — * 
The process of — 0 isruption. 
r (dis-rup’tor), 7. — explosive: 

so named because the effect of such explosives 
is to separate foreibly surrounding matter into 
small particles ratherthan to propel it to a dis- 
tanee. 

diss. An abbreviation of dissertation, 
dissect, vf. 4. In qeel., to ent up or erode (s 
plateau, mountain, ete.) Into numerous irrega- 

-mient, 



A Dissected Moestaie range, Utah. 

lar valleys or ravines: as, a dissected plateau; 
a dissected mountain-range. 

An excellent illustration of a well dizsected upland is 
found in the Ozark plateau of southern Miasourt, 

« M. Davia, Elem. Phys. Geog., p 278 

To dissect out, in sury., to remove entire by a ona of 
dimection without injuring or removing any of the sur- 
rounding theaues. 

dispocting-knife (di-sek’ting-nif), a. A seal- 

-wound (di-sek’ting-wiind), ». Same 
as dissection-wound (which see, ander wound.) 

dissecti n. 5. In dot, the condition of 
being dissected. See dissected.—6. In geol., 
—* — “ed a — — into numerous 
rregular eys. insect, 4,.. 

tubercle. Pas anatomical tubercle —— —— 
tubercle 

n.— Preah disseizin, in law, a disseizin 
accomplished within Ue time in which the disseizee 
might of his own accord a his own power, without 
the assistance of the king, or proces, reénter and 
defeat the diseizin. 

disseminule (di-sem‘i-nil), ». ([Irreg. ¢ L. 
dissemin-are, diaseminate, + -wle.) In phyto- 
geog., the body by whicha plant is propagated, 
whether seed, spore, offshoot, ete., or the 
whole plant, 

Drisecrninules designed to through @ resting period 
often brought in souditions germ 

os ones. P. E Clemente, yA vita 

dissentientiam (di-sen’shent-izm), ». The 
rinciples or conduct of a dissentient. 

type. e *type, 
dissight (dis’sit), n. (dis. + sight.) An un- 
sightly thing; an eyesore. Southey. [Rare.} 

2. bot., having different 
@ individual, as the anthers 

nus Cassia. 
te, v. !.—Dissimilated gemination, Sce 

*gemination. 
dissimila’ (di-sim‘i-la-té-ri), a, Produced 
by dissimilation, Seripture, Exper. Phonetics, 

. 203, 
dissimulative (di-sim’G-lé-tiv), a. Relating 
to or characterized by pretense or dissimula- 
tion: as, a dixsimulative life; dissimulative arta. 

Dissipation of energy. See *energy. 
dissipator (dis’i-pa-tor), », One who or that 
which dissipates. Electric 
ment devised by 

a. 
forms in the 
in the 

~y¥ gold-leaf ebectroseope or 
with a 

from some Bn ep 
is charge is n ized by 

atmospheric electricity of free electrons is shown by the 
index of Uhe electroseope, 

dissociality (di-s0-shi-al’i-ti), ». The quality 
of being dis>cial or unsocial. Carlyle. 

t (di-s0’shi-ant), a. and a. [L. dis. 
socian(t-)s, ppr. of dissociare, dissociate.) I, a. 
In chem., producing dissociation: as, the dis- 
sociant temperature. Trans, Amer. Inst, Elect. 
Engin., Jan.-July, 1902, p. 284. 

n. That which dissociates ; a dissociating 
agent. 

Diseeiants in order of pr: water, formic acid, 
methyl alcohol, ethyl alcotiol, There are other dissoeiants, 
but the above are among the most common and generally 
employed, Sei, Aimer. Sup., Dec. 31, 1004, p. 24,242, 

dissociate, «. IL. intrans. To undergo disso- 
ciation; of an electrolyte in solution, to sep- 
arate into ions some possessing positive and 
some negative electric charges, and capable 
of conveying an electric current by their mo- 
tion through the solution with these charges. 

With the exception of some bare statements to the 
effect that the yellow oxide, on heating, clenges to the 
red, and that it dissociafes at a lower temperature, the 
foregoing is all that has come to my notice which in any 
way bears on the subject. 

Amer, Chem, Jowr,, April, 1908, p. 21. 

dissociation, ». 3. In psychol.: (a) The dis- 
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— of an associative connection, as by 
apse of memory or by intercurrent associa- 
tions, by the selective process of active atten- 
tion, etc. 

another temls to become dissociated . 
t call this the law of dissociation by varyin, 

concom) tants, W, James, Prin, of Psychol, I. pd 
The part by dissociation is evident. If there 

were bo eich breaking op of representations, imagination 
would be as a | memory, 

J, M. Baldwin, Handbook of Psychol. L 214, 

®) A minor degree of the disintegration or 
isaggregation of consciousness, as it is 

termed, which culminates in the phenomena of 
dual or multiple personality. 

Ifwe . . . seek for some quality common to all the 
various states in which hallucinations occur, we shall find 
that their most striking characteristic te the dissociation 
of consciousness, 

E. Parish, Hallucinations and Tiasions, p. TL 

Arrhenius's theory of electrolytic or tonic dissoci- 
ation. During the eartier half of the nineteenth century 
it was sappesed that the electropositirve and eloctronega- 
tive atoms in a dissolved compound were definitely come 
bined, and that in eloctrotysis they did not part company 
antil they were forcibly torn apart by the electric carrent. 
About the middle of the century it was found that if we 
eliminate the complication of polarization at the elec. 
trodes, a current through an electrolyte can be obtained 
by using even the smallest electromotive force; it was 

erefore obvious that the current is not concerned with 
tearing apart firmly combined ions, Clausius secordingly 
made the assumption that ina solution of an electrolyte 
an exchange of atoma between neighboring molecules ts 
coustantly going on, in such a way that some free tons 
constantly exist in solution ; tat is, that dissociation into 
fons exista, the amount of which was considered to be 
very small. The hypothesls of Arrhenins is, that a con- 
siderable number of the molecules of an electrolyte in 
aqieous solution are at all times dissociated into ions, 
and he supperted this hy: eis with considerations 
derived from facts of two different kinda, Ome te the fact 
that, if we make a solution containing a certain number 
of molecules of a non-electrolyte (say one hundred mole 
cules of sugar) and another selution of the same volume 
from the same number of molecules of an electrolyte (aay 
one hundred molecules of common salt), the solution of the 
common —— an osmotic pressure which indicates 
that the hundred molecules of the solid have become 
—* or quite two hundred molecules when dissolved. 
———— * Le * of the lowering 4 —* 

poin vapor pressure, and the 
raising of the boiling-point, of the solutions. The other 
fact ia, that In the body of the solution electrolysis does 
no reversible work such as would be required to separate 
fons from each other, bat is entirely expended in forcing 
fons frictional resistance. Whatever freedom 
the lone oust be asstimed In order to explain this ples 
nomenon of electrolytic conduction exists whether the 
electric current is passing or not; that is. the moleenles of 
the aalt have been more or leas dissociated inte tons by 
going into solation, It is believed that at infinite dilation 
all the molecules of an electrolyte are disociated into 
ions; at lens dilution, according te Arrhenius's hypothe- 
eis, the degree of dissociation can be determined by com- 
faring the osmotic ure, or the combuctivity, caleu- 

ted from that at infinite dilution, with the observed 
osmotic pressure or conductivity. co- 

Same as dissociation ®eonstant.—- Dissocia- 
isotherm, See *conetant, wimtherm.-- 

in *. chem., the separ 

PR en Pa ns and cay af earring an fake sree toregh Os loca 
Tonic See electrolytic #diseociation. 

dissociation-point (di-ad-shi-a’shon-point*), m. 
In phys. chem., the lowest temperature at 
which a heated or vapor perceptibly disao- 
ciates into simpler molecules. 

(dis’6-konk), n. [Gr. diate, two- 
fold, + ees ashell.] The shell of «a veliger 
or larval mollusk. 

(di-soj’e-ni), a. [Gr. disadc, two- 
fold, + -yernc, ucing.] In cool., a form of 
reproduction among the Clenephora, character- 
ized by the presence of two periods of sexual 
matunty, one in the larval, the other in the 
adult form of the same individual, 

ous (di-sog’d-nus),a. (NL, *diasogo- 
ans, € Gr, diode, twofold, + yévo¢, offspring.) 
Same as pedogenetic, 

dissogony («dis-sog‘é-ni), n, [NI.. *dissegonia, 
 *dissogenus : see dissogonous.] Same as pedo- 

dissolution, ».— 
cavity or space fi 
tig or other 

ef wdiscission. 
dissolutionism (dis-6-li’shon-izm), a. Anar- 
chism or nihilism, 

of dissolution, in rocks, a 
by the solvent action of cirenlat- 

Wg agent: contrasted with 

Coarsencas fs 75 val ity is contradictory to 
elegance fust as in politics Toonarchical principle ts 
contrary, bat the principle — if any such principle there 
7 55 —— = communalism, 

toe contrary ere can ne je. 

Sei aterne, fn The Forum, bet, 1801, p 190 

dissolutionist (dis-6-li‘shon-ist),n. One who 
advoeates or aims ut distolution or dissolu- 
tionism. 

dissolutive, d. 2. Pertaining to or character- 
ized by dissolution or disintegration, 

What is associated now with one She ond new = dissolv, e A simplified 

distalia 
*distalis 

distance-rod 
Much of the content is certainly rabbish, matter that 

Myers calls diseolwtive, stuff that dreams are made of, 
fragmenta of lapsed memory, mechanical effects of habit 

nary jon. 
W. James, in Soc, Psychical Research, XVII. 20, 

spelling of dissolre. 
lissolver, ». 2. In paper-making and other 
industries, a machine for dissolving, purifying, 
freeing from acids, and otherwise treating 
salts, chemicals, clays, colors, and paper pulp 
in water or other liquids, It consists of a large 
metal reeset having a bowl-ahaped bottom and fitted 
with a horizontal turbine supported by an apright spindle 
passing through the bottom of the Vessel The clay, 
colors, chemicals, or other materiale to be treated are 
placed in the vessel with the required amount of water 
to give the desired mixture or solution. By means of a 
belt to a pulley on the spindle the turbine is revolved at 
ahigh speed. This sets up a rapid motion in the liquid, 
drawing It downward in the center into the tarbine and 
throwing it violently outward from the turbine against 
the sides of the ¥, The concave sides catise the 
tiqaid to move upward in a spiral 2 tH again ewept 
downward through the wheel. « rapid motion and 
attrition againet the shies of the veasel 
dissolve the material, insoluble matter falling to 
to and Che solution being then drawn off. 

acoustics, dis- , ".— Pure dissonance, in 
sonance in which the relation of the frequencies af the 
dimonant tones is gach that the harshness due to rapid 
tonal is absemt. 

isintegrate and 
the bot- 

dissonate (dis’d-nat), v. i. [L., dissonare : see 
dissonant.] To be dissonant orharsh: said of 
sounds. 

(dis’$-nat-ing), p.@, Same as 
dissonant. 

(dis’6-fit), ». (Gr, diode, double, + 
érrév, plant.) In phytogeog., a plant of which 
the subterranean parts aré adapted to meso- 
phytic or even hydrophytic conditions, and 
the atrial parts to xerophytie conditions. 
Sach won alpine vel-al sand-bar, 
—— SE. Clements, Bot ure, Neb, VIL. 24, 
dissophytic (dis--fit’ik), a. [dissophyte + -ic.) 
Having the character of or in some way re- 
lated to dissophytes. F. £. Clements. 

etrically (dis-si- met’ ri-kal-i), ade. 
In a dissymmetric way. 

, ". 2. Symmetry between two 
objects, with respect to a yo of symmetry, 
as between the right and left hands, or between 
right and left crystals of tartaric acid, 

n, A simplified spelling of distaff, 
, maternal descent. 

distaff (Sv. 
constella- 

, ".—Desoent 
Kee distag’ eide, under distag.— 

name for the Friguerocken], a former Swed 
thon of Orion, 

ligation. See *ligation, 
(dis-t&'li-#), m. pl. L., neut. pl. of 
distal.] A collective term for the 

bones of the third or distal, row of the carpus 
and tarsus, 

ce, ". 9, In psychol., extension in the 
third dimension; spatial depth. 
An object is before as, and our perception of it as an 

object a atonce assoctatively supplemented by the idea 
of ite distance. 

E. B. Titchener, Qratline of Paychol,, p 204. 

10, In painting, remoteness of objects as indi- 
— by increased delicacy and harmony of 
color, 

If Philip de Koninck is his (Jacob van Réiysdael's} * 
in the ntanent of immensity of distance, be is left 
far behind by Riiyedael's ater ic achievements. 

Burlington Mag., TL 1. 
Distance scale, sense. See circle, ®ecales, 
teeenael,— In injective distance, the distance be- 
tween the centers the popile of the two eyes in the 
primary position; to this distance and 
other Dinoeular instruments are set.— Interocular 
tance, the distance between the cyepieces of a binocular 
instrument, as a fleld-glass.— Out of distance, beyoud 
reach; too far away.— See per- 
spective, n., &— , the distance through 
which a disruptive discharge will pass. See electric spark, 
under spark. To know one’s to know what 
distance should be kept in one's relations or intercourse 
with other. 

(dis‘tans-flag), ». In horse-rac- distance- 
ing, the flag held by the man stationed at the 
distance-post, See distance, 3, 

distance-langeage — n, 
j A mode of communicating with 

sons or places. 
Man [in the evolution of language) . . . from signs 

went on to sounds —he invented the telephone, By all 
the traditions of Evolation this marvellous instrument 
ought to be, and is even now om the verge af becoming, 
the vehicle of the distance-laaguage of the future. 

Drummond, Ascent of Man, p. IS ¢ 

measurer (‘lis’tans-mezh*fir-or), .' 
An instrument for determining distances; an 
angulometer or a telemeter, 

ce-rod (idis’tans-rod), n. A reach-rod; 
a rod which holds two parts of a machine a 
fixed distance apart. 

stant per- 



distance-stand 

distance-stand (dis‘tans-stand), n. The stand 
at the distance-post of a race-course. 

distannic (di-stan’ik), a. [di-2 + L. stannum, 
tin, + -ic.] In chem., containing two atoms 
of tin: as, distannic tetracthides (Sno{CoH,),). 

distater (ii’sté-tér), n. (Gr, d-, two-, + orarap, 
stater.}) An ancient Greek gold coin of the 
value of —** te (abate! ie 

distearoglycer -stéa-ro-glia”e- 
ro-fos‘fat), n. [di-? + stear(ie) + glycer(ine) 
+ phate.) Glycerin-phosphorie acid in 
which two of the glyeerin-hydroxy] grow 
are replaced by two stearic-acid radicals. 
In combination with choline, namely, aadisteary! locithin, 
distearogtycerine phosphoric acid is found as the preda 
nating glycerophosphate of the animal lecithina. 

distearyl] (di-sté’a-ril), a. [di-? + stearyl.] 
Noting & substance that contains two steary! 

ups, 
disterous (dis’té-gus), a, (Gr, diareyoc, of two 
stories, ¢€ de, two-, + aréyoc, cover, roof.) 
Said of fishes in which a myodome is present, 
and the cranial cavity is thus double-floored, 

distemper, ». — distemper, a disease of 
horses Chought to be produced by eating musty hay, See 
‘orange CEN, 

maile (dis-ten’sil), a. [L. distensws, pp. 
of distendere, distend, + -ile.) Same as dis- 
tensible. Encye. Brit., XXXL 560, 

distichal (dis‘ti-kal), ». [As distich + -al. 
One of the first duplicating plates of the radia 
series in the calyx of acrinotd, preceeded below 
by the costals and followed by the palmars, 

tic (di-stig-mat’ik), a. (Gr, de-, two-, 
+ oriypa, mark: see stigma.) In bot, having 
two stigmas. 

n.—Vacuum distillation, in phys. 
chem., the distillation of a substance under —E 
pressure, so as to lower Ube temperature * for 
ebullition : often used to prevent decomposl af the 
substance by the higher temperature requ for ebulli- 
tion af atmospheric pressure. 

Perhaps the two aids to manufacturing phar- 
macy are vacuum distillation and centrif extraction, 
The former has long been jn wee, bat the latter has —z 
come inte general use in this country ** the pas! 
fifteen years, Sel, Amer, Sup, Jan. 24, l pe 22s. 

distiller, a. 2. An apparatus for distilling 
water. On shipboard such a; tus is used to supply 
fresh water for drinking und washing, and for use In the 
boilern A coil of boiler steam is placed in a tank of sea- 
water and the distillate caught and cooled. The depos 
ited salt is removed at intervals as the solution of sen. 
water wa concentrated. For drinking, the distilled 
water is —— aerated. J 

distilling-tube (dis-til’ing-tab’), m. An ap- 
paratus adapted to the fractional distillation 

GL 
DistiMing- tubes, 

a, Glinsky's distiliagauber 4, Were’s distilling-tube: c, Vol- 
ney's distitling-tube; a, Hart's distilling-tube; ¢, Lebel and Hen- 
ninger's Uastilling-tube. 

of liquids, permitting only the vapor of that 
one to pass over whose boiling-point is shown 
by the thermometer. Such tubes are also fre- 
quently used to prevent spray from passing 
over, 

ctive,a. II. nr. A distinctive mark; spe- 
cifically, in Heb. gram., a distinctive accent, 
There are 26 of these—18 disjunctive and 8 
conjunctive. 

6 (dis-tan-gi’), a. [F., pp. of distin- 
quer, distinguish.} Distinguished, especially 
n appearance or bearing; characterized by 
an alr of distinction, 

ed, }).“¢.—-Distinguished Service Order. 
See torder. 
toma lanceolatum, « uke occasionally found in the 

bile-ductaof herbivorous animals and of man.-- Distoma 
pulmonale or R a fluke which infests the bron- 
ehial tubes, causing a severe palmonary disease, in the 
natives of Northern China, Korea, and Japan. — Distoma 
westermanni, a fluke which occasionally infests the 
longs of domestic animals, and, very rarely, of mun. 

matide (dis*t6-mat‘i-dé), x. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Distomum (Distoma (distomat-)), + -idw.j] A 
family of trematoid Mlatwhelanuithes, of the 
order Malacocotylea, They are igenetic forme with 
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2 suckers, the posterior being on the ventral surface, and 
the que pene usually modian, ver and in the 

sitio in thi —— — i —— — im the alimen' ts J an 
the blood-veasels of vertebrates. The tamil consists of 

Distoma, Rhopalophorus, K and 5 * 
distomatosis (dis *t6-ma-té'sis), mn. [NL., ¢ 
Distoma(t-) + -owis.] In med., infection with 
trematoid worms, In man this ceeurs in four chief 

and 
Paaciol Het * 

—e— —— 
camped 

jour, 

tous (di-stom’a-tus), a, (Gr, di, two- 
+ ordua(r-), mouth, + -ows,] Provided with 
two mouth-like structures, like Distoma among 
the trematode worms, 

distome (dis’tém), ». An individual of the 
nus Distoma or of the family Distomide.— 
distome, Agamedistomaum motel ere (Dieatng, 

iT an immature, prohably erratic distome, reported as 
parasitic in the human eye. 

oy 2. A group or tribe of mas- 
tigophorous Protozoa, of the order Polymeasti- 
gida, having the flagella separated into two sym- 
metrical groups, with a mouth-area at the base 
of each group (whence the name), It includes 
the gras —— — Trepo- 
nonas, Spironema 'rophagus,—3, Same 
as * Malacocotylea, * 

(dis-t6’mi-an),», One of the *Dis- 
tomide. 

distomiasis (dis’t6-mi-i’sis), n. [NL. distoma 
+ -iasis.) A morbid state which results from 
the presence in the body of one of the species 
of Distoma or flukes. *distomatosis, 

d (dis’ G-mid), n. A *¢distome. 
distomoid (dis’té-moid), a. [Gr. d-, two-, + 
créua, mouth, + cldoc, form.) Same as *cdis· 
tomatous, 

(dis-t6r’shon-al). a. [distortion + 
-all,] Of or pertaining to distortion or change 
of form under stress.— Distortional wave, a wave 
in an elastic solid due to the eadden application of a 
shearing or torsional stress. 

distortionist (dis-tér’shon-ist), ». A contor- 
tionist. 

onless (dis-tér’shon-les), a. (distortion 
+ -less.) Free from the phenomena of dis- 
tortion. 

on,. 11, In ., the act of pulling 
upon the segments of a limb 80 as to cause a 
Be) tion of the opposing joint-surfaces, 
— (dis-tri-no’), ». In law, one whose 

roperty has been taken by distress. 
ib. Anabbreviation (a) of distributed ; 

(6) of distributive. 
distribuend (dis-trib-q-end’ ds na, (L. distribu. 
endus, gerundive of distri , distribute.) 
That which is to be distributed. H. Sidgwick. 
— ** a, II.» In phys. geog., an 
outflowing branch of a river, such as occurs 
characteristically on a delta. 

bute, °. t.— Distributed vector. See *vector. 
— Distribu post-office. See eport-ufice. 

distributes (dis-trib-0-t@’), a. [distribute + 
~¢).) In law, one legally entitled to a share 
of the personal estate of an intestate. 

distributer, ». 2. In printing, the appliance 
in a linot machine which returns to the 

zine for re-use the matrices which have 
just been used in composition and casting.—3. 

elect,, a 1, pillar or small switchboard 
by means of which the various circuits for a 
building or suite of rooms are connected to 
the mains. 

distributer-bar (dis-trib’a-tér-biir), «, In 
printing, & bar in # linotype machine whieh 
as a series of tracks and combinations upon 

which the used matrices are carried to their 
proper position for distribution in the maga- 
zine. Also called distributing-bar, 

distributing-bar (dis-trib’a-ting-biir), ». Same 
as *distributer-har, 

distributing-table (dis-trib’G-ting-ta’bl), . 
In printing, a surface of metal upon which 
inking-rollers distribute printing-ink. It fs 
tsually a part of the printing-machine, For the hamd- 
press It le a separate attachment. 

ution, ”.—Bipolar distribution, the occur- 
rence in both [eed regions of organises, mostly marine, 
which are not known to coor in the trepics —B 
theory of distribution of species. See 

al distribu’ See ®eannical.— Com 
tional distribution, the distribution oltained fn the 
combinations presented by games of chance. Curve of 
Gistribution. Sanw aa Gintelet’s ererve. tina. 
ous distribution, the sccurrence in widely separated 
regions or geological formations of organise or of the 

disvulnerability 
remains of organtems which are not known to inhabit the 
intervening area, nor the interven’ formations. See 
whipalarity.— the vertical 

through saeccessive rock strata, of extinct faunas 
and foraa, or of the species constituting such assemblages + 
contrasted with —— — distritaction or the contem- 

cous distribu’ of such onganisma, living or ex- 
— Horizontal the distribution of 

onraniams considered as ing over the earth or through 
the sea horizontally, ⸗ distinguished from their distritn- 
tion in altitude. in distribution, 
wtatietical mech, the limiting distribution in phase of 

of a canonical ensemble when the difference of the 
iting energies is indefinitely diminished. 

From a certain point of view the microcanonical die 
tribution may seem more anys than the canonical. 

J. W, Gibbs, Statistical Moch., p. 101 
Normal distribution, the conformity of statistical 
events to the mathematical law of error. 
The regression curve between pairs of blood relations... 

is within the limite of random sampling Ginear. This 
had — Sy Gates en eo banks of the 
theary of norma 

Biometrika, Nov., 1008, p, 3%. 

Vertical distribution, the distritution of ema in 
altitude on the one hand from sea-level to tops of 
mountains and oo the other from Uhe sea-level to the bet 
tom of the sea: Dathymetrical as distinguished from bori- 
zoital distribution. 

Distributional area, the entire te over which a 
given animal, or group of animals, is d ted. It need 
not be a continuous distribution : thas southern Bure 
isthe distributional area of the chanots, al he 
antmal is confined toa few mountain ranges which form 
ite station. 

distribution-valve (dis-tri-ba’shon-valy’), ». 
The main slide-valye in an engine which has 
a double valve or Meyer valve, It is so named ia 
distinguish it from the expansion-valve which rides on 
the back of the main or distribution-valve, 

ve fault, justice. See *fawit, 
*justice. 

district, ». 3. A subdivision of an English county 
with its own elective council charged chiefly 
with jurisdiction in sanitary matters, These 
districts are classed as ‘urban ‘and ‘rural " according a 
they lie within or without a or city, — District 
formation. Same as climatic ether 

in meteor,, a district for which a weather fore 
castis made, The United States is divided into forecast 
districta, with rather arbitrary boundaries, for the con- 
venience of the official forecasters, These are New Eng- 
land, the West Gulf district, the North Central district, 
the Rocky Mountain district, the South Pacifle district, 
and the North Pacific district. Regions not included in 
these belong to the Waabi forecast distetet, The 
forecasts emanating from the forecast division at Washing- 
ton are sent to the district forecasters at Boston, New 
Orleans, be pourer, = ——— — Portlar 

err lephone, 
daily, through epective — districta, 

6. In astron,, same as per- 
turbation ; the deviation of a body from the 
elliptical orbit it would otherwise pursue, 
ee the attraction of bodies other than 

@ primary.— Disturbance patronage, tn old 
BEng. Ire phage yt ng gl he sought to pre- 
vent the presentation of his clerk to a benefice. 

disturbant, a. I. n. In law, same as dis- 
tw . 

disturnpike (dis-térn’pik), +. .; pret. and pp. 
Fhe rh ppr. —— (dis. + turn- 
pike, n.) To convert (a turnpike) into an ordi- 
nary by obi, 4 by the le removal of toll- 

tes; free (a road) from tolls. 
lous —— — a, [Gr. di-, two-, + 

o , pillar: see style?) In bot., having two 
styles, 

(dl-sub’sti-ti-ted), a. (di? + 
substituted,| Noting compounds in which two 
hydrogen atoms are replaced by other atoms 
or radicals, See substitution, 6. 

3d. See biewlphid af 
wench tyarogen disulphid. thudroge * 

disulphonic(di-sul-fon’ik),@, [di-- + sulph(ur) 
a 

+ -n- + -ic.] In chem, containing the sulpho 
group of atoms, HSOg or HO.SU , twice in 
union with carbon: as, anthraquinone disul- 
phonie acid, C14Hg0(HSO3)9, used in the 
manufacture of artifieial alizarin. 

disulphuret (di-sul’fa-ret), a, [di-2 + sulphw- 
ret, Same as bisuly arret. 

dis phuryl (di-eul’fi-ril), a. [di-? + #nlphor 
+ -yl. n chem., containing the group of 
atoms known as sulphuryl, SO, twice: as, de 
sulphuryl eblorid or oxyehlorid, (SO,)0CIo. 

disunite, ». IL. intrans. Of a horse, in gall 
ing, to move the left hind leg immediately 
after the right fore leg, or vice versa. 

Protect eis 4 (dis-vul’ne-ra-bil'i-ti), ™. 
— + -ity.) The quality possessed 
y some persons of a rude physienl type of 
being comparatively difficult to wound ser'- 
ously, that 18, of recovering easily from wounds 
or injuries. 

This insensibility shows itself also in dierwlnermbility, 
or rapid recovery from wounds, first pointed out by Bene 
dikt, which appears to be a frequent —— Phemom- 
eoon among criminds. HH. H. Bilis, The Criminal, p. 2 



disvulnerable 
disvulnerable (dis-vul’ne-ra-bl), a. fete: + 
tulnerable,] Possessing the faculty of being 
difficult to wound severely, that is, of being 
able to recover easily from wounds; not easily 
vulnerable (as to consequences of wounds). 

Defectives are lacking in sym partly, at loast, be- 
cause they are — 2 — pot tear or leas 
disvulnerable. 

dita.) In the Phil- 
olaris, belonging to 

the 4 acew, Which yields a valuable medi- 
cinal ba See devil-tree and dita-bark, 
ditaine (dé‘ta-in), m. [dita + -ine?. 
orless, bitter alkaloid, CogHygO,N».4H.0, con- 
tained in dita-bark, KMehites scholaris L. (Alsto- 
nia scholaris Brown), from the Philippines, 
which erystallizes in thick, glassy, lustrous 
prisms. It is used asa febrifuge. ‘Also called 
echitamine. 
ditamine (dit’a-min}, ». [dita + amine.) An 
amorphous alkaloid, CygH;gNOg, contained in 
— from the Philippines. It melts at 
75° 0. 

n.— ~ itch, n.—pening-the-Diveh, The Devil's Ditch cr 
embankment near the race-course of Newmarket, Eng- 
tand, It is 4 to 6 mibes long, 18 to 20 feet high, and 100 
feet broad on top, and has a slope of 80 feet on the south- 
weet side. It separates the mice-coume proper from an- 
other, known as “ Behind-the-Ditch,” where certain races 
are also run Also known as the Devil's Diteh or — 
To put under the ditch, to intersect with ditehes or 
trenches for irrigation purposes. [U. 8.) 

ditcher,». 2, A ditch-machine.—3. In lawn- 
bowls, a ball which runs off the field of play into 
the surrounding gutter or ditch. 

ditching-plow (dich’ing-plou), n. <A strong, 
heavy plow in loosening the earth at the 
bottom of ditches. 
ditch-machine (dich’ma-shén‘), », A machine 
for digging ditches or excavating trenches, 
ditch-moss (dich’mdés), n. The water-weed or 
water-thyme, Philotria Canadensis, 

ditch-rider (dich’ri‘dér), n. A man, who is 
employed to ride along and inspect all parts 
of an irrigation-canal or ditch and to give espe- 
cial attention to the distribution of water and 
the prevention of waste, F. H. Newell, Irri- 
gation in U. 8., p. 107, 
diterebene (di-ter’é-bén), ». Same as *diter- 

e. 
dite (di-tér’pén), n. A terpene having 
the formula CapHygo. : 

ditesseral (di-tes’e-ral), a. [Gr. dc, two-, + 
L, tessera, & small square or cu 

dé‘tié), ». [Tagal —— 

tetragonal (di-te-trag’d-nal), a. [di-? + 
¢ is —— ‘Twice —— 

ight- 

dithallious (di-thal’i-us), a. [di-2 + thalli-um 
+ -ons.) Inchem., coutaining two atomsof the 
metal thallium. 

dithionate (di-thi’é-nat), m. [dithion(ic) + 
-atel,] In chem., a salt of dithionie acid: as, 
sodium dithionate, NagSoO, (formerly called 
h iphate). 

Dithyrocaris (dith*i-r6-ké‘ris), n. (Gr. d-, 
double, + 4ipa, a door, + xapic, 
shrimp.] A —— nus of crustaceans of the order 
Phyllocarida, havinga bivalved carapace ridged divergent, 
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ditrig (di-tri-glif’ik), a. [ditriglyph + 
-ic.) Pertaining ‘eter —— — by the 
presence of ditriglyphs: suid of an a 
ment of the Doric order which, by widen 
the intercolumniation, necessitates the use o 

yphs between the columns instead of 
6 ditrighyph. 

two 

one, 
a. 2, Noting a type of symmetry diverter, ».— Electrical 

Amer. Jour. Relig. Paychol. and Edue., May, 19, p. 4. characterized by # trigonal axis (that is, one Hybtning guard and fuse for 
of threefold symmetry), in which axis three 
planes of symmetry intersect, See *symmetry. 

ditrigonally (di-trig’6-nal-i),adv. Inaditrigo- 
nal manner. 

Acol- ditties (dit’ez), ». pl. [Detached from ditty- 
bag.) Any fabrics suitable for making ditty- 
bags for sailors’ use: used only in the Baar 

(dit’d-gram), n. [Gr. drrric, double, 
+ )pauya, a writing.) Same as *dittograph. 

dittograph (dit’$-¢rif), n. (Gr. derréc, double, 
+ ypaigerr, write,] Aninstanceof dittography 5 
a letter, syllable, word, or series of words, 
mechanically and unconselously repeated by a 

of a ditt As 
Dittrich's plugs. See *plug. 
diureide (di-a‘ré-id), n. (di-2 + ureide.] One 
of a class of organic compounds, such as uric 
acid, which contain two ureide radicals in the 
molecule, These substances are of interest in connec: 
tion with the metabolism of Dirda and reptiles, which 
excrete thelr nitrogenous material largely in the form of 
diurcides, 

uretic, *.—Cardiac diuretic, a remedy which 
dices dictesis jndirectly by increasing the force and — 
elency of the heart-beatsa — Saline diuretic, asalt of so 
dium or potassiam which increases the urinary secretion. 

diuretin (di-i-ré‘tin), ». [diwret-ic + -in?.] 
The proprietary name of a compound of so- 
dium salicylate and sodium theobromine which 

asesses marked diuretic properties. 
Diurnal revolution, sleep, variation. See 
*revolution *aleep *rariation, 

diurnule (di-trn“il), n. [L. diurnus, daily, + 
-ule, a8 in — A granule containing a 
fractional part of the daily dose of a drug, the 
size of the fraction denoting the number of 
granules that must be taken at even intervals 
in the course of twenty-four hours. 

turnal revolution of the earth, « phrase used 
ai Artrews (1800) to describe an — v a a 
revolution of the earth in the course of which “the north 
terrestrial polar point is taken within 0° of the south side. qj 
real polar it, and returned to within & of the point 
under the North Star from whence it started,” 

div? (dév), x. [Pers, dir, diw, formerly dé, <¢ 
Zend daéra, an evil apirit, = Skt, déra, god: 
see deva, For the deseent of meaning eom- 
pare the history of demon.] In Persian myth., 
an evil spirit or demon; a devil; an evil genius, 

div. An abbreviation (a) of dividend, much 
used in excha 
as, cum dir., wit 

— per. divagating. 
‘om place to place or from subject to subject; 

stray; digress, 
divalence (di’va-ordiv’s-lens), ». The state 
of being divalent, 
divalency (di‘va- or div’a-len-si), », Same as 
*divalence, 

. Same as calseon-dir- 
or human 

Divers’ disease, —— yaky, = 
oue globes 

perfwent with Ferdinand’s globes. figures used in he 
o—“—_ —— 

divergence, ». 4. In bot., gradual separation 
during the process of Jengthening, as in the 

is of Asclepias, 

medially and at the sides, and several free seg- with growth. See *dirergence, 4, 
ments, the last bearing two cercopods artieu- di 
lated to the telson, It occursin the Devonian ¢ direr(gent) + nervate.) In bot., having di- 
and Carboniferous formations, 

ditokous, a. 2. Producing two kinds of young, 
as some Worms, 

di-tri-. An elliptic combination of di- + tri-, 
meaning either ‘ di- or tri-' or ‘di- and tri-’: as, 
di-trichotomous (= ‘dichotomous or trichoto- diversiflorate (di-vér-si-fl4’rat), a. 
mous’), di-trimerous, ete. 

usly (di-tri-kot’}-mus-li), ade. 
In a ditrichotomous manner. 

ane (di‘trik-}-tri‘én), n. 
double, + toa, threefold, + tpiawa, a tri- 

di 
(Gr, de-, 

ervate (di-vér-ji-nér’vit), a. [Irreg. 

vergent nerves, 
div ervous (di-vér-ji-nér’vus), a. Same 
as * cd sel ye 

diversico 
ous or varied colors, 

[L. diver. 
sus, diverse, + jlos (flor-), flower.] Same as 
dicersiflorous, 

‘oliate (di-vér-si-fd'li-at), a. [L. di- 
rersus, diverse, + folium, leaf.) Same as di- 
versifolions. 

dent.) In the nomenclatare of the spicular diversional (di-vér’shon-al), a. [diversion + 
elements of sponges, a trichotri@ne in which 
the subsidiary branches are also forked. 

ai hal (di-tri’gli-fal), «. isriglyp (di-tri’gli-fal), « 

~all, 
ve 

Relating, pertaining to, or used in di- 
on: a8, dirersional contrivances. 

Same as *difri- ¶ Tho gases to which the earthenware of the aborigines 
was applied were numeroas and tmportant; they may be 

copyist. Also ditfogram, 
dittographic dit-6-graf‘ik), 2, Of the nature di 

a. 4. In bot., gradually separating 

ored (di-vér-si-kul’ord), a, Of vari- 

dividing-plate 
——— roug A] 5 industrial, sacerdotal, orna- 

Rep, Bur, Amer, Ethnel,, 1898-09, p, 24. 

Diversion weir. See *weir. 
di (di-vér-si-spd’rus), a. [L. di- 
rersus, different, + Gr. oropd, seed (spore).] 
Having different kinds of —— * 

diverter, « form of combined 
telephonic and other eleo- 

ap 
copper w 
den to plate. Th 
Serpteniscl Gn colt itch ore af Rattle meal seni 
Protection from heavy curretita. 

divertibility (di-vér-ti-bil’i-ti), n. The ea 
rgd of being diverted into other channels: 
as, the dirertibility of trade. 
Diverticular hernia. See *hernia. 
diverticularization (di-vér-tik‘ §-liir-i-2a’- 
shou), u. Ine » the aet of forming di- 
verticula, evaginations or pockets during de- 
velopment, 
verticulate (di-vér-tik’d-ldt), a. Same as 

diver ticnlated, 
verticulum, ». 2. Any short side 

of the nature of a cul-de-sac or blind A 

Four or five feet below the entrance waa a diverticuliem, 
or short side » » » Probably used as a place in 
which to tara cround when the cnlmels come to take 

finally ing in the a look at the intruder before 
bottoms of their burrows. 

Yearbook (, & Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 261. 

38. In algol,, & protrusion of protoplasm com- 
municating with the fused procarp cells and the 
placenta. Palse diverticul adiverticulum of the 

za —— J 3838 membrane 

from Jour, Exper. ’ 
Traction Giverticulnm, a diverticulam 

by a ing force from without, as by the con 
traction of fibrous adhesions. —True diverticulum, a 
diverticulum of the intestine formed by a protruaton of 
the entire thickness of the wull : sepsaeh totes adie 
ticulum (which see) 

divertimento (di-ver-ti-min'té), n.  [It., 
< divertire, divert.] In music: (a) A dance 
interpolated in an opera; an entracte. (5) 
A piece of chamber music, made up of several 
movements rather loosely combined; a suite 
or sonata (in the older sense). (c) A pot- 
— or fantasia. (d) A free episode in a 
augue, 
vertisement, n. 3. Samo as*divertimento (a): 

in this sense usually in the French form diver- 
Hissement. 

dives (di‘véz), ». IL. dives, rich.) A rich 
man: [cap.] usually rded as the proper 
name of the rich man of the parable in Luke 
XVi.—Dives costa, iu lai. See coet?, 
Divesian (di-vé’si-an), a. [ives in France.]} 
In ., noting a division of the Jurassic sys- 
tem in the vicinity of Dives and elsewhere in 
France, in part equivalent to the Kellaways 
rocks or Middle Oolites of Britain. 
divestitive (di-ves‘ti-tiv), a. Having the 

wer or property of divesting. 
divide, v. t 12, In billiards, to divide balls 
(mentally) into sixteenths, eighths, quarters, 
halves, and three quarters of their diameters, 
in order to insure certain deviations, Strokes 
are divided inte quarter-follows, half-draws, half-spread, 
and so on, 

a water-parting be- 
tween river systems that flow tn * 
Great Divide, specifically, the Rocky Mountain water 

asf, formed with the mouth-passage diviled tn the mid- 
die 4 the tongue pressed against the gum or palate.— 

erita having the same reatho,— Divided in- 
, divided, a8 a sect AB, by a point Papen it,— 
self, divided will See — 

divi ative 
with to which it is agreed that if at any time ft is 
not paid in full, die difference shall be added to the follow. 

and only 4 per cent. is paid, the amount due at the nex! 
per cent.— ay a divi- 

Acumulative preferential dicidend is somvetines said 
to be “guaranteed,” and Serential dividends payable 

Acts, I6@ to 1900, are cumulative unless stipulated to be 
otherwhse. Eneye. Brit, XXVIL 47h. 

apparatus for dividing a straight line or cirele 
into a given number of equal parts. It is com- 

teeth, 
dividing-plate (di-vi'ding-plit), », A plate 

divide, n.— 
different oceans, — 

divide vided, 7. @. () In phonol,, applied to a consonant, 

Dt , divided internally and exter 
nally inte 

n.~ Caumul a dividend 

ing payment, Thos ifs comulative dividend is 5 per cent. 

payment int 
end on preferred stock, 

by all companies registered under the (Hritish) Companies 

dividing-motion (di-vi’ding-m6’shon), #, An 

monly used on gear-cutters for spacing the 

having series of holes spaced at proper inter- 



dividing-plate 

vala to be used in dividing circles or distances 
into a given number of equal parts; an index- 

dividual, a, 2, Divided; separate; distinet, 
Me-and-Thee : some diridwal Existence or Personality 

distinet from the Whole, 
Fitzgerald, Notes to Rabalyat, st, 22, 

3. Divisible; ca ble of being divided into 
— as, ‘a ividwal essence in Truth,” 

dividualism («i-vid’i-al-izm), », The opposite 
of individualism if subsistence as a “Uitinet 
entity, See individualism and individuality, 
We see in a genera] lang thet a condiijon af the presen- 

tation of visions lies in the oversensitiveness of certain 
tracks or domains of brain action and the under-senaitive- 
ness of others, certain stages in a mental ent being 
—— — v F in conschomaness while the other 
stages are also that individualism ts te 
— 358 Galton, Human Faculty, p. 160. 

dividuality (di-vid-i-al’i-ti), 
-ity.]) The opposite of individuality. 
extract, 

Pividwality [in dreams) replaces individuality, and one 
of the mind communicates with another portion 

as with a different person 
Froncie Galton, Haman Faculty, p. 207. 

divinatorial (di-vin-g-t‘ri-al), a. [divinatory 
+ -al!,] Based on conjecture; conjectural: 
as, divinatorial criticiam. 

diving-lamp (di’ving-lamp), ». An electric 
lamp specially arranged for use by submarine 

(diridual + 
See the 

divers, 
divinify (di-vin’i-fi), v. t.; pret, and divini- 
Jied, ppr. divinifying. (alrine + ty) To 
render divine; ascribe divine attributes or 
—5 to; regard as divine. 

Divisi le offense. See *offense. 

divs on "Zo lant? Sesieguched menses tastes al ine < mm ier 

subdivielone called — called æ ccion⸗ 
10. In biol., the breaking up of an organism, 
either naturally or artificially, into two or 
more parts which restore what is lacking and 
become new organisms of the typical form, as 
contrasted with reproduction by buds, which 
— as small parts of the parent organism 

ually seid in size until they at- 
tain —e form. 

For instance, the delevopment of a new individual at 
the side of the body of hydra isa typical example of — 
ding, while the breaking op of tumbriculus or of a 

inte * that form new individuals is a typ 
example of division. 

T. H. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 140. 

Caazsini division, in astron., the principal division In 
Saturn's ri —— by Cassini in 1675.— Chesa- 

in geet., a division of the — * Ter · 
develo; sng th the Atlantic const,— 

i ae in math., projective d ian; the 
Une or of two straight lines ty two 
—— 
vision of the chromosomes 4 the secondary oveyte = 
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(divorce + -cel, after divorcee (di-vér-sé 
also often used in Eee F. forms —848 are 

), divoreé, m. — f.) Aperson who 
— —— divorced. The term is more com- 
monly applied to a woman. 

divorcée (dé-vér- si’), * [F.J A divoreed 

divot, ». 2, 1 jece of turf cut out in a piece of turf cut ow 
with — in playin, — 
divvy (div’i), » die dend).j A dividend; 
an a cen to be divided or shared by the mem- 
bers of a party or ring. [Slang.] 
divvy (div’i), ¢, 4,; pret. and pp. diveied, ppr. 
faa ne vo go shares. —To Ay to pay up 

to come to one. 

dix (dés),n. (F., ten; OP. dis, <L. —— ten: 
see fer, "The lowest’ trump in games such as 
penuchle, bezique, sixty-six, ete. It can be ex: 
changed for the turued- ‘ip trumpatany time, the holder 

are 
leven 

— —* than 
nltod States, amd 

** — tt the —— —X ay, 

al are found In Great Britain. 

“hosed dik’se-ni), n. [Gr. de-, two-, + zévoc, 
host he inhabiting by fungi of hosts of two 
different species. De Bary. See *polyzeny, 
emonoreny. 

dixid (dik’sid), n. and a. I, », A member of 
the dipterous family 

II, a. Of or belongingt to the Seal] Diride. 
Dixidw (dik’si-dé), n. pi. *æ5* + 
ide.) A family of midges ——— be- 
tween the Culicids and the Tipulid# and con- 

nus Dira, sisting of the single 
dizoic (di-z6’ik), a. (Gr. en, * + Sow, ani- 

two &: as, a dliseie mal.) Producin. 
fy, reducing two faleiform spore; specifical 

bodies or sperosck the spores of certain 
Coccidiidea, —* 

in 

twirls upon one's heels until — 
ite direction, 

ll appear to continue 
ije's dizziness, If the eyes 

are wate! during the fllasion, it will be oon that te 
execute slow movements in the direction of the Grigionl 
rotation, alternating with ‘< a the heat 
direction. #. C. Sanford, Exper, Psychol. 

‘ai dl, An abbreviation of deciliter, 
D. L. Anabbreviation (a) of Deputy Lieutenant ; 

6) of Dector of Law, a degree equivalent to 
. C. Le; (e) of Doctor of Literature, a degree 
uivalent to to D. Lit. 

+ ate 

F Literature or Letters. 
. LO, Anabbreviation of Dead Letter Office. the ji ote te.— ae De e m a sion, —— division ot the chromo, D. . a abbreviation of Doctor of Library 

ve 0 or mna — ~ einai or Eo ry sperm: te, * “yay a —— — by the University 

divisional <. a. ‘3. Fractional. 
II. x. — aliquot rt; a sub-multiple, 

Divisional p’ 
division etter ( (di-vizh’ on-sen‘tér), nv. Same 
as *centroseme, 

divisio: eer (di-vizh‘on-en-ji-nér’), n. 
The chief engineer having charge of the main- 
tenance of way for a division of a railroad. 

division-peg (di-vizh’ gn-peg), 
steel peg w a is used with a division plate. 
The peg is attached to an arm, the tarning of which feeds 
the work in the machine inte position for the next cut. 
When the arm has been tumed the correct distance, Hie 
RE is pushed into a hele in the division- As and holds 

work steadily while the cut is being taken. 

division-plane (di-vizh’on-plin), a. <A joint 
in & man which facilitates the separation of 
bloeks of stone. 

division-su tendent § (di-vizh’on-sii-pér- 
in-ten’dent), The chief officer in charge 
of the traffie’ of a division of a railroad. 

, *-— Essential divisor of the 
& divisor unaffected by birational transformations — 

of a discriminant, « perfect — 
—* —— by an essential divisor, gives Ue dis- 

divisory (di-vi’zé-ri), a. [NL. *divisorius, ¢ 
L. divisor, divisor.] Relating to or concerned 
with the division of something and the distribu- 
tion of the parts among a number: as, divisory 
actions in law; divisery contracts. 

divoreé (dé-vér-si'),». [F.] Adivorved man. 
— (di-vorst’), p. a. Separated by legal 
deeree from the bonds of *matrimony; repudi- 
ated by a formal act of divoree. 

A hardened D.M. 

dm., dm.*, dm.3 Abbreviations of decimeter, 
re decimeter, ewlhic decimeter. 

D.M. 2, In astron.,an abbreviation for *Durch- 
musterung (which see). It asually refers to Arge- 
lander’s Bonn Durchevusterung of the northern heavens, 
more properly referred to aa KD, M. mess gle Dd, ae 
3. Same as M. D. (which see).— 4, 
breviation of Doctor of Mathematics. 

D. An abbreviation (a) of Doctor of 
Dental Medicine ; (b) of Doctor of Mathematics 
and Didactics: degrees eonferred by certain 
institutions. 

D. N. P. P. An abbreviation of the Latin 
Dominus noster Papa Pontifex, ‘our lord the 
Pope and Pontiff.’ 

do- or dom- (d6-, dom-). [dom(inantly).] In 
petrog., in the quantitative system of classifi- 
cation (see *reckl), a prefix used in forming Tall 
words, denoting that one constituent or group 
of constituents dominates another within the 
ratios ¢ i> 4. 

Un. 20", t. t—To do the block. See #hlock!. 
D. 0. An abbreviation (a) of Doctor of Ora- 
tory; (b) of Doetor of Osteopathy, 

Doassansia (dé-a-san’si-f), ». [NL. (Cornu, 
1883), named for Emile Doassons, a French 
hotanical chemist.) A genus of smut-fungi 
of the order Ustilaginales, having the spore- 
masses inelosed in a layer of sterile cells and 
embedded in the tissue of the host, producing 
lenf-spots. About 16 species have been described, 
mo tly occurring on aquatic or nmarh planta 2. Ale 
matte is frequently found om the leaves of the water- 
Plantain, Aliema Plontago-aquatica, 

dobbin-cart (dob’in-kiirt), n. 

docetically 

dock 
dob? (dob), ». (Dial. var. of dabl.] A small 
Paes of anything . (Prov, Eng.] 

dobber (dob’ér), *. [dob? + -eri.] 1. Apiece; 
alump: a big lump.— 2. A large heavy taw 
fine (0-8) —3, The cork or float of a fishing- 

He floated on oo waves like a merman, or like an 
anglor's dobber, until he landed safely om a rock. 

Irving, Knickerbocker, iL 5. 

heeled used fi F peo paw whee carriage or traveling, gen- 
— drawn by two horses. N. . D. 

ehi gon in weaving Sean th pa ae 
whi of pe eset ludes high speed, or for which 
closed Nodding 8 —— 
— "(dob’ i-lim), n. Same as dobby- 

mut 
b by-shedding —— n. — 

rt operating the harnesses of a loom for 
terns be * the range of tappets and too — 
cane to —— produced by a Jne- 

rd loo! 
doblon do-blén’), » fSP.J A gold coin of 
— the double eseu same as doubloon. 
See (doh), | n. A colloquial form of doctor, asa 
title of address, 

doc. Pat doce. Abbreviations of document, pl. 

docalcle (ié-Keal’ sik), a. [do(minantly) + cal- 
cic.) In petrog., dominantly ealeie : used in 
the quantitative classification of igneous 
rocks (see *rock!) to deseribe divisions of igne- 
ous rock-magmas characterized by a dom- 
inance of calcium oxid over contrasted con- 
stituents, In Classes I, I, 111, docalcic rangs are these 
in which lime preponderates over potash and soda, in the 

salic constituents within the nitio —— — b>} 
In Classes TV, V, docalcic sections of a. pare the in 
which lime preponderates over magnesia 
rows iron © prpneesiny ow within the limits 

SEO CBF J 
(d6-86’ti-knl-i), ade, According to 

the doctrines of the Docetw (which see). 
docetize (d6-sé6'tiz), v, t. pret. and pp. doce- 

tized, ppr. docetizing. [Docete + -1ze.] To 
represent according to the doctrines of the 

dochmiasis (dok-mi-a’sis), ». [NL., ¢ Doek- 
ming + -iasis.) Same as *ancylostomiasis. 

docil, a. A simplified spelling of docile. 
1, te a method of 

determining whether of not J. las entered the I ota 
dead infant, by which an indication is furnished w 

dead. the a was alive or 
dock!, ".— Bloody Rumex seanguinews. Also 
called red ceined dock and neurt, —— (a) 
—Br ved or broad-leaved the bitter dock, 

ong wbatter 
junt-lea’ 

Runes obtun|foline—- Buttarfiy-dock. 
dock, 1.—Can-dock, See candock, 2, and satercan.— 
Clustered dock, , weg conglomeratus, an Old World 
species naturalized in the —— States from Virginia 
to South Carolina and in California: peculiar in having the 
small green Sowers in whorls along ivescems and branche 
—— ioe the burdock, Arctium Lappa.— 

Sageinans oservel —~ Golden 
1. (b) Rumer aged > me speci 
confounded with the golden dock of the Old World, foe 
on sandy shores from New Branswick to be -ay4 and 
westward to Kansas and New Mexico, and Ube 
Pacific comst.—- Pale dock, the white we Rumez slic 
Jolive; also the peacl-leaved dock, A. alfiacinewe, ated 
notnetines the heat water-dock, RK. Britanneca. — 
Peach-leaved dock, [wimez altiesinmus, a tall American 
species, sometimes 4 feet high, found along streams 
and in — from Massachusetts to Maryland ant 
westward to Nebraska and Texas The lereen lan 
ceolate leaves the name, and it is * 
propriataly call tall dock. Prairie doc 
ate ie og — dock, 

dock?, ¢. t. 5. In bisewit- (cracker-) making, to 
prick’ holes in (each bisenit) before it is put in 
the oven, to provide for the escape of moisture. 
dock, 1. Docks are distinguished broadly as wet docks 
or those consisting of an inc’ — —— or basin in 
which ships lie to take in or disch and whielt 
cannot be pumped dry; and dry-doe! 4 ma which re⸗⸗ · 
can be taken entirety ᷣ lear of water, The batter are divi- 
ded into exeanated or graving-docks, alipatocks, liftiay 
docks, and floating docks, A basin dock is a wet dock 
whose entrance is — open to the tide; a clawed? 
dock, one whose entrance la clased by a lock, caisson, 
gate so asto maintain the interior water-level appret 
mately constant. A aipedock is one in which a veal & 
Partially hauled out on a ‘a mare railway ina slip provided 
with gies which are closed at bow tide, excluding Ue 
water from the vessel. A lifting-deek is one in which avah 
merged platform on which the ship is landed on blocks and 
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We now a h the time when for a coutary and a 
half Preach held a recognized position [in England] as the 

uage of education, of soclety, of business, and of ad- 
ministration. Longs baturs te0e wo ee fences of the doc- 

moh, and after 1150 it was cone 
sit Was a hew in 1349 for children 

jah in the grammar schools, where 
do their construing into French. 
Harle, Philol. Eng. Tongue, ¢ 12. 

Documentary theory, same as deewmentary hypotherts, 
documentation, n.' 2. The preparation of rec- 
ords or documents for use or for filing.—3. 
Formal or authoritative instruction. 

fh acl pang mele a abel me ay Ses ap a ga 
hydraulic power. An off-shore dock isa Boating dock wi 
a bottom wall, maintained 
Position by means of upper = lower 

vi 

interior apace then 
pumped out asin a — deck. —— —— is the 

of flontd k with open ends, in which 
ballast compartments to main- 

2. In railroading, & track at a siding or ins 
freight yard, having a raised platform on each 
side for convenience in loading at the level of 
the ear door. [U. 8,]— 
docks. 

Eneye. Brit., XXXL 448, 

dodder', The various dodders are named, for the 
and ways be avoided, Toost part, from their principal host or from some heading 
See cress and Lap character, and the specific mally translations 

of yernacular ones of Vice Versa. See the following on. 

~ seeples of tas Aloo reatrata, & jee ie any 
id soornthy on various 

or caleson within whk 
and use of cradle-com 
dock-cress (dok’kres), n. 
sana. 
docker? (dok’ér), s. [dock3 + -erl.] 1, An 
inhabitant of Devon England (formerly 
Plymouth Doeck).—2, A laborer in the docks: 
as, a trades-union for dockers was formed.—8, "**, which —— — ⏑ 
after his arrest or upon arraignment. [Eng. lous to clover. feo dn —— * the * —— * 
law-slang.) whieh the oil is expressed and ——— — ⸗ evga n. [doek3, v., + -ingl.] 
The operation of placing a vessel in a dry- 
dock for cleansing, inspection, painting, and 
repairs. 

-keel (dok’ing-kél), ». In ship-bwild- 
ing, one of a pair of exterior side keels secured 
under the bottom of a large armored warship 
usually about half-way between the main keel 
and the turn of the bilge, to support the ship 
when in dry-dock. ‘The lower surface of each of the 

-keels is parallel to that of the main keel and of 
about sane width, to give goat surface on the 
blocks In the bottom of the on Which the ship i 
landed. 

docmac (dok-miik’), ». [Ar. dogmdg, duqmag, 
a mallet, ¢ dagg, knock, smash. } A cat 

doemac, of considerable size, found in 
fresh waters in Egypt. 

lossan (dok-)-gios’an), a. [Docoglossa 
+ -an.) Relating to the lossa. 

docosane ((dok’6-sin), ». A colorless com- 
nd, CHg(CHg)ogCHg, found in paraffin from 

rown coal and ae by the reduction of 
the chlorid C. “lg. It melts at 444° C, 
and boils at 224° @ under 15 millimeters ; 

the Aberdeen-Angus polled cattle. ressure. 
doctor, xn, 10, In angling, a name applied to godecafid da-dek n-th a. (Gr. dédexa, twelve, 
several artificial flies: as, the blue doctor, the + LL, ps «< findere, ne. et Divided into 
silver doctor, ete—11, A boiler feed-pump twelve parts. 
such as has been preferred on the western , 1. Deltoid 
rivers of the United States. Itisavertical steam- talline form of the tetruhedral groa 
pump, with a tly-wheel between the 
water-cylinder, is 
— need it can be operated by turning the fy-wheel by 

found in both North and South America, —Flax-dodder, 

Kypithyovnim.— 
— which is also injurious to lucerne.— 

¢c. 
at Polygon 
Minsiasippd 
Delaware. It is very 

most 
cut) 

r; 3 * 4* ag 
t, Cassy’ ‘ormis, Of the laure 

family, found in the warm maritime regions 
of the world. Compare serwb vine, under vine, 

1, mn. 2, Specifically, a loeal name for 

(dé-ie-kam’e-ral), a. 
12. The cook of a merchant vessel; also, the drxa, twelve, + uépoc, division, + -/l.] 
cook of a — — [Blan -}—Doctors of vided into twelve parts or series of twelves, 
| —— — their Anan lagen goed wed as in the septal divisions of the Hezacoralla. 
Of theology.’ ‘The title ia applied to four of the Greek dodecanaphthene (do°dek-o-naf thén), ». (Gr. 

lewa, twelve, + E. naphthene,] A colorless fathers: Athanasius, Baail, Gregory, and —— 
and to a number in the Latin church including — liquid, Cu , found in Baku petroleum. It 

boils at 197° C. Augustine, and Jerome. Some of the great schoolmen 
of the middle ayes are also so desiguated, The title is 
still used in the Greek Charch. 

doctor-bird (dok’tor-bérd), n. A local West C 
Indian name for various humming-birds of the CHg, prepared by the action of hydriodie act 
genera KEulampis and Lampornis; probably and p osphorus on laurie acid, It melts at 
iven on account of their dark ee. 12° C, and boils at 214.5°C. 
octor-knife (dok’tor-nif), ». The stationary dodecant(d6’de-kant), ".  [Gr. dadena, twelve, 
blade in a roller cotton-gin. Taggart, Cotton + -antl,] One of the twelve divisions of a hex- 
Spinning, L 32. nal erystal formed by the lateral axial 

doctor (dok‘tor-shérz), ». In calico- plane with the three ery which pass through 
printing, two pieces of metul that clamp, by the vertical and each of the lateral axes. 
means of pinching screws, the doctor-blade on dodecapartite (d6‘dek-a-piirt’it), a. [Gr. do- 
a cylinder printing-machine. dexa, twelve, + L. partitus, parted.) Made up 
doctrin, a. Asimplified spelling of doctrine. of twelve segments; dodecafid. 

(dok-tri-narizm). n. Same as d6*dek - a-flir’mg- kum), 
doctrinarianism, n, L., ¢ Gr, dédexa, twelve, + KO, 

-doctrinism (dok‘tri-nizm), ». (doctrine + -ism.] drug.] Same as apostles’ ointment (which see, 
Adherence to doctrine or doctrinal preaching. under apostle). ; 

, nt, ”.—Document of title, in commercial Godecarch (d6’de-kirk), n. [Gr. dudexdoyne, ¢ 
tow, a bil of lading, of other paper which confers upon dédexa, twelve, + dpxer, rule.) One of a rul- 
the holder possessbon or right of possession of the goods ing body of twelve. 
therein deseribed.—J ita, in dew, the 
papers required to be fled which make up the record of Peammetichus L, one of the dodekarchs, and the legiti- 
an action of spectal proceeding. * include the — mate helr of the crown, Schag, Relig. Encye., 1. 707. 

plone, intermeaate err, sel tapers rh WM dodecatole (ds/dek-a-ta'ik), a. (Gr. hlixara, 
evidence, inquisitions, verdicts, judgment, and decrees, twelfth, + a eyo | the isomeric fatty acids, 

-documentarily (dok-j-men’ts-ri-li), adr. As CygHo,sOg. ® most important ones are the 
a document. — — lauric and — acids. (Gr. diode 

ntary, @. 2. ucational; instruc- dodecylene (dé-des’i-lén), n. T, dadexa, 
. : twelve, + -yl + -ene.] A general name for iso- 

(d6-dek‘ain), a. (Gr. dadexa, twelve, 
+-ane.] Acolorlesshydrocarbon, CHg(CHg), 

tional. 
8. 25 

dog 
meric, olefinic hydrocarbons. ‘the normal com- 
pened is a colorless — CHgCH. are — 
¥ the distillation of tie ac: 00 millimeters 

Pressure. It melts at —31L.5° C. and boils at 66°C, under 15 
millimeters —— * — 

dodge, c.i. 3. nge-ringing, chan 
the place or order of (a bell) in the series 

a, 2, Of a bell in change-ringing, a 
change in its place or order in the series used. 

oil or train-oil, See *vil. 
d . 8, An enameled eloth finished on 
one side to resemble leather in color. 

A simplified spelling of doff. 
, dofelic (dé-fel’ik), a. [do(minantly) + felic 

57 ‘el(dspar) + -ic).) In petrog., dominant], 
je: used to describe dividers of igneous ak 

magmas characterized by a dominance of nor- 
mative feldspar over normative quartz or len- 
ads (= nephelite, leucite, sodalite) within the 

limits 207 (2>4. See *rock. 
dofemane (d$-fem’iin), a. (do(minantly) + 
——— + -ane.) In petrog., the 
name of the fourth class of igneous rocks in 
the quantitative classification (see *rockl); a 
rock in which the femie (ferromagnesian) nor- 
mative minerals preponderate over the salic 
minerals, that is, normative quartz, —— 
feldspathoids (lenads), and corundum, within 

the limits == (#4. The salic and femic minerals 

used in determining the class are calculated from a chem- 
jeal ofa rock, The dofemanes include rocks poor 
in feldspar or free from it, such as many persdetiies, py: 
Toxenites, some gabbros, and chemically similar lavas. 

dofemic (dé-fem’ik), a. [do(minantly) + femic 
« Je(rro)m(agnesian) + -ic).] In petrog., 
ominantly femic. Used to describe divisions of ig- 

neous rocks, In the quantitative system (see #rock!), char- 
acterized by a dominance of fi normative 
minerals over salle min that is, normative quarts, 
teldapare, feldapathobda( ), and corundum, the 

limits Pan <#>4 

doferrous (d6-fer’us), a. [do(minantly) + fer- 
rows.) In petrog., in the quantitative system 
(see vehi, noting divisions of igneous rocks 
characterized by a dominance of ferrous oxid 

over magnesia, within the limita MEO < 124 

These divisions are subrangs in classes IV, V. 
doffer-brush (dof’ér-brush), ». An auxiliary 
device, on a cotton-combing machine, for keep- 
ing the comb-needles free from dirt. 

doffer-comb (dof‘ér-kém), », A thin plate of 
steel, serrated on one of its edges, for comb- 
ing, by an oscillating movement, the fibrous 
fleece, as cotton or wool, from the doffer-eyl- 
inder of a carding-machine, 
doffer-cylinder (dof’ér-sil’in-der), mn, Same as 
doffing-cylinder, 

er-roll (dof’ér-rol) v. Thesmall roll in ad- 
vance of the principal one ina calendering- or 
ironing-machine, or in a mangle, by which the 
fabric is stripped off and delivered to the re- 
ceiving-table, instead of being allowed to fol- 
low around the mee 

-motion (dof’ing-m6‘shon),n. Any me- 
chanical arrangement for removing a product 
from a machine, as a hank from a reel in a 
textile-mill. 

$ is used for many es 
ging. and is sometimes so sha 
that a blow directly aguinst the line 

will Joosen it. Also called 

out of the ground ; poles hruah 

yap ee in ; 
nine 

low, with some one card of the Be- 
— miaAns. as AK Wo, 

‘hen played, it beats a ght or 
little and loses to a flush.— 

the Russian wolfhound, 
cally a . long-haired grey- 

Poured, sce w! like the stag- 
—— with Tr nott, * * 
Cape bun . out an 
description under Lycaon.— Coon- Dew, 9 (om, 
dog. eevon-doy,— 
See doy-fetter and H, L— , a dog that follows at 
eel, - eg. 9 pt In astron., a northern con- 

stellation closely following Urea Mayor ; Canes Venatici. 
— Limit dog, one that may be exhibited, or may compete 
for prizes, in a clase limi to dogs Chat have certain re- 
qatred qualifications,— Little in poder, a hand which 
is deuce low and seven high, with some one card of the se- 

When played, it beats a 
Bernard 

breed was formert, 



boat ( 5 a’ bat), n, *rigging-sled. 
* “pélt), ». — a, 824 — 

& bolt w' * is used in connection withad 
for holdin. Ld bonnet or a manhole or hand-hole 
eover > 

dog-bur (dog’ber), n. The wild comfrey, Cyno- 
glossum Virginicum ; less properly, the hound’s- 
tongue or og’s-tongue, C Pr aficiival le. 

-buttons. (dog’ — — n. pl. Theseeds of 
us —— —— Also called quaker buttons. 

See *phaéton. 
dog chuck (dog! (dog Yehuk), A device which is 

amped to a piece of work for the —— of 
driving it . it is being machined, 
which is sometimes ht and sometimes bent Ee Hah 
angles, is provided on device for catching in a face- 
plate or agalnet a stop. 

-crab (dog ‘ krab), a. A swift-running crab, 
—— caninus, said by Rumphius to burrow 
under houses and to enter them. 

-daisy,. 2, The mayweed or dog’s-fennel, 
dog faiey, Cotula,— 3. — —— 
dog-¢ance (dog’dans), », A ceremony of some 

orth American Indian tribes; the ritual of 
one of the age-fraternities, embracing warriors 
of approximately the same age, who forma 
semi-religious society, 
dandelion (dog’dan‘dé-li-on), m. The fall 

Dor day i or —— Leontodon autumnate. 
See */locustl, 

dogiatl (doef, n. In wrestling, a fall in 
A ce caticcontetice the ground together. 

» 1. (i) In Australasia, the name of 
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dog-nail il), #. A railroad-spike, hav- 
a Teal pile Dory (Hoe) g 
ng po (dog’nap) n. A short nap while ina 

” paitlipe 
nettle (dog’nei"), the a 
— the hem Grad wo eee 

Same as * 
-leaved 

dog's-bane, 4 leaves 
of which are clasping. well 
Ontario to Britis! Columbia but ft is found in Obie, Ti+ 

and New Mexico — Climbing Rame 
—5* vilk Aig tally Amey wilk). — 

Con eae oer ‘shane, * 
a dinner — Same as por- 

Fook -plant, 
dog’s-fennel, ». ** um capillifolium, 
an anomalous — aving the leaves pin- 
natifid with filiform segments: found in fields 
from Virginia to Florida and in the West 
Indies.— Palse the fetid marigold (which 
see, under we —¥ —— Helenium 
— of the southern United See Helendium 

dl encereuved, 
dog’s-finger (dogz'fing’gér),», The foxglove, 
Thgitalis purperea, 

Gogafoot-weed (dogs’ fit-wéd),n. A burweed, 
Urenasinuata, widely distributed in thet ropies, 
having a —— fibrous bark. The leaves are 
more or } ike a dog’s foot in shape. See 

rene. 

dog’s-head (dogz’hed), n. An American pierid 
rily, tcmsonia, occurring abundantly 

* te southern United States. The wings are 
The outlines of the 
head of adog. The 

food-phan 

-sledge (dog slej) ),n, A sledge designed to 
—— by dogs. Such sledges are used by 
the Eskimos * in northern Asia. 

dogtsh, families, chietly sharks. . is 7 dog’s-mouth (dogs’m mouth), ». The great snap- 
iliorhinus lima, of the ly ne 
Wales it & Seylliorhinus maculat 
* ah of New Zealand is 32 

rc Por wt the spotted 
jorhinua anale; the deny 

ales, Chiloseylliusn modestum 

is used for 

maculatus, of 
of New South Wales, 
dogfeh of New South 

tralia Mustrat Buptioh California dortah,» 5* — 
= found on the coast of Californ ond. Al 
— — any ahark of the fumily 

inhabiting both — 2 ——— rag 2 

aroun have the power of giving an electric shock 
from an electric ongan situated on top of the head. 

dog-flea (dog’ flé), x. See Pulex. 
dogger (dog‘ér), n. i + — In lumbering, 
one who attuches the ooks to a log 
before it is —— 

dog- ‘grés), n. “The fat of the dog, 
once omer —* ly — as a household remedy 
but now replaced b trolatum and rela 
products: also used in glove-manufacturing 
to some extent. 

dog-hobble (dog’hob‘l), ». [dog + hobble, n., 3.] 
Gee of the lis, —— — —— —— 
ealled because its dense growth arrests dogs 
inthe hunt. Also called dog-lawrel. 

- a, 3. In lumbering, a hook on the 
end of a haul-up chain of a size to permit it 
to be hooked into a link of the 
ehain when the latter is looped 
around an object. 

dog-iron (dog’i’érn), nm. A short 
bar of iron or steel, bent near its 
ends at right angles ‘into the shape 
of he uare Z or a capital E, and 

at the ends so that it may 
dotven into timber or logs: used 

fence, « fence com- 
posed of rough timber piled he stayed by crossed 

dog-lily (dog’ lil’ i), n. The common pond-lily 
or spatter~lock, SL erphane advena. 

dog-line (dog’lin), ». The trace by which the 
harness of a sledge-dog is connected with the 
sledge. . 

(dog-mat’i-sizm), ». [dogmatic 
+ -ism.) The quality of being dogmatic. 

dog-mint (dog’mint), ». The basil-weed or 
horse-thyme, Clinopodium culgare. 

dragon, Antirrh 
ue G0g-sna per (dog” snap’ér), mn. <A fish, Lut- 

nus jocu, known from the Florida Keys to 
razil. , Bee sna 
"s-rib (dogz’ mt 7 n. The or Eng- 

di 
thistle, 

2. Same as deer’s-tongue. 

per or heavy rope put on to relieve the regular 

nger. 
dog-strop (d A strop of 

dog-throw (dog’thré), m @ worst possible 

anchor, used in stonework, 

olia. Also called toes, 

dog-tooth mold th, a, pete 
on warp), n. 

dangerous jams on falls and 

lish plantain, Plantago lanceolata. 
s-thistle ile (dogs ’ this’1), », The Canada 

dog's. stongue, n. 

— (dog’stop*ér), ». Naut., a stop- 

stopper when at anchor in a heavy sea, or to 
bitt the * or a hgh messe 

ro! 
d oe poy ler the purpose of hook. 

ing a block into ft for lifting a weight, 

throw ina dice-game, such as hazard or craps, 
dog-tie (dog’ti), ». A metal cramp or short 

dog-toes (dog’téz), a. The plantain-leaved or 
mouse-ear everlasting, Aaternaria plantagini- 

-tooth (dog’tith), et To ornament (an 
arch or other Eee of a begin Mg applying 

In Taeuber 
* fhe hook at the end, whic ‘is used 
in breakin 
rapids, and in moving logs from otl.er difficult 
positions. 

Two valves of J reduiis |... representing diagram maticaty DO 
the approximate pus! sition of the holes bored by ike we dog-winkle 
(Purpwrs dapiiins) in about roo specimens of Myritws, gathered at 
Newquay, Cornwall, (From * Cambridge Natural History.) 

yon fo (dog’wej),. In tumbering, an iron 
ith a ring in the butt. It is driven into 

mh, & shrab or small tree yield: 
ing a beaw jy mottled and 2* wood, suitable for 
Yeneering and cabinet-work, and a 5 —— 
perfame when worked. It also y' a very 
sweet exudation or manna, of a whitith or pinkish color, 
eagerly sought after and eaten by the aborigines, a 
a used em af a substitute for pitch 
and wax. — the alder-bue rm, 
Rhamnus i feaneruta. — leaved 
Same as Wue ted 
flowering di Cornus ft rida, — 
‘a — bey —*— tree 
ay Pomaderris apetala, a 

ania, yiebding a beautiful tH wood suitable for 
carving and — See Pemaderria— dog- 
wood. See d , &— Blue dogwood, Curnus alter 
nifolia, a of castern North America, some- 
times 30 feet high and §& inches in diameter, with cymes 
of cream-colored tlowers and dark blac-black subglobose 
fruit: found from Nova Seotia to and Alabama, and 
westward ip the northern range to Minnesota, The weal 
is similar to that of the fowering dogwood. Also called 
alternate-leaved and pre dogwood. California or 

ue Nuttoilii, a tree of the 
Pacific alope, (or saveptionsity 100) feet high and 

Califersia or Califernian Dogwood ((erway Aiwrrad/n), 
(Frem Sargent's - Manwal of the Trees of North America.) 

1 to 2 feet in diameter. It is of the of the tlowering 
dogwood and is often so called. involucral bracts 

> narrowed at the base, and 
The wood is very hart, 

It ranges from California to 
and east to the mila. — 

ce Fajse dogwood, 
Same as hess ** Cordes see, under _ 

da 9 a i Cornus and Cali. 
Fornia — Green-osier 

~ Jamaica 
Piscid 

Same as 
roarnd-lea — — — 
omethia Piscipula. Bee ‘a an —— 

Niner cherry. cherry, Cora wet. 
and under — — 

Same as California tdogirood.— the 
-summac, Rhus Verniz.— Pond-dogwood, the trut- 
ah, CepAaianthus cecidenialts, the leaves of which 

—— these of the and which grows around 
as (we 

See red aner, under 
Cernus ‘otia, of — 

twigs and leaves of whlch 
are rough-pubescen 4 CO 
nus ctreinata, the —* of which are 
range is well north from Nova *8 to Manitoba, * 
sean eee farther south than V 

Baine as efri, —— le (which see, 
tuviermaptefy Bw “um (@) The silky cornel, 

moran, —— sumac, Rhne Verniz, 
0: The hop tree, Pied linta. — Virginia, 
the thowering dogwood, een —A3. ~ Western 
Wood. Same as California edogiood.— White 
(a) The guelder-roae, Viburnum Opwlus, (6) Seume as 
Jamaica tdogwood. 

dog-wrench (dog’rench), ». A spanner having 
andle so that it ean be turned like a crank. 

dohemic (dé-hem‘ik), a. [do{minantly) + 
hemie (< he(matite) + m(agnetite) + -ic).] In 
perce. , dominantly hemic. Used in the quanti- 
tive Classifieatbon (see #reck!) to describe di ma of 

igneous rocks characterized having hemic minerals 
(normative magnetite, hematite) dominant over tilic 
—— —— Utanite, mentite, perofekite), within 

the limite <7}. 
dolang (a6’ling), n. [Tagalog dolang, a table, 
= Bisaya dolang, a tray, pan, trough. j In the 
Philippine Islands, a ow table, used to eat 
from. 

dolcan, . In organ-building, a very soft 
atop of the tute class, having pipes wider at 
the top than at the bottom. Also dulean, 

dolcian (dol‘si-an), . [See dolciane.) In 
pein a —— Also duleian, 

—— nist), In æccles. Aist., an 
— g the party of Dolcino, a leader of 
the seet called th e ‘Apostolic Brethren. 

dolcissimo (d6l-chés‘si-m6), n. [It.. superl. of 
dolee, < Li. duleis, sweet.) In organ-building, 
a very soft stop of the flute or string class, 

irginia and Missouri.— — 



dole 

Se ek i cer tae ates —* e, re, hew, plane. ‘0 
a thin (leather or skins), a 4h. 

do{ minantiy) + lenic dolent dõ lenꝰ ik 
od ge — In petrog., —— + nlep 

minantly lenic. Used inthe quantitative clasalti- 
—— Wrock!), to deacribe divisions of igneous rocks 

normative leucite, o te, and the @, (he lenads 
eoialits) dominant over normative fel 

limite = BSED. 

daleute (Ab-lon’ta} a. (is <L, dolens (dolent-) : 
see dolent.) In music, sad, plaintive, 

dolerine, dolerin (do‘le-rin), ». ——— 
deceptive (< déroc, deceit), + wine A name 
gre. by Jurine to a — — found in 

containing feldspar and ‘chlorite as 
essential constituents. 

dolerite, n—Concretionary dolerite. Same as pil- 

dolfn Ifin, * A simplified spelling of dolphin. 
dolichellipscld dolfik-e-lip’soid), n. (Gr. 
dorixée, long, + — . In anthrop., an 
elongated cranium ofellipsoid form. G. Sergi 
(trans.), Var. of the Human Species, p. 49. 

dolichocephal (dol’i-k6-sef’al), m. A dolicho- 
en halous person. 
dolichocercic (dol’i-k6-sér’sik), a. | [Gr. dovu- 

, long, + oes radius of the arm. } Having 
the forearm disproportionately long in relation 
to the arm. written dolichokerkic. 
dolichocerous (dol-i-kos’e-rus), a. IOx. fode- 
xe, long, + népag, horn.) 1, Having ng to 
‘horns’ or antenn#.—2, Of or belon 
the Dolichocera, a subtribe of Muscides in 
reille’s classifleation, Syd. Soc. Lex, 

dolichocnemic (dvl‘i-kok-né’mik), a. [Gr. 
—*6 “ie + wvijun, the leg, tibia.) Having 
a ne east Trans, Roy, Soc. (London), 

ser 
dolichofacial « otk aig, (Gr. dors 
xc, long, + L. facies, face, + ~ati,] Having 
a long face: same as —— — Jour, An- 
throp. Inst., XVII. 23. 

dolichohieric (dol“i-k5-hi-or‘ik), a, (Gr, dod 
long, + iepév, snerum,] Characterized by 

a ———— long sacrum, 
dolichokerkic, a. Same as *dolichocercic, 
dolicholekanic (dol’i-k6-le-kan‘ik), a. [Gr. 
dorrxoc, long, + Arxdyn, dish (pelvis), + -ic.] 
— as *dolichopelric. Turner. 

Mic (dol’i-k6-pel‘’ik), a. (Gr. dorsyéc, 
—* . — a basin (taken, like L. pelvis, a 
basin, in a modern sense *pelvis’).) me as 

dolichopeivic (dol’i-k6-pel’vik), a. (Gr. do? oli. 1a r. dods- 
a long, + L, pelvis, 8 in eas + -ic.) 
—— “by a pelvis which bas « dispro- 

portionately long anteroposterior diameter. 
doli (dol-i-kop’6-dus),@. [Gr. dore- 
fisvi dozsyxéc, long, + xoic (x08-), foot.] 
rib dieproportionately long feet. 

» Within the @ 

———— (dol ’i-k6-pré-#6% pus), a. 
on ere + xpdéowxur, has ] dead a as 

dolichofacial. 
Dolicho chosauria, ». pl. 2, A group of Pythono- 

, or mosasauroid reptiles, containing 
shove with the rami of the jaw united by 
sutural symphysis. Variously considered as a 
—— suborder, or order. Also Dolicho- 

— (doli-k6-84’ri-an), a. and n. 
I. a. Related to or having the characters of 
the Dolichosauria. 

II, n. One of the Dolichosauria, 
Dolichosoma (dol/i-ké-s6’ mii), . (NL., 
Gr. dortyic, long, + copa, p body.) A genus ot 
stegocephalous Amphibia from the Carbonifer- 
ous and Permian formations, having a relatively 
small triangular skull with tapering snout and 
over 150 vertebrm. 
dolichotmema (dol’i- gid ),”.; pl. doli- 
chotmemata {-mp-tii), [NL-., ¢ Gr, doAcyor, long, 
+ rufa, section.) In bryol., —— cell whic 
ruptures and seta free the gemma of a moss, 
Correns. 

dolicho-uranic dol‘i-k6-a-ran’ ik), a. Same as 
*dolichuranic, F, Russell, in Amer. Anthropolo- 
gist, Jan. -March, 1901, p. 42, 

dolichuranic (dol‘i-kQ-ran‘ik), a, (Gr. dodexdc, 
long, + aipardc, palate.] Having a long pal- 
ate; that is, in craniom., having a palatomaxil- 
lary index fess than 110. Turner, 
dolina (d6-lé’ni}, n. (Russ. dolina, dim. of 
doli, a dale, valley. ] A vertical cavity, usu. 
ally leading into a cave, dissolved out of some 

doll?, n. 
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soluble rock, such as limestone, by deseend- 
ing waters. Geikie, Text-book of Geol. »p. 477, 

2. A simple contrivance on a Jac- 
quard loom which — to the weaver that 
something is wrong with the action of the 
tnd Hocthead ¢ ard. Also called detector 

oard. 
dollar. See whelit.— 

olla, —— the branch of the pete doer 

Keverse, Ohwene 
British Dollar. 

Two thirds size of onginal. 

established at Honrkong in 1866. It was current for a 
fow years at the samme Valae aa the Mexican dollar which 
it was intended to —— i. a Mexi- 
can or other pillar dollar.— the olf 
pillar dollar of Spain. This — — the’ standard 

Obverse. Reverse, 
Carolus Dollar 

Two thieds size of original. 

com of the Malay states. Conant dollar, the new 
silver dollar struck t for the Pluilippine Islands ih 19M: 80 
called from Charles A, Conant, Snancial adviser of the 
Philippine Commalasion. — dollar, an English 
ame for the lion dollar of Holland (woe dollar), the 
chief metallic currency of Maryland in 1701.— 

a and a silver coin of Charles TL, struck in Wire, Dolly Vi 
—— ——— American silver plece of 

PR ie) —X the device af two globes resting on the wares 

Obvrerse. 
Globe [ollar. 

Two thitds size uf original. 

between - pillars; it first appeared in 1724,— Holey 
Wish sliver dollar from which « small eiren- 

tar Bloce, led a deanp, hal Deen atrack. It was cirou- 

itt, the 1813, 
order of the government of New South Wales in 
object being to keep the silver coins In the 

brace it ead * currentin Tasmania l Auatralia· · In⸗ 
— — pee bed dollar or peso of Chile, coined 

ee: Maximilian Dollar, 
Two thirds size od original. 

of the emperor Maximilian (1864 ~~ Moxican dollar, 
the sllver dollar or peso — Mexico, extensirely 

Udine, 
Mexican Dollar 

Tw thirds sive of — 

used aa a circulating medium fn the Far Rast, amd hav’ eine 
& present Weight of about 417.5 graina, or 377.26 gradi 
fine silver.— Morelos do , & silver 7 acing or peso 
coined in Mexteo im 1812-15 by the republican genenil 
Morclon Pillar dollar. See piller,— 

dollar- 

—— (dol’i-kiir), n. 

doliv-tub (dol’i —— 

dolmen-tumulus (dol’men-ti’mi-lus), » 

dollar, the Mexican dollar or peso do 

dolomitize (:loi}-mi-tiz), ©, t.; 

dolomitize 
poller, © dollar struck In Mexico without the king's 

sher 1610.— Rigs dollar, « silver coin imned 
by the Nattonal pp he in i613, with» pominal 
value of about 45 cents; alsa, — coin issded by 
the same bank in 1841, ——— 875 fine, 

dollar, « silver dollar — whi aches 
was co cet andthe Leeward i in local pi 
in St. Vincent and th ward lalanl⸗. See haley eda 
tar.— Moxican dollar molded _ a 
from a —— Spanish dollar, 1905-11.— Scale 
fean bag — with the device of a pair af on, tiret 
struck tn dollar, = Bieitian silver 
coin, —— darpent ich came into Malta subse 
quent to the time the British tish protectorate in 1787, and 
_ & teal value of about 4 shillings sterling.—Sun dol- 

the Mexican silver dollar ar coined at Gaana- 
—— which is preferred by the Chinese of the northern 
porta af China, Also known as the Shanghaé dollar. 

n, 3. A flat. disk-shaped echino- 
derm, Echinarachnius parma, found slong the 
Atlantie coast. Also known as cokec-wrchin 
and sand-dollar.—4, The John-dory, Zeus ans- 
tralis: so called from the mark on its side. 
The Saberwen of Roman Catholic countries hold this flah 
pale as they recognize In a Mack round 

=A side the mark left by the thumb of Kt. Peter, 
wea he took the piece — — from ite mouth Giin- 
ther, Stady of Fishes, p. 
llar-leaf (dol’ ir. ie), n, The round-leaved 

winte prem Pyrola rotundifolia : 80 called 
fete thee —— and size of the leaf, 
dollfish (1 sh), A species of butterfly- 
4 che siden humeralis. [Panama region,] 

» %.—Dolly catch, See #cafeht. 

dolly ». 5. A machine for washing pieces of 
lot The pleces are sewn together into an endless 

band, —— la then passed throigh a detergent liquor 
terward wrung between two heavy rollurs, 

A small car attached 
to acable, which is used for druwing cars up 
an incline, The dolly-car is placed behind the cars to 
be drawn up, and, being attached to the cable, pashes the 

doll iy. the Incline, 
pedal (dol's-ped?al), A foot-treadle 

* ny: — down the upper or forming die of the 
forming-tool used in welding up links of hand- 
made wrought-iron chain. 

2. A tub in which a 
, 4. 

3. A arge hat with a brim 
overloaded with flowers, worn at one time 
by women, 

A 
dolmen, or cell composed of large — cov- 
ered byt amound of earth. Probably many dolmens 

dolly is a 

Dolmen-tumulus of Kercado, Morbihas, France 

ually were denuded 
iy erosion. 

Of or belong- 

were ly no covered, but 
by Atha ipirg he wurtace soll and 

—— — 
to the araneid genus Dolomed edes. in 

dolomite, *.—Bertie dolomite [Hertie townsht tn 
Ontario], a stage of the New York series of format 
represented by magnesian limestones, constitating a nal 
—— in the silurian of the Appalachian region. The 
formation is characterized by ite remarkable af 
metustoine crittaceans uf the genera Kuryptertes, Pte 
yyeeins, Kuaarews, ete., and leas commonly been known aa 

ie —— — — in poaltion to almllar 
ifervus beds of Great Britain and the Haltic provinces, 

—— » vne in which there are harrow 
oe bes. — Jour. Sei., April, 1906, 

ede olomite, in a aivicion ef the 
Sot eel highly — in the Province of 

Ontario and potable for its —— of foesila, The fauna 
extends eastward Into New York where tt t found In 
dolomites intercalated among Ue layers of the Lockport 
Mmestone. It is also re ited In the Silurian dobumnites 
of Wisconsin, Ohio, Ini and lowa,— Knox dolom! 
a mass of dolomite in Tennessee, the lower —* feet o 
which are referred to the Upper Cumbrian,” while the 
Falis doh —— typical Keekniantown fossils — Little 

See Heekinantown *linmestone.— Men- 
dae a py ra of the Trinssle rocks of the 
7 aml the Tyrol. — dolomite, adivision of the 
9 ——— inestone in —— — lying below the Viré 
limestone and abowe the Dhiant Heestese — Plate 
dolomite, any dolomite rock which breaks into thin 
lates 5 specifically, the middle member af the opper 
loclstaln Permian formation of Hesse, Germany, conelst- 
ing of teasaive or honeycombud plate dulanmites, inelud- 
od between the lower and upper gypeui-laring clay 
members. — dolomite, # division of the 
— rocks in the Jara Mountains, and ve nivalent, a 

art tos whole, to the Portland saids of the Portland 
is ribs, dolomite, 4 division of the Triassic 
rocks in the suathernm Alpa. 

pret. and pp, 
(dolomite + dolomitized, ppr. dolomitizing. 



dolomitize 

-ize.] To eonvert (limestone) into dolomite. 
—— Ass'n Adrancement of Sci,, 1900, 

Doloneia (d6-16-né’y), mn. [Gr. MoAdveia,¢ Adden, 
Dolon, ¢ déAog, deceit: see dole.) e story 
of the spy Dolon, which is the main subject of 

| the tenth book of Homer's Lliad. It issu 
by man: ertiies aot to be part of the original poem, but a 

in 

dolose (d6’lés), a. [L. dolosus, ¢ dolus, deceit: 
see dole3.] Deceitful; crafty: involving ¢rim- 

doy — 10, In lumberi luster of pil phin, ». R umbering, a ¢ rof piles 
to wee. & boom is secured. (U. 8.J—11. 
Same as dolphin-fly.— Black dolphin. Same as cof- 

———— dreen doh hin Nes species of dok- - J 

phin, Coryphaena equietix. See Coryphena. 

dolus (do’lus), n. [I.: see dole.) In civil 
law, malicious or criminal intent; fraud; de- 
ceit: same as . 
Dom. An abbreviation of Dominion. 
D. 0. M. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin 
Datur omnibus mori, ‘it is given unto all to 
die’; (6) of the Latin Deo Optimo Maximo, ‘to 
the best and highest God.’ 

e (dé-mag-né’sik), a. [do(minantly) 
+ magnesia + -ie.] In petrog., dominantly 
magnesic; used in the —— system 
(see *rock!), to describe divisions of igneous 
rocks in whieh maguesia is dominant over 

ferrous iron within the limits MEO 424. 
do; n. 8, In math.: (a) A set of numbers 
when the sums, differences, products, and quo- 
tients of any numbers in the set (exeludingonly 
the quotients of division by 0) always yield as 
results numbers belonging to the set, (6) The 

within which a given function is develo 
able in a series in powers of 2-a; termed the 
domain of the point, z=a.—9. In fiaction- 
theory, the region of the z-plane within a cirele 
about a as center with any rudjus less than 
the distance from a to the nearest critical 
point: ealled the domain of its center a. For» 
power series (that la, seerics of — * ** —— 

wi eee 

Pale such that tel xtc k la abaolate ccrrert · 
gence but when |x! > R there ie divergence, the open 

jon (f) (points within a circle whose center is at © and 
ius R} is called the domain af the seriee.— Domain of 

. Same as *domain, & (@}—Galois do- 
main. If f (x)e© is an equation tp the domain 0 
and of the nth degree with distinct roots a, a) 

. « dey, then the domain O(a, ay, . - .,@n-7) 
the adjunction of all Hs Toots to 0, is called the 

iota domain of the equation {(xp=0, Thus the roots 
of the cubic x3 4 3x2 —2x—6=0 are —3, + y'2; hence its 
Galois domain is O(1, 72) 

domalkalic (d6-mal-kal’ik), ¢. [do(minantly) 
+ alkalic.] In petrog., dominantly alkalic. 
Uned in the quantitative clamification (see #rock1), to de- 
scribe divisions of igneous rocks having alkalis dominant 
over lime in the jc minerals (normative feld. and 
feldspatholds), and other divisions having alkalis domi- 
nant over inarnesia, ferrous iron, and lime in the femic 
(normative ferromagnesian) minerals, within the limite 

Ky 4 Nagi! MgO + Fed + Cnty" 1, ote <1 >a and Me ere bt 
respectively. The firstare rangs of classes I, 1, LIT; the 
second rangs of classes IV and V. 

domatic (d6é-mat’ik), a. (Gr. "duyariude, ¢ 
diwa(r-), house: see dome, n.] Of or pertain- 
ing ton dome: as, domatic cleavage: the do- 
matic class of erystala: see *clinohedral and 
*xymmelry. 
domatium (d6-mi’ti-um), ».; pl. domatia (-H). 
[NL., ¢ Gr, duydrov, dim. of dave, a house.) 
A shelter formed on certain tropical plants for 
the protection of beneficial insects, especially 
mites and ants. See *acarodomatium, 

The acarodomatia are found at the angles of the veins 
om the tack of the leaves and are hollowed oat in the 
tisaue of the nerves, The ant-shetters oocur in the 
internodes which are hollow at a part only of their 
length ; the internodes are fusiform, and the dematia in 
the part at the greatest diameter where there are one or 
two openiogs which at frat are cirealar, but in the older 
and wowxly shoots become clonguted and may reach a 
length of 3 cm. 

Jonr. Roy. Micros. Soc., Aig., 100M, pe 427. 

domatophobia (d6’ma-té-f6’bi-#), vn. [NL., ¢ 
Gir, daya(r-), house, + -9o3ra, fear.] A morbid 
repugnance to, or actual fear of, remaining 
within the four walls of a room. 

dome', ». 6. In geol., an anticlinal fold whose 
axis equals or approximates a pent } an anti- 
elinal fold with quaquaversal dip. Domes are 
most commonly produced by laccoliths, but 
they may be due to intersecting folds. 

It will be too great a digression to discuss here whether 
the Weald dome waa breached by a branch of the Khine 
running from the area of the channel toward the North 
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Sea, or by the lower Rhine emptying {nto the Atlantic 
through the lish Channel. 

_ ‘Geog. Jour. (R. G. &), LX. 587. 

Dome volcano, See *roleane,— 
cupola whose surface is such as to procluce a very perfect 

fow kangah the cppealte point. Compare wehusportng-ger- e a! ie 

tery, wider Pdi 

dom, econ. An abbreviation of domestic 
Oona . 

dome-kiin (dém’kil), ». A form of lime-burn- 
ing or coke-making retort in which the roof is 
formed by a spherical arch or dome, as distin- 
—. m the simple shaft-kiln and the 

ng-kiln. 
Domestic piracy, science. See *piracy, *sci- 
ence, 
domesticable a a, (NL, *do- 
mesticabilis, < ML. domesticare, domesticate.] 
—*— of being domesticated: as, domesti- 

le animals. 
domesticator ((6-mes’ti-ki-tor), ». One who 
domesticates plants and animals, 

Taking the gifts of nature: Man is then a quarryman or 
Talner, a gleaner, a feherman, « hunter, and ra dower 
tieator, Sunithaonia nm Rep, 1808, pS 

dome-top (dém‘top), ». The topsheet of the 
steam-dome on a boiler. 

domicil, t. | A simplified spelling of domi- 
le. 

domicile, ». 3. The place at which a bill of 
exchange is —J 

domicile, v. ¢. 2. To make payable, as a bill 

ares (-réz), [NL., ¢ L. domicilinm, domicile. ] 
Ananimal which uses another merely as a domi- 
cile, and does not prey upon it or share its 
food. The most common examples are sponges 
which attach themselves to, and bore into, 
shell-fish. [Rare.] 

They are, more definitely, doméciliares, and excavate 
their burrows... solely for the purpose of a residence 
or Smithsonian Rep, Lest, L S20. 

dominance, ». 2. In biol., the visible mani- 
festation by « cross-bred organism and by some 
of its descendants of one or two mutually an- 
tagoniatic parental characters to the exclusion 
of the other, 

In each of these cases more or lees definite dominance 
of one charneter has been found. 
Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com, Roy. Soc, 1. 129. 

of exchange, at a specitied e, 
— -si)-i-4i’ris), m.; pl. domicili- ' 

I. a. 3, Having the crown free to ai dominant. I. « 
light on all sides because of greater height. 
See crown *class.—4, Characterized by or ex- 
bibiding doncioanee. See *dominaner, 2.— 
nant , one of the antagonistic or mutaally 
incompatible characters of the parents of a crossbred or- 
anism, that is exhibited or visibly manifested by the 
crane. organien and transmitted to descendants, See 
winheritance.— estate, Same as dountnant 
tenement (which see, under dominen’},— Dominant 

Sew *—** *ron Dominant har- 
en, 

2. In bdiol., when the cross-bred off- 
ring of parents with antagonistic or mutu- 

ally exclusive characters visibly exhibits a 
character of one parent, while it does not visi- 
bly exhibit but is able to transmit to deseen- 
dants the antagonistic character of the other 
—— then the eharacter (@) which is mani- 
ested, and the cross-bred organism (bh) which 
exhibits it, and (¢) those of its descendants 
which exhibit it, and (¢) the parental charac- 
ter, and (¢) the parent that exhibits it, are all 
called dominants. On the other hand, the parental 
character which te not visibly manifested by the cross 
bred organism, but is transmitted to and visibly manl- 
fested by some of its descendants and their deacendanta, 
is called a recessive, aa are aleo the organisme Chat exhibit 
it, See ®inheritance, 

3. The greatest of a set of numbers without 
regard to sign.—4, In pefrog., in the quanti- 
tative classification (see *reck!), a factor which 
dominates over snother between the ratios | 
and 4. Extracted dominant, in biot.. » dominant of 
Pitre blood ; ote Chat does not exhibit mot transmit the cor 
responding recessive character, —Under di 
mauste, the fifth below the key-note, that is, the sume as 
vuiominant. See wundertone, 4, and wufer ®ecale.— 

a in wieric, same na dominant, when it 
be cag distinguished from the under dominant; also, doni 
over dominant. 

domine (d6’mi-ni), n. [Sp., a teacher of Latin, 
= E. domine, dominic.) A name applied to a 
fish, the black escolar, Kpinnula magistralis, 
in the West Indies. 
doming (dém‘ing), 1. [dome, ¢,., + -ing!.] Pro- 
ducing an anticlinal fold whose axis is a point 
and whose sides dip in all directions: the re- 
verse of *basining (which see), 

it, i doni’ 

donkey 
They sometimes disturb the pre ng eng he ot 

ments and cause local doming, as on Ivides to the 
southeast and southwest of Bald Mountain. 

‘ontrib, to Econ, Geol, U, K Geol. Surv. 1008, p a 

Dominique (dom-i-nék’), n. Name of a West 
Indian island: appli "to an old American 
breed of fowls having barred plumage resem- 
ping that of the Plymouth Rock. 

loo. See *loo®. 
domiric (dd-mir’ik), a. [do(minantly) + mir 

< m(agnesium) + ir(on)) + -ic.) In petrog., 
ominantly miric. Used in the quantitative classit- 

cation (see ®rock!), to describe divisions of igneous rocks 
having magnesia and ferrous tron dominant over lime in 
the femic (normative t ) minerals, within 

the limite 282 €4>% Sections of rang in clases 
TV and V, 

domirlic (dé-mér’lik), a, [do{minantly) + 
- (< ee orion) lime) ) + -ie.] 

5 + Used tn thi Ea pe comin — 
rocks In which ferrous oxid, and 

——— 12BRatæ in classes IV and V. 

domitic? (d6-mit’ik), a. [do(minantly) + mit 
( <m(agnetite) + i{lmenite) + t(itanite) ) + -ic.j 
In a petrog.. dominantly mitic, Used in the quanti- 
tative c! Guee terest 1), to describe divictons of 
Lag rocks in which mitéc minerals (normative magne 

hematite, ilmenite, titanite, etc.) are dominant over 
polic minerals ( —* ve pyroxene, olivin, akermanite), 

within the limits TAa. Order 4 in classes TV and V. 

omoid (dém’oid), a, [dome + -oid.] Bome- 
what dome-sha: 

domolic( pos —*5 [dom(inan tly) + olfivin) 
-ie. trog., dominantly olic. Used in the 

seminoma rel tot ts 
akermanite are dominant over normative pyroxene, within 

the Hinita F< 2 > Sections of orders in classes IV 
and V. 

Dom. Proc, An abbreviation of the Latin 
Domus procerum, ‘house of .’ or ‘house 
of lords,’ the upper branch of the British par- 
liament, 

don? (don), », [A dial. variant of dan?.] In 
sea-fishing, a buoy used to mark a fishing- 
ground. 

netive ground is discovered a * or buoy, 
in in the ven, with a red ot black flag by day and & 
white globe light close to the surface at night. 

Set, Amer, Sup,, Sept. 20, 1908, p, 25182, 

onaciform —— a. L., Donaz 
(Donaec-) + L, Jorma, form.) Having the form 
of the pelecypod genus, Donar, 
donarium (d6-na’ri-um), n, (NL., appar. in 
allusion to L, donarium, a votive : Bee 
donary.] A supposed new chemical element, 
announced by Bergmann in 1851, shown after- 
ward to be thorium. 

doncella? (don-sel’i), ». [Porto Rican Sp.: 
see damesel,] Either of two trees of the feo 
Byrsonima of the family Malpighiacex, B. spi- 
cata and B. lucida, especially 
vield hard, useful woods, 
mders’ law, See */aw!, 

Dondia (don’di-d), ». [NL. (Adanson, 1763), 
named in honor of Giacomo di Dondi (1294- 
1359), a physician and botanist of Venice.] A 

nus of dicotyledonous plants of the family 
Chen jacer, See Sueda. 

donga (dong’g), ». (8. African.) In South 
Africa, a channel formed by the action of wa- 
ter; a ravine; a gully. 

dongola (don‘g6-lii), mn. [A 
Dongola in Nubia, NEA a, A general 
term for leather made from goatskins or sheep- 
skins with either a bright or a dull finish,— 
Dongola race, See *p. *race. 
dongon (aong-on’). n. [Also dungon ; ¢ Bisayan 
dongon,) Inthe Philippine Islands, a tall tree, 
Tarrictia —— of the family Serculiaccæ. 
with keeled fruit. | 1t yielts logs 50 feet long ant 2 
inches square, Which are ased in the construction of baild- 
ings and bridges and as kevls for vessels. 

2(dé'ni), ». In Guam, a name of several 
cies of Capsicum, especially of varieties of 

Capsicum annum and C, frutescens, 
L., appar. ¢ L, do- 

e former. They 
surette, 

par. named from 

um (d6’ni-um), u. 
num, & ee see donate.) A supposed new 
chemical element, announced by Richardson 
in 1836, but afterward shown to be beryllium. 
donkey, ». 3. In mech., a subsidiary apparatus 
for carrying a weight or load, or coming into 
action to steady and support @ primary elé- 
ment,— 4. A driving-frame or truck acting 
as — on rails, to pull or baul a weight 
or . 



donkey 
The turntable is 70 ft. 1 and is operated by a 10-h 

direct-current motor of the street railway type — ored 4 
an independent traction wheel, the driving combination 
being supported in a pivoted frame, or “dombey,” which 
rests tthe all its wekght upor the turntable track, even 
when the table is tipped by a locomotive. 

Elect. World and Engin,, Feb. 21, 1906, p, SRR 

pall in fembering, a lane donkey-engine which, 
¥ dram and cable, drags logs from the place where ee 

are yardod.-Road donkey, » donkey-engine, mounted 
on a heavy sled, which drmigs lows along a skid-road by 
nites, acable on adrum, It nes * — — for the 

ul- — donkey, « donkey-engine equ Ppedd 
with a | or capstan, instead of a drum, for w ing 
cable, — Yarding 4 , & donkey-engine, moun 
Se ii yarding logs by drum and 
cable, 

“boiler (dung’ ki-boi*lér), nm. 
small boiler, usually upright, employed when 
only a small power is required.—2. Nawt., 
a small boiler which furnishes steam when 
there are no fires in the main boilers. 

donkey-drop (dung‘ki-drop), ». In cricket, a 
ball bowled very slowly, which seems easy to 
hit, [Slang.] 
donkey-party dung’ ki-piir-ti), ». An enter- 
tainment in which the chief amusement is a 

me in which the players attempt to pin, 
lindfolded, a paper tail, in the right place, 

upon the pieture of a tailless donkey. 
donkey’s-eye (dung’ kiz-i), m. 
horse-eye, & sea-bean, Muscuna urens, 
donnée (don-n&’), x. ., & thing given, a 
condition, datum; pp. fem. of donner, give.) 
The motif or fundamental idea of a literary or metal, used to prevent a carriage-door from dul 
dramatic composition. 

Another story, a very good story, . . . arrests atten- 
thon for a reason irrelevant to ite and that is the 
Tesemblance of ita “donnée” to Mr, Kip , ee Pri- 
vate Honor.” X. Y. Times, Sup,, July 30, 1904, 

‘s attack. See *attack, 
(don-zel’ii), m. (It) A damsel; a 

oung lady : as,a ‘beautiful donzella,’ Carlyle. 
doodie-bug (d0“di- ),". 1. The larva of any 
cicindelid beetle. (Southern U. 8.J—2. The 
larva of certain species of the neuropterous 
genus Mf, leon, which build pits in the 
sand for the capture of ants and other insects, 
Called also ant-lion. 

(dig), ». IE. African (Somali).] The 
native name of a tabanid fly, Pangonia tri- 
color, common in Somaliland where t swarms 
on camels and other domestic animals, con- 
age Paige ag blood. Prove, Zool. Soc. Lon- 
don, 1900, L. 9. 

n.— To false a doom |, in Scots law : (6) Tobring 
an action to set aside a decree, 

doom-r: (dim’ring), n. A ring of stones 
within which the primitive Norse courts o! 

ice were held. X. #. D. 
t— door, the door through which tt 

charge is introdu tom fw ih * 
beratory furnace 

Tmace or cupola. In a rever- 
a ng door is at one side; tna 

Diast-farmace or cupola, it is near the top, on a bevel with 
the charging and fuel, aa well as the ore or 
metal to be 

ug Sao while the other is closed. The 
comune! in 

—— Se —— 
danger the Chinese government was about to grant 

werd exclisive control of certain ports 
anit sections of the empire; hence, the ‘open door pony" 
advocated by Great in, the United States, and Japan, 
~~ Underwriters’ door, a so aa to comfort to 
certain requirements of the fre-insurance companies | as, 
a woexten door covered on both sidea and all ea with 
tin-plate carefully soldered. Pelcarhey ae amd 
other similar terms are in use.— Vi door, 1 doar 

fitted with «a door much smaller than iteelf, Ube 
reserved oo either side (and usually above) being 
with glase 

\ (dér‘kam), a. A device for retain- 
ing the window in a earriage-door at any 
height, or for preventing it from rattling. 
loor: n (dor’chin), n. A short chain used 
in fastening a door, usually so that it can be 
opened only a few inches. 
door-check (dér’chek), ». A combined spring 
and —— devies forcontrollingtheclosiug 
of adoor, especially a ear⸗ door. ‘The door when left 
open is sutomutically closed by the spring, the movement 
ne controlled by a which moves in a cylinder 
filled with com: air: the air, first compremed by 
the movement of the door when opened, slowly esonpi 
through o small opening, allows the platen to move, and, 
through svitalle connections, permits the » 
the door gently and without jar or noise. 
of the piston is controtled 
any pressure required. 

door-fastener (dor‘fis*nér), n. Any appliance 
for fastening a door; specifically, a fixture at- 
tached to a door to prevent it from being opened 
beyond the length ofa short chain. When the 
end of the chain is placed in a slot in the fixture it cannot 
be drawn out until the door is closed. Often called door- 
chain, 

Billed 

K to clase 
morement 

valves that may be set at 
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door-grass (dér'gris), ». Same as doorweed. 
door- dle (dér’han’dl), ». Same as door- 
Knob, 
door-holder (dér’hdl’dér), x». A spring-catch 
placed on the floor or wall behind a ear-door 
and designed to catch the door when it is 
opened and hold it open. 

door-key (dér’ké), x. A key for locking and 
unloeking a door. 
door-man (dér’man), ».; pl. doer-men (-men). 
An officer or attendant stationed at a door to 

it, maintain order, ete. ; adoorkeeper, 
-money (dér’mun‘i), x. The money taken 

at the door or entrance to any place of enter- 

Compare gate-money. 
doornboom (dérn‘bém), ». [D, doornbooni, 
‘thorntree.’] In South Africa, athorny mimosa, 
Acacia a, growing as a sbrab or small 
tree, very common along the course of the 

rivers, and very often used for hedges. 
The leaves and is are enten by goats and sleep in times 
of acarcity. Like many other mimosas this e8 farich 
in tannin and yields a gum somewhat like that of 
arabic, but of an amber color, The bark & mach for 
tanning in South Africa. See karoo thern, under thernl, 

door-roller (dér’ré"lér), x. A contrivance for 
making a sliding door ran easily; generally a 

Same as wheel which runs ona rail at the top or the D 
bottom of the door, There are also patented 
antifrietion rollers, 

door-stop, ». 3. A strip of carriage-lace, or 

opening beyond a fixed point. 
door-track (dér’trak), », A rail seeured to a 

lank or joist to receive the rollers of a sliding 
oor. 
— — *8* n. a valve hinged : 
at one and opening to allow sage oO. 
fluid by pressure froma baer: ada —— is 
lifted. Called also a flap- or clack-ralve. Two 
door-valves, back to back, form a butterfly- 
valve, 
doorwa (dir’wil), ». Hie dircd, whence Pali 
dubbd, Hind, dub, E. .] Same as dood. 
dop’ (dop), x. [Cape D. dop,a tin cup in which 
vineyard workers receive, several times a day 
their rations of wine; lit., a shell: see dop 4 
por brandy of a peculiarly fiery type. Also 
called cape amoke. 

The Naval Brigade... went for the bottles like a 
carthoad of bricks, Bleased if they weren't Dep! “ Never 
mind,” says the Naval Brigade, “if the — up to 
Adny — 5** we'll have to issue a double ration ™ 
and he —s0 help me! 

J, Ralph, th War's Brighter Side, p. 170 

mn. 3. In the manufacture of dynamite, to be 
dope, x an —— — agent, the Liquid’ nitr — Bg 

by a 
called the in rs 

and ft may be inert as 
Seine 
4. Opium, 

thetics, [Slang.] 
di book (dép’bak), ». A miscellaneous 
= ——— of racing information, ([Kacing 
slang. 

dope-fiend (dép‘fénd), », A habitual user of 
drugs, such as opium or coeaine. [Slang.] 
dope-sheet (d6p‘shét),», A list of race-horses, 
giving the record of their performances in 
Pier Pn {Racing slang. ] 

d6’pi), a. See *dopy. 
dopolic (d6-pol’ik), a. [do(minantly) + pol 
( yee) + ol(ivine)) +-ic.] In petrog., 
dominantly polic. Used in the quantitative clamsifi- 
cation (see #reckl), to describe divisions of igneous rocks 
th which polic minerals (normative pyroxene, olivin, aker- 
manite) are dominant over mitic minerals (magnetite, 

imenite, titanite) within the limita -< 324 
(d6-po-tas’ik), a. [do(minantly) + 

tassic.} In petrog., dominantly potassic, 
Tsed in the quantitative classification (see #rook!), to de 

scribe divisions of igneous rocks in which potash is dom- 
inant over soda in the salic minenils (normative feldspar 

and feldspathotds) within the limits —— 424 

Doridiidæ 
doppel-fléte (dop“l-flé’te), ». [G., ‘double 
few} In organ-building, a stop of the flute 
elass, the pipes of which have two mouths, 
iving a liarly sonorous tone. 

doppio (dop’pid), do (dop’pil), a. [It., 
masc. and fem., ¢ L, duplus, d , double: see 
double.) In music, double: as doppio mori- 
mento, doppio tempo, double movement, double 
time (twiee as fast); doppio calore, double 
valne (twice as slow), ale doppio, with two 
poe for the pedals; lira doppia, a double or 
a lyre : as so for other appear ret } 
oppione (do;j-pid’ne), . t.: see donbloon. 
* gold pe Louis ‘suf of France, during 

1. A tainment where an entrance-fee is charged. his oceupation of the Milanese (1500-12).— 2, 
A gold coin of 10 seudi, struck by the Duke of 
Savoy in 1641, during the siege of Coni. 
Dopplerization (dop’lér-i-za’shon), ». The 
application of Doppler's principle that from a 
source of waves, approaching or approachec, 
the waves reach the receiver in greater num- 
ber than when the source and receiver are rel- 
atively at rest, and vice versa. See Doppler’s 
* principle. 
zee poltesumse is 555*8 the ovate re 

Doppleri w e le 

— oe Nature, Ton Too, p oe 

ppler's effect, principle. See *effect, *prin- 
cip 

dopy (d6’pi), a. [Also d ; < dope + 9.) 
Bap a if’ under the influence of some drug; 

; heavy. Also dopey. ([Slang.] 
Th said to be “dopey” ; th arkedl 

prestrched. indiiorent bn their ie | and —* 
only to be heft and 

Buck, Med. Handbook, V1. 684. 

corte (dé-pi’rik), a. [do(minantly) + ner 
(¢ pyr(orene)) + -ic.] In petrog., dominantly 

E. Used in the quantitative classification (see #rock]), 
PY iescribe divisions of igneous rocks in which normative 
pyroxene is dominant over normative olivin and 

manite, within the limits > <3 > 4. 
doquaric (d6-qua’rik), a. [do(minantiy) + qua- 
rie (< quar(tz) + -ic).) In petrog., dominantly 
quarie. Used in the quantitative classification (see 

1), to describe divisions of igneous rocks in which 
normative quartz ls dominant over normative feldspar, 

within the limits & <> 4. Orders of classes I, 11, TIL. 

dor’ (dér), ». (Gr. dépv,a shaft, a spear: see 
tree.] In the nomenclature of the spicular 
elements of sponges, a monaxial lance-shaped 
or curved rod, one end of whieh is sharply 
pointed while the other has a two- or three- 
edged blade, 

Dor. An abbreviation of Doric. 
dorab (d6’rab), ». A fish, Chirocentrus dorab, 
of the family Chirocentride, which ranges from 
the Red Sea to the Malay Archipelago. 

a har hy xn. [Sp., dim. of 
dorada, gilded.) 1. In Spain, the rustyback, 
or stone-fern, Ceterach Ceterach, formerly con- 
sidered a valuable remedy for diseases of the 
apleen, See *Ceterach, 2—2. In Mexico, a 
name of several species of Sclaginella, also 
called flor de piedra, or stone-flower, which 

won the bare, stony sides of cafions. The 
wa of these plants roll up when dry so aa to form a 

hall, and remain dormant until rain falls, The dried 
—— are offered for gale in the markets of San Luis 
‘otost und other Mexican cities, and are used as remedies 

for diseases of the liver and for other maladies See 
reeurrection-plant (6) 

Doratonotus (dor’a-té-n6’tus), mn. [NL., ¢ (fT) 
*doratus (< Sp. dorado), wy + Gr. varoc, 
back.) A genus of small bright green labroid 
fishes found in the West Indies. 
is the common species. 

Dorcas zociety (aér' kas s0-si’e-ti), A society 
of women of a church whose work it 1s to pro- 
vide clothing for the poor: so called in allusion 
to Doreas, a disciple at Joppa who was ** full 
of good works and almsdeeds whieh she did” 
(Acts ix. 36), including the making of * coats 
and garments” (ix. $Y). 

dorcastry (dér’kas-tri), #.; pl. dorcastries 
(-triz). [lrreg. ¢ Dorcas + -t-ry.] Same as 
* Dorcas society. 
Dordonian (dér-l6'ni-an), #. [F. Dordogne, a 
river (a conflux of the rivers Dor and Dogne) 
and a department of southwest France.) In 
geol., a division or substage of the uppermost 
Cretaceous in France. 
Doridiide ((6-ri-di’i-dé), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Dori- 
dium * -idw.) <A tamily of tectibranchiate 
gastropods, having the shell completely inter- 
nal, the mantle with 2 posterior lobes and a 
caudal filament, and the epipodia reflected, 
It contains the single genus Doridium., 

D, megalepie 



doridioid 
—9 (dé-rid’i-old), a. Of or pertaining 

e . 

Doridioides (d6-rid-i-oid’§-§), ». pl. (NL., < 
Doridium + +] A group of nudibranchi- 

S. The liver fa unbranched ; the anus 
dorsal, if 

the — Polycerida, Diridida, P' 7 
ae, re 

um (dé-rid’i-um), ». [NL.; formation 
uncertain; appar. dim. of Gr. dépv, tree, shaft, 

n ee ee ee us of the family 

Dorm penny. 
, a, %, In bot., not activeor wing. 

dormant be perme ; be 
specially stimulated,—Dor- 

mant mine, scale, See *mine?, wecale?.Dormant 
state, the inactive state of a it or organ, as in 
winter or a protracted dry season. 

dormenuse (dér-méz’), n, [F., fem. of dormewr, 
sleeper, ¢ dormir, sleep.] A coach designed 
to convey invalids. It had a curtatned coach-top and 
wna fitted with a oot so that the passenger could 
either sit up or recline. 
Dormitator (dér-mi-té’tor), ». [NL., <¢ L. 
dormitator, aleeper.) A genus of gobies found 

Dorvattator macwlates, 

(Prom Balletin ax. U. S. Nat. Maseum.) 

in the streams of the West Indies and Mexico, 
characterized by the robust body and small 
seales. D. maculatus, the common species, 
been found as far north as the Carolinas. 

(dér’ mi), a. [dorm + -y!,] In golf. noting 
the condition of a player when he is as many 
holes ahead of his opponent as there remain 
holes to be eye, 

a. 8, In phonol., pronounced with the 
back or middle upper eof the tongue 
ruised to the palate.—4, In bot., relating to 

te hae cece ee bet 8) ber cup, eye, 5 
dorsalis (dér-sa’ 
(NL.: see dorsal.) A blood-vessel or nerve 
which supplies the dorsum of any part: as, 
dorsalis lingua, an artery in the dorsum of the 
tongue. 
d'Orsay dor-si’), n. [Named after Count 
@ Orsay (?).] Acoupé or brougham, suspended 

has 

Modern d'Orsay. 

upon four elliptic and four C-springs, and 
formerly pe a —— seat, the horses 
being guide postilions. 
D'Orsay bit. Bde *bitl, 
dorse!,. 3. The back of a book or of afolded 
document. 
dorsibranch (dér‘si-brangk), ». An animal 
having gills nponthe back, as certain annelids, 

dorsicolous (dér-sik ‘6-lus), a. [L. dorswm, 
back, + colere, inhabit) Inhabiting the back 
of another organism. . 
orsiferous, «4. 2. In bot., borne on the back, 

. dorsum, buck, 
as the sori of most ferns. 

dorsifiex (dir’si-tleks), v. #, 
+ flerus, Pp. of jflectere, bend.) To bend to- 
ward the dorsum: noting movement of the 
foot. Buck, Med. Handbook, IV, 223. 

dorsiflexion (dér-si-flek’shon), ». [L. dor- 
sum, back, + io(n-), bending.} Movement 
toward the dorsum, as in approximation of 
the toes to the anterior surface of the leg. 
Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), ser. B., 
1893, p. 48. 

dorso-anterior (dér‘s0-an-té’ri-or), a. Having 
the back directed anteriorly: noting the posi- 

dorsocentral 
dorsum, back, + centrum, center, + -al!.) I, 

lis), n.; pl. doreales (-léx). 4 
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ont a‘child during birth, in relation to the 
mother. 
dorsocaudad (dér-si-kA’dad), adr. On the 
dorsal surface and the anal half of the body. 
There isa pair of well-dev 

arising from caudal margin, extending dorsocay- 

404s Dee Agr., Div. Entom., Techn. Ser, & 1900, p, 20, 

(dér-s}-sen’tral), a. and n. [L. 

a. Being toward the back and central. 
II. ». The undermost plate in the calyx of 

the Crinoidea, usually obseured in the adult 
condition of stalked forms, but exposed in the 
stalklesa — Uintacrinus, and seen also in 
the —— stages be — Antedon: by 
some suthors as the to t ent 
of the stalk. ‘ave termed — hel 

(ddr’s$-se-fal’ik), a. — 
to the back and head collectively; situa' 
on the back, or dorsal on, near the head. 

(dér-sd-né'zal),a, Relating tothe 
bridge of the nose. 

dorsonuchal (dér-sé-nii’kal), a. Relating to 
the back foital ca neck. b-sip’l-tal) Det 

(dér’s6-0) ‘i-tal), a. at- 
ane to the back in we head and 8 oar On 
orsoposteriad té’ri-ad), ado, 
the back and be! ind — th 

( * * ri-or 1 a e 
dorsum, back, + —— — Inobstet., 
descriptive of the position of the child during 
birth, when its back is directed toward the 
back of the mother. 

dorsoradial (dér-s6-ra‘di-al). a. [L. dorsum 
back, + E. radial.) Relating to the radial 
(outer) side of the back of the forearm, wrist, 
hand, or fingers. 

(dér-s6-skap’i-liir), a. [L. dor- 
sum, back, + scapula, seapula.) Relating to 
the posterior surface of the scapula. 

(dér-s0-ul’niir), @. Relating to 
the ulnar (inner) side of the back of the fore- 
arm, wrist, hand, or fingers. 

dorsoventrad (dér-s6-ven’trad), adv. From 
the back toward the ventral side. 
dorsoventrality (dér’sé-ven-tral’i-ti), n, The 
condition or quality of being dorsoventrai. 

n., 2. (6) In the ammonite cephalo- 
s, the inner or umbilical margin of the 

conch.—4, In bot: (a) Same as back}, 3 (h), 
(b) The convex side of the girdle of a diatom. 

presentative of Zeus faber, 
e European 'John-dory.’ [New Zealand.) (¢) A broad= 

bodied, rough-scaled, bass-like tish, Histiopterus reow 
rostris. 

Dorycrinus (do-ri-kri‘nus), ». (Gr. ddpv, a tree 
+ xpivor, a lily (see 25 ys nus of 
camerate Crinoidea from the Devonian and 
Carboniferous rocks havinga corrugated calyx, 
thick calyx plates, and strongly elevated teg- 
men. 
Doryichthys (dé-ri-ik’this), n. + & dépv, 
spear, + ixtiy, fish.) A genus of pigetobee 
of the family Synqnathide, found mainly in 
the Pacific. They sometimes ascend rivers. 

I, x. A member dorylid (dor’i-lid), ». and a. 
of the hymenopterous family Dorylidw, 
I, «a. Of or belonging to the Dorylidx. 

dorylo; (d6-ri-lof‘i-lus), a. [NL. Dory- 
lus + Gr, dAziv, love.) Fond of the Dorylida: 
said of the guest-insects which inhabit the 
nests of ants of that family. 
There are guests of the “indifferent t "eg. Myrne- 

donia, which retain more or lesa of the form of their non- 
dorytophilous * relatives, and are comnected by inciptent 
. half-way transformations with one or other of the 

Ing types. 
Jour Roy. Micros. Soc., April, 108, p. 173. 

doryp! (dé-rif’o-ri), ». (Gr. doprgepia, a 
guard, ¢ dopredpog, one of a guard, lit. a spear- 
man, spear-bearer, ¢ dépv, spear, + ofpev, 
bear.) In astrol., a guard of planets attend- 
ing the sun and moon, 

terus (d6-rip’te-rus), mn. [NL.,<¢ Gr. dopy, 
a shaft, a tree, + srepév, wing (fin).] A seale- 
leas ganoid fish from the Permian rocks of 
Germany, having an unossified skeleton and a 
very high dorsal fin. 

dos (dis), x. [he dis (dét-), dower: see dower, 
dotal.] In cietl law; (a) Property brought to 
a husband by his wife, upon marriage. See 
oer — {b) A common-law dower. 

" 

dosalane (dé-sa-lan’), n. [do(minantly) + sal 
(¢ s(ilied) + al(umina) ) + -ane, the termination 

brownish-oolored sete 

Dothideales 
of the names of classes,] In petrog., the name 
of the second elass of igneous rocks in the 
quantitative classification. (See *rock.) Rocks 

this class have a jerance of salle minerals (nor- 
mative quartz, fel or —— — femie 
normative ferromagnesian) minerals wi the limite 

ata ba They include many grunites, diorites, gab- 

nites, and nepheliie-ayention, with thelr ephantite broa, ye 
equivalen 

dosalic (dé-sal’'ik), a. [do(minantly) + sal 
< silica) + al(umina)) + -ic.] In petrog., 
ominantly salic. Used in the quantitative classif- 

cation (see todeacribe that division of rocks 
in which the salle minerals (normative quarts, feldspara, 
feldspathoids) are over the femic (normative 

ferromagnesian) minerals within the limits 

This is class IT, dosalane 
medicine which » *.—Practional doses, doses of 

are below the normal amount but are given at shorter In- 
tervals than are customary, 

dose, vr. t. 4, To divide into proper quantities 
for a dose; caleulate the amount of (a drug) 
that should be prescribed for a dose. 

In other worda, we cannot exactly doer the application. 
Great as ts the dittenlty in doring an aay exposure, it bs 
vastly greater when we undertake to utilize the radio- 
active substances that at t are furnished commer- 
clally. Med. Record, March 7, 1906, p. 385. 

dosimetric (dé-si-met’rik), a. [dosimetr-y + 
-ic.) Of or pertaining to dosimetry. 

(d6/si-mé-trish’an), m. [dosi- 
metric + -ian.) One who practises dosimetry. 
For, as we have seen, the vulgar, called upon to choose 
between the mattold and the man of genius, never hesi- 
tate to sacrifice the latter. Even at the present day, 

practitioners who take the dosimetricians seriously, 
laogh at homes ‘y. 

Cc (trans), The Man of Genias, p. 221. 

(d6-sim‘e-trist), =. (dosimetr-y 
rie as *dosimetrician, ew 

$-sim‘¢-tri), m. [Gr. déac, dose, 
+ -uetpia, § ubtpov, & Ta 1. The aceu- 
rate measurement of the doses of medicines. 
— 2. A system of therapeutics in which treat- 
ment is directed chiefly toward the symptoms 
and consists in the administration of alkaloids 
in the form of granules at definite intervals, 
each nule containing a single dose of the 
remedy of proper amount for administration 
at the preseribed interval, 

dosodic (dé-s6’dik), a. [do oom + sodic.] 
In petrog,, in the quantitative system of clas- 
sification (see *rock!), dominantly sodic: said 
of divisions of rock mas in which the ratio 

wal 
fem © b> 

+ «ist, 

of the soda to the is greater than 5 to 
and less than 7 to 1. 

dosootes (d6-iité), m. [Also dosooty; < Hind. 
dosiiti, dusiiti (also dosittd), ¢ do, du, two, + 

ree SHt, a thread (see sutra, sewl).] In India, a 
kind of cheap cotton cloth woven with threadg 
doubled. Yule. 

dossier (dos-ii’), n. [F., < dos, back.] A bun- 
dle of writings or documents relating to some 
one matter or subject, inclosed in a wrapper 
and briefed on the back; the ‘papers in the 
cuse.’—The secret dossier, certain 
in the trial of Cuj France 
in 18M, were iegally and secretly presented as evidence 

tnat him. Theee documents were said to have been 
vn to the jury at a time when the court was pot in 

session, and largely upon the strength of this evidence 
Dreyfus was convicted. 

dot, mn. 1. () In bet. : (1) One of the small, usually 
circular and pellueld off receptacles in certain leaves, a 
of H vm, (2) A pit ina cell-wall, 
2. In projective geom., one of the system of a 
coplanar points which determine a palystigm, 

1 h dot interseet (n-1 nectors, through 
the remaining (a1) yo aa —— going 
Merriman ond Woodward, Higher Mathematica, p. 75, 

in ratstoal notat dot], 1 — 
ay ey precise — with punctasiity ont 

ularity: as, to begin work on the det. 

(dot’ed), ¥ a, 1, Marked with a dot 
or dots; spotted: as, a dotted pattern, the 
dotted i,—2, Consisting of dots, as, a dotted 
line.—Dotted bar. See #barl, 

Dotal pro . See *property. 
dota (do-ta’shon-al), @. ([dotation + 
-,] Having the nature of a gift for the 
good of others; altruistic. [Rare.] 

Natural selection thas becomes altruistic or dofa- 
tional. J, A, Ryder, Biol. Lectures, 1805, p. 34, 

dote* (dot), ». Decay or rot in timber. [Lum- 
bermen's term. ] 

eaceous (d6-thid-¢-a’sbius), a. Belong- 
ing to the Dothideaces, a family of fungi. 

deales (d0-thid-a-a’léz), n. pl. "ENL., < 
Dothidea + -ales.)] Enceetr eps centnreuens 
fungi, containing the single ily Dothidea 
cex, and having the same general characters 
Seo Dothideacea, 



dotilic 
dotilic (dé - til’ — ees ack 
— + il{menite)) + -ic.]) In petrog., 
dominantly tilic. —— 

Sick tite minerals (normative titani! 
dominant over hemic minerals 

hematite) within the limite <j > 4. 
dotriacontane (dot-ri-s-kon’tén), n. Same as 
*dotricontane, 

—— h —— tat * ot colores e ne 6 me- 
ries, propaned the action of sodium 

—* a cetyliodide and contained in 
eg eum. It melts at 70.5° C., and boils at 
10° under 15 millimeters pressure: also 
—— dotrigcontane and dicetyl, 

In naval use, an apparatus used 
to —— —— to aim accurately at a tar- 

it. The apy —— 4 minister close to Cor emeeaee 1 
the rolling of motion to Gey the 

pointer follows 

pe 
dotty! pe be don + -y) Havin, dots; 

— Taal oat le rs Ts phy low, 
dotty — — E. L. Stevenson. 
dotty? (dot’i), a. [Dial. var. of doty.] 1. Of 
— oaks feeble and tott as from 

s8 or lameness: as, to be a ttle dott 
* a ae feet.— 2, Feeble-minded; silly. (Cok. te 

5 (dot’wérk), n. Dot-painting. See 
*pointilliem. 

douanier (dwiin- ya’), be Chis: < douane 
A ——— tom-house: see 

officer. 

— the * wih * peated rene denote numbers 
enote lines, and not 

merely the to In daubie aipebra dente nen, 
‘organ, Trig. and Double Algebra, p. LIT. 

Double ax, « pictogruphic and 
——— common in the 
Prehistoric remains of the Le- 
vant. Itisfound tn Hittite se 

Double Aa, 

‘A. J. Beans, in Smithsonian Rep., 1001, p. 436. 
counter- 

De ieee 
a ——— see, under 58 

—— —— — 
tranaf Hew intl, & homet: 

or trill, See 
See sharp, 

, Fuapenmon, b, 

II. ». 14. In printing: (6) Same as mackle, 
—16, In lawn-tennis, two successive faults in 
serving.—17. In base-ball, a play in which a 
fielder, either alone or with assistance, puts 
out two runners before the ball is returned to 
the pitcher for delivery.— 18, In astron., two 
stars which seem one to the unaided eye, but 
which are seen separated through the tele- 
BCOPO. Optical probably very rare, are com- 

ot tere chess pert inline with the abwerver one of 
ern far pond er, each hav! own proper 

—8R are ac \y near pane 
; also, and 
dowble or 

binnu — ha ep ey at 
rated by the tel but of which the duplicity is shown 
R the — Sot ling or shifting of Mines — 

—— not so bear as te —— —— then; a» 

but nt mar rere lect mrp 
19. pi. Sheet-iron —— from 0,020 to 0,035 of 
an inch thick, which are ready for tinning. The 
term ts also applied to plates which have already received 
an extra thick of tin and whieh have, idea, been 
hammered to make the tin adhere more firmly te the trom. 

two stramds of yarn twisted to- 
tr; a two-ply thread. 

— v. trans, 8. In the manufacture of 
spirituous liquors, to distil a second time (the 
low wines or weak spirit obtained in the first dow 
distillation), thus producing a liquid of in- 
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creased alcoholic —— Sadtler, Hand- 
book of Indust. Chem., 225.— 9. in ship- 

ny ar 

ou 

I. 5 6, Milit., to move with the dou- 
ble-quick step. 

doublure 
this necessitates only two rows of rivets, while for butt 

ts tue rows are weeded on each aide of the butt, mak- 
four rows in all. 

double-spar — he Same as doubly 

double-standard ———— a. That 
stered in two classes: applied to 

eae. us the double-standard polled rth 
may be registered as shorthorns or as 

em ral Durhame. 
a double-suspension (dub‘l-sus-pen‘shgn), bel 

— ——— te Het ay oud Having a = pear and the the body suspen a 
along — aw. >a upon ————— and Bea ae rings en es leather 

7. In printing: Qi, In type-setting, to re said of a —— 
words or lines through negligence. (6) In dou * 2 ae) In billiards, the doubling of a ball- 
—— to make a second impression over 

® first.— 8. In billiards, to cause an object- 
ball, almost invariably the first, to go to and 
return from a cushion, either for pocke 
for caroming.—9, In In base-ball, to put out two 
men on one play. See *double, n., 17, 

bowed (dub‘l-boud), a. Naut., said of 
a veasel in which both ends are alike, so that 
it is able to move in one direction or its oppo- 
site with ome facility without turning, as a 
—— —* Ate, Manual of Naval Areh., p. 

— eft ea 1-kli), x, The unicorn- 
lant. 

double-cropping — l-krop‘ing), ». The 
raising alten two or more crops on the same land 
in oneseason. Thisis accomplished by means 
of —— crops and succession eropa (see 

{dub’ld), p. a. 1, Made double; du- 
= In music, reinforced by its oc- 
tave: said of a tone in a melody ora chord.— 
Doubled pawn, rook. Seo to double pawna, to 

— le vie pane eas n. A multiple 
posed of two in Per. 

* —* —— —— 
be pd.) ——— common —*— 

doub le-ender, n. A locomotive heviog 
either a truck ora pilot at each end: intend 
to haul trains in either direction without being 
turned.—4. A double-pointed file. 

double entente (dié*bi on-tont’). [F., ‘double 
Pex mes ") oot ne ‘ (4. ao 

le-ganger (dub‘I-gang*ér), n. p~ 
pelgdnger.) The apparition of a livin T- 
a ggg be pai 0 — 

H Either you are eh eS ee 

double-geared a (dub‘l-gérd), p.a. Having two 
changes of th y means of gears, as in 
the back-gears ofa Inthe. | This term rm le applicable 
only to the — of gear reductions, and te the 
amount of = in the act AL dd which —— on 
the bled of 

e-header, n. 2, In —— — a place 
— which it is possible to haul a i1I load to 
the landing, and where partial loads are topped 
out or finished to the full ETT heuling capacity of 
teams, 

double-jacketed (dub’l-jak’et-ed), p. a. Fitted 
with two walls. The cavity between the walla may be 
filled with steam while the outer layer is covered with a 
non-conducting covering, or * double jacket may be of 
two layers of poor conductors of heat. 

They are fitted with a strong bottom hoop and bands 
round the aides, and can be Youtie-jacketet for steam- 
heating if required, Buneye, Brit,, XXVUL 38, 

double-leaf (dub‘l-léf),n, Any plant of the 
genus Ophrys. Also called twayblade (which 

doubie-lop (dub’Llop), a. Having the ears 
bent — downward: said of a rabbit. 

. hang down by the side of the head like a 
—— md rabbit. Encye, Brit., X. 700, 

double-o (dub’l-o-pozd"), a. In mach., 
composed of two s which are opposed to 
each other either in position or in action. A 
double engine ts one having two cylinders whieh 
are placed on opposite sides of the shaft and henee tend 
to balance each other when running. 

double-ply (dub‘l-pli), a. Made up of two 
layers or thicknesses; said of manufactured 
articles, such as hose or rubber belting, in 
which layers of canvas alternate with layers of 
rubber fabric. In double-ply hose there are 
two layers of canvas andthree layers of vabbet. 

double- (dub’l-pér'ted), a. Having two 
ports whieh open simultaneously so as to give 
a large opening with small motion: said of 
engine-valves, 

e-riveted (dub'l-riv’et-ed), a. Having 
two rows of rivets in each joint. in lap-riveting 

F In organ a two-feet ** or fif- 
teenth. See —— 

of 

that it covers a comparatively large fleld. 

double-thong (dub’l-théng),*.¢. To strike or 
lash with the doubled thong of a whip: as, to 
double-thong the off-wheeler, in driving, 

double-threaded (dub‘I-thred‘ed), a. 1. Hav- 
ing or sewing with two thre as a sewi 
machine having both needle shuttle, — 
Having two — which start at points 
180 de part and have each twice the 
poe which Poses from m from the 
tip of one thread to the tip of the next lel 
tothe axis. Double-threaded screws give very 
rapid motion to the nut. 

doubleton dub’‘!-ton), ». -ton, as in 
double — In whist’ sae riage, 6 a two-card 

double-tongue, ». 2, A kind of dwarf butch- 
ers-broom, Ruscus Hypoglossum, of southern 
urope: so called from the appearance of the 

cladodes. See Ruscus. 
double-tooth (dub‘l-tith), ». The nodding 
bur-marigold or water-agrimony, Bidens cernua, 
Ps x amd the ae — — = 

touch, » n organ-building, an ad- 
ustment of the —— action by which dif- 
erent effects are produced when the keys are 
depressed partially or br nang as to permit 
of a decided differentiation between simulta- 
neous tones. 9. 

Bay (a) Im shkip-treilding, a second thick- 

iy pet of tek oo he exer veasel. 

7. (a) In tertile-manuf., any process of com- 
bining two (or more) civers and drawing them 
into a single sliver of smaller size than any of 
the separate ones, for the ——— of making 
more uniform roving. (b) In weaving, the pro- 
cess of winding two threads or rovings upon a 

l or bobbin.—8, In biol., same as redu- 
tion: said of the chromosomes and centro- 

— of the cell when they inns fission.— 
. In bridge, the act of doubling the value of 
he trick points after the dealer's ide has de- 
clared, See *bridge?,— 10. In the uction of 
metallic antimony from its ore, the remelting 
of the singles, or lumps of erude meetal first ob- 
tained, and the mixing, in due proportion, of 
those containing surp us iron and those con- 
taining unse ted sulphur, The product of 
this seeond fusion is called bowl-metal because 
poured out into and solidified in a bowl of 
cast-iron.— 11, In bookbinding, the thickenin 
of the covers of a book by the addition of thie 
paper or thin boards. in balk, tn Sit- 
fords and some kinike of am ost ponietag bz 
i — the object-' to a cushion, 

— within the — 

doubling frame of a —*5 sp —— for the X 
together of two or more 

doublure (dub-lir’),n. ([F. dowbiure, a lining, 
< doubler, double, v.) 1. The ornamental lin- 
ing.on the inner covers of » sumptuous book, 
The simpler — are of silk, velvet, or bro- 
cade, J hly decorated books have linings of 
thin leather, with borders or cente 
hand-tooled in gold. See cut on page 

Ove of Edward's books, however, has EF ee 
eee instance in an English book of a decorated 

the naane be which we anderatand the —— side of the 
boards of a 

C, Davenport, in Portfolio, N. &, XXX. 2a. 

2. In paleon., the reflexed inferior margin 
of the carapace in the Trilobita, —— no- 
ticeable on the cephalon and pygi 

a 



Doubjure of Prayer-book of Edward V1. 

douche (dish), r. ¢. [douche, n.] To apply a 
douche to. 
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douzain (di-zan’), ». [F.: see * 
stanza of twelve lines. —2, AFrench p 
billon coin, the twelfth of the frane d'argent 
under the Valois kings and the twelfth of the 
silver éeu d’argent under Louis XIII, and his 
successors, 

douzaine (di-zin’), ». [F.: see dozen.] Anad- 
ministrative council of twelve elected men. 
[Channel Islands. } 

douzainier, douzenier (dé-ziin-yér’), ». [F., 
< douzaine.]) A member of a body of an 
administrative couneil of twelve. ichannel 
Islands, } 

Dove of Noah, Cofuma Noacht, a small modern constel- 
lation south of Lepus and close to the feet of Canis 
Major.— Sealed dove, scaly dove. See scale- 

dove- (duy’pet‘rel), #. Any of the small 
petrels of the genus Prion, especially the type 

pcies J, turfur, common in southern seas. 
he name was suggested by the size and color 

of the bird. 
dove-pox (duv’poks),#. An infections disease 
of oves identical with pigeon-pox., See 

p ‘pigeon-por. 
dover” adhd n. A clasp-knife of a kind 
originally made by a cutler named Dover. 
Australia.) 

law of the rotation of the winds, 

duce. 

ives 
doucin (di-suih’). nn. (F.) A variety of dwarf See *windl, 
apple ive on which other kinds are grafted do 
or udded when it is desired to secure a tree of 
small stature. Dwarf applo-trees are usually regarded 
as of two general types or tribes, the lise and the 
dowein. he paradise fe the smaller of the two; the dou. 
cin Is used when a tree of intermediate stature is desired, 
Dwart apple stocks ure propagated by layers ; any vartoty 
of apple can be om them. 

do rn. 4. 

upon both alovholic and lactic-acid fermentation. 
dough-bag (do’bag), n. A money-bag, espe- 
cistly one full of money for corrupt purposes; 
a corruption fund, (Slang, U.S. 

h-belly (d6’bel*i), ». The steel-back 
chub, Campostoma anomalum, (Indiana). See 
cut, under ag: gree (Local, U, 8. 

dough: boy, ». . Aninfantry soldier, (Colloq, 

dough-day (d6’da),», A day shortly before 
an election, on which the ‘dough,’ or money, 
for use (chiefly in purchasing votes) in the 
election is distributed to the ‘workers’ of a 
arty. (Slang, U. 8.] 

-divider (dé‘di-vi‘dér), ». A machine 
for cutting dough; a doughing-machine 
(which oak There are two sizes made : one for cut- 
ting the dough into thirty pieces, used for making rofl, 
biscuits, ete. ; the other for cutting It into fifteen pieces, 
used for bread-loaves, 

dough-head (do’hed), n, 
id fellow; a fool. 

ren. 

(do’mél'dér), m, 
for rolling and molding dough to prepare it to 

—— *— S’tr6f), =. A long box med jough- (do’t + ong box made 
of wood oriron, about 2 feet wide, 14 deep, and 
from 8 to 12 long, in whieh dough is mixed by 
hand and left to prove or rise, It is also used 
to receive dough from the doughing-machine, 

douglasite (dug’las-it), n. oan, near 
Stassfurt, + -fe2.) <A hydrated chlorid of 
—— and ferrous iron found at Stassfurt, 
ermany, 

Douglas's fold, ligament, orline, See *fold), 
Do ‘s fossa, Same as rectovaginal pouch 
(which see, under pouch). 
Doukhobor (dé’k6-bér), ». See Dukhobortsi, 
douma, ». See *dunea. 
douping (dou’ping), ». [*doup, v. (< doup, n.) 
-ingl.] In weaving gauze or leno fabries, the 
arrangement of the doup-threads in the heddles 
and reed for croasing or twisting about others. 
douping-warp (dou’ping-warp), 1, 
*ichip-thread. 

doup-thread (doup’thred), a. In seeving, a 
thread having a doup or loop at the end. 

dourine (di-rén’), ». [Origin not ascertained.] 
A disease of horses, affecting chiefly the geni- 
tals and hind legs, thought to be due to the 
preseuce of a protozoan parasite, Trypanosoma 
equiperdum. 

dourra (dé‘ri), n. See durra. 
dou — Simplified spellings of dowbt, 
doubtful. 

—*5 n, 2. pl. Two irons, one with a 
flange, the other with a recess, cut to a taper: 
used to hold earriage-doors in position. 

dovetail-fish (duv’tal-tish}, n, A fish, Abudef- 
dul taurus, of the family Pomacentride: found 
on the coast of Barbados. 

dove -machine (duv’tal-ing-ma-shén’), 
a. A machine for making the recesses which 
are to receive a dovetail-shaped tenon. The 
stock is cut away a mpidly revolving cutter-head of 
the desired section, fed in net the end of the piece to 
be jointed and regulated for depth and for distance apart 
by came and feed-devices, The tenons can be similarly 
cut, and will be standard and duplicates of each other. 

dove-tick (duv’tik),», A cosmopolitan tick 
Argas reflerus, which inhabits dove-cotes an 

.Sueks blood for nourishment, but which is 
capable of living for at least two years without 
food. Also ealled pigeon-tick. 
dove-weed (duv’wéd), n. The spotted spurge 
or wmilk-purslane, Luphorbia maculata: 80 
named because its seed-capaules are a favorite 
food of the ground-dove. Also called spotted 
eyebright. [West Indies.] 

dove-w e(duv’hwis‘l),s. A light whistle 
single or compound, attached to pigeons and 
sounded by their flight against the wind. It is 
= in China and other countries of eastern 

in. 

dowdyism (dou‘di-ixm), ». he quality of 
being dowdy in dress or appeurance ; lack of 
smartness or ‘style’ in dress. 

machine @0wel-mill (dou’el-mil), x. A hollow cutter, 5.5. 
which cuts on the inner face, used for making 
dowels, 
dowel-plate (dou’el-plat), ». An iron plate 
punetured with round holes, used for making 
dowels by driving the wood through the holes. 

dowel-strip (dou’el-strip), n. 1, A piece of 
stock from which round dowels are made,—2, 
A strip intended to receive dowel-pins and 
form # joint. 

Dower by custom, in common faw, the dower to whieh a 
widow heeame entitled by reason of some local or partic. 
lar cistom.— de la plus in conmon far, 
the process by which a widow was required to re-indow her. 
self ont of the lands held by her as guardian in socuge, in 
order to release from dower the hands of her husband held 
in chivalry, This could be required by the guardian in 
chivalry when sued by the widow for dower. It was 
abolished with military tenures, of which it was an {ned- 
dent. Dower ox assensu in covrmion ler, the 
kame as dower ad ostium eccleiae (which see, under 
diwer2, 2), except that the property endowed belonged to 
the husband's father and was given by his consent. 

dowlas, ». 2, In modern use, a coarse cotton 

— — 
own?, adr.— down, in f, ome hole down, or 
one hole by whic whe Player is cae his pa 

down®, I, a. 4. In stud poker, said of the first 
eand, which is dealt face down. 

II. ». 2. In dominoes, the first stone laid on 
the table—3, A serimmage in foot-ball. 
When a player is held so that he can no 
longer advance the ball, he cries ‘down,’ and 
the ball is then placed on that spot for a 
serimmage.—4, A grudge or prejudice 

1A 
ated or 

draft 
(against); a hostile attitude: usually with on 
or upon: a8, to have a private down on one; 
the diggers had a down on made dishes. [Aus- 

down’, ".—Vegetable down. Same as *#bombaz 
down-bow (doun’bd), 1. In violin-playing, a 
stroke of the bow downward, —— with 
the nut: opposed to *up-bow.—Down-bow 
in violin —— a - — to use a down-bow, usually — or =. 

downcast, 1. In ship-building., a duet or 
trunk with a cowl or hood at its upper end, 
arranged to drive air down into the interior of 
a vessel, . 
downcomer (doun’kum‘ér), ». 1. Any tube 
or for leading solids or fluids down- 
ward.—2. A downtake.—3. The deseendi 
element of a sectional boiler, through whie 
the cooler or heavier water descends in the 

ess of circulation.—4, In « blast-furnace 
or smelting iron from the ore, a large pipe 
which takes combustible gas from the top of 
the furnace-shaft and brings it down to boil- 
ers, stoves, engines, ote., in which it is burned 
as a source of heat. 

n. II. a. Pertaining toa current 
of air or gas which flows downward: used in 
connection with furnaces. In down-draft farnaces 
the current of air is admitted on top of the grate and 

down fh it. 
down-faulted (doun’fal’ted), a. Depressed 
by faulting to a relatively lower levei. 

Tt was shown that the coals occur in a down-fanited 
of coal measure beds surrounded by Pocous strata. 

Science, March 1h, 1001, p 420 

down-grade (doun’prad), », and a. I, n. 
downward sloping rtion of road or rail- 
way; hence, ratively, a downward moral 
course, 

II, a. Sloping downward; hence, relating 
to a downward moral course. 

(doun‘mést), adv. anda. Farthest 
down: opposed to upmost or uppermost, 
They affected to champion the cause of the “dovenmest 

" New York Independent, June 14, 1000, p. 1440, 

t, a. ID. », One of the lower quali- 
ties or sorts of a fleece of wool. Hannan, 
Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 191. 
down n. saage or tube leadin, 
down through which « material, as coal, 
ore, ote., is poured into hoppers or carts. 
down-thrust (doun’thrust), a. Pertaining to 
or resulting from a downward movement, as 
in faults.—Down-thrust fault,a vormal or gravity 
fault; one in which the chief movement is a downthrow 
of one aide of the fault in the d of hade. 

A woman essed of 

The next day wi; off grain with flannel, and stock ts 
finished, and may sorted and dogened to ship away. 

C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, po 37 

D. F. An abbreviation of Doctor of — 25— 
In elect., an abbreviation for dowble pole, 
H. An abbreviation of Diploma in Pub- 

lic Heaith. 
D. P.O. An abbreviation of distributing post- 
once, 

p'?. S. An abbreviation of Doctor of Physical 
Science. 

dpt, An abbreviation (5) of department. 
drab?, nr. 3. An English collectors’ name for 
& number of noctuid moths of a drab eolor: 
as, the clouded drah, Tawiocampa instabilie ; 
the northern drab, T. opima; the lead-colored 
drab, T. pomuileti. 

drac (drak), ». [Pr.; ef. drake?, dragon.) In 
southern France, formerly, an elf of popular 
fanev. 

drach, A contraction of drachma, a drachm. 
Draconism (dra’ko-nizm), #. [Gr. Apdxuw, 
L, Draco(n-), Draco, + -ism.] Draconic sever- 
ity; harshness: as, the Draconian of the slave 
laws, 
dracuncular (dra-kun’ki-lir), d. Relating to 

Same as fabric made to imitate the linen eloth of the °F caused by the guinea-worm, Dracunculus medinensis, . 
draf,». A simplified spelling of drag. 
draft}, », 12. Draft aft ia that measured at the stern: 
drast Soren, that measured at the bow; sean drat, 
the avernge between that at the bow and the stern, or 
that mexsured at the middle of the length; drat extreme, 
that measured to the lowest projecting portion of the 
Vessel, as the rudder or the propellers when they are 
below the lowest point of the keel; light draft, that at 
light displacement ; load draft, that at load displacement. 
See tiieplacement. 
34. In tertile-manuf,, the amount of attenua- 
tion of a lap, sliver, or roving effected by 



draft 

drawing it between rollers running at different 
speeds.—35, A body or bunch of cattle which 
have been separated from the rest of the herd. 
See draft, 0. [Australia.]—Direct draft, an 
arrangement of the tues for the pr mets of combustion 
such that these ucts move ré in the same direc- 
tion toward the chimney.— Fan —3 · * of aupply- 
ing the air for the combastion of in | Semen eames 
by means of mechanically driven fans or blowers. 

Fon drawght ia also of great value under unfavourable 
conditions, such as hot weather, cals, or following 
winds, giving a command of steam not possible with fun- 
nel dranght and ordinary ventilators. 

kite, Manual of Naval Architecture, p. 5. 

Porced an accelerated draft produced by supplying 
air to ray note a paso enemas Browne than that of the at- 

re.— Induced draft, an accelerated draft 
* mwing the gases away from the furnace by a cen- 
trifayal fan or other device, so that the within 
per ee foe gg a hy hy ae ey ge 
~ Mechanical draft, draft for a furnace which 
duced by some mechanical qemtalognes enh oan aOR, 
*11* ete, as distinguished from a seterel drat 

by a chimney,— a plan 
‘or a plain weave (as for calicoes ——— more 
shafts or harnesses in a loom, by sk 
shaft uo tbe third in drawing i the warp-th 
the heddles, then from Ue second to the 
on.— ‘t-over draft, the process of dra 

for a loom through the harnesses in 

draft, t. t. 6, In cotton manuf., to attenuate 
(a lap, sliver, or roving) by drawing it be- 
tween rollers which run at different speeds.— 
7. To separate (and sort) from the herd; as, 
to drafteattle. See def. 3. [Australin.) 

(draft’kord). ». A cord or small 
rope attached to the draft-seroll on a spinning- 
mule, 

(draft’en’jin), », 1. An engine 
used to cause a current or draft of air or other 
—— flues.— 2. An engine for hauling. 

is an improper use: such an engine is a 
ieaution-sugine | f mobile and a windlass or 
derrick if stationary. 

drafter (draf’tér), ». 1. One who drafts; one 
who drafts a document: as, the drafters of the 
Constitution of the United States.—2. One 
employed in a drafting-yard to sort out sheep. 
[Australia.]—3. A draft-hprse, 

draft-furnace (draft’fér’nas), n. A furnace 
used in a primitive method of ventilating 
— or shafts, It was placed at the base of the 

ergy Sueh tbe srr ges the ramet 
modern planta this bP mcd ected t iy * 

nn. A gage —* measur- 
ing the force ar a draft by ascertaining the 

erence in pressure between a point in 
the course of the draft and the pressure of 
the atmosphere. 

ear (draft’gér), ». In car-building, the gy 
entire — of couplers, draw-bars, eprings, & 
ete., used to connect one car with another or 
to the locomotive.—Continuous draft-gear, 
draft-gear extending by means of rods, called aafvods, 
from one draw-bar of a car to the other, and ** to 
distribute the palling strains when the car is being 
hauled.— draft-gear, a form of draw-head for 
railway-cars in which the action of the wsual spring 
attachment is retarded by introdacing friction 
which must move upon each other when shocks of traction 

retardation occur, th 

-machine (drif’ting-ma-shén 
appliance for the rapid and accurate 

l 
eS 
aL A 

a, #, square; 4, 6, plroted arms: ¢. fixed point of support on 
board; 2, map. 

or 

‘Seeing Gen 

Drafling-teachioe. 

of plans, diagrams, and mechanical drawings. 
It consists of a grvduated square having extension arms 
wae in anormal position are ata right angle and can 
be adjusted to other angles when deaired. It ls provided 
with two parallel arms hinged at the outer end to two 
more arts, which are, in tarn, hi toa fixed point on 
the edge of the drawitg-board combined arms per- 
mit of a free movernent of the | square over the board, and 
et keep tt at all times at the same relative angle. 

drafting-room (draf’ting-rém), m. Same as 
drawing-room1, 

-yard (draf’ting-ylird), ». A stock- 

393 

yard which has many small yards or pens 
arranged for sorting sheep. [Australia.]} 

Graft-soroll (dritt skrél), 7. < — —5* 
noi mule for regulating the of the 

roving. C. Viekerman, Woollen Spinning, 

date tube (draft’tib) An air-tight tube 
which descends from the | bottom of a turbine- 
easing into the tail-race, with its lower end 
below the surface of the water in the latter. 

eric pressare is balanced in part by the 
Water column, so that the motor can be 

above the level of the tail-race aml yet auffer no 
joas of effective eens working heat head, This lessens the weight 

—3 so low as to be —— ee uae 
ly to downwant-flow wheels. = 

wheel (draft’hwél), », On a machine 
for textile-flbers, a gear fae regulating the 

clive roving, lap, ete. 
n.— Collapsible (nowt, a dl Sug oh folda 

up intoa —— compaan, 

— ——— Bers! in size — to the ag (nat 3 
° ry vesssh, to 
—— the oe with a a —— eer om the seama * e ent ol 
canvas a smal! iron eye is secured into which the tri 
ping line te bent; and ——— ————— 
mouth end of the by a ar of 
fathoms and ending It in an tron toh * * hawaer 
is secured with two half-hitches an The 

the hawse-pipe or over the bow. 
ase elem mag ope = ng 

hawser is given to the 
and the tri aon Ray =) 834 is ct Thee for revers 
ve Arag anid ing ftom board, is 
— (naret, — hinged or awiveled eet of 

or irom to wh 4 aa ef ee ee 
i English sea- 

ther at or 
out they re- 

of a kite, — the outer ends of 
—— — —— them, 

woes sha 
fT eiale fends froma. the four spars to which the towi 
haweer is made fust, _ a Pl aa dy is bent to the e 
ef one of the kite and hanl it on 
board horizontal y-~ Portable drag (naut.), 9 4 drag, 

rans as the cornucopia « 
drag yy oe UY * which the prope! er exerciaes 

in a heavy #ea U the engines are stopped and the veasel is 
allowed to take * itsown position.— Spar drag (new!.), 
some le fie Shes with a bridle leading from its extremities, 

of which a hawser is made fast. To the 
—— a pat kedge-anchor is secured to hold the 
epar down in the water and to give it addithomal resisting 
Pomel and to one of ite ends a trippin iene Se mace Sas, 
Umbrella drag (nawt.) a paten ding built 

like an tren i ing tte fund wh py 
hawser is bent, while the tripping-line Is secured to 
ring tn the ferrule. 

drag bench (drag’bench), n. Same as draw- 

—— buk), a. See *buek6, (¢), 
cart (drag’kiirt), n. — as *bummer, 3, 

— dae eat nee linz), n. pl. In geol., a set of 
eross-strie which are »duced on the lee sides 
= older striae. T. C, Chamberlin, in U.S. Geol. 
Surv., 1885-86, 

1a (d mii), 1. a ata (mi ). 
(NL., ¢ — —— a sheaf, ep. 
spong spicules, one “of the microscleres, of 
which there are several in a cell or selero- 
blest, It lying in sheaves. 

-mill (drag’mil), ». A mill for grinding 
ore — dragging massive rollers over the mass 
to be oalverized; an arrastre. 

drag-nut (drag’nut), n. A nut on a bar, bolt, 
or rod for drawing two parts of a mechanism 
toward each other, or the reverse. 
dragomanate (drag’6-man-it), n [dragoman 
+ -ate3.) The oftice of a dragoman; the inter- 
preter’s department: as, the consular drago- large 
manate, 
dragomanic (drag’6-man-ik), a. [dragoman 
+ -ic.) Of or pertaining to a dragoman: as, 
dragomanic expenses, 
agon,”. 10. The larva of a European noto- 

dontid moth, Hybocampa millhauseri, having 
remarkably angular outlines and conspicnous 
corners and humps, so that it resembles an 
oak-leaf curled and eaten by a tortricid larva. 
—11. The hellgrammite fly, Corydalis cor- 
uutus. [Local, eastern U. ) —Bine dragon. 
Same as Broseley *dragon.— Broseley dragon, a 

— SS 

Broseley Dragon. 

of the draft-rollers for attenuating the * 

drainage 
design used extensive Thotmas Turner of Canghiey, 
near Broseley, —— ar fh Seouratien of tableware, in 
the latter x part of the eighteenth century. This pattern 
waa almost as celebrated as his —— — Also called 
blue dragon,— Dragon as mala: 
* — jamin train.— Or- 
der of order.— Water- 

watersiragon. 
(drag-p-niid’), v. t.; 

pret. and pi or dragonnaded, ppr. 
dragonating ordragonnading. (dragonade, n. } 
‘0 2 — by methods similar to those 

the — 
ee a commen name of 

the Ca seat mi 
‘on's-b n. 2, In ceram., a red color 

resembling arterial blood, with irideseence, in 
places, due to the presence of copper; a va- 
riety of sang-de-beeuf. 

on's-claw ( gnz-kla), ». The coral- 
Corallorhiza ntorhiza or C. multiflora : 

ealled from —— — of the Pa 3 
olde gragon's-mou (drag’onz-mouth), n. e 

sme —2. A terrestrial orchid, Are- 
thusa , of eastern North America, with 

ping, fowen flowers. 
s-akin (drag’ onz-skin), mn. A name 

given by coal-miners to decorticated trunks 
and slabs of Sigillaria and Lepidodendron, 
from the resemblance of the scars to the scales 

tongue (drag’onz-tung), ». An oc- 
easional name of the spotted win — Chi- 
—— maculata, 

‘oad (drag’ n. Bame aa *dray-road. 
slack, drag-sled (drag: — n, Same as *drayl, 3. 

One ¢ in d & 
a river, ike, pond, harbor, or the 
search of something. 

a, 2. (d) “4 ahip-building, a a H 
whi — — ve Gouble bo hd * 
of a war-shipand is connected with the —*2 
pumps to remove water from the various com- 
artments. The main drain is from 12 to 15 inches tn 

large compartments con- 
imp out the water 
m, etc. The rece 

Any to — the of reptiles. 

e, in 

wood, or wood drain, an old 
es Or = py te ey 

er with sot the water the — 

drain, Same as rvbile drain (which 3 
andes Arata). W. J. Chamberiain, Tile Drainage, p. 20. 

CK ae yd wi drain made by a mole- 
plow, consist! a cylindrical channel communicating 
with the —58* by a slit which is closed by a furrow- 
slice. — Plog 4 drain formed by placing in the 
bottoen of a trench a row of connected poles or and 
paddling clay over these, then Growing the ye = 

rey ing the process rain. 
{Great Bren one of the emall ditches 
often made in upland tires in Great Britain,— Shonl- 
der drain. ler teiroin,— Btone 

turt, grass side down, to be supported cither by 
or merely by its w , the space above being 

filled with soil. [Great Britain. }— Yedge-and-ahoulder 
er drain, turf drain which haa ledges 

drainage n.— usted drainage, —*—— — — 
in which the a and valleys fave come, spon 
taneous changes, to follow chiefly the belts of rock, 
while the ridges and divides follow the belts of resistant 
rock. Rivers and divides also are similarty adjusted,— 

itecedent — — 1 
drainage, that part of druinage which és effected Uuroag! 

open pret el which are either artificial water- 
wed | opposed to mtfnor 

See Wautogenetic 
Sume as therengh *drainage (a) — 

Dreinage ¢ the initiation, development, und. tn- 
tunity « drainage of any given region toe the time of 
interruption introduced by new conditions 

“The old drainage of this basin presents some interest- 
ing peculiarities, and Uie interpretation of these will en- 
able tt to determine seme of the deformations of the 
basin * the development of this ated drainame cyete,” 

ight, U.S Geol. Surv., Profesionnl Paper 14, 

courses or natarm ones im 
*#drainage.— AW 

Dumb-well drainage, Same as rink-hole — 
Same as fnherited to rainede, 

system of dr: an earlier British methet 
of drainage in which drains of the bush and straw type 
(whieh see, under #¢rain) were placed under each, o¢ 
each second or think, water-furrow: hence, also called 
furrow dreinaye.— Inhe atreania the 
courses of which have been determined by the slope of a 
ones overlying series of strata now removed by erasiog so 
as todisclose rock structares of another arrangement with 
— to which the streams manifest po sympathy, Also 

or epremenetic drainage.— 
* deve or thorough drminage as opposed to arterial 

rmauinage (which see) — Mole drainage with 
mole @drains (which see).— Parallel el drainage, Same as 



Parkes’ 

Mainis Greet Britain} In - in . 
at curiae iy a tube which 

and 

drainage-ares (dra‘naj-i’ré-#), n. The entire 
basin drained bya river and all its tributaries. 

level (dra’naj-lev’el), a. A nearly 
horizontal tunnel in a mine or other under- 
ground working to receive and gather the 
water from upper levels, so that it can be 
amped out. 
ainage-way (dra’naj-wi), a. A drain or 

drain-way; a drainage-channel. 
4. A vessel or bag in which moist 

substances are put to drain. 
draining (eria-ing), n. The drawing or run- 
ning off of water, ially the artificial re- 
moval of water from land by surface or under- 
ground channels; drainage. Different methods 
are known, a8 bush draining, frerrow draining, mole 
draining, ping draining, thorough draining, tile drain- 
ing, ete. wdrain and dre 

drain-tube (drin’tab),*. Adrip-pipe; a pipe 
for draining the water from the cylinder of an 
— or @ pum 

2.4. ay Any one of several pseudo- 
neuropterous insects used as bait by fisher- 
men, especially certain May-flies. hemera 
danica and E. vulgata are known to English 
fishermen as the green drake and the gray 
drake.—%, A man-of-war of the Vikings. 
Marryat, N. E. D. 

dram® (dram), v. #; pret. and pp. drammed, 
pr. dramming, (dram, .] To ascertain the 
neness or size of by dram weight, as of a silk 

thread or yarn, 
dram. An abbreviation of dramatic and 
dramatist, 
dramaticism (dra-mat’i-sizm), ». [dramatic 
+ -ism.] Dramatic character or quality. 

turgic, a4. 2. In anthrop., bringing 
about effects by means of a dramatic perform- 
ance, as in cases where a myth is dramatized 
with a view of bringing about the events the 
origin of which is accounted for in the myth. 
—* Cushing, in 13th Rep. Bur. Ethnol., p. 

drammage (dram‘aj), n. [dram + -age.] The 
—_ in drams A 1,000 yards of a raw-silk 
thread, 

dranu (drii’nd), ». [Fijian name.) In the 
Fiji Islands, the giant taro, Alocasia Indica, 
the starchy root-stock of which is eaten by the 
natives in times of score: thougs it is very 
acrid and often causes sic . See *piga. 

drap @'6té (drii’da-ta’). [F., ‘summer ¢loth.’) 
A fine woolen fabric for summer dresses, 

Draper'sactinometer, law. See *actinometer, 
aw 

drapery (dra’pér-i),v. 4; pretand PP. draperied, 
ppr. draperying. (drapery,n.] To drape; cover 
with draperies. 

And then her dresa—what beantiful simplicity 
Draperied her form with enrivas 5* 

Byren, Don Juan, xvi, 102. 

dratchel (drach’el),n. [Also dratchell, drotchel, 
drotchell ; ¢ draich, dretch, linger, dawdle: see 
dretch?,) A slovenly, untidy woman; a slat- 
tern. [Proy. Eng.] Johnson, Dict. of the Eng. 
Lang., 1755. 
She ll be a dratchell 's thirty, 

vin's’ that, £ fore hier testh all come tutte 
George Eliot, Adam Bede L. (1, 20 

drave (driv), ». [Northern Eng. form of 
drove.) 1, A fishing trip in which the mem- 
bers of the crew g° as sharesmen, each su 
plying a net and receiving a share of 
rofits—2. A haul, NV. £. 5. 
avidian architecture. See Indian archi- 

tecture, under Indian, 
dravite (drav'it),». [F., Drave, G. Draw, a 

304 dredging-machine 
river of Tyrol, —5— one of the tribu- drawing wire, to seize the stock and pull it 

black magnesian varisty of tgurmalin; found dvmwitg-ring (drd-ingrrinay fia archery esian variet, ‘ou * ng), n. a 4 in the Drave district in Carinthia. ring worn on the drone of the drawing-hand 
draw,e. I. trans. 31. In golf, to ‘pull’ (a by tribes which use a thamb-loose to cateh and 
Te pall’ cause et curve to the left.—32. pull back the bowstring. 

o 

of the original hand and draw an equal number 
of cards 80 as to improve the value of the com- 
bination held.— 14. In agri., to effect drain- 
age; to draw off water. 

A in the ———— 
acortain distance. Low, Pract. Agr., p. 208 

15. In salt-boiling, to take out from the pans 
the salt as it crystallizes and set it aside to 
drain.— 16, In cricket, to turn the ball past the 
leg-wicket, by allowing it to glance off the bat 
and tween the wicket and the body. 

ay, in cricket, to shrink away from a ball 
d of the bataman.—To draw 

To draw ¢ pos 
teed A, ML, pd = 

speeds.—35. To make (wire, piping, or tub- because of too much crowding and too little 
ing) by drawing a piece of metal through sunlight and air: said of a it, particularly 
successively dimin holes in perforated a ng. Badly drawn plants are of little 
lates.—To draw in cricket, to closeamateh Value.— Drawn in chews, « position in which the 

y¥, of for the day, by the wicketa from the game is even or advantage on one side too slight to 
nd, RH. Lat and Golf, p. 114.—To sectire victory. A draw also be arrived at by 
* to the Ranken to draw a bow so fully that ual check, by stalernte, or ty failure tomnte after baving the drawing hand is aa far as the archer'sear: a received to mate within fifty moves. Of Inte a draw 
— tk tee, counts <n PR ——— ee glass, 

ot — —— = L draw pit el pes n Apitio a furnace for 
® reception of the exhausted ore. 

draw: n. 8, A transverse plate connect- 
ing the side-frames in a locomotive and forming 
part of the framing to which the draw-bar is 
attached,— 

thousand 
of drawing platinum, gold, iron, or copper wire, 

draw-rod, ». 2. Astraight rod with © thread 
and nut at one end and an eye and thread and 
nut at the other, used to secure the draw-bar 
of a sleigh. 

sume an erect or stiff attitude : 

One of the characteristic inhabitants of draws and low Center, so that after hitting the object-ball it 
meadows... is Vernonia gigantea. comes back toward the player:a draw. Dra«- ¥. EB. Clements, Phytogeog, Neb,, p. 207. shots ane live = aad soni 2 the Laney —— 

oJ ition for next shot, is returned oralow, 13. In hort., the sprouts or shoots that spring draw. skid (dri’skid), n. Same ag *bros-skid, 
from the tuber of the sweet-potato when it ia 5 ‘ Pr draw-stroke (dri‘strék), ». In cricket, the placed in a seed-bed and by means of which the 273¥ ® ¢ ra tg M plant is propagated.—14, In organ-building, stroke of the bat by an fe is performed. 

Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 318. 
in archery. a Re enn which the string 16 draw-table (dri ta bl), =. A draw-bench; 
loosed and the arrow discharged immediately upen the machine for drawing metal rods or tubes Gompletion of the draw, without the usual pause.—Sand through adie to reduce them to a particular draw, a —— — filled — overlyingasubterranean form and size. 

— draw-tube (dri‘tib), mn. One of the overlap- 
——— — apy sreain. , Op the surface hing movable tubes of a field-glass or telescope. 

ween only narra pure send, dray (draks) - > pl. draces (dra'séz).  [r. marking the channel. 
+ A, Rydberg, Contrib. U. & Nat, Herb, IL ata dpag, a handfu akin to dpayw,adrachm: see 

raw, in billiards, a stroke by which the cap. r@chm, dram, drachma.) In the nomenclature 
ball rebounds from the object-ball atanangle more obtase Of the spicular elements of sponges, a tuft of than that of the direct draw, It is not always possible to monaxial filaments, say where the spread ends and the draw begina. dray!,». 3. In forestry, a single sled used in draw-bow] (drii’bél), ». One of two wooden ——— 
—— ot cylindrical form, running BP ime: —* ae log. Cue cad of the log reste upon with each other for the purpose of drawing 1, v. .—To dray 
cloth from a bleaching-k r. — mad aray {ato the datteg ee draw-box (dri‘boks), n. In cotton-manuf., a dray-road (dra’rad), n. In lumbering, a nar- set of three or more pairs of rollera attached i passage to combing- and certain other machines for pied — met nbocloee —* 
draw-cock (dri’kok), nA Urain-cock? a pet- Dr An abbreviation of Doctor of Botany, 

. & European degree. cock; a valve for draining water out of an en- Chem- ro ———— Dr,Chem. An abbreviation of Doser ef p 

threads i 
istry, » European degree. Also Ch wer, », 8. One who draws w dream!, n.—Waking dream, through heddles, preparatory to putting them — 32 J 

Pram — ——ã— ane v (dri’‘gim), ». A game of dominoes — +4 ” eh the pl Y Ly aor in wi ayer may draw from the bone- dreamer, x. 65, pl. See the quotation. 
A member of the band of chief soe. the leader of the 

not-treaty Nex Pereda, was killed by whites, and the 
Indians are said to have made de ations on the crops 
of the latter; while a native religious sect, known ns 
Dreamers, ander the leadership of Smohalla, tended to 
Widen the breach. » etn Brit., XXLX. 468 

dred?, dredful. Simplified spellings of dread, 
dreadful. 

dredge-boat (drej’bit), », A , flat-bot- 
tomed veasel ee witha ptt -machine 
for removing mud, sand, ete,, from the bottom 

The 
of a harbor or in a channel. 

machine (drej’ma-shén"), n. 
digging and hoisting mechanism on a dredge- 

at. 

dredging - dredging tnadhias hich seek eet 

attenuating, or drawing out, the sliver, 

ard when he cannot play, 
draw-hole (drii"hdl), 2. “A holethrough which 
the — ore is removed from a furnace. 
draw-hook (dri‘bak), ». 1. The hook-end of 
a draw-bar in the construction used in auto- 
matic car-couplers. The hook ia so made that when 
two cars are run er the hooks of the two draw-bars 
pass cach other and are locked together by powerful 
— The hooking, in the best systens, takes place in 
a tal plane, although many efforts have been made 
to have the hooks operate fn a vertical plane. 
2. Same as * neck, 4 (6). 

drawing hand (dva’ing-hand), n, In archery, 
the band used to pull the string and hold the 
atrow against it in drawing a bow ; ordinarily, 
—* right — “p —* < bow-hand, 1, J 

‘awing-pliers (dra‘ing-pli‘érs), n. pl. air 
of qtining winters weed, in the 2 of 



Clamshell Dredging-nachine. 

@, pivoted boom; 4," A" shape frame; c, stiff leg supporting 
frame; @, guy-eod; ¢. clamshell bucket, Hfting treestamp : /. 
chains 75 bucket and controlling its operation; g, power. 
house; A, guide-poles; #, spoil-Doat. 

resembling the bivalve shell ofa clam. The open bucket 
in lowered into te water taluk kato the ait ae 

mad 4 
itie | 

out le 

Rince the boom sw! io 
a half-cirele in front of the 
boat, the ine can 

out a channel equal 

Rocket of Clamshell Drediging- 
d machine. 

in width to the diameter.— 
4. frame ng shells; 4, 

socket tor gui -poles ; c, gunde- 
Hydraulic dredging- way fh J 

chine, « cee ee 2, wackenieen "Tor of manag 
which employs a rotary shells: ¢, chain controdtin: ai 

pump and hinged suction j..teq) yusitien, apen postion 
pipe. The end of the zus · shown bp datied liven: 557 

ting pit let into 4. pipe is down ity Supporting shells: A, 

sand. <A jet of water 
the water until it rests spon 

through a hese, or some other mechanical device is 
employed to loosen the sand, and the mingled sand 

water are drawn up throagh the suction-pipe and 
forced into a discharge-pipe. latter ma along 
exible pipe su on te or and extending 
over the water for a mile or more to the shore The 
tolngled sand and water are dischanged on the shore, the 
water ranning back and the sand remaining on the shore. 
The sand forms about 20 per cent. of the discharge, bat so 
large is the pipe and so rapid the flow that the machine 
leas great capacity, excaval 

t the di ee iad deal into ents ball rectly in ra in 

bel Th in whch nat hen tb je Walter esoa ites, when the 
vessel is loaded with sand, it ee 

ig and delivering Crug 
tities of sand in an hour, 

of the sea-going vemel in whi the machine bs oar- 

proceeds to sea and dis 
charges it in deep water,—Orange-peel dredging- 

Bucket of Ocange-peel Dredging-machioe. 

@, leaves of bucket; 4, arins supporting leares, pivoted att 
bottom : ¢, mechaniam con! 
controlling leaves; ¢. lifting<hains, Compare movements of parte 
as shown in open and chovert position in twe cuts, 

and 
ling operation of leaves; @, chains 

You 
ing-machine which en, , ad & Vacutin, 

made by condensing steam in a suitable reservotr, in 
of a pump to raise the mingled sand and water. Not in 

eral use. 
A form ¥ any drej‘ing-pump), . 

of pump for ~—# the ——— of water con- 
taining sand, mud, or other solid material 
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such as occurs in dredging operations. See 
ine. 

tube (drej‘ing-tib), ». Ina hydraulic 
machine, the tube which — up 
sand, or other solid materials from 

or which delivers it at a distance, 
See hydraulic *d. 

three, + 
lredging-machine, 

dreibund (dri‘bant), =. [G., < drei, 
bund, alliance: see *bund?.) A triple alliance. 
See. specifically, Triple Alliance, 3, in Century 
Cyclopedia of Names. 
dreikanter (dri’kiin-tér), ». pl. [G., ‘three- 
cornered we gk Angular and prismoidal 
pebbles whose flat faces have been cut by 
wind-blown sand, They sometimes closely resemble 
artifacts, for which they have been mistaken. Nattwre, 
Dec, 10, 108, p 14% 

(drench’ing), m. 1, The act of 
soaking or covering with water; a thorough 
wetting.—2, In vet. med., a dose of liquid 
medicine; a drench. 

drenching -bit (drench ing bit), mn. An appli- 
ance with a mouthpiece like that of a le- 
bit, used for administering medicine to horses. 
The mouthpiece is hollow and has an openin, 
midway between the ends; connected with it 
is a funnel. 

head more or less completely fused into ant 7 
plates, the candal region short, with sm 
lates and heterocercal tail, 

dida (dre- id’i-dé), n. P a (NL, ¢ 
Drepania (-id-) + ] The Sandwich Islan 
honey-suckers of the genus i niger and re- 
lated genera, considered as forming a distinet 
family of birds. They have curved, slender 
bills and extensile tubular, brushy tongues, 
See cut under Drepanis, 

Drepanidiidia (dre * pa-nid ‘i-id‘i-i), ». 
N 4 A suborder of Hamosporidia which in- 
est the blood-corpuscles of amphibia, reptiles, 
and birds: contrasted with Acgs ia. 
They are smal) untnuecleatod, — — tke organisa 
found in the rarely in the colorless, corpasches. De- 
stroying these, Whey are then liberated freely into the 

—— —— 
pe Bl ny new bell-hosta ie " 

e.t 11. In “4s pothol,, to treat — 
and other seed) with bot water, formaldehyde 
solution, or a similar fungicide, for the pur- 
pose of peer oe spores of smutand other 
plant-diseases.— 12. In milling, to clean and 
refine (flour); free (flour) from bran by pasa- 
ing it through bolters, See * 

u. 7. In printing, a set of types with 
their appurtenances; also, their arrangement 
and their generai appearance in print. 

Re ry 1 " 

ion > Molen" These shops Shen ¢ ase pA a om 
and worn-out dresses of type, and, ting secretly, pro- 
duced pamphlets and small t books of a very grade, 

Census Bulletin 216, Jane Qin, p. 52. 

Pancy an antasual d. cost 
ined or ow ied te represent that of some ‘historical ir 
fletitions type or person, Sometimes used attribatively : 
aa, a frney-drese ball. 

rijn. 6. A mandrel having a round to! 
face, used by blacksmiths in forging the forke 
ends of connecting-rods,—Emery-wheel dreaser, 
a hand-tool for truing and dressing worn, eccentric, or ill- 
balanced emery-wheels. 

dresser?, 1. 3. A dressing- or toilet-table. 
dressership dres’ér-ship), ». [dresser + 
-ship.] Ina hospital, the office of » dresser, a 
medical student or young physician whose 
duty is to dress wounds, ulcers, ete, 
He [Sir James Paget] had been too poor to afford a 

cy, Or even a dreaserahip. 
Eneye. Brit., XXXL 406. 

dress-form (dres’ form}, n. A frame, some- 
times of wire, in the form of a woman, used 
in making dresses. Such forme are sometimes cn 
ble of being expanded and contracted, according to 
ropartions of the woman for whom Ue dress is fitted, 

dress-guard (dres‘giird), #. 1, A removable 
cover desi ed to be placed over the rim of a 
earriage-wheel to prevent the ents of 
persons who are entering or Jeaving the car- 
riage from coming in contact with the wheel.— 
2. A similar guard placed on the wheels of a 

dress-im' (dres’im-pré'vér),n, A bustle, 
usually in the shape of a pad or cushion, in- 

of bicycle, 

tended to give the desired curve toa woman's 
hips and back. 

dressiness (dres’i-nes), a. Fondness for dress 
or fashionable dress; modishness ; stylishness. 
(Collog.] 

drift 

wound — af S—— = oe ie, ime 
ted (or not) with corrosive sublimate or 

ic. —-Ooclusive one which covers the 
gad adeoes pare, ee out the air and obvi- 

ating all — of infection fraen without.— Ore 
tn , the ** lumps of ore 

mixed velnstone #0 as to di former from the 
3 first stage of the mechanical 

the ore ans aabm "tach — — t. 1 

forceps ( ‘ing - fér * se n 
forceps with pivoted blades and scissor like 
handles used for grasping lint, drainage-tubes, 
ote., in dressing a wound, 
dressing-machine, ".— Box. a 

“nachine which em txxi mov- 
between vertical ed, ued to finial corners of 

packing boxes after have been put er by a box. 
nailing machine (which see, under ®nailing-nachine) 

(dres’mé‘kér-1), x. A dressmak- 
ing establishment; a dressmaker’s business. 

Sips shee gave ber om insight inte details. . . conoern- 

nse Besant, All Sorte wrt ‘Conditions of Men, vill. 

(dres’mak‘ing), xn. The oceupa- 
tion of a dressmaker. ‘ 

ing 

drias (dri’ 
carrot, 

ipeia, 
dribbler, ». 2. In foot-ball, one who ‘ dribbles,’ 
or kicks the ball lightly along the ground. See 
dribbiel, v. t., 3. 

driblet-cone (drib’let-kén), », A cone 
duced by the ejection of dropa of molten lava 
or ory oY of but partly solidified lava to no 
great height, so that they fall back still vis- 
ae and adhere to the surface wherever they 

),». [Origin obscure.] The deadly 
ipaia Garcon. Ses cut under 

A driblet-cone has no crater, but slmpty a hole for the 
projection of lava fn snall liquid masses, driblets, 
or Wortrlike etreamleta. Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 271. 

driery (dri’¢r-i), a. A drying establishment: 
as, a peach oran apple driery. Also spelled 
di A 

n., 7. (b) The flow of a current. (0) 
The amount by which a ship is drifted by the 
action of a current, wind, or sea. (d) The 
place in the sheer where the rails are cut off. 
—11. (4) A conical steel pin used by riveters 
or fitters to drift or force two holes not quite 
in line with each other, so that the openings 
will coincide and let the rivet or bolt pass 
thee .—17. (a) Avet of fishing-nets. (5) 
A drift-net. (c) The catch of fish taken in a 
drift-net.— 18. In turpentining, a subdivision 
of the crop, usually 2,100 boxes or cups,— 19. 
In oceanography, « broad and shallow current 
which advances at ao rate of ten or fifteen 
miles a day, like that which crosses the middle 
North Atlantic. WW. M. Davis, Elem, Phys. 
Geog.— 20, In aéronautics, the tendency of an 
object supported in the air (asa kite ora bird) 
to move in the direction of the air; o 
to + or the ascensional force, H. 8S. Marin, 
in The Aeronautien! Annual, 1896, p. 50.— 
Dead-ree drift (newt.), the determination of 
drift by dead-reckoning. When a ship is hove to under 
anil she will come ap and fall off, the middle point 
between is considered the compasscourse, to which must 
be applied the leeway, Variation, and *5* in ornler 

—— rn ain center 
the patentlog.— Drift. of a projectile, deviation of 
& projectile from the plane of fire, caused by the ri- 
fling of the gun.— of zero, See *®zere,— Eskar 

coarse gravel and shingle in banka. 2. M. John- 
aton.— glacial debris coourring 
outeide of the area actually occupied by the ive. A. 
D. Salisbury, Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1s, p, 61 
—Lower terrace gravels amd shingle in terraces 
occurring in Tasmania and Australin /. MW. Johneton. 
— the material which is washed out 
from the front of a glacier. A. D, Selistury, Geol. Bary, 
of New Jersey, 153, p — aritt. 
sand or gravel lying beneath the till, in Ireland. 6. . 
Kinahan.— drift, a drift containing quartz frag. 
ments asa prominent constituent of the locee rock-muantle 
Science, March 15, 1901, p. 407.— Ripple drift, the pro- 
oeas by which a moving current of water proxluces ripples 
upon the sand of ite bed and thas leaves a record of its 
d * — emg of Pool. 2 a6. — Biver 
drift, vel deposits accumulated by a river te ite 
torrential * — Rubble a coarse agglonmemtion 
of iar debria and lange blocks set in an earthy matrix. 
The ents are of loval type and the deposit of glacial 
or fuvioglacial origin. 



drift 
— * t. 6. To drive: hc ——**63 
y striking a set, pin, or block pl mst 

the object to be driven.—6, To enlarge or 
shape a hole by the use of a drift-pin. 

Grift-angle (drift’ang’g]), ». 1, In naval arch., 
the angle betweena tangent to the circular path 
of the center of gravity of a vessel, when turn- 
ing under the influence of the rudder, and the 
central longitudinal line of the vessel.—2. 
The angle by which the direction uxis of the 
bore of a gun deviates from the true direction 
in — to compensate for the drift of the 
ro. le. 

bed (drift’bed), n. In geol., » layer of 
drift of sufficient uniformity to be distinguished 
from associated ones of similar origin; a drift- 
stratum. 

drift-boat (drift’bot), ». A boat used for put- 
ting out and bere Se a drift-net, 

drift-bottle (drift’bot"l), », A bottle used for 
the same carrie as a *drift-cask (which see), 

drift-cask (drift‘kask), », An empty cask 
closely sealed, usually furnished with a pole 
and flag, numbered, lettered, labeled, and 
tagged, set adrift in some part of the ocean, to be 
observed from time to time by passing vessels, 
as an aid in the study of ocean-currents, If it 
is found cast upon the shore, the inclosed tags, 
or labels, or cards are sent to the nearest hydro- 

hie ofiee, See *drifter. 
dritt-de t (drift’dé-pox"it),n, Any aceumu- 
lation of glacial origin; glacial or fluvioglacial 
deposit. J, Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p. T24. 

(drift’ér), », One who or that which 
drifts ; specifically, a cask, buoy, float, or other 
* object, properly labeled and tagged, and 

owed to drift freely inthe ocean todetermine 
ocean-turrents, When the surface of the drifterabove 
the water ia intentionally made large, relatively to the im- 
mersed portion, the drift is due principally to the influence 
of the surfuce-winds. When the drifter is not exposed to 
the wind it shows the influence of the ocean-carrents either 
at the surface or at a considerable deptti, depending upon 
the eth ot the leyer in which it te This may be 
rexula to some extent by an arrangement similar to 

afloat io all parts of the ocean, and thelr paths are shawn on cut 19 a of the ocean, and thelr are shown on 
—* monthly pilot-charts, together with the paths of dere 

ta, 
Excellent use has here been made of “drifters,” or floats, 

supplementing the temperature and salinity observations. 
Om the voyage from Iceland to Jan Mayen in Ls06 twenty 
drifters were thrown orerboart. 

Geoy. Jovr, (KR, GO. &), XV, 275, 

drift-filled (drift’fild), a. Filled with drift: 
the condition of preglacial depressions, which 
were crossed by the great ice-sheet and filled 
with its morainal deposits. 
A paper on the “ Drift-filed and Poat-glacial Glens of 

ayrshite. Geog, Jour, (R. GO. &), XVIII. Ba. 

drift-fish (drift’fish), ». pl. Fish taken with a 
drift-net. N. #. D, 

drift-fisher (drift’fish’ér), n. One who uses a 
drift-net; one who is engaged in a drift —— 

(drift’fishér-i), n. A fishery in 
which drift-nets are used, 

drift-keel — n. Same as bilge-keel, 
drift-map (drift‘map), a. A map showing the 
distribution of various glacial and glaciofluvial 
deposits, generally called drift, 

drift. t (drift’pét), x, A peat deposit asso- 
ejated with or imbedded in glacial drift. 

The ancient allaria with their arctle fora must be older 
than the drift-peat and timber that underlie the carse de- 
posits of the 45 to 50 foot level. 

J. Geikie, The Great Toe Age, p. 30 

drift-piece (drift’ pés), n. See drifts in the 
sheer draft, under draft.— drift-piece, 
an attachment to the rear sight of a gun, by means of 
which compensation for the drift of the projectile, enused 
by the riffing of the bore, is made. . 

drift-pin (drift’pin), ». A steel pin having a 
slight taper, preferably largest in diameter at 
about the middle of its length and rapering 
toward the ends: used in ship-building anc 
struetural work to foree the punched holes in 
the material Into line, so that a rivet or bolt 
ean be inserted. 

way (idrift’wi), ». In stoch-raising, a 
right of way across neighboring land, 
dil, aril. Simplified spellings of drill, drilled, 
drill!, *.— Calyx drill, a core-dritt having a revolving 
cylindrical serrated cutting-tool Im soft rock, the cutter 
is used alone ; in hard rock, chilled-atee! shot are used as 
abridanta A stream of water is delivered to the cutter 
through the hollow drilt-rod and, as it is under pressure, 
it eweeps the chips and stone-dust apward inthe anualar 
J between the onter casing of the drilled and the 
sides of the borehole The rising stream of water and 
chips sown retches the top of the short casing and here 
the current, having more room, slackens amt the stone 
chips fall jate the open ~ of the casing orcalyx. The 
calyx, with its contents, Is lifted ot of the hole with 
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the tools, and the core is broken off and raised as with 
any form of core-drill.—Half-round drill, « form of 
boring- or perforating-tool for metals in which the 
entting edge is made at the end of a bar of semi- 
cylindrical section or half-round rod. The Mat part 
makes a chanvel ap thre which the boring may peas, 
—Oil-tube a twist-drill in which is cut a slender 

int and to cool and lubricate the tool: ased in boring 
jeep holes in steel, It can be used in any form of **X 

meachinee.—- Pi ~<drill, a wen boring drill with onpen - 
ing cutters. the mary drill for hand- 
work on rocks, which is struck by a sledge, or, where it is 
massive, is lifted ap and allowed to fall Into the drill-hole, 
— Pillar-drill. Same as pillar drilling-machine.—Pneu- 
matic souaey a form of — — for steel 
orother me! portable, ven by compressed 
The motor ih Ue body of the tool bas & a 

rotary motion, gearud dowh to the slower epeed dea 
for the eutting ed of the drill proper.— Pum: 
a reck-trill in which the bar or shank is mised and low 
by a lever-action like a purmphandle, The descent of the 

en 
ied to give an erect carriage. — 

a drill for metal which cuts at its rather than at its 
s if the work le fed croaswise to the axis of 

the drill, a slit or slot will be eut.— drill, 
a form of drill for Nght work in which the halderorshank 
is caused to revolve by a round turn of a piece of cord or 
catgut, to which & to-and-fro motion is given by hand or 
by foat-treadie, For jewelers’ use, the ends of the cord 

be attached to 
a bowed rill. — Wimble-drill. 

bores by means of the ee 
spperssas weed With a boring-toal whieh cute on its end and 
is ee Se eee — 
as is ordinarily turned by hand. 

drill-bone (dril’bin), n. A bone which some- 
times develops in the deltoid muscle in sol- 
diers: su to result from irritation 
caused by the pressure of the musket. 

drill-clamp (dril’klamp),. A portable frame 
for holding a drill, having, usually, a serew for 
feeding the drill; a portable drill; a frame for 
a ratchet4irill. This frame is often called in 
American oo an old man. 

drill-core (dril’kor), ». Same as corel, 2 (i). 
drill (dril’eks-trak"tor), mn. A de- 
vice, used in drilling tube-wells, by which the 
drili-rod or -bit can be drawn up out of the 
tube in case of breakage; a drill-tongs. 

er (dril’grin*dér), ». <A grinding- 
machine for forming different kinds of twist- 
drills and other drills. 

drilling-clip (dril’ing-klip), ». A frame or 
holder to force a drill against the service-pipe 
for gas or water when the latter is to be drilled 
and tapped to connect a new service-outlet, 

-machine, #. Specifically, a power-machine 
of the first class, employed in drilling simall hotles tn 
metals, Saal machines and all wand power machines 
used for this purpose are often called drills, as the radial 

om ite end. 

Multiple-spindle Drilling machine. 

@, traversing and partly retatinyg tabbe; 4, sclf-cemtering check; 
¢, spindles j24), deillieg tals tot showe, od wheel contretliag tear 
erse of table; 4, teed mechaniem: / contrel, Abowt 16 teat high, 

drill (which ts wly a radial drilling-machine) When 
the diameter of the boring-teel (drill) exceeds two inches 
the machine ia property a boring-maching, AT machines 
for boring holes in woewdl are called bering-machines, See 
thering-mackine and tborina-mill, The essential features 
of the machine are a retary spindle carrying the cutting: 
tool, a table for bolding Ue work, and a suitable frume 

drill-yard 
uniting theee features into a complete machine. 

named after the th machines are often on which the 
work is . 

adjustinent in the moving are said to 
ha —— 
highly responsive to delicate and rapid adjustment. The 
weer is sometimes ny also for other 

by employing tapping. and milling-cutters on additional 
— aa in rilling-, tapping-, and milling-ma- 
chine.— Boring-and machine. Boe thening- 
machine, — drilling-machine, « drilling-machine 
having from two to ten spindles 
the work-table, cach supported 
frame. The spindles may all e sare style of drill 
or different onea, according to the requirements of the 
work, and may be used in turn, or all at once — Mul 

laced in a row above 
a fixed column or 

in groups 
along the radius of the circular group,— Turret 

an apright drilling-machine, with a disk sup- 

Turret Deiling- machine. 

@, Fevolving turret with ten spéndies, two shows with tools; 
» table with vertical traverse and feed. 

porting foar or more mdial spindles and having a —* 
motion, under the control of the operator, whereby eac 
spindle, with its special drilling-, reaming-, or other bor- 
tng-teol, can be brought in turn to the work, thus making 
it possible to — & sertes of operations upen the 
mime plece without removing ft from the table.—Up- 

t 5 the most commen and gener 
al singlespindle drilling-machines. The 

idle has a feedmution, an automatic stop to contre’ 
¢ depth of the hole, and a qaick return in withdrawing 

the tool, The table is adjustatle to the work and Where 
is often a lower or floor table, the upper table swinging 
out. of the way when this is 

Same 
tase. 

-twill (dril’ing-twil), n. 
drilling®, 

drill- (dril’pin), #. Ina lock, the projeet- 
ine P n that serves as a guide for a hollow key, 

drill-ship (dril’ship), ». A practice-sbip; o 
ship for the instruetion of cadets; a vessel 
employed for teaching the rudiments of sea- 
— 5** navigation, gunnery, and marine en- 

neering. 
drill-templet (dril’tem*plet), ». A templet or 
jig in which the holes to be drilled in the work 
are carefully laid out as to location and relative 
distance and hardened steel bushings are in- 
serted at these points, Ifthe drill is inserted ** 
these bushings amt the templet firmly clamped te ¢ 
work the drill will bore all the holes exactly in the same 
relations to each other, in every piece, 

drill- (dril‘tongz), "1. A tool for grip- 
ping and extracting the drill-rod when the lat- 
ter has been broken in the bore of a well and 
has fallen to the bottom.—22, A drilling- or 
boring-tool with one jaw whieh can go behind 
or below the object to be perforated, while the 
bit. is on the face or end of the other jaw, 80 
that closure of the jaws causes the bit to ad- 
vance and make the hole. 

drill-yard (dril’yiird), ». In railroading, a 
special yard for receiving, classifying, and for- 
warding freight-cars; ® division or junction 
yard, as opposed to a freight, storage, way- 
station, or terminal yard, It is divided into three 
parts: the reeeiriny-werd, where the arriving trains are 
received ; the clean fration-yard or car-eorting yard ; and 
the forncarding-yard, where departing trains are made 
up The classitication-yard is many times larger than the 
receiving- or the forwarding-yard and is always placed 



drill-yard 
between them, in a continuous line, so that all movements 
of cars shall be pre 
destinati: 

all com 
and it always inclades tracks leading to the roundhouse, 

-yard, and cripple- ete, storage: trec! or cA 
tracks, On the arrival of the train at the receiving-yart 
the engine and crew are issed and the train ie oar. 
ered to 

ey 

teation- 
large number of jel tracks jamal tan t ther by dia- 

nal tracks, called ladder-tracka, The dirill-engtnes push 
fhe train along the ladder, turn out each car (or group 

ig on a track parallel with the a second drill-engine, mor- 

: ie proper track. "This b done by plockig © a time Into its 8 one by a 
wooden pole at one corner of the engine and fitting 
other end into an iron pocket on one comer of the car. 
The forward movement of the engine poles or pushes 
the car along until it has * moment * =~ 

appropriate track. In method on! 
at a moves backward and each car moves —2 

the 

eh gine in ing the train, or by using grav- e ongine a 
ity to — each car * grade —* Ay pee Gack, Be 
train engine moving only or enoay 
start the free car down the prow. ny The fourth method 
employs a Gamay taddes or a ladder-track laid upon a 
alight artificial or “hounap,” The engine pushes the 

up the bill, and as each car reaches the summit or 
hump it ts released and rune down the grade to its proper 
track. By this m: no single car ever moves ward 
and lta progress throtish the yard is hastened with a 
great saving of time and labor, At the farther end of the 
classification. is the arnaller advance- connected 
with it by er-tracks, In this yard the fresh engine 
and crew receive the train with the cars p \¥ arranged 
according to destination. The in is * drill- 

sc 

amdivance-yard. 
amigned to trains moving one Way, and 

py jog: moving In the opposite direction, 
Some drill-yards are —— —— none and have 6 wack 

—— and i ihe Ui] —— of — yards 
ecar-ehoy well. ns are 

— cleaaified, anil cont fered within an hour e 
two and at an expense of only a few cents per car. 

drimin (dri’min), vn. [Drim(ys) + -in®.) A 
erystalline pulverulent compound, Cy 9H) 40,4, 
found in the bark of Drim interi, It Sartens 
and melts at about 256° C. 

drimol (dri’mdl), . [Drim(ys) + -ol.] A 
colorless compound, CogH;a0s, found in the 
leaves of Drimys Winteri, lt crystallizes in 
needles, melts at 73-74° C., and boils withont 
decomposition. 

-song (dring’king-s6ng), ». A song 
suited to convivial gatherings, or where toasts 
are drunk, 

drip, ». 6. In meteor., the drops of water which 
fal from leaves and other objects which are 
enveloped by clouds or fog, or covered with 
dew. In some locations, such aa the summit of Green 
Mountain, in the Island of Ascension, the cloud-drip is 
the only source of water for plants and animals, The fog: 
drip on the Culifornia coast is also important, 

7. An inclined wooden platform, used in the 

manufacture of salt, for draining the salt before 
it is conveyed to the storehouse.—8, A de- 
posit formed from dripping water, as ste‘ac- 
tites in eaves.—9. In Aort., the water that 
drips from the sash-bars and other roof-strue- 
ture of a goam-bowse. The true drip te due to the 
water of condensation, although the term is also applied 

dripcock ( iriprkok) n, A waste-valve or re- dri ne a 
eaminewvaive ned in hydrants, See *hydrant. 
cock. 

drip-cup (drip’kup), n. A shallow tray of tin 
or Sen elaced ate a a bearing or machine to 
eatch the dropping oil, so that it will not soil 
anything underneath, and to preserve the oil 
which is usually strained and a canta. ‘ 

drip-grooves ( rip’grévz),a. pl, Channels, in 
bearings for machinery, in which lubricant 
may be caught, as it is fed in drops or collects 
from a splash or spray surface, and fed to the 
entire surface of contact between shaft and 
bearing. 

arip- 
tng 

tackef § 
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dri (drip’pan), n. Same as *dri : 
* point (drip’ing-point), A, Bee tarip- 

tip. 
t (drip’point), ». 1. The end of a 

ai A or wise trou which oil drips when 
it is to be used as a lubricant or when it is dri 
to be burned in some forma of internal-com- 
bustion engines,—2, See *drip-tip. 

drip-sheet (drip’shét), ». In med., a wet sheet 
from which the water (cold, cool, or warm, as 
the ease may be) is wrung out and which is 
then wrapped around the naked body of a pa- 
tient standing in a tub of water, 

Gripstone, ». 3. Same as stalagmite, 
Grip-tip (drip’tip), ». In boet,, a long acumi- 

nate point of a leaf, common in regions where 
the rainfall is heavy, whieh serves to drain off 
the water rapidly. It occurs only on leaves 
with a wettable surface. Also dripping-point, 
and drip-point. 

ve (drip’valy),». A valve for remov- 
ing liquid which is superfluous, or undesired; 
specifically, a valve through which condensed 
steam, in the form of water, is removed from 
a cylinder of an engine, or any pipe carrying 
steam, Such water is not only inconventent, but may 
become rous if secumulating in excess. Similar 
drip-valves are required to remove tar and other liquids 

gasmaina, from 

drisk (drisk), ». (Ap ar. a mixture of dri(zzle) 
ona eee A zzle or drizzly mist. 

ew Eng. 
drivable (driv’n-bl), a. 1. er yr of being 
driven: as, a drivable nail._—2. Suitable for 
driving: as, a drivable distance,— 3. Suitable 
for the transportation of logs: as, a drirable 
stream, that 1s, one down which logs from a 
lumber-camp may be floated and directed in 
their course. [North America. ] 

drive, c. t., 1. (@) In ericket, to strike (a ball) foreibly, 
so as to send it somewhere in front of the wicket. (9 In 
fuermbering, to Boat or timbers) from the forest to the 
infll o¢ shipping-point. E) In entom., to induce (n colony 
of honey-bees) to leave one hive and enter another: anu. 
4 —— pounding on the hive. 

mM, 4. 1 t, tL atroke that ths 
the ot) ect-beall ¥ suns yotiselar Epet. ) th ‘oody, the 
shot off the tee ; usually make witha woodon —— 
(A) In cricket, a stroke by which a ball, usually a J 
volley, ie hit somewhere in front of the wicket. 

. Adriving mechanism, as of a motor-cycle 
or motor-carriage: used with some qualifying 
term, as a flexible drive, a gear-drive, ete.—9, 
In lumbering: (a) A body of logs or timbers in 
process of being floated from the forest to 
the mill or shipping-point, (b) That part of 
logging which consists in floating logs or tim- 
bers.— Bevel-gear drive. alee sbevet-gear— Drive 

Sea Relies "cle —— 
drive, in fiemering, a drive of logs of which the main 
portion fs put through with the utmost despatch, without 
* ing to pick up the rear—Union drive, a drive of 
logs zing to several owners who share the expense 
pro rata, 

drive-off (driv’df), n. In golf, 
2 a drive from the tee. 

ve-pipe (driv’pip), s. 1. The feed- or su 
ly-pipe of a hydraulic ram.— 2. A pipe to be 
ven into the ground for a driven well, a 
nted strainer is pat on the end of the pipe to make it 

rive easily and also to serve as a foot-valve, 

driver, »., 1. (i) A horse which {a fitted to be used for 
driving, in distinetion from one used for riding or asa draft- 
horse. Drivers are classed as readefere aml standant- 
bred or trotters, Une last being used for meing pu 

In sporting phrase, a pigeon or other bird that when 
rated from the tmp, or flushed, flies rapidly and 

directly * Contrasted with feveter, (k) A wooden 
golf-club with which the ball is driven from the tee. Also 
play-club, Bee cut umber geds-clreh, 

driver-brake (dri‘vér-brik), m. A brake ap- 
plied to the rim of a driving-wheel on a loco- 
motive. Also called driring-wheel brake, 
driver-chuck (dri‘vér-chuk), », A chuck fas- 
tened on the head-stock mandrel which drives 
work that is being turned between centers. 
driver-mast (dri’vér-mast), », On asix-masted 
vessel, the after-mast. See *afler-mast, 

driving-belt (dri’ving-belt), ». The belt by 
which an engine or other source of power 
drives the machinery of a factory, or any pri- 
mary belt that conveys motion, 

driving-bit (dri’ving-bit), ». A light bit of 
varying pattern and construction designed es- 

cially for trotting-horses, 
ving-chain (dri’ving-chan), a. Any form 

of chain used in transmitting power from a# 
motor to a tool, machine, or conveyor, or from 
one part of a machine to another, It is usu- 
ally made with detachable links, designed to 
run over sprockets, and is used in bicycles, 
motors, ete. 

the initial stroke 

driving-wing 
driving-cheek (dri‘ving-chék), ». A wing pro- 
jecting from the face of a disk, by which an- 
other clement may be made to move or to re- 
volve; ® crank which drives by pushing e 
follower by a flat surface, 
Wing-chuck (dri’ving-chuk), ». A lathe- 

chuck fitted with a driver for rotating the 
work. The chuck is usually a circular faceplate, hay- 
ing one of more Pins projecting from its face. The name 
is somnetioes applied to the cup-chuck, because the wood 
to be turned is driven inte it by blows from a hanamer, 

~Cleik (dri’ving-klék), n. eek an 
iron club with a com ratively straight face: 
it ia slightly deeper t the regular cleik. 

~clock (dri‘ving-klok), ». A form of 
clock which drives a mechanism or apparatus, 

Driviag<lock of the a6inch Equatorial Telescope of the U, $ 
Naval Observatory at Washington. 

as a telescope, heliostat, or chronograph, at a 
uniform rate which is direetly related to the 

of time. Sneh clockwork fa attached to an 
equatorial telescope, so that the tabe shall move exac 
in opposition to the motion of the earth on its axis, an 
the — * ot ah ar ee —— 
upon à Asar. Th stellar photography, Xe 
prone, the driving-clock of the te be must be 
of the greatest refinement and accuracy as a machine 
as @ timekeeper. 

ving-cushion (dri’ ving-kash’on), 9 A 
wedge-shaped cushion for the driver of a car- 
riage. Itis placed on the carri with the thin 
edge in frost, so that the driver is held in a half-sitting 
pereition, 

- prone Spear n. A flange or 
rim on « wheel or shaft whieh, by friction or 
by engagement, drives another part of the 
machine. 

“iron (dri’ving-i’érn), ». In golf, an 
iron club with leas loft than the regular iron 
and a slightly deeper face. 

driving-mashie (dri’ving-mash‘i), a, In golf, 
aniron club with a small, deep free, with less 
loft than an ordinury mashie, and usually with 
a longer shaft. 

-pinion art Ving pias , <Any 
small toothed wheel which drives another, or 
from which another receives ita motion. Na- 
smith, Cotton Spinning, p. 213. 

a) (dri’ving-put’ér), n. In golf, 
a wooden putter with a straight face, used in 
laying against the wind. 

dentngten (dri’ving-rin), ». A rein fitted 
with a billet and buckle at one end for the at- 
tachment of the bit: the other end is stitehed 
to the hand part. 

driving-rod (dri‘ving-rod), n. In locomotives, 
the connecting-rod; the main-rod: distin- 

ished from * side-rod. 
ving-wing («dri‘ving-wing), ». One of the 

arms of a double crank, or of a crank formed 
in the shaft to be driven, at such a distance 
from either end that there is a bearing for the 
shaft on each side of the crank. It one of the 
arms is lighter in weight than the other, by reason of the 
smaller resistance to be overvome on ote aide of the crank- 
pin, the driving-wing will be the mare Fo arm. 



Drobisch's spiral 

Dro See *spiral, 
drog (arog), t. t To transport or carry in a 

rt e Was © in drogging sugar 
how the est Indies. X. E. D. * 

a, 2, Same as drag, 1, ). 
Droma‘ —— tied), mpl 
[ Dromatherium, the type genus, + ida, ly 
ending.) A family of small mammals, com- 

ising extinct species from the Trias and 
urassic. Thet. nus Dromatherium has 3 

premolars and 7 molars, the dentition some- 
what resembling that of the living Myrmecobius. 

is The family & commonly considered longing with the 
polyp * — maruuptala, but it has been suggested that 
some species sesigned to the group may really be 
anomodont reptiles, Gi , 18T2. 2 

Dromiacea (dré-mi-&’ 66-1), ». zl [NL., ¢ 
Dromia + -acea.) A group of brachyurous 
crustaceans or crabs in which the fifth pair of 
feet, which are sometimes chelate, are carried 
dorsally. The group belongs wholly to Meso- 
xoic time. 
dromograph (dré’m6-graf), ». [Gr. dpsuoc, 
running, + ypdgen, write.} 1. A device for 
recording the rapidity of the blood-current.— 
2. An instrument for recording the apparent 
path of anything in the atasosphere. It has o 
Vertical cylinder on which directions in atimath and alti- 
tude may be inscribed by pencils which slide vertically. 
A telescope pointing toward a balloon, a bird, a kite, or a 
cloud carries the pencils with it, amd the record made by 
the latter gives the altitade and azimuth of the object at 
any Inctnent. Two dromographa, with observers at #ta- 
tions « short distance apart, can obtain a continuous 

of the movement of an object that is mutually 
visible. Having clocks that agree perfectly, they make 
time-marks every five minutes on the respective records 

dromometer (dré-mom’e-tér), ». An instru. 
ment for the measurement of velocity; a speed- 
indicator. 

drom (drd-mom’e-tri), ». The mea- 
surement — ; the use of the dromometer. 

Dromorni (drém-dér-nith’i-dé), ». pl. 
NL., ¢ Dromornis, (Dromornith-) + -idw.] A 
amily of | , extinet birds which contains 
species related to the emu. 

os, ”. 3. In Gr. antiq., the shortest foot- 
race which was just the length of the stadium, 
or about 600 feet. See stadium.—4, The en- 
trance to the Mycenwan beehive tomb. See 
*bechive — kat 

oscope \dro’mé-skép), n. An instrument 
for exhibiting the cireulation of winds around 
a storm-center, or for locating a storm-center 
when the direction of the wind is known. 

dromotropism ————— n. Inter- 
ference with the conductivity of muscle. 
The centrifugal cardiac nerves influence the frequency, 

the — 22 of * * 
wave (chro * rore- 

poss ' ee Bneye, Brit, XXXL 7 

drone!,. 3. The tone emitted by the drone 
of a bagpipe. 

drong ihn, n, A lane or narrow passage, 
Prov. En N. B.D. 

Drooping disease, n, Bee *disease. 
drop, °. . intrans. 10, In archery, to fall short 
of the mark aimed at: said of an arrow.—11,. 
To show a tendency to lower the shoulders, due 
to weakness of the muscles: said of a horse. 
—To drop asleep, to sink quietly into slumber; fgura- 
tively, to die peacefully, without struggle, and as if un- 

Stn pete yee cee : © of, ie es 
asleep ; ly, and if unobserved ; 
econ %. —— — A.B J he 7 © 
drop of in his visits. —To drop to, to ‘tumble to"; ‘catch 
on”; become aware of; beyin to understand ; perceive: 
3 — did not drop to his game for some time. 

a, Gazing approsch and — plattorm: 4 flaring wings Which is attached tothe spindle in such a riage o 
and submerged plattors of outlet to ditch below drop: ¢, our on 
the grace of the ditch below the drop forming @ watencushion; 4. 
short fume on grade of diich abure drop. 
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trans. 10. To lose or part with: 
(Slang-] 

masonry 
other canals 

to 

and ditches 

15. In elect., a fall of potential—16. A steep 
slope.—17, A disease of lettuce, caused b 
the fang, Sclerotinia Libertiana,—18, A fall 
or sudden vertical descent, as from a height 
or from a general level, either in space, or 
from some known position or condition, as in 
prices, values, temperature, ete.: as, an un- 
expected drop in the rate of discount; a 
drop in the price of steel.—19, The distance 
through which, or the extent to which, any- 
thing drops: as, a drop of twenty feet; a drop 
of ten points in copper; a drop of twenty de- 
5* in temperature in as many hours —20. 
n tabular work, a drop-line.—21, In base- 

ball, a ball so delivered by the pitcher that it 
shoots downward.—22. In tennis, a ball so 
struck by the racket as to shoot sharply down- 
ward after crossing the net.—23, A patent- 
leather ornament, pear-shaped or of other or- 
namental form, used on the face-straps and 
hip-straps of a harness. —24, The new y born 
young of animals: most commonly used in 
speaking of sheep.— Black , Vinegar of oplam, 
ee culture, eeowlture.— rope, a oltre 
tion of mercaric chlorid or corrosive sublimate, colored 
rom to attract attention to Its poisonous character.— 

rmaceatical name for a mix- ofmann’s * 
ture of three parts of aleohol and one part of ether; used 
as an anodyne, and called after Hoffmann, of Halle, who 
died tp 1742, _ 

a 
Also called Hofmann’s anodyne.— Knock- 

out drops, owertal narcotic, such as a mutarated solu- 
tion of hydrate in water, of S preperation of the 
frait of Cocewlwe Coecudua (fish ~ Eg by 
evil-doers to sta: their intended ricti ~—To have 
the drop on one. ne as to get the drop. 

drop-arch (drop‘iirch), ». An arch lower in 
oe than is usual: as, a blunt-pointed 
arch, a segmental arch, or a three-centered 
arc 

dr 
seal, Polygonatum, applied to P. multiflorum 
and P, commutatum, « Solomon's-seal, 

drop-bolt (drop’bélt), mn. 1. A bolt so con- 
structed as to drop into a socket.—2. Tho 
bolt which keeps the drop of a gallows in 
place until the signal for its withdrawal is 
given. 
drop-cake (drop’ka4k), ». A small cake made 
by dropping thick batter from a spoon into 
hot, deep fat, or on a well-buttered pan to be 
baked in the oven. 

(drop’dér), », In car-building, tho 
gat or flap of a hopper or drop-bottom car. 

drop-bottom 
(drop‘dri), a. Water-tight; proof 

against leaks: as, a drop-dry roof. N. E, D, 
drop-ear (drop’ér), n. An ear that turns 
downward, as in certain dogs. See *drop- 
eared, 

(drop’érd), a. Having ears that 
turn downward, but are not so long and pen- 
dulous as those of a hound: said of dogs. 

drop-flower —— n. Any plant of 
the genus Nabalus, so called from its nodding 

8. h 
(which see), 

drop-forge (drop’férj), vr. 4. Toshape by the 

It ia better known as rattlesnake-root 

impact of a falling mass or weight. Usually the 
shaping is done by one Mow received upon the stock 
while latter is held between hardened steel dies care- 
—— to each other, so as to hold each one half 
a e required a When the two halves come to- 

per by the fall af the weight, the stock takes both 
form and impress from the dies, and « finished product 
Tesulta, needing only trimming and polishing. Most 
manufactured forgings for the parts of sewing-machines, 
guns. bicyelea, automobiles, and the Ike, are made 

process, and fine patterns in forks, spoons, and 
ware can be ee ee, with great economy of 
labor and exact duplication of size and form. See drep- 
press. 

drop- frame (drop‘frim), ». In candy-making, 
a hand- or power-machine for making the 
many forms of fruit or other drops; a fruit- 
drop frame. It consists of a pair of rolls engraved 
with forma of fruits, tlahes, toys, otc,, between which 
the sheets of ar et eee and by which they are 
impressed and cut into dropx The finished drops are 
delivered to a traveling-apron and comdveyed through 
cooling- boxes to be chilled and hartened, 

drop-gate (drop’git), », A gute in an irriga- 
tion-ennal operated in such a way that it can 
be opened by dropping a shutter, 
drop-handle, ». by A carriage-door handle 

manner that it hangs down when not held in 
the hand, 

h. 
berry (drop‘ber‘i), n. The Solomon's. gy. 

Drosophilid= 

drop-hook (drop’hak), ». A harness check- 
hook secured to its base by a collar which 
—- —— ater to aad — — 

p-jaw “ja), — e rabies in 
the — 80 called from the ha open mouth, 
due to paresis of the jaw muscles, which is 
characteristic of this form of the disease. 
The damb form of rablea is very common, and many 

know it aa “dd a” who have no idea of its 
Gao antann Yearbek U. 8" Dept tor. 1900, p. 25% 

drop-key *ké), n. In lock-making, a key 
having a hinged k to allow the end or bow 
to hang down parallel to the door. 
drop-leg (drop’leg), n. A vertical pipe whieh 
earries gas, steam, or water downward from 
a horizontal ip. 

lever (drop‘lev‘ér), ». 1, A lever hav- 
ing a drop or an offset to pass an obstacle or 
to bring the end to any desired point.—2. A 
lever that drops or swings on a pivot, used to 
disengage the feed or stop any part of a ma- 
chine. 

drop-light, ». 2. An electric lamp, analogous 
toa gn drop-light, fortable ue.— Acoach- 
window that can be dropped in grooves in 
the framework of the coach, so as to be out of 
sight. 

drop-line (drop‘lin), ». 1. A band-line ; a fish- 
ing-line worked by hand without a rod, See 
hand-line.—2, A horizontal line, as in a genea- 
—— table, which is carried lower down 
when the space for continuing it horizontally 
is insufficient. 

drop-lubrication (drop ‘li-bri-ka’shon), ». 
Lubrication by some device which drops the 
oil upon « bearing constantly, instead of ap- 
lying it in a flood intermittently. 

meter (drop’mé’tér), n. instrument 
for measuring liquids by drops. 

drop-motion (drep’mé“shon). n. An arrange- 
ment on a yarn-reel by means of which two of 
the arms of the reel can be shortened 80 as to 
release the hank and facilitate its removal. 
opping, . 5. pl. The waste material which 

drops under a machine, as in the process of 
acutching cotton. 
The i ities ——————— —— 

Hannon, Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 1A 

6. A disease of cattie commonly known as milk 
fever, somewhat analogous to puerperal fever 
3 women i = oe the cow drops to 

¢ ground when sick,— debris 
depeaited from an iceberg. — — 

The results obtained by geologists, who have been study. 
ing the peripheral areas of the drift-covered of our 
continent, are such as to antisfy us that the di of these 

ithaonian Rep, 1890, p. 221, 
muaieinete e ⸗⸗⸗ 

(drop’ing-flask), mn. A light ing-flask 
glass vessel for delivering liquids by drops: 
also used for weighing out 
— 

phe my ascites. 

Souiey' drone hydrarthrosis. 

thors. Dropey —* of th 

——— “Deeoee of tee * 
— — 
—— — dropsy. Same as 2 eyet 
w tt tion) Hepatic 
nacttes) due to obstruction of thefow of theed in de 
veins of the liver. 

dropsy-plant (drop‘si-plant),n. The common 
garden- or lemon-baltm, Melissa officinalis, re- 
uted to cure ae — * 

dropt pp. A simplified spelling of dropped. 
dr table, nu, 2. Atable, without legs, which 
is hinged to a wall. When not in use it may hang 
down against the wall; when in ase it is propped up by 
one or two hinged braces or by a revolving bracket: used 
in bont-cabins and in small pantries, 

drop-terret (drop’ter’et), m. A harness-terret 
attached to its base by acollar whieh allows it 
to drop to the sides. 

dropwo ay Byer Gillenia, J — 

aceous (dros-¢e-ra’shius),a. Belonging 
to the plant-family Droseracer ; pertaining or 
related to the sundews, 

droshky, ». 2. A very low four-wheeled ear- 
the cabriolet type. 

Drosophilid# (dros-é-tll’j-dé), mn. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Drosophila + -idw.] A family of acalyptrate 



Drosophilids 
muscoid Diptera of which te litle fruit fies 8 (os 
type: commonly known as the little frwit-flies. 
drosophore (dros’6-fér), n. [Gr. dpdcor, dew, + 
~popor, < gfpew, bear.)] A device for apra: pring of th 
water into air to increase ite humidity; 
of atomizer. 

dross, v. t 2, To convert (lead) into dross or 
protoxid by melting in an oxidizing atmo- 
sphere, The — is usually accomplished 
in a reverberatory furnace. 

drove? (drév), ¢. t. and i ge 
pr. droving, To follow 

ver. 
drove-road (drév’réd), a. Anancient road or 
track slong which cattle may be driven, but 
which is not kept in repair: same as drove®, 
#,, 2, 

v. & 4. In phys, geog., to submerge 
beneath the waters of a hale oe or ovean: said of 
a valley that is thus converted into a bay 7 
relative change of land- and water-level. 
*drowned stream.— 5, In tobacco culture, to in- 
jure by long-continued rain followed by warm 
sunshine. The tobacco soon wilts under these 
conditions, Also called seald. 

This tobacco —2* after ous drowned or —— 
1, R Dept, Agr., 1897, p. = 

Grownd, Pp. A — spelling of drowned. 

drenched or submer, 
(dround), p. @ hat has been drum-dial 

also, that has perish 
as drowned lands; 

by drowning. Drowned 
boiler. (a) A te of sectional boiler in w' rich the eva 
orating unite River the steam formed in them in’ 
adram or chamber below Uhe level of the water in the 
latter: distinguished from a ‘foaming’ boiler, in which 

ret. and pp. droved, 
occupation of a 

each unlt diser trom the area of ita own cross-section 
* or above water-level of the water 
rum. 

The Belleville boiler bel 
“foaming” clam. This epi 
of ee tes — — in any way, but 

two is that, whereas in the * —— eEla⸗as the tabes 
deliver the steans above the water level in the lange steam 

vered in drum, in the “drowned” — — 

Sei, Amer, Sup., Dec. 27, 1908, p. 22m, 
the dram below the water line, 

'b) A fire-tabe upright boiler in which the tabes formi 
3234 ———— 

to what is called the 
is pot applied as a mark 

bat simpay & — bt it 
erence between the 

eating-surtuce are surroanded for 
by the water to be evaporated, instead of 

of their | above th 
on nishes the constriction db 
upper tube-sheet, because the tubes are not pt Fadia to 
such wide ranges of nee pg efron and to such 
changes of length relatively to the outer shell, as the fire 
varies Br in intensity or the water-level is carelessly lowered. 
—Drowned a hortzontal passage or level, aa ina 
mine, at each end of which an upward shaft, either in- 
clined of vertical, rises above the level of Uie roof. Sach 
passage and shafte form an inverted siphon, and water 
gathering there fille it up, and can only be removed by 
pamping, as no drainage ts possible. — Drowned 
a stream whose valley lias subsided antil the sen, en- 

pon it, has formed a bay or estaary of ite lower 
¢ St. Lawrence, Hudson, Chesapeake, and Del- 

aware ae ine are examples of drowned streams entering 
the sea. The St. Louis river flowing into Lake Superior 
illustrates 2 inland relationshipa See #drotn, 4. 

drowner, *. 2. In irrigation, one who works 
the sluices of reservoirs and side-channels, in 
the upper Bt of a valley, which flood or 
drown meadows below, 30 as to afford an 
equable distribution of water for irrigation. 
Locally called drownder. 

Dr. An abbreviation of Doctor of Phi- 
iy. 

Physical Science, Also D, P. 8. 
-beetle (drug’bé*tl), n, Same as *biscuit- 

beetle (which see, with ent). 
— (drug‘di-zéz). a. 1. A morbid 
state caused by the long-continued or habitual 
use of a drug.—2, In homeopathic medicine, 
the complex of symptoms noted after the admin- 
istration of any drug for purposes of —— 

The manifestations of Bi action thus prodaced 
and this record 

— 

afte ro verified tition te oh r repe on man! " oon. 
stitutes the Wisthuguluhing feature of o bam — 
materia medica. Braeye. Brit., XX 

—— + ꝓI.] 1. ae 
2. Being under the influ- 

ence of a drug. 
aror- -mill (drug’mil), ». A special grinding- 

used in the manufacture of 
drum!, »., 1. @ The head or membrane of a banjo or 
— nstrament. 
3. (A circular box, revolved by machinery, in which 
skins are tanned of colored, See also *coloring-wheel. 
C. T. Deets, Manuf. of Leather, p — 
8, A drummer in a military com 
12, An inflatable sac on the aaa of the neck 
of such a bird as the prsirie-chicken: sup- 
posed to give resonance to the sound produced 

rip — “reg 

prajecting 

teooaiey to mak tt “4 drumloid (drum ‘loid), a. and n. 

Sc. An abbreviation of Doctor of drum-wheel, ». 2 

The clockwork of the ———— kymograph 
drm swung round to its point. 

BB. mar, Eaper. Faychol., Lb 1M, 

Black drum, the a Pogonias chromis. 
See cut under drtem,— drum, in wining, a form 

— in jae ec 

rope as the load ascends or descends in the shaft. Such 
drams are usually double and serve two hoisting-com- 

ta, one load ascending asthe other descenda,— 
* See wei, nel pen mem: 

brane, Same as tympanic membrane.— dram, a 
dram for washing ing ekina. ‘Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 31. 

drum}, +. ¢. 5. To treat in a drum, as skins. 
See *drum! n., 3 (k). Modern Amer, Tanning, 
Pp. P 0.6. In fi Sorestry, to haul (logs) by drum 
and cable out of a hollow or — 

(drumꝰ blr· a j) n. See *ber- 
rage. 

nv. The sound of a dram-beat (drum * bét), 

Fann drum‘bl-dér), s. An imitative 
variant of dumbledore (a bumblebee). Compare 
drumble-drone. Sometimes applied figura- 
tively toa 4 (Prov. Eng. 

‘di‘al), n. ravens eylin- 
drical ot on which a record is kept in a 
time-register, Engin. Mag., July, 1904, p. 618, 

ibritery motion or wave-motion Dramh motion, they 
of the head of a drum, boiler, or tank. 

(drum ‘lang* a), A sys- 
—— of —— — in which certain ideas 
— by rhythmical combinations of 

ts. This mothod of signaling is found 
among the negroes of the west coast of Africa. 

teel (trans), Hist. of Mankind, II. 406. 
bear a hares eve a, and . — 
+ idq. a, Resembling a dramlin, 

Aiea while tek lateral stopen were 7 ai oy 
Sei. Amer. — Jan. 16, 1904, p, 25447. 

II. x. A hill resembling a drumlin in shape. 
(drum-lin-oi‘dal), a. Same as 

*drumlinoid, 
[drumi(in) + 

-oid.| Same as *dremlinoid.—Dramioid hill, 4 
— having a lenticular outline similar to that of a drum- 

While the dramlin type is fairly distinct, —— — 
into Hilla which are aoe dremiina. When 
somewhat in form they are — ——————— deaig- 
nated drumloid Aille or immatare dramlina. 
It is not certain some of them may not be over-ma- 
tare drumiing—that i, drumlins made iregalar 
unequal surface deposits upon regular — orm 

EL D. Salisbury, Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1801, p 74, 

drummer,». 4. A horse that beats the air by 
throwi its fore legs out irregularly as od ac 
—— ockey cant.] 25. Same as drum!, 11. 
—6. A local English nume for a rabbit: 80 
ealled on account of its habit of beating o 
drummin, upon the earth with the hind foot. 

4. The tetanus bacillus, which 
Penal, a rome | spore at one oan hel 
drum-tannage ( rum‘tan*aj), ". annage 
a of adrum. See *drum), n.,3(k). €. 
Davis, Manuf. of rina p. 509, 
a . In fanning, same as *druml, 

w., 3 
. a, 3, Bent; crooked: used to de- 

seribe a —* screw which imparts a sidewise 
as well as an — motion to a nut, 

n. a. fp pl) The marsh-marigold, 
The wintergreen or checkerberry, 

Gant ja procumbens, 
en, p.a. 5, ag en intoxication, or 

used in manufacturing intoxicants, as certain 
» plants—for example, the betel-nut, called 

drunken date, the darnel, called drunken rye- 
188. 

en-fish (drung’ kn-fish), ». One of the 
trunk-fishes, Lactophrys triqueter. [West 
Indies. ] 

drunkenness, ». 3. In mech., unsteadiness, 
crookedness, or inequality of Niteh in a scTeW, 
such that the nut either wabbles or does not 
advance ata constant speed.—Sleep drunken- 
ness, « confused mental state and — incotrdina- 
on sormetimes seen in one aromsed from a deep sleep, 

ery (drung’ke-ri), n.; pl. drunkeries (-riz.) 
jen gf + -ery.] “A place in which to get 
runk; a grog-shop or saloon. ([Colloq.] 

N. B.D. 
drupal (dri’pal), a. [drupe + -al.] Bame as 
drupaceows. 
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sarape, fore, be ovat, ©. ay — 

——— — juced by « regular d 
upon the faces of one mineral of minute wub-ndl 

es A. Miers, Mineralogy, p. 86 

sathol., not attended with 
——— a fluid scharge or exudation, or 
emo — arch, element, warch 

eto. — poe ah chem., same hy —* me = 
a as dry *face. 

Dry land: — execute a piece 
of — ——— om in the dry (that is, not 
under water). 
Owing to the anntal rise and fall of the Nile, it was 

seldom that such work (the digging of a canal) could be 
executed In the be =f 

Amer, Sup,, Jan. 10, 1908, p. 22500, 

dryback (dri’bak), a, Having no water-s 
the back end: used in reference to boilers 

which have no water-space at the back of the 
combustion-chamber. 

A method -bl 
eying I freeing 

dry. I. a. Pr ging 

He [Crabi lsat acl fo te we 
Seaintabury, Nineteenth Cent Lit, p. & 

— — Same as * Drydenian, 
Dryéenion (dri‘den-izm), n, A phrase, turn 
7 —— sion, Ld * ae characteristic of 
obn n, the 

-fly (dri’fli), n. In —— an artificial fi 
arya to float on the s e —* the wales 
by the natural insect. Also called floating 

Por, fang a 
anglers 

thoagh more or less has been beard 
Practioed in this country, and man 

will be interested to see the — done at the 
with dry Me⸗ 

Forest and Stream, Feb, 21, 1908, p, LiL 

wie tne ty engine, a mode of fly-casting In 
4 ing allowed to sink below the surface of 

—* — pry-fly fishing, in angling, Mahing with the 
iy. 

To define iy, gy I — describe it ax 
senting to the vag “tah best possible imaltation of 
the insect on which he's toedine in ite natural position. 

alford, Floating Fltea, p. 117. 

dry-hole (dri’ Be), » n. A hole in a mine or 
uarry in which no water can be used in the 
Ning process, Such is any hole the mouth 

of which is at a lower level than the bottom 
as the Ries proceeds, 

bath ( ri’ ing-bith), ». In chem., a 
vessel, — made of cheet-copper or sheet- 

r iron, cubical or ee 80 in form, in which 
substances are heated to a determinate tem- 
* in order to drive off water, or some- 
times aleohol or other liquids. The walls are 
often made — and hot water or steam cecupies the 
——— An electric current is sometines passed 

° a colls sons to nee an easily regu- 
peratare. Also called drying-oven. 

drying-cylinder (dri‘ing-sil’in-dér), ». A hol- 
low ae eylinder, heated by steam, for d 
textile fabrics brought into contact with it. 

drying-room (dri‘ing-rém), ». A room, as in 
# factory, where drying operations are carried 
on. 

drying-stove (dri ‘ ing-stév), mn. 1. A core- 
oven, See on — under oren. —2, A 
laundry dr — 

drying-train (ari’in -trin’), «. A number of 
— containing desiccating materials, 
0 joined together that any gas passing through 
them is yest — dried. 

dry-kiln (dri’ki In Jumbering, a kiln for 
eee seasoning cut umber, boards, etc.; 
a lumber drier. Such kilng are often mnde of it 
size, contain tracks for cars loaded with laomber, and are 
fitted with steam-heating pipes and power-fans for deliv. 
ering warned air. 

See *sand-mizrer. mixer (dri’mik*sér), 
* Peter * (NL. (J. Smith, aria ((ri-na‘ri-ii), n 
1841, adopted from Bory de Saint- Vincent, 
1825, as age henry ¢ Gr. ‘Spi c, oak.) A pecu- 
liar genus of mainly epiphytic polypodiaceons 
ferns mostly with fronds of two sorts, the 
sterile ones sessile, concave, cordate-oblong 
and sinuate or laciniate, having little chloro- 
phy! and conspicuous, raised venation ; the fer- 
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tile ones | r, — or pinnate, the 
sori roun naked, sometimes confluent, 
borne at the junction of the — an- 
astomosing veinlets. There are about adozen 
species, widely distributed in the eastern 
—— ere, of which D. quercifolia is the best 

own. 
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the developed chiefly by Berzelius, of represent- 
ing chemical compounds as constitated of two a 
positive and a negative, chemically and electrically com- 
Plementary, that la, mutaally opposed, Thas sxdiam 
sulphate was represented as — not of sodium sal- 
phur and ox: but of sulpliuric neid (80,) and sodium 
oxid, which Tomesiven were separted into positive 
hegative constituenta In some respects the theory ia 
similar to the moxlern one of electrolytic dissociation, 

we (dri-op-te-rid’6-8), n. pl. [NL., n.— in geow,: (0 
< Dryopteris ( Dryopterid-) at A —_ dnalt ciple uae eet ce nictiaticn um den 
tribe of | polypodiaceous ferns of various habit termination any clement or component may be inter. 
and venation, typified by the genus teris. power in the Ualverne ender consideration, * straight i 
They have the stipes continuous with the _ polnt or angle for sect in the plane. 
sori terminal or dorsal, the indusia 
free upon all sides of extrorss, or often . The 
genera occurring within the United States and Canada 
are: =D: Phe erie, — Phancro- 
phletia, Polystichum, & ja, and Tectaria. 

Dryo (dri-op’te-ris), n. [NL. (Adanson, 
1763), ¢ Gir. dpic, oak, + wrepic, a fern. The 
name alludes to frequent association of ferns 
with ouks and groves — 2 A large genus 
of pol iaceous ferns, type of the tribe 
Dryopteridew with fronds pinnate to tripinnate 
or dissected, the venation usually free, and 
the sori roundish with superior cordato-reni- 
form indusia fixed at the sinus. The type of the 

nine is D, Pilie-maa, the well-known male-fer or verial- 
, of wide distribution. Nineteen species oocur within 

the United States and Canada, many of them the com- 
Taomest Woodland species, See malefern and Nephrodium. 

dryopteroid (dri-op’te-roid), a, Resembling 
or related to the genus Dryopteris, or the tribe 

dry-pipe (art'pip), ». Api al * (dri‘pip), n. pipe, raunni ong 
near the top of the steam-space, which takes 
steam from the boiler, It is perforated with a 
number of «mall holes, the end being closed to prevent 
any lange body of water from entering, The aggregute 
area of the holes ie a little Jess than the area of no cross 
ee ee ee ee ee 
sligh expanded superheated becom 

thoroughly dry, 
dry-room (dri‘rim), n. In laundry-work, an 
inelosed chamber heated by steam-pipes, used 
in drying shirts, collars, and other laundered 
artic It is made of wood Hned on the inside with 

fitted 
hang while being dried. Dry-rooms are also fitted with 
suction-fane for removing the heated air when itis sata- 
ated with molstare, 

dry-rot (dri’rot), ©. ¢, To affect with dry-rot. 
Lowell. 

dry-salt, v. ¢ 2, In dairying, to add the salt 
to the butter while it is being worked. (Eng-) 

(dri’stér), m. A drier; one employ 
in a drying establishment; one who is en- 

in carrying on some drying operation, 
. Z., Dr. Zool. Abbreviations of Doctor of 

Zoalogy. 
D.8, An abbreviation (b) of Doctor of Seience. 
D. 8c. D, An abbreviation of Doctor of Sci- 
ence and Didactics. 
D. 8.0. An abbreviation of Distinguished Ser- 
vice Order. 

d.s.q. An abbreviation of discharged to sick 
arters. 

D T.,D. Th. Abbreviations of Doctor of The- 
ology. 

d. t. An abbreviation (a) of delirium tremens, 
Slang.) (b) In elect., of dowble-throw: as, a 
. t. awiteh, 

D-trap (dé‘trap),n. In plumbing, aterm some- 
times applied to simple forms of traps resem- 
agg | the letter D, 

Du, An abbreviation of Dutch, 
. . 8. In geom., given by a principle 

, a8 by interchanging point and 
straight in a plane,—Dual consciousness, See 
oonsciomeness, 

II. ». 2, In geom., a fi or theorem ob- 
tained by a principle of duality, as by inter- 
ehanging side an le in a plane.—3, In 
chess, a problem which has two solutions, that 
is, one in which the mate can be given either 
by one or by two pieces, or by one piece on a 
two or more different squares. 

dualism, *.— Ethical dualism, moral system which 
demands one kind of conduct toward fellow-members of 
one's own social groap, and the oppesite kind of condact 
toward all other men ; espectally, in primitive society, the 
recegnition of one set of duties toward fellow-clansmen 
anit of ———2 rms gg — —*2 
bond. ophysic: ualism, ee Inelaplys 
opinion eee ‘And matter are two different kinds of 
existenta which are capable of acting upon each other, 

dualistic, a. 3. In chem., pertaining to the 
dualistic system.—Dualistic a notati 
based upon —— of auetity  Dastatic system, 

dualize (dia‘a-liz), v. t.; pret. and pp. dualized, 
aa To make or regard as two. 

dub!,.t. 4. ( ) Tomake a fair show outside 
or on the surface, as by placing the wares 
in the upper part of a basket and the infe- 
rior beneath. [Prov., Eng.] 
dub-end (dub’end), ». The carved end of a 
cross- or spring-bar of a carriage. ; 
dubitant (di‘bi-tant), a. and». [L. dubitans 
(-ant-), ppr. of dubitare, doubt; see doubt.) I, 
a, Doubting; inclined to doubt: as, a shy, du- 
bitant creature. Bulwer. 

II. ». One who doubts; a doubter. 
dubl, «., »., ¢., and adv. A simplified spelling 

dubld py. A simplified spell a yp. Asim rlling of doubled, 
qua A simplified onelline of doublet. 
Dubois's abscesses or disease, Sev *abscess. 
ducat, ». 
in the W 
tary, 

ducatello (dt-kii-tel’d), . [It., dim, of ducato, 
dueat.] A silver coin of Venice. 
duchesse (dii-ahes’), ». [F.: see duchess.) A 
type of sofa borrowed by the English de- 
signer Hepplewhite from the French. It is com- 
posed of two arm-chairs placed face to face with a stool 
conbecting all three being framed together. 

duck!, c. I, intrans, 4. In bridge, to lead a 
suit from the dealer or the dummy hand, and 
make no attempt to win the trick third band, 
even when able to do 80. See underplay. 
It. trane.— to duck up (nawt.), to lift (the clue of 

the foresail or maineall on a square so that the view 
ales! of the vessel may not be shut out 
wheel. (m cutters carrying a loose-fi 
tack (janction of the foot and luff) of the sall Is lifted by a 
amall permanent purchase called a fackackie when the 
lower part of the sall near the neast obstracts the helms- 
mans view ahead. 

Gack? * 5. In he 7 zero: short 
‘or duck’s-eqg (which see), ng. }— Ayles- 
bury duck, a Bod *2 named = ang} A Eng- 
land, They are lange ducks, white with orange shanks, 
having a tong, slender head and a pink beak.— duck, 
a dack of diminutive breed, for display rather than 
for the market: tsed —— for d whence the 
name.— Pield-lane d a local Eng! name for a 
baked sheep's head. 

duck-acorn (duk’&’kérn), ». The water-chin- 
kapin, Nelumbo lutea, 
—— —— (duk’biir'ng-kl), a. Same as 

goose-barnacle, 

an Arab gold coin current —Barbary ducat, 
t lieties in the first half of the eighteenth cen- 

* 

duckbill, ». 4. Polyodon spathula, one of the 
ganoid fishes of the order Talachostom. Two 

Dugongida 
duct, ®,— Aberrant duct of the liver. See #aberrant. 
* "s duct. Closed 
n + ane 

dite duct, tn certain mollusks as /eliz, a dact leading 
from the hermaphrodite gland to the or com 
municating therewith other — 

ular a dact or fi een the 
cells — Ni duct, the duct of the kidney: a 
term applied to the 2 meta- 
u ducts. — act, a duct in which the 
markings seem to form # network.— ‘sd 

ri rif Skene’s 
ducts, minute tubules which open into the female urethra 

—— — 
eee, the cath dak, —— 
the tubular connection between the primitive intestine, 
or archenteron, and the umbilical vesicle. 

duct (dukt), c.i.and t. (L. dueere, pp. ductus, 
lead, draw: see duct, n., and ef. abduct, adduct, 
ete.] To draw: said of museles which abduct, 
adduet, or circumduct a part, such as the leg 
or the eye. 
The be pronounced tn tin 

until the. dict pe raring power of onah 32* 

— Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1904, p. 210 
ductil, a, <A simplified spelling of ductile. 

Same as Santorini s tdwet 
or canal, e aa the 

Same 
—* 

ducu (dé’ks), », [S. Amer.] A shrub or small 
tree, Clusia Ducu, of the family, 
found in the Andes of Ecuador and Colombia. 
It yields a t gum-resin which is used 
by the natives like incense. 

du ass (dud’ér-gras),n. The fern Ve- 
nus’s hair, Adiantum Capillus-Veneris. See 
Venus’s hair. . 

dudish (di‘dish), a. Like a dude; character- 
istic of a dude, 

dudler (dud‘lér), n. Same as *dudley. 
dudley (dud‘li), ». [From the surname 
ley.) An engine for hauling logs which pro- 
ae itself and drags its load by revolving a 
large spool around which are several turns of 

dnilepite ca — —— * of tp ae 
(dud “li-it), nm. udley(ville), in 

Alabama, + -ite2,] A’ hydrous silicate allied 
to the vermiculites and derived from the alter- 
ation of margurite. 
due-cento (do’a-chen’ts), . [It., contraction 
for mille due cento, 1200.) The thirteenth cen- 

is Niocola Pisano, 
the sculptor and architect (about 1207-1278) 

dueling: ] (da’el-ing-pis’tol), a. A long- 
rre isto! of fine workmanship, made ¢s- 

P ok or dueling. 
(L. duellem, duel, + nellant (di-el‘ant), ». 

-ant,) A dueliat, 
The successful dwellant had simply kept guard 

struck the nick of time. sad - — 
J. M, Hart, Gorman Universities, p. T. 

—— are known, inhabiting fresh waters of quettist (dii-et’ist), m. [duet + -ist.] One who 
United States and China. 

duck-boat (duk’bét), ». A light, shallow-draft 
boat propelled by oars or a sail, and employed 
in duck-shooting. — * 

Duck. e *porcelain, 
ducker! uk’ér), 1. 1. One who rears ducks. 
—2. A ———— age eC). 
duck (duk’gras), n. See *grass, 
duck- r (duk’lad’ér), ». A short ladder. 
[Loeal, Eng. 
duck-mud (duk’mud), ». Same as crow-silk 
(which see). 

ducks (duks), ». pi. In bot., a name indis- 
eriminately applied to any of the American 
species of Cypripedium except C. arietinum, 

pana fag rag tig Ee pas reaks rank in order to pick up a stra 
cone instead of waiting his tan. * us- 

8. tral 
%. —Greater duckweed, Spirodela 

rhize, formerly included in the genus ant ree 
—— —Tropical duckweed, the water-Jettuce, 

jatia Stratiotes, 

duckwheat (duk’hwét), », A local name for 
Fagopyrum Tataricum, the Tartarian buck- 
wheat or India wheat. ‘This species differs from the 
common buckwheat in — ee with notched of 
wavy edges, a more slender it of t, smaller and 
hastate vee, and gteenish or yellowish flowers in 
sinaller clusters. 

duck-wing (duk’wing), ». Same as duek-iring 
*game, 

takes part in a duet. 
n. 2, A base coin of Lueca, equal to 

two quattrini. 
duff? (duf), r. i. In golf, to miss a stroke by 
hitting the ground behind the ball. 

duffadar (Juf-a-dir’), n, [Hind, Pers, daf‘a- 
dar, an officer in command of a small body of 
men, ¢ daf"a, a section, + -dar, suffix of agent. 
A petty officer, such as a sergeant or corpo 
of irregular cavalry, a police officer, or the 
man in charge of a gang of laborers. [Anglo- 
Indian.] 
We now com: asmnall party; besides our Du 

there retained Lassoo and Esau, twelve ani 
Ruby. Geog. Jour. (R. G. 3), XUL 288 

(auk’sbav’ée), n. Acabmanwho dufoil, ». 2. In bot., the twayblade, Ophry« 
ovata, 

Dufton shales, See *shale?. 
dugdug (diig’dég), a. [Chamorro name, in 
Guam,] The name in Guam of the fertile 
form of Artocarpus communis, the chestout-like 
seeds of which, called nangka, are roasted and 
eaten by the natives. The latex is ased as bird-lime, 
as a sizing for whitewash, and as a medium for ml 
yalote soft yellow wood is used for cupboards 
nterior woolwork of houses, but will not stand exposure 
to the weather. See Artocarpus, breadfrwit, abread- 

Dugongide (di-gong’gi-da), m. pl. (Dugong (1) fi-gong’gi-dé), m. 
+ -idw.) <A family of sirenian mammals, in- 
eluding the existing species of dugong and the 
extinet genus Prohalicore. J. X. Gray, 1821. 



duguan 
duguan (dé-gi-iin’), 1, [Ta duguan, ¢ Tag- 
alog and Bisaya dugd, rk In the Philip- 
pines, the name of several species of — 
especially Myristica Philippiensis, a tree yield- 
ing a resin. Ita fruit is fragrant and was formerly 
used by the natives for mak sweetmeata, but the in- 
closed nutmeg and its surroun mace have little if any 
aroma. Also culled talangtalang. See Myristica. 

duiker oN kér), x. (Cape D.] Short for 
*duiker-bok, 

Mr, Oldfield Thomas exhibited and made remarks re 
the skin of a female yellow-backed dutker (Co 
sylvicultrix) which had a in the Awemba 

trict of North-Eastern Rhodesia. 
Athenseum, Jan. 25, 1002, p. 120, 

duiker-bok — n. [Cape D., ¢ duiker, 
diver, + bok, buck.) A small South African 
ant 

pall: 
— garners Argh ted horns; the females are horn 
leas The name is extended to other antelopes of the 
sare genes 

dukan —* n, [Aram., stage, platform. 
The stage in the Jewish temple upon whie 
the priesta officiated, and the Levites stood 
when singing the daily psalms, 
duk-duk (dik’dik), n. [New Britain.) The 
rituals of a secret society of the natives of 
New Britain. In these rites lange masks aro 
used which are said to represent the cassowary. 
Ratzel (trans.), Hist. of kind, I. 133, 

duke!,. 6. A vehicle having a victoria body 
suspended at the front on scroll-irons. At the 
rear is a rumble for a footman. It is some- 

able driver's seat at the 
~ See *dukel, 6. 

dukhan ((da‘kan), x. 
Also dukn, 

dukhn.) 
rl or negro millet, 

ennisetum spicatum, a 
widely cultivated 

m warm countries for 
the sake of its seed and 
sometimes for fodder 
for cattle. The seeds are 
an jimportant food-staple in 
many countries, but are not 
of sach great economic im- 

J— durra 

which in Africa is eaten in 
the form of mush, and in 
lndia, where it is the princt- 
ya food-staple of the natives 

1 muy parts, in the form of 
bread or cakes, which are 
eaten together with butter- 
nollk. = India called eum- 

ft. 
Dukhan ( Pewnisetum spica~ 

tum), about one half nateral 

Dukhobors (407 ki frst" Phssanifes* 
hobortsi 

dulcan (dul’kan), n. See *dolcan, 2, 
dulcin, ». 2, Same as *swerol. 
dulcinan (dul’si-nan), ». Same as dulcitan, 
dulcinea (dul-sin’é-i), a. fSP.. from the name 
of Dutcinea del Toboso, the lady beloved by 
Don Quixote, the hero of Cervantes's romance 
of that name; ¢ L. dwieis, sweet.) A sweet- 
heart; a mistress. 

dulcitanide (dul-sit’a-nid), ». [dwleitan + 
-idel.] The general name emplo in chem- 
istry for compounds of acids and dulcitan: as, 
benzodulcitanide, 

Dulide ——— nan. pl (NL, ¢ Dulus + 
8. ⸗ 

ellowish-brown color. The males duma (dii‘mii), ». 
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154 A family of passerine birds related to 
the shrikes, found in tropical America. 

dull-witted (dul’wit’ed), a. Stupid; having 
a dull wit. 

I do not believe that the average boy of the modem 
congregation is duller-reitted or more restless now than I 

then. nt, Problems, p, 404. Was * 

dulotic (dii-lot’ik), a. (Gr. “dovdwrinde, ¢ doi. 
Jue, enslavement, ¢ dowdoiv, enslave, ¢ dobdoc, 
aslave: see dulta.] In entom., slave-holding: 
— to those genera of ants which enslave 
eolonies or individuals of colonies of other 
ants. 

of Uh —— oted —— 
from Wroughton's work will suftics to show. 

Biel, Bulletin, May, 194, p. 257. 

elope, Cephalophus grimmi. It 1s about 26 inches dum, @. and v. A simplified spelling of dumb. 
[Also douma ( ¢ F. dowma); 

¢ Rass. duma, a council, a court, a ehapter F— 
an order), also thought, idea, elegy, = OBulg. 
Balg. duma, council, = Bohem, duma, thought, 
reflection, = Pol, duma, thought, idea, reflec- 
tion, opinion, olegy (see *dumka) = Little 
Russ. duma, thought, = White Russ, duma, 
ride, arrogance, = ‘Lith. duma, opinion, = 
“tt. pa-doms, council; of Teutonic origin, ¢ 

Goth. dims = OHG, twom = AS, dém, E. i’ 
judgment: see doom}, n.) In Russia, a coun- 
cil; an official assembly; specifically, an elee- 
tive legislative assembly or council in Russia, 
established by ukase of Nicholas II, in 1905, 
The Dowmas of pearly all the cities have 

addressed the throne praying that representatives of 
the people be summoned at onee. 

N. F. Times, June 9, 1906, 

Tn this [plana for a National —— es Bio Canny 
leas been Inflnenced by the men who instituted the recen 

at Moscow, of delegates from 
dumas, or district and 

dumaist (di‘mij-ist), ». [duma + -ist.] A 
member of a duma. 

The Czar, on March 3, issued a 
the Minister of the Interior directing him to 
plans a the assembling of —— apa of the people 

addressed to @ 

dumping-car 

wood, Erythroxylum monogyanm, a shrub or 
amall may of — —— India and Geylon. Tt is 
used as a preservative of native boats. See 
Erythroxylum, 

», 2. Specifically, an abnormal 
mental condition of the horse, following acute 
inflammation of the brain, in which the vari- 
ous senses are dulled and the animal takes no 
notice of its surroundings, There is also a 
peculiar alteration in the method of taking in 
the food. U.S, Dept, Agr., Rep. on Diseases of 
the Horse, 105, p. 11. 
dummy, *. 3. (¢) Proofs of pages of com- 
posed type pasted down upon a larger leaf in 
proper order. to show the general arrangement 
= = oe ret bree yey ¢) Sipe 

ealer’s partner at bridge. the game o! 
rounee, an extra hand of 6 cards in the eenter 
of the table. Amer. Hoyle, p. 322.—6, A person 
who is put forward (by interested parties in the 
background) in some capacity in connection 
with a matter in which he has no real concern 
oras to which he is the mere tool of his movers: 
for example, (a) as an incorporator or a 
director of a bank, a railway, or other com- 
pany, in order to satisfy some statutory re- 
quirement as to number, place of residence, 
or the like, or as (») in Australia, when the 
pablic lands were thrown open, one who made 
gga for an allotment in bis own name. 
but really on behalf of another who had 
already made his own ‘selection.’'—7. A horse 
affected with dumminess, which follows an 
acute inflammation of the brain. See *dum- 
miness, 2, 
—— mag at the ¢inemne wastes trem 0 Sow bouve to 

a Woe 7 OTROS 
which — are anid ry Bh a 
with a permanent cerebral lesion and defective tntelli- 
gence, Jour. Exper, Med., V1, 6 

To act as a dummy. —— dum’i), v. 4. 
= Bae . 

(dum‘i-izm), ». The practice of 
acting as a dummy in any matter, —— of 

as taking up land by perjury and false pre- 
TS rocel jerision by oem: 8 EA: J dima at tir Congrae tn Sly oo ny gag part of the dummy. See 

— d -weed (dum‘i-wéd), a. The coltsfoot, 
dumaree, . See *dumree. go Farfara. 

Dumas, a French 
nee - olly —* — 

pared by passing the vapors o 
acetle acid oF Saeed * ae — 
t has a epic Or an 8 at '. 

a s method. See mg : 

*peall, blind — ing (under tooling). * 
dumb-barge (dum’‘biirj), », See *hargel, 
dumb- an. 2, In bucteriol., a diplococeus: 
so called from its shape.—Dumb-bell crystals, 

eryatal, 

dumb-card (dum‘kiird), ». See *card?. 
dumbcow (dum’kou), ct. & To browbeat into 
silence or submissiveness; cow. A. Kipling. 
{Anglo-Indian, ) 
dum (dum ‘drift),». An airway for con- 
veying foul air and dangerous gases to the 
upcast shaft of a mine, past, but not through, 
the ventilating-furnace, to uvoid explosions. 
dumb-furnace (dum’fér’nis), ». Same as 
*dumb-drift, 
dumb-iron (dum‘i‘érn), ». In carriages, an 

chemist, + -in?, 

iron shaped like the half of an elliptic spring 
attached to a half-elliptic and with it nt- 
ing the appearance of a full elliptic. It is 
sometimes covered with wood and richly 
carved, 
dumb-pintle (dum’pin‘tl),», A rudder-pintle 
whose lower end rests on a disk in a socket- 
brave designed to take the weight of the rudder. 

(dum’sound), x. To deaden the 
—— from: as, to dumb- 
ridge. X. E. D. 

dumb-watches (dum woch’ez), ». The pitcher- 
ay Sarracenia purpurea, also the trumpet- 
eaf, S. fara, in allusion to the convex circular 
expansion at the summit of the style,‘ re- 
sembling a watch. 
dumby, #. See *dummy, 5 (d). 

um bullet, fever. See *bullet, *ferer!. 
dumka (diéim’ki), ». [Pol. dumka, dim. of 
duma, thought, elegy: see *dwma.] A Polish 
lament or threneds: or a piece of music in a 
melancholy style, 
dummele (Jam’s-lé), ». [Cingalese?] A tar 
prepared from the wood of the bas sandal- 

dump*, t.% 6. To press closely; subject to 
severe pressure, as balesof wool. [Australia.] 
— car, Hem Air di , 2 gondola-car of which 
the ron flap bm fe discharge the load. It ts 
operated by compressed sir. See #yravel-car. 

dumper, n. 2. In railroading, any form of tilt- 
ing-, dumping-, or unloading-car, whether 
operated by hand or by power. 
dump-grate (dump‘grit), ». A furnace- or 
boiler-grate which can be tilted or — up 50 
as to drop or dump its load of ash and cinder; 
a dumping-grate or ti te. 
dump-hook (dump’huk), ». A levered chain 
grab-hook attached to the evener, to which a 
team is hitched in loading logs. A movement 
of the lever releases the hook from the logging- 
chain without stopping the team. 
dumping-boat (dum‘ping-bét), ». A boat or 
scow used in the removal of rubbish and in 
dumping it into theocean. Buck, Med. Hand- 
book, 880. 
dum ing-car, n. Any railroad-car which is 

to carry loose material in bulk and which, 

Dusiping-<car for Ladustrial Railroad, 

@, car Ulted up for convenience in loading: 4, car loaded aad 
locked for wanspeqt; ¢. car released and upset, discharging coal, 

through its construction or fittings, can be 
made to discharge its load. The most simple form 
has o balance square, eup-, or V-shaped body, so supported 
that it can be tilted up to discharge the load at the side of 
the track, In another type the boly is hinged to a turn- 
table on the truck and can be swang around and tilted in 
any direction. Another simple form has a tilting-thoor 
and fixed ends, or a fixed sloping door and hinged sides, or 
two floors joined together and sloping outward, with 
hinged sides Im this type the car-boly is fixed and the 
toad is dumped by releasing the hinged aides. In this 
sense the hopper-car, having sloping floors for the auto 
mathe discharge of Ue load through hopper, is a dump- 
car, The largest and most complicated type consists of 
an under-frame supporting two hinged and inclined foars 
which meet in the middle aml, whet closed, sustain the 



dumping-car 
load In a V-shaped trough When the load is to be dis- 
charged, one section of one Moor may be opened and the 
load dam: between the rails, or, by means of deflecting 

a fixed apron on the aide of the car, it may be 

— af (obtained rors the ale-beake system), from the alr-brake 
. when the — 8 whet i i inmotion, and 

care © in any direction, one car at a time or all the 
train at the same inatant. 
dumpling, . 3. Any one of two or three 

ies of. dwarf, stemless, succulent evergreen 
planta — to the genus Mesembryan- 
themum, especi y M. minimum, called the 
mall —D a plant only halt an inch high, 
and M. ellum, called the greater dumpling, 
which is about an inch bigher.—Blae dumplings, 
a favorite dish among the consisting of two 

of corm meal, half « teaspoonful of baking-powder, 
and a little batter, made into amsall balls which are drop ( 
into boiling water and couked for five minutes. 
Amer. Sup., May 7, 1004, p. 23708. 

duck; in general, 
an. 

dum (dum‘pokt), a. (Hind. dampukht, 
cooking in steam, —— < dam, air, 
breath, steam, + pukht, cooked.] Boiled, asa 

fowl. (Anglo-Indian. 
dump-skip (dump‘skip), ». A bucket for hoist- 
ing coal or ore, #0 constructed as to overturn 
or open when ita contenta are to be dumped, 

fowl, with butter and , 

dumree (dum‘ré), n. [Also dumrie, dumaree; Ganner® (don’ér), n. [dunner?,v.) A hollow as 
< Hind, damri,] A copper coin — in 
use in Central India, of very slight value, Fule 
and Burnell, 
dumus (di’mus), n.; 2. dumi (-mi). +o 
bush, OL. dusmus, prob, connected with den- 
sus, thick: see dense.) A bush or low-branching 

fon}, I.a— Jand, limestone, skipper. 
PR tr ay 9 9 wlimestone, Rekipperl, 

Il, ». 2, A dun-colored natural or artificial 
fly used in angling: as, the pale-olive dun, 
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d salt (dung’ ing salt), n. A trade- 
name for sodium phosphate or arseniate when 

in calico-printing as a more cleanly sub- 
stitute for cow-dung in the bath in which, to 
remove superfluous mordant, the cloth is im- 
mersed after printing and before dyeing. Also 
called ons — — 
dungon (du nm’), m. 
4 mn A dung-heap 78 

place where mauure is piled; a midden. 
conclusion arrived at, and clearly —— 
that excessive lows in manure can heat 

it in a di -— AT — 
e 

The 

arolied by 8 aro jeep 
a Wwell-shaded situa‘ in which dunortead — ‘thon, 

Nature, Sept. 15, 1904, p. 49 

dung-worm (dung’wérm), », A worm or larva 
found in cow-dung, used as bait. - 

d series. Bee *series. 
#1. Seventh-day iv 

the Dunkere organised in Perdaylvante in 1788 by Conrad 
Heiasel. The society, pow almost extinct, was monastic 
in character, ad celibacy for ita emer, amd ob- 
served the Sabbath on the seventh day: whence its name, 

dunkirk (dun’kérk), ». A privateer vessel 
from Dunkirk in the seventeenth century. 

dunkirker (dun’kérk-ér),n, 1. Same as *dun- 
kirk,— 2, One of —— a Guskirk. 

“tré), n. ¢ Jujube, Zizyphus 
hus, mad tone 

unner? (dun’ér), ¢. é. ar, of “dinner, col- 
lateral form of dinnle, dindle ; imitative.] To 
vibrate with a reverberatin und; make a 
thundering, reverberating males. (Seoteh.] 

—— sound, as if made by heavy 
blows from the closed fist on a door; a thun- 
dering sound. —* 
— (dun‘it), n. [Dunn, a proper name, 
+ -ite?.) Same as *ezplosire D. 

(dun’stén), . [dunl + ¢tone.] In 
petrog., stone of a dun or dull brown color, 
sometimes sedimentary, as dolomite or sand- 
— ; occasionally, an altered dolerite. [Lo- 
eal, Eng. 
dunting lann’ting), na. Knocking; hitting; 

made with a body of hair from the polar bear; dinting; in ceram., the cracking of ware en- 
— with a body of qray — tirely t —8 while it is being fired in the kiln. 

ue dun, with a body of pale mole-fur. duny (da’ni), a. [dune + -y!.] Having nu- 
@unal (da‘nal), a. [dene + -al.) Of or pertain- merous sand-dunes. 
ing to dunes. (di-d-dek’a-gon), m. (Gr, duddena, 

i t Lake of the Wooda there is no evidence that the lalo twelve, + yuria, angle.) Same as 
aux Sables is tenanted by both dwenal and predunal types q (di-6-dek’an), n. [Gr. 

ta, 
Be Mecwittan, Minn. Bot. Studies, Bulletin LX. p. ood. 

@un-bar (dun’bir), ». A British collector's 
name fora dun-colored moth (Cosmia trapezina) 
having two bars or transverse lines on the fore 
wings. N. E. D. 

(dung-ka-nel fi) n. [NL., ¢ Dun- 
can, proper name, + -el ‘ A genus of ex- 
tinct tetracorals of the family Cyatharoniidex, 
including very simple conical cups with regular 
septa and no tabule or dissepiments, It is of 
Silurian age. 

@unch! (dunch), ». [dunch1, ¢.] A jog with 
the elbow; a nudge; a ‘ digin the ribs.’ [Scoteh 
and prov. Eng.) 

2, a, 5 Dull; stupid; slow of under- 
standing.—3, Heavy, as bread ; stodgy. [Prov. 
Eng. in both senses, ] 

nm 
eurrants, and water. [Prov. Eng.]—2, Im- 
— baked bread. [Newfoundiand.j 

—_ acd in the derin, 
rorauitting etme Barrier Aube, an artificial ‘igs 
shontied Ser Oe pesmeanen cf inland areas by obetructi 

—— ote, Ff —* Dy a Bae to the inner- 
most and highest of tres lines found on some consis : 0 
called because the sand is tinged by an intermixtare of 
humus; a land dune The gray dunes and white danes 
are inside of a low oater row,— dune. Sve grey 

= Pg eg Seog: unprotected. by. vegetation a 

fion of the wind.” The movement ot dunes is — — 
tnland from the shore.— White dune, a dune belongin 
to the middle of three lines as found on some coasta, 
also medium in height: so named because the asnd is 
— by humus Also called #adune, Bee gray 

Dunelm. An ecclesiastical abbreviation of 
the Latin Dunelmensis, ‘of Durham.’ 

-fly, ». See *dun, m., 2. 
— * Same as Senta! Tahecig- 

Gange-rangs (dung’ gii-rung’ n 
inal name in New South Wales.) A stall tree 
of crooked wth, Notelwa ovata, yielding 
close-grained, hard wood, used for tool-han- 
dles. See Notelwa. 

-bestle, n.— Indian dung-beetle, an East Indian 
J id beetle, called by Kirby and pene Copris midas. 

de 
1, A stodgy pudding, made of flour, 

twelve, + -are.] Same as *dodecane. 
uodenary, «. 2. In music — to a 
duodene, or consisting of duc enes. . 

II. ». A musical instrument for acoustical 
research, played from a keyboard laid out in a 
duodenes, 
duodenate (di’é-dé-nit), r. é.; pret. and pp. 
duodenated, ppr. duodenating, [dwodene 
-ate2.] In music, to modulate by duodenes. 
duodenation (dii-6-dé-na’shon), m, [dnodenate 
+ -ion.] In music, the act, process, or result 
of modulating by duodenes. 
a lecystostamy (di-5-d6'nd-kol 6 
sis-tos’té-mi), n. [NL. duodenum + Gr, yoAy, 
bile, + xioric, bag, bladder, + erdua, mouth. 
In surg., an operation for making an artificia 
opening between the gall-bladder and the duo- 

uodenum and the liver. Buck, Med, Hand- 
book, I. 4. ’ 
duodenotomy (dii-d-dé-not’d-mi), n. [duode- 
num + Gr, -togia, ¢ rameiv, cut.) In surg., an 
operation for making an opening into the duo- 
denum, 
duogravure (dé’6-gri-vir’), ». [F. "duogra- 
vure, . < L, duo, two, + gravure, engrav- 
ing.) A method of photo-engraving which 
requires two plates for the production of a 
rint in one color, X. Y. Times, Jan. 1, 1904. 
ole (dii’dl), A. [L. duo, two, + dim. -ole, 
L, -olus.] In music, a group of two notes to 
= — in the time normally occupied 
y three. 

duoparental (dii’é-pi-ren’tal), a. [L. duo, two, 
+ parens, parent.) Of or from two parents 
or sexual elements; bisexual; amphigonic. 
The conclusion that chromatin was the true hereditary- 
betance could only be deduced with convincing clear- 

ness after dio-parental . . . reproduction had been 
stadiod, Nat. bol. Nov. 1896, p. S12, 

duotal (di’é-tal), ». The trade name of 
guaiacol carbonate, a white odorless and 
tasteless crystalline compound, (CgH,O.CHg 
0) CO, obtained by the action of phosgen on 

durenol 

ajacol-sodium. It is decomposed in the intestines 
to guaiacol and carbonic acid, and is used as an intes 

tinal antiseptic and in tuberculosis. It ie official in the 
U. & Pharm under the name guaiacolis carhoeas, 

dup? (dup); n, [D. dop, a shell, husk.) A 
trough used in South Africa for sheep-washing. 

Pur! ‘scyclide, Same as cyclide. 
Upiex, @.—Cox duplex press. See #pressl.—Du- 

lock, tock, 1 i 
jbuplex Fall Wie ts compound all (aidh mon fo. 

duplexity (da-plek’si-ti), n. Same as duplic- 
ity, 1. 

duplicand (di-pli-kand’), n. (L. duplicandus, 
fut. pass. part. of duplicare, double} in 
Scots law, a double feu-duty due to a superior 
upon entry into possession by an heir, or at 
certain specified times. 
plicate,v.i. 2, In whist and bridge, to play 

the same cards over again, as nearly as poxssi- 
ble under the same conditions, each side get- 
ting the hands originally held by its o ents, 

duplicate. La. i bot., folded. — 
et Bee wboard. 

".—Memory duplicate, in whist, 2 game in 
which the hands are preserved and over 
the sume players at samme table, ~ —“ 

duplicator (di’pli-kié-tor), n. 1. One who 
duplicates anything; one who makes dupli- 
cates.— 2, A machine or other contrivance 
for m duplicates, as of a writing ordraw- 

dupliciden jciden ta *plis’i-d (LL. dupier (dai ‘i-dent), a. dw 
( —5 — — dens (dent-), tooth.) Same 

uplicidentate, 
duplict mnate (di pli-si-pen’&t), a. [L. du- 
Pp (duplic-), double. mt, Wing: see 

nate, f the wings folded 
moths, [Rare.) 

= .} In entom,, havin 
ongitudinally in repose, as t 

(di’pli-si-spi‘nat), a. [L. du- 
double spina, spine: see 

duplicispinate plex (duplic) . 
spinate,) Bearin; double or duplex spines. 

duplicity, n, 4, In biol, the division of a part 
of the body of an organism, such as a limb ora 
digit, into two equivalent parts which may be 

ed as equivalent to normal single mem- 
W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 406. 

~~ Axial duplicity, the presence in a bilateral animal of 
& pair of organs or parts In place of one which is normals 
tingle and inedian, as the presence of two tails in some 
breeds of goldflshes, or of two heads in monsters. 

durative (diir’a-tiv), a. L, “*duratirus, ¢ 
L, durare, continue: see dure,v.] In philol., 
that —— or serves to express continued 
or continuing action : as, to ‘sit’ and to ‘strike’ 
are duratire verbs, while to ‘strike down’ and to 
‘sit down’ are perfective verbs and express 
completed action. 

te (dur’baéh-it),n. [Durbach, in Ba- 
den, —— + -ite2.) In petrog., a variety 
of syenite rich in mica which occurs as a basic 
—* of granite, and also as independent 

8. 

referred to by the initials 
M. His succemsor, Schonfeld, extended the work to 
south of the equator, in the Southern Durchinuste: 

D, M. A third is the Cordova Darchresterung 
ling Sehonfelkl's work to the south pole. 

sacope of three inches spertare town to the abts J ay 

magnitude, and many between —*8* v amt 4. 
There ts also the Cape (of Good Hope) Photographic Dureh- 
musterung (CP. D. M.), covering nearly the whole of the 
southern hemisphere. 

durdenite (dér’den-it), x. [Named for H. & 
Durden of San Franciseo.] A hydrous ferrie 
tellurite occurring in greenish-yellow smal! 
mammillary forms: found with native tellu- 
rium in Honduras. 

durene (dii’rén),», [?L. durare, last, + pet | 
A colorless compound found in coal-tar oil an 
prepared by the action of methyl chlorid on 
toluene in the presence of aluminium chlorid; 
1, 2, 4, 5-tetramethyl benzene. It has an odor 
resembling that of ap ae erystallizes in 
—— melts at 79-80° C., and boils at 193- 
195° C, 

durenol (dii’ré-nél), m. [durene + -ol.] A 
colorless compound prepared by fusing da- 
ary ees acid with potassium hydroxid; 
1, 2, 4, 5-tetramethyl phenol. It crystallizes 
in large flat prisms, melts at 117° C., boils at 
249-250° C., and is volatile with steam, 

i 



durezza 

durezza (di-ret’z8), n. [It., ¢ L. duritia, hard- 
ness, < durus, hard.) In music, harshness of 
tone or expression. 
durgah (dur-gii’), ». [Also durgaw; ¢ Hind. 
dargah, ¢ Pers. dargah, threshold, door, place, 
court, mosque, shrine; ¢ dar, door, + gdh, 
lace.) In India, the shrine of a Mohamme- 
n saint. 

duridine (di‘ri-din), ». II. durare, last, + 
-id + -ine?.] A colorless — pre 
by heating xylidene with methyl aleohol. It 
melts at 14° ©, and boils at 252-255° C. 

durote (di-ré‘td), ». [Sp. duro, hard.) In 
Venezuela, a large, jus tree of Guiana 
and Venezuela, Bocoa Provacensis, which 

elds the boco-wood. See boco-wood. 
urrin (dur’in), a, [durra + -in2.) A gluco- 

sid HOCH (CN)OCgH,,05, present in 
= 10” ik brilliant Egyptian urra, It 

leaflets. 
durylic (di-ril’ik), a. [dur(ene) + -yl + -ie.] 
Derived from durene.—Durylic acid. Same as ew- 

acid, 
duscle (dus’kl), ». [A . an artificial for- 
mation from dusk.) The black nightshade, 
Solanum nigrum 
dusky-wing (dus’ki-wing), ». Any butterfly 
of the genus Thanaos’; so called on account of 
its dark color. — an Amer. 
fean hes 

the aa 

ab 
nao fieciliua, occurring in the Atlantic United 
te larver feed on wild columbine and on 

wing, an American hespertid but 

ys 
States. I 

plar.— Bleepy 
hespertid = tterty, Thea 3 

howt moat of the United Sates oxen 

duss (dus), », [E, Indian.) A shrubby labiate 
plant, Sussodia oppositifolia, indigenous to 
the Himalaya Mountains. It has te or ter- 
nate leaves, and spikes of minute white em with 

calyx-teeth. The leaves are covered with downy 
h is deed to remove insect Larvae from old sores ; 

also applied to wounds and bruises The wood 
hard and close-grained and is used for mak- 

ing 
dust,» Ai. Infor pollen, lair. 12, Flour. 

ustralia. ]— Dust-particles 4 
{Siete. Anstralie. | Daze in — Pym 
of making buttons, thes, ete, by pressing dampened 
dust in molds, 

dust-bar (dust’bir), ». In cotton manuf, one 
of the parallel bars in a grid for the escape of 
dust and extraneous matter in cotton, in the 
scutching- and other pre tory machines, 

(dust’kaj), n. a cotton-scute 
machine, a drum or cylinder with a perfora 
trang te yas which the cotton is blown and 
from which it is taken in the form of a fleece 
orsheet, By meansof adraft-fan and conduits attached 
to the enda of the cylinder the dust is removed from the 
eotton h the —— 
dust-collector (dust’kg-lek‘tor), a. In milling, 
a machine for removing and collecting the dust 
from purifiers and other milling-machines. It 
consists of a large namber of cloth cylinders, placed 
radially, Hhroagh which the dust-laden alr is blown, the 
alr escaping through the cloth and leaving the dust tn the 
cylinders to be removed as fast as it collects. 
dust-counter (dust’koun‘tér), », An instru- 
ment for counting the number of particles of 
dust in « unit volume of air. 11 is made in several 
forms, bat in each a emall volume of alr ia suddenly ex- 
panded so that it cools tothe —5*2 aml the modstare 
condensing on the dust-nuclei them down to 
rest on the surface of a glass mirror, where they wm ng 
counted, The air along the French and Italian Rivbera, 
for exumple, contains sometimes many thousands of dust- d 

jen cubic centimeter, the purest observed havin, 
fa. On the Rigi Kalm the lowest number —— 

210 In the western Highlands of Scotland the lowest 
number be 16 

dustee (dus-té’), ». [Varied from fustee?] The 
offspring of a fustee anda white. [ West Indies.] 

r,». 6. An apparatus or device, usually 
employing a current of air, for removing dust 
or fine particles from any material, such as 
grain, ore, , and the like.— 7, A light wool 
or linen blanket, embroidered or plain, used as 
a cover for the lap, in driving, to —— the 
clothing from dust.— 8, A test-wel 
to reach water; adry hole. [U. 5.) 

Great assistance would have been given in the location 
of this line of complete anturation had the anseccessful 
test w the past been divided into two classes, as galt- 
water wells and dusters, instead of calling them all dry 
holes, as haa generally beee, done, 

Contrib, to Reon, |, U, & Geol Surv,, 1908, p, 338, 

' dust-plate (aust gS), n. 

en 

which fails Du! 
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dust-fall (dust’fal), n. The settling of dust 
from the atmosphere. 

dust-feather (dust’fern‘ér), ». See feather. 
dust- (dust’fig’ar), » A regular figure 
formed on the surface of a body by the deposi- 
tion of dust. The dust adheres to certain parts of the 
surface, sometioe: by osmosia, sometines by electric 
attraction, semetiones My a special physical or chemical 
ape between special kinds of dust and spectal parts of 
the solid surface. 

dust-flow (dust’fd),», A stream or land-slide 
of water-saturated voleaniec ashes, 

Few days, however, pass without clouds of steam rising 
from the crater, accompanied from time te time by diat- 
flows down the gorge to the Rivitre Blanche to the south- 
= or nerves the baain of the Lac des Palmistes to the 
ena! 

dust-fog (dust’fog), n. 1, A whitish fog formed 
of vapor-dust or the finest kind of mist, differ- 
ing from the dust-haze which frequently fol- 
lows voleanie eruptions and is formed of fine 
dust-particles or nuclei upon which vapor has 
begun to condense. 
Cold sinh Gem the ee a1 fs 

han ay dt s Fahr, at — 
Geog. Jor. (R. G. &), IX. 540, 

dust-haze (dust’haz), ». See hazel, 
dusting (dus‘ting), ». 1. The act of casting 
dust or powder upon mee! specifically, in 
ceram., sprinkling over the damp, unburned 
elay, through a canvas bag, powdered lead or 
falons, which in the kiln will fuse into a glaze. 

his method of lead-glazing was employed in 
England for common red pottery. See lead- 
sane and *plumbiferous, 2.—2, The act of 
rushing the dust from a surface, as of a table, 

chair, floor, ete. 
A plate placed in 

front of the cinder-outlet of an iron blast- 
furnace,which usually serves also to mene the 
slag-runner, so that the workmen may be pro- 
tected from dust and solid particles which may 
be blown through the cinder-opening by the 
last. 

dust-pressed (dust’prest), p. a. See Prosser’s 
* process. 
dust- (dust’préf), a. Proofagainust dust ; 
capable of excludi ig dust. 
ust-shower (dust’shou’ér), n. <A cloud of 
dust which, —— caught up into the 
upper atmosphere by a violent wind in one 
pleee, is blown, it may be, long distances, and 
pag itated with or without rain or snow. 

2 also *eed-dust, 
ust-trumk (dust‘trungk), ». A conduit 
through which cotton is blown (in the early 
processes of manufacture) and the dust 
ocked out by the cotton striking against 

ee oon 3 fing or plates, 
dust-vapor —— n, See *rapor-duat, 
dust-wind (dust’wind), ». A wind that brings 
dust-storms, such as the northwesterly gales 
on the eastern coast of Australia. Geog, Jour. 
(R. G. 8.), XVIIL 91. 

cast-wisp (dust’wisp), », A delicate spray or 
stria of dust or ice-spiculm floating in the aky 
among the sunrise and sunset colors ; usually 
of a steely-white tint and hence highup in the 
atmosphere. 

This was of an unmistakably volcanic character, differ. 
ent from anything that has appeared here since the Kra- 
katona sunsets, thomgh not equal to those in splendowr, 
Since that maximum, the ce ing baa been gradually 
lessening. Yesterday and *5 it was remarkably 
weak, the chief feature being the dust-sieps, which were 
more conspicuotia than I have previously seen Orem dur · 
ing this apparition, Natere, Dec, 24, 1908, p, 174. 

dusty, «. 4. In bot., covered with granula- 
tions simulating dust. Also farinase, 
dusty-husband (dus‘ ti-huz‘ band), ». The 
alpine rock-eress, Arabis alpina. 

4%, 3. Same as miller, 3, 
*% dusty-wing (dus‘ti-wing), n. Any member of 

the neuropterous family Coniop dla: 80 
named fromthe fact that the wings are covered 
with a white powder, 
Dutch. I. a.—puten door, kiln, 
TOOL, SAUCE. See #eonedation, ete,— treat, yel- 
low. Sce treat, wyellow, 

II, *.—Double Dutch, («) Unintelligible gibberish. 
OA form of the child's game of jJamping the rope in 

ich two ropes are tised, 
dutch, . ¢.—To dutch ft, in ewehre, to name a differ- 
ent color when the trump is turned ¢ 

nan. 3. [Le] A layer of anet fas- 
tened with skewers into a roast of lean beef or 
mutton.—4, I. ¢.] In lembermg, a short stick 
placed transversely between the outer logs of 
& lond to divert the load toward the middle and 
80 keep the logs from ee off, 
Dutchman's-breeches, ». 2. The streaks of 

E. 0. Hovey, in Science, July 1, 1004, p. 4. @ 

blue sky seen between the alto-stratus clouds 
— a storm begins to abate, 

uty, ".—Duty of water, in irrigation, the relation 
uty the quantity of water applied bears to the area ir- 
rigated. For example, one cuble footof water per second 
owing throughout the irrigating season should irrigate 
100 aeren, Under a high duty of water 160 or more acres 
may be irriguted; umder a low duty © acres oF less 
may be watered, Or, in other anita, two and a half aere- 
feet of water held in a reservolr should be ample to fure 
nish water for one sere; or under a high duty one acre 
foot of water may irrigate half an acte or more,— 
duty, 2 sam of money levied by a government upon the 
exportation of gow Sach duties are anconstitational 
ih the United States.— Probate duty. See probate. 
duty. 

duv, ». A simplified spelling of dove. 
n, A simplified spelling of dozen. 

D. V. An ubbreviation of Doctor of Veteri- 
nary Medicine. 

D. V.M.8, An abbreviation of Doctor of 
Veterinary Medicine and Surgery. 

D. V. 8, An abbreviation (a) of Doctor of 
Veterinary Science ; (b) of Doctor of Veterinary 
Surgery. 
Dwarf male. See *malel, 
dwarf-ear (dwirf’ér),». Anear-enail; a gas- 
tropod ——— to the family OGinid, having 
an auriform shell. 
warfism (dwirf’izm), ». [dwarf + -ism.] 
The state of being a dwarf or dwarfed; dwarf- 
ishness, 

e to deformity is noted in funnel- 
birenat, eee —— 

Phil, Med. Jour,, Jan. 91, 1908, p. 215, 

dway-berry (dwa’ber’i), n. [A reduction of 
— § Same as dwale, 3. 

dwel, v.andn. A simplified spelling of dwell. 
dwell,”. 2. An automatic pause in the action 
of one part of a machine to enable another 
part to complete its work; specifically, in a 
sheet-metal rape 2 oe a se in the mo- 
tion of one die to enable another to continue 
its work, or a pause in the motion of the two 
dies to enhance the effect of their combined 
pressure, It is also utilized to enable one dic to serve 
as a binding-clamp, holding the blank firmly, while an- 
other die draws it into the required shape. A dwell can be 
Prod by the use of a cam or by the omision of some 
of the teeth af a a 

I, ». 5. A group or association of two 
chromosomes in certain cella, such as the 
germ-cells in certain stages.—6. In pros., a 
group of two lines having different rhythms, 
Dyads and triads there are in Pindar, but they do not 

disturb the rhythmical working of the odes, 
L Gildereleeve, Pindar, p. Wi. X. B,D, 

IL. a. 2, Noting an axis of twofold symme- 
try. See *symmetry. 
dyadics (di-ad‘iks),. That branch of pure math- 
ematics which supposes no other regular re- 
lation between the principal objects ofits study 
than those which are concerned with the as- 
sumption that there are two alternative — in 
oneor other, but not both, of which each of those 
objects is determined. For example, if the algebra 
of pecessary which is wholly concerned with 
the dyadic distinction between what * trae and what te 
false, taking no account of ror leas probabilities, 
be considered in its pure mation! relations, regurd- 
less of its application to jc, the simple mathematical 
theory that will so result be! to dyadica. 

dyakis-dodecahedral (di*a-kis-d6"dek-p-hé’- 
ral), a. Of or —— to a dyakis+lodeca- 

hedron or diploid; diploidal. 
w. 2. Asolid of twenty- 

our faces, somewhat resembling the deltoidal 
icositetrahodron. 
akis-hexacon (di ‘a-kis-hek’ 
on-tg-hé’dron), ». (Gr, drany, twiee, + E, 

hexacontahedron.) A eolid of 120 faces, recip- 
rocal to the great rhombicosidodecahedron, 
Dyaus (dyii’ts), ». (Skt. dydiis (stem dyo), 

n. divds (dyos): see Zeus and Jupiter.) In 
indu myth., the god of the sky, answering to 

the Greek Zeus and the Roman Jupiter in their 
simpler aspects, 

» W.—Basiodye. (#) Sameas ®hasic stain. (b) See 
we koolor.— New dye, dye which results b 

the Interaction between a ic and an acid dye, whereby 
the acid and basic affinities of Uhe two become mitiually 
sat : at, for example, the eosinate of mothylene- 
blae.— Oxyazo a class of artificial coal-tar colors 
which includes Soudan brown, crocein orange, and others. 
— Paste a coloring material prepared for dyers’ ase 
in the condi of a semmbliquid pasty tans, Artithetal 
alizarin and indigo are among the dyestutts supplied in 
this form.— Trip! yes, an important 
class of artificial dyestaffs, of which magenta or fuchein 
and Hofmann's violet are prominent examples ; made from 
materials origivally derived from coal-tar, aml very exten- 
sively tised in dyeing, especially on wool and silk, 

beck, 4. — Spiral dye-beeck, » kind of dye-vat with 
a whieh, for dyeing plece-ywoods whieh are male to poss 
spirally along the winch, by means of guide-pins, P sao 
one und te the other, 



dye-box 

dye-box (di’boks),. In leather-manu/., a box 
or tray in which the dye is placed and in whieh 
the skins are —— 
dye-leaves (di’lévz), ». pl. 1. The inkberry or 
gallberry, lex glabra,—2, The aweetleaf, 
Symplocos tinctoria, 

2- n, 2, The woad, Jetix tinctoria. 
— 3. Either of the two American goldenrods, 
Solidago nemoralis and S. rugosa, somewhat 
used in dyeing. See Solidago. 
estuff, ®.— Albumen dyestuff. Same as albumen 
coter, 

dygogram («li’ j-gram), a, [Gr.di(vane), power, 
pwinva), angle, + yeaeua, a writing.| A dia- 

gram that shows both the horizontal directive 
mugnetic force of the compass-needie on board 
ship wader local influences and its deviation 
from the meridian for any latitude and sailing- 
course; specifically, the dygogram of Captain 
Colongue (1870) and of A: Smith, from which 
Paugger obtamed the idea of his mechanical 
— * 

n. Abbreviations of dynamics. 
dyname, n. See dynam, 2. 
dynamic, 5, Sthenie; functional, not or- 
ganic: as, a dynamic disease.—6. In bot, ca- 
pable of strongly swelling on one side: ap- 
lied to tissue — Dynamic action. See wacti 

* Dynamic agent in muoctety, ——— 

whereby its own internal heat is partly consumed in doing 
exte work.— density. — —* ha 

ir, when namic beating, it) meteor, the warming of the 
it is compressed, by virtue of a slightly superior external 
pressure whereby work is done upon | an equivalent 
amount of heat is thereby neraled. — \w- 

}, ete. kinowledge, Rineteorology, 

: capacity, in physics, mame a8 density, 

dynamicity (di-na-mis‘i-ti), ». [dynamic + 
-ity.) In chem., same as atomicity or talence, 
The term has not come into general use. 
dynami n.— Chemical dynamics, in chem, 
el some pe te as applied to a —e aysters 
which la not in equilibriam bat is andengoing changes in 
the active masses of the reacthng substances; the study 
of the velocity of chemical reactions. Vital 
the theory of the vital forces in motion, a distinguish: 
frou — wunical or chemical forces acting apon the Living 
organism, 

2. A student of dynamics. 
Nitrogtycerin soaked op by silicious 

earth os an inert absorbent or ‘dope’ is now — ae 
na dyneaite Ne. J,and the meaning of the is ex- 
tended so as to include also numerous mixtures of nitro 
core oi 8 —* the * hed the 

' a ex 

pop for ting, made by mixing a ‘cheap abeur: 
it with explosive gelatin.— Lignin te, a traile- 

name for various mixtures of woedl-palp of sawduet with 
a nitrate, generally sxtiuns nitrate, and more or bess nitro 
glycerin: used aa explosives in blasting. 

te-shell (di’na-mit-shel’), ». A pro- 
jectile with thin walls and containing a bar! 
bursting-charge of dynamite; especially the 
shell fired from dynamite-guns. 

dynamitic (li-na-mit’ik), a. [dynamite + -ic.} 
for pertaining to dynamite or dynamiters. 

dynamitist (di’na-mi-tist), ». [dynamite + 
-i8t,) One who favors dynamitism. 

0, #.— d in which 
he felt Rp gta A ag me yy ‘chant 

windings, — Fly- , adypame in which the 
revolving either the armature or fleld, serves as a 
— or the emyite.— of adynamo. See 

oudꝰ. 

dynamoccamical (di’ na-m6-koz’ mi- kal), a. 
n meteor., relating to the terms in the analyt- 

jeal expression for the variations of any 
meteorological element that are supposed to 
depend upon the influence of forces external 
to the earth and therefore solar or cosmical, 

(di-nam’6-jen), », (Gr, divauee, 
power, + -yrejc, -producing.) A trade-name 
of an explosive consisting of — prussiate 
of , potash, chlorate of potash, starch, ta: 
anit alaseeal: made into a pease with boiling 
water and spread with @ brush over porous 

T, which is then to be dried, eut up, and 
rolled into cartridges, 

ony — lapnin, Le parctal tee decteins tat or me doctrine 
every conecionspess tends to express ‘or realize iteelf in 
corresponding muscular movements; of, more accurstely, 
that every consciousness tends to Kinwethesis as its natu- 
ral term. The law is « translation, ao to speak, from the 
law of neurn) dynameageny, which asserta that incoming 
eneray of atimulation tends always to be trinsformed inte 
oatgoing energy of bodily inovement. Ite verification hax 
usually been attempted by means of the dynamometer or 
sume equivalent instrament > a normal pall or squeeze is 
recorded, and then the pull or squeeze as reinforced by 
the dynamogenic effect of some sensory stimula, 

If simultaneously with the contraction the subject 
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received a sensorial impression, the contraction was some- 
times weakened, but more often increased. This rein- 
forcing effect haa received the name of a 

WW, James, Prin. of Psychol, x70. 

dynamogenetic (di‘na-mo-jé-net’ik), a. Same 
as dynamogenic. 

ogenic, a. 2. Producing force: as, the 
iynamogenic value of food. Smithsonian Rep., 

1898, p. 543. 
ogenots (di-na-moj‘e-nus), a, 

namogenic, 
Same as 

enously (di-na-moj’e-nus-li)}, ade, In 
accordance with the princi ye of dynamogeny. 

ographic (di‘na-m ik), a. [Gr. 
ivauec, Power, + ppdgr, write, + -ic.) Ofor 

pertaining to the graphie recording of force. 
dynamo! (di-na-mol’6-ji), #9. (Gr. diwayue, 
power, + -Aojia, ¢ éye, speak, ] ‘he science 
of forces; dynamies. 

In the sciences of orranized bodies we find them sub- 
divided by abstraction inte categorical sciences, which 
we call chemodogy or chenistry, morphology, dynamelogy 
or fe hick ontology or evolution, and psychology. 
J. V. Powell, in Amer. Antl ot.-Dec., 1001, 

dynamometamorphic (di’na-md-met-a-mir’ 
), @. Pertaining to or characteristic of dy- 

pamometamorphiam, or changes effected m 
rocks by movement and pressure. Nature, 
Aug. 4, 1904, p. 317. 

(di‘ na-md-met-a- 
(Gr. dimayee, power, + meta- 

In petrog., metamorphic changes 
uced by mechanical rather than chemical 
eases, See meta ism. 

mi (di* na-m6 -met-a- 
mor‘ fozd), p. a. Metamorphosed by pro- 
cesses among which earth-movements are the 
controlling factors. 

, 4. 2, An instrument for de- 
termining the magnifying power of a telescope 
by measuring the diameter of the little image 
of the object-glass which is formed just out- 
side of the eyepiece: usually, and better, called 
dynameter, to distinguish it from the instru- 
ment for —— * — Ges 

dynam: @ (di-nam’d-fon), n. 1. dimauec, 
ower, our), sound.) A form of tranamis- 
sion dynamometer in which the twist of arun- 
ning-shaft is determined by the aid of specially 
mounted telephones whose relative angular po- 
sitions, when giving the same tone vibratio 
can be *** measured and comp: 
with those when the shaft is at rest. Science, 
Aung. 29, 1202, B. 339, 
dynamoscope (di-tiam’d-skép), n, [Gr. diwanec, 
power, + oxoreiv, view.) An appliance for aus- 
cultating a muscle during its contraction, 

(at pg-mee OF Fe n. [dynam- 
oscope + -.) The use of the dynamoscope 
in listening to the murmur produced by con- 
tracting muscular fibrils, 
dynamostatic (di’na-mé-stat’ik), a. (Gr. diva- 
uc, power, + aratdc, ¢ ioraatia:, stand: see 
static.] Statice in connection with power. 
_ ostatic machine, a machine designed by 

morphism, 

p 
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Drna⸗ aauue Machine 
. dynamo or converter; 4, step-ap transformer: ¢. lamieations; 

@, revolving-drame) ¢, glass condenser, /, spark-termminals. 

Professor BE. Thormson, which gives very high direet-cur- 
rent voltage of considerate power, It consists of an nl- 
ternaling-curresit generator or inverted converter (see 
soonverter), a step-up transformer (see #lransformer) & 
series of glass-plate condensers, and a frune revolved 

dysentery 
pening ean with the converter, which charges the con- 

jeneers in parallel and connects them in series for din 
charge. 

(di‘na-mé-tor), n. (Gr. diwa(usc), 
power, + E. motor.) A combined electrical 
motor and generator by means of which direct 
current can be drawn from the source of sup- 
ply at one voltage and delivered for use at an- 
other voltage. The dynamotor is used for 
electroplating, and has various functions in 
laboratories which employ eleetrie power. 
Seripture, Exper. Phonetics, p, 209, 
dyne-contimeter (din-sen’ti-mé-tér), nm. 1, 

— wy 8. unit of work; the work done by a 
dyne of foree acting through one centimeter; 
an erg.—2, The c. g, 8. unit for moment of 
foree ; a unit of torque; the moment of a foree 
of one dyne acting at the end of an arm one 
centimeter in length, 

(di’6-f6n), mn, [Gr. dio, two, + gerd, 
sound.] In acewstics, an instrument for the 
simultaneous production of two tones differ- 
ing bi composition or timbre but of equal 
itch. 

dyophysite (di-of’i-zit), n. (Gr. dio, two, + 
give, pature, + -ite2.] Same as diphysite. 

dyophysitism (di-of’i-zi-tizm), ». [dyophysite 
-ism.] Same as diphysiti: 

Gr. dio, 
itiem, 

dyotheletian (di-oth-e-lé’shian), a. 
two, + éeAyrjc, one who wills, + 4an.) Of or per- 
— to the doctrine that there are two wills 
in Christ. 

The monotheletian patriarchs and the dyotheletian 
popes mutanily anuthematized each other, 

A. F. Heard, Ross. Chorch and Russ, Dissent, p. 2 

letiam (di-oth’e-lé-tizm), ». Same as 
lwotheliam. 

one (di’fén), ». [Irreg. spelling for ¢i- 
phone, as if meaning ‘having a doubled, that 
is, increased sound.’} A powerful double lute 
with fifty rine, invented by Thomas Mace 
of London in 1672. 

Gysacousis (dis-a-ki’sis), m. 
L., ¢ Gr. dve-, ill, + 

complete deafness; hardness of hearing. Also 
dysacusia, 

bumose (dis-al’bi-mos), ». [dys- + al- 
umose.) A variety of hetero-albumose which 

results from the latter on standing. It is in- 
soluble in « dilute saline solution, 

phe (dix’s-f6), ». [NL., (Gr, due-, ill, + 
agi, touch, Cazrev, touch.] Impaired sense 
of touch. 

dyeaphia (dis-&‘fi-&), ». [NL] Same as 
dysaphe, 

rehrosis (dis-iir-thré’sis), m. [NL., ¢ Gr 
ill, + —— jointing: see arthrosis.) 

1, Same as dysarthria,—2, Congenital defect 
causing limited movement of a joint.—3, Dis- 
location of a joint.—4, A false joint. 

dysboulia (dis-bi‘li-d), ». G1... Gr. dua 3on- 
dia, il counsel (taken as ‘diffleult willing’), 
 due-, hard, ill, + ov74, will, wish, counsel. ] 
Impairment of the power of the will. Also 
written dyshulia, Baldwin, Dict. of Philos. and 
Psychol., U. 817, 

eyeckreania, (dis-krd’mi-#), nm. [NL., ¢ dre-, 
ard, ill, + ypdua, color.) Same as dyschroia. 

mous (dis’kré-nus), a. [Gr. deo-, il, + 
zpove, time.] Ill agreeing, or disagreeing, in 
time: opposed to synchronous, 

Tt [consciousness] has a selective power, manifest both 
in choosing and in combining sensations received at dif- 
ferent times. Tt can make synchrocots impressions dye 
chronous in their effecta, and dyechrononws impressions 
eynehrodeus, * , July 4, lot, ph. 

dyscinesia, ». Same as dyskinesia. 
dyscoria (dis-ké‘ri-A), wm. (NIL, ¢ Gr. Mo- ill, 

adoy, pupil of the eye.) LIrregularity in the 
contour of the pupil of the eye. 

(dis-kra’si-al), a. 
-al.] Same as dyxcrasic. 

dyaderid (die dé-rid), nanda. I, ». Amem- 
ar of the family Dysderida. 
Il. a. Having the characteristics of or be- 

longing to the family Dysderida, 
‘orm (dis-en-ter’i-form), a, 

enteria, dysentery, + forma, form,] 
bling dysentery. 

nm. Recent researches have shown that 
ere are at least two diseases, and “eibly more, having 

the same general syroptomes and still grouped under the 
common designation of dysentery. One form, distin- 
guished as bociary dysentery, is characterited by the 
ui yoce of a specific bacillus, Bacillus dyeenterce oe 

hiza's bacillus (so named after the Japanese physician 
who discovered it} Another form, amebic dysentery, is 
amociated with the presence in the intestine of a anicel- 
falar animal micrecc ise, Amartva di erie, This 
form is less acute in ite onset than lary dysetitery, 

[dyserasia + 

L. dys- 

m- 



dysentery 
but ——— for months or even years, causing great 
emacia’ and anemia, and uot infrequently leading to 
abscess of the liver. 

un. The stick- dysentery-root (dis‘en-ter-i-rit), 
seed or beggar’s-lice, —_ Virginiana, 
from the supposed medicinal properties of the 
root. Also called dysentery-weed. 

dysentery-weed (dis’gn-ter-i-wéd), n, 1, Same 
as *dysentery-root,—2, The low eudweed or 
wartwort, Gnaphalinm wliginosum, 

dyngalactia (dis-ga-lak’ti-é), u. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
me, ill, hard, + pata (yazaxt-), milk, 
Diminished secretion of milk, or seeretion o 
milk of an unhealthy character, 

(dis-je-né’si-i), ». [NL.] Same 
as dysgenesis. 

dyageogenous (dis-jé-oj’e-nus), a. (Gr. dew, 
ill, + yj, earth, + -pevyc, -producing.] Dis- 
integrating slightly or not at all into detritus 
(said of rocks); resisting decomposition; 
hence, coarse and little retentive of water 
{said of svils): opposed to *engeogenons. 

c (dis-lek’sik), a. eis + -ic.] Re- 
ting to or affected with dyslexia. 

(dis-lo"ki-&), a. (Gr. due-, ill, + 
7éyea, lochia.] Cessation in whole or in part 
of the lochial discharge 

dyslogia (dis-lo’ji-d), m. (NL, ¢ Gr. duc, ill, 
A) 06, reason) mpairment of the reason- 

ing faculties, dwin, Diet. of Philos, and 
Psychol, Lf. 571. 
dyslogical (dis-loj’i-kgl), a, Characterized by 

yslogia or the disturbance of thought shown 
by a jumbled order of words in speech or 
in writing. 

dyslysin (dis’li-sin), n, (Gr, dea, i, + AMosc, 
ssolution, + -in?,] A decomposition-pro- 

duct of cholalie acid. H ggg, formed during 
the process of intestinal putrefaetion. 

mia (dis-mé‘ni-i}, n, [NL., ¢ Gr, dee-, 
iil, + ai, month, me as dysmenorrhea, 

norrheic (dis-men-é-ré’ik),a. Same as 
lgxmenorrheal, 

esia (dis-mné’si-ii), mn. [NI., ¢ Gr. deo-, 
ard, ill, + wee, memory.) Forgetfulness ; 

impaired memory. 
(dis*6-don-ti-a’sis), mn. [NL., ¢ 

r. dve-, ill, + doie (ddovr-), tooth, + -iasis.} 
Delayed or defective dentition. 

ecg” n. (NL, ¢ Gr. doeneula, 
I smell (taken in NL. as ‘ difficulty of smell- 

ing’), ¢ dieoepooc pee mp < dus-, ill, + 
éouy, dei, smell.) Loss in whole or in part of 
the sense of smell. 

dysostosis (dis-os-t6’sis), n. [NL., irreg. for 
dysosteosis, € Gr. dua-, ill, + ocréov, bone, + 

-osi#.) Imperfect formation of bone. 

te to sna Reet — Jr tytn — pases a 8* 
pepaia, impairment of the digestive powers aa a reault of 

ex nervous inflaence, oo, for example, to eye-struin, ⸗ 
mm Salivary red digestion dae to de- 

fheieney or al character of the saliva, 
(dis-pep‘si-6-din‘i-t), ». [NL., 

equa, dyspepsia, + ddivn, pain.) Heart- 
ptody (dis-pep’te-din’i-), n, (NL) 
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dyepaptene (dia-pep’tdn), n. + tone.} 
n insoluble — of abd soar 

which results from the latter on prolonged ex- 
posure to water or on drying. Also termed 
dysalbumose. 

hasia (dis-fa’zid), nm. (NL, ¢ Gr. due-, 
ard, + gdac, a speaking.) Difficulty of 

speech which does not amount to actual 
aphasia. 
dysphasic (dis-fa‘zik), a. Relating to or suffer- 
ing from dysphasia. 

Relating to or honic (iis-fo’nik), a. 
suffering from dysphonia. 

cc (ais-fo'tik), a. (Gr, deo-, ill, + 
gee (gur-), light, + -ice.] In phytogeag: (a) 
Poorly lighted: — the dim tract be- 
tween the photic and aphotie levels in a body 
of water. 
The tlora of the dyephotic region [in fresh-water lakes] 

is composed almost exclasively of microphytes, Diatoma- 
cew in particular: bat exceptionally a few macrophytes 
have been obmerved im it. 

A, BF, W. Schimper (trans), Plant Geog., p. #11. 

(b) Adapted to live in such a tract: as, a 
dysphotic plant, a dysphotic flora. 

n.—Cardiac dyspnea, li ficalt trati 
te to alugyiah pany ere 7 and an at 

deficient sération of the bi , from heart-disease. — Ex- 
form of dyspoca in which the pira’ a 

Pinat atthcaty is in expelling the air from the Iw 
Tnentrasory « form of dyspnera tn whic the 
chief difficafty is in inspiratton.— Renal ditt 

ys. culty in respiration accompanying disease of 
— Traube's a form occasionally obeerved in 
diabetes, in which the ire for air is urgent yet the res- 
fmtions are slow, 

dysprosia (dis-pré‘si-i), » [NL.] Oxid of 

—— ),n, (NL) In um (dis-pré’si-um), n. [NL. 
aaa. one of the supposedly distinct elements 
of the yttrium group contained in samarskite 
and gadolinite, closely related to holmium, but 
distinguished from it by a special sbsorption- 
spectrum, Symbol, Dy; atomic weight, 162.5, 

ayer (dis-rith‘mi-#), n. [NL., ¢ dve-, 
1, + tude rhythm} In pathol., an ocen- 

sional disturbance of rhythm, 
chronous (di-sing’kré-nus), a, [Gr, 

i-, bad, ill, + civ, with, + ypdewe, time.) Not 
coincident as to time; not synehronous, 

(dis-tak’si-i), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. deo, 
ill, + rage, disposition, order.) Tremor simi- 
lar to that which occurs in paralysis agitans. 

leo a. 2. Of the nature of or per- 
taining to dysteleology. 

Argemneete Uber Gosia . - .. ont, hel wai as the 
formidable army of facts capable of an eq! ly cogent 

application autticlently shows, 
J. Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism, L & 

logist, 1. 2. Any agent which evades 
the functional end, as a bee which secures 
honey from a flower by means not conducive 
to cross-fertilization. 

60) ,%. 2, Any evasion of the fune- 
tional aim or end, as where an insect pune- 
tures & —T from below without coming 
into contact with the anthers, thus frustrating 
the end of cross-fertilization. 

(dis-tha-na‘si-i), ». (NL, ¢ Gr. 

Dzo 
évefiveroc, bringing a bard death, ¢ dvc-, hard, 
+ favaroe, death. ] A painful death, 

(dis-thi’ mi-ii), m. [NL., < Gr. 
wathiuia, cma rare < diothyoc, despondent, 
melancholy, low in mind, ¢ dvc-, ill, + Oyude, 
mind.) Mental depression, 

(dis-thi’roid-izm), ». [dys- + 
yrod + -ism,) A morbid state marked by 

impaired fanction of the thyroid gland. 
— (is-0" pi.) a, (NL., (Gr, Mo- hard, 

réror, place.) Malposition; dislocation, 
straumia («is-tri’mi-§), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
et-, hard, + tpatya, wound, The formation 

really means ‘a condition of being hard to 
wound,’] A eondition in whieh the healing 
rocesses are sluggish, 

.— Progressive muscular dystrophy. 
ps pe aca mvecular atrophy (which see, un- 

der pregrearnve 
aa 

Pseudohypertro A 
ywpertropiie paralyne (which tee, andes 

(dis--ré’si-#), #. [NL., (Gr. doo-, 
rd, + oipperc, urination.) Same as dysuria. 

( dis-7-ré‘sis), nm, (NL, ¢ Gr. dus-, 
, + obpyec, urination.) Same as *dys- 

ayn yniribite (di-sin’tri-bit), ». [Appar. an syn -sin‘tri-bit), n. i 
error for “dyseyntribite, irreg. ¢ Gr. dua-, ill, + 
ourrpijew, shatter (ctv, together, + rpifen, 
rub, scrape), + -ife?.] An impure massive 
mineral or rock, resembling serpentine in a 
pearance, but near pinite in composition: it 
occurs in Jefferson county and elsewhere in 
northern New York and is doubtless pseudo- 
morphous in origin. 

Dyvour's t. See *habit, 
dzo (dz6), ».; pl. deos (collective dzo). [Tibe- 
tan dso (Jaeschke, 1866, p. 33).) Ab, the 

result of a cross between the male of the water 
buffalo and the female of the domesticated Pre 
The dzo are kept for beasts of burden and for 
the milk yielded by the cows. 
They also breed herds of dzo,a very valuable hybrid be- 

tween the cow [buffalo] and yuk, and capable of currzing 
eighty pounds more than either the horse or mule, 
male dze is usext for ploughing, and the female gives more 
woth cham ang other of the Ine mee... From the hair 
of the dro and yak the Mantzua prepare a beary felt used for 
bouts and for circular cloaks, worn in cold or wet weather, 

Geog, Jour, (R. G. 8), aa 



Sal 3. (¢) 
of iduation (which see). 
(d) [cap.] In chem., some- 
times as the symbol for 
erbium: more commonly Er. 
(¢) The common symbol for 

— the modulus of elasticity, or 
= * the force, in pounds, required 

to stretch a bar of any material one square 
inchin cross-section until its longth is increased 

appar, for E(mmens’s) a The name given 
by Dr. Emmens of New rk, in 1888, to a 
substance which he assumed to be a new organic 
acid, but which in fact was merely pierie acid 
or trinitrophenol crystallized from solution in 
strong nitric acid and perhaps retaining a little 
of the latter. Also Emmens's acid. 

eagle, v., 1. Tho eagle is the emblem of St. John the 
Evangelist and for this reason is placed on lecterms from 
which the gospels are read. It is also the emblem of 
regal and ino 
Roman and 

power and as such was adopted by the 
oly Roman Beoplires, 

8. A base foreign coin which circulated in 
an in the reign of Edward I.—Beardea 

Same as bearded culture. 

eagle-fern (8'gi-férn), n. See *fernt. 
eagle-ha (8g -hak‘ing), n. The pluck- 
ing of wool from dead sheep. [Bushman's 
Eng., Australia.] 

n., 8, In archery, the stiff 
‘al the end ot ach limb Gud fined 

5 e-acid or E-acid, 

o 

rtion of a reflex 
ing the neck. The 

ee of = oat —* 
.— Caulifiower ear, a en ear following the al 

sorption of effased blued after an injury. Darwinian 
ar, on car in which the upper at the helix is de- 
fectlve.— Oar, mastoddités occurring as a com 
Plication of diabetes — a cystic structure 
constitu the organ of bearing in mollusks and worms, 

Syna, Insane hi 

or much exasperated, [0, 3, slang. | 
— Vestibule of the ear. See memirenows vestibule, 
Under peatibule,— th ear, abnormal promi- 
nonce of the antibelix, 

earbow (ér’bo), ». The forehead-piece of a 
oridle when it is made to pass before one ear 
and behind the other. 

ear-covert (ér’kuv‘ért), n. Inernith., one of 
the tufts of feathers covering the external 
opening of the ear, 

ear-crystal (ér’kris‘tal), ». Same as otolith, 
car-cushion ‘ér’kash‘on), ». A small cushion 
designed to be hung in the back of a coach as 
a head-rest. 

ear-finger (ér’flng’gér), a. The fifth or little 
finger: also called the auricular finger. 

ear-fly, ».—Black-striped ear-fly, Chrysops rittatus, 
an American gadfly 
of the dipterous fum- 

ulari en 
and cattl. C. uni 
cittetus if a very 
common species, also 
annoying to live 

ari (ér’ ear-lorceps re. 
for’seps), om. A 
very delicate for- 
ceps for remov- 
ing forei 
bodies from 
external 
tory canal. 

Ear-fly (CArysops wmivitiates) Much 
; entarged, 

audi- (Wes. BAY 

ear- (@r’lér*ning), mn. Learning that 
is acq thro the sense of hearing. 
Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 114. 

ing a marked tendency to carry on mental 
operations (remembering, thinking, imagining, 
— ete.) in terms of auditory images ; 
of an auditory, as opposed to a visual or motor 
type of mental constitution. A person is called 
cor-minded, in a narrower sense, When his memory ts 
chiefly or exclusively auditory; and, in a still narrower 
sense, when his verbal memory ts thas auditory in type. 
Notwithstanding the fact that he waa decidedly visual, 

he had a strong tendency to be ear-minded. 
W, 3 Secor, To Amer. Jour. Psychol, XL 224 

ear-mindedness (ér’min‘ded-nes), n». In 
paychol., a type of mental constitution, char- 
acterized by the predominance of auditory 
rocesses as vehicles of the complex mental 
unctions (thought, memory, ete.). Baldwin, 

Dict. Philos, and Psyehol., IL, 571. 
ear-muff (ér’muf), ». One of a pair of cover- 
ings for the ears, made of cloth or fur, worn as 
a protection a t wind and cold. 

car-plug (ér’plug), ». 1, An ornament in the 
form of a plug, worn in the lobe of the eur, 

Neimerotis copper ornaments were found, such as 
dante and po 4, some of the latter being decorated 
with syiabotle en lg Nature, Jane 9, 104, p. 13% 

2. A stopper (made of cotton-wool and wax, 
of a vaselined cork, ete.) for closing the aper- 
ture of the one ear, whilea stimulus is applied 
to the other, 

ear-sand iér’sand), ». Same as car-dust, 
ear-splitting (ér’split’ing), «. Deafeningly 
or overpoweringly noisy. 

ear-tab (ér'tab), n. One of a pair of tabs or 
tags fastened toa cap and tied down over the 
ears and under the throat as a protection from 
the cold. 

earth!, n.— Barbados earth, a friable earthy mart of 
Miocene age, cocurting in the barbados Islands and ac- 
cumulated fn di which rise toa height of over one 
thousand feet. It is largely composed of Ue minute sill- 
cious skeletons of radiolarians with an fitertalxture of the 
calearevus testsof the Formminifera, According to Hueckel @arth-sculpture teem — — 
the number of species of Rediolaria in the om 
earth js oot leas than 400 and probably more than fi, 
This authority it ns a deep-sea — and states 
that very many of the Barbados radio sare today 
extant and unchanged in the radiolarian ooze of the deep 
Pacific Govan,” — Black earth. (() Same as chernetem.— 
Blue a local name for the stratum which yields 
amber on the shoves of the Baltic Sea. Cassel @ 
ame as Vuandyée brown. uadrant. seo* 
rent.— Golden earth, tn carly chemistry, one the 
ames for — or arsenic trisulphid.— Japonte 
earth, term Japonica; catecha; cutch.—Rare earth. 
in chem., one of those earths of which the compounds 
ure found in mature omly in sreall qaantity and spar 
ingly distributed, The prineipal mre earths are beryl- 
lin, scandia, ceria, lnnthana, neodymia, praseotynila, 
yttria, erbia, terbin, ytterbia, samaria, irconia, and thoria ; 
bat there is doubt as to the individuality of some of these, 
and several others have received ial reoognition.— 

the metals the oxids of which are 
known as the rere earths, See ®earth.—Red red 
residual soil which results from the decompasition of fer- 
ruginows rocks; term rossa.—Residuary earth, soil 
formed by the decomposition and disintegration of rock, 
withont undergoing transportation. H. 1), Salitncry, Geol, 
Surv. of New Jersey, 1s, p 44 —Bantorin a 
mineral mterial of volcanic origin, resembling the Ital 

iotans, found in the Greek island of Santurin, used 
n making hydraulic cement. 

earth-almond (érth’i*mond), ». The yellow 
nut-yrass or earthnut, — esculentus, More 
frequently in the plural. 

earth-apple (¢rth’ap‘l), ». The Jerusalem 
artichoke, Helianthus tubcrosus, 

earth-bar (érth’biir), m. In clect,, a metallic 
bar forming part of a switchboard and used as 
a conductor lor grounding such cireuits as may 
be connected with it. 

earth-club (¢rth’klub), », The squawroot, 
Conopholis Americana, 80 called from the elub 
shape of the plant. 

earth-drop (érth‘drop), n. In eleet., the volt- 
age or difference of potential at any point be- 
tween the return conductor of an electric sys- 
tem and the ground. . 

earth-fork (érth’férk),», A fork with flat tines, 
used, like a spade, for turning up the earth. 

earth-glacier (ath ge eee), nm 

earth 

A mass of 

SD” aay We 

ae) ca 

3) [cap.] The sign ear-minded (4r’min‘ded), a. In pasychol., hav- land-waste and 23 which oar down hill as 
the snow melts in the spring. cikie, The 
Great Iee Age, p. 600, 

earthing (érth‘ing),». In elect., the act of con- 
necting to earth ; grounding. 

earth-lamp (érth’lamp), ». In elect., an incan- 
descent lamp one terminal of which is grounded 
while the other is connected thro a switch 
to a cireuit, It thus serves as an indicator of 
the insulation of the circuit from earth. 

earth-lard (érth’lird), », The subterrancan 
larve of the common — coekchafer, 
Meloloutha vulgaris, [Great Britain.) 

earth-light (érth’lit), ». Light reflected by 
the earth: same as earth-shine, 

earth-louse (¢rth’lous), ». 1, Any root-feed- 
ing aphidid, as the corn root-louse, Aphis 
maidi-radicis, or the lettuee root-louse, Rhizo- 
bius lactuce.— 2, Any one of many soil-inhab- 
iting thysunurous insects, especially those of 
the family Podurida. 

earth- (érth’met’al), ». A metal the 
oxid of which is classed among the earths, as 
aluminium, the oxid of which is alumina. 

earth-pillar (érth‘ pil’ ar), ». A column of 
loose, unconsolidated material produced by 
erosion. The best known examples are found 
in the Tyrol. 

A Dr. Christian Kitther on earth- and 
antes 2 — Geog, Jour, (RG, &), XL 441. 

earth-pitch (érth’pich), ». Same as mineral 
pitch (which see, under mineral). 

n.—Suabmarine earthquake, ope 

pa te op yy —— 5 Ute sea, and Which affects 
the overlying sea-bottom, 

-return (érth‘ré-térn’), n. In elect., a re- 
turn-cireuit which, instead of being insulated, 
is grounded throughout, or of which the ground 
iteclt forms a principal part: opposed to metallic 
return. 

), 4. Themod- 
6 earth by sur 

neies; the carving of relief by erosion. 
— (orth sha‘kér), n. A poetic epi- 

to Poseidon and 

ifying of surface features of 
face 

thet (Gr. ceeiyfue), appli 
Zeus. 

He [Poseidon] is clearly the impersonation of water 
rather than either the earth-shaker of the brother of Zeus 

P, Garduer, Types of Greek Coina, p. 206. 

earth-shock (erth’shok), ». An earthquake; 
specifically, the most violent oscillations dur- 
ing the continuance of an earthquake; also, 
the sudden movement of the ground conse- 
quent upon the intentional explosion of a 
mine or the accidental explosion of a maga- 
zine of explosives. iam 

a (érth’shri Aj), ». In geol. 
the shortening of the eart tage | eet and 
the lessening of its volume, which are inferred 
from the deformation of its outer portion, and 
which are explained by loas of heat, by loss of 
centrifugal energy, and by loss of porosity. 
Unter the new 72* the earth-rhringage is dae to 

duction 
times any possible reduction due te — — 

Amer. Geol. Feb., 1904, p. 12 

earth-slope ((rth’slép), ». The slope which 
loose rock-waste will assume under the intiu- 
ence of gravity. 

-wave (érth’wiy), ». An oscillation of 
the ground, either vertically or horizontally, 
on a small scale, as by the explosion of a mine, 
oron a large seale, as by ea uakes; a vibra- 
tion of the crust of the earth as an elastic 
solid. 
earth-wax (érth’waks), ». Same as ococerite 
or mineral wax, 
earthy, a. 6, In chem., having the general 
eharacter of the substances known as earths, 
and of their compounds: as, an carthy salt. 
Pring iy Ay Same as reous 
tion (which see, under degeneration) 



ear-tone 

ear-tone (ér’tin), n. In psychol., a tone due 
to the constitution of the ear itself, and not to 
the — of a wave-motion in the sur- 
rounding medium. 

The first difference-tone ... is an ear-tone and not an 
ait-tone, BE. B, Titehener, Exper. Paychol, L. i 4 

ear-tuft (ér’tuft), m. 1, A tuft of feathers 
suggesting an ear, as those of the t horned 
owl.—2. A tuft of feathers arising near the 
ear-opening, as in the Inca tern.—3, A tuft 
or pencil of bair on the tip of the ear, as in 
the lynx, 

«.— East-by-northb, the int of the com. 
pass, counting rat north, Jed g tye = value to TS 
45'.—East-by-south, the seventh point of the compass, 

equal in angular value to counting from south, Mi 
East Coast fever, Same as African Coast *ferer.— 
East-northeast, tiesisth point of the compass, counting 
from north, equal in angelar value to .—East- 

the aixth point of the compass, counting 
from south, equal in angular value te 67° a7. 

east-en der (ést’en’dér), nm. An inbabitant of 
the eastern part of a city or town, specifically 
{cap.] of the East End of London. 

easter (és’tér), v. i, [easter(ly).] To — 
toward the east, as the wind; move toward the 
east, as the head of a veasel. 
Baster card, lily. See *card1, Bermuda *lily, 
Easter-bel] (é«‘téer-bel), ». The greater stiteh. 
wort, Alsine Holostea, 

- (és‘tér-lej’ex), n. The bistort, 
Polygonum Bistorta, See Polygonunt, 

East-Indian (ést-in’di-an), a. and». I, a. Of 
or pertaining to the East Indies: used in a 
comprehensive sense. 

.”. A native orresident of the East Indies. 
,. 2, Reaching the pointin its diurnal 

motion where it crosses the prime vertical and 
is 5* east of theobserver: saidof a hea- 
ven y. 

Eastlake (ést’lik)’ 
a. Noting a atyle 
of design in fur- 
niture, current in 
England and the y 
United States in 
the latter half of 
the nineteenth cen- 
tury. It was based on 
a book entitied “Hints 8 peau 

=f is rey” * —— —* 
ten ir Charles 1. F F a, 

Eastlake and published —— 
in London in 14, Eaat- A 7) => 
lake's designe are, for J = : r 
the most part taken from 
the leval work of 
England. 

eastmost(ést’mést), 
a, Fartheat east (of a series or row): as, the 
eastmost house on a street runs east and 
west; easternmost. 

Eastralia (és-tri’li-#), », [ast (Aust)ralia.) 
A modern colloquial designation for the east- 
ern Colonies of Australia. [Australia.) 

Eatonia (é-t6’ni-ii), a. [NL., named for Amos 
Katon.) A genus of telotrematous Brachio- 
poda characterized by large flabellate, deeply 
excavate muscular sears in the ventral valve 
and # large bifureate cardinal process. It is of 
early Devonian age. — 

céleste [F., ‘sky water,” alluding to ite ue 
— a — 2 applied to frult-trees and other plants 
asa spray, originally made with copper sulphate and as 
monia largely dilated with water, forming a solution of # 
deep-bine color, The modified can céleste is now made 
with. 4+ pounds of crystallized yer aniphate, 5 ponds 
of sodium carbonate, 3 pounds of water of ammonia, and 
45gullonsof water.—Eau-de-vie de piquette, an inferior 
brandy, made by distilling the weak wine or piquette ob- 
coined by adding water to the mar, or residue of gra 
akina, seeds, ete., left in the first expression of srepedt: 
re-preasing and fermenting the 5 Jour. See, Chem, 
Tadustry, XL 24. Ean forte | ., ‘strong Water’), See 

Eastlake Chair. 

aqua fortia, 

eau-fortist (d-fir’tist), ». [F., < caw forte + 
-iste, EB. -ist.] One who uses eau forte or aqua 
fortis especially in etehing; an eteher. 
eaves-martin (évz'miir’tin),n. The European 
house-martin or swallow, Hirwndo urbica: so 
called because it nests beneath the eaves of 
houses. 

eb, «..4a.,ande. A simplified spelling of ebb. 
Bb. In chem., asymbol sometimes used (instead 
of the more common Fr.) for erbium, 

ebb, n.— Ebb-and-flow structure, in grot., an alterna- 
tion, in a sandstone, of a crose-bedded layer with « horl- 
zontal one indicating a — of deposition ina consider 
able carrent succeeded by one of comparative quiet. 

Ebenezer (cb-en-d’zér), n. [Heb., ‘stone of 
help. ; i. Astone erected by Samuel (1 Sam, 
vii. 12) asa memorial of divine aid in — 
the Philistines. Henee — 2. Any memorial o! 

407 eccyclema 

divine assistance: often adoptedasa name for of late geological deposits bearing human 
a chapel or church, relies, a subdivision of the Paleolithic section 

Here I mise my Ebenezer, in France, It includes the oldest daposite containing 
Hither by thy help I'm come; well-fnished implementa associated with carved ie 

And 1 hope, by thy wood pleasure, and ivory. It was of the mammoth, went 
Safely to arrive at home, back into glacial time, and was followed by the Turan. 

R. Rebvinson, Come Thoa Fount of Every Blessing (old dean or reindeer epoch, 

(version), st g@hurneold (6-bér’n6-o1d), a, [IL. eburnens, of 

3. A contemptuous name for a ‘dissenting’ ivory, + -cid.) Ivory-like as regards color; 
chapel or church. eburneous, 

Eberth's *bacillus, eburnitis (eb-ér-ni’tis), n. [NL., ¢ L. eburnus, 
Ebionize (6'bi-ou-iz), v. 4, pret. and pp. Ebion- of ivory, + -itis.] A condition of increased 
ized, ppr. Ebionizing, (Ebion(ite) + ize.) To density and hardness of the dentine of teeth, 
become an Ebjonite, or to affect or imitate the E, 0, An abbreviation (a) of Hastern Central, 
doctrines and practices of the Ebionites. a London postal district; (+) of Established 
ebonine (eb’o-nin), a. [ebon + -nel.] Black; Church. 
dark; somber: as, “the ebonine gate of doom,” ecardine (é-kiir’din), n. [NL. Rcardines.] A 
M T. Palgrave. mollusk aving a shell without » hinge; o 

e wer. Nt. Black ebony, ® trede-name for the wood —— 1s’) (F — 
9 Dendo. Viger a écartelé (a-kiir’te-la’), a. [F., pp. of éearteler, 
Gabon, Lagos ebony. | Same, ae iver aw, divide into quarters.| ‘In her., divided into 
especially. "Ebenaster Boerum, 2, montane, quarters: said of a shield. 
oe ee » ebony ecboline (ek’bé-lin), ». [Gr. éx3044, a throwin 

* ———— Of india, te out, + -ine?.) A brownis amorphous, slightly 
—— ebony, the high! , prized, wood of two bitter alkaloid contained in ergot. 

pat ty a a on (e-kal‘é-d-bi‘on), a. [Trreg. « Gr. 
= Manila’ ebony, A omens ⏑ aay exuatly, I cal forth, + Siow, ace. of ior, es 

hate An apparatus for hing eggs by artificia 
ot i ria: often called Wack Mawritina heat; an ineubator. 

0 of pd 4d — * — bm eccentric. I. a. 7. In astron., noting orbital 
“niger ebo the bleak wood of —— oe yroe —— — not in — around the 

calted broth, center of a on; as applied to curves gen- 
Fp ioe i er arene = olbeghtye ngn ase pad erally, deviating from circularity, as the ellipse 
of the family Dioepyracese. See *Buclea, 2.— and la.—Eccentric projection. See 

, the wood 
Bauhinia Carronit 

ra.— St. Helena ebony, th 
— a small of 

an ay the —* and 

L * 
of either of two legaminons jection. wheel, (6) In curringes, a 

B. Hookeri, Also called Wheel so centered that when backing to either side the 
of the c is thrown to one side of the center, to 

facilitate tarning In a abort radians, 
II, n.— , an eccentric which the Adjustable eccentric 

is a constructed that the distance between the center of now 

uearly exterminated, — , the jet or and the center of motion ean be varied in order to 
eee wood at nozylon, ones vary the throw of the rod. This result is secured either 

fouatives didlambam.— Siam ebony, «commercial by slotting the disk of the eccentric, ot by mounting one 
© wood of several ae oS ae — eccentric upon another so that the effective eccentricity 

HSS, eapectally D. a, montana, cae i be the sum or the difference of the eccentricity of 
ater, and D. peregrina. Seo gaub.— pm | disk, or may have intermedinte values. — 

7, & handsome leguminous tree, 2; eccentric, that eccentric which is used when a loco 
of western Texas, Arizona, and northern Mexico, motive of a ship goes backward and the valve-gear is 
cially of the Gulf const and lower Rio Grande, with light adjusted accordingly. See reversing-gear.— Movable 

large curved, geocentric. Same us adjustable eeceentric. gay gone re ga woud often beautifully colured nnd hence muci* prised eccentrolinead (ek-sen-trd-lin’é-ad), ». 
—— + L. linea, line, + -4du.J A ruler 
‘or drawing eccentric radial lines. It is used 

*epichondrotic. 
— — (e-kon‘dré-tém), u. (Gr. &&, 
out, + ydrdpoc, cartilage, + -rowoc, € repein, 
cut.) An instrument for cutting cartilage. 

An abbreviation (c) [l. c.) of ecclesiastic ; 
(d) (4. ¢.] of ecclesiology. 

ecclesiarchy (e-klé’zi-lr-ki), ». (Gr. ixxAnoia, 
church, + apxi, rule.] The rule of a church; 
government by ecclesiastics. 

Teasn Ebouy (2)y¥e_Aexteawlis). 

(From Saggent’s * Manwal of the Trees of Noth America.) 

White ebony, 
or white-streaked woods vf anida ecclesiast, 3. A member of the ancient 

an ytiog of the 1@ Islands D. (Greek —— a free Greek citizen having 
the right to vote in the ecclesia or assembly, 

of he wood sold ander this name,— Zanzibar 
the wood of Di formia, a tree ‘istrivutet Beelesiastical emerald, Sume as Brazilian 
over the whale pleal ®emerald, 

Bbor. An abbreviation of the Latin Ebora- ecclesiasticize (e-klé-zi-as’ti-siz), v. ¢.; 
* York, or of the Latin Eboracensis, of “und pp. ecclesiasticized, ppr. ecclesiasticizing. 

ork, - To render eeclesinstical; bring under the influ- 
ebriose (6’bri-Os), a. [L. ebriosus, ¢ ebrivs, enee of, or into conformity with, the chureh. 
drank: see ebrious. J kk: same as + ecclesiol, An abbreviation of ecclesiology. 
ebriously (@bri-us-li}, ade. Drunkenly. ecclesiolater (e-klé-zi-ol’a-tér), m. (Gr. éxadp- 

Pt arly ae — — Treatises, %% Church, + -Zarpye, worshiper.] One who 
sea scaries mabpsig shows excessive reverence for church author- 

“Tommanver! ovordSwiagly) ‘guahingly's ——— ons 5 ov ; * 85) ecclesiola (e-klé-zi-ol’a-tri), a. IUr. éxxdy- 
—— —— kop'ik) 1. Ofor % —— + Jarpria, ach A Worship 

€ oscopic (¢-bul’y6-skop‘ik), a. 1. Of or cr'the church as auch; extreme, undue re- 
pertaining to those methods of determining J 
molecular weight, dissociation, osmotic pres- iy rt - slips, lag observances and author 

LNL., < 
sure, ote., Which depend upon mensurements ot basen 
of the boiling-point, In the eballicscopic method CCcTisiologia (ek -ris-i-9-16 ary fs 
for the determination of the molecular weight of a Gr. ésxpiuc, secretion, + ~hoy 1a, ¢ ev, speak.) F eubstance the —— of 8 liquid ts observed 9s That branch of physiology which treats of se- 

——— 3 * dtescived’ in such fiquid. finer. cretion: same as eccrinology. 

a trade-name for the 
Dioepyros mel My 

Mascareti 
Malacapat, of Khe Philippine Islands, also furnishes some 

pret. 

Chem, Jour., April, 1004, p 42 [Rare.] * eceritic, ». II. a. Relating to exeretion or 
bullitionary (eb-u-lish’o-ni-ri), a. [ebulli- es ea ns: said of a disease 
tion + -ary!.) Of the nature of an ebullition; Which affects these functions or organs, or of 

a remedy which promotes exeretion. 
clema (ek-si-klé’mii}, n.; pl. eccyclemata 

-klem‘a-tii). (Gr. éawinagua, C vvarere, wheel 
out, <éx, out, + xexteis, wheel, ¢€ xixdog, a 
wheel.] A machine in the Greek theater which 
in some way disclosed an interior to the iL. 
tators, as in the murder scene of the “‘Aga- 
memnon ” of Aechylua, 

characterized by a bubblin 
motion; bubbling: as, an ebullitionary agita- 
tion. 

eburated (eb’a-ri-ted), a. [L. eburatus, ¢ 
ebur, ivory.) Covered with, or as with, ivory ; 
having the s eo of ivory. Proce. Zool. 
Soc. London, 1808, p. 318. 

eburnean,«. 2. [cap.] In the classification 

or boiling com- 



ecdemic 
ecdemic (ek-dem’ik), a. [Gr. éxdyuoc, from 
home, in foreign lands, abroad, ¢ fx, out, + sea-urchin (see echinoderm), + xpcqwa, color, It melts at 52° 
dijuog, piper Originating from without; not 
endemic: said of diseases. 
ecdemiomania (ek-dem’ —— n. —* 
Gr. éxdquia, a going or being abroad (< éxdnzoc, 
abroad), + savia, madness.) A morbid im- 
pulse to travel unceasingly. 
ecdemite (ck’de-mit), ». [Gr. exdywoc, abroad, 
+ -ite?,] An arsenite of lead containing & 
cent. of chlorin. It occurs in crystals and in 
maasive forms, ranging in color from yellow to 
gree n: foundin Sweden, Also called helioph- 
yllite, 

ecesis (é-s8'sis), . *ecesis, ¢ Gr. olxnaic, 
habitation, < oixeiv, inhabit.] The fixation of 
a migrating plant in a new habitat. 

In a word, Moeots is the ndjestment of a plant toa new 
a It comprises the whole process covered more or 

incompletely by acell a then, ac 
commodation, ete, 

F. EB. Clements, Bot. Surv. Neb., VIL. 60, 

ecethmoid (ek-eth’moid), a. [ec- + ethmoid. 
In ichth., same as *ecto-ethmoid. Science, Marc 
8, 1901, p. 379. 

echelon, n. 2, Milit., one of the subdivisions 
of a command marching in echelon.—3, In 
optics, a set of gion lates placed one upon 
another, with the of each projecting 
slightly, stepwise, beyond the edge of the 
preceding one. The device, whichis due to A. 
A. Michelson, is used for the production of dif- 
fraction spectra of high dispersion and resoly- 
i wer.-- Echelon grating, Sec 
djrating?.— Bobelon Bee tapectroscope, 

echidnase (e-kid’nds), mn. (Gr. éxrdva, viper, 
+ -ase.) A supposed temperature-raising sub- 
stance analogous to diastases, found in viper 
venom. 

(e-kid-nd-tok’ sin), x. 
txidva, viper, + toxin.) A general poison 
in viper venom. 

(Gr. 
found 

echidnovaccine (e-kid-nd-vak’sin), a. [Gr. 
Eyudva, viper, + E. vaccine.) Viper venom that 
has been heated for a few minutes to 75-85° 
C., and has thus Jost its 
The remaining solution 
& venom vaccine. 

An abbreviation of *echin le 

—— properties. 
as the properties of 

echinal (e-ki’nal), a. (Gr. éxiwc, hedgehog, 
sea-urchin ea nd + -all,] : Pertsining 
or belonging to a sea-urchin, 

echinastrin (ck-i-nas‘trin), n. [Echinaster + 
-in2.] A red pigment found in certain inver- 
tebrates, as in starfishes. 

echinate (ek’i-nat), r.; pret. and pp. wT, 
.echinating. (Gr. éxivor, h og, + -ate2, 

F rene. To project at an acute angle to the 
axis of (a fiber), givi * 
emma said of the spicules in the axin- 
ellid type of sponge skeleton. 

The spicules so pont are anid to “echinate” the fibre. 
E i. Lankester, Treatine on Zool, IL 140. 

IL. intrans. To project at an acute angle to 
the axis of a fibor: said of the spicules ina 
sponge skeleton, 

Echinocarid@ (e-ki’nd-kar’i-1é), 1. pl. [NL., 
< Lehinocaris + -ide.) <A family of phyl- 
locarid crustaceans of the suborder Ceratio- 
carina, Its genera poses an elongate bivalved care 
with nodes in the cephalic region and one or more 
carinw. They are mostly of Devonian age. 

Echinocaris (ek-i-nok’a-ris), », [NL., ¢ Gr, 
cxivoc, a sea-urchin, + xapic, (prob.) a ane) 
The typieal genus of the fa Echinocaride, 

ocereus (e-Ki-ng-#8'P6-u, nr. [NL, (En- 
elmann, 1848), ¢ Kehino (cactus) + Cereus. 
The name refers to its intermediate position 
between these two genera.] A large genus of 
lobular or columnar cacti, very closely al- 

fied to Cereus, with which some authors unite 
it. If ts distinguished by the spines, bristles, or wool 
arising from the bmeteate ovary, short funnel-shaped 
flowers, and spiny globuse or ell —* fruit. The spe 
cies are native Texas south and west. Some of 
—— usually found ta the ecollectiona of cactus cul- 

a 

Echinochloa (¢k-i-nok’l6-ii), n. (NL. (Palisot 
de Beauvois, 1812), in allusion to the bristly 
spikelets; ¢ Gr, «xiwe, hedgehog, + yAuy, 

88.) A genus of grasses, including about 
2 species, widely distributed in warm and 

tropical regions, Four jes ocenr in the United 
Stal ranging from Now York to Texas, They are 
usnally tall annual grasses with broad leaves and a ter- 
mainal inflorescence composed of several one-sided spike 
like racemes. The Earopean #. Crus-gadli, Ure cockspur 
or barn-yard grass, is widely distributed aa a w in 
all cultivated regions except the extreme north. 

it a feathery or plumed 
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echinochrome (e-ki’né-krém), n. [Gr. 2xivos, 

Bame aa *echinoch . 
echinochromogen (¢-ki-nd-kré’mé-jen), n. 
[Gr. 2yivoc, sea-urchin, + ypdue, color, + -yevtjy, 
-producing.) A yellowish pigment found in 
echinoderms ; also cailed echinochrome, 

echinococcosis (e-ki'nd-ko-k0' sis), n. L., ¢ 
Echinococcus + -osis.) Infection with Kchino- 

lives in the dog; hydatid disease. 
(ek-i-nok’6-ris), wm. [Gr. éxinoc, 

sea-urchin, + xépv¢, ahelmet.] A 
ta « Ithasalarge 
ovaltactinally high test, bipormse ambulacra, oval. peri- 
stoma, and infrumarginal postertor —— It is very 
common in the Upper Cretaceous tion, Same as 
Anunchytes, 

Echinocotyle (6-ki-nd-kot’i-Jé), ». [NL.,<Gr, 
Eyivwoc, Redgehag, + xoridn, a socket.) The 
typical genus of the family Echinocotylide, 
The metacestode of B. rosseteri, which ts paraaitic 

ristacean, Cypria 

Echinoco (6-ki /nd-k6-til’i-dé), m, pl, 
NL, ¢ £chinocotyle + -idw.] A family of 
etracotylean Cestoidea having the acetabula 
armed and the rostellum furnished with one 
or two cirelets of hooklets. They are parasitic 
in birds. The typical genus is Echinocotyle. 

a. 2, A genus of Lower Silu- 
rian eystideans of the family Cryptocrinide.— 
3. A genus of Silurian Palxechinoidea, of the 
family Cystocidaroida. 
echinoidean (ck-i-noi’di-gn), a. and, Same_ 
as echinoid, 

echinologist (ek-i-nol’$-jist), ». [echinolog(y) 
+ -ist,] One who is ve in echinology or 
the study of echinoderms. 

echinol (ek-i-nol’$-ji), n.  [Gr. dyives, sen- 
urehin, + -A0yea. iy, & That branch < 
of zodlogy which treats of echinoderms. 

echinophthalmia —— — nit), 35 
NL, r. ¢xivoc, hedgehog, + dofaAudr, eye. 
e form of —— — of the eyelids charae- 
terized by stiffness and projection of the lashes, 

echinoplute (e-ki’nd-plit),a, (NL. echineplu- 
teus.) Same as *echinopluteus, 

echinopluteus (¢-ki-nd-plé’té-ns), mn. [NL., 
< Gr. €yiwoc, sea-urchin, + NL. pluteus.) The 
plutens, or free-swimming larva, of a sea- 

Echinopsis (ek-i-nop’sis),n. (NL. (Zucearini 0' ek-i-nop’sis), n. ucearini, 
1836), in allusion to the spiny character of the 
plant; ¢ Gr. éyiver, hedgehog, + dye, view. 
A South American genus of Cactacew, mark 
by spherical or very short sharp-ribbed stems 
and very ye tubed ecereus-like flowers with 
the ovary and tube narrow-bracted, Itt closely 
related to Cereus and has been combined with that genus 
by someauthors, It conslata of about 20 ic, A Tum- 
ber of them are in cultivation, for exam iplex, 
E. Eyriesié, E. gemmata, und E. tubislora. 

echinospherite (e-ki-né-sfé‘rit), ». [NL. 
Echinospherites.] A cystid of the genus 
Echinospherites notably E. aurantium, form 
characteristic of the echinosphwmrite limestone. 
See */limestone, 

tes (e-ki‘nd-sf6-ri'téz),n. [NT., 
(Gr éxivog, sea-urchin, + agaipa, a ball, + -ifes, 
E. -ite*,] A genus of cystideans of the family 
Echinospheeritide, Wt ts characterited by globose 
non-pedanculate calyx, central moath, short ambalacral 

—— 
Echinospheritida# (¢-ki’né-sfé-rit’i-dé), m. pl. 

NL., ¢ Echinosphewrites + -idw.] A Sharks 
amily of the Cystoidea, typified by the genus 
—— hea 

echinothuriid (¢-ki-né-thi‘ri-id), a. and». I, 
a, Of or pertaining to the family Echinothuri- 
idx. 

Il, +. A member of the Echinothuriida. 
echinothurioid (e-ki-né-thi’ri-oid), «. Having 
characters similar to those of the Eehinothu- 
riidx. 

echinulation (e-kin-i-li’shon), ». [NL. "echi- 
nulus, dim. of L. echinus, sea-urehin, + 
-ation.) A-small spiny or prickly outgrowth, 

echinus, ». 5. [cap.] A genus of dicoty- 
ledonous plants belonging to the family 
Exphorbiacer, See Mallotus. 

Echiostoma (ck-i-os’t6-mi), ». [NL., ¢ Gr, 
iyi, serpent, + créve, mouth.) A genus of 
deep-sea fishes of the family Stomiatide, B. 
barbatum is the common species, 

echiretin (e-ki-ré‘tin), ». [Kchi{tes) + Gr, 
pyrivy, resin.) An amorphous dextrorotatory 
compound, CysHsg0o, contained in dita-bark, 

ecl. 

— scholaris of Linnmwus). 

(e-ki-tam’in), n. [Echit(es) + 
amine.] Same as *ditaine. 

(e-kit’é-in},n. [Echit(es) + ~«-in.] A 
colorless dextrorotatory compound, Cyoliz_O, 
contained in dita-bark, Pala scholaris i Echites 
scholeris of, Linneus). It — in needles 
or prisms melting at 195° C. 

Pala scholaria 

er coccus, the larval stage of a tapeworm which echitenine (¢-kit’e-nin), n. [Echit(es) + -ene 
+ -ine®,] A brown amorphous alkaloid, Coo 

O,N, contained in dita-bark, Pala scholaris 
we of Linneus), It melts above 

Echites (e-ki’téz), n. [NL. (Patrick Browne, 
1756), & L, echites, ¢ Gr. éxirne (otherwise read 

as L. echita, ¢ 
Gr. “fyiry), the 
name in Pliny 
{not recorded 
in Greek an- 
thors) for some 
climbing plant, 
prob. clematis, 
prob. (Gr. éyxec, 
adder.) A large 
— of twin- 
ng plants be- 
longing to the 
family <Apoey- 
nacem®, The us 

as 

southern Florida. 

Beiter wmbeliata, 

One fifth nateral size. 

pal 
echitin (ek’i-tin), n. [Echit(es) + -in?.] A 
colorless dextrorotatory compound, CgoHgoO,, 
contained in dita-bark, Pala scholaris ( Echites 
écholeris of Linnwus). Iterysta!lizes in leaflets 
melting at 170° C, 

(ek-i-ii‘rid), n. Any member of the 
family Echiurida, 

,*. 7. In whist, a response to a partner's 
signal for tramps.— 8, In bridge, a method of 
showing the leader how any code his part- 
ner holds in the suit led, or of indicating that 
the third hand can trump the third round, 
The first is called the plain-suit echo, the sec- 
ond the down-and-out echo. —Echo sign, a frequent 
indicatton of epilepsy, being the repetition of words or 
phrases in speech or writing.— Plain-sult echo, in wher 
and bridge, a method of the es cards #0 as to 
show the leader how the forimer'ssult is distributed, 

ac ks bridge, to show th — v. i. 4. In to show the er 
how many eards the third hand holds in the 
suit . 
echolalia, ». 2. An agreeable but meaning- 
less arrangement of words in poetry. 

The * Eve of Crecy™ contains two magnificent examples 
of that inode of poetic expression dubbed “echolalia” by 
Max Nordau, and as each condemned by him. 

A, Vatlance, William Morria, p. 1% 

echo-organ (ek’é-6r-gan), ». In organ-building, 
a section of the instrument, containing very 
delicate stops, inclosed in a thick swell-box, 
which is often placed at a distance from the 
rest of the organ, so as to be capable of echo 
or distant effects. Sometimes the echo-o 
has a keyboard of its own in the console, but 
often it is piayed from either the swell or the 
choir keyboard through & special mechanism. 

echopathy (e-kop’a-thi), ». (Gr. jy, echo, + 
a ma, ¢ tatiec, disense.) A neurosis charac- 
terized by the meaningless repetition of words 
or movements, 
echophrasia (ck ‘6-fri’si-ii),». [DNL., ¢ Gr. 
axe, echo, + ow, speaking.) Same as 
echolalia, 

echurin (ck’i-rin), ». [Prob. for *echyrin, ¢ 
(ir. + yopde, strong, secure (<2 yerv, hold), + -in?.] 
Adyestuf made y treating a mixture of 3 8 
of flavin and 5 parts of pierie acid with 12 
parts of nitric acid, Itdyes wool a reddish 
yellow in an acid bath, 

ecitophile (e-sit’6-fil), ». (Keiton + Gr. ¢cariv, 
love. Say — in the nests of ants of 
the genus Ecitor 

ecl., eclect. Abbreviations of eclectic. 



eclabium 

eclabium (ek-li’bi-um), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. éx, ont, 
+ L. labium, lip.) Eversion of the lip. 

convulsions occurring in infancy, 
epile in nature or of retlex origin. 
Eclectic school. See *school. 
eclecticize (ek-lek’ti-siz), v. t.; pret. and pp. 
eclecticized, ppr. ectecticizing. [: tie + ~ize. 
To make selections from: as, to eclecticize an 
harmonize all mythologies. Maurice, 

eclectist (ck-lek‘tist), ». (¢eclect-ie + -ist.) One 
ig: Gad or who practises eclecticism. 
N. EB. 

ecli (&klip-si’ré-on), ».; pl. eclipsarea 
(-#). — eclipse + ~areon (for -arion, 
-arinm).) An apparatus for illustrating 
eclipses. 

= oyele *eyelel.—Eclipeo 
= 8 —— —— Same wa 
— triable, 

eclipser (é-klip’sé¢r), n. A mechanical device 
for automatically interrupting the beam of 
light from a lighthouse, 
\ sda meee or ——— te needs which ocenlts the 

uring eve revolt 

— Eneye. Brit., XXX. 2. 

eclipsis (o- klip’ sis), n, (L. eclipsis, ¢ Gr. 
ixtrcuec, & failing, cessation, non-appearance, 
eclipse: see eclpse.} 1, Aneclipse.—2, Omis- 
sion of a sound or letter; specifically, in Celtic 
gram., the — of the sound of a radi- 
eal consonant when preceded by another of 
the same organ. J. @Donovan, Irish Gram. 
p. 58,—3. A momentary loss of consciousness. 

ecliptical (Flip ti-kal), a. Relating or per- 

ecloge tex’! 5 —— eclogé, < Gir. ix e 16. js). n. , tr. éxAoyh, 
selection : pi eclogue.) Selection; * 
eally, in rhet., a judicious selection of the most 
striking circumstances in deseribing anything. 
J. de Mille, Rhet., 6 157. 
ecmnesia (ek-mné’si-i),. [NL., < Gr. éx, out, 
+ prvi, memory.) Loss of memory of events 
occurring during a limited period of time, rec- 
ollection of what has ee before or after 
that time being retained. 

cologlc, ecological, ecology eco. » eco co. . 
referred spellin, and now the 

The simpler 
gs of wcologic, 

écon, An abbreviation of economics, 
econometer (6-ké-nom’e-tér), ». An appa- 
ratus for determining the economy of a steam- 
boiler by measuring the amount of carbon di- 
oxid (COg) which s ap the chimney, 
economic, a. 6. Relating to value as viewed 
from the standpoint of material welfare in con- 
trast with values of other orders. Thus higher 
edocation may represent an reonemic loss to the cormu- 

Sq 
freedom, etc. whotany, etc. 1 

econ: n.—Dynamic economics, a proposed di- 
vision of — economy dealing with changes In the 
prvinetion, distribation, and consumption of wealth, and 
the effecta of such changes upon social onranization.— 
atlo a type of political economy which 

= * —— of natlonal bound: 

the German aaage.— eoreticnl politi- 
cal economy, conceived of as an independent, abstract 
science = con’ with coonomics viewed asan integral 
part of social science, and with the art of political economy, 

septs for the guidance of political and 
, the ee which 

deals with economic laws in their relation to social wel- 
fare. The term is frequently used as a synonym for politi 
cal ecomomy oF economedcs, 

economizer, ». 2. Specifically—(b) In —< 
signaling on British railways, a device by whic 
the detonation of one track-torpedo on the 
rail by the passage of the engine-wheels re- 
moves the second one in series before the 
wheels reach it, 
economy, . 5. In theol,: (a) The practical 
measures employed in giving effect to a divine 
dispensation. (>) The cautious presentation 
of doctrine, accommodating it to the —A 
and prejudices of the hearers: used by J. H. 
Newman to describe the aceommodated 
method (xcroinovouiay) of the early fathers; 
in a bad sense, the system of wit holding a 
large portion of gospel doctrine in teaching 
the mass of Christians.— Motor , in 

nciple of case of utterance. Scripture, linguistics, the 
Exper, Phonetics, p. 123.— Pereeptive economy, in 
Hngwistics, the principle of the neglect, b: language, of 
certain differences and the exaggeration of others, in or- 
der to bring the essential part of the sentence into promi- 
hence, 
P ive economy requires not only the suppression 

of distinctions bat also the em: is of needfal 
ones, Scripture, Exper. tice, p. 12% 
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ecotone (6°k6-tén), n. ope olxoc, habitat, + 
révor, lension, stress.) In phytogeog., the line 
along which two types of vegetation compete 
forthe same ground. See *fension-line, . 
Clements, 

ecphrasis (ek’fra-sis), ». {NL., < Gr. ingpacic, 
description, ¢ fxopate, tell, recount, ¢ éx, out, 
+ opdcew, a A deseription or interpre- 
tation; a plain declaration or utterance. 

ecp. {ek‘fi-gali‘tis), a. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
éxpeac (-dved-), an append outgrowth 
(< éxgivofae, grow out), + -itis,] Same as ap- 
pendicitis, 
ecphyma, ». 2. Sameas measles, 
ecphysis (ek’fi-six), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. MAorotc. a 
growing out, an outgrowth, ¢ éxdivetiar, grow 
ont, éxguerr, produce, hear, ¢ éx, out, + gteoflas, 
grow, die, produce.] In crustaceans, a 
ranch of any joint of an appendage, as a 

basecphysis, raus, Linnean Soe, London, 
Zoil., Feb., 1903, p. 448 

[NL., ¢ Gr. éxmipu- ecpyrosis (ek-pi-ré’sis), ». 
ate, € éxrupoiv, burn up, ¢ fx, out, + repoie, 
— < wip, fire: see pyre.) Destruction by 
re. 

ec, 

The sect of Stoics adopted most fally the system of 
catastrophes destined at certain inte to destroy the 
world . . . the Cai or destruction by water, which 
sweeps away the whole human race, and annihil 
the animal and vegetable productions of nature ; and the 

iv, or destruction by fire, which dimolves the 
globe itself, Str C. Lyetl, Princip, Geol, L 1% 

ecrasite (ek’ra-sit), ». [F. "éerasite, < dcraser, 
erush, destroy (see acraze), + -ite (-éte®). 
The ammonium salt of trinitrocresol, experi- 
mented with in Austria as an explosive for 
charging shells. The same name ta anid to have been 
given to an ¢ ive consisting af the so-called bl; * 
gelatin with picrate and either sulphate or hydrochlora! 
of amuponiim. 
écroulement (4-kril-mon‘’), x. [F., < éerouler, 
fall to pieces, ¢ & (L. ex-) + crouler, shake, 
fall to pieces,] A falling down or to pieces, 
as a building 5 greet masses of rock, or the 
like; a land-ali - fi 

écstrop) n, e exatrophy, 
Ectal origin, valve, ‘Sco superficial origin 
(under origin, 5 ()), *ealve. 

ectally (ek’tal-i), adv, Externally; on the ex- 
terior; superficially. 

a. 2, Distensible. 
ectenic (ek-ten’ik), a. (Gr. éxrewje, strained, 
zenlous, eager, ¢ éxreiverw, stretch: see ectasis.] 
Subjected to tension, literally or figuratively ; 
strained. Ectenic ena, See ephenomenon, 

lar (ek-tep-i-kon‘di-lir), a. (Gr. 
éxtéc, without, éxi, upon, + «émutoc, con- 
as) — just above the outer condyle 
of the humerus, — 
foration in the outer, ee ee found 
in some reptiles and characteriatic of the anomodont 

* process, « proc 
the outer condyle of the humerus of beta —— 
and sandpipers. 

ectepicondyloid (ek-tep-i-kon‘di-loid), a. 
Same as *ectocondylar and *ectocondyloid. 
ectethmoid (ek-teth’moid), a. and ». [Gr. 
ixtéc, outside, + E. ethmoid.) I, a. External 
to the ethmoid bone. 

II. x. A portion of the aliethmoid formin 
a plate on either side of the mesethmoid an 
usually constituting part of the anterior wall 
of the orbit. Itappears as a transverse, vertical plate 
in the skull of birds and is frequently termed the anfor- 
bital or pare plana, 

ectethmoidal (ek’teth-moi-lal), a. — 
+ -all.) Relating to the ectethmoid or antor- 
bital plate. Also ecto-ethmoidal, 

{ek’thré-nim), a. [Gr. £y6pde, 
hostile, + 4voua, évea, name.) e name by 
which a people is called by its neighbors: 
opposed to autonym, the name by which the 
people call themselves, 
ecthymatoid (ek-thim'a-toid), a, [ecthyma(t-) 
+ -cid.] Resembling ecthyma. 

tous (ek-thim‘a-tus), a. [ecthyma(t-) 
+ -ouvs.) Relating to or affected with ecthyma. 

gis (ek-thi-ro’sis), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. é, 
out, + fipa, door (see thyroid), + -osis.]) A 
pr — eondition following excision 
of t e thyroid gland. 

(ek-ti’ris), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. éxrée, with- 
=~ + ipec, iris. ] The external layer of the 
iria. 

Ectobiides (ek-t6-bi'i-déz), ». pl. [Erroneous 
form for NL. *Ketobiida, ¢ Ketotia + -idx.} 
tribe of cockroaches of which Eetobia is the 
type. It contains species with spiny thighs, the Inst 
Ventral plate of the female lane and valveless, the auprn- 
anal Lamina of both sexes transverse and marrow, and the 

ectophytic 
ege-capanles with a tudinal sature. This tribe cor- 
responds to the subfamily Anaplectine of Saussure. 

Ectobranchiata (ek*té- brang-ki- a’tit), m. pl. 
NL. : see *ectobranchiate.] A group of 

inoidea having the mouth and anus at op- 
5* poles and an apical system of plates. 
hey are endocyelic and have external gills 
resent, It includes the order Diademoida. 
Sompare * Kndobranchiata, 

ectobranchiate (ck-t6-brang’ki-it), a. [NL. 
eclobranchiatus, ¢ Gr, ixtéc, without, + Spay yea, 
1* see branchiate,} Having aun exsertile 
ranchia, asthe gastropod Falrate. 

ectobronchium (ek-t6-brong’ki-um), a.; pl. 
ectobronchia (-&), [NL., ¢ Gr. éxrér, without, + 
Spdyxec, windpipe.}] In ernith., one of several 
branches given off laterally and dorsally from 
the mesobronchium or prolongation of the 
bronchus. 

ectocalcaneal (ek’td-kal-ka‘’né-al), @. (Gr, 
éxtéc, without, + NL. calcanewm * -all,)] On the 
outer side{of the caleaneum or bone of the heel: 

ifically applied by Owen to the ontermost 
of the ridges on the posterior side of the proxi- 
mal end of the tarsometatarsus of a bird, 
ectocarpaceous (ek’t)-kiir-pa‘shinus), a. Be- 
longing to the family of algw Kctocarpacer. 

oidea (ck’to-kd-roi’dé-&), . (NL., ¢ 
Gr. éxréc, without, + .choroidea, choroid.} 
The external layer of the choroid. 
ectocnemial (ek-tok-né‘mi-al), a. (Gr. éxrde, 
without, + «viun, tibia, + -all,} On the outer 
side of the tibia: as, the eetocnemial ridge, the 
outer of the two prominent ridges on the tibta 
of a bird, the other being the procnenial ridge, 
ectocondylar (ek-té-kon‘di-lir),a. [Gr. éxréc, 
without, + —“* condyle, + -ar3.) Rela- 
ting to the ectocondyle or outer articular face 
of such a bone as a femur: contrasted with 
*entocondylar.— Ectocondylar depression - 
ity, the hal ay veciving tne oeaaigi — 

(Gr. ectocon oid (ek t6-kon'di - loid), a. 
* without, + xévdvtoc, condyle.) Same as 
ectocondylar, 

ectocornea (ek-té-kér’né-fi), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
NL. cornea, cornea.) The éxréc, without, + 

outer layer of the cornea. 
lism (ek-té-dak’ti-lizm), ». An ab- 

normal absence of digits, Bateson, Study of 
Variation. ; 

old (ek-to-eth’moid), n. [Gr. éxrdc, 
without, + E. ethmoid.] In ichth., same as 
prefrontal, 

nesis (ek-té-jen’e-sis), n. (Gr, éxrée, ont- 
side, + yéveore, origin, production.] The pro- 
diuetion of or the giving rise to structures from 
without : opposed to *endogenesis, 

ectolateral (ok-t5 lateral), a, (Gr. teréc, with- 
out, +L, latus (later-), side, + -all,] Situated 
om the outer side. 

ectoloph (ek’té-lof), ». (Gr, éxréc, without, + 
Zégog, crest.) The external ridge or crest on 
such an upper molar as that of a horse or 
rhinoceros. From itarise the parastyle, meso- 
atyle, and metastyle, See cut under *tooth. 

blast (ek-t6-mes’6-blast), ». [Gr. 
ixrécg, without, + E. mesoblast,.] In embryol., 
the cell-layer or cells which have not yet dif- 
forentia' into ectoblast and mesoblast 
proper. 
ectonephridium (ek'té-ne-frid’i-um), n.; pl. 
eet hridia (-%). [Gr. éxréc, without, + } 
nephridium.) A nephridium of ectodermal 
origin, as in the annelids. 
ectonuclear (ek-té-ni‘klé-ar), a. [Gr. éxrde, 
outside, + L. anefens, kernal, nucleus.) Situ- 
ated or occurring outside the nucleus of the 
eell : opposed to *endenuelear. . 

s (ek-top’a-gus), #.; pl. eelopagi CH. 
8 .. © Gr. éxréc, outside, + xypviva: (y707-), 
x, fasten.) A double monster with lateral 

union of the trunk from the ambilicus upward, 
ecto enchyma (ek’td- pa-reng’ki- mii), 2. 
{Nie < Gr. Txréc, outside, + NL. parenchyma. ] 
n trematodes, the outer portion of the paren- 
ebyma, Jour. Roy. Micros, Soc., Aug. 1903, 

ectoperitoneal (ck*té-per'i-té-né‘al), a. (Gr. 
inti, outside, + seperdrarov, peritoneum.) Ke- 
lating to the surface of the peritoneum which 
is in contact with the viscera or the abdominal 
wall, 
ectophyte (ck’té-fit), m. [Gr. dxréc, outside, + 
euro, plant. J n external vegetable parasite. 

ectophytic (ek-t6-fit’ik), a. [eetophyte + -ic.) 
Of the nature of an eetophyte, 



ectophytic 
More pe of tele rootlets — their extremitios in- 

vested weft of hyphal iin a an fe cori vO eye. Br SRV. adh 
Ectopic gestation. fame as —— preg- 
ner (which see, under pregnancy). 

ectoplast (ek’té-plist), mn. [Gr. éarde, without, 
+ whaoric, formed.) The outermost layer or 
membrane bounding and inclosing the eyto- 
plasm of the plant cell, 

is’tik),a. [Gr. éxroroc, ek’ té- 
out of the place, xierec, bladder, + -ic.] 
Relating to or caused by malposition of the 
bladder, 

ectoretina (vk-té-ret’i-nii), n. L., ¢ Gr. 
éxrég, pa 4 WL. hes, line’) The 
outer layer of the retina. 

(okt-6r’gan-izm), a, (Gr. éaréc, 
outside, + E. organism.) Same as ectoparasite. 

ectorhinal —— ) a. (Gr. éxtéc, With- 
out, + pic ( nose, + -al.] Situated on the 
outer side of 

re. 

(ek’té-sak), », (Gr. éxréc, outside, + 
caxxoc, sack, bag.] The membrane inclosing 
the ovum, or egg. 

ectosaccal (ek-to-aak’al), a. Of or pertaining 
to the ectosac. 

octont phe (chet a’), Ba 9* < Gr. — 
ou ciguy, ,& pipe: see siphon. 

The outer siphuneuler tube in the nautiloi 
pelopoa⸗ of the extinet family Endocerat- 

ectoskeletal (ek’té-akel’e-tal), a. [Gr. éxréc, 
without, + oxcArcrév, skeleton, + -al!,.] Same 
aa exoakeletal, 

ek-td-skel’e-ton), m, oe | 
Gr. éxrdg, outside, + oxrterdév, skeleton,] Same 

exoskeleton as a 
ectosolenian (ek-t6-26-lé‘ni-an), a. [Gr. énrde 
outside, + owAjv, channel, pipe, + -ian,] 
Having: an extended neck-like orifice, as the 
— nifer Lagena suloata. Compare *entoso- 

a. 

a. 2. In cytol., one of the deeply 
staining granules eliminated from the ehro- 
matin of the nuclei of the germ-track during 
their karyokinetie divisions. Haeckel, 1902. 

ectosphenotic (ek’td-sf6-not’ik),a.andm. Ia. 
i. rxréc, without, + E. sphenotic.] Relating 

the external portion of the aphenotic bone. 
= a barme en a 

honed poesten ave ray hy sinall, aphe- 
otic of the skull in birds, jast in advanee of the 
articulation of the quadrate. 

Il, nv. bogota a (on tank tal 
ectosphere (ek’té nm r. ixréc, outaide 
+[edaipa, ball.) In 4 ol., the outer or cortical 
zone of the cen ere. 

(ek-té-spd'rik), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
«réc, Outside, + oropd, seed (spore).) A group 
of Sperozoa in which sporulation takes place 
at the close of the trophic riod and the spore 
mother-cells or sporoblasts are formed at the 
— of the ronta. It includes the 

egarinida, Coccidiidea, and the Hemospo- 
ridia. Compare *kn a, Mesnil, 

ectostracal (¢k-tos’tra-kal), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to the ectostracum. 

ectostracum (ck-tos’tra-kum), ».; pl. ectos- 
traca (-ki). [NL., ¢ Gr. éxréc, outside, + 
écrpaxov, shell.) The second layer of the 
integument of mites, lying between the epios- 
tracum and the hypostracum. It —— in the 
Hydrachnide, of a ule aver af subeubical form- 
ing a dense tineue Aat on siden. 

lvian (ek-t6-sil’vi-an), a. [Gr. Aroc, 
outside, + Sylvian.) Situated at the outer 
side of the Syivian suleus.— Ectosylvian sul- 
cus, See wevleus, 

ectotheca (ek-t6-thé’kii), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. éxrde, 
outside, + Ojxy, receptacle.) In certain hy- 
droida, the external layer of the chitinous cov- 
ering; —— ks) e 3 

ectothrix ok’ té-thri n. [From the speci 
name of the fungus, ue ectothriz : 
< Gr. Aroc, outside, + rears ir (see def.).] 
The form of the — fungus causing tinea 
or ringworm which produces its spores on the 
outside of the hairs. 
ectotrachea (ek*té-tri-ké‘i), n. Ph < Gr. 
éxréc, outside, + rpayria, windpipe.} The outer 
epithelial layer of the trachem of insects. 

It Is the so-called potions e or invagtnated 

— re Puckard’ Tent book of Entom., p, 422, 

ectotrochlea (ek-té-trok’lé-i), 1, 
ixréc, outside, + NL. trochlea.] 
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metatarsus, with which the outer toe artic- 
ulates, 

In both groupe [Grebes and Divers] the tarso-metatarsna th 
is much compressed baterally, and the ectotrochlea is mach 
red Proc. Zool, |. Soe. London, Us00, p. 1041. 

Ectotrophi (ek-tot’rd-fi), ». pl. (NL, < Gr, 
éxtéc, outside, + -rpogor, ¢ tpége, nourish. ] 
A group of thysanurous insects having ex- 
ternal mouth-parts, and comprising the Mach- 
lids and Lepismatide, 

ectotrophic (ek-td-trof’ik), a, [Gr. fxréc, out- 
side, + -rpopoc, € rpégerr, now J Getting 
nourishment outside: in bot, said of fungi 
which envelop the roots of a plant without 
penetrating them. 

ectotrophous (ek-tot’rd-fus), a, Of or belong- 
ing to the Keto hi 

ek-trim ’ a) n.; pl, ectrimmata 
L., ¢ Gr. éxrpysua, « éxrpiserv, (-ma-ti). 

rub constantly, ¢ fx, out, + rpigere, rub.) An ) 
the nowe.—Ectorhinal fissure, See ulcer resulting from long-continued pres- ede 

sure or friction 3m bed-sore. 
ectrosis (ek-trd'sis), n. (Gr. Zxrpuou, miscar- 
ringe.] Abortion; abortive treatment of dis- 
ease. 

ectylosis (ek-ti-ld’sis), ». [NL., < Gr. éx, out, 
tivwor, & becoming callous, ¢ ritog, a 

knob, callus.) The removal jof corns or other 
callosities, 

ectylotic (ek-ti-lot’ik), a. Pertaining to or 
effecting ectylosis. 

Ecua. An abbreviation of Keuador. 
écuelle (a-kii-el’), n. [F.: see seuller?.] Alow 

rringer, with handles, used for soup or 
th, common in the middle ages: usually of 

wood, but sometimes of * or even silver. 
écuelle (a-kii-el’}, . t. . Genelle, a inger 
or bow!: see *écewelle.] To grate or rub gently 
in a pan lined with rounded knobs, made 
for the purpose. 

scuttting,, waite, Soasiste 2 really Pebbiog the trol oe ing, wl cons en 
rounded projections : inside a "Treen beain, 
very tine essence of times is obtained. 

Bulletin Roy, Gardena (Kew), May-June, 1891, 
ecumene (ck’fi-mén), ». [Gr. oixourérn: see 
ecumenic.} © habitable part of the world; 
the part of the world inhabited by man. 

nical —9 J See *patriarch, } 
4-kii-ré’), n. .t Bee Oquery, equerry. 

A stable; stabling. : 
ecurvature Ger refit). n. [L, e, out, + 
E, curvature.] An outward curve, 

ecurved (é-kérvd’),@. [L. e-, out, + E. curved.) 
Curved outward, 

cz: n.—Eczemaepizotticum. Same as foot-and. 
pect gp Some (which see, —— mar- 
ginatum, an ectematous eruption occurring on the inner 
aide of the thighs, 

eczematoid (ek-zem’p-toid), a. [eczema(t-) + 
-oid,) Resembling eczema. 
eczematonis (ek’ze-mp-té‘sis), nr. (NL., ¢ ee- 
zema(t-) + -osis.) One of several skin-diseases 
e by an abnormal secretion from 
the surface, 

Edam cheese, Same as Dutch cheese (a) (which 

—— 4 ny [Gr. Zdagor, base d (6-daf’ik),a. (Gr. »groun 
+ -ic.) Influenced or produced by the soil or 
its contents; arising from the soil: as, edaphic 
formations {seek formation); edaphicintiuences, 
The edaphic factors in climatology are the tem 
moisture, and sunlight favorable or unfavorable to the 
growth of the plant; the edaphic factors of soll-structure 
are those that more intimately relate to the growth of 
wen, such as ite moisture, capillary structure, and 

tble chemical contenta 

—— 
falls to alter the vegetation. 

Geog. Jour. (RG, &), Aug., 1908, pp. 140, 151. 

eddering (ed’ér-ing), m. [edder! + -ing].) 1, 
The act of binding or strengthening a hedge 
at the top by an interlacing of flexible rods or 
osiers or other material.—2, The rods, osiers, 
etc., used for this purpose. [Prov. Eng. in 
both uses.] 

e n.— Blue or eddoes. In the British Weet 
Indies, Vanthosoma aceum, 4 large-leaved arcid plant 
with violet-blae oles, witely cultivated for the suke 
of ite edible rootstock 

eddy, ".— Tidal eddy, a whirl or gentle local cireniation 
op ey ly fet by the deflection of 
one or more tidal 

eddy-chamber (ed’i-chiim*bér), m. A cham- 
ber in which, by jeta or otherwise, a current of 
fluid is compelled to whirl in eddies, as in a 
spray-nozle, Yearbook U, 8. Dept. Agr., 1899, 
| 

eddy-current (ed’i-kur’ent), mn. In elect., 
currents induced by alternating, rotating, or 

edgy 
moving magnetic fields in places where they 
are not desired and are objectionable because 

ey consume energy an luce heat. To 
avoid or reduce eddy-currents, the iron of gg mas · 
netic circuits is subdivided by lamination tn diree- 
tion at right angles to the path of induced electromotive 
force (s0 aa to give no closed circuits for the production 
of ed: ——— large copper conductors exposed te 
changing m jc Helde are stranded, that ia, — 
of a number of sroaller conductors more or less | 
from one another. 

Eddying suspension, See * ASION, 
eddy-rock (ed’i-rok), ». A rock, generally « 
sandstone, which shows marked cross- 
or flow-and-plunge structure. 

pe ar 6 ica a tan, —— he 

called from the resemblance of their — white lowers tate dalton to which they ers assy jowers to the we w are 
related botanically. 

Bam edema. See *angionry- 
serous infiltration into the 

ares of inflammation.— 
evanescent swellings, dae to effa 

in various portions e : 

rotic, 
—— of an 
m fugax, 
aon of duid, — 

from urti 

edentate, a. 38, In bot., having no teeth, as 
tire leaf. an en 

edestin — n. IGr. ideordéc, eatable ( 
édece, eat), + ~in2, A erystallizable vegetable 
globulin found in wheat, rye, oats, oa 

es’tus),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. édeorse, an 
eater, ¢ dderv, eat: see eat.) A genus of ex- 
tinct ceatraciont selachians: known only by 
the large-arched symphysial dentitions (fin- 
spines according to some authors) which occur 
in the Carboniferous of North America, Rus- 
sia, and Australia. 

edge,». 7. Inpoker, same as(anda substitution 
for) age, 13.—To the edge, to th jest degree ; in 
pple + Reape 1 Ly — 

edge-laid (cj'1sd), a. Made of narrow strips 
laid ther face to face, and with the 
2* exposed, as floors and table-tops : said 

0 0. built-up leather belting when to secure 
thickness and strength the elementa of the 
belt run on their edges. 

edge-molding (¢j’mél*di a. In arch., an 
molding which has as its chief oran important 
part a projecting sharp arris. 

edge-plate (ej‘plat), ». A heavy iron plate 
placed aguinst the inside of the rockers, or 
sills, of à heavy carriage-body to insure sta- 
bility and strength. 

edge-roll, v. t. 3. To roll (a fiat strip, as of 
steel) in a coil or helix — acylindrical rod 
with the flat face of the strip perpendicular to 
the axis. 

edge-runner — n. A form of grind- 
ing-apparatus or -mill for ores or similar ma- 
terial, in which heavy disk or wheel runs in 
a circular path upon its edge in a pan or mor- 
tar. By its weight and the sliding motion of 
ite ane as it revolves, it comminutes the ma- 
terial. 

edge-stitching (ej‘stich’ing), ». In sewing- 
machine work, the process of sewing two parallel 
rows of stitches along the edge of the fabric to 
form a double edge-stiteh. multiple-necdle 
*zewing-machine. 
edge-weed (ej’wéd),». The fine-leafed water- 
hemlock or water-fennel, (Enanthe Phellan- 
drivm. 

edge-zone (*j’zdn), nm. In corals, a fold of 
tissue extending over the theca and usually 
containing @ cavity continuous over the lip of 
the calyele with the cwlenteron. In colonial 
forms the buds arise from this part. Annals 
and Mag. Nat. Hist., Jan. 1904, p, 22. 

edging, n, 5. In photog., a coat of albumen, 
gelatin, or india-rubber along the edges of a 
collodion-covered dry-plate; a protection to 
the film during development, Generally the 
whole surface of the plate is given a substratum 
for the collodion, 

edging-machine, n. 8, In sheet-metal work, a 
machine for turning and forming an edge in 
tinware and sheet-metal. Ry the forming. 
rolls it becomes a tarner or turn! tne ye we 

a barring- ce See of still other rolls it becomes 
wheading-machine, 

, 4, 3. Having contours which are too 
sharply defined; said of a picture. 



(e, aux onan, 
eas, ete), + ‘dh = th in th that, ete., AS, 
A ‘name of the Anglo-Saxon ‘letter d or 
——— the sound of th in that, this, 

edh 

edh (eFH), n vowel (as in 3 
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gether and turned out of the pan like a flat 
cake, Wallin 

eel-cat (él’ kat), n. One of the channel catfish, 
Ietalurus anguilla, 

(é‘le-ri), , [eel + -ery.] A place 
ediemtly | (6’dik-tal-i), ade, By ediet or public mad eels are caught ; an eel-fishery. 3 
proclamation: as, to be edictally notified or eel 4.— Green eel-grasa, the white water-crow- 

vr Prag ovtia to North Carolina’ and also fated in California , wdility (6-dil’i-ti), m. [L. wdilitas,< +yrtin toy Kain * * 
edilix, "edile. is F he office of edile orthe duties 

rtaini 
ehinol ( ” — The trade-name of a 

ache devoleyer, said to be m-amino-o- 
—— hydrochlorid, 

NH,CyH,(OH)CH,OH.HCI. 
Edison effect. See ogg 
edition, ".— Acting edition. 
editor, Mi 2. An exhibitor: in “in the phrase 
editor of the games (translating the Latin editor 
ludorum), an officer who superintended the a brownish-yellow tint, ‘seen on old Chinese eBejomey, ne PT 

eel-pick (él’pi 
2* hye 

An eel-spear. 
One who fishes with 

an eel-pick. 

In tte [the Broad’s} cop mad eels abound ; and the eel- 
or in his little aw — 

forei 
(Rare. 

na. 2, Inceram., a peculiar 

ee out of water-pipes. 

ze of 

Roman public games. L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, porcelain. 

etiopole oh be So (Gr. oldoc, a swelli 

anh 
-, & boloe ore 

in rekon pro} on is effee by means of 
turgescence. F, E. Clements, 

Edomite (éd mi, n. (Edom + -ite®.] A 
descendant of Esau or Edom; one of the race 
which dwelt in southern Palestine {called 
Edom, or Idumea), and which was bitterly 
hostile to the Isrelites, a kindred nation, 

Bdomitish (é’dom-i-tish), a. [Edomite + sh.) 
Pertaining to or characteristic of the Edomites, 
the descendants of Esau and the hereditary 
enemies of the Israelites. 

Barionster (ed’ri--as’tér), 

earn thalmate (ed’‘ri-of-thal’mat), a. Same 
a and Mag. Nat. 

Fed‘ri-of-thal‘mi-sn), a, and 
. Same as thalmous 

“Tr * "Any individua tad the the order Kidrioph- 
thalma ; a sessile-eyed o 

E. D. 8. An abbreviation mm of of English Dialect 

educand ( Sawyer [L. educandus, that 
is to be cated, ¢ <‘educare, educate.] One 
who is to be. educated ; a pupil or student. 
eawe Wish theretore that the educands be taught to ob- 

ii-ka-t6-ri), a. [educate + - 
er! 8 has an —— — effect or 
fluence; as, an educa 
educement (é-dila’ment), n Tamer + -ment.) 
The act of medica Facts ir or aad 
wardian (ed-wiir'di-an), a. dward + 

-lan,] Of, pertaining to, or — —* of 
* one of the sovereigns of England named 

ward or his reign : as, the Edwardian period; 
Edwardian architecture, 

Edwardsian (ed-wiird’zi-an), a. and », [Ed- 
wards + —*2N a. Pertaini ing to Jonathan 
Edwards or opinions (*Edwardsianism, 
which see). 
I. ». One of the school of American theo- 

logians which has followed the lines laid down 
by Jonathan Edwards (1703-58). The mem- 
bers of the school differ widely from the 
founder and among themselves. For their 

neral view, see *Kdwardsianism 
(ed- —— -izm), n The 

system of modified Calvinism which is the out- 
wth of the teachings of Jonathan — 

(1708-58). The majority of its defenders 
following tenets; all moral character Hea i S <i 

governmental theory of the atonement, Also called. New 
ad Theology and New-dight Divinity, 

B. B. An abbreviation (5) of Early English ; 
rh *53 —— Engineer, 

M.P. An abbreviation of Envoy 
Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary. 
* n.— Black Angwilla australis, of Australia and 
—— * Sonimom ee, a tet tele 

wane © applied to eels of the us 
re ich ive vehiefly or wholly in fresh 

a og ik SCE SB nidw, foand in A tan —— — eel, 
fumily Derichthyidar.-— of eels. 

ther!.— Silver eel. (@) Muranesot cinereus, 
of New South Wales Also called aea-el, (5) —— 
cephalus valeoni of Australia. (¢) Congromurana habe- 
nata of New Zealand. branchoid an oel- 
a ap the family Symbranchida. Also known as 

— (õl xãk). ». Small eels fried to- 

eel-trap (él’trap), » 
++ used in water-pipes to prevent the entrance 

eel-trunk (él‘trungk), ». 

eel-worm (él/wérm), n 

5. E. 3. 
ext Socie 

=: See oa hie ofemeral, @.andm. A simplified spelling of 

In mech., a screen or net 

of fish which ony. oe otherwise pass into 
machines and clog their valves. 

A box with holes in 
alive until they are 

Any one of the free- 
— nematoid worms of the family Angnil- 
wr alg see), Yearbook 0. 8. Dept. Agr., 

“An abbreviation of Early English 

it in which eels — ke 
wanted, [Prov. Eng. 

“4 re Tn art, an accidental or unusual 
combination of colors, lights, or forms which 
es ly excite the interest of a painter and 
form a suitable motive or key in painting or 
etching. 

Tt is evident that such 

imaginative artist is either to seize u them when 
Shay de cover, or Seagine ‘ine them tn their 

amerton, in Portfolio, 1850, p. 1. 

constant de- 
noting the size of the Peltier effect ; the heat developed in 
— of more than one metal, other than 
that due to the overcoming of the resistance of the cir 
cult, cg by the Product of the current and the ab- 
solute effect, the effect, upon 

a train of waves, of pa, yes 
—R 

from the opeerver Sauer — je (see — 32 
Thus there le ad emment of lines nthe epeawram — 
star toward the violet when the earth and star are ay —_ 
ing each other, and rice Versa. Edison 
nomenon of the vacuum of Incandescent lamps, const 
rah an a low near throat the of —— ⁊ 
—— ae oe gases between the tor- 

rah rd terminal and the negutive log 
the ——— the rotatory effect 

ofa fleld upon the plane of AP ger go of 
light, — ti effect, in elect, of voltage 
occurring ne in encergredae cables ine certain conditions 
pay mt en istributed capacity and self-induction. 

Wheel effect, a property common to all revolving 
or balanced tmasses, of storing: up energy when 

accelerated by a force greater than ie held and of 

Steck, the ete senna a source va light or 4 
agree ) of stich sources, It is measared by comparing 

e brightness of a surface at the position in question 
with the htness of the sune surtace when Maminated 
by a unit light-souree, such as the Hefner lamp, placed 
at a distance of one meter.— Joule the heati 

ho, paseage of an electric carren 
a conductor, ing from ita resistance only.— 

Kelvin effect. Same as Joule-Thom- 
th 

were cooled. 
t has since boen shown that at very temperatures 
bysroge is likewise cooled by panne "ender pressure 

orttler. a phenomenon occur- 
ring when light is reflected from 
Tt consists in a rotation of the e of polarization of 
the reflected ray when the light ing wpon the magnet- 
Lent — is polarteed at right angles to or bel 

nee of n magnet. 

with — ineldence.— ie font. 
—— a tra vialet light.— Mechanical 
*8 Feast ped from a mechanical device of 

wi b usefal . ae oF a tmachine; the —— fects 

the law, formulated by ie. Multiplication as through: 
produces more than io 

in efect., the tendency of an alterna —* 
current to concentrate itself moat gpon the surface of the 
oan pees leg! it flows at high frequency, due 

id of the current inside of the coaduc- 

Batective head, 
ity, value, See *: 

Wpreeeure. 

efficiency 
tor.— Vacuum effect, the effect prodaced by a vacuum, 
or the amount of —— Jess Chan thatof the atenosphere 
which exists In an evs ting apparatus, as ins 
boiling.— Young See recurrent wrision.— 
an effect, the effect of a strong magnetic feld upon 
i in the spectram of a beam of light passin 

through it, The tines of the spectrum are whlened and 
subvlivided, the light of the components due to the divis- 
fon being polarized. 

effect-carbon (e-fekt’kir’bon), m. See electric 

ity, —— ubedtive proteus, 

efferential (ef-c-ren‘shal), a. [efferent + -i-al.] 
That carries outward or away; that serves to 

belt acommon object on the ¢earry off; of the nature of an efferent: as, an 
Davies, Norfolk Broads, xxvi og 

¢eel-pump (Si'pamp), =. n, A portable pump for ae aa ef-i-kas’i-ti), . Officacitas, < 
efficar, effleacious : —— The qual- 
ity of being eflcacious ; efficaciousness; effi. 
cacy; effectiveness, Browning. 

, in elvet., the ratio 
e ‘apparent power- 

input. (See apparent *ꝛ If the apparent ris 
e apparent offic is 

than the trae efiidiency an tals the wet of 
power-fuctor and trae efficien asource 

the ratio of the 55* — 4 source of 
: it to ite energy. 
Seong Nena Se pase 
source to the total radiation. al formerly een · 
Ployed in the determination of this important constant 
consisted in —— total radiation received apon 
—22 Pp St tight mot Placed at a given 
jistance source comparing the same 
with the radiation reaching: Uve heat-m 

ited, and acorrec- 
ximately — — waa applied, 

y been 1 that even with this correction 
the — obtained for the radiant ———— — much too 

6 methote have been devised, as 

narths, 
tensities throughout thi 
curve be then drawn he 

3 z a i 
INTENSITIES 

Tse 

Efficiency of « Light Seerce. 

one of which ich (r) —— the light-qiving en 

Wart LONGTHS 

te two 

other (@ tant pereset the energy which fe notln: tag 
The ratio of light-giving area to the total area of the 

then be the radiant efficlency of the source of 
enter to obtain such curves was 

S&P. Langley, (2) Angefrom’s method. Another method 
of measuriig the radiant offictency of « soaree of light is 
due to Rnut Augetrom, Ap ue sereen fe mounted 
in such a pesition as to cut off rays lying di the 
red end of the visible spectrum, and the remaining media- 
thou is assembled spon the face of a bolometer by means 
of a cylindrical lena The ratio of this quantity to the 
total radintion, measured by the sume —— gives 
the radiant efficiency of the source of light. The —— 
etficlency of auch sources of light as hate been measured 
by the two methods thas described ta given in the follow- 
ing table. The values obtained by the integration of the 
energy-curves and by ‘s method are re 
spectively Land A. 

Source. Efficiency. | Method. Observer. 

Hefner Ley A atrgen 
Acetylene ec) —— A trian 
Acetylene fame, OKS- 0) L |Nichols & Coblentz 
Nernst lamp 6-47 A Trgrersoll 
Mereury arc -20 L Nichola 
Gelasler tabe 20 L Drew 

While other sources of light have not aa yet beet measured 
by these methods, their relative efficiencies are approxi- 
mately known, and by com json with theabave we 
know that the rmdiant efficiency of ordinary oil- and gns- 
Games is about .O1, that of the glow-lamp from to 0c, 
and that of the electric are from .04 to 08, Gros efficiency, 
The term «ficiency is likewise used to ex the mtio of 
the energy inlight-giving form devel in unit tine by 
a source to the energy of combuation of the fuel which it 
is necessary to consume in order to maintain the source 
during that time. The efficiency thus defined takes into 
acoount the total heat-loases in the production of light. 
Tm the case of the Games of candles and of ofl-lampes the 
heat fost by convection and conduction ts very lanre com- 
pared with the total radiation from the flame. In the 
case of 7ae-flames the beat of combustion of Giecoal neces- 
sary to prodace the gas to maintain the flame, as com. 



efficiency 
with the laminons energy emitted by the flame, 

gives the etthet In computing etm. 
clency of jc lights heat of combastion of the fuel 

to generate the current supplied to the lampeor the 
equivalent amount of energy, whatever be [ts source, te 
to be taken, In the case of a steam-plant for electric 
Nehting the losses by di tion of heat in the boiler, 
engine, dynamo, and “w together with the loss 1 
convection and couduction in the electric lamp Itself, 
all enter Into the computation of the gross rleney. 
Whatever process for the production of light may be em- 
ployed, the amount of energy dissipated for the purpose 
of obtaining luminow: mediation is ve and the 
gross efficiency of Luminows tames used In lighting ranges 
from .0O) te .002, while the gross efficiency of cloctric 
lampe cenler the best existing conditions for the predaction 
of power is little if any above these fieures Electric «, 
eleney. It is convenient in the case of the electric light 
to express the effichency in watts per candle—a method 
not comparable with the energy-ratio defined above, bat 
usefal for the — of the various ty of lamp 
used in electric lighting. The electric efficiency of the 
ordinary lunp ranges between four watta per candle 
three watts per candle, accomfing to the temperature of 
the Glament, that of the are-light from two aos er 
candle to one —— camille (mean spherical candle 
power), while the jency of the Nertst lamp is inter- 
meliate between that of the are and the ghow-lamp.— 

— Kigney, tin hypothesis that, tn the ight, — he hyp t, in 
crs of evolution, existing individuals and their present 

interests are by nataral selection subordinated to the in- 
terests of a much Larger number of future individuals 
Kidd, Weatern Civilization, p. 6 — effictency. 
See Weficteney — At_—Thermal effictency, 
the ratio of the heat cony into work by a thermal en: 
gine to the total amount of heat supplied to it. — 
mission efficiency, the ratio of the power delivered by a 
tranemlasion-mechaniam to the power ——— 
efficiency with which anything can be transmit 

ent zone, See *zone. 
-mound (ef’i-ji-mound), a. A mound or 

earthwork representing some object, especially 

: — 4 yee big cs + 
Serpent E@igy-moend, Adams County, Ohio. 

some animal, Mounds of this form are partie- 
pred frequent in the northwestern United 
tates. 

efflagration (ef-la-gra‘shon), ». (1. ef- for ez, 
out, + flagrare, burn: see flagrant. In geol., 
a burst of flame or incandescent material from 
4 —— —— (L. 

uviogra —8 vi ra-f}, ". effiu- 

vium, outilow, + Gr. “Teas, < ypaee, erie 
In tog., the action of the silent electrie dis- 
charge upon a sensitized gelatinobromide 
plate. An ore in obtained En complete darkness and 
may be develo in the usual manner. Weedbury, En- 
eye. Dict, of iy BTR 

effort, ».—Tractive the force required or ex- 
pay Rye agives racer road or track at a given 
spoed ; in locomotives, the draw-bar pull. 

effraction (e-frak’shon),». [NL. 7— 
< L. effringere (pp. effractus), break open: see 
effracture.) A breaking-open or breaking-in ; 
house-breaking; burglary. 

(e-frak’tor), mn. [ML. effractor, ¢ L. 
effringere, break open: see effracture.) One 
who breaks in by force; a house-breaker; a 
burglar. Bouvier, Law Dict. 

t+ (e-fran’chiz-ment), m.  [ef- 
franchise + -ment.] The act of effranchising, 
or the state of being effranchised or invested 
with privileges: 

» oe intrans. To flow, as a fluid, 
through an aperture or through » porous par- 
tition the openings in which are large com- 
pared with the diameter of a molecule. 

Effusion of gases. ()) In physics, the passage of gases 
through a perforated dinphmgm the openings in which 
are very large as compared with the diameter of a mole 
enle. ¢ phenomena of efiuaion ditfer from those of 
diffasion (which is the pouene of a gas through a mem- 
brane the pores of which are of molecalar dimensions) tn 
some important respects In effusion, the mte of flow of 
ages or mixture is inversely as Uve square root of the 
density and the composition of a mixtare remains tn- 
changed : in ditfuston, cach component of a mixtore ts 
transmitted at a rate inversely proportional to the square 
root of its molecular weight and he com tion of the 
mixture ia therefore clanged,—Thermal effusion of 
gases, the effusion of gases through a porous diaphragm 
when the pressures on the two sides are the sume but the 
temperatures vary. The gases move from the cold to the 
hot side of the partition, 

effusion-plug (e-fi’zhon-plug), a. A small 
section of glass tubing, closed at one end bya 

412 

which serves as a stopper to a vessel from 
which a gas is allowed to escape in determin- 
ing its density by the rate of effusion. M. W. 
Travers, Exper. Study of Gases, p. 281. 

effusive. I. «.—‘The effusive in the wotidi- 
fication of an igneous rock, that Re iod in which it cools 
after having been poured out on Ube surface of the earth: 
at this time the finer-grained portion or ground-maas of 
the rock is uswally crystallized, 

IL. ». In petroy., a voleanie rock poured 
out on the surface of the earth: contrasted 
with intrusive rocks, Also extrusive. Anier, 
Jour, Sei., Aug., 1908, p. 121, 

eg, ". andr. A simplified spelling of egg. 
d (e-jé’ri-id), mn. anda. I, ». Amember of 

the family Egeriida. 
Il, «. Ofor belonging to the lepidopterous 

family Egeriide or A:geriide. 
egg}, ». 3. In cricket, no score; zero; a duck’s 

Slang. ]— Exe apparatus, the three nucleated 
e micropylar end of the embryo-sac of planta, 

two of which form the synergidw and the third the 
iephere, See otephere and eynergida— centro- 
s0m®, a centrosome belonging to the egg, as 

egg. 
cells at 

Ege Centrosotne. 

Fertilization of the egy of Nereis, from a section. 
Magaifed 400 times, 

Appearance prestated soon after the entrance of the spermato: 
zobn, the minute spers-neclews at @, the inal vesi- 
cle disappearing, and the first polar mitotic figure forming, The 
einply sqmces represent destoplasm-spheres {slighty swollen by 
een the firm circles oll-drops. if rome Wilson's “ The 

from the sperm centrosome.— in roti 
fers, a parthenogenetic summer eme,.— 
egg. See philosepher.— O6e. Same as winter 

— ORs, one of parthenogenetic 
prxduced by rotifers fn summer, the lange form gives 

— boyy —— — aa ua, one of the 
develop rapidly in the which are pene in — and z 

brood. soma winter — © 
shell of Amphi ras nectricetumn Gala is —— 
and has @ wart-like tabercie at each end.— Winter 
in rotifers, a thick-shelled egg, produced in autemin an 
probably impregnated y ees male: it remains inert all 
winter and developa in apring ; in some entomostra. 
cans, one of the fertilized eggs, produced in autumn, 
which remain inactive all winter in the detached ephip- 
Piom and develop in the spring. pare summer ®egy. 

-assorter (eg’a-sir’tér), n, A simple form 
of egg-tester. ng.) 

egg-bath (eg’ bath), n. 
egg-yolks. 

oge-Soller (eg’boi’lér), mn. An arrangement 
or boiling water so that eggs may be easily 
cooked in it, particularly on the table. 

ogg-bound (eg’bound), p. a. A eondition in 
irds in which they are unable to expel the 

fully developed egg, either on account of its 
excessive size or because of the presence of 
some disease, 

ogg-breaker (eg’ bra’ kér), a. Same as eqg- 
tooth, 

-candler (eg’kan‘dlér), ». One who can- 
es or tests the freshness of eggs by holding 

them between the eye and a lighted candle. 
-candling (eg’kan‘dling), v. The practice 

of testing e y holding them between the 
eye and a lighted candle. The translucency 
of the egg shows its freshness. 

-cement (eg’sé-ment’), ». Asticky fluid 
vy which the eggs of some animals, such as 

certain frogs, are united with one another. 
egg-coal (eg’k6l), n. A size of broken coal 
suitable for use in a bot-air furnace or the like, 
as distinguished from a smaller size called 
‘chestnut’ used ina kitchen range or stove, 
and « still smaller size called ‘ pen-coal.’ 

In tanning, a bath of 

eglestonite 

of the egg-masses of many insects. It varice 
greatly in character and, in general, i* secreted by the 
Seepreany gheeteet the eriers Also called egy-case, egy- 
pot, egg-are. 
Eggertz test. See *test1. 

* (eg-et’), nm. [Irreg. egg + -ette as in 
}) A lump of artificial fuel of the 

UR) and size of a hen’s egg. [Trade-name, 

ege-fruit (og trot), n. In the Bahamas, the 
t of Achras serpentaria (Lucuma serpen- 

taria of Humboldt, Bonpland, and Kunth), It 
is of the size of a stall egy, has a thick skin, 
and is edible, 

egg-guide (eg’gid), ». A-ventral movable tri- 
angular flap at the external opening of an 
oviduet, which serves to guide the eggs as they 
=. laid. A, S. Packard, Text-book of Entom,, 
Pp. 

-mite (eg’ mit), n. Any predatory mite 
which feeds on the eggs of insects. 

Oil (eg’oil), », The oleaginous material 
obtained from the yolks of hens’ eggs, It 
contains olein and palmitin, with lecithin, 
cerebrin, neurine, ete,, andis used in dressing 
alum-tanned leather. 

“parasite (cg’par’a-sit), ». Any insect of 
* family Chaletdidae or the family Procto- 

i which 
lays its eggs in 
the eggs of 
other insects, 
The chalchdid sub- 
fam Tricho- 

Egg-parasite (Hadromefur 
(Howard, U, 3. D. AD 

ih 

ite of the eqgsof I. 
Howard from eqs sup 

stainer, res put 
worm egg parasite. 

= a Whit ——— flea-beetle, See *biight, 

eug-powder — n, The trade-name 
of a pre d form of casein obtained from 
skim-milk, offered for use as an article of food. 
Yearbook U. 8. Dept. Agr., 1900, p, 623. 

-roller (eg’ré-lér), ». A form of machine 
or making oval briquettes of the shape and 

size of a hen’s egg from refuse from collieries 
ordumps. The small icles are cemented 
together by a tar or piteh and molded and com- 
pacted under pressure. 

sac (eg’sak}, n, 1, The silken cocoon in 
which the eggs of most spiders are deposited 
and in which they hibernate, Comstock, Man- 
ual of Insects, p. 41.—2, In earthworms, one 
of the reniform sacs which open into the fun- 
nel-shaped ends of the oviduets; a reeeptacu- 
lum ovorwm.—3. In crustaceans, as some e0- 
pepods, one of the pair of egg-contaimag 
receptacles at the hinder end of the body, 

ege-sleeker (eg’slé‘kér), n. A molder’s tool 
ving a face in the shape of a segment of an 

annular ring, used for giving a smooth or sleek 
surface in facing or finishing the hollow faces 
of curved molds. 

ege-Sunday eg-sun‘’da), a. The Sunday be- 

Hi. rugosws is deseribet 
to be those of the cotten- 

ue, See cul under trotfon- 

ore Shrove-Tucaday, 
egg-timer, ». 2, An apparatus for the auto- 
matic cooking of eg It consists of @ vessel con- 
taining boiling water and a series of three or more wire 
baskets suspended over the water, On placing an egg in 
abatket the hasket sinks into the water and keeps the — 
there for a fixed time. When the time has elapsed ¢! 
basket automatically rises out of the water and stops the 
process of cooking. Each basket is adjusted to let the 
eas it may contain out of the water at the end af une, 
two, of three minutes as desired. 

-whip (eg’hwip’), n. A hand-tool or ma- 
chine for beating or whipping eggs, sponge, 
or batter; an egg-beater. The tool is a slender bel 
loon-shaped form of wire fitted with a handle ; the me 
chine isa oma of wires, or two sets of wire paddles 
held fn the hand and made to revolve ata high speed by 
means of gearing. 

eglantine, n. 3. A stone of the bardness and 
grain of marble. Goldsmith, Nat, Hist., L vi. 
N. E. D.—Bgiantine gall. Same as hedeger. 
lestonite (og 1-ston-it), n. [Named after 

fessor Thomas Egleston (1832-1900) of Uo- 
Jumbia University.) An oxychlorid of mer 
cury (said to be HggClgO) oceurring in yellow 
to brown isometric crystals: found at Terlingua, 

platinum plate in which there isa minute hole, egg-covering (eg‘kuv‘ér-ing), . Thecovering Texas, 



ego-altruism 

truism (6° eo -al’trié-izm),n. Altruism 
conjoined with self-respect; the subjective as- 
pect of morality. 

Subjectively, — is self-reapect, and that desire 
for the good opinion of others, and that calle the 
serve it, which Mr. [Herbert wer has called ego-al- 
truien. Giddings, — —— p 28 

(. ego, I, + egocentric (é-g6-sen'trik), a 
centrum, center, + ne having or regarding 
self as the center of all things; centering in 
self; egoistic, 
The hellocentric system was 5* out of an oe 

cedent geocentric system, tteclf the offspring of a 
democentric system, which spring from an earlier 
ethoocentric system born of the primeval ou8- 
moe of Inchante thinking. 

Lith ‘ity. (hehe Amer. Ethnol., 1807-04, p. 831. 

<qocentrict 6-g6-sen-tris’i-ti), m. [egocen- 
+ ~ity. ‘tf he character of being egocen- 

“fre: cally, an extreme and abnormal 
state of self-concentration or egoism. 

Ziehen * the comatitution to emotional 
—— — centri, pa Be for —, prvenl mey md 

oy = ha 
Amer. Jour, — July-Oct., 1008, p. 100 

ego-idea (6*g0-1-dé'ii), m. In psychol., the em- 
pirieal or psychological _ of the self. 

Besides the idea of one's mental 
ng tn the 

dea that 

—= in vt imental and pb: — the 
7 Zichen (trains) ln to Physiol. Payehol., xi. 

colle (eg’dlz), m. pl. A name of the potassium. 
mercury salts of o-nitro-phenol-, o-nitro-cresoi- 
and o-nitro-thymol-p-sulphonie acids, The 
former, called phenegol, is best known. The 

—8 (A memory 

others are cresegol and thymegol, They are 
bactericides. 

(8’gd-ma'ni-l), u. [L. ego, I, + Gr, 
povia, madness.) An exaggerated egotism, 
amounting to an actual mental disorder, 

é-maé'ni-ak), ». One who ex- 
ibits mania. 

egotic (6’got-ik), a, [Irreg. eyo + -t- + ic.] Self- 
regarding; egoistic. 

Under sociability are lun: d logether desires so diverse 
as the — for com ae. eS the cagernesa for 
appreciation, the one effective, 

E. A. Ross. in Amer. Jour, 324 1X. x 

egressive (6-gres‘iv), a. II. egressus, pp. of 
egredi, go out (soe eqress), + -ire.) That pro- 
ceeds forth or downward from an ultimate 
source or cause, asin tracing some process of 
development or evolution. 

We may follow two methoxls [In working ont * problem) 
. the regressiveand — The starts 

‘from the —** —— 
fe search of the fi on and “te forces which have pro 
daced the padi bs mar ain . cannot terminate til ithe 

tent reason oF the ultimate cause be reached, If we 
follow the eyreaire method we simply reverse the Ph eid 
cedure and reason downward. 

A.M, Feirtairn, Philos. Christ, Relig., p. 40. 

‘Sto cee — ormerty abundant fn an wently con! 
with the sacred Ibis d 

egurgitate (é-gér’ ji-tat), v. £.; pret. and pp. 
e “Spurpitated, re equrgitating. y tent 
é ot + (LL.) gurgitare, ¢ gurges (gurgit-), 

To throw up oe out. 
e-qowrd.~ Eeyp~ bath-spo; reponse. | Sa me mes 

a state of servitude or Santa late: res 
ine aa that of the —- Be pl— 

clover, cotton, ete. rerun, 
cross, the unk (which sce) — 

a thern.— 
Same as trechoma.— 

letters, or fig- 
ures. See antique, wn, &— COTm. Same 
a8 Mehichen-cora, 

Egyptanism (@-jip’shisn-izm), ». [gyptian 
-i#m.) The characteristics of the Egyptians; 

also the inclination to adopt Egyptian customs. 
(é-jip’shian-iz), r. 4.3 pret. and pp. 

yptianized, ppr. Egyptianizing, [£oyptian. 
+ -ice.] 1. To make similar to an Egyptian 
in appearance and customs. — 2. Totreat (clay) 
by a patented process involving the use of 
tannie acid, in order to give it inerensed ad- 
—— ‘and — See *Eqyptianized 

sive arid 

alle neat te is Increased 5) per cent, In —* burned form 
and 3%) per om. & in the aun~iried form, by the addition 
of a small ee ion of tannin: an effect assumed to be 
od % at need by the use of straw in the mana- 

ae ancient Egyptians, Sei, Amer,, 
—— * TKR, po 

(ay -ti), n. tic + 
—— eo sald 
— 6 jip-to- ra Pg Te [Eguptolog-y 

rtaining to tology. 
jip’té-log), » YURTOC, 
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Eeyrt, - + ~Aoyos, < Aéyerr, speak.) An Egyp- 

P. An abbreviation of electrical horse 

Ehrlich's side-chain hypothesis. Sce *im- 
ninnity, 5., with cut. 
ehuawa (a-hi-ii’ wii), ». pete wig also 
ahuawa.) = the Hawaiian Islands, Cyperus 
lerigatus, — 2: very widely spread in the 
tro ies, fro ich the natives of the island 
of Nithau make fine, very flexible, highly-prized 
mats. 

B. 4 An abbreviation (a) of East India; (b) 
of East Indian 
E.1.0, Anabbreviation of East India Com- 

my, 

Hichhornia (ik-hér’ni-ii), ». [NL. (Kunth, 
1843), named in honor of J. A. F. Bickhorn 
(born in 1779), patron of science and adviser 
to the king ¢ of — ) An untenable name 
for Pia ® gen us of plants of the family igh 
Pon al @ * Piaro, 

fan- Bichwaldia (iéh-viil’di-ji), n. (NL., < Kichwald, 
a Russian ge st.) Agenusof protrematous 
Brachioy of the 145 ERichwaldiida, ehar- 
acterized a the fine © idermal network cover- 
is the surface of both valves. It occurs in 
Silurian rocks, 

, ". See *icosane, 
eicosylene (i-kos’i-lén), n. [Also cikosylene; 
Gr elxoci, ** i. viginti, cwenty ? see 
timenty), + A colorless li — 
—32 ined from para: 
It boils at “clin and So also called 
icowinene. 
E. I. ©. s. An abbreviation of East India 

: a heavy 

blankets, cl 

eidolic (i-dol‘ik), a. or. —— — 
¢ eldwarov, an image, ido the nature 
of an eidolon ; —— 

eidoloclast (i-dol’d-klast), » Same as idolo- 
last, 

To be an cidolociart is not a offies, because an 
invidious o one... It is to devolre the odium 

cot of 
own 

sila Goethe as Reflected in “ Wilhelm Melster.” 

on Greek vases. They are sometimes . 

like 

scope or moving * ture mach 

fave and mouth doce, over the open = = 

eidophusikon (i-d0-f6'si-kon), » “Tar. chor, 

ticon constructed by an Alsatian painter, 

Gainsborough. The machine and Led were exh 

to adage ae " fellow Academician much in the 

(i-do po fro e-tri), a. [Gr. ridog, 

acuteness of vision, 
Gr, eldoe, form, + 

i meansof revo ving disks, certain phenomena 

bat the revolving disks carry perforat 

exhibited by means of the eldotro a. 

vision of the Middle Devonian in the Eifel 

the Rhineland. It is underlain by 

ot of out an office upon the himself Let the 
false worship always, if possible, be made 

eidoloclast. 

etdoloa, a, 3. One ofthe small floating winged 
== frequently found in Greek art, — 

y 
hi ith wii neti half human, 
ike barples, ond ot path enue. They are —2 to 
—— the haman soul, being similar to the Egyptian 

eidoloscops Ce ee i. rh —_— kineto- 

hone (i‘do-fon) Gr. — form, + 
, sound. } Key iindriea box, with a lateral 

which sheet-rubber is fastened. Sand or 

emp ody designs called voice 

form, + ¢vorkdv, neut. of 24 natural: 
physic. ) A kind of magic lantern or —— 

Fallip de Loutherbourg, in London abont 1780, 
of colored slides was made for it by the ier 

the Grosvenor gallery in London in 1 

The as the ——— called it, 

same way as a fine violin. 
W. Armstrong, in Portfolio, N. &, LX. M. 

form, + orr(ixéc), of seeing, + -nerpia, ¢ nérpov, 
measure,] Determination of the degree of of 

— (i'd6-trép), a 
, a turning.| A device for exhibiting, 

which arise from persistence of vision. The 
form of the Instrument is similar to that of the ek 
chromatrope, 
patterns in gauze, lace, ete, 

eidotropic (i-d6-trop’ik), a. Pertaining to or 

Eifelian (i-fé’li-an), a. and ». [H#ifel in Ger- 
many.) I. a. In geol., designating a subdi- 

— in Germany and Belgium regarded by 
ologists as equivalent to the Caleeola 

° 
fhe map of the and overlain by the Givetian. 

Il. ». The Eifelian subdivision. 

ejector 

Eigenmannia (1 n-man‘i-ii), L., named 
after C. H Meena a — 
ichthyologist.] A genus of fishes of the fam- 
ily Gymnotid#, found in Central and Southern 
febtl T i —— isthe common species. 

ht!. movement, s movément 
which wi to costa i a, through the combined ae · 
tion of trade-nnions or by compulsion of law, a working« 

of no more than eight hones in all Endustries, 
4.—In In tains , havin ‘ht 

leaves to the shevt : sprite to — ge gs 
Mens eight of . J syllables, 23 J —— 4 

i nb ‘aregr, Comair pages 

ly! sald of a tpetone or a pri riinted and folded sheet. 

eight cout led nll Ae Bly Having cight 
riving-wheels coupled by side-rods. The driv- 

ing wheels of heavy freight or consolidation engines are 
often coupled in this — there being four wheels on 
each side coupled together. 

contain! teen payres | 
—— — and sheet; in 

— are (at’ek — dn. I, a. Hav taquare at’skwar), a. and », \ a 
eight corners; octagonal. 

ner n An oe nor an octagonal solid, 
fo mnke oc (at’skwiir), ¢. t. [eight-square, a,] 

o make octagonal, 
eikonogen (i-kon’ (Gr, eixéy, an im- 

f Sure rodueing.] Th age (see icon) -yrvig, ucing, e 
trade-name of the sodium a of amido-/3- 

raphy a8 a —— 
me as — 

— (i-kj-nom’e-tér), n (Gr. elxcn 

suring the size of an ob 
seope, or for obtaining 
of a microseope, 

© magnifying power 

Lskonometer, 
a, object-giass, and 4. eyepiece af the microse o. — 

hometer; * object examined: * 5 —— size aaa pe — 

——— jece, A, by which the image ate, com 
be tneasered ; y, leas. lacs, 

Eimeria (i-mé’ ri-li), n. [NL. (Schneider, 1875), 
from the German surname Limer.) A spurious 
gen us of Coceidiidea, of the family Asporocysti- 

characterized by the absence of sporocysts. 
With — ya excep the species are nothing tut 
the ac’ ua of Coceidia belonging to other 
—— a 

Eimerian cycle, Same as schi. 
E, Ind, An abbreviation (a) of 
no) ol Fant ) of Rast = 

1, 2. Same as *irenarchical. 
—— Same as *irenarchy, 
— 8-4-j8’ sis), m (Gr. sietyyeuc, € elonyria- 

lead into, ¢ tic, into, + dyeiotiac, lend.) 
7 * subjective method of interpretation by 
introducing one’s own ot into the 
original: opposed to ereges 

elgcgetical (is-6-jeti-kal), a. Relating to or 
of the nature of eisegesis, 

eisne, a. See cigne. 
a, Same as esodic. 

ejaculative (¢-jxk’i-la-tiv), a. [ejaculate + 
-ire.] Of the nature of an ejaculation ; ejacu- 
latory: a8, an ¢jacniative e jon. 

eject, ». 2. In projective geom., the figure com- 
sed of straights and planes made in project- 

the original. ag he cena tt et te ear 

, *eycle, 
last Indies ; 

planes obtained by 
rajection-axis) an mae ——— of points. 
— un. 3, In philos., the mental act of 

an eject. 
eject (jek? tiv-izm), n. [ejective + -ism.] 

hilos., the doctrine that the formation of 
ejects is an indispensable factor in the forma- 
tion of the consciousness of personality. 
Baldwin, 
jectivi & jek-tiv’i-ti), m. [jective + ~ity.] 
he fac eing an eject or inferred exis- 
* G. * Romanes, 

‘+ ving In sheet-metal work, an attachment toa 
press *. throw oot the finished stamped or drawn 
object while the die ts rising and before the operator or 
the feed-motion places the next blank in position. The 
apy plate used with presses employing double dies 

fi of ejector, (Ree dowhle dies, ander #di¢.) The 
stripper, on the other hand, is not an efector, slice it 
releases the work from the dic only, without removing i§ 
from the prea See afripper. 



ejector-blade 
-blade (é-jek’tor-blad), n. In the Mer- 

genthaler linotype, a device which ejects the 
slug from # mold into a stick or galley; ona 
Dow machine, one which ejects types, after 
they are assembled, into a stick or galley. 
ector-washer (é-jek’tor-woshér), n. A tank 
or receptacle in which sand for 
washed or scoured by streams of water from 
an ejector, 
eke clamininm (ek‘a-al-G-min‘i-um), n. See 
ena-, 

eka-boron (ek’a-bd‘ron), ». In chem., the 
name given by Mendeléjeff to an element, the 
existence of which he predicted, occupying 
the same porition in his fourth series that 
boron does in the second. When this element 
was subsequently discovered it was named 

fy scandium, 
ekaha (a-kii’hi), mn. [Native name.] In the 
Hawaiian Islands, the bird’s-nest fern, Neot- 
— Nidus, a fern with large simple fronds 
usuall wing as an epiphyte on forest trees. 
See bird s-nest (ce). piph 
eka-iodoform (ek’a-i'd-dé-firm), ». Iodoform 
with which 5 per cent. of formaldehyde has 
been mixed. 

eka-silicon (ek*s-sil’i-kon), mn. In chem., the 
name given by Mendeléjeff to an element, the 
existence of which he SS occupying 
the same position in his fifth series that silicon 
does in the third. When this element was 
en discovered it was named germa- 
nium, 

eka-tellurium (¢k’s-te-li‘ri-um), ». In chem., 
& supposed new element, announced by Griin- 
wald, occupying the same position in Mende- 
léjeff’s eleventh series that tellurinm does in 
the seventh, and presumably identical there- 
fore with the austriacum of Brauner, As yet 
there is no confirmation of the existence of 
either of these hypothetical substances. 

eke, n. (c) An added structure, (d) In agri., 
an oblong stack. 

ekee ot round stacks. Ricka are bullt either a⸗ long 
J, Wrightaon, Farm Cropa, p 127. 

klema, ". See *eecyclema. 
(el-a-kis’ti-dé), m. pl. [NL., ¢ 

Elachista + -1d#.) A family of tineoid moths 
containing many and prominent genera, 
some of its forms having considerable eco- 
nomie importance. 

elaagnactons (el'§ -nii’shius), a. Belonging 
to the plant family Blwaguacer. 

El@ocarpacess (¢-lé-6-kiir-pa‘sé-0), n. pl. (NL. 
{Lindley 1836), < Elwocarpus + -acew.) A 
‘amily of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants 
of the order Malvales, typified by the genus 
Elwoca They were formerly incladed in the 
Tiliacem, but. differ that family chiefly in the fact 
that the 2-celled anthers open by terminal and in 
the absence of muci in the bark and pith. There 
are § genera and abvat 120 species, half of which belong to 

and 44 to Slornea. They arechielly natives of 
the tropics or of term ‘egiona of the southern hem- 

a few grow in China and Japan, They are 
trees or shrubs with undirided leaves and flowers in ra- 
cemes, cymes, or clusters. The wood is often valuable. 
Bee Sreahen, 1, magqwé, and hedgehog-fruit, 

elmocarpaceous (e-lé-6-kiir-pa’shius), a, Be- 
longing to the plant family Kiwecarpacesx, 

(e-lé-d-kok’ kil), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr, ZAavor, 
oil (or éAaia, the olive-tree), + xéxxog, berry, ] 
In bot., a genus of trees. E. vernicia ia the 
tung-tree, the varnish-tree of China and Japan, 

- oil, « arp of obtained in China and 
Japan from the kernels of Hizeocorca vernicia ( Alewrites 
cordata) It contains the nulical of a special ncid, 
elwomargaric acid, CyqliggOg. Same aa tung-off (which 
sec). 
Elsocrinids (e-lé-6-krin‘i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ 
Elwocrinus + -ide.] A Devonian family of 
blastoid Kehinodermata or blastoids, character- 
ized by having the posterior deltoid divided 
into two parts by an anal plate and the anus 
distinet from the —— spiracles, 

elmoleic(o-1é-6-lé'tk), a. Pertaining to elmoleic 
acid.—Blmolete acid, a Myuid acid, Cy pHanty, which 
is found as a reuse together with clwotuangarte ach in 
the of] from the seeds of Elseococea cernicia. It ts also 
formed when Use isomeric eleomarguric or elwostearic 
acid is heated to 175*-1S0" C. Ina tube filled with hydrogen, 
elwomargaric (e-lé°6-mir-gar’ik), @.  [Gr, 
Haw, oil, + wapyaptirac), a pearl, + -ie. CE, 
margaric.) Noting an acid, a colorless com- 
pr Cy7Hgo%, prepared by the saponifica- 

ion of elwocovea oi] with alcoholic potassium 
hydroxid. It melts at 41° C. and is readily 
converted into elmoleic acid, with which and 
with — * acid it — I 
elzop eleoplast (-lé’)-plast), n. * 
Bawy,oil, + xAacroc, formed.) 1. In —— a 

ter-beds is @ 
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monly — — body socatating = 
granular protoplasm and containi rops 0 
oil.— 2. A minute body of —— function 
arising within the endoechrome of certain 
diatoms. It may be genetically connected 
with the pyrenoi Memahhonsly, 
l#osaccharum (e-lé-6-sak’a-rum), n. [Gr. 
Hasov, oil, + oan, , sugar.] A mixture of 
an essential oil and sugar; oil-sugar. 

e (e-lé"6-sté-ar’ik), a. [Gr. daw, 
oil : aréap, on on me * ——— 
colorless compound, C)7 . pre by the 
saponification of elmococca oll irhich has been 
exposed to sunlight. It melts at 71° C., is iso- 
meric with elsomargaric and elmoleic acids, 
and is converted into the latter by heating. 

e jum e-1é-5- thé’si-um), me} pl. elao- 
thesia (-si-i). (Vitruvius), < Gr. tAarfiow, 

Rav, oil, + Gio, putting.) In an ancient 
Koman or Greek bathing establishment, the 
room where the bathers were anointed after 

Elagatis (el tis}, w. L.J A genus of 
carangoid fishes related 8 24 distin- 
—— by the presence of the finlet behind the 
orsal and anal fins, 

Elaidic ethers. Same ns *elaidic estera—Elaidio esters, 
the esters af elaidic acid. 

a test applied for the identification of partic- 
lar fixed oils, depending Upon their reaction with nitric 
acid which converts olein into efaidin, 

elaidinic (cl’a-i-din‘ik), a. [elaidin + -ie.] 
Having reference to elaidin.—Elaidinic acid, a 
substance isomeric with obeic acid. 

Elaphebolia (¢l’-fé-bo'li-ii), m. pl. (Gr. "BAa- 
on362ca, ¢ éAagH3é20¢, an epithet of Artemis: see 
— A feast of Artemis Elaphebolos 
in Phocis, Itis mentioned by Plutarch in con- 
nection with the city of 2 tes lis. 
Blaphebolion (el‘a-f6-bo‘li-on), n. IGr. "EAa- 
enteric, <’Evagn daria: see Klaphebolia.) The 
ninth month of the Greek calendar, from the 
middle of March to the middle of April, ap- 
proximately. In this month the Elaphebolia 
were held. 
Elaphebolos (el-a-feb’6-los), n. (Gr. Fag |ib- 
toc, shooting deer, < d4agoc, deer, + SazAcw, 
throw.) Thedeer-slayer: an epithetof Artemis, 

(el’ a- f6- glos’um), x. 
(Schott, 1834), ¢ Gr. ager, a deer, + yAmcca, 
the tongue, The fertile fronds are fancifully 
compared to a deer’s tongue.] A well defined 
goous of tropical polypodiaceous ferns. The 

is are simp, tongue labrows to densely scaly, 
from a few inches to two feet Fh, usually clustered from 
a decumbent rhizome, and two sorts, the fertile 
somewhat contracted and wholly covered on the lower 
surface with » There are about 140 species, gen- 
erally distribated ighout the troplea, alike in —— 
the simple or forked veins free and parallel, direc 
nearly at right angles to the margin. 

Elaphomycetacem (¢l’p-f$-mi-sé-ta'sé-é), n- 
pl (NL, ¢ —— (Elaphomyeet-) + 
-ace#.] A family of subterranean ascomycetous 
fungi, named from the single genus LKla- 

myces, having the ascocarps inclosed in a 
distinet peridium, The spores form s powdery 
Tass at maturity, 

ela: 2 (el’a-pin), a. [laps + — Re- 
lating to the snakes of the genus Elaps and thelr 
relatives, usually considered as forming the 
family Llapide. 

elapine? (el’a-pin), n. [laps + -ine®.] A poi- 
sonous constituent of snake-poison. 
elasmometer (é-las-mom‘e-tér), n.  [elas(tie) 
+ Gr. pitpor, measure.} A form of inter- 
ferometer for the measurement of the elas- 
ticity of flexure, = * 

ee ae wun hia nee 
nu 

vapor, See * wh 
iimit limit af viaatictly.— Elastic it. See 
*nt.— Elastic-piston Pp. See ®pumyl.— Elastic 
resistance, wresistance, tepindle, 
elastica (xa ti-kii), wm (NL.) 1, The elas- 
tic (middle) layer of the walls of the arteries: 
an abbreviation of *feniee clastica 
(which see, with eut).—2, In physics, 
a curve stich that the reciprocal of GD 
the radins of curvature at any 
point is proportional to the dis- — 
tance of the point from a straight 
line, Also called elastic curve. — 

elasticin (@-las’ti-sin), a. [elastic prssica Curves. 
+ in2,] Same as elastin, 

Elasticity of sangation, the resistance to stretching or 
eompreasion of a haly subjected to longitudinal stress. 
Its value is denoted by Young's mexiulux. See modtlwe 
of elaaticity, under moe tite, — of flexure, the 
resistance to bending manifested by a body subjected to 
transverse stress. — ty of the resistance 
to change of volume under compression, shown by liquids, 
Liquids at rest offer no resistance to change of form but 
their elasticity of volume is in general very high and the 

elder 
return to their original volume when relieved from etreae 
is com oO! nselasticity 
of elasticity, the characteristic 
equation of a portoct gas an equation ef condition ex- 

ing the relation between elastic 
ty, and temperature prevailing the - 

the combined laws of le, Mariotte, Gay-Lussac, and 
Charles; the equation ~ Rotational 
clastionty, the power of a medium to resist rotatiunal 
stress and when released to return to its original com- 
formation: specttically applied to certain conceptions of 
the luminiferous ether. 

elastoidin (6-las-toi’din), ». [elast(ic) + vid 
+ -in?.) An albuminoid belonging to the 
skeletins, found in certain cartilaginous strue- 
tures of a shark ( Mustelus levis), 

elastose (¢-las’tos), n. [elast(in) + -ove.] An 
albumose derived from elastin. 

account of two e-like 
Fag on its ner” The larvee 
live in decaying wooed, 

elaterics (el-g-ter‘iks), 
n. pl. [NL. *elatericus, 
Gr, Harp, a driver, ¢ 
Haine, drive, set in 
motion: see elastic.) The 
science of the elasticity 
of solids, C. 8S. Peirce. 

elateristt (0-lat’e-rist), 
» One who holds a 
particular theory of elas- 
ticity: used by Boyle 
with reference to his 
law, See quotation un- 
der elastic, a., 2. 

elatinaceous (é-lat-i-na’- 
shius), «. Belongingto the plant family Kla- 
tinacer. 

elbow, ». 7. In carriages, the rail that forms 
the upper part of the frame of the quarter. 
— False elbow, a piece of timber to fit elbow 

ys Tet is used as a form for the roll or 

Ce pio cok ee a 
—— who work in low’ tunnels resting the weight of 
the beady on the elbow. 

elbow-bit (el ‘b6-bit),-». A coach-bit with 
long cheek-pieces which have a double-clbow 
bend below the mouth piece. 
elbow-board, ». 2, In ‘hol., an a 
for determining tho jus hotiesable 

Eyed clatet Lof/ans oewletns). 

Somewhat enlarged, 

tas 
passive) 

Elbow-Doard. 

motion of the forearm, that is, the just notice- 
able change of articularsensation at the elbow. 
Also called arm-beard. The forearm and hand 
(palm down) are Laid upom the hinged beard, which 
is thus brought to the horizontal: the elhow-foint rests 
directly above the hinge. The experimenter then 
gently draws down the weight, and thus mises the for- 
ward end of the board, 0 observer reports the fret 
indication of articular sensation at the elbow, 

elbow. ———2 n, A carriage- 
ring slightly curved. The apring-plutes are grada- 

led —52 rin fat 9 and the other end te bolted to the 
body, it being used a4 a spring body-loop. 

lder?, ».— elder, Sirmtnews Canadensis, 
Coe cut under Sambucus BloGd-elder, the dwart elder, 
Sambucus Ebulue—California elder. Sane as pele 
welder.— Common elder, Same as American ler. 
—Dwart . (a) See elder2. (5) Rame aa wild edder 
(a) (ander elder?) ((c) Same as wild elder (b) (under 
elder2).— German elder, the Old World elder, Sasm- 
fucus nigra. See elder?, towr-tree, hawtboy, 2, and Judas. 
tree, B— elder, the dwarf elder, Somborne 
Ebel ae. — der. ‘Same as horseheal.— 

. See marshelder. The mame is applied to all 
the spectes of Ira.— , & tree 25-0 feet 
high, Samlucus Mexicana, of the Southwestern United 
States, Mexico, and Central America, with creamy-white 
flowers, small, blackish, shining, Juicy berries, and Ikeht, 
soft, fine-grained wood. It nukes a fuirly geeut shade- 
tree in the dry regions of Mexico and Lower California, 
and the berries are eaten by the Mexicans and Indians — 
Mountain-elder. (a) The red-berried elder. (6) Same 
aa pale welder. Pale elder, a tree 30-50 feet high, Sam- 



Pabe Elder (Semdacees clawcat. 

(Prom Sargent's "Manual of the Trees of North America} 

bucur —— common on the Pucific slope from British 
Cotumbls to southern California, and extending inland to 
the Sterms and the Wasatch Mountaing, The ‘et are 
yellowish white; the berries blue-black, whitened with a 
mualy bloom, rather sweet and juley; the woud ligh 

grained. Itis sometimes plant 
Parsley-elder, paraley-leaved elder, 

the Old World elder, Sarmrucua nigra, —— 
with narrowly lobed or cut l·net⸗· — 
Hercales-club of — 
berried Sam 
shrub of wide distribution nerums the 
from other 

Sweet . Samoans American elder, 
—Water-elder, See wuter-elder, 
elder-blow (el’dér-bld), =. The common 
American elder, Sambucus Canadensis. 

elder-rob (el’dér-rob), ». The juice of the 
fruit of the Old World elder, Sambuous nigra. 
Also called elder-roob. 

elect, An abbreviation (5) of electrical; (c) of 
the Latin electuarium, electuary. 

-— Judge of election, fa body of voters 
to receive eon and recur the balkots cast at 

Supervisors of | section, in United States — 
the persons appointed by Use United States VUreuſt Court 
ees teen ee the registration of voters and the hold- 
iz of el Represen lections for members af the House of ita- 

tives, taw providing for auch supervisors wus re- 
Pealed in 1504. 

(élek’shon-d-ri), a. [election + electionary 
-ary!,] lating or pertaining to the exercise © 
of one’s right to vote at a popular eloction, or 
the casting of one’s vote at such an election. 
election-committee (é-lek‘shou-kg-mit*é), ». 
In parliamentary or municipal elections in the 
United Kingdom, a committee of voters volun- 
tarily formed to promote the election of a par- 
ticular candidate. 

electric. I. a.— Electric arc, bath, blue, 
capstan, car, ctc. See arc, etc. — 
Sane aa wchorea electrica.— efficiency. Sve 
weficiency of a source of light.— Electric inertia. 
inertia. — tric motor. R —— (6) See 
*motor,— rieal endosmmogia, 
under endowmona-— Eloctric steel See kpro- 
eras. —Eloctric sunstroke. Same as electric eproetration, 

Il, », 2, A railway or car operated by 
electricity: usually in the plural. 

Electrical fire, kiss,syntony. See */ire, ete. 
electricity, ».— atmospheric electricity, the free 
electricity present in the atmosphere of the earth and 
sup to be equivalent to the sum of the small changes 
of electricity pooremmnnring ee — —* —* —— 
mospheric vapor, especially of those on Ue electri 
fous or electrons of Elster and Geitel and the free ae 
cles of J. J, Thomson, Hoth positive and negative clec- 
trona exist in the atmosphere, and the charges are equal, 
path tog general — ter = — —— F 

on preponderaice ve or negative eleo- 
trons. The upper layers of alr are usually electrified 

tively relative to the lower layers; the ground is or- 
marily negative. The descending air of the foehn con 

taina more positive Chan pegutive electrons, Ata lower 
eloud-level of about two thoasued meters Ebert finds the 
electronic charge greater than at the earth's anrface, At 
the earth's surfuce, under normal conditions, there are 
from one to three electrostatic unite of — per cublo 
meter of air, and somewhat more free positive Gian free 

tive units. This latter difference diminishes with 
altitude, and at three kilometers the change & foar cloc- 
—— unin per cable meter for each kind of electricity. 

tom — nevaral want of electricity, 
in phys chem., terms sometinves to denote the qitan- 
tity of electricity which is carried by a single jon of a 
unlvalent element, such as an atom of hypdrogen, 
5* eetrieatlun produced 
by the cleavage of crystalline substances. — tact 
electricity, tlectricity supposed to be produced by the 
mete contact of two substances, Since the production of 
electricity requires en , this energy must be supplied 
when producing electricity by contact, by chem ace 
tion, as corrosion of one of —— 5 by heat, — 
— Terrestrial electricity, ie ebec cord ition: a 
the earth as distinguished from that of the atmos ere. 
It is asnally negative and more intense in equal than 

regions. It was formerly sup to have ori- in polar 
ginated in the earth either by chemical, thermal, or 
piezo-electric processes; but the theory of clectrans or 

macies arid the discovery of the fonization of the air 
and the emanation of radioactive gases from the earth 
have modified these views. 

electricize (é-lek’tri-siz), v. 4; pret. and pp. 
electricized, ppr. electricizing. To charge, asa 
Leyden jar; to electrify. 

Then electricise the bottle and place it on wax. 
Franklin, Experiments and Observations on Elect, p. 16. 
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electrics (6-lek’triks}, a, The science of elec- 
tricity. 

el cute (6-lek’tri-kiit}, c. ¢. [Also electro- 
cute; Bl ly formed from —— * 
(ere)cute.] To execute or put to death by 
electricity. [Recent and colloq. 

electricution (é-lek-tri-kii'shon), n. The act 
of Semen ne: Also clectrocution. [Recent 
and collo 

e — n. 2, The substitution, upon 
a railway system, of electric for steam or other 
motive power; the conversion of a steam-, ca- 
ble-, or horse-railway into an electric railway. 

electrion (¢-lek’tri-on), ». (Gr. j2exrpov, am- 
ber (repr. electricity), + icv, going (see ion).] 
In oe chem,, & name po by Lord Kelvin 
to an atomic quantity of negative electricity. 

Asooniing to It each atom of matter bas positive elec- 
tricity ted uniformly thra ite nsasa, and, con- 
centrated at one of more inta, in general within It, 
atomic quantities of negative electricity, to which Lard 
Kelvin gives the name rivns.” 

Nature, Oct, 22, 1908, p. O11, 

{ lek‘ tr6-an-os-thé’si-<i), 
Insensibility to electrical stimulation, 

electro-analysis —— n. In 
chem., the method of determining the amounts 
of metals in solutions by causing the metal to 
be deposited, by electrolysis, in a form con- 
venient for weighing, 

The differences observed In the eleetro-analyate of mer- 
cury from a potassium cyanide solation are due to an 
attack of the —— disc serving aa cathode and to the 
solubility of platinum in potassium cyanide, 

Elect. World and Engin,, March 28, 1008, p. 590. 

electro-analytical (é-lek‘tr-an--lit’i-kal), a. 
In chem., — * — F i sth 
of analysis by electrolysis, and especially by 
the electrolytic deposition of —— 

Blectro-analytical methods, on account of thotr sim- 
prety end quicknees, are becoming more and more ased 

or Elect. World and Engin, Nov, 21, 1008, p, 854, 

lectrocardiogram (6-lek-tré-kiir’di-d-gram), 
n. Arecord showing the variations in the electric 
currents in the ly which oceur with. the 
ulsations of the heart, Sci, Amer., March 5, 
904, p. 197. 

electrochemical energy, equivalent of an 
element, filtration. *energy, ete, 
ectro-cop (@lek-tro-kop’er), n. Copper 
which has been deposited from solution by 
means of electrolysis. 

See *electricute, 
*electricution, 
— 7 ———— a. 
ploying cyanides and electrolysis.—£iectrocya- 
nide u a cyanide process in Thich the solution of 
the gold is alded by electrolysis. 

electrode, ».—Brush electrode, a wire brush con- 
nected with one af the poles of an electric battery, need in 
the thermpentic application of cleetricity to the body.— 
Calomel in pays. chem., a nron-polarizable or 
reversible electrode consisting of metallic mercury cov. 
ered with the insoluble mercarous chlorid (calomel) and 
with the chiorid of the other metal indleatedt by the con- 
ditions, Suppose (he other metal to be zinc; then, ff a 

Em- 

electrolytic 

electrogoniometer (é-lek"trd-g6-ni-om’e-tér), 
mn. An instrument devised by Rontin for 
measuring the difference of phase between the 
electromotive force and current in a three- 
base system, — 

am (@-lek’trd-gram), a. <A di ™ 
exhibiting continuously the electric condition 
of the atmosphere at any station, 
elec bh, ». 3. In photog., a photograph 
of an electric spark. Bee the extract, 

Perhaps |t is not exactly correct to describe Uiis asa 
photograph, since light plays no part in ita production, It 
may more properly be tek an “eleetrograph.” 
tanner in which such rey tations tlectric dis 
c es are produced is as follows: An ordinary phote« 

ic plate, inclosed in two light-proof paper age (as 
sel in X-ray work), is placed films apward on a metal 
late, Which is insulated. The pointed dischargers of an 
duction coll, in this case one giving a tinch spark, ure 

gel a few Inches apart, touching the pa envebope, 
@ cireuit is then closed, and a single discharge brought 

abvat by bolding the hammer of the coil and letting it go 
stiddenly, The spark in ite passe through the senan- 
tive Olt decompemed It. The megative is Hen developed 
In the oniinary way, 

Set. Amer. Sup, Mareh 11, 1. pp, 24408, 

Ebecttog raph. 

4, An instrument for the continuous recording 
of atmospheric electricity. 

electrography, ». 3. In photog., a process by 
which a dry sensitized paper is made to re- 
produce a design through the ageney of 
electric sparks. It consists in placing a bromm-lodide 
of silver pa: ona spotted metallic plate, pressing the 
same down by means of a glass, and passing 5] from o 

werful Leyden wiong the metallic plate. Each 
k In continulty of the metalile surface causes o 

spark which discolors the paper at this point. 
electrohorticulture (é-lck-tré-hér‘ti-kul-tar), 
n. The wing of plants hy menns of the 
electric light, the electric light either (and 
usually) supplementing the sunlight or afford- 
ing the *— Uuminatſen for the plants; the 
latter condition is commercially impossible. 

electro-industrial (¢-lek‘tré-in-dus’tri-gl), a. 
Relating to electricity as applied to industrial 
operations. 

electro- tion (é-lek’tri-ir-i-.ga’shon), 1. 
I ting by means of water pumped by 
electric power. 

electroluminescence(é-lek*tr}-li-mi-nes’ens), 
x. Luminescence electrically excited, aa by 

current passes from the electrxle to the electrolyte, clo i i 3 * F Sle be he —— — the discharge in a vaenum tube, See */umi 

leaving their equivalent of metallic mercury; if the cur- Nescence. —— 
reut froin electrolyte to electrode, c nions from @lectrol t (é-lek*tro-li-mi-nes’ent), 
the eine chlorid combine with mercury te reprodave mer. 
curous chlorid, All succeeding currents in either direc: 
tion meet precisely the same conditions, and the electro- 
motive forve is constant.— t a in 

i, the electrode which serves to complete the 
cirealt, The one employed to make the therapeutic 
plication is called ue therapeutic —— — Reversib 
or nOn-polarizable electrodo, in phys. chem, a metallic 
plate standing ina solution of a ore the metal. "When 
A current passes from the plate into the solution, part of 
the metal is dissolved; when the current from the 
solution to the plate, part of the metal of the solution is 
deposited on Ge plate: the chemical process In one case 
ia precisely the reverse of Uiat in the other. Morvover, 
the two currents in the two opposite directions have pre 
cisely the same electromotive forve, assisting or Linge 
the current; that is, the electrode Is non-pol dete 1 sag E 

electrodeless (6-lek’tréd-les), a. Without 
electrodes: said specifically of a vacuum-tube 
through the glass of which no metal terminals 
are inserted, or of the electrical discharge 
within such a tube when the latter is placed 
in a suitable oseillatory fleld. 

Osis (é-lek'trddi-ag-nd’sis), m. 
The locating and determination of diseuse by 
testing the reaction of nerves and muscles to 
a current of —“ 

electro-ethereal (¢-lek‘tro-@-thé’ri-al), a. Of 
or pertaining to the ether, considered as the 
medium to the disturbance of which electrical 
—— are ascribed.— Electro-ethereal 

.. of light, pro nided by Kel- 
vin (h = ing to w sab Ue lester — — eat 
light are vibrators that derive — by collisions with 
surrounding atoms and radiate it in the form of ether- 
waves 

a. Rendered luminescent by the electric dis- 

enius‘’s theory of elec- 
trolysis, in poys. chem., the hypothesis Ut an electric 
ettrrent is carried Uirongh an electrolyte only by dissucd- 
ated lona, coupled with a proposed method of detenmin- 
Ing the relative amounts of the dissociated and the andis- 
socinted molecules. —Lawa of electrolysis, The prin- 
cipal laws relating to electrvl) sis are as follows: (¢) The 
amount of chemleal action In a given time t* eqaal in all 
parts of the clreuit. (4) The number of toms set free in 
a given time ts prypertional te the strength of the cir 
rent. The current is carried Uhrotgh the electrolyte by 
the motion of fone pessemsing electric charges, aml the 
los of cach clement carry an analterable charge of 
eloctrieity; tnerease of current therefore involves an 
tnerease in the number of jos tiberated. (¢) If Ue sine 
current be paased siniltaneonsly Qirongh several cells 
fp series, containing different cleetrulytes, the weight of 
the dons literated in each cell ts equal to the tatal 
quantity of electricity conveyed, multiplied by the lectin 
—— equivalent of the fons of that cell, 

Electrolytic detector, See detector. — Electrolytic 
dissoclation. See #lixerintion. —Electrolytic Eas, 
in cher, Chee mixture of peses set froe fy the electrolysis a 
AMut⸗ oxactds or of alkaline solutions, as well as of otter 
substances. In the cases specified, the gas ie an explosive 
mixtore of one volte of oxygen with two voltmmes of hy- 
drogen. The vealume prodaced ina given time is some- 
tities used to measure the strength of the current of elec- 
— by — of one — — — —* * Elec- 
trolytic tereais, interrupter. “«w yaleresin, 
—— — Electrolytic meter, in pays.. ameter for 
neecasuring an electriv current by the weight of metal 
which is dissolved or deposited by the pmasaye of the cur 



electrolytic 
rent oot a convenient fraction of 

now applied on n ¥e 
y" eral of the me 

degree of purity than would otherwise be possible, while 
notable quantities of gold and silver present in minute 

om are at the same time saved. The ao 
me! 

negnti 
tuent of he salt attacks and dissolves a slab or 

the impure metal which forme the positive electrode, re- 
producing the salt. By suitable regulation of the current 
some ne oe not Lge — others, which 
pass inte ution, are mot — Electrolytic 
slime, the finely divided deposit of waterial left undis- 
solved at the anode in electrolytic rethning, as of copper, 
Fron It the ™ are roxx⸗ with profit, 

have formed but a very minute propor- 
tion of the original jon inal copper, 

coupling, inertia, waves. 
See *coupling, ete. 
electrometaliurgical (6- lek * trd-met-a-lér’ji- 
kal), @, Relating to or connected with elec- 
trometallurgy. 

e (é-lek-trd-met'al-ér-jist), 
One who is versed in the art of electro- 2 

metall which see). 
electro n. 2. The process of ex- lurey 
tracting metals rom their ores, or the manu- 
facture of metals by the use of heat from an 
electric are. 

electrometer, ». electrometer, 2 quad- 
rant electrometer of { aensitiveress ued in the stud 
of radioactivity. it hes a very light needle of —E 

eee uartz ther, It can be made to 
te a ference of 0.05 millivolt.— Ebert 

ts for obsary the 

u~ Dolasalek 

a 
di 

an wy 
of electrons contain 

throug’ 
agiven time are known, the quantity of 2 that 

of elec. 
troms can be ine It is especially adapted for 
nee in balloon ascension. . 

electromobile (é-lek-tré-m6’bil), ». An elec- 
trie automobile; a motor-car driven by elec- 
trie motors whose current is derived from 
electric storage-batteries or accumulators. 

e otive, «.—Contact electromotive force, 
in elect., the electromotive force due to the cottact be- 
tween two different metala, Theexistence of a true con- 
tact electromotive foree which docs not —* on chem- 
jeal action is denied by man: ysicista — Energy 

ve force, inefect., an alternating dlectrome- 
tive force or component of electromotive force io pl 
with the current. 

el vity (é-lek * tro- mé-tiv’ i-ti), ». 
[electromotive + -ity.] The power of exciting 
electrical action. 

The original positive current of a freshly excised * 
ball has two factors : electromotivity of the cat end of the 
optic nerve and electromotivity of Cee disturbed retina, 

Philos. Trans Roy, See, (London), 1900, ser, By p. 128, 

electron, ». 2. In phys. chem., the defi- 
nite — of electricity which is asso- 
ciated withaunivalent ion. Sometimes called 
an atom of electricity. See *electricity.— 3. 
According to a recent hypothesis, a minute 
particle detached from an atom of a gas by 
certain agencies, as when the gas is carry- 
ing an electric current. The electron has 4 mass 
of something like one thousandth of the masse of an 
atom of hydrogen, and possesses (or consists of) a neg- 
ative electric ¢! o— to that of the negative univ. 
alent fon of electrolytic conduction. In a gus at very 
fow pressares, the electron constitutes the negative lon 
of gaseous conduction, while the atom from which the 
electron has been detached constitutes the positive ton, 
In gases at greater pressures, elec y neutral mole- 
cnles hecome attached to the electron and to the atom 
from which the electron has been detached, and theae 
complex systems constitute the lons of gaseous conduc- 
tion at — — pressure. In liquid electrolytes, ac- 
cording to this theory, an atom or radical from which 
cone, two, or three electrons have been detached ts a 
pesitive anivalent, Divalent, or trivalent jon, An atom 
or radical to which one or more electrons have been 
attached constitutes a negative ion of the corresponding 
valenee. In metallic conductors the electrons pass from 
an atom to an adjacent atom without producing elec- e 
trolyais or chemleal decompesition, The experimental 

ls of the hypothesis has been chietly discovered by 
J. J. Thomson, with the aid of some of his pupils 

These negative ions perhaps realize the conception of 
electrons dae to Lorents and Larmor,... An atom plas 
an electron is @ monovalent anion, an atom minus an 
electron, a monovalent cation. In metallic conductors 
the electrons can pass from one atom to the next, and 
thas allow a current to flow without chemical decom- 
position, J. . Thomeon, Encye. Brit, XXVIIL 16 

It may be convenient here to emphasize the dimen- 
sions of an electron as above spocitied, for the arguments 
in favor of that size are very strong, thoagh not abso. 
lutely conclusive: we are stire that Cheir maas is of the 
order one thousandth of the storie mas of hydrogen, 
and We ate sitre that if they are purely and solely elec- 
trical Uieir size must be one hundred-thousandth of he 
linear dimensions of an atom; a size with which their 
penetrating power and other behavior is quite consistent, 
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Asauming this estimate to be true, it is noteworthy how 
very et 1 those electrical partcies are, compared wi 
the atom of matter to which they are attached, 

sphere an inch in diam electron is represented by 
matter on the same scale is 

a 
the diameter of an shom of 
amile and « half. Or if an atom of matter is repre- 
sented by the size of this ter, an electron is repre- 
sented on the 

the atom of any 
of a detinite (large) number of electrons, describing or- 
bital und vibratory motions under the influence of the 
forces ical consikerutions 
Larmor and Lorents to adopt —— ns & basis 
for mathematical studies, before J. J. Thomson isolated 
electrons (called corpuscles by him) and found that the 
electrons uced in a vacuum-tube are identical in 
mass, Whatever the gus aml whatever the metal of the 
electrodes, That atonss of all elements ore made ap of 

ti 
e 

The electron theory fita and bumtnenasly explains Am- 
pére’s idea that m etiam is due to a rote carrent 
of electricity round each atom of fron; and following 
these definite views of the existence of free electrons, 
hus arisen the electronic theory of meatter. 
Sir W. Crookes, quoted in Science, June 26, 1900, p. 1001, 

electronic (é-lek-tron’ik), a. Pertaining to or 
of * nature of electrons. Bee *electron, 2 
and 3,— 

jays and heat-lightning. 
6 electric « of the 

others, it 
— the sun's atmosphere. je condensation and 
Precipitation of aquevas vapor takes place on the nega- 
tive nuctel more —— on the positive: the former 

therefore washed » the lower alr down to the earth, 
to rate in | 

el city attached to one gram of water in a camulas 
cloud as 0.02% = 10-4 of acoulomh,— Electronic theory. 
See * theory. 

electron-trap (4-lek’tron-trap), ». An ar- 
rangement by which plus and minus electrons 
may be separated from each other by taki 
advantage of the different velocities with whic 
they move, 

ose (&-lek-trd-os’més),n. See elec- 
trical endosmosis, under endosmosis. 

8 otic (élek*tré-os-mot’ik), a. In 
phys. chem,, producing, produced by, or con- 
nected with clectric osmose. 

electropath (é-lek’tro-path), ». [A back forma- 
tion from electropathy.) One who is skilled in 
the art of —D——— 

electrophore er) n. (See electroph- 
t orus.) Same as elec 7 

ophototherapy (é-lek’trd-fé-t-ther’- 
api), x. The treatment of disease by means of 9), 
the electric light. Lancet, July 11, 1003, p. 104. 

cs (é-lek-trd-fiz’ike), n. Same as 
elect ye 

electropneumatic (é-lek’tré-nii-mat’ik), a. 
Moved by electric and (then) pneumatic 
power. Electropneumatic action, in organ-twitd- 
tag, an netion in which the original impulse from the 
console is conveyed by electricity, bat the foree exerted 
within the instrument (in opening valves, ete.) ls derived 

we SiS ladroponegete tan Bose pat wi ec Stat — 

thermostat. "Ges wthermortat, %, 8 
e 0 (é-lek’tré-pros*es), a. The arts 
or manipulations needed to produce an electro- 
typed duplicate. 

electroprequosis (6-lek’trd-prog-né’sis), n. A 
prognosis upon the reactions obtained 
upon a trial application of electricity to dis- 
eased nerves or muscles. 

electrorefine (¢-lek*tré-ré-fin’), r. t.; pret. and 
p. electrorefined, ppr. electrorefining. Torefine 
y means of electrolysis. A plate of the erade 

metal is made the anode in an electrolyte consisting of 
a malt of the same metal; when the current 
crude metal dissolves from the anode, and the pure metal, 
if suitable conditions are maintained, ia deposited on the 
eathode. 

lectrore (&-lek‘tro-ré-fi'ning), mn. The 
refining of a metal by means of electrolysis. 

oreplica (é-lek*trd-rep‘li-kii), a. A me- 
tallic duplicate of an orginal produced by 
electrodeposition, 

An electro replica of Tycho Brahe’s quadrant, from the 
nal in the British Museum, is deposited in the 

Smithsonian Institution, Sinithsonian Rep, 1800, p. TR 

a projecting lantern and an enlarged image of the moving 
— —— —— ata 

istance.— Radium electroscope, an electrosoe 
vised by Strutt, in which the charge is permanently wain- 
tained by the action of a small nase of radium, or in 
which the leaves of the instrument, thus charged, are 
discharged by contact, collapse, and are reolnged by the 
median at a regular rate indetinitely. 

e molysis (6-lek*tro-sté-nol’i-sis), n. 

the number of electrons @ 

electrovitalism 

arse + Gr. orevéc, narrow, + Zion, disso- 
ution.) Eleectrodeposition within the inter- 
stices of a permeable substance traversed by 
the current within an electrolytic cell. 

(é-lek* tré-sten--lit’i-kal), 
a, Of, geriamins to, or by means of electro- 

8. stenolys - 
olytically (é-lek* tré -sten-@ -lit’i- 

kal-i), ade, In an electrostenolytic manner or 
by an electrostenolytic process. 

el on (é-lek-tré-strik‘shon), 7. 
electroe + Li, astrictio(n-), compression. } 
hange in the dimensions of, or deformation of, 

adieleetric produced by the action of an clectro- 
static fleld. 

electrosurgical (é-lek-tré-sér’ji-kal), a. Re- 
lating or pertaining to the use of electricity in 
surgery: as, electrosurgical devices, 

esis (é6-lek-trd-sin’ the-sis), ». 
Chemical synthesis effected by the aid of elee- 
trolysis. 

e (é-lek-tré-tak’tik), a. [electro- 
taxis (-tact-) + -ic.) Of or pertaining to the 
locomotion of organisms in relation to electric 
currents; exhibiting electrotaxis. 

(6-lek-tré-tak’sis), no [NL., ¢ 
electro. + Gr, ragic, disposition]. The orienta- 
tion or the locomotion of organisms or of celis 
in relation to electric currents: a phenomenon 
first observed in vertebrates in the frog’s tad- 

le, in 1885, 
cloctretelethermometer (é-lek*tré-tel’é-thér- 
mom’e-tér), x. An apparatus consisting of a 
mereurial thermometer with platinum wires 
sealed into the glass at the bulb and at differ- 
ent points on the stem. ‘These wires are connected 

Usk, hook thee mauaeey cng te — int ner when the mercury expan a poin 
corres) 0 the of the swi the circuit ia 

ars fd gre Set, Amer., Sept. 12, 1008, 

e (6-lek ’tré-thu-na&’ gil), v. 
—— Gr, Oévarog, death.) Death caused 
y electricity, 

lectrotherapist (6-lek-tré-ther’ a-pist), ». 
Same as electrotherapentiat. 

electrothermal L ct fe wer ), a. Re- 
ating to heat ueed by electricity.—Electro- 
th 9 detector. See weelector, ¥ 
electrothermic (é-lek-tré-thér’mik), a. Same 
—— — Engineering Mag., June, 

electrothermometer (é-lck’trd-thér-mom’e- 
tér), ». An instrument for the measurement 
of temperature by electrical means; an electri- 
eal thermometer. 

(&-lek-trd-thér’mi), n. [electro- 
+ Gr. Gépun, heat, + baa The science of the 
electricity developed by heat, .N, £. D. 

e otonus, n=, Physical electrotonus, an electri. 
cal change, analogous to pl gical electrotenta, which 
takes place in a wire yi ed the of an slectric 
carrent.— Ph: as, an altered ox- 
citability of a nerve brought about as the result of the 
Pony of a constant current, such that at the positive 

— — 
of catelectrotonus). — — 

electrotropic (¢-lek-tré-trop’ik), a, [electro- + 
Gr. tpomixec, of turning: see fi .]) Of or 
pertaining to the growth or bending of an or- 

nistn under the influence of electricity; ex- 
ibiting electrotropism. 

t 
ie 

e 6-lek-trot‘ré-pizm), », [Also 
by error or ellipsis electropiem ; ¢ electrotrop(ic) 
+ -iem.] The growth or bending of an organ- 
ism under the influence of electricity. 

u. shell, the thin sheet 
of metal, usually of copper, eposited by electrolysis ts 
the ly prepa mold of wax, that has been 
row upon a surface of type or of engraving in relict. 

© shell so obtained, of the thickness of an ordinary 
sheet of paper, is made usable for printing by the addition 
of a type-metal backing. — s 

electrot 4 ph (F-lek-tré-tI’pp-graf), mn oA 
ype-making and type-setting apparatus, in- 
vented by Meray-Rozar of Nuremberg, in 
which some operations are controlled by elee- 
tricity. Its types are cast singly. 

The “ Electro; yh”... justifies automatically 
. . and offers the greatest facility for corrections. . . . 

There are two distinct machines combined in one One 
of — is a writing and the other a casting and composing 
machine, 

La Nature, as qaoted in Sel, Amer, Sup,, Aug. 30, 162. 
[A æe 

- electrotypoplate (6-lek-tré-ti’pé-plat), ». An 
electrotype plate produced from types made 
and composed by the electrotypograph. 

electrovitalism (é-lek-trd-vi'tal-izm), #. The 
doctrine of the electrical nature of nervous 
action. 



electrozone 

electrozone (é-lek’tré-zén), un.  [eleetr(ie) + 
ozone.) A trade-name for # pase solution of 
common salt, as, for instance, sea-water, in 
which by meaus of an electric current sodium 
hypochlorite has been formed. It is antise 

rion to X * eee to Since cas meeps’ : 
n, 2, Native argentiferous gold in Fr 2 

which the silver amounts to one third or more, 
— 7 pot (6-lek’ ri-pot), n. A veasel 

designed to hol —— or cordial, such as 
—— dreg-pote of Faenza, See alba- Tantal 

el el-e-gant’), a. [F. él 
é —* t.J K lady of fas ion. 

ifmy wavertey had been entitled “ A Tale of the Times,” 
wouldst thou not **8* de 

ordinate characters from the elepantes —— 
Street East? Seott, Wavertey, L 

elem, An abbreviation of elementary, 

inte, fem. of Terbi 

manded from meadashing Tin 
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Elements. 

Rabidiam..... 
Ratheni 

eleme (el’é-mi), n. [Also elemi; < Turk. eleme, —— (acre. — roy 
elemeh, some or selected.) A kind zine —————— 65.7 
of Turkish fig : —— * used attributively: Zirconium 6 
as, cleme figs, selected figs (that is of superiors ñ ñ —ñ — — 

jement, —— math. of the ait Ett fluid atieorted fa a poi dt . any one 4 —2 

t products of wlan demuitres ieee Bee date mnt ¢ function. aa ome: 
enat,, one of the indivisible con- 
aceil or ultimate fiber, (&) 

vera! the 

t — je 

« The common division of the chemical ¢ 
—* into metals and non-metals is not based 
—— a but rather 

—— — 

4 

ic welgh —— — > The a te are pul 
Heuedty the tnterunfional Committee on Atomic Weights 

elementary, «. 

elemic (e-lem‘ik), a. 

eleonorite (el’e-6-né‘rit), n 

sis 
elephantiac, a. II. n. 

else en ladefned ts aggregate of series composed anc! ned by an con 
a primary series and its continustions; the separate 
——— elements of the anal function, and 

Hall-period Elemenr. 

~ one —— addition to any 
ent « of the manifold yields the same clement a, 

it, any di sound, 
Peas ene ta payetod. * ment ~ ~ an emen 

—* —& _ —* *4 hew tissue, Radial 
enta, ini actinosts 

beosts < ap alae * F. Bridge, in 
XV. — — 

obsolete in 22 
logical Merstare okies which = this thie —— 
peats, is pedantic, ——— oe 

Hall, Adolescence, 11. 50 

4. a the nature of an infini- 

covers or expounds the elements of a subject; 
specificall ‘hy (ag ], Euelid, the geometer. 
The man and the book are, of course, Euclid and his 

Elements, but the hook so overshadowed the man that 
not long after his * —* was requlart called the 
Klementiet, Ww. B. nkland, Story of id, p. 1 

elemi, ». ——— Same ax Oriental or African 
elemt. Bee eleini.- the oleoresin de- 
rived from Terebinthus Mezicana ang 7’. Jorudlensis, 
Also called copal Nance aud copal de santo. See weopal, 

[elemi + -ic.] Pertain- 
ing to or derived from elemi.—Elemte acid, a 
eayeetion acid, Cag H gg, preaent tn small quantities in 

ates: — Socratic elenchus, the method of ques- 
tion aad **8 employed by Socrates in eliciting truth. 

eleolite, n. See elolite. 
[ Eleanore nee 

def.) + -ite2.] A variety of beraunite, 
described from the Eleonore mine near Giee: 
sen, Germany. 

*, cent. See *boiler, *cent, 
teer (el’é é-fan-tér’), ». A mahout or 

elepbant-driver. © 
A person suffering 

from elepbantiasis. 

elevator 
‘tiasic (el-é-fan-ti-a’sik), a 

hantiac, 
2. Pertaining to or having 

Same as 

a. 
the echaract f elepbantiasis.—Elephantoid 
ne —— ne a tee temperate an alee symptoms 

Elephantomyia (el” i. * mi’yi), a, [NX. 
(Osten Sacken, 1859), < Gr. indgag (éhepavt- ), 
elephant, + via, fly. 7 Pa extraordinary genus 
of tipulid flies, oceurring in North America 
—— characterized by an extremely long pro- 

cis, 
elephan el’é-fan-tri),. [elephant + -ry.] 
—— — hants. Te. Hail. * 

native name ittee-kana. and refers to the 
shape of the leaves.—3. In the United States, 
& common name for the large-leaved Caladium 
— lanted for ornament. 
lophant- shark (el’é-fant-shirk), n. Same as 
clephan shark. 
elephant's-tooth (el’é-fants-téth), . A tooth- 
shell, Denta —* 

— e — 5* u. 1. 
The uneorm plant arlynia Louisiana.—2. 

e bastard bryony or china-root, Ci 
pd 
eleutherarch ( o-la’ ther-lirk), m. {Gr. * 
free, + ee et The chief of an im 
1 secret society called the ‘Eleuth 

"ieee joes woken teria pee wi 

Prot at were aie weep Sept, 1884, p. 387, 

eleutherism (ott, theism), mn. (Gr. Ariepoc, 
free, + -ism.) The cause of freedom or ze: 

sen —— thi (e-la eh thi), 7. ¢-li-the-rog’na- 
jaw.) fade 

Eleuther 
LNL., ¢ Gr. dA ettiepor, tree, + 

teri or Acanthop —** a large sub- 
hes, commonly called the spiny- 

as Acanth 

es. 
eleutherorhabdic Ct aE -rab‘ dik), a. 
a tAcidepes, free, + } gp wait. 

union with one pe 
filaments provided with {illated tisk in in fer 
tain lamellibranchs. * 
— ae Trans i Roy. oe (Le (Lomiens, 
ser, B, p. 154, 

therozoa ——— om), a, (NL, 
< Gr, dArifepor, free, + ‘toov, animal, "A grade 
of echinoderms in which the th which may 
be only slightly or not at all calcified, is not 
attached by any op ey of its surface, bot is 
usually placed with the oral surface downward 
or in the direction of forward locomotion, It 

in math., infinitealneal stel =a ular to an axin cons the Holothuroidea, Stelleroidea, and 
elementaloid (e!-é-men’ ta-loid), a, [elemental 
+ -oid. Resembling an element ine ‘ter, — (¢ -la’tl — zo’ik), a. Of or 
— ——— v. t. z pret. and — ing tot e Blew 
pp. celementarized, Rr. ‘elementarizing. [ele- ated (el’ 6-va- need), B. — . 1, Lifted or 
—28 * d confine or restrict (one's raised to, or placed or situated in, a position 
teaching) to —— principles, above the ground or general level; situated 
The very word passion higher than the plane with which the comparison 

is made. See elevate. In astrol., a planet Is said to be 
elevated above another when it is nearer to the meridian, 
2. In math,, containing high powers of the 
unknown or variable: said of an e uation. 

tesimal element or part.— Elementary integral ¢levate- te (el’é-vit-rg-tik’a-lat), a, 
—— Reticulute with eleva lines or caring, as 

elemen st (el-é-men‘tist), », One who dis- the seulpturing of the integument of certain 
3 ** nef ra insects. Proce. 

Soe. London, > Pp. 155, 
elevating-block {el’e ¢-vitting-blok*), The 
sheave or block, in a cable or — — 
way system, over which the iy or 5 A 
passes, and by means of which the load is ele- 
vated sufficiently for itthen to be conveyed on 
the cable by the carrier of which the block or 
sheave is a _ 

elevation, 9. In old music, a grace or em- 
Dellishment consisting of a = upward Po og 
connectin ‘0 moses separa by a an f pe y p · 
— Axis 

elevator, ». 3. be on surg. : tb) An instrument 
for extracting the stumpofatooth, (c) Same 
as repositor.—4, (c) Any form of hoisting-machinery 
* ing an endless belt ———— of link-belt *88 or 

eather, rubber, or fabric) which Ky A. 
—— ortrays, Where ** git ua Pad ere 

bed in bulk, 2 a boing le at the foot af tue 
elevator and discharging its load a top Where 
5* aria, or Grays are Used, —— freight (in 

boxes, barrels, ota) be Jed by placing it om 
Pony doe hy or trays by hand or by some form of nodes 
pe anboading it Dy Ld or by automatic dum 

mercer bate While all are ——ã— ie week such 



elevator 
machines differ materially in form and application, and are 
age many different names, according to their construc- 

mor the uses to which they are put. —— 
combine with conveyers.—~ Derrick-¢levator, an appa- 
ratus forlifting grain stored in balk in a Yeasel's hold me 
tranctesting | it te Lighters oF | —— Dine of storage-el: 
tora. The el mo gel pe lem aeons Senes en pie 
bottomed v case of the marine derrick used 

Derrick- or —52— Elevator, 
2, «, bull of scow e¢ lighter; 4, ling-emgine and steam- 

betler for ¢. the elevator operating pe adjustieg eagine: ¢. the 
bocket-elevater and ite casing; ¢, chute ** whick the buckets 
dischanye i, coaveye — delivering to the spews: yg, dischange or 
lAili ry ne spouts of Chutes fed fram A, conveyer receiving frum 
aud delivering tog. 

for placing machinery in Vemsels. The truss carrying the ele- 
vator has jointed membera, so that the elevator can drop 
down bh hatchwaya in the decks of the vapasbe te be 
unloaded. another common name, gra 
eleeator, Sci. Amer., Jan. 31, se Elevator 
disease, fies Sduenic Wathen Gives Teena os 

clevator-cage (¢ el’é-vi-tor-kaj’), . The Sekt 
orinclosed car by which passengers and freight 
are carried inanelevator. In mines, the sides 
are grated or protected with bars only. 

elevator-cup (¢)’6-vi-tor-kup’), a. The metal 
receptacle —WBE to the chain or belt of a 
bucket elevator: usually called bucker. 

tor. (el’G-va-tor-skalz*), ». Plat- 
form-scales for weighing grain as it comes 
from an elevator. Sach scales are usually automatic, 
receiving about 100 bushels as a load, reconling the 
weight, and then man emptying | Lea in into a storage-bin, 
Two hoppers work and emptying. 

elevator-shaft F — ),n. In mod- 
ern buildings, t closed space, of uniform 
height from top to bottom, in which an eleva- 
tor-car moves up and down. 

Hjoven rule, rule, in bridge, a mathematical rule Invented by 
Foster determ to enable the ie to ine how many 

cards in the leader's suit are out t him higher than 
the one led, when this is the for best. It is the fol- 
lowing : net from eleven the number of spots on the 
card and the remainder is the number of cards in the 
sult higher than * 2 led, which the leader does nat 
hob From ler thus found the pone dedticts 
the number he ode) Dimecte aid sere in the duromy, 

her than thls remainder, if 

the 

er the one led, socond F 
any, is number the holds. For 
7 ie led, dumm lage dows G, 36, 5 end ihe me holds 
A, & & — e 7, led, from 11, 4 higher than the 
7 are left, all of which are in sight, so er 

does not cover the 7, the 
the trick. The dealer, 

will of course avail himsctt 

eitenp (elf’kup), m. a amall stone —— 
the action of water at a waterfall, 

elf god (elf'god), n, The elfish god, that is, 
Tennyson 

elf evn, a, ye tel + -ic,] Of or pertaining 
to an elf; proper to an elf, 

elfin, ». 3, An American lyewnid butterfly of 
the genus Jncisalia,— — lycenid bat- 
= Inelealia niphon, occurring th out the United 

tes and found commonly heaped open spaves in pine woods 
* ia apy in color, with the ander skies of the wings 
checkered with brown and white, Its larwe live on pine- 
leaves,— Brown an American lycwnid butterfly, 
Inelealia cnguetus, of dark-brown color, inhabiting the 
Houry elf, United —— — plant is ees 

oo « 

Fee Tsiminpl feodtn feoding in the a state on the feat of of 
the wild plum. 

elfin-tree (el’fin-tré). [Tr. of G. swerghanm 
(Schimper).) In phytogeog., an alpine a ee of 
tree with short, gnarled, often oblique or hori- 
zontal stem, and long serpentine branches 
bent in all directions, occuring mainly in the 
wopiee 43 FW, Schimper(trans,), Plant-Geog., 

— — 2 (el’fin -wid), n. A wood composed oh); 
of elfin-trees, See *elfin-tree. A. PL OW. 
Schimper (trans.), Plant-Geog., p. 704. 

elf-ow elt! oul), », A diminutive species of 
owl, Micropallas whitneyi, found in the south- 
western United States. 

Elgin sandstone, See *sandstone. 

has Elliott eye. 
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Elian (8‘li-an),a. Of bad ppm to Elia,” 
that is, Charles Lamb, who wrote essays under 
this pseudonym. 
Many of the new letters are of no literary account; 

poraaea necore have the true lian cachet, and one or 
wo supply a link hitherto missing in the writer's life, 

Atheneum, June 3, 1006, p. 681 

eliasite (6-li" seit), n, are name of the 
mine of origin, + -it?,] An alteration-pro- 
duct of the piteh-blende of Joachimsthal, 
sltjan's c & — of gummite, 

"8 8 *oup, 
@ ame 2. In ek: 
stimulates excretion. 

ve selection, See *selection, 
eliminator, n. 2, A combination of a sepa- 
rator for taking the water out of steam sad 

an agent which 

trap for automatically discharging the water 
from the collector, 

elittoral (4-lit’d-ral), a. [L. e, out, + litus, 
littus (littor-), shore, + -al.} Out from shore; 
that is, occurring in the sea near shore, at 
least below high water mark, 

She finds that the plant Callymenia wiophora | 
littoral and ooours fn crevices in the reek caverns 
where the tidal surge is strong. Only young planta were 
ancorered by low tides; matare plants were well beyond 
low tide line. Jor. Roy. Micros. Soe., April, 1005, p. 215, 

” elixir, ".—Brown-séquard’s elixir, a sterilized testlc- 
ular fluid used in the treatment of mental and nervous 
5* McMunn’ , & watery solution of oplun 
of the same strength as laadanam. 

. Bliz, An a of Elizabethan, 
Eliza, n. See *Long Eliza, 
Elizabethan, «. II. n. One who lived during 
the Elizabethan period; especially a poet, or 
dramatist of that period. 

(6-liz-n-beth’an-iz), v. ¢.; pret. 
and pp. Elisabethanized, ppr. Slisabcthanieing. 
To give an Elizabethan character to; pattern 
after the atyle of the Elizabetban period. 
kl». 5. [eap.] A member of a benevolent 
and fraternal society known as the Benevolent 
and Protective Order of Ells, organized in New 
York in 1868, Ita membership is restricted to 
citizens of the United States, 
Elk-horn fern, See *fern}, 
elk (elk’gam), n, A ceremonial gamo 
of the Dakota Indians of North America, 
pan hae with a ring and darts: similar to the 
oop-and-pole game, 

Elk River series. See *series. 
elk-yard (elk’yiird), ». A space cleared in 
the deep snow by the trampling of a small 
band of elk, within which they live and feed, 
Called, in America, m rd, Bee elkl, 
ellagitannic (e-laj-i -tan‘ik), a, [ellagi(e) + 
tannic. ——— to 

an fi 
ellagic and tannic — bat derived 
divi-divi pad myrobalans rather than 
sumac, Its empirical formula is Cy gHyg0io 

See *eyel. 
Elliott's 5 apparatus. See *apparatus. 
elli —Aberrational ellipse, the litcle ellipse 
whieh a ctor appears to describe annually on account of 
the aberrution of light. Its major axis is always 42 seo- 
onda long and lel to the ecliptic. Ite minor axis 
varies with the # —_ that is, itedistance fram the 
o c.-~ Ellipse a geometrical construction, 
214 by Rankine, ym stremes at a point 
within a solid in a nate of strain. It is an ellipse whose 
center in at the nt, whose principal axes are the 
normals to the rincipal stress, and wl i. 
pal semi-axea are rot penta the \Stonsttins oa ake 

— 2. In anth ium th elli n. n anthrop., a cranium the 
norma verticalis of which has an ellipsoidal 
form. G, Sergi, Var, of the Human Species, 
p. 27.—Fresnel's id, an ellipsoid whose semi- 
axed are taken —— —5 the maxtinum, 
miniinum, and mean values of the light-velocity for a 

gallnuts and tannin. 
cit —5 Presen bli 

Sram the tannin 
from gallnuts or 

given biaxial . See axes of light-elasticity, ander 
azial,— onal an ellipsoid Ghat is not 
a —— at revelation ellipsoid, an oblate 
elli 

peotdal harmonic, structure. See Lamés 
—5 —— —— 
e ne (e-lip’son) ellipse cyclone. 
A Whirlwind. in which he winds describe 
ellipses instead of —— Fitz Roy. (Rare.? 

sonic (¢-lip-son’ik), a. Having the shape, 
sation, or property of an ellipse. 

apheroid, substitution. See *ellip- 
aon of ——— "ksubstitution. 
Elliptical vibration, See *vibration, 
e Hlipticity, ".—Qoeffictent of ellipticity. See 
eve, 1M 

ellwife (el’wif),. A dialectal variant of ale- 
wife. 

elm, Hu, «Mf other varieties of elm (comprising some trees 
more or less closely related to Uhe clio amd a few belong, 
ing to diferent families but somewhat resembling elias: 

elm-beetle (elm‘bé‘tl), ». 

Elm. borer LDnterias trerttiness), 

elm-butterfly (elm’but"ér-fii), #. 

elm-butterfly 
those below are among the most — 

elm, Same as white selma, 
Same aa *eeder-cln.— Bastard ye hack be: 
Crltia cecidentalis. See hackberry, 2 (with cat)h— 
leaved elm. Same as wifch-elm. 
— ~@lm, See work. vetr.— CO white 

occasional name of the cork-clm.— Dutch elm, « 
lish elen with corky ridges on the branches : an. of af the 

— * phan a aang asa a, Ulmus wube 
croea.—~ Dwart beria. Soe U = | bark- 

Worm, See ehark-beetlc, le, lm dectle, “weap a Seog ‘eapan- 
worn, — Chives crmpertria, Bor elin (with 
cut) This was extenstvely planted fn some Ameri- 
can cities, iy W by the English amit 
Soutch — — who apparently were not aware of the 
superior elainas of ind 

(oy tve soot ln nclm(whichacc).— Mountain-elm. 
rm. hy} The Wing-elm or wit 

yim, » the rod om. i Tee shee lip, 
disth from the white elm, 

and well known am tum — 'b) The winged elm, 
Ulmus alata, so called in Florida Arkansas (c) ('l- 
mene eeroting, a tree of limited distribution on limestone 
hilla and pat if om in —— Kentucky and northern 
Alabama and Gee ly recently distinguished from 
i ie a from whic 3 aM evs in ita much smaller fruit, 
in the —* of macilage in the inner bark, and in other 

The wood is reddish in color.—Sweet elm, 
the the allpper-<im from the sweet aromatic taste and smell 

ner bark. White elm, ("lms Americana, the 
pode important of American = It sometimes reaches 

mo it ts 

White Elm ( (Yer deeerians), 

a height of 120 feet and a diameter near the base of 10 
feet, with 60 feet or more clear of limba. The trunk then 
bormally divides up into a large mumber of more of less 
equal branches or stubsid! tronks, which diverge in 

curves ip all directions, forming an inversely 
pyramidal or umbretla-shaped top of ry ex ane 
— beauty, the dense foliage furnishi ect shade. 

he Wood is tough and dificult to split, ut very durable 
and of great value In the arta The tree ranges from 
Newfoundland to Florida and westward to the base of the 
Rocky Mountains. 

1. The elm bark 
beetle. See *hark-beetle,— 2, A native Ameri- 
can beetle, Monocesta coryli, of the famil 

Chrysomelida, whie 
feeds on elm-leaves in 
the more northern of 
the Southern States, 
elm-borer (elm ‘ bor’ 
ér), mn Any one of 
several colecpterous 
insects whose larve 
bore into elm-trees. 

them are the ceram- 
bycids Sa. a tridentata, 

lateralis, &. veetita, Dry 
ten, 

eorais; and “of scalytid 
Hylesinus opacel us (Packard, U.S, D. A.) 

Any one of 

Elin-burtertly — Patyaromie , 
Nataral size | Packaed, U. cA ar 



elm-butterfly 
several nymphalid butterflies whose larvm feed 
on elm-leaves, as Ewcanessa antiopa, Polygonia 
interrogationis, P, faunus, and P. progue. 
elm all (elm’gal), a. A gall upon the leaves 

the elm.— Cockscom’ -sall, a call reseenblin, 
in shape ry miniature —~ 4 made athe loaves 
elm by an aphidid, Caopha ulmicda, 

elm-grags (elm’gris), n. See *grass, 
élm-moth (elm’méth), ». Any one of several 
species of moths whose larve feed on elm- 
leaves, notably Paleacrita vernata, known in 
the larval state as the spring canker-corm, 

elm-sceale (elm‘skal), 1. An American diaspine 
acale-insect, Chionaspis americana, 

Elohimic (¢l-}-him’ik), a. (Elohim + -ie, 
Characterized by the use of the Hebrew wo 
Elohim, * God,’ instead of ‘ Jahveh,’ or‘ Jahwa,’ 
the proper name of God; Elohistic: applied 
to certain passages in the Hebrew seriptures: 
as, the Blokimie psalms; the Elohimie portions 
of Genesis; Elohimic documents, 

eloiner (é-loi‘nér),». One who eloins; one who 
causes an eloinment; for example, oue who 
removes chattels so that they cannot be re- 
levied. 
lon. An abbreviation of cast longitude. 

along nity, Elo = gy ~ ⏑ ——— 
centage of mh. See clunpation wetrain. 

elongato-conical (6-long-ga’té-kon‘i-kal), a. 
Shaped like an elongated cone. 

elongato-ovate (6-long-gi‘to-0’ vit), a. Shaped 
like an elongated egg. ; 

elotillo (a-16-til 38 n. | Mex. Sp. clotillo, dim. 
of Mex. (Nahuatl) efot/, an ear of green 
maize,] In Mexico, a name of the fleshy, 
leafless parasitic plant, Conopholis Americana, 
which somewhat resembles a small ear of corn. 
* ont —— Sepa : CEI ‘ 

elpaso. ol-pii’sd-lit), n. aso, a county 
in Colored, -lite for Gr, 2iBoc, stone. ; 
— of —— —— and #04 — 

r analogous to eryolite in composition : 
ound tn El Paso county, Colorado. 

El 33 
i-i), a. " 
(Théel, 1876).] 
The typical ge- 
ans f- ee 
ily Elpidiida, 

Blpidiide | (cl- 
pi-~di'i-dé), nm. gy 
pl (NL, <¢ EL 
pidia + -idw#.] A 
amily of deep- 

sea holothuri- 
ans of the or- 
der Actino, . 

Ventral View of Aipidéa plariaifs, Th, 
a, deus) ov, mowth: 2. twhedoot; f, ten- 
tacle, (From Lankester’s“ Zoology.) 

They have the body generally flat- 
tened ventrally, mouth more or leas ventral, tentacles 
from 10 to 20, stone-canal single, respira trees absent 
or rudimentary, caloareous ring of 5 or 10 pieces, and the 

contains about 20 splenles af various shea The = | 
genera, of which Hipidia | is the typical one, 

elpidite (¢l’pi-dit), n. (Gr. dAric (2Arcd-), hope, 
-ite?.] A silicate of zirconium and sodium 

cecurring in from white to brick-red masses, 
rarely in orthorhombic crystals: found in 
southern Greenland, 

eltrot (el’trot), n. [Also altrot, heltrot, hiltrot, 
hilltrot, eldertrat, t, eldrop, etc. ; a not 
understood ee of E. di Ss mn 
var. of gilt, . gilte, a yo sow, + root}, 
1. The — ip.— 2, The waters rsley. 
—3. The wild or cow parsley.—4, The wild 
carrot.— 6, A stalk of certain agg ag 
cially the wild parsley. [Prov. Eng. in all 
uses, 

elutor (é-li’tor), ». [NL. *elutor, <¢ L. eluere, 
wash out, ¢¢, out, + -Iwere, facare, wash: see 
laca,) A vessel in which tribasic calcium su- 
erate, produced by the addition of lime to 
beet-root molasses, is washed with dilute alco- 
hol in order to free it from impurities before 
it is decomposed by carbon dioxid and erystal- 
lizable sugar thereby recovered from it. 

elutriator (é-lii‘tri-d-tor), x. [NL. "elwtriater, 
< L. elutriare, wash out, rack off, ¢ eluere, 
wash out: see *elutor.] An apparatus for the 
analysis of finely divided solids, such as soils, 
by means of which the particles of different 
size and weight are separated from each other 
by falling through water or a current of water. 
See cut in middle column. 

eluvial (6-li‘vi-al), a. [eluvinm + -all.] Of 
the —328 of eluvium; formed by wind-drift 
or atmospheric —— as, eluvial aceu- 
mulations, Nature, . 225. 

A el 

ee 
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Blutrator. 

@, Container for sampde: # aud #1, reservoirs for waters 9, Stop 
cack to control flow ef water; 4, agitanor: ¢, receptack 
Sartiches ; /, settling. weasel foe fine particles. 

oluvium (é-li’vi-um), ». [NL. *elurium, paral- 
lel to L. elwrio(n-), a ing away, ¢ elvere, 
wash out: see*elutor, Cf. allucium.}, In geol., 
an accumulation of dust and soil produeed by 
ere of rocks in situ, or drifted by 

nds, 

ic for coarse 

Por heric accumulations of this nature floess] 
Trautachold proposed the name eluriim, They ori- 

ate in situ, or at least only by wind-drift, whereas al- 
avium requires the operation of water, and consista of 
materials brought from a greater or leas distance 

Geikie, Text-book of Geal., p. 22. 

elvanitic (el-va-nit’ik), a. [elranite + -ic.) 
Containing, resembling, or characterized by 
elvanite. 

elydoric (¢l-i-dor’ik), a, (F. eludorique, erro- 
neously formed from Gr, #2(aov), oil, + iMup 
(idpo-), water, + F. -ique, E, -ic,) Noting a eom- 
plicated method of painting, invented by Ar- 
mand-Vincent de Montpetit in the eighteenth 
century, supposed to combine the effects of 
oil- and water-color. 

erous (c¢l-i-trif’e-rus), a. [NL. elytrum 
L. ferre, bear.) Bearing an elytrum: as, an 

elytriferous segment of certain polyehwtes. 
e ma (el’i-trd-dé’mik), ».; pl. elytrode- 
mate (-ma-tik), Ane) Edema of the submu- 
cous tissues of the vagina. 

e cus (el-i-tron’ kus), n.; pl. elytronei (-si). 
(NL., ¢ Gr, 22vrpov, a sheath (vagina), + dynoc, 
amass.) <A tumor of the ina. 

ore (el’i-tro-for), n. [Gr. tAvrpov, a 
+ -papoc, < gépew, bear.] A special 

part of the parapodial ridge bearing an ely- 
trum, a5 in some polychmtes. 

elytrous (el’i-trus), a. Resembling or suggest- 
ing the elytra of a heetle. 

Elz, An abbreviation of Elzevir. 
Elzeviran, x. II. a. Noting a style of book- 
making practised by the Elzevir family. See 
Elzevir editions, under Elzerir, 

E. M. An abbreviation (a) of Engineer of Mines ; 
(6) of the Latin equitum magister, master of 
the horse, 

ema-fiber (f‘mii-fibér), n. The fiber of the 
kendir, Apocynum tenetum. See *kendir. 

emailloid (¢-mil‘oid), n. [F. *émailloide, ¢ 
émail, enamel, + -oide, E. -oid.) A tumor 
which arises —— —— of . — 
emajagua (a-mii-hii’gwil), a. [Porto Rico. 
Same as *majagua, 2, ‘ 

emanation, ». 5. Specifically, in radionctivity, 
an unstable gaseous disintegration-product 
spontaneously produced from a radioactive 
substance. Tho radioactive elements thus far known 
to give off an emanation are thorium, radiam, and actin. 
jum. The ¢manations are inert gnuses resembling in 
thetr chemical relations the gases of the argon group, bat 
differing from these and from all other known chemical 

nds in the fact that they are produced as disinte. 
gra -producta eontinuoasly at a mte which is in- 

pendent of the temperature and the chemical and 
ke state of the compounds from which they are 
formed and which are converted spontanvously into 
other and non-volatile disintegration-products at A com- 
stant rate. The existence of an emanation, which is pro 
daved only In very small quantities, is detected by means 
of its radioactive effecta The rate at which it is 

trowd nnd at whieh it disn by disintegration is 
termined from the change in the intensity of these 

effecta, and ft is by such observations the eman- 
ations of radiam, thoriam, and actiniam are distin. 
guished from one another, radium emanation differs 
from the others in that it is the first disintegration. 
product of that element, whereas with thorium and 
actinium the emanation in the case of the former 

the fifth, and in the cuse of the latter the third, 
disintegration. uct to be produced. These three 
emanations differ greatly tn degree of imatability 
which they exhibit, The rate of decay (which measures 
the nite at which the radium emanation Is converted into 
the next following and not-volatile disintegratiog-prod- 
uct) is comparatively slow, about 47 days being required 
to reduce ita activity to ome half; whereas the thorium 
emanation suffers the corresponding redaction in abet 
one minuty and the actinium emanation in 19 seconds 

oom 

embelic 
The esof the emanations, which are in the main 
similar, have been moet completely studied in the case 
of rvditm emanation, Ite chemical inertness is shown 
by the fact that it will pass through tubes containing 
reagents Which absorb all guscs except those of the angon 
fully, that it is mnaffected by the electric spark ib an 
Atinoapbere of oxygen, and that it may be kept in contact 
with incandescent magmesium or calcium for hours with- 
out lows, h radium emanation and thorium emana- 
tion —— of condensation at low tempetatares, the 
point of liquefaction of the thorium emanation bell 
—120° C. and that of the mdiam emanation 10r C, A 
—— emanations are —— piving oft a-rays, and 

cy possess Che pre yo of De pearting Cer peo rau 
activity toall substances with which they come iu — 
This tnparted radioactivity disappears much more slowly 
than the emanation itself, having its own law of decay, 
and the im midionetivity is of the sume charaeter, 
whatever the nature of the substance affected. The im- 
parted radioactivity, or exelted radboactivity, is ascribed 
» the formation, on the surface of the body nade activ 

Of @ solid disintegration-product; and it has been fou 
posatble to remove this product by ribbing the surface 
with sundpaper, and to transfer the activity to the latter, 
The radioactive matter can also be dissolved by certain 
achla, However, it is not destroyed, but reappears on the 
surface of the dish after the acid has been evaporated. 
Thus it appenrs that a film of radioactive matter is de- 
posited upon surfaces with which the emanation comes in 
contact, and that this active deposit consista of a series 
of successive disintegration-producta af the emanation, 
Asecries of changes of this sort has been traced, and the 
sitocesslve disintegrition- acta, which differ as regards 
theiretability and rad vecharacter, have heen studied. 
They are known respectively as radium A, radiwm A, 
rodivm C, radium 2), radium B, radium F, radium (/ ; 
thorium A, thorium J, thorium C; and actininm A, ac- 
finfem 6, and actinium C. These disintegration-prod- 
ucts behave aa solids, being in general volatilized at a 
white heat They are soluble in strong acids, and sepa- 
mible from one another by electrolysis, Each disintegra- 
tion-prodact is spoken of as the parent of the one which 
it prodaces, and the fest of the serice is known as the 
perent aubetance, In most of these changes in radioac- 
live bodies rays are emitted ; bat certain changes (known 
aa raytess changes) unaccompanied by radiation have 
been recognized. emission of B-raye and vray ap. 
pears to be characteristic of the Last of the succession of 
changes to which the radioactive elements are subject, 
and to result in appearance of a prodact more stable 
than those which have gone before, 

(em-n-né’shon-al), a, [emana- 
tion + -all,) Relating or pertaining to the 
theory of emanation: as, emanational ideas, 
emanatism (em-a-ni’tizm), n. The cosmo- 
logical theory of emanation. 

His kien on the Word bore the impress of emanation, 
Cockran, Pressensé’s Rep. to Renan, p. 21. ¥. B.D. 

emancipative (&-tnan‘si-pi-tiv), a. [emanci~ 
pate +-ive.] Having the property of emanei- 
pating; serving to emancipate: as, emanci- 
— knowledge, Fitzedward Hall, Hinda 

hilos, Syst. : 
emanium (e-ma’‘ni-um),», [NL., irreg. < L. - 
emanare, emanate.) <A radioactive substance 
separated from pitchblende by Giesel, It was 
at first believed to be a distinct element, but 
was afterward shown to be identical with the 
actinium of Debierne (see *actininm, 2), 

emarginate, r. ¢. 2. [An erroneous use of 
the word, as if ‘to bring out the margin’ (into 
view). The proper word would be —* 
nate, parallel to delimitate, ete.] To render 
visible or conspicuous the boundary or margin 
of (something); specifically, to bring out 
clearly the outlines of (objects under the mi- 
crousoye) by adjustment of the focus and 
in * 

emasculate, v.t. 4. In _plant-breeding, to re- 
move the anthers from a hermaphrodite flower 
in order to prevent self-fertilization. In case 
of monowious plants, as Indian corn, the whole 
* infloreecenee fe removed. See *detas- 

ing. 
emasculative (é-mas’k@-li-tiv), a. Tending 
or serving to emaseulate (in any sense), 

ux ombrants (f-mé’zdn bron’). [F., 
‘shading enamels.”] In pottery and tile-mak- 
ing, enamels in which the design is modeled in 
intaglio and tinted glaze is poured in toa level 
with the surface. The different thicknesses of glaze 
prodace the tights amd shades of a picture, on the principle 
of tithophazies, ; 
em (em -biir-hii-di’rd), a. [Sp., ¢ 
enbarcar, embark.) A wharf;a quay. [Span- 
ish America and P ~~ Is,] 
Embayed mountain. @ *mountain, 
embetnent (em-bed’ ment), mn. [embed + 
-ment,] 1. The act of embedding or the state 
of being embedded or firmly fixed in some 
surrounding mass.—2, The mason work, elay, 
cement, or the like, in which something is or is 
to be embedded, 

embelic (em-bel’ik), a. [Hmbelia + -ic.] No- 
ting an acid, an orange-colored erystalline 
rinciple, CoH)4O, or C sllg,0,4, obtained 
— the dark-red fruit of Butelia Ribes : said 
to be anthelmintic. 
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embira (em-bé’rii), (Tupi embira, bark, embryoferous (em- bri- ol -rus), a. (Gr, 
bast.] A name in Brazil of a number of trees fufpvov, embryo, + L. - earing, < Jerre, 
whic — —— especially of Xylopia 
JSrutescens and X, sericea. 
ter A bast) i apts to X. vivir to, Bomba pao Pain 

fiber of which ts strong and —— — 

bear.) Inclosing or ** an em 
The name embira branca embry (em? bri- 6-jen’ — 28 3. 9 

Sotto | Gr, , embryo, + yéreore, 
—— The generation of embryos, or 

ema at s from embryos; embryogeny ; the subject-mat- 
“useable, + oy F Liem Ea olf; ter of the seience of em ology. : 
The — —— blems; the study rth the - —S —* pip net’ ik), a, Of or 

in and significance of emblems. 
— (em’blem-ist), ». [emblem + tat cmbryographir (em- fir), n. One 
A writer or inventor of pet ay oe ms a who 1s versed in the poche Sy mbryograph by 
the Emblemist,” Southey, Doctor, I, xlviii. 
embody, 
lidity. See — 
emboitement, n. In anat., the fitting of one 
bone, or —— of bones, into ano — as 
a box fite within itseover. N. ED. 

embole (ors, bé-18), m. [eke « Gr. ie 
sertion,] Same as entboly. 

on in- 

observed in cases 
embolo tombe" — a al name, 
southwest Africa.) The bluish, fleshy, edible 
fruit of Enclea Pseudebenus, a shrub or small 
tree of southwest Africa ea ada Orange Embryonic 
River ebony. See *Ewuclea, 2. 
embolus, ». 4. The terminal portion of the 

ital joint of the palpus of a male spider, con- 
taining an orifice near the tip through which 
* seminal fluid is collected oa later ejected. 

. The embolus of the bulb has a stout erect 
2* jing trom the cavity below the apex of the lamina 
the while the fap iteelf is short, strongly 

curved, and conspicuous! 

Embossed printing. — 

— 

-machine,». 4, A machine which 
stamps & or design | on leather, such as 
ailigator or seal, as it under or through Bm! 
= steel plates or rollers on which the figure 

been cut. 
n. 2. A press which has 

dies for em ing coins, jewelry, and silver- 
ware. The w de ln iaed So he top of He Dame 
pelt pets Sa ¢ blank, is moved upward 

embouchement (on-biah-moh’), », [F., ¢em- 
boucher, o into another body: see embou- 
chure.] > opening of one vessel into an- 
a aed ocd — — the cloaca. 

. In vocalization: (a) The 
ein of the —— organs in forming a tone. 

ieular character of the tone itself, 
capeci y at its beginning, Occasionally the 

is further defined as palatal, dental, ete., 
—— to the apparent position of the cen- 
ter of resonance, 
embouchure-tube (on-bu-shiir’tib), ». The 
eavities of the pharynx and mouth “collee- 
tively, when used in vocalization. 
embowerment (om-bou és meat), n. Lembower 
— The act of embowering or of pla- 
cing within a bower: as, the embowerment of 
Mrs. Pipehin. Dickens, Dombey and Son. 

embrasure, —— fir), t.; pret. and pp. 
embrasured, rasuring. [embrasure, 
n.] To turnin with ombrasures, a8 a wall or 
Pron used ebiefly in the past participle, 

(em-brest’ment), a. [em- + 
— + -ment.) A breaat-l # swelling onthe 
— * the ae Coleridge. * 2 

embri (em- et. 8 wide gp ani 
brittled, ppr. embrittling. Bre and Bp 
make brittle, or liable a * under —2 
load orshock. This result will follow any cause which 
raises the elastic limit relatively to the ultimate resis 
tance of or which lowers its duetility. 
ee cee diol in the tecnparing process dove tis. 

—— hardens and —— steel and cast 
Eneye. Brit, XXIX. 574. 

— n, 2, A brocaded fabric of gold, 
silver, and alk bei ek’ 0$-ml) [c 
embryectomy (em-bri-e mi r. 

4, embryo, + iArouij, exelision. } }, Re- 
moval of the embryo by an operation, in cases 
of —— sania eo 

tere ealue sc ons = hot hos — pel ht ores ite way way 
rd 

tor the bey carly orb beoame ee ceed in the volun- 

(om‘bri-ok-ton’ik), a. Relat- 
= to embryoctony ; destructive to the fetus 
in the uterus, 

v. t. 3, To paint with body or so- embrvel. 

em 
{-ma-t&). 

or embryology; an embryologist. 
An — — of embryology, 

, the Experimental em 
“miedy tthe Languenthet om aad em ar- 

ditions. —— Se 

by treatment 
ith certain oy be —— ; that — but dimin- 

e separated celle 
io —* of development ; 

t ot an unfertilized ices ma 
oe lee ized and give rise toa diminutive embryo 

the constituent cells of certain embryos may be 
— with reference to ome another without one 
the futare history of development. 

tags af 0 n.; pl. embryomata 
L., ¢ —— em + 

-oma.) A tumor — wholly or in part 
of fetal tissues or structures, 

variation. See *shield, 
*raria —— 
—— (emn bri· n·oid). @ bryon + 

Resembling an embryo form or 
——— 

ame 
emb: 
(Gr. —— em 

e ond of abnormal embryos or ee: pat! ological 
conditions traceable to defective development. 

ure (em’ bri-6-for), n. cee — 4 
-popor, < géperr, bear. 

envelop inclosing the six-hook —— 
or Fa ak embryo. 

(em-bri-ot'i-th), na. pl. [NL 
(Eng! er, 

—2* 3* 

embryo, + 

2): see *em = te.) A erat 
oa Posy 4 18 v <a including 

Pp which possess an embryo * 
these being also the only ones which hove ven. 
cular tissues. It is therefore the equivalent of the 

malar ts of other authors, The are 
subdivided by ler Into the 
game and the a siphonogama, the former of 

ich is the same as the #4 by 
pe peng heme bog is the same ns the 

embryop) (em’bri-o-fit), mn. [NL. * 
phytum, ¢ Gr, iuSpvov, embryo, + gurév, a 
plant.) A plant generated by means of an 
embryo; a plant belonging to the group Em- 

Pack ta. 
it (em-bri-oth‘la-sis), mm. (Gr. 

alae only, + dow, break, ¢ ray, break. 
In operation of breaking the bones 
of the fetus, j in cases of difficult labor, to facil- 
itate its removal. 
embryothlast (em’bri-d-thlast), ». Same as 
embryothlasta, 

embryotome (em’bri-G-tém), x, (Gr, éuSpvor, 
embryo, + -royoc, ¢ rayeiv, ent.) An inetru- 
ment for dismembering the fetus in embry- 
otomy. 

embryotroph (em bri-d-trof),». (Gr, gu 
embryo, + -tpoger, ¢ tpégerr, nourish. j] In em- 
bryol., that which nourishes the embryo; the 
food-yolk or deutoplasm. 
embryotrophy (em-bri-ot’ré-fi), m. (Gr. Zu- 
Spvar, embryo, fetus, + -rpodva, ¢ rpfgerv, nour- 
ish.} The nutrition or nourishment of the em- 
bryo. 
em cia (em-bri-ul’si-ii), » L., < Gr. 
—— < tu Spvourxde, —RE foreeps; 
see tape prog Tu surg., instramental ex- 
tractio the fetus. 
em (em-bri-ul’kus), 1.; pl. embryuiei 
{-si). LNL., ¢ Gr. insproriads, an obstetric 
‘orceps, ¢ éu{ipvov, embryo, + fAxe, draw.) 
A hook-shaped instrument used in the forcible 
extraction of the fetus. 
Embryx (em’briks), ». [NL., (?) irreg. < Gr. 
énfpixen, bite at, bite.) A genus of deep-sea 
— of the North Pacific, belonging to the 

of Zoarcida. 
te (é-men’ dit), 4; 

— » PRE. —— L, emendare (pp. 
-atus), emend; see enend,] ‘© remove errors 
and corrupt readings from (a text). 

First, then, he compared, emendated, and transcribed 
the text of Scriptare. 

J. H, Newman, Hist. Sketches, U1. v. & 

pret. and pp. 

emissivity 
emerald, ». 22 jew name 
_ yt rich nm Variety of tourmalin found in Brasil 

—— — io a 

followed by the undulations 0d of 
an focus to the point of emergence. 

. See *brakes. 
emerse (é-mérs’), v. t.; pret. and 
ppr. emersing. [L. emerens, pp. ‘emergere, 
—— Bee ear a To rise, or cause to 

m a liquid: opposed to immerse, 

The following rules express, with a considerable amount 
of accuracy, the number of tons aired to immerse or 
emerse ship ome inch when Moating at toad- 
draught. White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 7. 

emersion, ".—Wedge of emersion. See #uredyel. 
emery “em e-ri), ©. 4; pret. and 
ppt. emerying, [emery emery, n.) 1. To coat or cover 
with emery, as in makin emery-cloth, eme 
paper, or 16 like.—2, To rub or polish wi 
emery or with emery-paper, —— ete. 

lite (em‘e-ri-lit), » fem 7 
stone.) In mineral., a silicate o: BA a and 
aluminium better known as margarite (which 
sec). 
emery-surfacer (em‘¢-ri-sir’fa-sér), m. A 
surface-grinder; a machine in — a broad, 
solid — — is employed to finish « fiat 
surface. The work to be surfaced is fastened to a slid- 
ing table to tru and tO le 
emeta 
Gr, Jueroc, vomiti , +°-rpogua, ¢ rpiger, nour- 
ish.] Wasting of « body resulting from the 
persistent vomiting o f f 

emetic-root (émet'ik-riit), mn. The flowering 
spurge, Euphorbia corollata, See 

hianrain (caste 0 ka Bie ait), 8. (NL. 
< Gr. éueroc, vomiting, + » purgin 

ed a om’e-to-mdr », ™ r. 
éueroc, vomiting, + E, morphine.) Same as 
apomorphine. 

E. M. F.—contact BE. M. F. See contact selectro. 
motive oree. 

emf: emfasize, emfatic. Simplified spell- 
ings of emphasis, etc. 

t, n. 2, In biol., one of a eration 
parthenogenetic insects which migrate 

. as alienocoter, rem 
— "Prilos. Sox. 

onist (em-i-gri‘shon-ist), m —— 
gration + -ist.] One whe favors or advocates 
emigration—for example, as a remedy for dull 
times, overcrowding, or the —— 

Migratory, omigratory (em‘i-gra-té-ri), @ 

Hnilia. (¢-mil’i-f), n. — 1817), 
name. ] genus : par. from ® persona 

plants of the family Asteracez, anes to 
Benceio, but with =. involucre, no ray- 
florets, and achenia with 5 acute ciliate angles. 
They are natives of Africa, tropical Asia, and Qeeanica 
ee are of general interest oniy from the tasel-flower or 
te ‘* paint-brush, an —— — garden anneal known 

ra number of botar being referred ha 

Biitia sagittata. 16 tea abtryctive plant of cary cul e at 
— small “ or sometimes golden-yellow sitar 

Emi. a, n. An inhabitant of the prov- 
or es Italy. i 

red, See *red!, 
t, a. &, In mineral,, highly perfect: 

of cleavage. 
*.— Coefficient of emission. See #erorfi- 

See ®epectrum,—Belec- 
emission of light confined to certain 

ions of the spectrum ; selective mdiation. 
e esion-band (¢ —— -band), a. In optics, 
a band of light, or of i red or ultra-violet 
radiation, occupying a limited region of the 
spectrum, Emission-bands are distinguished 
from bright lines in the spectrum by the fact 
that they are not monochromatic. 

emission-line (é-mish’on-lin), ». One of the 
pie il lines in the spectrum of an element: 
opposed to — fine. 

Specifically — 2, A physical 
constant by meena of which the power of radia- 
tion of a body is quantitatively expressed. 1% 

said 



——— 

power 
tenes by had gag k body at the same temperature. 

——— (em‘en-zit),n. [Emmens (see def.) 6m) 
+ -ite2,] A name given by Dr ms 0 
New York to a class of explosives D by 
him. The chief varieties were No. 35, for 

of —* acid — * amtuenlan o * 
4 t- taval ase, consisting of 

posed unin wilt tor tue, conan sisting of | Nos a⸗ a au an r, consisting a! ic 
acid, sodium nitrate, and charcoal § or flour. * 
emmer (em’ér), n. [G. emmer, a dial. form of 
amer: gee amei-corn.] A species of ine 
Triticum dicoceum ; amel-corn. 
known as Russian * it differs 
spelt, hav the heads moch flattened very com- 

the elets in two rows, almost alw: 

ea corn and goer, 

emoloa (i-m6-16’%), n. [Hawaiian *emoloa.] A 
is, indigenous to the gm ra tis variabi 

waiian Islands, It sin tufte from one to three 
feet high, and is distiigw from all other Hawaiian 
grasses by the hness of ite rachis and branches of the 
panicle, Also called &alamalo. 

emo. (é-mol-i-men’té-ri), a. [emolw- 
ment + -ary!.) Productive of emolument or 
— — —— 

ing, d A —— uh (ee 
* et e distinction between 4 
and asthenic canotions ts due to Kant. 8thenle emo- 
tion, in Keane mse emotion which is accompanied by 

ular inpervation and the corresponding 
—— = eevee, as joy or anger: op- 

emotion. 
soto memory. Same as *affective mem- 

emotionalize (6-m6’shon-al-is), v. 
and pp. emotionalized, ppr. em 
render ‘emotional; infect with emotional Phd 
citement; re regard as & mere matter of emo- 

n. 

A tamily, where not emotionalized, Pious family, religion wan ot 

emperor, *. 4. [cap.] The trade-name of a 
re he uality of 2* drawing-paper 
made in sheets 72 b 738 inches.— Goatweed em- 

, & oyrephalid by \y, Anaa andra, whose larva 
‘on — — found In the western — 

States from to Texas. — emperor, » 0: 
batterfly, C Chloripne —— — 

— 
(em-pe-tra’shius), a. 

= to the family Empetraces, 
‘this), 

< Gr, &, 

t. *8 

lant- 
tuys (em-pe-t 

in, + rérpa, soul, +i %, fish, The 

Death Valley Fish (Aw perricAsays merriand, Gilbert). 

name alludes to the | haryngeal bones.) 
A genus of Noid fishes remarkable for the 

size of the pharyngeal bones and teeth. 
| merriami is found in the desert springs of 

Death Valley, California. 
emphraxis (om- -frak’ ue) age Gr. 

obstruction —— ut w 
F— Ct we opderes, fence i in, shut up.) ob 
struction of a canal or duct by some morbid 
product. 

emphysema, =, Subcutaneous, or surgical em- 

empided (em’ — n. peasy a. Loa. Amem- 
ber of the family Kmpidide, 
I, a, Of or belonging to the dipterous fam- 

ily Empidide. 
style, a name lied, in the history of 

— art, to * wre developed during the su —— 
acy of Napoleon L., especially by the imperial arch 
Porcler and Foutaine. In a of the em- 
pire J and Fontaine's 

* Recueil des [deoorations intérieares: “paris 1901 hae ae 
em, 
at 5 * —— 

rated in 

sie er as mb Aahunen {Aaa eighteed' 

Em pirie function. Se See *function, 

—— — — 

Ctr). th 
io as plaster, 1, 

421 

—— * tik), @ 
+ -ic,) onal as empiristic, 
A rictetii nology of Be dino Telerio), 
x —*— fey er et eo which —ã— 

for wide | influence on at oe 
Jour, Philos, Peychel, and Set. Metheda, May 08, 38 194, 

[empiricist 

ological (em-pir/i-ki-si-ko- 
f loj’i-kal), a. Pertaining to or characteristic 

of empirical, as distinguished from specula- 
tive or philosophical, ychology. 

The principle of trod ical parallelism has 
* Prchateiad Iieasoe. and to thus totally differ 
ent from a principles that have some- 
times been by the same mame. 

been Wwundt (train) Ontlines of a p 318 

ff lified, clarified. — — 

2 to the —— ron | 

sufficiently —— 

of ite’ ite author's 
a novel termine 

2 Oe eek See 
ject, or . and e1 

a 
* pipet frm XXX. 668 

em-plas‘trum), n.; pl. emplastra 
Gr. éurAacrpor, plaster.) Same 

emo- emp. (em-pli’é-mii-né’#), . [Sp., 
< empleo, omploy, + mania, mania.) ar mania 
for public employment; a thirst for publie 
office and its opportunities for personal en- 

— hich whic 
threatens to become of the Un ited Sinica, wap 
lender with a momentarily devoted ban 

Lewell, in The Century, pi —— 
an old English collectors’ 
more commonly known as 

mcipal treatise 
, Which bs in- 

Empirio-criticiem . 
arability of subject and ¢ 
ment, in parely empiri 

as it 
ies — 

emprosthotonic (em -pros-thd-ton’ik), a 
[emprosthotonos + -ic.] Characterized by the 
= muscular spasm known as emprosthot- 

emptor (emp’ — l. emptores (tõ rõx). 
a emers, buy sf w, a buyer. Its most 

dent use is tina caveat — let the buyer 
take heed —that property without 
warranty takes it at sown a 

— tl in- 

—— of ive maucoms memecane wi ees the cart. 
e process, 

Bee *airl, 
(om-shé’ ri-an), n. [G. Emacher, 

or Emasche, @ small river in west -] 
Bre & division of the Senonian in western 

uropée, comprising the two Cretaceous sub- 
Coniecisn and Bantonisn - Re io preceded . 

byte Pron Grr the Anglo Parisian Basin ft bec barac- 
y Nicraster cor-testudinarinm (Contacts) and 

Hippuric (Santonian), and in southern France by 

oan, N., =, 2 34 name erroneously applied 
to the rhea, or Bouth Dn ostrich. 
emu-ap —— of A name of two 
Australian icons and der fruits: (a) Rancoo- 
ria acidula (Owenia eames of F. von Mueller), 
— to the mahogany family, with fruits 
the size of a small peach, which are eaten by 
the colonists and aboriginals. (+) Same as 
*bitter-bark, 1. 
emu-bush (€’mi-bash), ». A name of two 
Australian shrubs or small trees, Stenochilus 
longifolius, of the family Mf ‘acee, and Hete- 

ndrum olexfolium, of the soapberry family, 
whose leaves are greedily eaten by sheep, af- 
killed by a when grass and other herbage are 
killed by drought and heat. Called also emu- 

Fain (é-mul’si-fi-ér), u. An 
as gum arabic, employed to effect 
fication of a fixed oil, 

French emulsion, ".— Bromide emulsion, in photog., finely 
divided silver bromide ingelatin. It is made by 
adding silvernitrate anda soluble —— a. 
cooling the masa, and thoroughly washing the J ag 1 a 
tease le next worked Into a state of fine division, —* opera · 
tlonsare ueted in a dark room, 

photog., an emulsion consisting « of silver chard sus 
pended in gelatin: largely used inthe preqaration of later 
slides. Itisnotso ny lim ws the beornidte emaleion, 

in photog, finely di- 
vided silver chlorid, bree a anid ev suspended in gela- 
tin.—Chlorobromide em otoy., finely divided 
silver chlorid and pet ry —— tin gelatin.—Col- 

ent, such 
e emulsi- 

enamel-prism 
emulsion, in pheteg.. § fad divided * 

— ican sens e om or — 

in photog = pee Col 
vided silver bromide and silver chlorid etd ie ins 
in collection; aeed in the preparation of sensitive surfaces 
on glass or paper,—Collodiochlorid emulsion, in 
tog., an emulsion consisting of silver chlorid ina finely 
divided state held in tion in collodion. Two varie- 

*4 a collodion ion" al finely divided 
silver — held tn su em 
finely divided sensitive silver com: 

em » tnely divided silver chlo- 
rid suspended in g n, ome fs latent 
and requires development. When a * rd at by 

Dept, Agr, 8, p. 4. — Silver emulsion, tp photog» 
an em containing Giver ta tee taped eee, 
py <p many Bert yng Te Feige ome baa 

emulsor (é-mul’sor), ». (NL. "*emulsor, CL 
ere, milk out: see emulsion.) An ap 

or lifting water by an air-lift, that 4 
2 air down a tube and allowing it to eo 
cape at the mouth of s vertical discharge-pipe. 
As the air rises it carries water along with it. 
emu-tree (6'mii-tré), ». Same as *emu-bush. 

urian (em*i-dé-sh rian), a. and a. 
I, a. Relating — or —— the characters of 
the Kerydosauria 
Tn A member of the order Emydosauria ; 

a erocodilian, 

an act or o statute which 
and empowers a person 

not do, 

enaction (e-nak’shon), », [enact + -ion,] The 
act of enacting or the state of having been en- 
acted or made law; enactment. 

(e-nakt’ bri), @ [enact + -ory.] Of 
the nature of an enac’ —* or of enactments; 
relating to enactments: as, bills enactory and 
deelaratory. 
enaena (a-nii-i‘ni), ». [Hawaiian “enaena.) 
A eomposite plant, ium lve 
= distributed over the warmer parts of 
the earth, with heads of brownish flowers. 
See Jersey livelong, under livelong?. (Hawaii) 
enalid (en‘a-lid), n. (NL. Hnalus, also Enhalus 
(L. C. — (see def.) ( < Gr, i, in, + aac, 
sea), + rat the g plant with the aco! = 
character * genus Enhalus, family Va 
neriaces. 

n. A “The be white substance which 
covers the bon ecalee of son some —— = fishes, 

re, England, in ad he intr hao te of the 
$ consisting of small objecta 

and Longwy, France, and at other places 
designa are first applicd to the of 

the ware vim Baek dark color containing tron, whieh 
repels the en spaces between are then filled 
im with relief —— be ge which, after firing, resem’ rescroble 
cloisound cnameling, —— on wontes Oram, 53 in 
the — and thin 
enamel. — a 2 * ———— 

pol saws oxid of eet 
— 

glaze, —— F— foros whi 
Tt resembles © lead paint. This AF is 

used on Rak ne and elt tte Tin enamel. Same as 
atanniferous eenamel, 

enamel-cell (e-nam‘el-sel), 2, One of the cells 
which are concerned in producing the enamel 
in the embryonic tooth; an adamantoblast or 
ameloblast. 
enameling- — ‘el-ing-fér’naa), 7. 
‘A furnace used for vitrifying the enamel eoat- 
ing on metal, , flass, or biscuit. The work ts placed 
in a mufite, which consists of an arched chamber in the 
—— eling a rg oh = 

lamp ( e-nam’‘el-ing-lamp), ”. A 
— amp with a re omar for per- 
forming some of the more delicate surface 
ornamentation on glass. 
enamel- (e-nam‘el-prigm), ». Oneof the 
microscopic rods, set side by si de in close con- 



enamel-prism 
tact, of which the enamel of the teeth is 
formed, In section they are five- or six-sided, 
hence the term, 

enamel-pulp (e-nam’el-pulp), #, The central 
portion of the enamel-organ lying between the 
eubical cells and the enamel-membrane which 
incloses the superior part of the dental papilla. 
enanthem (en’an-them), », Same as enan- 

nit, 
enanthematous (n-an-them’s-tus), a. Relat- 
ing to or affected with an enanthema, 
ennta Se, a. Same as wnanthylic, 
enantiobiosis (¢-nan‘ti--bi-6’sis), n. acs < 
Gr, évavtiog, opposite, + Sine, living.) The 
living together of organisms whieh mutually 
impede each other’s development. 
Enantioliparis (é-nan‘ti-é- ipverris), nu. [NL., 
< Gr. éeavtiog, opposite, + NL. Liparis.] A 
= of snail-fishes of the family Liparidas, 
ound in the Antarctic Ocean. 

enantiomo: (e-nan‘ti-G-mérf’), . [Gr. fvav- 
tiog, opposite, + yoped, form.) Noting the 
stereomeric isomer of a compound containing 
one or more asymmetric carbon atoms: thus, 
levorotatory lactic acid is the enantiomorph of 
the dextrorotatory acid, and vice versa. The 
word is also used of crystals. 

enantiom (e-nan’ti-d-mér‘fizm), 1. 
1, The property or condition of being enantio- 
morphous. Specifically—2. In erystal., the 
relation of similarity of form between crystals 
which are not superposable, so that one of two 
crystals differs from the other as it differs from 
its own image in a mirror, See enantiomor- 

ously (¢-nan’ti-6-mdér’fus-li), 
In an enantiomorphous manner: as, 

enantiomorphously related crystals, 
enan' (e-nan‘ti-d-trop’ik), a, (Gr. 
fvavtiog, — + -tposoc, ¢ tpérerv, turn.) 
In phys. + capable of transformation in 
opposite directions, 
Sulphar is emratiotropée > if rhombic sulphur, which ie 

stable below @F (,, ila kept ata temperature above mr C, 
‘but below ita melting point, it is transformed tite mono 
Mole sulphur; and if monoclinic sulptiur, which is stable 
al temperatares between #° C. and ite melting point, is 
kept below 00° C,, it ia transformed tnto rhonmble sulptar, 

H.C, Jones, Prin, Inorganic Chem, p, 172. 

enantiotropy (e-nan-ti-ot’rd-pi), n. The state 
or condition of being enantiotropie. A. Find- 
lay, The Phase Rule, p. 42. 

Enargea (en-iir-jé’i), mn. [NL. (Banks, 1788), 
¢ Gr, évdpyea, clearness, distinctness, ¢ fvapyie, 
elear, distinct.) A genus of plants of the family 
Liliacem. See Lurwriaga, 
enarkyochrome (en-iir’ki-6-krém), ». (Gr. 
év, in, + dpww, a net, + ypauc, color.) In 
newrol., » nerve-cell in which fine threads of 
chromatic substance connect the nodal points 
in the nuclear network or reticulum. 

enate (O’nit), »n. [L. enatus, pp. of enasci, be 
born, ¢¢, out, + nasci, be born. Cf, aguate, 
cognate.) <A relative on the mother’s side, 
enatic (6-nat’ik), «. —— -ic.] Pertaining 
to or characteristic of a clan in which deseent 
is reckoned from mother to children: opposed 
to agnatic, which designates elans in which de- 
seent ia reckoned from father to children. 
Giddings, Prin. of Sociol., p. 167, 

en axe (on dks), [F.] In or upon the axis: used 
in architecture. Thus, an entrance-door or a 
fireplace may be on the — axis of the 
room, and is then said to be en are. 

en barbette (of biir-bet’). [F.] In barbette; 
60 a5 to fire overthe parapet. See harbette. 

encarditis (en-kiir-di‘tis), ». Same as endocar- 
ditis, 
encash (en-kash’), 7. f.  [en-l + cash), after F. 
encaisser.) 1, To turn (a note, draft, or check) 
into cash; cash.—2. To convert into cash; 
ebtain in the form of cash; realize ineash. 

encelialgia, encw@lialgia (on-s6-li-al’ji-ji), #. 
(NL. eneatialgia, € Gr. é;norten, the intestines, 
+ Gdyoc, pain.) Pain located in any of the 
abdominal viscera. 

encelitis, enc@litis (en-sé6-li’tis), n. [NL]. en- 
cwlitis, © Gr, fyxndea, the intestines, te 
Inflammation of one or more of the abdomin 
viscera. 

encephalin (en-sef’a-lin), mn. [fir éyxégaror, 
brain, + -ia2.) A derivative of cerebrin. 

encephalodialysis (en-sef‘a-lo-di-al’i-sis), n. 
85 ¢ Gr. xieatec, brain, + dedteor, disso- 
ution.] Softening of the brain, 

encephalolith (en-sef'a-lo-lith), ». (Gr. éaé- 
@utoc, brain, * Zitoc, stone.) A eoneretion 
within the brain-substance. 
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encephalomalacosis (en-sef‘a-19-mal-a-k6’- 
sie), on [NL., — —— pw ag 
soft, + -oxis, LI Ws ene alomalacia, 

Poysnd vonnn, Wm (en-sef"g-l0-ma-lak’ sis), n. 
{NL < Gr, fyaégadoc, brain, + 
ng, ¢ paddecen, soften, ¢ uadax 

as encephalomalacia, - 
encephalomeningore (en-sef'a-16-mé-ning’- 
go-s6]), n, IGr éyxégaror, wre pteyé, 
membrane, + <)49, tumor, } trusion, through 
& fissure of the skull, of brain-substance with 
a portion of the attached membranes. 
encephalomeric (en-sef‘a-l6é-mer’ik), a. Of or 
relating to an encephalomere or brain-seg- 
ment. 

encephalometric (en-sef’a-li-met’rik), a. far. 
éyxégador, brain, + uwérpev, measure, + -ic.] In 
anat., relating to measurements of the brain. 
encephalomyelitis (en-sef‘s-]6-mi-e-li’tis), », 
(NL. ¢ Gr, eyxégatoc, brain, + wurdde, marrow, 
+ -itis.] Inflammation of hoth the brain and 
the spinal cord, 

encephalopathic (en-sef-a-lop’a-thik), a. Of, 
pertaining to, or of the nature of encephalo- 
pathia, or disease of the brain. 
encephalorachidian (en-sef‘n-ld-ra-kid‘i-an), 
a. Far. —— brain, + jaye, spine, + -id 

Same as cerebrospinal. 
orhachidian, a. See *encephalora- 

encephalosco (en-sef’a-li-skép), mo. [Gr. 
fyxtoadoc, brain, + cxoreiy, view.) A tubular 
eviee resembling a speculum, with a re- 

fleeting mirror or electric light attachment: 
used for inspecting the brain in operations on 
the cranium. fe-loe’kb-pl) ( 

encephal on-set’ a-los’kd-pi), m. Cen 
cephaloscope F -93.) Examination (not neces- 
sarily visual) of the brain, 
enchannel (en-chan‘el), ¢. £3 pret. and pp. 
enchanneled or enchannelled, ppr. exchanneling 
or cuchannelling, [en-t + channel.) To eon- 
fine within its roper ehannel, 

ters peak © common Vervain, Verbena ofici- 

Aras, soften- 
E soft.) Same 

+ -ian, 

ence: 
chidian. 

—2 
BEnehodontidæ (eng-kd-don‘ti-dé), nv, Pe NL., 
< Enchodus (-odont-) + -ide.] A family of 
extinet teleost fishes whose rapacious habit is 
indicated by their powerful jaws and teeth, 
The epectes were without scales, bat a series of dhor- 
sal and lateral bony seates, They are found only in 
Cretaceous rocks, 

Enchodus ( —— n. [NL., ¢ Gr. éyyor, & 
spear, + ddoiy (ddovr-), a tooth.] The typical 
genus of the Lnchodontide. 
enchondrosis (en-kon-lrd’sis), .; pl. enchon- © 
droves ({-s@z). [NL., (Gr. é, in, + yovdpoc, 
cartilage, + -ovis.} An outgrowth from car- 
tilage; also, a tumor composed of cartilage, 
or chondroma, 
enchyma (eng’ki-mii), a. [NI., ¢ Gr. equa, 
an infusion: see enchymatous.) A liquid elab- 
orated from chyme and used in the forma- 
tion of the living cells and tissues. 

NIL, ¢ 
limicolous 

dz a Se la Too 4 a 
Enchytreeus + -idw.] A family o 
Qigocheta, consisting of small worms having 
straight or curved sete, sometimes a single 
pair of ealeiferous glands, a doraal vessel in 
the anterior region, and usually a single pore 
on the prestomium, It contains Enchytrieus, 
Pachydrilus, and several other genera found 
in fresh and salt water and in damp earth. 

Enchytraus (eng-ki-tré’us), wn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
év, in, + yirpa, an earthen pot: see chytra.] 

ty jeal genus of the family Enchytraida, 
Henle, 1837. 

encinillo (en-thé-nél’yé), u. [Sp., dim. of 
encina, oak, It resembles certain European 
species of oak.) In Porto Rico, an indig- 
enous shrub of the spurge family, Drypetes 
ilicifolia, 

encliticism (en-klit’i-sizm), mn. [enelitic + 
-ism.) Ingram.,, the tendency of a symbolic 
word to lose its necent in a stronger adjacent 
(like an enclitie) word. J. Lerle, Philol. Eng. 
Tongue, @ 204, 

en , encelitis, ». See *encelialgia, 
Fencelitia, 

encoffiinment (en-kof’in-meut), a. [en + 
coffin + -ment,) The aet of placing a corpse 
in a coffin; eoftining. 

encoil (en-koil’}, c.f [end + enilt,] To 
wrap or hold captive in, or asin, acoil, P. J. 
Bailey, Festus. 

encolumn (en-kol’um), ©. t. [en-l + column.) 
To ornament with columns: as, crcelmmned 
walls, 

end-correction 

encomienda (en-ké-mi-en‘dii), n. [Sp.,acom- 
mission, charge, grant, < ML. in commendam : 
see commendam.] In a special use, an estate 
in Spanish America, comprising land and In- 
dian inhabitants, granted to one of the early 
military adventurers. 
encorbelment (en-kér’bl-ment), ». Corbeling 
(in the general sense of the projection of one 
mass or surface ** the substructure) and 
the construction of it in masonry. 

encounter, *.—Molecular encounter, in phys, a 
collision between two or more molecules of « was, taking 
place during the translatery motion of each molecule, 
postulated by the kinetic theory of gases. See gas, L 

encranial (en-kra‘ni-al), a. (Gr. ér, in, + 
xpaviow, skull, + -all,) Same as infracranial. 

See *limestone. 
# (eng ’ kri-nas-té‘ri-é), n. pl. 

(NL, < £ncrinus, + Gr. aorgp, a star.) A 
subclass of the Asteroidea or starfishes. 
are of paleazole and charncterized the alternate 
meeting in the middle of the ambulacral groove of the 
slightly inclined ossicles and by the position of the 
tmadroporite on the oral aide of the diak, 

Encrinite limestone, See *limestone, 
encrinoid (eng‘kri-noid), @. Pertaining to or 
having the characters of the pelmatozoan 
order Euerinoidea, 

encurage, t. c. A simplified spelling of en- 

neyelopedize, eyclopadize ‘en-si°ki e en en-® 
diz’), t,t; ——* yp. encycloper nay 
~pedized, . CUE izing, -padizing, [en- 
pasracne Tage -ize.] Pte treat, tate: or 
arrange as in an encyclopedia, or with ency- 
cloperic fullness, accuracy, and system: as, 
to encyclopedize knowledge. 

end, . 10, One length of a piece of woven 
woolen or cotton goods. In dyeing, ‘goods piven 

passed through the four ends’ means that the piece is 
ooloring-liquor four times. 
11. In wining, that one of two vertical seta of 
— in coal which shows the rougher sur- 
nee, [Eng.] Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 

the middle, a» of deal- 
cards, so that tf the end of the 

je shall lose, or vice versa. 

|.— Both ends 
ing at faro with pre: 
layout wins the m 

end, in cricket, the shifting of a bowler from one wicket 
to the — ron sabe. Bee Sigbe.— Law of bes 
eroco undt's peychotogy and 
pn 4 that “manifestations of will, over the whole 
range of man’s free voluntary nections, are always of such 
acharneter that the effects of the acthons extend more or 
leas widely beyond the original motives of volition, so 
that new motives are originated for future actions, and 
again, in their turn, produce new effecta” W. Wendt 
(trana.), Ethics, L si —Open-end straight. See 
wetraight. 

tis (en-dan-ji-i‘tis),». [NL., ( endan- 
= -itis.} Inflammation of the lining mem- 
rane of a lymphatic or blood-vessel. 

endangium (en-dan-ji‘um),n.; pl. endangia(-&). 
‘NL, ¢ Gr, évdov, within, + aypeior, vessel.) 
Same as intima. 

endaortic (en-dé-dr’tik), a, [NL. "endaorta 
(Gr, évdov, within, + aoprs, aorta) + -ie.) 
Referring to the interior or the lining mem- 
brane of the aorta, 

endaortitis (end-i-dr-ti‘tis), m. [NI., ¢ *en- 
daorta + -itis,) Inflammation of the lining 
mercbrane of the aorta, 

en (end-iir-té’ri-al), a, (Gr, évdov, 
within, + aprnpia, artery, + -al,] lating to 
the interior of an artery, 

endarteritic (end ‘iir-té-rit’ik), a. 
or affected with endarteritis. 

End deformans of Virchow, Same as ®arte- 
ritia deformans,— obliterans, endarte- 
ritis of the smaller Vessels, causing occlusion.— Endar~ 
teritis previfarane, a chronic degenerative process 
marked by an overgrowth of fibrous tissue in the tuner 
layers of the arteries. 

end-brush (end’brush),». The terminal rami- 
fication of a motor nerve-fiber in the granular 
sole of a Doyére’s elevation on the side of a 
muscle-fiber. 
end-bud (end’bud), ». An organ consisting 
of a number of sensory cells, each bearing 
sensory hairs, compacted intoa bud-like mass. 
Such organs are scattered over the eurface of the bxnly 
of fidhes, but in marumad⸗ are confined to the mouth cav- 
ity and serve ae organs of taste. 

Allied to the sense — of the lateral line are ⸗ateue · 
tures known as ead bude 

J. 8S. Kingsley, Vert. Zool, p 6, 

end-chase (end‘chis), ». End play; end mo- 
tion; motion axially along a shaft, 

end-correction (end’ko-rek*shon), ». In 
phys., the correction to be applied in the de- 
termination of the thermal, electrical, or 

Relating to 

magnetic conduetivity of a rod or of the mag- 
netie flux within a coll or of the capacity of a 
eylindrieal] condenser, on account of the 



end-correction 

effect of the ends of the rod or cylinder upon 
the quantity to be computed. 
endecanaphthene (en-dek-a-naf’thén), n. 
[Prop. headeca-; < Gr. tvdexa, eleven, + naph- 
thene.}) A colorless, liquid hydrocarbon, 
C),Hoeg, found in Baku petroleum, It boils at 
179-181° C, 

endeiolite (en-di’G-lit), ». (Gr. évdea, want, 
lack, + A/for, stone. Analysis showed a large 
logs, assumed to besilica.] A rare mineral from 
southern Greenland, of uncertain composition 
but containing niobium, zireonium, cerium, 
iron, calcium, sodium, and probably silicon: 
it is allied to pyrochlore and occurs in choco- 
late-brown octahedrons, 

endemia — — per endemic mee: 
* 6 phytogeog., properly, 

confined toa particular — whether Midi. 
enous or not: sometimes confused with indig- 
enous. Rf wont fA. P. De Candalle, me 

Ler v esare tt in one 3 . 

bt of —— — ‘listribut on is simiariy Limite. 
Compare *polydemic, *pandemic, and sporadic, 

endemio-epidemic (en-dé’ mi-d-ep-i-dem‘ik), 
a. Noting an endemic disease when it sud- 
* Assumes — —— and attacks 
4 large proportion of the population, : 
endemiological (on-ami-dioj" kn), a, Per- 
taining or relating to endemiology. 

en {en-dér’mi-kal-i), ade. In med., 
by the endermic method of administering cer- 
tain medicines, that is, by direct application 
to the skin. 

end-game (end’gim),. In chess, the third or 
last stage of a game, arising after the forces 
on both sides have been sufficiently diminished 
to make the pawns the paramount issue. The 
other stages are the opening and the middle 
games. 

endite (en‘dit), ». [Gr. diov, within, + -ite?. 
One of the processes on the inner or mesia 
border of the leaf-like abdominal appendages 
of the branchiopod Crustacea. 

endive, ".—Sea-endive, any seaweed of the genus 
Haliserts, translating the genus name. 

end-measure (end’mezh-iir), ». A measure of 
length which is defined by the distance between 
eertain 
bar, and not by the distance between lines en- 
graved on the bar. Nature, Aug. 7, 1902, p. 350, 
end-moraine (eud‘’mé-rin’), n. A terminal 
moraine. 
end-motion (end’m6*shon), ». Axial motion; 
the motion of a part of a machine along the 
line of its shaft, as distinguished from its 
motion of rotation. 
endoabdominal (vn‘d6-ab-lom‘i-nal), a. [Gr. 
ivdow, within, + L, abdomen, abdomen, + -alt.} 
Situated or occurring in the abdomen. 

endobiotic (en’ dé-bi-ot’ik), a. [Gr. évdow, 
within, + jiwer, way of living: see biotic.) 
Living a4 a parasite within the tissue of the 
host, as Chrysophlyctis endobietica in potato 
tubers. 
Endobranchiata (en-d6-brang-ki-d’tS), nm. pl. 

NL., ¢ Gr, tvdov, within, + Spa) yr, gills: see 
anchiat.) A group of regular Echinoidea, 

having the mouth and anus at opposite poles, 
the anus surrounded by the apical system of 
plates when they are present, and no external 
gills, It ineludes the orders Bothriocidaroida, 
— — Cidaraida, Melonitoida, and 
lesiocidaroida, Compare *Ectobranchiata, 

endocannibalism (en-d6-kan’‘i-bal-izm), 1, 
Gr. évdow, within, + E. cannibalism.) Canni- 
lism within the family; the custom of eatin, 
rents and relatives. Aecane, Man Past an 
resent, p. 7. 

Endocar murmur. 
tis, ”.—Infeetious or ulcerative endo- 

Carditis, a septte form, marked by ulceration of the valves, 
leading to loss of substance and permanent impairment of 

endocarditis,» 

See *maermer. 

funetion,— P ic a form of endocarditia 
marked by a ftbrinous exudate wh 
the valves to the neighboring parta. 

endocellular (en-do-sel’a-liir), a. (Gr. Zvdow, 
within, + L. ceflwla, cell, # -ar3.) Within a 
cell; intracellular. 
Endoceras (en-dos’e-ras), nr. [NL., ¢ Gr, four, 
within, + sépac, horn.) A genus of Silurian 
nautiloid cephalopods of the family Endo- 
ceratida, characterized by the development of 
the endocones inclosing a central canal, the 
endosiphunelé, and by the projection of the fun- 
nels from one septum apically toward the 
next, 

Endoceratida (en‘d -rat‘i-di), nl, (NL, 
« Kudoeeras (-cerat-) + -ida.)” A subdivision 

causes yaa of 

ints in the surfaces of the ends of a @ 
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of the order Nawtiloidea of the tetrabranchiate 
Cephalopoda, characterized by large tubular 
siphuneles and a complete isolation, by the 
funnels, of the interior of the siphuncle from 
the interior of the camerm. 

endoceratite (en- r’a-tit), n. [As Endo- 
coras (-at-) + -ite?.] A member of the genus 
Endoceras. 

endoceratitic (en-dd-ser-a-tit’ik), a. [endo- 
ceratite + -ic.] Having an endosiphon, as 
cephalo . 
endochy ous (en-d6-ki’lus), a. (Gr. érdov, 
within, + ,vvéc, juice, moisture, + -ows.) In 
bot., placed inside the chlorenchyma: said 
of aqueous tissue which serves as & defense 
against physiological dryness, as in Cactaces 
and most other stem succulents. 4. F. WW, 
Schimper. 

, @ 2, In geol., pertaining to or 
of the nature of an endoeline. 

Finally he that the complicated tectonics of the 
Silurtan tableland, its endless overfolds, tts endoolinal and 
exoclinal structures, can be uuravelled by means of the 
graptolite zones. 

Rep. Brit. Asan Adoancement af Sei,, 1901, p. €25. 

endocline (en’dé-klin), ». In geol., a fan-fold 
of anticlinal type. 

AS sat ,n. (Gr. axdov, within, endocele (en 
+ xoitorc, hollow.) ® cavity in the endo- 

(NL., < Gr. 

derm; the archenteron. 
endocolitis (en‘dd-k6-li‘tis), n. 
éwov, within, + nééov, colon, + -itis,) Inflam- 
mation of the lining membrane of the colon, 
endocomplement (en-dd-kom‘ plé-ment), n. 
(Gr. évdov, within, + E. ond A com- 
plement which occurs in the body of a cell, in 
eontradistinetion to complements which occur 
free in the serum. 

endoconal (en-d6-kén‘al), a. [endocone +-al).] 
Relating to an endocone, 

(en’ d6-kér- pus’ ki-lir), a. 
(Gr. éedov, within, + NL. corpusculum, cor- 
pusele, + -ar3.] Within a corpusele, espe- 
cially a blood corpuscle. 
endocrane (en‘do-krin), n. 
cranium, 
endocranium, n. 2, The lining membrane of 
the skull; the dura mater. 

(en'dé-kris-tal’ik), a. (Gr. édov, 
within, +xpteoradtoc, crystal, +-ic.] In petrog., a 
term used by J. D. Dana (1894) to describe that 
form of metamorphism which may be referred 
to the effects of ressure in modifying the 
structure of crystals, as in the production of 
secondary twinning, or in fracturing them. 

en tis (en’d6-sis-ti’tis), mn. (NL, ¢ Gr. 
évdov, within, + xiere, bladder, + -itis.] Tn- 
flammation of the mucous membrane of the 
urinary bladder or gali-bladder. 

Same as endo- 

endod w.— Secondary endoderm, in ols, 
anume for endoderm cells which form the wall of 
the mesenteron or mid-gut in certain animals euch as the 
insects, which have a primary endoderm in the form of 
— or colle which are early set free into 
yolk and aid tn its assimilation hy the growing embryo. 

endodontitis (en’dd-don-ti’ tix), ». [at Gr. 
évdov, within, + édoic (Gdevr-), tooth, + -itis.] 
Inflammation of the membrane which ineloses 
the pulp-cavity of a tooth, 
endoectothrix (cn-d6-ek‘té-thriks), ».  [Gr. 
ivdoy, within, + éxrég, without, + Gpiz, hair.) 
That form of the fungus causing tinea or 
ringworm which produces its myeelium and 
spores both on the exterior and on the interior 
of the affected hairs. 
The spores in this variety are arranged in chains with 

short jointed mycelium bere and there; Ueee elements 
belng in more or lew profusion either in or outside the 
shaft or they may oocupy both localities—endo-eetothrix. end 

Buck, Med. Handbook, VIL 781. 
endoenzyme (en-dé-en’zim), ». (Gr. éedow 
within, + exzyme.) An intracellular ferment; 
a ferment which exercises its peculiar func- 
tion within the cell, 

e (en dd-gam’ik), a, Same as endog- 
anous,— famic mating, See #meting. 

end ,n. 2, In bot., the fusion or coales- 
cence of two or more female gametes. 
end (en-dé-gas’trik), a, [Gr. érdov, 
within, + yacrjp, stomach, + -ic.] Situated 
within the abdomen; coiled posteriorly, as the 
shell of Spirula, Compare *exogastric. Eneye. 
Brit., XXX. 795, 

endogenesis (en-dé-jen’e-sis), m. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
indow, within, + pfveorw, origin, production.) 
The production of or the giving rise to strue- 
tures from within: opposed to *ectogenesia. 

endogenetic, 2. 2. peceene Siaety from solu- 
tious, as a rock, whether from silicate solu. 
tious (igneous magmas), aqueous solutions, 

Endomyces 

or gaseous solations (sublimation), including 
those formed through organie agencies, Gra- 
bau, 1904, 

netic rocka may also be called nonclastic, since 
of enta of older rocks, as 

ernted 
der rocks 

has gone back to the 
from which it is then ted in a chemical way. 

mer, Geot,, April, 1904, p. 220. 

ous, ¢. 3. In geol., formed within a 
mass of rock or even within the earth itself: 
especially employed to deseribe the effects, in 
eontact-metamorphism, prodaced in the intru- 
sive rock itself, as distinguished from those in 
the walls. The common endogenous results are a dense 
or even felsitic or glassy textare due to the relatively 
quick chill. i 

—_ n. [Gr, évdow, within, 
-yewnc, -produced.] 1. Same as *en- 

enesis.— 2, In sporozoans, sporulation tak - 
ing place while the cyst ia within the host. 
Compare *ezogeny.— 3. Same as en my. 
endoglobular (en‘d6-glob’i-liir), a. [Gr. dvdov, 
within, + L. globulus, globule, + -ar’.] Situ- 
ated - —— within i Lay en — 
especially an erythrocyte. Jour, Exper. Ly 
— 25 100, a3, ), [Gr Arden, with 

ognath (en‘dog-nath), x. [Gr. , within, 
+ yvdtioc, jaw.) The inner branch of a gnath- 
ite or mouth-appendage in crustaceans. Prove, 
Zool. gene 1 ery (Gr. evden 

ogna {en-dog’na-thal), a. r. > 
wittia, + yodiec, daw, Fat) Witkin Ces jaws 

on (en-dog-ni’thi-on), m.; pl. en- 
dognathia (-i). (NL. ¢ Gr. évdov, within, + 
* . jaw.) Same as évtermarilla. 
endolabium (en-d6-lA’bi-um), n.; pl. endolabia 
(4i). (NL. ¢ Gr. —* hey - — 
lip. he tongue, lingua, or hypopharynx o 
an Wg It is placed inside the mouth and 
is attached to the labium, 

lemma (en-di -lem 8) 9-5 pl. endolemmata 
(-n-tii), [NL., (Gr, ddov, within, + Aéupa, 
seale,] In Aéstol., a structureless membrane 
lying beneath the exolemma and inclosing the 
axis-cylinder in the tail of certain spermatozoa. 

endo (en-dd-mes’o-lérm), n. [Gr. 
* vithin. * piso, — + dipya, skin.] 
n embryol., that ion of an embryo not yet 

differentiated at aghes rh ph and mesoderm 
proper. Same as *mesent 
en n.—Exfoliative endometritis, in- 
flammation of the macous lining of the uterus with the 
ensting off of the superficial fon of this menbrane— 

mation im Mem liometritia, aform 
which there py exudate which forms a false 

it. 

endometry (en-dom’e-tri). n. [Gr. or, within, 
+ -netpia, ¢ uérpov, measure.) The determina- 
tion of the capacity of a cavity, especially 
* of ee fealty —2. 1 
endom ic, a. eci y¥—2. In petrog., 
— ts ———8 — of those phases of eon- 
tact-metamorphism which are developed within 
the intrusive rock. See *endomerphiam, 
endomorphism (en-dé-mér‘fizm), mn. (Gr. édov, 
within, + jop¢j, form, + -ism.) In petrog., 
changes brought about within the mass of an 
intrusive igneous rock by contact with the in- 
truded rock, The commotiest modifications are in the 
crystallization of the intrusive rock, which ts usually 
more finely grained, sometimes glassy, and often more 

hytitic near the contact. Less often there are changes 
i the composition of the intrusive rock, reealting in 

some cases from differentiation within the igneous magma. 
In rare instances there has been a d mate 
from the earrounding rock into the intraded 
called endomorphic contact. metan 

omusia (en-d6-mi’zi-i), ». [NIL., ¢ Gr. 
ivdov, within, + poiva, muse.) In pasychol., » 

term suggested 
by Baldwin and 
Btout, on the 
analogy of exdo- 
phasia, for ‘in- 
ternal song,’ that 
is, for the men- 
tal = processes 
which constitute 
melodie imagery 
and which may 
rompt to melo- 

die expression. 
Baldwin, Dict. of 
Philos. and Pay- 
ehol., L. Stet. Enfamypors drceprens, 

4. myceliom hearing chains of com Bndomyces (en- 
dis ‘and chinmyduscores, tag wified 190 “Ga eg ag 
time ton of mycelium Seating COM’ EREZ), 9. 
anc, bre THES NL. (Reess, 

(Drawn treme Pingher aed Prantl’s * 2* 
* Phanaentauitien,”) 870), <¢ Gr 



Endomyces 
tvdov, within, + pixye, ry gl A 
Ascomycetes, the type of the family 
cotacer, —— a loose mycelium bearing 
naked asci at the ends of short, sim- 

us of 
omy 

le 
Tae specien grow Stina the Sens oF thelr han. E. deci- 

“ is a paruatte of Armillaria mellea, According to 
—A—A species are concerned ip producing thi 

alime-tux of trees. 
(en-dd-mi-s6-ta’s6-6), n. pl. 

Labs, Endomyces (Endomycet-), + -acew.] A 
amily of ascomycetous fungi named from the 
genus Endomyces. The asct are naked, that is, are 
not inelosed in an ascocarp, but are produced at the sides 

mdomyocar de (on*d6-mi-)-kitr-di’tia), om en en =| . . 
LNL., ¢ Gr, éedov, within, + sty, musele, + 
xepdia, heart.) Inflammation which involves 
both the lining membrane and the muscular 
substance of the beart. 
endonomic (en-dé-nom’ik), a. [Gr. frdov, 
within, + »duor, eustom, law. — or 
pertaining to the sort of selection which is due 
to the aptitude of a race for dealing with its 
environment, 

This form of selection, determined by the aptitades 
and habitades of the spoctes In dealing with the environ. 
ment, l call endonomic selection. 

T. Gulick, in Amer. Nat., Aug,, 1904, p. 495, 

endonuclear (en-l6-nia’klé-fr), a. (Gr. Ardov, 
within, + L. nucleus, a nucleus, + -ar3.j 
Situated or occurring within the nucleus of 
the —_ Fg me * — (Gr. tvdow 
endope on -d6- pel’ + r. 
within, + L. pelvis, — (pelvia), +-ie.] Sit- 
uated or occurring within the ae 
endopericardial (en’ dé-per-i-kiir’di-al), a. 

Gr. évdov, within, + repexdpdeov, pericardium, 
-al.] Relating to both the endocardium 

Pons oe whe Be cena 14) (NL, < G (en ‘si-di), wn. (NL, r. 
tvdov, within, + ¢dow, speech.) In ey 
internal speech: a term proposed by Morselli 
for the auditory or motor processes which con- 
stitute imagery of spoken words and which 
may prompt to verbal expression. Saldivin, 

endaphnsie (ov-d-tu°elk), a: {endophasia + (en ‘sik), a. ie 
eat I, Pertaining to en *8* or internal 

A person may be gifted with an excellent visual tmagi- 
nation of objects or words, and use in his 
cesses of eation — anges of wort. Pine 
makes use in this case of a cerebral m that 
nects the working of the intellectual centers with the 

oom, 

pathetic action of the endophastc center, 
= Amer. Inventor, May 1, 1904, p. 200. 

, in some 

hed plates, projections of th: al jones e Vet) 
of the thoracic exoskeleton into the 
80 arranged aa to form a row of lateral 
the muscles of the limba lic, and a 
contains the thoracic portion of the 

lateral 
interior of the A 
chambers in whic 
sternal canal which 

Indophyllacem (en-d6-fi-la’s8-8), n. pl. [NL en la’ +m, pl. + 
< Uum —— A small family of 
rust-fungi, of the order Uredinales, named 
from the genus yllem: characterized 
by having the teleutospores produced in a 
chain-like series, 

lium (en-d6-fil’um), ». [NL. (Lé- 
veillé, 1825), < Gr. évdov, within, + ¢i/o0», leaf.] 
A genus of rust-fungi of the order Uredinales. 
They produce only telew which form in chains 
and are surrounded by an wcidiam-like peridiam, more or 
lens buried in the tissue of the host, whence the mame. 
E. Sempervivt is parasitic on the leaves of Semperrioun, 

endoplastron (en-d$-plas’tron), u. [NL.] 
Same as entoplastron, 

utonism re n. 
uton-ic + -ixm.] In petrol., the theory 

which assumes the cooling of a molten earth, 
endoplutonist (en-dd-pli’td-nist), n, [endo- 

luton-ic + ~-tst, ne who advocates the 
—e of an originally molten earth. 
endopod (en’d6-pod), n. Same as endopodite. 
—* enꝰ dõ prokt), a. One of the Edo- 

roc: 
dopterygota (en’dop-ter-i-g@6’ta), nm. pl. 
NL.,¢Gr. , within, + rrepuyerdc, wi .] 
superorder of insects whose wings, in the 

early stages, are developed withinthe body. It 
includes the Coleoptera, Diptera, Lepidoptera, 
ete, 

[en- 

t 
endopterygote (cn-dop-ter’i-gét), a. and n. En 
I. a, Of or belonging to the superorder En- 

2 dopterygota, 
i. n, An inseet of the superorder Endop- 

terygota, 
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o’tik), a. Per- ic (en’dop-ter-i 
ndoptery- 

endopterygoti 
taining to, or characteristic of, the 
gota, 

(en’dop-ter-i-go’tizm), x. 

within the body, as with the Endopterygota, 
We have no evidence that any Endopterygota existed 
— — en 

—— *8 Brit,, XXIX. soa. 

endopterygotons (en ‘ dop-ter-i-gd’ tus), a, 
Pertaining to or having the characteristics of 
the Enadopterygota, 
en {en-dor’ »-kis), ». [Also endo- 
rhachis; « Gr. tedow, within, + aie spine. 
The delicate membrane which lines the spi 
eanal. 

In physiol., any (end’dr’gan), u 
Ri safined — which formsthe terminus 4 
of a path of nervous conduction: usually ap- 
plied to the terminal organs at the periphery 
of the body. 
The sensation which we isolate in the t expert. 

end-organ is ment is the sensation whose 
striped muscle, and whese stimalas is muscular contrec- 
tion, E. B. Witehener, Exper. Psychol, 1. U. 144. @n 
endosarcode (en -d6-siir’ kid), », (Gr, Adov. 
within, + cepxddng, capxoedig, fleshy: see sar- 
code.] Same as endoplasm or endosare, 
endoscopy (en-~los’kd-pi), n. [Gr, évdow, with- 
in, + -oxoma, ¢ oxoreiy, view.) Inspection of 
the interior of any cavity or canal of the body, 

tic Gazette, Jan., 1903, p. 59. 
En (en-dé-sep’sis), a. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
évdov, within, + ajyuc, putrefuction.] Sepsis 
excited by a poison formed within the organ- 

Pon om ig cae re 15) NL., ¢ Gr. , (en-dd-si'f6), m. ey r. 
within, + cigu», L. sipho, a B! : see siphon. | 
In the extinct nautiloid ce oO of the 
family Endoceratide, the contents of the eeto- 
sipho of the siphuncie as a whole. 

endeel b (en-d6-si'f6-blad), m.  [en- 
dosipho + blade.) In some of the extinet 
nautiloid cephalopods, as the Endoceratida, a 
membrane supporting the endosiphuncle and 
extending to the ectosipho, 

leon (on*dé-el-f¢-kol’¢-on), nj 
pl. endosiphocolea (-45). [NL., < Gr. évdov, within, 
+ om, pipe, + , sheath.) In some of 
the Silurian nautiloid cephalopods, as Endo- 
ceras, @ flat, broad, conchiolinous tube extend- 
ing from the posterior end of the visceral sac 
(inelosed in the endosiphocone) toward the 
apex. 

hocone (en-dd-si’f6-kdn), », [NL., ¢ 
Gr. idov, within, + cigar, pipe, + nénoc, cone.) 
In pateon., the rior conical continuation 
of the endosiphoe linder of the siphunele of 
certain Paleozoic Nautiloidea —— 
— it ae ene —— n. 

Tr. , Within, + cigur, asip on, + aida 
a cylinder.) In some of the extinct nautiloid 

s (Endoceratida), a calcareous cylin- 
the anterior and wider part of the 

ar tube. 
e (en *’ d6-si-f6-fi’ ni-kl), . 

NL., endosipho + L. funiculus, a little rope.) 
n certain extinct nautiloid cephalopods ( Pilo- 

ceras), one of the supporting cords whieh ex- 
tend from the endosiphuncular structures to 
the ectosipho, 

siphune 
6 

endosi th (en-dé-si'fo-shéth),n. (NL. 
en o+ E. sheath.) Insome of the Silurian 
cephalopods (Endoceratida), the membranous 
wall of the endosiphocone which becomes 
hardened by deposition of lime carbonate. 
endosiphotube (en-d6-si'f6-tab), n. (Gr . Exdov, 
within, + cigue, pipe, + L. tubus, tube.) See 
*endosiphuncle, 

endoaipauncle (en-d6-si’ fang-kl), n. (Gr. Adov, 
within, + NL. siphunenlus, dim, of L. sipho 
pipe.] An axial tube in the fossil nauthoid 
€ ——— porns through the center of the 
a e in forms with —— — 
ganic deposits. Same as prosiphon, endosiphon, 
and sondosiphotube. phe ” 
endosiphuncular (en‘dé-si-fung’ki-liir), a. 
Situated within the siphuncle. 
endosmosic (en-dos-mo‘sik), a. 
form for endosmotiec. 

c equivalent. See osmotic *eqnira- 

An erroneous 

dosphwracem (en ‘dé-sfé-ri’»é-6), ». pl. 
(NL., ¢ Gr. éedov, within, + Spharaces.) a 
subfamily of the Protecoccacea, (which see), 
Endospora (en-dox'’pé-rii), ». pl. (Gr, fvdon, 
within, * oropd, seed (spore).] group of 

end-port 
— in which the spore-formation goes on 
uring the growth of the trophozoite, and the 

roblasts are cut off re mother-cells or pan: 
in " iy. It ineludes the in the interior of the endopterygotism 

branches. So called from the fact that aome of The development of wings in the early stages Myxrosporidia, —— ee and the Haploa- 
poridia, Compare *Ectospora, Mesnil. 
endosternitic (en’dé-stér-nit’ik), a, Of or per- 
taining to an endusternite. 

endosternum (en-dé-stér’num), n. [NL., < 
Gr, évdov, within, + eréprov, breast-bone: see 
sternum.) Same as entosternum. 

—— yf n. [NL., ¢ endostewm 
+ -ttis, — = — t 

lysin (en 6-li-ol’i-sin), n. [en- 
dothelinm + lysin.] * lysin, Lesage ap to the 
class of eytotoxins, which causes the destruc- 
tion of vascular endothelial cells, leading to 
the extravasation of blood. Also termed 

lytic (en-dé-théli-d-lit’ik), a. Of 
or pertaining to an endotheliolysin; noting the 
action of an endotheliolysin. 

jatinative hemolytic and endotheliolytic action of 
serum. Jowr, Med, Research, Oct, 1004, p, 350, 

dotheliotoxin (en -dé -thé ‘li-4-tok‘ sin), n. 
{endothelium + toxin.] The antibody which 
results on immunization with endothelial cells. 
Also endotheliolysin. 

endotherm (en’dé-thérm), ». [Gr. évdow, within, 
+ Hippy, heat.] In chem., a compound sub- 
stance in the formation of which from its con- 
stituents energy is absorbed, and in ita de- 
composition energy (usually heat) is evolved. 

(en-d6-thi'd-don),m. (Gr. édofh, 
within, + ddoig (ddovr-) tooth.) A genus of 
anomodont reptiles, comprising large animals 
from the Karoo formation of South Africa, 
characterized by their palatal teeth, elongated 
muzzle, and terminal nares overhung by great 
nasalia. 
endothiodont (en-16-thi’§-dont), a. Related 
to orhaving the characters of Endothiodon, 
endothrix (en‘d6-thriks), n. (Gr, frdov, within, 
+ Opis, hair.) at form ofthe fungus cansing 
tinea or ringworm which produces its myce- 
* and spores within the shaft of the affected 

rs. 
endotoxin (en-16-tok’sin), », (Gr. fedov, within, 
+ E. toxin.) A toxic substance sct free during 
the process of bacteriolysis by meansof immune 
sera against which the animal body does not 
agpest to be capable of producing an antitoxin. 

ese specific toxina are only liberated after 
during the destruction of the micro- 
nism, 

otrachea (en-dé-tri-ké’ft), n.; pl. endotra- 
chew (-@). [NL., (Gr, édov, within, + rpayeia, 

The 
the bh 

3 

or 

trachea.) e inner layer of the trac of 
insects. It consists af a membrane, of which ts 
thickened in such a way as to form transverse 

en 

A. &, Packard, Text-bwok of Entom,, pp 

(en-d6-trip’sin), Gr. évdor, 
within, + E. yee] An intracellular pro- 
teolytic ferment having the general character 
of trypsin. 

en (en-16-trip’tis), n. [Gr. frdor, 
tryptase.] An intracellular — 

" 

within, + E. 
teolytic ferment which has been foun 
yeast and which ‘is capable of digesting and 
ag ida zymase. Nature, Aug. 27, 1908, 
p. 385, 

endovasculitis (on-d6-vas-ki-li’tis), u. [NL., 
< Gr, fedov, within, L. tasculum, vessel, + 
-itis,] Bame as *endangiitis, 
Endozoa (en-dé-26'%), nm. [NL., ¢ Gr, fvdov, 
within, +60, animal.) Same as Entozoa, 

endozoic (en-d6-26'ik), a, Same aa entozoic. 
end-point (end-point’), nm. 1, In t, chem,, 
the point at which a chemical reaction is com- 
pleted without excess of either reagent. The 
end-point is commonly determined by means of an indi- 
cator : for instance, v the amount of an alkali is to be 
determined Wy measuring the amount of acid required to 
neutralize it, litmas may be the indicator, and the end- 
polnt is known by the change of color of the litmus. 
2. In function-theory, of an interval or path 
from xq to x, either of the — Xm X. Also 
called end-ralue, of the path. 
end-port (end’port), », In mach.; (a) The 
opening at either end of the face of the valve- 
seat of a steam-engine, or the traverse of the 
valve thereon, through which steam is admit- 
ted alternately to the crank-end and to the 
head-end of the cylinder, (6) In ngines, 
an opening through the wall of the eylinder 
whiehis uncovered by the travel of the piston 
just as it reaches the end of its stroke. Such 



end-port 

end-ports release the exhaust gases at the end 
of the stroke, particularly in the two-phase 
cycle type of engine. 

end- ‘uct (end’prod-ukt),a. Thesubstance 
finn’ ly roduced as a result of a series of 
chem 4 reactions. 
end-reaction (end-ré-ak’shon), 1. In chem.,a 
reaction easily recognized by the senses, as by 
a change of color, and which takes place onl 
when some other reaction has been completed, 
thus serving to indicate that this latter is at 
n end, ttle yellow 5*55 chromate is 
ded to ym =F Mt ion jorid, and then a solu- 
tion of silver nitrate is ually dropped in, aa soon as the y 
precipitation of the chlorin as silver chlorid ie complete a 

rmanent rel color makes ita appearance, due to the 
urination of silver chromate. 

end-rib (end‘rib). In organ-building, the board 

Hav- 
forming one end of « wind-chest, 

end-stop (end‘stopt), a. 
ing a break or pause at the end of the line: 
applied to poetry. 
At first Shakspere has his breaks and it the end 

of the line—the verse is ‘end-atopt’ ; Gotaally be more 
and more found pleasure in carrying on Whe sense from 
one line to another without a at the end of the tine 
ae sae SS ee e rag ane pavenes coeur 
with great frequency in some part ¢ line other than 
the em Dowden, Shakspere Primer, p, 39. 

end-thrust (end’thrust), ». The push exerted 
through the axis of a shaft in mitting 
power, or in resisting the action of weights. 
n marine engines the ler tends te force the shaft in- 

board by a force equal to that by which the boat ls pro- 
Hed; in driving through bevel the pressure is 

— to the tocth and causes end-thrust on both shafta : 
in vertical shafts, the weight of machinery (and pe 
the load) forces the shaft downward. The end ie 
tesisted by some form of thrust-bearing or bya hall bearing. 

end-value (end’val’fi), a. 1. In the caleulus, 

an upper or a lower limit. Thus in /7/(x)dr, 
the numbers a and } are the end-values of z. 
— 2, In function-theory. Same as *end-point, 2. 

end-wool (end’wil), ». Parte of a fleece of 
wool which are of little or no value, 

(en-ér-jé’sis), u. [NL., ¢ Gr, dupyeiv, 
be in action, show energy: seeenergy.] In veg. 

., & term pro | by Professor Charles 
Barnes “to designate the disruptive pro- 

cesses by which en is released.” It has 
heretofore been included in respiration. See 
respiration, 4. 

It will at least do no harm to propose that the terms 
acrobic and anaerobic be considered, to which 

added if Ferman emerge aye Science, Feb. 17, 190% p. 252. 
a, 2, In phys., of or pertaining to 

energy or to the science of energetics. 
Tt is used to find equations of motion from energetic 

data. Nature, Jan. 29, 1008, p. 297. 

energid (en’ér-jid), n. [Gr deepydc, at work 
+ 3) in ot the cell-nucleus 

together with the cytoplasm which it influences 

Any theory 
es the summum bonum to 

consist, not in the excitement of particular 
feeli 
eon 

internal fact, nor between the state of 
and that of the moral agent himeelf, bat 

a state which modifies = 

— ——— nearly cvex' jaive wi ce le 

Energopoda (en-6r-gop'6-di), mpl. (NL, ©Gr. 
évepyoc, active, + robe ( , foot.) A a 
family of dipterous insects, in the classification 
of Brauer, containing the families Asilids#, 
Dolic Em Lonchopteride, and 
(doubtfully) P 2 

en + we energy, the kinetic energy of 
—— moment of inertéa of a rotat- 
ing body into one half of its angular velocity.— Apparent 
energy, in elect. —— — 
energy, in thermodynam., inat part of the 
—— which can be employed for mechanical parposes, 

- W. Otbte—Bound energy, in thermodynam., the 
change of total energy, in an isothermal process, minus the 
change of free energy occurring in that process —Con- 
densational energy, enersy stored in a medium as the 
reault of work done in lensing of compressing it.— 
Curve of energy. Seuree.— Degradation of en- 

3 z 

of energy, the doctrine that m the es t J —— 

nature there is a tendency for enenzy to be converted inte 
unavailable forms, so that while the total energy of the 
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A Se sesonnl Whe srepertion of 
is _contina- 

universe remains constan! 
it that is available for the production of 
ally diminishing. See correlation af —Electro- 

, in pays. chem., either eloctrical en- 
chemical work, or chemical energy rms 

it is manifested as ¢€ 

the ynanale surfaces whic 
Uet (wn) where U ia the energy of a v 
ume, and » ite entropy.— Equation of energy. See 
Regustion.— Fnetere of , In phys, two factors 
sich that one defines the direction in which L Nan 
be rred in the case of a given body, be thetr 
protect defines the whole quantity of energy 
y the bady. The first factor ie called the ta 

If a small vessel 

can perform upon bodies & to it The remaining 
part of the total energy of ag ener which cannot be 

eformed into external work, Helmbolts called bound 
energy. 

From a theoretical point of view, it would be preferable 
would not base our calculation on the thermochem!- 

but on Helmbhoitz's 

Blectrochem, Industry, Jone, 1904, p, 218 

the internal energy of a body or aya- 
ton and 

the motion a the work it is 
ble of no, be thout the introduction of energy 
er bodies. — Law, or 

nervous energy, in secure, the doctrine that every sen- 
sory nerve is spocitic in so that, however stimu- 

or connected, it or could, mediate only such can, 
sensations aa it gives rise to ander normal conditions. 

Tn to the ciple of Indifference of func- 
tion, It is generally held, at the present time, that the 
law ef epecife energy, as it is termed, is especially 4 Ue an 
ral) e nmset of modern nerve and sense physiology. 
Nevertheless, the history of the law shows a tal re- 
gremion. V. Wendt (trans), Physiol, Pe , L 330, 

Law of eunipartition of energy, the Roltzmann-Max- 
ell law fi partition of energy — ; the law that 
in a gas the distribution of F will be auch that 

particle. 
energy-meter (en’ér-ji-mé‘tér), n. An appa- 
ratus for measuring and usually also for re- 
cord: the passage power or energy 
thro it. Itrecords both the q ot force and 

through which this force has exerted: 
used in the sale of electric current to consumers and 
to determine expenditure of mechanical energy, 

enface (en-fas’), v. t.; pret. and pp. enfaced, 
Re . enfacing. [en-| + face (after endorse). 

0 write, print, or stamp some mark or form 
of words on or across the face of (a note, 
bond, certificate * or the like).— Enfaced 

the bonds or certificates of 

plate. Counting-| Dict, 
enfacement (en-fas’ ment), n. [enface + -ment, 
The mark or form of words written, print 
or stamped on or across the face of a bond 
or note, ete.; such as “interest payable in 
London,” or the like. 

n. Milit., (b) An infantry or artil- 
lery fire which sweeps a line of works or 
men from flank to flank. 

,t. 4 &. The feudal law, to free 
from the obligations of feudal tenure, as to 
convert a copybold estate into a freehold. 

engage, t. t. 9. In construction, to fasten or 
let into a wall for support, as to secure a 
column to a wall, See engaged column, under 
column, , 

ment , Bee *ring!, 
engar (en-girb , tt [Len-1 + garb., To 

attire ; x 
tion (en-gas-tra’ shon), #. (Gr. év,in, 

+ yaortp (yaerp-), belly, + -ation.] The pla- 
ingot a fowl, as a stuffing, inside another fowl. 
N. E. D. 
engenderment (en-jen’dér-ment), mn. [engen- 
der + -ment,] The act of engendering, pro- 
creating, or reproducing. 

n ands. t, A simplified spelling of 
engine, 

: ing - 
fy a ees a is whl waier In a — 

from condensation in the cylinder than steam alone It 
has not proved to be adv 
is allen: grog eee Uy, to cngines in which the 
crank: isdriven by two cylinders, of which one Wy a 
— with steam from a boiler an 
rom a heath — , an De 
* tructed as to be free from unbalanced forces w 

the same ¢ taed re ternately 
heated, allowed to expand doing work, ed and com- 

tel, ete, ; an engine operating on the Carnot, presnext, hea! 
ole, or Ericsson cycle, Coal-dust an internal. 

combustion engine which uses coal-dust as a fucl The 
coal-dust in blown on to a hot plate and vaporized by 
heat ina chamber fled with compressed air.—Condens- 
ing cosine, s steam-engine In which the steam, after 
vos in the — ja exhausted intoa chamber in 

condensing the steam to water, either by a jet of water di- 
rectly or by contact with a water-cooled metal surface. 
* — is — by parm) ——— 

or laelei condensing c! over 
the air en its discharge-pipe sealed by water at its foot 
so as to catise and maintain a vacuum above the water- 
column. A comdensi will be smallerthan a non- 
condensing ine of the same power as its cylin. 
der-volume. It is theoretically more efficient Uhermally, 
since it rejects ita fluid at a lower temperatare: and the 
discharge of condensed steam and warmed injection-water 

ves the boiler a supply of pre-heated feed-water.—Cor- 
engine, a four-valve engine having cylindrical rock- 

— 

cero ree ef its rcieg the arms an * 
— — thrvtile- 

for exhaust-pépe, 

-valyes to open and close the ports al! . The 
et and exhaust-valve being separate, the r are 

opened to their full extent at each stroke, while the 
Sormer are opened only so mach os Che peternor perentis. 
All the valves are actuated from a or plate 
which receives motion from 

on oe crank-pin or om one revolving shaft, (6) A loco- 
motive which has two or more pairs of -wheels 
coupled together by side or parallel rods. — b 

* #0 set that the direction of the 

compression, does not detonate, but a true igni 
Place at constant volume, and little or no no! 
aside from that due tothe power. When the ignition takes 
Place outaide the cylinder, and without doing work agninst 
the piston, the free expansion of the same mixture ts 

Crd — Fan engine, an ine which 
or —— blower, usually sor connected 

shaft.— Hot-water engine. 

ich w 
nantities to that of the oil which constitutes the is 
wn into the cylinder on the aspiration stroke. The 

water Is atomized by the air which enters to farnish oxy- 
gen for com’ and a complete mechanical mixture of 
water and oll-vapor Is made, On ignition the water-vapor 
becomes steam, tend! to keep down the temperature 
and pressure of the mixture and to absorb heat during 
expansion. The ce of the water-vapor diminishes 
the volume of focl-vapor in a given cylinder, and dimin- 
ishes the danger of  Bro-tant on on compression, The 
— — laspecially adapted to the uac of crude petroleam 
as fuel, since the retarded combustion and lower temper- 
atures mitigate mechanical diMeulties from the varying 
votatility of the elements in unrefined oil.— Inside-con- 

a locomotive in which the drivin, 
mechanism is so constructed the cranks are form 
in the driving axles of the front pair of wheels and there- 
fore come within the frames e cylinders are nleo be 
tween the frames, under the smoke-bex, This type was 
much seed in Europe and was followed in carly American 
practice, but the greater convenience and accessibility for 



engine 
adjustment and repair of the outside-connected type soot 
made this latter form standard in the United 
Internal-combustion engine, any engine in which 
the pressare for driving the piston ts obtained by burning 

Taternal.combustion Kngise (sectional view), 

@, water-ourlet; 4. vaporpipe: ¢, throttle-valve; @, comnecting- 
tod; ¢, carhureter; / crank-shaft: g, cam-ahalt; A, cam; 4, exhauat- 
valve; 4, water-inlet; /, Lodection-walwe, 

Internal-combustion Eagine (side view). 

a, Inletplpe for fuel mixture; 4, waterjacket; ¢, pistom-ringy: 
d, pitten ; ¢. cylinder; /. fly-wheel) 2. basechamber; A, halfspecd 
wheel; ¢, govermor gear; 4, holes tor sparking plugs, 

or exploding a mixture of oxygen and fuel in the cylinder 
of the etigineg, as ina gas, gasolone-, or ofl-engine. See 
tmotor and teyele,— In cy: a 

ine having an inverted cylinder. vertical en mm its 
use, also called the steam-hammer Most marine 
screw-engines are now bailt in this way,— Liquid. 
engine, a1 internal-combustion engine which uses a 
liquid, each as gasolene, for fuel, as di ished from an 
engine which uses gus or a solid for fel. — 

Ving more than two steam-cylinders. 
— engine, an engine int ndod for rough and heary 
work out of doors or ine Places where little care 
can be taken of it, It usually cheaply made, and 
without finish or polished surfaces except where anavoid- 
able. Outside-connected engine, the usual Armerican 
form of simple locomotive ongine, in which the cylinders 
are outeide of the frames, and their pistons are connect 
by rods, also outside the frames, to pins outside of the driv 
ing-wheels.— Quadran’ a formof steam-engine 
mechapian in whieh the 1) Was rectangular im alia 
and was pivoted on one edge which coincided with the 
axh of a geometric cylinder. The opposite edge was 
to move through an aro of such cylinder, which waa tian 
ally a quadrant of O°, The other two edges fitted the 
two heads steam-tight, and the piston cectllated through 
@Y as the steam was admitted alternately on its op ite 
faces The motion was trumsmitted through connecting: 
rods from the axis by means of vibrating arma which 
worked like half-beams of a beam-englie.—- 

, an engine in which the angle between 
the cranks, which work in pairs, is 0", or a quarter of the 
complete cirele. Low veo are made with Uheir cranks 
quartered, #0 as to have one cylinder always at ite most 
advaritegeous crank-angle when the other is at or near ita 
dead-center, Blowing or compressing engines are often 
similarly designed, with owe cylinder vertical and the 
other horizontal and with the two commecting-rods on 
one erank-pin, Then the maximum resistance of the 
compressing cylinder comes when the effort of the driv- 
ing steam-eylinder is most powerful. — ex- 

on an engine in Which the expansion of 
e¢ stem takes | ace in five stepe or stages, either in five 

steceasive cylinders arin more In the latter case, the 
steam Will expmid from one of smaller capneity into two 
others of larger, but as respects each other of equal, capa- 
city somewhere in the series: Hf eizht cylinders are ased 
this will vecur three tines. — Reaction engine, an cngine 
in whieh the moving or propelled yas or element, which 
corresponds to the piston, is bopelled by reaction or un- 
balanced pressure instead of by Uhe direct preseure of the 
motor Maid, as is weunlly the case, Turbines are often 
driven by reacthon,—Re ro! mill engine, 
" type of engine designed to drive the massive rolls for 
rolling plate or iron or steel beams or rails, when the roll- 
train is *twohigh,’ ur consists of one poll abowe another, 
with the ‘pase’ for rolling between them, When only two 
tolls are teed, the het metal past be passed back over the 
top of the upper roll to be inserted a second tine between 
them tf the engine and rolls taru in ene direction only, If 
the rolls and engine reverse their notion, the ploce amiter- 

ting rolling tuay be passed back on the same level. 
Pract ice in the Untted States tas favered the *three-high" 
roll-train, with continues motion of engine and polls, the 

an engine 
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lece receiving its com jon ina pass when being passed 
mek over the top ot the middle roll. For beavy and 
theassive sections, sich a4 an ingot or bloom, the lifting of 
the plece requires a mechanical lifting table, bat te in 
stall this diminishes the labor cost while increasing only 
the first oust and repairaccount. The reversing engine 
will be more approved whed the rolls are of lane diam 
eter, In England such reversing engines were often 
geared to the rolls, perhaps three to one, and were re- 
versed by a Stephenson or Joy link-motion operated b 
asteam or hydrauliccylinder or by hand. To diminish 
the weight of the fly-wheel and ita living forve, whieh 

quick-revermal, the engine was often of two- 
simple or compou th cranks quar- 
Le pas a — ve a 

term commonly used in specifications to disti i the 
rod and crank from an 

Same as paddle-tank 
, & compound 

or multiple-expansion engine in which the steam expands 

a form of beam-or lever-engine In which the 
working-beam is placed at the side of the vertical cylin- 

of above it, as is more common. For sym 
mm of the stresses there are tennlly two of these 
side- one on each side of the cylinder, This 
form of engine was once used widely for side-wheel 
War-Veasela, but it is now out of use.— Simple on- 
sine. a form of engine In which the process of ex 
mee in the working flaid is completed in one cyl- 
inder, instead of in two of more as occtra in 
compound engine,— Bee a 
acting. Solar See solar, — — 
any engine which a spherical form, as Hero's engine ; 
specifically, the Tower spherical engine, which corsists 

a palr of Saar ien-apheree hinged to a disk along diam- 
oters at right angles with each other, and inclosed in a 
hollow sphere which the disk and aleo the quarter-spheres 
just fit. The hollow sphere is steam-tight and forma the 
cylinder. The two spaces between the sections and disk 
will, in the coarse of a revolution, open and close in 
thas giving the effect of the action of steam admit to 
a hollow sphere, In principle this spherteal engine ts 
similar to a Hooke's aniversal pt the sections corre- 
sponding to the bows and the disk to the cross piece which 
connects the bows —Spiral-vane 
rotary engine in which the revolving p 
tions of helices instead of being planea.— 
(a) A reciprocating 

a form of 
ie Were - 

Square 
engine in which the stroke or traverse 

Square Engisae. 

@, exterior casing of the steam<ylinder; 4, 4, Gren piatom, sliding 
horizontally le casing a7 ¢. ¢, secomd piston, slicing vertically in 
piston 4- @, crank-pin, receiving motion from the combined effort 
of Sande ¢. Space peoelwing steam to impel 4:4 space recetwing 
steam to impel « ; g, shatt to take off the power. 

of the piston is equal to the diansecter of the cylinder, 42 
A form of engine in which the crank is driven by the 
measure on two rectangular pistons, the seound of which 

verses in a sultable recest in the first, This doable 
motion eoadles the pletoms to follow the angular dia 
placement of the crank without the use of conmnecting- 
rods, and gives a square section to the ease fvclosing the 
two pistons —8 ur-dioxid engine, an etyine in 
which the vapor of eulptiar-dioxid (409) is used in place 
of the vapor of water. This is done for the purpose of 
utilizing the low bodling-temperature of 80g and perhaps 
ita smaller cylinder-condensation at the temperatures at 
which itis operated. But the material has to be pur 
chased or manufactared, and its odor ts objectionalie, 
while no economy in ita use has heen demonstrated, — 
8 an apparatas similar to the dental 
eagine, ased by surgeons certain operations on bone, 
— engine, an engine baving s bed-plate of the 
design first proposes by CT. Porter, of the United States, 
and adopted in Roguns Oy Tangye Erethers, The eytin- 
der is overhung at the | eml of the bed to allow of 
freo expansion by heat, and the front part curves down. 
ward in front of the cylinder to carry the guides and give 
tree play to the sway of the commecting- rod. The I. 
plate thus consists of two parts only, and the metal is 
isqeoeed ao na to give rigidity and tase and vob a 

pleasing etfoct to the eye by its lines. Therm 
an engine which derives ite motive power from 

vise in tempersture or incresse and diminution of 
intrinsic or leat qnerey in the median which it 
employs: — to hot-air and gus-ongines, offen 
to distinguish them from steam-engines, although by 
strict de —— the bast belong alae its me = CT 
* — — an engine with three cjlip- 
ders, cach taking hol upem aecrank which is set at an 
angle of b20* from the other two. Sach an engine las no 
dead-center and gives a very anifornm tiring effort : mueh 
used with enpetatis and wWinelies armel steam steering-tear, 
- screw engine, an eigine designed to propel 
twin screws, one on cach side of the keelof a vessel Sacla 
an engine is usmally, in effect, two engines, se that cach 
acrew and shaft may be driven inlepembentty,— 
cycle engine, ab jiterial-comlestion engtie having only 
two phages of strokes in a comaplete eyele. Theexplosion, 
expansion, and exhaust take place in ome (the ont of work 
joy) stroke, ard admission and compression of the charge 
take place in the other (oe retarn) stroke. The mixture 
lens to Be timer slight compression either fran a second 
cylinder, or freee the frout fave of the worktng-pisten 

engine-frame 
Many smal) gns-en- 
ginesarebuilton this 
pian. as by it each vy- 
inder gives an im- 
ise to the crunk 

for each revolation 
of the latter, while 
in the four-eycle en- 
gine two revolu- 
toms take _ for 
each impulse, In 
the form shown, the 
working piston acts 
as a valve and no 
others are required. 
The piston unecor- 
ers the exhaust ont- 
let at the end of the 

before it un- 
covers the inlet port 
leading from thecom- 

bi mixture, 

igniter fires See 
internal. ion 
*emetor.—Vacuum- 
engina, an engine 
in which the power 
in the cylinder re- 
sulta from the pres 
ence, on the beg- 
ative side of the cy- 
linder, of a tension 
of vapor leas than 
that of the atmos 
Plere, while on the 
positive or pressure 
side a low pressure 

phere, of that ‘of the ere, OF t 
atmosphere alone, 
is exerted. Hence 
the power comes 
from the Yactum or absence of pressure opposed 
motion of the piston. Very low pressure conmdetsitug 
steam-cngines would be of this class, bat modern engines 
have always the positive pressure much above the at- 
mosphere. The Newoomen —— was of this 

—5 whose rectangular pat 
is free to move around afixed hinge- 
joint on one of ita sides, so that the 
Piston moves in tte casing as a door 
swings upon its hin It is no 

er usc. See quadrant #engi ne. 
— Waste-heat engine, an engine 
which utilizes aaa source of heat the 
dischanre of a primary moter, In 
such ines steam may be made by 
conda: the hot exhaust dise! 
of gun nes nder aboiler; or 
waste heat of the boller-furnace 
meg Yo uae to superteat and mix 
with the steam from the boiler ; or 
—— from * large engine at 

ich pressure may be ited toopersite 
a second emailer engine with alower 
preseure-range. ⸗ Wo! en- 
gine, an — apparatus de⸗ 
signed to flustrate the expausive 
force of steam. 

le (en’jin-si*k)), ». The various 
phases attending one complete revolution of 
the crank of an engine, including admission, 
expansion, exhaust, and compression, In some 
engines, particularly gas-engines, two revolutions are 
sometimes Deeded fora oomplete cycle. See ®eyete, 

engineer, ".— Cadet engineer, formerly the tithe of 
a student’ at the United States Naval Acuwlemy whe 
entered the corpe of engineer offfeers of the navy > now 
abolished,— Engineer, « given to 
— of a technical or engin se! for special 
nowledge of the scientific laws and Une rales of practice 

concerned with the manufactare of chemical prelocta. 
Abbreviated Ch, E.—Ctvil engineer. (0) See rnytneer, 1. 
(5) The title of an officer of the corpe of civil engineers of 
the United States Navy, 2,=— - 
neer, a degree given for a course in Ue study of forestry. 
Abbreviated FY, B.— 

Tweeycle Engine. 

end ofeylinder; +. inchersext a. worki 
crank-case Siled with slightly compressect 
aspirated and combustible tmiature of 
air and gasited fuel; ¢. workiag-pivton; 
#, inlet-port for mixture freee crank cases 
¢. igniter, of sparkplug; /. 4 exhaues- 

yet and -pépe; g, inlet for air amd fuel; 
, efectos to prewent inlet misture troen 

crossing over te exhaust-port befere the 
piston has chewed the lative on ite return 
stroke; J, Comnecting-rud; 4, crank aud 
crankshaft. 

te the 

Wollaston’s Exgine, 

- (a) An 
etuwineer skilled in hydrography ; a — — An 

iclal grade of governmental engineering officers in some 
countries, aa in France.— Sant an en 
gineer skilled in the relation (und 2 of the prin- 
ciples of pablic sanitation to engineering works and 
public improvements: one who is — to design, 
construct, and opernte public works as aids te pablic sant- 
tation. Topographic an engineer skilled in 
topegraphioc surveying and mapping; as topegrapher.— 
Tra’ , AN Expert locomotive engineer sent 
out by railroad companies to inspect the locomotives wand 
to iuetract engis ems and firemen in their dutica 

engineering, ".— Agricultural 
rural ®eaginerring.— Chemical 8 de- 
partment of manufacturing in which the prodoctive 
proceses are chemical reactions, ot depend tapon the laws 
of chemistry,— Dynamic —— See engineer: 
fog. — Rural or agricul , the selence 
and the art of producing and maintaining a farming 
ao. ineluding the laying out of the farm, fencing, 
raiiage, irrigation, the construction of buildings, and 

the provision of tanchinery, also the constraction and 
care of roala— ary , that division of 
civil engineering which deals with the relation (and ap- 
Plication) of the principles of public sanitation to engi- 
neering works and public improvements— Steam engi- 
neering, that department of engineering Which deals with 
the geperation and distribution of energy by means of 
SLOAN PHP CT. ⸗ Ranie as 
topographic! aurrewines (which see, under eurreying) 

engine-frame (¢n‘jin-frim),, The structure 

See 

— 



engine-frame 

which connects, or ties together, the various 
parts of an engine. {tis usually a heavy iron casting 
connecting the cylinder to the ahaft-journals and suppert- 
fig the weight of prectieally all the parts of the engine. 

engine-pit (en’jin-pit), m. A cleaning-pit; a 
it e between the rails of a raijlroad-track 
allow room for getting underneath a loco- 

motive to clean orrepairit. The pits are usu- 
ally as wide as the distance between the tracks 
permits, and about 3 feet deep. 

engine-stop (en'jin-stop), n. A device for clos- 
ing, either automatically or by hand, the steam- 
valve of an engine in case of accident. One form 
consists of a falling weight with an electrical release which 
may be operated automuticully, if the engine runs too fast, 
from the or loss of ernorbelt, or may be 
operated from any one of « Humber of stations In case of 
an accident In a remote part of the works, 

engine-Lelegraph (en’jin-tel’é-graf), ». An 
apparatus used in large steam-vessels to send 
signals from the bridge or other station of the 
executive officers to the engine-room. One dial 
is placed at the transmi and another at the receiviigg 
emi A pointer on each dial is actuated by an operating 
handle at the other Inatrument. The connection between 
them is made by chains and wires, or is electric or pnou- 
matic. The right-hand half of the dial is for orders albead, 
and the left hand for orders astern, The usanl arrange: 
— =< agin onder a = center, pad —— 
are ‘Stand by,” ‘Quarter-spoed,’ ‘Half-speed, ' ‘Fu 
(uhead or astern as the case mea —* The tolegrash is 
alec counected with a bell-wounding vice. 

englacial (en-gla’shial), a, [en- + glacial. 
Being within a glacier: used, in geol., with 
reference to detritus carried within the ice of 
a glacier or ice-sheet: as, englacial drift. 

The water which descended into the ice from its sur- 
face Uvroagh crevasses, or h smaller cracks or 
pores, hel a Various course. It possible that it was 
sommetines concentrated into streams which lad bonger 
or shorter courses within the ice itself. On one of the 
Alaskan glaciers at the present time, an englacial stream 
Appears at the surface of the foe, issuing from an foe tine 
nel, pursues a superginctal course for a short distance, 
and plunges again beneath an fee arch and pursucs for an 
undetermined distance an inl course. 

M. 1), Sulisbury, Geol. Surv, af New Jersey, 1501, p. 87. 

er, *.— Little Englander, tn recent English 
ities, ano ponent of colonial extension or of terri- 

rial aggran ment. 

lerophenix ie —33 u. (NL. 
Kuntze, 1891), ¢ G. — ( — Engler, 
irector of the Berlin tanieal Garden) + 

Gr, gots, palm] <A genus of palms, See 
Marimiliana, 

English. I. «.—Engiiah cholera. See #cholere,— 
a mos of painting. Seu *polnting.— English 

. See tyellow. 
II. nv. Reverse in tilliards, a stroke 

which twists the cue-ball on the aide oppoaite to the di- 
—— in which it should go after taking the first 
cushion, 

englobe (en-gléb’), r. t.; pret.and pp. englobed, 
ppr. englobing. [en- + globe.) 1. To inclose 
as ina globe: as, ‘‘ youthful ene englobed 
within the bosom of the young.” See inglohe, 
—2, Specifically, to absorb or take within 
the substance of o white blood-globule, 
ama@ba, or other single-celled body. 

Red blood corpuscles are often engloted by this 
ameba (in umebic dysentery) as are also micrococei and 
bacilli. Bneye, Brit., XXXL, Sa, 

englobement (en-glob’ment), ». [englobe + 
-ment.) The process of englobing. 

It te difthenlt to explain this difference except on the 
ground that the englodement of ites in the liver is 
more active at certain periods of the cycle, or occurs in- 
termittently, and that the destruction of englobed para- 
sites tay be completed very raptdly, i « within a few 
hours, Jour. Exper. M. Feb. &, 190, p. 156, 

(en’glin), ». [Also englin, ¢ W. en- 
— englynion.) In Welsh’ poetry, a 
stanza (now always a quatrain) of a certain 
metrical structure, —* (F 

engouement, engofiment (iii-ci-mon’), . [F., 
< engower, be choked in gorging.} Infatuation ; 
an unreasoning fondness, 
The young lady... had never received kindness ex- 

cept from this old spinster and her brother and father: 
and she repaid Miss Crawley’s engotment by artless 
aweetuess and friendship. 

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxxxiv. 

engr. An abbreviation of engraving. 
engraver, ”. 2. A tool used in engraving; 
a triangular rod of steel, of different widths, 
with a plow-shaped point, pushed forward 
to make a furrow on the surface of wood or 
metal that is being engraved. 

engraver-beetle (en-gra‘vér-bé’th), m Any 
beetle of the family Scolytidw. Also valled 
hark-heetle, 

engraving, #. The taking of impressions from ralsed 
or ineised eS has always Thee practised by civilized 
people, The goldamiths of the Middle Ages and Re 
haieance in Europe ased engraving im the decoration 
of thelr work, and were accustogied to take Inpres- 
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sions from their designs, Such impressions have been 
treed to the twelfth centn Among the eartlest ex- 
guples of engraving, propetly so called, on metal are 
about three hundred prints in the dotted style (maniere 
erthiée) in which black spots are relieved awainst white 
and white spots against black, which date from about 
1A) ALD. praction of engraving waa encouraged 
by the use of niello in the decoration of metals. 4 
niello.) Unioubtedly frequent impressions were en 
from nielbo designs For making plates to print upon 
paper, and later steel were substituted for other 
ue tal⸗a. igraving on copper was extensively practised 
by the great artiste of the Retiniesance, as Polla- 
nolo, Maw Botticelli, and Marcantonio Ralmondl 
n Italy, Martin Sehongauer and Albert Varer in 

Germany. In France engraving on copper foand its 
first development in the flastration of books, as in the 
architectural series of Jacques Lo Androtet Du Cer. 
cean. In the seventeenth century the largest develop 
ment of or ae metal ceeurred about the power- 
ful es of Rembrandt and Rubens Theinfluence 
of Rabena, especially, ht about the culmination of 
the art. After this period, engraving on copper and 
steel became unive throughout modern civilization, 
The special contribution of England to the art of en- 
graving on metal was the Goretegmsent of mezeotint, 
which was, however, invented in Holland in the middle 
of the seventeenth century. Wood-cngraving was brought 
t perfection by the | school of German artists of 
the Retalieanoe grot aboot the court of the Em. 

ror Maximilian I. The chief of them was Albert 
rer who may still be considered the greatest master 

of the art. From Germany the art of wood-engraving 
was carried into Italy, and practised with a peculiar 
charm by the painters of the quattrocento and cingque 
conto. father of the modern art of wood-engray- 
ing is Thomas Bewick of Newcastle, England (17it-1s2~ 
Previous to his time the practioe was chiefly in blac 
tine, that is, a drawing in black lines was made upon 
the block and the pertiona of Ue sarface not tonc 
* the draftaman were cut away ” the eimraver, 

wick established the ascendancy of the white line, 
that fa, the incision made by the engravers’ tools, This 
change in point of view vastly inerensed the effective 
ness and artistic interest of the engraved block. The 
Principles of Bewick have been by all modern 
engmvers whose interest ts artistic rather than com- 
mercial. As in the ‘case of ¢ ving om copper and 
steel, the development of wood-engraving in modern 
times has great, but little has been added to the 
fundamental principles — — 
— (a) art of prepartr 
engraved printing-plat —— and chemi 
methods (5) An wed printing-plate 
this process, Soo mengraetag and logravure, 

engreen (en-grén’), ©. t. [ex-1 + green.) To 
cover or clothe with green: aa, to engreen 
the hills. J. & Blackie, 
engroove (en-griév), ¢. f.; pret. and pp, en- 

ooced, ppr. engrooving, [en-1 + groove.) 1, 
o fit into a groove, Tennyson, —2, To Chan- 

nel: as, ‘a narrow glen, engrooved with slid- 
ing water,” BR. D. Blackmore, 

line. See *line?. 
enhancive (en-han’siv), a. [enhance + -ive.] 
That tends or serves to enhance, heighten, or 
intensify; that imparts added force : as, an en- 

rliced by 

hancive sentence, or expression, Also enhan- 
aire, 
enhem (en-hem‘6-spor), ». (Gr. év, in, 
+ aiua, blood, + ezopé, seed (spore).} In the 
division of the malarial parasite within a red 
blood-corpuscle, one of the nucleated segments 
into which the protoplasmic body of the para- 
site separates, On the breaking up of the cor- 
pusele the segments are set free and then in- 
vade fresh corpuseles, 

enhydritic (en-hi-drit’tk), a. — + ie.] 
Of or renee to an enhydri 7 —* 

enjewel (en-jii’el), c. t.; pret. and pp, enjewe 
enjewelled, ppr. enjeweling, —S [ent + 

To bejewel. 
To lone take that smiles, 

In ita dream of deep rest, 
At the many #tar-isles 
That enjewel ite breast. 

Poe, Al Aaraaf, il. 

en l'air (on lir). [F.] In the air; —— 
ported: said of the flank of a line of battle 
which does not rest on an impassable obstacle, 

enlarge, ¢. ¢. 8. To cause (a horse) to spread 
his legs wider apart, so as to prevent him from 
interfering, 
Toenlarge your horse you should prick him with both 

heels, of ald bim with the calves of gd legs, and bear your 
hand outwards, + Wallis, Furrior’s Dict, 

To enlarge an estate, to give to the tenant of a par- 
tlenlar eatate another ea! tee In th © rt ri io that already held. To enlarge the pocket. See 

porwee, 

enlife (en-lif’), ©. t.; pret. and pp. erléfed, ppr. 
enlifing, [en-) + life.] To impart life to;en- 
liven. 

jewel. 

~.» Asif they knew 
What muatc slopt enchanted tn each stem, 
TH Pan should choose some happy one of them, 
And with wise lips eni(fe it through and through. 

Lowell, lnvita Minerva, et. & 

enneacontahedral (en*é-a-kon-ta-hé‘dral), a. 
[euneacontakedron + -al.] Having 9 faces, 

enneacontahedron (en’é-a-kon-ta-hé’dron), m. 

ensellure 

Gr. *ivvedxovra, ** form for —— 
viKxovra, ninety, + idpe, seat, base. a 

hedron of ® faces. — 
enneaeteric (en*G-a-e-ter‘ik), a, [Gr. frvaérapog. 
nine years old, ¢ tvvéa, nine, * éroc, a year. 
Containing or consisting of nine years: as, an 
enreaeteric period. Grete, : 

(en*é-a-jin‘i-#), mn. pl. (NL. ¢ Gr. 
évela, nine, + yvry, female (style).) In the 
Linnean artificial system of botanical elassi- 
fication, an order in any of the first thirteen 
elasses characterized by having flowers with 
nine styles, 

euneapkylioes (on-é-ef'i-lus), a. [Gr. trvéa, 
nine, + giAdov, leaf, + -ons.] Having nine 
lenfiets: said of a compound leaf, 

la (en’e-ap'li), n. (Gr. évéc, nine, + 
-rAoog (neut. pl. -tAa), -fold, Cf. Herapla.]) An 
edition of the Old Testament aseribed to Ori- 
gen, containing nine versions of the Scriptures 
in parallel columns. Only a single reference is found 
to the work and there ie doubt as to ite existence, 

ennearctic (en-é-lirk’tik), a. [Gr. @, in, + E. 
Nearctic.} Confined to the Nearctic region. 
ennomoclon (e-nom‘’é-klén), #.; pl. ennomo- 
clones (-kl0’néz). [Gr. Hwauoc, lawful, regular, 
+ xAcw, a twig.] In the terminology of the 
spicular clements of the spo 4 four-rayed 

jcule, in which one arm is shortened and in- 
ated, 

Enochic (é-nok’ik), a. [Enoch + -ic.] Of or 
ake ye to the patriarch Enoch, the seventh 

im Adam, whose alleged prophecies (as re- 
corded in the apocryphal Book of Enoch) are 
supposedly quoted in the Epistle of Jude, 
verse 14,—Enochic litera! the literature that leas 
ex Tp aroind the apocryphal Book of Enoch, mentioned 

the early Christian fathers and Later writers, but first 
made definitely known in Europe through three copies of 
an Ethiopic version of It brought from Abyssinia by 
i the African traveler (1790-1M) and translated inte 
English in D2, 

enol (endl), n. {4 ar. for “*henol, < Gr. 
ele (2r-), one, + -ol. e of several compounds 
wees d the unsaturated aleoholie group 
-CH:COH-, These compounds pass more or less readily 
into the isomeric or taatomeric group —CH,.00-, which is 
called the ketone form, 

ensiic (e-nol’ik), a. Of or pertaining to an 
enol. 

enophite (en’é-fit), ». [Gr.é», in, + E. ophite 
——— Anuneertain alteration-product 

om the chrysolite rocks of Krems, Bohemia. 
It is intermediate in composition between the 
chlorites and serpentine, é 

Eno (e-nof’ris), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. é, in, + 
égpig, brow.} A genus of sculpins of the 

Emophrys bison. 

(From Boll. 47, U. 5S. Nat. Musee.) 

North Paeific, characterized by the long un- 
branched preopercular spine, E. bison is the 
buffulo-seulpin of the Puget Sound on, 

enoph {en-of-thal’mi-i), n, vL.) A 
more correct form for enophthalmus, 
enoplan (en-op’lan), a. and», I, a. Relating 
or pertaining to the Enepla, 
tt n. One of the Enopla. 

enorganic (en-dr-gan’ik), a. (Gr. i, in, + 
épyavov, organ.) Existing as a permanent 
attribute of the organism. 

en on plan). [F.] In roulette and 
other banking games, flat upon any number. 

en prise = prez). F.] In chess, in a position 
to be taken: as, a piece or pawn may be put 
or left en prise, 

enroll, «./. 4. In law, to engross; to prepare 
in proper legal form; also, specifically, to make 
a legislative bill ready for the consideration 
of the Executive.— Enrolled bill, See #3, 

ens, An abbreviation of ensign, 
Ens legis (1., a being of the law), in ew, a thing created 
by low, as a corporation. 

in, tr. 4 A simplified spelling of en- 
sanguine, 

ensellure (at-se-liir’), ». [F., ¢ enseller, sad- 
dle, ¢ en, in, + selle, saddle: see sell.) In 
anthrop., astrongly marked curve of the dorso- 
lumnbo-sucral region. Deniker, Races of Man, 
p. M. 



are com 
in which the systema differ both in phase and in the 
number of particles which they contain, 

A nd ensemble is therefore com) of a maltitade 
of petit ensembles. d. W. Gibbe, Dentlotteal Mech, p. 1. 
Microcanonical an ensemble of systema, in 
statistical equilibrium, sach that all the systems have the 
aame energy. 
In a microcanonical ensemble of systema the energy (E) 
es constant, Lay the Kinetto enerny (Sab and the poten- 

ie eren systems. 

— * V. Gibbe, Statistical Mech, p 116 

Petit ensemble, an ensemble of systems in which the 
systems —— — in phase, J. W, Gitts—Time en- 
semble, the “ensemble of through which a single 
— in the course of time.” J. W. Gibbs, Sta- 

cal Moch., p. 16 
. a. In music, same as concerted; as, an 

ensemble passage or work, 
, ensepulchre(en-sep’ul-kér), v. t.; 

pret. and pp. ensepulchered, red, ppr. 
ensepulchering, ensepulchring. [en- + sepul- 
cher.] Toentomb; bury. Pollok. 

ensient (en-si-ent’), a. In Jaw, same as en- 
ceinte (which see). 

Ensign . See *halyard. 
ensign-fly (en’sin-fli’),». Any itic hymen- 
opterous insect of the family Lvaniide. Com- 
stock, Manual of Insects, p. 626. 

, t. t. 2, To make into silage; to 
ensile.—3. To affect by feeding silage, as en- 
silaged milk. 

crops ensilaged should contain no more water than 
— — in the cells of the plant, ete. 

M. Mites, Silos, Ensllage, and Silage, p. 80 

tter (en’si-lij-kut*ér), ». A lange 
wer-machine having revolving cutters fed 

y hand, or by a self-acting feed-table that 
moves the corn-stalks, etc., to the cutters, 
Since silos are pow lofty cylindrical bins e 

und, enaflage-cutters are fitted with conveyers for de- 
livering the cut enailage at the twp of the is 
may be belt-and-bucket elevators of the onainarr whe. or 

™ 

Trough which the cut cums may 

be fixed in aden or evel it th: vi one or *! —2 

bottom. Fallage-citers are noaetimes ted with ft. 
ances for splitting cormstalks 
more completely is 

Die by cutting alone. i 
ensilate (en‘si-lat), v. t.: pret. and PR: ensi- 
lated, ppr. ensilating. ow + -ate?.) To 
ensile. [Rare.] . FE. D. 

ensilation (en-si-li’shon), n. [ensile + -ation.] 
The making into preserving as silage. 
[Rare.] 
The ilfe of the plant under the conditions of 

ensilation, Nature, Ovt. 1885, p. 006, 

ensilist (en-ai’list), n. [ensile + -ist.] One 
bird constructs or uses silos for the storing of 

er, 
en-s6f), n. [Heb., the infinite, lit. 

‘no end.’) In eabaslistic doctrine, the Deity, 
prior to the creation of the universe, from 
which the ten attributes forming the Adam 
Kadmon emanated. Seo *Sephiroth, *ddam 
Kadmon, 

enspell (en-spel’), rv. ¢. [en-1 + spell.) To 
cast & 8 upon; charm; fascinate; enchant, 

enstatitic (en-sta-tit’ik), a. [enstatite + -ie,] 
Pertaining to, resembling, or containing en- 
statite, 

ent,, entom. Abbreviations of entomology. 
en’ (en-tak-mé’us), a. (Gr. 
within, + axpeacor, adj., (dani, point: see acme. 
In actinians, having the tentacles of the inner 
longer than those of the outer eyeles. Trans. 
Linnean Soe, London, Zool,, Oct., 1902, p. 299. 

(en-ta-kés’ tik), a. [Gr. évrdg, 
within, + aaoverade, of hearing.) lating to 
or originating within the organ of hearing. 
entailable (cn-ta'la-bl), a, [entail + -able.] 
Capable of being left in fee-tail; also, often 
used with reference to * property that is 
capable of ing oe be will. 

Ental valve. See *valre. 
enta) (en-ta-po-fiz’i-al), a. Of or 
pertaining to an entapophysis. See *enta- 
pophysis, ; 
ans ysis (en-ta-pof’i-sis), u. (Gr, fvrée, 
within, + améguvec, apophysis.) An internal 
mg an apophysis that projects inter- 
nally, as with many arthropods, 
The wall of the hageal portion of the foregut [in 

spiders}... is phe with a well-developed post-cere- 
bral sucking-apparatus lying on the apperside of the en- 
tosternite and worked by erful lateral muscles which 
attach ft to this plate, and by a dorsal muscle which passes 
from its chitinotws dorsal wall through the aortic space of 
the “stomach” to the median entapophyeis of the carn- 
pace. Pree, Zoot. Soc. Londen, 198, p, 155, 

enterocentesis (en‘te-rd-sen-té‘sis), 9, 

abov ente ent tao. renee eating, 
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(Gr. tvrdc, 
within, + dpfpov, joint, + -ot-ic.] Same as in- 
terarticular, 

entepicondylar (en-tep-i-kon‘di-liir), a. [Gr. 
évroc, within, + éri, “en, + xévdw/ oc, Gann 
+-ar3,) 1. Ontheinner side of the humerus 
and above the condyle: as, the entepicondylar 
foramen, a foramen so situated, found in the 
humeri of many mammals and very character- 
istic of the cats.—2. Relating to the internal 
epicondyle or entepicondyle, 

entepicondyle (en-tep-i-kon‘dil), ». [Gr, évrde, 
within, + @ri, upon, + xdrdvdoc, condyle.) The 
process or projection just above the inner 
condyle of the humerus; the internal epicon- 
dyle or epitrochlea, See cut under epicondyle. 
enteraden (en-ter’a-den), m, (Gr. Zerrpov, in- 
testine, + adgv, agiand.] An intestinal gland. 

enteradenitis (en-te-rad-e-ni'tis), n. | [Nn ¢ 
enteraden + -itis.] Inflammation of the intes- 
tinal glands. 

enterectasis (en-te-rek’ta-sis), ». 
intestine, + éxramc, extension.) 
the intestines with gas, 

enterelcosis (en‘te-rel-ko’sis),», (Gr. évrrpov, 
intestine, + «wor, ulceration.) Uleeration 
of the mucous membrane of the intestines, 

oasis (on’te-rd-a -nas‘td-md’ - 

Gr. fvrrpov, 
tention of 

entero-anastom 
sis), ». (Gr. évrepov, intestine, + draardwcrc, 
anastomosia,] Intestinal anastomosis. (NL. 

< Gr, évrepow, intestine, + xévtyorc, puncture. 
In surg., operative puncture of the bowel. 
enterochol (en te-rd-kol’6-sis- 
tos’té-mi), n. Same as enterocholecystotomy, 

enterocl] (en*te-r6-kli’sis), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
évrepov, intestine KAeiong, KAGa, & closing, ¢ 
«deicey, close.) Obstruction of the bowel, 

rok‘li-sis), . [NI., ¢ Gr. 
xAio, drenching, ¢ crite, 

dreneh: see clyster,) Rectal injection of large 
quantities of water, usually for the purpose of 
washing out the | intestine. Med. » 
July 18, 1903, p. 107, 

en (en‘te-ré-klizm), a. (Gr. évrepov, 
intestine, + xdvtudc, m drench, ¢ KAiCee, 
drench.] Same as *enteroclysis, 

enterocele, ». 2. A body-eavity or ealom 
which arises as a diverticulum from the di- 
eve eavity of the embryo. Parker and 

‘aswell, Zoology, I. 359. 
See *; le 

enterocolostomy (en ‘ te-rd-k6-los’té-mi), m. 
(Gr. évreoov, intestine, + xdéov, colon, + eréua, 
mouth.) In surg., the establishment of an ar- 
tificial communication between the colon and 
some portion of the small intestine. 

enterocyst (en’ -sist), n. (Gr, éerepor, in- 
testine, + xiere, bladder —8 Cystic to- 
mor of the intestine, 
entero-enterostomy (en’ te-rd-en-te-ros’ 
mi), n. [Gr. évrepov, falectint, + a ' 8 
testine, + sréua,mouth.] The operative for- 
mation of a permanent communication be- 
tween two originally non-continuous portions 
of the intestine. Med. Record, Feb. 28, 1903, 
p. 352. 

enterograph (en‘te-ro-graf), nm. [Gr. fvrepov, 
—— „write.) A medical instru- 
ment for recording the peristaltic movements 
of the intestines. 

en’ tin (en’te-ré-hem’s-tin), n. wh 
tvrepoy, intestine, + alua(r-), blood, + -in?,] A 

pigment found in the so-called livers of 
certain invertebrates, 

Gr. tvrepow, intestine, enteroid (en’te-roid), a. 
Shaped like a bowel or intes- + eldog, form. 

8. 
enterokinase (en’te-r6-kin’as),". [Gr. dvrepov, 
intestine, + E. kinase.) A kinase found in 
the intestinal mucous membrane, which ren- 
ders the pancreatic trypsin physiologically ac- 
tive. Similar bodies probably occur elsewhere in the 
mammalian onanism, ant have also been noted In bac- 
teria and in enake-verom, 

enteromere (en‘te-ré-mér), », (Gr, fvrepor, 
intestine, + ué por, — A segment of the in- 
testinal tract in the embryo. 

enteromylasis (en‘te-r)-mi-i-i’sis), u. [NL., 
¢ Gr, évrepor, intestine, + pvia, fly.] Presence 
of larve: in the intestine, and the morbid state 
resulting therefrom. ; 

enteropexy (en‘te-r$-pek’si), n. [Gr. /vrepov, 
intestine, + wiéq, attachment.) In surg., an 
operation for the attachment of a portion of the 
intestine to the anterior abdominal wall. 

enterophthisis (eu’te-rof‘thi-sis), u. (NL, ¢ 

entocondyloid 
Gr, évrepov, intestine, + gic , consumption: 
see phthisis.] uigetinal Sabercalocte. < 

enteroplegia (en‘te- é’ji-A), nm. ‘ 
Gr. ferepov, inlection E oo stroke. ] Pa- 
ralysis of the museular coat of the intestine, 

en’ ust (en'’te-rop-nist), x. In zodl.,a 
worm-like animal belonging to the group 

siteroptoals (en-te-rop-t3’ NL., ¢ Gr. en’ en- tO’sis), m. »» «Gr. 
iprepov, erro ong wre, feliog-t Prolapse 
or sinking down of the intestines, and usually 
of some or all of the other abdominal viscera, 
due to want of tone in the abdominal wall. 
Also called Giénard's disease. 

. 

enterorrhexis (en‘te-rj-rek’sis), ». [NL., ¢ 
Gr. évrepov, intestine, + Agfa, rupture.) Rup- 
ture of the intestine, 

(en‘te-ré-sep’sis), wn [NL., ¢ enter 
Gr, évrepow, intestine, + ows, putrefaction.] 
Blood-poisoning by absorption of toxic mate- 
rials formed within the intestine. 

en (en‘te-ro-spazm), x. (Gr. évtepor, 
intestine, + gracuac, spasm. } bpasmodie colic. 

(Gr. dvtepor, enterostomy (en-te-ros’t6-mi), nv. 
intestine, F oréua, mouth.) Formation, by a 
surgical operation, of a permanent opening 
into the intestine. Same as enterotomy, 2. 
enterotome (en-ter’é-tém), n. [Gr. érrrpow, 
intestine, + -royog, C rayeiv, cut.) A portion 
of the embryo of vertebrates containing those 
structures which later develop into the diges- 
tive tract. [Rare.] 

enterozoic (en‘te-ro-26'ik), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to the Enterozea, 

Enthelminthes (en-thel-min‘théz), ». pl. [NL.] 
Same as Enthelmintha. 
entheomania (en‘thd-6-mi‘ni-f}, ». [NL., ¢ 
Gr, évteoc, inspired, frenzied, + pavia, madd- 
ness.) Religious frenzy. 

enthlasis (en‘thla-sis), ». (Gr. defame, a dent 
caused by pressure, ¢ év.av, dent by pressure, 
 &, in, + Ghav, crush. A comminuted de 
pressed fracture of the skull. 
enthymematic (en-thi-mé-mat’ik), a. In logic, 
of the nature of or containing an enthymeme ; 
— — stated: as, an enthymematic syl- 

atm, 
entiris (en-ti‘ris),». [NL., ¢ Gr. roc. with- 
in, + Ipq, iris.) The posterior pigmented 
layer of the iris. 

enti , 4. 3, Anindividual fact or conception, 
having in itself all that is needed to constitute 
a characteristic whole. 

Palpable enlargement of the in infants « f 
sigue Sel, law Gow eume ——— nd as a definite 
clinical and pa’ L 

Therapeutic te, Feb. 15, 1908, p. 1a. 

entoblast, ». 2. In embdryol., one of the 
blastomeres or segments of the * which 
takes part in forming the wall of the intestine, 
or enteron. 
entobronchium (en-té-brong’ki-um), #.; pl. 
entobronchia (-A). [NL,, ¢ Gr, évrée, within, + 
Spéyxoc, windpipe,] In ornith., one of several 
tubes branching off from the vestibule or 
dilatation of the bronchus, 

entocalcaneal (ont kal —— a. (Gr. 
évréc, within, + NL. caleaneum + -al.]  Situ- 
ated on the inner side of the caleaneum or 
heel-bone: specifically applied by Owen to 
the innermost of the ridges or projections on 
the posterior face of the proximal end of the 
tarsometatarsus of a bird. 

entochoroidea (en-té-k6-roi‘dé-l), ». [NL., 
€ Gr, évréc, within, + NL. chorvidea.] The 
posterior layer of the choroid. 

en-tok-né’mi-al), a. (Gr. évrdc, 
J j Situated on 

entocn 
within, + cvqjuy, tibia, + -al. 
the inner side of the tibia. 

entocesle (en‘th-s6l), m. (Gr. évréc, within, + 
xoidoc, hollow,] The portion of the ewlenteron 
or gut-eavity of a hexactinian polyp inclosed 
within each pair of mesenteries; the intra- 
mesenterial space: opposed to *exorele. 
Trans. Linnean Soc. London, Zool., Oct., 1902, 

304 p. 304. 
entoceslic (en-tO-s6'lik), a. Same as entero- 
colic, 

entoco lar (en-té-kon‘di-lir), a. [Gr. évroe, 
within, + névdedor, condyle, + -ar3.] Relating 
to the entocondyle, or inner articular face of 
such & — as a femur: contrasted with 
*ectocon -~ Entocondylar y 
— —— the ee ee ae ee 
metatarstia of a bird. 

entocondyloid (en-té-kon'di-loid), a. [ento- 
condyl-ar + -oid.) Relating to the inner side 



entocondyloid 

or ion of @ condyle, or such an articula- 
tion as that of the distal end of the humerus. 
entoconid (en-td-kon’id), ». (Gr. évréc, with- 
in, novo, cone, + -id?.] The poste 
—— cusp of a lower molar. See cut under 
tooth, 

entocornea (en-tj-kér’né-4), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
tvréc, within, + NL. cornea, cornea.) Sai 
as membrane of Demours or Descemet (which 
see, under membrane). 
entocranial (en-t6-kri’ni-al), a. (Gr. ivréc, 
within, + xpavioy, cranium, + -al.] Same as 
endocranial. 

(en‘té-sist), m. Same as endocyst. 
en ossum (en-té-glos‘um), .; pl. —— 
(CH). [NL., ¢ Gr. évréc, within, + 746 
tongue. The foremost bone of the hyoid 
apparatus of a bird, lying in the substance of 
the tongue: really composed of a pair of bones 
roperly known as ceratohyals. — 

[NL., thi —— n —7* 
Gr. reréc, within, + yvitiog, jaw.] A proposed 
group of thysanurous inseets including the 
Cam , the Japygide, and the various 
fi es of Collembola, 

entohyal (en-té-hi’al), ». (Gr. évréc, within, 
+ 263 e of a chain of median bones 
in the lower part of the gill-arches in fishes: 
same as basibranchial. Starks, Synonymy of 
the Fish Skeleton, p. 518. 
Entoloma (en-t6-l6’mi), nm, [NL. (Quélet, 
1882), ¢ Or. Sorat within + déua, fringe.) A 
genus of agaries having reddish or pinkish 
angular res, a somewhat fleshy stem and 
pileus, and no volva or annulus. The ies 
are widely distributed, occurring in fields and 
woodlands. 
Entomacrodus (en-té-mak’rd-dus), ». 
< Gr. ate ae in, + . at the extremity, 
+ adoi¢ ~), —— genns of small blen- 
nies of the tropics, differing from Salarias in 
the presence of the long canines. 

entomeric (en-té-mer‘ik), a. Pertaining to or 
of the nature of an entomere. 
entomesoblast (en-té-mes’d-blast), ». (Gr. 
évrég, within, + wéooe, middle, + %/aerdc, germ. 
A layer or cluster of embryonic cells whic 
have not yet been differentiated into entoblast 
and mesoblast 
entometatarse 
ivréc, within, + E. metatarsus.] 6 internal 
face of the tarsometatarsus of a bird. Owen. 

Fe (en-tom’i-dé), #. pil. 39 En- 
tomis + -idz.] A Paleozoic family of ostra- 
code crustaceans, characterized by short, 
strongly convex, subequal bivalve tests with 
a depression near the middle of the dorsal 

ro- En 

me Lntomophthera. 

entomostomatous (en‘té-mos-td’ma-tus), a. 
(NL., Belonging to the — —————— fom ee 

cn-t}-mot’a-tirs n, [Gr. © 
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order of entomogenous fungi contain 
single family Entomophthoracce. See 
mophthorex. (ent — 

en to· mot· thõ · xiu ·) n. 
pl IX Same as “Entomophthorates 
entomophthorous (en-t6-mof’th$-rus), a. Per- 
taining to or caused by a fungus of the genus 

entrainment 

the 
nto~ 

at Cridemtalws. 

(Prom Bull, 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.) 

entosphere (en’té-sfér), n. (Gr. évrdc, within 
+ agaipa, & ball) —— the inner or 
medullary zone of the centrosphere of the 
eell. Ziegler, 1899. 

A vi d from aw, of gramheppers ded or dying entomoph- 

L. 0. Howard, in Yearbook, U. 8. Dept. Agr., 1901, p, 460, 

‘ ‘ri-um), ». (NL. 
Entomory 1838), Pe torant teen * 

pore 

pyenidia with- 
out ostiola. 

wlatum causes the 
— of the 

Beet leas- bight 
Enfomozperium maculatum. 

a, section of leaf, h a divease-«) entomoste ™ 

Saie' peesla meant ets; Snee'th Cun), a: 
bad. —5 wo he to 

Shed. {Drown trom Kepon ot USD. 2) tne — womee- 

sion of Fe era; characterized by having 
the cells subdivided by transverse partitions, 

Centrosome and aster in the polar mitoses of Linde. (Lillie). 
A, ester of the Gre polar 

surrou: 

ehiate gastropods which have the lip of the 
shell notched. 

entophthalmia (en-tof-thal’mi-4), ». 
Gr. évrés, 236 + i < Gr. ter 
Inflammation of the inner * * * oe Same 

—8 rroc 
Mave, place.) Being or within, + NL. tentaculum, tentacle.] One of 

ally occurring in the proper the 
tation. 5 later than the exotentacles and from the en- 

(en’t)-plazm), n. (Gr. éyrég, within, tocm@les of a corul polyp. 
+ rAdopua, anything formed.) Same as endo- en (en-t6-tho’raks), ». [Gr. éyrde, 

within, + @dpaf, thorax.) A chi noun pee 
bably an elaborate inward fold of the entoplastral (en-té-plas’tral), a, [entoplas- cess, 

tr-on + -all,] lateag to the entoplastron, the Selarunant, which projects upward in a forked 
bone in the plastron of a turtle that corre- manner from the sternum, called apo- 
sponds to the interclavicle of other reptiles. 8 F * —* 

entoptoscope (en.topꝰtõ kop). Gr. roc (en-tot‘’ré-fi), n. rT. 
within, + —— — —— nti), + évréc, within, + — bbe nurse: see 

trophi,] Same as *Entognathi on. oxorriy, —— An — em gic pin —— — —— 

-t5’ mi ; i testing the transparency of the media of the en 1 e ‘r6-fus), a. i 

* L. 2 — * eigen eye. A beam of **8 enters the eye th aminute to or baving the characteristics of the Entot- 

in craniom., the anterior point of the mastoid Bele in an opaque d phragm, and any aa. the rophior Entognathi. " 

le of the parietal bone. Von Tordk. ap —— ow entotympanic (en ‘ti-tim-pan’ik), a. (Gr. 

sadam cris) il ro omtrating (ene nh lero pnt aaa ering wine — Wile — 
Entomoconchidew (en‘t}-m§-kong’ki-d8), n. pl. entorganism (ent-or' gan-izm entosoal (en-t6-20'al), a. [entoso-on + -al!.] 

NL., < Entomoconchus + -idw.] A family of 
arboniferous ostracode crustaceans, charac- 

terized by subglobose, somewhat inequivalve 
shells, with a truncate front edge and a slit 
on the central portion of the margin. 

Entomoconchus (en‘td-mé-kong’kus), n. [NL., 
< Gr, évrowoc, cut in, + —— a shell.) The 

nfomoconchida, 

ving] A group 
enopterous insects (according to Ash- 

mead’s classification) having the hypopyeium 
to 

entomophilous, «. 2. In phytogeog., parasitic 
on insects: said of a class of fungi. Pound 
and Clements, 
Entomophthoracew § (en’té-mof-thd-ra‘’sé-é), 
n. pl. SRNL. < Entomophthora + -ace#.) A 

comycetous i named from 
tomophthora, Entomoph- 

entomophthoraceous (en’té-mof-thd-rii’ 
shius), a. Belonging or pertaining to the 
Entomophthoracex. 

pl 

family of ph 
the genus 
thorex. 

ales (en’td-mof-thé-ra’léz), n. 
ag a nt oy + 2354 

ophila aati Pager Tel 0 n. pl. (NL, ¢ ’ 
0 

entosolenian 
‘dw, within, + ow/gv, & channel, pipe.) 

torganism (ent-Gr’gan-izm), ». [Gr. fvrée, Caused b tozoa: 
within, + E. — — iar \ te. ——— —— — — — 

entosclerite (en-t6-sklé’rit), ». (Gr. frrér, entozodlogically (en‘td-z0-G-loj’i-kal-i), adv. 
within, + oxAypoc, bard, + -ite?.] A sclerite From the point of view of an entozodlogist, 
that is — internal, having no — — entozodlogy. 
portion, as the prophragma or mesophragma gn 1, ct 2. To carry along mechan- 
of an insect. Proc. Zool, Soc. London, 1902, ‘jeaily by the flow of another fluid at high ve- 
p. 174. locity. Thus water may be carried through a pipe with 

steam at stich a rate that it cannot be precipitated and 
attach fteelf to the walls of the pipe, bat must move 
with the steam into the engine-cylinder or other veasel 
me which the pipe delivers. Sei. Amer. Sup., Deo. 27, 

tum. Annals and Mag. Nat, Hist,, Feb., entrain? (en-trin’), «. [en-1 + train.) I, 
p. 147. J trans, To put aboard a train. 

(en’to-86-16’ni-an), a. [Gr.évrég, — Tdowbt very much whether, in Russia, a whole army 
aving an corps was ever entrained or embarked, secretly atl 

nolselesaly, in the Intter half of « #! night; bat in 
Japan this has been done again and 

ntose (en-té-sep’tum), n.; pl. enfosepta 
(-tH). [NL., < Gr. toric, within, + L. saptams, 
— a partition.) In corals, a septum de- 
ve within an entocwle, Compare * 

internal neck or tube, as the foraminifer Le- 
gena globosa, Compare *ectosolenian, Smith- George Kennan, in Outlook, June 18, 1904, p. 402, 
sonian Rep. (Nat, Mus.), 1897, p. 306, II. intrans. To go aboard a train. 
entosphenal (en-té-sfé’nal), ». [Gr. éré, entrainer (en-trin‘ér), ». A device for sat- 
within, + ogjv, a wedge, + -all.] A bone in urating a current of gas or steam with liquid : 
fishes anterior to the bones above the myo- usually a hollow or pocket for collecting a 
dome: same asbasisphenoid. Starks,Synonymy jiquid in such a way that it will be picked up 
of the Fish Skeleton, p. 512. by a passing current of gas or steam. 
Entosphenus (en-t6-sfé’nus), », [NL., ¢ Gr. entralament (en-tran’ment), n. The act of 
évrég, within, + adi, — nus of entraining; specifically, the catching up and 
ec a running in the rivers from California conveying away by live steam of minute drops 
northward on the Pacific slope. E. tridentatws of water a boiler or of particles of sugar 
is the common large lamprey of the Pacific from an evaporating-pan or other vessel from 
coast. which steam is exhausted. 



entrance 

entrance!, ». 7. In phonetics, the initial 
movement in producing a sound; the ‘attack’ 
or on-glide. Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p 
429.—8. In music of a concerted sort, the 
point at which or the effeet with which any 
ae the parts — especially when not 
at the beginning of # piece or passage.— 
of entrance, een Hk mero and FE 
—— (which see) Jour. Hey. Micros, Soc., Jane, 1004, 
B 
entrance-cone (en’- 
trans-kén), n. In em- 
bryol., the conical pro- 
trusion of the surface 
protoplasm of the egg 
at the point of entrance 
of the spermatozodn. 
entrance-pupil (en’- 
trans-pi’pil), » In a 
lens system, the eireu- 
lar apace correspond- 
ing inisize and position 
to the image which is 
formed of the atop by 
that portion of the sys- 
tem which lies between 
the stop and the object, 
See interfusion *diak, 

en (en-trins’- 
ing), p. a. That en- 
trances or transports 
with delight or won- 
der: as, entrancing music; an entrancing tale. 

entrechat (of-tr-shii’), m. [I., ¢ It. intree- 
ciata (se. capriofa), a —— caper, pp. 
of intrecciare, complicate, ¢ in, in, + treecia, 
plait, tress.) A leap in ballet-dancing, during 
which the performer strikes his heels together 
several times. 

“Me. Edgeworth excelled me so mach” the 
stranger], “that I eat down wen the ground, and burst 
ontac ing : he could actual —— an entrechat of 
ten distinct beats, which I could mot aceomplish.” 

Edgeworth, Memoirs, IL vi 

entrée, ». 5, An old dance resembling the 
polonaise, or the music for it. 

Entropy leakage, « lowering of the value af the entropy 
factor fh the expanaton of a heat-medium, and a conse 
quent lowering of the intrinsic energy of the medium, 
without a corresponding useful expenditure of mechani- 
cal en to overcome a resistance. The heat-evergy of 
the modiam ke dissipated without doing work, as the 
water is wasted rae —— a reinetple ea 

a entropy, ie inciple (due to Clan. 
owing to the inequalities of Lemperatare be- 

it 
to 

* 
— 

c 

— = Bie 7 

o 

Entrance-cone in Sea-urchin’s 
Egg. (Magniged.) 

& 

4, sperm-head before en- 
trance; #. mucheuss a, middie. 
plece and past of the @ageilum ; 
&, C, sperm-head lmmedarnety 
atter entrance, showing ecn- 
trance-cone | J), rotamon of the 
sperm-head, feruation of the 
Sperteasier about the middle: 

jece; A, casting off of maiddbe- 
plete, Centrosome af focus of 
the mays, The changes figured 
eccepy abuut eight minutes. 
iV rem Wilson's “ The Cebl.) 

tween differer ints, the entropy of the aniverse com- 
tinually tends —— Unit of entropy, the *claus 

Entry sign, i otanis —— ——— — is Dat partly writ- 
ten oat. a oan ican the — at wih the inftating 
part is to in. om a conduct a 
br player to begin. —Table of double entry, « table 
having two ancuments, as, for example, a multiplication 
table. It may or may not be arranged so that one angu- 
mont is entered ut the top and the other at the side. Aa 
long as the quantities in the table vary with two inde 
pemlent quantities, or a) lations, to be entered, it re: 
mains a table of double en' 

entry cannot be red ie entry.— 
Writ of entry, in common law, a writ which lice in favor 
of one having a right of entry to recover of 
lands wrongfally withheld. 

entry-clerk (en‘tri-klérk), mn. A clerk whose 
business is to make entries inthe proper book 
or books; in common usage, a clerk in a mer- 
eantile establishment who keeps a book of 
original entry in which all purchases and sales 
are recorded in the order of their occurrence. 

entry-word (on’tri-wérd), n. The word under 
— a book is listed or entered in a cata- 

ie. 
Entyloma (en-ti-lé’ma), a. [NL. (De Bary, 
1874), < Gr. évrvdvictiar, to grow hard, ¢ 2, in, 
+ ridoc, a callus,] A genus of parasitic fungi 
of the order Ustilaginales. The mycelium is inter. 
cellular and not gelatinous as in roost amut-fung. The 
spores are intercalary or terminal, usually forming groups 
in the tlasue of the host, but notacparating fromit. Some 
of the species produce galblike swellings, and many bear 
simple conidia. About 70 species have been described. 
KB. Phyealidie la common on spectes of PAyarlia, 

enucleate. c. t. 3. In eyiol., to deprive (the 
cell) of its nucleus; to denucleate. 

enuf, a., #., adv., and inferj. A simplified spell- 
ing of enough. 

Env. Ext. An abbreviation of Envoy Extraor- 
dinary. 

enzoéty (en-76'6-ti), wm. IGr. év, in, + (epi)- 
sodty.] A contagious disease of animals, such 
as infectious abortion of cattle, confined to 
small localized regions. 
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enzymatic (en-zi-mat’ik), a, (Irreg. ¢ enc 
+ -atic, The proper form is enzymic.) 
lating to an enzym or ferment; enzymic. 
enzymation (en-zi-ma’shon), wv. [enzym + 
-ation.) The process of affecting with an 
enzym.— Oxidising the called to 
a ea (which see). Also asidizing ency · 
mona, 

enzymic (en-zim’ik), a. Relating to or of the 
nature of an enzym. 
enzymo] (en‘zi-mél), n. 
proteid ferment used in 
peroxid as a wash for the 
the pharynx, 

enzymol (en-zi-mol’6-ji), m. [MGr. érfupoc, 
leavened (see enzym), + -Aopia, ¢ Afyer, speak.) 
The study of enz 

fencym + -ol.] A 
lace of hydrogen 
cerated ae of 

yin. 
enzymosis (en-zi-mdé’sis), 1. [enzym + -ovis.) 
Fermentation by non-ongani ferments. 
Roberts, 

E. 0. A game of chance, in which the appro- 
priation of the stakes is determined by the 
falling of a ball into one of several niches 
marked E or O respectively, X. &. D, 

e€o- (6°06), [Gr. fe, dawn: see eocene, ete.) 
In petrog., cifically, a prefix used before 
the names of rocks, chiefly voleanie, to indi- 
ente that they were erupted in geologically 
ancient time as distinguished from Tertiary 
or recent time. Its use was suggested by 0. Norden- 
ekjéld in 18%, The resulting terms are cobasalt, eo- 
dacite, corhyolite, ete. 
Eocardids# (é-(-kiir’di-~ié), n. pl, (NL, Eoear- 
dia, thet genus, + -ide.) A family of small 
fossil ent mammals, — species of 
the genera Helomys, Phanomys, Palwocarida, 
etc., from the Santa Cruz formation (Miocene) 
of Patagonia. Ameghino, 1891, 
Eocicada (6"6-si-ka’di), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. de, the 
dawn, + L. cicada, cicada.j] A genus of the 
Cicadidee or harvest-flies occurring in the 
Jurassic lithographic slates of Bavaria, 

eodemotic (60-dé-mot’ik), a. [Gr. jac, dawn, 
+ demotic,) Pertaining to the dawn of demo- 
tic (civil as contrastedwith tribal) organization 
of society. 

On the method classes with the 8 and 
——* is found that archaic trephining was 
chiefly prehistoric and exclusively eodemotic, bat that 
neoteric trephining persists, at beast vestigtally, anny 
backward representatives of civilized peoples, 

fiep. Bur. Amer. Bt , 1G, p. 14, 

eohistoric (6’5-his-tor’ik), @. Pertaining to 
the dawn of history: as, eohistoric times; eohis- 
toric man. 

eolation —— n. IIU. Molus, the wind- 
+ -~ation.] In geol., the process of earth- 

—— by wind; the seouring of exposed 
formations by wind~iriven dust and sand, the 
chiseling of cliffs and modeling of beaches by 
wind-driven waves, and the modification of ex- 
isting features by transportation and deposi- 
tion of rock material by wind. 

eolith (6’6-lith) m. [Gr. joc, dawn, + Aifoc, a 
stone.) A rudely chipped flint implement or 
what appears to be such) regarded, from its 
workmanship, as older than the paleoliths, 
Eoliths are found in the oldest terna 
deposits of Europe. Keane, Ethnology, p. 74, 

eolithic (6-6-lith’ ik), a. Pertainingto or char- 
acterized by the presence of ooliths, 

eolotropic (6'6-l0-trop’ ik), a. [eolotrop-y + 
-ic.] Characterized by eolotropy; having a 
different structure in different directiona: op- 

to isotropic, An eolotropic medium shows dif- 
erent elastic properties according to the direction of the 

stress, and, when transparent, exhibita double refraction, 
60. (6-6-lot’rd-pi), #. (Gr. aidtor 
changeable, shifting, + -tporoc, ¢rpérem, turn.} 
Difference of structure in different directions, 
Deubly refracting crystals are eolotropic, and isotropic 
bodies, when twlated of subjected to longitudinal or shear- 
ing stress, show « temporary volotropy. 

Bodies . . . whose electromagnetic properties merge 
into those of isotropic non-comductors as the eelotropy dis- 
appears. Hf. Hertz (trans.), Blectric Waves, p. 2k 

eon,#. 3, The largest division of geologic time : 
used by J. D. Dana especially in dividing the 
archmwan into astral and archwozoic eons. 

eonial, wonial (4-0’ni-al),a. Same as conian, 
hone (é@'6-fon),n. (Gr. de, dawn, the east, 

the orient, + gor, sound. The intended 
meaning seems to be ‘ that which orients, or 
fixes the direction of, the sound.’] An ap- 
paratus for ascertaining at sea the direction 
or bearing of a source of sound-waves. ft con- 
siste of & poir of trutopet-shaped receivers pointing in 
the same direction and mounted on oppedite sides of a 
sparing screen. From these condensing-receivers tubes 
lead Gownward and are attached to the two ears of the 

epanorin 
obeerver. The screen and trumpets are 
mounted ona short vertical mast free 
to be turned so that the of the 
screen can point io any direction. 
When the observer receives by trial the 
most intense vibration of the alr, then 
both motdthpieces and the screen be- 
tween them are pointed to the source 
of sound, Used in thick weather or 
at night. 

Eoplacophora_ = (66-pla-kof’6- 
ri), a. pl (Gr. gée, dawn, + 
wag (shax-), plate, + -gopoc 
< oepeiv, bear.) A suborder of 
the polyplacophorous chitons, 
It t charactert by having the tegu- 
mientum coextensive with the articuln- 
mentum, of the latter projecting in 
smooth insertion-plates, and by having 
sosterion eilln, ne of its two families 
is Faleotoic, the other Tertiary and 
recent. 

Eopsetta (6-op-set’K), m. [NL., 
< Gr. pec, dawn, + q+/rre, a flat- 
fish.) A genus of flounders 
closely allied to Hippoglosso- 
ides, found on the coast of Cali- 
fornia. E. jordani, the single 
known species, is frequently asd to rete mo- 
sold as English sole. coming obtiquelts 

eorhyolite hg Aah ar N. [eO- necting each cose 
+ rhyolite.) In petrog., a geo- trmretcly th oe 

a, collecting cone 
for sound - ites. 
tions: +, screen t 
separate the sound 
waves Coming te 
each Cote trote dit. 
ferent direction 

* J ed she operator's 
logically ancient rhyolite. See carsdsuspeading 
Xen- spring tw cary 

weight of ¢. clemp 
to press the tute Eosaurus (é-5-si’rus), ». (NL., 

€ Gr. jeg, dawn, + caipor, 
lizard.) A genus of stego- mast Grryiag co 

tecting <ones and 
#reen; g, heed 
wheel to preet the 
fercen and cones 
to othe amt of 
greatest inteasity 
of semnits A, dumb 
compass in a fier’ 
felation to the axis 
of the ship. « 
pelnter indicating 
the beasi of the 

—— — represented 
only by detached — 
vertebrm from the Coal-meas- 
ures of Nova Scotia, 

us (é-(-skdr’pi-us), #. 
(NL., © Gr. §ég, dawn, + onap- 
Tiog, a seorpion.] A genus of 
fossil scorpions from the Car. the bearing of u 
boniferous rocks of Illinois, “*" “°° 

Eosebastes (6‘-sé-bas’téz), wn. (NL, ¢ Gr. 
jac, dawn, + Sebastes.) A subgenus of the 
genus Sebastodes, including the red rocktishes 
of the coast of California. 
Eosin B, BN, or BW, a coal-tar color of the xae- 
thene 39 the sodium salt. of dibrom-dinitre-thoores- 
celn, It is applied like cosin, bat gives MMuwer pinks 
Also called eorin scarlet.— Bosin J. fame as ®erythro- 
vin. Eosin 8 or a coal-tar color of the xanthene 
bbe, the potassium salt of the ethyl ether of tetrabremn- 
Morescein. It is insoluble in cold water, but readily 

soluble in alcohol, and for this reason it is often called 
spirit-sotuble eosin. Ite application isthe sumeas that of 
eosin. — scarlet. me as teornn Fi, LN, oc BW, 
—Eosin 10B. Sanw aa pAloxin.— Methyl eosin, Sune 
a crythrin, 1. 

eosinophil, a. II, ». A leucocyte which stains 
only with the acid dyes, such as eosin, Also 
called acidophil and aryphil, 

eosinophilia (6’G-sin-0-fil’i-k), n. [eosin + 
Gr, -:/.0, ¢ gizziv, love.] The presence in the 
blood of eosinophil lencoeytes in markedly in- 
creased numbers. #. C. Cabot, Clinieal Exam. 
of the Blood, p. 116. 

eosinophilic (6/4-sin-6-fil’ik), a. Same as 
eosinophil. 

eosinophilous (6"6-si-nof*i-lus), a. [eosinophil 
+ -ouws.) Staining readily and intensely in 
eosin; of or pertaining to an eosinophil. 
eosium (6-6’si-um), nm. [NL.,, irreg. ¢Gr. pee, 
dawn (nurora), + -ivm.] A name suggested 
by Berthelot forthe recently discovered atmos- 
pheric gas krypton. 

eosolate (6-0's0-lAt), m, [eos(im) + -ol + -aitel.) 
A salt of sulpho-acids of the aliphatic creosote 
esters. Caletum cowolete is a gray, gritty powder, with 
slightly pungent ethereal odor and somewhat scrid 
leathery taste: used in diabetic affections, Silrer cownlate 
ia used in gonorrhea, and quinine eovolate in malaria, 

Eotrochus (6-ot'rp- kus), n. (NL, ¢ Gr. oy 
dawn, + NI. Trochus, a genus of gastropods. 
A genusof platypodous Mollusca, ¢ eberiz 
by turbinate, widely umbilicate shells whieh 
have that whorls and concave base, and which 
sometimes carry agglutinated foreign particles. 
The genus was deseribed from Silurian rocks. 
epacme (ep-ak’mé), ». [Gr. éx/, upon, + axuf, 
acme,] A stage in the ancestral or phylogenetic 
history of a group of organisms, such asa family 
or a genus or a species, before the perfection of 
development, or acme, is reached, Jowr, Roy. 
Micros. Soc., Oct., 1003, p. 616. [Rare.] 

epagomenic (ep’a-go-men‘ik), @. Same as¢ju- 
gomenal, 

— (ep-a-né’rin), nm. [NL, ¢ 
ef.) + -in*.] A yellow compoun 

nora (see 
contained 



epanorin 

in the lichen Lecanora * It crystallizes 
in needles, melting at 131-192° C. 
Epanorthidw (ep-a-nér’thi-dé}, . pl. (NL. 
(.Ameghino, 1889), ¢ Kpanorthis, the type genus, 
+ -idw.] A family of mammals, comprising 
small species, known from entary re- 
mains in the Santa Cruz formation (Miocene) 
of Patagonia, and placed with the diprotodont 
marsupials. 
epanorthotic (ep*an-dr-thot’ik), a. Of the 
nature of or characterized by epanorthosis; 
given to epanorthosis. 

e fep-iir-ké’an),a@. (Gr, éri, upon, + 
. archean.) Situated above the recognized 

archwan: applied to a group of rocks which 
contain no fossils and are not yet accepted as 
Paleozoic, but which apparently are later in 
age than the trn¢archman. Dana, Manual of 
Geol., p. 446,— the time-in- 
terval between the formation of an wean rock and the 
next overlying ote. As tiret by A, C. Lawson it was re- 
stricted to Precambrian time, but it has had a wider sig- 
nificance in the writings ofothers. Sovence, N.S, Feb. 20, 
isnt, p. 20, 

te (ep‘irk-adt), m. [eparch + -ate3.] 
ame as eparchy, Schaff. 

e 1 (ep-iirk’i-al), a. Of or pertaining to 
an eparchy, Schaff. 

(ep-lir-ka-a'lé), m.; pl. eparcnalia 
(-li-d). (Gr. éxi, upon, + L. areus, arch.) The 
independent ossification from which the neural 
spine is developed ; the supradorsal of Gadow. 

toi (e-par’i-toi), a. pl, (Gr. érdmroe or d 
érapira.] A picked body of hoplites created in 
Arcadia, in ancient Greece, after the founda- 
tion of Megalopolis in370 B,c, They probably 
formed a considerable troop. 

Hore too the Bparited must have had their quarter ; and 
it was their daty, in case of an hostile assault, to defend the 
southern circuit of the walls, 

J. B. Bury, in Jour, Hellenic Studies, XVIII. 18 

Epaxial actinophores. See *actinophore. 
epstrogenetic, epeirogenic. Same as *epiro- 
# enic, 
epembryonic (ep-em-bri-on’ik), a. [Gr. éri, 
upon, + embryonic.) Of or a rl to 
stayes in the life of an organism later than the 
embryonic stages. yet, Biol. Lect., 1899, 
p ll [Rare. ; a 

éper (a- on’), m, = . experlanc, 
esperlan pana ete, ¢ its. sperlink = E. 
sparling\ 
eperlanus, found alon 

rope, and esteem 
eph-. See epi-. 

ph., Ephes. Abbreviations of Ephesians. 
Ephebaces (ef--bii’s6-4), n. pl. [NL.,< Ephebe 

-acew.] A family of a lichens 
named from the 
ephebarch (ef’é- 

nus Ephebe. 
tvirk), m. (Gr. d¢fJapzor, ¢ 

ondoc, a boy, + dprir, | i 
an overseer of youth: a kin 

eader,] In Gr, 5 
of magisſtra 

whose precise duties are not now known. 
ephebastic (ef-¢-bus’tik), a. Of or pertaining 
to ephebasty: having characters which be- 
long to the mature growth-stage of a colony. 
ephebasty (ef’é-bas-ti), m. (Gr. égnfoc, mature, 

dorv, city.) In paleon,, the condition of 
having attained mature growth, as a colony of 
corals; the stage of mature growth. 
Tphehet (e-fé’bé), n. [NL. (Fries, 1825), < 

r, éxi, upon, + 93x, youth, > pubescence, in 
allusion to the pubescent thallus.) A genus 
of lichens having the thallus small and 
branched and composed chiefly of the algal 
element. The apothecia are small and round. 
The species are few and occur on wet rocks 
and earth. 

Ephebeitic (e-fé-bé-it’ik), a. hebcitis + 
-i¢.] Of or pertaining to ephebeitis. (Rare.] 
Many of the phenometa are thoge of over-accentuation 

of processes normal at puberty, which I have for_yoars 
called ephebeitic. G.S. Hall, Adolescence, L208. 

ephebeitis (e-fé-bé-i’tis), m. [NL ¢ Gr. 
+ ropieia, man's estate, + -ifis (implying in- 

flammation).}) The fever of maturing youth. 
[Rare.] 
When the youth takes the helm of his own being, be 

navigates a c y sen... He must strive, fight, and 
storm his way up, if he would break into the kingdom of 
man... Many an impalse secks expression, .. . whi 
will never be heard of . Itefunction is to stimulate 
the next higher power. ... Never in itso true that 
nothing human is alien from each tndividual, as in this 
fever of ephebeitia, UG. & Hall, Adoleacence, 1. 90. 

ephebiate (¢-fé’bi-dt), 1. [Gr i¢nfela, man's 
estate, + -<afe3,) In Gr. antiq., the period of 
mlolescence in boys or the period of ephebic 
education. 

.] The European smelt, Osnerus 
the shores of northern 
as a food-fish 
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2. Of or pertaining to the adult 
eny, 
the 

ephebic, a. 
stage of individual development or ont 
as contrasted with the adolescent an 
senile stages. 

[The] ephetic give the differentials elaborated 
in the on * at the actne of the evolution of the stock. 

Hyatt, Biol. Lect., 1800, 122. 
assumption of char aches of Invent tenmuonie Tank (corto 

Amer. Jour. Sci., Jan., 1900, p, 12. 

ephebolic (ef-é-bol’ik), a. IGr. f9nJor, youth, 
+ §0A%, a throw, cast (ef. metabolic, —B 
Same as *ephebie, 2. 
ephebus (e-fé’bus),m. Same as ephebs, 
epheby (ef’é-bi), ». [Gr. égysia (or égnfela, 
man's estate, < éoyiriem, arrive at man’s 
estate), € foniog, adult: see ephebic.) The 
adult condition ; adulthood ; the ephebie stage: 
used in the classification of the stages of ontog- 
eny. 

ephectic (e-fek’tik), a. and mn. [Gr. égewrende, 
able to hold back, ¢ Aré yee, hold back, ¢ dri, 
to, unto, + éyev, hold.) I, a. Holding the 
judgment in check, 

xu. One who suspends judgment. 

All these men were called Pyrrhoteans from their 
master; amd also doubters, and — arid ephection, 
or suspenders of thelr judgment, and investigators, from 
their —. And their philosophy was called in- 
vestigutory their investigating or seeking the truth 

ephectic, from the 
couraged estigation, 

: of their judgment, epoche ; 
and doabting, ey nasser that the dogmatic 
philosophers only doubted, and that they did the same, 

Diogenea ius (trans), Lives of the a 
Pp. 

ephedrine (ot Garin) n. — 4⸗2. 

1 ,ON, contain 

The player who failed to hit the stone 
wae blindfolled and made to carry the victor to the atone, 

This is also the case with the group [llastrating the oft- 
repeated theme of the Kphedriemes or Encotyle, 

M. B, Huish, Greek Terr-cotta Statucttes, p. 123, 

ephelkustic (ef-el-kie’tik), a. [Gr. igeAmere- 
xéc, attracted, drawn after, ¢ —— power 
of attraction, < ipéAacey, draw after, attract, ¢ 
éri, upon, + fAcer, draw.) In Gr. gram., at- 
tracted or appended: applied to the letter v 
(n) when, for the sake of euphonious utter- 
ance, it is appended to a word ending in a 
vowel and followed by another beginning with 
a vowel, 

thy (e-fem‘e-ran-thi), ». (Gr. ig%- 
pepoc, of the day, fleeting, + detec, lower.) In 
bot., the phenomenon of lasting only one da 
or less: referring to flowers or, chiefly, their 
corollas, F. &, Clements, 
Ephemerida (of-¢ mor'i-d), n.pl, [NL.] The 

erid«e considered as of ordinal rank, 
emeromorphic («- fem’ e-rd-mér’ ik), a. 

"Par. foijuepoc, of the day, + oped, form.) Of 
or pertaining to the ephemeromorphs ; of or 
ertaining to a form of organie life that is 
nsitory and unstable —in particular, a form 

of life which, being definitely neither —— 
nor animal, has no permanent place in nature ; 
ephemeromorphous. [Rare.) 
E — (e-fem-e-rop’té-ril), m. pl. 

L., ¢ Gr. éojuepoe, of the day, + srrepav, 
wing.) In entom., the Ephemeride econsid~- 
ered as an order. 
ephete (ef’ét), m. (Gr. é¢éryc, a commander, a 
magistrate, ¢ idifvar, send to, command, ¢ éx/ 
to, + lfm, send.) In Gr. antiq., a criminal 
magistrate in Athens, especially one who tried 
eases of murder. 

ephetic (e-fet’ik), a. [ te + -ic.] Of or 
pertaining to the office of ephete. 

ephippial, a. 2. Having or carrying a brood- 
pouch: as, the ephippial females of certain 
phippie (ed ) Gr. igi aa 
e ¢ (o-fip’ik), a. rT. i@rmopv, a saddle- 
ton taken for gaddie’, + -ic.) Suddle- 
shaped; specifically, having the ends of the 
vertebral centra concave in one plane and con- 
vex in the other, as are the cervical vertebre 
of birds; heteroemlous, Wieland, 1899, 

ephor, n. 2. In modern Greece, an overseer 
or superintendent of public works. 

epichilous 

ephoric (e-for’ik),a. [ephor + -ic.] Same as 
ephoral. 
Ephraimite (6'fra-im-it), mn. 1, In Old Test. 

ist.,a member of the tribe of Ephraim, one 
of the 12 tribes of Israel.—2, A nickname for 
pieces of 8 groschen struck at Berlin by Fred- 
erick the Great about 1759: so called from one 
of the directors of the mint. 

(e-fid’ri-ad), m. [Gr. égvdpric (-ad-), 
of the water (se. veo, nymph), ¢ éx/, upon, 
+ i⸗ water.) A water-nymph. L. Hunt. 
[Rare, 

d (ef‘i-drid), a. Of or belonging to e 
the dipterous family Lphydrida. 

eph e (efLdro-gam ik), a. (Gr. tri 
upon, + rdop, water, * yauoc, marriage, + -ic, 
ydrophilous, with the pollination oceurring 
3 the goer of 8 water. 1. ephyrule (-18) 

yruls (ef-ir’i-li), a.; pl. ephyrile (-16). 
“Es .) Ayoung acraspedote medusa newly set 
aaron —— — * 

{ep’i-al), . . épial (Geoffroy), r. 
vr upon, + -al.] ff ichth., the neural spine; 
the spine in which the neural arch ends, 
Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 524, 

epialid, pialid (6-, b -pi'aelid), 1. and a. 
a. A member of the family Epialidw (He- 

pialide). 
I, a. Of or belonging to the lepidopterous 

adria 
family Epiatide ( Hepialide). 

um (ep-i-an‘dri-um), #.; pl. ¢ 
-A). [NL,, ¢ Gr. éxi, to, + dviip (aedp-), male.) 
n the Arachnida, the opening of the male 
mital organs, 
baterium (ep’i-bai-té’ri-um), n. [NL. 

(Forster, 1776), in allusion to the climbi 
habit, ¢ Gr, ircjaripcoe, of or for climbing, 
érifaiver fo — see epibatus.) A genus of 

f the fa i plants o mily Mf “2. They are 
wigally twining shruba with axihary panteles of small 

bat the leaves not peltate as in some related 
genera, There are about 90 species, widely distriba 

or pertaining to epibenthos. See *epiben 
*henthos, *benthonic, 

Everywh however, the bs wpe fauna is exposed 
to 3306 definite enviroomental condithot as compared 
with a deeper fauna Eneye. Brit, XLT, 963, 

epibenthos (ep-i-ben‘thos), ». [NL.,¢Gr, exi, 
upon, + Abicoc, depth (see *henthos).) The 
animals and plants that exiat next to the ben- 
thos, or deep-sea fauna and flora— namely, 
those that live in the sea-bottom of the couti- 
nental shelf or littoral zone, and those that 
are attached to its surface, and those that 
creep or run over its surface, considered col- 
lectively. See *henthos, 
The fauna of this zone [continental shelf or littoral 

nobel, » Frneraty very Well characterized, may be distin- 
guished as the epibenthos, Eneye. Brit., 111. 933%. 

epiboulangerite (op‘i-bi-lan’jér-it), a. [epi- 
boulangerite.) A lead sulphantimonate, 

PbgSboSg, occurring in dark bluish-gray to 
black masses, It is one derived by altera- 
tion from boulangerite, 

epibranckial, n. 2. In ichth,, one of the upper 
nes of the gill-arches. They liv jast above the 

je of each arch, between the superior pl 
and the cerutobranchials below, 

rani 6 (ep*i-brang-ki-a‘le), n.; pl. epi- 
ranchialia (-lidi). [NL., neut. of *epibran- 

chialis, « Gr, éxi, i + Spdyzin, gills: see 
branchial.) In ichth,, the — of the 
three pieces of the gill-branches (branchialia) 

Epibul Nota [NL.] The typical a (ep-i-bii‘li-d), m. ‘ e@ typical 
genus of the family Hpibulidx, Eschscholts, 
829, 
bulidm (ep-i-ba’li-dé), ». pl, [NL., ¢ Epi- 

Epis + -idw,| A family of calyconectous Si- 
phonophora, It consiats of polygastric forms with a 
short, inflated, eplrally cotvotuted stem, cormidia ordinate 
fy a spiral ring pevtorted by 0 commen af palpons, preu- 
meat re without ‘pericystic mdial pouches but with 
— * vill. It includes the genera Apibudia and 

ngpeet, 

epicheilous, a. See *epichilous. 
epichilous (ep-i-ki’lus), a. (Gr. éreyerhe, 
õn or at the lips, ¢ é7/, upon, * yrizoc, lip.] Of 
or pertaining to the lip or buccal segment: 
specifically applied to carthworms having the’ 
prostomium separated from the buccal seg- 
ment by a complete groove. Also epicheilous, 
Prue, Zool, Soe, London, 1901, p, 199. 



Epichloé 

08 (e-pik’ 198), m. [NL. (Tulasne, 1865), 
Gr. i, upon, 769, grass, verdure.] A 

genus of parasitic a i of the order 
creates, having the perithecia embedded in a 
smooth, bright-colored, fleshy stroma which is 
at first covered with # conidial layer. The asci 
are cylindrical and contain 8 hyaline Gliform spores. The 

Kraases, as the name tndi- 
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e ———— a. [epi- 
—— tal ( ing upon & con- 

tinent: said of a low’ bee formed by the 
submergence of continental areas in certain 
een | oe Chamberlin and Salisbury, 
Geol., pick al), fo 

(ep-i-kos‘t hg nD 
.. costa, rib, + -all,) 'L “+> alll 

Poa pratensis, bluc-grass, and PAlewm sratenen, nee epicotyleal lop 33 Gr. éri, upon, 
epichondrosis (ep‘i-kon-dro’sis), n. [NL., ¢ xorvay, cup, + * the metap- 
re éxi, upon, + zérlpoc, cartilage, + -ovis,) tery; rg one of the —8 — of the head 

wtb of cartilage upon the periosteum, of Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skel- 
om as that producing the antlers ace — eton on BBM. 
epichondrotic (ep*i-kon-lrot‘ik), a. n, 3, A secondary crisis in an in- 
—— +-ic.] Relating toa growt — car- ‘tious disease, 

——— the periosteum or perichondrium. @ plcryvtalline (ep- -i-kris’ta-lin), a. [epi- + 
The an of deer are — growths. crystalline.) In geol., noting a crystalline 

L 21a 
6 ichord al, a. 2. 

oting at of ver- 
— found in some 
* —— in ~~ 

e cartilaginous ele- 
ments from which the 
centra of the vertebre 
are developed are sup- 
pressed on the veutral 
side of the notochord, 

Bombina- 

— 

oh 

H. Gade, +p ae 
(Reptiles, p. 20, 

epichorion ——— 
8 "bs pl. ¢ 
-H Gr. M. —— 
+ xépor, the mem- 
brane that incloses 
the fetus.) In em- 
bryol., that portion of 
the uterine mucosa 
which folda over and 
incloses the egg in 
mammals. 

eprichkarten, 
A —— — section of the 

hemes uterus as ovum in 
situ estimated as about the thie. 
teenth day. (After Kollman.) 
One Dall patural size. 

a, cavity of uterus; 8. decidwa 
wall 

uterine glands: 7, J, cavity of 
orem oF ric vesiche; 
4, decidua serotina; /, epicho- 
rion i a. vewtral wail of wterus. 
(From Marshall's ~ Vertebrate 
Embryology.) 

epichrosis (ep -i-kré‘ sis) (NL., ¢ Gr. 
Lymer, & surface * Ercan eolor 

on the surface, ¢ ér 3 color.] 
Cutaneous ** in —— 
freckles, ete. 

(ep-i-ki’sis), m. (NL., ¢ Gr, éxi x00, Boidermic 
uring in, also s piteher, ¢ étxeiv, pour in, 

< vi, on, in, + yriv, pour.) In Gr, archzol,, 
a pitcher for wine, otẽ. a beaker, 

epiclastic (e — tik), a. [Gr. ér/, upon, + 
xtaoréc, broken, + -ice.] In petrog. .» noting 
detrital, surficial socks ee — —Xx fragments 
of xisti rocks, 

epiclavicle (ep-i-klav’ vay. s 1. In échth., 
same as supraciavicle (which Par —2,. Abone 
of the shoulder-girdle of stegocephalian am- 
phibians extending dorsally from the acne 
the clithrum, 
epicnemial (ep-ik-né’mi-al), a. [epienemis + 
-all, ar, Relating to the superior and anterior 

rtion of — tibia. the 
I upwardly d ee eens 4 the — — part of 

e ‘op-ik as’ wsia), n, (NL. ¢ir < bi wee upon, 
svqey. tibia.) 

A small scle- 
rite sometimes 
found at the 
base of the 
tibia in some 
Arachnida, 
which doea not 
appear to have 
separate mo- 
— 

opiecaloma (« 
pics ‘mii ), 4 
(Gr. ivi, upon, 
+ noitawia (t=), 8 
hollow, cavity: 
see  carloma.] 
The portion of 
the ewloma, or 
true body-cav- 
ity, nearest the 
notochord in 
the vertebrate 

—— 

om, epiowloma. 
the middie af 

Mf ag sified, 
6, mee 

a tod 7 
om of 

Transverse 
the length of « f 

a, domal reet 6 
Diastic seanite) ©. subs 
archizepiric duct; ¢, | 

splanchn pleuric layer of 1 
omatogdeurtc Leper of mesot 
*8 duct; ⸗ an 
a. — ** und; a, 
shall’s * * Veeteb: * —* * og 

ie petrog., 

j 

Paap le = — * which is ——— 
as often in regional metamo upon an 

older sedimentary one. Galle, Tex book of 
Geol., p. 802. 

(ep’i-kur-ent), u. [Gr. éxi, upon, 
currens, current,] A stream or current 

at the surface of the sea, such as the Guif 
Stream. Haeckel (trans.), Planktonic Studies, 

spicycle, 2. (6) In mod. astron., sometimes 
for the geocentric path of a * hg 

its path relative to the earth 
ic, a. n. A curve — fog the 

of a point ———— uniformly a cir- 
cular orbit relativel > plat Q which itself 
has a uniform cireu far mo ion about O. It the 

epleyelic is ities have the same sign, the 

[epidemic + 

vel 
direct ; If ate retrograde. 

a hls pager dh i-ti), m. 
fiten of be ‘ing epidemic. Eneye. -ity.) ** Vi 4s 

- phist (ep-id8-mi-og’retist), ». 
writer on ihe sub; of epidemics, X. E. D 

{ep * n’dral), a, [Gr, éri, upon, 
+ dév Growing on trees: 
— 2* to —— as, an jon teen: Blgas 

epidendric (ep-i-den‘drik), a. Same as *epi- 

(ep-i-dér’ ma), n.; pl. epidermata 
~min-tih). ny © Gr. éxi,” upon, + déppa, 

skin.) A cutaneous excrescence, such as a 

tic (ep‘i-dér-mat’ik), a. Same as epi- 

— — tus), @. Pertain- 
to or affeeti: oe t 32 — 

ab epithelial — bee, 

— — 

— —7 [epidermis + -in?,] 
emollient consisting of equal parts of white 

wax, acacia, glycerin, and water, em mores 
as a vehicle = exhibiting skin-medi 

I. «a. A tumor com of 
cells resem ling those of, or derived from, the 

Resem- 
— ep dal) 

ér-moi’ js 
ling the dal (op 

olysis (ep*i-lér-mol’i-sis), ». [Gr. 
— ao oi epidermis, + Avo, loosening.}] A 
—— of the epidermis from the next un- 
derlying layer of the skin. 

(ep‘i-dér-m6’mit), n.; pl. epider- 
momata f — (Gr. éwdeputic), epidermis, 
+ -oma. cutaneous exereseence or out- 
growth, such as a wart. 
epidermosis (ep‘i-dér-md’sis), ».; pl. epider- @ 
— (-88s). ‘ta Gr, éxdlepu(ic), epidermis, + 

A disease of the skin which affects 
shied the superficial layer, or epidermis, 

9 —— pr [epi- + diabase,] 
base the augite in which has 

been —* to amphibole, uralite, or horn- 
blende: applied to rocks previously called 
epidiorite. Issel, 1892. 

epidiaacope {ep-i-di’a-skép), ». (Gr, fx, 
upon, + did, through, + exotriv, view.) An 
instrament for the optical projection of the 
itn. of opaque Dodles on @ screen by means 
of intel o or ttransmitted 1 ht. It consists of 
a lantern-box containing a powerful are-light, a water- 
tank for removing heat-rays, and a serics of mirrors be- 
neath and above the objective. Nature, Feb. 19, 1iKki, 
Pp STA See cut at projecting-tlantern. 

dymectomy (ep -i-did-i-mek’té-mi), » 
iin epididymis + br. i ixrouef), excision.) Ex- 

cision of the epididymis, Jour, Trop. Med., 
Jan. 15, 1903, p. 25. 

idymite (ep-i-did’i i-mit), a. (Gr. éri,a 
+ 1. (ew)didymite.] <A silicate of berylli non 

epigyny 
and sodium, HNaBeSigOg, oceurring in col- 
orless twinned orthorhomine erystals of tabn- 
lar habit: found in southern Greenland. It 
has the same composition as eudidymite, but 
differs from it in erystallization. 

(ep*i4lo-tif’e-rus), a. [epidote 
— paca bear, ontaining epidote; epi- 
dotie 

enidotization —— n. 3 
-ize + -ation, orm of 

metamorphism w ich cee be te by the 
formation of epidote, usually at the expense 
of the ferromagnesian minerals, bat also from 
the ls ee in some instances, 

epidural rete), a, [epi- + dura (mater) 
X tuated upon the ——— as, 

the a » an interval between the 
riosteum which lines the spinal canal and 

he dura mater i. ie spinal eord. IL 
epifocal (ep-i-fa’kal), [epi- + focal. y- 
ing about the focus; pall or with reference 
to the focus; near the focus; —— 
above the seismic center or focus 0 
quake. 
—— this — 3s velounte —— almost taveriably 

causes = hich ch should produce 
eplfocal di “peye Brit, x <xVIL oo. 

clliculitis (ep’ Hetk-acts), 
Gr, ixi, upon, + NL, folliculus, foilic ¢, + 

-itiz,] Inflammation of’ the hair-follicles of 
the sealp, 

epigamic (ep--gam ih), @. a, (Gr, éri, upon, + 
Relating to the mating of yawoc, marriage. 

animals: as poet colors, those worn b 
males c Sl ol a mating period and supposed 

. B. Poulton, Colors to attract the females, 

structure, 
which serves to attract or excite other sex during the 

each as the song of birda, the drum- 
ees ae pa, ae 

— — — ‘fossa, id, "fossa, zone a regions, 

oplaonetic font inet sys om 
r genetic, ] 

epigenceis, af- 
Of, pertaining to, or produced 

by epigenesis, 
He criticises the ideas of : * mya ae | 

history, an contends an distingu 

from an evolationary view of the origins of civilisation. 
Mind, X11. ea. 

2. In phys, qeog., a term applied to those rivers 
whose courses have been determined by the 
slope of a once overlying series of strata, now 
removed by erosion so a8 to disclose rock-atrue- 
tures of another errangement; superposed ; 
inherited, 

opigeniet (e-pij’e-nist), m. ae y) + dat, 
e who bi a Ae the doctrin ll 2 

opposed to evolution in -_ sense of preforma- 
Aang ite (e a8 ; (a 

e -pij‘e-nit Tr. émiyevic, grow~ 
after, + -ite2.] rN harsenate of copper 

and iron occurring in steel-gr a Balen erys- 
ontalottitis eee atn s NL, 

‘tis (op jo-ti’ tis) if 
glottis + 4 Inflammation o of the ——— 

th (e —— (Gr, ipa upon, + 7 
aw, sopoda, an epi te usna 

ase ah ng of i ios yey to the external 
margin of the protopodite or basal part of a 
maxilliped. 

epigonal (e-pig’-n 1). * Characteristic of or 
pertaining to an ep See epigone). 

* — spelling of a, and v, ¢. 
gly 

epigramme (ep-i-gram’), n. [F. épigramme ; 
see epiyram.) A small fillet a game, poultry, 
lami ry other delicate meat prepared and 
served as an en 

e (ep-i- ans’ nin), » 
xanthin ae crs oN = 

e {o » " (Gr. eri, to, + prv9, 
— female aperture or vulva in 
poser oc Proe, Zool, Soe, — 1900, p. 287. 
@| um (¢-pij‘i-num), rip = na (-nii), 

ta, & Gr, éxi, to, + perf, female.} In the 
Arachnida, the opening of the female genital 
OF TANS; the ep’ Bore Trans, Linnean Soe, 
pigyay, (il Lool., 1892, p. + 48.) 

(e-pij‘i-ni), » [epigyn-ous 
t., the character of being epigynous; the 

— of corolla and stamens on the top of 
the ovary. 
A from botanists are general) t 
— — of the flow 5 —— ee 
indication of advance, as ie — the concrescence that 
gives the condition of ¢pigyny. Breye. Brit,, XXV. 440. 

One of the 



epihypocycloidal 
cloidal {e — ge -po-si-kloi‘dal), a. 

"Tet + hypocyc dak} In math, having « 
erating rolli ne eurve of such a form that 

rtion of the protile without the —— 
circle ia @ * cloidal, while that wit it is 

vel oida 

(ep*i-li-rin’jé-al), a. (Gr. eri, 
upon, + Mapes larynx, + ae ‘ator the 
larynx; falsetto, 

— ri), » enh ie pil‘a-to-ri), ¢,0u ue, 
B=" after depilatery.) Sane as depilatory. 

(ep-i-lem —R i pl. epilemma te (-ma- 
(Gr. Pt upon, + , scale.) The 

fine, transparent sheath of a terminal nerve- 

ae (ep-i-lem‘al), a. Of or pertainin 
oth — mma. Jowr, Exper, Med,, March 2! 
1901, — 

make the orm ol ‘a impale ta — * 
apllepay, in whieh "he 

attacks occur only or —E ie e daytime. — Pocal 
Same as cortical epi- 

ie a8 a am ag #0 igo. — 
lopay. | Same pote pm m | in which the paroxysnes occur 

ly during «sl GRE RRS 
See *ery.— Epileptic status « morbid 

——— marked ‘od by almost continuous Splleptic s solznres, 
— eters — a state of coma 

epileptoid, . a, II, ». A person who is prone 
‘o have epileptic seizures. 
he In bot., = pent of the genus 

pilobium. ‘iso applied J —— an- 
gustifolium, the great willow-herb, long in- 
eluded in £pilobium. 

epilog, ss and v. i. A simplified spelling of 

—— — n. 2. Something added; an epi- Epi 

[epilogue + -ist.] ogist (e-pil’d-jist), n. 
opllos s gg ts er of an epilogue, he writer or the speak 

The that miss sections of the tale 
will be salen be finds * treat them ; this is 
a confession Uhat the pretended book of the Grail (~~ 
seamed according to the usual medieval fiction) has po 
existence outside of his inner — 

Jour. Amer. Fi an.—March, 1008, p. & 

epimagmatic (ep-i- “mag-mat’ik) [epi- + 
magmatic.) In petrog., noting Bad minerals 
in igneous rocks whic shave been formed — 
the solidification of the magma: not 
genetic. Such minerals are often — ine 
ondary minerals, See seconda: 
— (ep’i-mér), nm. (Gr. og “upon, + 

rt, portion.) 1. In em » & por- 
the mesodermal wall of the epiewloma 

Bee cut — 
—* 
in the vertebrate cost. pan 
*epiceloma,—2, In 

common — * —— distinguished 
— 

(ep si-um), ». (NI, erro- 
—— formed from Gr, inl, upon, + pie (ev-), 
muscle,] The conneetive-tiasue sheath of a 
musele, 
oath ep’i-mith), », I miythinm, 

r ee Ac < dri, upon, nds tatton Com- 
re affabulation, he moral appended to a 

simyibtem (op-l-mith‘i-wm), 9,5 I e mi -um), a.; pl. 
mythia (i). i ] Same as — — 
Sach are the —— in cursive ofa fable... and of 

an ** Aut. 
. C. Heaseling, in Jour. Hellenic Stadles, XIIL 204, 

epinephridial (ep*i-nef-rid ‘i-al), @ (Gr. éxi, 
upon, * NL, nephridium + -all.] ‘Of or per- 
taining to the spaces above the renal organ or 
nepbridiaum, See the quotation under *peri- 

—— i-nef’ri Gr. é (ep-i-nef’rin), ». rt. éxi/, upon, 
* wegnic, kidney, + -in?,) 2. or —— 
duced by J. J. Abel to ( esignate the active 
blood-pressure raising —— of the adrenal 
glands. See also *adrenalin,—2. The pro- » 
prietary name of a pre} ne ig made from the ® 
suprarenal capsule, which possesses marked 
hemostatic dei go 

Lying upon or over a nerve. 
ineural in some echinoderms, ome co Ube 
is which run between the nervous system and the 

adjacent hexky epithelium. 
Pinnula (c-pin’d-li),. [NL.,¢L.é&, out, + 
— dim, of pinna, fin.) A genus of scom- 

— 28 
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broid fishes of the family Gempylid#: found 
te West pine , J 

e am (ep-i-nd’tam), #.; p on 
LNL., ¢ Gr, ti, upon, + vairor a 
5 metanotum, “Biol. Bulletin, fin, May, 1004p . 258, 

*j-d-nik’i-um), 9. ; 
omgnrcht CH). mm SP Gr, ini, "upon. Pe 
(éevy-), nail The membrane which coon 
the nails ot — * 

ep-i-op’ti-kon), u. pl. epioptica 
(NL., ¢ Gr, Pi, upon, + — a ree J 

he second of the three nglionie swell 
in each of the —— gar of an — ot 
S, Packard, —— poe — —— ae 

epiostracum (ep-i-os uth), ® Pai 'cae 
éri, upon, + —— ] The outer layer 
in ‘the iat ment of Acarina, 1t consists of as 

»  Eingte lay cella, rounded of conical on the outer alte 
fat on nthe tnner aide, These cells furm the papilbe 

with which the soft parts of the body are often coated. 

epiotic, », 2. One of the outer or lateral pair 
of the supratemporal bones in the cranial roof 
of the — alian Amphibia, regarded as 
bones of de origin,— 3. In ichth, Aa lateral, 

terior paired bone of the cranium, usually 
rming a blunt projection, Itlies at the side of the 

capes te th areal ‘Timb of the post tem: 
poral is nttached to it, —_ 

epiparasite rahe ra-alt), n. (Gr, él, PON, 
+ — to paraatet Se Same as *5 

i-pas’tik), a. and n, — 
wiaorog, sprinkled over, ¢ éxrmic- 

oe, sprinkle over, ¢ éxi, upon, + mécor, 
sprinkle.) I, a. Sprinkled over, as silk or 
paper with cantharides or other blistering 

ts, or with a powder. 
Be . Asubstance which causes a blister 
when applied to the skin; blister-plaster; a 
—— 

n abbreviation of Fipiphany. 
us (ep-i-fal’us), m.; pl. ome cS. 

»» < Gr. éri, upon, + gaAAic, p phallus.) n 
some ” pulmonate gastropods, an pao Mle 
of the vas deferens, which does not enter the 
—— directly, but is continued beyond the 

x of that organ and frequently bears a long 
blind duct, the —— Proce. Zool 
London, 1897, 

epiphen ” (ep’i-fé-nom’ e-nal), 4 
phenomenon + -al!.) Pertaining 84 oft ie 
nature of an epiphenomenon, 

The spiritual becomes the “ nomenal,’ a merel, 
ineid —* —— * * ag may, that regularly 
accompanies physical processes of acertain type and com 
Plexity. Encye. », XXXL 88, 

From the ———— oo world described in 
such terme is “piraenemnena 

Ward, Nevaralienm and Agnosticism, tl. 

;, epiphenomenalism (ep*i-fé-nom’‘e-nal-izm), 
a. [epiphenomenal + -tsin.) “The doctrine that 
consciousness, or mind, is an added or secon- 
dary phenomenon (epiphenomenon); the doc- 
trine that consciousness is the incidental result 4. 
of the phenomena of neural structure and of § 
neural activity according to the laws of me- © 
ehanics. According to this view, freedom and res responal- 
bility are illusions or a routine, having Bo more Tela- 
tion toconduct than has the sound of the bell to its tolling 
or the whistle of the engine to ite movements The aim 
of science is held to be objective etudy of a material 
pp into which our minds must pot be thrust as part 
of the problem, which is complete and intelligible only 
when considered objectively and as separated from our 
minds by a chasm that is intellectually impassable. Sensi- 
ble knowledge is held to consist of phenomena or appear. 
ances which are produced in our minds bya natural world 
that fn iteelf is, and a must be, utterly *— and 
unknowable; and aa the brain ts part of the phe- 
nomenal w of appearances in our minds, critical 
epiphenomenalism resolves iteelf into the assertion that 
ai conic ya ene of appeariice: in our 
minda, uced by we know not what, 

How does ¢piphenomenalienm arise? 
inference from the fundamental theats of etiam, the 
denial of causal relations between mental and physical. 
If the volition is not the cause of ite movement, then com- 
schousness is inefficient. If the physical workd tsa — 
cirele, * the mind isa ae — on the 
roof blondy down. Everything 

we, <r 

By —** 

a 

absentes, the be would be no different. 
C. A. Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 80. 

omenalist (ep"i-fé-nom’e-nal-ist), n. 
epiphenomenal + -ist.) One who holds con- 
sciousness to be an epiphenomenon. See 
*epiphenomenalism., C. A, Strong, Why the 
Mind has a Body, 

epiphenomenalistlc\<i epti- fé-nom ‘e-nal-is’tik), 
— of the character of — 

mello: A. Streng, Why the Mind has a 
Body, p. 350. 

epipleur 
epipheno menon,n. 2. A phenomenon which 

Socontaay te to another or others; # phenome- 
non which is a sort of by-product in no wise’ 
affecting other phenomena, The term is used 
— to describe consciousness an conceived by Dr, 

worth Hodgson, who thinks that not only is con- 
pm notte fle oa oe Shar lam HL brain, but that one 
ides is without effect upon other ideas. 

The human soul Herbart conceived to be nhs el, 
its various presentations and mental processes being bu 
enh = ene of ite simple underlying existence, 

ne he atteibated to ihe fn of 
the reals, H, Nichols, Cosmmology, § 121. 
ote say that consciousness is an aur or epi, ner 
of the organiem, which itself is buta mechanical automa- 
ton, bo te ahige —— 

Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticiam, IL. 37. 

—— —3. In psychol. theory, a collateral 
product of a — 3 of conditions; a phe- 
nomenon which accompanies the effect of a 
ag eause, but which itself has no place in 

chain of cause ani effeet. 
The chical changes) called collateral prodacta 
— —ã—ã—— —— of materialiem, 
wud Go Seudermn 00 the — the conservation 
of energy that we have just discussed. 

Eneye. Brit., XXX1L. 68, 

4. In neurol,, a supererogatory phenomenon ; 
something added after the plan of the work is 
complete, 
The cortex cerebri [is] the most importan & partion of 
Lk bruin from 5 point of view, 3 from the 

int if may seem rather an is 
afterthought. — Med. —— 

ep‘i- toon n —— lh a 
iphonema(t-) * ¥ + -all,) Of the nature 

we ane ree ati) Sic bak — 
cau ‘i- n, (Gr, éx/, upon, z mee 
4 lea “Bi The ———— * 
upon 55 Kearney, Contrib, ei nat 
— 

—*— fi’ ma) 1. epiph ta 
— — Nr, < Greist UR a + don, — 
growth.] Any disease of the skin, 

(ep-i-fi-sé-ol’j-gis), 1 
T. éxigunc, epiphysis, + Aon. dissolution. j 

piphysitis of an epiphysi 
* ¢ epiphy- epiphysi — —* 

sis + -itig.) Inflammation of an epiphysis, 

Fn: (9) nepuphyn emg of apc hich 
tank. in which the root system in 

ag ames apparaian oF i eotrely 
that the whole process of nutrition is 

on by t Bae activity of the leaves. 
epiphy tiem (ep (ep’i-fi-tizm), n. Lepiphyte + -ivm.} 

he character or habit of being is phytic. 
phytotic («p’i-fi-tot’ik), a, évi, upon, 
or plant, + -otie (as in —— ] In 

noting an epidemie of a — —— 
— (ep*i-fi’tus), a. ———— 

lankton (ep--plangk'ign) n. (N Gr Gr. 
pip —75 Hantton.J The animals and 
plants w hich float or swim at the surface or 
above the hundred-fathom line, considered 
collectively and in contrast with ‘the dwellers 
in deeper water; the pelagic plankton (which 
see, under *plankton). 

ilankton af the sea is deacribed as ocranie ; 
it o's almost entirely of — — forms and 
their larves. Eneye. Brit, XXXL gaa. 

float or swim at or * the surface —— eee 
eritic the Soating or swimming 1 

and — the waters near the coast.— 
plankton, the Hoating and swimming of 

planktonic (ep‘i-plangk-ton’ik), a. [epi- 
plankton + -ic. or pertaining to epi- 
plankton; floating or swimming in the water 
= the surface = — the hundred-fathom 
ine; pelagic. e@ *planktonic. 

epiplaamic (ep-i-plaz’mik), a — * 
Of or pertaining to he epiplasm 

opis (ep-i-plas‘tral), a. and n. [epi- 
tron + -all.) I, a. Of or pertaining to 

the epiplastron. 
IL, vn. One of the pair of bones which lie 

behind the entoplastron bone of the plastron 
of the Chelonia, or turtles. Together these 
bones form the epiplastron. See the cuts under 
Chelonia and plastron. 

(Gr. éri, upon, + epipleur (ep hpi, 
rarupé, the side.) A cavity in Amphiorus 
surrounding the pharynx at the sides and 
below, into which the respiratory stream of 



epipleur 
water through the gill-openin = 
—— which hg —* eho i the atrial pore 

e @ 18 epi, 
e — tal —— te- eek d sil), n 

r, érirdoov, omentum, + évrepov, intestine, @ 
«hAn, atumor.) Hernia of a loop of intes- 

tine and portions | 16. =~ omentum, 
epiplo (e-pip’lé-pek-si), mn. (Gr. ésirioov, 

+ xh ag ning.) UMilechment! 
— a ronal operation, of the omentum to 
the anterior abdominal wall in order to cause 
— between the blood-vessels of the 
two part! 

. ’ Same te. 
pe Nie pot det d-dal), a. Saeed a pip 

‘am, *. fi In some Echinoidea, a 
" ring surrounding each pair of pores on each 
primary ambulacral plate. 
polise, (e-pip’ pie), 2 ti t. and pp 
— + Be") ep — * r. éxeroi§, & 

» Barf: ace, + o render ——— e 
epipolized, 
epipterygoid oid pena abo gold), a. and Ao I. 

le t a tua’ Tae ve Peed rots od lating 

with pects — a 
IL. nx . In herpet., a carti bone, de- 

veloped ai some reptilea, which abuts on the 
pag ok ior face of the — — 2, In ornith., 

ook-like process developed on the inner 
edge of the pterygoid near its articulation 

; pl epi 
with the quadrate. 

e um (ep-i-pij’i-um), n. “3 Gh. 
Gr. exi, upon, + zr74, the buttoe he 
ree dorsal 5 ent ra! an — abdomen: 

ied espoci to the aculeate 
Free. Zook. Soe. ndon, 1901, p — 
cia (e j-ri’zus), a dr. éxi, upon, + 

‘fa, root.) wing on roots. 
* rrcooc. a cpirogente feseet fae) ik), a. 

continent, * -yrvyc, en ucing. Continent- 
making; in geol., pertaining to movements by 
which wide changes of level have oceurred 
without —— orogenic results; noting con- 
tinent-making movements or the up-and-down 
movements or oscillations of continental areas. 
G, K. Gilbert, 1890.— 7 
land -features controlled imited lancely ic 
disturtances which give rise to eycles of — a 
X by W. Hl. Hobbs, together with the contrasted 

weiography, which emphasizes the im- 
featares and orogenic dis 

. Seience, Ovt. 
Portance « of —— — 6 

in — surface-contour, 
24, 1900, pp. Gas, Gao, 
Bester, tes -roj’e-ni), n. [Also epetrogeny; < 

r. jreepoc, the mainland, a continent, + -yrreea, 
< yer, produced.) The roduction of a con- 
tinent; the appearance of a continent due to 
continental oscillation of level. See *diastro- 
phism. Geikie, Text-book of Geol., pp. 382, 
1374, 

epirosalian (op*i- $-+a'l-gu) 6. (Gr.érzi, upon, 
NL. rotula, sila, © -ian.) Situate = 

directed upon the patella or knee-cap: as, 
— blow. Bwek, Med. Handbook, IL. 

irrh: (op-i-ri’sii), n. pl. [NT., irreg. pl. 
ge is nt yo — owin in, "< despite, 
flow in or upon, ¢ é=/, upon, + prix, flow.) In 
the sponges, the canala which carry water 
from the exterior of the body inward to the 
flagellate chambers ; the inhalant canals: con- © 
trasted with aporrhysa, or exhalant canals, 
which are the conduits carrying water from 
the flagellate chambers inward to the para- 

tral cavity. 
pis., Episc, “Abbreviations of Episcopal, 

episarcine ( — sin), n. (Gir, eri, upon, + 
eps (capx-), flesh, + -ine?,] A basic substance, 
CyHgONg(?), possibly belonging to the pyrim: 
idin up. 

* (e-pis’ké-sis), m. [NL., ¢ Gr. tris 
oxeog, stopping, holding back, « éréyer, hold 
back, ¢ éri, upon, to, + “yew, hold.] Sup- 
pression of ‘any of the normal excretions, 

episclera (ep-i-sklé’ rit), a, (NL, ¢ Gr. éri, 
upon, + , hard: see selere.] The super- 
ficial layer of the sclerotic, 

e rotitis (ep-is-kié-rd-ti’tis), mn. [NL., 
r. tri, upon, + seclerot-ic + -itis.] Same * 

piscopality 
8 gts a -ti), n. [episcopal 

he essence of the episcopacy. — 
2. * —* of bishop.—3, The dignity or 
— ofa bishop. X. £. D 

episcopation (é ¢A etc — n. (NL. “epis- 
copatiol —* viscopari, be a bishop, ¢ epis- 
copus, bishop. e act of consecrating to the 
episcopal o i the being made # bishop. 
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(ep’i-skép), ». A form of projection- 
—85 9— a ‘objects, i in which reflected 

a —5 used: a simplified form of *epidiascopo. 

episcopolairy pis· kõ ot ta a, (Gr, tric. 
isho Sp te Sate p-] orship of 

bisho 3 bl —— thaentae 1 system 
— organization, X. £, D. fai 

Those Englishmen win, in the vistenes of thelt sone 
from Pres! have cher- 
lahed proclivities in the d 

Ch. 8* sap, O15. 

episcotister (opt is-k6-tis’tér), mn. (Gr. ireoxo- 
“ther, darken i, me + oxoriferw, make dark, 
< oxéroc, darkness. } 
In psycho, = 
instrument 
by H. Aubert for 
the accurate gradu- 
ation of intensity 
of light Hight. In its origi- 

from each of which four 
octants have been cut 
ont, The disks are 
Pierced at the center for 
mounting upon a 

witha retalning-rim, and 

detteered ha berighary, 
in units of one —2* 
When the eplscotister ts 
** before a source 
of * the light is dark. 

toa degree which 
can be measured in terms of * angular value of the black 
sectors. The construction of may be 
widely varied, to suit different at 

Asmall motor was attached aby ——— —— and 
an episcotister Was mounted u 

J. W. Baird, *4 Inst. Pub., xxix. oo, © 

episematic (ep’i-sé-mat’ik), a. [Gr. ér/, upon, 
to, + ofjua, mark: see sematic.) Serving as & 
special means of recognition: applied to char- 
acteristics or animals which, when displayed, 
serve as ree tion-marks for the — 0 
other individuals of the species.— 
coloring. See *colvring. 
episioplasty (ep-i-si’6-plas-ti), mn. [Gr. xiao, 
the region of the pu + stare, ¢ =Adocer, 
form, a Operative restoration of a defect in 
the vulva. Gr. é 
episiotomy *j-si-ot'O-mi), u. (Gr. ériceov, 

e region ay the pubes, + ~rojua, ¢ Taped, eut.j 
Tn surg., incisions into the labia during ‘child- 
birth, made to relieve dangerous stretching of 
the peri neum. 

eptapadiac (ep-i-spai‘di-nk), a. andn. IL a. Re- 
ating to or affected with epispadias. 
IL. ». Ove who bas an epispadias 

epispadias (ep-i-xpii’ di-gs), n. (NL., < Gr. 
tri, upon, + oraddy, a rent.; Abnormal open- 
ing of the urethra upon the AM of the penis. 

epispinal (ep-i-«pi‘nal), a. [epi- + spinal} 
ituated on or above ‘the spinal cord. — Epi- 

spinal epaces, aces, intervals between the spinal cord sub- 
jee and We pia mater, 

lenitis (ep*i- type trod n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
ti, upon, + onAjv, spleen, + -itis.) Inflam- 
mation of the peritoneal covering of the spleen. © 

opistapedial (ep*i-sti-pé‘di-al), a. (Gr. éxi, 

Episcotiter, with nine detachable 
sectors. 

upon, + NL, stapedius (see stapes) + -al).] 
Lying — or relating to the stapes: as, the 
epistapedial cartilage, a branch of cartilage 
running from the columella to the tympanum. 

, eam n. 2, An arrested or stationary con- 
ition in the ancestral history of a group of 
— 

a⸗i⸗ ia & modified form of the process emphasized 
ma Under the name of neotenia, a reversion of a phy- 

ww rere a modified embryonic condition. 
Science, March 6, 1006, p, 351. 

Bpistemological parallelism, See *paral- 
elise 

episternal, «. II. ». In ichth., the lower me- 
ian bone in the hyoid arch. Also called 
34 

sternum, ». 6. In spatangoid sea-urchins 
“ third ps pair of plates on the ventral face o 

the posterior interradius, 
epistolite (@-pis'td-lit), n [So ealled in allu- 
sion to its flat reetangularform and white color; 
< Gr, ériorody), letter, + -ife!,] A rare mineral, 
consisting essentially of the silicate, niobate, 
and titanate of sodium with water, occurring in 
silver-white tabular crystals with pearly luster: 
found in southern Greenland. 
epistoma, . (d) The anterior purt of the 

epitoxonoid 

halic doublure of the Trilobita, sometimes 
i isclated by the sutures. 

_—— mi-an), a. 
ing to an epistoma,. 

-i-etrd” mh), — a, [LGr, éxicr, 
ppings, Se brerropevvivar 3 

over, + cropervivat, de. gen varied form of 
ornamentation of incid test, which 
arises early during a development, 
and which is due to the deposit of calcareous 
substance on the plates, 
— An abbrevintion (a) of epitaph; (b) of 

Of or pertain- 

epitacti (ep-i-tak’tik), a. [Gr. drcranrinde, ¢ 
mirage, command, in nyunction, < ésiréeces, put 
upon as a duty, (im upon, + tdecrw, order, 
arrange. 
comman 
The eategorical f invol tactic tm Whewell, Elem, af Morality, Preface, ¥ 16. 

onttal, ».and¢. Asimplified spelling of epitaph. 

4 Of the nature of an injunction or 

a, Situated on the outside of the 
¥, as the radial water-vessels of a starfish. 

Com *hypotheeal, 
——— — Epithelial pear! or canoer. 

nest. Same as onion wbod, — * 
pitheliogiandular (or -thé’li-d-glan’ ). 

Relating to the ge cells of 3 
a of its duct. — S ril 24, 1902, p. 604. 

resembling an epithelial 
cell in shape, 

e theliolysin (ep-i-thé-li-ol’i-sin), m the- 
_ + lysin.) X n which is the eit 
of bth Pg with epithelial cells and is 
antagonistic toward them. 
epitheliomuscular (ep-i-thé*li-¢-mus’kd-lir), 
a. Concerning or pertaining to epithelial ce 
with museular processes. 

epitheliotoxin (ep-i-thé‘li-d-tok’sin), n. od i- 
thelium + toxin.) A cytotoxin produc 4 
immunization with epithelial cells and ake 

th Lh ie canontial layer 

epithelization pte eet ee), s ; 
thelium + -ize + -ation.) —— (ne 
epithelium. 

Hpithetoserea tlds (ep-i-thet‘6-s5-mat’i-dé), ne 
A family of gephyreans, peculiar in hav- 

z a hollow proboscis 
whose lumen opens into the 
body-cavity, and a series 
of pore-like openings which 
lead from the exterior to 
the same cavity, The 
typical and only genus is 
Epithetosoma, — 
thyme (« thim), m. 

epltinyme ep i ]The lesser 
or thyme-dodder, Cusenta 
Epithymum. See dodder) 
Se cut), 

itokal %e- it’d-kal), a. 
or pertaining to an epi- 

toke; — the epito- 
kal region of the palolo, 
ig April 21, 1904, 

e pitoke (ep’ os [Gr. 
vi, upon, + réxog, birth, 
production. The sexual 
portion of polychwtous 
worms, as the a See 
*atoke. 

e itomatory (é-pit’d-ma- 
— — — — — 
-ory.) Ofthe nature of an 

itome ; epitomized. 
pitonic | (ep-i-ton’ —*3* a, 
Gr. érirovoc, stretch 

A. Epithetesoma mor- 
Exireivery, stretch, ¢ ei cum. 2, a, right and 
upon, + reivec, stretch. 41 ieft sie lending te the 
— —— overstrained. * AT The sashes 
G. Meredi mel opsoed Germain. @. 

epitoxoid (ep-i-tok’soid), Probl 2 brown rune 
ne [epi + toroid.) A [Fe coinage’ SS. 
toxoid which has a less 
marked affinity for the corresponding antitoxin 
than has the toxin proper. 

epitoxonoid (ep-i-tok’sd-noid), » ji. + 
toronoid,] A —— ‘which has the least 
affinity for the corresponding antitoxim. 



epitrachelion 
trachelion (ep‘i-tra-ké‘li-on), .; pl. epi- 

opens (th). Twar. inmrpaytiuov, neut. of 
MGr, inerpayhioc, upon the neck, ¢ Gr. én, 
upon, + rpdyndoc, the neck. 
priest’s stole, as distinguished from the ora- 
Epity —— — (Gr. é 

a (ep*i-tra-pé’zi-og), a. r. brt- 
tparé{ioc, at table, ¢ éri, at, + rpdrefa, table.) 
An epithet of Hercules ; specifically, noting a 
table-statue of Hercules seated, in bronze, 
which was made by the Greek sculptor Lae 
us and presented by him to Alexander the 

“aut, It was afterward owned by Hannibal and b 
Salla In the time of Domitian it had pb ely & 

amateur named Vindex. 
—** by Martial and Stating A plaster cast in the 

ole dea Beaux Arta, Paris, taken from an original now 
lost, is supposed to represent the statue, 

epitrichial (ep-i-trik’i-al), a. [epitrichium + 
all.) 1, Of or pertaining to the epitrichium. 
—2. —* upon a aie or beirs.— 

fic! abe af cdl tine fo oom banen —— af tee 
third month, 

tympanic, a. 2, Situated upon or above 
-—Epitympanio bone. Hee 

eg a ae space, Same as 2 
epitympenum (ep-i-tim’pa-num), ». [NL., ¢ 

r. éxf, u n, + riwravoy, a drum: see tympa- @q) 
e attic of the tympanum, 

tis (ep‘i-ti-fli‘tis), n, [NL., < *epi- 
um (< Gr, éxi, upon, + riddéc, blind: see 

cecum) + -itis.) Same as appendicitis, 
egivertebral (ep-i-vér’té-bral), a. and. [epi- 

vertebral.) I, a. Situated upon or above a 

uum.) 

vertebra. 
TI, n. Same as neural spine (which see, under 
—— "ee Synonymy of the Fish Skele- 

n, p. 524. 
c fide a, n. [epizoa + L, -cida, 

cadere, kill.) An agent which destroys ex- 
———— — Ln. (@ ; 

epizy: (e-piz‘i-gal), a. and 9. (Gr. ér/, upon, 
fuydr, a yoke, +-al,) I, a. Having reference 

to the upper pinnule-bearing of two —— 
mentsin the Crinoidea, which meet transversely 
ina rigid suture and form a syzygy, constitut- 
ing physiologically but one segment. 
— na, An epizygal segment, 

E-plan (é-plan), #, In arch., a plan according 
to which three main structures of approxi- 
mately equal importance are connected, with 
usually a amuller one projecting into the court 
of honor between the main wings, the she 
of the whole being like that of the letter E. 
Compare *L-plan, 

_%. &, In the mechanies of vibration, a 
introdueed into the equation for a simple 

harmonic motion in cases where time is not 
reckoned from the instant when the vibrating 
particle has reached its greatest positive elon- * 

tion. The equation then becomes # = @ cus (fe + ¢h 
which ¢ is eo. The epoch is the angle traversed 

- the point of reference in the interval between the era 
reckoning and the instant of greatest clongation,— 

Chellean epoch. See #Chellean.—Dilw fores- 
tan epoch. See #iilucien, *®/forestian,— Helvetian 
epoch, in geot., a name given by some glactologiate to the 
second interglacial epoch of Europe, nted by the 
lignites of Switzertand and Great Britain. It intervened 
between the lan or second glacial epoch and the 
Polandian or third glacial = 
in geot., one of the intervals of mild temperature in the 
glacial xl, when the lee retired. These im a are 
recognized by intercalations in the boukder-clay of stratl- 
fied beds of sand, gravel, and clay, often containing plant. 
remains or marine or fresh-water shells —Mecklenburg~ 
lanepoch (Nectlenburg in north Germany], in geol., a 
subdivision of the Pleistocene or ng me peri, ot north- 
ern Europe. It is equivalent to the fourth glacial epoch, 

d-monmines and terminal and is evinced in the 
moraines of the bast t Baltic glacter, which reach their 

ecklenburg.— Mi southern Limit in eudeckian pom 
{Neudeck ty Prussia), iy +» Beuldivision of the Plede- 
tocene or glacial jod of northern Euro It is equiv- 
alentto the third interglacial epoch, and is represented 
by marine and freel-water di its between the boul- 
der-clays of the southern Baltic coast-lands. It ta pre- 
coded by the Polandian or third glacial epoch and fol- 
lowed by the Mecklenburgian of fourth glacial epoch. 
~ Norfolkian (Norfolk in England), in gered, 
asutativision of the Pleistocene or glacial xt of mar. 
— R.. =. —— tw pe = — 
epoch, and is trp y represented by the forest. 
—— of Norfolke It is eded by the Scanian or 

rat glacial epoch amd followed by the Saxonian or 
second glacial epoch.— Polandian {Poland in 
Europe), in geet, a subdivision of the Pleistocene or 
glacial perio! of northern Earope. It ts equivalent to the 
third glacial epoch, and is represented by the glacial and 
flavioglnctal aecumulations of the minor Scandinavian 
tce-aheet and the upper boulder-clay of northern and 
western Europe. It is preceded by the Helvetian or 
seoond interglacial epoch and followed by the Newdeck- 
fan or third interglacial epoch. Saxonian in 
geol., a subslivision of the Pleistocene or glacial period of 
northern Europe It is equivalent to the second glacial 
epoch, and includes the accumulations of the time of 
maximim glaciation, when the northern ice-eheet ex- 

In theGr. Choa . 
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the low of Saxony. Tt is preceded 
the Norfolkian or first interglactal * hb and followed 3 

division of the Pleistocene or glacial northern 
Europe. It is equivalent to the first jal epoch, and is 
represented in the south of Sweden 
was overridden by a great Baltic — er. ⸗ 
bay in re a subdivision of the Pleistocene or 

get ot North America, pte Fs 
can iste as equivalent to a part of the Cham 
period, and is charncterized by a great abundance 
races of fuviatile, kecustrine, and marine origin. 

ym, nr. 4, The archon eponymns at Athens 
see archon); also, one of certain Assyrian 
netionaries who gave their names to the 

ears during which they held offiee. 
disease, a disease which bears the name of a 

person, usttally of the one who discovered or first accu- 
tately described it, as Aright’s disease. 

n, 2, In math., a ——— which a 
proaches zero when the independent variablo 
approaches a certain limit fixed for it by the 
conditions of the particular problem or dis- 
cussion, 
epsomite (ep’so-mit), n. [Epsom + -ite?.] See 

atylolite. 
An abbreviation of equity. 

a.—] equal, congruent; the same 
ing bat e OF HAE, 
, 4. 3. Ina wide sense, any form of 

balanced bar designed to equalize irregular 
strains, as in the buffers of a car-platform or 
the springs used to keep a car-vestibule closed 
under the swaying of the cars when in motion. 
—4. A box or tank, loosely filled with sand, 
coke, sawdust, or other cleansing material, 
through which the gas from a producer is 
passed to make its suly uniform, 

equalizing-gear (6’kwal-i-zing-gér*), mn. 
evice for making each of the driving parts 

do its proportionate share of the work; in 
motor-vehicles, the differential re. 

eq -lever (i‘kwal-i-zing-lev’ér), n. A 
jJever to which the two adjavent ends of the 
springs of a locomotive are attached. It tnaures 

je equal distribution of the weight of the engine be 
tween the springs, bo matter how the track-surface may 
—_ from a true plane; thia mitigates shocks and main- 

hs eqtial tractive effect on the driving-wheels sv us to 
leasen the tendency to slip on defective alinements, 

-machine (é’kwal-i-zing-my-shén‘), 
u. In wood-working, a machine for sawing 
off the ends of blanks of hubs, spokes, 
handles, ete., to make them of equal length 
preparatory to turning them in a lathe or 
treating them in some other machine, The sim- 

machine is a sliding saw-table provided with a 
cage, on Which the blank is eut one end at a the, 

The better and more common types have two circular 
saws adjustable to positions for blanks of different 
lengtha, and Btted with some form of feed-table for 
bringing the blanks to the saws. Sometinves called equal- 
izing-saw. 

ter- 

eq. 
eq 
in ev 

Any 

ualizing-pipe (6’kwal-i-zing-pip’), m. A pipe 
which connects two or more pipes in such a 
manner as to permit a free flow from one to 
the other, thus maintaining an equal pressure 
in all of them. 

equate, . I, trans, 4, To join by the sign of 
equality.—Equating motion. Same as tjuct-in-a-box 
motion, 

Il. intrans.—to equate for curves, (@) In mil- 
rom construction, to diminish the slope of je Of a rail. 
row while passing aroand a curve, in order to compersate 
for the increased tractive resistance due to the curve, so 
that the total tractive resistance om the curve shall be the 
same as on a straight portion of track having the original 
grade. (+) In the preparation of the running schedules 

trains, to make an allowance of an imaginary increase 
in length of line, on account of und as an equivalent of 
the retantation due to carves.—To equate for grades, 
in the preparation of the running schedules for riilrond- 
trains, to make an allowance of an imaginary tnerease fin 
length of line, om account of and as an equivalent of the 
Tetardation due to grades, 

equation, . 4. It i to be noted that a chemical 
equation, used to represent the resulta of a chemical 
change ander certain conditions, does not of itself Imply 
that such results necessarily oocur; this ean be estab- 
lished only by actual experiment, and the equation 
merely furnishes a brief form of statement of what the 
experiment has shown to be true. Annual equation, 
& periodic variation of the motion of the moon owing to 
the variation of the sun's distance, in consequence of 
which as the earth moves from perihelion to aplelion the 
length of the month becomes shorter, the moon's angular 
motion being accelerated, while the reverse effect takes 

© a the earth returns from aphelion to belion. 
he effect, equal to a litte more than Tl minutes, was 

discovered by Tycho Frahe about 1. — Beltrami's 
equation. an equation analogous to Laplace's equation 
fora plane. It te of the form 

— D i - u“ , 
du 7 ee il 

where H = y RG — F2_ anid o, © are variables determining 
the position of a point on a earface such that the square 
of ite Inear element = Rdwut + 2 F du de + G dee, 
Beltran, Opere Matematiche, L 225, — Brightness 

equational 
equation, tn peychot,-optics, the subjective match of two 
peg ord in regard to rightness or luminosity. A 

Y 

ent 
at of the 

po ang — * a 1) = o, where n ts prime,— Di · 
mensional eq in pays, a formalin or equation in- 
dieating the manner in which the fundamental units of ary 
systein of physical measurements enter into a deriv 
unit of quantity.—Equation of See 
deaceeleration.— Yq elasticity. Ser *elas 
He at energy. Denoting kinetic en 
by E(K), and potential energy by E(P) we may write 
energy equation 

— (EXP) — Eg(P)) = B(K) — Eg(K) 

uation of atl 
— teeaniles of te tered ently force 

en 
= IM) [14 (Ty) panation Of state, the 

th Preseture (jp), Yolume 
the change of state of a 
substance. - 

the difference between the mean and 
sone places of the equinoxes, arising from the varis · 

jon in the force which produces their precession. This 
i¢ & maxtnum when the aun passes the solstices, 
pears ut the time af the equinoxes — Equations 

the equations wh 

the difference 
teolartime (Now obsolete.) — 

Equivalent eq equations such that every root 
of either is also @ root of the other,— Exact differential 
equation, an equation in which an exact differential ts 
erences to sro Pormulaic equation, an equation 
which has to do only with the very nature of the opera- 
tions involved, and not at all with the fowlar numbers 
operated with. Thus the equation (a +b)+ c= a4 (b+) 
expresses the fact that addition is an associative opera 
tion, — equation, one containing an expres- 
sion in which an unknown or variable is contained in a 

denominator ; for example, = + l= 0-—Galoisian equa- 

tion, for a domain R,an irreducible equation of prime 
degree whose roots are all rational functions of two of the 
roots —Gas equation, the equation pr=K @, —— is 
a, ¢ volume, @ temperature, and BK a constant,— 
aAuss's equation, 

x—x) Sy + je~(a+b+ 12} — aby =0, 

where o@, 6, ¢ are constants, and z is the independent 
variable,— of an equation. See #yraph.— 
Green's eq 

Shie« . tude ={f nv he — SAT fevredv, 

an eqtiation usefal for problems in gravitation, hydro- 
dynamics, and electrvstatica, — ua- 
tion, eo as Gauss *equation.— Ineo ble 
eq , equations having no solution whatever in 
common ; for example, 2°? y « 4 and 22 +2y = &—In- 

uations, incompatible equations — Inte- 
gral equation. (@) In alg., an equation whose termes 
are integral ¢ so far as concerna the tinknown 
or variable. (6) In the calerius, an equation which con- 
tains no differentiala — Irrational equ an equa- 
thou which contains an indicated root of an an 
varkable,— jace’s 
Same aa Laplace's principal equation, See places 

ion. — eq im, of degree p, an equa- 
tion whose group for a domain Kt is the metacyclie i 
wf degree p= Ootie equation, ax tation ofthe dahth 
degree. — 's eq 

ay atv. ty 
ot oyt of 

where « is # constant; #, y, 2 are the codrdinates of a 
point In space; f denotes the time; p is a function of 
MZ; * en, denote temperatare, —* hon 
- ve a differential equation, an in 
equation which satisthes a differenti ten tdOEL, = Radical 
equation, an irritional eatin. Reflection equa- 
tions, in optics, equations from which the phase and 
intensity of the reflected my may be compated from the 
angle of incidence and the index of refraction of the nmir- 
ror, The two beet-Known forma of such equations are 
thoge of Fresnel and of Neumaon.— Symmetric equa- 
tion, an equation which is unchanged by interchange of 
the unknowns or variables Tidal equations, equa- 
tions which are involved in the theory of the tides — 
To reduce an equation. See #refier.—Van der 
Waal's an equation which represents the 
relation between volume and pressure of a gas with 
much better a pximation than the law of Boyle and 
Gay Litasac, je law of Hoyle tay be written pe = RT; 
where p is the premenre exerted by a gram-amotecwle of 
the gas when its volume isc, T is the absolute temper- 
ature, and R is o constant. To the —58 pr Van 
der Waal adds the attmetion of the molecules of the gas 

on o68¢ another, represented by 5. aml he subtracts 

from the volume, ©, that part of this volume which Is ao 
occupled by the nvolecules that it ts mot left free for thelr 

motion. The equation becomes (p+2) (v-8) = RT, 

where a and 8 are constants depending on the properties 
of the gas in question. — Vertical equation, the 
equation of a conte referted to a Vertex as origin. Zonal 
eq Seo #2onal A g i" 

equational, «. 2, Operating with equations: 
as, equational logic, 

TeV 
= 4rp, 



equationally 

uationally (6-kwa'shon-al-i), adr. As an 
en or as cquations : in the form of equa- 

tions ; b f equations. uationism, (¢-Kyashgn-izm) n. [equation 
-ism.] The principle of solving problems 

equationally. 
ator, the line which n.— Hydrometeoric equator, 

‘lous iiwhich the raintall varies with the alight 

Dr, Sapan draws a line, the tor, 
dividing regions mcing the rainfall condit: of 

e northern winter half-year regions which have 

equator in the east, 
and porth in the weat, of the continents, which may be 
—— in the present writer's opinion, as a mon- 

phenomenon. Geog. Jour. G. &), XIIL tH. 
the region on the globe 

corresponds to th 

an @guidistantial (é*kwi-dis-tan’shal), ». 
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uidiagonal (é’kwi-di- mal), a. (lL. 
“pens, uel. B. apes With equal 

nals, 
onal (&*kwi-di-men’ gn-al), a, 

Te imension, wus, equal, + dimensio(n-), 
+ “ail Having equal dimensions : used espe- 
cially in description of the grain of rocks, 

5* t. d.—Equidistant projection. See 

.%. Same as *equidistantial. (NL 

‘equidistantia,  equidistance, + -all.) A 
curve, in Bolyai’s non-Euclidean geometry, 
coplanar with a straight line, perpendiculars 
to which from all points of the curve are 
equal, 

Im thi geom all 

scat ieee yn came ta, in u 

straight line are poy a curve called ‘the equidista ntial. i 
Setence, March Tl, 1004, p. 404. 

uidistantial in Bolyala » the locus 
tc pot on one De tbe pa ae fron which an i dana 

ints equidistant from 
it line. In this non- 

near ba equator, which 6 
belt of olen wideny benwoon equal winds, ore gt 7 
and with reference to which the gen ion of Oq) ptic (é*kwi-e-lip’tik), a. [L. #quus, 
the atmosphere is approximately symmetrical. equal, + NL. ellipticns, elliptic.) Of equal 
ee oe ace elliptic eccentricity. — — 

pertaining to the horizon r latera’ * niglacial (6-kwi-gla’shal), a, - aequns, 

oun uatorial belt of low —* “ual, + glacies, ice, + “all, Being in the 
— —— the Same condition as re is ice,— crystal, 

nclpal axis of symmetry is perpendicular to the equa- 
* © of symmetry.—Equatorial horizontal 

See *parallaz.— Equatorial mounting, 
mechanical part ofan eq telescope, consisti: 

of the stand, axes, circles, driving-clock, etc, wi 
their appendages — Equatorial symmetry. See *#sym- 

‘i = Elbow F. uatorial 
esadi.ox —— i nm that ny Ay of two 

Equatorial Coudé of the Paris Observatory. 

plane mirrors the observer is able to view an object Ney 
—= the heavens by looking down the polar ty 

—— fixed tion. It has great —— and 
nome we Twin equatorial, two 
which may be of different sizes and forma, attached to 
the same equatorial mounting. In some cases the two 
tubes are firmly connected ; in others they are indepen. 
—— ſeir motion in declination — Universal 

an equa so con that ita 
nanting and driving-clock can easily be adjusted to 
sult any latitude, 

equatorward (é-kwii‘tor-ward), ade, [equator 
-ward.) In the direction of the equator; 

with motion toward the equator. 
uianchorate (é-kwi-ang’kor-at), a. and x». 

in f@quus, equal, + anchora, prop. ancora, 
anchor, + -atel.] JI, a. Having similar an- 
chorate processes at each end. See anckorate. 

II, ». An equianchorate sponge-spicule. 
4. Mutually equiangular, having 

angtes af the one equal res] vely to the angles ot 
tr, taken in the same order. 

eq (é*kwi-ang-gti-lar’iti), ». The 
condition or quality of being equiangular. 
mianharmonic quadrang. See *quad- 

rangle. 
ainrea! (&-kwi-ir’kal), n. [For *equiercual, 

a L. “us, equal, arcus, bow (arc), + 
-all,} line which cuts off, on a system 
of curves, equal ares measured from the 
origin. 

eq’ culate (é*kwi-iir-tik’i-lat), @. [L. 
a@quus, cqual, + articulus, joint, + — 

the number and arrangement o} 1. Alike in 
articulations.— 2. Having joints of equal 
length, as the legs of some crustaceans. 

oquiaxial (6-kwi-ak‘si-al), a. [L. a@quis, equal, 
axis, axis, + -c0.) Having axes of equal 

length. Buck., Med. Handbook, IL. 320. 
equicellular (é-kwi-sel’i-liir), a, I aquus, 
5* + cellula, cell, + -ar3.] Composed 
of an aggregation of similar cells, ax some 
colonial protozoans, 

cross (é’kwi-krés), a. [L. #quus, equal, 
E. cross!, a.) Having equal eross-ratios, 

lines, ting drawn by Hild nilason connecting those 
uta on the # surface at which the condition of the 

ce formation is the same as to thickness oramount on any 
given day in the year. 

equigraphic (é6-kwi-graf‘ik), a. II. aques, 
equal, + Gr, -ypager,¢ ypagerr, write.) Homolo- 
graphic; noting a method of map-projection in 
which equal areas of the earth's surface are 
reduced to equal areas on the map. : 

equilarcenous (ek-wi-liir’se-nus), a. [L, equss, 
a horse, + E. larcenons,) Given to horse- 
stealing. [Humoroua,] 

having th fa the sides if the other 
r. 

equila’ (6-kwi-lat’ér-al-nes), ». The 
condition or quality of being equilateral. 

of one equal respective 
taken in the we onde . 

uilibration, ».— ailibra: in 
bebe tstment to environment by ntificial means or 

intell choice, aa opposed to the equilibration broaght 
about by natural selection, 2. #. Ward, Dynamic Soetol,, 
IL. 454.— Law of equilll the ins, formulated by 

neighboring group of ageregate less highly changed. 
equilibrisne (6’kwi-li-bris’tik), a. [equilibrist 

-ic.] Of, or characteristic of, an equilibrist; 
balancing. 
nilibrium, ., 1. In phy. chem., the equilfbrium 
a thermodynamie system Is sald to be ineifferent if it la 

not disturbed by changing the masa of some or all its 
phases, If a system consists of a liquid and of ite vapor, 
at a certain temperature, and at the pressure of the va 
saturatecl at that temperature, we may, without changing 
temperature or pressure, condense a certain mass of vapor 
or evaporate a certain mass of liqaid, aml the system will 
be ip equilibrium indifferently in every ome of the states 
through whieh it Is meade orm. The same is true of « 
system consisting of a hydrated salt and of a solution of the 
hydrated salt, at the temperature at which the solid salt 
and the solution have the same composition: a certain 
amount of the solid may be dimoelved or precipitated, but 
the system is indifferently in equilibrum in every one of 
the states —— which it ts made to pas A 
metric equilibrium. See #alsorptiometric.— Atmo- 
spheric equilibrium, the tenmdeney of the force of gravity 
to proxiace motion in any portion of the atnnoephere, elther 
horizontally or vertically, relatively to the earth's surface, 
In static equilibrium there is no tendency to move in any 
direction. In thermal equilibriam there is no tendency to 
move 40 far as Che temperature influence la conceried. The 
equitibriun of mixed gases is dlaturbed by the fact thatdry 
alr is denser than molat air, the former sinking under the 
influence of gravity and being driven equatorward under 
the inflaence of centrifugal force more « etionlly than 
the latter, These conditions give rise to probleme in ther- 
mal-gravitational and thermal-centrtfugal eqatlibriam, or 
in general thermodynamic or convective equilibriam. In 
thermal-cravitational — three stages are recog: 
nized: (1) State ilitriom, When the decrease of 
temperature with altitinle in thesarrounding still alr is tesa 
thar the adinhatic rate in moving air, or one degree Fabren- 
heit for each 184 feet. In this case a mass of air at any 
helgtit in the atmosphere has a 2 to retarn to ite 
original Level when it has once beer displaced. (2) /a- 
diferent or neutral equilibria, when the vertical gradl- 
ent of temperatare in still air is exuctly equal to the 
atiabatic rate in moving air, and a distur monet stays 
th its new hocation, (3) Unstable equilitrinm, when the 
vertical gradient of temperatare in atill alr is greater than 
the adinbutic rate in moving alr. In this case the mass of 
ait when onee started in vertical motion continues to 
rise or fall aa the case may be, because Che thermo- 
dynamic mee in ite own temperatare fs leas than the 

mmge uetually existing in the surrounding atmosphere. 
A thunderstorm, with its ascending currents and forma: 
thon of tall cumuli, (Mustrites unstable equilibrium,— 

equilibrium, the state of a chensfeal system 
in which the concentrations of the acting substances re- 
main unehanged. If the transformation is irreversible, 
equilitriam comes when one or more acting substances 
are commumed ; if the transformation tf reversible, equilil- 
rium is uttained when « given substance is decomposed 

equinus 

vective eqrill 
and descend became 
——— density are leas than those 
in the quiet alr about them. In tnudi, 
—— the ascending and descending masses remain 

ways in equilibrium with the strata into which they 
come, because ir 
with those of the quiet air through w they pasa — 
Griterion of equiliprium, asimple law or rule, based 
upon a study of the com qo age a pe Lt — 
by means of which the question whether own ar 
exists inany given case may be decided. Gibbe shown 
that in an ted energy of which is constant, 

constant or di 

equation. — 
phys. a a state of equilibriam mot capable of — 

at uilibriums leted be verified —— 

ten 
cording to thermod ics 
in eqailitriam as uaa water, but should become ice; 
ot sometionss the solidification does not take place, and 
e water remains unchanged a liqaid water, is an 

pet my peck nome pany for we know what unwarranted 
omission of erations has led to the erroneous pre- 
diction of disturbance of equilibriam which does not 
take place.—Labile —— 184 of equilib- 
rium existing in toe dos of Gaids, in when there ie a 
comtinaous alippin the moleenles, (6) In chem. : (1) 
Ab aastined of a mass consisting of the sume or 
of different Kinds of matter, in which aj 
chemical c © is going on, but in whieh imagined 

atoms are exchanging places with others 

time many molecules may be decom. 
as many molecules, of absolutely 

character, 8 The equilibrium of « 
liquid cooled, out of contact its solid phase, below the 
tem tare of equilibrium between the liquid and the 
solid ; or of a liquid heated, out of contact with its vapor, 

are of equilitrium between the liqaid 

many ng 
brought into contact with a fmgement of jee, sometimes 
when disturbed mechanically, of the water instantly 
freezes, and the temperatare from that of the labile 
equilibrium of water alone, to that of the stable equilib- 

Ger yeni na ce as Re ha Hel ore, any point at w are = 
anced. tatistioat = eq) in statistical 
mechanics, an equilibrium, as regards between the 
systems of an ensemble, sach that the distribution of the 
ensemble itt phase remains unchanged. 

equilibrium-ring (é-kwi-lib’ri-um-ring),m. A 
balancing-ring; a metal ring placed on the 
back of ao slide-valve, or in the casing of a 
steam-chest, to keep the steam-pressure from 
acting over an area on the back of the valve 

ual to the area of the exhaust-port. This so 
relieves the valve of pressure that it is practi- 
eally —— The moe = ** placed in 
a recess and kept tight jacin rings 
behind it, . — aiid 

equilibrize (6-kwil’i-briz), v. t.; pret. and pp. 
equilitrized, pp. equilibrizing. (equilibr(iuar) 
+ -ize.) To bring into a state of equilibrium 
or equipoise; balance or cause to balance. 

equilobate (é-kwi-lo’bat), a. [L. æquus. 
oe, + lobus, lobe, + -atei.] Having lobes 
of equal size, as the tails of some fishes. 
equimolecular (é*kwi-mo-lek’i-lir), a. [L. 
#equis, equal, NL. molecula, molecule, + 
-ar3,] Having or containing an equal number 
of molecules,— lecular solutions, in pAys. 
chem,, solations in which equal volames contain the same 
number of molecales of the two dissolved substances, that 
is, solutions which contain quantities of the two dissolved 
—— which are in the ratio of their molecular 
eth 

equinate (ek wi-nat), rc. ¢. ; prep. and Pp. eque- 
wated, pp. ea [equine + -atel.] To 
inoculate with glanders. 
equinocavus (ek-wi-nok’a-vus), n, 
equinus, of a horse, + carus, hol 
*talipes equinocacus, 

Equinoctial year. See *year. 
eq ek’ wi-né-vié'rus), w. (NL, ¢L. 
equinus. of « horse, + varus, bent.) Same as 
talipes equinovarws, 

equinox, .— Equation of the equinoxes, Ser 
wation.— Mean equinox, the pointon the equater 

which ts determined by correcting the true equinox of the 
date for the equation of the equinox and the nutation. 

equinus (6-kwi’nus),#, [NL.. < L. equinus, of a 
horse; see equine] Same as talipes equinus. 

(NL., <L- 
low.) Same as 



equipartile 
equipartile (é-kwi-plir’til), nm. [L. wequus, 
equal, + pars (part-), part, + -ile,] One of the 
divisions between which stand equipostiles. 
Biometrika, Aug., 1902, p. 386. 

equipartition (6? kwi-piir-ti’shon), ». [L. 
#equus, equal, + partitio(n-), partition, distribu- 
tion.] In phys., the distribution of energy 
throughout a medium, consisting of molecules 
in motion, in accordance with the law of the 
partition of energy. See *energy. 

ipartition ol —— — east Re 
Lord Rayleigh, in Nature, LX X11, 54, 

ui (6’kwi-ped), a. and ». [Also equti- 
— segues, ——— + pes 2 foot.” I. 
a. Having legs of equal length: said of some 
erustaceans: as, the equiped chilopods. 
I. n. One of the chilopods whose legs, save 

the last pair, are of approximately equal length; 
a member of the A2quipedes of Kirby, 
equipment, ".—Burean of Equipment. See #herreu. 
equi; (6’kwi-poiz), et; pret. and PP i 
* i, ppr. equipowing. [equipoise, a.) 1, 

o bring into a state of equipoise or balance: 
hold in equipoise.—2. To counterbalance. 

equipostile (6-kwi-pos’til), m. (L. aquus, 
equal, + (%) t, after, + -ile.j An object, 
value, or term in a series or array correspend- 
ing to values of an argument in arithmetical 
progression. Biometrika, Aug., 1902, p. 390. 

equipotent (é-kwip’d-tent), a. (L. aquus 
equal, + potens, powerful ; see potent.) Equal 
n power, 

Bee ® ~ Equipo- 
a oy of forces she pny ge —— — 

by certain animal ova of adult Jower animals, like Twhw- 
faria or Clavellina, each of which has the same 

pective potency in development or regeneration, that 
4, la capable of respomding adaptively to a number of 
conditions. 

equipoten tial (é*kwi-pd-ten-shi-al‘i-ti), n. 
he quality of being equipotential, 
probabilism (é -kwi- prob’ a- bil-izm),». 

. eques, equal, + prohebilis, probable, + 
-igm.] The opinion in moral theology that 
where the reasons for either of two opposed 
courses of action are equally balanced, a man 
may use his liberty to follow either. 
onuenatel (6-kwi-ra‘di-al),@. [L. aquus, 
equal, + radius, spoke (radius). Having 
equal radii, 
equiradiate (é-kwi-ra‘di-at), a. [L. #quus, 

ual, + NL, radiatus, radiate.) Having radii 
of equal length, as certain sponge-spicules. 
Proc, Zool, Soc. London, 1900, p. ~. 

oquirotel, a, n, A vehicle, invented in 
he early part of the nineteenth century, hav- 

wheels of uniform size and the body jointed 
in the middle, the forward portion turning 
with the front axle. 

(ek-wi-sé-ta’léz), n. pl. [NL., ¢ 
quisetum + -ales.]) An order of pterido- 

phytic plants of the class Equisetines, contain- 
ing the family Equisetacew only, which see for 
characters. 
uisetines (ck-wi-sé-tin’é-é), nm. pl. [(NL., ¢ 
quisetum + -inc#.) A class of cryptogamic 

plants of the phylum Pteridophyta, it embraces 
© onters Hyivetales and Calemea . Engler now 

uses the name Eywisetales for this group, ing the 
—— (o"keri a change of doubtfal propriety. 
eq ed (é’kwi-sizd), a. . aguas, equal, 

E. sized.] Of the same size. 
The two Rhomboidea are about equisized. 

Proe, Zool, See, London, 1807, p. 290. 

uitable assignment. See *asvignment. 
oquitative (ek’wi-ta-tiv), a. (equilete + ~ive.] 

f or pertaining to equitation or horseman- 
ship. 

equitensal (@-kwi-ten’sal), ». [L. wequus, 
ual, + tens(io(n-)), tension, + -a/!.}) A line 

whieh cuts a system of tense lines so that the 
tensions at the crosses are all equal. 
uiting (ek-wi-ti‘né), mplL[NL., < ques 

(Kquit-) + -ine.) A subfamily of drumfishes 
— by the genus Eques; called ribbon- 

from their lengthwise black stripes. 
equiv. An abbreviation of equiratent, 

uivalence, ». 2. In chem., capability of 
mutual replacement, in chemical combination, 
of definite quantities of different substances : 
thus, there iseqnitalencebotween approximately 
18.07 parts of aluminium, 40,1 of calcium, 46,1 
of sodium, and 55.9 of (ferrous) tron in eom- 
bining with the same fixed quantity of oxygen. 

equivalent, I. a. 3. Ingeom.: (+) Said of two 
ae if they can be cut into a finite num- 

vr of triangles congruent in paire.—5. In 
chem,, applied to the respective quantities of 
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different substances which are capable of re- 
placing each other if combination with a fixed 
pean of some a substance, These 
mutually replaceable quantities of such sub- 
stances are said to be equivalent to cach other. 
See *equiralence, 2.—Equivalent by com 
in geem., said of two polywous if it be eso to annex 
equivalent polygons to them that the two polygons so 
composed are equivalent.—Equivalent equations, 
focus, illumination, lens, projection, sets, See 
Weyuation, ete. 

a n, 3. See *equicalence, 2.— Electrochem- 
ical equivalent of an element, in phys. chem,, the 
weight In gramea of that clement which, tn electrolysis, in 
transformed trom the tonic te the non-ionic condition, or 

of the unit quantity of elec- 
If this equivalent ia known for 

becomes known for all other 

—— by the International Congress of Electricity at 
c 

ha 
divide this *— by 
multiply by the equivalent weight of any other eletmetr 
we obtain the weight of the second element which wou 
be deposited by the passage of one coulomb of electricity. 
For instance, the atomic weights of silver and of copper 
being 107.06 and 3.6, and the equivalent weight of copper 

being half its atomic weight, we have inn = x 0,001,118 
gram equals the electrochemical equivalent weight of 
copper, of 0008928 gram,— Mechanical equivalent 
light, the numerical quantity which expresses in ergs, 

runite of mechanical if the vulac of a anit of 
light. If wetake asthe unit of i ht that which probices 
an Humination of ome lux, we may define the mechanical 
equivalent of light as the energy in of the light-giv- 
ing ether-waves recelved in one second upon one square 
centimeter of surface at a distance of one meter from a 
source of light having an intensity of one hefner. The 

fe lal ot ape este Sms Shik t homgh not iy the ve whie! 
are of more —— — made pt, 
in 186, He determined in absolute measure the radia 
tion from an ineandeacent body, as a gus or oll-flame ; 
then Giltered out the infrred riys by interposition of a 
cell of water, and measured the transmitted light. On 
account of the incomplete adlathermancy of the cell, his 
values are, however, subject to a large correction. Mea- 
surements by more pefined methods have since been made 
by Tumli by strom. (See eeficiency of a sovrce 
wf tight.) ngstrom found the luminous energy received 
y & square centimeter of surface at a distance of one 

meter from the flame of a Hefner lamp to be 26 x 10% 
gram-calories scoond, or, in mechanical unite, 8.63 
ergs per second. The com ition of light from various 
Sources, a Names, the electric are, or the sun, differs, 
and the effect of radiation apon the * 
with the wave-length. The luminosity 
7 fn the middle of the spectrum aml diminishes cup· 
idly toward the red and violet. The mechanical equiva- 
lent showkt fore depend om the composition of the 
light. From ‘s value it is ible to compute 
that of all other sources of Ly that have been 
Photometrically compared with the Hefner fame, The re- 
sults of such a computation are given in the following table: 

amaximum for 

Eings per second 
Soerce of tight. per square conte 

tetter tor one lus. 

Untreated carbon at Loo 0, 29.0 
Untreated carbon at 1,400" C, 914 
Cilow-lamp at 2,000" C, 7.26 
Hetner lar; 8 
Petroleum-flame Ko 
Gas-fame 2.13 to 7.70 
Acetylene-flame 7.12 
pa 7.17 
Limelight 7.21 to 580 
Aro-light G80 to O70 
Welsbach light 4.00 to 4.30 
Sunlight 485 
Daylight (from sky) 559 

The energy in ergs given in the above table does not in- 
clude the total energy received at the surface by radiation, 
but only that portion which la capable of affecting the 
eye—in other w of weing fMumination. The 
amount of energy falls off rapidly as the temperature of 
the source rises. It is leas for a given temperature in the 
case of treated carbon surfaces, as in the Incandescent- 
lamp Slament, than with untreated carbon, and still bess 
in case of light obtained from incandescent oxida 
Thus the ergs of luminous energy centimeter per seo. 
ond, corresponding to an Hlamination of one lax, are les 
for the Welshbach mantle and for the magnesium flame 
than for the electric arc, although the tem: tures for 

former sources are mach bower. — equiva- 
lent, that quantity of any sabstance which, if contained 
in a given volume of solution, will prodace the same oe 
niwtic re at a standan! quantity of some other sub 
stance When contatied In the same volume of soluthon.— 

kinesthetic equivalents, in prychol., the 
prinelple that “for each of our intentional actions we 
Toust have some way of thinking about the action, of re- 
inembering how ft feels, looks, ete, ; we must have some- 
thing in mind equivalent to the experience of the move- 
ment.” J, A. Baldeia, Story the Mind, p 20,— 

cation equivalent, in chem, the rant oft 
any particular off of fat which can be saponified by a fixed 
tantity of an alkali; ueaally expressed in the form of 
e number of grums of the of} saponified by Mi.l grams 

of caustic potash or 40 grams of caustic axla Sedtler, 
Tandbook of Indust. Clem., p. 20s.— Water equivalent, 
in colerimetry, the quantity of water which is equivalent, 
in capacity for heat, to a given seo > the mass of a given 
body multiptied by tte specific bea 

of eradicator (é-rad’i-ki-tor), m. 

E-rays. 
* erbin (ér’bin), n. 

Eremurus 

equivoluminal (é’kwi-vd-li'mi-nal), 7. Equal 
as to volume; of equal cubical content. 

equivote (é’kwi-vét), m. EL. aquus, equal, + 
totum, wish (yote).] A tie in voting, an equal 
number of votes being cast on each siae, 

equold (6 kwoid), a. . equus, horse, + -vid,] 
esembling or having the characters o1 the 

Equida, or horse family; horse-like. 
nus beds, See *heri!, 

er,t. <A simplified spelling of err. 
n, 4. In grol., a division of geologic time 

which, according to the recommendation of 
the International Congress of Geologists, is to 
be regarded as of highest rank, corresponding 
to the stratigraphic term grow. See group), 
3 (4),—Lithie the frst half of J. D. Dana's axoic 
eon, daring which there was a solid crust om the earth, 
but the ternperature was too high to permit comensation 
of the vapors ns oceans. It was followed by the oceanic 
era. — Oceanic era, according to the classification of the 
early stages In the earth's history, that era of the azote 
oon In which the atusespheric waters were condensed 
into an ocean over all the sphere or in an oceanic depres- 
sion, with finally some emerging lands cooled from molten 
rock, The temperature of this ocean bs convelived to have 
been about SOO? F. at the beginning of the period, and 
before its close the action af the occan waters caused 
the deposition of sediments which formed the earth's super: 
crtist. — orole ora, the prevent age, or the age 
of tran, as distinguished from former geological ages 
before appearance of man, 

1, One who 
roots up or roots out and destroys.—2, An 
agricultural implement or machine used in 
uprooting. 

erasion, . 2. In sury., the removal of morbid 
tissue by aeraping. 

sm (¢-raz’mi-an-izm),». [Erasmicn, 
ad. (< Erasmus), + -ism.] The religious system 
of the scholar and humanist Erasmus (1466- 
1536), He anticipated Luther in affirmaing the Bible to 
be the true source of theology. He condemned the aub · 
tleties of the scholastic systems; emphasized the moral 
elements of Christianity; and satirized the faults of the 
clergy, but refased to follow Luther, remaining In the 
communton of the Roman Catholic Church, The term ts 
applied, therefore, to the attitude of men who protest 
against error, bat compromise with existing institutions 
Erastianize (é-ras‘tinn-iz), ¢. [rastian + 
-ize.) I, trans, To make to accord with Eras- 
tianism. 
I, intrans. To favor Erastianism. 

See *ray!, 
[Also erbine, ¢ erb(ium) + 

-in?,] Same as erlia, 
erdmannite (erd‘tman-it), ». — prebably 
for A. Erdmann, (Chester,)) A complex 
mineral substance near allanite in composi- 
tion, but perhaps only a mixture: obtained 
Bln Norway. ‘, —— 

dmann’s float, reagen’ t, *reagent. 
erecting-shop (@rek’ting-shop), ». A building 
or room in which engines or machines are 
assembled, as the parts are completed, to 
insure that all the parts will fit’ properly, 
Such a shop i provided with foundations, later, 
benches, crane, and other conveniences, according to 
the character of the machines to be erected. 

erection, . 10. In astrol., the construction of 
a scheme or figure of the heavens, 

erection of ! it. 
By —— Omi Alchemist, iv. 4. 

erector, ». 3. A workman employed to put in 
place the steel part of buildings, bridges, or 
ships. —4. A machine, such as a derrick, used 
to place material in position in any structure, 

(e-r6'mi-gn) a, (Gr, épyura, an desert, 
a solitude, ¢ Zpjuoc, solitary.) Of or pertaining 
to the desert.—Eremian subregion, in rodgeog., » 
division ot subregion embracing northern Africa, 2 
Arabia, the greater part of Persia and Afghanistan, and the 
desert region of central Asia from the steppes of sou’ 
Rosia to Manchuria. 

(o-ré-mo-ké'tii), nw. pl [NL., ¢ 
Gr. fpijuor, solitary, + yalty, bristle.] In the 
classification of Osten-Sacken, a superfamily 
of dipterous insects, including the families 
Stratiomyide, Tabanide, Acanthomerida, and 
Leptide, 

(o-ré-mé-ké’tus), a, Belonging 
to or characteristic of the superfamily Eremo- 
cheta, Cambridge Nat. Hist.. V1. 44 
eremomeline (er é-mom’e-lin), n. One of the 
group of African birds known as Kremomeling. 
eremophobia (c-ré-mé-fo’bi-dl), nm.  (NIn, ¢ 
Gr. fjuog, solitary, + -dofla, < ¢a3riv, fear.) 
Morbid fear of being alone. 
Eremurus (er-é-mii‘rus), ». (NL. (Bieberstein, 
1818), ¢ Gr. fonjuoc, solitary. + oipd, tail, stalk, 
The name alludes to the leafless flower-stalk 
and raceme,] A genus of plants of the family 
Liliaces, There are about 18 species. natives of the 
mountains of weetern and central Asia. Several are 



cultivated for their 
striking habit anid 
great flower-stalks 
czouned with 
showy white, rose · 
colored, or yellow 
flowers. The leaves 
rise from the root 
in a dense clamp or 
rosette ; the flowers 
have 6 se ita, 
tsially withering 
om the stalk, 6 ata- 
mena, and a 3-par- 
tithhed and 3 
cornered ovary. 
Among the garden 
species are B. rofeus 
ber | 7 ee 
ane + epwctatrilie, 
The best known fs 
E. robustua, which 
often sends up a 
stalk 8 feet high 
bearing — rose-col- 
ored Lage 

erep e-rep’- Sremurus 4, Py ipectabriss. 

(adh oe tok. Owe fourth narural size. 
7 . 

pere, snatch away, + ~- + -in?,.] A ferment 
discovered by O, Gobobeim in ¢ 6 intestinal 
mucosa, which is capable of causing the elear- 
age of acid albumins and albumoses into erys- 
tulline end-products of proteolytic digestion, 
but which is without effect upon the native 
albumins. It acts in neutral or feebly alkaline 
modia. A similar ferment has apparently been 
found also in the vegetable world. 

Erethizon' (er’ @-thi-zon’ti-dé), n, pl. 
(brethizon(t-) + -idew.] The American poreu- 
pines of the genera Erethizon and Coendoo( Syu- 
theres), considered as constituting a family, a 
view generaily held by American zoblogists. 
O, Thomas, 1897. See cut under porempine. 

eretmologist (er-et-mol’6-jist), n. ["eret- 
mology (< Gr. fperpdc, oar, + -2opia, € Ayer, 
speak) + -isf.]) One who is skilled in the 
selence of rowing; » professional oarsman. 
—— ery 

ergal (¢r‘gul), #. (G. ergal, ¢ Gr. épyow, work, 
+ -all.] Tn phye., — energy: a word 
introduced by Clausius, It i that portion of the 
total enerry of a system which diminishes as work is done 
by the system, and it corresponds, therefore, to the mega- 

ve value of the foree-function and also to Helmboltz's 
term free energy. 

ergasiomania (¢r-gas‘i-d-ma‘ni-i), n. (NL. 
< Gr. ipyasia, work, labor, + pvavia, madness. 
A restless desire, amounting at times to an 
insane impulsion, to be continually at work; 
also, a desire on the part of a surgeon to oper- 
ate at every ——— whether or not the 
operation is indicated or justifiable. 

e ophobia (ér-gas‘i-0-fo'bi-i), ». [NL., 
€ Gr. fpyasia, work, labor, + -gojtea, ¢ ga3eiv, 
fear.] An excessive disinclination, which 
may amount to an insane aversion, to work ; 
also, excessive timidity, on the part of a sur- 
geon, and fear to perform an operation even 
when it is urgently indicated, 

c (ér-gas‘tik), a. (Gr. tpyarrinde, able 
to work, working, < épydfeotiac, work, ¢ gpyor, 
work,] Being the result of biologie activity: 
a term applied to rather stable substances 
formed by the activity of the cell-eytoplasm, 
A, Meyer, 1896. ; 

ne (ér-gas-ti’né), v, pl, (Gr. ipyaarivar 
(Hesyehius), ¢ tpyacric, < dpydceatlar, work.] 
In Gr, antig., maidens who were chosen to 
weave and embroider the peplum of Athena. 
Certain figares in procession tn eastern frieze of the 
Parthenon are supposed to represent them. 7 

(ér-gas’to-plazm),», (Gr, gpyaor- 
(ixég), able to work, — qwAédona, anything 
formed.] The more active portion of the pro- 
toplasm which forms the fibrillar structures of 
the cell: nearly the same as hino, war (Stras- 
Ln and ergoplasm (Davido Garnier, 
188 

ergastoplasmic (¢r-gas-ti-plas’mik), a. Of 
or pertaining to ergastoplasm, Nature, March 
12, 1903, p. 455. 

um (é¢r-gaa’ti-lum), n.; pl. ergastula 
(a). (L., an accommodated form (as if dim.) of 
an Italian Gr. *éppacrpor, ¢ Gr. Epyaleotia:, work, 
labor: see *ergastic.] In Rom, antiqg., a prison 
for slaves attached to a Roman villa or farm; 
a house of correction. 
ergatandrous (é@r-ga-tan‘drus), a. (Gr. fnyarny, 
a worker, +arip (ardp-), male, + -ous.] Hav- 
ing worker-like males: said of certain ants. 
ergatandry (é@r-ga-tan‘dri), ». (Gr. foydryr, 
worker, + avijp (avdp-), male, + - 4 In 
entomol., the condition of certain male aunts 
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which fail to develop wings and resemble the 
worker-ants in form. : 
ergatogyne (¢r’ga-to-jin), mn. [Gr. épyarne, 
worker, + yu»), female.) A female ant of 
worker-like aspect due to the absence of wings 
and wing-museles; an ergatoid female. 

(ér* ga-té-jin‘ik), a, Baume as 
ee iol, Bulletin, May, 1904, p. 

oe 

ergatogynous (ér- ge- toj’1- nus), a. (Gr. 
ipyarnc, a worker, yun, female, + -ows,] 

¥ing worker-like females: said of certain 
ants, 

ergatoid (ér’ga-toid), ». and a. [Gr. foyarne, 
a worker, + Soc, form.) Ln. A wingleas al- 
though sexually competent ant of either sex. 
The females are really secondary queens, 
Cambridge Nat, Hist,, VI. 140, 

Il. a, Having the characteristics of an 
ergatoid, 
ergatomorphic (é@r’ ya-t6-mdr’ ak), a. [Gr. 
épyatyc, a worker, + wopdy, form, + -ie.] OF 
or pertaining to ee wo gee having the 
appearance of a worker-ant. 

tomorphism (¢r’ga-té-mér’fizm), . [er- 
gutomorph-ic + -ism.] e resemblance of 
certain male and female ants to workers, 
through a failure to develop the wings and 
their musculature, 

A erg-nine (¢rg’ nin), n. ractical unit of 
work or energy equal tol x 10% ergs. See erg- 
fen. . 
ergogram (ér’go-gram), n. (Gr. fpyor, work 

be A record of + ypaupa, anything written. 
muscular work; & tracing obtained by means 
of the ergograpb. Bee *ergograph, 
The ervegrom pictures a ¥ specific form of fa! 

and shows @ vary wide range of individual —— 
. & Hall, Adolescence, L 150, 

ergograph (é¢r’go-grif), n. [Gr. épyov, work, 
+ ypagerr, wee) An instrument for reeord- 
ing museular work ; a recording dynamometer 
or ergometer; used especially in the stady of 
museular fatigue, The work recorded by the ergo- 
— ordinarily employed is that done by a single 
inger presaing against a spring or polling against a 
weight. In —E instrument, the jest form of the 
crgugraph, porte: the padded 
arto-rest, with arm-strape and brass ta which bold the 

replaces the mw of the 
ergogre. Ve been dev , for exam 
and Binet. In yet other forma, ameang 

——— orpoaraph 4 he —— there ly 
no graphic record; the recording carriage ‘Freogmy 
are replaced by a work-adder. 

‘This greatly increased range of individual variation in 
early puberty was no loss marked in vital capacity and in 
soutvlenees by Settee oe testes be te 6 raph. 

GS. Hatl, Adolescence, IL 151. 

er ic (ér-go-graf‘ik), a. [ergograph + 
net elating to, or obtained y means of, 
the ergograph. 

He studied the effecton the ergographic curve of drink. 
ing-water, and of the Infection of cocaine and calfeine. 

Stud, Yate Payehol. Lab, VIII. 14, 

ergology (ér-gol’6-ji), m. [Gr, épyor, work, + 
-Aayia, € Zeyrre, speak.) Physio ony and psy- 
chology considered dynamically, as the 
performance of work, 

ergometric (¢r-go-met’rik), a2. Of or pertain- 
ing to the ergometer or the results shown by 
it; recorded or furnished by the ergometer: 
as, an ergometric diagram ; ergometric measure- 
ments. 

ergonomy (¢r-on'd-mi), x. [Gr. épyor, work, 
visor, distribution. ] Physiological division 

of labor. Haeckel (trans.}, Wonders of Life, 
p. 35, 
ergophobia (ér-g6-fo’bi-), m. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
épyow, work, + -dojiea, ¢ godeiv, fear.] A mor- 
bid aversion to labor. Compare *ergasiophobia, 
N aio Times, Oct. * 103. m 

ergoplasm (ér’g6-plazm), ». [Gr. Zpyor, work, 
+ —— anything formed.] The ’ active 
protoplasm which arises from the achromatic 
portion of the germinal vesicle of the egg and 
produces, wholly or in part, the first polar 
spindle. Davideff, 1889. 

ergosterin (é¢r-gos‘te-rin), mn. [ergo{t) + Gr. 
arepric, solid, + -in®,] A colorless compound, 
CogHggO.He0, contained in ergot of rye. It 
erystallizes in pearly leaflets or in pointed 
needles, melts at 14° C., and boils at 185° C, 
under 20 millimeters pressure. 

Eriobotrya 
ergot!, ".—Corn ergot, the 
fungus’ Uatilago Zee, whieh 
transforms the kernel of corn 
into black spores, See erat. 

cc (ér-g6-tin’ik), @. 
[ergot + -in? + -ic.) Per- 
taining to or derived from 

ergotism. 
n. 2. Logical 

reasoning; ratiocination. 
The mtiocination or ergotisaa 

of the logician is only one kind 
of reasoning and ome Little used 
by ontinary mind. 

F. Ward, Pure Social., p. 42 
exotation ergo⸗tũ · ⁊a⸗ · 
shon), ». [ergotize + 
~ation.] The act or pro- 
eess of affecting with the 
poison of ergot. 

ergotol (¢r’go-tdl), ». [ergot + -ol.] A liquid 
preparation of ergot two and a half times as 
strong as the United States Pharmacopia 
fluid extract. 

a, na, In geol., ® major group of 
—— units comprising the Marcellus, 
amilton, Genesee, Portage, and Chemung 

divisions as used by the original New York 
geologists. The term was applied by Dawson to the 
eotire Devonian system os represented in New York snd 

Soi date eave ta urea 
by the Marcellus and Hamilton shales. 

Ericales (er-i-ka‘léz), n. = (NL. (Lindley, 
1833), ¢ Erica + -ales.] order of dicotyle- 
donous sympetalous plants characterized by 
regular flowers, usually free stamens as many 
or twice as many as the lobes of the corolla, 

‘and a compound ovary. It embraces 8 families, of 
which Ericacese ia the most important. See Diapensa 

arr a, Comm engottt yras 
Om an cas of Cern. 
fected kernels are cronpons 

ly increased in size (redaced 
*, spore (emlangeds «. ert 
minatiog spore (enlarged). 

ce and Epacridaces, 
erichthoid (e-rik’thoid), a. [erichthus + -vid.] 
Of or pertaining to an erichthus: as, an erich- 
theid larva. 

erichthus (e-rik’thus), n. [NL., irreg. ¢ Gr. 
pt, carly, + izfic, fish.] A late larval stage 
of « stomatopodous crustacean, as the man- 
tis-shrimp, in which the full number of seg- 
ments and of limbs of the adult animal 
reached, 

ericineous (er-i-sin’é-us), a. Same as erico- 
‘of . Coots. 

ericinol (¢-ris’i-ndl), n. [eric(olin) + -in? + 
-ol.) A colorless, volatile, oily compound, 
CypHog9, prepared by the action of dilute 
acids on ericolin. It turns brown in the air. 

ericolin (e-rik’é-lin), n. [L. erica, heath, + 
-ol + -in®, very bitter, brown, resinous 
compound, CagHy gO}, found in several plants 
of the heath family, in Arctostaphylos Ueo- 

. wrsi, and in Ledum palustre. 
[L. erica, heath, erico' — n 

n phytogeog., one of & + Gr. ren plant.) 
¢lass of plants, typified by the genus Eriew, 
which are adapted to live on the soil of heaths 
and peat moors. Eneye. Brit., XXV. 432. 

m gun. See *gun. 
ba (er-i-sim’bii), mn. [NL., < Gr. fe, 

much-, + ria, a cup, bowl] A genus of 
small minnows found in the Mississippi valley, 
distinguished by the silvery mucous cavities 
on each side of the head, X. buccata is the 
common species, 

Canal china, Erie clay. See Erie blue, 
*hlue, ete. 

erikite (er’i-kit), nm. [Named after Erik the 
Red, the discoverer of Greenland.) A silicate 
and phosphate of the cerium metals and s0- 
dium, with also aluminium and thorium. It 
oceurs in complex orthorhombie crystals of 4 
brownish color, in southern Greenland. 

erinaceine (er-i-na’sé-in), m. A hedgehog of 
the subfamily Brinaceing. - 

erinite (é’rin-it), n. [Erin + ~ite?.] A basic 
copper arsenate occurring in green mammil- 
lary crystalline forms: m Cornwall, bat 
earlier supposed to come from Ireland, hence 
the name, 

Erio (er’i-6-bét‘ri-i), m. [NL. (Livd- 
ley, 1821), in allusion to the lanate inflores 
cence, ¢ Gr. pwr, wool, + Sérpre, a bunch of 

pes.) A genus of plants of the family Me- 
‘e#@. They are small trees with evergreen leaves, 7 

cemose-pantculate Loflorescence covered with woolly bats 
thick 5- calyx, crenulate petals, and 3-5 seeds cet 
in each compartment of the fruit. There are about \? 
species, natives of exstern Asia. The loquat, Ericbstry* 
aponica (Photinta Japonica of Gray) sometimes ermor 



Eriobotrya 
ously called Jopancer plom and Japanese medlar, is 
practically the only representative of Unis genus grown in 
the United States. It ia hardy in the Gulf States, where 
it is for the amall, acid, yellow, plum-like frites. 
The Sowers are white and are borne in terminal clusters 
late In the season; the fruits matare in the following 
spring. 

eriocaulaceons (er’i-6-ki-la‘shius}, a. 
Of, pertaining to, or having the characters 
of the plant family Hricerulacer. 
eriocome (er’i-d-kém), ». [NL. eriocomus, ¢ 
Gr. époov, wool, + xéun, hair.) A woolly-haired 
person: a member of a division of mankind, 
the eriocomi, characterized by fleecy hair, like 
that of the Melanesians and negroes, Deni- 
ker, Races of Man, p. 40. 

(er*i-d-si‘a-nin), ». (Gr, Zptor, wool, 
+ cyanine.) An acid coal-tar color of the tri- 
henylmethane carbinol —— Tt dyes wool a 

bright blue in an acid bath, 
Jaucine (er'i-d-gli’sin), ». (Gr. epen, 

wool, + yZeusdc, greenish blue, + -ine?.] An 
acid ecoal-tar color of the triphenylmethane 
type. It dyes wool and silk greenish-blue 
akades in an acid bath, 

".— Young's eriometer. 
or Tre dinmeter of the rings —— 

light is examineid a mass of small 
particles or fine It consists essentially of two glass 
lates between which the fibers are placed and an aperture 
fi a aliding-screen Unroagh which the eye may view the 
bright light If the angalar dlameter of the colored ring is 

Fate rr hg Foon ah 07 ar 
be inscribed on the inatrument so that the numerical 
tables need not be used. 

eriometric a ee = or pertain- 
ing to an eriometer; obtaine e eriometer. 
** erfometric scale. Tn the eriometer, a8 
conastric by Young, the first red-and-green ring Is 
made to cover a given circle by moving the sliding-tube 
to and fro, and an index the diameter of the parti. 
cles. On the arbitrary scale used by him, 1 , eae 
toa diameter of 0.00003 of an inch, and the er scale 
numbers nt simple multiples of these: 4, the size 
of the 77 na eevee 75en 4 rot mans 85, the 

cores 46, diameter of coarse Wool. 

erionite (er‘i-on-It), m. [Irreg. ¢ Gr. Epov, 
wool, + -ife?.] A hydrated silicate of alumini- 
um, calcium, sodium, and potassium, occur- 
ring in tes of wool-like fibers in cavi- 
ties in a rhyolite tuff: foundat Durkee, Oregon. 

eriophorous (er-i-of’}-rus), a. [Gr, mogdpor, 
wool-bearing, ¢ fpiov, wool, + - gapoc, ¢ géperm, 
bear.] Wool-bearing; cottony ; floceulent. 

eri ‘ious (er-i-of’i-lus), a. (Gr. dpeov, wool, 
pat 5) v, leaf.) Having cit leaves. 
Britrean (4-ré-tré‘qn), a, [It. Eritrea + -an.) 
Of or pertaining to the Italian Red-Sea colony 
of trea: as, Eritrean currency; Eritrean 
defenses, 

erizo (a-ré’thé), x. IS. Amer. 8 so named 
from the prickly, bur-like fruit, Ip. erizo, < L. 
ericius, hedgehog. See urchin.) In Venezuela 
and Colombia, the tibourbou, Apeiba Tibourbou. 

rl rin simplified spelling of earl erl, », simp spelling of earl. 
erlan (ér‘lan), 9, (Erla, Crandorf, Saxony, + 
~an.] In petrog., a fine-grained metamorphic 
rock composed chiefly of augite, with some 
feld. , quartz, and other minerals. Also 
called (in German) erlanfels. Dreithaupt. 

erly, adv. anda. A simplified spelling of early. 
erm, In her., an abbreviation of ermine, 
ermin, . and v. & A simplified spelling of 
ermine. 

ernest, ".,a.,and¢.¢ Asimplified spelling of 
earnest, 

Ernestine order. See *order. 
Ernogrammus (ér‘n$-gram‘us), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
tor, a sprout, * yap, a et genus of 
blennies found in Japan, remarkable for the 
branching lateral! linea, 
erodent,. II. a. Producing erosion ; erosive. 
erodible (@-r0'di-bl), a. [erode + -ible,] In geol,, 
yielding to erosive action; subject to the de- 
structive processes of surface agencies, 

Eros, ». 3. In asfron., No. 433 of the asteroid 
up, discovered photographically by Witt, at 

erlin, in 1898, and fora tite provisionally re- 
ferred to as D. Q. Ita orbit in mach emaller than that 
of any other minor planet, ite mean distance from the san 
being leas than thatof Mara. Bs ported oe. A 
times it can approach the earth within about 13,000,000 miles 
— than any other member of the solar system), and 
ua furnishes ps the most ‘ise of all methods for 

finding the lax. At rare —— it 
may nearly reach Uenit of naked-cye visi iy bu 
is usually obeervable only in telescopes, ite 
Deing not more than Ihor20 milex At certain times there 
are regular variations in ite brightness from which an axial 
rotation in 6 hoare 16 minutes te inferred. 

erosible (é-ré’si-bl), a. (L. erosus, pp.ofero- the opportunity; s misp 

' erratic, a. 6. 

it ik 
iameter 
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dere, erode, + -ible.] Capable of being eroded : 
aa, an erosible rock, 
In some parte the tufa is traversed by vertical veins of 

less easily erostble rock. : a harder and roe 
Geog. Jour. (BR. G. 3), X. 478 

erosion, *.—Cycle of erosion, See *cyele 1.— Ero- 
sion column. “See wevwwn.—Glacial erosion, the 
erosion produced by glacier and satglacial streama The 
efficacy of this process has been much discussed, bat its 
importance is coming to be more and more accepted by 
geol See corrie, comb3, ford, Aenging *enlley, 

won: "'Hoaa wates’crosion, theta cf tay. — “wa eres a " 
bead or escarpment so that i fo worn wack te & oe 
rection opposite to the flow of its stream. Also retro- 

AVEO OFORLOT ve erosion. Same as 
it-neeter i erosion ac · Werorion. 

complished by sheets of running water, as distinct from 
J Me(ice, in Bulletin Geol. Soc. Amer., 

on. Sev *tahte-land.— 
streama . 
VILL s\—Table-land 
Uneonfo: Fiat strata forming o 

be 
sediments which do not differ in although usual, 
coutrasted in kind with the old. The strati ie break 
between the two ia catled formalility by erorion. 
7 the wearing away and transportation 

material by the wind. 

He partioul: commended to geologists the atudy of 
wind-sreston hee hardened by preastire and low es 

ture... . One could see the structure change from 
form te form under owe's very eyes, and thus quickly 
ee such an inaight inte the processes of wind-erosion 

the case of more stubborn rock, could only be obtain 
by prolonged study. Athenseum, Dec, 7, 1001, p. 77 

erosional (é-ré’zhon-nl), @. [erosion + -all,] 
Of, pertaining to, or produced by erosion. 

character of the outlet at Horseheads was 

and not —XR 
[mn Lape g yen Lady —— the outlet of Lake 

“id Seience, Jan. 2, 1908, p. 26 

erosodentate (6-r6’si-den’tat), a. [L. erosus, 
eroded, + dentatus, toothed.) Having irreg- 
ular tooth-like projections; specifically, in bot., 
dentate with erose teeth. 

ero! (6-r0‘s6-den-tik’i-lait), a. 
[L. erosus, eroded, + denticulus, dim. of dens, 
tooth, * -atel.] Having small, ar 
tooth-like pointa, 

erotically (e-rot’i-kgl-i), adv. 
manver or senRe. 

eroticism (¢-rot’i-sizm), n. [erotic + -iem.] 
The state or character of being erotic; un- 
due say eee of sexuality or the sexual 
emotions; in pathol., excessive sexual desires, 

eroticist (e-rot’i-sist), 7. One affected with 
eroticism. 

(e-rot*i-ko-mé’ni-ti), wn. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. ipwrexdc, erotic, + pavia, madness.] Same 
as crotomania, 

erotism (e-rot‘ism), », A condition marked 
by erotic tendencies; eroticism. 

(er’$-t6-jen‘ik), a. Exciting sexual 
esire. 

erotol (er-}-tol’6-ji), u. (Gr. tpw¢ (epwr-) 
sexual love, 2* < aépen, 44 The 
study of the phenomena of sexual love, 

These [unwritten codes of modesty] are like 

—— ‘ae power i —— ex is 
itself to win. G. & Hall, Adolescence, IL 118. 

(er-6-tom’e-tér), mn. [Gr.épar (zpwr-), 
sexual love, + uérpor, measure.) A otanderd 
or gage of sexual love. G. 8. Hall, Adoles- 
cence, IT, 132, 

er th (e-rot’6-path), ». [A back-forma- 
tion from at pox man, 9 | One who is dominated 

ideas. Alien. and Neurol., by. — sexua. 

. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
-, 1903, * — ata) 

erotopathia (« “path i n 
(pur-), — greet +’ miBoc disease. ] 

erversion of the sexual instinct. Amer. Jour, 

a 

In an erotic 

te 

é 

Psychol, XUIL, 328, 
pathic (er’-té-path’ik), a. Relating to 

or st mlm from erotopathia; erotic. Alien, 
and Neurol,, Feb., 1903, . 75, 

er thy (er’6-top’a-thi), ». Same as *ero- 
to; 
er chic (er’5-top-si’kik), a, (Gr. épor 
(ipur-), sexual love, + yuxi, mind.) Same as 
*erotopathic. 

orrancy (er’an-si), n. The condition of err- 
ing; liability to err. . 

In zoél., oceurring in an un- 
usual location. 

Parasites which occur in thelr normal host, bat in an 
unusual location, like the brain cysticerci .. . in  sab- 
cutaneots cyst. . . may be spoken of as erratic. 

Trans. Amer. Micros, Soc., 1008, p. 128 

n, 8, In bage-ball, a failure by one of the error, 
e opponent when he has fielders to put out an 

lay by which a runner with somewhat tapering snout, 

Eryops 
error. Sce *method of secures a base.— Average , 

average errer.—Clock error, See *cleck?.—Defend- 
ant im error, « party to an action, either plaintiff or 

- defendant in the court below, who ta to th eo 
laintitf in error in the late court. See plaintif’ 

Error of mtg the difference between a Werror.— P 
its observed and its —— —— sere st ex- 
pectation, hab! tuatlon, in gieye: a. Vibe 
Tiable errors, inc dental more espec ly to work by the 
gradation methexis, The error of expectation may make 
a change of fadgment come either too seun or tow late, 
according a8 the expectation is directed upen change or 
uniformity of the stimuall; the errors of fatigne and 
habituation delay the change of Jadgment beyond the nor- 
mal point. The errors can be avoided by a Otting dispo 
— of the germans —— cone the — = _ 
tion, y, perhaps, forall pract turgrosens, Fey el ier ten 
by treath it ns a comstant error; that is, by repeating the 
series wil reanit,— reversal, amd taking the average t. 

, in prychopiya., a constant or 
systematic orror, due to temporal arrangement, which 
may be eliminated by performing the experiment twice 
over, — onee in the time-order a6, and once in the time 
order ba,— and by averaging the result of the two experi- 
ments toa single valuec.—Law of 
Same as law of error. See error, i.—M 
error, See *#method.— Plaintiff in error, 
to an action, either plaintiff or defendant in the 
low, who sues out In an appellate court, a writ of error, 
to review ings upon which the error is alleged. 
— Pro! error of an event. See wevegicient of 
cariability.— error, in hophye., a constant or 

Tmeana (its astronomical latitude apd lon de) and the 
same as Oxed by combination with data ned from an 
extended etic survey, The differences arise from 
local deviations in the di due to local tion of ity, 
acckdents of the surface or the ondortyt strata, and 
seldom exceed a few seconds, but in mountalnous regions 
and mining districts are often much larger. 

error (er’or), v. f. In /aw, upon an appeal, to 
reverse the judgment or other determination 
of the court below, on aceount of error in its 
proceedings. [Rare.] 
ersmiform (ér-s0’i-form), a. [NL. Erswa (1) + 
L. forma, form,] Resembling or — 55 
structure of the Erswid# ; composed of t 
medusoids, a sterile, a fertile, and a special 
nectocalyx, Compare *eudoriform. 
ers#ome (ér-s6’dm), n. ([Gr. éponioc, dewy (¢ 
ipan, dew), + -ome.] One of the two main 
forms of cormidium in hydrozoans, consisti 
typically of a hydrophyllium, a rozoid wi 
a tentacle, one or more medusoid gonophores, 
and generally a nectocalyx. 

erthen, erthling, erthly. Simplified spellings 
of earthen, carthling, carthly 
erubim (e-ri’bém), n. pi. ay ‘ertbim, pl. 
of ‘erib, mixture, combination.) Among the 
Jews, certain devices to get around the strict 
observance of the Sabbath rules, when cireum- 
stances make such observance difficult or im- 

the limit on the day ng 
as to make it appear that e place where the food is 
deposited is ones domicile, extending thereby the limit 
for one’s movements 

Eruceformia (c-ri-sé-f6r’mi-4), n. pl. (NL, 
erroneously for *ernciformia, neut. pl. of *eru- 
ciformis, ( eruca, a caterpillar, + F veers form.) 
A group of flies of the family ipulide, hav- 
ing caterpillar-like larve: —— to be the 
‘most primitive of existing Diptera. Phala- 
crocera is an example. 

erucic (¢-ri’sik), a. [L. eruca, a sort of cole- 
wort.) Noting an acid, a colorless compound, 
CogHysO., contained, in combination with 
— white and black mustard-seed oil. 
terystallizes in long slender needles, melts 

at 33-34° C., and is readily converted into the 
isomeric bragsidie acid. 

erucin (e-ré‘sin), ». [eruc(ic) + -in?.] - The 
glycerin ester of erucice acid, found in rape- 
seed oil, 
erugatory (e-ri’ga-té-ri), a and a. [NL. *eru- 
gatorius, < L. erugare, free from wrinkles, ¢ ¢, 
out, + raga, wrinkle.) I, a, Having the 
property of removing wrinkles. 

n. A remedy used to eradicate wrinkles. 
n.— Cone of eruption. scone. — 

— — 28 lava oe the — 
tion of a Volcanic come, Compare #/iseure-eruption. 
Geikie, Text-hook of Geol., p_ 312—BSubaérial erup- 

outbreaks of lava or taf? upon the land, as con- 
trasted with those beneath the sea. 

Eruptive center, vein, See *center!, *vein. 
Eryops (er’i-ops), n. BL.) irreg. ¢ Gr. épiec, 
draw out, + oy, face. A genus of eee: 
lian reptiles from the Permian rocks of North 
America, having an elongated triangular skull 

relatively small 



Eryops 
round orbits, and rugose cranial bones with 

erysipeleid (eriai loid) da. [ er-i-sip’e-loid), n. and a. [ery- 
on grape id.) I, ». Achronic inflammation 
of the skin resembling erysipelas, occurring 
sometimes in persons who have been brought 
into «contact with the skins of wild animals, 
either living or recently dead. 
Ero a. Resemblin —— (NL. 

haces ( er’ i-si-fa'sé«), n. pl. (NL.,¢ Ery- 
aay 9 -ace#.| The family of fungi typified 
by the genus — See Erysiphes, 

Eeythes er-i-thé’i), ». (NL. (Watson, 1880), 
¢ Gr, —X one of the Hesperides,] A genas 
of pahos, They have fan-shaped leaves, slender, naked 
tranks, perfect fowers in lange, decompound panicles, and 
for fraita black [nay drupe. ere are two species, 
£. armata, trom Lower California, and &. edwlis,a native 
of Guadalupe Island, off the western coat of Mexican, 
Both es are cultivated out of doors in favored locall- 
thea of soathern California. 

an (er‘i-thran),». [Gr. dpufipdc, red, + 
-n.) Acolorless liquid compound, 

HOCHCH,0OCH.CHOH, 
repared by the long boiling of erythrol with 

Hilute sulphurie acid, It boils at 154-155° C. 
under 18 millimeters pressure, 

(er-i-thriir’sin), nw. [Gr. ipvfpde, 
red, + ars(enic) + -in?.] A red pigment, 
C. Ii203 456. formed, in very small quantity, 
by the oxidation tures ag) [NL ¢G 
erythrasma (er-i-thras’mi), n. [NL., Gr. 
ipotipdic, red, + -cova, a termination.) A con- 
tagious skin disease, running a chronic course, 
due to the presence of a vegetable parasite, 
Mier n minutiosimim. 

., 3, Acoal-tarcolor of the xanthene 
type, prepared by the methylation of eosin. It 
yea silk a bluish red with a red fluorescence. 

Also called prinmrose.— X, an acid coal-tar 
color, Same as uw oR, 

a. 2. In anthrop., redness of hair, 
enerally combined with light complexion.—3, 
n 2ool., the assumption of red in animals, in 

place of their ordinary coloration. 
(ge 5 cularlyeom Mai ae 

ant : ble for a beara mei fo gp ies 
species Which have been formed in that group. 

Proc, Zool, Soc, London, 1886, p, 77. 

blast, (e-rith’rd-blast), a. [Gr, épripde, 
red, + Graerdc, germ.] One of the colored ama- 
boid cells found in the marrow of the bones 
and supposed to give rise to the red blood-cor- 
puscles. 

blastic (e-rith-rg-blas’tik), a. Of or 
rtaining to er: blasts. 

— ⏑ n, 
{ Erythr(ea) centaur(iwm) (see def.) + -in?.] A 
neutral, bitter, glucoside-like body, CoH, 495 
formed in Centaurion Centaurium (Lrythrea 
Centavrium of Persoon). 

(er’i-thrd-ké’té), mn. [NL. (Sie- 
bold and Zucearini, 1846), < Gr. tprépec, red, + 
NL. cheta, bristle, (Gr. yairy, mane. The allu- 
sion is tothe color of the pappusin the type spe- 
cies.) A genus of plants of the family Astera- 
cew, closely related to Senecio. ‘There are about 
thirty species, chiefly Asintic. One spectes, the . 
plant, & variety of &. Keempferi(Seneevo Kaempfert of Lhe 
‘widolle), ts well known In cultivation. It is called by 
gardeners Parfugium. It is grown in the North asa toll. 
age pol-plant, and was at one time a favorite window- 
e en subject. Wi southward, it is hardy 
htheopen. The plant tas lange orbicular-condate leaves, 
blotched and j with yellow, white or rose-colored 
patches. A form with glancous-green leaves edged with 
creamy White is known as ailoerteas. 

(errith-ro-kro"tk), a. Of or relat- 
rochroism, 

(e-rith-ré-kro’izm), a. [Gr. 
ipvtipsc, red, + xpéa, color, + -iem.] Same 
as crythrism, 

(e-rith-ro-klas’tik), a. [ Gr. 
éputipéc, red, + Kiaaréc, S xAav, break, + -ic.] 
Relating to — of the red ——- 

throcyte (e-rithro-sit), ». [Gr. dovipic, red 
— — (acell).] A AS: blood-corpus. 
ele as distinguished from a white or colorless 
blood-corpuscle (leucocyte). 

e ehrocytolysis (e-rith ‘rd-si-tol ‘i-sis), u. 
ane: ir. emipic, red, + xbroc, a hollow (a 
cell), & Abo, dissolution.] Destruction of 
the protoplast of the red blood-corpuseles, 
erythrocytolytic (e-rith r-8i-td-lit’ik), a, Of 
or pertaining to erythrocytolysis or the de- 
struction of red blood-cells by hemolysins, 

erythrocytorrhexis(e-rith‘ro-si-to-rek’ sis), " 
[ ir. Emtipde, + = Kiror, —— a cell, + 
page, rupture, upture of an erythrocyte or 
red bloot-cell " 

ing to e 
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erythrocytoschisis —— Berta ator a. 
[Gr. émtipsc, red, + xiroc, a hollow (a cell), + 
cio, cleaving.) Division by fission of a red 
blood-corpusele, 

erythrocytosis (¢-rith’r6-si-t6’sis), nm. [NL., < 
Gr, fputipéc, red, + «itor, a hollow (a cell), + 
—) The formation of erythrocytes, or red 
blood-corpuscles, 

e titis (e-rith‘rd-dér-ma-ti’tis), . 
(NL, < Gir, dpvtipdc, red, + dépua(r-), skin, + 
-ités.) —— — redness of no skin. 

ogen (e-rith’rd-jen), n. r. éputipée, 
red, + -preqe, -producing.] 1. A fatty, green 
erystalline compound, said to occur in certain 
specimens of pathological bile-—2. A sub- 
stance, possibly a chromogen, foundin flowers. 

e ic (e-rith-ré-jen’ik), a. (Gr. épvfpéc, 
red, + -yevyy, -producing, + -ic.] Producing 
or giving rise to red blood-corpuseles, 

e ucin (e-rith-ré-glé‘sin), n, 
ipvipéc, red, + yAenic, sweet, + -in? 
cin).) Same as *erythrol. 

nlose (e-rith-ré-gran’ · los). ». 
LGr. iputipdc, red, + E. granulose.] A variety 
ofsoluble starch which iscolored red by iodine, 

e I (er’i-thral), ». (Gr. fprfpéc, red, + -al.) 
he correct name —— ion) for erythrite, 

erythroleinic (erti- 6-lé-in’ik), a. [Lerythro- 
len + -ic,) Notingan acid coloring-matter of 
we composition contained in arehil or 
orehil. 

(Gr. 
{see *glu- 

erythrolysin (er-i-throl’i-sin),». [erythrolysis 
+ -in?.] Alysin which is specially directed 
against the red corpuseles of the blood. The 
term Armeyein be more generally tsed, although strictly 
speaking it would comprise the levcolysins as well as the 
erythrolysins. 

erythrolysis (er-i-throl’i-sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Epudpdc, red, + Aierg, dissolution.) The destruc- 
tion of red cells by means of specific cytolysins. 
See also *erythrolysin, 

erythrome: e-rith-ré-mé‘li-ii), w. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. inépéc, red, + pédoc, limb.) A neurosis 
characterized by redness of the skin on the 
exterior surfaces of the extremities, 

e @ (e-rith’rd-faj), m. [Gr. fpullpde, 
red, + ¢ayriv,eat.] A phagocyte which destroys 
the red ee — 
erythrophilons (er-ith-rof‘i-Ius), a. [Gr. 
é , Ted, + gziv, love, + -ows.) —X 
staining in a red dye, such as erythrosin: said 
of cells: opposed to *cyanophilous, 

erythrophieine (e-rith-r6-fl6’in), ». [Eryth- 
rophle-um + -ine2.) A crystalline poisonous 
alkaloid, CogHysO,N (f), contained in the bark 
of Erythrophleum wineense: a local anesthetic 
and heart-poison, 
the weat coast of Africa as an arrow-poison. 
erythrophobia (e-rith-ré-f6’bi-&), wn. [NL., ¢ 
Gr, émdpéc, rod, + -pajta, < goseiv, fear.) A 
morbid uversion to the color red. 

phore (e-rith’rd-for), vn. [Gr. ép J 
red, + -gepoc, bearing, < ¢épewv, bear.) 
red chromatophore of alge. 

er-i-thro‘pi-#), m. (NL, € Gr. dv. 
Opég, red, (on), eye.) vision: a 
condition in which all objects appear to be 
tinged be or bp . , in 

(e-rith ‘ro-plat), m. photog., a 
plate impregnated with ergébrocin and used in 
the orthoehromatic process, 

psia \er-i-throp’si-ii), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
ipetipéc, red, + dang, view.) Sumeas *erythropia, 

(er-i-throp’sin). n. [Gr. ipdpér, 
red, + oye, view, +-in?,] Same as rhodopsin. 

(e-rith-r6-ré’tin), un, (Gr. Epudpac, 
red, + jyriey, resin.] One of the resinous sub- 
stances remaining after the erystalline sub- 
stances have been removed m rhubarb 
extract. Buck, Med. Handbook, VI, 974, 

se .eT’ith-ros), mw. [Gr. éodpdc, red, + 
-oxe,) Asugar, HOCH .CH(OH)CH(OH)CHO, 
belonging to the group known as tetroses, It 
is closely related to erythrol. 

erite (e-rith-ro-sid’e-rit), ». [Gr, 
ipetipdc, red, + cednpirng, of iron (see siderite), ] 
A hydrous ehlorid of potassium and ferric iron, 
found as a red deliqueseent coating on the lava 
of Vesuvius after the eruption of April, 1872. 

e @ (e-rith’ ro-sin), a. 
Urrex. Gr, épefipéc, red, + -inY.) A coal-tar 
color of the xanthene type, the sodium or potas- 
sium salt of tetra-iodofluorescein, It dyes wool 
and silk blajsh red or pink in a slightly acid bath Also 
called erythrortn 8, ernthrocn D, costa J, pyrortine B, anil 
teleneine rosin BB. Sane as @phlorin #,— 

G, s coml-tar color of the xanthene type, the 
potassiin alt of di-bododanresoein. fr ilyes 
yellow, rod, or pink fp # slightly actd bath, 

scotia or 
woul and si 

Itis used by the natives of 

escambron 
Also called dianthine G, ne J, and todronne G.— 

in photog,, sensttized plates stained 
erythrosd Lf pwr Pm in to increase their 

sensitivences to Lhe longer wave-lengths of the spectrum. 
erythrotoxin (¢-rith-r}-tok’sin), #, (Gir. épv- 
Cpoc, red, + E. toxin. ie as —— 

zinkite (e-rith-ro-zing’kit), ». (Gr. 
igtipic, red, + E. zine, rink, + -ife2,) Probably 
& manganesian variety of the zine sulphid 
wurtzite: from Siberia, 

(e-rith’ro-zim), n. [Gr iprdipdr, 
red, + Cryep, ferment,] A peculiar ferment of 
the nature of an enzym occurring in madder- 
Toot. It possesses the er of decomposing rubian, 
pittns several ppedauts the moet inn Mant of which 

alizarin. The formula assigned to it by Schunck & 
CpelsaNyzO10 + CaO. 

ruria (er-ith-ri‘ri-ii), », INL. ,< Gr. ipOpdc, 
red, + obpov, urine.) ¢ passing of red urine. 
Usually hematuria or hemoglobinuria, 

. Bee *albuminimeter, 

ona double track, ing over two 
sheaves, one below floor at the foot of the stair 

way and one ander the floor at the head of the stairway. 
The links of the chains sapport the treads and risers of a 
Hight of stepa, cach pair supporting one tread and one 
riser. When the tracks are level, as at the land of the 
stairway, the treads and risers travel on two pairs of wheels, 
each pair moving on one track, and the treads form a conm- 
tinnous —— the risers hanging below out of sight. 
Where the tracks are inclined they separa! rot 
wheels —— the upper track and the other the lower 
track ; the separate and the risers fill the « beo- 
tween the steps, hus forming a continnous traveling stair 
way, In operation the belt travels over the lower sheare ap 
the stairway and, turning downward over the second — 
returns with the and risers hanging below ant#! 
they are 
sheave, 

moving upward. The ome open the lower 
platform and stands stile the stepa liftin a hie until the 

ite, ore peal! 

sengers up and 
ing steps three feet wide, has a capacity of six thousand 
Paasengers an hour, See #conteyer. 

Liscalator, 

af: a, escalator ting asa borisontal apron conveyer; 4, em 
calatew operating as an elevator: ¢, conveyer returning imrerted 
and idfe: d.@, sheaves over which conveyer teres, one being a 
live sheave giving metiow te the conveyer; ¢. treveliag band-rail. 
#) flower track ; ¢, upper track ; A, frame supporting ome tread 
anid meeri 4, tour wheat Truck supperting frame. fest palit oe lered 

sition. others with forward gair of wheels on lower (insides 
rack, rear pals ow upper Lowtsde) track, (See 2). shomag wheels 
pat tracks.1 C= a, trends yaveliog horizoatally ; 4, treads ascend. 
ings. preventer of geard, ing passenger af te €. second. 
Mory floor: ¢, teaweleng —— 5 yA (ower rail; g. epper 
ral; 4, track aad wheels. 

escalin (es-ka-lan’), m. 
shilling: see shilling.) 
coins; (a) A coin of Haiti, equal to 6 sols and later to 
15 sola, (4) A silver coin of — equal to } Sorin or 10 
stivers. (¢) A silver and billos coin, equal to 3 stivers, 
strack for a long period in the Low Countries, (a) A 
per cotn struck, by Russia, for Prussia, 1750-4), wa 

or 
coin of Basel the one forty-fifth of a rix 4 

Escalloniacege (¢s-ka-l6-ni-A’sé-6), , pl. 
(Dumortier, 1820), ¢ EKecallonia + -acew.) A 
family of dicotyledonous choripetalonus plants 
of the order Iesales, typitied by the genus 
Exscallonia (which see), ineluded by many au- 
thors in the Sarifragaces. It includes 25 genera 
of trees and shrubs, — natives of the southern hen 
ispherv. Jtea (which sec) is the only genus which occurs 
in the United States, 

escambron (¢s-kiim-bron’),», [Sp. escambron, 
Dbuekthorn (/thomnus sp.).] Aname of several 
plants armed with spines, especially the eat’s- 
claw, Pithecolobium Cnguis-cati, called escam- 
brow colorade ; Pisonia aculeata, the cockspur: 
and Volkameria aculeata, called excambron 
blanco. [Porto Rico.] 

[F., ¢ D. schelling, E. 
A name of various 



escapado 

escapado (es-kii-pii'dé),n. [Sp.] An escaped 
prisoner, Mayne Reid, 

escape, *. 11. The outlet or gate in an irri- 
— or other hydraulic work by which water 
may be permitted to eseape from the canal, 
ane automatically or under direct control. 

esca) (es-ké-pé’), n, An eseaped person: 
used particularly with reference to convicts 
who have eseaped from penal settlements, or 
have escaped and been recaptured, 

escape-head (es-kip’hed), ». A device by 
which an escape is operated, See *eseope, 11. 

esca t, n. 3, pianoforte-making, that 
part of the action which provides that the ham- 
mer, after striking the string, shall instantly 
recoil, whether or not the key is released. 
The eseapoment is called dowMe when the mechanism 
aimilts of giving a second blow without fully relensing the 
key. Vi 4 form of clock escapement 
in which the escapo-wheel is on a vertical axia, the rust 
of the train having horizontal axes; also called the crown- 
and-verge escapement, since the change from horizontal 
to vertical axes is weoally made by a crown-wheel hav- 
ing teeth on the edge of the cylinder. 

pemen (e3-kip’ ment-ang*kor), n. 
In clockwork, the two arms of the detent or 
pawl which engage with the teeth of the 
escape-wheel, so aa to allow only one of its 
teeth to pass at each oscillation of the pen- 
dulum or balance-wheel. The shape given to these 
two arma 80 as to envelop a of the ure of the es- 
cape-wheel resembles that of flukes of an anchor. 

esca! pe (es-kip’pip), » An exhaust- 
i peri pipe through which steam escapes 
m an engine or & blow-off valve, 

esca) tt age ‘skut’l), ». In ship- 
dui king. a scuttle whieh can =< from 
4 confined space such as a coal-bunker, to 
permit eseape therefrom when the ordinary 
entrance is blocked. 
escape-warrant (es-kip’wor’ant), , See 
*warrant. 

escape-wa: gee flee n. The channel 
through which the water is discharged from 
an escape. See *escape, 11. 

escape-wheel (es-kiip’hwél), ». The last 
wheel in the mechanism in clock- and wateh- 
work by which the power of spring or weight 
is released or allowed to escape, by the catch 
and release of detent elements controlled by 
the timed swing of the pendulum or the os- 
cillation of the balance-wheel. 

escarole («s-ka-rél’}, m. Blanched endive: a 
ee em Also —— 

esc! nm 2. me as siough2, 2, 
escharine (es’ka-rin), a. Having the charac- 
ters of, or resembling, the Escharina. 

(es-krd-la‘li-fi), nm. 8 “zschro- 
lalia, ¢ Gr. aiaypéc, shameful, + Zadciv, speak.) 
fl mtg &-eij’e-nin) 

‘e-nin), n. [asci(n- 
ic) + L. -gen- —— + -ic.) com- 
pound, C 2, formed from escinic acid, 
a glucoside found in horse-chestnuts. It is 
& crystalline powder insoluble in water. 

escinic, mecinic (é-sin‘ik), a, tte pwede 
— tars + -ine + 4ico.] Obtai from 

orse-chestnuts.— Escinic acid, an acid, Cy, 
whieh ts also a glucustdes found im horse-chaetee > 

coclorcein, esciorcein (é-si-(r’sd-in), m. [as- 
eu(letin) + orcein.] A substance, CoH. 
resembling orcein, formed by the action of 
ammonia on para-esculetin, 

escoba (es-ko’bi), ». [Sp. escohba, broom, ¢ 
L. scopa, m.) A name, in many coun- 
tries settled by the Spanish, of tough-stemmed 
undershrubs used for ing temporary 
brooms for sweeping the floor or ground about 
a house, especially of species of Sida an 
plants resembling them. In Porto Rico, Sida 
acuta bs called excoba blanen, or white broota weed ; 5, rhc. 
bifelia, cacoba colorada, or red Droomweed ; and S ulmi- 
Solia, exeoba dulee, or aweet broomweed. These weeds 
are also called excofalia. See Sida, 1, 

escobilla (¢s-ké-bil’yii), n. (Sp., dim. of escoba, @Sophagop 
*escolnt, broom.) Same as 

escobita (es-ké-bé’té), n. (Sp. escobita, a little 
whisk-broom, dim. of escola, a broom.] In 
California, one of two species of the plant- 
genus Orthocarpus, the name referring to the 
brush-like inflorescence, 0, densiforue is the com- 
mon escobita, 0, perperemens the purple escobita ; the 
latter Is also called pink paint-trush. See xowl’s-clover, 
escolar (es-ké-liir’), ». [Sp.. a scholar, a 
student: appar. first with reference to the 
black escolar, called also domine (see *domine): 
in allusion to the ‘black robe.”]) A Cuban 
name for a scombroid fish of elongate body 
and swift movements, especially the species 
Ruvettus pretiosus. 

qNOs, @ 

e ‘0-60 
d té-mi), n. 
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escorzonera (es-kér-thi-ni‘rii),n. [Sp. escor- 
zonera, seorzonera.) A name in tropical 
America of several plants having fleshy roots, 
— — Craniolaria annua, belonging to the 
family Martyriacee, and in Mexico to a 
composite plant, Pinaropappus roseus, the 
roots of which are used medicinally and are 
offered for sale in the markets, Tn Spain the 
name is applied to Scorzonera Hispanica and 
Reichardia picroides, See black salsify, under 
salsify, and Scorzenera, 

ano (es-kri-bii’nd),». [Sp., a writer, a 
notary: sec acriten.) A Cuban name for the 
fish called in English halfbeak (Hemiramphus 
robert), 

escudo, ». 2. A gold coin of Chile, of the 
value of five pesos, equal to $1,825, 

(es-ku-let‘ik), a. [esewlef(in) + -ic.] 

CattgCOH MCAS CHCOMIL forme be hallng cuted Cc, OH)gCH : CHE orn enc! 
Vitotimduiakes u 

esculic (es-kii’lik), a, [esewl-in + -ic,] Derived 
from eseulin.—Esoulic acid, Same as xeapogenin, 

esculotannic(es’ki-lo-tan’ik),@. (L. asenlus, 
horse-chestnut, +B. tannic.] Tannic, and de- 
rived from the horse-chestnut.—ggeu} 
acid, a variety of tannic acid or tannin having the espagnolette (cs-plin-yo-let’), m., 
composition Cogle,0;9, and found in the bark, leaves, 
ami other parts of the horse-chestaut. 

Escurial lace, See *lace. 
escutcheon, #-—Genrel eseutcheem, a name given 
by Mivart to the slightly rmuised shield-shaped figure 

x backward) on the pesterior portion of the dorsal b) 

= of the mcrum of parrote 
application, since in most birds this portion of the sacrum 
is sanooth. 

esdragol (oe dre- gol). a, A colorless liquid, 
found in Chinese CH,CH : CHC,H,OCH 

; foils at 315-216° C. anise-oil, It 8 at 
eseridine (é-ser’i-din), ». [eser(ine) + -id + 
Fa A colorless eryst: — alkaloid, Cy, 

33, accompanying physostigmine (es- 
erine} 8 Calabar bean, pe ae! aces venenosium, 
Ithasa — action on the —— tn) 

eserine-pilocarpine (es “ e-rin - pi-l6-kiir’pin), 
n A —e— of the alkaloids haa 
(physostigmine) and pilocarpine: used in the 
treatment of horses for colic, and as a purge 
in herbivorvus animals, 
eshreen (esh-rén‘), n. [Ar. ‘ishrin, twenty, ¢ 
‘ashar, ten.] A cvin of modern Egypt, the 20- 
faddah piece. 
Esmarch bandage. See *handage. 
esmeralda (es-me-ril’di), a. [ 8 
of Sp. esneralda, emerald: see emer A 
name applied by Spanish Americaus to differ- 
ent fishes of the genus Gobins. 

te (es-me-ral‘da-it), n, [Eemeralda 
500 re) + -ite2.]. A hydrated ferric iron, 
@909.4H,0, occurring in black masses with 

vitreous luster; from eralda county, Ne- 

esocolitis (¢s*6-ko-li’tis), n. [NL., ¢ Gr, Zou, 
within, + xd/ov, colon, + -itis.) Same as 

ee A simplified spelling of esophag », Asimplified s o we, 
pouch, See le 

80 (6-sof-a-gek’té-mi), ». (Gr. 
oidogayor, esophagus, + ixrouf, excision.) - 
cision of the esophagus, in part or as a whole. 
sophaginn (6-sof'a-jism), n. [esophagus + 
~ism.] —— narrowing of the esophagus. 
esophagoblast (6-s6-fag’o-blast), n. (Gr. 
oicopdyoc, gullet, + S2acrdc, A name 
given to each of three large ectodermal cells 
which, in certain annelids like Thalassema, give 
rise to the eso 8 or gullet of the larva. 

6-s0f" a-gd-en-te-ros’- 
A surgical operation for establish- 

ing direct communication between the esoph- 
agus and the small intestine, shutting out the 
stomach which may or may not be wholly or 
partially excised, 

lasty (é-s6-fag’5-plas-ti), ». (Gr. 
agopdyor, gullet, + rAaordc, ¢ x*doce, form.) 
Plastic surgery of the esophagus. 

esophagoscope (6-s6-fag’d-skop), ».  [Gr. oiao- 
eayoc, esophagus, + cxorely, view.) An in- 
strument which enables an observer to obtain 
a view of the mucous membrane of the esoph- 
agus. 
esophagoscopic, a. Relating to esophagos- 
eopy. 
esop (é-sof-a-gos’kd-pi), u. [Gr. 
oisogayer, esophagus, + -cxora, ¢ cxoreiv, view, ] 
Examination of the interior of the esophagus 
by means of the exophagoscope. 

esop! (6-sof’n-g6-spazm), n, Same 
8 Goxophagospasmus, 

espinillo 
ceophagostomy 6-sof-a-gos’té-mi), ». [Gr. 
airogayoc, gullet, + oréue, —— The estab- 
lishment of a permanent opening from the 
neck into the — 
esophagotome (¶ Ceõ · fa õ · tom), ». A knife 
used for the performance of esophagotomy. 

".— Posterior esophagus, in certain 
terupods, aa Triten, a narrow tibe commecting the Sop 
with the stomach, 

esophoria (es-6-f0'ri-li), m. [NL., ¢ Gr. low, 
withir, + -gopia, <-gapoc, < déperv, beer, A 
condition, depending upon imbalance of the 
eye-museles, in which there is a tendency to 
convergence of the visual axes less pronounced 
than in actual squint or esotropia. 

horic —— a. [ ¢ esophor-ia + 
-ic.) Relating to orcharaeterized by esophoria. 

it, See *grit. 
p — — n. [NL., ¢ Gr. tow, 

within, + -tporoc, C rpétew, turn.) An exag- 
gerated csophoria amounting to convergent 
squint, 

seat ghey un, (Sp., a sword.) 1. A 
professional bull-fighter whose duty is to kill 
the bull with the sword. See also matador,— 
2. The swordfish. 

(F., < es 
pegnol, Spanish, + -etfe.) A —— for a 
double easement-window or light double door, 
A roand rod reaching from to bottum of the casement 
is fixed to the owter valve or fold, When beth folds are 
shut the rod is turned upon itself, and hooks at the top 
ann take hold of fixed pins in the bead and sill of 
the frame. 

arcet, ".— False wild Aatra, 
—— a common aa it of the = 

Pabse or Wild Esparcet (4stragadus beretcatus), 
One fourth nateral size, 

United States, 

epee. An abbreviation of cepectal espec, Ana viation o ly. 
Esperanto (es-pe-riin‘té), ». [Name trans- 
ferred to the language from the pseudonym of 
ite inventor, Dr. Aeperanto, whose real name 
is Zamenhof (b. at Bielostok, Russia). The 
or Esperanto is a word of the artificial 
janguage so called, meaning ‘hoper’ or ‘ hop- 
ing person,’ being & noun (in -o) from the 
ticipial adjective 8 ~a) esperanta, hoping, 
present participle (in -anfa) of the verb (in -#) 
esperi, to hope, ¢ F, espérer, ¢ L. eperare, hope: 
see ace.) The name of an ‘international’ 
language constructed, like Volapitk, by ar- 
= — = — * of words 
and forms taken from European languages, 
ancient and modern, and the adoption of a 
simple and regular inflection. The general 
aspect of the language as printed is that of a 
shrunken composite of Latin, Spanish, and 
French, with a Polynesian spelling. 
esphera (es-fa’rli), ». (Pe., a sphere: see 

) A ge coin of Portugal, struek un- 
er Emanuel I. (1495-152!) for the colonies, 

Oo (es-pé-nél’yd), n. [Sp. expiaille, a 
m. of espino, thorn-tree, ¢ expina, thorn: see 

spine.) In Spanish countries, # small thorn- 
bearing tree. In Uraguay and Argentina expecially 
Acacia Cavenia, a shrub or small tree with numeri 
heads of yellow flowers closely resembling the widely 
spread A, Farnesiana, but having long conspleuous white 
atipul spines. Like many other trees of the mimesa 
family, ite legumes are rich in tannin. They are known 
commercially as quirince-pods (which see) It 
with 4, Fornestene the name aroma, from the aromatic 
fragrance of its Bowers. 



espino 

espino (es-pé’nd), ». [Sp. espino, a thorn- 
bush or thorn-tree, ¢ expina, a thorn: see 
spine.] 1. Same as *espinillo—2. A name 
applied in Spain to several species of hawthorn 
5 on — eantha, ete.) and of buckthorn 
Rhamnus), and in tropieal America to thorny 
mimosas ( deacia macracantha and others) and 
— of Fagara, including the prickly-ash 
(Fagara Clava-Herculis), 

esponja (es-pon’hi), ». [Sp., sponge: see 
ge.) In Porto Rico wai Spanish America, 

the sponge-gourd. See Luffa. 
espundia (es-pin’di-ii), a. [Sp., an uleer in 
horses,] The Bolivian name for a skin-disease, 
said to be a lupus, peculiar to the lower east- 
ern valleys and lowlands of western South 
America. It is not — but may be- 
eome mortal through neglect and excesses. 
Many attribute it to the sting of an insect. 

Espy's dew-point method, rule, theory 
storms, Bee altitude of a *cload, *rutel, 
*storm, 

essence, *., 7.— Within the last few years knowl 
Of the trie chemical nature of the easehces or easen 
olla, which oeear in t variety in the vegetable king- 

and to which the cxlors, tastes, and medicinal ef- 

POOR, 
consist of hydrocarbons, alcohols, aldehydes, and esters, 
often of special character and variously mixed with one 
another; and among the notable achievements of modern 
organto chemistry have been not bog bey succesful 
of these materials of natural origin, but also, to a number 
of cases, thelr artificial reproduction.— Essence de Bou- 
logne, « trade-name for a solid bleaching material made 
—— chlorin gas over ized carbonate of soda. 

owl — — Alorozune.— of —— 
aa ethyl butyrate (which see, under bulyrate),— 
of beef, the juice of beef, in v * Ways for 
invalids. Essence (a) An alcoholic solu- 

pro} 

5* designation for oil tion of ofl of cajeput. 
Same aa off of clover. of cajepat.—Essence of girofie. 

— Essence of m the easential of] of the leaves of 
Melaleuca viriditora, from New Caledonia. It ts a mix- 
ture consisting of terebenthene, —— and uniden- 
tifled terpene hy bons, and ie eaid to be analogous 

a coloriess dex- to oll of cajepat,— Essence Of orange, 
trorotatory oll obtained from the peel of sweet oranges 
It contains terpenes and other substances and has ite ro- 
tatery power largely affected by clianges of tempernture. 
— essence, Vinegar of extra stren contain: 
ing —— worl —— —— — 
made by removing a part e water inary vinegar 
by —— Also known as dowhle rinegar. 

Bssenize (e-s6’niz), v. t.; pret. and pp. Esae- 
nized, ppt. Kasenizing. wene + -ize.] To 
teach, or incline toward, the doctrines and 
practices of = - nes, , 1. 

essential, a. 5. In geol., noting those miner- 
als of any species o rock which establish its 
character and which must be mentioned in its 
definition: contrasted with *acecssory. Geikie, 
Text-book of Geol., p. 89. —Easen 

5 deguier tee ies nel, Bee *yroph.— Essential 
Essex (es’cks), ». A breed of black hogs, of 
sma}l size, named from Essex, England, where 
the breed had its origin: valued chiefly for 
rapid growth and early maturity.—Essex lion. 

—0 

essexite (es’ek-xit), u. LEosex county, Massa- 
chusetts, + -ite2.] In 55— a phanero- 
erystalline rock intermediate in composition 
between diorite, gabbro, and nephelite-syenite, 
Tt contains labrad and some orthoctase, occasionally 
nephelite, together with p ene, barkevikitie horn- 
blende, olivin, and biotite. ra, IsO1. , 

essexitic (es-ek-sit’ik), a. [esserite Ac. ] In 
petrog., baving the chemical or mineral char- 
acters of essexite. 

essoinee (e-soi-né’),. mn, [A.F. essoignié, pp. 
of easvignicr: see exsvin, v.] In law, a person 
whose excuse for absence from court is 

’ allowed. 
.easoin-roll (e-soin’rél), ». In /aw, a list of the 
essoins and the date to which the court is 
adjourned. 

est., estab, Abbreviations of established. 

establish, vr. t. 8, In systematic biol., to give 
technical publication to; fix by publication in 
the nomenclatorial sense. See *publication, 5, 
— asuit. Seo ®rurt. 

estadia (es-ti-dé’i), n. (Sp. estadia, < estar, 
be, < L. stare, stand.] In Sp, law, the period 
daring which the charterer of a vessel, or the 
party who is bound to receive the cargo, must 
pay demurrage by reason of his delay in carry- 
ing out his contract. 
estanco (es-tiin’ké), . 
monopoly store.) A place or store w 
articles included in the government monopo- 
lies are sold. [Philippine Is.) 

estate, r.— estate, in Eng. lov, an estate 
which briginated and existed according the custom of 
the manor in which it waa held.— t te. 
Same us dominant fenement (which see, wider dowd nant). 

Sp., a recnopoly, a 
ere 
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— Estate by dower, the estate In real property which a 
widow takes by dower. See dower?, 2.— Fast estate, a 
torm sometines used for real eefate.— Realestate, See 
recli,-~ To enlarge an Seo trenlarge. 

ester, ".—Acetoacetic ester, See sucetoncetic.— 
Ester number, tn chem., the quantity of a newtral fat 
or oil required to —— a fixed quantity of an alkali 
If there is no free fatty neid present, the ester number is 
the same a3 the etpontication ®eyuiculent, In the case 
of a natural fat which contains both seatral fat and free 
fatty acid, the ester number is the difference between the 

saponificntion equivalent and the saponification 
equivalent of the free fatty nck Also known as ether 
talue,—Lauric ester, an ester of lauric acid. Some- 

CHigC Hs puopared bY the action ot ‘ethyl THalt yared by the action of et! 
sloshed OY nparethinvts anid on measte asta It malin ot 
— 10° ©. and bolls at 260° C.— Ortho ester, See #orthoester. 
—Orthocarbonic ester, 4 colorless Liquid, C(OUygH»)4, 
prepared by the action of extium ethylate on pitre- 
eldorumethane (chlorupicrin). It has an aromatic odor and 
boils at Lis-150" C. 

esterification (es-tér-i-fi-kai’shon), ». In or- 
ganic chem., the preparation of esters (ethe- 
real salts) from alcohols and acids or certain 
of their derivatives. If the free alcohol and acid 
are employed, water is also formed, the reaction being 
represented thus: ROH 4} HOUOK' — ROCOR’ + Hgt. 

The acid esters of monn, div, tri-, and tetnvmethyl sac: 
cinle acids huve been —— and their eeteri, ion 
constants amd electric conductivities determined, 

Rep. Brit, Assn, Advancement of Set., 1908, p. 544, 

esterify (es-ter’i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. esteri- 
Jied, ppr. esterifying. [ester + aa o form 
an = from. Jour. Phys. Chem., May, 1905, 
pr. 427. 

Esth. An abbreviation of Esther. See Century 
Cyclopedia of Names. 

esthesiob esthesioblast (es -thé’ si-d- 
blast), m. (Gr. alatyorc, sensation, + S?aerdc, 
germ.) In neurol., a sensory cell in the 

tegument of an animal, which serves to 
collect sensations from the external world. 

esthesiogenic, a. 2. Producing or condition- 
ing sensation or pe tion: as, an esthesio- 
genie agent, esthesiogenie factors, 
esthesiogenous (es-thé-si-oj’e-nus), a. 
Esthesiogenic. 

mania, ssthesiomania (es-thé*si-d- 
ma’ ni-i), , (NL., < Gr. alotyow, feeling, + 
pavia, madness: see mania.) A moral sense 
so perverted, or simple eccentricity so ex- 
treme, as to constitute the borderland or even 
a mild degree of insanity. 

esthesiometer, ". The instrument is made in agreat 
variety of formas, all based, however, upon the simple com- 

Gricsbach's Dynamometrical BRethesiometer, 

pattern. In certain recent instruments the points pass 
are attached to nxda which press iat spiral sy 
inchosed in the metal tubes which form the legs of 

anda scale is marked upon the front surfaces 
tubes. It is thus possible to read off the amount 
ure exerted in any given application of the points 

© cutaneous surface; and the esthesiometer may be 
used not only to measure the limen of dual Impression, 
equivalences of tactile extent, ctc.. but also to test the 
—— — the depth of sleep, ete. Soe the ox- 

cum 
of 

to 

One of the latest departares of the experimental pay- 
je with a point in 

begin to more, and how 
-.- The instrument em- 

as moecessary 
that applicd at the waking-polst. 

Nature, Jane 5, 1902, p. 137. 

Hair-esthestometer, in A . an instrument 
for the determination of Mine tatanins limen of 

—— —— 
Nairesthesiometer. 

— pressure. The hatr-cethesiometer, devised by 
vou Frey, consists of a hair (haman or horve-hair) set 

in a metal handle, and adjastable in length by a» set- 
screw. ‘hen the length of hair has been found to 
whose stimulation a pressure-spot first responds, the 

pressure constant of the hair is determined by means of 
a balance, and the limen is expressed fp terme of grun- 
millimeters . B, Titchener, Exper. Paychol., 1 i 6 

esthesiometric, ssthesiometric (es-thé-si-6- 
met’rik), a. In peychol,, pertaining to the 
easthesiometer or to its use: as, the esthestiomet- 
ric compasses (the esthesiometer), the exthe- 
siometric method. 

.a. 8. In pathol., having sensation: 
as, ‘ta pateh of wsthetic skin.” Philos, Trans, 

1898, p. G4. Roy. Soc, (London), ser. B, P 
estheticist, wstheticist (es-thet’i-sist), ». 
Same as esthetician, 

estheticokinetic, estheticokinetic (es-thet’i- 
k6-ki-net’ik), a. In physiol., relating to sen- 
sation and motion; both sensory and motor. 
esthetology, esthetology (es-thé-tol’d-ji), x. 
(Gr. aistyrog (see esthetic) + -Aoyia, < Aéyem, 
speak.) The science of esthetics, ieularly 
in reference to the forms of art in different 
types of culture, J. W. Powell, in 18th An. 
Pep. Bur, Amer, Ethnol., p. xxvi. 
E onycide (es-thé-nis’i<lé), m. pl. [NL 
prop. *Kathonychida, < —, the type 
genus, + -idw.) A family of Tilledontia, 
eomprising animals of moderate size, whose 
remains oecur in the Wasatch, Lower Eocene, 
of the western United States. Like the other ti 
lodonta, these anituala resembled the rodenta, angul 
and carnivores, having incisor teeth like rodents, an 
molars of ungulates. Cope, 

estimator, ». 3. A weighing-scale adapted to 
the estimating of the quantity of material in 
a gross kos other suber) of articles by weigh- 
ing # single article. A drop-f other article 
* 51 ay + Mla tebe on the is placed on the scale- 

beam is moved antil ces the article, when it indi- 
cates, by the marks on the beam, the total weight of the 
deatred number of the same kind of article, 

vation, ».— est vation. 
tion in which the do not come into contact in the 
bad ; estivation. 
estivator, astivator (es‘ti-vi-tor), mn. An 
animal which becomes and remains dormant 
during the summer, 

estivo-a' gestivo-autumnal (es‘ti-v)- 
&-tum’nal),a, Kelating to both summer and 
autumn ; specifically, designating a grave form 
of malarial fever occurring in the late summer 
and the autumn. Eneye. Brit., XXX. 454. 

Estlander’s operation. See *operation. 
Estonioceras (es-t6-ni-os‘e-ras), ». [NL., 
Te < Estonia, Esthonia, a province of Russia, 
+ Gr. xipec, horn.) The typical genus of the 
Estonioceratide. 

Estonioceratide (es-to-ni-os-e-rat’i-dé), n. pl. 
NL. Estonioceras (-at-) + -idz.) A family of 
wer Silurian tetrabranchiate —— 

having coiled or curved shells with bia 
section in youth and triangular section in later 
stages. 

estragol (cs‘tra-gol), u. , Lestragton) + -ol.J A 

colorless liquid, CHgOCgH,CHoCH : CHy, 
contained in oil of estragon from Artemisia Dra- 
euncenlus L, It boils at 215-216° C, and is used 
for flavoring pickles, Alsocalled paramethozy- 
allytbenzene, 

(es-tram’a-zdn), n. Same as 
atramazone, 

Being eager to punish him, J en 

o(es-trin’ge-14), n. [Also estranghelo; 
Syriac estrangelo, ‘gospel character.’] An an- 
cient form of the Syrine alphabet. 

The brush of the Chinese determined the directo 
downwards and from right to left, sa for yalnting. The 
ancient Syriac estranghelo was also written in same 
way, but from left to right. Deniker, Races of Man, p. 42 

<estropajear, clean with a dry brush or rubber. 
In Porto Rico and Spanish America, the 
sponge-gourd. See Luffa, 
stuarine series. See *series. . 

esurience, esuriency (é-si'ri-ens, -en-si), 
The state or quality of being esurient, Cole 
ridge. 

No pretext beyond the fact of ertrience and the sense of 
ability is suggested for the villany of Subtle, Dol, ané 
Face. Seinbuerne, Ben Jonson, i 



6. t 

o. t. An abbreviation (a) of electric telegraph ; 
(b) —D of English translation, 

eta, . 2. In elect. a symbol for coefiicient of 
magnetic hysteresis. See magnetic *hyateresis, 

et al. An abbreviation (5) of the Latin et 
alibi, ‘and elsewhere,’ 

eta- vn. Same as ifa-palm. 
Et (ech-e-min’i-an),, [Etchemin, 
a river of Canada, also name of a tribe of 
Indians.) In geol., a subdivision of the rocks 
of the Canadian ‘Atlantic, regarded by some 
American geologists as Precambrian and by 
others as correlated with the Lower Cambrian. 
It has a thickness greater than 1,200 feet, and is under- 
lain by the Hurontan and overlain by the Cambrian beds 
with Protolenus. Its characteristic fauna consista of 1 yo- 
lithidea, Entemestraca, small phyllocarids, and horny 
brachiopods, and it ls claimed that the (lenellas of Lower 
Cambrian fauna bas been foand tn it. 

, m. 4, 1n photog., a plate, as of copper, 
coated with o substance sensitive to light, 
which after exposure and development is sub- 
jected to the dissolving action of a chemical, 
such as nitric acid, which attacks the bare 
motal,- Typographic etching, See the extract. 
The invention of Palmer's process called at first Glyphog- 

raphy, about the year 1544; this was per 
— and Seean a — — extent ander the name 

Weed & Loa A 

shies ‘Bocve, Brit, XXIX, 4m, 
» in photog. ary of several ne. 

tion —— w ich a zine plate is etched aa 
been subjected to photegrepiic treatment. 

Etelis (et’e-lis), ». (NL, ¢ Gr. érrdcr, an un- 

Btetis ocvlaties, 

(From Bulletio 47. U. 5. Nat. Museum.) 

identified fish.] A genus of brilliantly colored 
fishes of the family Lwtianida, allied to the 
snappers, but more elongate and swifter in 
movement, The color is bright crimsom. FE. oculatua 
occurs in the West Indies and is known there as cachu- 
cho; &. evvrus is found in Hawaii. 

ethane (eth’in), n. aio) + -ane.) A color- 
less, odorless HgCHg, found in illumi- 
nating gas and in crude petroleum, and pre- 
pared by the action of pty cae on ethylene, 
acetylene, or ethyl iodide, and by the action of 
water on zine ethyl. It boils at —93° C. Also 
ealled methylmethane, dimethyl, and ethyl 

drid. A 
othetion (eth’el-izm), ». [Gr. éf/4-erv, be will- 
ing, + -ism.] A form of voluntariam. [Rare.] 

ethenic (é-then‘ik), a. [ethene + -ic.] Of or 
pertaining to ethene or ethylene. 
ethenoid (eth’e-noid), a. ethene + -vid.] In 
organic chem., having two atoms of carbon in 
the molecule doubly linked, as in ethylene, 

Hyo.c¢ A FOC Fe 

etheny] (eth’e-nil), ». [ethene + -yl.] A triva- 
lent radical, CH gC — 

1, ”.—Aran’s . Same as wethylidene chlorid. 
spirit of ether, See #spirit.—Ether ex- 

Same as ethereal extract (which oon, under ethe- 
real),—Ether value. Same as ®ester nw ~~ Pruit- 
ether, the trade-name of certain esters peeing fruity 
aromas, some of Which occur in fruita. ey are chiefly 
compounds of ethyl, butyl, and amyl alcohols with acetic, 
propionic, batyric, an eric ackda ; for example, teoanuyl- 
propionate, (gf) ,OCOCyH,, has an oder of pineapple, 
and isamylacetate, Cy H) COUCH, that of pears. 
are largely used for the manufacture of fruit-ayra 
easerces, ete, — ether, ethyl —2 
—VV— yanic ether, a colorless ethereal 
fluid, Cgli,CN, miscible with water, alooliol, and ether: 
theca tise * ite extremely —— nature not used in 

, other the posttzen of 
e8 

urether, Same as thio-ether.— 
ether. Same as wethylidene chlorid, 

Etherea] sul; Same as conjugate *sul- 
vhettes, 
— (6’thér-én), mm. [ether + -ene.]) A 
little-used name for ethylene. Other syno- 
— are etherin, ethylene, etherin, ethene, and 
elayle, y 
etherion (é-thé’ri-on), m. (NL., ¢ Gr. aifépov, 

»y . tend toward or favor ethnic or pagan ideas 
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nent. of aiffpwoc, of the ether: see ethereal.) A 
sup new élement afnouneced by C. F. 
Brush in 1898, and described by him as a 
of density only one-thousandth that of hydro- 
-gen and having a much — conducting 
power for heat, as present in the earth's atmo- 
sphere, and as per’ ope extending throughout 
interstellar space, Sir W, Crookea has shown 
that etherion is probably nothing more than 
highly rarefied vapor of water, 
etheromania (é-thér-d-ma‘ni-ii), mn. [Gr, aifijo, 
ether (air), + pave, madness.) Addiction to 
the use of ether as an intoxicant. 
etherous (@’the-rus), a. [ether + -ows.] Of 
the nature of ether. 

_@. 2. Ina special sense, relating to 
medical ethies or in accord with the code of 
rules which guides physicians in their relations 
to one another and to their patients.—Ethical 
culture, dualism. See #culturc, #dualion. 

éethician (e-thish’ inn), n. [ethic + -ian.] A 
student of ethics; » writer on ethies. 

Ata moment when ethiciane ... are coming to pet · 
celve the soctal bases of morality, one would not — 
straw in their way. Yet it is well to recognize that, 
all is said, ethics is more than a mere wing of sociology, 

E. A. Rows, in Amer. Jour, Sociol, May, 1908, p. 77 

ethicism (eth‘i-sizm), n. [ethic + -ism,] 
Ethical quality or spirit ; tendency to moralize, 
The literature of those great men waa... the Secinian 

of a Calvinist stock. Theirfaith. .. was Unitarian, 
utthelrart was Puritan. So faraa it waa in) 

two handred years, and that still 
They . . . pointed the moral in all they did. 

W. D. Howella, in Harper's Mag., Nov., 1806, p. S67. 

ethico-political gle lit’i-kal), a. Re- 
lating to both ethics and polities : as, the ethico- 

litieal aystem of Confucius, 
ethidene eth’i-dén), ». [eth(er) + -id + -ene.] 
Same as *ethylidene, 
Ethi a, 2, In anthrop., relating to 
the negroid race which inhabits Africa (Blu- 
menbaech),—3, In sodgeog., pertaining or 
longing to the region constituted by the whole 
of Africa and Arabia south of the tropic of 
Canver, together with Madagascar, Mauritius, 
Bourben, Rodrigues, and the Seychelles. 

II. ». 3, In aathrop., one of the Ethiopian 
race, 

ethmoid. I. a.—Ethmoid crest, fossa. See *orext, 
® foaral. 

II, *.—Lateral in fehth., the prefrontal, 
abone lateral to the pA mt Starks, Synonymy of the 
Fish Skeleton, p. 8. 

ethmoiditis (eth-moi-li'tis), n. [ethmoid + 
-itis.] Inflammation of the mucous membrane 
which lines the cavities in the ethmoid bone. 

{oop lean), a. [Gr idudc, 
a strainer, dior, opening, + -an.) In 
echinoids, having the pores of the water-vaseu- 
lar system and the plate in which they open 
extending backward until they separate the 
two posterolateral genital plates, Compare 
*eth hract, 
ethmophract (eth’md-frakt), a. (Gr. jOzéc, a 
strainer, + ¢pextiéc, € gpdecev, inclose.] In 
echinoids, having Lira geen of the water-vas- 
eular aperture situated only in the right an- 
terior corner of the apical system, Compare 
*ethmolysian, 4 neal) (a 
ethmophysal (eth- -fi’sal), n, r. (Muds, a 
poy + 8* + -all,] In ichth,, 
the nasal, a small lateral bone above the olfac- 
tory organ, Starks, Synonymy of the Fish 
Skeleton, p. 520, 

ethmosphenoidal (eth’m6-sfé-noi'dal), a. [eth- 
mo{id) + aphenoid + -all.) 

phenoidal Li pi shsiaitial 
c ts) opa: , Tace, 

soci —— —— ete. san , 
6 (eth’ni-sist),n. [ethwie + -ist.] Same 
as ethnologist. 

ethnicize (eth’ni-siz), v. i.; 
cized, ppr. ethnicizing. [et 

ret and pp. ethni- 
inte + -ize.] To 

or 
practices, 

There were two errors which the new-born Christianity 
had to guard against, .. . a relapse into Jadaien on the 
one she, and againet a mixture with Jang and spect 
lations berrowed from it, and am zing — 
on the other. Accordingly the test heresies, of which 
we have any trustworthy accounts, appear either as juda- 
iting oF na ethnicizing (hellenizing) tendencies. 
XA Hagenbach ( } Hist, of Doctrines (revised by 

(Henry HK. Smith, sen), 1 M. 

{In an earlier edition (1847), quoted in X. M. D., the 
word is ethnizing. 

ethnico: ° (oth ni-ké-ai-k6-loj’i- 
kal), a. lating to ethnic psychology. 

Relating to the 
ey ethmoid and sphenoid bones: as, the ethmo- — 

ethnopsychic 
ethnize (eth’niz), r. i.; pret. and pp. cthnized, 

pr. ethnizing. (Gr. itor, nation, + -ize. 
me as *ethnicize. 

ethnobotanical (eth’nd-b6-tan‘i-kal), a. Re- 
lating to the uses of plants among aborigines 
or primitive races, 

In May, 1 Wi 
on phe oop tea Ramen Mays Pate gy igen 
with certain explorations by the Division of Botany. 

Smitheonian Hep, 1s, p 

ethnobotany {eth-né-bot’a-ni), mn. [Gr. frac, 
people, + E. botany.) Botany in its relations 
to the economic uses of plants by different 
races, especially by aborigines or primitive 
races. 

ethnobotany, and 
ou Rep, 1508, po 1A, 

ethnocentric (eth-né-sen’trik), a. [Gr, évo¢, 
people, + aéerpor, center, + -ic.] aracter- 
ized by the idea that the tribal unit to whieh the 
self belongs is the center of the universe. I, 
J. McGee, in 18th An. Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethnol., 

. S31, 
dinccenches (eth’né - kong- kol’6-ji) 
(Gr. Aor, mn + E. conch -] 
study of the use of shells by various peoples, 

(eth-nod’‘i-si), n. [Gr, Hhoc, people, 
+ dixy, Justice.) The science of comparative 
jurisprudence, including the study of the forms 
of law found in primitive society. 

eth-n6-fl6’ril), n. c » < Gr. ror, 
ple, + pa —8 * i rd a 

ectively, used by the aborigines of any ity. 
See *ethnobotany. ’ 

The months of July to November, inclusive, were spent 
in researches 

Collections of interest in ethnology, 
arch@wology, Suithaon 

Rn. 

e 

— copie hed of the pepe i ol i & oon ve stady at e len « ie 
Southwest and a cdiection ‘of the “ efAne, * Zonk 

Smithronian » 1S, Pp. 

. Anabbreviation (a) of ethnographical; 

efinogamic (th ik), a. [eth ic (eth-nd-gam’‘ik), a, [ethnogam-y 
+ -ic.) Pertaining to or —23 by eth- 
nogamy. 

ethn (eth-nog’a-mi), n. (Gr, Avo, peo- 
ple, + yauoc, marriage.) A form of marriage 
eonfined to the consanguineal group, with 
absence of captive or purchase ceremonies: a 
form of endogamy without any vestige of inter- 
tribal marriages. IW, J. Meee, in 17th An. 
Rep, Bur, Amer, Ethnol,, I, 254, 

Ethnogenic association, sociology. See *as- 
sociation, *sociology. — 
otnnos oaner —x —3)— One 
who studies the geographical distribution of 
races, or who is versed in that subject. 

ethnogeographic =e 6 ‘ik), a. Of 
or pertaining to ethnogeography. 
The featores which — * one *— 

chiefly... m jcal, province from er are eteorolog 
+ a mach closer division of human 

pod 8 eneral continental urens, 
inton, Basis of Social Relations, p. 104, 

ethn (eth 'n6-jé-)-graf‘i-kal), a. 
Same as *ethnog aphie, 

y(eth*nd-j6-5-graf’i-kal-i), 
adv, As regarda ethnogeography; in ac- 
cordance with the methods and results of eth- 
nogeography. Eneye, Brit,, XXX. 487. 

ethnogeography (eth’n6-jé-og'ra-fi), m. (Gr. 
itvos, people, + yrwypagia, geography.) The 
seience or description of the distribution of 
races and peoples over the surface of the 
earth. Brinton, Basis of Social Relations. 

the occurrence of similar eus- 
toms, arts, and beliefs among peoples in nearly the same 
etawe of culture in widely separated regions, 

viation (a) of ethnological ; 

logize (eth-nol’6-jiz), v. i,; pret. and pp. 
— ppr. ethnologizing. [ethnology + 
-ize.] To discuss from an ethnological point of 
view. 
ethnomaniac (eth-né-mfa’‘ni-ak), ». (Gr. Mor 
people, + psavcands, § ava, mania.) A rabid 
advocate of racial autonomy; an extreme na- 
tionalist. Stand. Dict. 

ethnometry (eth-nom’e-tri), ». [Gr. Mor, a 
people, a nation, + -perpia, € wéirpov, a mea- 
sure.) The measurement of the value of a peo- 
ple in the scale of civilization. 
Demont considers that the increase af population la the 

best ——— * —— —— habite of a 

— pag | 's. ‘Hall, —E— IT, 725, 
ethnopsychic (eth-nop-si’kik), a, [Gr. dive, 
— + - ab — Pertaining to the col- 
ective mind of a nation, race, people, or 
analogous human group. 



ethnopsychic 
nopeychic relationship between these [initiatory] 

rites and thase indicating the new birth of the soul, with 
a background to both of the resurrection of spring follow- 
ing the death of autumn, .. . is unmistakable. 

G. S. Hall, Adoleacence, IL 407. 

ethnos (eth’nos), n. (Gr. ive, a company, 
band, tribe, people, nation, pl. étry, L. gentes, 
‘the nations,’ the gentiles, the (other) peoples, 
the heathen. ] 6 tribe or nation, in an an- 
thropologie aspect. 

Note that Tsay ethnic mind. For let it be said here, 
as well as repeated later, that there is no such thing as 

or culture in the isolated individual, but only in 
gtuap, in society, in the efhnox, Only by taking and 

erie benaing and lending, can life either improve or 
contin 

Brinton, Basis of Social Relations, introd., p. xv. 

ethnotechnics (eth-né-tek’niks), n. (Gr. Moc, 
people, + E. technics.] The science of com- 
parative technology, including the study of 
the technology of primitive man. 

ethnotechnography (eth’nd-tek-nog’ ra-fi), m. 
[Gir. Moc. = e, + réxvn, art, + -ypagua, ¢ 
yodoerv, wri hep The study of the technology 
of different peoples. 

othnesotlogy (eth’n}-sf-01’$-j1) n. (Gr. ffvoe, 
people, + E. zodlogy.) ‘The study of the fauna 
of any region in its relation to the human 
opulation. Jour, Anthrop. Inst., 1901, p. 45. 

ethochroi, n, pl. See tethockrot, 
ethological, a. 2. Relating to the study of 
human charaeter.—38, Relating to the study of 
customs.—4, Relating to mcology. 

To thi each of which embraces speci 
senting ro c range of ethol teal peonllesties 
while differing but little in morpholagloal « we 
Must alao add * 

Biol, Bulletin, May, 1904, p. 251. 

ethology, . 3. Same as ecology. re.] 
ethophysical (eth-)-fiz’i-kal, a. [eth(ic) + 
bm poe Having both ethological and physi- 
eal characters. 

ethoxycaffein (eth*ok-si-ka-fa’in), n. [eth(er) 
+ oxy(gen) + caffein.]) A coloriess, nauti⸗ 
fully crystalline compound, CgHgN4Oo.0CoHy, 
slightly soluble in water and alcohol, made by 
bo om 3 parts monobrom caffein with 2 parts 
potassium hydrate in 10 parts alcohol. It is 
sedative in nervous headache. 
ethoxy] (eth-ok’sil), n, eth(er) + ox(ygen) + 
“wl.) In organic chem., the univalent organic 
radical, all . 

pe A liquid, CoH,el, ——— by heat- 
ing alcohol with hydrochluric ackl. It barte with e penn 
——— 
aroen. See greent.— “Mame a8 tethane. 
* poqwacetin, = yellow, olly compound, Cal (OCeHg)NCSHgCHyOO, almost insoluble in water ‘hut iy soluble in’ alcohol and ether, obtained by th 
action of ethyl todide on phenacetin-sodium, It is hyp 
notte and analgesic.-- Ethyl violet, See 1, 

— —— dr geet ik). a. [ethyl + 
iacetic.] No a id. — acid. ——— — 
—— 

©, Also called 1,2-didelorethane and verw rarely 

ethyl. Ethyl — st iohneaee & 
the general —, CaHlgn, homol with ethylens. 
e [ethylene + 
im(ide) + -in2.] A basic substance found in 
semen; the so-called spermin, CoH,N. 

ethylidene (o-thil’i-den), n, ‘[ethy! +-id + 
-ene.] A bivalent organie radical, CHgCH <. Eu 
Sometimes called ethidene — Bthytidene orid, 
acolortess ethereal liquid, CollyClo, i 2* 
tion of ethyl chlorid: emplo as an an etic. 

(e-thil’i-dén-di-am‘in), n, 
A non-poisonous ptomaine, CoHgNo. 

ethyl H phuric (eth’il-sul-fa’rik), @. Noting 
the following sei a penyisulphuric acid, - 
Teens eprap, Cllg0s020 Ht, formed by theaction cfeulphuric 
acid on bol. It readily yields salts and is troportant ns 
an Intermediate compound in the production of ether and 
ethylene from sulphuric acid and nlootl. 

etiolation, n.—Paise etiolation, a condition churac- 
terized by the atuence of * |, often observed in 
wheat and other grmases, due to too low temperature, 

etiophyl (@‘ti-6-fil), a. (Gr, aitia, cause, 
ei Asov, leaf.) e yellow principle obtained 
from etiolated parts of plants, as buds of the 
skunk-cabbage, essentially different from 
ehlorophyl. See the extract under *etioplast. 

etioplast (6’ti-d-plast), n. (Gr. airia, cause, 
+ cAaoréc, formed.] A plastid found com- 
bined with etiophyl. 

For this principte 1 propose the mume etiophyl, and for 
the —— —— een —— bea istinct beady, 

JPOee & Corres » eter 4 

73 in Pree Amer, Philos, Soc., = ð — 
p. 204, 

Eton coat, Eton jacket. See *coaf, 
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étrenne (a-tren’),n. [F. étrenne, OF. estrenne, 
< L. strena, a New-Year’s present, prop. an 
omen; aSabine word,] A present; properly, 
a New-Year’s present (NL * * +. 
Etropus (ét’rd-pus), 1. vL. T. QT por, & 
domen, + role ( -), foot.) ‘A genus of small 

Ftropus crasratus, 

(From Bulictia 47, U, 5. Nat. Museem.) 

fragile-bodied flounders having the mouth very 
small, found on both coasts of tropical Amer- 
ica. E. crossotus is the common species abun- 
dant on sandy shores. 

Ware, See *ware?, 
ite (et’ring-it), mn. [G. Ettring-en + 

-ite?,] A hydrous sulphate of aluminium and 
ealcium, occurring in colorless acicular erys- 
tals: found in cavities in lava at Ettringen and 
elsewhere. 

-etum. [L. -étum, also -tum, neut. of -d-tu-s, 
-tu-8, orig, adj. and participial suffix: see 0d, 
A suffix added in Latin to names of trees an 
other plants, to designate a plantation, grove, 
or garden of the plunt specified: as, pinetam, 
quercetum, arboretum, ete., a forest of pines, 
oaks, trees, ete.; rosetum, a bed of roses; 
vinetum, a Vineyard, ete. Hence, in modern sclen- 
tifle nomenclature and English use, the suffix ls added to 
the genus or family name of a plant to form « collective 

individuals of one or more 
species. Thua, it is to denote: (@) An exhibithonal 
—— in which *— species are — * as os 

meter quercetum, ote, an botan jen; 

ittachable to a more general term, asin @ tum. (5) 

nates, aa ericeftera, corpletum, etc. See ®characetum. 

E. U. An abbreviation of Evangelical Union. 
ene euesthesia (ii-es- thé’ si-4), ». 
(NL, euwathesia, ¢ Gr. eb, well (ei-, good, true), 
+ aicies, perception.) A normal state of 

—*— wgiotic (G-an-ji-ot’ik), a. [4 ll, + e iC (i-an-ji-ot‘ik), a. r, et, well, 
Gyyeinw, vena, + -otie.) —— the retinal 
disk provided with blood-vessels: opposed to 
*anangiotic, 

© EBuascales (i-as-ki‘lés), n pl. [NL., ¢ Gr, ef, 
well ory good, true), + doxdc, a sac, agcus, + 
~iles.} A group including all the fungi and 
lichens which produce true asci. 
Euascem (ii-as‘6-6), . pl, (NL., ¢ Gr. et, well 

n-, good, true), + donde, a sac, aseus, + -¢x.] 
me as * Lwascales. 

Euasterie# (ii-as-té’ri-d), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
et, well, + corjp, a star.] A subclass of the 
Asteroidea or starfishes, characterized by hav- 
ing the pairs of ambulacral ossicles placed 
—— each other and inclined upward like 
the rafters of a roof. The position of the 
madreporite is generally on the dorsal surface, 
bacteria (ii-bak-té’ri-i), n. pl. LNL., ¢ Gr, ri, 

well, + faatijpev, rod (see bacterium).) An 
order of Schizomycetes, including, according to 
Migula, four families, the Coccacea, Bacteria- 
cee, Spirillaces, and Chlam cleriace. 
Eu (fi-ba-sid-i-€’6), n, pl, Same as 
* Rubasidii, 

Eubasidii (a-ba-sid’i-i), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. et, 
well, + NL, basidinm.] A division of the 
Basidiomycetes, including all the orders having 
true basidia. Compare *Hemibasidii, 

Eubesic (ii-bé‘ik), a, Same as Fudan, 
eucaine (0’kii-in} wn, (Gr. eb, well, + (co)- 
caine.) A colorless crystalline compound, 

C(CHg)oCHe COOC,Hs 
HyN ¢< 220 te CHSN < crony)gCH, > © 6 coocH, ’ P** 

pared from acetonamine, It is msed by cenlists 
as an anesthetic in place of cocaine Also called methyl 
teframethyl-noanethylphenznylyiperidine-pecarborylate, 

eu the (i-ka-lip’sinth), n. [Hucalyp- 
(tus) {ab)sinthe.] A liquor distilled from 
the leaves of Excalyptus Globulus: analogous 
to absinthe. 

e ptene (ii-ka-lip’tén), a. [Buealyptus + 
-ene.] A eolorless dextrorotatory bon tres 
CjoH 14, found in the essential oil of Kucalyptus 

Eucinostomus 

Globulus and of E. amygdalina, 
terebinthine. 

e ¢ (i-ka-lip’tik), a, [Eucalyptus + 
——2 or relating to Ae plant genus 
Eucalyptus, 

It is a dextro- 

ce ptol, n, This sutetonee is spparentiy sdentiesl 
i ein , H occurs in many species ue 

Deakise BY Globus, calyptua 

irikar'istey, r (NL. < E (G-kar‘i-dé), », pl. VL, < Bue 
charis + “idae} A family —* etenopho- 
rans, having large lobes with complex lobular 
canals, body covered with elongate toueh-pa- 
pillw, and a main tentacular filament present 
as well as accessory filaments. The typical 
genus is Ewcharis, 
eucharistial (ii-ki-ris’ti-al), n. [Ml.. eucharis- 
tialis, prop. neut. of ewckaristialis, adj., < LIL. 
eucharistia, eucharist.] A vessel in which the 
eucharist is reserved. 

eucharistize (U-ki-ris‘tiz), v. ¢.: pret. and PP. 
eucharistized, ppr. eucharistizing. [eucharist 
+ -ize.] To bless; consecrate. 

Placing the bread and wine u the Lord's Table . . . 
as a devout offering to God of His creatures of bread and 
Wine that He may aceept them at oar hands. . . to be by 
Him euchoristized to the higher sphere and parpose of the 

Dk Conn Prayer (1661), quoted in J. 1. Blwat, Annot . Comm. qu nJ. M. Bent, Aw 
(Bk, Com. Prayer, p. 174. 

Buchlena (i-klé’nil),». [NL. (Schrader, 1832), 
in allusion to the situation of the seeds; ¢ Gr. 
eh, well, + zAaive, cloak, covering.) A venus 
of grasses, consisting of a single species, £. 
Mericana, the teosinte (which see), 

In Guatemala the euchlaena, nearly akin to maize, was 
called the maize of the gods. 

F. Ratzel (trans), Hist. of Mankind, UL 176 

euchlorhydria (i-klér-bi’dri-i), m. [NL., ¢ 
Gr, et, well, + E. chlor(in) + hydr(ogen).] 
The presence of a normal amount of hydro- 
ehlorie acid in the gastric juice, 

n.— euchre, a variety of hire tor 
from four to six players, each playing for himecif, "The 

varies according to the number of ere; all cants 
low the tare omitted for four; 4's are 

for five; and the Ts for ax, 
> and 

er in turn can order up or pasa If it is turned down, 
— player tn turn can name anew suit. The maker of 
the trump, whether he has ordered it up or taken it up, 
then has the privilege of calling upon holder of the 
best cand of any suit which ts not trumps to be his part- 
ner, bat the partoer thus called wy ronst Het disclose 
himself. When the hand ts played the partner will be 
revealed. If the partners win 3 or4 tricks, each scores a 
point. If they win all 5 tricks they score 2 —— 
and 3 if five or six play. If the maker of the trump p 
alone, either through 

players, — himeelf. All euchres count 2 te to 
the adversaries of the maker of the trum t 

play alone against him, and either or both of the lone 
players can ask for his partner's best card, bin Co 

his own hand in exchange for it. If alone 
euchres a lone hand {t counts 4.—Set-back euchre, a 
variety of euchre in which the partners are set back ¢ 
Points if they are eachred instead of allowing their ad- 
versaries to score 2. The revoke penalty is settled in the 

can take two partners. A bid of 
three partners, but a bidof 10 must be played without 
partners, A bid of 20 must be played without seeing or 
exchanging with the widow and also without —— 
The bidder always leads for the first trick. If he loses, 
failing to make what he bid, each of his adversaries 
scores that amount, or sete him back, as agreed. 

euchroic (ii-kré‘ik), a. [Gr. ei, well, + xpoa, 
eolor,] } nee acid, a colorless compound, 

(HOCO) Cg { 8 > NH)9.2H,0, prepared, to- 

gether with paramide, by heating ammonium 
mellitate. It crystallizes in quadratic pristns 
which melt and decompose above 250° é 

euchylia (i-kil’i+i), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. ef, well, 
+ qeroc, Juice (see chyle).) A healthy state of 
the chyle. 
Eucinostomus (ii-si-nos’té-mus), nm. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. rixie(yroe), easily moved, + ordua, mouth.) 
A genus of small silvery fishes of the tropics, 
of the family of Gerridw#, distinguished by 



EBucinostomus 

the very large size of the interhemal bone at 
the base of the second anal spine. E. gula is 
the commonest species. 

Euciroa (i-si-r6’i), m. [NL., said to be — 
< Gr. ei, well, * xecpia, a cord, a bandage. 
The typical genus of the Euciroide. 

Buciroldse (U-si-ré’i-dé), nm. F. [NL., ¢ 
Euciroa + -idw.) <A family o anomalodes- 
maceous pelecypod Mollusca, Ric —— 

uivalve shells with a tuberele in it Yale 
before the resilium, and the dorsal it are mnntifled 
so as to overlie and underlie each other, 
aml occur only in the Tertiary and recen 

a. 2. In bot., a genus of plants of the 
family Dicepyracen. They are’ trees ee shrubs with 
vergreeti, coriaceous heaves, alterna’ or in 

‘whorls of three, and small flowers in mally o “4 

Rie ne are rare 

and 
Several species are ted in wood-work 
Peeudebenua, the Orange iver L 
species ts eaten by the aber lem, 
and that of X. wadulate under the name guerri, 

postulate. See *postulate, 
eucnemia (ak-né’mi-i), ». (NL, Gr. et, well, 
+ «vijay, tibia.] In anthrop., the normal con- 
dition of the shin-bone; the absence of pla- 
—— Amer, Anthropologist, Jan.-Mareh, 
1901, p. 3 

eucone (i’kén), a, [Gr. ei, well, + xdvor, 
cone.) Possessing a well-developed crystal- 
line lens or cone: said of the eyes of certain 
msects, as the Hymenoptera and Lepidoptera 
many Coleoptera, Neuroptera, ete. : opposed 
to *acone and *pseudocone. 

eucrasite (i’kra-sit), n. (Gr. cixpaca, per 
mixture (¢ eixparog, well mixed), + -ife2.) A 
complex thorium silieate allied to thorite. 
Eucratea (ii-kra-té’li), n. (NL., said to be ¢ 
Gr, ef, well, + xperacic, mighty (¢ xpérog, 
might), (otherwise perhaps ¢ Gr. elxparoc, 
temperate, of similar elements) y The typical 
and only genus of the family Eucrateda, 
Lamouroux, 1812, 

Bucrateid@ (ii-kra-te'i-dé), » pl. (NL, ¢ 
Eucratea + -idx.) A family of chilostomatous 
bryozoans. characterized by branchin 
ard free or ——— with pot bey ealential « = 
biserial soceeia having a subterminal, usually oblique 
aperture. The family has lived from Cretaceous time 
to the present. 

Eucrustacea (i-krus-ta‘shili), . pl. (NL, < 
Gr, eo, well, + L. Crixtacea,) A division or 
subclass of the crustaceans which do not have 
the body divided into median and lateral lobes, 
and have two pairs of antenne and the max- 
ily or mandibles not iform, 

hia (a-krif’i-i), #. [NL. (Cavanilles, 
1797), <Gr. ee, well, + aprgoc, hidden, The open- 
ing flower is capped by the calyptriform calyx 
and the fruiting carpels are backed with a 
eork-like covering.) A genus of dicotyle- 
donous plants, the type and only genus of the 
family Kveryphiacer. The species are ornamental 
evergreen trees or shrubs with opposite simpleor pinnate 
leaves and large white flowers, solitary in the apper axils. 
(mly 4 svecies are known, 2 in Chile and 2 in Now South 
Wales and Tasmania. The wood of the Chilean species 
is very durable and ts used for various parposes. See 
muerme, 

Eucryphiacew (i‘krif-i-i'sé@), ». pl. [NL. 
(Gay, 1846), ¢ sop Arm + -acew.) A family 

choripe of dicotyledonous ‘talous plants of the 
order Hypericales, containing the single genus E 
Eueryphia, See mucrmo and *Euweryphia. 

eucryp: (a-krif-i-a’shius), a. Belong- 
ing to the plant-family rit mega 

Bucyclogobius (i-sik-l6-g6’bi-us), n, [NL., ¢ 
Gir. ef, well, + xixdoc, circle, + NL. gobius, 
A genus of small sere having small smoot 
seales: found in the streams of California, £, 
newberryi is the common species, 

c, eudwmonic (4-d6-mon ik), a, (Gr. 
cidaruoveroc, of happiness, ¢ ridacona, happi- 
ness: see *endemony,] Relatingorcoutributing 
to happiness; considered as relating or con- 
tributing to happiness, X. E. D. 

. (@-dé’mon-iz), v. t.; 
pret. and pp. eude-, eudsemonized, ppr. cude-, 
cudamonizing, (Gr, eedamovitew, call or ae- 
count happy, ¢ eedaijuow, happy: see exdemon, } 
To consider or esteem happy.Also endamonise, 
Hat happiness, as Aristotle understands it, is something 

measored more by the estimate of the judicious spectator 
than by the sentiment of the man in whose boson it re 
siden No person fs entitled to be called happy, whom 
the intelligent and re ve observer does not macarise 
or ( wereomiae). or whose condition he would not de- 
sire more or less to make his own, 

Grote, Feaginenta on Ethical Subjects, ¥, 

eudemony (ii-lem’6-ni), ». (Gr. cidauovia, ¢ 
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eidaiuw», happy: see eudemon,] Happiness as 
understood Aristotle, namely, as consist- b 
ing, not in Leone exeept as a be of per- 
fected activity, but in the activity which befits 
a human being, that is, in virtuous activity, 
of which the highest and best kind is that 
which is self-controlled through reason, the 
— activity of the soul in a completed 
ife, 

eudermol (i-dér’mél', ». (Gr. ci, well, + 
dipua, skin, + -ol.] A trade-name for nicotine 
salicylate. 1t is acoloriess crystalline compoand which 
is soluble in water, alealol, and oll, and comtaing 4 per 
cent. of m ne, Being non-irritating and odorless, it 
can be used tn ointment of from 1 to (25 per cent 
strength in the treatment of parasitic ekin-diseases. 

eudiagnostic (i-di-ag-nos’tik), a. (Gr. ri, 
well, + diayyworixdc, able to distinguish: see 
— In petrog., easily distinguished, 
that is, without the aid of a magnifying-glass: 
applied by Zirkel (1893) to the texture of rocks 
in which the mineral constituents can be ree- 
ognized by the unaided eye. 

eudidymite (a-lid’i-mit), ». (Gr. od, well, + 
didwuog, twin, * -i a A silicate of beryllium 
and sodium, HNaBeSigOg, oceurring in white 
tabular monoclinic erystals. 

ter, n.—Bansen's eudiometer, a lass tube 
of uniform bore, closed at one end and having at that end 
two platinum electrodes, with spark-gap, sealed into the 
glass, The tube is graduated in millimeters 

eudiometrically (ii'di-j-met’ri-kal-i), ade. By 
means of the eudiometer; in a eudiometric 
method, 
eudoxiform (ii-dok’si-form), a, [Kudoria + 
L. forma, form.] Resembling or having the 
structure of the Endoride; composed of a 
sternle and a fertile medusoid without special 
nectocalyx. Compare *erswiform. 

eudoxin (ii-dok’sin), ». J < Gr. ridlofor, 
of good repute, + -in?.] bismuth salt of 
nosophen state tode-poenelphtpeiein) con- 
taining 52.9 per cent. of iodine, It is an inter- 
nai astringent and stomachic, 

enudoxome (i-dok’sém),n. [Gr. eidogor, of good 
repute, + -ome.] In bydromedusans, one of 
the two main forms of cormidium, consisti 
typically of a bydrophyilium, a gastrozodi 
with a tentacle, and one or more medusoid 
gonophores. Compare *erswome. 
Eudrilidæ (a-dril’i-dé), ». pl. (NL., ¢ Eudri- 
lus + -ide,) A family of terricolous Oligo- 
cheta It consists of worms of variable size having 
Polred nephridia, sete in couples and sigmoid in shape, 
spermidacal glands present, and the male and female gen- 
erative opentigs, in some genera, unpaired. It contains 
about 2) ener all of which excep. Awdrilas, which is 
— commopalitan in nunge, are restricted to tropical 

Budrilus (i-dri‘lus), ». [NL. (Perrier, 1871).] 
The typical genus of the family Ewdrilide. 

euectics (ii-ek’tiks), ». Same as erectics. 
eufemism, eufemistic. Simplified spellings 
of euphemism, cuphemistic. 

eufonie, eufony. Simplified spellings of eu- 
phonic, ewphony. 

‘ol (u-gal’ol), n. [eu- + (pyre)gallol.] A 
thick, syrupy, brownish-yellow compo! 
Cols(OH da i ae reudily soluble in water; 
ace TO, ol, It is employed in a Sb ert. 
—— 318 and when painted on the skin leaves a 
firm, elastic film : ased in the treatment of skin-liseases. 

ugaster (ii-gas‘tér), 1. (NL., ¢ Gr. ef, well, 
+ yacrip, belly.) A genus of ophiurans or 
brittle-stars from the North American Devo- 
nian, easing a small disk and long arms 
with a double series of alternating ambulacral 
plates, and on either side a series of spinous 

bulacral plates, 
us (i-jé-ni-ak‘ri-nus), ». [NL., ¢ 

Eugenia, a woman's name, + Gr, fet lik 
see crinoid).) A Mesozoic genus of crinoi 

& small saucer-sha ealyx and 
concealed and closely united basal plates 
which are overlap by radial plates ex- 
tended upward so as to form conspicuous 
projections. 

el, a. II. ». The science which deals 
with the means of cultivating and improving 
the innate good qualities of man. Also ew- 
genics. 
eugenism (ii‘je-nizm), n. [Gr. riyernc, well- 
born, + -i#mw.) The aggregate of the most 
favorable conditions for healthy and happy 

( . 

possessi 

existence. Galton. 
eugenoform (i-jen‘é-form), n. feugenfol) + 
JSorm(aldehyde).) A colorless, crystalline com- 
pound soluble in water obtained by the action 
of formaldehyde upon eugenol-sodium, said 

eukinesia 
to liberate formaldehyde in the intestinal fluids: 
an intestinal antiseptic. 

eugenol (a'jé-ndl), w. (Gr. ebyevie, well-born, 

+ -ol.] A colorless oily compound, HX 

(OSCHg )CHACH:CH,, contained in oil of 
cloves, oil of bay, oil of cinnamon-leaves. oil of 
allspice, oil of eussia, oil of pimento, andincer- 
— — — oils. — * 247.5° 0. 
an aspicy odor, Also _propenyl- 
phendiol3-methyt ether. ai . 
eugenol-acetamide (i“}6-nél-a-set’s-mid), n. 
A crystalline compound of eugenol and aceta- 
mide, It is used as a local antiseptic and 
— wader, 

-lodide (i j6-ndl-1'6-did), n. A yellow- 
ish odorless antiseptie compound, Cio 1110 
obtained by the action of iodine on eugenol- 
sodium, Also called é nol, 
eugenol-sodium (u‘jé-nél-s6’di-um), ». A 
erystalline compound, C)9H),NaQg, obtained 
by —— — in solution of sodium 
hydroxid. o known as sodium eugenolate or 
sodium eugenate. Sc al 
eugeogenous (ii-jé-oj’e-nus), a. [Gr. ef, well, 
+ yi, earth, + -yevqy, -producing. See - 
nous.| In geol., disintegrating readily; yield- 
ing plentiful detritus and producing soil: 
said of rocks. Thurmann, 
Prange authors apply & —22 Tharmann’s om 

CUICOTEHOUS Bl rocks. OT 

met class of rocks yield a plentiful detritus, and the over: 
lying soils are cool and moit, The dysog as POCKS 
—or limestones of this area— yiekl a leas dant de- 
tritus, and are in Yorkshire much fissured and broken, so 
that the overlying soil is comparatively dry. 

Geog. Jour. G.&) Ang,, 1908, p. 151, 

Eugerion (i-jé‘ri-on), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. eiynpla, 
& green ol t.) A genus ot hemipterous 
insects with large, membranous, reticulated 
fore and hind wings, prolon lancet-like 
mouth-parts, and filiform antenne. It occura 
in the Permian formation. 

(@-jet’ik), a, [ewg(enol) + -et- + -ic.] 
— an acid, a — compound, 

H (OCH )(COgH)CH,CH:CHo, formed b 
the ae of Ape Fone dioxid on * 
genol. It crystallizes in long, thin — and 
melts at 124°C. Also called 3-allylphendiol- 
(5,6)-methyllic oe. —— 

Euglena a in * 

TORR | ag which Fp red tn id ——— 
e by the thin, lexible covering present at this time. 

euglenoid (i-<lé’noid),a. [Rug a+ -vid.| Re- 
sembling Auglena, 

euglobulin (a-glob’f-lin), Wn. [en- + globulin, } 

"eHs 

One of the supposed components of serum 
globulin which is insoluble in water. See 
also *, loglobulin, 

Euglypha i-gli’fa), n. The typical genus of 
the me — Phin, 1841. a Englyphide. Duja 
Euglyphide —E * [ Euglypha + 
-idw.]) A family of mostly fresh-water rhizo- 
pods which have a shell formed of regular 
plates of chitin or of silica, often bearing 
spines, and with the pseudopedia sharp- 
pointed and often branching but not anasto- 
mosing. It contains the genera Euglypha, 
Trinema, Cyphoderia, Campascus,and Nadinella, 

eugranitic —— a, [Gr. eb, well, + 
E. granitic.) In petrog., distinetly granular 
or granitic in structure, Lassen. 

phic (a-graf’ik), a, (Gr, ef;pagor, well 
inied, ¢ er, well, + ypadexy, write, paint. ] 

ertaining to or characterized by graphic 
resemblance, 

Eugraphic confusions are such as arise from the mis- 
taking and transplacing of forms which — alike. 

1, H, Bawden, in Psychol Rev. Mon. Sup, IIL iv. $1. 

lic (G-hi-d-«til’ik), a. [ew + hyo- 
styl-y + -ic.] Relating to or having the char- 
acter of euhyostyly. 

y (f-hi-ow’ti-li), u. —5* hyostyly.) 
That condition of the second visceral arch. 
found in most rays, in which the hyoman- 
dibular forms the sole support of the jaw, the 
ceratohyal serving merely to support the gills: 
correlative with *hyostyly, and *methyostyly. 
EBuichthydina (a-ik-thi-~di’na), x, pl, [NL., ¢ 
Gr, ef, well, + /ehthyd(inm) + -ina%.] A see- 
tion or suborder of Gastrotricha which con- 
tains forms having two pedal appendages. It 
includes the genera [chthydinm, Chatonotus, 
Chatura and Lepuloderma, Compare *Apo- 
dina, 
eulsopodous (ii-i-sop’é-dus), a. Having the 
characters of or —— the Exisopoda. 

eukinesia (0-ki-né'si-A), wn. [NL., ¢ Gr. rive 
vpcia, easiness of motion, ¢ rixivyros, easily 



eukinesia 

moved, ¢ «i, easily, + xceiv, move.) Normal brownish-yellow color, found with lignite at Eurafrican (i-raf’ri- 
power of movement. 

eakrite, Same as eucrite. 
euktolite (iik’té-lit),. [Gr. riwrés, desired, + 
aitioc, stone.] See *renanczite. 

libranchiata (i-li-mel-i-brang-ki- 
a’th),m. pl. (NL., ¢ eu- + Lamellibranchiata.} 
An order of mollusks of the class Pelecypoda, 

. They have the mantleedges united at one ar more points, 
the branchie with vascalar interfilamentary jupctions, the 
genital glands with todependent external openings, and 
penalty Se —— — It includes a number ce 

~ large ice, them being 
Unionide, —— atm Cyrenidae 

Buleptorhamphus (i-lep-td-ram’‘fus),n. (NL. 
< Gr, ei, amon —— small, + Para 

- beak,] A genus of halfbeaks, or Hemiram- 
phide, ioend ‘a the open seas of the tropics: 
distinguished by the ribbon-shaped body. £. 
longirostris is the common species. 

Bulerian polyhedron. See *polyhedron. 
Euler's diagrams, See *diagram, 
Euler's line or straight. See *straight. 
Ealoma (a-16’mii), ». (Gr. ef, well, + Adua, a 
pine A genus of trilobites of the family 

: characteristic of the lowest Silurian 
of Europe. 
eumenid (i’me-nid), a. and». I, a. Of or 
belonging to the hymenopterous family £u- 
mewida. 

Il. ». A member of the hymenopterous fam- 
ily Eumenide. 
Eumicrotremus (ii-mik-rot’ré-mus),». (NL., 
< Gr. eb, well, + penpor, small, + rpijua, hole.) 
A genus of lump-fishes having the body nearly 
ferical and covered with prickles: found in 

the North Atlantic, 
eumitosis (ii-mi-to’sis), », [NL., ¢ ew- + mi- 
tosis.) seg mitosis or indirect cell-divi- 
sion, in which the chromosomes are divided 
longitudinally instead of transversely. 

totic (t-mi-tot‘ik), a. [eumritosis (-of-) + 
-ic.]) Of or pertaining to eumitosis. 
Eumycetes (ti-mi-sé'téz), vn. pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. ef, 
well, + pinyrec, plural of ping, fungus (see 
Mycetes),] A name used by recent systema- 
tists to inelude all the so-ealled true fungi, as 
the — — Ascomycetes, and Basicdio- 
mycetes, The Myxemycetes and Schizophyta 
are excluded. 

enmycetic (a-mi-set’ik), a. 
to the Eumycetes. 
Eunema (i-né’mi), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. ri, well, 
+ via, a thread.) A genus of Paleozoic 
rhipidoglossal gastropod mollusks having an 
elongate pyramidal spire with two or more 
keels and transverse strim on the whorls. 

eunicean (ii-nis’é-an),a, [Eunice +-an.] Per- 
taining to or resembling the genus Eunice, 

euniciform (i-nis’i-férm), a. [Eunice + L. 
forma, form.] Formed like a eunicoid worm. 
eunicoid (i’ni-koid), a. [Eunice + -cid.] Ke- 
sembling or pertaining to the Eunicide, 

eunol (f’ndl), ». [eu(calyptol) + n(aphth)ol.) 
A compound, existing in an a- and |+-modifica- 
tion, made from eucalyptol and e-and 4. naph · 
thol: used as an antiseptic in surgery and 
dermatology. 

eunuch-flute (@’nuk-flit), n. An old musieal 
instrument consisting of a slightly flaring 
wooden tube having a mouth-hole in the side 
near the smaller end, into which the player 
hummed or sang. The smaller end was closed bya 
very thin membrane, which was thrown into vibration by 
the player's tome and imparted to ft a peculiar bleating 
and tremalous character, The instrament was made in 
several sites ao aa to provide for part-music, Jt is still 
sometines made as a toy. 

Evomphalida@ (ii-om-fal’i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ 
Kuomphalus, the typical genus, + -idaw.) A 
family of rhipidoglossal gastropods having 
depressed conical or discoidal, spirally coiled, 
and umbilicated shells, and often calcareous 
opereula, As at present construed, the family 
extends from the Cambrian to the Tertiary 
formations. (G 
euonymous (ii-on’ i-mus), 4. r. citiweyor 
well-named, Cch, well, + évove, name.) Weil 
or fittingly named. 
euonymus-oil (f-on’i-mus-oil), ». Oil ex- 
tracted from the seeds of the spindle-tree, 
Knonymus Europeans, of central — 

Euorthoptera (ii-(r-thop’te-ri), 0, pl. (NL. 
Gr. cf, well, + opéic, straight, + trepor, wing.) 
The Dermaptera, or carwigs, considered as a 
suborder of Ortheptera, 

te (i-os’mit), ». (Gr, elocuor, sweet- 
smelling, ¢ rf, well, + doug, ddag, smell, odor 
(see ovmium), + -ite*.) A fossil resin, of a 

Of or pertaining 
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Baiershof in the Fichtelgebirge, Germany. 
ticity (i-pep-tis’i-ti), mn. Good digestion, 

- e state of feeling resulting from it, Car- 

(a‘fé-mist), n. [euphem(y) + -ist.] 
One given to the use of —— 

(a-fon’i-kon), wn. [NL.: see en- 
ic.) A variety of harmonichord. 

euphonon ——— u. [INL. ¢ Gr. cigawoc, 
well-sound ~ i see ewphony.) A variety of 
harmonichord, 

euphorbic (a-for’bik), a. [Kuphorbia + -ic.) 
Derived from Euphorbia. Buaphorbic acid, 
gmerpeous act’ cota in the gum-resin euphortiam 

nifera. 

euphorbine (a-fér’ bin), 2. [Euphorbia + -ine®.] 
A non-volatile poisonous compound, said to be 
—— in the milky juice of Lupherbia myrti- 

olia, 
euphorbone (i-for’ bon), n. [Euphorbia + -one.] 
A colorless, neutral, dextrorotatory, ine 
compound, Ci Ha⸗O. contained in the gum- 
resin ¢uphorbiom from Euphorbia resinifera. 
Tt melts - ore 2) (ar. et 

euphorin (i’for-in), a. ir. eh@o, easy to 
bear or bearing well, ¢ «7, wall, + ofpen, 
bear,] A trade-name of phenyl urethane, rec- 
ommended for medical use a8 an antipyretic 
and analgesic. 

euphorious (@-f6’ri-us), a. 
“euphorous, ¢ Gr, ehoopor, bearing well, endur- 
ing easily —— Cet, well, + dépeev, bear, ] 
Cheerful or patient in life. 

The conviction is borne in upon the soul. . . that man 
isa favored... being, .. . Chat real evil can not befall 

man, —— [= on hecan afford to be 

= G. & Hall, Adolescence, UL. 547. 

eupittone (f-pit’dn), ». (Gr, ot, well, + titra, 
p , + -one.) Same as eupittonic acid. See 
‘eupittonic. 

eu) c oS a, [eupitione + -ie, 
oe, an aeid, an orange-yellow compound, 
(CH,O)9C) Hg, formed by the oxidation of 
wood-tar oil containing pyrogallol and methyl 
i; rogallol ethers, It ervstallizes in long hair- 
ike needles, melts at 200°C., and js dibasic, 
Also called pittacal. 
eupneic — * a. [eupnea + -ie.] Relat- 
ing to or characterized by eupnea; breathing 
normally, 
Eu (a-p6-md’tia), u. [NL., ¢ Gr, cd-, 
well, + sda, lid, + off (ar-), ear.] A genus 
of sunfishes (Centrarchide) distinguished by 
the blunt pharyngeal teeth. E, qibbasus, the 
commonest of the sunfishes, is abundant 
throughout the northeastern United States. 

eupr (ii’prak-si), n. (Gr, eitpagia, well- 
doing, ¢et, well, + tpacce, do: see practic, prac- 
tice, prazis.] Well-doing; right conduct; mor- 
ality in bebavior. 

(ap-te-rot’i-dé), mn. pl. [NL.< 
Bupterota + -idw.| A family of moths alliedto 
the Lasiocampida, but differing from them in 
possessingafrenulam. The Ruropean processionary 
moth, Crethocampa proceasionea, is a striking example. 
The family is widely distributed, and the larvew of many 
are gregarious, 

Enupuccinia (i-puk-sin’i-4), ». pl. [NL.,< Gr. 
eb-, true, + Puecinia.) group of species of 

nia, mecidia, Puceinia whieh —— sperm 
uredospores, and teleutospores, the last germi- 
nating err dl after a resting period. The group 
is subdivided into the Astewpuceinia and the 
Hetereupucemia, Sehrater. 
eupyrene (i’pi-rén), a. (Gr. ef, well, & supiy, 
stone of a fruit (nucleux).) Containing a well- 
developed nuclear portion : applied to the nor- 
mal spermatozotin: opposed to *oligopyrene 
and *apyrene, Meres, 1902, a 
eupyrin (i-pi’rin), n. (Gr. ci well, + zip, fire 
+ -in?,] 7 pale —— —— crystalline 
ecompouné having a vanilla odor, made from 
paraphenetidin and vanilla. It is antipyretic, 

e (i-kwin’én), mn. [eu- + quinine.) 
The pharmaceutical name for ethyl quinine- 
carboxylate, CopHogO.NoCOOCoHs, prepared 
from quinine ethyl chlorearbonate. It is taste- 
less, but otherwise resembles quinine in chem- 
ieal and medicinal properties. 

Eur, An abbreviation of Europe or of European, 
Burafric (a-raf’rik), «. Same as *£urefricen. 

That Eurefric region which has been the birthplace of 
many nations. Smitheonion Rep. LH, pp. 450, 

Eurafrica (i-raf’ri-kii), n. [Fur(ope) + Af 
rice.) Europe and Afriea considered as one 
continent or ethnic area, 

(Frroneously for 

eurygnathism 

gn), @. andr. I, a. Of, 
ertaining to, or ineluding, in whole or in part, 
th Europe and Africa: as, a former Euraf- 

rican continent; a Ewrafrican race, 
II. 2. An individual belon to the Bu- 

rafrican division of mankind, which, accord) 
to certain writers, includes the peoples 
southern Europe and northern Africa. 

Eurampheas (f-ram-fé'i), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. et, 
well, + Auouc. beak.) The typical genus of 
the family Evramphaida. Gegenbaur, 1856. 
Eurampheida (i-ram-fé’i-dé), n. pl. [NL., 
< Euramphea + -ide.) A family’ of eed 
etenophorans having two wing-like projections 
at the aboral pole in which the subtentacular 
cost and meridional vessels are produced. 
The typical genus is Euramphexa. 

[Eur(ope) + 33 a. and m. 
Aryan.) I, a. Relating to the European 

an. 
“tT n, A European Aryan. 

euresol (ii’ré-851), mn.  [eu- + res(orcin) + -ol.) 
A viseid yellow mass, resorcin monoacetate. 
It is used as a substitute for resorcin in skin- 
diseases, 
eurhodine (ii’r$-din),». (Gr. ei, well, + pédov, 
rose, + -ine*.] The name of a class of organic 
compounds erm the complex 

C.CH & 
UH. 

a 

RyNCgHg Ss d 

They are prepared from aminosrtiodiemines and qui 
are feeble bases with a yellowish-green fu- nones. The 

salte are scarlet and have no technical creacence, 

application. 

eurhodol (ii’rd-d61), ». [ewrhod(ine) + -ol.} 
The name of a class of organic — con- 

taining the complex HOCgH,<! | SCH, 
. orb 'N.C.CgH,” 

formed by the action of hydrochloric acid on 
the eurbodines, which they resemble in color 
and fluorescence, 

eur: ¢ (i-rith’mik), a, [earhythm-y, eu 
rythmy + -ic.] Harmonious: said especially 
of architecture in which the proportion is 
agreeable. ; 
eur. ¥. See evrythmy, 
euristic (i-ris’tik), a. Same as hewriatic, 
eurobin (ii‘ré-bin), m. [ew- + (ara)roba + -in2.] 
Chrysarobin triacetate. It is insoluble in wa- 
ter, and is used asa substitute for chrysarobin. 

in zoogeoy,, & division of the Hol- 
are’ cregion oom, — 78 of the Alps and Asia 
north of the Himalayas, It is roughly the same as the 
Eurasiatic region of Heilprin and the Palearctic region of 
other writers. 

Eur a.— The European concert, See #concert. 
enrcehen (a'ré-fen), n, A trade-name of di- 
isobutyl orthocresol iodide, recommended for 
medical use as an antiseptic and a substitute 
for iodoform. 
europium (i-r6’pi-um), ». [NL.,< L. Ewrepe, 
Europe.) A supposed new element announced 
by Demargay in 190], obtained in very small 
quantity as oxid, sulphate, ete., from samar- 
skite and monazite. Ite compounds have been fur 
ther examined by Urbain and Lacombe. [It is charncterized 
by a special spark-epectram, and also bya phosphorescent 
spectrum, and —— to be tntermediate between sanma- 
: as and gadolinium, with an atomic weight of about 

eurybathic (i-ri-bath’ik), a. [Gr. eipiy, wide, 
+ Sot, depth. Having a wide or great 
range as to depth; able to live in both dee 
and shallow water. Eacye. Brit., XXXII. 

ourybentiiic (i-ri-ben‘thik), a. [Gr. riviy, 
wide, * 8o¢, depth (see *benthos), + -ic.) 
Enduring great differences of depth; found at 
different depths in the ocean, 
Eurycampyli (i-ri-kam’pi-li), ». p/. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. A my Lod + ———— —E a aub- 
order of the ammonoid cephalopods or gonia- 
tites having broad and entire septal lobes and 
saddles. In the earlier or Paleorole forms the shells 
are for the most part laterally compressed, but they be 
come rotund or coronmate in later and the simpler 
form of the suture ts lost by subdivision. 

curycephalic, a, 2. Having a broad but do- 
lichocephalie skull; belonging to a subdivision 
of the otidocephalic erania as classified by 
Aitken Meigs. 

eurycephalous (ii’ri-sef’a-lus), @. Same as 
eurycephatic, 
eurygnathism (ii-rig’na-thizm), ». [ewrygna- 
th(ows) + -ism.] The condition of being eu- 
rygnathous, 

Combining this featare with erriugnathdene, that is, lat 
eral projection af the cheek-bones, Geedfroy Salnt- Hilaire 
found Ut the Caucasio face is oval with vertical jaws; 



eurygnathism 
the * broad (eurygnathous); the X progna- 
thous; © Hottentt bth pro and eurygnathoas. — 

eurygnathous (i-rig’na-thus), a. (Gr. eipic. 
+ ywiflog, jaw. In anthrop., having 

wide cheek-bones and upper jaws, like the 
‘Mongoloid race, Geoffroy Saint- Hilaire, 
-— (Q-ri’ha-lin), a. Py » “euryaline, 
¢ Gr. cipig, wide, + dA, salt. aving a wide 
range or capacity as to saltness ; able to endure 
great changes in the salinity of water. 

All Baltic marine animals can live in water of varying 
saltiness, and are therefore said to be — 

Voyage of H, M.S. Challenger, xxix. 

Eurynotus ((i-ri-né‘tus), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. eipi¢ 
broad, + varoc, back.) A genus of extinct 

noid fishes having a deeply fusiform truck, 
2 pectoral fins, and the dorsal fin extended 

to the tail. It oceurs in the Carboniferous 
rocks of Great Britain and Europe. 
euryon (ii’ri-on), ». ([Gr. cipiy, wide.] In 
craniom., the points on the lateral faces of the 
skull at which the greatest width isfound. Vor 
Torok. 

6 uropodid (i-ri-pi-rop’$-did), m. and a. 
e@ myriapodous family I, xn. A member of 

. a. Of or belo ing to the myriapodous 
ELurypauropodide. 

family 5 
euryprogna (ii-ri-prog’né-thus),a. [Gr. 
ripic, wide, + mpd, before, + Br jaw.) In 
anthrop., having wide cheek-bones and upper 
jaws, combi with prognathism. Geoffroy 
Saint-Hilaire. 

Craniological stadies which had already been cultivated 
by Merten, and cm which Geotzey Saint-Hilaire based his 

Proguathous, and — — * 
Keane, Ethnology, p. 166. 

urypterid (j-rip’te-rid), a. anda. Tom A 
— crustacean of the family Lwrypte- 
ride. 

II, «. Having the characters of or pertain- 
ing to Ewrypterus or the Evrypterida. 

eurypteroid (i-rip’te-roid). a. pay * the 
characters of Eurypterus. A. 8. Packard, Text- 
book of Entom., p. 6. 

Same as Bertie *dolomite, 
ermal —— a, IGr. AIg 

wide, + pun, heat, + -all.)) Capable of endur- 
ing t differences of temperature; found in 
localities which differ widely in temperature : 
contrasted with *stenothermal. 

— bt ** —55— 
5 for exam 

from 70" N. to ba" 

— — to depth. 

ermic (i-ri-thér’mik), a. 
*eurythermal. 
Two ies ed to be purel planktonic, both in 

the were | ant outs phe weve 2* curgihermie ant 
gurytative, ranging from the surface to 700 fathoms in 

areua, Nature, Nov, 5, MAX, p. 24, 

e gous (i-riz’i4cus), a. (Gr, ripic, wide, 
+ tyre yoke. With wide zygomatic arches, 

(-sir’kus), a. [NL,, ¢ Gr. eboapaog, 
fleshy, ¢ Gr. et, well, + adpé(cape-), flesh.] A 

nus of merostomatous Crustacea, of the fam- 
¥ Burypteride. It la characterized by having the first 

six abdominal segments greatly expanded and those fol- 
lowing abruptly contracted. It oceurs in the upper Silu- 
rian rocks of western New York. 

Eusiphonacea (1i-st-f6-na’sé-ii), ». pl. 
€Gr. cf, well, + cigov, w pipe, + -acea, 
superfamily of anomalodesmaceous Pelecy- 
poda, 1 is characterized by the formation of a calcare- 
ous tube which may inelade one or both of the valves and 
is — furnished with a perforated anterior disk. The 
division Includes only two genera, Clavayella and Aaper- 

ium, both of them fossil and recent. 
(i-sl 16'ni-d), wo pl = [NL., ¢ Gr. 

ev, well, + ciguv, pipe.) A section of the sub- 
family of snomalodesmaceous Pelecypoda char- 
acterized by long siphons and the position of 
the lithodesma at the anterior end of the in- 
ternal resilium. 

eusitia (i-si’gia), nm. [NL., ¢ Gr. ob, well, + 

Same as 

* 

airog, food.] A normal appetite for food. 
eusplanchnia (i-splangk’ni-i), n. (NL, ¢ 
Gr, ef, well, + era) va, bowels.) A normal 
state of the internal organs. 
Eustachian fossa. See *foxsa!. 
eustatic (ti-stat’ik), a. (Gr. ol, well, + craréc, 
( ioracta:, stand.) Well established; not sub- 
ject to subsidence or elevation; in equilib- 
rium: deseriptive of land-aress. 
eustomachous (ii-stom’s-kus), a. 
enpeptic, Syd. See, Lex. 

Same as 

"* euthecate (i-thé’kit), a. 
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(Q-sii’ki-a), m. pl. [NL., <¢ Gr. ec’, well, 
+ soiyor, a local tian name of the croco- 
dile.) In Huxley's classification of the rep- 
tiles, a division or order of the Crocedilia char- 
acterized by the unpaired and terminal nostril, 
which is agg a and — by a 
secondary palate, group ineludes the 
modern crocodiles and the later fossil forma. 
eutaxic ( k’sik), a. (Gr, ed, well, + rage 
order, } meas *quincubital, P, C, Mitchell, 
1809, 

eutaxite (G-tak’sit), ». [Irreg. (eutaxr-y + -ite?, 
In pet vs name aN piled by ah ae 
Reiss ( 868) to phonolitic rocks of Teneriffe, 
but subsequently used for any lava possessing 

tie texture. ew \ 
, ». 2, In ornith., the condition of a 

bird’s wing when the fifth secondary is pres- 
ent. 

Eutectic alloy, eutectic point or tempera- 
ture. See * , *pointl, 
eutectoid (i-tek’toid); a. and. [eutect(ic). + 
~oid.) J. a. Exhibiting eutectic character, 

Il. ». A substance which behaves as 6 
eutectic. 

eutexia (ii-tek’si-d),m. IGr. cirngia, ¢ ebryrroe, 
easily melted: see entectic.] The property of 
fusing at low temperatures. See eutectic. 

eu (i-tha-na’gi-an), a. [ewthanasia 
+ -an.] Relating to or marked by euthanasia. 

eutheca (i-thé’ka), ». [Gr. cf, well, + Oj«y, 
ease: see theca.) In corals, the true theca as 
distinguished from a ——- the former 
having true centers of calcification. Compare 
*psendotheca, Philos. Trans. Roy. Soe. (Lon- 
don), ser. B, 1896, p. 141. 

[eutheea + -atel,] 
Characterized by the possession of a eutheea : 
as, the euthecate corals. Annals and Mag. Nat. 
Hist., Jan., 14, p. 24. 

eutherian (i-thé’ri-an), a. [Kutheria + -an.) 
Pertaining to or having characters found in 
the Eutheria, or placental mammals. 
Mach d dis u 
— hina ae 

Enecyc. Brit., XXX. 506, 

euthycomi (i-thik’d-mi), ». pl. [NL ¢ Gr. 
cific, straight, + x6uy, hair.) Individuals or 
313 of man with straight hair, like the 
ao a a subdivision of the Lissotriches. 

a + 

eu (a-thi-trop’ik), a. Gr. cific, 
pian 9 cplaor, Girsetion.) A. descriptive 
term #' ted by J. Milne for those earth- 
uake shocks whose vibrations are in the same 
rection as the line of transmission of the 

shock itself. Also euthutropic. Natere, 1881, 
p. 126, 

eutocia (i-t6’si-#), n. (Gr. ciroxia, ¢ ebroxoy, 
bringing forth easily, ¢ et, well, + texeiv, bring 
forth,] Normal childbirth, 
Eu ta (G-tri-ké-d’ti), m. pl. (NL, < 
Gr. eb, well, + rpayeia, trachea.) A group of 
Arthropoda including the insects and myria- 
pods as disti shed from the tracheate 
‘oan and the Prototracheata, L [NL < 

beraces (ii-til-be-ri’sé-), a. p 9 
eu- + Tuberacex.) me as Tuberacee, 

euxenium (ak-sé‘ni-um),. [NL., <Gr. cigevor, 
hospitable: see ewrenife.} A supposed new 
element (or rather either of two, distinguished 
as euxenium I and Il) announced by Hofmann 
and Prandtl in 1901 as present in the Norwe- 
gian mineral euxenite: said to resemble zireo- 
nium, but to differ from it in certain reactions. 
Its existence ia very doubtful. 

B. V. An abbreviation of Engineer Volunteers. 
evacuator, rn. 2. In surg. an instrument for 
removing fluid or solid particles from a cav- 
ity, as the detritus from the bladder after 
lithotrity. 

ovaginale (&-vaj‘i-niit), a. (L. evaginatus, pp. 
of eraginare, unsheath, ¢ ¢, out, + vaginare, 
sheath: see vaginate,] Pushed out or everted ; 
turned inside out, 

e ation, #.—Potential evagination, in em- 
an —— of the cella, or of thelr nuchel, 

of such a nature as to indicate the point at which a 
future evagination will be formed. 

evanescent, «. 6. In math., infinitesimal. 
evang. An abbreviation of evangelical and 

Svangelical prophet. See *proph See et, 
ev: d (ova ned yw. and Fis n, An in- 
sect of the family Eventide, 

Il. a. Of or belonging to the hymenop- 
terous family Eeaniide. 

eve-Jar 

evans (ev’anz), ». A provincial corruption 
of avens. 
evans-root (ev’anz-rit), . [See *evans,] 
The water-avens, Geum rirale, 

evapora’ 4 te Same as 
heat of vaporization. — 
& process by which the laten t of given 
from one verse! ia utilized by applying it 
to raise the temperature of the liquid in er 
Cok 6 60, the Sager Ee ct cane Sains oneried Guenah 
coils of pipe by the liquid to be heated, 
Such an arrangement ts mach used In sagar-refining. 

evaporation: (&-vap-$-ra ‘shon-tangk), n. 
A vessel or tank holding a large quantity of 
water fully exposed to the sun and the wea- 

Symons's Standard Evaporation tank, 
A tank 6 teet square (rim, 3 inches aboveground) kept filled to a 

ark near the top; water, 2 feet deep. At one cormer ie the float 
asda semicircatar scale with an indexdmger, which shows the 
height of water in the tank, 

ther. It is used for measuring the evapora- 
tion from a representative natural surface of 
water. 

Evaporative capacity, the capacity of a boil 
evaporator to convert water inte steam. ‘Braporative 
——— 8 stated in — of water per hour, 

Pg ay ey Ol —— — 
to the ammount which it is theoretically possible to eva- 
porate with the same pound of coal, 

eva) tor, ». 2. A device for evaporating 
water into steam, The necessary heat is derived 
* live ww ptt — a ee eS 
a furnace used primari eote r purpose, the! 

evaporators are used on shipheard to make steam from 
salt water, this steam being then condensed to farnish 
fresh water for the beflers or for culinary purpeses. 
8. Adevice, used in connection with gasolene- 
engines, to transform the liquid hydrocarbon 
into a gas or vapor by heat or by fine subdi- 
vision in a current of air, Hiscor, Horseless 
Vehicles, p. 179.—Linte ev tor, in sugar- 
manus, an arrangement for rapidly evaporating cane- 
ulce In which, under progressively reduced preas the 
uice is sent through a series of tabes surrow by 

— Mul a series of evap: 
orators the first of which is heated by five steam from a 
boiler, the second by steam generated in the first, the 
third by steam generated in the second, and so on, There 
are usually three or four eva tors in the series, and as 
the heat range is lowered it ——— ——— 
the preasure on the surface from which eva: po 
ours, 

n,— evaporometer, ".—Stelling' 7 
cupumgumnenh for Getatcndaing tee moans of sraporiian 

Stelling's Evaporometer, 

a, @', natwral surface of the peed, river. of ccegms A. 6. 6. 4.4% 
evaporation-pan; ¢, thermometer; y, 4,1, 4, /, wt, m, #, float tull of 
aly to support the water im the pan at the pro 
to prevent iniplashing from waves; ¢, weight to keep the moctal 
framewors upright; #, veat-pipe te allow the air im the float to ex 

and contract. 

f heights 42", tim 

ander nataral conditions from d surface of water represent 
ing the surface of a river or lake, 11 consists easenttall 
of an ——— supported within another pau amd 
Goating on the surtace of the water. The amount of evap- 
oration is measured either by weight or by volame, 

eve!, 4.—8t. John's eve, midsummer ere See wiid- 
sumiiner. 

eve-eel (év’él), n. 
eonger-eel. [Eng] 

eve-jar (év' jar), n. 

A common name of the 

Same as ere-churr, 



Even or odd 
Even or odd. (5) A of betting or of settling who shall 
pay for something, as by calling the number of a bill (odd 
or even); or the number of matches held in the er 
even or odd. In the Spanish « of rondean the 
Sot Caat the mamber of baits on the table will 

evener, *. 4. An acid liquor used in eae 
skins to obtain a uniform shade, Flemming, 
Practical Tanning, p. 73. 

thus dichotomus, 5* 
to Gilia. Ttopens its white 
ogee t about four o'clock in 

ere Sang them 

evergreen, an evergreen tree 
or shrub with broad leaves, 

——— 

dere 
aristmas 

nella 
obscurum.— 

—— of wide — 
ation, © used for Chiriat- 

mas decoration. See Selagi- 
nslie.—Coral-evergreen, 
the common clab-tices or running pine, Lycopodium 
claantum, Bee Lycopodium, — the 
shining club-moss, Lycopexdivm luctdaluan, eelieh- 
moe.—Tralling evergreen. Same as siwamp-tever- 

Ervcning snow (/ jmauthur 
de Medonwees). 

One third matural size. 

Alpine everlasting, Antenneria al- 
a low thoecose-woolly plant of northern North 

Am extending entirely acrom the continent and 
—— toe Ge Colorado and California to the arctic circle. 
~Giammy Gnaphalium deewrrens, a 
rather Rs mann Ameérican plant, having the 
narrow ¢ leaves decurrent on the stem, whenee it bs 
called winged cudweed. Also called balerm and 
aeeet: baleam.— everlasting. 

whi * under mouse-car).— Large- 
naphalia marga 

widely diffused North Laie plant, nls 
northern Asin and adventive in —— 
—— Antennaria and Gnaphalium, bw 
_ Same commen 

te 6 ean species, ba’ ont 4 

Rane As Murtae- 

plant with Mtativel lnrge t Te \y 
heala, the flowers are sometimes pink: found 
in nearly all parte of North America, and also in Borope 
— Asia, especially in mountainous — — 

See mowse-car, — everlast— 
ing. (a) The TROUBO-eaT everlasting (she a ae, under 
maoureerr). (0) Same as a flowered * — — 

emausas car everlasting. 
tee Sean River everlasting, 

Syncarpha Manglesii, 

Evermannia (ev-¢r-man’‘i-ii), mn. (NL., named 
for B, W. Evermann, an American iehthyolo- 
fre ] A genus of small gobies distinguished 

the naked body and elongate form: found 
on the Pacifie coast of Mexico, £. zosterura 
is the common species. 
7 (e-vér’ni-in), m. [Ecernia + -in2.] 

ellowish tasteless amorphous compound, 
Colton found in certain of the lichens of 
the genus Averaia. 

Eversible sacs or glands. See defensive 
* glands. 

evertebrate Spl ana ret. and 
pp. evertebrated, *8 e-, out 
+ vertebra, verte ra, + Fate?) 'o deprive o 
backbone; hence, to render useless and in- 
effective. 

evertor (é-vér’tor), ». That which everts or 
1903p. 56. outward, as a muscle, Lancet, July 4, 

Byer le 

¢. 63 

ple, in Ceylon, a mame applied by the English 
of Hreatamia dichotomea (Tabernsemontana 

dichotoma of Roxbargh), a small dichotomously branched 
tree belonging to the doghane family. It has a milky 
latex, dark-green, coriaceous leaves, and Sepent white, 
aalver-shaped Mowers with yellow Uiroat, frait con- 
sista of two distinct carpets, broadly ovoid when ripe, and 
orange yellow without, hey contain numerous seeds 
surrounded by crimson a Eve's cup, the trumpet- 
leaf or huntaman's-horn, Sarracenia fava.— Eve's darn- 
ing-needle. Same as Adam's needle and thread, 
Yucer flamentoer,— Eve's the Spanish bayonet, 
Vueee aliijfolia, See tayunet, 

evidence, ».— Self- evidence, in law, ovi- 
dence far of agalret a y derived from statements made 
by or from the condact of himself or bis representatives. 
When in favor of the party it is called self-serving evidence, 
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and is ly inadmissible; when against him RA is 
* * —— evidence, and is always adi:niasible — 

an admission yee ging ny ina 
criminal case — Self evidence, See self-regard- 
ing werk 

tion, n, 2, Inophthalmol., removal of 
the internal parts of the eyeball, the sclerotic 
coat being left. Buek, Med. Handbook, I. 557. 

eur (6 Lipa nii-rot’é-mi), 
n. — —— of * eye wi vision of the 
optic nerve. Med. Handbook, = 557. 

evocative (ev’ katy), a. [etocate + -ive.] 
Tending or fitted to evoke or call forth. 

evolute, ». II. a. Evolved; developed: as, 
Blend erolate curve. 
evolutility (ev"G-li-til’i-ti), mn. [evolut(ion} + 
-ile + -ity.] The capability ased by all 
living things of undergoing B sep 8 in form, 
size, or structure, as the result of of the nutritive 
processes. 

evolutine (ev’-li-tin), a. — * -inel,] 
ity, Of or pertaining to evolu 

The evolutine cycle of tisaues d ved of their intimate 
relations with nerves, —— Feb. 5, 1908, p. Son 

—— — 
2* affected the pron aad induce ot of 

trine or jon that the ification of » species according 
to the principle of —— a into certain 

etermined lines by u natural necesst 
fe pene lle isin theme! ves. 
trine of evolution | (o) In embryol., in individnal 
—— oF y, the doctrine or opinion that 

generation of a veg being from an ege consists in 
the —E or evolution, or manifestation to sense, of 
— he constitution which intent or 

———— with or opposed to the 
men ——— oF Sew Setvention. 

doctrine at has 

Focates regarded 
F and pervs miniatare of the visi 

jcate and transparent and miw 
of 

je known to as by the mited’s & 
held to be the distection of tis lature, its manl · 
featation tosense, by the Intussusception of nutritive maate- 
rial, — —— in the volume or in the organiza- 
tion of the essential living substance whichexista, in [ta com 
pleteness, at all stages of devel t. Mostof the present 
advocates of this view believe while the germ haa a 
fixed and definite architectare which controls and directa 
each step in the process of development, this arc 
ia different from and mach sim than that of the 
developed organism. Some hold that it is not the individual 
organian aa auch that is preformed in and anfolded from 
* bert onl io usacier 8 2 member of 8 specs; s 

its individuality asa particular viene ie 
by the mechanical conditions under w = it Vie develope OX 
Others hold that it is not the valent of ¢ material eq 
completed organism, but only ite Intent — , or the 

ity for it, that resides in the 
-_ agnin, hold while the germ ia neither the 

perfect organism in miniature, nor its material equiv- 
tien, tho Fer oy LI is — the perfect ism in so * = 

into tite regions wh: i 
are set apart 
regions of the pales a the future 
view of individual development w 
inant or supreme importance to + tape properties of the germ 
and au inate importance, or he importance, to the * 
ditions under which development takes io rece, fe in ae 
evolutionary. Evolutionary views of individual 23 
ment are asttally, but not at lease, associated with u- e 
thonary conceptions of ancestral development. (b' * 
ancestral development or phylogeny, the doctrin { ; 

pion Unt the specific ituti or jaw + nal 
which a getm-vell is held to 
Its development, and to wh 

ja gen 
rmcells of 

extreme form in which it was h the embryologists 
of the seventeenth and a diteenth centuries it f& the doe- 
trine that sinee fndividual development is and always has 
been the unfolding of protxisting structure, ench succes- 
sive organism has existed, as such, from the beginning, in 
the genmcells of ite first ancestor, and in those of all 
successive ancestors, so that it is not the actual modern 
organtem, bat only ita visibility or peroe ity 
that £ is new. modifications of this 

meen. (ec) In btod,, 
the doctrine or opinion, accepted as an established truth 
by all recent biologista, that all Mivinye being have come 
into existence, in course of nature, by uninterrapted 
descent, without break of continuity, from a few ancient 
—* simple forma of life, or from ae ni 

theory of evolutio: jeetrine or jon, 
aivercated by Nigeli, that the ba of epectes is dae lo 
a principle of improvement which brings about increasing 
complexity and greater division of labor, because the 
continual advance of an organism of ite own accord is a 

of living organic substance,— 
evolu Ree A TON, — of evolution 
(neva), a eqaadron formed for exercise in naval evolutions, 
fleet tactics. and dei i.— Tidal evolution, See xtida⸗ u 

evolutionary, «.—£volu utionary ethics, ax most 
commonly an bsefully understomd, that view of ethics 
which was inangurated by Herbert Spencer, waa im- 
proved by Leslie Stephen, and is sa by most of 
the recent writers, us Hoffding, Wandt, Paulsen, Alex: 
—_ Simmel, and others, but is op Dy the follow- 

of Green and other idealists and also Dahring, 
The term has also been aj ong to the doctrine that con- 
science is educable, and has also been extended by some 
ao 4 to include pert isin, 

exanthalose (eks-an‘’tha-lés), n. 

exanthema, n. 3. In bot., same as 

excavator 

evoly, r. A simplified Senemine of erolre, 
evolve, v. t, 4& In chem., geol., ete., to give 
off or make manifest by separation froma mix- 
ture or a compound: most commonly used of 
& gas or vapor: #8 — —* mas 
evolved from a mixture of common salt and 
sulphuric acid.— 5}, In math., toextract (rots). 

pon (e-vok’si -me-to’pon), a. [NL., 
€ Gr. ev-, well, + ofic, sharp, + uérwror, brow.) 
A genus of cutlas-fishes of the —— Trichi- 
wride, found = the West Indi 

exact, v. 4. In Eng. law, to call {a party) in 
eourt to answer. When the party could not be 
found, he was exacted, *2* ———— at five succes 
sive county courts 

differential. ‘Bee. *lifferential, 
exaction, ». 3. (b) The calling of a party to 
— **— *eract, 0 

-24}-9-ri' shon-al ),@, [erag- 
— > -al,l) aan) a to or characterized 

exaggeration ; rbolical. 
(ek-sal’ ‘ihn (Irreg. 6 Gr, E. out, 

yor, pain, + -in?.] The trade-name of 
—— — recommended for medical 
use as an analgesic, 
= all (eks Al), Sola without any of the rights 
poof eae eges that usually appertain to stocks 
or bonds, as, for & ——— a bt to receive 
the maturing dividend (see er dir.), which is 
reserved to the sellers, or the right to partici- 
pate in future issues. See *exr right. Eng.) 

exaltado (ek-sil-ti’dd), m. (Sp, ‘exalted.’ 
In modern Spanish history, a a member of a po- 
litical party about 1820-22, which was ex- 
tremely democratic in sentiment. 
exaltation, ». 6. An abnormal mental condi- 
tion marked by an overweening sense of self- 
importance (amounting even to delusions of 

> grandeur), an optimistic contentedness with 
one's surroundings or condition, and a state 
almost of rapture or ecstasy. 

examin, rt. A simplified spelling of examine, 
examinationist (eg-zam-i-na’shon-ist), ». [ez- 
amination + -ist.) One who believes in or is 
an advocate of the system of basing appoint- 
ments on fitness as uscertained by competitive 
examination, 

Gr, éfav- 
Geiv, — + —8 aero A pike te 5 
escence, pe , derived from 
iaJ« * te 

die-back. 
— * a {L. 

ex, out, + appendicula, appendage, + -ate!.) 
Destitute of a pen 

tis (e s-lir-te-ri'tis), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
#s, out, + dprypia, artery, + -ifis.] Inflamme- 
tion of the outer layer of the wall of an artery. 

Y exarthrosis (¢ks-ar-thro’ sis), w. (Gr. ££, out, 
+ — joint, + -ovis.] “Dislocation of & 
join 

.. An abbreviation of 
excalate (eks’ki-lit), v. t.; pret. and pp. 
calated, ppr. excalating, [ex- + (interjea te] 
To drop out; remove from a series: the oppo- 
site of intercalate, 

‘There remains the assem: that vertebran hare beet 
erealated in front of the pelvia.... Six vertebra: must 
have been excalated. 

Philos. Trane Roy. Soc. (London), ser, Bp Mt 

excalation (eks-ka-li’shon), ». [erealate + 
-1on.) 1. The omission, dropping out, absence 
or removal (of something) ma connec 
series: the opposite of intercalation. 

Hence the sn ition of exealation of vertebre in 
front of the girdle [of Muetelue vvly.} leads also to the 
necessary corollary that a Vast amount of both inter and 
ez-calation must go on at another sput. 

Philos. Trana. Roy. Soe, (London), 1900, ser. B, p HE 

Specifically—2, The absence, in a race of or- 
ganisms, of any element in a series of homolo- 
pe parts, such as a limb or a pair of limbs 
nan arthropod, or of a vertebra in the spinal 
column of a vertebrate, considered as evidence 
that the part in question has been lost or sup- 
pressed, Nature, Dee, 21, 898, p. 171, 

excavating-pump (eks’ ka-vi-ting- -pump), # 
1, A pump used to keep down water in exea- 
vations and trenches.—2, A pump used for 
excavating or removing soft materials or emp- 
tying ceaspools. 

excavator, ™. A modified form of dredging 
chine used fit digging irrigation canals It coesists it a ’ 
echain-and- et —— mounted on a trolley Uiet 
moves on mils kai on a traveling crane. Tracks are laid 
on each side of the canal. upon these the crane moves 
The conveyer, supported by a derrick, cuts into the sci. 
both below and above the water, and lifts it to chutes thet 
discharge it on the banks at each side. Since the conveyer 



Excavator. 

@, crane, traveling om tracks (outboard track mot shown): 4, 
bucket-conveyer: c, xpoil-chutes to spoil-banks; @, spuil-banks; 
@, excavaned canal, 

travels on the crane transversely to the length of the canal 
all the soil can be excavated and the crane advanced on 

excsisin (ek-ecl’cin), mn. {L. excclons, high, + . Be " 
<n] A erystulline globulin contained in the 
Brazil nut. 

excelsior, *. 2. A printing-type, now known 
as 3-point—about 24 lines to the inch. Tt is too 

for betters, but is used for characters of m 
fractions, and border decorations. See typ, &— 

machine, in sood-werting, a machine for planing 
wood intoexcelsior, It isa simple form of vertical planer, 
reciprocating cutters driven at a high speed. 

exce >, -—Declinatory in the civil 
law of Louisiana, a dilatory exception which denies the 
a +p A A Bag 

the ac- 

piece 

tion. 
excernent (ek-sér’nent), a. [L. ercernens 

~ent-), ppr. of excernere, separate: see excern.) 
me as ereretory. 

Seo *kfarel.—Principle of 

— — 
the with it th —— — 

orm 

win, Mental Develop., p. 180, 
ex-sea’6-ri), a, [excess + ory] of 

the nature of euegens produced as a residual 

U. & Army Regulations. 

13, In chess, the — of having a rook 
against the opponent’s knight or bishop.—post- 

a store ata military post under the manage- 
¢ military authorities; also called « canteen, 

in chews, to win or 
merit of 

Jose a rook for a knight or 
Excipula (eck-sip’d-lii), n, (NL. (Fries, 1825), 
<L, ercipulum, a vessel, NL., an exciple: see 
exciple.) A genus of Fungi Imperfecti, type of 
the family jpulacer, having black mem- 
branons or —— somewhat cup-shaped pyc- 
nidia, with a simple opening. @ spores are 
elongate, hyaline, and one-celled, The species 
oceur on dead _— of ne) ph (SL 

nlaces (ek- ote , om. pel. * 
¢ Excipula + — *— — of Fungi Im- 
perfecti of the order Sphwropsidales, having 
more or less ew ped black pyenidia either 
smooth or bearing bristles, Named from the 
genus Ercipula, 

excisor (ek-si’zor), ». One who or that which 
excises. 

excitation, ".—Law of polar excitation. See the 
extract, 

Phtiger stated his law of polar excitation aa follows 
“ Untersuchungen,” & 458): “A given stretch of a nerve 

irritated by the development of cateloctrotonta and 
the disappearance of anelectrotonus, bat not through the 
disappearance of catelectrotonus or the development of 

ua.” Buck, Med. Handbook, 1TL 770. ane 

excite, t. t=. 5. In electric machinery, to send 
current through the magnetic field coils, and 
80 produce the magnetism required for the 
operation of the machine. 

iter, x. 3. Inelect,, the dynamo-electric ma- 
chine, ‘battery, or other apparatus, which sup- 
plies current to energize the magnetic fields of 
other electric machines.—Belted exciter, an ox- 
otter driven by a belt from the machine which it excites, 

exciter, an exciter directly connected 
and in synchronism with the alternater, and traversed by 
the current of the alternater, for the of compen- 
eating for the armature reaction of alternater, See 
compensated walternater.—Hertsian exciter, an ¢p- 
am for the production of electrical céciliations of 
fertzian waves; a Hertelan oscillator, 
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Alternator with Belt-driven Exciter, 4, alternator A, exciter. 

excitor (ek-si’tor), ». Same as exciter; Apecifi- 
eally, a nerve, stimulation of which excites to 
greater action in the part supplied. 

(ek-si  t6-s6-kré’td-ri), a. Caus- 
ing increased secretion. 

,exclam. Abbreviations of exclamation. 
usive inheri See *inheritance. 
Com, An abbreviation of erccutive commit- 

tee. 
(eks-kré-men-tiy), a. [er- 

crement + -ive.] Pertaining to or forming ex- 
erement, 

excretin (cks’kré-tin), ». IL exeretus (see 
excrete) + -in?,) A erystalline body of the 
composition se, Which has been espe- 
cially obtained the feces of herbivorous 
animals, It is supposed to be closely related 
— —— 

excre eks-kré’ fi a. [exere- 
tion + woh | (Of or sevintulan te saucieas 
of the nature of an excretion: as, exer etionary 

an oily substance of fecal odor, ob- 
excrement, Its composition is un- 

kno 
excretophore (eks-kré‘té-for), n. [L excreta 
exereta, + Gr. -gopoc, ¢ gépew, bear.. A cell 

Excretory of urinary 
which 2* 3334—3 dney. — 

excurvation (oka Ror· vñ ahon). a. [lL e, out, 
+ curvatio(x-), curvation,) An outward curv- 
ing or bending, 

excusator, ». 2. (a) In Eng, law, one who 
makes an accusation, (6) In old Ger. law, a 
defendant; one who wholly denies the plain- 
tiff's cause of action. Bouvier, Law Dict. 

ex. doc. An abbreviation of executive docu- 
ment. 
executancy (eg-zek’ii-tan-si), ». [executan(t) 
+ -cy.) In music, the function or action of an 
executant or performer; execution. 

Execution paréo, in Prench law, a right by which a 
crediter, without 5— legal proc may seize 
and case the god of his tor to be sold for payment 
of the debt, It involves an act upon the part of the 
debtor amounting to a confession of judgment, and is 
similar to a warrant of attorney.—Stay of execution, 
in faw, an act or order which postpones the operation 
of an execution for a certain time, or which makes It de- 

upon the pen of some event. 
rkecutive ranston, the —X in Washington, D. C., 
occupied —— — of the United States: popularly 
known a8 ‘White House.” 

Executor of his own , In law, same as exeecu- 
for de som tort, Executor tenor, in law, a 
permon charged in a will with a duty or dutlea which 

tain to the office of executor, as the a) ntinent of a 
debt.— Gen- 

See substituted wexecutor.— fore, Rightful executor, in 
an executor legally nominated and appeain in ‘the will 
of the testator, as distinguished from one inted by 
the court by reason of the refusal or ity of the 
rightful executor to act. The distinction is of im Cn portane 
as the rightful executor, deriving his authority from the 
will, may perforin isost of his duties prior te probate and 
grant of letters testamentary, He cannot, however, 
an action os executor jer to such thoe.— 
executor, in law, one appointed to administers part of an 
eatate, or the whole estate, for a Iimited time, or in a partio- 
ular pis —Subatituted executor, tn las, an executor, 
nominated and vinted In the will of the testater, whe 
is to act w condition that another so appointed refuses 
the appointment. For example, A, by will, makes B his 
executor, bot if B will mut act thon he appoints C, and if 

exhaust-mill 
then D, ete. 5B is the instituted executor. 

is anid to be saubetituted in the fret degree, D in the 
second degree, etc, 

e@xecx. — of executriz. A teed 
exegete, n. . In Gr. antig.: (a) er; 
guide; teacher; —— (6) In Athena, 
an interpreter of * ous law and ator 
of ceremonies. The office was confined to the 
aristocracy. 

Exelissa (eks-6-lis’ fi), nm. [NL., said to be 
(irren.) < (ir. éSeAicoev, unroll, ¢ é£, ont, + 
dicarw, roll.) A genus of platypodous gas- 
tropod Mollusca, with small turreted shells, 
having continuous transverse ribs, spiral strie, 
and contracted aperture without canal and 
with continuous peristome, It is of Jurassic 
age. 

exenteritis (ck-sen- imal’ wm. (Gr. @&, out, 
+ dvrepov, intestine, +-itis.) Inflammation of 
the peritoneum covering the intestines. 

, nm. and vt, A simplified spelling of 
exercise, 
exhale, ri. 2. To pass through in the form 
of drops; ooze: noting especially bleedin, 
from a surface in the absence of any wound, 

exhaust, . 3. A pump, fan, or other device 
for removing air from a building, enclosure, or 
receptacle, F datady the pressure in the 
egress or flue,— mill. See #tirm- 
— ag of — point in the 

ec or in the of i engine- 
to release from the 

Iinder the contents which have dowe their work of 
ving. It should, theoretically, be Just at the point 

when erank Piston are at ead center. In 
engines, to compensate for the inertia of the 

nan! the relense may take place just before the end 
of the stroke. Bee release, 5. The prod 
exhaust-gas (eg-zist’gas), ». e nets 
of combustion due to the fring of the charge 
in F cylinder of an internal-combustion 
engine, 
exhaust-head (eg-zist‘hed), n. A device for 
diminishing the notse from the exhaust-pipe of 
a high-pressure engine, and for entrapping an. 
water or oil which would otherwise be ejec 
with the outgoing steam, These heads are 

‘The nose is exhausted, by continued smelling, for a given 
extar > then an is ted. The sasum; 
which underiles the method if the seoond ia 
——— different from the first it will be sensed, 

ite the exhaustion of the organ for the first odor; 
wh the odor to the same qualitative 
group as the first, it will not sensed at all, or will be 
sensed — imperfectly. #. B, Titchener, Exper. 
Pa ok 
exhaustion-time (eg-zis’tyon-tim), m. Iu 

hys., the average time required to 
exhaust the olfactory organ for a given odor. 
Seo *exhaustion-method, 
exhaust-jacket (eg-zist’jak‘et), n. A cham- 
ber in or around any of an engine within 
which exhausted products from the cylinder 
are circulated to utilize heat which would 
otherwise be wasted. Kneye, Brit., XXVIII, 190, 
exhaust-lap (eg-z4st’lap), n. The amount by 
which the edges of the working face of the 
slide-valve of a sa project over the 
inner edges of the ports when the valve stands 
in its central position, symmetrical with the 
ports. Such an overlap on the exhaust edges of the valve 
Prevents the steam from escaping prematurely from the 
e ing Yolume on the work and closes the 
ale! img the piston 

stroke. 
exhaust-line (eg-zAst’lin), ». The line on an 
indieator-diagram from a steam or other engine 
which is traced by the pencil or point of the 
instrument when the pressure in the cylinder 
is that existing when the exbaust-valve is open 
and the engine-piston is making its return 
stroke with the driving steam in that end of 
the cylinder which is not connected with the 
indicator, 

exhaust-mill (og-zist’mil), ». 1. A mill having 
hollow journals or an opening at one end to 
which an air-pipe with an exhaust-fan is fitted 



exhaust-mill 
for the purpose of drawing dust or moisture 
out of the mill when it is in operation. 2, 
Same as *tumbling-mill, 

exha — ‘nér), n. In cot- 
ton-manuy,, a machine in which an exhaust-fan 
is employed for o 
from the bale, 
I. 66, 

exhib, An abbreviation of the Latin exhibeatur, 
‘let it be given,’ (Used in med, prescriptions.] 

ning cotton as it comes 
aggart, Cotton Spinning, 

exhibi (ek-si-bisb’on-ism), mn, [erhibi~ 
tion + -ism.] A form af sex perversion 
eharacterized by exposure of the person to 
others, without any attempt at concealment 
or any evidence of shame, 

From time to time the Allenist and Neurologist is con- 
salted by cases of exhibitioniem which are as uch a sur. 
prise to the unfortunate victims aa to the astonished 
public and startled courta, 
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free, as in the order Exoascales. Encyc. Brit., 
XXVIII. 558, 

Exoascus (ck-s}-as’kus), ». [NL. (Fuckel, 
1860), < Gr. éfw, outside, + aoxdc, bag (see 

—_ )-J A genus 
o parasitic 
fungi ical 
of the ‘amily 
Exoascaces® : 80 
named because 
the asci are 5 
duced in a thin 4 c 
layer on the aur · / 
face of the host. ’ 

p ad 

⸗ 

Alien, and Neurol, Atig., 194, p. S47, te other 

exhibitionist (ck-si-bish’on-ist), m. Adegen- @formitien 
erate who obeys a —8 impulse to expose —— —— 
the n. ams and produ- Sxoarceus Prunt. 

ex hesi (cks hi-poth’e-si). [NL.] ‘From  cinw plam-pockets 4 Yiums aflccted by le, tongs | are 
the thesis’; according to the h thesis; Exo asidiacwe spores on their wartaces. a, branch, one 

; assumed to be, (ek"86-bij-wid- i- Soa gaa i rca aes hypothetieally; sup 
Bi + sar 9 (ek’si-liirk), n. . exul, an exile, + 
Gr. apxé¢, chief. The word translates Aram. 
résh galuta ‘chief of the captives.’] The ehief 
of the Babylonian Jews after the destruction 
of the temple and until the tenth centary a. P. 
The exilarch —— grant authority not only over the 
Jews of Babylonia, in all other countries, levying 
taxes and exercising other similar powers. 

exile-tree (ek ’sil-tré), The quashy- 
quasher, Thevetia Thevetia, See Thevetia, 

,*. 5. In logic, presence in the uni- 
verse, system, or total collection of individual 
objects considered. A class is anid to exist when an 
individual of the class occurs in the universe considered ; 
a relation is sald to exist when a set of individuals in the 
universe is in that relation. Consequently such relations 
as incompossibility, refating the existence of, and the 
like, although they are in a sense relations (better called 

ons}, do not possess existence. On the other 
the relation of adjectives to corresponding abstret 

rel refer at once to two 
the one of actually existing 

bbe Sola asd ann’ teas be edenitted 
to possess existence relatively to a second universe. Ex- 

existential, «. 3. Pertaining to external and 
accidental characters. 

exit, ». 4. In phonetics, an off-glide or vanish, 

Asomewhat leas gentle exit of the tsolated vowel. . . - 
Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 430 

wound. See *wownd.— Pupil of exit, Same as Exit 
taterfusion Wdiak, 

exite (ex’it), m. (Gr. fu, outside, + -ite?. Cf. 
rae A cess on the outer hg < the 
eaf-like abdominal — ofa opod 
crustacean. A, E. Shipley, Zoil. —5 — 

260. 
ek’sit-pi’pil),n. Ina lena system 
{ Pe the éntrance-pupil, which 

nouns, and other 
different uni 
the other of 

ed 
exi n, 2, Termination of a disease: usuall 
— ——— ending: as, lethal — 
The external opening of a canal ; meatus, 

ex-libriam (eks-li’brizm), pe tera + -ismt.] 
The collecting and study of book-plates, 

ex-librist (eks-li’brist), ». [ex-libr(is) + -ist.] 
A collector of ex libris or book-plates, 

— aoe, the more enthusiastic “er-libriste” 
(for a word has actually been coined) have made the 
somewhat ridicaloas claim of “science” for “ ex-librisme,” 

intolerant bibliophiles apon the * vandalism 
book-plates from old books has at times been mther ex- 
travagant. Eneyc. Brit. XXVL 9K 

exmeridian (eks-mé-rid’i-an), a. ex, out, 
+ E. meridian.) Not in the meridian: deno- 
ting — orobjects. See *ertramerid- 
ian. \. 
Exoascaces 1 ee’o5-as-ki’s8-8), n. pl. —X 
Exoascus + -acew,] A family of parasitic as- 
comycetous fungi, named from the genus Er- 
oaseus, having the asci borne free on the host 
and forming no distinct membrane beneath, 
See *Exoascus, 

Exoascales (ck’s-as-ka'léz), n. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Eroascus + -ales.| An order of ascomycetous 
fungi, having the aaci borne free and separate 
on the surface of the host. It contains two 
families, Ascocorticiaces: and Eroascace. 

exoascous —* ‘kus),a. [Gr. Eu, outside, 
+ acxée, & bag (see ascus).) Having the asci 

ute wel, a, mature ascus (enlarged). 
Draws from Engler and = Praotl’s 

~ Phlansestamilies.”) 

A family of parasitic basidiomycetous fungi, 
named —* the genus Erobasidivm and hav- 
ing the same general characters, 

Exobasidiales (ek‘sé-bi-sid-i-A’léz), om. pl. 
NL., ¢ Exobasidium + -ales,] An order of 
parasitic basidiomycetous fungi, containing 
the single family Exrobasidiacer, 
Exobasidium (ek’sd-ba-sid’i-um), ». [NL. 
— 1867), < Gr. iw, outside, + NL. 

dium.) A genus of parasitic basidiomy- 
cetous fungi, having 4-spored basidia breaking 
through the epidermis of the host and form- 
ing a thin whitish coating. The species attack eri- 
caceots plants chiefly, producing gall-like formations 2. 
Amlee occurs frequently on Azalea; the —— 
formed are may-apples, See honeyeuckle-a, 

exocannibalism (¢k-#$-kan’i-bal-izm), u. [Gr, 
iw, outside, + i port tn The custom 
of eating the flesh of strangers. Deniker, 
Races of Man, p. 148, 
exocardia (ck-#)-kiir’di-lt) a. [NL.,<¢Gr. é 

heart.] Displacement o: 
e 4 

Exoccipital fissure, Same as *ape-fissure. 
exoce (ek er, a. (Gr. é£o, 
outside, + xegais, , ertaining to or 
having the characteristics of the Ex la, 

te (ek-sos’e-rit), n. (Gr. fu, outside, 
+ xépac, horn, + -iée2.] In crustaceans, a sealo- 
like structure borne by the second joint of an 

outside, + xap 
heart 

antenna. 
exochorion —— n.; pl. exochoria 
(4). (Gr. éu, outside, + yépeov, paar | 
.In ., the outer or ectodermal layer o 

In geol., pertaining to or of the nature of an 
exocline. 

exocline (ek’s6-klin),m. An inverted fan-fold, 
or a fan-structure of synclinal type. Lap- 
worth, in Geol. Mag., VL 62. 
exocele (ek’sd-sil), n. [Gr. #fw, outside, + 

xotdog, hollow.] The on of the ewlenteron 
or gut-cavity of a hexactinian polyp which lies 
between different pairs of mesenteries ; the in- 
termesenterial space : opposed to *entocele, 

The two first pairs a within the dorsal exocales, 
the molcties uf ench pair at the sane thine and re 
maining equal ; the two next were within the middle 
enocorles ; ated finally ap the pairs within the ventral 

Biol, Bulletin, July, 104, p. 34. 

exocelic (ek-s6-s6'lik), a. In actinians, of or 
rtaining to an exocele: as, the crocalic 
ntacles. Compare *entocelic. Trans, Linnean 

Soe. London, Zodl., Oot., 1902, p. B02. 
exoc@loma (ck’sé-s6-l6’mii), m.; pl. exoemlo- 
mata (-ma-tii), (Gr, fu, outside, + xolraua, 
a hollow, cavity: see celoma.] Tn embryol., 
that portion of the ecloma, or true body-cav- 
ity, which lies in the extra-embryonic region 
of the vertebrate embryo, 

(ek‘’s§-dérm), u. [Gr. #w, outside, + 
dépua, skin,] 1. Same as epidermis.—2. Same 
asectoderm.—8, The external crust of the body 
of an insect. NW. ELD, 
exodermis (ek-si-dér’mis), n. [NL.,<¢Gr, ff, 
outside, + dépwa, skin.] The outermost cor- 

tical layer of the root corresponding to the 
ypodermaofthestem. Seehypoderma. 

, 4. 2. In bot., the tendency of closely 
allied etes to avoid pairing. 

(ek- 8’ ), a. [Gr. ta, with- 
out, + yaor#p, the belly.) In the tetrabran- 
chiate cephalopods, having the ventral sinus 
on the arched external side of the shell, as in 
the Nautilus; contrasted with *endogastric 
(which see), . 
— (ek-80-gae'trd-li), .; pl. Be 

-lé). [NL <Gr, ae Baril. of + <. 
= .) An abnormal kind of gastrula, pro- 
uced by a bulging out (instead of an invagi- 

nation) of the vegetative pole of the blastula. 
exogenesis (ek-sd-jen’e-sia), n. [NL., (Gr. fu, 
outside, + yfreorc, origin.) Origin from with- 
out: said of a disease arising from external 
Causes, ort Trop. 528 15. 1903, p. rs 

exogenic (ek-s6-jen‘ik), a. [As erogen + -ic. 
Originating outside of the oe exogenetic. 

exogenous, a. 3. In geol., applied by Von 
Humboldt to extrusive, voleanic rocks, in con- 
trast to endogenous rocks. Bee * , 3. 
exogeny (ek-soj’e-ni), mn. [Gr. éf0, outside, + 
~yeveca, ¢~ytvnc,-born.] 1, Same as exogamy. 
—2. In sporozoans, sporulation taking place 
after the cyst has left the host, as in Gregar- 
inida and Coceidiidea generally, See *endogeny. 
exogynous (ek-s0j‘i-nus), a. (Gr. fu, outside, 
+ ywry, female (style), + -ous.] Having the 
style or styles — — +i) 

ek- tꝙ · rẽ + Me 
Gr. io, outside, + —— + *Ecc. 
astening.] In surg., 0 tive fixation of the 
uterus beneath the fascia of the anterior ab- 
dominal wall outside of the peritoneal cavity. 
exolemma (ek-s}-lem‘ii), ».; pl. erolemmata 
(-a-ti). L., ¢ Gr, 2g, outside, + Aéuua, 
scale. histol., a very delicate tubular 
sheath surrounding the endolemma, which in 
turn inecloses the axial fiber in the tail of eer- 
tain spermatozoa, like those of Helix tia, 

tis (ek’sd-mé-tri’tis), » .» < Gr. 
#5u, outside, + uirpa, uterus, + -itis.) In- 
flammation of the peritoneal covering of the 
uterus, 
exomorphic (ek-s-mér’ fik), a. [eromorph(ism) 
+ -ic.) In petrog., belonging to or —* the 
characters of exomorphism. Amer. Jour. Sci., 
April, 1903, p. 280. 
nop —— *2*. * (Gr. Fw, 

outside, + wopep, form. -ism. n petrog., 
that variety of ‘contact-metamorphisns which 
is developed, in the surrounding walls, by an 
intruded mass of eruptive rock. The commoner 
changes produced fn the metamorphosed rock are indura- 
tion and cementation in some cases, reerystallizath 
conversion of carbonates into silicates) in mS : 

those of chilling, prodaced upon the border of the evap 
tive iteelf, 

exom lous (ek-som'fa-lus), a. [Gr. éféuga- 
doc, having a prominent navel, ¢ /£, out, + 
by , navel.) Relating toor having an um- 
bilical hernia or projecting navel. N. £. D. 

A Exon? (ek’son),n. [NL. 2 r. 
native or inhabitant of Exeter, England. 

utes (ek-s6-na’tex), n. tNL., < Gr. éfu, 
outside, + vairye, sailor.) A genus of flying- 

Exomawtes romdcie tt. 

(Prom Bulletin 47. U.S. Nat. Museum.) 

fishes of the family Exrocetida, which have 
both pectoral and ventral fins develo: as 
wings and the anal fin as long as the dorsal. 
E. rondeleti ia & common species of the At- 
lantic. 

exophoria (ck-s6-f6'ri-it), m. [Gr, égu, outside, 
+ ~dopin, ¢ -sopog, ¢ géperv, bear.] A condition 
depending upon imbalance of the ocular 
museles in which there isa tendency to diver- 
gence of the visual axes, not amounting to 
actua)] divergent strabismus. Med. Record, 
April 18, 1903, p. 607. 

exophoric (ek-s6-f0'rik), a. 
characterized by exophoria. 
exoplutonic (ek’sd-plij-ton’ik), a. [Gr. He, 
outside, + E. plutonic.) In .. formed or 
made up of originally plastic rock-material 

Relating to or 



exoplutonic 

that has been extruded, intruded, or protruded exaggerated exophoria amounting to actual expansion-cou 
from deep-seated guberestel —— 
tonie hypothesis, uas uaneil exopla 

exoplutonism (ok·sõ· ploꝰ tõ niam). 1. 
rocess of forming or exposing 
ions by exoplutonic activity. 

ex’do-pod), mn. (Gr. éw, outside, + 
), rapa An exopodi 

e 

rg of 
The 

podite. 
‘sop-ter-i-go’til), m. pl. [ iar 

(Gr. é, outside, + xrepvywrdc, winged.] A 
superorder of insecta characterized by having 
all stages of wing development entirely ex- 
ternal. It includes the Orthoptera, Odonata, 
Hemiptera, and related ordera, 

ezopteryacte (ek-sop-ter’i-gét), a.andn, (Gr, 
‘iw, outside, + * winged. ] I. a. 
Pertaining to or ha bea characters of the 

e Exopterygota ; having t 8 developed out- 
side of the body, 

Il. «. A member of the Exopterygota. 
exopterygotic (ek*sop-ter-i-got‘ik), a. Same 

t a4 *erop e. 
exopterygo’ (ek*sop-ter’i-gé-tizm), n. The 
development of wings outside the body, as 
with the Exzopterygota. Encye. Brit., XXIX. 
503. 
— ek’ sop-ter-i-go’tus), a. Same 
as *erop —— 
exorbital (ek-sér’bi-tal),a. [L. ex, out, + or- 
bita, orbit, + -al.] External to or beyond the 
orbit: as, exorbital protrusion of the eyeball. 

exorcistic (ek-sdr-sis’tik), a. [exorcist + -ic.] 
Of or pertaining to an exorcist, or exorcism: 
used or practised by exorcists: as ererciatic 

rote 

adjurations. 
v.¢t. Another spelling of exorcise. 

exose (ok-sd-sep’sia), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. tu 
sepsis. | 

exoseptum (ek-si-sep’tum), m.; pl. erosepta 
(td). ([NL., ¢ Gr. iu, outside, Ps L. septum, 
septum, ition.] e of the calcareous 
septa which make their a rance in an exo- 
eele of a coral polyp. iol, Bulletin, July, 
1904, p. 82. 

exosporangial (ek’sé-sp-ran’ji-al), a. Hav- 
ing the sporogenic o without an in - 
ment of hyphw, as in fungi of the family Mu- 
coraces. 

Antithetical to these are the remaining, or exeeperan- 
gial, Zygomy us Shey were teveped Sy Bratld. 

far (trana.), Technical Mycology, HL. 6& 

exostosis, n.—Ivory exostosis, a bony tumor of ex- 
ye 

exostra (ek-sos’tri), n.; pl. exostra (-tré). (L., 
< Gr. 36* < igudeiy, thrust out, <é, out, + 
ately, thrast.] In Gr. antig. : (a) A theatrical 
machine, representing a movable chamber, 
which was wheeled out through one of the 
stage-entrances, (b) A bridge used in attack- 
ing a fortified town. 

exotentacle (ek-s5-ten‘ta-kl), a. [Gr. fe, out- 
side, + NL, tentaculum, tentacle.) In actini- 
ans, a tentacle arising from an exocale. 

be tent + note in this connection that the exoten- 
— radiane have been foand to 

bout | advance of ti totentaches, Dediryr th : Li vance je ey) J 

—— tn which this relationship is known to — 
Biol. Bulletin, July, 1904, p. 88. 

exotherm (ek’sd-thérm),n. (Gr. fw, without, 
+ Gépun, heat.) In ., & compound sub- 
stance in the formation of which from its con- 
stituents heat is evolved, and in its decom 
sition, energy (frequently heat) is absorbed, 

ex (ok’s6-thi‘’rd-pek-si), . 
#iu, outaide, + ipa, door (see thyroid), + 
fastening.) Dissection of the thyroid glan 
from its and fixation of it on the surface: 
an operation for the relief of goiter, by indue- 
ing atrophy of the thyroid gland without its 
entire destruction. 

(ek-s6’té-spér), n. (Gr. 
réur(endc), foreign (see erotic), 
ezopa, seed (spore).] One of the 
minute bodies (sporozoites) which 
form a stage in the development of 
malarial a introduced into 
the body 

( 

end, and thicker in the am 

exotropia( k 5 
(NL., Exotesperes. 

ek-s0-[ro" pi-A), n. 
¢ Gr. ia, outside, 7* -Tpomta, vores Lank

es. 

< -rpomor, < tpérew, turn.) An 
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divergent strabismus or walleye, 
exotropic (ek-sd-trop’ik), a. [Gr, Zw, out, + 
-tporog, ¢ tpétey, turn: see tropic.) In bot, 
tending to grow away: said of lateral roots 

higher in order than themselves. 
ex (ek-sot’rd-pizm), n. [exotrop-ic + 
~ism,] In bot., the property of being exotropic. 

An abbreviation (a) of ex parte; (5) of 
expired ; @ of export; (d) of express. 
expand, «. trans.— Expanded metal. See *#metal. 

eye — Expanding — * * —*585* 
a triction-clw ww ne COM 

tact bs ———— or forcing radially outward 

Expanding Clutch, 

@, shaft; }, hub keyed or otherwise fastened to #; ¢, ¢. arms or 
or drum-seginents d,@, so that the 

y ounward: ¢.¢.¢.¢. the Internal ring surtace 

apart which bears against the inner cylindrical surface 
ofarim. The expanding ia usually done by pushing a 
cone between the parts it is desired to foree outward, or 
by wedging a the segments of a cylinder which is 
split a one —— ite to allow uction.— Ex- 
panding cultivator, Pulley, See teultivator, 

expander, ». 2. A tool used to secure a tube 
in a plate or sheet so that the joint shall be 
steam- or water-tight under « The tube 
is inserted in the hole, which it fita closely bat so as to 
slide or be driven into place. Then within the tube ie 
inserted the expander, having rollers which can be forced 
out. radially inet the of the tube while they are 
revolved in rotli 

y also headed over, 
7. In ship-building, a» drawing 

in which a curved or warped surface, as a 
ship's outside plating or a longitadinal is laid 
out or expanded on a plane surface by con- 
ventional methods to show approximately the 
true relations and dimensions of the parts.— 

the increase In volume of a gas 
when no heat ls added to it from without to do the me- 
chanical work of overcoming the external resistance, so 

energy than when expan- 
will be at a lower temperature at 

than when it began, and hence 
leas for a given increase of volume 

enycines Ln 

and ter size as the pressure do- 
"The process is ealied tuc-slage expansion, three: 

De pag espe, Needed prmer pt ipes mm 
— expansion, expans| water Into steam 
which occurs in a boller when the valve is to 
au steam to the . It ia an amount 

ent to All the cylinder and its clearance-volume up 
to the polit at which cut-off takes piece — ———— 

an expanaion whieh place In such a 
manner that, by rev the operation, —— 
will not be obtained; so, the expansion of steam throngh 
a pozle is a case of irreversible expansion,— 

The ideal motor for using com alr is one which 
will supply heat to the air as it is required in expanding. 
This is called Jeothermal Expansion, aid is often attained, 
and sometimes exceeded, in practice by sapelying heat 
artificially, EBneye. Brit, 1. soa 
Macianrin fame aa Maclaurin's theorem 
(which see, ander +a 
expansion-box (eks-pan’shon-boks), nm. A res- 
ervoir placed in a gas-line close to an engine 
to assist in maintaining a steady flow of gas 
through the pipe and to check pulsations in 
the pipe-line which supplies other apparatus, 

on-cock (eks-pan‘’shon-kok), ». A 
valve or cock for regulating the flow of a gas 
#0 as to provide for a given amount of expan- 
sion when it has passed the valve. Such ex- 
pansion-cocks are used for regulating the ex- 
pansion of ammonia ina refrigerating-system. 

expense 

(eks-pan‘shon-kup‘ling), 
nx. An expansion-joint; a device for connect- 
ing two lengths of pipe so that they are free 
to expand and contract as the temperature 
changes. 

rock-forma- with relation to the main root or to that next expansion-fabric (eks-pan’shon-fab’rik), ». 
In petrog., the arrangement of microscopic 
erystals in a layer about a phenocryst in a 
seed gy chor rock, indicating that they have 

en crowded back into the solution by the 
expansion of the phenoeryst in crystallizing. 
Pirason, 1899. 
expansionism (cks-pan’shon-izm), ». [erpan- 
sion + -ism.] A policy of (territorial) expan- 
sion, 

(eks-pan‘’shon-ist), ». One who 
favors expansion, as of the currency, or the 
extension of national territory; one who ad- 
vocates the annexation of outlying territory. 
expansion-plate (cks-pan’shon-plit),» Same 
as *hook-plate, 

expansion-rate (eks-pan‘shon-rat), a. The 
ehange of volume of an expanding substance 
divided by the time required for the change. 
If dv ie the change of volume in a short in- 

terval of time dt, then 1 iy the expansion-rate 
on-ratio (eks-pan’shon-ra‘shid), n. 

The ratio of the volume of a gas or vapor, 
such as steam in a thermal engine, after ex- 
pansion to the volume before expansion \. 

Her (eks-pan‘shon-ré‘lér), mA 
roller plaeed under one end of a truss of a 
bridge, boiler, or roof (the other end of which 
is fastened) to allow the structure to expand 
or contract freely with changes of tempera- 
ture: also used under long pipe-lines for the 
same Purpose, 

sion-shaft (eks-pan’shon-shift), nm. A 
shaft in the valve-gearing of certain formes of 
engines which is regulated by the governor Ko 
as to determine the point of cut-off and the 
degree of expansive working of the steam 
in the eylinder. 

on-slide (eks-pan’shon-slid), . A 
slide or valve on the back of the main valve 
of an engine, for cutting off the steam ecurlier 
and more s oi gd than is done by the main 
slide-valve, and causing a greater degree of 
expansive working of the steam than would 
be secured by the main valve, 

expansion: (eks-pan‘shon-tangk), ». In 
a hot-water heating: em, & —E 
vessel placed at the highest point in the 
pipe-system and open at the top to the at- 
mosphere, It is kept ly filled with water to unite 
the and retum water, and, at the same time, to 
give the whole maas of water ip all the pipes room to 
expand ander the influence of heat. It is fitted with 
a glam.water-gage and supply- and overtlow-pipes 

i -trap (eks-pan’shon-trap), ». A 
device for separating water of condensation 
from steam which uses the unequal expan- 
sion of metals by heat as a means of open- 
ing or closing the inlet-valve. A rod immersed 
in water is cooled and shortened or deflected, open- 
ing the valve and allowing the accumulated water to 
flow out; when the water has been d 
steam replaces 
direction and closes the valve, A tube may be used 
instead of a rod, or a compound rod or tube made 
of two metals. 

expansion-trunk (eks-pan’shon-trungk), #. 
In ship-building, @ —— the top of each 
tank-eom) ent ofa vessel which carries oil 
or other liquids in bulk. In such vessels, in order 

the bulkheads 

vel of which rises or falls in it with change 
volame of the Hqaid due to of —— 
The trunk thus acts as a feeder to the tank-compartment. 

expansion-valve, ». 2. Same as *erpansion- 

expansometer (eks-pan-som’e-tér), m. An 
instrument for the determination of coeffi- 
cients of expansions; a *dilatometer (which 
see). 

expectation, ".—Curtate expectation 
simplitted formula of lifeexpectancy which Cie. 
with complete years, and is computed to be about «ix 
months less than the actual expectancy in any indivi- 

See ®error, dual ——— 
on, Ne Prune-juice eeacteration, 

matter of a dark ish = due to admixture 
Mood, expectorated in certain cases of cancer or destruc. 
tive inflammation of the lungs 

expectorator (eks-pek't6-ri-ter), mn. One who 
expectorates, 

(eks-pens’), ¢. .; pret. and pp. ez- 
pensed, ppr. expensing, To charge or debit 



expense 
with an item of incurred expense to be col- 
lected from the —— et and accounted 
for by the chargee: used chiefly in dealings 
between express or railway companies or their 
agencies. 

silation (eks-pen-si-la’shon), n. [NL. 
expensilatio(n-), in LL. prop. two words, ex- 
pensi latio(n-), a setting down of expense: ex- 
* gen. of expensum, expense; latio(n-), 

ing, setting. Cf. tilation.} In . 
law, the merging of an existing indebtedness 
= a new and more formal contract or obli- 
gation, 

-— Aristotelian experiment, ab ex- 
tin which a bead held between tips of the 

Go to all paychological books, to see if they contain any 
to mental measurement, and the metric me- 

thods, and the Wank and so fi 
Amer. Jour, Paychol., XTV. 86. 

of *light.—Ex- 

detailed are 

af the stand, hich expert ee a al or upon Which experiments are condac' 
to ohec of treatment o the 

An establishment In which ex ents are systermati- 
cally carried on ina alar tine of research or activity. 

experiment atation,— 
cloud experiment, in payohepivs.. on stperiment for 

natioe- oe a a of just 

gray 
itchener, 

paradoxical ex- 
in 5 an experiment which shows 

under of cond. the removal of n part of the 
stimulus received by the vienal apparatus increnses 
the —— ot . " ad at a uniformly Ma. 
™ ow om eye a en 

: the binooular —2 the eye be- 
ind the dark glass: the fleld becomes noticeably brighter. 

The explanation ta probably that, in the first part of the 
e ment, the monocular flelds are not too different to 
Stend Se ab average x it; whereas, in the second 
the it fleld wholly oa the dark.” EC. 

|. Exper. Paychol., p. — ex- 
in an e mt for demon- 

atrating the be equality of just noticeable difter- 
of ne at various of the hitness 
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weight to the free end. At certain di of tension, 
a eli * the frequency of the fork and the weight 
an tength ae the latter vibrates in —— ne 

Opes an nodes —~ Meyer's experimen: ie 

226 —— in visual contrast. A strip of 
gray u 
reas bs covered wi 
tion of contours by the —— enhances the con- 

The experiinent was described by H. Meyer 
in 1855.—Michelson’s experiments, See elocity of 
wlight.— Ragona-Scind's experiment, in —— od 

in 
» BN @XpPOri- RagomaSciok's Experiment, 

of the 
percept (refiection in a mirror, the 
secing of an object through or behind another object) 
The apparatus of the same as that used 
in — *8 ‘Or th jl — 
experimen a. 3. e nature of an ex- 
periment; characterized by experimentation; 
tentative: as, the experimental stage in the 

uction of an invention, when it is being 
or examined to discover its uses and its 

bebavior under commercial conditions or 
*5 an tal seale, a limited or 
small scale,— * ——— — —* geology, pathology. 

experimentalism (eks-per-i-men’tal-izm), n. 
1, That philosophy which regards observation 
of fact as affording the = assurance of posi- 
tivetruth, as distinguished from mere mathe- 
matical truth; the philosophy which was natu- 
rally devel out of the prosecution of the 
experimental sciences; the school of English 
gs | of Locke, Berkeley, Hartley, the 

lis, and others, together with Hume.—2. 
Experimental research in 
science. 

expertise (cks-per-téz’), n. 
tise, (expert, expert, expert.) An examination 
by experts; a survey bya rd of skilled ex- 
aminers of = obseure or doubtful case in 
order to establish a foundation upon which the 
court may base an intelligent and definite 
ju mt. 
—— ,— Past ot expjetien. See ; 
expirate (ek’spi-rat), a. — enanbemthed 
out, pp. of expirare, breathe out: see expire.) 
In ol., that is the result of ‘or is accom- 
panied by expiration or outbreathing. 

some branch of 

[F.. In OF, esper- 

just perceptible when viewed throagh gray glasses of 
various shades darkness , ner, Exper. nary spoec European 
Puychol., IL & 31.—Pick’s ent, a. — —e—— Studies, 1K, p. ton 
in prye! , an experiment which indicates the relation 
of the Seld of smell to the fleld of breathing : devised by expiration, ».—Expiration EroUp, in phonol., x se- 
A, Fick in 1864. “ Introdacean olfactory stimulus — ¢, g. = of sounds limited by pauses. Vale Paychol, Stedies, 
the pointed end of a paper funnel held over some scented 1901, p. 75,— mn in in .. the period 
object — into S ee half of the nostril, and you of a sequence of sounds limited by pauses; the duration 
smell nothing atall; shift the stimulus to the anterior of an expiration group. 
half of the nostril, and you an intensive smell sensa- (ek-spi-ré’), », [expire + -cel,] One 
tion.” 5. B. Titchener, Exper. Paychol., 1. ti. 114—~ “w ox term has expired; specifically, a con- 

in naval arck., the inclini at SE 2 
of & vessel by known weights moved actos the deck viet whose term of imprisonment or transpor- 
for known distances, thus giving the ship an angular tation bas expired, [Australia.] 
inclination which is measured by suitable inetrunenta lemental (eks-plé-men'tal), a. [explement 

velgiee can be determined from the d 
tained by experiment.—-Kundt's experim in 
acoustics, an experiment in which asystem of standing 
sound-waves is produced in a horizontal glass tube by 
means of the longitudinal vibrations of a rod attached 
toa plunger in one end of the tube, and the length 
waves is jcated by the gathering of a light powder 
placed in the tube, at the loops. By meas the dis 

a $6 ¢ @ 
——— — 

Kued!’s Experiment. «. 4. ¢, &, transverse ridges of powder. 

tance between the transverse ridges of powder (a, 6, ¢, d) 
thus formed, the wave-length, which is twice that dis- 
tance, may be found and the velocity of sound in the gas 
within the tube be computed.—Martotte's expert- 

ot tome at 

opines coce peti spotinthe 
— a experiment, 

in @oowstics, an expertinent in 
which one end of a flexible cord 
is attached to the vibrating prong 
of a tuning-fork and the cord fe 
stretched by the application af Melde’s Experiment. 

i Of the nature of an explement ; spo- 
cifically, designating: (a) two ares which to- 
gether complete the circle; (4) an are which 
with a given are completes the cirele; (c) two 
seets which together complete the straight; 
(d) a sect which with a given seet completes 
the straight. 

explicit (cks’pli-sit), m. [explicif®, r.] The 
concluding words of a book or section of a 
book. See the quotation under *ineipit. 

exploder, nr. 3. Aflit.. a device for exploding 
gunpowder or a high explosive; a primer. 
— exploder, an apparatus for use in blast- 
ing which fires the charge by means of static eleetricity. 
It ie put up, for convenient transpert, in a wooden case 
shaped like a sreall barrel and furnished with a handle 
by whieh it may be carried. Hetive it is sometimes called 

apleder, the powider-teg & 

exploit, r. 4 4, To work (as a mine, ete.); to 
turn to industrial use. 

explorer, ".— Linear explorer, a device for indicating 
or recording the linear oscillations of a moving ruilway- 
car or other vehicle, 

~COil (eks-plor’ing-koil), a. Inelect., 
a coil of wire which is connected to a measur- 
ing-instroment and is used to investigate mag- 
netic fields, ete., by observing the electromo- 
tive foree induced in the ceil celts change of 
resistance when placed in the field. 

exposition 
exploring-needle (eks-plér’ing-né’dl), ». A 
sharp-pointed needle wit aiitadingl ecient 
—— thrust into s — and, = with. 

rawal, may e n the peere sufficient 
pus or other soft contents of the swelling to 
permit of a diagnosis. 

exp -tambour (eks-plor’ing-tam* bir), ». 
An apparatus used to record the respiratory 
movements of the chest. 

an et expl Detonative explosion, 
peesened, net by the si jeation of fame or a heated 

iy. but by shock, ly from the disc! of & senall 
primer charge of fulminating mercury. Wave of ex- 

See aærvrarel. 

explesion-bemb {eks-pl6’zhon-bom), . In 
ti ‘hem., a form of calorimeter used for 
the determination of heats of combustion. It 

sending # electric current through an 
is measured by the rise in temperature 

of a water-bath in which the bomb is sulmerged. 

explosion-chamber (eks-plé’zhon-chim‘bér), 
n. A chamber at the end of the cylinder of 
an internal-combustion engine where the 
eharge is compressed and ignited; the elear- 
ance-space of an internal-combustion engine. 

explosion-engine (eks-plé’zhon-en‘jin),». A 
form of internal-combustion engine in which 
the mixture of fuel and air is drawn into the 
cylinder in such proportions that, when ig- 
nited, combination with the oxygen takes 
_— 50 rapidly and concussively as to pro- 

the imixtare before teniting We are’uct explosive inthe ™m e 

sense, but are practically silent. — 

on-lake (eks-plé’zhon-lak), n. A lake 
— a — —— or caldera. 

motor (eks-plé’zhon-m6* tor), \. 
Same as Senplesion-ongine, ; 

on-pipette (eks-plé’zhon-pi-pet’), #. A 
pote of stout glass, of some suitable shape, 

ving two platinum electrodes so sealed in 
that an electric —— _ be made to cross 
the gap between them thus ignite an ex- 
plosive mixture of gases contained in the pi- 

M, W, Travers, Exper. Study of Gases, 

cotton and similar nitro-substitution com i 

Plosive D, « high explosiv — —— *0 
a Lande | the United States land 

for shell. Pavier explost explosive 
2 ted by Favier in Belgium, nies ~ Mi chietly 

a mixture of je nitrates and nitronaplithalene 
Poudre Favier No, 1 contains ammonium nitrate and 
dinitronaphthalene ; No. 2, ammonium nitrate, sedjum 
nitrate, and dinitronay ene ; apd No. 3% sodium nitrate 
and mononitromaph ese explosives are sot 
readily fired by accidental — — heavy detous 
tors to explode them, and, in the case of those com 
taining ammoniam nitrate, are very liable to infury by 

jon of moisture in stomge.— —— 
an explosive agent which conalete of two ot 
sium chlorate and _ of carbon dieu) —— 

as b, d, go explosives, 
maaloriats by D. H. Sprengel fm 1873, which 
involve the pr 
bastible with an oxidizing substance, neither of the 

instance, 
liquid nitrogen tetrozid, bat some mixtares hare 
been devised, notably that known as rend-rock or rocte- 
rock (which see). . 

it of a the number of times the conse 
quent is contained in the antecedent.— Exponent of ir- 
regularity of a permutation, the oumber of cycles in ™ 

exponentially (eks-pd-nen’sbal-i), adr. By 
exponentials, 
exponentiation (cks - po -nen -gi- a‘ shon). ® 
— + -i- + — The act of affect- 
ng with an exponent or Index, 

Moreover « jation anavoidably * ordi 
nal notions, since a is not in general equal to i. 

A. W. B. Russell, Prin, of Math, p 12% 

Export duty. See *duty. 
exposit (eks-pox’it), ¢.t [L. expositus, pp. of 
exponere, set forth: see expound, exposition. 
To expound ; explain or interpret, 

n. 7. In music: (a) The set, 
process, or result of presenting or enuncisp 
the themes or subjects of a composition. ( 
Specifically, the opening section of a fugue of 
a sonata, in which the a or subjects are 
first set forth: often called the exposition sc 
tion.— 8. That sort of setting forth of a pur 



exposition 

pore or general idea which consists in showing 
ow the purpose or idea will apply to particu- 

lar cases. 
exposure, «. 7. In meteor., the method of 
placing any instrument so that it shall cor- 
rectly measure & piven meteorological element. 
A barometer should be so placed as te indicate the pres- 
sure prevailing in the free air ata given level. Lf the wind 
is blowing the instrament, or the house in which tt be 
placed, becomes an obstacle to the wind, by which the 

ure is increased on the windward and diminished on 
leeward side; similarly, in a wind, an open chimney 

in a closed room cases a ——— of the presare, while 
a window opened on the wind site causes an increase 

whether mei nen 
should be 0 placed that the wind-effect may be anvulled 

measured el for, The latter is sccom- 
ished by (which see), In order wWanemobarcmeter 
ta thermometer shall indicate truly the temperature 

of the air, it mist receive hest from the air by coavection 
and conduction, but all radiation from other objects 
shoald be cat off except from those having the same tem- 
perature as the air, When a thermometer is hung in the 
open air in the shade, it is usually ex toe radiant 
heat from the baild and choads, aud to reflec 

sereen or 

but 1 free entrance 
fails if the wind faila to keep the in! 

ter at the trae alr-temperst 
of these surfaces lags be! 

of the air. By rapidly whirling a thermometer ar by cre- 
ating a rapid current past it, the convection may be in- 
creased to such an extent as to bring the thermometer to 
the temperature of the air within a very small limit. 

methods of effecting this have been devised 

8. In , 80 *aspect, 9. =; Sed-exposure, 
the | tof Vermette, o the ans 

Father than over the Wianed surface of & roof or the hot 
sandy or rocky surface of a 

express, ¢. '. 9. In math., to give or represent 
means of a figure, graph, symbol, or func- b 

tion.—To express y in terms of x, to give explicitly 

speed 

rapid transit 7 

of the mails acroas the western prairies before throagh 
railway-communication was established in 1m, 

exprens, eks-pres*bug’i), m. A 
of which y is made in imitation of that 
of an express-wagon. 

expression: (#) In On, ".— Method of 
payehkol., a method for the stud. 
means of their concomitant —— 2* 
specifically, a method for the stady of affec' 
Dy means of such eal 

* ha, pletnya b, aphygmagraph, ara mograph, 
pow * which record 
nervation, 
— 

omerin 
Ye processes 
The method 

instruments such as the automato- 

t 8* 
xl of 

J 
the child. (2) Kristeller's 
the uterus made by the hand on 
order to hasten the birth of the child. 

expressionism (eks-presh‘on-izm), n. [expres- 
sion + -igm.) The methods or style of the 
expressionists, 

(ho acek'e n ° 
sion + -ist.) An artist who aims chiefly to 
give expression to the emotions or passions. 

ve, ¢.—Expressive method, | hel. 
caine hod of Repro = ) san h 
express-pump (eks-pres’ pump), #. _ 
speed — 7 one that makes # high number 
of strokes per — c — 

express- on, ”. 2, A wagon with a 
framed to show parallel and upright ribs mon 
side ofthe panel. 
—8 a.and ss, A simplified spelling of 

fe. 
oxen A contraction of executor. 

(eks-ra’di-), n. (NL. ezradio (erra- 
dion-?) (preferably *exradium), from the phrase 
ex radio, ‘from radium’: see erand *radium.] 
The name proposed by Sir William Ramsay 

, exstulpation (e: 
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for the radioactive, gaseous product produced 
by radium salts, which was first observed in 
1900 by Dorn and afterward more carefully 
investigated by Rutherford, who called it the 
radium emanation, The name erradio has pever re- 
celved any general recognition from workers in this 
branch of science and its use has been abandoned ly Apa 
my in his recent writings which have dealt with a 
tion of radium emanation on water and om copper salts in 
aqueous solutions, 

Finding the name ‘radium emanation ' somewhat long 
and clumsy, Sir William Ramsay has recently ougeceted 
‘exradio' as an equivalent. This name is certainly brief 
and ts also ive of te origin. 
Ruther flow, Trans Roy. Soc. Lond., 1904, p. 172. 

exradius (eks-ri‘di-us), ». ag + radius.) 
The radius of an eseribed circle. 
ex right (eks rit), Sold without the right, 
usually aceorded to stockholders, of having 
new issues first offered to them for subscrip- 
tion: used in stock or bond transactions, 

eks-ra’pé-al), ». [L. ex, out, + 
rupes, mak + “any In ‘ehh. the pterotiec, 
the most lateral of the posterior bones of the 
cranium. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish 
Skeleton, p. 510. 

exrx, An —* of exeentriz. . 
(ek-sang-gwi-na’shon 

—— + -ution.) Loss of blood; 
Ossness, 

exsert (cks-sért’), ¢. ¢. IL. exserere, pp. ex- 
sertus, thrust out; see exerted.) To protrude 
or thrust out, 

ex ship (cks ship). 
steamer. 

ex steamer (eke sté’mér). Incom., free of all 
expense as far as the steamer: said of com- 
modities sold to be exported. 

ex store (eks stér), In com,, without free de- 
livery after leaving the store or warehouse : 
said of 8 for export. 

exstulpate (ek’stal-pit), ©. ¢.; pret. and pp. 
exstulpated, ppr. exstulpating. INL. “eratul- 
pare, representing G. aussti » turn inside 

re, © G, atiilpen, turn 
extrude or push out, 

out, ¢ ex, out, + “stul, 

la or other process, Petal 

hood: 

In com., sume as *ex 

inside out.) In z001., 

[exetulpate 
as an eversible 

———- ue 
+ -ation.) In zodl., the act of extruding or 
pushing out, as an eversible papilla, or any 
other process. 

a, 2. In 
is compounded 

extemporancons, 
reparation whic 

Same as 
extensometer. 

extension, ”.—Caloulus of extension, See *cales · 
ry — extension, « term used by T. M. 
Reade for tendency of rocks, affected by —— of 
temperature under circamstances which prevent lateral 

to secure relief by Gowage and anticlinal fold- 
i T. M. Reade, Mountain Ranges, p, 327. MM. Origin our — 
ne in statistical mech., a cae given 
by J. W. Gibbs to the value of the integral 

fief apr... dpe dgy- s+ dam 

in which py. ... Poare ho ganstetion’d ssaunenta ond 
qo the generalized coordinates of a system of n 

(eks-ten’shon-al-i), adv. From 
the point of view of logical extension; with 
reference to the number of the contained indi- 
vidual objects: opposed to *intensionally. Bee 
extension, 5. 

A class may be detined either extensionally, by an enu- 
meration of its terms, or intensionally, by the concept 
which denotes ita terms. Nature, Sept. 3, 1008, p. 41. 

extension-bolt (cks-ten’shon-bolt),n. Along 
bolt for a door, controlled by a thumb-piece in 
a mortised plate; a long flush bolt, 

(eks-ten’shon-ist), 1, One who 
favors extension or expansion of any kind; an 
expansionist, 

extension- (eks. ten‘ shon-lad’ ér), n. 
See aérial *truck, 

extension-lens (eks-ten’shon-lenz),». A lens 
which can be substituted for one of the lenses 
in a — hie objective to increase the 
foral len of the combination and conse- 
quently the size of the image. Nature, July 
17, 1902, p. 280. 

extinguished 
extension-spring (eks-ten’shon-spring,, ». A 
_— spring designed to 
resist a pee are awn oe Sg 
line with its length. Tt rensionapring. 

coil, each turn of —A 
the estimated pull must not exceed 
spiral will be defi It is used to sustain a suspended 
weight or to resist any pu! 

extensive, a. 5. In agri., noting that method 
of farming or busbandry in which relatively 
small crops or returns of any kind are taken 
from large areas with a minimum of labor and 
expense. This method is profitable where land is v 
cheap on account of being poor or thinly settled. Op 
to #intensive (which see) Also called low farming.— 

ive 4 idea. See wfeeling, etc, 

extensometer, In the instrument devised by 
Lavelle, a metal rod fs surrounded by a steam-jacket 
whose temperature fa in- 
dicated by two thermom- 
tters. The lower end of 
the rod rests at the bottom 
of the jacket, while the 

passes through 
a movable metal cap which 

is accurately measured. 
extent, rn. 6+. The 
length and the 
breadth - power, 

tness, duty, or 
the like).” , 
Duke. Youare great in all 

that's 
King. You mn ty 

your opinion, 

Is bat to bid you wel 

willuavon, 2. 

Exterior polygon. 
See Me Extensometer, 

ty, » 3. 
Exteriorization; externalization; the mental 
reference of sense-processes to objects in the 
external world, (Rare.] NE. D. 

exteriorize, v. t. 2. To transport to some 
place outside of and pe from the source: 
said of the transfer of radioactivity from the 
radioactive substance itself to the walls of 
the oe vessel. Sci, Amer. Sup., Feb. 

1803, p. 23523, 20, 
3. A youn cian, or advanced 

J —— of the med- 

externalist (eks-tér’ngl-ist), n. [external + 
-ist,)] A partizan of the theory of the external 
origm of certain forms of skin-lisease. Encyc. 
Brit., XXX1. 568, 

externalistic (eks-tér-na-lis’tik), a. Of or 
— to externalism ; regardful of what 
* merely external and not exsential. 

tion, ». 2. That process by which 
& phenomenon of sensation is referred to a 
point in the space surrounding the body: in 
contradistinction to localization, by which 
the arenes is referred to some part of 
the ly. 

externe, ". See *extern, 3. 
externolateral (eks-tér-nd-lat’e-ral), a. On 
the outer side, 
externum (eks-tér’num), ».; pl. externa (-nik). 
NL, neut, of L, exfernus, external.) 

ichth., the pterygoid, a amall bone connecting 
the palatine with the quadrate. Starks, Sy- 
— of the Fish Skeleton, p. 514. 

, *.—Curve of extinction, See #cwree. 
— the angle which the extinction 
direction (see extinetion, 3) in a section of a crystal makes 
with some definite phic line, usually either a 
crystallographic axis or the intersection-line of bwo prom 
inent faces 

extinctive (eks-tingk’tiv), a. Tending to ex- 
tinguish, suppress, or destroy, 

ed (eks-ting’gwisht), p. a. 
Quenched ; put out; destroyed. Specitieally: 
(a) In phar, rendered indistinguishable through fine 
subdivision : noting the condition produced by tritarating 
mereury with lard until the metallic globules are mo 
longer visible, (4) Ip the petrographical investigation of 
Troeks and min with a polarizing micreecope, noting 
the complete darkening of a transparent section of a bire 



extinguished 
fracting mineral when its axes of elaaticity coincide with 
the planes of the crossed Nicol priama. 
book of Geol., p. 125. 

extispicium (eks-ti-spish’i-um), ». [L.] Same 
as honor F 
extispicy (ek-stis’pi-si), m. [L. ertispicium, ¢ 
exta, entrails, + cere, inspect.) In Rom. 
antiq., divination by inspection of entrails. 

n. 8. In cricket, a score or run not 
made from the bat, as a bye ora wide: usually 
in plural, 

adv, Used in trade to denote a size somewhat 
larger than that mentioned : as, extra elephant follo; ez- 
tra foolecap octavra. 

extra-articular (eks’trii-lir-tik’d-lar), a. Out- 
side of, or not in relation with, a joint, 
extrabranchial (eks-tri-brang’ki-al), a. and », 
I, a. Lying outside of or external to the bran- 
chial arches; forming the external support of 
the branchial septa. 
ahs ae Sr eed he 

CONTES or aperture. 

— Trans, Zool, Soc. London, 1333, IL. 419% 

IZ. ». A term applied by W. K. Parker to 
certain cartilages which take part in the for- 
mation of supports for the divisions between 
the ese in tadpoles, lampreys, and 
sharks. the extrabranchials are the verti- 
cal bars of the branchial basket ; in abarks th 
— bands external to the rays of the 
Be 

‘The last extra-branchial sents off no cervicorn process, 
except from the transverse bars. 

Trans. Zoot. See. London, 1883, II. 420, 

extrabronchial (eks-trii-brong’ki-al), a. Out- 
side of, or independent of, the bronchial 
tubes, 

extracalycinal (eks’trii-ka-lis’i-nal), a. Out- 
side of the calyx; specifically, in corals, de- 
noting growths not taking place within the 
calyx: as, extracalycinal gemmation, which 
takes place either from the sides of the polyp 
or in the cenenchyma. 

Polyps with a well-defined none send out thelr 
bads in the edge-zone, the buds being Uhen said to be 
ertracalycinal, 

Philos, Trana, Roy. Soe. (London), ser. B, 1804, p. 147. 

extracanonical (eks-trii-ka-non‘i-kal), a. Be- 
ing outside of the canon of Scripture: refer- 
ring usually to books not included in the pres- 
ent canon or list of sacred books, but contem- 

raneous with them. 
psular fracture, See * re. 

extracapsnlum —— — um), m.3 pl. 
extracapsula (-l8). ., ©extra, outside, + 
capeula, capsule.) @ outer, jelly-like, * 
dopodia-emitting portion of the surcode y 
of the Radiolaria, which is differentiated from 
the inner system or capsule of tough, slimy 

—— (eks-trij-kiir’ pal) Ly e pal), a. Lying just 
without the region of the wrist or us. 

extraci (eks-tri-sili-i-ri). a. erived 
from the outer layer of the ciliary body of 
the cerebellum. 

extracivical (eks-trii-siv’i-kal), a. That ex- 
eeeds or oversteps the province, duties, or 
privileges of a citizen. 

extraci (eks-tri-sivi-kal-i), ade, Be- 

A 

are the 
chal 

t sphere of citizenship. 
(eks*tri-kol-t-mel‘i), n. 

a- 

yond the pro 
extraco 
three-rayed car- 
tilaginous ex- 
tension of the 
bony columella. 
The direct branch 
is the extrastape- 

da. 

é 
Columella auris of Colwehe fina, 

showing extracolumella. 

@, Suprasns: ; 4, extrastapedial ; ¢, 
Infrastagpedes); #. stapes. (Prom Parker 
and Haswell‘s ™ Zoology.) 

tras 

extraconscious 
(eks - tri - kon ’ 
shus), a. Outside of, apart from, or beyond 
consciousness; extramental. Science, Feb. 1, 
1901, p. 184. 

extraconstellated (cks* trii- kon-stel ’ai-ted), 
p.a. Notinecluded within the boundaries of 
any constellation, asa star. Formerly there was 
anumber of vacancies on the celestial sphere between 
certain constellations, bat the boundaries of the latter 
have now been so modified that such vacaticies no longer 
exist. 

extr eal (eks’trii-kér-p6’ré-al), a. Situ- 
ated, existing, or occurring outside of the 
body: specitically — to stages of a para- 
site occurring elsewhere than in a host. 

extracorpuscular (eks*trii-kér-pus’ki-lir), a. 
Situated or occurring outside of the blood- 
corpuscles. 
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(eks‘trii-kuv’ér), ». In cricket: , extra-cover 
Getkie, Text “(a) A fielder who plavs between cover-point extra, outside, + * matrix (the host 

and mid-off, but farther from the batsman’s 
wicket than either; an extra cover-point. (b) 
His position in the field, 

extract, ». 8. Shoddy or loose wool fiber, ob- 
tained by tearing apart old cloth, from which 
the cotton or other vegetable fiber has been 

extract. See *adrencl.—Chestnut an extract 
of tannin prepared from the wood and bark of the Castanea 

largely em) 
tess apa — ote Ime. foo 

cotton-mixed gooda,— an extract 
pre from the root of African columbo, Jateorrhiza 

aaa : 6 Vester neate, sand 00 be fen deong tunate none. 

& material pared om a large scale for tannera’ use, by 
digesting the bark of the hemlock with hot water 
and eva the clear liquid to dryness or to the con- 
sistance of a paste.— extract. See #pitui- 
tary.— e as *adrenal ex 
tract. — extracta, See *tanning.— et Tanning } wning.— Thyroid 

ronal. 

extracted (cks-trak’ted), p. a. 1. Produced 
by extraction. Specific: an Brought about 
by extraction, or the uction of segregated 
descendants by Mendelian hybrids. 
By pairing such hybride with extracted albinos we 

should, tn the Mendelian view, produce equal numbers of 
albinos and dark-cyed hybrids. 

A. M. Darbishire, in Biometrika, Jan., 1005, p. 2h 

Extracted honey, recessive, Sec #honey, ete 
extraction, 1." * The production of se; 

ted descendants by Mendelian hybrids. 
teson. 

tor, n. A kitchen press for extracting th: 
nices of meats 2 extracta, beef-tea, ete. 
A) A machine with rollers through which skins are mo 
remove the — ac cier Oar have been soaked. 

Plemwming, cal p 2—Caldwell's ex- 
tractor, a simple form of apparatus used for extracting 
fat from milk, etc. It consists of a double-walled glass 
tube, the inner tabe havi riorations and — 
the mass to be extracted. small tube at the lower 

extraction ®apparatus, ig 

extract-wool (cls’trakt-wal), . Wool which 
has been freed from vegetable impurities by 
some —— —— ik) — 
— (e *5* s’tik), a, Situated out- 
—* F 9 e “3 orabladder, Buck, Med. Hand- 

0. . * 

extradition (eks-tra-dish’gn), 
extradite (which see). 

(eks-tri-di’ral), a, Situated out- 
side of the dura mater. 

extra-em mic (eks * tri-em -bri-on‘ik), a, 
Not forming a part of the embryo proper; 
specifically, noting that portion of the verte- 
brate embryo which lies outside of the um- 
bilical stalk. 

ve. t. Same as 

(eks’tri-fa-sik’d-lar), a. Ly- jn ‘ascicular 
ing outside the vaseular bundles. 

In certain cases the structure was further complicated 
of extrafascieular somes exterior to by the appearance 

the whole stellar Eneye. Brit., XXX. 410, 

ital (eks-trii-jen’i-tal),a. Originatin 
or located pe ip My or on the gent 
organs. 

(eks-trii-gla’shial), a. Situated 
or occurring outside of the region occupied b 
a glacier, J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p- 644. 

agovernmental aed trd - guy-(rn-men’- 
tal), a. Being beyond the provinee, powers, 
or proper sphere of government. 

extra-illustrate (eks-trii-i-lus’trit),».¢t. To 
add illustrations to (® book) after it is 
printed, by pasting or binding them in. 

illustration (eks-tri-il-us-tra’shon], n. 
Tlustrations of a book after its completion, 
by binding in cuts or engravings. 

(eks-trii-j6’ral), a. Same as ertra- 
judicial, 

alateral (eks-trii-lat‘e-ral), a. Situated 
or extending beyond the sides; specifically, 
noting the right of a mine-owner to the ex- 
tension of alodeor vein from his claim ps Aare 
the side-lines, but within the vertical planes 
through the end-lines. 

extralegal fount i-lé’prenl), a. Being beyond 
or outside of the domain of law: sometimes 
used in the sense of Megat, 
extramarginal (eks-trii-miir’ji-nal), @. In 
mental pathal., below the limen of conscious- 
ness; infraconscious, See the extract, 

Those (disturbances| that are sub-demtnant bring about 
marginal or sul-conscious psychical states, and finally 
those impulses or irritations which are tifra-dominant 
net, in the psychical sphere, below the threshoht of con- 
sciousiess and bring about infra-comscious or eztra-mar- 
ginal paychical activities. 

Buck, Med, Handbouk, IIL 260. 

extra-red 

extramatrical (eks-trii-mat’ri-kal), a. [L. 

lant), + -aillt.] In bot., lying outside of the 
host plant: applied to that part of a fungus 
or parasitic growth which is so situated. Ser 
*intramatrical. 

extramental (eks-tri-men’‘tal), a. A 
outside of, or beyond the mind; i 
of mental apprehension. 

The rej not m of th 
of realities in gen 

and 

from, 
ependent 

fn-themselves, but 
would imprison us 

within oar own conse! make the latter coex- 
ve with the univ 

C. A. ‘strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p, A. 

extrameridian (eks‘tri-mé-rid‘i-an), a. In 
astron., not made on the meridian, as an obser- 
vation; used out of the meridian, as equato- 
rials, almucantars, ete. 

dional (eks‘tri-mé-rid‘i-d-nal), a. 
Same as *extrameridian (which see). 

trical (eks-trii-met‘ri-kal),a. In pros., 
same as hypermetric (which see), 

tan (eks‘trii-met-ro-pol‘i-tan), 
a, Beyond the limits or jurisdiction of the 
metropolis, 

extr (eks* trii-m6-ri‘nik), a. Sita- amorainic 
ated outside of or beyond the terminal moraine 
of a glacier: usually applied to sedimentary 
deposits near a moraine but not produced by 
—— — Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 
1 

extranatural (eks-trii-nat‘i-ral), a. Outside 
the operation of natural laws: as, exrtranatwral 
agencies. Huxley, 

extrane (eks‘trin),@. Not belonging or P 
toa thing; foreign; extraneous; speci cals, 
in peychol., beyond the range of the hypnot 
rapport. [Rare]. 

extraneous, a. 2. In music, not belonging to 
& standare peal . key; chromatic. — Bxtrane- * 
ous "e eas Bee Sores — Ex- y. 4 * ly (see foreign, 4) 

extra-Ni (eks*tri-nep-td’ni-an), a, 
Beyond the planet Neptune; referring to ob- 
jects, especially hypothetical planets, more 
distant than Neptune from the sun. 

bital (eks* r’bi-tal), a. Situated 
outside of the orbit Ad any sense of that word). 

index of refraction, tithe, Wave. See 
windex, ®tithel, teweavel, 

te (eks‘tri-d’vat), a. and n. L a. 
Situated outside of the ovum or eRe 

II, ». A part of the contents of an egg ex- 
traded through a rupture in the membrane. 
In certain circumstances extra-ovates are ca- 
pable of development. 

Tt often hay that the ertra-orate recelves its ne. 
cleus later, ot 

extra-ovular (eks-trii-6’vi-liir), a. Outside the 
st, opposed to —— * 

parental (eks*trii-pé-ren‘tal), a. Taki 
Mase outside the helt or the nt, as the 
evelopment of the majority of invertebrates. 

extrapa (eks*trii-pi-tri-ir’kal), . 
Being beyond the limits of the patriarchal 
form of family. 

extrapelvic (eks-tri-pel’vik), a. Being out- 
side of, or unconnected with, the pelvis. 

extra; eal (eke’ tr&-per-icn8'pl), a. Being 
outside of, or away from, the perineum. 
extraperiosteal (eks‘ tri-per-i-os’ té-al), a. 
Being outside of, or independent of, the peri- 
osteum, 

extraphysiological (eks*trii-fiz‘i-}-loj’i-kal), 
a, Not in accord with, or not subject to, phy- 
siological laws ; non-physielogtenl, 
extraplacental (eks’trii-pli-sen’tal), a. In- 
dependent of the placenta. 
— (eks-trii-plan’e-té-ri), a, Same 
as *ultre-planctary, 

lar See *region polar region. q 
extrapolate (cks-trap‘o-lat), v. t; pret. and 
py. extrapolated, ppr. extrapolating. [exrtra- 
+ (inter)polate,] In math. and astron., to de- 
termine ts value or quantity) by carrying out 
an empirical formula beyond the limiis of the 
data from which the formula has been dedueed. 
The results are usually more or less doubtful. 
See interpolate. 

extrapulmonary (eks-tri-pul’m6o-né-ri), a. 
Being outside of, or independent of, the lungs. 
— onary gill. See wyilil, 

extra-red (eks-tré-red’), a. andn. IL a. Hav- 
ing » wave-length greater than that of the red 
rays of the spectrum; belonging to the infra- 
red portion of the spectrum, 



extra-red 

Il. ». The invisible 
which lies outside of the region — by 
the red rays and of greater wave-length. 

extrasacer (eks‘ trii-sas-ér-do‘ tal), a. 
Being outside the priestly order. 

extraspectral (cks-trii-spek’tral), a. Beyond 
the boundaries of the visible spectrum: said 
of lines or bands lying in the infra-red or ul- 
tra-violet regions. 

(eks-trii-sta-pé‘di-al), nm. In 
ornith., the direct, external cartilaginous ex- 
tension of the columella auris. 

extratelluric (eks-trii-te-li’rik), a. Not found 
among the constituents of the earth: as, extra- 
telluric matters. J. X. Lockyer. 

extraterrene (eks’trii-te-rén’), a. Extrater- 
restrial. 

extratheistic (cks‘trii-thé-is’tik), a. Being 
outside of, or independent of, theism or theistic 
inquiry. ° 

extrathermodynamie (eks * tri -thér- m6 - di- 
nam‘ik), 4. ing beyond heat-energy or not 
due to the transformation of heat into other 
forms of energy, as the losses of heat by an 
engine which are not direetly due to the work 
done by the engine, 

extratribal (eks-trit-tri’bal), a. Relating to 
individuals or social groups outside of the 
tribe. E 

extratubal (eks-trii-ti’bal), a. Situated out- 
side of a tube. 

(eks’trit-tim-pan‘ik),a. Being 
outside of the tympanum or drum of the ear, 

(eks*tra-vaj’i-nal), a. Being 
outside of, or unconnected with, the vagina. 

extravasate, a. II, ». The fluid which has 
been extravasated, 

extravasated (cks-trav’q-si-ted), a. 1. See 
extravasate,—2, In geol,, poured forth from a 
subterranean source in a molten state: used 
in deseription of certain eruptive rocks. 

vasa n, 2. In geol., the protrusion 
of molten lava, either primarily from interior 
reservoirs, or locally from the interior of an 
uncongealed flow, through cracks in its har- 
dened crust, 
extraventricular (eks’tri-ven-trik’d-lar), a. 
Not contained in a ventricle either of the heart 
or of the brain. 

extra-violet (eks-trii-vi’é-let), a. and n. I, a, 
Of shorter wave-length than the violet-rays of 
the spectrum ; ultra-violet. 

II. x. All that portion of the spectrum which 
is of shorter wave-length than the extreme vio- 
let-rays. 

extravisceral (¢ks’tri-vis’e-ral), a. In em- 
bryol., not situated within the visceral arch. 

extrazodiacal (eks ‘ tra. 25-di‘a-kal), a. In 
astron,, situated outside the zodiac. 

— Length breadth extreme, in #hi, 
and bevadih of's vomel 

extreme outward portion of the hull, 
whether abore or below water. 

fame aa external *association, 

extro-. (A prefix: see ertra-. Compare intro- 
and intra-.) A prefix occurring in a few words 
formed in antithesis to words in intro-, 

extropical (eks-trop’i-kal), a. [ex + tm 
+ -all,] Pertaining to the regions outside 

The rather low, very dible is remarkable 

—* teh a a t, otter — and ¥ Li] 

wala extend caettuertbie in a kind of voluminous beel, 
Smithsonian » 1805, p. 510, 

extrovert (eks-tré-vért’), o. f. [extro- + L. 
vertere, turn.) To turn from within outward. 
See the extract. 

The orifice admitted the thumb with ease, 
bladder mucots membrane waa ertroverfed Unrough it. 

Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 15, 1900, p. 151. 

extrusive (eks-tri’siv), a. and, [Ts extrusues, 
pp. of extrudere, extrude, + -ire.] 1, a. Capable 
P being extraded or thrust out; that tends or 
serves to extrude or thrust out or forth; spe- 
cifically, in petrog,, erupted or extruded: ap- 
plied to igneous rocks, Same as *effurive, 

a, That which is extruded; specifically, 
in petrog., same as *effusice (which see): con- 
trasted with intrusive, 

extubate (eks-t’bat). r. t, j pret. and pp. ex- 
tubated, ppr. extubating. [l, ex, out, + tubus, 
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larynx) after intubation (which see), 
extubation (eks-ti-bi’shon), n. tion 
or expulsion of the laryngeal tube used in 
intubation. 
Exuberant granulation. See *granulation, 
exudate, v. ¢. II. intrans. In bot., to yield 
an exudate. 

Abundantly provided with seastl ds. 
0. Shae Mote ILL 298, 

—- wh juste Gs bere — 

Exurgat money, See *money. 
ex- ve (eks-vd'tiv), a. ia ex voto, from a 
vow, + -ire,) A needless substitute for votive. 

ex (eka wir’hous). In com., same 
as *ex store. 

exx. A contraction of ereewtrix, 
ey, n. and, A simplified spelling of eye. 

1 n., 8 I * eornge?. (r) That 
“Fink tivey cats on coats th tee prop wea — 

ly 
through which 

thread or yarn is drawn. (u) Same as weye-bor. 

photog., the spectral range of wave-lengths to 
—— photographic plate or film is sensitive 

ut bine, and are thrown upon an ordinary photographic 
= 2 2 Wil of pase semn thas em fe not 

ie that 

the different colours which alfect it atten equal 
with one another, This selective capacity may be call 
the “eye” of the plate. 

Jour. Roy. Micros, Soe., Dec,,1904, p. 712. 

of the Bee an — Me — 
ad the lary: and tn adult gastropexda, Philos. 

(a) Be Spent p Pay in cites eye, « eye, cl 
one of the numerous ented spots scattered either 
irregularly or 8 over the outer surface of the 
exposed arca of the shell. Same aa ®ahell. 
eye (naut.), an eye worked over a thimble in a hawser or 

a formula which & the arrangement of the i 
es in the different groupe of A 

storms hear and calm sometinves found in the 
eyclone of center ‘of a completely dev 

area, at sea. —Eye of the wind, the precise 
nt from whieh the wind is blowing. — 
@ as lagophthalimta.— Larval Ca a 
ented virnal organ situated immediately im] 

tk. — ore, triclad and polyclad turbel- 
lariana, one of Whe eres situated along the margin of the 
body. —— or one of the numerous 
—— — sensitive to the action of me 

on different parta of the mantle of 
bivalve mollaska.— a radinee 
like body, devel: from Ute etn of the brain of 
some vertebrates in addition to the more frequently foun 
pineal eye. — Pseudocone eye, an in 
crystalline lens or cone is wanting, 

d 

Tentacular ics mH 
beliarians, one of the eyes situated upon the 
See #brain-eye. —— a an 

eye-like organ in certain cephaloy which une ‘boon 

Peratare.Unpaired ayes a single oye, ying ‘in the 
median line, occurring among invertebrates — Watery 
eye, epipbora. 

cule (i’an-i-mal’kil) ». A englena- 
¢ like, usually green, organism, having acolored eye-ground (i’ground), n. 

eye 

form: 
power machine to lange and powerful machines for bend- 
eee See — — ps, ated 
ang 

—— (i'blok), ». In marine hardware, any 
orm of metal block having a metal ring or eye 
at the top. 

bolt, ®.—Nut eye-bolt, an eye-bolt In which the 
jain except at the end where it hata thread and 
vot It, an evye-bolt in which the belt fs a 

plain rivet is fnstened tn place ina rivet-hole and the 
em apect as in tne riveting. Screw eye-bolt, an 
eye-bolt in which the bolt is a wood screw.—Shoulder 
qro-beth, sar kind of eye-bolt having a shoulder ander 
t eye for obtaining a firmer hold when screwed or riv- 
eted In place. 

eyelet-stitch 

persion of the spectrum tube, + -ate?,.] To remove the tube from (the eye-box (I’boks), ». A box built in a leach and 
e : used to ascertain ——8 bottom to to 

in theleach. Mod. the depth of liquor contain 
ern Amer, Tanning, p. 67. 

bright, ™. Severn! plants which are either ted 
— for diseases of ‘he “ye, , ‘mere — 

& cen tral spot 
ing pupil af the : (a) Any plant of the genos Bu- 
— ) The sandew, rotundifetia. (c) The 
ndian-pipe, Monotropa wri, » (d) The pimpernel or 
pourmans w nagallia areensiz. (e) The 
getmander : 
angel eee, ‘eewe. 
nocence, Houstonia Lt mg % whe offieinal lobelia 
or emetic-weed, Repunativn tn fotum.—Red 
Odontites Odontites, a plant of the ort iy re 
to rosia, native of and and naturalized 
in and Nova Scotia. — oyebright, Bupa- 

Spotted E. hs (Lapetervacrn meacilatwo, 
——— mre size, 

(From Brinton aad Brown's © Ilesteated Flora of the Northern 
States and Canada," 

latum, a handsome American spect: 

weat: to M 
British Columbia: so called from the brigh 

stems. Alsocalled js weed and 3 spotted joe-pye apotte 

eyebrow, a, 4, In arch., a molding over a win- 
ow; a window-cap: in American usage, a 

light dormer without vertical sides set ina roof. 
eye-cap (i’kap), ». A tuft of scales, sometimes 
present on the basal joint of the antenna of 
microlepidopterous insects, which serves as a 
* My theeye. Proc. Soc. London, 1897, 
p. 142. 

eye-cup a’kup); n. 
to 

A cup or glass the rim of 
which is curve to the contour 

k. Such spots are fo 
situations on the body. 

(end), », That end of a telescope 

—— hy, ua 0 "fll), a. nu ’ va He 
pelates, which in East India. in summer-time 
swarms into the eyes of human beings and 
domestic animals. Kirby and Spence, Ento- 
mology, IL, 130. 

The fundus of the 
eye, or the back of the interior of the 
eyeball which can be seen on ophthalmoscopi- 
eal examination. Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. Bs, 
1900, p. 196. 

{i‘let), v. ¢. (eyelet, n.] To furnish or 
asten with an eyelet. 

machine (i’let-ma-shén’),n. In sewing- 
machine work, an overseaming machine fitted 
with a rotary feed. This feed-mechanism causes the 
fabric to move in a circle under the needle, and (since 
the needle has « reciprocating sidewise motion between 
#titehes) the combined motions of feed and needle-har pro- 
duce a series of radial stitches placed round a center, thia 
center being the opening of an eyelet. The opening m 
be cut in the fabric and the radial stitches ved found 
it, to bind the edge of the eyelet. The stitching can also 
be locked or * into place on the fatiric. A counting 
—— — used on some machines, the machine auto 
matically » rs the required number of stitches 
haa been made. Eyelet-machines are also used to cover 
and sew into place metal eyelets and reinforcing-rings, 
te do many forms of decorative stitching. 

eyelet-raiser (i’let-ri’ ver), ». In laundry- 
work, @ hand-tool which resembles a punch, 
used for raising and forming the eyelet-holes 
in shirt-fronts. 

eyelet-set (i'let-set), ». A hand-punch for 
inserting an eyelet and a | it in place, 

eyelet-stitch (i’let-stich), 1, In setrimg-machine 
work, the method of placing the stitehes in 



eyelet-stitch 
radial lines round an eyelet-hole or over a 
* —— ring or eyelet, See *eyelet- 

over line, . 2. In some primitive forms of 
lobites, one of two raised lines whieh ex- 

tend outward from near the forward end of 
the glabella to the e sree. 

(i'min’ded), a. In psychol., hav- 
ng a marked tendency to carry on mental 
operations (remembering, thinking, imagin- 
ing, dreaming, ete.) in terms of visual images; 
of a visual, as 7 to an auditory or motor, 
type eh mental constitution. A person is called 
Sake. - a seme, when his memory is 

tenal, and, in a still narrower 
sense, when his v memory Is thas visual in type. 

The individual may be eye-minded or eareninded or 
polar | 

B. B. Titchener, Outline of Paychol, p, 203. 

eye-mindedness (i’ min*ded-nes),n. In psychol., 
a gi of mental constitution characterized b 
the predominance of visual processes as ve 
cles of the complex mental funetions (thought, 
Sea a rel) 4 Adie 

pan’el), nm. nel-s eco- 
: mtr osha 

oer Evolution in Art, p. M. 

rative element which has 

1 (i ped‘i-sel), m. A stalk or pedi- 
cel saring an eye, as in various crustaceans, 
Also * uncle. 

eye-peduncle (i’pé-dung’kl),n. Same as *eyo- 

eyepiece, n, 2, In entom., the eye-covering in 
he pupe of le mee terous insects, A. S, Pack- 

Text-boo tom., p. 631.— Achromatic 
abe oe, any 22 in which ehromatie — 

jectives, 
5 for errors of aberration not entirely eliminated in 

objective itself.— aa comler 

Gu eyepiece whieh is he eed ea ten or more 
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— for making “ys rm yo 
the angles of crystals (i in et microscope moi pe Bel High eye 

an eyeplecs of considerable magn ying power. = 
am e7eplece, an everiece prow with one or more 

—2* —— in the plane of the real, timage for bocat- 
making ro roagh Measurements of the position of 

Oblecte: in the febd. eyepiece, an an ocular lens 
system of the Beldecwis placed tthe front 
made achromatic and the lens is placed in the front 
po lane of the former. Also called 

Ezek. 
drachnida, are eert Annals and Mag. Nat, 

— ee Same hodo e (i" . —* as rhodopsin, 
eye-ring — In optics, the exit-pupil 
of alens system; a circular space within which 
the eye of the user of an optical instrument 
must be placed in order to utilize fully the 
field of view. P. Drude, Theory of Optics, 

an ocalar jens system * P 
——— — or tnbell. saree 

The Stetnhell monocentric eyepiece is 
achromatic, and composed of two flint 2 wd iffer- 
ent thicknesses cap; a double convex crown on both 
sides. Stars and Telescopes, p. 41 

Meipen's evepiess, a poleroscento os ocular provided with 
micrometerscrew and crode-haire eye- 

an ec ie which the Guid-te te | foeus piece, eyeplece —* — in 

focus of the microscope, eyepiece, 
tive ocular lens system which cometots a 
and double couvex fleld-lena— 

under volar lh, — 

in the pro * of microscopic tion upon the sc: - * 
a 

or and large feld, of > 
Fece, under the mic rather than to the de! 
servation of them when wh peat ps 
tive octlarconsisting of a tingle fe aoa cylinder 4 7 

eye-root (i‘rit), n. Same as *eye-halm. 
hela), n A covering’ for * 

eyes —— to proteet them from inj 
by flying — by mud and dust in riding 
in automobiles, ete. 

i’strin), ». Weakness resulting 
mexceasive use of the eyes, from use of the 

eyes in a bad light, or from use of them with- 
out correcting glasses when muscular imbal- 
ret — — F * — of —5 
s present, eadache, dyspepsia, and various 
other reflex disorders are, at times, due to it. 

(i’struk’tir), m. See *struo- 
re. 

the @ye-tube (i’tib), n. The tube of the erepicce 
in a telescope or other © % instrument. 

¥ eye-tubercle (i’ti* bér One of 
prominences on the exterior of the valves of 
the Ostracoda which indicate the position of 
the lateral eyes. 

ae eye-tumulus (i’ti’mi-lnus),n. The raised 
tion of the Kant aimed of certain in apier 

with carved end-faces, the thee rourvature serving which contains * eyes. Proc. Zool. 
aa fleld-lena, that of greater —2* as —— de- Tondon, 1896, p 

poche ag ho ————— —— 3. . A fleshy excrescence 
ment toa tel —— —— consistsofamore lying near or about the eye of a bird. 
oF less complete d — wees aie aig — — eye-wire (i’wir), ». Wire drawn witb a con- 
ap ay —— — lp hapa gi be — eave side, for making the loops to hold the 
spectrum of the real iimagres. . 
form of of polarizing ng eventece with quarts plate, 

aly eye examina’ 
jece ator —— the — & microsoople ob- 

ject, as distinguished froma searching which 
employed in in Bnding the object in a field of igh power. 

, eve pinto (i’plit), ». A chitinous selerite in 
ich the eyes of Acarina, of the family Hy- w 

lenses in “To See) or spectacles. 
ope-worm (i'wérm),n. A nematoid worm, Fi- 
— —— a = human —— len- 

tis; also, whie in the conjune- 
tiva of negroes on the Kongo. 

Ez., Ezr, Abbreviations of Ezra, 
Ezek, Aun abbreviation of Ezekiel, 



5. Anabbreviation (d) (2)in 
a we log-book, of furlong; 
(e) In eleet., of farad; 
of farthing; (g) of fathom ; 
h) of field of vision; (i) of 

: orin; (j) of folio; (k) of 
{| foot; (1) in music, of forte 

(loud).—7, [f. ¢.] In elect.: 

which the dewignations 
diameter of the open: 
The three P's, See f 

fa (fa), v. i. Cfa.n.] To sound the fourth 
note of the scale in solmization: as, do, re, 
me, fa, sol (or soh), ete. [Nonee-word,1 

Pet. I will carry no erochets: IU re you, 
Tl fa you ; do you note met 

Piret Mua, An you re us and fa un, note ua, 
RL. amd J., lv. 5 

fabaceous,«. 2. Belonging to the plant fam- 
ily Fabacex. 

Fabian, a. 2. Designating a variety or achool 
of socialism more flexible and opportunist 
than the socialism of Marx and the Interna- 
tional, and laying emphasis on municipal ex- 

riments in public ownership. See *Fabian 
peg —*5 — ——— sock. 

it especially in London, the 
rot, eases te asks bya group of young lit 
erary men, exercised some influence; if we cot 
pare the “Fabian Essays” of 1880 with the later utter- 
ances of their ft becomes clear that these 
Socialists have become the most part hearty Radical 
politicians. Encye. Brit., IL 668, 

I. ». A member of the Fabian Society. 
fabianine (fi’bi-gn-in), ». bee ay aay + -ine?, 
A coloring-compound contained in the viole 
flowers of pichi, Fabiana imbricata: said to be 
identical with crocin. 

Fabianiam ({f’bi-an-izm), ». The socialism 
advocated by the *Fabian Society (which see). 
Fabianist (fa'bi-an-ist), ». A member of the 
*Fabian Society (which see). 

fabianol (/a’bi-an-dl), n. [Fabiana + -ol.] The 
odoriferous constituent of the volatile oil of 
the dried leafy twigs of Fabiana imbricata. It 
— its characteristic odor to the drug 
pichi 

and the focal length of the lena, — 

even be spoken of as having an outer and an Inner 
Before a stone ja put in place each one of ite enr- 

be called a face, but when placed in the wall it 
two beda, two joints (vertical), a face, and a back. 

w a face of a building in the sense of front, see fapade, 

wood exposed on the side of the trunk of the 
pine to cause the resin to flow. There may be 
two or three faces toatree. A crop consists 
of about 10,500 faces.—24. In fort., the outer 
side of a bastion or lunette: in contradistine- 
tion to the inner side or flank.—25. In mech.: 
(a) A smooth or polished surface. (6) The 
side of a slide-valve which slides on the seat; 
the seat or surface on which a slide-valve 
travels. (c) The contact-surface of a valve 
which lifts from ita seat to open the passage 
through.— face, in turpentine-making, that 
tion of the Fell ed tree which fas” com 
protuctive— See face, a term descriptive of a bol 

printing-type like this: 
THIS 18 TITLE TYPE ON 6-POINT 
BODY. Often called fat-face.— To lose face, t lose 

tation, good name, or self-respect; be 
regard to one’s standing in the eyes 

aT —— 
or one's self-respect.— A slap in the face, « 23 

face}, v. t. 6, In post-office usage, to ar 
(letters with their faces in one direction: 
as, to face the stamped and paid letters.—7, 
To give a false face or surface to; cause to 
imitate something else, fraudulently; specifi- 
cally, to color (tea or coffee) so as to give a 
‘alse impression of superior quality. 
Paddy husks and many kinds of leaves faced with China 

clay, soapstone, catechu, and black aleo found their 
way abundantly into tea. On the European side, ex- 
hausted leaves were again dried, — with cate- 
chu and gum, and faced up to do — — 

Bueye. » XXIIL 101 
8, In hort., to places layer of apples (usually 
with the stem ends uppermost or outermost) 
next the head of (the barrel), so that the 
fruit will have a uniform and attractive ap- 
pearance when the barrel is opened, 

bedded (fas’bed’ed), a. In masonry, not- 
ing a stone or course in which the plane of 
stratification of the stone is placed parallel 
with the face of the masonry, and not perpen- 
dicular to the face and horizontal, as is now 
usual. 

face-bone (fis’bén), n. The malar bone, 
face-chuck (fas-chuk), n. Same as face-plate), 

(ia"kog), n. A cog or tooth which 
s from the face of a wheel instead of 

fabiculture (fab’i-kul-tar), m. [L. faba, bean, ep wave. radially from the rim; a pin; one 
ture sunti of the teeth of a pin-gear. 

= pi ta —— — of beans face-cutter (faa’kuteer), n. See *milling-cut- 
fabric, ». 5. In petrog., the pattern of a 
rock produced by the shape and ar 
ment - the « . — “ non-¢ —22 
parts: distin he: m the granularity or 
size of the — and the crystallinity on de 
gree of crystallization. (See quantitative classi- 
cation of igneous rocks, under *rock1,) 
bricative (fab’ri-ki-tiv), @. (fabricate + 

ire.) Possessing power to fabricate or make. 
Margaret Fuller. 

fabula (fab’a-li), ». [L. —— In old 
law; (a) A covenant or contract. (b) Amo 
the Lombards, ete,,ama contract; a wil 
facade, n. 2. In organ-building, same as *pros- 

4, 13, 
face!, n., 15, (c) See the extract, 

The demands were for a rise of 15 per cent. in wages, an 
eight hours’ shift from bank to bank, the payment of 
Wages twice a month, and other concessions, On 18th 
May the Coal Association at Essen agreed to an eight 
hours’ day “at the face,” with certain exceptions 

Eneye. Brit., XXXII 24, 

21. In the angle of two consecutive 
edges of un angloid—22, In arch., the outer 
and generally vertical surface of any part of a 
building, whether a single stone or course of 
stones, or a whole side, front, or rear. Whena 
wall is not concealed within by plastering and woodwork 

ter, 2. 
Paced card. (0) Acard which is found face upward in the 

Kk: distinguished from one which is after it has 
the dealer's hand aud which le called an exposed card, 

f (fis’gér),m. A wheel having teeth 
or pins on the face, which is at right angles to 
the shaft, instead of on the rim, lel to it. 

face-harden (fis’hir’dn), c. t. To make hard 
on the surface; harden 4 thin layer on the face 
of (a piece of inetal); subject to a face-harden- 
ing provess. 

face hardening (fas*hiir’dn-ing), n. The pro- 
cess of hardening the face or outside surface 
of a piece of metal by the addition of carbon 
or some other hardening element. Usually the 
 omay bbe day ———— na kind of over with car- 
a in some form in con with the surface it is desired 

treatment cemen iy 
is given a very hard surface. 

shows on the finished side of the wall, and is 
treated carefully with a view to the appearance 
of the masonry, 

face-milling (fis’mil’ing), ». The operation 
of machining metal pieces with a mill having 
teeth on its face rather than on its periphery, 
as in the usual form of — 

45 

. In turpentine orchurding, the surface of ¥ 

face-mite (fis’mit),. A small mite, Demodez 
JSolliculorum, of worm-like form, living in the 

hair-follicles and se ous 
p lands, especially of theface: - 

supposed to be an occasional 
cause of comedones and 
blackheads in human beings, 

face-plate, n. 4. The cover 
of a journal-box on a railroad~- 
car.—5. The outer plate, or 
web, which joins the rim and 
the hub of a car-wheel.— Face- 

See teoupling. 
Face- mite (Demodex facer, m. 4. t-office em- 

Seivatorwm'. ployee whose iness is to 
ite, greatly e 8 letters with their 

sebaceous gland. faces in one direction. 
face-symbol (fis’sim’bol), ». In tal., 
the symbol by which a crystal face or plane 
is designated. 

facet!, n. 5. Inthe embryo of Pentastomum, 
the clreular thickening left on the detached 
integument at the site of the dorsal cone after 
the separation of the embryo from the integu- 
ment. Also facette, Compare *cervical cross. 

facetiation (fa-sé-shi-i’shon), n. [*facetiate 
( < faceti-ous + -atet) + -ion.]) The making of 
fun; the subjection of a matter to facetious 
treatment. 

After some lambering facetiation about “those count- 
less volumes of contemporary App success 
ful men of business are frequently inv! to insert their 
lives and portraits,” be goes on to assure us that “ Exer- 
son's Representative Men were of a different stripe from 

men. 
W. D. Howells, in N. A. Rev., April, 1001, p, @27, 

face-wall (fais’w4l),n. A wall built tosustain 
the face of an excavation: opposed to a retain- 
ing wall, which sustains material whic’ has 
been placed behind it. 

face-work (fas’wérk),n. In masonry, that part 
of a wall, or like, which forms the exte- 
rior, especially of the side exposed to view. 

a ey er sree 
—— of what are called face-brick and laid with thinner 

Facial chores. Same aa #tic nen doulouroun.— Favial 

tent contraction of the muscles supplied by the facial 
nerve, 

faciend (fa’shi-end), n. 
f fi mak ‘ut. 

@, mite, 

thus, a multi 
n. 5, ) ., the en- 

tirety of the lithologie and paleontologie char- 
acteristics resulting from the external condi- 
tions which determine the existence of any 
particular fauna or flora for a given region. 
These characteristics are defined by physical 
conditions, such as climate, altitude, or ba- 
thymetry, and the geological or chemical nature 
of the medium, (6) In phytogeog., the phy- 
siognomy or characteristic appearance of a 
vegetation, depending upon the one or sev- 

species which predominate in it; or, 
the characteristic growth itself. A plant for- 
mation has one ies when there is one 
controlling species, and several when there are 
several such, See *character-plant. (c) In 
petrog., the different modifications of one 
mass of igneous rocks, distinguished by their 
texture, or by their mineral or chemical com- 
position: as, granitie and —oe facies 
of a dike; a gabbro facies of a diorite mass.— 

facies, « dull, couple expression, with habita- 
ally open mouth, characteristic of children with extensive 
adenoid growths in the nasopharynx. Factes — 

a pinched, drawn face, expressive of severe pain apd 
anxiety, seen in sufferers frocn disease of the abdominal 
viscera, usually with peritonitia — averica. 
Same aa facies Hippocratica (see Hippocratic face) — 
Facies ov! a pale, drawn face, with thin and com- 
—— ie. characteristic of woman Dy nor we _ 

to the ovarian, ed in sufferers from: disease of the 
uterus. 



facies-suite 

facies-suite (fa’shi-dz-awét), mn. A series of 
modifications of one rock-mass in which the 
arg vary in composition or in texture, or 
th. It fe distinguished from 9 rock-eal which con- 

sists of rocks forming distinct ies, erupted 
at different times, but = y ted to one another 
(consanguineous), 

facilitative (te-eil’L-té-tiv), @ 
-ire.] That serves to facilitat 

-head (f4’sing-hed), n. 

foe w 
» an attachment or suppl 

ing eylind 
boring-machine used in 

work. 
-lathe (fa‘sing-lavH), n. A metal-work- 

* lathe having a head-stock and tool-carriage 
wa the be Three ne Salk stock and the 

ie bed, be placed 
— x is used in fact as Sniching Ses surfaces 

the work, A sim lathe for finishing wood 
i called ——— 

2. In —— 
machine for holding flooring-tiles in 
while they are being faced or rubbed = ‘to 
a tree | surface on ce argyane yor -bed. A.  Rounabete of a 
—— w 

ry task iver the bed The | point of the rod 
— on the eo Se eee 
fee rug. it free to revolve aa the bed turn 

Achuckin -machine, particularly equi 
Ha facing or — the ends of axlea, = 3 
screws, and studs, 

facing-slip (fa’sing-slip), n. In postal service, 
a slip of paper accompanying each —— of 
letters, showing the destination of the package, 
the point of departure, the date, and the name 
of dex sending it, 

-tool (fa’sing-tél), mn. In machine-shop 
fn & boring-mill or an ice, & eutting-tool 

end-mill or other cutter in a —— 
used to face = finish the exterior surface of a 
piece of work, 
— my poled (lL. esas 

acies, 
face, + cervix (cervic-), neck, + ee 
ang to both the face and the neck 

0 

face, + brachium, —— 
both the face and the 

faciocervical 

lingual — — gwal),a 
face, + lingua, to vy #. fori to 

Lfacilitate + 

“Tn machine-shop 
ementary tool 
ing or finish- 

or 

(t8'si-G-tr’vi-kal), 

both the face and t —— said of a form of 
paralysis. 

factor, 1.— factor, See *asocintion.— 
Domestic one who resides Lo the same country 
as his principal. foreign &facta 
— pet yg the group dated vy the diviston the 
— G into seta in respect of the self. — 

—A— —5 ——— wtie of Te Fee pr tel vag 
of material to — — —— 
which the had required to break a 

ter maximam load to be plied ; the ratio 
oy in a stricter 

material to the working load. is better than the 
older and more common tion of the term, because the 

ii ——— to y tralu⸗l. is in 
mate strength, the factor should hence be 

reaides tn — ee or ce ea ina lcrent cour rei pall, e im- 
—— betes n a domestic and a for- 

agroem 
factor Is presumed to bind his principal, and in case credit 
is given a purchaser is pene, to hang be, Le factor and 
his ipal: while fore personall: A 
liable apon contracts ve fot pila Ar ifered 
is given or taken, it fs upon the exclusive responsibility of 
the factor, factor. Pp Rod The ratio, expressed deei- 
mally, between the volume tree, or portion of a tree, 
and that of # 5 of the same height and diameter. 
The volume of this cylinder —— yy the form factor 
Fhe inde of form factors ar tree, or portion of the tree. 

ree kinds of form factors are distinguished, according 
—*25 of the tree to which they refer: a free form 

ted for determining the actual volume of the 
— tree ; a stem form factor for determining the volume 
of the stem ; and a timber form factor for determining the 
merchantable contents of stem, crown, or h. A form 
factor is called abedute when the diameter of the tree is 
necasured at any evaventont | height, the form factor re- 
ferring only to that portion af the tree above the point at 
which the “alamnetes is measured; mormal, when the di- 
ameter is measored at a height in constant proportion te 
the total height of the tree: and ertifeial, when the breast- 
high diameter is measured. Also called factor of ahape. 
9 In elect., In alternating current-waves, a constant 

hich characterizes the shape of Uie wave: usually de- 
fined as the ratio of the effective value of the wave to 
the effective value of a sine ware of equal mean value. 
Trana. Amer. Inet, Elect. Engin, 1907, po St — Tm- 

ing factor, (@) A force which tends to disturb 
the balance of ome of more elements of a mechanism, 
© Specitically, in an engine, the ratéo of the ditfcrence 

tween the maximam and mean turning moments to the 
meat tarniog moment. This factor determines the weight 
of the fy-wheel necessary to make the engine run stendily, 
the function of the fy-wheel being the storing up of 
energy at the time of the maximum turning moment, or 
when it is greater Uhan the mean, and the giving up of 
that energy when the turing moment i+ lees than the 
mea.— Impedance factor, i elect, the ratio of the 

carriage, mounted 
directly in front of the work on f 
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—*28*8 of a conductor or cireuit to ite ohmic resis 
Houston, Dict Elect.— Inductance in 

tect the ratio of the wattless or reactive current tothe 
total current, In an alternating-current circuit.—Lag 
factor, in elect., a term — used for itclor. 
Bee penser afr etor.— Load factor, in elec’ hution 

eterna, = ratio of the average "load on 8 aystem * 
maximum load during the day.—Power factor, in 

elect., the ratio, in an alternating-current electric circuit, 
of the true power divided by the nt power (see ap. 

power), of the mer ty by the rolt-amperes, 
red a numerical 

factor by means of which the * 1 epherical intemsity 3 
a source of light may be computed from the intensity of 
the light emitted In in a single given direction. Unbal- 

, the greatest percentage of excess or de- 
ficiency of power, or, over or under the mean power, Uhat 
occurs in one revolution of an engine; the entage of 
fluctuation in the tangential presare on the erank-pin 
above or —* the mean pressure during a revolution. 

3. The aggregate of all constit- 
uent — 

, that of afanetion where F (x + w) 
= CF x. Here( isa constant, Porayth, 

[facto- factorization (fak-to-ri-zi’shon), n 
rize + -ation.) In math., the’ resolution into 
factors. 

t. To resolve into factors. 
nculery ‘faker, a 

rllan me ars eae 
taken sth the specteueliograh WI. Decondoee _ 

faculid | (fak’i-lid), . [Also (as PF.) faculide; 
< facula + -id?, astron., same as *facu- 
lary Names (whic — See the extract. 

p them — oy te te ime 
an ve called them faculary propose 

* SS eee 
ndres (trans), Sci, Amer. Sup, Oct, 15, 1904, 

[p. 24,070, 
to faculous (fak’i-lus),@. [facwla + vu⸗s.] 1. 

Abounding in facule: applied to regions of 
the solar surface where they are numerous. 
—2, Of the nature of facule. 
He considers that the latter may be the portions of the 

— —— 
* regions ousiea — leaving pH a hs pre 
ene dark ity Se 

Clerke. Problems fn Astrophysics, p. 77. 

facultate (fak’ul-tit), v. c. poet, and pp. fae- 
ultated, Ppr. Sacultating. — power or 
pete A _ i invest with faculty; empower, 

o 

faience 

fadda (fiid‘di), m. (Ar. fadda, silver, a para.) 
The "eayptian para, equal to one fortiethofa 
i 

thddiem (fad‘izm), n. [fad + -ism.] A dis- 
ess for tion to take up with fads; a fon 

faddy ({fad’i), a ‘ad + -yl.) Fond of or 
given to the Part of fads. * 

fado (fii'd), #. fate: see fate.) 1. A 
Portuguese form N eo See the extract. 
The nearest we can ge! signification of 

the word is to call the * ato 28 “s song of fate; 
eee ae do with the present form, for 
the Portuguese indiscriminately call “ fadoe” what we 

as serenades, ballads, jigs, and eallor's horn 
pipes. Jour, Amer. Polk-lore, July-Sept., 1902, p, 165, 

2, A Portuguese dance common among the 
lowerclasses, or the musie forit, The character- 
istic — of the music is 
fecula, ». See fecula. 
Paentine (fi-en’ hod * 
Faenza, a city in 

dodeee 
Of or pertaining to 

nee vince of Ravenna, 
taly: as, Faentine majolieca. 

A sim ai open (ales 
Ant), n. pl —— 
— + -acex.] i family of 

— ——— archichlamydeous (apetalous) 
trees or — of the order Bagales, typified 
+ the » genes Fr the beech family. It 

and chestat and is characterized by 
aot ty the staminate in catkins, the 

Pistillate with an urn-shaped guts J 

are 5 * and ab fag a75 — wieet —e 
Ree beech, Cy chestnut, 

“(th gi’ shius), ys —— to the 
family Fagacew ; pertaining to or resembling 
the beech, 
F (fa-gii'léz), » NL. ler, 1886), 
< + -ales.) "As Peale of — 
—— * ye aes including the faini- 
Lead ay tulacer, or the beech and 

— * is therefore the same as 
oe Cupatiere of of men r authors. 

F, 
(fa'jin), ‘. iL fogus, beech, + -ine?,] 

An alkaloid said to occur in beechnuts. 
v. t. 8. ber of thread: — by draw- 
out a number o ads tying together 

int the —— a series of the cross-threads, 
Bee 

‘ot-drin), ». A drain made 
by placin fagots, or brush in the 
bottom o ‘A trench and covering the same 
with stones or earth. 

aoulte aérobia, anagrobe, anaéro fagot-iron (fag ot-i’érn), n. Iron made by 
jes Taculsetivy aérobia, ete. bia, welding t er a bundle or aed of flat 3 

Facultative "abrobic. anaérobic. See *aéro- or — — shape or selected material 
*anaél — ied to weld-iron. 

facultize (fak’w l-tiz), v. t%; pret. and pp. fagottino —*8 t., dim. of fa- 
tizi lt-y + gotto: see fagotto.) A small mn, usually 

—— th rect ising. ft culty + ine) et plesk © Ritil above that of the oedinany 
faculty, ». alg., the product of a series bassoon. 
of ———— in arithmetical progression, a(a +b) Fah. An abbreviation * —*** 

- (a +(m —1)b). fahaka (fa-hii’kii), sods ———— intended 
Buch a to oy a Ar, fagaéqa e swell-fish or 

waacalled byKramp ball- Tetra ae) found in the lower 
= ome, 08 Be Nile and the peep seas, 
: ry faic: .—Armoria] faience, table-services deco 

ty co eT ae ic en et Crate amiiien vet 
Akers ot and 6 + on 

"6. 3 Alge- 
(bru, IL. 374. 

ogy. —— 
1. — ee ult 

Game on suo Hi Ee, 'y 

fadane % (fii’- 
ding), ». [Cha- 
Torre name, JA 
name in Guam 
of Cycascireina- 
lis, the nuts of 
which, though 
poisonous, are 
used by the na- 
tives as a food- 
staple in times 
of seareity. To 
remove the polson- 
ous principle the 
kernels are senked 
in water, which isre- 
peste ily cheanared. 
Shey are then dried 
ani stered. When 
required for fowl they are ground into ies) on a stone 
lab. mixed with water, and baked in the form of thin 
cakes, Also called federico, 

Fadang, (Crrarcivetmalis.) 

A, carpaphyt with two half-dleweloped 
feuies ond two aborted freits; A, mature 
fruit shows in crosesection, one half nat- 
ural size. 

See Cyrene, 1. 

Arteorial Faience in Roven Style. 

Is the Pennsylvania Museum, Philadelphia. 

gious houses, ete, These form a distinctive class of falence 
tuced at Rogen, Lille, Nevers, Paria, 7 —— 

. L. Solon, French Faience, Glossary.— 
corne [F.j, a variety of tin-enameled pottery in —— ge BL 
wens, principal decorative motif is a cormuc of many 
colored Gowera, This pattern waa firet need om old Ronen 
faionee, and was imitated later claewhere in France and 
in other countries. oe & niellure [F.), a mame 
sometioes given to Heuri fine ware, from the resemblance 
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~stone, ». 2. In Scotland, the name of 
a clay concretion also called clay-dog or sy. 
stone. See clay-stone and concretion, 3.—38, 
at gerd designation of a stone —— 
rom the superstitious belief that it is of su- 
—— õricin. ⸗4. A fanciful name some- 
mes given to twin crystals of staurolite. 

-tale (far’i-til’), n. 1, A tale or story 
about fairies. —2, A story as unreal and as in- 
credible in its statements as fairies or tales 
about them. 

faith-curist (fath’ki’rist), mn. One who be- 
lieves in the effleacy of faith and prayer by 
themselves as therapeutic agencies; a believer 
in faith-cure. 

faith-mark (fith'miirk), n. A fundamental 
and characteristic — of a religious faith. 

. faith-phil (fiith’fi-los*o-fi), n, A form 
Valence & la Coene.— Plate, Rowen, France . — of the philosophy of common sense which is 
—— — * distinguished by insisting that we ought to 

of the inlaid clay decorations to niello-w repose upon our natural tendency to view the 
d'Oiron, under Jaience.— Falence (F.],a origin of the universe and of high moral aspir- 
forms applied te Coourated pemery which has been — — morphically. Common-sense flow 
nam or reverberatory kiln. See Sur- Phy se other hand, of saying 

nace, under furnace. called —— — pee Bi to Mield t to certain dispositions to believe says that 
——2 —— imposeltie not to belleve certain doctrines upon suf. 
ort von pottery Ot et AS ficlent consideration, und if the propositions ure not too 

tali UL ‘ iy enancia 

Brinig oth ot ie oe ¢ * * > faith-state (fath stat), ». In ol., an emo- 
on “eI rpm A — 
made of clay from Saint-Porchal 
same as Heart [/. ware, fatenee d'Oiren, and yao 
@ niellure (which see) — 
coated x with a tin glaze of enamel, eich as majol! em dll 
and the earthenware of * old French potters. 
—— *⸗nam⸗t, and stanniferons ware, ‘eo 

falencerie eh ny th n. [F., ¢ faience, 
——— * — — — 
aience * eos cularly to the 

old French —— — ae 
faiencier (fa-yon-syé’),». [F.] 1. A dealer 
in crockery.—2. A maker of faience; spe- 
cifically, a potter who makes stanniferous 
faience in the style of the old French tin- 

— (fal spc )}, ». In lac <8) spot), ‘orestry, & e 
nae Bad pny B artificial —— — has 
failed, [Colloq.J 

Failure of lack of li a a eee 
death: but the howfac of inheriting, 
Scior to the death of the father will noe de eprive tive latte? 

near Oiron, 8* 

of his tof courteay ; phn oe pl ape 0 (anes 
a child ——— the period of gestati 
death of the father. 

faint, a, sive: applied to the atmo- 
ere. 8, Oppres ve 
ne wack (fants’bak), n, In the distillation 

of whisky, the receiver in which the faints, or 
ml pe “it, is collected, to be afterward re- 
distilled: same as | Mfaints-cask. See faint, n.,2. 

faints-back. * fainte-cask {tate uk), =. See —— 
hit or 

a a ball hit — the limits of “the foal-lines — 
Fair-play mi iven by settlers in 
vania, in a tract 
about the year 1700, to three men elected annually, in 
rotation, to whom authority was given to determine all 
questions of boundaries at a time when the land was still 
ansurveyed because it was doubtfal whether it had ever 
buen by Their decision waa final, and 
was reinforced 4 the common consent of the community. 

— (far"iz-ar’ 5), » 

faiviah (ffir’ish), a. [fairl + -ish!.] Pretty 
fair; passably ete.: as, a fairish crop. 

fair-lead da lac), » Same as fair-leader. 
fair-sti itch (fiir’ stich ), » A-sort of machine- 
sewing stitch in which ‘the visible portion of 
the thread between the stitches on the face 
or fair side of the work, appears to be be raised Ti 
or rounded instead of lying flat, as in ordinary 3 
plain or flat sewing. It is done by y ryasng & the 
stitched material to cause the @ the 
be hol | * ap —_ une ‘orm Pair-sttteh * 

im a mene, , a sew machine for sewing 

harnesses and hosts and shoes, having an attachment for 
forming a tair-sti 

fair-trader (fir'tra“dér), One who advo- 
eates or favors the fiseai system known as fair 
trade (which see, under trade). 

fair-water (far’wi’tér),n. In ship-building, & 
cover or filling-piece fitted in front or rear of 
any projection or abrupt break in the surface 
of the under-water parts of a vessel's hull, to 
permit the water to flow past smoothly and 
without eddyi ying. 

fairy-bells (far'i-belz), n 
glove, — u 

fairy-cree oh ‘per), m. 
fumitory, Pedlumia fe Sun 
fairy-smoke (fir‘i-smok), ». The Indian-pipe, 
Monotropa wniflora. 

The purple fox- 

The climbing 

Pennayl- 
ween | ¢ Lycoming and Pine croeks, F 

Same as elf pro 

tive state, characterized by the sense of com- 
munion with God and nature, which plays a 
prominent part in the psychological process of 
—— See the extracts. 
That state of confidence, trust, union with all things, 

following upon the achievement of moral unity, which we 
have found, more or leas tersely v in every con- 
versian ———* is the Fait 

H, Leuba, in Amer. Jour. Psychol, VIL 345. 
— —— them Is in any case what Kant 

call’ a ‘sthenic’ affection, an excitement of the cheerful, 
ive, ‘dynamogenic' order which, like any tonic, 

freabens our vital powers... We have seen how this 
emotion overcomes temperamental melancholy and im- 
parts endurance ie on or a zeat, or a meaning, 
oran enchantment and to the common objects of 
life. The nameot fob atate oy which Professor Leuba 
designates it, 3 a one. 

‘ames, Var, of Religious Exper., p. 506. 

—— ss (fa'tirs-gris), n. The a 
m7 

—_— 
orbia Esnla: so called because 

teed b by —— or quacksalvers. See leafy 
urge under spurge?. 

®.— Plemish false (awed), a number of turns of 
rope that are concentric, or have n common center, and 
lie flat on the deck instead of riding over each other, 

falanstery, ». A simplified spelling of phal- 
anstery, 

falanx, ». A simplified spelling of phalanz, 
falarica —_— “ks, i Ts, Chale, Jala, a kind of 
tower or scaffold Hom —68* missiles were 
thrown in sieges.) A missile bearing burning 
tow and — used in antiquity and in the 
middie ages. it was thrown Vy & catapult or 

Sa anges. See tormnpetip. ‘a orange-tip. orany 
falcial (fal’ginl),a, (L. fale ( fale-), sickle, + 
-i-al.) Ofor relating to thes falx cerebri. 

(fiil-thé'd ei, n. .. «LL. Faleidia 
BC. pars), * — —— of an inheritance, 
as secured bi vy the ler Falcidia, ‘the law of 
(Publius) Faleidius,’ a Roman tribune who 

osed the law (about 40 B.C.) — 
the heir at * one fourth part of the whole 
inheritance. 5. ak fai, one fourth of an in- 
heritance, It legally belongs to the heir, To 
protect it the heir has the mght to reduce leg- 
acies to pon fourth parts of the succession. 

ines, one of the 6 to 8 sickle 
to which a peendonavicetia di- 

Palciform 

n.— ¢ South American 
hawk, oe en cneAiirn elos to the ae- 
cipitrine division of the birds of 

coniformes (fal-kon-i- for'm ‘méz), n.pl. (NL. 
< L. falco, a faleon, form, a, form. -j 
An order which contains the diurnal birds 0} 
prey: divided by dat into three suborders, 
Aceipitres, birds of Pg proper, Serpentarii, She 
secretary-bird, an ‘atharte, the American 
vultures. The term seems to have been first empbo: 
tof nia sense by Seebohm, 180), in Ue “Classi 

Jcula, ». Same as fale cerebri. 
Palerian —8 rian), a. (LL. *Falerianus, < 
falerii.) Belonging or relating to Falerii, an 
ancient city of Etruria, on the site of the mod- 
ern Civité Castellana. 

fall’. v.i, 14, In Scots law, to lose; forfeit; be 
deprived of : as, to fall from a right or estate, 

fall calm, to cease to blow, as the wind; become 
calm.—To fall down. (@) To show nnexpected * 
nest; fall unexpectedly or completely, [Slang.)-To 

fallow 
fall once upon, (4 1 (ce) In goon, to come precisely upon ; 
reat upon ; 

Let the ie caine: applied 2* — DEP, 
so that the point A may fall om the point L 

Asan for Improcement of Geom, Teaching, Plane 
(Geom., p. 25. 

Tp fall within, in geom, to come within ; rest inside 

sane it may be proved that the line BA does 
not fait —E te poe re " 

Aaa'n for Improvement of Geom. Teaching, Plane 
(Geom., p. 1% 

fall!,n. 28, An apron, attached to the front 
edge of acarri t, suspended between the 
point of — ment and Se bottom of the 
— .—24, The capture or surrender 
o sieged city or fortress): as, the fall 

— 5 — + ; 1. = ( , % ‘a “age, } 8 
felling or pi Ta down of timber-trees.— 2. 
Fallen ches collectively. 
fall-s pparatus (fil’ap-n-ra’tus), », [G, fall- 
appara) In psychophys.: (4) Aninstrument 

y Hipp for tae control of his ehrono- 
. An fvery ball — ere a Variable height upon 

a Sarai Plate, break! electrical contacts aa 
it falls, The elec! clreult tneludes the chronoscope, 
which thus registers the time of fall. (b) An instru- 
ment devised by Hering for the comparison of 
the binocular and monocular perceptions of 
é bh. The eyes look openings in a screen at 
os * — ‘ead buat 1 — gl White beads 

bearer and farther from the black bead. 
fall-chronometer (fiil’kro-nom’e-tér), n. [G. 
fallehronometer.) psychophys., a gravity- 
chronometer. The instrament consists ordinarily of a 

er ; oF, a8 a tach! to expose visual 
stimuli for a and accurately — — period. 

Tite: , Exper. Prychol., Lin 
ng, one se whe fells trees. 

The action inn -mule during 
faller, ». 
faller- motion (taler-md°shon 
of the cyt ona 8 
the process of winding into cops. 
Nasmith, Cotton S pinning, . 69, 

faller-rod (fi'lér-rod), “n Same as */faller- 
shaft, 

faller-shaft (fa’lér-shaft), ». A rod which 
runs lengthwise of the spindle-carriage of the 
spinning-mule and to which the arms of the 
— attached, Nasmith, Cotton 
—— 
—522 ‘faut a emall minnow, N i entertalls in tributastes 0¢ ne found about 

Tennessee and ——— rivers. 
fall-flower (fal’flou’ér), n. The white-wreath 
aster, Aster multiflorus: so called 
lateness of its flowering. 

from the 
See white-wreath 

falling-ax (fa‘ling-aks), n. An ax with a long 
helve and v ing, aa narrow bit, designed espe- 

talline for fell 
falling-wedge ( ta ting-we i) n. A wedge that 
is — into the kerf o nee that is bein 
eut down to cause it to fall in the desi 
direction. 

fall-line (fal’lin), ». In phys. geog., a line 
drawn through a number of rivers at points 
where they have falls or rapids due to a com- 
mon cause; spec —— a line of this character 
in the eastern Uni States, near the inner 
border of the Atlantic coastal plain, passing 
through Trenton, Philadelphia, Baltimore, 
Richmond, ete. 

fallow? m., 2. In} the soil is merel 
neglected or ——— for one or more 
sensons, for the sake of ‘reating' it. This te often dome in 
alternate years. In more scientific farming, except in 
situations where ‘extensive’ methods are just! pee 
wertensive, 5), a fallow be either ‘ancrop 
techn but the ay mg always cultive ‘The 
technique of iallowine is very closely worked out tn 
Great a tow ao in the United States, where 
contitions * * various nnd me ilula less settled ; but 
the ditference is partly of terms. See phrases below, ” anal 
compare rotation nef oreges, under ratetion, ave also phrases 
ander Bare fallow, « fallow without crops; 
useally, in 4 “specific sense, an fallow of a 
year's duration with thorough cultivation. In British 
practice, cultivation is begun in the autumn after the re- 
moval of grain, and is continued in the succeeding spring 
and — ee it is not begun till winter, the 
larger = | ease falling in summer, As many as 
nine —— creme Mowings are semetiones given, 

des numerous harrowines, ete, The object is the 
destruction of weeds and insect pesta and the mechanical 
and cle —— ameclionition of the soil, Bare fallows have 
now largely given wey cropped fallows, though they 
are still sepscred by British authorities for sti claya 
For bare-fallowing to conserve motature see dry afarminy. 

fallow, in Great Hritain, a tallow in which 
the ground is oooupted, at least in summer, by a manured 
and closely cultivated crop which serves the purpose of 
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cleaning and mechanical improvement, at the same 
yielding feed, which la returned to the soil through 
manare ucts; a green fallow,— Dead fallow. 
as bare ®fallow. 

In case a saving upon the old dead or hare fallow, 
— J. Wrightoon. Fallow and Fodder Cropa, p. SL 

rut in 
® in time for the root crop. The ice of this 
kind of fallowing ft called ecatch-c . See catch 

— rag, or fallow, bow in which * a 
af crop is sown ip autamn and cut late in the n 
the land being then fallowed during the ————— 
in wheat in the autumn. [Great Britain.|—MNalked fallow, 
Same as bare #/fallow?.— Root fallow, in Great Britain, a 
cropped fallow in which, after winter tale aArouterop 
(see ® ) is grown. — a jaw = 
eo called use the stirrer is omitted and becuse 
the tillage takes place chiefly at that seasom,— 

drop from variable heights upon plates of 
metal, slate, ete. Given constancy of the weight of 
the balls and homogeneity of materials of balls and plates, 
the intensity of the sound produced by Uhe impact of the 
ball on the plate is pro anal te the height of the fall. 

‘urmishes The fall-p! thas a of sourd- 
stimuli which are intensively graded in terms of some 
arbi unit. 
fall-polson (fal’poi’zn), ». Bame as fly-poi- 
son, 

fall-tube (fil’tab), ». A glass tube about 800 
millimeters long through which, in a mereury- 
= the mercury falls to create a vacuum. 
fi Ww. Travers, Exper. Study of tiases, P. &, 

fallway (fal’wa), 1, A hoist-shaft or an open- 
ing through which freight is hoisted: so called 
from the eustom of using a block and fall to 
do the hoisting. 

fall-wind (fal’ wind), x. A wind that deseends 
rapidly from the were regions of the atmos- 
phere. Such are the foehn, the bora, the mis- 
tral, the chinook, ete. 

faloos, n. See *falus. 
false, a. 10, Additional; assistant; subsidi- 
ary; supplementary; temporary; used to sup- 
plement or temporarily displace something: 
as, the false work or supports for a bridge 
which is under construction.—Palse b 

— False cirrus. . 
etc, Bee *yreinl, etc.— Palse m' 

dante meunen, 
, 0. t—To false a doom, Sce #doom. 

false-card (fals’kiird), v. i. To play a ecard 
with a view to deceiving one’s adversary as to 
the true holding in the suit, as to win with 
the ace when holding the king also. 
The dealer falee-cards #0 that the adversaries will not 

know that he holds the queen. Blwell, Bridge, p. 82 

falsework (fals’wérk), n. See false work, 
under false, 

falsidical (fal-sid’i-kal), a. (L. falsidicus, < 
Salsus, false, + dicere, speak, + -al ? Express- 
ing falsehood; falsifying: opposed to vericdi- 

fala (fi-lé'i), ».[Sp.: see felucea.) A boat, 
used in the Philippine Islands, resembling in 
general a felueca, but with a square sail, 
ro of *5* — tea U 

(fi-li‘ni-an), mn. In geol., the Upper 
Miocene strata in Pranes which are character- 
ized by the faluns. See feluna, 

falus (fa-liis’), vn. [Also faloos, Moose, fluce ; 
Hind. faliis, fulds, a smal — coin, Pers, 
fultis, small copper coins, ¢ Ar, faliis, fils, 
fulis, money, cash.) Jn North ca, Arabia, 
India, and neighboring countries, a small eop- 
aad coin of various values ranging from one 
ourth to one tenth of a cent. 

F. A.M. An abbreviation of Free and Ac- 
cepted Masons, 
fam. An abbreviation (a) of familiar; (b) of 

milly. 
fame-flower (fiim’flou‘ér), n. See Talinum. 
Famennian group. See *group?. 
fa mi (fii’me’). [See fa and mi.] In music, 
an old name for a half-step or semitone. 

familial (fa-mil’yal), a. [L. familia, family, 
+ -all.) J Occurring in members of the 
game family, though not necessarily heredi- 
tary: said of certain diseases, especially of 
the nervous system. 

It it necessary to distinguish acute forms following ex- 
haustion or infectious diseases in persons without heredi- 
tary or constitutional defect, the subacute and chronic 
forma or habit-neurasthentas frequently without heredity, 
and the chronic constitutional type, said to be to a large 
extent familial, 

Amer. Jour. Peychol., July-et., 1009, p. 64. 

See 
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2. Asin a family; family-like. 

Parfugium 

fang, r. 6. A valve in a pump; the water-seal 
of & pump.—To lose the fang, to break the seal or 

(the Chinese ned — character which this people siioy a eaanle (en baa pamp, 6 that it will not 
Twrde (trans), Laws of Imitation, p, 252, .arw without priming. 
Ce 4 A bolt used for I, »., 6. In phy the term is used £2Ng-bolt (fang ’ bolt), n. 

In some cases the 
family. 

= : :! attaching ironwork to wood, by Rosenbusch to embrace igneots rocks which are alike Seen of mg Toit hes * —— cx— 

* timber, and in other cases the fangs are on washers. a 

rocks, In the quantitative system of classification (19, fangie’ fang‘gl), ». [Prob. orig. connect 
ths ot wi phi oy A large, irregular bundle of 

Meoup Straw tied together at intervals, and serving 
as a torch. 
fango (fiin’gd), n. [It. Sp. fango = Pr, OF, birth ; ——— of 

guished mf leandly mien, tan with a farmily.— fane, mud.) Mud in its therapeutic uses, languages, a group of | 
esignated which ts spoken in —— ——— 

as its principal members Chinese, Cochin-Chinese or Anna- 
m Slamese, and Burmese. 

. G.— Family arrangement, agreement for th 
disposition of pert; ween shermabars of the cme 
family, in which the relationship of the parties is a aum · 
— cond 7 jem et dod —— tf - 
‘amin, ". simplified spelling of famine. 
fan, »., 1. (a) The tun has been used by various peo fresh water in Cuba. 
pied to guard sacrod mysteries. In the older ritual of te fanning = ing), m. achi⸗ 

and Greek churches, a lan was carried byadeacon variety of free embroidery stitching on orna- 
of the maas, at the gospel side of the altar, ., mental fabries used for decorative purposes. 
9. In projective geom., one of the flat pencils ales called ng. 
which are determined by the sides of a poly- Pan _shaped structure, See *structure. 

ma = Bioctric fan or faa motor, Se i euin Fantail axle, See *axic. 
js used to force alr into a room oF hall, thus creating a fantaisie (for-ti-z6’), ». (F.: see fantasy.) 
current of air: the reverse of * * Same as spun silk (which see, under sill). 

wi > @X! from a room 4 

fall thus acing a current of air: —— cf planters tagm, n. A simplified spelling of phan- 

fan. t. I, trans, 6. To “cool with a club”; famtasmagoria, ». A simplified spelling of 

fanguito (fiin-gé'té), ». [Sp., dim. of fargo, 
mud.J A Mitel, —*&* a, fori in 

In machine-gscwing, — 

club, as policemen sometimes club refractory /tantaxmagoria, 
prisoners. ([Slang.] antasy 1, See — 

IL, intrans, 3, To strike at something (as fantigue (fun-tég’), n. | Also fanteague, fantoag, 
a base-ball) without hitting it; fan the air. fanteeg, fantaig, fantag ; prob. a + mixture 
[Slang.]—To fan out. (0) to pass muster; come out Of fantasticand fatigue.) A state of worriment 
of an examination, test, or contest sace v. 
fromdef. 4. (¢) To strike out, asin base-ball. (Slang.| ‘tod), nm. 
fan* (fan), ». (Said by some to be short for obseure. Cf. *fantigue. 
— ae a a pore — give one the fantods. Mark Twain. Slang.] 

on fan‘a-tic. ers associate the wo t tom, ». and a. A simplified ling of 
San, which has various slang uses.] One who fantom, . — 
is very enthusiastic on the subject of athletic fan-work (fan’wérk), n. Same as fan-tracery. 
sports, grec Page one who haunts Par 4 *point, 
base-ball unds and base-ball games; a far’ (fiir), a. [L. far, spelt: see farina.) A 
base-ball ‘fiend,’ [Slang.] type of spelt now out of notice. 

Cranks and ‘fens’ of all degrees Triticam Fer, is one of the class of t-wheats 
Are there to how! and scream, Tt is distings: by the distance of its jete from 

Kanaas City Daily Times, April 24, 190% one another, Lew, Pract. Agr., p Si 

fanam, Canterey fanam, & coin of southern India far, An abbreviation (a) of farriery; (b) of " 
5.87 na, 

arthing. 

faabath age sol Ae Be pes pele 5 (far’a-kérd), n, [A trade-name prod. 

ing the heat of fever in which rapid evapora- ¢ [t, fare, fur, make, L, facere, + E, a curd?) 

pee greeeess ay eee eee preparation of skim-milk in the form of a 

* onnette (fan-sho-net’), ». [F. dim. of dry powder: used by bakers and confectioners. 
Fanchon, a pet form of Fran - of Faraday effect. See *effect. 

poise, Frances, a Paraday“s space 
feminine name.) A small pastry covered with seekers Saxe mee —— baat tubes "See atest 

*f meringue. ube, x 
n, 2, In ornith,, a large longitudinal faradimeter (far-a~dim’e-tér), ». Same as 

crest which opens and closes somewhat like a */arad-meter. 
fan. The crests of the hoopoe and cockatoo — The current is from a secondary coll of about som 
are examples, turus of fine wire and the 8 ts carefully measured 

Pancy dress. See *dreas. ny Saradimeter which I ibited before the B 

: probably or anxiety. [Prov. Eng.] 
fantod (fan Also fanted; origin 

The fidgets: as, to 

fandangle (fsn-lang’l), mn; (fan(dango) + Therapeg Sloan, Th Lancet, May 30, 1908, p. 18% 
langle. ‘ancy or fantasti ¢ orna- tion, .— Galvanic faradization, the stimu 

ment. lation of a — by aes galvanic and faradic * 
fan·dri ll (fan‘dril), ». Movements and evo-  renta. 
lutions performed in concert by a company of farad-meter (far’ad-mé’tér), a. In elect., an 
girls or ladies armed with fans. instrument for determining, in farads, the 

fan-duster (fan’dus’tér), nm. In -making, electrostatic eapacity of a condenser, 
a revolving wire-cloth cage inclosed in a cas- faradocutaneous (far’a-d5-ki-ta’né-us), 4. 
ing, used to shake the dust out of stock, Relating to the skin and a faradie current. 

(fii-nd‘gii), mn. (Sometimes faneague; taneous sensibility, sensibility of theskin 
< Sp. Sanega, hanega = Pg. Cat. fanega, ¢ Ar. to stimulation by a fatadic current. Alien. and Newrd, 
Janiqgn, a large sack (Preytag).) 1, ASpan- Feb, 1008, p, 40, , 
ish and Spanish-American dry measure con- faradometer (far-a-dom’‘e-tér), . Same as 
taining about 1} United States bushels.—2, _*/arad-meter. 
A Spanish and Spanish-American land-mea- Parang (fi‘rang), n. (Hind, Pers. farang: 
sure containing about 1% acres. see Frankl, 2.) A Frank; a Feringhee or Eu- 

fanfare, ». 3. —— — erratic or — & ee igs 
eccentric style of decoration which purpose y (the Stamese of awn) have seen less 
avoids Sed or geometrical y port POSEY Paramy than many of pag ys fgg LY gaan 

fanfest (fan’fest), n. ‘an? + G, fest (aa in i ss . 
schiitzenfest, etc.), festival.) A gathering of farcy-button (fiir’si-but‘n), n. A small tumor 
‘fans,’ that is, ‘ base-ball enthusiasts. (Slang,] (enlarged lymphatic gland) oceurring in & 
There was» rar fa nf ert over the ramary of imical —— anne from farey. Also called 

thes among the ite, N.Y. Bee. Arer., July 27, 1M, b (fir’si-pip), * A hard, eordy swell- 

fan-flower (fan‘fiou’ér), ». An Australian jing we ——— lymphaties in farey. 
shrub, Lobelia cuneiformis, so called from the fare n.— Exoess fare, on railways, steamboats, ae. 
— ——— fan-like appearance of its flowers. the Payment tate by a bas ener for travel 5* 

— ovttan'fér}), n. <A forge in which a that for which the ticket was issued, — 
centrifugal fan instead of a bellows furnishes — 5 — — eae spelling —5 
the blast, arfugium (fiir-fii’ji-um), m. NL. (Lindley, 

fang, v. t.—To fang a pump, to prime ft. (Local, Eng.) 1857), ¢ L. farfuginm, t fe plant called colts- 



Parfugium 
foot, Farfara.] An untenable name 
for —— & genus of plants of the fam- 
ily —_, e *Erythrochaete, 

me (fa-rin’a-tom), ». [L. farina, 
meal, anit Gr. -rowog, Créuveew, rayely, cut.) An 
apparatus used in the study of seeds to make 
cross-sections of many grains (of cereals) at 
once, The object in cutting is to determine 
whether the seeds are —_ or starchy, 
farinha (fii-rén’ yh), & “g.: see farina.) In 
Guiana a the West In f¥, Cassava meal, 

vorous (far-i-niv’d-rus),a, Feeding upon 
farinaceous 5 said of a meal-worm or F 
a grain-weevil. 

Parm lateral. See *#loterat,— 

\y to market-ywar- 
dening and to growing forage-crops. Muir, Agriculture, 
B. 124, note, 

A simplified spelling of phar- teal me 

m. portable 
cooking — — 

farm: boiler ( firm’ boi‘ lér) 
furnace and boiler for 

without ci ‘istarb- 
feed-boiler, 

, itch. See 

pigs, ete, The boiler is 

ing 

The corn- 

usually 
up and its contents dischar 

e tire or furnace, em 

*allianoe, etc. 
farmer's-ruin (far’ mérz-ri’in), n. 

arvensis: so called from its 

See *theorem, 
, 4. 4 The commercial production of 

any plant (even horticultural) or animal which 
has an economic value; as, fruit-farming, per- 
fumery-farming (growing flowers for extrac- 
tion of perfume ils), ostrich-farm for 
eon) te farming 9 (for ay i a der Par 

} spade 

wing of feeds, the manage- 
Jee enetartens of titer ant 

application of labor and expense, the maximum retarns 
are obtained from snaall arene Such a method is profit 
able in sitantions where ¢ land i valaable on aocoant 
opens of tay and cence En 

—* 
— High 

(fir ator oheltie), un, Ashed 
or wind-break intended to shelter cultivators 
at work upon their fields: used especially in 
—— with the Red Indians of North 

eri ch. 

farolito —— 8 IBp. farolito, dim. of 
ferol, lantern.} In Porto Rico the balloon- 
vine, Cardiospermum Halicacabum, so called 
from the fancied resewbance of its intlated 
fruit to a miniature paper lantern. 

farouche (fii-rtsh’), a. [{F.; origin obseure.] 
Distant or repellent in manner; unsociable ; 
shy. Mrs, Gaskell, 
atse’s jie. See *linet, ——— 

group, series, See *growp, *series. 
parrings (far‘i- with, w, (Farris, a lake in Nor- 
way, + -tte?.] In petrog,, a name given by 
Briigger (1898) to a compact ehocolate-brown 
rock composed of 35 per cent, of a melilite- 
like mineral, 33 per cent, of barkevikite, 25 
per cent. of diopside, and a little lepidomelane, 
altered olivin, and iron oxid. It oceurs in @ 
narrow dike cutting ~— ayenite. 

farsang (fir’sang), n. [Pers.: see parasang.} 
A Persian itinerary measure equal to about 
four miles. 

a. A-simplified spelling of pharynz. 
F. An abbreviation (a) of Fellow of the 
Antiquarian Society; (b) of Fellow of the So- 
ciety af Arts; (¢) of free alongside ship. 

fasc. Au abbreviation of fasciculus, 

thus F. A. 8. EB. 
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fascla, n.—Dentate fascia, a strip of matter be- 
th the corpus fimbriatum th the + Acie pro- 

Pascia recta, the sheath of a rectus 
muscle, —S of the rectus alxlominis.— Pascia 

unaris, See semilinear soscia.—Pascia super- 
Seo ate —* foe under * a 7⸗ 

Tenon’s 
a. In oh ge marked with vertical 

or transverse bands of color, [Ruare.) 
, ".— Tringural faacicle or 

collection of pe in the upper mes of 
cord connect! 

asciculated bladder. 
—— two hbundles 0s, *.— Pascicull 

of nerre-fibers within the medulla obboryrata, — 
with the faacicull terete. — Pasciculus 
of a namber of white stria which cross transversely the 
—21 the fourth —— of the brain.— 

gor g 

Fase — nm ig 
Fasciger, typical genus, + -idx#.] ‘A tamily of 
Tepent or erect Sryosoa ving the zomeial 
apertures arranged in bundles or fascicles, 

— mi), ». (lL. fascia, 
band, + -Towua, ¢ Tapetv, out In surg., 
5* for — i), ofa Ten ts fain — 

p c 8 
—— Dore ia Gr. sépog, a ners The jeal 

nus of the —— — * © 
seciporid= aS-1- . 
Faseipora + TA family “af exelent 

of the Cretaceous ae ag 
in clustered — opening radially 

— Ning f phase. mplified spelling o: sel, 
Au abbreviation of Fellow af the 

Antiquarian Society of Edinburgh. 
fashion-art (fash’on-iirt), ». The art which 
follows new or exotic models, in distinction 
from custom-art, which follows the traditional 
models of clan, tribe, * — Tarde (traus.). 
Laws of Imitation, p. 

fashion-imitation Veash’qu-m-4-tishoa), 1s n. 
The imitation of new examples or models, 
especial of those of foreign origin, in dis- 
tinction 
in followin 
clan, or 

(NL., 

on. 

resemblances af 
) CUsTOR 

Tarde trams _ Imitation, p, 14. 

fashion-morality (fash ‘on -mé- gl ti), 
Morality built up from new or exotie i 
examples, in distinction from peel parol fath. 
the traditional morality of family, clan, or gq 
nation. 

Henee the individunlistic character of Sashion-morality, 
analogous to that of fashion-art. 

Tarde (trans), Laws of Imitation, p. 357, 

A.8.L. An abbreviation of Fellow of the 
logical Society af London. 
(fa-sfi‘ni-an), a. [It. Fossa, a dis- 

trict in T 1, giving name to the Passe valley 
and the Fassanian Alps.) In geol., noting o 

of strata which constitutes the lowest 
—— of * Upper Trias in the Mediter- fa’ 
ranean provin 

fast}. a. 8. "Favorable to high speed: rer 
of the condition of a race-track or road, and 
also, in cricket, of the wicket orpla ng-ground 
when it is hard and dry, 80 that meat travels 
faxt.—Past blue, magenta -pon- 
* * —ãAe see ate, Joie pen 
Fast’ — Same ae wacid-magenta, — 

Diack, Bordeaux, marine blue, cts Seo Abiech, 
—** * — E—— re 

|g Pag a fastening, usually a 
pans ag * or bolt to keep a door or window 
shut: often used in combination, as door-fast, 
shutter-fast, ete. 

tinct 
7 The 

—— oe | 1 Atonement or Fast 
= the baua oe month Tishri (whic soe), pre- 
a hy Moen: It isa holy day, “the Repbeth of 

ext in order are: (a) The fost ef the fourth 
—— on the seventeenth day of Tammuz, which is the 
fourth month of the Jewlsh ecclesiastical year; om that 
day, the rabbia declare, Moses destroyed the tablets ; on 
the same day the a sacrifices ceased, and Apostemus 
burned the law and placed an idol bn the sanctuary. 42 
The feet of * month, on the ninth day of Ab, 
fifth month of Jewish ecclesiastical year; on that day 
the Talmud relates, it was decreed that thie children 2 af 
Israel should not * the Promised Land: the destrac- 
tion of the firet and second a Copies occurred on the same 
day, (c) The fast of the tenth month, on the tenth day of 

Jewish fast- 
Tooet solern 

ered a meritorious 
be fast-fur (fast fur 

fastigiaticr — shon), 

custom-imitation, which consists fa¢l 
the traditional usages of family, with « 

in society are thedirect fat-' 

aa fat-face (fat’fis), n 

fetihab (fai’ti-hii), m. 

fatihah 
Tebeth, the reasem for this fast being the of Jeruan · 
jem by Nebuchadnezzar, c) The fost of ether, on the 
thirteenth day of the month Adar, which is the eve of Purim 

ep a pri yg in an va for instance, in sone 
localities the Jews fast on the twentieth day of Sivan 
oe the middle of June), om account of the ities in- 
= them in 1664 by the Cossacks under Chiaiel- 

Jews of Frankfort-on-the Main fast on the 

In habia, is not- 
econ the youn "th eh eai when in such 

condition that the coat of soft, woolly fur in 
which it is clothed when born does not readily 

= pull out, This coat is shed when the canis are a Sow 
weeks old, leaving them clad in the short, close hair 
——— halr-seals. 

— — [L.: see fustidi- 
ous.) "St t nausea with * to food. 

Lfastigiate 
ition of Scag, or tendency 

te; applied to trees, 
n 4.4 period of continuous fever 

in an acute disease, when the temperature 
ceased to ascend but has not yet begun to fall, 
—65. A pr — in the roof of the fourth 
ventricle of the brain. 

‘ fatl. La. 9. In painting, rich; full of color. 
Put in with an Infinity of small —* touches, the effect 

being completed bs flashes of white and vermilion. 
‘olmes, in Burlington Mag., L Ai. 

fiataber tebess. T. 
nL iL his lek Same 

. 166. 
(fat’bod‘i), m. 

consist f° of connective tissue and fa’ 
found in the bodies of arthropods, amp 
and other low forms. 

nin 

6 One of the masses 
obules 
ibians, 

In printing, same as 
*face. 

n abbreviation of — 
Father of lies, Sstan—Pather of the 

Paithfal, Ta) Abra, (*) The Sultan of Turkey.— 
year time personified as an old man See 

father-right (fi‘rnér-sit), ». Supremacy of 
the father in the family that traces deseent in 
the male line: distinguished from supremacy 
of the uncles or brothers of a wife and mother 
in the family that traces descent in the female 
line, Itis a broader and less technical term 
than the Latin patria potestas. L. Gumplowicz 
(trans.), Outlines of Sociol., p. 53. 
ther-rule (fii’ vHér-ril), x. Supreme au- 

thority of the father in the family. tn the evo 

hea 

—— of 4 family, father-rule has ly appeared 
later Jed mother-rule, which was in reality 
the —* of the male relatives of ag tthe. L. Gum 
se reek ge (trans), Outlines of Sociol, p 1 

—Nanutical fathom, In the United K 
dom, the athour used for the measurement of cables, ahich 
is one thousandth part of a nautical mile, or about 1) per 
cent. rT than the ap fathom of six feet. 

Sstigue (fa-tég’a-bil-i-ti), ». Inability 
fe to resist fatigue; lack of staying —— 

}, ne — Coefficient of fatigue, a nu. 
bonstant denoting the — to 28 given 

substance exhibita the phenomenon of clastic fatigue. — 
Curve of 2 — Elastic fat * ra, 
wafter-train.— tigue, See #rrror.— 
tigue fever, an clevation of temperature observed after 
an unusual amount of muscalar exertion: caused by the 
panes in Che system of toxic matters —— from the 
isintegration of thaete.— the loss of 
[ape fond with age exhibited by sume specimens of 

(Ar. fatiha, fatha, open- 
ing, beginning, ¢fa taha, he opened.) The tirst 
chapter (sura) of the Koran, It consists of seven 
Ferses (lines), and contains a doxology (*Te Deam lauda · 
mts )and a prayer, It is greatly reverenced by Moliam- 
mexdana, noe use it much as Koman Catholics use the 

“Gabriel! why stay'st thou me?” the Prophet sabi, 
* Since at this hour the FafiheA should be read.” 

Edwin Arnotd, Pearls of the Fatth, Alt and the Jew, st, 4. 



fat-liquor 

fat-liquor (fat‘lik’or), ». A mixtare of oils 
and alkali for oiling’ bides or skins to make 
them soft. Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 127. 

fat-liquor (fat‘lik’or), v. & To anoint or 
coat with fat-liquor. Flemming, Practical 
Tanning, p. 22. 

fat-necroals (fat’nek-ré‘sis), ». A — 
tive alteration of fatty tissue, shown by the 
presence of firm ue white areas, 

fat-pork (fat! rk), (From the nee 
of the pulp of the fruit.] The edible fruit of 
the monkey-apple, Clusia flava, or the tree 
itself. [West Indies.) 

fatten, vr. 4. 3. In poker, to add chips to (a 
— which was not opened on the previous 
eal).—4, In skat, to discard valuable cards on 

(a partner's tricks). 
A simplified fattend, pp. li f fattened. 

fat-tree (tat’tré), n- — In phytogeog., one of a 
class of trees of temperate zones, consisting 
chietly of soft-wooded species such as conifers, 
birches, and lime-trees, in which, at the begin- 
ning of winter, all the starch of the cortex and 
wood is converted into fat, to be reconverted 
into starch in the spring. Compare *starch- 
tree. A, F, W. Schimper (trans.), Plant-Geog., 

caste, See *rasti.—Patty ofls, See ott, 1.— 
the class of carbon compounds which have 

in-like eture, as distinguished from those which 
hare a cyclic structure. Also called aliphatic series.— 
ing | tumor, See #fumor. 
fau (fou), x, (Samoan, Marquesan, ete., fa.) 
1, A name in hr pom of several nettle-like 
lants which yield fiber used in making fishing- 
nes and nets: as, fau-vengd, Pipturus argen- 

teus (Samoa).— 2. A Polynesian name for 
Parits tiliaceum, atree belonging to the mallow 
family, with tough bark yielding cordage and 
very light wood used by the natives for making 
outriggers of canoes and for kindling 
friction, Also haw. & 
and mahoe, 1. 

fauces, . pl. * Tn ancient — ers 
@ passuge in a house, especially that leading 
from the first vestibule to t the pened or first 
eourt, It is disputed whether the term is ever 
used for inner passages. Vitrurius (trans.), 
— vi. 4. 

in Shih the valve ts closed by amen together two 
upright blades or carn 

fancet-filter (fi‘set-fil‘tér), a. Same as filter- 
‘anect, 

— in . a fault whi Lane en EY ce teed 
rata. it, a fault which crosses strike of 
the faulted strata; the opposite of atrite-fanit,—Dis- 
tributive fault, « fault in which the displacement is not 
confined to a single plane, but is d buted among a 
series of pera ea nt short distances from one an- 
other, —— and Salisbury, Geol, Lo 4.— 

fault. ity *farwlt, 
ity of faults in — * —— fant 

antedating the 
ny the Eastern from the Western 8 

e line extends from the wu Rhine valley, on 
northeast, to the valley of the Ticina, on the southwest. 

faul (falt’ aj), ». (fault + -age.) 
geol,, faults collectively considered. 
M surve’ to prove that all that 

of bey pe tee A being well-marked lines of 
Jaultage going down to the bases of the mountains 

Geog. Jour. (KR. G. &), XIII. 

fault-breccla (filt’brech’ili), ». A breecia 
formed by the crushing of rock along a fault. 
Sometimes called fanit-conglomerate. 

fault-bundle (falt’bun‘dl), nm. In geol., a 
group of faults. 

Varied arrangements in fault-bundles and fanlt-poly- 
gona, Geog. Jour, (R. G. &) AVI. 464. 

fault-conglomerate (falt’kon-glom‘e-rat), n. 
Same as *fault-breecia. . 

fault-fissure (filt’fish*ar), ». The fissure 
produced by a fault, even though it is after- 
ward filled by a deposit of minerals. Vetns tn 
foult-fissures are expecially valued by miners because they 
are generally believed to be areat 
depths, Geikie, Text-book of Geol (4th ed.), p. ST. 

faulting, ".— Block-fa A process resalting in a 
series of intersecting fanlte which serve to break up the 
surface of the into polygonal blocks, which are 

metitied by erosion. See fault-block, 

fault-plane (falt’plan), ». The plane or ap- 
proximate plane along which faulting has oc- 
curred, It is not, asually, a simple plane, but is rather 
azoue of some width throughout which there is shatter- 
ing and moverpent. 

rsistent to relativel 

fire b 
See *bulibago, cwhueed, fa: 
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Inclined fawlt-planes with downthrow towards one 
bh may be parallel with reverse fault-planea upon 

which a portion of an arch has moved and over an 
adjacent trough Geog. Jour, (R. G. &), XVI. 406. 

fanlt-ecarp (falt’ 8 ), % The upthrow 
side of a fault left standing as a line of litte 

—— Lau 

and Balbery, Geol, L 40 i 
fault-vein (falt’vin), n. A mineral vein de- 

ited in a fault-fissure, 
alt-vent (filt’vent), ». In geol., a voleanic 

vent located on a fault. 
During the geol — when the favlt-rent con- 

tinued intermittently active, the form af aill-complex 
was ** of being re-monlded periodically in harmony 

localised crust- with stresses 
Nature, Sept. 3, 1008, p. 413. 

of 

area). 

Faunally the same jes characterize the lower and 
upper members of the 

Science, Feb. 5, 1004, p. 285. 

faunisti (fii-nis’ti-kal-i), ade. As regards 
the fauna; fw 

faunule (fiin’ al), 
Jauna, fauna.) A little fauna; a subdivision or 
subordinate association of the species of a 
fauna: used especially of local congeries of 
fossils in the successive beds of a given forma- 
tion. 
Pavier powders. Same as Farier *explosives, 
faviform (fav’i-form), a. [L. fae, honey 
comb, + forma, form.) Resembling a honey- 
comb in appearance. 

a, A simplified spelling of favored. 
favored, a. 8. In organic chem., noting that 
configuration of the atoms or radicals in a 
eompound in which the atoms which have an 
attraction for cach other are brought as close 

ly. 
N 

togeth ible. a cg oot €. Thus of the two configurations 

HHO« HHa 

NZ \ 

H Hi 
ra 

c H ‘ ec b H 

5 is nald to be a favored ition A TK A af 2 becamse In it the 

favori' 
than ina, 

n. anda, A simplified spelling of fa- 
rorite, 

bo- favositoid (fav-d-si'toid), a. [ Parosites + -oid.] 
Pertaining to or having characters of the genus 
Favosites, 

tin] sections very near the surface of the rectica- 
major- lation show minute points projecting into the openings of 

the mesh suggesting the septa of a favositedd coral or cer- 
tain of the hydrocorallines. A 

Amer, Jour. Sei. Aug., 1904, p. 136. 

favous (fi‘vus), a. [NL. *favoens, ¢ L. farus, 
honeyeomb,] 1, Resembling a honeycomb.— 
2. Of or relating to favus, 

favrile (fav’ril), a. and, [Formed (by L. C, 
Tiffany, the producer of the glass, in 1894), 
with a differentiation of form intended to make 
the word distinctive in trade, from the normal 
type *fabrile, < L. fabrilis, of or pertaining to 
an artisan, ¢ faber, an artisan, a smith: see 
fabric.) I, a. Artistic in a distinctive and con- 
centrated way, namely, characterized by rich 
colors, enameling, and iridescence, with de- 
corative effect: applied to glass so produced, 
See the et qo 

IL. ». A highly decorative colored, ena- 
meled, and iridescent glass, usually in vase- 
forms. 
fawn, ». 3. The color of the fawn; a light 
yellowish brown. 
fawn-colored (fin’kul‘ord), a. Of a light yel- 
lowish-brown color. 

fawn-lily (fan-lil’i), mn. A dog-tooth violet, 
Erythronium giganteum, of the Coast Range of 
California and Oregon. This and other western 
species are much finer plants than the eastern, &. Ameri- 
canum, The name was proposed by John Barroughs and 
alludes to the two leaves, which resemble fawne’ ears, and 
the lily-like Gower, Also called (with other species) 
charmise-tily. 

faxineas (fak’si-nes), n. (Dial, var. of foxi- 
ness*.] In veg, pathol., a disease of flax, of 

NL., faunula, dim. of fi 

Peathered 

feather-follicle 

unknown origin, which turns the topa of the 
— red and renders them unfit for retting. 

a (fii’ya), ». [Chamorro name.] In the 
arianne — is obtusangula, a 

tree belonging to the Sapindaces, with bipin- 
nate leaves having usually three pairs of pin- 
ne, each with 4 to 6 leaflets, and with elli 
soidal, obtusely 3-angled fruit covered on t 
surface with minute dust-like hairs, and eon- 
taining a bony putamen. On the island of 
Guam the wood is used in the construction of 
small boats. 

allace. See *lace. 

top f bore t foolsca 
FO. a he a abbreviation —— io Pelion of te 
Jambridg ilosophical Society ; é 
of the Chemical Society —— 8 th ¢.) in 
marine underwriting, of free of capture and 
seizure, 

t,. 2, Amachine with a main cyl 
inder, workers, and strippers with steel hooks, 

Fearnang’ 
eed -enllers ; (. main cylinder; , workers: B. 

(From Vickerman’s * Woollen Spinsiag.”) 

ht. 

A, teedtable; Bf 
strippers; F, doffer. 

or teeth, for teasing or opening wool prepara- 
tory to ing. 
feasance (fé’sans), ». [Also fesaunce; <¢ AF. 
Sesance, Jesaunce (F. faisance), ¢ fesant, ppr. 
of faire, do: see fact. Cf. malfeasance, non- 
feasance.) Performance ; doing or performing 
an act or thing; the act or fact of omitting to 
do or —- an act or thing. 

Feast of ingathering. Sce Je sfeativols — Feast 
of See *Hanukah.— Feast of Unleavened 

of Weeks, See Jewish — 
feast-rite (fést’rit),n. Avrite relating to the 
celebration of a feast. 

feather, *., 3. (5) Inarchery, a piece cut from 
one side of a feather, trimmed to the desired 
size and shape, and glued upon an arrow near 
the nock to improve its flight. Sometimes other 

terial is used. has three — 

eather,— Balloon or parabolic 
trimmed to a round shape toward —— 

feather, r. I. trans. 7. To drop (melted 
metallic tin) into cold water, which has the 
effect of spreading itout with a feathery ap- 
pearance. 

IL. iatrans. 4, To make a quivering move 
ment of the tail: said of dogs.—To feather out, 
specttically, said of plants that throw out many adventl- 
jous shoots after they are pruned or headed beck. 

feather-beds (ferH’ér-bedz), ». A plant of 
the genus Chara, so called from the thick and 
soft mat which these plants form at the bot- 
tom of ls in which t os Hag 

feather- (fevH‘ér-bord), ». A board 
with a tapered section thinner at one side 
than atthe other; aclapboard. [Great Britain.) 

antim a ' e *antimony, 

er-edge machine, in shoemanw/., a hand 
machine for skiving off or cutting a feather-edge 
thanks of elioe-soles. 

feather-fern (fer ’ér-férn), ». An ornamental 
branching herb of the saxifrage family, Aatilbe 
Japonica, See Spirwa, 2, (b), and *Astilhe, 

feather-follicle (ferH'ér-fol’i-kl}, ». The little 
it in which the base of a feather rests: formed 
y the sinking of the feather-papilla. 

*ftin, 

on the 



featherfoot spider 463 

Featherfoot spider. See *. —,, — the body of the episcopate over the 
feather- itown’ér-jérm). © pails 
from which a feather is 23. the fee. An abbreviation of the Latin fecit, (he) 
embryo it lies on the surface of the skin, but did it or made it, 
in older birds at the base of each feather, F (fech-né‘ri-an), a. Relating to 
within the feather-follicle. BS rg 1801-87), a — — 

feather- n. 8, See *chloris, 4.—4, One st: 28, nerian psychophysics, th 
of — pects tay species of Stipa, ineludi ‘echuerian method of ave error, 
the crested feather- . S. coronata, of A experiment. 
zona and California, and the slender feather- 
grass, S. tenacissima, of Texasand New — 
also 8, comata, one of the apes ag — 4. 
viridula, the featherbunch-grass.— 5. 
Leptochloa mucronata, of cultivated — 

See a colors, formulas, 

fecht — vr. anda. The Seoteh form of 

wed, foder = —— of the time since the adoption of 
in the Caled 

southward in the United States and in Mexieo the ——— as distinguished from that of the period 
and Cuba, —— cle iscomposed of many slen- before, which ts ——— — or old colonial.— 

derspreading ches, See slender-grass.—6, feders listic —— ik, “aie 

feathering ——— —— 8 ae tea federalism. Pay fo 6 bial to 

fe : % —22 it te tex, 
light and delicate use of the * — toe, e Federalist party e ates, 

an arrangement of cuape by w! 
are to subdivide the ‘came ——— 
ones. See cut under cusp, Fig. 3 

feather-key (feru’ér-ké), n. In mach., a ke 
fastened to a wheel which slides along a sha 
but also turns with the shaft, the key sliding 
a axial groove, spline, or slot. Thekey 

on the shaft, and the groove or slot be 
J in the wheel. . F The 
eather-papilla (fevx ‘ér- il’), 1. 
minute ——— —— — marks the 
place of development of a feather. It subse- 
quently sinks below the level of the skin and 
— at the bottom of the feather-follicle. 

(fepu’ér-pulp), ». The assem- 
* —— hs by hake —— feather is 
nourished, forming # soft, pulpy mass within 
the base of a young feather, 
feather codge (forH’ér-sej),n. A beard-grass, 

saceheroides, 50 called from its 
= 6 pan- 
ele. It occu 

* etme 
Prairies” tal in 

south western 
Valted Stetes and 
serves the purpose 
of * Some- 
times cotfon- 
grass. 

feather - stitch 
(fevn’ér-stich), 
ce. t, To orna- 
ment with fea- 
ther-stitehing. 

feather- stroke 
(fevn’ ér-stroék), 
n, In Eng. bil- 
liards, a deli- 
eate touch by 
which the cue- 
ball is pushed 
from ba ast 
the tirat object- 
ball and into 
pocket, moving Feather-sedye (Andropogon saccharoides). 
the ob, t-bal @, plant, ome fourth natural size; 4, 
only am: Fantext apes —*— — enlarged. 

Also 
quill-stroke. It has long been abolished among 
experts. JP. Broadfoot, Billiards, p, 370, 

Feather- spline. See *spline. 
feather- (fé7H' ér-trakt), n. Same as 
pteryla, 
feather-tree (fern‘ér-tré), n. 1. The smoke- 
tree, Cotinus Cotinws,— 2. The valley-ma- 
hogany, Cercocarpus parvifolius;: ao called in 
California on account Jit the feathery styles of 
the fruit. 
— (ferH’ér-wej), a. Same as 
Jor-wed, 

fea’ v. t. rs To make a feature or special 
attraction of; display or mention prominently ; i; 
= rominence to: as, A Bis featured at the 

emy as Othello. (Chiefl an newspaper 
—* theatrical uss.] of = 
fe n. Seo *feezii 
febri —— i-ti), ». (Erroneously formed 
(as if from a L *febricus) fro ‘ebrici- 
ture, have u fever, < Sebris, a fever: see fever.) 
an state of fever or feverishness. Browning, 

* A _ lified ling of febrile. 
Feb urine, 
Feb _— II, ». One who holds the 
Febronian doctrine, which maintains the 

_ fee', 

ederate, v. LI. intrans, To unite in forming 
a league or federation, 

Always as the Federative work goes on, it ecta 
itself, and Patriot genius adds contribution r con 
tribation. Thus, at Lyons, ... we behold as many as 

sixty thousand, met to federate; and fifty or some 
@ maltitude loo! on, Which ft would diffienilt to 
number. Carlyle, French Li & 

teational or other toclusive organ- 
izations of 

Pederation of labor, a 
ization of trade-unichs or other wage- 
earners; especially in the United States, the American 
Federation of Labor, 

The Federation af Labour goes more wisely to work, 
dealing with —— — of abr 
and pressing vances A 
is made to the State mainly od the Federation has 
failed ; action through the State is the second resource, 
pot the first. Eneys. Brit., XXXIL 671. 

Sogial Democratic Federation, an im 
sochety founded ge — =e L —J— 
William Morris, and 
the name of pat the Se «Boctal F Federation 7 Two 

was adopted. It is the rd yt 
— — in —*5 United K theories 

teachings are — of 1M. 

federico other), anish 1 sco ft (Spanish name.) 

2 fea we i ac amed for E. 
Federov, a n tmineralogist.] A variety 
of Pagar related to mgirite. 

6}. In huntin — certain portions of 
animal w distri 

— to definite 

** socialist 
Hyndman, 

under 
later the 

‘A 

regulations. 
fee*, .— Fee and life-rent, in Scots law, two estates 
in land, the former importing sbeolute ownership and 
the latter a life-estate, The two estates might coexint, 
in ditt persons at same thine, and from the 
loose way in which ona were used by com- 

cers, dificulties of construction amd the term 
a fee: for exampl 

e in conjunct fee and ‘life. 
marriage tn fee” meant 

fe 6. In founding, to supply extra 
pon to “(a dn found casting) while it is 
satting. rales gone by he s-cbriak bend or rloer 

ick portion of aul keeping com- 
Be Hany open between per the metal in the mold 

a feeding-rod up and down until the metal 

hobes 
f the metal as it cools, this 

outaide and leaving Sree holes 
filled. 

device for auto- 
from one 

Blamire’s feed, a lattico-« 
y conveying cotton, wool, and like fibers 

carding-machine to another, the fibers being delivered nt at 
Tight angles to the direction in which they are received. 

feed. Sve interinittent *feed, 
in stock-reteing, animal fool or wm particnl: 
which has been ent into small pieces by running it through 

or 

S Fad 

a cutter, —Intermitten’ the — piven Se niet, or 
te the work, by means of a pawl and ratchet of a sim 
device: dis from the continuous feed obtained 
by the use of a constantly — feed, a 
form of device, arranged in sections Tesombiing 
plano-keys, for eqeehly —— cotton intoa — 
machine. Naamith, yD. Be 
See , 2 a self-acting feed used 
in wool ing for reducing the carted into @ flat 
ribbon about ‘ive inches wi and bs helt an inch thick, and 

machine. Silent delivering It to a — oe 
a mechaniam for mo in- to the work or the 

work to a in Wed hine-tool or woodworking ma- 
chine in whic termittent effect of a ratchet and 
dog f4 replaced by a friction apparntus, so Uhat there is no 
autible click when the feed-motion acta The most neual 
forms embody the idea of a cam or le, which slips 
when palled in one direction, —* wae a ——8 a euita- 
ble sarface when motion occurs In the opposite direction, 
and in this second nen drives the leod-gear.—Star- 
feed, adevice for ing a tool to its work by means of 
a acrew on —— or Doring-bar, As the work or 

calender. or terete tells: 
Hivos: iver; D, carri er for spread 
(Prom Vickerman's * Weatlen aprsesia ng 

for the 
apron. 

¢ ine aver 

the bar revolves, a projecting arm of a rimless wheel on 
the end of the screw strikes an adjusted pin, which com- 

a partial revolution of the wheel and feed-screw. 
projecting arms are of such 2 shape a to enggest a 

#tar of four, five, six, or more poly 

foed-bag (f6d"bag), n, aoa as nose-bag (which 

feed -bed (féd’bed), n. 1, A place where ani- 
mals feed.—2, A level surface forming a table 
along which material is fed to & machine. 

feed- (féd’ bord), », The table attached 
to a printing- or folding-machine which up- 
holds the pile of paper that is fed into the ma- 
chine sheet by sheet. See laying-on *table. 
feed boiler (féd’boi‘lér), ». Same as *farm- 

rene box (féd’boks), n. 1. A box which con- 
tains a set of feed-gears or other ap 8 for 
feeding a machine,—2. A box in which oats or 
other feed for horses or cattle is ke: 

feed-cloth —— n, Same as ‘feed-sheet, 
( The valve or cock b; 

which the supply Inet feed-water for a boiler {& 
controlled, 

feed-cone a. n. A cone-pulley, or a 
cone of to change the rate of feed 
on a machine, ae order to it to the eut- 
* —— which is best for the material or for 

), n. Anoil-cup; specifically, 
an oil-eup which ho holds a supp  ehmeleut. 16 

feed-cutter (féd’kut*ér), n. Amachine for cut- 
ting hay, clover, ensilage and the like. Such 

nes are made in many forma. 
y, Me The opening or door- 

fuel is supplied to a 
rn at ete. fur. 

: feed-engine (féd’en*jin), n. A feed-pump. 
feeder, n., 6. far ji 

on te 
conductor Shih Ss 

| point in the distribution- 
current. In low. 
tn which an appreciate 

een generator and —— 
led, from which —— t ie 

Awiomatic Cual-teeder. 

nis ——e— Om tallroud-track divcharying coal to feeder: 4, 
feeder; c, delivery; 2. recprocating gate; ¢, short track 

* — gue travels; J, bucket-convreyer traveliag om track inot 
shown); g- operating and geiding conveyer, also geared to 
comteol sinall geari A, small gear that its rotation causes gate 
(threwgh the crank and connecting tod! alternately to opes anit 

#, Sovew for adjusting movement of gate to deliver exact 
Arrows show direction of travel of conveyer 

close: 
baad to cach bweeket. 
and rotation of year, 



feeder 
rovided with an adjustable wate. It fe ased and ff 

ned with —— for distributing the 
different flours or meals in exact proportions and at the 
same to the tleoder. It is sometimes united with 
adiv —— distributing-machine for the of 
feeding several bolti — or a7} —* ines, and 
fa then called a di ont ater In transporta- 
tion, any automatic machine which teas * supplies lone fe 
material in bulk to a conveyer or elevator, It may feed 
the load to a belt conveyer in a continuogs stream, or in- 
termittently to a bucket conveyer, filling one bucket at a 
time; it — form the — oo of | of aconveyer, supply- 
ing coal to is another —— 
made in many np See cut on prev 
9. The player who 8 the D Dall to othe bats- 
man (in rounders and similar games); hence, 
the name of a oe game resembling 
rounders. NV. £. Automatic feeder, am 
2— used in mining, tosecure a uniform and definite 
supply of ore for treatment.— Bramwell feeder, in fez- 

Bramwell Poeder, 

a **— toothed apron; 4, box or case; ¢, oscillating combs 
@, beed-tantice ; ¢, feed-tabie ; ‘weighing scale. 

tile, manw/., ——— — — 
Fas geaterial, ae re Fg ad a eo: inven’ 
by W. C, Bramwell in 187 

feeder-bar (f6’ der-bir), n, An oscillating bar, 
in a cotton-machine, by which the tte of 
eotton to the machine is controlled. Also 
“— Seeler-bar. 

feeder. head (fé’dér-hed), ». Same as feed- 

food-gage ( (fad’gaj), mn. A small guide- 
attached a printing- or Sedine-aene ine, 
against which the feeder of the sheets places 
each sheet of paper, for the purpose of secur- 
ing uniform and exact —- oftener called, 
_ —_ rane eet sa 

gat), @ gate or open- 
ing thro whieh —— is fed to a machine, 
as that which admita water to a turbine.— 2. 
The opening into a mold, through which the 
molten metal is poured. 

feed. (féd‘gér), », The mechanism by 
which either the material operated upon or 
the tool ix fed forward, 

feed-grinder (féd‘grin’dér), n. A power grind- 
ing-mill for 25 corn, wh wheat, oats, ete., 
to coarse meal suitable for fooding to cattle. 
Tt uses steel burs in place of stones, and is often fitted 
with an automatic f hag device and elevator for lifting 

wed guide (fed'gid), n, Se AYfeed-gage F e 
ae —— a é *hop‘ér), m. A hopper into 
which material is ured at intervals and 
from which it is regularly fed to a machine, 
feeding, ».— in stockraising, the 
experimentally established —— of the different na- 
tritive — required ent i a — under specithed 
conditions, Feeding adopted give the 
sits rogue wer der (oer Pt pie dee ert weight) 

in, carbohydrates, He fat, together with the fnel- 
— de of the ration, for oxen atrest, at work, etc. Poreed 

the Introduction of food inte the stomach 
through a tube in cases of attempted suicide by starvation. 

feeding-cake (fé’ding-kik), n, The solid cake 
left from the expression of colza, cotton-seed, 
and other oils, used as food for eattle. Groves 
and Thorp, Chem, Teehnol., LL. 26. 
Seeding gh (fé’ding-dish), n. Acircular plate 
or dish which forms the feeding-mechanism of 
9 Hiibner continuous cotton-combing ma- 
chine, 
eeding-groove (f6'ding-grov), A longitu- 
dinal groove on the ligula of ahoney-bee worker 
by the use of which one bee feeds another. 
feeding-machine (fé’ding-ma-shén’),n. An 
apparatus attached to a printing- or folding- 
machine, for the automatic delivery of single 
sheets to the machine. 

Taggart, Cotton Spinning, fe 

464 

feeding-rod (fé’ding-rod), ». A wrought-iron 
rod about ¢ to # of an patty in diameter, used 
by foundrymen to feed heavy castings, by kee —* 
ing — & passage for fluid metal during the 

D — 
ot for eat i n. The various 

inde of food for cattle —— Eng] j 

tated t —————— Be feed tusfe _ the pro- 
daction of milk, especially in w! intr t 

Eneye, Brit., XXVII. 903, 

feed-pawl (féd’pal),, A pawl or finger which 
imparts motion to a —& wheel to feed a 

@, or which receives such motion from 
the feedin —— 
feed-peg (tod pe Pep, A device, connected 
with a star-wheel, which gives an intermittent ¢, 
rotary motion to one of the feed-rolls of a Heil- 
mann cotton-combing machine, for projecting 
the cotton forward through wy Thornley, 
Cotton Combing Machines, 

feed-regulator (féd‘reg’ i-lé-tor), a. Adevice 
for regulating the amouut of feed-water to be 
wapplied toa steam-boiler. Such a device is par- 

7 paseseny on coll, water-tube, or fash bedlers on 
account of the small reserve-eupply of water they contain, 

feed-rod (féd’rod),n. 1, A rod orshaft which 
— a feed-motion.—2, Same as *feeding- 

— (féd’shét), m, A movable ap 
table which feeds material into a mac 
the feed-apron of a wool-carding engine. ‘Also 
called feed-cloth. 

feed-table (féd’ta’bl), ». In tertile-manuf. 
& movable, flexible tab ble, usually constructed 
of narrow slats of wood, for carrying or feed- 
ing material into a machine. 

feed-tank (féd’tangk), n, 1, A reservoir or 
vessel in which the water to be supplied or fed 
to a steam-boileriscontained. The water may 
be hot or cold: when hot the tank is usuall 
closed to prevent loss by evaporation.— 2, 
— 5* or vessel designed to Hold oe fuel, 

as kerosene or gasolene, which is 
fed to a burner.—3, A reservoir or ake eon- 
taining reagents, or raw materials, which are ¢, 
to be fed toa vessel in which some chemical or 
manufacturi aa is conducted, 

n, 2, Along, narrow soo fee ,about 
18inches wide, 4inches deep, and 1,500 feet long 
placed between the == ofa railway-track a 

der. 
feed-wheel (fad’hwél), » 
operating the feeding — of amachine. 
‘eed-wire (fad'wir), n. Same as feeder, 6 (9). 

feel}, v. {.—To feel the blade, in fencing, to be amare 
otherwise imperceptible the the preparations of 

——-> for attack —EE the contact between the fo 

feeler, m. n. 6, A thickness-gage.—7. A thin 
piece of metal for determining the space or 
play left in a bearing or for determining the dis- 
on between the two plates in a riveted 

— ter et n, Same as *feeder-bar. 
— 318 Soe — Galen 

feeling, y 
derived from the icillatory fouling, in Sid tne the toner 
cacillations follow each other very quickly, and the sue- 
cessive feelkt thempelves are arenes oo 

doubt, * feeling 0 
—— — hol, nf og hich h ing, | nm peyel a feel whic 
arlaes from the # pet and temporal arrangement of the 
scnse-clements perception or idea.— ee] 
ing, in Wundt' he feelin affective - nm Wundt's pare! a feeling, or affective piro- 
ceas, which depend a relation of the qualitative 
— of the sensational elements in perceptions or 

eu, 
The expressions “intensive” and “extensive” do not re- 

fer to the character of the feelings themselves, for they 
are In reality always fntenefre, but to the conditions for 
the rise feelings. 

. Wundt (trans), Outlines of Psychol, p. 164. 

Law of feeling, in payehol., the doctrine that, in many 
cases, association of ideas depends, net upon the con- 
tiguity or resemblance of the ideas themselves, but upon 
& permanent or transient state of the feelings. 

‘The writers who have pointed out this Infleence (often 
efficacious though latent) have conceived this superior 
law, which might be called the lave of feeling, in two dif- 
ferent ways, some as absolute and universal, others as 
partial and local. 

T. Ritet — Psychol. of Emotions, p 178 

Gopiitatery Se in Wundt's psychology, a total 
I in which « Rm ———— or affective processes, 
alternate with artial other in mpid sncoession.— P; 

in Wandt's paychology, a feeling, or affective 
Process, “which enters an a component inte a total feeling. 

Every composite fecling may, accordingly, be divided 
1) into a total feeling made upof all ite components, and 
) into single pertial feelings which go to make op the 

feeling. ‘These partial feelings are in turn of ditter- 

A hand-wheel for # 

Pélibrige 
— peventiog aa they are simple sense-feelings 

(pret Seeinge of the first order), or — which are 
selves — (partial feelings of the second or 

rs). higher orde: 
W. Wand? (trans), Outlines of Psychol, p 1a 

Total , in Wandt’s paychology, the affective ex- 
perience whic ‘results from the simultancous presence of 
separate affective in consciousness; the resul- 
tant of a number of partial feelings. 

feeling-effect (f4'ling-e-fekt’), n. In psychol., 
the affective, as distinguished from the sen- 
sory, result of the application of a stimulus, 

Likeness may mean “likeness of feeling-«ffect,” as in the 
Sormer case its it means likeness of direct sense-effect. Green 
ort wap Spee EA because they put us in like 
—— — or 

Bh. Titehener, Exper. Psychol, L il & 

feeling-tone — Tn paychol., af- 
fective experience, as referred to the intellec- 
tual experience which it accompanies and 
colors; more especially, simple affection, as re- 
—* i to x —— — it = * 
panies, an whie some psycho 
systems, it is even regarded as “im attribute; 
affective tone. 

Perhaps the most efficient * 4 the 
— which delusions are —— the feeling-tome 
of pleasantness and unpleasantn 

J. W. Slaughter, in Amer. 30 Jour. Paychol., XL Xi. 

or fenings (Ge ingz),. pl. [feeze3.] Naut., the 
e nd of a rope 

tt test, See* reagent, *test!, 
fei (fa ahitian fei, the —— name 
fet f The wild banana of the he and its — 
of Polynesia and Now. Ca ——— 5* Fehi. 

and plantains 

of paste and ade —— 
‘ith d other 4 Saran where ite called sean, the, batives see 
va wi i 

—— tee 
—— *— the higher ravines of the 

eint, 3. pl. Bee fi Save int, — 

forte (ist), 4 Chie. fol a vB e 6 kin er; te e feathers 
this bird, used in ornamental feather-work. 
A beautifully variegated green variety 0 

eite much prized, on account of its 
tion, by the inese. Shed —— shade is 
a bright emerald- or cab 

fel (f oo n. bir aed Blea ti "Gall; bile. 

¢ (feld-spiir’ik), — + 46.] 
Same as feldspathic, X. F. D if 

on (feld-s th-i- —— yt . 
thie) + -ize + -ation.) —_ trog., the 

evelopment of feldspar in rocks cone 
faldspatnine vrei’: Fournct. 

dares —— ee jaa pp. 8, ‘ele izing. 
“wat + —5— ote hase to felds * 
te a ae in BE to deseribe this metamor- 
phic process. Geikiec, Text-book of Geol., — 

feldspathoid ale spet-cis), Lfe 
+ -oid.) Feldspar or some other —* 
(nephelite, sodalite, leucite, and the seapolites} 
— — a similar part in the composition 
of rocks 

in- Pélibre (fa-lébr’), n. [F. Félibre, mod. Pr. 
felibre, a particular use, in. connection with 
felibrige, of felibre, a parishioner, usually 
identified with Sp. feligrés, a parishioner, at 
unknown origin but conjectured by some to 
be reduced from L. Alius gregis, ‘son of the 
flock,’ or filins ecclesia, ‘son of the ebureb.’ 
A literary faney has made félibre mean *book- 
maker,’ as if from Pr, faire L. facere), 
make, + libre ( <¢ L. ibe, book. +] A member 
of the —— society known as *F¥lihrige 
(which see), 

Felibrian (fe-lib’ri-an), a. [F. félibrien, ¢ 
Félibre : see *Fflibre. Relating or ning 
to the Félibres or the Proveng¢al literature, 
etc., produced by them: as, Feltbrian stadies. 

The two Félitrien societies maintained in Paris by the 
children of the South of France, : 

T. A. Janvier, A Feast Day on the Rhone, + 

Félibrige (fa-lé-brézh’), n. [F. Fétibrige, Pr. 
Felibrige, a name adopted by the society men- 
tioned: see *f¢libre.) A society constituted in 
Provence, in 1854, for the maintenance and 
purification of the Romance dialects of the 
south of France, represented by the Provengal, 
and for the promotion of Provengal literature 
and art. 



felic 

felic (fel’ik), a. (fel(dxpar) + -ie.] In petrog., 
in the quantitative system of classification 
(1902), a term used to signify that a reck, or 
group of rocks or minerals, has the properties 
of or contains feldspar, See quantitative sye- 
tem 4 igneous *rocks, 

F thys (fel-ik’this), a. ([NL., < L. felis, 
~~ + Gr, ixtig, La The generic — of 
a large sea-cattish, known as gaff-lopeail cat, 
from the elevated dorsal fin. Pine common 
species is F. felis, 

fe een (fe-li'hén),n. pl. See fellah. 
felleous (fel’d-us), a. . fellens, < fel (fell-), 
gall.) Relating to the bile; bilious. 
f (fel’mung-gér-i), ». —— 
+ (er)y.j) The business of a fellmonger or hi 
establishment. 

Woollen mills, tanneries and Sellmongeries, 
Nature, Aug. 28, 1002, p. 413. 

Fell sandstone, See *sandstone. 
Pelly cut-off and doweling machine, « saw-table with 

Mankn at te right length and proper bevel: and to Tuake at t Fel. and to 
the dowsiesie — machine, a wood: 
planer for planing strips and blanks for fellies, shafta, 

Dow A more 

em, 
or hy 

ane, two, or four catter- faced Vv) y 
sontally todress two or four sides of bent fellies — 

Felly-r0 m a ¢ for rounding and 
flnishing the inner curve of bent and planed fellies, It ia 
essentially « molding-machine having one horizontal cat- 
ter-head. — a sander used in 
Cnishing follies, See *®eander. 

felly-holder (fel’i-holdér), m. A felly-plate 
a T-head bolt which together form ae 

ood over the joint in a felly and prevent the w 

See mouse- 
ear, 1. 

felonice (fé-lon’i-sé), adv. [Law L., adv. from 
Paar en adj., <¢ felo(n-), felon.) In Eng, law, 
eloniously: a term formerly required to be 
used in all indictments for felony, 

felon-weed (fel’on-wéd), n. The common Old 
World or tansy ragwort, Senecio Jacohwa, ad- 
ventive in the United States: so called from its 

as, f 
ti 2. Having an aphanitic texture: 

applied to the ground-masses of those por- 
ies which are so fine-grained as to be 

aphanitic, and to those glassy ones that do not 
have a vitreous luster. 

felsitoid (fel’sit-oid), a. [,felsite + -oid.] In 
petrog., having a felsitic appearance, with an 
exceedingly compact aphanitic texture: ap- 
plied to metamorphic rocks. Such rocks ocear in 

or bed-like masses, sometimes in districts of contact- 
me hism, They embrace hilleflinta, adinole, and 
porphyrold. Getinie, 

felso-. (G. fels, rock, + 0, a letter used to sig- 
nify that the character is megaseopic.) 
petrog., inthe quantitative system of classifi- 
cation (1902), a prefix placed before the name 
of a rock to signify that its texture is mega- 
scopically felsitic, megascopically aphanitic, 
but not glassy: as, felzomonzonose, It is ased in 
«similar manner in 
fixed to the name itic rock : as, felwor! 
felsoliparite, ete. 

felsdbanyite (fel-s6-ban’ yit). n. 

any ap! 

(Hang. Felsd 
Banya, “upper mine’; felsd, upper, hdnya, ¢, 
mine.) A Sydrated aluminium sulphate, de- 
curring in snow-white erystalline masses, found 
at Kapnik Banya, near Felsd Banya, Hungary. 

felt', “.—Fire felt, a fire-proct material made np in 
sheets to be placed in walls and floors to increase Uheir fire- 
resisting qualities. — felt, a coarse felt, made 
in sheets of varying thickness, to be placed between the 
fect of a machine and its foundation, to decrease the 
amount of vibration transmitted to the fountiation from 
the machine. Microlitic felt, in pefrov., Une cround- 
mast of some lavas, trachytes and andes which are 
composed of microscople prises or fibers of feldspar, 

felter (felt’ér),m. [felt + a One who fol- 
lows the oecupation of feltmaking. 

feltrum (fel’trum), ». [ML., felt, packing: see 
fet) and ef. feuterl.) In medieval armor, 

8.—30 

tregraphy generally and may be 
nyolite, fi 

465 fennel 

woolen wadding used to protect parta of the fore-and-aft fender of wood hung over a ship's 
body. side just above the water-line amidships to 
fel n. The common felwort is Gentiana Amerelia, prevent chafin, nst a dock. 
—— autumn gention, The hame aie apeited to fender-boom ( en’ dér - bim), n. Bee shear 

*hoo J of Swertia, a genus closely related to Gents im. 
femaleness (fé'mal-nes), n. The quality of go dor. “guard (fen’dér-gird), n. See *fender- 
being female. rail. 

ak meryag get potato the conclusion, tat malenss® fender-rail (fen’dér-ril), n. A rail on the ex- 
alternatives open to the germ-cell in its development, and terior of a street-car designed to act ss a fen- 
that the bias in one direction or the other ts largely due derin protecting the side-panels against in- 

Eneye. Brit, XXX1 to environmental stimall. #14 jury from the wheels of passing vehicles. It 
feme, *.—Feme sole trader, married woman who, 18 armed with a strip of iron called the fender- 
by the custom of London, and either by common law or guard, 

a i t 4 — 
sponsibility. a skid placed on the lower side of a skidding- 

femic — a. ([fe(rro)m(agnesian) + -ic.) trail, ona — to hold the log on the trail 
Having the characters of: or belonging to. the while being s dded. 
second group of standard minerals, ineluding fendillate (fen‘di-lit), r.t.; pret. and pp. Fag 
non-aluminous ferromagnesian and caleic sili- dilated, pre: — ſendillar (dim. 
cates, silicotitanates, and non-silicate and of fendre), ¢ L. findere, split: see fentand jis- 
non-aluminous minerals. Used in the quanti- sion + -ale?,) To split or erack slightly in 
tative classification of igneous rocks, See many places. 
*rock\, tion (fen-di-lé’shon), ». The condition 

a, and ». A simplified spelling of of being fendillated. 
cminine. f n. Bee *finessi. ene fi 

n, 2, The presence of specifically fenestella, ». 4. [cap.) A gonus of pyreno- 
feminine characteristics in the male. . mycetous fungi ha «2G perithecia arranged 

(fem‘i-nist), n. IV. féministe, ¢ L. in more or less definite ups beneath the 
JSemina, woman, + -ista, E. -ist.] 1, An ad- surface of the bark of the host. she name refers 
voeate of the claims of women asthe equals ‘ the spores, which have both longitudinal and trans 
of men in the realms of literature and art as verne nomen, EFrINg their surface a resemblance to small 
well as in the sociological world. Athenwum, enestra, ». 3. In surg., an openin . 3 oy gina 
Nov. 26, 1904, p. 733. One who devotes "splint or immovable dressing to permit of in- 
himself to the study of woman, — from .speetion of the part or to relieve pressure. 
the B ag aig ver and medical points of view, the mandibular foramen. 
G, 8. Hall, Adolescence, I, xiv, 

gouge, aided at some steps ve 

Pit, Med. Jour, Jan. 31, 1900, p, 228. 

See fung- 
femur, ".— Pilastered femur, « th 
the linea aspera ia greatly enlarged and prominent. 

fence, a fence composed 
horizontally, the roots of contignous 

stamps interlacing —To mend one’s fenoes, to yunrd 
ome’s own political interesta at home, [Political alang, 
U8) 

fence-arbor (fens’ar*bor), . A piece which 
conneets the spindle and the tumblers in a 
combination-lock. See lock!, 
Modern combination locks are so constructed that b: 

means of independent bearings, which are operw 
through the revolution of the spindle, and by ase of a 
balanced fenee-arbowr, .. . it is iinpossible for any one 
manipulating the spindle or the dial to form any idea af 
the position of the tamblers on the inside, because the 
moment the spindle is revolved, the fence-erbour is lifted 
awny from the tamblera, and there is mo possibility of 
feeling their motion. Encye. Brit., oe. 

fence-row (fens‘r6), n. A fence with the line 
of shrubs and other vegetation which fre- 
quently grows up under its protection. 
———— in partial shade, 

X. L. Britton, Manualof Flora of Northern States, p. 0&2. 

fence-season (fens’sé*zn), n. Same as close- 
time, 

fence-shop (fens’shop), ». A shop where 
stolen goods are sold. See fence, u., 7. 
fenchene (fengk’én), n. Lfench( yl) + -ene.] 
An oil, C)gH,,, of the terpene series resem- 
bling camphene. It is — by boiling 
fenchy! chlorid, C)9H)7Cl, with aniline, 

fenchone (fengk’dn), n. [ fench( yl) + -one.] 
A ketone, Cy pH)g9, isomeric with camphor, 
which it resembles in general chemical pro 
erties. The dextro-form occurs in fennel-oil, 
the levo-form in thuja-oil, 

1 (fengk’il), », [G. *fenchyl, ¢ fenchel, 
fennel, + -yl.) In chem., the levo-form of 
*fenchone (which sec), 

-stick (fen‘sing-stik), ». A stick, 
u y made of hickory, with a basketwork 
guard for the hand, used in fencing. 
fender, n., 1. (4) Nawt,: @) A projection extending lon- 
gitudinally along the side a vessel a short distance 
nbove the water-line to protect it from damage when 
ing alongside other vetsels or landing at wharves. 
fender may be formed of rectangular pieces of timber 
firmly secured to the side, or of plates of U-shaped cross 

riveted to the outeide plating. Tughoats usually 
have an upper fender at the level of the deck and a lower 
fender just above the water-line. Ferry-boatse and river. 
steamers have a heary fender extending all around the 
vessel at the levelofthe main deck. (f) A removable wire 
het or scoop placed at the froutof an electric car te cateh 
or push aside an object or person overtakes by the car or 
falling in front of it. 

fender-bar (fen’dér-biir), v. 

Peng-hwang. or ‘Chinese Phenix * wood-<arving of about ites, 
from the Impezial Palace of Peking, China. In the Pennsylvania 
Museum, I'biladelphia, 

fennel, the sweet fennel, Paenic- 
a variety of the common 

eultt in India 

a plant of either of the umbellif. 
ium or Musineon, abundant in 

Praiieteanel (/ matinee stoufonmen), 

Oee third natural size; freit oateral size, Nauwt., » long 



. fennel 
States from Montana to Washing- 

lsoncits to stock. There seems 
the case of Lomatium ‘nud 

Praitie-lenecd (Mutincon Hookert). 

One thind nateral size; fruit twice matural size, 

caule, bat L. montenum and Musineon Hookeri are in- 
nocuous and bid fair to become useful forage-plants 

fenomenal, fenomenon, ete. Simplified spell- 
ings of phenomenal, ete i : * 

fense, n. andv. A ‘simplified spelling of _ 
fent, ».—To a font, to test the color-stre: 
a dye by dipp it a piece of the material ts 

fén-ting (fun’ ting’ ), 2. Boo *fun-ting, 
FPenzlia (fenz‘li<i), ». [NL. (Lindley, 1833), 
named in honor of Eduard Fens! (1 79), an 
Austrian botanist.) A former generic name 
of a plant of the family Polemoniacer, now 
referred to Linaathus under the specific name 
L. dianthiflotus (Fenslia dianthiflora of Lind- 
ley). Itisanold mn anneal from — 
dwarf and tufteil, ing @ Lake Teale of Jae, rple, 
sometimes White flowers resemby “the wh white. 
—— — a sometimes 5* — alba, 

ferding (ter’ ‘lin n. (LG. ferding or Sw. 
Jjerding, a fou * part f rthing.| A = E. 
silver coin struck at OE ign at Revel in the 
sixteenth century and belonging to the ecur- 
rency of the Order of Livonia. It was equal 
to the fourth of a thaler. 
Fermatian demonstration, See *demonstra- 
tion, 

Permat’s law. See *law!, 
ferment, ». Familiar examples of the action of 
fermenta are ly conversion of starch to dextrose, of al- 
bumins te ———— and of fats to fatty acids and gly- 
cerin, by lastatic, proteolytic, and Npolytic ferments 
of the digestive felon Besides the common digestive 
Jerments which are secreted by the digestive glands, 
there are numerous others which exercise their specific 
functions within the cells, and which, in contradistine- 
tion to the former, are designated as Maeue- or infracel- 
lular ferments. The number of these is very lange, and 
itappears that many metabolic ae. which were 
formerly attributed to a special vital activity on the part 
of cells, are referable to their action. In the livercell 
hot Jess than a doxen different fermenta of this character 
have been demonstrated. The great majority of known 
ferments are hydrolytic. These effect the cleavage of 
those subttances against which their special activity ts 
directed, In the presence of water, the components of 
which take in the reaction, In addition there are 
the socalled ozudeses, which can effect oxidations, and 
there is evidence to show that reducing fermenta, rrdtec- 
toees, likewise ovcur, Until = ulte recently it was held 
thatferment action was in all cases destructive. Ke- 
search has shown, however, that certain ferments are 
capable of a reversible action, and are hence comstructive 
as Wellas destructive Li . for exanple, will sot only 
cause the decomposition ot ethyl butyrate teethiyl aleotiol 
and butyric acid, but it will also construct this substance 
from the correspomding pudieala. Maltase will similarly in- 
Vert maltose to dextrose and reconstrtict the maltose motes 
cule from dextrose, Whether or not all hydrolytic fer 
ments exert a reversible actlon is pot known, Bat it is 
quite possible. All ferments have a certain optimum 
temperature at which their activity is most extensive. 
This Varies somewhat with Uhe different members of the 
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but is about that of the body. Boiling destroys 
— ay be hanted Se fhe term 

5 

the action of the dif- 
a given ferment will 

A manber Compare 

ble to the relation existing between a lock and its key. 
Or ft might also be said Uhat a given ferment is 5) 
cally tuned to the substance — which it can act. 
Upon this behavior the — 

against which the specific action of the ferment fa di- 
A ferment which causes the cleavage of proteing 

j ope which decom —— *— is thus termed a protease ; 
fate, a lipase; and similarly amylase, maltaae, lac- 
ureaet, nuclease, ped ote. the —e— 

known. 
—— — 3 possible that 
tiona which « oat this view are referable merely to 

buminoas substances. Colloidal sola- 
varions such as platinum, iam, 

fridiam, osmium, etc., have properties whi are very 
similar to those of the fermenta, for which reason they 

spoken af as metallic ferments or fnor- 
ganic ferments, Brodig and Vou Bernek have shown 
that a jc weight (195 grams) of colloidal 

um, diffused in 70,000,000 liters of distilled water, 
still le of prod 

proved that the 
molecular, a fact which Indicates that the 

——— i the various — 1A which they have 
found lxlgment, which are to thene a 
the ba sg * r, bat which are 
upon the life « be erune and ae wi 
been destroyed. t research has shown, —2 
that the Feiting chen chemical changes are, after all, not 
strictly dependent upon the life of the'cell, and are refer- 
able also to unorganized fermenta which, in comtradis- 

to the common digesti 

action can after the death of the cell, if 
the cell-body is entirely broken up, as by thaw. 
ing and freezing, by high pressure, & Fumiliar ex- 
— the action of oncanized ferments are the aloo- 
holic fermentation —— by yeaat, the acid fermenta- 
tion caused by the mycoderma acetl, ete,— 
ferment, a bacterial te 
destruction of — * only which 58 Ape 

ytic ferment, - ey il 22 — 
exiat in the blood and to cause thi position of gis. 
cose into water and carbon ‘toxd Al Also peed a 

ent, a becteriolytic ferment which 
will cause the destruction not only of the bacteria which 
Produce it but of others as well. — ferment, 
a ferment which canses the ** 
substance inte —— dliea 
which is at the same time decom 

— — 

ferment which will canse the 

of a more — 
—— of water, 

The action of all 
the - tt fertnents ie hydrolytic. See *#ferment, 2, 
_ it, a ferment which will decompose 
lactose (milk-sugar) inte lactic acid and carbon diox 

astic it, a ferment which causes the 
— disaccharides to simpler sugars with 6 atoms 

fermentation, ».— Permentation a test for 
——— in which yeast in added to ¢ hie pectod 
—— pea A solr of ‘ermentation will oncur.—Fer- 

the ** (now —— 
ae by err ae that certain diseases (the 
called — diseases) are due to a 
— pia te fermentation 

eed in the — the presence of 
a minute ee of specific virus 
pore aa ma from one sick of the sume dis- 
eae, — tation tube, a delicate 
glass tree by fer —— to detect ienses 

ray? fermentation, The bubbles of 
* or 2 tube, whice ts 

—* * Ta to measure the 
ucie or mucous fermen fermentation, 

a & special kind of fermentative change 
sonetimes observed in solutions of 
cane-sugar, in which neither common 
aloohot nor acetic acid is produced, bat in 
which Uhe sugar yields carhon-dioxid 
gaa, mannitol, and a mucilaginous or 
gummy eibetance Access of air and 
the presence of nitrogencus matter 
are necessary, and the solution must 
be neutral or lightly, alkaline, _Josr, 
Soe. Chem. Industry, VILL s11.— fermentation, 
so-called disease of wineand beer which renders the fer- 
menting liquid viscid. It is believed to be cnused by the 
occasional presenoe of an almormal ferment-orgunism.— 

‘ermentation, « peculiar form of fermenta- 
tion which oecars during the process of curing tobacca, 
Oxidizing fermenta probably play an topertant part. 

ferment-cell (fér’ment-sel), m. In histol., a 
cell which secretes a ferment, 

fermenting-square (fér-men’ting-skwiir), n 
A shallow vat for fermentations. 
fermentiscible (fér-men-tis’i-bl), a. [Irreg. 
< ferment + L. -iseere, ineeptive formative, 

Vermentation 
ube, 

fern 

+ ible.) Capable of undergoing fermenta- 
— 

disturbance th ga is im 

pares ie ai i —— wan and carbon | ‘sou mid a impler otide. 

p eee N. &, Jan. 2, 1908 p. 1h 

fermentum —— — n. (NL, use of L 
Jermentum, ferment.] In the medieval church, 
a portion of the eucharist reserved from a 
previous consecration, which was brought to a 
priest about to celebrate mass. The thus 

called fermentum, the leaven, and was often sent 
_ token of Clirietian commuanion, 

—— the the pits ot which 
wae a. See 

Virgintca, « lowland plant 
of the eastern United 
States and Canada. See 
Woodwardia. — Boston 
fern, alaxuriant cultivated 
form (¥ is exaltata 
var, jenais) of the 
common sword-fern, See 
sword - fern. Boulder- 

and Ady-ecented *#fern. — 
fern, in Australia, 

*Lartzone —— — 
— Brittle-fern, Piliz/r 

gilia, Lo ea dia), Rird'sdoot Pern | fyitee ern 
a pearly tan fern, thopus). 

Seo Cystopteris.— Cater- a, plant, one third natural 
Phyllitie Soo- size; #, piena, slightly ewtarged 

um = (Seolopend ri iri- 
um eulgere), known commonly as the Aarts tongue 
which see) — Chain chain-fern. — Cloak 

any fern of the us Vothavena, certain species af 
which have the margina of the frond inflexed, serving as 
. —— tal *elowk’ or eovoring to the sporangia, See Nothe 

Peliwa and ‘eolia, of Arius 
—* California, » called in allusion to the resemblance of 

the revolutle-mar- 

Gosten- fers, 
Nothilana 

southern Califor 
nia, covered on its 
under surface by a 

of en led sed, 
whitish 0g 

ing § cotht 

topteria cuperta, ul 
New Zealand. — 
Creeping-fem. 
Same as climdiny- 
fern (which see}— 

an ev 

northweeters 
United States aed 
—— * 
fern. i 

brake, Pteridive 
aquilinum, 3 
Pteris,—Ele-bors 
fern, Same # 
stag-horn — fer® 
(which see, eile 
stag-horn) Ale 
cornium  (Piaty 
corsun), — it 
belomes, ise genat 
of coarse epeplyt 
tropical — ferns. — 

Fi e -fern, Ceret thalictroadrs, 
Bee aCeratoptorta bulge fern. — Sehgrant fern, dre 
opterie Sragrana, a boreal species comman to both bee 
apheresn. — any one of sev species 
Vittaria; in the United States, V. Nneata, ocemrring © 
Florida. See #Vitteria—Grase-leaved fern, se ¥ 
grosstfern; expecially Vittaria elongata, a ble east 
ern tropleal species —Hay-soented fern, Drmnatndtee 
punetilotule, See DNekeonta and & Dennstadha.—Horee 
shoe fern, in Now Zealand, Marattia frerines.- 
rupted fern, Ormunda Clayteniana, The sporance ef 
borne bata in two of three pairs of much reduced pine 
near the mildle of the otherwise foliose frowd, hence tbe 

Cofee-fere (FPeilaa andromedtafotia), 

#@, entire plant (ome fourth nateral size) ; 
4, segment ithree fowrnhs nateral size), 
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curs as a constituent of brown hematite ore of irom and of 
common 5 artificial: fron rust; y prepared it ls a useful co 
Ss. a. serves aa a brownish or 
uit-colored dye  Emprey called ferric hydrate.— 

ind ~~ with an iron cora— 
ni tn chem., a basic ferric salt, made 

by treating ferrous sulp! with nitric ackd; it haa been 
teed In tanning. — in chem, Fi the red 

tite ore and of trom rust; arti it is used a psig poner Cslouhar Sheep pigment 
a substance, 4a, Used, Ferric in chem., 

alone or a# a constituent of iron alam, in 
oosses of and dyeing. 

fe: ¢ (fer‘i-si-an-hi‘drik), a. Same 
as hydroferrocyanic 
F gs albumin process. See *process. 
ferrilutite ena a. [L. Serrum, trea, + 
utam, mu ~ite?, n +, a ferruginous 
mud roek. Grabau, oe? , 

fertilization 

taining both iron and magnesium: applied to 
minerals and aleo to rocks. The common ferro- 

Ske eas and og — 
ferrometer — n. [L.Jerrum, iron, 
+ Gr. érpov, a measure.) An instrument de- 
vised for the determination of the quantity of 
iron in the blood. 
ferromolybdenum (fer’}-mo-lib-dé’num), x. 
Achemical mixture of iron and molybdenum, 
prepared Be melting pure metallic molybde- 
num and adding to it the required percentage 
of metallic iron: used principally in making 
steel for gun-forgings. 

ferrona’ (fer-j-na‘trit), mn. [L. ferrum, 
iron, + natrum, niter, + -ite2.) A 
hydrated sulphate of sodium and ferric iro: 
oceurring in whitish spherical forms: fo! 

ferrin (fer’in), mn. (L. ferrum, iron, + -in?.] in Chile. ' 
A brown ion neitetaled pigment found in the ferronickel (fer-d-nik’el), m. An alloy of 

pallidite (fer-6-pal’i-dit), n. A white 
— ares of various invertebrates, — and iron. 

er-i-ré‘dit), n. . ferrum, iron, Terro) i 
+ rudus, rubble, + -ite?.) 4 —* & con: granular ferrous sulphate, FeSO4.H,O, whieh 
omerate or breccia of iron ore or distinetly occurs with roemerite in Chile. 

ron-bearing minerals. Graban, 1904, ferroproteid (fer-6-pro’té-id), ». An albumin 
vernacular name. It isnnative of the eastern United States ferrite, n. 2, In chem.: (a) A compound of in combination with an iron-containing radical 

ferric oxid (FegO,) with a more basic metallic — for example, hemoglobin. ; 
oxid, as caleium ferrite (CaFeg0,), from the ferropyrin (fer-d-pi‘rin), n. 7. Ppt iron, 
union of ferrie oxid with lime (ba0). The + Gr, xvp(erdc), fever, + -in?. trade-name 
mineral franklinite consists essentially of zine for an oran -colored powder prepared from 
ferrite, and magnetite or magnetic iron ore &8ntipyrin and ferric chlorid, containing 64 per 
hag ) may be viewed as iron ferrite (FeO. cent. of the former and 1 per cent. of the 

e a By Pure iron as separated out (from latter, It is soluble in water and alcohol and 
iron carbides) in the cooling of steel. is atated to have remarkable styptic properties 

ferritization (fer‘i-ti-zi’shon), ». (ferrite + without caustic effects, 
-ize + -ation.] In petrog., alteration of other ft con (fer-6-sil’i-kon), n. In mefal,, & 
minerals into ferrite. compound of iron with silicon (iron silicide), 

rich in the latter element, for use in steel- 

Interrupted Fern (Oem wna Clayfontama), 

(From Brittom and Brown's * Musteated Flom of the Nosthern 
Stages Canada,~} Two filths natural size, 

in } pod items 
polypedictdes, which contracts —— cook but revives 

Tnoist seasons; hence the name — 
widely bon fern. (a) Pteris rerrufata, a EJ, 

—— hout tropical and warm temperate regions. 
| ge Australia, Ophioderma pendula.—Bnake-fern, (a) 

enake-fern, (+) The royal fern, Osnunda regalia, 
which grows in low, wet situations and is thus associated 

making. 
ferrosomatose (fer-(-s6’ma-tés), n. A browr 
tasteless powder which consists of a mixture 
of 2 per cent. of an organie compound of tron 
with somatose, easily soluble in water; hema- 

ferroboron tinie and non-styptic, 
= eo as und of iron with boron, iron boride, intended ferrotitanium (fer’é-ti-tA’ni-um), ». In metal., 

fern-ball (férn’bal), #. An artificial ballcon- for use in ascertaining the modifying effect of am alloy of iron and titanium used to some 
sisting of the creeping rhizomes of certain boron upon steel. extent in steel-making. 
Japanese ferns, commonly of Davallia bullata, ferrobronze —— — n. In metal., bronze ferrotungsten (fer-6-tung’sten), mn. In metal., 
elosely bound together with absorbent vege- or gun-metal alloyed with a small proportion 4m alloy of iron and tungsten, rich in the latter 
table fiber. Growth is indaced by drenching In water of iron. metal, used in the manufacture of tungsten 
and hanging in a warm 6 situation, ferrochrome (fer’é-krim), . See *ferrochro- steel for cutting-tools. 

mrdem, fern-bird (férn’bérd) A small rine In. chem,, oxalate of iron with ferrous 
bird of New Zealand, which belongs to the ¢, um (fer-j-krd’mi-um),». Analloy (apparently dyad) valence, Fet'g0y, It occurs in the min. 
genus Sphencachus and is usually placed with “of jron and chromium, the proportions of the {f, —— Penge og LT ohm 
the warblers of the Old World, latter clement varying from over 20 per cent, pound of iron with oxygem Peds te whtich the iron hes 
fern-bush (férn’bish), ». Same as eweet-fern in poor ferrochromium to more than 63 per spparently d valence. Ferrous ate, in chem., 
(which see with ent). cent. in rich ferrochromium. The percentage of of iron (with ferrous valence) Fesitly, or in the 

A British eol- carton in the alloy is sometimes as high as 1a Fern 
chromium ie pre in crucibles and requires a lange 

red: 
a small — with simple leaves. Umbrella-fern. 
Same as cagle-efern.— Wi (a) and ) see 
woterfern, (c) Same as ting-tfern. Bee *Ceratop- 

creeping-kfern, 

fern-chafer (férn’cha’fér), 1. erystallized condition FeS04.7HgO, a salt extensively used 

lectors’ name for a European scarabwid beetle, —— fee wa =n Rhizotrogus solstitialis. consumption of fuel. | When the required proportion of game) ‘6-va-ni‘ di- 7 it is prepared i vanadium (fer"d-va-na’di-um),». A 
fern-cycad (férn’si’kad), n. a plant belong- hhlast-furnace from chrome {rop-ore.” Ferrochromium is chetnical mixture of iron and vanadium, used 
ing to the Cycadofilices, Bee *Cycadafilices. used chiefly in the production of ehrome-stee! (which see, somewhat in the manufacture of steel, 
These ta, therefore, under ®efeet1). It is also made by electric smelting, and tion (fe-ri-ji-na‘shon), ». The 

i ne by the Goldschmidt process (see #aluminathermica) i. q eee Ne pro- 

tra fern eit rapa ym ferrocobaltin (fer-j-ko’bal-tin), m. Same as cess Whereby, in the alteration of iron-beari 
reagiem, Lyginotendron, Medullos, and many others, *ferrocobaltite. —R =F ie cae ue — ap is an 
ave —— in a special group, the Cycadofilices or ferrooobaltite (fer-$-k6’bal-tit), a. The min- stain wit compounds of iron, chiefly the 

Fern-Cy Nature, June 4, 1908, p. 1S “ora eobaltite, when containing a more than ,4¥4droxid limonite. 
fern-tree (férn’tré), . In Australia, a tree- usually large proportion of tron. ferrule-hook (fer’il-hak), ». A ferrule and 
fern (whieh see). ferroconcrete (for-G-kon erst ),4. Reinforced hook combined, used as an end-trimming for a 

fernwort (férn’wért), n, Any plant belonging concrete; ateel-conerete. See *concrete, swingletree, = 
to the Pteridophyta, or ferns and fern allies. (fer‘-si-an-bidrik ), a. Same f ering (fer’il-ring), m. A combined fer- 

In recent years tardy justice has been given to the as hydroferrocya rule and ring for the end of a neck-yoke, 

whilst retaining the outward 

mie, 

Sernworts ( via) Science, May 22, IKK, ». 32 ferrodolomite (fer-$-dol’s-mit), ». Inméineral., ferram (fer‘um),». The Latin nawe for iron, 
Perranti eff See *effect. scarbonateintormediate tween dolomite an — Pepe cay Pocono the — 

— a * * i i J J — harmaceutica 
— — af —— — Tae fe te — — Hr9R chemists, in price-lists,ete,,and in the names for In a rog., & sand- ; 
stone composed of iron ores. Frabau, 194,  ferroferric (fer-6-fer’ik),a. In chem., same as 
ferrated (fer’d-ted), p.a. [L. ferratus, covered Jerrosoferric, Jour, Sec, Chem. Industry, XIV. 
with iron, + -ed?.) Charged with iron as a 157, “ ; 
constituent, as & substance of organic origin ferrogallic (fer-O-gal’ik), a. 1, In photog., not- 
intended for medical use. ing & printing process in which paper sensi- 

ferratin (fer’s-tin), ». [serrate + -in?.] An tized with a solution containing gelatin, ferric 
iron-containing nueleoproteid which occurs in chlorid, ferric sulphate, and tartaric acid, and 
the liver. It was discovered by Schmiedeberg, dried in the dark, is, after exposure beneath 
See *phosphocarnic acid, a negative * 5 —— by immer- 
erratogen (fe-rat‘d-jen), . [Lferrate + .] sion in a solution o ie acid. The printahows 
oe nuclein — pry el —— TT black Hines on a white grein’. Gallic acid may boduaed for the — —— a a 

cent, of that metal: said not to be affected by yay To any aia print is —— Boe deorke of fertile. 
the —* — but aed in the intestine. 2, Noting pa r sensitized as above described: fertilization, a cial fertilization. (a) The 

of the af formalde. 1a the rod largely used y architects and engineers, bringing about of fertilization by artificial means, stich 
— nt, wlow), weyelone, tcirculation. fe laos (fer’d-glas),n. [L. ferrwm, iron, + #4 Placing the ripe ova and male cells of a Bish in contact, 

ferret! n.—Black-footed ferret, Putoriva nigripes, a pe my Same as *izire-glass. or acing the pollen ote flower upon the stigma, () The 

member of the weasel family, which inhabits the plains of ferrolite (fer’d-lit), n. (L. ferrum, iron, + fertilized cae hy mincthing cloe thanamalecell. Tn 1st 
Nebraska and Kansas, where it feeds largely on prairie. Gp, difioc, stone.) In petrog., a rock eom- HM 

iron compounds, as ferrum citricum, citrate of 

ferry, n.— Aérial ferry, a transporter bridge or ferry- 
bridge ; a device for transferring traffic acrost a navignble 
stream or waterway by means of a platform — 
from a traveler or trolley rarrrunge on a track on a Igo 
span, elevated by enl-towers sufficiently high to vent 
interference with navigation. The traveler, which is oper- 
ated by meoters controlled from the platform or car, travels 
back and forth across the bridge-«pan, and thas conveys 
the suspended platform at the level of the roadway or 
approaches back and forth from one approach or landing 

Loeb fou hat after the unfertiline) egy of the sea-ur- 
dow, It is of a yellowish-brown color, with the tip of * » chip have been fumersed ina dilnte solution of magne 
— tail and * lene Cesk, — — of iron ieee apdaai a. IL sium — In eee-water they undergo normal or nearly 
8 a. . in efeet., ng iron.— Perric erromagnesian : ~ = form evelopment when Urey are trinsferred to pure 
—234 in chem, a substance, —— which oc ferrum, iron, + magnesium + -an.) Con- seawater. This has been held to be proof that fertilize. 



fertilization 
tion it a chemical process; but more recent experiments 
have shown that a similar effect may be produced by 
cane-sugar, urea, eulpharic acid, strychnine, and even, in 
the silkworm, by gently ding the The egys in 
which the experiments are most sauce are those that 
occasbonally —— — fertilization ander normal 
conditions, and as is no 3 or chemical simi- 
larity hetween the objects Unat have been used with aac- 
cess, it seeme le that they do no more than to dis- 
tarb the atabitity of the egy and permit its onganic mech- 
anism for development to work, and that the effect may 
be no more | prodaced by the male cell than a 

the valve of a steam-engine is like the 
— Aaymmetrical fertilization, the appear- 
ance, in the secor eration in geperations, 
of the descendants of a cross between two varieties of in- 
dividuals that differ among themeclves with respect 
to a parental characteristic: consi as evidence of 
the resolution of compound gametes into anit-characters. 

In general terms we can declare that the result of the 
cross — the “asymmetrical fertilization,’ to speak strictly 
—is the production of a by tony & Eten 

Proc. Roy, See. (Lawdon), 1968, TL 78 

fertilizer-sower (fér‘ti-li-xér-s6‘ér), ». A 
~ horse-power taachine for sowing chemical fer- 

tilizers in drills or broadcast; an attachment 
to a seed-sower, either a broaleast or drill ma- 
chine.— Hand fertilizer-sower, « sinall machine, re- 
sembting a hand broadcast sowing-machine, ased to acat · 
ter ashes or other fertilizer or to spread sand upon icy 
sidewalks orromdways See sowing-machine, 

fertilizing-pouch (fér’ti-li-zing-pouch), 1. The 
spermatotheca or receptaculum seminis of the 
queen-bee, 

ferulic (fe-ri‘lik), a. (Ferula + -ie,] Derived 
from Ferula Narthez or asafetida,—Perulic 
metamethoxy-parahydroxycinnamic achd, © ptt rote. a 
crystalline substance which occars in asafetl and can 
be made artifictally from vanillin, 

P.E.8, An abbreviation (a) of Fellow of the ¢, 
Entomological Society ; (b) of Fellow of the Eth- 
nological Society, 
‘escue, *t.-- fescue, Fes aristulata, 
Speeme species forming large and — 2 
along streams, eto. : rather harsh and coarse for forme. ⸗ 

Same aa red *feecwe,— Hard feacue, 
Festuea ovina duritecula, a variety ot the sheep #-fescue, 

and resists summer 

talinous regions and, if sown thickly and oaaney 

fh the northern Hoeky Mountain region.— ‘en- 
tall Rat's-tall a slender cue, See Rifencue,— 

weed — FP, Myuros, with a close narrow panicle to 
which the name referan It is a European species now 
well spread over North America.— Red fescue, Festuca 
rubra, a species of many forma with somewhat the rar 
of the sheep efescue, and differing from that species 
having creeping rhizomes by which It forms a compact 
turf. In Beeps it is rated with the best forage planta : 
in Germany it is highly esteemed for dry sandy meadows, 
Tt is a good sand-binder and is usefal also for shad 
lawns A variety (uleucodea) called Tennesere feacue 
the beat ture-grasé in mountain valleys of North Caro. 
lina and Raat Tennessee.—Reed- See tall #fexcus, 
Sheep's ue. Seo sheep's-fercue,— Slender fea- 

cue, a native species, — My in — culms 
anAaTTOW raceme or ac ean RAD a, 

ete.. in the United States — Tall 3 a Ae emt 
species, Festuca elatior, widely cultivated and thoroughly 
naturalized in North America, of great value for meadow 
and pastare on motet ·Mla rich in hamus, A form 2 or 3 
fect high with a narrow panicle is the ordinary meador- 
fescue. A more robust variety (arendinacen) is called 
reed-feecue and is very hardy and productive —~ Various- 

fescue, a slender Ruropean species of creeping 
habit, Festuen — related to the red fescue 
and of Tike ase in slintiar localities, 

fest? (fest), ». [G., a feast, a festival: see 
feast.) In German u , agathering of many 
persons to participate in or enjoy some festal 
performance, as singing, shooting, oo 
exercises, ¢te.: as, & sdngerfest, schiitzenfest, 
turnfest, ete. Forest and Stream, 

festilogy (fes-til’6-ji), n. (L. fextum, festival, 
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stead of eight; and Rosh ha-thanah has two instead of 
one There are several minor festivals and botidays in 
the Jewish calendar, but these, with the exception of 
*Hannupah (which see), aa well as the above-named addi- 
tional days, are disregarded by many reformed congrega- 
tions. 

festivous (fes’ti-wus), a. [ — Fes- 
X as, & —— ord ar _~ sfenti 
estology (fes-tol’o-ji), n. Same as *festilogy, 
festoon A, 5. ‘A British collectors’ name for 
a European limacodid moth, Apeda teatudo, 
yellow-brown in color with narrow brown 
stripes arranged like a festoon. 

festoon-pine (fes-tén’pin), ». Same as Christ- 
mae *erergreen, 

cireulation, the course of the blood-current in the 
foetus, It differs in soane iny t respects from that in 
the adult, owing to the fact the aeration of the blood 
occurs in the ta instead of in the lungs There is a 
communication between the two sides of the heart, and 
the entire mass of blood in the body is of a mixed venous 
ani arterial character, except that in the umbilical vein, 
which passes from the placenta to the liver, which more 
nearly resembles the arterial bhooel in the adult,— 
en , the membranes which cover the fetus in the 
womb ; the chorion, amnion, and allantois. incla- 
sion, a double monstrosity in which one fetus is inclosed 
in the other ; Intrafetation.— Feta] membranes, Same 
a8 &fetal enoelope. 

fether, fethery. Simplified spellings of feather, 
feathery. 
etid 8, See *limestone. 

fetidity (fé-tid’i-ti), mn. [fetid + -ity.) Fetid 
nature or smell. 

fetid-shrub (fé’tid-shrub), ». The papaw, 
Asimina triloba. 

fetish-drum (fé'tish+irum), ». A drum used 
in connection with fetishistie rites, 
‘etish-house (fé’tish-hous), n. The house or 
hut in which a fetish is kept. E. B. Tylor. 

fetishic (fé-tish’ik), a. [fetish + -ie.] Per- 
taining to or having the charaeter of a fetish, 
F. Ratzel (trans,), Hist. of Mankind, I, 43, 

spartan ((0 "tists t),#. A person who, 
with the assistance of a fetish, exercises magi- 
cal powers and performs religious functions: 
a term used to designate the shaman of Africa. 
F. Ratzel (trans.), Hist. of Mankind, IT. 367. 

fetticus (fet’i-kus), ». (Origin not known.) 
The leaves of the corn-salad, used as a salad. 

fettler (fet'lér), ». One who fixes or prepares. 
Speci! ly (a) One who cleans castings in a foundry, 
a Epping rough spots, fina, ete, and brushing off the 
cand, (6) One whe prey the hearth of a paddling: 
furnace, (¢) One who shaves and smooths green pottery 
to remove the seame made in molding, (ef) In tertile. 
mengf., one who cleans up machinery, or serves as a 
helper in a menial capacity. 

fe ,". 2, The repairing or preparation 
of a machine or part of a machine,—3, The 
process of cleaning castings after they leave 
the foundry sand, including the chipping off 
of runners, fins, and seabs, filing rough spots, 
cleaning sand from the surfaces, and cleaning 
out eores,—4, The repairing of the hearth of Ff 
a puddling-furnace by the use of iron ore rich 
in oxygen,—5. In ceram,, the process of even- 
ing the glaze on the surface of biscuit-ware 
before it is fired in the glost-kilnu, After the ware 
has been dipped in the liquid glaze and allowed to dry, 
the excess of ary ghaze is ecrn out of the hollows and 

oration, le surface ie Lien retouched with a bru⸗ 
in spotea which are thin or bare, 

feu et lieu (fe alyé). (F., L. focus et loeus, 
‘hearth and place.’] In old French Canadian 
lai, hearth and bome, meaning actual settle- 
— by a tenant on the land. Bourier Law 

ict 
feu-holding (fihdl‘ding), ». In Seots law, a 

fiber 
— Dumdum fever, a disease in India, 

ich resembles, and perhape is identical with, = 

ot parasites 
spleen.— East Coast fever. Sam 
fever. 

fever, a slight elevation of the 
within a few hours of the 

fever. San 

ache, and diarrhea. i vnils 
the Mediterrunean and in 

Lg microbe, Micrococcus mel: 
fever, Mediterranean fever, Na _— Mediter- 

Same as Malta ®fever,— apies Sever. 
“ Same us Malta 4 

Malta *fever.— fever, a continued fever 
resembling ty symptoms, bat ot 
responding to the spectilc tests for Unat disease: i pec 

is not yet definitely ascertained. — Rho 
, 2 cattleadisease In Af 

and mode transm: 

while Mra. Siddons was playing there.—Southern fever, 

Plasma bigeminum.—-Bpotted fever. (c) Bee stick fe aad a aecere. —| » i freer, 
—Btiff-necked fever. Same as dengue.—Subcontina- 
ous fever, remittent malarial fever.—Texas fever. See 
Texas.-Trypanosoma fever, « fever in man (sleeping: 
sickness!) or in animals (sarra, dourine) due to the pees 
enee in the blood of one of the jes of Trypancoma. 
Nature, Dee. 3, 1000, p. 108. — ndulant fever. Same = 
Malta ®fever,— fever. 
which see, under fecer))—Walking 
form of typhoid fever in which the tutional sym 
toms are not very severe at fh and the patient ts not 
confined to his bed, but mores t during the greater 
part or the whole of the courve of the disease. 

fever- n.—California fever-bush. Sane a 
wyeinine- See whear-brush and tassel-tree 

feverd, pp. and a. A simplified spelling of 
5 

— (fé’vér-fli), . A name given in Eng- 
Jand to a fly, Dilophus febrilis, which occeasion- 
ally multiplies excessively. In past years the o- 
incidental of fever daring the ‘swarming of 
this fy gave rise to the popular name. The larva cats 
the roots of the hop-plant. 

fever- (fé’vér-gum), #. The blue-gum, Fe 
calyptus globulus. See fecer-tree, 1. 
feveswood (f6’véer-wad), ». Same as ferer- 

sh, 1, 
fezant, ». A simplified spelling of pheasant. 
ff. Au abreviation (a) of the Latin fecerunt, 
they did it or made it; (b) of folios; (¢) of 
fortiasimo ; (d) of following (plural). 
. FP, An abbreviation of Fellow of the 
Faculty af Actuaries, 

See *flag4, 
fff. In arnusic, an abbreviation of sortissimo: 
‘ore usually ff 

F. F. P.8, An abbreviation of Fellow of the 
Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons, 

f. g. a. An abbreviation of free of genera! 
average. 
F.G, 8. An abbreviation of Fellow of the Geo 
logical Soviety. 
+ p. An abbreviation of friction horre- 
rernren,. 

. H. 8. An abbreviation of Fellow of th 
Horticultural Society, 

FP. 1, A. Anabbreviation of Fellow of the In- 
+ Gr. -oyia, ¢ Aéyre, speak. A treatise on tenure in which the tenant pays feu duty to _#fitte of Actuaries, 
ecclesiastical festivals. 
‘estalogy. 
estinate (fes’ti-nat). c.7.; pret. and pp. festi- 
nated, ppr. festinating. To quicken the steps 
involuntarily when walking, as in paralysis 
agitans. Huwek. Med. Handbook, VI. 486, 

Pestival of Lights, “or */cnutwh.—Jewish festi- 
vals, The Jewish festivals or holy days may be divided 
into two categories, Biblical and peet-Biblical. The 
former are: (¢) The Sabbath (which see. () Rosh ho- 
deah, the test (day) of the Jewish Jamar month (Num, x. 
1}. (¢) Pesah, the Passover, also called Chau ha-meazoth, 
the Feust of Unleavened Bread (see wmateoth) (4) Sha- 
bath, or Chay Aa Shaleowth, the Feast of Weeks, also 
called Dom Ae-ikurint. or Day of the First-fruit (Num, 
XXEI. Sukkot, meenning * booths.” or * tatverna- 
eles,” also called Chay Aa-'Asiph (Bx, xatil, 1, 16), the 
Feast of Inuathering (see Peet of Teteraactes), (6) Yom 
Teruah (Nam xxix. 1) the ‘day of Mowing the trampet,’ 
now Known ns Noeh daeshanal or fhest of the Jewish year, 
when the shofar (man's horn) i ased. (9) Yor ha-kip- 
porhe, the Day of Atonement, which is not properly a 
day of feasting, bat the mast sole faat ay in the yeur. 
‘The post-Hiltical Jowish authorities have aided an entra 
day to the — 5 festivals ; thus the Feast of the Pass wee 
has mow eight Instead of seven days; the Feast of Weeks 
has two instead of ones the Feast of Talberrincles has (in- 
ating Showing *AteeretA amd Stateath Torah) nine in- 

Sometimes spelled his superior. See few. 
feuillemorte,. 2. Same as fevillet, 2. 
fever!, ».—Acclimation fever, an ephemeral fever 
which attacks a cew-comer in the tropics, It has no 
definite charncter, but may be of gustric, malarial, or ther 
mal origin, of may be a mild yellow fever in places where 
that disease is endemic. It has po real relation to the 
process of acclination,— Aden fever, Same as dengue, — 

enonervous fever. same as bvho plague (which see, 
uniter plague) — African fever, & very severe 
plroplasimesia of cattle in Africa, similar to Texas fever, 
and transmitted by the brown tick (/Aijpicephalus appen- 
dicelatus) and the Wack-pitted tick (/L sins) Also 
calhal RAedesien rrdiater, Rhodesian Nek Sever, comet 
feck-fever, Haat Covet serer, — African fever. (!> 
Perniciows nialarial fever,— fever. See #algid.— 

ever, Same ss #lols-az0r,— Autumnal fever, 
an indefinite term denoting any fever which occurs in 
the autuinn, usally malaria] or typhoid fever. — Bal- 
last fever, See xbutiast.— Biduotertian fever. See 
*induotertian.— Black fever, (5) Same as ®bela- 
aeer,— Black-water fever, twalarial hemoglobinuria, 

adder fever. See #Wadder.— Boohoo fever, adis- 
case of Hawaii and other Pacitle islands, of which the 
chief symptoms are wastro- intestinal disorder and extreme 

resiva of spirits —Broken-wing fever, Same as 
denne, — ket fever, an oli tern for deague,— Bu- 

a fever, yellow fever. we fever, « slight 
rise in the temperature of the body during the process uf 

chetto didonna opening. See *openiny. 
fiat, ».—Joint fiat, in far, a flat which formerty 
issued against two or more trading partners Bonner, 
Law Diet. 

fiber', n.—Ansulate fibers, a dectussating systen of 
fibers which exists in the brain of reptiles and amps 
jane and is regarded as corresponding to Meynert's com 
missure in mannmala— tion fibers, in wee 
fibers which connect different regions of the same cet 
bral hemisphere : opposed to corundsenral bere, whet 
connect the two hemispheres, — Bahama fiber, the fiber 
of Agave rigida, from plants cultivated ip the Ikhates 
Ser Aeneqwen.— Bamboo fiber. ’ 
fibers. See bast!, 2 -— Bolo-bolo fiber, the ha 
fiber obtained from ag eh Rev folia, 

waste of vegetable fibe: 
-Gaboon fiber, a st 

nme for 
solution « 
cooled, and thoroughly washed with pare water, Ico 
strong and tough, and is mot injured by water. Inda- 

fiber, Sumens hard #A5er.—Intergonal fibers, * 
bundlend delicate acthiromaticfivers constituting theeeetrl 
spindle during karyokinetic cell-division, ‘This spindle ® 



fiber 
enveloped by the #mantle-fbers (which see, and also cutat 
silicpireme).— Loaf-fiber machine, « machine for ex- 
tracting the flber from fleahy-leaved plants, as the 

ve—Manila Ober, Same as recnile, 2—Mau- 
tius fiber. Sane as Mowritius whemp.— Mexican 
ber, Same as Yormpico *fher— Mi fiber, 

the fiber of the Ayave heferacentha, or istle, found 
in Mexico, Texas, and California, weed for the manu. 
facture of cheap brushes.—Moriche > & fiber 
obtained from the young leaves of the itapalm, Mauri 
fia flexuoe, It ie prepared in the sume manner na 
ralfia, by stripping off the outer akin of the unexpanded 
leaves and drying in the san, It fa then twisted into 
strings anid made inte cords and hammocks See Mauri« 
fia aml dta-palin,— Motor fiber, one of the fibers In a 
mixed nerve which convey motor or centrifugal tim- 

tines only. -Odontogente fibers, a term suggested by 
—— for the “layer of comnective tissue surrou 
ing the pulp and entering into Che substance of the 
matrix.” The term is suggested because of thelr creat 
similarity to the osteorenie fibers of bene. — x 
a fiber prepared from the bast of Toweherdia latifolia, 
a nettlelike plant growing im the Huwnlian Islands, 
called ofond by the natives, It is remarkable for its 
strength and durability, and ts used chiefly for making 
fish-nets. some of which are more than 100 fathonm 
long. ~ fiber, a bast-Aber derived from the stems 
of Urera Sendieteenss, a Mawalian plant belonging to 
the nettle family. It i highly esteemed by the natives, 
who tee it for the same purposes aa the olomd.— Palma 

. Same as palina wiatle,— Palm: fiber, = fiber 
obtained from the base of the leaf-stalks of Ue palmyra 

Acraam⸗ fabeiiifer. Utis harsh and wiry, and has 
pane of importance commervially since 1801, replacia 

to a great extent the West African bast-tiber, deriv 
from Aephio vinifera in the manufacture of stiff brushes 
See palmyre, 1. Pontine fibers, the nerve-fibers pres 
~ & the pons Varolii,— 

the peduncle of the epiphysis. The fibers pass through 
the optic thalam! and, according to Meynert, 
into the white substance of the cerebral hem eres, 
n lower Vertebrates the fibers pass ventrully through 

the thalani and ic the basal tract, Smith applies the 
term te anc fibers derived from the Ro 
which “collect upon the dorsal aspect of the ventral 
iprejcommisare and Incline backward and downward to 
enter the thalamic region.” Trana Linnean Soe. Lon- 
don, June, LT, p. .⸗ any one 
of a series of perve-fibers aristy 
compound eye of an Liseet passing into the gan- 
glionic or outer lobe of the optic ganglion of the brain, 
— Precom: tere the precommlssure 
in the lamina terminalia, In each hemicerebrum the 
bundle of fibers divides. One — passing outwardly 

a] 

termed precom- 
fhers which extend 

of Use malleus to the notch of Rivink 
— Quarts fiber, « fiber obtained by fasing quartz in the 
oxyhydrogen dame and drawing it oat while soft into a 
filament, Fibers thus produced are sometimes so fine ax 
to be invisible to the unaided eye. They are, however, of 
great tensile strength, and have elastic properties which 
adapt them for use (i the suspension of the mowing parte 
of galvatometers and of other physical Instruments of 
extreme —-= '@ fiber, a red-like structare 
of fiber lying within the lumen of the central canal of the 
spinal cord and brain of lower vertebrates. It extends 

length of the cor! into the brain as far as the dien- 
oe and connects with the torus longitadinalla, The 
theory has been advanced that the structure is the reault 
of secretion, bat Sargent maintains that it is of a nervous 
charactor.— Scattered fillet fi fibers which le 
internal tothe chief fillet or lermniscas and which, accord. 
ing to Bechterow, include the central continaation of the 
vagus and trigeminal nerves. Short 
fibers, fibers in the cerebrum which serve to connect ad- 
jacent convolutions, passing around below the gray mat- 
ter at the bottom of the fissures, Also fibrae ide. — 

fiber. Same as sisal hemp, henequen, — 
Spiral fiber, the spind chitinous thickening of the 
emiotracteal menmbrane in the tracher of insects, — - 
pico ber, the coarse, stiff fiber obtained from four or 

ve species of plants which grow on the high, arid tahto- 
lands of northern Mexico, and which is experted from the 

of Tampico. It is used as a aubetitute for bristles in 
he manufacture of brushes and is also in demand for the 
— of twine and the medium grades of cord. 

es, je most important of the plants Fielding this 
fiber are Agare lophantha, A. Lecheguilla, Samueia 
Carncrostna, and Yucea Treeiuleana, See tlechagwilla, 
wpalma pita, and *palma samendeca, For the three 
most important comercial on of this fiber, see 
Janmare, palma, and Tula istle, under wistle,—Tidisirt 
fiber, in British Guiana, same as moriche #Aber,— fi 
Tomes’s fibers or Buea, Processes given off from the 
odontoblasts. in the dentinal canals. —Welsmann’s fi 
intrafused mascle Abers, or fibers within the musele 
spindle — Yucatan fiber. Same as henequen, 

fiber-faced (fi‘ bér-fast), a. 1. Covered or 
faced with a compressed composition made 
from wood-pulp or other materials and called 
ber. There are many kinds of fiber, most of thom hav- 

ing names to define the use for which they are intended, 
2. Said of paper that plainly shows fibers on 
its surface, as that made for United States 
bank-notes and some forms of bond-paper. 

Thave not detected any other Abrideation of the eclls 
except thia 

Ht. Burmeister (trams), in Uo Lo Nitasch, Plorylonvaphy, 
po 

of the postoummissure situated just posterior Lo 
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fibril, ». 3. In Aistol., a delicate fiber, such 
as, aceording to one theory, is found in the 
protoplasm of cells. Side fibril of Golgt, a deli- 
cate branch passing off at right angles from the neurax- 
one tear ite jiinection with the body of a gangllon-oell,— 
Tomes's fibrils. See Tower's *ibers. 

fibrilia (fi-bril’i-i), n. [NL., ¢ L. flbra, fiber.) 
Any fine vegetable fiber that ean be substi- 
tuted for cotton in the manufacture of fabrics. 

fibrillate, c. II. intrans. To form fibrils, as 
e < dating blood. 

fibrillation. a. (6) The formation of fibrils. 
Fibrin antipeptone. See ‘*entipeptone.— Myosin 
fibrin, an insoluble form of myosin; one of the Coaru- 
lated albaraina, 

fibrin-factor (fi'brin-fak‘tor), n. A substance 
which is concerned in the formation of fibrin; 
specifically, a substance which will give rise 
an the formation of fibrin, such as fibrinogen, 

as *fibrinoglohulin. 
fibrinocellular (fi'bri-né-sel’i-lir), a. Com- 
posed of fibrin with an admixture of desqua- 
mated cells. 

fibrinogenetic (fi'bri-nd-j¢-net’ik), a. Same 
as fibrinogenic, 

fib: oglobulin (fi bri-né-glob’a-lin), mA 
Jobulin which is derived from fibrinogen dur- 

ing the process of coagulation, that is, during 
the transformation of fibrinogen into fibrin. 
brinopurulent (fi bri-né-pa’ré-lent), a. In 
pathol, noting the type of certain exudates, 

diverse of inflammatory character, which show aten- PP?- fibrosing, [(fibrose, a.) To 
deney to clot and which contain pus, 

fibrinose (fi‘bri-nés), ». Analbumose derived fb: 
from fibrin. 

fibrinosig (fi-bri-nd’sis), », [NL., ¢ fibrin + 
-o8is.] In pathol., a condition in which there 

fiber, is an excessive tendency to coagulation of the 
from the facets of the blood, 7 fi 

Pibrinous bronchitis. Seo *#ronchitia— 
— true croap.— Pibrimeus E* See wee 

monia (which see, Under preumonta). — 

fibrinuria (fi-bri-nii‘ri-4j, u.  [NL., ¢ fibrin + 
Gr. otpor, urine.) The passage of fibrin in 
urine: sometimes associated with chyluria, 

oma (fi* bré-ad-e-né’mil), n.; pl. fbro- 
adenomata (-ma-t&). A glandular tumor con- 
taining much fibrous tissue. 

fibro-adipose (fi-brd-ad'i-pés), a. 
of fibrous and fatty tissue, 
fibro-angioma (fi*bré-an-ji-6’mf), n.; ay * 
angiometa (-ma-ti). An angioma with a lange 
admixture of fibrous tissue. 

fibrobronchitis (fi'bro-brong-ki’tis), ». 4 
croupous inflammation of the mucous mem- 
brane of the bronchial tubes. 

fibrocarcinoma (fi bro-kiir-si-nd’mii), n.; pl. 
Jibrocarcinomata (-ma-ti), A carcinomatous 
tumor whieh contains much fibrous tissue, 

(fi-bré-ka’sé-us), a. Containing 
fibrous tissue with ** matter. 

Fibrocellular tumor. Same as fibroma, 
fibrochondritis (fi’ bré-kon-dri‘tis), n. 
< L, fibra, fiber, + Gr, xérdpoc, cartilage, + 
-itis.] Inflammation of a fibrocartilage. 

fibrocrystalline (fi-bré-kris‘ta-lin), a. Crys- 
tallized in fibrous form, as many ———— 

(NL., 

organic structures, sueh as the skeletons of 
the corals, 

fibr: (fi’bré-sist), ». IL. jfibra, fiber, + 
Gr, xiere, bladder (eyst).) A fibroid tumor 
which is undergoing cystic degeneration, 

fi ma (fi‘brd-sis-to’ma), n.; pl.’ fbro- 
tomata (-ma-tii), (NL., as fibrocyst + -oma.) 
fibroma which contains cysts, 

fibro-elastic (f"bro-d-lis’tik), a. 
white fibrous oe oe — 1. fib 
broglioma (fi‘bré-¢ i-6’mii), .; 
mata (-ma-tib), (NL, € L. fibre, ther, + 
lioma.| A mixed fibroma ‘and glioma. 

dbrolameliar (fi-br6-lam‘e-lir), a. In mineral., 
a structure produced by the separating of 
a fibrous mineral or mineral a gate into 
thinlamellm, Geikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 105, 
—— (fi’ bro-li- ome), 

Containing 

lio- 

vL. 

pomata (-ma-ti). [NL., CL. fibra, fiber, + 
Gr. Airog, fat, + oma.) A mixed fatty and 
fibroid tumor. 

Fibroma molluscum, 1 soft connective-tiseue tumor of the 
skin. 

fibromatosis (fi-bré-ma-té’sis), a. [NL ¢ 

lobulin (fi’brin-glob’d-lin), ». Same fi 

Composed ficif 

fiddler-fish 
Jibroma(t-) + -osis,] The development of 
fibroid tumors. 
fibromembranous (fi-bré-mem‘ bri-nus), a, 
[L. fibra, fiber, + membrana, membrane, + 
-ous.) Composed of a» membrane containing 
much fibrous tissue, 

fibr itis (fi bré-mi-i‘tis), », [NL., ¢ L. 
Jibra, fiber, + Gr, vic (vv-), muscle, + -itx,] In- 
flammation of a muscle with hyperplasia of 
the fibrous tissue. 

(fi* bro-mik-s0’mii}, .; pl. fbre- 
myzomata (-ma-ti), A tumor composed of 
fibrous and mucous elements. 
fibromyxosarcoma (fi*bré-mik’sé-siir-ké’ mil), 
n.; pl. fibromycosarcomata (-ma-tit), A myxo- 
sarcoma containing much fibrous tissue. 
fibroneuroma (fi’bro-ni-rd’mil), m.; pl. fibro- 
seuromata (-na-ti). <A fibrous tumor involy- 
ing nerve structures. 
bronucleated (fi-bro-nii’klé-i-ted), a. Com- 
posed of fibers and having elongated nuclei in 
Pc saath — 

r oma r>-pap-i-lé’mii), m.; pl. 
‘iropepalomata 8 i), A tumor which con- 
—— the elements of both fibroma and papil- 
oma, 

fibroplate (fi‘bré-plit), n. An interartieular 
broeartilage. 

fibropurulent (fi-bré-pi’ré-lent), a. Marked 
by pus with an admixture of fibrin in flakes. 
brose (fi'bros), v.13; pret. and pp. fibrosed, 

Meri fibrous 
tissue, as in cirrhosis orin cicatrization, Buck, 
Med. Handbook, V. 561. : 

an (fi-vré-spon’ji-an), a. and n. 
I. a. —— to or adh. wet the charac- 
ters of the Fibri 4 

II. n. One of the ‘ibrospongie, 
brotic (fi-brot‘ik), a. [Jibrosis (-ot-) + -ic,] 
7 ating to fibrosis. Buck, Med. Handbook, 

oak See workapple.— Fibrous slab, 
& building ma |. invented in the nineteenth centary, 
used for lace plas- e internal finishing of surfaces to rep! 
ter or boarding. Compare staf 2. 

F. J. 0, An abbreviation of Fellow of the In- 
stitute of Chemistry, 

ficelle (fé-sel’), a. (PF. ficelle, packthrend.] 
Resembling packthread or string (in color): 

Jicelle lace, 
orm (fis’i-férm), a. [L, pm, a fig, + 

Jorma, form.] Fig-shaped; elongate ovoid, 
rapidly tapering to one extremity, 

fick] (fik’l-mij), nm An American 
chironomid fly, Sciara inconstans, the larve of 
whieh breed in mech hothouse earth and some- 
times damage planted seeds and the roots of 
lants. 

Fick's law of diffusion, inspiration ex 
ment, 

ant of the family dizo- 
Ficoides: (which see). 

as, 

dley. 
n.— Hand-fi inted pin of wi 

3 uae erage ad my open Nhe —*5* — * — is 
splicing. A somewhat longer metallic pin of this sort ic 
called a martinerpike. (Naut.] 

fiddle, ». 4. In ceram., a rack in which pieces 
of ware that have been ae ig in liquid glaze 
are placed to drain,—5, A piece of wood by 
which the guy-ropes of a tennis-net are 
stretched to keep them taut.—Corn-stalk fiddle. 
Bee *corn-etalk, 

fiddle-back (fid’|l-bak), ». An Australian 
scarabwid beetle, Schizorrhina australasie. 
Australia,] & 
dle-beetle (fid‘l-bé‘tl), m. A large earabid 

beetle, Damaster blaptoides, which oceurs in 
Japan and other oriental regions, and which, 
by the widening of its elytra, is somewhat fid- 

e-shaped, 
fiddle-grass (fid’). ), » The great bai 
willow-herb, Epilcbnen hirsutum. * 

n, 2, pl, The erozier-like uncoil- 
ing young fronds of the cinnamon-fern, Os- 
munda cinnamomea; so named from their 

fiddler, ». 5. A fish, ———— pga red s 

fiddler-fish (fid’lé-r-fish), ». A fish, Phinobatus 
percellus, of the family Rhinobatidy, 



fiddle-slide 
fiddle-slide (fid’l-slid), a. A slide in the com- 

und-rest of an enginé-lathe for setting the 
1 to turn a taper, = 

(fid 1k), a. 
(Also fiddly, fidley ; 
prob, a nautical use 
of *fiddly, adj. from 
fiddle, in allusion to 
the grating.] Newt., 
the iron framework 
or cover forming ang 
hatch on deck over 
the engine- or fire- 
room of a steamer, 
Jour. Brit, Inet, 
Eleetr, Engin., 1899- 
1900, p. 574. 

-stone (fid 
ling-stén), nm A 
— whetstone. Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 

fideicommiss (fid’é-i-ko-mis’), ». In civil law, 
same as *fideicommissum. 

(fid’8-i-kom‘i-si-ri), #.; pl. 
Jideicommissaries (-riz). In eivil law, the bene- 
ficiary of a fideicommissum. 

(fid’é-j-ko-mis’or), n. In civil 
ioe, the one by whom a fideicommissum was 
made, 

fideicommissum — ——— n. J 
fidei commissum, & thing given in trust.) In 
civil law, a trust. It originated In a devise by which 

was left to one who was to use it for the benefit 
of, or give it to, another who was incapable of taking ft 
by the will, It is sald to be the origin of the trusts and 
uses of the common law, 

fi ry (fi-dé-jus’6-ri), a. 
taining to a fidejuseion. 

fideos (fé-i’ds), a. (Sp. fldeos, vermicelli.] 
In Porto Rieo, a species of dodder, Cuseuta 
Americana, which in places covers masses of 
vegetation with its yellow, thread-like, twin- 

~ fdidley. 

Stationary Field. 
3 & hamd-wheel; @, hand-wheel @, name-plate: 4, mag netframe 

shalt; ¢, haedewheel shaft<collar:; / falorem: 
— belt; 1. brush-holder yoke; 4, dace: ¢, pole-plece 
bedts; , Deushes; #, studuupport; o, busting i £. semes-comnec- 
tion bars; yg. series windings: *, shunt windiags; 7, commection- 
board; f, terminal; », deld-leada. 

nig. 4. held- 

Of or per- 

of force, the space throughout which the attractive or re- 
pellent action of a mass or system ts manifested. A feld 
of force may be regarded as a system of equipotential sur- 
faces and lines of force, by means of which the distribution 
of potentials and intensities is indicated.— Pield of inat- 

ing stems. tention, in ‘ chal, the * ac consclonsnoms thet is 

fid-hook (fid’huk), ». A slender, flat processes of the — background of conscious 
—— to — another hook from ness; the —— of — — —— ete 

slipping on a chain. scious represent the ot attention, — 
Field in payohot., th of from whieh 

faibus —— * fee ben of Le ete Soe stimuli that are effec —— 
EB. B. Titchener, Exper. Paychol., L & IAHold of 

Jidibus, dat, and abl. pl. of sides, a lyre, touch. *ilens, *toueh,— Platness 

or of fides, * spill or lighter; * —— field. | Same as | * 

a kindler; a mate —— eee Negi rg —— 

Adley. x. See *adleu. field of ‘a motor or generator having more than two 

fiducial, a, 4 Relating to or char- 5 feld Srow! Sen veltnteor ‘growth 

acterized by the belief in supernatural powers, plasie— Bre) eld,’ in — oe ole Lonerwter OF 

mae a The ceremonies of the folk, like those of other primitive 
ea, are primarily Adweiel, and involve tae 

fom, oF even personal of the deified potencies forming 
the tribal pantheon. 

JW, Powell, Smithsonian Rep., 1900, p, 

Fiducial points, in thermom.. the melting-point of lee, 
called the tce-pornt, and the boiling-point of water under 
a barometric pressure of 760 millimeters, called the steam. 

nt, 
feld, n. 18. Specifically, in electric machines, 

of the structure in which the mag- 

in elect., a magnetic theld in which the lines at force 
of rotation, The term is nenally applied to 

peated by means of polyphase currents in fixed 
coils; bat the flelds of certain dynames and mo with 

in projective geom., the 2 straights on a plane.— 
field, in elect., that portion of the electrostatic or electro- 
ee feld of any apparatus or machine which is not 
utilized in ita operation.— Strength of the force 
upon a init mass, unit pole, or anit chanre situated at 
the point where the — of the fleld of foree is to be 
measured. of Belt is likewise expressed in terme 
of the number of lines of force unit of area of fleld.— 
Zero field, in phws., a tleld of force, such na an electro- 
static or magnetic feld, the intensity of which ts zero. 

fie. t. t. & In chem. industries, to induce 
oxidation or other change by exposing to the 
air and solar heat. A term notin general use, 

field-coil (féld’koil), ». In elect, a coil of wire 
around the fleld-magnet of a generator, motor, 
or other electrical machine, or one which 

ing in it the magnetic field of any electrical 
device. 

Revolving Field. field-company (féld’kum‘pa-ni), ». A com- 
piece; #, Seld-ring: ¢. hubol spider; d, spokes of spider; PaDY of engineers inthe British army, equipped a 

¢. tld comnections: /. pale-peecce bolt: y. feiddeads; 4, eet fot gag pioneers and pontoniers for field serviee 

nle.géece bolt: «, fieldwinting: 4. shaft; 4, Geld-ring lamina id. * — 

J Seld-rhng | mt. oli-de@eciue: a keys A eld Jead tasiener, Held-corne (féld’kér* net-si), . The office 

#, Seld-<ollar, or rank of field-cornet. [South Africa.) 
field-cress (féld’kres), n. Same as cow-crese. 

fileld-derrick (féld’der’ik), ». An oil-well der- 
rick See *derrick, 2, 

fleld-distortion (féld’dis-tér’shon), ». The 
twisting, bending or displacement in any way 
of the lines of an electrostatic or magnetic 
Pats or soit * I foree. J 
eld- o fẽld jé-ol’G-jist), n. geol- 
ond a oe wets a the field, as distin- 
yuished from one who is confined to a labora- 
tory or library. 

field-geology (féld"jé-ol’}-ji), m. Geological 
work in the open air or in nature, as contrasted 
with investigation pursued in the laboratory. 

chanical power is produced by rotation of the 
armature in the magnetic field or of the mag- 
netic field in the armature, See cuts under 
*armature.— 15, In math,, same as *domoin, 
8.— Angle of fleld. See *angle3,— al of the 
fleld. ee he oe of fleld. See 
xeurcature,—Field boiler, Sve *boiler.—-Pleld of 
attention, in pons the nunge of consciousness that is 
charncterized by clearness of the perceptual or flea- 

tional processes of the moment; the range of percep- 
tions or ideas that represent the object of attention. 

— of audition, in parehol., the rangeof space over 
which sounds of acertain tntensity and quality are wudible 
or within which they are localized, The plirnse is used 
loosely, but always om the analogy of Che flefef af euro. — 

Fiela of co meness, Sce ®cunsciousnere.—Pleld 

field-pole (féld’ pol), 

field-trash (féld‘trash), ». 

serves to produce by means of the current flow- fleld- 

fiest 

field-glass, ».— Prismatic field-glass, See primatic 
whinocular. 

eld Fe. Barbet Sells, 2 tae uv 0 

The ——— a constracted "that after, two oe three 
rounds it takes a nearly fixed position and hence permits 
very rapld firing. 

fleld-hockey (féld’hok’i), n. An outdoor game 
payer by two opposin teams or sides who 
endeavor to drive the ball toward and intothe 
opponents’ goal with clubs curved at one end. 
Also shinny, shinty, and bandy. 
fieldman (féld‘man), ».:; pl. fieldmen (-wen). 
Aman employed in the field, as s member of 
a field-party; also, a traveling representative 
of an enterprise or an undertaking: distiu- 
guished from one employed indoors. 

The flelitmen of the Geological Survey leave been the 
ploncer surveyors of the natural features of the vast 
regions which constitute half the continent, 

Set. Amer. Sup., Jan, 31, 104, p, 22,647, 

fleld-music (féld’mii"sik), n. A military band 
of any size accompanying a body of soldiers. 

field-pine (féld’pin), ». A small heatb-like 
herb, Hudsonia ericoides, of the rock-row 

Feebd-pine (/fmdsenda ersvoddes}. Abowt one halt aaty) eo 
(From Britton and Brown's *Tlustrated Flora ed the Nonhete 
Staves and Canada.) 

family, found near the Atlantic coast from 
Nova Scotia to Virginia, 

n. In elect., the magnetic 
eae of the field of a generator or motor, 

eld-rheostat (féald‘ré"d-stat), . A rheostat 
or adjustable resistance used for the control 

and regulation of the magnetic field of an 
electric generator or motor. 

(féld ‘rd? lér), n. A land-roll 

salad. 
field-spool (féld’spil), mn. A spool or bobbin 
on the field-magnet of an electric generator, 

motor, or other device, upon which the field- 

coil is wound 
In the British 

West Indies, the tops. and leaves of the sagar- 
eane, which are removed in the field and gen- 
erally serve for feeding stock or for manure. 
See cane-trash, 1, 
The refuse, or macerated rind of the cane (which ® 

called cane-trash In contradistinction to feld-traeh) . « - 
serves for fuel to boll the liquor, 

B, Edwards, Hist. Colonies in W. L, 1L S 

(féld’trip), n. A company of pic- 
and sappers of the British Royal Engi- 

Ree 

neers 
neers, 

fleld-wormwood (féld’wérm’wtd), 1». 
*wormarood, 

fiend-fly (fénd'fll), ». Any one of many sp> 
cies of tree-hoppers of the family Membracii: 

so named on aceount of their strange forms 

and sinister appearance. For similar reasos* 
they are also called brownie-bugs. 

flerse, a. Another spelling of fierce. 
flery, a. 4, Incricket, causing the ball to bound 
high after pitching: said of wicket or bowler. 

fiery-hunter (fir‘i-hun‘tér), 0. An Amereet 

earabid beetle, Calosoma calidiwm, dark 10 

color, with reddish or copper-colored pits # 

the elytra. ‘In Canada this beetle is called 
—J nerspot (which see, with ent). 

fest!” (fést), a. [Also feest, ¢D. ries, nauseoes 

disgusting, also disgusted (ih ben cies van hem. 

I am sick of him),] Disgusted (with): sickave 
tired (of). [Local (orig. New York #), U.5.] 



fife 

fife, ». 2. In organ-bwilding, a piceolo stop. 
0, ".—Half fifteen. See #hnil/. 

als . @.—Pifth quarter. See *guarter!. 
TI. ».—otrete of fifths, See circle af keys, under 

on ‘i — natia Atic. 
apg, an Auntrafan a ant beurre 

blue fruits ‘which resemble plums and are 
: by chikiren and finals, It yields a so 

easily —5* i ri a rich fig. Cal 
calhun and Brisbane radorng. 78 Same 

as Hottentot pg (which nea, under A) justered fig, 
in Australia, a © tree, Ficus glomerata, native 
Indin, Malaysia, "australia, the fruit of which ia of 
light red color when ripe and hangs inclusters along Ue 
trunk and highest branches. is is eaten by the aborigi- 
nes Its wood is soft, coarse, light, and mot darable.— 

Seo wwez?, weeine,— Goat-t Same 
Li * Golden fg, Ficus tree uthern BS 08: — aurea, a BO 

aie: eo Keys, 
Bahama . 

large 
from 3 to4 

with out) —Gular 

Goldens fig (Fiews aurea). 

@, brasch bearing frult and leaves, one 
fourth natural size ; 4, iruit, three fourths 
natusel size. 

as and garde 
CS in nod Adel Adelaide. Its fruits are 

mot edi! — the sycamore-fig. Bee ayes 

heerry-honk-Purpte te’ in 
the ol Meee a eine re tea | 

e 
ea, and sal Mifbie ‘fruits 

fig. 
ther the poplar-leaf golde 

; — ————— Ficus 
It laa — troe, often epiphytic, 

and * A mottled, gray wool. 

fig. An abbroviation (b) of figurative or of figu- 
ratively. 

fig-bar “Cg”, nh. — attached to a pan- 
pa epee ne to work semi-soft dough. The 

from a box by means of fine corrugated 
rollers and falls upon the apron of the panning- machine 
ek long strips, where it la cat to any desired length, The 
box is built with three — — sothat — diner· 
pel? — oa two doughs and a jelly can be run at the 
—— — — 

fig-eater, n. 3. A local Australian name of a 
small passerine bird = the genus Zosterops. 

fights termed 
top (ft * }, #2. Ina man-of-war, 

—— generally cireular in 4 , on or 
sh a Pathe top of a mast, aud provided with rapid- 
fire guns of small caliber and with accommo- 
dations for riflemen. It is generally reached 
by a ladder inside the hollow steel mast. Also 
called rer! top. 
-insect (fig’in’sekt), m. Any insect of the 
Sorta family Agaonide, which inhabits 

‘ion, or anyjone of the numerous ites of 
the insects of this family ; — {| Biasto- 
phaga grossorum, which fertilizes the Smyrna 
fig of commerce. See *flasto, phage, with cut. 

e fig-marigold (tig’ mee i-gdld), marigold 
sem, 

mith), ». A cosmopolitan phy- 
citid moth, Ephestia cautella, whose larva fives 
in dried figs, nuts, cacao-beans, flaxseed meal, 
dried currants, and otherstored products, Also 
called ——— — — — 

1 . Aconfection o 3 
— national sweetmeat of Turkey and Greece. 
—2. A pink or white confection consisting of 
squares of a semi-transparent sweetish paste 
dusted with fine, white sugar. 

471 filaree 
-tree disease, *disease, P forwhich th 5 urve PA BC P indicates the vertt- 

Pig Bee *a cal distribution o light intensities. The mean spherical figuline, ». _ a a. Of or pertaining to a potter intevalt —— — 
or potte: 8, iquline ware. See figuline rus one half the area wed tt 
tique, un er "i * Rousseau > 

Bar. earative, a. 5. In geom., at infinity. Seprecters nated 
On heed t is one and only ane point ‘at infinity," ty ome se 

or re int. ib 

erriman and Woodward, Higher Mathematics, p. 72 sion ot (reversible persbee ~~ 
gure may 

Figurative point, it, See wpointl, wetraightl. geen “4 of fixation, - : 

nm, 14. In — rh grain we the either ss Big pat ot stairs or, Re —— — 
grain of the wood, especially suc when * ——————————⏑—⏑ OF Sree aang: 
of unusual richness and when used with s remaseney). , The Miata vie —— to a fare 
cial care as a where three ormoreot Its faces Intersect.—Z6: pare of the design.— 19, pil. 
highest division of the lowest grade in the 
classical course in a Jesuit school. [Eng. }_ Ao- 

Soe * —— 
tment wachromatic,— and Wundt's 

» figures embodying a variable optical nee 

ure, in geyehol., a figure which embodies a variable of i 

eS 

SS 

7M SS 

Zilloer's Figere. LEER ISS 
cal ilosion of direction. The parallel verticals of the 
53 it to converge and dive — the influence 
Lge —* —— The fusion was described 

Also zhieere tinea, 

—— (fig din‘ting),», Paintin 
which is concerned eepecially with the are 

Hering's aud Wundt's Figures, 

of direction. The horizontal lines of the figures 

para appear carve Me Rue were puliahed — — ering in iy Wan ne 
Léska's eres a simple skating in which figures of ous kinds are 
geometrical d which on the ice by the skater. 
—— ‘ot two or —— mo (fig-@-ret’), i. A small figure. See 

dé, making differen urine, 
angles with king erent” weaving (fig’ir-wé‘ving), n. The weav- 

fevae entele Malens t ng of figuring,» — fign 
Lichtenbere’s a fee dansen, oa pat “frag * — ——— ee ‘ Lo 

terns deretronn ae s Flreve. 2%, however accurately made to scale, are covered 
insulating ourfase which are * with the dimenslone in Arable Figuring includes 
tod by clectrostatie action, as when the sperk or also the dotted lines and the je arrow-heads which 
muah fem a tively comductor is received _Taark the dimensions 
upon aa sont surface covered Teton ponderes sulphur wane (fig’wosp), n. The id a 

from — tophaga grossorum, -insect, 

—*— —— —— The introduction into California, —7 the United States 
in — oe figure Departmentof Agriculture, of the —— ar Ag waap 

aa ble optical 11 of —— as is well proved 
extent, > vertical or orizontal lines of by the y in —— — Smyrna fe at 
the —- — are aupslled with | oblige a in —— a colony of this useful insect 

diverging in the other. The line with the Yearbook U, & Dept. Agr., 1001, p. 673. 
— os end: vl tx eppears the | longer. “worm (f ‘wérm),*. The larva of the *fig- 

feather illusion, was moth (which see). 
palished by F. Miiller-Lyer sf L Inet * =n abbreviation of Fellow of the 
J — 4 yj natitute, 

Sours, in pevche’.. & F. 1.5, An abbreviation of Fellow of the In- 
illusion of direction. Two stitute of Journalists, 
vertical rows 5 ot black and fils, v. agit n ey simplified spelling of fill, 
* ene jUAres saber. Lyer geometrical topics, & mov- 
ase ll etge bo so Flaws able object which at any one instant, or indi- there ie some overlap. 
ping of black by white ‘and conversely, Visible determination of time, is at every part 

e tine not vertical, of aline. During a lapse of time a filament ig & tape: 
—— SE The he ilaon ‘wa was is restricted to being in some surface, which 
5 — Plane 4 iA it is said to generate.—7, A long thread- 
al all the points which are in ——— 
— 1, — — 

which em enn 522 a ment, in yay 
Minsterberg’s <a illusion of direction. o @ or network of tintin 

igre. gale: one 2* apread through the 
— cell - nucleon — 

which it i bag te * ine Seminal fila- 
the two bl 

—3 not to ie in the same = — 
cht line. A ition was called to the n.and 

illusion by J.C, Poggendort in 1s60.— Primal U li 
in projec: v. A simplified 

tise geom., & range, spelling of phi- 
a flat Hi, P or Pog gen lander. 

Rousseat's fig. ir'2, flanthropi 
ure, a d or anthropis 
the Approximate graphical de ete, nropist, 

¢ newt Sp ipe iy = 

ical intensity of @ source of a of phi- . 
light where the distribution lanthropic, ete, 
of the light about a vertical Pilar 
axis is symmetrical It isn the doctrine or 

opinion that the with Cartesian cot or threads curve 
dinates to which the abecissw 

Rousseau's Figere. are the intensitles of light mes- #een in some prot 
at varyt es with plasm are the es ' 

the horizontal plane through the souree, an the ordinates sential structures of ; 
Pilarce (frodiaw cocnferiam', are the aines of the corresponding angles The carve al protoplasm. 

PA'BC'P is the Rousseau's figure for the source of lightat filaree (til-a- One hind natural size, 



filaree 

Te’), mn. [A reduction of alfilerilla.] Tn Cali- 
fornia, either of two species of stork’s-bill, 
Erodium cievterium and E. moschatum; al- 
filerilla,—atusky filaree, Kredinm moschatum, the 
coarser of the species named above. Ite foliage has a 
Tmneky odor, especially when wilted, Also called munak- 
clover and sometimes green-efeamed slaree,— Red- 
stommoed fllaree, Same as aifileriila, 

Filarial periodicity. See *periodicity. 
filariasis ;fi-la-ri-€’sis), n. [NL., « Filaria + 
~ivis,) Presence of Filaria in the blood-ves- 
sels and lymph-veasela; the underlying cause 
of elephantiasis. 

Tn certain tropical countries a disease known as flari- 
asie, Which somewhat resembles certain forme of leprosy, 
is transferred among hitnan beings by certain mosqtitoes. 
L, GO, Howard, in Yearbook U.S Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 190. 

filariosis (fi-lé-ri-d’sis), ». [NL., ¢ Fileria + 
-ovis,] Same as * filariasis, 

filarious (fi-lé’ri-ns), 2, Same as filarial, 
filasse (fi-las’), a. [F. filaswe, bast, harl, tow, 
CF. fl, ¢ L, filam, thread.) Vegetable fiber 
vrepared for the processes of manufacture. 

siator (Hi-li’ tor), a. (NL. “filator, ¢ *filare, 
spin a thread: see fileS, v.] he spinning ap- 
paratus of a silkworm, situated in the tubular Caraboidea, having the antennm filiform and filler!, n. 
spinneret. 

filbert, ».—mack-inot Of the filbert. See #Wack- 
énot,— West Indian filbert, the secils of the simitar- 
xl or match-bex bean, Lent phasedoides, See tyoro. 
bert-gall (fil’bért-wil), ». A gall which re- 

semblea a filbert.—Grape-vine filbert-gall, one of 
a bunch of woolly ish gulls, resembling a buneh of 
Oiberta, found on the stem of the grape and inhabited by 
a ececldomylid larva. The gall was named Vitis cory. 
toides by Walah and Riley, and the insect which makes it 
is probably a Diptoeia. 

filbert-mildew (fil'bért-mil’di), ». The fun- 
ous disease, due to Phyllactinia suffulta, which 
attacks the leaves of filberts. 

an, 3, One who filches or is given to 
filehing ; a filcher, . 

fild?, pp. A simplified spelling of filled. 
~~ Lateral small steed fle set in etalli 

— —— retoin akis ioe 
tists in spacing tecth.- Molar file, a small file formerly 

entiste in filing molarteeth: now superseded by 
carborundam wheel.—Separat file, 1 file for- 

merly used by dentists for separating teeth ; how sper: 
seded by thin carborumlum disks, 

file’, ». 11. An individual soldier. 
Rut the poor fle who has to ogg te as well as bis gun 
od various other accontrements > how does it w to 

him? Med. Record, Feb, 7, 100d, p. 227. 

Blank fn a two-rank formati fil ltd } 
wie tldier in the front rank Open file, im chensts Ble 
on which there are neither pieces nor pawns <A player 
may obtain possession or cotatand of sich an open fle 
(take Ue open Mle ") <4 plavinn hie queen or rook om any 
of ite squares, — a movement, in detis, in 
which a column tn single fle is formed from a calamn of 
twoe or squads. 

e-cutters’ disease, See *disease. 
filer’ (fi'lér), ». [jile? + -rl.]) One who de- 
files something. 

[The Chinese] eate their meate with two sticks of I 3 
Ebony, or the like: not touching their meat with the! 

and fore ne great Alera of linnen. 
P. Heylyn, MIKPOKOZMOS, ed, 168, p. 630, 

file-stri (fil’strip*ér), n. One who draw- 
files or finishes the blanks for files, either by 
hand or in a machine, preparatory to cutting 
the teeth. 

Filet lace, See *lace. 
filharmonic, «. A simplified spelling of phil- 
harmonic, 

filiation, ». 5. An individual or group of in- 
dividuals derived from one souree or parent. 

filibranch (fil’i-brangk), a. and ». [NL. fili- 
branchius, CL. filum, thread, + branchia, gills} 
L a. Having long gills formed of tubular 
tilaments, as certain bivalve mollusks; fili- 
branchiate. 

It. ». A bivalve mollusk of the order Fili- 
branchiata, ‘ bs 

Filibranchia (fil-i-brang’ki-d), n. pl, (NL.J 
Same as *Filibranchiata, 

Pilibranchiata (fil-i-brang-ki-@’ti), ». pl. 
[NL An erder of bivalve mollus They 
iave the gille in the form of Jong Qhamente that hang 
down inte the mantle cavity, are bent back upon them- 
selves in the form of a V, and may or may not be con- 
nected by interfilamentary ciliated junctiona. The onler 
includes the families Anomitda, Arcade, Trigentida, 
nid Mytitide, 

filibranchiate (fil-i-brang’ki-dt), a. [NL. fili- 
branchiatus, (L, filum, a thread, + branchie, 
gills: see branchiate,) Having, as some pele- 
ceypod mollusks, the plates of the gills narrow, 
strap-like, and much elongated, Phil, Trans, 
Roy. Soe, (Landon), ser, B, 1908, p. 178, 

filicauline (fil-i-ki‘lin), @. (1. Alem, thread, 
+ caulis, stem, + -inel,) 
stem. 

472 

filicic (fi-lis‘ik), a. [L. filix(filic-), fern, 
Derived from or pertaining to ferns.— 
que, 

+ -ic.) 
Pilicic 

a crystalline compound, ()glipgO;, contained in 
lmome of the common male fern, Dryopteria Filit 

mas, To it the extract chiefly owes ite therapetitic value 
as an anthelmintse, 

filicide! (fil’i-sid), ». [1L. fillies, son, or jfilia, 
daughter, + -cida, < cwdere, kill.] One who 
kills his or her son or daughter, 

filicide* (fil’i-sid), ». [L. Aline, son, or silia, 
daughter, + -cidium, ¢ cxdere, kill.) The kill- 
ing of one’s son or one's daughte-. 

filicin (fil’i-sin), n. [1.. filix (filic-), fern, + eb 
One of the active vermifuge principles foun¢ 
in the rhizome of the male fern, 

filicinean (fil-i-sin’é.an), ¢. Belonging or re- 
lated to the Filicinew or Filicales ; fern-like. 

filicineous (fil-i-sin’é-usx), a. Same as */ili- 

filicologist (fil-i-kol’6-jist) [filicol + co -1-KOI' 0-188), teotog-4 

-ist.] One versed in filicology; one engaged 
in the study of ferns, 

cornia (fil-i-kér’ni-fi), n. pl. [NL., ¢ L. 
filum, thread, + corau, horn.) A superfamily 
of beetles corresponding to the Adephage or 

the 

all the tarsi 
filif 

Epointed. 
form, . *. In serg.. avery slender hair- 

like ben, Buck, Med. Handbook, 1. 745. 
-gré), c. 4. (filigree, un.) To orna- 

tment with filigree-work. 
filing block (fi‘ling-blok), xn. Sante as jfiling- 

hoard, 
filing-gap (fi‘ling-gap), ». In elect., the space 
between the terminals of a coherer in which 
the filings or other — — upon 
which its action depends are placed. 

6 (fi’ling-ma-shén*),n. A power- 
machine for filing metals, resembling in gen- 
eral plan a seroll-saw in which the vertical 
reciprocating saw is replaced by a file. ‘The 
work to be filed is placed upon a table and is fed to the 
file by hand. Files of any shape or size can be used in 
the machine, and by tilting the table the work can be fed 
to the fle at any angle. "“Filing-mechinns for sharpening 
cotton-git saws employ horizontal reciprocating flco 
with an automatic feed-motion which presents one tooth 
of the saw at atime to the fle and control ue namber 
of strokes of the fle upon each saw-toot} 

pietistic (fi i-jpi-eti tik), rreg. 
adj. from filial piety.) itelating or pertaining 
to filial piety. [Bure.] 

He has set. . . in its true light the theocracy which 
the Puritars founded and maintained in Massachnsetts 
As lott as that theocracy lasted men dared not speak the 
treta aboutit; since ft decayed, oraters and historinus, 
miulging in what Mr. Adame calle “ sileopretiatic cant,” 
have praised the Puritans for those qualities which they 
have condemned in other bi 

Harvard Graduates’ Magazine, March, 184, p. 430. 

(NL. (Adan- Pilipendula (fil-i-pen’da-li), n. 
son, 1763, adopted from Tournefort, 70 < 
L, filem, thread, + pendulus, hanging. he 
allusion is to the tubers, connected by the root- 
stocks as if upon threads.} A genus of planta 
of the family Rosacea. They are jal herba, 
which have flowers similar to those of Spirawe, but with 
about 10 Us ripening Into dry, one-seeded, Indehiscent 
fraite ere are about 9 species, natives of the north 
temperate zone. Some are fariliar phate, aa 
Filipendula Filipendula (Spirwa Pilipendula of Lin- 
nets), the mi yeaweet, and FP, Uimeria, the queen-of- 
the-mendows, both whiteflowered, and F. (ob 
merria rebre of Hill), Che queenof-the prairie, with pink 
Gowers. See quern-efthe-prairie and queen-af-the-mea- 
ee, 

Filipina (fil-i-pé’nd), ».; pl. Filipinas (-liz). 
[Sp., fem. of Filipino, Filipino.] A native 

Filipin of LF Philbppine —— — 
© (fil-i-pé’nd), n. [Sp., . Phili 

pins, aa ( NL Insule phiky pine, Sp. Islas 
Silipinas, Philippine Islands), ¢ Phitippus, Sp. 
Filipo, Felipe, Philip.] A native of the Philip- 
pine Islands; in a restricted sense, a native of 
more or less pure Spanish descent. Also in- 
Ps hry Philip se - exe 

. A simplifie ing of philippie, 
Fillpp's gland. Ree —— 
fli (fi-lip’}), ». [(It.] The silver testone 
of Milan issued under Philip IIL. of Spain, and 
continued by his successors, 

filipuncture (fil-i-pungk’tiir), ». I. filum, 
wire, + paunetura, puncture.) Introduction of 
fine wire into an aneurism with the design of 
inducing cougulation of blood within the sac. 

filistatid (fi-lix’ta-tid), ». <A spider of the 
family Pilistatide. 

filitannic (fil-i-tan‘ik), a. [L. fili(r), fern, + 
fannic.) Noting an acid. a glucoside tannin 
obtained from the rhizome of the male fern. 

filite (fi'lit), ». [L. jfilum, thread, + -ite?.] 

a. 
6. 

ii 

Having athread-like An explosive, a variety of smokeless powder, fillet-strap (fil’et-strap), nm. 
largely produced at the Italian government 

fillet-strap 

3 the same in composition as 
llistite, but formed into slender cords in- 

stead of into cubical are See hailistite. 
Filix (fil’iks), m. [N&. (Adanson, 1763), ¢ 1, 
Jiltz, a fern.) A genus of polypodiaceous ferns, 
the equivalent of Cystopteris (Bernhardi, 1806), 
The type of the genus is F. bulbifero, the 
common bladder-fern of the United States 
and Canada, See Cystopteris and bladder-fern, 
— Pilix-mazs, the male fern, Driopteris Hisc· 

fill! rc. 4 10. In poker, to draw cards whieh 
improve the hand: usually restricted to filling 
four-card flushes or straights. Amer. Hoyle, 
Poker, p. 162.11. To execute: as. to fill an 
order for goods.—12, To make up: as, to fill 
4 prescription.— Filled soap. See *eoap. 

fill', n, 3. Inengin.: (2) An embankment of 
earth or rock made asa road-bed: the opposite 
of cut, (4) The vertical height of the top of an 
embankment above the natural surface at any 
point.—4. Deposition alternating with or in 
contrast to scouring out, The contrasting 
terms are scour and fill, ext and fll, * 
Brit, Ass'n for Advancement of Sei., 1900, p. 733. 

5. A machine for filling bottles, 
cans, or bags with liquids or dry materials. 
—6, In hort., a tree that is planted in an or 
ehard temporarily, to le removed when the 
trees of the regular planting and of more en- 
during character are well grown and oceupy 
the land, [Colloy.J—7. In the manufacture 
of plastic materials, a solid substance, such as 
wood fiber or mineral powders, used to give 
greater consistence to a viscid constituent, 
such as collodion or a fused resin.—8, In en- 
gin,: (a) A longitudinal timber or other ma- 
terial —— between two parallel members, 
as a timber placed between two steel I-beams 
to stiffen them and to enable them to act asone 
beam. (+) A bollow cylindrical pipe or spool 
through which a bolt is passed to fasten to- 
ether two parallel beams or struts. The 
It in conjunction with the 

filler prevents the two beams 
or struts from spreading apart 
and from moving too close to- 
gether. 
The toor tramicye cuusisie of six 

sills, the four centre ones being six- 
fneh “1” beam with wood fliers ex- 
tending the entire lerurth of car. 

Bleet, Ree, Sept. 11, 1004, p. 450. 

filler’ (filir’), ». (Hung. fil- 
ler.) Acurrent subsidary coin 
of Hungary, the hundredth 

rt of a krona, equivalent to 
wo tenths of a United States 

eont, 
filler-vase (fil’ é@r-vis), n. In 
Mycenman pottery, a narrow 
vase having a funnel-shaped 
bottom with a hole: used ap- 
parently to transfer liquids to 
narrow-necked receptacles, 
fillet, »., 5. (4) The rounded corner of a groove 
in a roll, or of a pattern for molding, etc.— 
11. A loopshaped instrument or bandage by 
means of which, when passed over a project- 
ing part of the fetus, traction is made in cases 
of tedious or obstructed labor.— Pillet decussa- 

a croming of nerve-fibers over the median line is 

—XE Ty 

Tillenvase, 

(From “ Annual ¢ the 
Britich Scheal at 

Atbens.”) 

the medulla obt ta. These fibers lic above or dorsad te 
the dectssation of the pyramids and form a bundle of 
longitudinally coursin known as the fillet (lenis 
cus) See fillet, ,— flock, See the « 

In Ite course towards the cerebram, the fillet ts said to 
receive accessions of fibers from the nuctel of the 
cranial nerves, from little clamps of nerve cells 
in its course — the ‘fillet feck” of Roller. 

— Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 
(ISM, ser. Bp, 70 

Lateral fillet-tract, a tract which leaves he lateral 
fillet at the level of the motor mactens of the fifth nerre 
lying between the nucleus and the superior olivary body 
on the mesial side of the motor root. The tract may te 
traced to the distal end of the inferior olive, and gradeally 
——* in size may be followed distinctly as far a 

ce che segment Ferrier and Twrner, & 
Philos, Trana. ey Soc, (London), 18M, ser, Rp i— 
Scattered bers. 

fillet, r. ¢. 
fillet See ®Abert, 

2. In cooking: (a) To form into or 
dress as a fillet, as a piece of beef. (b) To 
eut fillets from, as from a chicken or a fish. 

filleting, ». 4. Mortar or plaster used to fill 
up & close joint where one surface meets 
another. Thus, at the beginning of a slated mof at the 
eaves mortar is to close the cracks between the wall 
and the first rows of slate. Filleting in this sense iss 
poor substitute for thaling. 

Ferrier and Turner, in 

In a harness, 4 
strap which passes over a horse's rump and 



fillet-strap 

extends down to the shaft, to which it is eon- 
nected by a loop. 

un. 7. In wooden bar Ay co a plece of 
timber placed between frames to fill up 
the spaces and give greater strength. When 
placed in the bottom, between the floor-tim- 
vers, such pieces are called filling-timbers. 

case (fil’ing-kis), m In cotton-carding, 
a cy — ean in whieh the sliver from a 
doubler is collected. 

timber (fil'ing-tim*bér), n. In ship- 
bueil ing, see *filling, 7 

”.— Surface film, the outer or boundary layer at 
the Tree surtace of a body of liquid. The surface be- 
haves in many respects like a stretched membrane, and by 
its action «| — the Enclosed liquid prodaces the so-call 
capillary e 

filmogen (fil’mé-jen), nm. [Irreg. ¢ film -b -0- 
+ -gen, -produeing. ] A solution of soluble 
nitrate of cellulose in acetone with addition of 
a small amount of castor-oil. It resembles 
flexible eollodion, liquor adhwsivus. 

film-tension (film’ten*shon), n. The adhesive 
power of « thin film of any material; toe force 
required to separate two plates having between 
them a thin film of a given material. 

filobacterium a 1o-bak-té‘ri-um), n.; pl. Me 
bacteria IXL ¢ La filem, thread, + 
bacterium, bacterium.) A bacterium having a 
filamentous or thread-like form. 

filo-floss (fil-6-flos’), 1. Same as filoselle. 
filologer, filological, etc. Simplified spellings 
of philologer, ete. 

filomel, ». A simplified spelling of philomel. 
filopena, ». Asim — Hi ing of 2s philopena. 
filosity —— iti) a -ity.) The 
character of — —— threads or shoots: 
applied to the habit of the potato of produc- 
ing, under certain conditions, many thin, 
slender shoots. 

filosofer, filosofic, ete. Simplified spellings 
of philosopher, ete, 

fils (fes), n.- [P.. OF, file fis fc, ¢ L. flius, 
son: see filial. 15 used in F French as junior 
is used in En heb op (father) being used for 
senior : as, ‘ Dumas fils,’ ‘Dumas the younger’ 
or ‘junior.’ 

filter}, ».— a filter for sterilizing Berkefeld filter, 
liquids. It conslsta of a hallow’ cylinder made from in- 
— earth, the aillcious skeletons of Diatoraacesx, in- 

a metallic case. Water and * — —d 
rapa th Sroagh the filterin, ners rena whil 

or suspended matters remain on t —— 

tos In short flhers, 
into the crucible, nod ta a 
asbestos may be washed free of ull solubl le sibetances, 
dried at any required temperatare, and weighed in the 
same vesael, the weight of the crucible and asbestos tn 
the dry state having been determined in advance,— Inter- 
poipeens an arrangement, usually consisting of a 
bed of —— for the puritication of sewage, tie 
oe sewage being allowel to percolate for some hours 

d then to drain off, so that the interstices between Une 
a ne may become filled with air before the se 5*— 
is in turned on: io this way aérobic microbla multi 

ire ender * —— — rid em i y in ren Cs etimes an 
Titanate , & filter resembling in 

——— the Pasteur | na ames of small size, used in 
au! small quantities of 
fluid. Leaf filter, a contrivance used in aagarrefini 
consisting of a series of jar bags of cotton ch reetangul 
each stretched over a wooten frame, the frames being 

parallel to each other, in the same trough. The 
pis run inte this trough and filters into the bags, run- 

ning off from each through a hole in the bottom of 
the frame. The st#pended solid a are this 
left on the outside of the bags, which are the more 
easily cleaned from time to thme by washing,— 
ering’s filter. Same as leaf #Alter.— 

filter, a filter designed 
germfree. It consists of mn unglazed porcelain tibe or 
candle which serves aa the filtering material, Incased in a 
suitable Jacket, the whole being —* with the water- 

to render water 

supply, ‘The candle may also be inserted in foul water 
and filtering eat be effected by a suction-pump. 
‘The candle is ensily removed from the jacket for cleansing 
by friction with a brush and ia sterilized by heating in o 
bake-oren.—Peyron’s re Sitter, a cyltind, vessel, with 
an air-tight closed op, used by sugar-refiners for the con- 
tingons filtration of — th: h animal charcoal in 
orter to remove color. — — be em- 
hoyed to increase the aplaity oft of the liquid.— 

Paylor's filter, in enyer-refneng, a bong bag of closely 
woven cotton cloth through which syrup is Altered in 
—s remove suspended impurities, Also known as 
a bagysilter, 

fil -plate (fil’tér-ing-plait), n. A perfor- 
ated glass or porcelain plate with beveled 
edge, inserted in a funnel or in a bottomless 
crucible for filtering purposes 

filtering-tube ({il’ tér-ing-tab), n A labora- 
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tory device of glass for filtering through glass 
wool or ashestos. 

filter-plate (fil’tér-plat), m. A plate or screen 
made of two perforated metal plates with the 
filtering material between them: used for fil- 
tering a liquid, 
ter-press (fil‘tér-pres), tr. & To filter by 

means of a filtor-press. This mode of extracting a 
liquid from mixture with a solid ts largely applied ina 
number of chemical iodustries, notably in sugar-making. 
S&P. Sedtler, Handbook of Indust, Chem., p. Li, 

filtration, .— Electrochemical filtration, in phys. 
chem, & term , Covmenty used to denote electric osmeose, 
or cataphorest 

filum, n. 3. A hair-like proeess on the radius 
of the down-feathers i in some binds. 

fimicolous (fi-mik’d-lus), a, [L. fimus, dung, 
+ colere, inhabit, + -ous,) Living in dung. 

fin',., 3. (7) The thin sheet of metal squeezed 
out between the collars of the rolls in a roll- 
rain. 

fin, An — of the Latin ad ſinem, at 
or to the end 

. An abbreviation (a) of Finland; (b) of 
Finnish. 

finca (fén’ki), vn. [Sp., ¢ finear, also hinecar, 
OSp. Jfiear, fix, attach: see jiteh3, fichu. j 
—— — real estate. 

—Cutthroat finch, a bird-fanciers’ name for 
fine chy ie small African weaver- ‘birds, Amadina fosciata > 

ver om account of the red mark around the throat of 
he male. 

find, ©. i. 2. To discover scent or game: said 
of dogs in the field, 

fin de sidcle (fan'dé syek’l). (F.] The end of 
theeentury ; used attributively of anything that 
exhibits certain characteristics supposed to 
mark the closing years of the nineteenth cen- 
tury, regarded as s period of emancipation 
from the traditional social and moral order. 
=, these fin-de-siiele cases have... acomman fea- 

... Mcontempt for traditional views of custom or 
coming. Such is notion Te the work . 
I meai⸗·a —5* emancipation from traditional ‘dis. 
elpline which theoretically is still in for » the end 

an established order which for thoustnmds of years has 
and in every art 

(3 Hevdou (treme), Degeneracy, p. 6, 

finding, ”.—Bpecial finding, in low, same aa special 
hag 

-circles (fin’ding-sér’klz), n. pl. Cir- 
cles attached to the mounting of an equatorial, 
and so placed as to be ily seen from the 
floor, which show the — and hour- 
angle to which the telescope is directed; also, 
circles on the tube of a transit instrument 
which show by the aid of an attached level, 
the altitude of the object to be observed, 

is per. fines * ~Fine for in feudal lew, money 
\by 2 vunsal to his su for the privilege of trana- 

his feudatory.— ald Herring for it, in 
ree, & fine required to be paid to the bord by the 

finger-tip 
another terminal and fire the charge of explo- 
sive mixture. See internal-combustion engine, 
under engine.— 7, In flax manuf, & small lot 
of fiber that has been treated at one operation 
in the seutching process.—Dead fingers. Sec 
*deed,— Hammer a condition of permanent 
flexion of the middle join ofa ‘Anger, analogous to the * 
formity called hansmer-toe.- 
cond? in whieh the finyrer-ti we are clubbed with curved 
nails, seen in various chronic affections, especially of the 
heart and lan, finger, Same as telegraphers’ 
cramp,— , the rhizomes of the male fern 
fren which thie beaf- ‘and chai have been removed. — 
To give one the finger to give scanty recegnition or en- 
courageinent ; to act —a or disappointingly toward one 
who had been Ted to expect assistance or friendship. 

(fing’gér-ber’i), », The American 
or hiyh-bush blackberry, Rubus nigqrobacens. 

finger-fish (fing‘’xér-fish), », A starfish. 
er-gage ne: gér-ziij), ». An automatic 

deviee in a sheet-metal press, for holding the 
sheet-metal in position Tulle it is being eut 
and allowing it to advance again a fixed dis- 
tance and serving also asa gage in guiding the 
work to the press. 

finger-grass, ». 2. Syntherisma serotina, o 
native American grass with shorter, broader, 
and more hairy !eaves than the common finger- 

ss: found 
rom Delaware 

to Florida and 
westwanl to 
Mississippi. 
Other species, 
as, &. filiformis 
and &. villosa. 
are also called 
Jinger - grass, — 
3. Any species 
of the genus 
Chloris, which 
consists of 
handsome and 
sometimes use- 
ful grasses with 
radiatingspikes 
like those of 
the erab-grass 
and ecrowfoot- 
grass, rendered 
specially at· 
tractive by the 
long awnsofthe 
flowers. Several 
are in ornamental 
cultivation, as the 

— cata, trad. the axis 5 4. spikelet, broken 
mill-grass, bearded s(enlarged), (US, 

* and eter. =e 
grass; C. gran and Cs of Kansas, Texas, etc., also called 
or il legana of the routhwestern United 

Finger-grass (CAsoris terticiliata). 
plant, theee fourth matural size, the 

anicle usexpanded: whee expaeded the 
are spread at right angles to 

pen bo show 
RAD 

hasband's land eo “Preah ion in old. ng — — bee finger-lake ( fing’ge gerlak’), w In geog., one of 
levied —XX a year. See to lery a fine, ander lery.— up of lakes which dive je © somewhat like 
Joint * 2* Eng. law, ihe oF amercemens thet a — of an open band: such a group 

oe a — an Oe ORE occurs in central New York. 
“Fine bl , to reduce the finger-leaf (fing’gér-léf), n. The fivefinger, fine”, et 4. In ship 

lateral dimensions of a vessel 
ine, 

fine®, adr.—To sail fine (nawt.), to nail close to the 
wind ; — — the laff or forward leach of the 
sail tren 

fine-hair (f (fin’hiir), ¢ t. In leather-manuf., to 
remove (from a skin) the fine hair or down 
which is sometimes left — the coarser hair 

clow the water- 

ig gen removed, € Davis, Leather, 

en of fineness. See *æco ficient. 
megs, re . pl, (Pl. of fine®, a., 13, used as 
noun.) In metal., ore which is pulverized or in 
too — particles to be smelted in the ordi- 

finesse, Mig 4. In the fine arts, subtlety and 
delicacy in color or form. 
Sauter of of the —— 

of the Christ and ie fone 
—22 

it * 

finessi (fi-nes’é), n. “Brea Senessi, mfenessi, 
mfine: , jackfruit.] In West Afriea and Zan- 
zibar, the name for Artocarpus integrifolia. See 
breadfruitand jack-tree. 

Snetop, n.— Alkalt 

Pay —— of te ha 
fn Burlington Mag., 

Same as ®alkali-graes, 2. 
finger, ». — Inam = anical — ee ie 
lever that strikes 
*piano-player.— 6, re pro; projecting * or rod, 
straight, or slightly curved; specifically,apro- 4), 
jecting curved wire which carries an electric 
current into the clearanee-volume of an in- 
ternal-eombustion motor, so that at the proper 
time a spark may pass between its tip and 

finger-machine Vow gir. -ma-shén’), 7 
Potentilla Canadensis. Fi 

pieee of atus intended to 
exercise the m — of te hand and forearm. 
It consiste of per are held separate 
8 weights and far enough 

of 

cu tpt be qreaped ith th 
rm extended, and then mn together by by effort 
muscles of (fr rales ir'ted) In bet 

ng’ ger-p a, In . 
digitately parted. : . 

(fing’ gér-print), ». An impression 
made, as with ink or some other pigment, with 
the tip of a finger, so that its markings are 
regord ed. These markings ore bndividual in — 

are rrane ⸗ thronghow are or 

perpen tet gpa —— — to a an devised 

In June 1407 a resolution of the governorgeneral in 
council directed the ad of the Anyerprint system 
throughout Indin, and {ts gradual substitation for the 
previotely existing anthropometric system has since been 
carried ont, Its ase is not confined te the police depart- 
ment, but extends to all branches of public business. 

Brit., XXV. 4a. 

finger-stone (fing’ —— A popular 
local name for belemnite, 

2, finger er-tip, ». 2. In archery, a tip of leather or 
other material worn upon a drawing-finger to 

Bee protect it from the frietion of the bowstring. 
Lips are GL owo KinUs ? acrei-tips, adjustable to any degree 
of tightness by a screw-bolt and nut; and dnmckle tip, 
shaped so a8 to stick to the fingers when the arrow is 
jloosed, Soe drawtag-gleve. 
3. pl. On the coast of sonthern —— 
plant of the stoneerop family, ¢ ‘ylophyiluin 
edule, with tufted cylindrical leaves e size of a 



finger-tip 
Jead-pencil. The Indians used the leaves asa 
sal Parsons and Buck, Wild Flowers of 
California, p. 142, 

n, 5. In building, all those parts of the 
work which are not essential to the structure 
but are intended to give elegance of appearance 
or neatners within, or such smoothness of sur- 
face as makes it easily cleaned. Thus the interior 
finish includes the woodwork of door-trims, dados, and 
the like, the marble-work ——2 to similar Uses, and 
mantel pieces, etc, —Brush floieh for the surface 
of brass which is obtained by butting it toa dull or ‘old’ 
brass finish ; a finish for the surface of brass that cr] 
the metal a dull and old.—Cabinet finish. See 
teoabinet.— —* ing, auch as an ion ‘tra 
ble thicket, an impassable , or the like, whieh brings 
a traveler to a dead # a, the atop itself, Australia] 
— Grease finish, ad mat finish on — id or silver, 
geuerally produced | with finely 

rd ice mixed tool tone fata —— by 
rubbing Town — — or inetal with fiat snsooth 

finishing-rolls” ‘(fin ish-ing-rélz) n. pl. The 
rolis ora train of rolls in which a ‘axel metal 
is finished. 

Anishing-echool (fin’ish-ing-skél), ». A school 
where the education of young ladies (chiefly) 
is ‘finished,’ 

finishing-tool, ». 2, In glass-manuf., an in- 
strument, resembling a pele of forceps, used 
to shape the nee XJ bo —— —— 
oto· 80 eal cel teglo, and pro- 
— my ocellas. at 

h 
“thing el Oy 

an end or boundary, A 
FE be limited by another of the same nature 

me to $a be Fate in = Le For example, body ts 4 
coneelve a larger. ¢ always 

tot is ** cd by anther thought. iio somber, 

tesimal, a a, ane siete as in injlorites- 
imal.) In distinguished by a finite 
ordinal, 

finit a. axiom of finitude,in the termi- 
‘i falae assumption that ‘a kind of 

quantity 78 that, ee any one of the kind, there isa 
greater of the same —— can Rave 2 * 1}. —* The 
class of fractions whose ir numer- 
ators is an obvioas —— ft the Galeley ot the 
ciple. Russell appears to call it an axiom derisive = 
Rela’ finitude, the being in a finite ritio to 

fin-keel (f fin’kél), a. A prejection downward 
from the bottom of aenit tos t or yacht, in gen- 

Finckel, 

eral shape like the ventral fin of s fish. The 
fin-keel is us made of metal, and acts as 
additional ballast, and being low down gives 
—8* stability. 

An abbreviation of Finnish. 
Finn. gisy ye Bagel mn. A person of mixed 
Finnish‘and Slavic deseent. Aeane, Ethuol., 

Finno-Blavonic (fin’6-sla-vyon’ik), a Of 
mixed Finnish and Slavic descent; of or per- 
taining to the Finno-Slavs. 

Finno-Tatar (fin-0-ti’ tir), a. 
to to the group of languages — 
called Ural- Altais, or to the people Senin whe spea 
them. See Altaie—2, In a somewhat more 
limited sense, relating to or ineluding those 

ples which comprise the western branch of 
the TO ral-Altaie group, especially the Finns 
and Turks, 
Finno-Turki (fin-é-tér’ké), ». The group of 
—— which speak Finnie and Turkish lan- 

Also called Ural-Allaic, See Altaic. 
no." Turkish (fin-6-tér’kish), a. Of or per- 

taining to the Finns and Turks: same as 

Finno-Ugrian (fin--a'gr-an), a. Of (fin-6-& an), a. or per- 
taining to that up “fre 8 which speak 
either Finnie or Ugrian languages. 
fy eric (fin-d-a’grik), a. Same as *Pinno- 

ven, (fin’sk6), n. [Norw. Finnako, ¢ Finn, 
Finn, + sko, shoe.) In Norway, a boot made 
of the skin of the legs of the reindeer buek 
steeped in a decoction of birch bark or tanned 
intar-water. It is worn with the hair outside. 

Theee Anneato . —— warm covering 
torte feats avd are ¥ery he for use om ski or snaw- 
shoes. Nansen (trans), First Croming of Greenland, I. 4% 

Pin. Sec. An abbreviation of Financial Secre- 
tary. 

1, Of or — 
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Pinsen lamp, light treatmen or light, 
See —* lig fl, Bee, oe 

paratns, 
Peto Originally, in finta (fen ), ™ 

Spain and —* Bi, ol or contribution 
to a common expense or tribute to the king 
levied on every subject in time of specia 
emergency. The Sephardim (Spanish Jews) 
still apply the term to their fixed contribu- 
tions for the syn yaagorue. 

fiord-valley (fyé l’i),n, Anarrow, nearly 
parallel-walled valley occupied by an arm of 
the sea, J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, P. 46, 

florino (fé-6-ré nd), n, (It.: see florin.) A 
Tusean gold eoin equal to about 27 United 
States cents: so called from the fact that it 
bore the fleur-de-lis, the arms of Florence, 

fir. n.— Algerian fir, tall pyramidal species, Alves Nw. 
wudiea, high mountains in Algiers, It is hard, 
in France and England, and is attractive in ornamen 
cultivation. — Alpine fir, Abies ineiocarpa, a tall tree, 80- 
175 feet high and 2-5 feet in diameter, which occupies 
high mountain sopes and summite from Arizona to Aleka 
amd eastward to —— and Idaho. It has dense foll- 
age, small dark-pu and Heht, soft wood of little 
value except for fu hed balaam-pir, ewbalpine fr, 

Arnabiis fir. Rame as lovely 
Abice balavmea. See * rs 
ehe-balsato or Fraser fir, 4 nod —— ge ity 

Fraseri, of the more southern A an —— 
—— wn alps *jir,— Balsam of fir. Same as Canada 

, After renusta, a tree, 
100-150 feet bh and sometimes # feet in diameter, dis- 
tinguished 6 awns of the bracts of ite cones, 
which give them a bristly appearance, It is a rare tree, 

icted to a BF area of southern California om the 

— * 
—S— double fir- 

or —— fir, Abies — 
7 by 

—— tree of the more southern At —— 
lachian —— | from southwestern Virginia to western 

Fraser Fit (Abeer Frasers, 

(Prom Sangent’s " Macual of the Trees of North America.) 

North —** and eastern Tennessee. Tt has dense foll- 

one of the largest and most beau! 
trees, often at a eight of $80 fost nad odin 
6 feet. When ror ng in open situations it is clothed to 
near the ground with branches which aweep down in grace- 
ful curves and which are covered with reddish-brown or 

le branchlets, The wood is light but hard and Gne- 
ned, and is valuable forthe interior finish of walidings. 

© tree ccoupies high mountain slopes and benches 
the Cascade and Coast ranges from British Columbia wo 
Oregon ; it has been introduced * in western Eu- 
— Also callod amabilia fir, red fr, red eilver fir, ang 
may — Lowland fir, Same as grand #6r,— 

r, Same as Shoeta #/ir,— Mexican 5 
poy thn man Fe ay Abies nobilis, av etree, 
sometines attaining a heivlt of 250 feet an ay | meter 
of 8 feet, forming extensive foresta in the Cuscade mnge 
and Siskiyou Mountains at fron 2,500 to 5,000 feet elevation. 
Tt has densely set short leaves and large obtong cones, the 
briets by with fimbriate margins and strong midrib 
prodieed into comepicuous tipa The wood is light but 
strong and rather tne-vrained, and is used under the name 
of larch for the interior finish of buildings, Also culled 
=< — Bsilverfir, Sane as Crimenn er. 

ite fir, Same as grand #%r,— Paraso 
se raed-fr.— Pitoh fir, Abies Pichta, a small tree of 

easter Russia and Siberia, extending to Kamchatka, 
‘Also called Siterien fr.—Plum-fir, Nageia Andina, 
See Podocarpws, 2.—Red fir, (#) Same us noble wir, 
o Same as Shovta #fr. (ce) The Douglas spruce, Peeu- 
ag ts Lae yer —Red hea fir. Same as lovely er. 

Abies religioaa, a native of Mexico and 
Gantemal, t forming forests in the highlands to 9,000 feet 
altitade. It ts a lance tree, sometiones 10 feet high, the 
leaves silvery white beneath, and bears oblong-wral purple 
cones with cuspidate bracts. It waa discovered by Hum- 
boldt and intreduced into Rarope by Hartweg in 1558, and 
is much planted in the more southern coantries The spe- 
elfic name aa Well as the common name allies to the prac- 
tiee In Mexico of decorating churches with the branches 
of thistree. Also called Meriean “r.—Seoteh fir. Same 
as Seotch pine (which see, ander pinel).— Shasta 
Abies magnifica, a large tree, sometimes attaining a Seat 

fire-crome 

of 200 feet and a diameter of 10 feet, a native of the Cas 
cade and Sierra Nevada Moantains, common on 
Mount reaching a maximum elevation of Di0ne 
feet. It has large —— — cones with smoh 
surfaces and short * The wood is light and 
soft, not strong but d a, mantel coarse lumber. It ts 
considerably planted in Europe and to sorme extent in the 
—— United States as an ha el Also called 

balaon- —Siberian 
Same as pitch —— fir, the name given to 

wat firs which have * under i *5** of their leaves ef 
ties Picea. * ailver fr, 

ine, —* ⸗GsGuver · ax 
ease, ieee, — fir, the Norw 
Picea Abies (which see, under 

pine. ‘tea Sctadepiyas White it (a) Abies cone pine, ‘ tya.— . (apa se coment 
a tree of the Rocky Mountains, extend 
to lornia, north to Oregon, and south to exon 
taining its maximam height of 250 feet in Ln a age ad 

wood is light, soft, and coarse-grained, bat is somewhat 
—— lomber, ) Same as grand wir. (c) Same 

fir. An abbreviation of — 

were ao aaa in a bottle after charg. 
than before. 

ranklin, New Experiments and Observations om Elec 
(tricity, p 3%, 

Gre, 0) 4 sctution of phosphorus in carben df 
— When this is pop at 

perature the solvent soon evaporates, 
short tiene the Nag my which is left 834 * — 
divided cond: rte into flame. It has been pro 

to use this polution in war in setting fire to 
oises, ete., but it is not very effective, * the oxid 

phosphorus, formed in combustion coats over the wood or 
other less inflammable material, cting it from the 
oxygen of the air, and #0 from the fire.— fire, « pyr 
technic mixture of readily combastible materials, one in» 
gredient of which is strontium nitrate or chlorate,which 
causes the whole to burn with a vivid red light: much 
used for theatrical and out-of-door —A and in 
signaling. Thorpe, Dict. Applied Chem., 1 

fire, v. i. 7. In geol., to break out i fa Sameset 
incandescent gases: said of volcanoes. 

fire-altar (fir’Al‘tiir), n. An altar upon which 
burnt sacrifices were offered, as distinguished 
from one used for incense only. In some cases 
the Sfre-altar was built ap of the remalnes of former bart 
sacrifices: the moet remarkable known [netance of this 
waa at — in Asia Minor. 

~Automatic frearm, See *#awfometic. 
bag (8 ir’ bag), 0. A bag containing fire-mak 

= implements such as are used by Indians. 
fire-bean (fir’bén), ». The scarlet runner, 
Phaseolus multifiorus, 

fire-bird, ». 2, The vermilion flyeateher, Py- 
rocephalus rubineus, one of the South American 
fire-crowned flyeatehers, represented in the 
southwestern United States by the subspecies 
P. rubineus mericanus, The full rounded crest and 
under parts ofthe male are of a brilliant scartet, whence 

io name, 

grokunds (fir’blend),». Same as pyrostilpnite. 
fire-blight (fir’ blit),n. 1, See pear-blight, under 
blight.—2, A disease of flax and hops 

fire-bolt (fir’ bélt), ». A bolt of fire or a a 
disch of lightning such * sets fire to in- 
flammable terrestrial objects ; severe flash 
** — strike downw: rdto the earth's 

See bom (fir’bos), a. A mine official who ex- 
amines the mine for gas and inspects safety: 

~ lamps taken into ths — Jour. ‘Franklin 
JInet., Aug., 1 

fire-bowl — nA bowl-shaped 
utensil made by Japanese and Chinese potters 
for — fire, See *hibachi and *kero?. 

n" —Belpaire fire-box, locomatiy bent 

the wy hem ot wie is sta whee motive cond 
——— thus avoiding the ty for using crow 

* fire-brat (fir-brat), a. A thysanurous insect, 
Thermobia furnorum, of the family Lepismate 
dw ; found in bake-houses, and supposed to be 
fond of heat. 

fire-bug, ». 2. Same as cabbage-bug. 
fireburn-bush (fir’bérn-bish), a. A West In- 
dian shrub, Triepteris Jamaicensis, belonging 
to the family Malpighiace : 50 called fromthe 
use of its leaves in the treatment of burns. 

fire-cracker, ».- Floral rer, vegetable 
fire-cracker, ‘the crimaon satin-fower, iifa- 
Maia. See &Drevoortia, 2 

fire-crome (fir’krom), », A long pole with a 
hook at one end, used in pulli own build- 
ings ata fire in ‘order to save joining prop- 
erty. 



fire-cure 

fire-cure (fir’kir), r,t. To cure (tobacco) by 
means of open fires, After the tobacco has yellowed 
for a few days, 1 ng on seatfolds or in the barn, alow 
woext fires are kindled on the floor of the barn and main- 
tained for four or five days. This method is used with 
‘dark expart tobaceo,’ and imparts to It a crecsotle favor 
demanded by the export trade, See export #fobaeco, , 

Tobaccos that have been Are-evred, as the plug tobac- 
cos, contain tn most cases neither oxidase, peroxidase, nor 
catalase. U.S. Dept. Agr, Rep, &, p. 34 

,”. 2, A fire-proof door in a wall or 
partition, designed to retard or prevent the 
spread of fire into or through a building. It t& 
made of trou, or of wood covered with sheet-iron, and sonee- 
times closes automatically, moving into place when the 
heat of a tire melts a fusible link. 

fire-drill (fir’dril’), ». 1. A primitive instra- 
ment used in producing fire by friction, con- 
sisting of a pointed stick pressed into a hole 
in a piece of dry wood and rapidly twirled be- 
tween the hands: later the twirling was done 
by means of a thong or bow.—2, The exercises 
and training given to a company of firemen, 
the crew of a ship, ete., to accustom them to 
the duties proper to each in ease of fire, or the 
disciplinary drill given to school-children in 
school to insure calmness among them, and 

vention of panic, in case of fire occurring 
n the school-buildings, 

fire-dril (fir’dril‘ing), a. The process of 
obtaining fire by means of the fire-<drill. 

fire-finch, ». 2. A name applied to various 
weaver birds ( Ploccidx) of the genus = 
na, on account of the brilliant red shown by the 
toales in plumage. 

fire-fish (fir’ fish), n. Aname of species of fishes 
of the genus Pterois found in the East Indies. 

fire-flame (fir’ flim), ». A fish, Cepola rubescens, 
of the family Cepolidw; found in European 
wators. 

fire-grass (fir’gras),”. The parsley-piert, Al- 
chemilla arvensis. 

fire-lane (fir’lin), n. Same as */fire-line, 1, 
fire-line {iein) n. 1, In forestry, a strip 
kept clear of inflammable material as # pro- 
tection against the spread of forest fire —2, 
pl. The ‘lines’ or cordon established by the 

lice around the scene of a fire, and at a safo 
Samet from it, thus setting up a danger-line 
within which no one is allowed who is not con- 
nected with fighting the flames or salving the 
property. 
fire-on-the-mountain (fir’on-the-moun’tin), 

nx, A euphorbiaceous annual plant of the 
warmer regions of America, Poinsettia hetero- 
phylla, having bright red floral bracts which 
in this species are toothed. Also called Mezi- 
can fire-plant. 

fire-painting (fir’pain’ting), n. The action of 
the fire in bringing out certain iridescent ef- 
fects in metallic luster-glazes by special treat- 
ment in the kiln. See the extract, 
The biscuit ware is entirely covered with a glaze of a 

soll tint which, when exposed to the usual degree of 
heat in firing, would come from the kiln in a single lis 
treleac coior or valueless tone, By — fy bg to a pe 
ouuar Bring, tna kiln expecially designed for the purpose, 
a wonderful tridescence and variety of coloring te pre 
duced. So Lae tery has this ware been named that 
if the finished product be afterwards poet in an 
ordinary glost furnace, it will entirely lose ite beautiful 

ce, but if returned to the special kiln once more 
the Fire- Painting will again be restored in all ite pris- 

By this process Fire Painted ware may 
ally in all colors and lustres. 

Porcelain of the U, 8, p. 404. 

Sre-patrol (fir’pa-tral’), n. A salvage corps 
ntuined by the insurance companies, and 

working with the fire dopavtmant of a city, 
Their business ia to prevent lo at fires and to pro- 
tect goods or household stuff from wage by water with 
the tarpaulins, rubber sheeta, ete., with which they are 
provided. They are also charged with the safe-keept 
of the y until the inearance losses have been ad- 
— and paid. See seleage corya, under saleage. 
Chiefly U. 8.) 

fire-pink (fir’pink), m. See pink®, 
fire-plant (fir’piant), ». Same as *fire-on-the- 
mountain, 

fireproo; n. 2. Any building material 
used pe or prevent the destruction of a 
building by heat or flame. Such materials used in 

ee 
“y —— — 

meme 
— {a= 

Fire-proot Moor Construction. 

A, steel bears; 8, hollow brick, forming fiat arch; C, bollow 
brick abutment for arch; 2, tile, auder beam: &. concrete Alling: 
F, wood Hooring ; G, tile Boor 
flooring: J, cheder bedding u: 
tod joontng bears, 

iM. steet cleat; /, wood strip for 
tile; A, plaster ceiling; L, stay- 
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of an otherwise non- bullding mere 
tinder the apread of « tire and tend to render the balld- 
ing slow-burning. Among them are stone, marble, terra- 
cotta, brick, artificial steme, corrugated iron, and sheet- 
motals for exterior walla, and slate, tiles, and sheet-metals 
for rooting. For interior walls, floors, and stairs, slate, 
marble, pl and ornamental brick, plasters, cements, 
reinforced concrete and mosale, wire lathing, metallic 
window- sashes, doors, shutters, and trim, and 
wire glass are extensively used. For floors between steel 
beama, reinforced concrete, hollow brick amd hallow tile, 
5* and cements are used, not only to build flat arches, 

italsao to inclose aml protect the beame and colame 
piping, and electric wiring. Woven wire, grille-work, 
expanded metals are also used for inclosing stair- and ele- 
vator-wellk With these materials a steel-frame building 
can be made fire-resistant to a high degree ond safe 
against serious Injury from the burning of the furnitare 
and ordinary contents 

(fir’ré-zis’ting), @. Fitted to 
resist the effects of fire: as, fire-resisting mate- 
nals, [Suggested by the International Fire- 
prevention Congiess as a substitute for fire- 
proof.) Engineering (London), July 24,1903, p. 

J 7 
fire-risk (fir'risk), ». 1. The risk of loss by 
fire. —2. The obligation to make good Joss or 
damage by fire undertaken by 4 fire-insurance 
company. Hence—3. The property on which 
this risk is taken: as, a good Jire-risk, 

fire-stick, ». 3. pl. A pair of sticks used for 
lifting coals out of the fire, or for rearranging 
the burning fagots, 

In the same plate are included a pair of wooden sire- 
sticks or foe Se Tulare Indians.) 

ithvonian Rep. (Nat. Mua.), 1900, p. 180. 
(fir’ ), n. Same as fire-bridge. 
—— n. 1. An instrument 

used by certain peoples of the East Indies to 
sep fire. It consist of a hollow cylinder of wood, 

or metal, open at one end, and having a close-fitting 
Piston by means of 

at 
which the air in the cylinder can be 

suddenly compremed and thus a plece of tow or 
Material at the bottom of the cylinder ignited. 

The most interesting objecta . . . 
point Stee one ae ee i 
manufactured from bone or horn) which are sed te 
some u Ary villages for the produetion of 

2. Adevice — a — and piston 
attached to a tinder-box. © tinder may be 

ited by the heat generated in the comprea- 
sion of the air in the cylinder. 

firetail, ». 3. An Australian name of two 
small weaver-birds, Afgintha temporalis, and 
Zonazginthus bellus, 

fire-test (fir’test), ». 1. The determination 
of the temperature at which kerosene or other 
hydrocarbon oil used for illumination on being 
gradually heated first gives off enough vapor to 
eatch fire from a momentarily applied match 
or electric spark. Same as flash-test.—2. The 
ame of pottery or porcelain to various 
degrees of heat in a kiln to ascertain its rela- 
tive hardness or fire-resisting properties. 
ee fire-teste made by Prof. Isaac Broome, to whom T 

subm rete, ahvow t! Tucker poreelain wi 
stand a pa of Dent then thee ** ware. a: 

£. A. Barber, Pottery and Porvelain of the U, &., p. 127. 
fire-thorn (fir’thirn), ». The pyracanth or 
evergreen thorn, Cotoneaster Pyracantha. 

fire-top (fir’top), ». The great willow-herb or 
fireweed, Chamancrion angustifolinm. 

fire-walk (fir’wik),». A ceremony of the Fi- 
jians in which a number of barefooted men 
= over hot stones which fill a large cireular 
pit. 
Among these notable accounts Is one by Col, Gudgeon, 

British resklent at —— eg pe the ex 
tea, and by aman la a like account —**1 

fire ceremony from Dr. M. Hocken, whose article 
also quoted Mr. Lang’s paper on the “Fire Welk,” in 

Fel , 190 This extraordinary rite is also desert 
by See Penner 

(fir’wA'king), », Same as *fire- 
walk, Atheneum, Feb. 13, 1904, p. 217. 

fire n. (e) The jimson-weed, Datura 
Stramoninm ; also, occasionally, D. Tatula, ( 
The wild lettuce, Lactuea Canadensis, (g) The 
golden ragwort, Senecio aureus, 

fire-well (fir’wel), mn. An emanation of in- 
flammable gas from a natural vent. 

In the second class of gassprings w the 
emanations of carburetted —5* which, Shen they 
take fire, are known as Fire-wedls. neye. Brit,, X. 251, 

fire-worm, n. 2. Same as blackhead *cran- 
berry-worm. 

firing, ». 7. Same as *scorching, 3: applied 
especially to tobacco and corn. 

Dirfus very rainy seasons, and in some kinds of unfa- 
vourable soil, the plant is subject to a malady called firing. 

Tetham, Cult. and Com. of Tobaces, p. 22. 

similar fiscalization (fis’ka-li-ci’shon), ». 

fish-eye 
firing-head (fir’ing- hed), ». A box or head 
containing & pereussion-cap and a firing-pin, 
fitted to an oil-well torpedo. After the torpedo is 
in place at the bottom of the well, a small weight called 
ageedevil is dropped on the firing-head, which explodes 
the tarpeda. 

firing- (fir‘ing-pin), ». That part of the 
breech-mechanism of a stall arm or cannon 
which explodes the primer of the cartridge. 

Be kine Ore ants ek ras te cu! 

or ithia’ ander quods, usnaliy from © dictinee, in be bent 
to their pretended place of basiness, dispose of the goods 
at onee for whatever they will bring, and] disappear, leav- 
ing the bill unpaid, to repent the swindle in sume other 
place. [Collog., Great in| 

fir-moss (fér‘més), ». The fir club-moss, Ly- 
copodium Selago. See *elub-moss, 

fir-rape (fér‘rap), ». 1. The pine-sap, Hypo- 
tys Hypopithys.—2, The beech-drops, Lep- 

tamnium Virginianum. 
First aid, hand, officer ete. See *aidl, ote. 
firstness,». 2, In the phenomenology of C. 8. 
Peiree, the mode of being of that which is 
whatever it is regardless of anything else. 
This ia true only of qualities of feeling, such as red or 
scarlet, and of such qualities of o similar nature as we supe 

things to Thus, although hardness consists 
Er resistence to being seratched by a second thing, yet our 

isted, is the cuuse of the dificulty of scratching it. The 
mode of being of such an internal quality is frefiras, 
That which has firetness can have no parta, because the 
being of an object which has parts consists In the being 
of parta, which are none of them the whole. Any 
analysis of the constituents of a quality is a description 
of something found to be true of whatever that 
quality. Buta quality of feeling, as it is in its mode of 
being aa a quality, has no parts 

(Sp. fis- 
4 calisacion = Pg. fisealisacdo: as fiscalize 

-ation.) The fisea] treatment of a matter. 

It was alan resolved, in view of the fact that they were 
interested in the development and fiscalization of the 
trade, to maintain the traditional regimen decreed in 
the royal letter of January 28, 1612. 

Geog. Jour, (R. G. 8.) XL 188 

fiscalize (fis’ka-liz), v. 1; pret. and oe 
tized, ppr. fiscalizing. [Sp. Pg. fisealisar: as 

i+ -ice.) To examine, manage, or regu- 
te (a matter of business) in respect to its 

Po tf pay a = mT 
c (fi-set’ik), @. . tiach, < fiset(holz), 

young fustic.] "Of or pertaining to fustic. 
— an t name for flsetin. 

@eh!, v., 6. (6) The Southern Fish, Piseis 
Australis or Austrinus.—Atka a fish of 
the genus FP wine, found about island of 
Atka,— any of the fishes which have 
the power to give electric shocks, as several species of 
rays, the electric cel, and the electric catflah.—Four- 
een fish. (@) A common name of fishes of the genus 

deaeita te tytn deel iy «eae et 
thon inky am Upper tad s lower portion 

pa 
Tn'the —2* with cut. (6) A name some- 
times applied to fishes having ocella' spots of color 

ing auxiliary een Indian fish. resem 24 name, 
in Jamaica, of Ponacanthus parw, of the ily Cha- 
todontida, (6) Chaenobryttus 4, ope of the san- 
fishes found in fresh watersof Ue eastern United States, 
petngiose-aeh, an, 

ixihglass is made dr 

fae. San’ Pedro fish, the opah, Lempris tnae,— 
Bilver- fish, a common name applied toa member 
of the family Chirocentrida, Chirocen’rua dorab, » 
fish of the Indian Ocean.— Struck fish, a fish salted and 
then smoked. 

fish-block (fish’biok), ». The hoisting-block 
used in fishing an anchor. 

fished (fisht), a. Filled with fish. 

When It [the net} was hore up alongside it was seen to 
be — 

i, Masa. Com, Fisheries and Game, 1904, p. 33 

fisher-fish (fish’ér-fish), ». One of the remoras 
(Echeneidide), said to bo used by the Chinese 
to catch other fish and turtles, The remora has 
a powerful sucking-disk on top of its head, and clin 

itly to any object. A line is suid to be fastened to the 
tail of the remora, for the parpose of pulling it and its 
captures to the shore. 

fishery,n. 4. The exercise of the right to 
fish; a fishing venture or season. 

Oo thirty-six (pearl) seh took place [in Ceyloa 
Pp the e+ — ——— a 

Nature, March 17, 194, p. 465, 

Bank fisheries, Sec #hcnt1.— Bureau of 
See ®hureaw.— Pelagic fahery, See #pelayic. 

fish-eye (fish‘i), ». 1. Amoonstone cut inthe 
form of the eye of a fish and having a peculiar, 
soft, milky reflection,—2. An icthyophthal- 
mite, See apophyllite. 



fish-fly 
fish-fly (fish’fli), n, A member of the genus 
Chauliodes, of — 
the neuropter- · 
ous family Sial- 
ida; specifieal- 
ly, the comb- 
horned fish-fiy, 
Chauliodes pec- 
tinicornis. 

i 

Comb-horned Fish tly (CAamiiates 
pectimecormrs). 

fish-front (fish’-frunt), ». A strengthening slab 
placed on the front of a made mast; a piece of 
wood or iron used to strengthen a weak or 
broken spar, 

a.— DAL, in toe, a DE for discovery in 
equity, Improperly drawn upon loose, vagee and ineutih- 
elent allegations. It may be dismissed upon that ground. 
— Go fishing with — that ts, ane 
which f inte to be swallowed by the fish. 

fishing-cat (fish‘ing-kat), ». A small spotted 
species of cat, Felis virerriaa, found in Bengal : 
so named from its habit of catching fish. 

fishing-crib (fish’ing-krib), ». Newt, a com- 
partment in which the engine for fishing the 
anchor is placed. 

-rod (fish’ing-rod), ». A long, slender, 
tapering rod, frequently jointed and elabo- 
rately made, to which is attached the line and 
hook used in angling. . 

fish-kid (fish’kid), ». Same as kid, 2, 
fish-leaves (fish‘lévz), n. The common pond- 
weed, Potamogeton natans., See pondweed (with 
eut). 

fish-mold (fish’méld), ». A fungus which 
grows on fishes, 

fish-mouth (fish’mouth), ». 
or turtle-head, Chelone glabra, 
Fish-mouth nebula. *nebula, 
fish-pass (fish’pais), ». An artificial channel 
designed to enable fish to pass from one body 
of water to another or over river obstructions 
mee as falls or dums, Nature, Aug, 18, 1904, 

fish~ t (fish’pen’dant), vn. Nawt., the 
rope to which the fish-hook is secured. 

fish-poison, ". Also two species of Crecea, C. pur 
. toxicaria, ined to stapefy ftheh. teph. 

whu.— Brazilian La oe Serjania 
lethali# (called timbd by the natives) and Pawllinia 

innate. See Serjania aml *®barbaaco.— 
-poisom In Callfornian a number of plants are used 

by the Indians for stapefying fish. The two princi 
ones are Chlorogalum pomerdianum, belonging to the 

8 

Melanthiacex, with a bulbous saponaceous root, also 
called umole, or soaproot; and Piscaria actigera (Croton 
etyerus of Hooker) belonging to the Euphorbiaceae, 
of which the crashed leaves are Ceylon 
potenn, Budneceryee rwnenata, a tree belonging to 
unily Placourtiaces, the narcotic fruits of which are 

te pol fish, bat which sometimes render them wot for 
food: also found in Malabar ami Travancore, Called b 
the Cingalese makwlu.— East poison, ol. 
eure preeidéa, a amall tree of Ceylon, Trmvancere and 
Malabar, belonging to the Meliacese. It has a bright yellow 
fruit with asingle seed surroanded by an edible aril. The 
bark is sed asa fish intoxicant, which does net render 
the * anfit nt Sood.— Gunma * the A.J of 
a tree, Berri LEY od arvesy a ing, 
“maiayan fish-polson, a pote derived from De- 
guelia elliptiea, a handsome leguminous climber called 
twha by the Malayana. See *feho?.— Mexican fiah-pol- 
son. (a) Several jet of Sebastiana of the spurge 
family, especially bilecularia and S, Palmeri, 9 
Two leguminous planta, /ehthwomethia Piscipeta an 
Cracee toxicaria, (¢) Pavllinia pteropeda, of the soap- 
berry family.— fish-poison,a inon derived 
from several Philippine planta, called tre ¥ the natives 
(sce ®t wha Among Uiem are the widely spread physic: 
nut, Jaf at Curcas, and Croton Tigtitm (see Croton, 1), 
of the family, and Coceulua Coceulus, (See Coe- 

Barringtonia specione — Polson. 
and Deguelia trifetiata, the latter a creeping leguminous 
stranii-plant, the ves of which are wed. See 

‘tanptioen 55 an ae lant = eure hls & crecifertous plan! 

foligeeans te islands the southern Pacific Oo. 
West Indian fish-poison. Jayuinta arméillaris, See 
ebarbereo, 

fish-pole (fish’pOl),». A slender pole to which 
a line is attached for fishing: specifieally, a 

le of natural growth and in one piece, as 
istinguished from an artificial jointed rod, 

See rodl, 1 (e). 
fish-powder (fish’pou‘dér), ». Dried fish pul- 
verized: a food for use on arctic or other long 
voyages, where space and keeping qualities 
have to be considered. Geog, Jour, (Rh, G. 8.), 
XIE 140, 

Pish-skin grain. See *yrain!, 
fish-tail, o.—Pish-tail wind, a wind which blows 
toward or from a target and entees o rithe-ball to strike 
either too high of low, respectively, ao Chat the shot-holea 
are contained within an area whose outline suggests 
shape of a fish's tall The broad end of the tail is abowe 
the ball’s-eye when the wind blows toward the target, but 
below it when the wind blows toward the marksman. 

fish-well (fish’wel), ». An inclosure in a fish- 
ing-veasel, extending from the bottom to the 
deck, and designed to contain live fish. The 

The snake-head figsura. 
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floor of the well is a grating which freely ad- 
tits the sea-water, —— — 

(As i ⸗l). n. 
+ Gr. xoitos, hollow.) A 

‘o formed by the splitting of 
& mass of cells, Same as schizocele, 

Pissidentaces (fis’islen-ta'sé-@), a. pl. [NL., 
< Fissidens (-dent-) + -acew.) A family of ac- 
rocarpous mosses of the order Lryales, typified 
by the great genus Fissidens, and containing 
only two other genera. It ia characterized by two 
ranked leaves winged on the back and formed of a single 
layer of similar cellx, and by having the teeth of 
— united at the base and wsually split into two 

read-ahaped divisions They are handsome erect mosses 
rowing in nooist, alia — throughout the world. 

ere are STH species, all but # of which belong to the 
genus Miasidens. 

fi tion (fis‘i-je-ma‘shon), ». [L. 
Jissus, split, + gemma, bud: see genmation, } 

cmle, 
split (see fissile), 
cavity in the em 

In biol., reproduction by means of buds that 
become detached ; germmation, 

fissil?, a. A simplified spelling of fissile. 
fission-alg@ (fish’on-al’/jé), . pl Same as 
Schizophyces. 
Assion-p ts (fish‘on-plantz), a. pl. Plants 
multiplying by simple division: usually re- 
stricted to the Schizophyta. 

fissiparation (fix’i-pu-r&‘shon), m. [_fissip- 
arous + -ation.) Same as fissiparism., See 
fission, 2. 

fissiparously (fi-sip’s-rus-li), adv. In a fissip- 
arous manner. 

fissirostrate (fis-i-ros’trit), a. Having a 
deeply cleft beak ; fissirostral. 

. *.— Fissura floccull, « flesure which bounds 
the attachment of the flocenlus to the c um in 
mannmala. Also known as the parafoceular evleus.— Pla- 
sura a fore present in the cerebellam of 
mammals, Ithas a transverse direction and separates the 
anterlor lobe fren the remainder, Im antmals below man 
it is also called — prima. Pissura prima, the 
deepest fissure which cromes the mesal plane of the cere- 
bellum, I¢ separates the cephalic bobe or lobus anticus 
from the rest of the cerebellum, and is the most constant 
flasure in the mammalian series (Sinith), It is also known 
as fissura provetioaiis, ewlews furcalis, and euleus pri- 
mariua cerebelli.— Pisgura , & fissure, on the 
Ventral surface of the mammalian brain, extending from 
the olfactory balb or lobe to the Sylvian flasure at the 
— lobe, From this nt tothe caudal surface of the 

rum, where it terminates, it ts called the postrAinal 
Jiseure. Inthe human brain it is not represented.— Pis- 
sura secunda, a fxsaure in the cerebellum which passes in 
a transverse direction, more or less parallel with the fissara 
rima The coe ee separttos the bobus anticus 

Rom the lobus centralis, The fissure secunda separates 
the lobua centralis from the lotus posticus. 

nt. Adoocipital fissure. Sov #adoceipital.— fistula’ 
fissure, a flasure of the brain near the ex- 

tremity of the Lemporal lobe.— Ansate fissure or sul- 
cus, in enat., one of the minor fissures lying om the 
superior aspectof the anterior halfof the brain.— Antero- 

fissure, a fisure just caudad to and more or 
Jeas parallel with the fissure of Aylviag Symonyrnon sm Fistullpora. 

Fittonia 

fissure-eruption (fish’dr-G-rupshon), ». An 
outbreak of lava through a fissure in the 
earth’s erast without the production of a vol- 
canic cone, The name was suggested by Sir A. Geikie 
to describe the great lava flelile of the Snake river region 
of Idaho, where there are vast surface flows of basalt an- 
acceupanied by volcanoes. Geikic, Text-hook of Geol. 
{ath ex}, 264. 

fissuring (fish’fr-ing), ». The produetion of 
fissures through strata. ; 

fist!,». 3. In printing, the index sign [, in- 
eluded by type-founders among the marks of 
reference. 

fist, fiste (fist), ». Same as jfise? and fise-dog. 
fistula, ». 5. A tube or pipe which normally 
connects some internal part or organ of an 
animal with the surrounding air or water, as 
* — of an insect or the blow-hole of a 
whale. 

Like cetaceons animals and Whales, the Lamprey hath 
8 Astula spout or pipe at the back part of the head_ 

Sar 7. Browne, Yeeud. Epidemica, ti, 1% 

Amphibolic fistula, See *#anmphibotic.— fis~ 
tula. See #ifiary.— Black or in fistula, Same as 
purging-casia, See Cassia. a cot 
genital opening in the neck communicating with the pliar- 
nx, duc to non-closure of a tranchial c' — 

an opening near the coccyx leading down to a der- 
moid cyst of that region.— Pecal fistula, an opening in 
the aninal wall communicating with the intestine.— 

fistula, 4 communication formed between Ube 
stomach and the external surface of the abdotmen,— 

-Vella fistula, an artificial opening made into 
the intestine of an animal for the of collecting 
the intestinal secretions.— Urinary an abnor. 
tal opening into any portion of the ari apparatus. 
~Veaical ‘astula, ab abnormal opening inte the ari- 
nary bladder: variously called neeico-intestinal, eesten- 
uterine, oc cesicoraginal, according as it affords a com- 
—— between the bladder and intestine, uterus, 
or Vagina. 

fistula-needle (fis‘ti-la-né‘dl), mn. A blunt- 
pointed, flexible probe with an eye near its 
extremity, used for passing a ligature or seton 
through a fistulous tract. 

ta (fis-ta-li’tit), mpl. [NL.: see fis- 
tulate,) Ta Wachsmuth and Springer’s classi- 
fication of the Crinoidea, an order contain- 
ing forms in which the arms are free above 
the radials and the terior side of the 
tegmen is extended into an elongate sac 
or ventral tube. The ambulacra are tegminal and 
roofed over by covering pieces. theerinus Poteric- 
corinne, and Leeythocrinns are examples of the order, Most 
of the genera are Puleogolc ; none survive after the Trias, 

fistulation (fix-ti-li‘shon), ». The produe- 
tion of a fistula, N. &. D. 

tome (fis‘ti-la-tém), ». [L. fistula + 
Gr. -royoc, € rautiu, cut.) An instrument re- 
sembling a probe-pointed bistoury: used for 
laying open a fistulous tract. 

A sponge of the genus Fistula. 
oo an me 7S Sere. Seay ra (fis-ta-lip’6-ri), m. (NL, < L. 
* in apes Pree. Heat. ‘See. London, ‘oon 1. 128 fistula, pipe, + Gr. Roper, pore.] The typi- 

fissure, the interval between the dorsal sur- ‘eal genus of the family Fistuliporide. 
4 callosem amd the cerebral cortex above, face of the ex 

Seo ®ereniafacial, 
Fhinal fissure, in avat., the furrow which heparates in anat., the yw whieh se 
the —— mm from the restof the peatn teamayan 

fre are, in ornith., the apace at” cleft between in ornith., apace or c tween 
the fliam pay bay Tn the ostrich and most of ite 
allies, this remains open throughout life; In the vast ma- 

ority of birds, the distal portiona of the tlium and 
hium unite, converting the proximal portion of the 

fissure into the obturw foramen. led the 
obturator re. ⸗ a fissure 
which lies between the middle and the inferior frontal 
convolutions of the brain. Also Known as the eihfrontal 
Sleecre.—Intercerebral fiasure, the | fasure which 
separates the two hemispheres of the im. In 

a fissure which arches through the 
etal lobe of the brain in men and apes It arises in 

be antero-inferior anule of the lobe, usually between the 
Sylvian and central fiesures, and in rare cases is contin- 
wed nto the sylvian feware, Also known as the parietal 
femre.— fissure, (a) The deep cleft 
which se tes the two hemispheres of the brain supe- 
riorly. (>) A longitudinal depression on the under surface 
of the liver, Obturator fissure, Same as ilioiechiadic 
tflamere.— tal fissure, Same as parieto-orci- 
pital fesure.- fissure. Same aa sntra- 
parietal *fiseure.— Postelival feonre, 5 fissure of the 
cerebellam behind the clivus or inclined upper surface of 
the vermis.— Postgractie fissure, a fissure of the vere- 
a between the — ry the inferior Bae ag ye 
jobes.— Posteoptal fissure, « flasure o i in the 
posterior portion of the occipital boe.— Preclival fis- 
sure, Same as #fxeiera prieclicntia. 
sure, a Meenre of Khe cerebellum between the slender 
and biventer lobes.—Rivinian fiasure, Same ax notch 
ef Kieni.—BSimian fissure,a fissure found in the 
brains of monkeys on the later! surface of the cerebrum 
between the oocipital and parictal lobes. Caudad of the 
fissure the brain substance is so folded as to form an 
operculum ander which portions of other fissures may be 
found Also known asape-feerreorasenmpalte, See tape. 
Aeeure.—BSubfrontal fissure. Same aa inferafrontat 
Wleere. tral fissure, = fissure nearly parallel 
to and abore the fissure of Rolando —Suprasylvian 

, a feure which lies abore and arches more or 
Jess completely ower the em of the Sylvian fleeure. It is 
well developet in the brains of carnivores. 

PFistuliporide (tis-ti-li-por’i-dé), m. pl. [NL., 
< Fistulipora + -idz.] A family of Paleozoie 
tabulate corals growing in incrustin~. mas- 
sive, or branching form, with very fine tubu- 
lar corallites, having horizontal tabule and 
no septa. 

tion ee eek n. [fistula + 
-ize + -ation.] Same as *fistulation. 

fit? ». 8. In optics, a periodic phase through 
which Newton, in his emission theory of 
light, assumed the luminous corpuscles to 
pass, and which enabled them to be alter- 
nately reflected or transmitted at the sur- 
face of a refracting medium. This assump- 
tion formed the basis of the so-called theory 
of fits —Nine-day fita, Same as triemus neonatorum, 

f.i.t, Anabbreviation of free in track. [Eng] 
fitcher ac ad ve. t. and i. (Appar. F. 
Jicher, stick.] In mining, to stick; to cause 
to stick; to operate a drill without giving it a 
rotary motion, thus forming a wedge-shaped 
eavity in which the drill will stick. 

fitchew, ». 2, The furof pagal er peti pen 
known as the fitchew, later shortened to fitch. 
See fiteh?, 2, 

fit , wu. 8. Specifically, any small casting 
or other metal part of a machine or apparatus 
used to fit together or assemble other parts, 
as a coupling or elbow used to join lengths o 
ype. 

ttonia (fi-t6'ni-i), m, [NL. (Coemans, 1865), 
named in honor of the sisters Elizabeth and 
Sarah M. Fitton, Irish writers on — 
hotany (1817),) A genus of plants of the 
family deanthace, They are trailing herbs, with 
inconspicnous flowers borne in bracted terminal spikes. 
The three species, all natives of Pern, are grown tn grewn- 
houses for the delicate and showy rel or white venation 

—— — 



Fittonia 
heart-sha leaves. F. Verschageltii and P. 

75. *— with red, the latter with white 
veing, are frequent in good collections. 

five, ".— High five, See inch, 4, 
five-corners (fiv’kér-nérz), n. The fruit of a 
small Australian tree, Styphelia triflora, be- 
longing to the family Epacridacew; also the 
Sree itself. Re. fruits are about the one of H —— 

ve a sweeth a ie. orm 

of the food of thos aboriginal. TAastralin.j . 

fivefinger, ". 5. a Virginia creeper, Par- 
thenocissus quin olia._-Dwart fivefinger, Poten- 
nil iat i herb of a eastern United 

seng, Panax 
five-or-nine (fiv’ rnin’), n, The game of P: 
Joan or matrimony without the lay-out, the 

suit. 
five-sisters (fiv-sis’ters), =. The whorled 
loosestrife, Lysimachia quadrifolia, the whorls 
of which consist a3 often of five as of four 
leaves. It is a delicate and gracefal t with yellow 
flowers dark-streaked or spotted on filiform peduncles in 
the axils of the leaves. It grows in shady places through- 
oat eastern North America. See loosestrife, with cat. 

fivesprig-tree (fiv’sprig-tré),». A West Indian 
tree, Quararibea terbinata, of the silk-cotton 
family; 40 called from its whorls of five 
branches. The leaves and flowers, when dried, 

sess a strong odor of fenugreek. 
dootarow (fiv‘thro), a2. Having five different 
eranks or cams, 80 that five separate motions 
can be received or imparted. 

fix, n. 2. In naut, surv., the operation of de- 
termining (‘fixing’) the position of an unknown 
point by the three-point problem, which in- 
volves the measurement, at the point, of the 
two angles between lines running to three 
known visible points, 

There is nothing in a nautical survey which requires 
more attention than the “/Or"; a Knowledge of the prin- 
ciples involved is easen in order to select properly ait- 
uated objecta. The method of fixing by twoangles between 
three fixed points Ja generally known as the “two-circle 
niethod,” bat there are really three circles involved. The 
“gtathon-polnter™ is the instrument ased for plotting fixes, 

Eneye. Brit, XXXUL 97. 

fixate, rv. t. 3. In psychological and physiological 
optics, to direct the eves upon: bring within the 
area of clearest vision. 

The tendency to f.rate the lower end of an oblique line 
drawn in perspective. 

B. M. Titchener, Exper. Psychol. L ik 312. 

fixation, ». 6, Attachment; adhesion: as, 
various parasites have organs for tion. — 
7. In psychological and physiological optics, the 
act or process of directing the eyes upon some 
object, and of maintaining this direction dur- 
ing the time ah ye for observation ; the bring- 
ing of « retinal image into and holding it upon 
the area of direct vision. Pixation-circle, ;cross, 
-mark, legtca wt ‘4 
a eral eet tt of y of light eich te —— * 

xate, aud which thus serves to maintain his eye 
ition during an experiment: used 

bones, Inner 

idea runs ite course; an expression borrowed from the 
physiology of vision, and contrasted with outer fixation- 
eee A a ee 4 7 nee, p. 1 — 

Eine fixation, in peycholeyioal at griend optics, 
a line in the feld of regard along whieh the fization-point 
of the eyes moves aa convencence is changed from a far to 
a hear object, orconversely, HW, Wendt trans) Outlines 
of Psychol, ~M J the 
point of or center of the area of direct vision of the 

point, Same as firation 

may contribute tothe blended odor of the mixed 
rfume,— 3. Same as *amboceptor, . 

fixator (fik’si-tor), ». Same as *amboeeptor, 
Fixed ch See *check, 

. Bee *wethod, 
— experiment, method. See velocity 
° 

Flemish; (d) of Florida. 
Pla. An abbreviation of Florida, 
flab (flab), a. [Var. of flap.] In bot, the cap 
of any large mushroom. Also flap. 

flabellifoliate (fli-bel-i-f6’li-dt), a. (L. flabel- 
lum, fan, + folium, leaf (see foliate). aving 
fan-sha or fan-like leaves, either such as 
those of the fan-palms or such as fold like a 
fan, as do those of Onalis, 
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Placian (fla’shian), a. and». I, a. Of or per- 
taining to the works or doctrines of Flacius 
Illyrieus, an eminent Lutheran reformer 1520- 
1575, 

II, ». A follower of Flacius Illyricus. See 

The doctrine 
* Flacianism, 
Flacianism (fli‘shign-izm), n. 
of Flacius Dlyrieus, who as a striet Lutheran 
pi the teachings of Melanchthon in the 

aphoristic and synergistic controversies. 
@ (fla-kir-ti-d’sé-€), n. pl. [NL. 

(Lindley, 1890), ¢ Flacourtia + -acee.J A 
‘amily of dicotyledonous choripetalous plants 
of the order Hypericales, typified by the genus 
Flacourtia, formerly ineluded in the Hiracew, 
but more closely related to the Violacee. It 
includes 78 genera and about 300 species, 
chiefly woody plants of the tropies, See Samy- 
dacex. 

flag?, ». 7. A trade-name for the outer or 
distal portion of bristle, which is thinner and 
lighter than the basa) portion. 
The is much thinner and more flexible, and is used 

for eae Sci. Am, Sup, 1003, p. 22,611 

a flag of the * 
can Revolution : a colled 

, & Hame of certain 
me Which are alter- 

Sa red ir it an en oa wie Gomis 
hin 

Gonioplectrua 
nue of the West 

Indies, a small bess-like 
flah, is specially Known 
— name, a4 bs als 

crimson - banded 
rockfish of the California 
const, Sebastodes ruibrri- 
vinctus.— Zionist flag, 
the of the Zionista, 
which has two horizontal 
Dive stripes upon a white 
gtoand. These colors are considered sacred. The 
scart, tallith 
center of the 
shield, which consists of two intertwined triangles, sup- 

to be the emblem of protection. 
» *.—Crimson ag, Schizostytte coeet an irt- 

deceous plant of South A related to Gladiolus, with 
long tu! crimacn thowers, It la a favorite in flower. 

jenn — the yellow flag, Jie Pseuda- 
corus. ~~ Narrow , the alender blue Irie pri 
mation, of eastern N America, with long, narrow leaves. 
— Poison flag, a name commonly applied to species of 
Iris, eapectally J, vereicotor and 1. prismation, to distin- 
guish them from the sweet-tlag,— ag, the 
rattlesnake-master, Eryngium yeeeifolivm, which pos 
sesses n flag-like aspect. See cnt weder raftlesiake-measter, 
— White Bag. (a) See def. (1) Iria Florentina, with 
Dlnish-white em. See Jris aml orris-rovt, 

n.— Arbroath flags, a local name of beds of gray 
flagstones in Forfarshire, Scotland, belonging to the Old 
Red Sandstone, —Bannisdale flags, a division of the 
Upper Stlarian in Westsnoreland, oan, edd aa dm 
sentially equivalent to the Middle Ladiow formation of 
Shropshire, including the —— — The strata 
attain a thickness of more 6.000 feet and carry many 
fosnila.— Bellvale flags, 0 subdivision of the Devoulun 
system in New Jersey aml southeastern New York, It fa 
revarded by New Jersey reologista as equivalent toa part 
of the Hariltom group. It attains, in New Jersey, a thick- 
neas of 1,500 fect of more and is underlain by the Monroe 
shales and overlain by the Skunnemunk conglomerate. 
Fossils are rare and they are these of the Hamilton group. 
— | Brathay, a small stream in Weetmere 
land), he lowest division of the Coniston Mags of the Upper 
Silurian in Westmoreland and Camberiand, England: 
regarded as the equivalent of the Wenlock strata of Shiro 
shire. They attain a thickness of 1,000 feet and contain 
manny fomsibs, ey ——— Coniston in Eng. 
geol., a name applied to several divisions of the Silurian 

ka, The Coniston fh 

‘in the 
ts the cahallstic 5— *Dovid's 

which see), has the same colors. 

rx in Westenoreland and Cumber- 
land attain a thickness of about 4,000 feet and underlie the 
Coniston grite. Theg are regarded by Geikie as equiva- 
font to the Lower Ladiow group or Upper Silurian, The 
Coniston limestone fn the same region ts of Lower Silarian 
age and equivalent in part tothe Hala limestone (which see) 
— [Pfertiniog in Wales), a division of 
the Lingula (Upper Cambrian) of Wales, having a 
thickness of about 2000 feet and carrying trilobites, 
brachiopods, and other foasils, They constitute, in 
Geikio's classification, the middie subdivision of the Lin- 
qula flags and lie between the Dolgelly slatesabove and the 
Macntw flags below, — a a term intro 
dnced by the New Vork geolowists fora division of the 
Portage group of the Upper Devonian lying above the 
Cashaqie shales and below the Portage sandstones, They 
attain a thickness of several hundred fect alung the Fienesoe 
river aml the (iardean Reservation, from which they take 
name, ja flags, a livision of the Cambrian system 
which lies af the better: of the upper or Olenus serics in 
Wales aml takes ite mame from Ue vast numbers of the 
brachioped Linda or Lingelella deciai which ooeur in 
some of the layers 

flag-dues (tlag’diz), ». pl. Naut., a charge or 

flame-gage 

tax made against a vessel in some harbors for 
ers ob | a: an excuse for extorting a fee 
additional to the lar barbor-dues. 
Plage lu See *agglutinin. 
flagellation, ». 2. In biol., the formation or 
development of — 

flagellum, ». 5. In sporozouns, a vibratile 
male gamete in Halteridium, a blood-parasite 
found in birds. 

et, nm. 2. In organ-building, & stop, 
usually of 2-feet tone, giving high _ tones. 

flag-lily (flag’lil’i), ». The common blue flag, 
ris versicolor, 

flag-list (flag‘list),». The list of admirals or 
flag officers of a navy. 

flag-pay (flag’pa), ». In the British navy, the 
pay of a flag-ofticer while fiying his flag or com- 
manding « fleet or squadron. 

flag- (flag‘rangk), n. In the navy, the 
rank of officers above the — of captain, 
including ecommodores and the various grades 
of admirals, 

flag-reed § ag’réd),m, In Australia, the eom- 
mon reed, Trichoon Phragmites. See reed), 
with ent, 

flag-wire (flag’wir),». A rod pivoted at the 
ends s0 as to be free to rotate about its own 
axis and to serve asa hinge for any body aup- 
ported by it; hence, in machinery, a part or 
member thus mounted and w to convert 
reciprocating into rotatory motion, 

flail-joint ( — a, A hinge-joint with 
abnormal mobility in opposite directions, 

, ® 8. Scent; the critical sense in art 
and literature. [Rare.] 
No better ou Vv J é 
aim magindatientaman 

C. Phillipe, in Portfolfo, N. 8, XXXVI 9%, 
flakage (fla’kaj),». [lake +-age.] The flakes. 
chips, or splinters which fall during the pro- 
cess of fashioning (flint-) arrow-heads and 
otherimplements by flaking (whichsee). Amer. 
Anthropologist, Jan,-March, 1902, p. 120. 

flake!, ».— Icy flake, the pecullar white cracks or frac- 
tures, haually chee the cleavage-planes, produced in the 
dinmond during the cutting process when the necessary 
care to ent overheating has not been taken. The 
dullpess is greater or less according to the amount of the 
fracture, 

flake-hurdle (flik’hér’dl), n. Same as flake?, 1. 
flake-knife (iak’nif), *. In archwol., a chip 
or flake of flint or of some other brittle stone 
used as a knife. 

flaker, ». 2. An implement of bone, antler, 
or similar material, used for shaping imple- 
ments from brittle stones like flint, jasper, 
andchert. The stone was first roughly shaped with a 
small hammer and then placed on a pad in the hand. By 
means of the faker ss chipe were broken off. 

n. 2, The oecurrence of streaks or 
spots of white, or lighter color, in organisms 
that are not usually white. Bateson and Saun- 
ders, Rep, ve —— — ie 4 I, 47, 

flaking-rolls (fa’king-rélz), ». pl. In milling, 
a roller-mill adapted to making flaked cereals 
or prepared breakfast foods in which the 
ci of wheat, oats, etc., are in the form of 
thin flakes; a taking roller-mill. 
flambage (floi-biizh’), ». [F.. < Mambe, flame.) 
A cauterizing, — died singeing process 
in which the thing to operated upon is 
passed rapidly through a flame or over red-hot 
rlates. 

#— Cittary in Platuhelmintha, a bi le 
of vibratile cilin, sttanted, —— — in the — —— 
cell (the fame-cell) terminating ome of the capillary 
branches of the Water-vaseular or excretory system, 

flame, cr. t. 5, To hold in or pass through a 
flame. as an instrument, in order to sterilize it, 

flame-are (flim’iire), n. See electric *are, 
flame-band (flim’band), x. In spectroscopy, a 
bright band in the spectrum, due to the radia- 
tion from a flame. 
flame-box (flim’boks),#, <A flre-box which is 
intended to serve as a combustion-chamber, 
as in a deep fire-box on a locomotive-boiler, 

flame-carbon (flim’kiir’bon), n. See clectric 
*are, 

flame-carpet (flim’kiir’ pet), n. See *earpet, 4. 
flame-flue (flim’flé), ». The flue which leads 
directly away from the fire-box of a flue-boiler, 
and is supposed to be filled with flame: as 
distinguished from the smoke-flue which re- 
turns the gases to the front end of the boiler, 
after combustion has been completed. 
flame-gage (flam‘gij),”. A device for measur- 
ing the height of standard flames used in pho- 
tometry. It consists of a truumlucent screen, with a 
vertical scale, upon which an enlarged a the tip of 
the fame is Chrown by groans of a lens of 6! focus. 



flamenco 

flamenco (fli-men’k6), a. 
mingo. e fish is 80 named in allusion to 
red —— 
snapper, Tattianus quttatus, a common food-fish 
of Panama region. 
flame-opal (flitn’ pas mn. An opal in which 
the colors are distributed more or less regularly 
in bands or streaks. 

flame-plate (flam’plit), ». A plate, such as 
thecrown-sheet, which, in a fire-box or furnace, 
is *— to tho flume or burning gaxes from 
the fire, 

flame-reaction (flim‘ré-sk*’shon), n. Same as 
Jlame-test (which see, under west), 
flame-shoulder (flam‘shéi’dér), ». A British 
cullectors’ name for a European noctuid moth, 
Agrotis plecta, a small dark species with a 
fleme-colored stripe on the shoulder of each 
fore-wing. 

flame-test (flim ‘test), . Bee *testt. 
flame-tight (flim’‘tit), a. 
passage or escape of flame, as the safety-lamp 
used by miners, 

flanch (flinch), r. Same as flange. 
flanch-chuck (flanch’chuk), ». A chuck hav- 
ing the shape of a flange or face-plate, with 
points or teeth for carrying the work instead 
of slota to which the work iq bolted. Also 
ealled flange-chack. 

flanch-mill (flanch‘mil), ». Asmall hand-mill 
used principally for grinding coffee. As ordi- 
narily made the grinders are of iron and can be 
set to grind to the desired size. 

fi— ange, aa blank » Ib 
Eng and, ene — rej bet Ra poms 

flange-chuck (flanj’chuk), », Same as *flanch- 
chuck, 

flange-coupling (fianj’kup’ling), a. See 
*conpling. 

flange-iron (flanj’i’¢rn), n. Any iron bar or 
beam having a projecting rib or flange, as 
a angle iron, - ron, —* 

nge-p (flanj‘pal‘i),», A pulley having 
a feces av ae As or both edges. Such 
flanges are usually to keep the belt from slip- 
ping off the side of the pulley. 

r (flan’jér), », 1. A flanging-machine. 
—2, Same as snow-flange.—3, In mech, and 
ship-building = (@) A mechanic skilled in flang- 
ing metal plates. Also called flange-twrner. 
(4) Same as flanging-machine. 

flange-stee] (flanj’ stél), ». Steel having so 
low « percentage of carbon or other hardening 
constituents as to be sufficiently ductile to be 
bent at right angles in the process of flanging 
(x00 flange, ct, and flanging-machine), without 
¢racking or loral overstrain. 

flange-tile (flanj’til),». A tile having a flange 
along one or more edges, 

turner (flanj’tér’ nor), n. 
*flunger, 3 (a), 

-clamp end ag — n. In forg- 
ing, « large and massive beam—+lamp for hold- 
ing large work while it is being hammered to 
form a flange on its edge. It consists of two hort- 
moital beams The opper one is adjustable by means of 
screws; Che lower one is right and is designed to bold 
formers over which the hot metal la bent to muke the 
flange. 

fla -hammer (flan’jing-ham‘ér), mn. 1, 
A hand-hammer used for turning a flange on 
the end of copper-pipe, ete.—2. A machine 
for turning up the edges or forming flanges 
on the edge of metal plates for boilers, pipes, 
tanks, ete. 

flank, ».— Plank en potence (milit.), n flank which fs 
— —— or refased and perpendicular to the rest 

flanky (flang’ki), a. [flank + -y1.] In leather- 
menaf., loose and coarse: as, a flanky skin. 
Flemming, Practical Tanning, p. 116, 

flannel, ".— Welsh flannel, flannel made from the 
wool of Welsh sheep, 

flannel-flower, ». 3, An Australian plant, 
Actinotus Helianthi, of the parsley family, 
Tt bears white flowers in simple umbels sur- 
rounded * a many-leaved inyoluere, which 
is longer than the flowers and looks as if it 
were cut ont of white flannel. 

flannel-leaf (flan‘cl-léf), 1, The mullen, Fer- 
hascum Thepsws, 

flannellet, ». 2. A cotton fabric woven and 
finished in imitation of wool flannel. 

flannel-moth (flan‘el-méthi, », Any moth 
of the family Megalepygida. specially the 
crinkled dannel-meth, capes eriepete, whitiah in eolar, 
WIG ite wings furnistied with long curly bain, resembling 
flannel Its larve feed om apple, oak, elt, aul muspherry, 

Same as 

(Sp. flamenco, fla- fipnnel-plant (flan ‘el- plant), 1. 
its *flannel-leaf, 

The Mexican name of a species of flap, n. 

Proof against the fla 
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10. In mycol., same as *flab.— 11. In 
Pp tics, & flapping motion of the tongue or 
uvula or the sound produced by it, as in vocal- 
izing the letters / or r. 
The most distinct glide-consonantsa are the flaps, of 

which the Norwegian ‘Uhick'¢ is an example. 
fis H. Sweet, Eng. Sounds, p. 12. 

pmingo (flap’ming-g6), n. [Analteration of 
flamingo, Compare — One of the 
file-fishes, Monacanthus ciliatus, found in the 
West Indies and northward to Florida. 

fla » %. 6, pl. Hinged channeled irons 
attached to the top of the low portion of the 
door of a landau. When up, they support the 
door-glass frame: when the glass is lowered, 
they fall flat upon the door-bar.—7. In erus- 
taceans, the tail, or the telson together with 
the appendages of the last abdominal segment. 
— (laprau), n. A strap extending from 

the bridle-bit to the flap of a saddle for train- 
ing a horse to hold his head in a desired po- 
sition. 

flare-spot (flir’spot), ». In photog., same ag 
ghost, 8. 
Thus obtained a Matter fleld and freedom fram 

spot” [in partrait objective), Bueye. Brit, XXXL aos. 

flare-up,". 3. Nout., adistingnishing light ex- 
hibited ase signal by a pilot vessel, or a sig- 
nal flare to a vessel which is overtaking an- 
other vessel, used as a warning to the ship 
coming up from astern. 

(flii’zér), . [G. dial, flaser, dial. form 
of flader, a streak, vein] In German mining 
language, a streak or vein. 
The word has been transferred to English use in commec- 

Gon with ‘structure,’ as sleser strocture, a structure in dy- 
haniically metamorphowed granitoid rocks which consists 
of rounded and ancrushed areas in the midst of fine- 
grained and drawn-out materials, thus tmitating flow-lines. 

Kemp, Tandbook of Rocks, p. 187. 

flaser-gabbro (fli‘z@r-gab*rd), mn. Dynatmi- 
cally metamorphosed gabbro which lias the 
flaser structure, 

flash! v. I. talrans.—To fiagh back, to strike back : 
said ola Name of the Bunsen type in which, owing to an 
die admixture of air, inition at the base of the burner 
occurs by the transmission of flame through the tube, — 
To flash over, in elect, to pass, as a spark, from one com- 
biiltatorbar to another, 

Il. trans, 7. In photog., to eover with an 
exceedingly thin layer, as of metal in a plat- 
ing-bath. 
The so-formed pegative in sprung from the wax, cleaned 

and polished, and Arsked over with a very thin layer of 
nickel in a nickel bath, Nature, Jan. 2, 1905, p, SOL 

flash!, ». 9. In elect., an accidental electric 
are of short durition and great intensity. 

flash-board (flash’bord), „. Same as Jlashing- 
board, 

flash-boiler (flash’boi’lér), », A type of boiler, 
first perfected for steam motor-cars, in which 
the steam is instantly made by bringing small 
masses of hot water upon very hot surfacer. 
Stich surfaces are usually tubes, heated by the fire on the 
outahle, while the hot water is forced through them. A 
holler of small balk will make a lange amount of steam 

r hour, the steam being usually superheated, which 
vor coopomy, The boiler lias po store of reserve eu 

ergy, but for this reason in safer. Semiflaah boilers are 
those in which there js some water, at all times, in —* 
cess of heating before flashing Into steam. In the true 
faah-boller there shoulit be no liquid water except the 
last diacharge of Ute feed-pamp undergeing instant trons 
formation into atean, 

flasher!, n. 6. A device for automatically 
lighting and extinguishing incandescent lamps 
or groups of lamps: used especially in the 
operation of electric advertising-signs, 

ing!, . 4. In cfeet., on commutators of 
direet-current dynamo-electric machines, the 
earrying of a spark from one brush to another, 
when it appears as a flash encircling the com- 
mutator-surface, 

flash-lamp (flash’lamp). ». — a lamp 
for producing a flash-light. Powdered mag- 
nesium or aluminium is blown into an aleohol 
or gas ame. 

flash-spectrum (flash’spek‘trum), n. The 
spectrum of bright lines or Jutninous ares seen 

Viash spect. 

iEvershed.> Feclipse of tym 

flatfoot 

ome glass 
within another, 

having a complete dott 
ble wall within whose 

space are 
often slivered, the con- 
duetivity for heat be 
thus reduced tos mini. 
inum and auld air 
can be ‘ed in 
the flask for hours or 
even for days, while 
it is kept cold by tts 
own evaporation. — Er- F Dewar's Flasks. 

conical glass vease] with a flat bottom, used especial we 
liquitts are to be decanted from precipitates — 

antitoxin flask. 
See Woentitoxin. — 

volumetric analysts, 
{Seu the cut.) The 
extra 100 cubic centi- 
moters is usal in 
standardizing the 
solutton,—Liter 

hea, & 

furnished with a 
wrod xluas  gtey 
per, havinga on the neck indicating 
thecapacity up to that level of a liter at « 

tcular tempermture, commonly 15" €. 
t is moch ased fh compection with rolu« 

metric analysis, for ng solutions of determinate 
strength. uel —— a cniture-flask nsed in 
bacterivlogical stady of water Soyka's bacteria 
flask, a culture-flask with parnllel sides, one of which 
may be ruled in squares for counting. 

flask-shell (flisk’shell),n. A mollusk witha 
flask-shaped shell; in Great Britain, a boring 
mollusk, Gastrochwna modiolina. 

flat?, I. a, 11. In cotton-shipping, not eom- 
pressed ; not bard packed. Cotton which is ta be 
shipped any great distance, by mil or ship, is usuatl 
compressed in ¥ powerful to reduce the bu 
as much as peselble, Cotton which has not been through 
such a ts sald to be Mat. ‘ 
12. Tn printing, said of the proof or print of a 
plate or engraving in relief which has received 
the flat impression of the press without the 
overlay used to — light, shade, and per 
spective.—13, In golf, suid of the lie of a 
club, when the head is at a very obtuse angle 
to the shaft,— 14, Not distinguished by « 
characteristic termination: as, a flat adjective 
(s noun that occupies an adjectival position be- 
ore another noun and becomes an adjective 
without inflection or modification of form: as. 
a stone wall; garden flowers); a slat adverb 
(see *adverh), 

ft., 4. (9) Something that is fiat and shallow, ax 
a basket or han per for carrying produce to market, a shal: 
low two-wheeled lhamd-curt, ete. 
8. In ship-building: (4) A platform, deck, or 
floor which is of restricted area and does not 
forman important part of the vessel's struc: 
ture. 

It is evident, moreover, that the greatest loss of hong 
tudinal stability must result from the Soodting ot cum 
portmments near Cie bow and stern, unless the bucyancy 
of the water-line area at the tops of these compartments 
is preserved by watertight fate or platforms. 

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p, 120 

14. A narrow bar of iron or wood, covered 
with card-clothing, surmounting the main eyl- 
inder of a eotton-earding machine,— 15, In 
hort., a shallow box, usually 2to4 inches deep, 
used by gardeners to start seeds and cuttings, 
and also to serve as a tray on which to carry 
pots.— Alka! fat, See *ufkali.— Heel of the fat, 

at part of «top fat of a cotten-canting machine which 
in nearest to the main eylinder,— M: any fl 
bedlug, Cimer Iectularina (Local, southern UU. Af—- 
Station flat, in coffon-manu/s., asmall piece of wood 
fuced ith Hanne |. Which reste on the top drafting-rollers 
of a«lmWihw-frame, to clear the rollers of louse cute 
and bopuarities, 

flat!, r,t. 6. In leather-mannf., to shave or 
smooth on the flesh side. C. 7. Daris, Manuf. 
of Leather, p. 403, 

flat!, adr.—riat aback.—See #aback, 
flatfoot (fut’fat),”, 1. Inpethel., a condition 
in which the arch of the foot is broken down, the 
sole touching the ground throughout its entire 
area.—2. A condition in heavy draft-horses 
{usually of the fore feet), in which the heel is 

Septa’s Bacceria Flask. 

Giles's Flask. 



flatfoot 
low, the ground-surface * the sole flat or 
slight! convex, and the more acutely 
slanted than is normal. 

flat-hammer (fiat’ham’ér), m. The hammer 
first used by the gold-beater in flattening out 
a pile of quartiers or pieces of gold ribbon. 

fla n. 4. Notothenia corticeps, a fish of 
the family Trachinidw found in Australian 
waters. Also called Maori-chief, 

flatman (flat’man),». One whonavigatedafiat- flax, 
boat: used especially in early river navigation 
in the Ohio and Mississippi valleys. ai 

bringing the 
of the senaltive plate. While this is theoretically iny 
sible, many lenses are now made which approximate 
ness of fleld very closely. See #currature af field. 

flat-square (flat’skwir),a. Having rectangu- 
lar cross-sections: said of a file. 

table tera- flattening (flat’ning), ». In 
tol., the abnormal assumption by normally 
cylindrical stems, branches, or other organs 
of a compressed or flattened condition. It oo 
cura In Coceetotis, Bauhinia, Rusews, 2 ete., 
in the lees of aracoous planta, and the of 
aquatic ta. This phenomenon is to be 
from fasciation (which see). Maat. 

flatter-dock (flat’¢r-dok), ». 1, Same as can- 
dock, 2.— 2, Same as *hatter-dock, 2. 

flattie (flat’i), ». [flat! + dim, -ie, Cf. sharpie, 
sharpy.] A flat-bottomed boat. 

Flat-ware presser, a workinan In a who makes 
fiat-ware, auch as plates, saucer, etc, in a mold or on the 
Singer. See jiggerl, 

flat-waste (flat’wist),», In cotton-manuf., the 
impurities and short fibers of cotton which 
gather on the flats or upper carding-surfaces 
of a carding-machine; also, the loose fibers 
which gather on the clearing-flats that rest on 
the top drawing-rollers of » drawing-frame, 
flatwoods (flat’wadz), n. 1, A local name 
in Ohiofor valleys formerly oceupied by rivers 
but now flats and covered with w —2. 
In Alabama, especially iu the Coosa valley, a 
type of land —B of an impervious clay 
derived from the Cambrian shules, supporting 
a dense growth of dwarf oaks, pines, ete, 

flat-works (flat’wérks), ». An ore deposit 
lying parallel with the inelosing rocks but of 
later origin than the walls. Geitie, Text-book 
of Geol., p. 819. 

flautino, ». 4. In organ-bwilding, a two-foot 
stop giving fluty tones. 

flautone, ». 2, [n organ-hutlding, a stop pitched 
an octave lower than the ordinary flute-stop. 

flavazol (tlav-az’dl), m. [L. flavus, yellow, + 
az(o) +-ol.] A mordant coal-tar color, similar 
‘to, if not identical with, gambine * yellow. 
flavenol (flav’en-dl), n. “[L. flavus, yellow, + 
~nt-ol,) A colorless erystalliune compound, 
CygHygON. Also ealled 2’ ,4’-hydroxyphenyl- 
methylguinoline, It melts at 238° C, 

favin, un, 2. Abright | anaes erystalline com- 
pound, CygH;0N9. Iso called 2.2°-diami- 
nobensophenone. It melts at 135° C,— 
flavin, a merdant coal-tar color of the monoaz de- 
rived from benzidine and aalicylicacid. It dyeschromlam- 
mordanted wool orange-yellow in an acid bath. 

flavinduline (fla-vin‘di-lin), », [As flar(in) 
+ induline, basic coal-tar color of the azo- 
nium-chlorid type. It dyes tannin-mordanted 
cotton yellow. 
flavocastaneous (fla‘v6-kas-ta’né-us), a. [L. 
Slavus, yellow, + castanca, chestnut, + -ous, } 
Of a yellowish-chestnut color, Annals and 
Mag. Nat, Hist., June, 1903, p. 615, 

flavocobaltic (fla-vd-k6’ bAl-tik), a. [IL. — 
yellow, + E. cobalt +-ic.] Noting a ¢ of 
amino-nitro ¢obaltic salts, Theeblorid has the 
formula CogClg(NOg dal NHg)j0- 

flavohyaline (fli-v6-hi’a-lin), a. [L. flavus, 
yellow, + Gr. ta2oc, glass,] Yellowis and 
transparent, as the wings of certain insects. 
Annals and Mag, Nat. Hist., April, 1904, p, 290. 

flavol (flav’dl), m. [L. flavus, yellow, +-ol.] 
A bright yellow erystalline compound, C,,4Hyy 
Og. Also called dilydroxryanthracene, 

flavoline (flav’é-lin), a. “Uae + -ine?.] A 
erystalline compound, C)gH)3N, prepared syn- 
thetically from quinoline, It melts at 65° C. 

flavone (flav’én),",. [L. flarus, yellow, +-one.] 
A group of naturally occurring yellow color- 
ing-matters, some members of which are used 
asdyes, The parent substance is called phenyl- 

rone, CygH) 90. heno-y-p * 
Savopailla (fh-15-pal'ld), 4. [L. focus, 
yellow, + pallidus, pale.] Pale with a yellow 
tinge. [Rare.] 

flavophenin ( fli-vé-f6’nin ), nr, (L. flavus, 
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yellow, + E. phen(yl) +-in?.] A direct coal- 
tar color. 

(fli ¥5-tes-ta’shius), a. . votestaceous 
Jlavus, ycllow, + testaceus, of a shell, 
yellow. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., June, 
1903, p. G11. 

fla tt (fla ’ vO-vi-res‘ent),a. II. 
Jlavus, yellow, + virescens, virescent.] Vires- 
cent with a yellow tinge. [Rare.] 

w.—Biae flax. See Lewis's wild *flar.—Ca- 
fame as purging. soz — flax, 

need in Belgium, whenee it is ex to 
er countries: — Dutch flax, the false melina 

actien.—Dwarf flax. Same as purying — East 
Indian Wax, feinanindtin trigyma, a eal shaw of 

“wr closely related to and resembling flax.— 

evergreen ———— native to Crete.—Palse 

ilar Old World spec 
perenne. Ita stoma yleld a 
strong, fine fiber, utilized 

—— the plant has etc, andl 
been recommended for ex- 

conam: 2 
fornia it is called Mue fax, 
other local species havi: 
flowers of some differen! 
color,— 

4 tralia, a. Lg a 

@ 
flax, Linum nae, the 
large biwetiewered wild 

Lewis's Wild Max (t . es of Kuropeand Asia, 
a pact, one cL fam cower. diterng from the Amere 

thirds! natural L. Lewisti, which bs 
hily still Included in it by some 

*, capsule, two 
titers. alig 

(a) Linum Virgivianium, 
the common amall yellow-tlow species of the eastern 

‘Also called slender yellow fax, 8 
as Lewis's wild waar. (c) Same a4 foad-daxr ( 

len tickseod or cal- 

lanvm of the southerm United States; the ridged 
willow faz, L, striatum; the groveed dow Lh 
aulcatum. ZL. rigidum, the large-fleiwe: yellow fax, is 
& species of the western United States, 

flax-blade (flaks’blad), ». In New Zealand, 
a leaf of the New Zealand flax. See Phormium. 

flax-dodder (flaks’dod’ér), n. See *dordtder!. 
flax-drop (flaks’drop),. The flax-dodder, Cus- 
euta Epilinum. 

flax-lily (flaks’lil’i), w. 1. Same as flax-bush, 
—2, Avariety of Dianella levis, un Australian 
fiber-plant belonging to the lily family, It 
yields a strong, silky fiber and was formerly 
much used by the aborigines for making bas- 
kets.—3. In Tasmania, Dianella Tasmanica, 
Called also broad-leaved flaz-lily. 

flax-plant (flaks’plant),m. Same as flax-bush, 
flax-ripple (flaks’rip’l), mn. Same as ripple}. 
flax-star (flake’stir), 1. A plant, Asterolinon 
Linum-stellatum, of the primrose family, a na- 
tive of the Mediterranean region, ring 
greenish star-shaped flowers, 

flax-tail (flaks’tal), n. The common cattail or 
reed-mace, Typha latifolia. 

flax-vine (flaks-vin), mn. The flax-dodder, Cua- 
cuta Epilinum. 

flaxwort (flaks’wért), ». Any plant of the flax 
family, especially of the genus Linum, 
——— gee Pulex. 1. 

n.~ African Geabane, ‘archonanthus cam- 
a an aromatic shrab or am ime of South Africa, 
talso found in Abyssinia and Somaliland, belonging to 

the aster funily, with leaves silvery tomentose beneath 
armel Jarre yeas clusters of yellowish white dieclous 
flowers. It has beautifully varieguted yellow wooed, used 
io making rousieal instruments It is cultivate! as an 
ornamental * — * te), under sogvs.— Bitter 
eabane, the bli ns , Evigeray % 
ae or Turple flowers and morld Juice, found in northern 

dender yellow fax, 
me aif yellow. flax, L. medium ; the Florida yellow sez, fleabane-mullet 

flea-beetle 
latitudes and at high altitudes in Earepe, Asia, and North 
America. or the horse- 

ne te 

pubescent throughout, with 

fleabane. per- 

root-leaves and rather 
moist soil from —— white or os 

v nla to Florida, and 

~ Ja 4 a 

inland swamps, especially in Floridan, See Pluchea.— 
fleabane, Erigeron Philadelphicws, the 

moost widely distributed and one of the most beautiful of 
American having soft pubescent stems and 

Philadelphia Pleabane (frigerea PAdlade’patewr). 
Two Atths narural size. (From Briton aed Hrown's “ Hhuse 

trated Flora of the Northern os and 9 

iy 
white or pink rays 
confined chiefly to the Great 
—* New Mexioo.—Salt-marah fleabane, 
Meaba ne. fleabane, the slt-marsh feabane.— 

Spreading Erigeron divergena, a diffuse! 
branching species, over the entire western U ited 
States from Montana to Washington, and south to Texas 
and Mexico, It is a hairy plant with large heads, the 
narrow violet or purple rays considerably from 
one another. — fleabane, Hriyeron sul- 
trinerets of the Plains and Great Basin, having lanceolate 
three-nerved leaves and solitary terminal heads with 
very numerous, aml blue or pink raya. 

(flé’biin-mul’et), n. The 
common European fleabane, Pulicaria dysen- 
terica, 

beetle, n.— Banded flea-beotle, Syrtenateniata, 
a apecies which is found commonly on beans and peas. 
Convex flea-beetle, Payiliodes conrexior, u bectle which 
occurs on the sugur-beet and ou rhubarb and other ganien 
v les, — beetle. Same aa petato 
# flen-heetle,— Egg-' viz 
beetle which — the mn a Ny aves lagen = Ey : 
and other planta. — the imparted elm 
leaf-bectle. See wleaf.Leetle.— fiea- 
Systena elo ta, a species which lives on weeds, bu 
sometimes ea! the leaves of the cotton- i— 

Phyllotreta — ge 
on the leaves of cruciferous weeds and vegetables. —Pale- 

ue 

3 

Pale-striped Flea beetle (Systema sande}, 

a, larva; A beetle: «, egws: of, 5 — ofeyg i ¢. anal segment, 
from aide; /, same from above. aoe, six times natural size; 0. JZ, 
much enlarged, (Chattenden, V. 3, D.A.) 

striped flea-beetle, American chrysomelid beetle, 
Syetena banda, which tajures Soo fullegs of tommbocn and 



~~ Potato flea- 
aemall American 

chrysomelid beetle, Bpit- 
rizevcnmeria, which ents 
small round holes in 

‘era 
fipes, © ea which in- 
jures the buds and ten- 
der foltage of fruit-trees. 

Potato Mlea-beerle | fpetrix crear 
wrertr). 

Much enlarged. (Chittendes, 
3D, AD 

= Sl 

Spisach Flea-beetle (/ironyeha wauthoowslena). 

@, bectle; }, egg anass chowing mode of escape of larva at sight: 
«, tullgrown larva; a, pupa. a, «, aed a, five times mazural 
4, more enlarged, (Chitteaden. U.S. D. 

Strawberry flen-beetle, Haltica ivnita, a widely dis- 
tributed metallic-colored species which lives both as larva 
* a — on the * Ld the strawberry sae — 
other plants, more frequently perhaps on the evening 
—— Chattocnema 
confinia, a bronze-colored apecien which frequently de 

a8; 
. AL} 

the | of t- a stroys the ne poate pian Tobacco 
brown species 

aw 
— 

RX 

Tobacco Piea-hoetle Lipetrixn porvwta), 

@, beetle; #4. larva; o. 4. larval detaiiss % pupa. All much 
enlarged. (Chittenden, U.S, D. A) 

cover, Ite larve mine the 
leaves of cruciferous vegeta- 
bles, on which the aitult bee- 
ues feed estern fiea- 

, Phylletretes pesille, u 
lark polished olive-green spe 
ches which damages cabbage, 
turnips, and sagar-beets in the 
western United States, 

flea-bug (flé’bug),. Any 
stall capsid bug of the 
genus Maltieus or its near 
allies. Potato flea-bug, an 
American capeld bug, Melficns 
UMeri, which feeds on the 
leaves of the potato and other 
garden cropa. 

Western Flea-beetle (yt: 
fetrene geeseidul 

Muth enlarged, (Riley, 
U.S. DAS 
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Potato Flea-bug (Sfalticws LAdert). 

@, Deachyptcroes female; 4, fullewinged female; ¢, bead of male 
tn — @. 6, much enlarged; ¢, more enlarged. (Chittenden, 

Us A 

heaton 

botomy, u. A simplified spelling of phle- 
botomy. 

n. 4, Ina chart, a barb attached to an 

blows in the direction of the arrow. Ordinarily 
six fléches are used to represent six different 
— of wind from calm to hurricane; buat in 

itish charts sometimes twelve are used.— 
5. One of the points on a backsammon-bosrd. 

— Lite See — * wet 

flection, ». 6. In geom., same as flerure, 1. 
Flectional adverb. See *adverb. 
fleece, . 6. Inanat., white fibers, resembling 
wool, encircling the corpus dentatum in the 
cerebellum. Alsocalled fleece of Stilling.—Pallen 
fleece, the tieece of a diseased animal. 

fleet!, «. t.— To fleet the messenger (naut.), to shift 
the eyes of the messenger, an endless rope used for heav- 
ing in a cable by a capstan. [Obeolete) 

Fleet in being, a fleet which, though it may be so inferior 
to the fleet of the enemy as to be unable to ein open 
—X with him, is yet anconquered and able to hamper 

offensive movements. 

A fleet in being, therefore, is one the existence and 
maintenance of which, although inferior, on or near the 
scene of operations, ie a perpetaal menace to the various 
Taore or lees exposed Interesta of the enemy, who cannot 
tell when a blow may fall, and who ts therefore compelled 
to restrict his operationa, otherwike ible, until that 
fleet can be destroyed or neutral. It corresponds 
very closely to “a position on the flank and rear” of an 
enemy, © the presence of a smaller force, as every 
mollitary student knows, harasses, and may even parnlyze 
offensive movements, When euch a forve is extremely 
mobile, as a Geet of armoured cruisers may be, its power 
of infechief is very great; potentially, it te forever on the 
flank and rear, threatening the lines of communications, 
It is indeed as a threat to communications that the sleet 
in betag is chiefly formitable. 

A. T. Mahan, War with Spain, p. 76. 

The fleet, the navy, ecapectally the Royal Navy: as, 
admiral of the feet, * I 

flest® (Ast) a. Skimmed; skim: applied to 
skim-milk or to eheese made from it: as, fleet 
milk, fleet cheese, (Eng. 

* n. A simplified reling of phiegm, 
J i 8 *hygroma, 

eitmann’s test, Sev *text. 
Plem, An abbreviation of Flemish. 
Plemingia (fle-min’‘ji-&), n. [NL. (Roxburgh, 
1803), named in honor of John Fleming (died 
in 1815), a British physician who wrote on 
indian boiany.} A genus of dicotyledonous 
lants of the family dcanthaces. Thun- 
erga. 

flemingin (fle-min’ jin), n. 
An orange-red er stalline eH oO. 
obtaine Ph Magia emengia 

Flemish accounts (newt.), abbreviated or deficient 
records —Plemish archi 6. See warchi- 
tecture, &fakel.— Plemiah loop. Same as Flemish eye 
(which see, under evel) 

flemish? (flem‘ish), ©. #& [Origin uneertain,] 
To make a quivering movement of the tail: 
said of a dog; to feather. 

n.—To go the way of all flesh, to meet the fate 
of all living beings: to die. 

t, II, introns. To become more fleshy, 
as one who has been ill and is convalescent: 
used with wp, 

fleshen (flesh’n), a, (flesh, n.,. + -en2,] Of 
flesh ; composed of flesh: as, fleshen hearts, 

The contest between my Meehen and servile oature and 
the Law's spirituality of origin. 

F. W, Ferror, &t. Poul, IL 235 (trang, of Rom. vil. 14) 

flesher, ». 5. Same as *flesh-split: commonly 
applied to sheepskin. 

Apple-lsaf flea-weevil, an fi 

flexural 
When oe it is called a roan; when split in two, the 

upper half is called a skiver, the under or Meshy half a 
flesher, W. Matthews, Modern Bookbinding, p. 37. 

Spring flesher, a thin, pliable knife with 
ounce ‘at each end : Pay) Renn the urdinary tia 

flesh-glove (flesh’gluv), m. A glove of some- 
what rough material specially made for the 
same purpose as a flesh-brush. 

fleshing (flesh’ing), n. 1. In leather-manuf., 
the process of shaving or seraping the loose 
flesh from hides or skins. Sadtler, Handbook 
of Indust. Chem., p. 325,— 2. The distribution 
or the condition of the flesh of an animal. 
This ball presents a well-nigh invulnerable body of beet: 

the holes ay ae in it are few, He has ample 
seale and width, and evenness of his Acehing is quite 
out of the usual 

13th Bien. Rep, Kan, State Foard Agr., 1902-04, p 28 
the of removing the flesh froma 

hide —— it —— or before it has undergone 
any of the tanning processes C. 7’. Davie, Manuf. of 

p. 148, 
flesh-split (flesh’split mn. Insplit leather, that 

art of the hide or skin which is nearest the 
esh, as distinguished from the *grain-splil. 

Also called er. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of 
Leather, p. 429. 

(flech’ér-izm),n, [Horace Fleteher 
(b. 1849).) The taking of food only when 
ungry, with extremely thorough mastication, 

continued until the bolus of food is entirely 
liquefied. 

fleurdelised (flér-dé-lad’), p. a. 1. Adorned 
orornamented with fleurs-de-lis.— 2}. Branded 
with a fleur-de-lis (as a criminal), 

fleured (flérd), p.a. Decorated with conven- 
tional flowers. 

» ® 2. In arch., « floral ornament; 
specifically, the large conventional flower 
usually — in the eenter of the abacus of 
a Corinthian capital or elassie ceiling-caisson; 
_ the floreated termination of a Gothic 
nial. 

flew (fl3), n. [Prob. from “jlew2, r., = *flwed, 
r., contained in verbal noun flewing, flwing. 
A layer or fold of cloth as it comes from’ the 
loom. &. Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 480. 

Haag abt a ” [Pro b. ¢ Sing), ». . “fluing, prob. 
Sine ae Sie alzo flew), weste downy matter, 
ete.: see on) The process of examining 
cloth for blemishes in weaving by folding it 
upon the front of the loom as it is unrolled 
from the eloth-beam. &. Marsden, Cotton 
Weaving, p. 479. 

flex! (fleke), an, [L. flerus, pp.: see flerl, v.] 
A point of contrary flexure or a point of in- 
flexion. 

The ordin laritios of a ew 
be the ein the ae, the tine * ‘the —— 

Cayley, Collected Math, Papers, V. Sl. 

Plexibilia (flek-si-bil’i-f), ». pl. [NL., neut, 
pl. of L. fleritilis, flexible.) “An order of the 
Crinoidea in which the tegmen is composed of 
numerous small loosely joined movable pieces, 
All species are Paleozoic and are stemmed except Mar 

taceous formation, supites and Uintecrinea, from the Cre 
which are without columns. 

bilitas cerea (flek-si-bil’i-tas sé’ré-a). 
(NL., * flexibility of wax.’] A form of muscu- 
lar rigidity in eatalepsy in which one can bend 
the limbs of the patient with a little force, 
the metnber retaining the position in which it 
— placed. a 4 P 
e a. A simpli spelling of flexile. 

flexile, a. 2. In bacterial., applied to filamen- 
tous forms of bacteria whie are twisted and 
curved, although retaining their rigidity. 

(flek’sing), . A bending; in geol., a 
bending or crumpling of layers or strata. 

flexuosity( tiek-si-os’i-ti), ». [flernous + -ity.] 
The quality of being flexuous or full of bends 
and curves, 

The cerebrum exhibits a decidedly superior degree of 
fiesural complexity with notable ferwomty of the gvres: 
particularly of the pre-frontal, parieto-cecipital, and pa- 
rictotemporal areas 

Amer, Anthropologie, Oct.—Dec., 1908, p. 617. 

flexural (flek’sii-ral), a. [flerwre + -aill.] Of 
or pertaining to flexure or the bending of an 
elastic solid; producing or tending to produce 
flexure: as, a flexwral stres®,—Plexural couple. 
See weouple, strength, the strength of an 



flexural 
elastic solid as measured by its resistance to forces tend- 
ing te bend it. 1 

The transverse or erural strength of the alates was 
selected for experiment becanse of the ease and accuracy 
with which the tests can be made. 

U.S. Geel. Sure,, 1307-08, p. 28 
flexure, ». 4, In geol., the folding or bending 
of strata under compression.—Bastcranial flex- 
ure, a bend in the embryo at the upper end of the me- 
dullis oblomrata.— flexure, one of the bends or 
flexures in the embryoole brain. Cervical flexure, 
a bend or flexure in 
the neural tube of the 
vertebrate embryo at 
the junction the 
brain amd the epinal 
cord. — Compound 

in ra tlex- 
ureor fold whieh con- 
taing other siualler 
flexuresor crumplings 
subordinate te the miu · 
jar system. — 

the bending 
or flexure of the em- 
beyonte vertebrate 
brain around the an- 

J. Ceevical Fiewere, 

The brain of a humans embryo, esti- 
tated as about the middie of the eighth 

tochord.— Of woek, (irom Hin) 
flexure, ——— — —— — 4* 72 

itv. stalk; ¢, sploal cowd; 7% ceewical flew. 
ure; g, medulla oblongata; A, curebel. 
lum) 4, testmcephalic Gexure; /, mid- 
brain, {Proms at i's “ Vernebrare 

tube of the vertebrate = . 
embryo at the level of 
the tnklirain, or mesencephalon. See cut.— Reversed 
flexure, in gro/., an overturned fold. Symmetrical 
: © got. A0 See canal Sige ue each side of 
ts axis. ns. flexure, ., & fold in 
strata with steeper dips on one side of Ue axis than 
the other, 

flexure-fault (flek’siir-falt), ». In geol., a fault 
situated within some portion of a fold and 
genetically connected with the development 
of it. Plexure-faulta usually occur on the steeper limb 
of an asymmetrical fold. COverthrust fants are one type 
of them, Pana, Manual of Geol, p. 10n 

flexus (fiek’sus), ». [L., a —— 
ing: see flervous.) A bend or bending.—Hal- 
lux —— a deformity marked by Gestion of one joint 
of the toe with extension of other. Also called 
hamuner-toe, 

flick?, v. ID. intrans. 1. In cricket: (a) To 
move the wrist or forearm quickly at the mo- 
ment of delivering the ball: said of the bowler. 
poation:| (b) To rise quickly from the pitch; 
ump: seid of the balk. Hutchinson, Cricket, 
J 10.2. To flutter; flit, as a bird. &. &. 
urton, 

flick!, ». 2, In cricket, a quick turn of the 
bowler’s wriat or forearm at the moment of 
delivering = = — 

flicker!, ». 2. aay, Sa gapeeess. Se 
unstable visual — oeeasioned by the 
intermittence or intensive fluctuation of stim- 

- 

For the determination then of the reflecting power, for 
example of a vermilion disc, it was only necessary to se 

on 

a wind- 

lect the series a gray disc which when combined 
with it in equal parts gave no perceptible 7 

O. N. Rood, in Amer, Jour, Sel,, Sept., 1504, p. 17% 

Flicker method, the method of Aicher photometry (which 
see, under #photometry), * ¢ 

The htnemes of these colors were determined by 
Rood’s sicker-method. 

Amer, Jour, Peyehol., X11. 12. 

Flicker . Bee *photometer. 

flicker-tail (fik’ér-tal), ». 1. The gopher. 
[Western U. 8.]—2, An epithet popularly 
applied to the State of North Dakota, in allu- 
sion to the gopher, which is very common in 
that State. Eneye. Brit., XXXI. 256. 

flier, ». 8. One of the fresh-water sunfishes, 
Centrarchus macropterus, found in the southern 
United Stutes.—9, Ana —— attached to 
a printing-machine, usually a gang of parallel 
rods worked be a rocking shaft, which seizes 
each sheet as it ia printed and conveys it to 
the delivery-table.—10. One of the two lower- 
most leaves of a tobaceo-plant. 
Piyere, the first two bottom leaves, which are overripe 

and very trashy. 
Fearboot U.S. Dept. Agr., 1800, p. 435, 

Blue~ filer, See #Nwe-pigeon. 
gn ieeuen (i tntelas\, a” Hamwnan threutle, 8, 
flier- (fli’ér-yiirn), ». Yarn that is spun 
on — “9 ——— = — at ; 

flight!, ». 6. archery: (c @ course Of an 
arrow t the air. (d) The distance tra- 
versed by an arrow.—10, In mach.: (c) A 
wing or seraper, pushed or pulled through 
the a conveyer by a chain, to drag 
the load through it. (d) A flat bucket or vane 
on of a wheel-pump or on the 
ehain which it drives. In practice this vane is made 

8.—31 
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to traverse a pipe of box which prevents the water from 
flowing back, and as such pumps are used for only very 
low a fair percentage of the water is carried ap. 
11. Same as —— In angling, the 
set of spinning-baits attached by the trace to 
the reel-line in a spinning-tackle.—13. A 
primary, flight-feather, or remex;: a term com- 
monly used by pigeon-fanciers,—-14. The dis- 
tance a bird may or does fly; the height at 
which it flies: in these senses, largely figura- 
tive, —15, A up of three or more locks 
situated in such elose proximity along a canal 
that the level of water between any two adja- 
cent locks of the series may economically be 
raised and lowered to produce a lift: in dis- 
tinction from locks arranged in isolated pairs 
with considerable distance between the dif- 
ferent pairs. A — number of lifts, and hence a 

aggregate height of lift, can be accony r ished 
7 a given number of locks if in a Might than 

the same number are arranged in isolated pairs — 
Plight of colors. See *entor,— of ideas, the 
mental state in which ideas follow one another in rapid 
succession, the patient being unable to keep his * 
fixed on any one aub ſevct — flight, the fight of the 
queen bee during which she unites sexually with the males 
or drones. The queen bee leaves the hive soon after her 
escape from the trood-cell, and, meeting the males in the 
alr, is fertilized, probably by a number of malos, and pe- 
tums to the hive with her spermatic receptacle filled 
with male cells, which may retain their vitality and their 
fertilizing power for the rest of her life. normal 

thenmogenesia, *per 

fight! (flit), ». [flightl, ».) I. intrans. To 
take flight; an nglish sporting fly: use. 
I, trane. To shoot (wildfowl) in their fight 

to or from their feeding-grounds. 
fight-conveyer (flit-kon-va‘ér), #1. Bee *con- 
veyer, 4. 

‘ht-muscle (flit’mus’!), ». One of the mus- 
es used in flight; a wing muscle. 

n 2, archery, distance- 
ooting with tlight-arrows. 

(flim’flam), v. t.; pret. and pp. flim- 
Slammed, ppr. flimflamming. [flimflam, n.] To 
cheat out of (money), as in making or receiv- 
ing change or the hike, [Slang.] 

n. 3, A manifold copy of a report or 
despatch made on flimsy; reporters’ ‘copy’; 
a duplicate or a triplicate writing made on 
flimsy. 

findosa, (flin-d6’ zi, -zi), n. [Australian 
corruption of Flindersia.] The a or 
crow's-ash, /'lindersia australis, See Flinder- 
sia and ras . 

In. 6. — or rapid throwing; a 
whipping action; a sidewise motion with 
respect to the principal direction of motion: 
as, the fling of a connecting-rod, 

flinkite (fling’kit), n. [Named for Prof. Gus- 
tav Flink, a Swedish mineralogist.] A basic 
Manganese arseniate oceurring in greenish- 
brown orthorhombic crystals : found in Sweden, 

flint, ». 4. Sheepskin dried in the sun, Mod- 
ern Amer, Tanning, p. 175.—5. An abbrevia- 
tion of flint-glass,— Flint age, See *#age.— Flint 
corn, See *cornl. 

flint-brick (flint’ brik), ». A hard brick made 
of pulverized flint; fire-brick. Stand. Dict. 

flint-core (flint’kér), », Same as corel, 2 (k). 
a), a, In leather-manuf., 

dried in the sun, Modern Amer, Tanning, 
. 82, 

flint-fiake (flint’flak), mn. In archol., one of 
the fragments of flint from which, in pre- 
historic times, implements were 8, or one 
of the ehips broken off in shaping implements. 

c 

(flint ‘ fla’ kér), on. ame as 
*flaker, 2. ; 

fint- knappery (flint’nap’ :r-i), n. In archzol., 
a place where flint was (:napped or chipped. 

flin (flint ’ pa’ pér), m. Paper coated 
with glue and finely —— uartz or flint, 
used like sandpaper for ishing. 

flioma (flé-d’ mii), mn, Sebastodes pinniger, one 
of the rockfishes of the family Scorpwnide ; 
found on the Pacific coast of the United 
States. 

flipflap, ». 5. A kind of teavake. [U. 8.] 
flip-glass (flip’glas), ». A small glass gob- 
let from which flip, or teddy, was drunk; also 
a large glass tumbler in which flip was mixed 
and heated, See flip? and flip-dog. 

flipper, ». 5, In a sawmill, a steam-operated 
device for flipping, upsetting, or throwing 
over a log, cant, or piece of timber from a 
set of live rolls to other rolls, or for throwing 
a log out of the | de to the log-deck pre- 
paratory to rolling it down the Ph deck to 
the log-loader. 

float-feed 
flirt, v. I. trans. 6, To throw over; discard ; 
jilt. (Slang, western U. 8.] 

I did n't wonder at folks thinking that don 
flirted me. Puremen, Town, p. X 

I. infrans. 4. In archery, to fly unsteadily : 
said of an arrow. 

flitch, ». 4, A strap; a doubling-plate; a 
fishing-bar; a metal or wooden plate bolted 
to a m or girder at a joint or other weak 
spot, to strengthen it and keep it straight 
when exposed to endwise thrust, 

flitch (flich), v. ¢. itech, n.] To cut into 
flitches: as, to flitch hogs; to flitch halibut. 

fitch plate flich’ plat), ». A strap or plate of 
ro me used to connect two or more 
—— of a flitch-beam, 

v. 1.— Floated " Ls —y i= Floated and setfair. See lath floated and 

float, ». 12. A timber drag used for dressing 
off * — race-courses.— 15. In 
hag ape y the plaster process, the iron 
_ (about half an inch thick) whieh up- 
olds the baked plaster mold in its dipping- 

pan, The plate and the pan float in a bath of 
the much heavier medium of melted type- 
metal.—16. In geol. and mining, loose pieces 
of ore which have become detached from the 
parent mass in place and have traveled a 
greater or less tunce. They indicate the 
— of a vein and guide the prospector 

his discoveries. 
Tn the South claim, beside the marbles supposed to an- 

derlie the surface croppings, chrome iron ore ts found as 
“ foat™ all over the surface, and at one point a d taf 
75 or 100 toms crops above the surface. O. & Geol. Surv., 
1897-08, p. 241, 

F pl. —— — — of 
ow-grade phosphates ground to an impalpa- 
ble powder, They are used with special ad- 
vantage in connection with green manures 
and in composts to render the phosphoric acid 
more available.— Sanaa float, in chem., a hol- 
fow ey tinder of glass, about two inches long and sealed at 

ends, of rather smaller diameter than the burette 
in which tt is placed and — — with uniform immersion 

veasured. It has in the liquid to be m a transverse mark at 
about the middle of fts 1 ‘The graduation of the 
hurette is read off at the level corresponding to the mark 
upon the float. This little appliance pertoita a reading 
to be made without error, due to the meniscus surface 
of the Hquid. 

float-boat (flét’bat), ». An old name for a 
ship's long-boat: so ealled because in some 
circumstances it was not hoisted on board, but 
towed astern; a raft for transporting cargo 
and passengers. 
float-carbureter (fldt’kiir”bi-ret-ér), n. See 
*carbureter. 
float-chamber (flét’chim’ bér), #. Thechamber 
surrounding a float, as in certain forms of 
float-traps, float-valves, etc. 

float-cut (flot’kat), a. Single-cut; cut in one 
direction only: used in connection with files, 
to distinguish from double-cut. 

floater, ». 5. A dead human body found float- 
ing in the water, [U. 8.J—6, In Mississippi 
and Tennessee, a representative in the Si 
legislature who may be elected indifferent! 
from either of two or more counties.—7, 
vat in which hides are tanned, C. T. Davis, 
Manuf, of Leather, p. 403,.—8, A cask, buoy, 
or other hermetically sealed vessel containing 
messages or records and left to drift on the 
ocean surface in the hope that it will be found 
by others, See *drifter. Geog. Jour, (R.G. 8.) 
XII. 527.—9. A floating island. [Louisiana.] 
Occasionally some of the land is torn away and becomes 

an bland. Such islands are leet tiger ga or floaters, 
e 

10. On the —2 a certificate, bond 
or other paper, especially one not officially 
funded or listed, that is accepted as a recog- 
nized security. 
On the Stock where slang aboundks, ' floaters 

ia a term which pazale outsidern, F are 
exchequer bills and similar anfunded stock. 

Temple Bar Mag., Feb,, 1871, p. 320, 

float-feed (flét’féd), ». A device in which the 
flow or feed of a liquid is controlled by the 
rise and fall of a float; specifically, a device 
for carburetting an air-current in motor-cars, 
or in internal-combustion engines, in which 
the rising of the level of the liquid line 
raises a valve to close the flow from the inlet, 
and a lowering of the level opens the flow 

in, Much used in modern motor-cars. The 
utomobile, May 2, 1003, p. 478. 



float-gage 
float-gage (flét’giij),m. Same as floating gage. 
floating, ». 8. The process of fattening oysters 
and seallops by placing them fn fresh or brack- 
ish water, thus causing the tissues to become 
distended. See float, »., 1 (ve), and float, vr. 4, 
$3. Also known as fattening, laying out, and 
plumping. 

battery. (0) Same aa De la Mive'e ® ring, 
re Floating fly. Same aa # dry. y— Roasting piste. 
Same as ® float. 15.— Ploating policy. See * poticy®. 

float-key (fot’ké), mn. Asliding key; afeather: 
a spline: a key which can move axially in # 
groove or keyway. 
foat-quarts (flot’kwarts), ». See float-min- 
erat, 

float-stage (flot’staj), ». Araft; aconstruction 
of timber, or of barrels and timber; a floating 
stage; a buoyant = held to a vessel's 
side by painters, or by fore-und-aft gays, and on 
which footing is obtained by men at work upon 
the outside of the ship. 

float-trap ‘flot’trap), n. A device for auto- 
matically discharging. by the aid of the steam- 
pressure, the water of condensation from a tank 
or pipe-line, 
ing or falling of afloat attached to it. 

float-valve (flét‘valy). », A valve to which 
is attached a float for regulating the flow of a 
liquid. Asthe level of the liquid changes, the 
float rises or falls, thus closing or opening the 
valve. 

flob (flob), v. [Also flub; imitative: ef. flop.) 
I, intrans. 1. To flop; bang.—2. To puff; 
swell, Compare */lub, 

Il, trans. To putf; cause to swell. (Prov. 
Eng. in all *7 

flocculate (flok’i-iat), v. A. [flocen!(us) +-ate®.) 
To form visible loose, light masses, or floceuli, 
as of clay in soil-water or of nitrogenous sub- 
stances in milk. The addition of lime or salt 
causes soil-water to flocculate; ammonia pre- 
vents the flocculation or breaksitup. A sheet 
of uniform stratus cloud often floceulates with 
numerous cirro-cumulus or alto-cumulus clouds 
arrange] in rank and file, 

Socoulency (flok’a-len-si), mn. Same as floceu- 
nce. 

flocculous (flok’ii-lus), «. [floccul(ns)+-one.] 
Resembling or of the nature of floceuli; floe- 
cnlose. 

us, ". 5. in astron., a name given b; 
Hale to cloudy wisps, bright or dark, wit 
which the sun's surface appears to be covered 
when photographed with the spectroheli ph 
by the light of some special wave-length, as, 
for instance, through a line in the spectrum due 
to some special element such as caleium, hy- 
drogen, or iron. —Pissure of the flocoulus. See 
& fesura floceuli, Astrophysical Jour, Jan., 1904, p 42 

flock-duster (flok’dus‘tér), ». A duster adapt- 
ed to shredding and dusting wool flock. Also 

(flok’ing), a. 1. The act of removing 
flocks from a fabric. See — — 
2. A collection of damaged or broken cotton 
fibers from the cowbing-needles of a cotton- 
combing machine, It is liable to be formed 
when the needles are imperfectly adjusted, 
— — (flok’dp‘nér), ». Same as *flock- 

ter. 

flocoon (Ao-isn’, a FF ferns floc, ¢ Li. floe- 
cna, J e filamentous, waxy 
secretion of certain plant-lice, especially of 
those of the subfamilies Chermesinge and I’em- 
higine. 
tz, n. See lets. 

flog, v. t.—To flog the to move the hands forward 
surreptithonsly and this shorten the time oue haa to be 
on duty. (Siang,] 

flogger, n. 3%. In bridge, a separate score-sheet 
or-book in which the winnings and losings on 
eavh rubber are entered. Also called wash- 
book. 

flood, ».—Main flood, (0) High water. (0) A larwe, 
broad body of water; main thle. (¢) The main ocean; 
uainses. X. M. D. 

flood, r. t. 2. See *splash, 4. 
flood-arch (fud’iireh), n. One of the arched 
openings in a bridge or viaduct over a valley 
or lowland through whieh flood-water may 

during high water: used in distinction 
From a channel arch, whieh spans the channel 
and through which water continuously or usu- 
ally flows, 

flood-board (flud’bard), A. One of several 
boards or timbers placed horizontally one on 
another between suitable supports or piers, 
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usually on the top of a permanent dam, wall, cerned with the floor, as the pavement, 
dike, or bulkhead, to confine flood-waters tem- stringers, and floor-beams, and in railroad- 
porarily. —_— also the ties, rails, and guard-rils; 

flood-dam (flud’dam), ». See *splash-dam. in distinetion to the trusses or arches, 
whose fanction it is to support the floorway. 
The floor of the bridge, which is supperted apen the 

crown of the arches and upon steel bents extending fm 
the arches to the remy, provides for a driveway 215 
feet in width, and two footways for foot passengers 5 feet 
io width, making a total width of doorway of 41.3 beet, 

Sei. Amer. Sup., May 2, V8, p. 

See *falus, 

flood-ground (fiud’ground), ». The portion of 
a river valley which becomes submerged in 
times of flood; a flood-plain or river-flat. Dana, 
Manual of Geol. (4th ed, ), p, 193, 

flood-hatch (flud’hach),#. A sluice or gate, 
usually rectangular and of timber, — in 
vertical ves or ways ina bulkhead ordam floose (flie), m. 
impounding water, for the purpose of closing Ploral zone. See *-ove. 
a flood-opening; a flood-gate: to be opened floran (flo’ran), m. [Of undetermined (Cor- 
ne during floods, to prevent the water nish?) origin.] In miaing, tin ore whieh is of 
above the dam irom reaching an undesirable fine grain or which has been vory finely 
height. . stamped. 

ng, *. 3, A method of applying water floreate, floriate (fl0’ré-, flO’ri-at), o.; pret. 
for irrigation by permitting it to spread and pp. floreated, floriated, pr. foreating, 
over nearly level ground, with or without re- floriating. I, itrans. To flower out; blossom. 

The valve is operated by the ris- ff 

straining cheeks or amall dikes built of earth, 
In wild flooding the water i turned upon the field and 
— ya hoe or shovel, without the previous constrinc- 

1of checks In the check or block system Une land ts 
graded toa certain extent and the water controlled by 
checks or dikes, (fiud*i — — 
—— ud‘ing-dam), m. nother 
name for *flood-dam, ——— Noter, U. vi. 

flood-loam (fud‘lém), ». A fine silt deposited 
on the flood-plain of a river in time of over- flore pleno (flo’ré plé’nd). 
tlow. Svience, June 21. 1901, p. 988, 
floodometer (Hu-dom’e-tér), n A or in- 
strument for indicating the height of water in 
a stream subject to floods, 
fleod-pipe (flud’pip), ». A pipe by means of 
which some place is flooded,— flood- 

(naval, one of a setof pipes leading from a sea- 
valve to am ine by means of which sea-water is ad 
mitted to food the smununition-roous when the wagazine 
flood-cock is opened. 

flood-plain (flad’plin), a. A nearly level al- 
luvial plain formed by deposition of land waste 
by sa or aggrading streams during times 
of flood. 
Sweeping up from th dy shores of the sem 
kt remain 

Pop. Set. Me., March, 190, p. 387, 

flood-plane (flud’plin). ». The highest level 
to whieh water rises during a time of flood. 
Such levels are often recorded by flood-marka, 
or bench-marks eut into stone walls, wooden 
posts, or bialdings. 

r, v., 5. (6) In wood ship-building, sane 
as ~timber, (c) In iron ship-building, the 
bottom part of a frame, consisting of the floor- gori 
a frame-bar, and the reverse frame-bar,— 
0. A unit formerly used in the measurement 

of excavation and embankment. Its magnitude 
was different in different localities, bat wae generally 
equivalent toa pric of earthwork 14, though sometimes 
D0, feet square, and | foot In depth. 

fi machine (S6c"ing-me-shte® ), « In 
wood-working, » machine for planing and finish- 
ing flooring, cviling. siding, and casing. It is 
essentially a planer and mateher, 

~plate (flér’ing-plit), ». One of the 
lates which underlie the ambulaeral grooves 

in the class Edrioasteroidea, They are mostly 
arra in double series, and resemble the 
ambulacral ossicles of the Asteroider. 

floor-light (flér‘lit), ». A piece of glass, or a 
frame with —— of glass, let into a 
— to allow of the transmission of light from 
above. 

floor-plan (fidér’plan), ». In arch., a drawing 
which shows the plan of one story, espeelally 
with reference to those parts which are in 
eonnection with the floor rising out of it. Thas 
the dotted lines indicating patterns of the ceiling and all 
indications of objects several feet above the door have no 
necesdary place fn a floorplan, 

floor-plate (ate yt. wn. 1. A foot-plate; a 
late, ngually of iron or stee) but sometimes 
ailt up of boards, used asa flooraround engines 

and boilers. The use of such plates permite of easy 
access to pipes placed benenth them, as they are wenally 
held in place only by their own weight. 
2, A massive plate usually of east iron, with 
slots on its ~ wr face, forming part of the 
floor of a machine-shop, so that work can be 
bolted to it. 

floor-push (flér’pish), #. An electric push- 
button inserted in the floor of a room and 
operated with the foot, 

floor-rest (flor’rest), ». A heavy standard 
which rests on the floor and supports the tool- 
rest fora hand-lathe. It te weed by pattern-makers 
for turning lange pieces, stich as My-wheela, ete. the bed 
ot ies lathe being cut away to permit such lange work to 
swing. 

floorway (flér’wi). ». In bridges, that part of 
the construction which is immediately eon- 

Florentine, ». 4. [/.c.] 
— Florentine school of 

florette (fld-ret’), ». 

Baring-Gould, 
II. trans. To decorate with flower-patterns. 

floreation, floriation (flé’ré-, flo‘ri-A’shon), ». 
tlertis, 
me as *fanchownetie. 

See Rpainting 
Florentine school of sculpture, See #eci/ptwrr. 

tine twill,» Same as Momseinne re-tyenll. 
[L., abl. of fog ple- 

wus, ‘full flower’) With the flower full: used 
in sort, with reference to flowers which have 
the petals (or in composites the rays) multi 
plied so as to fill the whole disk: double-flow: 
ered ; double. 

scence, », 2, A flowering or blossoming 
out; growth; development; maturity. 

The age of greatest (artistic) ferracenee all ever the area. 
Enewe. Erit., XXXL 8 

[F., dim. of fleur, OF, 
flor, flower.) A French coin of the time of 
Charles VI, equal to 20 deniers: se called from 
the three fleurs«de-lis crowned on the obverse. 

floretum (fli-ré’tum), ».: pl. florete (-th). (NL, 
€ L. flos (flor.), flower, + -etum.] A botanical 
garden limited in its scope to the svientifie eul- 
tivation of flowers, 

Deeoration with flower- 

orida bean, caper-tree, etc. See #hewrm!. «te.— Flor- 
ida clover. See Mrehurdauwin, 

floridean ‘fi6-rid‘é-an), a. Of or belonging to 
the Floridew.—FPioridean pit. See #p0!)- 

Floridian —— tn Amer, geol., a series of Miocene Ter- 
tiary beds extending through the Atlantic Mates, They 
abound tp marine fossils, and have been divided lete a 
number of subordinate groupe, 

d-song (flor’id-séng), #.  Figurate or con- 
trapuntal music, as distinguished from pir 

phic (flé-ri-graf’ik), a. [L. flow (flor-). 
flower, + Gr. ppagrn, write.) Of or pertaming 
to — ig J or Hterature in rene to tlow- 
ers. G. 8S. Hull, Adolescenee, TL 209. 

florin. ». 5. A Polish silver coin of the value 
of about 12 United States cents.— Double fori, 
an English silver coin of the value of four shillings, aathee- 
Leed in TS8T. 

floristic (fj-ris’tik), a. [flera + istic.) Hav- 
ing in view, or — related to, a sem: 
o ecological, e@ ®phytogrography. 

flo: (fip-rik’ti-kal-i), nn In a floris- 
ie view. F. &, Clements, 

ca (fld-ris‘tiks), #. pl, Same as floristic 
*phytogeography. 
The species, considered primarily with referener b 

numbers, would be re: ited by distribution ar fore 
ties, Pownd aad nts, Phytogeog. of Neb, p 

florula {fior’a-lp), n.; pl. florule (-lé). [NL, 
dim. of flora, flora.) A little flora, as of * 
limited area or, in fossil plants, of a particular 
locality; either the plant content or the sy 
tematic exhibit. 

florule (flor’al), ». (NL. florwla.) Same a+ 
*florula, Amer, Jour, Sci., Dec, 1, p. 41. 

flory-boat (flo’ri-bdt), n. [Origin of flory- uw 
known.) A small boat emploved im carryin 
passengers between a vessel and the shore. 

floscelle (flo-sel’), nm. II. floscelfus, dim. of 
los, flower.) In certain of the eebinoids of 
sea-urehins, an arrangement of the ambulacra! 
rosette around the peristome in which the am 
bulacra are depressed and the intervening 
areas projected into lip-shaped ridges. 

floscule (fos’kul). », 2. Any rotifer of the 
family Flosenlariide, 

flosculus (flos’ki-lus), #.; pl. flosewli (-li). [1 
Nosculus, a little flower: see floseule,] A tibe- 
lar organ with a central style at the amus of 
certain homopterous insects of the family /- 
goride. Kirby and Spence. 
oss,» 4, The loose silk whieh envelop: the 
eocoon-pod of the silkworm. 



floss-silk 

n, 2, Loose or broken filaments ot 
silk from the cocoons.—3. A soft, coarse 
yarn made from silk and used iv i 
shawls, — and ordinary silk fabries. 

flotation,». 3. The act of launching, or ‘float- 
ing,’ a new enterprise, a loan, a new issue of 
stocks or bonds, or the like.— Center of flotation. 
See *ernterl.— Curve of flotation. See ®eurre— Bur~ 
face of tion, in mceal arek., in the theory of the 
unresisted rolling of a vessel, the surface for: by the 
envelop of the load-water planes of a Vessel. 

flounce?, ». 2. In suddlery, a covering for a 
— — either of leather or bearskin. 

nt. Arctic fi , Ramall fonder, Lin 
wetter glacialia, found in arctic seas. — Bel- A 
a species of founder, Liogwettn patrons, found along the 
New England coast ; the fernale is nearly scaleless.— Pour- 
spe flounder, a species of Sounder, Maralichthye 
offtongus, found along the Atlantic const from Cape Cod to 
Cape Hatteras — Peacock flounder, a large yecien of 
flounder, Matephrys lunatua, found fn the Weet Indies : 
it is remarkable for the curved streaks of blae scattered 
over the bexly.— Pole , the deep-sea flounder, 
flyptocephatia eynaeansa, of the North Atlantic. 
Southern founder, laralichthya lethostiona, a tlowumber 
found om the South Atlantic coast of the United States,— 
tarry , & large, coarse floander, Mtatichthys 

wtetlatus, with black spate + 
Summer flounder, the common large tloander, Paralieh- 
thywa dentatus, found fram New York soathwant along 
the Atlantic coast. See cut at Paralichthye — Winter 
flounder, the small rough scaled flounder, Paewd is 
necles americanus, common along the New England coast, 

> te flour, « trade-name for the third of the 
three grades inte whieh wheat four is commercially di- 
Vide. See patent ®ptowr and straight #Aowr.— Flour of 
rocks, Sce ®reed-owr.-Graham flour, unbolted 
wheat flour or wheat meal, retaining the bran: used in 
making brown bread (which see, Gnder open — 
Patent flour, flour made from wheat by roller-milling 
inetead of by grinding between mlllstoges; the first 
of the three grades into which flour is commercially 
divided. Roller-process flour, flour made by the roller 
process (which see, under *procese)— Standard flour, 
as defined by the United States De vent of Agrrictal- 
ture, four prepared from standard wheat, and containing 
hot more than 15 per cent. of moisture, not leas than 4.5 
per cent. of protein, and mot bess .4 per cent. of aah, 
— Straight flour, a trade-name for the second of the three 
grades into which wheat flour is commercially divided. 
See potent #Mour and clear *four, 

flour- ,%. 2. Any one of several beetles @ 
of the genus Tribolinm, as T. ferruginenm and 
T. con m.— Broad-h & CORIO orned flour-beetle, 
politan beetle, Krhecerns cormutres, mited in its distribu. 
thon En the United States to the towns, and found 
te ground cereals of various sorta.— Confused flour- 
beotle, a cosmopolitan beetle, Tribeliem confirum, oe 
et ingrain of all ki usually following the attacks 

e¢ grain-weevila, lta principal — is done to 
.— Depressed a coammopolitan beetle, 

Palorne subdeprenus— Rust- ir~bi 
most abundant of the flour-beetles, Tritton ferrus 
gineum, occurring in various stored cereal products in 
most parts of the world. — ed flour-| 
Echocerua mazitioena,— Bm: , Ube 
stnallest of the tenebtrionid four-beetles, Jtalorue ratze- 
burgi. 

flour-moth (flour’méth), ». Any one of several 
small moths whose larvw feed on flour, as the 
indian-meal moth, Plodia in anetella, or the 
meal snout-moth, /yralis forinalis,— Mediter- 
ranean fiour-moth, « cosmopolitan phycitid moth, 

Medirerrancan Flour moth (Ff paeitia #uedmiella), 

@. moth, ¢. larva) ¢. pups. ealargedi ¢, aon coe of larea, 
2 AY more cularged, (Chittenden, 1. 5. 

eatin iwehniella, which does t damage in Sour 
milla, The larvae form —— silken tabes in whieh 
they feed. The infested four becomes felted together and 
lampy, and clogs the milling — 

weevil (Uour wo vl. n. y one of the 
flonr-beetles. 

flour-worm (flour’wérm),». The larva of any 
one of the flour-moths or tlour-beetles. 

flow}, r. i. 8. Inthe differential caleutus, to en- 
large (or diminish) continuously, that is, by 
infinitesimal increments (+ or —). 

flow!,n. 9, Aquicksand. [Seoteh.]— Epb-and- 
flow structurs. Scr *rb}. Flow of marble, in svot., 
the gradual bending of deformation of marble, either 
nunately when in blocks at the surface or in mass amd 
more extensively when barted beneath a heavy load of 
overlying strata: dae to the plasticity developed under 
strain. Netwre, July 0, let, p, 241.—Tube of flow. see 
wrivhe. 

, a 2 In mech. gradea! internal 
motion or deformation, without fracture, of a 

found in the North Pacitte.— flo’ 
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viseous solid such as asphalt. Zone of flowage, 
in geed., the deepest of the three zones into which 
eurth’s crust is conceived tobe divided with regard to the 
deformation of rocks. In the zone of flow the rocks 
are confined on all sides, yet lowded yond their reais 
tance as determined at the surface, Tow ernerts 
therefore develop a viscous tlow in these solids. © 
upper limit of the zone of fowage varies in depth, ac- 
comling to the nature of the rock, from 500 meters for soft 
shales to 10,000 ineters for firm granites. The correlative 
nomes are the tone af fracture and the mired Zone af 
Sracture anal fowege. eters Were saggested by C. 
R. van Hise, 

flow-blue (f8‘blé), ». In ceram., blue color 
which spreads or flows more or less through 
the glaze which is placed upon it. Also called 
flown blue, 

flow-dike (fl’dik), ». A shallow artificial 
channel to convey running water: generally 
employed in drainage. [Obsolete.] 

Flower of chi . See wehiralry.— Flowers of ar- 
senic, of ocher, *ureenic, wocher. 

flower-basket (flon’ér-bas*ket), mn. 1. A bas- 
cat which flowers are held,— 2, A hexacti- 
nellid sponge, Kuplectella agpergiilum, Also 
called Femus’s flower-basket. 
wer-beetle (flou’ér-bé’tl), ». Any one of 

many beetles which habitually frequent or 
feed upon flowers. A number of scarubeeld beetles 
of the tribe Cetouiinae have this habit, as the hernait 
flower-beetle, Ormoderma eremicala, the rough thower- 
beetle, O. ecobra, the bamble flower-beetle. mee. were 
jada, aml the sul fowerbectle, Ruphoria melanchotica, 
Many of the Nalachiide and Clerida@ are also fhower- 
eotles, and certain species of the firefly family, Lawnpy- 

rida, particularly of the subfamily Telephorina, which 
contains the s~-ealled soldicr-beetles, f on pollen and 
are called fower-beetles. — flower-beetie, « 
western United States scaraleeid beetle, Hoplia callipyye, 
which feeds on flowers, 

flowerer, ». 2. A person employed to paint 
flowers op pottery. [Eng.]} 

This lust was asually done by women *doaurerers,’ who 
scratched a rough fh pattern inte the body of the ware 
and rubbed a little mifre or powdered cobalt glass over 
the incisions, a kind of cerunic tattooing whieh waa 
largely practised at Burslem about 17) 

dt L. Hobwon, in Burlington Mag., IV, 148 

owering, n. 3, The spawning of pelagic 
fishes, which sometimes cover large ses 
the surface of the sea with their spawn.— 4, 
The — of the surface of lakes and 
other large bodies of fresh water due to the 
occurrence of considerable quantities of algw, 
usually blue-green forms. 
flower-midge (flou’ér-mij), a. A midge that 
infests flowers.— Glover flower-midge an American 
cecidomytid tly, Daeynevra trifold, which breeds in the 
flowers of red clover. Formerly called clower seedmidge. 

flower-of-Jove (flou’ér-ov-jov’), m. The rose- 
campion, Lychnis Flos-Jovis. Also Jupiter's- 
lower. 
—— ods (Aouꝰbr· qv.vu. odaꝰ), w. 
See * Disa, with eut. 

flower-show (flou’ér-shd), A. A publie exhi- 
bition of flowers and flowering plants, 

flow-gate (fl6’git), ». A long gate at the side fi 
of dcr from which ies molten metal 
flows into the mold at several points. 

flow-glaze (85° glds), n, Aglaze on —— or 
porcelain which flows down the sides of the 
veasel, grr in streaks of different colors. 

flow-line (f6'lin), ». In igneous rocks, one 
of & number of streaks or bands of different 
color, or parallel arrangement of crystals, 
which indicate the direction of differential flow 
or planes of movement along which the molten 
magma spread or flowed during its eruption 
just before its solidification, See fluidal struc. 
ture, 

flow-structure (flé’struk’tir), 
— a ec ap — 

xX, . Asimp spelling of phlox, 
FP. L. 8. An abbreviation of Fellow of the Lin- 
awan Society. 

fluatation (f-d-ta’shon), ». A trade-name for 
treatment with so-called ‘fluate’ solution, See 
* fuate, 2. 

fluate, ». 2. A trade-name for a solution of a 
silico fluoride (salt of hydrofluosilicie acid) 
proposed for use by brushing over the surface 
of building-stone in order to close the pores 
and protect the stone from disintegration, 

fluate (f’at), 0. t.; pret. and pp. flrated, pyr. 
fluating. To treat with the so-called ‘fluate’ 
solution. See * flwate, 2. 

n, Same as 

fluavil (#'a-vil), ». [Appar.<L. fl-ere, flow, + 
FP, ae(al), down, +-i.] That portion of crude 
gutta-percha which is dissolved by boiling ab- 
solute aleoho! and which remains in solution 
after alban has separated out on cooling. 

flub flub),r. (Var, of Aob.) Tobang; flop. 
[Prov. Eng.) 

fluke 
flub (fiub), n. [flub, vr.) Same as foocle, 2. 
fluce (fits), ». See * falus. 
Pluctuation structure. Same as fluidal struec- 
ture. 

fiue*, flew (flU), ». [Also flere; ME. flea, 
How; related to MD, elwire, a fishing-net, D. 
Jloww, asnipe-net, P. Au. a net (Boiste). Origin 
obseure.) A fishing-net, stationary or used as 
a drag-net. 
flue-chamber (fi’chim*bér), ». A chamber 
or enlarged section in an exbaust-flue, formed 
to secure a thorongh mixture of the fuel-gas 
with oxygen, or else to diminish the velocity 
of flow of the gas, so that dust or solid mutter 
carried with it may have time to settle and be 
precipitated out. 

flue-cure (flé’kir), 7. Inthe tobacco industry, 
to cure (tobacco) in a close barn by artificial 
heat distributed by flues of stone, brick, or 
iron, Flue-curing is practised upon * bright- 
yellow’ tobaecos. See *tobacco. 

flue-dust (fi’dust), ». The dust which collects 
in the flue of a metallurgical furnace, and 
which contains some very fine particles of 
metal, usually in the form of oxids, 

(fl5’gus), ». Any mixture of gases 
from the flues of smelting-works or other 
ehemical factories. 
flue-heater (fi’hé‘tér), n. 1, A device for 
heating a tlue or air-shaft to promote the cir- 
culation of air.—2, A heater for feed-water 
or other material placed in the channels or 
——— carrying hot gases from a furnace. 
uellen, ».— Kickria Bla. 
tine, & plant of the fiewort funtly having helry stems and 

Ct triangular hastate leaves, native of Asia, 
but naturalized in Earope and in North America fre 
Can to North Carolina. 

flue-net (flé’net), rn. Same as* fine. Hebak- 
huk, i. 15 (margin). 

fluent, ¢. 4. In fluxions, enlarging (or dimin- 
ishing) continuously, that is, by infinitesimal 
increments (+ or —). 

flue-pipe (fli’pip), ». 
pipel, 2. 
uée-register (fii ‘ rej‘ is-tér), v. 
building, same as flre-stop, 

flue-scraper (flii’skri’pér), ». A device for 
cleaning the small flues of #« multitubular 
boiler, It consists of pieces of sheet-metal twisted into 
a helix of the diameter of the inside of the fue, or of 
brushes of wire of scraping-edges, and fastened to a rod 
long enough to reach Unoagh Ure fie fru end te end, 
Mexlern scrapers are often revolving devices driven by a 
moter and pashed through the tube while in motion. 

flue-sheet (fé’shét), ». The plate into which 
the flue or flues of a boiler are fastened, In 
some cages it ia ulao the tube-shect, 

flue-way (flé’wa), », The opening through » 
furnace or ventilating flue; a furnace or ven- 
tilating flue, 

-wheel ee n, In leather- 
.» & wheel for smoothing or brushing the 

C. T. Devis, Manuf. 

fluffment (fuf’ment), ». aff + —— 1. 
Light, loose talk or material. Cumberiand, 

J—2. Fuss or fussiness in either dress or 
— A. E. Barr, in The Century, XXXIX. 
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In organ-building, See 

In organ- 

ma 
flesh side of shee 
of Leather, p. 511. 

fluid. I. a.—Finuid measure. Same us apothecurie® 
measure (which see, under meaeure). 

q. nal re fiuid. —* * * 
broap eid, — uid, a serum containing the 
toxins of the erysipelas streptococcus and of Bagillus 
prodigious, employed In the treatment of maroon and 
other malignant growths, — Plax of a fluid, in ihe 
flow In enbic centimeters per second through any fimagi- 
nary surface in a Guid rons ; the surface int of tab 
velocity over such astrface.— Pasteur’s fluid» nutrient 
solution weed for the cultivation of bacteria and other 
micro-orranieme, supposed to contain all the elements of 
protop 

fuidally (f16'i-dal-i), ade, In the manner of 
a flu ii 

fluidiform (f%-id’i-form), @. [L. fuidus, fuid. 
forma, form.) Of fluid form; gaseous; 

ethereal; intangible, 
vn. 2. Same as bumeralienr. 

fluke!, ». 6. A result of acendent or lucky 
chance rather than of skill.—7. A failure, 
as of a vacht-race for lack of wind.— Mush- 
room fluke, the circular iron flange of tinbrelia sluape at 
the end of & miedineim-anchor eliank or atem. A titinde 
root anchor has tee atock, 

fluke!, v. ¢. 2. In «hooting, to hit by a chance 
shot. 

Plofieg kangaroos at 900 cr 400 yvarile be trot oxleilernt- 
ing epert, ae anyone might anderstamd! if le tried cata. 
Pultiag grasshoppers nt fab, 

FG, Aflate, ia Switheontan Rep. 191, pp. ee, 



fluke 
filuke?, 8* fiuke. Same as lung te fluke.— 

Cpiat noverea 
a tremateid worm found in the liver of man and dogs ip 
India. Itis from 9 to 12 millimeters long.— Lung fluke, 
Distomaringeri. 

fluky, «. 3. Uncertain; shifty: said of the 
wind. Also 4 

flume, ». An inclined trough in which 
water runs, used in transporting logs or tim- 
bers.— Rating flume, conduit or long box, cruelty 

lar in section, forming part of an # ting enn 
or diteh and 75 for parpose of showing the 
5* of water flowing through the canal of ditch. 

flume is rated by sultable measurmenta, that is, the 
relation of height of water to quantity in the fume & 
ascertained anil indicated by marks on M. M. 
Wilson, Irrigation Engineering, p. 94. 

flume, v. I. trans. 2, In hembering, to trans- 
port, as logs or timbers, by a flume. 
I. intrans. 1. To conduct a channel or 

eanal, by a flume, along an artificial tem- 
porary construction in situations where an 
earth or masonry channel cannot readily be 
secured by excavation and embankment.— 2, 
To build a flume or artificial channel and its 
supporting construction. 

¢ sides, 

The original acheme was to develop the Coquitlam by 
fuming along tee steep hillside a distance of abort seven 
miles, Kloet. World and Engin., May 10, 1988, p. S37. 

fluming, ». 2, An artificial channel and its 
supporting construction, generally of timber: 

to conduct a stream or canal in situa- 
tions where an earth or masonry channel ecan- 
not readily be secured. 

, a 4, Acabin waiter on a passenger- 
veasel, 

fino-aluminate (f1"6-a-ld’mi-nat), n. Inchem., 
& compound of aluminium fluoride with the 
fluoride of a more electropositive metal, as 
the mineral eryolite, sodium and aluminium 
tiuoride, 

fluocalcium (fli-$-kal‘si-um),#, Incheni., same 
as *calcinm fluoride. 

fluoniobate (fli-6-ni’d-bat), ».  [luo(ride) + 
niob(inm) + ate.) In chem., a compound of 
niobium fluoride with a fluoride of a more 
electropositive metal : also called niobifuoride 
or niobioftuoride. 

fluoradelite ((li-}-rad’e-lit), u. Same as *¢il- 
asite, 
finoramide (f4-6-ram‘id).n. In chem, an ox- 

losive liquid of ofl consistency said to bave 
area obtained by electrolysis of a solution of 
ammonium fluoride. The name implies the presence 
of hydrogen as a constituent. snbetance has also 
been called nitrogen fucride, on the assumption that it 
— nitrogen and fuorin only, Its existence in 

flnoran (fli’d-ran), n. d fluor(ide) + -an.] A 
crystalline compound, Cop Hy Ox formed to- 
gether with phenolphth ein, of which it is the 
an nyarid, 

fiuoranthene (fli-6-ran’thén), ». { ‘wor(ide) 
+Gr. dvfoc, flower, + -ene.] A solid hydro- 
earbon, Cy; Hyp, found in coal-tar, in Amer- 
ican petroleum, and in the organic distillate 
obtained in the preparation of mercury from 
its ores in Idria, whenee its other name, idryl. 
It melts at 110° C, Sadtier, Handbook of 
Indust. Chem., p. 2. 

fluorapatite (fl-G-rap’a-tit).n. See *chlorap- 
atite, 
fluorate (f6’G-rat), ». [fuor(ide) + -atel.) In 
chem,, same as fluate: the correct modern 
term is fluoride, 

fluorene (fl6’6-rén), », [flwor(ide) + -ene.] A 
solid hydrocarbon, Cyz Hyp, contained in por- 
tions of coal-tar boiling at 300-400° C. If not 
quite pure it has a violet fluorescence. Also 
called orthodiphenylenemethane or 2.2'-methy- 
tenebiphenyl. Tt melts at 113° C, 

Fluorescence absorption, See *absorption, 
Fluorescent a scree usually of some material screen, 
pervious to X-rays, one side of which is coated with calciam 
tungstate, calcitm sulphid, barium platinoeyanide, or 
other substance Which Gaoresces unter the action of these 
mays or under other influences. When used in X-rmy ex- 
moinationw shadows appear on the screen, Similar 
screens are used in the spinthariscope, and in experi- 
mentation on luminescence, Sve also ®fworomope, 

fluorescer (fli-d-res’ér), ». A fluorescent sub- 
stance, Nature, March 31, 1904, p. 523. 
fu (flt-6-res‘in), a. [fluoresce + -in?.) 
A colorless crystalline compound, Cop Hy 405, 
prepared by the actionof zine dust and sodiam 
hydroxid on fluorescein. It melts at 126° 0. 

fiuor-herderite (fli-or-hér‘dér-it), n, See 
*herderite. 

fluoridation (6% 6-ri-d&’shon), ». In geol., 
the process whereby fluorin combines with 
bases, and more especially with calcium, to 
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_ fluorides. Fan Hise, U. 8. Geol. Surv., 
on phs, XLVIL. ii. 204. 

fluoride, ».—Stlicon fiuoride, in chem., a garcons 
substance obtained by nage | a mixture of fluor-spar 
and concentrated sulphuric acid with silica or any sti 
cate, Itisa colorless gas of irritant odor and high density, 
decomposed by water with formation of # jelly-like mass 
of silica or a silicic achd. 

fluorin, #1. After several pbortive or doubtfully aauc · 
cessful attempts by various chemists to isolate the ele- 
ment Suorth this result was finally attained by Mole 
gan in ea) 6 He submitted to electrolysis onk roa 
hydrofuorte acid in which a little potassium-hydrogen Fluotd 
fluoride had been dissolved, using a spectally constructed 
apparatus of platinam alloyed with iridiam. Plaorin 
so obtained ja a gas of pale greenish-yellow color, with a 
strongly feritant and penetrating odor, liqueflable at about 
—180 C, under al heric pressitre, and Intensely active 
in ite chemical relations to other substances. It oorm- 
bines even in darkness with hyd with violent det- 
onation ; silicon, boron, arsenic, antimony, sulphur, and 
fodine take fire spotaneoasly in the gus; and it decom- 
poses water with liberation of oxygen in Ube form of oaone, 

Vith oxygen itsctf fluorin will not combine, 

stances by the action of silver fluoride. Also 
called frifluor methane, 

fluoroformol (f6 /% 6-r6-fér’ mol), n. IAuoro⸗ 
form + -ol.] e trade-name for fluoroform 
(CHF,) in dilute solution in water: recom- 
mended for medical use as an internally ad- 
ministered — in pulmonary phthisis. 
Also called fuory!. 

fluorography (fli-d-rog’ra-fi), m. [fluor(ide) 
+ Gr. -ypagea, ¢ ypagéev, write.] The process of 
etching on a surface of glass by means of hy- 
drofiuoric acid. 

fluoro] (f15'6-rd1), n. [ fuer(ide) + -ol.] A 
two per cent. solution of sodium fluoride: used 
as an — om in place of corrosive sublimate 
and formaldehyde. 

fluoroline (f6'6-rd-lin), ». IAuorol + -ine?.] 
A volatile base, CyoH,gN, found in paraffin. 
oil from lignite coal-tar. It has the odor of 
quinoline. 
fluorometer (i$-d-rom’e-tér),», An appa- 
ratus for the determination of fluorin by the 
action of sulphuric acid upon a mixture of the 
substance with powdered quartz, the volume 
of the silicon tetrafluoride evolved being 
measured.— fluorometer, an apparatus used 
in conjunction wi -rays in bocating foreign substances 
in the body, or determining the nature of fractares or 
dislocations, 

fluorophore (fli’$-rd-far), u. — [fwor(escence) 
+ Gr. -depor, ¢ gépeew, bear.) An atomic group 
the presence of which in the molecule of a 
compound is supposed to cause the exhibition 
of fluorescence, Such —— are the ring 
structures in pyrone, acridine, anthracene, 
ete, Natwre, Nov. 5, 1903, p. 15. 

fluoroscope (fli’G-r6-skop), ». [_fluor(escence) 
+ Gr. cxorriv, 
view.) An ap- 
aratus de- 
signed for ob- 
serving the 
effect of the 
Réntgen rays 
by means of 
their action 
on a fluores- 
cent sub- 
stance. It con- 
ists canentially 
of a tube or box closed at one end by a sereen conted with a 
fluorescent substance, as tungstate of calcium. When an 
object, as the Teand, ed before a vacuurm-tabe is ob- 
served through the fuorvscope, the shadows of its parts 
that are not transparent to the X-rays are seen on the 
fluorescent sereen. 

fluoroscopic ({li’6-rd-skop’ik), a, Of or per- 
taining to the fluoroseope or to fluoroscopy. 
fluoroscopy (f%-(-ros’ko-pi), m. The art of 
using the fluoroseope or of examining by 
means of a fluorescent screen, the shadows of 
bodies exposed to X-rays. 

mH 4 [ fluor(ide) + Gr, fiuorotype (fl56-rd-Lip), m. 
rimog, type] In p 109s a photographic 
process in which sodium fluoride is used in 
sensitizing the paper. 

fluoryl (flé’6-ril}, ». [luor(ide) +-y!.] Same 
as *fuoroformol. 

cate, n. 1. (b) In chem., a compound 
= silicon — with a Mh FeedNak 
electropositive element, as i hy 
SiF,; also called silicofluoride. 

Fluoroscope, 

fluter 

fiuotantalate (fl5-6-tan‘ta-lat), m.  [ fluo(ride) 
+ tantalum + -ite?,] In chem., a compound 
of tantalum fluoride with a fluoride of s more 
electropositive metal: also called tantalo- 
woride, 
notitanate (f5-6-ti‘tan-it),». [lwo(ride) + 
titan(ium) + -atel,) 75 chem., Bi a und of 
titanium fluoride with a fluoride of a more 
eleetropositive metal; also called titanisuoride 
or titanofluoride, 

acid, in chem. compound of titaninum 
fluoride with hyd fluoride (hydrotlueric acid), 
HgTiFg = 2HF + TiFy; nlso called Aydrogen titerns- 
moride or fitanosl ide. It may be Viewed as derives 

from mnetatitanic acid (HgTiOg) by replacement of oxygen 
by fuorin, 

fluozirconate (fli-d-zér’ko-nat), ». [flue(ride) 
+ zircon(inm) + -atel.] In chem., a compound 
of zirconium fluoride with « fluoride of a more 
electropositive metal: also called circoni- 
uoride or zirconofiuoride. 
— v, and a, A simplified spelling of 

rish. 

tip (see the 

—— — 28 —— aan Don of the 
dash? foliage, ' 
ush?, r.1. 8, To put out a new growth, as 
plants which have been partially deprived of 
their foliage: especially applied to tea-plants. 

flushes the Rat gives the best ead, ad brings the highest en gives an a 
Prices. Kew Bulletin, 1s06, p. 1h. 

flush®, ».— Four in poker, cards of the 
wait: A babel Manisa hg Seber, @ finah of 
three cards only. 

fush-board (flush’bérd), n. Same as *flaxh- 
oard. 

flush-gate (flush‘gat), ». A gate, sluice, or 
—— ina — —— — or pipe- 
system, to be opened when desired to flush 
out the reservoir, the channel below the reser- 
voir, or the pipe-system. 
N th —— —— 

-tower (flush’ing-tou’ér), u. A post- 
or after-condenser; a condenser, in the — 
of a vertical box, used in the manufacture of 
sulphurie acid to condense the acid which is 
not condensed in the first condenser. 

flush-joint (flush’joint), mn. Tn masonry, a joint 
between stones or bricks which has been filled 
with cement or mortar so as to be flush with 

Flustrelia,(flus-trel ), (NL) Th (flus-trel’§), ». . e typi- 
* genus of the family Figwolian Gras, 

Plustrellidw (fius-trel‘i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ 
Flustrella + -idw.) A family of ctenostoma- 
tous gymnolematous Polyzoa, having the zo- 
ecia Immersed in a gelatinous crust, the ori- 
fice bilabiate, and larve with a bivalve shell. 
Flustretia ia the Sf gen genus. 

A ae u 

very great. Theos the older ‘direct flutes are also called 
straight, , or beaked : these were made in different 
sizes, with different fundamental tones, and were then 
distinguished as discant, alto, tener, and bass flutes, The 
transverse flute is also called traverse flute, Aut⸗ dowee, 
fauto travers, fute traversiere, German Mute, cross stute, 
etc, Inthe modern orchestra, besides the standard fate 
in C, the smaller size, called the octare or piccolo flute, is 
used; but in military bands several ¥ari are found, 
as the terz or tierce Aute, and the fourth or quart flute, 
the fundamental towes of which are Fy and F res ively. 
The old tute d' armour was an alto fate, ite fundamental 
tone being A, Ongan-stopes of a fluty tone are of two kinds. 
with stopped ar with open by wy and belonging properly 
to the stopped diapason and the open diapason classes re- 
spocti vely ane diapavon) Unfortunately, moet of the 
names u for these stope either have mo fixed and 
recognized meaning or —— fanciful.— Corno 
flute, See *corno-fute— e flute, a direct Mute 
with two tubes and (msually) a common mouthpiece. - 
Onion flute, a toy musical instrument of a sort repre 
sented by the kazoo.—Swiss flute. (@) An old mane 
for the transverse Mate. (5) In organ-tuilding, a foe- 
stop with open metal pipes of nurrow measure and pene- 
trating tone. 

flfitte-douce (fliit’dés), v. fF.) An old name for 
the transverse flute, and for an organ-stop 
imitating: it. 
ute-organ (fliit’ér’gan), ». A barrel-organ 
fitted with a set of pipes of flute-like tone. 

flute-pipe (flét’pip), ». In organ-building: (a 
Same as *flue-pipe. (b) Specifically, a pipe in 
any one of the many flute-stops. 

fluter, n. 3. In laundry-rork, a hand- or power- 
machine, consisting essentially of a pair of 



fluter 

corrugated rolls, used in forming flutings in 
fabries and clothing. 

flute-tool (flét’tél), ». Same weer 
a group of lines in 

the —85 of — whic } present the appear- 
ance of the duting of a column. 

a deposit of river sediment along 
the lower course of a etream formed thiv — inability 
of the stream to carry away ite overload; an accu. 
mulation of the sediments — 3 * within its own 

fuvioglactal tdo'eie-gia’sbil), a. (Le. flucius vi) *vi-0-g' shia 4. flue 
a river, + glacies, ice, + -al a Pertaining to 
the — mage of —* and glaciers. 
Scien 21 -— Fluvioglacial 
* oad. , & theory wh ch tnvelven th the action of 
ive, a Bowing water, and sometimes also of wind, 

which is advanced to explain — — de· 
2*4 eae have no connection with the underlying 
rock, loess of China is an example. 

—— — (Aðꝰ vi·õ· rat), a. IL. Auriu⸗ 
— + Br. yeagen, write. 7 An instrument * 
sed by W. M. Fuller for measuring and re- 

cording automatically the rise and fall of a 
river. The record is made at an observation 
— by the aid of an electric attachment. 
uviolacustrine lata Fp tmp a, [L 
‘fate, river, + lacustris, of a lake, + -ine!.) 
perf noting those sediments which are 

the result of flowing waters and partly 
es; such, for instance, as deltas formed 

gig and 
Text-book of Geo D nogg 

fuviology (f (fi8-vi-0l'5-3), nm, The science of 
rivers and streams, in their physical forms 
and actions, 

anon the oy tha 0 viva uae a: the will m tine rae 

—— to AO ita —— whether 
other stream or static water. 

Amer. Geol., Jan., 1004, p. 43 

Piuviomarine series, 1 name , sive by Edward Forbes 
to a series of Oligocene thin-bedded sediments in the 
Hampshire basin and on the sate oe enon England, 
whic! ee pare Ce haga and parti 
of fresh-water 4 eh pete hook ot Gs Geol, p. rind 
Suviometer — e-tér), n. (1s. Muvins, 
a river, + metrem, a measure.}] An apparatus 
for determining the height of water in a 
river; a * 

flux, *., oo) Continuous motion.—9. In 
— a colorless vitreous base, com 
of silica mixed with minium or red le 
potash or carbonate of soda. See A fondant, 
—10. In bot., the slimy exudation from —— 
in the bark of various trees.— Baumé's 

of I jake 
a — = Aged into beach 

flux. ie an wpowder of Celiac Aux * 
‘weelinc.— Plux density. wdensity.— Flux of & 
fluid, See *fuid.— Go Same as arenturin, 1.— 
Light f ——— the whole bear of light from a 

i he uantity of —— ene nay fy. 
fine aft ws asource of light divided by the time in whic 
itisgiven. The unit of flux ts called fumen. This is 

added to this magma.— 
Ux, Same as 

flux-root (fluks’riit), n. The pleurisy-root, As- 
clepias tuberosa, the root of which is used in 
dysente’ 

flux-turn (fluks’téern), n. In elect., the mean 
mequete flux through one turn of a coil mul- 
iptied by the number of turns. 

, ©. '—To fy up into the wind, to come up inte 
Ni act as —* the helm was to leeward; have 
—5** * point into the wind. 

fiy', n., 3. Same as ewiftl, a, 2% (i) Newt, ina 
screw. log. a ws lew copper cylinder about 10 inches long, 
having a number of Diades or fins twisted to a helix of 
uniform pitch which cause the log te make a revolution 
in traveling a certain distasice through still water. 
10. Naut., an old-fashioned name for the 
—— — rollway. See #roffiay. 

Ant-deoapita: tating fly, « phorid tly, —78 
—— whieh bape ita ane io the neck of the 

black carpenter-ant, Camponotus perneylernteus, The 
larva penetrates the head of the ant which eventunily 
becomes separated from the body. — Bi ith 
ayrphold tly of the family Piyerneniidge > ao called ‘from 
the very large eyes.— flack 4 (b> Same as collier 
wplant-louse,— Ciroular: a bowk- name 
for any dipterons tneeet ant the suborder —— 
(which Noa fy. Same as td rye. —GO) 
eyed , any henropterous Insect of the 
a Cary we cut under Chrtraops,—Grags- 

any cle of ve dig, species of the dipterois 
family steun By, whose ive in the eters of gram- 
inexnes ta, “bottle fly ony green sarcoplagid 
fy of the genus Lueiia * *5 closely allied genan 
Also w — tes fly, any oseinid tly of the 
genus Lippelates. ley * very niall fies which 
swarm about the eyes of haman beings and domestic 
es and are auppeded to transmit the disease known 

ink-« Phovide (bie fly, any true fy, at the 
fam -~ ich see) any of cl ne hong legged 

-machine, Remarkabl 
rd ying = attained: both with dirigibhe 
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pemasooerons dl ms insect of the 
—— —— gy A Culinas, 
, 5 Mycetephitider, or 

Moth-lik any member of the — family 
Pahotwe.— almer fiy. See . i—Balt- 
Water fiy, any fly of the family Hphudride whose 
larva breed in or alkaline water, —| 

atid’ : 
Chi — 

salt, brackish, 

veloping in the — ¢crew.worm Pt (Cary —— 
posterior nares enlarged. cd.” (Howard, U. S$. D. At : 
and  fauces,— 

b , any member of the di family 
(which see). — , any tra 

fly of the family (which see) — etree 
fly, an American fly 

ia bresicorada, which has a horn- > eae on 
erside of the head, on the tip of ‘which “the eye is 

situated. It is Tangloveinsd found on the leaves of skunk- 

5 Renee Nemestrinide rained By, any yale bead ty, f F 
any da ant cut — of the fainil 

5 tasers —— meter family aado white ys 
— White 

J “it? i opera 
he (see A ae 

Heaven. 
—— the family Aleyro- 
ifieally, i white fy of ‘he 

orange, Aleyrodes ostrk ellow-' 
mined fangee-gnat of the famil 

— ss with —** -fever outbreaks gave rise to the 
t the fly has no connection with the 

ever, 

fiy-amanita (fli’am-a-ni‘ti), ». See *Ama- 
nita and fly-agaric, 

fly-ball (hi bal), a. Having balls or we hts 
which fly outward from the action of centr 
gal force as they are revolved, 

low, *. II, a. Of the nature of flyblow: 
yblown. Mrs, Browning. 

fy-by-night (fli’bi-nit), a. A jib set like a 
studding-sail ; a aquaresnil set on some sloops 
when running before the wind, 

6r, ".— Great-crested atcher, Myiar- 
ua Cresifeee, species of the eas United States. 

— a0 Rast Ind lan bird of the gents 
Terpaiphone. See Terpeiphone. 

fly-eater —— au, Aemall Australian fly- 
ne. 

i 
ail like that of a —— nbs for 

ilies flies, 2 
* —JF A frame for transferring plate- 

Pinas to the’ grinding-bet 
fy-fungas('feng" 0s), n, Same as fly-agaric. 

* Amanita. 

sky-sormpers, 
except the skyaall, being to « certain extent —— 
aails claimed to have been carried on lofty ships ip former 
times. — Flying a ane Aying exon (which 
see, under column t flying, to hoist (a anil) from 
the deck to ite position 27 as, for instance, a maint ·· 
must staysail on a schooner, or a clab or sprit Gopal. 

-fish, *. 2, A small constellation of the 
southern arg — Piseis Volans. 
times simply Volans.—sharp-nosed fying fish 
a small — Teh, Mediater actus, found on both comte 
of tropical America. 

-homer (fli’ing-hé’mér), w. A homing. 
pigeon raised for fiying and not for its mar' 
ings or other points. 

Some- 

succemfal results 
balloons and with 

—— machines, See *#afr-ship, and *aero- 
ne 

-rings (fli‘ing-ringz’), ». pl. Apparatus 
in gymnasiums —— of wooden or iron 
rings covered with leather and attached to 
ropes suspended in pairs from beams or in a 
series. 

fly-mold ( fli’méld), n, The fangus, — 
muse, Which is parasitic on the anode 

fly-mushroom (fi’mush‘rim), 7. Same a Au- 
agaric, Seo *dnvanita, 

fly-off (fi’6r), ». That portion of the rainfall 
or precipitation upon the earth's surface whieh 

uleter- fe 

fodder 
is evaporated and returned to the atmosphere: 
distinguished from the rnv-off, or that portion 
of the rainfall which flows away from the sur- 
face to form rivers, J. W. Powell. 

fly-pulley (fli’pul’i), ». A pulley which is free 
to move — on the shaft. 

fy-table (fi‘té"b]), wn. 1. A table with flans or 
olding loaves,—2, The table on which printed 

sheets ace laid in order when they have been 
delivered by the fly, See cut of stop-rylinder 
machine under printing-machine. 

fly-tick (fli'tik), ». A larval mite, Trombidium 
muscarum, commonly found attached to the 
house-fly. 

fly-title ‘(fli’titl), a. The abbreviated title of 
a book on a fly-leaf before the full title-page. 

fiy-trap, un. 2, In bot,: (6) The pitcher-plant, 
rracenia purpurea ; also the trumpet-leaf, 8. 

flava, the tes 4 of whieh entrap flies and other 
insects. 

fiy- -weight (fli‘wiit),a. Having weights which 
ay out 2 ban ct are revolved,—Ply-weight gov- 

wheel, a fly-wheel made 
ay: whee — — is bs frequently done on 
ae meet gH aimee in one 

Pog A —— of ‘nour 
P. a An abbreviation (>) of Foreign Mission, 
fo. An abbreviation of folio, 

An abbreviation (b) of Foreign Office, 
foal, *.—To be in foal, to be t, as a mare 
foam-flower (fém‘flou’ér),n, The false miter- 
wort, Tiarella cordifolia: e named from the 
light — anne _ te color of its flower-clus- 
ters. 

oe min, — a, Specifically, noting a 
class ©} sectional ‘boilers in which each unit 
discharges the steam-gas formed in it into a 
chamber above the level of any water which 
may accumulate in the latter, The disen ment 
of from the water is Wierefore more tumultavtia, by 
reason of the small area of cross-section, than in the other 
type called ‘drowned,’ where the ends of the generating- 
sooty moe Selon the water —* and ** only — — — 
ron wal me rd area of the er * — large agrruen 

Focal disease. See *disrase.— Focal idea, focal sen- 
—— a sensation vr idea given in the state 
—— as the direct object of attention: 

* ryined iden or sensation Amer, Jovr, Pey- 
“x p28. Pagal i terval, the dis tance betwen 

of the two refracting surfaces of the segmentof a 
pa dog as the cormmea, See ®interval of Sturm,.— Focal 
— radii, See ®plane!, ete. 

—Abbe’s focimeter, an instrument de 
Vinod i 5*— (of Jena) for the detershination of the focal 
= of hoxses or lens-systema frown measurements of 

r magnifying power. 
— (f6’si-me’trik), a. [foctmetr(y) 
-i¢e.] Of or pertaining to focimetry or the foeim- 
eter. 

(f6-sim’e-tri), mn. [focimeter + -y3.) 
measuring the foeal lengths of mir- 

rors, lenses, or optical systems, 
focoid (f6’koid), m. [focus + cid.) One of 
the two circular points at infinity, or points 
where every cirele ina given plane meets the 
straight at infinity or figurative straight of 
that plane. 

~ focometric, a. Same as *focimetric, 
focometry (f6-kom’e-tri), un, Same as *focim- 
etry. 

wn. 5, In pethol., a center of morbid 
action: one of the primary 0 or principal lesions. 
Jour, Exper, Med, Nov, 29, 1901. p. 45. Actinic 

the foeia to which the ‘shorter PL chemically, 
nest active rays are gathered by a lets or optical system. 
The actinic focus, on accomntef the greater refrangibility 
of the chemically active rays, lies nearer to the lens than 
the soenthed option! foous.- Chemical focus, in plete, 
that point to which light nus inducing chemical changes, 
particularly in silver saite, are beoaght by the refractive 
Power of a lens or objective, — Depth of focus, in optics, 
that property of a lens syste Depts of ives, sina tane 
ously, well defined imayes of near amd distant objecta,— 
Equivalent focus, the focus of the single loms which is 
equivalent to a given lens system. 

focus-adjuster (f6’kus-a-jus’tér), . An ar- 
rangement fitted toa lens, by means of which 
the focus can be adjusted to diferent lengths 
* different purposes, Woodbury, Encye. Diet. 
of Photog., p. 210. 

— (f6’kus-ing-skrén), ». In 
photog., the material used in a camera upon 
which the imaye formed by the lens is seen, 
It is usually of very finely ground ginas Glass coated 
with a semi-opaque subetanoe, as starch paste, may be 
cect, Ghuw may be made mat by the ase of fhaerides, 

fodder, ».—To fodder, to strip the leaves from * 
standing corm. Each handfal (termed a hand) ta thed with 
a twisted leaf and hung on a broken stalk te ecnre, On 
pte a day or two later, three or four hanks are tied 

toa andle The expensive practiceof pulling fodder 



fodder 
formerly universal in the southern United States, is 
ving ay tee process of shredding the stover, form- 

a of ‘corn hay.” 
(fod’ér-ing), ». The act of supply- 

ing fodder to cattle; feeding out fodder. 
Foehn sickness. See *sickness. 
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fog-limit (fog’lim‘it), n. In physics, the differ- 
ence between the outside atmospheric pressure 
andthe ure within a —— contain- 
ing dust-free air saturated with moisture at 
which condensation of the moisture begins. 

1 ~ A Amit and henoe a cular size of 
fog : —— — — Seg, 8 fon protuesd ng ae — — for each case until og-dimit van: 
cimling cease oe the ex — air when the = - ¢. * fo — Feb, 17, * = 

metric pressure In! as a ware ogman man), ", —— un Sige 

——— to —— bed —— — * naling moving railway-trains during fogs. 
t . in gelatin negati wi elon M attempts have been made to hanical Peal are Sate) yng cee . ~ — ag fog, 

(a) A light fog whose ed do bot Wet objects, enabling the fogmen to be dispensed with, * 
ba * — Boyt — ae to * nevc. Brit., XXXII. 48 
warm ol Tynes Pat 

COT LT NIE ny fan adh gn a cgeghailon pel-net i 
of condensation in the air to evaporate the fog: stink; astench. [Seoteh and north of Ireland.) 
Isa} soomphere in hot necemarly saturated with mote £O6-Bale (fog’skél), m. | Any arbitrary ays- 
u +») An atmospheric are due to the presence of tem of recording the intensity o + Symons's 
— — ouch as dust or fine soot trom soft coal = propesed scale mm ey the establishment p set of five 
fires or ashes from forest and prairie fires These carbon screens at a on » distance of 20 from the ob- 
particles collect about theninelves special atmospheres of 
aqueols ¥a) and other je apectrum of the 
transinltted Light shows only the red and ulteered waves. 
As the opper layers of the dry fog cool off by nadiation 
and the little atmoepheres of va) become water, the 
bad fog changes to a drizzling rolet and often to steady 

) Prnirie fires and the resultant dry fog are men- 
tioned by Marco Foto in his travels in India — Electric 

fog produced by an electric discharge from an elec 
I machine: alsa a foxy state of the atmmuephere, 

accompantod by electric phenomena, such as dall-light- 
ning, St. Elmo's Ore, and rapid charges froin positive to 
negative electricity, or vice versa. — fog 
formed by cooling due to mudiation of heat from the lower 
layer of the wtinvsphere downward to the cold ground or 
Upward to the clear, cold sky.— Red . (%) A cloud of 
whid-borne dost frequently noted off Che northern part 
of the western coast of Africa.— Woolly fog, a layer of 
fog that rolls slowly over the low-lying slopes of a moun. 
fain in the night-time. [Alaska.| 

fog?, ".— Yorkshire , the velvet-qrass, Moder dana · 
fue Bee Helens (Eng. 

fog-bank, ». 3. A term applied to a mist of 
condensing vapor of any liquid, not necessarily 
water, consisting in reality of an immense 
number of minute drops of the liquid in a 
state of suspension, 
When salpbar or other nuctet are put Into the globe 

containing henzol vapour the result is pecaliar, Instead 
of distributing themselves bomogencously throughout 
the receiver they usually collect in a heavy band tear the 
twttom. This f invisible until revealed by the first 
exhaustion, when a heavy slugyish fog-tand a seen, only 
a few centimetres high. Fature, Oct. 4, 1908 Poe 

fog-billow (fog’bil’6), n. Fog the upper sur. 
face of which is thrown into waves, breakers, 
and billows by the action of a gentle wind, 

Fog-hitinws. (McAdie,) 

fog-buoy (fog’boi), n. 
near a shoal, and provided wi 
or an automatic whistle. 
fog-chamber (fog’chim’bér), n. In physics, 
a closed yessel containing dust-free air satu- 
rated with some vapor and used in the study 
of nucleation and the phenomena of condensa- 
tion, 

fog-drip (fog‘drip). m. The drops of water 
which fall to the ground after being formed 
ly the running together of the particles of fog 
collecting on solid bodies, especially vegetu- 
ion, 

fogger? (fox’ér), a. A man who, in foggy or 
suowy weather, places detonators on a maiil- 
rowl-track to apprise the engine-driver of the 
position of a signal or switeh. [Eng] 

foggie (fox’i}, n. [Also sige; prob, connected 
with fog*.] A bumblebee, (Prov, Eng, and 

A buoy placed over or 
th either a bell 

Seoteh. | 
fogging {fog’ing), #. Fog-signaling on rail- 
wiys by means of detonators attached to the 
mils, ete. 

Bat if, as sometimes happens, a foe continnes for sev- 
eral days, creat difficulty ts expericnved it obtaining aut. 
Seeentinet: to carry on this important duty without wide 
prolongation of their hors of work, When this happens, 
sicnalioen, shunters porter, yardamen, and even clerks 
may Lave to be called oty te take a Curt at ‘foonrives,” 

Bneye, Brit, XXXIL us 

yards 
server, illumined +h > from behind by night but by 
white screens and sunlight by day. Sereen number 

alternate white and black stri 
number 5 lias broad stripes The others are intermeti- 
ate. The scale of 1, 2 3, 4, 6, indicates thut the stripes 
on number 1, ete, 

1 bas narrow and 

rags light of the fog, 

signal, ".—Edem fog-signal. an a tua for 
* on veancls at sea in is: weather, hy 2 ich the al- 
fection of somnd-waves approaching the ship can be de. 
tenoined. A seties of twelve trampetahapel collectors 

Kdem Foxy-sig nal. 

a. a, sount<ollecting cones; 4.4, terminals of Cowducturs from 
ae 40. Cone arte Wo tetciver-wires from coniectowa; of 4, re 
Sciver-wires comnected electrically tee.) ¢.¢. lelephome-rcceiver 
apparatus ut car-pleces 

is fastened to a mast, each directed’ toward a different 
int om the horizon From cach collector an acoustic 

tbe leads to a central receiving apparatus from which 
two ear-tabes lead to the operator's head. The colloctors 
convey sound to the tor, but when any vce bs coupled 
to the ear-tube, the others are cut off. By testing around 
the circle the direction of any signal is easily and cer 
tainly determined. 

fog-tin (fog’tin), ». A tin piece for holding 
detonators or torpedoes on « railway-track: 
#0 called because used by British railroads 
during fogs. to notify the engineer of the lova- 
tion of a signal, 

fog-trumpet (fog‘trum’ pet), ». A trumpet 
used as a signal during fogs. 

foil?, r. II, ivtrans. In Aunting, of an animal, 
to retrace its own track for the — of 
baffling the hounds; ‘run the foil.’ See foil, n, 

fold!,«. 7. In geol., a bend in strata Varying 
from a monoclinal or a simple change in the 
inclination of the beds with a dip still in the 
same direction as before, through anticlinals 
and synelinals, whieh have respectively op- 
posing and converging dips on each side of a 
central axis, to overturned, collapsed, and fan- 
shaped folds, with very irregular dips. Folds 
are believed to be due to the compressive 
strains in the earth's crust. Compare moa 
clival, anticlnal, xynctinal, isecline, *dome, basin, 
U, ete.— 8, In the Hrachiopoda, a term applied 
with distinctive value to the median elevation 
of the shell, which is more or less pronounced 
in allexcept atrematous genera. Usually the fold 
extends along the longitudinal axis of the dorsal valve, 
secanipanted by & corresponding sinus on the ventral 
valve, but ip ontegeny thes relation in sometimes found 
to be reversed tn early stages, of it nay manifest itself in 
either form only in the final stage of erowth — Arnold's 
fold, a sickle-tinped fold of mucons membrane in the bie. 
rymal aac, — fold. Same as teelinic Wfold. 

have Decuine invisible owing to the folder, 

inembryo fishes, a 
fold of akin grow- 
ing back over the 
branchial region to 
fenu the opercu: 
Num, 

n 4. 
An attachment 
to a sewing-ma- 
chine for bend- 
ing and folding 
the fabrie pre- 
vious to sew- 
ing. It is made 
in ® great va- 
riety of forms 
to produce the 
different plaits 
folds, an bands used in garment-making and 
in decorative sewing.— 65. In sheet-metal work, 
a hand-power sla for folding over the 
edges of sheet-metal plates to form a lock, 
turning the edges of small tinware and roofing- 
plates, ete; atin-folding machine. 

folding, ".— Intermittent folding, ti geod, fuldiras 
ronewod at intervals, with periods of quiet between. 

folding-machine, » 3. A machine, or 4 
hund-tool, for turning over and folding under 
the edges of vamps or other parts of a shoe; 
a vamp-folding machine,.—s t-edge fo — 
machine, a haud-power machine for folding leathers 
fabrics ; an edgefulding tmachine. It folds oly i 4 
straight line, Other machines tallow the shape of the 
Yainp or other part of a atioe. 

foliary ({0'li-@-ri), a. Same as foliar, 
foliate, vf. 3. In arch.: (a) To adorn by 
means of foliation. See foliation, 7. (bh) To 
divide, as an arch, into smaller arches or 
foils. See foill, 7, 

foliate,o. 4, Arranged in foliations: said of 
a pattern: divided into foliations: suid of a 
bounding line or outline. 

foliobranch (f6'li-6-brangk), a. Same as *folio- 
branchiate. 

foliobranchiate (f6-li-d-brang’ki-at}, a. [I~ 
‘olium, a leaf, + branchia#, gills, + -ate).) 
aving the leaflets of the gills expanded aml 

plate-like: a form characteristic of archaic 
types of pelecypod mollusks like Nwewle andl 
Yoldia. Also foliobranch. 

foliolose (f6'li-d-lds), a. [NL. “folivlosns, < 
JSoliolum, foliole.] Bearing folioles or leaflets, 
especially an abundance of them. 

folk-craft (fok’kraft), ». Popular or demo 
cratic art and skill in social self-control. 

Saygestion, education. and pabliclty the choice tistra: 
mente of the new folt-crast that be taking the place of the 
oll state-craft. BE. Ross, Social Contoul, p. 62 

folk-dance (fok’dans). ». A popular dance. 
or the music for it, which originates in the 
same way as a folk-song ani is similarly trans 
mitted by tradition, Folk-dances and folk- 
songs are always historically intermingled, 

folk-medicine (fék’med‘i-sin), ». ‘The tradi- 
tional medical maxims, remedies, and meth- 
ois current among the people. 

folk-state (fok‘stat), », A politien] state em- 
bracing only one homogeneous folk or people: 
in distinction from a composite nation formed 
by federation or conquest and comprising peo- 
oles of various bloods and languages that most 
be assimilated. Grmplotwies (trans, ), Outlines 
of Soviol., p. 153, 

folk-tale (fok’til), mn. <A folk-story. 
folletage (fol’e-taj), . IP. fenilictage, puf- 
paste, the rolling of paste, ¢ fewellefer. roi 
paste, turn over leaven < feuillet, » leaf: see 
Jeuilleton.) A disease of the grape-vine in Cal 

Medallary Folit. 

A Frog Embryo at the time of the apy~ or 
aece of the heural oF testuliars 1 
acen from the thersal aurtare Magne! 
about (6 Mites. @. neural or metel-+ 
dala: the reterence line (cute te the 
toe of the anterior amt the jet J 
folits; 4 neural groove ved ply 
greatly fedeved im sire, but sil) © © 
through the Blasrepere. bt ee 

© Vertebrte Exbryvloyy.” 
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plural of It. fondamento, foundation, ¢ I. fun- 

folletage 
ifornia due to a condition of the soil in combi- 
5* n with intense heat. Also called sunstroke. * — — — le wer 

licle, #:— Agminate fame as ao , a landing-place: in Venice [ecap. 
glands which see, en pland) Ciliary follicies. ci aj Sit an crestuces weak eabe 

e as Mesbonion glands (which see, under gland) — trom ¢ Palace to the Public Garden in the membranous which incloses the 
before Ite cruption. Bee dentat — of the Fondamenta degli Schiavone. 

ne as Lieberkiihn's glands ( see, fondant? (foi-don’), = IF. fondant, ppr. of 
poder sland Matnomian, fellc}ee, Sees tiga. fondre, melt: see found’, ¢.) 1; A hick, 

smooth, crear eof sugar, used as a basis 
5 fk — ys 44 Title vesicles ou the of Freneh eon er ch . The base or flux, 
imaeous membrane of the cervix uteri, caused by disten- 
tion of the mucous glands 

follicle-cell (fol’i-ki-sel), ». In histol., one 
of the cells which go to make up a follicle, 

in enamel, which is colored throughout by me- 
tallic oxids while in a state of fusion. 
fon ete, Simplified spellings of f 

honetic, ote, 
fonie, a, A simplified spelling of phonic. 
fonograf, fonografer, ete. plified spell- 
ings of phonograph, ete. 

fonelogl, ‘fonologist, ete, Simplified spell- 
ings 0 ic, ete. 

fonotype, fonotypie, ee. Simplified spellings 
o no! , ete. 
Foutatastenn schools of painting. See 

Fontana, spaces of See * ‘on . See *space, 
fontanal (fon-ta’nal), a. IL. fontanalis, var. 
of fontinalis, of a fountain: see *fontinal.) 
Fountain-like.—Fontanal decussation, Same as 
* fountain decuasation. 

sammall, The sectiom ff n.— Mandibular fontanelie, = 
elliptical « * ing in the proxinsal half of the lower jaw of 
many birds Supraorbital fontanelle, a perforation 
in that of the cranium whieh forma Upper par. 

In church areh., 

of am ailatt rabbit. 
the ovary, and shows one fully 

formed (mafam fedlicle and ethers in ranous stages of develop 

Section through part of the ovary 
is taken vertical to the surtace 

ment. Magni’ . 
@. ovum, ¢, wests of epithelial celle derived from the deeper 

fayers of the genital epitheliog | ¢. primitive ovum #, cavity of 
Greatan follicle; ¢, outer layer of Graafan follicle ortunica granw- 
bose; 4 inewer layer of Graafian fellicie of discus predigetes: t 
ester layer of calemnar epithelsal cells, investing the ovary; 4, 
folleche celle serrownding an ovum. (Frum Marshall'’s~ Vernebrare 
kwbryolegy.") 

tion of Ube orbit, 
font-cover (font’«uv*ér), a. 
a rmanent 
and often dee- 
orative pro- 
tection ie 
open top o 
a — 
font. It fre. 

Sipe at's sire 
wil 2 pinnacles, 
or of a decorative 

such as the follicle which incloses the egg in 
the ovary. 
‘ollicular mange. Same as *demodectic aca- 
rians, 

follow, «. I, trans.— low innings { 
cricket, anid of a nile —e— —— RB its t in. 
nings it immediately begins its second, in consequenve of 
having made a certain number of rans (75 in a one days 
imateh, 100 in a two days’ mateh, and 150 ina three days’ 
mateh) leas than its oppocents, Also to fellow on, 

IL, intrans.— Pollow-on rule, in cricket, the rale 
which eegeives that the side which bats Grst and lems by 
150 runs ina three days match, or by 100 rans in a two 
days’ match, or by 75 runs in a one day's mateh, shall 
have the he ag = of obliging the other alile to go to the beat 
immedin’ for the second time, See to ®follow (its) 
tnainge.— To follow in , tu allow the club, 
after striking the ball, to . Without break or pause, 
on the line of Uve hall's fight until the swing ends. 

follow, x. 2, The difference in the external 
diameter of a spring, especially of a coiled or 
helical spring, when unloaded and when com- 
pressed its working load. The torsion of 
the rod which forms the coil tends to increase 
the diameter as the spring closes. 

follower,». 4. In pile-driving, a wooden block 
laced on * a pile that is to be driven 
eeper than the weight of the pile-driver can 

oy By the use of — bes the pile can 
be driven even after its head is under water. 
—5. A wheel which is driven by another fontinal (fon’ti-na!),a. [L.. fontinalis, ¢ fons, 
wheel, either by a belt or by a tooth connection, ® fountain, spring: see fount, fountain.) In 

he smaller clement of a compound Phytogeog., growing in or about springs: said 
iston, which is bolted to the largertocomplete of a plant formation. 

ing lifted a few 
hiehes, 

fontein (fon- 
tin’), n. [D.: 
see fountain, ] 
A fountain or 
spring: com- 
mon tn South 
AfricanDutch 
place-names : 

Bloem- J St Prancis’s 
il, Lowden. 

ontein. 
Fent<over, Baptiste 

Cherch, Notting 

he structure. Tt is usually a plate, or it may be a The ra ine fora exhibits foar t : The fontinal 
ring. Iu old English designs sing fbrous packing, the or dripping rock, the soll-covered ledge, the bare rock 
follower was called the junt-ring. and the cliff sqenmlt types, Selence, Jan. 20, 1M, p. 170 

fo , pa. 3, In naval arch., said of the 1 — 
edge or end of a surface or blade, as a propeller food?, He arn mite hy ehapenenney gee nest 
blade, which is in the rear when moving the lungs in the form of carbon dioxid and water. 
through water: opposed to leading}. er (fid’chop’ér), mn. A domestic 

follow-rest (fol’6-rest), ». Same asrest!,6(b). machine for cutting up raw or cooked meat, 
follow-shot (fol’6-shot), x. In billiards, the —* crackers, ete, 
reverse of the *draw-shot (which see). Also food-groove (fid‘griv), . In brachiopods, a 
44 ciliated groove leading along the arms of the 
ollow- (fol’§-thrd), ». In golf, the lophophore to the mouth; in ecrinoids, a cili- 
course deseri by the elub in the swing after ated groove on the ventral surface of a brachial. 
the ball is struck. food-of-the-gods (fid'ov-rué-godz’), ». An 

Fomalhaut(fo-mal-hat’), n. [Ar.fionm,mouth, umbelliferous plant, Ferua Narthez, the prin- 
+ al, the, + Adt, a large fish (applied to a cipal source of asafetida. Bee asafetida and 
whale and to a cod).) The first-magnitude _ferwla, 3. 
star situated in the mouth of the Southern food-ro (féd’rép), na. In ascidians, a viseid 
Fish, Piseis Austrinus. mass of food-particles held together by a slimy 

fond‘, ». 4, A yravy from braized and spiced substance secreted by the endostyle and passed 
meats which serves as the foundation for along, by the action of ciliated cells borne by 
sAaLLCES. the same structure, toward the oral aperture. 

fonda (fon’dd), ». [Sp. fonda, also honda, = fool-hay (fil’ha), ». The old-witch grass, 
Pr. fronda = It. fonda, fonda, aninn, a purse, Lanicum capillare, and the rough bent-grass, 
= OF, JSonde, F. fronde, a sling, purse, ¢ L. Agrostis hiemalis, grasses resembling each 
Sunda, a @ling.] In Spain and Spanish-speak- other in the long, slender branches of their 
ing countries, a hotel, inn, tavern or boarding- panicles: neither of much agricultural value. 
house. foolometer (fil-om’e-tér), n. Something b 

(fon-dii-miin tik), vu. f pecs ae which fools may be gaged or measured. Syc 
Jondamenta ({ L. Sundamenta, pl.), earlier mey Smith, [Humorous. ] 

footman 

fool-proof (f5l'prif), a. Proof even against the 
ignorant or meddlesome hand of fools; 
secure against accidents even in the hands of 
a Mr a person: saidof machinery. (Humor- 
ous. 

Blect, World and Engin, Feb. 18, 1908, p. I. 

foot, ». 16. Naut.: (a) The lower edge of a 
sail. (6) The part of a mast near the deck. 
—17. In bot., one of various organs of attach- 
ment. (a) A petiole, (+) The stalk of a frond in forna 
(¢) The claw or point of hment of a petal. [ 
organ of attachment and rene remy nutrition of em- 
byro. (¢) The base of hair below the epidermis. —Anten- 

feet, See #antennary foot, a unit of 
ual to the aren of a circle whose diameter is one 

foot. It la equal to 0.752084 of a square foot, and is 
used in order to dispense with the fractional number 
O78 -+.—Cord foot, See wcord!.- Poot clue. See 
welue.—- Poot a horizontal band of canvas on the 
bottom of a aquaresail, designed to strengthen and take 
the chafe = aut pare —— — the perpe aa 
dicular, in . the point where the perpendicul 
mneeta htline or eto which it isat t en, 
—Mandibular foot, the second trunk-appendage of the 
nauplius larva of Crustacea, so called becenuse it develops 
into one of the mandibles of the adult, —Morton’s foot. 
Same as mefetereelgia.—OM their in printing, 
said of composed types that are net strictly vertical in a 
inaas, and that receive andue tmpression on one side 
only of the face. Each printing-type, however small, 
Treats at its base on two slight projections enlled feet. 
When one line or a larger masa of composed type is 
slightly tilted, the types are off their feet, and impression 
is unavoldably strong on one side and weak on the other; 
when they are truly vertical and rest squarely on both 
feet, they are on their feet. De Vinne, Mod, Hook Com- 

tion, p. 2. Reel Spot, a prow 
ipes equincvarus, so called because of the liar 
tof bearers of such a deformity,—Tabetic fost, the 

istorted foot seen in some cases of tabos in, 

footage (fit’aj). ». In mining, » piece-work sys- 
tem of paying miners in which they are paid 
for each running foot of work done. 

ball ear, deformity of the external car following 
an effusion of blood frot: injary, as in foot-ball. 

foot-boat (fat’ bot), m. Anold name fora sinull 
ferry-boat designed to carry foot-passengers 
only, 

foot-bond (fit’bond), ». An electric bond be- 
tween the butted ends of two trellex-roed rails, 
—Hydraulic foot-bond. ectric Ly J 

fornved by a copper band or cable attached at each ond to 
solid copper tapered pl which are forced by a *hy- 
—_ — a — inte lea drilled in the fout 

foot-brails wld — n, pl, See *brail, 
foot-brake (fit’brak), n. A brake which is ap- 
yet or released by a lever or treadle operated 
y the foot. 

(fat’kan‘’dl), ». A British unit of 
illumination — to 12.2 luxes; the ilumina- 
tion produced by a British standard eundle at 
a distance of one foot in a horizontal direction. 
See *candle-foot and *illumination, 1. 

foot-clonus (fit’klé‘’nus), n. Same as ankle- 
clonus, 

foot-disk (fit’disk), ». The lower attached end 
of the body of certain zoantharian polyps, as 
Actinia. , 

fe (fat*drop), n. roving of the ante- 
rior portion of the foot when the limb is raised 
from the ground, due to paralysis of the flexor 
muscles, 

footeite (fat’it), n. [Named for A. E. Foote of 
Philadelphia (died 1895).] A hydrated oxid and 
ehlorid of — occurring in deep-blue mono- 
— —— fond in — — 
‘oot-fringe t’frinj), ». In gastropods, the 
fringed or diuitate margin of the epipodium, 

foot-gland (fut’gland), ». In certain bryozoans, 
a colleetion of granular cells at the bottom of 
the stalk arranged around a central space com- 
munieating with the exterior. 

footing, ». 17. In archery: (a) A piece of 
hard wood or other material placed at the for- 
ward end of an arrow to give weight and serve 
for the attachment of the head; foreshaft, ()) 
The position of an areher in shooting. 

foot-lever (fiil‘lev’ér), ». A treadle; a lever 
for operating a machine or mechanism by the 
pressure of the foot, 

footling!, ». 3. One of the strips of board 
which run longitudinally on top of the frames 
inthe bottom of a boat. 
foot-maker (fat’ma’kér), vn. In giass-mannf., 
a workman who makes the feet of dishes, gob- 
lets, ete. Webb, Indust. Democracy, IL, 490, 
footman, ”.— Banded footman, » small lithosiid mot 
Ozonadia wnifascia, with bead colored fore wings er 
by a yellow band and with pink hind wings Lt le rather 
commen —— Be Bonin Atrentic | t wilted Ley 

—— wl wings, = i * aited wg in the exstern U: 



footman 
8 — footman, Crambidia pallida, a drab-col- 
* 55 the —————— States. 
— footin wien a jee OO- 

— yon oom) United States —— color, 
with broad lead-colored bongitadinal stripes on the 
fore wings. —Two-colored Lexis Aspe 
cies occurring in Canada and the ern United States. 
It is slate-colored, with the prothorax, tip of abdomen, and 
costa af the fore wing yellow. 
foot-phenomenon (fat’f¢-nom‘e-non), x. 
Piers a8 — > — 
‘oot-power (fat’pou’ér),». Power appli iv 
the motion and pressure of the foot, as for 
izing a bey br or — * 

pump (fit’pump), a. portable pump 
intended’ to be operated by hand, and having 
a bracket or stirrup so that it can be held in 
lace by the pressure of the foot. 

foot-rill (fat’ril), m. In coal-mining, an en- 
trance to a mine formed by driving a level 
into a ame a dip-road used for bringing 
out coal. 

foot-rot, n. 2, Adisease of the orange and other f 
eitrous trees, supposed to be due to Fusarium 
Limonis, but also affected by the use of ferti- 
lizers and methods of cultivation. Also called 
gum-fisease.— 3, Same as *hottom-rot. 
foot-scab (fit’skab), ». Any acarine disease 
of the feet; in particular, the chorioptic seab 
of sheep. ‘The minute parasites cause an intense ftch- 
tig, and ts a reddening of the akin, followed by acal- 
ing, and later by the fa jon of yellowish-white crusts. 
The crusts thicken, cracks may form in the folds of Ue pas- 
terms, and the legs may become quite unsightly, 

foot-second (fit‘’sek’und), ». 1, A unit for 
measuring the flow of liquids, equal to a flow 
of one cuble foot per second,—2, A unit of 
velocity equal to one foot per seeond, used in 
stating the velocity of a projectile, Also called 
seoond-foot, 
foot-slope (fat’slép), #. The lower slope of a 
mountain-range, 

Noreia, a town . . . 20 miles north-east of Ternt, on the 
south-west foot-rlopes of the Sibylline Mountains, 

Eneye. Brit, XXXL 24 
footstone (fut’stén),». A stone placed at the 
foot of a grave, usually small as compared with 
the headstone. 

foot-tone (fit’tin), ». 
general term for the pitch of stops or — 
with reference to that of the keys used, 
stop|, 6, and foot, 12 (e) (2). 
foot ,n. 2, A foot-soldier; an infantryman, 

ang. 
nd 08) an with the Foeties ain't as pleasant aa It 
looks— 

They searcely ever sees a Boor, ox in picture books, 
A, B. Paterson, in Ware brightes Side, p, 108, 

2, In golf, a badly played stroke. 
[Seoteh.] 

foozle (f5’zl), 0. t. or i.; pret. and pp. foozled, 
pr. foozling. To bungle; make a mess of; 
ag een or bunglingly: as, to foocle a shot, 

‘olf. 
F.0. R. An abbreviation of free on rail: eom- 

re F. O. B, [Eng] 
orage-plant (for’ij-plant), », A plant suit- 
able for forage; a plant that is commonly 
eaten by cattle, 
forage-poisoning (for’ij-poi‘zn-ing), #. A 
disease of animals, especially the horse, char- 
acterized by depression and paralysis of the 
nervous system, caused by eating damaged 
food or drinking stagnant water. Also called 

In organ-building, a 

foozle, ». 

leucoéncephaltis, spinal meningitis, and 
aterqagers, 

forage-press (for’ij-pres),, A daling-press; 
a ey used to compress hay or straw into 
bales for shipping. 

forager, ". be A foraging ant, an ant of the 
trop cal and subtropical genus Beiten, 
foramen, *.— Conjugate foramen, an aperture be- 
tween two apposed bones formed by a netel in ench.— 
Foramen ale, Sane a8 formvien af Soeanmeriag. 
—Poramen epiploicum. same as foramen af Winalorw, 
Foramen isivum, the opening between the pre- 

maxillary aud maxi! lors. tn seh o skull as that of a deer: 
er called became the opening i formed, as it were, by 
eulting Inte the prow ile ~Foramen interosseum, 
In ornith, the space between the distal ene of the 
coracold and clavicle and the proximal end of the scapula 
through which pussies the great tendon of the wit 
muscle. Also forauew frioseeom.— Poramen of Bo’ 
fame as ductus /etalli.—Foramen of Magendio, 
an opening in the pia over the fourth ventricle of the 
brain.—Foramen of M Sane a8 foramen 
ecmeum (¢).— Poramen of the uterine operninur 
of the Fallopian tube..- Poramen sw eum. 
fame as eupracoraceid *foramen.— Foramen supra- 
E an opening above the pyrumidalis muscle 

bh which the glateal veasels and superior gluteal 
herve eme from the pelvis. — Po! 
Same as *foramen inferoaeeum.—Poramina of Mor- 

the openings of Littré's glands in the spongy por- 
ion of the urethra. —Ilio-ischiadic foramen, in ernith., 

the oblong space between the iliam und bechiom: 

455 

the ilio-ischiadic fissure closed lorly by the union 
of the ium and ischiam— foramen. Same 
as tlin-ischiadic *foramen,— in 
ornith,, a perforation in the anteorbital foartal) 
for the passage of the nerve, — fora- 
mon (c) An opening in the parietal bone, or between the 

bones of reptiles; the pineal foramen.— 

Same as 
repugnatorial pore, — pram in 
ornith., a perforation through the distal half of cs sere 
cold; foramen avy, idewm,— § ‘troch- 

foramen, a ‘oration in the olec! fossa, im- 
mediately above the distal end of the humerus, occurring 
aa an anomaly inman, bat constant in some other animals. 
Also known as oleeranon perforation, — fora- 
men, the perforation for the extt of the trigeminal nerve. 

foramen, the then at the — Vagus ‘ore for exit 
Yaris nerve. — the perforation or 
foramen in the hinge-plate of certain telotrematous 
bracht Athyri: hich it has been epee, — *— rough w t slp 

Foraminiferal 
of the intestine 

6, enna. See */ime- 
stone, *sand\, 

ptic (f6-ram“i-nd-op’tik), a, In 
craniom., relating to the foramen magnum and 
the optic foramen. Foraminodptic line, the «is- 
tance between the hasion and the optic foramen, 

forbesite (férbz’it), u. [Named for David 
Forbes, an English chemist,] A hydrated 
arseniate of nickel and cobalt, occurring in 
grayish-white fibrous crystalline masses : found 
in Atacama, 

This billiard.stroke in eo named be- 
ete-ball is forced to ran counter to ite natural 

or forward tendency, There are three kinds of force—the 
horizontal or draw, the dicular or piqudé, and the 
curved of rmusset. at pes . pene tous alee fhe 
forcing hazard, a difficult pocketing risked for the sake of 
gaining position, but not necessarily involving draw, 
plane or na Accelerative, tious force. 

wacreleratine, eaddititious — force, a force, 
or couple, which causes a suspended boy to tend to assume 
a certain —— t aa, the directive force of the earth's 

etic held upon a magnet, or the dircetire force of w 
Diflar saepension apon the needle of an electrometer.— 
Equation of torce, See *eywrtion.—Field of force. 
See *Aeld,— in old Eng, law, a trespass of 
foree recently dume( within forty days), — tant force. 
Bee resultant wrector,— See waceelera- 
tive force.— Tide-raising force due to the dif- 
ference both in amoant and direction, between the attrac: 
tions of the moon and aan om the body of the earth amd on 
the movable masses (Oceana, ete) upon its surface, In 
response to this foree the tides rise and fall. On the Ine 
af centers, drawn through the center of the earth and that 
of the disturbing body, that is, at points on the earth's 
surface where the lady ia in the zenith or the nadir, the 
foree simply diminishes gravity slightly. On the cirele 
SY distant (where the disturbing body is in the horizon) 
it increases gravity Just half as much, At points D4 
distant from the tine of centers the intensity of gravity 
remains unchanged, but the force ts exactly tangential 
(that ia, horizontal), w the waters toward the line of 
centers, The actual tides can not, however, be calculated 
from a mere knowledge of the Ude-raising forces, since 
they depend ely Upon other circumstances, as the ex- 
tent, d an —— of the oceans, the rate of 
the earth's rotation, the density and viscosity of water, 
the action of winds, currents, etc.—Tractive force, the 
effort exerted by a locomotive or a draft-animal to pull 
the train or the vehicle attached to it. The force must 
be sufficient to overcome the resistances to motion, which 
include frictions, rolling and sliding, wind and air resie- 
tances, resistances due to inertia of the maases to he moved 
and the external and variable resistances dae to grades, 
eurves, ancl Che condition of the road-bed. In railway 
Reactica in good weather the trictive force is from one- 

n toone-fourth of the weight upon the driving-wheela. 

forcing, »., 1. In 

press 
forcipiform (fér-sip’i-form), a. 

forcive 

* 

Forceps, 

A, hementatic forceps; #, lithetomy forceps 

*** 
a 

roller at the 
extremity of each broad: Dlade, used to 
orcher! arnci ike fn trache the ulations of the | Te. 

r‘sher-it), m. {Named for V. 
Forcker.) A variety of 31 colored orange- 
yellow by orpiment; found in Styria. 

horticultural use forcing denotes - 
ta) The rearing of plants outside of, of in advance of, 

dor cian Gh The proms of congdiian Booms te ae. or i 

ah from vain and tuberous parts ‘as from ——e— 
fly-of-the-valley) by subjecting them directly to an un- 

usnally high degree of heat, as when the or boxes 
are placed on hot pipes in a more or less confined space. 

lass fs laid. Sometimes the sewle are planted in the 
bottom of a depression 
Sart go ee vestry of the 

up the stack of a locomotive, thus foreing or 
inducing the draft; also, the steam jet in an 
injector for feeding boilers. 

machine (for’sing-ma-shén’ ), n OA 
machine for forcing one piece over another on 
whieh it fits tightly. —— are aed tor 

etce., on or 

hafta’ and are ——— finer by a screw or by hydraulic 
pressure. 

forcing-press (fér’sing-pres), ». A hydraulic 
ress, of massive construction, for pressing 
ocomotive wheels, armatures, motor-gears, 
ete., upon shafts or axles where a very tight 
fit is required. It ha⸗ a hydraulic rum, in a vertical 
or horizontal position, and a resistance-head to held the 
wheel or other object and sustain it against the powerful 

of the ram. It is also used to force wheels 
the axles or shafta, One type is called a wheel. 

L. forceps 
( (rap-), rp + forma, form. ving 
the form of a forceps.— Forcipiform be 
Sectas inn stcrce: coe of tee Bates eons 
in which the two hooks cross each other and are attached 
to the end of the basal plate farthest from Uien. 

Porcipiger (for-sip’i-jér), nm. (NI., ¢ L._for- 
‘oreip-}, forceps, + gerere, carry.) A 

pa ad pes tterfly-fishes of the — of 
Chetodontide, having the snout very long 
with the short jane atitsend. F. longirostris 
is common in the South Seas. 

loo Forced tion ‘ forci fir’si-presh-ir), ». [For *for- 

yg — — ——— Move, ‘cipipressure, « L. forceps, forceps, + pressura, 
pressure.) Arrest of hemorrhage from the 

‘power of horse.’ 
or unit of power, equal to 0.986337 English 
horse-power 

force majeure (fors mi-zhér’), [F.] Supe- 

A Dlast-nozle: a 
rior force, 

force-nozle (fors’noz"l), n. 
nexle through whieh the exhaust-steam from 
& locomotive-engine passes to force the draft, 

force-oiler (fars’oi'lér), », A device for feed- 
ing oil under pressure to bearings; a pressure 
feed-oiler, 

force-pipe (f6rs’pip}, ». A pressure-pipe ; the 
discharge-pipe from a pressure-pump, 
force-power (fors’pou*ér), ». The magnitude 
of a force. 

forceps, ".—Axis-traction f 
forceps with an attachment which 
made in the tine of the pelvic axix Bone forceps, 
aforceps with sharp bills, used for cutting bone 
— Epilating fo’ a forceps used for pulling out 
hairs.— Fixation forceps, a foreeps used to hold the 
eye steady diving an operition ufos it.— Hemostat 

a forceps used for the compression of an artery 
to control hemorrhage during a surgical operation,— 
Ligature forceps. (5) A forceps used towrasp and hobd 
an artery while it is being ligated, Li 

, an obstetrical 
enables traction to be 

on a 
stronger * Ley short ee ae aseid pe ae 
ing and crushing bone, — otomy forceps, a forceps 
ueedt for removing the stone San’ thee bladder in the 

eut end of a blood-vessel by pressure made by a 
self-retaining forceps. 

Bleeding vessels in the dura may be caught with the 
luemostatic forceps; if the bleeding be not checked by 
sach forcipreaemre, a carved peedle threaded with catgut 
may be carefully passed under the veasela and the fT 
ture then tle, Huek, Med. Handbook, VIL 577. 

forcipulate (for-sip’t-lit), @. [NL. forcipw- 
latus, ¢ *forciprlius, dim, of forceps, foreeps: 
see forceps.) Shaped like a foreeps, as the 
pedicellaria of echinoderms, 

ve (for’siv), «. and a, [Lforerl + fre.) 
IL « Of or pertaining te "foree” gs distin- 

guished from ‘energy.’ 

To any ope Whe has stood aloof from the poleric be 
tween the ‘energetic’ and the ‘foreine view, it mast 
seem proved that the former has rendered a permanent 
service to physicn Science, March 25, 14M, p. 510. 

I, «. An imaginary distribution of pressure 
over & level surface of water, such as to re- 
piace the pressures due to a given series of 
waves distributed over the same srea. 

a suitable synthesis of a series of distrituted forcins 
with their associated surface displacements the solution 
was put in a form which lent iteelf towards the eluctda- 
tion of several important problema. 

Nature, Feb. 16, 1 p. SL 



Fordilla 
Fordilla (for-diil’a), », (NL,, named for 8, 
W, Ford, a paleontologist.) A primitive Cam- 
brian genus of bivalved shells believed to be 
a jeogRed mollusk, 

fore! (for), interj. In golf, a warning ery (‘look forehand, a. 3, In lawn-fennis, noting a stroke Science, April, 1807, p. 268, 
player when the ball foreshore, n. out, before!’) uttered to attract the attention 

— — — 
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fore-guy (for’gi), mn. A ro 
from the outboard end of the swinging or 
boat-boom, * to steady the latter when 
it is swung out for use, 

made by a right-handed 

leading forward foreshift (for’shift), r. ¢. 

forest 

To move forward. 
Appendages that are farther forward upon the bedy than 
their equivalents fiuallied but more primitive animus rim 
be regarded as having Deen moved forward, or Sorcahifted, 
dortigg ancestral history, &. A. Lankester, in Nat, 

2. The narrow level slope or 
of a person who is liable to be strack by the is on the right side of his body, or by a left- berm constructed on the seaward side of a 

handed player when it is on the left side, breakwater or dike, built to diminish and dis- ball. 
Fore-and-aft motion, rig, road, tackle. See fore-hatch (for’hach), », The hateh next abaft sipate the force of waves before they strike the 

+ hen *motion, fore-and-aft sai i, *tackle, 
fore-and-after (for’and-af'tér), n. 1, A vessel, 
such a8 a — or schooner, which carries 
fore-and-aft sails only.—2, A eocked hat hav- 
ing the peaks in front and behind, such as is 
worn for full dress in the navy, 

fore-a a .%. The forecastle 
awning; the awning which extends from the 
foremast forward, 

forebay, ». 2. A recess at the entrance of a 
eanal or hydraulic device. Also called bay.— 
3. The sick-bay; also, an old name for the 
spar-deck galley on a merchant vessel. 
fore-bowline (for’bé"lin),», The bowline be- 
longing to the bowline-brindle gear on the 
leech of the fore-courae, 

fore-cabin (fér’kab‘in), ». A cabin situated 
in the forward of a vessel, 

fore-caddie (fér'kad-i), ». In golf, a person 
employed to go in advance of the Lew de to 
watch where their balls alight. [Scoteh.] 

», 3. Specifically, in metror., a state- 
ment of the expected weather. Official daily 
weather forecasts were first published by Fitz- 
roy in England in 1561.—Porecast district. See 

istrict. — range forecast, in meteor., a state- 
metit of the wealler to be expected at some quite distant 

—— iy —— — Lf ‘ot ths general ay “ 

character of the weather during an approaching —— 
especially as to minfall, temperature, or wind; the . ae 
diction of climatological averages rather than of detailed 
weather items Seasonal forecasts of the monsoon mains 
have been offielally published in India annually since 
THe, 

forecaster, ".—Weather forecaster, one who is 
skilled in m acience, and is regularly and 
officially em in forecasting the weather from the 
data supplied by meteorological observing stations. 

‘orecastle-deck (fér’kis-l-dek), n. See *deck, 2, 
forecastle-head (for’kas-l-hed), ». The for- 
ward part of the forecastle-deck, or topgallant- 
forecastle near the knight-heads. 
fore-chains (for’chinz), a. pl. Strong, narrow 
plates of iron bolted to the ship's timbers 
through the side, abreast the foremast. To the 
upper ends of these plates deadeyes are secured by an 
iron strap, and throngh these deadeyes are reeved the 
lanyards of the lower ing. The ship's channels are 
aleo called chains, aa forechaina, mainchoinas, and 
mizzen-chains, On some Vessels the upper ends of the 
echain-plates carry turnbuckles instead of deadeyes for 
setting up the bower rigylig, 
fore-channels (for’ chan‘ elz), m. pl. Smail 
horizontal 
platforms or 
projections 
on the out- 
side of a 
narrow ves- 
sel, situated 
abreast of 
the respec- 
tive masts 
and de- 
signed to 
give agreat- 
er spread to the lower rigging by having the 
upper part of the chain-plates seeured to the 
outside rim of the channel, 
fore-course (for'kérs), #. The foresail of a 
square-rigged vessel, being that sail which is 
bent to the foreyard. 

forefather's-cup (for’fii-riérz-kup), #, The 
pitcher-plant, Sarracenia purpurea, 

forefeel (for’fél), ». In peyehol,, an anticipn- 
tory feeling or anticipatory tactual perception; 
a tauctual image associatively aroused by the 
»resentation of # visual, auditory, ete,, stimu- 
us, 
The sight of tee yields a forefeel of its coldness, the 

smell of baked meats a foretaste of their snvor. 
Kacye, Brit, XXXTL a 

forefeeling (fér-f6'ling), w. A presentiment; 
a foreboding. 

A strong forefeeling that much of my deetined life In 
this world was yet bo come, Kinglake, Eothon, p, 308, 

fore-glow (for'gl6), ». A glow seen in the east 
before sunrise, — — to the after-glow 
seen in the western sky after sunset. 

foregon, p. @. A simplified spelling of fore- 
gone, 

Pore<haenels 

the foremast on sailing-vessels, but generally 
forward of the foremast on steamers, 

forehead-drop — n. Ina harness, 
an ornamental strap wh 
horse’s forebead, 
to the crown-piece of the 

Poreign car, judgment, 
ote, 

foreign-hearted (for’an-hiir’ted), a. Affected 
with foreign sympathies, ideas, or ideals in 
literature and art; foreign at heart. 

ridle. 

and were 
.. + ineunny Italy 

and other distant lands, ... and when they re 
they ——— —— 

‘atten, Development Eng. Thought, p. 351. 

fore-intestine (for’in-tes‘tin), n. The first of 
the three primary divisions of the alimentary 
canal of an insect; the divisions indicated in 
the —— ae stomodvour a of the embryo, 
t — 

——— sey the the 
sucking-stomach, and the —— — 
Text-book of Entom., p 26. 

fore-kidney (for’iksd’ni), a, Same as proneph- 
ron, * 

foreland, ». 3. The portion of the shore usually 
left outside of a protecting dike or embankment 
for the purpose of breaking the force of the 
waves.—4. In phys. geog., low alluvial land 
added to the coast of the mainland by the 
action of the sea or of streams. Geog. Jour. 
(KR. G. 8.), LX. 598.— Poreland grits. See #yrit?. 

fore-leech (fér’léch), n. The luff of a sail; that 
part of a fore-and-aft sail which is against the 
mast. Also written fore-leach. (Eng.) 

forellenstein (f6-rel’en-stin), ». [G. forelle, 
trout, + stein, stone.) A P uerocrystalline 
rock composed of lime-soda feldspar and olivin 
with a little pyroxene, the olivin sometimes 
changed to serpentine. The dark minerals 
appear as spots in the feldspar and suggest the 
spotting of trout. 

forelope (for’lép), r. i. Toactasafore-looper. 
(for’ mast-bhand), ». A man 

shipped before the mast; a forecastleman. 
(fOr’ mast-of*i-sér), 2, Anold 

designation of the boatswaiu, carpenter, and 
sailmaker on a merchantman. 

fore-milk (fér’milk), ». Sameas colostrum, 1, 
foren, forener. Simplified spellings of foreign, 

‘oreiqner. 
‘ore-note (fér’nét),», In music, same as appog- 
giatura or *corachlag. 

fore-orlop (fdr’dr*lop), n. The forward part of 
the orlop-deck; the space forward of the hold 
on the orlop-deek, 

forepale (for’pal), c. t. and #.; pret. and PP 
Sorepaled, Ppr. JSorepaling. 1, To fence off. 
Hence—2, [n mining, to prevent the caving of 
an excavation by the use of shores or planks 
and braces so placed as to support the walls; 
shore; also, to drive the ends of the shoring- 
planks ahead of the end of the exeavation, in 
very loose material, to hold it in place. 

forepole (fir’pol), v. & and i; pret. and pp. 
forcpoled, ppr, forepoling, Same as —— 

fore-purpose (for’ pér pos), n. Previous design ; 
set purpose, Southey, Doctor, lit. 

fore-rake (for‘rik), ». That part of a ship's 
head which projects beyond or overhangs the 
forward end of the keel. 

fore-rigging (for’riz’ing), ». The shrouds, and 
their ratlines, of the fore lower mast. 

fore-royal (for’roi‘al), 7. ‘The sail next above 
the topgallantsail on the foremast, 

foresail, .—Balloon-f a large sail of light 
cunvas curried! in place of Che regular forestayanil, Usat is, 
Ube first hend-sall forward of the forenmet, 

fore-set (for’set), a. In geel,, noting certain 
beds of a delta-deposit formed chiefly from 
heavier sediments rolled down a stream along 
the bottom and dumped at the steeper slope. 
Fore-set Deca are those greatest inclination amd vari- 
ability ina delta, often charneterized by — 
they are underlain by the deffem-set and overlain by 
fopeet beda. See Wheel, Chamberiin and Salisbury, 
Geol, E191. 

Fore-sheet horse, traveler. See *horse}, 
*traveler, 

breakwater proper. 
oulders (for’shdl’dérz), n. pl. The pro- 

jecting parts of a vessel's bows in the vicinity 
ch rests against a of the water-line. 

10 * end is attached fore-shrouds (fér’shroudz), a.ꝓl. The shrouds 
of the fore lower mast. 

The fore-and- piracy. See *carl, fo (fér’spen*sér), n. 
lea whchs tote co aeuell Guin neat abet 

the foremast. This sail 
has a gaff, but no 
boom, and is some- 
times referred to as 
the fore-trysail. 

These con- 
stitute the two great classes 
af forest between which it 
te paniie to draw a practi- 

but not an absolute dis- 
tinction. Timberiand may 
be Drowdly deflued a that 
kind of foreat whieh con- 
tains in commercial quan- 
tity trees of suffichent sine 
and of the required kind to 
furnish sawlogs, pulpwrood, 
ties, poles, or wood for simi: 
lar meee ; weoodland aa forest 
which contains trees fit for 
fire-wood or fencing, but no 
trees, or very few, which are 
suitable for the uses enu- 
merated above, A timber 
tract ia a 
land, usually of large area. 
A woed-lot is a forest of small area in which the wood is 
used mainly for fuel, fencing, and other farm purposes. 
4. In phy .. Specifically, a closed woodland, 
that one in which the crowns of the trees 
touch.— Absolute forest land or sotl. See #ahetute, 
— Communal forest. Same as —— — Compos- 
ite forest, a forest in which both lings and sprouts 
occur in conakderable number.— Cromer ‘bed. 
Seo forest-ted group, under forest.— Crown. fed- 
eral forest. See national *forrst,— 
Teserve, See national forest *remroe.— Forest army- 
Worm, cover, engineer, ete. See Warmy-worm, ote, — 

, the deposit of vegetable matter on the 
ina forest, Litter includes the Upper but slightly 

decomposed portion of the forest floor ; Annie Ute lower 
on, in which deeomposition ia well advanced,— 

ences, the intlnences exerted by forests on 
ruinfall, temperatare, wind, evaporation, humidity, run- 
off, dust, Watersupply, and other climatological matters. 
Forest influences are determined by means of observing: 
stations placed within and without the forest. In gen- 
eral, in comparison with equal areas of prairie, forests 
temd to cool air, to add less moisture by ova tine, 
to retard the runoff, to diminish erosions and to 
conserve the rainfall and snowfall withoat altering the 
average run-olf, to prodice leas dust and injurious gerne, 
to prevent the water-table within the forest from sinking 
lower down, and to keepthe soil from freezing. Forest+ 
haveno particular influence on the amount of rainfall, 
Porest service, that branch of the iment service, 
ip the Departement of A ture, which is charged with 
the administration of the national forest reserves, and 
with forest — — and coperative forest work 
throughout the United States. See WHureau of 
Forestry. Fringing forest, a luxuriant woodland 
rowth, dike, not to atmospheric precipitation, but to tel- 
uric water, a8 along streams and lakes A. #. OW, 
Sehimper (trans), Plant Geog., p. 177,—Index fores: 
that forest which in density, volume, and tncrenmen 
trenches the highest average which been foand ina 
given locality a normal forest. Mensurements of such 

forest provide a standart for comparison with other 
forests of the same age and composition, crown wader 
similar comfithons, — Keeper of the forest, in ny. 
forest law, the chiet otteer or wanton of the forest. 

forest. “ce ®erntinge. Monsoon forist, 1 

Fore-spencer. 

type of Leopical Weexland more or lets lewiess ining the 
ry season, espechlly toward bts close | teeqeelileus in 
character: ussally lower than a rain forest; ami rich 
in weesly Hanes and in berbaceous epiphytes, but poor in 
woody epiphytes — National forest, = forest which i 
the property ef the nation; in the United states called 
Sederat Sorest.National forest reserve, sce #re- 
veree.—Normal forest. Same as fndex #foreet.- Park 
forest, forest in which shade occurs only bi ipolatesd 
patebes, ander single trees or sneall groupe of trees 
Protection forest, a forest whose chief value is to 
regulate stream-ffow. prevent erosion, hold shifting sand, 
or exert any other indirect Detieficial efect.— Rain for- 
eat, a type of evergreen (chiefly trepical) Woexlland, asi 
ally much over 90 necters high, amd rich ie thick-stemmed 
lianas and woexty a well as herbaceous epiplistes, requir 
ing heavy precipitation. 4. FW. Sehire per (truie.) Plant 
Geog., pr 2aL— ¢ sprout fo: A teerstoried 

forest in which eproute form Ue lower and seedlings the 
upperetory, Also called! coppice with standards, standard 
coppice, and stored coppace.- Savanna forest, a type of 
tropical woodland more or less leafless during the dry 
season, rarely —— xerophiloms i enarnea, ustally 
(but often much best than) 2 meters high, park-like, 
and very poor in underwoel, Manas, and epiphytes, but 



forest 
Tich in terrestrial herbs, — 
* a tropical —* of wena, ike te mara pt ny ba 
hp foliage and a but more xerophilous, 
rieh in underwood and med lianas, poor in 

aon 8 fret, nn hg 

ee ee nthe erperte — or Village. 
Aloo called communal forest. 7 

fore-stage (for’staj), ». The fighting-platform 
or forecastle which was — * e forward 
part of the — deck of — vensels. 

forestation (for-es-ta’shon), n. _ nting 
or extablisheent ¢ of forests; — 

tacklo, Seo wtackle. 
fe (fOr até’sal or -el), ». The first 
Ceedenll decwart of tis foremast, which sets 
on the — 

(a) One who is versed in 
forestry. wo) One who practises forestry as a 
profession.—7. [eap.] A member of any one 
of several benevolent and fraternal societies, 
(a) A member of Uhe Ancient Order of Foresters, founded 

Yorkshire, England, in 1745, and —— inte * 
United States in lett, It has ‘courts’ in 
countrics, a membership of over a —— and —2 — 
per annam over $5,000,000, (+) A member of the Jnde- 

Order Foresters, founded in Newark, New 
ersey, in 1874, with ‘courts’ or lodges in many countries, 
“¢ A member of the Foresters of America, nally pe pert 
* Anelent Order of Foresters, but separated from 

5. * pony raised in the New Forest. — 
Eng. ]-—Langton's forester, oth, Aly, Eng. }-_ Langtor's forester,» common moth, lysis 
Si and California. 
forest grown for’ est- — a, 
forest from se f-sown seed 

forestian (fo-res‘ ti - “any a, [ML. foresta, 
forest.) Of or pertaining to forests, — Pores- 
tian epoch, in 9: a subdivision of the Pleistocene or 
lacial suries in northern Europe, one ae Lower 
orestion, or fourth ——— epoch (Ane 

the Baltic area and Littorina clays of Scandinavia), ly ising 
between the —— ian ———— lacial . 

ACR the Lower Turbarian or fifth 
Foreation, or fifth intergiactal epoch, ini — a 5 

fifth and sixth glacial — between the deposite of the 
— 5 
fore-stomach (fdr’stum‘ak), ». A dilatation 
of the esophagus just above the stomach, 

forest-rat (for’est-rat), n. See *ratl, 
forestry, ".—Bureanu of Forestry, See *tirreeu. 
forest-survey (for’est-sér-vi‘),», An inspee- 
tion orsurvey of woodlands or forests to ascer- 
tain the kinds, qualities, and number of trees 
on a given area, It inctades also the etady and ex: 
amination of the commercial value of the trees as lumber 
and the value of the land in relation to lumber-produc- 
thon. 

forest-wind (for’est-wind),n. 1. A windina 
forest.—2. In forestry, the wind which blows 
gently from an adjacent forest after it has 

eooled by nocturnal radiation from the 
surface of the leaves. 

fore-swifter (fér’ ——— n. The forward 
shroud of the fore-rigging. 

fore-tacks (for’taks), n. pl. The tacks of the 
fore-course or foresail. 

fe 4, Same as Sorelock?, 
foretops tmast (for * top-gal’ ant or -to- 
gal‘ant-mast), n. The mast next above the 
foretopmast. 

tsail (for’top-gal‘ant or -to-gal’ 
ant-sal or -sl), n. he squaresail next above 
the — on the foremast of a square-rigged 
vesse 

Grown in the 

foretopgallan (for’top-gal’ant or -to- 
33 ant-ylird), n. The yard next above the 

ail-yard on the foremast. 
fore-topsail (for’ top-sal or -31), n, The square- 
sail on the foremast next above the course or 
foresail. 

fore-trysail (for’tri-sal or-sl), ». Same as 
vre-spencer, 

Petre (for’fars), ». (Named from Forfar in 
Seotland.] Coarse, heavy, unbleached linen 
fabries, made in Fectarsbive, | Seotland. 

forfex, ». 2. A pair of anal organs which open 
or shut transversely and cross each other, as in 
the male of Raphidia, Kirby ard Spence. 

forficiform ({r-fis’i-férm), a. . forfer (for- 
for * + ‘forua, form. aving the 
orm of scissors. — Forfictf pedicellaria, in ns- 

teroids, one of the pedane ——— pellariv in which Ohe 
two hooks are attached to the end of the basal plate 
nearest to them, 

Ln A forficulid (fér-fik’i-lid), ». and «a. 
member of the Forficulidw. 

II. a. Of or belonging to the Forfienlid or 
gre” ee 
forge? —Double-blast forge, a forge for btack- 

the ja , heaving two — or opecings to admit the 
haat below the bed of fu The bent is Jest locally in- 

romaas may be uniformly heated for 
hammer treatment. 

forge, v. 4, [Prob. a particular use of forge!, 
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t., 1, in allusion tothe clicking sound,] In far- 
nery, to strike the heel of the front shoe with 
—* * of the hind shoe, producing a clicking 

forgo-cinder (forj’sin‘dér), », The slag from 
an or bloomery. 
forge- 3 (f6i)’ham’ér), = ——— 
ammer for z large pieces whic 
——— by — a steam-hammer or 
— ven hammer. 

Hesber (f6rj‘lim*bér), n. The limber of 
8 forge-wagon, as distinguished from the gun- 
— limber or the caisson-limber; part of 
a field-battery. 

forget, forgett (tor. fet’), n. Inglove-making, 
game as ft 
torge-test (f — n. A bending test ap- 
a wrougl at -ize & ond steel plates or bars. 

cold, and also with and 

for et-me-not, m.- White forget-me- 

orget-me-n n.— White me-not, any * 
veral genera of the borage (Plagiobethry 

—— Crwptanthe, ete.) related to and somewhat 
resembling Mycsofis, bat bearing white flowers. These 

+ pees forming ary ae species, are natives of western 
orth America and Mexico. Some or all are included 

under the names *nievitas and _flower (which 
Bee). — me-not, the bluet or innocence, 
Houstonia ca ~— Yellow me-not, in Cali- 
freale, any Plant of the boraginaceons us Ameincha, 
They — rough haley herbs wi aflow hotel ig 
shaped like those je forget-me-not. A. apecta 
common southward in the State, has the Bowers half an 
inch wide. Called also woolly-breecher. 

Sox (for‘j ing), . J. forge, v., + -ing?.] 
efect in a horse’s gait consisting in striking 

the heel of the front shoe with the toe of the 
hind shoe, which * a clicking sound, 
It is not considered so serious a fault as over- 
reaching or gi ety 

forgiv, v. A simplified spelling of for; 
for * A simplified spelling of oc OY 
fork, my 1. 9 In gleeemanuf., an implement jwith 

ng iron handle and two prot, used for laying up 
5* in tiers in the annealing-furmace. 
8. In mech.: (a) A pair of teeth or pins 
standing out from a bar and inelosing a 
: ee within which rans the belt of a _ 

tine fitted with fast and loose ager By 
—— the bar which carries t ins end- 
wise the belt can be shifted. (6) c iece of 
steel fitting into the socket or chuck on a 
lathe, used for driving the piece to be turned. 
—. A position, in coat he of chess, where 
two * are ee at the same time by 
a — Electric fork, 
a —E which ja in actuated. by at tt 
meane of an ob 
fork, in peychophys., a 
ok, with a range of from 16 to ts 
5 per second, used for deter- 
mining the lower limit of tonal hear- 
ing. — fork. Same ‘in 
aa electric ick bilver-fork e- 
formity. leform 
fork, rv. ¢. 4. In choos, to attack 
(two hostile pieces) with apawn. 

forked-leaf (férkt‘lén), n. In 
= —— nited Btates, the 
‘url oak, Querens Cateshai : 

socalled from the shape of the 

fork-head, n. 2. A rod-end 
which is split or divided to form 
an opening for the reception of 
the end of another rod, the two 
=e then fastened by a pin or Giant Pork, 

fork:tined (férk‘tind), a. Noting antlers that 
lack the large, more or less de ressed brow- 
tine found in the wapiti and European red 
deer of the genus Cerrus; contrasted with 
*hrow-tined, The South American swamp 
deer, Blastocerus paludosus, and the mule-deer, 
Odocoileus macrotis, have typieal fork-tined 
antlers. 

Porli pottery. See *pottery. 
form, ., 2. It is the combination of all the like faves pos- 
sible on actystal of given symmetry ; tint is, all the faces 
embraced by a given symbol. (See ®eymted?, 7.) The 
forms of the isometric system (cube, octahedron, tetra- 
hedroa, Ay yy ete.) are closed forma (See form, 
2) also true, in the other systems, of the various 
double . Tunids (hipyrunids), the bisphenoids, and also 
the rhombeohedrons, sealenchedrons, and trapesohedrons. 
Tn these systems, however, most of the forme are open 
forma They include the pinacoida, prisms domes, ete, 
653 spinacoid, eprism, tpyrwmid, aphenod, Mpedion.) 

th Chese cases It is obvious that two or more forms are rs- 
ganee for a complete crystal. Two geometrically similar 
orms are anid to be complementary when their combined 
faces correspond to all the faces of some form of a class 
of higher symmetry in the same « = eR ce Thus the faces 
of the two complementary tetrah tetrahedral claas, 

20. a Biowerbea of the cotton-plant. 
worne te —*— to #2 days 

Dept. yh Cotton Plunt, 1406, p, 21, 

—— otogie. ⸗· Center of form. S« 
*eeenterl,— 5 = orm genes 
Bee — Sach forms are gor- 
erned principally by soctal and official customs miber 
than by — The external of 
letters are than the su: 
with wh they begin | but these latter, as well a the 

Leropean 
ven are those most commonly 

used in the United States and Great Britain. Those 
the ave Che toss Sormmnl, and Save 

munies- 
abbreviation of of —_ titles as Rigt 

Honorable, Honorable, Reeerend, ete., is largely one of 
convenience or relative importance, Purely jal ial at 
dresses are frequently to Rt, Hon,, Hon,, Ber. 
ete., but the Department of State of the United States 

out the term ‘ Honorable * in its official com- 
An Admiral is addressed by the style of bis 

Peg and his * name only : aa, Vlee⸗·Admical A.B, : 
* service) where the officer poe 

322— fal rank : as, Rear- Admired 
the Earl of C., or Tost Te De: y Lord; er The Hon. EP: 
Sir— An Ambassador from * Foreign Cewnfry fo the 
—5 Stoter as His ger the Te. Hon. Sir G. ii 
tithes): Excellency, dor af the Umited 
* as His Exco ieney L a Sir,— Apostolic Dele- 

——— as His Excellency K. (or The Most Kev. K. L) 
Apostolic: Your — ~~ An Archtishep 

in = 34 of Evglond as His Grace iy The Must 
Rev.) the Lord Archbishop of C.: My Archbishop, 
or Your Grace. In the Kewan Catholic Cheech as The 
Most Rev. (or His Grace the Most Rev,) M. N., Archtishop 
of O,, or The Most Rev, the Archbishop “of OF: Your 
Grace, or Most Rev. Sir.—An Archdeacon as The Ven. 
¥. Q., Archdeacon of K., or The Ven. the Archdeacon of 
K., of The Ven. the Arclhieacon Jones: Ven. Sir, of Sir. 
—'A Baron 2 Rt. Hon. Lord A; My Lord, or Year 
Lordsh) anger an It aa The Hon, (Christian and sur- 
— married toa commoner, as The Hea. 

Son ani te Wife as The Hon. T. U.: Sir: The 
Hon. ne T. U.: Madam.— A Baroness as The Rt. Hoo, 
lady V. or The ei 7s (no ie ——— Your 
Ladyship, or Madam, Hon, Bdith, 
yx e 2 Dewnaer) fs Lady’ ve: — ——— Baronet a Sir 

Wife as Lady X. (surname only, unless 
bebe Oy Satrm wee Che of Ree o ifle rank is 
wast): Your Latgehip, or Dadam. A Bi or Susfra- 

in the Church of England a6 The ht Rev, the 
— of Y., of The 

— ere e an 
Church ts the United Statea aa The Rt. Rev, Bi 

tary of W. Rev. Canon C.: Bev. 
Sir, or Sir, A Cardinal us His Eminence D. E., Cardinsl 
(or Cardinal Archbishop) of F., or His Faminence the Card!- 
—8 ‘or Cardinal Archbishop)ef F., or His Eminence James, 

inal F.; Your Eratnence.— A Ch nae The Ker. 
ok if above commoner’s Tank, The ~ Lard L., or The 
Rev. the Hon. J. K., or The Rev. and Hun. J. K, —— 

ns ibe Rev. Dr. J. K., or Th 

Dowager as 
wager) Conntons of bmg Fo Rt, Hon, the EF 
ae podem, — A Dean of the ¢ Church — 

—2 ir. In the Roman Catholic eco on ine lw: 
&. T.: Your Reverence, or Rev. and Dear 8ir.— A Truckee 
a6 Her (Grace the Duchess of U,: 

or The De 

G ny it 
Re Inf the y for The iat — § 
surname}: Your Lad np F. 
one of inferior rank, t, Hom, the! Ma Beatrice (has 
band's surname’ yt ty Eldest Son and his Wile, 
same o8 Herweie oF jones or Countess, ac- 
cording to the runk asstmed. Younger Son and his Wite 
as The Rt. Hon. the Lord (or The Lord alone) W. X.: Mr 
Lord, or Your Lordship ; The Rt. Hon, the Lady (or The 
Laity alone) W, Madam, er Your Ladyship.— Ae 
Kart aa The Rt. fon the Earl of Y.: My Lond, er Your 
Lordship. Dnughter as The Rt Hon. the Lady (er The 
Lay alone) (C hiristian and surname): Madam. (If ma 
rled to one of inferior rank, The Rt. Hon. the Lady Imbel 
[hiahand's surname): Madam.) Eldest Som and hile Wife 
same a8 Viscount and Viscountess, or other assumed moh. 
Younger Son and his Wife as The Hon, 2 A.: Sir; The 
Hon, Mra. % A.: Madam.— An Aimperor ax Your Imperial 
Majesty, or Sire. A General as is on Admiral. A ter 
eraor af « Colony ns His Excellency Sir B. C., Governor 
of D.: Sir (or, if of more exalted rank, His Excellencs the 
Earl of D., with the proper atyle of that rank), or Fis Ey- 
cellency Governor FE. Your scellency.— A Gorernot of 
a State or Territory (United States) as His Excellency the 
Governor of F.: Sir.—A Judge af a State Court ss The 
Hon. G. H.: 8ir.—A_ Justice of the Peace or Magistrate 
{in Grent Britain) as K. 1, Eaq., J. P., of The Worehi i 
Kk, L. Gif above commoner's rank, ‘then accordingly): 
Your Worship.—A Justice of — Mp reme Cowrt of the 
United States ag Tho Hon. L J.: ustice.— The King 

ype 



form 
af 4 aa The zag Most Excellent Majette, or 
Your it Your — —4 
Ki 1 Cena on HN K. C.: Sir. —A Ki as 
Sir ——— the in of hia Order, or, in the 
cue of a might Bachelor, b Knt.): Sir.—A - 
Governor of a State (United as isa Judgeof a State 
Coart.— Cc nd aa The Rt 
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formal, a. 11. Implicit; not active; latent; 
virtual. 

dice le formal 55* 
v⸗ A A. Collier, Clavia Univeraalis, x 34. 

Pormal abduction. See #abduction. 
forma] (férm‘al), ». A trade-name for formal- 

formation 

~ize.] Toadd small amounts of formalin to, as 
to cultures of typhoid o isms for the pur: 

of killing them. The dead bacteria give 
same reaction as the living culture when 

used in a Widal teat. 
formalith (f6r’ma-lith), ». [forma(lin) + Gr. 

be of Ag — J wise vine athe Rt. dehyde, Jog, stone, trade-name for blocks of in- 
fon. the Lord Chief Justice of : My iat or formaldehyde (fér-mal’d§-hid), ». [form(ic) fusorial earth soaked in formalin and used for 

Han Lord Sole Q.'or Agas, CHAO. sane obtained iy disinfecting. a ay 
Lord, or Bir.—The Lord Lieutenant of Ireland as His Severe! ways, as, for example, a of formami: rm-am‘i-dat), », [formarmide 
—— (or soovdl to his rank of bobility) tie Lord YRPOF at methyl-aloohal, Clas, and alr over a heated 4 .afel.) A salt of formamide, -CONHg. 
La a ea The Be Hon the Lord Mager of T.; My , formalin. It ts a powerful disinfectant, aeculnte albumen, sod gives Due 
Lard, or Your Lordship. Wife as The Rt. Hon. the Lady YAPor, Unlike sulphur dioxid, does not attack textiles, fie bain when In} 

Lord, or Your Daugh 
or The Lady alone) (Christian and surname): 
if married to one of inferior rank, The Rt 

Hon. the y Florence [husband's surname) : — — 
Eldest Son and hia Wife according to wl 
aasumed. Younger Son and bis Wife as The Rt. Hon. the 
Lord U v or Your Lordship; The Rt, Hon, 
the Lady Heary Y.: Madam, or Your ship.— The 
Master of the Holla an The Rt. Hon. —— or The 
Rt. Hon, the Master of the Rolls: 

(United States) 
ayor of Al: Sir— A of 

— 5 
diament ad M, P. (these initials hatlowing the ordinary 

ister of the United States Abroad as F, t., ————— 
any): 

—A Princess as HB. EL the Princess W., ete, or 
H.R. V. Princess Alice, or H. K. H. the Duchess of 3: 
Your Royal Highness, er Madam,— A Late J Councillor ms 
The Rt. Hon.T.U.:8ir. (fa Duke or Marquis, according to 
runk.j—The Queen of Bugland as The Queen's Most Exvel- 
lent Majesty: Your Majesty,or May it please Yor Majesty, 
or Representative in Congress or ina State 
Legislature aa is a Jadge of a State Court.— The Seere- 
fary of State (United States) aa The Honorable the Secre- 
tary of State: Sir. A Senator (United States or State) as 
is a Jadge of a State Court,— The 5; her of ine House of 
Soar as The Rt. Hon. A. B.: Sit.—The Sprater of t rae 
the United States Howse ee or af a State 

8 a te Court—A MearGon. 

as Viceroy, 

count (or The Viscount) G,; Your Lordship, oak Lord. 

A Son 
LJ.: Sir; The Hon, Mra J 

Mu — A Veecountess wa The Rt. Hon, the Viscountess 
K.: Your Ladyship, or Madam. Dowager as The Rt 
Hon. Felicia, (er The De acomntens af K.: 

Bishops, Ju Courta, Lord oeta, 
Mayors, and Members Parliament, take no tithes by 
virtue of their husbands’ offices, but only such as are 
theirs by right of birth or marriage. The conclusion of a 
letter may generally consist of a repetition of the various 
terms im the address and —28 in the 
manner following, according to the class of communica- 
tion | L bave the honor to be, My Lard Duke, Your Graces 
most obedient and humble servant; er, Very Reverund 
sir, your obedient — ——— * * % 
— in marh., orm. — 

terminate 5 See indeferminate.— Involution 
form, in Meteriol, an organism which has asumed a 
swollen, irregular outline which does Hot correspond with 
ite typical shape. Set up form, in terret-mating, a 
former or holder in which the staves are assembled to form 
akegor barrel. It teadjustable to various sizes of barrels 
and is fitted with supports for the first or lowest truss-hoo 

ynelinal forms. See be py form, in 
diol, Ue apeeles or *55 which is accepted by the sys- 
temutist as a type. {bration form, See *mbration. 

‘orm, v. I. trans. 6. In elect,, to change (the 
surface of the plates of a secondary or storage- 
cell) by repeated charge and discharge, so that 
they are in condition for use, . 

Il, intrans. 3, Inetect., toconvert the active 
waterial of the positive plate of a storage-cell 
into lead monoxid or that of the negative plate 
into spongy lead, either by the action of the 
charging current or * direct chemical means, 

formacoll (for‘my-kol), ». [forma(idehyde) + 
Gr. «64a, glue.] Same as formaldehyde * gelatin. 

ed, as and in solution, for the preservation of 
and ical mens, and for embalming. Also 

called formic aldehyde, methyl al: or methanal.— 
a — —— re 

sulting from the action of formaldehyde apon sodium 
bisulphite. It is used as an antiseptic.— 

lamp. —2* elamp.— . 
or ny 

of tannin-albumin and formaktehyde whieh is insoluble 
in the acid fluids of the stomach but is slowly split up 
into its three components in the lower intestines. It is 
an intestinal astringent and antiseptic.—FPormaldehyde 

acompound resulting from the interaction of forma- 

ormaldehyde-generator (f6r- mal‘ dg -hid generator (fér- mal ‘dé - hid - 
n‘@-ri-tor), ». An apparatus designed to 
ng a mixture of the 

vapor of methyl aleohol 
(wood-aleohol) and air 
in contact with heated 

ngy or finely divided 
platinum, whereby the 
alcohol is oxidized to 
formaldehyde: used in 
disinfection, Methyl al- 
cohol is placed in the recep- 
tacle a, and drawn up there- 
from by a wick which ends 
just below the platinined 
disks 6, held in the cone- 
sha) bottom of « The 
abex is lighted and allowed 
to barn until the diake have 
become heated, fame 
is then blown out, but the 
vapor of the alcohol, mixed 
with alr, drawn inat the boles 
d, in passing through the 
disks, is oxidized, and the for- 
maldehyde prodaced escapes 
throagh the apertures ¢, 

formaldehyde-regenerator (fér-mal’dé-bid- 
ré-gen‘e-ra-tor), #, An apparatus —— to 

liberate formaldehyde 
from its solution, or 
some combination there- 
of, and permit the es- 
— vapor to be con- 

— iffuse ‘ough a space 
to be disinfected. Many 
machines of this have 
been devised. The de· 
hyde solution (formalin), with 
calcium chlorid or glycerin or 
both, ia h the 
orifice a, into the boiler 6. 
The latter contains tions 

ot theliquid aml —— ie a! a \- 

tion of fi de 
when heat is copied to the 
sides of the bx the 
burners d, fed by alco 
the lamp «. formalde- 
hyde ¥a is conducted 
through the flexible hose and 

. clamped at a, throngh 
akey of the door closi: 

thus diffusing the vapor with- 
ont exposing the operntor who superintends the action of 
the machine. 

formalesque (fir-mal-esk’), a. (formal + 
“eer, n fandscape-gardening, noting that 
style or spirit of treatment which is character- 
ized by an essentially formal handling, being 
dominated by the architecture or the engineer- 
ing, while still retaining some natural features; 
not admittedly and designedly forma), but still 
not unreservedly free and natural. L. H. 
Bailey. 
— (for’ma-lin), ». [formal(dehyde) + 
-in?.] A trade-name for aqueous or dilute 
methyl aleohocc solutions of formaldehyde, 
containing up to 40 per cent. of the latter. 

(fér-ma-li’nii), 1, [NL,] An iodine 
derivative of formaldehyde. It has been used 
for inhalation in cases of consumption, Also 
called igazol. 
iBtine as forma (for’ma - lin -jel’g-tin), ». 
Same as formaldehyde *geclatin, 

fe (fér’ ma-lin-ize), ¢. t.; pret, and pp. 
formalinized, ppr. formalinizing. P permalle: + 

Formaldehyde-generatot, 

Formaldchytle-reg enerator. 

Lform(ate) + 
A colorless liquid, O:-CH.NHg, pre- 

ared f heating ammonium formate. 
orm 
anil? + a A colorless crystalline com- 
pound, CgH,NH.COH, obtained by digesting 
aniline with formic acid. It is antipyretic and 
analgesic. 
formant (for’mant),». [L. formans > 
ppr. of formare, form: see form, v.] In phonol., 
the name given by Hermann to ‘the tone of 
constant pitch for each vowel,—independent 
of the tone on which itis sung.” Scripture, 
Exper, Phonetics, p. 39, 

A vowel, according to bim [Hermann], is « jal 
acoustic phenomenon, depending on intermittent 
prodaction of a special partial, or * formant,’ or * charnc- 
teristique.” The pitch of the -formant‘ may vary a little 

haracter without altering ch of the vowel. 
V. C. MeKendrick, in Nature, Dec. 26, 1901, p. 167. 

format (fdr-mit’), n. [F. format = It. formate 
= G, format, shape and size of a book, « NL, 
*formatem, neut. of L. formats, formed, pp. of 
‘ormare, form.) 1, In printing, the shape and 
size of a book, as, for example, duodecimo, oe- 
tavo, quarto, folio, ete.— n painting, en- 

acing, ete., the relation between length and 
readth of surface. 

formation, v., 4. (f) In the classification of 
—— as *** by the —— States 
Geological Survey for cartographic purposes, 
the cartographic unit, or wares the ultimate 
roek body — named mapped.—6B. 
In eveol., a plant society or association, See 
the extract and plant *formation. 

Geologi paleobotanists and a few botaniate have 
several times called attention — the past fow years 
to the persistent misuse by man ogists of the word 
‘formation,’ when referring to t societies or assocla- 

is Regardiess of the sanction of acentury... of 
umge for ‘formation ® in the ical peree, have 

word, vid Germany, into «<4 to Crane: it 
botanical Li ure. 

Science, March 18, 1004, p. 467, 

Barringtonia formation. See * Barringtonéa,—Boma- 
venture formation, « name given by Logan to a 
heavy sheet of red conglomerates sandstones which 
unconformably overlie Ue Devonian and Silurian lime- 
stones of Gaspé, Canada, and are him as 
wholly of early Carboniferous age. 1¢ is named from the 
island of Bonaventure, which is composed wholly of 
these rocks, Later writers have the por- 
tion of these beds, which attain a thickness of 
thousand feet, to the Upper ; bat they are all 
de lacustrine or estuarine in, and are pow re 

and early Carboniferous times,— in 
, a eubdiviaion of the if in Arkanana, re- 
ed as equivalent to the Burl and Lower Keo- 
grapes. 

underlain by the Eureka shale and overlain the 
Wyman sandstone,— formation, in the 
lower division of the Jurassic formation in Qa 5 
Australia. — formation, strata formed dur- 
ing a portion of the Pleistocene xl in New Jermey. 
—hrimatic formation, a plant formation the character 
of whose Verctation is gov by atmospheric precipi- 
tation, According toSehimper, the author of the distine- 
tion, climatic formations fall inte three t — woodland, 
grasetand, awl desert. inae to edaphic *formation, 
and alternatively term district formation.~~ 

a Plant formation in which the ground is 
completely cecapied, as in a meadow,— bia for- 
mation, in geot., a sutlivielon of the Quaternary fortna- 
tion of the Atlantic comstal plain and the Mississippi val- 
ley, consisting of a series of subestuarine and submarine 
deltas and associated deltadeposita, It is characterined 
by wide-spread stratified deposits ad associated terraces 
which are newer than the Lafayette formation,—Cultu- 
Tal plant formation, in — an aggregation, ina 
given region, of cultivated plants of one or of several spe- 
cles as determined, on the one hand, by theiradaptations, 
and, om the other, by economic considerations Weeds, aa 
gorertied by conditions of cultivation, are here ineladed. 
— Dakota formation, in vee... a division of the Creta- 
ceoibs system fp the interior region of the United States, 
It fies at the base of the series, and is largely composed 
of lacustrine sandstones, with deposits of lignite and an 
abundance of dicotyledonous leaves — Decker Ferry 

in geol., a division of the Upper Silarian 
rocks of Pennsylvania and New Jersoy, It comalate of the 
Decker Ferry shale and the Decker Forry sandstone of the 
Ponnaylvania Geological Survey, the Decker Ferry Lime- 
stone of that survey being a different formation. It is 
regarded by New Jersey geologists as equivalent to the 
Cobleskill (coralline) limestone of New York. 1t attains 



formation 
& thickness of 450 feet. and is anderlain by the Bomard- 
ville limestone and overiain by the Kendout formation. 
Its lower ja characterlaed by Chonetes jerseyenais,— 
— —— — — as climatic ——— 

in foveoy., 1 nt formation 
the Vegetation of which mented y desermuinad by edaphic in- 
Huences (see #edaphec) — it of formation, See *heat. 
—3 ation, jn geol., a stratum of quartzite 
near Silverton, Colorada, believed to be of Upper Cam- 
brian age. he Eagle ag social dsyentte home 
— formation, in oe Sele ite form 
ing the lowest member of the Fieistocene— 

ation, a plant formation in which different vegeta- 
tion forms sn each ey in strata, See *layer, 7.— 

formation, in geol., the uppermost men- 
ber the Cretaceous system in the Rocky Mountain re 
jon, largely composed of volcanic sands in which have 
Soon found some freeh-water and terrestrial Mollusca, 
and a large number of land planta — fi 
tion, in geot., a series of sands and gravels in 
peake region overlying the formation, from 
which it is separated by a supposed Plane of erosion. It 

a pertaining to Cretaceous time —Manas- 
in gew,, one of the divisions of the 

Cretaceous of the Atlantic border lying at the top 
series and composed largely of highly Beer 

pI phe in geol., a very thick series 
of mi arenhaceous and calcareotis sedimenta, belong- 
ing to the Carboniferous period and 
55. Colorada.— Matawan formation, in grol., a 

jen of U Cretacoous sande and clays lying at the 
bottem of formation, attaining a thickness of about 
400 feet in New Jersey, but —— south 
ward. The fossils are wholly m — Monmouth 

in geot,, a division of the Upper Cretaceous 
series of Atlanthe const of North America resting 
on the Matawan and overlain by the Rancocas division. 
It consists largely of glauconitic sands with many fos 
sila. in geet. a division af the 
Cretaceous rocks in the interior of the United States, re- 

—— 

toe 

marine deposita.— Mi formation, in , the 
uppermost member of the Middle uetie jes in the 

arquette tron range of Michigan. It consists largely of 
cherty iron carbonate amd slate, and is penetrated by 
numerous dikes of trap. The alteration of the cherty 
iron carbonate under the influence of the meteoric 
waters has proc) the iron ores, which have been very 
prodactive.—M in geol., a formation 
of Permian in Kanes, immediately overlying the 
a cat measures and comslatiag of limestone and 

lomonotia, Plewro- 

it 

orig, rring in th 2 —— i —* origin, occurring 2 PR pes region mm 
in which have been found fossi! remains of gigantic 
— —— — = Myledon) and armadillos gaa 

ue and Glyptodon).— unkey formation, in 
geol., the Eocene deposits of Maryland, consisting of 
are qrecumnd marks, sands, and limestones, ‘They are 

div on lithic and biotic differences, as follows: at 
the base, the Aguia Creek stage with Piscataway and 
Poa substages, and above, the Nanjemoy stage 
with Pota) and Woodstock substages. The fatima las 

of mollusks with Foraminifera, Bryozoa, some ce 
fish, und a few reptilian remains, Darton, 

in geol., a sevies of 
clays, sandstones, and limestones of Lower Miocene age 

and Patagonia, which contain an abandant 
ed to that of the 

the Santa Cruz Miocene 

they constitute the red ited residuals, and they 
are themeclves overtain by the clays of the Arundel 
formation. The contained fossils are almost wholl 
restricted to plant remains and afford indecisive af 
dence as to the Upper Jurusic or Lower Cretaceous 
age of the formation, See Potomac *formation.— Pen- 
ganken formation, |) ser., a series of clays, sands, 
gravel and boulder beds of Mid-pleletocene age, typteally 
eveloped in a broad low trough extending across 

New —— 8 in a northensterly direction from the bead of 
Thlaware Bay to Raritan Bay. These beds uneenform- 
ably overlie the Precsnirian ervateliines Triueic snd. 
stees, and the Cretacese and elder Tertiary beds, and 
their tmanteriats are the preducta of disintegration of the 
older rocks at the north as well as of the country pocks of 
of the vicinity, all degeeited from swiftly moving water 
carrying Moatig ice. —Plant formation, in phitesrey., 
origiontiy (Criselkuch, Ince) an neseniblae of planta, of 
one or of a plarality of species, which forma a dietinet 
and complete feature of the landscape: in ecological 
plant geography (see @phuteerogrrphy), an assemblage 
of plants eccupying o conzenin’ stuthen, Chat is, induali- 
ting an aren morked ov a special sain of ecolegiend cote 
ditsons, and determined by their adaptations to life tn 
soch an environment, therefore considered biologically 
not taxonomically. The formation is the phyrtogeograph- 
ical unit; but since the unit may be taken ina broader 
or narrower view, the application of the term has greatly 
varied and this has fediced attempts to fntrodice a more 
recise terminology, Warming dropped ‘formation’ In 
aver of a term trunslated sometimes association, some- 
times vociefy, upplying this to the units of his classifica- 
tion, which wha based on water-oontent of the soil. 
Schitnper subdivided formations into efimatie and 
elaphee, the latter corresponding to Warming’s ‘ assect- 
ations," and it is nearly with the latter equivalence that 
‘formation,’ used without qualitteatinn, now seems to be 
applied. See ®eesocietion, 4, plaat oxecciation, under 
waasciation, and trevion, & ‘Potomac formation, in 
geal, @ series of clays, sands, and conglomerates lying at 

—2 
throughout a sublittoral expression and consists chictly fi 
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the base of the Cretaceous em along the inner edge 
of the middle AUlantic —— region, and attaining 
ita greatest ——— in Maryland. The — are 
almost wholly of freal-water and estuarine origin, and 
portions contain an abundant fora of early Cretaceous 
expression, together with some brackish-water mollusks, 

esiommura, and dinosaurs, The series has a 
divided into the lower Patuxent and Arundel stages 
which may be of late Jarasic age, and the upper 

aud tan stages which are of Lower Creta- 
fe tn geod, a divishon of 

many fossils, 
vision af the 

malian remains which represent a a 
type — contrasted with contem faunas of 

ern tudes, It fe regarded as of Miocene sure. 
—| in geot,, a series of 
sediments, rs, and tron of the Archwan era, 
in the Vermilion fron range of Minnesota.—Star 
mation, in geol., a division of the Cnarboniferous 
limestone In Australia —Timber 
in geod, a series of sandstones and limestones at the 

in . & series of clays and sande, ing 1, 
feet in thickness, forming the basal member of the Creta- 

in Western Alabaina and portheastern 

capy 
in the Sacramento a 

Wi formation, in meet., a rock series in the Can 
terbury district of New Zealand believed to represent the 
Upper Cretaceous and possibly some of the older Tertiary 
formations Itconsists of conglomerates which attain 
a thickness of 8,000 feet, sandstones, and shales, and con- 
tains numermis plant remains, fishes, and snurians.— 
ashita eat division of 

Pp, and sulvlivided inte the Preatom, 
and Shoal Creek beda, in saconding 

formation, in geal.» a series of thin-bed- 

erous period, occurring near Aspen, Colorada. 
formato] (for’ma-tél), ». [form (aldehyde) + 
-ttel + -ol.] A disinfecting and antiseptic 
dusting-powder containing formaldehyde. 
‘ormatore (fdr-mii-t6’re), .; pl. formatori 
(-ré). [It., a former.) One who models in 
wax or plaster, 
When found, one side of the skull and some fragments 

of linb-bowes were all that was exposed; but the akilful 
removal of the matrix by Mr, J. Hall, assistant formatore 
in the Museum, has revealed most of the skull, the upper 
stirfuce of the pelvis, and the femur. 

Proc, Zool. See, London, 1800, p. TT 

formatory (fér‘ma-té-ri), a. [NL. *formato- 
rius, CL. formare, form: see form, v.] Tending 
orserving to form. Ruskin. 
formene ({fir’mén), n. [form (ic) + -ene.} 
Same as methane. 

former?, »., 2. (b) One of a number of ap- 
Pliances and machines used in bending and 
shaping sheet-metal into tubes, cylinders, 
boxes, and other forms. For making cylindrica! 
blanks for round vessels and pipes, the machines ciiploy 
long bending-rolls in gronps of three, the shect-netil 
being bent to the right dinmeter by the size and jel net 
Tmentof the rolls, Small machines asing two alioit toll» 
having irregular faces are ased in forming Blanks te 
perper-bexes, candlesticks and otter suadll ey tetelent 
Vessels, Formiltg-tachites for tiekhig sypuare or triangu. 
lur blanks for boxes and pipes are properly sheet-metal 
bendinganachines Wire-forming machines, ased in mak- 
ing wire rine, handles, and bails, all tee redle of sections 
of cylinder rotted which Ue wire la bent to give it the 
proper shape, . 
3. Thetemplet used for the cutting of gear- 
teeth; the guide used for giving desired mo- 
tion to the cutter when forming or eutting ir- 
regularly shaped pieces ina profiling-tonehine, 
—4, Inelect., a frame upon which the coils of 
eertain types of armatures and transformers 
are wound.—Line-former, two conventriv «of 
brass leads, used by jolerintens te be or iy perpen teeitiete 

lines of type arranged fora curve.—Mo,ding-former, at 
appliance for reproducing the exact form of any molding 
or irregular surface. It consists of a large number of thin 
metal strips inelueed in a frune, Placed over the molding, 
or horizontally against it, the outer ends conform to the 
surface on whieh thoy pest and reproduce its form, A bind- 
ing-screw holds the strips in place when removed from the 
motting.—- Slip-roll former, a former in which one of 
the rolls can be relenset from the machine for convent: 
enoe in slipping the finished blanks off the end of the roll. 
— Square- form 
the edges of thn-plate in making baking-pans, etc, 

formicivorous (for-mi-siv’d-rus), 

forma formin (for’min), n. 

er, atinman's stake for bending formula, 
i formula, 

formula 

former-wound (fér’mér-wound), a. In elect, 
wound upon a former or frame before being 
— said of certain types of armature- 
coils. 
Pormic aldehyde. Same as formaldehyde. 
Jour, Soc, Chem, Ind., XIV. ins 
formicarious (fér-mi-kié‘ri-us), a. (NL. *for- 
micarius; see Jormicarium.) Belonging to or 
resembling an ants’ nest orformicary. Arnal 
and Mag, Nat. Hist,, Oct., 1908, p. 427. 

a. 
or 

t. and pp 
Jormicated, ppr. formicating. im Sormicare, 
swarm us ants, ¢ formica, an ant.) To swarm 
(in the manner of ants). Louell. 

2, n. [NL. *formicida for *formicicida, 
< formica, ant, + cwxdere, kill.] One who or 
that which kills ants; a substance destruc- 
tive to ants. 

In the cof th don them is 5 o7oee rentes je damage e by » 
tan Government at one time offered 

——— fer 6 acces formteies or ant exter 
tmitator, 

Von Hise, U. 8. Geol. Sarv. Monographs, XLVIL 44 

a, for 
mica, ant, + terare, devour. Feeling on 
ants: a term applied to certain birds and mam- 
mals such as the flickers and ant-eaters. 

Same as *urotropin. 
» Mey 2, (b) In hat-making, 

a felt-forming machine. It is the second machine 
used in the process of hat-making and follows the blew 
ing-inachine. It consists of an tight chamber having 
an alr-indet at the top and an aircatlet at the bottom. 
When ready for use a hollow cone or form of pertorsted 
metal is placed in the chamber in sach a that it 
covers the outlet, so that when an alr-eu or 
is started all the air must be drawn through the periccr 
tions of the cone. When the chamber is closed atl the 
exhaust started, a blast, bearing a choad of heee her 
from the a is turned on and the tating 

— pressure aa el th place by the suction A ir n * bog 
the ‘orations, When this tthm is sutticiently thick, the 
bv! and exhaust are cut off, the chamber is openet 
and the former is removed and plunged into water, whe 
the film readily alips off in the shape of a felt cone the 
exact shape of the former and ready for the nest proces: 
of working and — together to form a felt hat- 
body. See Mowing-machine.— Lock machise. 
a machine for making the hook or lock on parallel elgr 
of the Dianks used in making the bodies of cans, It com 
veys cach blank to the machine, clanmpe ft, formes the hook 
ae and delivers the finished blank at a high 

forming-rolls (fér’ming-réls), m. The rolls 
—— a forming-machine; also, the machine 
itself. 
forming-too] (fér’ming-tél), ». In machine- 
shop practice, a she cutter used in a lathe 
to — a special shape or form to a picee of 
wor! 
form-maker (férm’ma’kér), n. One who works 
at a brake, in a cracker factory, forming the 
dough into sheets to be run on the catting- 
machine. 
formoform —— n. [form(aldehyde) 
+ form(ic).) A dusting-powder consisting of 
starch, zine oxid, thymol, and formaldehyde. 

formol (fér’mél), », Same as *formalin. 
formopyrin (fér-mé-pi‘rin), n. — [form(alde- 
hyde) + (anti)pyrian.) A white erystalline 
compound obtained by the action of formalde 
hale on antipyrin. It is antipyretic and an- 
tiseptic, 

formose (fir’més),n, [form(aldehyde) + -0.| 
A mixture of at least two substances forme 
bw the polymerization of formaldehyde ander 
the influence of calcium oxid. It contains 6 
sugar, (gH yo, 
form-quality (form‘kwoli-ti), ». In payeho!. 
that which gives to a group of elementary 
mental processes a certain pereeptual or ides · 
tional form, or indicates the specifie groufp 
arrangement: regarded by certain authors a5 
a positive ideational content, appearing |= 
consciousness together with eaak ideational 
complexes as are composed of separable ele- 
ments, but referred ly others to the laws e 
association and the selective activity of atten- 
tion, The term wes. introduced bey C. vou 

Ehrenfels in 1800. 

Tu a very creat vuriety of nycntal compleses vtet sot 
above the elements inte whieh the comples falls thete 
remains, be insists. « menfal factor whieh isa Groce 
and characteristic feature of the compiles »anethiat 
which may remain gechanged even Uhoagh all the & 
ments be altered. This new factor, this ‘positive Met 
tional content,’ is the sorm-guality, 

Amer, Jour, Payched,, STL 2% 

4.— 's, paror’s Francis’s, ('*- 
various algebraic’ formule: ‘devised by te 



formula 
anthors whose names are given, to express the quantity 
of flow of water in terms of length, depth, ete., in 
a measuring-device.—Constitu or 
formula, « formula expressing not only the kind and 
nunber of atoms inthe molecules of any substance, but 
also their arrangement of order of attachment to each 
other, See graphic surmula,— Descartes’ ala, in 
optics, the trigonometrical statement of the relation 
between the angles of incidenoe (i) and of refraction (1), 

viz, : Mt on, where n is the index of refraction. ‘This 
ts known an Sneif's law, but the staternent of it in the 
above form is attributed to Descartes. — Dimensional 
formula, an algebraic expression Indicating the manner 
in which the three fumlamental quantities of any system 
of meastirements — usaally length, mass, and time — enter 
into any derived physical quantity. Thus the dimen- 
sional formula of a force is LMT 2. 
45) Ingeom, F458 E42 Inany convex polyhedron 
the number of faces incrensed by the number of eummite 
exceeds b two the number of edges —Fechner’s 
formula, on formula, in pey- 

chophys., the formula dS = ¢«——, where S stands for ma 

intensity of sensation, £ for stimulas, and ¢ for a constant 
value. Pechner’s measurement formula, Foohnar's 

metric formula, in peychophys., the formula 5 = * log = 

where S ie n sensation of given intensity, tis a constant 
value, A is the stimulus which evokes 3, and rin the 
liminal value of this stimalas, If we make r= 1, the 
formula becomes S=k log BR.— 

Fre, —t,) = b(t — ty) + oft — ty 

where E is the electromotive force, t; and ty are tempera 
tures of the junctions, and bande are constants which 

Form Stefan. depend the metals ed, — 
Seesta/an's ave” Fourier formula, « formula 

F sacceasi¥e nvultiples of a unit le The 
coefficients and angles may be 80 adjusted that the sum 
total shall represent the observed variations of any natural 
phenomenon. It serves as an interpolation formula ifthe 
observed quantities are not governed by any known law, 
bat as « serial —— — if the natural Law is oe 

ula reflection wequations.— Gal- 
ton’s formula, a formula of natality (which see) devised 
by Francis Galton. 

If we denote the paternal age by 
and the degree of natality by n, the 

m+ EY n= 913 
i= 

the maternal by m, 
Sensis to 

4—(m + pi 
that is to say, the natality can with satisfactory reliabili 
be esti: to be to the difference between ie 

and the number #1}. age of both ts together 
Philos. ‘Prana. Roy. See, (London), 1804, ser. B, p. S47, 

a formula. See murle #formula, 

in a cylinder acted upon by a uniform force 
to ite axis, It is 

= = 
e*-e * 

A= wkXpa a — 

—R 

where A is the linear density of free magnetiom at a die 
tance x from the middle of ‘the cylinder whoee radius is 
aand length 21, & is the coetiicient of magnetization, X 
the magnetizing foree, and p a constant.— Heron's 

A = Va(a—a) (8 — bp (s—c) 

here 5 = +b+c), and 4 sarea of any triangle — 
Holman's fovmula, the equation, 

zie = mt", 

which expresses the relation between the electromotive 
eg Td Dg a ear raed nae Mp re. menor ly eg 

where B is the (in centimeters of mercury) and 8 
the density (referred to —*2 of the alr at the earth's 
surface; H centimeters the height, and y the atmospheric 

at the elevation i. Lamberteformula. a for- 
moulks for obtaining the mean wind direction from a table af 
observed di iv, 

E-W + (NE + SE-8W ~ NW) cos 45" 
tan ¢=—-— " — 

N-8 +(NE+NW- SE - SW) cos 48" 

@ is Che angle between the north and the 
mean wind direction measured round by eaat.— 
Le Chatelier’s formula See Le Chatelier's wlaw 
ef radiation. Moseley's formula, in naval arch., an 
expression for the dynamical stability or the work done in 
inclining a veel to a given angle, It considers the im. 
mersed and the emerged wedges of equal volume formed 
by the low-water planes in the upright and inclined poai- 
tions and the distances of their centers of votame from the 
inclined water-plane. The product of the sum of these 
distances by the ratioof the volume of a wedge to the total 
volume of the under-water hull is diminished by the 
actof the versed sine of the angle of inclination the 
distance between the center of gravity and the center of 
buoyancy in the apright position. The resultant quantity 
moultipliod by the —— — weight of Che vemel ie 
the work done in inclining the veasel to the ‘gon angle. 
Muscle formula, « plan devised by A, H. Garrod for 

ex by letters and symbols the presence or absence 
of certain TEFET by him in classifying birds 
The letters A BOX ¥ represented respectively Uhe femore- 
candal, femorocaudal, semitendinosia, and ac 
cessory sein! inceus, while + indicated the presence 

sum of a series of sines und ſ 
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andthe absence of the ambiens. For ousaple, A BK 
X + showed that the thret three muscles and the ambiens 
Were present.—Nerve formula, a method of noting the 
— —— of the spinal nerves, especially in the lower 
vertebrates, sich as fishes, where someof the terves of the 
— and pelvic girdles have been fused, thas lowsen- 
ing their apparent number. Neumann's formula. Sce 
— equations. alanganl formula, a method 
of expressing the timber of on or phalanwes in the 
digitsof either the fore foot of hind foot, the enumenstiot 
being from the innermost digit outward, 

The phatangeal formula is 2, & 4, 5 4 

Osborn, The Reptilian Subclasses Diapaida 
Poisson's formula, {and Symapelda 

rv av ay — , 
ar — + 7* wVe a°¥ = 4xp, 

where p isa function of x, ¥,%, the codniinates of a point 
in space, and VY may denote tempernture, or concentration 
ofa solution,or electric aml magnetic potentialor the New- 
tonian potentialddue to an attracting muss, ote. — Stans- 

field's formula, the equation T = aT +b, which ex- 
aT 

presses the relation between the electromotive force of a 
thermo-clement, used for the measurement of high temper- 
atures, and the temperatare. Tis Uieabsolute temperature 
af the hot junction, E the electromotive force when the cold 
junction ts in boiling water, and a and b are constants, — 

form’ See graphic formuta.— Van der 
Waal's formula. See Vander Waal's ®equation. 

formulary, ». 3. A collection of medical 

(fér-mi-lis’tik), a. [ formulat-ist 
+-ic.) Consisting of a formula; adhering or 
conforming to some recognized formula; taken 
from the recognized form or formula, 

The sacred myths have a constant hearing upon form 
listic prayers and observances, 

Rep, Bur, Amer, Ethnol., 1807-08, p. TL. 

n, 4. In fopical geom., a part of a sur- 
ee tele * — with — simi- 
ar part which inse iy accompanies it 

increases the cyeloais af the surface by two. 
¥ ee away, it would leave two holes in the surface. 

arched portion 
Certain of the Sbers are supposed to origtixate in the gyri 
fornicatus. 

fortescue (fdr’tes-ki), n. (Appar. from a sur- 
name Fortescue, whence by a pole ainpta- 
tion the form forty-skewer, as alluding to the 
many sharp spines. But some consider forty- 
skewer to be the original.) A scorpeenoid fish, 
Pentaroge marmorata, found in Australian 
waters, 

FPorteacwe, or (hakewer, a fish of New Soath Wales, Pen- 
marmorata, Cuv. and Val., familly Scorpenide ; 

called also the Scorpion, amd the Cobbler. All ite names 
allude to the thorny spines of ite fins. The sume Fortes 
che is an adaptation ay i by the law of Hobson 
Jobeon. EB, Morris, Austral English 

th t —— 
rea. 

luminous 
ing ab attac 

milk, See wnvilk, 
fortoin (fér’té-in), a. [for(maldehyde) + (co)- 
toinj. A yellow, tasteless erystalline com- 
pound obtained by the action of formaldehyde 
oncotoin, Itis used as an intestinal astringent 
in diarrhea, 

’ Port Pierre group. See *group?. 
fortress, %.— The fortress, Sanw as #Seheatopol. 
fortui n. 2. The doctrine that a tendeney 
in the universe toward a certain direetion of 
development may be accounted for by continual 
fortuitous changes, combined with an inherent 

of an indefinite sum of change in the 
irection which development takes und an 

inherent — * of an indefinite sum of f 
e change in the opposite direction. The case is 

au to be analogous to that of a large number of fe 
ers playing agninest ope another, Some of them are 

rained from time to time and drop out of the game ; and 
thus the average capital of those who remain tends to 

FPortuitous variation, See *rariation. 
forty, ".— Half forty, See whal/. 
f * (fOr’ti-legz),n, An Australian myria- 

fi —* tia fog amithii. — 
‘orty-skewer (forꝰtiakũꝰ oͤr), ». Same as 
*fortescue 

forty-spot (f6r'ti-spot), n. Ashrike, Pardalotus 
quadragintus, one of the diamond-birds. [Aus- 

-] 
forward’. I, a.—Porward glance, In cricket, « 

ce-stroke played forward ; a stroke by which the ball 
js turned in ite comme, usually to the leg side, by playing 
forward wae the — * ae slant wise. — — 
ward play, in erictet, the act of stocking or stopping the 
bowling by stepping forward with the boft fout aud meet- 
ing the suom r ft has pitched. 

Fothergilla 
Il. vw. In foot-ball, basket-ball, and other 

games, a LP eg in the frontline of the team. 
‘orward!, ade. 4. Iu cricket, in front of the 
batsman’s wicket: said of a flelder’s position, 
‘orw: -yard (fér’wiird-ing-ylird). a. See 
——* J 

fosfate, fosfatic, ete. Simplified spellings of 
hosphete, ote, 

toatcric, fosforus, ete. Simplified spellings of 
hlosphoric, ete. 

038, ". A simplified spelling of fosse, 
fossa! n-— amygdaloid fossa, the interval between 
the pillars of the fitiees cecapied by the tonsil.— Crota- 
phite fossa. See ecrotepAite,— Douglas's Rare 
as vectorrginal pouck (which see, Under porch)— 
tric fossa. (0) The urachal fossa, (6) The pit of the 
stomach = a ve on the eribriform 
Mate of the ethimoid bone in which Iles the olfactory lobe. 
— Eustachian foesa, a sulews in the petrows portion of 
the temperal bone which lodges a part of the Bustachian 

capitis femo: the depression on the tube. — 
lend of the femur giving attachment to the ligamentam 
teres. — cerebeli. See eecipital fossw.— Fossa 
costalis, depression on the bed: a vertetra where it 
articulates with one of the ribs — = 
dea. Same na fatercondyloid foase, See infercondylovd. 
~~ Fossa of Rolando, « groove which marks the division 
between the parietal and frontal lobes of the brain, 
— Fossa sella. Same as pituitary fossa. Harderian 
fees, the depression in advance of the orbit in which 
the Harderian gland in lodged. See gland. 
tric & depreasion on the inner surface of 

certain of ae eee races man, 
tntercondyloid.— Lacerate fossa, an open: 

ing bn the wall of the orbit of the eye, just above the 
alisphenotd; more or lew irregular pone ped 
name — a depression for the Lateral aau⸗ 
on the inner surface of the mastoid portion of the tem- 

bone. — fossa, in ornith., the de 
teasion in the cranium which contains the olfactary 
lobes and adjoining parts of the brain comstitating the 
mesencephalon,— in ornith., the 
depression in the floor of the cranitm which contains the 
medalla.— 0; on the inte fossa, the 
rior of the craniar which contains the olfactory 
Patellar fossa. (a) Sec patellar. (b) A depreasion in 
the hyaloid membrane of eye on a level with the en- 
trance of the optic nerve. Popliteal the 
—_ on the —*— face of —* femur, pear oy Ps 
end. — Quadratojugal name giver craft 
to the triangular Fea in the dkull af o tara, bounded on 
the outside by the slender quadratojugal, on the ineide 
by the tine, and in frost by the end of the maxil- 
lary. rona Zool. Low 
trochanteric fossa, it on the paretior 
side of the proximal end of @ bird's humerus en the 
humerus is proumathc the pneumatic foramina open in 
this fosm.— lavicular (a) See etepracta- 
vicwtar. (6) The depression between the sternal and the 
elavicular origina of the sternomastoid masce.— 

a depression on the femur between the 
internal tuberosity and the internal supracondyloid 
tubercle.-Sylvian fossa, a depression on the under 
surface of the brain within the flasure of Sylvias con- 

Tonsillar fossa. scm 

rachal a depressed space on the 
inner surface of the anterior abdom wall between the 
uruchua and the hypowastric artery. 

fossette, ». 3. A hollow of considerable depth 
in the grinding-face of a tooth, more or leas 
completely surrounded by enamel folds : i⸗ 
eally shown in such a tooth as the molar of a 
rhinoceros. See cut under *tooth, 

fossiform (foxs‘i-férm), «. [L. fossa, ditch, + 
Jorma, form.) Having the form of a fossa or 
pit; pit-shaped, 

an © for eum. Dialect Notes, poe — 
Poesil rain- scars made in the soft mud or 
sand by rain, which, before be obliterated, were 
covered by a of sediment that preserved them, the 
frome being su! ently com into rock. — 

a former river chantel buried beneath 

pa = go ortgin, pith» thet — 3 Tre" a Is 

such water which is regarded as baving boen —254 
from the sen and incorporated in the mads at the time 
the sediments were laid down. 

cesula, n. (>) In aret., one of the numerous 
slight depressions on the surface of the brain. 

te (fos’tit), m. ert epee nna A 
trade-name for cupric sulphate converted into 
a ———— for application to plants as 
a fungicide, by being soaked up in solution 
by an inert mineral powder, such as soa 
stone, and dried. Also known as cupric steatite 
and sulphosteatite. 

F. O. T. An abbreviation of free on truck 
[Eng.] 

Fothergilla (foru-ér-gil’li), n. [NL. (Murray, 
1774), named in honor of John Fothergill (17 
1780), an English Dr dog mar and botanist.) A 
genus of shrubs of the family /amamelidaces, 
it is distinguished from related genera by having apet- 

alous fowers in terminal spikes, a bell-ehaped and 5. to 
Tdobed calyx, numerous stamens and the frait a aA rei 
tioned and 2-seeded capenie, There are three species 
the southern Alloghany region, two of which, #. Carolina 
E Garden’ of Marmy) and F. major, are planted for 
ornament. The former is sometimes known as wifch-alder, 
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Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 314.—Pour up 
to play, in , 

fotometer, fotometric, ete. Simplified spell- 1 the wood, ———— en ae 

c. Simplified spellings of 
about eight inches , w four to the pound. 

pres ny four wolive inches long, weigh. 
totype, phototypic, fog four to Ue pound. 
at prism, fourchette, ». 5, The combination in one hand 

Foucault's method. See *methodand relocity of the cards immediately above and below the 
of *light. one led, wack a8 meee | and 10 over a jack. 

j' 2 combination in one 
— — — mg f —— — of the card tomedtately above and that next below the 

4 card led : aa, queen, 9 on a fuck led. 
mander, ¢ Pers, fauj, » regiment, + dar, one fourchite (fir’sbit), a. [Fourche Mountain, who holds.) Formerly, in Persia, a military Arkansas, + -ite2.j An olivin-free monchi- 
officer; in India, under the Mogul govern- quito; a dark porphyry or non-porphyritic 
— ee —* “ —— — police aphanite with hornblende or pyroxene in a 
foujdari (fo 5 —8 * ari, < — less glassy ground-mass, It oceurs in 
Janjdar ; see foujdar.) In ia, a local native four-coupled (far’kup’ F 5 p’ld), ¢, Having four driv- court of justice. —— coupled or connected by side-rods, 

as the standard American passenger-cngine 
which has two such drivers on each side, 

four-course (fdr’kérs),n. In furming, acourse 
of crop-rotation which is completed in four 
years. See rotation of crops, under rotation, 

four-cut (fér’kut), «, Cut into four parts, ag a 
iston-ring, 

four-cycle (for’si*k}), ». Same as four-phase 
unequal soundings. (c) Water resting on a bottom of cycle (which see, under internal-combustion *mo- 
rocks and — wind — —— tor). 

foul-lines (foul’linz), m. pl. In base-ball, lines four-cylinder (for’sil’in-der), a. 
drawn from the outer corner of the home plate te, ‘ 
along the outer edge of first and third 8 worki 
to the boundaries of the ground, See foull, P e. 
4. 2, ass fourer (for’ér), n. [four + -erl,] In cricket, 

foundation, ». 9. In ship-bwilding, any part a tour; a bell hit by the batsman, which reaches 
of a ship's structure which is built up or spe- the boundary, thus scoring four runs, H. R. 
cially reinforced to support heavy weights, as Lyttelton, Cricket and Golf, 
engines and boilers, turrets, guns, boat-cranes, four-horned (fér’ hérnd), a, 
ete, 
foundation-bolt (foun-da’ shon-bolt), 4, A 
large and heavy bolt used to secure the base 
of steel columns to the foundation stones or to 
secvre heavy machinery to a floor. 

foundation-plate (foun-li‘shon-plat), n. 1. 
A bed-plate for a steam-engine or heavy ma- 
chine, usually of cast-iron.—2, Au anvil or 
base-plate upon which ornaments are a 
in a stamping- or embossing-press.—3. A 
plate used in a foundation which is built up 
of plates and angles, as the engine founda- 

— Fou) hand, in poter. a hand containing more = 

or looked at.— Poul tip, in tase-tratl, 9 ge ball just 
tipped by the batarnans club, #0 that its direction and 
speed are met tlably altered.— Poul water (rewt.) 
(@) Water in which the bottom rmoud and sand rises to the 
sarface, See fe make fowl water. (6) Water which shows 

Having four 
ers, either working together or each one 

separately from the others, 
See *paper-machine, 

. 14, 
Having four horns, 

as the Quito sheep, or the four-horned antelope, 
Tetraceros quadricornis, of India. 

Pourier-Bessel formula, See *formula. 
four-in-hand, I, ». 3, Along scarf or neck- 
tie. One of the ends (which are broader than 
the center which surrounds the neck) is wound 
over the other, —— up between the neck 
and the tie, and then brought down in front 
through the loop thus formed, 

a. Four- 

. boot : —R ly called a tadly-Aa 
tions in @ ship. given toan individual conch in : tweed into New fork by 

foundation-stop (foun-di’shon-stop), n. See Colonel Kane, about the yeur 1870) —Pour-in-hand bar- 

oundert Gara the pole” The standard pattern oat bre 
founder®, t. i 4. In golf, to drive the ball ings. The pole-team have st thes may be omitted on 
into the ground by turning in the face of the 
club when striking. to support the I 

founder-shaft (foun’dér-shaft), n. In mining, four-o’clock,.—catifornians , Mirabilis 
the original shaft fora mine. [Eng,. Californioa af southern California, a species with numer: spect ' 

foundry-proof (foun’ dri- prof), ». ‘The last Sin, ual fowes, rosembling diminutive azaleas Par. roof = — type, supposed * be nearly deioer , the plant family Nyetaginaces, 
6 From {6u't. The proof-reader of the printing» fonr-on (fir‘on), a. Said ofan arrangement of 

— reads i for Ue, detection of annoticed ty poxreple pages for presswork by which four copies in 
sterootyped it is called the press-proof. quadruplicate can be printed together on the 

fe n. 8. A fountain-shell or watering- same sheet by the sume operation, See *tice- 
pot shell; any shell of the genus Aspergillum, (0%. Je Vinne, Mod. Book Composition, p. 349. 
— Pountain decussation, » docussation of nerve-filers four- (for'faz),a, Having four phases or 
— cerebri beneath the posterior longitudinal = itions ; in engines, —— 

oursome, «. n. Agolfmate which four 
fountain-brush (foun’tin-brush), », A mark- 1 ing, painting, or —— brush having a res- —— engage, two playing against the other 

érvoir in the handle for ink or paint. Press 
—* a batton at the end of the —— owl —— foursquare, a. In. A figure with four equal 

be removed from tie handte and a fresh brush amizen." fourteener (for'tén’ér), ». A line of poetry 
fountain-dues (foun’tin-diz), ». pl. Naut., of fourteen syllables, G. Saintebury. 
the amount of money charged against a vesse . I a.— Fourth state of matter, See #matter. 
for furnishing her with fresh water while in LL. ».—Fourth best, in séer and bridge, the fourth 
— and filling her water-tanks for sea. ous of fan the peal cing * pote ah gg sub- 

pump (foun’ tan-pump), ». A pump gone toes (for’téz), w. The plantain-leaf ever- 
for throwing a spray like s fountain, for une lasting, Antewnaria plantaginifolia, Also called on a lawn or for spraying trees, 

fountain-syringe (foun’tin-sir’inj), ». doy — = pea 
rubber bag terminating ina flexible tube, with F pot be tes) ol Gantiin —— Aad — gat 
appropriate tip for the administration of femoris Povea,igehtadien, in ornith., the most evi- 
urethral, vaginal, or rectal injections. deat depression on the lower side of the pelvis, lying just 

fountain-tree (foun’tin-tré), », The deodar, © advatice of te fret true sacral FOven S0g- 
: . le depression at the mat of the neck between Cedrus Deodara, See deodar, _ the sternal origins of the sternotmastoid muscles. — Poves, 

Pouquieriacez (fi-ki-ii-ri-a’s6-é), ». pl. (NL. lam in ornith., a small depression on the under 
(Dumortier, 1829), ¢ Fouquieria + -acew,| A side of the anterior part of the tlium.— Povea navicu- 
family of dicot vledonous choripetalous plants lar —— — age hanger wind meee ike 
of the order — consisting of the peck jnat below the skull,— Fovea Sane as 
the single genus — (which see), —— — — Foves | sana, in —* 

ſfouq (ft-ki-d-ri-a' shins), a, Belong- mat depression om the under stile of the pelvis of a Dire 
A * —— hich the t beck of the first snoral anc is crossed by 

ing to the plant family Fouquieriaces, the Saari processcs of the sacrals. Fovea trian- 
four, n. 7. Inericket, a boundary; also, a ball gay Sane as rewtricle of Arantiven. 
hit by the batsman, which reaches the boun- foveation (fo-vé-4’shon),n.  [fereate + -ion,) 
dary, thus seoring four runs, Sec *fowrer. The formation or the presence of pits, noting y a I I 

foxtail 

and three this phenomenon in the pock-mark or vaceits- 
noting the score of a player when be has tion-xcar. Biometrika, Feb., 1903, p. 137, 

fovelform (f6’vé-i-férm),a. Having the char- 
— acter of a pit, depression, or fovea. 

foveolated (fo'vt-j-i-tel), a. Same as fore 

foveolate-punctate (f6’v6-5-lat-pungk* tit), «. 
In entom., punctured with foveolm, as the 
7 of certain beetles. 

— low fowl, * — — 5 a 
* fot 379 butchers. attic — 

fowl-mite (foul’mit), 1, See *chicken-mite. 
fowl- {foul’pok), n, Same as *henr-por, 
fowl-tick (foul ’tik), w». 
Either Argas persicus of 
South Afriea, or Argas min- 
iatuae of America, giant 
mites which attack chick- 
ens. 

fox!,n. 5. A drain carried 
under another watercourse 
by means of a depressed 
culvert forming an inverted 
siphon. Commonly called 
a dip-culvert or a dive-cul- 
vert.— 6, One of the north- 
ern constellations (Vulpec- 
ula), situated between the 

Fowbaick (Aroer mer 
ater) 

Ventral wiew, 
constellations of the Swan magsifed (Murs. 0 
and the Dolphin.—7. [Tr. "4! 
G. fucks.) A freshman in a German univer- 
sity. (Not used in American colleges] 

A duel was going on between two Fiichse (Freshmenk 
«+» The twWo * fozes” fought owt their time and were re 
leased, greatly to their own satisfaction. 

J. M. Hort, German Universities pp. TL 7 

fox-chop (foks’chop), n. A cultivated form 
of the dog’s-chop, Mesembryanthemum caninun. 

fox-f: (foks’fiir-ming), ». The industry 
of rearing the blue or aretie fox ( Vulpes lagu 
pus) for its valuable skin. Uninhabited island 
ol Aleutian chuin in Alaska are used foe the par 
pose, the animals being allowed to run wild. The vty 
care given them consists in supplying them with fol, 
and y are trapped as in the wild state, 

fox-feet (foks’fét), », The fir elub-moss. Lyov- 
ium Selago, 

‘oxglove, rn. 4, The pitcher-plant, Sarracevie 
purpurea.— 5. The trumpet-creeper, Campeis 
radicans.— 

field D Pete, the Jerneaed fui nyrnic ie lone ; . J Aht 
Le s'- ot indy’sfoxgiove, 

tonne. () “ 
8 — West Indian 

Gotpanchakateia, — 
the downy false foxglove, Dasistoma flacwm. : 

fox-grass (foks‘gris), n. See 
* grass, 
fox-head (foks’hed), ». 1. The head of a fox. 
—2. Ad ng-cup in the form of the head of 
& fox, suggested by the Grecian rhyton. Sueh 
cups were made by European potters in the 

salt-mreh 

latter of the eighteenth century. 
Fox group. e@ *group), 
fox- (foks’ké), ». A split key into the end 
of which is driven a thin wedge of steel to 
prevent it from working out, 

fox-poison (foks’poi’zn), ». The spurge-laurrl, 
Daas —— — 

f n.— foxtadl, Alopectrue alpinws. 
an erect Part yn hn on which occars in the arctir 
regions of both hemispheres. — foxtail, “i- 
tockloa composita, a stomt spoctes with a iy, branch 
ing panicle. It extends from the West Indies jute 
southern Florida. The name has alao been applied t 
one of the windmill-crusses, CAlorts verticiiiata,— 

Chatochloa certicilicta, a species with rather 
short adhesive awns, a weed found sparingly in waste 
Places. Scanetioes ales the Hungarian C. Itaticn 
— tall, the water-foxtail, Alopecwrms gram 
ulefos, a species widely diffused in Europe, Asia, and 
North America, affurting excellent grazing ie wet places 
—Large foxtall, in California, the larger species of 

Hordes, more properly called syurrre’ 
ra , & pastirewrass A lopecu res prt 

tensa, native in Europe and fntrodaced inio North 
America It is valuable fn mixtares for posture & 
midlet erpund on scoomnt of ite earliness and eth! 
good qualities Ite bends, like those of other species 
the genus, suggest « stall timothy. See cut om fulle* 
ing page. Mountain fo: Alopecurua oecide: 
telis, wu erect species growing in inountain meadows of 
the Rocky Mountains, pear scan iy Semper or aud yhell 
tog a thee, Jong. bright-eolored ¥. The heats ar 
thicker and shorter than thase of the neadow-foxtail 

= aie — — 



Small foxtail, in 
California, the small- 

resem: 
Wing the yellow fox. 
tail, bat easily dis- 
tinguished by its 
longer bristles and 
by ite rootstocks, 
Tt is witely diffased 
tt sever) varieties, 
being found in the 
southeastern United 
tates, the West In- 
dics, aml Mexien. — 

Same a6 mouatoin 
*fortail,— Yellow 

Chatochloa 
gisuca, a ¥ j om. 

latitudes, appearing 
as «a weed in culth 
nae ground, Also 
own 

arene (which soe}, 
See cut at wChurto- 
chive. 

foxtail-pine 
(foks’tal-pin’), », 1, See fortail-pine, under 
pineL—2, Pinus Balfouriana, « small tree of 
the northwestern United Ststes, resembling 
P, aristata, but gro the scales destitute of 
prickles.—3, The loblelly-pine, Pinus Trede, 

foxy', a. 4. In prtinting, marked by a dixa- 
greeable, hot quality of color.—5. Penetrat- 
ing and well acquainted with the ways of the 
world; sharp; especially, having an air of 
knowingness: it then signifies a not very es- 
timable charneter. 

FP. P. An abbreviation of fire-plug. 
FP. P.8. An abbreviation (a) of Fellow of the 
Philological Society; (6) of Fellow of the Philo- 
sophical Society of Great Britain. 

Fr. An abbreviation (4) of France; (¢) of Fri- 
day, 

fractabling (feak’te Sling), n, A coping, as 
of « fractable, but the term often extended 
to include the coping of any wall, 

fractile (frak’til), a. [L. fractus, broken, + 
-ife,] That may be broken or cleft; pertuin- 
ing to breakage or cleavage. 
action, ., 4, In math.: (c) In geow., any 
multiple of any submultipleof a magnitude.— 
5. In chem., one of the parts into which a sub- 
stance is separated in the process of fractional 
ilistillation. See fractionation. — Con od 
fraction of the second order, a fraction whose nu- 
inerator and denominator are themselves continued frac- 
theme See continued tom, Under eontinned. —Ordinal 
fraction, a mark for an object interpolated in a natural 
aecries OF Now, 

fraction (frak’shon), v.¢. (fraction, x.] Same as 
Jractionate, 

Although the 
they succeeded 

Meadow fowtaal ( flagerwrir pewten erst 
*. plant, owe fourth eatural seze; 4, 

sphetetie, Qowerlng gluine: ¢. stamens 
eral qretil, t,o, aay 2 slightly ae 
larged.) 

a contained so little silicon hydride, 
ht fractioning tt. 

Amer, Chem, Jour., March, 1008, p. 2a. 

Fractional crystallization, diffusi 
tion, function, Dunder." Bee rapa: 
tion, ete. 

fractionate, v. t.— tube, See Atude 
fractionator (frak’shon-A-t * in chem., 
an apparatus for fractional distillation. 

fr: talus (frak’ti-ki’ma-lus), n.; pl. 
Sracto-cumulé (-li), A ragged cumulus; an ill- 
detined cloud in the first # of condensation 
and representing the tops of small, low atmo- 
spheric waves due to rapid winds near the sur- 
face of the ocean or land; seud. The fracto- 
cumulus is, relatively speaking, a low cloud, 
lying sume distance below the flat base of the 
ordivary cumulus, See *eloud!, 1. 

fr: (frak ‘té-nim’ bus), m.; pl. bus 
Sracto-nimbi (-bi), An ill-defined, ragged, or 
broken cloud from which rain falls or is threat- 
ening to fall. See *clowd!, 1. 
acto-stratus (frak’to-stri’ tus), w.; pl. 

Sracto-strati (ti). The edge of a stratus 
eloud which is disappearing through the 
evaporation of its moisture, leaving only rag- 
ged portions which soon disappear. See 
*elowd), 1, 

fracture, ». 4. In phonol., same as breaking, 
A, 1, Mayhew, Old Eng. Phonol., V. i, § 81, 

— Barton's fracture, fracture of the lower articular end 
of the radius, — 4 fracture of the first 
metacarpal bone. Camp! , © fracture 
axeociatet with injury to other etructures, such as an in- 
—— nerve or a lane Dhooed-Vveasel.— 
racture, a fracture in which the broken part te sunken 
below the general surface of the bore: mottig usually a 
commen form of fracture of the skull.— Extracape 
fracture, fricture of a bone, such os the hip-boue, near 
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th int but outelde of the capsular ! .—Practure 
fever. ‘See Aferer!.— Hickory-etick fracture. fame 
as greenstick fracture.— Incony fracture, 
tare in which the bone is not ——— Sh 
groenstick ure is of this mature,— 

a fracture involving the articular sur- 
fuee of the bone. In! fracture. “or 
infracepewlar.— Linear a fracture running 
lengthwise of the boae — Mul fruc- 
ture of several bones or of one bone in several places, 
Silver-fork fame aa Colles's fracture, 

- fracture, a fracture proteced by a 
very alight foree, such ns simple musenlar contrac. 
ion, due to abnormal brittleness of the bone or to 
its partial destruction by a cancer or other lesion.—- 

rupture of a tendon from ita point of 
attachment to the bone, a aplinter of the latter being 
tom away with the tendou.— Willow Same 
as greenstick fracture, Zone of fracture, a name siig- 
gested by CR. Van Hise for the outer portion of the 
earth's crust, in which the deformation of rocks prodaces 
fractures and open cavities, As the depth increases and 
the load becomes greater, wenk rocks, stich as shies, can 
at HOO meters ne longer maintain cavities, and the lint 
of resistance of even the firmest granites is reached at 
1),.080 meters, or the zone of @dowage (which sec) He 
tween these limite lies the mixed zone of fracture and 
flowage, embracing rocks of variable resistance. 
frenum, ®. See frenun, 

arianin (fri-gi‘ri-a-nin), ». [Fragaria + 
-in-.] A glucoside found in the roots of Fra- 
garia vesea, 
fraghan (frin), ». [Also frairn, representing, 
respectively, the spelling and the present 
pronunciation of Ir. fracehan, the plural of 
pape a whortleberry, ¢ fraoch, heath.) 

he whortleberry, Vaccininm Myrtillus. 
fragil, a. A simplified spelling of fragile. 

(fraj‘il-in), mn. [L. fragilis (see def.) 
+ -in?.) A compound crystallizing in red or 
reddish-yellow needles and found in Spkero- 
phorus fragilis. 

tas ifra-jil’i-tas),», [L.) Brittleness. 
(tas crinium, brittleness of the halr.— Pragil- 

itas Ossium, a condition in which the bones break very 
easily, somvetiines as a result of simple museular action. 

fr: 4 frgm. Abbreviations (@) of fragment ; 
(b) of fragmentary. 

fragment (frag’tment).r. i. [ fragment, n.] To 
break up into pieces: said of a cell-nucleus or 
nucleolus that breaks up amitotieally into two 
or more pieces of unequal size. 

fragmenta], «. 2. Same as clastic. 
fragmented (frag’men-ted), p. a. Broken into 
fragments; specifically, in biol., broken or 
separated into parts each of which forms a 
new individual, See fragmentation, 

A few streptococci and isolnted filaments are found in 

flied with /ropmented Leukocytee aid onganiaing exudate. “ J 

Jour, Exper, Med,, (et, 2h, 1000, Pp. 10, 

Fragrant fern. See *fern. 
frail*,», 4. A wooden carrier or crate used 
by glaziers to carry sheets of glass. (Eng:} 

iatheien (frii-6-li-hén’), n. IS. Amer. Bpᷣ. 
aug. of Sp. fraile, a friar: see friar. The name 
alludea to some fancied resemblance of the 
plant to a friar with his gown and cowl.) A 
general name for a growth of peculiar tall 
composite plants belonging to the paramos of 
the equatorial Andes. Their densely hairy ensiform 
leaves are as long as the arm and form rosettes, sometimes 
Pressed to the ground, sometimes crowning a massive 
stem clad with dend leaf-bases 

fraising-machine (fri’sing-ma-shén’), ». A 
apo forming-, or routing-machine naed 
n rougbing out the carving or shapes on such 

articles as canes, umbrella-handles, and chair- 
le; 

fraktur * n. {&- CL. —— —— 
ing: see fracture. printi orm 0} 
pointed letter — in citinery Getme books 
and ne rs. It differs from the older German 
black-letter in 

retles. 
«greater stiffness and similarity of the 

wha) and in the pee or finials with which it 
Diack and daine, fraktur fe « thin character, 

The small letters are about one fifth narrower than roman 
letters of same size of body, De liane, Mod. Book Cam- 
position, p. 25a. 

ne This 18 Frattut Tope. 
F. R. A.M. Au abbreviation of Fellow of the 
Royal Academy of Music, 

besial (fram-bé’si-al), a. (frambexia + 
-all,] Relating to or of the nature of fram- 
borsia or yaws. Lancet, May 30, 1903, 

frambesiform (fram-bé’si-form), a. Resem- 
bling frambeosia or yaws. 

frame, v. /. 7. In sh — 
just the frames of (a vessel) in 
eel on the building-slip. 

frame, «., 5. (b) In ship-building, one of the 
ribs or transverse members whieh extend up 
on each side of the kee] and support the out- 
side planking or plating. In a wooden vease a 
frame is made up of curved pleces of Umber. The lowest 
piece is the four-tinber, which extends across the keel. 

to erect and ad~ 
place above the 

frame-work 
The next ploce la the fret futtock, the lower part of which: 
laps on ous side of the Boor, and the upper part on 
the side of the second futtock, the lower end of the 
batting against the upper end of the Goor-timber. 
succemive pieces are called 
third, fourth, ete, Suttocks, 
and the last the “top-fin- 
ter. The various pieces are 
throtgh- bolted to each other 
actods the central joint, thas 
fortning the complete frame. r 
as io and * Vessels the 4 

ae are ¢ o emt VAT ,. = 

fed "contraction, ring to CTvesection of aan Tm oem wl white! ee ream —— — ng ie. — —— 

terial can be worked into har; ¢. rewerse trametir 

various forme, The shuplest is that consisting of a frame 
angle-bar, a reverse frame angle-bar, and @ floor-pinte. 
In the upper part of the frame the frame-bar and reverse 
frame-bar are riveted beck to hack, as shown in Hhesection. 
This is called a built frame. In the lower part the tue 
bars are spread apart and riveted to the tloor-plate inter: 
Posed between them. (eecutunder feor, &) In moder 
steel Vessels, particularly men-of-war, a single piece, as a 
channel-har, hull-angle, or Z-bar, takes the p af the 
frame-bar and reverse frame-bar. This is cnlbed a sels 
Jrame. In veascls with a double bottom the frame in the 
lower part becomesa part of the cellular bettom and is a 
tore complex stricture. (Ree cut tieder ® boffom.) The 
frame of a protected craiser with double bottom ts shown 
under frame, h, In lance merchautsteamers with double 

epper part cf tie Brame tno pleas seperate freee that tn upper part of the frame isa p! ror J 
the bottom, and it is secured to the margit»plate by a 
Dracket and gusset. (See cut under ®racketl,) 
—— of * are Ane in vessels tn — pisces. 

ee, rire, framed, ® wel-frame,) je deep 
mmagitodinal members in the framework of the double bot- 
tom are sometimes called doayitudinal frames, but more 
usually fengitudinala, A loaeframe is one of the frames 
at the stern which are carved ont around the stern-tube, 
The transom-frame is that at thestern-postin weasels hav- 
tng an overhanging stern. It has a very deep tloor which 
is riveted to the upper interior part of the stern-pest, 
und the minting stern-frames abaft it, forming the con- 
tour of the stern, are secured to it at their heels 
6. (G In beehecping, an open four-cornered box, read- 
fly removed from the bive, in whieh the bees comstrict 
thelr combs, (4) Ip pertnfing, saine as conmporing-stand, 

10. In boiling or tenpins, a division of the 
game through which a player continues at one 
setting of the pins, Three balls usually con- 
stitute a frame.—11. In pool; (a) The tri- 
angle used to spot the balls in gree form 
at bec per continuous, following, and fifteen- 
ball pool and their offshoots, (4) The leg or 
game played with sucha set of balls at all except 
continuous poot.— Ampére’s frame, a su fi 
couple of wire heli- eee 
ces h which 

The 

have as if they were 
tagtiets, Wires 
bent pty arty 
may ma 

hod, 

ahi ding, one 
of Die frames in the 
aide of acarngo-vee- 
sel which has bo 
lower deck or hold- Ampore’s Frame, 
beams. In such ves- 
sels the frames are about ™ per cent. transversely 
than In a similar ny wit leat or lower deck. — 
Frame angie-bar, ta trom ahipetaril 
aframe to which the outaide 
5(6).—In frame, tn ahi, In ‘ng, sald of a vessel of which 
the frames are regu in on the build- 
a on ee the — 7 — anking or pl i it — 

ediate frame, 2, tag, abex e for 

additional between two of reul 
paced frames of a Vessel. — Square frame, in abe, . 

which stand square across the cen- 
veasel, as distinguished from a cant-franie 

uare frames, 
which the material ased permite beveling without loss 

nearly or quite all are square frames. 

frame-angle (frim‘ang’gl), ». Sameas* frame 
angle-bar. 
frame-bar (frim‘bir), ». Same as * frame 
angle-bar. 

frame-hive (friim‘hiv), ». A beehive so con- 
structed as to contain movable frames. 

frame-lifter (frim‘lif’tér), ». A strip of lace, 
attached to the glass frame of a carriage. by 
which it is lifted out of its bed in the door or 
body, 

frame-liner (frim’li’nér), ». See * liner?, 5. 
frame-plate (frim’plit), . <A rolled plate 
forming the web of the side-frame for a loco- 
motive, 

frame-slotter (frim‘slot’ér), ». A slotting- 
machine especially adapted for finishing the 
side-frames of locomotives. 

Frame-slotting machine, 
chine. 
frame-work, «. 4. Spinning done on 4 throstle- 
or ring-frame; also, knitting done on a stovk- 
ing-frame. 

See *slotteng-nia- 



496 framing-piece 

framing-piece frim‘ing-pés), ». A straight frank-tenure (frangk’ten‘ar), m. 
jece of wood —— at the center of acarriage faic, a holding ie frank-fee. 
ead at right angles with the axle and extend- pé, «.— Café black coffee and cream, taken 

ing from the front of the fifth wheel-plate to _t cual quantities, mixed and sweetened, and fromen. 
the horn-bar. F. R.A.8. An — of Fellow of the 

© (friin-ches-ké’ nd), a. [It., ¢ Heyal Astronomical Society. 
Francesco, Francis.) A Tusean silver coin of fragco (friis'ko), ». [Sp., a flask: see _ 
the value of 5 poli. A liquid measure u in some Spanish- kmeri- 

francescone (friin-vhes-kd’ne), a. [It.,< Fran- Can countries, equal to about 24 United States 
*8 Francis.) The silver — of —- — Pee cree eee ee 
of Lorraine, who died in 1737, equal to 1 0 4, and t. A simplified spelling oF prrase. 
og * fraseologic, fraseol ete. - Simplified 
anchise, *.—Municipal (a) Alegislative Spellings of phraseologic, etc. 

graut or charter by which a municipality, as a city, town, FTaser-. er variation. 
Village, ete,, ts organized and empow tomake laws or Fraser's attack. See *attack. 

In feudal 

See *variation. 

ordinances for ite own government. (6) A privilege or frasil, #, See fracil, 
textended by a municipal corportion to a private — eh Corporation or eta tid right’ to maintain street, Frasnian (fras’ni-an),aand n. [(F. Frasnes, 

railway, to use streets for water- or gas-mains, ete. ] La. In geol., of or & town of a 
(francisca.] Sameas pertaining to the lower division or stage of 

rancises, the Upper Devonian in Belgium and northern 
ean (frank’§-an), a. Of or pertaining France, 

to the work or opinions of A. H. Francke, one I, ». The Frasnian division. 
of the leaders in the Pietist movement in frass ery x. [G. frases, food for swine, 

‘ood (OHG, frdz, food), ¢ OHG. frezzen, 
Jretan, eat, devour: see 

francisc (fran-sisk’), ». 

Francke, min ing * 

also small amounts of silver and germanium ternalism (fri-tér’nal-i . ternal 
found in the mining region of Las Animas, fre -iem,] mi ter of — — 

specifically, the cultivation and safeguarding 
Pranco-Annamese (frang’ kd-an--més‘),@. of that fraternity, or brotherhood of an entire 
— I, a. Pertaining to both France and people, demanded by the French revolution- 

. sts. 
II, », A person of mixed French and Anna- 

meso descent, ‘ ——— 
anadian (frang’kd-ka-nii‘di-an), a. 

and#. I, a. Pertaining to both France and 

In a New Zealand aiming to realize a democratic fra- 
jiem, conscience strikes its high noon. 

E. A, Rosa, 80cia) Control, p. 6 

Canada, United States > ( werally) secret society, AR : 
IL. ». A person of mixed Freneh and Cana-  uniergradunte collegians, chietly for social purposes, an 

dian-Indian descent. re.) designated by two or more letters of the Greek alphabet. 
(frang’k6-fil) a.and A ieee | omualy — several —— — or chap- 

pr —22 art in the jous colleges. an re large 
n. (NL. Frances, French, + Gr, ¢itoc, loving.] and costly ‘fraternity houses.” Mem p does not 
L. a. Very friendly to France or the French. _ terminate on graduation. 

Pratricellians (frat-ri-rel’i-anz), n. pl. Same 
— a8 Pratricells, ne 

frau (frou), ». [G., = D. crow, ete.: see 
Jrow!,] In German use, a woman; « married 
woman; a wife; lady; as a title, Madame; 

Poti as, Frau Schultze. 
a a.— fraud. whady: 1. Prand 

order i sevice ant onder rh eae i au y toa aus e very 
of ‘ter kn —— — toany party known or stapected of using 

rposes, 
friiulein trot’ Hn), na, [G., < frau, woman, 
lady, + dim, -Jein.] In German use, an un- 
married woman; a young lady; as a title, 
Miss: a8, Fraulein von Reuter. 

frazzle (fraz’l), v.; pret. and PR. razzled, ppr. 
Srazzling. fang” Jrazle; orig, E. dial., a var. 
of fasel, E. dial. fazle, fazzle, Jarzel, v., perha 
by association with fray?, cr.) I, intrans, To 
ravel out, as the ae of a fabric; unravel; 
fray. 

Il. trans. To wear, as y mgr usage, into 
y out; tear to 

II. ». One who is very friendly to France or 
the French. 

Franco be (frang’k6-fob), n. [NL. Francus, 
a Frenchman, + Gr. -do/Joc, ¢ goSriv, fear.] One 
who is with a morbid fear of the 
French. X. £. D. 
Francophone (frang’ké-fon),n. [NL. Francus, 
French, + Gr. gu}, sound.) One who speaks 
— language. Deniker, Races of Man, 

frangulic (frang’gi-lik),a. (frangul-in + -ic.] 
Of or —— frangulin.—Prangulic 
a ——— crystalline compound, Cy 4Hgiy, iso- 
meric w 

See * ‘ort ment. ment. 

—— — oe ate yr —— —— — shreds, 5 or tatters; 
‘a sou orway aprice, ; 
Picea ; (¢) the loblolly-pins, Pinus Tada (see frankin- Pace a 4) ig Eng. — 8. A . 

' cenae, 2); and (&) Styrax punctate (see Styrax)— West (fraz’l), mn. (frazsle, v. shred; a 
as *ivmbe?, See also tatter; a frayed rag; a frayed or worn-out 

bungo-tree, Fi ‘ r condition: as, to be worn to a frazzle, [Prov. 
franking-mackine (frang’king-ma-shén’), n. Eng. and V. 8.] * 
A machine for cutting the ends of the bars P ROO, I. An abbreviation of Fellow of the 
for a window-sash in such a way as togivethe "7, Colonial Institute. 

ints the appearance of mitered joints. F.R. 0.0. An abbreviation of Fellow of the 
kist), n. One of a semi- Royal College of Organists. 

Christian sect of Jews founded 4 Jacob F h 0. P, An abbreviation (a) of Fellow of 
Frank (1712-91) in the province of Podolia, “the Royal College of Physicians ; (b) of Fellow 
Poland. The Frankista are also called ZoAarites, be- of the 1 College of ——— 

care ey rected — 
aof the Zohar, or “book of splendor.” the Royal College of Physicians, Edinburgh, 

Pranklinia (frangk-lin’id), ». [NL. (Bar- P.R, 0.8, (B., L, or L.) An abbreviation 
tram, 1785), named in honor of Benjamin of Fellow of the Royal College of Surgeons (of 
Franklin (1706-90), the American statesman ak a Ireland, or of London). 
and seientist.) A com of plants of the F. R. 0, V.8. An abbreviation of Fellow of 

family Theacex, olose y related to Lasianthug the —— College of Veterinary — 
an some authors united with it. #, p Hem freckle, a spot ar to a freckle maa (Horde bese of Utter the coy eects occurring on a portion of the skin not exposed directly to 
* by the Bartrams on the Altamaha river in the te 
— ix now known only, in cultivation. It ne small : a, 19, In hort,, abundantly blooming or 

reaching a wi trous but 3 i 
eidaous foliage and tandsome white magnolia-like dowers Sraitin G3 also, = p rofuse and rapid growth. associatio 1 exper. peychal., an assockation 
opening from late summer till autumn, It is hanly as - : 

far north sa Philadelphia, freely effectes| by the observer, In an expe riment upon 

An electri- 
eae the association of ideas—effected, that is, in terms of his 

Franklinist (frangk’lin-ist), #. mental constitution and existing stock of ideas, without 
int or suggestion from the side of the experimen- 

ter: sgpenet to umbignous or partially constrained and 
ty univocal of constrained associations, #. B, Titehe- 
ser, Exper, Psychol, IL & 192,— hit, 
idea, etc. See *eheek, otc.— Pree coinage, a 
denoting that the mint is open to any one who may 

cian who advocated the one-fluid theory of 
electricity originated by Benjamin Franklin. 
The terms Franklinism, Frantiinist and the Frank- 

lindan system occur in almost every puure. 
Priestley, Hist. of Electricity, L 193. 

free-wheel 
bring bullion to be colned. The United States mint ik 
how (1906) closed to the free coinage of silver.— Pree 
Mot 10 — sew Fag Methodists, tnder —_ 

marine ———— & clatise Reine —X en total 
eA, average.— Pree * 

all charges down to the —— ange: asl of 
merchandise bought for import: same as ®ez ship. 
Pree Quaker, See quater. 

freeboard?! (fré‘bord). », [Also formerly free. 
bord, tr. OF. frank bordum, ‘free board,’ free 
border.) A margin of ground, specified in 
some cases as two anda half feet in width, io 
other cases much more, ¢laitned beyond or out- 
side of a fence which inclosesa place, as a park 
or forest. [The nautical use is later: see 
ver-board.) 

board?, ». The minimum free-board to whit 
British merchant vesels may be loaded is indicated bya 
mark known as the Plimsoll mark. Lloyd's is 
empowered to * the di water-line to whichs 
vessel may be loaded. The lines must be permanently 
marked on the side of the versel, as shown in the cat 

— — 

Free-boant Masking for Steamers. 

FW is the freah-water free-board line to which the ship 
can be ed in « fresh-water harbor, 8 is the corm 
sponding eammer load-line for the same d ent in 
salt water, W ia the winter freeboard line, WWNA is 
the winter free-board line for voyages in the Noeth At 
lantic. 13 is the line for summer voyages in the Indian 

‘or Ocean. LE fa Livyd's For safling-veesels the 
FW and WNA lines only are marked. 

freedom, ».— the exercise af de 

freedomism ( freedom 
-ism.}) The doctrine of the freedom of the will; 
libertarianism: opposed to necessitarianism, 
[Rare.] 
Tt may be true that consciousness is iMusory guide, 

but this is nothing in favor of nocesainstaniaan. — u 
ft be —— argument on either side of the qar⸗tlan v 
perfectly futile; for] have nothing but the testimony ef 
consciousness to the cogency of the argument for neces 
tarianism. But if that ag ity be ed, | am ms 
ef de em — about that theory as I can possibly be 

J. H. Hyslop, Elem. of Ethics, p. 24 

free-fooder (fré’fédér), mn. One whois opposed 
to the taxing of food-stulfs. [Nonce-word.) 
That class of fooders which hive 

interference pal gr buying and “Tentining 
the natare of food, however bad, as noxious economic 
heresy, and a restriction of the free play of competition. 

Nature, Dec. 24, WS, po 170, 
freeing-port (fré’ing-port), n. In ship-building, 
a ping in the bulwarks close to the Seu, with 
a flap-cover which opens outward to permit 
water that comes on the deck to run overboanl 
freely. Also freei —— 
—— (fré‘ing-skut'l), n. Same as 

recing-port. 
free-se abe ree t,t. To select and 
take up (undisposed-of crown lands) under the 
Australian land laws, and acquire title to the 
same by annual payments during a series of 
ears. See *free-selection. [Australia.] 

lection (fré’sé-lek*shon), ». A system 
by which a settler in an Australian colony may 
select, take up, and acquire perfect title tos 
block of from 42 to 320 acres of crown lands at 
a fixed rate per acre (usually twenty shillings), 
and pay forthe same at the rate of one shilling 
per acre per annum for twenty years. [Aus 
tralia. 

free-se. (fré’sé-lek’tor), n. One who free 
ustralia, See */rer- selects crown lands in A 

selection, TAS eee} 
free-silver (fré’sil’ vér),a. Advocating the free 
and unlimited eoi of silver at an arbitrary 
standard rate: as, the free-silver Fs < 

Pree-stater (fré’sta‘tér), n. A native or inhabi- 
tant of the Orange Free State of South Africa, 
now a British colony with the title of ‘ Orange 
River Colony.’ 

free-wheel (fré’hwél), r.i. 1. Toridea bicrele 
with the wheel free from the eontrol of the 



free-wheel 
pedals; coast.—2, To free the wheel of a bi- 
eycle from the control of the pedals. 

freez, v. and, A simplified spelling of freeze. 
freeze}, v. t—To out, (b) In poker, to canse 
one to lose all his — 523 ty freezo-out. 
See *freere-out, 2. 

freeze-out (fréz‘out), ». 1. The act of freez- 
ing out. See to freeze out, under freezel, v. t. 
5: A variety of poker in which each player 
starts with an equal number of chips and no 
one is allowed to replenish his stock or to with- 
draw or loan any part of it. As soon as any 
player bas lost his capital he is frozen out, and 
must retire from the game. 

freezer, ». 2. Asheep whose mutton is in- 
tended to be frozen and exported, [Australia.] 

-tank (fré’zing-tangk), n. In éco-mak- 
ing, a large tank fitted with cold-brine cireulat- 
ing pi and containing cold brine which is 
kept in constant circulation by means of a 

itator, in which distilled water is 
cans to be frozen. It is usually fitted 

and a traveling crane for 
therm to the ice<dump, 

loosened discharged, and, if too 
large, are sawed into convenient shapes for handling. A 
large tank may have a capacity of 100 tons of jee a day. 

et — Prégier eo as re 

it, straight. See xpoint!, watro & 
t, ie 4. Short for freight-train.—oost, 

See . 
t-agent (frat’a*jent), ». The person in 
— F —— —— = 
eharge of the freight-carrying departmen 

of its business, either at the head offies (the 
general freight-agent), or at some particular 

rt or station. 
t-ton (frat’tun), ». Forty cubic feet of 

eargo: frequently used as the basis of freight 
charges in ocean —— of light bulky 
goods irrespective of their actual weight. See 

ht 
— —— a vessel measured 

tom: is simply a measure of cubical 
—* stebente and Frm — make conaMderable ase 
of mensiirement, —— it has no 7 ye 

White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 72 

".—Hydatid fremitus, Same as hydatid 

tonl, 2 (k). * 8* 
(frat’tan’aj), nm. 

Jared in — 
tonsa of 40 cubic feet. 

authorit) 

fremi 
thrill (which see, under thrill 

Fremont cotton wood. bee *cottonwood, 

—— See x oe | — kboston, ete. - 
minute. See — en —— of 

Rerulpture, #eeali.— Prench second,  centesimal sec: 
ond. See —— division. Preach, 
penny-cresa, —5* arvenve : anid to be #o called, on ac- 
count of ite off ve qualities, in parte 
Gallic sentiment. See and penny-creea 

French (french), v. I. trans. — a] 1. 
To — according to the Freneh mode.— 
2. To d as a chop, by partly freeing the 
bonea.—3. In metal., to oa out the last ate 
in the refining of metallic antimony, by whic! 
‘bowl metal’ is converted into ‘star metal,’ 

II, infrans, [l.¢.] In bot., to appear dis- 
torted and unnatw owing to some abnor- 
mal condition of the Plant. * hing. 

French-fried (french‘frid), a, Said of potatoes 
which are cut into strips, triangularin section, 
and fried in hot fat. 

The peculiar dis- frenching (fren‘ching), ». 
tortedand § , tobacco, 

ROO 

warfed condition of 
corn, and other plants, due either to some fun- 
gus or to disturbed nutrition: often used syn- 
onymously forthe mosaic disease. See mosaic 
* disease, 

Frenchism (french’izm), ». [French + -iem.] 
A custom, usage, or idiom peculiar to or ehar- 
—— of ce or the French; a Gal- 
eism, 

loger, frenologic, ete. Simplified spell- * 
ing of phrenologer, ete. 

n.— Frenum a duplicature of tikewe 
serving a6 a stay to the I) valve, 

freq. An abbreviation (4) of frequent. 
a, 3. Specifically, the numerical mea- 

sure of the rate of vibration of an oscillating body, or the 
rate at which the cycles of any periodic motion repeat 
themselves. In acoustics, frequency is synonymous with 
pitch, although the piteh of a sounding body is usually 
expreased in Lerma of the number of single vibrations 

frequency is given in double or compete 

limit, 
whieh in pitch to the lowest audible tone, ix 
about 20 complete ¥ ona per second. The w 
limit varies somewhat with the individual, but ties be- 
tween 15,000 and 20,000 complete vibrations 

8.—32 

weed, (b) The Freanel-Arago law. 

friar, ». Reformed 
formed branch of a 

friar's-cowl, 

F. R. 

fricadillo (fri-ka-dil’6), n. 

407 
and since cther-waves move with a velocity about 
million times as great as that of waves in the air, the 
quency of ether-waves would be « million times as 

af light-waves is 
about a million million times as great as that of sound- 
waves. Light-waves, like sound-waves, have a consider- 
able range of frequency, but the limits of visibility, which 
correspond to the limite in wave-le of the visible 
or. He closer together than the limits of audibility, 

wave-length which Produces an lect upon 
the eye is .76u, frequency a 10** vibrations per second ; 
while the shortest wavelength to which the eye is sensi- 
tive is about .40 w. These waves, which constitute the 
e © violet of the system, have a frequency of 7.5 « 
10** vibrations per second. Ether-waves of wency 
too great to affect the eye are also known to exist, 
which constitute the ultra-violet spectrum, are 
by means of their action w the photographic plate or 
by their power of producing flucrescence. The shortest 

* — 

bearing, into the distance between the axis of rotation 
and the surface at which the friction occurs. — Starting 

See atatical ®&friction,— 
Same fntion friction at, Also 

Golied tition ont enelinnes smal framion: 

to absorb the 
Amer. Soe. Mee 

friction-calender (frik’shon-kal’en-dér),m. A 
machine, consisting of three or more steel and 
paper cylinders, operated in contact with om 
another and at different degrees of speed, for 
imparting a gloss to cotton, linen, and other 
fabrics in the process of —— 

po-zish’- other-waves known to exist have a wave-length of about on-composition —— 
oF —— ap org of E Eta 7 pes — In. 4 ap mere ia — capable of 2 —— ape 

‘st Tt * ing readily ed by moderate friction, as 

at food opel detected by means pty be on the heads of ordinary matches, in artillery 
ection, me ft ——— —*8 to the — friction- re, * ‘as 

jones fet u a virtue nperatare have a fricti disk), m, ie i 

—— — bie a ie se by el ot 8 10 8 consisting of : small wheel wth a smooth pert: 
——— ether-waves similar in all respocta to light-waves ese} whieh ‘ 
ut of mach lower — The of such ether against 

waves, thus far ced, between 1 10'° vibrs the face of a 
per second and ®. The terms Agr smooth disk. 

steel en vara at. Tae 'ehea can com ively raj other to com 
Bnely slow rates of a. Thusamuaical tone hav. moved — axially 
ing a frequency of 10,000 vibrations per second fs called a nd fia saath, 8 
tone of high frequency, ing to high pitch, wih t i 
while one lying near the lower limits is said to be of low With afeather, 

uency, In the same way an electric generator pro- ‘hence the angular 
ducing an ing current with a city of 10 Yelocity of the 
al per second is a low-frequency alter. ‘ranstn! can 
nator, whereas the discharge from a Tesla cail giving be ied within 
rn alewtrie aneiibations nuteecesd ie colied s biteae certain limita Ry 7 al 
or? discharge. * this 4 © * riction disk, 

— * * Bee —— Convergence 8 through a * ght * fe she sa ae oe friction disk i ¢ * 

Gurve. See — feurve Group SOE aE ap — 
— —— stetioteet value,oftheoccurrence 45 the tice of second tection is Ww force of 74 is 

— —— — fre the driving dink. Tork. or ven, by d dis oppest aueney, 
of a Teala coll is said to be a discharge of Aigh frequency. scales tee det necanad tutes dite: oni ou 
—*** » a ——* ve. Seo each site of the driven wheel, with which either can be 
—* —5— — * Pag brought into contact. The small wheel is usually faced 
* vin io her her with , pa or rubber, to secure adhesion to 

viduals, with the modal of « character. — 
a. 18, Noting a cow that has recently 

given birth toa calf 
v.t, 4. In surg., to denude (a part) 

of its nt 80 as to form a raw surface 
which will readily unite with a similar surface 
when the two are brought into apposition.— 

Dallast, to shift the ballast about. 
See *law1,— Freanel's 

ot t Canada of ame fret}, v.¢ 6, Toform by fretting or corrosion. 

Let it stampe wrinkles in her brow of youth, 
With cadent Teares fret Channels in her —— L 

» Lear, t 4. 
3 nn. 

developed in — = as distinguished from straight 
; by fret, 

which has obtuse and acute angles, being made 

freta, ». Plural of *fretum. 
fret-board (fret’ bo ), » In musical instru- 
ments of the lute and zither classes, a strip of 
hard wood, provided with frets, against which 
some or all of the strings can be stop 80 as 
to alter the piteh of their tones. In the violin 
and similar instruments frets are now unusual, 
= + analogous part is called the finger- 

r 

fretum (fré’tum), n.; pl. freta @t&). [L. fre- 
tum, a strait, sound, channef.] In —— a 
constriction in the embryonic heart between 
the ventricle and the bulbus arteriosus. 
‘ . 8 An abbreviation of Keliow of the 
Royal Geographical Society. 
R. H. 8, An abbreviation (a) of Fellow of 
the Royal Historical Society; (b) of Fellow of 
the Royal Horticultural Society. 

Pri, An abbreviation of Friday. 
friar, one of the members of a re- 

monastic order ; specifically lecu. J. a 
member of the Observantines, a branch of the Franciscans 
dating from 141@ 

a, 2, Same as friar’s-cap, 
frib (frib),m, [Imitative: cf. fribble.] A short, 
loose rss of a fleece of wool, 

B.A, Anabbreviation of Fellow of the 
Royal Inatitute of British Architects, 

{Kitchen Sp. (1), 
< Sp. fricando, € PF. fricandeau: see fricandeau 
—J ricandellc.} A meat-ball or roll. 

Friction . See wdraft-gear.— 

* in aniform motion ; aliding friction or slipping fric- 
Molecular magnetic friction, See magnetic 

friction-~drive (frik’shon-driv), m. A device 
for transmitting motion which involves the use 
of a frietion-elutch or friction-gears. 

-hammer (frik’shon-ham/’ér), ». A 
drop-hammer which is lifted by friction-rollers 
ae on either a board ora — When the 
nip of the rollers is released, the hammer falls 
and delivers its blow. 

on-head (frik’shon-hed), a. In Aydrawi., 
the head lost in friction by an outflowing 
liquid. The friction-head is usually computed by the 

formals 4. =~, where D is the diameter af the efftux 
v of th ul 2 le ee eters a 

due to erate. Be head, 

ulleys or disks. 
If the applied load is excessive some of the friction-surfaces 
slip and the danger of breakng is leasened. 

-pulley (frik’shon-pil’i), mn. A pulley 
which turns loosely on its shaft except when 
connected to it by a friction-clutch. 

friction-ring (frik’shon-ring), ». A loose 
elastic metallic ring used in certain forms of 
frietion-clutehes or -brakes. It is divided at one 
point of its circumference, and either pressed outward 
against a female portion or elamped around a male cen- 
tral portion by means of a lever or cam. 

friction-roller (frik’shon-ré‘lér), m 1. A 
roller in @ rolle:-bearing. (a) One of a number of 
small rollers which revolve In a bearing and the inner 

jon of whose forms a bearing for a shaft, 
6) One of a number of conical rollers which run between 
a conical surfaces to form a nov-frictional thrust-bear- 
—V 
2. A roller of small diameter, used with others 
to form a wedged frictional contact between 
a wheel and its shaft. This takes the place of a key 
and ts ased on drawing: and Le pay tpt to momen- 
tarily connect the driving-wheel to the crank-shaft. 

friction-socket (frik’shon-sok’et), ». In drill- 
ing, a fishing-tool used for taking hold of a tool 
lost in the hole. Dialect Notes, Il. vi. 

friction-sprocket (frik’shon-sprok’et), m. A 
chain-sprocket having a frietion-clutch for 
connecting it to or disconnecting it from the 
shaft at the will of the operator. 

friction-wrench (frik’shon-rench), ». A 
wrench which is so made that it will turn s 
round or cylindrical object by friction. This ts 
sometimes done by having the wrench with a taper, 
either inside or omtahte, —— to whether it is to it 
over or into the pleee to be turned. 



Friday 
Fri n.— Good- grass. See *yrace. 

Fricdlindes’s paciins, See *hacillus. 
Friedreich's disease. Same as Friedreich's 
atariva (which see, under ataxia). 

n.— Lady's friend ofttteer of the House of 
Commons, prior te the abalition uf parliamentary divorces 
in 1857, whose duty it was, when a hushand swed for di- 
vorce or prayed for the pasaaye of an act to divorce hin 
from his wife, to see that proper Vision Was taade by 
the hasband for the wife's supp 

madly, «. I, ».; pl. friendlies (-liz). One who 
is friendly or acts as afriend; specifically, a 
native of a naturally hostile country whois not 
only not hostile, but who acts as a friend to a 
traveler, explorer, or the like. 

Fries. An abbreviation (@) of Friesian; (4) 
of Friesic. 

Frieslander (fréz’lan-dér), ». 
of Friesland. 

friez, .,°. 4, anda. <A simplified spelling of 
frieze, 

“ 

An inhabitant 

, 4.— Irish frieze, a henry, sh woolen cloth 
tade fron long, strong wool, compactly fabricated amd 
very durable: pecially identitied with Irish manufac- 
ture. 

frieze-cutter (fréz’kut’ér), ». A machine for 
cutting a molded surface along the edge of a fro 
board or strip, 

friga’ n.—Jackaas frigate, av 1 bet ehue 
of 8* and a teats in —— which carried a W hole 
tier of guns aml had a light spardeck over its battery, 
It also carried a couple of guns on the quarter-deck and 
one of more on the fareeustle-beck. 

t, 4. Precordial fright, extreme anxiety, at- 
tended with a peculiar and distressing sensation over the 
region of the heart, probably due toa functional disorter 
of the sympathetic nervous system. 

frigotherapy (frig’6-ther’g-pi), ». [Irreg. ¢ 
L. friqus (frigor-}, cold, + Cr, depareca, medi- 
eal treatment.) Same as *erymotherapeoutics, 

frijolito (fré-ho-la’to), m. (Mex. Sp.) The 
proper form of frigolito. - 

¢. and x. simplified spelling of frill. 
20”. 4. The shell of a kind o' lop. 

Alleghany fringe, the climbing fumitery, 
nguet,— American fringe, the fringe-tree 

: ral. 's fringes, 
interference fringes obwerved at the line of separation 
hetween the totally reflected and the ordinarily reflected 
light which emerges from a prism ed upot « plane 

or mirror.— Interference See interfer- 
ence, .— Purple fringe, Se amoke-tree, Cotinus Cotinwa, 
Alw called falee and ptr Sringe-tree— & 
fringes. Sce aynocial f under eynevial.— White 

Same as American *#friage.— Wood-fringe. 
Same as Aleqhany &fringe. ; 

Same as _fringe- fringe-bush (frinj’bash), n. 
free, 

fringe-cap (frinj‘kup), ». The two-leaved 
bishop's-eap or miterwort, Mitella diphylia: 
so called from the fringe-like petals rising out 
of a cup-shaped calyx. 

fringe-flower (frinj‘flou’ér), ». Any plant of 
the genus Schizanthus, of Chilean origin, several 
species of whieh have been introduced into 
cultivation for the sake of their lowers, Though 
belonging to the Sdensees, the corolla lim’ is mare ur 
less twe-lipped and lacininte. Sehizanthwe pinnofee has 

ndatisect leaves, wid flower Variable in color, the lower 
Ip usually violet or lilac, the apper one paler, with a 
yellow blotch at its base and spotted with violet or parple. 
Also called butterdy-ower, See Salpaglosviden. 

fringe-loom (frinj‘lim),. Aloomso equipped 
as to form the weft into long loops beyond the 
selvage. . 

fringe-moss (frinj’més), ». Any moss of the 
genus Trichostomum. 

W.—Palse fringe-tree, tlie sinvketree, 
Cotence Cotinws, 

frison (fri-z6i"), ™. 
eloth with a long, thie 
in Friesland. ; 

frit- fy (frit'd), u. A European fly, Oxcinis frit, 
whose larva seriously damages growing wheat 
and other small grains. 

» te, 1. In California, F. pwlurifora ia the 
“ink, £, corcenen the scarlet, and #. filiaeea he white frit- 
fiiary. FP. puntica, on the eastern slopes of the Sierras, has 
solitary yellow flowers The tothe of F. Comachateenss 
were once s staple article of food among the abucigines of 
Kwnchatka. Vor other species sce Winiseiondelle arnt 
Ratink-belle, Perman lily (ander Mernan) and tomddily, 2. 
tillary, v.—Diana fritillary, on American nym- 

halid buttertly, Seveaepevehe diead, oocurring in the 
ily country of the southern United States, and in the lar 

val state feeding on Violeta [It i remarkable for the 
great difference in color of the two sexes, the male having 
the wings brown broadly banded with orange, while the 
wings of the female are black bordered with metallic blue, 
—Great spang fri , Arivynnie le, an 
American species which ooctre in Canada and the morth- 
eastern United States, Ite larvie feed on the leaves of the 
violet. Gulf fritillary, Agraulis ecaniliw, a species 
common in the southern United States and reaching as fur 

as southern New — and Pennsylvania and west 
te California, Its larve feed on jot flower plants — 

ow fri , Brenthi« bellona, a small American 
species occurring in Canada, Colorado, and the northen: 

F.] A heavy woolen 
nap, originally made 
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United States, Ite larvw feed on the 
purtulacs, violet, mandrake, stamecrop:, an 

frizzing (friz’ing), n. 

jon-thower, 
tick-trefuil. 

a curled — —— A curly finish given fr 
to a heavily napped fabric. 

FP. R. Met. 8. An abbreviation of Fellow of 
the Royal Meteorological Soviety. 

F. BR. M.8. An abbreviation of Fellow of the 
Royal Microscopical Society. 

Frobenius's method. See *mecthod. 
frog!, ». 2. The presence of mucus on the 
vocal cords, causing hoarseness and an inelina- 
tion to cough or hawk: wee called frog in 
the throat.—3, Aphthme in children.— Catholic 
frog, a species of tod, Notaden bennetti, found in east- 
ern Australia. Ite popular mare ia derived from the dark 
cross oc) ite hack, Also called MoluCrom toad.—Cohn- 
eim's frog. Same as sal! wfrog.— Frog in the throat. 

See tfrey!, 2 — Salt frog, a frog from «hose vessels the 
blood has been drained away, ite place Dele taken by a 
saline seletion © teed for physiological experiments A 
called Cohahetne's frog, 

g-,". 3. An attachment to the frame of a 
loom, against which an iron finger strikes, 
stopping the machine should the shuttle fail 
to make timely passage through the warp.— 
4. In lumbering: (a) The junction of the two 
branches of a flume. (6) A timber placed at 

mouth of a slide to direct the discharge of 
the log®.—Spring-rail frog, a railroad frog in which 
one of the four rails which form it is treo toll echdewine 

pe SO 
es 

— 
—r 

—— — — 

J tae 

— 
9 

= 
Spring-eaill Frog. 

a, guide-cail; 6, mainline seevice-cails c. siding-tall: 4, spring- 
teil ferg, closed aed in mormal peastion; ¢, pivot om which it turns; 
J spring controlling «qrrimge-rail frog : ¢. clevation showing pusition 
of railsom a line drawn between first and second He; A, elevation 
showing position of rails on a line drawn between second and third 
tie, 

upon aoe laid upon the thea, In tts normal position 
the free rall ls pressed by a spring agalnst the three fixed 
rails of the frog, closing the opening and making the line- 
rail practically comtinucas When a oar to or from 
the siding its wheels press the free rall to ome side and 
open the frog, the apring closing it after Use last wheel 
has passed. See frow?, 2— Trolley frog, a device for 
tnstening together trolley wires at any point where the 
trolley wire branches, and properly guiding the trolley frontad (fron’tad), a. 

United States. Ite larvae feed on violet plants — Silver- 
rdered , Brenthis myrina, a small American 
—— roughout Canmmin and the northern 

nited States Ite larwe feed on violet planta — Varte- 
gated fritillary, Euptoicta clavdia, occurring eastot nunculis bulbosus. 

¢ Recky Mountains, more abundantly in the southern fromage (fro-miizh’), . 

frogwort (frog’wért), ». 

Frondist (fren‘dist), #. 

frondivorous (fron-div’-rus), «. 

fron * 

frontozygomatic 

"s-mouth (frogz’mouth), ». 1, Same as 
*srog-plant,— 2, Same as frogmouth 

The buttereup, a- 

[F. fromage, OF. 
Jormage =1t, formagyio, « ML, "formaticum, ¢ 

1. The set of producing .l.formare, form, shape: see fora, 0.) Cheese. 
menty, n. See framenty, 

erous (fron-dij’e-rus), a.  [L. Trove 
(frond-), leat, + gerere, bear.) In bot., bear- 
ing fronds or leaves, 

A member or sup- 

Ly, ron 

(frond-), leaf, + vorare, devour.) Devouring 
or feeding on leaves. Southey. 

porter of the Fronde. 

front. I. ». 10. In thet. lanquage: (a) That 
part of a theater which, from the actor's point 
of view, lies in front of the curtain; the audi- 
torium or audience part ; hence, the audience 
itself: as, to be in the front. (+) Everybodys 
engaged to work before the curtain.— 11. 
Miit., the entire system of defenses con- 
structed along one side of the polygon inclos- 
ing the site to be fortified: as, a bastion or 
polygonal front—12, The forehead-piece 
of a bridle, generally of leather with metal 
trimmings.— 13. The exterior surface of a 
lock mortised into a door; the portion of a lovk 
that is visible and through which the belt 

: in a rim-lock, the end facing the door- 
. — 14, In entom., practically the fore- 

head ; the part of the face between the eves andl 
between the vertex and the elypeus.— Armored 
front, a false front tase with a teortise! lock as a tem- 
porary peonection to the lock-fromt, front, « 
ock-fromt having « molded (astrgal) surface cornesy= ad. 
ing te the sume t of dooranmolting. — front, muting 
a microscopic objective which ie separa by an air-cap 
from the object : in —— —— te —— feme 
— ol the Imaginary line cor time 
the front of the different columns or detachesen * an 
army inactive campaign. — it, a device applic! 
toa phic camera which enables the objective te 
be at different angles to the axis of the camera 

See @ehinge, 

Il. «a. 3. In phonol., modified in utterance 
by the configuration of the central portion of 
the front or upper side of the tongue. 

Front vowels are rounded Wy the lips only, 
Hi. Sweet, Rng, Sommda po 2 

Pront matter, Fleer all the t)pe-work before tle 
text of a book. = Tithe-payre, dedication. table of content« 
—58 tte, ure rated as front matter.—Pront office. 

5. In phonol., to pronounce with 
the front of the tongue, or as a ‘front’ sound. 
See *front, II. a. 3. 

front + -ad4.] To an 
wheel along the trolley wire on the movement of the car gyterjor direction. Buck, Med. Handbook, LI. 
over the track. Howson, Dict. Elect, 

frog*,». 3, In a carriage, an ornamental piece 
of wood covered with silk or worsted woven to 
mateh the earriage-fringe.—4, In a harness, 
a pear-shaped ornament of patent leather, fin- 
ished at the narrow end with a ring. 

frog-boot (frog’ bit), n. A piece of heavy felt 
— to fit around the frog of a horse's foot 
- to fill the space between the frog and the 
Sic, 

frog-cheese (frog’chéz), n. 
any immature puffball. ’ 

-eye (frog’i), n, <A disease which affects 
tobaceo-leaves, producing numerous small 
white spots, It is attributed to a fungus, Cer- 
cospora Nicotianwe, See *leaf-blight, 

~eyed (frog‘id), a. Affected by the disease 
ealled frog-eve, 

frog-face (frog'fais), ». A deformity, caused 
by the presenee of an intranasal tumor, in 
which the face assumes a fancied resemblance 
to that of a frog. Swek, Med. Handbook, 1V. 
155, 
frog-flower (frog’flou’ér), #, 
genus Ranuneslas, 

The contents of 

Any plant of the 

under 
frog-leaf (frog‘léf), ». The water-shield or 
water-target, Brasenia Schreberi, 

frog-lily (frog’lil’i), vn. The yellow pond-lily 
or spatter~lock, Nymphwa adrena. 

Frontal 

frontalis (fron-ta’lis), ». 

front-fall (frunt’fal), #. 

252, 
frontage, ». 3. Land that lies along a river 
orereek, [Australia.] 

apron. Same as ®opron, (—Promtal area 
the surface of the skull extochtinig from the orbits to the 
coronal suture. Pronta] index, oe Wei nedee, 
*wueraine.— Frontal in eathrop., the point where 
a line drawn inward from the higher outer part of the 
superciiiary border of the frontal lobe intersects the 
mesial border of the cerebrum. Cennaghem.— Frontal 
protuberance. Sune as fronfel eminence. Prontal 
shield. (@) See frontal. (6) See teehietd. 

[NL.: see frontal.} 
The anterior fleshy portion of the occipite- 
frontalis muscle, 

The falling of the 
front of a house, 
One frontfell of thia kind In Fleet Street nuaimet 

several persona Southey, Doctor, citi 

frontispiece (fron‘tis-pés), v.45 pret. and pp. 
Srontispieced, £"; JSrontispiering. [ frontes- 
piece, x.) 1. To furnish with a frontispices. 
—2. To use as a frontispiece: as, to fron fis- 
niece & TAP. 

». 6. The skin which covers the 
forehead of a mammal), particelarly of a rum- 

frog-gr . 2. The toad-rush (whieh see, pant. ; 

Mier rush), ( Frontonasal hinge, shield. See Shiny, 

fronto-orbital (fron’té-dr’bi-tal), a. Relatine 
tothe region of the forehead and orbit.— Fronto- 
orbital sulcus, See ewicnes. 

toparietal shield. See *shield, 
frog-motion (frog’m0‘shon), . Acamor other frontopontine (fron-to-pon’tin), a, Relatin 
deviee which acts on a frog or catch. 

frog-mug (frog’mug),». An earthenware mug 
containing a frog modeled in the bottom or on frontotemporal 

JSrons( front-), forehead, + tempora, teraples, > the side, which, as the contents were drunk, 
suddenly appeared, to frighten the drinker. 

frog-plantifrog’plant),». The orpine or live- 
for-ever, Sedum Telephinum. : 
— frogæ blad oᷣr), a». 
*frog-plant. 

Same as fronto 

to the frontal bone and the pons,—Prontopon- 
tine tract, See #fractl. P 7 et 

(fron-té-tem’pé-ral), a, [L. 

-all,] Relating to both frontal and tempora! 
bones, or to the corresponding regions of the 
8 

tic (fron’to-zi-gé-mat‘ik), 4. 
[L. ,frons (front-), forehead, + E. zygomatic. ] 



frontozygomatic 

Relating to the forehead and to the zygomatie 
arehes.— index, Same ns sfephanc 
rygomatic winder, Topinard, 
frontward (frunt’wiird), ade. [front + 
-ward.| Toward the front: as, a “ road that 
frontward leads,” S, Lanier. 

Men define a man, 
The creature who stands front-ward to the stars, 
The creature who looks inward to himself. 

Nee Browning, Avrora Leigh, vii. 281. 

frost, ». 6t. A spiked sole put on shoes to en- 
able one to walk on iee without slipping, 

Great Rain aml very Slippery was fain to wear Prosts 
Judge Sevontl (Jan. 10, 1717), in A. M. Earle's Costume 

lof Colonial Times, p. 111. 

Degrees of frost, temperatures expressod in degrees 
below the freexing-point. On the Fahrenheit seale the 
reading of the thermometer subtmected from 22° gives the 
temperatare in degrees of frost: tirus twenty degrees af 
frost correspond to +12" PF, : — degrees of (rat to 8" F. 
—Jack Frost, « nursery personification of frost, especially 
in connection with the frost traceries om the winduw- 
pane, 

frost-bow (frést’bd), vn. A halo of white light 
attending the sun in cold weather, The term is 
applied popularly and tidiscriminately (1) te the white 
rainbow of 18° to 41° radius, prodaced by the action of 
minute globules of water (the colored rainbow dae to lange 
drope has a radius of 40" te 42" 20); (2) to the white halos of 
ez ane especially of 40° radius, due to the action of foe 
orystals. 

frost-crack (frést-krak), », A wound in the 
trunk of a tree, caused by the splitting of the 
bark due to unequal shrinkage during a sud- 
den frost. 
Frosted heart. Same as *iced heart. 
frost-figure (frost’fig’ar), ». The formation 
of iee-needles or arborescent figures on win- 
dow-panes or other surfaces by deposition of 
the frozen vapor of the atmosphere, 

frost-flower (frést‘flou’ér), », 1. Any plant 
of the genus Aster: so called on account of 
the lateness of its blooming. —2. One of the 
ice-crystals of a frost-plant. See */frost-plant, 

(frdst‘hiir’di), a. Capable of en- 
during a frost that is injurious to other plants 
or animals, 

frost-hole (frist’hél), rn. A low-lying region, 
as in the Thuringian forests, in which frost is. 
especially likely to occur; an ice-cave. 

frost-itch (frést‘ich), =. Same as pruritus 
hiemalis (which see, under pruritus). 
frost-lamp (frést’lamp), 2. A lamp burned 
beneath the oil-chamber of a lighthouse lamp 
during cold weather, to prevent the oil of the 
latter from congealing. 

frost-mark —— n. In geol., the 
euliar ring-like or hummocky surface pro- 
uced mpemn Loose sediments by the action of 

frost upon their contained water. 
frost-plant (frést’ plant), ». Any plant on 
the stems of which erystals of ice are formed 
during the first freezing weather of autumn. 
The best-known plant exhibiting this phenomenon is Heli. 
anthenum Canadense, bat it has been observed in other 
species of that genus (See froetreeed.) The next most 
important frost-plant is the American dittany, Cunila 
erigancttes, Crystals of great beanty and perfection have 
been observed on this plant near Mount Vernon, ¥ ieginia, 
Lees twarked frost phenomena have been observed in as 
number of other plants, as /lvehea camphorata aml J’. 
fetida, the heliotrope, and some thisties. 
st-ridge (frést’rij),». A prominent ridge 

on the trunk of a tree, formed by the repeated 
opening and healing of a frost-crack. 

frost- 1 (frést’sig’nal),». A flag-signal 
indicating the approach of a frost that is likely 
to prove injurious to vegetation. It is a white 
flag with a black center. See cold-icare signal, 
under signal, 

-aster (frést’wéd-as’tér), 1. Same as 
white heath-*aster. 

Rumpled; tousled; frowzled (frou‘zld), a. 
disheveled ; frowzy. 

Prozen ball, in /illiarda, the cue-ball in fixed contact 
with one or more object-balla, 

F. B. P. 8. An abbreviation of Mellow of the 
Royal Photographie Society. 

frs. An abbreviation of frances. 
Fre. An abbreviation of Friesian or Friesie. 
F. R. B. 0. An abbreviation of Fellow of the 
Royal Society of Canada. 

F. I B. An abbreviation of Fellow of the 
Royal Soctety of Edinburgh, 

F. #8. L, Ab abbreviation (a) of Fellow of 
I Society of Literature; (b) of Fellow 

of the 1 Society (London). 
F. R. 8. An abbreviation of Fellow of the 
R Statistical Society. 

F. 8.8.8. A. An abbreviation of Fellow of 
the Royal Scottish Societ of Arts, 

fruchtschiefer (fri¢ht’shé‘fér), n. [G. frucht, 
in, + schiefer, schist ) In petrog.,a thinly 

minated fine-grained schist containing nu- 

the Koi 
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merous jeonerations —* —— — — 
tia one in of conmtact-na prods: th 

slates and Nites. The —— te be inchpo · 
e formation of eryatala of andalusite or atin · 

fructicultural (fruk-ti-kul’tér-al), a. [*fructi- 
eulture (Li. fructus, fruit, + cultura, eulture) + 
al.) Of or pertaining to fruit-culture, 

form (fruk’ti-form), a. [L. freetus, fruit, 
+ forma, form.) Of the nature of or having the 
form of fruit: as, frectiform productions. 

vorous (fruk-tiv’6-rus), a. (L. fructwa, 
fruit, + vorare, eat.] That feeds on fruit; 
fruit-eating: as, a fructivorous bird. 

a (fruk-to-sii‘ri-G), nm. i Sructus, 
fruit, + -ose + Gr. olpov, urine.] The pres- 
ence of fruit-su in the urine when voided. 

fructule(fruk’-tal),m. (NL. *fructulus, dim. of 
JSructus, fruit.) One of the carpels or compo- 
nent fruits of a compound or aggregate fruit. 
{Rare.} 

fruendal (fri-en’dal), a. [L. frvendus, to be 
enjoyed (< frai, enjoy), + -alt.] Same as 
*fruendive. 

frnendive (frii-en’div), a. [L. fraendus, to be 
enjoyed, + -ive.] Reserved for the satisfac. 
tion of desires: as, fruendive wealth. C. M. 
Chase, Prin, of Eeon., p. 15. 

frugalism (fri’yal-izm), n. [frugal + -ism.] 
A conscious cultivation, defense, and advo- 
eaey of thrift and prudence by many persons 
or by aclass; a kind of eult, distinguished 
from the personal habit of a. 

(fré’gal-ist), ». (frugal +-ist,] One 
who accepta the puritan creed and practice of 
*frugalism (which see). 

Given the conditions of climate, drink, and disease, the 
thoaghtfal, cool - blood. home lovhig Srugalist was 
bound to outlive in the industrial masses the careless, 

uc betastinl int. R Social Control, p. 34. 

fruit, ».—Ballistic, ca fruit, See #beallistic, 
*eatapuit.— Confluent an tel ‘compound frait.—Pratt 

the procluce of any possesaton detached therefrom 
and capable of being enjoyed by itself, Thus a next pres- 
entation, When a vacancy has occurred, is a fruit fallen 
from the adwowseon, Wharton. 

fruit, v. Il. trans, To bring into fruit under 
cultivation, 

Trees of it, obtained under the name “Shiro Smomo,” 
[Sie], were friited q 

Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 396 

fruitarian (fri-ti‘ri-an), a. and m. [frnit+ 
-arian. The proper type would be fructuarian. } 
I. a. Of or pertaining to fruits ; consisting solely 
of fruits and nuts, as a diet. 

One of the chief objects of the series of experiments 
was to furnish data as to the value of nuts as fool, 
Fruits contain little protein, and muta are relied on in the 
Jrviterion plan of eating to belance the ration. 

Sei. Amer., Oct. 10, 1960, p. 2h, 

IL. ». One who holds the theory that fruits 
and nuts constitute the only proper food for 
Thin, 

fruit beetle (frét’bé'th, u. A beetle which 
infests fruit.— apple fruit-beetle, Doticu — 
an Australian beetle which damages the fruit ore apple 
one wtih is Hable to be introduced into the United 

A 

fruit-borer (friit’bér’ér), ». An insect which 
bores into fruit. —Pear frait-borer, a Japanese 

* — 
Pear Fruit-boret αααιν. 

@. moth; & larva; «, damaged pear with pupa, «, 4, natural 
wre; ©, reduced, 

—— meth, Nephopteryr rubrizonella, whose larve 
‘ nearly 6) per cent. of the pear crop of Japan. 

fruit-bug (frét’bug), a. An inseet which in- 
fests fruit. ~ Harlequin frult-bug, an Australian het- 
eropterous insect, Dindyinus cervicotor, which sucks the 
sp of growing planta and which when full-grown «dam- 
oot thator (et chara), a 

frui fer (frit’cha’fér), mn. Any one of 
numerous species of scarabmid beetles, espe- 
cially of the cetonian group, which eat fruit, as 
the fig-eater, Allorhina nitida,— 
chafer, an American cetontid beetle, Huphoria inda, of 

fruticetum 
modest colors and wide distribu which feeds on rij 
fruit and Indian corn.— Pear fruit-chafer, Same * 
brown &fruit-chafer. 

fruiterer, ". 2. Same as Jruiter, 
frais stuer (frét'é*thér), a, See *ether!, 

ne Ch fruit-fly, a trypetid fly, ta 
cinguda' la, which lays tte — cherrica, PE. Carre 
larva develop. 

frui' en (frit’giir’dn), ». 
voted to the growing of fruit. 

fruit-mageot (frét’mag‘ot), ». A maggot which 
infests fruit.— Cherry fruit-maggot, the larva of « 
typetid fly, Ihagotetia eingulata, which infesta the fruit 
af the cherry. 

fruit-mill (frit’mil), n. A fruit-press. 
fruit-separator (friit’sep’a-ra tor), ». A ma- 
chine for sorting fruits according to size. 

fruit-stall (frit’stal), ». A stall in a market 
or public place where fruit is sold. 

-tree -beetle, See *hark-bvetle,—Pruit- 
frat leaf-roller, See *leaf-roller. 

t-worm, ".—Cranberry fruit-worm, the 1 
aft © payeltid Twath, Minenia eaceinit, which ri 2 
om the young fruit of the cranberry: the larwe enter 
the Derries and eat out the seed-chambers, a single 
larva sometimes destroying four berries — 
fruit-worm, the larva of an American geometrid moth, 
Tephroelyatia interry: —— It feeds on both the 
fruit and the follage of the currant, and pupates between 
folded leaves. Green-frult worm, the a of any one 
of several American noctuid moths, notably of Yulina 
antennate, which feeds on Uhe foliage and young fruit of 
the apple, pear, peach, and atrawberry.— Morelos 
fruit-wo: the larva of a Central American trypesid 
ily, Trypeta fudens. which lays ite eggs on young citrus 

A garden de- 

Morelos Orage Frult-worm ( Tragete (tenn. 

Adult fy, Female. Enlarged. (From “ lasect Life.”) 

fruita, ite larve feeding on the pulp. It is common in 
parts of Mexico, and derives ita name from the M 
state Morelos. Its aocidental introduction inte 

O 

exican 
the 

c 

Morelos Orange Frait-worm ( Tryprta fasicns). 
#, larva; 4, anal segment; c, puparium; @, bead; ¢, anal erg 

tment. wand ¢ enlarged: 4, #. and ¢ sell more enlarged. (From 
“ Tosect Lite.) 

southern United States, and especially into California 
is greatly feared.— Peach fruit-worm, tle larva of a 
Japanese tineld moth aliled to — — Rams 

an American dermestid berry it-worm, 
Byturas unicolor, whose small white larva is often foam 
on the inside of red raspberries after they are picked. 

frunt, .,a., and r. <A simplified spelling of 
‘ont, 

a. If, ». A weak contraction of 
the ventricle of the heart, the impulse of which 
is imperceptible at the wrist, giving the im- 
ression of intermittent pulsations, Buck, Med, 
andbook, 1V. 599, 

frustulation (frus-ti-lé’shon), n. [frustule + 
—— A method of non-sexual reproduction 
in Cridaria It conststa tn the abstriction of small por- 
tions from lateral branches which bear no hydranths 
These portions, except for the absence of cilia, resemble 
Planule, becoming attache! aid giving rise to new colo 
nie Allman. 

fruticetum (fré-ti-sé‘tum), n.; pl. fruticeta 
(+H). (NL., CL, freter (frutic-), shrub, +-etem.] 
A collection of living shrubs, usually for sci- 
entific exhibition; a scientific shrubbery. 



fry 

3. An 

the family say 
cortale fishes of the family Clupeida, as poet sar- 
dines, and of the family Atherinide.—4. The 
roe of fishes, especially that of such fishes as 
ure used * food. 

alge brand used by Australian cat- 
pen ud Sees otters the brand of 

the owner of the stolen cattle. 
£ 8, Anabbreviation of foot-sccond, 
F.8. A. (b) An abbreviation of Fellow of the 
*55 of Arts. 

8. I, An abbeoviation (a) of Fellow of — designed to form part or the whole of about a point, as a fulerum. 
"haan Institu b) of Fellow ts Surveyors’ 
Jnatitution; (¢) * ree Sons ©) a 
° le ‘ellow of the Sta- 
tistical Society. 

An abbreviation of 

F. 8. Be, A. An abbreviation of Mellow of the 
Society ofS Science and Art (London). 

Fin r. oe llege (Dublin). Trinity Co ublin 
Abbreviations of fathom. 

fuang (Siamese pron. fé’ang), ». [Siamese 
feua'ng (Michell, 1892).] A current Siamese 
silver coin, one eighth of a tical, equivalent to 
34 United States cents. 

fub® (fub), x. The lowest quality of wool taken 
from a fleece. 

fuchi (f$’ché), ». [Jap.] The ring into which 
the base of the bandle of a Japanese sword 
fits. The two principal parts of the hilt are 
the — and kashira. 

Zauachneria Cali- 
Sorvica, Called balaamen the spank Col Californtans, 
who use it as avulnerary, Soe Zause: ~Native 
fuchsia, Australasia, one of —— species of 
native planta. (a) In ‘Australia and Tasmania, species of 
the genus Mazen belonging to the rue family, 
especially M. speciosum. (6). LP Queensland, a shrub of 
the family Myoporace, idia maculata, (e) In New 
Yealand, the kotukutuku, Pucheia exeorticata. See *ky- 
tubvtudu, whonind, and Wlookytook. 

fuchsia-tree (fi’shiii-tré), n. The kotukutuku, 
Fuchsia excorticata, See *kotukutuku, 

fuchsin, *.—acia Acid fuchsin, Seo saci 
Fuchsip bodies, mi te rounded hyaline jes, wtain- 
ing readily in fachsin Mpoltion, found in certain malig- 
nant tamors.—New fuchsin. Same as new *#magenta, 

fuchsinophil —2 a, and a, [fuch- 
sin + rit gitoc, loving.) I, a. Staining readily 
in the presence of fuchsin dye: said o} cortain 
cells or parts of ce 
I. ». A leucocyte which has a selective ac- 

tion ba fuchsin — —* t 
fuchsinophilic ( okcin ‘ik), a. [fuchsin- 
ophil + -ic.] Same as afuchomaphil 

fu ug (f5k-si-nof’i-lus), a. Same 
as *fuchsi 

fuchsone — (G. fuchson.] A name 
88 tor diphenylquinomethane, (CgHs)o 

3gH,O. An nipgertent group af dyes is derived from 
* — and 

— (fa’ (fit kd), n, [L. fuews, seaweed, + -oxe.] 
A crystalline sugar, CgH)90s5, obtained by 
heating seaweeds with dilute sulphuric acid, 
fuddah (fud’),», Same as *fadda, 
fuddling-cup (fud’ling-kup), ». An old Eng- 

& system of nomenclatare Was based 

lish earthenware cup made of several recepta- 
cles molded together and communicating one 
with area To empty one it was necessary 
to empty all 

wy gf 2. In printing, to make use of im- 
proper materials or methods — produce a 
needed result with greater spee 

,”, 2, In newspaper —— —— matter of 
supposed importance, as the latest snorting ful, 
news or sensational stuff, which comes to 
hand too late to find a place in the — 
before going to press, and is inserted in a 
special place by cutting the plates, See *fiudge- 

3. In printing, an unworkmanlike prac- 
thee, — A kind of home-made candy com- 
posed of milk, sugar, butter, and chocolate, 

An abbreviation of Fellow of E 

fuel-value (fii‘el-val’a), » 
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boiled together, flavored with vanilla, and, 
when nearly cool, poured into a recta lar 
pan and ¢ut into squares: more fully desig- 
nated chocolate-fudge, When chopped walnuts form 
an ingredient it ie known as nwt-fudge, The name al- 
Judes to the hasty amatear man 

fodge-box — na. The space on the 
front & newspaper cut out, or ar- 
ran to be cut out, if need be, to receive the 
matter called ‘fudge,’ that has come in while or the point Z abrupt curvature of the 
the forms are going through the press. thoracic pleura, which divides them into pros. 
fudge-mold (fuj‘méld), », In printing,a mold mal and distal portions. 
constructed to cast a taper- or wedge-shaped fy) (ful’krum-aj), ». The turning 

fulgorid (ful’gé-rid),m. anda. I, a». 
by ap ed: n In pine, ataper- ber of the Fi dae. 

to form part a." i | Of or belonging to the family Fw. 

+ -y!.) Awkward fal’ gral). CU fe (L. fulguratis, ¢ fulger, 
or pertaining 

‘Coto 
pangting, or sho results of bungling. Taft to lightning: as, 
U.8 eral snperstition.~ —Fulgural science, divin 
ee the amount of —— in a fuel as tion by Ligh 

With another fuel taken dark E a, 2. Inpathol., with lightning-like 
pon ppt to rales 8 cortala sussbor of pounds of rapidity: or ithet applied to the pains of 
hay one * helt for each pound burned: the  ] — of the suddennessef 

tally determi of this bi cmp 
sity ‘eeaorine power to thatot. 3 ot of fe eno their ap a 

— ; lanei- 

full-rigged 
areca-nuts, ete., when a failure of crops is 
threatened. 

fulcral (ful’kral),a. Of or pertaining toa ful- 
erum; specifically, in ichth., pertaining to the 
processes on the base of fin-spines and rays by 
which the fin is erected. 

nu. 7. In rotifers, the short stem of 
the incus, one of = parts of the mastax or 
eo a gr mill.— 8, In the trilobites, the 

a circle 

fudge-sl fu, 
or eens a 
or the whole eee a cire a 

fudgy (fuj’i), — 

Amen 

fuel ratio of that coal.— 
gaseous state, which of late years 

weed. It te chietty represented by 
petrolenm regions, the waste — 

from tron-smelti 

oo cone 

be ny ey ps —2* is surrounded 
or flues, and the easy con consnm 

e other hand, limitations are placed on the use of such o Sarees ee —_— 
fuel — LA — and the consequent restriction of the platinum —* 

—— to * great reas distance. — Liquid pases between the surface of this 
fodd. fuel te a ing rude petroleum of the —— — 
more or less purified Ra mths Sons olls derived trom it, 2. An explosive of 
Great importance attaches to its use under certain condi- P 
tions. Among the chief advantages are the freedom from the nitroel yeerin class, used for 
ash the very high heat-producing value, the capability blasting: similar to dynamite, but 
fe ‘ thout any waste of apace and in gel bd the nature of the dope has not 

pe, Teal: 
easy control of conven tion U a em] el has been niin ae ove the inventor. 

r, ame to a greater or extent in war-ships, sean 2 
such as papltha-launches, and automobiles or 

myotor-cars, For the last-named purpose been 
to Patent fuel. — — for petroleum producta.— 

came for coml-dast or coke-duat in- 
aporsied with pitch or or other binding-material and 

ded into blocks or briqueta 

fuel-oil (fi‘el-vil) Oil which is used as 
fuel either in an internal: combustion engine 
orin a furnace. It is derived from crude petroleum 

separating out the naphtha and kerosene by distill. 
n, and by abstracting part of the labricating-oil, 

The amount of 
heat which may be furnished to the body by 
oxidation of any given article of diet, 

By fuel-valwe is here meant the total energy which a 
given substance can yield the body; * other words, it is 

heat of combustion of that gg the food which is 
capable of oxidation within => vly. 

EBneye. Brit, XXVU, 444, 

2 (fii’ gal), ». [(centri)fugal.] A local 
a ripen ge for centrifug rd a <7 Aus- 
tralia and elsewhere to centrifugal machines, strument: as, the . piece was played fwill. 

fugato, ». IT, a. Of the nature of a fugue; to fyll-are (fal’irk), n. An lectris are supplied 
be rendered in fugue style, but not according © with 9.5-10 amperes of current and consuming 
to strict rules. See fugato, n. 450-480 watts, 

te (fug’ér-it), m. [Prof. E. ha of full-blood, ». 2. Relationship th both 
fagperite + -ite?.) ‘tetragonal silieate closely parents or through a complete series of anves- 
allied to gehlenite in composition, but differing tors: as, brothers or cousins of the full-bleod, 
in physical characters: foundin the monzonite or ull-bloods of a certain tzibe or or race. 
of the Monzoni valley in the Tyrol. rw board. See —*— —T— chat. tent - 

fagitate — t. J pret. and pp. fugi- % ty, —e aoe * of the saree Dnlties ofthe 
tated, ppr. fugitating. In Scots law, to sen- Snrasic system in Great Britain. constituting the Full 
— to outlawry for fuxitation. lan theta It is undertain by the Hajocian serie 

» & fagwe with only one sub ee ian Py ae SI Bish che Geet “ Engne, stagle fares, » ure with caly one sat Beth "Oulite -Pullors’ grease, Bares a Sertohin 
i (f6'j8), m. Jap.] The Japanese wisteria, wyrease, except that the term fullers’ 

— —— iu -ro jyé), n. inico- sal 
Japanese: fuku (¢ Chin, fr), happiness, + roku — 4 — —— 
(« Chin. lao), venerable, + jiu (< Chin, shew, fal). (fal’flejd), a 
shou), long life.] The Japanese god of lon- or matured; fully atganiond 
gevity (one of the seven gods of — action or use: as, # full- town. 
represented with an ubnormal dome-sha full- eled (fial’jé eld), a. Said of a wateb 

head and long beard, carrying a — in his when each of the pivot-holes coutains a jewel, 
hand, and sometimes accompani by adeer, madeofa ruby, garnet, or some other gem. 
—— of his attributes, fullonian att: 16’-nian), mn.  [L. fullo(n-), ® 

n., ade, and ¢, A simplified spelling cae, Same aa *fullers’ earth (b). 
of "full (fal’pieh), =, In cricket, a boll 

fulaari (fé-li-i’ri), ». [New Guinea.] One — ed so as to reach the batsman before it 
of several masked — officers in each touches the ground; a full-toss. 
village of British New Guinea, who, in accor- full-rigged ( (fal’rigd), a Pally rigged; with 
dance with native custom, are charged with all the sails set that proper! i fk ae to the 
seeing that the taboo is observed when it has class of vessel named or referred to: as, * 
been placed by the taboo-chief on cocoanuts, full-rigged ship, See ship, 

accelerate her 

fall, ». 4. A ridge of gravel formed back of 
a beach by storm-waves, (Local, Eng.] 

forward by 
Full, and this Like eee peels 

the sea on ashore of shingle, 
Geog. Jour. (R. G, &), XL S08 

To hola full, newt, to atee we the 
salle well led out by the. wind; 1% lees the B at 
sufficiently from the wind to Gill her saila 

full’, ade. 5, In organ-playing, with all the 
stops drawn; with the whoie power of the ie- 

PM! — 
and ready for 



full-toss 

full-toss (fal‘tos), ». 

falminate, » fulminate, « valuabl 
plostve agent, —— yy thol tos warn the addition of aloohol to a warm 
solution of me in nitric acid, Tt formes small yel- 
lowish-white erystal aw dy composition HgUgN ‘it * 
very readily —E by alight heating, friction, or a blow. 
It is too violent in its effects and too expensive to be 
*3 asa us 8 pranetpel OF Be —— explosive, bat it is largely 

jomcaps, to bring about 
the ex na of other macterials such as guncotton and 

ite Also known as fulminating wercury or 
maply as fudminate, 

fulminuric (ful-mi-ni‘rik), @. Derived from 
fulminic an a urie acids.— Pulminuric a col 
orless solid, CgHyNsQg, ** with cyanuric ac It 
‘explodes at i —— U iocyanuric acid, 

fulsum, «. mplitied Spelling of fu 
fulvo-hyaline ne (tule *vo-hi‘a-lin), @ fh jute fuler 
yellow, + Gr. idduwoc, of glass: 
ransparent but 

ro) 
: see hyatine.} 

dark yellowish in ¢olor. 
fulvo-rufous (ful’v —6 (L. fulens, fanambulism (fi-natn’ i lizm 
yellow, + nym Dark yellowish red. 
fuma ( fa"maa), ® 
fumare, subject 
smoke, Vapor: see fume.) A trade-name for 
the vapor of carbon disulphid when applied to 
plants as “ta’me fin)» (NL. *fu yf 
fumagine (fii‘ma-jin), n. 4 “fumago 
magin-), <L. Sumus, — + -ago Cagle), 
as in image, ; 
a@rugo, rust -) e black or brown coating 
upon the leaves and stems of — formed by 
the mycelium ¢ of various fungi 

(fii-ma’g6), nm. (Nl (Persoon, 1818), 
¢L. fumus, smoke, + -ago as in imago, image ; 
used in NL. ina special sense: see imago. 
A name which has been applied to the conidi 
condition of Sy ange of Capnodinm. 
fumarine ili, Cp Fumaria + -ine®.) 
A bitter a Talon, aise contained in 
Fumaria o pi A crystallizes in prisms 
and is optically ua, 

Sainte-Claire Deville — the 
following : (a) * Dey Sfumareles, which are 
— ah Lzed sakydrous —— 

fumes and steam. ® Alkaline which 
feld sal ammoniac and steam at a approximately 212 F. 
(a) Cot roles, below 212" F., wi — — 
* mn die au! exigent hydrogen, ete, te. Annales de Chimie 

Cc (fa-ma-rolik), a. Characterized by, 
pertaining to, or due to the action of fumaroles. 
The pap be Be eee ese plies Byer 

dis! such clanses as fumarotic ares fe 
ge — by ay Ay for — a 

Setence, ‘April 3 3, 1S, Ma 

fumatorium (fi-ma-td‘ri-um), ».; pl. fwmato- 
ria(-4). [NL.: see *fumatory?, “fumitory?, n.J 
A fumatory ; speci — in recent use, an air- 

ht structure in which small trees or other 
plants are fumigated to destroy scale or other 
nsects. 1 

fumatory? (fi’ma-td-ri), n. [NL. fumatorium 
(recent use), ¢ L. fumare, pp. fumatus, smoke : 
see fume, rv. } Same as fumitory? (which is a 
less correct form). 
fumba (fiim’bi), ». [Also mfumba; ¢ Swahili 
Jumba, with noun-prefix. mfumba, 22 
with fumba, close, shut,] A sleeping-b 
matting used by the natives in th 
besi valley. 

fumble, ». 2. In base-ball, foot-ball, and other 
gatnex, an act of fumbling. 

The world's a well stran je gt 
That fills the world with theme for want of sh - 

N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 87. 

e, ii—Puming nitric acid, an Impare nitric 
acid — other oxids of nitrogen; a ——— 
fluid acrid fames of the same color. 
oil Same as Nordhauaen acid or ing 
phuric acid (which see, under eulphuric 

fumé (fi-ma’), a. [F., pp. of fumer, smoke.] 
1. Smoked: as, verre —— (‘smoked glass’). 
—2. Sm Tay seq a smoky tint: as, quartz 
Sumé,— nm su bjected to the pro- 
cess of fuming, — in order to obtain an 
antique appearance. 

(fiim‘chim‘bér), n. <A box or 
chamber connected with a veutlintiog shaft or 
— used in laboratories to earry off offen- 
sive fumes, 

fumerole ~ ral), 1. See fumarole, 
nt, a n. ance used in 

fumigation. ” Jour. Soe. Chem, Industry, XII. 
657. 

fumigate, ». & 4. To darken the color of 
amigas imitation of the effect of and Sondamental 
smoke. The process is also known as fuming. 

In cricket, same as *fwll- fumiga 

fumivorous (fi-miv‘’é-rus), a 

funa (fi’n 

with s sense suggested uy function, ».—Automorphic 
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I, #. A room Bd apparatus tory, «. 
for fumigation. Syd. Soc. Le. 

». 4. The process of gebdectin oak 
or other wood used in furniture to the fumes 
= ammonia, in order to give it an appearance 
of age.— 5. In photog., the process of exposing 
albuminized paper to the fumes of ammonia, 
which makes the paper print a trifle more 
quickly and gives it a purple tone, 

tory!, 1.—Bulbous fumitory. («) The hollow- 
root ormoschatel, Adora Moschatellind, (6) The hollow- 
ort, Capmoidex 

a . ta-mi (L. faunas, 
smoke, + vorare, — —— 
It [crematory — fe —— 

emits no marry 

— pres ] The Japanese 
name of t me come goldfish, Carassius aura- 
tus, found in the rivers of em — 

4 

J ‘The artof tight- 

(NL., ¢ 
onter Bi *F Pongo A a of — of the fam 

er eyes a, typi ed by the genus unaria. 
the pear-sha| 

bi with a sted ah Bd gree = Pay ong stalk. 
The family inclades 12 genera, pg which Funaria and 
Phyecomitriom are the moet important. 

bul-us, a rope-walker, + -isn, 
[A back-formation from L. rope walking; rope-walking. 

to smoke or vapor, ¢ fumus, Punariacess (fi-nd-ri-a* 8-6), n. pl, 

~ See Route, 

- a, function of the & generalized cotird| 
perature, *78 

—— — of which all the proper- 
—— can ex 

— Lg = See penaation, — — 
function which decreases when ita indepenmbent 
is increased.—- Diaphoric function, : a function of the 

— between 5 variable uantities, found 

means * which equalit of potential te 
—— ion ry hy AY 

variable occursin the denamsinehow : as, afx, or b/22.— 
ona . Punction 

function of a function Semeidwed ts bork a value 
— polut of the Riemann’s surface that is connec 
with the latter function, Galton's See an- 
* inheritance yo — ae Ll 

teh tote ‘A poten- a 

pao — fk an OE pe ms) A 
nt from a fixed afr * — r is the radios vector of the 

22 differing from Just defined by 

* actin ——— Leak ey toa rect- 
ia similar to that of the or 

trytoncirelea The 

ae = integrals, and thence the elliptic functions, 
name from the ear! —— of mathemati- 

— ⏑— of the e! Toacertain ex- 
tent this is a disadvantage ; . ie We employ the 
name Ay) i¢ Junction to denote cosh u, sinh u, ete., 
by anal with ree the ams y functions would be 
merely cireular functions cos at ain 

Elliptic | A p. 175, 
Increasing fe parable a function which inaeite. vien 
ite —— — variable is inereased, — 
function. Winfnit verse function BS 
vorse of a cunetion. —— 
fn hati say 2=4 (y) ions, f and 4, are 
then sald to be inverse teactions or anti-functions of one 

is inversion is minus one written 
yrabot: thas, f=o-1 =e 

=f-l, so that ze f-! (yp) and y=) (= 
an automerplic function which remains — 

transformations of a Xleintan groap. * 
fanctiona of one and the sam 

Riemann's surface, — a 
monalromic function, ander tmonedromic,— 
dron function, a sextic function whose fourth derivative 
is ideriticnlly zern, the canonical form *2 — 
funetlion, a function denoted by fu, pe 

tee Str = — * 
where 2° denotes a sum extended over all values of w ex- 
cept the value t=0,— point of a function. 

the function called Hoe ntl. Tesseral 
by Heine and Todhunter associated function of the — 
kind; a a Sanction converted into a tesseral harmonic by 
the factor cos # or sin ed.— Verb An Oper 
tor containing a purely symbelie letter 6 to denote the 
base of a given so that when this verb fanction 
operates on a eu fast 0. BS process ebtamen by 
writ * the verb function; thus, using square 
— gh) 52 each separste 7 We + py 2 
«(ec whereas [c Pre le * Al{e tT Tee 

—— See *cerc {c + x) = 2c > 2.— Zero 

Punctional adaptati hypertrophy, meas 
ory, murmur, psychology, selee- 
rare See *adaptation, ete. 

functi (fungk’ shon-thé’é-ri), x. 
——— as ; theory of functions (which see, under 

nction). 
placenta. See *placenta. 

4 cannot rotate, Pundamental body, « Wxxly The 
conception has been introduced by German thinkers in 

fungus, » 

fungus-body 
order to support the doctrine of Lefbnita that space and 
motion are purely relative, as against the doctrine of 
Newton that space ts a thing. The ditticulty in the Leib- 
nitzian doctrine is that rotational velocity is not relati 
unless some peculiar hy esis is iy need to neeott 
forthe phenomena. ese hypotheses have usually com: 
Biatext its a lig he existence of some motionless thing 
te which all motion ts relative: but mo wood reason has 
ever been given for rejecting Newton's view that space 
itself is this motionless thing. Fundamental goeies. 
Same as #hasement conpiex.— Pondamental length, 
Plate or zone, See elength, xplate. 
Funded content. See *content’. 
fundicolar {fun-dik’é-liir), a. [L. fundus, ber- 
tom, + colere, inhabit, +-ar%, ignatitiog a 
living upon the sea-bottom : as, fundicolarmol 
lusks. 

Professor Pelsencer enumerates afew Magellanic # = 
separately! and divides the Antarctic #pecies into 1i 
of which there are three species: firndicdler, of which 
there are twenty-nine, and potagic, of which there are 
five. Seience, Apel) 22, 194, p. Goa 

fandiform (fun’di-form), a. [L. funda,a a 
+ forma, form.] Having the form of a sling 
ora 3232 — 

aor -di-rek‘tor), n, An 
undertaker, [U. 8, 

ae! 9 Recent — have added much to 
the know * of the a aud relationships of 
—8 large pot ‘The term, as commonly used 
to include the the ot % and bacteria as well as the 
fungi proper, does not signify anatural group. The 

~ gut tendency is to restrict its use te the Dumgestes (true 
fungi) The cytological studies of Ha amd — 
oon the fom that the raste (('redinales) are most 
closely related to the Basidiomyeetes, while the researches 
of Thaxter have shown the exh of what to 
be a new order, the ¥. showing characters af 
both Myxomycetes and bacterin Various 

chasali J 
—— used, the relative rank x even to diferent 

al the oaition eee certain orders af 
The sporological aye 

of 8nccardo, sed in his“ Byllage Fu: ingorum "asa basis 
for the diviaion of te of the 
Discomyertes, amd Fw 
but artificial. The follow! 

rien 

TOU pes 
wrtna arrange ia — 522 — 

an⸗vrale⸗. _Protom 
cals, —————— Pert. 

beniales, Tubera: 

pa i, Hcbasid Auriculariales, 
J 
trales, — — ‘Sclerodermatates, 
Subelaae 

ven to a mixtare of citric, 
ec, and — ids, which fa found in certain 

species of 

(fun jie -ji-si'dal), a. [fungicide + -a 
ng . fungici es or to the killing | 

—— or fungi; having the property of de- 
stroying fungous or a wths, 

vore ci atcha * . “fungivore; I. 
Jungus, fungus, + vorare, devour.] <A trade- 
name for a crude preparation containing iron 
sulphate, used at one time in France as a 
fungicide application to plants, as, for ex- 

See Ample, to vines attacked by Oidium, 
he. fungose (fang gos), a, Same as fungous, 

—Algal fungus. See *algel.— 
fungus, » name applied to any member of the 

mine Oreades, wh 

Pungus cerebri, protrusi 
ralti-eubstance ,_throagh a fracture of the skull, Also 

called cerebral hers fee 
wplantt. —eS a of 

richum whieh attacks oppers and causes 
ede wate —* fongue has 7 | —— poten 

purpose a nie the ravages of crass! in certain 
parts of the United States —Oak-root Same 
as cak-seedling td iseare.— — ae fun- 
gus Lcidium etrotilinum, — on the of the 
p tote of pine. — Pine-leaf fangus, ie fangus Herpo- 
trichia magra, cocurting on the leaves and branches ofthe 
= andjuniper, See ®ff richia.— Shot-hole fan- 
dhe which attacks the leaves of certain trees, 

coon ferries and plums, causing minute parple 
or brown ps Boy which later loosen and dire 
drosporium Padi, Septoria cerasina, and 
responsible for this disesse.—BSore-shin fungus, 
species of Khizoctonia which attacks the —— — Rin 
of cotton. * producing an ulcer just at or below ie 
surface ol grotd and often destroying the plant. 
See edamp, & 

body (fung’gus-bod"i) The — 
compound structure of the higher fungi: 

out. in- 
© forms * 



fungus-body 

tinguished from the simple filamentous thallus 
of the lower fungi. De Bary, 
fungus-gall (fung’gus-gil), ». A peeuliar gall- 
like growth produced upon various plants by 
“he irritation induced by fungi. 

rangus-pit iene J gus-pit), n. A pit in whieh 
mushrooms and other fungi are cultivated, 

fungue-trap (fung’gus-t rap), n. That part = 
the root of a plant which contains a fun 
the ultimate fate of which is to be absor' id 
by the host plant. Frank, 

fanicle,». 5. The central emer 4 
in those colonies of graptolites whie 
thee, 

funicular, «. 2. In anat.: (h) Resembling a 
cord or rope: a term used in describing the far 
arrangement of muscle- or nerve-fibers.— 
Punicular action, action exerted by means of a 
or —— specifically, in —*** the AS exerted at the 

Hayat ley when a transverse force 
fe applied to ite im — 
catenary eurve,— Punicular railway. 

amnil, a cord which persists for a while after 
the closing of the amnion and chorion, in raminanta, 
forming a connecting band between them. 

2 ve. IL, intrans, To smoke offensively, 
as a fire or chimney, with puffs or gusts. 

But there my triamph’s straw-fire fared and funted. 
Browning, Fra Lippo Lipp, L 172. 

fank5, vr, II, trans. To shrink from or dread ; 
be afraid of; back out from. [Collog.] 
He “ funted™ the cholera, as he said, and of course he 
ed it. Having got it, be toki me that he funted it no 
longer—and he got over it. 

Geog, Jour. (RG. M AIL 108, 

funk3, 1. 2, One who funks, shrinks from, or 
— or who is in a state of funk. 

u. ) In the chambered oe; the 
extenain the apt about the nano) a 
fannel, a special form of funnel made of ly = 
ing ted botton on whieh the Te per is Indl 
flat.— Meyer's a glass funnel with ite lower rim 
tormed inward and provided with a tubulus; used to 
* over liquids in the process of evaporation to con- 

and collect rapom— one of the 
narrow funnellike depressions in the four gastric ridges 
of the seyphils of certain jellytiehes, as Aurelie; an 
fnfundibalanm, 

funnel-box (fun‘el-boks), ». One of a series 
of square funnels used in metallurgical works 
for separating metal-bearing slimes according 
to fineness. 
fannel-breast 
*funnel-chest, 

fannel-chest (fun‘el-chest), n. A sinking in 
of the sternum, forming aconical depression of 
the anterior wall of the chest. 

funnel-draft (fun ‘el-draft), ». The draft or 
current of air and products of combustion 
from a marine boiler caused by the difference 
in the weight of hot gas inside the funnel or 
chimney when compared with that of an 
equal column of external air. 

faunnel-tube (fun’el-tib), =. A small glass 
funnel prolonged at the bottom into a tube of 

TOCcess 

ear 0 

(fun‘el-brest), ». Same as 

considerable length, much used in —— 
laboratories. ‘The tube ts alight theong 
the cork of a bottle or flask. Also cal te —— 
Safety an ordinary funnel-tube with Hy 
double bend, with or without one or more bulbs 

seal or Lex J 
part of the introduced liquid whic! 

fannel-twister (fun’el-twis’tér), nm. 
pean rhynchitid beetle, tes betule, 
whose larve live in beech-leavea, which they 
roll into a funnel shape. 

fanori (fé-nd’ri), ». (Jap.] 1. A seaweed, 
Gleopeltis intricata, from which the Japanese tain 
ae Pa a fine kind of glue.—2, The glue 

from this seaweed. It is used ——— 
starch, and sizing, the glazing and sti ening 
of textile —— ete, Nat, Geog. Mag., May, 
1%, 

funt ( int) Russ, funti, CO. pfund = E. 
pound.) The * pound, equal to nine 
tenths of an avoirdupois pound. 

fan-ting (fun’ting’), 1. [Also fén-ting ; Chinese 
Sun (fan), flour; Ting Chau, a place noted for 
its pottery.) A Chinese porcelain having a 
white paste, resembling im appearance soft 
paste but in reality hard. 

forca, ». 3. An inflected elastic anal organ 
ending in a fork, by which the animal is en- 
abled to leap, as in Pedura, Kirhy and Spence, 

farcal (fér’kal), a. [NL. * urealis, < L. fierea, 
fork: see fork.) Of a for : also, fureate or 
forked: as, the creat rocessesof crustaceans. 
Purcal orifice, a forked opening, as the sternal elit in 

Pb ay Pertida, 

Sug 

farciferine (fer-eif'¢-rin )a, [Furcifer + -ine2.) 
Relating to or characteristic of the deer of the 
xenus Fercifer, frequently placed in the genus 
Cariacaus, 

furcilia (fér-sil'i-fi), nm. [NL., ¢L, furea, fork.) 
A late larval stage in schizopodous crusta- 
ceans, in which the paired, stalked eyes be- 
come more full developed and the most an- 
terior pairs of thoracic and abdominal feet be- 
=* to form in suecession from before back- 

— (fér-sim’a-nus), nm. [NL., ¢ L. 
Jurca, fork, + manus, hand.) A genus of 
zoareid fishes found in the deep waters of the 
North — 

farcula, ». 3. In embryol., a forked median 
protaberaice arising in the floor of the em- 
ryonic pharynx 

between the 
third and fourth 
pairs of visceral 
arches, It de- 
velops into the 
Rig ottis of the 
adult.—Pureula 
supra-analis, a 
sinall forked sclerite 
* above the anu⸗ 

a grnnahicy ir. 

farcalite( ér’ka- 
pa be * Sfur- The floor of ince of a huma i, a fork, Gr. —2 — — —* atone. A eevee, — ee ye . ee 

. lit ich @, tuberculum impar; ¢, mandibular 
mierolite WHICH seh: c, hyoid atch: @, Erst branchial 
has a straight arch: ¢, secomd branchial arch; / thied 

lung; 4, fifth aertic 
ranchial arch; ¢,@hot stem and forked 

extremities. * 

beanchial arch 
arch im the third br 
tis: /, fourth aortic arch in the second 
braechial arch: 4, turcwba: /, third aortic 

Rutiey, in Miner- arch in the av bronchial * Co * 
i ond aortic arch in the videan arch; 

alogical Mag., ®, mombrane chosing the Yyormanditvular 
LX. 266. cleft, which afterward becomes the 

furevernic (f8- YiatiotcEutyaney 
fur uracea) + Evernia (see def.) + -ic.) De- 

Evernia 232*3 FPurevernic 
acid, an acid, incorrectly called furevernaeyd, said to 
occur, in traces, in Keernia furfuracea, 

luric (fér'fér-ak-ri-li‘rik), @. No- 
ting an acid which appears in the urine afterthe 
ingestion of furfurol. 

(fér’fér-al), n. [L. furfer, bran, +-a/3,) 
Bee furfure 

furfaraldehyde (fér-fér-al’dé-hid), n, Same as 
wrfurol, — — 

wrfur, bran, 
c CH : CH 

>0, 
H : CH 

formed by the distillation of barium pyromu- 
cate with soda-lime : one of the products of the 
distillation of a wood. | It bolls at at — So. 

— to a pine splinter pF we with fydruchitc etd 
It is the parent substance of a class of com similar 
in structure to the pyridine and [burp derivatives. 

» farfarine (fér’fér-in), ». (la. fr wr, bran, + 
-ine2,] A colorless ¢ —— ¢ compound, 
Cy HigNaOx, form the action of a Pailute 
* assium-hydroxid = ution on furfuramide. 

melts at 116° 0. 
lamide (fér’fér-il-am‘id), mn. [furfury? — 

+ amide,] Same as furfuramide. 
furil (fa’ril), ». —52 + a) A yellow tin 
erystalline compound, prepared by the oxida- 
tion of furoin, —— Ta It is the 

from 

(fér’fér-in), a. 

-ane.) A colorless liquid, ‘ 

analogue of benzil, and has the formula CyHg 
0.C0.CO.CgH 0. 

farilic —5— a, [furil + -ic.] Of or per- 
nea to furil,— Fu o 358 ie 

the ection of potassium hydiovid on finely divided fart.” 
farl (férl), mn. (furl, *.] 1. A roll of what is 
furled.—2,. The manner of furling (a sail), or 
the appearance na resented when furled: as, a 
vease! is judged by the furl of the sails. 

frie. pp. A — spelling of furled. 
n. and t. t simplified spelling of 

—— 
— ve Air crucible farnacg, 8 furnace with 
cracibles for melting brass. —Batho’s , a Mmoedi- 
fleation of the Siemens open-learth furnace, from which 
it differs in shape, being elther circular or elliptical, and 
in that the regenerates are placed outaiide of the furnace 
one are independent of it, The advantages of the sep 
av rape enerators are that in ease of a break-omt there 

ii mo risk of the metal getting inte the regenerators 
ated that it is impessible for a leakage of gus to take 
place hetween the gaa and the airregenerators and de- 
* the Drickwork.— Belgian-Silesian furnace, a 

ifeation of the Belgian and Silesin cine distillation 
furmaces : also known as the Neneh Suradece, on aocount 
ef its general tee in Rhetish Prossla, It usually has 
three rows of retorts and is either direct-ttred or gas- 

furnace 
fired. The retorts are elliptical in shape ane, in the 
moder furnaces, their number exceeds Det Alay fi 
far furnace.— agas rebeation 

race (which see) in which the air for burning the 
is heated in ashallow fae ander the bottom of the far- 

nace, pase pe to cool the furnace bottom. — Black-ash 
furnace, same as saath, urnace,— furnace, 
ry etd he fuel, oil, or gas, blown throw) 

ipe with the air — maven bg ite combasthe. 
ve ae il Jurnice. Cas- 

steel furnace, Sou eeust-steel,  Ooltziess furnace, 
early form of blast-furnace which utilized the waste cues 
of iron-smelting.— Crucible furnace, a te which 
the material to be heated is contained in a cracibie 4 
refractory material, and Unis kept out of contact with the 
*— Sach farnaces are much ased in the manufacture 
at toatl * in brass foundries, and in_chemical * 

establishments, — 

ot ein or the farnace-lining.— 
small furnace used! in the manufactare — teeth. 

an oxbdizing furnace fur 
sulph or wulphid in which the sulphur ts reenered 
by with an abundant supply of — ene 
as Sy. — furnace, an Lehn ae in or w 

the extraordinarily high tem’ Ae by the 
— of a erful electric current ‘Detwees two 
carbon poles, ese poles pee through the walle ofa 
a or inclesure constricted of the most infusible 
materia] available, and varied as to size and shape with 
———_ use intended. The tempernture may 

8 to exceed any that can be produced by combustion, 
and with the adwan that air — completely exch 
ded. Important results of a — character have been 
obtained by means of the furnace, amd it hes 
oF mca a new field of pate = 1 use in the manufactare 

— calcium carbide, pl corti, and 
— English silver- * 

—— furnace with a movable kbown #8 
capel or teat and formerty made of bone ash, but now of 
a mixtare of clay and limestone, The breast of the copel 
ts perforated with holes for the removal of the litharge, 
which thows into a pot below. The lead containing alee 
aper cent. of silver is ran out through a bole in the bette 

the a and agnin cupelled in the same furnace, bet 
the cupel for this operation is provided with a concavity 
at thet vttonn for the reception of the —* pare silver. 
See lotion, — Exeli's haft-furnace 
edupted Pan the extraction of mere trom pon It 
ia provided with three external fireplaces and is encased 
in sheet-iron to prevent the boss of mercury. The tapers 
escape into pipes and from these into comdensing-cham 
—* The pipes Were at first of cast-iron but these have 
been replaced by vertical pipes of glazed stoneware. 
The changing apparatus consists of a — my with 
water . The Exeti furnaces are largely used in Inetis 
and Austria. — an a — for separating 
and regaining metal from cinder whieh tus cleensically 
aleorbed it. It was firat used in Germany.— Gothic 

, the shaft- or blast-furnace for smelting irom from 
its ores:'so called from a pointed arch placed over the 
ermbrasures when the base of the furnace up to the 
beshes was made of rubble Loge bd —— see 

Heating-furnace, 1e as Fe. fing-furnac, 
which see, under furnece.—Herreshoffs furnace,» 
rectangular water-jacketed furnace for copper-smelting. 
Its forehearth is detachable and mounted on wheels ant 
the slag is removed by means of a lip in fromt of the fore 
hearth. The furnace is 

fire-cl 
laboratories in — - Fag a special blast-lamp is used %& 
burn a mixtare of illuminating-gas or petroleum-taper 
with air, and the fame so prodaced is driven by 

chanical furnace 
for converting black salt into toda. 

© process for making 
— Let -~ common ay oy 
—— ometeliurgi oe arenes in which © 

tions are effected, usually by heated air.— Reflecting-arc 
rier ae cicero Tease tn Which the eden oe 
ait are ia reflected upon the substance to be heated 

————— -Silewian ® furnace. 
) Afurnace which can be rotate! 

or Tooke to —— rT furnace which is coe. 

signed — salt-cake by the action of sit 

fon 
Pulp * reaction is completed, ra known as ® 

fe Surnice,— furnace, 
wertul blast-furnace for ase in chemical a! 

urgical laboratories, The cylindrical bey of 
ieouer is surroumled by an * cylinder which 
forms a reservoir for compressed air farnished by + 
bellows of good size, ~ siemens furnace, the most ix- 
portant and siecessful form of farnace in which Uhe re 
generative principle is applied. It tly economises 
fuel, produces temperatures much higher than were 
formerly attainable, admits of exact regulation of temper 
ture, and controls the action of oxygen or ita renoval is 
the hearth. It was Drought into use in England tn Ive 
or 1400, and has proved of tvalne in steel-makire 
the manufacture of glass and porcelain, and varivas othet 
industries, (inscous fuel is used, and this and the air 
necessary for combustion are separately heated by 
om their ag, Bhd pe hearth through fire-brick chamber 
filled with ly stacked fire-brick at a hich temper 
ture. The products of combustion are carried from the 
hearth on their way to the chimney through a second palr 



furnace 
of similar fire-brick chambers, which are thas heated ap 
amt become ready to serve the purpose of the first pair as 
these cool down, the and air-carrents being shifted 
over at proper intervele from the one pair of chambers 
te the other, A number of other inventors have pro- 

1 modittcations fn detail of the original Siemens 
uimace,— a shaft-farnace in which 

silver ores are chioridized and desulphurized by first 
pulverizing and mixing them with salt and then dropping 
them through a current of hotair. So called from its in- 
ventor.— Sane as ealt-cake *fier- 
nutee.— Wi furnace, « form of furnace naed at the 
Hoyal Porcelain Manufactory at Berlin in Is6l, It de- 
veloped a very high temperature by the use of comlus- 
—— along with a foreed blast of air, the result being 
wractically that of a blowpipe Mame on a 1 — 
urnaces of the aame general character have in- 

An 
vented by Ekman, Fletcher, andl oth 

furnace-charger (fér’nas-chiir’jér), a. 
apparatus for weighing and feeding into a 
furnace the proper proportions of ore, fuel, 
ete, 

(fér’ niis-gas), mn. 1, The —* 
duets of combustion from a furnace.— 2. e@ 
gas given off by a blast-furnace. This Is rich 
en in anconsumed carbon to be usefal asa fuel for 
internal-combustion * for the production af steam, 
anid for preheating the 

fér’nas-uv’n), a. A baking- 
ebamber built of brick, with a low arch: used 
in bakeries. 

furnace-plate (fér’nis-plat), ». Iron or steel 
plate used to make the furnace or fire-box of 
a steam-boiler, 

r,». 2, In ealico-printing, the cloth- 
eovered roller or the eylinder-brosh which 
furnishes the color to the engraved roller on 
the eylinder printing-machine. 

furni a, 3. (4) In a harness, all of the 
metallic parts with the exception of the bits 
and rosettes, 

furniture-bug (fér’ni-tar-bug), ». 1, The bed- 
bug.—2. Any one of several thysanurous 
insects of the family Lepismatide#, commonly 
found on old furniture.—3,. The silver-fish 
orslicker, See silrersfish, 6. 

furoin (fa’ro-in), ». [fur( feraldehyde) + -0- 
+ -in2.) A colorless crystalline compound, 
CyHyO.CO.CH.OH.CyHg0, melting at 135° C. 
It is prepared by the action of potassium 
eyanide on furfuraldehyde in dilute aqueous- 
aleoholic solution, and corresponds to benzoin, 

furonic (fi-ron’ik), a. [ firr( Surpropiyon(ie).] 
Noting an acid, a colorless crystalline com- 
pound, C7HgO., formed by the oxidation of 
furfurpropionic acid. It melts at 180° C. 

furred, «. 3. Fitted with a kind of partition 
made with furring-strips, as an outer wall of 
masonry. The lath and plaster work are se- 
eured to the furring-strips and so are not 
exposed to the dampness of the wall. 

ers’ asthma. See *asthma. 
furrow, “.—Ambulacral furrow, arm furrow. 
Same as amtulaeral growre (which see, under amby- 
lacral),— Dead , Same as waterfurrow, (U. A] 

—* of a thoroughly tiled debad should leave 
no Jurrows for sarface-water to follow. 

W. 1. Chamberlain, Tile Drainage, p. 

Plat furrow, in agri., a farrow so cut and so turned that 
the furrow-slice reste a ite face: opposed to lap 

furrow, ap infolding of the intega- 
tubercle in the 

depression 
ture, A 1, 1908, p. S41 — 
the ‘an ebtiete furrows 

mesonotam of on the 
with the parepsidal furrows.— Meridian a 
<entral furrow occurring in segmentation of the ovam. 
~ Nuchal furrow, eo AB ‘wnechfurvess.— Caen 
furrow, any furrow not Milled by a farrow-slive; ei 
a water-furrow or a cros-furrow for drat 
Seed furrow, a = plows before the sowing. w, 
Pract. Agr., — furrows, in ayri., 
te ein ak the center of a ridge; to feer.— 
farrows, transverse grooves in the nalla, formed at the 
root during a severe ines or other of bowered 
nutrition. — , & thear 
depression on the surface of the ovam marking the be- 
ginning of segmentation. -— furrow, in hare- 
fallowing, the autumnal plowing. Loewen, Encye. 
Agr, p. S02. 

furrow-pan (fur’é-pan), ». In plowing, the 
bottom of the furrow compacted by the —38— 
and action of the plow and horse; also the 
subsurface soil of a fleld so compacted, 

furrow-wheel (fur’é-hwél), ». In a plow, a 
small wheel rapping in the furrow. In gang 
sulky-plows, two are |, Placed one behind the other 
at anangle., Inetead of running vertically they are hi- 
clined outward to reduce the friction. 
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fiirst (first), 1.; pl. filrsten, 
ereign, MHG, viirste, OHG, furisto (D. vorst), 
a prinee, lit. the first or chief person (1, primus 
or aw. « furist = AS, fret E. first, a.) 
A German or Austrian title of nobility of lower 
rank than herzog, or duke, and higher than 
graf, or eount, The title is usually translated 
‘prince’: as, Piiret Bismarck. The feminine 
is fiiratin, 

furtiv, «. A simplified spelling of furtive. 
(fGi-rung’ ka-loid), a. 

lus, a boil, + -vid.] Resembling a boil in ap- 
ce or sensation. 

(G., prince, sov- fuse-lock (fiz‘lok), n. 

. ferunen- fasibili 

fusion 

A device for lighting 
the free end of a fuse by means of a friction- 
match which is set off by pulling a lanyard 
attached to a trigger. 

fuse-wire (fiz’wir), ». In elect., wire made of 
au easily fusible metal and used to protect 
circuits from excessive currents. When the 
current passes a certain value, depending on 
the size of the wire, the latter melts, thus 
breaking the eireuit. 

fusibiiity, ty, ".—Scale of a series of six 
species by Franz von Kobell, and pow com- 
monly used in designating the relative fusibility of min- 
eruls, The species are: (1) stibnite; (2) natrotite; (5) 

(fa-rung’ka-los), @. Same a8 lmandin garnet; (4) actinolite; (4) orthoclase: (6) 
*furunculous, bronaite. 

(fa-rung’ki-lus), a. Marked by Pusi (fa-zi-kok’um), ». [NL. (Corda, 
successive eruptions of boils. 

fur-worker (fér’ wérk’ér), ». In leather-manuf,, 
a wheel for removing the oil from fur-skins. 
Modern Amer, Tanning, p. 204, 

* A simplified spelling of furze. 
furze!, n.— furze, in Austral encres: awh nie iin, ttthedy Petans. 
furze? (férz), v. i.; pret. and pp. furzed, ppr. 
Surzing. (For fuzz, rv.) To become entangled, 
as silk fibers during the reeling from the cocoon. 
These [weak cocoons) are separated from the other 

kinds, because in ree! they must, be immersed tn 
colder water in order to avoid any furzing or entangling 
in the operation, 

. Hannan, Textile Fibres of Commerce, p. 176. 

furze-top (férz’top), n, A name of the red- 
top, — alba, and of the Rhode Island 
bent, 4. canina, 

fusain (fii-zah’),n. [F., the spindle-tree, also 
chareoal made from it, (ML, fusago ( fusagin-), 
CL, fusus, a spindle.) A erayon of fine char- 
conl; also, a charcoal sketch, 

fusarial ( fa-zi'ri-gl), a. [Fusarium + -all,) 
Of or pertaining to the fungus Fusarisnr. 

A fuscriol disease of tomatoes cocurs in Florida and 
also in England. 

U.S. Dept. Agr, Div. Veg. Physiol. and Pathol, 
(Bulletin 17, p. 3. 

Fusarium (fi-zi‘ri-um),», [NL. (Link, 1809), 
L, pees, & spindle.) large genus of 
hyphomyecetous fungi, having more or less 
effused sporodochia and bearing mostly spin- 
dle-shaped or siekle-shaped light or bright 
colored conidia on branched conidiophores. 
About 200 species Lave been described, many of which 
are probably mot distinet. Some are known to be the 
conidial forms of hypocreaceows ascomycetes and cause 
serious plant diseases, as #. raetnfectum, the conidial 
stage Neoeoam ra casinfecta, which causes the 
wilt-disease of cotton and cow-peas teult-disease, 
under Miftecuse, auil durilt. 

fuscin, wn 2, A black pi nt found in the 
ehoroid and the epithelial layer of the retina, 
adjoining the choroid of the eye. 

[L. frseus, 2 — gore: a, 
dusky, + Gr, iddeoc, of glass: see hyaline. 

of certain 

(Ls. fres- 
un¢tate. 

ra of 8 
ag. Nat. 

ews, dusky, + NL. punctatus, 
Having dark punctures, ax the e 
light-colored beetle. Annals and 

ist., May, 1901, P. 423. 
fusco’ (fus*k6-vi--lé‘shius). a. [L. 
fuscus, dusky, + violaceus, of violet color: 
see tiolaceous,) Dusky violet incolor. Annals 
and Mag. Nat. Hist., Aug., 1903, p. 268. 

2,n". 2. In elect., a piece of conductor, 
inserted into an electric circuit, which is of 
less current-carrying capacity than the rest of 
the cireuit, and therefore under excess of eur- 
rout melts anf opens the cireuit. Fuses are 
either exposed (t uses) or pritectes an 
in⸗ulat iu · tuh· po gh at js fillet with — 

iWilated insilating material. These latter are culled 
tneclowed of corteidge fisea.—Chemical fase, a fuse 
which is fired by chemical action between substances 
brought into contact; used In torpedoes or submarine 
mines ~fuse, a fulminate-fuse used for 
detonating high explosives. 

block (fiazx‘blok), n. In elect., a block of 
poreelain or other refractory insulating ma- 
terial provided with terminals between which 
the fuse-wire of an electri¢ cireuit is connected, 
Fuse-blocks are commonly made in two parts, a base 
on which the fuse is mounted,and a cover to prevent 
the — of the molten metal when the fuse is uver- 
beat. 

fase-link (fiiz’lingk), n. In elect., a link, made 
of fuse-wire or cast from fusible metal, for in- 
sertion in a fuse-block, 

coccum 
1829), <1. fuaus, spindle, + Gr. xdwaoc, berry.] 
A genus of sphmw- 
—— fungi in 
which the pycnidia 
form more or leas 
irregular chambers in 
a black leathery pus- 
tular stroma. 

genus Diaporthe, 3 Abrie- 

of the sliver fr by killing ver fir by J 
the on the onal 

Friteocwnme Abeetisnnem. 
general appearance of an 

affected twig | 4. cross-section of a 
roma; ¢, 4 

fenlanged) (Draes from Eogler 
and Preail's “ Pa@anaentamiies.”) 

~bearing mycelia 

(fii’zing), ™. 
The technical name 
of aprocesstowhichthe harder resins, amberand 
eopal, are subjected preparatory to using them 
in making varnishes. More than mere liquefaction 
being requ a partial destructive distillation is brought 
about by the continwed action of heat, and volatile prud- 
ets are given off, after which the residue becomes sola- 
We In tarpentive and ane other solventa Sodtler, 
Handbook of Indust, Chem., p. 100 

fusion, ». 6. In modern psychol.: (a) A mode 
of intimate connection of elementary mental 
processes, such that the connected elements 
are difficult of analysis, and the resulting com- 
plex approximates the simplicity of impression 
characteristic of the element itself, (6) The 
product of this connection ; the blend or fused 
complex. The term has gained currency from its use 
in C. Stumpf's * Toupsychologie " (181, 1600), It is aned 
with varying shades of meaning by different authors, and 
has not as yet received final definition, 

By far the great majority of odours are pot elementary 
at atl, bat compound,—mental complexes or fusions af 
the sume sort as the note of am instrument, which 
is in reality a combination of a number of simple tones, 

RK. B. Titehener, Exper. Paychol. L i 70, 

Same as hydrothermal *funion, 
the relative simplicity or com- 

See quotation. 
— of 
plexity of a fusion of jou, the 

in Wundt’s peychology, a fusion such as 
‘of nokse and Ses & 5 ees 2 = tone, 

ne iden- 

conmection e clements and the novelty of the resul- 
tant, The idea of space is termed an extensive fusion, 
order to mark the uature of the total process which re- 
suite from the association of Ue intensive and qualita- 
tive elements, BSaldicin, Dict. of Philoa and Paychol. 
L Heat Susion, 

water, gee ion. Intensive 
fusion, in Wundts psychology, a fusion of like sens- 
tional elements : opposed to crfensive *fueion.— Powder 
of fusion. See Ef meer A fusion, in en. 
bryol., union or fasion of undifferentiated stractures, as 
in the formation of double monsters by the peers fu- 
sion of the axes of two embryos developing in the same 
ee. Becondary fusion, ution or fasion of embryonie 
stroctures ut a relatively late elawe. after they have been 
clearly differentiated. Tonal fuston, in peyehed. (s) 
The mode of connection of simultaneons sensations 
tone. (6) The perception set up by the concurrence of @ 
number of simple tunal stimull, See ®fasion, & 



fusion-disk 

fusion-disk (fii’zhon-disk), ». Same as *disk- 
sar, 
fasion-point (fi’zhon-point),», The tempera- 
ture at which a solid substance melta, 
Fusoma (fii-x6’mii), ». [NL. (Corda, 153 < 
L. fusus, spindle, + -oma.) A genus of hy- 
phomycetous fungi, having the hyphw but 
slightly spreading and bearing spindle-shaped 
septate conidia. F. parasiticum is a parasite 
on pine seedlings. 

fuss- (fus’buj‘et), a. A nervous, fidgety 
person, (Dialect. U. S. Dialect Notes, I. vi. 

fusser (fus’t¢r),n, 1. One who fusses or makes 
a fuss over or about something.—2, One who 
‘fusses’ over girls; a particularly active bean, 
[College slang. ] 

fustee (fus-te") ». [Appar. a variation of 
mustee, mestec,] The offspring of a mestee 
and a white, est Indian.] 

Pustic substitute, a trade-nanw for a dyestull consisting 
of quercitron * to which stannate of soda or sulphate 
of zinc has been added, Sadtler, Handbook of Indust, 
Chem., p. 45. Old fustic, a dyewood from Merws tine- 
toria, and also from Maclura tinctoria and Brovssenetia 
tinctoria, See fustic, 

n.— Patent fustin, a mordant acid coal-tar 
color of the — — PA combining diaso- 
tized aniline with fustic «: It dyes wool yellow in 

id bath Anafter-chroming renders the color , an ac 

Also called wool yellow. 
Pusulinida (fa‘s@-lin‘i-dé), n. pl. [NL., « Pu- 
sulina + -ida.) A family of extinet Forami- 
nifera, having fusiform or spherical caleareous 

Le Oi ae oe 1. 

iif 
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tests composed of spirally enrolled whorls fuzzing (fuz‘ing), ». In shuffling cards, the 
which ore divided into pea by vertical act of taking on from the top and one from 
— and into chamberlets by transverse par- the bottom simultaneously, with the finger and 

ons. . thumb of the right hand. Also called milkieg 
futil, «. A simplified spelling of futile. * and snowing. 
futtah (fut’i), ». (Maori whata = Samoan fyggi' 

ala = Ton 
type (fuz"i-tip), m. [fussy + 

n fata, araised platform or store- intentionally blurred photo . 
ouse, = peo rb hake, . ladder, a hen- =" Ser 

roost.) A storehouse for grain, ete., set on * 
four posts so beveled as to afford no hold for 
rats that attempt to climb them. [New Zeal- 
and, 

futu (f5'ts), ». [Samoan and Tongan fitu, 
Fiji rvtu.) A name given in Samoa and Ton- 
ga to Barringtonia speciosa, a hundsome litto- from its fuzzy appearance. Also called fr- 
ral tree having 4-eornered pyramidal fruit the r-WOed. 
outer portion of which isused bythe nativesasa fyce, . Same as fice. 
fish-intoxicant. In Fijithe fruits are also used by the fylactery, ». A simplified spelling of phy- 
natives as floats for fishing-nets and in playing a certain Jactery, 

tri bat ie ischarncte 
tf the pith oe —— as many me oe iyrk (fiirk), ». (Sw. Dan.) A copper coin 

ormerly current in Sweden and Denmark; shores. See whotong (with cut), and ®Barringtonia for- 

ed ute. 192 were equal to one rix-dollar. mation. Also call 

fysic, fyrical, fysician, ete. Simplified speil- 
ngs of physic, ete. 

~] An 
[Collog.) 

‘have no precise functions in Dustrating 

Rep, Brit. Astin Adecancement of Sci,, 1001, p ui 

| (fug’i-guz’i), ». The common 
ever! Stee, Guapha ium obtusifolium, 80 called 

Future debt, See *debt. 
fuye ({6’yai),». [Jap.] The Japanese flute. 

So fysiognomy, Simplified spell 
= ings of physiognomist, physiognonry. 
* fysiologic, ogist, ete. Simplified spell- 

fuz,*,andv, A simplified spelling of fuzz. — logic, ete. ; 
fuze, fuzion, Simplified as of fuse, fu- F. Z. B. An abbreviation of Fellow of the Zo 
sium, logical Society. 
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“ae 
cain 

) 4, In music: (d) The @ next gable-belfry (ga‘bl-bel‘fri), n. A small bell- 
above middle € ‘De ————— pitch) gy nna or belfry, having a gabled roof; a bell- 

(h) The proper tone of the Sable. @ proper tone 0 ble-wall (ga’bl-wal), ». The wall which 
fourth or lo owest string of the oa the gable-end of — In a simple square 

or rectangular house with —— — there are violin, which is therefore 
called the G-string. The vio- two side-walle and two gable-walls, Generally, bat not 
lin or treble clef designates always,  gable-wall rises into » Pointed, triangular top. 

. * + the degree of the staff as- gab-motion (gab mo*shgn), » ‘A reversing 

— to the G next abere — C.—6, In valve-gear for slow-running steam-engines, in 
chem: mmbots provision. Which a gab-hook is used to attach the eccen- 

—— the trie-rod to the valve-atem or wrist plate, There 

—— ea ia ed 4 peceal of re nee. conductance Fe tad by th Will cor mae LJ e 

8. kn abbreviation (a) te i of — (b) the pin which drives the valve-rod. Took with 
of German and Germany i) [t. e.) of — Gaboon rubber. Boe srabber, 

da 3A (ein wog- hook, of gloomy weather. gaboric jaboric (ga-hor’ik), ik), a. Same as *jaboric, — 
bbreviation of acid, 

An ae cterevnden gaboridine (ga-bor’i i den), n. Same as *jabori- 

ab 

rer of) of General Assem- 
6) [le] average, 

ONS dibag Same as gaborine (gab’6-rin), n. Same —— 
ne Eel ., « Pr. gabarra, = Sp. enia (ga-ké’ni-K), n. (NL. (Heister, 1763), 
— —28 —— ⏑———— (died ini! 

vessel or lighter. rofessor at Helmstadt. JA nly of dicoty- 
gabatta! (ga-bat bat’ edonous plants of the siya Brassicacex, 

To this genus belong the the most im- 
tapectes being (. foam (Ghee 1— ee * 

anwes) GO. annua (Chelranthue annuus of Linnea) 
‘to St. eorge’s and G. tristis (Cheiranthua tristis of Linnwus). See gaff 

between V and Ireland, Matthiola. 
is proposed, in the fleld clasaification of G201,». 8. A measuring-rod for land; a mea- 

in connection with the quantitative system sure of length varying, in different districts, 
term all from nine or ten to as many as twenty feet. — 

9. A division of an ——— ye ture, said to 
have been ee 64 feet wide in Lincoln- 

gabbres and norites, and some diorites, See shire 
gab gab’ré-di’6-rit), m. 1. A rock 4 (nud), ad.) A oon bate made 
— dh — —* bagged = = eel hoy * t : eaters Irish.] si 
ng both pyroxene ani ee es soe it, m. 2. A light square box-wagon 
equal amounts.—2, A rock partly altered, or ‘a substitute for the demeorel. : 
completely metamorphosed, in which the horn- um (ga-dé’ni-um), ». [NL.] A name 
blende is seco Same as *metadiorite. given to one of several all new chemical 
gabbroid (gab‘roi ) a, + -cid.) In elements said to have been detected in rocks 
petrog., resombling or somewhat like gabbro; of glacial o rigin in Scotland. ‘There is no good 
aie suggested by Chamberlin and Salisbury reason for belie in the existence of such a substance, 
(1904) as a general term applicable to any 8nd {t is doubtful whethe eS announcement 

lline rock in whieh the — ——— Tabanus americanus, 
Black 

— — 

own,] aut,, a store- 

,n. Bee *mancala, 
Also gabbok, gabbuck, 

55 a f , perhaps ¢ god, 
— * 

ales 

bbock 
— 
mouth. J 
Channe 

gabbro, 5. n, It 

yo 

no American minerals predominate: th jiorites persona gadiy, 7 
Sabine, aad. dolores, and all peridstites ty, Te ins nigromitatus.  Mextean aay, Tasenus 

PEAT 

n. Same as godroon, 
gaduin gad‘i-in), n. (Ll. gadus, cod, + -n- 
+ -in2.)) An organic subsiance obtained by 
De Jongh from brown cod-liver oil, Iti is 
sibly identical with the morrhuic acid, 
NOsg, deseribed by Gautier and Mourgues. 
gad-wand (gad’wond), ». A goad for oxen. 
caldinic Ge i-din‘ik), a. [Seem *gaidic.) Same 

cist “ea” li-sist), ». (Gaelic + -ist.] A 
student of Gaelic; one ‘who advocates the study 
and use of Gaelic. 

13 

So far as trintic, the national, situation fs com- 
cerned, htt pry] Hyde and the Geeliciets may be 
Peasaured. Evening Mail, Nov, 28, 1906, 

epeum (6 ‘sum), x. (LL. or ML. gesum, geaus, 
Gr. yoioor, yaioos, rf amg | ef. AS. gar, a spear: 
see garl, gore?, “JA tong, h eavy javelin peculiar 
to the ancient 
gaf,n.andv, <A simplified spelling of gaff. 

ae Pa a oat ig ey 
gaits which are kept and 
and on which aro pet means of an 
meet, and furled by means of braille walls have 

gaff? (gaf), n. (Of slang origint) Short for 

—— —— Used in the Ho See witow!, 
ie for abs te t sp ring-band, 

designed to fit over a , and he ad together 
by a serew-bolt which draws the ends together, 
err ghy it 3 the gaff. 

. A workman in a glass-factory ; 
a Tel 

gaff-net (gaf’net), ». Nawt., an angler’s net 
for Taio fish : weed in place of a gaff-hook. 

gaff-sail (gaf’sal), nn. Nawt., a fore-and-aft 
sail which sets upon a gaff: in distinetion 
from a staysail or a squeresail, which set re- 

tively upon a stay and « yard. See cut spec 
under Cent’ sit toh 

string, nm. svt an Engl 

term for a for making fast a srtable 
or staff to the side of a lighter. * * 
Gaff-topsail clue-line. See *clue-line, *hal- 

gag? {gag), » [A icular use of 1, n.J 
A common name of Mf yeteroperca miorolepia, & 
large serranoid fish, attaining a length of two 

would be genera. 
gabgab (oi b’giib), ». (Chamorro — gadge “gaj), ® [A blander due prob. to an 

Tagalog apdap | 1, On the island of Guam rfect memory of gach, or a pseudo- 
the eo Erythrina Indica, the appear- * — — old spelling of gag, erro- 
ance of the re bright scarlet blossoms of which neously supposed to have been —— 
announces the beginning of the rainy season. gadge aj). A spurious word, in the 
Its wood is soft and is used for makingtroughs, quoted, intended to denote some ins ment 
—2, The South — ost. fea *gaogao, of torture, 

. , thi t Fi yoursel two! pate (opie aio pate) Pitagaiog aud Blow’, hewn aay 
gabi.) A name given in the Pa pines to The glowing teip-hosk, — Fare we sodee! Fi Gag (Ayetereperca mmicrotepis). 
the taro plant, Caladium Colocasia the starchy *hak = —— (From Bull, 47, U. 5, Nat. Meseume.) 

rootstock ened —— —— * or — =i iron hook, A op gn Beige or three feet: found on the southern Atlantic 

5* * oy — ‘aro’ and ‘clear their streams of — logs and and Gulf coasts of the United States. 
bilan (gi-bé-lin’) [Sp., a hawk: see branches, Also gad-crook, pan gag-chain (gag’chan), a. A short chain used 

vilan.) A name, in Mexico, of one of the Dialect of West Somerset, sg. in place of a ogre 
7 rays, Rhinoptera steindachneri gadimine (gad’ imi), # { D “ing a gage!, ".—In ; pawned. 

-ouak (git-bing-6-wik’), n. ” Tagalog tained.} A non isenous ptomatue, C7Hj 2 vt. just the proper quantity 
ar -ouak, crow's-taro, < pak tare + ouak, * formed dur ng the putrefaction of her- water to be med in mixing bydraalic ce- 

conn A very acrid stemless aroid, ium gs and of corpses, ary ; 

divaricatum, which grows in damp places. gadolinia (gad-pin’ ii), ». : see gado- gage?, mo: A pipeful of tobacco. N. E. D. 
[Phillipine 1s.] linium.] In chem., oxid of olinium, one of = ager-I pi be Sl —— A is 

ka gabion hoops so intertwined 
‘as to form an entanglemen' mineral samarskite from North Carolina; also 

found in — ‘bi-gn-at), 0. 05 t, and , 

ena ea Eh PAD; ns) 
To turntah or protect with geblens. Urguhers, as, —— nitrate or sulphate, (b) Relat- 

‘inite. ing to or derived from gado 
gado to the same tamil 

gable!, ». 4, In mech., the outer end or tip of “ee 

Atrſum. oni phy ite salts are the erank in a cranked “axle or shaft. The fin- 
ishing of this is termed cutting the gable. presen 
gable! (ea bl), v. 4; pret. and pp. 2 perp per: fare of more tans ge —— — ais mit 
gabli ng. To give to a roof » gable or gabled gadolinem (gad-}-li‘num), a. In chem., same 
en us gadolinium, 
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the rare earths, found as a constituent of the *& Dirm ingham, England. See sire-*gage and ® 8. 
late gage, a caliber. ——— —— 

suring the thickness of sheet-netals.-Carpenter’s 
a gage for scribing: ased carpenters to mark an ite 
cised line parallel to the —— of a beard. or the like. — 

mce a slide-rule and caliber-gage yrad- 
uated to give ings of the relative circumference and 
diameter of a rope or other cylindrical body; an internal 
and external gaye. Closed-vacuum gage, a mervarial 
barometer» oy ires below 1(hmillimeters, The 
upper limb « tube is sealed amt a trap inserted. 
“"Sombinati on gage, & guge which Indicates two mea- 
sarements, as pressure and vacuum, pressure and bead 
of water, or pressure and temperature of steam.-—Com- 
pound gage. Same as combination *yage.—Oy) 



gage 

gage, 4 standard stee! gage for measuring Internal and ex- 
ternal diameters — Glass-cutter's gage, an instrument 
foe measuring and marking * It is essentially a scratch: 
gave having a diamond-peint at the end.—Hook-gage, a 
vase for measiring the height of water in a atream or res- 
ervoir in which the zero of the gage, or the point intended 
ty coincide with the surface of the water, is the point of a 
sharp metal rod ar heavy wire dependin the gage 
and bent in the form of a hook — upward and 
teaching the water sarface fran benew surface, 

tus for measuring very snaall 
nown volume of the gas whose 

re compressing it inte a 
very stmall tabe ; ite volume and pressure after com 
ston having been observed ite original preasure can When 
be ealeulated by Mariotte’s or Boyle's law.— Ballway- 
Cage, the distance between — on the inal 
of Ue heads of the two rail of a 
in 4 feet 84 Inches ; 
page ; an, 
waa fixed 
locomotive im 

an ap) 

ing er is broad gage. 
for the United States by the wheelsof the British 

from the Stephenson Works tn 1 re 

heeks is 
five feet: the first rails were trougha or channels to 

was made 
te the axle or 
center dimensions of the wheels were not changed, but 
the was made to conform to the dimension of the 

ed wheel-tread. Some railways in the United 
States have 4 feet 9 inches as thelr standard. The broad 
gage in England waa seven feet ; in the United States it 
was six feet. The narrow gage in Europe is one meter: 
in the United States three feet. See gage?, 2, (4)— 

a for testing the thickness of 
thin sheet-m It consiste of a series of stecl leaves 
ound together in a case that can be carried in the vest- 
pocket. The leaves range in thickness from four thoa- 

rt. 

sandths to twenty-five thonsandths of aninch. Sometimes 
called a feeler.— cighing in meteor., a recordin: 
gage that shows the weight of niinfall or snowfall ane 
the time, or the rate of fall by weight. (b) A 
system of nambers corresponding to certain sizes for 
wire, Agreat many such systems are in use. Some of 
the more common are the Hirmingham wiregage (in 
America often called the Stubs wire gage), the American 
or Brown and 8 wiregagze, aml the new British 
Standard of 1884. dinmeters corresponding to a few 
numbers of these gages are here given : 

Nuinber Tirmingham Neows andSharpe: New Britiss ; 

snch, inch. lech. 

4 an O55 ams 
ye aly , Lene Orgs 
* — OCR 008 

! ao 

gage-brick (4j’brik), ». See gaged brick, 
umler brick, 

Gaged work. See *work. 
wage d'amour (giizh di-mir’), wn. [F.] A 
pledge or token of love, 

gage-field (gaj’féld), », The field covered by 
# phot ph of a restricted area of the heav- 
ens, st with a given instrument, under con- 
stant conditions, for the purpose of gaging the 
abundance or density of the stars in that 
region. 

of ml — —— —— 
the Harvard plates, of 47 stare within 1° of the north 
celestial pole. The region examined lies about 27* from 
the zone of the Milky Way, bat is nearly reached by a 
faint extension from it. 

A. M, Clerke, in Smithsonian Rep., 1801, p. 107. 

gage-plate (gaj’plit), ». An adjustable sto 
ated, on shearing, punching, and walang < 
machines, as a guide for cutting or punching 
—— a —55 eg oy — 

gage-rod (4) ) n iron or ls 
from } to 4 inchindiameter, the ends of which 
are tapered nearly to a point, used in mea- 
suring the internal diameter or bore of a piece 
which must be carefully fitted, sucha rod is also 
used to test the shape of fuesof internally fired boilers 
when subjected to hydraulic pressure to ascertain if there 
is any tendency to fatten out or assume an oval form. 

gage-tube (gij‘tib), ». A tube used to con- 
nect a pressure- or other gage to the eylinder 
or vessel the pressure in which is to be ob- 
served, 

weir (gij'wér), mn. Adam of which the 
whole, or a rtion, consists of movable 
shutters or wickets, by opening or closing 
which at different stages of water the height 
of water above the dam can be regulated. 

gaging, ». 4. Caleined gypsum added to plaster 
to regulate its rate of setting or hardening. 

gaging-line (cf‘jing-lin), ». A graduated Tine 
drawn on a gaging-rod or slide-rule which is 
used for measuring the contents of casks, 

gag-strap (cug‘strap), a. Ashort strap which 
passes under a horse's jaw. The ends are se- 
eured to rings or eyes in the top arms of the 
bit. 

gaidic (gi'dik),a. [(hypo)ge(ic) + -id + -ie.) 

gaize (giz), w. 
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Derived from hypogeic acid.—Gatdie a color. 
toss crystalline compound, Cy Hants. motting ot ru, It 
belongs to the oleic series ‘ant is formed by the action of 
nitrous acid on hypogeic acid, with which it ts isomeric 
Also called guridinie acid, 

(gi'drop-sp-si'né), Le 4 [NL., 
< Gaidropsarus + -inge.] A subfamily of ga- 
doids or catfishes, including the bearded rock- 
lings, typified by the genus Gaidropsarue. 

(gi-drop’sa-rus), n. [NL. (Ra- 
finesque).] A genus of fishes, inc uding the 
three-beanded rocklings, of the family Gadidew, 
found in the North Atlantic. The commonest 
Raropean species is (@. mediterraneus, The genus is 
commonly known as Onoe or Mofella, bat the name Gas- 
ar rus le much older, 

n. 2, [1 ¢.] A plant of the genus 
Gaillardia. Of the cultivated spectes, G. arivtata isn 

Er" lonssclade of piuevarrens ie the socthern United 
States has the book-name of sreet gaillardia, from the 
soent of ite flowers Mayleas g rita is @, * 

Kanes to Texan Various species are found from 
oat an in the Weat, 

". Law of greatest gain, a phrase used to ex- 
— "the alleged universal tendency of human natare 
to try to secure a maximum amount of wealth, or satie- 
faction of wants, throagh a minimam expenditure of 
effort, or endurance of pain. 

The fundamental low ef human nature, and therefore 
of political economy, ts that all men will, under all cir- 
cumstances, seck their greatest cain. 

L. F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol, 1 20. 

Gainfahren mar], See *mar!!. 
-head (qi’ning-hed), n. The holder 

for revolving cutters on the end or head of a 
rapidly revolving shaft, by which rectangular 
channela or grooves are cut across the grain 
of timber, Such grooves or guins are cut by chisel- 
edged cutters which alternate with small segments of the 
edge of a cireular saw, and which are all held in grooves 
or dovetailod channels in the tool-holder called the head. 
The saw ments cut the fibers at the sides of the gnin 
and the chisel-cutters remove the wood between to the 
desired depth. 

Saw (gi’ning-sA),". <A saw for cut- 
ting — grooves or gains across the surface 
of timber: most frequently used in connec- 
tion with or as part of a *guining-head 
twhich see). 

(gan’shér), w. [Origin obscure; per- 
haps a dial. var. of “qaneher, ¢ ganch, v.] The 
barb of a fishing-hook, Halliwell. 

gain-wheel (in‘hwél) », A pinion-gearon a 
apinning-mule which causes a supplementary 
drawing of the roving, from the fact that the 
spindle-carriage gains, in its speed of outward 
traverse, upon the delivery-rollers, 

gait', — Ataxto Bee #oteric.— Cere’ 
galt, See #eeredellar,— & shoing 
moxleof proygression in which the anterior portion of the foot 
d along the ground at each ~ Spastic gait, 
aren fed iy boty tony of the foot fret 
striking the ground and further iy being there: 
momentarily arrested : observed te steral spinal hind 
rusia, — Seeppage gait. Same as eteppring —8 

or rig rees ley often l- 

IEA foot ie relsed oo on 
ground at each step. Also called steppage gait, 

it? (git), ©. t (gail, nm.) Toset up (gaits of 
eat to dry. ye gait?, 2, Z 
gaiting-pole (ait’ing-pdl), m. A short pole 
attached to a sulky in such a position as to 
keep the horse straight in the shafts. It has 
a wooden roller which plays against the body 
of the horse. 

{F.] A fine-grained frag- 
mental rock, of granular and porous texture 
and of silicious a stinguished by 
the fact that a considerable percentage of he 
silica is soluble in alkalis: found in the Cre- 
taceous and Tertiary formations of France. 
Geikie, Text-book of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 166. 

gala',». 2. Festal attire; one’s best clothes: 
as, to bein gala. [Seotch.] 

un. See *galah. 
asia (ga-lnk-ta-kra’zi-li), m. 

< Gr, yaaa (yataxt-), milk, + cpdorr, ming 
An abnormal eondition of the milk of a 
ing woman, 

(ga-lak’tan), 7. alact(ose) * -an.] 
A gummy substance, CgH, yO, (y-galactan), 
allied to manna, which is extracted from the 
deols of legumes and is formed to a small ex- 
tent during certain fermentations. It is oxidized 
to mucie acid by weans of nitric acid and yiells galac- 
tose om hydiedlysia. * 

galactase (gu-lak’tiis), », [ur. pd%e ()aAenr-), 
milk, + -ave.) A proteolytic ferment, oceur- 
ring in milk, and capable of digesting casein. 
It prodacea deoormpesition-prodacts similar to those 
which normally occur in ripened cheese. It has been 
suguested that it may be responsible for many of the 
perenne ansoviated with cheese ripening which were 
ormerty attributed to the action of bacteria. 

Fae 
nurs- 

galagala 
Galactic acid, a yellow, syrupy, tetrubasic acid, (, 4H 
Doth, formed tes the quetio’ aukdntion of incteve tall 
sugar). p the plane of the galactic 
circle (which see, ander galactic) 

A most important and ao eee by Professor Simon 
Newoomb has been publisl ou the position of the 
gelectic and other principal planes toward which the 
stars tend to crowd, He states the problem thas: “It 
well known that the sky # to us ip stare in 
the regions around the poles of the , and that it 
continually grows richer at arate which is slow at firm 
bat more rapid afterwards, from the poles toward the 
ape me ol Within the yalactic girdle, the thick 

agg! 
fined boundaries; the stars here are much er than 
oataide the girdle. Kneiwledge, Sept, 194, p. 28 

galactin (gu-lak’tin), u. [Gr. 7420 (yaAaxr-), 
milk, + -in2, An amorphous substance, 
CgHy00> (e-galactin), which is obtained’ from 
the seeds of certain 1 es. It is dex 

tortatry apd ile lao an ano ea roca um, tna “ 
n. 2, A glucoside, CgH . found 

in the yellow lupine, It is crystalline, opti- 
eally inactive, and melts at 140-142°C, It 
yields galactose on hydrolysis, 

(gal-ak-t6’mit), a5 galactomata 
(-ma-té), (NL, ¢ Gr, yada (yadAaar-), milk, + 
-oma.) Same as — 

(ga-lak’ to · tuc· ias ta ··is). 
a, (NL., ¢ Gr. yada (yataxr-), a a 
rderacy, change: see melastass.] Secretion 
= milk from some part other than the normal 
reasts, 

(gal-ak-ton’ik), a. [Gr. yada ()u- 
Aaxt-), milk, + -ome + -fe.) Derived from 
lactose. Galactonic acid, a colorless acid, (gH, 

izing in needles. It is from erystall 
(milk-sugar) on oxidation by means of bromine, and i a 
racemic mixture, Also called lactonic acid, 2 

[Gr. yeaa galactopathy (al-ak-top’a-thi), ». 
i —— milk + ter thy < ribo, disease. ] 
— er tek 

phore (za-lak’t)-for), . (Gr, padaf«r-), 
milk, + -gapor, — bear.) A galactopho- 
rous duct. 

Both the galacto; rea, or glands, and the supportive 
arevlar tissue dev rapidly. 

G. & Hall, Adolescence, L 4. 

galactoplania (a-lak-t)-pla’ni-ai), ». [NL, 
< Gr. pata (patanr-), milk, + a eee 
ing.) ee . 
gi po: pais, & (zu-lak‘t6-poi- 
6’sis, -pd-0’sis), mn. (NL., ¢ Gr, pata (yaraaz-), 
milk, + oiyc, making.) The secretion of 
milk. 

(ga-lak-t6-pi’rai), m. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
dha -), milk, + rréc), fever, ¢ Fi 
el’ tana ta meaner sae dai 

(gu-lak’té-skop), m. [Gr. eho 
—55 milk, —— *5 han 
‘or judging of the ah of milk. 

galactoside (gu-lak’td-sid), n. tose + 
-idel,] A compound formed by the elimins- 
tion of the elements of water from an alto- 
hol and galactose. Methylgalactoside, 

— 
CHy0.CH.CH.OH.CHOH,CH.CHOH.CH,OH, 

batter is 

(gal-ak-t6’sis), a. [NIL., ¢ Gr. yadse- 
russ, € *yadaxroiv, make into recur 4 ya 
(yataxr-), milk.) Elaboration of milk by the 
lacteal glands. 

(ga-lak-t6-ther’a-pi), n. (Gr. 
yasa —J , milk, + @eparria, medical treat- 
ment.} 1, Treatment of the nursing infant 
by means of remedies given to the mother or 

+ wet-nurse and excreted in part in the milk. 
2, Same as milk-cure. 

galactotoxicon (ga-lak-t6-tok’si-kon), m. 
< Gr. ydda (pa4axr-), milk, + rogexdr, poison.) 
A poisonous substance which has been found 
in spoiled milk. 
galactotoxin (ca-lak-t6-tok’sin), mn. (Gr. pe 
ta (yadant-), milk, + rog(ixdv), poison, + -in? 
(see tozin).) A poisonous substance which 
has been found in spoiled milk. 

galafate (gi-li-fii'te), n. Same as *calafat. 
galag (gii’liig), ». [Also gaiak; Chamorro 
name. } via nam, —* —— fern, Aeol· 
topteris Nidus, Bee *ekaha.— -guaka (cattle. 
fern) a name in Guam of a ae fan ere 
sorium tricides, which grows on the groand in the forest. 
Also galakquake. 

galagala (ii-li-gi’li), a. [Tagalog galagele. 
itech.] A name in the Philippine Islands of 
Jommara Philippinensis, a coniferous tee 
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yielding dammar-resin. Also called dammar, end of a whole gale in ent oon. mepealians | gale, « gale 

See Dammara yt Phill = *dammear, frome Rome ng nae apy tem. 3— —— — pala, oF fore, 
(Heb. gala.) 54 fresh gale, on the Beaufort scale; a gule gi about 

_ whose hair f ——— namely, ® Roman forty or Atty miles an hour. 
Catholic priest. The term is now applied by gale? (gil), r. i. To sail away before the wind, 
Jews to all Gentile 7— men. or to outstrip another vessel in sailing: gener- 
galah? ( a n. riginal — ally with away, [Obsolete.] 
name.) a rose-breasted cocka- gale3, ».—Pern or forn-leaved gale, the sweet-fern, 
too, Cacatua roseicapilia, Comptonia —— 

A shrieking Aight of galaha, on their final flight, before gal (gal’a [Also galiage ; ¢ galet + 
they settled to rest, “age. i —— paid for a grant of land, 

Adame, John Webb's Ent PB ** —— —— [Prov. 

Morris, Eng —— (ga-l of “rps Trreg. ¢ NL. 
galalith (gal’a-lith), ». (ar. vata, milk, + AéHoc, “galeatus, helmete ‘orm.] Hel- 
stoue.] A trade-name for a plastic — met-shaped : ree — in refer- 
#& substitute for horn or celluloid, made by enceto brachio ds having the general aspect 
heating the casein of skim-milk, to which of Gypidula ga 
ous coloring-materials are added, with acetate galeeny 
of lead or other metallic salts, and hardening “ga — (ee ‘yn rie that’ a ed 
by a solution of formaldehyde, Out of this 
material combs, handles for knives and forks, fowl — gain, are Ser 
chessmen, buttons, and many other articles 
have been made. Sci. Amer., July 25, 1903, p. galempong, galempung (ga-lem’ pong), mn 

50, 
galamai-amo (gii-lii’mi-i’m6), » [Tagalog 
gulamat-amo, ¢ “*galamai, fingers or toes, 
amo, monkey. climbing epiphytal plant, 
Schellera venulosa, which belongs to the Ara- 
liace#. It has S-follate digitate leaves with an am- 
Plexicaul sheath at the e leaflets pointed at beth 
the base and the apex, ar the flowers are arranged in 
terminal ambelled panicles. The wood, when inclosed in 
a box, exhales todor, The leaves in the form of 
ab infusion are aa remedy for akin-diseases one ta cor 
—* —* after childbi; Also called Mmadinea. 

ang’ n.— Edible —— the rush-nut 
—— Cyperus . cacvlentua.— Lank galangal, C. * 

Galem 
Inthe Metropelitas iuvoum, New York, 

(Javanese 1] A Javanese musical instrument 
of the zither class, with from ten to twenty- 
five strin 
Galena black, Sco *bluck. 
Galenical*, «. I, ». Any preparation made 
from vegetable substances by simple physical 
means, as by infusion, decoction, and pereo- 
lation, a8 opposed to chemical methods, Sei, 
Amer, Sup., Jan, 24, 1903, p. 22631. 

galenochemist (ga-18’nd-kom‘ist), n. One 
who manufactures and uses both galenical 
and chemical remedies, [Obsolete. r 

galenoid (gi-lé’noid), » alena + -oid.] A 
trigonal trisoctahedron, a form whose faces 
often occur on modified crystals of galena, 

‘s bandage. See *banda 
galer (gi‘lér), ». [Also galor ; Coates + -er2.] 
A collector of gale or manorial duty; also, an 
Bre for the letting of mining licenses. 

v. Eng. (Gloucestershire). ] 
1-6-ri‘id), m. anda. L. ». A mem- 

Lank Galangal (( 1perwe ringers), 

a. cone pants >. a spikelets ¢. an achenium, showing styleaed 
stgeas. (From Britton and Brown's “lus, bora of the North: 
erm States and Canada") 

olymor phi erican ranging galeria (ga 
55 to Texan cen — ber of the | lepidopterous family Galeriide, 

(ga-ling’ga-liing’), ». An ab- L. «a. Of or belo: E to the lepidopterous 
ane Austfllan nae Tora any cicada, —* Galeriide. — — 
* system. Same as Cherd gin), » nga + -in?.] Galin-P 

50, vale in —— ———— 0 , melting at oceurs, to- e lip’e-din), Gali 
gether with —— and alpinin, in ga- * of © (ce. sat a) } —— * 

ngal-root. It is possibly a,1,3-tribydroxy- Fe alkaloid, — 8 found in —— 
ſlavono. Angostura t melts at 110° 0. 

—— : see gallant.) In music, ) we lant (gii-lon’), raliptn lin’ 
8 — ais of instrumenta: composi- 8) at Cr tak; — —e— 

—* c . tion in which the number of parts or voices fins ura)’ It e 
rote a —— ————— to ~ (Aegon white needles, melting at 115.5°C. 
onal effect de: out an siste 
=— to — pd tone as belonging to an Fae ee (gal’i-pin), n, (Galip-ca+-ine?.] Same 
independent and continuous —— as in 
the older contrapuntal style. : iece nt BA long space without weft in a 

galanterie (agi-loh-te-ré"), n : see gallan- gall’, an 
try.) In music: (a) Anembelli ———— Persia and serge | indica. by way of Aleppo. It can: 
(b) A style of composition or of performance tain per cent. of tannic acid and about 4 
in which embellishments abound. (c) In eon- lic acid. It is valued tn dyeing =e a *— 
trapuntal writing, a style which disregards faut for leht ¢—. 4 py date yk ll a 

matter it contalna,— an onkywall of 
are distribution ceew in uneulata 

strict rules. The term was imost used in the eighteenth 
eentary, when the modern views of musical structure 
were sa) hs the older ones. sexeiliftera and resem! 

Galax,» . [Le] The plant Galax a re It is made by the.cynipid And 
known i. as galary and beetle-weer fn *— eynipid gall resem 
cause of its a shining leaves galax is » the smaller of onks bn thy 
athered in —— and sold by flor- 

ists for —— purposes. 
Galaxy,”. 3. [i.c.] Same as *galar, 2: 
play upon that name. 

gale2, n., 1. Gales are classified as moderate, fresh, 
‘strona. and whole gales. See Beaufort #ecale.-— 8 t- 
line galo,a one enna gale from the same direction ; 
a derecho ; je that is die toa Vertical rither than to 
a horizontal circulation of the wind: a gale that blows 
straight out, or nearly straight out, ‘trom a region and 
wot around it,—Tail of a gale, the strong wind at the 

an oak-all which comes from 

no United States a nd prod glo- 
bulua.— —A 

. & an lantine of inferior quality /intthe amount (from 
to 30 per cent.) of tannie acid It contains, —Indlan 

galls, the wiripe pods of Acacia scorpioides, They 
are used for tanning. — Mualticellular gall, « gall con- 
* a number of cells each intubited by a larva, as 
the pithy blackberry-gall which occurs on the stems of the 
blackbe: each gall containing many cells of the larva of 
the cynipia Dhiastropivs nelnelosua.— Seed-like Dlack- 

“gall, a very small gall ceeurring in belt-Ike clus 
ters oie is conga of tno tinstnarty, and produced by the 
eynipld Drastrophes cuscutaformis.— Tarkish an 

by the gull-tly ’ Helen 
Same as hedegar.— 

coy a bullet, at- galle 
je northeastern 

galley-wasp 
bas, valued, in —* , for the tannio matter Iteontaina 

to galls, the ur pe ¢ fruitot Phyllanthus Emblien, 
See myrobalan and Phylienthuas. 

gall* (wil), 1. Asmall silver coin of Cambodia, 
worth about fourpence. 

acetophenone ( gal-a-sé-t6-f6’ndn), m. [gall- 
(ic) + acet(ic) + phen(yt ) +-one.) A pale yel- 
low powder, CHg.CO.CgHo(OH),, known com- 
monly as alizarin yellow ec: employed in der- 
matology. 

(ga-lak’ti-kon), m. [gall(ie)? + 
= lactuca, lettuce, + -on.) Acolotless, taste- 
lees, non-poisonous crystalline eompou 
Cy4HesO O, elting at 296° C. It is at sr 
from ‘neh lactuearium, derived from Lac- 
tuca altissi 

eallamine (on (ge ‘l’a-min), a gall(ic)® + amine.) 
ived from gallic | acid and ammonia.— Galla- 

mine blue. See * 
gallanil (algal [gall(ic)? + anil(ine).} 
Formed the action of aniline and certain 
velated compounds upon gallic acid, Alao gal- 
lanilic.— Gallantl green, indigo, violet. See rent, 
ote, 
Parrett (gal-a-nil’ik), a Same as *, a. 
——— i-lid), mn. [gall(ic)? + anil- 

“in + 3 A colorless crystalline com- 
nd, CgHo(OH),.CO.NH.C,H,.2H,0,formed 

* the action of aniline on gallic acid. Itmelts 
at 907" “4 and ts used as a fcxvt-preservative, For this 

it is ** to Paalicylic acid, because the toxic 
is much higher on eee Se olan estebeiy. 

wdrocyhenza 

gallanol (gal’a-ndl), ». (oallan(ilide) + Al.] 
Same as *gallanilide, 

(gal-az’in or ga-laz‘in), wn. [gall(ie)2 
+ azin.}) A mordant coal-car color of the 
oxazin type, prepared by the action of one 
of the Ag hthol-sulphonie acids upon gal- 
locyanine. It dyes chromium-mordanted wool 
an indigo blue shade. 

gall-backed (gal’bakt), @. Said of a horse 
ot back has been galled by an improperly 
fitting saddle. 

(gal’ber-i), ».; pl. gallherries (-iz). 
The inkberry, Jlee glabra, of the southern 
United States. 

Gailberry (Ilex glabra), while frequent in land that ia 
too heavy to meet the requirements of truck-farniing, is 
occasionally common on high-grade soils, 

Kearney, Contrib. National Herb, V. 479, 

a bocal mame for Jac type of land pear the 
Distant Se te w ich tn its natural state & growth 
of gallberry. The soll is somewhat rich in ile matter, 
therefore Diack, and is underlain by clay. Kearney. 

p. a. 3, Worn away by washing; 
henee, sterile: said of land, 

, , 5. (b) By extension, any com- 
pany or group of interested spectators, as at a 
f° -mateh: a forced use, (¢) Specifically, 
n écarté, spectators who sre betting on either 
play er and are allowed to offer suggestions.— 
1A —— apiazza, (Canadian-French.] 

—12. In « lamp-burner, the ring which sup- 
rts the lam shade. ~-Infiltration gallery, an 

Joon tough ox coteaed tap eed —— 2 
her at to recelve percolating ground or river waters. 
To to the , to seek popular applause er 

— (gal’e-ri-dek), nu. See *deck, 2. 
‘i-gun), », Nant, an old- 

Maa ca verin. : 
packet (gal i-pak‘et), n, Nawt., the 

— navy despatch-vessel which brings 
naval news, (gal’i ac), =. Nout, th 

pepper} ‘i-pep"ér), Naw 0 
ene soot which —————— found their 
—— into the food from the galley-range. [Na- 

g-) 
— —8 -prea), ». 1. A form of 

e to toke proofs of composed 
—— on — or zine galleys, by platen pres- 
sure. Inthe United States better known as a 
proof-press, [Eng.] J—2. ay gulley-proof. 
galley (galt i-slang) Naut., the ver- 
nacular of the galley; t RY {a of the cook- 
ing-quarters on & arate 

ey-stoker (gal’i-sto’kér), nm. Nawt., 
8* less — of the 77— —E— 

wasp (gal‘i-wosp),. IAlso galliwasp ; 
< oan + ae. The name was prob. first 
applied to any large wasp that infested ships 
in West Indian ports. — gollini per 
a large mosquito, prop. “ga —S 
In the British West Indies, any large —— 
becid wasp. 

Then all, sitting on the sandy turf, defiant of pallisaepe 
and jack- — and all the weapons of the insect 

partook of the equal banquet. 
~ * —æ Westward Ho, xvil. 

2. A West Indian lizard, Celestus occiduus. 

& 



galley-wasp 
See galliwasp.—3. The common lizard-fish, 
5 irtens, of the Atlantic coast of the 
United States. 

galley-west (gal‘i-west), ade. A dialectal va- 
riation of collywest, collyweston, See *colly- 

gall-fig (eil’Ag) The fruit of the fig-tree * * fig), n. e frait o e fig- 
which contains the gall-flowers. See *gall- 
ower, 1. 
gall-flower (gil’flou’ér), ». 1, A modified and 
infertile female flower of the fig-tree in whieh 
the tig-insect lives.— 2. Same as *qallweed. 

- n.—Oranberry, “fy, acecid idl fly, Cees: 
gall-fy bryeoceana, erry call-sy se Cemaning of ie up. 

Craaberry Galbfly (Cecidompta exyreccama). 

a, male; 4, larra; c, leaves showing work of larva; d, ovipesitor 
of female; ¢, antennal structure of female. Enlarged, 

leaves of the cranberry into a ——* balb-like mass 
in which are found several of the w. The larva is 
known as the (fp-ererm. — Parasitic gall-fly, any member 
of the subfamily Pigiting of the hymenopterous gall-fly 
family Cynepide, 

gall-fungus (gil‘fung* gus), ». Any fungus 
which — galls: particularly applied to 
the gall of cranberries and related plants, due 

to Syrchytrium Vaccinii. 

‘oe my ages RE 5 breeds in numbers between 
the leaves composiig the so-called pine-cone willow-gall, 
which Iteelf ia w by another gall-cnat, Cecidemys 

A, 

uminic (gal-hi-min‘’ik), a. Same as 
— —— 

Gallian® (gal’i-an), a. [For *Gallionian, ¢ L. 
Gallio(n-) + -ian.}' Of or pertaining to Gallio, 
the Roman nsul of Achaia in the time of 
Paul the apostle: as, Gallian indifference, See 
Acts xviii. 14-17. 

Perhaps even the official mind would be stirred to desert 
ite attitude of Gallian indifference. 

Lancet, April 4, 1008, p, 083, 

2 ¢ ), ». [Cf galliardl.]) A 
term used in northern England for a sandstone 
or grit of particularly close and uniform tex- 
ture. 

Gallicanist (gal’i-kan-ist),. One who upholds 
—— (yal See —— a + int] 

galli (gal‘i-sin), nm. [gallic ~in2%.) A 
derivative of callie or tannic acid used as an 
antiseptic dusting-powder, or in solution in 
conjunctivitis. * sien) 

gal’i-kd-ang’gli-an), mn. An 
Englishman who ala France or the French, 

(gal’id), p.a. Naut., worried; harassed, 
— 4 whale in torment from a harpoon or 
the attack of a swordfish; a ea whale. 

gallin (gal’in), n. [gall-ic -in?,] Same as 
lein, ga 

gallinivorous (al-i-niv’6-rus), a. IL gallina, 
hen, + corare,eat.] That feeds on poultry: 
as, & gallinivorous animal. 

uline (ga-lin’f-lin), a. linule + 
—— Pertatning ‘oar A the galli- 
nule, 

galli n, Erroneous spelling of *galipeine. 
(gal'i-ain), n. (ga — ———— 

pein 
gallisin 
+ -in2.] In chem., & substance analogous to 

Cecidomyia albovit- 
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ally starch-sugar. See gallize, Sadtler, Hand- 
book of Indust. Chem., p. 206. 
all-louse, *.—Grape-leaf “louse, the above- 
ae form of the grape-vine Bee Phyllow- 
era and any one of sev. 
eral American — of the ae genus Phyllorera, 
which make galls on the hickory. 

gall-mak n.— Blackberry -maker, a 
gall-fly, —3 fturyidues, Which makes a Ne ag 
gall on blackberry-stenss. 

Gallo-American (gal’é-a-mer‘i-kan), a. and 
a. I, a. French-American: as, « Gallo-Ameri- 
can colony, Jefferson. 

x, A native or descendant of a native 
of France who has settled in America, or has 
beeome an American (United States) citizen. 
Gallo-Briton (gal-6-brit’on),. A Briton born 
in France or of partly French parentage; a 
Briton who is favorably disposed to Franve. 

gallobromol (gal-d-bro’m4l), ». [gall(ie)? + 
brom(ine) + -ol.] Dibromogallie acid. It is 
used a& av antiseptic and astringent. 

Gallo-Celtic (ial-)-sel’tik), a. longing to 
the Celts of France. X. E. D. 

gallocyanine, “.—Brilliant gallocyanine. Same 
as *chromocyanine, 24 

galloflavin (gal-6-flav’in), ». [gall(ie) 
jlavin.]) A mordant coal-tar color prepared by 
the gentle oxidation of gallic acid. It dyes 
ehromium-mordanted wool a yellow which is 
fast to light and soap. 

mi f [aalt(ic)? + -6-fér’min), a. 
form(aldehyde) + -in?.) A condensation-prod- 
uct of gallie acid and hexamethylene tetra- 
mine, which readily decomposes with the for- 
mation of formaldehyde. It is used as an 
antiseptic, (gal! -erth’) (a) 

uv-FH ‘), m (a 
genus Nabalus, especially X. 

serpentarius, Bee Prenanthes. (b) Lactuca 
Floridana of the eastern United States. (¢ 
Pterospora andromedea, more properly call 

ne-dropes, 
Ho-German (al-d-jér’man), a.and». I, a. 

Belonging to both France and Germany, or to 
both neh and Germans. 

IZ, ». 1. One of the French race born or 
resident in Germany,—2, A deseendant of 
— on one side Freneh and on the other 

rman. 
Gallo-Grecianst (gal-d-gré’shanz), ». pl, Same 
dat —— (le Gallo- 

(gal-d-gréks’), m, pl. 
greci.}) The name of a Gallic people who set- 
tled in the larger ‘Greece’ of a Minor 
called from them Gallogracia or Galatia, Hol- 
land, tr. of Pliny, 1. 221. X. B.D. 

“al), 4. ic)2 + -ol.] Acolorl oe esas eye 9s Amoi 
} 7 OCoHta(Oth),),CHl. Colts CH2OH, 

formed by the vigorous reduction of pyro- 
— anhydrid (gallein). It rapidly 

Galloman (ul ), ». [F. *Gallomane,} A ‘o-man), x. (PF. ne, 
Gallomaniace. pi es Lek) (L. Gat 

Gallomaniac mii’ni-ak), n. us, 
— ee ia, madness.) One 
who is very zealous for France and 
interests and ways. 

branch, 
terdock, Petasites Pctasites. 

gall (gal’on-&j), . (gallon + -age.) 
po or capacity stated or reckoned in gal- 
lons: as, the ey of a tank, or the gal- 
lonage of an oil-well during the period named. 

nitrate “(gal geal tra), n fgattonter(-te) 
-atel,] A salt of gallonitric acid. 

to = to 
jormes to 

Any plant of the 

meh 

r. galldn-mor, < galldn, 
© butter-bur or but- 

lute aleohol in excess. Gallixin is precipitated asa OPE 
white powder, of faintly sweetish taste, hy gree ic, dex. gallop, *.—Gallop rhythm, mpid succession of three 
trogyrate, incapable fermentation, an xia ne dex- heart-sounds followed by an interval of silence, resem- 
trose by prolonged heating with dilute sulphuric acid, bling somewhat the canter of a horse. 
Probably identical with fanmeltoa, Cy gHoy) 1. 
Hamlbook of Indust, Chem., p. 178 

tion (gal‘i-si-zi’shon), x. 
*allization, 

gallium, #. The discovery of this chemical clement 
was peculiarly interesting, as farnishing striking evi- 
devee of the soundness of the theoretical views, as to the 
relations of the elements, which led Mendeléjetf in 1seo 
to predict the existence of such a substance and give a 
description of the properties it would be found to ex- 
hibit: his prediction required 22 any correction when 
the eloment waa actually discover 

gallization (gal-i-2za’shon), ». 
-ation.) The —— of gra 
fermentation by adding water an 

Same as 

-juice for 
sugar, usu- 

Sadtler, galloper, n. 5. A mounted (ot unmounted) losopher. 
despatch-bearer on a battle-field; an aide-de- 
camp. 

Gallophile (gal’s-fil), n. [L. Gallus, a French- 
man, + Gr, 9iAo¢, loving.] One whois friendly 
to France, 
Gallophobe (gal’é-fob), n. [L. Gallus, a French- 
man, + Gr. oojeiv, fear.) One who hates or 
fears France. 
Gallophobia (cal-4-f6" bi-1), n. L Gallus 

[gatlize + a an eng Gr. -gogiv < oes, fear.) Ab- 9a 
horrence or fear of France or French ways or 
institutions, 

galvanochemical 
gallotannate (gal-é-tan’at), ». [gallotanm(ic) 
+ -ate!], A salt of gallotannic acid. 

gallotannin (gal-d-tan’in), n. Same as tannic 
acid. 
Gallovidian (gal-d-vid’i-an), a and nm. [NT. 
*Gallovidianus, < Gallovidia, Galloway.] a. 
Of or pertaining to the on of southwestern 
Scotland known as Gallowa 
sponding to the counties of W 
eudbright. 

IL. ». 1, A native or inhabitant of Gallo- 
way.—2, A Gallovidian horse. See galloway. 

an, 2. A breed of hornless cattle, of 
great antiquit , developed in the highlands of 
southwestern Scotland, The skin is dark, the hair 
uetally black, and the body deep They are hardy and 
doeile, 

-» 2, Specifically, on the great eheep- 
stations of Australasia, a high wooden frame on w 
the carcasses of butchered catthe or 
ameatgallown, X. E. Norris, Austral 

gallows-tool (gal’6z-t#l), a. A clock-maker’s 
rest on which work is held while it is filed. 
(Rare.] 

li-spot (gal’spot), », A sore spot uced 
Oe —— or chakeg; & gall, “ae 
gall-tree (giil’tré), ». In the West Indies, the 
bitter ash or quassia, Picraema ercelea, 

gallweed (gAl’wéd), ». Same as fice-flowered 
tian. 

gall-weevil (g4l’wé'vil), n. A beetle whose 
larve produce galls.—cab gall-weevil, an 
English gardeners’ name for a European cureulionid 
beetle, Centhorkynchus sulcicollia, whose larve make 
aot teen nate Gane 

cabbage — 

gallwort (gal’wért), n. The common toad-flax, 
Linaria Linaria: so named from its bitterness. 
It ts used a4 an unotticial remedy for dropsy, jaundice. 
and cutaneous 

Galoisian (ga-loi‘si-an), a. —— to or 
* named for the French mathematician Evariste 

Galois (died 1852).—Galoisian corpus, equation. 
teorpus, wequation. 

galon? (ge-lén’), ». [Sp.: see gallon.) A 
ish-American measure of capacity, equal, 

in Porto Rico, to 3.785 liters, or one United 
States gallon. 

galop, v. i, To dance the galop. See galop, 
Nes 
galpon (giil-pén’), ». [S. Amer.) The build- 
= a on a farm in Peru, Uruguay, and 
other South American countries, for the ac- 
eommodation of the laborers, ete. J’roc. Zool. 
Soc, London, 1894, p. 305. 

Galtonia (gAl-té‘ni-ii), ». [NI. (Decaisne, 
1880), named in honor of Francis Galton, who 
in 1853 published a‘ Narrative of an Explorer 
in Tropical South — A genus of plants 
of the family Liliacew, closely allied to the 
hyacinths, and formerly referred to the same 

U8, Galtonia differs from Hyacinthus chiefly in 
ving more numervas and flattened seeds. There are 

two species, South African. G. candicana (ii ya- 
cinthua eandicana of — ua —— — om 

fragrant towers a —— eon on 
LE 

is also es grown under 
# 
Galtonian (gal-té’ni-an), a. [After F. Galton.] 
Of or pertaining to Francis Galton, an Eng- 
lish scientist, or to his theories regarding the 
question of inherited characters. 

Galton's law. See #lorl.— ton’s 
* *cur~.—Galton's law of 
See ancest 7 
weights. 

and corre- 
on and Kirk- 

are suspended ; 

curve, Same as 
ancestral 
{)— Geiton's 
wwelg 

alty (gAl’ti), a. [Also gaulty ; itl + yl, 
re A by the presence of gal {of the faa! 
ture of galt or stiff blue marly clay: as, gaity 
lands; a —_ 

galv. An abbreviation (a) of galvanic; (b) 
of galvaniam, 

galvanistical (gal * deste —* gal-va-nis’ti-kal),a. [qalranist 
+ -al.) of or pertaining to galvanism: 
skilled in galvanism: as, a galranistical phi- 

vanization, ». 2. Therapeutic application 
of the constant electric current by means of the 
active electrode passed slowly to and fro 
over the surface, 
vanochemical (gal‘’va-no-kem‘i-kal), a. 

Relating to the chemical action of the gal- 
vanie current. 

This treatment of strictare depends for its enccess 
chiefly upon the action of the electricity, which causes 
grag oe abearption to take place—a process 

J based apon electrol roperti , 
timues of the human bexly, — = 

Buck, Med. Handbook, ITIL te. 



galvanochemical 
Gal chemical change brought 
about by the puwage of an electric cltrrent, as in the 
faids or tisstes of Che Linon benty, 

vanofaradic (ju! va-né-fa-rad‘ik), a. Re- 
lating to both galvanic and faradie —— 

n.— ‘al 
form of receiver ‘or detector for = waves, a8 in 
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gamba-work (gam’bii-wérk), n. In organ- 
building, a collective name for the ans stops, 
of which the gamba may be taken as a type. 
— A form of —— 
‘am beer (gem- -bér’ ide rt peer. from an un- 
—— noun “gambeer gambier, an iron 

wireless telegraphy, invented by Ewing.— String gal- hook,] To take fish with « gambeering- -iron 
vanometer, a0 inetrument consisting essentially of 
silveredt quartz thread stretched like a string in a 
magnetic Held. When the current is passed throug! hh the 

or mackerel-gaff ; 
reer gumbesriag- rea. 

to gaff, See ga 
(gam - bér’ ing - IT rn), n A 

thread the latter is detlected perpendicularly 4 to the mackerel-aff (which see, under gaff), 
direction of Uhe magnetic lines of force, and the amount 
of the detlection can be measured ty 
—R baby a micrometer eyeplece. 
capillary electrometer in physiological research. 
galvanomotive (gsl’va-nd-md’tiv), a. 
trolled as to motions by the setion of the 
fron current: as, a galranomotire needle. 

galvan (gal va-n6-plas ‘ ti-kal-i), 
ade. ty the vanoplastic process. See 
galvanoplastic. 
galvanoplastics (gal’ va-n6-plas’tiks), x. Same 
as galeanoplasty or electrotypy. Jour, Soe. 
Chem, Industry, XII. 162. 

galvanoplater (ga!‘va-nd-pla’tér), ». One 
who makes stereotype or electrotype plates 
by electrodeposition of metuls from a solu- 
tion of a salt of the metal. 

Serious poisonings, and even death, have in many in- 
stances resulted in this way [by thoes —— ge a 
cyanid Ghrough slight chrnstonel & rd 
rancplatera, or by the — of 
ders containing potassium cyanid. 

Buck, Med. ——— IV. 7a 

galvanoscopy (zal-va-nos’k6-pi), n. [galranism 
+ Gr. -axomia, C oxorey, view.) 1. a 
of galvanism for diagnostic purposes.— 2. De- 
termination of the direction of a galvanic 
current by ag galvanoscope. 
Van 1’ va-n6-tak’ tik), a. 

pret ree (-tact-) + -ic.])) Same as *elec- 
gaivanctaxia 

van ( (galvan- 
ism + Gr. — Same as 
*electrotazia. 
They [eases of unilateral directive stimulation 

been designated, ing to the direction in whic 
oocur in relation to the soarve of the stimulus, as 
or negative Chemotaxia, Phototaxix, Thermotax 
tenetacts, and ao forth, Eneye. Brit,, XXX 

vanotechnics (gal’va-né-tek’niks), », teak 
ran-iem + technics.) The art of the eleetro- 
ee of metals, 
galvanotherapeutics (al " va-nd-ther-g-pii’- 
tiks), », Treatment of disease by moans of 
galvaniem, Also called galvanotherapy. 
galvanotherapy (xal’va-nd-ther’y-pi), a. 
Same as *galvanotherapeutics, 

galvanotonus (al-va-not’d-nus), ».  [gal- 
tan-ism + Gr, révoc, tension,] Same as elec- 
trotonns, 

galvanotropic (gal’va-no-trdp‘ik), a. [galean- 
ism + Gr, spore, & turning.) Same as *elec- 

jimeans of a miler 
of the 

“va -nd-tak’sia), n. 
“disposition. ] 

have 
they 

always: il ) Whisk f i (gil’waz), ». ers of a style 
peculiar to Galwaymen. 

Mr, S—— insista that it is a picture of a woman, notwith- 
standing that the Celtic face has an ample growth of scar- 
let palivaye. Newspaper. 

galziekte (giil’zdk-te), n. -» ‘gall-sickness .”) 
A disease of cattle in the — caused by 
a large species of trypanosome (Trypanosoma 
theileri Laveran, 1902) measuring 50 microns i in 
length by 3.5 to 4 microns in diameter. The 
mode of transmission is unknown. Like other 
trypanosomes, this parasite lives in the blood. 

Details are given of the mode of growth and maltiptica- 
tion of Tr. Theileri, the cause of the cattle disease known 
as 6 e. Nature, Nov. 14, 1908, p. 40 

2 (gam), . (Origin obseure.] A tusk or 
large weet [Seoteh. ] 

gam" (gam),», (OF, gambe, besides jambe, leg: 
see jamb.) Aleg. [Slang.] 

a,anda, (NL, Gamasoid-ea.] L. a. 
Kexembling a mite of the superfamily Gama- 
oe or One of te to this group. 
Ls — One of the Gamasoidea, 

gam Ne bass, gamba major, bass 
in er rie bacidale gute, desis ean, itor,» Pet 

gambede, n, 3. The leap of a horse, 
(giim’biing), ». [Javanese and Ma- 

“ing nf sg ng.) A Javanese tousical instrument 
f the xylophone elass, consisting of sixteen 

strina of resonant wood or metal fastened 
— on strings, = mounted on & concave 
wooden box or The wooden form is 
called gambang kayu, ee metal form gambang 
gongso. 

Con- gambine 

Oe victors’ 

bette (cam-bet’), », In organ-bwilding, a 
4-feet stop with the tone of a gamba, 
Gambia rubber, See *rubber. 

@ (gam‘bin), #. (gamb(oge) + -ine?,) 
A name given to several mordant coal-tar 
colors of the nitroso type, They all dye chro- 
mium-mordanted wool brown and iron-mor- 
danted wool green.—Gambine B, a mordant coal- 
tar color of the nitroso type, pre, 
bitroms acid wu dihydroxyna, 
diarine,— Gambine R, « mordant coal-tar color of the 
nitroso ye. reepas — * the action of nitrous acid upon 

47 —— rs foe npr go eg 
Reeeetid Ualenes pvecn dn Gambine yel- 

ayellow, 
gambit, *.— Cochrane bit, one of the chief lines 
F. — *2* the Salvio gambit, namely, 6, . 

ttuck | in the rea ted t, — ‘cum it, an al 
King’s a a psopening, where a sacrifices at — 

teresting ne then abandoned —*— of the 
pawn. Sec *paiwn?.— t, an in- 

ing’s bebe * 
mbit.— King’s gambit a defense to the 
my mae wherein the second player tries to evade the 

y refraining from cap the offered — 
bit re 

a dee declined. — 
4,2P—KB4, PxP; sKt— 
gambit, white continuing 3s P—KR 4. —— ever Pawn's 

a continuation against 

gametogenesis 
—— “bodied, thinly feathered breed said to have 

in southern — or in — the ands of 
Mal: — apo. —~ Long pam. golf, fall wooden 
shots “4 —* son ne and ae —— 

— or hitting ' 
— — defensive. ute Hutchinson, Cricket Pe 7 71 

& game of chess in which both sides 
pik — fare pawne to thelr respective fourth squares. 

ther games, or rather —— are call 18* 
— Progressive euc| whist, brid; 

oe ol other fotr-hand arerhip es which may ie 
yo! progressively, ple f js the same in nil. 
—* oe __ at exch oie ody * the next table 

north, h at ging bo the next table south; while 
—— he Mie couple e | ind — #0 that ench of the 

players get a new the mext round 
The winners at the head table do not more. Prizes are 
given for the players who win the greatest number of 
rounds — game, in vel/, short appronch-ahots 
Bape tting-groen.— Short 

t of the game, 
in golf, approaching, 

playing on to a puttin, 
reat ich does not involve the use of a wooden clu 

is played in 
Cuba, and California and in the 

ed with two white balls and one red, 
and Sue Cine binaen stacar te tases i Pin Pool, The 

Placed on red-ball spot, and the first 
players strikes at it from within the balk semicirele. The 

¢ is made by winning hazards, carroma, and by knock- 
ones te sk’ gy or Tet It ‘ot “aquare play ne 

one points up.” Amer. lé, P. — 
= fn which the cards are perfect! cot of hart 

trimmed 8 woe tri = 
one’s game. lop, — — 
game in which all members of the ¥ save ome unite in 
pons bed the performance of a action by this out- 

ecnber. The latter bs —— tite the room, 
blindfolded, after the action to be performed been 

apon by the rest. Sometimes he is left free to 
act on his own nitiative ; sometimes two members of the 
party place their outatretched hands about his neck or 
waist. In this case, the game becomes a form of mus- 
ctilar or —— — Otherwise, the — 's double 1 baer o miccesa of the d upon the ability of the aun· 

2* —— —— at ee 1 a J * —— ject to pick up sugges! by * as he mores about the 
bit. Pk K4 In the King’s Knight's gambit. Salvio- — 
Cochrane gambit, a v: of the K a Knight's Prescribed 
gambit, in which Dinck plays 5...P—B 6 instead of game-cart (gam ‘kirt), 
t—KB $ or Kt—KR A n. <A light carriage 

gambling-hell — riihag del), n, A gamb- originally used to carry 
ling-house. dogs to the moors in 

gambling-tray (gam'bling-tra), ». A * hunting and to bring 
basketry tray used for tossing dice by No back the game: now 
American Indians, used —* —— Gamecart. 

Telare Gambling-tmy aed Dice. 

— American gamboge, the gum: 
yy elther of two shrubs orsmall trees of — and 

Viemia baccifera and V. Gaianeneia. — 
Same aa M⸗ur⸗ #gamboye,— 

the —— yielded 8 Viemia Mexcone,—Mysore 
gam resin obtained fron ber oor yactoria 
of pot) In im. Also called false garraboxpe, 

bogiate (gam-bo’ji-at), mn. [gamboge-+-i-+ 

— 

gam 
-atel,) Asalt of gambogie acid.—gam' 
A resinous substance which is the prinelpal component. 
gumlxyre. 

6. Specifically — la (0), part of a rubber. 
in two gues out three win the rubber, 

b) Oneal the the — to be scored in all-fours, as high, low, 
k, 

14. The number of players necessary, or re- 
quired by -_ rules, for playing a game; a 
*set.'—15. In old archery, a meeting or publie 
competition ro archers.— All-in game, English bil- 
Hard without restrictions as to —— (which see} 
~ Around-the-table in Amer. tilliarde, als 8 game 
in which the successive holdi — of either red is restricted 
to thrice off itespet,— Berges Fame, © came of dominves 
in which two points are Bean the player who makes 
ems of the tine the sume.— Brace game, aconspiracy 

between two players tocheat another ; specifically, in fare, 
an understanding between the dealer and the case- keeper, 

game, See *oal! !.—Cattle and 
See wiliseaar. — game, weonsulta- 
tion. —Doublet in French billiards, a game in 
which caromea and pockets count, bat the latter only ft o in case 
the — — has first been rie to cushion. 

See drawn, 
eee usually of pw a of Rack-wing 

with a conspicuous bar acroms the w! — of the of 
mirror of a — The en duck · hy wart bar of 
a rich yellow, xhte == — dack-w ag is white. — 
Game at 0 se. which the ihe ruperior BAmotOg 
ae removes =e of hes Pe 

© gume is started be elke to meade —— 
The most common odds are those of the queen, of queen 
againet rook or any other minor piece, of a rook, of a 
knight, of @ pawn and move, of a pawn and two 
moves. A player may also permit his oppenent to make 
a stated number of moves before beginning play, apon 
the condition, however, that none of the pieces so moved 
be permitted to pass the fourth row. € odds are to 
effect a inate only with a marked plece of pawn, not to 
check except when mating, etc.—Indlan game, « 

gametocyst 

The sixty-first or last game-bo (gim‘hdl), m. 
ole in a en Dear 

gamester, n. pl. In billiards, contestants 
whose scores are exactly even. 
mere, a. A simplified spelling of game- 

(gam’e-tanj), ». [NL. gametan- 
ry me as gametangium, 
gamete, ». 2, A general term for the mature 
“perme either male (spermatozoin) or 

male (ovum), which unite to form the zygote. 
The term “gamete ™ is now generally used as the equiva- 

lent of “ ” whether male or female, and the term 
“zygote " is here used for brevity to denote the urnganiam 

edge om fertilisation. 
VF. Bateson, Mendel’s Prin, of Heredity, p. 14 

(gim’ten’ant),». One who rents game-tenant 
the right to shoot game on an estate; a shoot- 
ing-tenant. 
gametic (ga-met‘ik), a. [gamete + -ic.] Of, 
pertaining to, or by means of gametes or germ- 
ells; gametal. 

, Jan. 196, p 1 

Gametic See wari 
—3 a0 — 

gametes; as & gamete, 
They show therefore that the albino cannot be said to 

be gametically ft character in respect * ite whiteness, bot that 
in order to preies of its young a knowledge 
of its ancestry Jan., 104, p. 8 

(ga-met’ — —— n. IGr. yauérar, 
yauiry (see gamete) + xiors, bladder (cyst). 
A unicellular structure, found in the alge an 
fungi, which produces only uninucleate ga- 
metes: distinguished from gametangium. 

As regards 

gametocyte (ga-met’d-sit), m. [Gir. yapeérne. 
yauéry (se8 gamete) Some a hollow (a cell). j 
Agamete. Proc. Roy, Soc. (London), March &, 
1 p. 78. 

gametogenesis (gam‘e-t5-jen’e-sis), n. [Gr, 
yauityg, yauétr, (see gamete), + ytveos, origin, 
a In biol., zwenesis or — from gaurm- 
etes, that is, from a eperm- and an egg-cell, 
Also gametogeny. 



gametogenesis 
proportions which on an average are also definite, bat as 
yet these proportions have only been determined in the 
simple cases, Proce. Zool. Soc. London, 1008, p. 

gametogenic (cam"e-ti-jen’ik), a. Relating to 
metogenesis; producing gametes or repro- 

uctive cells, 
nous (gam-e-toj‘e-nus), a, Pertain- 

ing to or of the nature of gametogenesis ; pro- 
ducing gametes; a8, & gametogenous monont 
among Coccidia, See *monont. 
The cytological changes in malignant growth resemble 

thuse eahibited by sporogenous or gametogenots tissues 
in plants and animals, in the occurrence of the form of 
nuclear division known as hbeterotype, as distinguished 
from the mare usual homeotype division. 

Neture, Jan, 21, 1904, p, 24 

gametogeny (gam-e-toj’e-ni), ". Same as 
*qamelogenesia, 

gametoid (gam’e-toid), a. and n. [qamele + 
oid.) I, a. Relating to reproductive cells 
whieh do not become functional gametes: 
o —— to *gametogenic. Nature, Jan, 21, 
1004, p. 285. 

Il. ». A sexually active cell observed inthe 
reproduction of certain low forms of animal 
life, 
gamma,. 4, A proposed unit of magnetic 
intensity, equal to one hundred thousandth of 
a gilbert per second. 
Gamma rays. See *ray!. 
gammacism (gam‘a-sizm), n. (Gr. pduye, gam- 
ma, + -c- + -isw.] Imperfect enunciation of 
and other guttural sounds. Buel, Med. Hand- 

k, VII. 435. 
gamma-granule (gam ‘ii-gran-il),». One of 
the basophilic granules observed in a certain 
form of leucoeyte in eases of leucemia. 
gamma-iron (gam’#-i*érn), n, See *iron, 
rs @ (gam’a-rin), @. [Gammarus + 
-inel,| Resembling or characteristic of am- 
phipod crustaceans of the genus Gammarus, 

(gam’g-roid), a, [Gammarus + 
-oid.| Resem way eg pertaining to the genus 
Gammarus, or to the family Gammarida, 

tion, ». 2. An element in the ana- 
tomical structure of the head of the Devonian 
fish Palwospondylus, 

An important element having somewhat the form of 
an inverted “L” lies on each shle, fmmodiately behind the 
nasal capsules, and was probably related to the eye, which 
was situated above it... . In order te avoid as 
pussible the Introduction of hypothesis into description Yariety of amphibole, containing manganese win, Dict. of Philos. and Psychol., I. 405. 

« Greek letter “1°.” 
wld. BJ. Sollee, in Philos, Trans. Roy, Soe, 

[(London), 1904, ser, B, p, 274. 
gamm fashion (gam’on-ing-fash’on), n. 
‘Naut., a lashing, the turns of which are cro 
in the style of gammoning. 
gammoning- (gam/‘on-ing-fish), a, Naut., 
formerly a batten of wood on the top of the bow- 
sprit over which the turns forming the gam- 
moning were paseed, 

we — to call it the ‘garmetion” from Its fancied 
ab ee to t 

ae 

gamm -knee (gam‘on-ing-né), », Nowt., 
a timber bolted tothe stem below the bow- 
sprit, 
gamobium (ga-m6’bi-um), #.; pl. ganrobia (ji). 
[NL., ¢ Gr. yauoc, marriage, + ioc, life.] The 
sexual or medusoid stage in the life of a hy- 
droid jelytish. 
Gamo’ dz (gum-é-both’ri-ié), * INL] 
A family of tapeworms of the order Tetraphyl- 
lidea, They have the four phyllidia united by their 
lateral margins to form a single discoid or globular mass. 
The faroily contains the genera Lecanicephatem, Tylo- 
cephalum, and Discocephetom, and members inhabit the 
spiral intestine of sharks, 

esmic (gam-i-des’mik), a. [Gr. yasoc, 
marriange, + dequoc, a band.) In bot., having 
the component vascular elements of the stele 
eee together. a , f ‘ 
gamodesmy (gam-$-les’mi), mn. [gamodesm-ic 
+ -y3,) In hot., the condition of being gamo- 
desmic. 64 k) (Gr. 94 

gamogenic (cam-d-jen ‘ik), a. r. ydwor, mar- 
riage, + yerge, producing.) Of or pertaining 
to origin from # germ-cell during its matura- 
tion and fertilization.—Gamogenic variation. 
See #rariation. 

Gamolepis (gam-ol’é-pis), na. (NL. (Lessing, 
1832), ¢ Gr. yauoc, marriage, + Aezic, seale. The 
allusion is to the union of the involucral 
bracts.] A genus of plants of the family 
Asteracex, related to Senecio. There are about 12 
species, all South African. One of them, G. Tagetes, is 

somewhat grown aaa garden annual Tt bears w 
jan 

now 
asion of bright-yellow heads, particularly in sunny, 
— having somewhat the character of the 

‘(gam-}-mak’i-ii), m. (NL, ¢ Gr. 
yauoc, marriage, + Gx, fight.] The hypothet- 
ical struggle for existence between the paternal 
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and maternal constituents of the fertilized 
egg. and the destruction of one of them: as- 
sumed as an explanation of the resemblance 
of the offspring to one parent only, to the ex- 
clusion of the influence of the other, 
gamomania (gam-(-ma‘ni-a),", [NL., ¢ Gr, 
vapor, marriage, via, madness.) 1, The 
condition of a pistil in which the ovaries are 
more or less completely united and the re- 
spective styles and stigmata remain free, Syd, 
Soc, lex.—2. A form of insanity in which 
the sufferer often proposes marriage, despite 
impossible conditions. Syd, Soe. Lex, 
gamophagia (gum-6-fa‘ji-ii), ». [NL,, < Gr. 
yawoc, marriage, + -gapia, exyriv, cat,] The 
hypothetical estruction of one of the parental 
constitaents of the fertilized egg by the other. 
See *gamomachia, 
gamostele (gam‘o-stél), . (Gr. jdyoc, mar- 
57 + erjay, pillar.) In bot., a polystele in 
which the vascular bundles are fused together 
in some portion of their length. See *steled 
and *polystele. 
gamostelic (gum-(-stel’ik), a. [gumostele + 
-ie.] In bot., having a gamostele. 

(gam ‘O-sté-li), wn. [gamrostele + -y4.] 
In bot., the condition of being gamostelic. 

(gii-mé’ta), a. [Mex, Sp. camote, ¢ 
Nahuatl camet!i, sweet potato, ] In New Mexico, 
the — — root of an umbelliferous plant, 
Phellopterus montanus, whieh is used, when 
young, as an article of food by certain tribes 
of Indians. 
gamotropic (gam-d-trop’ik), a. [Gir. ;asor, 
marriage, + rporude, of or rtaining to a 
turn.] In bot, executed for the advantage of 
the fertilizing process: said of certain changes 
in the position of flower-stalks made only 
onee. 
gamot-sa-buni (ga-mot’si-bi’né), n. [Tagaiog 
— medicine; sa, for; buni, ringworm.) 
8* me as *accpulce, — = Is.] , 

gamp? (gamp)}, v. ¢. [Vaguely imitative; ef, 
champ! and gulp.) To eat greedily; gulp 
down. Scott, [Scotch.] 
gamphrel (gam’frel), ». Same as gowerel. 
[Seotech.] 

gam-si-gra‘dit), ». (Servian 
Gamsigrad (see def.) + -ite2.) A velvet-black 

in considerable amount. The bot igre speci- 
men was obtained from Gamsigrad, Servia. 

writing or noting by means of notes rather 
than in tablature. tablature, 4 (¢). 

gandi (giin’dé), ». [African.) A name given 
in parts of Africa to the tsetse-fly, Glossina 
morsitans, Geog. Jour. (R. G. 8. IX. 56, 

gandul (giin-dil'), ». [Porto Rican.) The 
dall or pigeon-pea, Cajan Cajan, See Cajan. 

gang, ¢. tL trans, To arrange in gangs; 
combine (several) into one set, to be operated 
together: as, to gang saws, plows, or the 
like, See gang, n., 9, 

The plows are usually ganged, two to one frame, anid 
are drawn by Uiree to five yoke of oxen. 

Yearbook, U, & Dept. Agr, 1000, p. 540, 

Neut,, a set of standing rigging. — 
Gang “machine, See #drilling- machine. 

ganga” (gin’ gi), [Sp., = F.yanque: see 
gangue.) Something that can be acquired or 
obtained without labor. [Spanish Ameriea.] 
gan-gan, », Same as *gong-gang. 
gang-gang (gang’gang), w. [Native Austra- 
lian name]. An Australian cockatoo, Callo- 
cephalon galeatum, of a gray color with a red 
erest. Also qem-gqen, 

gang: ladder (gang ‘lad ‘ér), n, 
HhOeK, 

Hectomy (xang’gli-vk‘t6-mi), #. 
yayjécov, ganglion, + éxrous, excision.) 
cision of a ganglion. 

That great operation on the nervous system, trigeminal 
gangticetany, for which Spiller and Frazier pow propase 
division of the sensory root within the cranium for tic 
doboureaXx. 

C. H, Hughes, in Alien, and Newrot., Feb, 1008, p, 20, 

tis (gang-gli-i‘tis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. yeay- 
yasor, ganglion, +-ifis.) Same as ganglionitis (a), 

ganglioblast (gang’gli-§-blist), ». [Gr. j«y- 
yee, ganglion, + Jtadroc, germ.) An embry- 
onie cell which gives rise to a ganglionie cell, 
Baldwin, Dict. of Philos, and Psychol, I. 404, 

gangliocyte (gang’gli-}-sit),n. (Gr. pdyydeov, 
ganglion. + «ero, a hollow (a cell).) A gan- 
lion cell or nerve-cell,  Baldiwin, Diet. of 
hilos. and Psychol., I, 405, 

gang,”. 12. 

A horsing- 

Gr. 
Xe 

gangway 
lioid (gang’ gli-oid), a. ngli-on + -nid. 

——— a Ace ney Syd. Soe, Lex. ) 
ganglioma (gang-gli-O’mi), 2.3 pl. gangln 
mate (-Ia-ti). fs » © Gr. yayyA0v, ganglion, 

oma. tumor of a lymphatic gland. 
ganglion, n-— abdominal See tate 

he ae aeoteic flere’. 

(which see, ander acoustic) Celiac ganglion. Sw 
as eenilaner ganglion (a) (which see, under ganpline, 
Central of the brain, the optic thalani a 
corpo an apparently 
doable ganglion which results from con, ty ul ie 
central portion by the annaler ligament of the wrist. + 
gaugtion, — Bidder, two ganglia tu tix 
auricular groove of a frogs heart. — - 

, a small rododed eminence at the base of the 
brain, just in advanee of the posterior perforated sper « 
Th toany animals there are two of these promiivences ove 
on either side of the median line, Also known as tly 
manemillery ‘wv. av corpus atbicans.— @ tion ha- 

a collection of nervewells at the dorsinesal 
iwargin of Ue thalamus to which pans fiers from the 
Pineal body, Also known as Aabene, habenile, and trie- 
nim boherela,— interpedunculare. -« 
as Weorpus interpedenculere.— Ganglion isthmi,« salt 
mass of gray matter lying between the crura of the mre 
encephalon. Also known as the tufercrurad or interpeder 
calargengiten.— Gangiiwn Auerbach, aganziien 
hervous stricture in The meuseaiar coat of the intestive 
— Corti, a plexus of nerve-tihers in th 
cochlea through whieh the cochlear nerves p=. Gan- 

of Remak, « guuction in the wall of the auricir 
ie frog's heurt.— Ganglion of Scarpa. Same a fare! 

gongtion, — in Of the retina, a layer of nerve 
cells in the retina. — two gangle 
one on either shite of the cervix ntert, comnmected with) th 
—— and sacral plexuses.—Intercrural gan- 
glion, Same as #yenution (thm. Interpedancular 
& sRan- Same as ypc nation tet hivi.— Metssner’s gan 
gilon, ganglionic nervous tisswe ii the si baaacous cost of 
* — ome “ * 

te ot ayion, — anglion. (@) In peastropexd+ 
one of the gungtia besweon tie cerebral amd pedal pangio 
conn with the former by the cerebropleural an/ 
with the latter by the pleury commectives. 
cephalopods, same at etellete tranation ()).— 
gangita, the nervous structures at the base of the bea 
which receive the nerves of special semse,— Stellate 
Banglion. («) The tirst dorsal sympathetic mervec 
glion. (6) In cephalopods, a lange fat ganglion Lying ov 
the inner surface of the mouth, in front of the ill — 
Sub Same as entamazillary ga nylon 
—Vi ‘'s an occasional pounded swelling 
on the auperfor maxillary nerve. — Walter's ganglion. 
Same as ganglion durperr. 

ganglionervous (gang ’gli-j-nér’ vus), a, Relat- 
to the — nerve. Buck, Med. Hawil- 
book, I. 141. . 

oplexus (gang’gli-d-plek’sus).n. [NL.) 
A plexus of nerve-fibers in a ganglion. Bald. 

(%) In 

gang-loom (gang‘liém), ». A loom which hu« 
a number of independent shuttles, as one for 

* gamut-way (gam‘ut-wa), 1. In old music. the narrow fabrics, such as ribbons. 
gan, “mill (gang’mil), ». A milling-cutter 
buift up of several separate cutters, either ta 
form a long parallel mill or, more often, a mi) 
for a complex outline. The ase of gung-mille bo 
extended rapidly, aluce bruul pieces of work (for which © 
would be inv ble to make solid cutters to the require! 
—— thereby machined at one traverse, 

gang-plow, *.— Jnayard gang- low, a plow whirl: 
has a J sup vd by two wheels En ie three of 
sometimes four light plows: desighed tur plowing in lie 
yards, hop-felds, and orange and other orchards 

gang-press (gang' pres), ». A press which em- 
ploys a gang of dies or punches, all being 
alike, The perforating-press ia a gwang-presa: alsa « 
press having a series of dies, each different from the others 
and Geel to perform 4 series of operations pK the sane 
blank, cach operation serving to bring the object one step 
nearer to ite Onished form. 
an, nm n.—Anemic gangrene, cangrene # hie 
— ta a un obstrnction to the blood-supply of the 
fur. Therapeutic Gazette, XXVI. i Decubttal 
gangrene. Same as bed-sore,— ‘ted cula- 
- * multiple gangrene of the skin, of 1 * 

rotic nt gangrene of sever 
different parta Joer, fay Oct. 1, tO, p He 
~ Benile Gangrene, sportaneotis cungrenme oecarring im the 
aged, due to obstraction te the blood-supply,—8pon- 
taneous gangrene, gxigrene cecurring without injer 
orother apparent exciting camse. Jenur, Erper Met 
Oct. 1, 1900, p. 97.— Btatle towoist gangTes 
arising from obetraction to the Vvenotis cireulation 

gang-road (cang’rod), ». <A road whieh lies 
along the water-front ofa town, [Eng.)} 

There is no quay room except the gang-reed along theer- 
Evidence Hull Docks Cowmisaion, p. 12,8. BD 

gang-spill (gang’spil), ». An anchor-windlass. 
gang- mer(gang’trim*ér), ». A trimmeren 
ploying more than two saws, each saw beine 
suspended upon a swing-frame and all being 
controlled by levers to enuble the operator ' 
use any number or group of saws, within the 
capacity of the machine, in trimming stock 
different lengths. All machines are fitted with 
automatic feed-ehains to bring the stock to th 
saws. 
gangway, nr. 4. In forestry, the inclined plane 
up enice logs are moved from the water into 
a@ sawmill. Also called jack-ladder, loggar, 
logway, aud slip. 



gangwayman 

— necepbalan (gan-d-sef’a-lan), a. and m, 
a. Having the characters of the Gano. 

cephala, 
xn. One of the Ganocephala, 

ganodentin ont Sa) u. 
brightness, + E. dentin.) The structureless 
enamel which coats the teeth of the selachian 
fishes or sharks. 

llite (ga-nof’ i-lit), ». se ydwor, 
he —* brightness, + ν, leaf, + -ite®, 

alludes to the luster of the cleavage folia,] 
silicate of manganese, aluminium, and alkalis 
occurring in brown monoclinic crystals, also 
in foliatew] masses: found in Sweden, 

ganpi (giim’pé), ». [Jap.] A shrub of the 
family Daphnacew, Capura canescens (Wik- 
stroemia canescens of Meisner), native to India, Bar 
Indo-China, China, and Japan. In Japan it is con- 
sidered an a fiber-plant and is sometimes culti- 
vated for its This is used —cither alone of more 
genenily mixed with the barks of the koto and mite. 
tuuta—for the manufacture of Ue tow, thin paper 
especially taltiable in letterpress copy ing-books, 

ganta (iiin’ti), nv. [Ethene Sp., ¢ Bisaya 
gaxtang.) In the Philippine Islands, a dry 
measure containing eather less than three 
quarts; also, a liquid measure containing 
rather more than three quarts, 
nymede, ». 3. The third and largest satel- 

lite of the —— — 11 
gaogao (gou’gou), ». [Chamorro name, n 
Guam and the Philip —* the starch derived 
from the tubers of Tacea pinnatifida, the ar- 
rowroot of the South Sea Islands. See Tacea. 

gap-bed (gap’bed), ». A lathe-bed in which a 
recess is cut just in front of the head-stock to 
permit of turning work larger than will swing 
—* the guides. orld) The vi beta 
a — »’ brij), m. e piece or bridge 

“which een the gap in a gap-lathe bed, See 
qapebed, 

gape-worm (giip-werm), ». A nematoid worm, 
Syugamus trachealis, the cause of gapes in 
fowls. 

gap-stick (gap‘stik), ». 
the entrance of a sorting-jac 
ues in use. [Also . 

r3 (gir), n. Harr, gaar; @ ver. of gor, 
ia. form of gorel.} 1. Mud; ooze; dirt; 
slime. [Shetland and Orkney, and north of 
Scotland.J—2, Vegetable slime found adher- 
ing to ships’ bottoms. 

garage (gar’aj; F. pron. gi-riizh’), ». [F. 
garage, keeping under cover, « place for keep- 
ing (bouts, wagons, automobiles) under cover, 
< garer, keep under cover, keep, guard, var. 
of OF, garir, keep: see garret.) A station in 
which motor-cars can be sheltered, stored, re- 
paired, cleaned, and made ready for use; also, 
a place of private storage for a motor-car; a 
stable for motor-ars. [Recent.] 

The club's stewarnls will take charge of the competing 
vehicles at the gute of the gerage. ; 

Sei, Amer., March 28, 1G, p. 224. 

garantee, garanty. Simplified spellings of 
quarantee, quaranty. 

garbage-furnace (giir’baj-fer’nis), ”. A de- 
stractor; a furnace specially constructed for 
Durning refuse and garbage. When property de- 
sicned and managed, such a furnace should need no 
other fnel than the refuse to be destrayed. 

garbag (giir'baij-grés), », <A trade- 
name for mixed fatty material collected from 
kitchen sinks, the grease-traps of sewers, ete. 

It is not known that refineries in thiscountry are aa yet 
able to handle what is Known as garbage grease, as Ue 
seuretof the trade seems to be held alrewd, 

Census Bulletin 100, June 16, 10, p, 5, 

garbanzo L -atiremy Sal a. [Sp.: see *eale- 
vance.) In Porto Rico and Spanish America 
generally, the chick-pea, Cicer arictinum, See 
chick-pea (with eut). 

y. beam, lentils, and gartanzoe crow very well in 
in the greatest part of the province [New Culi- 

form tty scmboldt, quoted in Balletin 2, U. 8. Dept. Agr., Div 
‘ (Veg. Pathol. —S 

garblage (giir’biaj), ». [qarble + -age.] The 
office or fonctions of a bler. 

garb n 

A pole placed across 
to close it when 

Barl 
the fe 

4. Rubbish found mixed with a 
eargo which has been stowed in bulk. 

garteard ——e un. In ship-bwilding, one 
of the planks or plates of the bottom next to 
the keel on each side; also (in the plural), the 
whole of the garbourd-strakes on 

— —— ( gang’ wii-man ) A man or the part of the bottom surface covered 
placed in ebarge of a ship’s guugway when in the garboard-strakes. 

rt. 

b1l 

by 

We have to go back to “ Valkyrie IL” to find a —— 
section that bears any similarity to the easy ane an 
full gorbewrds that distinguish “Shamrock IIL." po 
sharply from any of her liometiate predecessors. 

Sei, Amer., June 27, 18, p. 480. 

[Gr. doe, garboard-plate (giir’bard-plat),». Iniron ship- A 
building, one of the plates of the strake next 
the keel. * ¢euts under *keell, 2, 

v. and». <A simplified spelling of guard. 
eau flags. See *flay, 

garde-du-corps (giird-dii-kér’), n. fF.] A body- 
guard; a member of a body-guard, 
garde-meuble (giird-mé’bl), A. (F., ¢ garder, 
keep, + meubies, furniture, pl. of mewhle, ¢ L. 
mobilis, movable: see mobile.) A depository 
or museum in which valuable furniture, tapes- 
tries, and the like are kept. 

den, I. ».— al garden, a pleasure-croumd 
laid out according te the principles of formal gardening. 
See formal syerdentag,— Garden husbandry. (5) 
Farming carried on with as much care and neatnes nas 
gardening.~-Rock garden, a curden, particularly n divi- 
sion of a botanic garden, adapted to the growth of alpine 
Plants, sieculents, and other plants fond of dry and rocky 
situations ; a scientific rockery.— The » the eehioot 
of Epicurus, who taught lnaganten. 4. &. D.—Winter 
& n conservatory oF greenhouse ao arranged ox to 
serve as a place of resort, with space for tables and seats. 

II. a. 2, Common; ordinary: as, a garden 
hen; garden proceedings. ([Slang.]—Garden 
architecture, See *architect ire. 

garden-apple (giir’dn-ap’!),”, A name rarely 
for the paradise-apple; a cultural or 

domestic form of the common apple (Malus 
Malus, var. porodisiaca) of very small stature. 
See *dowcin and ——— 7. 

garden-bed (gir’dn-bed), m, 1. A bed of 
flowers or vegetables in a garden.—2. A name 
given to certain small arcas covered by a 
number of low parallel, artificial ridges some six 
or eight inches high and from four to ten feet 
apart, found in certain parts of the eastern and 
central United States. Their significance is 
not known with certainty. 

chair (giir’dn-chir), ». <A chair for 
rden use ; —— a kind of bath-chair 

fon wheels) fo 
if nm. 
r the use of ladies and invalids, 

r’dn-kraft*) The art of 
gardening, both from the utilitarian and from 
the esthetic point of view. 

To enjoy and late the Italian garden-craft one 
minst —X pode nm matiod that it la indep ment of Gort. 
enlture. Edith Wharten, Italtan Villas, p. & 

gardener’s-delight (giir’dn-érz-dé-lit’), ». 
Same as *gardener’s-eye. 

gardener’s-eye (giir’dn-rz-i), n. The mullen- 
pink or rose-cainpion, Lychuis Coronaria, 

garden-fly (giir‘dn-tli), 1. Any one of several 
species of the dipterous family Bibionda 
which breed commonly in the soil of gardens. 

-ground (giir’dn-ground), . A plot of 
ground suitable for or used as a garden, 

gardenin (ulir’dn-in), mn. (Gardenia + -in2.] 
A neutral substance, C)4Hyo0,, extracted from 
dikamali, the resinous exud ation of Gardenia 
Incida. It erystallizes in lustrous, deep-yellow 
needles which melt at 163-1649 C, 

gardening, .— Formal gardening, landscape-gar- 
dontig oft © kind adopted by the Italians of the Rennis- 
sance and later by the French in the time of Lonis XIV. 
Tt ischarncterized by straight avenues, artificial lakes and 
grass plots of geometrical outline, and many terraces, 
pavilions, and other architectural adornments, 

gardenize (giir’dn-iz), vr. t.; pret. and pp. gar- 
denized, ppr. gardenizing. [garden + -ize.) To 
give a garden-like appearance to; improve by 
introducing garden features: as, to gardenize 
a public square. 

garden-nail (giir’dn-nal), ». A kind of nail 
used to fasten the branches of trees, vines, ete., 
to walls; a —— Th 

garden- lague (giir’dn-plig), n. e gout- 
wort Pg “gerard, .Eyepedinm I’odagraria, 

garden-plow (giir’dn-plou), », A wheel-hoe. 
oardeniy (gar’dn-ri), a. (garden +-ry.) The 
office or work of a gardener ; garden-work. 

garden-seat (giir’dn-sét), ». 1, A seat or 
bench in a garden. 2, A name jocosely ap- 
plied to one of the seats forthe accommodation 
of outside passengers which are arranged in 
parallel rows across the roof of some British 
omnibuses, facing in the direction of the jour- 
ney. See knifeboard, 2, for another arrange- 
ment. 

garden-seated (giir’dn-sé’ted), a, Provided on 
top with *garden-seata (which see): as, gar- 
den-seated omnibuses. 

garnet-tackle 

of a vegetable-garden, particularly when grown. 
for market, 
garden-worm (giir’dn-wérm), ». An earth- 
worm, 

gardevin, gardevine (giir’de-vin, -vin), n. [F. 
ardevin, € garder, keep, + vin, wine.) 1A 
ree bottle for holding wine or spirits.— 2. 
eellaret (which see). 

gardian, ». <A simplified spelling of guardian. 
gare® (gir),». [F.,¢ garer, keep: see garage.) 
1. A dock, basin, or turnout on a river or 
canal, 

Commander Edwards, R.N., down the Canal, 
taking possession of the geres and dredgers, while Captain 
Fitzroy, K.N,, occupied Ismailia after slight Opposition, 

Encue. Brit., XXVII jus. 

2, A railway-station. 
garfish, 4, (ec) In Anstralasta, (1) Tyloewrus ferur. called 

In Sydney ‘hong Ton’; (2) Memiramphica treterimeedives 
(a By tiver-fish, H. regeluris, of the fanaily Mrinerwn- 
pte, 

garg. An abbreviation of the Latin gargarisme, 

— rgas marl, See wartl. 
gargoyled (giir’goild), a. Ornamented with 
gargoyles. 

Parvia and portal bloom Hike trellived bowers, 
And the vast telnster seems a cross of Mowers ! 
But fens and dragons on the gargouled eaves 
Watch the dead Cliriat between the living thieves. 

Longfellow, in trans, Divine Comedy, 1 Sonnet fH 

garial, ». Same as gherrial and garial. 
e,n, See *gerriqne, 

ding (ga-rin’ding), ». [Javanese and 
Malay garinding.) A , ibe oboe. 

Cc, '.— False a 
lilieceota pint. Nothoaror- 
diva bivalye, found in the 
southern United States and 
Mexico, The genus is closely 
Telated to Aliiam, but ia free 
from thealliaceous odor, Some- 
times called yellow falee garlic, 

garlic-m (giir’lik- 
mus*tijird), #. See mns- 
ta rd, 

garlic-shrub,». 2, The 
guinea-hen weed, Peti- 
teria alliacea, Bee Peti- 

gar. (giir ’ lik- 
sual), ». Helix alliarie, 
# snail that emits a gar- 
=r odor, 

garlic-tree (giir'lik-tré), 
n. In the We Indies, 
Crateva Tapia, one of 
the trees known as gar- 
lie pear, See pearl and 
Crateva, 

Garman, an 
American ichthyolo- 
gist.) A genus of small 
gobies found in the Pan- 
ama region, having the yo) Gane sxuamcer 
anterior half of the body dive bivaler), onc third * 

naked and the posterior ™ %* 
with large scales. The — is G. paradora. 

garn (giirn), », A dialectic form of yarn. 
[North. Eng.) 

et! n.— garnet, a mordant dyestult 
related to anthraquinone, prepared by the reduction of 
enitroalizarin, It prxluees bluish reds with metallic 
mordants. It is used chietly in calie-printing and woel- 
dyeing. Carminaph garnet. Same as alpha-nerph- 
thylamine tered. 

garnet-paper (giir’net-pa*’pér), », Paper 
coated with finely crushed garnets held by 
glue: used like sandpaper for polishing. 

garnett (giir-net’), ©. f. [Garnett (machine).] 

Garnett Machine, 

1, main cylinder; 9, doffer; 9, fancy; 4. famcy-strigper: « ra. 
workers; oc. licker-im; ef, tem! 787-0 metallic food polis, ver 
a4, breast-workers: 25, 96, Meted feed-rodis. 

To open and card woolen yarn waste, shoddy, 
ete., on a Garnett machine. 
garnet-tackle (giir’net-tak’l), n. A purchase 

i on the mainstay and used for taking in 
th sides, garden-truck (gir’dn-truk), ». The products and hoisting out cargo. 



garnett-tooth 

tooth (giir-net’tith), a. A form of 
saw-tooth cut ina steel band d ed to be 
wound on the eylinders or rollers of a Garnett 
machine, used for carding thread-waste, shod- 
dy, etc. Nasmith, Cotton Spinning, p. 132. 

garnetz (giir’nets), ». [G. garnets, ¢ Rass, 
garnetsd,) A Russian dry measure equal to 
nearly three eighths of a United States peck. 
C. Hering, Conversion Tables, p. 55. 

(giir’nish-ri), ». [garnish + -ry.) 
Ornaments; adornments; garnishing. 

Herdamen's souls 
Of ancient times, whose eyes, calin aa their Mocks, 
Saw in the stars mere —— of heaven. 

Browning, wan, Ul. 2K, 
garr, 7. See *gar3. 

(gii-rég’), m. [Southern F., ¢ Pr. 
garriga = Cat. garriga, ¢ Pr. garrics, OF. 
jarris, Cat. garrig, the holm-oak or ilex.] In 
the south of France, a tract of waste land 
covered with the holm-oak, Quercus Ilex, and 
the Aleppo pine, Pinus hicrosolymitana, and 
other scrub growth, and having a calcsreous 
soil. 

Often apon uncultivated lands, there called the ger- 
rigues, are seen long trains of ante forming two con- 
Hnuous lines hurrying in te directions, one going 
away from the nest, the other toward it. 

Smithsonian Rep., 1806, p. 414. 

-hold (gar’i-sn-héld), 1. Possession 
of a place by garrisoning it. 
garrison-town (gar’i-sn-toun), n. 
which a garrison is maintained. 

garry) we Setaatodes al 
scorpanold fish fed Garrape. poms’ to Sitka oe 

, mn 8. pl. Leg-irona or shackles. 
(Sailors’ slang.) 

gartering (giir’tér-ing), ». A narrow fabric, 
as een Hg elle which garters are made, 

garter-robes (giir‘tér-robz), ». The robes 
proper to be worn by Knights of the Garter. 

garua (ii-rii’ii), 1. [Peruvian Sp.] The heavy 
fog along the coast of Peru on which plants 
depend for their moisture. It prevails from 
May to October up to a height of a hundred 
feet. 

Garzonida@ (giir-zon’i-lé), n. pl. [Garzonia, 
the type genus, + -idw.) A family of extinct 
marsupial mammals, of small size, which have 
no conspicuous diastema in the tooth series, 
and two or three of the premolars with double 
roots. * a P is oe 
gas,n. 6. ‘ifically, nitrous-oxid gas when 
used to — anesthesia, most commonly 

dentists.— mixture of sul wa and wther suntan gate eaployed tn dlaintoc: 
ing « ship's hold and clearing ft of rate— Dowson gaa, 
combustible gas imade by continuoasly passing steam 
mixed with air through red-hot anthracite or coke, the 
ignition of which is maintained by the supply of air: a 
kind of water-gaa, which has been much used in 
engines. 

A town in 

nation, , Bee Reyuation, #: rvn.— 
Ganerator na mixture of intended for use aa 
fuel, made n «toall coal, lignite, peat, sawdust, or 
other cheap forms of solid fuel, either by partial combua- 
tion with limited supply of air (in thls case conslstin, 
eascutially of carbon munoxid and nitrogen), or by suc 
combustion with admission of steam, in which case the 
mixt known as water-cas, corsists essentially of carbon 
monox * n dioxkl, hydrogen, ———. 
iniacous & — tases, c⸗⸗· Oot 

talnod rrllnia tha ort as Giettiaatenad team tae seems. 
sphere outaide its surface, Van Hise, U. & Geol, Surv, 

gases generated by the action of steam, or of and 
air, on substances which contain carbon amd hydrogen, 
such aa tar, oils, shale, etc. It contains large quanti- 
ties of carbon monoxid, together with hydrogen and a 
number of the lower members of various hydrocarbon 
series. — Ii gas, in thermodynamics, a gas which ox- 
actly conforms to Boyle's law, that is, which neither ab- 
sorba por gives up heat during free expansion, and the 
internal energy of which i a function of the temperature 
alone. Also ated a perfect gas, These conditions are not 
rigorously fulfilled in the case of any actual known gas.— 

|, any ene the — of widen gives 
rise to laryn epasm, — gas, cenera gas pre- 
age by one of the many special arrangements Lat mn 
lor this purpose, Nature, Feb. 12, Lk, p 84,— - 
tha fHuminatingaes made from or carbure 
naphtn, eaunlly petroleum taphtha.— Pan gas, in the 
manufacture of carbonate of soda by the Leblane process, 
the gus (mainly hydrochloric ach) given off from the cast- 
iron pans in which the first action of smlphuric acid on 
commen salt is brought about. This gas is carried to 
condensers, in which it is aheorbed by water, furnishi: 
the Nquid bydrechloric ach of commerce.— 
ed an ofl-as obtained by introdacing the vapors from 
ted mineral of] (shale-oil of petroleam) fnte a retort 

containing loosely stacked fire-brick and pees at acherry- 
red heat. The gases prodoced are cooled and passed 
throngh a washer containing water to separate tar, and 
are compressed into steel cylinders for transportation. 
The mixture contains a large jon of unsaturated 
ee and hence has high iuminating power. 
Tt has beer mech ised for lighting floating baeya, light- 
houses, and especially rail Several other ar- 
rangements for making oll-gas have been patented. 
Pit gas, a miners’ name for gaseous methane (tH), ns it 

W. L, Dritdin, Public Lighting, p. 21 Gas — th gg beet wid Eg n. 

gas-conductor 
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— in bituminous coal-mines. 

- acer 
blowing a fet steam 

descent of coals; a faelgaa or one ric 
oxid, (me poand of water contains about 2,200 
U., and is of about the following compasition ; = 
Ht, CHg 2, CoH, 1, 00g 3 N 55,— gas, 
smumpatectiars ol otrsounts of sola boy the Letters 
the hydrochloric acid which is given off from the 
brickwork roasters in which is carried out the second 
stage of the decomposition of common aalt sulphuric 

: distinguished from pan *ge4, which is given off at a 
lower temperature tn the first stage of the decomposition 
in pans, usually of cast-iron, 

r,t 3, To treat with a gas or expose to 
the action of a gas, as is done with slaked 
lime in the manufacture of bleaching-powder, 
G, Lunge, Sulpburie Acid, If, 456,—4, To 
overcome or poison by means of the inhalation 
of gas. 

gas-analysis (gas‘s-nal’i-sis), ». In chem., the 
—— of substances in the gaseous state, in 
which quantitative determinations are chiefly 
made by volume, with the necessary attention 
to conditions of pressure and temperature. 

gas- us (gas’ba-sil’us), n. species of 
Bacillus (B. aérogencs capsulatus) found b 
Welch in the blood-vessels of a patient wi 
thoracic aneurism. It forms gas in culture- 
medin. 
gas-bath (gas’bath), ». In chem., a bath for 
the application of regulated temperature, 
either by an atmosphere of heated gas or by 

— "bl A gas fire whieh is gas’blast), m. re whie 
foreed by an air-blast. = 

gas-bottle (gas‘bot’l), », 1. A retort.—2. 
A eylindrical vessel of iron or steel for holding 
gases under pressure, Carbon dioxid, nitrous 
oxid, ammonia, chlorin, and other gases are 
sold in such containers, A needle-valye con- 

Pring th the eee ‘ of the J 
X (gas’boks), », © or cham- 

ber, in an internal-combustion engine, be- 
tween the mixing-chamber and the admission- 

rt port. 
gas-burette (gas’bi-ret’), ». In chem., a grad- 
uated glass veasel in which gases may be 
m before or after treatment with chem- 
ical reagents in the course of analysis. 

(gas’kal-G-rim’e-tér), ». An 
apparatus for finding the heat-value of a known 
uantity of gas; an apparatus for measuring 

the amount of heat a quantity of gas gives off 
when burned. See *calorimeter. 

gas-cap (gas’kap), ». In elect., the cover of 
the inner globe of an inclosed are-lamp, which 
protects the carbons from rapid combustion by 
reducing the access of air, 

‘kav‘i-ti),n. Same as gas-pore. 
device 

used in microscopy for studying organisms un- 
der the influence of gases. 

@ (gas’kék), ». Same as rbon, 
,". 3. (lc) The common saurel or 

horse-mackerel, Trachurus trachurus, 
lag 3 gas’ kon-duk’ tor), op 

pipe for conducting gases or vapors: used spe- 
Viheally for the pipe leading from the mouth of 
a blast-furnace to the stoves. 

(gas’kon-izm),n. [Gascon + -ism, 
A peculiarity of speech, manner, or character 
— Gaseons; a spirit of boastfulness or bra- 
vado, 

gas-cyst (gas‘sist), n. A cyst containing gas, 
the product usually of a certain species of ba- 
eillus, Jour. Exper. Med., Oct. 25, 1900, p. 139, 

gas-detector (cas’dé-tek’tor),n. An apparatus 
intended to give warning of the presence of 
fire-damp or gerous gases in a mine. 

gae-distributer (qus’dis-trib’s-ter .n. Apiece 
of apparatus used in chemical laboratories, 
consisting of a central hollow block of brass 
with several st ks, one for the admission 
of common illuminating-gas employed for heat- 
ing purposes, and two, three, or more by which 
this gas may be carried off to as many different 
lamps or burners. 

gas- (gas‘fird),a. Heated a 
of gaseous fuel: as, a gas-fired boiler, a gas- 
red furnace, ete. Groves and Thorp, Chem, 
echnol., L. S39, 

gas-firing (cas‘fir’ing),. A method of firing 
& furnace in which a gas or a liquid that has 
een vaporized is used as a fuel. 

gas-fitter, ».Gas-fitter's tongs, pipe-tones. 
gas-fit (gas‘fit*ing),». 1, e occupation 
of a gas-fitter—2. pl. The gas-fixtures and 

producer sone gas-forge (gas‘f 

gasogenous 

other appliances — * in equipping a build- 
ing for the use of illuminating-gas; also, the 
fittings for gas-pipes. 

), a. A small steel frame in- 
closing fire-brick, of various shapes, and ar- 
ran with eithera hearth on which the flames 
play or a narrow slot through which the flames 
pass inathin sheet. It is used in annealing 
rods, forging cutlery, brazing small sheets of 
metal, and heating lathe-tools preparatory to 
hardening — 
as· I. The name is ied 
different types of forges, over, aad some heated by 
natural gas, watery or gas, and teed in a 
saying, annealing, ing. carbonizing, enameting, fo y- 
ing, , apann melting, soldering, tempering, or welding 
nee and also in warming buildings Gas are 
named from the work for which they are used : us the en 
nealing gasfurnace, the brazing gasfurnace, etc. They 
consist commonly of a ateel frame or box, lined with fire- 
brick or other —— — and one or more ge 
burners which deliver ga, mixed with air, under the 
pressure of an alr- 

rator (gas’gen-e-ra-tor),m. 1. A gaa 
ucer; &gas-retort; an apparatus formanu- 

facturing = either by distillation, as in a 
retort, or by separation, as in a producer, 
or by a chemical ess, a8 in making hydro- 
gen by mixing zinc and sulphurie acid, thus 
orming zine sulphate and — hydro- 

gon gas. ga. ucer, 1.—. appa- 
ratus used in chemical laboratories to fur- 
nish a particular gas by the action of some 
liquid reagent upon a solid, so arranged that 
when the ie no longer’ required its out- 
flow may cut off by a stop-cock, and its 
tension then serves to force the liquid out of 
contact with the solid material, thus arresting 
the generation of until it is again needed. 
— Babo's gna-penercker, a simple instrument for inter. 
mittently generating as curbon dioxid, 5— 
sulphid, ro | inclining the acid or ot 
liquid cow in one bulb fa allowed to flow inte an- 

er balb containing the chemical on which it is to act, 
When ho needed, the instrument is returned 

& piece 

jes to furnish car: 

quantite when needed, without waste of 

ee per oie on the dilate acid to act upon it 
w 

nor to be from time to thae removed, 

ane-grate (gas’grat), ». A gas-stove burner 
aving branches, or bars like those of a grate. 

with many small burners, It is used in water- 
heaters, cake-griddles, ete. . 

harmonicon (gss‘biir-mon’i-kon), *. 
Same as hone. 

gashgabbit gash’gab‘it), a. Having a project- 
ing chin. [Seotland.) 

gas- 1. 2, A vessel of metal or glass, 
used in chemical laboratories for the collee- 
tion and storage of gases.Mitecherlich’s gas- 
holder, a glass vessel closed at top and bottom: with ap- 
ae gg pers. The mouthpiece carries an exit-tebe 

a funnel-tube which reaches to the bottom. Wheo 
filled with water, the apper stop-cocks remaining * 

the spent 

fs exerted on the interior by pouring water 
inte funnel-tabe. The gas may then be drawn as de 

(gas’ket), v. t. (gasket, n.] To fasten 
*8 ets, os a sail to a yard, 
gas-kiln (gas’kil), ». An oven or kiln which 
uses gas as a fuel, 

gaskin (gas’kin), ». [Also gasken, gascoign, 
gascoigne, ult. ‘ of Gascony,’ g OF. Gascoigne: 
see Gascon.) 1, The sweet eherry, Prowse 
avium.—2, The common gooseberry. [Prov. 
Eng.]—3. The hinder of a horse's thigh, 
—— from the stifle to the bend of the 

gas- — form of 

descence of which light Is obtained. 

gas- ‘log), ». A device resembling « 
— or everal pees) of fire-wood, in 
a firep in which gas is burned. 

gas-microscope (gas’mi‘kro-skop), mn. Same 
as oryhydrogen microscope. 

gaamabile (gas-md6’bil), », A trade-name of « 
form of motor-car in which gasolene is used a⸗ 
a source of motive power in an internal-com- 
bustion motor. : 
gas-motor (gas’m6‘tor),. A motor or engine 
in which the piston is moved by the gas or 
vapor from an ammonia liquor. 
gasogenous (ga-soj’e-nus), a. [gas+-o-+-9r- 
nous.) Of or pertaining to a gas, or to the 



gasogenous 

vapor phase of a substance: as, & gasogenous 
molecuic, 

here * — — * oe matenaion, 
which cre: proportions depend upon the tem- 
perature. Engineering, July cc 1S, Pp 100, 

gasolene, ". It principal hydrocarbon constituents 
are —} and heptane, (, — Srila, in varying pro- 
portions, It boils between Ide and 104" F. and gtves olf 
a vapor tinder atmospheric tension at all tens 
The vapor of gnsolene is 205 thes as heavy as air. The 
volatile elements distil off om storage, unless the contain- 
ing-Veasebls ure very tight. Its calorific power is about 
18,000 B. T. V. 1t ia much used in the internal. combustion 

by-pees, ©, cupelien enotigh gua, at all times, to keep a 

lene heating-burner in which the jets of 

thermometer. Natwre, April 24, 1902 

metaphysician ( 1655) who defended Epi- 
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at the burner, under the oven. 
gas-ring (gas‘ring), ». A work-bench fate. 

me 
are a in a circle; a ring burner. 

(gas‘skal), n. The seale of 7 
p. 604. 

dist (ga-sen'dist), n. [Gassendi + -ist. 
A follower or su — of Gassendi, a Frene 

eureanism. 
gasser (gas’ér), ». 1. One who is en in 

motors of motar-carsand moter-boats.--Gasoleneengine. gassing lace, cotton, yarn, ete., in order to 
Same as *yaeolene motor.—Gasolene forge, = remove the hairy filaments. See gassing and type of gasolene torch having two flames. Gasolene far- : me.— 2, One who ‘ ’ or talks Nace, a «mall furnace, ly portable, which a 5—*2* 4 * Basses, olene. It is used in melting solder, lead, etc. ing In an idle and empty manner. (Slang.] 
rivets and core-ovens, and for other Ttis made Gasserian * 
with Vapor-burners and on the 
gmsolene torch.—Gasolene ,an un 
tion motor which uses a mixtureof gasolene vapor and alr 
as asource of motive power, See cute at internal-com 
bustion engine, 

gasolier (gas’6-lér), ». A chandelier in which 
gas is used. 

gasometer, ".—Bunsen's gasometer nated 
vessel for collecting, ng, anit —ã wanes, 

ned fo a veel before the 

(gas-6-met’ri-kal), a. Same as 

gas-oxygen (gae’ok‘si-jen), a. Producing heat 
by the combustion of # mixture of illuminat- 
ing-gas and oxygen: as, a —— a 

OWN a8 Ory-gas gas-orygen blowpipe. Also 

The be melted 

gasometric. 

and ozy-coal-gas, 

thus Nature, Jane 9, 1904, p. 122. 

gaspereau (gas-pe-rd’), n. [Canadian F.; cf, 
Gaspereau anes 4 ur (village), lo- 
eal names in Canada.] 1, The commou ale- 
wife, Pomolobus pseudoharengus, [Maine and 
Canada.}]—2, A name given in New Brunswick 
— — of Canada to the herring, Clupea 
ernalis, 

Saineds) The fresh-water drum’ dplodinotes 
nniens. [Canada.) 

Pillar ( — The sho gas- gas’ pil’fr), n. e rt u it 
—— a gas-burner to which the —— is 

A quantity of gas 
llow. Such eallectiona 

are likely to occur in the crevices in the charge of a blast- 
ne in the right pro- 

~» Ueually the 
made by distilling carbonic oxi, which is dune by 

is Coal in a grate with the 
or freshly charged layers 

are in an af ere Of be-acld from the lower 
combustion "When the carber of tear layers be- 

gine. — 
gas-radiator (gas‘ri’- 
di-d-tor), a. A 
heater formed of ver- 
ticalsheet-metal pipes 
arranged jn the form 
of a steam-radiator. 

re tor, ". — — 
lator, an for reg- 
ulating the How of gas: used 
in connection withan oven 
whose temperitare is to be 
kept constant, sich as an 
incubator, a ing - oven, 
ete. ; a form of thermostat, 
The instrument consists of 
a glass tube, o, of narrow 
bore, blown into a balb, 6, at 
one end and having one or 
more lateral tubes sealed 
to it near the other end. 
M filla the bulb and 
partof the stem. When ex- 
panded heat it partt 
closes —E ¢, throng 
which the wan e 
extent to which this can 
occur is controfled by the 
side adjusting-screw, d. A Reichert's Gas-regulator, 

gassing, ». 3. he fumiga ting of fruit-trees 
by means of —— — gas, to destroy 
inseets. [Colloq.] 

Seale insect enemies of citrus trees are controlled in 
two ways: either by epraying the infested ——— 
some ligula insocticite or by subjecting them to the fumes 

common] ted as“ of hydrocyanic-acid gas, 
tag. Yearbook ', &. gr., 1900, p. 24. 

4, The evolution of gas from the plates of a 
storage or secon eell, 

Gassiot'’s wheel, *wheel. 
as-spurt (gas’spért), u. A small raised heap 
Coonrring on the surfaces of some strata. It is 

to be due to the escape of gas from decom- 
organic matter in the original sand or mad before 

- —— Geikie, Text-book of Geol, (4th 

gaster? (gas‘tér), a. 2, In certain hymeno 
terous insects, such as ante ( Formictda) the 
abdomen exclusive of the stem, or pedicel. 

(gas’tér-as-thé’ni-i), ». [NL., 
< Gr. yaorjp, stomach, + dafifvea, weakness.) 
—— or functional weakness of the 
stomach, 

gasterocomid (; k’d-mid), ». A mem- 
ber of the fami —— fers 

lecus “te-rd-pel’e-kus), n. [NL. 
—— belly. 4 + alkene, atwo-edged ax.| 
A generic name of certain carcinoid es 
South America, notably G. maculatus. 

(gas-te-ros-té-mat’i-dé), #, 
pl. (NL, ¢ "Gasterostoma(t-), assumed form 
of Gasterostomum, + -ide.] A family of 
malacotylean trematodes, having the anterior 
sucker only, the mouth on the ventral surface 
but not in the sucker, and the genital open- 
ing terminal. They are parasitic In the alimentary 
canal of fishes, and the cercaria is known as Bucephalus, 

Gasterostomum (gas-te-roe't6-mum), n. (NL 5 Tos 7. os 
¢ Gr. yaoryp, stomach, + oréua, mouth.) The 

(Castersitom um armatio, {rom the intestine of Cottur scorpie. 
Vensral view (partly after Molin, partly after Levinses), 

4. genital pore | ¢, anterior sucker: © vitellarium ; g, simple sac- 
lke intestine; #, the left vitelline duct, which unites wath jes tel. 
low, and opens by a median dectinto the gernmduct; ¢, wierus; 5, 
gctuarium; 4, mouth, which has a position unique re | the 
Tremateds, meatly in the meddle of the ventral surface; 7, thi 
fight testis; ov, seminal wesicle: mw, cirrus sac; ©, cistus om penis; 
. eucreboty pore, (From Lankesters “ Zoology.) 

yen genus of the family Gasterostomatide. 
6. jatum is parasitic in the perch Perca Auviatilia, Ite 
exe give rise to larve which make their way into the 
1 —S of Unio or Anodonta, destroying by their 

call 
wth active gland. In the sporoeysts formed 

fa the m Le pe the cercarie Known as Bucephalue 
alee sec, G.armatum is parasitic in Cottus 
om Stebel. 

asterotrichan (jus-te-rot’ri-kan), a. and n. 
SSame as *gastrotrichan. 

chous (gas-te-rot’ri-kus), a, Same 
as gastrotrichous, 
gas-thermometer (gas’thér-mom’e-tér), a. A 
thermometer in which the variation of volume 
or tension of a fixed quantity of dry gas indi- 

gastro-adenitis 

cates the temperature of the latter. H 
oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic-achd gas 
have been employed. The hydrogen gas-thermometer is 
considered as the normal, but all are reduced to the ideal 
gne-thermometer by theoretical formulas. - 
sated it-pressure ometer, 
thermometer by means of which the volume of 
different. temperatures is de- 
termined under constant 
pressure; specifically, that 
devised iy Callendar in 
— . pe : instrument 
consis! wo —BRa 
barette companied ~~ *8 
eapiiiary tube @ wi 
thermometer-bulb A ; : 
balb, C, also sealed toa capil- 
lary tube, 6, which ta of the 
same dimensions as, and is 
bent ante ta a. The 
two partes of the instrument 

a ga 
gas at 

differential manometer D. 
The read are taken by 
mm ¢ volume of the 

iced 

Compensated Constant-prossure 
Gasthermometer, 

(From Travers's “ Seudy of 
(Gases. '") 

ifferential 
Taanom: * equal." M. W. Travers, Exper. Study of 

gas-thread (gas‘thred), ». A standard form 
of thread used on iron and brass tubes. 
It in finer than the standard bott-thread and has a taper 
of 1 in #2 to the axis of the tube, 

gas-tip (as‘tip), ». A perforated top or ca 
of om or metal fixed to a gas-burner; throug 
which the gas — as it burns, the shape 
‘of the opening in the tip governing the shape 
of the flame, 

n. Asimplified spelling of ghastli- 
ness. 

gastly, a, and adr. A simplified spelling of wm P petting 

Gastornithids (gas-tir-nith’i-de),n. pl. [NL., 
< Gastornis (-ornith-) + -idw.] A ed of ex- 
tinet gigantic birds, indicated by bones from 
the Eocene of France: sometimes considered 
as forming an order, the Gastornithes, The 
members of the group are believed to be more 
or less nearly related to the ducks and geese. 

tis (gas’tra-de-ni’tis), n. (8t., < 
Gr, — stomach, + d, + 
~ttis,] mmation of the glands of the 
stomach, jally when caused by acute 
poisoning with arsenic or phosphorus. 

wal, 
+ -all, 

(gas-tré’al), a. [gastrea 
} lating or pertaining to the gastrmea 

stage of the embryo, 

The parati bryology of this [eeelom) cari 
shows dot ecislentte ta the moat A. A, wertateates — 
was formed by the outgrowth of diverticula from the 
primitive gastrwal cavity, Hneyo. Brit., XXV. 307, 

gastralium (gas-tra’li-um), n.; pl. gastralia ( · ). 
[NL., ¢ gastralis, gastral,] Bens as —88 
gastralium, 

(gas-trek-ta’si-i), a. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
yoerip (yaerp-), stomach, + éxramc, extension, ] 

latation of the stomach. Also called gas- 
trectasia, 

(gas-trek’ta-sis), x. [NL.] Same 
as *yastrectasia. 
gastreum, ». Same as gastrawm. 

a.— Gastric mill, the thickened and calcified 
armatare of the chitinous lining of the cardiac division of 
the stomach in certain Crustacea. In the crawfish, and 
in most of the higher Crustacea, it conaists of a complex 
chitinous framework which carries a median and two 

Projections furnished with muscles for converging 
them upon the food and completing its mastication. 
Parter and Haswell, % y, L. 47.— Gastric neuras- 

lous '(gas-trik’ ge gastricolous (gas-trik’é-lus), a. r. yaorijp 
{yaerp-), stomach, + L. colere, tiwell in. In- 
habiting the — ante — arasites, ; 

gastriloguial (gas-tri-l6’kwi a, [gestrilo- 
quy * -all.) Of or pertaining to ventrilo- 
quism; ventriloquial. 

gastritic (gas-trit‘ik), a. [gastritis + -ic.] 
Relating to or affeeted with gastritis. 

gastritis, ».— arthritic gout of the stom- 
ach. Atrophic gastritis, inflammation of the stomach 

i tropl if th lands — Catarrh: garam nia" oie pa 
4 fottammation affecting 2* the — se of 

stom: ~— Glandular gastri Same as iewar 
teyaatritis,-- inflammation of aati 
the stomach | ing te —— thickening of the mu- 
cous membrane — tis, inflammation of 
the stomach caused by the presence of a fungua,— * 
monous an acute and severe form of inflam 
mation involving chiefly the submucous cont of the 
stormach: often accompanied by the formation of ab 

tis (gas"tro-ad-e-ni’tis),n. Same 
*gastradenitis, 



gastro-anastomosis 

gastro-anastomosis (gus*trj-a-nas-t6-md’sis), 
mn. (NL., ¢ Gr, yaoryp (yectp-), stomach, + 
dvacrénuwore, Anastomosis. The establishment 
of a communication between two portions of 
the stomach which ure separated by a con- 
striction, as in hour-glass stomach. 

tis (gas’tré-lir-thri‘tis),n. [NL., 
< Gr. yaotyp (yaotp-), stomach, + apépiric, 

t.) Gout J the — w 
(gas-tro-kam’‘ pi-li), m. pl. 

(NL.,< Gr. jeer {yaorp-), esa AnuTbAoc, 
curved.) In Hyatt’s classification, that divi- 
sion or suborder of the ammonoid cephalopods 
in which the siphunele is situated on the dor- 
sal or concave curvature of the whorls, the 
shells laterally compressed, involute, and fre- 
quently ornamented with spinous processes, the 
septal sutures not being greatly unlike those 
of the simpler forms of the goniatites, The di- 
viston incladesonly the old genus Clymenia and family 
Clymenidee, both of which have now been considerably 
sublivided. 

(Gr. gastrocentrous (gas-tro-sen'trus), a. 
yaorip, belly, + «fvrpov, center. } Having ver- 
tebral centra formed by the growth of the pai 
of ossifications, known as interventralia, which 
are developed on the inferior face of the 
notochord. 

The vertebrw of the Reptilia and those of all other 
Ampbota are gastrocentruus, 

Hi. Godow, Amphibia and Reptiles, p, 282. 

Gastrocnemial ridge. See *ridge. 
gastrocesle (gas’trd-sél), nm, {or pactip (yaorp-), 
stomach, + xoifoc, hollow.) In embryol., the 
cavity of the archenteron in the gastrula; 
the primitive digestive cavity of the young 
—— —————————— 

ostomy (gas’t o-los’to-mi), m. 
(Gr. pueryp (yeorp-), stomach, + «é20v, colon, 
+ ecriva, mouth.) Establishment by opera- 
tion of a communication between tne colon 
and the — —— [G 

gastrodialysis (gus’tro-di-al’i-sis), 1. r. 
yacrip ( —55 tomesh, + deddvere, separa- 
tion. — ng of the mucous membrane of 
the stomach. 

phane (gas-tro-di’a-fin), n. (Gr. 
yacrip (yacrp-), stomach, + diagavic, transpar- 
ent: see diaphanows.] An instrument carry- 
ing an electric light, used in *gastrodiaphany 
(which see). . — 

2 y (gas i-af’a- n, 8 
gastrodiaphane + -y3.] mination of the 
stomach by means of transillumination. A tube 
to which an electric light is attached (called a gaatrodi- 
aphane) is passed into the stomach, and the alxlominal 
—23* inspected ina dark room. Nature, Aug. 4, 

(gas-tro-did’i-mus), .; pl. 
gastrodi 
stomach, + didyaor, twin.| In teratol., a double 
monster joined in the abdominal region. 

(gas‘troslisk), n. 
(yeorp-), stomach, + dicxoc, a disk.] The en- 

gastrula 
and the underlying endoderm are spread out 
on the yolk in the form of a disk. 

“tro-di’$-dé-noa’- gastrologer ( gastroduodenostomy ( 
vont), n. (Gr. yaorip a ‘p-), stomach, + 

L. duodenum + Gr, ari, mouth,] Estab- 
lishment by operation of acommunication be- 
tween the stomach and the duodenutn else- 
where than at the pylorus, Lancet, Aug. 29, 
1903, p. 501. 

gastro-enteralgia (gas‘trd-en-te-ral’ji-i), ». 
(Gr, yasrijp (yaorp-), stomach, évrepov, in- 
testine, + dAyor, pain,] Pain in both stomach 
and intestines. 

terocolitis (gas*tré-en*te-rd-ko-li’- 
tis), a. [Gr. yaorgp (yaorp-), stomach, + fvtrpov, 
intestine, + xd4ov, colon, + -itis.] Inflamma- The scientific study of diseases of the stomach stomach, + -osis.] 
tion of both large and small intestines and of 
the stomach. 
gastro-enterostomy (gas"trd-on-te-ros‘td-mi), 
a, (Gr. yoorip (yaorp-), stomach, + fvrepov, 
intestine, + ordua, — The establish- 
ment of a communication between the stom- 
ach and some —— of the intestine which is 
more or less distant from the pylorus. 

ht cases were on for hemorrhage; in one 
cer Was excised and the patient died on the eighth 

day 5 in one an Glcer on the posterior surface was excised 
an 

and a gaat: tomy performed, the patient recovers 
ing ; in six ——— 1g | alone was perforined and 
all recov Med. Reewrd, Feb, 24, 1008, p. 348. 

Gastro-epiploic arteries, two arteries in the wall of the 
stomach, right a branch of the hepatic artery, the 
left a branch of the splenic: their terminal branches 
anastomose,— Gastro-epiploic glands, See *yland. 

7 ora (NL., ¢ Gr. yaorip (yacrp-), gastroli 

a 

‘od vertebrat in the di astrolobin 
—— = that! is, ner ey cre b sheer wea ea + -in2.) A dark-colored glucoside con- 
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———— — (gaa‘tré-gas-tros’td-mi) 
n. (Gr, serie (eee, Let ina + yearhp 
yacrp-), stomach, + ¢rdua, mouth.) Same as 
ein fay jen’i-tal) [G 

gastro, {gas-tro-jen‘i-tal),@, (Gr, yaory 
actp-), stomach, = NL. —X genital 
aving the —— orguns on the radi 

canals, as in the Leptomedusee. Proe. Zool, Soe. 
London, 1903, I. 173. 

< Gr, yaothp (yactp-), stomach, 

gastrostenosis 

[Gr. yaerip (pacrp-), stomach, + vata, womb, 
+ rows, section.) Same as Cesarean section. 

(gas’tré-mi-s6’téz), om. pl 
An incorrect form of Gasteromycetes. 

(gas*tré-mi-ké’sis), an. ([NL.. 
» + wince, fun- 

gus, + -osis.) Same as mycotic *gastritis. 
gastronomous (gas-tron’d-mus), a. Devoted 
to X. E. D. —— 

gastrograph (gas‘tro-graf), ». I[Gr. pacrip gas eal, a. See gastro-esophageal. 
{reorp-), stomach, + ypageiy, write.) Adevice gastropancrea’ (eus’trd-pan-kré-at ik), a, 
or recording the movements of the stomach Kelating to both the stomach and the pan- 
du digestion. a fold of 

titis (gas’tré-hep-a-ti’tis),n. [NL. 
< Gr. yeorsp (yaorp-), —— * rap (frar-), 
liver, + "itis. Simultaneous inflammation of 
both stomach and liver. 

castrohyperneuria (gaa*trd-hi-pér-nd’ri-i), n. 
LNL., (Gr. yaerip (yaar, ——— * —8 
over, + veipor, nerve, Increased activity 
of the stomach due to disorder of the nerve- 
supply. 

(gas*tr6-hi-pd-nii‘ri-i), m. 
INL. tr. yacrgp (jacrp-), stomach, + tr, 
under, + veipoy, nerve.) Diminished activity 
of the stomach due to disorder of the nerve- 
supply, 

(gas’tro-his-te-rop’ek-si), 
a. [Gr. yeorhp (yaorp-), stomach, + terépa, 
uterus, + wifi, fastening.] Operative fixation 

gastropexy (gas‘tré-pek-si), «, [Gr. 

creas.— Gastropancreatic ligament, y 
toneum which extends from the pancreas to the =H 
extremity of the atomach, 

— asꝰtro · par ĩ ·ꝙ· dinꝰ ĩ · ). #. 
IGr. yaorip (yeorp-), stomach, + seprodog, pe- 
riod, + ddivy, pain.] Intermittent paroxysmal 
pain at the pit of the stomach, 

acryo 

meer, fastening. ve hae (yaerp-), stomach, 
ation of the stomach to the abdominal tive 

wall. 
gastrophile (gas’tro-fil), x. (Gr. paerip (yaerp-) 
stomach, + Ag, loving.) © who loves 
eating and plenty of ol \diam) — 

trof‘i-lizm), n. 
phile [pr of good eating. 
* gus· trotꝰi· ist n.  [gastrophile 

iat. 

list ( 

Same as *gastrophile. 
f —** a of the fundus of the uterus to the anterior ab- gastrophilite (gas-trof’i-li 5 trophile 

Gominal all, in order to correct @ displace- — gratifying the demands of 
ment of that organ. I fold of h 

gastro-ileal (gan trp il 1 Nos (Gr. yacrip wonton 30 pity extremity af ip to the 
(yaarp-), anaes — J é —* a * an or = diaphragm, 

to both the stomac’ the ileum. i 3 ning to wegen an e gastrophthisis (zas-trof’thi-sis), ». [NL., ¢ 

gastrojejanostomy (gas‘tro-jé-ji-nos’té-mi), 
n. (Gr. paorip (yaorp-), stomach, + NL jejunum 
+ Gr. oréua, mouth.) Establishment of eom- 
munication between the stomach and some 
portion of the jejunum. 

rane any ald a posing at uan ia! th we omy was 
the aperetion sulected. Lancet, Aug. 29, 100% p. coL. 

Gastrolepidotidm (gas‘trd-lop-i-dot’i-dé), a. 
pl. (NL, ¢ * Gastrolepidotus, ¢ Gr. yaarap, belly, 
+ jemdurdg, scaled, sealy: see *Lepidotus.) A 
family of stegocephalian = having 
fully ossified vertebrw and basioecipitals, a 
ventral armor of elongated bony scutes, and 
teeth with infolded layers of dentin. The gen- 
era (Anthracosaurns, Lozomma, etc.) are of 
Carboniferous and Permian age. 
gastrolienal (gas‘tré-li-d‘nal), a. [Gr. » 
(yaerp-), stomach, — 
Same as gastrosplenic, 

(gas*trd-li-thi’a-sis),m. [NL., 
< Gr. yaorip ( yore), stomach, + Aifec, stone, 
+ -iasis.) The formation of gastroliths and 

(Gr. yaorjp the mor id symptoms occasioned by their yaortp, belly, + 
presence. 

(gas-tré-l6’bin), nm. [Gastrolo- 

tained in the leaves and young shoots of Gas- 
trolobium bilobum. 16-jer) c 

cas.trolꝰ o. joer), ». [gastrolog-y 
+ -er3,) One who is versed in gastrology. 

gastrological (as-trd-loj‘i-kal), a. Of or per- 
poe to the stomach or to the proper supply 
of its demands or needs. 

(gas-trol’6-jist), . [gastrolog-y + 
aa 1. One who is versed in trology, or 
skilled in catering to the demands of the stom- 
ach,—2, A physician who devotes special at- 
tention to the deguasia and treatment of dis- 
eases of the stomach, 

gastrolo n. 2, The art of cookery or of 
catering ts the demands of the stomach.—3. 

and of their treatment. 
gastrolysis (qas-trol’i-sis), a. ([NL., ¢ Gr, 

aorip (yeorp-), stomach, + Aloe, loosening. 
he act or process of freeing the stomac 

from abnormal adhesions to — parts. 
omelus (gus-trom‘e-lus), .; pl. gastro. 

meli (-li), (NL., ¢ Gr. yeortp (yeerp-), stomach, 
+ yitoc, limb.) In feretol., a monster which 

one or several supernumerary litnbs grow- 
ing from the anterior abdominal wall; a form 
of epigastrius. 
gastromenia (gas-tro-méni-it), », (Gr. pasrip 
(yaorp-), stomach, + asec, menses.) Vica- 
rious menstruation from the mucous mem- 
brane of the stomach. 
gastrometrotomy (as*tro-mé-trot’d-mi), ». 

arin gastro 
L. lien, spleen, + -al1,] gastropore, n 

gastroschisis (gas-tros’ki-sis), n. 

stomach, + cogdc, wise.] 

po ge Pa + oogia, wisdom.] 

Gr, pacrip (yaorp-), stomach, + pic, wasting: 
see phthisis, | cachectic state with emacia- 
tion consequent upon disease of the stomach. 

lasty (gas’trd-plas-ti), », [Gr. pacrip 
jaerp-), stomach, + — formed, + -y3.] 
n surg., an operation designed to restore the 

nol shape of a dilated or hour-glass 
stomach or to supply some defect in that 
organ, 

egia (cas-tro-plé’fi-i), n. .. © Gr. 
acrip (jactp-), stomach, + 74574, stroke.] 

Paralysis of the walls of the stomach. 
gastroplication (gas’tro-pli-ka’shon), m. [Gr. 
yaorip (yacrp-), stomach, + E. plication.) In 
surg., an operation for —— the capacity 
of a dilated or ing stomach by plaiting the 
wall and retaining the plaits by sutures. 
Lancet, July 18, 1903, p. 149. 

a. See gasteropodous, 
- 2. In the eanosteum of the 

hydrocorallines like Millepora, one of the 
larger, sometimes tabulated tubes of the 
skeleton which lodge the nutritive polyps. 

(gas-trop-set’l), u. [NL., (Gr. 
a, a flounder.}] A genus 

of deep-sea flounders found in the Gulf Stream. 
(gas-trop-t6’sis),n. [NL., < Gr. 

aarti rem stomach, + sréeu, falling. ] 
wnward displacement of the stomach. 

(NL., ¢ Gr. 
yoorée Qaerp-), stomach, + crise, fissure.) 

ngenital fissure of the abdominal wall. 

(gas tro-skdp), ». (Gr. yacrsp 
(yacrp-), stomach, + cxoreiv, view.) A hollow 
tube —— with retleeting mirrors and an 
electric light, which is passed through the 
esophagus into the stomach in order to en- 
able the operator to inspect the interior of 
that organ. 

,". 2. Inspection of the mucous 
membrane of the stomach by means of a gas- 
troscope. ; 

(gus-tro‘sis), m. [NL., < Gr. yacra, 
i Any disease of the 

(gas’ tro- sof), n. 

stomach, (a 
Tr. yaorgp, 

An epicure; a4 
gourmet. 

(gas-tros‘6-fi), a. [Gr, yerrép 
‘ The 

seience of good eating. 

Coffee-house, what magnificent associatione of ideas de 
you pot create! By you for generations has rolled the 
never-ceasing flow of wealth... Yet, with the imsouci- 
ance of a sublime philosophy, your cooks and waiters hare 
never tured away from their works of pastrosepay to 
think of the neighbouring millions. 

Blackwood s Mag., XV. ot 

gastrostenosis (cas*tro-sté-nd’sis), wm. [NL, 
< Gr, yaorgyp (paorp-), stomach, + orfmworr, nar- 
rowing.) Contraction of the stomach, 
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gastrosuccorrh@a = (gas’tro-suk-o-ré’l), om». protuberance on the handle of a riding-crop, 
[NL., ¢ Gr. yaortp (pacrp-), stomach, + L. used for opening hunting-gates. 
suceus, juice, + Gr. pola, flowing.) Abnor- gate-faucet | (git' fact), n. A faucet having 
mally abundant secretion of gastric juice. agate or valve for stopping the flow of the 

gastrotheca, ». [NL.] See gasterotheca. liquid. 
oracic (gas‘tro-thd-ras’ik), «a. [Gr. ga keeper, n. 2, An English collectors’ name 

agrip (yasrp-), stomach, + @épez, thorax.) foran Old World agapetid butterfly, Satyrus 
lating to the thorax and the stomach or ab- megwzra, a species which occurs throughout 

domen. — — western Asia. Also called the 
gastrotoxin (gas-tré-tok’sin), »n. [Gr. yaortjp wall : 
(yaerp-), stomach, + E. toxin.) A eytotoxin gate-motion (git’md’shon), m. A mechanism 
produced by immunization with cells from the by which skeins of yarn are easily removed 
mucous membrane of the stomach, ar —— ‘igh swift or ay ofa —— 

gastro (gas- trot’ ri- kan), a, n, night (git’nit), n. e night ‘ore 
{Gastrotricha + -an.] I. a. of or pertaining iakeowen: when pres and other things, are 
to the Gastrotricha, carried off in sport by children. Dialect Notes, 
I. —— of the Sn TN jek IL. trees! Local, U. 8. 

(gas-trot’rd-kik), . ey . gate-net (jit’net), ». 
yaorijp (yaorp-), stomach, Tpoxtes a wheel, gateway, = cateh 
cirecle,] The larva of a polyehetous annelid gate-nut (git’nut), », The nut on the gate or 
having two rings of cilia, with incomplete slider of a gate-valve, 
rings on the ventral surface, gate-penny (git’pen’i), ». A tribute = by 

Boras Bert a. ([gastrot- customary tenants for leave to pass throug! 
rocha + -all,) or pertaining to a gastrot- one or more of their lord’s gates. 
rocha. gate-tender (git‘ten’dér), n. A gateman. 
caetrotympanites (gneteng-time-oe ot Ma): n. gate-wheel (gat’hwél), ». 1. A wheel in a 
(NL., ¢ Gr. yacrip (yacrp-), stomach, + reu- rail signal-tower or signal-cabin by which 
navirm, tympanites.] Gaseous distention of the gates protecting a highway or street which 
the stomach. cross over the railroad are operated, Jowr. 

gastrozodid (gas-tré-20’oid), nm. [Gr. Brit. Inst. Elect. Engin., 1902-03, p. 620.—2, 
(yeerTp-), stomach, + (gov, animal, + -vid.) A wheel either directly attached to, or geared 
nutritive member of a * of Hydrozea, to, the spindle of a large gate-valve, or to a 
which is provided with a mouth and stomach- hydraulic gate, by which the valve or the gate 

A cher’s net set in’a 
— or rabbits, . 

sac: typically present in the sea-ginger, Mille- may be opened and cl . 
pora alcicornis, and correlated with dactylo- gatha (ga’tti),m, [Avestan gdtha = Skt, 
zodid. See * ron, with cut, gathd, hymn, verse, meter.] One of five metrical 

sections of the Avesta, te (gas ‘ tr$-lat), v, 1.5 pret. and pp. 
gastrulated, ppr. gastrulating. (gastrula + gather, v.i. 4. In wech., to fitinto; fit together: 
-ate2.) To undergo gastrulation; become a used in speaking of the teeth of gears.—5. 
gastrula. Naut., to overtake another vessel: a vessel is 
gastrulated (gas’trij-li-ted), p.a. [gastrulate said to gather on another when it is overtaking 
+-ed?.) Having assumed the gastrula > it, 
especially when the gastrula is formed by gather-dam (gern’ér-iam),». A dam erected 
invagination or embole, for the purpose of collecting water; an im- 

gas-tube (gas’tib), », An instrument forthe pounding reservoir. 
analysis of gases, particularly illuminating- gathered. (ge?Tu‘érd), p. a. Suppurating; 
. * hase baile which contains from 5 *2 ohm marked by - — of Lars 
o volume o| je Volume of aly n. 7, Oneof the median, permanent 
apearbed be the une of a solvent ie indiented vat the grad oes ‘of a horse used to — oc nip off ated port : 4 

turbine (gas’tér’bin), n. See *turbine, grass in feeding. The four median milk-ine! two 

Gasu-basu (gh's0-ba'sb), ».” (E-Tudian.] 
East Indian plant which possesses local anes- incisor. Also called nipper. 
thetic properties. gathering, ». 6. In agri., plowing back and 

gas-valve (gas‘valy),. Any valve for shut- forth around the crown of an existing ridge 
ting-off or regulating the flow of gas. of land, thus turning all the furrow-slices in- 

gas-volumeter ene vol’i-mé-tér), ». Same ward and increasing the height of the ridge. 
as volumeter. G, Lunge, Sulphuric Acid, J. [Great Britain.] 
185, gathering-cry (ga?H’ér-ing-kri), ». A slo 

gas-worker (as‘wér’kér), ». One who is gin; & summons to war. — 
e 0 

gayatri 

Gandete (gi-ié'té), ». The third Sunday in 
Advent: so named from the first word of the 
introit of the mass of that day, Gaudete, “ Re- 
joice ye.” 
gaultherase (gil’the-ris), ». [gaulther(in) + 
~ase.) A glucosidolytic ferment found in 
wintergreen. It causes the formation of 
oil of wintergreen from gaultherin. 

gaultherilene (gal-thé’ri-lén),». [gaulther (-in) 
+ -il + -cne.] A e-name for a colorless 
erystalline hydrocarbon contained in oil of 
winte . Itmelts at 65.5° C., and may be 
identical with triacontane, CygHgo. 

gaujtherin (gil'the-rin),’». Caultheria + 
~in?, crystalline glucoside, C HO, 
contained Ts tbe ——— 
levorotatory and decomposes at about 120° C. 
cunts, n, 3, A form of traveling crane 
in which two horizontal girders carry the 
hoisting-crab which is free to travel along 
them. The pyees are su at thelr ends by a 
braced ve frame which le borne on wheels at its foet, 
the wheels running w a proper track. The traverse 
of the gauntree as a w long the rails, and the trav. 
erse of the crab at —* ht angles thereto, enable It to com- 
* any point ina rectangular area. See gauntree 
crane. 

Gaurian (gou’ri-an), a. [Hind. Gaur, Beng. 
Gand, E. Gaur or Gour, a former city and dis- 
triet of Bengal, < Skt. Gauda, a distriet of 
central Bengal, said to mean ‘Sugar-land,’ ¢ 

ura, of sugar.] Of or pertaining to Gaur, a 
—— cit = district of Bengal; henee, of 

and its language. Used only in an extended 
cette designate the Bongall, Ori a Uriah Hindi, 
Panjabi, Sindhi, Marathi, and Gujaratt of India, 

SEia they Sears tthatiow guudagens 40 inet whtsn ts wh 

Romance languages bear to Latin. 
ish and Assamese show 
vm intlection Ld gs 

+P 210, 

gaussage (gous‘ai), n. The numerical value of 
magnetic density or induction expressed 
in gausses. 

gaussivity (gou-siv’i-ti), x. The intensity of 
magnetizing force expressed in gil 
square centimeter or in gausses. 

So » ts the inductivity, and H [= intensity of magnet- 
izing force) the yausrinity, C being the line Seen of H. 

Bneye, Brit,, XXXL 214. 

Gauss’s equation, integral. See *equation, 
*integral, 
gaubate (gi té-it), wm. [Gauté, Bohemia, + 
-ite®,) In petrog., a fine ned to aphanitie 
rock composed of orth e and lime-soda 
feldspars in about equal portions and subordi- 
nate amounts of ferromagnesian constituents, 
It is intermediate in composition between 
trachyte and andesite: similar to andesite- 

berts per 

— in any capacity in the manufacture 
oO 

gat? (cat), n. [A dial. variant of gatel; ef. B. 
Fries. and D, gat» hole.) 1. An aa or 
pense in a sand-bank; a way from the cliffs 
o the sea, v. Eng.) Eng. Dial. Diet.— 
Sas eat ‘ e anes among — 

ga "tik), m. . prop. fem. of gato, cat: 
see cat.) A large spetted ark, Ginglymostoma 
cirratum of the Weat Indies. 

tel, n.— ‘ate, a mechanical device for 
Sonn tha Row cf Gusot, te quncedl outline being 

tii 6 bear-trap of the pioneer hunters and trap; 
By. 

pipet 
gate, a evice by which Gashing-boards are bh 

gate!,.¢. 3. To place (a warp) in a loom ready 
for weaving.—4, To put (a machine, as a loom) 
in order to do its work properly. 

gateado (wii-ta-ii’do), n. 
€ Sp. gateade, resembling a cat, cat-like, ¢ 
gato, eat.) Atree of the sumac family, Astro- 
nium graveolens, native to Colombia and Ven- 
ezuels, It abounds in a glatinous sap which bas a 
hauecating terebinthine odour. Gateado yields a hard, 
durahte, k-colored cabinet-wood and a bark rich in 
tannin. Also called titigare. 

gAtean (cii-to’),n. ([F., © cake: see wastel.] 
A cake,—GAteau8t, Honoré or de Princesse 

or con. 

ipe for convenience in reaching a gate or valve 
* the pipe by means of a long key; a valve- 

J ox. 

gate-catch (gat’kach), ». A four-pointed metal 

[S. Amer. Sp., appar, 8% 

thering-hair (garn’ér-ing-hiir), n. 
ee soft, flattened, hooked Enirs on the to 
ofa bee or wasp. 4. 8. Packard, Text-boo 
Entom., p. 45, 

gathering-lime (garn’ér-ing-lim), m. In tan- 
ning, lime-liquor which is used repeatedly, 
new lime added for each lot of skins, 
Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 42. 
thering-machine (gaTH’ér-i 

=. In bookbinding, a devine for 

trachyte, trachydolerite, ete, Hibsch, 1897. 
t gauz, x. auda. A simplified spelling of gauze. 

gauze. Ln. 3. In swrg., cheese-cloth, im- 
ed with antiseptic material (such aa 

ric acid, corrosive sublimate, or iodoform), 
or simply sterilized, employed in dressing 
wounds, 
Cheese cloth is almost universally used at the present 

for a wound dreasing and is known to the as 
pause, Buck, Med. H L 1: 

Antiseptic gauze Ss a—~ Millers’ 
gauze, bolting-cloth. — 

Il. a.—Gausze silk, see 

ma-shén’), 
ringing to- 

ther the signatures which make =» a book. 
t is divided into compartments from which the signa- 

tures are taken by means of automatic fingers. 

— late inventions [in bookbindi are a custing- 
in machine, for putting the body of a * into ita cover, 

au, 

gath -table (garn’ér-ing-ta*bl), . ime 
i i i ing- gauze- (giz’ wing), n. —e— a circular revolving gathering on 7 owing. & Ing 

ting (ga‘ting) n. The college punishment gave (gi’va), m See * 
of confining s student within the college gavel! (gav’el), v. f.; pret. and RP. gareled, 
gates. See gatel,v., 2. [Eng.] relled, ppr. gaveling, gavelling. To partition 

ne — hoe —_—_ pois boomed = — = lands of one deceased) according to the prac- 
dism punishment and gating from his mind. tice of gavelkind. See gavell, n., and garel- 

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Oxford, L 197. in 

a, [gavial + - oid.) 
character of a ga- 

“They are a terrible set of fellows,” he [Carlyle] sald, 
“those ope mouthed womdering gm , you 
for Ube sake of looking at you: that is horrible.“ 

Cartyle, in Froude, Life of Carlyle, L 26. 

[slang, Eng.] 
(gow-di’ri-an), a. and a. [Skt. 

Gauda, a district of central Bengal, + -arian.] 
In geol., adivision of the Triassic rocks in south- 
ern Asia. It constitutes the upper member of gayatri (gi’ya-tré’), ». [Skt. gdyatri’, a meter 
the Brahmanian or lowest stage of the Triassic, (esp, that one specified).) A certain verse of 



gayatri 
the Rig-Veda (IIL. lxii. 10) which every Brah- 
man is supposed to repeat mentally in his 
morning and evening devotions: it is regarded 
as very sacred. The verse is, in short, ‘Let 
us cons-der the light of the sun.’ 
gaye (gii’ya), n. [Also gayé, gadyé, gayf ; native 
name,.| A name applied in Guam to certain sea- 
beans, especially to Stizolobium giganteum, a 
woody climber with slender glabrous branches, 
trifoliate leaves,and pale-greenish flowers. The 
hard brown orbicular seeds are sometimes 
ealled oxeye beans or, in Spanish, 
(buckeye), 
Gay-Lussac tower. See *tower!, . 
gayong Soe” gaye git’ yong), me Ce 

ny , an oar: ef. Dlocan 
peared if a tn the Philippine Islands, 
an oar used in the —— — ia ie 

* (gi wingt), a. e frin milk- 
5 — Pingus paunfolle : 80 called from the 
pair of large, usually pink-purple petals of the 
aérial flowers, 

”.— At gaze. (c) By sight : sald of a dog in hunting. 
a, 2, Any structure or part of a build- 

ing which affords or commands an extensive 
pect or outlook, as a turret or lantern on 

the roof of a house, a baleony, a projecting 
window, or the like. 

— a species 
common in Rast Africa, with longer and finer horns than 
any other member of the genus, It is in Masai. 
land by Thomson's gazelle. — G. 
soemmeringit, of Somaliland. It isc zed by long 
cars and massive horns — . apekel, a 
small, the of hose very pa rh species, w! 
flabby. ‘aller’s gazelle, a 7 Soo 

gazet, ». and v.t, A simplified spelling of 
gaze 

(gaz-e-tér’), v, t. gazetteer, n.] To 
describe in gazetteers: as, to gazettecr a 
country, city, or locality, Chambers’s Encyc. 
— (giil-xe-té/nd), ». ([It., dim. of 

tia, a small coin: see tte.) A small 
enetian coin struck under the Doge Leonardo 

Loredano (1501-21). 
G. B. An abbreviation of Great Britain, 
G. B. I, Anabbreviation of Great Britain 
and Ireland, 
G. 0. Anabbreviation (a) of Grand Chancellor ; 
@) of Grand Chapter; (c) of Grand Con- 
uctor. 

g.c.f. An abbreviation of greatest common 
‘actor. 
.0.H. An abbreviation (a) of Grand Cross 
of the Hanoverian cue Order or Grand 
Cross of Hanover ; (b) of Knight of the Grand 
Cross of Hanover. 

G. O. I E. An abbreviation (a) of Grand Cross 
of the Indian Empire; (6) of Knight Grand 
‘ommander of the Indian Empire. 

G.C.L.H. An abbreviation of Grand Cross 
of the Legion of Honer, 

g.c.m, An abbreviation of greatest common 
measure, 

g. cm*, An abbreviation of gram-centimeter 
square: the ec, g. 8, unit of moment of inertia, 

G. 0. M. G, An abbreviation (a) of Grand 
Cross of St, Michael and St, George; (b) of 
Knight of the Grand Cross of St, Michael and 
St, George, : 

G. 0. 8. i An abbreviation (a) of Grand Com- 
mander of the Star of India; (b) of Hwnight 
Grand Commander of the Star of India, 

4.0. V. 0. An abbreviation of Grand Cross 
of Royal Victorian Order, 

G. 0. Z. or O. Z, In astron., abbreviations of 
's Cordova Zones, & series of star-cata- 

logues: sometimes referred to as Z. C, (Zone 
Cordobense *). 

Gd. In chem., a symbol for gadolinium. 
G. D. An abbreviation ( a) of Grand Duchess ; 
(b) Grand Duke ; (¢) of gravimetric density. 
B. An abbreviation of Grand Encampment. 

geanticline (jé-an‘ti-klin), ». [Gr. >#, earth, 
+ E. anticline.] In geol., an anticlinal or 
arching fold which involves a great thickness 
of strata and affects a large area; a broad 
dome formed by the — 775* of the earth's 
— Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geol., I. 

gear,». 5, The diameter of an imaginary wheel 
whose circumference is equal to the distance 
traversed by a safety-bicycle during a single 
revolution of the pedals:as, a72-ineh gear. (Col- 
loqg.]—Anchor-tripping gear. Same as enchor-tripper, 

Gear, Soe Xchange-sperd,— Compen- 
sating-gear, a combination of » ur ov bevel. genmer ath 
used on motor-vebicles, by which the inequality in length 
of the paths traversed by the driving-wheels on curves is 
compensated for, without the alipping of the tires on the 
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grouml One gear, either spur or bevel, fs on that part a the 
axle to which one of the wheels la attached, and another on 
the other half, the axle being discontinuous: if the two 
wheels were fastened to a continuous axle coping — 
ecour. Between these two gears, and m with beth, 
fisathird gear. The driving force is applied, through the 

J both sides of 

a 

mol} 
i: 
= Ms 

F 

a —8 ee 

Hy 

Compensating gear, 
#, shatt<deive from imeter in front of vehiche; 4, usiversal joint 

ve give Rexibdity of alinement: ¢. driving bevel gear on moter 
et extension; «, el-gear driven bye; ¢, hollow ig belted 

to #. tering with it and carrying studs 4. mud foeml | anise for 
compenusating-pénion gg, Compenssting-—pingon carned a 
bodily br a4 ¢ tevotves with a. and drivieg 4 asd » without rofl 
ing on ether when the driving: wheels ran over equal distances in 
one reveluthon;: AW s, Compensating bevel-gears, turning solidl: 
locked with g, except whee refling must occur because the asleen 
on cee side tnust move forward more ur less than the circemference 
of either wheel in one — reason of the rolling of the 
wheels rowed a carve; 4,4’ ashe od driving-wheelx, not continacus, 
but forming two fhalves meeting betwres 4 ands. /. one of the 
Saringehore fast om the hall-axle 4; the other wheel is similarly 
ast om 4°. 

th than ee eas, Se ogee Des re Oy 5 oe 
toothed surfaces of the 

ie the 
gear, such an 

gear m im aa will give 
admission of steam,— 
ment of the cuntrollin 
mechanism aa will perm 

the longest period 
-speed gear, such an 
mechanism ot of the driv’ 
a machine to run at about 

ita full speed.— Herring-bone gear, See rpiral »: 
().—J gear, an engine vulve-gear for cut-off an: 
versing in which po ecoentric(or only one)is used. The 
motion for operating the valve ie derived from a link, ome 
end of which Is attached to the couneecting-rod. ‘This link 
moves a or intermediate Ink carrying, at one 
end, a block to which is attached the valve-rod and which 
slides op and down a slot. ———— Po 
by turning it about that pin, the motion 
can be varied to give different cut-offs and to make the 
engine ran in e irection, The principal tse of this 
gear ‘ines, a few pamping-engines, 
and fewer locomotives. — hich ts a w 
free to slide axially along a — and can hence be en- 

or disengaged at will. in 
= are 

dea — 

Such gears, arranged 
wently ased for Syed the speed of au- 
~, ge (a) A ed wheel in which 

the axis of each te is not a straight line, either paral- 
lel to the axis of the wheel, aa in spur-gearing, or inclined 
to and jntersecting the axis, as in bevel-gear, but is a 
helical line, inclined to the axis and not intersecting ft. 
3 surfaces 4 — —— * up of helical cements 
incorrectly is). kpiral in pairs 

ran very smoothly and quietly, since any ne © tooth “en 
contact with ita fellow om the other wheel for a consider. 
able angle before yume the line folotng the axes, and 
also The two shafts may make = | angle 

toa right angle. (6) A toothed wheel 
lines of any ome tooth are ninde ap of 

two helical lines of equal pitch, one right-handed and one 
left-handed, which meet at the center of the face or 

th of the toothed surface, Such are called 
herring-bone gears, from the V-shape which each tooth 
receives. Ln Uhia Intter form they can only be used when 
the shafte are parallel.—Throw-out gear, a device for 
disengaging one piece of mechanism from another; a dis- 
engaging gear; specitically, the combination of levers and 

y which, in some forms of marine engine with a ain- 
gle eoventric, the motion of the valve from that eccentric 
can be rev and the engine run backwanl.-Train of 
gears, a eet of gear-ewheels having at least three gears. 

train of *oeering.-Trip-valve , Bee tralce 
gear. V le-speed gear, a cear in which the mtio 
—38 number of turn can be Varied within a wide range 

gear-block (gér‘blok), ». A block or pulley 
used in rigging the running-gear of a vessel, 

gear-case (gér’kas), ». A cover or casing 
placed around gears to keep out dirt and grit, 
and also to protect the workmen from being 
caught by the gears and injured. 

n.-~ Humpage a compound bevel- 
= ? ve for —— a —— of angular velocity — i 
speed of rotation.— of gearing, « trunsm 
mechaniaen of toothed wheels in hick tech wheel is re- 
lated to that which precedes it and follows it, as a follower 
and a driver respectively, If the gears are in the same 
Plane, it te awsimple tran: if the driven wheels are not 
drivers, but are on the shaft of a second wheel which 
is the driver of the next shaft in the tin, it is a con 

train. Trains of gearing may be teed to inerease 
power and reduce speeds, as in cranes, crada, winches, 
and motor-cars; or they may lierease speed and redace 

ower, 8 in clocks and watehes. Reversing motions or 
isengagement devices may be intraluced into trains A 

trunsmision from a factory engine to the individual tools 
isa train of mechanism, but, ws wears are seldom used, it 
is not properly a train of gearing. : : 

gear-plate (xé@r’plat), », In engines, a wrist- 
plate; a motion-plate. 

gel 
gear-pump (gér’pump), n. 
usin, 

whic 

ged‘ii), ». A term applied to certain 
gums. See *geddic. = 

this acid, 
Gedinnian (je-din’i-an), «. [F. Gedinne, a 
district in Belgium.) In geol., a subdivision of 
the Devonian system in Belgium, northern 
France, and the Rhineland, It forms the base of 
the Devonian and lies uncomformably upon Cam- 
brian rocks, In the Eifel tt includes the Taunas and 
Hundartick beds with a conglomerate at the bottom. 

geebung — n. (Also genre 
jibbong ; native Australian name.) e fruit 
of several Australian proteaceous trees of the 
genus Linkia, particularly L. falcata ; also, the 
trees themselves. It is tusteless, and seldom 
eaten by any but children, 

throw (jé’thro), ». In lumbering, a heavy 
wooden lever with a eurved iron t, used to 
break out logging-sleds. 

(ga’gen-shin), n. [G., ¢ 
opposite, + schein, shining. The , faintly 
luminous patch on the ecliptic opposite to the 
san, supposed to! be apart ofthe —* light. 

beliewed mye to from minute ——* 
particles at a distance greater than the length of the 
earth sshatow. See woownt ler-gtow, 
gegg (geg), ». The Scotch pronunciation of 

t gag, m., 6. 

Te Sear agen Fone a, Resem- 
= © characters of the Gehy- 

geic gé’ik), a. (Gr. 79, theearth, + Ac.] Per- 
i to the earth.—Gete acid, Same as Awmic 

acid. 
the unset, geikielite (gé’ké-lit), x. [Named for Sir Arch- 

ibald Geskie, a Seottish geologist.) Magnesium 
titanate (MgTiO), found in the form of neariy 
black rolled pebbles in the gem-mines of Rak- 
wana, Ceylon. 

(ga’rii), ». [Pg.] A Port 
Brazilian —— ates 7; oe 
geisha (ga’shii), n. ap. » i, polite 
accomplishments (¢ 63. i, (orig. — arta 
profession) + ska (¢ Chin, , one who,] One 
of a class of accomplished and specially trained 
young Japanese women (commonly called 
singing- or dancing-girls by foreigners) who 
are employed at banquets, and on social, con- 
vivial, and other occasions, to entertain the 
eompany with — — men ete, 

geison (gi’son), n.; pl. geiva (-sih). r. 7ticer, 
often A Danae’ The: Greek name for the cor 
nice of a building: used in treatises on Greek 
architecture, 

A peculiarity of the horizontal geiea lies in the 
fact that their muatules are of different size, varying be 
tween six and four guttae in front. 

C, Smith, in Jour, Hellenic Stadies, XVL 28 

rm (jé-i’sd-therm), », [Gr. pq, the 
earth, + E. tsotherm.) An i inary surface 
supposed to pass through all points within the 
earth's crust which bave the same temperature, 
geisothermal ig-1 -86-thér ‘ mal), a. and 4. 
[As geisotherm + -all.) I, a. Same as 
geothermal, 

Il. n. A geisothermal surface; a geiso- 
therm. 

Geissler's mercury air-pUmp, tubes, vacuum. 
See *air-pump, tube, *racuum, 

e (gi-s}-eper’maia), n. 6 
spermum + -ine2.] A erystalline alkaloid, 
'pHoyQgNe + HO or CygHogO4Nog, contained 

in pores bark. It is levorotatory, and melts 
or decomposes at 180° C. 

geite (jé’it),n. (Gr. yi, earth, + -ite?) A 
name proposed by John Milne for the matter 
which constitutes the nucleus of the earth. 
Nature, April 9, 1903, . 539, 

gel (jel), n. [Appar. detached from hydrogel 
and similar recent formations, where the se¢- 
ond element is made to represent the erude 
stem of L. gelare, freeze, congeal: see con 
geal.) A gelatinous or albuminous protoplas- 
mic substance, especially the protoplasm of 
nerve-cells, 



gel 
If, however, the colloidal les become fused, and 

thus lowe ner gees a se int the "pe colloid 
becomes relatively or —— * * 

gelasin (jel’g-sin), m. [gel(atin) + -ase + -in?.] 
A — of agar-agar. Buck, Med. Hand- 

— e-lat‘i-fi-ka’shon), ». [*gela- 
of (-fie-) (« t(in)} + -fy) + -ation.) Con- 
version into gelatin; the process of transform- 
ing a substance into a —— y-like state. 
latin, gelatin, See chroma- 
—* —X — aluminium oleate, a soft white 
. slike substan as oe seneoky insoluble in wale, 

is used aaa tl labricating-« 
— * —xXR ——ſ po der 

obtained ing & solution * atin with a oe 

be tect emanate ress, It to ——— ew de, 
denuded surfaces. 

for the ee oft * 
em See A ~ nay + a 
a hutrient medium — for the 
typhoid baciliax It con Sgrame of peptone and 
grams of gelatin to the liter of i ~4 urine of 10 
specitic gravity,— 
wrelief. 

tare medium comm i nutrient bouillon and an 
amount of gelatin sufficient to solidify the mediam, — 

relatin, nutrient gelatin prepared with beer-wort. 

— (je-lat’i-nas), n Gelatin + ~a8e. 
A ferment which liquefies tin but whic 
does not digest coagula egg-albumin or 
fibrin in either acid, neutral, or — solu- 
tions. TS covers widely distributed among —2 

to recent reaearcl trypain ib noe aunity, anda —— * 
has been demonstrated ⸗one of Its possible componente, mini 

gelatiniferous (ela -tin-if’e-rus), a. [gelatin 
+L. — bear, + dus.] Producing or yield- 

— v.t 2. To coat with gelatin: as, 
—— paper. 
selatinobromide, gelatinochlorid emulsion. 
* — tinography 1 fi) la- (jel‘a-ti-nog’ra-fi), ». [ge 
— + Gr. ypagia, ¢ ypager, write. ] ‘In phot 
a rapid process ms —— r blocks ie 

gela Ge -a-tin’6-tip) gelatin 
Cir. résrog, .] “In pho - er photomechani- 
cal process - —— 
relief, perly 
seed’ et wood or metal. 
gelation (jé-la’shon), n. 

al 

ge tin film in semi- 
used in printing in- 

(L. gelatio(n-), freez- 
ing, <9 aro freeze.) “The assumption of the 

id state b y cooling below common atmo- 
spheric tengeretens; freezing. 

T do not doabt but that wonderful phenomena of con- 
gelation, regelation, degelation, and gelation — Hh 
but properition, One. take p whenever a 
a snowhall ; that miraculously rapid pt ae in co 

seructare and temperatare of tht p with th on on an 
gentleman's back, Ruskin, Deaealion, L 44. 

(jel’a-tés), m. [gelat(in) + Prag As 
albumose derived ‘from gelatin. Also call 
glutose or glutinose. 

gelechiid (jé-l8’ki-id), n. anda. In. One of 
the Gelechiida. 

II. a. OF or rn to the lepidopterous 
family —— 9 gelatin) + Lu⸗ 

‘ig-ni n = 
— ee — + — Atulonsme for — 

osive of the dynamite class, —— 
rasta of gelatin (96 percent. nitrog] ps hg and 
H r cent, nitrocotton) and 35 of dope 
bat ae per cent, sodium nitrate, 1 per cent. 
ium carbonate, and 24 per cent, wood- aly). 

gelinotte (jel-i-not’), ». ([F. — im. of 
— * hen, ¢ L. —* > Bee gallina OOF or 

The hazel-hen, Tetrastes 
* of grouse common in the pine-fosesta 
and birch woods of the mountain districts of 
Europe and central and northern Agia. 
gel (jel-6-jen’ik), a. pan <e ¢ Gr, rhs, 

ughter, + -yrvjrc, -produe + - 
ductive or ig Da of laughter. G. Halt, 
— — 68. 

{ge-long’), . 
— a monk, 
colsemic {jel- jel-sem Alt ——— + -ic.] 
Derived ellow jasmine. — Gelsemic 
a colorless * ine compound, Cy,Hy alg, obtain 

fluorescent solutions and is possibly i 

gelseminine (jel-sem’i-nin), ». [gelsemine + 
net] An amorphous, very poisonous alka- 
loid, CogHggO4Ng or CogHggOgNog. It is found 
with ge semine in Gelsemium sem, rens, 

tical with eseulin, 

5. The name given by English type- 
—— to a body of type that is intermediate 
between brilliant and diamond.—6, A cake 
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—Island gems, a lane and 
ved gems, first noted In exca- 

¢ Lgean sea, Sher eve since 
found in great numbers claewhere in Greece and 

The island gems are extremely archaic, but vig- 
orous in 3. — the representation of animals they are 
often —** 

gem, t.t. 4. "To ex plot in searching for gems; 
search * gems ‘er ag, gee to gem a river 
or a tract of land, X. 

mii’ rist) [Gemara + -ist. 
One who is learned Ay the Gemara (whic 
860). 

 gem-frait (jem’ frit), n. The coolwort, Tiarella 
‘alia. 

comination, n. 4. In astron., the frequent 
apparent dealing of the canals of Mars. It 
is still debated whether the phenomenon repre- 
sents a real fact on the planet's surface or is 
merely optical or visual.—5. In anat., the 
union or fusion of two contiguous = — 
by the uniting of two tooth. ul Dissimi- 

A consonant, followed — ot the — 
consonant to a mute of 
“nem ‘Tus, > Pag 

gominid (jem Laid}, 2. [Gemind + id?) nid), x. (Gemin- 
member Ge the meteoric swarm which sali 
gives a shower about December 8 from a 
radiant in the constellation Gemini,— 
variable, a variable star which in its behavior resembles 
Geminoram. Its period ranges from 7 hours to 15 days, 

te ——— luster is continuous, and the maxima recur 
pane 

geminipolar ion Sob-oF a2), L. geminus, 
twin, + polus, pole: see polar. j aving two 
like pelos, side by side: said of certain nerve- 
cells. 

n, 3, In biol., one of the hyp hotel 
units of living matter: similar to 

*plasome, conta ti yy end 

 gemmate (jem‘at), v. i.5 . and 
mated, ppr. gemmating. pl Dus forth 

€ gemma, a bud: see rut 8 
forth Dads or 6 propa deg soe aga Poly 
Cgmmated (jem’& {gemmate + j 

th gems; 3 vedeckod d'wi precious stones, 
— ) The arrangement or 

per doteny ot of teat buds,— Calycinal on. 

nection of new corallites by i “Anthorod t the dig 
from the — tissue between the old corallites.— 
Costal_gemm' Same as conench weyemma- 
tion. — Extracalycinal batio wextracaly- 
cinal.— Septal 3 ie asexual reprodac- 

thon of the the dev t of a new corallite 
from one of the septa which becomes enlarged and 
Jectiel ue on bn Saeiene © Rew enyete disk, — 
nal gemmation. Same as gemmation (which 
see, under — gemmation, in the 
Anthozoa, a mode ee remain sheeved % 
certain which tabule are produced 
upward to form pockets from which the new coraljites 
are develo 

ed vammative (jem‘a-tiv), a. [gemmate + -ive.] 
Relating to reproduction by gemmation, 
gemmer (jem‘ér), x. One who searches or 
digs for ays — F 

jem ‘i-por * em 
Am rarian 8 genus —— 
pora. 
The pores resemble these form, 

in tha Sande of seat tetanen tel ee tee Ee 
striated, Dana, Looph., p. 47. 

eo. Semmology (jem-ol’6-ji), m. [L. ge 
+ Ge, -Asyia, ¢ Alves, speak] Tee ecltane of 
gems. 
gemmular (jem’i-lir), a. [gemmule + -ar3,] 
Of or relating to gemmules, 

That while still in this gemmudar condition, these cell 
seeds have for one another a mutual affinity, which ay 4 
to their being collected from all parts of the system by 
the reprodactive glands of the organiam. 

Sinithsonian Rep., 1800, p. 4a. 

remainder fof ‘the whorls in Gasteropeda), .. being 
uniformly adorned by two p posed spiral rows ‘close-set 

cone] paplonoualy nedaled penm,. — the two 
—— carinw iss strong spiral plain kee! 

Proe. Zool, Soe. ——— — IL 372. 

gem- pee (jem‘pan), ». A connected series of 
small shallow pans, are baked. in which 
the eakes calied gems are 

[NI Gempylide@ (jem -pil’i-dé), a a 
Conpolus +-id#.] <A family of Cnackesellike &% 

generator 

Pertaining to or 

Gempylus (jem’ — a. er (Cuvier), 
formation not clear: cf. Gemylus (1865), Gen- 

lodes (1564), genera of Coleoptera.) A genus 
of snake-mackerels, elongate mackerel-like 
fishes with strong teeth found in the open 
seas. The commonest apecies is G, serpens. 

som-calt (jém’ salt), », ook-enit, the mineral 

Gen. An abbreviation (c) of Geneva or Gen- 
eran. 

gen. An abbreviation (e) of gender; (4) of 
genera; (¢) of generally; (f) of generic; (g) of 
genus, 
gender® (gen‘dér), a. (Jay. and Malayan 
gender.) A — musical instrument of 
the xylophone class. It consists of a graduated 
series of eleven strips of metal together by two 
cords tied about them at their nodal points, and pro 
vided beneath with a piece of bamboo for a resonator, 

: Geneal An abbreviation of genealogy. 
eal individual. See *individual. 

(jen-e~klek‘ sis), m [NL ¢ 
Gr. yévog, kind (nature), + Bedesee, selection.) 
Unconscious, automatic natural selection, in 
distinction from telecleris, an intentional or 
artificial selection brought about by man. 
L. F. Ward, — 361. 

genepistasis (jen-e- -sis), mn. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. yev-, produce, + —— cossation: see 
epistasis.} Ceasation of development in the 
history of a species or race. [Rare.] 
— a condition of stable equilibrinm has been reachod 

bes have. . . Genepistaais, resulting in the 
fixtty or or stability i = | coments ila ba under stable con. 
ditions. r, Bool. Lectures, 1406, p. 50. 

— ‘eas e- plat i-si), u. 

tic — a, Of or per- 
— to genepistasis. 

n. 4, In pathol., the involve- 
ment of the entire system in a morbid process 
which was at first local. 

generalizational (gen‘e-ral-i-za’shon-al), a. 
Of the nature of a generalization; used in 
Eon Senna —Generalizational demonstra- 

wdemonatration. 

Seneralize, 9: § . 3. In painting, to render la 
and typiea \ characteristics rather —— 

genera t. o produce; evolve 
electricity, force, friction, gas, heat, ight, 
velocity, ete, 

The two distinct and independent cloctromotive forces 
ted by such a machine are used to supply two dis- 

net and —* t currents to two distinct and inde- 
peadent 

Franklin oa Williamson, Alternating Currents, viii. 

a from the sea-water, If ased for 
ey pe » is condensed and filtered. 

Manual of the Steam Engine, II. 141. 

= In music, — a tone fundamental to a chord, 
to suggest or fix (the remaining tones of the 

ony). 
eneration, n, 10. The individuals of a given 
— apecies which have been formed at 
the same time and under similar conditions, 
as in the solidification of an igneous rock, or 
the deposits in a mineral vein, Amer. Geol., 
June, 1904, p. Gen * » lo 

genera’ (jen-e-ra’ahon-al), a. jenera- 
tion + -aD.) Of or ——— to generation. 

co penratoa ton eon “equa. 
tions" should be given ‘generational relations,’ 

Science, June 5, 1008, p. 906. 

Generative rupture. See *rupture. 

pyloid — * isi, gempy: 
—— the 

Same as 

rator, n.- ject., 
an — ———— dynamo in which and fre- 
quency of alternation are mot fp fixed jom 1 eneh 
other,— generator, 
two pole-pieces between which 
The esential —— of a bi 
currents are shown in the cer ont = 
— Closed. generator, gener ve shocessive 
colls in the armature of which are conmected in series. 
The dynames of Gramme and Siemens are —— of 

in —** a dynamo having 
the armatare revolves, 

generator for direct 
See cut on next 

ch coll generators, — ‘tial generator, 
tric machine with « differentially compounded Imn —* 
ing. Sor electric #motor.— Doub —— 

am electrie —— built to supply direct as 
as alternating (usually polyp ate) currents Ib 

peal of a magnetic feld in which revolves an arma- 
ture which is connected to collectar-rings for the alternat- 
ing and te a commutater for the direet current. See 
ent om next page. — Generator See *gas.— In- 
— ‘ator, in elect. any alternating-current 

ving an alternating f held and two sete of 
Cnaines (primary and secondary) which rotate with 



-€ 

Bipetar Generatoe, 

a, base; 4 pole-plece; ¢, protective roping. @. Seld-yoke;: ¢, 
pillow-bieck; /, bearing-<ap; ¢, pet-cock; «4, brush-helder sted 
and haadie; ¢, commutator: 4.anmature: /, wire screen; ov, arina- 
tere-lead; w, series field-tlead; a, shent feldlead; ¢, loadawinch; 
# terminal; +, pilotlamp: 4, pole-piece bolts; ¢, driving-pulley, 

respect to one another,— 
alternating-current machine produc 

Double-current Generates, 

#, mageetframe ; 4, pole piece; ¢, armature; @, commutator; ¢, 
bearing; 4. shaft; ¢, direct-current bfesh-adjusting haedle; 4, 
direct-corrent brushes: #, direct-current beads: 4, péllow-bleck; 
. base; om, belt-tightemer track; w, Geld-leads: ©, collector-ring |} 
J: siternating-currest brush i g. nameplate: 7, cilgages A paler 
#, bebt-tightener bolt; w, keeper-bolt ; rv, altermating-<current brush- 
wijusting Randle. 

motive forces with a single-phase flow of en . The 
currents from such generators are particularly 
the starting and operation of induction motors,— 

r, in efect,, a combination of two machines con- 
sisting of & motor and generator mounted on a common 
shaft, The asual arran 
current motor, thus Lag a —— — ee . 
~- Openrooil genera: >, & generator the ends of ie 
armature Windings of which are not joined, each to the 
following, but are connected separntely to the commutator. 
bare or collector-rings. — generator, in ¢lect., 
a machine which —— two or more alternating cur- 
rents that differ In phase. Palsa’ it 
Tator, in elect., a generator producing d 
vary periodically in *5 The open-coil arc-lighting 
— —— and rf Bruah are examples — 
ng-eurrent generaters,— Single-phase goepra' , 

elect., an alternating-current —— which lees 

curred 

calzone current, or produces currents all of which are 
tn same pluse.— phase generator. See tri- 
phase *yenerator.— Trt erator, in elect., an 
al ig-current dynamo from which, by suitable com 
hectiona with the armature, three currents, in separate 
cireulte and differing from one another in phaae by 60", are 
produced, 

generator-unit (jen’e-ri-tor-i’nit), nA part 
of a plant for generating electric power (us 6 
single engine and the dynamos supplied by 
it) which is designed to be operated as a unit, 
and which enn be thus operated without ref- 
erence to the remainder of the P ange or can 
be stopped without influencing the operation 
of the remainder. 

Generic image. See *#fmaye.— Generic whole, the 
whole of a logical genus. 

Genesee shale, See *shale?. 
Genesial cycle. See *ryclel, 
genesic (je-nes‘ik), a. [Irreg. ¢ genes(is) + -ic. 
The normal adjective from genesis is genetic.) 
Pertaining to genesis or reproduction; genetic. 

Attention should be directed [to] . . . the evidences of 
awakening genesic tondeticy, 

Med, Reeord, Jaly U1, 1008, p. 6 

nesis, .—Social 
Set of the natural origin and development of society. 

L. F. Ward, Outlines of Sociol, p. 19) 

ge {jen-eth-li’a-kal-i), adv. As- 
trologically ; by horoseopy. 

ment consists of an alternating- & 

, udivision of social science & 
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He was not only a bold adventarons practitioner in 
physic, but also... an adept, who read the stars, and 
expotnded the fortunes of mankind, genethliacally, aa he 

led it, or otherwise, t, Kenilworth, xi. 

genethlialogic (jé-neth‘li-a-loj’ik), a. Of or 
pertaining to genethlialogy, or the casting of 
nativities. “a6 thi g-loj’iekal) 

~ne i- *i- , 
Same as *genethlialogic. iid 

tion. See #0, 
method. (/) That method of philosoph 
endeavors to avoid aasumptions an 

a, 

tion.— Genetic 
inquiry which 

teantent to the examl- 
nation of facts, and so far aa it is unable to free itself from 
——— hes a them as subject — — & 

e experienes, proceeding, as aa posible, 
the method of taking up verifiable h 
by observation and of thoroughly testing them —— 
mentally. ⸗· Aenotae pi 

See wpitl, eprogreas, 
etic. An clement in recent adjectives 

which correspond to nouns in -genesis (see 
genesis) and -geny (see -geny), aa biogenetic, 
phylogenetic, ete. See genetic. 

cs (jé-net’iks), nm. That portion of evo- 
lutionary seience which deals with natural Ge 
development uncomplicated by human — 
aoe or artificial process. LL. #. Ward, t- 
ines of ny p. a , ‘ 
en: (jen-e-top’a-thi), =, [Irreg. 
= yéeveoeg (yeveri-), reproduction, + — 
suffering.) Disease connected with the re- 
productive functions. 
The source of this as of all the other genctopathies may 

be nital or even hereditary, but often its 
origin fs in the nervous system. * 

G, Hall, Adolescence, L 408, 

bia (jen’e-td-fa’bi-k), m.  [Irreg. 
< Gr. —— (yrverr-), origin, + ~pojia, < goBeiv, 
fear.) A morbid fear of, or aversion to, 
study of origins. 
This genetophobia pervades . . . much of the best an- 

clept and contemporary Peg ter and theol 
thought. . & Hall, Adoleseence, LL. 4. 

Genial the p of four genial tubercles. 
genicular Ge-nik’a-lar), a, [genieulum + -ar8,} 
In bot., growing on or at n node; occurring in 
the tissue of the node: as, genicular cells. 
geniculum (jé-nik’d-lum), n. ; pl. genieula (-li). 
(NL., ¢ L. genientum, a little knee, a joint of 
& stem, dim. of genu, knee.) 1, In bot., a node 
or joint of a stem.—2. In anat., a sharp bend 
in any small organ, such as that in the facial 
— where it passes through the temporal 

ne. 
geniola’ 
genius, 
of genii. 

(j6-ni-ol’a-tri), wm. [L. ius, a 
Gr, Aarpeia, worship.] Ths werchip 

on (jé-ni’on), m.; pl. genia (-), [NL., ¢ 
Gr. yéreror, the chin, éy voc, chin: see genial?) 
In craniom., the point of the spina mentalis 
interna. Von Torok. 
enioplasty, ». 2. rative restoration of 
a poreion Cy cheek which — 

jen’ip), ». Same as genip-tree, 
eon (Je-nis'té-in), n, ([Genista + -in2,] 
A erystalline ecoloring-matter, C)4H 90g, ob- 
tained from the flowers of Genixta lnetoria 
(dyer’s-broom): tribydroxyphenylketocou- 
marin 

(HO)oCgHe ¢ & > CH. CgH,.OH. 
z 

genit. An abbreviation of genitire, 
ital band, in Gephyree, one of the ridges or bands of 

cells attached to the interior of the body-wall which give 
rise to the ova and spernatonas, 
Stretching across the ventral aspect of the ccelom, at 

the point where the ventri retractors are attached to 
the body-wall, f@ a band of celle with relatively lange 
iiclel, These cells constitute the pens band and are 
derived from the peritoneal epithelium. 

Proc. Zod, Soc. London, 1906, 1. 37. 

genitivally (jen-i-ti‘val-i), adv. As regards 
the genitive ease; with reference to the geni- 
tive. 

genitive, «. 2. Connected with or relating 
to generation, 

These powers are at their beat at the time of strongest 
genitive opalses and greatest conceptive power, 

U, &. Hall, Adolescence, 1. 400, 

genitocele (jen’i-té-sél}, 1. [genit(al) + Gr. 
noitoc, hollow.) In zeil., a brood-cavity, or 
storage-chamber for eggs, 
genitospinal (jen‘i-t6-spi‘nal), #. Noting a 
nerve-center in the spinal cord which con- 
trols the organs of generation and also in part 
the bladder and lower bowel, 
enizah (ge-né’zii), n.; pl. genizoth ( 
né‘zot), [Aram., ¢ ganaz, set aside, hide, 
save.) Among Jews, a sacred object, such as 
a defective scroll of the law, which has been 
rendered unfit for liturgical use. Such objects are 

gentian 

Pp. izara, fem. of genizaro, & janizary. 
‘A small la ( —— 
Gen'l. An 

type. 
founded, or a 

ope ve in pyre 9, igs p. 900. 
gen potosyne ( n--lek’t6-tip), m.  [Lrreg. ¢ 
Gr, yévog, kind, genus, + 2exroc, —— Titer, 
type.] One of a series of species selected 
to be the type of a genus su uent to the 
deseription of that genus, Schuchert and 
Buckman, in Science, June 9, 1905, p. 901, 

(jen-o-si'ris), a. [NL. (Labillar- 
diére, 1804), incorrectly formed ¢ Gr, yév,, 
kind, genus, + Jris, a genus of ants.) A 
— of monocotyledonous plants, See 
*atersonia. 

genosyn (jen-é-sin'tip), ».  [Trreg. ¢ Gr, 
yivor, kind, genus, + aiv, with, + rita, 
type.) One of a series of species upon which 
a genus is founded, no one species being the 
genoholotype, or species on which the genus 
is based, wchert and Buckman, in Science, 
June 9, 1905, p. 901. 

Irreg. genotype (jen‘$-tip), ». 1 re < Gr. piveg, 
kind, genus, + rior, type. e type speci- 
men or original description or illustration of 
a genus, e type specimen, under type. 

puictt species have at various a Teferred to 
mnngena, mostly a vw inew ent grounds; 

hence the original conception of th become 
obscured and i# without much present — 
the original description and figure of Billings be takes 
“a Merling pee, the subsequent vicissitudes of tha 

* 
Amer, Jour, Sci. July, Woe p. L 

gengon (jen’son), ». [A dial. form of geatian.] 
The borse-gentian, or feverroot, Triostewm per- 
foliatum, 

tian, .—American gentian, in phar., 
Soponana, the sapwort-gentian, used aaa substitute 
the oMicinal gentian, —— including other specie. 
Also (improperly) the American columbo, Fresent Caro 
‘neneis,— Autuinn gontian, Gentiana Amereia, alow 
Old World species, used medicinally,— Barrel. 
the closed gentian, G. Andrew, so called frosn the barrel- 
shaped flowers, The soapwort-gentian, G. Saponaria, has 

barrel.dowered gentian for the same renson.— 
Bastard gentian. (a) Ventiana acuta. See northern 
wyention, (6) The pineweed or orange Sarothra 
gentianoides,— Blind gentian, the closed gentian, Gen 
tiana Andrewsit,— Blue geutian, in phar, same ⸗ 
American *yention (excluding Provera); also the five 
Sowered gentian, and generally om blue-thowered pen 

Aouire ——— a bie — — ue flowered spec 
Gentiana Eltiottic, of Wiesoutheaatern United States ofthe 
sume general type as the soapwort-gentian.— PY 2 
ered the a Genti 7 af Sultan ee eens mem err 
also called stiff’ gentian 
and gall- Tt is an 
attractive plant with 
rather slender tubular 
flowers in clusters of 
about five. Ite root ix 
said to be mtich ased in 
domestic  practioe, — 
Gentian aniline 
water. See gentian 
*violet.-Gentian 
bine, Violet, See # hue, 

‘tian, the ordinary 
Fringed gentian, Gen- 
tiene crinita, Compare 
sualler fringed *®gen- 
tian. — gen- 
tan (1) Gentiane 
Paewnonanthe of moist 

ottels i Europe, See 
reest-bella, (hb) The 

wmupwort-gentian.  (¢) 
Same 3 atria, " 
tita.— ern gen- 
Han, Gentiane acuta, 
aplantoft wide distribu. 
tion in the northern 
regions of both hemi- 

Five-fowered Gentian (Genfeene 
wet orgmesfolia). 

@. plant, one fowrth manual sie: ¢ 
corolla, expanded to show the sales 
and pistil, about materal size, (Fm 
firitcon and Brown's “ Itustran 
Flore the Northern Sees aod 

as -Mexicn «It is a Canada.” 
small tine - dowered 
26 often with purple stems and foliage, and 
closely related to, and by some identified with, theastesmn 
gentian or common Kuropean felwort,— One-flowered 
penton, a ——— species, Gentiana Porphyrie, af the 
ower Atlantic const, beating asingle funnel-shaped ower 
of blve mixed with some green and yellow.— Smaller 

gentian, (ratiena detonea, resembling Ur 
fringed gentian, but smaller: native Both in Europe at’ 
in northern North America. Snake gen’ the rath 
snake-root, Nabalus serpentariua Seaport geatian 



gentian 
See gention. This and the closed gentian, stri ntian, 
and other related spoctes ditfer greatly in it from the 
— tian, betng lower, more slender, and less erect 

with obl ain narrowed at the base and bearing 
fr club-shay fowers at or near the summit of the 

—— while 
widely from 

eir nearly closed flowers te them 
the fringed gentians and the five-Bowered — 

tian. In the Southern mountains the species of his 
are called Sesavn's enakeroot. See American ‘yention.— 

the soapwort-gentian, Gentiana Sap- 
*yention,—Btif gentian. Same 

as Aee- flowered —— .— Striped gon Gentiona 
loea, of the eastern United States, especially southward: 

a plant of the habit and property of the soapwort. ** 
(ace abore), bat with flowers more open, and wreental 
striped within.— White the laserwort or os 
frankincense, Lasersativns lat(folrn, See Laserpitivm. 
aoe same as horaeyeatian (which see, — genturn). 

eet only medtetnally.— 
a "The 

ellow — 
inal species, Gentiana lutea. See gentia 

—5* pt in a hi — ey — 
at a a ultter toni ic. (6) The American columba, 

Gentin Carolinensia. 

tianales (jen-shia-na'léz), pl. (NL. 
— 1833),<Gentiana+-ales. } An pt of 

icotyledonous, chiefly sympetalous plants 
characterized by regular flowers, mostly 5- 
merous, the atamens borne on the base of the 
corolla and as many as its lobes, and 2 distinct 
ovaries. It embraces? leaps By of which the Gentian- 
acem, Oleacem, Apocynacest, und Asclepiadacem are the 
most important, 

gentianic (jen-shi-an’ik), a. Pertaining to or 
Raid from gentianin.—gentianic acid, an incor- 
reot uname for #yeatianin, 

gentianin (jen’shia-nin), ». The pale-yellow 
———— coloring-matter of the root of Gen- 
tiana lutea. It is used as a tonic, melts at 267° 
C., aaa is dihydroxymethoxyxanthone, HO.Cg 

H3¢ Co? CoHy0H. OCH. Also ealled gentisin 

and gentianic acid. 
gentianose (jen’shia-nés), n. [gentian + -ose.] 
7 wp relorican; dextrorotatory compound, C)gHso 

erystallizing in plates which melt at 
oa Tt is found in the root of Gentiana lutea. It 
fermenta ay! and yields a mixture of geatiobloge and 
Lfractose when hyd It is a hexotriose. 

tiobiase (jen’ti-d-bi’is), n. [gentiobi(ose)+ 
* ] Aferment whieh inverts atietone to 
the corresponding di harides. 

gentiobiose ao (genti(an) + 
3 ] A hexobiose derived from dex- 
trose. 
gentiogenin en-ti-oj‘e-nin), ». [genti(an) + 

+-in?.) amorphous cleavage-product, 
*y4Hy_05, of the glucoside gentiopicrin, ob- 

tained from the root of Gentiana lutea, 
gentiol (jen’ti-dl), m. foentivan) + -ol.) An 
— compound, Co9Hy;(OH) Cblained 
from the flowers of Gentiana verna, Te melts at 
215°-219° C, 

gentisate (jen’‘ti-sit), (gentis-ie +-atel,) 
ut es of gentisic acid, 

goin (len tis ‘é-in), n. [gent(ian) + Gr. iso, 
— -¢- +-in?.] A straw-colored com- 

pound, HOC, Hs <0, >CyHe (Of), whieb 
erystallizes in needles and melts at 315°C, It 
is a dye and is also called 1, 3, 7, tribydroxy- 

—— Sam * gentianic acid. e aa ianie acid, 
eentisin (jen’ ti-sin), nm, fame as * gentianin. 
gentleman’s-cane n’tlangnz-kiin), ». The 
sprinces-feather, Poly P 

orextrorsum, 
Same as wyeren ee ee or 
Same aa *% gen oilgin,— 
extension of the unos 1 forming « projecting angle — 
ward.— , knock-knee.— Genu varum, out- 
ward bending of the legn; bow lege 

a, 2, Pertaining to or resembling a 
in any sense).—Genual sulcus, see #rul- 

che 

genuin, a. A simplified spelling of genuine. 
in 4“. Porm genus, a cents or group consisting of 

——— — — te genus, in fogie, the next 
her — the genus next above a given species, 

same as Aighest genus ; a genua that 
in any other genus, fa not — — 

Genyatremus (jen-i-at’ré-mus), nm. 
<Gr. yérec, chin (see chin), + a- priv. + a 
peat A genus of fishes of the family rina, 
muti commonly known as the grunts, 
They are similar to fishes of the — Aniso- 
tremus, but have a curved tail, G, luteus is 
found in the West Indies. — 
Genyonemus ( jen’ i-d-né’mus (N 
€Gr, yére, chin, + vive, thread. af a genus of 
amall eyanoid fishes known as kingfishes, 
found on the coast of California, where G. lin- 
eatue is valued as food. 
Genyophrynida (jen‘i-d-frin’i-dé), ». pl. (NL. 
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hryne, =e genus, +-ide.) A family 
by tal fee Amphi which contains species 
with dilated saeral vertebre and v small 
teeth on the front portion of the under jaw. 
The few species are found in the Australian 

on. 
(jen-i-dr‘ nis), ». hele sl rl 4 

chin, t4pmg, bird.] A genus of large struthious 
birds, apparently related to the emu, known 
from remains in the Pleistocene deposits about g 
Lake Callabonna, Australia, 
genus is G. Gente ) (Gr. 94 hin, 
en laaty (jen’i-plas-ti), ». Tr. yh, e 
. —— formed: + -y3, ee plasty. 
seobiologic (j6"6-bi-G-loj’ik), a. Of or pe 
ing to geobiology. 

A forest soil, stich aa we find in western North Carolina, 
ia an ex) refore, not only of the ph: 

ag in. fis forvoation. bat we are ove 

goobtologie| —— which have been at in x 
Bot. Gazette, Oct, 1904, p. 256, 

seobiog Gj wey (Gr. ya ( eur), earth, 
land, + ioc, tite The animals and 
of the land, considered collectively Pry in 
contrast with the animals and plants of the 
water, 
The term halibios seems to be suitable to designate the 

The type of the 

limnobios, or the organic world of fresh water, and wi 
totality of the marine fauna and flora, as contrasted wih — ee etic line, ‘ian), n 

— of the totality of the land-dwelling or terrestrial * .] One 
plant and animal work 

Hassel (trans), Planktonic Studies, p. 678 

botanic (j6"6-b6-tan‘ik), a. (Gr. 77% (ew), 
“earth, + E. botanic.) Same as geobotanical, ‘ 

Sci. Mo., May, 1904, p. 71. 
seobotanist (jé-6-bot’s-nist), # (geobotan(y) 

* +-ist.] A student of geobotan 
investigations have boon giren to The most thorough 

the chernozem soils by Russian 
U.S. Dept. nace Plant Industry, Bulletin 3, p. 1&8 

botany (jé-6-bot’a-ni), 1. iS. 7 H (yew) 
earth, + E. —E — 53* hieal botany 
or phiytogeography, including ts weological 
aspect. 
The d of Asia. 
— — Sa Me, ee 

(j8’6-kiir-pi), n. 4fS5 (yr), —_, —* 
ground, + «a, ruit, ae he habit of 
certain plants of ne their fruit in the 
ground for protection. The peanut is the 
most familiar example. Jour. Roy. Micros. 
Soc., Aug., 1904, p. 427. 

f centric. | T. a. a me oy 8 we —— — 
n, Anadherent of the theory that the 

earth is the center of the universe, 
ntricism ( é-6-sen‘tri-sizm), , [geocen- 

tric + -ism.] © geoceutrie theory. 
We have moreover, fe gener these questions to 

clear our minis entirely , theological ona 
philosophical aa well as Cary of our notions of th: 

as the center of the universe and the grand A 
of providential action. 

Geldwin Smith, in The Forum, July, 1808, p, 608 

geochemical (jé-6-kem’‘i-kal), a, (Gr, yj (yew-) 
earth, + E. ¢ emical.) IE Presenting both geo. 2, 
logical and chemical relations. Jour. Soc. 
Chem. Industry, VIL. 338, 

hemism (je-5-kem’ pel n. [Gr. 14 (yew), 
earth, + chemiem. eal energy as the 
cause of changes in, and as determining the 
condition of, the — of which the earth's 
crust is comp 

All of these processes are the work of gravity, heat, 
light, electricity and magnetism, and combined they pro- 
duce a set of chemical clan which, as @ mode of mo- 
tion, We call chemism, which must be distinguished from 
affinity, for affinity means cholee, while chemism means 
energy, and valency — numerical proportions. 
Heat — ex —— predices contruction 
in the materi: the roc! st, _ conjoined, they 
produce —— ——— is the fondamen — 
energy. » Powell, Troth and Error, p, 50, 

geochemistry (ie 4-5 hams’ is-tri), ». [Gr. 
(j)1w-), earth, + ny The ¢ 
study of the earth, that is, the science of its 
chemical composition and of the chemical 
causes and effects of terrestrial processes. 

The problems of geophysics and geochemistry involve 
the applications of pure Payeles and pure chemistry from 
the minutest parts of the earth to the masa of the carth as 
a whole, Rep, Carnegie Inet. 100, mn 27, 

seochrone (jé’6-krén), ». (Gr. yj (pre), eart! 
+ ypdvoe, time.) A name proposed posed for th th 4 
standard time unit used in measuring geologic 
time and comparing different eras. 

The time ratio adopted by Prof. James D. Duna for the 
Paleowsic, Mesoroic, and Cenoxoic jods in, 12, 3, and 
respectively. Prof. Henry & Williams applies the term 
geochronology, giving the standard time unit used the 

ethnic], Of or pertaining tot 

— | geog! 

geogram 
' genders, _ The geochronwe ys him in obtain. 
gg me eta e uronulogy period 
sented by —* — — time ot gives 15 forthe 
Paleotolc, 3 for the Mesoroic, and 1 for the Cenonaic, 
including the Quaternary and the Ah 

Suvuthsonian Rep., 1808, p. 831. 

(jé*6-kr)-nol’6-ji), ». Geologie 
chronology; fe application of time measures 
to geoloy ¢ succession. 
1893, p. 331. 

ge = 
+ xpdvoc, Ag 
tion of the ea’ 

Smithsonian Rep., 

“aches (Gr. yi (pew-), earth, 
“Phe — — classifica- 

4 veoh history [e sai 
geocratic (jé-0-krat‘i a. A a (yrer), n 
xpareiv', predominate, * -ic.] Rela ting to times 
or conditions in which land predominates or 
continents enlarge. 

Hydrocratic anil geocratie movements alternated dur- 
ing Jurmsaic times, with a decided balance in favour of 
the former, and a recession of the canst-line towards 
the north. Geog. Jour, (KR, G8.) XL 1a, 

geod. An abbreviation of geodery, 
geodal (jé’}-dal), a, Characteristic of or per- 
taining to a geode or formed by the same pro- 
cesses which give rise to geodea, 

geometry. See *geometry. Geodesic 
“esos ivan a.—Geodetic tio iatiinde, See #latitude,— 

(geodetic + 
—— in geodesy; a geode- 

a estimates that to complete the undertaking the co- 
operation of five geodeticsans for four complete yenrs will 
be necessary. Geog. Jour. (i. G. &), XVI S56 

" geodic (jé-od‘ik), a. [geode + ie.) Of, per- 
taining to, resembling, containing, or that has 
contained a geode: as, geodic cavities; geodie 
— 

like thin star, ie geodic.” “ Fassing wonderful f 
I ae straining’ after the stars, how much there la 
in the stones! Geodte Androids!” 

& Judd, Margaret, IL iit 

é’d-dist), wm. [geode + -iat.] A stu- 
dent or —— Di of geodes. 

Fairburn’s experiments . . —* this tetrahedral 
collapee for short tubes ; and... itis considered proba- 
ble by some geodiats, Geog. — ¶. G. &) XITL 22a 

( ‘i-kan), a. and», L 
. Of or belonging to the heteropterous series 

Geadronicn, 
I. * One yang Geodromica, 

geoduck (jé’6 i,” Same as * 
jé’6-di-nam’ik), —AA ry — 

, + E. dynamics.) 1, e dy- 
namics of the earth, or the forces —A 

earth.—2, 8 
distinguish 
555 observatory, an 
lished for the recording and inve 
ena to the sotid earth, speci 
of se and —— ap 

Cavaliere de Rossi, of Rome, has established a “ geo- 
dyna —— a cuve yee — above * * 
at at Rocen on external an extinct vo 

* H. Dorwin, The Tides, p 127. 

amical — i-kal), a. Same as 
*geodynamic, 

nam’iks), n. The study geodynamics (jé-6-di- 
of the dynamics and physics of the processes 
and phenomena attending the gradual evolu- 
tion of the earth and the changes that are still 
going on. 

(jé-6-eth nik), » jocctorenh) 3 + 
e geographical 

relations of tribes and peoples. 
‘orm (jé-5-form), ». Same as *ereoform. 

(j6"6-glo-sa’ 86-6), nm. NL, 
< Geoglossum + -acew.] A family of eshy 
ascomycetous fungi named from the genus 
Geoglossum. The ascomata are club-shaped 
or —— and bear asei opening by a termi- 
nal See ete 

phic (jé-6-glif’ *ik), a. (Gr. yj (yew-), earth, 
+ »/v¢r), acarving, + -ic.] In geol,, noting those 
characters marked on the rocks from which 
may be read former conditions of the earth and 
its life, as a fossil bird-track or rain-print. 
Dana, Manual of Geol., p. 9. 

osist (jé-o¢ ‘no-sist), mn. [geognos-y + 
-ist,] One versed in geognosy; » geognost. 
45 von Bueh, the first geognorist of the century,. 
and hardly less famous ten Humboldt. 

Pop. Sei. Mo., May, 1004, p. 85, 

feowrafic, g eografy. Simplified 
= ines o —— geographic, , geography. 
geogram (jé’6-gram), ». (Gr, )§ (jr), eart 
+ jpduua, a writing.) In qeol., a special 



geogram 

name suggested for those continuous sections 
of sedimentary strata which furnish a time- 

Geogra; e@cology. See *ecology. 
, Same as whiogeography.—Geo- 

teeiimatology, Wrariation,—In- 
ternational mile, See #mile. 
geographize, vr. intrans. To study Reog- 
raphy; carry on more or less systematic o 
servations and researches in geography. 

» ® 3, The main features of a 
locality as regards its ge phical position 
—— general —— the — ————— 
rom geogra reKe -— Applied geog- 

» keography considered cr relation to commerce 
+ commercial geography. 

The term “ ied “has been ‘ed to 
designate phi a pt am the fact “being that 
every aspect of —— phy bam fie app! ied to 

mae Brit., XXVIULL, ees, 

surface, such as latitudes and longitudes, and the conse- 
geen pesaneritinet day and night, climates, and seasons 
in different regiona — geography, the 

phical study of the fuction, distribation, and 
e of commodities Mathematical secgraphy, 
those ents of geographical science which need 

with the determination mathematics, and are concerned 

Thas defined, phy has two chief divisions, Every- 
thing aiwat the earth or any inorganic part of it consid. 

jongs under srpanic geogreph in ws under CT iy. . 
volves a consideration of relations in ch things 
that belong ander its two divisions are involved. 

Amer. Geol., March, 1904, p. 168, 

geography. Same logeography. 
geoid,. 2. —— * * 
geoidal (jé’oid-al), a. [geoid +-al,] Relating 
or pertaining to a geoid. 

é-6-i's6-thérm), n. [Gr. (j * 86 ), ». (Gr. > 

. IL. trans, To study or investi- 
gate — as, to geologize a district. 

- & J tenall ed CEES: Se abs acetic a canes — oe 
sometimes called litholegic or petrographic 

, economic 
———— por ta relations to the usefal rocks 

minerals or quarrying ; practical or ap- 
plied geology, vtec. 

2. The geological conditions or features of 
a place: as, the geology of a district. 

ie tinction particle onamndaumes and discussed, 

Under “ Areal geology” will be discussed the stratig- 
raphy, igneous rocks, and structure; and under “ Koo 
——— will be treated the charucter and oceur- 
renee of ore and it mining activity. 

Contrib, to Econ. Geol., U. 8 Geol. Sarv., 1002, p. B.- 
logy, considered with 

reference to —— Jeorntolog y.— Dia- 

Experimenta] geo! 
that method of geological investigation which seeks tore: 
produce natural phenomena by artificial or experimental 
processes. Pormational | geology, 
ogy under which is included the study of the successive 
geologicn] formations : practically synonymous with strati- 
graphic geolury. 

ge c (jé’6-mag-net’ik), a, (Gr. p7 
(yee-), the earth, + E. magnetic.) Of or per- 
taining to terrestrial magnetism, Nature, 
April 21, 1904, p, 581, 

st (j6-6-mag’ne-tist), ». A spe- 
cjalist in the magnetic phenomena of the earth. 
The geomagnetiat Palins 

Sei, Amer. Sup., Sept. 19, 1908, 23176 

520 geophysicist 
geometer, ".— Chain-dotted geometer, an American ‘nfinitesimal geometry ; applications of the differential 

Toth, Cingilia catenaria, having anow-white and integral calculus to curves and surfaces. — 
wings marked with lines and dots of Diack. Ite G@Ometry, geometry in which for straight on the plane, 
larva feed on a variety of shrubs and trees. ~ Chickweed- test on the surface is substituted, — on 
geometer, an American etrid moth, Hamatepis & the dual of pare jective geometry on a 7 
Qrataria, Feddiah yellow fo color with pink trengreree by im = ee ee 

on w t occurs from Maine to geometry, geometry ite larvae food on chick weed. — * curves and stirfaces regarded of the geometer, as f 
an American geometrid moth, Brephos infens, having a ‘%Pecial and angular velocities of lines which more 
—— * =e) pee wae markings 0 the in — with fixed vs, Laupcine-Brocaré 
lore marked with orange, It is geometry triangle, inaugo- 
found in the northeastern Valted States and in Camedia Fated by Lemoine in 1AT%, es — te 3073. 

bachevekian Lote- Its —Lo 4 a 
popler. It is the most prim geometrid found chevskian space or universe,— geom- in North American fatna : hence the ——— etry, 2 geometry in which Enclid’s postulate with regard — Notched-wing geometer, an American geornetrid ty parallel Mraight lines is not assumed. me | * Ennemoe ri A largest ideon — Rational A ona titbedt — — af the and dev without the use of num bers, and 

without ratio: in it four magnitudes by definition form 
proportion if the prodact of two equals the product of the 
other two.— Riemannian the geometry in 
which Euclid’s tactt assum that the straight line = 
infinite is denied. it a Same = on 
Cn ree , geometry dew 

the use of a symbolic — of symbeds us 

geomorphic (j6’6-mor-fik), a. (Gr. y4. the 
earth, + wopes, form.) Of or relating to the 
figure of the earth or to the study of land-forms. 

- Gh { on pe — most; 40 that it would apparently not be straining the 
— Vite Cominco Meche * evidence to take 40,000 years PA a rude measure of 

the time since the —— of the retreat fof the Wie 
species in the North American fauna Its larwe Sebsin ice-sheet] from the outermost moraine of the 

Lil Mage. cohen geliow te tele ith tae et ee ete Ws of Goal, Och-Wev., 1000, ROM 
1 American geometrid (j6’6-mér-fist), ». [Gr. 3%, the of ® delicate pal color, whose larva feeds — F Sf the, > © earth, + pope}, form, + -ist.) Same as on the fruit and foliage the raspberry, covering itself morphogenist. 

— Gecoration, tracery, senith. See *decora- The climatologist who studies the cal conditic tion, wf |, We! " of the te for theirown sake . physics —— geom: Cinch, & gocmetrioal ratio. See who is aa! ith the stedy of land forme us a Snality 
rr tie.— Geometrical solution, ratio, «.« these spectal! may embnery n clr own seaclution. , lines, but they fall short of geographers. 

(gé-O-met‘ri-siz), ¢. i.; pret. and Amer. Geol., March, 1904, p. 174. 
pp. geometricized, ppr. geometricizing, oapply geomorphogenic (j6"6-mér-f6-jen‘ik), a. Of the principles of —— } become geometri- or pertaining to geomorphogeny or the study * * i Butler, Architecture and Other of the development of land forms. rts, . seomorphogenist (jé"$-mér-foj’e-nist), m. A 

an meseber of the specialist in the investigation of the develop- geom n.— Green geometrid, 
geometrid subfamily Geometrine, ny whowe ment of earth-forms; a physiographer, species are bright green in color. Conmaftock, 

oz e-trid’é The survey reports have been prepared geometrideous (3g-om “@-us), a. Same by 2 vues onining ona teers Were primarily as , a. ical, and very few of the geomorphogenista have , t. IL. trans. To form geometri- — tant are ence forward into a geometrize geographical 
eally or according to geometrical principles, ‘relation; they have usual} ped with the physical jé-om’e-troid), a. and n. I. a. tec tte eat and et the Oe a 

doa. geom net phog ez — * (Gr. 
». One of the *Geometroidea (which see), 7% the ’ ) form, + -yevera, < -yerax, 

Geometroides (36 m-e-troi’de-§), n. pl. [NL., -Produced.] In geol., the study of the origin < geometer + A ag The geometrid moths Of the surface features of the earth. 
considered as a group of superfamily rank. «on French geologist lle de Beaumont, whose theory 
geometry, *. The oldest classification of is jennorphogeny Was stated at length in his * Notice sur 
#), that in which it is divided according to the a of e* systémes de mow G@ vols; Paris 1857) This 
seal ure, namely into aynthetic and analytic, the fatnous theory was on a correlation of the mountain 

ot analysis having been invented o¢ hans by means of their orientation. 
taught by In modern times this classification in- Geog. Jour. (RG. 8), XITL 235, 
tertwines with another, namely (5), that which is based arphological (j646-mér-fd-loj’i -kal), a. 

Of or 2 * 
geom 

thet * rational ; (3) descré relating to —— See 
we a projectice ; 5 ‘sigebrace, algorithmic analyti- phology. Geog. Jour, (R. G. S.), CX. 666. 

eal, Cartesian, ot coordinate ; (0) digerential, infinitesimal, (j6"6-mér-fol’6-ji ym, (Gr. 4, 
natural, or intrinsic ; (7) enumerative or denumerative, the ea + * j rr e hol 
Some of these are subdivided on the same princi ——— morphology 
as: (1) (a) geometry of the ruler or straightedye ; aa of the earth ; the study of the form of the earth's 

and sect-carrier; % of the ruler and wniteect-car- surface features and of their origin. 
rier: the compesaca ; («) of the ruler and compaares ; > t At eed Further PK aoe are: (¢)Bydimension. __ The first volume of Suess’ work 00 Geomorphology 
eo geometry om the straight or on t pe tag Was published in 1885, and at once took the I place dimensional geometry ; (a) plane geometry ; (8) ; asthe greatest contribution ever offered by to 
(y) pacudospherics ; (3) — Ty: geography. Geog. Jour. (R. G. &), XL 440. 
5 of planes: —— — —* Shee f i geomorphy, ». 2, The science of land forms, 
of & (5) tedimennonal ry, (dt B a The survey of our various states and territories ments : (1 nt ry ; (2) straight or line ; (3) plane; contain a great of ical mattter, and some 

. if ha’ yeical 
(i — Throng B Os —— elements, me) By geography of —* — far forward sso develop i inte ctr ta : pure ™, pure projective, or anew science, to w a name, oF geormmr- yore tonal — — 7 a phogeny, has been given.  Setener, Jan. 2, 1904, po 12a 
cry ef eurhen a surfaces? @8> of ‘wlide; (7) GeOnOmic, nm. - 2, Pertaining to the earth: con- 
of hupercentids; (=) af sicmbers; (9) of motion or kine trasted with astronomical or pertaining to the 
mater. (f) By assumptions made, omitted, or denied: heavenly bodies, 
() Buclidean geometry ; (2) mow Buctidean ; (yen, @eonomical (jé-$-nom‘i-kal), a, Same as geometry, of yrin- etry ; (>) Anite geometry : (4) sema- . ; on * Puclidewn - *3 —— (5) “Archimedean : omic, Smithsonian Rep., 103, p. 375. 6) —— — OF —— 3 ® non. (j6-of ’ w-gus),n. [NL., <¢ Gr, - * ‘aeration. (7) By the kind of space or universe Ae : s a of the geometry : rf Euclidean or porabotic geometry ; — in —— A a of cichlid fishes — _Daveien, Lobacherskian, Bol yat-Lobachevatian, Brazil. m abeolute, or hirpertotic; (3) Riemannian, spherical, geophilous, a. 2. In bot. (a) Terrestrial; gTrow- 
3 gout ge ee rs 0g Ke & ing or rooting in the ground. (6) In phyto- 
* ule A J— — ford. - 

Ry the complesity or diMcalty of the _ treated : (1) POPs growing on the ground OF On decay ing elementary grometry ; (2) higher, (i) By the period of Vegetable matter: applied by Pound and Clem- its development: (1) ancient or the antique geometry; ents to a class of fungi. (c) Fruitin - 
rd) — 2 (3) recent, af the triangle, ot the ‘ * ground ngi. (¢) & under 
moine-Brocard.— Absolute geometry, the non-Eu- ‘ 
clidean) geometry of John Bolyni, contalni Fu- —⏑ devoted to * 

or Bolyaian — the geometry of Bolyatan space,—Ch: * arth 
ie , Hint geometry of a sarfece in which the tation, temperature, earthquakes, and volcanoes, xdesic line plays the réle taken by the straight line geophysicist (j6-0-fiz’i-sist), a. [oeophysic-s in the ordinary geotmetry.— Differential geometry, + -is!.) A student of geophysics: one who 



geophysicist 
studies the relations between the features of 
the earth and the laws of physics. Amer. 
— Sci.. Dee., ero — j-mi), n. Th 

physiognomy ( *6-fiz-i-og’né-mi), » e 
—— features of the face of the earth. 
eophyte ( fit), 1. A plant which produces 
8 rend uds that ae not develop there. 
Areschoug.—2. A terrestrial plant. 

j6-6-p0‘ lar), a. (Gr. y#, the earth, + 
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gravity when this acts diculariy to their ventral 
surface, so that they tend to move off from a hortzontal 
sarface and do not come to reat until pes are on & more 
or less nearly vertical one.” C. B, Davenport, Raper. 
Morphol. p. na 

(j6’6-thérm), a. Same as *geother- 
mal, I 
— (jõ·mherꝰmal), a. and», I, a. 
Geothermic. 

II, ». A line connecting places having the 

germigenous 

ynper-), age, + -ic.] Relating to old age; de- 
eadent, 
gerenuk (ge-re-nitk’),». [E, African,] The 
native name, ado as a book-name, for 
Waller's gazelle, Lithocranius walleri, an ex- 
5 long-necked species found in East 

Ch. 
eae a triangle, See *triangle. 

geopolar ( Ger. 
E. polar.) Related to the pole of the earth: same temperature at a given depth below the man ‘ho Seu chest, furnace — 
bt epee to heliopolar, which refers to the pole 

the sun's rotation. 

geopolitical (j —* 5 elit’ i-kal), a. [Gr. a 
earth, + E, politcal. Relating to polities as 
affected by geographical relations. 

The border-nations . . . the Hebrews, Phornicians, 
Hellenes. .. . Had phy not aided them by gro- 
Keen advantages of situation, they woukd at once have 

n eWwallowed up by the seupiree. Had they not devel- 
Intellect, My 3 — situation could not have 

erailed them v: 
‘Beall Bivich, be Combemporary Rev., April, 1906, p, 606. 

geopony (jé-op’o-ni), . (Gr, yewtovia, ¢ yr 
révoc, & tiller of = cari: 86¢e geoponic.) Ag- 
— poni es; farming. 

ort ik), a. [Gr. yj, earth, + 
freon), res a A sae a colorless 
crystalline waxy ae obtain 
from lignite from the —— of Weis- 
senfels in Saxony. 
Georgian architecture, See *architecture. 
georgical (jor’ji-kal), a. Same as georgic. 
georgino (jér-jé’no), ». [It.] A silver Gen- 
oese coin of the — century bearing 
the device of St. George on horseback. 

(j6-6-ris’id), n. and a, I, », A mem- 
ber of the coleopterous famil — 

IL, a. Of or —— to the family Georys- 

Geoscolecidz GE tek les’i-dé), n, (NL., 
< Geoscolex (-lee- de.) A — of terri- 
colous anoel Taainly tropl eal, — —— 
sete in a segment ; the clitettam ta ikally saddle-slia 
and is often furnished with —— ave the nephs —2 
are palred with rarely more than one pair in a segment; 
ee ee ee ee tee ed an 
the spermathecm are without diverticula 

nas is Georcolex, 

— ——— gs NL., _™ 
eal ,» & worm, 6 ty ie was 
of the — Becscolecida. Lenhart. * 

geosote (jõꝰ dot ), #. The valeric acid ester of 

guaiacol, CgH, ro on , an oily liquid used 
_ tubfeveulonia. Buek, Med. Hand- 

Gi pate a. (Gr. >%, earth, + 
opaipa, sphere.) 1. The — here of ‘the 

as distinguished fro of other 
planets. — 2. One of the ——— spheroidal 
Shells of which the earth may be conceived to 
consiat. Four are usually postalated, from —— — in- 
ward, al 

* 
book, I 

che with th ind’ — eo mind's 

eladed b ‘o the inte { these aix geo- 
apheres — enernry derived from internal and e 
sources, —* referred all the existing auperſle ial phe · 
nomena ammo 

, in Geog. Jour, (RG, S.), XIV. 435, 

n. IT. a. Having the charac- geosynclinal, 
ters of a geosyncline. 
—— —* (jé-6-sin’klin), m. [As ne 
clin(al).] In geol., a considerable tract in 
which the strata are bent into a great trough 
with many minor —— on the flanks, 
Dana, Manual of Geol, 5 

geotactic (jé-6-tak’tik ia taxis (-tact-) + 
-ic.]) Of or pertainin, to the locomotion of 
organisms or of cells in relation to the diree- 
tion of the earth; exhibiting geotaxis, 

(j6-)-tak’sis), om. (NL, ¢ Gr. 7, 
earth, + br disposition.] The orientation 
or locomotion of cells or of o —— in rela- 
tion to the direction of the earth forto gravity). 
For example, “cockroaches scem to be stimulated "Gs 

Sir John 

— 

earth's surface, 
emis Goures, See *a. eqree. 

——— rik), a@. 

—— manner or a eetion. 
N.— Negati vegectropiem, , growth away 

from bey the —— condition in ster. —— 
heliotroptem. the — Positive fowth tow, 
center taf the the earth, the Hey oe in roots, It ts 
peat the same a8 negative hellotroplem See Aelio- 

Ge (jef-i-ros‘e-ras), ». Joe — 
bridge, + xépac, born.) ‘A genus 0 ammonoid 
cephalopods or goniatites, with compressed 
whorls and but slightly seed sutures 
characteristic of the later Devonian faunas. 
Gerablattina (ger‘a-bla-ti’ni), ». [NL., ¢ ge 
Gr. piper, ald age, + NL. Blattina, nus of 
cockroaches.) A A genus of Paleozoic cock- 
roaches, 

2 (jé-ri‘ni-nl), a. [geraninm + -al3,) 
A colorless, a aldehyde, (CH,g)oC : CH.CHy. 
CHy.C(CH .CHO, one of the chief con- 
stituents o —— oil and of the oil of 
citrus fruits. It is formed by the oxidation of goraniol 
and is employed to adulterate rose-oilL It is used in the 
Preparation of jionone, the artificial of] of violeta. Also 
called citral and 2,6-dimethyl- 2,6-octadienal-& 

Geraniales (jé-ri-ni-i‘léz), n. pl. [NL. (Lind- 
* 1833), ¢ Geraninm + -ales.) A large order 

dicotyledonous, chiefly ehori “1 preven arm 
charact by flowers with distinct petals 
and sepals, the stamens usually as many as 
the sepals and — them, and a superior 
compound ovary. The order embraces 20 
families, of whic | the most important are the 
Geraniacesr, idaces, Linacew, Rutacesm, 
Balsameacex, and Euphorbiacew. 

nd Seranic, (16 jé Bipot’ a. [geran-ial + -ic.] 
eranial, ~~~ Geranto acid, » i, » culation, 

, =e Crates, formed by the 

geraniene (jé-ra’ni@n), mn. [gerani-ol + -ene.] 
A colorless liquid, C re by the 

1” fe Wells at? 162. —— of geraniol. 
and has an odor of * carrot, 

— (jé-ra‘ni-in), n. [Geranium + An2.] 
An amorphous bitter principle of undeter- 
mined composition contained in the rhizome 
of Geranium maculatum, Also — 

geranine (jer’a-nin), n. [geran-ium + -ine’ 
‘A direct coal-tar color, It dyes — — 
cotton red in a salt bath, 

ol (38 -r4° ni-61), ». [gerani-um + -ol. 
colorless nid, (CHg)o.C:CH. CHe. CHg 

ie (uk ):CH.CHeOH, with an odor of roses. 
tis imams with borneol camphor, and is found in Ger- 

and Turkish ol} of wegen, i pereniom oe, one tn 
various — and eu — alle It boils at 115 - 
120° C. under 15 re, is the alcohol of geranial, 
and is also called nr mol and 2,6-dimethyl-2,6-octa- 

ing Geranium, n. 5, Animpure magenta which con- 
tains phosphene.Gerantaum-oll. See *oil. xf 
lea’ geranium, Pelargonium peltatum, an oldefi 
joned window and comservatery plant with Uhreebobed 
ivy-like leaves, meastly kieh or purplish flowers, amd a 
decambent or trailing it of . Ite mach ased 

xternal = hanging-baskets and lawn-vases. The cultivated 
forms are mostly much varied by domestication and per. 
haps —— Rock , & plant of ine 
genus Heuchere ; alum-root, es are rock- lowing 
plants with geraniam-like leaves and with an astringent 
root like that of Geranfam mactlatum, See alum-root 
and Heuehera, with eut.— jum, the 
spotted crone's-hill, Geranivm meculafum: the name 
refers, as does also the specific name, to the spotted or 
blotched mature leaves —Wild geranium, any anculti- 
vated species of Geraninan or crane’s-bill, In the eastern germ 
United States nost often the spotted geranium, G. macu- 
latum. Very widely ditfased and common is the rather germ. 
weedy G. Caradinianum, Carolina crane's-bill, with incon. 
spicuous whitish flowers Another wild geranium is (, 
ciecomariniem, ringing from Saakatehewan to California, 
wrongly suspected of poisoning stock, 

geranyl-acetate (jer’s-nil-as* 1 eClH, 
ran(ium) + -yl.] A Hest uid, CypH 70. ity0., e- 
rived from geraniol by the action: of acetic 
anbydrid and also obtained from certain eu- 
calvptus oils, It boils at 242-245° C, 

geratic (ge-rat’ik), a. (Gr. »jparc (later stem 

C= 

Protestant, PE — 
germander, n.— American ander, Tewerium 
* * Teucrium (with cnt).—Garlic ger- 
mander, the tergermander, Teucrium — 
Calley Bolin rat Soe Tengen 
chick weed. well, — Bee ®chickiver 
adelra gormander, Teueriuan tetonicoum, native in 

adeire —— — Madeira fens See Tewerium,— 
Same as — Poly Tree-germander, 

Tevcrinm paneer. Ree — al Teneriaan, 

wander Sok'Veaartin Wid germander, 0) Wg 
wall germander, (c) Same as wyerma ~ Wood 
germ , Teuwcrium ja, also known aa tevod- 
aage (which see, under sage?) Bee also Teucrium. 

Germania! (jer-mii’ni-i), n. (l.] Germany 
personified. ' ) (s * 

(her-mii-né’ \. Pp. germa 
— lit. ‘fraternit 152 Coernina hermano, 
rother: see german pay-language; 

thieves’ cant; jargon; —* rish, 
of this chemical ele 

Verification of Mende- 
re prediction that elements, 17— when his peri- 

jc law was pointed out, would later be discovered 
having approximately certain atomic weights mae certain 
— — which he indleated. Germaniam has been 

ite from Saxony and also in minerals 

,¢. A. intrans. To become Ger- 
man in habits, feelings, sympathies, tastes, 
ete 
Germanomania (jér’ma-nd-ma‘ni-#), ».  (L. 
Germanus, German, + Gr. yavia, madoess, 
mania or marked predilection for things 
man; a pronounced fondness for Germans and 
German ways. 

(jér’ ma-nd-ma‘ ni-ak), a. 
One who carries to excess his fondness for 
German thi and ways. 

(jér-ma-nof’il-ist), et {L. 
Germanus, German, + Gr. gidoc, loving, + -ist.] 
One, not a German, who is friendly to Germany 
and the Germans, their institutions, aims, 
ways, ete, 
Whether you bellove in Bios as an eracte, as some Gers 

liste do, or doubt bi with Romance * at ‘at ‘Tout dee, what he 
sayn. he ‘Reader, June 1 1588, p TH. 

be (jér’ma-nd-f6b), mn. IL. Ger- 
manus, German, + Gr.-¢60¢ < $0 iv, fear.] 
One who fears, di or es Germany 
and the Germans. 

“About this time,” as the old almanacs tsed"to any, 

a ye 
wine Standard” of London on M: and reported by 
our London correspondent in his cable dispatches of the 
game day. X. F. Tribune, April 14, 1008, 

Gormenophobia 4) 8 . (NL, 
< L, Germanus, Ge + Gr. -dojiia, < goaeiv, 
fear.] Morbid dread or distrust of Germany 
and her policy; unreasonable dislike of Ger- 
man Ways or sings. 

ma-né-f6’bik), a. Of, 
pertaining to, or ‘Characteriatie of Germano- 
hobists or Germanophobia. 

Germanophobist (jér’ma-n6-fd’ bist), a. One 
who hates or distrusts Germany. 
germantown (jir’man-toun), n. — 
town, & suburb “ Philadelphia, varryall 
with» standi first built at —— 
Pennsylvania, : T816: the firat vehicle of the 
class known as a rock — 

. germ-ball (jérm’bal), n. trematodes, as a 
larval Distomum, one of the more or less 
spherical masses of cells of different sizes out 
of which a redia is formed, the latter in its 
turn containing a new — of germ- 
balls. See cercaria and redia. 
germ-band (jerm‘band), ». See *band?. 
germ-case (jérm‘kiis), n. A case or sac in- 
closing rms or repacductive cells, 

an =. 3, In diol., a reproductive cell; 
—o ovum or spermatozoéu: opposed to hody 
cell, or somatic cell. 1, 
germigene (jér'mi-jén), n. [L. germen, a germ, 
+ Gr. -yevne, —— — es. 
seg of cestode and trema’ orms. Syd, 
Soe, Ler 
germigenous (jér-mij’e-nus), a. [L. i 

rm, + Gr. -yevn, -producing, * ~ous.) Pri 
ucing germs: as, a germigenous gland. 



germin, ©. See germine, v. 

germinability (jér‘mi-na-bil’j-ti), n. Capacity 
of germinating; viability. 
The experiments were too limited In number to warrant 

any conclusion concerning the difference, if any, In the 
inability of the —— light seed, either as to the 
the sprouts appeared or the number produced. 

Veartook, U.S. Dept. Agr., 1506, p. 322. 
germinable (jér’mi-na-bl), a. Capable of ger- 
minating or proliferating; viable. 
=| belie — tor pure * the selection shalt be 

inalte «i 

rates "Yea vk, US. Dept. -Agr., 1s00, jp 900, Yea 

specific part of the future weerminal 
localization. — Bee — 
Py (a) The established fact that since a germ- 
ecll arises by a 

minal 
sooner or later, give rise to the sexual cells in the body et 
the organism which arises from the so that inheri- 
tance is always from — to germ: without the in- 
tervention of somatic cella, Bee *eomatic cell, *eperm- 

cella of the new organism are According to 
this opinion the somatic cells a6 such, ont of tine of 
descent to futare generations, the germ-plaam which 
some of them are sappesed to contain and transmit is of 
the natare of a foreicy body, See subvtance of Wheredity, 

J “Germinal roove. See #yroove.—Ger- 
. Same as germdayer ; one of the three lay- 

ectoderm, mesatern, or entoderm, from which the enn- 
bryo develope. — Germinal localization, the supposed 

an egg, either after or before fertilization, 
of the regions at are to give rise to the parts of the body 
of the organism that is to arise from the egg. 

Om one view it is suppesed that the -oell has an 
architectural organization predetermined before develop 
ment begins, and that development is In part a “histo 

otic sundering” of the pre-existing tnal loealiza- 
fon. ' Eneye. Bren XXXIL 212. 

matter, actively living matter. Same as pro- 
ae, Bente, 1sdl.— Germinal the series of 

cells which intervenes between the fertilized eye and the 

Ferrin cntnalpn Genainal sisson “Eee a5 
lection. 

germinater (jér’mi-né-tér), ». That which 
causes or induces germination; specifically, an 
appliance for testing the vitality of seeds. See 
*germinating-chamber. 

ber (jér’ mi-né-ting-chim’- 
bér), n. A box devised to furnish, peeps 
conditions of temperature, moisture, and light 
which are favorable to the germination of seeds 
for the purpose of testing their vitality by 
samuples. A‘ standard germinating-chamber,’ by 
the American experiment stations and the United States 
De mt ofr ulture la made with double copper 
walls forming a water-jacket, a side door, trays for the 
seeds, etc. 

germiparity (jér-mi-par’i-ti), n. mipar-ous 
+ -ity.] — ———— by tlh oe} germs or 
germ-cells. 
germi (jer-mip’a-rus), a. .L. 
eh pore + parere, bring forth, bear, 

The ‘ormation would prop. mean ‘producing 
erms.’) 1, Bearing or producing germs.—2, 
producing by means of germ-cells or germs. 

germ-mags (j(rm’mas),n. A mass or aggre- 
gation of cella which will develop into the 
whole or some portion of the embryo, 
Germo (jér’m6),, [NL., ¢ FP. germon, a popu- 
lar name of the dolphin and the albacore.J) A 
enus of scombroid fishes, including the long- 
nned albacore, Germo alalunga, widely dis- 

tributed in the open seas in warm regions, a 
large fish with remarkably long ribbon-shaped 
pectoral fin. . 
germogen (jér’mé-jen),. [L.germ(en), germ, 
+ Gr. -yreqy, producing.) A syneytium or nu- 
cleated mass of protoplasm from which the re- 

uctive or germ-cells arise, The germogen 
1s clearly seen in the ovaries of insects, 
germ-plasm (jérm’plazm), n. Same as germ- 
plasme.— A germ-plaam, the germ-piasm to 
which, according to Welsmann, the formation of new on 
ganisma by budding is due In order to account for the 
origin from a bud (which at first is part of the boty of the 
oranisen which produces it) of a new organism whieh 
may come, in time, to exhibit the characteristics of the 
apecics, to produce germ-cella, and to propagate ite kind, 
elatearnn pn pounds a a pplemontary hypothesis accom. 

ing to which somatic cells that are predestined to proalice 
new beings from buds receive germplasm from the oy in 
aidition to their proper idtoplasm, Since beguntas and 
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sea-anemones and many other plants and animals may 
dace new and ect. representatives of their species from 
any part of their bodies, ithas seemed to many naturnlists 
that this subsidiary hypothesis is, in effect, the abandon: 
ment by Weismann of the whole doctrine of germ-plasm 
(see below), which is based upon the opinion that germ- 
= ont body-cells are fondumentalty snd completely 

erent — germ-plasm, rau· pluam. 
by means of which a new organiam is bell, by Weismann, 
to be prodioced from a bud.— Doctrine of germ-plasm, 
the theory of Weismann concert the fitiate strictare 
of germ-plasm (or ancestral idioplaam, or the substance of 
inheritance) according to whtch it ts le up 
of innum ble biophures, each of which is the bearer of 
one of the hereditary qualities of the species; these are 

ined in groans, or determinants, of which is the 
of the hereditary qualities of a cell; the deter 

n compounded inte ida, which are the 
bearers of the hereditary qualities of an organism and are 
identified by Weimuann with the chromatin ules or 
microsotmata; the ids are again com ed into idants, 
each of which is the bearer of a num! bilities of 
individual development. The idants are identified with 
the chr loopa of chromatin, The 
germ. las alone ia sa; to 
con all the biophores and determinants of the species, 
while each somatic cell contains those only that to 
it and to the cells that it le destined to ace during the 
development and growth of the individual nie. In- 
dividual de ent is held to be accompanied by, and to 
consist in, the dixin! tial eell- 

hot aa 

jon of an id by differen 
div until finally only one determinant remains to 
cach there breaking up inte the biophores which 
give to the cell ite ir characteristican, While de- 
velopment is going on, the series of cella which are to give 
The to new »-colls fx form 

‘illo lasm, with ancestral germ-plasm which it 

inheri 
haa a cow mons ee in biologic literatare and many 
disciples, although tt resta, like many similar atterpta, 
apen the uncritical acceptance of the notion of asubstance, 
or thing in itself, as a bearer of qualities. We cannot ac- 
count for the dog's head by saying that it is supported by 
a dog, nor can We hope to account for the origin of the dog 
Plecemeal, ae dogs have bo plecemeal existence. Bee 
substance of —— ity and *® — 
germ: accessory ern — 
genic germ-plasm, the germ-plasm to which * de- 
velopment of a new organism froma spore, as contrasted 
with an , is due, according to Weismann 

olyp fierm'pol*p), n. A polyp pro- 
by ing. 

on (jérm‘ré ms n. Aregion of the 
definitely set apart for the con- 
& specific part of the future 

due 

fertilize 
struction © 
organism. 

But, from the stand) tof castal ology, it t beasked what determlhes theartangement tie different 
germ-regiona je oven) 

J. Loeb, Biol, Lectures, 1904, p. 49. 

germ-sac (jérm’sak), n. — a8 * —* 
germ-spot (jérm’spot), ». The nucleolus of the 
germinal vesicle, or nucleus of the unfertilized 
egg; the germinal spot. 

parasi 
adaptive stages of a retrogremive nature that are mot is 
ony oun gerontic, 

gerontine (ge-ron’tin), n. 
an old man, +-ine?.} A colorless, erystalline 
base, C5H)4No, obtained from the liver and 
kidneys, expecially from those of old dogs. It 
is isomeric with cadaverine, which it re- 
sem bles. 

gastroped shells by 
acterizing the adult. 

(y¢ 
al age.] f 
& senate: especially applied to the senate of 
Sparta, which was com 
which the two kings were added. Its functions 
were similar to those of the Athenian boule. 

Gervillia (jér-vil’i-i), n. 

commune in Franee, 
desamaceous pelecy: 
bearing a multivincular ligament and elon- 
— shell: very generally distributed 

ro! 
into the lower Tertiary. 

gess, t. and. A simplified spelling of guess. 

get 
gerontic (ge-ron’tik), & [Ge yepovrixée, < > fpee 
(yéperr-), an old man.) ving the characters 
of old age or senility: specially applied to one 
of the st: in the growth and decline of the 
individual, bearing ¢ cteristics peculiar to 
itself, but reproducing in part those of the 
infantile stage, 
There are in some groups, especially among ten, 

A, Hyatt, Biol Lectares, Let, p. 155. 

Gr. yépuw (yeport-). 

adi ‘tizm), ». [gerent(ic) + gerontism 
-ism.) Senility or old age considered as a stage 
in the normal life-history of organisms. 
Gerention, or old is marked in its earlier stages in 

disappearance of f ‘har- 
gts Nat., | Ag 9 

(ge-rd’si-i), n. IGr. yepoveia, < yioewr 
vt) an old man; connected with y#pac, 

In Gr. antig., a councilof old men; 

of 28 members, to 

See boule2, 
gerun a.— Gerundial infiniti an infinitive 
which has nature of a gerund or caret neun. 

(NL., < Gerville, a 
A genus of priono- 

8 allied to Perna and 

rocks of Mesozoic age and continuing 

n. and, A simplified spelling of guest. gest, 
gestate (jes’tat), v. 4; pret. and pp. gestated, 
ppr. — 
gestation.) To 
natural period of fetal development; hence, 
figuratively, to form and 

[L. gestare (pp. gestatusa): see 
earry in the womb during the 

) dually mature 
(some project) in the mind, to be brought forth 
in due time. 

; ney (which see, under ).— Mural gee- 
‘tion or pregnancy, « condition in which the ovam 

Soe porticl tiop Vonopinn take Sites pause eee te — J the 
of the uterus— Tubal gestation, Same ax tubal 

stage (jérm’stij), n. Astage in the early gestative (jes’ta-tiv),a, (NL. *gestatirws, < L. 
development of an organism; the state of be- 
ing a germ. 

germ-tract (jérm‘trakt),». The series of cella 
which constitute the direct line of descent or 
eell-lineage from the original egg through the 
developing germ-cells of the embryo to the 
mature germ-cell that will give rise toanother 
—— —— 

germ- (jérm’y6k), a. In embryol., the por- 
tion P the yolk which is assimilated ty tee 
eells that go to form the *germ-mass (which 
see): — to the food-yolk, which is ab- 
sorbed — older embryo or young animal, 
Owen, 1855, 

geromarasmus paged a, (NL, 
< Gr. jijpag, old age, + pwapacudcs, wasting.] 
Atrophy of all the tissues due to old age, 
— (ger-6-mdr‘fizm), a. [Gr 
yfpas, old age, + popey, form, + -ism.] Pres- 
ence in a young or middle-aged person of the 
characteristics of old age; premature senility. 
Geronomite (je-ron’d-mit), ». (Sp, It. gerono- 
mita (ML, Hieronymita), & Geronomeo, ¢ LiL. 
Hieronymus, Jerome.) A member of the 
monastic community which took St. Jerome 
as their patron saint, 

gerontarchical (ger-on-tiir’ki-kal), a. ["eron- 
barony (<¢ mak ) (peporr-), an old man, + apz%, 
rule) + -ieal.) Of or pertaining to govern- 
ment by old men; establishing or setting up 
government by old men. See gerontecracy, 

gerontastic (ger-on-tas’tik), a. [gerontest-y 
+ -ie.) In paleon., having the properties of 

late + -ive.] Characterized 
with gesticulations. 

with such violent 
to sleep or enrige 

gesundheit (go-edat"btt), n 

gestare, gestate.] Of or pertaining to gesta- 
tion: as, the gestative process. 

gesticulant (jes-tik’i-lant), a. [L. gesticu- 
fans, ppt. —— —— —— 
lating. in. R 

culative (jes-tik’a-li-tiv), a.  [qgestiew- 
by or accompanied 

THodorus Siculus says that they [the Ganka. . . drank 
jess as either to stapely thease! ves 

emselvyes to madness e also calls 

'Parrer, Paul, L. 474, note. 

G., ¢ 
+ -heit, E. nod’) maltie ? 

*to your health,” - 
—— one who ey AF ro = 

sound in hea 

tiie. I. trans.—to a pair spectacles, 
Ce icket to fall to soore in +4 tabinge & match. — 8 
got it, to ‘catch it’; come in for: as, he got i when he 
was cought [(Collox,) 

II, intrans. To get about, (2) To become known - 
jam onl. ——————— —3—— 

of confinemen — with 
to saceeed in ae 

to make progress ; advance.— st Se ian ea 
come disentangled ; succeed in freetng one's self. To get 
on, (c) In rvcing, to stake money on (a horse) — To get 

*; understand. 

dauup. 

or belonging to senile age in the development get! n. 3. In coal-mining, the output of a mine 
of a colony. 
gerontasty (ger-on-tas’ ti), m. {Gr. pipe 
(yeporr-), an old man, + dere, a city.) In under the Crowley system. 

uring a stated season or period.—4, 
Ww 

fin; 
4; specifically, «a blacksmith’s wages 

[Prov.] 
mieon., & senile colony (as of corals or grapto- get* (get), mn. (Aram, get.) A bill of divorce 
lites). 
gerontatrophy (ver-on-tat’rd-fi),m. [Gr. 
}épor (peporr-), anold man, + dtpodia, atrophy.) 
Same as *geromarasmus, 

among the Jews. Like the ketuba, of marriage ow 
tract, this document isdmwn opin the Aratnaic lancuace, 
uniformly worded and carefully written by a proper 
serie, The orthodox form mist contain twelve full and 
equal lines (neither tore hor less) to agree with the nu. 



get 
merical value, in Hebrew of the letters GT. After certain 
preliminary ceremonies and questionings by the rabbi, 

cularty aa to whether both parties agree to the 
woree, the husband hands the get to his wife in the 
resence of ten witnesses. In the fa contained the 
= and wife and of 

geta ‘(gii’ti), n. [Jap.] Wooden clogs worn 
out of doors by the Japanese, 

getatability (get-at’a-bil’i-ti), ». The qualit 
of being Sic or —X e; accessibility. 
[Colloq] 

getatable (get-at’a-bl), a. Accessible; that 
— be reached or attained; attainable. [Col- 
Oo". 

gey, a. See —V 7. 
geyser, . 2. gas: 
tached toa bath for 
water for the bath. 

The victim in this cnse, 

-burning apparatus at- 
the purpose of heating 

sys man, Was asphyxiated 
ing fumes escaping from a in his bath by the OC-con’ 

badly constructed and unventilated on 
Nature, June 2, 1004, p, 110, 

geyserine (i’sér-in), a. + -inel,] Of 
or pertaining to geysers; originating through 
the agency of heated waters, as geyserite. 
Smithsonian Rep., 1899, p. 359, 
Geyserite terrace. See * terrace), 
g. gr. An abbreviation of great gross, 

(ghi-fér’), om, [Arg or hafir.J 
A “Te Egyptian policeman. [Anglo-Egyp- 
tian. 

gharial, v. See gharrial. 
ghazi (gii’zé"), ». (Ar. ghdzi.] Among Mo- 
hammedans, « warrior, especially one who 
red been victorious over infidels; a popular 

ero. 
ghee, vn. 2. The solid fat obtained from the 

seeds of Madhuca butyracea, a tree found in 
northern India, It is used asa food, and also 
for an ointment, and in making soap and 
candles. 

kin, — the small, oval, i 
sher: of — —— an annual enacetbacetas —8 
distributed from the southern United States to the West 
Indies and Central and South America, It is used as a 
substitute for the common cucumber, espoctally in pickles, 
Called also West Indian gherkin, Jamaica cucw , and 
—— rare: Indiangherkin, Same as tur 
heres: 

ghoom (gin), r.i. To search for big game by 
wandering alone after dark in a haunt of the 
animal. [India.] 

The G. tella about “ghooming" for bean. 
« Gheome wrt: (expressive word!) is, it — wander. 
ing aroand alone in the dark, and m be a queerish 
sport. However, after a — spent in this fashion, (and 
a bear slain,) ra read how Captain trailed back to his 
camp and fell asleep. 

N.Y. Tines, Sat. Rev., Aug. 12, 1006, p. 627. 

ghost, ». 9. One who does literary, legal, or 
artistic work for another, who gets all the 
eredit; one who ‘devils’ for another.—10. A 
false line in a diffraction-spectrum caused by 
certain periodic irregularities in the ruling of 
the grating whieh produces the spectrum. 

qu Manon cuuh ciicslbonlienr ic’ ie pring 
11. A red blood-corpusele from which the 
red coloring-matter or hemoglobin has es- 
eaped, 

Whether this increase of permeabilit: inte when th 
2 have been redwoed to Phosts by the —* a 

the haemoglobin I am unable to any. 
Jour, Exper, Med., March 17, 1002, p. 267, 

Ghost ophthalm See wophthalmaoscope. 
dle (gest kan‘dl), n. Acandle which 

d t " is kept burning in a death-chamber for the Gid b 
urpose of frightening away ghosts, 

ghost-dance (gost’dans), n, A ceremonial of 
a number of North American tribes, of recent 
origin, and developed from the Messianic doc- 
trines of Indian prophets who prophesied the 
return of the dead and the extinetion of the 
whites. These religious ideas and the related rites 
originated in Uteh and spread aa farenst as the Mixsis- 
nippl river. They were most potent about the year 
sinh, 

on (gost’dé’mon), ». In folk-lore, 
a ghost that has become a demon. 
We may trace up from the psychology of the lower 

races the familiar ancient and European tales of 
baleful ghost-demona, 

BE. B. Tylor, Primitive Caltare, IT. 114. 

ghost-flower (gist’flou’ér), », The Indian- 
pipe: so called with reference to the white- 
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ness of the whole plant. Also called corpse- 
plant and iee-plant, See Monotropa, 

ghost-food (gost’fid), a. Food offered to the 

ghost-god ( n 
posts of the dead, 

et" god) A ghost-demon that 
is worshiped as a god. 

(gést’hid), a, The state of being a 

oaty (g6s’ti), a. [ghost + -y1,] Like or of 
Che nature of @ ghost: as, a ghosty story; o 

hosty moon. 
— S‘lish-li), ade, In aghoulish man- 
ner; with ghoulish eagerness, 

giallolino (jiil-l6-l6'nd), nm. [It., later giallo- 
rina, ¢ giallo, yellow.) A acpi igment the 
nature of which is doubtful; aps « light 
ellow ocher or possibly a sulphid of antimony. 

Naptes yellow, which is sasumed by some to be the same 
as giallotina, is a mixture of white lead and chrome 
yellow. 

giant, n. 4, In gold-mining, a large nozle used 
to et the gry streams — ed in 
*** work, Eee ut pander yiraute 

pA nig — eo FF re — — 
giantism,. 2. Abnormal growth ordevelop- 
ment, especially as regards height. 

Lancaster shows how many organisms slide down the 
phyletic scale and react to an ever less complex environ. 
ment, .. . In gientism the haman skeleton may revertto 
a state that suggests thatof the gorilla 

G. & Hall, Adolescence, L 337. 

giantize (ji’an-tiz), *. i. and ¢,; pret. and 
giantized, * giantizing. (giant + -ize,] hs 
play the giant; make as big as a giant, 
gib!,. 4, (b) The wedge oradjusting-shoe by 
which wear is taken up at a sliding contact, 
such as a cross-head moving on guides.— 6, 
prism.—7, The hooked mandible of the male 
salmon or trout which is formed during the 

gibbed Gita). a [gibt + -ea%] 1 (jibd), a. . n mech. 
srs Ba with my having lips, or hooks, 
which hold a piece in place, while permitting 
it to slide. The gibe are usually so arranged aa to 
vide for taking up Laced, ca my nd 7a 

gibber (gib’ér), x. [Native Australian.) A 
big stone or boulder; an overhanging rock. 
Australia. 
bber® (jib’ér), a. A — a jibber. 
bbera (jib’e-ri), m. (NL. (Fries, 1825), ¢ 

L. gibber, bumpbacked.] A genus of pyre- 
nomyecetous fungi of the family Cucurbitariacer, 
having black perithecia seated upon a stroma 
and beset with stiff bristles. The spores are brown 
and aniseptate. G. Vaceinii ts — upon triges of 
the cowberry, Vaccinium Vitts-J he 

Gibberella (jib-e-rel’h), uw. (NL, (Saceardo 
1877), < Gibbera + dim. -ella.) A genus of 
pyrenomycetous fungi of the family Mypo- 
creacez, having somewhat dark-colored fleshy 
perithecia seated either on a stroma or on the 
surface of the host. The spores are hyaline 
or yellowish and 2- or more-celled. G. puwli- 
caris is common on branches of various trees. 

gibber- (jib*ér-gun‘yii), [Native 
A ian.| A rock-shelter or aboriginal cave- 
dwelling. [Australia.] 
bbet?, n.— gibbet, an Instrument resembih 

the guillotine, and taking its mame from Halifax, E 
for use in beheading criminals.—The year of the 

the year 1777, in allusion to the three (gibbet- 
els 

Gib (gi-bon‘si-fi), 2, [NL., named after 
Dr. Wm. P. Gibbons, a California naturalist.) 
A genus of small blennies found among the 
seaweed-covered rocks along the coast of Cal- 
ifornia. G. elegans is the common species, 

Gibb's vector method. See *rector, 
aib-plate jib’plat), ». A plate or strap which 

in place the piece to which it is fastened 
and yet leaves it free to move in a preseribed 
irection. 

ladder-worm. See *bladder-worm, 
gidjee (gid’jé), mn. A colonial form of *gidya, 

(gid’yil), m. (Austral. aboriginal name.) 
The Vietorian myall, Acacia homalophylia, 
Also called gidjec. See myall. 
Gien pottery. See *pottery. 
gift, n.— Indian gift, = gift that may be reclatmed; a 

ft ‘with a string. —Onerous in fase, a gift con- 
jitioned upon the performance of something by the donee. 
ln. 3. (e) Inmachine-shop practice, a port- 

ableappliance for holdinga piece of metal upon 
a — and presenting it, successively, in 
two or more positions, to the eutting-tools: 
also used to assist in guiding the tools to the 
work. It is made in many forms and is used 
upon a great variety of machines. It is com- 
monly employed in making standard parts of 
machines, tools, or motors. — 5, In policy, o 

© gig-back (iz’ 

ae 

gild 
special combination of three numbers. See 
policy?, 3. 
gigantize (ji-gan’tiz). vr. 7* and pp. gt 
gantized, ppr. gigantizing. (Gr. yéyac (pyar), 
giant, + -1ze.] Tocause to appear of giant 
roportions. 

Gguatoblans (ji-gan’td-blast), m. (Gr. yi ag 
(ytperr-), giant, + germ.) A specially 
large nucleated red blood-corpusele of the 
megaloblastie ba ; 

tocyte (ji-gan’ té- 34 u. [Gr. yiyar 
(yyert-), giant, + xiroc, a hollow (a cell).] 
J non-nucleated red blood-corpusele of large 
f1ze, 

Gigantotermes (ji-can-t$-tér’méz), n. [NL., 
< Gr, yiyac (yeyerr-), o giant, + NL. termes, a 
white ant.] An extinct genus of white ants 
from the Jurassic lithographic slates of Ba- 
varia, 
Gigartina (jig-iir- 

ti’ nil), vn. iNL. 
(Stackhouse, 
1809), ¢ Gr. yipap- 
Tov, & grape- 
stone. }] Ared sea- 
weed, related to 
Chondrws or Lrish 
Moss, It urs com- 
monly on both the 
Atlantic and Pacttte 
coasteand isabundant 
in the temperate and 
colder waters of En- 

other algw for the 
manafseture of agar- & 

Giigurtionn manillens, 

@, plant, one third nareral size; 4, 
cross-section of a small portion of fer 

bak), ». A quick- 
return motion; 

ifieally, a me- 
chaniean for re- 
turning a saw- 
mill-carriage after the cut has been made, the 
return travel being at a higher speed than the 
eutting. 

gig-bit (cig’bit), n. A straight cheek-bit with 
rein-rings at the ends of the mouthpiece and 
side-loops for the reins when using it as a curb. 

gig-flock (gig'flok), ». The short fibers which 
are torn from the fabrie during the process of 
gigging, or napping. 

sige ent (gig’l-ment), n. [giggle + -ment.] 
Giggling. 
——— (gig’l-sum), a. [giggle + -some.] 
Inelined to ginele. 

li saw. See *saw. 
sig to (jél-yil'td), m. [Tt., < giglio, ¢ L, lilinm, 
lily,] 1. A silver coin of Sicily, of the 
Knights of St. John of Jerusalem at Rhodes, 
and of the kings of Cyprus of the Lausiguan 
line. It is named from the terminal embel- 
lishment of a cross on the reverse.—2, A 
Tuscan gold coin, the sequin, also called the 
ruspo. 

gil, n. and. A simplified spelling of gill. 
Gila (hé’la), », [NL., ¢ Gila (river).] A genus 
of eyprinoid fishes or chubs, found in the 
Gila river in Arizona, known as hardtails, 
The flesh is ¥ dry and flat in flavor; the bones of the 
tall are long and slender, with « large caudal fin. G. ete- 
pone is the common Gila A hame some- 
times applied to Gila na, a cyprinoid fish found in 
the Gila river: unlike and unrela to the trout, 

gilbert (gil’bért), ». [Named for William Gil- 
bert (1540-1603).) A proposed unit of mag- 
netomotive foree having the value 1° = .7958 
ampere-tarn. de 

gilbertage (gil’bér-tAj), a. A name proposed 
for the magnetomotive force, in gilberts, of a 
magnetic cireuit: suggested by the term vol- 
tage for electromotive force. [Rare, 

Gilbertia («il-bér’ti-i), m. A genus of serra- 
noid fishes of the South Pacifie Ocean. 

(gil- bér-ti’ ni), u. [NL., named 
from Dr. Charles H. Gitbert.) A genus of 
small soft-bodied seulpins, extremely degen- 
erate in structure, found in the deep waters 
of the channels of southern Alaska, @. sigo- 
tutes ia the known species. 

See *gill-cup, 
7. To electroplate by 

layer of gold from an electric bath.—8., 
eat the alloy ont of (a low-grade gold) by 
means of an acid, leaving the fine gold on the 
surface. 

gild?,». 3. (a) In phylogeog., one of several 
groups of planta which depend for their ex- 
istence on other plants. The gilds (G. penoasen- 

), according to Schimper, are number: 

tile frond, enlarged: ¢. vertical section 
of & tubercle and spores trom the same, 
highly magniged. 

Gepesiting « 
Oo 



gild 
lanes, hytes, saprophytes, and parnsites, See epi 
Aute, ee perasite, 2 (¢), and saprophyte. CPA 

group of species which, owing to their Ifke aia: 
under Ot conditions, invade a new region together and in 
mass = Pound and Clementa, 

Ina Eilon of a ——— tare | } A gm 
using an electric current. 

gil -metal (gil’ding-met’al), mn. Rolled 
sheet- from which cartridge-shells are 
drawn. 

gildo (gil’d6), ». [ML, (also congildo), ¢ AS. 
gegylda, « gyld, a gild.] "9 Anglo-Saxon law, 
a member of a gild, 

gilfish (gil’fish), ». The male salmon during 
the breeding-season, 

gil-guy, n.— To make a gil-guy, to perform an unsea- 

Gilia, x. 2. [1c] Any 
wees —— 
‘or species known 

other — ——— *bird's- 
eye, 1 (d), *skunkiweed, 
and standing - 88, 
—Bilus, the omnia 
Gilia Chamirsonia and the 
related G. capitate and @, 
achilierfolia. G. Chamds- 
gonié forms masses of bright 
deep Dive in the fields near 
San ‘isco; G. cagatata 

—— — 
similar, —— 
known in cultivation, as is 
also G, achillesfolia, a # 
clea with the leaves dissec’ 
ke milfoll. All three have 

9 

Sowers ge y= Blue Gilia (Gétéa CAamissonis), 
the delicate corolla tubular ,, J fourth satusal 
With spreading border, 1 to 14 Bg hp Pm 
inches long. predominantly Saline calyx, natural size; 2, 

gilingan (c3 li , — — n. [Tagalog gilingan (g6-ling’ - 
( —— ¢ giling, grind in a mill) In the 

ilippine Islands, a hand-mill for husking 
rice. 

The grain is se Seva Cho straw by Garashing, ot 

gilll, ".— Extrapulmonary gill, in some snails, as 
A like situated within the pulm 
ey thou oon to be used for aqueous * —* 

gills, 2 remarkable ——— of tracheal gills in the 
rectum of the nymph of qd mtiy. The rectum ia 
lined with six double longitadinal ridges of either Mn hae 
cate papilie or lamellse, both papille and lamelle being 
* with very numerous tracheal branches.— Tra- 

They are tabular or leaf-like — of 
the y integument, 53 —I w tracheal 
branches and with a ve cate integument through 
welch ihe —— the blood — — 

fected, ese gills are common among aguatic 
larvee of certain groupe of insects. 

4”. 3. An English penny or quarter bit, 
ce ch — 

6 (gil), n. [Compare gillie.] A fellow or 
‘cove’; a8, & queer gill, (Slang, 

gill-ale (jil’al), ». [Compare gifl5 and ale- 
hoof.) The ground-ivy, Glecoma hederacea, 

-basket (gil’bas*ket), », A basket-like 
framework o: —— which surrounds the 
branchial region in the cyclostomes or lam- 
revs. 

gill-books  grbgpee n. ” The lamellate 
branchise f. the * pera. They are borne on 

by the enlarged first pair, which are united in the middie 
ne. 

gill-cup (gil’ kup), ». A buttereup: usually 
in the plural. ‘iso gil-cup, gilt-eup, and gilty- 
cup. 

Gillellus (gi-lel’ us), n. [XL named from 
T. N. Gill, an American ichthyologist.) A 
genus of small fishes of the family Dacty 
pide, found among the reefs of Florida. 

gillenin (gi-lé‘nin), ». [Gillen + -in?.] A 
substance said to be the active principle of 
American ipecac, Porteranthus trifoliatus (Gil- 
lenia trifoliata of Maneh), and other species 
of Porteranthus. It is emetic, 
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gill-filter (gil’fil‘tér), m. In ichth., one of the gimlet-wood (gima‘let-wrad), n. The finted slender appendages attached to the inner sides gum or gimlet-gum, Eucalyptus salubris, » of the aul asaiea and serving to separate called from the twisted, fluted structure of the food from —— ——8 a — small stem. 
substances from the gi Nature, Nov. 19, 1,n, &. In angling, @ line in which fine iia p. 64. — — is woven, or which is bound or wound gill: a (gil’fish’ ir), n. Same as gill- with wire to increase its strength.—gtmp lax. . 

ace, 
gill footed (gil’fat‘ed), a, Branchiopodons, v.t. 2. To weave or bind wire into» gill-fringe fil’ tring) x. The branchial simp’. or cord to stiffen it. membrane or gill-filaments of fishes, on the gin-cut (jin’kut), a. Noting cotton that ha yer, poe the gill-arches, and covered by the Pe ear oF cut by the — 

— gin-f%'k§), m. (Jap, in, silver, + gill-head (gil’hed), n. A machine for pre-“futu, pele} One of —— — fishes of paring flax ‘or Aipuine, The stricks are combed Japan, Spheroides sceleratus, out into slivers, which are then combined and combed i, L ”.—Amada ginger, Same as monn nto roving = ginger (which see, under ginger!) — Broad-leaved git- ite (gil’ing-it), .  [Gillinge (see def.) Dinsiber Zerwmbet. (of L— Chinese + 40 4 hydrous ferric silicate, oceur- gt , the rhizomes of Languas zt ima (Alpina ing in black masses with earthy fracture,from = ina of Buker), which when boiled and preserend the Gillinge mine, Sédermanland, Sweden. in Syrup, yng form & well-known eweetmest ~ = ad  (gil'ing-thred), n. <A two or Ve ginger, in Queensland, Langnas exrulea (fi. more ply twisted linen or cotton thread, used ‘rnia cwerulea of Robert Brown), so named because the for inteetieling nets. whole — a well 2 <hr] rhizome, es the scent sad 
gill-f (gil’in-tes’tin), n. The anterior, Tpecles ot Aart, (ey Te Hee ek folie hein respiratory portion of the alimentary tract in several spocies ing to the genera Costes aid Alpina aaiins vertebrates, as opposed to the stom- on. iia of many authors} 

testi i i - a.— ‘inl 
ma stine, or digestive region, Haeckel, ——* * Ginger } prandy, a — made of brandy 

gill-lamella (gil’li-mel’ii), m. A flat, plate- ginger! (jin‘jér), ©. t. (ginger, n.] To put shaped retpratory organ, as disting ished some ‘ginger’ into (a person); shake up; re a'r a 1 lament; F —B Pi — tt Havi — “léf), n. me as mella. ‘er n. a. ving a i 
Fill (gil'ter“iecy n. Same as *gill-la- shape, such as is often given to gingerbread: meila, — showy but uusubotential or inartistic: (see tenidi of iN. j P : inge ec! jam ed one i seo Zews of gil-plates or —— as, gingerbread fittings on 

— ), 190, ser. B, p. 180, 
-pore (gil’por), nm. In Balan lossus, & mi- ginger af in'jenietee ee — peng nute ——— ch places the cavity of a gill- ginger feat Gin ert), 2. — 

pouch in communication with the exterior. * line (jin’jér-lin), a, and n, [Also ging 
This [gill-pouch) in ite turn opens to the exterior by a ‘line, gingeline, gingioline ; alter (by assimi- minnte gill-pore, Enoye. Brit., XXVI 86, lotion — from It. giuggieline of same gill-pouch (gil’pouch), ». In Balanoglossus, meaning. another use of giuggiolino, an East one of & ee of pouch-like cavities arranged Indian plant, gingili, < Hindi and Marathi jin. in two longitudinal rows posterior to the col- Jali, Ar. juljiilan, Sp. aljonjoli, ete.: see gingili lar, each communicating with the alimentary and *aljonjoli.J t a. Of a reddish-yeliow canal *2 a gill-slit and with the exterior color; ginger-colored. [Seventeenth century.) through a gill-pore, II. * e color itse if; also * cloth of Sie 
Tn most t color. It was amon e stuffs supplied to ould tecpen'tions tivonne chatter of git pouch. the North ‘American Indians “for * bes 

Eneye. Brit, XXVL 8. and jackets” by the traders. A. M. Earle, 5* gil’run), — Same as gill, 2, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 114. 
(gil’shét), n. e layer or sheet gingerol in’ jér-61), n. (gi + -ol.] A formed by the slivers of flax in a gilling-ma- colorless *2 —B8 with the charae- chine. teristic p nt taste of Zinziber Zingiler, gill-spreader (gil’spred‘ér), a. Same as gill- from the root of which it is extracted. ing-machine, ginger-plant (jin ’ jér- § , teeth (gil’téth), n. The spikes or teeth Sper Plant (jin’ jér- plant), m. The tanss which project from the fallers in a gilling-ma- ginger-roll (jin ’ jér-rdl), a. A whalemen’s gill tuft (gil'tat), =A — of gill-fl term for the ) Sole under the throat and belly =| 9 -fila- back 

ments or of arborescent branckio, as in cer- — — —— tain annelids, ginger-root (jin’jér-rit), ». The coltstoot, OR — — Farfara. 
Saponaria GietnalieKight-ocheted oii aneae. gingery (jin’jér-i), a. Ginger-like in properties Bate dame eet — Tue the Africas: or appearance: hence, hot; pungent in taste: 

gilly: (gil’i-gh’pus), n A tall, awk gingivol abial ome » SWE- in-ji-vé-labi-al), a. L. gi ward, foo ish person. (Seotch.] : iva, gum, + ied. te, + ve "helatiot tc eilsonite » (ail son-It), n. [From 8. H. Gilson foth — and lips. Buck, Med. Handbook, 7 ake City. A very pare form sf uo- VI 
phaltum obtain considerable quantity in gingk koi i ic] De the Uinta valley, near Fort Duchesne, Utah, ngkolc (ging- k aR), 4. [ginghe + 4c.) : A gingko.—Gingikole acid, a colariess cry n.andv, A simplified spelling of quilt. talline compound, Cg, H. melting at 35°C, It occurs gilt!,. 3. In archery, the innermost circle of _ in the fruit of Gintyo be : 
the target; the gold. cingko-nut (ging’k6-nut), m. A nut or fruit 

gilt-cup (gilt’kup), nm. Same as *gill-cup. of the gingko-tree, Ginkgo biloba. 
,@ A simplified spelling of guilty. ginglymoarthr (jing*- or ging’ li-mé-ar 
1-joint (gim’bal-joint), n. A method of thro’di-i), ».; pl. ginglymoarthrodia (4). suspension which permitsof motion about two [NL,, ¢ ginglymus + arthrodia,) An articala- 

axes inthe same plane, at right angles to each tion which has both a sliding and a hinge 
— a gimbal. — motion. ), mpl [Xb 

ring (gim’bal-ring), mn. A rynd; the Ginkgoaces (ging- 6-8 86-8), m. pl. [N' 
piece on which the ———— — rests and (Engler, 1897), ¢ Ginkgo + -acew.} A fumily in the center of which is the cockeye, which of gymnospermous Y gem constituting the 
rests on the spindle. order Ginkgoales and typified by the genas 

gimel (gim’el}, n. Pag 8 ell see gamma.) Ginkgo; the maidenhair-tree family. It is vey The third letter of the Hebrew alphabet (3), anomalous and archaic fn moat of its characters. ~ corresponding to the English gin go. Its nu- 18s — pty Co aa od Cycadocur 
merical ——— is 4 Ginkgo is the only living * eo nee * 

gimlet, v. t.— gimiet anchor, to \ nera, as Jeangrudia, Crekonowaby, | pedopars, 
chor — aoe it is dene A en tes han Whittteseye, carry it back to the Paleoroje and connect i! 
hawse-pi with the Cordaita 
gimlet-bit (gim’let-bit), ». An auger-bit in ginkgoaceous («ing-6-f’shins), a, Belong- which the cutting edges are drawn into the ing to the plant family Ginkgoaden. : wood to be bored by a gimlet-point which oales (ging-go-a'léz), m, pl [NL pierces in advance of the paring-edges. (Engler, 1897), < Ginkgo + -ales.} “An order 
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ot aymncepermens plants containing the fam- 

Ginkgoacesr —— —— see). See also 
Ginkgo Jeanpaulia, ittleseya, and *Cordai- 
tales, 

gin-mill? in’ mit), ® A cotton-gin. 
ginner® (jin’ér) One who gina cotton or 
ye it from t am seed 

The crop, ——— inners, is 0,006,200 bales, 
and, —2 to the —— agente, 0,054,106 bales, 
of an average gross weight of 

WE Tribune, Jan, 6, 1908, 

{jin” 3 + -ery.] An en 
ce or fr the mq of cotton. 

location of the steam-plant for both ginnery and 
oan at the Intter place —— — potent, source of 

ginny-carriage, ». 2. A low two-wheeled 
—— — on coil-springs, 

-pole le, secured b: 
* he the top of which tackle for lifting 
** renee. is fastened 

pulley (ii in’ pal’i), n. The sheave or wheel 
ep: a gin-block; also, the block itself. 
— go's un. The circular track made 

gin-ro in’ré‘lér), n. One of the rollers 
— w ih cotton is drawn when it is 

nned, 

-saw ‘sh),n. One of a set of circular damage. 
SAWS in a cotton-gin. gipsy-rose (jip’si-réz), nm. Same as Egyptian 

ginseng, *. Several planta not botanically related to the rosé (which see under rose? 
ginseng have been so named a possessing sim ite tpEy-weed aie p’si-wéd), n. “1. Same as bugle- 
—* oa, an, ba Se funtiow tiie composite  speedwell, Veronica officinalis, 
Panaz qui ius (soe gi native in the wooded a Sameas *giraffe-fever. Buck, Med. 

and South Aunts Giraffe camel,  giraffe-necked camel. See * southward, bu fe giraffe- came d Gulf states Uhe mountains, In many parte of 
Sian med hi *camel. 

United Pty ~toebd per phe a’ vér), n. Same as dengue. 
from 1868 to 1806 ex- — ), a = + -csque.) 

in coloration or 

giraffine (ji-raf‘in), a.andn. I, a, Resembli 
a giraffe ; i rratfe tik like. * 

it{the Okap!) as Professor Ray Lankester has 
a giragine animal. Pop, Sei, Mo. March, 1902, p. 422, 

IL. ». A giraffe-like animal. [Rare.] 
ee gbas ine, horned ‘in the male. 

dvancement af Sci., 1902, p. €26, 

Twist, used for binding together 
the fibers of yarn in the process pine of spinning. 
C. Vickerman, Woollen Spinning, p "208. 

girder?, » n.— Equivalent girder, innate arch, chat. tos 
pothetical girder whose flanges are 
tie bottom of «whip and whoae web in 
and other vertical used 

oer 2. 

er in whieh web is 
e a truss with strote and 

—* Bee web, 5 (a. — Sandwich a girder built 
with an iron web-plate between woaxten 

je being bolted ther. Skeleton girder, a lat- 
theed girder; a a ghder an open, breed, or lattieed 

ginier which the crom-section re 
sembles the Capital tier Z; either a single rolled section 
having a web and one Senge on on each or a ballt-up 
section made of a web-plate and an angle on one side at 
the top and an angle on the other side at the bottom, 

~~ girderage ( ger’dér-ij), n. [girder + -age.] A 
group or — 0 ae ers collee- 
tively; the total number of rs used. 

girder-beam (gér'dér-bém), n, Same as gir- 
> mee zine in in derl,2. Also called girth-beam. 

* " girder-rail (gir ’dér-ril), * om, 
teum foliatum, = Japanese ginseng, railway-rail having a dee 
in —— led lowest in China, and 18 COED 

iy ert. It is said to be — flat base, and wide and shallow 
With the root of Campanula glauca top, adapted to wheels with small 

‘ flanges. It is used in electric railroads 
gene, tnt produced fn 

ex. The cultivated root is said to be smaller than treet or asphalted of macadamtned road. 
the san-sam or wild ginseng. — Native in Chinn, girdle!,». 10, A ring made round 

Se ee he —— (oie of the bark either purposely or ac- 
— Apinseng, relerring wrobehts we these cidevtally.—11. fn earthworms, 

the cingulum or clitellam.—wNep- Giottese(jot-tés’), a. (Giottodi Bondone(1276- tune's airdie, in med., a form of we 
ist). uy} f or pertaining to Giotto, or resem- Beck ap — part of the abdomen.— Pin 

is worl and sirdie. girdle-pain r’di’pain),». A painful girdle- 
———— i men mie sensation. we peta), = 

NV. and Q., 10th ser., I. 220. e-sensation (gér’dl-sen-si‘shon), m, A 
combs (jip’si-kémz), n. The wild teazel, feeling of constriction as if a belt were drawn 

* acus ae ot Ivestris, closely round the body: a symptom common 
ip si-Gontée), n. The hound’s- in certain diseases of the spinal cord, 

——— ificinale. —— (gér’dl-wérm), #, Same as *cran- 
moth, n, ~ ts trv by very destructive to the 

id forest trees. A naturalist, < 

American Ginseng ( Pemex gudagwe folins). 

Owe fourth natural size. 
. web.— 

has been successfully cultivated in the United States, It 
uires partial shade,which may be afforded either by trees 

or by lath sheds. The seeds will not germinate “3 the — 
aa * not as all if oe 7s 
neost bn 

a 

Girder-eail. 

4, tread; §, web, 
¢, base. 

* 
berr: 

Girells (ire (ji-rel’s), n, (NL, for *Gyrella (1%), 

eis ote 
parts : ie 

di otavessel. White, Manual of Naval Arch., girt. 
mate Halt lat “te —— 

githagism 

L. gyrus, gyre, + -ella.) A genus of perch-like 
fishes of the family —— prise yp both 

— ae NL., ¢ Girella 
+ «ine.] A subfamily. * fishes typified by 
the genus Girella, 

girl, A —One’s best one’s sweetheart. (Coll 
\— Hired girl, a jc mald-sery 

— domestic servant whose duties are chiefly hoase- 
work we Sotto E at Arar the cook belng ousidaned arst 

girl, one of the 
en oo — ‘cologne 

girl ng), n. Same as gilling?. 
6 et (A metathesis of grin®.) A 

= or snare for catching animals, birds, ete. : 
also used fi big — 

girn? (gern), t. u.] To entra; 
—— vee ba if a ‘girn. (Scotch. 

,~, (It., i. gyrus: see gyre.) A 
aire a turn; a short —— 

girofiée (2hé-r6-f18°), n. [Fgirafice ec < — zi n. [F. giroflée, ower 
1. The clove-pink, ‘a sous of * 
pa of ** red soll and pirapen the trees are spring- 

¥ ani 

ene A aatelan The Oullook, Sept. 2, 1800, p. 
2. A basic — color of the azonium- 
eblorid wpe It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton 
—— — Valse called methylene-violet 

giroustte (it (jirt-et”) ), m. —J——— tte, earlier 
gyrouctte, Puce prob, ¢ It. giro ( ¢ i. gyrus) 
a turning, tte as in py: a top.) Sian 

[Colloq] 

or have a girth of: te tho tee girt eight fet. 
— 2. To measure by a girding- 

girth, ».— fitted Combination a harness girth 
with loopsand buckles at each end : I asubatitte forthe two 

Prned of ne road Ege gy at 
h end. 

girth, v.t. 2, To encircle or surround with a 
measuring-line, as in =r moldings, ete, 
girth-beam olor (garth n. rer 
girth-stre’ ( —— n. — 

8. 

or bounding line. 
oan ines on Which scrubbed 

hammocks are 53 
girt-wheel el (ger neal), a The narrow drum 
under a hand-press which winds and unwinds 
the leather aa which move alternately in 
and out the bed of the press which upholds 
the form of t: 

Same as *gistment ent! t), ”. —— a eh 
+» < giser, lie, 

‘lies } pasion j bear- 
(shéz-mon’ 

“The ws way in whichat 
ing. 

See gi 
tia (ji- sir’ ti- oe n, NL, < (tf) F. Gisors, 

atown in France.} A genus of platypodous 
— oda from the Eocene Tertiary rocks, 
belon, ng to the family Orwlidw and charac- 

by large, thick shells with short con- 
volute sp 

nug (ji-sok’ri-nus), m. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
* yrigov, eaves, ———— lily (see 
noid).} A Paleozoic genus of fistulate crin- 

cide —* to the family Cyathocrinide. 
They have a short calyx with a long, laterally 
folded ventral sac and regularly bifurcating 
arms. 

(jist), v. ft An aphetic form of agist 

entt (gist’ment), a. An aphetic form of 
which see). 

tment. 
alana (hé-tii’ni), mn. [Sp., fem. of gitano.] A 
Gipsy woman. 
gitune (hé-tii’nd), ». (Sp., ¢ L. * ÆAquptanus, 
equiv. to Aigyptianus, Esptian, whenee ult. 
E. —* in| Spain, a Gipsy (man). 

githagism (yith’y- a-jizm), ». A disease sup 
to be caused by here the seeds of the corn- 
cockle, Lychnis( Agrosiemma) Githago, 

terize 



githagism 
These steeds contain a poisonous sapotoxine-like sub- 

stance, and are regarded in Barope us the cause of the 
chronke polsoning or disease of man and animals which bs 
known as 

Yearbook U7, & Dept. Agr., 1000, p, 307, 
Gitocrangon (git-6-kran’gon), n, [NL., ¢ Gr. 
yeiruw, & neighbor, + xpayydv, a shrimp or 

wn.J] A problematical fossil described as 
agenusof decapod crustaceans from the Upper 
Devonian rocks of Aeeren 

Giton (gi’ton), 1, IX.CGr. yelror, a neigh- 
bor, neighboring ; prob, (like yrio¢, adj., in- 
digenous) ¢ xh, earth, land.) A genus of fresh- 
water eel-like fishes found in the waters of 
Brazil. They vylong tothe family Gyuaotida. 

giulio (ji’lyo), ». [Tt., < L. Julius.) A papal 
silver coin, one tenth of a scudo: apparently 
80 called from Pope Julius IL. 

giustina (jis-té’nit), . [It., < L. Justina.) 
A Venetian silver coin of the value of 11 lire. 
—Giustina ré, a Venetian silver coin equal to 
160 soldi; first struck in 1571, and named from St. Gius- 
tina, on whose name-day (Oct. 7) the battle of nto 
was fought that Giustina a Vene- ear, — minore, 
tinn silver coin also imitated by Cesare d'Este, Duk 
Modena (1507-1). 

giv, s, andy. A simplified spelling of give. 
ve way together! —— an 

* un ogre 

to & the tha, as forthe paymenital a debe ot 
* the fulfilment of a contract—-To give umbrage 

offend. 

i, intrans.—to give and take, to be as ready to 
erg to receive; even ap by fair exchange, as of cour- 

jes, hand knocks, ete. ; ¢ eh aie ee 
ag ai a the contest; acknowl! superiar- 

ve-ale (giv'al), n. [gire (AS. gifu), gift, + 
are; ‘A memorial —8* formerly observed 
annually in some parts of Kent, England, the 
cost being defrayed from funds which had 
been bequeathed for the purpose. 
The gieeales . . . were the legacies of individuals, and 

.. « Qotirely gratuitoas; though some of them might be 
in addition to a common gireate before established In the 
parteh .. . . “I will that my heires shall have five yards 
ef land lying in Longfield, and five yards in Pettetield, 
upon ition that they make a P apes geeeail on Trinity 
Sunday of & bushels of wheat, and I seame of barley... . 

Arehwologia, XU 14, 4. 

give-and-take (giv’and-tak’), ». anda, I, n. 
The practice of giving and taking on equal or 
fair terms; & mutual making of concessions or 
allowances; exchange, as of ideas, civilities, 
en jests, banter, ete.; a giving of tit- 
‘or-tat. 
IL. «a. Characterized by a spirit of giving 

and taking on fair terms, as in evening up 
advantages and disadvantages; marked by 
mutual concession ; as, 8 give-and-take policy. 

~take plate, in Acrse-racing, a for a 
race in which the horses carry weight ac to their 
height, those above a certain standard carrying more 
than those below that standard. 

give-away (giv’s-wa’),. 1. Aninadvertent or 
unconscious betrayal of one’s self or one's 
secrets. (Slang, U.8.)—2. A game of drafts 
or checkers in which the players endeavor to 
give away their men, the moves being such 
as to foree the adversary .o take them; the 
losing game of checkers. 

Givetian (ji-vé’shian), a. In geol., noting 
a subdivision of the Devonian system 
in Belgium and the north of France, named 
from Givet. It constitutes the upper of the 
Middle Devonian, and ls equivalent to the Stringocephalus 
limestone of the —— the Torquay and Plymouth 
limestones of Devonsh| 

A whitefish, gizzard-fish (iz‘iird-fian), n. 
—— clupeiformis, found in the Great 
Lakes. 

G. L. An abbreviation of Grand Lodge. 
glabellad (gla-bel’ad), aav. (glabella + -ad3,) 
Toward the glabella, 

glabello-inial (gla-bel’6-in‘i-al), @. In a@n- 
throp., pertaining to both the glabelia and the 
inion: as, the glabello-inial length, the dis- 
tance between the glabella and the inion. 

glabello-occipital in apedh Berets ae 4a, 
In anthrop., pertaining to both the glabella 
and the occiput; as, the —— ital 
length. the maximum length of the head 
measured from the glabella to the occiput. 

glabreity (gli-bré‘i-ti), ». See glabrity. 
glabrescent (gli-bres’ent), ¢. [glabr-ows + 
-veent.) Inbot., becoming glabrous, as organs 
that are er in the bud or young state and 

t age. abrous wi 
glacial a. 3, Of orrelating to s glacier or an glacier-grain (gli‘shiér-grin), n. 
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liquids but solidify at low temperatures when 

glance-stroke 

eier, It is peeuliar in having a granular erp. 
concentrated by removal of water, Inthe case talline structure unlike that of pond-ice. 
—A— * acid, water la not only removed by evapo 

jon batis alec evelved by the chemical decomposit 
of orthopleephoric acid, which is thus converted into 
metaphosphoric acid, the epithet glacial being applied 
to the latter,—Croll's theory, an attempt by 
Croll to aceount for the existence of a glacial period by 
the known in the eccentricity of the earth's 
orbit. The maxima oocur once in 10046) to 200,000 yearn. 
At aach periods there is an increased difference in the 
relative lengths of winter and summer. At the extreme 
the winters are 35 days longer than the simmers and the 
sun's distance from the earth fe 90,900,000 rtlea, It la 

that the extreme cold of such long winters might 
not be neutralized by the summer temperatures suffi- 
clently to melt away the accumulated snow and ice.— 

, the line which tea the intra- 
lacial from the extrighactal feld.— climate, glacier-milk (gla‘shiér-milk), n. 

glacierist (gli‘’shitr-ist), m. [glacier + «| 
One who is specially versed in the knowlele. 
of glaciers, 

er-lake (gla‘shiér-lak), ». A lake formed 
between the margin of a glacier and ap ¢- 
eireling rim of land. A glacier-lake may be pm 
duced by the advance of an jee-front against the men 

matoral drainage. 

The former occurrence of a number of olecier-date @ 
“extra-moraipic™” lakes, such as are produced henevers 
glactor or ioe-sheet advances ayainest of across Ube genent 

of a country and impoands the natural drainer 
Nature, Aug. 25, 180, p i 

The whitiad 
wikressan hance, = rae be pete —* humor, water of a stream which issues from a glace 
in geo. the theory which uccounts for the distribution and ix colored by suspended silt or rock-tlour, 
of drifts and erratic boulders and for the scoring of the g ~mill (gla’shiér-mil), n. Same as mow- 
—— —— by tre former extension of gia tin. J. Geikie, The Great lee Age, p. 310. 
Glactal Se eet Giacial meal” nek doar @lacier-silt (gia’shier-silt), n. Extremely foe lake. 
formed by the grind fe Jacl from 
——— ey nll. “sam ry rmouln. Glachal 

PGlacial Planing te reduction of a Torky thane toa 
comparatively stacoth surface by glacial erosion,—Glactal 
scoring, the scratching and grooving of a rock-surface 
by glacial erosion. — ae lines 
Upon a rock-eurtace by sand and gravel which are 
over it by aglacier. See efriation, 2-—Glacial 
eee wterrace!.— Glacial theory, See *ylecial Aypo- 

glacialism (gli‘shial-izm), ». (glacial + -iem,] 
The scientific theory of the occurrence and ae- 
tion of glaciers, 

lé‘shial-izd), a. Having been 
by glaciers. 

4 vt. 4, Toact upon by a glacier. 
glacic (gla’sik), a. [L.glacies, ice, + -ic.] Same 
as glacial. 

er, n. 2, A vessel for holding ice and 
cooling wine,—. 9 glacier of the t 

i 

affected 

now characteristic of the Alps; a glacier which ts f * 
snow and névé gathered in an amphitheater and moving 
down a valley; a valley ler. —  flacier, a — 
which occupies a relatively small depression the 
side of a mountain of In the escarpment of a plateau 
and rarely descends much below the snow-line, CAau- 
berlin and Sali. , Geol, 1 v4 Con’ ‘tal 

, & sheet of ice which covers a large part 
of a continent, such as that which now covers 
Greenland, or that which covered northeastern North 
America in the — period ; an ice-shect.— Dead aa 

ler, J, Geikie, Clee, & stagnen lacier ; a fosall 
Great Ive ee, ® in geol., a term p. 70S — Fossil A 
which has been applied by Toll and other Russian geolo- 
gists to the remains of the Pleistocene ice-sheet on the 

mere Interbed 

Hanging glacier, a 
glacier of snsall size on Bo steep a slope that the ce breaks 

Geol, p40 Laurentide glacier, = glacier origina’: . — a r nat 

ing in the Laurentian bighlued of Canada. 
gett: * piedmont glacier in Alaska, betwee a Mount 8: 

jas and the sea, extending over an area of 1,500 glady 

glacier, the ae —* —— gtaciet - ower on ne a large Fr on 

w land, fed by alpine glaciers trum neighbort 
tain valleys. ee inn glacier 
Mount St Blias, is of Uhis type.— jacier, a 
glacier or ice-sheet which covers a platesu, is fed by the 
snowfall on ita own surface (not from higher névé reser- 

moun. 
bear 

voirs), and is usually bordered or frin by one or more 
descending valle’ jer. Geibve, Text-book af Geol., p. 
fae. , & glacier formed of recom. §. 
pacted ice which has fallen down a cliff (as at the mouth of 
a hearing Valley) from a higher glacier, Also called regene- 
rated glacier, — glacier, a glacier formed 
by lation of the snow and iceaf avalanches. Dane, Man- 
ual of Geol., p, 242.— 
cemented wylacier.— 

 Bame as re. 

* water siadier sien Tesebee aecier, — glacier, a glaciv o 
down to tide-water and is capable of producing icebergs. 

iv , & glacier which occupies a valley and 
is fed from a néveé reservoir, in distinction from a plateau 
ora piedmont glacier; an alpine glacier. 

glacier-bed (gli’shiér-bed), ». The surface 
over which a glacier moves, J, Geikie, The 
Great ico Age, > 

glacier-b (glf’shiér-bérst), ». The sudden 
release of a reservoir of water which has been 
impounded within or by a glacier. The melt- 
ing of the ice may set free vast and destructive 
floods, Nature, — 29, 1004, p. M. 

glacier-face (gli‘shi¢r-fas), n. The tee-cliff 
wt the front or lower end of a tide-water gla- 
cier. 

Nothing but glacier-face lined the coust, and the ice 
flowed down in curving lines as far as the eye could 
reach. Geog, Jour, (RB. G. 3 XL 122. 

1. The 
ieo-sheet.—4, In chem., assuming the solid granular texture of glacier-ice.—2. One of 
state as aresultofconcentration: used chiefly 
of certain acids (as acetic, sulphuric, and 
phosphoric acids) which are commonly seen as glacier-ice (gla’shier- is), ”. 

the grains of ice in a glacier. J, Geikie, The 
Great Ive Age, p. 32. 

The ice of a gla- 

rock-waste or rock-flour ground by a glacier 
from its washed out by a glacial stream, 
and deposited in quiet water beyond, 

glacification (glas‘i-ti-ki’shon), ». fh glacies, 
ice, + -fication.] 1, The process of changise 
water or snow intb ice.—-2. The formation ¢ 
glaciers. Tyndall, 

glaciofluvial (gli-shié-fii’vi-al), a. [L. glace. 
ice, + fluvives, river: see flerial.) or relat- 
ing to processes or deposits which involve the 
action of glacial streams or of streams bead: 
ing glaciers. Amer, Geol., May, 1903, p. 3, 

glaciofluviatile (gli-shid-fl6’vi-n-til), a. Same 
as *“glacioflurial, 
glaciomarine (]4-shié-ma-rén’), a. [L. glace, 
ice, + marinus, of the sea.) Of or relating 
to processes or deposits which involve the joint 
action of glaciers and the sea, or the aetion of 
laciers in the sea. 

glaciometer (g)ii-shi-om’e-tér), a, [L, glace, 
ice, + Gr, pétpov, meter.) Any device oro 
ject which serves to measure the movement of 
a glacier, 

glade!, n.—Cedar glades, See #eedar brates 
gladiolar (gli-di’é -l4r), a. [gladiolus + -1'.) 
Relating to the gladiolus, or the portion of th 
breast-bone lying between the manubrias 
and the xiphoid cartilage. 5 
gladkaite (glad’ka-it), ». eruptive rovk 
forming dikes in the Gladkaia-Sopka ridge 
dunite at the head-waters of the Traviauls 
river, in the northern Urals. It consists of pla» 
clase (oliguclase-albite) in amount, together #/= 
biotite, muscovite, hornblende, —88 magnetite, so 
pale erent Pearce, ci in Nature, Jase = 

Gladstonianism (glad-st6'ni-an-izm), ». Th 
policy or policies of W. E. Gladstone (1800-%.. 
a Liberal statesman of Great Britain. 

. A simplified spelling of glade. 
(gla’di), «. is de + -y1.) Having glades; 

aboun in glades, 
glairigenous Agiér.ij"e-nus), a. [glair + 4-* 

.] Giving rise to glairin or mucus. 
2,9, 2. A clamp used in the old methol 

of castrating horses, 
(glam’o-rus), a. Full of glamow 

or alluring charm. 
, w 6. In railroading, an incline 

shoot made of timber, erected on a mountain: 
side and designed to cause snow which «lide 
down the mountain to glance or turn as 
from the track. [Northwestern U.8.)J-7, bb 
cricket, a stroke by which, instead of being 
hit, the ball is allowed to strike the bat and 
—— from it, usually to the leg side: * 

ide,— ; e far Ue & pag bera glance. A sailors’ nam 

glance, . ¢. 4. In metal-working, to polit 
very highly ; burnish; planish.—. In ericte 
to allow (the ball) to meet the bat and te te 
deflectod from it, usually to the leg side. 
glance-cobalt (glans’k6’balt), n. Same « 
cobalt-glance or cobaltite, 

glance-fish (lans’fish), ». A common name 0! 
Lampris lena, & cosmopolitan fish foun 9 
* waters of the Atlantic and Pacific; the 
opah, 

glance-pitch (glins’pich), nm, A lustrevt 
bituminous mineral allied to asphaltam até 
bitumen, 
lancer (glan‘sér), n. Same as *fendershil 

glance-stroke (glans ‘strok), ». In cricket, § 
stroke by which the ball is turned in " 
course, usually to the leg side, by playits' 
with the surface of the bat held «lavt™™ 
See *ylanee, n., 7. 



gland 

gland, n., 4, (ec) The sliding member of an en- 
wine stuffing-box, by which the packing is com- 
pressed against the rod by endwise pressure 
rom the bolts or nut.—5. In founding : (a) A 
elamp; a hooked bar used for —— 
gether the of a molder’s flask. )A 
late through which the ends of a — 
ad or clevis 8; a cli .— Accessory glands of 

the vasa — in —— certain iis, ditfer- 
ing greatly in atiupe and oomber with the diferent orders 
of inaecta, whose secretions mix with the semen or form 
spermatophores, In many insects Where ie only a single 
— in —— there are many; in some the — 

vhed. in enfom,, certain glands, 
occurring 7 bees — anta, connected with the polson- 
pends and corresponding to the tubular glands of 

Orthoptera which secrete the glue with which 
an eges ure fastened together. — 
Same as odrenal, w.— Ald glandg, ulandular do- 
velopmenta in the ventral body-wall in the generative 
segments of some earthworms, They probab! — 
the albuminons matter found in the cocoon, A 
egpeul. —— Alkaline in cho 
those glands which in the aculeate Pymenoptern, ua the 
Dees, secrete a feebly alkaline substance which, with the 
acid product of other glands, makes the polson of the 
sting. — Alluring , inenfom,, scent-gland 

J —— of certain Insecta, the odor 
apposed to attract or excite the females. They 

are ‘mara a idant in the Lepidoptera, bat have aleo 
been found in certain Trichoptera and —* erie, 
The androconia may be —— and alluring may 
cooas & —— 38 abxiomen or “Ey the front or 

ind lege fera are ly oon. 
nected with tte or jel of hair, — — or Uncut 
cealed, which serve to distribute the odor.— Anal 
Glands, () and (o) — (c) In entom,, paired 
or single glands situated near the rectum and usually 
connected with It The secretion of these glamls ts fre- 
— fetid in odor, and they then function as repus · 
iatorial organs — Antennal the gland upon 
the basal joint of the second antenna in most Crue 
— It seems to be wanting only in the Jeopeda, 

fennary gland In Arthropeda, the — 
on onan —— af each antenna by which the func- 
thon of renal excretion is performed,— Blandin’ 

us slands. Same as Nukn's #ylands.— yerno 
Same as Cov ne gtimite(which soo, under Cowperian 
—Byssus the gland, situated in or on the foo 
which secretes the stlky byssus by means of which My- 
tilus, Lima, /inna, and 
other lametlibranchs are 
anchored toforeign bodies. 

the tail; in *— 
Bare Aa —— —V — 

a 

The iympl —— oats ie 
the caer nn Unei- 
naoris, 

) 
of pear 

shaped bodies of unknown 
function, shiek lie one 
on each aide of the 
yox and probably open 
— near the and) 

—— — 
function of 
known, connec 
the male genitalin of the 
cockroach and openitg 

of a Lamellibe fiyseus 
its £ 

neh with 
1 Leet 
Sracevere sec 

foot 4. malo 

avity @ 
#, Giagremimatic 

Hen through Ube 
stem { ¢. terminal threads attaching 
the byssus tua foreign object, The 
fibers of the byssus are formed i= 
the cavities of the byssus gland. 
whence they isove — 
duct to the extenar. 
(From Lasg’s ~ Comparative 

Anatomy.) 

from 
which @ corrosive * la 
expelled as a means of de· 
ferme Brachinus, Ago- 
nuan, rs, - 
rita, Hellwe, Paw 

hours. — Coxal eg’ 
of glands 1 — in the lateral —— of Une beody- 
—* ty, — ir 3 
jean. ey vary in 
(&) Bversible repugnatorial glands situated 
certain of the lower insects, ns the Symphyla and apace 
tera, See defensive #olands.— ive oer: 
tain eversible glands often found among the Jneecta, 
which are also called repugnatorial They are 
situated in mony different parts of the boxly and are usn- 
—— simple — to hypodermic pouches which when 

rted give forth a disurreeable odor which bs sa 
tire, See repugnatorial pores, under repuy- 

neforval.— Dermal the skin-glands of insecta 
The function of some ig Sore —— other se 
crete hairs, apines, wax, honey-dew, or other substances, 

yr See defensice *ylands,— Potid 

a errine farts es lan bods, wien sareie e aal sects in vary parts oe body, whic a tiqu 
— d ble odor, See defensive eglanda.— Pi 

4 paired gland in the labia of silkworms 
Hope secrution of which enters the common duct where 
the silken Guid is formed.— Prontal Same as 
we head. lymphatic 
glands in the great cmentiiio tear the greater carvature 
of the stormach — of , the alkaline glan- 
dular ofan of the poleon oP tas of bees und other 
aculeate ——— and of some Ichnewmonite and 
Tenthredinide.— Gland of blein, in seine yastro- 
pods, as Murex, a glandular structure aituated near the 
middle of the length of the esophagus aml communicat- 
ing with the Intter—Glands of Asellius. “ame as 
pancreas Aeelli,— Glands of —— vulvov 
wluids.—Granular gland, Same us *#yrantde - 

inal 
and, 
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xce gland, a gland which lee in advance of 
the orbit of the eye and whose function ls to lubricate 
the eyelids and, particularly, the nictitating membrane 
when this is present — « 
structures intermedinte between the spleen aml the 
portale lanils, believed to be concerned in hemato- 

—— Wy which ta Ba ar —— — fae —— during 
the winter slecp.— Et i 
on the apper Stese of of the “the antebrachia. or —— 
membrane, of the bats of the gen crys. tis 
charicteristic of the —— belie, maine or absent 
in the females. — in the Mhalangida, 
agland which opens on the ‘dorsal fide of the cephalo 
thorax. — 5 Same an lands of — 
(which see, under gland) — M us Same 
as mucous glands (which see, under gland) —Multicel- 

Gland, a gland in which the —— cella dis- 
chance Uwir excretion bite a cotumon duct, where ad 
accumulates before it escapes,— MD 
entom., * combined aecessory glands of the — 
deferentia of the cockroach. See mushroom-ashaped 

nd, under lend.— Nabothian glands, small macous 
Uleles in the macous membrane which Lines the neck of 

the womb,— in some gastrogexls, a 
differentiated part of the Kidney consisting of canals with 
elitated epitheliam and of conneetive tissuc, muscles, 
pe blood-Lacamue.—- Nahn's i plands, two glands near the 
tip of the tongue the ducts of which open on the inferior 

we Also called Meandin's ulands.— ey 
ands, (6) In entom., Various hypoderinal glands, giv- 

forth an odor, which occur in many insects and in 
di erent parts of the budy,— in cephalo- 

an argan, of unknown function, comsin agat alarge 
soft which lies in immediate contact with the eye 
Also called the white-body.— Oral gland, any one of the 
salivary glands which lie about Khe mouth, 

The classification of the mammalian oral glands, their 
ooourrence and structure in the different anineats 

Science, June 25, 1901, p, 1025, 

Ovoid gland, in —— Same as #axrtal organ.— 
in polychictous annelids one of the 

collections of por —— found on the ——— 
— gland, one al eIncise 

Focteting glands of the fect. pal in 
many Arachnoites, certain glands fn the second pair of 
appendages, They are rerarded as potson-glands in some 
genera, in others ax te iy know and in others as epin- 
ning-glands; but little is known about their function. 

and, in most mollusks, a glandular 
differentiation the endothelial wall of the pericardium, 
having — an excre function, Also known aa 

‘a orga Ti pe a gtand opentig in the 
perinenn. te is from ir —* lying just beneath 

tall of various erection of civet * that the civet of 
commerce is obtained. See ofvett, 1— Rectal 

lands near the anal — An gephyreana, th 
ep roa rial n Same as defensive #ylarnda g1 
BSerous sland, a salivary gland which produces a thin 
serous secretion, — in ** 
—— which protace the sete, ich may be 
toxlified inte splaning-glands or caer struc 

two minute tubalar glands in the 
floor of the female urethra. — B) jucal gland, 
in earthworms, a glandular appe attached to and 
opening into the Vas deferens or sometimes opening 
Independently to the exterior, Also known as prostate, 

h glands, the more common variety 
of hemolym — of rounded form, found in man 
parte of the Unicellular gland, agland whic: 
consists of a single cell, or ove in which the ducts thro. . 
which the one escapes are parte of the bealies of 
excretory cella; contrasted with agtand in which the 8 
cretory cells Bost thelr excretion into a common duct,— 
Uterine or Glands, follickes of the mucous 
— ti the uterus — Vi ts glands, in entonm., enomo 

poisorgland. Bee cut under Hymenoptern,— 
Vitetling- gland, in en helminths, one of the glands 

colle with ne —— yolk nocessary 
for their 0 Boa ment; a vitel 

gland-cell (gland’sel), n. at secreting cell. 
On elther side of the animal, and lying yin the 
cv ta tmiteele-layer, —— —— Tae con 

antin a well- ive thane within the 

Proe. Zool. Soe. London, 1001, IL ot 
layer af gland. 

land-pack — er (g' uy ‘ér), m Aw an 
* ho packs the gland- Nee of an engine or ma- 
—— See gland, 4. 
glandula, ».—Glandulm a chain of 
lymphatic glands situated in the deeper structures of the 
neck and extending from the skullte the clavicle Jour. 
Trop. Med., July |, * p Be 

Glandular cancer. Saw as adenocarcinoma and ade 
nororcorme,— Glandular — — ——— 
— organ, fi) echinoderms, Same as Warial 

glanduliform (glan ‘da-li-férm), a. Like a 
land in appearance or function, Syd. Soc, Lex. 

gland: duligerous (glan-dii-lij‘e-rus), nm. 
landula, gland, + L. gerere, bear.) Gland- 
——— glandular: as, the glanduligcrous 
edge o the mantle of a mollusk. 
glanz-gold (glints’ golt), n. [G.] A cheap 
atvle of ceramic gilding; it comes from the 
kiln ina bright state and requires no further 
treatment, 
— ram (glir’wérm), 2 

elem. Ge n., 1, In petrog., glass is the nataral prodact 
et the mpid cuoling of eons magmas, and in Large messes 

la known aa obeidian, pitchstone, aml pumice. It mony 
be colorless or of various coluom, ns white, —— orange, 
rol, green, and black. It forms the groand-inase of many 
volcanic rocks, belpg sonretinnes recognizable by the wn- 
aided eye, butoften only microseuplcally. Glass ‘othe 

Same as glote- 

glass-cloth 
name given to It when it forms the matrix for microscope 
erystals in the grountass of a Appert glass, 
See the extract. 

“ Appert”™ glass, which, by reason of [ta composition 
and — of manufacture, can be made into veasela of 
any syrumetrical shape possessing anasial stro and 
—— ‘ectly the action of ackla, electricity and 

Electrochem. Industry, April, 1904, p. 166. 

Blown glass, glass which is xhaped by the blowing 
procesn. , 2 varicty of rough sheet-glass 
eed for ithons or sereens, The sheets are pat gene de- 
———— subjecting them to the sand-DMast. The ground 
side is th on ‘covered with a coating of the best grade of 
liquid glue, When dry the sheets are mye on edge in 
frames in the chipping-room, where the temperature is 
Taine to ie prunes degree by coils of steam-pipe beneath. 
— the glue ked by the bent it curls up in small 
——— with it surface chips from the glass, to 
whlch it Orly adheres, leaving a beautiful pattern of 
compete the peeling About thirty-aix —— are required to 
com G COR — nating Elasees, 
= glasses > a with red or yellow, which pos 
= the power of continuing the darkening of the photo- 
gray remo im the J oh it has been ed from the camera and 

laced uiler them, This action was discovered by A. FE, 
qaerel,— Alexand 

(which see, under bine) — 

glass, a large drin beg ere — wit chamel Paix 
rt produced in the Fichtel Mountains be Up Pran- 

conia, Bavaria; specially. = Pde Fe -plass oll aoa 
ropresentation of one of of this range, the ( bh 
—— surmounted by the —— of an ox, a character. 
istic : ion in the seventeenth _ —— vinta, 
cen ion — Pigured rolled glass, unr a! 
alase, formed by casting ob a casting-table the surface of 

is engraved with an ornamental pattern which ts 
inormeee upon the surface of the glass, Figured glass 
is used for roofs, floors, and partitions. See —— 
— Half-c Glass, glass which contains I 
of lewd. — Glass, glass which can be 
plastic only by a Sutnparatively high —— Such 
ines be often mechanically hard also at ordinary termpera- 
ren — —— a barometer the standing of which 

ia abore 3D en, the normal — of * 
at aen · lerel — Jena Glass, 
Germany ; —— y. io —— — al: 
apted to the manifacture of scientific appanttus, sich 
as ae. ees ete, aad * Fas guy wl | 
— lemperedd, toteg ov hardened 

* under glase.— Lead Same as fint-glass.— 
6 Class, class containing lime; crown. or window. 

nse. — Low a barom vehen ite standing is leas 
an 3 inches — lenioonosteresscopto » in 
2 a pair of classes so mounted! Chat a abt ¢ pleture 
viewed through them has a stereoscopic effect. The glasses 
have one surface plane and the other concave, with a cur- 
vatare such as would be formed by a ht line which 
moves parallel to itactf, if stn a Ay curve. The 
glasses ure so pel thint —— forma the 
cylindroparabolic surface, sb be vertical when the 
—2 are held befure the eyes.— Onyx R 
mate to linttate onyx in coloring. — a va- 
riety of glass which contains — Amer. Jour, Sei, 
Thee., LINK, 7 4. Band laasware — at 
Samiwich, Massachusetts, ich glass the — 
was produced in 1827. Tea cupa plates, salt —— and 
other articles, with historical and political devices, euch 
as baste of eminent Americans, representations of famous 
shipa, forte, and monuments, ete, were —— mon · 
ufactured for twenty years or more. Siem —— 
ened See tempered, toughened, poy ne he 
ander glass. — Oo thin glass vee! having 
— qualities. — last Which contains 
slag, from an iron-furnace,— lass sae is 

fly fused, or which becomes plastic ats — bis’ | 
low —— Such glass is often mechanical —— 

eo 1s niso at —— tures. Spread glass. 
cowed gies cylinder. Nase (whieh see, cy —— 

ware made —— Baron Henty W 
o —* — Ve 

tiret fint-; 
Pree at Manheim, 
tween 1703 anil ints —— 
made in American, This is nae —— 
ing been blown in tron pharma with surface patterns; it he 
exceedingly sonorous when struck, and was made In Bev. 
eral colors, "white or transparent, deep blue and purple. 

Cream jug and Salt<ellar of Stiey cl Class 
To the ——— Museum, Philadelphia 

White , brilliant clear glass which contains no lead, 
as distingulstied from Sint or erystal glace 

II, @.— Glass sand, silk, wool, Sev #eanid!, milk, 
wool, 

Glass-blowers’ cramp or mouth, See *mowth, 
n, 8. An abrasive cloth made by 

sifting finely powdered glass on cloth covered 
with glue. “Stand, Dict. 



glass-cutter’s gage 

Glass-cutter's . See *gage?. 
glass-eel (glas’él), ». A young conger-eel, 
The young do not resemble the adults: they 
are elongate, thin, and have very small heads, 

glassen (glis‘n), 0. ¢t. [glase + -enl (3).] To 
wees or cover (pottery or the like) with glaze; 

ALE. 
mold (glis’méld), ». 1. A hinged mold 

in which glass is blown into form. Intaglio 
designs are usually cut in it which are repro- 
duced in relief on the molded object. See cut 
at *blowing-mold,— 2. A mold in which glass 
is pressed to imitate cut-glass. 

(glas’poks), a, Chickenpox in which 
the ne ane for the most part-cone-shaped 
and glittering. 

a art of printing on glass by the t 
eas. Stand, Dict. 

glass-wave (lis’wiv), n. 
glass, 
w 

tube fon dees ay ed poy tO 
served, the air-wares within the tabe, and waves which 
traverse the walls of the tube. The Latter are called glass 
wares, M. W. Travers, Exper. Study of Gases, p. 275. 

A sound-wave in 

‘work, ». 3. In card-games, cheating 
with the ald of a glass or reflector, usually 
concealed in some article on the table, by 
means of which the sharpercan read the cards 
he deals to his adversary. 

n. About 6 species of glasswort(Salicornia) 
are now to be found in North America, inhabiting 
mainly the ealt-marahes of the coast, but sometimes (the 
same or different species) growing oa saline 

. & the or glaaewort or 
marsh-samphire ( called J together with 

i turns a vivid in * becoming very 
showy = the — wh — = 
woody glasssort presents a 
versity of brilliant color in the Pacific salt-marshes.— 
White the common sea-blite, Donia 
timed. Odite?, 

Glassy humor of the eye. Same as vitreous 
body of the eye. 
glastum Lindh Nap Ve glastum, < OCelt. 
*glaston, whence W. and Bret. glas, green, 

Ir. glass, Ir. gias, green, pale, Gael. glas, 
gray.] <A plant otherwise known as woad 
Isatis tinctoria). 

e,a. II, », A colorless bitter alkaloid 
contained in the leaves of the pride — 
Glaucium Glaucium, It forms crystalline 
nacreous seales when deposited from water. 

glaucochroite (gli-ké-kro’it), n. (Gr. yAavwéc, 
bluish green or gray, + , color, + -ite?. 
A silicate of ealeium and manganese occurring 
in bluish- n prismatic erystals at Franklin 
Furnace, New Jersey, It is analogous in for- 
tmoula to the species of the chrysolite group. 
glaucodymium (g)i-k6-dim‘i-um), n. ps a, 
Gr. yAauxéc, bluish green or gray, + NL. (di)- 
dymium,.] In chem., a suppo: new element 
announced by Chronstschoff in 1897 as present 
in salts of didymium as previously known, 
No confirmation of its existence has since 
then been published. 

glaucomatic (gli-ko-mat‘ik), a. [glaucoma(t-) 
+ -ic.) Pertaining to or characteristic of 
aucoma, 
uconiids (li-k6-ni’i-dé), n. pl. [NL. Glan- 

conia, the type genus, + -ide.] A family of 
harmless snakes with teeth in the short and 
stout lower jaw only. The pelvic girdle is more com- 
plete than in any other existing snakes ; the (liam, isehiam 
and pubis may be made ont; and there isa vestigial femur, 
There are about 3 species, which inhabit parts of west- 
ern Asla, Africa, and South America. 

glauconitization (gla‘ko-nit-i-zi’shon),», The 
— of introducing glauconite into a rock, 

is may be by precipitation in spaces of the 
rock or by actual replacement of other con- 
at Geikie, Text-book of Geol. (4th ed.), 

177. 
Giauconome, un, 4 A genus of Paleozoic 
eryptostomatous bryozoans, now regarded as 
synonymous with Pinnatopora, 
glaucosuria (gli-ké-si'ri-ii), m. (Gr. y2avndc, 
bluish green, + cipov, urine.) Same as *indi- 

faury (ald’ri), a. [ylaur + -yl.] Muda gla‘ri), a. aur + -yl.) Muddy; 
salted. with glaur: as, glaury boots. [Seoteh.] 
glaze, ». 4. Stock evaporated to a thin paste 
by boiling, and applied to meats to give them 
& polished surface.—5. A surface coating or 

las’ prin’ting), ». In * (glas’ prin’ting), n photog., ferret 
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sheet of ice. [Local, U. S.]—Coral glaze, a 
coral-red rat on Chinese in 
glaze, s laze which shows ine eff produced 
y special treatment in the kiln.— Plash Slase, a 

dexterous neanipulation of glazes perfected by the Chinese, 
such as blues splashed over with spots of red and lilac, 
at first sight ng to be the result of accident, bat 
really the result of careful manipulation, WW. P. Jervis, 
Eneye. Ceram., p. 214. Flint in ceram., a glaze 
of which powdered flint is the principal iugredient,— 

Fina ita, tn which the ware to dipped or which is 
applied to the surface of the ware with a brash, as dis- 

re ‘such as powdered galena) or 
a glaze ich con- 

ina ingredients which oh into a glass 
and greand before being applied to the ware. Compare 
raw *glaze,—Galena Same as lead-glaze. See 
also Wdueting.— 
which kaolin is the 

, Chinese sang: — Ox. 
ing-tao, au) ve been invented lang 

bed Works at Ki Ts the Imperial Porcelain 

clbowisbe yellowiah-brown ground. See sould decorai 

li’zhér-i), n. The work of a gla- — 
glazing, na. 7. In leather-manuf., the process 
of rolling leather with a glass roller in order 
to give it a bright finish: also, leas commonly, 
the light application with a sponge of a solu- 
tion which when gives to the leather its 
— C. T. Davis, Manuf, of Leather, 

-roll (gli’zing-rél), n. One of the two 
smooth rolls 

i . An artificial fly. 
Also called redwing. N. E. D. 

gleicheniaceous (gli-ke-ni-i’shius), a. Of or 
riaining to the Gleicheniacer, a family of 

orns. 
endoveer (glen-dé-vér’), nm. [An arbitrary 
—— by Southey of a Hench Hed 
term in Sonnerat’s “* Voyage aux Indes” (1782), 
grandourer, which is a . an imperfect tran- 
scription —— y 4 — great) of the 
Sanskrit gandhared (Hind. gandharb), one of a 
elasa of minor deities, demons, or ‘jinn’ of 
whose origin and functions the usua) contra- 
dictory accounts are gi 
poem, ‘The Curse of Kehama” (1810), one of 
a race of beautiful sprites, 

—— peas haa" pap tanh, ik: {Aieo gies n- (glen pep‘ér), a. [Also glenn 
—— < glen + pore) A wild cress, Lepid- 
jum campestre, also called poor-man’s-pepper, 
and more pro rly Jield-cress. 
glen-weed (glen‘’wéd), mn. Same as *glen- 

per. 
glia (gli'H),n. [NL., (Gr. yAla, glue.) The 
giia-cells collectively of the central nervous 
system in vertebrates ; neuroglia. 
‘liabacteria (gli*ii-bak-té’ri-fi), ». pl. (Gr. yia, 

. lune, + keoterta L. of bacterium.) In hecteriol., 
fhe members of the family Bacteriaces which 
form gelatinous zojglma. Billroth. 

glia-cell (gli’ii-sel), », One of the stellate 
sustentacular cella found in the central ner- 
—F system; & component element of the neu- 

th, 
gliacoceus (li-i-kok‘us), .; pl. gliacocei(-si). 
(Gr. yAia, glue, + ndxnoc, berry (spore). In Iate- 
teriol., any member of the family Coccacee 
which forms gelatinous zodglma. correctly 
si ae — a of 

(gti‘al), a. [glia . or pertain- 
—* to the ie or attest” Buck, Me 
Handbook, IT. 263, 

glia-tissue (gli’i-tish*S), a. A reticulum of 
fine fibers which forms the framework of the 

— glideless (glid’les), a. 

ven.] In Southey’s & 

glitter 

c or neuroglia, Jour, Exper. Med., Nov. 2, 
p. 72. 

g , a. IT, a, A loose, rolling stone on a 
hillside, [Local, Eng.] 

glide, v. trans. In cricket, to glanee; allow 
the ball to meet the bat and be elected from 
it, usually to the leg side. 

n. 4. In phonetics, a fleeting sound pro. 
duced in passing from one position of the 
organs of speech to another, asin pronouncing 
the sound-combination 4 in the word ‘kind’ 
d ated the off-glide of the first letter () 
and the lideof the second (i), H, Sweet, Eng. 
Sounds, § 23.—5. Inecricket,a glance; astroke 
by which, instead of being hit, the ball isallowed 
to strike the bat and to be deflected from it, usu- 
ally to the leg side.— guide a consonant 
formed without any fixed configuration of Che ongans of 

— avowel which cannot forma syle. 
je b — a diphi vowel 4H, Sweet, bog 

(glide + -less.) In 
phonetics, passing from one position of the 
organs of apeech to another without prodaci 
8 glide or transition sound, as in the case 

inand, H, Swee 
glideness (glid’nes), ». In phonetics, gtiding 

elide-plane (glid’plin), nm, Same as gliding- 

dider!, n. 2. In aéronaut., a gliding-machine. 

— mith ong Tight distinctiy ebowed some 

the two cociiations, am epee lag cay pens 
turning in a manner perfectly consistent with theory. 

Nature, March 16, 10, p. a 

g machin 
machine for gliding thro 
higher to a lower level, —— by the force 

rrel of gravity, like a flying-sq 
On account of the internal ties which all winds 

it was a great deal more difficalt to control any 
machine on the ground the 

was in the air, oe was especially true of the 

lating devices. Set. Amer. Sup., Jan. 22, 1808, p. R 

glimmerous (glim‘ér-us), a. [glimmer *.ous.] 
Glimmering. 

of Purity, when shall of 
————— —— * * +e pepe on 

desires, shine Uke the tion of thy intellecteal 

"burns, Letterto W. Nicol, Feb. 20, 1798, in Prowe Waka 

glimps, v. and ». A simplified spelling of 
im 

3 te (glingk’it), n. [Named after Glink», 
& Russian general.] A pale-green variety of 
bag ET or olivin, occurring in taleose se 
in the Urals. 

gliomatosis (gli‘d-ma-td’sis), . [NL., ¢ glie 
ma(t-)+ -osis.)] A morbid condition marked 
by a tendency to the formation of gliomatous 
tumora. 

(gli’6-mi-j’mil), n.; pl. gliowyo- 
mata (-ma-ti). [NL., ¢ glio(ma) + myoma,) 
Atumor having the characters of both a glioms 
oo —— — pl. gle 
omyxoma mik-s86’mii), ».; pl. 
—— rhe Ne. < Gr. ydia, glue, + 
wiga, mucus, + -oma.) A glioma which has 
undergone partial myxomatous degeneration. 

gliosis (gli-d’sis),n. (NL., ¢ Gr. )Aia, glue, + 
-~osis.] Cireumseribed bypertrepty of glis- 
tissue or neuroglia which causes partial de- 
struction of the 

(glis’krin), n». 
rain-substance, : 

& (Gr. yAioxpor, giut- 
nous, + -in2.] A mucinous substance prodoced 
in urine by Bacterium glischrogenes, 

glissade, x. 3. In music, same as glissando. 
glissaune (gli-sin’), m, [Of Ir, origin; not 
traced, e coalfish, Gadus rirens, one of 
the ¢ common in the Baltic and other 
northern seas, reaching a weight of 20 pounds. 

On the Irish coast the fishermen catch large namber ef 
medium-sized coal-fish, called, locally, “ glientwenes” ot 

Sy Gate —— 
a — Brit, XXXIL 

glistener (glis’n-¢r), ». A gold eoin. Moor, 
Fudge Family, vi. 45. N. F. D. [Slang.] 

glitter? (glit’ér), n. A talus slope. I, 
Eng.] 

auntaat each nen tie 
as * * Lubbock, Scenery of England, %t 



glittery 
glittery (clit’ér-i), a, [glitter + -y!.] Fullof clobulone, a. TI. ». Analbumose derived from 

obulin. 

ulus (glob’i-lus), nm. ; buli(-li). (NL. 
3 use of L. globulus, a littie eh pe —8X In 

global (zlé’bal),@. (globe + -all.) 1, Spheri- polyzoans, a zomcium or an internode. 

litter; glittering. 
gloat (qlot), ». 
variety of eel, of medium size and k color. 

eal; glo ped: as, the global earth.—2, 
Relating to the round world; world-wide. 

veut ae 7 ew testes T. a —— M. de 
trects his thoughts erence to Man, -. 

His ambition, to use a word of tnovn, is to be * global." 
T. Child, in Harper's Mag., Sept, 1802, pp. 412, 40. 

globate, «. II. ». A globular sponge-spicule 
such as occurs in the tetractinellid genera 
scone ai Same ae * 

if, t ll. Gounterpoise 
25 ——— globe. Same as 

rls which acs, ander Me erdinand's globes, 
— thermometer described by Ferdinand U. of Flor- 
ence about I cottisting of closed erapty glass globes 
resting in equilitrinm in the midst of a tall ¢! of 
water. The globes descend when the water is warmed 
= rine Aan fit cools, Com Cartesian devil, — 

‘artesian. — Globe aspect. waspect.— Spiral 
agtobe for inclosing an artificial light, made of spiral or 

i} wr. J. Dibdin, Public Lighting, p. 40% 
(gléb‘an-i-mal’ kil), m. 

lobe-antmal, 
choke (glob‘iir’ti-chék), ». The 

common garden-artichoke, Cynara Scolymus, 
so called from its globular heads, 
globe-berry (gléb’ber’i), ». The yew, Tarus 
baccata, 

globe-flower, ».— American globe-flower. 
ng lobe. flower (which see, under epread, ©, ¢.). 

globostellate (glé-bd-stel’at), a. and m. [L. 
lubus, ball, + stellatus, starred: see stellate.) 
2 @ Having rays departing from a globular 

center, a8 in certain tetractinellid sponge- 

6% A globostellat 1 a, obostellate nge-apiceule. 
Globular 3 Seotpreation — Chobalay tax- 
ture, in a texture produced in aphanitie and 

rocks by the reaence of globules or spherulites. 
(glob’ii-la-re’tin), m. — [globula- 

—— 
glo 

r(in) + -et- + -in®.] “A compound, C;H,0, 
produced by the action of dilute acids on 
lobularin. 
bulariacer (glob-i-li-ri-a’s8-é), m. pl. 

(NL. (Link, 1829), < Globularia + -acew.) A 
small family of dicotyledonous sympetalous 
lants of the order Polemoniales, typified by 
he genus Globwlaria (which see). It is char 

acterized by Howers with 5- calyx carolla, four of 
only two stamena, and two 1 ed carpela. There are 
three genera and about 20 species, natives of Europe, the 
Canary Islands, the Azores, and Sokotra perennial herba 
with obovate entire, often radical leaves, and flowers in 
dense heats, ueually globular, 

globularin (glob’a-lir-in), ». (Globularia + 
-in2,) An og age bitter glucoside, C),H. 
Og, contained in the leaves of Globularia 
aAllypum. 

elobule — por its — re 
orgagni se M 

glob cidal (glob"i-li-si‘dal), a. [L. globulus, portions of the frog of a horse’s foot, on either Adoxa.) 
globule, + -cida, ¢ cxdere, kill, + -ail.] De- 
structive to the corpuscles of the blood, espe- 
cially the red corpuscles: noting the ability of 
the blood-serum of one animal to destroy the 
red blood-corpuscles of another animal. 

These extensive deposits of pigment which were found 
in nearly all parts of Ue general circulation seem, without 
doubt, to be referable to a greatly increased globulicidal 
action of the plasma. 

Jour. Exper. Med., Feb. 6, 1, p. 146, 

globuliferous (glob-i-lif’e-rus), mn. [L. globu- 
lus, globule, + ferre, bear.] Bearing or con- 
taining globules; in geol., containing conere- 
tions or segregations which consist of mica or 
of feldspar and mica: called spherophyric by J. 
D. Dana: equivalent to the more common terms 
spheroidal or orbicular, used of spheroidal ag- 

gates in granitoid rock, 
obuliform (glob’i-li-form), a, [L. globulus, 
lobule, + forma, form.) Having a globular 
phe = sha : aes pet) [. globut 

igenic (glob’a-li-jen’ik), a. [L.g us, 
. lobule, + -genus, -producing, + -ic.]  Pro- 
Suslng blood-corpuse les. . D, Hatliburton, 
Chem. Physiol. and Pathol., p. 265, 
globulimeter (geb-}ilim’e-tie), n. [L. globu- 
jus, a globule, + Gr. zérpov, measure.] Adevice 
for determining the number of globules in a 
definite amount of blood. 
globulinose (glob’a-li-nds), m. [globulin + 
-ove.) Same as *glohulose, ; 

globulist (glob’i-list). n. [globule +-ist,.] A 
homeopathist : so called fromthe homeopathic 
practice of administering remedies in the form 
of globules, Dunglison, 
8. 

a 
A local English name for a glo 

529 glossodynia 

wool or cotton weft, so 
woven as to throw the 
silk on the face: used 
for umbrellas and 
women’s dress- 

glob’ — n, IL. plobu(tus), 
globule, + Gr, Avec, dissolution.) The dissolu- 
tion of biood-corpuseles by hemolysins. Buck, 
Med. Handbook, VIII. 467. 

Globus pallidus, the inner portion of the nucleus lentic- 
ularis, & mass of light-colored gray matter at the base of 
the brain. 
Glochiceras (glo-kis’e-ras), ». [NI., ¢ Gr. 
yAwxic, & point, + xépec, horn.] A genus of 
ammonoid cephalopods or ammonites with 
smooth diseoid shells having a relatively sim- 
ple suture and bearing long lateral] lappets at 

gooils. 
gloriette(glé-ri-et’), ». 
(Also gleriet ; ¢ F. glo- 
riette, Sp. glorieta ; a 
par. based on L. gloria, 
glory.) In arch.: (a) a 
small pavilion in a 
park. (6) An elabo- 
ratel ornamented 
apartment in a medi- 
eval castle or chateau, 

glory, See adifrection, — 
the aperture, It is of Jurassic age. : of the munka 

Bloch (glo-kid’$-us), ». Same as glochid- of — — 

glochidian (gli-kid‘i-an), a. ldlochidiſum) + 
-an,) Relating to or characteristic of a glo- 
chidium, 
glochinate (glok’i-nat), a. [Gr. yAwyiv. var. 
of ys@zic, a point, + -atel,} Same as glochidiate. 

(glok’en-shpél’), n. [G., ¢ 
glocke, bell (see clock}, + spiel, play.) 1. A 
musical instrument consisting of a series of 

&, lomen, b 
Diagrammatic figure of a ted- 

pole. dissected from the ventral 
werface te show the glomus, the 
heart and branchial vessels. and 
the head-kidneys and commene- cord to 
ing Weltfian bodies. The alt Dionysius, the glory consists 
mentary canal. fromthe avepha- of threes hierarchies and each 

e “ectume Bas been re hierarchy of three orders, 
These are from inner circle @, bower lip; 4. Jingwal arery: 

& (rumcus astectosuec es, opereular toonter as follows: first hier 

which in medieval (hria- 
an art the —— 

cavity: ¢, veatricle: /, cesopha- , cherubim, 
small bells or metal rods or tubes, mounted in wuss ee frat ephronioine 3 en; second —— 
a krums and struck by hammers; sometimes f'ions: d'cloosn; t'apenure of — princedoms, pow 
the latter are manipulated from a keyboard, [rt shout: ww, commencing @re) third B —— 33 
In the = mone in ene Longe — 
improperly ca. a lyre, from the shape o} 
the frame,—2. n-building, & stop con- 
sisting of a set of bella, bars, or tubes sounded 
by hammers. * 

glockenthaler (glok’ en-ti‘lér), ». [G. 
glocke, bell, + thaler, dollar.) A silvercoin 
of Brunswick having on one side @ bell. 

glockerite (glok’ér-it), m. [Named after E. 
P. Glocker, a mineralogist.) A bydrated ferric 
sulphate occurring in from yellow to brown 
and black stalactitic forms. It results from 
the alteration of iron pyrites. 

glewospore (lé’6-spér), mn. [Gr. pAovdc, sticky 
substance, + oropd, seed.) In phytogeog., a 
plant the dissemination of whose seeds is as- 
sisted by a viscid infloresence or by glan- ° 
dular hairs on the containing fruit. FB, Pea: 
Clemente, 

Gle@osporium (glé-5-sp5‘ri-um), mn. [NL. 
(Desmaziéresand Montagne, 1849), ¢ Gr. y/ ode, 
sticky substance, + oropd, seed.) A la 

neparic tebules: o, segmental 
tect; f, head-kidney: yg, apout- 
like aperture of opercalar cavity; 
*. Sivws Venoies, s. , afferen 
branchial vessels of first and therd 
branchial arches: ¢. ©, efferent 

and seraphim are 
often ted simply as 
heads with two, fouror six 

—5 ** first and thied and A 
arches: a, communica- ~ Glory of the snow. 

tion between the afferent and | get x mat ad " 
efferent ressels of the fret bran 
chial arch, by further elaboration 1 -bush (g16 *ri- 

Ghai sciaadging gt tah), m. | Touching 
have of the lingual arte Lad — a peer Bmp 

ete Exbeyolegs) Of Peru and Ecuador 
growing to the height 

of twometers: so named in English green- 
houses, from its profusion of handsome flowers. 
See Tibouchina, 

slory-flower (gl6’ri-flou’ér), mn. [A translation 
fthe NL. name Clianthys.) 1, eas glory- 

_ See Clianthus,—2. A plant of Chilean 
origin, Eecremocarpus scaber, with racemes of 
orange-colored flowers and _ twice-pinnate 
leaves, at the end of which there are 
ing tendrils by which it climbs. The corolla ts 
tubal distan: bore the 

genus of the Fungi Imperfecti of the order ay Praga 3 iB abana sue on the under side and 
clanconiales. The then constricts Into a neck before reaching the small cir spore-bearing hyphw form a 

dense mans beneath the surface of the host, breaking 
forth at maturity and forming pustules. The spores are 
simple and hyaline or ligh Over 200 species 
have been described, many of which cause the serious 

of cultivated plants called anthracnose. Some 
have been shown to be the conidial forma of pyrenomyce- 
tous fungi. See Wanthracnose, 

lome*, ». 3. One of the branches or rounded 

side of the cleft.—G@lome of the heel, that part of 
the wall of a horses hoof where it curves around heel 
to form the bar, the prominence of the heel. 

glomeroporphyritic (glom‘e-rd-por-fi-rit‘ik), 
a, [glomerous + porphyritic.] In petrog., 
noting a texture In igneous rocks in which 
& porphyritic appearance is produced by the 
aggregation of numerous small erystals of one 
mineral, as pyroxene or feldspar, Jwdd, 1886, 
glomerular (glé-mer’i-liir), @, (glomerulus + 
-ar3,) Of or pertaining to a glomerulus, espe- 
cially to a glomerulus of the kidney. 
When acted upon by venom the vessels show trregular 

bulging of the walls by ricin a localized dilatation or 
congestion of the vessels, which give rise to a glomerular 
appearance. Science, July 3, 1908, p. 7 
Glomerular nephritis, Same as glomerulonephritis, 

glomerulitis (glo - — li’ tis)en. [NIL., ¢ 
glomerulus + -itis,) Same as glomerulone- 

ritis, Jour. Exper. Med., Feb. 5, 1902, p. 166. 
omus (zl6’mus), #.; pl. glomera (glom‘e-rii). 
(L. glomus (glomer-), à ball or clue of yarn 
thread, ete.: see glome2.) 1. A coil of choroid 
plexus extending into either lateral ventricle 
of the brain.—2. A coil of blood-vessels pro- gl 
jecting into the body-cavity, or ccloma, in 
the region of the pronephros in the embryos 
of the lower vertebrates. (See cut in next 
column.) 
gloom-stove (gliim’‘stév), n. A stove or oven 
in which formerly gunpowder was dried after 
granulation by cautiously regulated radiation 
from surfaces of heated iron: a process now 
replaced by the use of steam-pipes, Also, by 
ellipsis, gloom. 
4 _n. 5. A fabrie with a silk warp and a 

gloryless | — n. [A translation of NL. 
he moschatel or musk-root, Adora 

Moschatellina. 
glory-tree (gld’ri-tré), n. A garden name for 
several species of ornamental, shrubby, or 
climbing verbenaceous plants of the genus 
Clerodendrum, especially C. fragrans, 

glory-vine (g!6’ri-vin), ", eas glory-pea, 
See Clianthus, 

gloss!,#. 3, In leether-manwf., a po er 
which gives leather its final polish or finish. 
Modern Amer. Tanning, p. 148.—Egg-ahell gloss, 
in pointing, a sublued ghost like that upon an egg-shell. 

gloss. An abbreviation of glossary. 
glossal (glos‘al), a. [Gr. )/4000, tongue, + 
-all.) Of or = to the tongue, 

glossarize (« os" p-riz), e. t.; pret. and pp. 
—— ppr. glossarizing. [glossar-y + -ize,] 

o enter and explain in glossary, 

All the words occurring in the formulas thus far trans- 
lated have been glossarized. 

Smithsonian Rep, 1380, p. SL 

glossatorial (xlos-4-t6’ri-nl),a. (glossator + 
-ial.} Pertaining to, of the nature of, or con- 
sisting of glosses: as, glossatorial literature, 

a. 2. In lecther-manuf,, the rubbing 
of virtually finished leather with a solution 
which gives it a final luster, C. 7. Davis, 
Manuf. of Leather, pp. 612, 614, 
loss-kiln (glos’kil), ». Same as *qlost-hiln, 
lossodus (glos’d-dus),». [NL.,< Gr. y2as0n, 
tongue, + odoic, tooth.) A genus of Carbo- 
niferous selachian fishes known only from 
their teeth. 
glossodynia (glos-6-di’ni-i), ». [NI., ¢ Gr. 
yaocea, tongue, + ddivy, pain.) Same as glos- 
salgia, 



-  glossohyal 530 glut 

g ,n. 2. In ichth., the bone of the glowfly (gl6‘fli), ». The age tion CoH i190 formed by the action of con- 

COMES. Je Hes betwen thes —— — and ian mow: nt (el Ht), *; In elect., an incan- — yarochlorie acid on glucosazone, 

Ul sories —* 1 ‘glossohyal jeseen p; 4 glow-lamp. glucosuria, ".--Digestive glucosuria, cluccurs 

— — — glow-lighting ( S'li'ting), . The use of following the ingestion of unusually large ‘ainounte 
starchy food, irrespective existence of 

ossoid (glos’oid), a. [Gr. yAwoooudic, ¢ low-lampe % ting purposes. disbeten 

erry PL ial + eldog, ‘orm Tongue-like; imager gle kiss * —— + -ase.) A gincoguric (gid-kf-sirik), a, Relating to or 

resembling @tongue inform. | for two oF Rives days ts —— 
ossolabial (glos-6-la’bi-il), a. r. yAaooa, ——— ott ack 

“tongue + L. labiem, Hp, + al.) Csinting 02 — (gli-s6’mi-i), », Same ntkapton urine: probably with hoenogentistaie 

ne G ie toomue ————— — -ag-rin’- Slucide (gi'sid), n. (Gr. yavwic, sweet, + glucovanillic (g15*k5-vé-nil’ik), a. [gluco(s 
u 1] © as saccharin. + vanill(in) + -ic.] Pertaining to glucose and 

—R Oo cnet — > ak al eae glucin (a ‘sin), n. (Gr. yAuxte, sweet, + -in?.] Vanillin.—Glucovaniliic acid, a colorless compowni 
en ge —* — —— The um salt of amido-triazin-sulphonie CHO(CH.OH),.CH cal gScH H + He0, pe 

labielaryngeal » lips, and larynx ciosse” acid. It is used like saccharin as # sweeten- pared by the oxidation af coniferit by means of pote 

paralysis (which see, under bulbar, =“ ing agent in diabetes. Se er ae ean 
glossolabiopharyngeal (gios’6-la"bi--fa-rin’- gl (glé-sin’ik), a. [glucin + -ic.] Of oF emuisin into glucose and Waniilie acid, and is also cae 

~memethorylenznte ach 
al), a. (Gr. y2oo0a, tongue, + L. labium lip, + derived from glucinurm. p-glucory 

Tr. gapuys — pharynx, + al.) Re- glucite (gii’sit), n. (Gr. yiuxic, sweet, + glucovanillin (gli*k6-vi-nil’in), m. [pluco(ve) 

lablopharyngeal paralysis, —— — Ae egy orally alley 
an *kd-al-bi’min), n. ne Oo 

puralyets (which ace, under bulbar) Grvclass of albumins which are characterized by GHO(CH.OH) 0H 0.CgH (OCH) CoH + 

glossolalist (glos’}-lé-list), m. [Gr. yAsoa, the presence of a carbohydrate complex, inthe }, a0, prepa’ Aad he oxidation of coniferin 

tongue, + Aavev, speak, + -ist.) One who has molecule, in especially large amount. See y means of ct ro agit. wee ee 

the faculty or gift of speaking with tongues; albumin. eens en Beets cet een i ts tha Gdcee 

one who is supposed to be miraculously en- glucoalbumose (gl6"k6-nl’ba-més), ». One of of piacovanillie acid, and is termed p-glucory-m-melh 

dowed with the wg of tongues. the primary albumoses (products of proteoly- 9 Say 

glossology, ». 3. The scientific study of the tie & estion) which contains the entire car- glucuron (gl-ki’ron), n. (Gr. yAuic, sweet, 

tongue and its diseases. bohydrate group of the original albuminous + oipov, urine, + -on, -one.] The ag or of 

glossopalatine (glos-6-pal’a-tin), a. [Gr. molecule. Jucuronic acid, having the formula CglicOy 

Aoooa, tongue, L. tum, palate, + -inel.] glucobiose (gli-k4-bi’ds), n. [gluco(ee) + bose.) & — te (gli-ka'ro-nat), . 5 

me as toglossal, ‘A biose consisting of two glucose molecules. + -atel.) A salt of glucuronic aci 

glossopathy (glo-sop’a-thi), mn. (Gr. y2éeee, glucocyamidin (glo'kg-ai-aty ‘din, n. [Also glucuronic (gli-ki-ron’ik), a. Same as *gly- 

tongue, + ratioc, disease.) Any disease of the qi crnvicdin ; lucocyam(in) + id + -in2,) uronic. 
tongue, ‘A carbonic-acid decivative, ‘sHsONg, — glue, n. 2. [Short for glwe-stock.] A very low 

glossopetra (glos-d-pet’ré), n. pl. [NL.,<Gr. ing to the guanidin group. It is formed from ee eee oes for tanning, 
yaosoa, tongue,+ rérpa, rock,] Certain foasil glucocyamin through loss of water. t used in the manufacture of glue : commonly 

sharks’ teeth: a word used by early writers on g (gli-k6-ai’a-min),». [Also glveo- called glue-stock. Flemming, Practical Tan- 

logy and fossils. genie = <Gr.7/ onic, sweet, + cyam(ide) + -in2.] ning, p. 265.—Duteh or Flanders glue. Sane 

tulee-S-fit’i-i), n. [NL.,< Gr, A carbonic-acid derivative belonging to the — disuwutshed fem glue of inferior vals se 
douca, tongue, + gurév, a growth, a plant.) guavidin group. It is formed th the union of from bones. — & pure glue made from 

me as black-tongue. cynnamlde and glycoooll, CyHyNgOg- loss of = fish-sounds.— f eine, a tine des prepared by 
fain. carefully boiling with water scrape of iment or sim 

ossophyton Oe “4 . glosso . Water it becomes glicocyam i pare! 

sic (-ta). A— — ——— + pos glucolignose (xli-ké-lig’nds), x. [gluco(se) + Marly cleansed snitaal skins, — Patent glue, » trade 

rtain fignose.) A compound, CgpH gO}, obtained * ple ah ma —n 

————— fungus tound in ce by the successive treatment of fir-wood with penters' gine to aging, 8 ie — cach — 

8 (glo-s0s-te-ré’sis), n, (NL, <Gr, dilute acetic acid, water, alcohol and ether, calcium carbonate, zinc oxid, or barium sulphate has bern 

yoooa, tongue, + oripnor, deprivation, <« Dilute acids hydrolyze it to glucose and lig- Slded to the extent of 5 oF ¢ per cont: Ht bof MEI 

orepeiv, deprive.| Exsection of the tongue nose gia mp ity en —— ls glue ' 

glossware {silos wir), nm. Same as *glostware. glucolysis, glucolytic, etc, Bee “glycolysis, of animal skin, feo wae, 1 al 

glost (glost), m. [A dial. form of gloss!.] In 5°. — fee ee es Ono of the red sles, 
‘ceram., glaze applied to pottery or porcelain gluconic (gli-kon‘ik), a. [gluc(ose) + -on Gracilaria, occasionally used for food an 

bisenit, <ie.}, Derived See SS On A tee a tend oe bal tal 
glost-kiln (glost’kil), ». In ceram,,a kiln in tained b STyOY tiatlon of ciasets. a? COOH, ob glue-pot, m. 2. A part of a road so bad ths 

which biscuit ware is glazed. Also called gloss- aloe aah 3. —- Fi with chiorin orbromine the wheels of carriage would stick in % 

kiln and glaze-kiln. —— * —— — roe ) 1 The typical gent 
glost-o hav! Same as*. . glucopro’ glo-k6-pro’t an 0 gly- gld-j6'), m. ONL. e typical ge 

—B— ayer), adn agen kins ccoproteld ; < or * — — 
operative who —— the slost. ‘ ‘An albumin in which a carbohydrate group is structive to silkworms, causing the disease 

glostware (glost’wiir), n. Glazed ware ; baked present = — large amount, as —* — in France as la pébrine. Delohanae 

ttery which has been covered with a glazing Mucins and mucoids. ecomposition the Glugeidm (gi}-j2"i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Gluges 
* ae om and is fired a — tm Ale carbohydrate group is, in most cases, obtained + -idw,] 4 family of spor- , 

ealled glossware. a the form (git kp oum'tn) [Also gh we a * — '¥ro~ 
ucosamin -k6-sum‘in), ». [A yeo- sporidia, having the spores 

eee —— SN SG ‘samin; < Gr. yAucig, sweet, + E. qnin(e).) A winute and pear-shaped, 

as single kiln, which was he | alternately for bisque and — — —— OH), _ * polar capsule which 

-weare. er . - 

peas = — hae = wi act cai bythe had cu * ment "with reagente * 
glottagra (glo-tag’rii), m. [NL., < Gr. pare. rotatory niche alied to glucose, * than two spores are formed im each 

tongue, + dypa, acatching. . podagra.] Bame gincogan (gli ‘ ko-san*), 2. 33 + -an.] of cell-parasites found mostly in 

de —— talo-tal’3i-§) a. [NL '¢ Gr.yaaer A colorless a er y heating glu- — ped Gehes. The typical 

, »<Gr.yAarra, cose at 17! .,and also by heating eseulin —— wind roel 

eee a aie i205. 1 hs 2 — — 
a * very achtiy aw: by ermen ie, aah Te 

ove, n.— gloves, in racing, _ converted into glucose by the action of dilute acids. erless giume. _ Soc 

ely? x. EY fi —— —— glucosazone (lũ· —8 Gõu). n. ceed + oe ot — —** * 

— 333 n, A trade-name for CH,0H (cHON), ane MK RY ane —3 *87 ikelets of grasses which sub- 

ht leather made from grain split. Modern )g.C (NgHCgH,). CHNgHCgHs. 2** oir 
7 1 . d cose, Infrae’ erless of cnpty glumes * 

Glover's sale! "ice Secale deena fein, Set — 
glove-tighten (gluv’ti’tn), ». A glove-tight- phenyl piueosasone. — — Pn a leliow.—2. pl. 

* * ee ons Se for hold- glucos * — at aoe The sulks, 

—*3 sal ong & Ot pialted hhorschats, ee grinding and bolting maize and pressing the residue after glut, t,t, 4, To choke or . d 

and fastened the gloveabove the elbow. Alsocalled plore. the addition of water and salt, tially Gi) up, as an engine- = 
band and glove-top. A.-M. Earle, Costame of Colonial glucosidal (glé-ko-si‘ dal), a. [glucoside + cylinder or condenser-tube 

—2 eT] Relating to or containing @ glucoside. by ® carbonaceous deposit ——— * 

glow-beetle ( glõꝰhõꝰtl), x. A European beetle, giucosidie (glo-ko-sid’ ik), - Calncoside + from inferior oils used in In- bearers svi’ 

Meligethes aéneus. ic.) Of or pertaining to a glucoside. brication. Animal oils, includ: «ands ery 

glow-discharge (glé‘dis-chiir}), ». A dis- glucosidolytic (glé’ko-sid-p-lit’ik), 4. ge Se ess beth aan are ard core, {a tec ees condom 

charge between the terminals of an electrical coside + Gr, Avréc, ¢ inn, dissolve.] Caus- sion, the latter being due to the de {3/0 Sie own 

machine under conditions such that the di- ing the cleavage of glucosides: noting aclass composition of the fats and the extrasios of Ot 

electric is rendered luminous although no of ferments. Also glycosidolytic. Ponition of caren Mincralollsare ⏑ 

sparks appear, The term is sometimes used The giucoridolytic enzyme of Sorghum vulgare there- froma these defects, Wenoegup—s. 

to designate the luminousdischarge invacuum- {Vhich'ocure the same functions a the ensyme emusin byot 4, 10. A block, usually a 
tubes as well as the discharge in air. Philos. Trans, Roy. Soc. (London) 1, ser, A, p. 400, of bronze, in one face of Thélebas Picts 

glower® (glé’ér), x. In elect., the light-giving glucosone («li ’k$-sdn), x. [glucose +-one.] which is a recess to receive (rem Laie? 

body of a Nernst lamp. See Nernst *lamp. ‘A non-fermentable syrup having the composi- the upset end of the valve- “28? 



glut 
rod in a knuckle-joint. The glut is tightened 
by a wedge and screw, or by a k 
glutaconate (lij-tak’d-ndt), n. — 
+ tel.) A alt of glutaconie ac 

The methylation and condensation of ethyl glutaconate. 
Nature, March 1908, p. 4. 

glutaconic (gli-ta-kon’ik), a. [glut(en) 3g 
aconic. — a colorless compound, HOCO, 
CHg.C H, which crystallizes is © 
prisms and —* at —X O. It is isomeric with 
rape citraconic, and mesaconic acids, 
Iso called pentenediacid or a-y-propylenedi- 

pen er acid. 
glutamic (glij-tam‘ik), a. BL wanna + am(ine) 
+ -ie,] erived from gluten and amine.— 

crystalline compound, HOCO.CH 
— — ClgcboH, easel fon ~ and 

utamine (glij-tam‘in), n. —— * amine.) 
A colorless crystalline com) H,N.CO. 
par ne CHy,CHgCOOH, —— 
with as n, widely distributed in the veg- 
etable om. It is deposited in slender 
needles, Also called a-glutamamide and, in- 
correctly, glutamin, 
utaminis — min’ik), a. [glutamine + 

—— ote taining | te — Jutamine.—Gtuta- 
utamic acid. 

glutaric Ae (gi. bark). a. {olutten) + -ar + -ie.] 
a gluten. -— Glutaric a coborless 

— HO. Hg CHy.CH ———— crystallizes 
— monoclinic mel ate7.o* C., and boils nt 

ap and can a * 8. 
called hak vie acid or penta nediacid. 

glutazin ( —— nm. [gut(on + 2 + 
-in2,) A colorless compound, Cg,Hg02No, whic! 
crystallizes in rectangular plates. It melts and 
Hig oses at 300° C., — — 4imiclo, 

ee ae oe cossbenation of the fernoral canal sprees ecm ee 
gluten, ». 2, A glue-like animal secretion: 
for — the sticky material secreted by 
swallows in neet-buildlng.~ ataten feed, a mix- 
ture of glaten-meal and corn bran: used as feed for cat- 
the, ⸗ , wheat flour from which a part of the 
starch has been removed, thus increasing the p 
of gluten, See —— the be a * product ot Bom 
the — of glacoos and —~y+ ndian 
It consists —— the grain, with more oF 
less of the h Ned valued as a feed, especially 
for milch cattle, 

glutenin (glé’te-nin),n. [gluten + -in?.) That 
ager of vegetable gluten which is insoluble 

alcohol. Also termed gluten-flbrin, See 
2 

glutenoid (cli’ te- noid), 
Similar to gluten. 

gl (gib*t§-$-pert-aé'al), a. Relat- 
ing to the gluteal region and the perineum: 
noting a furrow on = — surface anda 

up of touseular fi 
glutimic (gli-tim’ ha a. .. talut(en) + im(ine) + 

Derived from —*7** — imine — 
compound, er 

with gtatam “sci By baling abun with a solution of 

glutin, a. 2, Same as 
It melts at 180" 

gelatin. It forms the 
chief part of carpenters’ glue, Not to be con- 
founded with gluten or any of ite tnd pi 

glutinize (gli‘ti-niz), v. t.; pret. and p Ep. ge 
winized, ppr. glutinizing. fatten (-lin-) 
To render glutinous org 

¥* gluten (-tin-) + glutinoid (g1é’ Gat a 
* "same as *albumd noid. 

seta ⏑⏑ Lelai(in) + cotd.]” Gelo- utoid (gli‘toid), m, [glut(in) e 
é tin ——— with formaldehyde: used in mak- 

eee ts Buck, Med, Handbook, I'V. 374. 
ee ki’ rin), A peptone body 

—E by ed on hydrol sis of glutin, 
glutol (¢ (gl ’ 1 3) afi -ol,] Same 

glut vod 088 ry, [{glut(en) + -o8e.] Same 

glutier ter (gait), m {Imitative.] A splutter. 

— 4. In 
at deal of punishm 

a. [gluten + -oid.] 

ilism, one who takes a 
ment before he is beaten. 

—— slang.) (gies »), (NL. 
— gli·aẽ mi · A), n. 

— —— r aunts, sweet, + , blood.) 
me as 

lyceral are sey n, [Or. yAunepdc, sweet, + 
— One of certain compounds. obtained 
——— the — of ott gizeerol on an aldehyde, 

ormerly # general Gasigna- © 

together e 

531 

tion for compounds similar to glycerol in that 
they contain three hydro: 1 prox —Giycerin tr 

—— * oa, — Sor — nu w oun! 
has been added: jal servicesble in Ne thi 
5* bacillus. s Jelly, a mixture of g 

nea ew joyed in the manufacture of soluble 
also as a mount for microscopleal spect- 

ee, (glis’e sem), . t.; pret. and —— 
— ted, ppr. glycerinating. Same as 

lymph or vaccine, vaccine vi- 
—— with glycerin in order to destroy Lay bestesia 
with par eur the lymph may have been accidentally con- 

— (Elisg· ri · uũ Mon), a. 
~ation.] — or dilution wit 

rol, Thus calfs lym —_ is mixed with glycerol, 
which, after a time, kills bacterial organisms 

—— in ordinary lymph. 
is —— ev. t; pret. and pp. 

lycerin + 
yeerinate ; 

lycerin 
glyce- 

. —— ppr. gen ye —— 
~ize.} glycerin; 
at Lg 
cerin 

a. Same as hosphoric, 
glycerinum ‘atieerr num), x, [NL.] A phar- 
—— Latin name for glycerol, 
gl (glis’e-ré-de-grii’),n. [gl — 

degras.| A mixture of glycerin, fish-oil, 
beef-tallow ly to leather to soften ‘the 
finished p —— C. T. Davis, Manuf. of 
Leather, p, 239. 7 

glyceroformo (glis’g-r-f6r’mél), n. [glyceri 
fo — eS +-ol.] Asubstance —— 

by the action of formaldehyde upon glycerin: 
used —— an antiseptic, 

(glis*e-rd-jel’a-tin), ». A stiff 
iycerogelatin 9 ** rt mater 6 8, 
= aoa t glycerin * : maed tn momen 

ntin, Png al serait 3 medium. Also 
n gelatin, , glycerin gum, 

suse (glia e-ro-lat), m. [glycerol + 
-atel.] Same as gl 
glycerophosphate ( —— fos’fat), m A 
salt of glycerophosphorie acid with a base 
(iron, quinine, caleium Theses employed in 
—— ve a — to 

slyceroph {else foetor'k), a. 
ting an capharis P, a decomposition- 

product of lecit ae ation it is present in 
combination with choline, two of its hydroxyl 

ups oye! replaced by fatty-acid radicals. 
is’e-rés), ». [glycer(ol) + -ove.] 

A pac teach formed by th the oxidation of glye- 
erol by dilute nitric acid or bromine. It was 
thought to be a triose, C. ge iq, but is now 
— to be a mixture yeerol aldehyde 

glycerol ke’ ketone, 
elyeie of tn ik), a.- (Gr. ety — + -ic.] 

from glycerol.—Giycic acid. Same as 

giycld (glis’id), ».  [glyc(erol) + id.) A 
colorless liquid, 

£0% 
CH .CH.CH)0) 

the anhydrid of glycerol, into —* itis ray idly 
converted by the action of water. It bo: 
160°C. Also called hyd — Dee 

elycidic anes ik), a. -ie.] Derived 
from glycerol — — a colorless liquid, 

with an irritating an it 
membrane and is slowly tat 
acid. Also called 
ester of peddle acl 
ethyl salt, and often rite, —6 

Glycin blue corinth, red. Bee tive, n., ete. 
Glycine lycine (eta ne), ™ —ã— (Linneus, 1753; 

nvsed in his Genera Plantarum, 1737 < 
Gr. yduxic, sweet, + -iné, aform of -inal. 
name alludes to the substitution of Indian 
licorice, Abrus Abrus (called Glycine Abrus b 
Linowus), fortrue licorice, Glycyrrhiza peered 
1, A genus of plants of the family 
Bee Apios.—2. A name esoueoutio’ applied to to 
Soia, a genus of plants belonging tothe — 
Fabacee and including the soy-bean. 
*Soia. 
g ( andl Os nia), ». Glycine + ~in?,] A 

obulin found in the —— — 
cha um (glis’i-um), n. chem., 

ucinum or tlinm, 
glycocholate (gli- sodtamety n. 
elycocholicaci 

tof gl —— weit 

tna 

ol(ie) + 

attacks the mitcous 
water, into — 

ale ae applic ong tthe 

A salt of 
—— 

—— alds the digestion st 

oloni⸗ (gli-k6-k6-lon’ik) leo. 
~one + * Derived —— ines. 

(glis-e-ri’nd-fos-for’ik), © 

glycosine 
cholic acid. — Giycocholonic acid,a 2*2222 
basic io acid, Cap Hla NO —— the of concen: 

Elycoproteld, etc. See *glu ete, 

— —— — 
: used, —— form cf vapor, as a 

fect 
m (gli-k5-jel’a-tin), » A jelly-like 

elycogels of glycerin gelatin, used in the 
manufacture of lozenges and pastils and also 
as a vehicle for exhibiting external remedies. 

a, 2 Derived from g' Sie 

formed by the Foeen wick Groner ned 
silver oxid. It is x idea wun ae th bronilng * 

(git oj’ — n. Ts yAvntec, — 
ae ens Same as glyco 

"n.—Diethene d, CH)OH. 
é Wy aca Ii, formed by the ‘antes of cenytene nat 
wi ia a liquid which bolls at 250°, 

(gli-kol-al’dé-hid), .». (Gr. 
yAunbe 8 + E, aldehyde.) A syrupy com- 
pound, H 9-CHO, obtained by the action 
bf seat Tey hydroxid on bromacetaldehyde, I 
—— aber ye to sugars. 

** “ee, n. [glycol(ic) + -atel.] 
A —— of weit ck acid 

gly: colenor $e (git: -k6-li’ sit), n. Lalyco(gen) | + 
leuoo)ey te.) large leucocyte, espec 
adapted to storing nutritive substances ne 
as glycogen, found in the blood of certain 
worms (for example, Sipunculus nudue). 

F. 

clots 
hich fally devoted to stort natrtive nuances, like glycogen. —* 

Jour. Roy. Bree Sea, Apel, 1006, 1p 208 

acid, a colorless compound, HO.CHy COOH, 
h crystallizes in plates or needles and melts at 60° C: 

glycolid (gli’kd-lid), m. [glycol + -idl.]) A 
eolorleas compound 

0 EEE 0, 
which e Hlizes in large lustrous plates and 
melts at C.: formed by treating — 
acid in a current of carbon dioxid. It ina e 
double ester of je ncid. The name was tc 
plied ton anid steal acid be former) a 

giycotine Yali'ko-lin), #. [glycol + -tne®.) A 
colorless compound whieh erystallizes in 
rhombohedra or in lustrous plates and melts 
- 15° C. It is contained in commercial fusel- 

a —— (Eli· xolꝰ ũ·ril). * [glycol + wrea + 
-] A-colorless SNHCHNIT, 

\NH —* 
which crystallizes in white needles: formed 
by the action of hydrochloric acid on a mix- 
tare of glyoxal and urea. Also called acetylene 

iycolyl (gli ’ ko - <li, ~ cal + -yl.] A 

i), » 
valent 

{= plea See *hy- 

slycolysis (gli-kol’i-sis), n. (Gr, Nixic, swee 
Aboic, — JMThe destruction 6 

sugar in the animal body. This (in part, at 7 
is supposedly effected through a ferment which in ſteel 
is inactive, but is activated by a substance formed in the 
pancreas which plays the mile ofa kinase. Also glucolyeis, 

in Gho Hisar, und in the biced, thei Govt active S te 
increase vets, but this effect is diminished, or even 
arrested, probonged action. 

Nature, Jan. 2t, 1004, p. * 

ders te (atl-ko- Tit ile), a, ysis (~ 
or —— to glyoorys ed ca 

——— a (gt ke oni’ 8-6-pro* 
‘i ), n. A nucleoprotei * whieh Ges corte 

rate up is prominently develope 
: Lae — tõ.ri), a. lulveo· 

(gen) + secre Causing the secretion of 
— retry} Casing nerve-fibers. 

™ & reosine st in), n. [Gr. yAuwiy, sweet, 
ne?,] A colorless compound, 

CHNH Y 
il ST Nee tallizing in need! * e pel es 

CHN nbn “— 



glycosine 
which sublime without melting. Itis prepared 
by the interaction of ammonia and glyoxal. 
— digl “ _ » —— 

lycosolvo! “k6-s0l-vol}, m. col se 
gr solvere, * + -ol.) "a diabette remedy 
of indefinite composition and action. 

£ ? (gli-kd-som’e-tér), mn.  [glycose, 
Gr. nétpov, measure,] An apparatus for es- 

timating the amount of sugar present in the 
urine. 
lycuronic (gli-ki-ron‘ik), @, [Gr._y/vnie, 

“reel, + ator, —* + -one + 4 Derived 

CMT ONCCOE reais te talline eoeanthte acid COH(CHOH)COOH, obtained 
with dilute sulphuric ach. A — related to gla. 
cose ; cecars In the blood ; and compounds of it with cam- 

, chloral, phenol, ete,, are found in the urine after 
—— of these substances. Also gf 

(gli-si-fil’in), n. [NL. giveyph Ua 
-n#,.) Aerystalline sweet glucoside, Coy Hy, 

Og, extracted from the leaves of Smilaz gly- 
cyphylia. It is deposited in lustrous prisms with 
or 4Hy0 (depends on thesolvent aged), and melts a 

r a ‘hen hydrolyzed it yields phloretin and 
a ae is closely allied to phlorizin if not iden- 
tical 

lycyrretin (glis-i-ret’in), ». [glycyrrh(ica) 
= lt + in) A erystalline compound, 
CgaH4704N, formed by the action of dilute 
acids on glyeyrrhizie acid, which occurs, in the 
— sults, in lieoriee root. It melts at 

orth izie (glis.i-ri’zik), a. Lolyeyrrhisa + 
sly Pertaining to orderived from lieorice.— 
Giyoyrshisic |, noolocless tribasic achd.C, HesOiaX, 
resembling albumen in appearance. It golatinizes with 
cold water, has a sweet taste, and occurs, as the ammoni 
or calcium salt, in tioorlee-noot. 

,". A simplified spelli f A, 
LU aig ey. : Penh is meds, n, See 
*glycemia, glycemia, 

ac! a colorions eprupy compound, HOO.COOH, 

ching the Snnurry,. ii & peupased Uy toe oelaeteen poose! 3 pared by the ox! jon 
of al glycol, or ayeanel. by means of nitric acih 
With water it forma a crystalline derivative, CH(OM), 
COOH. The syrup and the solid are, therefore, the alde- 
hyde end the dihydrdxid respectively of oxalic acid. 

glyoxaline (gl-ok'sp-lin) {+ -ine2.] ok’ n),". lyora -ine?, 

re Angi 
‘ormed, 

cH: 8 , 
together with glyeosine, by the action of con- 
centrated ammonia on glyoxal, It occurs tn 
thick nacreous prisms which melt at 80° C., boil at 255° C. 
and have an alkaline reaction. It is also called midazol 
or methylene acetylenazin, The name glyoraline in also 
given to certain compounds which are derived from gly- 
otaline itself by ——— of its hydrogen atoms by 

A colorless compound, NH ¢ 

radicala. 

lyoxiline, line (gli-ok’si-lin), n. 
by glyoz(al) b hs -inc?.] An’ ex- 
plosive consisting of guneotton treated with 
a solution of saltpeter, dried, and soaked with 
nitroglycerin. It closely resembles explosive gelatin, 
bat its constituents are leas intimately Wended. Nat to 
be confounded with the compound glyoxaline (Cgly Ne) 

g @ (gli-ok’sim), mn. [As KK al) + 
ame.) <A colorless compound, HON:CHCH: 

a, glyptician (glip-tish’an), n. 
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Giyphiocerss (gtif-i-oa” ),n. [NL., irreg. 
(Gr, yAigen, aur népas, horn.] The 
pow genus of the family Glyphioceratide. 

« the type species of this genus, G. sphericus, 
is the same as that specified by De Haan as 
typical of his genus Goniatites, Glyphioceras 
is ® synonym of that term in its restricted 
meaning. 

Glyphioceratide (glif’i-d-se-rat‘i-dé), n. pl. 
(NL, < Glyphioceras (-at-) + -ide.] A family 
of ammonoid cephalopods or goniatites, in typ- 
ieal forms being rotund and involute with the 
lateral sutural lobes and saddles relatively sim- 
ple. It is of Carboniferous age and is strictly 
synonymous with the division Geniatitide. 

Glyptic period, in geol., a division of the Human jou 
based on the character of the paleolithic relics — in 
the caves of Périgord, France. 

The Magdalenian or Glyptie of Pictte has been 
further divided by him into two great epochs the Ebur- 
bean or time of the mammoth, going back inte glacial 
times, when the men lived who carved the likeness of 
that animal on ite tusks, and the Tarandean or reindeer 
epoch, when the climate had ametiorated, but when rein- 
deer still lived in the south of France and were hunted 
by a more advanced type of mankind. 

Geikie, Text-book uf Geol (4th ed.) IL vi 1349, note. 

p (alyptic — -ian.] 
gem-eutter, gem-engraver, or lapidary. 

dia (elip-to-kar'di-&), mn [Nl ¢ 
Gr. yAurréc, carved, + xapdia, heart.) A 
8 ¢ onym — * (which aes). L 
lyptocep us (glip-to-sef’a-lus), a. [NL, 
< Gr, yAvrrdc, pA 4 + Kegars, head.] Ng 2 
nus of slender flounders, characterized by the 
great number of their vertebre, found in deep 
waters of the North Atlantie and North Pacific 

—— es er as Sa 3. rt 
of the North Pacifo? excellent ig M9 ——— 

Glyptocrinus (glip-tok’ri-nus), ». < Gr. 
yaurrdg, carved, + xpivov, lily (see ¢ noid) A 
genus of camerate crinoids of the family Melo- 
crinide, with a deep obconical calyx orna- 
mented b ridges and radiating strim, It is 
of Lower Silurian age, 

mtoid (glip-té-don‘toid), a. lypto- 
CZus) + 081 Related to of fe tae 
characters of Glyptodon, 
Glyptolepis (glip-tol’é-pis), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
yaurric, me ie + zeric, a scale.) A genus of 
extinct ganoid fishes from the Old Red Sand- 
stone of Britain, commonly regarded as synon- 
ymous with Holoptychius (which see). 

logist (glip-tol’d-jist), n. Lypto' 
-ist.) A student or collector 4 cngrav 
mx, 

glyptology (glip-tol’¢-ji), n. [Gr. yAvrréc 
earved, engraved, + -Aoyia, ¢ Aéyerr, speak, 
The study of engraved gems and other smal 
sculpture, X. V. Sua, Fob. 23, 1904. 
Glyptopomus (glip-té-pd’mus),a, [NL., ¢ Gr, 
yaurric, — + xduea, a lid.) A genus of 

noid fishes from the Old Sandstone of 
Scotland, The scales and external bones are 
ornamented with irregular wrinkles. 

gnomium 

jaw measured by the angle between the bori- 
zontal and one of the facial lines, - See prog. 
nathigm, orthognathism. 
gnathobase (nath’-bas), m. (Gr. ywifx, jaw, 
+ Sdorc, base.) The proximal or coxal extremity 
of the leg in many Crustacea when modified 
forthe purpose of crushing food by the devel 
ment of a series of short hard spines, as 
Limulus. 

gnathobasic (nath-d-ba’sik), a. [gnathobae 
+ -ic.] Pertaining to or of the nature of 1 
—— Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist, 

eb., 1904, p. 155. 
Gnathobdellidm | (nath-ob-del’i-d8), 1». pl 

NL., ¢ Gnathobdella + -idw,| A family of 
sh-water and land leeches, 

ecury’s leech. It le col 
vated in spectal ponds and is mot sexually matare att 
it Ia three years old. In the young it feeds 
the blood of insecta, and then on that of > but 
it mature a dict of warm bi is requirel 
Aulostoma, often called the horre- feeds upee 
worms and mollusks Heemopsie vorax, Uve horseteed 

and North Africa, attaches itaelf to the insite 
cattle, and men. H. 

gnathochilarium (nath‘6-ki-la‘ri-um), #.: pl 
grathochilaria (-i). (NL., < Gr. 7 > Jay, 
+ xeitoc, lip, + -arinm.) In myriapods, a 
plate-like under lip constituting the floor of 
the mouth and formed of the second pair of 
jaws, as in the ‘ 
gnathometer (na-thom’e-tér), m. [Gr. — 
= + wérpov, measure.) An instrument 
‘or measuring the angles of the lower jaw. 

gnathonism (na’thd-nizm), n. [L. —— 
name of a parasite in Plautus and Terence, 
Gir. Trdtivv, a nickname ( ‘ one who is all jaw’), 
< yvdtiog, jaw.) Syeophaney. 

“Could the light of such a Gospel as —— 
eclipaed with the interposition of a single a J 
And yet Hacket must have lived to see the practical 

confutation of this shallow Gnathoniem in the result d 
the with the Papist Henrietta of France! 

V4 Notes on Hacket, in Lit, Remaina, UL 3. 

gnathophorous (ni-thof’é-rus), a. [UGr. 
jaw, + ~popoc, < pipe, bear.) Bearing jaws: 
noting the jaw-bearing sclerites of arthropods. 

mn 2, gnathopodite. 
athostomata, ». 3. A tribe of irregular 

echinoids having a central peristome sur 
rounded by a perignathic girdle, the ambulaers 
all similar, and the jaws — but some- 
times rudimentary. includes both living 
and extinct genera.—4, A name given by 
Haeckel toa superclass of vertebrates contain- 
ing the forms with true jaws, (normally) t¥o 
pairs of limbs, and double nostrils. Same ss 
Gnathostomi and synonomous with Amphirkive. 

gnathostomate (nd-thos’t6-mat), a. [li 
jvatlog, jaw, + erdua, mouth, + -atel.) Hav- 
ing a masticatory apparatus, as in ecbinoids. 
gnathostome (nath’6-stém), w. A member 
of the Gnathostomata, or vertebrates having 

NOH, prepared by the action of hydroxylam- @ us (glip-td-skér’pi-us),n. IXL. true jaws. 
ine on avere It erystallizes in trimetric 
lates and melts at Ne Cc. a — 

lic (gli-ok-sil’ik), a. me as le 
OO nit, tame wylyoxatic sci 
4 0, 2, A written or pictured character, 
sign, or symbol representing a word or an 
idea; an ideograph: as, the Mexican or Mayan 
glyphe. 

Now, when a glyph is read aa a word, the Interesting 
Ihenomenon of which we have spoken ta this: Wards 
ve different meanings, the same word Lj express dif. 
ferent concepta, and the glyph may be by speaking 
the word and attaching to it any meaning which the 
spoken word representa In this early society words are 
mysterions things #0 to be properties or — 
of things, rather than signs of things When such glyphs 
become signs of spoken words they are signs of sounds 
They become signa of word-sounds, then sigus of syllabic 
sounds, and ultimately signs of alphabetic sounds; and 
thus pletare-writing is developed into —— writing. 

J. W. Powell, in Rep. Bur. Amer. . = 9 Pp 
jclxviil, 

Glyphea (gli-fé’li), n. (NL, ¢ Gr. yAvgi, an 
engraving, ¢ y//orm, engrave: see glyph.) A 

nus of extinet macrurous crustaceans from 
e Jurassic and Cretaceous rocks. 

glyphic, a. 2, Of the nature of a glyph or 
ideograph: as, glyphic words. 

The written languages prodaced in primitive time have 
distinct woris as Kivographs ; they also have a distinct 

mar for the arrangement of these giyphic words tn- 
that of highly developed written language. 

J. W. Powell, in Rep. Bur. Amer, Ethwol, 1505-08, 
Ip. clxix. 

(Gr, yaurroc, earved, + axopriog, a scorpion. ] 
A genus of merostome Crustacea of the order 
Eurypteride, with decided arachnid affinities 
in the clawed limbs and the ecomb-like struc- 
tures similar to the pectines of scorpions, It 
is found in the coal-measures of Scotland, 
glyptothek (gliip‘t6-tak’), ». [G.) Sume as 
glyptotheca, 
—— An abbreviation of gram. 

. M, B, An abbreviation of Great Master of 
the Bath, 

G. M.I. EB. An abbreviation of Grand Master 
of the Indian Empire. 
G.M.EK.P. Anabbreviation of Grand Master 
of the x qhts of St. Patrick. 

An abbreviation of Grand Mas- §0 
ter of St. Michael and St. George. 
G.M.P. An abbreviation of Grand Master of 
St. Patrick. 
.M. 8.1. An abbreviation of Grand Master 
of the Star of India. 
G.M.T. An abbreviation of Greenwich merid- 
ian — 

n. — Potato-acab 
joes veatiel, which breeds fa seabby 
transmits the disease to healthy tubers. 

gnathion (nath’i-on), ». (NL., dim. ¢Gr. yrdflor, 
jaw.] Same as mental point (which see). 
See also eut under craniometry. 
gnathism (nath‘izm), a, (Gr. yrifer, jaw, + 
-ivm,] The angle of projection of the upper 

t, a mycetophilid fly, 
potatoes and 

The gnathortomes embrace the great ity of verte 
brutes. J.T. Kingsley, Vert. Zool, p 

gnatoo (ngii’té), ». [Tonga gratoo, more pre 
spelled *ngatu, or, a8 now, gatu (pron, ngi’ts).] 
A paper-cloth (kapa or fapa) made from th 
bark of the paper-mulberry ( Broussonetia popy- 
rifera), and printed with a pattern. 

gnaur, ». Same as ger! and kwart, 
gneiss, 4. Bojan a red gneiss found on te 
—* ——* —— ay — 

+H ion, 2.—Lewisian 5 — 
the Hebrides and northern Siena; named shir Oe 
- lg Lewis by Murchison in 1458 See Lewes 

gneissitic (ni-sit‘ik), a. Same as gneisne. 
eissosity (ni-sos’i-ti), n. [gneissose + ty) 

In petrog., the character or structure of gots 
Gnetales (né-ta’léz), m. pl [NL (Enger 
1887), < Gnetum + -ales.] An order of gym” 
spermous plants containing the family (= 
cex only (which see). * 
gn (né'mish), a. [gnome + - 
Gnome-like: as, gnomish faces, 
gnomist (no’mist), . [gnome + -ist.) 4 
gnomic poet; a writer of proverbs and ap> 
thegma. : 
gnomium (né’mi-um), », [NL., alluding 
the etymological meaning of the associ 
cobalt; ¢ gnome?.) In cheni,, a supposed pe* 
metal having a high atomic aout: whaea 
Kriiss announced in 1892 as associated with 



gnomium 
nickel and cobalt, and the presence of which is directed; thus, the earth’s goal at any mo- Gobiesocing al rk eg pie Ox pl 
he believed to be the cause of the assign- 
ment of too a value to the atomic weight 
of cobalt. It been shown that the sup- 
posed discovery was an error, 

[gnomolog-y gnomologist (néd-mol’é-jist), #. 
+ -ist,) Sume as moniat, 
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ment is a point on the ecliptic about # de- 
grees west of the sun. 

cage (gol’kaj), ». In roller-polo, the wire 
netting which stops the ball in the goal after 
its entrance. 

goal-line (gol’lin), ». In foot-ball, hockey, la- 

goeduck 

(NL. ¢ 
Gobicsox (-esoe-) + -ina.) A subfamily of fishes 
typitied by the genus Gobiesor. 
Go (go-bi-6-id‘i), nm. pl. (NL, ¢ Gobins 
+ -cidei.) A name applied to the group of 

bies as a whole. 
bicidine (g6'bi-d-i-di’né), n, pl. [NL., < 

Gnomonia (n6-md6‘ni-i),». (NL, (Cesatiandde crosse, and similar games, a line at the end of Gobwides + -inge.) A subfamily of gobies 
Notaris, 1863), ¢ Gr, 7 rau, the index of a dial, 
a pillar, rod: see 
gnomon.) A genus 
of pyrenomycetous 
fungi, type of the 
family Gaomoni- 
acex, having the 

rithecia embed- 
ed in the tissue 

of the host, with 
only the elongated 
nee rojecting. 
The sports + ae. 

or 4celled. 
0 species have been 

many of 
which are parasitic. (, 
erythrostoma attacks 
the leavesof the cherry, 
reducing *leaf-seorch 

Guamania oryth rostema, 
Mon -L- &'86-6), 1. a, diseased leat of cherry show! 

Ln, ¢ Guomonia ee habt of ee tones ireoeced) 
~eret, | A family tanged); ¢. anascus, comtaining eight 

of pyrenomycetous spores (bighly magnified). 

fungi of the order Sphwriales named from 
the genus Guomonia. They have membranous perl- 
theeta embedded in the teaue of the heet and usmally with 
an elongate projecting neck, 
kG nomonia. 

Gnomonic net. See *net!. 
gnomonological (né’ m6-n6-loj’i-kal), a. 
[anomonolog-y + -ie-alt.) Pertaining to the 
art of diwling. Sailey. 

e (nos’ko-pin), ». [Appar. ¢ Gr, 
(yoyveoxere, know, + dmov, opium, + -ine?.] 
A colorless alkaloid, CooHo30,N, which erys- 
tallizes in lustrous prisms and melts at 228° C, 
It is contained in opium and is closely related 
to narcotine. 
gnostid (nos’tid), », anda. I, n, A member 
of the family Grostide, 

II. «. Of or belonging to the coleopterous 
family Gnostide, 

t. .—Going through 
Ws Nishment at one time Ay A, 8 Swe ous the 

to which he had culprit received a portion of the foggt 
been sentenced alongside of cach o the various vessels 
— made up the feet. It was punishment of the most 

jing character. — to Boston, a game of 
pokerslice with three dice only, the winner being the 
player with the highest number of pips up. Sometimes 
called Fankee » See Ryrober-dice,— 
See tiettuess.— Let her go off (rmau?.). an order to the 
man at the wheel to put the tiller to the weather side 
so that the vessel's head may pay off to leeward. 

free (nowt,) to stil so that the yards may be briced 
ih atid the sheeta sacked, See free, ade.—Togoin, (5) 
In — “ed 7 * ante for drawing cars; — 5— 

pot wl read opened. — large na 

* — the wind well abaft the beans TO go 
(a) (2) In bridge, to double the value of the trump. 

ge. 
go, ". 8. As much as is or can be fetched at 
one going or trip: as, to fetch a go of water 
from the well; hence, as much as is supplied 
at one time; adram: as, a geof gin. [Colloq:] 
—9, Abargain;acompact ; athing fully agreed 
upon: as, “Well! is it a go?” [Colloq. 
On the go, restiessly or busily active: aa, he's on 
all the time. 

go* (c6), 4. [Jap.] A Japanese measure of 
capacity equal to 11.01 cubie inches, 

Go, An abbreviation of Gothic. 
G. O. An abbreviation (a) of General Order; 
(>) (1. ¢.) of great organ, — 

f, NED. 

The spores are hyaline, See 

See 

go 

goaf-burned (gf bérnd), a. 
burvned,| Heated in the mow or goa 
[Obsolete or prov. Eng.) 

goaf-horse (gof’hérs), ». [goaf, 2. + horse.) 
stored in a barn to A horse ridden upon = 

compress it, X. £.D, [Obsolete or prov. 
Eng. } 
goat (go'i), m. [A colonial form of Maori 
kowhat (see def.) = Hawaiian chai, Manga- 
revan koai, Paumotan kefai, applied to differ- 
ent plants.) Inthe southern island of New 
Zealand, the timber of the native locust or 
yellow kowhai, Sophora tetraptera, a member 
of the bean family. The timber is red in color 
and very durable, and is used for fencing and 
for piles in bridges and wharves. 

goal', «. 7. In astron., the point on the celes- 
tial sphere toward which the motion of a body 

over. £' 

the field which passes through the goals, 
(gol’strif kér), a. In certain 

games, the player who stands nearest his o 
ponent’s goal and endeavors to strike the ball 
through it. 

goanna (gé-an’ji), a, A aps pret variant of 
guana (an abbreviated form of iguana) in com- 
mon use in Australia for any large lizard; 
specifically, the lace-lizard, Faranus varius. 

lso qohanna, 
re (g6’a-shor* In. [Said to be a fanci- 

ful perversion of the Maori namekéhua, This 
could be heard as *gowe, which, understood 
as an incomplete phrase go a-, could be neatl 
completed, in a nautical fashion, as go-ashore. 
A three-legged iron pot with two ears to which 
was attached a wire handle for suspension on a 
crane over a fire, [New Zealand. ]—Go-ashores 
(neaut,), a seaman’s best sult of clothes 

t1, *.—Caahmere goat, a small, strongly butt va- 
riety of the domesticated goat, Capra Aéreus, which has 
thick ondereaat of wool beneath the long oater hair, The 
wool is combed out In sammer and used for maki 
cashmere shawls and fine cloth, The variety is fo 
most abundantly in Tibet. Nublan goat, a long-legeed, 
coarse- haired breed of foand in Nubia, Upper Fey ty 
and Abyssinia, which the face strongly curved, the 
horns lyin close to the neck, and the ears long and pen- 
dulows, — Tide the goat. Sve ®ride, 
goat-bush (gét’ bash), A prickly shrub, 
Castele Nicholsoni, of the quaseia family, 
growing in the southwestern United States 
and northern Mexico. Also enlled chaparro- 
amargoso,on account of its bitter bark, 
ama hark 
na (got’fig), n. Same as caprifig. 

Coen of thie famaltg Poltidie tonan ius Woat udian waters 
pd north to Key West. 

jug), ». A cream-jug having a 
in the form of a recumbent gout 

and the figure of a bee modeled in relief. Jugs 
of this design were made in the eighteenth century at 
both Bow and Chelsea, England. 

goatling (gét’ling), ». A young goat; specifi- 
eally, a goat between one and two years old. 

{At} the half-yearly meeting of the British Goat Society 
. «+ held yes . « . the newly coined word ‘goatling * 
was adopted, to distinguish 
under two years oli 

ts above 12 months and 
‘imes (London), Dec, 7, 1ssk 

North American 
hese larva bores in the 

mo he 
cossld |, Coraus centerenss, Ww 
tao Pps tremioes 

‘s-beard, ".—Dwarf goat’s-beard, the dwart 
—— Krigia Dandelion. —Virginia t's- 
Arigia Virgimea, a plant with a scape one to two feet 
hig and handsome orange-yellow flowers, found through- 
ont most of eastern North America. Also called eynthia, 

Goatweed emperor. See *emperor. 
gob! (gob), ¢. 1; pret. and pp. gobbed, ppr, gob- 
bing. To brag; boast, Rone Eng} 
gobbie {gob’l), x. In , 8 pai pared with 
such force that it would carried some dis- 
tance past the hole if it did not go in, but 
which does go in. 
bbler!, ». 2, Anautomatic bucket the halves 

of which separate at the bottom when lowered 
and close when a strain is put upon the hoist- 
ing-<hain, digging into the material to be 
loaded. When the strain is removed the 
weight of the load causes the bucket to open. 

gobbo (gob’o), n. [Prob, W. African.) The 
okra or bandakai, Abelmoschus esculentus, 
gobemouche (gob-miish’), ». [F., <gober, gulp, 
+ mouche (¢L. maser), fly.) So py 
who believes everything that he hears; a credu- 
lous person. 
gobernadora (g6* ber-nii-d6‘rii), ». Span., 
fem. of goberaador, governor.) In Mexico, 
Covillea tridentata, the creosote-bush, an ill- 
smelling evergreen bush of the family Zyqo- 
phyllaceer, An infusion or tincture of the leaves 
is used as a remedy for gout and rheumatism, 

gobern 0 (g0-ber-nii-dér-thél’y6),  m. 
[iaeippine Sp.,. dim, of gobernador, governor.) 
he governor or head-man of a village or 

small town in the Philippines. 

apiaet by the genus Gobioides. 
Gobiomorus (6"bi-d-mé’rus), ». [NL., ¢ 1. 
gobius, goby, + Gr, pupéc, dull, stupid.) A 
genus of amall fishes. ‘The name originally covered 

jee of different groupe, but is properly restricted to 
oe Portuguese man-of-war fish, G, gronoed, a small fish 

found in the tentacies of the Portuguese man-of-war, The 
genus is often called Nowe, 
Gobionellus (g6*"bi-j-nel’us), m. [NL., <1. 
gobio(n-), goby, + -elfus.) A genus of gobies 

Gobvomeiius octamer, 

(From Bull, 47, U.S, Nat. Museum.) 

characterized by the elongate body and 
pointed caudal fin. G. oceaniens is the com- 
monest American species. 
Gobiosoma (g6* bi-d-s0’mi),n. [NL., <L. gobius, 
goby, + Gr. cdua, body.] A genus o small 

bies characterized by the naked body and 
lunt bead. G. bosci is common along the Vir- 

ginia and Carolina coasts. 
goblinic (gob-lin‘ik), a. [goblin + -ie.] Gob- 
lin-like; of the nature of a goblin; of or per- 
taining to a goblin, 

gobo (g0’bd), ». (Jap. go-bd.] The common 
burdock, Arctium Lappa, It is much cultivated in 
— for Ita root, which is there a popular garden vewe- 

(g6-bor’6), n. [Aboriginal Australian 
name. he Australian dwarf-box, Eucalyptus 
microtheca, See *eoolibah, 

forniensia, withow eyes in the adult state, found on the 
coast of California.—Crested goby, a of the genus 
—— ey characterized by a short body and a crested 
head, found in the waters of Cuba— “naked 
a fish of the genus Garmannia, found on the 

upper jaw,—Naked 
goby, afishof the genus Gotiosome, found in the south 
a and Gulf coasts of the United States. 

& 1, ".—Littletin god or little tin god on wheels, 
a name for a man who assumes an air of impor 
tance and authority Indicrously out of proportion to his 
actual ee und citekamaale, & tan oho maken & 
fetish of himnaelf. 
— the Little Tin Godse harried Uwir little tin 

eon 
—— — not from Chatham, jingled no spurs at 

Knowing that, nevertheless, was he first on the Govern- 
ment rolls 

For the billet of “ Railway Instructor to Little Tin Gode 
on 

RK. Kipting, Departmental Ditties, Public Waste, st. & 

The dusk of the See the ®turilight of the guds.— 

& vias), 
by the Romans as a goddess : coudenaiis used as an 
emblem. 

godfather (god‘fii'rnér), vr. «. (godfather, n.] 
— — ian —— om Burke. 

a. simplified spelling of godhead. 
soditeha (g0-di‘chii), ». Same as *hurda- 
itcha, 2. 

nt (god’ piir-ent), mn. A ‘atheror a 

godron (go-drén’), ». [F.) Same as godroon. 
Codroonage (go-driin’fj), ». [godroon + -age.} 
In decorated art, godroons collectively. 

godrooned ( rénd), p. a. odroon + -ed, 
after F. godronné.] Ornamented with godroons. 

(god’shelf), n. In Japan, a shelf in 
a household on whieh are placed the objects 
of household worship, forming a kind of domes- 
tie altar: the Japanese name is kami-dana, and 
among Buddhists Butsu-dana, See * Kami-dana. 
“Wanted a religion” is the title of a missionary’s de 

scription of Japan. This, Guliek denies and cites the 
countless gods, pious pilgrimages to cighty-eight sacred 
Places, the ged-ehelves in every home, the 71,401 Buddhist 
temples and 100.5 officially registered shrines. 

2 Amer. Jour, Relig, Peyehol. and Education, Muy, 
ip 

goeduck (g6’é-iuk), ». [Also geoduck; from a 
native name.) A large edible clam, Panopea 
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rosa, of the northwest coast of the United house for storing grain, salt, ete. [Anglo- 
tates, With siphons extended itsometimes reaches a Indian, 

i (gol-kon’dii), rn. The name of a city length of from 3 to 4 feet and weighs from 6 to 10 pounds Goleon 
Tt lives buried deep in sand or clay near low-tide mark. = GF India noted in the sixteenth century for 

its t diamond-cutting industry; hence, al- 
lusively, @ mine of wealth. 

1. ».—Apyssinian 
gold. vial pl Fact guid, the bit in — a amet -guded, — it in 
the gold which ts nearest the central pelnt of the 
In archery competitions a prize is often given for the best 
gold. Burmese gol ld to which a yellow or red 
color has been im: treatment with acids and the 
sulwequent application of rouge and other reddish color- 
ations to the depressed parts of the ornamentation,— 
Burnished gold, in ceram., porcelain gilding which has 
been brightly burnished by means of a bloodstone bar. 
nishing-tool.— Chased in ceram., gilding on por- 
celain glaze which has been brightened in places by 
means of a pointed agate barniahing-tool, The lines are 

Goeduck (Pamepea grarrerc), 

In Alaskan waters is foand a monster clam, the “geo 
duck,” one of which would afford a meal for several 
tons ; not so however, aa the great tridacna its formed by working the point to and fro over the dull 
species, which weighs. with its two valves, Sve hundred gold and are widened by repetition At Sivres and some 
pounds, the an' alone weighing thirty, + other French factories intricate patterns and elaborate 

Sei. Amer. Sup., April 11, 100d, p. 22,58. 

goelism — n. (Heb. goel (redeemer, 
avenger), + -ism.] The custom which recog- 
nizeg an authorized ‘avenger of blood’ and 
makes blood-revenge obligatory. 
goemin (g6’e-min), ». [F. godém(on) (¢ Bret- 
gwemon, seaweed) + “ind } cf compound ob- 
tained from Irish moss, obtained by boiling 
carrageen. 

gofer-iron (g6’fér-l’érn), n. A double mold 
with long handles in whieh gofers, or waffles 

pictures were drawn on the dull gold ground and exe- 
cuted in this manner, the result being a beautiful con- 
trasting effect of bright and dead or mat guld, exhibit- 
ing the accuracy of a tine engraving. This process has 
also been emptoyed to some extent in land and other 

teristic of 
Diamine 

gold, a di cotton coal-tar color of the disazo type, 
lerived from diamidonaphthalene, It dyes te spay = 

uce a emi. 

anit fee was 

ended tga Ges brick, ® brick-sha: 
. 2 * . Also . gilded metal of po intrinsic value, which plausible awin- 

pr - i” gofering: iron called gofer aon, of a certain class, sometimes pass off as genuine, 
gs. at a tempting price, on unwary purchasers; hence, 

gofer-tongs (g0’fér-téngz), ». pl. Same as 
*gufer-iron, 
ered echiiat, * Lanne ne em AS 
ering-frame (gof‘’¢r-ing-frim), n. rame 

rith a series of small rods between which the 
faerie to be goffered or — is 2 

ering- gof’ér-ing-ma-shén’), mm. 
we apparatus for ⸗ or ruffling textile 

fabrics. 
er tongs (gof’ér-ing-tongs), u. pl. An 

= ag whie is heated and used for — — 

any similar swindle. de agg —— a attribatively : as, 
another gold-brick swindle. (Slang, U. &]—Jeweler’s 
gold, an alloy containing three of gold to one of 
copper; known as 18 kerat gold, *3 id of which 14 

outet 24 are pure metal. No gold of a less purity 
aimitted into France.—Lump gold, gold found in 

placer-mining In the form of lumps or naggeta— Rusty 
gold, free guid which does not easily amalgamate, the 

Aes being coated, as ie supposed, with oxid of fron. — 
in-gilding which has been rubbed 

with fine aand to ace a semi-bright effect.—To 
measure golds, in archery, to measure the distance 
from the center of each arrow in the gold, in order to 
determine the best gold. 

or — ———— = : A — p+ Lene brown 
goggle', n. 3, pl. A parasitic disease of sheep, (oie gun, enter Drown — 
caused by the presence of a bladder-worm inthe Id-balls (gold’bilz), ». pl. Buttereups; 
brain which causes dizziness, stagge gait, 
walking in a circle, spasms, and convulsions. 
Also called staggers, gid,and turnsick.— 4, [ pl.) 
The garden gooseberry, Hibes Grossularia, 

le-eyed scad. Samo as goggle-eyed jack, 
4 e-goy (gog’l-goi), m. The beligranmite 
fiy, Corydalus cornutes, [Loeal, New Eng.) 
goggly (gog’li), a. Affected with the goggles: 
as, goggly sheep. 

Oo 6(g6’gd), mn. [Tagalog name,] In the 
OREO i dncictands, agiant climber, Leas phase- 2, An advocate 
oloides, of the mimosa family, usually growing finance; a ‘gold 
near the sea, the stems of which are pound slang. ] 
and used as a detergent by the natives, See gold-chain (gdld’chin), ». The wall-pepper, 
sea-bean, 1, simitar-pod, match-box *bean, and Sedum acre. 
*bayogo, with cut. gold-cure (géld’kir), ». A secret method of 
gohanna (gé-han‘fi), n. See *goanna. treatment of the drink habit in which the chiet 
gohei (go-hi’), m. [ChinoJap. gd, (Chin. remedy employed is said to be chlorid of gold. 
yi), august,imperial; + hei, (Chin. pi), apres- gold. ngs (gold’dig’ingz), ». pl. Any 
ont or presents.) In the Shinto shrines of region where gold-bearing sands and gravel 
Japan, a slender wand of unpaintedand un- abound and where gold is being exploited by 
varnished wood, “ely ® branch of digging and washing: sometimes also applied 
Cleyera japonica, from which hang two long to the mining of gold-bearing quartz. 
strips of white Japanese paper, notched alter- gold. (ga Kop), a, <A sharper; 
nately on orpcane sides, representing offerings one of 4 pair who, having dropped a gold coin, 
of rough and fine white cloth, There is but picks it up in the presence of a stranger, and 
one gohei to each deity worshiped at any pretending to have just found it, engages his 

Godel (aot'del).” m. (Ole. Gdidel, pl. Géidit, Golden aster, shy pa Sep ee { ‘del), m. r. del, pl. 4 any plant of the genus CAry h J 

a Gaol: see Geel enie ; Gadhel.] Amember ot Se Seepeees Sf Pere Anacee wee ee ele 
the ‘Gaelic’ branch of the Celtic race, namely, jg very abandant in the eastern United Stake — 
the branch represented by the Irish and the the } wild flowers, blooming from July to 
Gaels of Scotland. See Gadhels, in The Cen- September.—Golden ball, in bot. the globe-fower, 
tary Cretopecie of Names. 

goil 

—— a * sppiied oe to the American or 

Hic (goi-del’ik), a.andn. I, a. Of or them ie ot the mability of Vener Golden Sale 
pertaining to the Goidels. 

offictal list of the nobility of _— oa 
earth, grease, , text, “ —R a 

II, n. The languageof the Goidels ancient Golden oni > olden guineas, the pilewort of lesser 

Celtic of the branch represented by Old Irish, goldeneye, n. 4. Melithreptus Iunulatus, 

poling 7 —9— — ——— width of the —— eee 
stairway or length of a tread. [Local Eng.) 

goldenglow (gél’dn-glé), s. The tall cone- 
ng a L flower, Rudbeckia lociniata, which bas a pro- 

going-train (g0'ing-trin), m. An operating fusion of yellow flowers, the conical disk being 
train; that part of the gear-train in a time- 
piece which drives the hands. 

also yellow. It ranges from Canada to New 

goke* 
heart 

applied more especially to the creeping butter- 
cup, Raruncnlus repens, 

gold-beetle (g6ld’bé’tl). n, Anyone of several 
leaf-beetles and tortoise-beetles, as Chrysockus 
auratus and Coptocycla aurichaleea, 
gold-boat (gold’ bot), #. A boat used in 
dredging for = 
gold-bug (gold’bug), ». 1. A beetle of a 
golden color. 

Poe (title). The Gold Bug. 
of the single gold standard in 

man.’ [(Opprobrious and 

Mexico. 
(gok), mn. [A var. of colk!,] Naut., the golden-Jerusalem (g6l ‘dn -jé-ri‘sa-lem), n. 
of a rope; the core in the center of a The common cone-flower, Rudbeckia hirta. 

rope. ; goldenknop, ». 2, 5 Same as *goldknops, 
gola (g6'ld), n. [Also golah; < Hind. gold, a goldenlocks (g4l'dn-loks), ». 1, The common 
warehouse, esp. for grain, a curb, a pier, aball, polypody, /olypodium oulgare.—2, The golden 
ete., epee, he ete., (gol, round.] Aware- cudweed, Pterocaulon virgatum. 

goldenrod 

goldenoak (l'dn-dk), ». The smooth false 
foxglove, Dasistoma bet oer the leaves of 
which resemble those of the oak. 

Idenrod, u. — goldenrod, Solidago alpertria, 
of alpine summits in Europe and of the White and Green 
Mountains in America. It belongs to the ty pe of 3 Pir 
geurea, but is dwarf with very few la heads and 
epatulate mdical leaves — Anise-scen' gol 
Same as suvet #qoldenred,—Beach-goldenroa, Save 
as scaside-koaldenred, — Blue-stemmed 
Solidago cwma, a low, partially te or reclining 

with usually blawh or purple stema, lanceolate, 
— serrate leaves, and bright-yellow heads nostly 

in clusters In the axils of the reduced upper leares: 
common in eastern North America — Bog-goldenrod, 
Solidago vliginess, a stout thyrsiform species growing 
in bogs and swamps, 1* the rerion of the Great 
Lakes and extending enst Newfoundland and sooth 
to New Jersey: it blooms in July.— Boott’s gol . 
Solidago Boottii, n slender and gracefal species with fee 

raceti_a and long lanceolate serrate leaves rar 
of petioles — rather sparingly in 

3 

oneal 

—— * Vi =e" 0 — Brood - 
3) eo na zigte enred.— 

Euthanvia gramintfolia and EB. le 
t , the ¥ * wh bush * 

type, but have the receptacle 
late, the rays more numerous than the d 
linear entire leaves. They are also more or less fragrant, 
and hence are called fragrant goldenrod, at least the eauxt- 
emn United States species, which, however, ia widely dix 
tributed, ranging from New Brunswick to Florida and 
west to Neb a and the Northwest Terri The 
* species is more slender, and is found from — 

Annn and Texas—Canads or 
denrod, Slide * Canadensis, the 
Tost ab 

and 

y 
toothed, triple- 
nerved leaves, It 
sometimes attains 
a height of 4 feet, 
and offen grows in 
dense masses, tmon- 
opolizing the soil 
and sing = & 
noxious weed, The 
color of the flowers 
is # rather dull yel- 
low, and the species 
is in many respects 

ornamental 
than several other 
smaller aml less 
abundant onea It 
occurs from New 
Brunswick to Brit- 
ish Columbia and 
south to Florida and Arizona, A common tame in some 

is yellow-eeed.— Canary Islands 
Rame as goldenrod-tree. Sce also tree-goldenrod.— Cur- 
tis'’s Solidago Curti#i, a mountain species of 
the southeastern United States with abundant flowers in 
short clustered racemes in the axile of the upper leaves 
~Cut-leaved goldenrod, Selidage arguta, » tall, slen- 
der, handsome species of the Adirondacks, where it a». 
cends to an altitude of 2,700 feet, ranging to New Eng. 
land, Ontario, Ohfo, and Virginia It has reeurved m- 
cemes and large ovate, contsely and sharply serrate 
lew Double go! Same aa Ca la or Co- 
nadion #goldenrod.— ‘s 
dago Dremmondii, of the Miasisaippl val 
lant with broad owate feaves and short, 

Canada Goldenred (Solitagy Co madlenris)\. 

@, summit of stem aed inflorescence : 
4, middle om of shes; 6, a ray fewer 
@. a disk Gower, # and 4, ome sixth aate- 
ral size, ¢ and 4, enlarged, 

Sole 

tiful of goldenrods, very abundant throughout eastern 
North America, It bears a profusion of Jong and grace 
fal recurved, one-sided racemes of flowers of the richest 

Iden yellow, and as it blooms in most latitudes by the 
retaf August and laste thi that month, it inange- 

rates the series of goldenrods which continues the display 
5*2** the rg Also calted yellow-top.— Eh 
Mott’ enrod, Solidage Elliott, a swamp species 
found oon the coast from Massechuset: * 
sometinees 8 feet high, bearing a bong 
raceme and shorter axillary ones below.— Elm-leaved 

idenrod, Svidago whmifolia, having the lower leaves 
—8 ovate and strongly perved, 
the elm, and few short recurved mostly terminal racemes 
of deep-yellow flowers : widely distributed throughout the 
eastern United Staten — European Goldenrod, the com- 
mon old-world goldenroad, Se — — See get- 
denrod and Sofidayo.— Pield gol Same as vrey 
we yoldenrod.— goldenrod, Mwthamia wramine 
folia, See bushy epoldenrod and fragrant — 

t } qeteenred, any of the — 
but espect X ——— and ER Careliniena. The 
latter is distinga hed aa elesuier fragrant goldenred 
account of its very narrow leaves and slender hatwt Its 
7*8 is more southern than #. graintaifelia, See bash 
*eyoldenred.—Gr Solidage nemoralia = 
called on account of Its — — color. « flowers, how 
ever, are of the liveliest glittering yellow, and ocear & 
dense, curving, one-sided moemes, offen tery com: acd 
massive, re it one of the most showy amd attrac. 
tive goldenrods It ts short. rarely over a foot and a half 
high, whence it ts called dwarf geddemred. It is vers 
abundant throughout the eastern United States, ax! 
ranges from Que to Arizona, preferring poor sod? and 
open country. See cut tinder Selidago,— Late 
Tod, Solidage serotina, a late-flowering species which 



goldenrod 
mnges from Newfoundland to British Colambla and®south 
to Georgia and Texas,— Missouri Solidage 
Miasowriense, a widely distributed species of the western 
rairies of North America, ranging from Tennessee to 

anitoba. It sometimes 

Hobie. goldenrod, 4a apeeti tout, tall —No rion, & # 
jes With broad ovate — 

go: nred,— 
Solidago Aetuiosa, a tall hinwute wi 

inebarrens of New Jersey, extending somtiiwanrd to 
Florida and Louistana., It has ovate or lanceolate leaves 
and an openterminal panicle of recarved secund branches 
— Plume-go! Same as early — — 

idenrod, Adago syuarrosa an petio 
ag hy species with e te hewis in 
which the comspicnoas green recurved tips of the In- 

ueral bracts give them a squarrose or ragged appear. 
Brunawl * ce The former ranges from New 

Rayiess Chondrophora nudata, a nt 
resembling cymose of goldenrod, but destitute 
of ray-fowers. It basa dapter with Iinear-epatulate 
root-leaves much reduced above, and open corymbose 
cymes of yellow flowers. It oocurs in the pine-harrens of 
Stew Jerexy and thence south to Florida weat to Texas. 
The rabbit - bruah, 

Rayless Goldenrod (CAom#ropAera 
" revetata) 

re cot pam fa head: ie *7 
tom Heitten an woe ies. Plows and linear stem. 7 

inte, tae, 
crenate root-leaves 

leaves, and 2 1 the Northern States asd Canada.™) 

om terminal thyrse of lange heads — Roo! 

rock: 
and 

on 
lana 

goldenrod.— Seaside-¢0 Solidago 
itonnt, J species inhabiting sea-beaches sempertirens, & # mt jeafy spec’ 

and salt-m 

fiche of cents h on 
gO) Same as carl, denrod ; 

so called from the sharply serrate leaves, which, however, 
is not a constant character, the leaves being sometimes 
entire. Showy Same as noble egeldenrod, 
=- Solidago patula, remarkable 
for the widely spreading, sec recurved branches 
the loose panicle, It is a stout, i plant, sometimes 6 
feet h with broad ell) ly serrate leaves on 

slems, It grows 
la 

Georgia and west to the Northwest 
Sebi 

b-recurved 
ename is scanctimes applied to the bog-geden 

weet goldenrod, 'Swidaga ofera, The whole plant 
has a strong odor of anise, and is henee also called anise- 
acented —— It ts a slender pant 24 
with lanceloate, punctate leaves and axil 
nal spreadingfrecurved meoemes of bright-yellow flowern. 

eweet goldenrod.— Wand- 

It has a wand-like stem heart 
numerous very small ap leaves, the nelpal 
— bt ot at —— near : ite, and 
— © flowers are arranged in a narrow 

tore: nal 52— goldenrad, Solidage bi- 
eotor, the oa —5 the flowers of which are ‘not yel- 

——— ed. 25 lee 
beacent plant ga 3 very variable in size, 

estty about a foot bi the lower "heaven spatulate, 
erenate<lentate, and the heads in clusters form- 
ing an interrupted thyrse. It 
New Brunswick to Georgia and west to 
Missouri. Sometimes called stlver-red,.— 

Same aa wand-like 
goldenrod, 

ateremed oadenrod. —~ Zigsag 
—— Cele tan a tignag oF 

isfana, 

and 
Willow-leaf 

== Wood 
Same as biue- 

Seaked tender stein, 

ries of BO 

ld- ld’ print), n. ot Sold-print (géld’ print), 

feet high £0. 
and termi some newly discovered 

- der suitable 
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weak and more or leas reclining, and very browd, thin, 
ovate, acuminate, aid finely serrate leaves, the flowers 
dispesed in shart axil! el 

goldenrod. 
blight on t 

(gol’dn-slip’ér), m, The larger 
yellow lady’s-slipper, C um hirsutum, 

goldenstar (g6l’dn-stiir), #. Same as *golden 
as 
goldenstars (gol’dn-stiirz), ». A Californian 
liliaeeous plant, Bloomeria crocea, nearly re- 
lated to Hookera, The yellow Gowers, an inch across, 
are borne in umbela of M0 to 00 each, appearing in great 
profusion at the close of 

goldentop (gél’dn-top), ». An ornamental 
grass, Achyrodes aureum, which grows in low 
tufte and Scare of nt one-sided panicles, It 
has been introduced from the Mediterranean 
region into southern California, where it has 
become spontaneous, 

golden (gal’dn-tuft), n. See Pterocaulon, 
golden (gal’dn-wing), . A shortened 
form of golden-twi woodpecker; the flicker, 

gold-fever (g6ld‘fé’vér), n. A feverish desire 
to search for gold. 

The height of the Klondike gold-fever in 1807. 
a0 ‘Geo. Jour (eG. 8.) XITL 306. 

gold-field, ». 2. pl. In California, a plant of 
the — genus Beria and to some ex- 
tent of the related genus Lasthenia: so named 
from the fact that these plants cover the ground 
with their yellow bloom, —— are low 
— some of which endure 6 or alkaline 
soil. 

spring. 

Idfinch, ». 6. In angling, the name of an 
artificial salmon-fly. 

gold-founded (géld’fonn’ded), p.a. Founded 
in connection with the diseovery or exploita- 
tion of gold: as, a gold-founded city or town. 

I rede Pay narrow street, serpentine in construction 
a⸗ in all gotd- founded Te 

ftolf Botdrewood, Miner's Right, ix. 

goldkn 

which lacks the full laney of gold- 
sold-printing (gold‘prin-ting),». Printing in 
gold-leaf, Thetype or rolled over witha size or 

the has 20 la rubbed off with a pad of eot- 
ton or tur, To bring out a — metallic luster, the print 

he orbarniahed. In bookbinding, lel 
leaf is ap toa surface, and is impressed with a 
hot stamp or 

—— bomb. 
rush (g6ld‘rush), ». A feverish rush to 

of amassing wealth. 
tite (gold-shmit-it’), n. [Named 

Cher Professor V. Goldechmidt of Heidelberg. ] 

oif-link ex erys- golf-links 
culiar habit: found at Cripple Creek, ae n. pl. 

A variety of the gold-silver — sylvan- 
ite, rich in gold and oceurringin comp 

0. 
gold-shrub(géld’shrub),m. Any one of several 
shrubs belonging to the genus Palicourea of 
the madder family, —*— P, nasa : 80 
named from the golden eolor of the 
flower-clusters and the yellow-green color of 
the leaves. 
—— or -sol’dér),n. A sol- 

or gold or high ealloys, It 
consists of gold 12 parts, silver 2 parts, and 
copper 4 parts. 

— golf is plored. —— 

Golgotha (gol 
dried Gr. T a 

Golgotha 
old-spangle (géld‘spang*gl),. A British eol- 

“Teetors —e— J noctuid moth, Plusia 
actea, 

on a gold basis, the 
silver dollar havin, 

ent wh 

lar, The wold atandard prevails in Great Britain, Ger- 
Sweden, Norway, Auatria-Hongary, 

and various 

e, ». 2. In ceram., anaventurin glaze 
containing — which have the appear- 
ance of specks of gold, 

gold-swift (cold’swift), x, A British collectors’ 
name for a moth, Hepialus hectus, 

countries, 

tail, x. 2. A British collectors’ name for 
a liparid moth, Auproctia auriflua, closely re- 
lated to the brown-tail moth. ß 
gold-wash (gold’wosh), a. 1, A thin platin 
of gold. 2. A stream where gold is obtain 
by washing: generally used in the plural. 
gold-water (gold’wi-tér), n. A liquid distilled 
from a mixture of spices, spirits of wine, and 
water, and mixed with E verized gold-leaf. 
Also called Dantzic brandy, 
gold-weed (gold’wéd), ». The corn crowfoot, 
Ranunculus arvensis. Also called horse-gold. 
gold-work (géld’wérk), n. An article made 
of or decorated with gold; goldsmiths’ work; 
also, the stopping or filling of teeth with gold. 
golem (g6‘lem), ». [Heb } In Jewish use, a 
shapeless mass; an unfinished vessel or a 
lifeless bulk; in modern Jewish parlance, a 
blockhead; a stupid. The Talmud, as well as 
modern Jewish folk-lore, tells of rabbis who constructed 
golems and endowed them with life. 

goleta (g6-la‘th), n. [Sp. goleta = It. goletta 
m F, goualette, goéletie, goélette; origin un- 

, an event in 

anywhere within the circle.— 
an event in which both 

and amateurs may participate. 

ged which combines the strokes of golf with 
t 

without top, having 
a gig-body and side- 

(golf’- 
The 

8 or course over Golt-eig. 

‘go-thi), ». (LL. Golgotha, 
er onyee< Aram. goqoitha, Hob. gulgoleth, a 

skull.] 1. The Hebrew (Aramaic) name of the 
— of Christ’s crucifixion, somewhere near 
erusalem.—2, A graveyard or place of inter- 

ment. 

Presumptaous Charchmen, in most Parts of the King. 
doen of Europe, have... burnt whole Towns, Male anc 

- 

Denmark, 
Turkey, Portagal, Brazil, Canada, Newfoundlas t, 
Chile, Porn, Japan, Russia, Mexboo, Bolivia, ath eis 



Golgotha 
Female, Children and old Men, ... dy'd the White 
Fields in Blood, tarned them into a Goigetha. 
Drummond of Hawthernden, Skiamachia, Works, p. 204. 

goliardy (g6‘li-ir-di), n. The ribald jesting 
and satirical try of the goliards. 

goliathize (go-li‘ath-iz), v. i.; pret. and pp. 
goliathized, ppr. goliathizing. (Goliath + 
-ize.] To tale after the manner of Goliath, 
that is, vauntingly; boast. 

Walter Map. The banquet, from whence there puffed 
out sech an incense of unctaosity into the nostrila of our 
Gods of Church and State, that Lucullas or Apiciua might 
have eniffed it in their Hades of heatheniam—... As to 
ty » they niracted the miraculous draught, and 

a = have sunk a nary— 
erbert. There again, Setheolag and Goliathising. 

ennyeon, Becket, iii, 2 

goller (gol’ér), v.i. [Also gollar, guller ; vaguely 
imitative ; — guagle, quip, ete., yell, and 
‘holler’ tor hollow.) To emit a gurgling 
sound, Jamieson.—2. To utter loud, thie 

Gong-paano. 

Ta the Stearns Collection, University of Michigan, 

southeastern Asia, consisting of a graduated 
series of gongs set in a circular bamboo frame, 
within which the player sits. 

sounds, as when choking with rage; to scold goniac (go’ni-ak), a. [goni-on + -ae.] In an- 
in a loud voice; bawl, [Scotch.] 

golok — emt Cape a 
‘oluptious, ous (gi-lup’shus, ga-lup’- 
a. a A made word; a kind of ‘fasion of 
& oriows) and (vol)uptuous,] 

n 
0. An abbreviation of Grand Old Man, 
a favorite epithet —— to William Ewart 
Gladstone, the British statesman, in his later 
vears. 

Goma brea. See *brea. 
Gomarian (go-ma’ri-an), ». A Gomarist. 
gomart Ua oy [E. gomart, gommart, 
< gomme, gum.) e Jamaican birch, Terebin- 
thus Simaruba. It yields a gum-resin known 
as cachibou —— Sid 
mashta (g-mash’th), n. ind. gumdshta, 

OTT ees. gamashta, appointed. In India, a na- 

. [Supposed to be of Afri- 
tive factor or nt. 
gom (gom’bi), 
ean origin.) A — performance among the 
negroes of Bermuda, usually held on Christ- 
mas eve: probably a survival, much modified, 
ofan ancient African rite, Groupe of masked men 
—— 
ing, bel + and playing — instruments 
Gom ttery. See . 
Gembromn ware. See y moon 

(gom-fos’e-ras), u. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
yéugor, & nail, + xépac,a horn.) A genus of 
extinct nautiloid cephalopods of Paleozoic 
age, characterized —— shells swollen in 
later stages and contracted near the aperture. 

gomphoceratite (gom-f5-ser 4-tit) n.  (gom- 
) +-ite®,] In pa ,» &mem- 

r of the ammonoid genus G : 
a (gon-ak-tin’i-i), ", [NL., ¢ Gr. 

cog, generation (f), + axric (Gero), a ray.) 
The typical genus of the family Gonactinidx. 
Sara, 
Gonactinidw (gon-ak-tin’i-dé), n. pl. —38 
< Gonactinia + -idz.] A family of ntharia, 
of the order Proactinia#. ‘They have asulcus and 
asulculus, eight Edwardsian macromesenteries, and eight 
micromesenteries, The sukear and sulcular macromes- 
enteries * sterile: the 

Delicious. 

“go- 

nadium) + alt.) or pertaining to a gonad, 
or reproductive organ, either male or female. 
a worms in which important dev 

Toet 
elop 

rocesses occur, ¢ g., formation of new g slits, 
of gonadial anca, or even of whole ents of he body, 

uired. long after the power of reproduction bee on. 

(gd-nad’ik),a. [gonad + -ic.] Same 
aa *gonadial, 

gonarthrotomy (gon-iir-throt’é-mi), ». [Gr. 
yoru, knee, + dpépor, joint, + -rowia, ¢ repelv, 
eut,] Operation on the knee-joint. 
gon a . 7%, A coach of unusual size with 
a boat-shaped bottom and seats for eight or 
more persons, 
Gondwana See *system. 
gonecium (g0-né’si-um), », Same as *gone- 
coun 

onecyst (gon’e-sist), ». IGr. yor), seed, + 
* — bag (cyst).) "Same as seminal vesicle 
(which ae under — ts) (NL 

gonecystitis (gon*e-sis-ti’tis), m. -» 8 
gonecyst +-itie) Inflammation of the vesiculm 

—— ng im), m. rum made 
— er or shallow, like a very large 
tambourine, #0 as to economize eo Mt 

gong-piano (gong’pi-an‘6), ». musical in- 
strument, common in several countries in 

throp., relati rtaining to the gonion. — angle, in craniom., same’ ae angle af man 
ee 

Goniati' ®. Originally (as introduced by de Haan) 
a genus of Paleotoic ammonoid cephalopods with closely 
colled shells, simple septal sutures, and mostly bromd lat. 
oral saddles and The gents was later subdivided 
inte other ra of more restricted eos, eo that the 
name, which originally had a value parallel to thatof Am- 
—— has now, like the latter, disappeared from chassl- 

gonid (gon‘id), ». (NL. gonidium.] Same as 
gonidium, 
gonidangium, ». 2, Specifically, the asexual 
reproductive organ, borne upon the game- 
ber oh in distinction from the sporangium, 
which is borne upon the sporophyte. 

conidiferces (go-ni-dif’e-rus), a. 
um " 

gonidiophyl, gonidiophyll ((r6-nid’i--fil), n. 
(NL. smi + Gr, givzov, leaf.) Same as 
8 yl, 

gonimoblast (-nim’6-blast), n. {as jones. 
productive, + SAacréc, a germ.) The filament 
which arises from the fertilized cell of some of 
the redalgw, It bears the carpospores either 
—— upon Ba (w — Bee), 

gonimo. (20-nim’6-lob), nm. rT. yours 
—— + doSic, a lobe.] he terminal 
obe into which the gonimoblast of certain 
red algmw is divided. It penetrates the surround. 
ing tissue of the plant, and from its terminal cella the 

pores are formed. 
Gonioclymenia (6"ni-6-kli-mé’ni-ii), n. [NL., 
(Gr. ywela, er + Clymenia, « genus of 
cephalopods, ] genus of Devonian ammon- 
oid cephalopods or elymenias, with discoid 
shells and acute lateral lobes and saddles. 

NL. gonidi-~ 

(g6’ni-j-graf), xn. (Gr. yore, an 
angle, + ypagew, write.] "An instrument for 
eseribing angles. 

sontold ( ‘ni-vid), a. (Gr. ywrordic, angular, 
‘ — angle, + cidoc, form.] See *clinohe- 
ral, 

nmiometer, n.— Mandibular goniometer in- 
— Ineasuring the angle formed tile bowen 
Tim of the body of the jaw and the ascending ramua 
* eter, in creniom., an instrument 

for measuring the angle between the level of the 

Broca's Occkpital Goniometer, 

A'OSA, plane of toames magnum: MOO", plane 
heough the opisthtes and the lower rims of the orbits; OC. lee 
pee through the — and pasion) AF. line passing throegh 

iE 

sien amd masion. le instrument is in position for measuring 
the occrpitel angle. (Prom Schanide’s ~ Anthropolegische Metho- 

in." ) 

foramen magnum and the line driwn from the medial 
pou of the posterior part of the foramen magna and 

© projection of the Jower rim of the orbit om the medinl 
plane.—Two-circle goniometer, an instrament for 
a the angles of erystals, provided with two 
graduated circles, one of which is horizontal, the other 
Vertical. To the latter the crystab-holder and the devices 
for centering and adjusting are attached. With this form 
of goniometer the peaition of a face of a crystal can be 
determined relative to a reference-face by two angles in 
planes at right 
yous te the uae 
position of « point om the earth's surface. Also called a 
theedotite-gontometer.— Three- goniometer, a 
modification of the two-elrcle or theodolite-goniomebter, It 

*8 te each other, in a manner analoe- 

afer, < ferre, bear,] Bearing gonidia, Go 

the latitude aml longitade to fix the 8 

Two-ircle Goniomerer, 

4. telescope: 4, disk with four signals, any one of which (ay 5) 
can be brought by revoletion into position. The signal ella 
nated by a" 4 at side) is then, after refiection by veal) prin 
within tube, thrown upow a face ed the crystal sep@orted at 2 ad 
again redected back tw the observing eyepiece ¢) 4. betel 
graduated crcle; go Suppor, carrying Pertical graduated cry + 
with centering- aad adjusting apparatus · . balanciag-«righe 

has a third graduated circle and is arranged 5 thet ma 
zone of faces can be adjusted by two of the eitches and 
measured by the third without removing the crystal. 

goniom »”. 2, That branch of trigonom- 
etry which treats of cireular functions in 
general, and of their relations. 
goniopholidid (g6‘ni-}-fol’i-did), ». One of 
the Goniopholidide. 
Goniophora (6-ni-of’6-ri), ». 
angle, + gopog, ¢ déper, bear.) A 
prionodesmaceous re having the 
form of Modiola, but sharply angulated on the 
erescence-line, It occurs in Silurian and 
et el ng NL. 
miophyllum (gé‘ni-d-fil’um), =. [NL., ¢ 

Gr. yuvia, angle, + gi//ov, leaf.] A genas of 

(Gr, josin, 
genus a 

Gowrephytiiam pyramidate, from the Silurian of Gedund: 
showing the lum in place. twice the natural size, (Foe 
Nicholson amd L.yiskker's * Palaomtobugy." After Liadarees 

extinct tetracorals, the corallum having th 
form of a four-sided pyramid and bearin; an 
operculum composed of four plates. It is 
from the Silurian rocks. 

I (g6’ ni-6-plek’ trus), n. (NL, 
<Gr. jevia, angle, + rAjxrpor, a striker, spear- 

int, spur.) A genus of stall bass-like 
es of the family Serranide, found in the 

West Indies. @, Avepanius, the known species, is calle! 
the Spaniah fing, the body being banded alternately w= 
red and golden stripes, 3 

Goniopteris (g6-ni-op’te-ris), m.  [NL. (Presi, 
1836), ¢ Gr. yovia, an angle, + repic, a fem. 
The veinlets are connivent in successire 
angles.) A genus of mostly pinnate or bi- 
pinnatifid polypodiaceous ferns, closely allied 
to opteriz, It is distinguished, in ¢ 

‘ermost branc from 

e arch of 

tes, G. lane and G. Lefragent 
oocur in peninaolar Florida. “we 
oniosymphyseal (g6* ni-6-sim-fiz‘é-al), 4 
“onion —— + -afl.) In cranww,, re 

ating to the gonia and the symphysis of the 
—— Amer. Anthropologist, Jun. Maceb, 

p. 39. 
gonnardite (gon’iir-dit), n. * after M. 
Gonnard, a mineralogist, of Lyons, France. 
A zeolitic mineral allied to mesolite. It tors 
white. fibrous masses which fill cavitics im the hasslt of 
the Puy-de-Déme region. 

gonoblastid (gon-6-blas’ tid), #, [Gr. pe 
generation, + 3%cacrdc, germ, + -id?.] Inewle 
terates, ® gonophore. 
gonocace (0-nok‘a-s6), n. 
naxt), bad condition.] Chronic disease 
knee-joint. 

. year, knee, * 
age at of the 

(gon-d-ké‘rizm), v. [Gr. 76% 
BEX, + quyqudr, separation.) The bisexual et 
diwcious condition. Arnold Lang (tas) 
Comp. Anat., p. 24 



gonochorist 

gon-6-k6’rist), n. An organism 
— or ‘the separation of 

tyre *6-k6-ris’tik), a. 
ing to or characterized by —— — 3; diw- 
cious; with —— sexes. 
gon (gon-$-kok’al), a 
-a.) Of or relating to 

gonochorist ( 
that —— 
the sexes, 

[gonococe-us + 
nococei, 

gonococcic (gou-}-kok’sik), a. [gonococe-us + 
-ic.}) Same as *qgonococcal, 

gonococcold (gon —— gonoooce· u 
+ 4.] een —— — 

gonoct . Mierococe] which occur 
in pairs, —— their points of contact ; 
the cause of gonorrheal inflammation of the 
mucous and serous membranes, 

(gon’-s6l), 
xvitoc, hollow. ] The cavity of the gonad, or 
reproductive organ. 

The gonocel or cavit Lg oe paod by G2 the 4 wall. 
Jou 1st, p. 4. 

onocyst (gon — n. (Gr. yévoc, generation, 
* xioric, bladder (cyst).] In certain polyzoans, 
a marsupial cavity, formed by the inflation of 
the surface of the zoarium, containing the de- 
veloping embryos. 

onocyte (gon’ 
st «itor, a hol (a cell).] The 
reproductive cell in the embryo, w 

rimordia 
which later 

——— into the oteyte or the spermatocyte. 
n-h-ten‘ drew), 03 " { pl. gono- 

—8 dra). {NL 
< Gr. yév0r, genera- 
tion, + démpov, tree.) 
A branching blasto- 
style, as in — 

od: n, Same 

+ gon 

(-&). (NL., <Gr. yovor, 
generation, + oiKoc, 
ouse.) In polyzo- 

ans, azom@ecium trans- — 
formed into @ mar — Cormidium of Physatia, with 
supial cavity. Zittel 3, kopeiendton (modified from 
(trans.), ba ge of oe maragetl C. 

Yeo 
gonogeni oa ne penadontten : M + female 

medusoidfaltimately tre Mé, 
7, tentacie (pal 

s gestronobids 
potest 4 

gon - -9- 
“fi, a. alee ydvec, 
* + crete, dter 
ducing, + -ic.) Of or 

male sporosnc ; 
pacie) of dactylozobid or palin, 
(Prom Lankester's “ Zoology.” 

tai to fro! rm-cells. are. per inin origin f ms germ-celle [Rare.] 

omere fem) (Gr. yévoc, genera- 
ee + pg hither the — or the 
female pronuc eus —— 4s an autono- 
mous and persisting portion of the cleavage 
nucleus and the nuclei Poe the cells which arise 
by division from the fertilized egg. Amer, 
Nat., July, 1903, p. 503, 
onephrotome aga rol har n (Gr. 
— seed, + wopdc, a kidney, + rop#, a see- 
tion.] In ‘embryol., that portion of the me 
derm which gives: rise to the vepreianiens and 
exeretory organs in the vertebrate embryo, 

(gon-6-pal’pon), m. gonopalpa 
“ph Gr. yovor, senetation, 4 Ni waves} 

a siphonop! orans, a palpon borne upon i 
gonostyle, 

gono’ poms (ah nat ores), [qonophore + 
“ous, Bearing or — gonophores. 
—— {gon ‘é-por), mn. [Gr. yévoc, 
tion, + » passage.) The rep seit 
orifice of the famale. in nemathelminths. Par- 
ker and Hasicell, Zoology, 1. 276. 
gonosphere (;ron'd- afer), n. (Gr. yovos, race 
ation, + ogaipa, a sphere.) me as odsphere. 
Gonostoma (g6-nos’té-mii), ». [NL. (Rafin- 
esque), erroneously tor —— < Gr. 
ywvia, angle, + orduva, mouth.) A genus of 
small lantern-tishes of the family Chauliodon- 
tide, found in the deep seas. G. denudatum ig 
the common species, 

(gon-0s-t6-mi‘né), n. pl. 
< Gonostoma + -inw.] A subfamily of 
typified by the genus Gonastoma, 
— (gou‘o-atil), a. [Gr. c, genera- 
tion orice, & pillar. } A blastostyle or re- 
produetive zodid of a hydroid or siphonophore 
colony, 
gonotome (;ton’ — Aten), ». (Gr. yévoc, genera- 
tion, + rouy, section. ] In -y the portion 
of the segmented mesoderm which gives rise 
to the reproductive organs or gonads of the 
vertebrate embryo. 

shes 

Pertain- & 

(Gr. yérvg, seed, + on 

ay ap * —— generation 7 good-da’ 
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Whether we have metamerically repeated gonotomes, is 
as yeta disputed queen 

IS Kingsley, Vert, Zoot., p. 108. 

onotoxin (gon-(-tok’sin), » oe yowor, gen- 
eration, + rog(exdv), poison, + -in?.] A poison- 

gonozodid, ». 2. In Hy 
ous substance produced by the gonococens, 

Smid nrg same as 
medusoid or gonophore, 

gi A. 2, (¢) The name seems to have been applied 
tie 4 to bouthiem albatroases of medium aise, with white 
bodbes and 
* was thus used by 

black whing such as Diomeden chlororkyncha. 
bela by < per * about ab 1000 and 

its my jom te the black-footed batross, D. ni 
* the North Pucifle is th). — — 
eonyagre (g6-ni-ag’ (NL., ¢ Gr. yirn, 800! 

+ dypa, @ cateh 7 . Ch. poda t.) Gout 
in the knee-joint, &. me) 

(gon-i-thé’kii), #.; pl. gonythece 
(NL, ¢ Gr. io nee, + Fyxy, recep- 

tackle.) In extom., the coneavity at the apex 
of the femur which receives the base of the 
tibia, 

I, _4.—Good title, Sce xtitle.—To make 
——— In poker, W make a blind of a straddle equal 

an 

of goods, om fusion, — 
in international low, goods which a peu- 

curry in time of war, including contraband 
is carried at the neutnil’s risk. 
ter (gad‘da’tér), n. A daughter- 

in-law, 'Seoteh.] 
Goodea (gad’ é-fi),». [NL., named after G. B. 
Goode, an American naturalist.) A genus of 
small viviparous fresh-water fis! Te | 
to the family Peciliide, found in the lak 
Mexico. G. atripinnis is the earliest known 

Lawful ¢ 
tral ship ma 
of wur, Nehich 

species. 
Ghoseine (gid-é-i’né), n. (NL., < Goodea 
+ -inw.] A subfamily 0 “antlos typified by 
the genus Goodea. 

goodeniaceous (gi-dé-ni-a’shius), a. In bot., 
belonging to or having the characters of the 
Goodeniacer. 

good-father (ghd ‘fi‘vuér), ». A father-in- 
[Seoteh.} 

onal d’forz), nm. pl. Alocal name for 
private _ bills of exe ', drafts, ete., 
circulated as money, ‘good for’ an amount 
indicated, at the Cape of Good eee in the first 
quarter of the nineteenth centu 

-full (gid’fal), 4. Of sails, ‘a little more 
nearly full than in full-and-by ; allowing the 
vessel to off sufficiently from the wind to 

oodletite (grad let it) A local good] ‘let-it), * ocal name in 
— for the rock forming the matrix of 
the ruby, 

god-like (gad‘lik), a, Ofrespectable or pleas- 
h (ho ene] as, a couple of good-like men. 

] 
gad‘li‘king),. 1, Kindly feelin 

friendly g (gaa — Goo-will ‘personal B00se 
iking or approval. Sydney Smith. 

-mother (gid’mufH’ér), x. A mother-in- 
h. 

guod (gad’sho’ling),». Nawt., sound- 
ings that poe py ii progressive depths 
of water, 

eet oh) n, [Also (Sc.) gudesire ; weedsize (get 
od + sire, Cf, belsire.] A grandfather. 

A fre 

< goo 
Scott, [Scoteh. } 

goods- (gidz'lift), n. 
a device for —— or lowering freight. 

ht-elevator ; 
(Eng.] j 

go-off (6°61), . 1. Start; outset; 
attempt: usually receded by at poe granny eg as, 
at first go-off ai ni at the very outset).—2, 
In banting. ® amount of loans falling due 
(and therefore ‘going off’ the amount in the 
are a certain period, Lord Aldenham. 

goondie (gin’di), n. [Australian (Wiradhuri) 
wiede, ashelter. Compare*gunyah.|] Anative 
Australian hut; a gunyah. [Australian.] 

There were a dozen “ goondiea” to be visited, and the 
inmates started to their work. 

Rolf Boldrewood, Colonial Reformer, xvil. 

—— (g6r-g6‘rik), ». [Punjab gurgura.] 
In hanistan, a large evergreen shrub or 
small tree, Reptonia buzifolia, of the family 
Sapotacce, bearing insipid, globular, drupa- 
ceous, fleshy fruits which are much esteemed 
by the Afghans, 

goose, ». 6, In keno, the globe from which 
the numbered balls are withdrawn, —Bay. 
the common or Canada goose, Branta canadensis, 
Ly 5 Cape Barren 4 notw-hollandia, 

jes once common on the up of New South 
jes, but now much — in numbers. —Gray goose 

the “common Euro jen, Aneer cinercus, Also 
known as the ab arrow : aot shaft. 
arrows were formerly feath with the feathers of 

gooseberry-season 

—KEnobbed goose, the male of the domesticated 
form of the Chinese lee, Which Cygnepels 
has an excrescenmce at hase of the —X lacking in the 
wild bird— any one of the googe-teala, or 
goslets, which ng to the genus Nettayus,— Road- 
Fooee, 1 a local Engl a ed, for the brant, Hernieta brenta, 

lao called — —— and vritt· atthe 
goose, in old thooti h i ia the 
mark ‘ras the head of gtivinge sauna tax was Delng buried 
to the neck in the earth, 

orig: goose-barnacle (gs‘biir’na-kl), 1. A stalked 
barnacle, as Lepas anatifera: in allusion tothe 
—— that it gave origin to geese. See bar- 
naclel, 2, 
gooseberry, ». 3. The farkleberry, Batoden- 
drow arboreum; doubtless so — oo ite 
somewhat — fruit. See 
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- Cafon Ribes 4 
coast ranges of middle California, @ species with flowers 
more fuchsia- than those of the ficlia-fowered 
gooseberry, but small and leas showy,—Corom 

, the —— Averrhoa { why tarauibala, as 
called country 
Indias (a The ‘Dtahelte —— ery Geometers dis- 
fichus, (6) The Coromandel #pooseberry (which see)— 

, Nites curvatiem, a recently de- 
scribed species growing’ on rocky ground in Georgia and 
‘tabu th the mame referring to the —— oe. 

cape gooseberry a specics un 
Phyealia pubescens, lower fhan the cape —3** 
Perveiana, nf tea in Vegetable gardens under the hame 
of strawberry. nH cultivation it apremle over the 
cue two > tent in cin alt directions * ia fo — wild 
Plan 225— i) qates af 18 Mexico, 
and also Pout h 5 aud I ndia.— — 

gooseberry. Ses Alm ‘am- 
| ae plant family Toasulariaces, typified by the genas 

to which the gooseberry belongs.— Goose! 
— worm. prtn- worm, — Hawthorn-goose- 

Rites oryacanthotdes, leaves closely 
re ts those of the hawthorn, bristly and prickly 

sinocth, globose fruit: found from Hudson Ba: 

fasellge . 
a fruit about size = a cherry, dark purple, with a 
eweet and aromatic is caten raw or made 
into jam, and ais ae Pay jJelly.— Illinois goose- 

. Same as M iesoteri dyooseber ry. Foose 
berry, jn mee Nalabathricum, an Indian shrab bear 

an'oval, trancate froit having an ote pate, wi which 
ee the black in flavor, 

Of thee M — 
ippi valle eed teens hart * drooping flo a! ley and Te: w WETS Oa 
—— ft) ond reddish: ion ~— North- 

berry, x om aS sien ton Wyoow berry. 
wamhp gooseberry, ibee ineustre, the stems 
*— w Lee. prickles, and the frait glandular 
hairy : growing in swamps, and extending across the North 
American * aia sohigher latitndes. — Wild goose- 
berry. (a uncultivated true ; 
in the eastern Un tem, Ehoat often fides nm —— 
a species with few prickles on the stem, but with the 
thickly beset _— — kles. The eastern wild 

R. rot ‘otfum, le found from Massachusetts 
fork to N Carolina. —— — — 

gooseberry, which it much 
smooth, but differs in ha 
* ttle amaller, ete. In 

and New 

berry-borer (giis’ber-i —* The 
— of a cerambycid beetle, ¥, glocrins agas- 

Gooseberry-borer (plecrins agessien). 

a, beetle: A, pagan: &, lares, dorsal view. itil, about these times 
(Chittenden, U, 5, DA 

sizii, occurring in the northwestern United 
States and British Columbia. Also called 

eberry-gourd (gbs’ber-i rd’), n. The 
ur or West Indian gherkin, mis Anguria, 

See bur *gherkin, — 7 
gooseberry-louse 8’ ber-i-lous*), m. p! 
cgay Hac (-lis’), A red-bug or harvest- 
ag, a — Trombidien. —8 Britain.) 
*7 gis’ ber-i- ) nn. A ceei- 
domycid tly, Cecidomyia groasularia, which lays 
its beneath the skin of young gooseberries 
in which its larve feed. 

berry-mildew (gis’ber-i-mil’dii), mn. A 
fungus disease of gooseberries which attacks 
the foliage and young fruit ; due to Spherotheca 
mors-uea. 

gooseberry-season (giis’ber-i-sé"zn!, ». The 
season when gooseberries are ripe.—Big-goose- 



gooseberry-season 
berry season, the time of year when news is scarce, and 
the newspapers have plenty of space to devote to the 
chronicling of wonderful, fictitious, or trifling matters, 

socseberry-shrub (gés’ber-i-shrub‘), ». In 
the West ladies, same as Barbados gooseberry, 
Pereskia Pereskia. See gooseberry. 

gooseberry-tomato (gis ’ ber-i-to-mii‘td), nm. 
The cape gooseberry, Physalis Peruviana, 
See gooseberry. 

gooseberry-tree (giis’ber-i-tré’), m. In the 
Bahamas, the cultivated Otaheite gooseberry, 
Phyllanthus distichus.— goose! -tree, in 
—— a tree, Buchanania Nuelleri, of the sumac 
family, bearing sweet, pees oape about one-half of an 
inch somewhat resembling gooseberties, 

goosebill, ». 2, Nawt., an old-fashioned sail, 
in shape something like the bill of a goose or 
duck. It was used before the wind, 

moth. See *moth!. 
goose-file (giis’fil), n. Single file; Indian file. 
goosef “,—Maple-' sooeetect Chencpedium 
void ehh has p_leaved ec as in tl — na 
vein Europe and America.—Mettle-leaved goose- 

foot, C. murale, the leaves of which somewhat resemble 
those of the nettle. It is an Old World plant, thoroughly 
naturalized asa weed in waste places in the United States. 

goose- u. 6, Same as *crowfoot-grass, 2, 
and wire-grass, 2,—6,. The Texas millet, Pani- 
cum Teranum. See *millet.— 7. The low spear- 
grass, Poa annua.— 8, The sea spear-grass, 
Puccinellia maritima, 

(gda’grés), n. The melted fat of 
the goose: much used in domestic medicine as 

goose saland. (g0s’land In Calif fla (gis’land), a. In California, flat 
land in the Sacramento valley which is partly 
flooded by rain in winter and then becomes 
the feeding-ground of large flocks of wild 
geese from the north. In large portions of the 
gooselands the soil is strongly alkaline. 
goose-mouth (giis’mouth), ». A horse’s mouth 
in which the upper lip overhangs the lower. 

gooseneck, ». 4, Inlumbering: (a) A wooden 
bar used to couple two logging-trucks. Also 
ealled rooster. (b) The point of draft on a 
logging-sled: it consists of a curved iron hook 
bolted to the roll. Also called draw-hook. (c) 
A curved iron hook driven into the bottom of 
a slide to shock the L speed < ot —— logs. 

je in two esigned 
to be fit! ne pl ge —— y acrew-balte ; 

Goosencek-Dand. 

used to au a screw- or socket-gooseneck for the 
boom. ets are alao provided for belaying-pina. 

goose-necked (giia’nekt), p- a. Shaped like or 
supplied with a = enec ‘a a — 
goose-pen (giia’pen), », 1. A penory ‘or 
geese,— 2. — dean @ large holetburned in 
a standing tree, ) kh 
goose-rump (iiis’rump), n. orse’s rump or 
hind quarters which drop suddenly to the tail, 
giving the animal a somewhat angular appear- 
ance from behind, Also short-rump, 
ooss · rum (géa’rumpt), p. a, Noting a 
defect in the conformation ofa horse in which 
the hind quarters have an excessive slant 
downward and backward from the croup, and 
the tail is set low, 

goose- n. &, The pitted surface exhibited 
by copal, caused by contact with the sand in 
which it is embedded. 

se-step, n. 2. An exercise in milita 
— in which the body is balanced I 
one foot while the other is swung forward 
and backward as if on the march, but without 
advancing, the object being to give the soldier 
an upright carriage in marching.—3, A march- 
ing step in which the feet are raised high above 
the ground, as — on review, ‘ 

goose-teal (gis’tél), n. See *teall, 
n, 2, The lemon-balm, Melissa 

officinalis. 
goose-wing (jiis’wing), ». Nawt,: (2) The 
clue of a squaresail that is kept hauled out by 
its sheet when the other clue is hauled up to 
the yard and furled, (6) * — mil. 

goosy (gi‘si), a. [goose “yl. . Goose- 
like, especially in stupidity; foolish; silly. 
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Carlyle.—2. In a condition resembling that of gorge-line (¢érj‘tin), n. The rear line ofa ſœ 
the flesh of a plucked goose; hence, ‘creepy’: tification through which the entranec is made, 
AS, & sensation. Also gorge. 

G. O. P. An abbreviation of Grand Old Party, gor, a, 6. In arcizeol., an object of stonee 
arhetorical designation, by some Kepublicans, shell, flat, or convex on one side and coma 
of the Republican party in the United States. on the other, and sometimes provided with per. 
gopher-apple — phere Ar ". —— — forntions. Stone gorgeta nay have bees — fern 
root: so called from the often edible fruit, bam A — bracers, as support for ornaients, 
which, however, is a drupe and not like an gorgio (gér’ji-), ». [G. gadze, gateche, & 
apple. 
0 wd lant (go’fér-plant), ». The eaper- gacho, froma Romany word.] One who ison 

pt amg or La —— See spurge. For © —* ; anoutsider, [Gipsy lingo.) Barre, 
the origin of the name see mole-tree. gorgo: (g6r’go-nin), ». [Gorgonia + -in') 
gopher-plum (go’fér-plum), n. 1, See plum!, A dark-brown, horn-like, albaminoid com 
'—2, Same as cocoa-plum. See Chrysobalanus pound comprising the uxial skeleton of th 

and pliarmt, coral or ar — oe : 

. + ef. * ‘on- t (gor’gon-plant), a. @ prickly 
x ‘ ef ¥* PEA ce ay int af, Syorh ont wa ae iily, — See Ewryale, 220 
gora (g0'rii), ». [Also gorah, gorrah, goura, rickly water-lily, under water-tily, 
gurah; from a S. African native name.] A gonzola cheese, See *cheesel. ; 

gormandizer, rn. 2, A young, upright brio’ 
or sucker growing from the main stem 
from an ——— of a cultivated tree: » 

Goan. called from the rapidity of its growth. * 
Original in National Museum, Washington. D. C. sucker, 5 (hb). Also called chupon. [West 

J 
South African musical instrument, consisting goroon-shell (g6-rén‘shel), .  [Appar, 1 
of a bent piece of wood or bow with a single error for Z roon-shell,] A tritonoid shel, 

cm 
player's 
uill that is fastened to one end of the bow. N. &. D. 
metimes a small gourd is attached to the gosain (go-sin’), n. [Also gossein, gowseain: 

bow as a resonator. Hind. gusdin.} A Hindu priest, devoter, 
The gorah was formed by stretching & piece of the monk, or religious mendicant. 

twisted entrails of s sheep alonga thin hollow stick about ,n. 3, The American ne-flower, 
three feet in length in the manner of a bow and string, Pulsatilla hirsutissima: so called from it 

At oe cd there pics otal sed nig the wick, dense, soft hairs © ry * * 
duced by inspiration and respiration. Pro’ ‘gosling- (goz‘ling-gris), ». Same » 

Eneye, Brit, XIL M11. goose-grass, 1. 7 

Several years ago, Mr. Henry Balfoar published an im: BOBling-weed (goz’ling-wéd), nm. Same * 

SF ae cepa tee et et Seren 2 3 . ’ 4s 
escri perfic: gosmore (gos’mér), a. [Origin obseure; pos 

core ae —— hems — bly a perversion of —— A plant of tbe 
with the musical bow A 9 The goura isabow-like genus Hypocheris, especially H. radicata, 10* 
instrument ; r ia fastened to a fla : : . 
toned Quik’ the other end of whieh ta futened to the — bed a Har — and California 

B 

bow, and thrown nto vib throug . 
median wae qu reek b cnceck te calito hates coapodar (gos’pé-diir), m. [Rusa. gospodari, 

Sener ane Bald te the meaudh when glagiig a satan to eT ee: eas.) Heme ne heqpader. 
Snevease the sound. Nature, Nov. 3, 1902, pa, Gomsslotio (gon-let'+-4), m. {NL.) at ag 

CaMmaceous J ecypods, nel Pt 

gorb (gorb), n. gory with gorbel and Di Cutar thick-shelled Devonian species belosg- 
other forms, gor re, gorbin, gorblin ß 
based on the simple gor, in sense * fan on ing to the superfamily Mtsriaces. 

ird’: 7 (go-sip’é-in), m. (Ls. gosswp(inw) + 
Leet CBee, Sostoh aad fea ke 

d bird. [Seoteh.] : . * * —— in —— * and co 

gorbel (gér’bel), n. [Also gorbal: see *gorb.] n-seed meal, ' Bo ¢ Gossypor. tal’ 
An unfledged bird. Seoteh.] gossypol 42* — n.  [gossyp(ium) + ~I., 

pon. 

Children . . , often take the bare or untledged os‘ i-pé gossyplinm) 7 

mel Beep aby ni yp Sty wed s0ue. —* as * is 
"Jamieson, Scottish Dict. {a ¥. yeldring, Goth,». 3. A ‘barbarian’ in matters of liter 

Gordiichthys (gor-liik’this),». - [NL.. ¢ Gor- ———— 
dius, a genus of hairworms or hair-eels, + Gr. To, call & man a Goth [in the eighteenth * 
iz@ic, fish.) A genus of small cels ofthe West e7e4 on the = * 

ndies, of the family Aoringuida. arechar him about whom it was uttered ; arid it was made th 
acterized by the extracrdinary senders f the body harder to endure and the more potent to crush decree 
and the great number of vertebre. G. irretitus is Che the man who ied it did not ustally anderstard! *!s! 
known species. was meant by tt any more than did the man to whem © 
Gordon River group. See *group'. wasapplicd = Lownabury, Studies in Chaucer, Il > 

gore-bloodt (gor’blud), n. Clotted blood; gore. Gothic. I. a. 5, Belonging to or character 
P Thus A wavelled from morning, till | night several istic of ‘Goths’ or ‘barbarians’ in matter < 

thre tl An orm 8, cm mm armas 

and shoulders, which were naked, all of a gore blood. Hterature or art. 
Defoe, Captain Singleton, xviii, The constant use of the words Goth and Gothic fy We 

ton) 4 dd In the Lt 
gore-fish (gor'fsh), nh. Same as garfish. an by my —— coats ine epithets Plage 
gorge,n. 12. In angling, abaitintendedto be about the same role that the Philistine, plays ples 
swallowed by the fish to effect its capture: —* in to play, in this. They expressed a 
usually a minnow in which a double tarbed —— — Pel suletantiating whst' fe ober 
leaded fish-hook is embedded.—13, A fish- any precise definition, 
hook consisting ofastraight or crescent-shaped Lounsbury, Studies in Chancer, HE 5 
piece of stoneorbonesharpened attheendsand Gothic armor, falty developed plate-armor male i 
grooved or perforated in the center: used by !atter part of the 

raat des This armor appears to 
primitive tribes. the leading armorers being the Missaglin family & * 

I believe that, . .. starting with thecrude fish-gorge, 1 Fine suite were also manufactared at Nurembere © 
can show, step by atep, the complete sequence of the fishy ¢Hewhere in Gertnany, It is the type usually rim 
hook, antil tt ey mith the fectont 3* of to-day. sented in the works of the early Renaissance pal? 

Phillipa, in Sport with Gun and Rod, p. 34. “1 Italy and tn Germany. — 

Circle of the gorge. applicd to aiditions Tate to English Geahie bonne 
gorge-bait (g6r)"bat), ». Same as *gorge, 12. during the eighteenth and early nineteenth centure 
gorge-baiting (gérj’ba‘ting), m. In angling, local authorities having only imperfect knowloixe 
fishing with a gorge. style, 

gorge-circle (girj’sér’kl), ». The smallest | What bo did in this way laid itself open to the dere” 
circle formed by a plane ndicular to the ¢pithet applied to ft of Of * —— — 
axis cutting a hy — — the : —— Ne 
cirele generated by the shortest line from the Gothicist (goth ‘i-sist), m, [Gothic +" 
generating line to the axis. See *circle of the One who favors or affecta the Gothic style, 
gorge. especially in architecture. 



Gothicity 

Gothicity (go-this‘i-ti), x. [Gothic + -ity.] 
Gothie a or quality; a distinctively Gothic 
ebaracter, 
Gothique (c5-ték’), a. +] An epithet ap- 
plied to a style of bookbinding in which the de- 
sign is blind-tooled or blind-stumped upon 
the cover in medieval or monastic style. e 
tooling. 

gothite. n. Bame as goethite, 
(goth-lan‘di-an), a and», In 

ol, noting the —— division of the 
ilurian system of Murchison, taking its name 

from the island of Gothland. Quantivalent there- 
with isthe name Ordovician, applied to the lower division 
of the Silurian system. De Lopparent. 

gotten (got’n), p. a. Obtained or acquired: 
usually with a qualifying adverb; won: as, 
ill-gotten gains; new-gotten territory; gotten 
battles, 

Give me then health, Apollo; give 
Sound mind; om gotten goods to live 
Contented ; and Ict song engage 
As bonotred, not « base, old age. 

Gladstone, tr. of Horace, Odes, xxx, 5, 

cheese, Seo *cheese!, 
er,n. 5. A snow-plow formerly used on 
roads in the western United States, It con- 

sisted of u strongly built boxcar which carried a plow at 
ite head set low enough to ran under a drift and yw it 
over, Sci. Amer, Jan 3, 1905, p. 4 

gonge-shell (gouj’shel), », A gimlet-shaped 
shell, such as that of Vermetus; also, a kind 
of pinna. 
goujat fell n. (P.] A camp-follower ; © 
a soldie sservant; also, a blackguard. 

Boys, or rather fags, [employed to carry the men's 
weapons or harness on the march) wore called fn Freeh 

f4,an0 are a curious feature in the armies of the 
J. W. Fortescue, Hist. Brit. Army, L ii, 1. 

goulash, n. See *gulash. 

mn‘ di), nm. [W. African.) <A dis- 
ease which attacks the natives on the west 
coast of Africa. It is marked by the growth 
of a smooth rounded —e on either side of 
the bridge of the nose. Jowr. Trop. Med., 
Feb. 16, 1903, p. — — 
oup, gowp (goup), v. i. [Perhaps imitative. 
eT tisob viol ently or painfully, as a boil be- 
fore it bursts or is laneced. [Scotch.] 

goura, ». See *gora. 
gourd, »., 1. 9 Same as calabazilia,—Bonnet- 

the fruit of spectes of Lufa. It is sometimes 
split length wise, tarned inside out, and fashioned into a 
bonnet or cut inte strips and used for tri; : whence 
the name.— Cweur- 
tataces,— 
tends east to the Missouri river.—Seariet-fruited 
ony oes of severad species of the genus —— —08 
cially C. Indiea, a native of India and often cultivated, 
It is one of the commonest vegetables of the natives, the 
——— scarlet fruit being eaten fresh when ripe and 
cool in curries when green. — Wild gourd, (a) Same 
— (0) The bigroot of Oregon, Micrampelia 

sgurdhead (gord’hed),. Same as big-mouthed 
*huffalo. 
gourdworm, . 2. Oneof the segments of a 
tapeworm: in allusion to its resemblanee to 
the need of a gourd; a eueurbitinus, 

it}, aA Inflammation of 
gpa peg ph ee A —— 
of the jointa.-Poor man's gout, gout occurring in 

uence of lead-poisoning, exposure, insufficient 
nourishment, of the albase of malt liquors, in laborers or 
others to whom duxury is inknown.—ophaceous gout, 
ee Ee ernmaeres by deposite of sodium urate in 

fa! 

gout-fly (gout’fli), ». Same as corn-fly. 
goutte d'eau (git do). IP. ‘drop of water.’] 
A limpid rolled pebble o * found in 
Brazil, Ceylon, and New South Wales. 

goutte de suif (git de swéf). [F., ‘drop of 
tallow.’] Tallow-drop: noting a style of = 
tery decoration with enamel colors, See Cluny 
*enamel, 

-stem (gou‘ti-stem), n. In Queensland, 
ttie-iree (which see). Both names refer to 

the shape of the trunk, The thames of the atem aboand 
in a clear, jollylike, mucilaginous substance resembling 
tragacanth, which is used as food by the natives in Himes 
of extreme drought. 

gouty-stool (gou’ti-stél), ». In old English 
furniture, a stool designed by Hepplewhite 
for the use of persons afflic with gout. It 
was fitted with mechanism for raising and 
lowering the foot. 
Gov. An abbreviation (b) of government. 
Governess car. See *car!. 
governing-motion (guv’ér-ning-mé‘shon), n. 
The action on a spinning-mule of a certain 
mechanism for re ting the velocity of the 
spindles during the winding of the yarn on 
the cop. Also called — — Na- 
smith, Cotton Spinning, p. 300. 
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government, n,.— Charter Ree tcher- 
.— Constitutive go that phase of consti- 

tutional law and practice which tes to the manner in 
offleers chosen. which of government are 

A modern government may have a written constitution 
which seta forth the of government. Other nations 

itual practice, modified from time 

observed as the common law of the government. I wish 
to use the term comatitutine government for one of tts 
departments coordinate with the others which I will set 
forth. I desire a term which will signify the manner in 
which the officers of the government in all ite depart- 
ments are selected, chosen, of appalnted. 

JW. Powell, An, Rep. Bur. Amer, Ethnot, 
(Iso, p. lxxxv. 

Government man!, an ase servant; a convict, 
[Australia. | — Government ‘a stroke that lacks 
vigor; a lazy way of doing work such aa is supposed to 
characterize government employees, |Australia.) 

Like the poor the unemployed are always with aa bat 
they have a [ sage for pablic works in Melbourne, 
with a good ly pay and the government atroke com- 
bined. Melbourne Argus, Feb, 22, 1807. 

governmentalism (guv-érn-men’tal-izm), n. 
[governmental + dea) ' The theory that the 
authority of the general government should 
not only be exercised to the full but extended, 
governmentalist (guy -érn-men’tel-ist), v. 
(governmental — One who favors govern- 
mentalism, 
governmentally (guv-érn-men’tal-i), adr. As 
regards the government, its views, policy, or 
regulations; by the government. 
overnment-house (guv’érn-ment-hous), n. 
1. The building which contains the govern- 
ment offices.—2. The official residence of a 
governor, 
OVeérnor, ".— Differential governor, vernor 
e hich runs at a coustant speed and is so construsted that 
when the engine rine at an Improper the difference 
in speeds prodaces an action on the regulating-valve 
which tends to being the engine back to a correct rate of 

governor, adevice which serves to 
a] of an engine when the usual regulating 

in. — Ply~ 

pal f bord Rech th tae by trifugal force as the rot w a cen 4 

are reval¥e euntrot the Rote f of steam or pas sdmitted 
to the cylinder,.— no} ‘ 
ertia governor, an engi vero 

of a weight revolving with the shaft is utilized to open 
ore the admission-valve or change the point of cut- 
off whenever the speed of the eng! — Loaded 
guverace. « erpor to which « weight is attached for 

giving ta —— — “get —— ‘it 
more sensitive to variations of load, and securing a closer 

to lsochronism in the engine. 

or-rod (guv'ér-nor-rod),n. The rod by 

munieated to the valve-gear of an engine. 
Gov.-Gen, An 
general, 
owan, ».— -gowan, the mouse-ear hawkw: 
a ar rungs ueually - the —E * 

pietion, “Water ‘eae. ‘ Ba whkt) r gumn)— re ae 

talt- yoncin,~ Yellow gOWaD, (a) too yellow. (%) The 
im 

abbreviation of governor- 

dandel 
— Bete Seo Weapt. 

owe, tt. © *goup. . 
goy (coi), n.; pl. goyim (gõ xẽm). [Heb.) In 
Jewish use, a nation. Used in the singular for an 
nation, Jewish as well as Gentile Where the pier 
goyim fs used, however (mve in particular cases, for 
example Gen. xxv, it specially refers to non-Jewish 
pations, the Gentiles In Yiddish this distinction is not 

| ized, and goy ls used, somewhat like ‘ heathen’ fall 
tg use, to imply inferiority, and is often em- 
pe among the Jews themaclves as a term of contempt 

plying ignorance or — 
». Plural of ag 

gozell (go’zel), ». [Also gozelle; dial, variant, 
beside gazel, gazle, ete., of grocle, grozzle, a 
ooseberry: see grover.] © garden goose- 
erry, Ribes Grossularia. 

G. P. An abbreviation (a) of the Latin Gloria 
Patri, Glory be to the Father; (b) of Graduate 
in Pharmacy. 

G. P.M. An abbreviation of Grand Passed 
Master, 

Gr. An abbreviation (5) of Greece. 
An abbreviation (d) of grammar ; (e) of gr. 
t; (f) of , 

d'R. An abbreviation (a) of Georgius Rex 
{King George); (5) of Grand Recorder, 

grab), cv. intrans, To strike the heel of 
the front foot with the toe of the hind foot: 
said of « horse, 

grab!, »., 3. () Aform of dredger-bucket used for 
digging soft materials; « clamshell bucket. (4) pl. 
Same as Webidding-tonge, (¢) In forestry, Ue stem of 
an alder, or other small tree, which is bent over and 
plugged into a hole bored in a boom-stick, or secured in 
some other way, to hold a boom or logs inshore. (U. A] 
4. A children’s game at cards, in which, when 
two or more of equal value are on the 

gracilariid 

table together, the player who is quickest to 
recognize and grab them adds them to his own 
hand, N, B.D, 4 — 

b-all (grab’al), ». A catch-all; specifically, 
# kind of fishing-net with meshes not less than 
2} inches in size, used in sea-fishing along the 
shores of Tasmania between sunrise and 
sunset, 
Puta 

of voted in EE — *—* 
grabbing (grab‘ing), a. 1. The act of grasping 
or seizing.—2, A condition, seen principally 
in the horse, in which the hind foot strikes the 
heel of the fore foot in traveling. 

grab-bucket 
(grab’buk‘et), | 
n. <A bueket 
which can pick 
upitsown load; 
a self-loading 
bueket ; a goh- 
bler or clam 
shell bucket. 

b - crare 
(grab ‘iran yn. 

portable 
crane or der- 
rick withwhieh 
a grab or crab 
is used for 

Grab bucket, 

@, bucket p28 wings in open powrien, 
of when bucket drops uy maverial 10 
lifted. Detred lines Show itiom ot 
wings when clesed and forming bottom 
of bucket, inclosiag load, 

ben (grii’ben), a. [G. graben, a ditch] In 
nom a trough-like area — by the down- 
throw of a crustal fault-block. 

The mai led by Georgetown i reased 
tale block or prabees "nonce Fon @ ino Beh 
aben-block ‘bn-blok), a. [G. graben + 

a block, n.J ( depressed connect ef the 
earth’s crust bounded on all sides by faults. 
The tmagined *—— * of the “ bysmalith” or 

of the submerged 
for in 7 about 

b-hook, ». 2. A hook having 
or eae throat, adapted to grasp 
* ofa — — 

iron, ». 2. g-iron 
ome a boring used for recoverin 

Iter. whieh the motion of the governor is com- oy well-drilling tools from a well. 
grab-link (grab‘lingk), mn. Same as Grob-rook, 
*slip-grab. 
grab-machine (grab’ma-shén’), ». A digger 
or dredger which uses grab or clam-shell 
bucket. 

grabouche (ere bush’), n. [Origin unknown. 
A card-game in which each player starts wit 
an ace and builds up in sequence until he 

ts rid of twenty cards originally dealt to 
im, When one can go no further, another 

yabred tavek‘red) In ship-build rab’ » ®. In ship-building, a 
rol or bar, fastened * a bulkhead — the = 
of a hatehway, which may be gras in the 
hand to steady the body when the vessel is 
rolling; also, a horizontal rod fastened to the 
side of a war vessel a few feet above the 
water-line in the vicinity of the gangway- 
ladders, into which boat-hooks are hooked 
when holding a boat alongside the ladder. 

b-service (crab’sér’vis),». Nant,, veasels 
masts originall fitted out by 

government to cruise against the 
pirates of the Malabar coast. ddmiral Smyth, 
grab-skipper (grab’skip’ér), n. In /umbering, 
a short iron pry or hammer used to remove 
the skidding-to from a log. 
grab-snow (grab’sn6), n. Neut., a two-masted 
vessel having a boom-mainsail and belonging 

of two or more 
the Bomba 

to the Bombay marine. See *grab-sercice. 
[Obsolete.] X. . D. 

grab-vessel (grab’ves‘el), u. See *grab-ser- 
vice. 

grace, ". 19, A bow or courtesy. 
ir places and make your graces, All take 

And let the dance in. 
Stedman, Country Steighing, st. 4 

Congracus e suited or adapted to the 
effect Intended ander the conditions in wh it la be- 
stowed, See treong rudam, 

e ( ‘wif),n. A midwife, Halli- 
— 

d (gras-i-la’ri-id), nanda, In. A 
metmber of the family Gracilariidx, 



gracilariid 
I. a. Of or belonging to the lepidopterous 

net i —— (In ME 
gracio gri-si-os’i-ti), n. n . gra- 
crousete, < OF, gracieuseté : later newly t 
from L. = < grationus, gracious, ] 
The qual ty of being gracious; a gracious 
act. Carlyle, 

le, x. 3. In angling, the name of an 
artificial fly used in bass-fishing.—Bronsed 

us quiseula céneus, & Bt lea of the 
found in the northern and western United 
ly in the Mississippi valley, It is charac- 

terized by the bronze or brass: lectionsof the plumage, 
grad! (grad), n. [A modern technical applica- 

i AS. grad, a step, ¢ L. gradus, a step: 
see grade.) In petrog., in the quantitative 
system of classification (1902) (see *rockl), a 
division of igneous rocks lower than the sub- 

- A ia besedd th portion of minerals 
ofte —— group of standard tobonnele when they 
are present in notable amount, that is, when they are 
more than one geventh as iach aa the prepondenut 
group. 

grad (grad), . A graduate. [College slang.] 
grad, An abbreviation of the tin gradatim, 
by de; 5. 

gradate, r. t. 2, In chem., to bring (a solution) 
tou desired degree of concentration. [Rare } 

gradate (gra’dit),a. [L. gradatus (parallel 
to NL. —— whence E. graduate, a,), ¢ 
L. gradus, step, grade: see grade, un.) Ar- 
ranged serially according to size, as the whorls 
of a gastropod shell. 
These (five whorls — uniformly vitreous, shining, 

smooth, yradate, od, Soc. London, 1901, LL 417, 

gradation, . 7. In geol., the process of pro- 
ducing an even slope, by agencies of erosion 
and transportation, on which the supply and 
removal of rock-waste or detrital material are 
about balanced.—Gradation See #plaint, 

grade!,n. 5. In frigor., in the centesimal sys- 
tem, the hundredth part of arightangle; als 
the hundredth part of a quadrant.—6, A smal 
difference botween the brightness of two stars: 
substantially the same asa step; a term used 
by observers of variable stars, Astrophysical 
Jour,, Dee., 1903, p. 377.—7. In philol., one of 
the positions or forms assumed by a vowel or 
root ina series of phonetic changes caused pri- 
marily by change of stress and other factors, 
as the vowels in English sing, sang, sung, ride, 
rode, ridden, ete., Latin capio, cepi, -cipio, ete., 
Greek Yierx, Yer, Yao, leave, Yreu, rau, 
Yizow,cut,cte-—Grade of pos in salirend construc: 

whic! Ww remain 

Text‘ cuder plinsry covditions of wind er cnet peers 
tending to set itin ama ee at wen ag ig er inaectimtely, 
a0 incline or slope in a track which is juat sufficient 
overcome the rolling friction of a train at reat and cause it 
to movedown —Grade resistance, See ®reriatance. 
Momentum grade, in railroad construction, a grade 

on a road which employs locomotives of a given power for 
4 given train resistance on a level track, and which the 
trains are unable to surmount unless assisted by the train 
momentum acquired by appecaching Oe grade at fall 
speed, See pusher egrade, train wrevistance, and grade 

rok, in the studyoft varta- 
tions, the values obtain by Ineasurementa taken at 
different points in the scale of 

in railroad construct 
uencies —Pusher 

tion, a too steep for a 

aly 

lor and easter grades would be more expensive 
than the employment of 533 engines upon a shorter 

tion, 0 grads ou aay gloom alco thin wk stra a je on any given or ion 
reason of its grade resistence and sometimes also of fts 

phys sald f geog., of an 
, such at a stream, when, 

ing, it does not actively 

at grade, in 
eroling or’ by its own netion in 

ve orablaut. Skeat, Prin. Eng, Etymol., 
. 170. 

r Il. intrans, To prove to be of a certain 
grade or quality. 

In Nelson a ae Dukota] . . . some of it [the 
whent| is frosted, t of others grading No.1 hard and 
No, 2 Northern... In Plerce County... the * 

NXo.i had no frost and the wheat is grading pearly 
hard, ¥ N.Y. Tribune, Oct, 30 1801, p. 7. 

grade-bred ( *bred), a. Noting cattle,sheep, 
or hogs bi by mating a pure-blooded anima 
with one of * — See —— 4. 

graded (gra‘ded), p. a. 1, Arranged in series 
of grades; existing in a series of grades: as, 
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graded schools; graded forms.—2.. Reduced 
to & (specified) grade; specifically, in phys. 
~~ —— such « slope or form that the 
agencies of erosion and transportation which 
act upon it are essentially occupied inearryi 
forward the detritus which they receive: sai 
of stream-courses, hillsides, beaches, ete.— 
Graded plain. See *ptoint. 

grade-peg (grid‘peg), n. Asmall stake orpeg 
driven into the ground to serve as a point 
of reference for heights or elevations, F. 
A. King, Irrig. and Drainage, p. 476. 

post (grid’pdst), a. 1, A stake set upon 
a right of way Sc indicate the 6 to which 
the proposed road must be made to conform. 
— 2. A guide-post placed beside a railway- 
— to indieate a change in the grade of the 
road, 

gradient, ». 3. In math., a rational integral 
homogeneous and isobaric function, Sylvester, 
— 4, In geom., slope. 

If trom an nt P on the draw the t- 
line, to the abt, the gradient ts the tatgent of on le 
which this line makes with the tive direction of the 
axis of x. . Lamb, Calealus, p. 67. 

tent.—Anti- 

tumely, 
the great circle, or @ nautical mile Une 

trary is specified, the gradient is measured on 
the daily map perpendicular to isobars at any point. 
—Critical barometrical gradient, the gridient that 
would be maintained under the influence of a steady wind 
or asteady system of windsa.— gradient, the 
barometric gradient directed toward the center of a cy- 
clone,— t, the rate at which the elec 

tential varies. ¢ great variations of horizontal gra- 
lent —— —— by the ee of the = theal grad! atmosphere. erical cumulus 

cloud of one kilometer radius, with ita center three kilo 
meters from the earth's surface, ray its own charge, by 

relation between barometric gradient and attending 
winds, This formula was first deduced and published ty 
Ferrel in 1358 —Gradtent the rather sud- 

atmosphere, corresponding to the abrapt change in \- 

the 
* 

th the same.—Initial the very slight gradi- 
ent of pressure at sea-level due to — of density 

general or 
tides, ete, in conssquance of which a general movement 

the distance between 
vertical Ni See 

egradient.— P the rate of change of 
pressare in terms of of any other quantity of which 
the pressure ia a function ; also, a line of curve which ex- 
presses such change. — the rate t, 
of change of temperatare in terms of that of any other 
sw of which the temperature is a function; also, a 

e or curve which expresses such change. 
the rate of change of velocity in terms of that 

of any other quantity of which the velocity is a function ; 
also, a line of curve which expresses stich change.— 
Vertical the rate of variation of any atmo 
spberic condition with altitude, above-ground. A change 
temperature of one degree cen le per 100 meters is 

called the adiabatic gradient. A corresponding vertical 
pressure gradient, maintaining neatral dynamic equilib- 
rium in the atemoaphere,is the neutral gradient of presaure, 

screw, the screw, with graduated 
Which elevates or depresses the telescope of a gradienter 
and acerately measures the changes in the vertical angles. 

eter (gri-dom‘e-tér), ». (I. gradus 
step, + Gr, pétpor, measure. ] An instrument 
for measuring the amount of slope in any 
grade. 
graduated (grad’i-a-ted), p. a. ifically, 
in ornith., having the tail moderately pointed, 
the tail-feathers regularly decreasing in length 
from the center pair outward, 

graf, n.andv.¢ A simplified spelling of graff. 
graft? n.—Animal agraft made with bone or 

‘other tise removed tom one of the lower ani 
a graft made with skin or other timue 

taken from another mf the subject's own body,— 
H ic & graft made with skin or other 

en from another individeal— graft, «a tissue 
very small piece of aseptic » capplied to agranula 

ace to serve a8 & center Tor the formation of new epi 
thelium. Thiersch’s graft, made with a plece 
of skin of Pe we A size to —E ———— 
the subctitancots tissue is attached. 

grafts (graft), n. [ME. "graft, AS. *greft (not 
recorded) = Icel, gréftr (gen. graftar), dig- 
ging, ¢ AS. grafan, Teel. grafa, dig: see 
gravel, oj] 1, The depth of a — in dig- 
ging; the amount of earth turn up in one 
turn of the spade, Markham. 

graft (graft), ». 

5 (graft), ov. i. graft® (, ty i 

process and the operation of 

grafter? (graf’tér), m. [graft®, v., 

cally, splicing a rope by unlaying and relaying 

grafting? (grit’ting). n. (graft, r., + 

grafting 
B relics . , ——— —— — —X 

ade about a ‘spade's-grayt’ benenth the surface 
Proc. Soc. of Antiquertes, March 7, 1844, p 3 

2. A narrow crescent-shaped spade, used in 

=a 

eutting drains. Kg, Dial. Dict. 
graft‘ (graft), a. [Prob. a generalized use of 
grafts, ee mpare the figurative use 
of diggings for a location or region where work 
is carried on.) 1. Work; labor. [Prov. Eng.) 

‘Well, I've got some grast to do now.” Often heard tp 
and about Sheed, 

& 0. Addy, Glows. of Words Used in the Neighborhood 
lof Sheffield, I=, Sup, p. 25 

The story |“ The Autodbogra; ofa Thief”) as been 
told in the Vnlets own Words. ut this feature is mot 
without interest to the student of philology. For example, 
in Australia the alang word for work of every sort and 
kind, from that of the head of a State to that of a cross 
ing-sweeper, ia ." All sortsand conditions of people 
use the word in this connexion. 

Athenseum, April 30, 1904, p. Sao 
2. A job ora trade. 
The roadster proper t distinguished from the tram 

having a ‘graft, or in other words a visible means pry aed 
port. Pop, Sei, Jour,, 1V. 255 (sve. oN, B.D. 

grafté (graft), v. 4. [graft4, n.] Towork. [ Prov. 
Eng.) 
Graft, to work; “where are you grafting?” L «, where 

do you live or work? Hotfen, Slang. Dict, (188), p. 146 
To graft... (2) to work, bot the work in this case 

was stealing, i. ¢, picking pockets Grafting is also used 
in the sense of helping another to steal. 

Farmer, Americanisms — Old and New (1589), p. 27a 

[An extension of gras, n., 
2. Com the like development of a 
iece of work,’ to job, ‘a piece of corruption.’] 
. Dishonest gain acquired by private or se- 

cret practices or corrupt agreement or con- 
nivance, especially in positionsof trust, as by 
offering or aecepting bribes (directly or in 
the veiled form of commissions, fees, wifts, or 
philanthropic contributions), or by promisi 
or using, directly or indirectly, one’s official 
influence or power to aasist or protect wrong- 
doing, or by levying blackmail—all in a pri- 
vate way and often disguised so as to seem the 
customary and proper course of business. The 
word graft, with { Vales, came suddenly into e1- 
tensive use in the political and journalistic Linguage of 
the United States about 1001, as a new term more eop- 

belbery, corruption dishonesty, beck toda all of which it connotes, and of which it is a suceimt 
synonym. (Colloq. or slang.} 
The World of Graft, Josiah Flynt (title — * book, 

1) 
2. A business, process, place of concourse, or 
office, in or at whieh dishonest gain, by cor- 
~~ or direct thieving, may be acquired. 
{Collog. or slang.] 

Toengage in graft; live 
by graft. *grafO, n., and compare quo- 
tation from Farmer under *graft4, wv. i, 
(Colloq. or slang.]} 
Td like to see thia town ran by thieves once. Course 
*— couldn't help it, but pot any more ‘np the 
police do, 

Josiah Flynt, in McClure's Mag., April, 1901, p. 572 

(graf’taj), . (graft? + -age.] The 
ing, or the 

state or condition of being ted: a com 
hensive term comprising the aet of grafti 
and all the questions of science, practice, an 
description that grow out of the operation. 
L. H. Bailey. 

+ -erl.] One 
who ‘grafts’ (see — — t.); one who takes 
or makes ‘ graft’ or dishonest private gain, es- 
pecially in positions of trust, and in ways pe- 
euliarly secret and corrupt. 
When the purchasing agent of a corporation or a firm 

accepts 8 fee ot 8 coatolsciun froma the seller of goods te 
corporation or firm he ba a J 

Hartford Times, quoted in —— 7a 31, 
Ia. 

1, nm. 3, Joining; splicing : eifi- 

the strands of the ends to be joined, or, in knit- 
ting, adding one piece to another.— 4. In hee 
culture, the substitution of eggs or larve in 
queen-cells for the original occupants.— Rark- 

Same as rind-grasting (which see, under 

-ing!,] 
The practice of taking or making ‘graft’: the 
practice of stealing money or its equivalent, 
especially in itions of trust, in ways not 
easily detected or punishable. N. F. Tribune, 
Oet, 24, 1901, 
Everyhaly who bas studied public life has been ap palled at ita corruption. There is a general belief that 

every State Legislature and the national Legtelature are 



grafting 
giren to ——— Tt is felt that ber are actuated by 
other motives, Why should public life be so 
— 2 I have come to the ae usion that it is only 
a reflection of private life. There is 

W. T. Jerome, quoted in ——— fae lee 

grafting-saw (, ting-sf), n. A saw witha 
wide kerf te pod pares teeth "adapted for the 
sawing of green wood: used for cutting off 
shoots and ar ef groove for a graft. 

flour. 
ite2, n. See meteorite. 

(gra’ — vr. t.; pret. and pp 
Grahamized, ppr. Grahamizing. (Graham (eee 
def.) + mae To treat, that is, to * (let- 
* or cause — to be * while they 

passing through the post-o ae. ey 
James Gr Graham, a British Home Seereta: 
supposed to have done with the letters o 
zini and bis friends. [Rare.] 
To 

—*8* at a that be had ron instructions he 

—— a — yak oe been 
“travelled thane, 

N. and Q., 9h ser., —— — Pp aM, 

Graian ‘yan), a. [LL Graius, Greek, + -an,] 
—— to the Graii, or Greeks. 

15, In the tobacco industry, a de- 
it ely calcium oxalate, inscattered g obules, 

often at the base of the hairs, —— upon to- 
bacco-leaves in the ss of curing and 
sweating.—16, The i sh name forthe cop- 
per coin called grano at alta Fajee grain, in 
riuger-manuy,, a new crystals of aagar 
formed when fresh syra —— into the crystal- 
lizing- in order tor in increase the size of crystals which 
— y formed. Sadtier, Handbook of Indust. Chem, 
p. Lik = Lam amte, erain, In leather, 2 in whieh re- 
ut the skin of a Grains of paradise 32 See 

amoyond. 
of rice, in ceram., decoratio 

under rice}. Joweler’s Done earth of 6 onal or 
about four fifths of a troy See as iam in 
which 3 under C. Hering, Conversion 

bles, p. fa. 
Lew t, 

slicker, on the 
of Leather, p. 

azain hostile (gran 8* tlh, wm A 
le which breeds in stored 

grain. Among these beetles are the fiat 
[a lcewe peusillus, the 

grain-beetle, Cathartis —— the 
— ant grmin-beetle, Silvanus mercator, 
the red-necked grain-beetle, Cathartus 

fus, and the saw-toothed 
je, Silranne evrinamenste 
‘borer (grain’ 2 foto ats An 

insect which bores into 
Larger grain-borer, a bostrychid 
Dinoderus truncatus, of en et ae pint, H on M4 
bat probably Central American,which bores ¢niarged. 
into stored grain and edible tubers and the (Chittendes, 
boxes in which they may be stored. U.S. D. AG 

Grained negative. See *negatire. 
grainer', ». rg An salt-making, a pan in which 
granulated salt is formed by rapid crystalliza- 
tion esi | the — of solar rer ich 

grain-gold (gran’gold), a. 1, Gold which de- 
yelope a granular structure while being heated. 
—2. Gold-dust. ( , x 
graining-paper (cré‘ning-pa’pér),». A trans- 
fer-paper laid in color direct from the 
natural surface of woods and copying the 
ps of the wood, When wet, it is used as a tranafer 

tthe grain of the wood * any surtaceasarepro 
atin of natural graining. It isa substitute for artificial 

in 

i). 

Ked. arcked 
ln Gtain- beetle 

Germas Grala-lowse (War ros pare cereali sy. 

a. winged migrant; 4, symph of same: c. winglew: parthencge: 
netic female ; All en- wimg ait hole of parksite. 
larged. i Atier ‘Riley, i 

“ every- gt 

——— 

5. (b) T as with a 
ride “Ck Davis, Manuf, 6tain-tester 
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-lac (grin’lak), n. Same as seed-lac, 
— see, under lacꝰ). 
ain-louse (grin‘lous), ».; pl. qrain-lice (-lis). 

lant-louse common to both Rorth —— 
and Europe, and which attacks 

Is fe Bah ets Pat ee are lola, 

neria, the A 
= German nab toase, Moecrosiphum — Bee See ot! 

grain-moth, ».~ Angoumots a moth, ‘moth, 
cerealelia, the larva of which Infesta, stored 

species, bat is supposed 

a An 
hun gra- 
3 

a Wis is now a commopolitan 

—R 

Angoumois Grain-moth (Sétetrags cereatetia), 

@,cg¢ and egg mass; 4, larva in in ef corn; c, larwa; 
pupa; «7% moth, About two and a half times nateral lee. roe 
tendes, U.S. D. A.) 

—— been Introduced originally into the United States 
from the province in France (Angourmodts) from which its 
popular — 3 derived. Also called Ay- * 

grain · proeess (griin’pros‘es), n. tog., 
a process of meser phcvemecbanien! —— nwhich 
ad proof is given a granulated appearance, 

grained *negative, 
n’sik), 1. Impaction or over- 

distention of the rumen or first stomach of the 
ox due to eating excessive quantities of food. gram 
— called grain-vickness and plenalria. 
grain-split — split), n. In leather-manuf., 
the outer split, which hes the grain on it, as 
distinguished from the flesh-split. C. T. 
Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 188. 

(gran’tes*tér), n. A small weigh- 
—— adapted to ascertaining the number 
— in a bushel of any given kind of 

n. uantity of the grain is weighed on the 
scales Ae =. owelght indicates on the beam th 
exact welght of a bushel of that particular kind of lk. 

grain-trier (grin ‘tri’ ér),.. A contrivanee 
for sampling grain, See the extract. 

Cereals and other seeds are sampled with a grein 
trier. Thia consists of two hollow cylinders of metal, 
one inside of the other, about 1 meter long and 12 mm, in 
diameter. They are pointed at the bottom and provided 
with a handle at the apper end. A corresponding series 
of oblong ings extends at regular intervals along one 
side of cylinders, which may be turned at will so as 
to open or close the holes. The sampler, with the holes 
open, is thrust into the of a bag of grain for ite entire 
length When filled with seeds the Seer cylinder is 
turned, 80 as Lo close the yay and the sampler removed, 
ae east S. Dept. Agr., 1894, p, 406, 

Whisky 
with only 
to assist 

n‘ hwis’ ki), n. 
made — from raw barley, 
& amall proportion of malted barle 
the change of starch into sugar. e bulk of 
the Irish whisky of commerce is grain-whisky. 
Eaeye. Brit., IV. 342 

grain-worm (gran’ —— The larva of a 
grain-beetle or of a grain-moth. 

grallous (gral’us),a. Pertaining to or bavi 
he characters of the Graliz, an order of 
ing sede; gralline. 

hm —— ü⏑— 
‘ren ”.—Black a black-seeded variety of the 

Phaseofee Wingo. ed gram, the cow- 
Sinenais. See Vigna anit cow-pea, under 

gee, in , & dwarf East Indian bean, 
—e aconitifelius, Called moth in yp - Wpite 
— the soy-bean, Suia Soja. See soy, 2, 

wa, Under teal, 
gram‘ (gram), n. [Gr. ypart a line, ¢ ypdgerr, 

w, write: see gram2.] In Iinematies, the 
curve described by a point of a link-motion. 

oo of a link-motion which describes any curve 
aemph, the curve being called a gram, 

B. Kempe, How to Draw a Straight Line, p & 

grama (rii’mé), ». [See grama-grass.]) A 
name “hame for varions grasses: always used with 

alifving word.—Black grama. (a) In New 
Meson Halurta motion, a perennial grass with runnin 
rootetocks which forma dense patelet on hillsides. It 
makes excellent pasturage when abundant, and is gath- 
ered for hay Hi 88 with ahoe. Also called black 
bunch-grasa, he bristly mesquit, Bouteloua Aireuta, 

Grammatophyllum 
1 B. eriapoda. (c) One of the bow-out 

nhergia agers, eHow, Alao 
ma chinc.— Blue grama, the common 

tachwa, Which ramres from 
exas and Mexico to Manion 

with 

— the 

failed 9 

grama. 

frente arama tnifora, of Southwetarm Teams it It 

Six-weeks grama, yetechya, a slender 
much-branched annual ra ee ranges from Utah to 
Texas and southern Cali — —— = enticed 
tufts and is seldom more than 6 inches Iso callext 

‘White 
* vrama.— Wire-grama. (a) A — rach 
grass, Mudlenbergia Porteri, at 

in the southwestern United | I= in 
unlity as feed, bat will not bear 

ever, it affords . (0) Same 
or Jointed 

gram-atom (gram‘at’om), ». In chem, a 
—— of an ——— whose pb np in grams 
is numerically equal to the ato weight of 
mae element. 
——— of radiam gives off per hour an amount 

parable with the heat Preduced by the com- 
EZ of a gram-atom of h. 

Jour. Pranktin Jnst., Nov., 19%, p. S29 

¢, Sram-calory (gram’kal‘6-ri), mn, The quantity 
of heat necessary to raise one m of water 
—— 0° to 1° O.j the thousandth of a greater 

ene (gram’e-nit), », Same as grami- 

gram-equi gram‘’é- kwiv’q-lent), 
That wei Wary of — — or com on whieh 
is equivalent to one gram of hydrogen; that 
quantity of an element or compound whose 
* t in grams is numerically equal to its 

valent weight. 
inicolous —e—— &lus),@,. [L. gran- 

py porn -), grass, + colere, inhabit. Living 
upon grasses: said of fungi and other para- 
sites. 

graminiferous (gram-i-nif’g-rus), a. [NL. 
minifer, © L. (gramin-), grass, + 

ferre, bear, +-ows.] Grass-producing; 5 
aring: as, the graminiferous plains of South 

America, Mrs, Somerville, Connect. Phys. Sei., 
xxvi. 

e graminin (gram‘in-in), ». A carbohydrate, 
(CgH1905)gHy0, found in the roots of Trisetum 
alpestre and other plants. It melts at 209°C. 

ous (cgram‘i-nus), a. (lL. graminosus, 
grassy, ¢ — — grass.) —— 
covered with grass; also, erroneously, grass 
like; gramineous, 
gram-ion (gram Fe) % In phys, chem., & 
quantity of an an ion whose weight in grams ix 
————— equal to the atomic weight of the 
jon, or, in the ease of a complex ion, to the sum 
of the atomie weights of the atoms of the ion, 
One gram-ion of chlorine siguites $6.46 grums of chlo 

Tine in the ionic condition (CG); am-ton of (30, 
weighs 06 grums (06 being the —R8 atombo weights 

Arrhenivea (trans), Text-book of Electrochem, p. ¥& 

Gramma (gram‘ii), w. [NL., ¢ Gr. ypayp, 
line: see *gram4.)] A genus of very small il basse 
like fishes, with the lateral line broken, belong- 
ing to the family Serranide: found in the 
coast waters of Cuba. G. loreto is the known 
species. 
Grammaria (gre gra-mii‘ri-j) —* (Stimp- 
#on, 1854), ¢ Gr. pparmy, a line (.] The typi- 
cal genus of the family Grammaride. 

@ (gra-mar’i-lé), n, pl. (NL., ¢ 
Grammaria + —s A family of sertularian 
hydroids tn whieh the hydrocaulus consists of 
an axial tube which carrics the hydrotheem 
and is surrounded by and inseparably coa- 
lesced with peripheral tubes without hydro- 
theew. The hydrotheem are adnate to the 
axial tube. The typical genus is Grammaria. 

atophyllum (gram ‘a-té-fil’um), » 
NL, (Blume, 1829), ¢Gr. ypaypa (ypapuar-), 
etter, + ofAfov, leaf. The allusion is appar. 
to the irregular spots and markings on the 
leaves of the perianth.) A genus of plants of 
the family Orchidacer. They are epiphytes 
with long leafy — narrow Jeaves, and basal, long- 
stalked, loose racermrs of large yellow or green flowers, 
spotted and mottled —— or brown, There are 4 
species, natives of the Malay region, often cultivated by 
orchid-fanciers. G, specieenen, sometimes called the 
qieen of orchids, is ome ot the inrgest and mest showy 
ple of the family, its stems sonetinet attaining « 
by of 12 feet in asingle year, and the rcemes reach- 
ing a length of 6 feet. 

. 
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taining to, derived from, or befitting a grand- 
rent or grandparents: as, a grandparental 

nheritance, 
Cases in which the taint was grandparental or farther 

It is one thousandth of @ removed still, 16, Lancet, April 18, 1008, p. 1081, 

gramme ring 
Gramme . See *ring. rs — 
gram-meter gramꝰmter, n. A gravitatio 
unit of work, the work required to lift one 
gram one meter vertically against the earth's 
attractive force. 
kilogram-meter, or about 98,000 ergs, grandpa’s-beard (grand’piiz-bérd’), », In 

Grammicolepidida (gram‘i-k)-le-pid’i-d8), n. Texan & Species of vi —— Clematis 
L., € Grammicolepis (-id-) + -ida.) A Drum i: so named from the fruiting pan- 

Fam y of deep-water fishes, allied to the pom- jcle made showy by the feathery tails of the frets or Bramida: distinguished bylarge scales fruit. a * 
and other characters, single genus, Gram grandrills(gran‘drilz), », pl. — and drills, 
micolepis, isknown. === appar. a factory name.] A kind of coarse 

Grammicolepis i i-kol’e -pis), n. “» corset-jean, or cotton-drilling. 
< Gr, near ( ¢ ypanpej, line), + =, granilite (gran‘i-lit), ». IL. granum, in, 
seale. C) —— genus of the family “+ Gr. dim, — A name given by wan 

* containing a single species, to complex granitic rocks composed of more 
G. brachiusculus, a very rare fish of the deep than three minerals. Airwan, Elem. Min., [. 
waters of Cuba. 

Grammine (gra-mi’né), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Gramma 
+ -inw.) A subfamily of the family Serranide, 
or bass-like fishes, typified by the genus 
Gramma, 

Grammistes — mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
yeauuy, a line, + -istes.] A genus of bass-like 
fishes of the family Serranide, found in the 
South Seas, Th: species are dark brown in color, with 
stripes of golden yollow. G, sextineatus Is common in 
the mid-Pavitic. 
Grammisting (gram-is-ti’né), n. pl. A sub- 
family of widely distributed serranoid fishes, 

gram-mol (grammé-lek’ -liir), a, Per- 
taining to or containing a gram-molecule, 
Physical Review, March, 1 ie: 166. 

gram-molecule (gram‘mol’e-kul), », A weight 
of a substance such that the number of grams 
taken is equal to its molecular weight or to 
the sum of the combining weights of the ele- 
ments of which it is made * One gram- 
molecule of water, for example, is 18 grams 
(HgO = 1+ 1+ 16= 18). 
Grammysia (gra-mis’i-&), ». [NL., said to be 
(irreg.) (Gr, ypduua, a letter, + wig, a musele. 
If so the right form would be *Grammatomyc.] 
A we of prionodesmaceous pected to 
typical of the family Grammysiida, with lw 
oval integropallial valves and very simple, 
wholly edentulous hinge. It is of Devonian 

Gram-negative (gram‘neg’a-tiv), @. Ne 
tive (thatis, resistant) to Gram’s stain. 
stain, 

Gram-positive (gram‘poz‘i-tiv), a. Positive 
(that is, receptive) to Gram’s stain. 
enpes, N.—To blow the grampus, See #How!, 

Gram's method, stain. See Gram’s *method, 
*stain. 4-46'n8) Col , 
gran ( nii-dé'nd), ». [Colonial Sp.. 
< Granada, (New) Grenada.] A silver rae 
Venezuela (the republic of New Grenada), 
of the value of 8 reals. sara 
granary-beetle (gran‘a-ri-ba’tl), n. 
—— (which see). : 

(gran‘a-ri-wé’yl), nm, 

Same as 

¥ Same 
ag — tin) ) e 
granatine (gran‘a-tin), n. [(pome)granate 
-ine2.] A colorless alkaloid found in the bark 
of pomegranate root. i 

granatotine (gran-a-t6’lin), n, [L. natus, 
grained, + of + -inc?} An alkalota, | CaHig 
H,.NH, obtained by the oxidation of n-methyl- 

granatoline, 
melt at 134° C, 
Granby token. See *token. 
grand. I. a. [In some of the following phrases 

ad is French, but often treated as the Eng- 
ish word, ]— Grand feu [F., ‘great fire’}, the highest 

ser — 
fire, vte.— bard, the guard detailed fir the ont. 
——— of an army inthe feld. Agrand care is usually 

fishexd by each be pear I — in the 
nium, a stop which es the full power of the instrument 
available.—Grand Grrad mo · ar·An boeton, the loss 
of every trick, the hand being played as it was originall 

mer, Hoyle, p 244. Grand dealt, without discarding. 
poor ouverte, in besten, the loss of every trick, the 
ped being ex! — * — * — * * 
epread.— 0 a & cram! plared w! 
canis exposed on the table but not Liahle 28 called. Seo 
wetat,—Grand tourné, in «tet, if the card shown for 
a tournd te « jack, the player may change his bid togrand 
tourné, that ia, to play without a trump. See eat, 

IL. », 2, Anyannouncement to play without 
a trump suit, in such games asshkat, cayenne, ete. 

th atet, a bid to play a grando after 
having shat, en in both the akat cardia See #, 

grandmaternal (grand’mi-tér’nal),a. Of, per- 
taining to, or befitting a grandmother. Lio- 
metrika, Nov,, 1903, p, 99 

grandparental (grand’pi-ren‘tal), a, Of, per- 

It crystallizes in prisms which 

granit, x. <A simplified spelling of granite. 
te, m. In the quantitative system of classification 

(100), it is pre toapply the term nite for feld 
parposes to stalline rocks composed of 
quartz and feldspar of an find, with mica, hornblende, 
orother ferromagnesian mineral, if present in subordinate 
amounts. See Brecht. — Alkali Granite, is petrog., & 
granite rich in alkall felds of which the dark — 
atituent ta also alkalic, as riebeckite, wgirite, ete, Stm- 
ilarly, certain syenites be xl alkali syenite. 
Rorentrusch.— ry eranite, @) Granite ae 
the two minerals q and feldspar, mica and other 
common silicates being absent: in this peanty obsolete 
sees granite is almost synonymous with Aegdite, (6) A 
granite containing two micas: the granite proper of some 
aathora,— orbicular granite,— 
Paris Same ‘as weemi-porcelain.— Prane- 
granite, an orbicular granite in which nodules or lumpy 

—* of the dark minerals, chiefly biotite, form the 
tistic feature. The fancied resemblance of these 

hodoles to prinet arranged Unroaghodt the rock is Ue 
basis of the name. Sometinies also called pudding-granite, 

A nodalar ite from Ontario has been described. 
«+ «© This differs from other orbictlar granites in that 
there is no pronommecd radial or concentric stractare, 
The same is truc of the “padding “or “ prune” granite 
of Verment. Amer, -» Sept. 10M, pa. 1a, 

White granite, in cerem., a variety of hard white 
tery of a bluish Unt; a grade below sems-porcelaln, iis 
more extensively prodaced in the Untted States than any 
other grade of crockery, being used — for table 
and toilet services. called stone china ironstone 
china. 

granitization (gran’i-ti-zi’shon), ». [granite 
+ ize + -ation.] In qgeol., an extreme phase 
of metamorphism leading to the transforma- 
tion of sediments into rock which resembles 
igneous granite, 

tize (gran’it-iz"), r. t.; pret. and pp. gran- 
itized, ppr. grenitizing. [granite + -ize.) In 
geol.: (a) To impregnate (a rock) with granitic 
material or minerals. Certain fissile schists are sup. T@! 
posed to have been Gilled with thin seams and layers of 
granite magna, intruded ina molten condition, producing 
gneies-like rocks. Other rocks are in some cases im- 
Pregnated with minerala derived from bodies of molten 
gmunite through processes of contact metamorphiam. 

(b) To change into granite; convert into granite. 
eranitoidal (gran-i-toi‘dal),@a. Same as grani- 

oid, 
granivore (gran’i-vér), ». [NL. granirorus, 
————— see granivorous.}] Any animal, 
ut more particularly a bird, that feeds upon 

Our poultry chief ‘i nivorra. 

* —* Aug. 22, 1006 (advt) 

gr: 0 (griin-ha’nd), mn. [Mex. Sp.] In the 
southwestern United States and in northern 
Mexico, a shrub, Momisia pallida, of the elm 
family, which bears small orange-colored or 
red berries having an acid pulp, The plant is 
suitable for hedges, and the fruit is edible, 
though not much esteemed by the natives, 
grannom (gran‘om), nr. A British anglers’ 
name fora caddis-fly, Brachycentrns subnubilis, 
or an imitation of it. 

cranny, x. 3. Anurse or midwife. [Southern 

(gran‘i), t. t.; pret. and 
ppr. grannying. (granny, n.] 
nurse or midwife. 

She greanied yore mother when you was born. 
KL Mek, Stuart, In Simpkinsville, p. 8. 

granny-bush (gran’i-bash), n. Either of two 
shrubs, Cordia Lima of the borage family, or 
Croton linearis of the spurge family; both are 
covered with an ashy-gray tomentum, [Ba- 
hama Fs.] 

grano,*. 2, A subsidiary coin of Naples and 
the two Sicilies, the hundredth part of a ducat, 
equal to eighty hundredths of a United States 
cent. 

grano-alaskose (gran ‘6'n-las’kéz), n. [1.. gran- 
um, grain, +-0, signifying megascopic, + alask- 
(ite)+-ove.) Tn petrog., in the quantitative sys- 
tem (see rock!), a granitic rock having quartz 

Pp. grannied, 
Oo serve as a 

granule-ball 

and alkalic feldspar in nearly equal propor- 
tions, the feldspars being nearly equally sodic 

— do· rit C (ite) + gran-}-di’é-rit), n. [gran(i 
diorite.] A — —* rock inter- 
mediate in composition between granite and 
quartz -diorite: nearly the same as quartz-mon- 
zouite, The feldspars which it contains are orthoclase 
and lime-soda feldspar in nearly equal amounts ; quartz 
and inate amounts of mica, hornblende, or other 
ferromagnesian minerals also are present. a 

granoliparose (gran-6-lip’s-rés), =. [gran, 
granular, + -o- —— —* petre -, in the 
quantitative system of classification (see 
rock!), an igneous rock belonging to the 

sodipotassic subrang of the peralkalic rang of 
the quardofelic order of persalane, Class I, 
having a megascopic granular texture. The 
term is applicable to certain kinds of granites, 

granolite (gran’é-lit), n. [L. granum, a grain, 
+ Gr. difloy, stone.] An evenly granular igne- 
ous rock, in distinction from a porphyritie rock. 
Turner, 1900, 

granolithic (gran-6-lith’ik), a. [L. granum, 
grain, + Gr. Aitorc, stone, + -ic.] ade of 
erushed stone, sand, and cement: noting a spe- 
cial form of concrete. When pavements or build. 
ings are so made they are usually covered with a coating 
of neat cement. 

granoplasma (gran-j-plaz’mii), mn. [NL.,¢ L. 
- oa: grain, + Griwksone engibing formed.) 
‘inely granular protoplasm. 

granospherite (gran’é-sfé-rit),». [L. granwm, 
am Mg apher(ule) + -ite2.] In petrog., a 
spherulite composed of ins arranged radi- 

ly or concentrically. Vogelsang, 1872. 
granth (grunt), ». (Hind. granth, a knot, 
book, code, ¢ Skt. grantha, a knot, composi- 
tion, verse, book, text, ¢ y Lab rgb Vv arath, 
tie, connect, compose.} The k, that is, the 
Seriptures, of the Sikhs, containing the hymns 
composed or compiled by their leaders from 
Nanak (1469-1538) onward. 

Granular gland, See *grenwle-giand.— Granular hy- 
potheria, the doctrine —— thas the granules fan 
in protoptasn are the fundamental unite of structure for 
all living things, 

granularity, x. 2. In petrog., the magnitude 
of the grain of a rock: a factor in the texture. 
Granulated steel, See *sfeel!. 
granulation, .—Exuberant granulations, large 
succulent granulations which rise above the level of the 
skin surrounding an weer; also called prowd sesh 
Granulation tumor. Same as granulom 

nule, ».— Altman's mies, Same as Altman's 
whiotd tata, — ules, small granules 
which occar in the bodies af diphtheria bacilli and are 
demonatrable by staining with a methylene-blue solution 
of the composition: 1 gram of the dye, 20 cubic certi- 
meters of absolute aloohol, 50 cubic centimeters of glactal 
acetic acid, and water enough to make one liter, The 
preparations are then counterstained with Biamarck 
rown, ‘The pseudodiphtheria bacitli. when thus stained, 

show no granules -Central granule, Sew ®erntral, 

v. 

— Chrom See #chromatic.— Gram 
Of Nissl See Vises #yranwles.— Kefir ules. see 
whe ir— M Bee tinefachkromic. 

Pechiliar structures 
th are seen about the nucted 

Nissl nes, 
small, deeply stain- 
ing bodies found 
by Nisal in the cy- 
tay of nerve: 
cells These bodies 
are said to consist 
ol Ninel substance 
and are sometimes 
spindle-shaped, 
when ons are 
ealled Nieat spin: 
lea, Also called 
Nivels bodies and 
thigroid.— Plastin 

ule, 

bl eae 
rice-gralie, 
which the face of 
the sun a to 
be cov when 
viewed telescopi- 
cally. 

granule-ball Nisal Granules 
‘al. Two mower ceils trom lumber region of 

(gran al bil), spinal cord of dog fixed in swblimare and 
n, One of the  staised tn totuidia bive. 

A, from the fre 7 a, pale poco: 
+, dark Nissi spindles; ¢. bundles of serve 
finis; BH, from the fangued dog a 
dark shriveled nucleus; .. pale spuniibes 
(Afier Mana.) 

roundish n- 
ules which fill 
the body of the 
pupa of an in- 
sect in its later stages of development, and 
which consist of leucocytes which have ab- 



granule-ball 

— fragments of the tissue of the larval 

(gran’ al. granule-gland land), #. In vasiows 658 
platyhelminths, one of t= unicellular 
whose secretion, consisting of oeezz mand —— and 
ules, — — * the a rker and ora ara “gus),*. One of the 
Haswell, Zoology, I. 255. Trokeri. whieh attack fare 

granulitic? aa . *2 a. (granule + ~ite? vines. iso. called vine- widow. Bee m ’ 
+-ic.) In petrog ving a granular texture aud grape-mildew, 
made = ° nearly equidimensional grains or grape. (gra ‘hop’ér), n. The grape- 
erystals, vine leaf-ho) aponeure ithe 

granulitize (gran’i-li-tiz), v. ¢; pret. and pp. —— t, gall-louse. See * blight, 
— 2 — (granulite + — 
—2 make granular, as by gTape-scale p’skal), * diaspine seale- 
Pl — — tus uve, which feeds on grape- 

—— (gran ‘i-liz) t.; pret. and pp. in fone United Gites, Jamaica, and 

granulized, ppr. gramiiieing, To convert into 
ules, as & fine powder into a coarser one 

wetting, sieving, then drying and resiev- 
— to making compressed tab- 

ieee. The product is termed a granulation. 
granulo-adipose (gran*@-1i-nd‘i-pés), a. Con- 
taining or consisting o nules and fatty 
substance: said of certain cells or tissues: 
same as granulo-fatty, 
anulo-crystalline (gran‘ii-16-kris’ta-lin or 
a a, 1, Containing or — * gran 
ules = Is: said of — * or — 
sues,—2. In petrog., erystalline with ne 
equidimensional grains. ’ 
granuloma, *.—Granuloma tropicum, Same as 

granulo-pulpy (gran‘a-16- palpi, a, — 
ing of or containing granules and pulp: said 
of certain tissues or cells, 

pel, n., 4 pl. (b) Aspecific affection of the 
heel Mot horses, accompanied by an offensive dis- 
charge and the formation of “red, raw excres- 
cences (grapes) on the surface, Also called 
rarrucose dermatitis, (c) Tuberculosis of the se- 
rous membranes (pleura and greet in 
which conglomerate clusters of tubercles are 
found. called rly disease — 
grape, the pee — itia iin “uo called tn 

F itia biedor, a h 

western U. 

mers, Cates —— Raving 
on the ander — 53 

* ack with bloom. r 
grape, Downy "itis ois 

ving po po pubeacen lentes sed youn 

along streams from — — to Teams, and alee tn Florida. 
— Bam aa native 

Grape family, the plant-family —— graph 
Hee weds Might. Macq’ : fhe rap: 
mania, a clin ng ee of the 

sited ep — follow: mi 
by currantlike subacid fra ite which tye tne for tar 
puddings, and negro Harber 
vine and, in Australia, ane 

bears black edible fruits the size of cherries, Called ae eee 
land grape in — Ol of 

See Berberis. 
ron tormentoeura, a climbing plant wild grape, 

and clusters of Sowers, which grow from the leafaxils or 
— wood of the stem. The fruit resembles bunches 

monte (used in Peru) and the Portaguese 
ff te? oe ie bel et which signify * Pead grape.’ 

need in medicine, feo —— 
Same aa kangaroe-cine or —— 

nerea, lin 
shoots, and — easantly acid 

in * 
— t 
seed. See weeed-worm, 

Fa chet fas — 

Nate owes in 

Native gr 
Australia, an evergreen climber, et —25 —X 

Chon ry 
the moonseed family, with leaves Saeed at the base, 

from which are derived the —— 

—— toe) Fn nang brave 

woody climber « of eastern — 
berries. — 

grape. 
weygrape, (d) See sea-grape, 2, 2— 
summer grape, Vitis wastivalis,— § grape, 
the riverside V. cele ‘pina = —— Bee taid- 
— Winter € grape, » mes given to the 
rost grape, 4 riverside grape, and the blue grape. 

grape-cake (grap’kik) In wine-manu 
the solid mass —X — which —— 
after the juice is expressed; the mare, 

grape-caterpillar (grip’kat‘ér-pil-lir), m. A 
caterpillar which foods on the leaves of the 
—5 grape-caterpillar, the larva of 

rican pyromorphid moth, Marrisina Americana, 
seaureaie Cnt on the leaves of the grape. 

Ang Sen eed n. Asmall 
— beetle, Craponius inzequatis, which 
lays its eggs on young grape-berries in which 
its larve feed. Same as grape-weevil (a) (which 
see, under weeril). 

gTape-eater (crap’é’tér), n. Sameas*fig-eater, 
——— (grip’es’ens), mn. An artificial 
fruit-easence composed of chloroform, various 
ethers, tartaric acid, and other components: 
used as a flavoring agent. 
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— (grap’fick), n. See *seald of 

fee Ae n. One of the ——— 
phila, which breeds in grape 

served fruits and wine, 

— of Europe. 
srapesing (erap’ slug), n, The larva of the 
grape-vine saw 

eae acer 
grane-vine, n. In sessing, a loek in which 
the arm = leg is twined around that of the 

oe pate dsstrestine to the leaves * young hoon ef te 
pe-vine in the middle and soathern United States,— 

ape-worm ( w n. Same as 
8 — — Cubs sen, as set *seed-worm — 
graph], u. 2. A curve as representing an 
equation or function.—3, A line drawn 
through a series of points whose position has 
been already determined—4, A representa- 
tion by points on or ina lattice. Sylvester.— 
5. The as of a link-motion which describes 
on curve. Essential graphs, » 
y, pbs for or lated al of which the chi ome 

cea ts wo jones are written at once on the 
tet the effect isthe that one or the other is 

of an equation, the lne obtained by 
tation of an equation 

— * making aid of * system am of oar — ytd —— 
re or mia — 

bine led wena oncca cane sane a ms — 
tion f (x), the curve whose equation is y = f(x) 

\ graph! ( f),«. I, trans, To draw a curve 
re aa ng (a given — or function). 

sap. © trace = 
graph? ( (Detached from compounds 

ing in price ] Any apparatus for duplicat- 
ing drawings or writin 7 printing from a 
gelatinous surface. [ aaa , 
‘a a 7. neerne will 1 Or isin 5. gr phic, a. gas h or using graph 

Gre hiola (gra-fi’ 3- -lk), wm. (NL. (Poitean, 
), < Gr. ypagela, writing, + dim.-ola, The 

rome affected by it have the appearance of 
being written upon.] A genus of 
doubtful relationship, but usually referred to 
the Ustilagnales, having the spore-mass sur- 
rounded by a black outer and an inner thin 
peridium. The spores are produced upon lateral cells 
of the fertile «©, The erases exp Lew und occur as 
parasites on palm-lcaves, G, Pharndeta is a common spe- 

dactylifera in hothouses. 

graphiological (graf’i-}-loj’i-kal), a. Relat- 
ing or —— — to graphiology. 

nn ite artific’ 
graphite?, toke or other amorphous on by the Nene, gral 
son in an electric furnace in the presence of a 

clearence — 
——AA in an slestile Dwg coke or some other fare 

of amorphous with a small propertion of 
silicon of silicon —— this is addition apparently being 
necessary to bring about the crystallization of the carbon, 
—— As the hithc or carbonaceous schist ® 

, In the north peninsula of 
iehigen.Grapbite black. ‘Bee widack, 

Graphitic ht yell yy 
tained by the he oxic of tp aoe compres, 21 Te i ae 
chlorate and nitri of Casio graph — needles 
which —— and Py =~ nm heated. 
It is formed, in small quantity, by the 
mineral acids when the ** 
Graphitic carbon. Sev #carten. 

graphitite (raf‘i-tit), ». (graphite + -ite?.] 
In min., & name for such specimens 
of graphite as do not intumesce on being mois- 
— a —— nitrie acid and then 

t This liarity is probabl: 
pa | ty —— —— —— —3 
ber fs hence not essential. It is very —— — whether 
graphite and raphitite really represent, as haa been sup- 
awed, two distinet formes of carbon. 

tization (graf‘i-ti-zA’shon),m. [graph- 
erepntt -ation,] a Goarunien aa —— 
earbon or of the diamond into graphite by ex- 
posure to a very high temperature, See arti- 
oor *gra —— Electrochem, Industry, March, 
XH, p, 108,—2. The operation of covering 

of ducing graphitic acid, while amorphous ear 

electrode is nel grap. 

grapple 
the — of an object with graphite. Bee 

gra} cs (graf’ pom t, £3; pret. and py 
graph ppr. graphitizing, [graphite 

1. To convert into graphite (either of 
the’ two other forma of carbon) by e re to 
a very high temperature. todas lly the 
process is applied to amorphous carbon. See 
artificial ky yee Electrochem, Industry, 
June, 1904, 7.— 2. To cover (the surface 
* an in object ) with graphite. This may be done by 

te or, in the case of or 
nle — —* b — jem in abeence of air until 
e outer surface is converted Into graphite, as is done 

with the Mlamente of tncandescent lanps 

graphitoid,«. II, x. <A form of graphite, oc- 
curring in certain schists, supposed to be pe- 
euliar in its readier combustibility, This, 
however, is bably due to the m nute size 
and purity of the scales. 
Gre um” (graf’i-um),n. [NL. (Corda, 67), 
< Gr. —* a painter’s brush or pencil.) A 
genus of cetous fungi having the fer- 
tile h te closely united into an elongate 
stipe-like fascicle and bearing at the summit 
simple hyaline conidia, Over 60 species have 
been described, occurring mostly on decaying 
vegetable matter. 

grapho! e (graf’d-kin-ce-thet'ik), a, 
In psychol., pertain to the sensations 
aroused by the movements of writing. 
Rev. Mon. Sup., xiv. 26. 
epbologic (graf-d-loj’ik), a s{grapholog-y 

f or pertaining to grapholo — 
graphomania (graf-5-ma'ni-a), Ge. path. 

+ pavia, madness. 
—— to write or — 

p mii'ni-ak), n. [gre 
mania + -ae,] 6 —* is constantly writing, 
either letters to friends or to the newspapers, 
or stories and works of fiction, driven thereto 
either by an exaggerated idea of the impor- 
tance of what he writes or by an insane im- 
pulse. 
We ¢ have just been considering, 

character of genius ander — of 
* There is, however, a variety of these, which per- 
mit: pappearence ct gentmeand Co sane 

n. 

ree 

representing the 
commonest variety, has true negative charac ca — 
that la to say, the fea features and cranial form are nearly 
al 
— C. Lembroeo (trans), Man of Genius, p. 200, 

eenhon (graf’on), m. Loraph _ + (carb)on.J 
In chem., a name given by Brodie to carbon 
in the form of graphite, which he assumed = 
represent a peculiar radical, vapable of 

on 
and diamond do not yield a similar product, 

gra) tical (graf-d-stat‘i-kal), a. [graph- 
(ic) + statical.] Pertaining to or using graphi- 
cal statics. 
Gres ons ows 5 | by experts in ee eet 

value fo lenge Pree eae the ae defections ue in q e perm! € jections 
diff parte, CrUse-BeC! of the bridge. 
— SS Sup.,, re 1908, Pp 23768 

—— (grat ire: n, (Gr. 
te, A photo-engraved p 

in high Pellet, —* y of zine but sometimes of 
copper, prepared for printing with t on & 
type-printing press; also the print taken from 
a plate so made, 
Thecollotype process 

the 

— n, 2.4 — for —— 
ing lettera upon thin sheets of metal to form 
iio for use in an addressing-machine.—3. 

form of type-casting and -setting machine. 
Goodson graph hine dd 

3 for ite — — — it commpened 
ef two parta: a small table about the size of a type- 
writer deak, containing an ordinary typewriter, a per- 
forating machine, and a dial aimee tn clocks and @ 
caster and setter, 

Census Bulletin 216, June 28, 18, p. 50. 

grapnel-hook (grap’nel-hak), =, Same as 

— Sea een ed a all iron dogs, join 
8734 — which are driven into logs 
near the end when skidding on mountains, 
so that several logs may be skidded by one 



Grapples. 

horse at the same time. Also called chain- 
grapples, coupling-grab. (b) See *skidding- 

a mays. 
erapple-hook (grap’l-bik), n. Same as grap- 

A As 
Grapta (grap‘tii), ». (NL. (Kirby, 1887), ¢ Gr. 
yoarréc, marked, painted, written, < Y wv, 
mark, write. The reference ia to the markings 
on the under side of the hind wings, which re- 
semble letters or punctuation-marks,) A ge- 
nus of butterflies of the family Nymphalide, 
well represented in the United States by the 
eomma buttertiy, G. comma, the semicolon 
butterfly, G. interrogationis, G. j.-album, and 
— Synonymous with Polygonia. Huebner, 

Graptolitoidea (grap‘té-li-toi’dé-a), m. pl. 
(NL., ¢ graptolite + Gr. cidoc, form.) An or- 
ganic division including the graptolites, an ex- 
tinct : ri of ——— 

graptolol (grap‘té-loid), a. [graptel(ite) + 
-oid.) Related to, charesterietle of. or resem- 

he graptolites. —— 
a ( té-loi’dé-), a. pl. [NL, 

irreg. < * aptoni(t us), graptolite Gr, eidog, 
form.} A suborder of the graptolites, compris- 
ing the graptolites proper, characterized by the 
symmetric structure of the rhabdosomes, the 
lack of differentiation of the theem, and the 
solid periderm. They appear at the end of Cambrian 
time, in thelr tirst culmination in the middle Lower Si- 
— with enone formes, anid — om! oan in 

dev sane and variation at —— ———ã— 
gone apd their wide horizontal distribution make them 
important —— to- i) (G * 
graptomancy (grap’to-man-si), u. (Gr, yparrér, 
written, + frie hy divination.) Divination 
by handwriting. 

gra eca (grap-td-thé’ki), n.; pl. grapto- 
thecw (-86). [Gr 9, dg, marked (see grapto- 
lite) + Oijen, a ben} One of the theem or zodid 
receptacles of the graptolites. 

n. 7. In printing, temporary employ- 

ras —Angsia grash Peter spectabate, a wnt 
species somewhat resembling the barn-yard grass, intr 
doced from Africa into the lowlands of Etrazil. It is 
represented asa productive and nutritious f grass. 
= Sporobotua wt a slender, wiry, 
much-branched species which grows in Mexico and ad- 
jacent parts of the United States, in ewampy places along 
streams, The name refers to its use in stuffing the apa- 
rejo (which see), — 6rass. Same as reseue-grass, 
— ATTow-grass. (@) See arrow-groes. (5) The esparto, 
Stipa tenaciasima.— a leguminous 
plant grown for formge. [Great tain 

The term artificial grasece is usually applied to clovers 
and their allies. Fream, Complete Gragier, p. 800. 

Austin grass, Same as Texas *millet.—Bareoo grass, 
feclema Mitchells, an excellent pasture grass of Western 
aml southern Australia, New Soath Wales, and Queens 
| from a2 giver in oe, —— colony.— 

{a) r· gru⸗⸗ aregras, 2. 
fe) In the northwesern United deaten, Xerophglivm 
fenaz, Ite very sender and tough leaves, 2 or 3 feet long, 
were ted by the Indians in making water-tight baskets, 
This is the bear-grass of Lewis and Clark. Also called 
ayvaie-grees and aguae-dily, and, in Idaho, pinedily. 
See Xerophyllum.— Bermuda grass. See gras. This 
grass produces seed freely in warm countries, but in 
the United States only at the extreme south By the use 
of imported aeed it is found practicable to set aside the 
laborious methet of propagating by enttings, provided 
the seed is sown in the eoot and motstseason, See St. 
Luete's ®groe— Bhabur , fecharmnm angus 
tifedium, an Indian grass wh Se valuable tech 
Qn qualities similar to those uf esparte, It forme the 
chief raw materind for papermaking In India, and ts 
also used for ropes, strings, and mata — Blow-out 
Rey sitoe-out, Soe tuejolat-oraas, 
The common blucjoint-grass, Calamagroetia Canadenai«, 
ranges across northern North America, extending soath 
to North Carolina, New Mexico, and California. It in- 
habite moist meadows and, when abundant, is highly 
prized for hay, It sueceets well is cultivation, In the 
porthern Kocky Mountains it ta replaced by the sat 
spocles aewniaete, the mountain bluejoint-grass The 
name (often simply Wuejolnt) extends to the other species 
of the genus, several of which, in Wroming, ete, are also 
valtiable for forare. Northern blaejoint, C. Langetor gti 
{also called Langedorg’s reed-bent and by stockmen prer- 
pletep), t highly prized where plentifal, The blnejotnts 
are also called reed-grase, Soe pine-graes— - 
grass. (a) See bofform-graea. (5) Same as Teres tritiet, 
— (a) Same as gemewrace, (4) The fresl- 
water cord-craas, Spartins eynorirroides,— C. “grass, 
Same a Seiinb gree Cray BSS, 4 NaTeh-grass, 
Homatocenchrua leaticenlarie, which ranges along the 
eoast fron Virginia to Texas and ap the Mississippi valley 
to Tinods. According to Pursh, this grass catches fies 
by means of its cilinte glumes in the same mnanter a 
Dionswa.— Charleston lawn grass. See St, Augustine 
*yroee.—Colorado grass. Same as Terae ®inillet.— 

cn 

ment, 
eyes, 

544 

Crested dog’s-tail grasa, Same as doy'etoil (or 
which see, under yrass). See also Cynoruria, oie at 

in Europe, a standard grass in mixtares for perma- 
nent pasture, and is also sown alone for lawns, — 
an even and com sod and bearing shade, The ri 
straw is one of best used in the manufacture Lege 
born hat the 

pe a corr of era. — 
See surghua, 2.— Dennets grass, one of 

wild ryes, Elymus striatus, of some value as forage. 
Ik — over tap —— of the United ae 
growing ing the ers woods, ete.— Dog-town 

the fasciculata re x7 

Jfoot-yrass, L— in Te the low pento-gram, 
Panicum prostratean, which afte forage tn wood 
bottom-lands, It is foand im the tropics of both henl- 
spheres and, in the United States, abung the Gulf 
const from Et — westward. aan. eee 
eat-grass, — Everlasting onachne puncta 

(Brivchloa punctata of Hasihony, a tropleal grass which 
extends, in low rich land and om prairies, into the south- 
western United States. It is a smooth and somewhat 
saccalent perennial, from 2 to 4 feet high, enduring 
drought well: a valuable ture and hay grasa The 
Mexican everlasting grass, Menachne aristata (Briochloa 
arietata of Vasey), been tested in the southern United 
— where it ie found te yield two good cropa of hay 
annually.— Hydrochloa Auitans, a slen- 
der aquatic grass of the Gulf States. In shallow water 
the summits emerge; in deeper water the wipes leaves 
are foating. The tender e is enten by stock.— 
Fiy-a’ grass, one of the Agrostie hye- 
mealia, eoune alludes to the breaking off and blowing 
away of the ripe panicle Also called tick — 
Prench grass. ¶ The sainfoin paoralea, Ono 
—— an American plant somewhat resembling the 

ifoin, foand from Ontario to South Carolina and west- 
ward to Missouri. It has trifoliolate leaves, lo 
of purplish flowers, and trnsvervely wrinkled pods — 

relief- Same aa southern ®eanary- 
grase,— Good- grass, the wood-rush, J weneor 
campestre.—Grapo-vine grass, Sve rine-wmenquit.— 
Grass saw-fly. See ®ene-fy.— Green grass, the Ken- 
tucky bluegrass, Joa pratense. |Perunsylvania, U. —— 
Green “grass, Same ns Johnson —Gua 
Mala grass, Same as feosinte,—Gum' the 
Western fee terheat-grase nae 
doubtless alludes to ‘gembo soil.’ Hard-grass, (7) 
See Aard-grass. (b) See St. Augustine #yrass.— * 
grass. See tufted whair- . ~Horseshoe-grass, See 
wide-oote.—Indian grass, (a) A tall grass with yel- 

Surghestrim apenaceien > 

or two high, Andropegon scope 
the mountains of the southern United States. In the West 

the former for hay. Japanese Same as Jepa- 

erent pea eter Micdonn 6 acai en emetna, a Fi ches 

serving to bind the soil of river-hanks by its rootetac! 
aud affording in low ground considerable hay, if cat 
before the stems become woody. It is widely diffused 
northward and eastward in North America —Lace-grass, 
Eragrostis capiiaris, n species af po economic value 
which bears a 1 picle with hair-like branches and 
pedicels, It te widely diffused in dry, sandy places east 
of the Missiasipp!.—Lawn ————— 
Lizard-tail grass, a wocl-branched leafy anneal, 
Hackelochloa granularia, which bears nutoerous slender 

It is found a¢a weed in all tropical countries, and 
extends into the warmer parts of the southern and south- 
western United States. — grass, the carpet- 
grass, Paspalicm compressum.- Mee 

Aver, 2. Mission-grass. 
Mitchell Grass, any one of several species of Austra- 
lian grasses of the genus Astrefia, especially A. elymoides 
and A. triticoides. The flowering spikes resemble ears of 
wheat and are sald to have highly fattening qualities. 
‘This grass is drought-resistant and is considered one of 
the most valuable for fodder. It is also used for food by 
the natives. —Molasses-grasg, a sweet and highly nu 
tritious gruss, Mefinas manutiford, native in Hragzil and 
vecurting also om Ascension Island and in Natal and Mad- 
ayrascar, It fa the most esteemed of central Brazil 
and js regarded a4 excellent for dairy-cown It hus heen 
introduced for trial in the warmer and drier parts of the 
United States. Mi a tafted Coleanthua 
subtilis, found in wet F— in the northern parte of the 
Old World and in northwestern North America, reaching 
into Washington and Oregon, It grows only from 3 te 24 
inches high. — grags, a panic-grass, Pantone 
worestoudes, common in wet ground throughout the enst- 
ern half of the United States. It is a mther stout grass 
with clustered stems and lateral as well as Certuinal pan- 
icles, somewhat resembling those of the redtop, Agrosti« 
aie, I grows best on land too wet for mowing, but is 
valuable for pasture, Also called pamie-+ent.—Palm- 
leafed grass, a broawl-leafed perennial grass, Parscom 
plicetum, 3 or 4 feet high, native in India. On account 
of ite clegantly striate, usually plaited leaves, it is a favor- 
ite greenhouse ormunental plant, Also, the lancer South 
American P. sulectum, with pulm-like leaves from 1 to 2 
inches broad and from U to 20 inches Jong, cultivated tn 
greenhouses and on lawns —Pim Bee St. 
Ateriestine syrim.— Pine-arase, one of the bluejoint- 
grasses, Calamayrostia Sukador ai, common in the extreme 
northwestern United Stites in bow pine woods and on moist 
mountain slopes. It presents the qualities of «goed hay or 
juste russ —Qui' Tass. Same as Jadian wainil- 

t,—! €S8. Same as winewmenquit,— Rat-tail 
grass, ay of the American species of the genus Manisuris: 
socalled from theirslenderecylindrical spikes. They are of 
little agricultural value, except pertiaps M, fasciculata, of 
the lower Rio Grande in Texus, Which Is closely related to 

grass. 
See St. Augustine tyrase, ET 

grasshoppe 

grass-ill 
the mat-grass of Australia. See #mat-grase.— Redfield's 

ee, a ecctins gram’ kes Suonstaploee — — 

This grass, widely distributed in South and aging}, 
America and on the Pacific islands, grows along the Atlantic 
coast from Florida to South Carolina It quickly cower 

growth, where the sand: —_ with a dense, carpet-like 
*2 wh-grasses Will not grow, From its 
in Charleston for — it has the name CAarteston 
la as, Also called mstonpri shore-qrass, in 
4 ica pimento-grass, andin Australia ‘alograss, In 
South America its creeping stems are employed as a die- 
retic.— 8t, Lucte’s in Florida, a variety of the Ber- 
mide grasa, preferred to the ordinary plant for Lawne as 
rooting leas orniy sod being less Hable to invade neigh- 

—~ Bt, Mary's grass. 3 Same as Johneon 
wWorass, (b) Same as guinco-gross.— grasa. The 
velvet-grass. See Hetcus— Balt-marsh — Sper- 
tina #ricta and S&S. patens. The latter is edd wilt. 
meadow and fex-gress, Sometimes simply mars- 

fame aa —— 2 RA revu⸗· ra ·a·. ⸗ Same as St. Aw 
guatine *yrass.—- Simpson's gTass. Same as movden- 
*eane.— Six-weeks grass, in the southwestern United 
Mates, the low epear-scraas, annua; also, any low 
tick-growing annual grasa, 2* six-Weeks grama. See 
rma, — grass. walongh-grase, — 

grass. Same as vernal grose (which see, under permet. 
— the bur-grass, Cenchrus echinatus. ee 
hedgehog-grase.— Sq ua’ Same as bearctyrrss 
().— Sammer the low, annual spear-crass J@ 
annua,— 8 Same as oerved oper os 
(which see, under ternal), — grasa. Same a6 Joh 
som Ryraee, — or triple-a grass, 
any species of the genus Aristidia, Soc ®needle-gres, | 
and porerty-graes.—To bring to grass. See 07* 
“Yalow. Same as bog-asphodtel (which se 
under ol). — Yellow-eyed grass, See yellowed 

ve. I. trans. 6, In printing, to Gischarge 
(a workman). J] 

Il. intrans, 2 printing, to seek or give 
temporary employment. [Eng.] 
grass-bug (gras’bug), ». Any one of many 
species of —— — which oceur in pastures 
or meadows, Diedrocephala mollipes. 

grass-cold (gras’kéld), ». Inflammation of the 
lining-membrane of the nose of horses, an 
affection readily amenable to treatment. Also 
called nasal catarrh and coryza. 
grass-comber (gris’k6‘mér), n. A landsman 
who is making his first voyage at sea; a 
ea who enters naval service from rural 

e. 
A Jamaican and 

yates armates, 
lf-elub of which 
or sloped back- 

[F.] A disense of 
the silkworm of commerce. The diseased worms 

punctured exed¢a prs fall of granular polyhedial crystals anctined exude a * 

V2 S. Dept. Agr., bie. Bato Ballethe ae N. 17 31. 

grass-fern (gris’férn),. See *fern), 
n. 3, In Australia, any of the 

amall finches of the genus Poephila. 
grass- (gras‘flon’ér), 1. 1, A plant of 
the genus Sivyyrinchium, especially S. angusti- 
Jolivm, with narrow grass-like leaves; blue- 
eyed grass.—2, The spring-beauty, Claytonia 
—— — 

n. . newly engaged type- 
[Printers’ slang, Eng.] 

, a. 4 A chaise of which the 
body is suspended by braces to the rear ends 
of wooden springs.— 5, A mechanica! arrange- 
ment for connecting the sucker-rods of several 
contiguous petroleum wells with a single 
steam-engine or other source of motive power. 
Groves and Thorp, Chem, Technol., UL. 163. 
—~ Cone * any one of the wingless 
locustids of the genta Concer helus,— 
disease See be daly, bo Meadow 
per, any one of the common felt-inhabiting, long-horned 
gresthop wre of the — Locustida, a8 distinguished 

m the katydids, the cricket-like grasshoppers, and the 
shield-tacked grasshoppers. 

grasshopper -elevator (gras‘hop*ér-el’é-va- 
tor), ". e derrick-*elevator. 

T-mouse —— ee emo *. 
Any one of several species of small mice of 
the genus Onychonys, common in the north- 
western United States, especially O. leweo 
gaster. The food of these mice consists largely 
of grasshoppers: hence the name. 
grasshopper-spring (gris’hop*ér-spring), ». 
See *spring. 
grass-house (gris’hous), », 1. The cottage 
rd a cotter or grass-man.—2, Satme as *grase- 
ut, 

grass-hut (gris‘hut),». A hut the roof and 
sides of which are made of thatch, bundles, or 
mats of grass, common in tropical regions. 

grass-ill (gris‘il), ». An intestinal disease of 
lambs arising from the malassimilation of food 
at a time when they first make grass a part of 
their dict, 

assed (grist),a. Said of a 
“the face is slightly spoon 
ward. 

setter, 



grassing 
, nm. 2. The act or practice of work- 

ing for a second employer elsewhere, after 
working the regular time for one’s princi 
employer: so called by trade-unions, which 
rule out the practice in order to increase the 
—— — for men who are out of work. 

called smooting and foring, Webb, Indust. 
Democracy, L. 439, 

grass- *», 2. In phytogeog., land natu- 
rally covered with grass, view ‘weologically. 
Grass-land is regarded by Schlmper aa one of three great 
types of climatic formation. He sublivides it — 
5* —— — or trey flows grassland ; of 

treeless } and savanna, x 
lous grast-land with isolated trees. 

grass-lawn (gris’lin), . A light, fine cotton 
or linen fabrie of open texture for women’s 
dresses, 

grass-man (gris > -agant * 
ing in aco age. {Sedteh. I — he perso 
in chores of the common — of the cork. 
[Seotch.] 

grass-m a tish eot- 
lectors’ name fora European and Asiatic oe moth, 
Apatela rumicis, whose larve Live on many low herba- 
coous plants. 

grassnut, ». 2, In California, one of the 
brodieas, Triteleia laza, common on adobe 
soils, It bears an umbel of 10 to 25 i benntifel violet- 
purple flowers, The stem rises from a deep-seated edible 
comm, to which the name, as ~~ 4k, “gen cancel applies. 
Also called Ithuriel’s-epear (wh. 

Shanes erm of ato years 
ois wh e chemical composition of the fragran grase- 

which hold a prominent place in modern perfu 
J perme tae epee me hm portant 

© in —— maroc 

‘afi —— ere Fees 
—— in 

itronella-oll, from —— ee Nardua, role) 

grass-pink (cras‘pink), rn. 1. Seo onder pink. 
2. The Deptford pink, Dianthus Armeria, 

grass-staggers (cris‘stag’érz),. 1, See stag- 
ger.—2. A frequently fatal disease of sheep 
and cattle, due to impaction of food in the 
third stomach, Animals suffering from it are 
said to be ferdel-bound, See fardel-bound,—3. 
—— —— or forage-poisoning 
of horses, {En 

Erase. tree, “ 5) In Australia, a —* of the 
ily family, AY — resembling 
cies of Xanthorr: —— In Tasmania, cither 
of two trees of the ety eridacer, Cys- 
tanthe dracophylla and C. pandanifolia, the lat- 
ter usually called giant gravs-tree, and often 
raising its long, — naked stems, which OF 
bear one or several hi = erowns of long wav- 
ing leaves, far above the surrounding vegeta- 
tion.— 4. In New Zealand: (@) A tree of the 
family Araliacer, 2: nax crassifolins, 
with very variable leaves, those of the an grattage 
ants being from one to three feet lo: 
ut half an inch wide. It is then alt 

called umbrella-tree, from the way in whie 
the rib-like leaves stand out. (6) A name 
formerly given to the ti, Tetsia australis, 
— (Cras wak). », A garden-path 
—— with grass, instead of gravel. 

The graas-wolk with ite semiciroular end forms the 
whole extent of the Cetinale nals pardon. 

vton, Italian Villas, p. 6 

erase-weed (gris’wéd), n. Same as grass- 
wrae 

grass-work ( werk), mn. In mining, an 
operation E performed above ground. 4 

ker (gras‘wér’kér), n. In mining, 
one who works above ground. 

gtass-Worm, ".— Northern ‘worm, the 
of an American noctuid ae, ateria erechtea. It 

mnewhat resembles a geometrid larva in [ts looping 
me Sal and feeds by night on the leaves 

& valuable contriv- 
—— the consumption 

especially under 

oe gress 

steam-boilers, 

keep it tee Booms 
Chem. Technol, LE Si4— 
which the bars‘are inclined at a #! 
the fuel, when fed to the furnace, sli 
the back or hottest part of the fire, fi up ite more 
volatile gases first, then oie an 5* down 8* 
grate until consumed. — $00 
which the bars are arta or in 
convenience In stoking in mak 

grate-ring (grit‘ring), ». A cireular casting 
which in the fire-box of a house-furnace forms 
= support for a round-, rocking-, damp-, or 

— (grii-tik’a-lat), t. hy + Peet. 
Spratiouate, ppr. graticulating. 

in eros ot or opt ea 

and pp. 
e gratiou- 

in &ravel-car (grav‘el-kiir), n 
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lation.]} To divide (a drawing or design) into 
squares. 

rar n. 4, Any reward in money 
given to soldiers for good conduct in # battle 
or campaign; an allowance made to prisoners 
of war; 4 voluntary contribution made by 
— to the widows 4 — 
gratin (gra-tan’), ». [ gratter, scrape 
ap see grate?,] ‘1. A'browned crust. m4 
ood served in a rich sauce and covered with 

browned crumbs. 
gratinate (grat’i-nat), v. ¢; pret. and 

i Spratinated, ppr. gratinating. atin + -a 
o cook in a rich sauce and cover with a 

crust ——— erumbs, 
2) te a diffraction 

rating’. which are fare ruled up te surface — 
cave astever om Seb the & ~~ be focused without 
the in —— important type of 
griting was introduced by Rowland tn * and is com- 
monly known gt = ey — —— — Diffrac- 
tions digraction,— 

Echelon Diffraction Grating. 

devised by Michelem to the 
a 

grating, an apparatus 

Know mt eta dentin speeatp ere te 
e tel; 

jon consists 
each 10 millimeters thick, ‘verlag 

as to form a series of stepa, each 1 mill 
The le eee ee all 

worked and in perfect optical contact, are 
—— in_a frame. of a beam of 

— 

rH nes den by 
Eee nely ruled plows 

l, sach as celluloid, 
ntradis- 

Rowland.— 
of glass of other trans) 

1. 

Gratiolet’s radiations. See *radiation, 
Gratiola + -in?, 

—— tide, Co fl (1), extrac jitter g ucosi e. . ex 
from hedge-h hyssop, spttagtiae { cinalis, It 
—— silky f ustrous n es melting at 

tizh’), », [F., ¢ gratter, grate: 
wl | The process of scraping out the 

—— of the uterus witha brush having short, 
stiff bristles: resorted to asa substitute for 
eure 

gratuity, nm. 2. In the British service, money 
paid to soldiers on reénlistment and to 
conduct soldiers on disch 
graupel (grou’pel), ». [G. * A form of soft gra: 
hail or half-melted snow or sleet. 

2, x. 
Cprehistorle grave in Europe, Souslet 
babs ctrhicr are woe rth _ 

gravel, nm. —— gra) a subdivision of the 
Meistocene deposita of Iowa. They are weathered gravels 
deposited during the melting and retreat of the Kansan 
fee, and are anderlain —— Kansan drift and —— or 

ve the sides 
stones and which covered with 

Towan — — n-shot gravel, acc 
lations of gnc prove gravel, chiefly of rounded fints which 
occur in and adjacent tracts in southeastern 8T& 

Lanta. — gravel, a Plateau lactal deposit resting on 
der-clay and accumulated fn sheets over the plains 

and plateaus of northern Europe, 

A tip-ear or flat- 
ear used to transport loose | gravel. Such cars are 
sometimes fitted with a double mold-board plow, on a 

rail, which, when the train is at rest, can be drawn, 
means of a steel rope wound by the engine, over the 

cars, thus discharging the gravel on each side. See 
wear-unloader. 

gravel-weed (grav‘el-wéd), ». 1. The false 
— Onosmodium — — The 
— Dierrillu Diervilla, 

— ‘waks)}, n. Same as adipocere, 
eevee vi-chem'bii-l6), #. [An 
alteration ae ating It. grace, grave, of 
clavicembalo, q. ¥.] A harpsichord, 

gravied (gravid), a. {gravy + -ed2.] Served 
in or with gra — 

gravific (gra·vit ik), a. L. gravis, heavy, + 

gray 
_— < i te wae Weight-producing. 

Rev. " 
— 3 Specifically, & copper ves- 
sel of one tubie foot capacity, with a heavy 
vo of lan cover, used in determining the den- 
sity of large-grained gunpowder inclusive of 
the vacant spaces between its grains. See 
gravimetric density of qunporeder, —— 

an balance special congtrurte for sore thse Ete deter: 
mining Ue gravimetric —** of Tara Fe gunpowder. 

avime (gra-vim’ e-tri 7 Me gravis, 

a, gy -yeTpia, ¢ pétpov, a measure.) The 
measurement of weight or the determination 
of the specific gravity of bodies. 

gravi ptive fig ote Poni a [L. 
gravis, heavy, + ML. “perceplirws, percep- 
tive,] Perceiving the attraction of gravity: a 
term noting the awareness or sense of verti- 
cality in animals, a quality analogous to geo- 
tropistn and geotaxis in plants. Jour, Roy. 
Micros, Soc,, Oct., 1904, p. 545, 

gravisensitive (grav: i-sen‘si-tiv), m. 
avis, heavy, + NL. sensitivus, sensitive.) 

Fonsitive to Tthe attraction of gravity; geo- 
tropic. 

In a seedling, Phalaria canariensia, the apical 122 
only falling starch-craina, while lower down beth forme 

gravteensttiee inrougbent but eopectallt 0 9h tee RIG. eo Ape 

= Joon en. "Micros Suc, Oct, 1008, pad, 
gravitant (grav’i-tant), a. [NL. “gravitans, 
ppr. of gravitare, ‘Bravitate: see gravitate.) 
Attractive: said of forces of the same type as 
that of gnvinn opposed to repr 

gravitate Il. trans. To allow to fall or 
move peek under the action of gravi- 
tation; manipulate (as gravel, in diamond- 
mining) so that the heavier portions sink to 
the bottom. 

vity produces a variation in 
0 Gorrection redaces the — hei ——— 

column to what it would have been if the force of gravity 
had retained the standard value that it has at sea-level 
and latitude 45". The aneroid barometer and the bodling- 

fel 
in comparing the measurements of 
ferent parteof the varth's surface, 1 
is Sequels 45° amd the lovel that of the surface of the 

gravity-return (grav’i-ti-rg-térn’), a. In 
mech,, noting an arrangement of parts such 
that the force of gravity returns them to _ 
normal relations after displacement: as, 
gravity-return — ———— in which the 
upper part is on incline ides and returns 
to the outward fring-position by gravity after 
recoil from firi e gun. 
ee valve (grav‘i-ti-valv), m. A valve 
_— is closed nst & pressure “ee the force 

Bi. Elect, World and Engin., Dee. 12, 
tod 

otumeter —— qu· ins · teᷣr) m. [II. 
* heavy, + E, volumeter.] A simple 
piece of apparatus by means of which the 
quantity or weight of a specimen of a gas may 
be determined with a fair degree of aeeurac 
by a measurement of its volume under fix 
conditions of oe and pressure, 
gravure (gra-vir’ he of! gravure, © graver, 
engrave: see yn Same as photo- 
gracure. i print or plate produced by 
gray. Toray 

gellar ay distinguithved tres 
—— — — —— 

di a 
ed nhetvous 

ay a as cinerea. 

ci n. 5. Unbleached cotton fabric; a piece 
of ede or worsted cloth, in the natural color 
of the raw material, as it comes from the 
loom, before it is dyed or finished,—Alsace 

, Same as methwlene ®: Benzo fast gray,a 
———— — of un published constitution, which 
*59 ted cotton uae “ery —— ** a 

—X& salt bath.—Chicago —Chioago gray, ad 
pared by combining ot Lined Chicago 

orang with « one of the amido-naphtbol-salphonic aci 
(a) A direct ~tar color of the disazo 

type, yt) tolidine. 1t dyes tnmerdanted cotton 
in pan Legh bath, (5) Sane as methylene wyray. — 

dall- mat 34 of silver, first intro- 
duoed by the Se French versmiths. . Same 
as —— *#yray, — * coal-tar 
are —— — we a tron 

limethy’ phenylen a or ing nitromo- 
dimethyl. —— ith wateroralcohol It 
dyes kate mendeeted ron gray, but also posseases 



gray 
property of dyeing unmordanted cotton. Also called 

yy tne gray, direct —28 gray, new and new fast 
—— thee = A Same ss 

white tack, —— — oth. Payne’s gray, 
(2) An “oll-clor conaistt ng of carbon-black, ocher, and 

neh blue. (+) A Water-color consisting of carton- 
black, lake, and indigo,— Pearl gray. See v. 
gtay-band (gra‘band), n. A gray laminated 
quartzose sandstone of the Medina formation 
of western New York: used for flagstones. 

graybeard-tree (gri‘bérd-tré’),n. The fri 
tree, Chionanthus Virginica, Also called 
men'a-beard, 

(gra‘ish), a. [gray + -tsh}.] Bome- 
what gray; tending to gray. 

ling, ». 4, [n Australia, Prototroctes mu- gray: 
rena, of the family Hoplochitonide, a fish 
which remotely resembles the English gray- 
ling. Also called eucumber-fish, cucumber-mud- 
let, fresh-water herring, and Yarra herring.— 5. 
An American agupotid — Cereyonis 
alope, which occurs in several well-marked va- 
rieties. See below.— Arctic Same a8 

butterfly, C ‘ —* dark — Recolor with lereyunia alope, wo or, 
a yellowish band on the ontor half of the fore wings and 
two black 8 With bluish centers. Its larvw food on 

an American battertly, 
m distribution, resem- 

bling the bi gry’ but lacking the yellow 
on the fore wings “Hybrid intergrulations 

Montana grayling, * Ze ad wuguat Tarveln 
—— found 1S os pend watere ‘of the Missouri 

gray-nurse (gri-nérs’), ». A species of small 
cad-shark, (dontaspis littoratie, of the tamil 

, widely distributed. [New Sou’ 
e8, 

of the —— 

of mineral oils that in its recovered 
; but ft & applied to making cart-axle 

coarse Lu ta—Poot grease. (!) 
from an © 

mainly of timparities 
it ly retaina 

Golden a bribe. [Slang. 
Loe go ‘Xture of fatty acids recor- 

iquorm sed in wool-scouring, with 
en, Lubri- 

machinery ; 
bricating purposes. 

grease-heels (grés‘hélz),». A specific affec- 
tion of the heels of horses. Usually associated 
with the growth of a parasitic fungua, an offensive dis- 
charge from the numerous sebaceons ¢ and the 
formation of red, raw excrescences (grapes) on the sur- 
face. 

grease-mold (gréa’méld), m. A fungus, Phyco- 
myces nifans, which frequently occurs — 
tallow and other grease. See mold? and Phy- 
comyces. 
grease-moth ( s‘méth),». A European 
pyralid moth, Aglossa pin juinalis, which also 
oceurs in India, South “Africa, and Australia. 
Ita larvs live in silken tubes tn barns, stables, and out- 

among accumulations of vegetable rubbish. Al- 
tho supposed to be a feeder, this is now 
dated known to British collectors as the fabty. 
mot. 

grease-nut (grés‘nut),. Same as *eudgerie, 2. 
grease-paint (grés’pant), ». Tallow or some 
hard grease, melted and colored by stirring 
into it various pigments, used by actors in 
painting their faces. While hot it is run into 
conveniently formed molds, sticks variously 
colored being thus made to meet the needs of 
the make-up. 

pox (grés’poks),», Grease (see def. 3) 
roduced in other animals orin man by inocu- 
ation from the horse, 

grease-trap (grés‘trap), n, Same as frap!, 4, 

great, ¢.—The great ice, See #ire, 
eatwort (grat’wért), n. See Triumfetta. 

Greco-Asiatic (gré*k6-d-shi-at‘ik), a.  Pei- 
taining to the ancient Hellenic inhabitants of 
Asia, especially of the coast of Asia Minor. 
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Greco-Latin (gré’ké-lat’in), a. Ofor pertaining 
* both the — and the ores = their 
a! teratures, ete.; Greco-Roman.— 
Greco-Latia square. dee doyesrel, 
Grecomania (gré-k6-ma‘ni-it),». [L. Gracus, 
Greek, + Gr. wavia, madness.) A furor or 
mania for everything that is Greek. 

(gré-ko-mi‘ni-ak), m. 
has a mania for things Greek, 
Greco-Phenician (gré’ké-fé-nish’an), a. Of 
or — to both Greece and Phenicia: 
applied especially to Greek art developed under 

enician influences, as in northern Africa 
and Spain. 
Grecophile (gré’ké-fil),». [L. Gracus, Greek, 
+ Gr, gAziv, love.] One who is friendly toor 
is an admirer of Greece and the Greeks, their 
language, literature, ete. 

grecostasis (gré-kos'ta-sis), n. [L. Graecostasis, 
< Roman Gr. *lpamdotuad, ¢ Upandic, Greek, + 
erdeic, station.} In Rom. archeol.,a platform 
in the forum which was a t of honor for 

One who 

Greek and other foreign am ors. 
See *order. 

1, I, a.—Green fish. (¢) A fish cured simply by 
drying without salt of simnoke, manuring. See 
*manuring- See waviling. 

Il». 4. In F (a) The whan links or 
golf-course. { @ putting-green, or por- 
tion of the links, devoid of hazards, wi 
twenty yards of a hole.— Acid alizarin green, « 
mordant-acid dyestaft derived from anthracene. It is 
rendered extremely fast when subjected * an after- 

alizarin colors; another 
while still another belan 
the same as cerulein or an 
oy as ane — — 5* — 

le green (w see, under green!).—Azin green. (a 
A baste -tar color of the azonium type, designated as 
azin green G B. (b) An acid dyes made by sulplo- 
nating the foregoing and ated as azin green S.— 

Same as be green (which see, 
Benzo dark green, « direct coal-tar 
unmordanted cotton an ollv 

one of 

to the xan 
ne green. — 

© modern 
ucts, 

as green (which under greenl 

it a beaks cou tan onter's samne a8 wl green 
(which see, ander green) — Capri & baste conl- 

the 
with an 

fun mordant. ⸗ 

— com d safranine with 
imethyl-antline. It dyes tannin-mordanted cotton in a 

neutral bath and anm J acid bath. 
Also called Janus green.— 1 a direct 

—G 

danted wool green,— Guinea green B, an acid coal-tar 
color of the triphenylanethane type which dyes wool and 
alk green from an acid bath. Guinea green BV. * 
nitro-derivative of Guinea gen B which dyes wool and 
silk green in an achd bath,— green, « basic 
coabtar color: same as Wmalachiteyreen, 3— Iodine 

(6) A basic coal-tar color of the triphenyl 
methane type. It is used to some extent in silk-dyetnay. 
Also called night green, pormona green, and light green. 
— a coal-tar color of the sulphid type, 
allied to cuchou de Laval, obtained by heating a mixture 
of caustic soda, copper sulphate, sulphur, and paranitro- 
phenol. It dyes untmordanted cotton # dark green in a 
salt bath, and is very Cast — Janus sree. Same ns 
diana *xgreen.— Keen green, in golf, a putting-green 
which is very fast, that ls, om which the ball runs freely. 
Kirch’ green, a form of copper arsenite used 

as a piginent: essentially the same aa Seheele's green. 
— im. () Same as ine wyreen — (c) 
Same aa methyl green (which see, under greenl).— 

Methylene green, « Wasic coal-tar color of the 
thinzin type, prepared by the nitration of methylene 

from Seen 

greenling 
ns. * Rae cotten green, sod 

used ol —Milling at 

acid coa)-tar valor of ne En which 

Fives — h dyes wool green in 

green, = basic coal-tar colorof the triphenyl-methane 
Li Fyn) 4 tanoin-mordanted cotton green. Also 

' green.—Now green, (a) Same as mel 
achite-green, % and benzaldehyde Pa yas (b>) A basic 
ee _ dipheny ate hg am type — 
Nigh’ green. e a ‘ — Oxamine 

a direct cosl-tar color which dyes anmordanted 
cotton green ina aalt bath. R Same as 
dark *xyreen.—Snake-skin in ceram., a peculiar 
tnt of green glaze, with iri — — — cue? = 

inese porcelain.— green, in if. a 
applied to all that part of course, —23 harards, 

ween the tees and potting-greens. 

green}, rv. f. 2. In oyster-culture, to give 
(oysters) a green tinge about the gills by put- 
ting them in pits. 

greenalite (gré‘ne/lit), n. [Erroneously formed 
from green -~ + -lite.} In petrog., meta- 
merpheoed rock composed largely of minute 
—s of green hydrous ferrous silicate. 

“ith, 1903, 
per Hur The tren bearing formation occurs in the U 

nian, and in what is known as the Biwabik divisies 
This comprises a variety of rocks, incloding slate. 
cherta, and “ dite.” This last-named subetance 
consists largely of minute granules of green ferroas #b- 
cate, without potash, and is named ite for comre 
nience. Nature, Dec. 3, 1906), pp Lis 

back, ». 6. Salmo stomias, the trout of 
the Arkansas river, ; 

-bag (grén bag), »- A lawyer: so called 
from the green bag in which barristers carry 
their books and ‘ 

green-blind (gren’ blind), a, Color-blind as 
the green rays. Stud, Fale Psycho 

green-blindness (grén‘ blind“ nes), ». ⸗ 
ability to disti a the color green: a form 
of partial color-blindness. 

bottle (grén’bot‘l), n. Same as gree» green- 
bottle *fly. 

| oad or fiddle-shaped 
brier, Suilax Bona-noz the eastern and —— 
United States: so named from ite bristly stems and thidic 
shaped leaves. See #hamboo-brier and Wetretchberrs 

green-coat (grén’ kot), #. 
green coat, asa servant, a scholar at certain 
charity-schools in England, etc. 

(gré’nér), ». [green] +-erl.) An un- 
skilled or inexperienced person ; specifically, 
a person without previous experience whe 
takes the place of another who is on strike, 
or who takes employment *8 to get experi- 
ence. Scribner's Mag., Sept., 1902, p. 304. 

green-felt n‘felt), »n. A dense, felt-like 
growth of £ alga Vaucheria. 

greenfish, a, 3. Girella nigricans, a 
the family — — abundant in rocky 
places from Monterey bay, California, south 
to Cape San Lucas. — Alaska Hese- 
grammos octogrammus, a food-tish of coast of Alasks 
green-groin n’groin), ». Gangrenous in- 
flammation 7 the vermiform appendix and 
surrounding 

One who wear 

parts, 
, 7”. 2, Any one of several 5 

of American gadflies which have green —— 
as the common greenhead, Tabanus costaly, 
— the gray-striped greenhead, Tabanx⸗ ha 

a. 
eenheart, ». 3. In Jamaica, Zizyphe 

OSironyloe, one of the trees called — 
greenhew (grén’hi), m. [Also green—hwe:¢ 
qgreenl, a., + *hew!, n., from hew?, r.J 1. Is 
Eng, forest law, the green parts of trees of 
shrubs: same as vert!, 1 (which see).— 2. The 
right to cut the green parts of trees or shrute 
for fodder; the payment for such right. 

de on‘ hid), 2. A whip made of 
untanned bide; a rawhide, {Australia.] 

gree x (om 8 ok a fisd n-j (grén’jak), m. carangoid fisd. 
—— ruber, which inhabits West Indiaso 
waters, 
green-keeper (grén’ké"pér), m. The perser 
who keeps the putting-greens of a golf-cour+ 
in order, Also gr eeper. 
Greenlandman (grén’land-mun), ». 
engaged in whaling near Greenland. 
green-leek (xrén‘lek), ». A small Anstralian 
parrakeet, Polytelis barrabands. 

, 8, 2, Any fish belonging to the 
family Hexagrammida, carnivorous fishes lv- 
ing in kelp and about rocks in the North Ps 
elle. 

A vess 



green-oyster 

green (grén’ois’tér),n. The greensea- 
weed Ulva Lactuca, found in frequent associ- 
ation with the oyster. [Australia.] 

greenroom, » 4. An — for dryi 
damp or “green ’ pottery before it is burned. 

2. [eap:} In geological classifi- 
cation, one "ot certain subdivisions of the Cre- 

“e ystem. In England the Lower Greensand 
overlies the Wealden formation and t characteristically 
develo on the Isle of Wight, where it includes the 
Atherfleld clay, H 55 and yy beds in 
ascending order. Greensand is the sandy or 
chioritic facies of which ‘ee Galt ja the clay equivalent (see 

——— Continent an ere to Upper 
Greensand to the Alblan stage. — —— Greon- 
sand, in geo... a bod of * Gi ing be- 
neath the cent at Cambridge, iy — 
- phate of lime and inal Shoapiiened 7 fi which are 

\y reptilian remains. 

— mahaving (grén’sha‘ving), ». In ewrry- 
ing, the process of shaving & —R or skin which 
isina n or untanned state. 
green-sighted (grén‘si‘ted), a. In psychol. 

hrough green glasses. ie, seeing as if t 
the eye is kept for some little time ina Ls 

mination (in certain kinds of artiftcial light, or in a pho 
phic dark room with a ruby window), it becomes 

pled to red; ot pusading to a 5 white-light ma· 
mination it is green-sighted, that is, * sous everything as 
if tinged with a certain amount of the complementary 
—— the light ‘whieh is in ard tight leaks 

the. ne TS eta within certain limits) permanent adapta 
to and | far permanentl ted. Peis Euper. Pome Lhe 
greenstone,». 3. A name in New Zealand for 
—— varicties of jade, remap for pou- 
namu or nephrite, found chiefly on the west 
coast of the Middle Island: formerly much used 
by the Maoris for weapons, implements, and 
—— ee tal), m1. i. 

green-tail in Same as ‘an- 
— A dievthon ef diet hemmed trom the 
rae green-colored evacuations. It is often 

al, sometimes within twenty-four hours. 
Greenwich stars. See *star!. 

Greenwood 
greenyard (grén‘yiird), n. "Formerly, in Eng- 
land, a village pound fe orthe reception of stray 
animals; also, a grass-yard in which hounds 
may —— 

ca ong ti ~~ s [It. *gregale, Sp. gre- 
also the northeast wind, prop. 

i Greck! vind, Ken Greeus, It. Greco, Sp. 
. Greek.) The cold northeast wind of 

the saiterrancen Sea. See levanter!, a ‘ 
gregarinosis ( ‘a-ri-n6’sis), » L., 
gregarina + -osis.] A disease caused by the 
—— of parasitie gregarines. 

eregarious, «. a. 2, By Drade and subsequent writers 

—— —— 
social species, which dominate the whole ground. 

grige “(grih), (F., ae, It. 
unknown. 6 raw 
silkworm before the — 3. removed: a trade 
or manufacturers’ name which has been gene- 
rally adopted. 

Gregorian, ». 3. In music, a melody written 
in one of the church modes; a piece of plain- 

ereillade (gral-yiid’), ». [(F.] Iron ore which 
been — erushed for reduction in 

a Catalan forge. ita egrétif 
ij), @ fl uge, < Sree ie. Grevic), ball, “+ Fuge, € Le fagere, 

— away or yf Of preventing hail.— 
cannon, the ich vortex-rings 

are for the prevention oto dapat of hail-storma. 
Many thousands of these have been used fn southern 
yg Ree *hadl-connon, tet. dave. Huy. Dec, 13, 

a. 2, (a) In cookery, alarded fillet, 
especially one of veal or poultry, glazed with 
its own concentrated liquor. Larousse, (b) 
A sweet drink; a syrup: used for colds, ete. prike 
Larousse. 

— wred.- at 
Samo aa alpha. 

lsoparpurate 
jam or ammonium, prodaced by interaction 

t pleric acid and an alkaline cyanide: used as a brown- 
ish-red dye ot: woot and silk. — 
red gh be-red garnets found in Syriam Peru, India. 

The gum of the fiber of the domes- 
tie ————— —Grés bigarré, in pew, a subdivision 
of the Triassic system in the — in Germany and 

It is correlated with the Upper Bunter sand- 
ie, which is the lower division of the Trina 

6 stoneware "|. See grees de 
des Vi in veo, a 

: systems in Germany and 
France, correlated with the Lower Bunter sandstone and 
overlain by ie —8 bigarré. It —— and ts 
characterized by the crystalline oundi of the quartz 
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(gre-sig’ri-lii), n. pl. [NL., ¢ L. 
gressus, walking, + gradi, go, eae] ‘A division 
of Pinnipedia containing those forms in which 
the hind legs can be turned forward and used 
in ——— It ineludes the walruses, Odo- 
banid#, and eared seals, Otarjid#. Correlated 
with — * A, Allen, Hist. North 

Groamyla, (ere ip, NL) A of (gres’i-la), m genus 
anomalodesmaceous pe tod with the right 
margin projectin ** eft, ligament pari- 
vineular attached to an internal nymph-like 
eallosity in the right valve: abundant in Juras- 
sie rocks. 

we) A small two- gribane (gré-biin’), » 
masted vessel of Norman 

grid, ». 4. A name applied to a particular 
arrangement of members in which a number 
of narrow, parallel members lying in one plane 
are fastened at their ends to two heavier par- 
allel — —— to = others. F 

grid- (grid’biir), m. rt of a grating 0 
parallel bars through which dirt and other ex- 
trancous matter pass in the seutching or pick- 
ing of cotton. 

x. 3. In Amer. foot-ball, a trivial 
term applied to the field bed ge in allusion 
to the fnet that it is ero by transverse 
white lines every five yards. It is also 
sometimes called a checker-board, because 
recent rules provide for lon, itudinal lines as 
well.— 4. A structure of planks erected above 
the stage of a theater to support the mecha- 
nism by which the ee ete., are 
worked.— Gridiron floor, the staging of planks near 
the roof of a theater, and directly ov where 
the dropescenes are manipulated ; the gridiron.—@rid- 
fron manceuver. See #manaurer. 

gridiron-tail (grid’i-érn-tal’),. A small 
oid lizard, Callisaurus ventralis, from the 

sert regions of southern Utah: named from 
the dark on its tail. 

grid-valve (grid’valv), m. Same as gridiron 
valre, 

Griess’s test. See *test!. 
griev, °. A simplified spelling of grieve. 

(gri-f’in’),n. [Also — more cor- 
rectly graffane, ¢ Lr. gras § ‘faim, I serape: 
see grave', v.] An Angl agricultural 
je lement used for cutti oe turf to be dried 

burned. 

"The lt ple whitey brown sco bad been earthed 
over, und 

griffe!,». 3, The part a Jaequard loom 
which raises the war; gy ere Iso called 
faye ten. R. Mar. , Cotton Weaving, p 

— pen griffe-bar (grif’bar), ». A blade or knife of 4 
of | domestic the griffe, or lifting-frame in a Jacquard loom, 

m which Gower ee TW. 
, Mechanism of Weaving, p 

griffelschiefer 5 a, (G., 
Corifel, a, — ag Peneii. 
slate: us Vv an to designate 
certain Lower Silurian Sistes of Thuri > in 
Germany which, being intersected by cleav- 

-planes in two directions, are broken for 
slate-pencils. They contain some radiolarians 
(Spheeroidea). 
— n. A breed of large 

They combine the qualities of the setter 
and the —* * and. have a harsh coat which special: 
dia gra tem Sr work in thick covert. The color Es rede 

which is of modern origtn, origt- 
bassett-grifon, 

u 

+ 

gri-gri?,n. 2, — West Africa, the sassy-bark : 
— hicwun, The name is probably 
due to the fact that the tree enters into the 
fetish abe and ordeals of the natives, 

Ae) —e of erike (ME. crike), 
7 = Ae 1. Acrevice; achink; 
a widened joint in — [Prov. Eng. j Nature, 
Nov. 13, mm P 33.—2, <A ravine on the side 
of a hill. (Prov. Eng. 

™ aril. re lified "Shing of grs ill. 
eri 2,n. 2, Faint oa short wae lines — 
eross-bars on some flat surfaces ot o ving.— 
3. Inelect., the grid of a storage cell. 

#,0.t, 2. To mark or stamp with a series 
of parallel lines likea grill; specifically, in 
line-engraving, to break up (a too flat surface) 
with short bars of faint white lines sometimes 
crossed at right angles, as may be seen in 
some forms of stamps. 

grilled (erild}, ». 4. 1, Cross-barred; made 

gripping-ro 
in the form of a grill; —— said of the 
flat surface of an — late which shows 
short bars or eross- white lines.—2. 
Roasted on a Sridiron. 
Grimmia (grim “i4) n. (NL. (Friedrich Ehr- 
hart, 1782) nan named for Jo Friedrich Karl 
Grimm (1737-1821), a German botanist.] A 
large genus of true 
mosses, (ype of the 
family mmiaces. 
It consists of more or less aut ' 

or alpine 
chiefly on rocks: 104 are 
foun * Crimmia pulttnata. ihe 7 — satya about two thinds atu 
&'s6-6), 1. pulbed : ¢, 

~acex.) "”A ro plum ae 

family of amily of acrocarpous 
mosses of the order Bryales, typified by the 

nus Grimmia, and characterized chiefly by 
the fact that the teeth of the peristome are per- 

i #, porti wot om 

Seng. ) may niéed. 

forated or split up into several strands, It 
contains 7 genera, of which Grima and tern 

gabe, but dl ogy Th —— ag Fm 
— growing chiefly on rocks and. stoves, rarely on 
trees of on the ground. 
Grimm's attack. See *attack. 
grimthorpe (grim‘thérp), v. — t. 

int e grimthorped, ppr. 
manner of Lord Grimes ‘re- 
store’ (an old piece = pa yee ith the 
effect of spoiling it, as Lord Grimthorpe is said 
to have done when he undertook to restore the 
west front of St. Albans Abbey in England. 
_ ar oe 32 who flnds it stated that a book hae 

tlert 
ted, that a chure —*— 

iter we —— tend. ang 

tion of these words ; we hag hed oo * formed frus * 
hanes 

J. Randall, in N. and Q., March 18, 180%. 

grind, n. 7. ee half-turn, ortwist ina 
ro 

. [L.e.] Aplant of the nes Grin- 
delia. ali (l 3 n pharm., an offic which 
consists of the leaves and —— ps of 
Grindelia robusta and G@, squarrosa. The name 
—— weed" has been used of He official grindelia 
in ier bln ut only the former species is Californian, the 

robusta ip oy! —— — collected 
in large —— in € to be scarcer than is maid to 

The virtue of nelia resides in the gum 
J exudes from the heads and upper leaves. 

* grinder, a. 1. Acylinder 
sharpenting th se — ppb — 

‘dér-hed),s. A bench grind- 
ae which carries an arbor for two 
emery- or earborundum-wheels. 

grinding, low Sam 
na hi — renting. jer milling) 

n.— Skin. machine, 
a machine for reducing leather of sk —* — — 

iz Reed 
covering the caning: rolls of cotton-spinning machines. 
grip!, ». 10. In frack athletics, a piece of cork, 
——*8* to fit the hollow of the hand, which a 
runner grips when running. 

A pulley-block at- grip-block (grip’ pry 
tached to the or hoist oisting-tongs on a log- 
bandling mach 

— —————— kus} = [Gr. 
yoigoc, & riddle, + 7ifmwoc, an ape.) A genus 
of anthropoid mammals known by isolated 
molars from the Miocene Tertiary of Austria, 

grip-knot (grip’not), ». A clamp; a contriv- 
ance for hold ing an article while it is being 
turned in a lathe. 

(grip? + -ment.) gripment (grip ‘ ment), » 
; holding; gripping. 

Generally speak the harder the surfaces in contact, 
the lower coetfictent of friction, and the bigher the 
preseare under ii gripment takes place. 

Jour. Franklin Jnst,, July, 18, p. SL 

grip ‘ped‘nl), In « bicycle. a 
ret teed with a spring or other device for 

iding the foot to the pedal. Also called 
grip-treadle, 

eripeine roils (grip’ing-rolz), ». pl. Feeding- 
# pair of rotating rolls between which s 

board or other piece of material is gripped and 
= or pushed along into a planing or other 
machine. 



grisaille 

fabric with a cotton 

de le 
3 — er 

F. 
drison liquid. See *liquid. 
grisonnite (gré‘son-it), ». [F., ¢ 
sonn-), gray, + -ife, E, -ite?,] A name given 
to certain of the explosives of Favier. (See 
Favier *explosives.) One of these consists of 
95.5 parts ammonium nitrate with 4.5 parts 
trinitronaphthalene ; another of 92 parts am- 
— nitrate with 8 parts dinitronaphtha- 
ene. 

grit?, n.— Altamaha a division of the older Mio- 
cene of Georgia. — Same as Berea sandatone. 
~~ Caleareous it, a division of the Middle Oxford 
OOlites or Corallian,— Erit.—See Keoprus kyrit. 

te, a division of the Upper Silurian 
io North Walea, equivalest in part to the Wenlock group, 
— erit , a Village in Ulster county, 
New York}, a subdir of the Lower Devonian in east- 
em New York, New Jersey, and Pennaylvania, Itattains 
a thickness of 400 foet, is underlatn by the Oriskany lime 
stone, and te overtaln by the Schoharie grit, It wae 
originally termed the Caudagalli or Cocktail grit, from 
the pruned oman which haa been 

. Otherwise it is nearly bar- 
a division commonly 

regurded aa item of the typical marine Devonian 
series in Devonshire. — Giengarif £m. a subdivision 
of the Old Ked Sandstone in the south of Ireland, passing 

—— — peda Gryphite grit, — in e = aname 
ven to some of the strata of the Inferior Colite in 
ritain on account of the prevalence of the bivalve Gry- 

phen. The term Gryphite limestone is applied to some 
of the stzats of the seme aye. grita, the 
appermost division of the er Devonian in North 
Devon, lying between the Lynton the 
Tifrnoombe alates above,— grit, 
the Lower Cambrian rocks In Wales.— Moor Ee a 

rmost member of the Inferior name of the up 
it, the middle mem- 

local 
Ovlite in Yorkshire. 
ber of the Upper Carboniferous coal measures of Eagland, 
separnting the upper and lower coal-bearing sert 
and consisting of a succession of plant-bearing grits am 
sandstones 1,500-2,000 feet thick. grit, a 
deposit of grit, regarded as of the age of the Oneida con- 

pnerate, pi] ete — Silurian — 
county, New To — wangunk 

heary deposit ot rit and conglomerite which constitates 
the a part of the Shawangunk Mountains in eastern 
New York. It has comnonly 1 od as of the age 
of the Oneida conglomerate of cen New York, though 
resent evidence indicates that it is of somewhat later 

-— Yorkshire grits, certain grits which occur in 
the Coralline Gwlite of Middle Jurnssic ayetem in 
Yorkshire, England: employed as abrasives. 

Gritti’s amputation. See *amputation, 
grivenink (gré‘vi-ningk), 1. [Russ. grivininki, 
< grivna, ten copecks.] A Russian coin; « 
ten-copeck piece. 
grivna (grév’ni), a. [Russ. grirna.) A Rus- 
— = coin, equal to — —& *— 
weighing 31,992 grains troy. pper coins o 
this name were Seo otruak: 

grizzle!,n. 4. In brickmaking, a badly burned 
second-quality brick of a grayish color. 

grizzle? (griz'l), v. i. [Also grizzel, grizle, 
grisie ; origin obscure.) 1. To laugh or grin; 
show the teeth like dog: snarl.—2, To 
grumble; complain; whine; fret. [Prov. Eng. 
or Australian. 

ly, x. 3, A machine used for wrecking 
coal or other material toa moderately smal 
size, . 

Next a set of grizelies conalsting of f-inch round iron 
bars i when finally comes on double screen of 6 aoe 
heavy galvanized iron wire with a l-inch mesh. 

Elect. Kee., Sept, 17, 1004, p, 455, 

izzly-king (griz’li-king), n. In angling, an 
Orrtificial fly having a green body, a dark-gray 
hackle, a searlet tail, and mottled wil 

(griz’li-kwén), », In angling, 
an artificial fy. 

G. R. jug. See *jug!. 
gro. An abbreviation of gross, 

a a Scottish silver coin of 1467, 
—— vies = Spee” Spurred groat, a es 

sliver coin a jue ieee, — Tournay an 

—— silver coin of the time of Henry — so 
called from being strack at Toarnay in France. e 

n.—Pan groining. Same ns fon #eaulling, 
Grolier — a. : 

lieresque ( -tr-esk’), a. In the style 
of binding or ornament used by Grolier, which 
was a pleasing combination of curved lines 
about a geometrical framework. 

gromatics (gro-mat’iks), n. [LL. gromaticus, 
grumaticus, of land-surveying (gromatica, the 
art of land-surveying), ¢ groma, gruma, & sur- 
veyor’s measuring-tod, ¢ Gr. yrdiyon, the index 
of a dial, a carpenter's square, ete.: see 

-] The art of land-surveying, as the 
(ying out of camps. 
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He [Frontinus] also left records of his varied experience 
and studies, Wie pemew encetete Frese 6 week og 

V. S, Teugfed (trans), Hist. Roman Lit., IL 147. 

{grom’et-set), n. A hand-tool for 

nd‘vet),». (D.,<grond, ground, 
| law or eonstitu- 

Land. 
Enewe, Brit,, XXX, qus. 

Gronovius’s dodder, See *doddert. 

Groote Deatal gregve.e dish farwoe, cious the rn. a slight furrow ale 

teat aie neta eee ees bit ety ath — nm 

a —— groove which in course of developanent be- 
comes Herima pudendl or the urethra, according to the sex. 
~- Germinal groove, in . median longitedinal 
groove in the germ-band of insects which gives rise to the 
mesoderm throughout Ue greater portion of its length 
and, in the region of the mouth and anus, to the cell- 
masses that spread over the yolk to form the eutoderna.— 
Gothic in mech, a groove having a Gothic arch 
section fn a Til Groove of Hatechek, a peculiar 

su to have a gustatory fanetion, which 
Teen Den tat eke eae of the notochord in the wall of 
the buccal hood of the Lancelet (Branchiostoma ——— 
rus) lanceolatum)— Harrison's a sinking in of 
the chest-wall along the line of insertion of the diny . 
noted oe cases of extreme shortness 
taped! n ren.— Lactymal groove, 
in the Deny wall of the orbit which —— — 
— Leakage groove, « croov. ne- piston 
to prevent steam from leaking past the pi The 
steam forma eddies In auch a groove of going 
Fight by tt.—WM groove, a We which con- 
pects exch nostril with the mouth, as in the sharks. — Par- 
apodial in certain as the Endedon- 
tida aml inal furrow run- eo Zonitide, a doo long 
poe gh each side of the ¥ & short distance above 

lel to the edge of the foot.—Pedal groove, 
Same as parapodial ®proore.— Vertebral @®) 
‘The depression or gutter on either side of the spine. 

groove-bit (griv’bit), ». A boring instrument 
of which the shaft is grooved at one side so 
that the chips from the point may pass up the 
shaft and escape at the entrance tothe hole. 

groove-board (grov bird), n. In organ-build- 
ng, that part of a wind-chest in which or on 
which are the grooves. Also called channel- 
board. Bee roore, 3 (c). 

groover-head (grd’vér-hed), n. Aecuttermade 
of one or of several pieces, used ina wood-plan- 
ing or -sawing machine to make grooves in 
boards or lumber. 

, 2, 2, The forming of grooves in * boilers at places where very rapid deteriora- p. 309.—To ground the bat. See #batl. 
ground tion of the metal takes plave, particularly at 

the laps of the riveted joints. 
-hook (grii‘ving-hik’), ». A hook- 

shaped tool for making a groove in wood, 
grooving-machine (grii‘ving-ma-shén’), n. In 
sheet-metal work, a hand-power machine for 
forming # groove in the seam in tin and sheet- 
iron pipe. It consiste of a bench-pedestal with a long 
horn for supperting the pipe or other hollow sheetam 
form, and a traveling roll which, by means of simple 
—— get can be made to travel over the joint or 
scum the pipe as it rests on the horn. By the use of 
different rolla, peeves can be formed, 
and other work done in forming a 
The end of the born can be released 
allow for the removal of the finished pipe. 

grooving-plane (gré’ving-plin),. 1, A plane 
which has a narrow iron for cutting a groove. 
—2. A plane having an iron that reaches from 
side to side, so that the frame of the plane will 
not interfere when planing a groove; a rabbet- 
plane. 

grooving-saw f ’ving-si), mn. <A single cir- 
cular saw used for the same purpose as the 
groover-head, 

-tool (erii’ving-til), n. Any tool used 
for cutting grooves; a gouge; specifically, a 
round-pointed tool — by wood-engravers. 
groper: *pér), a. me as grouper.— 

— — of New south Walee and Tas- 
manin, Acherodua gowldét, of the tamily Labride, Otten 
called perrrot-feh in Australia and Wuehead in Tasmania. 

grorudite (gro’rii-dit), ». [Grorad, near Chris- 
tiania, Norway, + -ite?.] n, In petrog., a fine- 
grained green porphyry composed of alkali- 
feldspars rich in soda, with quarts and mgirite 
and occasionally hornblende and mica. Brég- 
gor, 1804. 

beak, n.— Soctab) gros thi abl 
weaver-bind, PAdleterus — many of which nest to 
gether, building a huge, dome-shaped structure of grass, 
resembling a haystack. See cut under Aipe-nest, 

gross, I. a. 10. Relatively large; specifically, 
visible to the naked eye; megascopic; not mi- 
croseopic, 

thick: see gross.) 

ossulariaceous (gros 
“Belonging to or Led the 

gross J— 
( te), 

—<— Taide 

grothite 

——— 

ground!, r. ¢. 

ground-bread (ground’bred), n. 

ground-bridge (ground ‘brij), a. That portion 

ground-cedar 

ground-cured 
the ground, that is, without cutting; cured in 

ground-cured 
thon waa performed, and the kidney in its general 

contour and groae substance gave no satisfactory evidence 
of the cause af the troable. 

Med. Record, Feb, 14, 1906, p. 266 

The tamor presented the gros appearance of a sarcoma. 
sig Saas eee in the tal 
Tegion. Med. Jour., Jan. 31, 1908, p. 221 

Gross efficiency. Sce #eficiency of a source of light. 
II. «.— Power See prieerl, 7 (eh 

150. 

gross-flute (grés’fét), a. [G. grosse fléte.) In 
organ-building, an 8-feet flute-stop of large 
seale and rich tone, 

ne (gré-#6’ne), ». [It., < groaso, big, 
A silver coin of Venice 

and of other states of Italy, equal to 8 grossi. 
*i-lar-i-&’ shius), a, 

characters of the 
family, Groseulariacer. 

alin (gros’@-lin) #. Same as pectin. 
n. .+ seegroat.] 1. A eur- 
eoin of Bremen, one seventy- 

second of a reichathaler, equal to one United 
States cent.—2. A Flemish coin, one twelfth 
of a shilling. 

peg n. [Named for Professor 
Paul Groth, a German mineralogist.] A light- 
brown variety of titanite con a small 

See Miue. The local 
name at the Kimberley id mines, South A: 

of While emb for the matrix of the en 
of rocks, it is in ** part a variety of 
kimbertite. Near surtace 
the ‘yellow ground’ of the miners. Below this it 

yellow, 
gro is the 

typieal blue, Even when hard in the ths of the mite. 
ed for the 

Tom —— acc. — Same 
To take ground, In wealit., to extend 

ellow the uppermest 
fon, about 100 feet in thickness, of diamormd-bear- 
rock at the Kimberley mines, Soath Africa. Compare 

blue wground. 

Il, 4.—Ground note, stroke, tissue, tone. See 
*rotel, ete, 

8. To set (a color); tomake (a 
fast. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, 

,n. 2. In Australia, either of two 
species of dwarf shrubs of the family Epaeri- 
dacex, Staphelia humifusa and 8S. pintfolia. 
Both bear small fruits with a viacid, sweetish, 
edible pulp. 

Same as sor- 

of a corduroy road which crosses a stream or 
other body of water: a system of rough paving 
for a ford through a stream having a bad bort- 
tom, or through a ——— or quicksand, 
formed by laying small logs or poles parallel 
and close together across the roadway and 
loading them down with stones. 

bundle (ground’bun‘d!), ». In newrol., 
a bundle of nerve-fibers adjacent to the cen- 
tral gray matter in the ventral portion of the 
spinal cord; the fasciculus ventralis 5*2 
whieh is eontinuous with the fasciculus longi- 
tudinalis medialis in the medulla oblongata. 

burnut(cround’bér’nut), x, The land- 
ealtrop. See caltrop, 3, and Trifulus. 

-cable (ground’ka*bl), ». Nawt., the 
anchor-cable; a section of mooring-cable which 
is intended to lie on the bottom, 

1. The 4 cgreana’ ot Sit, — 
Thristmas green, Lycopodium complanatum.— 

2, The false h er, Hudsonia tomentosa. 
Also called porerty-plant. 

-cover (ground’kuv’ér), m. In forestry, 
all the small plants growing in a forest, ex- 
* young trees: such as ferns, mosses, gruases, 
and we 

(ground’kird),p.a, Cured upon 

the turf: said of several Western . as 
the Buffalo grass (Bulbilis), blue and black 
— Bouſo aua), which furnish winter graz- 

Live stock subsisted largely on the -twred mance 
graases, otc, U'. &. Mo, Weather Ree,, Jan. 1 p 6 



ground-cypress 

ground-cypress (ground’si’pres), n. See *cy- ground- 
press, 

tector ( d’dé-tek’tor), nm. In 
elect., a deviee for indicating when ha insu- 
lated conductors of an electric system become 
grounded, It consists of a wire ranning from the i in. 
eulated lines to earth and having an ineandescen 
or sometimes a voltmeter or walvanometer, in — 
Current will flow in this wire only when the insulated 

m is connected with the earth at some other point, 
ne. Am. Inet. of Elect. Eng, Jan,—July, 12, p. 168, 

— —— n, Same 
as croaker, 4 ( 

Ider ( (grounded n. See *elder2, 
and’fé‘ding),a. Feeding 

on the bottom 5 the water, as certain fishes: 
an lers’ term, 

estoon (ground ’fes-tin’),». Sameas 
*ground-cedar, 1. 
und- fielding (ground‘fél’ding),n. In ericket, gro 

flelding or stopping the ball upon the * 
in contradistinction to catching it in the 

ground’flé), a. Any one ie — 
ies of leaping thysanurous insects whic 

— —— — Seo * 
* (grow oli), m holly). 
hornet (ground’hér'net), a, Any hor- 

net that nests in the ground, as Vespa ger- 
mutnica. 
ground-house (ground’hous), ». Ahouse with 
& poaked roof the eaves of which come down 
to the ground, 

— —5* pony — ye 

ke on — ꝛbuxc * heer — 
cou “Jour. (RK. G. B.) XVI 422. 

ground-itch (ground’ich), ». An inflamma- 
tion of the —* of the feet whieh affects coolies 
who work in rice-fielda in the East. Buck, 
Med. Handbook, VI. 221. 
— joint (ground joint), m In ae 

an upper and lower course 

— na. The trail- 

ground-lemon (ground! lem‘on), ». 
i Podophyll ita- 

tum. Also calhed wild tn — 
— (ground ul⸗ n. The nodding 
wake-robin, m cerauum. 

’ (ground’man), n. In cricket, a 
man whose duty it is to keeps cricket-ground 
in condition for play. Also groundsman, 

F —— ele Pins —* 
ground-mite (groun it), n. acarid o 
the family Trombidiida. , J 

ground-moraine (ground’m6-rin’), n. In — 
& compact, unstratified deposit formed be- 
neath glaciers; till; boulder-clay. 

The first division of the former [moraines}—ground- 
moraines—take Various forma, trom nearly level plaina to 
drumilins and oT ahah —— evenly, with no level 
spaces, such 

‘our. di. G. 8), XTTL 200, 
— —— . Same as 

needle (ground e*dl), n —— 
— Paes 

ground’ parol) m1. The flight- 
— t or kakapo, Stringeps habrop- 

— 8 ew Zealand.—2, A small farmer in 
Australia, otherwise known asa cockatoo, See 
—— 2. [Australia.] 

pea, a. 2. Same as groundnut, 3. 
ground pine n 3, —— neweed or orange- 

rothra ge les. — 4; The Ameri- 
can ean wermander, — —— 

ground ~pink (ground’ pingk), n. An annual 
rb of southern 

California, Lin- 
anthus 5* 
Aorus, from 1 to 
6 inches high, 
which carpets 
meadows and 
slopes with its 
bloom in March, 

Same as 

i fi a 

Grouad pink (/imonthus 
dianth ferns). 

The wild sroun' 
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X {ground’plazm), ». The more 
generally Mintrilerted and fundamental portion 
of the protoplasm, either in the nucleus or the 
cytoplasm, 
ground-provisi ons und’ pro-vizh*’onz), 
pl. Inthe West Indies, a collective name fee 
all kinds of roots used as food. 

They trust more to plantal eves, corm and other 
vegetables to what are bed grownd-prov 
ae * yarns, potatoes, cnssuda and other sen: 
jen 

Bryan Edwards, A Hist. of the Brit. W. Indies, LL 162. 

ground-raspberry (sround’raz‘ber-i), », The 
— — Hydrastis Canadensis, 

-rattler (ground’rat‘lér), a. A small 
rattlesnake, Sistrurus miliarins, found along 
the Atlantic and Gulf coasts south of Fort 
Macon, Ga., up the Mississippi Valley, and 
weat to Okinhoma. It is of a dark ashen-color. 
marked along the back with rounded brown 
blotches, and is one of several rattlesnakes 
to which the name Massasauga is ere 

j, Sroundsel-bush (ground’sel-bish), n. Same 
as groundsel-tree. 

-shield (ground’shéld), un, Iheleet., a 
eonducting-plate, between the primary and 
secondary ndings of a transformer, which is 
connected to earth and serves to prevent the 
high-tension currents of the primary coil from 
entering the secondary cireuit, Trans. Amer. 
Inst, Elect. —— 1904, p. 681, 

groundz’man), nn. Same as 
*groundman, 

(ground’spé‘ring), ». A fish, 
Trachinocephalus myops, of the family Syne- 
dontidz, common inthe West rm — 

ground-spider (ground’ spi’ dér ny 
round taht ider, especially any mem- 

of the families Lycoside and Attide, 
ground-substance (ground’sub’stans), ». 1. 
ago the structureless substance which 
lies between cells or in which cells are em- 
bedded. 2, The fundamental or basic sub- 
stance of a cell or tissue, 

d-th (ground ‘ thér-mom’e- 
See *soil-thermometer. 

timbers (ground’tim’bérz), 1. raid 
Naut,, the timbers of the lower course in the 
—— up of the frame of a wooden vessel, 

ground-vine eeend'sia), n. The twin-flower, 
Linnwea borea 

tér), n 

‘wasp (ground’wosp), ». Same as 
*ground-hornet, * peas: 

weave wprioatheeilety The founda- 
e structure of figured fabrics. 

(ground’wérm), #. An earth- 
tion weave in 

worm. 

gro oe Baw 3. (0) In the — lee teenie at the In- 

—— tw "io stratigraphic di LL of ihe u jon, to a he 
te rraing Ite equivalent 

5. (6) In combinatorial analysis, one of the 
classes into which the objects -are distributed 
when the order of the objects in a particular 
class is material, (c) In group-theory, a set of 
definite operations — the operation 
eompounded of any two of the set, and also 
the inverse of every operation of the set.—8, 
is erystal,, a class of crystals characterized b +d 
the same degree of symmetry, Each erystal- 
line system embraces several such groups or 
classes. See *symmetry, where the names 
commonly employed in designating the more 
important of these groups are given.—7. In 
ethnol., a number of people united together by 
common habits and usages. Jirinton, Basis 
of Social Relations, 2 33.—albirupean group, 
pane pe (+) A gromp com- 
posed of all those —— which are equivalent to 
an even number of trans regs see me as, for example, abed, 
aedh, adbe, chda, dbac, daeb, Mad, eabd, bade, tab, 
deba.— Anor (Aner, a commune in France}, a 
Lower * formation in Belgium and northern 
— group, 4 name given by the Cana- 
— to the Silurian strata whieh compose the 

tiensti and range fn ope rem Middle Silarian 

— testo amd abound in finely 
presery invertebrate fess ila— group, « 
[moe a = a of the Torridonian strata of northern 

aia Creek up, certain Focene Ter- 
Ace the U net tates —* the region traversed 

wea the mac river. They are largely com of 
greens, — them indurated, and abound in foa- 
ails. —Arapah oe group, & stratigraphic division of the 
[rR group of — * developed ip the vicinity of 
Denver, Colorada, The ve beds constitate, acoond- 
ing to Cross and Rhdrhage e lower division of the upper 
—— Tei py ed sronp and on mostly ae trou, ta 

ey attain a thickness of 800 feet.-— — fo eat the 
lowest division of Uhe Lower Silurian rocks in Great bet 
ain, These rocks conaist of dark ales, thay, and 

group 
bands of sandstone which pass down conformably Into 
the Tremadoe group of the Cambrian series They are 
ay developed fn Arenig Mountain, beige 4 
ey Redaw 

posed f his Cambrian « wap is i divided 
wo ur three parts — pp cn ed 

Artyalur 
Upperinost most "highly foasiliferous division. 
“Vkrundel gr BTOUP, one of the divisions of the so-called 
— formation in the Atlantic coast States, regarded 
—F pertaining to the Jurassic formation together with 

the taxent group. Ite strata contain a considerable 
htiiber of ‘Frou | remains having Jurisesic affinities. 
— Aubrey Aubrey City oa the Colorado river), 
a — series Sat, sexposed in the Grand Cation of the 
Colorado and belonging te ie the Curboniferoms system. It 
fa divided into an upper limestone division, estimated b 
Githert to have a thickness of 5 feet, and a bower sand- 
stone series, 1.455 feet thick; below this le the Red Wall 
limestone, 170 feet thick, which in —— fomeile 
of Lower Carhoniferogs age.— & sab. 
division of the Torridontan strata of northern Serland, 
— — Bee oo " 

ont ral 

and 
division of the Creer, 4 tt ying betow the Piltom 

grite Se ae Plekwell- Dawn grit. 
Th [+ thy a — marine invertebrates un- 
like those at a corresponding horizon in South ee but. 
widely represented in other countries — Bah Jan group, 
a divisen of the rock series in Brazil, —— asad Lower 
Crotageous age,— a division of the 
Jurassic m, Tecognized tn Great Britain as equivalent 
to the I rior ¢ Odlite, including the Northam sands 
at the base and the Cheltenham beds ire, auil 
attaining in France and the Jura thickness of 600 fect, 
— which the rocks are in considerable coral. 

specially wamoniten — Baba, Gyeup. p ae Fy amonites — 
by tek for 

Caer Caradoc in Shiro , and the formation in now 
known as the Caradoc or Bala 

the 
terranean provines as by the Austrian 

geologists, Tt constitutes the lower lower *483 of the Antaian 
and is equivalent to the Muschelkalk or 

W lenkalk of o perthere Alpe and Germans. BAEt0- 
nian group, in jes nee, —— and 

cae Erm —— ot the Hhampehive 
generally — to in —— — uniform —— 

the Great or Bath Gdlite group, which includes, 3 
urn⸗nie hie! 

toms, the Great or Bath Ovlite, the 
Forest marble, the Bradford clay, 
wae tom ib oko in —— 

n 

“There Ihe succession oP sof 
— Bernician sroup, a name 

given to the thick series of sandstones oonglon 
erates in Northambertand, and, whieh represent 
the Carboniferous deposits — on oe 

7 ‘the Corn! 

France and the J 
ramic depasits is si 

trine beds of Pliocene age ooo 
Texas, and extending oorthward.— group, 
division of the —* rocks of the Mediterrunean pore 
ince regarded by the Austrian geolowists as equivalent to 
the Upper Muscbetkalk. Ithhes above the Halatonian and 
constitates the uppermost member of the Lower Jurassic, 

iP, a subdivision of the Eocene fornsa- 
thon, extending north af the Uintah Mountains in Wyo 
toh It is underlain by the Wahsateh beds and overlain 
by juvium, am! comsiste of lacustrine beds which are 

od paleontologiste as equivalent to the Parisian 
or Calcnire grossier. It has afforded lange snakes, 20 feet 
long, tillodonts, Quadremana, and creedonuts, and is re- 
—— for the remains of INnecerata (Dineceraa 
— Burdiehouse grou group | (Burdiehouse, a hamlet 
in M — a division of the Carboniferous system 
of rocks as developed in central Scotland, consisting 
2* of — and —— —— widely 

flor construction parpases < group, « 
division of the Lower Carboniferous bed of the Missis- 
yi valley, typically developed about Burlington, Lowa. 

ies ubowe the Choteau limestone and heneath the 
Warsaw shales and limestones. The formation — 

ally crineidsa — ** 
Pp, a div —* ine 

in fossils, es: 
sealeeola,— 
Pliocene Tertiary rocks of Florid —* the lower 
ss of the Floridinn series.— Caradoc group. See 

Lee da — us group, a division of the 
Carboniferous Limestone series fn Northumberland, Ene 
land, lying between the Fell sandstone beneath and the 
Redes limestone above, and having a thickness of 
from 800 to 2.0 feet. Catakill group, a name intro 
dnoed by the New York gseolaists for a division ortgi- 
nally rewarded as equivalent to the Old Red Sandstone 
formation of Groat Britain, but sateequently comstrned 
asa distinet cloment in the saecession of marine Devoe 
nian depesita, amd more recently demonstrated to be a 
lacustrine or lagoon formation contemmporancoas with 
marine deposits of Inte Devonian time —a conception 
implying their —55*Rꝛ to the typical Ghd Red Samd- 
store and fost ne the original interpretation.— Chart 
§TOUD, a division of the Jurassic system corresponding: 

the Callovian anid Oxfordian, and highly develc in 
the Cuteh region of India. Chase group, a division 
of the Permian —— — in Kanna. R 
group, a division of the Cutekill formation in eastern 

Tete y Iwan ka, — group, 4 slstivision of the Cre- 
formation of the Pacitic border, extending from 



group 
is northward bapond the 

Islands It is by fornian geologists as 
equivalent to the U Cretaceous and as — an 
unbroken series w: the Tertiary. It attains a ick. 

by the Horsetown beds of the 
cast by Jura-Trias and Carboniferous de 
lain in Caltfornia and Oregon by 
Torey topes Ona by the ble ee — 
‘ertinry ¢ Chidra group, « dir i ie 

talan ten ag the Salt Range of india. Oulorade 
group. a series of Cretaceous beds in the continen 
nterior of f Amerton, gp above the Dakota and below 
the Fort Merre group It & divided inte a lower (Fort 
Benton) division and — upper (Niobrara) division, which 
together attain Lae tan Uh ems of 4,00) feet. — 
Croatan —— of the Floridian series 
of marine Bites in the peninewla of Florida — 

, 2 division of the Lower Eocene Tertiary 
in Colorada.— * din es a div. 
iston of — * in the istrict of Indin. 

eu 
rake a 

Laramie —— the 
fr member of the so- 
ver basin in Colorado, > 

warded by some writers aa of Lower Tertiary 
others aa belonging to the late Cretaceous. —Dert 

Age, Derived si 

—E the ie ifn 4 
a * of any given continwoos a gone ti 
them that are linearly inde 6 less than r.—De 

jon of the Floridian series Soto group, an upper div: 
at Pliocene ertint ene in the South Atlantic States. — 
Diabeg. the lowest pee ot the Torsidonian 
series * in the 

— and Belgiam, equiva- 
Dominant lent ‘o the La Britain. 

dyn = hS — iP. See 
ae of — FPamennian ~ a: oo Rit 
ter}, 2 in * reser part 4 Bmp oy 

Belgium uppermost division 
Fontan in un and narthern France, image cof and · 

Pierre 
of the Lah the in the tn ‘the United 
States, jp hy below Pox Hilla group and above the 
Colorado it consists of bitumingoas 

favs tense on an abandance of molluscan fos- 
a division of the Cretaceous sya 
of the United Sta’ Iytigg Be- 

group. The recke are chied sandstones with interbedded 
ita, Ver SFORD, an Upper division 

is af the wer Silurian system in Tasmania, consisti 
limestones and and containing a consid. 
* and varied — in fi fau Group forestry, t 

tres which ——— up i pate | — young i 
i ow insects, wind -break, or other maxing, dar fall, aimow- 
agency, on a8 starting-polnts ‘tor the future f forest, 
or it these are insofficient, small open are iy 
made. — ee | —— seed the mature 

* * wiih cathe 338 *2* Soom cuttings, ©! exten until they Join,— 
Sorestry, & *55 forest in which trees of 

—— species occur in groups not larxe enough to be 
—— stan da, —— * function, in math., 
rae grown es wae — ‘on the variables, which leave 

—— of gubstiee Bee 
ped rt in Joreefry, a 
method of conservative lam ne In which the forest ts 
reproduced after a single catting by leaving seed. posed of 
the kind desired tn preps, — 
———— —— 
ston of the Permian in the Vosges Mountains, | ying 
near the base of the series, underlain by the arkose 
shale contalning Callipteris ferta, and overlain by the 
toffs and maris of Meisenbuckel.— Hel group, 
term loosely applied, in New York geo! , to formations 

New York, em- as the epee, oontaing in eastern 
lower (Lower Helder! — an ones 6 pper 

Helde re) division, $e two he 
(riskany sandaton The term is no lower — 4 
setae, Dut is restricted to the lower divisbon (Helderberg 
or Helderbergian), to which it was originally applied,— 
Huerfano a —— of the — ezotems in 
southern © is correlated with the of the 
Bridger basin of Middle  pocone age. Im = 
continuous group, in math., a group sae t Ets wtb. 
stitutions are generally finite but in certakn ; ochal cases 
are infinitesimal.—In le in math, When 
" agiven continwoas group, G, the ¢ jerived ,sroap of G, 

that of Gy, and soon, if the series 2, Gy, ¢ . ter- 
be antes with, the identical operation, Gi bs an ‘inteyratte 
wrewp. — Kask: group, 4 subdivision of the Subcar- 
bontferous or Mississippian rocks in the Mississippi basin, 
forming the top of t] series and onderlain by the St, 
Louis group. Tt attains a thickness of G00 feet and con- 
tains beds of limestone fall of fossil remains, as the Pen- 
tremital and Archinedes limestones. group, 
a aobdivision of the Subcarboniferous or Mississippian 
series in the Mississippi basin. U follows the Burlington 
lingestane ard is —— by the Warsaw shales and line. 
stone, which are frequently united with ft, It comsiste 
mostly of limestone, but also containe a well-known geote- 
bed, bearing genles of lange slae with many minerals, Ite 
fauna is poted for tts coarse and large crinoids of massive 
construction and its bexactinellid sponges of the genems 
52355* Phyespongia, amt Phragmedietya,—Kin- 
derhook group, the lowest division of the Subcarbontt- 
erous or ian group in the Mississippd basin tt 
is underlain by onan rocks amd overlain by the Bar. 
lington limestone, and comprises various subdivisions, 
the most persistent of which are the lithographic line: 
stone, the vermicutar sandstone and shales, and the Cho- 
teau limestone. Its rocks are sandstones, shales, and * 
stones, and ite ſauna is rsin. ⸗ 

,a group of linear eubetitationa, am = math. 
+ &),where a, 8, y, 6 are irnaginarios, and ab — Bye l.— 

Leclan group, coe the lower di 

be, this 

| ey he 

jun of Juvavian stage in 

550 

pelagic Triasale series of the Mediterranean basin and 
4 diviston of the Tertiary 

regarded as of — * — 
An 

FES, 8 eon of ene —— 
relonying to the archiean and — in no 
land and the Hebrides: man: age Be Murchison (ase) — 
the island of Lewia.— Little series of 
ftrata in Nova emily to the —— a 

ap, a tern introduced by the 
— an 258 335 in A ey usage to 

— tov Se Medd * * Lyn- a om vor fat od ‘o Sgronp,— 
tom soup, the le division of the Lower Devonian 
tucks of North —— consisting of grits and calcareous 
slates, lying between the Foreland grits beneath and the 
Hangman grita e. ⸗ 86 an upper divi- 
sion of the Permian rocks in Kansas — 
Ferns the lowest division of the Lower Carboni- 

or —⸗ series —— tas 
vian group, a rd Biche * 
— a series of Middle Cambrian shal 

flags, and grite which are seen near Bt. Davids 
1 Genera) in Wales, where they attain a thickness of about 

—* and He conformable to both Upper and Lower 

tes of Alabama anid G 
into Arksheat and Texaa— group 
linear equation or Tg of linear equations, a set of 
transformations, not dependi arbitrary —— 

mond beds of Indiana.— 

in New J —— the Lower G d. byt ow Jersey equ. Teensan' 
above the Raritan clays and neem te —— — 

a division a tthe ( system 
of the United States. It fa reganted 

as the upper ivision of the Colorado formation, which 
Ties below the Montana and * ee Tmkota formation, 

marl: 
of organic remains, moss conspicn- 

ete po are the Daim which — rey 
several species of rodacty jeatosaars, 

turtles, and the toathed bi birds wae’ Haspororaie oa Iechthy- 

— gap inten 48 en Cy 
that of Gy, at of Gy, and nd oc on tt ceria GG, Gs... ter 

a perfect grow, B nerd 

 Otl-oreelt the *8 division of the oe 
carboniferous or iad sap jan series In northwestern 
—— — as the 

— buch Sci — Sharatterized the presence and culmination of the 
trilobite genus ua. — Olenidian group, the w 
moet division of the Cambrian system, by 
the presence culmination of ite genus 

— a division of the Sabcarbon- 
iferous or M ppian Fock in the Interior basin of the 
United States, embracing the Burlington, Keokuk, and 
Waraw limestones, and lying * oe. Kinder. 
hook and below the St, —_ » prospe.— Pape et group, 
the ——— member the middle —— 

in the Triassic of India, consisting of — 
feet of sandstones and red clays contatning pont one 
flora of ferna, cycada, and contfers, and some vertebrates, 
Traces of the chet fauna and flora have also been 
found in North Roseian (Dwina beds) and in the Beaufort 
beds of Cape © aoe — The het beds overtie 
the Dar Lower Triassbe age and are overlain 
b ~Paradoxidian the 

fidle Cambrian fo con Of shales, sare: em, ariel 
limestones, characterized by the presence of various Spe. 
ches of the trilobitie genus Paraderides, The grow 
underlies the Upper Cambrian or Olenidian series, and 
overlies the Lower Cambrian, Georgian, or Olenellus 
group. It is well developed in New Brunswick, Canada, 
and Newfoundland, where it constitates the middle or 
Acalian division of the St. Jolin p It includes the 
Rraintree argillites of eastern Massachusetts, and is 
an egg Sb tn Euro re by the Menevian of Great Britain 
and the shales of Scandinavia, Rawela, 
Kohemia, 5 = aie The contained fauna comslsta of 
numerous trilobites, with some brachbopeds, worm-taubes 
(hyolithids), more nrg tere echinederms, and spore. 
spicules, Also called Paradoridian acries.— Patapaco 

the beeal member of the Cretaceous series of 
lary and, consisting of party-colored clays and sande 

tying unconfarmably upon * Arundel beds, and overlain 
by the Raritan groupa. have furnished a 
considerable fthora comapeising ferns, eyeads, conifers, 
monocotyledons, and some primitive dicotyleduns — 
Perfect group, 5 math,, one Which coinckdes with ite 
derived pom: group, a series of limestone 
and shale beds, 7 lurian age. in the Fareka district of 
Nevaia.  [¢ is about $000 feet thick and contains faunas 
of mixed Cambrian and Silurian expression in its lower 
_ and of Lower Silurian expremion in suecessively 
igher zo. — Potomac See Potomac torment: 

tion.— Predominant grou © anhdomiinant toreep, 
Puerco the hasal member of the terrestrial 

Eocene Tertiary, ‘de ‘Velopet tr the Sun Jun basin of 
northwestern New Mexico, lying apon the marine and 
breckish- water Laramie beds of the Upper Cretaceous and 
beneath the Torrejon formation, This formation has fur. 
wished a larwe namber of meltitubercalate manuals 
(Polynastodon, Neoplagiautax, Tridacdon, — — — 
and some condylarths and edentates.— Purin group, ins 
chem., & a group cunsisting of an alloxan group, ( —28 
join a Grea midical, as shown in the d 

A group of this order enters 

grouper 

into the structure of the purin bases andof uric acid. The 
group suggests the existence of a common mother-cub- 

Neth 

stance of the composition ut bxn 
> CH, which bas 

x—0-N 

boon termed puri. —— proun. a division of the 
Precambrian rocks of Newfound . consisting of samd- 
stones, shales, and conglomerates, and lying immediately 
below beds of Precambrian —— —— a. 
remains, See Momahle tealates.— ean group, the 
— division of the —— series ot Lower Cre 
taceous of the coastal belt in the exstern United States, 
pas pa in to the ®Alblrupean grow —— seeb 

Rationality group, , iu math.. a linear 
—— A ant every ration of which ¢ come: 

to « rational transformation of the solution of a 
eat ele equation.— Red Wall , i hame given by 
Powell to = Lower Carboniferuus in the Grand 
Caton of the Ca aA , in marth, a 
—— groan of he order n,on » letters. — St. 
eae. 3 division of the Lower Carboniferous or 
—— 2 | omg le * the interior basin of the United 

Msnestome,— Bhi States, group, 
the u division of the Subcarboniferoas or 
Mississippian in northwestern Pennsylvania. 
—8 , in entom.,in Kirby's system, 
those groape of * Which either never enter the 
tropics or those tropical insects Whose rangre does not exceed 
—* ap the O88 World or 43° in — m contrad istine- 

im predominant dominant growpe, th 
the first of which he inc Indes groupe extending ‘fen tn 
arctic region, where ¥: —— te th uator, and 
in the second Be oe genet ihe troptos but fall 
short of the polar circlea. — , in math., 

containing all —— —X* — — — — 

Cam 
pg hg RF a Pa 

tween tilted Algor! 
massive 4 oll all Ite 

series of — —— — 
above Precambrian series of Newfoundland. The only 
tonsil ie a supposed species of the calcareous 
Oldha’ — group, the v member of 
basal y ———— = the 
— of Torrefon, in ay hy 
em New Mexion I 

sisting of red i! jonera 
ting from 8,000 to 10,000 fect in ee * =a 

Reotland, lying unconformably a 
* and, likewise upconforn: 
an 

ee ae eee oats on Se om 
beds. the ou belived = —* an 
Eocene raed ed ty ountain region, Seveloped 
to the south of the ered Mountains in Utah. Tt in 
—. three fosifliferous horizons; the upper or Uintah 

proper, the lower or Telmatetarrium beds, and at 
the ae pivelent of the upper part of the Bridger 

of the Bridger basin. Its thickness is about 
S00 fect, and ite tks are chiefly freshwater deposits 
with agreat *3338 pag: ge Twunmalion renin 
—Wi the lower division of the Lower 
Eocene Ti re. Wahtateh Mountains of Utah, ertiazy fn 
lying below the Wind River group and above the Tor- 
Tejon ay These strata have also been named the Ce 
— ds, They Corry git extensive series of man- 
malinn remains, among wh f 
* of the equine several species of C. 
om, precethertom, cha. —Wichiba gram, tae Con 

Gtviaion of of the Pertotan beds in Texas, pte a 
ferns falehin, and a fea of — 
bibia, and reptiles.~.Wind Ri ver Fou, = 

the Lower Hanning in the vieinity of the Wind River of 
Wyoming, lying abore the Wahsatch groap and below 
the Bridger beds: also called the Bathwopris beds 
division abounds fy manmalian remains —~ the 
horses, Jthenacedua and Proterohd, *, together with 
Coryphodon, Hyracotherinm, Bathyopeis, and others. 
— Woodstock group, the — division of the 
Eocene Tertiary beds in the jon af Maryland and ¥ er. 
sinks, bordering the Potomac river, and regarded as rep 
—— — part the middle division of the Rocetie of Une 

u 

groupage (xré’piij), n. [group + -age.] Group 
ing; arrangementin groups. 8. Taylor, 

group-breaker (grip‘bra’ker), », In eleet.. « 
— or circuit-breaker, in a power-station, 
80 arranged as to break simultaneously a group 
of circuits. 

uper, n. 2. Any one of many different 
fishes in different countries. ‘The name is applied 
to different species of serrancid fishes resembling or sap 
poscd to resemble the sermunoid fighes property eo narned. 

grouper, (i) 5 — (5) The black jew 
flab, GCarrupa migrate, (ec) Mycteroperca bonact, = tal 
gove Grouper, « large tleh of the family Serrancde, 

weteroperca toulenpert. (Gulf of California. |—~ Polson 
wend lumierd, « tah found from Florida 

— Brazil.  Seliow uper, a name given in the Gala. 
= ed Islands to the Sree tan —— — — 

a larg 
nidse, |Flotida. 1 

am 

ivision of 

muitive 

now, of the family Serra 



group-flashing 

(grép’flash‘ing), ». The flash- 
ing of a light with varying periods between 
the flashes, xs in lighthouses, ‘The finshes of a 
group, two or three in number, are separated by very 

intervals and each group ia divided from the next 
group by a much longer perk 34 

rp mar’aj), » <A form 
of marri 
sidered t 
Keane, Man Past and Presen 

mind (griép’mind), ». In social peychol., 
the collective mind of a group, class, or s0- 
ciety; the stock of beliefs, customs, attitudes, 
ete., common to the members of such a group. 

group mae felt b Tee witttided Cont ie Coun met = 

ecloas or involun pert of his —— partake of 
the character of mec 

Brinton, Basia of Social Relations, p. 24. 

group-type p’tip’), #, The common men- 
taland moral type, and the prevailing manner 
ofa pet 7. E. A, Ross, in Amer. Jour, 

—— A ho is group-wife (grip’wif), n. woman who 
one of a group consi ered to be the wives of a 
group of men. See *, rriage. 

Dr, Howitt “thi oH Toe eo | 
be seen in the for as 1 shall show pore 
Ya hh, ah | wife before she be- 

Pirrauru or 
fatere, Jan. 6, 1906, p. 226. 

Bp, wil), », An agreement or 
— reat vidual wills; the common pur- 
pore and —— of ® social up. 

A. Ross, in Amer. Jour. Sociol., VITL 762. 

ne to ine interest of the group. E. A. Ross, 
Social Control, p. 28. — 

grous, n. Same as 
grouseberry (grous ri) »n. The American 
wintergreen or ker’ , Gaultheria pro- 
cumbens. See winter, —— Al 

grouse- +n. ocust or 
ere per —— the subfamily Tettiging. J.B, OU 

nm. Entom., 
—— aera. a. n. A snail, Helix 

grow, v. i. 6. Ofa ery to develop or en- 
large by the addition of molecules * 
accordance with the —— ot —— a 
tion. -— Growing pottery, earthen — SFU 
which exhibits the phenomenon of a ‘crystalll 
which expt the pRenomenen of «, cryetal —— 

rowing-pains (s70-ing-pénz’), mpl. Vari ng-panz’), ». pl. Various 
indefinite pains about the joints, especially of 
the lower extremities, in children and and ado- 
lesecents. 

-point (gro‘ing-point), n. In bot., the 
eone of growth at the tip of the stem, at 
which the apical cell is located and which is 
the seat = vegetative ee ae 

— Boe moe 
Li deg paneled 4 ich ends with a * 
atthe conclusion of the senaon.— Line of 
mollusks, especially bivalves, one of Uve concentric | 
that mark the external surfaces of he shell and ran 
lel to the free margin. Each Hee represents a 
rest In the process of the formation of the shell.— 
fleld wth. See ndunterr 

forest growth which comes up naturally after 
. fire, or other disturbing cause.— Volume 

See #increment, 6— Volunteer in 

— Basal 

of 

cutti 

trees which have sprung up in 
—— 8 4 oft rey 5 old thelds, or cherry or aspen ip 

growth-line (gréth’lin), ». Any line which 
marks a stage of growth * an organisnn: as, 
the groiwth-lines of aplant or of a shell, 

growth- ring (groth’ring), n. A line of growth, 

in bufued 

See *growt 
growthy (gro’thi), a rocth + -y1,] Some- 
what ove wn; of rather more than the usual 
size. [Colloq.] 

She was easily third and Mr. Cloagh's growthy tm- 
Mertin heifer Dorcas had to stand sealing down te 

Rep. Kan, State Board Agr., W014, p. 1M, 

4, In cricket, a ball bowled along 

white Grub (Larhmerwrna arcwata: 
@, beetle; 4, pupa ic. . waters larva, At All natural an (Chittenden, 

In 
wise —A a, Directed upon the 

—— ee an —* individual ; Dertain- py tt 

griinerite (gril’ner-it), » 
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the ground. Also called, in the slang of 
cricket, sneaker and daisy-cutter. ——8 

= one of several large sphingid 
= ‘as the lao nx, or the te inx. 
best. Waste ara e larva 4 any scarabeeid 

espoctally of the iolonthint, and the genus Lach- 
nosterna. The white apes ot tr a and Cyeloce- 
phate or May-beetles do erect Corea damage to grassland and 

strawberry, potato, and other hy +4 planted in old sod. 
Other well- ‘ow forma bel ang to 

igyrtes, and Cotalyr, 
gener Allorhina 

or June-beetl — 

Grubbia ( maby th), x n. [NL ( (Bergius, 1767), 
named in honor of Michael Grubb, director of 
the — East India a 

the leave or cg 

Grabbiacess ( — — ere 
licher, 1838 33 Grebe 
of dicotyledonous — 
der Santalales taining 
*Grubbia (whieh —8 

A fungus grab- fung’ : 
which a LS tthe arene Farina insects and 
replaces ** bedy ot the larva with — 

* giving a alia 8 effect. 

n. L. — 
ma eg family 
sae of the or- 
6 single genus 

"The conn 

in China. 8 with cut. 
grub-prairie (grub’p — Land full of 
roots —A os oe bed out. See the 
extract. pper —2 region. } 

— F. B. Hough, Elements of Forestry, p. 62, 

rw, fern grub‘skri),. A set-screw hay- 
og no —— simply a slot for receiving the 
serew-driver by means of which it is turned. 
* Brit. Inst. of Elect. Engin., 

crubstake (grab stik), v. te 5 ’ and pp. 
hap ppr. 
'o fit out or supply with liances, ete., tor 

oe, oxpply with spp } s0me Oo ng, on condition 
of of aharing in the profits. See take, m, 
Electrochem. er March, + P- 103,” 

2. Crate or —— saltpeter, as 
Reseed from = J 

Gru-gru worm. me as gru-gri, 
nite (grii‘nou-it), a. (G. Griinau+t-ite2, ] 

A complex metallic mineral containing sul- 
phur, uth, nickel, etc.: perhaps only a 
mixture of the nickel sulphid polydymite with 

Griinau, 
Germany. 

-swallow (grun‘di-swol’6), ». [A 
ular perversion of the —— (as. qrun- 

properly gundeswel, groundsell, 
v. The peta ing — 23— 

a7.) —* (Named after E. 
L. Griner, who analyzed it.] An iron am- 

ibole (FeSiOg) oceurring in brown fibrous 
‘orms, 

grtineritization (grii’ ner-i-ti-z‘shon), n. 
griinerite + -ize —— — In —— ‘the 

alteration of the minerals in a rock to 
nerite or iron metasilicate in the form of 
amphibole. 

te (griin’ling-it),0. [Named after 
Herr Griialing, a German mineralogist.] A 
compound of ismuth, tellurium, and sulphur, 
perhaps Bi,TeSg. It resembles tetradymite. 

grunt, n. 3. Among the various fishes of the 
genus Haemulon and family Hamulide, so 
named, are the following: Biack rant, Harmen 
bonariense ; boargrunt, HM. surwe; French grunt, i. 

edinentum ; aray grunt, J. macrostonmture grunt 
Mackfish, £7. bonarriense see Whlack sah); Mancaret grunt, 
Taibo ; oper mouthe grunt (ame as French eorunty, 
reds mouth grunt, Bath: yatorna rimator ; striped grant, 
Hemulon macrostomunm ; white grant, Bathystoma 
etriatus (see alae capeuna); yellow grunt (same as beer. 
Rygrunt) 

ter, "., 1. ( A horse which hus the habit of 
emitting a * during exptrutlann. when suddenly 
moved or start] 

Grusian (cro’ — a.andn, (Russ, Gruziya, 
Georgian, + -an.) Same as Georgian?, 

gryllid (gril’id), ». and a. I. ». A member of 
7— a Gryllidx. 
ant f or belonging to the orthopterous 
arn 5 

gry (pri’6- — n. [Said to be 
formed rf Nissl) f from Gr. ypi, taken in the 
sense of ‘the dirt under the nail,’ + x 
color.) In nevrol., a nerve-cell in which the 
chromatic substance exists in the form of 

bismuthinite and other species : 

guadil 
minute basophil granules which give tne 
stained protoplasm a dusty appearance. 

F. M. Bailey, in Jour. Exper. Med., Oet. 1, 1001, p. S73. 

osis (gri-fo’sis), nm, An incorreet form 
jposis, of gry, 

one e-rit), 5 Lian eke 
geri eras), n. Tt. ypuTdg 

eurved, + xépac, —— A genus of ammonoid 
cephalopods or ammonites from the Triassic 
rocks. 

(grip-}-thé’ri-um), n. —53 — 
eurved, Moioa, beast, in allusion 

e —) A genus of extinct und- 
sloth, related to and closely resembling ~~ 
lodon and Megatherium, Some members of the 
were contem, A - on, man in soathern th 

G, Getet, remaine of which America, 
Mere found in 8 exve i is au) to have 
been kept in a state of hh a" 
G. 8. Anabbreviation (a) of Grand Seribe ; (b) 
of Grand Secretary ; (c) of Grand Sentinel ; (d) 
of Grand Sen 
Gshelian (gshe el’i-an), Russ. Gshel(’sk) a 
district in Russia, prom, In geol., one of 
the divisions of the Carboniferous system on 
the continent of Europe which constitutes the 

Gr. —— 

a, 2 7 narrow strip of cloth worn 
as & breech-clout, * Mooney, Child life: in 
Cyc. of Indian Tri 
G.T. An —— (a) of Good Templar ; 
dt. Br of Grand Tiler. 

Br., Gt. Brit. Abbreviations of Great 

cs * abbreviation (a) of guinea; (5) of 

guaba s (ege'th), n. [Porto Rican.) Same as 
* 
cam ag gh a, (NL, < —— 

American an Ind. guaca parro 
A large aka fe —— — 
maia, Ssh chenashersoedity — 
in the West Indies. 

1 (gwii-kam’f5l), ». [qua(iacol) + 
camph(or) + -ol.) An ester of guaiacol and 
camphorie aeid, It is suggested as a remedy for the 
night-sweats of phthisis; also asan intestinal antiseptic. 

(gwii’sé-mii), n. [Haytian name.) In 
Porto Rico, @Guazuma guazuma, a handsome 
tree of the order Ster- 
culiacew, which has 
elm-like leaves and 
axillary clusters of 
small yellowish- F 
white flowers. The § 

— 

dunt 

a⸗ a remedy for hen. 

— " J is mech ; 5 * 
laginous and Is adapted Cine (orient sise 
for poultice, It is quite 
teagh and has been used forcordage. The tree is adiminabl, 
adapted for avenues. It may be re \y trimned anil 
soon sens forth a luxuriant growth of eral —— which 
form a dense head, The young branches and fru! 
much relished by eattl. The wood, sometimes called 
bastard cedar, is used for tubs, furniture, and interior 
woodwork. 

guacin (cwil'sin), n. [guaco + -in?.] Anamor- 
— bitter principle obtained from the 

ves of guaco. 
bap nerd », 3, Same as *huaco, 
gencoces (gwi-bo-b0'h), n. [Cuban.] A tree 
= = fam —— Daphnopsis Guacacoa, 

ch yields a —— strong, white bast-fiber. 
gwi-dil-kaz’a-rit), n, [Gua- 

dateazar, in MS alco, + -ite?.] Sulphid of 
mercary ’(metacinnabarite) cootiining a small 
amount of zine. 
guadil (qwit-1él’), m, [Guanche name in the 
Canary Islands.) One of the shrubs which 
roduce rhodium-wood, Conrolewlus floridus, 
tisan ornamental shrub, from 4 to 6 feet high, the branches 

and Inear leaves of which are cov with « white 
powder, flowers are pure white, so 5 ane when the 
gens fo tn Booms & hes Oe appearance of being covered 



guaethol 

guaethol (gwit-eth’dl), m. [gua(iacum) +eth(er: 
+ -ol.) ae as * me ) 9* 

anche (gwii-gwiin’che), a. [Cuban.] A 
small barracuda, Sphyrena guachancho, found 
in the waters — ——— 

wi’ n. naiae( une a3, 
A little a name for crotonaldehyde, CHyCH: 
CHCHO, which is -~ ag — 

guaiacene (gvrꝰa⸗sõn), u. [guaiae(um) + -ene. 
Same as A the incorrect name for *tiglie 
aldehyde, 

(gwi-as’e-tin), m.  [guai{aeum) + 
acet(ic) + ~iu2.] atechin - monoacetie 
acid: used in medicine in about the same way 
ny acol. 
de (swt e-kel) n, Same as 
guaiacola (garish lat  m 
-atel,] A salt of guaiacol. 

(gwi-g-kon’ik), a. [guaiacum + 
-one +-ic,] Borived from gusiacum — 
Quatiaconic acid, a resinons, levorotatery compo a 
Cc, hich is obtained from 
wttatk 180° G., conetitutes 7D per cen ©, conatitutes 70 per cent. of the crude - 
acum reain, and tarns bine in the presence of oxidizing 
agenta, Also called a-resin. +t] A 

suaiacyl (gwi'a-sil), 1. [quaiac-um + -y7. 
whiti annorphous ¢ompoun (CgHg.0.CHg) 
stra ep }o, the caleium salt of guaiaco 
sulphonic acid: used as a local anesthetic. 
guaiakinol (gwi'a-kin-él), ». [gueia(cwm) + 
kina + -ol.] A guaiacolate of quinine. 

(gwi'a-miir), n. ai(acol) + Ts. 
amarus, bitter.) The glycerol ester of guai- 
col: used in medicine in about the same way 
aS a , D+ 

‘0 -ap’e-rél, wn. [quaia(co 
—— — pA "A crystalline com- 
pound, OsHiiN-(C7H03)2y obtained by the 
action of piperidine upon guaiacol: used in 
ae Gal 
guaiag (gwi’a- 
quin(ine).] A yall 
consisting of 

H Hi — 

uiacol. 

kwin), n. [guaia(col) + 
owish solid of bitter taste 

quinine-guaiacol sulphonate, 
-CopHggNoOz: an odorless 

ubstitute for gualaeo ls 
guaiaquinol (gwi’a-kin-dl), m. [guaia(cum) 
+ quna + J Quinine bromguasiacolate. 
Tt is used Dewi ieine. » t — 

guaiasano ‘a-sa-nol), n, ia(ewm 
L. (7) anus, sound, + ol.) Diethyl-giyeocoll- 
guaiacol hydrochlorid. It is soluble in water, 
and is used in the same way as guaiacol, 

.. Wasintroduced by FE. Rinhorn and Hilts 
as a soluble form of guaincol. It erystallizes in white 
prisms, having a faint odor and a saline, bitter taste, 

Buck, Med. Handbook, IV. 425, 

guaiene (gwi’én), ». wai(acum) * -ene.] 
A pale Nig an ol ydrocarbon, Cj 9Hj9, 
prepared by the distillation of guaiacum resin 
with zine dust, It sublimes and forms bril- 
liant plates, which melt at 97-98° C. 

ol (gqwi'dl), m. [quai (acum) + .] 1. Same 
as *tiglic aldehyde.—2, Same as *champacol. 

guajica (gwii-hé’ki), ». [Cuban.) ‘wcilia 
—— one of the killifishes inhabiting streams 
in Cuba. 

guajilote! (gwi-hé-l6’ta), n. 
a *cuajilote, 

guajilote? (quié-hé-16’ta),n. A corruption of 
t cuajiole, 

gnake (gwil’k6), », [From one of the pueblo 
lan, 8 of New Mexico, prob, Tela.) A 
vegetable dye used by the Pueblo Indians to 
paint their pottery black. It is — ob- 
tuined from the root and stalks of a species of 

— ii-mii’), n. [Porto Ri av *), ». [Porto Riean and Vene- 
zuelan.| <A tree of the mimosa family, Inga 
laurina, extensively used in the West Indies 
and in Venezuela and Colombia as a coffee 
shade-tree. It bears broad, bean-like pods, 
with an edible, sweet, fluffy pulp, 

di-mii‘ch6),». [Native name in 
Venezuela,] <A tree, Lereskia Guamacho of 
the cactus family, 12 to 15 feet high, which 
bears yellow flowers and branches covered 
with long, atraight spines. When planted in rows 
it forms impenetrable peaees, Tt yivlds quantities of a 
re brown gum, which d ves completely in water. 
Venezuela.) 

guamo (gwii-m6’},n. (Venezuclan.) Same as 

guamuchil (gwi-mt-chél’),n, [Mexi mi-chél’),m. exican gua- 
meuchil, —— quamachil, < Aztec quamo- 
chitl.] <A tree, Pithecolobium dulee, which 
bears abruptly pinnate leaves and pods which 
contain a sweet edible aril surrounding the 
seeds. [Mexican.] See *kamachiles. 

A variant of 
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guana’, x, (Caben.) 2, The name in Cuba 
for the lace-like inner bark of the blue or 
mountain mahoe, Pariti clatum, a malvace- 
ous tree 50 to 60 feet high. The fiber is ob- 
tainable in broad bands up te 12 or 15 inches wide, 
Formerly tt was mach ased for tying * cigars; 
ite place for this purpose, however, 

woven silk banda, It is extensively used in the 
United States and for ing women's hate and 
millinery trimmings. © y known as Cota beet, 

guanacaste (gwi-nii-kiis’té), n. [Costa Rican.) 
Same as *guanacaztli. 

guanacastil (qwi-ni-kis’tla), n (Mex. gua- 
nacastli, < Nahuatl quauhnacaztli, ‘ ear-tree,’ ¢ 
quauitl, tree, + na- 
eaztli, ear.] The ear- 
drop tree or car-pad 
tree, Enterolohium 
cyclocarpum, a} 
handsome tree of 4 
mimosa family. It 

D 
— periph of Guanacaztll Liwterolediwe cycle 

r top stat he — — ya of the 
meets the rounded base, ™ 

eadsof flowers, and pect- 
liar pods shaped cry 
human ear, the inner 
sutare of 
being very mach com 

and the outer 
the 

fruit, ose fourth natural size; 
+, seed, tives, fourths natural 

es 

pod es eee melee. 
trongha, canoes, and in house-baild- 

ing, and the pods and bark one 

guanase (gwi’nds), n. [quan(ine) + -ase.] An 
autolytice ferment which eauses the transferma- 
tion of ine to xanthin, 

—— n. [gquan(ine) + az- 
L] A — compoun 

) 

which crystallizes in mono- 

clinie ap and melts at 206° C. It isa 
feeble gives a deep red color with ferric 
chlorid, and is also called 8, 5-diamino-1, 2, 4- 

M. triazi 
guandee (gwin-dé’), n. Samo as *gandul. 
guanidin (gwii’ni-din), ». n(ine) + -id + 
-ine®.] A strong erystallizable base, CH,Nag, 
which results on oxidation from guanine. 
In combination with ornithin, as in, it represents 
one of the most constant decomposition-products of the 
albaminous molecule, 

Ww n(ine) + guanimin ‘ni-min), n. 
imine] A ¢ substance which is formed 
by the action of heat upon a guanidin salt of 
& fatty acid, 

0, ".— Phospho- . Peruvian guano, « trade-name 
for a mixture of superphosphate of lime and Peruvian 
gitano: used aa a fertilizer. 

mane + suanobiliary {(gwii'nd-bil’i-d-ri), a. 
— Noting a biliary scidy whi proba- 
bly belongs to the gl id group, 
found in Peruvian guano. 

guano-horn (gv'n5-héen), . A tin tube 
about 3 feet long and 2 inches in diameter, 
used in a ng guano and similar fertilizers lyi 
to plowe hey UO. 8. Dept, Ag., Bulletin 33, 
1896, p. 194. 

guansline (gwii’ n6-lin), a. ano + -ol + 
~-ine*,] A colorless compound, HN:C(NH. 
NHC ‘gHs, formed from guanidin an 
ethyl chlorcarbonate. It crystallizes with 
$H0 in trimetric laminw, melting at 100° C. 
Also — guanolene and ethyl guanadinecar- 
borylate, 

guanylic (gwii-nil’ik), a. [quan(ine) +-yl +-ic.] 
— a nueleinie acid, G ob- 
taine lg Mouton 
guao (gwii’d), n. n Sp., of native origin.] 
‘A West Indian tree of the cashew family, 
Comocladia dentata, Its edible fruit is known 
as maiden-plum (which see). In Mexico the name 
is applied to several planta with acrid juice which causes 
eruptions of the skin, — te the poleon-cak Legend 
Toricmiendron) aml Comeoeladta Engleriana, which are 
also called tetiatia, 

guaparanga (gwii-pii-riing’ gi), ». [Braz,] 
See Marlieria, 
enapens (qwii-pa'nf), 2. [W.Ind.?] Same as 
re fish, 
guaperva (gwii-per’vil), m. [Pg. (Lacerda).] 
A trigger-fish of the genus Balistes. 

guapinol (ewii-pé-ndl’), n. [Mex. Sp., ¢ Na- 
huatl quawitl, tree, + pinolli, a kind of flour. 

guardo-move 

There is a dry mealy pulp surrounding the 
seeds.) The courbaril, Hymenwa Courbary. 
See Hymenza, 
guar (gwiir), 1». Same as gouarce. 
gaara? (gwi'rh), n, [Cuban Sp., from a native 
name.] In tropical America, several species 
of Cupania, trees of the family Sapindacex. 
having imate leaves and racemes or panicles 
of small flowers. In Porto Rico C. Americana fe- 
hishee a Woe which, 

and — ite black seeds with low ard 
t ir base. (Giuara blanca, or guaran de costa & 

C. glabra, a species common in the West Indies, =! 
colorado, or guara macho, is C. la, 2 
—— timber of these trees » 

bu, ». 2. A large tree of the familr 
Cesalpiniacer, Pel e confertiflora, whieh 
yields a useful w and from the bark of 
which a fine red dye is obtained. 

(gwit-rii’chit), ». ex. Sp., also 
guarache, huaracho, huarache.}) 1, A kind of 
sandasl used by the Mexicans and the Indians 
of Mexico.—2. A graceful Spanish dance, or 
the music for it. 

guaraguao (cwii-rii-gwii’), n. [Porto Rican.) 
In Porto Rico, & name of several trees of the 

nera Trichilia and Samyda, of the mahogany 
‘family. The most important is S. Guédonia, the hard 

red wood of which resembles y bot ie crm 
constractics 

guard, n., 3. ) In foot-ball, basketball, avi 
similar —“ player oceupying a certain 

ition. 

On gand’-ohe give gun i —* lay — in urn par⸗. 
to inform the co holds his bat —— 
pont aged! apf ye ed EO 

a na — 

—————— a 

(giir’di-kds ti), n.  Nawt., » 
Spanish gunboat most! employed agains! 
sm jen! a coast quand vewse 

-' giird’ n In @& mowing-tm.- 
chine, the serew-bolt used to fasten the finger- 
guards in ; See ne. 

guard- n 2. Ni & book in which 

— — — receiv g-officer of the - 
ship of a fleet or squadron. 
guard-detail (gird’dé-tal"),n. The squad de- 
tailed from a company for guard-duty. 

Guardians of the pole, See *guard. 
guard-iron ‘Vérn),n. 1, pl. See guert- 
frons.—2, An iron strap placed along the 
outside edge of the wheel-guard of a dle. 
steamer.—3, A or fender attached to 
the front — of an ae — — 

guard-lam 1 Pp). In ony, 85 
eeandeseent aod in a central station — 
neeted as to serve as & signal or indicator te 
5 mistakes on the part of an operator. 
lect. — * rt ee * * ars p-. 966. 

guard- ( “léf), 4. ea at srrows 
between the clusters of a blossom of a double 

— gard’) kk), 1. A lock placel 5 ‘lok), m. 1. oe 
at the junction of an artificial canal with the 
sea or other natural body of water whose level 
is subject to an extent of fluctuation undesir- 
able for the caval. When boasts are required 
to enter or leave the canal while a difference 
of level prevails between the water in the 
canal and outside, a pair of locks is necessary: 
otherwise a single lock is sufficient. —2. Any 
lock used to guard a keyhole or to guard ao- 
other lock, as in the locks of the boxes of » 
safe-deposit vault, where the key to the guari- 
lock may be held by the attendant of the vant 
and the key of the box by the renter, both kers 
being used to open the box, See dupler *loct. 

0 (giir’dé),1. Areceiving-ship or -vessel 
on which enlisted men are temporarily quar- 
tered until drafted to sea-going vessels. [Nava 
sailors’ slang.) 
guardo-move (giir’dé-miv), . Naw?., a trick 
played upon a lanjsman on a receiving-ship. 



te 

* 

| 

guard-pile 
guard- gird’pil), ». A pile driven in a 
—— = ona in tromh ot a dock, pier, 
abutment, or other structure, for the —— 
of protecting the latter from injury by ship- 
ping or heavy floating bodies, 

guard-pin (giird’pin}, ». In a small firearm, 
a pin used to fasten the trigger-guard, 

-plate, n. 2. A curved plate used to 
revent a flexible disk-valve from opening or 
ae beyond the distance limi by the 

guard-polyp (giird’pol’ip), a. In some hy- 
droid polyps, as Plumularia, a tentacle-like 
projection of the canosarc, bearing thread- 
cells, or adhesive globules, and surrounded 
bra hydrotheea. It has, probably, a nutritive 
—— serving to eateh food. Also nemato- 
phore, sarcotheca, and machopolyp. 
guard-rail,». 2, Nawt., a fore-and-aft timber 
bolted on the outside of the covering-board or 
lank-sheer on steam-vessels navigating har- 
rs, lakes, and rivers, to act as a fender when 

lying —— of other vessels, or when made 
t to a dock, Sometimes a second guard- 

rail is carried along the sides just above the 
water, and is then called a bilge guard-rail, 

- n, 2, In elect., an annular metal 
plate which surrounds the attracted disk of 
an electrometer and is maintained at the same 

— 2 ),n. A strip of sh ( ‘strap), n. p of sheet- 
iron oes § above the top of a driving-wheel 
of a locomotive, 
guard-wire (gird‘wir), ». In electric railwa 
construction, wire stretched above the 

ey-wire vent coming contac 
pen other "and il hi J —— Brit. 
nat. 0, . Engin., -02, p. 91. 

Guareschi and Mosso's base. See *base?, 
ite (gwi’ri-nit), x, A calcium titanosili- 

cate which occurs in yellow tabular crystals 
at Monte Somma, = — acy 

. ly an toryctes, 
guarri (gwii’ri), ». [Hottentot name.) In 
South Africa, the fruits of any one of several 
shrabs belonging to the genus Euclea of the 
ebony family, especially of £. wndulata, the 
edible red fruits of which are esteemed by 
the Hottentots. Bee *Euclea2. 

(gwii-ré’mo), nm. 
from a native name. 

guasa (gwii’ sii), ». [Cuban.] The great jew- 
fish of the West Indies, Promicrops itaiara. 

guaseta (gwii-si’ti), ». (Cuban Sp.; dim. of 
asd.) A small sea- Alphestes afer, of the 

amily Serranide. ba. 
(gwii’sta-lin), ». 

name of the foundress.) A member of a 
female religious order founded in 1534 by Coun- 
res Guastalla, and known as Angelicals (which 
see). 

Guastavino construction. A system of masonry con- 
struction extensively practised in the United States by 
a Spanish bailder 
named Rafael Guas- aS 

ers Ceastavine Constroction. 
of thin tiles laid in 
the most perfect coment. It is practically homogeneous 
like an egg-sheil and capable of resisting great pressure. 

Guate, An abbreviation of — 
guativere (;wii-té’ve-ra), n. [ n guatibere, 
from a native West Tatlan name (Pichardo). ] 

Guativere (Cephalophalis fulvws pumetetus). 

{Prom Rutletin 47, U. 3, Nat, Mayeuss,) 

A name of several fishes of the West Indies; 
specifically, a serranoid fish, Cephalepholis 
Pulcus, of a bright red, yellow, or brown color, 
with blue spots, ranging from Florida to Brazil. 
Also called aoa —s Black suasivere. 

furious ruber a serrancid found in West tndian 
waters. It is scarlet in color and inhabite shallow water. 
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guatucupa (gwi-ti-ki’pé), n. .» from a 
native name, J The — of ‘nelw est Indies, 
Anisotremua virginicus. 

guava, ». 2. In Porto Rieo, Inga vera, a tree 
of the family Mimosacew, used as a shade-tree 
= coffee-plantations, See Inga and coco-wood. 

· Pridé Catt shrub sual tron Wom 00 to BO fect high, mative to Brash fe 
has leathery, glow e n leaves and round, claret- 
red, acid fruits an inch in diameter, with a strawberry-like 
fragranee and flavor. It is cultivated in California and 
Florida for ita frait, which aE Jelly. — aise 

yuara, Brazil erapa 
wart — larger, yellow, sweeter Praya, a 

fruita, ls called yellow ow atrawberry- 

> lomyprtua — Mone 

(Va. Same na Ca oop tetas Sploe-guava,. West 
indian tree, Peidium montanum, bearing glo! aro 

mmountein-guara it Jamaica Strawberry-GUava. " Tm — 

Sane as Cattley wyuara, 

va-be: (gwii' vii-ber’i), ». In the Weat 
es, — tree of the myrtle family, 
Eugenia lineata, which bears juicy red fruits ot 
the size of cherries, which are eaten raw, pre- 
served, or made into cordial. 
Guavina (gwil-vé’ni), ». [Cuban.] 1, A genus 
of gobioid fishes found in fresh waters of the 
West Indies and Brazil : typified by G. guavina, 
of the rivers of Cuba,— 2. [7. ¢.] A name ap- 
plied in Cuba to the elongate, flat-headed 
godies— Guavina hoyera, Aiwaons ba a 

found in freah waters on both coasts of tropleal Amer- 
ica. — Dormitater maculatus, a gobloid 

(gwii-vé-yé’), n. [Braz.] In southern 
eral ca sorte "ation either of two 
trees Le ag to the myrtle family, Eugenia 
— pungens, Both yield edible 

te. 
guaxima -shé’ mii), n. upi guaxina, 
guajima, (Che name in Brasil J —— 
—— Urena lobata, yielding a useful fiber. 

*aramina, *Cxsar-weed and Urena. 
guayaba (cwii-yli’bi),». (Sp.] Same as guara. 
Also guayara. Lia’) (8. A ni 

yacan (gwii-yii-kiin’), n. mer. . 
othe lignum-vits, Guaiacum officinale and G. 
sanctum.— 2, In the southwestern United 
States and Mexico, a shrub or small tree, Por- 
lieria a tifolia, closely related to the lignum- 
vite.— 3. In Argentina, a large leguminous 
tree, Cesalpinia melanocarpa, — a very 

, heavy wood which resembles lignum- 
vite except that it is of a reddish-black color, 
Its fruits are used for tanning and dyeing in the 
same manner as diri-divi.—4, In a, a 
bignoniaceous tree, Tecoma Guayacan, 

yava (gwii-yii’vi), a. Same as guara. 
{It. Guastalla, —— rnyn ve), ». [Native name.] In shaft, used as a monument. 

ntina, a large tree of the borage famil 
Patagonula Americana, It yields a soft a 
easily —* useful wood, [Sp. dimi 

ta ti-yil-w6'th), m. . dimin, of 
grag Creo Rico, the bayberry, Pi- 
menta racemosa (Caryophyltus racemosus of 
Miller), the leaves of which yield bay-oil, 
the souree of bay-rum. See bayberry, 3, and guib (gwib), n. 
Pimenta?, (P Bi 
guayrote (gwi-ré’ta), n. orto Rican.) A 
tree of the family Sabiacea, Meliosma 
Jolia, native to Porto Rico. tt ts rally dis 
tributed throughout the island and is valued for Ita wood, 
which is much used locally. Called also aguacatillo, 

guaza (gwii-si’), u. [Guarani i, ‘ deer, 
— mestale-Aoee’ of Seat hanacton’ Oleastiaa. 
or Blastocerus campestris, 

guazuti (gwii-si-té’), m. (Guarani guaguti, 
‘deer of the field.”) The —— a South 
America, ileus or tocerus campestris, 
gubat (gi’bit), mn. [Tagalog.] A forest. 
gubbin, ». 3. ys | The almost wild in- 
R ee pe of — England. 

pottery. tlery. Gubernacuar cord See toord!,— Gabernacular sac. 
Same as gubernacelum, 2 

in. 4. Eleotris corii, a gobioid fish 
— — coe ree ce * 

h·dõkꝰ A n. uss. qudéki,) A sim- 
ple form of viol, used in Russia, having three 
oe two of which serve only as drones, 

i TOKE, n-— Maple or jeaved guelder- 
Tose, the maple-leaved arrow-wood, wine acert- 
Solium,— guelder-rose, the ninobark, Opt- 
laster opulifotrus 

guembelite, n. See *giimbelite. 

tusi- guide 

guide-fossil 
guemul (gi-mil’), n. (Sp. quemul, from a 8. 
‘Amer. native name. 3 species of South 
American deer of medium size, usually placed 
in the genus Fureifer. There ore two A 
chileneis and F. antisiensia, which range alon ie Andes 
from Peru to Patagonia. They are characterized by the 
antlers, which bave a single fork, the front of 
which la the r; by the presence of tusks in the upper 
jay of beth J pH bent and by the anspotted cant 

je fawn. 

guenon (gwe-non’), 2. (F.) A French name. 
very —— * opted as a book-name, for 
the old-world monkeys of the genus Cerco- 
pithecns. 

(ge-ra’p6), mn. [Mex.] An atheri- 
noid fish, Chirostoma grandocule, found in 
Lake — * — (Ft . 
guéridon (ga-ré "), ”. ., from the name 
of a chemater in a faree.} A small round 
table used for mounting vases or objects of 
art. Sometimes made in bronze or silver: 
usually with a single stem and tripod base, 

,". 3. [cap.] A breed of dairy cattle, 
named from the island of Guernsey in the 
English Channel. It is slightly larger than 
the = lacks the black markings about the 
face, and ins the ake de kore F —* 

guerre course rs’). . ‘war o 
eee: A ae Commerce-destroy- 

C. 
guest-ant (gest ant), ». Anant which lives as 
@ guest in the colony of another ies, a8 
the European us nitidulus, which 
lives as a in the colonies of Formica 
rufa. Cambridge Nat. Hist., V1. 159. 

guest-bee (gest’bé), m. A hee which lives as 
a guest or inquiline in the nests of another bee: 
thus the bees of the genus Peithyrus are 
guests in the nests of bumble-bees, . 

guestling . hh © [A perversion o 
— win eabettestion & -t i for -ing!.) 
ormerly an annual assembly of the repre- 
— of the corporation of the Cinque 

orts. 
guest-wasp (ſgest wosp), . A wasp of the 
family Masarid# : so named by Comstock be- 
cause it is supposed that all of the species of 
this family are inquilines. 

(ga-viir’ ism), . The euphuistie 
— style which originated in imitation of 
that of the Spanish writer Antonio de Guevara 
(1490-1545). 

At the close of Berner's ‘Golden Boke’ is a 
ding the “swete style” of “the sentences a this 
Fees Mi ¥ this «envoy in praise of 

Guevariem was written by Str Francia 
S. L Lee, in Atheneum, J 14, 1883, p. 50. 

guevarist vir‘ist), ». An imitator of the 
—— i 4 — “aa = uevara. 

guglia ya), a, (It. gugha, orig. aguglia, a 
needle, an obelisk, ete., < ML. —— L. 
acicula, a needle: see acicula, aiguille, aglet.] 
Tn Ital, arch., a decorative obelisk, or upright 

chestnut. See *chestnut. 
Guiano-Brazilian (gé-i‘nd-bra-zil’ian), ». In 
so0geog., a subregion proposed by Sclater which 
includes the greater part of South America, 
east of the forests of the Andes, between the 
Isthmus of Panama and lat. 30° S., as well as 
Trinidad, 

(See guiba.) The harnessed 
antelope, Tragelaphus pictus. 

Guichen shales, See *shale?. 
1%, 6. te) pl. Inan engine, the rods on which, 

or the surfaces between which, the crosshead of the piston 
slides: wsually called croee-Aead guides. gua 
8. In serg.: (a) A filiform bougie passed 
through a stricture of the urethra or other 
eanal, over which a tunneled sound of larger 
size is passed. See funneled. (6) A sound, 
grooved in its convexity, which is passed 
through the urethra into the bladder and 
against which the point of the knife is directed 
in operations upon the prostatic urethra, 

guide-blade (gid’blid), ». A vane or blade, 
usually thin, placed in the path of a fluid to 
guide it in a certain direction. seach guide-blades 
are used in steam and water turbines properly to direct 
the current of steam or water against the moving bindes. 

guide-board (gid’bérd), a. A board contain- 
ing directions to travelers, set up at points on 
the highway or in the woods where paths 

guide'curve (¢id’kérv) *kérv), u. 
blade. : 

guide-fossil (zid’fos’il), n. A fossil species 
regarded as specially characteristic of a given 

logical formation, horizon, or fauna; an 
ndex-fossil, 

Same as *gwicie- 
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guide-iron (gid’i’érn), ». A piece of iron rod pelled by oars, used in former times to smug- 
which, having been F to the — * gle gold —— the English Channel. 
curv i ttern, is used as a guide guinea-fowl, ".—Guinea-fowl wood, either one of 
which the core-maker strickles up its coro “two small trees of the family Myrrinacea, Badula Rar. two 
without the use of a core-box. Z thesia und &. inewlerts, natives of Mauritius; so called 

. : from the glandular punctate leaves and dotted flowers. 
guide-lay (gid'la), n. See* . rz Us : : : 

de-mill (gid’mil), n. A rolling-mill . A guineshen 
which the smaller sizes of iron or steel 
are rolled. It is fitted, in front of the pases, with 
guides, so that the billets or rods shall be presented 

than the ordinary 1 — rectly to the nip of the rolls. 
guide- (gid’pin), nm 1, A pin that per- «moder breed with long, silky hair. 
—— defines the position of paper in guinea-red (gin’é-red), mn, See *redl. 
the process of printing, to guide the proper violet (gin’é-vi'd-let), mn. See *wioletl, 
plac 4 of the = for — — pm oa dart, linen pat upon which pie worhed 78 

on that paper,—2, One of a set of pins us Fiandere, : 
to hold the bub and felly of a wheel in acon- St! —— — * designs con- 
centric position while they are being worked. 

’ gé-sii’rd), n. [Nati 6.) InCen- 

guide-plate Kart wets n. 1. In textile manuf, “tra) — 2 de rida net Pwid- 

i wi #., 4+. A junior midshipman in 
t t rvice.— 7 Wii ne fer areca ed pet ee 

Peruvian guinea-pig, 

an iron plate, perforated with holes, for guiding jy molle, related to the guava. It 
several ends of sliver through the drawing- * Cathen — 5 3. — acid fruits having the flavor of straw 

A plate which holds the axle-box of a locomo- tar-fiddle (gi-tiir’fid’1), a. An early form 

tive in position longitudinally, while permitting cutters receding the aly the body of whieh 
it to slide up and down. was flat like that of « ae — It had hi 

guide- ' hest were usus 
driving the ighest we y 2. In oval-turning, a pulley stri of which the two 

for de or model at cs am 52 i rg 
speed as the blan which is being turned. guitar-fish (gi-tiir’fish), r. A shark-like ray of 

euide-ring ( d'ring), m. In angling, a metal ‘the fa inobatid, inbabiting warm seas; 
am ergs to a rod, through which — ys — otus, — 

e line runs. plant (gi ant), n. i 
guide-straight (gid’strat), ». In projective ‘tinctorius, a — Tasmanian shrub of the 

straight of one ruled system on ® family Proteacew, often cultivated for its orna- 
with reference to anotherruled mental foliage, The mealy dust which clothes 

the seeds ‘yeelds a rose-colored dye when in- 
fused in water. 

A wheel which is guitarro (gé-tir’rd), n. [Sp., ¢ & gui- 
pep of guiding a moving tar.) The Spanish name of Rhinobatus per- 

structure, rather of sup ite weight; cellens and of other ies of guitar-fish. 
a pilot-wheel. guitar-violoncello (gi-tir’vé’o-lon-chel’d), x. 

The boats are furnished with a hinged device at both Same as *arpe : 
ends and provided with guéde-reheele to roll on, and at gulash “lash), n. [Also oulash, goulasch, 
each side of the outer rail, so that they are kept at a ra Hag ly, lit. se herd’s meat’; 

h proper distance from the track. as, shepherd, herdsman (< herd); hiis, 
Sel, Amor, Sup, April 18, 1908, p. EEZIA. ‘ z Hungarian stew o! * 

ardia -niir’di-d or gén-ylir’di-&), m. * 
Se Vinta"and Havas’ 1605), cle cuidan Cetldany’ “(Perm gua, « gut, 

Guignard, & flower, rose, + dan, holding.) A Persian flower- 

geom., aly 
ruled su 

veal, 

am , 

French _bota- vase, one form of which is provides with sev- 
nist.] A genus eral tubes arranged around the central open- 
of pyrenomyce- ing. 
tous fungi of n.— Gold a flortn current in Ger- 
the family My- * and the Low Coantries the ape 
cosp LaACe —— a 

phaerel of the count of Holland in the fifteenth centary.— St 
he ** and a jece struck by the of membranous and Utrecht tn the fitosath century. 
the time of the gulix (gi’liks), n. (Pl. of Gulik (se, linens), 
* the so called from D. Gulik, G. Jiilich (F. Juliers), 
pie ne pk — a town in Prussia.] A linen fabric of fine tex- 
aline. hie species ture used for shirts, 
are pumerous, · Larus franklini, a amall gull? n— Prankitn’s 
curring chiefly on species whic hag ithe freeing pasa, ahood of dull 
leaves. The —— black encircling the head and upper neck, and the bine of 
tal = condi at 2 the back darker than in Bouapartes gull. It Is about 14 
some pvot is F inches | and 25 in spread of wing. Abundant in the 
Saeun * 7 central and western United States, 

= : Guignerdia Bidweltis. gulleter (gul‘et-ér), n. In angling, a tool for 
tm eat rye sags bastion of epidermizot a grape show. extracting @ fish-hook from a —* * 
wellit causes one of (NE 337— |. pgp gullet-tooth (cul‘et-téth), ». acireular saw 
the most destructive stage of Dhack for and the spores ——5 * * 2* 
§ Cd tbserape, ir euamures moven-lite musens (enlargedit having inserted teeth, a single tooth adapted 

See gullet-sarw, to a gullet-saw blade. 
The goose-grass, Ga- gull-grass («ul gris), ». 

lium Aparine. 
wn. 3, A eatch-basin. 

known as Wack rot. spores and the basides upes which they 
were beene (highly sagnified!: ¢, secthon 
of & Matere ascegerous perithecum showing 
numerous asci (highly magnified); 4, tea 

A separate asci containing “pores (highly gully! 

tré), ». = The (gul’i-<drin), a. A pipe or drain 
European — bar- . which extends from a street drainage catch- 
— * rulgaris, naturalized in the basin, eateh-pit, or gully, 
Tnited States. ; gully-drainage (gul’i-ira‘naj),. The drain- 

aumeé alloy, Same as *iavar. ' age-water, sewage, or other refuse water pass- 
guillotine, », 4. A machine for breakingiron ing through a gully. 7 
by means of a falling weight. guily-caker (gul’i-ra’kér), mn. 1, A long whip. 

guillotine-shears (gil’6-tén-shérz), n, A heavy Aa the day wore on, they overtook bullock-drays lurch- 
type of shearing-machine: used principally for ng along ewe Ry, -.. the driver — vocasionally 
the cutting up of puddled bars and slabsready %, "me bullock or other by name, following up his adryo- fing up of p Y nition by a sweeping cut of his “yully-raker,” and a report 
for piling. The shears are similar to thoee of ordinary Like a musket-shot, 
shearing-machines, but are parallel to the plane of ma A, €, Grant, Bush-Life in Queensland, L 40, 

—— framework instead of being set transversely. Look. 2. 4 — {Australian slang in both 
Guilty ball *halfl senses. 

* —— from gully-root (gul’i-rét), n. In the West Indies, a (gé-nii’rii), ». [Philippine Sp. idies 
an undetermined [Be Bh In the Phil. the roots of the guinea-hen weed, Petiveria 

gtimbelite 
gulonic (gii-lon’ik), a. [gul(ose) + -one + -ic.) 

ert gn — — : : Gulonic 
Very rapiily fats its anhyarid, CoHlygOg * 
gulose (gi’los), ». [Formation not ascer· 
—— A colorless syrupy sugar, CaH).0 
unfermentable by beer-yeast. It is produced 
by the reduction of gulonic acid. 

(gul’ pér), ». A dee a eel, Sacer 
— pth , and *434 of the 

Gulper (Saccepharyns ampeliacems), 

(Prom Bulletia 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.) 

family Saccopharyngide, remarkable for the 
extraordinary extension of the gape. 
gulpin (gul’pin), ». [Perhaps orig. ar 
one vin weed i gulp in’ or swallow avything 
told him.] One who swallows without ques 
tion whatever he hears; a simpleton or credu- 
lous person; among a ‘marine.’ 
gum?, ».—Alk Same as Chian Re 
Chian,— a white, yellow, or suber 
tute for obtained from the Abyssinian higb 
lands, pi derived from A Tt basa 

—— — ob tt ucin, : complex organ! mm * 
on —— yields a carboh: that is mot fer. 
mentable reduces metallic It discovered 

Landwehr. The supposed formulais (CgHy%s)— 
gum, Same ao su, + 

crade arabic obtained from Acacia 
called Bengal gum and Gond babul.— retusa 
gum. as Bauhinia cari — 

arable bat 
Same 

mentation Same arch Manin 
jeal origin, resembling copal and dammar, soluble fr 
most in alcohol and readily fusible: 

—— a —— ana o mallow 
e resem —Mountain guz. 

Bacal Y cereticornéa.— Macte fermentation 
ran. — 

a. 

family, Angophora la native of Australia — 
permint-¢um, Eucalyptus viminalia, See rwoolly-dst 

manna, 4,.— sum, « member of the che 
are di from 

mint-trees, Kuealyptue am ina. See 
and stringy-bark,— , Kucalyptus rotate 
See red-guin and swamp: — rp 
eximia— — commophylla.— 
naar gum, the cholest white variety of gum arabic. Al» 
called picked Turkey gum. See gum arabie- 

Same a sagepentan,— (a) See eer 
m, (6) The tree, rum arborewm « 

¢ black sproce, Pera Mariana; as 

the — * jeaven.— Suget-gum. (a) See weer 
gum. (b) The cider-gum or cider-tree, Hucalyptys Gee 
nii.—Bwamp gum, See ewamp-gien.—Tano gum, 
see Rua, — gum. Same as tupelo.— Turper 
i . Same as —— thus 5 een, ani 
thus?) Water-gum. (¢) Any one three trees 
the myrtle family, Collistemon lanceolatus, Tritane 
fauring, called aleo bastard box, and T. neritfofia. 
The weter-tuyelo (which see)— Wee 
Lae yea Bucalyptus viminalis, in New 5 
and poeucitora in Tasmania — White 
— (b) The sweet idambar & 
2* 2 ie 
arabic, collect 
Feronia 

gum, the 
wirtiy Wales. 

(a) 
gum, Li randne 

gum, a sa Hoe, Fescrobling eae 
asan exudation from the Indian tree 

atin, It is met with in E * 

ippine Islands, a rather coarse stiff cloth made 
from the fibers of Manila hemp. Gaz, Philip- 
pine Is,, 1902, p, xxxiv. 

ea, . 4, An Italian. (Slang, eastern 
U. 8] Miltary the English guinea of 1818 
— Third guinea je Value 

of seven whilitews, — in the time of George IIL 

guinea-boat (gin’é-bot), ». A fast galley, pro- 

alliacea, which are used locally as medicine. 
See Petiveria. 

gully-squall (gul’i-skwil),». A violent wind 
of short duration, from the mountain ravines 
of tropical America, sometimes experienced 
in the Pacific Ocean. gtimbelite al gg n, [Named after C. W. 

guloc (gi’lok), ». Same as machete. Also Gtimbel, a German geologist.) A glittering 
golok, greenish-white silicate of alurninium, iron, am! 



de 
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gtimbelite 
potassium, not infrequently replacing the bitu- 
tminovarbonaceous film of the graptolites. It 
may be an impure pyrophyllite. 
gumbo!,, 4. A type of soil in the southern 
and western United States which formsa tough 
dark-colored mass in a high degree plastic and 
clay-like, vet sometimes consisting chiefly of 
silt or very flue sand. It is very sticky and 
difficult to till when wet, and when dry breaks 
into hard cuboidal lumps. See *gumbo clay.— 
Gumbo clay, « clay which resembles the gumbo of the 
Missimsippl valley, # stratified boulder-clay of the lower 
till. From the known characters of this ma! the term 
ts leas precisely vert to any dense, neassive, or strati- 
fled elay of marked plasticity, especially those forming the 
subsoil layers of many farming diatricta. 

gum-box (gum ‘ boks), ». In southern Chile, 
Escallonia macrantha, an aromatic evergreen 
shrub with resinous-lotted simple leaves and 
red flowers. An infusion is made from the leaves and 
flowers which is administered as a tonic and emmetin- 
gogue, and « balm is made with oil for dressing wounds 
Also called siete-counivas. 

gum. (gum ‘dig‘ér), ». A person engaged 
in tigate forall — of the kauri pine, which 
is used in the manufacture of varnish. [New 

— Cumdi di h sease (gum ‘di-zéz"),n. Adisease of the 
bark of orange-trees, — ————— 2. 
gum-field (cum‘féld), ». In New Zealand, an 
area where kauri-gum may be found. 
gum-flower (gum ‘ flou’ ér), », An artificial 
flower. [Scotch. 

gum-flux (gum‘fiuks), ». Same as *gummosis, 2. 
gumi (gi’mi), ». [Jap.] The Japanese name 
of £ a bush that is now £ us mee 
cultivated in the nited States, prized both for 
its ornamental character and for the edible 
eranberry-like fruits. 
gum-lancet (gum’lAn‘set), a. An instrument 
for incisi e gum over a tooth, or for push- 
ing back the gum so as to free the neck of a 
tooth about to be extracted. See lancet, 
gumma-bush (gym’ii-bush), ». [West Indian 
n umma, supposed to be of ican origin, 
+ 1.) The black nightshade, Solanum ni- 
grum, which is used as a pot-herb by the ne- 
groes, 
ceumer, ». 2. A workman whose business it is” 
to use the gummer in widening the spaces be- 
tween the — a — ‘L 
gummic (gum‘ik), a. - “quinmions, \ 
gunned, gam.) —ES to or derived from 
que or gummic acid.—Gummie acid, Same as 
a nm 

1(gum’‘és), a. (NL. *gummosua, ¢ L. 
gummi, quruens, gum: see gum, #.) Gummy ; 
gummatous. 

ose” (gum’ds), n. [gum + chem. -ose,] An 
unfermentable ucing sugar, produced by 
the hydrolysis of mucin. 

osis, ". 2, An abnormal production and 
flow of gum from cracks or wounds of trees. 
A cherries, and plums are especially subject to this 
disease. Fungi and bacteria are frequently found in the 
affected tlaxuss and gum and are believed by some authors 
to be the cause of the pathological conditions. Also called 
gumefier and gure-dirense, 

gum-shoe (guin'shé), . A shoe made of gum, 
that is, india-rubber; a rubber overshoe. 
[Collog., U. 8.] 

-shraub (gum‘shrub), ». In St. Helena, 
Commidendram rugosum, one of the shrubs there 
called gum-wood. Bee serniicood and gum. 
wood, 2. 

gum-succory (gum’suk’é-ri), n. See succory. 
gum-sucker (gum‘suk*ér), n, A person of Euro- 

ean deseent born in the Colony of Victoria, 
in Australia. [Australia ; now rare,] 

gum-swamp (guin’swomp), ». In the south- 
eastern United States, a swamp, or more com- 
monly an area in a large swamp, in which the 
black-gum or sonr-gum, Nyssa syleetica, or any 
other ** of Nyssa, is the dominant tree. 
In the Dismal Swamp these arens are distin- 
guished from the juniper-swamps. 

gum-thistle (gum‘this’!), ». A spiny, cactus- 
like rr of Morocco, Luphorbia resxinifera 
which yields an acrid, poisonous gum-resin, an 
is often seen in cultivation. See enphorbium, 1, 
and cut at Luphorbia, 1. 

gum-tooth (um‘tith), », A molar tooth. 
gum-wax (gum’waks),n. The balsnmie exu- 
date from the sweet gum, Liquidambar Styra- 
ciflua, 
gum-weed (gum‘wéd), ». 1. The gum-plant, 
Grindelia which see; also #irindelia).—2. A 
weed of the Great Plains, Lygodexmia juncea, 
of the Cichoriacez, It is a rigid, branching, 
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akeleton-like plant with most of the leaves very 
small or reduced to scales. 

gun!,n. 7. A professional criminal; a thief; 
a pickpocket. [Thieves’ cant.] 

No one knows absolutely how many pe there are in 
New York; the Front Office itself could not tell for a cer- 
tainty the number of first-class thieves who are on the 
Streets at this moment; but it sa grnerally aooepted 
fact among the guns themaclves that every day in the 
week there are enough grafters in the city to en 
good-sized county-seat. MeClure's Mag,, AVL, 671, O72, 

Automatic gun, a gun, generally of small-arms caliber, 

be udlised, after the free Toned (by actenting the proper w |. after the first roan ant e proper ail the uperatfons of head lever) to perform continwously opens! 
i Ting, and ejecting the cartridge-case, The cart- 
rik are fed from belts, and very great rapidity of aimed 
fire may be attained. See pompor,— guns, a 
mysterious booming bole, as of a distant cannon, heard off 
the coast pear Barteal, India, the natare of which ia pot yet 
clearly understood. Similar noises off the ousstof Hal- 
land are *72 as mist; era, In both places 

where they are known aa the Seneca Lake on. Various 
bat nothty 

as yot been demonstrated.— agun 
Swedish manufacture, bailt up of steel ngs, having a 
breechmechanisen and mounted on a ¢ of auch de- 

tant one of which is that reer pert 
of the tube from a third to half {ts length. In ern 

for the breech 

k-train and for easy handling. — gan, 
= bailt ap by forcing on thin rings under pressare,— 
Gathm: parati’ short cannon of large caliber, spectally designed f the Gathman ’ jen ‘or 1 
Jectile, which 3 filled with guncotton as a varsting- 
c —Gun harge. down, tn Lae Aen , anid of a 
when it ts held in such a pos jon that’ the bute te below 
the shooter's clbow. 

—— to benin a8 2 P. M. sharp. First cup, 26 birds, 
* n bed 

— oreeat and Stream, Jan. 4, 108, p. TA 

a in which the central tube or barrel 
| shrunk on the outeide,— Hoteh- 

eapectally, 
also the mountain- or Neid-gun of this manufacture. See 
machine-gun, mountain-artillery, ander artillery, and 
feld-gen,.-— Lancaster gun, « piece of ordnance, patented 
im the year 180, having an elliptical bore and increas- 
ing twist. It proved to be a failure, since the projectile 
exerted a Wedging action.—Life-line gun, « = about 
the size and pattern of a cavalry carbine, used to throw a 
life-line to the top of a burning building to save life im- 
peritod re.< See machtne-gun.— Na- 
val UN, 8 cannon mounted on board a war-ship or used 
by the naval forves of a qountry.— Wopaanens Kaa. See 
—— —c— ire a breech- ing gun 
of from 1} to & inches caliber which uses metallic am- 
munition, Each type is designated by the name of the 
inventor of the breech Joading system tieed, ae the Ger- 
dom, Fletcher, Seabury, Dushiel, Canet, Schneider, Arm- 
strong, Seliricler, Maxim-Nordenfelt, Hotehkins, 
Griuson, others. — Semi-antomatic gun, 0 cannon of 
small caliber in which the recoll may be utilized to open 
the breech, thus saving the time necessary te perform his 
operation by hand and permitting more rapid tiring, — 
Seneca See Barisal #guns,— 
pacumatic 8 powder preumatic gun, the bes! 
nown form of which consists of three paraiicl tubes, of 

which the center one f ouich longer than the other two 
Both the center amt right-hand tubes open at Whe breech, 
the former for the intreduection of the projectile and the 
latter for the powder charge. In action, the powder is 
exploded in the right barrel and the gases pass to its front 
end, then neroes to the left barrel, and are finally aid 
mitted belied the projectile In the center barrel, mixed 
with the air in the two side barrels which has been com- 
preasod by the process, Shells containing sensitive high 
explosives can Uhus be discharged without sutfichent shock 
to cause explosion.—Subecaliber a small cannon, 
generally about 1) to 3 inches in callber, placed axially in 
the chatuber of a cannon of lange caliber to be fired ip 
target-practice. The arrangement is ach that the breech- 
mechanism of Ghe lange gin is operated, and the object of 
its use is to permit consiklermble practice without the great 
expense nod Wear attending the firing of the © CHM 
non. Also, « emall-arme barrel placed, for the same pur- 
pose, In the chamber of a fleld- or siewe-gun.— To lay a 
pa. to give a gun the proper elevation and direction to 

it an object; aim or point.— Under the gun, in poter, 
said of first man to bet—the player immediately to 
the of the ave.—Vickers-] moun’ —— 

in of mediam power, easily dismoanted and 
having a well-designed pack outfit for gan, carriage, and 
amerunition, 
gun!,v. IL. trans, In forestry, to sim (a tree) 

a mountain 

gun-mount 

in felling it. In the of brittle trees, 
mich athe redwood, —— —* call agunnang- 

n, 2, In the Sankhya philos, of Indi 
one of the three constituents of the prima 
matter out of which the world is evolv: See 
the extract. 
The originator of the Sainkhya doctrine believed Mat 

he recognized in the world of matter Uiree sabetances or 
constituents (gugas, ustally, and very erroneously, ren- 
dered “qualities ), unequal, and mingled in varying 
prevert tof which the exhibits the charneteris- 

of lightness, of tight, and of delighting ; the seoond, 
those of mobility, of excitation, and of pain-giving ; the 
third, those of heaviness, of obstruttion, and of stupefac- 
thon, .. . The undeveloped primeval matter is accordingly 
the condition of equilibrium of the three guag⸗ 

M. Garbie, Shokhya, tn Univ. Cye., VIL 297. 

gun-bed (cun‘bed), n. In ordnance, the plat- 
form or wood planking on a deck which sup- 
ports a gun-mount. 

t (gun‘brit), n. The common scour- 
, Equisetum hyemale, used in polishing 

guns, 
gun-carriage, ».— 
non ig no arrahged tl after being tired 

eecetids, under the influence of the hone of — the 
loading position behind the protection of the parapet, 
where it can be mancenvered without the gun 

e recall of the 

ron-Crozier disrp- 
pearing gun-carriage has been adopted for the sea-coast 

— — 

Disappearing Gen-carriage with Gua in Firieg Position. 
Leading position shown in dotted outline. 

service of the United States. The gun is mounted apon 
levers trunnioned in a top carriage which rolls back under 
the force of reenl]l, The bower ends of the levers are 

pelled to more between guides and raise a 
counterweight. constrained motion on two lines ap- 
proximately odiculkar to each other, thas causing 
the gun to dese an are of an ellipse in reculling, te the 
mi principle of the — tf 

Sa sais — 
den filled with liquid. See — 2 

(gun’kas), ». A eovering for pro- 
tecting a gun, generally of cloth or leather: 
sometimes provided with a handle for carrying 
the gun when it is not to be used. 

(gun’dit), n. (Hind. ganda, gunda, 
Beng. ganda). A copper coin of ae of the 
bay td 4 a | one —— of an anna. 

gun-fence (gun‘fens), . 16 fenee. 
gun-fire, x. 2. The discharge of small arms or 
cannon. 
gun-layer (gun‘li‘ér), ». One who lays or 
aims a gun; gun-pointer, [Eng.] 

Expert gundayers and well-drilled detachments are thas 
of cardinal importance. Bneye. Brit., XXVIULL 454, 

gun-money (gun’mun‘i), ». 2, Prize-money, 
reckoned at so much per gun, given to the 
eaptors of an enemy's — war that had 
been destroyed or desertedin fight. Admiral 
Smyth, Sailor's Word-book, 
gun-mount (gun‘tmount), », In ordeance, the 
ensemble of the mechanism, placed on a plat- 
form or deck, or in a turret, by which a gun 
is — and manipulated, In amodern deck 
mount, the principal parts are the pedestal of etard and 
the top-inount or -carriage The pexlestal or stand is the 
lower fixed part, permanently belted to the platform or 
deck, Upon it the top-carriage tarns on a vertical axis 
to train the yun. rhe top-carriage includes the gan. 
cradle or -saddieand the sleeve. The sleeve les trunnions 
forming a horizontal axis by which it issupported in the 
saddle, and the gun carried in the sleeve can be elevated 
or depressed by the elevating gear which connects the 
sleeve to the aubkdle. The sleeve curries the hydraulic 
recoibeylinders, which check the recoil of Uhe gun through 
the sleeve when fired, and the springs, which retin the 
gun to ite normal position in the sleeve, In a turret 
mount, the tarret support or foundation om which it ro- 
tates replaces the pedestal; the turret itself, with ite gun- 
girders, in equivalent to the meddle. Attached to the 
girders are heavy steel castings, called deet-lnwa, which 
are equivalent to the upper part of the eubile. They have 
in their upper parts trunnion-bearings to receive the trun- 
nions on the sleeve which carries the gun. The sleeve is 
of the same gener aa that of a deck-mount 



Elevation. 

2 Pivot Gun-ecunt for Anch Rapid-fire Gun. 
saddle; 4, pedestal or ges {the only part of the 

—2* to the cet R the deck Tange, the —— being 
n the interior od the tep-carriage ; ©, cylini wloeve; 2, hy- 

dranlic recoll-cylinder: ¢, /. speime feturu-cylinders : por jecting 
arm by which gun is attached to spring returnerods ; —— 
arm by which gue is attached to recoilcylinder giisten-rod ; 
hand wheel for elevating gear; 4, hand wheel tor training gest 

piece: om, auxiliary training-wheel; #, m, trunnion 
bearings; *% gunshield; g. g. gunsights, 

described above. (See cut under #turret.) The rapid 
progress of invention in guna and gun-mounta has re 
sulted in a large number of —— and uncertainty and 
variety in the nomenclature of 

,". 2, Same as *gua-money, 2. 
gunnarite (gun ‘gr-it), m. Gunnar, a Swedish 
name, + dite’ el An fron-nickel sulphid, per- 
pepe. 3FeSo.2Ni8, occurring with pyrrhotite in 
weden. 
I un’l), 2. [gunvell, x.) A name of the 

elon lennies, found on the rocky coasts of 
the orth Atlantic and North Pacific, belonging 
to the genus Pholis, The best-known of ned 
fishes in the North Atlantic is P. gunnellus. 
Gunnellops (gun hey Ay (NL.., < Gunneilus, 
+ Gr. cy yey eye A genus of blen- 
nies, sma os allied t to donnie found in the 
North Pacific. 

Gunner's daughter, « name formerly given to the 
broadside gun to which offenders were secured before 
being lashed or ise punished.— To marry the 
gunners ter, to be bound to the if'mates oR 

ter, ‘— gang, the cunner and mates 
whose du it is to keep oy uns and mounts chean and 

a keep the guns ai (nawt,), formerly, the in 
ho made th fi —Master 

gunner, one of ane arrest service, 
Sim guing (gun‘ing-stik), », A stick used 8Uro: 
in Eui ng the fall of a tree. See *gunl, 

gunny-sack (gan’i-sak), ». Same as gunny- 
which see, — gunnu). 

gun-pointer (gun’poin’tér), », The member 

ng gear to keep the gun continuomsly almed at 
oo notwithstanding the rolling of the hee 

gunpowder, ".—Smokeless eunpowder, a aubeti- 
tute for gunpowder which gives off little or no smoke 
*— discharged in a gun and develops Increased velocity 
— 22 le without increased pressure in the gun. 
it in general of an oxidizing agent and a substance 
added to regulate the explosive force. This latter is tech 
nically called a deterrent. Smokeless powders are clas- 
sified according to the oxidixer : (1) Pierle-acid 
powders (these are not — 7 stable); ‘’ ammonia 
nitrate powders (these are highly hyaruscopte); (8) 
cotton powders ; (4) nitroglycerin am 
The first two * lowe practically been abandoned. 
—— tthe tn are designated from their reappearance, 
the name of the Inventos, or arbitrarily, as Pey- 
ton, poudre B,, ete, 

guneotton powders. 

powder-en, gine (gun‘pou-dér-en‘jin),  ». 
An internal-combustion —* of early design 
in which the fuel to my of heat and ex —— 
the air in the mixture behind the wor' 
_— came from a charge of gunpowder int F 
uced at each stroke behind the piston and 

fired, It waa noisy and fmponsible to regulate closely, 
and the sudden shocks from the gem of the power 
made frequent repair necessary. The gasification of the 
solid materind in the gunpowder produced high pressures 
— small quantities of powder, 

wwder-hammer (;run’ —— 9. 
———— for driving piles by explodin, gun- 
— on top of & piston on whose is at- 
tached # hammer-head or tup, which is thus 
driven downward against the top of the pile 
with great force. 
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gun-sen (gin‘’sen*),n. [Jap.) In Japan, a large 
iron-framed folding fa: (ep-] for signaling and 
as a wea) —— ense. 

gun-shie’ ‘shéld), m. Tnordnance, an ar- 
mored Shel attached to and turning with the 
top-carriage of a gun: designed to protect the 
mechanism and the gun’s erew. Such shields are 
of varied size and shape, in some cases a) hing the 
dimensions of a turret, except that the shield is rela- 
tively of thinner armor and is open at the back, See cut 
under ehield, 2 (a). 

gun-sight (gun‘sit), ». The rear sight of a 
small arm or cannon, marked with graduations 
wore to various ranges. See sigh®, 
12 (ce). 

: et hele vel), n, Aspaniel used 
Tr field i a sh 
Gun-stock deformi oe oo "deformity. 
cnnter (gun‘tér), x, Same as Gunter’s scale 
{which ove, ich see p ncior cone” ).— According to Gunter. putts 

— (gén’y&), m. [Aboriginal Australi: 
A gunyab (gon t —* —— a hut 7 
any kind. Compare * 

gutturolabial 

exposure to air and light. —Qutta merah [May 
getah merah, ‘nice gutta’), a tradename for one of the 
commencial grades of gutta-percha. lect. World esd 
#ngin., March 14, 1008, p. 440. 

gutta-band (gut‘ i- band), # In Greco-Rem. 
arch,, same —— 

oola tong tong). |g 3 
*gutta-jelatong, outta, 
tang, stinging nettle.) The concrete —** ob 
tained from any one of several Malayan tree 
of the us Dyera of the dogbane family, espe 
cially D. costulata. it is an inelastic, creamy-white 
substance which somewhat resembles gutta-percha, an! & 
imported in large quantities into the United States tw 
amar tei wel, with other — * in the manufactare of b«. 
gre rubber-goods Culled also jelatong and pontianet 

Im tions of “ putta-joolat. product of Indu 
which is used in —* —— —— 
rubber, now av more than amillion pounds a mooth 
— orld and Engin., June 18, 1904, p. Lise 

(gut ii-milk), ». The freshly ex- 
uded — 74 ce of Isonandra gutta, which ea 
drying forms the valuable substance 

‘ha. Sei. Amer, Sup., Feb. 28, 1908, B goondie, 
(gin ‘ yang), a Aboriginal Austra- 07, 

nny if, 2. In geol., an exceedingly 
lian.] Tho native name of tthe ner ·oppie, “ine, —— glacial clay. (Seotland.)} 
gurah, ». See *gora, tim (gu-ta’tim), = LL. guttatim, < gutw. 
gurahen, rn. — ux Wiirematiiin 8 drop.] . by eo 
gurgeon-stopper (gér’ jon- stop’ ér), » See gutter}, n turpentine. making, one of 
stopper, 3. 

junic (gér-jé’nik), a. rjun+ie.) Of or 
pertaining to. sn resin,—@urjunic acid, a 
Payetalline — Hass. from gurjun resin. 

gurnard, gurnard, Muiluse barbatus, 
‘a fiah of the —— found in Raropean waters — 
Red gurnard, European species of gurnard or sea- 

Striped Gurnant (riemetns evolams), 

(From Bulletin 47. U.S Nat, Museum.) 

Europe. 
2. i In Australia, the fish Controp- aster 

22 the — — — 
idoniecht, cre RAE Es 

the jim coasts feet oe nent Wastes on 
Western Austria. It has aot peter fina, bat ote 
sitpport iteelf in the air like the flying fish. 

gurolite (jur’ 6-lit), m. Same * wrolite. 
susie gis’le), n. thervien, hem. housle, 

ng wong a fiddle, violi 2, COB. 
2 uss. gusti, ete. (oy gond-) 
guitar, etc.) A Servian viol 
one string ; a — of rebab. 

gusli (giis‘li), 
Russian zit * 

A) In from ahd , & plece of pl - gusset, ., jprtetldd ng, 
of triangular —— reinforcing on one aide the junetioa < 
a sone which meets another angulart 

Levee only 

bet — — normal to the era by fhe jot —* gut-tie (gut 
ween ie parts, See cut ander #bracket], 

gusset-needle (gus’et-né‘dl), n In Raitting, 
a needle used for inserting a gusset, as that 
in a stocking. 

gusset-plate ‘gus’ et-plat), ». A triangular 
a fi plate used to join two or more pieces 
where they meet and form a corner or panel- 
pest in a truss; agusset-stay. #, H. Thurston, 

he Steam-boiler, p. 415, 
gusset- (gus‘et-st&), n. A triangular plate 
having a flange turned on two sides, which is 
used as a bracket-stay in the corners of a 
steam-boiler, 
Gustatory center, image. 
*image. 

n, 2. Artistic ‘style’ or ‘taste’: 
wa grand gusto (It. i gran guste), the grand 
style. 
Gutenstein limestone. See * limestone. 
gut-hook (gut’hak), ». A hook, made by 
bending a piece of wire, used for joining small 

quite! belts, as on a sewing-machine, 
tta!, n.—Gutte ang |‘ English drops* ay 

pg inl Lene ya tletly of mmmonia and alcohol, 
formerly heigl — as n cerebral stimulant.— Gutta 
rosacea, in pothea., same as acne rosacea, See aene, 

gutta*,, 2, Acolorless pulverulent compound, 
Cy oH er contained in gutta-percha, It begins 
to melt at 180° C,, end loses its flexibility on 

gutter-filet (gut’ér-fil’et), * 

——— ér-mai 

gutter-tile (gut’ér-til), n. 

gandan, gutter-tongs (gut’ér-tongz), n 
ay on the roofing-tongs used in forming the gutters of « 

t’ér-tré), n. 
[Russ. gusli: see *qusle.] a Se eee tee at. * 

of Suttery (gut’ér-t), n. pl. 

two thin it strips of metal which are i> 
serted in gashes cut into the face of a tree and 
serve to conduct resin into a cup.— Parallel 
gutter, gutter specially built with accurately paral! 
sides, as distinguished from a fillet cutter or valley gutter 

gutter, a gutter raised upon the surface os 
roof near itsloweredgeand usually cor posed of the 

ing tarped up against the para ond. — — 
inal gutter, encertem aarthwore man groove 
the two bod Vaitey the spermid homaa Gm endh die 
ot the boty. gutter, « gu aoed by Ge 

Se Beane ae oe we el water is ¥ — had fete a 
decided channel. . 
—— (gut ‘ ér- — Same as get 
ter 

A cove maie 
flashing, as where a chimney breaks the 

slope of a roof and the flashing is turned up to 
throw the water away from the masonry. 

an), n. Same ** 

(gut’ér-plin), m A — 
= with a rounded iron which cuts a smooth. 

ollow molding. 
A tile, usually of 

pottery, bent to a half-cirele or nearly ». 
ch tiles can be used with the concave side up, forming 

gutters, or with the convex side up, forming riieen 

A variety of 

tin roof, 
1. Same as gaitr- 

The red-osier dogwood or kinnik- 
nick, Cornus stolonifera, 

tteries (-i t 
re aga where pn ‘ ted 

mm 1A eondition of cattle in 
which a loop or knuckle of intestine enters « 
tear in the peritoneum and is held between 
the remains of the spermatic cord and the 
anterior margin of the hip-bone, causing ob- 
struction to the passage of excrement and 
exciting an inflammation which terminates in 
——— and death, Also called itonec! 
ernia S, Dept, Agr., Rep. on Diseases of 
the Horse, 1803, p. 56.—2. The twisting or 
knotting of the bowels of animals, causing 
severe colicky pains, Same as colrwles in 
man. 

+ -cry.J 

Guttural pouch, See * 
See *centerl, gu aay Pea) gut’ u-ral- izm), » Loutteral + 

-ism.} Guttural quality or character, 

There existed of old in the language a group of words 
beginning with wh and wr; such as whale, whart, - 
wrath, . The contagion of these exam roy apral * 
words beginn’ with fi or R sirople, and ‘inv moverper 

by the —— 8 reussert the 
pan Fae alam EE *7* Hf aad “ok 

———ã Tongac. « 1% 

t. F To impart a guttuars! 

ac 

gutturalize, «. 
character to; render guttural: as, to guftera!- 
ize a vowel. 
tturolabial (gut’u-r$-la‘bi-al), @. and « 
a, Pertaining to or produced by both the 

throat and the * 
II. », A sound produced in this way. 



gutturonasal 

gutturonasal (qut‘u-rd-na‘zal), a. 
to both the throat and the nose, 

Belonging 

gutturopalatine (gut’u-rd-pal’a-tin), a. Be- 
longing to both the throat and the palate, 
tturosibilant (gut‘u-ro-sib’i-lgnt), a. and a, 
a. Belonging to the throat, but sibilant, 
IL, «. A sound which possesses that charac- 

teristic. 
gui {gut‘i), ». [A diminutized form of 
i In golf, the gutta-percha ball, 
Slang. 

Sonchus arvensis. — J —— 
guvacine (gi'va-sin), ». monacid alkaloid, 
CgHpNOg, from the areca-nut. It is deposited 
in small Yustrous erystals which melt wt 271- 
272° C. 

guvern, guverness, ete. Simplified spellings 

boom sidewise. They rom the outboard end of the 

er-boom & rope for steadying 

—* spar may fot # 

ports the middle of a derrick or sheer-leg. 

A derrick; a crane 

but sometimes of metal, to which the tension- 

of govern, governess, ete. 
guy’, .—Jib-boom ropes which steady the jil- 

spar to the bows of the vessel, where br dome set op.— 
ropes used for steadying the awing- 

ing- boom. — ben OF 
spanker-boom when running before the wind, so that 

the wing inboard when the veascl rolls 
deeply to w 

guy-belly (i’bel’i), ». Naut.,a rope that sup- 

guy-chain (ci’chin),». A chain used as a ten- 
sion-brace or -guy instead of the eustomary 
rope. 

-cTrane ('krén), n, 
which is held upright by tension-braces or-guys. 

guy-peg (gi’pee), mn. A peg, usually of wood 

brace or -guy of a derrick, tent, ete., ia made 
fast, 

rings i’ringz), n. Nawt., the —_ 
be the head-block on a derrick-mast, to whic 
the guy- 28 are sec 

guy: (gi’rod), ». A tension-brace or -stay 
made from a rod instead of rope, asis customary. 

in., provided with at 
ond th —S in as each fitted with two ante 
and one washer, and all are of wrought Iron or mild steel. 

Kleet, World and Engin., Oct. 31, 1008, p. TLL 

guz(guz),9. [Also gaz and gudge; «Hind. gaz, 
an iron bar, a » a yard-measure, @ foot- 
rule, ete.; Hind. desi gaz, the ‘native yard’ 
(33 inches), lambaré gaz, the ‘standard yard’ 

' (36 inches); Pers. gaz, an ell.) A measure of 
le used in Hindustan and Arabia, equal 
to about 27 inches in Bombay, to 33 inches in 
Madras, to 56 inches in Ben to 38 inches in 
Mysore, to 25 inches at ocha, and to 316 
inches at Bagdad, 

(jl'a-lek-ta’sé-4), n. pl. (NL, 
Gyalecta + -acew.] A family of gymnocar- 
ua lichens named from the genus Gyalecta, 

(jim-nak‘i-rus), #. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
yuunic, naked, +éyxerp, dyerpoc, without bands. 
A genus of sealeless soles of the family o 
Soleide ; found in South America. 

(jim-nas-té’ri-A), nm. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
yuune, naked, + derip, star.] ® typical 

nus of the family Gyarmasteriide. Gray. 
(jim - nas- te - ri’i-dé), n. = 

.» « Gymnasteria + -ide.]) A widely is 
tributed family of Stellerotaen. 22* ot 

am J ies an 

——— an ars en 
with membrane. The typical genus is Gymnasteria, 

gymnast ".—Swedish gymnastics. Same aa 

—— 16-6’tris), . [NL.,<G jim-nel-6-6’tris), nm. [D r. 
yuurdc, naked, —* iMuroe, a fish of the Nile.} 
A genus of small gobies with the body largely 
naked, found about Panama. 

ling (jim-ne-li’né), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Gym- 
nelis + -ine.] A subfamily of fishes of the 
=— of Zoarcidex, typitied by the genus Gym- 
nelis, 

Gymnelis (jim‘ne-lis), 1. [NL., used for the 
proper form "Gymnenchelys, ¢ Gr. Xxxrot. naked, 
+ tyyedyw, eel.] A genus of small brightly 
colored eel-shuped fishes of the family of Zoar- 
cide, found in the Aretie and Antarctic waters 
of the Pacific, G. viridis is eommon in Bering 
Sea. 
— (jim-nem‘ik), a. [Gymrmema + -ic.] 

oting a resinous aaa extracted from the 
leaves of Gymnema sylrestris, indigenous in 
India. The leaves, when chewed, produce the curfous 
effect of temporarily des the sense of taste aa re- 
spects sweet and bitter, so that such substances aa sugar 
and quinine become indistinguishable in the mouth £, 
B. Titehener, Exper. Paychol., L tl. 104 

Gymnoascaces (jim’nd-as-ki’sé-4), n. pl. 
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(NL., < Gymnoascus + -acez.) A family of 
simple ascomycetous fungi, named ‘vom’ tha 
enus Gymnoasens, It bos small ascocarps comsist- 

ing of a thin peridium of loose hyplue inclosing globose 
aaci which arise as lateral branches of the ascowenotia hy- 
Phe, Staple mold-like conidia occur th many cases, See 
PUymnedseus, 

(jim-né-as’kus), u. [NL. (Bara- 
netzky, 1872), « Gr. yruvie, naked, + daxde, a 
suck.] A small genus of fungi of the family 
*— They have the peridiam composed of 
a loose layer of thick-walled much-branched hyphie whose 
terminal bes are frequently pointed and sometimes 
hooked. The spores are simple and hyaline or bright- 
colored, varying from globose to spindle-shaped.  G. 
Reeseli oocurs on dung, 

gymnoblastous (jim-né-blas’tus), a. Same as 
ymnoblastic, 

ocanthus (jim-nd-kan‘thus),n. [NL.,an 
error for "“Gymnacanthus, ¢ Gr. ;uurdc, naked, 
+ dxavwa, spine.) A genus of fishes of the 
family Cottide (the seulpins), found in the 
North Atlantic and North Pacific. It is charac- 
terized by the absence of teeth on the vomer and by the 
presence of antler-like spines on the preopercle, G. trie 
Seertr is inued an the out ot aan 

Gymnocarpes (in-of-kir é-8), mo. [NL. 
me as aiiiecolichouse. ——— 

gymnocarpic (jim-né-kiir’pik), a2. Having the 
spore-bearing surface or hymenium naked: 
applied by Brefeld to the Uredinales and Da- 
eryomycetales, 

oglossa (jim-nd-glos‘ii), n. pl. pe < 
tr. yreedc, naked, + y2c0ca, tongue.) A group 

of gastropods destitute of radula and jaws, 
The proboscis is prominent and in tic forts fs used 
to suck the the host. e group contains the 
families Kulimidse and Pyranmidettidee, 

oglossate (jim-n6-glos’at), a.andn». [As 
lossa + -ate1.) J. a. Having the rad- 

ula hidden or absent; of or pertaining to the 
G iymrmogloxsa, 
Tr n. Any gastropod of the group Gymno- 

qlossa, 

Gymnogongrus (jim-né-gong’grus), m. [NL. 
(Gir. yuswoc, naked, + Q éy) por, An excrescence. 

alge A —_ genus of re which resembles 
— rus, or Irish moss; it is widely distrib- 
uted. 
gymnoplast (jim’nd-plaist), ». (Gr. ;rprde 
naked, + maoréc, formed.} A naked proto- 
lusmic mass, that is, one without an inelos- 

ing wall or membrane. 
Gymn (jim-né-siir’dii), ». [NL., < Gr. 
yuuvéc, naked, + cdpdy, L, sarda, sardine J A 

nus of the Scombrida or mackere!l-like fishes 
found in most tropical seas, swimming freely 
in the open ocean, Members of the species are 
smaller in size than the trae tannies, reaching a weight 

Sete Eine te pu are we fv cer 
ata and @. pelamés. — 

Gymnosarda alleterata. 

(From Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat, Meseem,) 

gymnosome (jim’né-s6m), rn. [NL. no- 
soma.) In ae one of the — a 
pteropod with a naked body. 

(jim-né-spér’mik), a. Same as 

gymnospermy (jim‘n6é-spér-mi), ». [Gymno- 
sperm-ous + 3.9 In bot., the state or charae- 
ter of being gymnos 

symnospore, n, 2, Specifically, in bot., aspore 
that is naked in the sense of not being pro- 
duced in a rangium.—3, In the —e 
tion of Le Maout and Deeaisne, a cellular 
eryptogamic plant in which the spores, by ab- 
sorption of the mother-cell, beeome free in a 

gymn 
gymnospermal, 

TMOUS. 

common cavity, Their group Gymmospores is 
coextensive with the Bryophyta, No longer 
need, 

(jim’né-spé-rid‘i-4i), om. pl. 
-) (Gr, pupae, naked, + oropa, seed (spore) 

+ dim. phen.) ‘In Labbé’s — 
group of protozoan cell-parasites, which form 
an order or a suborder of Hem idia. 
They infest warm- hosts and owe their name to 

A —— 
—————— 26 

ostomata f(jim-né-sté’ma-ti), m. FF 
(NL., ¢ Gr. yuuvdc, naked, + ordua(r-), mouth.) 

gynecocrat 

An order of Ciliata in which the mouth is usu- 
ally closed except during the inception of 
food, and is without an ulating membrane. 
The pharynx, when distinct] developed, is without «il- 
jary structures, but is y prov with a rod 

or with a modification of one It includes 
aimilies CAlemydodonta, Hnehelina, and Trachelina. 
Compare *Trichostomata, 

ostomatous (jim-n6-sté’ma-tus). a. 
fer. yruvéc, naked, ᷣ oréya(t-), mouth.) Hav- 
ng the mouth unprovided with an undulating 
membrane, as certain ciliate infusorians. 

othorax (jim-n6-tho’rnks), n. [NL., ¢ 
r. puavdc, naked, 7 chest.) <A genus 

of morays or eels, of the family Murznida, 
comprising many of the largest and most 
ferocious members of the group. The genus is 
characterized by the well-developed dorsal fina and by the 
absence of tentacles on the jor nostrils There are 
ver many species, some of Usem brilliantly and fantasti- 
cal G, mort and G, funebris are common 
in the West Indica — 

Gympie series. See *serics 

candrous, ete. a! * 
gyneceum, ». 4. In some countries t 

of a Christian ehurch which is reserved 
or the women of the eo: tion. 

(ji-nan‘drizm), ». [gynandr-ous + 

y, ete. See *gyne- 

-ism.] The state of being monccious or 
hermaphrodite, 

gynandrocratic (ji-nan krat’ik), a. (Gr, 
yir}, woman, + dep (avdp-), man, + -Kparia, ¢ 
xoartiv, rule.) Equally ruled by man and 
wornan ; characterized by social independence 
of each sex. LZ, 5 * 8 = Pron 
gynandromorph ( ji-nan’dr6-m n, r. 
yivavdpoc, female and male, + Hope, form.] 

Insect gynandromorph: a moth { dtemerts co), female om the 
dert. male on the right side of the body. 

In biol., an animal of a unisexual species but 
exhibiting the anomaly of having part of the 
body male and part female, Gynandromorphs 
are most frequently found among insects. 

morphic (ji-nan-dro-mér’fik), a. 
andromorph + -ic.] Possessing the ehar- 

acteristics of gynandromorphism., 
Gynendremerpiis Insecta, in which the characters of the 

whole or part of one side of the body, wings and antennas, 
are male, while those of the other side are tomale. 

W. Bateson, Stady of Variation, p. @& 

Gi-nan-dré-mér’fi),». Same 
as gynandromorphism, IW. Bateson, Study of 
Variation, p. 35. 

‘ous, gyn@candrous (jin -é-kan’- 
rus), a, (Gr, prey (jvvarn-), woman, + ari 

(avdp-), man, + -ows,] In bot., containing bot 
staminate and pistillate flowers, as the spike- 
lets of some carices ; androgynous, [Rare.] 
The terminal spike is, in this spectes, nearly alwa 

gynacandrous, oF Amer. Jour, Se April 1904, rR py 

gynezcarchy (jin’é-kiir-ki), m. 
a et yer} —— woman, ¥ woh tule, Cf. 
gynarchy,) Rule or supremacy of the female, 
especially the alleged mother-right or matri- 
archate of primitive human society. 1. F 
Ward, Pure Sociol, p 536, 

gyneclexis (jin-ek-lek’sis), n. (NL. ¢Gr. 
ports female, + éxteiy, choice: see eclectic.) 

xual selection through choice by the female. 
L. BF. Ward, Pure Sociol., p. Hil, 

c, tric (jin’é-ko-sen’- 
trik), a. [Gr. yr}, woman, + xtyrpov, center, 
+ -ic.] Centering in and dependin upon the 
female. LZ. F. Ward, Pure Sociol., p. 206. 
— theory, the view that “the female 
nex in and the male secondary“ in organic tife 
and evolution, and that the male was developed “ under 
the operation of the principle of advantage to secure 
copan progress throtgh the crossing of straina” L P. 

‘ard, rah, qonaens t Gi ‘&-ko-krat) 

ecocra in’é-k6-krat), m. 
Tiynecoeracy rat] One who favors or up- 

olds female government, Fifcedward Hal!, in 
The Nation, LV1. 68. 



gynecocratic 

. og gynezcocratic (jin ‘6-k6-krat’- 
), a —— (crat· + 2 Our nized 

on the basis of descent in the female line and 
governed by woman or by her male relatives; 
matriarehal, 

agen that —— Teptientin tnt mane af the the 

meet H. Smith, in Jour, Hellenic Studies, xiv. 250, 

mania (jin’é-ké-ma’- 
om, —5 iPaper ee), roma + Gypeornis ( 
paves, — Sean Same —— set 
gynecome (jin” ¢ 
mdr’ fus), a. Tr. yuvy * «-), woman, + 

pooped, form, + -ous, } In diol., having the form, &¥Psam 
attributes, or appearance of a female. 

eynecopa pathic, gynacopathic (jin’é-ko-path’- 
+a [ ———* e -ie.] Of or pertaining 

to gyneeo —— 
a thy (jin-é-kop‘s-thi) 

(Gir, ries ord ype ered rabog, isease. 
ecophr peculiar to —— — 

oral, phoral (jin-é-kof ’6- 
“ra menpheroutt aft, | Same as gyne- 

Say i-ner’d- Bi vn, (Irreg. ¢ Gr. yours, 
gynerhc 3 pork, inc — downward, de- 
eline.] The state or condition of a species in SyTa 
which the females depart more widely than 
the males from the ancestral condition, 

When female preponderance 225 it might be called 
gynerhopy. eb. Li, MAX, p. 200, 

(jin’é-tip), ». [Gr. yuwj, woman, + 
-) In ze0dl., a female specimen 

taken as the t of a species, 
trics (jin- PS trike)» a, (Gr, pve}, woman, 

iatpexds, Of medical treatment: see iatric,] 
The treatment of diseases eg to women. 

gynocardate (jin-)-kiir'dit), n. [gynocardie + 
expocaras A salt of gynocardiec acid, the active 
—— of chaulmugra-oil, used in the treat- 
ment of leprosy, Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 
490 

gynocardic (jin-d-kiir’dik), a. [Gynocardia+ 
Ac.] Of ord from Gynocardia, SE —— oil Te salts 

m, 
A 

Timo, 

3 used in the treatment of leprosy. 
gynocardin (jin-}-kir’din), n. rdia + 
-in?.] A glucoside from the —* of Gyno- 
cardia odorata, 

gynodimwcism (jin’$-di-é’sizm), x ynodiar 
clious; + -ism,] The condition of be on gync- 

— nnõ tik (Gr. yuvG, f gynogen (jin 6-je-ne' ae ‘e- 
male, + yéveorr, generation ; see genetic.) Pro- 
ductive of females only. parthe- 
n the production of fem ea only from unfertil- 

Pech al bee sor (sine ——— ‘sizm), 7. ‘{gyn- 
omonec(ious) + -ism.) The condition of being 
de art 

(Gr. yep, ‘EM synoplasm (jin’6-plazm}, n 

t a iy og acta 4 
Acaa, anything ral 

« — * of female 
material that is supp 
others to enter into —— 
cells and give them their diatinetivs character, 
and (o be unlike anything that enters into the 
composition of male cells, See quotation 
under one Gober 

ospore (jin’S-spér), w. [Gr. yew}, female, 
oropd, seed ne). me as *maero- 

gamete, aa ed, Handbook, VIII. 541. 
gynostyle (jin’}-stil), ». 2 an, Woman, + 
orijoc, pillar: see style.) n siphonopho- 
Tans, & female blastostyle, 
Gyasra Glad! ri). n. (NL, (Cassini, 1825),¢ Gr. 
yorg, femnle, + ovpd, tail. The name alludes to 
the elongated, tail-like stigmas.) An unten- 
able name for Crassorephalum, a genus of 
—— of the family dsteracew. See *Crasso- 
cephatum, 

gzpsine® (jip’sin), a. [ayps-wm + -ine2.] 1. 
¢ trade-name for a fire-proof material, for 

use in building, consisting of plastic hydraulic 
lime mixed with coke or sand and asbestos 
and pressed into blocks like bricks —2, A 
dusting-powder containing arseniate of lead, 
applicd to plants as an insecticide. EL G. 
ladon, The Spraying of Plants, p. 147. 

te (jip‘sit), ». (gype-um + -ite*.] Gypsum 
in a finely nular form: a loeal name in 
Kansas and Texas, where this variety oceurs, 

Under the general head of calcined ter, or plaster 
of paria, in these reports ia included the prodact of 
cement plaster made from gypeuin dirt, or “gypieite,” 
*— pertion of the aypeum prodact of Rangas and 

is of this variety. Under the microscope the 
“) @yToRraph | ji’r)- 
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gypsies of Kanans te seen to consist of masa of emmall, 
angular gypsum ot ph lag 

, 1SOT—08, pp, B84, Hah {yo U.S. Geol 

in of the lnc ie 
Gypskeu *koi-pér) 
keuper. f In pm ait rd 
system in Germany. It is correlated by German 
—— — the Kea 

and overlain Rhatic. 
“gr a thickness of 1,000 feet and contains nu- 
—— plants ¶ Anui ⸗etie mi colummnare) and labyrinthodont 
and fish 

(jip-sdr’ bm he (NL., ¢ Gr. yinbor, 
gypsum Pee, * extinet nus 
gue ous a i? e rail, found in the 
— gypsum-beds of Montinartre, France. 

anal sis of in iipe analy: minerals, 

of gypea 
and maris, the highest of which is celebrated for the pro- 
fasion of ite —— remalna (4 neplotherium, 
thervnm, 0 pachyderma, Carntcora). 

gypsum-farnace » Gip’ sum-fér’nis), a. A — 
nace used to caleine gypsum in the manuf. 
ture of stueeo or plaster of Paris. More * 
monly called wi-kiln, 
— kiln ‘sum-kil), n. Same as *gyp- 
— 

2. In univalve shells, one of the 
wir ‘the ire.—3. Any system of gyri 
or couvolutions in —X in. a Anthro 

uly-Sept., 
Gt gyration. Se ows lan Bf the rotation af the 

—— in storm-areas, the rule, 
nonnced by that in the northern hemisphere pre 8 
must clreulate about a low are in the di con- 
pe hed the movement of the hands of a watch, but that 
in southern hemisphere Le — tet be with 
the movement. See 

In. One of gyrinid (ji-rin’id), x. ‘oad a. 
the Gyrinide, 

IL, a. Of or belonging to the coleopterous 
family Gyrinide. 

(ji-rd-ser’a-kdn), n. [Irreg. ¢ Gr, 
yrpéc, round, + «épac, horn, + Kédvoc, cone.) 
A shell of a nautiloid cephalopod which ix 
eurved in a loose spiral lik’ that of G 
the volutions being somet:.-es * contact but 
with no impressed — Hya INL. <a 
Gyrocoryna (ji’rd-ké-ri’nit}, n. — r. 
yupéc, round, ¢ xopivn, aelub.] A family of hete- 

merdutnta Perty. Canamerpha 
Freee the ventral side, alighaly ¢ tereed to the right. 

@, contractile vacwole; 4, adoeal cone: ¢, Cierl; a, microauclens; 
* anucteus. —2 — UsGtschii, after Mlochmanm. 
From euter's 

rotricho = trichostomatous ciliates. They have 
—_ alsa! body, with the anterior end rounded and 

¢ posterior as a caudal appendage pr jecting from the 
et and a ventral furrow cilia, with a row of cilia at 

ge of the bell Tos ely be —* — at the base of 
the appendage. aT Coe 

le (fi-rp-kot’ fa) ot XL .¢ Gr. eps, 

a 

round, } xorbAy, cu he typical genus of 
the famil Gyrocoty Fide. Diesing, 1850. 

lias de Gr're-koti’ i-dé), a. pl. [NI., ¢ 
yrocotyle + -id#.] “A family of monozoic 

tapeworms, They have a lenf-shapedd body with cre 
nate margins; asmall but deep sucker at the pointed ex- 
tremity ; and at the opposite end a rosette organ carried 
by a cylindrical peduncle, traversed by a canal which 
opens at euch end, from which a ag peculiar protoscls-Like 
organ can be everted. Gyrocetyte is the typical genta, 
Gyrodus (ji’ro-dus), n, (NL., ¢ Gr. yepéc, round 

idote, a tooth.) A genus of extinet ganoid 
fishes. They have a very flat and deep body comptetel 
covered with scales; abhuint nose ; fat bean-sha! teet 
onthe palate and aple: nial, amt a few sh prehensile 
teeth on the dentary ; a symmetrical caudal fin, and thick 
écnles ridged at the margin. The genus is common in the 
Jurasele pecks, 

af), wn. [Gr. yipor, a wheel, 
+ ;pigew, write.) An instrument for register. 

gyrus 

the revolutions of a mechanism, such x , 
wheel. 

hic (ji-ro-graf’ik), a. (Gr. 
wheel sr + ypaderv, write, Fl Noe 
an organic acid found in certain Vichens((ige 
hora or Umbilicaria pustulata), 

epis (ji-rol’é-pis), n Xe, —* yes, 
round, + eric, a seale.) A genus of hetere 
cereal ganoid fishes characterized by barng 
the anterior rays of the pectoral fins not ary. 
ulated and scales marked with irregular err. 
kles. It is common in the Mesozoic rocks. 
gyromele (ji’rd-mél), mn.  [(r, yijpor, a whe! 
a turn, + yay, a probe.) A device consis. 
ing of a sponge on the end of a long rotatiuy 
bougie, used for swabbing out the stomach 

(fi-rom’e-tér), n. (Gr. yijpor, tum 
revolution, + wérpov, a measure.) An instr 
ment for indicating continuously the mabe 
of revolutions of a oe Axis. 

tra (ji-r}-mi’ n, (NL. (Fre 
1349), ¢ Gr, yupéc, roun D nitpa, a head-ires. 

Cyrowifra exewlenta, 

One fourth natural size; @, generel view of giant 6, coms 
de tion of same, (Frome Engler & Prand'’s’ 

aturban.] Agenus of ascomyeetousfung ¢ 
the ay Hetvellaces, having lange fleshy 2 
tate fruiting bodies (ascomata) with the surlee 
irregularly depressed and folded, The samerein 
to the convoluted turban-like aacoma. Eleven geo 
have been described, soume of which are among the Lepr 
known Ascomycetes. G. ti, as ite nae indeste 
fs an edible species occurring in America and Bare. 

oracesr (ji’ri-f — n, pl [NL 
—— + ~acex. ily of gra 
—— lichens named from the genus (y- 

— in 2* ij’on), mn. [(ir. piven 4 

turn, bale — A contrivance of & 
having Pratl 80 ‘arranged spirally that bet 
a rotary motion is um to it its gyratets 
cause it to rise in the air: formerly used ss 
target for shootin; 

fc. viper, 8 rae eyroplane Pah plén), n. 
wheel), + -plane, as in aéroplane.) —— 

type of flying-machine. See the extract. 
A farther departare from tho present fashion of © 
28 gyroplane of Meassra. Breguet, whic rere 
interest in the attempt to overcome gruvity by 1% 
screw tera, As at present designed, — 
by four propellers placed 08 the coreere of eure 

Nature, Dec. § 1a, p 

Gyroscopic precession, See *precessa. 

tatics (ji-ro-stat’iks),». That brane’ 
the science of kinetics which deals with ‘ 
laws of rotating solids. 
gyTus, *.—Broca’s gyrus. Same » “ental 

Seo frontal gyri under Fa 
as central *convolutions.— 

gyrus, or ridge, jast below and in frost of —8 
— — 
an 25 ectl , formed convolution win * 

— regi 
—— convolution of the —71— ks 

collateral and third temporal SS 

— ——— — ¥ or degeners! 
anterior end of the callosum: a prolongation of the) 
tudinal strie of the OER, 
rhinencephali, « name applied by ins bo the Se" 
che of the olfactory tract in the brains of — 
edentates.— a thin strip of = : 
ter open the callosum which contains _ ‘ope z 
striw of Fancleil, Also indusiua 

aamall sagittal gyrus lying behind {the er . 
mores in the brains of marsupials, ae wi ai 
sect vores. Gyrus subcallosus, agyrus* t 

from the rostrum of the callosum to the base of * 
trum immediately in fromt of the wT A 
lamina 5 on og wo 
merwe,— Lingual —— — the median ne rie on 
convolution of the tral gyrus’ al 
tution bounded eh the a and calbecew © 
suled.— gE. as convolution pete! * 
the central ———e a — 

bounded poatertorly thecentra sttlems : same e 
ing frente, furs. 4 barre core 
on each half of the cere ail acent te the me 
or fissare which separntes nthe halves of the — 
—5* or less parallel with the sagittal se 
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dense layer of flint chips, which had evidently never been 
distarbed since the materials were upon, for Mr. 
Sparrell was able to piece many of flakes, and to den: 
onstrate that the object sought was the manufacture of 
aches. J. Geikie, The Great lee Age, p. 7, 

d) In mineral, the ini- 
iA tial letter of the general 

Hai] symbol, hkl, applied to a face 
ofa lin the system of . 
Miller. See he (e) In hacienda-piece (ith-i-An’ 
elect., the symbol for henry coin struc 

> 

[Hawaiian.] A tree of the drudge: as, to hack for a living. 
spurge family, Anfidesma platyphyllum, found 2 (hak’é), . [Origin not ascertained, 
on most of na Hawaiian Islands, and reach- Inceram.,a mixtureof whitingand gum paint 

yhagogue the master of the hacking-board (hak’ing-bord), ». A board on 
cap , and — bricks are dried or hacked. 

Ls 

I could see the t dag standii —— Je See 
veranda, the Aackiea alift on her back, and her ted 
as temmely aa the drawn wire rope of « suspension bridge. 

R, Kipling, The Recrudeseence of Imray, 
Dun hackle, in angling, un artificial fly. 

v. 4. hackle’, 3. In angling, to dress (an arti- 
ficial fly) wi 

hackle- 

or 

members of the household 
fig ia promouneed: © 
universe, who created all kinds of pices,” 

Aaboas corpus ad jum, a writ by which a 
raon was removed out of the custody of ome coun 
of another to answer toa salt in the latter. It was th hackle, 

hak’l-bak), », Same as* Aatchet- 

A bench or 
brought another court to him in execution table for supporting hackling-pins. 
upon a judgment of the latter. . | Pohak'l-shét), n. The movable 

habenal (ha-bé‘nal), a. [NL. ——— < “upron, or sheet, to which are attached the 
L. habena, a thong, yg ie Chabere, hold: hackling-pins of » hackling-tnachine. 
see hare.] Same as 
Handbook, II. 152. 

Habenular ganglion. See *ganglion habe- 
ze. 

Haberlia (ha-bér‘li-ii), n. (Dennstedt, 
18i8), named in honor Karl Konstantin 
Haberle (1764-1832), proteny of botany at 
Pesth.] A genus of dicotyledonous trees of 
the family Anacardiacex. Odina. 
habilla (4-bé‘ly#), », [Amer. Sp., dim. of Sp. 
nae, evel home, ¢ lL. faba, — aa 
sand-box , Hura crepitans, and espoci 
its seeds, which are a drastic cathartic. Called 
also javilla, See Hura and sand-bor, 3,—2. 
In Central America, Lens phaseoloides, or its 
seeds. See Entada, sea-bean, 1, and *lens, 5. 

benar, Buck, Med. packmack 
hackmannite (hak’man-it), ». [Named for Dr. 
Victor Hackman of Helsingfors.] A member 
of the sodalite group of minerals which occurs 
in e reddish-violet dodecahedrons in the 
rock called tawite from the Tawa valley, Kola 
Peninsula, Lapland. It is near ite in 
composition but contains also the radical NaS. 

tack, ». 2. The juniper, Juniperus 
communis. 

,n. 2, Specifically, a breed of horses 
which combines thoroughbred blood with that 
of the English shire horse or cart-horse and also 
that of the native Irish horse. A * 
of moderate size, bat over 14 hands, compact 
action and good disposition, not so heavy as a coach horse 

habit, ., 1. (@ In petrog., the general » nor so‘leggy'asahuanter. The term ts ased in England 
rock xture ai mode, thet ie the much as reddeter or driver in ted in the United States, 
— Fed ag 8* oe at, the but inelades horses for riding as well as for driving, Rocks have the habi 
Gurl nok uaves vienety ta Campanian. ™ * “saw (hak’sd), n. See saw, 
6. Asmall piece of linen attached toa woman’s hack-saw (hak’sd), v. t. To cut with a hack- 
collar at the back, designed to under the saw.—Hack-sawing machine, a power-machine em- 
neck of the dress and keep the collar in place. — a Se see 
ru in Scots law, a habit which bank- O00 the maw is pee —— frame, and in Were compelled to wear anless in the bankruptcy 

ings it waa all and proved that the insolvency 
was the result of misfortune, Bankrupt dealers in an 
once by > were ) sontommned to ~~ habit in any 
ever werier, Law Dict. Land steady habite, 
the State of Connecticut. 

the other it is directly connected with a 
on a wheel, suitable mechanism being provided for I. 
ing Uhe saw to ite work on the draw or backward stroke 
and allowing it to run free on the return stroke, and for 
allowing for the wearof the anw. Feed-mechanism is 
also used to bring the rx to be cut to the vise. locking it 

habitancy, ». 2. Inhabitants collectively. in the viee while the cut is made, and releasing the mw 
De Quincey. pot he p dem So set inet ix fod to the aaw, The 

Habitat of den affilinted ” ede — 
ageing — Mat Cleves hackthorn (hak' thirn), n. {S.AP.D. haake- 

dorn, hook-thorn.] A South African thorny, 
leguminous shrub, Acacia detinens, which is 
considered sacred by some of the native tribes. 

Habitual time. See *time?. 
habituation, ».—Errorofhabttuation. Seo #error of 

3 ‘ation. 

habutal ee thal 2 », [Jap. habutaye.) A Called also wait-a-bit thorn, 
—— sik. hack-tree (hak’tré), rn. Same as — 2. 

(hiish), mn. [F. hache, an ax: seehatchet.) haddock, ». 2, A name wrongly applic "to 
A — stone implemeut, called origi- Pseudophycis barbatus and Merluccius australis 
— A —— Ermer ee pala —— allied to the family Gadidz or codfishes, The’ 

: . called coup ng i : ius i : (do Mortillet); and Chelleau implement. European species of Merluecivs is known as 

This ja Paleolithic workshop! waa represented by a 
the hake. — Zealand haddock, a gadoid 
Mertuceius 2 —— — 

Hadean (ha‘dé-an), a. Of or pertaining to 
Hades: as, M. n realms. 

When Charon's boat *⁊* a spirit o'er 
The Lethean water to the — — 

sta Tate. 
Money King, t. 188. 

merina (had‘rd-me-ri’nii), n. pl. [Nts 
<Gr. ddpéc, thick, large, + népoc, part, + -ima®,] 
An order of monaxonidan Demospondia, 

chide substance said to 

(NL., <¢ Gr. 
rrepdv, wing (fin).] A yonus 

tine perches or darters, contain- 
ing me of the largest and most active species 

t le chen wif enk wan usa ue ra fin the 
bottom of clear streama in the Missisalppl valley, Jf, a 
is the common black-sided darter. — sake 

hadro: 6 
ascertained.) An ald 

hadrosaurid (had-r5-si’rid), n. One of the 
Hadrosauridx, 

uroid (had-ré-s4’roid), a, and, I, a, 
Resembling orallied to Hadrosaurus, 

Ir. nv. saurian having affinities with 

1 
e individual organism is a recapitulation 

ba (hem-q-mé’ bi), #. L., ¢ Gr. 
aiua, blood, + NL. amaba.] 1. e typical 
genus of the family Hamanabide, H. mala- 
ria (Plasmodium quartanw) is the cause of 
quartan fever in man, See *malaria, with 
cuts, Grassi and Feletti, 1890.—2. [ Le.) 
An organism of this genus. Also hemamaba. 
— Hemameba ata, a pon-pigmented vari 
of H. pracez, — tans’ | tae nd 

enn, — & protozoan blood parasite of 

—— ——————— wk. <= 

F parasite in the owl, ng a i. — 
vivax, Same as Plasmodium testians. 

Hemamebide (hem-a-mé' bi-~ié), n. pl. Pia 
( Hemamaba + -idw.] A family of Hamo- 
speridia, consisting of ame@boid organisms 
‘ound mostly in the red blood-corpuecles. It 
includes Halteridium, found in birda, fever and 
sometimes death; Hamameba, the cause of malaria in 
man; and other forms parasitic in frogs, cattle, and other 

The Italian observers have found that all three species 
of the human Hamamebids# are cultivable in Anopheles 
claviger and not only in this but in other Italian apocics 
of Anopheles, while they have failed to cultivate the 
Parasites in Culex. 0. Howard. 

hematein, ». See hematein. 
hematinone (hé-mat’i-nén), n. 
Hamer h NI 
—— eom ·tõ· õ . mn. pl. [NL., 

< Gr. alua, blood, + xiroe, a hollow (a cell), + 
(ev, animal.) Same as *Hemosporidia. 

egarina (hem-6-greg-a-ri‘ ni), ». 
(NL.,, (Gr, aiza, blood, + NL. Gregaring.| A 
genus of Hamosporidia, typical of the family 
— —— It is parasitic in reptiles, 
amphibians, and fishes, Danifeiwesly, 1885, 

dw (hem-6-greg-a-rin’i-~ls), 0, 
pl. — L., ¢ Hemogregarina + -ide.] A fam- 
tly of blood-parasites of the order Haemospore 
dia, The typical genus is Hemogregarina, 

Same as ha 
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Hemosporidia (hem ‘6-sp6-rid’i-i), m. pl. haikh (hith),n. [The 
NL., € Gr. aiva, blood, + oop, seed (spore), native name of Ar- 
4 dim. Acov.] An order of , , the mem- menia.] The Arme- 
bers of which are parasitic in the blood of nian] \. 
fishes, amphibians, and reptiles. ‘The trophozo- (hi-kwiin’), 
ite ta y a vermiform Which passes 4, [Chinese, ¢ hai, 
its early stages in a blood-corpuscle, bat becomes free 
when full-grown. There appears to be no alternation of 
hosta, the entire cyele of development being passed in the 
body of one animal. This order contains the era Len 
kestreila, Karyolyaus, and H ermogregarina. sileweky, 

hemosporidian (hem"6-spo-rid‘i-an), a. and », 
I, a. Of or pertaining to the Hamosporidia. 

II, ». One of the 
eral designation of the pathogenie Protozoa 
that live aud multiply in the corpuscles of the together 
red blood of mammals, and give rise to mala- | rapidly melting away. 
ria. See *malaria, 
Hemulide (hé-mi‘li-dé), n. pl. .» < Hee- 
mul(on) + -idw. Cf. Hemulonide.) A — 
of sparoid fishes, typified by the grunts, whic 
—— the genus Bamtion. Th * 

Sparida J toe +, from 
the Lutianida in po teoth on the —* and from 

Hamuton Macrestene wn, 
(From Bulletin a7, U. 5. Net. Museum.) 

pping under the edge 
aie are widely diffased in — seas and are 

val as food. The is often called Pristipomat- 
tide. The typleal genus is Hameulon, 

hemuloid (hem’@-loid), ». Any fish of the 
family Hamulidx, 

baha (hiig-ba’hi), n. eb., ¢ gabah, lift- 
ies The elevation of —— —— scroll 
(torah) after the reading of the *parasha 
(whieh see). When itis thus exposed tothe view of the 
congregation, all ftand up and recite the following : “And 
this is the law which Moses before the ch of 
Israel,” ctc. ; “This is a tree of life to them that 
it,” ete. All ceremonies in conpection with the read! 
of the law, including the hagbaha, are considered m 
torious, and are per od by prominent members of the 
synagogue, 

bagteier *bri-ér), ». The hispid n- 
or, Sim hispida, the stems of which are 

thickly set with long, t, slender spines. 
It ranges from Ontario to North Carolina, and 
westward to Minnesota and Texas, 

n. &, The Jewish ritual for the 
first two nights of Passover. It contains extracts 

from Neveh, sleo peaioa, leclodiog halla (Pa. cv, 
i lor future redemption. 

i" ji-as-ta’ri-um), n. ; pl. hagi aginsterinas (877i oe te'ctum), 9. 5 Pl beple- yates 
< *55 334 < 35 sacred: see 

tology.) Tn early Latin arch., the sanctuary, 
— from the choir occupied by 
the singers. 

hagiolater (ha-ji-ol’a-tér), n. [Gr, dys, saint, 
+ -sirpye, -worshiper.] A saint-worshiper. 
FP, P. Cobbe. 

hahanui (hii-hii-né’6é), ». [Hawaiian. 
bristling shrub, Cyanea feror, of 
Campanulacee, with dissected ieaves 
plish-blue flowers. 

Hahnemannism (hii’ng-man-izm), n. The 
medical theories of Dr. Hahnemann; homeo- 
pathy. 

haigua (hi’gwii), ». [Nootka haigua, alsospelled 
hiagua, hi » higua, hyagwa, in Chinook jar- 

nhykwa, kyakwa,] The Dentaliumshell used 
y the Indians of the North Pacific coast of 

America for ornaments. Sometimesthe surface of 
the shell was decorated with delicate carvil 

Aspiny, 
e family 
and pur- 

by the number of abells aired to make a string one 
fathom in length. The shortest kind was also called coup: 
coop or kopkopa (Chinook dupiup), 
haikal (hi‘kiil), ». [Coptic.] In churches of 
the Levant, a sacred place, usually distin- 

ished from the choir. In the Coptic churches of 
fe it forma an important member of the plan anid is 
* covered with a cupola which is richly 

or —— — See cut in next 
column.— Haikal Screen, in chure 
decorative and elaborate screen-wall which shuts off the 
hatkal from the body of the church. In churches of the 

rite the sereen fs called sconvetaais. 

emosporidia.—2. A gen- 

a 6counterbalanced 

Haimea (ha‘’mé-#), n. pl. [NL] 

itwas hainberry (hin’ber*i), n. 
valued according to its size, the value being determined Qainite 

hair!, ».—Beaded 
the 

of the Levanta f 

Maimal SCREEW 

CHOIR way, 4 
house.) 
eustoms in China. 

hail!, n— 

dro} times 
hail, weually falli 

with rain an 

Orem Leenrm 

,%. The various re- 
sponses made by naval 
officers at night to the 
sentry, by which be . 
latter may the mu! Haikal in the Church of Abu’ 
of the officer approaching Situln, old Cairo. (From Butler's 
the vessel, areas followa: “Ancient Coptic Churches of 

answer = Egypt.) 

the name of his ship ; the ward-rocm officers anwwet, i 
“No, no 

ee stews and members of the crew answer, 
“Hello!” Yachtemen have adopted this code with a 
alight modification, 

hail5, +. t.—To hail the ball, to throw or drive the 
ball tothe goal; win the XN. B.D, |Scotch.} 

hail-backed (hal’bakt), c. Having a broad 
stripe of white running from the back of the 
neck to the root of the tail: said of cattle. 

rm, leaving between them lanes of 
but of heavy rain and destructive winds. 

A small cannon 

hail-cloud (hal‘kloud), x. A cloud from which 
hail falls; that ion of a cumulus cloud 
which —— the so-called hail-stage and gras 
within which the temperature is at freezing- 
point, the —— to — being just 

y the evolution of the latent 
heat of freezing water from the drops of rain 

cettgnge (uth elit, «: A tpeilal fae 'ol sil -gage (hal’gaj), n. A special form o - 
gage constructed toseparate the hail from the 
rain-water and allow of the separate measur- 
ment of each, _ Th 

-port (hal’ing-pért), nm. e name of 
the port from which a vessel hails, required by 
law to be painted on the stern of all docu- 
mented vessels in the United States; the port 
in which the managing owner of the vessel 
lives, or which is nearest to his place of resi- 
dence ; the home port of a vessel. 

(hal — a, The firing of 
cannon for the purpose o ——— hail- 
storms or preventing hail: beneficial results 
of this practice have not been demonstrated. 

hailweed (bal' wed) n. Dodder, especially the 
— der or the flax-dodder, Also hair- 
w 
haimarada (hi-mi-rii’d&), 1, [Arawak.] Lin- 
dernia eg a herbaceous plant of the family 
Scrophulariacea, native of South America. In 
Guiana it is used as medicine in fevers, dys- 
entery and disorders of the liver. 

The typical 
Milne-Ed- 

(ha-mé‘i-dé),n. pl. [NL., < Hatmea 

genus o the family Haimeidx, 
wards, 
Haimeide 
+ -idx.) A family of protaleyonacean Alcyo- 
naria, consisting of solitary polyps with or 
without spicules. It contains the genera 
Haimea, Hartea, and Monozenia, 

Same as hindberry. 
hin’it), ». [G. hain, grove (see def.), 

* 8 A silicate, allied to woblerite in 
composition, occurring in slender, colorless to 
yellow, triclinic crystals: found in phonolite 
of the Hohe Hain (‘high grove’) in northern 
Bohemia, 

hair. See *taded.— Collecting 
hairs, Baie ais iis ction of coreain oom te plants 
the function of which it is to collect the as ft falls 
rom the anthers.—Curled hair, hair from animuls* 
manes and talla steamed and twisted, when hot, into rope, 
and afterward untwisted and picked a making a light 
springy material for upholatering.— balr, an inner 

hair-plate 
or down, foand oa skina, which sometime 
the coarser hair ts removed.—In the hair, 

the hair remain raid of 

hair, the mineral asbestos 
— halir,a name given by ©. T. Jacksoo to quartz 
which contains fine needle-like inclosures of actinetite oe 

Me 
, the 

hair), c. i. 2. To form fine fibers, as syrup. 
when tested by dripping. 

hair-ball (hir’bal), ». A small pellet or « 
large concretion, composed chiefly of bair, 
found in the stomachs of animals which hare 
the habit of licking themselves or other ani- 
mals. bezoar and *heterolith. Yearbook 
U. 8. Dept. Agr., 1887, p. 501. 

-comber's disease. See *disease, 
hair-cord (hir’kérd), », A fabric woven with 

or stripes, running 
—— Also called belies. cf 

hair-cuticle —— n. The outer layer 
of cells of a . Bee hair. 
hair-drawn (hir‘drin), a. Drawn out as fine 
as a hair; characterized by over-refinement 
or nicety: as, hair-drawn dialectics. Schaf. 

halr-tolt (hiir’felt), ». Felt made of animal 
r. 

The American maid- 

dermal oe 
quently developed. 

.— Bearded or long-awned hair-gras, 
capillart«, » 3 jos which bears a large 

e panicle with slender, branches 
licate pedicels, the flowers also 

— apy A 5 
rican grass found in the northern United States and 

especially abundant in the Rocky Mountains It is of litle 
agricultural value, bat . 
from ita tamsock-form- 
ing habit is useful in 
building up and gir- 
ing firmness to low, 
wet d, The 
stems 3 rural Eng- 
land have been made 
into doormats, acd 
furnish a fiber. Also 
Aaasock-grase and tus- 
sock-grose.— Water 
hair-grass. See 
water-hairgras, — 

an * 

The leaves are fill- 
form, the branches of 
the panicle hair-like, 
often flexucus. 
hairhoof (hair 
hif), n. [One of 
the numerous va- 
riants of hairis.) 

The woodruff, 4. post, one (earth watsnal slew: 
Asperula odorat«. wpikolet, ¢ nlanged ; ¢, Gorets, still mast 

} arts 

Same as hoar-hownd (b). 
-line, n. 3, Same as *hair-cord. 

hair-moss (hiir’més),n. Same as hairrap-moss. 
hair-moth (hir’méth), ». One of the clothes- 
moths, Tineola biseliella, whose larva feeds 08 
hair and woolen goods. 

hair- (biir’peg), ». A straight hair-pin 
withvas ornamental head, A, M. Earie, Coe 
tume of Colonial Times, P. 122. 

hair-pencil (har’pen’sil), n. In entom., a gro 
of very long hairs which may oceur on se 
parts of the body of a — — insect. 

hair-plate (hir’plit), ». e iron plate at 
the back end of a bloomery-hearth, 

Tufted Haitsrrass (Deachacngom 

hound), #. 
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hair-restorer (har’ré-stor’ér),n. Apreparation hakam (éha-kiim’), n. ——— hakam, 
used to restore the hair when it is scant. < Heb. hakam, be wise. pare Aram. hakim 

hair-rooted (hiir’ri-ted), a. Noting clouds or hakima; Ar. hakim: see hakim.) In Jewish 
which have a bulbous center whence proceed use, a ot philosopher : a title given to the 
long wisps like hairs and short wisps like Seph rabbis in the Orient. The chief rabbi 
roots: as, hair-rooted cirro-stratus, Alsoecalled of Constantinople is styled hakdm pasha, 
tailed cirrus by Clayden, and cirrus caudatus Hakatist (hii-kii-tist’), n. [G. ha, H, + ka, 
by Clayton. K, + te, T, + -ist. The letters are the initials 

hair-scale (hir’skil), ». One of the modified of the three founders of the 1 o, Von 
hair-like seales which oceur on different parts mann, Von Kennemann, and Von Tiede- 
of the body of certain lepidopterous and mann.) A member of the eS 
trichopterous insecta, in Germany for the support o mea- 

hair-shot (hir’shot), ». In billiards, a shot sures against the Poles in Posen. X. and Q., 
which barely moves the first object-ball; also, 9th ser., IX. 145, 374. 
one which barely misses the second. 2, %.—White hake, a small fish of the family 

hair-slip (bir’slip), ». A place on prow 
skin where the grain has become decayed, en- 
abling the hair to slip. Flemming, tical 
Tanning, p. 265, 

(hiir’slipt), a. Marked by places 
6 _— has decayed: said of skins. 

Flemming, tical Tanning, p. 265. White Hake ( Uraphyeds temuds), 

stition that it is a hair that has metamorphosed 
into a worm, 

hair-stone (hir’stén), m. 
ng to them the prom- 

ife, and plenty, and 

half-lichen 
— tennis, bwe pointe given to 0 on infertor er 
at the beginning of first at the my 
Of the fecond, Sd po at alfernntely ty the aubsequen 

I. ».—Halfa stroke. See stroke}. a See 
half-are (hif‘irk), a. Noting an electric are- 
lamp of approximately half the usual illumi- 

w wore classed as arc lam those taking from 
6.5 to 7 amperes and 225 to 450 as half-arca. Also 

half-beam (hit’bém) In ship-buildi * n. In ng, & 
deck-beam which extends only way across 
the vessel, being cut off at a hatchway or simi- 
lar opening through the deck. 

half-bird (hiif’bérd), ». One of the smaller 
— such as the : 80 named because it 
a nr half the price of the larger apecies. 

ng. 
half-bit (hf’bit), n. The Spanish half-real in 
the British West Indies. 

half-blind (h&f’ blind), a. Noting holes in 
plates (which are to be riveted together) 
which do not coincide or match, those of one 

"Ps, plate being partly covered by the other plate. 

molded half-breadth) to 
the central longitudinal plane of the vessel. rtz penetrated ae 

by slender crystals of rutile, amphibole, or @stablishing at the same time a bond between prai¢-breadth plan. See plan. 
other mineral species. Also cakes Venue the persons taking part in it, thus insuring half-breed, ».— aparece, the product 
hair-stone and fléche d'amour. friendship and peace between different clans “of g cross between varieties of apectes belonging to differ. 

-— Acadian hatrstreak, an or tribes. Alice C. Fletcher, 22d Rep. Bur. ent genera. 
butterfly, TAecta trom’ New d Amer. Ethnol., IT. 14. half-broad (hiif’brid), ». An English gold 
to Montana and up and down the Pacific coast. Ite larvie “jako” fs weed to describe the whole of coin aoa Gaeta th dain © 
feed on the willow.—Banded * id the es employed in the ceremony, which are two bull . 

Tr feathered — alah weed trons whieh pith is barns half- (hiif’bal), ». A term employ ed by out; an ear of white corn ; three sticks of plane tree; owl 8@alers to denote a male fur-seal from four to 
eagle feathers; the heads of two woodpeckers; the #ix years old. The largest balf-bulls are practically 

head, neck, and breast of two ducks; a wild cat ; fat full grown, but not Cnough to fight thelr way Into 
a consecrated deer or buffalo; an oriole'’s ;and the rookeries themselves. They are dark 

The two feathered stems are treated 

y 
lanting or harvesting. 

Athenaunm, May 20, 1906, p. 628. 

Gray Halrstreak (Uromotes melinus), 

@, butterfly; 4, butterfly with wings closed; ¢, larva from side; 

Se 5 
halah (¢hi’lis), n.; pl. haldth (shw’lét). [Heb. 
< halal, pertorated.] ry —* 

Gioward sod Ghinenden, U5. DTA)” EY SESE Done used in offerings (Num, xv. 20 et passim) 
and now — at the three meals of Sab- 

out the United States. Its lurve feed on the bean, haw- baths and festivals. As now used it is a woll-bak 
thorn, 8t.-Johin's wort, and —— — Rar. and twisted loaf, thick in the middle 
yep betereet. an American ly butterfly, Adides tapering toward the enda, with poppy-send ed 

Cie tarpest of the eastern balrstresin, of, over the The halah of some festivals differs in form 
nearly two inches. Its larve feed on the oak.— from the Sabbath cake; for example, that used 
purple an American lyewnid butterfly, at the Rosh ha- festival (New-Year's day) is made 

~~ Olive hairstreak, an American in the form of a Treason fa that, it being 
uttertly, Mitoura damen, occurring in the south the 

ern United States, where ita larve feed on the red cedar 
and the samilax.— hips an American 

of the pi env 
halapepe (hi-li-pa’ p6), ». [Hawaiian.) A 

eee eatery, TT the Rocke tous Ta ae, (tre ofthe lily ety ba aurea, bearing 
liv willow, shad-buah, and blueberry, golden-yellow flowers and small yellow berries, 

hite- irsire . x, a Atworicas iyeanid  batterty = yielding a soft, —_ — of which 
ove tates, the natives used to carve the ols. 

iva lvew theocrani hatatingus, (hy 
hairstrong (hér strong), n. @ as harstrong. Havink the character of common salt. Rare. 
hair-weed (hir’wéd),n. 1, Any a halbling (hiilb’ling), n. {6 < halb, balt, + 

See mermaid's-hair.— 2. Same as *ha ' dim. -fing. Cf. halflingl.] A small coin of 
hair-whorl (hir‘hwérl), ». A more or less ase) and of other Swiss and German states, 
spirally arranged of hair, produced by ha] (hal’ching), ». [hatch + -ing.] The 
the meeting of hairs running in different di- “entanglement of the coils of yarn at the nose, 
rections. (hir‘i-bak), ». Any fish of the or top, of a ——— cop. Nasmith, 

-back Cotton Spinning, p, 
fa iy Trichonotide, found in the western Haleciides ha-lé-ai'i-dé), n. pl. (NL, « Hale- 
Pacific, of campanularian 

oft 

cium + -idw.]) A famil 
- (bir‘i-tung), =. Hypertrophy i hairy-tongue, papille of the yee aad hydroids having the hydrotheew reduced to 

to the surface as hairy appearance. 
shallow, saucer-shaped, pedunculate appen- 

Med, Handbook, IIL. 20 8, the hydranths with conical hypostomes 
hai.ts (hi tei’) “4 (Chinese Chai, sea, *7 the gonophores hedrioblastic. It contains 
* * a.) — eed, G lopeltia ' : pe genero ‘alecium, Diplocyathus, and Ophi- 

and gelatin prepared from it; | The gelatin is Halecium (ha-lé’si-um),n. [NI] The i. 
wed 3 —— cal genus of the family Haleciide, Oken, 1 5, varnish the , and to give 
Windows of Split bamboo ned aan have their half, I, a. Hair in tennis, a point given toa 
rhombic filled with a film of it asa substitute supposably inferior player at the — of the second 
for ginas. and subsequent alternate games of set. Half forty, 

5.—36 

atkateht by the Russians 

half-butt (hif’but), ». A cue, used o in 
English billiards, the length of which is halt- 

between that of a long and that of an 

tion of 

piece of L, strack at the Siege of dwenk. 

halt favit (hf ‘dav’ it), ». Nawt., a fish- 
vi — 

half-florin (hif’flor’in) An coin 
———— by Edward tee a Th 
was current for 3 shillings and weighed 54 

nm, 

hardy : said of plants which withstand a little 
— but not a hard one, and are sown or 
= ed out after frosty weather is past and 

fore the weather becomes thoroughly settled, 
Sometimes used also for plants which will live 
out of doors throughout the year if given shel- 
ter or protection. 

half-hit (hiif’hit), ». See *hifl 
half-iron (hif‘i/érn), ». In golf, # half-shot 
with an iron club, i 

half- Lnpay gy A Portuguese gold coin, 
originated in 1722, the half~io ra of 6.400 reis: 
one of the most mere gold coins of the New 
World in the eighteenth century. 

half-lap (hiif’lap), ». The metallic matrix, or 
bed, in which are embedded the rows of comb- 
ing-needles in a cotton-combing machine. 
— roller, the partof a cotton-combing machine 
which forward the combed sliver. 

half-lapped (hif’lapt), a. Lapped about one 
alf as much as when brought to — — 

position: used of rivet-holes that do not meet 
properly, but are half-bliud. 

half. li (bif’li‘ken), n. An ascomycete 
which lives as a saprophyte during its early 
stage, but later becomes associated with algw 
which, usually, have been injured. 
Spheria Lemanee and Thermutia velutina are ¢x- 

amples of Aalf-dichens. 
D. H. Campbell, University Text-book of Bot,, p. 18% 



half-looper 

half. 
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-looper (hiif'lé"pér), n. Any one of many etching three separate metal plates of prin halilimnic (hal-i-lim’nik), a. [Gr. dz, sea, + 
noetuid larva —— they do not have sortaces of yellow, red and blue, which are successively “Fivn, lake, + -ic.) Living i fresh water, 
the normal number of prolegs, move like geom- out the many needed ET Le pieced, — 226— but exhibiting genetic affinity with forms of 

etrid larva. 
half-man (hiif’man), ». On coasting-vessels, 

rudder-tah ha. 
Medialuna californiensis, found on the coast of 

— southern C 
half-mourner (hiif’mér’nér), a. Anold British 
collectors’ name for a black and white European 
agapetid butterfly, Melanargia galathea. Also 
called the marbled white, 

a truthful picture. Successful workmanship depends on life that are restricted to salt water; actually 
the ability of the J nn —— oy tically limnetie, but phylogeactically Taarine, Als 
— of the engraver by hand xe ow seek improvement — nic, Beet idiotic. 
in Yary e cross lines on that make neater e funn: Tanganyika is to he 
combina’ of colored lines, on the of the te double — ——— —— oft forms are foend 
mary colors and accuracy of ister in rating. everywhere in African freah waters, the other of what 
four-color process has the added color of Dlack or other may call Aalelimnse organisms, which are foand nowher 
dark color that aids distinctness else tn the world, at least eo far an is at knows. 
It. a. Noting a print or Piste, produced by J. B.S. Moore, quoted tn laternat. Year Boot, 160, p ze 

above. the balf-tone process. halimeter (ha-lim‘’e-tér), =. (Gr. dc, salt, + 
half-top (hiif'top), . Nawf., a small, narrow yérpov, measure.] An ap) Lad for deter- 

half-noble (hiif’n6*bl), n. A gold coin of Ed- platform which rests upon the trestle-trees of mining the strength of a saline solution; spe 
ward IIT. of England, and of sueceeding kings 
to Edward VI. 

half-pace, n. 2. A landing in a stair which 
separates two flights of stairs, It differs from 
——88 in that it crosses the ends of both 
ights, so that the direction of the stairs is 

completely changed. 
".—Mark Newby , Same 

a8 latrick whi y.— Bt, half- 

Pana Wc ce sat 
half-plane (hit’plin), n. Same as *hemipla 6 *plain), . me as *hemiplane. 
half-p (hut’ prof), un. Ineiril law, evidence 
entitled to some weight, but insufficient as 
foundation fora sentence or decree, 

half-rater (hif’ra’tér), ». A small yacht of 
less than the unit of rating (one ton), [Eng.] 
half-ray (hiif’ri), n. In math., the aggregate 
of all points of a straight which are on one 
and the same side of O, a point of the straight. 

half-seal (hiif’sé1), 1», In Eng. law, a seal used 
in the Court of Chancery to seal commissions 
issued to delegates appointed to hear appeals 
in marine or ecclesiastical causes. 

half-sheet (hiif’shét), ». In printing, an abbre- 
viation of one half of a sheet of double size. 
When preaswork was done on a hand-presa, upon sheets 

of small sine, the shect of octavo had ite pages 1, 16, 14, 4, 
bal 5, 12, first printed from one form on one side of the 

& M4, 15, 2, LL, 6, 10, 7, were next printed on 
the back of that sheet, so arranged that they would fold 
in order as ope sheet of 16 consecutive pages. This 
method waa called sheetwiee, When large nachines were 
used for presswork the two forms were rearranged in one 
form to produce 16 pages at one impression on one side. 
Turning the -— upside down for the subsequent print 
ing on the of the sheet enables the presaman to 
back each e with ite mate and produce two 
copies of I on, Rach sheet of the paper cut in 
two contains the mame number of pages as of the 
sheet, printed sheetwise. 

De Vinne, Mod. Book Composition, p. 337. 

half-shoe (hif'shd), ». A shoe which covers 
but one aide of a horse's foot: used to correct 
some defect in the growth of the hoof. 

half-shot, ». 2. In golf, a stroke of less dis- 
tanee than a full shot, and played with a half 
swing: less than a three-quarter shot and 
more than a wrist or quarter shot, 

half-sib hit‘ sib * ing), n. A breeders’ 
term for a -brother or half-sister; the off- 
spring of different mothers by the same sire. 
The high ralies, however, found for Aalf-iblings in the 

—— — to un : — ene! eS ion ieee 
potency for the —5 — the Tigh value of —— aa 
compared with parental correlation in the case of the 
horse. Biometrika, Nov, 1003, p. 301, 

Half-speed shaft, See *shaft. 
half-spring (hiif’spring), m. A spring made 

up of one set. of leaves; a half-elliptie spring. 
half t (biif’sprit), A. The sprit of a fore- 

and-att rigged vessel, all on one side of the 

Asshe aalled before with a ~aprit, like a yneht, she 
sailed now with a square sall and a miszzen, like a ketch. 

Defoe, Captain Singleton, xviii, 

half-stopped (hif’stopt), a. In organ-building, 
said of pipes which are partially closed at the 
top by a lid or cover. 

-tone, ». 3, A —— printed from a 
plate produced by the half-tone process ( which 
Bee), or the plete itself... Half-tone process, a 
—— — ¢ method in which, in the process of 
photograp ing the object, a screen of netting, or a ruled 
glass, la interposed between the lens and the senaltined 
plate. From the nepative thits made, a positive image is 
prodaced = a * metal Plate and etched inte 
relief by aci © serven ta designed to give to the 
etching a texture similar to that produced by the en- 
raver, A common, but in large manner reneedlable, 
effect of fta use Is an undue softening of both lights ard 
shadows with loas of distinetness.— Half-tone screen, 
in photeg., a sheet of glass ruled with fine lines, croasinge 
one another at right angles, ineerted in the camera 
about one sixteenth of an inch from the negative. = It 
enables half-tones to be obtained in photo-engraving. 
The Mnes ron from 100 to 250 per square inch See 
*whalf-tone precess.—Three-color ~tone p 
a method of engraving in relief by photography, 

—— mast — a — mast; a cifieally, a doviee for outtmating the amount of 
5 g + ey Fe water in beer by determining th tit 

half-trank (hat trang, a. ‘Pertaining to or salt the beer will inn. : 
having a trunk or hollow piston-rod to which halimetric (hal-i-met’rik), a. [halimetry + 
the connecting-rod is attached, but not having ~i¢.) Of or pertaining to halimetry or the be 
a trunk on rs : — side ** Aston. limeter. (Rare-} 

half-vision ( zh’on), », Hemianopsia. halimetry (ha-lim’et-ri), ». [Gr. a, salt, + 
half-volley (hiif‘vol’i), ». In cricket, a ball .verpia, < er = scl Ha — * 
which reaches the batsman just after it has of the strength of a saline solution. [Rare.] 
— upon the ground. Hutchinson, Cricket, halimons (hal’i-mus), a. [Gr. dus, of the 
P. Pr sea (( a2¢, the sea), + -ous.) Having relatice 

halibios (ha-lib’i-os), n, [Also halibius; <Gr. to the sea, to prin Dating or to — salt. 
aac. the sea, + ior, life.) The animals and [Rare. 
plants of the ocean considered collectively ——— (hAl‘ing-hand), a. One of a pair 
and in contrast with the animals and plants of of heavy gloves or woolen mittens used to pre 

fresh water and those of the land. Haeckel tect the hands of sailors and fishermen on the 
(trans.), Planktonic Studies, p. 578. Maine coast, while hauling heavy eables, ete.: 

halibiotic (hal‘i-bi-ot’ik), a. [Also halobiotic; frequently double lined in the palms with 
as halibios + -ot-ic.) Living in the sea. leather. 4. Mf. Earle, Coxtame of Colonial 

halibut, ».—Arrow-toothed halibut, the slender- Times, p. 122. 
‘with arrow ahaped, Uocth. Baptard, A ‘but, Perit. halinous (hal‘in-us), a. (Gr. &2vor, of salt, ¢ 
flounder, Paratichthys californieus, 3376 the Gulf of @/c. salt.) Having relation to common salt. 
California. It differs from the true halibut in the much — [ . 
smaller sine and in the fact that its tail is doubly concare haliplankton hal-i-plangk’ton), n, (Gr. a, 

cvop. Halie the sea, + NL. plankton.) The fioating ad 
charus, (Gr. dtc, nen, + 265 hon] 7 swimming organisms of the ocean, considered 
of Labridz found in tt xoiper, Hog. collectively and in contrast with the organisms 
terized by the nce of 9 spines in the dorral fin, of that float or swim in fresh water; the plauk- 

es, and of a canine tooth in the posterior part of ton. Also haloplankion. See *planklon ami large 
th . Th man. bes, hi in i tom facckel i 
con, Hl vodiotes whe peaagp-wiloced it Miteetes generate 7 (eat), Fanon 
the Slippery Dick of the Atlantic coast of the United +P. (hal-i-air’k), — (NL... ¢ Gr. i 

om hy . jee aa, States. 
halichondrine (hal-i-kon’drin), a. Resembling the sea, + odp§ (caps-), flesh.] The typical 
or having the characteristics of the sponges frites of the family Halisarcide.  Dujardis, 
bolaging to the order Halichondrina ; hali- dz (hal-i-siir’si-dé), nm. pi. [NL ¢ 
chondroid. Halisurea + -idw.] A family of hexaeerativ 

the halicurrent (hal-i-kur’ent),n. (Gr. d%¢,sea, + triaxonian sponges, having the flagellated 
L. currens, current.) A stream or current in chembers syeonate and the skeletal strot 
mid-ocean, as contrasted with a coast current. tures absent. It contains the genera Halisorce 
The Gulf Stream is the most familiar example and Bajulus, 

common salt.— Halide acid, an acki corresponding S68, + stp, endive, chicory.) The correc! 
wa halide, of halold, salt, containing hydrogen in form for Halyseris (which see). 
of the electropositive clement or radical of the salt, as Haliserites 4 
hydrochloric ack from sodium chlorid, or hydriodic acid “~~ 
from potarsium iodide, Jour, Physical Chem., April, ~#es.] See 
19004, po SOE 

Halieutea (hal‘i-a-té’),n. [NL.,¢Gr.dicenrie, Tomaly divided. The 
otherwise atcebe (d4cevr-), a fisher, a seaman, ore "Fontainea nd 
< dduriery, fish.) A genus of frogfishes of the Sa from the 
family Oycocephalida, found in the deep waters Amboy at how 
of the Pacific. oe ae ee 

Halieutella (hal‘i-i-tel’A), ». [NL.,<Gr. tion of Virginia, re 
ddcevrgg, a fisher, +L, -ella.] Agenusoffrog- spectively, c i re 
fishes of the family Ogcocephalider, found in semble it and it ie § 
the deep waters of the Atlantic, intwetentets non Ok 

(hal-i-d’tik), a, (Gr, dcewrsdc: see _ cotyledonons plant. 
halientics.) Of or pertaining to fishing, halistase i 

Halieutichthys (hal’i-0-tik’this), ». NL. « stds), 2, [Gr. dee, 
Gr. dcevrgc, fisher, + irfic, fish.) A genus of sea, + — ordow, 
— of the ey! Ogcocephalide, found standing.] The 
in the deep waters off the West Indies. tract of quiet —_ Mavrserstes Rracdse, owe pall 

n. 2, That branch of practical water within the YZe.ts" “emer 
theology (‘fishingfor men’) which treatsofthe gyration of a 
theory of the extension of Christian mis- ntoceanie current. The Sargasso Sea, in the 
sions; the science of Christian missions, North Atluntic, is the most familiar example 
specitically, of foreign missions. of a halistase, Haeckel (trans.), Planktovie 

alieuting (hal-i-i-ti’né), n. pl. (NL, «Hal. Studies, p. 622. 
ieut{ea)+-ine.) A subfamily of froglehes halisteresis (ha-lis-te-ré’sis}, m. [Gr arc, 0 
of the family Ogcocephalide, typified by the + orépyorc, deprivation, ¢ orepem, deprive. 
genus Halieutwea, Deprivation of salts; «pecifically, loss of tl 

haligi (hii-lé’gé), ». [Also (Sp.) haligui,< mineral constituents of bone which cae 
Tagalog and Bisayahatligi.) Inthe Philippine osteomalacia. 
Islands, one of the wooden posts or piles on halisteretic (ha-lis-te-ret’ik), a. [halter 
which the native houses are built. (-et-}) + -ie.] Relating to or affected ©E 
haligraphy (ha-lig‘ra-fi),». [Gr. a%e, salt, + _halisteresis. 
-)padia, ¢ ypage, write.) A diseussion of the halitherioid (hal-i-thé’ri-oid), ». and @. L« 
sources, properties, ete., of saline substances, A sirenian mammal allied to ZHalitherium. 
(Rare. ] Il, a. Resembling Halitherivm. 



halitosis 

halitosis (hal-i-té‘sis), n. L halitus, 
breath, + -asis,] B 
halitea, chalitza (cha-lit’sd),n. Heb. halitea, 
¢ hdlats, draw off or out.] The Jewish cere- 
mony of taking off the brother-in-law’s shoe. 
According to the cormand (Deut. xxv. 5-10), the brother- 
in-law who refased to marry the widow of his brother 
who died without child waa obliged to 
elders at the gate, Where the ceremon: 
shoe was performed, The formata is still in use,ns other- ing the form, angles, and plane surfaces of halurgy 
wise the widow, according to Jewish law, is forbidden to 
uamrry. 

haller (hal’ér), a. [G. dial. variant of heller. 
Aamall copper coin of the Swiss canton o 
Zz 

Halleyan line. See *ine?, 
halli! ——— n, 
[Prov, Eng. 
‘Onze ions wt ‘'said Hannah in high wrath. ‘He 

an his loike teak & Aalidiinch of us uw geen, wt thelr 
silly faddle, an pamperin o' workin men, wha never wor 
an never Will be nos better nor they should be." 

Mra. Humphry Ward, David Grieve, iv. LL 

ballepodons (ha-lop’ 8), a. Of or pertain- 
ing the Lalepodaen. f the nature of the 

Hallstattian Gl-stat’i-an),a. [G. Hallstatt, 
in Austria, where extensive remains charac- 

riod were found, + -ian.) In 
cheeol,, noting the first period of 

L. hallur pega 

A great fire. 

-— Collective hallucination, in 
— a hallucination experienced —— and simul- 

q ly by & oamber of persons similarly situated. 
hallucina’ Hallucina- 

mad. 
the great toe. Hallux rigid’ 
—— — the great —— — 

ie gteat tow outward, so that it overlaps 
deviation of the great 

the 
tow 

[Gr. dAua, a leap, ¢ 
A game for two persons, 

i 256 squares with 
the object of each player be- 

m their 

(bal’ma-té-jen’e-sis), u. (Gr, 
aAua(r-), a leap, + yéveorg, production.] In 
biol., the sudden appearance of new charac- 
ters in animals or plants. Same as saltatory 
or discontinuows *variation. 

halo, n—Diffraction halo. | Ree adifraction.— Har 
ing’s halo, HR, w a 
solnde toe dank * To ui ann cece 
dark hae iy an effect of brightness contrast, B.C. 
Sanford, Exper. Paychol., p. 16t. 

Halobia (ha-16’ bi-it), ». fAXL., < Gr, dr, sea, 
+ Sioc, life.] A genus of prionodesmaceous 
pelecypod mollasks, characterized by the ab- 
sence of an auricle, It is very abundant in 
the Triassic rocks.— See waehale?, Halobia shales, 

halobiotic (hal’$-bi-ot’ik), a. Same as *hali- 

Gr. 
biotic, 

halochromism (hal-6-krém‘’izm), n. 
aiw, & halo, + xpos, pore + — he 
property possess certain ©) e com- 
pounds of forming highly colored aalta with 
colorless acids and without themselves under- 
going any change of structure. 

In connection with this subject reference may be made 
to some recent work of v, Haeyer and Villiger on diben- 

lidene acetone and tripheny! methane, ey refer to 
the comstitution of yarless substances which re 

im highly coloured salts, and term the phenomenon 
chroma, 

Rep. Brit, Avan Adeancement of Sei., 1008, p. La 

halogenate (hal’6-jen-at), c. f.; pret. and pp. 
— ppr. halogenating. [h + 
-ate2.} To introduce a halogen atom into (a 
compound); especially, to substitute a halogen 
for hydrogen in an organic compound. 

A restatement of the view that the reactivity of the 
halogens in ortho- and para- ted nitrobenzenes is 
due to the assumption of the elements of a molecule of 
water by the nitrogroup, with subsequent Intramolecular 
changes, lealing to the production of a tantomertc form 
of a nitrophenol with the loss of a molecule of a haloid 
weld. Nature, Feb, 12, 1008, p. 358, 

halogenize (hal’é-jen-iz), v. ¢. ; pret. and ppr. 
halogenized, ppr. halogenizing. [halogen + -ize,] 
In chem., to enuse (& substance) to combine 
with or to take up one of the halogen elements, 
as — or bromine. Smithsonian Rep., 1890, 

haloidite (hal‘oi-lit), m. (Gr. dae, salt, +eldoc, 
form, + -ite?.) In petrog., a term applied by 
Wadsworth (1892) to rock-salt. 

Halteridium (hal-te-rid‘i-um), n. 
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halolimnic (hal-é-lim‘nik), a. Same as *hali- 
imnic, 

halology (niet), n. (Gr. adc, salt, +-2oyia, 
« Aéyen, speak.) e diseuasion of saline sub- 
stanees as a class of chemical compounds, 
Rare.] 

halometer (ha-lom‘e-tér), », (Gr. a/c. salt, + 
Pekin ot tie uérpov, measure.) An instrument for measur- A worker in salt. 

erystalline salts, 
ha (ha-lo‘ni-al), a. (Halonia + -al).) 
Belonging or relat ng to the fossil plant-form 
called Halonia (which see). 

(hal’é6-fil), ¢. Same as hAalophilous. 

Pl itt (ht f’i-lizm), n. [halophil+-ism.] op (ha-lof’i- nm. il+-ism. 
The character of being halophilous. 

I found a close correspondence between the ‘dem 
of the plant and the power of its root-hairs to t plas 
molysis. W. F. Ganong, in Bot. Gazette, Nov., HMX, p. 54, 

halophilons, a. 2, In cool., inhabiting salt 
marshes an sea-coasts. 

It seema that littoral M srvesech merntromeant 
than i generally sapposed, but the author distin 2 
accidental Aalophitowe formes (three species of CT) 
found in Normandy by Gadeau de Kervillep. 

Jour, . Micros, See,, Apri, 1004, p. 180, 

hal n. 2. In phytogeog., a plant adapted 
to the absorption of common salt or other salts 
andconfined was preterring nenltyeubeteatens, 
as the sea or the sea-shore. Halophytes were 
treated by Warming as a class cotirdinate with hydro- 

hytes, and om h recognized 
ae eanet x ytic in ph character, 
Schimper and other late writers have regarded them as 
included In xerophytea. 

e (hal-d-fit’ik), a. (halophyte + -ic.) 
i. ving the character of a halophyte; ha- 
lophilous: as, a halophytic plant.—2. Adapted 
* growth of halophytes: as, a halophytic 
region on, 

haloplankton hal-6-pl ‘ton), ». Same as 
*haliplankion, c —⸗ 

Halopsyche (hal-op-si’ké), ». [NL., <Gr. ar, 
the sea, + ywyq, a buttertly.) The as 
of the family Halopsychide. Bronn, 1 

Hal (hal-op-sik’i-dé), m. pl. [NL., 
< Halopsyche + -idw.) A family of tecti- 
branchiate gaste ofthe order£u eurd, 
which have the bedy ovate and rounded behind 
the fins broadened at the back, and gills and 
proboscis absent. It includes the genus 
Halopsyche. 

halosauroid (bal-6-sa’ roid), a, Of or belonging 
to the family Halosawrid#, Proe, Zool, Soe, 

—— read Piial’s fh is), w. (NT osauro (bal’ >-sih-rop’ sis), », [NL., 
<Gir, dd, sea, + caipoc, lizard, + dye, 0 r- 
ance,] A genus of deep-water cel-sha shes 
of the family Halosawridw. Also called AL 
drovandia, 

halogel (hal’6-sel), n. (Gr. a%¢, salt, + P. sel, 
<L, sel, sult.) In chem., a salt of the same 
tHe} sodium chlorid; a halide or haloid salt. 

(ha‘lo-simp*tom), ». The ap- 
—— as of a colored circle surrounding a 
ight: one of the signs of glaucoma. 

technic (hal-d-tek’nik), a. [Gr. a%¢, salt, 
+ rixvq, art, + -ic.) Concerned with the ex- 
traction, preparation, and use of saline sub- 
stances, as of common salt. 

(hal’d-tek’ni), u. [Gr. aa, salt, 
+ réyen, art, + -y5.] The art of extracting, 
—— using common salt and othe 
saline substances. ed 

halter?, cr. t. 2. To hang with a halter; hang, 
halter-cast (hal’tér-kast), a. Said of an ani- 
mal which has been thrown by becoming en- 
tangled in its halter. 

Halterididx (ha!-te-rid’i-dé), nm, pl. [NL.. ¢ 
Halteridium + -idw.) A family of Sporozoa, 
of the order Hamosporidia, which contains 
the genera Halteridium and Polychromophilus. 
The former is found in the bi of bi and 
the latter in that of bats. 

[NL., ¢() 
Gr, dargp, a balancing-weight in leaping, ¢ NL. 
halter (see halter3), + Gr. dim. -diov.| 1, A 
genus of Hamosporidia which consistsof halter- 
shaped organisms parasitic in the blood-cor- 
puscles of common birds, The typical genus 
of the family Halterididw, Labbé, 1804.—2. 
{!. ¢.] A protozoan of the genus Halteridium, 

Ross further showed that the mosquito which served as 
an intermediate host for this parnsite could net transmit 
the malarial parasite of man or another similar parasite 
of birds ) ag reg 

G. M. Sternberg, in Pop. Sel, Ma., Feb,, 1001, p. 367. 

hamame 
Belongin 

hamathionic (ham‘a-thi-on’ik), «. 

Hamitoid (ham‘i-toid), a. 

Hamito-Semitic (ham ‘i-t6-sé-mit ik), «. 

hamma 

halukah (hii-lé’kii), ». [Also chaluka; Heb. 
haltkah, < hdlak, divide.) The annual and 
other contributious sent by Jews for the * 
gh of their brethren in the —— Land. It 
8 divided according to the decision of the 
Jewish authorities in Jerusalem, 

halurgist (hal‘ér-jist), ». [halurg-y + -ist.) 

(hal’er-ji), a, (Gr, aac, salt. + éppor, 
work, he manufacture of salt; ealt-work- 
ing. T. Ress, trans. of Humboldt, ‘Travels, IIL, 
xxxi. X. B.D. 

a. 2. In golf, having the same score 
on each side: as, a hole is Aelved when each 
side takes the same number of strokes; a 
match is halved when both sides have won 
the sume number of holes, or have proved 

tar sth Th f divid (hit’ving), 1. e act of dividing 
anything into ves or sharing by halves; 

ifically, the act of putting together two 
ae of material, as wood, by cutting away 
alf of the thickness of each and lapping them 

one upon another, when a pin or nail or glue 
may hold — — A do! 

halving-join (bit ’ ving-joint), #. joint 
made by *halving (which see). 

halyard, 4.— Ensign-| the line or whi 7 
which the aie en aie eled te tie prone ad toe 

 Fiving: hal- 
to holst the fying-jib along 

the tackle used in hoisting the 
wer of the purchase is adapted to the weight 

the and ranges from @ single whip te a double 
and @ingle block.— Jib-o'- the hal: 
need in hoisting the jib-o'-jibh— the 
parchase by which the yard is hoisted — Smoke- 
stack a sailors’ name for the cog heel or other 
mechanism by which telescoping snoke-stacks are holeted. 
— ] the purchase by which a stayeall 
fe run upon its stay. — e whip 
which is bent to the studdingsail-yard and by means of 
which the latter is hauled out to the yard-arm.- - 
lant hase which is used to hoist the the pure! 
topgallant-yard after the topgalinntsail has been sheeted 
home, so that the canvas will be flattened or extended te 

———— a earn any for mg y PAR Over gin 
or He-block sheeves abaft the respective masta, and inorder 
to get a Dig purchase are rigged or rove as follows: on 
one side of the deck a long pendant is shackled, » hich 
reaches to the by then « long drift of chain is shackled 
in, which leads through thogie beds, or topaall the-bhock, 
amd thence toward the deck, and to this end, some distance 
above the deck a purchase is secured by neans of which 

ard is hobeted. the y: 
ulysitid (ha-lis’i-tid), n. One of the Hulysi- 

ham}, ".—Beef ham, Same as collared beef (which soe, 
under entlared), 

lidaceous (ham-a-mé-li-da’shius), «. 
or pertaining to the plant family 

Hamamelidacez. 
LGr. awa, 

together, + @riov, sulphur, + -on + -ic.]  Not- 
ing an acid, a syrupy compound, CyoH)g8Oj,. 
formed by the action of sulphuric acid on eu- 
xanthie acid. 

(ha-ma‘tum), #.; pl. hamata (-tii), 
LNL., nent. (se. 08, bone) of L. hamatws, hooked ; 
see hamate.] The ontermost bone in the sec- 
ond row of carpals, commonly called unciform 
(which see). 

hambergite (ham‘bérg-it),m. [Named after 
A. Hamberg, a Swedish mineralogist.} A hy- 
drated beryllium borate, Beo(QH)BOg, occur. 
ring in grayish-white orthorhombic crystals; 
found in southern Norway. 
Hambleton odlite. See *odlite. 

* hame!, ».— Concord hame, a bent-wood harness-hame, 
strengthened by a strap of iron on the outaide, 

haminura (ham-i-ni’ri), ». [Said to be 8. 
Amer.) A large food-fish, Hoplias malabaricus 
( Maerodon trakira), of the family Erythrinidx, 
inhabiting fresh waters of South America. 

[Hamite + -oid.] La 
ethnol., similar to the Hamites; especially, of 
a Hamitic type whieh is influenced by negro 
blood, 

Re- 
lating to the peoples speaking Hamitie and 
Semitic languages which are considered mem- 
bers of one linguistic stock, 

et? n. 2. Gymnothorax moringa, an eel of 
the family Muraenida. 

te (bam’‘lin-it),*. [Named after A. 
C. Hamlin, an American mineralogist.) A 
hosphate of aluminium and strontium with 
uorin and water, occurring in colorless rhom- 

bohedral crystals: found at Stoneham, Maine, 
and also in Brazil. 

(ham‘ii), x. [AL., «AS. and ME, 
kam (hamm-), an inclosure: see ham’.] In old 



hamma 

Eng. law, & small inclosed field or meadow; a 
closed yard adjoining a house. 
hammada (ham‘a-di), ». [Ar] A stony 
desert upland or eau. [Sabara.] 
The composition and influence on the hydrogry 
ee ee es baer ee 
the higher and lower Sahara. 

Geog. Jour, (R. G, 8), XVI, 235, 
‘bya (ham-lir’bi-i), ». (NL. (Kuntze, 

1891), named in commemoration of Ham- 
wrarby, the villa of Linnwus in the suburbs of 
Upsala.) A genus of monocotyledonous plants 
belonging to the family Orchidacew. See Ma- 
taxis. 
hammel? (ham‘l),». A shed of about 150 feet 
area opening into a small courtyard, employed 
in Great Britain for feeding cattle singly or 
at —* by twos. ¢ *té!ding) The 
hammel-feeding (ham‘!- jing), ». 8 
tem of feeding cattle in hammels. pa 

free 
h ot greenies Se eodteel and also 
—*88 jens litter. = 

These objects are attained by the 
ieee we termed. A Aqmunel 

Freem, Complete Grazter (14th ed., 1900), p. 171. 

system of Aammel- 
consists of a cauull 

hammer’, »., 2. (p In athletics, a 16-pound weight 
e a — weight for achool-boys), attached by ball- 

a wire handle, which competitors, stand in 
a cirele, endeavor to throw as far as 
The old-fash: hammer had an ordinary stiff wooden 
handle. — hammer, « hammer resem- 
bling the bri ‘builder's hammer, but with shorter and 
rate bes — eet 2 the headache fol- 

jowkng & debauch, ox.) —Bridge- or builder's 
4 hammer with two long heads with 

small faces. & boat-bullder’s ham- hammer, 
it face and carved endin 

"‘s hammer, re 
w 2 er·Na a Nance, formerly employed, 
when heated and mipited to the iin te —— 
thon or a blister; simi 
Corrigan's button 
hammer, ’ er 
—— interehangeatle hammer, a hammer hav- 
ing a clamp on the handle for holding different atyles of 
head and face.— _ 3 -hand! 
tack-hammer having a head with « long slender 
The head is t et and be used to pick 
up a tack cg and bold it in position for riving 
—Pneum, hammer, « hammer operated com- 
pressed alr. t haa an antomatic valve which a 

Preumatic Hasemer. 

a, inlet for compressed alr by Sexible hose; 4, throttle-rvalve 
comtroliing entrance ef air; c, trigger for eperating thrvetle by 
thumb of operator; «*. trigger tor operating theonle by foreanger 
of o tor; #, valve-box, carrying valve which admits ait to cyl- 
inder, drives péstow out for working stroke, and retracts it: ¢. piston 
sliding tn working -cyliader, andl acting as hammer, (/ , channel hy 
which air gets to front of piston to drive it back; ¢, shank of cutting. 
tool of fiveting-set of swage; A, riveting set oF swage: J, handle- 

erp. 

admita and exhausts the air so long as a trigger is kept 
pressed down by the thamb or forefinger of the workman. 
= hammer, a form of trip-hammer in which 
a revolvin, . makes the hammer strike a qaick suc. 

jowa —| 

intrans, 
asa steam-pipe when steam ix let on and a 
er is produced, See water-ham- 
mer, 2. 
hammer-action (ham‘ér-ak‘sbon), ». In piano- 
JSorte-making, » collective name for the parts Flam: 
whieh compose and control the bammers. 
hammer-block (ham’ér-blok), n. The steel 
face of & steam-hammer which is fastened to 
the tup be dovetailed-joint. Various kinds of 
hamwmer-blocks can be used, the form depend- 
ing on the work to be done. 
hammer-break (ham’‘ér-brik), ». A system 
of ignition for internal-combustion motors 
where an are is formed by separating 
two surfaces between which the current 

when they are in contact. When the gap 
formed between them, an are or stream of sparks 

crosses the gap and fires the charge. The movable ele- 
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ment is often shaped Ike the head of a hammer, and the 
Se Dyes 66 Shp Som the seek ae 
which it has rested. 

meen count: brevet making, the bloc voted upon the action-rai 
into which the Las of ——.———— is 
fitted. See eut under pianoforte. 

(ham’ér-chek), n. Same as hancockite (han’kok-it), ». 
hammer-catcher and check!, 16. 

rclavier (ham’ér-kia-vér), n. 
the early forms of the pianoforte. 

One of 

ttery. See ttery. 
Hammer-fish oil. See tou.” 
hammer-head (ham’ér-hed), ». In pianoforte- 
making, the padded projection of the hammer 
which strikes against the string, 

less (ham’ér-les), a. [hammer + 
-less.] Having no hammer or no visible ham- 
mer: applied, —— to a breech-loading 
small arm in which the cartridge is fired by 
the action of a firing-pin or a concealed 
hammer. Ses 

hammer-palsy (bam ’ér-pAl/’ai), n. 

hammer-rest (ham‘ér-rest), », In planaferte- 
making, the rail which extends through the 
action from side to side and against which 
the hammers rest when not in use, Alap 
called spring-rail. See cut under pianoforte, 

shank (ham‘ér-shangk), ». In piano- 
Sorte-making, the slender rod or shank of 
wood which bears the hammer-head. See 
cut under pianoforte, 
hammersmith (ham’ér-smith), ». One who 

(bam-6-kri’sus), ». 3 also 
ammochrysus, ¢ Gr, Spo xpeoos (only in Pliny 
and later Latin writers), &upoc, sand, yprode, 
gold.) In Pliny and later writers, » name 
lo designating a yellow mica sebist or 

© sar jielded by it. 
n.—Upall t The command to 

lash hammocks 
hammock-nettings. 

hammocks 
and bring them on deck for stowing in the 

hammock-berthing (ham’ok-bér*thing), 1. 
Naval, « box-like structure built above the 
deck at the side and forming bulwarks, or in 
the interior against the side, in which the 
hammocks are stowed when not in use. See 
eut under frame, 6. 

| (bam‘ok-boks), x. 
it box in which are stowed hammocks for 
which there is not room in the hammock- 
berth 

(ham’ok-kar’@j), m A 
vehicle in which the passenger is carried in a 
hammock sw between two posts attached 
to the axles, [Madeira.] 

ock- (ham’ok-méth), ». A South 
American moth, FP sanguinolenta, 
whose larva constructs a portable habitation 
from its own excrement. 
hammock-rail (ham’ok-ral), ». Naut., the 
rail around the rar, troughs, known as ham- 
mock-nettings, built on top of the bulwarks. 

ock-stanchions (ham‘ok-stan‘shonz), n. 
pl. Naut., irou shapes to which are secured 
the hammock-rails. These stanchions are fixed either 
on the main rail of the ship oron the plank-sheer or cover- 
ing- heard, 
hamo (hii’mé),». [Jap.) An eel, Muranesoxr 
cinereus, of the family Muranesocida, found in 
the waters of Japan, 

beds, See *heri. 
ham- (ham‘tal), ». A tail (of a horse) 
shaped like a ham. 

, a II, wn. The bamular process or 
slender curved end of the pterygoid, [Rare.] 

The bullw are so flattened that when viewed from behind 
+++ thoy a to rise searcely above the level of tips of 
haoraulare Tnactsond May. at. Hiat., May, 1001, p. 450, 

hana-kago 5 n. [Jap., € hana, 
flower, + kago, basket.} In Japan, a flower- 
basket. 
hanch? (hanch), v. ¢. and i, To snap at 
threateningly, as a wild or infuriated animal. 

handcuf, 
handcuff, 

hand. 

at tat 

now mad 
barking 

M. Scott, Cruise of the Midge, p 18 

(Named after R 
P, Hancock of Burlington, New Jersey.) A 
member of the epidote group, peculiar in eon- 
taining lead and strontium, found at Franklio 
Furnace, New Jersey. 

u. ⸗ One who has bad 
— — and A that aoe prey hens Pe 

been a comrict, of Australian history, the early 

Pruit of Citrus eedee 
(Budidba's-Baad). Redes 

— -man’s in poker, 
ye —Firsthand. (5) Incard- ap, 
je one Who leads in any trick.— Hands 

: as, to w 

easy hand to p! 

hand, . 4.—To hand over, to deliver. 
hand-box (band’boks), ». In hort., a small 
box, usually of wood, with a ating pene al 
glass, used for setting over individual plants 
or hills of plants in order to foree them ahead 
of their season or to protect them, L. H. Bat 

See *sorcing-hill, 
Naval, a hand-canter (hand’kan‘tér), m. An easy, slow 

canter. In racing it is understood to refer to as ay 
victory. If the winner come in at a hand-canter It mem 
that he ia so much ahead of his competitors that there is 
ho longer necessity to gallop—that victory is assured. 

handcuft. Simplified spellings of 
handcuffed. 

(band ‘di-na-mom’e-tér), 

Hand dynamownrter, 

xn. In physiol. and psychophysics, a dynamome 
ter, ofan oval shape, commonly used to measur 
the force of grip or squeeze of the hand. £8 
Titchener, Exper. Psychol., I. ii. 167. 

n, 2, A fire-extinguisher eon 
sisting of a glass bottle filled with chemicals 

old, ». 3. In car-building, an iron tat 
firmly fixed to the side or end of a freight-cat 
to assist trainmen in boarding it; a grab-ir.. 

handicap, ».—Fiying in which the 
a mote paased at full — ees : 

handing (han’ding), . Making work whieh 
is symmetrical, on the right and the left band. 
with respect to an assumed plane of symmetty. 

hand-iron (hand’i‘érn), ». A tinman’s stake. 
See stakel, 5. 

hand-lamp ——— n. In elect., an are 
lamp without automatic feed, in which the 24- 
justment of the carbons is wade by hand from 
time to time. 

handle, ». 4. The feel or touch of goods bar 
dled. C. Fickerman, Woollen Spinning, p. . 



handle-bar 

handle-bar (han‘dl-biir), ». In a bieyele or 
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(6) An adjustable hanger ; 

motor-cycle, the curved bar in front of the ser ents to allow for taking up wear 
rider by which the vehicle is guided by the pa Mang _ oe a ates See iy Bere 
hands. In the motor-cycle many of the con- -block (hang’ing-blok),n. Naut., one 
trolling devices are affixed to the handle-bar. “of a Fiocks which — —— eyes 
handle-piano (han‘dl-pi-an’6),n. Amechan- of the ri on the foremast, and through 
ical — operated by a handle or crank, which the —— of the head-sails are rove. 
as a street-piano. hanging (hang‘ing-drop),, The minute 

hand-light (hand‘lit), ». A hand-glass; a ’ 
bell- — glass used to shelter young good. Portion of nutrient —— — * slide or cover 
general ein the a United Staten not in gel}, in —— and other micro-organ- 

Hand-light tused in th market gardens of isms are cultivated. oF ie are freely Lo] 

this datrct (the vicinity of Rvesham and Pershore) for hanging-parrot (hang ’ing-par‘gt), . See 
Protection of cacamvers Anave Brit, XXVIIL 692, Hangman’s knot, See *knotl. 

-room —— n, Ina war- hangout (hang’out), ». * 
ship, un ammunition handling-room; a com- or resort; a rendezvous, ( i& 
parment immediately adjacent to those in Stream, Feb, 21, 1903, p. 
which ammunition is stored and into which hank-dyeing ~dyeing (hangk’di“ing), » The process 
they open. The lower ends of the ammanition-boists of dyeing yarn in the form of hanks or skeins. 
| weg ah ype Et Ey * * is —5 out both by hand and by machin- 
into the hoist. Bee cut under wturret. . Also called sketn-dyeing.  Georgierica 

»—Walnut handmaid-moth, (trans), —— peer — * were 
Datana integerrima, an American species whose lave hank-indica angk’in*di- 8 
dame forest trewn of different ind viee attached to some textile machines for 
wand-me-down (hand’mé-doun’), a. Same 48 rogistering the amount (in hanks) of their pro- 

of business 
oq.) Forest and 

hand-out (hand’out), ». In hand-ball, hand- — hornley, Cotton Combing Machines, 

tennis, and similar sports, the condition of the 42. 11 (han’s-hil), ». [Origin unknown.) 
—— ta * striker 3 out and the players A name the black sea-  Centropristes 

triatus, found on the Atlantic coast of the 
(hand’ pik), m, A piked lever, tiddle United Stutes. Jordan and Brermann 

— to B feet long, used iu han- Fishes of North and Middle Amer., p. 1199. | 
dlin foating 
hand rest (hate, n. The T-rest on a defense, Same us Berlin or Prus- 
hand- lathes 2* because used as a rest — — See *, 
for a hand-tool in t and to distinguish 's e *cirrhosis. 
it from an automatic or slide-rest. Hansard? (han‘sird), ». (Honserd, one of the 

mn. 2, A carpenter's clam original compilers.] The official report of 

hand (band ‘spes‘i-men), n. x speci- the —S and debates of the British 

men of rock or mineral not too la nor too lamen 
small to be conveniently handled for pur > Hansardise ——— 

study dard hansardized, ppr. 
b Toy 4 by 3 —— — — rocks (a member "of —— — 

gy v. ts utterances on some questi 

. t.3 pret. and pp. 
To confront 
his previous 

on, a8 recorded in 
nsard, and thus convict him of inconsis- 

tency. {cottog, +» Eng.) 
& hansom-cab with a bow Cape hansom, 

top, fi ‘wah beeen tips aart 

Hants. <A contraction of ancient Hantesshire 
(now Hampshire). 

“Marryat, Snarieyow, ¥L Hanukah — no ks), 9, [Also Gedieate’] 
handspoke ( (hand’spok), ». A long spoke or Chanuca. Heb. hanika ve hanak, dedicate 
bar fitted at each end for the hand; specifi- Caamien. Heb. bentbeh, < Jeneh doth Jose- 
cally, one of the two used in Scotland in carry- * (Antiq., XL vil Focal fe the “festival of lighte.” Tt 
ing a coffin to the cometary, or from the hearse only pout- Biblical festival of the 
to the grave. Also called handspike, 
The coffin, covered with a and - 4, 

father to ——— the head. ""heett, Aadiguary, xxxi, 

hand-square (hand’skwir), », A modification 
of the sq -machine, operated by hand, 
od pros iy shaping and truing of tiles. 

e 
hand-stake (hand’stak), n. In glove-making, 
a tool used for stretching skins, See the ex- 

As coon an tho che io noceived by the love maker & le 
immed staked by the hand stake, which consists of 

horizontal bars, 

= and pi 
——— 

ke & can- 
ha 
means of a 5* 

8 hand- —— plese — 

Perha Ra Ge yeh bnew me—ae, he conkd uot, orks 
would have ve handspiked mi 

strike wi 

nnd i sigh —— 
the rabbis decreed —~- 

Orthodox Jews scru iy 

faa a — catare of Hanu- 28 
hits.” Every et estate and even 

hand-stamp (hand’stamp), n. Any form of 
= i printing-, or impressing-stamp used 

hand:-tree (hand’tré), n. Same as handflower- 

— trans.—To hang To hiteh 
tie a pote) ts pow eso {Colloq 

— in waiting impatiently in the verandah, 
with — up to 2 the 
E,W. Hornung, quoted in RRM Austral English. 

I, intrans. 13. In cricket, to come from the 
pitch at a perceptibly decreased rate of speed: 
said of a ball bow! Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 
7. Banging ball, bite, glacier, Us, valley. See 

hang-down bang’doun), ». A bearing which 
ig suspen from a roof or beam by a hang- 
— —— — hanger. 

5. if 4 vat in which skins are tanned 
** eee. Modern Amer. Tanning, 

tod which from 
we he eh hay 

—* —*88 peed mem a pp 

Modern Russian Hanukah Lights. 

every adult male is obliged to light them at home imme- 
taper fe light the evening prayer. One candle, lamp, or 

lighted the first night, two on the and a 
eighth night. An additional light, called 

shamash (‘servant’), serves to supply the light to the 
others. Two such are eomationsn placed in modern 

haoma (hi’$-mi or hou’ was) 
haoma = Skt. soma : see soma?, 
and soma’, 
On the position of the Haoma in the Avesta of the 

Parsecs. Smithsonian Rep., 1300, p. 91. 

(Avestan 
@ as homa 

which 

the ‘A 
hich typical of the family Haplocrinids, of which it 

haplology 
haori (hii’§-ré), ». A short loose over-jacket 
or -coat worn in Japan. 
Women ander their — — the 

ereseost ther onli Aoovs, cand tottered over t —— 

— 9— La Farge, Artist's Letters from Japan, p. 274. 

hapaxanthic (hap-aks-an‘thik), a. [Gr. ara 
* * bss bloom, + -ic.] "Same as ‘thap- 
aranthous, 

(Gr. drag, hapaxanthous (haj-aks-an’thus), @ 
In bot., ha having 

applied to 
once, + davteiv, loom, + us.] 
only a single’ flowering-period : 
herbs which after once seeding die through- 
ont. Such plants may be annual —— ie) 
or biennial (dieyelie), F. &. Clem 
haphalgesia (haf-al-jé’si-&), n. ONL < Gr. dof, 
touching, + dAyyerc, the feeling of pain.) A 
condition of bypermathesia in which the slight- 
8 touch causes pain. 

or nearly 
aplite, ». mo = pl std st —— its fron, or ee, 
apie Seospbunch as pt pb ers to the 
h fe ic members of the syenite, moanzonite, 

ilies, sach rocks being ustkally called syen- 
ftesha; » ite, etc. This extension of the 
term is connected with the belief that such haplitic rocks 
are differentiation wo Ed syenitic, monzonitic, or 
hort question often eoour in tle magman 

Pe — 
haplitic ic (hap lit ik), a, [Also apie; — 

ite + -ie. » pertaining 
—* he rock called oe Saorae the ol eer of 

lobacteria (b bak-té’ Gr. 
"vier single — bac teria)" Uiicollaiar 

bacteria of the ordi eri- 
eal form, as = 24 wih Pe The. oA a 
teria (which see). 

a ea) Ha) eoghetins (hap (NL., also 
Api us ; drAdos, ‘single, + xeidoc, 
lip.) A A crane of ‘killifishes elosely allied to 

but ape in the short dorsal and 
longer got fin. The species are mainly Asiatic. 
Aplocheilus is the original form of the name. 

haplochlamydeous (ha W: kla-mid’é-us), a. 
far. a gr simple, x diet ¢ (y2apes), a 
——z8 -cous.) In bot., é nga simple or 
rudimentary floral envelop, as in the pistillate 
Sowers of the Juglandacex, In acietdr the develop- 
ment the haplochlam: a singe saoceeds 
mydeous and is followed by the homoboc! 

Haplocrinida ( krin’i-dé), n. 
Haplocrinus + « A family of crinoids 

eh belongs to the order iformia and is 
ically represented by the genus Haplo- 
tee, 

Ha us (hap-lok’ri-nus), » ¢ Gr. 
—XE Ee — pg Meet risen 

mus of inadunate or lJarviform —— 

“ENL., < 

representative, It has a small pyriform 
are three compoand and two sii 

— and non · purrulat⸗ arma. Itoccurs in 

ca) the onl 

‘iat vet a —* * — =. ph 
a -D “D 

ee notus + ical bfamily of f fresh- 
var Af semana iv the genus Haplodi- 

Haple or A * mer? ) L INL, ¢@ 
p-lod 1 t. p "7 r. 

* sng, of de > typied by is “4 * er or group o en, the t 
fishes or Gatrachoidide 8 ——— by 
the peculiar structure of ‘oe pectoral arch, 

haplodonty (hap’lé-don-ti), m. [haplodont + 
The con oe or fact of ving molar 

teeth with simple crowns, See haplodont. 
haplohedral ( apy ec dral), Gr, dridor, 
single, + édpa, base, + ‘ee mineral, ge 
the asymmetric or “tah up of ‘the tri- 
clinic 8 petem in which each form has one face 
only. symmetry, 
pee Haar Bp dies 6-gam‘ik),a, Pertaining or 
relating to haplogamy, 
hap} (hap-log’ ‘a-mi), Gr. anAdoc, 
simple, + ya ne a method of cell 
con jugation in which the fusions of the nuclei 
and the chromatin are not deferred to permit 
the formation of vegetative cells or tissues, 
plasmapsis, karvapsis, and mitapsis oceurring 
in the same cell. Vegetative tissues of haplogamic 
stractures are composed of cella with a single nucleus 
and a single set of chromosomes, The alternatives 
— are Wapaulogamy and *paragamy. Cook and 

bap Jol (hap-lol’6-ji), x, (Gr. d=/dor, single 
tee —* ae —* 8 has ] pnt utterance of oaly 
one of two Anch adjacent syllables or sounds 
that — in the full pronunciation of the 
word. ‘The phenomenon is a universal uM Hagulstio fact, 
and ts parallel to that of Aaplography (which see) Both 



haplology 
infleences appear in the history of many words, Examples 
are idolatry for , ayreabad — 

for registrer, wabiy tor ablely, cdi 
reine tor reinrr,rapharar ay tr aby “— 

enomenn seemed related to thase of ‘ology i 
PR ot seer words, as in — for ——e— * 

Seript ure, Exper. Phonetica, p 168, 

haplome* (hap‘’lém), x. A member of the Hap- 
i. 

Haplomi? (hap-l6’mi), ». pl. [NL.,¢Gr. draéor, 
le, +éyoc,shoulder, upper arm.) Anorder or 

suborder of fishes which is characterized by the 
absence of the mesocoracoid arch and of spines 
in all of the fins. ‘The families contained in this group 
are the Pociliida, or killifishes, the Keocida or pikes, the 
Umbride or mud-minnowsa, and the AnmWyopeida or 

fapl Igaakl6’ri-d8),n, pl. [NL] ‘ri-dé), wn. pl. D a 
ot bafichondrine jel vo amen 
a 

é famil 
spiculation fa of pimple type, ami the microscleres, 

if present, are never chele, It contains Halichondria, 
Chaliaa, Reniera, 4 ta, and many other 7. 

haploscope (hap‘l6-skop), n. (Gr. dz /dor, _—— 
+oxoreiy, view.) In N poorer and psychol, optics, 

whie 

E . Psychol., p. 404. 
hap. c¢ (hap-lé-skop‘ik), a. [Aaploscope 
+-ic.] Pertaining to the haploscope or to its 
use. 
This is to the tests with Aaplor 

ures —— —J———— upon tras —— tates, * 
while the latter are dependent apon the mere matching 
together of divided 

Mei ptical Jonr, June 2, 1904, p Ons 

“\-spd-rid 'i-d), n, NL., 
ng fs Peet a —2* n order of Sporozea. 

developmental -yele is very slimpte, The youngest 
stage of the parasite is a minute rour corpusele with 
single nucleus; aa growth multiplication of 
nackel oocurs, and the mass ly separates into a num: 
ber of spores of uniform structure, which give rise to ant- 
nucteated corpuscles, thus completing the cycle, It con- 
tains the genera Bertramia, He, finan, lo 

ium, parasitic in worm, rotifers, and crustdceann 
idium (hap’l6-spo-rid’i-um), #. 

[NL., (Gr. drAoog, single, + oz00d, seed (spore), 
+ dim. -:dwv,) The typical oe order 
Haplosporidia, Cau et Meanil, . 

ha (hap’tér), a. “TG. hapler, < NL. hap- 
teron.) Same as *hopteron. 

hapteron(hap’te-ron), ».; pl. haptera(-&). (NL., 
irreg. ¢ Gr, drree, fasten | In phytogeog., &spe- 
cialo of attachment composed of nou-vas- 
cular tissue, developed by many aquatic litho- 
hytes, as /odostemacee and murine algw. . 
arming. : 

haptic (hap‘tik), a. (Gr. amrinde,¢ are, touch: 
see apse.) Tactile; of or pertaining tohaptics : 
as, a haptic sensation. Amer. Jowr, Relig. 
Psychol. and Education, May, 1904, p. M. 

ha (hap’ti-kal), a. Same as *haptic.— 
See Rimage, 

haptics (hap’tiks), ». (PL. of haptic.) In psychol. 
and physiol., the science of touch: as optics is 
the science of sight and acoustics the science 
* besring. | As ‘ ys nod, the term tnchades the 

ology an eile) only al c BRIT an ay 

bel earned ——— but alse of the kinesthetic 
onan (muscles, temmloms, joints). 

Asa | term for perceptions of touch in the widest 
we . Desevir [ei] ts Haplice us an ie 
of Optics and Aroustics is be further diviklea inte 
Contact-seruse — Pure contact and pressure) and 
Pela . «+ (including active teach and ' muscle 
acuse £.C. ‘ord, Exper. Psychol, p. 1 

haptine (hap’tin),». [Gr. drrew, touch, fasten, 
+ -we?.] A cast-off receptor. The haptines 
ure nted by the antitextue, the agglatinina, the 
preeipiting and the ambeoceptors of the hermolysina, the 
hacteriolysins, ete See timmunity. 

haptogenic (hap-té-jen‘ik), @. (Gr. arr, 
touch, + -yrenc,-produced.} Used in the term 
Aaptogenic wembrane, a hypothetical albaminous nmeem- 
brane which sccording to Ascherson surrounds every glob- 
ule of fat in milk. CL. Simeon, Physiolog Chern, p 40s, 

haptophil(hap’té-fily, a. [Gr arremw, fasten, + 
oder, love.) Same as —— 
haptophore (hap’té-for), a. [Also haptophore ; 
(Gr, @zrw, fasten, + -oopuc, ( géjnw, ar.) 
Sameas haplophori, Also haptophor. 

Ebrlich's hypothesis to explain such facts is usually 
spoken Of at the side-chain Qiewry of inmounity. He con- 
siders that the toxins are capable of aniting with the pro- 
toplasen of living cells by possessing groupe of atone like 
these by which nutritive proteide are united te celle dar 
ing normal nesimilation. He terms these haptopher grou 
and the groupe to which these are attached in the cells he 
terms receptor grips, The introduction of a toxin stimu- 
lated an excessive preatuction of receptor, which are fin- 
ally thrown out inte the eireulation, aud the free ciroulu 
ting receptors constitute the antitexin. The counparison 
of the process to assimilation is justified by the fact that 
non-toxic substances like milk introdaced tually by 
@accessi ve doses into the bhood-etream cause formation 
ait anti-aubstances of ny ther. 

Rep. Brit, Asan Advancement af Sei, 1908, p, TIS. 
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haptophoric (hap-t§-f6'rik), a. [As 
+ -ic.)] Pertaining to that group of a toxin 
moleeule which unites with the corresponding 
receptor of acell, The same term is used to 
designate that group of cell receptors which 
unites with the immunizing substance, See 

haptophorous (hap-tof’p-rus), a. [As hap orous rus), a, to- 

taptoties — [lereg. (Or. 3 { t’iks), ». [Irreg. dere, 
touch, + - ote.) Same as —* 

(bii‘p5-k&), ». (Maori.) A fish, the 
groper “ jon oxygencios), found on the 
coast of New Zealand. Itsavernge weight is about 
45 pounds, and in some places It forme an ieportant arti- 
cle of trade. Also Aapuka. 
harakeke (hi-ri-ka’ ka), ». (Maori 
eommon variety of the New Zealan 
Phorminm tenax, 

harbor-deck (hir’bor-dek), n, See *deck, 2. 
harbor-pirate (hir’bor-pi'rat), m. One who 
robs vessels in port by coming alongside in a 
small boat and carrying off portable articles, 
such as brass belaying-pins, running-gear, etc.; 
a thief whose trade is to steal cargo from 
docks and vessels in harbor. 

The 
flax, 

harbor- (hir'bor-pér’pus), xn. The 
amall — or puffing-pig, Phocwena pho- 
cana, or P. communis, frequently seen in bays 
and estuaries. 

Harcourt air-gas pentane standard. eo 
air-gas, 

hard, @., 10, (i) In vocalization, of a tone 
made with a rigid attitude of the vocal orguns, 
80 as to be wanting in mellowneas and ym- 
pathy. 

adv.— Hara said of a veasel when it ie 
femly Saed on the rocks of on a shoal or beach..- Hard 
aweather! « command to put'the steering-wheel over sv 
that the tiller will be tarned toward the weather side and 
the ships head deflected from the wind : — to 
Aard olee '—Hard down! a command to put wheel 
over so that the ship may be brought to the whred : > 

to ®hard aweather ‘— Hard over! an order to 
elmsaman to jum the wheel or tiller over os far as 

hardback (hiird’bak), ». 1, Any fish of the 
_ Callichthys; any catlish of the family 
Loricaride, found in the fresh waters of South 
America,— 2. In the British West Indies and 
British Guiana, any | beetle, especially one 
of the larger Scarabee, 

-earned (hiird’érnd), Earned with 
difficulty or hara work, 

20. 2. Acloth of coarse fiber and 
texture, made from hards, 

, nm. 2. Inphotog., achemieal, such 
as alum, which is added to the fixing-bath in 
the making of gelatin n ives, It prevents 
the dissolving of the filmin warm weather. 

-machine, ». 2. See *heating-ma- 
chine.— 3, A heating-machine adapted to heat- 
ing small balls, parts of machines, aaw-tecth, 
nuts, bolts, ete. and delivering them automatic- 
ally while hot to oil or water hardening-tanks. 
Four heating balls for ball-beari: a spiral conveyer is 
used to convey Ue balls throay Other mw 

a, 

h the furnace. 
chines employ different forme of link-belt cooveyers, the 
aim in type of machine being to expose the things 
to be heated to thedirvct action of the fanes and to 
protect the conveyer as much as sasitle from the de 
structive effects of the heat This is accomplished by 
supporting the Uninge to be heated on rode which pro- 
ject through a slot in the Doster of the furnace, the con- 
veyer ing the rude being outakde the furnace, or by 
placing refractory bricks on the conveyer. 

hardening-off (hird’ning-of’), n. In hort, the 
process of inuring or babituating a plant to 
untoward conditions, as to adapt it ually 
tocold before removing it from a hotbed or 
foreing-house. 

-tank (hiird’ning-tangk), ». A tank 
or bath containing oil or waterin which small 
metal objects are hardened as they come from 
the beating- or hardening-machine. 

te (hiir’de-nit),n. A name proposed 
for the solid solution of iron and carbon con- 
taining 0.9 per cent. of carbon: it has the low- 
est transformation-point. The name bas been 
abandoned by many authorities on iron and 
steel as being misleading. 

Carbonists, however, hold that the pale arenas are 
hordentte — dissolved cementite, the dark areas 
being a mixtare of Aardenite and tree cementite (M, dhe 
mond s methods are evidently not suftielently delbcate te 
detect ft Ue dark socalled martensite the constitaent 
Inst manmed) Nature, April 14, 1s, p. 654, 

Harderian fossa, See *fossa'. 
—— — u. 2. See St. Augustine *graxs. 
hard-gut (hiird’gut), n. Mugil dobula, a fish 
found in Australia, 

au. 2. The hop-hornbeam, Ostrya 
-) * * 

Virginiana, [Vermont.] 

tophore hardhead, *. 3. The name is also 

harifuku 

other fiahes having hard heads: as in 
i of the family Hemiremphids, and 

11. In the Bahamas, a shrub of the spurge 
famil ——— pen Alsoealled 

ide laurel. See laurel, 3. 
hard-horse (hird’hérs), ». A sailors’ term for 
& tyrannical officer. 

hardie (hir’di), ». [AF.: ove herdy] 1. An 

— —— ead, 2.—2, och co coin of t 
1270, the liard of Phili Te Hardi. * 

sandstone. *sandstone. 
hard-meat (hiird’mét), n. Dry fodder; com 
and hay as fodder, as distinguished from gras. 
(Prov. Eng.] 

n. 2, Water, as found in nature, contatring 
both of these in considerable 

carbonate in 1,000,000 parta of water. 

hard-spun (bérd’spun), a. Compactly twisted: 
said of yarn. 

har n. 2. See *Gila. ‘di 
hardwood (hiird’ wid), a. aud », I, a. Haring 
a hard wood (see hard wood, under + &) 
as a tree; bearing trees with hard wood, ass 
forest; made of hard wood : as, a hardwood Boor. 
I, ». A hardwood tree. 

hardyhead? (hiir’di-hed), ». An atherinoid fsb. 
Atherina lacunosa, inhabiting Australian wa 
ters, FE. E. Morris, Austral. English. 

hardy hole (hitr’di-ha}), m. A rectany 
in a blacksmith's anvil for the inse 
shank of a cutting-tool or other piece. 

ite (hiir’di-ston-it), ». [A * 
(see def.) + -ite?.) A silicate of zine and cx: 
cium (CagZnSigO;) which oceurs in whit 
granular masses at Franklin Furnace, in Har- 
dyston township, Sussex county, N. z 

hare!, »., 1. So many new 
hares have been described af 

far hole 
of the 

cuther desert-dvellers has a pale cout.—Fe- 
the white northern species which are 

Erpeo qxetiews otter aparis tae nae nomen a et species are now 
decidedly in the of their ears and feet Va 

hare, a name of several ly he 
hares, especially of mus and LL 
which tarn white in winter in the northern portion of 
thelr ranges. 

harebell, ».-- Australian harebell. Same as Tes 
nian wiluebell. 

harelip-needle (hiir’lip-né‘dl), ». A slender 
cannula with o r-pointed trocar which is 
passed through the two halves of the lip, th 
freshened 8 being in apposition: the tre 
ear is then withdrawn and a figure-of-8 sutar 
ia applied over the cannula. 

n. The group of female fur-seal 
(cows) controlled br a single male furs 
(bull): the unit of fife on the fur-seal rook 
eries. Jordan, Fur Seals and Fur-seal — 

(ha-reng’gi-lit), n, (NL., dim. 
harenga, herring.] A genus of fishes of the 
family Clupeida, or herrings, characterized 
by the firm, usually adherent seales, Thesp 
cies are of small size and tropical in their dis 
tribution, 
hare-wallaby (hir’wol’a-bi), n. Same asher- 
kangaroo. oA 

harf (hiirf),. [Abyssinian.] An Abyssinian 
silver coin, the dahab, equal to one twenty- 
third of a — F 
Hargeria (hiir-go“ ri-), v. [NL.] A genuse’ 
extinct fovthed bind from ih Cretaceous of 
Kansas. They are closely related to Hear 
ornis, but are distinguished by differences ir 
the quadrate and in having a more slendet 
femur, Lucas, 1 

haricot (har’i-kd), e.t. To prepare as, or com 
vert into, a harieot: as, to Aaricot a neck of 
mutton, 

harifuku (hii-ri-f6"ks), ». (Jap.] The Jap 
nese name of a fish of the family Diodoxtuay 
Diodon holacanthus. 



harigue 
n, See * 5 

beds. See “bedi, 
(i) (earth), (NL, (Adanson, 1763), 

named in honor of Thomas Hariot (also spelled 
Harriot) (1560-1621), who accompanied Gren- 
ville to Virginia and wrote an account of its 
products, Compare —— of 
plants of the family Cactacee. ipwalia, 

bon (hi-ri-sem’bén),». [Jap.] Same 
as *harifuku, 
Har caterpillar, uail, ring, 
table, See *caterpillar, nog i 

0] (hiir’ma-161), ». Spb + -ol.) 
A briek-red compound, C,9H)oON».3H,0, 
formed by the action of hydrocht ric acid on 
harmaline. It crystallizes in needles. 

harmamaxa (hiir-ma-mak’si), #. [Gr.dpuduaga, 
< dpuoc, jointed, + auafa, wagon.) In Gr, 
antig., a © wagon, much used by women, 
which is mentioned by Herodotus and Xeno- 
phon in deccriptions of Persian luxury, It was 
similar to the *apena (which see). 
harminic ‘ hir-min‘ik), a. [hermin + -ic.] De- 
rived from harmin or hermeline— iu minie 
acid, a colorless com: c N 
—————— in sky 
oeedies and melta and decomposes at 45° C, 

harmol (hiir’m6l), ». [harm(in) + -0l.] A 
compound, CygH) ON», formed by the action 
of fuming hydroch orice acid on harmin. 

harmolie (hiir-mol‘ik), a. [harmol + -ic.] De- 
rived from harmol.-Harmolic a colorless 
compound, CygHy90sN». formed by fusing ol with 
potassium hytiros d fi crystallizes in smal) needles 
melting at 247 C. 

The 
periods of the successive circles are in arithmetical pro- 

a; hence the term Aarmenic.— Harmonic ana- 
. See *enalyzer.— Harmonic pencil, the 

four planes projecting harmonte points from an axis not 
coplanar with their bearer.— integrator an 
apparatus tor mechanically summing up the idivid tal 
terms of the harmonic series representing any nataral 
Phenomenon. The most in tof these are instra- 
menta devised by William Ferrel for daily use by the 
United States Coast and Geodetic Sarvey, and by Wil- 
liane Thomsen (Lord Ketvin) in computing tidal tables, 
for use in Eng law, im dinguatics, the 
law according to which the vowels in one word mast be 
hom to ome chats, so Chat o, for instance, may stand tn 
cond unetion ‘with @ and v, but pot with « and ¢— Har- 

minor mode or scale, in music, that form of 

pe 
ice geom., a harmonic monic ts, (a) In project 

range. } In function theory, two pairs of pointa, one 
pair the intersections of a circle about with a circle 
a the other pair. — . ro 
we yuadrangle, — Tangs, four costraigcht 
points, if the first and third are codots of a tetras 
while the other two are on the connectors through 
third codot. Also called Aarmonic pointa,— 

ov 
ele be taken as the diameter of a 
circle, the displacement of the 

jicle will always be auch that 
ta position lathe normal prajec- 

thon, upon the diameter, of the 

The circle with untlors speed. P je cirele with uniform #1 ; 5 
Let a point from P move AGERE 
around « circle P Q D at unt- 
form speed, aml another point 
starting from move along the dt- 

‘when the fret potot Teachen Fa. — when iL L remo + Siu on. 
Ps, Py etc, the second will “mele Harmonic Mod 
reach Jy, Py. p> vte, The motion of the point along the 
diameter ts then a simple harmonic motion, — 
barm in meth., the caleulus of special 
harmenic fanctions where values are given on a sphere. 

Q 

II. 4. Electrical harm eloctrical oscilla 
tions of higher frequency accompanying an oscillation of 
lower ueney, Gstally of greater anplitede, and re- 
lnted to Dhe latter as the harmontec overtones of a com- 
Plex sound are related to the fandamental tone,— Ellip- 
soidal harmonic, Same as Lamdé's function (which see, 
under function) — Higher in alternating 
currents, electromotive forces, waves of higher frequency, 
or overtone, which overlie the fundamental harmonic 
ware and more or less distort t,— har- 
monic, in acoustics, an overtone the frequenc J — 

tion is so modified as to throw itout of harmonic 
— ———— tone.— Solid sonal parmonia, T Pea 
cos @).— Surface zonal harmonic, 6): 
alow aon as a Legendre's eas. Senseral be ; 
monies, cosn¢sinne "Pi ©) snd sin ng sine e I Tene): 

a La 

spectal cases of the spherical harmonic, 

harmonica, ». 3. In organ-bwilding, a mixture- 
stop. [Rere, 

(hiir-mon‘’é-graf), mu. [Irreg. 
¢ Gr, dpuovia, harmony, + ypage, write.] An 
apparatus in which two penduluma vibrate at 
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right angles to each other, the movement of a 
stylus or pen attached to one making a record 
on 4 plane surface supported by the other. 
Moreover, the table carrying the pa) can be rotated 

aml a Variety of Ogures thas obtained, Tnelading the epi- 
hypoeyeloida, and also curves sii to 

jd ha pA with clockwork table, en by a Aarmonogra, 
but 202 gradual Aecrense ay 

Pp 

general basis of reference, 
n. 8, Naut., an obsolete term for 

the furniture of a ship.— Cape a harmess 

yo Gea neck serapa bas no —7 
is used in Ca South Africa.— tie- 

cards. — 
ally of a 
aure-carriages, — 
method of tying up the harness 

—— fabrica. os be pnt * * in —Double-scale a loom 
arness for weaving wide patterns with a set of «mall 

ward cards, a combination of 

lain harness, 
iyo lesquand loom in 

pendently though acting om the same Uhreads. . 
room (hiir’nes-rim), *. A room in 

which sets of harness are cleaned, repaired, 
and stored. 

harness-shaft (hiir’nes-shaft}, n. A frame for 
holding the heddles of a loom. 

harness-slip (hiir’nes-slip), ». In gauze or 
doup weaving, that part of a doup-heddle 
which controls the crossing of the warp- 
— T. W. Fox, Mechanism of Weaving, 
p. 

harp, *.—David'’s harp, the gold florin of David of 
, Bishop of U 1 with the of ae Bei and hie hay Bees baetPusaca "Se Mie 

strument.— Pointed a stoall triangular form of 
zither, pow obsolete, play "in an apright ition on a 
table, having the higher strings on *— ⸗unal · 
beard and the lower strings on the other. Also called 
arprnetia and spitzharfe. 

NIL. < 
Gr. dpzayq, & 

hiir- -g0' déz), v. 

f platypod —— ca — bal ming of plat jos gastro mollus longing 
to the family Strombide and closely allied to 
the recent genus . baving an ex- 
panded body-whorl with reflected canal and 
the outer margin of the aperture produced 
into a number of tubular spinous processes. 
It oceurs in 8* — 3 rage rocks. 

(hiir- ped ‘i-dé), n. 9 
Ha (assumed stem —— + ee A 
family of trilobites characterized by the broad 
horseshoe-shaped expansion of the cephalon, 
simple eyes on the fixed cheeks, numerous 
thoracie segments, and very small pygidium. 
———— in —— * — — rocks. 
Harpes (bir’péz),. [NL., perhaps ¢ Gr. apy, 
asickle.} The Lf age ced fr the Harpedide. 

). a. A wire hook for filing 

harpy-bet (hir’pi-bat), 2. An East Indian 
t-bat of the genus Harpyia, distinguished 

by tubular, projecting nostrils. There are two 
or three species of moderate size, the largest 
being H, major of New Guinea and the adjoin. 
ing islands. 

Harriotta (ha-ri-ot’), n. [NL., named after 
Thomas Hariot or Harriot (1560-1621), an Eng- 
lish mathematician connected with Grenville's 
expedition to Virginia under appointment of 

4 

Marviotia ralcighana, 

(From Bulletia 47, U.S. Nat. Museem.) 

Raleigh. Compare *Hariota.] A genus of 
chimeras found in the deep waters of the Gulf 
Stream, characterized by the anes nout which 
is produced in a soft flat blade, H. raleiqghana 
is the known species, 
Harris-buck (har’is-buk), ». The large sable 
antelope, Hippotragus niger, of South Africa, 
discovered by Sir C, Harris. 

Harrison See Columbian Star *china. 
Harris's bark-louse, butterfly, cormorant. 
See *bark-louse, ete. 

(ha-rd’vi-an), a.anda, I, a, Of or 
pertaining to Harrow, England. 

« Hartahill quartzi 

© 

hassar 

Il. ». A pupil or student in the college at 
ngland, w, E 

Str Douglas Straight is credited with * 
Good — who wrote ——— 

eyrts Harrow Registe! x 
tains the names of many distinguished * but of very 
few who are both literary and legal 

Atheneum, Nov, 21, 1008, p. 636 

harrow!,». 2. Abarrow-like military formation; 
also, thatassumed by fying flocks of wild geese, 
— harrow, « form of riding-harrow in which 

elastic teeth resting on from the edge are suspended 

Pulverizing Marrow, 

frame and are trailed over the ste poring outa — 
in place of the fixed used in the ordinary 
row, ben bent into a half-cirche and acting aa 

harry? (bar‘i), ». (Said to be so named from 
Harry 

havin = agg = one — 
—*8 i), 80 Harrie, earlier 
Herrie, eealectlshed Somme of Henry, OF. Hon, 
ete.] A common personal name, also used in 
various extraneous applications. Bee *’Arry, 
and Old Harry, under old.—Black Harry, the black 
sea-hana, Cent istes striatus: wo named nloug Whe Al 

ort, 2 ano. A cimpitied apeliing of Aseri n. and ¢, mp spelling o J 
—— hartbeest. Same asscamby 
ee Wr a RR Ba 

ete ellen ice, ago ear n sim spe o rth. 
rtogia (biir- to’ i-#), ». (NL. (Linneus, 

1759), named in honor of John Hartog, an 
early Dutch travelerin South Africa.) A genus 
of Posts of the family Rutacew, They are up- 
right heath-like shrubs, the lenves usally alternate and 
commenly small and entire, the stall white, red, or lilac 
flowers in terminal umbels or heads, rarely ¢ in the 
axils of the leaves, There are about 100 species, native 
in South Africa, several of which ure cultivated in green- 
Netanes, 

Hart's cell. See *cell. 
See *quartzite, ite. 

hartshorn, nt. OL of hartahorn, the liquid proda 
at olly coms! and tmmilactble with water, — 
in the destructive distillation of the antlers of deer, ax 
formerly practised, It te essentially the same as bone-oil. 
Thorpe, Bice Applied Chem., IIL. 

harty, a.and». Asimplified spelling of hearty. 
Harveian (hiir’vé-an),@. Named, established, 
or delivered in honor of the famous physician 
William Harvey (1578-1657), the discoverer of 
the cireulation of the blood: as, the Harveian 
Society of London; the Harveian lectures. 
Lancet, June 6, 1903, p. 1608, 

“ant (hiir’ves-ting-int),*, Anant 
of the genus Aphewnogaster or of one of its im- 
mediate allies, such as Pogonomyrmer.— They 

Sere J 

eralon na poviahan against Winter, Cambridge Nat. Mist., 
1. 4. 

Harveyize (bir’vi-iz),v.¢ [H. A. Harvey, the 
inventor of the process, + -ice.) To subject 
the face of (a steel plate, particularly a steel 
armor-plate), for the purpose of chilling, to a 
process of cementation which increases the 
carbon in that portion of the plate and pro- 
duces a plate with a comparatively soft and 
ductile body and a very hard face. 

harzburgite (hirts’bér-git),». (Harzburg, in 
Saxony, + -ife2.) Same as saxonite, 

hash-house (hash‘hous),n. A cheap boarding- 
house. (Slang, U. 5.) 

tion (has*kin-i-zii’shon), n, [has- 
kinize + -ation,] A process by which heat of 
over 212° F, is applied to green lumber under 
ressure of 200 pounds to the square inch. 
ood this treated becomes indurated and durible, The 

process is sometioes substituted for crecsoting, 
haskinize (has’ki-niz), ©. 6; et. and pp. 
haskinized, ppr. haskinizing, f askin, the in- 
ventor of the process, + -ize,] To subject to 
the process of *haskinization (which see). 

hinge (hasp’hinj),*. In hardware, a com- 
bined hinged plate and hasp used on trunks 
and boat and yacht fittings. 

or Hassall's es, See *body. 
hassar (has‘iir), x. (S. Amer., perhaps ¢ Tupi 
acara ina form “agara.] Same as *hardiwnet. 



Hassler's map-projection 568 haw 

Hassler’s map-projection, See polyconic map- measure of length, Prakrit hattho,< Skt. hasta, Descending by means ofan elevstor into the depth of the 
ros pg Yee Hindu unit of length, equal to 18 front ot 2 me ele mentioned, we find ourselves i 

(has’gk-i), a. [hassock! + -y3.] 1, inches, to the distance. Not tener” May 2%, 1908 p. 308 
Pullof thick clumps of course grass or . hatherlite (hath’ér-lit), n. [Hatherley, in the — (hal’bak), ». In ‘mba ing, 0 i 
See hassock}, 1, and hassock-grass.— 2, Of t e Transvaal,+ -ite2.)] As enite com chiefi -engine 
nature of the soft calcareous sandstone which of soda-microcline ———— with a little — cules Aes teen at ee Re be 
separates the beds of Kentish ragstone in Eng- brown hornblende, grean xene, and bio- 
reer ® tite, found in the Picovat’” Mendeten 1808, trip-line —— —— Also called 

haste haste! — piteh = spapce baste. . In cricket, to move Hathor Oe abate n. [Also written Athor, hauling ( i‘ling). n. In growing sea-island 
has lia: —* — — Hat-har (Gr. "Adupi ty Sean t. Hat-Hér, * the “cotton, the operation of drawing up to the foot 

uato ae Sme as hac- homes cb raene th., a divinity, Of the plant, with the hoe, the loose dirt left b 
* the female counterpart — —* patroness of the soe . 7 
hastingsite (has’tingz-it), n. oe ne the cow: usually represented with the head plow. was 
def.) + ~ite2.] A variety of amphibole from and horns of a cow surmounted with the solar jycem}thevotton is kept trom” Ranging (failtier sown, 
the nephelin-syenite of on, Hastings disk. and the gras is ke 
peg —— composition is analogous Hathoric (hat-hor’ ik), ' hope tinder Dept. Agr., The Cotton Plant, p. 230. 

of garne a. In Egypt. an hauling ha‘ling-ground), n. The yx 
hat}, n. 5. In bot., the pileus or — of a mush- pertaining 8 the god- tion of the and ( of the fur-seal neil w 

hat, See #alpine.—Bee-gum hat, a deus Hathor; decorated is oceupied 7 the er gy or bachelor —— silk hat, U8) Dialect Notes, UL vit Black tg ee J. ect Notes, UL. vit BAG with a face or head as- immigrant 8 contrasted with rookery, the ground oceupied 
— Australia.) . B, Morris ‘Merrie Austral English.—Cab- sumed to be an image , by the breeding seals. 

Aa this is al hauling-ground, . — hich fifteen 
or twenty thousad (wal common! ce 

Eliott, Fur-Seal nde of Alaska, p. 4. 

) hauling-line (hi’ling-lin), ». Nawt., a smal) 

tthe feat f « bowler who ge Pine na out nt three ‘Tatsinen of Hathor: as, a 6¢. e a 
fm thrbe snosasaive. balls: 20 called because formerly it horie capital or statue ; 
was rewarded by the present of a new hat. a Hathorie column. 

custom sovereign hat- (hat ’ ma * 
PB cl oe ee m ter —— 1d money kér), ». A maker of line lowered to the deck from a top or yard te 
those who the Aat trick (ie., take three wickets hats; a hatter. be bent on to auch articles as are needed for 
with consecutive balls) —_ — XXVIL * hatoba (hi’ts-bii), n. work which is fete aloft, as a maul, a 
Oia ha, in Austr rer age ae = Ln na 24 pleror whasts ——— or the h an —— 

) 
chain's A ca bs: which a horse may be 
hitched toa cable 3 order to move it where 
desired 

haunch- ‘bone (hiinch’bén), n. The hip-bone, 
, or 06 innominatum, which forms one side of the 

Inodes causia Hathoric Capital. —— also the ilium or the largest of the three 
The Argua, May 1, 1805, quoted as E. Morris, glauca, Thringis nes composing each innominate bone. 

(Austral Engllah, nã 7. la ifrons of Porto Rico, and Thrinaz ar- The skeleton of the hip, or Aeunch bone, is called the 

tephen was the author of the well-known hat-palm at’pim), n, 
tet "Old “Hata ‘which was nj tod te the rank and Any one of several spe- 

ale of Sir James 5* — cies of palms the leaves 
R declaration — 

tion meeting tha! Pepe apd ps even for an of which are used for 
old hat If it were put forward in supportof the M’Culloch making hats, es; coma 

hat [named from Temeui, a port and river in gentea of ama. os innominatum, and there ls one such on each side in the 

— Stl eee mete Maepin. (hatin), mA long metallic pin, tit ma aoe kine ase pe 
win Formos, | Teivals the Panama hatin it often with a fancy head, used for fastening on — —— —, oN : * —— 

resistance weather and * 

hat-camera (hat’kame- re A pictective hat-shag (hat’sh )}, » A silk-plush fabrie arch, any stone placed at or near the haunches 
batch that — ap in AA ute. J 7 — — — the areb. —— J — — 

n.—Take care — ———— — tting, n. orking one’s ous’ man-iz), v. t. pre 

order tothe helmaman which signified that he was not to "without associates or helpers, — as a= —— ——— Hausemannizing. 
course see de! iter Hatch Act. See *act —— = —æe ——— Bead pearance of (a city) by — long. ho has eve 

hatch-beam (hach’bém), n. An extra stro ME hatterl, 2 - 
7 i, Australia, S arena, building fine fronts u 

* ening sage =. Lier ba nt the hat-tree, ». Ol In Australia, oe of the trees — avenues, and setting up important bulld- 
ee miu ste A by th es opening, Chilled sycamore, Pacilodermis lurida, It ings at either end, so that eA will show from = ue A * of wht ‘whieh, the yields a white, soft, easily split wood, occa- far, as was done ‘in Paris under the control of 
*8 pers 1 ioco bad aft sionally used for shingles, and a strong bast Baron Haussmann during the Second Empire. 
— the deck is composed ‘almost coat entirely of of — -. A ie ia . As Leake XIV. oot the 8 ** to palac palace-buil Iders, with 

: iee-eriee (hal eh), s. A epeclally tempered exited to emulation the and to Hare 
hatch coaming (hach’kd’ming), ». Same as hau —8— —— 7 The a avenues and rectilinear epaces for the crooked wage ant 

hach‘ 1 name of ths weaken, Pare liaceum, which oe- srepater betnterten deur [eg and the hic 

Teese aevorhangiog a hatch, used for toad. ¢U%* in nearly all’ tropical countries and is — — ing stores, ammunition, ete., below, by means *bundant in all Pacific islands. It ts generally — (has’trum), ».; pl. haustra (-tri). 
—— a ee bleak of tidak ia hacked inte an planted near va native ve habitations —— of of ite dense —— ot the small pockets or — folds in 

eee the u aden ad and 2, Min Hawall e decrsties of the tawere toed — 3 — 236 et-back —— tal) A lage river. 88 ent in bronchial and intestinal catarrhe author, %. S. In organ-deliding, same ss 
—— phynota a hanchecornite (hdsh’kér-nit),n. [Named for (St-konte’), -. sk 

i oer Hauchecorne.] sulphobismuthide of hautecontre ‘alto coun- 

ming fr —— ou one es ‘tie 57 nickel, Ni7(8,Bi)g, Pts oor — The obsolete to vi a Bee viola da 

used for the manufacture of pearl buttons, onal crystals of metallic luster and bronze- hautefouillite j{hotefe'i-yit or hit-f0"i-1t), ». led hackle-back. yellow color. 
—— (hach’ et-man) One who hauhele (hou-ha‘la),n. [Hawaiian.] Anative ety Ab i Echos Hautefeuill ¢ & French min- 

wields a —— in any kind of work. yr —— — —— —* —* “8 sium which resembles —— — te but differs in 
The fear of a der outbreak in Chinatown grows ry called "tokio * ig —— agra per cent. of calcium: it is 

m Bamle, Norway. an the activity of = potcheimen is observed, 
San Prancisco Chroniele, Nov, 14, 1904, haul, t. {-— Hauling-down vacancy, formerly in the hatiynite (hii’win-it), ». [haiyne + ite? 

hatchettite (hach’et-it), x. {a atechett (see Ofte ag etapa — the cot —— hatyne , ee ee 
hatchettin) + -ite?.] Same as hatchettin. clusion of a cruise and the hauling down of the admin's hay, c. A sim iaca spelling of have. 

hatch-gate (hach’gat),n. A ate to re late ee ee eee ee havers? (ha’ ‘virs), 8.” Same as haver-grass. 

froth en nn eS Sruchuctie Complete Grea phar 
— ching-house (hach'ing-hous), n. A house the Tet Haversian fringes, system. dee */riage, *ege- 

tching-pen —— ch’ing-pen), n. n for haul, n. 5. The distance and route over which heversine (hav’ér-sin), n. [ha(f) ters(ed) sine. 
— the fine lines used in *  m something is hauled — Haul of all (naut.) the act Ty navig., half the versed sine. The word was 

actaning draer na and aking James Inman inthe 1835 edition 
— ——— ships. It carries its own hoisting apparatus, Ravior (hav’ reer), [Also haver, h hee 
hatchling (hach‘ling), 1. [hafch? + -ling! ‘] derricks, ete., but has no propelling-engines.  "j4,, also hatfer; — uncertain.] enced 
A very young fish, usually artificially hatche Another type of coaling device which hns es ove highly fallow-deer. 
and not old enough to take care of itaelf. ‘acceesful is what is known as the “he A poll Aavier has no antlers, nor th haulabouts are plain steel hulls, X to with Lies ere, ROT even the stumps, be 
The y a Ss oe they are pomipoe Boned ponte Bove hatchways ance pearly across the veasel. Fitted to Sus he was added to eS cle dey 

ey pre wah Ae howlabout are tae cee cop oe th ae travel. w?, arch 7, 1801, p. Set 
tower trans: e beams of w) lave a very bone ".—Black Ree *#Nack 2 

hatch- (hach’ringz), n. pl. Large iron over-Teact on either side, and are sufficiently high to take ba vy te Ronee Br My ine Pepe rere ard 
rings in the corners of hatches used for lifting coal trom a large collier, and deliver it directly to to the dass, i the Western haw.— Dotted haw, Cratewus 
the hatehes on and off. boat deck of the largest battleships or cruisers, pirnetata, a tes of the more we nesthern re ited States 

hatch-tackle (hach’tak’l), n. A luff-tackle, |" Sei domes Jy i, —* fast of the, Misiasippl, with obovate leaves and white 
= J a thorn — 

lathel. way (hiil’aj-wa),n. Apassagethrough ay-haw, See *May-hae.— Purple haw. Same as Hat-finishing haulage- 
hath (hit), x. tind. 2 a hand, also a which material is hauled or drawn. Wuewoed and logwood, 3— Red baw, the scarlet haw or 



—— — especially C. make t. RI⁊ species, . , & J 
cordata, — Soariet haw, —— coc: 

a species, as Dow un rat n New- 
foundiand to Connecticut and through the fe Lawrence 
valley to western Quebec. haw. (a) See 
Aow?, % (b) Same us *May-haw.— Tree-haw, Crate- 

iridia, a species with nearly the distribation of the 
Taw, me geo (sometimes 45 feet high) in western 
Louisiana and eastern Texas, whore ft often forme lange 
thicketa. The foliage is extremely brilliant in autumn, 
Also red haw. W haw. Same as Washing- 
ton thorm (which see, under (horn!) — Western haw, 
Crateegus Douglasii, of the northwestern United States 
and British Columbia, a tree 30 or 40 feet high. Most 
often called thorn-apple ; also Mack thorn, etc, 
haw, ». 2. (b) The inner eyelid ornictitating 
membrane of dogs: usually concealed, but no- 
ticeable in the bloodhound, 
Hawaiian subregion. See *subregion. 
hawberk, ». See hauherk. 
hawk?!,n. 3. A double-hooked instrument for 
drawing or moving about the cloth in the dye- 
ing-liquor of a hawking -machine.—Qooper’s 

Cooper's Hawk (decipiter conpers). 

é, a small but and acth hawk, Acci, coupert, & ive 

boundary : ore dectruntive te chichensenrd pong posiery : more ve toc! —2 
than any other species. It is bluish gray above, and white 
barred with rufous below, and about 15 inches long and 30in 
spread of wings — Harris's hawk, Porabutes unteinetus 
Aarrisi, a rather large species, found in the southern and 
western United Btates. It has dark plumage and the tail 
ia black with a white band at base and one at the tip.— Red- 

Red-thowldered Hawk (Auieo meatus). 

shouldered ha Buteo lineatus, a common species of 
the eastern United of a dark reddish brown above 
and mither rusty colored below: le about 18 inches: 
spread of wing about 42 inches It is one of the most 
omatvorous of hawks, eating frogs, Mah, insects, and stall 

eee epevien, werel finan oer and 68 a spread of vio: erm 83 ea, pit 20 bree! xut ane! in of wing: 
2* distin easily b 
hich sharply write (he whee planenes of tae ww oom w white 

under side. Tarantala-hawk. me Pl ena A e§ 
hawk',v. I. trans, To draw or to pull with 
a hawk, as cloth through the dye-vat of a 
hawking-machine, 
hawk-cuckoo (hik’kik’s), n. Any one of 
six species of cuckoos of the genus Hierococ 
eyx which resemble small hawks in appear- 
ance and flight, They are gray above, more 
or less rufous below, and have a banded tail 
and large yellow eye. All are Asiatic. 

hawking-machine —— ng hte). n 4 
eloth-dyeing machine constructed with guide- 
rollers designed to keep the goods covered by 
the dye-liquor and protected from the air. 
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hawk’ , . 2, The dark-biue variety of 
erocidolite found in South Africa: when cut 
in # rounded form and showing the cat’s-eye 
effect, it is known as hawk's-cye stone. 
haw n.— Mouse-ear hawkweed. Same ss 
mouse-eor, 1, This plant is adventive in Ontario and in 
adjacent parts of the United States — or tawny 
hawkweed. Same as golden mouse-rar (which see, 
ander mous-ar). The orange hawkweed haa become 
established in parta of Canada and the Eastern and 
Middle States, and ea bad weed in grasslands. Called 
also red daisy, lady'spatuthrush, and devil's-painthrush, 
the latter names ably both referring to the peculiar 
strong colori the heads, the last to the noxious 
character of the plant. Compare Aing-devil, See ow 
under #deril's-parnthrush, 
hawok (hii’wok), n. [Southern Maidu (in cen- 
tral California).] Shell money of the Cali- 
fornian Indians, consisting of circular disks 
of Pachyderma crassatelloides from a quarter of 
an inch to an inch in diameter and perforated 
in the center for stringing. 
hawsel, r.—In the hawse, a short distance in advance 
of the cutwater.— To have a bold hawse, said of a 
Yease! when its hawse-holes are high above the water. 

hawse®, ». 2, A ridge or neck (generally at 
the head of two oppositely-lescending stream- 
valleys) which connects two higher rid, or 
summits, as on the Scottish border and in the 
Lake district of the North of England. [Local.} 
N. E. D. 

hawse- (hiz’bok’sing),. An old-fash- 
ioned method in ship-building by which a pro- 
jection equal to the thickness of the inner and 
outer planking was left upon the hawse-tim- 
bers in the wake of the hawse-poles. Against 
this projection the nties butted. 
hawse-fallen (haz’fi‘In),p. a. In the phrase 
to ride hawse-fallen, said of a vessel when it is 
at anchor and the water which reaches the 
decks through the hawse-pipes is heavy in 
volume, 
—— (hiz’fal), ade, See to *ride hawse- 

will, 
hawse- (haz’jak’4s),n, A canvas bag 

shaped like a cornucopia, stuffed with oakum 
and thrust into the hawse-pipes when at sea 
to prevent the waves from lowing inboard as 
they break against a vessel's bows. 

hawse-laid (hiz’lad), a. Nawt., same as 
haweser-laid, 
hawser-bend (hA‘zér-bend), ». A bend for 
joining two hawsers, It is customary to make a 

Whine in each hawser, so that the bight of one will pass 
——— the bight of the other, or to make a carrick-bend 
which see). 
wthorn beds. See bed!.— 

characteristic style of orna- 
mentation on Chinese 
lain, having a blue, 

tonal 

ev Raph 3 apple ¥ 
' sotepia tea, ¥ 

It i's native of southern 
China and f often cultivated 
in European gardens. 

wth oose 
(hA’thérn-gis*ber-i), mn, 
See *gooseberry. 

hay!, ».—sSour hay, form 
ot silage long produced in 
Austria and Hur by fill- 
ing green fodder tightly into 
pits, either lined or mot, and 
covering witha layer of earth. 
The resulting fermentation 
renders the mass acid anil 
imparts a deep brown color, 

aot Ens and eo — ted ha d, fancifall ye i ie sometimes pitt iy, an c *. 
potted hay, 

Chinese Porcelain Jar 
with Hawthorn Decoration. 

Ja the Pennsylvania 
Museum, Philadelphia. 

It gives as its product what fs known all over the Aus* 
trian Empire as sour hay. 

_ ¥. Wrightson, Fallow and Fodder Crops, p. 244. 

haya” (bii’yii), ». (Jap. ] A fish, Pseudoras- 
bora parca, of the fami og alg found in 
the waters of Japan, Iso known a8 moroko, 

hay-carrier (hi’kar’i-tr), n. Same as *hay- 
elevator, 
haye (hii’ye),. [Also hae; Jap. haye, splen- 
dor.) A Japanese name for small shiners or 
minnows of the family Cyprinid#, belongin 
to the genus Zacco, found in the waters o 
Japan. Also known as oikawa and zako. 

hay-elevator, 1. These machines, commonly called 
hoy-carriers, are need to Lift, —— and deliver hay, 
straw, cornm-stalks, or other man in balk or in bales. 
The simplest forma are hay-stackers, which —— a 
derrick or a cableway, supported by strata, on which a 
trolley carrier may run, Hoth employ a mechanical hay- 
fork or sling for gathering the hay fromm a wagon and de- 
livering it to a stack or to the cableway, on which it 

t 

hayko (hi‘ko), n. 

hazelnut 
trarola to any part of a large and long stack. Those used 
in barns —— ns iances and carriers traveling 
33 suspended from the roof of the barn. 

ey are Wenally automatic, and one the hay from the 
wagon, elevate It, transport and deliver it, and return for 
the next load with only slight attention fram the openr 
tor. See ®Aay-fork and #acker?, 

hay-fork, . Hay-forks used with hay-carricrs are 
made in the form of » or harpooua, or of winged 

Eng-Lrons resembil a clanrshbell dredge. e 
18 are single or dove and are provided with barbs 

which, when .the shaft t# thrust into the hay, can be 
* * ty gather me . aw bunch * 
grappling- are opened am upon 
when a pull upon a cord draws the tines together, gather 
ing and lifting the hay. 

A Russian name applied in 
ka to the dog- or calico-salmon, Oncorhyn- 

chus keta, 
hay-loader, ". A hay-loader of the modern type 
consists cesentially of a broad inclined elevator supported 
ona pair of wheels, and designed to be attac! to the 
rear end of a **53I* ; @ome form of mking or gather« 

device for collecting: the hay from the ground or from 
windrows; and a conveyer for carrying the hay, as fast 
as gathered, up to the clevator and stacking it on the 
wagon, The forward movement of the wagon causes the 
wheels of the loader to communicate motion, by means 
of belta, to some form of revolving or reci x hay. 
rake and some form of conveyer Chat Lifts the loose ha 
gat rel by the rakes and deposits it on the wagon. 

h machines have largely superseded hand labor in 
the: 

guthering the crop. 

haymaking (hiv ma*kin ) ». The mowing, 
caring, on housing of the haycrope ; haying. 

fe hayo (hi’y6), n. [Native name.j In Venezuela, 
any one of several species of Erythroxylum, 
the leaves of one of which, £. Coca, are known 
as coca-leaves and yield the alkaloid cocaine. 

hay- (ha‘rig’ing), ». A temporary 
wooden framework placed in a wagon to in- 
crease its capacity for light loads, such as 
hay or seaweed; also, a ¢ eap form of farm- 
wagon having flaring stakes at the sides, used 
to earry hay. 

hay-rope (ha‘rép), ». In foundry-work, a ro 
fen = ti tly. twisted hay = dried prairie- 
grass, used in making cores, 
hay-scales (ha’skAlz), ». pil. Public weighing- 
seales maintained by a town for gen use, 
as in weighing loads of bay. 
ha (h&‘sel), », The haying or haymaking 

, Eng. 
(he epeis, n. A bay-knife (which 

se6 
hay-stacker (hi’stak’ér), ». A hay-elevator 
specially designed for placing hay in stacks 
out of doors, See *hay-elerator, 

“sweep (hi’swép), ». A large band hay- 
rake, [Local.] 

hay-tosser ea el ér), ». A machine for 
tossing hay in the process of drying it. 

“worm (ha’wérm),». A caterpillar which 
feeds on hay, as the —— worm (larva 
of Hypsopy costalis), whie under 

time. 

800, 

n. 8, In golf, a bunker, water, path, 
road, railway, fence, or ditch.—gazard chase 
or in golf, a amall o «in o hazard oF 
— to allow passage for the players. 

hazel, n... Aqnecus a hazy or misty appearance 
f the’ atunoapliere dus to the presence of partichen ef 

water. “When the * ‘lea are the smallest —— 
this haze hes a delicate blue tint, but when they are 

ra whitish tint. A haze due to dry dost is usually 
yellowish or reddish. See water-haze, under hazel. 

ell, n. 2. The wood of the sweet-gum, 
Liquidambar Styracifilua: a common use of the 
word among lumbermen and builders of the 
eastern United States.—3, In Australia, either 
of two small evergreen trees of the buck- 
thorn family, Pomaderris apetala and P. lani- 
gera, yielding excellent wood, See bastard 
i ear (b), cooper’s-icnod, and Pomaderris, 
ee -Knot of hazel. See #tack-knot.— 
hazel, the witch-hazel: so called from the elastic . 
hes ripe capsule by which ita bony seeds are pro- 
eC! 

hazel? (hi‘zl), ». [Short for hazel-earth.| A 
soil consisting of a mixture of gravel or sand, 
elay, and loam, 

hazel-carpet (ha ‘ 2l-kiir’ pet), n. See *car- 
pet, 4. 
hazel-dodder (ha‘l-dod‘ér), n. See *dodder!. 
hazel-fly (ha’zl-fli), a. A British anglers’ 
name for a searabweld beetle, Phyllopertha 
horticola, and for an artificial one made in 
imitation of it, 

hazeline (ha‘zl-in), », (hazell + -ine2.] A 
trade-name of a toilet preparation said to be 
distilled from the fresh leaves and twigs of 
witeh-hazel, Hamamelis Virginiana, 

hazelly? (ha‘zl-i), a. [hacel? + -yl.) Consist- 
ing of hazel-carth: as, hazellyloam. N. FE. D. 

hazelnut, ».—Chinese hazelnut, the lichi, Litchi 
Chinensia, See liche, 



hazel-worm 

hazel-worm (hi‘zl-wérm), n. [A translation 
of German Aaselwurm.) The blindworm, or 
slow-worm, dnguis Pe ato 

(éhii‘ziin),», [Heb, hazzan, 
Aram. hazzana, prob. < Assyr. hasanu, hazannu, 
overseer, direetor.] In Jewish use, an over- 
seer; specifically, an official of a Jewish syna- 
gogue. Formerly the functions of the hazzan were 
various: he was not only overseer bat also deyan (edge), 
saphra (peribe), ete. chief function of the ern 
hazzan is that of reader or cantor, 

Hb. A contraction of hemoglobin. 
H-bar (Ach’bir), n. A bar with an H section. 
H. B. . Curves exhibiting the variation 
of — induction (B) with the magne- 
tizing foree (H). 
H. G. An abbreviation (b) of Heralds’ College. head, 
H. GC. M. An abbreviation of His (or 
Catholic Majesty. 

he? (hi), ». [Heb. hé.] The fifth letter (7) of 
the Hebrew alphabet, corresponding to the 
English 4, Its numerical value is 5. 

He, The chemical symbol of helium. 
H. E. An abbreviation (a) of His Eminence ; 
() of His (or Her) Excellency; (c) of Hydraw- 
ic Kngineer. 

h, 6, An abbreviation (a) of the Latin hic est, 
‘he is’; (6) of the Latin Aoe est, ‘this is.’ 

head. I. a., 6. (m) () A rubble-drift capping a 
cliff, on the coast of Devon and Cornwall. 

This “head ’ consists of a more or leas coarse agglom: era- 
tion of angular débris di large Viosks ost Sa am carts 

J. Geikie, ry ty thee 

er) 

loosely a projecting 2435 at the heel. ( 
ded button ; # tuft 

be attached. A rotat on a machine 
38 —— laning unm · 

The upper end of the humerus shows a lange, rounded 
head. Mivart, Elem. Anat, p. 145 

oo) The upper, or proximal end of a muscle where ft is 
attached tom bone ad whee I pall is transmitted to 

r bone. 

The bice is the well-known muscle ased tn flexing 
the arm. heads. t arises by two 

Mivart, Bem. Anat., p. 20%. 

(ce) The upright timber of a gate which forms the front 
or ones : 
7. (b) Specifically, the vertical height of the sur- 
face of aliquid in # reservoir above the center 
of figure of an orifice through which efflux takes 
place. When a liquid tows from a closed vessel under 

re mecha! y produced, as by the action of « pla- 
the pressure at the orifice is always equivalent to that 

which would be caused by a vertical ames of the liquis of 

under a — of 4 inches. . 4 
Div. of Veg. Pathol., Bulletin 2, 1892, p. 85 
—16, In astrol,, the commencement of a 
zodiacal sign, that is, the point where the sun 
enters it. N. £,D—17, A quarrymen’s term 
for that direction in a massive crystalline rock 
along which fracture is produced with the 
greatest difficulty,—18, A local name in south- 
ern England for the residual products from 
the weathering of rocks, more or less —— 
the rains. (ieikie, Text-book of Geol., p. 460. 
—19, In tertile-manu/f., a section in a machine 
with completely independent functions, as in 
a drawing-frame, combing-machine, ribbon 
lap-machine, ete. Thornley, Cotton Combing 
Machines, p. 20.— Effective head, the head or 
preasure ac’ y available for ery work ; the net head ; 
the static head minus the head lost in imparting velocity 
and overcoming friction and other losses before reach 
the point where the force is applied to the motor--— 
ofa , the extreme forward section of a vessel, from 
the knight-heads furwant, including the figure- of seroll- 
Toecah. — on, 9 The situation of a Yeasel when her 
head is held dead against the seaand wind (¢) Resulting 
from the sudden impact of two traina pn treetly on 
the same track: as,a head on collision. Heads and 
posta, a cavalry exercise consisting in thrusting and cut- 
ing at leather heals Maced on posta Hreye, Brit,, 
XAVI. 14 — Head to , the position of a ship when 
its head is pointing dead against the tile-stream,— Hydro- 
static head, the pressure due to a column of water when 
at rest.— Knee of the head. See #hnec.—Ratlwi 
head, an attachment to several carding-machines for 
drawing and evening the card-sliver for the subsequent 
process. — Rain- head, a center of a rain-water 
supply, such as is provided by the large continuous roofs 
of a public building. 

A very large field [a also « ing for cast-lead work, 
whether associated with architecture, as in the leaden- 

headache, 
it Aeadache.— 
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covered way over Northumberland Street, In London . . . 
and the fine rain-water heads of the on Law 

Bneye. Brit., HS, 

naval), the crew's water-closets, usually 
— the bows of the ship. Statice the pressure 
ne to & column of guid of a given height when sach 

Liquid fs at rest. — 
Universal 

— tlowa; the head which, if there were no friction or 
o 

the relocity head. 

Tl, «.— Head tide. See #tidel. 
v. I. trans.— up machine, in barrel- 

= head in a new barrel, 
orcs 

more 
driver. To bead a te 

iy ed toa se bu’ 

shoots of (plants); bead in— 
redace in length or shorten (the shoots and tw’ 
—To head off. (¢) To direct (a veusel’s ) 
course; to allow (a ship) to diverge suddenly 
conn} has been poreeing se bead 
ba bring (a ship's head) more in line with the wind or 
with an fect. ob; 

Ti. intrans. 5. Said of the wind when it 
che so as to get more in line with the 

p desires to head, or when 

are put on, and 

in bert, 

ca 
from the 

direction that a sh 
it draws more ahead of a ship.—6, In geol., 
to slope upward when viewed from below: 
said of inclined strata; the same as dip, 4, 
but the beds are seen from the opposite direc- 
tion. —To head up, said of a vessel when it ‘looks ap’ 
closer to the wind. 

nn Same aa sick. 
Organic a headache due to actual 

disease of the brain or of the meninges — Reflex 
ache,» beadache doe to eyestrain, nasal disorder, in- 

digestion, or some other cause outside of the brain or ite 
membranes, See def. 1 (ce) 

ing at the top of the mast ot a de 
~ guy ropes, 

desired height. 
head-bolt (hed’bélt), ». A bolt having a head 

head ielip ‘hed kiy — adjustable cli ed‘klip), n. An a ie clip, 
—— metal, for steadying the bond : 
used in photography and in certain psycho- 
physical experiments. 
head-cone (hed’k6n), n. A cephalocone. 

-course jhed’kors), . Same as heading- 

eh head-cow! (hed‘kou!}, n. In certain pteropods, 
one of the two coverings of the head which 
inelose and protect the cephalocones. 

header, ». 1 A connection at 
of the tubes in a water-tube boiler. The water 
usually descends inone header and steam rises in another, 
thus keeping the current of 
ope direction and 

Instead of having two Acadere, aa ls the case with the 
5 types the Niclausse has only one Aeader, which is 

¥ so as to allow for both the Geo 
flows. Set. Amer, Sup,, Jan. 1008, p. 2204, 

11. Ina floor or roof, the timber used for 
framing round an opening. Itis supported by 
two trimmers, one at either end, and, in its head-mark, ". 

= supports the ends of the two tail-beams. 
12. Aborse used in helping to haul heavily- pead-motion (hed’md‘shon), n. 

laden vehicles up heavy 
making, a workman who shapes or finishes 
the head or mouth-end of a cigar; also, an ap- 
pliance used for the same purpose. 

header-binder (hed’ér-bin‘dér), m. 

kimo, 

* Headlight oil. 
the ends head-line, ». 

head-rigging 
in a disk-sha’ group of eéils bearing long 
hairs or bristles. It may function as an organ 
of taste. Also known as frontal gland. Proe- 
Zool. Soe. London, 1901, LI. 95. 

eer 

‘ 

g. Head-fold. 
A median longtinginal, sayittal, section through a rafbit cm 

bryo and biamodefmic vesicle at the end of the ninth day. (In 
part after Van Beneden and ulin.) 

4, tailfold of amnion: 4, hindgeti co midgut: # foregut: ¢. 
pericardial cavity; 4 mid-train; ¢, head-told of amnion; 4, 

Diastic wills; or, cavity of yolkssc, of blaw ic vesicle; 

sinws terminalis; o mesoblast; 7, thickened epéblast by which the 
Dlastediermic vesicle is attacked to the uterus; ¢, extra-con ome 

part of the corloma of body-cavity; 7, allastots. (Fromm Ma rs 
“~ Vertebrate Embryology.) 

head-hole (hed’hdl), ». One of the eyelet-holes 
in the head of a sail by which it is secured to 
a yard or by robands which are passed 
—— ao holes and the jack-stay, or by a 
acing. 

E n, 2, In railroading, the end of 
a terminal station; that part of a terminal sta- 

fh contains the ticket-offices, 

(hed ‘ing-chip*’ér), m». A 
pneumatic chipping-hammer used for heading: 

n. 2. The primitive kidney of 
Parker and Haswell, Zoolog. . 

The lacing 

(hed‘lif’ting), x. A method of 
divination, practised by the Eskimo and by the 
Chukehee, in which the future is divined by 
tying a thong around the head of a reclining 

TS0N. A second person tries to lift the head of the 
by this thong, and his questions as to the futare are 

answered in the afirmative if the head can be Lifted, in 
the negative if it car lifted. Similar forms of divina- 
tion by lifting stones and charms are found as far south as 
the Amur river, 

Head-lifting te one of the chief divining methods not 
lees among the Chackchee than among the American Ee- 

Amer, Anthropologiat, 1008, p. 5. 

See *oil. 
" 3. * of the — in the title 

of a newspaper article, printed in large t to 
attract attention.— 4, ie 8S hein 

— and steam Sowing 8 headline (hed‘lin), v. t.: pret. and pp. head- 
lined, ppr. headlining. To announce, refer to, 
or mention in the large print of ne per 
head-lines; give prominence to in head-lines, 
My is private secretary to the President of this 

Republic, and my duties are runt it. I'm not head. 
lined in the bills, bat I'tn the mm in the ¢alad dress. 
ing. MeClure's Mag., Feb., 1008, p. 451 

2. An unplowed ridge of land 
left to serve as & boundary; a balk. 

A mechan- 
es.— 13. Incigar- “jem at the end of a fancy cassimere-loom or 

dobby-loom embracing the pattern-chains for 
operating the warp-harnesses and shuttle- 
boxes. 

A form head-note, n. 2. See head-tone and head-roice. 
of header in which the heads are delivered to Headon beds, See *hed?. 

a binder, 
head-fold (hed’fald), ». 
the amnion covering the head of the vertebrate 
embryo; also, a fold in the blastodise which 
marks off the head-region of the embryo. See 
eut in next column. 

head-footed (hed’fat’ed), a. Having the feet 
or locomotor organs attached to the head-re- 
gion, as in cephalopods; cephalopodous. 

head-gear, ». 4, The head-rigging of a vessel, 
head-gland (hed’gland), ». 
tines, one of the collectionsof gland-cells which 
lie in the head and open at the tip of the latter 

In embryol., a fold of He er 

head - 

In many nemer- hi 

adon Hill sands. See *sand}, 
(hed’ pens), ». pl. (See head- 

penny.) A tax of forty shillings or more 
formerly collected from the people of the 
county of Northumberland by the sheriff twice 
in every seven years. The sheriff was not 
accountable to the king for this tax. [t was 
abolished in the reign of Heury VI, 

piece, ». 4 The figurehead, seroll- 
piece, or fiddlo-head under a vessel's bowsprit. 

-rigging hed’rig’ing), n. The rigging 
belonging to the foremast, bowsprit, and jib- 

ms. 



head-ring 

head. mn. 2. In a four-in-hand harness, 
a ring, fixed at the crown of the bridle of a 
wheel-horse, through which the lead-rein for 
one of the leaders passes, 
head-room (hed’rém), a. 1. The vertical 
distance from a floor to the ceiling or beams 
above it: so named because this distance 
determines whether or not a person has room 
for his head when standing or walking on the 
floor.—2. Specifically, the space left above a 
stair by means of which the head of the person 
ascending the stair is kept free from striking 
or coming too near the superstructure. The 
term pply either to the ical distance from the 
posing of the hep below to the celling or any erees beans 
of the like above, or to the dixtance measared oat diago- 
nally from the nosing of a step, 

nead-scab (hed’skab), n. Any acariasis of the 
head, as the sarcoptic seab (black-muzzle 
* of sheep. ‘The parasites give rise to a 
violent itel ng causing the sheep to rub and scratch 
their heads: In advanced cases the eyes may be led 
clewed, and breathing and even eating may become d 

. bo —— the formation of crusts about the mouth 
and ne 

head-shaping (hed’shi’ping), ». The practice 
of changing the areal, conformation of the 
head b compression: common among many 
uncivilized tribea and peoples. 
Head-shaping haa been wniversal. 

Swuthsonian Rep,, 1800, p. 616, 

head n, 2, In a wooden window-frame 
or door-frame, the horizontal strip or piece 
which forms the top and holds the sides to- 
gether. 
head-snapping (hed’snap’ing), ». Same as 
head-hunting. Ratzel (trans,.), Hist. of Man- 
kind, [. 447, 
head (hed’span‘ér), m. In anthrop., 
an instrument for measuring the dimensions 
of the head. 

In order to confine the cost of the inquiry within rea- 
sonable bounds, a head. nner was devised. 

M. Peeraon, in Biometrika, March-July, 1004, p. 14. 

head-stock, »., 1. (d) The central frame of 
a spinning-mule, containing the operative 
mechanism of the machine. Nasmith, Cotton 
Spinning, p. 244.—2. The wooden cross-beam 
to whieh a bell is bolted and which serves as 
the pivot on which it swings. Also called 
* tock, 
head-wall (hed’wil}, ». Bee head. 
head-water (hed’wa*tér),». One of the upper 
tributaries of a river: usually in the plural. 
Also used adjectively. 
The headwater tributaries of Gila river drain the slopes 

of several of the Mogollon mountains. 
Dept. Com. and Labor, Bur. of Census, Bulletin 14, 

[Irrig. in UL A, 1008, po TL 
Head-water mark, nt or mark to define o¢ limit 
the maximum permiasitle height of water above a dam, 
or in C reservoir, or Waterway subject to artificial 
regu " 
headway, ». 4, In railroading, the time whieh 
pee after one train passes a certain point 
before the following train passes that point. 

head-work, ». 3. pl. The group of artificial 
works or constructions at the head of an arti- 
ficial canal or channel necessary to divert and 

te the flow of water from a river or 
other bod, 
rats 
weir, if any, with its accessories, a 
fvating objects away from the ca head-gates or 
sluices to regulate the adminsion water to Ghe canal, 
and ing or measuring appliances for determining the 
quantity of water entering the canal For a water- 
power canal extending from a stream, reservoir, or mill- 
pond to a water-power station, the head-works would in- 
clade a dam to divert or mise the level of the water, a 
yghant-boom to divert large foating objects away from 
the entrance, a rack or screech to prevent the entrance of 

of water into the canal. For an inri- 
the bead-works would inclade = diversion 

-boom to divert 

smaller floating material, and slaice-gates to regulate the Ve 
flow of water into the 

Headworks can be placed more easily along the banks 
of smaller streans, or dams built across thelr beds, raise 
ing and controtling the waters. 

Sei, Amer. Sup., Jan. 10, 1900, p. 22507. 

4. pl. A platform or raft with windlass or 
capstan which is attached to the front of a 
log-raft or boom of logs for warping, ked 
ing. or winding it through lakes and still 
water, by hand or horse-power. 
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See *athletic.— Patty heart. 
or infiltration of the wall of the 
deposit of fataround the heart. 
tirely; wholly; unreservedly; 
enthusiast : ag he 
aul into the work.—Ioed heart, iceut, — 

functional disorder of the heart mar 
in, OTTER 

jowing mental 
the left auricle and ventricle 

(a) Fatt; 
heart. (5) 
— and 

z 

— Respiratory the right auricle and ventricle, 
Which receive the blood from the system and send it to 
the lungs [Rare.)— Right heart, right auricle and 
ventricle of & heart taken collectively as the center of 
the — — elreulathon,— e a form 
of game of hearts in which the player who takes no 
hearts wins eve: on the table. — the 
left auricle and ventricle conside together as furnish- 
ing the blood to be en generally. re.|-—To lose 

nT an 

hirt’blok). ». Contraction of 
the auricles of the heart which is not trans- 
mitted to the ventricles, the auricular pulsa- 
tions being sometimes of more than double the 
frequency of the ventricular, 
Stokes noted on the readmission of his patient a new 
symptom —a remarkable pulsation in the right jagular 
vein, more than double the mate of the ventricular con- 
tractions. This feature has been studied by Chaurean, 

EP hasccue eet tone > 

auricular ot which are not 7 
ventricles — a state of “ heart-tock,” as Gaskell terme it, 

Lancet, Aug, 22, 1008, p. £23, 

heart-borer (hiirt’bér-¢r), », An American 
noetuid moth, dAnerta cord » found in 
Canada, Labrador, and Colorado, 

hearth-bottom (hirth’bot’um), ». The stone 
which forms the bottom of the hearth in a 
blast-furnace. 
hearth-broom (hiirth’ briin), ». A small broom 
used about a fireplace for sweeping up ashes, 
cinders, ete, 

hearth-brush (birth ’ brush), ». A small 
brush used to sweep up ashes, etc., on a 
hearth, 

hearth-pit (hirth’pit), ». A pit under the 
floor in front of a cashire boiler. 

hearth-plate, ». 2. One of the floor-plates 
over the hearth-pit of a Lancashire boiler. 
heart-hurry (hiirt’hur’i), ». Extreme rapid- 
ity of pulse, appearing suddenly and of short 
duration: a form of tachycardia. 

There are certain peculiarities which distinguish trae 
tachycardia from the evanescent “ Aeart-hurry” so fre 
quently peodaced by Uhe most trivial causes. 

Med, Record, Fels. T, 1908, p, 204. 

hearting, wn. 2, (a) The interior portion of a 
mass of masonry, as the portion between the 
upstream and down-stream faces of amasonry 
dam. Commonly called the beeking. (b) The 
impervious vertical wall of masonry, concrete, 
or even clay puddle which is placed inside an 
earth embankment which forms a dam or a 
reservoir bank, for the purpose of preventing 
lea through the embankment. Commonly 
called core-teall if of masonry or concrete, and 
puddile-wall if of clay. 

The tower fs constracted with a facing of granite, all 
the stones being dovetailed in the asual manner, The 
hearting of the js largely com: of concrete, 

neye, Brit. XXX. 24, 

heart-moth (hiirt’mdth),». A British collec- 
tors’ name for a European noctuid moth, 
Dicyela oa, 

heart-rot, ». 2. A fungous disease of beets, 
due to Phoma Betw, which causes a decay of 
the center of the root. 

(hiirt’sak), ». The pericardium. 
eart’s-ease, n., 2. (c) In Australia, a small 
serophulariaceous plant, Gratiola pedunculata, 
— * (hiirt ‘sounds), ». pl. The 
sounds caused by closure of the valves of the 
heart during contraction and relaxation of the 
muscular walls, The first sound is prolonged 
and dull, the second short and sharp.—Redupli- 
cation of the hi adoable in place of a single 
first or second heart-sound, dae toa lack of synchronism 
in the closure of the valves, 

(hiirt’strok), n. 1, The impulse 
of the apex of the heart against the chest wall. , a, 4. Intelligent. ‘Coe apelin pamterlt 

ploma, J — — heart-trace ( lirt’traa), mn, Same as cardio- 
heapstead (hép‘sted), ». The entire plant gram. 
above ground at the shaft of a coal-mine, 

hearst+ (hérst), ». [Also hearse; origin ob- 
seure.} In hunting, a hind in the second or 
third year, 

n.—Acoessory hearts, certain « ~ 
* erroneously supposed th a —— 

one's own See waster. Athletic 

heart-trowel (hiirt’trou’el), ». A moulders' 
trowel having a heart-shaped outline. 
heart-water (hiirt’wa'tér),”. A serious, non- 
contagious, infectious disease of sheep and 

ats, rarely of calves, in South Africa. The 
iayriosis depends chiefly upon the post-mortem appear 

ance of the viscera, the netive features of the disease 

heat 

— oS Lng Salle, Se Che groan te 
moult, and after m attacks other #! or gonta 
and infects them with the disease, * 

The * ** Mr. . —5— 
records an important very to propaga- 
tion of the South African sheep and goat disease known aa 
“heartwater.” The bout-tick has found to be the 
only mediam of spreading the disease. 

Nature, Nov, 26, 1008, p, 01. 

2, The Tasmanian ironwood, heart-wood, ». 
Notelza — the hard, close-grained 
wood of which is used for turning. 
heart-work (hiirt’wérk), ». Work that has 
been prompted by the heart, or executed with 
all one’s heart. 
With all the head-work that there is in these volumes, 

and all the Ararf-work, too, Ihave not bitten my nails 
over a single sentence which they contain. 

Southey, Doctor, Iwill, 

heat, ». 9. The quantity or weight of metal 
—* a metallurgical process. 

t, 4.— Blue heat, in the tern of the 
heated metal which — B of oxid which forms 

Seite fiestas Naeeeia'ae Sas y m ray Gy 
the steel from 430° F, te 560" — theory of 

the theory that heat is a je of motion, See def. 
2 e term is sometimes applied to the relations of heat 
and work (thermodynamics), sometimes to the science of 
radiation, and sometimes to the general theory that heat 
consists of motions of the particles of master. — Meet 
center. See ween of combustion, 

wheat af — —e 

ofa —— is formed from itselementa [t is pewltive 
for ex mie compounds and negative for endothermic 
— — fs meastired in calories, that is, by the 
number of grams (or — of water 
degree, under specttted conditions, by the heat eed 
in the reaction, Conmmenly it can be ex mentally 
determined by indirect methods; by direct methots only 
when the reaction of formation can be made to take 
Place rapidly, and without concurrent formation of other 
compounds, The heat of formation of quid water from 
its ents is expressed by the number of grams of 
— — — ** tr oe by —* ot 

xteen grains of oxyiren h — game ydrogen, 

eet fed ⏑ F late 4 ”, Under en. — neu- 

in phys. chem. the amount of heat prodaced 
when a pequivalent of a base or of an achd, in 
dilate solution, is neutralized with a gram-equivalent of 
A Sek > —— 
calory ww oom — Heat ‘ution, u cArm., 

the amount of heat luced when onc rem malsenia 
(or ome gram) of a st is dimolved in a very large 
volume of the solvent. Tt bas the negative » when 
heat ts a! in the act of solution.— Heat 
ization, the heat, in calari 
gram of a liquid into vapor. 
vaporizrtion.— Heat rigor, riger.—- Heat sum, 
the sum of the amounts of heat developed in any series 
* —— reactions. The * — < Lge de. 
v ma chem) is Independent nam 
ber of inte which the process may be divided. 
This principle, due to Hess, is known as the constancy of 
the heat sum, — heat, (a) That of the 
heat in a thermodynamic cycle or process which cannot 
be reconverted into mechanical enenry. (6) In eteet., 
that portion of the beat developed in an electric cireait 
which cannot be converted directly inte electric energy, 
The total heat in an electric circuit is HJ « Ithe resi 
where H isthe heat in calories. J is the mechanical equiva 
lent, I the current, RB the resistance, & the time “during 
which the current flows, and P is the difference of po- 
tential due te the heating of any metal junctions chat 
may exist in the cireuit. The term [Rt represents the 
irreversvitde heat, Also called mimic heat, Com re. 
vernide wheat. Joulean heat, the heat developed by 
flow of current in an electric cireuit, It was shown by 
Joule that the beat (EH) produced by causing an electric 
current of strength LT te flow for t seconds ha re- 
sistance F is H = [rt, The quantity of heat thus pro 
dueed, which Is proportional te the square of the current 
aml to the resistance of the ecirenit, fa called (in recogni 
tion of the discoverer of this law) Jewlern heat, — 
heat of tation, in meteor. that freetion of the 
latent heat of vaporization which is set free when the 
vapor is subsequently condensed or precipitated as water 
ane Ly eg bey aclowd. If the latent heat rematna in the 
cloud the water, the —— vapor, aml the air havea 
slightly higher temperature, If the water.drope fall to the 
earth the remaining vaporand alrof the cloud have a still 
higher temperature. — it heat of jon, 
Same as Wheet ef vaporization. Law of heat constant 
sums, the law, in thermochemical reactions, that the 
total beat absorbed when certain subetances are formed 
from certain others ts independent of Che number and 
nature of the intermediate processes, See #heat stm,.— 
Low-red a bent sufficient to impart to iron a 
strong red color, ite terapernture being about rec" F,— 
Molecular heat of fuslon, the heat of fasion of a sub- 
stance multiplied by ite melecglar weight. Also called 
m· rv lotent Aewt.— Molecular heat of vaport- 
tation, the heat of vaporization of a substance multi- 
plied by its molecular weight. See trre- 
wreitle whevt, Je heat, in efeet.. Liat jon 
of the heat developed by the flow of current in a hetero 
geneous circuit which appears or is absorbed at the june- 
tion of two metals according tothe direction ef the current © 
distinguished from the aecalled rrrecereitde heat of the 



heat 
is due to the resistance of the cireuit 
of the direction of the eurrent,— Stag- 

intended to mean ' accumu- 
of conductivity in the sur 

of a boller when the 

: : a E : 
i Fi g — 4 

many of these bodies are very 
probably have deanpera · 

ture It fe to 
to the earth by 

HIE 

SS yee a0 
the heat received from the moon could have been de- 

tected, no effects were obtained in oleervationa upon 
Jupiter, Saturn, Arcturus, V Capella, and other stars, 
In 165-1000 BP. Nichols, using his form of radiometer 
and a concave mirror of 61 centimeters ob. 

ata distance of 4.5 kilometers was capable of detection, 
‘The mean intensity of the radiation from two fixed stars 
ane two planeta, expressed in meter- was as fol- 
own 

Vega, 
Arcturus, 
Jupiter, 
Saturn, ast 

The total radiation of these 
“ “ 

stars stands in the ratio: 

Oe, 
volume, . 

ie Sehiat Sats on Setned by Beene « . + differs from 
pd a TO iis — —— 
inary practice. Eneye. , XXXILL fas. 

The heat in calories required to convert a gram of 
tid at fte melting-point into satarated vapor at a given 

presenre, 
heat-asphyzia (hét’as-tik’si-i), ». Symptoms 
of collapse caused by —— ae 
neat : (hét’ koil), », Same as *heating- 
con . 

heater, m., (a) In elect., that part of the Nernst lam 
which, In starting, is heated by the electric current an 

ita heat the glower, See Nernat — 
ore heater, a stove designed to be set ina 

and, com , a room means 
of hot-air pipes. 

heat-filter (hét’fil’tér), ». In photog., a coll 
having parallel glass sides filled with water, 
alum solution, or the like, interposed in the 
path of rays with the object of removing heat- 
rays but allowing those of light to pass, 

on & powerful projection 
the the ty ¥ ——————— e ag ‘om ‘ heat. 4 * ** 

hea (bét ‘ gij), ». An instrument for 
ascertaining the temperature of furnaces, de- 

cent # 
furnace. When both glow alike, th reading t 
ammeter, in cirecut with o aoe is taken. ‘able 
gives big of heat 

heath, ». 4. In Tasmania, the —D name 
for several species of the genus /pacris, es- 

cially £. impressa, a beautiful slender shrub 
aring white or red axUlary flowers. See 

California. 
It ts a aseful alkali indicator, i mee implying an 
excess of Glauber’s salts in the soll, incompatible with the 
ratsing of wheat or stone fruita, Also culled yerta renma 
from ite medicinal ertiom A) an 
one of ¥arious species the genus — are ba 
tivated in creenhouees, capecially &. J Besom· 
or broom heath, the cross-leafed heal See heath, 2 — 
Cornish heath, rica cagens, a low 773 2 
ranging around {he Mediterranean and 1 the Adantic 
mm w Cornwall, — ' — ae eath.— Palee 

Same as falee #hee «).— Mountain-heath, 
Phyllodoce caerulea, an ericaceous shrub, with yew-like 
evergreen leaves and clusters of pink or parple Mowers of 
the heather type. It is found in the northern (Hd World, 
andon the high mountains of New England and far north 
in North America, 

heath-aster (héth’as*tér), n.—Rose heath-aster, 
Leucelene ericoudea, a low tafted plant of the aster family 
with terminal heads, the white rays turning rosered in 
drying, foand on the plains from Nebraska to Texas and 
weet toCalifornis and Mexico.-White heath-aster, Sev 

heat “Shecrvations ot the 
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heath-butterfly (héth’ but’ ér-fli), ». A British 
collectors’ name for several species of aga- 
petid butterflies. See heath, 3. 

, *.—Alaska heather, the A! r 
plant, . nella Stelleri- 

a ie puke Coen, eu 8 — 

bere , & bow hea- - heather, 
ther-like shrub, 
Breweri, found at the snow. 

Beach: 
falee *heather.— Bell -hea- 

heather, 

northward. fe analogous 
in habit and habitat to the Old 
World heaths. Also called 
falee heath and beach-heather. 
b enziesia prlomt, Bee 

(Md False Heather — ‘senda t 3 * ee 

one third natural 
Hower, enlarged. 

shrub, Phyllodoce uli@ora.—White heather, PA: 
re be reer the same region as the red — 
ther. Compare alpine #heather, 

heather-honey (hevH'ér-hun‘i), a». 
gathered from heather. 

heath-stone (héth’stén), n. A name used by 
architects in England for certain sandstones 
which oceur in the Bagshot beds of the 
Eocene. 

Honey 

n.— Conn’ . See paral- 
lel wheating.— 

the heating of a fi through a tube or 
flue by a substance on the outaide of the tube in 
a direc parallel to the direction of flow of the fluid on 
the inside : distinguished from ecownter-cw ng, 
in which the currents flow in opposite directiona. 

hea ~COil (hé‘ting-koil), mn. A coil of wire 
heated by the passage of an electric current 
and used for ucingand maintaining a high 
temperature in various scientific operations or 
* industrial purposes. Also written heat- 

heating-furnace (hé’ting-fér’nds), ». Sam 
as ——————— whieh a0, pa: Bey furnace) 

(hé’ting-ma-shén’), n. A 
eombined heating-furnace and automatic feed- 
ing. and conveying-machine. The leer, the reel, 

the rotary oren are heating-machines, but the term 
applied to combined gasfurnaces and con- 

veying-mi es used in annealing, brazing, tem 
and small parte of machines, hardware, me 
pipes, rods, and sheets, 

heat-rash (hét’rash), ». Prickly heat (which 
—— heat). 
heat-ray (bét’ri), ». 

atmosphere. See sunstroke. Buck, Med, 
Handbook, IIT. 195. 

heat-tone  (hét‘tén), ». In thermo-chem., heavy 
the sum of the heat developed in a chemical re- 
action and of the heat-equivalent of the ex- 
ternal work. 

Since we have reactions which evolve heat ... and 
— in which heat is absorbed, ... the heat 
tone ton: positive or negutive. 

4 H. C. Jones, Physical Chem., p, 286, 

heat-unit, ».—GQram-centigrade heat-unit, the 
antity heat required to raise one of water 

ftolG;a ‘~ Kilogram-centigrade heat- 
unit, the quantity of heat required to raise one kilo- 
gram of water froen 0° to 1° C. 5 a greater calory. 

heat-wave (hét’wav),n. 1. Aday or series of 
days of unusually hot weather; a hot wave; 
a broad area of descending wind, dynamically pebbakhade (heb-a-kii’de), n. 
warmed by compression, moving eastward over 
the United States and often occupying several 
days in its transit. —2. In phys., an ether-wave 
eapable, by the transformation of the energy 
of the vibratory disturbance into heat, of 
raising the temperature of bodies placed in its 
path. All ether-waves are heat-waves, but the term is 
usually applied to the longer waves of the spectrum, be- 
cause these — in general, suttielent energy to 
produce a noticeable heating effect. See heat, mn, 2 

hebetic 
heat-weight (hét’wat), ». In mech., the en- 

-factor: a —— term used in dis- 

energy into mechanical power. The 
heat-unite expended * 
absolute ——— 1 to a lower 

act of the range of, difference in absolute tem pera- 
multiplied by 

factor du the on. The temperatare-rany 
measures the’ svalialy ot the transformation, and the 
" —* mulled to —— 
jenoting, wen ion 
tee, the difference in heights of the head-race ‘and tail. 
race levels measuresthe availability of the water-power, 
and this range of height multiplied by the w tot water 
falling measures the energy c Now, by —— 

y-factor acta to maltiply temperature, as the 
weight to multiply height in feet: hence, the sotion 

— 
of mestin, wh hye impossibility. . 

heaw (hé-4-tof’a-ni),». [Gr. éavroi, of 
himself, + <davera, ¢ daric, < gaivem, show, 
manifevt.] Self-manifestation. 

hea onics (hé-A-té-fon’iks), n. 
rot, of himself, + our}, sound, + -ics. 
as au 5 

(hé-A’té-tip), x. [Gr. éavrob, of 
tixoc, type.) Any specimen identi- 

fie es already described and 
named, and chosen by the author as an illus- 
tration of that species. Science, June 9, 1905. 

heavy, v. andy. A simplified spelling of Aeare. 
heave, v. i.-Heave and awash! 1 call to the men at 

in 

Gr. éav- 
Same 

capstan 
wer.—Heave short! a com- 
the anchor-chain: the cable is 

the ship is riding nearly over her anchor 
slack cable out.— Heave up! an order 

the anchor from the bottom.—To heave and 

n.— Cornwall 
which wrestler seizes his 

heave, in bef wep throw tn 

in front of him and the other 

havigator, 
(hévd), - a. 

laced by a fault: 

self-importance of successful middle life are 
ghey The actor who takes this part. 

. A member of the heavy cavalry or artillery : 
usually in the plural.—Heavy liquor. See #liguor. 

hev‘i-bak), n, A Jamaican name 
fora kind of helmet-shell, Cassis madagasca- 
rensis, 
he-balsam (hé’bal'sam),». See *halsam, 
hebamic (he-bam‘ik), a. [G. hebamme, a mid- 
wife, +.) Of or pertaining to a midwife or 
midwifery; maieutic. 

Bat the soul is far wiser and truer than ft knows and 
clung to what concealed worth for itself through dark 
ages and persecutions in a way our epee =! is too 
small to explain and which should forever make ts treat 
even superstition and the Diindest and narrowest ortho 
doxies with sympathy and if possible with the Achamec 
art which Socrates praised, 

Amer, Jour. Relig. Peychol. and Hducation, May, 
[hOO4, pr. 46 

A gum-resin 
similar to myrrh, but more acrid, imported from 
Africa. Also called besabol and (incorrectly) 
East Indian myrrh. 

hebephrenic (hé-bé-fren’ik), ». anda. Same 
ns hreniac. 
He ‘s nodes. See *node. 
hebetic (hé-bet’ik), a. (Gr. §3nremdc, ¢ dirs, 
youthful, (43, youth.] Relating to or occur 
ring at the time of puberty. 



Hebr, 
Heber. An abbreviation (a) of Hebrew; (b) of 

ebrews. 
Hebraizer (hé’bri-i-zér), ». One who He- 
braizes. 

hecastotheiam (he-kas-t6-thdé’izm). ». (Gr. 
txacroc, each, + Gedc, God, + -ism.) The type 
of primitive belief in which —— 

ers are attributed to both animate and 
inanimate objects. 

In clasaifying Indian myths Major Po ————2 
22 growth of ae piilosophy. ‘o the 

animism which questions of how aod why 
to the an’ mind, In the second stage or sotthe! 
this attribu of extrn-natural and mysterious potencies 

ete, bec 
which he gives the name — the agen 

ra nature, sun, stars, 
sontfted and exalted Inte orn 

hecatolite (he-kat’s-lit), . 
(the moon), + A/for, stone 
atone. 

hecdecane (hek’dé-kin), =. Same as *her- 

treet Heeate 
-) Same us moon- 

adecane. 
hechima (hi’ ché-mii), ». [Jap.] The sponge- 
gourd, Luffa Luffa. it ia cron wrecewiers 
in Japan and large numbers of the common, 
spongy, fibrous variety are exported, while a 

ender, tender variety is cultivated execlu- 
sively as an article of food, 

The man who asks questions and insists on their being 
answered ia a familiar presence at all pay meetings (in 
England). One of England's taany debts to Scotland is 
the loan of the expressive word used to describe him. He 
—— ee heekler, The speaker is not allowed to 
iereg: mn. 

Sidney Brooks, in Harper's Mag., Aug., 1000, p. 338, 

-machine (hek’ling-mg-shén‘), x». 
Same as heckle. 

(hek-tir-throp’i-dé), a. pl. 
(NL., ¢ Hectarthropus + -ida.) <A family of 
earidean macrurous crustaceans having all 
of the trunk-legs similar in structure, simple, 
six-jointed, with the fifth joint not subdivided, 
and with the first five pairs carrying exopods. 
It includes the genera Proeletes, Tcotopus, 
Eretmocaris, and Hectarthropus, the last being 
the type. 

(hek-tiir’thré-pus), », [NIL., 
< Gr. éxroc, sixth, + dapper, joint, + soi¢ (rod-), 
foot.] The typical genus of the family Hee- 
tarthropida. Spence Bate, 1888, 
— hok to · am· pãt), a. In eleet., 
one hundred amperes or ten c, g, 8. unite: a 
practical unit of current strength, 

hectocotyliferous (hek‘t)-kot-i-lif’ér-us), a. 
NL, hectocotylus + L, Jerre, bear, + -ows,] 
aring or provided with a hectocotylus: as, 

a hectocotyliferous male among cephalopods, 
{hek-t6-kot’i-lizm), u. [heeto- 

cotylus + -ism.) The formation or develop- 
ment of a hectocotylus, 

lize (hek-t6-kot’i-liz), ¢. 4; pret. and 
pp. hectocotylized, ppr. heelocotylizing, [hecto- 
cotylus + Acc. ]. To transform or modify intoa 
hectocotylus; fecundate with a heetocotylus, 

hectol. An abbreviation of hectoliter. 
hectowatt (hek’té-wot), », [hecto- + watt.] 
In phys., & practical unit of power equal to 
100 watts or 1 X 109 erga per second, [Rare.] 

hectowatt-hour (hek‘té-wot-our’), 4». In 
phys., a practical unit of work, equal to 100 
watt-hours or 360,000 joules, [Rare,] 

hed, ». A simplified spelling of head. 
hedake, ».,@., andr. A simplified spelling of 
heada che. 

heddle-setting (hed’Lset‘ing), a. An ar- 
rangement of the heddles in a loom when a 
change is made from a fine to a coarse reed, 
or vice versa. 

heddling (hed’ling), ». A set of heddle-frames 
for a loom. 
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Hedenstremia (hed-en-stré’mi-i), x. L., the ester of methyl learbinol-carbam 
< Hedenstrim, ® Swedish —22 ome —a — — 
typical genus of the family Hedenstremidw. hedonic, a. 3, Pertaining to sexual excite- 

( hed’en-strem’i-dé ) nm. ment.—Hedonic calculus, tone. See *caleulus, 
pl. (NL., € Hedenstramia + -ide.] A family _ *tonel. : 
of ammonoid cephalopods or ammonites in hedrioblast (hed’ri-d-blast), n. (Gr. iMpeov 
which the principal veptal sutures have lobes dim. of éépa, a seat, a base, + Siacrdc, a germ. 
and suddles with ceratitie outlines, It occurs A term proposed by Allman for the fixed medu- 
in Triassic rocks, soids or —— of hydromedusans; a gono- 

heder (ha’dér),n, [Heb.] In Jewish use,an ,phore. Compare planoblast, 
inclosure; ® chamber or secret compartment; hedrumite ( rum-it), . [Hedrum, in 

ifieally, a primary school for Jewish chil- Norway, + ite?.] In +s & variety of 
‘lestenetadl exclusively in syenite with little or no ne elite which bas 

religion. & trachytic or Jaminated texture due to the 
from Hedera heliz.— —— form of the feldapar erystals. Brégger, 

Hederic acid, a oolorless com — [NL. (Wend 
ee Hedyscepe ( 3” ), ™ . (Wendland 

and Drude, 1875), * t. idic, Lenore eg 
eal iy By gr The ame —— to the 

auty of the spec + Canter na, 
which is called uwmbrella-palm in Lord Howe 
Island,] A genus of palms. See Kentia. 
heehaw (hé’hi), ». The bray of an ass or 
mule. 

heel}, x. 
of any 

ut (hed-¢-rij’¢-rent), a. Ge hede- 
riger, ivy-bearing ‘a, ivy, gerere, 
bear), +-ent.) Ivy- ing} ‘wreathed or gar- 
landed with ivy, as the bacchantes in the 
Dionysian festivals. 

Ethel, by this time breathless, threw her tambourine 
down. The Aederigerent Am · on the bed and sat -.. The 

nads of old were never more filled with excitement. 
Mortimer Collina, Marquis and Merchant, xxiii, 

hederinic (hed-e-rin’ik), a. [heder-ic+-in+-ic.] 
Same as hederic. 

bantling 
brat. 

’ 4) The extremity of a knife-blade or 
tool ing the handle) which is opposite the 

— @ bow for Instruments of the viol c! the 
end nearest the player's hand ; the nut: to 
or point. (j) e base of a tobaceo-leaf; so called by 
manufacturers —Glome See wylome. 
Heel of the flat, Seu *, at eribhage, m 
— 6 cut ity , and which counts two im- 

fnent Long heel of negrotd racea — 

(hej‘baut‘ling), n. Anillegiti- peel, vt, 6. In — strike (a ball) on the 
— of the club. . Park, Game of Golf, p. 

.— To heel in, to store (young trees) for planting by 
fa —— the side ofa bh and covering the 

2. 
‘excl 
na 

the 
1.— Hig 

3 

“Tt ia necessary, by all laws af the drama, Madam, 
sald Frank, .., “that the hand the speaker shall 2 ot — 
fit each other.” C Klageley, Westend Holi a1, 201: 2; &.—To heel the ship, to list the vessel over 

hog ca’ 
pillar, *erystal. 

converter (hej‘hog-kon-vér’tér), n, 
* 

eee ne heel-fly (hél’fi), ». The 
hej’ hog-fish), ». adult of the American 
ny of the poreu- ox-bot or ox-warble, an 
ine-fishes of the estrid fly, Hy, a 
amily Diodon- lineata, It fies about the heels 

tide, found in of cattle and lays its eggs on the 
= hair, whence they are J by 

most tropical the animal. 
seas. Chis i; heeling-indicator (hé‘- 
hedgehog-mush- i), ling-in‘di-ka-tor), n. An 
Toom (hej’hog- [fify)) instrument designed to 
mush‘ rim), un. show the angle of heel or 
The edible fun- the rollof a vessel: itmay — Heehly |/opatermne 
Fri * be a pendulum, the lower Femate, siightly entarged. 
rinaceum, See end of whieh is pointed (1nsect Lite” U.5.D.A) 

hedgehog, 3. and moves over a gradu- 
ated are, or a spirit-level, curved in an are ofa 
cirele, the bubble of which indicates the angle 
on a graduated scale. 

heel-lashing (hél’lash?ing),». A lashing passed 
around the heel of a spar; a number of turns 
of line around the inner end of a studdingsail- 
boom and its yard; the rope that secures the 

A type inner end of the jib-boom to the bowsprit. 
of transformer with open magnetie cireuit heel- un. 3, In iron ship-building, ® short 
and a straight core of iron wires, the ends length of angle-bar which is used to connect 
of which are separated from one another as the heels of the two sections of a frame which 
widely as possible, like little bristles: hence meet at the center-line of the vessel, 
the name, Also called hedgehog-converter. 1. (hél’string), ». The tendo Achillis. 

hook (hej‘hak), ». A loeal English term heel- (hél’tak*]), ». A purchase hooked 
ill-hook (which see). to the heel of aspar; a tackle for securing the 
radish (hej‘rad‘ish), ». Same as wild heel of a sheer-leg. 
(which see, under 3 heemraad (him’riid), ». [D., ¢ heem, home, 

holige-rastis (hej rust tik), ». A British collee- + raad, council.) A local petty court estab- 
tors’ name for a European noctuid moth, Zu- lished by the Dutch in South Africa in 1682 for 
perina ceapitis, the settlement of minor disputes between the 
hedionda (a-dé-dn‘di), ». (Amer. Sp. hedi- burghers. It consisted of the landrost and 
onda, fem. (parallel to Sp. hedionde, m., ap- four unpaid assessors who held office for two 
i to another plant, yen rue), « Sp. _vears, 
ediondo, fetid, stinking, « heder, <L. fetere, Heersian (har’sian), a. and». [Meers, town 

stink: see fetid,] 1. In Porto Rico and Span- in Bel hog | In geol., noting the lowest divi- 
ish America, the coffee-senna, Cassia occiden- sion of the Eocene Tertiary in Belginm, cor- 
falis, See Cassia, 1, and negro coffee (under eens in part to the Thanet sand of Eny- 
coffee).— 2. In New Mexico, the creosote-bush, land, 
Covillea tridentata. See Larrea. hefer, ». A simplified spelling of heifer, 

hedland, ». A simplified spelling of headland. hefner (hef’nér),n. A unit of intensity of light; 

Murex, M. erina- 
ceus, bearing nu- 
merous spines, Hedgechog-mushroom (Mpdawm Frine- 

ee), one fourth navural size. 

former (hej‘og-trins-for’mér), m. 

for 

hedlong, edv., a.,a0ndv. A simplified spelling the light from a standard smyl-acetate lamp 
of a of the form devised by Hefner-Alteneck. See 
hedonal (hed‘d-nal), ». [Gr. *light standard, at ees 
+ -all,) A hypnotic remedy; chemically, hefner-lax (hef’nér-luks), n, Same as */urt, 2, 
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ef’nér-mé’tér), n. A unit of Helderbergian — bir’ glen), n. In geol., 
illumination, the illumination from a souree 
of light equal in intensity to one hefner at a 
meter's distance; a lux. 

heft®, x. 2. A part or number of aserial publi- 
cation, as of a magazine; a division of a work 
whieh is nets — in cae F bead 
hegemon (hej‘e-mon), 1. [Gr. jyéuuv, a leader: 
see hegemony.) A leader; a ruling power. 
The of the Western bemisghero is the United 

—R 
ler power is panumount, as all the world recog- 

a 
bepemoniat (hé-jem’ 6-nist), n. 

of hegemony. 

The Porwm, Jan.-March, 1004, p. 347, 
An advocate 

eRe _ _ 
dæ (hé’jé-td-thé’ri-i-dé), m. pi. 

Hegetotherium, the type genus, + -id#.) 
famiiy of extinct ungulate mammals, of the 

suborder Typotheria, from the Eocene‘of Pata- 
mia. Ameghino, 184. 
E. I. O. An abbreviation of Honorable East 

Company. 
H.E. L 0. 8. An abbreviation of Honorable 
East India Company's Service. 

index. Same as altitudinal #inder,— it 
a See watmn Te 

Height See xland!.-— Metacentric 
in naval! arch., the distance from the center of gravit, 
the vessel as a Whole to the metacenter (which see). e 
metacentric height is a meaaare of the stability of a vessel 
when inclined toa small angle from the post ot os 
Mbrium. Negative metacentric height 1a that in which 
the metacenter is below the center of gravity ; the vessel 
is then in unstable equilitriam and will nm 

t all it may be stable at an inclination from 
ht — height, in creniom,,the height of the 

lower jaw at the level of the second molar.—Nasal 
in craniom., the distance from the naason to the 

point of the level of the Inferior margin of the 
ure 

instrument for as- 
certaining the 
height of projec- 
tions above 
plane surface. 
measures in thou- 
sandths of aninch. 

height-m easure 
(hit’mezh’@r), n. 

instrument for 

oblique distance from 
the center of he in- 
strument to the base 
of the tree ts 
measured. The sliding, weighted rule ts then set on the 
base rule at the graduation corresponding measure- 
ment just procured. A sight ie then taken through the 
Ss the objective on the base rule to the base 

e tree, the halr of the objective boing brought into 
line with the base of the tree. A screw is set to hold 
the instrument at this angle. A second sight, to bring 
the hair of the objective on the oblique rule in line 
with the top of the tree, is then taken. The height 
of the tree is Indicated on the upright rale at the point 
where the edge of the oblique rule passes it. 

heimin (hi-min‘’), ». [Jap., (hei, common, + 
min, 54 n Japan, the commen people, 
as distinguished from the nobility. 

heintzite (hint‘zit), ». [G. hetntzit (1890), 
named after Prof. W. H. Heintze, of Halle, 
a German chemist.] A hydrous borate of 
magnesium and potassium oceurring in color- 
less and white monoclinic erystals, found 
at Leopoldshall, Strassfurt, Prussia. 

we hetr, in the civil law of Lonisiana, 
one who takes the succession by provision of law when 
there are neither loyal nor testamen heirs. — 
hetr, in eird law, one of the same by aa the deaver- 
dant who takes the succession by force of law rather than 
by will, There are Uhree classes ; (¢) children and lawful 
descenfante; (6) parents aod lawful ascendanta ; (c) col 
lateral kindred. 

hei-tiki (ha-té’ké), ». [Maori, ¢ hei, a neck 
ornament, + tiki, a carved figure on the gable 
of a house, also the name of a deity, the creator 
of man.) Among the Maoris, a small jade fig- 
ure or image worn around the neck. 

hel, n. andr. A simplified spelling of hell. 
hel (hel’be),n. [Ar. hilba.) The fen ek, 
Trigonelia Fornum-graeenm, and especially its 
seeds, which when made into flour and mixed 
with dhurra form a food largely used by the 
working classes of Egypt. See fenugreek. 
helcodermatous (hel-ko-dér’ma-tus), a. [Gr. 
face, draw, + dépua(r-), skin, + -o18.] Boring 
ortearing; given to boring or tearing.—Helco- 
dermatous spine, See weyine, 

Helderberg group. Sve *group!, 

Height-measure, 

a Troup. 

2 

a group of —_ re, wor ork 
ogists as of earliest Devonian age, lying on 
water-limes of the late Silurian cad aren: 

lain by the Deiskany — * takes its 

Mountains of New York, where ite memebers, ‘from the 
base upward, are Coeymans limestone, New Scotland 
bois, and Beeraft Hmestone. In the earlier nomenclature 
of the New York rocks it was termed first the Helderberg 

p and subsequently the Lower Helderberg. See 

A i hg n, [helen(in) + -ene. 
ellow, oily hydrocarbon which is formed when 
elenin ia distilled with phosphorus pentoxid. 

lankton (S555 plaage es), an, (Gr, 
frog n. éen), & marsh, . plankton.) 

[P. kélépole, < LL. 
The plankton of a marsh. 

helepole (hel’é-pol), n. 
h is, < Gr. Géroty, a besie ne engine, 

p. adj., See ee to Helen an 
phigenia), ¢ feiv, take, méduc, city.) A 

military engine anciently used in sieges: sup- 
sed to have been invented by Demetrius Po- 

iorcetes. 
helianthic (hé-li-an’thik), a. [Hehanthus + 
** to the sunflower.—Helianthic 

a colorless com i, ©, Og, Ww 
sunflower seeds. It Peg Bek, The ——— 
into a fermentable sigar and an acid-violet col 
matter, 

2) (hé‘li-kriz), m, [= Helichrysum, 
Anglicized.] Some golden-flowered plant, per- 
haps ideal. 

While curling through grass 
Tendrils of honied — — 

Swinonda, In the Key of Rlue. X. EL D. 
helicin gg ke n. (Appar. ¢ Gr. @E (f4x-), 
a spiral, + -in?,) A colorless compound, 

2 
CoH ,0,0CgH,CHO, which is formed ‘by the 
action ot nitrie acid on salicin. It crystallizes 
in slender, silky needles, melts at 175° C., and 
is the glucoside of orthohydroxybenzaldehyde. 

Helicina (hel-i-si’na), ». [NL., appar. ¢ Gr. 
tu§ (eux-), w spiral, + -ina.] The typical 
genus of the family Helicinida, About 500 species 
are known, most of which inhabit the Antilles, none 

in Africa, Lameorck, 179. 
hel-i-sin’i-dé), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Heli- 

cina + -idew.] A family of rhipidoglossate gas- 
tropods of the order Streptoneura, having the 
epipodium without tentacles, branchia absent, 
mantle-cavity transformed into a pulmonary 
chamber, heart with a single auricle, not 
traversed by the reetum, and the operculum 
without apopbysis. It contains the genera 
Helici ‘ydrocena, and .teorissa, all terres- 
trial and found in warm regions. 

helicoceran (hel-i-kos’e-ran), a. Having the 
aspect of, or pertaining to, the cephalopod 

nus Helicoceras, 
Helicoceras (hel-i-kos’e-ras), ». are <Gr, 
bag (€7ee-), a spiral, + aépac, horn] A genus 
of ammonoid cephalopods showing phylogenice 
senility in the open spiral, the coils of which 
do not touch. It occurs in the Cretaceous 

Same as right helicoid.— ane 
helicoid, 2 
helicoid. 

nemometer, mometer, See #a 
Helicolenus (hel-i-kol’e-nus), ». [NL., said 
to be ¢ Gr, “ fAixog, strong” (it means ‘as big 
as’), + “aiévn, elbow, arm.”] A genus of 
scorpenoid fishes, remarkable for their bril- 
liant red coloration, found in the deep waters 
of both the Atiantic and Pacific, 1. dactytop- 
ferua of the Mediterranean (extending to the Gulf Stream 

n. 2, A helicoid parabola.—skew 
Helicoidal 

avd Japan) is the best-known species. 
pe “j-k6-pep’sin), mn. [Gr. fee 

(é/ux-), a spiral shell, + E. in.) A pepsin- 
like ferment which is found in snails. 

co (hel?i-k6-pré‘té-id), n. 
faé (f4ux-), @ spiral shell, + E. proteid.} 
nueleoalbumin which is found in the albumi- 
nous gland of snails. It contains a large 
amount of reducing substance. — 

(hel-i-kop’tér), m. (Gr. uF (f4x-), 
+ wrepév, wing.) A flying-machine in 
** screws or revolving helicoidal 

are depended upon to sustain the 
machine in the air. 
helicorubine (hel‘i-ké-r’bin), u. [Gr. 2 
(éiux-), & spiral shell, + L. rvbus, red, + -ine?. 
An orange-red pigment found in the so-eall 
livers of certain invertebrates. 

am (hel‘i-k6-sp6‘ri-um), n. [NL. 
(Nees, 1816), ¢ Gr. ec, a spiral, + cropd, seed 
(spore).] A genus of hyphomycetous fangi 
which have a creeping mycelium with short, 
erect, dark-colored conidiophores bearing 
curled or spiral, hyaline or colored septate 

(Gr. 

helix 
whieh 

A ter ( 

heliophotometer 

— About 40 species have been deseribed. 
ey oceur mostly on deca. i ool, 

helictite (he-lik’tit), n. (Gr. tuerée, twisted 
(< éAicoe, turn about, twist: see helix), + 
-ite?.] A twisted twig-like form of calcium 
carbonate which oceurs in caves in limestone. 

Helietta (hé-li-et’i), ». * (Tula⸗ns, 1847), 
named in honor of Th. Hélie, a French hysi- 
cian and pharmacologist.] genus of Senta 
or trees of the family Rutacea. 1 isrelated 

catyets Sith etliees Tings siuaiiar to those cf a magi: wi ue miler to « 
There are two * one in Colombia, the other (for 
—— and Mexico, 

. Bee *yellow, 
Heliocen 75 See *parallax. 
heliocentri (bé‘li-d-sen‘tri-kal-i), adr. 
In « heliocentric manner; as if from the 
sun's center. 

the — of a process devised 
See heliochromotype. 

heliochrom 

h eut. 
heli (hé-li-of'fi-gal), a. (Gr. #2s0¢, the 
sun, + L. ~fugus, ¢ fugere, flee, + -al.] Moving 
away from the sun, or tending to produce 
such motion. 

heliogram (hé‘li-d-gram), m. [Gr. jasc, the 
sun, + ypdupa, a writing.) A message which 
is transmitted by heliographiec methods, See 

jiograph. 
Heliogra chart, paper. See *chart,*paper. 
heliograp (he*li-6-graf’i-kal-i), ade. By 
helio tun through the a 

Heliolites (hé‘li-6-li'téz),. [NL., $a fis, 
the sun, + -lites, after F. - lithe, Cr. 
astone,] A ge- 
nus of fossil 
aleyonarian 
corals of the 
family Helio- 
poride, 

coralia in which Vie 

have — 

— sonree! - 
umella; the  #- (Fm Nicholuce aed Lydekber's ~ Palcen- 
Ee 8 be- tology.) 

and multiplying by fasion or Intramural gemmation. The 
genua is characteristic of the Upper Silurian, bat also 
occurs in the Devorlan, 

heliologue (hé’li-6-log), ». [Gr. Gwe, the sun, 
+ Péyoe, word,] Same as *heliogram, Pall 
Mall Gazette, Jan, 8, 1900, [Rare.] 

heliometey (hé1i-om’e-tr1), n, [As heliometer 
+ va.] e art of using the heliometer; also 
(rarely), the art of making measurements upon 

e sun, 
heliophobia (hé‘li-6-f6'bi-ii), mn, [NL., ¢ (ir. 
coc, the sun, + ~go,tia, ¢ doer, fear.) A mor- 
bid dread of sunlight, 

heliophobous (hé-li-of’}-bus), a. (Gr. jiu, 
the sun, + -~dojdoe, < goJeiv, fear.] In phyto- 
geog,, shunning full sunlight: said of plants 
which require shade, F. E. Clements. 

heliophotography (hé‘li-d-f-tog’ra-fi), —n. 
(Gr. g220¢, the sun, + E. photography] Pho- 
tography of the solar surface. Woodbury, 
Eneye Diet. of Photog., p. 304. 
heliophotome- 

5" i-~d-f- 
tom‘e-tér), 1. 
{Gr. jAsoc, the! i. 
sun, gee ® 
(out-), light, + | 
wétpov, — mea- 
sure.) In me- 
feor., a special | 4 | 
apparatus for LS if 
recording the ~—= 
duration of 
sunlight: con- 

Small Colony of Helialiter duterstime tis, 

The Heliophotometer of Crawedt. 
The wheel @ and drum # rotate ouce «der 

structed 4 by clockwork, causing a log, uarrow slit cf 
sensiticed photeyraphic paper to paw slow! 

Professor * below sad clove to the earww silt. tn aibiy 
Craveri and im plate of platinum. The ends of the paper 

step are clamped at ¢, The mechatism 1 
— — ob- Aed from the outsicle by the vow 2 e 

At as to keep the paper etrip ar the pooper an 

Bri, near Tu- 
rin, since 1874. 

tante frome. A box about 14 2628 iaches 
protects the recorliag apperton 



heliophyllite 
heliophyllite (hé-li-of’i-lit), m. [Gr. fase, the 
sun, + gidov, leaf, + ety hike te aaa 
ite, 
Heliophyllum (hé-li-j-fil’um), ». (NL, ¢ Gr. 
jaeog, the sun, + 2 —G A genus of 
tetracorals of the family Cyathophyllide, which 
grow as simple, occasionally composite co- 
ralla, the septa bearing fine vertical ridges or 
carin® ah * —— ig * 

heliopolar e 7 a, . rug, the 
sun, + mé2oc, Le 808 Sar | Related 
the pole of the sun’s rotation as determining 
one axis of codrdinates, 

—— = 
Science, Feb. 7, 1002, p. 223, 

helioscopy (hé‘li-os’ké-pi), m. (Gr. ame, the 
sun, + -cxoria, ¢ cxorriv, view.) O! 
of the sun; the use of the beliose 

heliotactic (hé‘li-d-tak’tik), a. 
sun, + rdgic, disposition (see lactic).] 
tive to or responsive to the sun’s rays. 

of ths eating hakits tt * — males a | 
wingless females. Biot. May, 1904, p. 258. 

heliothera, (hé‘li-d-ther’a-pi), om.  [Gr. 
fds, the —* * wens, eed —— 
Treatment of disease by means of — 
a — of phototherapy. Lancet, July 11, ) 

. 104. Pp 
ter (hé’li-6-thér-mom‘e-tér,, 

n. [Gr, soc, the sun, + E, thermometer.) An 
instrument for determining the intensity of 
solar radiation; usually a black-bulb ther- 
mometer inclosed in a glase-covered case in- 
ternally blackened. 

n. 6. A direct coal-tar color of the 
disazo type, derived from dianisidine. It dyes 
unmordanted cotton reddish violet in an al 
line salt bath.—. amordant dye. 

iu- 

he 

Sensi- 

Alisarin heliotrope, 
staff which produces reddieh-violet shades with an 
minium mordant. Ite constitution has not been 
lished. — a direct coal-tar color of the 
disazo type, derived from benzidine. 

heli (hé-li-ot’rp-pin), . [heliotrope + 
-in?., Same as *pi 

phy (hei-g-i-pog’re-), n, (Gr. 
fidcoc, the sun, + tintoc, type, 4 X*& 
yedgew, write.) The art of making heliotypes ; 
phototypy; collotypy; that process in photo- 
engraving in which a gelatin film toughened 
by the action of chrome-alam is employed, 

(hé‘li-}-zan‘thin), ». (Gr, jduoe, 
the sun, + fdrfoc, yellow, + -4n2,} An acid 
eoal-tar color: same as diphenylantine-orange 
(which see, under orange!) 

heliozincography (hé*li-d-zing-kog’ra-fl), nm. 
(Gr. gdoc, the sun, + E, zincography.) In 
photog., » method of reproducing directly on a 
sensitized zine plate in contact with a reversed 
negative. See the extract. 

For the rapid reproduction —— —— 

perseded photorincogra- 

of 
waa, until a few years ago, the 

Pi Sae a then, cancer” we ward et 3 one bas neography,” was wo 
by tne Ordnance Survey, and subsequently adopted by 

Sarvey of India; the other, the “ vandyke process, 
invented by Mr. Vandyke, of the Sarvey of Initia, 
hee now bean ty the Ordence Barver. The 

first method re juection direct on a sensl- conaists 
teed zinc plate in contact with a reversed negative. 

Nature, Nov. 19, 198, p, @ 

helizigeniz 6-lik-sij’e-nin), ». [helixe(n) + 
at — ** compound, Cog 

Heo obtained, together with glueose, by 
heating the glucoside helixin with dilute min- 
eral acids. 

helixin (hé’lik-sin), ». [helix (see def.) + 
-in.] A white crystalline glucoside, Casals, 
Oyo + 2H,0, contained in the leaves and seeds 
of the English ivy, Hedera Helix. 

helixoid (hé‘lik-soid ), a, and n, Same as helicoid. 
hell!, ».- arrying or of hell, See Aar- 
rving!—"Fhe bound of hell. bee #hound. 

hellandite (hel’an-dit), 1. [Named after Prof. 
Abmund Helland, Christiania.) Asilicate of cal- 
cium, the cerium metals, aluminium, and iron, 
which oceura in monoclinic crystals in peg- 
matite veins near Krageri, Norway: related 
to guarinite, The crystals are more or less 
h ted and have become optically isotropic 
in consequence of alteration. 

hell-box (hel‘boks), n. The box provided for 
the bruised or condemned types of a printing- 
house. [Printers’ slang.) 

hell-devil (hel’dev‘l), ». The hellgrammite- 
fly or its larva. 

helleborate (hel-e-bd’rat), a. [hellebore + 
-atel.) Mixed or pre pared with hellebore, 

helleborein (hel-e-bo’ré-in), 

Gr. flu, the he 

575 

+-in2,] A colorless glucoside, 4. 
the aa F important — —— —X— 

hellebore-roots ores niger, H. viri- 
and H, us). It erystallizesin nodules 

ween earbonize ox Co Ls n 
and is poisonous, eborin, CygH. 
Grou eb. te tae nemertel eae 
tant and is used in veterinary medicine, 

helleboresin (hel*e-bé-rez’in), n. 5 
+ resin.) A resinous substance, 

to formed, together with glucose, by the ioe (Aunt), worm, + -ons. 
of dilute acids on helleborin. 

helleboretin (hel’e-bé-ré‘tin), n. [hellebore 
+ Gr. pyrivg, resin.) A greenish amorphous 

—— — acetic e 
elleborein af 

bservation helleborie (hel-e-bd’rik), a. Of or pertaining 
to hellebore, 
Lieboriem, =. 2, Symptoms due to poison- 

ing by hellebore. 
Italic (hel’en-é-i-tal’ik), a. Relating 

to the ancient ka and Italians of Roman 
affinity. 

,» ® 2 A modern Austrian coin, the 
one-hundredth part of a crown. 

Helleria (he-lé‘ri-d), ». L. (Ebner, 1868), ¢ 
G. Heller, a pat LR e@ typical and only 
genus of the family Helleriide. The single 
species, H. brevicornis,is found in damp moss 
in Corsica and Italy. 

Helleriids (he-1§-ri’i-dé), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Hel- 
leria + -idw#.] A small family of oniseoid crus- 
taceans containing the single genus Helleria. 

hellhoffite (hel‘hof-it), n. rom @ surname 
Hellhoff + -ite2,] An explosive consisting of a 
mixture of dinitrobenzene and nitric acid: one 
of the Sprengel safety-mixtures, 

*hell-box, (Printer’s slang. ] 

1 -— Helm. indicator. 

ator. Hal "Ls 

, the 
side of 

Thisis a is fault, 
——s —— sending a ¥ off tmto the 
trough e Be, — an easy helm, a 
vessel which stecrs without effort or way Ahn 

8 ee a A Se cammaenent Che ow CF 
* alee.— 

he amidehipe—To put the helm 
aweathor, to e the tiller over on the weather side 
of the ship, ao that the veasel's head will fall off to lee 

helmet, ». 6. In entom., the galea of an insect’s 
maxilla,—7, pl. A breed of small, fancy pigeons 
which have awhite body and the tail and top of 
head black or red. The name is given in allu- 
sion to this cap or helmet.—Helmet creamer, 8ce 
wereamer. 

helmet-hornbill (hel’met-hérn’bil), ». See 
*hornbill, 
helmet-urchin (hel‘met-ér’chin), ». Any 
sea-urchin of the family Galeritide, 
Helmholtz pendulum. See *pendulum. 
Helmholtzian (helm-hdélt’si-an),@. Of or 
pertaining to the German physicist, physiolo- 

st, and —Ac Hermann Ludwig Fer- 
inand von Helmholtz, or to his work or 

theories: as, the Helmholtzian fundamental 
colors, ete, 
helm-indicator (helm’in‘di-ka-tor),". Naut., 
an electrical or mechanical apparatus for in- 
dicating in the pilot-house or other steering- 
station the position of the helm or rudder, 
en elm-angle indicator and rudder- 
telltale, 

helminthite (hel’min-thit), », [Gr fue 
(fAued.), a worm, + -ife?.) A trail of a worm 
on stone (a fossil), or a worm-like mark in 
stone, 

Helminthochiton (hel-min-thd-ki‘ton), ». 
(NL., (Gr, iycce (2208), worm, + NL. Chiton, 

a sweet taste, he 
, 

hemachromatosis 

1 horous mollusks from the Silurian —— 
helmintholite, ». 2. Same us *helminthite,— 
3. Lumachelle or fire-marble. 

bia (hel-min-thé-f6’ bi-i), n. 
NL., ¢ Gr, ueg (24pev-), worm, + -pojtia 
gojfeiv, ae A morbid dread of intestinal 

worms, usually associated with an illusion of 
being inf with them. 

helminthous (hel-min’thus), @. [Gr. (yr 
5 Infested with in- 

testinal worms,—2, Relating to worms, espe- 
cially intestinal worms. 
helmitol (hel'mi-tol), ». A colorless, are 
talline ecitrice-acid derivative of hexamethy- 
lene-tetramine; hexamethylene-tetramine-an- 
hydromethylene citrate: recommended for 
cystitis, urethritis, pyelitis, ete. 
helm-kick (helm’kik), m. A sudden jerk of 
the rudder in a seaway. 

helm-port(helmpért), m Same as rudder-port. 
helm-wind (helm’wind), ». Any wind that 
bas the particular combination of moisture 
= — ea necessary to produce helm- 
eloud. 

Helohyid#w (hé-15-hi'i-dé), ». pl. (NL. Helo- 
hyus, type genus, + -idw.) A family of extinct 
artiodactyl mammals which have distant affini- 
ties with the hogs whose remains occur in the 
Bridger Eocene, Marsh, 1877, 

u, 8. The maintenance, by animals 
of one species, of individuals of another species 
in return for their labor as servants,—4. In 

biosis in which 

[Gr. toc, bog, + 
sed and 

dryness, warmth, and freedom from noise are 
desired. sei, Amer, Sup., May 21, 104, p. 
23735. 

- helth, helthy, Simplified spellings of health, 
healthy. 

helv, ». andr. A simplified spelling of helve. 
Helvelius, great e of. & *cirele. 
helvellaceous (hel-ve-la‘shius),a, Resembling 
—— to the family Helrellace# or the 

er Hetrellales. 
Helvellales (hel-ve-la‘léz), ». pl. [NL ¢ 
Helvella + -ales.]) An order of discomycetous 
— having ascomata of various forms and 
including the families Geoglossacee, Helrel- 
laces, and Rhizinacew. Also Helvellines, 

helvellic (hel-vel’ik), a. [Helretla + -ic.] 
Pertaining to or derived from Jelretia.—Hei- 
vellic acid, 8 highly poisonous fc acid found in 
certain mushrooms of the helvetin family : particularly 
abundant In ofd planta, 

Helvellinem (hel-ve-lin’é-é), n. pl. Same as 
* Helvellales, 

Helvetian epoch. See *rpoch,— Helvetian stage, 
term —** by the French ah 5 to deaignate we 
middie division of the Miocene Tertiary both in Switaer. 
land and in the Paris basin. These deposits are profuse 
in remains of marine mollasks a4 Well as in mammalian 
remains—masteion, hippopotanna, monkeys, cata, sen- 
cow, dolphin, ete. 

Helvidian (hel-vid’i-an),a.andn. (NL. Hel- 
vidianus, ¢ Helvidius (see def.),) I, a, Pertain- 
ing to the doctrine of Helvidius, a layman of the 
fourth century, who denied the perpetual vir- 
ginity of the mother of Christ. 
IZ. One who holds the view of Helvicius. 

Helygia (he-lij’i-i), ». (NL. (Blume, 1826), 
irreg. (instead of "Helicia) « Gr. td (e}un-), & 
— The name alludes to the twining habit 
of the species.] A genus of dicotyledonous 
plents belonging to the family Apocynaces. 
See Parsonsia, 2. 

helypecmeter (hel-ip-som‘e-tér), ». [Irreg. 
< Gr, dace, the sun, + E noe ap Tn 
photog., a photographie instrument for deter- 
Tmoining latitude at sea, It consists of a hotlow brass 
hemisphere, about 10 inches in diameter, py in gina. 
bala, has a clesely fitting cover, pierced at its center 
with a small round hole. The apparatus is mounted on a 
foot or base. The silvered interior surface is sensitited 
with the vapor af iodine, When the cover of the instru. 
ment is adjusted and placed in sunlight, the path af the 

— eee ce Gin the oxprmen the tanto aniinde bb 
found in degrees and minutes 

hemachromatosis, hemachromatosis (hem*- 
a-kro-ma-to’sis), 7. Bad forma for *hemato- 

n. [hellebore +-e- a genus of mollusks.) A genus of chitons or chromatosia, 



hemacite 576 
hemacite, hemacite(hem’s-sit me [Altered, There is in the British Maseum a certain lenticular 
by blunder or intention, from * tite (which matite. ‘A. B. Cook, in Jour. Hellenic Stadies, XTV. 18%. 
is used in another sense), ¢ Gr. alua, blood, + 
-ite?,) A plastic material, a substitute for horn, 
made from blood with the addition of sundry 
vegetable and mineral materials. 

(hem-a-sit), n. 
forms for *hemocyte, *hematocyte, 

(hem‘ 

Brown hematite. Under this name, or that of brown 
tron ere, are included both the mineralogical apecies 
limonite and gocthite Thorpe, Dict. Applied Chem., 
L 387. 

Bad hematobium, haematobium (hem-g-t5'bi-um), 
; pl. hematobia, hematobia (-i). 

a-si-to= fe.) 

m5 ) 
— — < Gr, —— eed, + Bios, 

oh, A blood-parasite; one of the Hwematozoa, ytoz0a, hmacytoroa (4). tob hematoblastic (hem‘s-t- 
mal Dids’tik), a. [hematoblast + -ic.] Pertaining 

to or of the nature of a hematoblast; having 
reference to the formation of blood-corpuscles. 
hematocathartic, hematocathartic —- 
té-ka-thir’tik), a, [Gr. aiwa(r-), blood, 
ats cathartic.) Tending to purify the 

n, 
z0’on), ».; pl. hemacy 

p. hemo-; < Gr. aiva, blood, + xiros, & 
iow (a cell), + (Gov, animal.) An ani 
micro ite of the blood-cella, Buck, Med, 
Handbook, V. 674, 

hi hemad (hem‘ad), ». [Gr. aiva, blood, 
+ -ad?.) A hematocyte or blood-corpuscle. 

meter (hem’- mometer, 
a-ir>-mom‘6-tér),". [Prop. hemo-; ¢ Gr. aiya, 

Blood, + dpéuos, a running, + wérpov, meadure.} Rematocele, 0, Petvichematecele, ten ie 
A device for measuring the rapidity of the of the uterus and adnexa, or into the cavity of the 
blood-current. = oe \ —— between the uterus sand the rectum.—Pu- 

he: lutinative, hemagglutinative (hem- matocels. pu .— Serotal hema- 
aid" U-né-tiv) a. Causing agglutination or {O0gle, » tater tia cr indo the tissues of the mrtuse” 
clumping of red blood-corpuseles, hema: hematochezia (hem’a-té-ka’- 

I hare alto tested abrin and ricin, which are stzonaly zi-b), * aes hematochezia, ¢ Gr. aiya(r-), 
heemaggt J J corres) tecthon. Hideyo Neguchi, in Jour. Exper. Med., VIL. 201. pn (acess bap egy bowels.) Passage 
hemagglutinin, lutinin (hem-s-g15’- hema hematochlorin (hem’s-td- 
ti-nin), m, Same as *hemoagglutinin. kl6’-rin), n. [Gr. aiua(r-), blood, + x . 

hemal. i. = Bomal paren. Mammo ae owte.— Banal — + -in2.] A green pigment which has 
ee conten of — 5, F Starks, Synonymy en obtained from the marginul zone of the 
of the Fish Skeleton, p. f24.— Hemal ridge. Bee #ridge, placenta. 

IL x. Same as hemal spine. * reat by = rae ——— = 
L h L em’s-tO-kro-tma-to'sis), n. ir. aiwa(r-}, 

Contd 9 lage — BE. ‘Brit., XX blood, + 7 color, + -osis.] The general neye. , XXIX 807, - 
‘om, hemalum (hem’s-lum), n. [hemal, staining of the tissues with eo : 

hemal, + -um.] Same as ammonia *hematate, "epon) m [ty soa body me (hem’s - to- 

1, 
+ xpaypa, color, 

Lancet, Suly 4, 1903, La 13. 4 coloring-matter of the ¢ spot J 
ameba, n. Seo *Hemamale, 2. | .i1.5'. stigma of the Flagellata and other Protozoa.— 

—_— hamangioma 2— ~ 2, The red coloring-matter of Spherella and 
toi), 7.5 Ki hemangiomata, re a fow other algw. It is contained in an oily 
(-tng-tii). [NL. hemangioma, ¢ Gr. ted ? golution instead of a chromatophore. 
+ cer angioma,] A tumor com of blood- hematocrit, hwmatocrit (he-mat’$-krit), ». 
vessels; a0 Angloma. (Gr. alpa(r=) blood, + «perfec, judge, < xpevery 
hema n. 2, A lateral process in fishes — 
to which the rib is usually attached. ‘The term ae decide.) A centzituge, with sece- 

ia used by Vogt and Yung for the bone so 
yy Owen and for the bone called pera. pophyeia by the Volume of the corpuscular elements in a 

Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. S25. ivea Owen. —— of blood, Also hematokrit, 
hemarthrosis, haemarthrosis (hem-iir-thro’- _hematokrit, ‘ 
sis), ®. or ane, blood, + dpfpov, joint, + hema’ , hema (hem‘a-t6-si’- 
-osis.] Elfusion of blood into » joint. a-nin),. A more correct form of hemocyanin, 

hematocyst, hematocyst (hem‘s-té-sist), n. 
(Gr, aipa(r-), blood, + iors, bladder (cyst).] 

. A cyst with bloody contents.—2. Hemor- 
rhage into the bladder. 

— REMase (hem‘is),». (Gr. alua, blood, 
+ -ase.} A catalase found in the blood, 

hematachometry, hematachomet: fg Ke 
ta-kom‘e-tri), m. [Prop. hemo-; r. alua, 
blood, + raxic, swift, pétpov, measure, ] 
Measurement of the rapidity of the circulation 
of the blood, 

hema‘ ; taérometer (hem‘- neter, hematocytometer (hem- 
a-ty-e-rom’e-fér), mn. [Gr.aiva(r-), blood, + -8té-si-tom — n. (Gr, aipa(r-}, blood, + 
agp, air, + uérpov, measure.) A device for **To¢, a hollow (a cell), + pérpov, measure.) A 
estimating the pressure of gusee in the blood. _device for counting the blood-cells. 
Buek, Med. Handbook, VI. 950. hema’ 

hematate, hematate (eens gta), mn. [Gr. 
aiua(r-}, blood, + -afel.] A compound of hem- 
atein.— spo ne 

tocyte (hem’s-té5-xit), x. 
tse. aiwa(r-), blood, + xtrog, Shelkerte cell).] 

blood-corpusele, 

todynamica, todynamics (hem‘- 
a-to-di-nam‘iks), ». (Gr. aiva(r-), blood, + 
E. dynamics.) A more correct form of hema- 

an unstable violet-black dynamics (which seo), 
and bi compound, Cygll jematein, * @ma m- 

Tt is used as a'stain for microscopical preparations. eter (hem‘a-t6-di-ng-mom‘e-tér), n. (Gr, 
hematherapy, hematherapy (hem-s-ther’s- aiva(r-), blood, + E. dynamometer.) A more 
pi), ». Bad forms for *hematotherapy. correct fort of hemadynamometer (which see). 

hematicum, hamaticum (hé-mat’i-kum), n. hema’ (hem’- 
NL. heematicum, ¢ Gr. alvarcec, of blood: see NL. hamatodyscrasia, té-dis-kra’si-f), om. 
ematic,] Ared-brown, clear, aqueous-alcoholic tar. aipa(t-), blood, + verpacia, bad tempera- 

solution of neutraliron compounds. It is used ment: see dyscrasia,] A disease of the blood, 
in medicine, hematogen, hamatogen (hem‘a-ti-jen), . 

hematid, hamatid (nem tie n, [Gr. (Gr, aipa(r-), blood, + -yevsy, -producing, + 
aiva(z-), blood, +-id2.) A red blood-corpusele, -in2.] An iron-containing nuclein which may 

hematimeter, hematimeter (hem-a-tim’e- be obtained from the yolk of hens’ . Itis 
ter), mn. [Properly *hematometer, < Gr. ina supposed to be concerned in the ls, hat of 
(aivat-), blood, + pérpov, measure.) A form of hemoglobin. 
hemochromometer, hemoglobinometer, orhem- enous, 2. Relatin 

tion of blood; 
a, to the formu- 

atinometer. (h — = from blood.— Hemato- 
hema’ em-a-tim’e- genous jaundice. : undie⸗. 

tri), ™. — — *hematometry: see *hema- hematoglobinuria, hematoglobinuria (hem‘- 
a-to-glo-bi-nii‘ri-d), n. (Gr. alya(r-), blood, + timeter.] The process of counting the number L 

a — pager sadhe bat 5 E. globin + Gr. otpov, urine.) A more correct of corpuscles in a given quantity of blood, por, 
c, n. ns. Relating to hematin,— _form of hemoglobinuria. 

acids, two acida, CglighsN and Celle, toid cancer, Same as fungus hematodes, 
discovered by Kuster, formed apon tion of henatin, hematokrit, hematokrit, n. Beo *hemato- 

hematinon (hé-imat’i-non), n, [Also erron, erif. 
hewematinone (Watts); <¢ L. hvematinon (sc. vitrum, hematolin, hematolin (hem-s-té’lin), 1». A 
glass), ¢ Gr, alwdrivov, neut, of aiudérn og, bloody: dark-blue metallically lustrous compound, 
see hematinum aud hematin.) Same as hama- Cggllzg0,Ng, obtained from hematin. See 
tinum ; also, & similar red glass made by mod- hematin, j 
ern processes. H, Watts, Diet. of Chem., ITT. 3. hematol hematologist (hem-p-tol’6- 

hematite, ». 2. An intaglio cutin hematite. jist), n. [hematolog-y + -st.] One who makes 

hematomphalocele 

rately graduated tubes, used for determining hematophagous, 

hematoscopy 
a of the blood andof the changes 
which occur in it in health and in disease, 
Lancet, June 25, mee 1790. 

hematolysis, hematolysis (hem-s-tol’i-sis), 
n. —* aina(r-), blood, + Ate, —— 
The breaking down or dissolution of the 
blood-corpuscles with decreased coagulability 
of the blood; hemolysis. 
hematolytic, hwematolytic (hem‘a-té-lit‘ik), 
a. Ofor pertaining to hematolysis ; hemolytic. 

hematomania (hem ‘a-t6-mi‘- 
ni-é), mn. (Gr. aiva(r-), blood, + savia, mad- 
ness.) A craze for shedding blood. 
The mania for murder which seized the Parisian popnu- 

lace in 1783 waa a true pathological outburst. No sense 
—— thrilled the crowds whe ran by the tumbrils 

atrrounded the guillotines, It was Awmatemania, 
the blood-madness, was upon them. 

Basis of Social Relations, p. 11r, 

hematomphalocele 
prlo-sél), n. [Gr. aiva, blood, + 
* «§4y, tumor.) A blood-filled 

ssc projecting at the umbilical opening. 
hema’ hema hem*a-t§-mi- 
6'li-t), », (Gr.aiva(r-), blood, + jveddg, mar- 
row.} Effusion of blood into the substance of 
the spinal cord. 

a 

hem-a-tom’ 
, nave 

ema’ opore, hwmatomyelopore (hem’- 
a-té-mi'e-Id-por), #. [Gr.aiva, blood, + pwede, 
marrow, + sdpor, passage.) A cavity in the 
substance of the spinal cord remaiuing after 
the absorption of a blood-elot. 
hematonephrosis, hematonephrosis (hem‘- 
a-to-né-fro’sis), n. (Gr. aipa(r-), blood, + 
vegpic, kidney, +-ovis.]) Hemorrhage into the 
pelvis of the kidne 
hematonic, heematonic (hem-a-ton’ik), a. and 
n. hemo-; < Gr. aiua, blood, + révor, 
tone, + -ic.) I, a. Tending to improve the 
quality of the blood. 

IL, ». A blood-tonic. 
Tron and arsenle are invaluable Awmatonics. 

Med. Ree, July 11, 1008, p. 6 

ematopathology hamatopatholosy hem‘- 
#-t6-pa-thol’6-ji), * (Gr. aiua{r-), b _ +E. 
= is © science of the diseases affect- 
ng the constitution of the blood, 

tof },a, (G —— hood + ¢ ag of’ a-gua), a, (Gr. aiva(s-), bi , + dayriv, eat. 
1. Feeding on blood-corpuscles : said of the 
plasmodium of malaria and kindred diseases. 
—2,. Feeding upon blood, as do some insects 
and the bats of the genus Desmodua, 

hematophilic, hematophilic (hem’s-t6-fil’- 
ik), a, [Gr. aiva(r-), blood, + ¢i4or, loving, + 
-te.] me as hemophitlic, 
ematophyte, hamatophyte (hem’s-té-fit), 
n, [Gr. aiva(r-), blood, + gerov, plant.) A bac- 
terial parasite in the blood. 
hematoplania, hmmatoplania (hem a-té- 
pla’ni-a), n Gr. aiva(r-), blood, + Adve, 

ischange of blood from some 
ty, as in vicarious menstruation. 

top hamatoplast (hem‘a-td-plast) 
(Gr, aiva(+-), blood, + sJacréc, formed. 

wandering. ] 
unusual locall 

n. 
— as hematoblast, 

mato’ hmwmatoplastic (hem ‘»-té- 
plas’ tik), a, [hematoplast + -~c.] Same + 
hematoblastic, 

hemato hamatoporphyrin (hem‘- 
a-té-pér’fi-rin),n. (Gr, auaCe) diced. + ropei- 
pa, purple dye, +-in?,] A purplish pigment ob- 
tained by treating hematin with concentrated 
sulphuric acid saturated with hydrobromicacid, 
the iron of the hematin being split off as the 
result, Hematoporphyrin is thas hematin minus iron. 
The substance is apparently related closely to a corre- 
sponding pigment which is derived from the chlorophyl 

plants and which is termed phylloporphyrin. Both are 
poasibly different oxidation-products of one and the same 
mother-eubstance—a chemical evidence of the close ge 
netic relationship between animal and plant life. 
ematoporphyrinuria, hematoporphyrinu- 
ria (hem* aetQspor fern 8) n. (hematopor- 
phyrin + Gr. ofper, urine. he presence of 
Leentoperphyrin in the urine when voided. 
Lancet, April 18, 1903, p. 1097. 

hematoporphyroidin, hemato din 
(hem ‘a-td- ér-fi-ro’i-din), m. A ecom position- 
amg of hematoporphyrin, deseribed by 

Nobel. 
hematoscope, toscope (hem’n-to-skdp), 
n, (Gr. alua(r-), blood, + 2— view. A rate 
of spectroscope used in examining the spee- 
trum of the blood. 
hematoscopy, hematoscopy (hem-a-tos’k- 
pi), ». (Gr. alua(r-), blood, + -cnoria, ¢ axoreiv, 
view.] Examination of the blood bymeans of 
the hematospectroscope. Also hemascopy. 



peMatosepsis 
is, hemat 

sis), n, (Gr, aiwa(r-), blood, + owe, putrefac- 
tion.} Same as septicemia. 

hematospestroscope, — — 
(hem a-to-spek’trO-skép),m. (Gir. alja(r-), 
blood, + E. spectroscope.) A spectroscope 
used to determine the presence and amount of 
hemoglobin in the blood. 

hematotherapy, hematotherapy (hem’a-té- 
ther’a-pi), gh (7 aipa(t-), blood, + Heparreia, 
medical treatment.) Treatment of disease by 
blood or some preparation from it. 

hematotoxic, toxic (hem‘a-té-tok’- 
sik), a. (Gr. aiva(r-), blood, + rogex(éu), poison.) 
1, Relating to toxemia; causing blood-poison- 
ing.— 2, Same as *hematolytic. 
ematotympanum, panum 
(hem‘a-tO-tim’pa-num), om. [Gr. ate(r-), 
blood, + rivravov, drum: see tympanum.) An 
effusion of blood into the drum of the car. 
Phil. Med. Jour., Jan, 31, 1903, p. 200, 

hema’ hematoxic (hem-n-tok’sik), a. 
Same as *hematotozic. 

hematozo6n, hematozoin —8 
n.; pl. hematozoa, hematozoa (-i). (Gr, aiua(r-), 
blood, + ¢Qov, animal.] A blood-parasite, as 
the organism of m: ia; a hematozoan. 

turesis, hematuresis (hem‘a-ti-ré‘sis) 
n. (Gr. aigu(r-), blood, + ofpyar, urination. | 
Same as hematuria. 

hem - ii‘ t6- hemautogra: a 
gram), 1. (ar. aiga, bi + an self, + 
yeoduue, oeraph Same as *hemantograph, 

hemautogra: hemautegraph (hem -&’ té 
f), m. ir. aiva, bi abréc, self, 
* write.) A tracing made by blood 
spurting from a punctured artery, used to 
register the blood-pressure. 

phic (hem‘a- hemautogra; hic, hemautogra: 
té-graf’ik), . Of or pertaining to hemau- 
tography or the hemautograph; traced by the 
hemautograph: as, a hemautographic pulse 
curve, 
hemautogra smautogr: hem-A- 
—23 ig |p ore * + 47 
method of recording variations in blood-pres- 
sure, by which an incision is made into an 
artery and the escaping jet of blood is directed 
against a moving strip of paper. 
hemera (hem‘¢-rii), ».; pl. hemera@ (-r8). (Gr. 
jutpa, a day.) In geol., a subdivision of a zone 
corresponding to the vertical distribution of 
— species. Dana, Manual of Geol., 

(hem‘e-ra-lop), ». [A back-for- 
mation from — One who is suffer- 
ing — hemeralopia. Buck, Med. Handbook, 

hemeralopic, a. II. ». A hemeralope. 
After the capture of Sebastopol the number of Aemera- 

logrica waa so great in the French army that certain reg!- 
ments coukd not furnish the nec: nutaber of men 
to mount gaan. Buck, Med. ibook, IL a, 

hemeranthous (hem-e-ran‘ thus), a. Gr. 
juépa, day, + dvteiv, bloom, + -ows. [In bot.: 
(a) Opening only in sunlight: said of flowers. 
(6) Bearing hemeranthous flowers: said of 
plants. Pound and Clements, 
hemeran (hem-e-ran’thi), #. 
day, + avteiv, bloom, + -y,] 
character of being hemeranthous. 

hemeristiid (hem-e-ris‘ti-id), #. and a. I. 
n. One of the Heweristiida. 

[Gr. duépa, 
In bet., the 

II. a. Having the characters of, or pertain- h 
ing to, the Hemeristiidx, 

hemerobaptism (hem‘e-ri-bap’tizm), ». [NL. 
hemerobaptista, ¢ Gr. judpa, day, + Saxrreerfe, 
baptist.) Daily baptism practised by certain 
Jewish and Christian sects. The Fasenes (whieh 
see) practised dally baptism, The pious among the 
ouxlern Hasidim still practise daily immersion before 
morning prayers, 90 a8 te pronounce the name of Jehovah 
in a state of purity. Some of the earlier Christiana, ine 
clading the Eblonites, adopted Ue same practice. 

obiid (hem’e-ro-bi'id), ». anda. L. n. 
A member of the neuropterous family Hemero- 
bliida. 

IL. a. Of or belonging to the family Heme- 
ile. robii 

logy (hem-e-rol’6-ji),». [Gr. as if 
*jueporoyia (hyeporoyiov, a calendar), ¢ fuepo- 
doyeiv, count by days, ¢ juépa, day, + 74; 0c, a 
count.] The Knowl of calendars; the art 
of making calendars; a treatise on calendars, 

No better idea can be formed of the number and variety 
of the Babylonian feasts than by reading a Aemeretogy of 
the intercalary month of Elul, where we find that every 
day is dedicated to ome or other of the gods, and certain 
rites and ceremonies prescribed for each. 

§.—57 A. H, Sayer, Ane. Babylonians, p. 08 
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ousiy Aimerocoic; (Gr. jyrpoc, tame, * Igor, 
animal, + -ic.] In geal, noting a division of 
the Human period characterized by evidence 
1 domesticated animals. . b’rin) 
em: emerythrin (hem-e-rith’rin 
mn. (Gr. iva, blood, + éputipéc, red, + -int,j 
A rad coloring-matter found in the corpuscles 
of the fluid in the body-cavity of gephyreans, 

bably having a — seer mes Rpg meg like the 
— of other animals, Also hemary- 
thrin. 

hemiachromatopsia (hem ‘i-a-kré-ma-top‘- 
si-f), a. [Gr. jus-, half, + xpapa(r-), color, + 
dye, view.) Partial or complete color-blind- 
ness involving one half of the field of vision. 
Eneyc. Brit., XI. 569, 
hemialbumin (hem‘i-al-bi‘min), ». [hemi- + 
aliwmin.) A hypothetical albuminous sub- 
stance — only the hemicomplex of 
Kiihne, namely, that complex which is readily 
digested by trypsin and is ultimately converted 

hemiaigia (hemiatiip), [Nl < Gr. (bem-i-al’ ye ay © Gr. ut- 
half, + dAyor, pain, Neuralgia involving only 
one side of the head or body. 
hemiamaurosis (hem‘i-am-a-ro‘sis), ». [NL., 
¢ Gr. ju-, half, + dyatpene, dimness (see 
amawrosix).} Hemianop \. 
hemiamb {hem/i-am-bli-6’pi-a), a. 
(NL, ¢ Grogui-, half, + audtig, dim, + 
oy (Sr-), eve. fective sight in one half of 
the visual field; incomplete hemianopsia, 

Aemiarind le 
The dog ts pot Wind for the It halt of fee visual hold, 
but has only a redaced power of vi 

J, Loeb, Comp. Physiol. of the Brain, p. 271. 

hemianatropous (hem-i-a-nat’rd-pus), a. Half- 
anatropous. See anphitropous. Gray, 
Hemiancistrus (hem‘i-an-sis’trus), n. 
< Gr. dmz-, half, + dpxce-por, a hook, 
of South American fresh-water fishes of the 
family Loricariidx, 

ocarpic (hem‘i-an‘ji-(-kiir’pik), a, 
cos qut-, half, + — a vessel, + xapmdc, 

it], Having the hymenium covered with 
a membrane for a part of the time: said of the 
conidiophore of a fungus. 

opia (hem ‘i-a-no’pi-i), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
ut, half, + ae priv. + Sv (Gr-), eye.) Same 

as hemianopsia, J. Loeb, Comp Physiol. of 
the Brain, p. 271. 
hemianopic (hem ‘i-a-nd‘ pik), a. 
hemianoptic. 

thiag (hem-i-an’thi-as),n. [NL., ¢Gr. 
jut-, half, + avtoc, flower,] A genus of tropi- 
eal fishes, of the fumily Serranida, related to 
the sea-bass, 

43 (hem i-ns-ka‘léz), vn. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. gue, half, + ac«dc, a bag (see aseus, 1), + 
~tles.} An ordercontaining what are regarded 
as the lowest forms of ascomycetous fungi. 
pees produce a many-celled 25 and hear sporangia 
(ascl) which contain a lane indefinite number of 
spores, Also called Hemiascinew and Memiaaci, 

Hemiasci (hem-i-as’si), ». pl. [NL., (Gr, jue, 
half, + donde, a bag (see aseus, 1).] Same as 
* Hemiascales. : 

we (hem *i-#-sin’é-6),n. pi.[NL.] 
Same as *Hemiascates, 

idid (hem-i-as’pi-did), n, One of the 
Hemiaspidide. 

Hemiaspidide (hem i-as- 
id‘i-dé), m. pl (NL, ¢ 
emianspis(-aspid-) +-ide.] 

A family of fossil merosto- Bee 
matous erustaceans of #Y 
—— character, typi- 
ed by Hemiaspis, whieh 

has a short cephalothorax, 
nine thoracic segments, 
and alongtail-spine. All 
members of the family are 
from the Silurian rocks. 

hemiaspidoid (hem -i-as’- 
—— a.  [Hemiaspis 
(-aspid-) + -oid.] Similar 
or related to Hemiaspis. 
Hemiaspis (hem-i-as’pis), 

(NL., <¢ Gr, dus, halt, 
+ doric, a shield.) The 

Same as 

t Mwewlettes, Homes, 
typical genus of the family Woodw. Giusans Leine- 

2 wording, bngland, (After 
Hemiaspidide. Woodward.) (From Zit- 

hemiataxia (hem‘i-a-tak’- "!'s"P#eontoloey.") 

si-), m. (NL., ¢ Gr. jut, half, + dragia, dis- 

hemicrescentic 

(hem’a-té-sep’- hemerozoic (hem-e-r5-z0'ik), a. [Alsoerrone- order] Incodrdination affecting one side of 
the body. 
hemiataxy (hem‘i-a-tak’si),». Same as *hemi- 
atexia. 
emibasidiales (hem’i-ba-sid-i-a'léz), ». pl. 
[NL., ¢ Aemi- + basidium (which see) + — 
Same as *(ytilaginales. Also Hemibasidii 
Hemibasidicx. 

hemibenthic (hem-i-ben’thik), a. [hemi- + 
benthic.) Incompletely benthic; floating or 
swimming in the water at one time or at one 
stage of development and living upon or in 
the bottom at another time or stage. Most 
hydrolda, which are sessile and give rise to swim! 
meduse, and most echinoderms, which swim in the! 
larval condition and creep over the bottom when adult, 
are hemibenthic, Also thentc. See thenthic, 
pelagic, planktonic, 

Tn the neritic epiplankton of Waters the larvw of 
Aemibenthic forme are almost absent; indeed, the devel- 
opment of cold-water benthos, whether shallow or aby 
appears to be in most cases direct, that is, without a 
metameat phowis, Bucye. -, XXXITL we, 

hemibenthonic (hem-i-ben-thon’ik), a. Same 

hemibody (hem i-bod-i m’i-bod-i), m. [hemi- + body.) 
An albumin which is made up of —5 
in the sense of Kiithne—for example, casein. 
See *hemigroup, 

Hemibrycon (hem-i-bri‘kon), ». [(NL., «Gr. 
— f, + NL. Brycon.] A genus of South 
American fresh-water fishes of the family Char- 
acinidg. 

caranx (hem-i-kar’anks),», [NL.,<¢Gr. 
jua-, half, + NL, Caranz,] A genusof pom- 

Hemivarans amdliprAynck ws, 

(From Bulletia 47. U. 5. Nat, Museum.) 

panos, or fishea of the family Carangide. H. 
amblyrhynchus is the best-known species. 

hemsioaitnlens (hem-i-el’-lds), .  [henii- + 
cellulose,] A form of cellulose which is easily 
hydrolyzed by dilute acids and readily attacked 
by certain enzymas. 

hemicephalous (hem-i-sef’g-lus), a. (Gr. der-, 
half, + xrgeAz), head, + -ows.] Lacking one side 

alous fetus, Buck, of the head: aa, a hemic 
Med. Handbook, I. 129. j 
Hemichorda (hem-i-kér’dit), ». pl. (NL., (Gr. 
qus·, half, * fj, string, cord.] group of 
worm-like marine animals considered to be re- 
lated tothe Chordata, owing to their possession 
of gill-slits, a partly dorsal nervous system, 
anda rudimentary notochord. It tmeludes the 

jeta Balanoglosws, Cephalodiveus, and lapleura, 
he name was introduced in issé, by Bateson, as a phy- 

letic name for the Enteroprewate, then regarded usa class 
and containing ouly the genus Balanogloaeus, 

Hemicidarid@ (hem ‘i-si-dar’i-dé), #. pl. DNL, 
< Hemicidaris (-arid-) + -idw.] A family of 
fossil sea-urchins, or Echinoidea, having very 
large spine-tubercles decreasing in size toward 
the poles, ambulacra increasing in width ae- 
tinally, and few interambulacral plates, Its 
species occar in the Permian, Jurassic, and 
Cretaceous rocks, 

Hemicidaris (hem-i-sid’a-ris), m, (NL, ¢Gr. 
gui-, half, + NL. Cidaris, a genus of sea-ur- 
ehins.] The typical genus of the Hemicidarida. 
emiclastic (hem-i-klas’tik),a. [Gr. jue, half, 
+ cAucric, broken.) Half clastic: in petrog., 
applied by Senft to voleanic tuffs and con- 

emiclistogamous (hem‘i-klis-tog’a-mus), «. 
[hemi- + elistogamous.) Opening only par- 
tially, henee not easily eroan-fartilised: said 
of flowers. Hemiclistogamous flowers aro 
either chasmantherous or clistantherous, 
Pound and Clements, Plant Life of Nebraska. 

hemicollin (hem-i-kol‘in), ». [Gr due, half, 
+ xdv20, glue, + -in®.) A vitreous compound, 
CygHy001 Nj4, formed, together with semi- 
glutin, by bot ing glue for thirty hours with 
water, 
hemicomplex (hem-i-kom fgets nm. Bame as 
*hemigroup — sense of Kiihne). 

(hem‘i-kre-sen‘tik}, a. Havy- 
ing the shape of half acrescent: applied tothe 
form of the bill in some birds. 

r 
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hem-i-kris’ta-lin), a. [Gr. hemimellitic (hem/‘i-me-lit’ik), a. [hemi- + hemipic (he-mip’ik), a. [hemi- + (o)p(irm){%) hemicrystalline 
duc-y half, + xpvoradevoc, crystalline.) Same as 
—* stalline. 

one (hem-i-si’klén), n. [hemi- + cy- 
clone.} In meteor,, the upper or lower half of 
the ideal theoretical cyclonic system, the divid- 
ing plane being supposed to be horizontal, 

orite (hem-i~ii’6-rit), nm. [Gr. uc, half, 
+E, diorite.) A name given b na (1883) to 
mica-diorite in order to limit the name diorite 
to hornblendic varieties of the rock, 
— (hem-i-ep’i-fit), ». See *epi- 
phyte, 1. . 
hemifacial (hem-i-fa‘shal), a. [hemi- + L, 
Sacies, face, + -al).) Of or relating to one side 
of the face. 

lossitis (hem‘i-glo-si‘tis),». [NL., (Gr. 
due-, half, + yAdooa, tongue, + -itis,] Inflam- 
mation of one lateral balf of the tongue. 
emigroup (hem’i-grip), n. (hemi-+ group.) 
Literally, a half-group. The terms Aemiyroup and 
a referetice to the constitution of alluwmlina, 

these the hemicomplex is readily hydrolyzed by trypsin, 
while the anticomplex is quite resistant. In the former 
the monoamido acids prevail, in the latter the diamido 
acids. Protoalbumose may be regarded as representing the 
bemigroap, and hetercalbumcse the antigroup. Collagen 
apparently containa no hemigroup, while casein is a pure 
hemibody, Ktihne's original view is still upheld, but it ts 
now recognized that the majority of albumine contain a 
third complex, in which the carbohydrate group is 
represen’ 

a. 3, In the relation of so-called 
hemihedral crystals to crystal symmetry, see 
*symmetry, 

(hem-i-het’e-r6-sér’kal), a. 
[(hemi- + heterocercal.] In fishes, having the 
upper lobe of the externally symmetrical caudal 
fin partly or completely covered with seales. 

(hem-i-het’e-r6-sér' si), 
—* * — Aeondition denoted by 
* existence of a hemiheterocercal tail, as in 

68. 
— ‘hem-i-hi’drat), u. [hemi- + hy- 
drate.| In chem., & compound containing 
water in the proportion of half s molecule for 
one molecule of another substance, as @ salt. 
Thus calctum sulphate as thrown down in the crystalline 
state from the water in steam-boilers has the composition 
CasO,.gHg0—more correctly pted aa (CadOg)e. 
Hig0 and is spoken of aa a Aemihpdrate, 

hemihyperm#sthesia (hem‘i-hi‘pér-es-thé’si- 
i), a. [hemi- + hyperwsthesia.) Increased 
sensitiveness limited to one side of the body. 

ophy (hem 'i-hi-pér’tro-fi), n. 
hemi- + hypertrophy.) Hypertrophy of one 
alf: as, facial hemihypertrophy. 

hemi-idealism (hem’‘i-i-dé‘a-lizm), n. The 
doctrine that secondary qualities are relative 
to cognition, while primary qualities are inde- 

ndent of it. 
oting (hem/‘i-le —— n. pl. 

(NL., « Hemilepidotus + -inw.) A subfamily 
of seulpins, or Cotide, typifi 
Hemilepidotus, 

Hemilepidotus (hem-i-lep-i~i6’tus),s. [NL 
< Gr. jure, half, + Aexedwréc, sealed, sealy, 
Aeric, seale.] A genus of sculpins of the No 
Pacific, characterized by the presence of two 

n, 

by the gonus 

Memaileprdatusr hewmile pidotees, 

(From Bulletia 47. V. S. Nat, Museum.) 

rows of scales along the side separated by a 
species are known in Bering Sea as 

, idotua atl —— are both 
common, The former distinguished by ita spotted 
ventral flues, 

hemil (he-mil’d-gus), a. [hemi- + (ana)- 
logous.) In chem.,a term which has been sug- 
gested for series of organie compounds the 
terms of which differ by nCH. 

hemil (hem-i-lit’ik), a. [hemi- + (dia)- 
tytic.] Noting a stage or condition in which 
evolutionary progress is retarded by inbreed- 
ing and close selection which eliminates the 
normal individual diversity of the natural 
species, as in carefully selected domesticated 
varieties. Compare *catalytic, 2, *dialytic, 4, 
and *prostholytic, O. F. Cook. 

© emt 

mellitic,] Noting an acid, a colorless com- 
1.28 

pound, CgHg(COOH)g, 
water, from Which it 4s 
melting at 185° C, 
emimerid (he-mim‘e-rid),n. anda. I,m A 
member of the family Hemimeride. 

Il, a. Of or belonging to the family Hemi- 
m le, 
Hemimerid# (hem-i-mer’i-dé), n. pl. (NL., ¢ 
Hemimerus + -idw.) A remarkable family of 
blind wingless Orthoptera inhabiting Africa 
and —— — single genus Hemimerus, 
The development is intra-nterine. IH. hanseni lives on 
the body of a rat. A distinct order, Diplogtoseata, 
was erected by Saussure for these Insecta, but haa pot 
been ace: 

he: bolous (hem’i-me-tab’d-lus), a. 
(hemi- + metabolows,] Undergoing partial 

* as one of the Hemimetabola. 
ic 

metamorph 
Hemimorphi of crystals, See *sym- 
metry. 
hemimorphous (hem-i-mér‘fus), a. [Gr. dur, 
half, + oped, form, + -ons.] Same as hemi- 
norphie, Nature, Sept. 24, 1903, p. 520. 

he orphy (hem’i-mér-fi), n. imorph 
ism, + -y'.] Same as im 

hamin (hem‘in), ». ([Gr. ala, blood, 
+ -in®.] A crystalline substance which ma, 
be obtained from hematin on treating it wi 
salt and glacial acetic acid. Its formula is C. 
HygNgOqFeCl. The crystals are quite characterist 
fn appearance, and thelr formation has for many 427 

one of the most important testa for ·· 
ter. Bee Teichmann's *eryetala—Hemin 

re ted 
coloring tat 
test. wtestl, 

sparingly soluble in 
deposited in needles, 

hemioctahedral (hom-i-ek-te-bé deal), a. 
—— —*— ; of 
or pertaining to a hemioctahedron. 
hemiosbaneiren (hem -i-ok-ta-hé‘dron), . 
[ewe + octahedron.) A tetrahedron; also, a 
Prom yramid, (hem i-f-log’ ) (G 

ono em “i-d-log’a-mus), a. Tr. 
fur-, half, + 42 ¢, whole, + yauor, marriage.) 
aving one fertile and one neuter flower ; 

sesquiniteral: said of the spikelets of some 
a as species of Panicum, Brande. 

. F. D. 
hemiope (hem’i-dp),n. [Gr. dulowoe (se. abAde, 
flute), with half the usual holes, namely, with 
only three holes, ¢ que, half, + dri, hole.) An 
ancient flute with but few holes. 
hemiparabola (hem‘i-pa-rab’6-li), mn. [hemi- 
+ parabola.) That part of a parabola which 
lies on one side of i axis. hs’el-4) 

paresthesia (hem-i-par-es-thé’ » 
[hemi- + paresthesia.) Perverted — on 
one side of the body, right or left. 

(hem’i-pa-ral’i-sis), m.  [hemi- 
+ paralysis.) Same as hemiplegia. 

hemi te (hem-i-par’a-sit), ». [hemi- + 
parasite.] A partially parasitic plant. 

* 

Bh 
the amount of ll they contain and 
the Somme of —— — " 

A, F. W. Schimper (trans), Plant-Geog., p. 203, 

tic (hem‘i-par-a-sit’ik), a. Pertain- 
ing to or having the character of a hemipara- 
site 

The degree of connexion between the two and the de- 
nee af the upon the host vary between the 

Khizanths, in which 
the parasite is visible upon 

the outside of the stem of the host and the parasitisin bs 
absolute, and the limitation of that of the Aciiparasitic 
ERhinanthew, in which to all appearance there ‘san fnde- 
pendent autotrophic geophyte, Bneye. Brit., XXV. tu. 

hemipelic (hem-i-pel’ik), a. (Gr, 4ur-, half, + 
amade, clay, + -ic.) Of a medium fine clayey 
consistency. See *pelogenous, 
hemipenis (hem-i-pé‘nis), ».; pl. hemipenes 
{-néz). » hemi- + penis.) One of the two 
intromittent organs of snakes, 

Like the Sauria the Serpentes possess two intromittent 
onrans of Aemipenes, 

Cope, Rept. U. & Nat. Mua, 1878, p. 700 

hemipeptone (hem-i-pep’tén), mn. [hemi- + 
peptone.) A hypothetical peptone containing 
those groups of the albuminous molecule 
which can readily liberated on tryptic di- 
gestion. According to Kahne's doctrine, gastric diges- 

lends to the formation of an amphi ein whieh 
the hemipeptone and antipeptone are still united, During 
tryptic digestion the hemi- and anti-group are at once 
separates, the former giving Mee to lencln and tyrosin, ete. 

hemiphonon (hem-i-fo’non), m.: pl. hens 
phona (-nii), [NL., ¢ Gr. daigavov, a semi- 
vowel, as f and ¢ (Aristotle), neut. of jniguror, 
‘half pronounced,’ ¢ fur-, half, + govj, sound.) 
In phonol,, a semivowel, 

+ -ic.)’ Same as *henmipinic. 
hemipinic (hem-i-pin’ ik), a. [henri- + (7 
plium) + -in + -ie.) Noting an acid, a col- 

—1 

orless compound, (CHj0) oCgHa(COOH)., 
formed, together with opianic acid and meco- 
nin, by the oxidation of narcotin and narceine. 
It erystullizes with water of crystallization in 
uadratie plates, melts at 182° C.,and readily 
orms an anhydrid. 

hemiplane (hem’i-plin), ». [hemi- + plane.) 
That part of a plane on one side of 4 straight 
line of the plane. 
hemiplankton (hem-i-plangk‘ton), ». (Gr. 
on half, +\NL. plankton.) In phytogeog., 
that part of a plant plankton which oceurs 
in shallow water and sinks to the bottom at 
certain periods, and is thus not wholly inde- 

ndent of the soil, as the typical plankton is. 
me macrophytes (Hydrocharis, ete.) are in- 

eluded with the microphytes. 
hemiplanktonic (hem-i-plangk-ton‘ik), a. Of 
or pertaining to hemiplankton. 

h.— Alternate hemiplegia, paralysis of 
side and of the brent on te thet, 

hem Si ne te tack of the eel 
hemiplegiac (hem-i-plé‘ji-ak), a. and», I. a. 
Same as hemiplegic. 

II, ». One who is suffering from hemiplegia. 
— itis —— (Mla < * 

niorec, a larxeo 5 genus 

selachian fishes or "sharks of the family Car- 
chariida. They have the principal teeth large and ser- 
rated, and the lower ones slender, incurved, and smooth 
on the edge. The genus is common in the Miocene and 
Oligocene Tertiary, and is represented by one Living 
species, 
hemiprotein (hem-i-pré’té-in), .  [hemi- + 
protein.) Same i * —— — 
hemipsammic (hem-ip-sam‘ik), a, (Gr. jer, 
half, + yapudéc, sund, + -ic.) Of a medium 
fine sandy texture. See *psammogenous. 
hemipteroid (h map ty-20ie), a,andn. [He- 
miptera + -vid.) I, a, Hoving the characters 
of the Hemiptera or Hemipteroidea, 

IL. m. One of the Hemipteroidea. 
Hemipteroidea (hé-mip-te-roi’dé-&), m. pi. 
[NL., ¢ Hemiptera + -videa.] In Seudder's 
classification of the Paleozoic insects, an order 
constructed on the same plan as the living 
Hemiptera, but distinguished in name because 
of their more primitive expression. 
hemipterygoid (hem-ip-ter’i-goid),#, A small 
bone resting upon and fusing with the pos- 
teroventral = of the palatine, with which 
the pterygoid articulates, 
He (hem‘i-puk-sin‘i-ii), m, (NL, 
< hemi- + Puecinia,] A group of species of the 
genus Puccinia in which gr Fe ospores and 
teleutospores are known, Sckroter, 
Hemiramphids» (hem-i-ram‘fi-dé), ». pl. [NL., 
< Hemiramphus + — A family of soft- 
rayed fishes characterized by the great elonga- 
tion of the lower juw, the upper jaw being 

Hemiramphus brastivensis, 
From Bulletin 47, U. 5. Nat. Museum.) 

very short, The cies are known as 5 
beaks and are found in the tropical seas. 6 
typleal genus is Hemiramphus. 
hemisapro: (hem-i-sap'ro-fit), n. [hemi- 
+ saprophyte.) A partially saprophytic plant. 
See the quotation under *hemiparasite and 
compare *holoparasite. 
hemisomnambulism (hem’ i-som- nam‘ bi- 
lizm), a. In mental pathol., a partial somnam- 
bulism; a state in which the subject, while 
normally conscious and retaining his normal 
personality, shows certain somnambulistic 
symptoms (as writing automatically). 

As to the istency of the normal consciousness, 
while these automatic phenomena are being accomplished. 
ft is the moet curtous and most discussed characteristic 
of Aemisoranaretrulian, 

FP. Janet (trans), Mental State of Hystericals, p 425. 

hemisph n.— Biot’s heres, an apparatus 
u⸗l te demunntrate that a cha * static electricity te 
distributed on the surface. It consista of a potished 
bras globe on an insulated stand, and of two heb 
low hemispheres of Incquered brass with ineulating 
handles. If the globe is changed and is then incased by 
the hemispheres, the latter om being removed take the 
change with them on their outer surfaces — Hemisphere 



hemisphere 
of fttumination, that half of a 
face upon which sun is 
vision, 

de * lanct's or satellite's — 

vere which an eonnver tee teed the hemis 
in * geog., that half of the earth's suar- 

- 

RY 

faee which is chosen so a8 to Include the greatest possible 
area of land, The pole of the land hemisphere les in 
southeastern England or northwestern France.— Vege- 
tative hemisphere, that half or 
which containa the food-yolk, as ad 

which consists of 
nuclear elementa— Water 

animal herve 

Brat Half a th half of the earth's surface which comtaina the 
area of water. 

# 

he 
« 

hemisternum (hem-i-stér’num), n.; pl. hemi- 
aterna (-nik). One of the two bars of cartilage 
from which the sternum is developed, 

hem’i-si-met’rik), a. [hemi- 
+ symmetric.) 1, Symmetrieal with regard 
to one axis only, as the parabola in contra- 
distinction to the ellipse and hyperbola.—2, 
Pertaining to or exhibiting hemisymmetry. 
See *hemisymmetry, 2. Bateson, Study of 
Variation, p. 35.—3, In erystal., hemihedral; 
characterized by hemisymmetry, that is, by e 
grade of ee which requires only half 
the faces that belong to the corresponding 
form of the holosymmetrie (holohedra!) type. 
See *symmetry. 

cal,a. Same as hemieymmetric. 
,4. 2, In biol,, bilateral sym- 

metry; the construction of the body of an 
organism in such a way that one half is a 
reversed copy of the other, 
hemisystematic (hem ‘ i-sis-te-mat’ ik), a. 
Hemisymmetric. 
hemitery (hem‘i-ter-i), n. 
Tépac, monster, + -y3,] Congenital malforma- 
tion which is not sufficient in degree to 
amount to monstrosity. 
Hemitomes (he-mit'd-méz), ». [NL. (Gray, 
1857), < Gr. — a half-eunnch (in allusion 
to the atrophy of one of theanther cells); ora 
mistaken form for * Hemitomias, ¢ Gr. jysropiac, 
half a eunuch. Cf. juiropog, half cut through, 
< que-, half, + -royoc, ¢ raueiv, cut.) A genus 
of dicotyledonous planta belonging to the fam- 
ily Monotropacer. See New le 

‘tri; (hem ‘i-trip-te-ri’né), nm. pl. 
[NL., ¢ Hemitripterus + -inw.) A subfamily 
of gadoid fishes characteri g fap many- 
ayes spinous dorsal fin, which is developed 
into two fina, and by the — surface of the 
* . The ten genus Pr ‘emi He terwa, 

Sopiem (hé-mit’rdé-pizm), mn. [hemitro, 
+ -ism.] Tho crystallization —— * 
ordinary twin erystals, in which one half of 
the compound crystal has a position relatively 
to the other half as if it had been revolved 
through 180°, Also hemitropy. 

The genus occurs in Silurtan and Devonian rocks. 
hemivertebra (hem-i-vér’ té-bril), ».; pl. hemi- 
vertebra (-bré). [hemi- + vertebra.] One of the 
vertebrae, in fishes, in which ossification de- 
velops below the notochord a bippocrepian 
plate to which the hemal arches in the caudal 
region are attached. The vertebral cen is trum 
represented by a pair of lateral plates which are wsuall 
fusexl into a second hy ee half-ring, the vertebra 
thas consisting of two . 

Hemizonia (hem-i-26'ni-ii), mn. (NL. (De 
Candolle, 1836), ¢ Gr. dae, ha f, + Ciswn, — 
Each ray achenium is half inclosed by an in- 
volucral bract.] A genus of plants of the 
family Asterace#, They are erect branching annuals, 
viscid-glandular and (l-seented, with narrow alternate 

(Gr. Suc, halt, + 2 

579 

leaves and yellow or white ray-flowers There are about 
12 species, natives of western North America. Like the 

ies of the closely related genus Madia, they are com- 
monly called fare 

hemlock, — eping bemlock. Same as ground: 
hemlock.— Wi bark-borer, Sec *burk- 
bor: ock bark extract, Sve #extract. 

-machine (hem’ing-ma-shén’), ». 
In sheet-metal work, a machine for folding over 
the edges of narrow strips of sheet-metal used 
in making the handles for cans and other tin- 
ware. 

hem utinin, utinin (hem’* 

n lutinin which will cause the lutina- 
Sonat oot blood-corpuscles. — 

matosis, hemochromatosis (hem- 
6-kré-ma-ti’sis), n. (Gir. aiva, blood, + 
AXpepya(t-), color, -+ -osis.] A condition, asso- 
elated with extensive blood-destruction, in 
which a — ot hematogenous _—— 
occurs in the 

There was 
mainly in the deposition of iron-free 
the Intestinal mucosa, the liver, the 
channels, and fn the renal epithelium, 

Jour. Exper. Med., March 17, 1008, p. 252. 

me (hem’}-kroém), m. 
© color- 

ogen, m (hem-d 
n), ™.” (Gr. aia, blood, + xpcwa, 
-yevic, ~producing.] The jron-com 

taining ent-radical of the coloring-matter 
of the blood, hemoglobin. It readily combines 
with o: to form hematin, The latter bears th 

to hemoglob! 
ita iron and is converted into hema 

color, “F 

hemochromometer, hemochromometer 
(bem‘6-kré-mom’e-tér), 1. 
+ xpove, color, + pérpov, measure.) An * 
a for determining the hemoglobin in 
uids by a comparison with standard solu- 

tions; a hemoglobinometer. 
, m= 2. A system of blood-sinuses 

— by the enlargement and union of blood- 
vessels. 

[The} blood-veasela have swollen and united to form an 
extensive series of blood-einuses, to which I have given 
the name " Aaunocet,~ 

E. R. Lankeater, Nat. Sc, April, 1897, p. 208 
emoceslic, hamocelic (hem’ - 6-86’ lik), a, 
— + Ac.] Of or pertaining to a hemo- 
cable. 

With to the development of the vascular system, 
little can be sald here, except that it to arise in 
all cases from the » of the meso reticulum. 
These aequire epithelia! walls, and form the main 
trunks and network of smaller vessels found in animals 
with «canalicular Vascular system, or the lance einuslike 
spaces ¢ ristic of animals with a Asinocolic 
body-cavity, 

Eneye. Brit. XXVIIL 16 

hemoceloma (hem ‘$-sé6-16'- 
mii), #. [NL.; alsoerroneously hema-, heema- 

oma, < Gr. aina, blood, + xo/Aupa, a hollow 
(see caloma).] In embryol., the portion of the 
true body-cavity, orewloma, which in the niam- 
malian embryo is constricted off to form the 
eavity of the heart, 
hemoconion, he#moconion (hem-6-k’ni-on), 
#2; pl. hemo-, haemoconia (-&). [Also hemo 
nion; NL, hamoconion, ¢ Gr, aiva, blood, + 
xdwe, dust.] One of certain minute granules 
which occur free in the blood-plasma and are 
engcer ay derived from leucocytes. Also 
ealled dust- 

hemoconio L 
sis), m. [hemoconi(on) + -osis. 
tion in which there is an unusua 
blood-dust in freshly drawn blood. 

(hem - 6 - 
~ — in) oo as hema stalin. 

hemocyte hwmocyte hem O-2it}, n. Same 
as *hematocyte, (hem > bash 

hemocytolysis hamocytolyais 
tol’i-gis), nm. hemocyte + r. Avoc, dissolution. 
A breaking down or dissolution of the blood- 
corpuscles, ki arial 

, hemocytome em yes 
tom‘e-tér), n, Same as *hematocytometer. Na- 
ture, Feb, 26, 1903, p. 388, 
homodyasmt ham es (hem*o-di- 
nam‘iks), », (Gr. aize, blood, + E. dynamics, 
A more correct form of hemadynamics (whic 
#0). 
hemodynamometer, , odynamometer 
(herm-o-di-na-mom’e-tér), n. (Gr, aie, blood, 

15 theta ym. [Gr.clua, bleed, +E, ——— h 

[Gr. aiva, blood, hem 

hemolysis 

+ E. dynamometer.) A more correct form of 
hemadynamometer (which see). 

ferrum, hemoferrum (bem-d-fer’um), 
n. [Gr. alive, blood, + L. ferrum, iron.) A dry 
—_ compound of iron made from ox-blood 
an consisting principally of oxyhemoglobin, 
hemo — (hem-5-fus’in}, n. 
[Gr. aiva, blood + L, fuscus, fuscous, + -in¥,} 
A pigment, derived from hemoglobin, which is 
free from iron, Its formation is often associated with 
degenerative changes, as in atrophy of the heart and un- 
striped musclo-thesne, 1 (h 5-gal’al) 

hemogallo em- ‘ol), m. 
(Gr. 25 blood, + gall(ie)2 + atl & reduc- 
tion-product of hemoglobin which contains 
iron. It is a reddish-brown powder used as a 
hematogenous tonic. 

esis (hem-d-jen’e-sis), 
, + yéveoue, generation.]} 

eis, 

eter, an apparatus for determining the tage at 
henn S A amall drop of blood (20 eubic 

with « standard color prodweed by dissolving picrocarnmine 
in glycerin. = 

hemoglobinous, obinous (hem-d-gl0’- 
bi-nus), a. [hemoglobin + -oux.} Containing 
or tinged by hemoglobin, as the nervous sys- 
tem of heteronemertines, 
The Awmoglobinous nerve tissue Is thus brought close 

to the surrounding medium. 
EB. M. Lankester, Treatise on Zoology, TV. 186, 

hemoglobinuric, h#moglobinuric (hem-i- 
—— — Relating to or affected with 
emoglobinuria,— ¢ e et ‘4 ee Hemoglobinuric fever, Sam 

. hemogregarian (hem’6-gré- 
®‘ri-an), mn. [Hemogregar(ina) + -ian.] A 
emogregarine; any member of the family 
na oe sala Nature, Aug. 11, 1904, p. 

hemogregarin hamogregarine hem -d- 
greg‘a-rin), * Gr. aiua, blood, + Fok 
rine.| The trophozolte stage of some Haemo- 
sporidia, the organism having a fixed 
body-form and, though motile, not being 
ameboid like a hemamaba, 

hemoid, hwmoid (hé’moid), a. [Gr, aivondic, 
< aipa, blood, + eldog, form.) Having the ap- 
pearance of blood. 

hemokonia, hemokoria, .p!.See*hemoconion, 
hemol, hemol (hé‘mol), », [Gr. aiva, blood, 
+ ~ol.) A reduction-product of hemoglobin 
which contains iron, It is used as a hemato- 

nous tonic.— a dark-brown powder 
pt ble gpg are gt fom * —5*— 

cury and 23 cent. of fodine; hy 5 ol: 
peed fe erred. Eine hemo], a zine compound of 
panel ow lng 1 per cent, of zine; antidfarrheic and 
era ic, 

hemolin (hem’6-lin), ». (Gr. aiva, blood, + 
-ol + -in2.] A e-name for a solution of 
the coloring-matter of 5 used in dye- 
ty Tt Flemming, tical Tanning, 

. 120, 
—2 hemolete hemolutein (hem--li‘té-in), n, 

Gr, aina, blood, + L, luteus, muddy, + -in®, 
yellow lipochromic pigment which is foun 

in the blood-serum of some animals. 
hemolymph, . 2. The blood and the lymph 
considered together. 

oid 
J 

Med. Record, May 30, 1904, p. 870. 

hemolym: 
nd. hocytotorin, -hemolymphocyto. 

toxin (hem ete ee A 
toxin which acts upon the blood- and lymph- 
corpuscles, 

hemo. hemolysin (he-mol‘i-sin),~ 1». 
[hemolysis + -in?.) A cellular product, 
aving the character of an amboceptor, which 

causes the dissolution of the red corpuscles of 
the blood in the presence of a suitable eom- 
plement. Certain hemolysing can be classed as cyto« 
oxing, These resalt on immunization of one animal with 
the blood-corpuscles of an animal of an alien species. 
Ala called Aemotozin. 

(Gr, hemolysis, haemolysis (he-mol‘i-sis), n. 
alua. blood, + Abc, dissolution.) The process 
of dissolution of the blood-corpuseles (nota- 
bly the red cells) by means of specific lysins 
(hemolysins). Also hematolysis, 



hemolysis 
An investigation of the effect of antitoxines (salta, pro- 

teids, normal serum, antitetanolysin, etc.) om the power 
of toxipes (ammonia, alkalies, tetanolysin) te prodace 
haemolysie of blood corpuscles, and an attempt to explain 
the results on the basis of the nass law. 

Jour. Phys. Chem, May, 1904, p, 306, 

hemolytically, hemo! mally (hem-6-lit’i- 
fat) ae In ae —— by 
emolysis. 

hemo ; bility, hemolyzability (hem*6-li- 
za-bil’i-ti), x, Susceptibility or liability to 
hemolysis, 

hemolyzable, hwmolyzable (hem’‘6-li-za-bl), 
a. —— + -able.} Capable of under- 
going hemolysis. 

hamolyze (hem’$-liz), v. t. pret. 
and pp. hemo-, hemolyzed, ppt. hemo-, hemo- 
lyzing. [Also hemolyse; ¢ hemoly(sis) + -ize.) 

‘o bring about hemolysisin. 
The blood of animals also is Asermiedyseed by foreign sers 

—the red ca les of the rabbit, for example, being 
dissolved My by dog's serum. 

‘our, Ezper, Med., March 17, 1980, p. 280. 

hemomediastinum, hemomediastinum 
(hem’é-mé‘di-as-ti’num), ». (Gr. aiva, blood, 
+ NL. mediastinum.) Effusion of blood into 
the mediastinum. 
hemometer, ». 2. Same as hemoglobinom- 
eter. 
h logy, h tho hem‘6- trove), nf alsa, blood, + pathology 
ae science of the diseases —— * 
emoperitone hemoperitoneum (hem-d- 
teat enh f. (Gr. aiua, blood, + repr- 
tévaov, peritoneum.] Effusion of blood into 
the peritoneal cavity. 

@ (hem’é-fil), a. and n. 
Gr. alva, blood, + iv, loving.) a. 
aving reference to an abnormal tendency 

toward hemorrhage. 
Il. ». One who is subject to hemophilia. 

(hem-6-fil’i-ak), a. 
Buck, Med, 

Handbook, V. 361, 
hemophobia, hamophebia (hem-0-f6" bi-ii), n. 
= alma, blood, -pojlia, < gofeiv, fear.] 

me as hematoephobia, 
lasmodium, hamopleamodiom hem*- 

6-plas-mo‘di-um), a. [NL., ¢ Gr. ai lood, 
+ plasmodium.) 1. The plasmodium of @ 
hematozoan, or blood-parasite, such as the 
malarial plasmodium.— 2, Same as hemato- 
soan, 
hemopolenia, hemopoiesis (hem‘6-poi-é’sis), 
n, me as hematopoiesia. * 
—— tic (hem "d-poi-et’ik), 
a, me as hematopoietic. 
hemoptysic, hamoptysic (hem-op-tiz’ik), a. 
—— ash tysieal, 1 th ; 

mopyrrol, pyrrol (hem-é-pir’dl), x. 
Gr.aiua, blood, + tuppéc, reddish, + -ol.) A 
ecomposition-product which can be obtained 

from Remateperphsrie, as well as from phyl- 
loposphyein, on reduetion with phosphoniam 

ide. 
hemorhodin, hemorhodin (hem-é-ro’din), ». 
A rose-colored pigment found in the blood of 
the sea-hare, Aplysia depilans. 

, w-- Primary , heme. 
rrhage — at = — the causal — received 
of an operation formed. Punctate hemorrhage, 
* of bled effused into the segues from rap 

vessels, 
hagic septicemia. Same as caftle-and- 

game *disrase. 
hemorrhagin, hemorr (hem’6-raj-in), 
n. [hemorrhage + -in?.) The cytotoxin (en- 
dotheliotoxin) which causes the destruction of 
vascular endothelial cells and thus brings 
— the occurrence of extravasations of 
blood. 

Hemorrhoidal arteries, See ain 
hemoscope, hemoscope (hem’d-skép), n. 
Same as thematascope. : . 

hemoscopy, hemoscopy (hem-os’k9-pi), m. 
Same as A ematoscopy. 
hemosiderin, hemosiderin (hem-é-sid’e-rin), 
n. [Gr. aiva, blood, + cidgpoc, iron, + °-in2.} 
A dark pigment containing iron which has 
been found in extravasated bloodand thrombi, 
It is undoubtedly derived from the blood-pig- 
ment. 

derosis, hemosiderosis (hem-d-sid-e- 
ro’sis), m. [Aemosider(in) + -osis,] A form of 
hemachromatosis in which hemosiderin is de- 
posited in the tisanes or organs. 

hwmosozic (hem-j-s0’zik), a. 
—— € Gr. aina, blood, + adgeew, save, + -ic.] 

eas *antihemolytic, 
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t, hewmostat (hem‘é-stat), ». (Gr. 
aiva, blood, + crardg, < iaravar, cause to stand.) 
Au instrument used to compress a bleeding 
vessel in order to arrest hemorrhage, 

Hemorrhage is arrested by picking up the divided blood- 
vemsels with Aenmestats, 

Pha, Med. Jour, Jan. 31, 1908, p. 224, 

Hemostatic forceps. See *forceps and *hemo- 
stat. 
hemotach , hemotach ‘(hem*- 
6-ta-kom’e-tri),m. (Gr. aipza, blood, + razr, 
swift, + -uerpia, measurement.] Measurement 
of the rapidity of the cireulation of the blood. 

hemotoxic (hem-j-tok’sik), «a. 
Same as *hematotoricand hemolytic, 

hemotoxin, h#motoxin (hem*-tok’sin), n. 
Same as themolysin, 

—* fine, flexible, lustrous white a very fine, flexible, w 
—Canadian hemp. Sam 

mercial standitig. See seabon, R emp, 
herbaceous ahrab of the mali amily, 55 

— = 

hemp, property, the plant of the commen hem: 
aa = hewnp shoal the staminate plant ; bat, phason 
ing to P= (* Plant Names"), in use the appli- 
cation of these names is reversed, di eas from the more 
fruitful appearance of the staminate panicle.— 

, O1L See wbroom-rape, etc. — 
ot Cordyline cylindrien, See wife. In- 

(ec) The Indian mallow or velvetieaf, Abn- 
Also called American jute. (d) The black 

Indian nom Apecynum connabinum, See A 
(e) The white Indian hemp, either of two American spe- 
clea of Asctepias, A. incarnate, theswamp-milkweod, and 

hairy milkweed, which yield a white or 
commercial 

the fi 

tilon Atww 

4, 
white bast-flber obtained from the star- 
jentaliz,— Ko the fiber obtained 
stems of a twining lezuminoas pant, 

in the tropics 
tivated om a commercial 

of Mauritian It is wed in the 
manufacture of hammocks, etc,, but a tor 
mixing with manila and Steal ber in making medium 

ies of cormlage.— New Zealand hemp. Same as New 
nt See Phorminn.—Pooa (or pa) hemp, the 

fiberot Maoutia Peya. See poou.—Russian — — 
of the ordinary beenp fiber, grown fp Ru⸗ala 

or Poland.— South African p. uthua Afriea- 
nv, a tall airub of the Hoden funily which yleldsa strong 
bast, It is anative of the Cape of Good Hope, but is widely 
eultivated in greenhouses, and in Queensland is grown for 
its fiber. Swedish hemp, the common nettle, (rtica 
dicien, mid to be used asa fiber plant in Sweden, See 
nettle), L— Same a8 Tampico *fber. 
Wild hemp. Colorado river themp. 

hemp-beater (hemp’bé"tér), n, One who beats 
— stems of hemp to separate the fibrous 

st. 
Hempel's gas-analysisapparatus. See *ap- 
peralies, 

Hemphill porcelain, See American *porce- 
in, 

hen! , “"-—Hen » fox 

Risin fiver a aadina 
hen! (hen), *. #.; pret. and pp. Aenned, ppr. 
henning. To buck down in —— way; 
funk out: as, he henned at the last minute. 
[Seotch.] 
henchwoman (hench’wim‘an), x. 
attendant. [Noneco-word.] 

Gudrun and her faithful Aenchoronan, Dalla, ilustrate 
in themselves the conservativeness of the feminine mind. 

Daily Telegraph, April 21, 1386, p. 2 

hendecane (hen‘de-kin),». (Gr, Audra, eleven, 
+ -ane.} Another name for *undecane, 

hendecatoic (hen-Jlek-a-t6'ik), a. [Gr. fedena, 
eleven, + -to- + -ic,] Same as *uadecylic. 

hendecenoic (hen’d6-se-no’ik), a. (Gr. mdena, 
eleven, + -en + -0- + -ic.] Same as *unde- 
cylenic, 

Fy on 

Satce as Hampstead *beds, 

A female 

hen-pox 
hendecoic (hen-dé-kd'ik), a. [Gr. rvdexa, eleven, 
+ ~+- + -ic,] Same as *undecylic. 

(hen-dér-s0’ni-&), n. (NL.(Berke- 
ley, 1841), named for E. G. Henderson, an 
English botanist.] A large genus of sphme- 
ropsidaceous fungi having the pyenidia borne 

Hendersonta feneaians 

@, abit of the fanges, somewhat enlarged; 4, miner with 
spores, highly magnified. (From Engier aad Mrantl's ©" Ptansen 
familien.”"> 

5 beneath the surface of the host but becoming 
erumpent at maturity, The spores are dark-colored, 
more or less elongate, and 3- or more celled. Over 2% 

tes have been described, They occur chiefly on the 
ead branches of trees, but several species have been 
found on living leaves. . occur on q 
leaves in A 

A nince- 
— and 2. li na on branches of willow 

heneicosane (hen-i’ké-sin), ». (Gr. fv, one, 
+ rixon, twenty, + -ane.) A colorless hydro- 
carbon, Co, Hy, found in brown coal n, 
It melts at 404° C., and boils at 215°C, under 

hen-fea: a ee n, The 
—— of the hen worn by the cock of the 
omesticated fowl. 

hen-fiea (hen‘flé), n. A cosmopolitan flea, Ser- 
copsylia gallinacea, especially injurious to 
youn ultry. 

hen- (hon frig 'ét), n, A vessel in 
which master’s wife or daughter interferes 
with the general rules, regulations, and cus- 
toms on board ship, [(Slang.] 

Henicocephalide (h 
ko -se - fal’i- dé), n. . [NL. 
Henicocephalus ( Enic 
Ins, Westwood, 1837) + 
-idew.} A remarkable hete- 
ropterous family, allied to 
the Keduviide, in which the 
upper wings are entirely 
membranous, as in Hymen- 
optera, and the anterior pair 
of | is greatly enlarged. 
Twelve species are known, 
two oecurring in the United 
States; they are Henico- 
cephalus culicis and H. 
Sormicinis. 

Henle’s ligament, loops, spine. See *liga- 
ment, ete. 

hen-louse (hen’lous), ». A 

Mewes ove pietind onda st. 
Much enlarged. 

wide-spread mallophagan, 
Menopon Hidum, of the 
family Liotheida. Compare 
*chicken-louse. 
hennotannic (ben-6-tan‘ik), @. 
[henna + tannic.) Noting an 
acid, a brown resinous com- 
pound resembling tannin, con- 
tained in commercial henna. 

henny, a. I, ». A cock which 
has the plumage at . hen. 
— Henny a « Ld ce-loue 

fowls in ‘wick the cocks ae (Menton —— 
Plamage of the hens. sularged 

Henoch's See *purpura, 
henog en-O-jen‘e-sis),m, [Gr, cig (40-), 
one, + yéveere, generation.) ¢ development 
of the individual, or ontogeny, as contrasted 
with the development of species, [Rare.] 

henogeny (he-noj’e-ni), ». Same as *henogen- 
exis. 
hen-pox (hen’poks), ». <A disease of ordinary 
fowls, turkeys, pigeons, and more rarely 
geese, chietly affecting the head and appear- 
ing as an eruption of round or oblong yellow 
nodules having somewhnt the appearance of 
warts. Bee also *hird-por. 



Henrietta cloth 
Henrietta cloth. See *cloth. 
henry (hen’ri), .; pl. hearies (-riz). [From 
Joseph Henry, 17U7-1878.] An electrical unit, 
the inductance in a circuit when the electro- 
motive force induced in this cireuit is one in- 
ternational volt while the inducing current 
varies at the rate of one ampere per second. 

hense, adr, and. Another spelling of hence. 
Hensel, basilar length of. See *busilar. 
henselion (hen-s6‘li-on), n. [Named for Hen- 
sel, a German anatomist.) In anthrop., the 
medial point back of the alveoli of the middle 
incisors, ©. Thomas. 

canal of, plane of. See *canail, 
*plane J 

See *disk, *prop- Hensen's disk, prop-cells. 
ee 

hentricontane (hen-tri-kon‘tin), m. [Gr. é, 
one, + tp (a)xorra, thirty, +-ane.] A color- 
less hydrocarbon, UH 3(CHg)ogCHy, of the 
methane series, contained in beeswax and in 

troleum. It melts at 68.1° C. and boils at 
C. under 15 millimeters pressure. 

hep? (hep), ivterj, [Var.of hip5.) A quick ex- 
pure utterance, leading to a sonorous out- 
urst, urging men or horses to more rapid 

action. 
hepar,n. 3, Inthe homeopathic materia medica, 
calcium sulphid.—Hepar antimontt, in old chem., 
liver of antimony, the uct obtained by fusing to- 
getter antimonioas sulphid and potassium or sodium sul- 
phil. This product consisted of a salphantimenite of 
potassittm of sodium in a more or leas pare condition and 
partially soluble in water, 

he (hep-a-tek’té-mi), a. (Gr. grap 
(oer he liver, + fKrous, excision.) Surgieal 
removal of a part of the liver. 

Hepatic apoplexy, cecum, ligaments, sugar, 
See *apoplery, ete. 
he hé-pat/i-ko-pul’mé-ni- = — — (hé-pat‘i-ko-pul’mé-n 

Gr. Maruac, of the liver, + L. pulmo- 
uarivs, of the lungs.) Relating to both the 
— and the lungs. 

tis, ".—Acute para atous hepatitis. 
pate aeute yellow —— liver (which see, 
ander gedlo Chronic interstitial hepatitis, cir- 
rhowis of the Liver. 

hepatochrome (hep‘s-td-krém), ». (Gr. jrap 
(ener), liver, + xpoua, color.) "Same as *cho- 

rome. 
hepatocolic (hep‘s-té-kol’ik), a. [Gr. grap 
our, —8 7 — colon, + -ic.) Relat- 

liver and the colon. Hepato- 
Bee ligament. 

toduodenal (hep‘a-té-di-d-dé’nal), a. 
r. #rap (yrar-), liver, +E. duodenum + -al!.) 
lating to both the liver and the duodenum. 

hepatodynia (hep -th-dts 2). n —XF 
Gr. jxup (jrar-), liver, + idivg, pain.) Pain 
in the hepatic region. 

e (hep-a-to-jen‘ik), a. Same as hep- 
a ous. 

jaundice, See *janndice. hepatale (hep ataid) gp el 
grap (frar-), liver, + € dog, form.) 
the 554 are ith) (Gr. ner.) 

e 6-lith),n. Tr. aT), 
** i ristoue. ‘A gallstone.” 

ing to both the 
colic Ugament. 

he 

esembling 

hepatolithic (hep*a-té-lith’ik), a. [hepatolith he’ 
+ -ic.) Relating to or terized by the 
presence of gall-stones. 
epatological (hep '-té-loj‘i-kal), a. (hepato 
og-y + -ic + -al\.) Oforrelating to hepatology. 

hepato (hep-n-tol’i-sin), n. [hepatolys(iz) 
+-in?.] A eytolysin which results on im- 
tmunization with liver cells. 

hepato (hop-9-tel"i-via), n. [Gr. frap 
(#rar-), liver, + Air, dissolution.] Destraction 
of the cells of the liver. 
hepatolytic (hep‘a-té-lit’ik), a. Causing hep- 
atolysis, 

The post-mortem find resemble those of nenute yel- 
how atrophy, or of pow boris polsoning. We have to 
deal in this case with a Aepatodytic serum, 

Med. Reeord, July 14, 10a, p. M4, 

hepatomalacia (hep‘s-t6-ma-la’si-d), m. (Gr. 
§rap (prar-), liver, + pataxia, softness, € pasa- 
acy, Soft.) Softening of the liver. 

hepatoperitonitis (hep ‘4-t6-per’i-to-ni'‘tis), 
wu. [Gir. prap (jrar-), liver, + NL. peritonitis.) 
Inflammation of the peritoneal coat of the liver. 

hepatopexy (hep’ a. té-pek-si), n. (Gr. prep 
(yrar-), liver, + xg, fastening.) Surgical 
tixation of a floating liver. 

hepatophlebitis (hep’s-t6-flé-bi'tis), n.  [Gr. 
irap (yrar-), liver, + 9272p (6223-), vein, + -itis.] 
Inflammation of the veins of the liver. 

hepatoptosis (hep’s-top-td'sis), n. [Gr. rap 
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(rar·), liver, Fxu, falling.] Displacement 
— of the mp : * 

topulmon ep’a-to-pul’mé-né-ri), m. 
Gr. —* —— fives, + L. pulmonarius, of 
the lungs.] Same as *hepeaticopulmonary. 

hepatorenal (hep‘a-td-ré‘nal), a. [Gr. jzap 
(yrar-), liver, + L. ren, kidney, + .J KRe- 
lating to both the liver and the kidney.— 
Hepatorenal ligament. Sor #ligament, 

hepatorrha (hep-a-tor’a-fi), ».  [Gr. grap 
(yrar-), liver, past, sewing.) The operation 
of suturing a wound in the liver. 

hepatorrhexis (hep‘’a-to-rek’sis), u. [NL. 
< Gr. yrap (irar-), liver, + Aẽfc, rupture. 
Rupture of the liver. 

hepatosplenitis (hep’a-to-splé-ni’tis), n. [Gr. 
grap (}rar-), liver, + oz4jv, spleen, +-itis.] In- 
flammation of both liver and spleen; Banti’s 
disease. 
hepatotoxemia (hep*a-to-tok-sé’ mi-i), n. [Gr. 
wrap (yrar-), liver, + Tos (dv), poison, + alva, 
blood.] Systemic"poisoning through circula- 
tion in the blood of toxic products pormally 
destroyed in the liver. 
epa’ (hep‘a-t6-tok’sin), m. [Gr. #rap 
(yrar-), liver, + rog(edv), poison, + -in2.] A 
cytotoxin resulting on immunization with liver 
cells. 
Hephestic, Hephestic (he-fes’ tik), a. [/He- 
phaestus + -ic.) Of or pertainingto Hephmestus, 
the Greek Vulean; hence, allusively, relating 
to blacksmithing, or wielding of the hammer. 
7 cramp or Hephmstic 
Same as Aammer-tpalsy. 
hepialid, . and a. See *epialid. 
Heppia (hep’i-<i), =. (NL, (Niigeli, 184), 
muned for Philip Hepp, a German lichenolo- 
fist. A genus of lichens baving a foliose thal- 
us and large disciform immersed apothecia. 
The spores are unicellular and hraline. 

Heppiaces a Mag nm. pl. (NL., < Heppia 
+ -acew.) A family of gymnocarpous lichens 
named from the genus 
Hepplewhite (hep’l-hwit), ». A style of fur- 
niture based on the designs of A. Hepplewhite, 
in England, in the later 
part of the eighteenth 
century. The Hepple- 
white style is a delicate 
well-made adaptation of 
the current Freneh mo- 
tives of the period, 

(hep-ta- 
kiir’bon), a. (Gr, érra, 
seven, + carbon.) Con- 
taining seven atoms of 
carbon, 
hepta-compound 
(hep-ta-kom‘pound), #. 
Acompound containing 
seven atoms of some 
element. 
heptactin (hep-tak’tin), 
a, (Gr. éardé, seven, + 
axric (axtv-), A ray.) A 
sponge-spicule having seven arma. 

tad axis ofsymmetry. See *symmetry. 
e@ (hep-taiek’iin), u. (Gr. érra, 

seven, + déxa, ten, +-ane. A colorless erys- 
talline compound, CH g(CH»);5CHy, found in 
brown coal paraffin. Tt melts at 23.5° C. and 
boils at 303°C, Also called normal heptadee- 
ane, 
heptahydrate (hep-ta-hi’drat), ». (Gr. éxrd, 
seven, + an Rite , Water, + -afel,) Inchem., 
a compound containing seven molecules of 
water, as common copperas in crystals, or 
ferrous sulphate heptuhydrate (FeSO4.7H,0). 

ted (hep-ta-hi’dri-ted), a. [As 
heptahydrate + -ca2.) “In chem., containing 
seven molecules of water, a8 heptahydrated 
sodium sulphate (NaeSOy.7H,0). G. Lunge, 
Salphurie Acid, IT. 22. - 
heptameral (hep-tam‘e-ral), a. [NL., (Gr, 
éxrd, seven, + pipor, part. Having seven 
chambers or spaces, especially as applied to 
septal divisions in the Anthozea or corals. 

cal (hep-ta-met’ri-kal), a. In pros., 
consisting of seven feet or measures, Southey. 
heptanone (hep‘ta-ndn), ». Aketone, C7Hy40, 
derived from heptane. Three isomeric forms are 
known ; 2-Aeptanone, which beils nt 11-10" C.; thhepta- 
none, which boilaat 147-1408" C.; and 4-leptanone, whieh 
bolls at T are also known, respectively, as 
methulamul ketone, ethyloutyl ketone, and dipropylietone 
or bufwrone. 

Hopta: la (hep’ta-pli), n. (Gr, érra=2dor, seven- 
fold, (rxrd, seven, + -reo0c, -fold.}] One of 
the editions of the Old Testament, by Origen 

eppia, 

Hepplewhite Chair. 

herbivority 

(third century) containing seven versions of 
the Scriptures (or of parts of them) in parallel 
columns. 
Heptastadium (hep-ta-sta‘di-um), m. (Gr. 
éxracridnmr, & space of seven stadia, neut. of 
érractadioc, seven stadia long, ¢ érrd, seven, 
+ crddcoy, stadium.) A great mole, built by 
Ptolemy Soter (117-81 B.c.), connecting 
Pharos island withthe mainland at Alexandria 
in Egypt: so named from its length (seven 
stadia). The region is now a wide isthmus 
and occupied. 

Any renains that may exist atthe Emporium, the Apo 
tases, the Navalia, the Heptadtadium, the baildings om 
the Pharos island or round the Buncstus Harbour(i «., the 
present re, are either tider Mie sea or beneath occu- 
plied bam ey cannot be explored and are probably 
not in the least worth ex ing. 
EB. F. Benson, tn Jour. Hellente Stadles, XV., Sup, p. 11. 

heptatonic (hop-te toni), a. [Gr, étrarevor, 
seven-toned, ¢ érra, seven, + révor, tone.) In 
music, consisting of seven tones to the octave : 
said of seales: often contrasted with penta- 
tonie, 

heptavalency (hep-ta-va’len-si), #. (Gr. érrd, 
— + —— In chem., i or 
valeney equivalent to that of seven monad 
atoms, as of hydrogen. 

heptine (hep‘tin),». (Gr. érré, seven, + -ine?,] 
A colorless liquid, C79, with a characteristic 
odor, formed by the distillation of colophonium 
Tesin. It boila at 10¢-104°C., readily absorba oxygen, 
and isa homologne of acetylene. There are four other 
isomeric compounds to which the term Aeptine is strictly 
gow and whieh differ according to the position of 

we acetylene union. 

heptoic (hep-td‘ik), a. [hept( ane) + -0- + -ie.) 
Pertaining to or derived from heptane, ~Heptoic 
acid acotorless liquid compound, Citach COOH, with 
an oder of tallow, formed by the oxttation of castor-oil or 
of olede acid. It bofls at 228-222.5" (. and melts at 10,5" 
(, Also called ananthic acid. 

heptore(hep’tén), n. (Gr. érrd, seven, + -one.] 
A colorless liquid compound, C7Hy 9, wt 
ing to the valylene series of hydrocarbons. t 
boils at 115° C. 
heptose (bep’tés), m. (Gr. érré, seven, + -ove.) 
Sugar containing seven atoms of carbon. Such 
sugars closely resemble the corresponding ones 
of the hexose series. 
heptoxid (hep-tok’sid), n. (Gr. frrd, seven, 
+ orid.) In chem., a compound containing 
seven atoms of oxygen, as sulphur heptoxid 
(5,07), corresponding to persulphurie acid 
(HS40g). 

(hep-trang’ki-as), =. [NL., o 
blunder for * Heptabranchins, ¢ Gr, txra, seven, 
+ Apayyea, gille,] A genus of sharks of the 
family Hexanchid#, remarkable for the pres- 
ence of seven gill-openings instead of five, the 
usual number. They are closely related te extinct 
forma, H. cinereva in found in the Mediterranean, H, 
mneulatis on the const of Californian. 

heptylamine (hep-til-am‘in), ». (Gr. frra, 
seven, + -y! + amine.) A colorless compound, 
CH (CH) CH N Ho, prepared by the action of 
bromine and potassium hydroxid on caprylic 
amide, It boils at 153-155° C, Also called 
l-aminoheptane, 

heraclin (her’a-klin),#. [Heracl(ewm) + -in?,) 
A colorless indifferent compound, CogHooO 9, 
obtained from the seeds of Heraclewm ville- 
sum, It forms long, silky, lustrous needles 
melting at 185° C, 
Herma (hé-ré’i), n. pl. (Gr. 'Hpaia, neut, pl. 
of 'Upaing, adj. ("Hpa, Hera.) In Gr. archwol., 
a festival celebrated in honor of Hera. 
Heraldic crab. See *crabl, 
herapathite (her‘’s-path-it), ». [Herapath 
name of its discoverer, + -ife2.) A little-u 
name for a crystalline iodoquinine sulphate 
used in medicine. 

herbarismt (hér’ba-rizm), ». [herbary + -ism.] 
Herbalism; botany. 
The very pith and marrow of herbariem, 

Southey, Loetor, xxiv, P, 1. 

Herbert river cherry. Same as Queensland 
®eherry. 

herb-impions (hérb-itn’pi-us), w. [NL. herba 
impia, ‘irreverent plant,’) The ecotton-rose, 
Gifola Germanica: so called because ench suc- 
ceeding flower-head rises above the last older 
one. This plant is related to the cudweeds 
Graphatinm, 

bivort (hér-bi-vor'i-ti), a. 
+ -ity.) The quality of being 
herbivorous nature, 

Admitting the Aertdverity of the foasil (Stereognathus}, 
it is not certain that it Was loofed. 

Owen, in Bueye, Brit. (Sth ed.) XVIL 168 

herbivor-ows 
erbivorous ; 



herbivorous ladybird 

Herbivorous ladybird, See *ladybird. 
Herculaneum ware. Seo *ware4, 
Hercules metal, powder, stone. See *metal, 
ete, 

a, 2. In geol.: (a) Applied to a 
division of the Precambrian crystalline rocks 
in Westphalia, termed by Gtimbel the Her- 
eynian gneiss, lying above more highly altered 
rocks, and beneath those which are less altered 
and consist of mica schists and shales, (6) 
First applied to the lowest Devonian strata of 
the Harz Mountains and Westphaiia, but sub- 
soquently restricted so as to refer to the cal- 
careous or deeper water facies of these early 
Devonian rocks and their organic contents, 
erderite, #.—It occarsalsoat Paris and Hebron, Maine. 
It isabown by Penfield to be monoclinic (pseudo-ortho 
rhomnic) in —— with a composition expressed 
by the formula Ca [Be (F, ¢ ry be Pare flacr-herderite 
has not yet been observed 5 mineral frown Parts is n 
hydrofiuor-herderite, and that from Hebron a bydro- 

te. herderi 
herd-header (hérd’hed‘er), n. The bull which 
heads a herd of cattle. 

The man who expecta success na a breeder cannot look 
upon the selection of his Aerd-Acader as a light matter, 

Hep, Kan, State Board Agr., WOL4P, p. 60, 

herdwick (hérd’wik), n. [hera? + wick?, Hence 
the frequent village name Hardwick.) 14. The 
tract of land under the ¢ of a herd or 
shepherd.—2, Applied to designate a hardy 
breed of sheep, found in the mountains of 
Cumberland and Westmoreland, and — 
rented with the farm on which they are owned. 

here! (har), ». [here,adv.] That which is here; 
the present; this world, [Poetieal.] 

Full cf hope and yet of heart break, 
Full ot all the tealer thee 
Of the Here and the Hereafter. 

Longfellow, Hiawatha, Introd., L 114. 
hereanent (hér’a-nent’), adv, [here + anent,] 
Hamper. | to or concerning this ; having a bear- 
ing on this matter, [Chiefly Scotch. 

Hereditary substance, See substance of *hered- 
ity. 

hereditation (hij-red-i-té’shgn), ». [NL. 
*hereditatio(n-), < LL, hereditare, inherit ; see 
heredity, inherit,| Generation of like by like, 
by regular course; reproduction, [Rare.] 

hereditist (hé-red‘i-tist), », [heredit(y) + -ist.] 
One who believes that children inherit their 
character from their parents, [ * 

hereditivit: (iter: -tiv’i-ti), a, [*hereditive 
+ -ity.] bility to reproduce or generate 
descendants like the parents, [Rare,] 
Natural selection resolves iteelf into two laws : Aeredé- 

tivity and adaptivity, the latter being the accomodation 
to circumstances, etc. Setenee, May 2, 1008, p, 711. 

heredi' tic (hé-red‘i-t6-sif-i-lit’ik), a. 
and n, a. Relating to or suffering from 
hereditary syphilis. 

II. a. dne who suffers from hereditary 
ayphilis, 
heredity,». 2. (c) Metaphorically, that which 
makes living beings inherit; the explanation 
or cause of the kinship or resemblance to 
ancestors which living beings exhibit, or the 
foree or agent or principle that brings about 
this kinship or resemblance. This metaphorical 
tase of Khe word leads to fonzetialness of the fact that the 
word la ouly a general term for formulating the facts of 

*kinahip, and to the regarding of heredity and variation 
as ind dent and antagonistic principles or agents or 
factors in the origin of species. Since we can te, 
in our minds, the Kinship of living betngs, or their like- 
ness to their kind, from thelr individuality or difference 
from thelr kind, and since we find this intellectanl 
analysis uscfal, some think that what is intellectually 
separable must be separate in fact, and that orgunic 
development is due to heredity and variation as antago- 
nistic —— or agenclea,— Am heredity, 
inheritance in organisms produced by sexual reproduc. 
ton, Weienann (trans. Germplasm, j. 2k—An- 
cestral heredity, See *inheritence.—Orogs heredity, 
the resemblance of descendants to ancestors con- 
sidered reciprocally, Seo Aeredity.—Galton'’s and 
Pearson's laws of heredity. Sce inheritance. 
— heredity, the development of the 
organs and tissies in the same chronological order 
in the offspring as in the parent, considured as a 
distinct form of inheritance, — Weivmann (trans 
Germ-plasim, Pp. 7\—Homotopic heredity, the devel- 

ent of the tlesnes and organs of the offspring in 
their parental positions, considered as a distinct form of 
inheritance. Weivinsnn (trans )— Social heredity, the 

visitions by soctel aninwals of the habits and custonis 
and traditions of thelr kind, through their power to profit 
by experience and to nse it to advantage, and qulekly to 
acquire the mode of life that is churacteristic of their 
apecies by imitation and example and instruction, with- 
out the risk Chat attents trial and error: considered as a 
determining factor in the origin of spectes, Siner social 
animals cannot acquire the customs of their kind without 
nataral aptitade, and since these that fail to find places 
for themeelves in society are at a disniventnge in the 
struggle for existence, sucinl heredity is rather a special 
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cnse of natural selection than an independent determining 
factor in thu origin of species — Bubstance of heredity, 

‘tary . (2) The material basis of in- 
heritance or the living matter that is transmitted from 
parent to offepring in action, and in the transis. 
sion Of Which reproduct consists, There be evidence, 
which la accepted as conclusive by most authorities, that 
the essential fact in reproduction is the tranenaission of 
the chromosomes of the germ-cells, and this is commonly 
hel to be that the chromosomes are the material 
basis of inheritance, although Uhis conclusion dors not 
follow of necessity from the facta, if the term ie ander. 
stood as Lee ing thatthey are not also the teaterial basis 
ot individ . While endants resemble ancestors, 
they are never identical with them, Each living —— 
unique : there is no other like it; and while it resembles 
ite kind, i¢ is different from all of its kind and from 
everything else in nature. Proof that the chromosomes 
are the substance of heredity is no proof that they are 
not also the substance of tion, (b) Metaphorically, 
the subetratam or su gel or bearer or giver or canse of 
inheritance : that which makes the offs; tobe like its 
parents or ancestors, This meaning (which depends 
upon an uncritical use of the word euiefaner, and upon 
She opinion that we account for inheritance by calling ft 
heredity) leads to the belief that since resemblance to 

its Taay be considered by iteelf, it therefore exists 
nature separated from the individuality of living 

beings. 

Hereford (her’é-ford .n. <A breed of beef 
enttle, maintained chiefly in —— 
England. The body color isa deep red, the 
face, mane, throat and chest white, and the 
horns are moderately long. 

heregeld, ». <A variant of td. 
herem (her’em), ». [Heb, herem, < haram, to 
ban, exterminate, forbid: see harem.) Ex- 
communication from the syn © This pan: 
ishment was specially meted ont to those poling 
doctrines con to the Jewish religion, The reform 
Jews, however, have dion practice, but it 
is still a formidable weapen in the hands of the rabbis 

orthodox Jewish communities In Ruassin and the 
Orient. Also cherem, 

Heremetabola (her-é-me-tab’d-li), », pl. 
NL., said to be formed (if so, properly 
Eremometabola) ¢ Gr. fpeua, quiet, + yerajloxy, 

change.) A group of insects including those 
forms which have # gradual but incomplete 
motamorphosis, with a resting-stage, as in the 
Cicadide, 

hereticize (hé-ret’i-siz), v. ¢.; 
hereticized, ppr. hereticizing. [ 

Horing's = d Wand figures, s an t's . Bee *figure. 
herisseal (he-ris’6-al), 1. (Appar. ¢ F. kérisson, 
hedgehog, +-c-al] <A lateral bone behind 
the eyeball of the head of fishes connected 
with the pteryaold and palatine; the mesop- 
terygoid. Sterts, Synonymy of the Fish 
Skeleton, p, 514, 

heritage, ".—Diligence against the heritage, 
Bee ediligence, ‘ 

hermana {er-mii’ni), , [Sp.] 1, A sister. 
—2, A sister-in-law. 

‘s demarcation current. Same as 
*current of injury. 

o (er-mii’nd), », [Sp.) 1, A brother. 
—2, <A brother-in-law, 

hrodite 
*, 

ret, and 
—*& * Pt 

He rmap 
duct.  wduet. * 

Hermellids (hér- 
mel‘i-déj, mpl. - 
(NL., < Hermetla + 
-idx.) A family of 

— yetoonPuslonke 
Poly cheta having the 
peristomium = enor- # 
mously developed 
and in the form of 
a bilobed hood eapa- £ 
ble of closing over 
the mouth, the lobes 
bearing defensive 
chete, It contains 
the single marine 

snus Sabellaria or 
lermella, which lives 

in tubes in the 
sand, 
hermeneutical (hér- 

Satellaria alvesiata lL. Ven- 
tral wiew of anteror region. 
Ealaned about six tines, 

@, mabtifid palp igill Glameate; 
F. mouth) ¢, wotopeiial cirrus; 
@, neurepedium ; ¢, notopediam > 

mé-nii'ti-kal), a. f, wentral tubiparoust gland 
Relating to herme- shield: m 4. 7, 4, and go segs 

Py ments following peristome ; 4, 
neutics; hermeneu-  seuropodiat cirrus; m. mdges 
tic. alter removal of gill —— 

*® tentacle: ~. perstomeal 
Hermetic books, See Guero"! 'nca Memes ey 

(From | ** Cam Hermetic, 2. 
Hermetism (hér’me- 
tizm), a. [cap or |, el The philosophical, 
theosophical, and alchemical doctrines of 
Hermes Trismegistus ; hermetics. 
The modern alchemists necept all the traditions of their 

ancient predecessors, bat give them « new significance, 
and Interweave the novel phenomena derived from re- 
searches in pare selence. They claim that during the 
fourteenth, Ofteenth and alxteenth centuries Ute official 

eristommlvan, 
— Neteral History.*) 

heron 
echools of Instruction taught exclusively the physical pee 
of the acienves, and thes the metaphysical part (which is 
the real life and soul of the study) has been rejected under 
the — name of occult science. This living ae 
pect of science has, however, been studied in the secret 
socleties of the initiated, which have lo the trudi- 
tions of the kabala, the mysteries of Aermetiem, and the 
practice of transmutatioa 1 

Hi. C. Bolton, in Smithsonian Rep., 1407, p. 28 

Hermetist (hir’me-tist), m. [eap. orl.c.] One 
who accepts the occult doctrines of the Her- 
metic books; a Hermetic philosopher. 
The astral undulations determine the position of the 

storms of neutralize Gem. Herein Hes the secret of trana- 
Toutation, and it becomes the privilege of the Aermetiat to 
acquire the power of controlling this agent. 

i, C. Bolton, in Smithsonian Kep., 1807, p. 214, 

hermetologist (hér-me-tol’$-jist), ». A Her- 
— ; a believer in the Hermetie philoso- 
phy. 

The services of the ‘thology to the Christian 
ligicn, I believe it is Impoasible 8 overestimate, Tes 
teachings of the manifold human degenerncies make the 
doctrine of sin aa vital as with the most ardent of the old 
— — and far more tempered and potent. 

. & Hall, in The Forum, Aug. 154, p. 710. 

hér-min’i-id), n. anda. I, ». One 
of the Jepidopterous family Herminiidx, 
b Il. a. ——— to the Herminiide. 
wh n. 3. In landscape-gardening, a 
seclud building, arbor, or ake feature. | 

The hermii beg By era on the axis of the villa, 
one looks out from the latter down the admirable per- 
awe of the tapls vert and up the 
little 

Seala Santa to th 
house at its summit. 

Edith Wharton, Italinn Villas, p. 66, 

Hermite ** See *process. 
hermit-io r (hér’mit-lob’stér), n. A her- 
mit-crab, 

hermophenol (hér-mé-fé’nél), n. [Gr. "Eppir, 
Herm. Mercury, + E. pda Mente? 
phenol-lisulphonate of sodium. It is anti- 
septic and antisyphilitic. 
Hermosilla (hér-m6-sil’#), n. [NL., ¢ Her- 
mosilla, the capital of Sonora, Mexico, ¢ Sp. 
hermoso, beautiful, ¢ L. formosus, beautiful.] 
A genus of rudder-fishes of the family Kypho- 
sidw, found on the coast of Sonora in the Gulf 
of Californian, H. azurea is the known species. 

(er-nii’ni), ». (From the (F.) per- 
sonal name Hernaani.) A grenadine dress 
fabric woven in small meshes of coarse 
threads of silk, cotton, or wool, and their 

a scrotal beruia present at birth or —— shortl 
hernia of a a atic 

re a ruptured diaphragm inte the chest 
cavity, — jar a hernia formed by a 
diverticalum from the intestine, usually the ileum, and 
not containing a cumplete loop of the bowel, 
obtura’ hernia ——— obturator fonumen.— 
Hernia of cornea. Me a8 cernttocele,— Hernia 
testis, a fungus-like appearance of the testicle due to 
rupture of the fibrots cont. Hesselbach'’s hernia, a 
form of femoral hernia.— Incomplete hi a hernia 
in which the sac has not passed beyond the external ring. 
—Lit hernia, Same aa diverticular * ia. 

al 
Ahernia.— 

Mucosal hernia, extrusion of the mucous membrane 
of the intestine through a defect in the muscular coat,— 

See #ywt-tie.—Richter’s 
ternia in which only a part of the circumference of the 
bowel fainvolved: possibly an early stage of a diver- 

or tieular hernia. — ernia, hernia of 
the excum or si! id flexure, in which only a portion 
of the bowel is the auc, the outside having no 
peritoneal covering.—Tunieary he Same os 
mucosnl thernia, 

hernia-knife (hér’ni-i-nif), ». 
*herniotome, 

herniarin (hér-al's-rin), n. —— -in?,) 
grayish powdery glucoside, C 

found in Herniaria pom at and H, meee aC 
resembles saponin in general properties. 
herniotome (hér’ni-6-t6m), ». [hernia + Gr. 
-Tayog, ¢ razerr, cut.] A knife resembling a 
bistoury with a short cutting-edge, the rest of 
the blade being rounded, used for incising the 
constricting tissues in hernia, 

t (hérni-ot’d-mist), ». [herni+ 
otom-y + -ist.] One who is skilled in herni- 
otomy, 

Herodianic (ho-r}-di-an’ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to Herodianus, a Byzantine gramma- 
rian of about 200 A. D.—Herodiantc signs, See 
weigh, 

Heroic age. See Heroic *aye, 
heroin, x. A simplified spelling of heroine. 
heroin (her’é-in), ». Diacetyl-morphia: a 
remedy valuable in the treatment of various 
forms of respiratory disease, It allays cough 
and acts as & hypnotic. 

heron, %'.—Purple heron. See purple 

Same as 



Heronic 
(hé-ron’ik), a, Of or pertaining to 

Heron (about 250 B. C.), an Alextadrian math- 
ematician.—Heronic cyclic cyclic quad- 
Filateral, parallelogram, —— 1 mee hpolygon, 

heronite (her’on-it), ». [Heron Bay, on the 
north shore of Lake Superior, + - te?) An 
aphanitic dark-colored rock oceurring in a 
dike composed of analcite, orthoclase, pla- 
gioclase, and mgirite. The analeite forms a 
matrix for the other minerals, which are in 
radiating groups. Coleman, 1899, 

Heros (he’ros), ». [NL., without evident al- 
usion, . heros, < Gr. fee, hero.) A 
very large genus of perch-like fishes found 
in the waters of Central and South America, 
and characterized by the large number of 
anal spines. - The species are very numerous, 
one of them, H. cyanoguttatus, extending 
north to the waters of Texas. 

Hero's lamp. See *lampt. 
herotheism (hé-roth’é-izm), mn. [Gr. gpa, have, 

iris, a form 
of eee, ar reunion ped fi erpes in w © vesicles are grou mn an 

Herpes preeputialis, herpes annular form.— 
the prepuce, 

. An abbreviation of herpetology. 
herpetiform (hér-pet’i-férm), a, (Gr. éprerdv, 
reptile, + L. forma, form.] Resembling or 
having the characters of a reptile. 
herpetography (hér-pe-tog’ra-fi), ».  [Gr. 
épreréy, reptile, + -ypadia, ¢ ypdderv, write] 
The description of reptiles; also, in a gen- 
— sense, same as herpetology, 
erpetospondylian (hér’pe-té-spon-dil’i-an), 
a.and a, J. a. Relating te or anand the cer. 
acters of the — — 

II, ». A member of the reptilian subclass 
Herpetospondylia. 

bdellidze (hir-pob-del’i-da), m. pl. (NL., Ho: 
< Herpobdella + -idw.j A family of leeches 
in which the pharynx is without denticulate 
jaws but has Sires unarmed chitinous plates. 
t contains the genus Trecheta. 

chia (héer-po-trik’i-), n, [NL. (Fuckel, 
1869), irreg. ¢ Gr. éprey, creep, + Apig (rpry-), 
hair, thread.) A genus of pyrenomycetous 
fungi having the perithecia usually seated 
epee a brown mycelial layer, a subiculum, 

Spores are more or loss gate, severnl-colled, 
and brown. HH. nigra is parasitic on pines and other 
conifers in alpine or subalpine regions. The mycelium 
envelopa the twigs and fastens them together fn a durk- 
brown masa, 

a. 2, In Australia, Prototroctes ma- 
rena, the Yarra herring, fresh-water herring, 
grayling, or cucumber-mullet, found in the 
rivers of Victoria and Tasmania. Austral 
English. — Big-eyed Tho alewit 
ra pp ra te Berm Aad gf 

er, Bo eowres, found in all trop! waters. — 
herring, the alewife, Pomolobuse pacudo- 

Aarengis, — Bluebac! the Jake herring, Ar- 
yrosumus artedi, of the Great ea, — Blue fq 

tralian; elsewhere in Australia, and in Tasmania, the gray- 
ling.— Gtbbed ,& icklod herring which has mot 
been aplit, but from wh: e viscera have been removed. 
"Great Bear Lake herring, a whitefish, Argyroemnnse 
lucidua, found in Great Hear Lake — Herring allver. 
See tweilver,— sof the d ag OB La By of ihe 
common names appliod to mpris guttatus, 
and to various other unrelated fishes. — Mountain her- 

Mowetale Hetring | ( oregowwr wiliamsont), 
Upper gure, mature tah. lower Sure. young fish, 

(From Bulletia 47, U, 5. Nat, Museum.) 

ring, the Rocky Mountain whiteflah, Coregonus william. 
sort, 2 fish of great excellence as f foand 
in streams of the Rocky Mountains, the Sterra Nevada, 
and north ward.— Perth herring, Dorcsoma erebi, a clu- 

id fieh found in Australia, Also called bony bream,— 
& name given to several fishes when 

dried (like ‘kipper’), especially to the sea-millet, and the 

affecting he 
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morayot NewSouthWales, FE. FE. Morris, Austral Engl 
7 Alosa aloea, a a 
found on the consts of Europe.— Rainbow 
common tame fur Ormerus dentez, a amelt found on 
const of Alaska, and south on the eastern Pacific const of 
northern China,— River herring, the alewife, Pomotobue 
peoudoharencus.—~ Summer . Same aa glut-her- 
ring.— Tailor Same aa fall herring (which 
seo, ander Aerriag)— Yarra , Same as ayray- 
ting, 4 

bone, v. ¢. 2, In carp., to strengthen 
(a floor) by herring-bone bridging, that is, with 
short pieces of studding set diagonally from 
the lower edge of one beam to near the Ls ft 

of the next.—3, In masonry, to buil 
a wall, of stone, tiles, or bricks laid at an angle 
with the horizon so as to show on the face in 
a series of diagonals, generally in alternate 
courses 80 as to produce a continued zigzag. 

-cale (her’ing-kal), ». In New South 
the fish Olistherops brunnews, of the 

family Labrida, or wrasses. BE, E. Morris, 
Austral English. 
hi ,”, 2. A boat engaged in the her- 
ring-fisheries, 

-pond (her’ing-pond), ». The Atlantic 
Ovean. [Jocose, 

“salmon (her’ing-sam*un), nm A 
whitefish, Argyrosomus artedi, found in the 
Great Lakes. It is neither a herring nor a 

Herechel’s fringes, See #/r el's 8. See *fringe, 
Herts. An abbreviation of Hertfordshire. 

a {peet-wig't 4), n amed from 
Hertwig.) The t * genus of the family 
Hlertwigida, 0, Se midt, 1880, 
ertwigidm (hért-wig‘i-dé), a. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Hertwigia + -idw.] <A family of lyasneine 
hexactinellid sponges, having the skeletal 
framework composed of hexactines and diac- 
tines united by synapticulw, It contains the 

nera Hertiwigia and Trachyeaulus. 
rtzian (hert’si-an), a, Of or * to 

Heinrich Hertz, (1857-1894) the discoverer of 
electro-magnetic waves, or (specifically) to 
such waves.— exciter. See ®excifer,— 
Hertsian wave, See ®ieave!. 
Herzegovinian (hert’se-go-vin’1-an), a. and n. 
[Herzegovina + -ian.] a, Of or pertaining 
to Herzegovina. 

II. ». A native of Herzegovina, 
{hes-pe-ré’tin), ». [Appar. ¢ Gr, 

éorépa, the west, + jyrivy, resin. If this is 
correct, the form hesperitin is an alteration.) 
Same as *hesperitin. 

hesperetol (hes-per’e-tdl), m. [hesperet(in) 
+-ol.) A colorless crystalline eompound, 

CHy: CH.CyH,(OH)OCH,, formed by heat- 
ing isoferulic acid, It melts at 57°C, 

hesperic (hes-per’ik),@. (Gr. éorépa, the west, 
+ -ic,.] Noting an acid, a colorless, crystal- 
line, tasteless compound, CooHggO-. extracted 
from orange-peel by means of alee ol, 

ish. 
thal 

a 

Wales, 

hesperidene (hes-per’i-dén), ».  [hesper(ie) + 
-id + -ene.) Same as citrene and carvene, 

hesperinic (hes-pe-rin’ik), a. [hesper(ic) + 
-in + «ic, Derived from heepertdene.—Buppe- 

Formed by the oxidation of dlimowene with Rlurts sche. 
idea (hes-per-i-oid’é-a), m. pl. [NL., 

« Hesperia + -oidea,] The butterflies of the 
family Hesperiidae considered as a superfamily, 

hesperitin (bes-per‘i-tin), n. [See *hespere- 
tin.) A colorless, intensely sweet compound, 

HOCgH, (OCH )CgHy . OCOCGHy(OH)g, which 
is obtained by boiling hesperidin with dilute 
aqueous-aleobolic sulphuric acid, It erystal- 
lizes in plates and melts and decomposes at 
226° C. 

Hesperornithes (hes-pe-rér’ni-théz), n. pl. 
{X 4.) pl. of Hesperornis.) An order of toothed 
irds representing the superorder Odontolew 

and represented y the genus Hesperernis 
(which see). 

Hessian?, .— 

Hessle clay. 
» 83 hetwric (he-ter’ik), a. 

heterocarpic 

Hessian}, c.— Brilliant Hessian purple, _ See #pur 
.— Hessian bello bh brown, 

Molet yellow, See #iv — 

Hesetan of a curve (of the mth order), 
a curve of the Xn—2jth order, which mot ouly Powes 
through the double points of the original, but leas iteelf 
double points which coincide with them.— Hessian of a 
net of plane curves, the locus of the double points of 
the aes ot the —* It is = — of es whose 

regard curv: ce nrtal. — Hee- 

| ay Mi a (of the ath order), eo of the 
+ , Which passes through the double and the 
Parabolic pointa of the original. 

See *clay. 
(Gr. érarpiatc, ¢ Erarpog 

or éraipa, companion: see hetera.) Uf or per- 
taining to the hetwrm. Also hetairie, 
Heteractid~ (het-e-rak’ti-dé), mn. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Heteractis + ide.) A family of actinia- 
rian Zoantharia which have clavate knobbed 
tentacles, It contains the genera Heteractis, 
Stauractis, Rhopalactis, Ragactis, and Eloeactis. 

(het-¢-rak‘ti-nid),a. [Gr.érepor, 
other, + dxrti¢ (aare-}, ray, + -id.] Having 
— than perc — ( —* rays, — echino- 
erm, 8 mu one & he penUs Asteriae, 

Heteractis (het-¢-rnk’ tis), n. [NL ¢ Gr. 
érepoc, other, + datic (dxte), ray.] The typical 
genus of the family Heteractide, Milne-Ed- 
werds, 1857, 
Heterandria (het-gr-an‘dri-fi), n. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
Erepoc, other, different, + drip (aedp-), man 
(male).] A genus of ag! 4 amall killifishes 
which belong to the family Paciliide, ‘The malea 
are Very much smaller than the females, and the anal fin 
of the male is mach modified, serving aa an intromittent 
organ, HH. formosa la common in Florida It attains a 
length of a little more than half an inch, and ts perhape 
the smallest known vertebrate. 

heterandrous (het-er-an’drus), a. [Gr.érrpoe, 
other, different, + érjp (avdp-), man, stamen, 
+ -ous.) In bot., having stamens of two kinds 
as regards length or other characters. 

hete {het-er-an‘dri), ». [heterandr-ows 
+ -y5.) e character of being hetcrandrous, 

heteraxial (het-e-rak’si-al), a. (Gr. érrpoc, 
other, + L. axis, axis, + -al!.) Having three 
axes, of unequal length, perpendicular to one 
another. 

Hetereupuccinia (het’e-ri-puk-sin’i-i), ». pl. 
NL., € Gr. éxepor, —E eb, true, + 
vL. Puecinia.} A group of species of fungi of 

the genus Puecinia, in which the uredospores 
and teleutospores aro developed on one host 
and the spermogonia and mcidia on another. 

(het*e-rizm), a. [Gr. étrpoc, other, 
diferent, + -ism.] A general term for intra- 
specific differences of organisms not cunsed by 
theenvironment. Diversificd sexes and castes 
are specializations of heterism, Cook and 
Sieingle, 

hete' on (het’e-ri-zfi’shon), a, [heterize + 
-ation.] The act or process of heterizing or 
making other or different, 

The estrangement, alienation or Aeterization of the in- 
dividaal from the whole and the ultioate reconciliation 
ts well Mu⸗etrated in sex love, which from the standpoint 
of intelligence seems the nvost —— thing in the we. Id, 
but is really, when we penetrate the Mlasions, seen to be 
in every item dominated by the fntereet of the » jen. 

Saunders end Hall, in Aimer, Jour, Paychol, XL 674. 

heterize (het’e-riz), v. 1; pret. and pp. heter- 
ized, ppr. heterizing, [Gr, erepor, other, + -ize.] 
To make other or different; change. 

heteroagelutinin (het*e-r5-a-gli'ti-nin), nm. 
Anagglutinin which will cause the coalescence 
of cells from an animal of an alien species: in 
contradistinction to *isoagqglutinin, 
heteroalbumose (het‘e-ro-al’bi-mas), n. 4 
primary albumose which is very elosely related 
to the original albumin from which it is de- 
rived. On standing it becomes insoluble in part and 
is then called dyealéumoe, Heteroulbumose is an mnti- 
Doxly, in Uhe sense of Kiihie, and is thus related to anti- 
peptone, See ®alhumose and peptone, 

heterobiophorid (het‘o-ré-bi-of’d-rid), ». See 
*hiophorid, 

hesperornithid (hes-pe-rér’ni-thid), n. One heteroblastically (het’¢-r6-blas’ti-kul-i),‘adv. 
of the Hesperornithide or Hesperornithes. In & heteroblastic manner, 

hesperornithoid (hes-pe-rér‘ni-thoid), a. and heteroblasty (het’¢-r6-blas’ti), n. [Gr. érepor, 
un. [Hesperornis (-ornith-) + -oid.) I, a. Uav- other, + sAacroc, germ, + -y3.) In cmbryol., 
ing the characters of or related to the Hespe- the origin, in allied animals, of organs, similar 
rornithes, in function and position, from different embry- 

IL. ». A bird resembling Hesperornis. onic or germ layers, 
hessenbergite (hes’en-bérg-it), n. [F. Hessen- Heterocardia (let‘e-ro-kiir‘di-ii), n. le [NL., 
berg + -ite?.] A silicate of undetermined Gr. rrepoc, ether, + xepdia, heart. division 
composition occurring in colorless tabularerys- of the gastropod Mollwsea now regarded as 
tals in the hematite of Mount Fibbia, St. Gott- equivalent to the suborder Jcoglossa; tho 
hard, Switzerland. It may be the same min- limpets. /erricr. 
oral as the more recently described bertran- heterocarpic (bet*e-ré-kiir’pik), a. Same as 
dite. heterocarpous. Amer. Nat., Jan., 1904, p. 32. 



heterocarpism 

(het-o-r6 kiir’pizm),a. [heter- 
—— + ** The character of heinng 
heterocarpous. 

heterocarpy (het’é-ro-kir’pi), m. Same as 
*heterocarpism, 

(het *e-r6-ka’ sé-ds),". The 
heteroalbumose derived from casein. 

rid (het-e-ros‘e-rid), n. anda. I. m. 
A member of the coleopterous family Heter- 

ocerida, 
II, a. Of or belonging to the family Heter- 

oceridzx, 
(hete-r6-ki’ral), a. [Gr. Frepag, 

other, + yeip, hand, + -alf.] Reversed as re- 
rds right and left, but otherwise identical in heterocomplemen’ 

orm and size; having the relutions of an ob- men-to-fil’ik), @. 
ject to its image in a plane mirror. 
beer ochlamydeo be us ( fe ne te. 

r. étepoc, different Vauic (yAared-), a 
cloak, + -oue. In bot., dichlamydeous, with 
the inner whorl of a different color from the 
outer. It applies to the meet normal type of floral en- 
velop, in which the calyx ts green and the corolla of some 
other color, In t development the heterochlamypdeous 
stage succeeds the homochlamydeourn 

heterochr: be 
Containing or consisting of more than one 
color: opposed to monochromatic.— Heterochro- 
matic etry. See *phofometry. 
heterochrome (het’é-ré-krém), a, [Gr, Erepog, 
other, + xpaua, color.) In psaychol, optics, per- 
taining to or concerned with different colored 
lights or ecolor-sensations: as, heterochrome 
brightness; helerochrome photometry. 

mosome (het’e-r6-kro’ind-s6m), m, 
(Gr. érepog, other, + E, chromosone.] In eytol., 

& Heterochromosome. 
Maturation-divisions in an insect, Amans, 

4, primary spermatec, 
showing tent lange vet ny 
some, ato; C, thon of the dyads; 
also $ prophase 7 the second divides. 

in metaphase; &, equatorial ne, 
is aod one X one, —— 

* ase, which is 
(From Wilson's “ The 

a modified chromosome differing in form, size, 
and presumably also in function from all the 
other chromosomes in the same nucleus. 7. H. peter, 
Montgomery, 1904. 

heterochrosis (het’¢-ré-krd’sis),n. [NL.,¢Gr. 
frepoc, other, + xpaere, coloring. ] nic col- 
oring which is different from that which pre- 
vails in the ies; specifically, in ornith., an 
abnormal coloration of the plumage which 
may take the form of albinism, melanism, the 
intensification of the normal colors or, more 
rarely, the introduction of other colors. 

thon (het-e-rok’thon}, n. [NL., ¢ 
(ir, Erepog, other, * xfdn, earth.) That ele- 
ment of the fauna of a given region which is 
evidently derived by immigration from another 
region: contrasted with *aufochthon, 3. 

ie tic worms of the holarctic region are not found Th 
with the indigenous (autochthon) mammals or birds, but 
only with the strangers (Aeferochthon) that immigrated at 
a late period, Amer, Nat., May, 1900, p. Ma 

heterocladic (het’e-rd-klad‘ik), a. [Gr. #repor, 
other, + «Addo, brane J Noting an anastomo- 
sis between terminal twigs derived from differ- 
ent arteries: opposed to *homocladic, 

Same as hete ous (bet’e-rd-kli’nus), a, 
heterocline. 
Heterocela (het’e-ré-sé'lii), n. pl. (NL, ¢Gr. 
irepoc, other, + xniAoc, hollow. su 
order of caleareous sponges in which the col- 
Jared cells are restricted to more or less well- 
defined flagellated chambers. It contains the 
families Leucasida, Sycettida, Grantiida, Hete- 
ropide, and Amphoriseidw, Compare *Homo- 

ta cela, 

heteroceelous (het"9-rj-s6"lus), a. (Gr. érepor, 

Heterocystere 
< Gr. érepoc, other, + 
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other, + noidoc, hollow.] 1. having the 
tral layer discontinuous and restricted to 
chambers, as the Heterocwla; opposed to 
*homocelous.—2, Having the ends of the ver- 
tebral centra concave in one plane and con- 
vex in the other, as the cervicals of birds; 
saddle-shaped ; ephippic, 

Both ends of each vertebra are saddle-shaped, ... 
condition which may be called Aeteroeelous. 

Coues, Key to North Anser. Birds, p. 138. 

heterocomplement (het’e-rd-kom’plé-ment), 
n. Acomplement furnished by an animalof a 
species different from the one which yields the 
amboeeptor, 

c¢ (het*e-r}-kom*plé- 
terocomplement + Gr. 

gidoc, loving, + -ic.] Having reference to an 
affinity for heterocomplements, 

tylea (het’e-r6-cot-i-lé’fi), on. 
(NL., ¢ Gr, errpor, ethee,” 4 + xori7y, cup.j] An 
order of trematoids having one or several 
suckers at the posterior It includes sev- 
eral families, among them the Polystomide, 
Gyrodactylida, and Microcotylide. 

omatic (het * ¢-ro-kré-mat’ ik), d. heterocyclic (het*e-rG-sik lik), a, (Gr, érepor 
“ other, + xixtoc, cirele.] In chem, of a sub- 

stance the molecule is believed to consist of a 
ring or continuous chain of atomea, containing 
in such a ring atoms of more than a single 
element. Thas the molecule of pyridine consists 
of a ring of six atoms consecutively united with each 
other, five of Khese atoms being of and one of 
ni (each carbon atom having also a hydrogen atom 
a to (t)—thos; 

i 
a. ¢ a 

o 

c 
H’ 4.7 ‘EH 

Hi mida (het*e-rd-si-em‘i-di), n. pl. 
NL., ¢ *Heterocyema + -ida.] An order of 
hombozoa in which the ectoderm of the adult 

is not ciliated and there is no polar eap, but at 
the anterior end the ectoderm cells contain re- 
fringent bodies and may give rise to four ter- 
minal wart-like ant It contains the genern 
Conocyema and Microcyema, both parasitic in 
the renal sacs of cephalopods, 

(het’e-r6-sis’té-4),n. pl, [NL., 
atoric, & bag, + -c#.] In 

bot., a suborder of the blue-green algw char- 
acterized by the presence of heterocysts 
(which see). 

hetero in (het*e-rd-si-td-tok’sin), on. 
(Gr. érepoc, other, + E. cytotoxin.) A eyto- 
toxin which will cause the estruction of cells 
from an animal of an alien species. Science, 
May 2, 102, p. 607. 
heterodermatous (het’e-r5-dér’ma-tus), 
nae érepoc, other, + dipua(r-), skin, + ows, 
aving the skin of a different character in dif- 

ferent parts of the body. 
¢ (het*e-ri-des-mot’ik), a. [Gr. 

érepos, other, * decudc, a band, + -ot-ic.} Noting 
nerve-fibers which connect dissimilar centers 
in the gray matter of the brain or spinal cord, 
or connect a nerve-center with an end-organ. 

heterodiphycercal (het’-ro-dif’ i-sér’ kal), a. 
{Gr. érepor, other, iy, of double nature, 
+ xépxor, tail, + -al.] In ichth., noting sa form 
of the caudal fin in which the vertebral col- 
umn is elongated in an upward curve and 
fringed above and below with fin-rays, but the 
raysof the upper lobe are much less devel- 
oped than those of the lower, 

heterodistyly (het’e-rd-dis‘ti-li), ». fGr. 
érepor, other, + d-, two, + orivoc, pillar (st yle). 
+ -w.) In bot., that form of heterostyiy in 
which some of the flowers have long filaments 
and short styles, and others short flainents and 
long styles. 
heterodontiam (het’e-r5-don‘tizm), v. [hefero- 
dont + -ism.) The condition of having teeth 
of more than one kind, as in most mammals 
where incisors, canines, premolars, and molars 
may be present: opposed to *homodontism, 

heterodrome (het’e-ré-drém), mn. [(ir, érrpor, 
other, + dpdor, a running, ¢ dpaweiy, run.) In 
physiol., a negative induction-eurrent, Philos, 
Trans. Roy. Soe. (London), 1901, ser, B, p. 184. 

heterodynamous (het’e-ro-din‘n-mus),a. (Gr. 
érepos, other, + divayic, power.) Of or pertain- 
ing to the condition of dominance inrespect to 
a given character in ancestral inheritance. 
(See *inheritance.) When the cross-bred offapring of 
two parental races or varieties produce descerbants of 

— (het e-r 

Pl. neter 

heterokinesy 
which some are like one parental mce, and others like the 
other, the parental races are aaid to be Aeterodynamons. 

Correns proposes the terma “ Aeterodynameuse” and 
“homodynamous” to express that an oncaotem is doml- 
nant or net dominant in respect of a given character, 
Bateoon and Sawnders, Rep. Evol. Com. Roy. ee 

{ 

inant, See #determinant. 

(het’e-ro-férm), @. Relating to 
the heteroproteoses in contradistinction to the 
probepretocess. C, E. Simon, Physiological 
‘hem., p. 175.—Heteroform ferment, See *fer- 

trent, 

heterogamic (het’e-ré-gam‘ik), «. Same as 
heterogamous, Science, Oct. T, 1004, p. 472. 
h amous, d. 2. Illustrative of or char- 
acterized by heterogenesis, or alternation of 
generations.— 3, Of or pertaining to hetero- 
gamy, or the marriage or pairing of unlike in- 
dividuals.— Heterogamous mating. See #mating. 

, mu. 2. In biel., heterogenesis, or 
alternation of generations, considered as an al- 
ternation between sexual and asexual repro- 
duction or between parthenogenesis and bi- 
sexual reproduction.— 3. Marriage or mating 
or pairing between unlike individuals, as con- 
trasted with homogamy, or the mating of like 
with like. 

ogeneity, rn. 2. A dissimilarity of struc- 
ture in different parts of an organism.— Litho- 

» in ., the commingling in 
—— of ~ derived from rock —— 

the mingling of unaasorted constituents of unlike physical 
iS ter: espectally characteristic —A— til where 

ine materials of all en are deposited 
fin amas. J. D. Sali , in Geol. Sarv. of 

New Jersey, 1991, p. 4& 
genic (het*e-rd-jen‘ik), «. Of other or 

different origin; e terized by hetero- 
genesis, 

ty (het’e-r5-jé-nis’j-ti), n. [hetero- 
genic + -ity.] The character of being hetero- 
genic. Jour, Exper. Med,, Nov. 29, 1901, p. 82. 
heterogenite (het-e-roj‘e-nit), 1. [heterogen-ic 
+ -it-*.) A hydrated oxid of cobalt which oc- 
curs in black amorthous masses. It is derived 
from the alteration of smaltite. 

heter , ”. 2, In biol., mixed partheno- 
genesis, the alternation of sexualand partheno- 
genetic generations. See normal *partheno- 
genesis. 
heteroglobulose (het’e-ré-glob’ti-lés), ». A 
— — derived — a — 1 
eterognath (het’s-rd-gnath), a. and w. a, 
Of or pertaining G ic mabcaion Heteregaathi, 
fresh-water fishes of the tropics related to the 
Cyprinidae. 

. me re fer He a : 7 
et-e-rog’na-thi), n. pl. [NL., 

< Gr, erepor, other, di Smt + jratlx, jew 
A suborder of fishes typified by the South 
American family of river-fishes, Characinide, 
They differ from the Cyprinidae in having teeth in the 
jows and an — = - 6 (Gr. é 

heterogomp het’ e-ro-gomf), a. Tr. &TEpoc, 
other, + yéugoc, peg, tooth.) Having dis- 
similar teeth, as the bristles of certain chmtop- 
odous worms. 

A more important point, however, is the occurrence of 
bristles at the inferior border of the upper 

series of bristles in the foot, 
Annals and May, Nat, Hist, Sept., 102, p. 256. 

heterogone, a. II. 1. A heterogonons plant. 
heterogonous, a. 2, In biel, characterized 
by indirect development, with metamorphosis 
or alternation of generations, 
leterogony, n.—Law of the heterogony of ends. 

veut, 

heterography, ». 2. The writing of another 
word instead of the one intended by the writer: 
analogous to heterephemy. 

heteroicism, ». Same as Actereciem, 
heteroimmune (het*e-rd-i-min’), a. Tmmune 
to cells orce)l-products of an animal of a differ- 
ent species from the one which furnishes the 
immune serum. Lancet, April 4, 1003, p. 944. 

heterokinesis (het’e-rd-ki-né’sis), », [NL.. 
€ Gr. frepec, other, alepere, movement.) 
The division of cells into daughter-cells which 
are different from one another in their heredi- 
— —— in the history for whieh 
each is predestined. Bellef in beterokinesis is an 
essential part of Weismann's view of the natare of inbert- 
tance, although some authorities believe there is experi- 
mental evidence that all celllivision is into parts that 
are essentially alike, and that the differences in their hie- 
tory are due to the presence of absence of fool within 
them and to their Interections ameng one another amt 
ith the external world. 

heterokinesyt, *. Action caused by something 
else. See awtokinesy, Cudworth, 



heterolalia 
(het’e-r6-la'li-g), n. (Gr. érepor, 

other, + -/ada, € -Aazoc, ¢ dadziv, talk.) A 
form of aphasia in which the words uttered 
are not those in the mind of the speaker. 

heterolateral (het’e-rd-lat’e-ral), a. [Gr. 
erpor, other, + L. latus (later-}, side, + -all, 
re uA opposite sides, Buck, Med. Hand- 

heterolecithal (het*’e-ré-les’i-thal), a. [Gr. 
érrpoc, other, + Zémtloc, the yolk of an egg. 
In embryol., having the food-yolk distributec 
unequally, as in telolecithal and perilecithal 
eggs: prea to *homolecithal. Baldwin, 
Dict. of Philos, and Psychol,, I. 476, 

heterolith (het’e-r9-lith), n. (Gr. érrpoc, other, 
+ Aifoc, stone.] A concretion in the intesti- 
nal tract of animals, not formed from mineral 
matter, Heteroliths are principally found in the stom- 
achs of ruminants and are due to the accamulation of 
minsses of hair and dry vegetable matter, See #Aair-tell, 

logous, a. 3, In researches in immu- 
nity, originating, as cells or serum, from an 
animal of a species different from the one un- 
dergoing immunization: thus, in immunizing 
a rabbit with the red blood-corpuscles of a 
goat, the latter are of heterologous origin. 
—Hetero! determinant, id, logous tumor, See *de· 
terminant, ete. ‘ 

heterolysin (het-¢-rol’i-sin), nm. [heferolys-is + 
-in2,] A lysin which will cause the destruc- 
tion of cells of animals of an alien species: 
used in contradistinction to *isolysin or *ho- 
molysin, 

heterolysis (het-e-rol’i-sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
irepoc, other, + Zier, dissolution.) The de- 
struction of cells by heterolysins. See *aw- 
tolysis. Vaughan and Nory, Cellular Toxins, 
p. 129, 

heterolytic Chet nore it a, [heterolysis 
(-lyt-) + -ie.] Of or pertaining to heterolysis 
or the heterolysins, 
heteromaton (het-¢-rom‘a-ton), n. (Gr. érepoc, 
other, + “wards, moving, moved: see antoma- 
* A thing that is moved by something 
e 
heteromecic (het’9-rd-mé‘sik), a. [Gr. érepor, 
other, different, + yijxor, length.) Having dif- 
ferent lengths (or values).— Heteromecic num- 
ber. See *atember, 
heterometabolic (het”e-rj-met-a-bol’ik), a. 
Same as heterome ue. 

Heteromi (het-e-rd’mi), ». pl. [NL., < Gr. 
érepog, other, different, + duoc, shoulder, up- 
per arm.] An order or suborder of fishes 
which comprises the Notacanthid# and related 
families; eel-like fishes having a short girdle 
inserted behind the head and spines in the 
dorsal fin, 
Heteromonadida (het‘¢-r5-mé-nad’i-dé), n, pl. 
(NL., ¢ *Heteromonas | Pe Boo Pg a — » 
+ -id#.) A family of flagellate Protozoa which 
consists of small colorless monads haviog one 
or two accessory flagella in addition to the 
chief flagellum. They are often colontal upon a stalk. 
Reproduction is by longitudinal fasion. Among the gen- 
era included are Menas, Dendromonas, and Anthophysa, 

im (het*e-rd-mon-a-di’ nil), m. pl. 
(NL.] Same as *Heteromonadide. 

n, 2. A decorative design rep- 
resenting a certain object, but modified in 
eharacter by representing another object at 
the same time, as, for instance, flower designs 
the branches of which represent animals. 

I to ad the term Ae 
sion’ with one —** ot two or more 
morpha, or with the tion of any two or more 
biomorpha, or with the combination of any skenoma: 
with any blomorpt, Heddon, Evolution in Art, p. 1 

heteromorphic, «. 3. Ofor pertaining to hete- 
romorphism, in any sense of that word. 7. H. 
Morgan, Regeneration, p. 24. 

he SM, . () In biol., the y of re- 
placing lost parte by new parts which are different from 
those have been lost, See thet J— 

(het’@-ré-mér’f6-sis), 
(NL. ir. étepoc, other, + pdpgweu, forma- ¢ 
tion. In biol.; (a) The replacement of a lost 
part by a new part that is different from the 
part that has been removed; neomorphosis. 
The processes of heferomorphoaie—that ia, the transfor- 

Tation or substitution of one onan for a morphologically 
different one by means of certain external infftiences—force 
tes to the sume view. 

J. Loeb, Compar, Physiol of the Brain, p. 208, 

When the new part {4 diferent from the part removed 
the process has been called 4 Loeb Acteromorphoria. 

T. M. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 24. 

(b) The replacement of a lost part by a new 
part that has its axes reversed ax compared 
with the old part of which it isa mirror image. 
T. H. Morgan, Regeneration, p. 25, 

: Heterophlebia (het’e-rd-flé’bi-4), n. 
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, 7. 2. Same as *heteromor- 
phic, 3. 
teromyida (het’e-ré-mi’i-dé), ». pl. [NL. 

Heteromys, the type — +-idw.) A family 
of rodents whieh comprises the kangaroo-rats. 
pocket-mice, and their allies, The name re- 
places a which is not available. J, 
A, Allen, 1893, 

Heteronemertini (het’e-rd-né-mér-ti’ni), n, pl. 
[NL., < Gr. érepoc, other, + NL. Nemertini, 

n order of nemerteans in which the late 
nerves are in the dermal museles outside the 
cireular muscles, and the body-wall consists 
of ectoderm, dermis, an outer longitudinal 
layer of muscles, a cireular and an inner “er 
tudinal museular layer. It ineludes t 
families Eupoliide and Lincidæ. — * 
* Protonemertini, *Mesonemertini, and * Meta- 
nemertini, * 

mephrolysin (het’e-r$-nef-rol‘i-sin), n. 
(Gr. érepor, other, + R. nephrolysin.] A neph- 
rolysin which is directed against the renal 
cells of animals of a different species. 

heteronereid (het ‘e-ré-né’ré-id), vn. anda. I, 
n. A heteronereis. 

il. a. Of or pertaining to a heteronereis: 
as, a heteronercid condition. Science, April 14, 
1905, p. 570. 

heteronereis (het*e-rd-né’ré- 
is},m. [ML., ¢ Gr. érepoc, other 
+ NL. Nereis.) The sexua 
stage of some worms of the 
genus Nereis: so named on 
the erroneoussupposition that 
they are of a distinct genus. 
Compare *heterogyllis. 

In many species of Nereis, for in- 
stance, those segments containing 
the generative acta ol 
more or less extensive changes (at 
maturity) while the anterior ones re- 
main unaltered. The body of the 
ripe Nereis is then distinguishable 
into an anterfor non-sexual region 
and & terior sexual region; and 

ere 
long time believed to belong to 

a different genus, and received the 
name Heteronereta, 

Carab, Nat. Hist, TL 276. 
heteronomons, «. 3, Subject 

Male Heteronereis of 
Nevees pelageca. 

af, tem-sexual re. 

to or governed by different ony’ femal. 
principles or laws.—4. In Nsurai size. TFrom 
zodl,, made up of dissimilar jfjfisnats, Ne 
segments or metameres: said 
of annelids or arthropods in which the various 
metameres differ in structure through the sup- 
— of certain organs and the unusual 

mous, 
evelopment of others. Opposed to *homono- 

heteronom ously (het-e-ron’$-mus-li), ade. In 
a heteronomous manner. 

he , ». 3. In biol., the state of di- 
vergent modification in parts that exhibit 
general homology or homonomy. When the se- 
rially homologous, of homonomous, segments of an anne. 
iid are modified in different ways they may be said to ex- 
hibit heteronomy in so far as their modlacetions sre ander 
consideration. Heteronomy is the or ive, 
complication of homonomy. ean sedipl 

Heteronymous diplopia. 1 as cromed wi plopia. 
—Heteronymous images, See *imaye. 

heterostachyous 
itrpoc, other, + odor, tribe, family.) 1, Of 
or belonging to different groups.— 2, In diol., 
different in ancestry, but alike in appesrance ; 
convergent; isomorphic. 

A few fundamental characters are better indications of 
the affinities of a given group of birds than a creat nam- 
on he bee —— — be cases of 

Leal or 70) Conver 5 

orn ‘Encye, Brit. NAVI 26, 
Heteropia (het-e-rd’pi-d), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. ére- 
poc, other, + dnb (a-), eye, face.) The typi- 
eal genus of the family Meteropida. Carter, 

Heteropida (het-o-rop‘i-da), ». pl. [NL., < He- 
teropia + -ida.) A family of heterocwlus Cal- 
earea Which have a poriferous dermal cortex 
and subdermal sagittal triradiate spicules: an 
articulate chamber skeleton may or may not 
be present. It contains the genera Heteropia, 
Grantessa, and Fosm - 

heteroplasm (het’e-ro-plazm), u. [Gr. érepor, 
other, + vAdcua, anything formed.] Any het- 
erologous tissue. e heteroplasia. 

he lastid (het’e-rd-plas’tid), ». [Gr. ére- 
por, other, + E. plastid.) An organism con- 
sisting of numerous cells differing from one 
another in structure: ** to *homoplaatid, 

he lasty (het’e-rd-plas‘ti), n. [Gr. érepor, 
other, + sAacréc, ( r/daces, form.] 1, Asur- 
gical operation, for the restoration of a lost 
part, in which the new skin or other tissue is 
taken from anotherindividual.—2, Abnormal 
formation of tissue; heteroplasia. 

heteropodal (het-e-rop’é-dal), a. In newrol., 
of or pertaining to nerve-cella which have 
branches or processes of different kinds: op- 
pooed to *henioio i. Baldwin, Diet. of 

hilos, and Psychol., II. 155, 
dynamo, a erator or motor the arnsa- 

ture windings of which if revolving * successively 

Heteropora (heterop’o-r4), x. (NL, <G et-e- O-rii), nm. * r. 
érepoc, other, + mépog, a pers.) A genus of 
eyclostomatous Bryezoa of the family Cerio- 
poride which have ramose or massive zoaria, 
xo@cia with rounded apertures, and abundant 
interstitial tubes, It abounds in the Jurassic 
and Cretaceous rocks and has existed to the 
present time. 
eteroproteose (het*e-rp-pro’tds), n. (Gr. 
érepor, other, + E. proteose,) A heteroalbu- 
mose derived from any albumin in the nar- 
rower sense of the term. See *profeose and 
*albumin. 

It a 4 
ave of tix tines — 
tense, Enecye. Brit., XL 7 

— * fare. dee 
poc, other, doc, a rod. ay the gill- 
filaments unlike in size, asin certain mollusks. 
Compare *homorhabdic. Lankester, 
The Mlaments of the same gill-lamella may be arranged 

in a flat, uniform sertes, or the lamella may be thrown 
into ¥ertical folds or plicw. . . . The filament that occn- 
Pies the bottom of the ion between two successive 
—5 of a plicate lamella is in most species of greater size 

m the others It will be spoken mw Sig) R wse x 
filament, the others aa ordinary f{lamenta Homorhabdiec 
gills are those with all the filaments alike ; Acterorhabdte 

lis are those which exhibit the above-mentioned differen- 
lation into ih ore filaments, “Philoa, Prana. Toy. Se: (Loudon 1905 se. B, p. 164 

heteroparthen (het*e-r6-par’then-g- 5, ’ Top: ogenesis * * @ (bet gro ·⸗·kõop). m. (Gr. érepor 
—— What ——— other, + onoreie, —— n instrument for of —— ora 
esis in which the unfertilized ones produce 
males and females: contrasted with *homopar- 
thenogenesis, or the production of only one sex 
from unfertilized eggs, Parthenogenetic fe- 
male animals which produce both males and 
femalesare called serupara, Seo normal *par- 
thenogenesis and *serupara,—2, Mixed par- 
thenogenesis, or the alternation of sexual and 
perthenogenctic generations, See normal 
ur thenogenesis, 

e NL., ¢ 
Gr, irepoc, other, + 94: i (¢2£3-), vein.] A genus 
of fossil dragon-flies from the Jurassie litho- 
graphic slates of Bavaria. 
heterophony (het-e-rof’é-ni), 1. 
heterophonia. 
heterophoric (het’e-r6-for’ik), @, Related to 
or affected with heterophoria. 
heterophthalmia (het ‘e-rof-thal‘mi-ii), ». 
(NL., ¢ Gir. érepoe, other, + d¢faiude, re A 
want of similarity, as in color or in the diree- 
tion of the axes, in the two eyea. 
— 8 (het*e-rof-thal’mi), mn. Same 
as *heterophthalmia, 

heterophyletic (het*er-d-fi-let‘ik), a. (Gr. 

Same as 

determining the d cof heteroscopy, Op- 
tical Jour., March, ‘bos, p. 351, —— 

heteroscopy (het-e-ros’k6-pi), m. [Gr. Erepoc, 
other, + -cxos/a € onoxtiv, view.) Inequality 
of vision in the two eyes. 

(hete-ro-sek’sii-al), a. [Gr. ére- 
poe, other, + L. series, pong a atl) elating 
to — opposite sex, Buck, Med. Handbook, 

Heter um (het’9-r6-sp6’ri-um), ». [NL. 
com < frien, other, * orapa, 
seed (spore).) A genus of hyphomycetous 
fungi. They have abort ** or branched conidiophores, 
usually forming @ layer on Qhe surface of the matrix, and 
the spores are ~colored, 3 or mete celled, and roagh- 
ened with warts or spines. Some epecies are reganted aa 
the cause of plantdisenses. A. echinulatum, a widely 
distributed species, is sail to cause the fairy-ring spot of 
carnations, 

heterospory (het-e-ros’pé-ri), vn.  [heterospor- 
ous + -y3,] The condition of being heteros- 
porous, 

heterostachyous (het’e-r5-sta’ki-us), a. (Gr. 
frepoc, other, + cra yey, an ear or spike of corn, 
+ -ows.] In bot., having the flowers bisexual 
and the sexes in different spikes: said of spe- 
cies of Carer, 



heterostachyous 
‘Where a species with normally rons apikes 
woune inseparable from others which are truly Aetero- 
ches, Amer, Jour, Sei, Dec, 10d, p. 452, 

Heterosteus (het-e-ros’téus), vn, (NL, ¢ Gr. 
etepoc, Other, + derfov, bone.) A genus of ar- 
throdirous fishes of very lange size, similar to 
Homosteus, but with enormous anterior pro- 
cesses on the dorsolateral body-plates. It oc- 
curs in the Upper Devonian. 

tichus (het-e-ros’ti-kus), ». [NL., ¢ 
Gr. frepoc, other, + ariyos, line.] A genus of 
blennies found on the coast of California. They 
are characterized by the scaly body and forked tall. 

heterostracan (het-e-ros’tra-kan), @. and x. 
L. «, Of or pertaining to the Hetcrostraci. 

II, ». One of the Heterostraci. 
Heterostraci (het-g-cen tree), a.pl. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. Erepos, other, + derpaxov, shell.) An order 
of ostracodertous fishes. They have an exoskeleton 
of shagreen, plates or scales without bone-cells, each plate 
conalsting of three Layers, and belies without paired ap- 
pendages, They are all of Paleosole age. : 

heterostracous (het-¢-ros‘tra-kus), a. Having 
the structure of or pertaining to the MHeterv- 
straci. 
heterostylous (het-e-rd-sti’lus), a. Same as 
heterostyled, 

yly (het-e-ro-sti‘li), =. Same as het- 
erostylism, 

érepoc, other, + Syllis,) See the extract. 

Hetereayilis. 
ras luetrating the rerious smges in the asexual formation 

of a chain of petdéds, (Modified trom Malaquin,) 
1, heterowercid of beteresyllid mage: o, noe-seswal, a”, senual 

region of the body, #tth modited parapodia, 2, Aptis, the hinder 
sexual region; & 4 similarly thedibed and will separase from the 
parent 2o)d, a, and become an indepencentzobid. 9 Amtodytus 7 
the hinder codad, 4, develops & head by budding before separacion. 
4, Antelytns, €0c.1 8 fone of budding, / makes ite appearance in 
front of the head of 4. andl by its growth will give tise to a series 
of sew segments in the middle of the body, 5, Afvreanida, dmfor 
deter, otc, Prom the sone of budding, / a very large number of 
segments have been formed, which have, further, become grouped 
$0 45 to form three individuals, c,4,¢/ @ ia the himdmost seid, 
which is cither formed from the hinder segments of the parent 
205id or is produced by bedding, like ¢, #,¢. (From Cambridge 
Natural History.) 

In some genera fof the family Syliida), there occur 
changes quite similar to those characterising * Heterono- 
reis" — chat ia, the posterior segments in which Uke getib- 
tal organs exist become altered, so that the worm consists 
of two distinct regions, and is termed a“ Heferoayllis” 

Camb, Nat. Hist., UL. 278. 

heterotelic (het‘e-ré-tel’ik), a. [Gr. frepor, 
other, * téo¢, end.) Directed upon or sub- 
serving an external or foreign end: opposed 
to *autotelic. Baldwin, Dict. of Philos. and 
Psychol., I. 96, 

heterothallic (het’e-ro-thal ik), a. [Gr éepor, 
other, + #e244:, sprout, shoot, + -ie, og 
the zygospores formed only as the result 
the conjugation of hyphw from two different other, + Cdwy, belt (zone), + -al.] Belonging capa 
strains: said of zygospore-forming plants, 

heterotherm (het’e-r6-thérm), n. lar. érepoc, 
other, + G&pey, heat.) Acold-blooded animal, 
or one whose bodily temperature differs little 
from that of the surrounding medium and 
changes with it. 
With the others the (Aeterotherms) . . . there [sa tem- 

perature which is correspondingly low, 
Smitheonion Rep. 1900, p. 412 

heterothermal (het’e-ré-ther’mal), a. [Ur. 
irrpoe, other, + Gpuy, heat, +-al,] Having blood 
which varies in temperature with the tempera- 

lis (het"e-rd-sil’is), . (NLL, ¢ Gr. B 
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ture of the environment; pecilothermal: said 
of cold-blooded animals such as reptiles, Op- 
posed to *homeothermal, 

heterothermic (het‘e-ré-thér’mik), a. [As 
heteratherm + -ic.] 1, Noting a condition of 
water, air, or other liquid in whieh warm and 
dry air are very much mixed without | 
had time to come to an equilibrium.—2, € 
or ——— to heterotherms or cold-blooded 
animals; cold-blooded, 

Another class of organisms, representatives of which 
are never found among birds of mammala, are 
heterothermic— cold-blooded — animals; creatares of ¥a- 
triable temperature, since, in their normal physiobogical 
state, thelr individual — —* follows closely the 
changes in the atmosphere about them, 

Suitheonian Rep., 1800, p. 407. 

heterotonous (het-e-rot’d-nus), a. [Gr. érrpor, 
other, + tévec, tone.] In music, of scales or 
chords, having tones that are unlike. 

heterotristy) (het*e-r6-tris‘ti-li), . Gr. 
frepoc, othor, +rpr-, three, +oriZoc, pillar(style), 
+ -y%,] That form of heterostyly in which 
there are three kinds of flowers, namely, those 
having a long style with medium and short 
stamens, those having # medium style with 
long and short stamens, and those having a 
short style with long and medium stamens. 
etero’ (het’e-ré-trof’ik), a. [Gr. 
irepoc, other, + rpog?, nourishment, + -ic.] 
Not self-sustaining; dependent upon others 
for food. Since all animals depend, elther Immediately 
or ultimately, upon plants for fool, they are sometimes 
termed heterotrophic, in contrast with the autotrophic or 
self-sustaining planta See #antotrophic. 

The root-difference between ite aml animals is one 
at — Plants are ao phic, antinals Aefero- 

ae, 

ie. Brit. Aet'a Adeancement of Set, 01, p, $2 

heterotropia (het’e-ri-tro’pi-ii), ». [NL., ¢ 
Gr. irepoc, other, + Tpdror, J turning, g Tpiren, 
turn.] In ophthalmol., strabismus or squint. 

tical Jour., March, 1904, p. 348. 
h opy (het-e-rot’rd-pi), n. [Gr. frepor, 
other, + -rpoma, ¢ rpézerv, turn.) embryol., 
same as *anisotropy, 2 (which see). 

(het‘e-rd-tip), a, [Gr. érepor, 
other, + riwog, type.] Of a different type or 
of different types.— Heterotype division or 
mitosis, that form of mitotic orkaryokinetic cell-division 
in which the chromosomes undergo 
tudinal splitting 

1887. 

a jons longi 
and form more or Fee rings 

Flemming, 

& 
Salamander, 

a 

Meterotype Division in Spermatocytes of 

4, fest divisios in metaphase, shoutay heterotype rings; &, 
anaphase, locgitulinal splitting ef the doug hter-loops. 

(From Wilson's “The Cell") 

—— ot gꝙ· xo·tip ik). a. foe. Erepoc, 
other, different, + temic, typieal.] Relating 
to the first nuclear division occurring after 
mitapsis; so enalled beeause it is strikingly 
different from the ordinary mitoses (nuclear 
divisions). Cook and Swingle, 

Same heterotypical (het‘e-r)-tip’i-kal), a. 

{het*e-rok-san‘thin)}, ». [Gr, 
as *heterotypic, 

heteroxan . 
frepog, other, + E, xanthin.] Axanthin deriv- 
ative, CgHgNgOo, which contains one methyl 
group, It has been found in the urine. 

he (het-e-rd-z6-té’sis), mw. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. irepoe, other, + Cyrqac, seeking, inquiry, 
investigation,] The confusion of what one 
has really proved with a different proposition; 
the opinion that one has proved what one has 
not proved: a fault of logic substantially the 
same as an ignoratio elenchi. G. 8S, Hall, 
Adoleseence, Il. 533. 

heterozonal (hete-ré-z6’nal), a. [Gr. Erepog, 

to different zones: said of the faces of a 
erystal, Compare tautozenal. 

osis (het’e-rd-zi-go’sis), n. 
< heterozyg(ote) + -osis.) Development from a 
heterozygote. 

Special attention hat been given to the illistrations of 
reversion following Aeflerezyooris. 

W, Bateson, Exper, Studies, TI, 4. 

heterozygote (het’e-ré-zi'got), n.anda, [Gr, 
Erepoe, other, + E. zygote.] I. n. 1. Azygote 
formed by the union of two unlike gametes. 
—2, In Mendelian phraseology, a hybrid 

(NL, 2 

Hexaceratina 

animal or plant which combines the characters 
of two dissimilar parents; a mule-form. 
Consequently if Aa’s breed together, the new A gametes 
may wet each other in fertilization, forming a rygote 
AA, namely, the pure A variety again. Similarly two 4 
gametes may ineet and form ea, or the pure @ variety 
again, But ifan A gamete meets an a, it will once more 
form Aa, with fits special character. This Aa is the 
hybrid or “ mule” form, or, as I have elsewhere called it, 
= heterorygete, aa distinguished from AA or ao the 

W. Bateson, Mendel's Prin. of Heredity, p 23, 

II. a. Of or pertaining to a fertilized egg, 
or to origin from a fertilized egg, which is 
formed by the union of two opposite allelo- 
morphic germ-cells: as, heterozygote charac- 
ters, Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. 
Bar Soe., ny L 127. ) " 

ozygous (het’e-ro-zi’gus), a. [Gr. irepor, 
= gg. | Cuyiv, yoke.) 1, Of or pertaining to 
germ-cells with — allelomorphic charac- 
ters. Jlateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com. 
Roy. Soc., 1902, I. 147.—2, Of or pertaining 
to characters which will not become fixed or 
constant under continual selection.—Heterory 
gous forms, certain forms which, as has long beet 
Known to breeders, cannot be fixed by selection. 

heth (chat, éhith), n. [Heb. héth, hét. From 
the corresponding Phen, name was derived the 
name of the Greek fra, used forlong E.] The 
eighth letter (m) of the Hebrew alphabet, ecr- 
responding in sound to the Seotch ch in loch. 
Its numerical value is 8. 

hether, ». A simplified spelling of heather. 
hetocresol (het-6-kré’sdl), ». [Gr. érepor, other, 
+ E. eresol.) A non-poisonous crystalline 
compound, the cinnamic acid ester of meta- 
eresol: used in treatment of tuberculosis. 

hetol (hé’tdl), ». [Appar. ¢ he(ejt(ie) + -ol.] 
Cinnamate of sodium, a remedy which has 
been used in the treatment of tuberculosis. 

He’ an (he-tan‘ji-an), a. Of —— in 
Luxemburg: applied, in geol., toa of the 
Lias in Franee and Switzerland which lies at 
the base of the series. The rocks are marls, 
sandstones, and limestones which abound in 
invertebrate fossils and remains of ferns and 
cyeads, 
heubachite (hoi’baéh-it),n. [Named from(G.) 
Heubachthal in Baden.) A hydrated oxid of co- 
balt and nickel occurring as a black incrus- 
tation on barite. 
heumite (ha‘iim-it), ». 
-ite2.) In petrog., a name 
(1898) to a dark-colored aphanitio rock with- 
out phenocrysts, com of abundant soda- 
orthoclase or soda-microcline and barkevikite, 
with considerable biotite and a small amount 
of nephelite, sodalite, and diopside, and seces- 
sory minerals. 

a, II, n. Same as heuretic. 
Many analogies of this change are, and more may be, 

drawn from the metamorphosism of Insecta, and here biol- 
ogy supplies the best Actriztic, 

G. &, Hall, Adoleacence, UL. 331, 

Heuskara (hiis-kii’ri), », Another form of 
Euskara (the Basque language). 

Heuskarian (his-ki‘ri-an),@.andn, Another 
form of Euskarian, 

heveene (hé‘’vé-én), ». [Herea + -ene.] An 
amber-yellow oil, C);Ho4, belonging to the 
sesquiterpenes; the least volatile produet of 
the destructive distillation of eaoutchouc and 
gutta-percha, It boils at 255-265° C, 

heven, ". <A simplified spelling of heaven. 
evy, 4. and». A simplified spelling of heary, 

Hewers of wood and drawers of water, persons who 
perform the hamblest kind of work ; drudges; ala 

And the princes said unto them, Let them live ; bat let 
them be Aewers af wood and drawers of water unto all the 
congregation, Joehwa ix, 21. 

hex-, hexa-. [Gr. E, in comp. ffa-, six.) In 
chem., in compound words, signifying the pres- 
ence of six atoms of an clement or six mole- 
cules of a compound. 

hexabasic (hek-sa-ba’sik), a. [Gr. @&, six, + 
jeor, base, + -c.] Having a basicity of six: 

bie of combining with a proportion of base 
or metal equivalent to six atoms of hydrogen. 
exacanth (hek’sn-kanth), a. [Gr. @, six, + 
dxav6a, thorn.) Having six hooks: as, the hera- 
canth embryo of some tapeworms, ‘ 

hexacanthous (hek-sa-kan’thus), a. 
*heracanth, 
hexacarbon (hek-sa-kiir’bon), a. [Gr. FF, six, 
+ KE. carbon.) Containivg six carbon atoms. 

Hexaceratina (hek’sa-s6-rat‘i-nii), # pl. (NL., 
< Gr. is, six, + xépac (xepar-), horn, * -ina?] 
An order of ceratose sponges proposed by 
Lendenfeld to contain the families Aplysillidee 

[Heum, in Norway, + 
iven by Bi r 

res. 

Bame as 



Hexaceratina 
alisarcid#. It includes sponges with 

—— ciliated chambers with simple canals, 
skeleton composed of soft horny tibers, sometiines acoom- 
panied by horny spicules. The akeleton may be absent, 

hexachiorid (hek-sa-klé'rid), n. [ur. Fé, six, 
+ E. chlorid.) In chem., a compound contain- 
ing six atoms of chlorin united to a more 
electropositive element or radical: as, tung- 
aten herachlorid (WClg), Jour. Soc, Chem, In- 
dustry, XI, . 

ordal (hek-sa-kér’dal), n. [herachord 
+ -ali.] Pertaining to or consisting of hexa- 
ehords. 

hexacid (heks-as’id),a. (Gr. if, six, + E. acid.] 
Used, in contrast with *herabasic, to denote 
that a substance is capable of combining with he: 
six equivalents of an acid. 

und (hek-sa-kom’pound), a. <A 
—— — 2——— similar atoms or 
groups. 
hexacontahedron (hek‘’sa-kon-ta-hé’dron), n. 
(Gr. éSjnovra, sixty, + ipa, seat, base.) A 
solid of sixty sides.— Deltoidal 
A faced solid, formed by a deltotdal bossing of the leo- 
sabedron and reciprocal to the amall rhombicusidodecahe- 
dron. 
Hexacrinus (hek-sak’ri-vus), 1». 
* six, + xpivor, a lily (see crinoid), 
o 
—— 

plate. “It is found in the Devonian of Burope 
America. 

hexact, a. II. ». Same as *heractine. ; 
hexactine (hek-sak’tin), m. (Gr. 2, six, + derig 
(axrw-), ray.] In the nomenclature of the spic- 
ular elements of sponges, a six-rayed or tri- 
axial form typically expressed as six arms at 
right angles to one another, The hexactine is the 
fundamental form in the silicious skeletons of the Heraoc- 
tinellida and is susceptible of modification into a vast vari- 
be Aad shapes, anchors, umbels, pine-trees, flah-hooka, ro- 
be! etc. The fasion of the arms of adjacent hexactines 
| ser a latticed supporting skeleton in some orders of 

eractinellida. 

hexactine (hek-sak’tin), a. [Por *hexactinine, ¢ 

A genus 

Itis characterized by three basal plates 
and elongate radials with a aiiaflaranual 

aml North 

Gr. &&, six, + dxtig (dxre-), ray, +-inel.] 1, h 
Having six rays: same as heractinal.—2. Hav- 
ing the characters of or pertaining to a hex- 
actine.—3. Hexactinellidan. 

idan (hek-snk-ti-nel’i-dan), a. and 
n. I, a. Pertaining to or characteristic of the 
Hexactinetlida. 

IL. ». Any sponge of the order Hezactinel- 
lida. 

hexactinian (hek-sak-tin’i-an), a. and ». I. a. 
Pertaining to or having the characters of the 
Heractiniz ; having six mesenteries or tenta- 
cles, or a multiple of that number, as some an- 
thozoans. 

II. ». Any anthozoan of the group Hezac- 
tiniw. 

hexad. I. ». 3, A hexagon. 
Given two opposite points of a regular Aerad (namely, 

the corners @), 4, of a regular hexagon). 
Harkness and Morley, Analytic Punctions, p, 2. 

If. a. Having acombining powerequivalent 
to six times that of hydrogen. Same as herava- 
lent and sexivalent. 
hexadecane (hek-sa-dek’an),w. (Gr. Æ, six, + 
déxa, ten, +-ane.) A colorless compound, CHy 
(CHg)\4CHg, containedin petroleum. It forms 
arly fustrous leaflets, which melt at 19-20° 

E and boil at 287.5°C. Sometimes called 
cetane, 
hexadecoic (hek*sa-de-ko’ik), a, (Gr. @,six,+ 
déxa, ton, + -0-+-ic.] Containing sixteen carbon 
atoms. — Hexadecoic acid. Same as palmitic acid. 
hexadecyl (hek-«a-d6’sil), ». [Gir &, six, + 
déxa, ten, + - yl.) Tho radieal CygHygs. It is 
derived from hexadecane, and is also called 
cetyl. 

hetadecyiio (hek’sa-dé-sil’ik), a. [hexadecyl 
+ -ic.) Portaining to hexadecyl orhexadecane. 

hexadrachm (hek’su-dram), ». (Gr. éfadpayuor, 
ofthe value of six drachmas, ¢¢£, six, + dpayun, 
drachma.] An ancient Greek gold coin of the 
value of 6 drachmas. 
hexaédral (hek-sa-d’dral), a. See herahedral. 
hexagon, ".—Brianchon hexagon, a hexagon circum; 
seribexl about a conic, See Aeragram, 2.--Lemoine hi 

the hexagon whose vertices are the 6 intersections 
th the sides of a triangle of the parallels to the sides 

drawn through the symmedinn point (Wie Lemoine point 
K}— Pascal a hexagon inscribed ina conic, 
Seo hexagram, 
Hexagonal number. See *xumber. 
he te (hek-sag’d-nit), u. [hexagon + 

-ite2.| A pink variety of tremolite from St. 
Lawrenee county, New York, supposed at first 
to be a new hexagonal species. It containga 
small amount of manganese. 

[Xb «Gr, i 

(ped-), foot. 
x= hexaphase ( 
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(hek-sag’6-niz), v. 4; pret. and 
pp. Aexagonized, ppr. agonizing. [hexagon 
+ -ize.) To ~The into a hexagon; make 
hexagonal. N. £. D. 

@ (hek‘ sa-gra-mi’né), a. pl. 
[NL., ¢ Hexagrammos + -inw.] A subfamily 
of fishes typified by the genus Hexagrammos, 

hexahedrite (hek-sa-hé’drit), ». [herahedr-on 
+ -ite2.] A meteoric iron having a eubie or 
hexahedral structure and cleavage. Iron me- 
teorites of this class are much less common 
than the octahedrites, See *meteorite, 

(hek-sa-hem‘e-ron), n. Same 

——— k-sa-hi’drat), a. [Gr. é, six (hek-sa-hi’ ie r. bf, 
+ E. hydr(ogen) + -atel.] In chem., acompound 
containing six molecules of water, as erystal- 
lized caleium ehlorid or calcium eblorid hexa- 
hydrate (CaClo,6H»O). 
hexahydrated (hek-sa-hi’dri-ted), a, In 
chem., containing six molecules of water, as 
the mineral carnallite, which is hexahydrated 
oar gee ag mg = ehlorid (Cr MgC la, 
HO), G. Lunge, Sulpburie Acid, IT, 44. 
exahydrocarvacrol (hek‘sp-hi -dré - kiir’va- 
krol), a, [Gr, é&, six, + E. hydro(gen) + carva- A x 

camerate Crinoidea belonging to the family crol.] A colorless oily compound, CHgCgHyg or —— (Gr. é, i + E, sulphid.) 
4 ⁊ 

(CgH;)OH, formed by the action of hydro- 
gen on carvaerol. It boils at 220° C, 
exahydrothymol (hek‘sa-hi-drd-ti’mol), 
(Gr. és, six, + E, hydro| gen) + thymol,} 

compound, CHg.CgH9(C4H JOH, formed by 
the action of hydrogen on thymol, It closely 
resembles hexahydrocarvacrol in properties, 
hexaicosane (hek-sa-i’ké-sin), ». [Also hexei- 
kosane, and erroneously called hexacosane, her- 
akosane; Gr. é£, six, + elxoo:, twenty, + -ane.] 
A soft, waxy compound, CogH,4, closely re- 
sembling paraffin. It melts at ib C, 

(hek ‘ sa-kis- ok-ta-hé’- 
dral), a. 

n, 

See *heroctahedral. 
trahedral (hek’sa - kis-tet-ra-hé’- 

dral), a. Of or pertaining toa hexakistetrahe- 
dron; same as *heratetrahedral. 

edron (hek’sa-kis-tet-ra-ha’- 
dron), ». (Gr. éfdarc, six times, + rérpa-, four 
+ édpa, base.) In erystal., the hemihedral 
form of the hexakisoctahedron; same as hera- 
tetrahedron. 
exakosane, n. See *hexrdicosane. 
—— — hek-sal'dé-hid), n. [Gr. #£, six, 
+E. aldehyde.) A coloriess liquid, CHg(CHa)4 
CHO, prepared by the distillation of a mixture 
of calcium formate and caleium eaproate, It 
boils at 128° C, Also called hexyl aldehyde, 
caproic aldehyde, and hexanal. 

(hek’sa-mér), n. [Gr. if, six, + 
pépos, patel In the nomenelature of the 
skeletal parts of reticulate sponges, or Dictyo- 
spongids, a reticulum mesh of the sixth order, 
hexamerism (hek-sam‘e-rizw), ». (heramer-ons 
+ -ism.] The condition or state of having 
the organs arranged according to the number 
six or to a multiple of that number, asin some 
anthozoans, eapecially corals, Science, July 
17, 1903, p. 80, 
[ tele ear h Digs n. (Gr, 
ésanepie, of six chambers, + stpac, horn.) A 
Silurian genus of nautiloid Cephalopoda, 
longing to the family Trimeroceratid#, and 
eharacterized by having six lateral sinuses in 
the aperture, 

lated (hek-«q-meth‘i-lit-ed), Pp a. 
(Gr, £3, six, + E, methyl + -atel + «d?,) Con- 
taining six methy! groups or radicals, Buck, 
Med. Handbook, VI, 7&5, 
hexamethylene (hek-sa-meth’i-lén), a. [Gr. 
ff, six, + BE. methylene.) Containing six methy- 
lene (CHa) groups. 

c¢ (hek-sa-nef’rik), a. [Gr. @z, six, 
, kidney.) Having six Malpighian ves- 

sels, as nine of the orders of insects. 
hexaped (hek’sa-ped), ». [Gr. ig, six, + L. pes 

See herapod. 
ek’ sa-faz), a. (Gr. és, six, + 

gaoe, phase.) Having six phases: said of 
vertain types of alternating currents. 
hexapodal (bek-eap’-dal), a. [kerapod + -al).J 
Same as herapodous. 

hexaprotodont (hek-sa-pré’t$-dont), a. (Gr, 
fz, six, + spdrog, first, + ddoiy (ddorr-), tooth. ] 
Having six lower incisors; resembling or hav- 
ing the characters of Heraprotedon, a genus of 
extinet eye otamuses distinguished by the 
presence of six lower incisors, 

hexone 

(hek-sq-rf‘di-al), a. (Gr. éé, six, 
+ NL. radius, radius, + -al).) Having six para- 
meres or structural radii. 

The lily has the same regular typical form as the Aera- 
radial coral or anemone, 

Haceked (trana.), Wonders of Life, p 17L 7 

hexarch (hek’sirk), a. and mn. [Gr. 2, six, + 
4p7}, beginning (used for a vascular strand).] 

a. Having six strands: as, a hexarch stele. 
54 In bot., a stele which has six plerome 

strands. 
hexasepalous (hek-sa-sep’a-lus), a. [Gr. 2é, 
six, + NL. —— sepal, + Vus.] In bot., 
having six sepals, 

hexastigm (hek’sa-stim), n. [Also hexastim ; 
Gr. fg, six, + oriyue, a point, dot.) A poly- 
stigm of 6 dots, that is, a system of 6 coplanar 

ints, with all the ranges they determine 
——— 

Tn a herestim there are 15 connectors and 4 exaata In 
4 hexagram there are 15 fans and 45 d 

Merriman and Woodward, Higher Mathematics, p, 77. 

hexastylic (hok-op-etil'th), a, [herastyle + -ie.] 
ar me as 

a 
n 

chem., & compound containing six atoms of 
sulphur, as triphosphorus hexasulphid (P3S,). 
hexatetrahedral (hek * sa-tet-ra-hé’dral), a. 
Of or pertaining to a hexatetrahedron or the 
class of erystals of which it is the character- 
istic form, Seo *symmetry, 6. 

hexavalency (hek-sav’s-len-si), mn. (Gr. és, 
six, + E, valency.) In chem., valence orvalency 
equivalent to that of six monad atoms, as of 
we. W. Ramsay, in N.Y. Sun, Dee. 30, 

hexazane (hek-saz’iin), ». [Gr. é£, six, + E. 
az(ote) + -ane.) Same as piperidine. 
hexazene (hek-saz’én), ». (Gr. é, six, + E. 
az(ote) + -ene.] A colorless liquid, 

nucCHe.-CHacr., which decomposes when 

boiled. Also called tetrahydropyridine and 
piperideine. 
hexeikosane, ». See *hexaicosane. 
hexene (hek’sén), », (Gr. é£, six, + — A 
colorless, liquid, olefinic com und, CHa(C as 
CH:CHg, which boils at 68-70° C. It is pre- 
pared from hexyl chlorid and is homologous 
with ethylene, Also called herylene and normal 
butylethylene, 
h @ (hek’siu), m, (Gr, i¢, six, + -ine?.] A 
colorleas anstable liquid, CHg.Ci C(CH»)yCHg, 
which boils at 83-84° 0. It is pre from 
hexylene bromide and is homologous with 
acetylene. Also called methyl normal propyl- 
acetylene. 
hexiodide (hek-si’$-did), m. [Gr. é, six, + E. 
iodide.) In chem,, » compound containing six 
atoms of iodine: as, sulphur Aexiodide (Sl,). 

hexite (hek’sit), ». [Gr.¢, six, +-ife?.) An 
alcohol, such as mannitol, containing six hy- 
droxyl groups. The compounds are some- 
times termed herahydrie alcohols aud hexacid 
a . 
hexobiose (hek-sd-bi’és), nm, [Gr. ?£, six, + 
E. biose.] A disaccharide which yields two hex- 
ose molecules on decomposition, as cane 
sugar, which yields one molecule of dextrose 
and one of levulose. 

al (hek-sok-tg-hé‘dral), a. [her- 
octahedr-on + -al!,) Of or pertaining to a bex- 
octahedron orto the class of erystals of which 
it is the characteristic form, See *sym — 6. 
hexode (hek’sdd), «. [Gr., (#2, six, + dddc, 
way.] In eleet., six-way; sixfold; such that 
#iX Messages can be sent at the same time over 
the same wire, as in a multiplex telegraph. 

hexoic (hek-s6’ik), @. [Gr. é, six, + -o- + 
-ic.) Pertaining to hexane.—Hexoic acid. Same 
a8 mrnal coprote aeid. 

hexone gir e: n, [=G, heron; ¢ Gr, ££, six, 
+ -one.} 1. A term applied by Kossel to any 
one of several bases, such as arginin, lysin, 
ete., which contain six atoms of carbon in the 
molecule. 

This gave a sotution which should contain the Aeron 
bases, viz, arginine, lysine, histidine, and lyratine. 

Amer. Chem. Jour., April, 1908, p. STH 

2. A liquid mixture of hydrocarbons, CgHg, 
obtained by compressing illuminating gas, 
which has been prepared by heating fats and 
resins. It boils at 70-85°C, 



hexonic 

hexonic (hek-son’ik), a. [herone + -ic.) Of or 
pertaining to the hexone bases arginin, lysin, 
and histidin. *herone, 2. 

hexosazon (hek-sos-az’on), ». [Gr. é, six, + 
E. osazon.] The osazon of a hexose sugar; that 
is. a sugar coutaiving six carbon atoms, 

hexose (hek’sés), », (Gr. f, six, + -ove.) A 
simple sugar (monosaccharide) containing six 
atoms of carbon, 

hexoside (hek’sd-sid), ». [herose + -idel.] A 
glucoside — — a ae is in 

(hek-s0-tri’da), ». . Gr, 8, 
six, + -o- + Gr, rpi-, three, + -ose.] The class 
name of sugers which contain eighteen atoms 
of carbon inthe molecule and are capable of hi 
resolution into three molecules of a sugar 
which contains six atoms of carbon in the 
molecule, Thus raffinose is a hexotriose and 
may be decomposed into equal molecules of 
fructose (levulose), glucose, and galactose, 
hexoylene (hek-80'i-lén), m. (Gr. é5, six, + 
-O- + -yl + -ene.] A colorless liquid, CHy 
(CHg)3C! CH(?), prepared from hexylene bro- 
mide, It boils at 80-S5°C, Also called 5-herine 
and normal-butylacetylene, 
extetrahedral (heks-tet-ra-hé‘dral), a. Same 
as *heratetruhedral, 

nm (heks*tet-ra-hé’dron), nn. 
Same as heratetrahedron., 
hexylamine (hek-sil-am’in),». ([Gr. 7£, six, + 
ef + amine.) A ——- ptomaine (Cal, 
) found in cod-liver oil and also obtain 

from yeast. 
hexylene (hek’si-lén),m. [Gr. é, six, + -yl+ 
-ent.) A colorless liquid, CH9(Cifg)gCH: 
CHo, prepared from hexyl ehlorid and formed 
during the distillation of boghead coal or from 
superheated parafiin. It boils at 68-70° C. 
Also called 5-hexene, 

lic (hek-sil’ik), a, [heryl + -ic.] Per- 
taining to hexane or hexylie acid. me as 
heryl.— Hexylic acid, Same as caprote acid. 
Heyduck, ». Same as Haiduk (which see). 
hf. A contraction of half. 
hf. bd. A contraction of half-bound. 
hf. cf. A contraction of half calf. 

. Acontraction of hectogram, 
G. An abbreviation (a) of His Grace; (b) 

of Horse Guards, 
H.G.D.H. An abbreviation of His (or Her) 
Grand Ducal Highness. 

H.I. An abbreviation of Hawaiian Islands. 
n. See *haigua, 

(hé-ii-l6°8), m. [Hawatian.) A common 
weed, Waltheria Americana, of the family 
Sterculiace#, occurring in many of the Poly- 
nesian islands and most tropical countries. 

hiant (hi’ant), a. [L. hians (hiant-), ppr. of 
hiare, gapo: see hiatus.) Gaping: said of the 
jaws of certain insects. 

Hiatus asorticus, the aortic orifice in the diaphragm. 
ee aortic orifice’ Eiatus i a term proposed 
by A. Hill as synonymous with chereidal fsewre, or the 
lateral portion of rimaa transversa cerebri. Philos 
Trans Noy, See, (London), 1800, ser. B, p. #26. 

hiba (hé’bi), ». [Jap.] A ies of ¢ 5, 
Thuyopsis dolobrata, easily distinguished from 
other species by the yellow-green of the upper 
side of the leaves and the blue-green and 
peculiar marking of the under side. Its wood is 
yellow, and is remarkably durable in water, #0 that it is 
much used for stakes as well as in ship- and bridge 

tf forpoae, building, It ts also used for lacquer-ware, See TA 

hibachi (hé-bii’- 
ché), #. [Jap. 
hibachi, (hi, fire, 
+ hachi,a bowl, 
— pot.) In 
apan, & pan or 

box in which 
charcoal is ke 
burning for the 
purpose of 
warming the 
handsor heating 

nating or lying 
dormant during 
winter, [Rare.] 

II, ». An animal that hibernates; a resi- 

Hiubachi, with Tongs. 

, 0. 1.—Hibernating gland. See #ylend. 
hibernator (bi’berena-tor)s An animal that 
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hibernates or lies dormant during the winter; 
contrasted with *estirator, 

The Faurde is really one of the Aibernaters like our 
own hedgehog. Sunday Mag., 1883, p. 674. 

Hiberno-Celt e's n. A native 
Lrishman of Celtic stock, 

hibschite (hib’shit), ». [Named after J. E. 
Hibsch.) A mineral occurring with green mel- 
anite crystals in the phonolite of the Marien- 
berg near Aussig, Bohemia, It is isotropic, 
has an octahedral form, and, in — 
is near lawsonite, having perhaps the same 
formula (Hy CadlgdioO49). 

ckory, ». 3. In Australia, a name applied 
to several trees the wood of which is used for 
the same purposes as that of the American 
hickories, especially the hickory-neacia, Acacia 
leprosa, the blackwood of Australia, Acacia 
— and the hickory-cucalyptus, Ku- 
calyptus punctata.,— 4, In Tasmania, a shrub 
or small tree of the rue family, Phebatium 
squameum, conspicuous for its strong smell, 
silvery under-surface of the leaves, and «mall 
pink-and-white flowers.—Big-bud bi , Hie 
coria alba, See white-heart thic: and rivet, 
Florida.|—Bitter hickory, Same as ittermut.— 

 (t) Same as promt, 2, (b> Same as white-heart 
—— pm , the pignat, Hiceria glabra: 
so called from the use of its fnely split wood in taking 
brooms. Brown , Bee pignut, 2— 

louse, . See 
eeaterpilla Nutmeg-! See wrut » woo r— * u mneg · 

ickory.— White hickory, (0) Same as white-heart 
whickory. —5 as pigmet, 2. (c) Same as biffernwt, 
({d) The shellbark, Nicoria veata.— te-heart 
ory, the mockernut, Hicoria alba, a thber-tree dlatrih- 
ated from southern’ Ontario and southern New England 
over the eastern United States, abundant only southward. 
The leaves have a conspicnons resinous The 
wood is heavy, hard, tough, and Sexitle, and, like that of 
the shellbarks, is of great value in the manufacture of 

tural implementa, agricul: carriages and wagons, ax-helves, 
etc,, and for fuel. The heart-woed is of a rich brown, the 
thick sap-wood nearly white Also called budimut. 

hickory-a; (hik‘9-ri-a’ fis), 
n A ant-louse, Lachnus 
— which infests the twi 
and small branches of the 
hickory, 
hickory-borer (hik’o-ri-bér’- 
ér), », Any one of more than 
forty species of cerambycid, 
ptinid, or seolytid beetles 
whose larva bore into the trunk 
and limbs of hickory-trees. 
A common hickory-borer is Mickorpborer 
Dicercalnrida,— Painted bick- ‘tree (erie) 

id beetle, Cyllene pictus _& ceram 3 

hickory-imoth (hik’o-ri-méth), n. Any one of 
several moths whose larve feed on hickory 

Hickoryaroth (dredipe semeerama), 
@, moth; 4, larwa; ¢, chrysalis. Al twice nateral size, 

leaves. Among them are the hickory tussock- 
moth, Halisidota cary#, of the family Arctiide ; 
Ennomos subsignarius, of the fam 4 Geomet- 
ride ; Acrobasis rubrifasciella, of the family 
Phycitide ; and Archips (Cacecia) semiferana, 
of the family Tortricide. 

-pole (hik’o-ri-pol), rn. A pole of hiek- 
ory, often used as a flagstaff, From 1% te 1800 
a pole of this kind with a brush at the top was the em- 
Mem of the Democratic party In the United States : 
in allusion to Andrew Jackson's popular mame of ‘Old 
Hickory.’ Jour, diner, Polk-lore, Ovt.-Dee., 102, po 24. 

hickory-shad, rn. 2. A fish, Pomolotws merio- 
eris, of the Atlantic coast of the United States. 

Hicks's bottles. See *hottle?. 
Hicoria (hi-ké’ri-ii), w. (NL. (Rafinesque, 
1808}, < hickory, the Ameriean name.} A genus 
of dicotyledonous trees belonging to the fam- 
ily Juqlandaces. Until recently tt has been known ns 
Carya. a name given it by Nuttall, but now Rafinesque's 
name Hicoria, from the aboriginal Indian nome, has been 
restored. and all the apecies have been renamed tnmder 
this latter generic name. The species of Hieorta are all 
native to eastern North America, and are about fifteen in 
number. The shelibark hickery, pecan, pignut, mocker- 
nut, and Ditternat all belong in this genus See Canpa. 

hieropai 
hidalga (6-dil’ga), ». [Sp.] A Spanish noble- 
woman. See hidalgo. 

ism (hi-dal’gé-izm), ». Same as hidal- 
gum (which see). 

ted (hi’di-ted), p. a. Measured by or 
reckoned in hides. See hide, n. 

An elaborate Aidated su: , which posnemes a tay 
Har value from ite references t the Domesday carey. 

At an, Sept. 2h, 1859, p, 421, 
hidation (bi-di‘shon},». Measurement or as- 
——— by hides. * 

ling, «. .. A person or a thing that 
is in the habit of hiding itself. X. £. 2. 
hideondo (é-ja-on’d6), ». [Amer. Sp.) The 
ereosote-bush, Covillea tridentata, 

hidradenitis (hi-drad-e-ni’tis),. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
idp{ ac), sweat, + adi, gland, + -ifis.) Inflam- 
mation of the sweat-glands. 

hidroadenitis (hid‘ro-ad-e-ni‘tis), #. Same as 
*hidradenitis. 
hidropoiesis (hid’ré-poi-é’sis), vn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
idperc, sweat, + roincw, making.) Secretion of 
the sweat. 

hidropoietic (hid’rd-poi-et’ik), a. Pertaining 
to or characterized by hidropoiesis; sudo- 
riparous, 

hielaman (hé‘la-man),». [Australian eliman 
(Hunter), e-ee-mong (Collins), Ailamean (Rid- 
ley).] Anarrow, elongated shield used by the 
Australian aborigines. E. E. Morris, Austral 
English. 

-tree (hé’la-man-tré*), n. The bat’s- 
wing coral-tree, Erythrina Vespertilio, so called 
from the use of its wood by the Australian na- 
tives for making their hielamans or sbiclds, 
Seo — *coral-tree, 
Hieracian (hi-¢-ri’shan),». Same as Hieracite, 
hieratica (hi-c-rat’j-kii), ». IL. fem. of hie- 
raticus, hieratic.] A = of papyrus, used 
for religious writings in vt. — 

hieratite (hi’e-ra-tit), ». amed from Iiera, 
an ancient name of Vuleano.] A mineral con- 
taining silicon, fluorin, and potassium, ob- 
tained in isometric crystals from the aqueous 
solution of stalactitie concretions found at the 
erater of Vulcano, one of the Lipari Islands, 

hierocratic (hi‘e-ré-krat‘ik), @. ([hierecracy 
(-erat-) + -ie.] Pertaining to or of the nature 
of a hicroeracy; hierarchal: as, hierocratic rule. 

hierodulic (hi’e-ré-da’lik), a. [hierodule + 
-ie.] Ot or pertaining to the hierodule or tem- 
le slave. 

‘oma. (hi-g-rog 9-mi), n, 5 Irpéc, sa- 
ered, + japog, mi -) Asue marriage. 
Stand. Diet. * 
We must now recall the fact that the Aterogamy of Zeus 

and Europa was annually celebrated at Gortyna in Crete. 
Lenormant (trans), Eeginnings of Hist., App. |, p. 56Q 

hieroglyphic. I. a. 4. Of or pertaining to cer- 
tain vermiform structures which oceur in the 
flysch, in C thian sandstone, and in the ma- 
rine facies of the Cretaceous and Jurassic for- 
mations of the Alps. See II, 2. 

n. 2, One of certain vermiform structures, 
abundant in the Cretaceous and Jurassic rocks 
of some countries, probably in part the trails 
of mollusks or worms. 

[hiero- hier lyphism (hi-e-rog’li-fizm), n. 
uate -ism.) The use of hieroglyphs in ex- 
pressing ideas. 

It ts far beyond the scope of the present article te de- 
seribe fully tee development of Aterogtyphisn in Berpt. 

neve. Brit. 1, a6, 

hierog ol (hi‘e-r6-gli-fol’6-ji), m. [hi- 
eroglyph + ae. Joye < ey, 23 fi 
scientific study of pa as. 

hieroglyphy (hi-e-rog’li-fi), ». [hieroglyph + 
~y).J e artof writing in hieroglyphs; the 
use of hieroglyphs, 

hierogl ic (hive-ri-glip’tik), a, [Gr. irpéc, 
sacred, + )/etrade, carved: see glyptic.) Same 
as hieroglyphic, 
Two other characteristics of Aderoglyptic script are aleu 

to be noted. 
A, J. Evons, in Jour. Hellenic 8tadies, XTV_ 900. 

hieromania (hi‘e-rd-ma‘ni-l), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
irpoc, sacred, religious, +” vevia, madness.) 
Religious mania. 

hieropei (hi‘¢-r6é-pé’i}, ». pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
icpozorm, pl, of irpotodc, C irpa, sacred rites, + 
rowiv, do.) In Gr, antig., secondary officers of 
temples, usually grouped in colleges, charged 
with assisting the priests, and with various 
duties about the temples. 
They are the accounts of the Mirropert of the Delian 

temple of Apollo, and they give, aiotiget other things, 
the salaries of various offickals, 

F. B, Jeeons, in Jour. Hellenic Studies, XV, 24h 



high 
L a, 15. Noting the strength of a 

suit, as in whist or bridge: as, queen high 
in spades, and ten digh n diamonds. — 

*roofl, ete.— No 
(nawt,), an order to the helmaman not to bring the shi 
any closer to the wind.—The gun is high. See *#*un!. 

point high. See ®peintl, 
II. ». 3. One of the points in the game of 

all-fours.—4. The area of high barometric 
pressure shown on the daily weather map, 
usually moving eastward and toward the 

uator, its front being marked by suddenly 
falling temperature, drier air, strong polar 
winds, and spits of rain or snow, followed by 
clear weather and by a temperature that may 
be either high or low depending on the balance 
between radiation, isolation, connection, and 
thermodynamic action, 
The hot ware had its inception in the wake of a high 

owns northern New York over 

for a number of * 
Yearbook, U.S Dept, tare toon, p sm 

Tropical high. the aren of high pressure under the 
tropics of Capricorn or Cancer, which prevatla over the 
continents in winter, bat over the oceans in sunnmer, 

-ball (hi’bal), a. 1, A method of settling 
who shall pay for something, in which the num- 
bered balls that are used in the game of pinu- 

l are thrown out from a receptacle, the 
ighest ball winning and the lowest paying.— 

2, A ‘long drink,’ consisting of a modicum of 
whisky diluted with club soda or mineral 
water, and served with cracked ice in a tall 
lass. [Slang.] 

nigh-blower (hi’ b1l6’ ér), n. A horse that 
‘blows’ vigorously in galloping: a healthy 
habit, entirely different from ‘roaring.’ U.S. 
Dept. Agr., Rep. on Diseases of the Horse, 
1903, p. 118. 

high-duty (hi’di‘ti), a. Performing a high 
— — of service; high-economy: used of 

is one that de- ————— been oP ere es 
per million heat-unite work, in the form af water care. 

farniahbed 18 boiler. American basis for mea- 
string duty now the million heat-anite farnished by the 
Bolter, —— of (aa formerly) a given quantity of coal 

riven 
high-five (hi’fiv), ». See *cinch, 4. 

-flier, ». 3. A phadton with low front 
wi —— arched reaches, and boxes over both 
axles. The body was h a four Seprin 
It was larized by by Som of Wales qiareed 
George 1V.) and other young sporting mon of his day, 

high-grade (hi’grad), a. Of a superior grade 
or quality; specifically, having more than 
three quarters pure blood: applied by stoek - 
breeders to animals. , 
high-handedness (hi‘han‘ded-nes), n. High- 
handed, arbitrary, and unreasonable conduct 
or treatment. 

- ‘ss b practice was general 
Hine ap an ms mond pape bey best — 
acaln⸗ot the high-ha near of the clubs 

Lancet, April 4, 1003, p. 907, 

high-hesled (hi’héld), a. Made with or hav- 
ing high heels: as, high-heeled shoes. 

-kilted (hi’kil’ted), a. Having the skirt 
or petticoat kilted or tacked up. 

Scotch. See *Scatcht. 
der, s. 2, A playing-card having 

slight blemishes on both surfaces. Household 
Words, V1. 332.— the Eskimo 
tribe of Smith Sound, Greenland, so called by their dis 

Soh Low-inak, 2. A teem of biliard poo high-low-jack, ». 2. ‘orm of billiard-poo 
with fifteen object-balls, based in part on the 
card game of all-fours: once popular, but now 
obsolete. 

high-pressure, a. 2. Noting an engine which 
exhausts at atmospheric pressure aa distin- 
guished from a condensing-engine; hence, 
non-condensing, This use of the term is con- 
fusing and inadvisable, 

high-roller (hi’rdé*lér), ». A recklessly ex- 
travagant, high-living ‘sport.’ [Slan 

high-werp (hi’ wirp), a. 
ench haute-flisse (which see), 
All three of the tapestry loons at Merton are con- 

structed om the Aigh-tearp system. 
A. Vallance, William Morris, p. 92 

Higo pottery. See *pottery. 
higuera (6-¢a’rii), Pts [One of the extended 
uses of Sp, Aiguera, a fig-tree, ¢ higo, ¢ L. 
Ficus, a fig: see figl.] In Porto Rico, the eala- 
bash-tree, Crescentia Cujete. See Creacentia, 
In Mexico and other Spanish-American coun- 
tries it is commonly called jicara. 

hike (hik), v. 
leet word, parallel to hick! and hitch, recently 

J 
A transiat ion of 

Also hyke; a widely used dia- hilus (bi’lus), a». 
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emerging into some colloquial use; prob, 
orig. an imitative word, parallel to Ait, ex- 
procsing a quick stroke or motion; compare 

3. Fries, hitken, thrust, push, punch. See 
hick) and hitch.) I, trans. 1. To thrust; 
push; punch or gore with the horns.—2. To 
toss up and down; swing; jolt.—3. To lift 
out with a sharp instrument; move with a 
jerk; pull; raise; lift—4. To snatch away; 
run off with.—5. To dismiss peremptorily. 

II, intrans, To move suddenly or hastily; 
8 away; walk off; decamp, [Prov. or colloq. 
ng. and U. 8., in all uses, 

hiker (hi‘kér), n. [hike r. + -erl.) An over- 
drawn bridle-check. [Local, southern U. 8.} 

hikuli (hé-ki’16),». [Tarahumar, a Piman dia- 
leet spoken in Chihuahua, Mexico.] In the 
state of Chihuahua, Mexico, the name of the 
narcotic cactus Lophephora Williamsii, a plant 
held in high esteem by the Indians. See *mes- 
cal-button, 

At one of the feasta which I witnessed I wished to 
taste Aikuli, as it was new to me. 
carried th 

liquid tasted 
astonishment, as if he had expected that Aibuli would 
refuse to be taken by me. 

C. Iamholtz, Unknown Mexico, L374, 

hil, ». andv. A simplified spelling of Aill. 
hilaria (hi-la’ri-i), n. pl. 917 neut. pl. of 
hilaris, joyful: see hilarious. tu Rom. antiq., 
a joyous festival in honor of Cybele, cele- 
brated at the vernal equinox. 

hilasmic (hi-laz’mik), a. [Gr. Aouoc, propi- 
tiation, ¢ (Adexeofa, appease, propitiate.] Pro- 
itiatory, [Rare.} 

Hilde e (hil-dé-bran‘dik), a, Same as 
Hildebrandine. 

hill', »., 3. (5) The cluster of plants in 
& hill. Formerly, the ice of *hilling’ was gen- 
eral, when * hand 
universal tendency is to 
the hill fteclf has diss 

were used; but lation the 
Practise level culture. While 

They exhibit many variations in size and 
circular, mammil! 
which the longer 

three times as great as the shorter axia, 
7. C. Ruseeti, Glaciers of North America, p. 24, 

Mammillary hill, a hill of roanded form, 7. C. Rus- 
sell, Glaciers of North America, p. 24.-— t hill, 
a residual hill remaining when the neighboring surface is 
worn down to a peneplain; & amall monainock. W. M. 
Davis, Flem. Phys, Geog. 

hill, cr. i. 2. To assemble on rising ground. 
[Rare.] 

In the spring the Ruffs Ail, as it is termed; that is 
they amemble upon a rising spot of md contiguous 
to where the Reeves propase to depewit their “ 

|, Montagu, Ornith, bict., Dp 44. 

hill-e ver (hil’en-gri‘vér), rn. A man 
skilled in representing topography by means 
of hachures or contours on an engraved plate. 
This course, in addition to being, 1 believe, the best 

method of representation, would have the additional ad- 
vantage of continuing fora time the employment of hill. 
engravers, who are, as alrendy stated, so much hired 
for the completion of the hillengraving of the l-inch 
Thap. Geog. Jour, (RG, &) XV. Sea, 

hill-fox (hil’foks), n. A fox, Vulpes montanus, 
very similar to the common fox of Europe, 
but paler: found in the Himalayas. 

hill-grub (hil’grub), ». A British gardeners’ 
name for the larva of a European noctuid 
moth, Charwas graminis. It injures pastures 
and meadows. 
hill-map (hil’map), nr. A topographic map 
showing the relief of the land surface. 

Pre of the I-inch Adll- of the United Kb 
ime a Fn: — dg qk. . S$) XY. oa 

hill-planting (hil’plan‘ting), ». Same as 
*mound-planting. 

Hillsboro sandstone. See *sundstone. 
hill (hil’sha*ding), n. A conventional 
graphic device for representing the slopes of 
the earth's surface, 

The map is clearly drawn, and printed in four colours — 
sen, blue ; Ail?-ahading, brown ; forests, green; aud rivers, 
roads, and lettering, black. 

Geog, Jour, (RG, 3) XV, 67% 

hilum, n.y 2. (4) A protrusion of a portion of the iris 
throwrh a rupture of the cornea. (¢) A depression on the 
ventrolateral surface of the mammalian brain in the re- 
jon of the vallecula Sylvii, PAtles. Trans, Hoy, Svc. 
mon), 1800, ser. Bi, p, 297, 

ry ll, anv 
is two or 

Soc. London, 1902, L. 226. 
Same as hilum. Proc, Zool. biateriaad (hin‘tér-land), v. 

hinterland 
H.LM. An abbreviation of His (or Her) Im- 
perial Majesty. 
hind!,. 3. A small bass-like fish, Cephalo- 
— ——— of the family Serranide, found 
n the West Indies, ‘Those found in deep waters 

are red, and are known as red Aidnda; those found near 
the shore are dark brown, and are known as brown Adda. 
—Rock hind, a species of groaper of the family Serran- 
ida, M ue adeenaionis, found in the West Indies. 
= a species of grouper, Hpinephelue 
— — characterized b —— color 
marked with bright white spots, —* in the Gulf of 
Mexico, 

hind-castle (hind’kas‘’l), ». The high poop, 
or after-castle, on old-fashioned vesse . as 
distinguished from the forecastle; formerly 
the elevated structure on the after part of a 
ship, the top of which was used as a fighting- 
latform. 

r2 (hin’dér), ». In hand-baill, a ball 
struck by a player whieh afterward strikes 
his o ponent; or one with which the server 
hits his opponent while standing in the ace- 
line; or one which strikes the opponent, who 
thus hinders it from reaching the frout wall. 
Hindia (hin’di-i), ». [NL., named after G. J. 
Hinde.) A Silurian genus of lithistid sponges, 
belonging to the suborder Eutaricladina, char- 
acterized by the spherical body and the 
composition of the skeletal elements which 
consist of three single rays and a reduced but- 
ton-like fourth “my 

hind's-foot (hinds’fat), ».; pl. hAind's-fect 
(-fét). A crossbow bent by a lever composed 
of two articulated pieces. See goat’s-foot leer, 
under lever!, 
Hind's nebula, See *nebula. 
Hindu numerals. See *numeral. 
hindwing (hind’ wing), ». A moth of the fam- 
ily Noctuide.—, hindwing, /'yro- 
—— a noctuid moth of wide rane in the 

‘nited States, where ita larvw feed an the foliage of the 
gtupe and the Virginia creeper. 

an, 6. In bot., the flexible lamella of the 
g -cells of a stoma which renders them 
mobile — _yromtonesal hinge, 3 ornith., a — 

w nosale 

—— ——— — rable f 1 of mere 
ne, tothe beak. It is most marked 

im e separation is nearly or quite com- 
pl Wut is found to a lesser degree in many other birds, 
such as cormorants This arrangement permits the beak 
to serve to some extent aa an ol of prehension, and 
facilitates thoenprareand manipulations foewl. Also netaal 
ai ~— Nasal fame as frontonaent #Ainge. 
— hinge, « simple form of bin or 
butts in which the joint projects from the door and frame, 
keepl door when open away from the molding ot 
edge of the door-frame. 

hinge-area (hinj’a’ré-4), n. Thespace between 
the beaks of the dorsal and vata. valves of 
a bivalve mollusk. 

hinge-ligament (hinj‘lig’a-ment), mn, In bi- 
valve mollusks, » tough, uncaleified, elastic 
membrane which connects the two valves, It 
consiste of two parta, the external, or ligament proper, 
and the internal, or cartd The former is Inblactie 
ais the latter ts very elastic and is composed of paral! 

ma. 

lon of [the Mngetigament] . . , isin copped, 
atofl the adductor muscles, When the latter 

close the valves, they compress the ligament, an action 
which its elasticity resiste: thas ita operation tetidls in 
part towards keeping the valvea open. Bat when liga. 
ment and cartilage are both fully develope, they work in 
opposttion to one another, the lignment, by its resistance 
to compression, preventing any straining of the adductor 
museles when the valves are open, aml the cartilage, for 
the same reason, —— the ventral mangins of the 
shell from closing too rapidly apon one another when the 
valves are being shut. Cambridge Nat. Hiat., UL 272 

plate (hinj‘plat), ». Inthe Brachiopoda, 
a plate which bounds the elevated sockets of 
the dorsal valve; in the P’clecypeda, the hori- 
zontal lamina of the cardinal margin on which 
the teeth are set. 
Hinnites (hi-ni‘téz), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. ioc, a 
mule, + -ifes, E,-ite?.) A _— of prionodes- 
maceous peleeypod mollusks belonging to the 
family Pectinide, characterized by av adherent 
and more or less distorted shell, It extends 
from the Trias to the present time, 

hinoki(hé-n6’ké), ». (Jap. hi-no-4i, ‘ fire-tree’: 
hi, fire, no, of, 4i, tree.) A variety of the 
Japanese cypress, Chamecyparis obtusa, hav- 
ing foliage of a golden color. See Hetinospora. 
This tree is arly secred in Shinto worship, and on 
this acoount is cultivated more than anyother, Ite wood 
is white of pink, smooth, light, and very tough, It is 
preferred to all others for lecquer-ware, and is ased ex- 
clusively in building Shinto tenplea 

hinterhand (hin’tér-hand), ». [G.] In skat, 
the last player on the first triek, 

(G., < hinter, 
ck, + land, country.) Territory that lies 



hinterland 

Daok of aad to tethatecy to a coast region or 

hii an The province of Shantung isthe hin interiand of the rery 

in Amer Geog. Soc,, XXX. 57. 

hintzeite ——8 n. (G. hinteeit, named 
(by L. Milch, 1890) after C. H. Hintze, a Ger- 
man mine ist.) Bame ax *heintzeite. 
Hiodon (ti fon mn), (NL. (Le Sues, 1818), 
erroneously n, € Gr. Bors), tan ¥- 
ype (axe roid. + addoig (ddovr-), tooth.] 

nus of mooneyes, herring-like fishes of 4M 
bell t silvery color, remarkable for arow of 
strong teeth on the tongue: found in the 
Mississippi basin and neighboring waters. 
A. is the common species. 

Hiodontida# (hi-}-don’ti-dé), » J ht $ 
Hiodon(t-) + J A family of he — 
fishes known as mooneyes, typified by the genur 
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a hi charged the steamer that 
woe teen OY, book 

ar, "Buker, ‘Wild Besets and thelr Ways, p 987. 97, 

hip — (hip-6-bos’ id), n anda L. n. 
— — of the family Hippoboscidz. 

a, Of or —— to the dipterous 
family Hippoboscidex. 

See woommiarure, — me 
lobule, See #lobus pyriformis.— Appo · 

camp = Bee uteri 

gu tas ehedian eat fon of hi 
of the brain, raltjagup eusta 

hippocentaur taur (hip-t-sen’ ‘tar),n. (Gr. rronéy- 

histioclastic 
It izes in jai eed] psa daa ) rge needles and 

See *limestone. 

CaHy 

Frppenite, si),m. [Origin obscure.) _ A sailors’ 
p composed, of wine, water, and brandy, 
ant of He 
— aE sdmirere of tt, ts also calf 

W. Betagh, in N, and Q., 10th ser., INL 61. 
pug Dip-truss (hip‘trus), m. <A truss erected to 

sustain the angle-rafters of a — 
Hirado porcelain, See *porcelain 

cacid, See *hircin. 
(hér’sin), wn. [L. hére-us, goat, + -in?. 

ravpor, ¢ixzoc, horse, + xévrarpor, —— ] A ‘& fatty principle found in the fat of goats an fabulous animal, part man and part horse; a 
< Hippocephalti “ telus), n (NL., < 

ppocephalus ( —— Aus 
Gr. irroc oper itd : . nb * 1A gems of 
sea-poachers o ne —. ae 

Hiodon, Three species are known, all of le for the external 
which are confine * the Mississippi valley _Jeponéeus is found in the Kurile Islands. 
Byer neighboring wa hoes. . — bag — kõ⸗ — ‘te- pio Ir 

(hé-0’gé), n a i, #, fire (in r. inroc, horse, + némxpoc, d 
bool (55-5 : Bee —253 noki yp aon wfolding tea) in ( a) 1 form of cholesterin ——— 
Japan, a folding —*c* made of hino 7 the feces of the horse. 
delicate brown wood used in its natural color. Hi gorati fingers or nails, oath. See */in- 
hiortdahlite (hé-Grt’dii-lit), n. amed for ger, *oa 
Prof. Th. Hiortdahi of Christiants } A rare D (hi-pod’ sn (Gr. inméda- 
silicate containing zirconium, calcium, and ,#; ———— + - horse-brenker, 
sodium, with fluoriu, which occurs in yellow Saati (Gr, Inréda- 

orway. 
(hip’di-zéz"), n. Same as hip-joint 

(which see, under disease). 
hipe (hip), v. #. In terestling, to effect a fall 
by] ing the knee nst the inside of one 

nlo-pa Also # 
p-pain (hip’ pa). 

— 
horse + deol v, 
cook. } In Gr, antiq., 
an imaginary ani- 
mal which combines 
the head and frontof 
a horse with the tail 
and feet of a cock. 
Ita representation in art is 

i crystals : found in southern N. 

= ge pes oie . r lifting him from the 

[velieg. ‘ar. iatica. 
ip-a-lek’tri-on), 

wy < icon 

not common. The 

a ottanes —— Hippelectryea. ox! 

— SPO — From an amphora in the Louvre, 

hi-par’a-fin), n. ric) + 
peraie ——— com hr 4! CH(NHC 

5)g, formed by the o ation of hippuric 
acid or from benzonitrile and —— . It 
erystallizes in long needles and melts at 220.5- 
221°C. Also called me ph —————— 
hipparch — * 
immapyor, bg or horse, dorm, fod le ] In 
Gr, antig., & leader of fom wy, the tolian 
aed Achean leagues this officer was charged with other 

— (hi-piir’ki<i), m. [NL.] Same as 

Hips “ikes), m. oayz 
Gr. itrdpuev, a colt, + 
évet, a hoof.) A ge- 
nus of Devonian #ra- 
chiopoda which at- 
tained a * size, It 

Ancular 

———— 

Oviskany sandstene. 

(From N. Y. Geol ——— after 
Hall and Clarke, 

sarelstone 

hots * ** ae hip said of a roof, a, a 
or of pee end of a roof. 7. roof may be Hi 
hipped at one end and gabled at the —E 

Hippelates fly. See * 
— (hip-i-at’ri-kal), a, Same as hip- 

— (hip-i-at’riks), mn. Same as hip- 

a (hip’i i * (Gr. immade, ¢ toc, horse, 
. equus, horse: see equine.) Of or per- 

tainin to horses or horse-racing: as, hippie 
festivals. 
Rick sea gy + Boe (NL., ¢ Gr, ix- 
* dim. of roc, a horse. ] Same as Plio- 

* (hip’6), n. 
ippopotamus. 

A colloquial abbreviation 

por, horse-taming, ¢ irzor, horse, + danatery, 
oy Relating’ tothe taming or breaking 
o 

hi hip’$-fli), ». An undetermined 
— — ly "Tabanide, common nthe 
sper re valley and in wet places in equa- 

on. 

Owing to the numerous swamps, files of various kinds 
areabundant, and us early as September the large biting ing Sy 
called the “Aippe” fly wasa greatannoyanee. Our sloc 
suffered severely from the thousands of these Mies which 
attacked them Crary evening. 

Geog. Jour. (Rh. G, &), XVII, 75. 

hi * —8 6-form), n. [Gr. immoc, horse, 
Jorma, shape.) Havi ng the form of a 

horse. Amer, Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1903, 

Hippos poglossina (hip’d-glo-si’nii), n. * 
Ge imrzoc, horse, f 5 ied tee, —E 
A genus of —— of the shores of tropica 
America, of the west coast of 
Mexico, is ae a rosie tongues known, 

hi (hip’oid), a. andn. [Gr, i=zo¢, horse, 
eldog, form. } L< Pertaining to or having hit 

th characters of the Hippids. 
n. An animal which is related to or 

resembles the horse. 
hip-pole (hip’pél), n. A beam which supports 
an e@-TA “hi 

hippological (hip-9-loj‘i-kal), a. Relating to 
lippology or the aci scientific study of the horse. 
Hi (hi-pol’i-té), n. [NL (Leach, 1813) 

‘Inrodtry, @ — — = The typieal Ai 
ae of the family Hippel iytidee 

han heer (hip-o-ut dé), n. ple (NL, ¢ 
Hippo + -ide.) A family of macrurous 
——— They have a large rostrum, 

—* ea a by the carapace, the mandibles = 
or without a ¢ amd palp, and the Orat and 
—— * trunk-l iy J im, It —— 
a 
lyte, Platybema. © F * 
hippomelanin (hip-d-mel’a-nin),». [Gr. dxxoc 
bene pitag (uerav-), black, + —8 Ablack 
pigment which has been obtained from mela- 
notice tumors 0 of horses, 

pl. (NL, ¢ hida (hi —— n, 
pponys (-onych- Be. agi ga "A family of 

tenioglossate —— gastropods. 
The visceral —28— shell are conical, and the is 
reduced, — a —— calcareous plate on its ventral 
surface. The family contains the genera Hipponyz and 
— e 

—— [Gr, xoc. a horse, 
5 veg, ho nus of capulid Gaste- 
ropoda —— by a a obliquely 
conical shell and an internal hippoerepian 
muscular impression. It has existed from the 
— period to the present time, 

pophagism (hi-pof’ s- a) hip, 
hippor| + -ism.] Game os sophagy. Ovppe- 
rohan suggesting $-po-ta’ 88* Resem- 
bling or suggesting a hip ——— 
hippotragine (hi-pot’ri-j In} Related to, 
rermubling or having the Characters of the 
genus Hippotragus: as, the hippotragine sec- 
tion of the Borida, 

hip {hip’i-rin), n. [hippur-ie + -in2.] A 
colorless poe Babar dee of hippurie acid, 

hirooossf (8r- 

to a certain extent, in that of sheep. The 
corresponding fatty acid is eer hircie acid, 
— < L. Mircuæ, 

—— The wird ‘translates Gr, 
—— yp see —— Ny — ] A fabulous 

e same as fragela, 
= described himself as “a ning ot contradictions, 
recalling the classic Air{cjocerf with two natures. One af 
— —— y vecnpied in demolishing the 

rt, like the fabulons ani of Ctesias, who ate his 
paws withoat know 

or Lomivete Genie. Man of Genius, p. 25. 

hiro (hé’rd), ». [Jap.) A Japanese unit of 
length equal to 4.97 feet ; a ‘fathom,’ 

H-iron (ach’i’érn), n. An L-beam with fi 
very wide relatively to the vertical depth, 

ent (hir’i-ent), ». [L. dirriens, ppr. of 
hirrire, snarl, as a dog: an imitative word.] 
In phonetics, a strqngly trilled sound, like the 
snarl of a dog. 

(hirsh’ golden), n. [G.: see 
hart! and guiden.] A coin of Wiirtemberg of 
the seventeenth century, so called from the 
figure of a hart on the reverse. 

ér-sing-giir’), n. [Hindi.] A tall 
Taine chewy ot the olive’ —— N tants 
— Also — oe 

and nig —s e Nyctanthes 
frame, n tee — — 

a, » Oxcessive hairi- 
ness, 68) 

hirtic (hér’tik), nie Ge ) fiirta (see def.) + -ic.] 
rive ta 1.— Hiirtac acid 

found in —— snca birt ¥ — 
hirudine (hi-ri‘din), a. — *hirudinine, < L. 
hirudo (hirudin-), a leech, + -inel.) Relating 
to or characteristic of the leeches. 

(hir-j-din’ Gan), Hirudinea + 
Any leech oa the aA irudinea, 

ul-tir), | The ture (h 
hicudo (-din-), . + —5*— culture. 
3 or od tion of pro) ting leeches. 

(his‘lop-it), n. 35 1859) after 
* v. * en oe o brought the min- 
eral from India.] green cleavable 
calcite from India whiel! derives its color from 
inclosed — 

n. [. ¢] A beetle of the genus 
Amertes: id toy nee nea — 

Moresque (his-pan’é-mé-resk’) 
Pertaining to the art of the Moors in — or 

Spanish art as influenced by that of Ban 

Moore-— Bspape-secesane Bawene’ "Such or thts 
ware was covered with a metallic glaze or luster. 

(his-pan’d- —— 
a, Belonging or common to bo 

storia hi rid) d LaA (hia’t mn, and a, n, A mem- 
ber of the farail ly Histeridz 

II, a, Of or belonging to the eoleopterous 
— Histerida. 
histic (his’tik), a. [Gr. loré, a web, tissue, + 
-ic.] Relating to or having the properties of 
a tissue. 

histidin (his’ti-lin), ». (Gr. ier/ov, web, tissue, 
+ -id + _ A colorless compound, CgHy 
OgNg, formed by the hydrolysis or decompo- 
sition of many proteids and albuminoids, such 
as casein, albumin, and horn, It crystallizes 
in plates. 
Histiobranchus (his‘ti-d-brang’kus), n. [NL., 
¢€ Gr. leriov, web, + Spayyor, gill.] A genus 
of deep-sea eels of the family Synaphobranch- 
ide. 

histioclastic (his‘ti-d-klas’tik), a. [Gr. leriow, 
a web, tissue, + «Aaordc, (x22, break.] Break 
ing-down tissues: said of certain cells, like 
the osteoclasts, which destroy cartilage and 
produce a medium in which the osteoblasts 
ean live and piers bone. Proc. Zool. Soc. 
London, 1902, 



Histiocottus 
Histiocottas (his’ ti-d-kot’us), ». 
ieriov, web, + xétrog, a fish = 

nus of sculpins of the fam y 
in the North Pacific, 

histionic (his-ti-on’ik), a. (Gr, ioriny, ao web, 
+ -ic.] In biol., pertaining to or derived from 
8 tissue or unitarily functioning cell-group, 
If asingle stimulus leave a permanent im- 
—— aioe can be spontanevasly reproduced later 
on, We are bound to assame, in explaining the phenome- 
non, a Aistionte — — * mient on the paycho- 
plasm of the associated thas 

Haeckel (trana.), —X of the Universe, p 118. 

histoblast (his’té-blast), n. ier loréc, & web, 
tissue, + Braaric, & — . The cell or 
morphological unit w ich | 8 distinetion of a 
particular tissne.—2, An imaginal disk, one 
of the formative cell-conters in the insect 
larva which give rise to the ——— and 
other re (i of the imaginal or adult insect, 

his’to-sit), n. [Ge loréc, & web, + 
KiToc, & —8 (a cell). J A tissue-forming 
cell, as in» porta 

is’to~li-a-lit’ik), a. [histodi- 
alysis (-lyt-) * -ic.] Of or pertaining to histo- 
dialysis, 

(NL., ¢ Gr. 
0 cottus).) A 
Cottide found histori 

histogeography 
——— loropia, history, + 
yeaypapia, ge Same as *anthr 
— at woh. . 2 Ripley, Races of 

—— (his’ m), n. Pe loréc, & web, 
histogram (hist .) A diagram of atruc- 
tural form-elements, 
We should like to against 

cess of determining goodness of ft as ns ht of placing a 
curve down on seven or eight Diocks ing a normal 

“ histogram,” and judging the look of the fit, 
Nature, Dec. 17, 1904, p. 149. 

—— 
(his-tog’ra-fér), a.  [histo- 

-er?,] One who is versed in his- 
a histologiat. 

(his-to-graf’i-kal), a. Of or 
Sertatnae to histography. 

histo 
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physiolo ey of the cells and tissues as dis- 
historical, from the physiology of the 

cal, a. 5, In biol, ancestral or inherited, 
or due to conditions which existed in the past 
history of an organism, 

So far aa the definition given above of Aéstortcal proper- 
ties concerns the inhert of plan 

term is not metaphorical Oe tan tenia tee 
of Descent, but must be takes in fts literal 

cae Botany, p. 007. 

Historical peinting. See *painti 
storicocritical (his-tor’i-ko-krit” i-kal), a. 
Based on both historical and eritiea) investi- 
gation: as, “the historicocrifical reconstrac- 
tion of pritnitive Christianity,” Sckaff. 

historics (his-tor’iks), n istory — 
as a division of social science codrdinate with 
statistics, economics, and polities. [Rare.] 

T classify the sciences of soctology as statietics, economics, 
civics, historica, and ethics, nnd shall attempt to character- 
he Brom Sor five purpose only of setting § ‘h Qheir nature. 
J. W. Powell, in An. Rep, Bar. — 

histori aphershi (his-té-ri-og’ra-fér-shi 
n. Theo ce of historiographer. Ps 

onomer (his-t6é-ri-on’6-mér), ». [Gr, 
(his*t J — n, [For ioropiay history, + vénoc, law, + -er4.] A — — —— California. 

historian who is versed in both the facts of 
history and the ——— which regulate its 
course. Lowell, Leaves from Journal in Italy. 

a (his’to-spo-rid’i-4), n a. pl, (NL, 
¢ Gr, ,aweb, tissue, + aropa, seed (spo re), 
+ dim. -deov.) The Myzxosporidia an oa te 
—— taken together. Also Histozoa. 

histotherapy (his-té-ther’a-pi), m. [Gr, lordg 
a wob, tissue, + fepareia, medical treatment. 
A method of treating disease by the use of 
substances derived from the tissues or organs 
of animals. Bwek, Med. Handbook, VI. 409. 

(his-tot’6-mi), » na. (Gr. ierée, & web, 
tissue, + -rousa, < raueiv, cut.] The dissection 
or analysis of animal and plant tissues; histol- 

Histozoa (his-t6-26H), n. pl. b >, 4-— Pathological histology. Same a Same as *Histo- 
whist ont. ridia. 

basis (his'tp-me-tab’t-sis), (Gr. sristrionic Bee *parat 
lerég, web, + petagacc, exchan Tha hat con- histrixite (his’ rik-sit), n. —— — 
dition of fossilization’ in whic J entire €X- formed; properly — CGr ter 
change of the original substance for another ( harpex-), & reupine, + -ite2.] * dou’ 
has occurred in such manner as to retain or  gulphid of (Pos uth, antimony, copper, andiron bd 
reproduce the minute and even microscopic occurring in radiating groups of crystals: 
texture of the original. ©. A. fe Smith- found in Tasmania. 
sonian Kep, (Nat. Mus.), 1892, — hit}, v. t.—To nit oc () In ericket, to score (a required 

—— ik), a. [his- “number of runs) by hitting or farel guine. To bit 
hosis (-phot-) + -ie.) Of or pertaining OF the neck, & — coh be Sistion Ga balk) on te nauk of the 

to histomorphosis, or the formation of —— 
in plants or animals. 

histon (his’ton), ». (Gr. laroc, a web, tissue.) 
An albuminous substance which occurs in 

are closely related to th —— — e tara. 
markedly basic; the — recipitates with alba 
— a Sag fhiston iseaid to have the compoeition 

450 Histona (his'6’nk), - pl. (NL. ¢ Ge. lord 
tissue, + -ona. x ee — by Haeckel 
to designate the multicellu isms, or 
those with tissues, as contras' with the 
Protista. 

histonal (his-to’nal), a. [Histona +-al!.) 1, Of 
or pertaining to the Hisfona.—2, Same as 
*histionic (which see). 
We have cellular ideas, Aistonal ideas, unconscious 

ideas of the ganglionic cells, . all of them being phyei- 
ological functions of thelr paychoplasm, 

Pop, Sei, Mo., Sept., 1002, p, 416, 
—— esloction. art See taclection, 
— ogic —— ik), a. (Gr, 
laréc, a web, tissue. + -ie.) 
Pertaining or ca aa to io dis —— in 
animals or plants, 
The histopathologic states of the fin 

labyrinth. Detroit Med. —— > haga ne 

histopathological ra peat Se i-kal), @ 
Same as *histopathologic, 

histopatho (hie’t4-pé-thol’s. i). (Gr. 
iorég, awed, tissue, + E.. patho logy. “4 stad 
of morbid changes in get structures, ‘Med. 
Record, March 28, 1 id Sil. 

histophysics (hint ks), 9. (Gr. iordr, a 
web, tissue, + gvoac, physics, } The physics of 
the animal and plant tissues, 

histo ai his’ té-fiz-i-ol’6-ji), n. 7 payuiclogy (Gr. 
,»& web, 

hit, n, 8. Inarchery: (a) The act of hitting 
the’ target. (b) An arrow which hits the target. 
Usually a hit is scored according to ita near- 
ness to the _— — 9, In base-ball, a safe hit 
63 below); also, though not usually, 
ind of stroke wherein the bat hita the ball.— 

Base hit, in base-ball, a ball hit fairly by the bataman to 
such & that it cannot be caught on the fy or thrown 

der to first base before the runner can reach that 
t polne Pate hit. See *fairl.—Free hit, in jeld- 

jockey and go yp ae ty or 
otherwise, _ which the opponents cannot Interfere. 
—Half-hit, in cricket, a mistimed or mi hit 
which sends the ball into 1 the air. ~ ae: cricket, & 
hit to * that ta, to that part of the fleld rely is direcily 
behind the batsman as he is batting. A. 1. 
Cricket an iG. olf, p. aa. ——— oan, 
a ball that is hit within the foul-lines with euch or 

the runner 
Hit, in baseball, a ball hit 

= such conditions as enable a runner to reach sec: 
base Defore Ue we * be canght or flelded there, 
* . three-base hit, 

hit-and-catch hit’gnd-kach’ ), ». A diffieult 
shot in billi With the three balls almost in a 

t-Iine * 5* with no cushion to ald, amd too far 
out for a mased, the npn alt enh Speen le 
contact, so aa mot wholly to sacrifice bor. fe mu⸗t 
drive the first ball nearly fall pen the —— or his own 
will go wide of the mark, Out in the open the force com- 
municated to the second ball will almost equal that im- 
parted to the first, and the striker's ball haa to tra’ 
about fifteen inches te catch ap. 

hit-and-migs (hit‘and-mis’), a. That some- 
times hits and sometimes misses. Used specif- 
cally in describing o —— ‘erner much used on ine 
ternal combustion is governar controls the 
engine by making * tise an impulse as occasion de- 

hitch}, r. IL. iitrans. 5. To catch = into: 
said specifically of a tool that di — 
into a piece of work that is bein This 
——— Gems te um Goren ———— 
saat ae One structure of the 

Il, trans, 4. In mining, to dig or pick 
(pockets) to receive the ends an timbers. 

* 

hobbing 
hitch!, n. 4, In mining: (b) A hole or pocket 
made to receive the end of a timber. (¢ ‘4 
sudden stoppage ofa pumping-engine.— 8, In 
yachting, 0 tack — — ge hitch (naut.) a 

J — le at conn OF) marlinespike in 
oe —— it may be hove taat.— Mid- 

Marlinespike Mitch, 

shipmen's (na@ut.), several turns 
with the end of « rope under and over 
aroand the bight — hitch 
newt.) a hiteh that hold; a 
ndsman's effort. 4 

hitch! (hich), ». [Appar. r. Cali- 4 
fornia Indian: seo *chi2, *chigh.) § 
A large chub, raion erilicauda, : 

hiteb-pi hich’pin), ». I 
— the = to —— a 
string is fastened at the end 
opposite host the tuning- peg. 
hitchpin-block (hich’pin-blok), n, In piano- 
——— the bar or brace in which are the 
iteh-pins, 

Hi a (hi-té-pa-dié’ahii), n. (Bat, tere, 
lit. ¢ put,’ 

Midshiomes’s 

dega, good instruction, ¢ hitd, 
+ upadesa, instruction, rule, teference.] The 
Sanskrit name of acollection of tales and fables 
— from the larger collection known as 
the chatantra, and forming one of the 
sources of the Asopic fables of Europe. 

Fitter! rags. Bee obsewre tn 9g 
Hittorf's transport numbers. See transport 
*numbers. 
hive, ». 6. In oyster-culture, an artificial bed 
repared for spat.— Bar-hive, a hive in which the 

hive-evil — n. A slekness to which bees 
nee liable. X. 
—— (hiv’ eir’up), n. A syrup contain- 

uil senega, and tartar emetic; com- 
— of Bee hictmit ar syrup. 

See * 
hl An —— of hectoliter, Bee metric 

——— (hlé-né’pit), n. [Zulu Alonipa, act re- 
spectfully or modestly; inhloni, 5s) me.] A 
custom among the Zulus and certain other 
tribes of South Africa according to which they 

&0Y must show respect to certain of their relatives 
and to the head men of the tribe. This is done 

new w ——— changes in the 
oP ioe ing . 

stom oy no means unknown elsewhere 

ing 
Ss cues ook eat cee in the tribe, for 
instance, Whese name equivalent to “ox,” or 
even ————— in that vil- 
lage or community the ox will henceforth be known by a 
paraplirase or by a substituted 

Nature, May 19, 1904, p. 57. 

hm. Anabbreviation of hectometer. See metric 
stem, 

j ded jot —— Meter ; M. Anabbreviation 
HM of Home Mission or issionary. 
M. P. An abbreviation a the Latin hoe 

monument poouit, erected this monument. 
frost line, « curve indicating upon a diagram the 

pressures at which, for different temperatures, a solid 
and ite vapor —* taneously. al 

im hoary-edge (ho ‘i-ej), n. An ‘american bes- 
periid butterfly, ps Bal lycidas, occurring in 
the United States from the Mississippi valley 
— Its larve feed on Metbomia, 

3. (b) A milling-machine cutter 
— in — the teeth of worm gears. It is 
of the shape of the worm which is to mesh in the Inter- 
dental spaces of the gear, and in use cuts out of the blank 
ear this space, leaving the teeth correctly form: 

A master die; a steel punch cut to a certain 
design, used for making coining-dies. 
bebbing (hob’ing), ». The process of cutting 

threads of worm-wheels, dies, or chasers 
with a hob or master tap ina milling-machine 
oralathe. See *heb!, 3 (b). 



hobbing-machine 502 
hobbing-machine (hob’ing-ma-shén’), n. A The motor or“ electric mule” isa vehicle closely resem- 

mllingemnnchine specially designed ‘to cut — neh 
“irs gears by means of a hob. See * 

hobo (ho’b6), », (Origin obscure.) A tramp. heg-beetle (bog’bé‘tl), =. An old name for 

[Reeent slang, U. 8. 

hobson-jobson (hob’sgn-job’son), ». [An Hog-cholera bacte Seo *bacterium. 
6 (hog’en’jin), ». A locomotive-en- Anglo-Indian — * of the ery Ya Hasan! engin 

Fa Hosain! of the * ee gine having usually four pairs of drivers and 
ohar- yeeeiving steam from a boiler with a very their breasts in the procession of the 

ram.” Yule and Burnell.) In India, a native wide fire-box at the back. 
hog-feast (hog‘fést), ». The feast that fol- festal excitement; especially the Moharram 

ceremonies. Yule and Burnell. lows the killing of the family pig by a peasant 
ock', fae eee nates _See tony) Vulture or cottager. Prov. Eng.) 

——— 15 9-4 eee While the feath dan niance Pup In the series, w m 
to vulture hook, of suid feathering abeeid bewreien used for draining a mine. 
O, & Dept, Agr., Standard Varteties of Chickens, p. 14. hy (hog‘ing), a. The curving or distor- 

h (hok’ing), ». The feasting and merri- tion of a structure when it droops at the ends 
ment of the annual hocktide festival formerly oF Tises in the middle, as a boiler-furnace or 
observed in England, a ship. The hogging of boiler-furnaces is 

due to the loca! -Tuesday * 7 usual expansion of the flue, 
oe dinease Ee —— cau by the fire being particularly hot in 
hodometric (hod-9-met’rik), a, Pertaining to one part ‘of the grate. F 
or measured by a hodometer; hodometrical; b “moment (hog’ing-mé’mgnt), ». In 
odometric. waral arch,, the moment, at any given point, 

hoe!, ».—D-hoe, a scuffle, or Dutch hoe in which the Of the forces which tend to cause a vessel to 
blade is secured to the handle by curved which hog: opposed to sagging-moment, that which 
ee the form of a capttal D, Ace], tends to conse a venom $0 ste: — — 

ments for eae int in the len: of a vesse 
hoe’, vi. 2. To play or dance « hoe-lown. are plotted in Hy eurve of bending-moments, 
[Co loq., ——— 8. See *curves of ship calculations, 

hoe-mother (hé’ mun ‘ér), n. [hoc? + mother}, Any ordinate of the latter carve represents to scale 
The basking-shark, Cetorhinus marimus, foun oe ding crosacction of the ship. Ordinates set 
in the aretic seas. It reaches a length of off above the base-line indicate — moments, while 
nearly 40 feet, He L ordinates set off 

hoe-p! hé’plou), v. & To dig and turn _ "lew the base-line. ation aval Arch, p. S04, 

over (earth) with a hoe as a preparation for hog-meat, ». 2. Pork. ; 
*a4 {West Indios.) — hog-perch . = = — bs —— 

ploug ploug a percoid — * 
— — ot the ——— — Lakes and southward. 

A fatal infectious 
ear, 

Letter af John Castles Grenada, read before the }y -plague (hog’plag), n. 
(Roy. Soc., May, 1800, * of suine: prodeckag necrotic ulcera- 

hoernesite (hér’ne-sit), 1». —— for Dr. tion of the intestinal mucous membrane, with 
Hornes, an Austrian mine st.) A hby- sometimes a secondary involvement of the 
drated magnesium arseniate, BAe, + lungs; hog-cholera. 
8H ,0, occurring in snow-white monoc ini¢ hog-pox (hog’poks), m, An acute febrile erup- 
crystals: found in Hungary. Also hérnesite. “tive disease of swine similar to sheep-pox and 

hoe-tusk (ho’tusk),», Ashark, Mustelus canis, smallpox, characterized by the formation of 
of the family Galeide; found in the Atlantie eka in various parts of the body. 
on the coasts of the United States and Europe. ad of sugar, in the Weat Indies, often a definite 

hoey, hoe5 (hé-4’, ho-6"), n. [Chinese Aaiei, , Weight of 1,000 pounds, : 
Amoy hée, hii, Swatow hii, Fu-chau Awi, ete.} S-pence (hogz’pens), mn. Roman coins 
A society of Chinese, espevially aseeret society found in Leicestershire: 80 called from being 
of Chinese resident in a foreign community, turned up by swine. See *kiln. hog-tie ( ti), ©. 5 pret. and pp. hog-tied, 

"sanodyne. See *a ne: ppr. hog-tying. To tie as a hog is tied, all four 
hog!, ». 11. A small locomotive used for haul- teet together. 
ing cars about mines; a hogback locomotive. 
(Slang.] 

In enthrncite drifts steam —— aa a small and 
en n as* ve LS 

oi Sl amen May 33, 1004, p. 302. 

12, A machine for grinding logs. [Western 
U.S.) Dialect Notes, Il, vi.—18. In ship- 
building, the condition of being hogged: gen- 
erally used quantitatively with reference to the 
amount of deflection from the normal condi- 

Mr, Masterson wore a narrow crimson sash wound 
twice about his waist, . . . and when [he] donned ft,. . . 
he explained the same aa something wherewith he might 

steers when in the course of duty he must 
and throw them. Doubtless the sash, being of a sq 
reluctant texture and calculated to tie very tight into 
knots that would not slip, was of the precisa best mate- 
rial with which to hogtie steers, 

A. M. Lewis, Sunset Trail, p. 2 

hog-truss (hog‘’trus), ». The main truss or 
frame of a dredge or boat. See cut under 

— Bee hog, v. v. 1. hog-frame, 

t,t 4, To act as greedily and as self- The o structure of the bout (which is stayed by 
ishly asa hog in rd to (something); take [sans of hog trusses and mou Khe * =) covers its 
more than one’s share of; appropriate sel- * wilith snd the rent wh ighty 
fishly. [Slang, U.8.] 
hogan? (hé-gan‘), », avaho goghdn.]) A 

ans, consisting of a 

Engin., Oct 1, 1904, p SO 
hogweed, n. 2. In the West Indies, any one 

of several planta of the genus Boerhaaria, 
especially B. erecta, which is much relished 
by hogs. 

hohlfiute (hol’fldit), mn. (G. hohifdte, < hohi, hol- 
low, + jfléte, flute] In n-building, a flue- 
stop of metal which gives a dull, hollow tone; 
it is made in three or four sizes or pitches. 
Also holfiute. 

hohl-quint (hol’kwint), ». [G.] In 
building, % quint stop of the hohiflute kind. 

ho ite (hd’man-it),». Sameas*amaran- 

hut of the Navaho In 

tite, 
hoi (h6’i), n. [Polynesian.) In Hawaii and 
Tahiti, the common yam, Dioscorea sativa. 
Before the introduction of the potato it was 
cultivated for the supply of ships. 

hoist, ».— * hoist, a hoisting-machine of a por- 
table or semi-portable type, having the boiler, engine, 
and drum on one bed, for use in raising building mate 
rials in strictures in process of erection.— Holst-con- 
ve: . Bee ®eoneeyer.-— any form of 
hoist in which the holsting-motor or «machine [se arranged 
to travel along an elevated trackway. In the electric 
traveling hoist, the motor, gearing-blocks, and boisting- 
ropes are on a trolley which is supported on wheels that 
run on of an I-beam or other form of beam. 

A Narsho Hogan. 

conical framework covered with poles, bark, 
and earth. The main beans tarn north, south, and 
west, While the entrance is on the east side. Sometimes 
the shelters of the Pima tribes are also called Aegane, 

hogback, n. IL. a. Resembling a hog's back 
in form; used specifieally in describing a 
small locomotive which is very low in build 
and has no cab, 

hold 
In some holsta the operator travels in a cab suspended 
from the track, operating the nectar to lift the luad and 
also to cause . = — alow * — 
boist, a holst w i tripe or tips the bue at a pre- 
scribed point, thus emptying the load automatically. 

hoistawa’ (hoist’a-wa), 1. An elevator; & 
hoist; a lift; a device for raising or lowering 
heavy weights. 

hoist-hole (hoist’hél), n. An elevator-shaft; 
: — opening through which materials are 
oisted. 

hoisting-block (hois’ting-blok),». The lower 
of the two blocks ma block-and-fall; the 
block which moves with the load, 

hoki (hé’ké), ». [Maori.] A New Zealand 
fish, € enoides nore-zelandix, belonging to 
the family Maerwrid#, which are deep-sea ga- 
doids. @ Tasmanian *whip-tail, Austral 
English. 
holeko, See hocco. 
hola (ho‘li), ». (Hawaiian.] A name in 
Hawaii of the root and stalk of the abuhu, 
Cracca p See *ahubu and Tephrosia, 

Holacan @ (hol’a-kan-thi’né),#. pl. [NL., 
¢ Holacanthus + -inw.] A subfamily of butter- 
fly-fishes of the family Chetodontidw, typified 
by the genus Holacanthus. 

Holacanthus ——— a, [NL., ¢ Gr, 
bsoc, whole, dxavfa, spine. ] genus of 

NMolwanthus Irtcolor. 

(From Belletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.) 

butterfly-fishes of the family Chwtodontide. 
They are characterized by the many spines in the dorsal 

noe of a etroar spine on the pre: 
the species are bri! tly colored. H. 
fiah of the Florida Keys, iH. tricoler 

is found in the same region. 

holagogue (hol’a-gog),n. (Gr. doc, whole, + 
aywyée, a leader.) In med., an agent supposed 
to be capable of removing all morbid humors, 

Holanthias (hé-lan’thi-as), ». ge < ddoe, 
whole, + avtiiac, a certain fish (<a . flower). } 
A genus of fishes of the family Serranide 
found in tropical seas, 

Holarctic region or realm. See *region. 
holarthritis (hol-iir-thri’tis), n. [N * Gr. 
otog, whole,+ dpApov, joint, + -itis.) Inflam- 
mation involving all or most of the joints of 
the body. 

Holconoti (hol-k-né'ti), ». pl. [NL., pl. of 
Holconotus.] A group of the Embiotocida, or 
viviparous surf-fishes; found in the waters of 
the Pacific from California to Japan. 
Holeonotus (hol-k6-n6’tus), mn [NL., ¢ Gr, 
ddnéc, drawing, trailing (¢ 2x, draw, trail, 
tow), + viroc, back.] A genus of surf-fishes, 
of the family Embiotocide, found on the coast 
of California. H. rodoterus is the common 
species, 

hold}, v. I, trans.—Holding-out See weatch1, 
—To hold a 
*f an. elf f 38 a a gore it o ae Os —*2 
pertain to; depend om of upon. 

A spark distarhe our clod ; 
Nearer we God 

Who gives, than of His tribes that take, I must believe. 
Browning, Rabbi Ben Ezra, stanza & 

To hold ont. (c) In andl other card-gamea, to 
hold (certain js) in the sleeve or elsewhere anti] there 
is a valuable stake for which to play.—To hold the land, 
the luff, the wind. See *iend!, wlugt, *ieind?.— To 
hold to. (ay To adhere to: as, he still holds to his former 
staternent. (6) Same as hofdl, 0. 7, 7.--To hold up. (d) 
To refuse to give pe che commanding card of an adver- 
sary’s suit) espec J in whist and bridge. (¢) To bold 
or back up (a rivet which is being headed over). 

II, intrans. 6. (6) Specifically, in archery, 
to make & short pause, after drawing a bow, 
for fixing the aim and preparing to loose the 
bowstring.—7. Of a femate animal, to retain 
the spermatozoa of the male so that she may 
heecome pregnant— Ty hold true, to remain true; 
be applicable or indisputable : aa, “the saying of Uhe poet 
Aotds true in a large " S, Susiles, Character, il, 

hold}, n. 8t. In old Eng. hist, the title of an offi- 
cer in the Danelaw corresponding to the high 
reeve among the English.— Referee’s hold, in 
wrestling, a given to oppanents by the referee. — 



hold 
hold, inlumbering, the attachment of the hawser 

of a raft of logs lo an object on the Tail hold, in 
lumbering, a means of increased —— in mov: 
ing akg i cable tiger a block 

object, so that hauling on the other end gives twice the 
power which would be attained by attaching the cable di- 
rectly to the log. 

hold*, ».—#oid stanchions. 
hold Laat.) the second apace beneath the spar-deck, or 
the space unter the lower deck, of « vessel having two 
decks.—To break out the hold, to begin to unload the 

of a ship; brenk bulk. 
hold-all (hold’Al}, ». A portable bag or case 
used in traveling, ete., for holding miscellane- 
ous articles. 

hold-fown (oe deen, mn A — to prevent 
a machine or piece of apparatusfrom jumping 
or shaking: as, the —— ofa peat ark le. 

holder-up (hdl’dér-up), ». One who holds a 
ale or anvil against a rivet which is being 
headed; also, a device for holding rivets by 
air-pressure while they are being driven. 

hol at, = or’ pheg — 5— — 
ment develo many of the alge. A 
haptere and  hisoid. 

Kelp Aold-fasts, of which none in the thamnediate 
vicinity, were taken in abundance by the dredge, 

Science, Jan., 1902, p, 60, 

ho) n, 6, In archery, the short pause 
after rawing a bow to fix the aim and make 
ready for loosing the bowstring. See *hold!, Ho 
rt. i., 6 (db). 

holding-bo>m (hél'ding-bim), n. See *storage- 
m. 

holding-plate (h4l’ding-plat), ». Same as an- 
— — 

hold-on (hdid’on), n. Any weight, base, or 
heavy casting which serves to bold a portable 
tool or machine in place while it is in use. — Mag 
netic hold-on, an electromagnet which serves to hold a 
tool to any tron or steel sortace. See magnetic wehuck. 
hold-over (hdld’d’vér), u. 1. A place of de- 
tention; a lock-up. New York Times, July 15, 
1905,—2. An office-holder who remains in of- 
fice, or in possession, beyond his regular term: 
sometimes used attributively, 

hold-stringer (hold’string’ér), n. Nawt., 
combination of angle-bars and plates, fitted 
on the inside of the frames of a vessel between 
the upper turn of the bilge and the lowest com- 
plete tier of beams, 

hole! abole of such a diameter na 

of a full thread inakde of it. It 
P measured between the bot- 

toma of the threads on oppodite ends of a diameter. 
hole}, v. i.To hole out. (4) In gulf, to play the ball 
take nlve of the Roles of thn 

u 

A simplified (and. the 

tire, + éxruzoc, work 
therrecy, strike. ] 

peristome ; fo iteatent th 
— he —— at the test, Waar acum 

in J Cretaceous rocks, 

holely, ade. An amended spelling of wholly, 
holesale, n., @.,and ¢, An amended spelling of 
wholesale, 

holesum, «. An amended spelling of wholesome. 
holetrous (h6-lé’trus), a. Having the charac- 
ters of the Holetra. 

holfiute, ». Same as *hoh/flute. 
em Lidays. Spevificall School 

vacation.” @) By Rte — (0 a) 

holidayer (el Faber). nm, One who takes or 
makes # holiday; an excursionist or pienicker 
on a holiday; a holiday pleasure-seeker. 

holkion (hol-ki’on), n.; pl. helkia (-i), [Gr. 
ddxciov, alwo éixaiov,} In Gr, archeol., a lange 
bowl powl, 

Holland process, See *process. 
ieee te ay per-manis., & 

clinnd beater. 
Le) In 

beating-engine or — a 
See beating-engine, 

Hollardia (ho-lir’di-i), ». [NL. (Poey, 1858 
or 1861), named for Henri Hollard, a French 
professor of zodlogy.) A genus of trigger- 

s.— 18 

593 

fishes, of the family Triacanthide, found on 
the coast of Cuba. 
hollow-backed (hol’é-bakt), a. Having the 

mon deformity in horses. Less proper! 
cant as “irelaadaiber # * 

ing out the inner sides of the staves for a 
keg, barrel, or cask. 

hollow-ware, ». 2, China, glass, and other 
wares in the form of cups, tumblers, ** 
ete.: in distinetion from flat ware, suc 
— saucers, or the like. 

moeracy, IL, 685, 
holluschi (hol‘us-chik), m.; pl. Aollus- 
chickie (-chik-i). An American corruption, in 
Alaskan waters, of holostiak, a young male 
fur-seal. See *holostiak. 

The “holluschichte" are the cham 
the seal-tribe.  #ildott, Fur-Seal 

".—Gape holly, tho saffronwocdl, Meaden · 
croceuat.— the pipsissewa or * = ye -holly, rem 

ince’spine, Chimaphila —— —— holly. 
{in Attwetralia, T'ricondylua ilicifelius, a umall tree of 

fam » (0) In Tasmania, a shrub of the 

swimmers of all 
ids of Alaska, p, 45, 

madder ily, Co; hirtella, See eo, i, 
—N , & spiny-leaved shrub or small 
tree of the aster family, Shawia rf ria lied of 
folia of Hooker), valu 
muaky oder, 

on account of ite 

ush sandstone, See *sandstonc. 
-cherry (hol’i-cher*i), n. holly. Same as islay. 

hollyhock-bug (hol’i-hok-bug), », An Ameri- 
ean capsid bug, Orthotylus delicatus, bright 
green in color, It sucks the juicesof hollyhock 
planta, 223 them to wilt, and te also — aah and 
other trees Planta, 

hollyhock-diseasé (hol’i-hok-di-zéz"), n. See 
*dlisease. 
Holman's formula. See *formula. 
holm-berry (hélm’ber’i), A. See *herry}. 
holm- (hélm’gang), ». A going to a 
holm to engage in mortal combat; the duel 
then fought. — 

test. e test), Ho 
1 (hol’mi-d), ». [NL., named after G. 

Holm, a Swedish geologist.) A genus of 
trilobites belonging to the family Olenid# and 
characterized by possessing 10 segments 
and a small unsegmented pygidium. It oeeurs 
in the Lower Cambrian rocks. 
holmia? (hol’mi-&) ». [NL.: see *Holmial.] In 
chem., one of the rare earths, found with 
yttria in gadolinite, and supposed to be the 
oxid of a distinct element, holmium: but it 
may be an as yet uerpereted mixture, What 
was first called Aelia has shown to contain dya- 
pao wad tie name now applies to what remains after 

separated. 
holmic (hol’mik), a. [holm(inm) + peel. In 
chem,, coutaining holmium: as, helmic oxid; a 
holmic salt. 

holmos (hol’mos), .; pl. Aolmoi (-moi), 
iduoc, & round, smooth 

(Gr. 

A, Miers. 
holobaptist (hol-é-bap’tist), n. [Gr. d20¢, whole 

Saxtiorie, baptist.) One who baptizes the 
whole body; an immersionist. 

holobenthic (hol-)-ben’thik), a. [Gr. dAer, en- 
tire, + E. benthic] —D enthie; liv- 
ing on the bottom under the water and nowhere 
else. See *benthos, *henthie, 

Another hindrance to the extension of many deep-sea 
55 is that they are Aotobenthic, that is, do not pass 

b a free swimming larval stage. 
Beye. Brit., XXXIII. a35, 

holobranch (hol’é-brangk), a. and x, = hoc, 
whole, + spdyyea, gills.) I, a. Hav ng each 
branchial arch provided with a pair of hemi- 
branchsor half-gilla: said of the gills of fishes, 

TH. ». A gill having filaments on both of its 
lower and posterior edges, 

Holobranc m, * 3. A subclass of the 
Bryozea, characterized by having the lopho- 

as hol hol kiir’pus), a. 
Webb, Industrial whole, - pet frei, reed Same as *hol- 

holomorphosis 
phore unbroken and either cireular or horse- 
shoe-shaped. 

holocaine (hé-lok’a-in), =. (Gr. doc, whoie, tackle, by Paice 0 
to the log and fastening the end ton stationury back abnormally curved downward: a com- + E. (co)caine.) A local anesthetic, resem- 

bling in its action, and employed as a substi- 
tute for, cocaine; a combination of paraphe- 

See tetanchion.—Lower hollower (hol’é-ér), ». A machine for hollow- netidin and phenacetin. 
h (hol-6-kiir’ ik), a, (Gr. d20¢, whole, 
+ xapzog, fruit, + -ic.) Incertain unicellular 
alge, noting the transformation of the simple 
vegetative into & #porangium or a spore, 

(Gr. d%o¢, 

ocarpic, 
Holochoanites (hol’6-ké-s-ni‘téz), n. pl. [NL., 
ae singular, < Gr. ddoc, entire, + yéavor, & 
nnel, + -ites, E. -ife?.] A suborder of the 

nautiloid cephalopods in which the funnels of 
sipbuneular segments reach from the septum of 
origination to the next septum apicad or be- 
yond this. 

ochoanitic (hol’6-ké-a-nit‘ik), a. Of or re- 
sembling the Holochoanifes; havingthe strue- 
ture of the siphuncular wallas in the Holo- 
choanites. 
holochordate (hol-é-kér’dit), a. i. diac, 
whole, + xopdf, chord, + -atel.) Having the 

—— 
Holochordate, 

Young Awstionws during the adolescent jot. (After Kowa- 
lewaky.) a, notochord extending entire length of body; 4, apimal 
ch i ¢, anus 4. betestioe: ¢. atrial pore sf. livers go gill-shit. 
with tongue-bar in act of formation ; A, yill-alet; ¢, tentacles, 
(Mageified.) (Prom Marshall's * Vertebwate Embayology.™) 

chorda or notochord extending the full length 
of the body, as Amphiorus, 

holochroal (ho lok’rp-al), a. [Gr, d20¢, whole 
+ xpéa, the skin, + -al1.] In the compound 
eyes of trilobites and other crustaceans, hav- 
ing & corncous layer extending continuously 
over the entire visual surface, as in Proétus, 
Asaphus, ete, Contrasted with *schizochroal. 

holoclastic (hol-d-klas’tik), a. (Gr. d40¢, whole, 
+ xtacréc, broken} Noting clastic rocks of 
aqueous origin as distinguished from those of 
voleanie origin (hemiclastie), Senft, 1857. 

Holocystis (hol-6-sis‘tis), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. dor, 
entire, + «orice, & bladder.) A genus of Cre- 
taceous corals having characters of the Tetra- 
coralla, four of the septa being larger than the 
rest and the visceral chamber containing 
tabula. 

holoedric (hol-}-é’drik), a. [Gr. d40¢, whole, 
+ idpa, seat, base.) In greup-theory, designat- 
ing isomorphism in which two groups are 
simply isomorphic. 

hologonic (hol-é-gon’ik), a. [Gr, djo¢, whole, 
+ yuria, angle, + -ic.] Same as *holoacral, 

hologonidium (hol’6-gé-nid’i-um), »,.; pl. 
hologonidia (-i). [Gr. o40¢, whole, + NL. gonid- 
inm.] A group of algal cells invested with 
fungus threads which, under proper conditions, 
may reproduce the thallus ofa lichen. Also 
soredium, 

Gr. Moc. 

2 

a. [Gr. Mor. 
Tn petrog., com- 

See 

{NI.] 

0. 
*holosymmetric, 2. 

holometabole (hol’é-me-tab’6-16), 1. 
Same as holometaboly, 

Holometopa (hol-é-met’é-pi), ». pl. [NL.. ¢ 
Gr. dfo¢, ee, + pitwrov, aad gn! In 
Brauer’s system, a group of dipterous insects 
including the family Conepid# aud the acalyp- 
trate Muscidae. 

holomorphic, «. 2. (b) Noting a function of 
a complex variable which is continuous, one- 
— and has a derived funetion when the 
variable moves in a certain reyion of the plane: 
«0 called to indicate that it is like an integer 
function for which this property holds through- 
out the entire plane. 

ho osis (hol-d-mér‘fé-sis), ». [NL., ¢ 
Gr, bsor, entire, + pdpdwerr, formation.) In 



é holomorphosis 

biol., the perfect replacement or regeneration 
Sh a lok fork as —— with *meromor· 

replaced — A iin 
less than the part removed — ™ 

T. M. Morgan, lon, p. 24. 

holoparasite (hol-6-par’a-sit), n. [Gr. ddog, 
whole, + rapdaroe, parasite.] A completely 
parasitic plant. Compare *hemiparasite. 

Holoparasites, which live entirely at the cost of the 
aaunie eeacieaee ot thelr hoat, like hol hyte 
devold of chlorophyll ani, if phanerogama, 

—— 

dependence of the ite the host vary between 
the completeness of that of rositic Rhizanthe, in 
which litth more than the fower of the parnatte Is visible 
upon the outaide of the stem of the host and the 
tism isn absolute, and the limitation of that of the hemi- 

parasitic oon, in —— te all appearance there is 
jependent autotrop! 

* — Brit., XXV. 430, 

Holopea (hol-d-pé‘i), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. ddor, 
entire, + oy — face.) A genus of Gas- 
teropoda belonging tothe family Littorinide, 
Tt ts characteri by a short conical shell and roundly 
oval aperture with entire margin, and occurs in the 
Silurian and Deronian rocks, 

holophane (hol’6-fan), ». IGr. d20c, whole, + 
~porne, < oaivectar, appear.) <A trade-name of 

Holophane, 

A. meridian lamp with holeghane refector: a, balb: A, holo 
phane reflector; ¢, reflector-bolder; #, socket-cover; ¢, socket-cap; 
J. key. 4, holophane giobe. 

a — por or reflector for electric or other 
lights, of clear glass, pressed, either only on 
the outer surface or on both surfaces, with 
prismatic corrugations ; in the latter ease the 
prisms of the inner surface are at right angles 
to those of the outer surface and are arranged 
so as to scatter the transmitted light in the 
special manner required, 

holophrase (hol’}-friz), ». 
phrasm. See holophrasis, 
holophrasm (hol’6-frazm), n. [Trreg. formed 
from holophrasis.] A holophrastic expression. 
Amer, Anthropologist, Oct.-Dec., 1900, p. 615. 

holophyte (hol’é-fit), ». [Gr. der, whole, + 
gurév, plant.) In bot., aplant which manufae- 
tores its own food, being in no sense sapro- 
phytic or parasitic, 
lophytic, «. 2. In bot., having the charne- 

ter of a» complete plant in point of nutrition; 
—— said of ordinary green plants as 
opposed to parasites and saprophytes. 

holoplankton (hol-6- ‘ome The a. [Gr. 

Same as *holo- 

dtog, entire, + NL. plankton.] The plants and 
animals that pass their whole life swimming 
or floating in the water, considered collec- 
tively and in contrast with those that float or 
swim for only a part of their lives, passing the 
rest upon orin the bottom, See *hemibenthic, 
*holohenthic, *hemiplankton, *holoplanktonic, 
*planktonic. 

holoplanktonic (hol’6-plangk-ton’ik), a. 
_[holoplankton + -i¢.) Living in the water 
of the sea throughout life: contrasted with 
*meroplanktonic (which see), Haeckel (traus.), 
Planktonie Studies, p. 583, 

holopneustic (hol-op-nii’stik), a. [Gr. dior, en- 
tire, & “svenoric, ¢ mveiv, breathe] Having 
many pairs of external onenings to the air. 
Most adult insects are holopneustic, being provided with 
& tracheal system which communicates with the outer air 
through many pairs of stigmata or external apertares. 

holopodous (hé-lop’d-dus), a. 
characteristic of the family Holopodide, 
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the head, as in many male dipterous insects. 
holoptychiid 
Holoptychiide. 

hol 

— hed : fit) 7 
losa (bol-d-sap’ro-fit), v. Tr. 

bho, W at, + E. saprophyte.] A —— 
eine: dg plant. See extract under *holo- 
parasite, 

holosa: (hol’6-sap-rd-fit’ik), a. Per- 
taining or relating to a holosaprophyte. 

holospheric —RX >), a. (Gr. d40¢, whole, 
.8 + cdaipa ore, + Ac.] Of the entire globe. 

—Hol anomaly, the departure of a local tem- 
ure from the holospheric pormal for that latitade— 

a line connecting places hav- 
in, —— samme holoaphertc anomaly, Sella, La.— Holo- 

the averuge —— — of the whole 
any two circles of equal latitude in the northern and 

southern hemispheres, Selfa, Isa 

holostiak (ho-los-tyiik’), ».; pl. holostiaks or 
after Russian) holostiaki (-tyii’ki). [Russ. 
cholostydka (pl. -kii), a bachelor.) A — 
male fur-seal; a bachelor seal. Compare *hol- 
lusehiek. 
He carefully distinguishes the various classes of seals, 

. ~~ the polusikatchi, or yoang bulls; the Actustiat?, or 
bachelors. L, Stejneger, Russian Fur-seal Islands, p. 00, 

Holostomatidm (hol’é-sté-mat’i-dé), m. pl. 
NL.] An erroneous form for Holostomida, 
lostomida (hol-6-stom‘i-«dé), », pl. (NL, 

< Holostomum + ~ida,) A family of trema- 
toids of the order Melacotylea. They have two 
aackers aml a pectiliar adhesive 
apparatus behind the ventral 2 
sucker on the anterior ton of 
the body, and the body divided 
inte an anterior flattened and a 

rior cylindrical region, The 
fly contains the gesera Me 

lostomum, Diplostomnm, Heini- 
aomam, und Pelycotule, found 
mostly in the alimentary canal 
of birds, reptiles, and mammals, 
rarely in amphibia and fishes. 

Holostomum = (hd-los’té- 
mum), #. [NL., ¢ Gr. d2oc, 
whole, + créva, mouth.) 
The typical genus of the 
family Holostomide. SH 
Nitzech, 1816. — 

holostylic (hol-d-stil’ik), a. 
[holostyl-y + -ie.] Relating A 
to or having the condition 
of the visceral arches 
known as holostyly. 

holostyly (h-los‘ti-li), . 
(Gr, doc, entire, + ori2oc, 
pillar, + —9 The eon- 
ition of having the pala- 

toquadrate fused with the 
cartilaginous cranium and 
the second viseeral arch 
entire and free from the 
eranium, Itoceurs in the 
ehimmras or Holocephali, 
W. K. Gregory, 1904, 

i 

Hoalostewida (Metaste- 
tical Hemirtoomnane of 
Birds Hemi rfomune 
elathratem Dies, from 
the get of Larrea druet 
Seen eeawemtral thew (irom 
Broun, after Brandes), 
@ oral secker; 4, opt=- 

ings of glands ¢. — — — 
veetral adhesive appara- 
tus ithe ventral sucker bs 
just ta fromt of tie) 
uterus (the openity of 
the wteres is rather endive 
tinctly rencbered, just be- 
Jow the luowere) 4. ovary s 
Mo testis; &, shell-ylands: 
?, vevicula seménalis; J, 

holosymmstric a, 8 
cifically — 2, Having the 
highest degree of symmetry 
possible under the = 

show- system, and hence 
ri . ode yg tard) 
ing the maximum number *"\Efom Sedyeick’s 
of faces for each form, * Zoology.) 
The holosymmetric forms under each of the crystalline 
systems are sometimes designated, respectively, as Aofo- 
trometric (also holetesseral, ete.) holetetragonal, hoto- 
heragenal, ete.—Holosymmetric group. See **yn- 
metry, 4 

holosystematic (hol‘é-sis-te-mat’ik), a. Same 
as ®holosymmetric, 2, 

holotesseral (hol-j-tes‘’e-ral), a. 
whole, + L. tessera, a square, + -al!.) 
*holosymmetric, 2. 

hol ‘onal (hol’-te-trag’}-nal), a. 

(Gr. Me. 
See 

(Gr. 

-all.] See *holosymmetric, 2. 

homalography 
(NL., < Gr. dor, 

General muscular 

holotrochal (hd-lot’rd-kal), a. ifr, doe, whole, 
+ aving th e body 

to *atrochal. Proce. Zool. Soc. 
1716. 
(hol-6-trop’i-kal), a. [Gr. = 

ies, or the only specimen 
— at the time of publication of the spe- 
cies. 

A holotype, therefore, is always a single individual, bat 
embrace one or more parts, as the skin, skeleton, or 

other portions. ——— Ae Sh itt ee 

holoxid (hol-ok’sid), ». [Gr. 20¢, whole, + 
oxid.] chem., a compound assumed to eon- 
tain as a constituent molecular instead of 
atomic oxygen. 
olstein-Friesian cattle. See *cattle. 

ey ete 
toad. Same as © he tefrog. 

holzin (hélt’sin), ». (G. Holz, a German sur- 
— ), + -in?,] A solution of formalin in 
methyl alcohol, used as a deodorizer, 

holzinol (hélt’si-nol), ».  [holzin-+-ol.J A 
mixtare of menthol and formalin. 
hom? (hém), #. Same as *homa, 
homa (hé’mii), mn. [Middle Pers. hama, Aves- 
tan haoma, = . soma: see soma?,) Same 
as somat, 
The Soma or Homa ceremony consisted In the extrac- 

tion of the juice of the — by the pricsts during 
the recitation of the formal presentation of the 
liquid extracted to sacrificial fire, the consumption « 
aamall of ft by ome of the officiating pricets, and 
the division of the remainder among the worshippers. 
As the juice was drank immediately after extraction and 
before fermentation had set in, it was mot intoxicating. 
The ceremony seems to have been regarded, in part, a# 
having a mystic force, securing the favor of heaves; ts 
part, as exerting a beneficial influence upon the bedy of 

worshi —— the curative power inherent in 

‘aantinson, Seven Great Monarchies, The Thin! 
(Monarvhy, 11. iv, 

The word is used erroneously in the following 
quotation: 

Persia was accustomed to set her own peculiar seal 
upon her figured webs by mingling in her designs the 
mystic’ Aome.” . . . Borrowed perhaps originally from 
Hebrew tradition, this symbol of “the tree of life” had 
in it nothing objectionable to the Christian, the Jew, or 
the Moslem. 

D. Rock, 8. K. Handbook, Textile Fabrics, p. & 

Homacanthus (hom-a-kan’thus), n. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. aude, equal, + éxavta, a spine.j] A group 
of slender, bilaterally symmetrical fish spines 
—— belonging to the cestraciont sharks) 
— in the Devonian and Carboniferous 
rocks. 
Homacodontide (hom‘a-ki-don’ti-dé), . pl. 
[NL. Homacodon, the type genus, + -idw.] A 
family of small, extinct, artiodactyl, ungulate 
mammals, which contains species about the 
size of rabbits. The brain-case is lange, the ottit 

Fee ca — ae ran J— ares i e LJ 

oocur in the 'Booene of North America and —2 of 
Barope. Marsh, 1504. 

malocenchrus (hom‘s-16-sen’krus), ». (NL. 
(Mieg, 1760), in allusion to the compressed 

ikelets and the general resemblance of the 
plant to millet-grass, Milium efusnm; ¢ Gr. 
ouardc, flat, compressed, + xéyypog, millet.) A 

nus of grasses. ‘wid, 
omalodontotheriid# (hom ‘a-l6-don-té-thé- 

ri’i-lé), n. pl (NL. Homalodontotherivm, 
the type genus, + -ida.) A family of extinet 
artiodactyl mammals, of the suborder Ancylo- 
— which contains a number of genera of 

mammais from the Santa Cruz (Mio- 
cene ft) of Patagonia, The skull is massive, 
limbs stout, and vertebral centra slightly flat- 
tened. Ameghino, 1889, 
homalographic (hom’a-lé-graf’ik), a. [homa- 
lograph-y + -ic.) Pertaining to or by means of 
homalography: noting a method of anatomical 
demonstration by means of a series of plane 

G6. 

sections, usually of a frozen body. x 
homalo phy (hom-a-log‘ra-fi), ». [Gr 
éuaddée, level, plane, + ypagerr, write.} In anat., 

Belonging to or déoc, whole, + retpa;avoc, four-eornered, + the study of anatomical structures by means 
body. of plane sections of the 



homaloid 
homaloid (hom’a-loid), ». (Gr. éuaté, level, 
plane, + eldoc, form.] A homaloidal space or melts at 
universe. 
Homaloidal surface. See *surface. 
Homalonotus (hom’s-ld-no’tus), ». (Gr. dua- 

, smooth, + veroc, back.] A genus of trilo- 
bites belongi 58 family Calymmenide. 

homalotropous (hom-a-lot’ré-pus), a. [Gr. 
ae level, +-rporor, ¢ rpérery, turn, + -ons, 
= bot., growing in a horizontal direction, 

oll. 
homaxial (hé-mak’si-al), a. ([Gr. duds, the 
ante, + L. azis, wxis, +-all.] Same as homaz- 
onial. 
Home counties. See *county?. 
home-bird (hom’bérd), ». A bird raised or 
eared for in the home; hence, a child nurtured 
at home, and under home influences. 
The child is still a Aome-Dird, and in the humanities 

above all, this sentiment must tind a place right through 
into boyhood, Nature, Fob. 4, 1908, 3up., p. v. 

homelyn (hém‘lin), ». [Also homlin, homme- 
lin; origin obseure.] The rough ray, Raja 
maculata, found on the coasts of Europe. 
omeochronous (hé-mé-ok’ré-nus), a. [Gr, 
iyocog, of the same appearance, like, + yporos, 
time.] Same as *homochronons. 
homeophony (hé-tné-of’6-ni), wn. [Gr. duo, 
of the same nature, + gw}, voice, sound.) 
Similarity of sound, 

homeopraxis (hé‘mé-6-prak’sis), n. [Gr. duce, 
of the same nature, + Toagec, doing, action. ] 
A similar action or a like development; a par- 
allel evolution, 

This is a phenomenon * vi — 
which the autior culls ye 6g la tadoch ety 
striking that the rightfal tenant and the insinaatd pari 
site which replaces it should have similar adaptations, 
both structural and functional, securing emergence, 
There is a el adaptation of host aud parasite to the 
aaine conditions. 

Jour, Roy. Micros. Soc., Doc,, 1904, p. 640. 

homer!,». 2. In base-ball, a home run. 
Homerist (hd’me-rist), », 1. A Homerie 
scholar; a student or an admirer of Homer or 
ae pees => An imitator of Homer or his 
style, 

Homerologist (hé-me-rol’$-jist), n. One who 
is versed in Homerology. 

homested, ». and v. A simplified spelling of 
homestend. 

homester (hém’stér), ». [home + -ster.] One 
who belongs to or represents the locality; 
especially, a member of the local or ‘home’ 
team in any sporting contest. {Eng.) 
Homesthes (ho-mes‘théz), ». [NL. (Gilbert), 
< Gr, dudc, the same, + éefiew, eat.) A genus 
of blennies found on the coast of Panama, 
homethrust (hém’thrust), v. ¢ To thrust 
home; deliver a home thrust; hit the mark di- 
rectly and with effectiveness, 

(hom‘i-nal), a. i homo (homin-), 
man, + -all.} Pertaining to or characteristic 
of man or mankind; human, [Rare.] 

(ho-min‘i-an), ». (L. home (homin-), 
man, + -an.] One of the Hominide; » human 
being. 

hominify (hd-min’i-fi), c. t,; pret. and pp. ho- 
minified, ppr. hominifying. [L. home (homin-), 
man, + -fieare, < facere, make.] To render 
manlike or human; attribute human qualities 
to; make man. 

ocentric (hom ’i-néd- sen‘ trik), a. [L. 
homo se oe man, + centrum, center, + ipa 
Pertaining to the doctrine or idea that al 
things are created or designed to please or 
satisfy man. [Rare] 

It waa the old idea that all **8 exist merely to please 
man: this Acwninecentrie doctrine Darwin duproved 

1, H. Bailey, Outlook to Nature, p. 272. 

homobi 

crustaceans; pertaining to or having the char- 
acters of the Homobranchia, 
homobront (hé’mé-bront), mn. [Gr. éudc, the 
same, + jpovrg, thunder;} A line connecting 
points around an advancing thunder-storm at 
which the first thunder is heard simultaneously ; 
anisobront. Vou Bezold. 
homocamphoric (h6’mé-kam-for’ik), a. 
oudc, the same, + (evan )jcamphor * -ic.] 
ing an acid, a coloriess crystalline com 
HO.COCgH14.CH».COOH, formed by 

[Gr. 
Not- 
und, 
iling 
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eyancamphor with um hydroxid. It 
° C., and was at one time called, 

incorrectly, Aydrocam, rl acid, 
(ho-ind-sen’tri-kal-i), ade. 

Concentrically, 
homocerebrin (hé-mé-ser’é-brin), ». [Gr. 
Subs, 7 — +h. — — + nn 

colorless compoun ; 2 
a od mp action of barium h ha gad aaNal) 

tter, It izes i t Sea ee eee 
] homochelidonin (hé"mé-ke-lid’d-nin), », [Gr. 

dudc, the sume, + Chelidon(ium) + -in2.] An 
alkaloid, Co;H»,0;N, obtained from the root 
of Sanguinaria Canadensis. Two compounds 
with this formula are known, distinguished as 

and 7-homochelidonin. Both crystallize in needbes; 
former melta at 16% C., the latter at 109°C, The Iat- 

ter is also found in Chelidonium majua. 

homochiral (bé-m6-ki’ral), a. [Gr. dude, the 
same, + yelp, hand, + wall] Related in the 
manner of one right hand to another right 
hand, or of one left hand to another left, that 
is, formed in the same way and turned in the 
same direction; identical in form and diree- 
tion. 
homochirally (hé-m6-ki’ral-i), adr. Ina homo- 
chiral manner. 
homochlamydeous (h6’mé-kla-mid’é-us), a. 

Gr. duéc, the same, + yAauig (y2aued-), cloak 
-¢-ous.| In bot,, diehlamydeous, but with all 

the members of the perianth similarly colored, 
In plant development, the homochlamydeous 
stage succeeds the homoiochlamydeous, and 
is followed by the heterochlamydeous. 
homochromosome (hé-mé-kro’mé-s6m), 2. 
Ne opis, the same, + gpdwe, color, + c&pra, 

ly: see *chromosome.) An ordinary or typ- 
ical chromosome, as contrasted with an acces- 
sory chromosome. 
Mon ne and hetero 
— —— —E yp chrome- 
sumes and the accessory, Miel, Bulletin, Dec, 1904, p. & 

homochromy (hg-mok’r5-mi), n. [Gr. dude, the 
same, + xypove, color.) The coloring of organ- 
isms in resemblance to the prevailing color of 
their normal environment; general eryptic eol- 
oring. 
homochronic (hé-mé-kron’ik), a. [As ho- 
mockron-ous + -ic.) Appearing in the offspring 
at the same point of development as in the 
Parent.—Homochronic heredity, See *hereidity. 
homochronous (hé-mok’rj-nus), a. [Gr. dud- 
xpowoc, of the same time, ¢ dude, the same, + 
xpivoc, time.) Appearing in the children at 
the same age as in the parents. See the ex- 
tract. 

‘This kind of inheritance (of characters of the parenta in 
sech manner that they a in the latter at the «ume 
age in which they occur in the former) has been called 
homochronoua, Bimer, Onganic Evolution, p. 167. 

homocladic (h6-mé-klad’ik), a. [Gr. dudr, the 
same, + «Aador, braneb,] Noting an anasto- 
mosis formed between terminal twigs of the 
same artery: opposed to *heteroeladic, 
Homocala (hé-mé-sé6‘lii), m. pl. if ¢ Gr. 
dude, the same, + xoizoc, hollow, ] suborder 
of ealeareous sponges in which there are no 
flagellated chambers, the entire internal sur- 
face being lined by eollared cells. It includes 
the family Asconide, Compare *Heterocwla. 
homocelous (hd-mé-sé‘lus), a, (Gr. dudc, the 
sane, + noidoc, hollow, + -ows,] Having the 
gastral layer of cells continuous, as in sponges 
of the family Clathrinid#; resembling or having 
the characteristics of the Homocala: opposed 
to *heterocarlous, 
homoconine (hé-m6-ké’nin), ». [Gr. dude, the 
same, + E, — A colorless liquid, CpHy 
(NH)CHy.CH(CHg)o, closely allied to conine, 
which it resembles in odor, It boils at 181- 
182°C. Also called a-isobwtylpiperidine, 

‘ih clic (hé-mé-sik’lik), a. and a, (Gr. 
orbs, the same, + winuc, cirele.] I, a. Having 
the same or only one circle or cyele, 

Spectra of the third variety. These show absorption 
bands, and the substances yielding them are generally 
constituted on the type of benzene, naphthalene, anthne 
cene, phenanthrene, &e.: bat Che rings may be either 
homecyelic or heteroeyclic without the character of the 
spectra being altered. Nature, Sept, 17, 1008, p. 478, 

T, ». A closed-chain compound in which 
the ring consists only of carbon atoms, as ben- 
zene. 
Homocystew (hé-m-sis’té-4), n, pl. [Gr. dude, 
the same, + «tori, a bag, + 5 A sub- 
order of the blue-green algm characterized by 
the absence of heterocysts, 

homeosis 

homodermatous (hé-m6-dér’ma-tus), a. (Gr. 
dude, the same, + dépya(r-), skin, + -ows.j 
ory f the skin of uniform structure through- 
out the body. 
homodermy (hé-mé-dér’mi), ». (Gr. dude, the 
— Moua, skin.) In biol, : (a) Similarity 
in relation to the — ) The doc- 
trine or opinion that homologous parts always 
stand in the same relation to the embryonic 
—s and that embryonic origin is the 
nal and decisive test of homology. 

homodesmotic (hé’m¢-des-mot’ik), a. (Gr. 
éuéc, the same, + deowéc, w bond, + -ofic.) 
Joining similar parts of the central nervous 
— : noting nerve fibers which perform this 
office, 

homodontism (hé-m on‘tizm), 1. [homodont 
+ -ism.) The condition of having a dentition 
in which all teeth are alike, as toothed whales. 
[Rare.] 

(hd-m6-dok’si-a), nm. wy < Gr, 
duéc, the same, + défa, opinion.) The holding 
of opinions in common; or, opinions held in 
common. G. & Hall, Adolescence, IL, 133. 
homodrome (hé’mé-drim), ». [Gr. dpéc, the 
same, * d » & running.) pleysiol., a 
positive induction current. . Roy. Soe. 
(London), July, 1202, p. 190. 
homodynamic (hé’mé-di-nam‘ik), a. Same 
08 homodynamous in all senses, 
homodynamous, d. 2. Noting the absence of 
« condition of dominance in respect to # given 
character in ancestral inheritance. when the 
crom-bred offapring of two parental races or varieties 
breeds true or woes Offspring like itself, the parents af 
the crossbred offspring are held to be Aomodynamets,— 

ynamous determinant, See #drferminant. 
homeocephalic (h6’mé-d-se-fal’ik), a. [Gr. 
éyéc, the sane, + xegat%, head, + -te,] Re- 
lating to skulls of similar type. 
homeochromatie (hé*mé-6-krd-mat‘ik), a. 
[Gr. duovog, like, + xpawa(r-), color.) Exhibit- 
ing similar colors (in different adjacent 
species); of or pertaining to hom@ochroma- 
usm. 

homeochromatism — kré‘ma-tizm), n. 
[hommochromat(ic) + -ism,) In biol., similarity 
in the colors of different species of animals or 
plants that occur in the same locality, <Athe- 
naeum, Oet, 24, 1903, p. 552. 

ho d f O'mé-o-kris’ta-lin), a, 
(Gr, duovor, like, + E. crystalline.) Inpetrog., 
composed of crystals or grains of equal size: 
sometimes applied to even! y granular erystal- 
line rocks, 

esis (hé*mé-}-jen’e-sis), u. [NL., 
< Gr. ouocog, like, + plvecic, genesis.) Com- 
munity of origin or ancestry, [Rare. 
homeogencous (hi-mé-d-jé’né-us), a. (Gr. 
duooyerne, of like kind, + -eous.] Of a similar 
kind. 
homeokinesis (h6’m6-9-ki-né’sis), n. [NL., 
< Gr. duos, like, F kévnne, motion.) The 
form of karyokinetic or mitotic eell-division 
in which the two daughter-nuclei reeeive 
chromosomes of the same kind: opposed to 
*hetcrokinesia. 
home@omorphic (hé’mé-d-mir’fik), a. [Gr, 
Guowouopgor, of the same form, + -ic.] Of 
similar type or order, 

In a remarkable proportion of cases of mental and other 
nervous disturbances we fod a history of antecedent 
nervous conditions, either homeomerphic, Le, af the 
same order, or heteromorphic, of different type, 

Buck, Med, Handbook, TV. 660, 

home@omorphous, a. 2, Of like shape and 
structure. 

horawopiasla (h6* mé-6-pla’si-§), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
wo, like, + wadovc, forming.] The assump- 

tion by the tissues of one part of the body of 
the form of those from another region, as when 
the skin of the arm is grafted on the cheek to 
heal a wound, 
homeosis (hé-mé-6 sis), wm. (NL, ¢ Gr. 
duoivc, & becoming like, likeness, ¢ duciwotv, 
make like, ¢ duorc, like.] In biel., the presence 
in an organism of a normal member of a me- 
ristic series of parts in an abnormal position, 
as the presence, in a crustacean, of an antenna 
inthe place where the eve is normally situated. 
When homevosis is exhibited in the part that replaces a 
part that has been removed, as when the amputated eye 
Of a crustacean is replaced by an antenna, the phenonie 
non te termed Aeteromorphosis, See wheteromerphoria 
and #mefamormhy, 2, 

For the term ¢ Metamorphy ' I therefore propose to sub- 
stitute the term Memeoeis, which is alse more correct : for 
the essential phenomenon is not that there has merely been 
achange, but that something laa been changed into the 
Ukeness of something cleo, 

w Bateron, Stady of Variation, p. 85, 



homeotherm 

homeotherm  (hé’mé-6-thérm), «. [MGr. 
—— of like 2 < Gr. bone, like, 

Gépuy, heat.] Ananimal with a bodily tem- 
perature which is nearly constant and inde- 

ndent of, and usually higher than, that of 

ac 
These phenomena, which arenumerous . . . inanimals homogentisinic ap He al gah 

e surrounding medium; a warm-blooded 
animal, ([Rare.] 

of the higher class are much less so in 
cold-blooded ani: Smithsonian Rep., 1800, p. 411 

1 (bhé’mé-d-thér’mal), a. [As homeotherma) 
homa@otherm + -all.] Having blood which re- guage. 

rature notwithstanding hom tains a uniform tem 
the temperature of the environment: said of 
warm-blooded as opposed to cold-blooded, 
pecilothermic, or heterothermal animals. 
homeothermic (hé’mé-é-thér’mik), a. [home- 
otherm + -ie,] Ofor pertaining to hom@otherms 
or warm-blooded animals; homeothermal, 

Man, mammals, and birds are called . . . Avmmother- 
mic — that ls, warm-blooded — aninueals 

Smithsonian Rep., 1290, p, 407. 

homeothermism psa ge eagle eres n. 
As homeaotherm + -iem.} The maintenance 
warm-blooded animals of a bodily tempera- 

ture which is independent of that of the sur- 
rounding medium. 
hom (hd-mnd-otik), a. [homm@osia (-ot-) 
+ -c.) Pertaining to or characterized by 
hommosis. 

Though in these exam: there change 
in the —— be ot — —c— true 
Meristic change has occurred, they cannot well be 
treated apart from the more distinctly Homeaotic cases, 

W. Bateson, Study of Variation, p. 104 

Homeotic variation. See *rariation, 
homeotopy (hé-mé-ot’6-pi), ». Such a simi- 
— —— as leads to errors in cop i . 

(ho’mé-)-tip), n. r. Gaovoe, like, 
+ rior, type.) y ite # dans Theat, fed by a 
specialist from comparison with the original 
type, or a subsequently selected co : de- 
signed to replace homotype, which 1s in use 
for avother purpose. 
homeotypical (ho’mé--tip’i-kal), a. (Gr. 
épotoc, like, + risoc, type, + -ie-alt.] In cytol., 
of or pertaining to a form of mitosis occurring 
in the — tes of some ani- 
mals, such as the salamander, and differing 
from the yd gree form of mitosis only in the 
shortness of the chromosomes and their ir- 
regular — in the daughter-nuclei. 
Flemming, 1887. 

homogamic (hé-m6-gam’ik), a. 
mOTanlOUs, 
homogamous, a. 2, Of or pertaining to homog- 
amy or assortative mating. Also homogamic. 

il eee — 
Biometrita, Novw,, 1908, p. 481. 

Homogamous mating. See *moting. 
homogamy, ". 2. Assortative mating; the 
pairing or mating of animals, or the marriage 
of human beings, with some common distinc- 
tive characteristic considered apart from the 
question whether the mating is due to con- 
scious selection of, or preference for, this 
characteristic or is unintentional or uncon- 
scious; sexual selection in its widest sense. 

If the male claas of a given character temla to mate 
with a female class with generally like character, we have 
a tendency to Aomogamy. Biometrita, Nov,, 190%, p. 481, 

homogen, ». 3. A homogenous or homoge- 
netie part or organ. 
Homogeneous part. See *part, 
h tical (ho’m9-jé-net'i-kal), a. 
pertaining to homogeny. 

(hé-m6-jen‘ik), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to homogeny; exhibiting homogeny or 
sameness of nature, 
homogenist (hd-moj’e-nist), n. [homogen-y + 
-ist.] One Ales believes that the —2* aa 
kind have had acommon origin or ancestral bis- 
tory and that they constitute a single spectes, 
omogeniz v. t.—Homogentzed milk, a trade 
name for ae hich has been heated to 155" F, and forced 
by heary pressure through a number of very fine open- 
ings, the jets impinging upon a porcelain plate. It fe 
amerted that the result is to divide the fat inte globules 
much emaller and more nearly uniform in size than thowe 
of the original milk, so that the product may be kept for 
a loug time without the emulsion being broken up by the 

jon of cream ina distinct layer. Set, Amer,, April 
16, LOOM, po. B15 

homogentisic (hé’mé-jen-tis‘ik), a. (Gr. dude, 
the same, +E. genfisic.} Notingan aecid,a color- 

? 
less compound, HOyCyHyCH.COOH,H,0, 

Same as ho- 

homo! 

596 

found in small quantity in normal urine and in 
plant-roots, The amount is increased in cases where 
alka) ia 

ted, izes in and 
— —-—L A 4+- 

pton 

melts eee +e 
acid, 

mtisin (hé-mé-jen’ti-sin), a. An inecor- 
reet term for * tisie acid, ia 

a. 
incorrect term for *homogentisic, 

ot), a. (Gr. ot (hd‘tn , the same, 
+ yhorra, —— Possessing the same lan- 

Gr. dude, the hé’mo . ae ph ( —X a dak, the 
same, + yéugoc, a bolt, a nail.) 
lar spines or ‘teeth.’ 
The setigerous region ends in a conical papilla behind 

that for the apine, and beara a single brown spine and ” 
series of —— — — bristles, 

An and Mag. Nat. Hist., Sept., 1902, p. 250. 

homogonous, a. 2. In biol., characterized 
direct development, without metamorphosis 
or alternation 2 ——— — 

homogony, nr. 2. iol., same as ogenesia, 
homograp a. 3, In philol., of or pertain- 
ing to homographs.— Homographic division. See 

arision, 

lamydeous (h6’moi-d-kla-mid’é-us), 
a, {Gr. duoor, like, + yAauic (xAaned-), cloak, 
+ E. -cous.) In bot., having asingle but fully 
develo; floral envelop, as the oaks, the 
nettle family, ete. In plant development the 
homoiochlamydeous stage sueceeds the hap- 
lochlam us, and is followed by the homo- 

Flee re odal ho-moi al Gr. poco, moi-op’d-dal), a, r. , 
like, + voir 85 io —* newrol,, 
noting nerve-cells which have branches or 
processes of only one kind: sopeeed to *het- 
eropodal. Baidicin, Dict. of Philos, and Psy- 
chol., IL 155, 

(hd‘moi--thér’mal), a, Same 
as *hom@othermal, 
Homola (hom’é-lii), #. L, (Leach, 1815).) 
The typical genus of the famil Homolide, 
homoleci' (ho motes ital), a, (Gr, dude, 
the same, + Aénutiog, yolk, -all,] In em- 
bryol., having the food-yolk uniformly dis- 
tributed throughout the egg. as in alecithal 
eggs: opposed to *heterolecithal, Mark, 1892. 

Homolida (hi-mol’i-dé), », pl. [NL., < Hom- 
ola + -idw.| A family of anomalous Brachyura 
in which the carapace is ee or sub- 
triangular, the eye-stalks usually very long 

Latvetiia walida (he Haan). 

a, female; ¢, head of male; c, head of female: @. same, from be- 
low; ¢, abdomen of male; 4 abdomen of female. 

and slender, the orbits incomplete, and the 
first antenn# not retractile into special fos- 
settes. There are 6 genera, Honola, Dicranodromia, 
Latreitlia, Latreilio and Homologenua, and the va- 
rious species extend to moderate depths. 

homolinolein (h6‘m6-li-nd’lé-in), m, (Gr. dude, 
Ofor the same, +E. linolein.) In chem., the sub- having 

stance CyH5.(CiglHg;09)3, which forms the 
chief constituent of linseed-oil. The name lino- 
lein ig reserved for the corresponding glycerid 
of an acid with 16 atoms of carbon. 
homol (h}-mol’d-jen), n. [homolo(gous) 
+ -gen. i The group of atoms by whieh a 
member of a homologous series differs from 
the one immediately preceding or succeeding 
it. Inthe methane series of compounds the 
homologen is CHy. 

homologenic (hé-mol-é-jen’ik), a. [homologen 
+.i¢.] Noting the molecule or group to whieh 
te — — is zuscessivelx added. 
omo us, @. I ‘hol., t 
comp me — tinanies A Alen t fag AF mpm 
trom —— it oprings i distingnis a, from — 

twins, See Widelerminaet, ~~ ted J ner 

homology, *. (¢) In chem., the relationship which the 
members of a homologetsa series Sear to ome another. — 
Genetic homology, «pceia! homolory regarded a a re- 

homosexual 
ealt of bag rg Som cee ancestor, — 
homology imilari ween corresponding or re- 
posed parte in the same — — pon bat 

homology. The five rays of a are meri 
tically, but not serially, bomotogous. #£. A. Wileon, Hiol, 
ee p. 101. Parameter of 
coefficien homotogy. 

homolysin (hé-mol’i-sin), m. [Gr. dude, the 
same, + Aber, dissolution, + -in2,] A \ysin 
which will cause the destruction of the cells 
of an animal of the same epecies. 

morph (hé’m6-mérf), m. (Gr. dude, the 
In the study of primi- 

to describe ¢ ters, 
same, + uopey, form. 
tive art, a term wu 
types, or motives which are essentially the 
same in form, 

Characters substantially the or “ homomeorphs * 
(to use Colonel Mallory’s term) made by one set of people, 
have a different signification among 1, 

Haddon, Bvolution in Art, p. 215. 

homomorphosis (hé"mé-mér’fé-sis), 1. [NL., 
< éuéc, the same, + pépgworr, formation.] The 
replacement of a lost part in an nism by 
& part that is like the one that has n lost: 
opposed to *heteromorphosis, 
When the new is like that removed, or like a 
—— tty py — — 
abewl, the process ts one of “ 

T. M. Morgan, Regeneration, p. % 

homonataloin (hé’mé-né-tal’é-in), #. (Gr. 
ouéc, the same, + (7) L. natus, born, + E. 
aloin.) A colorless compound, Cy5Hy,0+, ob- 
tained from aloin. 

homonoia (hé-m6-noi’i), n. [Gr. dudvma, agree- 
ment, concord, ¢ dudvooe, of the same mind, ¢ 
éuéc, the same, + voor, mind.] 1. The shari 
of thoughts and sentiments; or, — 
sentiments mutually shared, G. 38. all, Ado- 
lescence, IL. 133.— 2, [eap.] A Greek divinity 

uivalent to the Roman Concordia, She is 
often represented on coins. 
homonomous, @. 2,. In zodl., made up of like 
segments or metameres: sald of annelids or 
arthropods in which the various metameres 
are of the same or similar strueture, Opposed 
to *heteronomous. 

(hdé-mon‘$-mus-li), ade. 
homonomous manner. 

n. 8, Specifically, in systematic 
biology, a name given to a group (usually a 
genus or species) at a later date than that at 
—— the same name had been given to an 
other up. Such a name is said to preaceuped. 
In poet — oid confusion with the AF. names, all 
homonyms are rejected. Thus the use of Terreya by 
Rafinesque in 1815 as the name of a gents of plants be- 
longing to the family Menthacew prevents the ‘ition 
of Torreya, published by Arnott in 1 aaa Valid name 
for a genus of the family Taxaces, the latter genus con 
sequently taking ite next older name Tweredon, published 
in 180 Similarly Agriotherinam was used by Wagner 
for a genus of carnivores and by Scott for a us of 
ungulates; and Brachyurwe was applied by Fischer to a 
genus of rodents and by Spix to a genus of monkeys 

Homonymous images. See *image. 
homoparthenogenesis (hé ‘ mé- piir - the -né- 
jen‘e-sis),n. (NL, ¢ Gr, dude, the same, + NIL. 
marthe' a That type of parthenogenesis 
n which the unfertilized eggs produce only 
one sex, as contrasted with *heferoparthenv- 
genesis, or the produetion of both males and fe- 
males from unfertilized eggs, When the unfer- 
tilized egys produce only males, as in the bee, the phe 
bomenon has been called arrhenotoky or androgenetic 
prrthenepenceie. When females alone are produced it 

been called thelytoky, or gynogenetic part, ead 

homoperiodic (hõ m6-pé-ri-od‘ik),a. [Gr. 
duds, the same, + sepiodoc, period, +. -ie.] 
Having the same periods, 
— hõ mo · fẽn), u. [Irreg. ¢ Gr. uc. 
the same, + gai, show, appear.) A word 

the same visible form or apelling as 
another; a homograph. 
homophenous (hé-mof’e-nus), a. Having the 
character of a homophene. ; 
homoplastid (hé-mo-plas’tid), ». [Gr éudy, 
the same, + E, plastid.] An organism consist- 
ing of numerous cells of uniform structure; 
opposed to — — eb 
homoplasty (h6’mé-plas-ti), mw. IUr. dede, the 
— + —— formed, + 3.) Same ax 
homoplasy. 

homopolar,«, 2. Inelect., same as wnipolar, 1. 
Jour, Brit. Inst, Elect. Engin., 1901-02, p. $48. 
homorhabdic (hé-mé-rab' dik), a. [Gr. duéc, the 
game, + /d3der, rod.] Having the gill-file- 
ments of the same size, as certain mollusks: 
opposed to *heterorhabdic. Lankester. 
homosexual (hé-mé-sek’si-al), a. [Gr. dud, 
the same, + L. serwe, sex, +-all.] 1, Of or 
pertaining to the same sex or to individuals of 
the same sex.—2. Relating to homosexuality. 

, the 

Ina 



homosexual 
In one of our Ch8e8, Aomosexucl tropulses were a fea- 

ture of degeneracy. Med. Record, June 14, 1008, p. #25. 
homosexuality (h6’mo-sek-si-al’i-ti), n. [hom- 
oseraal + -ity.) Perverted sexual desire for 
one of the same sex. C. H. Hughes, in Alien. 
and Neurol., Feb., 1903, p. 74. 
Homosteus (hé-mos’té-us), 1. [NL., (Gr, dude, 
the same, + deréor, bone.) A genus of ar- 
throdirous fishes belonging to the family Coc- 
costeid#, They are of very size, with slender 
and toothless jaws, and orbits com aay inclosed in the 
head-shield, They are found in ld Red Sandstone 

ho ly (:6-mos‘ti-li), n. [homostyl(ed) + 
-¥3.) In bot., the condition of being homo- 
styled. 

homo! ¢ (hd‘mé-sis-tem‘ik), a. [Gr. 
éudg, the same, + EB, system + -ie.] Of or per- 
taining to the sume system, as organs derived 
from the same germ-layer in the embryo. 

homotaxia (6-mé-tak‘si-#), n. [NL.] Same 
as homotazis. 
homotenous (h6-mot’e-nus), a. Noting insects 
which have incomplete metamorphoses, as op- 
osed to the ee hous groups. A. &. 
ackard, Text-book of Entom., p. 597. 

homothallic (hé-m6-thal‘ik), a. (Gr. dude, the 
same, + farAdc, sprout, + -ic.] Having the 
zygospores formed only as the result of the 
conjugation of hyphw from a single plant or 
strain: said of zygospore-forming plants. 
homothermic (h6-ind-thér’mik), a, Same as 
homothermous. 

homothetic, «. II, ». A transformation which 
ehanges every plane figure into a homothetic 
figure. 

For example, the group of the projective transforma. 
tions of ihe plano and the group of 3233* that is 
to aay, transformations which change every plane Sguse 
inte iT homothetic figure (a fhrure similar and similarly 

Science, Sept. 14, 194, p, 360, hy Placed}. 
homotonic (hé-mé-ton’ik), a. Same as ho- 
motonous, 

homotopic (hé-md-top‘ik), a, [Gr. éuéc, the 
same, + réror, pee + -ic.) Occurring at the 
same place in the offspring as in the pareut,— 
— heredity. See heredity. 

mo (ho-mot’6-pi), . (Gr. dudc, the 
same, + réroc, place, a he develop- 
ment of an embryo into an adult organiam by 
a series of cha which oceur in the — of 
the body in which they occurred in the develop- 
ment of its parents. [Rare.] Cope, in Amer, 
8 Jan., es — 

otype, ». (e eas *hommotype. 
homo’ ¢, a. 2. In eytol., relating to the 
second nuclear division after mitapsis: so 
called because it is very similar to ordinary 
mitosis. Cook and Stingle. 

hom (h6‘m<6-ti-po’sis), n. (NL., ¢Gr, 
duce, the same, + ritwon, ¢ rizoc, type.) In 
biol., a forming aftera model: aterm proposed 
by Pearson for the correlation between meris- 
tieally repeated parts. 

On Hf in a] ay but Differentiated Or- 
ans: Prof. 1 Pearson, F. BR. 8. 

Nature, Feb, 12, 1900, p. 300. 
Cross-hom homotypeais considered recipro- 
cally. Biomet April, 1, p. 44, 

homozygosis (hé’m6-zi-g6’sis), m. (Gr. dude, 
the same, + Ciyworr, joining, See zygote.) 
Development from a homozygote. 

I ch cases... proof of Aomozygoeia of resolved forms 
will furnish the only reliable — J 

W. Bateson, in Rep. Evol. Com. Roy, Soe., 1906, IL 125, 

homozygote (hé-mé-zi’ gat), n. [Gr. dude, the 
same, i E, zygote.) A zygote formed by the 
union of two gametes of the same kind or 
stock: opposed to *heterozygote. See extract 
under *heterozygote, 

homozygous (ho-mé-zi’ gus), a. [Gr. dade, the 
game, + Cvydr, yoke, + -ows,] Of, pertaining 
to, or derived from like zygotes or germ-cells. 
The hybrids « hi nltz- 

ing fore Gy0'y with a Acmeeypoue ulbina G eet be of 
two kinds, GG'y and Gig. trika, Jan., 19M, po 16 

Hon. An abbreviation (6) of honorary. 
Honble. A contraction of Honorable. Same 
as Hon, (et). 
Hond. An abbreviation of Honduras. 
Honduras rubber. See *rubber. 
honey, ".—Date honey. See the extract. 

Other varieties [of dates}, such as the Khara, which are 
fall of angary juice when ripe, are hot so easily handled, 
The Arabs af hang up the bunches and allow the 
juice to drain inte jars. This jaice, which they call 
dete honey, la preserved and 1 and the fruit, which 
has become somewhat dry, is Uien packed in boxes, or 
mare often in akina. 

Yearbook U.S. Dept, Agr., 1900, p, 482. 

Extracted honey, honey which tins been separated from 
the comb. Sham , & hard ghowey body found fo 
the flowers of Loperia, Parnaesia, and Cleome, resem- 
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bl drops of nectar, * Promote cron 
fertilization through bey Lape the attracted imped! 

ih are evczed hy  whty Dopey, Renate 
that made by bees that have a —— i a rite 
honey-board (hun‘i-bérd), », In — 
a partition of perforated sheet-metal place 
im a hive to confine the queen bee to the 
brood-chamber and yet permit other bees to 
pasa from one division of the hive to another 
through the perforations, 

honey-box (hun’i-boks), », In bee-Keeping, a 
folding wooden box in which the bees in a 
hive form a comb and fill it with honey, 
At the end of the season the Glled box is removed from 
the hive without disturbing the bees, Also called a Aoney- 
section, 

See #eoral.— ea . Honeycomb scall or 

honeycomb-radiater (hun’i-kém-ri‘di-d-tor), N 
". radiator much used on motor-cars for 
abstracting the heat from the cooling-water. 
It is made up of & series of small hexagona 08 
surrounded thin walls, and in appearance somew! 
resembles a —— 

honeycomb-weave ban'i-könn-wevdeen. A 
st dak of weave resembling the erlls of a honey- 
comb, 

honey-creeper, *.—Bahama fh sean 
bind, Correta, or Certhiola, fre honey Selonging to the 
i Corebide. The general coloration is gray and 
yotlaw, 

honey-crop (hun‘i-krop), ». The distended 
erop of the honey-bearers among the so-called 
honey-auts. 
honey-drop (hun’i-jrop), ». A mole orsimilar 
spot on the skin. 
honey-evaporator (hun’i-é-vap‘d-ri-tor), 1». 
An —— for removing any excess of 
liquid from the honeycomb for the safe trans- 
portation of the latter. A 

(hun‘i-eks-trak*’tor), . 

honey-flower, ». 2. Same as *honey-plant, 2. 
See roya.— 2B. In Australia, a tall evergreen 
shrub of the family Proteacer, Lambertia 
formosa: so named from the large quantity 
— nectar — 5* — 
one ate ( un‘ i-gat), n. gate-valve mado 
oer A arly for drawing off honey, molasses, 
or other thick liquids from barrels, extrac- 
tors, ete. 
honey-guide, ». 2. In bot., a marking or a 
streak of nectar or honey in a flower serving 
to guide the insect to the nectary. 
honey-holder (hun’i-hél’dér), ». Same as 
honey-bearer. 
honey-mark (hun‘i-miirk), ». 1. A spot of a 
— — md rest - the —— of 
a flower, sup y Sprengel to guide insects 
to the nectary.— 2, Same as *honey-drop. 
honey-mushroom (hun‘i-mush’rém), », The 
fungus Armillaria mellea, which produces a 
Bi of a in * — 
oney · (hun’i-plant), m. . © bee- 
balm, Pifelisen officinalis.—2, A plant of the 
genus Hoya.—3, In Tasmania, ashrub, Cystan- 
the scoparia ( Richea scoparia of Hooker), of the 
— Epacridacce, — in the form of a 
very dense bush, one and & 
bearing small honey-scented flowers which 
vary in color from white to pink and orange. 

honey-strainer, 

honey-section (hun’i-sek’shon), n. Same as 
*honey-bor. 

honey: (hun’i-stop*ér), a. An arr: 
ment of ¢ feavan valves fringed with bristles 
at the entrance of the proventriculus or honey- 
stomach of the honey-bee. 

honeysuckle, ». 4. The color of the flowers 
of the common honeysuckle; ‘a combination 
of pale pink and even paler yellow.” Daily 
News (London), Nov. 20, 1800. NV. £. D.— Cape 

Leucadendron metliferum. See Lencu- 
dendron.— e ornament, in the fine arte, a 
— type of decoration, in which there is a resemblance 

a sprig or Sower of the honeysuckle: found eapectally 
on late Greek vasea. See @nthermion (a), with cut. 
honey-weasel (hun’i-wé*zl), n. The ratel or 
honey-badger, Mellivora ratel, a lange member 
of the weasel family found in Africa. A near 
relative, M. iadicea, occurs in India. The ani- 
mal is fond of honey, whence the common 
name. 
honeywood. (hun’i-wid), n. The Tasmanian 
dogwood. See dogwood, 3, and Tasmanian, 
Honiton braid. See *braid!. 
honky-tonk (hong*ki-tongk’), ». A low grog- 
gery: a slang name among the negroes of the 
southern United States, 

honoki (hé-né’ké),». [Jap.] A tall Japanese 
timber-tree, Magrolia —2 The light, grny · 
ish-white wool, which gradually changes toa deeper shade, 

- 

alf feet high, and hook, 

hook-book 
is noft, easily bent, and elastic, and has a fine, even grain, 
nvak, it ieable to many uses. It is used for the 
groan work 5 el aeaak mite ae ware, for pat- 

ri-blocks in prin cloth, an va it ie prepared th 
soft, fin ined churcoul which ix used throes hout ine 
pan hed rubbing the lacquer, and fur polishing enamel 

honor, ». 11. In golf, the right to play off first 
from the tee, — in bridge, th 
the five honors ee ee honors, ine do: the henern, 
to act as host or hostess on any occasion, as in presiding at 
a banquet or in dispenaing hospitality. 

IL.) See honoris causa (h6-n0’ris kA’xi&). 

A tasteless, odorless 
*eausa. 
honthin (hon’thin), n. 
compound of tannin, keratin, and albumin 
claimed to be unaffected by the gastric juice 
but decomposed into its components by the 
intestinal seeretions: an intestinal astringent. 
ood, ». 6, (6) The rise in the quarter-deck 
which gives more head-room to the cabin. (c) 
A covering over a hatchway to protect the 
opening from the weather.— 7. (a) A projecting 

elter-like canopy over an outer door, usu- 
ally earried by corbels or brackets. See howd- 
mold, (b) A similar oe age member over 
a hearth, intended to direct the smoke inward 
toward the flue. In houses the fire might be built on 
a wholly open hearth without projecting jambs, and the 
hexnl six or seven feet above it was conical or pyramidal 
in form, leading to the fue above, This hood might hang 
free in the room, bat was more commonly attached to the 
wall, from which it projected, and supported on corbela. 
(c) In mocern ventilation, a projection above 
a range or furnace, intended to carry off the 
smell of cooking or noxious gases. (d) In chem- 
jena! laboratories, a fixed appliance econsisti 
of an inclosed and covered space within whic 
offensive — or vapors may be evolved and 
carried off by & connected flue without eseap- 
ing into the room. It is usually provided with 
a sliding or hinged door in front for the intro- 
duction and removal of apparatus. (e) A 
eurved cover fora machine or for any part of 
one. (f) The cover for a blacksmith's forge. 
(g) In clect., a —— cover, also sometimes 
serving as a reflector, placed over an arc-lamp, 
— Naval h in ship-building, heavy pieces of thaber 
which encirele the hawse-holes, - oral hood, the fringed 
membrane which surrounds the vestibule or mouth-open- 
ing of amphioxus (Branchtoefored) 

-cover, ". 2, Nawt,, a covering of wood 
= — for a hateh, companionway, or sky- 
ight. 

hood-nozle (hud noa l)) », A nozle having « 
hood or hinged cover which may be swung 
across its mouth to cut off a part or all of the 
stream of water. 

f, ".—Dished hoof, a hoot in which the wall is con- 
cave from the coronet to the plantar surfuce.— Hoof-and- 
mouth disease, Same as foot-and-mouth discase (which 
nee, eater font). 30 beat the hoof, See #heatl.—To 
pad the . See pandl, 

hooflet (hif'let), ». [hoof + -let.] One of 
the small or false hoofs found in many rumi- 
nants, especially in deer. on either side of the 

ir of principal hoofs; a dew-claw, They may 
iave their supporting bowes ina very ¥ stighal condition, 
aa in the ox and bison, or of considerable size, as is the 
case with the moose and reindeer, Switheenian Rep, 
(Nat. Mus), 1800, p. 560. 

nm. 10. In golf: (a) The angle of the 
fave of a club when it lies in to the ball. (4) 
A ball played with a distinet curve to the left. 
—11. In cricket, the *hook-stroke (which see). 
—12. A curved or angled Jine added to a 
written or printed letter, or forming a part of 
it, or, a8 in photography, used as a distinet 
——— In well-boring, a fishing-tool in 
the form of a horizontally curved hook which 
engages the shoulder of rods or tools that may 
have become unserewed.— Malgaigne's hooks, 

hooks used to bind together the two parts of a {ruc 
pa 

hook, v. t. 6. In golf, to psy (a ball) so that 
it eurves anore or leas to the left, 
When standing too far, the ball is apt te be ‘drawn’ or 

*hooked '—that is to say, struck with the point or ‘toe’ 
of the club, in which case the ball flies in te the left 

Chambers’ Inform., 11. 005. M. M. D, 

7. In cricket, to hit (the ball) to the ‘on’ side 
with a horizontal bat, after stepping back: said 
* * batsman.—To hook Jack, to play trunnt. 

ang. 
The boy “Acoked Jack” for a whole day, 

Joxeph Lincoln, Partners of the Tide, iv, 

hook-and-strap (hak’and-strap’), », A hinge- 
strap in which the hook or pintle is an in- 
tegral part of the strap. It is more custom- 
ary to form the eye on the strap. 
hook-book (hik’ bak), ». In angling, a case in 
the form of a book, with leaves of cloth or 
other material, in which fish-hooks are kept; 
a fly-book. 



hooker 

hooker", n. 3. [cap.] See * Amish. 
Hookera (hik’e-ri), n. [NL (Salisbury, 1808), 
named for William 
ish botanical —A A genus of plants of the 
family Liliacee. There are about 15 species, 
natives of western North America, chiefly of 
California. See *Brodiwa. 
hooker-on (hik’ér-on’), x. In mining, a bot- 
tom-man; aman who puts mine-cars on a cage. 
Barrowman, Glossary. 

Hooke's law. See */aw!, 
hoo ”.—Blind hookey, a gamblin fre- 

mently on thuisatlantic steamers, The banker of. 
ere the to the players and they divide it into several 

of these, chosen — J — down, (ne at random, be 
to the banker. Bets are then placed on the re- 
les and all are then turned face up. The bot- 
ot each that are higher than that of the 

dealers win; those lower loge, Also called Dutch bank. 
hook-gage (buk’gaj), ». An instrument for 
measuring the head of water on the crest of a 
weir, See *gage?. 

hook-gear (hak’gér), ». A valve-gear for en- 
gines, in which the eecentric-rod is hooked on 
a pin on the valve-stem. 

et, %. (¢) One of the hook-shaped bodies which 
form a circle about the head of the echinococeus, and are 
found thoating free in the Guid of a hydatid cyst. 

hook-plate (hak’ plat), nm. A casting rere 
long and narrow plate from the face of which 
projects a line of curved hooks ; an expansion- 

— (1779-1842), a Brit: 

late. It in fastened to a wall to support a series of steam 
ing pipes. When rings are substituted for hooks it is 

called a ring-ylate, 
hook. e (hak’strék), mn. In cricket, the 
stroke in which the batsman steps back and 
hits the ball round to the ‘on’ side with a 
horizontal bat. 

hook-tender (hik’ten‘dér), ». The foreman of jy, 
a yarding-crew ; —— one who super- 
vises the attaching of the ca {eto a turn of logs. 
hook-worm (hik’ wérm), v. Anintestinal para- 
site, Uncinaria americana or Ankylostoma duo- 
denale : 80 ealled originally from the presence 
of rays or ribs, interpreted as hooks, in the 
membranous expansion or caudal bursa, at the 
hinder end of the male worm. It infests man, 
cattle, dogs, foxes, sheep, seals, and other animals. 

hooligan (hié’li-gan), ». Originally, a member 
of a South London gang of young street 
rowdies said to have been led by one named 
Hooligan, who indul in boisterous horse- 
play and breaches of the peace; hence, any 
street rufiian, especially one who is a member 
of an organized gang; a ‘hoodlum,’ 

hooligan (hb'li-gan), v. i. and ¢.; pret. *8 
0 hooligan ppr. hooliganing. I, intrans. 

play the hooligan. 
trans. To assault in the manner of the 

hooligans. 
00 (hé‘li-gan-izm), ». Indulgence 
in the boisterous horse-play and ruffianism of 
the hooligans of South London and other 
large centers of population. 

There isn good deal of moralizing fn pets over the dis- 
orderly scenes and outbreaks of “ Hooliganianm " at Lon 
don’s patriotic town show, NV. V 7'ribune, Oct, 31, 1000, 

Hoop f ish tot be hf hoard in which thelr left wrists wore solzed to a louse salt 
hoop, and each of them ,was provided with a nettle or 
lnsh made of yarua. Atthe worl of command the 
boatewain gave the boy nearest to him a cat with his eat, 
and he in turn hit the boy ahead of him, and ao on, This 
form of mutual punishment was also adopted for quarrel- 
some members of the ship's company. 

hoop-machine (hép’ma-shén*)}, n. In wood- 
working, ® power-machine for eutting barrel- 
hoops and the long thin strips used in making 
coiled barrels, and also in cutting thin veneers 
orstrips used in making wooden fruit-baskets, 

hoop-stick (hép’stik), ». 1, A thin, pliablestick 
or sapling used for making barrel-hoops.— 2. 
A light stick used by children for rolling a 
hoop. 
hoop-wood (hip’wid), ». 1, In’ the United 
Status, the hoop-ash, Frezinus nigra.—2, In 
Jamaica, a tree of the mimosa family, Pithe- 
colobiem latifoliam, See horsewood.—3, Same 
as *can-hoop. 
Hoorebekia( h6-re-bek ‘i-fi), ». (NL. (Cornelis- 
son, 1817), namod for Charles Joseph van 
Hoorebeke, who in 1818 published in Ghent a 
memoir on the relation of broom-rapes to the 
cultivation of Toland A genus of dicotyle- 
donous plants. belonging to the family Aster- 
acez. See Haplopapjus, 

hoot!, ». 2. The ery of an owl. 
The lover, skulking in some neighbouring copae, .. . 
Curses the owl, whose lod, ill-omen'd hoot 
With ceaseless spite takes from his tistening ear 
The well- Known footatepe of his darling maid. 

J, Boilie, A Summer's Day. 
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hoot? (hit), ». [Maori utw, money.] Money 
paid as compensation; puyment; recompense; 
remuneration, (Slang, New Zealand.) 

or wage. 
edge clerk 

Same as #hop-aphis.— 
5 eg a (6) In 

shrab, Deetesta latifelia, Also 

wild, 
h (hop a* fis) 
femity Aphididae, 
Phorodon humuli, 
common to Europe 
and the United 
States. It winters in 
the egg state on plum · 
trees and develops a 

hop, under 

Mopraphis (PAeretom Annals) of 
in the the gemeration which flies to the 

agtumrn. enlarged: #, head, seill more 

’ —— and Sere 
an met ae, 

hop-borer (hop’bér’ér), n. The larva of an 
American noctuid moth, Gortyna immanis, 
which bores into young hop-shoots in the 
northern United States. See *hop-grub. 

hop-disease Gop Stake) n, Bee *discase. 
ho: wv, 2, The larvaof a European liparid 
moth, Dasychira pudibunda, (Eng.) 

(hop"dres*ér), n. A hop-grower; 
one who cultivates hops. 
h land (hop’gland), n. One of the 
on the fruit of the hop-yielding lupu 
lupulinie gland. See lapulin 
hop-grub (hop’ grub), x. The Jarva of an 

Hop-grub (Gortyaa datmmania). 

4, enlarged segment of larva; 4, larra; ¢, pepe; a, adult, 
(Three fourths satural size.) 

American noctuid moth, Gortyna immanis, 
See *hop-borer. 

effect, the sudden los aagTietic 
bs ity by irom at or just above adi —— 

775°C.) discovered by Hopkinson in lssa, 
oplites (hop-li‘téz), a, [NL., (Gr, dr2irne, an 
armed man: see ie. ol A genus of Creta- 
ceous ammonites belonging tothe family Hep- 
litid# of the suborder Fuchgoam vyli, Tt is chur 
acterized by high volutions and forked ribe with promi- 
nent tubercles, 
Hoplitida (hop-lit’i-dé), », pl. [NL., < Hoplites 

-idw.) A family of the ammonoid cephalo- 
pods belonging to the suborder Pachycampyli. 
t is characterized by having the ecetse bifurcated on the 
ay wal * umbilical a! ders and prominent tabercles 
a ie 

hoplomachy (hop-lom’s-ki), ». (Gr, ét2ouayia, 
< ézioudzor, adj., fighting in armor, ¢ ora, 
armor, + yyectu, fight.) In Gr, antiq., a 
battle, or mimic battle, fought in heavy armor, 

Fighting in fall and heavy armor, Aoplomachy, which 
te prised as a noble art, came somewhat hater. 

G. & Hall, Adolescence, TL. 258. 

Hoplomytilus (hop-lé-mit’i-lus), ». [NL,, ¢ 
(ir, orAov, a weapon, + Mytilus, a genus of 
mollusks. ] A genus of prionodesmaceous 
Pelecypoda belonging to the family Myalinida. 
It is characterized by a triangular shell with a thickened 

ate below the umbo, in front of which there is a tooth 
nthe rightvalre, It orcurs inthe Devonian. 

Hoplopagrine (hop'l6- a-gri’nd),#. pl. [NL., 
¢ Hoplopagrus + -ina.] A subfamily of snap- 
pers of the family Lutianida, typified by the 
genus Hoplopagrns, 
Hoplopagrus (hop-lop’a-grus), 7. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
oxsov, Weapon, * Taypoc, var. of drypor, a fish, 

hopping-fish 
the sea-bream.] A genus of snappers of the 
family Lutianide: distinguished by the form 
of the nostrils and by the presence of molar 
teeth in the jaws. The single known species, 
A, giintheri, abounds on west coast of 
Mexico, 

Hoplopteryx (hop-lop’te-riks), ». [NL., ¢ 
Gr, oréov, a shield, sréipvs, & wing) A 
geome of the teleost acanthopterygian fishes 

longing to the family Beryeid#. 11 is charne- 
terized by a short head, a deep dorsal fin, and lanre ctenvid 

: common in the Upper Cretaceous, 

Hoplosaurus cho ]6-si’rus), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
drvov, a shield, + catper, a lizard.) A genus 
of dinosaurian reptiles from the Ipper Cre- 
taceous of Austria. It is based on fragmentary 
— and is of uncertain systematic posi- 
ion. 

Hoplostethus (hop-los’té-thus), ». [NL ¢ 
Gr, driov, a shield, + atiGoc, breast, thorax.) 
A genus of — fishes of the family Tra- 
chichthyde, . mediterraneus is the impor- 
tant species, 

hop-louse (hop’lous), ». Same as *hop-aphis. 
Hoplunnis (hop-lun’is), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. ardor, 
a shield, + ivvyc, ivy, dee, a plowshare.] A 

nus of eels of the family Murwnesocide, 
ound in the Caribbean Sea. 

h 

The comma butterfly, 2 comma, and the violet- 
is, are two of the most abun- 

dant forma in the =e Comatock, Manual of In- 
secl4, pp 405 Bee etotet-tip, with cut. 

hepo (ho’p6), n. [Afriean.] An African V- 
shay 

hopper, a bh ttomet barge propelled by 
ite own steam. ‘It fe toed te reeelve the excavated ma- 
terial from dredging operations and carry ft away for 
gemping in deep water by the opening of the hopper 

1. 
Il. a, Having the form of an inverted pyra- 

mid: as, a hopper ship, the bottom of which 
consists of a series of hoppers: a type of ves- 
sel used on the Great Lakes for carrying bulk 
on te crystal. See *crystal.— Hopper 

hopper-apron (hop’ér-A’prun), ». In cotton- 
manuf, an endless traveling apron, or lattice, 
in an automatic hopper for feeding cotton to 
an opening-machine. 
h ozer (hop’ér-dé"zér), », [hopperl, 1 
(ec), + (bulljdozer.] In agri., a large shallow 
pan partly filled with tar or kerosene and 

Canvas Hopperdozer, to be drawn by a horse. (Riley, U. 5.1. Ad 

mounted upon runners, or & canvas frame, 
sitnilarly mounted, and smeared or saturated 
with tar or oil, See the extract. 

Hopperdozers are jong. shallow pana of any convenient 
dimensions, made of galvanized tron or other material, 
mounted upon runners about an inch thick. The pan te 
partly filled with water, a small quantity of kerosene is 
added to form a film, and a screet is placed upright an 
the back to prevent the lowusta from jumping over the 
pan. As Aopperdozery are drawn over ground by 
either men or horses, the young eens Pear into the 
air, fall into the pan, and are wetted ied by the 
kerosene, 

U.S Dept. Agr., Div. Entom, 19M, Cir, 58, p. 2 

hopper-feeder (hop’ér-fé’dér), mn. In tertile- 
manus, an automatic feeder and onye sree 
lator of raw stock to some one of the pre- 
paratory machines, as the opener, picker, 
scouring-apparatus, carding-engine, ete. 
hop rings (hop’ér-ingz), vn. pl. The residue 
which remains in a hopper. 
hopper-punt (hop‘ér-punt)}, ». A flat-bot- 
tomed mud-lighter fitted with a movable bot- 
tom for celerity in dumping. See hopper!, 5. 
hopping-Gsh (hop‘ing-fish), ». Same as *climd- 
ing-fish, 2. 



hoppity 
hoppity (hop’ iti), ».  [hop! + -ity, a termina- 
tion expressi¥é of quick motion.) Same as 
*halma, 

,0.t, 2, To harness (a horse) so as to 
change its gait mechanically. 

hop-pocketing Chop! pak’ohing), n. A coarse 
material of cotton, or jute and linen: used for 
the packing of hops. A. and Q. 10th ser., IL 

sess 312. h ) : 
men (hop’é-men), n. pl. 

44 ome officrals, 
Chinese cus- 

hop-sack (hop’sak), m. Same as *hop-sack- horn, | ns 4. 
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hormion (hér’mi-pn), ».; pl. Aormia (-i). 
(NL, dim, of Gir. dpuy, onset, attack (1).] In 
craniom., the point where the lower border of 
—* — touches the base of the skull. Fon 

ON, 

8 (hor’md-gé-né-i'léz), m. pl. Hormogoneale 
Gr. dpuog, necklace, + ydvor, offspring, + -ales.] 

ch always con- n order of blue-green algw w 
sist of more than one cell. The eella may or 
may not be branched, and either have or have 
not an outer gelatinous sheath. 

(0 In sheet-metal work, an attachment to 
ing, 2 * h in tte — *7* ———— 

. m, 2. A wool dressfabric of togethor it serves as the anvil on which the joined sheets 

— Sa fT PATE 
hop-toad (hop’téd\,n. Atoad. [Colloq.] tothe Aorning-press, a press on which horntng is done. 8 
I ay Nag ag oe Pe ty 

hor. An abbreviation (a) of Aerisen; (0) of Sree 

Hore (ho’rs), n. pl. (1. Hore, (Gr. "Qpat: seo En Fiche nn ees Pome eo the Paleh and yn. pl. (lL. 5 : : . 
hour.) The Hours, See hour, 5. InGreek 7. In archery: (a) The tip at each end of a 
myth ony the Hore are ‘ bow, usually made of horn and provided with 
personifications uf the same a nock for fastening the bowstring. (b) A re- 
class as the Merwe, Uhari- 

invartably benignant. ‘Th 
served Zous by opening am 
closing the doors of Heaven. 
In Homer and te Homeric 
Hymns their nomber is 
vague, Healod makes them 
three, then Euno- 

either two or three Hone 
are representet. The Hone 
are prominent in the poens 
of Pindar, who retains the 
names and number of Hoe- 
siod. He ses them to ex- 
press the beauty of — . & 
and youth, and all loveli- 
nen The eity of Corinth 
was their preferred abiding- 

e In later mythol the Horm were merged in 
me Seasons and their po Pn was Gxed at four, 

Horary ction, See *prediction. 
porary prodietion. , See n. An iron-nickel 
sulphid related to pyrrhotite: from Horbach in 
the Black Porest. 
hordeic hér-dé‘ik), a, [Is horde-um, barley, 
+-ic.) Notingan aeid, a colorless compound, 
CygHo,O, prepared by the action of dilute 
sulphuric acid on barley. It crystallizes in 
plates, melting at 60° C, 

hordeiform =e) a. [L. hordewm, 
barley, + forma, form.] daving the form of 
barley-grains ; resembling barley in form. 

(hé-ris’ma-skép), u. (Irreg. ¢ 
Gr. dpioue, Limit, bound, + axoreiv, view.) An 
—— for detecting albumin in urine, See 
*albumoscope. 

Hone. 

heriton, L— 
the h a : ry fear ts the Mane of th J » 

horizon at the point of observation. Contracted hort. 0 
200, a horizon whose limita are leas than normal because 

mist, main, snow, or smoke — Mean horizon, the 
frrectlarity of the horizon-line. 
horizon of a place so situated that 

the celestial pole is neither in tte zenith nor on its horizon, 
This is the case for all stations except at the equator or 
the poles of the carth  Paradoxides horizon. See 
* Acadian, »., 2,— Real borigon, the astronomical hori- 
zon: distinguished from the agyetrent Aerizon, which is 
affected by dip and refractbon,— 

of 
middie position in any 

Rist th . 

celestial horizon of a place on the equator, — ot hornbill, n.— 
which is ndicular to that of the equinoctial circle: 
opposed to odique horizon, that of any place between the 
equator and either pole. X & D.~Benatble Bi 
the plane which touches the earth at the p 
observer and extends to the celestial sphere. 

horizon (h$-ri’zon), r,t. Tp limit or bound by p 
ahorizon. Mary Howitt, 

horizontal. I, «.—Horizsontal candle-power, 
in, See Wenidle-power, wuoont. 

a n, 2, dnodopetalion i may reer a 
Tasmanian plant of the family Cunoniacer, 
which sometimes forms a tree 60-70 feet high, 
with a trunk 4 feet in circumference. It is 
named from its peculiar habit ofgrowth. The matin stem 
after reaching a certain height assumes a horizontal or 

tion, from which the branches ascend and 
action af the stem. The same is done by the 

dary brunchea, all of which interlock and form an 
almost impenetrable thicket known as horizontal seruh, 

horizontalism (hor-i-zon’tal-izm), », The 
— or state of being horizontal; horizontal 
character, 

horizontalize (hor-i-zon’tal-iz), r. 4 and #4; 
pret. and pp. Aerizontalized, ppr. horizentaliz- 
ing. To place in or to assume a horizontal 
position. 

inforcement at the butt ofan arrow, fitted with 
a nock to receive the bowstring: usually made 
of horn. (¢) The portion of a composite bow 
which is made of horn: see bor?, 2.—8, In 
mack., a curved lover, pivoted on the side of a 
— pe gromeereag which, on being knocked over 
3 the aes on the moving table, gives, 

ough a linkage, the reversing movement 
to the driving mechanism.—Catancous horn, a 
horn-like excreavence on the skin of the head or other _ 

tiiga “Horn of a dyna- See wei tor, a 
, thatedge of the thee een es 

generator or moter which rina el to axis of the 
armature.— Horn of consecra’ in Myceneon art, a 
pictographic type representing a cult-form found In ech. 
nection with the double ax and pillar, It is a com dl 

a lar base with two honvlike projections at 
either end. horns are usaally quite conventional, bat 
sometimes resemble the horn of oxen, object was 
evidently portable and placed upon altars, It is frequently 
set at the foot of a sacred tree or column. 

The colar are clearly indicated asantoontc bmages by 
the horns ef conseration placed bealde them and at their 

mo, in « 

feet A.J, Eeana, tn Jour, Hellenic Studies, XXL 128 

Horn tenure, Seo *fenwre.—Im horn, hom 
molded Into varfous forma after it been softened in 
boiling water. It is common inthe industrial arts. Asa 
fine art the impressing of Lorn bas been carried to a high 
state of perfection in China and Japan, and in_ Burope, 
where it has been mach used for sautf-boxes — 
horns, fn dynamo-clectric machinery, those horns of agen- 
ermtor or motor toward which the armature is carried in its 
revolation.— a shallow spoon of hom, rub- 
ber, or metal for collecting particles of gold by washing,— 

a thin varnish-like layer of glistening 
horn secreted by the pertoptic band of the hoot and form- 
ing the outer surface of ite wall. ved pat me evapormtion 
of modstare from the wall of Uhe ho 
asea-cave which penetrates far tuto an overhanging cll 
and plerces the roof, so an opening ts mae to the 
surface. Incoming waves fore their way throagh the car- 
ern and dash spray through the fannel-like opening om 
top of the clif.—To take a horn, to take a drink of 

» [Cotlog.] 
é. To operate upon by means of a rn, ©. t. 

horn-press or horning-press. See *horn, n., 
4(f. 
horn-ail (hérn’al), 1. An imagined disease of 
eattle, having no scientific foundation. Also 
called hollow horn. 

horn-beetle (hirn’bé‘ tl), n.— spotted horn- 
beetle, Dynastes tityua. See mastes aml rhineceros 
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Helmet-hornbill, Bwecros goleatus, a 
epecies characterized by having a thick and nearly vertical 
— oulgronsh froin the top of the beak: found in Borneo 
and Sumatra. Also helmeted Aornbill, 

of the Hornblende schist. See hornblende rock and 
achiat, 
ornblerdite (hérn"blen-dit), =. [hornblende 
+ -ite?.]| Arock composed entirely or almost 
entirely of hornblende, a variety of igneous 
rock closely related to the peridotites. 

hornblock (h4rn’blok},n. A steel or iron cast- 
ing riveted to a locomotive frame to receive 
the axle-box, which it constrains to move only 
vertically, 
horn-blower,». 2, Inentom.,asouthern United 
States tobaceo-growers’ name for the tobacco 
sphinx-moth, Phlegethontius carolina, the pu- 
rent of the horn-worm of tobacco. 
horn-cell (hérn’sel), ». One of the ganglion- 
cells belonging to the anterior or posterior 
cornua of the spinal cord. 

Moet of these fibres ran apwards, bat some descend to 
form synapses with dorsal Aorn-ceile on a lower level. 

Encye. Brit., XXV. 400. 

Hornera (hér’ne-rii),n. [NL., from asurname 
Horner.) A genus of cyclostomatous Bry- 

a- horn-fly ( 

horn-worm 
ozoa —— the family Idmoncicdez. It has 
free or anastomosing zoaria, subcylindrical branches, and 
irregularly distributed sowcial apertures, It extends 
from the Cretaceous to recent thine. 

hornerah (hér‘ne-rii), n. [Native Australian: 
ef. pees porte A wing-stick with a peg at 
one end which fits into a socket in the spear- 
shaft. By swinging the throwing-stick the spear is pro- 

lod by this peg and thrown with greater force than can 
given to it by the hand alone, Shuflardevices are ased 

by the Eskimos, the Mexicans, and same South American 
Indians. See throwing-etick, |Australin.} 

Hornerida (hér-ner’i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Hor- 
nera + -idw.) A family eyelostomatous, 
gymuolwmatous Jolyzea, in which the zomcia 
open on one side only of a ramose zoariam 
and are never adnate and repent. It contains 
the genus Hornera. 

hérnesite, ». See *hoernesite. 
jornets'-nest beetle, See whretie?. —- White-faced 

Same as white-faced *icasp, 

hornet-hawk (hér’net-hik), ». Same as hor- 
net-clearwing. 

hornfels (hérn‘felz),n. [G. horn, horn, + fels, 
stone.) In petrog., a dense, aphanitie rock 
composed of feldspar, quartz, and other min- 
erals, usually a product of the contact-meta- 
morphism of an intrusive rock upon shale or 
other sedimentary rock. Sometimes called 
hornatone, 

hornfelsed (hérn‘felzd), a. In geol., changed 
to hornfels in contact-anetamerpiism- 

The Old Red Sandstone ts indurated and often Aern 
Jelsed to a varying distance from the margin, 

Rep. Brit. Aven Advancement of Set., 1901, p. GH, 

horn-flint (hérn‘flint), ». A flint resembling 
horn in — and translucency. 

rn‘fli),m. 1, Aninjurious museid 
fly, Hematobia serrata, common to Europe and 

Hoen-fly (Maermnetotia rerruta). 

@, Cee; 4 larva; «, ba 11m tld ia biting position. 

the United States: named from its habit of 
elustering on the horns of cattle. It annoys cattle 
greatly by its bite, and its eggs in 
owdang in which ite —2* live. 
2. Asphingid moth: same as *horn-blower, 2. 

horn-hipped (hirn‘hipt), a. Having the point 
of the ium (hauneh-bone) projecting too 
high: said of a horse, 
po m4, —* — * on hy (t). Ses *t 
emine ress (hér’ning-pres), ». : orn, 

n., A(t i * 
horn-nut (hérn’nut), a. The horned fruit 
of any species of Trapa, or the plant itself. 
See Trapa, 

horn-ore (hérn’ér), ». Horn-silver or cerar- 
it ayrite. 

horn-ray (horn’ra), n, A fish, Rhinobatus 
banksti, one of the thick-tailed rays found in 
Australia and New Zealand. Also called 
shovel-nowed ray. 
Horn's azotometer. See *azotometer. 
horn-shell (hirn’ shel), n. A horn-shaped, 
many-whorled univalve shell of the genus 
Cerithium. 

horn-slate (hirn’slit), m, Same as hornstone. 
horn-snake, ». 2. The bull-snake or pine- 
snake of the central United States, Pityophis 
melanoleuews, a large species marked with 
Dlack and white. 
horn-socket ———— n. In well-boring, 
a fishing-tool terminating in a hollow cone 
or bell which is rammed down over the broken 
ends of rods or tools to bring them to the 
— he (hb , a 
ornswoggle (hérn’swog-]), vr. £; pret. an 
p. hornswoggled, ppr. hernsweggling. TO hum- 
ug; bamboozle; bedevil. [Slang.} 

horn-worm (hérn’wérm), ». Any sphingid 
larva which bears a horn at its anal extremity ; 

cifically, the tobacco horn-worm, larva of 
‘hlegethontius carolina, 



horny 
horny, ., 2. @) In bot, : 2) More o less tracslacent 

id of a Minty texture; glassy; sald cliefly of the gratis 
of the er wheats, characterized by a large gluten 

fay ta pabrog.s Mics tee | hating a comapuaal; Reanapensons be Cry eu 
— 
horoeka (i0’rd-a’kii), ». [Maori.) In New 
Zealand, a very variab e tree of the ginseng 
family, Pseudopanar crassifolius, sometimes 
pore | grass-tree, Bee *grass-ircc, 4 (a). 

horografy, ete, Asimplified spelling of horog- 
raphy, ete, 

horopito (ho’ré-pé-t6), n. [Maori.] A small 
evergreen New Zealand tree, Drimys axillaris, 
belonging to the magnolia — The flowers 
are very rant, ad the whole plant is aromatic and 
stimulant. It is used by the for various dlscases 
Also called pepper-tree. 

horoscopal (hé-ros’ké-pal), a. [horescope + 
~al,] or pertaining to a horoscope. 
horoscopography (hor’d-sk6-pog‘ra-fi), n. 
(Gr, dpocxorrior, horoscope, + ~)pagia, ¢ 7pa- 
gee, Write, draw.) The art of drawing horo- 
scopes, [Kare.] 
horrescent (ho-res‘ent), a. [L. horrescens, 
ppr. of horresecre, Cherrerc, bristle, shake, 
shudder: seeherrent.) Bristling with horror; 
shuddering. [Rare.) X. B.D. 

horripilant (ho-rip‘i-laut), a. [L. herripilans 
{-ant-}, ppr. of horripilare : see horripilation.) 
Causing goose-flesh. 

horripliate, v.t. U. intrans, To have goose- 
esh. 

horse!,™. 1. The researches of Ewart, Osborn, and 
olbers show the probability that the modern horse, like 
the dog, has been derived from several sources,  Prje- 
valeky's horse is considered to be one of these, while two 
other forma ure recoguized—the Celtle pony and the 
Norse horse. 

5. () Ono of the inclined timbers In a staircase which 
ain the steps. 5 

6. In mining; (b) A lentioular bed of shale 
or old channel fillings which cuts out coal- 
seams.—-12. In chess, same as knight. [Rare.] 
Staunton, Laws and Practice of Chess, p. 4.— 
13. In astron., the constellation of Pegasus 
(see flying *horse); also, the equine part of 

tlarius —— as a centaur).—14, 
A Danish silver coin of the value of 1s. 2d.— 
Celtic horse, the variety charncteristic of western Bu- 
rope, found in a pare state in Iceland, and called by 
Ewart X. eoballus celticus, The Shetland pony is an ox. 
ample of this large-headed, roagh-haired variety or 
species. — 8 local breed of Indian ponies 
baying a ro curly coat.— Cu! tn stock- 
roising in the Weatern United States, a burse trulmed 
cut cattle ont ofaherd. See to cet out (y) uniler cut. 
Piying horse, the mythical winged horse of the Muses, 
Pegasus; hence, in astron., the constellation Pegaso. 
. BE. D.—Fore-sheet (iaut), an fron span set 
athwartshipe at the middie of the deck under the after 
end at the fore-boom on a schooner, for the fore-sheet 
block to travel on; also, a like span for a forestaysall- 
shect block to travel on when the latter sail has a — 
to which its foot is laced. See fore-eheet etreeeler,— 

to 

tally across the deck.— Line ho in dwebering, the 
horse that drags the cable from a yarding-engine to the 
log to which the cable in to be at ed, — 
the moxlern substitate for roulette. See petite checwuz, 
tinder #cheen!,—Norge horse, the varicty of horse pecs 
liar to borthern Europe and assumed by Ewart to be that 
on which Linnueus his species Bywua emballua 
called Ewart E_ eabalilus typieus,— Prjevalsky's 
horse, tee — #, Ute only true horse now found 
in a wild state: discovered Lu 1831 in the desert region 
of Central Aska near Alean. Itisof small size, of a dun 
evlor, without a dorsal stripe, and with an erect mane, 

Prjcwalsky's Horse (Ayuwsr pefrtulsdyerl 
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horse!, t. & 8. To hang (as skins) over a 
wooden horse or stand, Mod. dmer, Tanning, 

. 169.—To horse logs, in river-driving, to drag stranded 
ys back to the streams by the use of veyas—To 
horse out, in to cut, as — or: , witha 
saw: used chiefly in oumnection with the string-piece of 
astair, which is said to be Acreed out when the su 
of the treads is got by cutting material away in the form 
of a poten, but plowed out when a broad groove of slot is 
cut to receive the ends of the treats, 

horse-ambulance (hérs’am‘bi-lans), m. A 
vehicle used for the conveyance of sick or 
wounded horses or other large animals. That 
tused by the New York Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals tas «lance padded box bang very low 
ant « windlass attached at the front end, 

horse-bean, ». 2, In the southwestern United 
States, either of two species of palo verde, 
Parkinsonia aculeata and P. microphylla, the 
twigs of which are eaten by horses, 

horse-bee (hirs’bé), », Snme as horse-bot, 
horse-bucket (hérs’buk‘et), ». A covered 
—— tor carrying water or spirits. [Suilors’ 
slang. 
horse-bush (hirs’bash), ». In the Bahamas, 
a tree of the family Casalpiniacer, Karyxylum 
adnatum ( Peltophorum adnatum of Grisebach). 
horse-conch (hérs’kongk), », A large univalve 
shell, Strombus gigas. 

horse-course (hérs’kérs), ». 
also, a horse-race, Swift, 

horse-cradle (hérs’kra‘dl), ». A device, con- 
sisting of narrow strips of wood connected by 
leather straps, placed about a horse’s neck to 
prevent him from turning his head sideways. 
or: , 4, 2, The mayweed, 
horse-dam (hérs’dam), ». A temporary dam 
made by placing large logs across a stream, in 
order to raise the water behind it so as to float 
logs on the rear, 

Horse-eye jack. See *jack!, 
horse-fiddle —— A —5— mak· 
ing a noise, usually consisting of a ', Open 
packing-box across the rosined edges of which 
a rough plank or rail isdrawn like a huge bow. 
{Collog. 

horse-fig (hore'fe), n, See *fig3, 
horse-flesh, ». 4. In Guiana, the dark-red flesh- 
colored wood of the bully-tree, Mimusops Ba- 
lata, or that obtained from panococo, Tounatea 
tomentosa, See bully-tree and panococo, 2. 
orse-fly n.— Black horee-Ay, any black dipterous in- 
soct.of the faratl Tabanide; spec! — Fobentectroten 
a large species a wide distribation inthe United 
States. Mourning , Same as ayad ly, 

Horsefoot oil. See *oil. 
tler (hdérs’jen’tlér), », 

breaker, 
horse-gold (hérs’gold), ». Same as *qold-tweed. 
horse-grease (hérs’grés), n. Fatobtained from 
the careasses of horses: used in soap. and 
candie-making. 

made of horsehair tn Horsehair case, a or enreloy 
which the meal —— nding oil-seeds (colza- 
seed, cotton-seed, etc.) la subjected to pressure in order to 
extract the ofl.— Horsehair emake, Same as *hair- 

horse n, 
because of its sha 

A race-course j 

A horse- 

5. In mach., @ lover, so named 
, used on a Heilmann cot- 

ton-combing machine as part of the detach- N 
ing mechanism. Thornley, Cotton Combing 
Machines, p. 103. 
orsehoof, a. 2, A horseshoe-crab, or king- 
erab, Limulus polyphemun. 

horse-laughter (hors’lif‘tér),n. Coarse, loud, 
vulgar laughter. 

horseless (hérs’les), a. [horse +-less.] Having no 
—— propelled without the ail of horses, 

acarrlage not intended to be drawn carriage 
Dy horses, bot propelled by an clectric or other motor, 

horse-lily (hérs‘lil‘i), 1, Same as — 
A podieulid, horse-louse (hérs‘lous), ». 1. 

Hematopinus asini, eom- 
monly known as the 
sucking horse-louse,—2. A 
mallophagan, Trichodectes 
pilosus, commonly known as 
the biting horse-lowse, Both 
of the above species oceur 
also on asses and mules, 

horse-mackerel, #. (4) In 
Sydney, Australia, Aeris roemany, 
of the family Seombridwe; in 
New Zealand, Trackers trachn 
rus, which is the same fish as the 
horsemackerel of Bogiand. Atee- 
tral Kuglish, 

horseman-crab (hors’man- 
krab), 1. Same as chevalier 
*crab. 

horse-nicker (hérs‘nik’ér). 
ne [Aorsel, w., 11, + nicker®, 3.) A seed of the 

Horse-loowr | fra datectes 
rT 

Much eolanged, 
fake 

horticulture 
nicker-tree. The lead-colored sveds of Guilrudina 
Crieta, ani especially the yellow seeds of G wjor, are 
used by childreu in the West Indies for playing marbles. 

horse-platform (hérs’plat‘firm), n. In min- 
ing, the switches and crossing used with the 
rails of a horse-road. 

horse-power, .—Brake horse-power, the ne* 
horse-power iy terre te an eigine, teeter, of turbine 
as sbown by a friction: oor Up imimcreter ; the horse 
power actually delivered by the engine ur motor, Tron. 
Amer, Inat. t, Bngin., 1800, J» 44.— Effective horse- 

wer, in nace arch, the net horse-power reqaired ty 
rive a veasel at any given speed, or work expreseet 

in horse-power that would be nec ta tow the veasel 
without screw-propellers or paddle-wleels at a given 
a It is that part of the tidicated horsepower of 
— engines which remains after deducting the 

losses due to engine-friction, tnettichency of the paddles 
or propellers in water, etc. Prench horse-power, 
the work done in rnising 75 kilograms one meter in one 
seound, of 4,500 kilognuns one meter in one minute ; it is 
about 2 per cent. less than the hurse-power founded on 
the Raglish foot and the avoirdupots pound. See metric 
whoree-power,— Gross wer, the theuretical 
horse-power of a motor, made up of the net horse-power 
together with that wasted ou its own friction = same as 
tudicated horac-power (which see).— Horse-power hour. 
See thor, — power Of water, the hore: power 
developed by falling water, one horse-power of water be 
ing equal to 15 cubic feet of water acting for one second 
with a head of one foot. Metric horse-power, tie 
French horse-power, the unit of work in countries where 
Ue metric anite are in use. It equals 32.40 foat- pounds 

Tathnute, 4,600 —— — per minute, 
OrRe-powe»nr in the British unite,— Net 

the power which an engine or a motor 
above Ghat needed to overcome its own friction. 

orseradish-tree, n. 2, In Australia, a tree 
of the pokeweed family, Gyrostemon cotinifo- 
lives, so called from the taste of ita leaves. 
The bark contains a bitter principle, for 
which reason it is also known as quinine-tree 
and medlicine-tree. 

horseshoe, 9. 2. (2) Nawt.,a composition strap bent 
in the form of a horseshoe and used for fastening the 
stem to the keel —- Horseshoe nebula. See ®nebula 

horseshoe-fern (hérx’shi-forn),», See *fern!. 
horseshoe-grass (hors ‘shé-gris), n. See *side- 
ots, 

horse-sickness (hérs‘sik’nes), ». An infee- 
tious disease of horses, mules, and asses, ob- 
served only in South Africa, characterized by 
extensive serous exudations, and caused by 
an orgenuisio s0 minute as to pass through the 
pores of a filter. 
An —— interim upon Cape horse-sicknrer 

has been published by In, Watkina Pitchford, the Guovern- 
ment bacterial tof Natal In some respects this dis 
ease fesernbles human malaria, for it —— attacks 
horses kept on low-lying marshy nd, ome ani- 
mals beft to graze all bight In affected districts horses 
may be moved during the day without contracting the 
disease. Ir. Pitchford now suggests that # mosquito, 
probably of Ule genus An is ble for the 
conveyance of the infection. Nature, June 4, 190s, p 110 

horsetail, ». 5. In meteor,, a form of cirrus 
cloud. Horsetall —— edible mushroom, Copri- 
nice comatus, tinving a pileus, 

horse-tamer (hors‘ta‘mér), mn. One whose 
business is the taming of urruly horses; a 
horse-breaker, 

horse-towel (hirs’tou’el), n, An endless 
pet for general use, hung ona roller; a jack- 
towel. 

evelops 

orsetown beds. See *bed!. 
horse-tub (hirs’tub), n. <A harness-cask. 
horse-watcher (hérs’woch‘ér), n, One who 
is in the habit of observing the performance 
of race-horses, in order to come to some conclu- 
sion as to their chances of winning. 

horst (hérst), ». [G. herst, a wood, grove, 
thicket, high nest, aery, retreat, also sandbank, 
sandy islet.] In geol., a term introduced by 
E. Suess to denote areas of the earth's surface 
which have acquired immobility and have 
served as buttresses against which surrounding 
areas have been pressed and dislocated in the 
general rupture and subsidence of the terres- 
trial ernst. 

The region has occasionally been mach fantted. and 
locally crushed up against a “Aeraf™ of Archean pock. 

Nature, June 4, laxi. 105 

hort., hortic. Abbreviations (a) of herticul- 
tural ; (b) of horticulture. 

Hortensia (hor-ten‘si-l), ». The greenhouse 
hydrangea, Hydrangea epuloides (H. hortensis 
of Smith, I. Hortensia of Siebold), of which a 

at number of horticultural forms are known, 
e species is Chinese and Japancee. It vartes inte two 

fairly well marked groupa: the bortensia grou, with 
globose Nower-trisses and mearty all the flowers sterile 
and enlanred, and the ——— groap, with the trusses 
— or quite flat and bearing both fertile aul sterile 
werk 

horticulture, 1...Landscape horticul that 
art of horticultural discussion and practice that hae to 
du with planting aud lawu-making for artistic effecta It 



horticulture 
ia of the crafta on Which land: i land. 
scape architecture mda 2. i. a ge — 
Horton series. e *series, 
hose, ». 9. In entom., a peculiar organ or 

land at the base of the tarsal claws of the 
socide#.— 10. The wide trousers formerly 

worn by seamen.— Armored hose, rubber hose about 
which steel wire is wound spirally to protect it froen injury. 

hospital, n., 3. The term ia now extended to include 
— naga py a the cre and oe of sick or ujures 

ele cats, ~~ Hospi bed 

sore throat, tax, dee wbedl, wethroat, *tor.— State 
Dospital, an institution for the Insane comlucted by a 

te goverment, Sta 
hospital (hos’pi-tal), v. t.; pret. and pp. hospi- 
want —— 
To receive and care for in a hospital. 

hospitant (hos’pi-tant), u. (G. hespitant, ¢ 
L. hospitans Cant) pr. of hos, itari, be 

est: soe — A ial untmatricu- 
fated foreign student at a German university 
who enjoys all the privileges of a regular stu- 
dent (except that of graduating) and is enrolled 
as a ‘ guest.’ 
These figures, however, include only the lawfully im- 

matriculated students; to them must be added those who 
are enrolled as Aoepitants, of which 9,187 are reported in 
the foregoing table, including 7,874 male and 1,913 female 
attending as special students, 

Science, April &, 1904, p. £46, 

Hosselkus limestone. Seo */imestonc. 
host”, .— Definitive host, in the life-cycle of parasites 
which, during their course of 3* inhabit dif- 
ferent hosta, { host in which the sexaal phases of the 
parasite are passed, 

hostly (hést’li), a. (host? + -lyl.] Pertaining 
or proper to a host. 
neat te (hést’ plant), n. 

2(a). 

hot!, a. 9, Ardently or earnestly aappertel, 
as indicated by the betting: as, a hot favorite. 

i aated breath ; talk that 

In bet., same as 

Racing slang.|—Hot air, w: 
Jo — in ng: | 3 applied often to anythi sald or 
threatened which the hearer or the criticized not 
like. [Recent political slang, U. 8) 

hot-closet (hot’kloz’et),». 1. A closet, at- 
tached toa stove or some other source of heat, 
in which dishes and food are kept warm.—2, 
In candle-making, a heated chamber in which 
eandle-molds are kept warm previous to bein 
used, to prevent the a 

hot-drawn (hot’dran), a. 
through dies while hot: said of pipe or rods. 

Hotei (ho’ta), ». Jap.] One of the seven 
beneficent beings of the Japanese pantheon : 
represented as a fat, smooth-faced man, with 
a protruding, naked abdomen, and usually car- 
rying a big hempen bag. 

Hotei, the Japanese transcription of the Chinese Putai, 
represents Putal Hoshang, the “Monk with the Hempen 
Bag, of Chinese Buddhist lore, 

S. W. Bushell, Oriental Ceramic Art, p. 757. 

hotfoot (hot’fat), v. t To chase or pursue in 
hot haste; follow at a hot pace. [Colloq.) 
Zuléma discovers her trate father, who, . PA yer] heen 

Aetfooted ap hill and down dale by the bl toty Ang- 
lala. F. B. Smith, How Paris Amuses Iteelf, p. Wat 

hot-plate, n. 2. In gas-fitting, a small port- 
able cooking-appliance consisting of an iron 
table sup on short legs and having one 
or more —— burners for boiling, ete. 

hot- wa, 8, A local namein Utah ofcertain 
hot ealeareous spri which have built up 
mounds of tufa around their orifices. Within, 

Saat and below: lw eit over Whe thn, then wee v * 
—— bn gd w ine Sei. Amer. Sup, 

15K, p, 27157. 12, 
hot-stoking | oe fear Pee “he Inglass-manuf,, 
the operation of raising the temperature of the 
furnace until the batch or frit in the melting- 
pot is completely fused. Same as fining or 
refining. Compare cold-stoking. 

Hottentot apron, Same as *tablicr, 2—Hottentot 
Tice, See #ricel, 

Hottentot's-god (hot’n-tots-god),. A South 
Afriean mantis, worshiped formerly by the 
Hottentots. 

hot-tube (hot’tib), » anda. I, mn. A tube 
which is kept red-hot by a flame and is used 
for igniting the charge in an internal-combus- 
tion engine. 

II. a. Using a red-hot tube as a torch or 
iguiter.—Hot-tube igniter. See #igniter. 

hot-well, ». 2. A hot spring, especially one 
at whose orifice there is a pool of relatively 
quiet water. 

hot-windy (hot’win‘di), a. Characterized by 
the presence or the prevalence of the ‘hot 
stad of Australia: as, hot-windy weather, 
See *wind?. [Australia.] 

houhere (hé-i-ha’ri),». [Maori, ¢ how, bind 

t has been drawn 

or fasten together, + here, tie.] A name in house-ant (hous’ant), », Any ant whichhabit- the Howden system of forced 

- 
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New Zealand of two trees belonging to the 
mallow family. Both of them have tough bark, 
which in former waa ied by the natives for making 
tapa, or barkeclott. (One, Moher nea, known alao 
as the Incebark or tho none bark which readily 
separates tito many thin, like layers. It is distin- 
guished by having fruit composed of 6 separable irs 

other, Plagianthwe betedinws, known commonly aa 
Tibbonwood, is a much larger tree than the preceding. 
Tt has fruit consisting of « single naked capsule. Also 
called Acwt and whauwhi, See ribbonarocd and lece- 
bark, 3. 

hound, ".—Cat-hound, a breed of hounds used for 
hunt wildeats and panthers.— Orton's the 
constellation of the Greater Dos.— pamper . an 
East Indian breed of dogs, reecmbling the Great Dane, 
used for hunting.—Smooth hound, a blunt. 
toothed shark, Mustelus neuetetus.— The hound of hell, 
Cerborua, the three-headed wateh-dog who, according to 
Greek mythology, Was stationed at the entrance of hell 
to see that the living did not enter or the dead escape, 

houndfish, ». 5. A name applied to fishes of 
the genus Tylosurws, especially to T. raphidoma 
and T. acus, both of the West Indies. 

hour, ». 6. In astron. and geog., an angular 
measure of right ascension or longitude, being 
the twenty-fourth part of a great circle of the 
sphere, or fifteen degrees, X. E. D.—Bight- 

mt, See eight, Horse-power hour, 
a compound unit, ased in com ing ettictencies, equiva 
lent to ome bhorse-power maintained for one hour.— 

hours, the hours which are struck with a great 
number of strokes, as eleven and twelve.—Lunar hour, 
the twenty-fourth part of a lunar day, that t& of the 
interval time between two successive transits of the moon 
actoss the meridisn.— Metric horse-power hour, an 

at work equivalent to a metric Renee poner 
one hour. Planetary hour, in astrol., the 

part of the time occupied between the sun's 
rising and setting, of vice Versa: su to be ruled fn 

on by the seven planets.— hour, (a) A 
unit of the time required for doing a plece of work, com- 
sisting of the total number of hoars spent by all the men 
who have worked upon it divided by that number. (5) One 
hour in a shop. In many technleal schools students are 
required to spend a certain number of hours in work- 
abops. These are called ore, to distinguish then: 
from the hours spent in the recitation-room,— 
hours, the hours which are struck with few strokes, 
as one and twa hour, the time in question or 
particularly referred to; the time being ; the moment. 

Hour screw, spring, stomach. See 
*screw!, ete. 

hour-index (our’in’deks), x. 

twelfth 

An index or 
thestearic acid, pointer which ean be turned to any hour “yop w 

marked on the hour-cirele around the pole of 
an artificial globe, 
hour-stroke (our’strdk), n. One of the strokes 
= marks which indicate the hours on a dial- 
plate. 
hour-watch (our’woch), ». A watch with a 
single hand which indicates only the hours. 

hour-zone (our’z6n), ». One of the strips or 
lunes of the earth's surface separated by merid- 
ians 154 es & on the equator, begin- 
ning with the standard meridian of Greenwich, 
The standard time for all places within any one hour. 

be, except when local 
ciretmetances make ft convenient to shift the dividing- 
lines a little. The minutes and on this system are 
everywhere identical with those of Greenwich time. 

The groups of 15 degrees of longitade form natarally 

gone is the same, of 

the 24 hour-zones into which the cireumference of the 
untur is div and which, numbered from @ to 21, will 

Kive the time of places on the Earth in terms of the 
nitial our. Geog. Jour, (R, G. 8), XL 677. 

house!, ".— Black house, a ride house built of stone, 
without windows, used in some parts of Scotland fora 
habitation and for sheltering domestic antmals— Down 
the house, up the two terms used to denote the 
direction with reference to the fron pots — in the 
Pattinson process (which see, ander process 
traction tes the 
direction 

silver lead. The former 
the market while the latter refers 

to the contrary direction. o process ia now almost 
obaslete.— House burn. Sve #hernl, n., 5 (5.— House 
of eternity, or of graves, or of life, a Jewish cemetery. 
— Le hha 

cates ng away from ec 
ot business and remaining at home an intention to evade 
his creditors: impl. an act of bankruptcy. Slang. 
nied Bowes, an establishment engaged reall } 
particalarly a public house or saloom, which ts under 
contract to sel 
brewer or distiller) w! 

the goods of « cular producer (a 
isusually itebacker. [Eng-] 

The consumer haa (owing to the “ tied Aowae” system) 
in mang canes no cholee but me drink the * offered him, 

‘ore practicall a agen 
J Eneyo. Brit., XXVL 2a 

To make a house, in parliamentary parlance, to see that 
& quorum is present. ‘ 

And in the absence of : Poe my oo a da aoperres lel eels de 

Jour, Hellenic Studies, VIII. 108, 

house*, ». 3. In some tunicates, as —— 
laria and Oikoplewra, a temporary gelatinous 
envelop, representing the tunic of other forma, 
It ix formed with great rapidity as a secretion 
from the surface of the ectoderm and is fre- 
quently thrown off and renewed, 

house- 
house-bound 

howdenize 

ually enters houses, or nests in the walls, such 
as Monomorium pharaonis, M, minutum, and 
Tetramorium caespitum, 

barge (hous’biirj), », A house-boat. 
(hous’bound), a, Confined to the 

house, as with sickness; ‘sbut in.’ 
housebreaker, ». 2. Sameas *house-wreeker, 

builder (hous’bil‘dér), ». One whose 
business is the building of houses; specifically, 
a carpenter who gives special attention to the 
construction of wooden dwelling-houses.— 
Ho! moth, Bee *mofhl, 
house-burn (hous’bérn), m. See *hwrnl, 5(b), 
house-carpenter (hous kiir’ pen-tér), », A 
carpenter who works upon the trim and inte- 
rior finish of a house, as distinguished from a 
ship-carpenter. [Great Britain.] 

house-fly, *.—Little house-fiy, a small anthomyild 
tly, Homelemyia brevis, found — — about honses and 
breeding in decaying vegetable material and dung. 

house-mosquito (hous’mus-ké*té), ». The 
common cosmopolitan mosquito, Culex pipiens, 
which usually breeds in and about houses. 

house-mover gel: an, A man en- 
gaged in raising and moving buildings by 
means of juck-serews and rollers moving upon 
prepared wooden ways, 
housesmith (hous’smith), ». A mechanic who 
works upon the irouwork of buildings. 

house-staff (hous’stif), ». The resident phy- 
sicians and surgeons in a hospital, 
housework (hous’wérk), n. mestie work; 
the work of housekeeping. 
house-wrecker (hous’rek‘’ér), 2. One who 
takes down old buildings and sorts out and 
saves the materials for future use. In Eng- 
land, called a housebreaker. 
ousing!, n. 8. (b) The inboard end of the 
— also, that part of a mast that is be- 
low the upper or spar-deck, 

housing-bolt (hou’zing-balt), ». A belt above 
a gun-port on a war-vessel, used in housing a 
gan. 

housing-line (hou’zing-lin), u. Naut., a line 
used in housing an awning. 

-pivot (hou’zing-piv’ot),». Naut., the 
nich locks a gun-carriage in the desired 

position. 
housing-topmast (hou‘’zing-top’mast), mn. A 
topmast rigged so aa to be lowered without 
loss of time. 

houtherg (hout’berg), mn. [D., ¢ hout, wood, 
+ berg, —— A wooded mountain. 
(South African Dutch. 

Hovenia (hé-vé’ni-i), ». [NL (Thunberg, 
1781), named in honor of David Hoven, a 
senator of Am- 
sterdam and a 
—— of Thun- 

rg’s botanical 
expedition to Ja- 
pan.) A genus 
of trees of the 
family Rhamna- 
cee. There is onl 
one species, I, dub. 

remarkable for 
the octrious fleshy, 
edible pedicels of the 
fruit, It is cocasion- 
ally cultivated in the 
United States and bs 

nese 
rawin-tree and coral. 
tree. Seo *coral-tree, 

never, n. 3, Same 
as hoverer, 

hover-fly (huv’- 
ér-fli), a, Any 
one of very man 
flies of the fami- Coral-tree (Hovenian dwicis’. 

Hoe Sor Phd and ure fren Agar) art rome 
which hover over — 
flowers, rapidly vibra! their wings while 
ee for —— — Dee. 7, 1003, 
p. 155. 
howardite (hou’ird-it), n. [Named after Ed- 
ward Howard, who first showed (1802) the 
presence of nickel in meteoric iron.| A kind 
of meteoric stone or a#rolite. See *metcorite. 

howarditic (hou-iir-dit’ik), a. [hewardite + 
-i¢c.]) Relating to or resembling howardite. 
howdenize (hou’dn-iz), r. t.; pret. and pp. 
howdenized, ppr. howdenizing. To equip with 

tt, in 



howdenize 

which the air supplied to the furnace is heated 
by the waste heat from the products of com- 
bustion. 

howell (hou’el), n. (Perhaps for *howl, dial. 
variant ofholel,] The upper s' of a porce- 
lain kilm. Also called crown and cowl. Wag- 
ner, Chem, Technol, 
howl, ¢. i. 4. Of an organ-pipe, same as 
cipher, t., 4. 

howler, ». 3. A calling device employed in 
telephony in place of the magnetic call-bell; 
a buzzer, [Slang.] 
When a subscriber leaves his receiver off the hook, no 

busy signal ia made should a call for that telephone be 

of the 2* —— —— eapty to on e 
subscriber's attention. 

Elect. World and Bnagin,, July 4, 1908, p. 12. 

Jap. hdwé, ¢ Chinese fiing- 
marl A fabulous bird 

used as an imperial emblem iu Japan; the 
henix, See * ue ea with cut. 

ra P. An abbreviation ( } of half pay; (¢) of 
High Priest ; (d) of high-pressure, when applied 
to cylinders: when applied to engines it means 
horse-power, and, to prevent confusion, when 
a high-pressure engine is meant the words 
should be written out. 

H. P.M. An abbreviation of hatleluiah par- 
ticular meter. 
H.Q. An abbreviation of headquarters. 
hr. A contraction of hour. 
H.R. Anabbreviation (>) of Home Ruler. 
h.r. In elect., an abbreviation of high resis- 
tance. 

H. R. BE. An abbrevistion of Holy Roman 
Empire. 

i. i. I. P. An abbreviation of the Latin hie 
requicscil in pace, here rests in peace. 

H-section (ach’sek’shon), ». <A rolled piece 
of iron or steel the cross-section of which 
resembles a capital H, the flanges being wider 
than the depth of the beam. 

An abbreviation of the Latin Historia 
Societalis Socius, Fellow of the Historical 
Society. 

ht, A contraction of height, 
h, t, An abbreviation of hoe Htulo, ‘in (or 
under) this title,’ 

T. An abbreviation of half-tide level, 
huacn (hwii’kii), ». gegen 1. Originally 
the generic name for the — thought by 
the Peruvian Indians to disseminated 
through the whole visible and perceptible 
world; also applied to every object, natural 
or artificial, supposed to be the abode of such 
— Hence —2. A fetish. Thesun, moon, 
and stars, all meteorologic phenomena, the 
mountains, rivers, in short, everything striking 
in nature, and every idol, were hnaca.—3, An 
aboriginal ruin: now the common use of the 
word, Any ruin of ancient Indian architecture 
jaan hunca, See *huaco, 

huaco (hwii’kd), n. [Also qnaco: Quichua.] 
In Peru, Boli and Chile, pre-Columbian 
pottery or other Indian antiquities. 

buajillo (hwii-hé‘lyé), n. [Mexiean.] An ever- 
green shrub or amall tree, Harerdia brevifolia, 
of the mimosa fag growing in southern 
Texas and northern Mexico. 

huantajayite (hwiin-ta-hi’yit), n. Argentif- 
erous sodium chlorid, found at Huantajaya 
mountain in Arequipa, 
Huanuco bark. me as Cuenca *bark. 
huascolite (hwiis’ki-lit), ». [Huwasco (see 
def.) + Gr, Aide, stone.] A sulphid of lead and 
zine allied to galena, found near Huaseo, Chile, 
and elsewhere. 

hub, *.—Hub-boring machine. Sve *boring-machine. 
Hiibl process. See *jrrocess. 
Hubrechtia (hii-brek’ti-i), m. [NL. ( T; 
1892), from asurname, Hwbrecht,) The typical 
genus of the family Mubrechtidx, 

Hubrechtidw (hi-brek’ti-dé), m. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Hubrechtia + -idx.| A family of nemerteans, 
of the order Protonemertiné, The lateral organs are 
spherical structures which lie deep within the body-wall 
and project inte the lateral veasula; the brain anid lateral 
nerve-cords lie beneath the reticular dermis; a dorsal ves 
wel is 4, amd Whe excretory organs constitute a richly 
branched cnnebaysten. The family contains only one 
genus, Mutrechtin, 

+ ee 

Same as 

—* feally. f —— 2 ee (a) ; specifically, Vace nium vacilanes, alsoos 
iow biucherry, — stiff shrub of eastern North 4mæer · 
jea bearing an abundance of Dlue-glavcous frait of me- 
diam quality.—Box-huckleberry, (av! warecia bracky- 
cera, a stiff huckleberry, with soasewhat the habit and 
foliage of box, It is foand in dry woexls from Pernsyl- 
vaila to Virginia. —Dwarf or bush huckleberry, Gay- 
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lussaeia duinosa, a low species, with a horizontal creeping 
root, found the Auantic and Gulf conste of the 
United States. — huckleberry, (@) Vacceininm 
— blueberry of shady mountain slopes in North 
Carolina, Tennessee, and Georgia. Nearly all the growing 
parts are pubescent or hirsute, and the fruit ia core 
with short glandular hairs. This plant, early described by 
Backley, wae lost sight of nome ee —2 uasncia 
hirtelia, a true huckleberry, related to the hackle- 
berry, but with the young parts and even the frait hispid, 
Tt is found along lower Atlantic and the Gulf consta 
of the United States —He-huckleberry, Same = 
theruood, i.— Tree-huckleberry, Same as farkteberry. 

huckleberry-Iily (huk’I-ber-i-lil’i), ™ The 
red lily, 
huckle n. 3. pl. A game played with 
—— The Greeks used the astragalus 
‘or the same purpose, 

huek-shouldered (huk’sh6l’dérd), a. Hump- 
eked, 

huddling-chamber (hud’ling-chim“bér), 7. 
A space in which a fluid gathers; specifically, 
an annular space under the projecting collar 
of a pop safety-valve, in whieh the steam col- 
lects a8 soon as the valve opens at all and, by 
thrusting on the ring, forces the valve open 
wider and holds it open until the pressure 
drops. See safety-ralre, [Colloq] 

(huj), ». In mining, an iron or steel 
hoisting-bucket, 
Hudson-Champlain tr . See *trough. 
Hndsonian zone. See life *zone. 
Hudson River shale. See *shale®. 
huemul, ». Same as *quemul. 
huf, v., n.,and a, A simplifled spelling of huff. 
Hiifner's apparatus. See *apparatus, 
hug, v. t.—To hug the land (newt) to keep in close 
teach with the shore; sail as close to the land as the 
depth of water and other features will allow.—To hug 
the Wind (naut.) to sail close to the wind; have the 
yards braced wp and the ahip steered as close to the wind 
a she will lie, 

EH series, See *series, 
Hug. es's induction-balance. 
balance, 

huila (hwé‘li), n. [Mex.] A stimulatin, 
liquor distilled from a species of the mescal 
agave, 

Other liquors distilled from various species of the Mes 
cal Agave are known aa “tequila,” “Anita” and “comi- 
teca,” Sei, Amer, Sup., Dec, 12, 1008, p. 28965, 

huisache (hwé-si’chi), n. In Texas, the opo- 
ax, deacia Farnesiana. This isa small thorny 

with eee fragrance of tne viet type. it te widely a ce ie ¥ J 
— either as native or tetreduced ba the warmer 
parte of the earth, and under the name casrie is exten: 
ave cultivated in the south of France for perfamery- 
making. Also jut: 

huiscoyol (hwés-ké-yél’),. [Nahuatl huitzo, 
thorny, + coyolli, a nut-bearing palm.) 
name ay in Mexico and some parts of 
Central America to spiny palms of the genera 
Acrocomia, Astrocaryam, and Bactris; espe- 
cially to Bactris acuminata, B. horrida, and 
Acrocomia aculeata, Also hwiscoyut and bis- 

i. See gra-gru, 2. 
hule-hule (hoTi-ho'ld), mn. [lawaiian Awla- 
hnla, music, dancing, singing, ete.] A native 
Hawaiian dance, accompanied by singing and 
drumming. Deniker, Races of Man, p. 208. 

hule (6’l4), #. [Nahuatl wifi or offi, cnout- 
chouc.] 1, Same as wle— 2, 
several species of Central American rubber- 
producing trees of the genus Castilla, e 
cially C, elastica.—3, A shrubby — 
plant, Parthenium argentatwm, which hus a 
milky juice containing considerable ecaout- 
ehoue, The latter is usually obtained b; 
grinding up the plants and extracting with 
ebemicals, 

hull?, v.t 8, To shell (oysters), [Southern 
U. $j 
ull?, ».— Hull sunk, sunk to the bulwark rail below 
the horizon: said of a ship,— Hull up, sald of a vessel 
when ber entire hull appears above the horizon line —To 
Me a hull (nawt.), te be stripped down to bare poles; 
have no aail Bet, 

hull-cytode (hul’si"téd), A. A cytode or non- 
nucleated cell with a cell-membrane, 

hull-effici (hul’e-fish’en-si), 2. In naval 
arch., the ratio of the net work or horse-power 
required to drive a ship's hull ats given speed 
when towed without her propeller, to that 
required to drive the same vessel at the same 
speed through the water by means of her pro- 
peller. : 

hull-strained (hul’strand), a. Showing weak- 
ness in timbers or planking after being sub- 
jected to rongh handling as at sea in heavy 
weather: said of a wooden ship. An iron vessel 
is Avcfl-efrained when from any cause her framing or plat- 
ing shows Dackliog or separation. 

See *induction-, 

A humeral, 

Any one of b 

humify 

‘ulme See American *porcelain. 
huma (hai’ mii), ». [Pers. Hind. umd, a 
phenix.] A fabulous bird of Persian legend, 
similar to the phenix, 
human, a. 3. In geol., noting the period of the 
later beds of the Post-tertiary or Quaternary 
series (the recent, alluvial, and post-glacial 
periods . The mammals are all, or nearly all, of stil 

ving species. The epithet Avman is not strictly applt 
cable to this series, for it is quite certaln that man coex- 
isted with the fauna of the Pleistocene od. pert 

n. 4, The body of opinions which 
characterized those scholars who, in the early 
sixteenth century, decried the medieval the- 
ology and logic and sought inspiration from 
ancient Greek and Roman sources, and in par- 
ticular objected to the usein Latin, which was 
then the common lan of philosophy and 
science, of any words not found in the writings 
of the earl tin writer Cicero.-—5. Since 
1903, the doctrine that there is no absolute 
— or absolute truth not relative to human 
faculties and needs. The term was pro by F. 
&. Schiller to designate the —5— phil ical opinion 
of himself and Professor William James pese writers 
deny fnfinity of every kind; and it fe Mkely that this 
denial will be considered aa ioplied inthe term, It is mot 
logically implied in the above definition. 

I to convort to the ase of phil hic terminol- 
rt which has long been _ history and 

literatare, and to denominate Twmanism the attitude of 
thoaght which 1 know to be habitual in William James 
and in myself. 

P. C. 8, Sehiller, Homaniem, Pret, p. xvi 

Humaria (hi-ma’ri-d), ». [NL. (Fuckel, 1869), 
CL. humus, soil.) genus of discomycetous 
fungi, of the family Pezizacee, having sessile, 
variously colored ascomata and hyaline one- 
celled smooth or roughened spores. The name 
refers to the usual habitat of the plants, which 
is vegetable mold. 
Humata (hi-mé’ti), n, [NL. (Cavanilles, 1801), 
named from the village of Humatag (Sp. 
Humata), now called Umata, on the west 
const of the island of Guam, where first col- 
lected.) A genus of polypodiaceous ferns of 
the tribe Davailiew, widely distributed among 
the Malayan, Philippine, and various other 
Pacific islands. ‘There are about 15 species, mainly 
epiphytic, with ————— rienants and thick coris- 
eeous more ot leas dimorplhons frends, i in ferm 
from simply lanceolate to pinnatifid and deltoid bipin 
matigd, e sori are terminal upon the welne near the 
margin, the roundish or reniform thick indusia betnug 
attached basally and thus free apically toward the margin. 

t. infrans, tn chem., to beeome 
moist by attracting vapor of water from the 
atmosphere ; to deliquesce. 
h tion, v. 3. bame as edema, 1. 

I, «.—Humeral gland, See # gland. 
II, x. 3. The clavicle; a large bone of the 

shoulder-girdle of fishes, Not homologuns with the 
bone called Awmeral by Agnasiz, tor with that called 
humerus by Geodtroy or Owen or Erdl, Starks, Synonymy 

the Fish Skeleton, p. S22. 

humerofemoral (hii‘me-rd-fetmn’$-ral), a. Re- 
lating to both the humerus and the femur.— 
Humerofemoral index, in anthrop., the length of the 
humerus expressed in percentages of the femur. Amer. 
Anthropoloyist, July-Sept., 1901, p. S72. 

Humeror index. Same as radiohumeral 
* index, 
umerus, %.— jumerus, the condition of 
the humerus fa which re bn fossa is perforated to 
form the enteploondylar foramen. 

humidifier (hfi-mid’i-fi-¢r), ». One who or 
that which humidifies ormoistens; specifically, 
a mechanical device for moistening the atmos- 
here, as in @ textile-factory, to keep it ata 

desired degree of relative humidity. 
",.—Com umidtty. 

hamidity, between —* —— Breer gen the 23 
hoe! of relative humidity ; the eutage by which 
eactual relative humidity falls sh of com plete aturs · 

tion. Humidity wind-rose, See #ieind-rose. 
humidor (hi‘mi-dér), ». A box, often orna- 
mental, in which cigars are kept moist or 
prevented from becoming too dry, 

humidostat (hi-mid’d-stat), n. [L. humidus for 
umidus, moist, + Gr. eratéc, ¢ ierdvar, cause to 
stand.) A small chest or cabinet lined with 
sheet-metal and fitted with some device for 
holding a damp sponge or piece of felt: used 
to keep cigars moist, 

humification (hi-mi-fi-ka’shon), n. [L. humus, 
soil, + -fieatio(n)-, < facere, make.] The pro- 
cess by which humus js formed from vegetable 
matter in the soil or on top of the ground and 
then percolates into it by the action of rain- 
water. 
h 1 (hi mi-fi), ¢. A. ; pret. and pp, Aumified, 
ppr. humifying, [L. humus, soil, + «ficere, 
< facere, ma * o become humus or soil, 



humify 

characterized ; (1) By an exceptionally 
amount of thoroughly Avmifed organic matter. 
U.S, Dept. Agr., Bar, Plant Industry, 1901, Balletin 4, p. 12. 

bh 2 (ha'mi-fi),r. t. Same as humefy. 
h (bi-mi-lif’ik), a. IL. Aumilis, humble, 
+ -ficus, < facere, make.) That humiliates or 
tends to humiliate; humiliating. 

Raral life and etty We, honorific employments and 
humilife employmen’ 

EB. A. Rosa, in Amer, Jour, of Sociol,, IX. 192, 

humiriaceous (hai-mir-i-d’shius), a. In bot, 
to or resembling the Humiriacex. 

ai‘mist), », A follower or eA hd 
of David Hume or of his philosophical doc- 
trines. See Humian, 

humite, ». The relation in cherteal composition of the 
species of the humite group is shown the following 
formule, established by Penfield and Howe: chondro 

i dite, Mgal Ma(¥yOH)}_iSi0 
[si Ba asbctaite Seat 

u 

ST, and @ and these nambers also 5 
ec three speciosa. 

bt resented the 
Toast Tot | vet parle § (Giouren) to be 
erystallographically the first mensber of th es 
vertical axes are in patio of 3:5:7, Bee *protectite. 

hummer, ». 4. A calling device employed in 
telephony in place of the magnetic call-bell; a 
buzzer. 

these 

umming-bee (hum‘ing-bé), ». Same as bien- 
blebee and aol rico Kirby and Spence, 

— —X — ——— 

Hermit Hunnaing-bend (eadtaorsds geet). 

birds with wedge-sha tails, — 
trum: Same as California &fuchma.— King hum- 
ping. ird, a Ramcaing i of the genus Topaze, which 
has the outer tail-feathers long and curved inward. 
Saw-beaked -bird, any one of a group of 
humming-birds distinguished by having the edges of 
the front of the up mandible alightly notehed,— 
Sword. bumming-bird. Same as swordbill 
(which see)—Vervain Nellisvga 
—— ns found in Jamaica, almost the 5 

af the few species of the —— Mierohera, which have 
the top of the head pare white, 

ck (hum’‘ing-stik), ». 
bull-roarer. 
hummock, n. 3. A low hill of sand on the 
sea-shore. Compare dunel, 

0 (hum’ok-ing), ». The produc- 
tion of mounds and ridges of broken ies when 
two floes crowd upon each other, 

humor, ».—Glactal humor, vitreons humor.— Hya- 
amor. Same as glactal #hwmor.— Soarpa's 

Same as 

meu 
o tram 

praia 7 
ump, ©. .To hump bl , Bee tilwey. 

Hum backed” sucker. See sucker, 
humphed (humft),a, Altered by contact with 
igneous rock: said of coal, Barrowman, Glos- 
nary. 43 
— ouldered (hump’shdl’dérd), a, Hav- 
ing high and humped shoulders, 
humus, *.— Acid humus. See sour + Aten. — Aug Do- 
mus, hwnes in a condition favorable to forest growth, 

owt ay —— humie or —— — —* 
duced by decomposition under exoess of moisture od 
lack of air. 

Hun. An abbreviation of Hungary. 
hunakai (hi-nii’ki), n. [Hawaiian, < huna, 

* instead of remainin 
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very small or fine, + kai, the sea, The plant 
bears white flowers and grows on the sea- 
beach, almost within reach of the —— A 
native name for a species of morning-glory, 
Tpomera acetosefolia, which creeps in the sand 
along the sea-beach. It is a native of the 
West Indies, Guiana, and Brazil. 
Hun (hun’cha-kist), n. and a. [¢ Ar- 
menian hunchagydn, Chunchdg,abell.] Ip in. A 
member of one of the first Armenian patriotie 
revolutionary societies which arose against the 
oppressive misrule of the tyrant Sultan Abd-ul- V 
amid IL, of Turkey. The society published 

a peer for its prepagnnaes called Hunchdg, 
which had with the title the picture of a bell, 
symbolizing its mission to awaken the people. 

IL. a, Of or pertaining to the Hunchagydn 
society. 

bt ~ Musgarian bine grass. See whlwe-grass.—Hungarian 

A tide (hung-ga-rit’i-dé), u. pl. [NL. 
<¢ *Hungarites + -ide.) A family of the am- 
monites belonging to the suborder Disco- 
campyli. 

hunger-evil (hung’gér-6’vil), a. Sudden at- 
tacks of —— — in the horse: it oc- 
curs also, as a mauifestation of epilepsy, in 
man, 

See *quartz. Hungry quartz. 
unnemannia (bun-e-man‘i-&), ». [NL 
(Sweet, 1828), named in honor of John Hun- 
nemann, an lish botanist.) A genus of 
plants of the family Papaveracer. It contains a 
single Mexican species, H. femariafolia, now somewhat 
cultivated under the name tulip. » It is trented as 
a ganden annual, being closed, Fite, to the Califoriia 

Sunlict sepals, ‘The flowers are tallplibe, large, 
yellow; the foliage is finely cut, 

hunt, r.i. 4. In mech,, to jump back and forth 
steady, Thus an engine gor- 

enor is said to be ‘bun — it goes too tar in eut- 
ting off steam or putting it on, making the speed of the 
engine vary a little each way from the designed speed.— 

hunt at the view, to pane gems by sight, as the 
greyhound.— To hunt riot, of fo is, to run & cent 
other than that of the fox. 

hunt, ».) 7. In bell-ringing, a bell which is 
taken out of its order and then hunted by the 
others in the peal. See hunt, ¢. 4, 3.—8, In 
elect., the see-sawing, surging of speed, or os- 
cillating which sometimes oceurs in synchro- 
nous motors or other electrical apparatus. 
Trans. Amer, Inst, Elect, Engin,, 1901, p. 874. 

hunter, ». 5. A watch having a double case, 
that is, two single covers, one covering the 
works and the other the dial; a hunting-watech, 
Many antique watehes were made with two distinct 
seb the one an inner wateh with a back of metal and a 

oft glass, and the other an outer case with only one 
metal back, In this manner the watch coald be used as 
an open face, or else the dial or glass side of the watch 
could be reversed and thus protected by ite hunting-case. 

Hunter's moon. See *moon!. 
hunting, ». 3, An arrangement in the num- 
ber of teeth of gears in contact such that the 
same teeth come into touch with each other 
only after a number of revolutions. Zaggart, 
Cotton Spinning, LL 5. 
hunting-cat (hun’ting-kat), n. The chetah, 
Cynelurus jebatus, which is used for hunting 
deer and other game. 
Huntingdon Connection. See *connection and 
Huntingdonian, 

hunting-horse (hun‘ting-hérs), ». A horse 
used for hunting; a hunter. 

hunting-lodge (hun’ting-loj), v. 
—— or shooting-boxr, 

hunting-match (hun‘ting-mach), n. A com- 
petition between shooters of game. Usually the 
several species of game killed are scored by a at 

olnta, and the match is won by the side scoring the 
Highest pamber of points 

hunting-piece (hun’ting-pés), n. 
tation of a hunting seene, 

Hunts, An abbreviation of Huntingdonshire, 
huntsman, ». 3. In Honduras, the foreman 
of a gang of slaves, whose duty it is to search 
the woods to find employment for his men. 

hurdle, ». IL. intrans. To jump ovee a 
hurdle, as in a hurdle-race; henee, to jump 
over anything as if it were a hurdle. 

hurdler (hér’dlér), ». 1, One who hurdles, or 

A represen- 

runs a hurdle-race,—2, A hurdle-maker. T. 
Hardy. 

hurdle-racer (hér’dl-ra’sér), x. A horse that 
competes in hurdle-races, 

It has been remarked that steeplechase horses are usu- 
ally tn the first place schooled over hurdles, and man 
ankeals remain burdie-racers till the end. More « 

husker 
J hurdles than steeplechase course, 
Lane g mpl — te ae ower hurdles than = 
“se country.” Encye. Brit., XXLX. sm. 

hurdle-screen (hér’dl-skrén), ». In mining, a 
curtain or brattice h in a roadway to divert 
the air-current upward and so free a hole in 
the roof of gas. rrowman, Glossary. 

hurdy-gurdy, n. 1. In a five-stringed instrument 
one Sees oat —— teurdon, that next 

ie above the mouche, an highest the frorpeffe, and the 
melody strings are called chantereies.~ Hardy -guray 
house, 4 dance-house in a mining-camp. [Western UV, &) 

let limestone. See *limestone. 
hurley? (hér‘li), n. In mining, a box on wheels; 
atmine-car. Barrowman, Glossury. 
uron shale, See *shale®, 
uronia (hi-ré‘ni-fi), ». [NL., ¢ Huron, one 
of the Great Lakes.] A genus of the nautiloid 
— of the family Actinoceratida : 
known by its siphuncle, which is very wide 
and consists of ring-like segments inflated 
directly behind the septa. It oceurs in the 
Silurian. 

Hurricane distance, The following table ahows the ap- 
proximate distance that has been calculated for the 
center of the hurricane, according to the average fll of 
the barometer per hour. Although admittedly a rough 
calculation, it fas been found to possess a in Value 
for the navigator, 

Aversge * of barometer Distance in miles from 
per hour, storm-center. 

From 0.02 in. to 0.06 in. From 250 to fk 
“ a8 aoe eo “ 1h)“ Joo, 
“ am“ | og ” J0o0 BO 
“ aw" “ol Ce ee 

Hurricane range. West India hurricanes, as a rule, 
range between lels of 10 and SY N. and the 
meridians of 5" and — 2 track. Iu the 
northern hemisphere a hw originating between 
the parallels of 10° and 16” N. advances tn a porsh westerly 
d and between the parallels of 25° and my N. 
curves to a northensterly direction. In the southern 
hemisphere the cyclone ite orfein in the —— — 

ons and advances in a southwesterly direction. 
About the parallel of 25° & it curves te a som ly 
(lirection.— Hurricane wind. See #iwind?..- Paddy's 

When there is no wind, so that the nant 
hangs alongside the mast, it is sald that a Paddy's hurrt- 
cane is blowing, or that the wind ia up and down the 
maat. 

hurricane-beach (hur’i-kin-béch), ». See the 
extract. 

At the windward corner of an atoll parallel lines of 
shingle beaches are usually found. As these beaches 
appear to be due each to a single storm they are termed 
Aurricane-beaches, and they may be used to supply some 
approximation to a chronological system for measuring 

@ rate of growth of coral formations, 
Geog, Jour, (RB, G. A), XL 674, 

hurricane-bird (hur’i-kin-bérd), ». The 
frigate-bird: so named from a popular belief 
that when it flies near the water a hurricane 
will follow. [{Rare.] 

hurricane-lamp (hur‘i-kén-Jamp), ». A tall 
glass chitoney or shade placed over a lighted 
candle or lamp to protect it from the wind, 

,”. 4. In phys., » proposed unit of ae- 
celeration; an acceleration of one foot per see- 
ond per second, 

gum (hur’i-gum), #. In mining, dross or 
fine coal passed through a hurry. Barrowman, 
Glossary. [Seotch.] 
hurst-frame (hérst’fram), *». The frame which 
carries the bearings forthe trunnions attached 
to the helve of a trip-hammer. Also spelled 
hirst-frame. 
urter and Driffield’s actinograph. See 
*actinograph. 
husi (usa), a [PaiNontss Sp., aiso jusi: < 
Tagalog husi.) In the Philippine Islands, a 
thin fabric woven from the fibers of the Man- 
ila plantain, Musa tertilis, and Lrg ar leaves, 
to which filaments of imported silk are some- 
times added and sometimes a little cotton. It 
is woven principally in Iloilo and western Lu- 
zon; used for women’s dresses and, to some ex- 
tent, for men's shirts. 

husk!,». 5. Corn-meal bran. [Southern U. 8.] 
—6. A cup-shaped form composed of short 
leaves, common in Greek, Roman, and Re- 
naissance decoration, from which rinceaux and 
other motives usually start, There are about 
54 of these starting-points. Arch. Pub. Soe. 
Dict. 

husk!,». 2. The verminous bronchitis of cat- 
tle, found particularly in calves, and caused by 
roundworms belonging to the species Meta- 
strongylus —— 

nn. * J vw er ail meee coat te Buak froma the sats und leven ep 
the husks from the gnahelled cobs, clean and cut the 
stalks, leaves, and husks into convenient form for food, 



husker 
or for other purposes, amd deliver the corn, by means of a 
conveyer, to a wagon, bin, ot corm-sheller, See *corn- 

huakie, ». See * husky3. 
husky*, ¢. 2, Rough and big; rough and en- 
gear? burly: as, a husky fellow. (Slang, 

Il.» A ‘husky’ fellow; an energetic man; 
a hustler. [Canadian Northwest.] 

by ,#. 2, An Eskimo. 
4 ts made for Esaki co acetal hoa) toate 

hurenill in the following spring. 
8 og. Jour, (RG. 8), XVI. Ot. 

3. The Eskimo language. 
hussakite (hi‘sak-it), ». [Named after E. 
Hussak of the Geological Survey of Brazil. 
Xenotime in prismatic crystals, first deseriber 
from Brazil. It isa common microscopic con- 
stituent of crystalline rocks elsewhere, 

hustle, a 2. To inveigle into dishonest 
ang. 
2. Astrong, heavy turning-chisel, 
The cottage of an Australian shep- 

E. R. Morris, 

» tte 
hut!, wn. 4. 
herd, sheep-shearer, or miner. 
Austral English. 

hutch. (buch’klé’ding), mn. In min- 
ing, the bottom-, side-, and end-boards of a 
hutch or mine-car. Barrowman, —— 

Huw nian® (huch-in-86’ni-an), a, lat- 
ing to or discovered by Jonathan Hutehinson 
(born in 1828), an English surgeon: noting 
various diseases and symptoms of disease dis- 
covered or first described by him. 
m0 te (huch’in-son-it), n. [Named 
after Arthur Aatchinson, a demonstrator of 
mineralogy, Cambridge.) A rare sulph- 
arsenite of thallium, lead, silver, and copper, 
occurring in orthorhombie erystals of prismatic 
habit and red to —— color: found in 
the dolomite of the nenthal, Switzerland. 
Hu pupil. See *pupil?, 

u ‘steeth. See *tooth, 
hutch-road (huch’rod), », In mining, a mine 
road, Barrowman, Glossary, 

hut-circle (hut’sér‘kl), n. In erchwol., a ring 
of stones or of earth left after the destruction 
of a hutortentand marking its cireumference. 

hutia (hi’ti-i), n. [NL. Autia, utia, ¢ West 
Indian (Taino) Auti, ewti, otherwise aguti: see 
agouti,] A name for the large rat-like rodents 
of the genus Capromys. The seven species are con 
fined to the harger islands of the West Indies and are re- 
markahble as being the only native land mammals save 
the curious Solenodon, 

hat-Keep (but' kip), v. i. To take care of an 
Australian station-hut or cottage. 2. E. Mor- 
ris, Austral English. 
uttonian , the style of Arabic numerals in 
which they are all the same height, ns 1234507800: first in- 
troduced by Dr. Charles Hutton in 1785, 

Hutto: (hu-t’ni-an-izm),. In geol., 
the views advocated by James Hutton (1726 
1797), a Seotch geologist, and his followers, 
They emphasized igneous phenomena, are col- 
lectively called Plutonism, and are contrasted 
with * Wernerianism or * Neptunism. 

hutu (h5‘té), ». Same as *futw. 
Huxleian 1 (huks*lé-an), a. Of or pertaining to 
Thomas Henry Huxley, an English naturalist 
and comparative anatomist (1825-95), 
enn it is * wee, L— —— to ———— 

vrancxa au urn an o ol 

Huzician —— — Seience, Marel reh 2 Tool, —2* 

Hurley’slayerormembrane. See *membrane. 
Huygens’s on, zone. See *con- 
struction, half-period *element. 

Huzvarish, Huzvaresh (huz-vii’rish, -resh), 
x. [Middle Persian.) A name applied to the 
later form of Achemenian dialect of the an- 
cient Persian. 

huzzard (huz‘ird), ». (Poss. a dial. form of 
uscerd for iszard.|] A British anglers’ name 
for an undetermined yellow fly used as bait, 

Tn math,, a prefix used as an abbrevia- 
tion of hyperbolic: as, hysin x for sinh x, ete, 

~ — neta Be hagas Same as ® Bro- 
jae, 2.—~Hyacinth b Bee thecterionts af the 

tal hyacin' 
acinth. See #/iaropus 

of hyacin’ Same as thecterios« of the Ayacinth. 

Hyacinthia (hi-a-sin‘thi-ii), ». pl. [Gr. 'Ya- 
mivtha, neut. pl, of 'Yaxivthoc, ¢'Taxrtioc, Hyn- 
einthus.) In Gr, antiq., @ Spartan festival 
celebrated at Amyela, in Laconia, in honor of 
the hero Hyacinthus and of Apollo. It was 
probably held in the latter part of July. Its 
duration is not known, 

hyacinth-stone (hi‘a-sinth-stdn), n. 1. The 
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sapphire.—2, A red or orange-red variety of 
zircon; also, as used by the jewelers, the 
orange-red or honey-red variety of hessonite 

ret, 
Sonnasshe (hi-é-nang’ké), n, (NL. (Lam- 
bert, 1797), ¢ Pi yena, + dyyev, to 
strangle, The name alludes to the use of the 
fruit for poisoning hyenas.] A genus of plants 
belonging to the family EKuphorbiacer, See 
Toxicodendron, 

hyswnictine (hi-é-nik’tin), a. Pertaining to 
or typified by the genus Hyzenictis: as, the 
hywnictine group of the Hywenide. 

wnictis (hi-é-nik’tis),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. ieee, 
a hyena, + ixric,a ferret.) A genus of hyenas 
(Hyenide) which shows, in the character of 
its teeth, a transition from the genus Palhy- 
zena of the Lower Pliocene to the Kuhyena or 
living species of Hyena. Its remains have 
— found in the Pliocene of Europe and 
ndia, 

hya-hya (hi-i-hi‘l), n. [Native name.] The 
name in British Guiana of the milk-tree 
Tahernemontana utilis, See milk-tree, 2, and 
Tabernemontana, 

Hyaline humor. Same as glacial *humor. 
lodidyme@ (hi‘s-l6-did’i-mé), a. pl. [NL., 

Gr. iatoc, glass, + didewoc, twin.] A name 
applied by Saccardo to artificial divisions of 
various families and orders of fungi, espe- 
cially those of the Pyrenomycetes and Fungi 
Imperfecti, to include the genera which have 
hyaline and uniseptate spores, 

hyalogen (hi’n-16-jen}, mn. [Gr, iedog, glass, + 
—— sprucing) The name of a class of 
compounds which possibly belong to the albu- 
minolds, Some members are found in edible 
bird's-nests, others in the vitreous humor from 
the eves of oxen and pigs. 
hyalographer (hi-a-log‘ ra-fer), ». [Ayalog- 
raph-y + -erl,) An etcher on glass or other 
transparent substanee, 

body, the vitreous humor of the eye. 
Hyaloil body (hi‘a-l6-mik’té), wn. [Gr. dado, 

lass, + pexrdc, mixed.] Same as greisen, 
onemati: (hi’a-16-né-mat’i-cé), nm. pl, 

pu. < Hyalonema(t-) + -ide.] Same as Hya- 
lonemida, 

(hifa-16-f‘ji-A), m. 
glass, + dayriv, eat.] Glass-eati 

phane (hi’a-ld-fan), ». 
-avic, ¢ daiveatia:, a a . 

clinic barium feldspar ( HBA Al,(SiOg)q) oceur- 
ring sparingly, in glassy er: 
saalart ‘ in the dolomite o 

Hyalophragmin (hi’a-l6-frag’mi-é), m. pl. 
( L., ¢ Gr. datoc, glass, + — rtition.) 

name applied by Saccardo to artificial divi- 
sions of various families and orders of fungi, 
especially those of the Pyrenomyeetes and 
Fungi Imperfecti, to include the genera which 
have hyaline and 2- or more septate spores. 

hyalopilitic (hi’s-l6-pi-lit’ik), a, [Gr iadoc, 
* FA, felt, + -ite? + -ic.] In petrog., 
noting the structure of some lavas in which 
microscopic prisms are crowded in a glass 
matrix. Rosenbusch, 1887, 
hyaloplasma (hi‘a-16-plaz‘’mii), m. (Gr. taroc, 
glass, + ridoua, anything formed.] Same as 
cytolymph. 

hyalose (hi’s-lés), », [Ayal(in) + -o8e,] A 
sugar said to be —— the hydrolysis of 
hyalin. It is almost certainly identical with 
glucose, 

ositis (hi'a-l6-sé-rd-si'tis), a. [Gr, 
vahor, glass, + NL. *seroxus, serous, + -itis.] 
Chronic inflammation of aserous membrane aec- 
companied by an exudation of a fibrinous ma- 
terial which undergoes hyaline degeneration, 

ving rise to the condition called icing liver, 
cing heart, ete., according to the membrane 
involved. 

osome (bi’a-ld-sim), ». [Gr. éatoc, glass, 
cana, body.) ” In eytol., one of thenucleolus- 

like bodies which stain only faintly in nuclear 
or plasmic stains. 

Hyal @ (hi-g-ld-spo’ré), . pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
iatoc, glass, + oxopd, seed (spore).] A name ap- 
plied by Saeeardo to artificial divisions of 
various families and orders of fungi. especially 
those of the Jyrenomycetes and Fungi Imper- 
fecti, to include the genera which have unicel- 
lular, ovoid or oblong, and hyaline spores. 

Hyalostelia (hi‘a-lo-sté’li-i), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 

hydatomorphic 
fatroc, glars, + orhhy, a oo) A genus of 
Paleozoic lyssacine hexactinellid sponges = 
sessing regular hexactine and stellate skeletal 
elements with reduced vertical ray and with 
—— nodes and root-tufts composed of long 

TR. 
hyalotype (bi‘g-l6-tip), ». (Gr. iuroc, glass, 

Tixog, type.) A positive photograph on 
glass copied from a negative; a photographic 
transparency, [Obsolete.] 

waballi (hi-ii-wii-bal’i), m. [cash name.] 
n Guiana, same as 2ebra-rood, 1. 

Hybocrinus (hi-bok‘ri-nus), ».  [Gr. i30,, 
humped, + xpiver, w lily (see crinoid).] A 
Silurian genus of the fistulate Crinoidea be- 
longing to the family — It is char. 
acter, by a lance inferrad: te, a small superredial, 
and shople anne deveid of pinntle and composed of 
guadrmngalar joints, It occurs in the Lower Silurian, 
Hybogna thus (hi-bog’na-thus), n. [NL., ¢Gr. 
idés, humped, + jrdfoc, jaw.) A genus of 
stall minnows, abundant in the eastern United 
States, characterized by the elongate intes- 
tines and the herbivorous habit. H. nuchalis 
is the commonest of the numerous species. 

bopsis (hi-bop’sis), nv. [NL., ¢ Gr. tie, 
blunt, + éyvc, face.] A genus of minnows of 
the eastern United States, characterized expe- 
cially by the presence of barbels at the corner 
of the mouth. #H. kentuckiensis is the ecom- 
monest of the numerous species. 

hybrid. I. ».—attenuated hybrids, those hybrids in 
which the blood has been weakened by — —— tly 
again crowseed. Even when the cross ix much attenuated 
or three or four or even more times removed from a pure 
hybrid origin by means of subsequent crossings—it may 
still produce marked etfects in a cross without intrdecing 
sach comtradic characters aa to jeopardize the value ct 
the off 1g.— neric hybrid, a hybrid between spe- 
eles of different genera ; bigener. See iivener.— Extracted 

an extracted dominant of an extracted recessive 
considered as a Mendelian hybrid, See *deminant, 2.— 
Palse a crossbred organism which exhibits, and 
transmits to dants, the characteristics of only ove 

it to the exclusion of those of the other. Mendelian 
& crose-bred ism, the ——— parents 

which belong to two pure races or varieties differing from 
each other in +t to characteristics which are ante 
nistic or incompatible, and which transmits to some at's 
descendants the charneteristics in question of one parent 
and to others those of the other; a crossbred organism 
which conforma to or Dlastrates Mendel’s principles of 
ancestral inberitance, See ancestral tinkeritance (c). 

IE 

", 

different s 

pec 
hyd., hydraul, Abbreviations of hydraulics. 
hyd., hydros, Abbreviations of hydrostatics. 
hydantoic (hi-dan-té‘ik), a. [hydanto(in) + 
-ic.) Of or pertaining to hydantoin or hydan- 
toie acid.— goon. — colorless compoand, 
HeNCONHCH H, prepared by boiling hydantoin or 
amixtare of glycerol and urea with barium-hydroxid so 
lution. It crystallizes In monoclinic 6 and melts and 
—— at 163-100", Also called urea-methyl-cor- 

4c ae 

ntoin (hi-dan’t5-in), ». — 3a 
CH 

antoin.) A colorless compound, CO ¢ NH. An? 

formed by the action of aleoholic ammonia on 
bromacetyl urea, or by the action of concen- 
trated hydriodic acid en allantoiu. It erystal- 
lizesin needlesand melts at 215°C. Also called 
glycolyl wrea. 

Hydaspian — an), a. and », {or Ay- 
daspes, a river of India, now Jhelum.] I, a. 
In geol., designating the lowest stage of the 
Dinarian or upper division of the Lower Tri- 
assic formation as classified by the Austrian 
geologists. It lies beneath the Anisian and 
above the Jakutian stages, 

Il. nv. The Hydaspian st 
Hydatid Same as hydatid thritl (which nec, 
under (hniil)— Hydatid pregnancy. eprey- 
netiery. 

hydatogenic (hi'dii-to-jen‘ik), a. IGr. 
{iier-), water, + -yergr, -producing, + -ic,] 
In petrog., relating to precipitation from 
aqueous solutions: a term applied by Renevier 
(1882) to roeks precipitated from water, 48 
rock-salt, gypsum, ete, In connection with the de- 
position of ores ft is ised fn contrast with #pnewmato- 
genic, 

tomorphic (hi‘da-té-mér’fik). a, (Gr, idlep 
idar-), water, + «ope, form, + -ic.) In geel., 
metamorphic processes involving solution in 
and crystallization from water, 



by¥datopneumatic 
hydatopneamaric (bi‘da-top-ni-mat‘ik), a. 

Gr. vdup (idar-), Water, + xveiya(r-), wind, or 
from the ac- hydrant-cock (hi‘drant-kok), n. A hydrant- air, + -ic.] In petrog., resulti 

tion of gases and water: used in connection 
with the formation of ore —— 
— — (hi’da-top-nii’ma -to- 

ith’ik), a. [Gr. wap (idar-}, water, + rreipa(r-), 
wind, or air, + Aor, stone, + -ic.] Same as 
*h ——— * 

hydatopyro c (hi’di-té-pi-ré-jen’ik), a. 
Gr. (sar), water, wae fees + ~yevie, 

-producing, + -ic.] Same as * igneous. 
dnacew (hid-ni‘sé-4), n. pl. [NL., ¢ Ilyd- 

num + -acew.) A family of hymenomyee- 
tous fungi, named from the genus Hydnum, 
having the hymenium covering the surface of 
spines or teeth which are sometimes flattened 
or reduced to mere tubercles. See Hydnum 
and *Irpex, 

quid -nO-kir’pik), a. [Hydno- 
carpus + -ic.) Derived m Hyduocarpus 
Kurzii.— an acid, Cy gil found 
asngl ide in the ofl from seeds of #7 nocarpis 
Kurzit, from India. It izes in leaflets which melt 
at 54K" C., and is a homologue of chanlm acid, 

(hid -no-kir * pus), a, [NL 
aertner, 1788), ¢ Gr, idvow, + xapric, 
t. Thename alludes to the superficial ap- 

pearance of the fruit of Hydnocarpus venenata, | 
Agenus of plants of the family Flacourtiacex, 
—— treea with alternate, pinnately veined, short- 
3 toothed or entire leaves, tous flowers in emall 

of H, 
ased in China aaa remedy for * and skin~liseases ; 
those of H, eenenata, the Ceylon «poison, for similar 
parposes and asa sourve of lampwvil. See Ceylon myish- 
poiven. 

Hydnoceras (hid-nos’e-ras), n. [Gr. ivvov, a 
tuber, prob. a truffle, + xk pac, & born. 
A genus of lyssacine hexactinelli 
— belonging to the family 

ictyospongi and originally de- 
scribed by Conrad as a cophalopod. 
Tt & characterized by an obcon! shape with 
eight prism faovs minent nodes 
arranged in horizontal and vertical rows, It 

Hydnaeras 
lwrhe rt, Chee 
theng group. 
(Frome N.Y. 
teal, Re. 

atter a fungus of the genus Hydaum, tho 

ee original species of Hyduora, H. oe 
cana, having, on the inner surface 
of the perianth lobes, soft spines similar to 
those of the bymenium of Hydaum.] A genus 
of plants, typical of the family Hydnoracesm. 
They are leafless parasites which on the roots of 
trees and shraba The lange tubular flowers are borme 
cingly on root-like, subterranean, branching axes. There 
are uttspectea, natives of Africa, M , and the 
island af H. Africana is known as jackals 

Hydneraces (hid-n6-ra’sé-6), m. pl. [NL., 
(Solms-Laubach, 1874), < Hydnora + -acez.) 
A small anomalous family of dicotyledonous 
—— plants of the order Aristo- 
lochiales, allied to the Rafflesiacer and a 
ineluded in it, and typified by the genus * Hyd- 
nora (which see for principal characters), 
There aonty one other «mall genus, ative of Angentina, 
Hydaere being chiefly South African. They are thick, 
succulent, leafless parasites of strange aspect. 

hydracetin (hi-dras’é-tin), mn. [hydr(ogen) + 
acetin,] Same — 

mitis (hi’dra-de-ni’tis), ». [Gr. idup 
idp-), water, + adqv, a gland, + -itis.) 1. In- 

mation of a lymph-gland.—2, Same as 
hydroadenitis. 

adenoma (hi‘dra-de-né’mii), n.; pl. hydra- 
nomata (-mg-tii), (NL, ¢ Gr. idup (idp-), 

water, + adfe, a gland, + -oma.] A tumor due 
to hypertrophy o ee — oe 

hagan (hi- ef’a-gan), n, e 
of the yaresephage. 

(bi-dram’id), ». [hydr(ogen) + 
amide.| The tame of a class of crystalline 
— Nits (where RB is any alkyl radi- 
eal), formed by the action of ammonia on alde- 
hydes, chiefly those of the aromatic series, 
hydramine (hi-dram‘in), a. [hydr(eqgern) + 
amine.) The name of a class of liquid, strongly 
alkaline compounds, such as ethylene hydra- 
mine (HOCH2CH.NH2), formed by the action 
of ammonia on alkaline oxide. Also called 
hydroxylalkyl bases. 
hydramnion (bi-dram‘ni-on), », [NL.] Same 
ae hydramnios, 
hydrangin (hi-dran‘’jin), ». [hydrang(ea) + 
-in2.) A colorless crystalline glucoside, C4, 
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Hyg;0);(?), found in the root of Hydrangea ar- 
—— meta orce 

hydrobenzoic 
and substituted hydrazines aregenerally formed with ease 
and crystallize readily, consequently th i 
for the Identification and separation hot aldehydes Sana be 

jon. 

azulmine (hi-dra-zul’min), n, v ogen) 

Tuite. pound, NC.G(NH)NANAC(NHAICN, formed und, NC. 2 2 » forme 
the Fagg ——— ee mixing dry cyanogen with dry ammonia. It 

t-valve (bi‘drant-valv), », A special — — in plates, with a luster resembling 

valve; a valve fitted with a waste-pipe and 
used to control the supply of a fire-hydrant. 
When closed it sluts off the suprty snd ous a 

nm ie 

ong-stemmed valve used to connect a hydrant pi h, and decomposes, without melting, when 
with a water-main. eated, , 

hydrarenite (hi-irar’é-nit),n. [Gr. idwp (idp-), hydren (hi-dren-se-fal’ik), a. Relat- 
water, + L. arena, sand, + -ile?.) Any sedi - _ ing to or dependent —— a hydrencephalon. 

hydresculin (hi-dres’ [hydr(ogen) 
esculin,.] A compound obtained by the 

action of sodinm — on esculin. 

mentary hydroclastic rock of somewhat fine or fi-lin), m. 
medium grain; a sandrock; a granular sedi- 
ment. Grabau. ; | 

utite Lesa ag ge (Gr. — hydriatric (hi-iri-at’nk), a. [Gr. idup (idp-), 
idp-), water, + dpycddor, clay, + L.lutum, mud, Water, + iarpendc, curative.) Relating to the 
+ -it¢2.] A’ hydroclastie sedimentary rock of | Water-cure or hydrotherapeutics. 
extremely fine grain, whose chief constituent hydriatrics (hi-iri-at’riks), ». Same as hydro- 
is clay; an argillaceous shale, hydriatrist’ — 

(hi-driir-ji-r6’sis), n. [NL., ¢ trist (hi-dri-at’rist), ». [hydriatr-ic + 
ydrargyrum + -osis,) Same as hydrargyriasis. ~!8t.] One who treats d by means of 

hydrargyrous (hi-drir’ji-rus), a. Containing bydrotherapeuties. 
mercury; mercurial, ref hydria (hi’dri-at-ri), n. (Gr. idup (idp-), 

white tate; am- water, iarpela, medical treatment.) Same 

corrosive a bichlerid of mercury, as hydrothera; 
chloridum calor 

monia' ipeutics, 
el; protochlarid ca (hi'driks), ». [Gr. idwp (idp-), water, 

or subchlorid of mereury.— oxidum -ics.) That branch of physics which deals 
mal red —— ——— wie properties of water. 

——— n— trogen hydrid improperly form: 
4 de = ma cum hyéri which rt applied to hydrazale acl or * 

—* Ray imide.— Palladium the remarkable product ob- 
arthros (bi-driir’thros), m. Same as hy- talned hy —_— ebtash wits noneens undone 

rosis, 
astinic (hi-dras-tin‘’ik), a. [hydrastin(ine) — -ic.] Pertaining to hydrastinine,— * —2 bane! 2 py selaxtons enamel, Hydras- bpd assumed, bat it is mere ble that the 

is physically occluded in or diseolved by the 
metal, which undergoes notable expansion in absorbing it. 

-hydrin. In chem., this termination indicates 
It forms a compound formed by replacing with a halo- 

n atom or the cyanogen group one or more 
ydroxyl groups in a compound containing 

several of the latter. 
[hydr(ogen) + (hi-drin’dén), n. 

4 = 

en. 3 > Cotta ¢ CONT CHa, 
3 

Ere at srs tzcretnin 
hydrastinine (hi-dras’ti-nin), ». [hydrastine 

-ine?.) A colorless crystalline compound, 
0 0 

0 

CH * 

formed by the oxidation of hydrastine. It melts at 116-117° C. * indene.] A colorless oil, Cola Cy He 

astinum (hi-dras‘ti-num),». [NL.] Same formed by the reduction of indene. It boils at 
as hydrastine. 176°C, 

hydrastonic (hi-dras-ton‘ik) a, | [hydrast(ine) nydriodide (hi’dri-4-did,-did),n. A salt of hydri i * * — ydri- 
~one + -4c.] Noting » colorless seid, odie acid. The term is sometimes applied, also, to sub- 

0 : * other than salts, formed by the addition uf hydri- CH, (0) CgHo(CH: CHg)CHaCOCgH2(OCHy)g Sate acld to compounds — Aces peesered Wy STEER De Ege COOH, prepared by the action of potassium nite F a ae 
hydroxid on hydrastine methiodide. It erya- tndide of eth, Tt resembles —— — iodide, 
tallizes in plates. 

hydrate, v. '.—Hydrated soap, Same as filed eeap. _ 
_ homi- Rypiration, — Waper of Sopratien, water, chemi 

t 
hydratropic ——8 a. [Gr. ido (idp-), 

acridine (hi-dré-ak’ri-din), n. [hydro- 
+ acridine.) A colorless compound, 

CoHs Sap? CoH: formed by the action of 

water, + atropic.] Noting a colorless acid, C hydriodie acidand phosphorus on acridine. It 
CHC, 1) COOH, formed by the reduction o crystallizes in leaves or long ae melts at 

atropic acid, It boils at 204-265° C. Alsocalled 45° C., and boils at 320° C. Also called veto- 
— — — — hydroalcoholic (hi“dri-el-ki-hol’ik), a. [Gr. 
Baran {00 to (inlp-), water, + E. alcohol + ic.) Con- 

used for washing down a bank containing min sisting of water and aleohol: applied to solu- 
See cut under Aydriuitc mining. — tions — this medium, 

—— — oanicoin (hi’dré-a-nis’)-in), m. [hydro- 
= gen) + anis(ic) + -0- +-in2.] Acolorless com- 

4 4 1 
pound, CH,OCyH,CHOHCH(OH)C,H,OCHg, 
prepared by the reduction of anisie aldehyde 
with sodium amalgam, It crystallizes in very 
thin rhombic plates and melts at 172° C, 

oanthracene (hi-drj-an‘thra-sén), . 
hydro(gen) + anthracene.) A colorless com- 

pound, C,H, ae >CygHy, formed by the re- 

duction of anthracene by hydriodic acid and 
phosphorus, or by sodium amalgam. It erys- 
tallizes in | monoclinic plates, melts at 
108.5° C., boils at 313° C. and sublimes in 
needles. Also called dihydroanthracene. 
hydroarion (hi-dro-a’ri-on), ».; pl. kydroaria 
(4i). (Gr. idwp (idp-), water, + ddprov, a little 
egg, used for NL. erarium, ovary.) Watery 
evst of the ovary. 

o-aromatic (hi‘dré-nr-d-mat’ik), a. [hy- 
dro(gen) + aromatic.) Noting certain organic 
compounds which contain reduced aromatic 
nuclei, that is, benzene or condensed benzene 
nuclei to which hydrogen has been added, 

7 ,elimeatone, eeartridge,— 
Tiage. See wearriage. 

byéraulic (hi-dri‘lik), ¢. ¢. In mining, to work 
y the hydraulie-mining process. 

benzene (hi‘dra-zi-ben‘zén), ». [hy- 
dr(ogen) + azo- + henzene.] A colorless erys- 
talline compound,CgHsNH.NHCgHsg, prepared 
by the action of zine dust and alcoholic potas- 
sium hydroxid on azobenzene or nitrobenzene. 
It melts at 126° 0. and is readily converted 
into aniline or into benzidine, 

hydrasole (hi-dra-z6'ik), a. [hydr(ogen) + azo- 
-ic.] Noting an acid, a colorless, very poi- 

sonous liquid, NH, prepared from nitrous oxid 
and sodium amide or from hydrazine sulphate 
and nitrous acid, It has a penetrating, unbearable 
odor, —— — hydrochloric acid in general p 
erties, and metallic salts resemble the chlorida, w 
the ex fon that they dissolve in concentrated mineral 
acida and all explode with extreme violence when heated. 
Theacid, both inthe liquid state and tn solution, ts one of 
the moat highly © slve substances known. It boils at 
ar. Also called azodmideand Awdronwitric met. 

hydrasone (hi’dra-z6n), n, [hydr(ogen)+ az(o-) 
-one.) The name of a class of organic 

eompounds with the group R’CH:NNHR or 
R’R’C: N.NHR, formed by the action of a hy- obenzoic ‘hi’dré-ben-26’ik}, a. [hwdro- 
drazine on a compound containing a carbonyl (gen) + benzoic.) Derived from hydrogen and 
group, water being eliminated. The hydrazines benzoic acid: descriptive of a class of com- 



hydrobenzoic 

pounds formed by the addition of varying 
amounts of hydrogen to benzole acid, One of 
the best-known of these is 42-tetrahydrobenzoic acht or 

benzoloic acid, CHa < CH Cy > CHCOOH, formed by 
the reduction of benzoic acid 
amal; It ts a colortess liqu! 

l in an al 
at 284-2385" C 

benzoin (hi-drj-ben’zé-in), nm. [hydro- 
n) + benzoin.] A colorless compound, 

‘eH;CHOH.CHOHCg.H,, prepared 7 the re- 
duction of benzaldehyde. lt erystallizes in 
lustrous leaves or monoclinic plates, melts at 
134° C., and boils above 300° C, 

berberine (hi-lrd-bér’be-rin), ». [Ay- 
ro(gen) + berberine.) A colorless compound, 

a 

Cli30 CHy.CH——— ¢,, Hi. 
‘ Cala N.CH.CH, — 

< Oy CHo, formed by the reduction of 

berberine, into which it is readily converted 
by oxidizing agents. It orystallizes in dia- 
mond lustrous grains, in long, flat monoclinic 
needles, or in octahedra, and melts at 167° C. 

obia (hi-dré’bi-t), mn. (NL. (Hartmann 
1821), < Gr. idup (idp-}, water, + ior, life.] 
The typical genus of the family Hydrobiidx. 
Hydrobiida (hi-drd-bi'i-dé), n. pl. [Hydrobia 
+-idw.| A family of tenioglossate gastropods, 
having the opereuligerous lobe without fila- 
ments and the shell small and acuminate. It 
includes the following genera, found in brack- 
ish or fresh water: Hydrobia, Bithynia, Litho- 
glyphus, Pomatiopsis, Bithynetla, and Assi- 
mined, 

hydrobilirubin (hi‘dré-bil-i-ri’bin), m. [hy- 
dro(gen) + bilirubin.) A reddish-brown pow- 
dery compound, CgoHy jO7N4, found in the 
urine of fever-patients and in feces, It is generally 
ay ape to be a reduction-product of bilirubin, formed 
by the activity of bacterin in the intestinal canal. Ac- 
cording to others, and notably Garrod, it is a laboratory 
product and occurs neither in the urine por in the feces. 

hydroblepharon (hi-(iro-blef’a-ron), ».  [Gr. 
tap (idp-), water, + 7/gapov, eyelid.) Edema- 
tons swelling of the eyelid. 
Hydrobromic ether. See *ether!. 
hydrobromide (hi-ird-bro’mid), ». [hydro- 
brom-ic + -idel.] The class name of the salts 
of organie bases with hydrobromic acid. The 
term Is sometimes applied to compounds other than 
salty, which are formed by the direct addition of hydro- 
bromic acid to some substance. 

drocalcirudite (hi‘dré-kal-si-ré'dit), n. (Gr. 
idap (idp-), water, + L calr (cale-), lime, + 
rudes, rubbish, + -ite?.] A coarse hydro- 
elastic rock made up in lange part of limestone 
pebbles; a limestone conglomerate. 

ocampid (hi-dré-kam’pid), mn. and a, I, 
J. A member of the lepidopterous family 
Hydrocampids. 
tt. a. Of or belonging to the family Hydro- 

campida, 
Hydrocarbon gas. Sce *gas. 
hydrocarbonate, ». 2. In modern chem. and 
mineral, an acid earbonate or carbonate of 
hydrogen and a metal: as, hydrecarbenate of 
magnesia (magnesium acid carbonate), HoMg 
{COg)9; also, but ——— applied to a 
compound of a metal with hydroxyl and the 
radicul of earbonie acid: as, hydroearbonate of 
eopper (of the mineral malachite) equals cop- 
per hydroxyearbonate, Cug.(HO}g,C0g. 

ocarboatyril (hifdro-kiir-bo-sti’ril), m. 
hydro(gen) + carbo(n) + styr(ax) + -il.] A 

vile. Cilg 
' 

NH .CO 
pared by melting hydrocarbostyril-3-carbox- 
ylie acid. Iterystallizesin large lustrous prisms 
and melts at LG3° C. 
h otin (hi-dré-kar’é-tin), ». [hydro- 
(gen) + L, careta, carrot, + -int.) A colorless 
eompound, C)4Hy9O(?), formed in small quan- 
tity in carrots. It closely resembles cholesterol, 
ovine in monoclinic plates, and melts at B74" C. 
Also spelled Aydrocarretin. 

ulus, ”. 

* colorless compound, CgH, ¢ » pre- 

2, The atheciferous stem of 
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jhalocele (hi-d f’a-l}-s6l), n. (Gr. 
, *2* ponte — + is. 

eax hydrencephalocele, 
Internal 

(a 
tumor.) 

pe 
-dro-sef’a-li), xn, [NL 
The proper form for hydro- 

cool liquids by evaporation. 
ocharidaceous (hi’dré-kar-i-~da’shius), a. 

longing to or having the characters of the 
plant family Hydrocharidacew. 

an (hi‘dré-ka-rid’i-an), a. [ify- 
rocharis (-id-) + -an.| In Phytageog-» having 

the ecological character of Hydrocharis, that 
is, swimming free in water, either submerge: 
or more or less emerging, whether small like 
Lemna or larger like Stratiotes. See quotation 
under *limnean. 

ochlorid (hi-dri-klo’rid), ». [hydrochlorie 
-idi.] The class name of salts of organic 

bases with hydrochloric acid. It ix occasionally 
** te compounds, other than salts, formed by the 
divect addition of hydrochloric acid to a substance. 

hydrochore (hi’drd-kér), n. (Gr. idwp (irfp-), 
water, + quoeiv, spread abroad.) In phyf- 
geog., a plant distributed exclusively by water, 
as by ocean currents, streams, ete, FL £. 
Clements. 
drochorous (hi-dr6-ké’rus), a. [hydrochore 
-ows.] Having the character of, or pertain- 

ing to, hydrochores. F. F. Clements, 
hydrocinnamic eg -sin’a-mik), a. [leydro- 

gen) * cinamie,] prived from hydrogen 
and cinnamiec acid,— innamic acid, a cobur- 
less compound, Caltscitst tier oot prepared by the 
reduction of cinaamtc acid and formed during the putre- 
faction of ox-urine or Abrin, and by the panc ie 
patrefaction of albamin, It erystallizes in monoclinic 
iristmas or Jong needles, melts at #7" (, and boils at 
TAC. Also called Acmotolicte acid, benzyl-aertic acid, 

and A -prhenyl- ionic mcid, 
dr de (hi-drd-sin‘’a-mid), a». (hy. 
ro(gen) + cinnam(on) + -idel.) A colorless 

compound, No(CgH,Cyl,)g, prepared_by the 
action of ammonia on cinnamon-oil. It erys- 
tallizes in needles melting at 106° C, 

ocladium (hi-d@ré-kli’di-um), ».; pl. 
ydrocladia (-%). [NL., ¢ Gr. idup (idp-), water, 
+ «tddoc, branch.}] One of the hydrotheca- 
oe branches or ramuli of the caxnosare of 
Plumularidz. 

hydroclastic (hi-ird-klas’tik), a. and. [Gr, 
thay ¢ ip-), water, + «daeréc, broken, + -ie. 
I, a. In petrog., noting elastic rocks form 
by the action of water, 

II, ». A fragmental rock produced by the 

Hydro Foye (liralrok’Ié-is) (NL. (Richard ocleys (hi-drok‘lé-is),”, [NL. (Richard, 
1815), irreg. < Gr, idwp (iip-), water, + xtele, 
bolt, key. The allusion is apparently to 
the obstruction of waterways by the plant.) 
A genus of 
lants of the 
amily Butome- 

cor. Tf, nymphoi- 
dea,theonly species, 
isan aquatic plant 
of tropical America, 
often cultivated ta 
tanks amd ponds 
under the name 
Limnocharia Minin 
botdré, It hina ovate, 
coriate.en tire flont- 
ing leaves, similar — 
te those of a small 
water-lily, and a 
paleyellow flower 
about 2 inches in 
diameter, much re- 
sormbling & poppy, 
whence theeommon 
name aeterepoppy. 

h (hi’ drd-klis -tog’ a-mi), . 
Gr. tdup (idp-), water, + E, clistegamy,] 
hattype of pseudoclistogamy in which flowers 

=e 

dixdrecteys nymphotdes, one filth natural 
size. 

— 

hydro-extractor 
oie Faee7} ——— of thommpuiinct tho ntenp 

from the anterior ceelamic cavity of the left side, 
and the growth of the left segment of the oelom 
80 as to — eneirele the Aydrocele or radiment of 

a water-vasc system. 
Philos, Trana. toy. Soc. (London), 1908, ser. B, p. 238, 

Midine (hi-drg-kol'i-din), n.. [hydro- 
(gen), + = xdaAa, glue, a “it + ine) + 
colorless o maine, , form iy 
the aistilletion‘of nlootine with selenium and 
by the putrefaction of flesh. It has a pene- 
trating aromatic odor and boils at 205° C, 

hydrocope (hi’dré-kép), ». (Gr, idup (idp-), 
water, + cozy, handle.) The unele of a 
hydroid oly? as distinguished from the 
*hydroce, ts (which see). 

dine (hi-dré-kor‘’i-din), n. [hydro- 
(gen) + Gr. xépic, a bug, + -id +-ine=,] A 
erystalline ptomaine, C, ii 17%, obtained from 
the cultures of certain kinds of bacteria on 
peptone agar, 

nydrocorisan (hi-dro-kor‘i-san),a@.and n. [Hy- 
drocovise + -an,] 5* a, Of or belonging to 
the heteropterous series Hydrocorise, 

II, ». A member of the series Hydrocorise#, 
ocotoin (hi-dré-ké’té-in), , [hydro 

gen) + Coto + -in?,] A pale-yellow compound, 

HOCgHa(OCHs)oCOCgHs, found in Coto bark. 
It eryutalfizes in large prisms or long thin needles, sad 
Taelts at OS" C. Aleo called poh ucinol dimethyl 
ether, benzocetoin, or preferably (rihydrurydi phenylketone 
dimethyl ether, 

umarin (hi-dro-ki’ma-rin), n. [Jyydro- 
(gen) + coumar-ie + -in?.] A colorless com- 

pound, Cglf,<6 4, »cHy, formed by the dis- 
tillation of orthohydrocoumarie acid. Tt crys 
tallizes in plates, melts at 25° C., boils at 272" C., and lias 
an odor of coumarin. Also led orthophenolpropylie 
anhydrid or metilotic anhydrid, abt 

[hydro- ic (hi dré-kré-kon‘ik), a. 
(gen) * croconic.] Noting an acid, a yellow- 
ish-brown compound, OC:CHCH(COOH)o(?), 
formed by the reduction of croconic acid wi 
hydriodic acid, Most of its salts are red. 

umin (hi-dro-kér’ ki-min), ». 
hydro(gen) + curcumin.) A brownish-white 
powder, C),H,,04, obtained by the action of 
sodium amalgam on curcumin. It melts at 
Mt 100° C. “sa 
ydrocyanate (hi-drd-si’a-nat), ».  Phydrocy- 
an-ie -atel.] A disallowed synonym of 
hydrocyanide. 

Hydrocyanic acid. This compound has recently been 
prepared by passing an electric discharge a 
mixture of moooxhl, nittagen, and hydrogen. Seach 
gasoous mixtures are manufactured on a large scale under 
the name of generator gaa Gaseous hydrocyantc acid ts 
used to an increasing extent as an insecticide, It is 
specially employed for the fumigation of citrus and apple- 
trees as a specific agninst the San José scale (which 
see), — Hydrocyanic ether, See #etherl. 

anuric (hi-dro-si-a-ni‘rik), a. Noting 
an acid, CgHyN O,, which results from heat- 
ing biuret, ammonia being liberated at the 

wydrocyele (hi“drg-st-k1), x. (Ge. dup (édp-) cle (hi‘drd-si-kl), a». r. t tdp-), 
water, + sles. wheel.) A velocipede adapt 
for —— on the surface of the water. 
X. . B. 
hydrocyst, x. 
watery fluid. 

Hydrodamalide (hi’drd-da-mal’i-dé), m. pl. 
6 L Hydredamalis, type genus, + -id#w.) A 
‘amily of sirenian mammals whose only known 

member isthe northern sea-cow or Ithytina. By 
the rule of priority this name takes the place 
of Rhytinida, Palmer, 1805. 
drodamalis (hi-dré -dam‘a-lis),». [NL., 
Gr, idwp (idp-), water, + daueadic, a young 

cow.] The earliest generic name of the arctic 
sen-sow, Rhytina, Retzius, 1704, 

on (hi‘dré-di-ffi‘zhon), m. [Gr. 
vdup (fdp-), water, + E, diffusion.) The inter- 
mingling of fluids, 
dro-economics (hi‘dré-é-ko-nom’‘iks), a, 
he economics of waters, water-rights, and 

the uses of waters, particularly in their indus- 
trial and sanitary relations. Science, April 
21, 1905, p. 618, 

hydro-electric, «. 2, Of or pertaining to the 
generation of electric currents by means of 

2, A cyst containing a clear 

the hydroid corals: sometimes applied to the remain closed under adverse conditions of water-power.—Hydro-electric bath. See #bathl. 
filiform process by which the sicula of the 

tolite is suspended. 
Hydrocele agar. See *agar?. 
Hydrocephalic cry. See *ery. 
h halis (hi-dré-sef’a-lis), m. [NT., ¢ 

r, tdup (idp-), water, + ardat4, head.) In 
hydroid polyps, the oral and stomachal regions, 
considered together, Compare *hydrocope, 

moisture. J’ound and Clements, Plant Life of 
Nebraska. 

hydrocel, ». See *hydrocale, 
hydrocele (hi’dré-sél), ». (Gr. idup (idp-), 
water, + xoitoc, hollow.] In embryol., the 
portion of the left enteroeelie sac whieh in 
echinoderms gives rise to the radial vessels 
and the ring-vessel of the ambulacral system. 

dro-electricity (hi‘dré-é-lek-tris’i-ti), ». 
leetricity generated by means of water- 

power or steam, 
hydro-electrothermic (hi‘dré-é-lek-tré-thér’- 
mik), a. A name given by Slavianoff to & 
method of eleetric welding devised by him. 
dro-extractor (hi‘dro-eks-trak’tor), m. 1. 
centrifugal machine, specifically one used 



hydro-extractor 
by dyers, bleachers, and scourers to extract 
water from textile material. The wet material is 
placed Ina perforated drum or basket amd revolved at a 

of from 500 to 1,000 of more revolutions per minute, 
as caikeliar the water to be expelled through the per- 

forations by centrifugal force. 
2, In tanning, a wringer for removing water 
from skins. Amer. Tanning, p. 36. 

cyanate (hi’dré-fer-i-si’a-nit), n. 
salt of Le fap ea bop acid: more com- 

monly ng a ferricyanide: as, potassium fer- 
ricyanide. 

oferrocyanate (hi-+ird-fer-d-si'a-nit), x. 
salt of hydroferrocyanic acid: more com- 

monly ealled a ferrecyanide;: as, potassium fer- 
rocyanide. 

hydrofebia, n. A simplified spelling of hy:dro- 
phobia. 

te (hi-drd-frangk’lin-it), ». A 
hydrated oxid of iron, manganese, and zine, 
occurring at Franklin Furnace, N.J. It was at 
first supposed to bean — isometric species, bat 
is in fact idevtical with chalcophanite, having a rhombo- 
hedral, not octahedral form. 

hydrogallein (hi-drj-gal’é-in), ». — [hydro- 
galle-ie + —* A colorless erystalline com- 

2 pound, O< »0 < GBH > CO, pre- 
pared from ydrogalicie acid, of which it is 
the anhydrid. 

hydrogel (hi‘drd-jel), m. [Gr. idup (idp-), 
water, + L. gel(are), cool (see *gel, n.).] A 
gel in which the individual gelatinous par- 
ticles are supposed to be surrounded by water; 
the gelatinous hydrate formed by a colloid, 

The inorganic colloids or so-called Aydrogela have been 
stadied by Van Bemmelen. They are chiefly claracter- 
ized by Che pecaliar atractural relation they bear to 
water. They can be hydrated and rehydrated indefinitely 
unless by heating to too high a temperature the collotd 
structare is destroyed. Science, Feb. 6, 1008, p. ZIR 

hydrogen %. Hydrogen compounds with strongly 
clectronegative elements or radicals, easily exchang ng 
hydrogen for strongly cloctroposltire elementa ar radi- 

is to form salta, are the same as acids: as hydrogen 
chlorid (hydrvchloric acid), hydrogen sulphate (s#alphuric 
acid), et.—Cosmic hy: im, the peculiar form of 
hydrogen discovered by Pickering in ¢ Puppia. The 
lines of this series lie between thase of the long-known 
ordinary series, anil in their arrungement follow a very 
similar bat not identical taw.— dioxid, 
substance occurring in traces In the atmosphere, and 
produced to some extent during the oxidation tur · 
pentine and other materials in prescnce of water, pro- 

fn quantity by the action of dilate salphuric avid 
on bariam dioxid. It is a somewhat viscid, colorless 
liquid (in mast of deeper Dine color than water), of 
denaity 1.5, with an irritant ereltl and harsh, acrid taste, 
corrosive to the skin and capable of bleaching colors 
of organic origin, less volatile t water (boils al 184" F. 
inder 68 millimeters pressure), and easly decomposed 
by beat or by contact with sundry subatances, auch aa 
spongy num, silver oxid, ete, into oxrRea eas and 
water. Ita composition ts nee by the formula 
on or, when acting as a feal in combination, HO. 
v in certain processes of bleaching, in chemical 
analysis, and as an antiseptle, Also known as Androgen 
perozid and by a nom at trade-namesn — 
gen disease, a weakness in metals or alloys caused by 

eir being permested with bot and —52 enscn 

hide. 

its exact composition; this ts —— uae. analogous 
mon- 

nitride pelos to hydrazote 
— bat — might also be an Ede wt warned 
ydrazine — drogen rogen idt« 
— — pi Same ns *#thydrogen 
divulphet,— Hydrogen Same aa thydrogen 

— on Epdvorionds octd (ahion tes, aster hovoomr- rogen oF rowlenic @ (which see, under ToRe- 
lenic) — Hydrogen sodium 1, jum neid 
pasate, either NaHgPO, or > * dy, nore frequently 

oe latterof these, the commen pi neptiste of soda of the 

phate. ams ta sulphuric — ne mus seal pefees acid ( .— nm 
‘tride, Same — J * —— 

Yidrgen in combinat: 
forming a ae radical hydroxyl (HO), In com- 
mon alcohal (Cgig) one out of the six atoms of hydro 
gen is —— ic, he substance being ethyl hydroxid 
(gly. HO), — h en, The early ex ente 
of Cailletet and Pietet only fodicated the probability 
that hydrogen gus might be liquefied. Since then Ols- 
zewski and Dewar hare accomplished ita Nysefaction and 
also solidification on a scale ninply sufficient te permit 
the stady of ite properties in the iquid and solid states, 
Hydrogen at about —58"C. (or 15° above the absolute 
nero temperature) is a clear, colorless solid, which 
melita at about —2iMi, 

tare is about —220° C._ Aname given 
by Osann to hydrogen tbherated bythe action of an electric 
current on water comtaining a little sulphurtc acid, He 
beliewed that it exhibited greater chem activity than 
—— hydrogen, thas —— nydr active form 

oxygen. one — jure rogen, “we 
— ——— Talluseeed Rnareome See lelureted. 
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hydrogenase (hi’ nds), ®. [hydrogen + 
~ase,] Apps of reiting Yernee 

—— a, [hydrogen + 
-i¢.) Same as hi , in any sense. 

can (hi aren a8 show), n, 
hydrogenize + -ation,.] In chem,, the pro- 
uction of combination with hydrogen. 
drogeol cal (hi* é-6-loj‘i-kal), a. Of 

* ologt toh —— i : or ology. 
hydrogode (ide dd), mu. [hydrog(en) + 

r. , way.) Inelect., a negative terminal of 
an electrolytic cell, 

afy, ete. A simplified spelling of hy- 
rography, ete. , 
drogra hi’d ),m. [Gr. idup (idp-), 

water, + ypdgerr, write.] 1, A diagram show- 
ing the heights of water in a river day by day 
during any interval. 

The highest and lowest water, mean and monthly 
range at LM river stations are given in fe VIL Hy 
drographe tor eae points on seven principal rivers are 
shown on Chart V. 

U.S. Mo, Weather Rev., Jnn., 1902, p. & 

2, An apparatus for automatically record- 
ing the height of water in rivers or in wells, 
analogous to the limnograph for lakes or to 
a self-recording tid 6 for oceans, It hag 
a vertical seale for the height of water and a 
horizontal scale for the time. 
Hydrographic chart, engineer. See *chart, 

hydrographically (hi-dri-qraf’i-kal.i), ad ogra: i-dré ‘j-kal-i), adv, 
tort = or oe of hydrography. 

ohemia (hi-drd-hé’mi-d), n. 6 as hy- 
remid. 

hydroherderite (hi~ird-hér’dér-it), vn. See 
herderite, 

hydroholoxid (hi’dr6-hd-lok’sid), ».  [hydro- 
n+ Gr. Moc, whole, + E. oxic.) ypo- 

thetical product of the union of a basic oxid 
not merely with the elements of water but also 
with those of hydrogen dioxid. 
hydrohyalug (hi-dré-hi’p-lus), a, [Gr, iduy 
(idp-), water, + tazoc, glass. | A ana of fix- 
ative used to preserve the color of marble and 

ros statues in the National Arehewological 
useum at Athons. Itis a solution of caleined 

2. A hydropolyp. 
idean ‘hi-lroi‘dé-an), a. and ». L. a. 

f or pertaining to the Hydroidea. 
If. ». A hydroid polyp. 

‘o-igneous (hi-drj-ig’né-us), a. Same as 
| my 
hydroi c¢ (hi’drd-i-od’ik), a. 

hydrolsatin (hi-dr5-1’s8-tin), ». A color] i si-tin), n. colorless 
unstable rh art CgH+NOzg (?), formed by 
the reduction of isatin, 

(hi’drd-ki-né’tér), nr. Ae ihe 
tdp-), water, + xvyrip, a mover, ] deviee 
‘or circulating the water in « steatn-boiler 
while the fire in the furnace is being started, 
or when natural circulation or convection is 
inadequate. It consists of a move, located below 
the water-level, Uurough which a jet of steam is thrown 
into the water in the boiler, thus warming It and keeping 
it in cirealation, Marine Rev., Nov. 17, 1st4, p. 16, 

hydrol (hi‘drol), ». [Aydr(ogen) + -ol.] Ahy- 
pothetical hydroxylat aactrative of ** 
—8 Tn general the name might e used 
‘or compounds with a number of hydroxyl 
oups, particularly if they are tautomeric. 

Hy lagus (hi-drol’a-gus), ». (NI, ¢ Gr. 
idap (idp-), water, + Aayex, hare.) A subgenus 

Same as hy- 

Hydrolagus coltiel. 

(Troe Bulletin 47, U. S. Nat. Museum.) 

of the genus Chimera, typified by the elephant- 
fish of the Culifornia’ const, usually called 
Chlmare callie. Ey Oe 

hydro (hi-drol’a an, (Gr. wv idip-), 
water, —— worship. j The worship of 
water. Jowr. Amer, Folk-lore, April-June, 
193, p, 152. ; 

hydrolutidin hi-dré-li’ti-din), ». i. iv 
tdp-), water, + L, intum, mud, + -id + -in?, 
A ptomaine, C7H,,N. 

hydroneurosis 
hydrolutite (hi-dr-li’tit), n. lled, with 
Uiceded distinotion, h —— Gr. é 
(idp-), water, + L. lutum, mud, + -ite2.) 
hyfronlnatie rock-flour; a water-trans' 
mud. Amer, Geol., April, 1904, &: 247. 

hydrolymph (hi‘dro-limf), ». (Gr. idep (idp-), 
water, + iy water, lymph.] A more 
or less niece whee fiuid which consti- 
tutes the blood of many —— espe- 
cially the lower forms, Buck, Med. * 
book, ITI, 95. 

hydroly * Chi 8 one hydro! (sis) + ‘ dré-list), n. 
-(i)st. iat hydrolytic agent ; — —*— which 
causes hydrolysis. N. £. D. 

(hi’dré-lit), n. [Gr. idap (idp-), 
water, + Avréc, ¢ Ait, dissolve.) A substance 
which is unde: ing hydrolysis. 

’ ré-! tt 
. and le 

thydroiy( sie} 

eo 
), 7 

to undergo hydrolysis. This is often done indirectly 
by the action of bases or acids, the metal or acid being 
subsequently ed by hyd and hydroxyl respec. 

is indirect —— The reaction 
extreme Linportance In chemistry. 
The formation of starch, its chemical composition and 

the changes it undergoes when Aydrodyeed. 
Nature, April 16, 1008, p. 5. 

n, 2 A morbid impulse to 
excessive drinking of water. 

omase (hi’drd-mis), », A ferment found 
in the hyphe of certain fungi which is capable 
of destroying the lignified walls of vegetable 
cells. 

cal (hi’drj-mé-kan‘i-kal), a. Of 
or pertaining to the science of liquids in 
motion, orto mechanical devicesin which water 
is employed. 

ce (hi’dr6é-mé-kon‘ik), a. [hydro- 
gen) + meconic.) Noting an acid, a color- 

less, syrupy compound, C;Hj907, which is 
formed by the reduction of meconic acid. It 
decomposes when heated. 

mellitic (hi‘dré-me-lit’ik), a. [hydro- 
gen) + ——— Noting an acid, a colorless 

1 compound, E red by the redue- 
tion of meil itle — —— with con- 
siderable difficulty. 
dromellonic (hi’dré-me-lon’ik),a. [hydro- 
) + mellone + -ic,] Same as *cyamellonic, 
omeningocele (i drd-mé-ning’g6-sél), n, 

Gr. idwp (ndp-), water, + wufarys (sepvepy-), 
membrane, + «//7, tumor, See meningocele. } 
A tumor caused by protrusion of the mem- 
branes of the brain orspinalecord. It contains 
cerebrospinal fluid, but no nerve substance. 
hydrometallurgical (hi‘drd-met-a-lr’ji-kal) 
a. Noting the performing of a metallurgical 
process by hydraulic power, 

me ¢ (hi’dré-met-a-mér’fik), a. 
geol,, characteristic of, or produced by, 

hydrometamorphism, 
‘hydrometeoric (hi‘dro-mé-té-or’ik), a. [hydro- 
meteor + -ic.) Of or pertaining to the aqueous 
phenomena of the atmosphere.— Hydrometeorte 
equator, See *equater. 

«.— Tralles hydrometer, 
bo gradmated that in ——— — 
oo V. each degree of the scale represents 1 per cent. by 
volume of pure alcohol of ~ TK. The indications 
of this instrument are ie ih tse in the United States, 
hydrometrical (hi-dr$-met’ri-kal), a. Same 
as hydrometriec, 
dromineral (hi-dré-min’e-ral), a. [Gr. idwo 
idp-), water, + E, mineral.) Relating to min- 

eral waters ; noting the treatment of disease by 
means of medicinal springs. 
hydromuconie (hi’dro-mi-kon’ik), a. Noting 
two acids (dihydromuconie acids), which ma 
be obtained by the reduction of muconie acid. 
The AS ieomer, HOCOCHS(HeCHVHCOOH, crystal- 
lizes fn plates, melting at Wb-10% C. The AAy isomer, 
Hoco.cHycHcHCH OOH, forms Jong, colummar crys: 
tala, which melt at 10°C. 

hydromuscovite (l:i-drd-mus’k6-vit), a. See 
muscovite, 
h elocele (hi-lré-mi’e-1$-s8l), ». [Gr 
idup (idp-), water, + puede, marrow, + x7)71, 
tumor.} An excess of fluid in the central canal 
of the spinal cord; hydromyelia, 

hydronephros (hi-dro-nef’ros),n, [NI., ¢ Gr. 
idup (idp-), water, + vrépéc, kidney,] Edema- 
tous infiltration of the kidney, 

oneurosis (hi'dré-ni-ro’sis), vn. [NL., ¢ 
r. bdwp (idp-), water, * NL, weurosis.] An 



hydroneurosis 

exaggerated or pathological fondness for water; 
an extreme tendency to hydropaychoses, G. 
8, Hall, Adolescence, I. . 

tric (hi-dré-ni’trik), a. (Gr. idup 
tdp-), water, + NL, nitriens, nitric.)—Hyare- 

hitrie acid, Same as —— 4 acid, J 
——— (hi‘dro-par-a-ké-mar’ik), 
a, [hydro(gen) + paracoumaric.} Noting an 

seid, a colorless compound, HOCgH,CHgCHs 
H, found in urine and in the putrefaction- 

products of tyrosin, and prepared by the re- 
duction of paracoumaric acid. It forms small 
monoclinie crystals and Tstort h Soren om 
hydr tia, 2. n, ort for kydropathie 
stablchmen -] A sanatorium in which the 
treatment is chiefly hydropathic; a water-cure 
establishment. 

There are also mad-baths and Aydropathics, 
‘neye. Brit., XXX, 125, 

d (hi’dré-pér-ok’sid), », Same as 
h a diozid: a term not in general use. 

hy (hi’drd-fil), a, [Gr idap (idp-), 
water, + dior, loving.] 1, Capable of readily 
taking up water; hygroscopic; bibulous, 
Two electrodes of 1) sq. cm. surface were applied to the 
ends of a apace 10 cm. by G6 cm. on the shaven skin of a 
rabbit, comtact being made by means of Aydropli! cotton 
mpregnated with a 1 per cent. solution of sinc chloride 

Elect. World and Bugin., Nov, 24, 1908, p. S88 

hh 2, In bot., same ote ah ilous, 
n. (NL., ¢ Gr. idup hydrophilia (hi-d fil i-ia 

(idp-), water, + —* 335 loving.) Fond- 
ness for being wot, for playing n or with 
water, for watching and hearing the flow of 
water,ete, G. S. Hall, Adolescence, IT. 195, 

hilic (hi-drd-fil’ik), a. Same as *hy- 
ro a ay Buek, — — III. * 

hydro a, 2. In phytogeog.: (a uir- 
ing a moisture: said of plants. (b) ‘tons 
properly, presenting conditions favorable to 
such plants; hydrophytic. (c) Aquatic: applied 
by Pound and Clements to ao class of fungi. 
Also hydrophil,—3, In entom., having the char- 
acter of a beetle of the genus Mydrophilus or 
family 7. — 

(hi-drof‘i-li), m. Same as *hy- 
rophitia, 
— — (hi · drõ⸗ fõ rõn), a. Iydro· 
gen) + phlorone.) A colorless compound, 

(CHy)gCgHo(OH)o, prepared by the action of 
sulphur dioxid on phlorone. “it crystallizes in 
pearly, lustrous leaves, melts at 212" C., and sublimes. 
semen hydroparazyloquinone, of 1d-dimethyl phen 

hydrophobiac (hi-dré-f6’ bi-ak), ». [hydro- 
phobia + -ac.]) One who is affected with hy- 
drophobia. 
hydrophobian (hi-dré-fa’bi-an), ».  [Aydro- 
phobia + -an.) Same as *hydrophobiae, 

hobist ( hi-ird-f6’ bist), », Jhydro ho- 
wa + -ist.) One who has a morbi ney or 

fear of water. N. £. D. 
hobous (hi-drof’d-bus), a. Same as hy- 

lrophotic. 
hydrophone (hi'drd-fon), m. (Gr. idup (idp-), 
water, + gw, a sound.] 1. An instrument 
for detecting the flow of water in a pipe 
(thus locating waste) by the sounds 
in a microphone.—2, An instrument used in 
auscultation whereby sounds are conveyed 
Ph ee column * er 4 

a. . A flattened, or saucer- 
ened, ———— appendage, in campanu- 
— hydroids, representing a reduced hydro- 
theca. 
drophoria (hi-drd-f6'ri-#), n. [Ge. idpodopia 
fem. sing,), water-carrying, also, like the 

usual idpoddpra (neut, pl.), a fostival so called 
< idpogépor, carrying water: see hydrophore, 
In Gr, antig., & water-carrying; a group o 
women carrying water from a fountain: a 
subject often represented on the Greek hydria, 
or water-pots, 
by phthalic (hi-drof-thal’ik), a. [hydro- 

gen) + phthalic.) Noting an acid, a sub- 
stance formed by the addition of hydrogen to 
hthalic acid. Seventeen such compoands are known. 
ey Hitter (1) by the number of atoms, 2 4, or 6 of hydro. 

gen added to the phttialic acid ; (2) by the different posi- 
tions of the doable untons in the meolecule: (3) by the 
spatial arrangement of the groupe, which leads in some 
cases, to the exhibition of optical activity, The com- 
pounds have to be of extreme importance in the 
study of the constitution of benzene. 
7 rn, 2. In phytogeog., a plant 
adapted to live under conditions of abundant 
maoisture, or, in late usage, abundant physio- 
logical moisture. Compare *mesophyte and 
*rerophyte, 

produced h 
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hydrophytic (hi-dré-fit’ik), a. 
-.) 1. Havin 

hytic plant; composed of — ta.3 hgtrapigtie Ierentione- 8 8: 45,8 rophytic formation,— 2, 
Presenting conditions favorable to hydro- 

Aydrophyte + 
the —23 of ah 

ph + AS, a yureꝑuugie locality. 
nydrophyton, n. 2, A chitinous or caleare- hy 
ous skeleton uently secrete’ at the base 
of the polyp-stocks of the Hydrozoa. 

ne (hixird-pik’d-lin), . [hydro- 
) + picoline.)] A colorless liquid, 

CHa CH City 2>NH, 
repared by the reduction of the correspond- 

meéthylpyridine. It boils at 125-126° C, 
Also called DS stuecaline, or 3-methylpi ine, 

(hi‘drd-pi-per’ik) hydropi- hydropiperic a. 
per-ine + -ic.) Perta’ to hydropiperine. 

pranased bettie petactisn ——— 
Goes. thin needles and melts at 75-76" C. . 

hydroplane (hi‘dr$-plin), m, (Gr. idup (idp-), 
water, + E. plane], »,] A name given by its 
inventor to the horizontal side-submerging 
rudder of the Lake type of submarine boat. 
There are two of these horizontal rudders on 
each side of the boat manipulated in unison; 
when they are inclined forward and downward 
they cause the boat to be submerged bodily 
instead of having a diving motion. 
hy Plastics (hi-drd-plas’tiks), n. 

hydroplasty. 
fasty —— n. 

idp-), water, + w2acric, formed, + -y3.] The 
electric deposition of metal upon molds or 
forms; hydroplastics; galvanoplasty. 
hydrop] ce (hi’ sy age hemo dng a. (Gr. 

+E. Plutonic.) In geol., 

Same as 

(Gr. idwp 

vdup (idp-), water, 
noting deep-seated igneous processes which 
involve water as well as heat. 
Hydropneumatic brake, Sve *brake3. 
hydropo’ 
hydropore nar: er), te dup (idp-) Y dro por). in. rt {idp- 
water, + mrépoc¢, pore.) In larval echinoderms, 
a pore opening from the left hydrocele to the 
exterior, na ) 

hydro; (hi’drd-pot 
— < Mant idp-), water, + rorye, 
drinker.] A water-drinker; a teetotaler. 
— — (hi*dré-po-tas’ik), a. IAXydro⸗ 

gen) + potass-ium + -ic.) In chem., contain- 
ing beth hydrogen and potassium as constitu- 

rn, (Gr. idpordrnr, a 

ents: as, ropotassic sulphate (KHSO,). 
(hi-drop’si-kal), a. [ dropety) + 

-1cal.] Same as dropsical, Buck, Med. Hand- 
book, V. 332. * * 

‘op (hi-drop-si-ké’ sis), n.; pl. 
—— (NL, € Gr. ddap (isp), 
water, + NL. psychosis.) In psychot., a speci- 
fic mental process aroused by and referring to 
water; especially, in genetic psychol., a mani- 
festation of interest in and fondness for water, 
supposed to be atavistie, 

outh works a sea change and Che Agd: owes strike 
inward. ... Tean not read these yoathful eballitions 
without inelining to belicve in residual traces that hark 
back through ages, and that the soul is stil] marked Ike 
our body by vestiges of pel life. 

G, & Hall, Adolescence, IL. 166. 
pytidic (hi‘drd-pi-rid’ik), a, Of or per- 

taining to the hydropyridines, 
dine (hi-dr-pir’i-din), a.  [hydro- 

gen) + pyridine.] A class name applied, in 
organic chemistry, to compounds derived from 
pyridine by the addition of two, four, or six 
atoms of hydrogen, respectively, giving deriv- 
atives of dihydropyridine, C;H-N, tetrahydro- 
jTidine, CyHy and hexyhydropyridine, 
Hy,N Many of the compounds are closely 

related to alkaloids and to ptomaines, 
hydroquinine (hi~iré-kwin‘in), x. [kydro(gen) 

quinine.) 1, A bitter, alkaline, levorotatory 
alkaloid, CopHagOQoNo.2Ho0, found ip cinchona 
bark, together with quinine, which it closely 
resembles in medicinal and general chemical 
properties. It crystallizes in needles, and, 
when dehydrated, melts at 172.3° C.—2. A 
greenish resin, CopHogO3No.Ho0, formed by 
the reduction of quinine tn acid solution. Tt 
softens at 35° C, and melts at 100° 0. 
hydrorhabd (hi‘dré-rabd), ». 
water, + jitter, rod.) The rha 
graptolites. 
ydrorudite (hi-dré-ré’dit), ». [Spelled with 
intended distinction Aydroradyte, ¢ Gr. idwe 
(idp-}, water, + rudus, rubble, + -ite?.] A 
fragmental roek of coarse grain, formed by the 
action of water; aconglomerate. Amer, Geol, 
April, 1904, p. 247, 

osome of the 
(Gr. hap (idp.) hydr 

hydrostatist 

hydrosalt (hi’drd-siilt), n. [hyd )+ 
salt] 3 ca 2. (whee —— 
saith), 

uria (hi-drd-«i‘ri-i),n. pl. io Gr. 
(idp-), water, * caipoc, a lizard.) Same as 

Crocodilia (which see). 

droscheocele (hi-dros’ké-6-sé8l), . (Gr. 
vdup (idp-), water, + E. oscheocele,) Serotal 
hernia containing fluid. 

n. 3. An apparatus for observing 
objects in the sea or on the sea-bottom. Tt cone 

Of a steel tabe carrying 
twelve lenses acting as an 
objective and a series of mir- 
rors within the 
os to reflect light to a sort 

8 gf tha a, 1. 
as hygroscopic, 2,—2, 
Of or pertaining to the 
hydroseope, - 

hydroscopical hi-dro- 
skop’i-kal), a. Same as 
*hydroscopic. 

me at sko-pist), m. 
drecuene + “sat One 
who searches for water 
with the assistance of 
a divining-rod. 

silicarenite (hi’dré-sil-i-kar’é - nit), », 
Spelled with intended distinction -yte ; ¢ Gr. 

vdwp (iip-), water, + NL, silica + L, arena, 
harena, sand, + -ite*,] A medium-grained 
silicious hydroclastie rock; a sandstone, 
Amer. Geol., April, 1904, p, 247. 

hydrosilicate (hi-dré-sil’i-kat), m. [Gr. éup, 
(idp-), water, + E. silicate.) A silicate which 
contains water, particularly one which gives 
off water readily upon heating. It is invpossible 
to draw the line between true hydrous silicates and those 
bead: (or acid) species containing hydroxyl (or hydrogen) 
and which give off water on intense ignition. 

osilicilutite (hi‘drd-sil‘i-si-l6’tit), —». 
Spelled with intended distinction -yte; ¢ Gr. 

idup (idp-), water, + L. silex, flint, + Letwm, 
mud, + -ile?,] A fine-grained silicious hy- 
droclastic rock; a fine silicious mud; a fine 
siicious shale. Amer, Geol., April, 1904, p. 

get ys (hi’drd-sili-si-ridit), . 
Spelled with intended distinction -yte; ¢ Gr. 

idup (idp-), water, + L. siler, flint, + rndus, 
rubble, + -ife?.) A coarse silicious hydro- 
elastic rock; a silicious conglomerate. Amer. 
Geol., April, 1904, p. 247, 

c¢ (hi-dré-si‘dik), * ro(qen) + 
sod-tum + -ic.] In chem., containing both hy- 
drogen and sodium as constituents: as, hy- 
drosodic sulphate (sodium-aeid sulphate, 
NaHS80,). 

nydrosol (hi‘drd-sol), n. [hydr(ate) 4 sol- 
wble).] In chem., a term proposed by Graham 

to signify the soluble hydrate of a colloid 
substance. Ithas been used to include metals, as gold 
or silver, in a state of extreme subdivision and perme 
nontly suspended of apparently dimelved in water. 

h ‘bic (hi-dré-sér’bik), a. [hydro(gen) 
— Derived from hydrogen and sorbic 

acid,— Hydrosorbic a colortess liquid, CHC 
CHAUHCHIOOON. tercsed by the noduedlon of eorbis 
acid, It bolle at eC, Also called S-y-Aexenic acid. 

one yemograph (hi-ird-stig’mo-graf), n. 
Gr. ep Be ape + E. sphyamograph.] 
device consisting of # cylinder containing 

water and connected with a registering tub, 
used torecord the amount of blood forced with 
eath pulsation into a limb incased in the ap- 
paratus, 

With the s) or, 
graph) he Pretty age of excitement produced 
on Various ——— by ~ age of — cigars, food, 

J — hotogra: ot y le 

— M. M. Eltis, The Criminal, p, 12 

ospiric (hi-ird-spi’rik), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to the hydrospires of the Blastoidec. 
Amer. Geol., Jan., 1904, p. 46. 

hydrostatic, a. 2. In phytogeng., taking place 
under conditions of substantially uniform 
wetness; saidof a succession of vegetations. 
F. EB, Clements.— Hydrostatic head. See #4rad. 

hydrostatist (hi‘dro-sti-tist), ». [hydrostat- 
(ic) + -tst.) Same as hydrostatician, 

Hydroscope. 

rather, the Audrosphygree- 



hydrostome 
(Oi'dr9-stim), n. (Gr, idup (idp-), 

water, + créua, mouth 4J. The mouth of a hy- 
droid polyp, or hydrant 

n. 2, A compound in which 
one of the atoms of hydrogen in hydrosul- 
phuric acid (sulphureted hydrogen) ia re- 
placed by a more strongly electropositive 
element or radical: ax, — fy hydrosulphid 
(NaHS). Jour, Soe, Chem 

te, ulfite (hi-d -sul’ fit), n. 
hydrosulph(urous) + -ite?,] Tn chem, & salt 

of ——— SO) acid, now called hyposul- 
phurous acid (HgSg0 

@ (fags tan ik), @ 
aot gon) + — * -] In chem., same 
—* and be nic, more —— —— as, 

yanic acid (now thiocyante acid). 
phurie (hi'drs ul-fa’rik), a. [hydro- 

gen) + —— +. In chem., containing 
hydrogen and sulphur as constituents: as, hy- 
drosulphuric acid, (hi drs-ai-ring’e6-mi-3'- 

n mi-6’ 
i), n. (NL, ¢ Gr. idwp (idp-), water, + hydrox. 

cipny€ (eupeyy-), & pipe, + puerde, marrow. ] The hydrox: 
formation of cavities in the spinal cord, to- 
gether with accumulation of fluid in the cen hydroxid, 
tral canal. 

wi -ti-kim’e-tér), © 
hydr(aulie) + tachymeter.) A — = 

regulator for indicating and controllin 
Hen of a ~ aad turbine. Nature, sah 

tna tak’tik), a, a rotazxis 
(-tact-) + a. or pertain’ © move· 
ment of cells or a organisms in yok tre to 
moistare; exhibiting hydrotaxis. 

(hi‘dro-té-sim‘e-tér), ». (Gr. 
dup (idp-), water, + E. tasimeter.} An electric 
device for indicating the level of water in a 
tank or Se (hides tak’sie) (NL, 

‘ais), nw =O 
vdup (idp-), ae réec, — The 
movement of a cell or of an organism in rela- 
tion to moisture. 
drotechnic (hi-dré-tek’nik), a. Of or per- 

taining to bydrotechny; relating to hydraulic 
e ering. 

technical i-d k’ni-kal), a. Same 
as —— — ™ 
hydrotechnics (hi-dr6-tek’ nike), 

hydrotechny. 
ogist ee 

Gr, idup (idp-), water, + E, techn + -ist, 
ne versed in the art of storing and distribut- 

ing water, or in the general problems relating 
to water-supply. 

As to the physics of running water, rotechnoloyints 
have recognized te — of ¥elucity on the de- 
elivity of the water surface and dey — 

our, (RG, 8), X. 81M, 

ole 2* ‘drj-tek-nol’é-ji), . 
. idup . water, + E. technolegy.j 

—8 —— ec — hydrotechny. 
(hi‘dré-tek-ni)}, nm. Gr. Map 

wae, + réxvy, art.) That branch of 
hedrcalie engineering which deals with the 
storage and istribution of water; the tech- 
nies of water-supply. , 

In Arizona, Mexico, and Porn reservoirs and aqueducts 
Aydrotechny prove that was and 

Eneye. Brit., XXV. 874. 

hydrotherapic Veg he ego, Ben’ a a. — 
‘ap-y + -ic,] Same ash 

fusion. See — 
edgy mages ma (bi dré-thi-6-né’ mi-ii), ». 

ae re water, + teiov, sulphur, + 
i blood he presence in the blood of 
hydrogen sulphid, as in certain forms of auto- 
— Buck, Med, Handbook, I, 642, 

hi’drd-thi-on’ ik), a. "[Gr, idup 
(idp-), amg Gsiov, sulphur, + -ie,] Noting 
an acid discovered by Schtitzenberger and first 
called by him hydrosulphurous acid, now gen- 
erally called Ayposulphurous acid, this latter 
name having formerly been used for a different 
substance now known as thiosn!phurie acid, 
H,yS,03. The formula for Schiitzenberger'’s 
acid is probably HoSo0,y. It is an energetic 
reducing agent. 
fi hase mre (bi drd-thi-d-na’ri-4), . (NL, 

Gr. idupy (idp-),. water, + Geiov, sulphur, + 
oiipow, urine. ] The elimination of hydrogen 
sulphid in we 55* 4, 

ic, a oting an acid, a syrupy com- 
pound, C,HgO7N,. found in porsphation. 
drotimetric ( (hi'dré-ti-met’rik), a, Relating 

to hydrotimetry. 
s.— a9 

». Bame as 

609 
hydrotimetry (hi-ird-tim’e-tri), a. [Gr. idpd- 
Tr, moisture, + -aeTpia, ( uirpov, measure.) In 
chem., the determination of the degree of hard- 
ness of a natural water. See hydrotimeter. 

a, 2, In phy + governed 
by conditions which change from dry to wet: 
said of a succession of vegetations. F. EF. 
Clements.— 3, In psychol., interested in water; 
tending to hydropsychoses. 

the stream isin a hundred wi the t of ite. The 
sol is Apdrotropic, aud this is hour of 
tunity for ny these dim and damb molimena 
soul to thelr issue, for wedding the ——— 
ings to the best that tint kes ene ot the races 

———— slog 
— — “ok Halt, Adolescence, IL 197. 

iydroxanthic cn - dro ~sun’thik) a. [hydro- 
gen) + zanthic.} Same as za thie. 

n.—Sodium hydroxid, — toda (Xa UOo) 

“Eee propery — me y om 

hy —— in the strontic 

—— thins ob- 

—— —— 23 
In chem., — into a 

~(hi-drok’ si-). [hydr(ogen) +ory(gen), } 
member * many com —*— terms 

—— * porary he as : gph cra 
wo ydrozy, in ng t the substance 
designated ——— hydroxyl radieal or 
group, HO. The term ozy- is often used, leas 
correctly, with the same meaning.— 
acid, an ‘organic acid which containg, in 
carboxyl, —— — 1 groups. Teas ive aloo 
holic properties to the compound in addition to its char- 
eae as an acid, Sach compounds are — 32* 

which the —— isa —— 

—— — ‘e-tn),n. Same 

hydroxyacid (hi-drok’si-as'id), n. See *oay- 

D ini 

acid, 
n. hydroxyammonis a (hi-drok’si-a-mé’ni-a), n. 
] me as *hydrorylanine, / 

omatic (hi-drok*si-ar-d-mat‘ik), a. 
oting any organic compound, of the aromatic 

series, which contains one or — —— 
ups, Nature, Feb, 5, 1903, p. 

earex . A prefix in —— Bee 
oryazo-, 
on benzene (hi-drok-si-ben‘zén), ». A 

pheno 
oxycarbamide (hi-drok-si-kiir’ba-mid), n. 

¢ *hydrarylearbamide. ad 
c (hi-drok’si-ké- -men‘ik), 4. 

hydr(ogen) + ory gen) + comenic.) Noting a 
— —— ‘BH 4Oo, formed by “TR 
oxidation of mecon e nek drogen peroxi 
It crystallizes tn oe eee z air sles or ot tine 

Ipyrone (hi-drok‘si-di-meth- 
[hydr(ogen) * ory({gen) + di-2 

+ methyl Ay Td .) Acoloriess compound, 
) 

©0¢ CH: C(CH g > O, formed by the exida- 

tion of dimethy pyrone in hydrogen Bye 
It crystallizes in needles, melts at 162,5° C, 
and — * be sublimed. a 

o @ (hi-drok-si-ké’tén), » 
— 

— ig. ks pane e (hi-drok-sil-am’in), 1» 
amine, ] A colorless basie compound, 

— OH, prepared by the en of various 
n derivatives of nitrogen. tallines in 

en, of hant needles, melts at ax C,, Molle at ba" C, 
under 2 millimeters pressure, and easily explodes when 
heated. In its general properties and in those of its salts 
it closely resembles —— with the exception that it 
rewlily redaces certain metallic salts aach as those of sil- 
ver or mercury. It is much used in ongantc chemistry 
for * isotation of ketones or aldehydes. Occasionally jy 
called Aydreryammonia,— Hiydroryiamine nitrate, a 
colorless crystalline compound, HONHyNOy, the mit of 
nitric 25 and ————— It is readily soluble in 
abaolate aloohol and dsoomapeaes into water and nitric 
oxkt when heated, 

xylate (hi-drok’si-lat), r. t=; pret. and 
pp. hydrozyiated, pp. _butdrozytating [hy 
droryl + -atel,) to cause to com- 
bine with the cleat pos boty — Brit. 
Ass'n Adrancement uf Sei., 1900, p. 

i oe cee * 

the stance believed to be 

hygrology 
hydroxylated Gal-drok’el- li-ted), x % a, Con- 
taining the hydroxyl orn or radical, 

hydroxylation hicire A’shon), ».  [hy- 
roxylate + -ion.) In cheni., com ination with 

the radical hydroxyl, HO. 
lear’ (hi-drok- “WNCONHOM 

A eolorless compound, HgNCONHO 
repared by the action of hydroxylamine ni- 
teon jum cyanate, —— * 

hoe —— — Bag oe This 

hyd roxylic 5 hs), @. = t 
-ie.] Pertsinin to or contain the hy igo 

up. En ye: t,, XX VIIL 

—J——— (i· drokai · srg * 
—— (oem + L, linum, flax, + 

+ -in.] In chem., & neutral sub- 
formed ‘during the dry- 

ing of linseed-oil by the absorption of oxygen 
from the air: essentially the same as *linozyn 
(which see). 

hydroxylurea (hi-drok-si-liré-it), n, Same as 
hydrorylearbamide, 

— ai⸗ — n, 6 
gen) + ory(gen) + Gr. rip, fire, + 

colorless compound, * < Gontici > re pre- 

3 by the distillation of meconic acid. 
t — * in large prisms, melts at 117° 

, boils at 227-228° C., and sublimes at the 
—— temperature 

hydroxysul: hi-drok-si-sul’fid), nm. In 
chem., & compound containing both hydroxyl 
and sulphur, as calcium hydroxid and hydro- 
sulphid oecurring combined (or merely 
mixed) in the tank waete, = alkali works. 

oleum, oil 

G, Lvnge, Sulphurie Aei 817, 
—* — * = ‘i m, — as 

rorylured an roxy m 
(hi'dn}-260), n, [hydirogen) + 

ozone.) A —— for by m dioxid, 
or hid’rQ-li), mz pl h — rule (-16), -y dim, of Ps ra, Ligh n 

the pA oat of hydroid pol, the stage 
succeedi the planula, the adm polyp 
pat Fy isk of attachment at its proxim 

ni at the distal end a wanebcion and 
relet of tentacles, By the — of 

the hydrula a branched colony is produced 
hydruresis (hi-drij-ré’sis), ». (Gr. idup (br, 
water, + ofppec, urination] Same as hy 
druria. 

hydrureted, hydruretted (hi'drgj-ret-ed), a. 
n chem., combined with hydrogen - - anti- 

quated term at no time in general uo 
urilate (hi-<dii'ri-lat),n. [Ayduril-ie * ~ate\.) 
salt of h —* acid, 
urilic (hi-di-ril’ik),a@. [ Aud(rogen) + ur(ic) 
~il + -ie.] mone an wld’ » & colorless com- 

pound, CO < NHCO > cH: cH< CONT 2 COW), 
formed by the oxidation of uric acid and by 
the prolonged boiling of alloxan and alloxantin 
with dilute sulphurie acid, It is obtained in 
small te! nal columuar erystals with 2H.0, 
or ee ent with 1H,0, and is a strong 
dibasic acid 

hyenasic (hi-6. na’sik), a. [hyen-ic + -ase + 

em., derived from the hyena, 
-ic.] Same as —— 2. 

a colorives compound, Cog HygQh0OH, 
hyenic, « a. 2, Ine 

Pe ye in combination with glycerol in the anal granular 
_ of the striped hyena (//vaena striata) and tn the 
at meeps wool It crystallizes in nodules and melta 
a 
pystal coefficient. Sce pluviometric *coefiicient. 
— a. and c.t. A simplified spelling of 

hytiastic (hi-ji-as’tik), a. 
serving to heal, ¢ iyealew, heal, 
seo — Ty, ‘Same as hygienic, 

i-ji-as‘tiks), », Same as *8 
c (hi’grilt), @ [Gr. iypdc, moist, + -ie.] 

ating to moisture or humidity, 

Hallucinations of cutaneous and thermal sensibility, of 
pain, of the muscular sense, hallucinatory sensations of 
moistare on the skin (Awgrie hallucinations), 

Laweet, April 15, 1908, p, 1115, 

ik), a. — +-ic.) De- 
he.— Hygrinic acid, a coloricas 

v a’ a fit aie OOH, prepared by the oxidation 

lizes 

(from hygrine) With 1Hgt it 
softens at BS" ¢., and melts ist 

rid when dehydrated the melting-point in 164" € 

hygrograph, ”,— Hatr- an instrument, 
on the principle of 

hygrograph. an 
the hair-livygrometer, used for 

recording variations In the molsture of the air, 
hygrology, n. 2, The study of the origin and 
properties of aqueous vapor, including its 

Gr. bymmerexde, 
bye, healthy : 

Tet from lye 
— from 
ofthe c Hye 

ie 



hygrology 
evaporation, condensation, pressure, relative 
humidity, density, weight, and all the rela- 
tions of vapor or moisture to the atmosphere. 
‘groma, ”.-— Fleischman hyFrema. enk 

Tent ——— ne gs eg: % geulogionsus 
mauscle in the Soor of the mouth 

®.—Dufour’s hygrom: 
through which the vapor diffases at a mite 

which varies with the difference of the elastic Super pres- = 
m sures of ner side of the diay The air w 

ye k idlofaki modified thin 
by —— oa —* * containing water and having a 

opening, and a similar vessel contain- 
air that is “Castes by a chemical abeorbent. The se Gite, 

antes tate of Citusice fs the basis of the calenula’ 
relative humid! ‘s hygrometer, « 
grometer which nea the tension or volume of the 
vapor present in a Fe iat form, without taking account 
of any particles of that may a in atmos- 

ment for the mea- 
surement of hamidity in ~ Fh ay the influence of moistare 
upon the length of a hair is used. A human hair, freed 
from fat by —— with ‘neat is — vertically. 

around a pulley, to which a The lower end poate 
is attached, and le held tant by means of a welt. I hy’ 
motst alr the hair absorbs water and increases in length. 

indicative of variations in the — 
of the atmosphere, cause a rotary —— 
pot the — acireulur es owe by 

balbor payohroane nied 
bred phen — mood by | the wi hiried, phe or r vestlia 
peychrometer.— Renoux. , a hy- 

i, —* the depos! tof the teat 
lished metallic surface 

nounced by the opie on of the electric cireait throagh 
the dew. — ‘agra’ hygrom- 
eter, a0 apparatus in which the weight of a hygromet- 
rie body with ite varying amount of molsture ta recorded 

Figen. Tho weight is eusmed ts tery with, cnet a ASSL w ee 

metric state pa hd hamidity of — al 

Hygrometric water. See *w 
hygrometrical (hi-gré-met’ri-kal), adv. In 
a manner pertaining or relating to the mois- 
ture of the air; by means of hygrometry or of 
the hygrometer. 

hygrometrici fe 6-me-tris’i-ti), n iy 
grometric + -i © propert; of being 
grometric or of becoming moist by the abso 
tion of water from the atmosphere. 

it (hi’grd-fant), mn. (Gr. typdc, wet, 
ora, (ain, show.) A speci form of 

* — graduated to indicate humidity 

hiygrophll (hi'gré-tl), a. (Gr. éypé, moist, + ‘gro-fil), a. Tr. , mo 
¢i4oc, loving.) Same as *hygrophilous. 
grop’ ag cared -lus), a. (Gr. typée, 

moist, + gidoc, loving, + ous.) Moisture- 
yen in phytogeog., aving the character of 
ah hye. | Flevt wed by —— — (154), who 

Teroph correla! with 

ous soils Apgraphil. bs quotation ander =? 

hygrophily (bi-grof’i-li), m. [hy it + -y3.] 
ptation for life in damp p 

— —— (hi-grof-thal’mik [G c ‘mil Tr. 
moist, + — oye. lating to 

moisture in the eyes; lac 
hygrophyte 6-fit), 
ourév, a erg at * ., Same as *hydro- 
phyte: apparently * by Wiesner (1889), 
in the form Aygrophyta, by him opposed to hy- 
drophyta. 

— usr 
trans.), Plant-Geag., P. 17, 

hyroplaen (hi? — n, Same as hygro- 

lyeroscopically (hi-gro-skop’ ital), adv, In 
e manner of a hygrosco ic substance, 

(hi-gros‘k6- pi), n. fA ygroscope + 
—2 he art of wing the the YgToscope.— 
be art of making h: —3. The 

actual observation of Pe —— condition of 
the atmosphere as to moistness or dryness.— 
4. The art of making the presence of aqueous 
vapor apparent by some one of its visible ef- 
fects, such as cloud, haze, change of color, 
¢ of form or shape, e nsion, ete. 

ermal (hi-gro-thér’mal), a. [Gr. typéc, 
moist, + Hépyy, heat, + -all.) Relating to a 
special combination of hygrometric and ther- 
mal conditions: as, & na pert area, one 
whose condition is included within given lim- 
its as to temperature and humidity. 
—— (i·jq · v batꝰ ra kus), . (Gr. 

pertaining to the forest, + Sarpaxor, a 
frog.) A genus of anurous Amphibia repre- 

in the 
the earliest known urodeles, It occurs 

hylegiacal (hi-1¢-ji’s-kal), a 

ee. types, wet, + 

wer Cretaceous of Ay 
[hyleg + -i-ac- 

Encye. —— (hi’men-6-kar'id), n, 

610 

al.) In astrol., — the hyleg. Zad- 
kiel, Gram, of Astrol 
hylic (hi‘lik), @ (Gr. thuxdc, € bay, — 

rtaining to matter; material: among 
—— > peng to — and pie Sag 
hyloge ogenesis, 1. manufacture or pro- 

uction of —— by a cell: for example, 
the production by a cell of substances which 
are to be secreted or removed from the cell, 
as contrasted with their secretion or removal. 
The process of the manufacture of — tk Bebe 

I have. . to “h 
meaning the eatin of A ss area Ti 

Mathews, Biol, Lectures, 1900, p, 168, 

hylonism Aral), n. [Gr. it», matter, + 
-n + -ism,.] Theoretical — Haeckel 
(trans.), Wonders of Life, p. 82. 

hylopa ‘thian (hi-ld-path’i-an), a. [hylopath- 
a army Same as hylapaihic. Cudicorth, 
Intell. 5* ILL. 402, 

(hi’l6- -fit), m. (Gr. fAn, wood, + 
hylop! plant.] A woody plant. Hylophytes 
are treated by the authors of the term as a 
subdivision of the mesophytes. Pound and 
Clements. 
— — -lot’ré-pik), a. bon tay, matter, 

-ic.) Capable of change 
frose' 6 one ae into another, without varia- 
tion of the properties of the residue and of the 
new phase; not separable into two or into frac- 
tions having different composition. Tho term 
Amlotropie body ts the same as chemical individual or 
substance, but is broader than this 

Bodies of the first —— 
and A 5 ma oy me hg ¥ ry il a = intel 

ces or chemical 

somewhat broader the cot —— 
ha ure, May 6, 1004, p. 16 than that of a substance, 

hylotropy (hi-lot’ré-pi) [hylo ic + 
~3,) 6 condition of teing hylotropie, 

Thus the chemical element fs defined as a substance 
which retaina ite Aylotropy ander all conditions ; and the 
difference between elements and compounds lies, not ao 
much tp the ultimate nature of the two classes of sub- 
stances, as in the extent to which they posses a certain 

anlity — A 
— —— hem, Industry, Sept, 104, p. 36L 

lozoic, a. 2. Same as *zodmimetic. 
ocallig (hi’ men-6-kal’is), n, gle 

(Salisbury, 1812), ¢ Gr. tufv, membrane, + 
xdAtoc, beauty, A membrane connects the Byocephal 
stamens.) A genus of plants of the family 

acer. 

Nat 

—— are in cultivation. ite with 
umbels of mostly white fragrant omen un are favorites 
with painstaking — who desire bright winter 
bloom. See pancrativm, 2 

One of 
Hymenocaridex, 

dw (hi’men-6-kar’i-dé), n. ph x 
— (-rid-) + -ide.) A primitive 

ily of malacostracous Crustacea belonging 
to the suborder Hymenocarina. ‘The carapace la 
pod-shaped and not —8 by a median —— 

in a pairs segments are § ora, amt the — spines are 

The species are of © 
ocaris ——— 

0-kar’is),. [NL., <r. 
“iv, & mem 
* a shrimp.) im 

ieal genus of the 
‘ymenocaride. ss 

men- wes ope — Mymenscarts 
Cambrian (Salter). 

[NL., % Gr. inv, mem- (Fron Nicholson and —— 
brane, + Kegahs, head. ker's © Palaontology. 

A genus of grenadier-tishes of the family Mac- 
rurid#, characterized by the thin and papery 
bones of the skull. umerous species are 
found in the deep sea. 
Hymenochate (hi’men-9-k6’té), n. (NL. (Lé- 
Veill6, 1846), < Gr. Sufy, m membrane, + + xairn, 
mane (NL. bristle).J large genus of hy- 
menomycotous fungi of the family Thelephora- 
cewx, having leathery or corky sporophores of 
various shapes either resu he or pileate, 
The nomen bears simple bees in — — with 
the basidia. The species are widely distributed snd 
oocur commonly on the trunks and ches of fallen 
trees, The name refers to the downy appearance of the 
ca of some specics, caused by the projecting cys- 

(hi* men-d-dik’ti-o-nin), n, 
—— (see def.) + -ine?,]” A erys- 

faifine alkaloid, CogHypNe, contained in the 
East Indian shen , Hymenod menodictyon excelsum, 
Also hymenodyctine. 

the body acid. 

Le eee 
ogasteres (hi’men-d-gas’te-réz), u. pl. 

me as *Hymenogastrales, 
}] Hynes (hi*men-d-gas-tra‘léz), nm. 
pt INied An order of subterrancan gastero- 

tous fungi including the single — 
a Also Hymenogasteres 
—— 

Hymenogastrin: e@ (hi’men-d-gas-trin’é4), ». 
Same as —— 

*men-$-mi-sé-tin’6~@), 
— J Botme as Hymenomyectes, 

h pence ter ere, a Tey yrs 

opterological (hi*me - nop’ te - r6-lo}‘i- 
nl), a. Ofor pertaining to — — 

enosoma (hi’ men-6-s0‘ mii), n. 
(Demarest, 1823), ¢ Gr. ipiy, De Rona + 
caua, body.) The typical genus of the family 
Hymenosomide. 

n, pl, 

(hi’men-6-som’i-dé), m. pl. 
NL., < Hymenosoma + -ide.) A family of 

crabs having a fiat, more or less triangular, 
and usually thin carapace. 

(hi* men-6-std ‘ma-til), n. pl. 
NL., ¢ Gr. tuwiv, membrane, + oréua(r-), 

A suborder of holotrichous Ciliata, 
in which the mouth is usually situated at the 
bottom of an elongated, gutter-like, peristo- 
tnial depression and opens into a short eso- 
phageal tube which is never supported by a 
patisade of rods. In many, 

a smal! undulating membrane at margin 
—* ne families incladed are CAiifera, Micretho- 

aecine, (recentrina, Plerronemina, Le- 
—— cna Opalintnaa, toand mostly in tnfustens, 
though the last two are parasitic. Delage. 

la (hi-men‘f-li), nm. “CNL. (Fries, 
1825), dim. of Gr, dpi, membrane.) — 
of — fungi of the family 
ewlar' having the sporophores congluti- 
nate in a disciform layer. The conidia are unicel- 
tular and oval or elongate. Over 40 species have been 
described. They occur mostly on decaying herbaceous 

hymnie, Il. ». A hymn-lik i a. n. n-like composition. 
mb. N.E. D. sg * 

——— is), n. [NL.,< Gr. "inn, tec, ivege, a 
plowshare.) A genus of cavallas of the family 
Garengide, Sypiied by ' by the compressed body. 

are found ii. nai Oocure on 
—— —1* mas (hi. 

lus), a. [Gr. ic, swine, 
Pig. bow, + neds i eed ae gaa {Rare.} 
We coined ... the adjective “> * which 

is a euphemtem “that Boo in —— when 
talking about Englishmen. Bookman, July, 1006, p. 452 

Olalic (hi‘d-ko-lal‘ik), a. (Gr. ic. swine, 
yoas, bile, + -al! + -ic (see cholalic).] Noting 

an acid, Co,H. ou, which results, on decom- 
position, from h lycocholic acid. 1t resembles 
cholalte acid, and ket js transformed into dyslysia im 
the intestinal canal. 

it 
tion bands, and is dextro- 

tatory. 
hyoglycocholate (hi’é-gli’kd-kol-at), n. 
— + atei.] * salt of tel dood 5 
ae 
hyoglycocholic ( (hi’d-gli-k$-kol’ik), a. [Gr. ig, 
swine, + yAuxig, sweet, ** bile, + ( ~ic.] 
Noting an acid, a solid, dextrorotatory com- 

und, CogN49g0,5N, obtained from swine’s 
Bite, in which it” is "present as a sodium salt, 
—* forme | —— ni and existe in two moxlifioations, 

cochalic acid, which differ in the 

ohippus F — NL., ¢ Gr. ic, 
ixmoc, horse. nus 0 —— Tort ary 

ungulates havi ities with the horse, but 
— od as belonging to the family 

lexotherii 
SEs a Ste hid 

which lies just anterior to the branchial arches and 
terminates —— tn th 

nods rod on either site tn in the se yk oS 
— ~ asta of sharks or of the embryos of 

nyolithid (hi-9-lith‘id), ». One of the —— 

u thid@ (hi-6-lith’i-dé), n. pl. [Hyolithus + 
-idz.) A fomily of fossils, of Er ubtful system- 
atic position, which are currently placed with 
the Ptero . It inelndes symmetrical canteal ot —— 
ramidal shells, the —_ ot which a rons 
by afree operculum. It extends from th 
the Permian. 



hyolithoid 
hyolithoid (hi-G-lith’oid), «. (H 
oi.) Havitig the eharactera o 
Hyolithus. 

lithus (hi-ol’i-thus), mn. [NL., (Gr. iy, pig, 
: autos, stone.) The typical genus of the Hyo- 
ethicar, 

Hyomandibular cleft, Seo *cleft. 
a. II. a. One of the two bones 
the hycplastron of turtles. See 

cut under Cheloma, 1. Annals and Mag. Nat. 
Hist, Jan., 1903, p. 120. 

(hi-op-sod’i-dé), mpl. (NL. Hi 
sodas, the type genus, +-ida.) A femnliy of 
small lemur-like animals whose fossil remains 
oceur in the Wasatch and Bridger Eocene, 
Schlosser, 1887. n. — 
osternal, a. n, Same as yal, 
— Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 

4 

hyostyly (hi-os’ti-li), n. 
— FS Tha 
in which the palatoquadrate articulates with 
the cartilaginous cranium and the hyoman- 
dibular serves, to a greater or less extent, as a 
suspensorium for the jaws: found in sharks 
and ra — proper, a condition in which 
the la A Visceral in intact, the hyomand!balar and 
hyoid segments together forming a movable support for 
the jaws : found tn moet sharks and, typically, in tina. 
Correlated with weuhyout: 

ith( us) + 
the genus 

i) 
a form 

why. 5 
(hi*6 -sus-pen-s0’ri-al), a, 

hyo(id) + suspensorium + -a11,] Relating to 
the hyoid and # usorium, . Zool, Soc, 
London, 1804. p. 

uroch: (hi-6-td-ro-kol’ik), a. 
Gr. ty, pig, + raipoc, bull (see taurin), + 
yoad, bile + -irc.) Noting an anic acid, 
CagHasNSOq, found in the bile of pigs. On 
decomposition it yields taurin and hyoeho- 
lalic acid, 

a. [hyo(id) + hyothyroid (hi -6 - thi’roid), 
thyroid.) Same as thyrohyoid. 

byssal (hip-n-bis’al), a. (Gr. iré, under, 
EK. — In petrog., a term applied by 

Brogger (1894) to igneous rocks intermediate 
in texture between coarse-grained (abyssal) 
forms and extrusive lava. They occur as facies of 
the coarse-grained forma in some instances, and in dikes 
ami sheets, They correspond to Rosenbusch's ‘dike- 
poss GGongperieind. Geikie, Text-book af Geol, (4th ed.), 

e (hi-pak’tik), a. ([Gr. imanrinde, ¢ 
urdyes, carry off below, ¢ under, + dys, 
lead, carry.) Pua tive ; cathartic. 

(hi-pa-ka‘si-i), ». [NL.] Same 
as hypacusis, 

hypathros (hi-pé‘thros), », Same as hype- 
thron, 

buminosis (hip-al-bi-mi-nd’sis), n. 
hyp(o-) + albumen(-min) + -osis,) The pres- 

ence of a subnormal amount of albumins in 
the bloodplasma. 

hypallactic (hip-a-lak’tik), a. [Gr.iradJaxrinéc, 
cuchangeable,  axeliéenss, exe ange.) Per- 
taining to or of the nature of hypallage. 
Fitzedward Hall. 

hypallelomorph (hip-a-lel’6-mérf), ». [hyp(o-) 
allelomorph.] In biol, one of the ae) 

ents of a compound allelomorph. See the 
extract. 

To sum ap the phenomena of compound allelom 
—* may as that the evklence ehows that the pe! 

Bateson and Saunders, Rep. Evol. Com, Roy. Soc., 
1902, 1, 148. I 

bypercunie hi-plir-ki-d'1é), #.; pl. Ayparenalia 
-li-A). [NL., ¢ Gri id, under, + Py areus, 

arch.] A bony arch, develo 
side of the notochord, which forms the neural 
— the equivalent of the *hasidorsale of 

ow. 
d 

Th hol consists of Ayparenate (iy tasthoraal proper) and Sf eh wares BYDET 

bye ⏑ 
mn. 2. I. 5).A moth of this genus, 

Tiypena hvmadi, whose larve live 
fe hop-plant on the lenvenc and sometimes do consider- 

famine. 

don the superior 3 

or false involucre 
being split at matu- 
rity into 3-many-lan- 
eeolate lobes. There 
are 44 species grow- 
ingon rocks or onthe 
ground in nearly all 
parts of the world. 

halon (hi- 
n-sef’a-lon), nm, 

ES. < Gr. i-vd, un- 
er, + éynégaros, 

brain.) The infun- 
dibular region in the 
brainoftheembryo; * 
the cerebellum, 
Buck, Med. Hand- 
book, I. 271. 

@ 

Hypemantrom temetia. 
4, plant, two thirds maturel size; 

4, crosmsection of fruiting head, 
enlarged: ¢, capsule dehiscing ; 4, 
elater; ¢. spore, «dt ande, magal- 

* fet. (From Gray's "Manual of 
Keotany.} 

0, der, 
enchyma.). In em- 
brye 

chyme, 

process + then camses the f tion 
— ——————— tthe latter fillinys the 
archenteron) Nature, April 10, 1002, p. Sé1. 

nid (hi-pen’id), n. and a, In, A member 
of the —— family Hypenide. 

II, a. Of or belonging to the family Hypenide. 
. (i) In mod, math, —_, denoting extension, 

generalization, or complication, aa In Ayperspace, Ayper- 
geometrical. 

hyperabsorption (hi*pér-ab-sérp’shon), 1. 
xcessivel ——— tion * Trans, 

. Soc. (London 2, ser. 5 
— (hi - pér : as’ id), a. Uateomely or 
strongly acid, 

acusia all ei gp mn. [(NL.J 
cueis. 

(hi’pér-a-kit’), @. Extremely 
Buck, Med. Handbook, IIT. 40. 
buminosis (hi‘pér-al-bi-mi-nd’sis), n. 

@ presence of an unusually large amount of 

— tation (hit — en! nm (hi* pér-al‘i-men-ta’shon), 
n, The taking of food in excess of the ordi- 
nary needs of the 
hyperalkalinity 
cessive alkalinity. 
hyperanabolic (hitpér-an -bol‘ik), a. Abnor- 
mally or excessively anabolic. 
The} ask snd smoke . . - of the combustion of the 

Aypera fT rtivity. 

— — @. x Hall. Adolescence, I. 436. 

hypera: (hi-pér-A‘fi-t), 1, [NL., ¢ Gr, ixép, 
over, agi, —— Abnormal seuteness of 
touch. 

eas h 

acute. 

hyper hi-pér’ toid), hyper- 
la bg ge hee —8 oft out 

between two parallel planes by a straight line 
which interseeta them and so moves as to h 
return to its initial ition, 

the lateral areas of area, the proostmeum of 
e shell of Belermnites, situated om either side of the 

dorsal area and separnted from it by the aaymptotes It 
fs covered with very obliquely arched Hoes in a hyper- 
bolic form, — comine, involu- 
tion, Ree kcovine, #function, #invelution, 
pa oid. — secant of x, sine of x, Sec 
eeveant, keine? — tangent 
Of x, See *xsubetitution, etangent. 

bolo-parabolical (hi- pér’bé -16-par-a- 
l'i-kal), a, Like the hyperbola or parabola, 

or like both at onee. 
anic (oh plr-trak’t — 

0 

mentosis i-pér-sé-men-td'sis), 9», 
, over, + NL, cementum, cementum, 
An overgrowth of the cementum of 

hydria § (hi‘pér-klér-hi‘dri-i), nm. 
. & Gr. urip, over, + chlor(in) + hydr(o- 
+ -ia.]) The presence of an abnormal 

Oz 

body. 
(hi" per-al-kg-lin’j-ti), n, Ex- BY 

hypergaseous 
—— of hydrochloric acid in the gastrie 
u 10e. 

orhydric (bi‘pér-klér-hi’drik), a. Re- 
wting: to hyperchlorhydria, Med. Record, 
Feb. 7, 1903, p, 220. 

hyperchloridation (hi pér-kl6-ri-di’shon), 1. 
hyper- + chlorid + -ation.] The charging in 

excess with chlorin or one of its compounds, 
as the administration to a patient of an exces- 
sive amount of common salt, sodium chlorid. 
Lancet, June 18, 1904, P. 1758, 

holia (hi-pér-ko'lii), ». (NL, ¢ Gr. 
unzip, over, x04, bile.) An abnormally 
profuse secretion of bile, 
hyperchromatic Perrier met), a. {hy 
per- + chromatic.) 1, Excessively pigmented. 
—2, Staining with extreme facility. 

(hi-pér-kro’ma-top-si), n. 
Tt. trip, over, axpaua(r-), color, + dyuc, 

view.] An anomaly of vision in which all ob- 
jects appear to be colored, 
liyperchromatosis (hi* pér-krd-ma-td’sia), nm. 

hyperchromat-ic + -osis,] The state or condi- 
tion of containing more than the normal 
—— of ——— * said of certain cells. 

to pochromatosis, 
hypercompoaite (hi’pér-kom-poz‘it), a, Ex- 
cessively composite; composed of an exers- 
sive number of ingredients, 
The rece! collected in . . . books for domestic practice 

are some of them so ——— that even Tisser's gur- 
den could hardly supply all ndigencis Ingredients i 

Southey, Doctor, xxiv., P. L 

hypercycle, ». 2, Same as *equidistantial, 
cloid (hi-pér-sf’kloid), n.  (hypereycle 

. —* In er arr a a — generated 
a tantial.— 
revolution, the straight equidistant uote oe tote 

of revolution with rectilinear axis. 

d ‘lia Gi mn, [(NL., 
r. urép, over, + ddxresos, finger.} The pres- 

ence of more than five fingers or toes on a 
hand or one 7 i , . 

cro! (hi-pér-dik’r6-tizm), ». [hyper- 
dicrotism,]) A condition be very pronounced 

dicrotism 5 of ‘oe Hore a 
perdissy (hi* pér-di-sil‘a-bl), n. and a. 

nw. A word of — two syllables. 
HT. a. Of more than two syllables: as, a 

hyperdissyllable participle. N.E. D. 
on (hi’ pir-die-ten‘ahga), n. Ex- 

treme distension, 
hyperdiuresis (hi‘pér-di-d-ré‘sis), n. (NL, 

yper- + diuresis.| Same as polyuria, 

4 —* Pao 232 — a. lAnmper- i ic. nanthrop., 
having a cephalic index from 65.0 to ano. 
Keane, Ethno p. 147, 

nyperdolichopeliic (hi-pér-dol‘i-kd-pel’ik), a. 
hyper- + dolichopellic.] In anat., having a pel- 

vie index more than 116, as found in anthro- 
id apes. Amer, Anthropologist, Oet.-Dec., 
1, p. 713, 
dynamia (hi’ pér-di-nam‘i-#), n. [NL., 

r. iTép, over, + divauec, power.) Abnor- 
mally great nervous or museular force. 

ophilia (hi* pér-é'6-sin-5-fil'i-ii), m. 
L., € Ayper- + eosinophilia.) The presence 

n the blood of a larger number of eosinophilic 
leucocytes than is normal. 

ma (hi'pér-é-kwi-td’ri-al), a. 
ore than equatorial in temperature. 
If you will see a fellow Peter, pee 

Helis Ayperequatorial imate 
Tuto a kind of a —— — yellow. 

, Witeh of Atlas, To Mary, st. & 

Exees- 

hype (hi-pér-es’thét), n. One who is 
affected with hypermsthesia; one who is ab- 

rerethism (hi-pér-er’e-thizm), m. 
sive irritability, 

hyperexcitability (hif pér-ek-si-ta-bil’i-ti), n. 
n excessive degree of excitability. 

on (hi*pér-eks-ten’shon), =. The 
extension of a joint beyond the straight line 
or the normal limit of such movement. 

hyper (hi‘pér-gas), n, See fourth state of 
matter. 

hypergaseous (bi-pér-gaa’é-us), a, Of or per- 
taining toa hypergas or te the fourth state of 
matter (Crookes), See *matter. 



hypergeometric 
‘geometric equation. Same as Gauss's hypermicr 

Pequation. 
metrical (hi-pér-jé-d-met’ri-kal), a. 

meé as hypergeometric, 
etry (hi*pér-jé-om‘e-tri), i 

metry of point-space of more than 
dimensions, — 2. 
Euclidean space. 

tee eae ene taateved to have boon given a's Yoo Le v ve ren in a 

ture at ‘Kazaf tn 1826, Eneye. Brit., XXX. 306, 

lobulia (hi’pér-glé-bi‘li-d), n. (NL., ¢ 
r. ixép, over, rhe globulus, » Soules} A 

condition in which the red blood-corpuscles 
are in excessive amount. 

glycemia (hi‘pér-gli-sé’mi-#), ». The 
presence in the blood of a large quantity of 

uysarglycemie (ul"pargii-es'mik), a. Rel c i-sé’mik), @. at- 
ing to or affected with Typenglyeemia, Med, 
Pecord, yank ey tar. int ‘ 

hyper; J mn), m. r. trip, over, 
mgr = } 1» a wike-am led pho 

ens, devised by Goerz, em ng an angle of 
235°, Itisa adouble anastigmat, the symmet- 
Tical doublet consisting of two very thin semi- 
spherical single lenses. 

hypecheredity (bi’pér-hé-red’i-ti), », 
ypothetical accumulation or culmination of 

inheritance in the offspring of delayed mating. 
Conversely, . - ». Aeporheredity due to long delay of 
—5——— for accounting for... some 

= eee er ue Adolescence, TL, 607, 

hexapodous (hi’pér-hek-sap’}-dus), a. 

hyperi —— pe rae ‘ti-an), a. [Gr.¢ 1 T-l-as ti-an), 4. tr. wre; 

uaaruos, ¢ dtp, over, + "Téorwc, Ionian, < "Lac, 
Ionian.) See mode', 7 (a) (1). 

: (bi-per-i-ka’shius), a. Belong- 
ing to or having characters of the plant 
family Hypericaces. 

eg (hi’ per-i-ki’léz), ». pl. po. 
(Bmall, 1903), < Hypericum + -ales.) A large 
order of dicotyledonous, —— choripetalous 
plants, characterized by regular flowers (ex- 
cept in the Violacew), usually numerous sta- 
mens, & compound ovary, and parietal pla- 
cente (whence often called Parietales). It 
inclades 31 families They are herba, but some 
are shrubs, and there are afew tropical trees. The prin- 
ci the J , Theaces, Clusiacese, 

Violaces, Fi rtiaces, Turneracese, 
Begoniaces. 

volution (hi’pér-in-v6-la’shon), ». In 
ysiol., involution which is excessive in either 

extent or rapidity. See involution, 7. 
risotonle i péri-ed-ton’ik), @. s [hyper- 

isotonic. ] erting ater osmotic pres- 
sure than an isotonic solution. Simon, Physi- 
ological Chem., 

rkeratosis 
tr. itép, over, par (uxpar-), horn, + -osis, 

1, Hypertrophy of the horny layer of the 
epidermis. —2, Same as conical *cornea, 

lactation (hi’pér-lak-ta’shon), ». Secre- bh 
tion of milk in excessive amount or for an ab- 
normall —— period, Buck, Med. Hand- 
book, I . 

hyperlethal (hi-pér-lé’thal), a. More than 
sufficient to cause death: noting an amount of 
a poisonous drug. Philos. Trans. Roy, Soc 
(London), 1898, ser, B, p. 269. 

hyperleucocytoais (bi’ pér-1a’k6-si-t6’sis), m. 
me as leucocytosis. 

hypermastia (hi-pér-mas’ti-4), u. (Gr. izfp, 
over, + yacré:, breast, ] Excessive develop- 
ment of the breasts, 

hypermature (hi" 
as a cataract in the eye. 
book, If. 720. 

hy anious (hi* pér-meg-a-kra’ni-us), 
a. In ecraniom., having » skull of very large 
yolume, over 2,280 cubic centimeters in males, 
over 1,960 eubie centimeters in females. 

hypermegaprosopous = (hi* pér-meg-a-pros’6- 
pus), a. In anthrop., having a facial skeleton 
w volume exceeds 790 eubie centimeters 
for males, and 630 eubie centimeters for fe- 
males. E. Schmidt, 

saticephalic (hi’pér-mes‘a-ti-se-fal’- 
In anthrop., having a mesaticephalic 

r-ma-tir’), a, Overripe, 
Buek, Med, Hand- 

ik), a. 
form of head, but approaching brachycephal- hype 

ypermetro n.—Total hypermetropia, th 
hyp of the opie. manifest hypermutropia. 

hyperaitroges : 
‘ontaining nitrogen in excess of the normal 

hypernormal (hi-pér-nér’mal), a. 
of the normal; above the normal. 

hyperanteition (hi‘pér-ni-trish’on), 4. 
tion beyond the normal needs of the 

The _Med. Record, F 
Hyperosrtil (hi‘ pér-6-iir'ti-l), mn. pl. . [NL., ¢ 

r. breppov, wy 
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oprosopous (hi’ pér-mi-kro-pros’6- 
pus), a. In anthrop., having a facial skeleton 
whose volume is less than 460 eubie centi- 
meters for males, and 400 cubic centimeters 
for females, £, Schmidt, n. . 

three hypermnesis (hi-pérm-né’sis), . (NL.) Same 
geometry of non- as hypermaesia, 

hroma (hi-pér-nef-ro’m4), #.; pl. 
ypernephromata (-ma-tii), [NL., ¢ Gr. ixép 

over, + vegpéc, kidney, + -oma.] A tumor o 
the adrenal gland, 

tion (hi*pér-ni-da’shon), ». [hyper- 
nidation,| Formation in abnormal amount, 

during menstruation, of a membrane analo- 
re to the decidua, G. 8. Hall, Adolescence, 

mous (hi*pér-ni-troj‘e-nus), a. 

amount, as soll or other substances. 
hi- In excess 

The tem ure fa reduced from 1-1°.5C_, but this is 
recovered in 2-2) hours, and become(s) c 

st os Frons Roy. Soe. (Lanion), 1902, ser, B, p. 101, 

Feb. 7, 1903, p. 227 

pper room (palate), + dprer, eom- 
* ——e— The pe or subclass of the 

‘arsipobranchii, typified by the lampreys. 1 
this —8 the nasal p Aas is a fhald-anc, —— 

Eyperedare- 
n Nae 
4 on), ™. 
{NL., Gr, 
trép, above, + 
dézedov, pave- 

— A ge- Hyperedapedom Gordons, 

chocephalian LN ee eens mn the Ties a 
reptiles from gin. Ov, orbit; 4, infrasemporal fossa. 

the Upper Tri- ahaa 

and India, which attained a length of from 10 to 
l4feet, The skull is cay 

tition oe compoan a 

the maxilla, in e 

and hyperope Gr'per fe), n. (Gr. izfp, over, + 
or-), eye.) Same as hypermetrope. 

thous (hi ? e- Or -thog nk 
us), a. ([Gr. irép, over, + dptlic, right, + 

yradboc, —— In anthrop., having « facial angle 
exceeding 90°. 

hi-pér-o#’mik), a. (Gr. itép, over, 
; éousy, sroell.) 1, Relating toor affected with 
yperosmia, or abnormal acuteness of smell,— . 327. h 

bisrpar ert), %, ae 2. Noting an acid, osmium tetroxid. 
rosmotic (hi’ pér-os-mot’ik), a, Produced 

7 or inducing inereased rapidity of osmosis. 
ed. Record, Jan. 24, 1903, p, 121. 

c (hi"péer-os’té-6-jen’ik), a. 
ertaining to oraffected with hyperosteogeny. 

G. 8, Hall, Adolescence, I. 81. 
(hi-pér-os-té-oj’e-ni), wn. [Gr. 

trip, over, + ogriov, bone, + -yrreia, ¢ «yerny, 
-producing.] Hypertrophy of bone. 

¢ (hi- ot’ik), a. [hyperoste- 
sis (-0f-) + -ie.] Relating to hyperostosis or 
hypertrophy of bone. 

Hyperotreti (hi‘pér-d-tra‘ti), n. pl. [NL., 
irreg. ¢ Gr, icrepqev, upper room (palate), + 
rpyrec, perforated.) he order or subclass of 
the Marsipobranchii, typified by the hag@ehes. 
In this group the nasal duct is a tabe with cart nous 
rings penetrating the palate. 

hyperoxid(hi-pér-ok’sid), n. [hyper- + oxid.} In 
chem,, an oxid containinga larger proportion of 
vee than some other analogous compound 
referred to: as, —— of lead, lead dioxid, 
PbOg, in which the proportion of oxygen is 
larger than in litharge, , or red lead, Phg 
Oy: same as perozid. 

te (hi-pér-ok’si-jen-dt), rv. 6; 
yp hyperarygenated, ppr. hyperoxy- pret, and 
n chem., to charge with oxygen in qenating. 

OXcess, 

hyperoxygenize (hi-pér-ok’si-jen-Iz),v.t.; pret. 
and pp. hyperorygenized, ppr. hypererygenizing. 
Same as *hyperorygenate. 

rpepsia (hi-per-pep’si-i), n. L., ¢ Gr. 
Urtp, over, + téve, digestion.) Indigestion re- 
sulting from an abnormal proportion of chlorids 
in the gastrie juice. 

Nu · 
body. * 

ter. y Ais ons + gisays (9a?a7)-), phalanx, + 

Hyperprosopon 
hyperpeptic (hi-pér-pep‘tik), a. Relating to 
or affected with hyperpepsia. 

(hi-pér* , te h 
Mle berparach, porperus), play got 

from gold 
h 

tréprepey, a coin oO called as made 
considered as highly refined by fire, ¢ tfp, 
over, + rip, fire.) In mums, a Byzantine fi 
coin somewhat heavier than a half-sove en 5 
the gold solidus. See solidus, 1 

In return he was to receive 1,000 silver marks, and as 
much land in the weet, that *8 in Epetros, as will yield an 
annual revenge of 10,000 gold * 

J. B, Bury, in Jour. Weiente Studies, VIL. siz, 

ection (hi’ pér-pér-fek’shon), ». 
— * —— Perfection to excess; 

perfection, in the parts or functions of animals 
or of man, which is considered to be beyond 
the limits of usefulness. 

L., <A — — — yper= peristalsis. THO) 
rapid peristalsis. ’ 

(hi ’ pér-fi-lan’ jé-al), v. 
. vxép, over, + 9a2a7£, phalanx, + -e-all.) 

aving more than the normal number of 
phalanges in a digit. 
Emb f, ogi are Ayperphalangeal, the fourth toe develop 

H, Gadovw, Amphibia and Reptiles, p 441. 

(hi pér-fa-lan ‘ jizm), 2. 

~ism. « occurrence of more than three pha- 
langes in a digit. There are as many as four- 
teen phalanges in the fingers of some cetaceans, 
The number of the phalanges of the second and third 

digits (in whales) always exceeds the normal number in 
mammals, som en considerably (Ayperphatan- 
giem) Flower awd Lydekter, ‘ p 2s 

With regard to & ian he agrees . . . that it 
is a result of ad casification and the formation of 
double * 

Jour. Roy, Mieroæ Soc., Feb,, 1904, p. th 

(hi pér-fa-lan’ji), =. Same 
as *h —— oria (hi-pér-f6’ri-A), n. LNL., ¢ Gr. 

tp, over, + -Sopia, ¢ -dopo;, € gépev, carry.) 
A condition in which one visual axis tends to 
be inclined upward more than the other, See 
*hypertropia, 

hyperphoric (hi-pér-for’ik), a. (Gr. icép, over. 
-goaic, ¢ oépev, carry.) In -» noting 

changes in a rock or mineral produced by 
addition or subtraction of material. 

osphorescence (hi’ pér-fos-fo-res‘ens), 
n. — + phosphorescence.) The emission 
of obscure rays, capable of affecting the photo- 
graphic plate, by certain bodies that bave been 
previously exposed to light. 

(hi-pér-fré’ni-A), mw. [NL., (Gr. 
trép, over, + ¢ptv, mind.) Extreme mental ex- 
citement. 

hyperpiesis (hi‘pér-pi-é’sis), ». [NL., Gr, 
txip, over, + xieoy, pressure.) Increase of 
blood-pressure beyond the normal degree. 

entation (hi’ pér-pig-men-ta‘shon), 
n. Anexcess of —— em 

ted {h -per-pig’men-ted), a. Ex- 
* y pigmented, Buck, Med, Handbook, 

hyperplane (hi’pér-plin), n. [hyper- + plane.) 
—— — plane, defined in n-di- 

mensional space by a homogeneous linear equa- 
tion between its homogeneous codrdinates. 

hyperp nw, 2. In bot, an abnormal in- 
erease in the volume of cells, due to their 
unusual multiplication. Compare *hypoplasia. 

lasm (hi’pér-plazm), ». 1. Same as 
yperplasia.—2, Same as hyperinosis, 

hyperplatyrrhine (hi-pér-plat‘i-rin), @. 
per- + platyrrhine.] In anthrop., having & 
nasal index of the skull over 58, 

8 (hi’pér-pd-ro’sis), m. [NL ¢ 
tr. trip, over, + Tépucc, formation of callus: 

see porosis,) Excessive callus-formation in 
the healing of a broken bone. 

axia (hi-pér-prak’si-f), #. [NL ¢ 
r. orép, over, + spaére, action.) Exeessive ae- 

rey. Baldwin, Dict. of Philos. and Psyehol., 
tH. 

a. [hy- 

hy sbyopia (hi ‘ pér- pres-bi · 6’pi-a), ™. 
hyper- + preshyopia.) Bameas i aleich 

gig (hi’ pér-pro- ko - ré’si#), " 

NL., ¢ Gr. ixép, over, + mpoyopaec, going 

‘orward.] Abnormally rapid propulsion © 
food from the stomach into the intestine. 

(hi-pér-pros’d-pon), rn. [NL.. 

¢ Gr. izip, above, + stpécwror, face.] A genus 

of surf-fishes of the family Embiotocide, known 

as walleyes on the coast of California, H. ar- 
genteus is the common species. 



hyperpyretic 
hyperpyretic (hi‘pér-pi-ret‘ik), a. (Gr. txép, 
over, Tuperéc, fever, + 44 Same as Ay- 
perpyrexial, 

rpyrexic (hi‘pér-pi-rek’sik), a. Same as 
wperpyrexial, 

riolid (hi-pér-sol’id),». [Ayper- + solid.) 
solid of four or more dimensions. 

. 4. 2, Non-Euclidean space. 
a. Pertaining to either genus of hy- 

perspace, a-dimensional or non-Euclidean. 

This strictly logical tendency has been much more tofa- 
up the ice geometry and the catial in bal ding — 

mexlern theory of nunibers than —5— Teeognizes, 
Jour, of Philos., Paychol. and Set, Methods, a 4, = 

p. 

(Gr, irép, over, sphere Chi’ per ate), Rn, 
ipa, sphere.) 1, Equidistantial surface.— 

2. In four-limensional space, the three-di- 
mensional quadric spaces through the inter- 
section of Xs=—0 and 83, where 5? is a three- 
dimensional space which is met by any line 
of 8, in two points. 

rstatic (hi-pér-stat’ik), a. [hyper- + 
static.) In ¢lect., noting that the potential of 
the static current is very high. 

or two a * — — 
e electric current then trave the body, seeking 

— yay his 
fial of the static cctvent leed boon raised, and to the be: 

the term atic transformer” bas beet 
el, Record, March 7, 1903, p, 36% 

hic —— a, (Gr. ixép, 
over, +-orpogoc, Corpégerr, turn.) Insnail-shells, 
reversed sinistrally or dextrally, or abnor- 
mally sinistral or dextral, as in Lanistes and 
Limacina ; ultra-dextral or ultra-sinistral, 
Eneye. Brit., XXX, 795. 

(hi* pér-sér’ fas), n. [he - + 
surface.) In space of x-dimensions, the 

te of points whose codrdinates satisfy 
& rational homogeneous equation with inte- 
gral coefficients. 

ly (hi’pér-tel-i), », (NL. *hypertelia, 
t, ixepréderoc, beyond completeness or per- 

fection, ¢ irép, over, + rAewc, complete, per- 
feet, ¢ réog, end,] In biol., a development of 
rotective resemblance which transcends use- 

on (hi-pér-ten‘shon), m. 
Extreme tension. 

(hi-pér-thér’mal), a, 
rihermic, 

hyperthermia (hi- — n, [NL.x 
imép, over, + pun, heat.) me as hyper- 

pyreria. 
hyperthermic (bi-pér-thér’mik), a. [Gr, trép, 
over, + Gépuy, heat, + -ie.] — to a 
high temperature, or to a condition of great 
excess of heat; having a tendency to raise the 
temperature. 

Chyper- + 

Same as 
nsion. | 

hi- r-thi‘mi- un L., < 

a *bre — —— hig *8 ve Hyp 
angry, < érép, over, + 
Insanity marked by violence 
to acts of cruelty. 

ation (hi-pér-thi-roi-da’shon), u. 
eernyeee + -ation.) Same as *hyperthy- 

aypertayroldinn (bl-pér-thi’ roi-dizm), n. 
hyper- + thyroid + pe A condition of 

over-activity of the thyroid gland. Also called 
hyperts vidation «and Fer eereimeation, 

uek, Med. Handhook, IV, . 
oidization (hi* pér-thi‘ roi-di-za’- 

shon), n. Same as he alee age 
thyram (hi-pér’ 

yra (-ra). [Le 
r 
yperthyrum, the lintel or 

cornice over a door; ¢ Gr. brfptupav 
Supoov, the lintel over a door, ¢ ind, 

also inep- 
, over, + 

ort door.) The lintel or the cornice over a 
OOF, 

hypertonia (hi-pér-to’ni-a), ». (NL. ¢ Gr. 
ixeprovia, < bréprovec, overstrained, ¢ trip, 

over, + rémg, tension, strain: see — Ex- 
treme reflex irritability. Also called Ayper- 
tonicity and hypertonns. 

¢ (hi-pér-ton’ik), a. [Gr. irép, over, 
Tévoc, strain, tension, + -ic.) In phys. chem., 

having a greater osmotic pressure than some 
—— regarded as standard. See *iso- 
onic, 2. 

, ~ pay mind. 
and an impulse 

i-rum), n.j pl. Ayper-- 
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In which the pressure is first Increased, sometime 
before the cleavage, Which takes place after the return 
from the Aypertonie solution to the sea water, 

: Biol, Bulletin, April, 1904, p. 258 

hypertonicity (hi‘ pér-té-nia’i-ti), a. [As 
yperlanic + -ity.) Same as *hypertonia. 

n.— Com 
crease in the muscular timue of the heart y which 

is enabled to maintain the circulation in spite of a defect 
in the valves: applied aleo tw itions in 
other o oof Rare. — Bocentric ine 

acer ol ow ), die to greater + crease in size 
of the walls as well as to dilatation of ite cavity.—Palse 

connective-tissue hypertrophy, h — of the 
—— unetlenal elements of — a 
ture, — onal hypertrop , increase in 6 
a part following upon jfease ie.” Wummerteal hy- 

——— a asia, 

hypertropia (hi-pér-tro’pi-ii), n. [Gr. irép, 
over, + rpdéroc, turn, direction.) A condition 
22 visual a is —— above =~ 
other, hyperphoria, |. Record, Apri 
18, 1903, p. 610. , 

(hi’pér-tip), u. (Gr. irfp, over, + 
Tiroc, type.) An individual possessing the 
characteristics of a type in an excessive 
degree. 

Exaggerated ia i called, 
do however oconr but only Et ant'or'tro rerpectes neck 
are the Fijinn Kai Coloa, who are suid to be “hypertypi- 
cal Melanesians.” because of the excessive dolichocephal 
of their crania (Flower). Keane, Ethnology, p. 

esis (hi*pér-i-ré’sis), n. [Gr. inép, 
over, + obpaoc, urination.) Same as — 

(bi*pér-vé-nos’i-ti), a, [ = 
venosity,] An abnormal development of the 

venoussystem, Buck, Med. Handbook, ITI. 754. 
» %.— Woronin's the iar curved 

pha, erowded with protop! » Which is found in oer. 
tain fungi at the base of the forming perithecium before 
the development of asci. 

n. 3, The symbol +, = plus. ama 
revia- f haa! Se [eep. and I. c.] An ab 

tion of Hi mrycetes or *h pphomyorie. 
The — onder of the Fung imperfect is the enue 

of if — — as the Hyphomycetes, and call 
— ” for 

Jaderwood, Moulds, Mildews and Mushrooms, p. 74. 

Hypholoma (hi-f6-16’mii), wm. (NL, ¢ Gr. fey, 
web, + ana, fringe.) A genus of agarieca- 
ceous fungi having fleshy pilei or caps and a 
membranous or cobweb-like veil, part of which 
usually remains attached to the margin of the 
ileus. The spores are dark or ish-brown, and the 

Slee without a distinet — © species are nu- 
merous, growing on the ground or deca: is species with a tawny piless sald 
to cause 8 root-tut of the tas a pi? ee 

(hi-f6-mi’sét), a. Any member 
of the Hyphomycetes. 

homycetic (hi’fé-mi-set’ik), a. Same as 
yp homycetous. : : : 

amic (hip-hi-iro-gam‘ik), a. [Gr. 
ayn under, + idwp, water, + yayor, 5* 
+ -ic.) In bot., hydrophilous, with the 
nation taking place below the surface 

(hip-i-s6-ton’ik), a. (Gr. td 
under, + loog, equal, + révoc, tension, + -ie.] 
Same as *hypotonie, 1, 

leur: us nae tego n [NL. 
so called in allusion to the Y-shaped lateral 
lips; ¢ #, the letter V, + sdevpa, side, + 
sizog, lip.) A genus of small blennies found x 

in tropical America, having the gill openings 
— to the sides and with the y 
naked. 
hypnagogue hip‘na-gog), ». [Gr. iver, slee! 

ayw) dc, leading, bringing.) —253 
induces sleep; a hypnotic, 

Asa Aypragegue, the reading [to the British tn 
1706} of Pye's translation of Tyrteeus seema to have bel 
ite own with that of the Articles of War in our own day. 

X. and @., 10th ser., TTL 

hypnal (hip’nal), 1. (Gr. drvoe, sleep, + -af,] 
trade-name for & compound of antipyrin 

with chloral, used as a hypnotic. 
esis (hip-nes-thé’sis), 

n. (NL. hypneesthesis, ¢ Gr, ixvoc, sleep, + 
aicfync, perception, feeling.) 1. Blunted sen- 
sibility. —2, Sleepiness, 

hypnic (hip’nik), a. [Gr irene, sleep, + ·ic.] 
elating to or eausing sleep; hypnotic. 

hypnocyst, ». 2. In bot., same as *akinete, 
hypnody (bip’ nd-di), a. [F. hypnodie, < Gr. 

mvutia, sleepiness, ¢ éxvidne, sleepy, ¢ iver, 
sleep, + cidoc, form.] An excessively long rest- 
ing-period in the life of an insect, or the condi- 
tion of the insect during that period. 
The larvw of the host and of the parasite are thus both 

in that state of somnolence which I have called “Ayp- 

i- hi 
Othe (eu) + therapy) 

hypobenthos 
nodie"; on the other hand, the chrysalis of the former 
and the nymph of the latter are beth active and capable 
of developing the most extraordinary energy in ler to 
escape from their prison, 

Annals and Mag. Nat, Hist., Ovt., 1904, p. 311. 

d (hip‘’noid), a. (Gr. irre, sleep, + 
eidog, form.) Resembling hypnosis; akin to 
the hypnotic state. 

i, are now secking to vindicate or probabilize 
the fact of inapiration... by a new scrutiny of not only 
genfus but of ecatatic and Aypnoid states In which the 
ordiiary mental processes are quickened and exnlted, 

Amer. Jour, Relig, Peychal. and Education, 
(May, 104, p. 2 

By the term I Indicate the coexistence of two 
or more fully independent functioning censtellations of 
moments-consclousness, such as fe 
nomena of automatic — 55 of 

B, Sidia, Paychol. of Suggestion, p. 234. 

hypacidal (hip-noi’dal), a. [Ayjmoid + -ait,] 
esembling sleep or hypnosis. Hypnoidal 

state, 4 pathological condition in which fragmenta of 
unrecognized past experience rise to clear conschoasness 
from the subconscious life. See the extract under *hyp- 
notdic, 

hypnoidic (hip-noi‘dik), a. See the following 
phrase.— state, « path deal condition in 
which more or leas systema expe ences, implying 
| arian has —— — from the subconscious life 

While the & idic states form coamplete systems of 
experiences, whole personalities, the hypaoidal states are 
mere bits, chips of past experiences. 

B. Sidis, Psychol. of Suggestion, p. 280, 

hypnoidization (hip-noi-di-za’shon), ». [hyp- 
noid + -ize + -ation.] A method of indue ng 
light hypnosis. See the extract. 
The method which I term i ie 

in the following procedure: The patient ie asked to close 
hia eyes and keep as quiet as possible, without, however, 

* e 

—— in the phe- 
steria. 

any special effort to pat himself in such a state. 
then asked to attend to some stimulus, such as 

reading orsinging. When the reading is over, the patien' 
with his eyes still shut, is asked to repeat it, and tell 
what came into hia mind during the reading, d 
sepetitien, oratier 0, Sometimes. . 

to tell the 

work wande! especially in cases 
of amnesia, 5, Sidis, Psychol. of Suggestion, p. 224. 

oleptic (hip-nd-lep’tik), a. [Gr. ixvoe 
sleep, b Ayrrucde, € Ade, taking.) Character- 
ized by the oncoming of hypnotic sleep. 

h occurs 33238 two 32* of double 
* or double personality, 

This intermediate state waa an attack ; [t waa sudden in 

* — a ale Paden “7 Suggestion, p. 227. 

hypnologic (hip-n6-loj’‘ik), a. Same as hypno- 
eal. 

phist (hip-nos’d-fist), n. One versed 
in hypnosophy or the science of sleep and its 
— * — 

mosop nos õ · M, n. r. tsrvoc, sleep, 
aogia, on The ——8 study of the 

nature, cause, and mode of production of 
sleep, and of all the phenomena of this state, 

ni-ther’a-pi), nm. [hypno- 
he therapeutic use of Pig 

notism. Alienist and New ist, Nov., 1907, 
hypo’, a, 2, In the manufacture of india-rub 
=o & trade-name for lead thiosalphate, 

ad as a Vulcanizing material. Also known 
as black hypo. * ae) i a 

(hi* po-a-sid’i-ti), nm. = 
— eidity in an inferior de; ae less 
acidity of the gastric juice than js usual or 

dura 

normal. ** —— —* ve - * 
hypoacti i'p-ak-tiv’i-ti), n, 
activity, WD Aminiched degree of * 

hypo@#olic (hi‘pd-é-ol'ik), a. Same as * 
— lectrochem. Industry, March, 1904, 
p- 

benthic (hi-pd-ben’thik),a. [hypobenthos 
-ic.] Same es *apebenticale, : 
benthonic (hi’p5-ben-thon‘ik), a. [hy- 

or pertaining to the thos + -on-ic.] 
animals of the deepsea, or hypobenthos, below 
the 500-fathom line. See *henthos, *hypoben- 
thos. Eneyc. Brit., XXXII. 935, 

benthos ibe pt ben!thes), n. ([NL., ¢ Gr, 
vré, under, + | , depth (see *henthas).) 
The animals that live upon or in the bottom 
of the deep sea, below the 500-fathom line, 
considered collectively: contrasted with the 
epibenthos, or fauna and flora of the bottom 
in shallow water, and the mesohbenthos, or the 
inhabitants of the bottem between 100 and 500 
fathoms; the abvssal benthos. One of the most 
remarkable resulta of the exploration of the deep sea is 
the discovery that the bottom, even under more than five 
miles of water, supports a rich fauna of characteristic 
animals, living ander conditions which had long been 
sippesed to be incompatible with life. Their belies 
support a presstire which, tn the greatest depths, is more 



hypobenthos 
than five tons to the square inch, and they Hive in water 
that is always near the freezing-point, in total darkness 
except for Ube light which they themselves prodace by 
means of lnminows onpans, Since plants are completely 
abeent In the depths, the only althimate source of the foot 
of these animals is the rain of dead plants and animale 
which is constantly falling upon them from the higher 
levela See whens eepibenthos, tiuneeobenthoa. 

In this zone, Which extends from about £00 fathoms to 
the greatest depths (which may in some cated exceed 
6,000 fathoena, of more than h} miles), the temperature at 
any given point is uniform houtthe year. Thedark- 
ness is bly abeoltite; for food the animals are de- 

ident upon exch other and apo the incessant min of 
eal ktom from higher levela; the pressure may be 

anything between halfa ton and five tons per * inch, 
To the fauna which lives in these remarkable cireum- 
stances the name & hee tuay be appliee. 

Eaeye, Brit, XXXITL 003. 

hypobulia (hi-pé-bii li-i), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. ira 
ca ay + ‘anak will] mpaired will-power. ; 
hypocarp (hi’pé-kiirp), m. (NL, & rpium, 

r. ifr̃, under, xaprde, fruit.) An on- 
larged wth of the disk and uncle be- 
neath a fruit. See Anacardium (with cut), 
hypocarpium (hi-pé-kiir’pi-um), ».; pl. Aypo- 
carpia (-i). Same as — 

thartic (hi’pd-ka-thir’tik), a, [hypo- 
cathartic.) Laxative. ) 7 

trum (hi-pd-sen’trum), n.; pl. Ay, 
centra (-trii). ge tré, beneath, + IHL sally a 
ter.] Ordinarily the same as iatercentrum, a 
bone w in between the centra of the 
vertebre: usually more or less wedge-shaped, 
and appearing on the ventral side of the ver- 
tebral column, bat in the mud-fish Amia of 
sbont the same size as the true cont rum. i isan 

vertebra: — 

—— the om —— — 
mals are considered as developed from the hypoce 
Bypocentram arcuale, an arched band uf bone on the 
under, ven aide of the notechord, formed by Ue anion 
of Loan a fas the bestventralia —— — 

och im the andor Pie of the cael behind the 
hypecentrum arcanle: the ‘interventralin’ of Gadow. 
Some confusion exists in the ase of the term Aypoceafricm, 
but it te ordinarily as given above, 

(hi-po-sef’a-lid), n. and a. J. ». 
member of the coleopterous family Mypo- 

eephalide. 
. a. OF or belonging to the family Hypo- 

orcphalide. 
hlorhydria (hi’po-klor-hi’dri-f), n. [Gr. 

v=o, under, + ehlor(in) + hydr(ogen) + -ia.] 
The presence inthe gastric juice of an amount 
of hydrochloric acid less than normal. 

ochlorin (hi-p6-klo‘rin), nr. (Gr. iz4, under, 
vAupoc, green, + -in3.] A term used by 

Pringsheim to designate an organic substance 
found in cells containing chjorophyl. 

bi lorization (hi*po-klo-ri-za’shon), n. 
hypo- + chlor(id) + -ize + -ation.] Reduction 

in the amount of table-salt, sodium ehlorid, in 
the dietary of epilepties. 

aces (hi-pok-ni’sé~4), wn. pl. (NL, 
€ Hypochnus + -acew.) A family of hymeno- 
mycetous fungi named from the genus Hypoch- 
nus, See Wi — NL. (Ek 
Hypochnus (hi-pok’nus), ». . (Ehren- 
berg, 1818), ¢ Gr. tré, under, + yrdor, xroir, 
down.] A genus of hymenomycetous fungi, 
type of the family Hypochnacea, having the 

nitra.— 

L2OOc JIC 
IOC OH0CO00CaO 

Hypo fens Solan. 

#, section of the fenyus showing hyphae. basidia, aed spores; 
8* — Much enlarged, now Kugler and Prant's © Paanecn- 
famélien.'’) 

hymenium consisting of a thin arachnoid layer 
spreading over the surface of the matrix. The 
basidia bear 2, 4, or 6 Le About ® species hare 
been described, most of which are saprophytic. H. Solan’ 
has been fourm! on potatoes and H, ewewmeria is said 
attack cucumbers. 

we 
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(hi-p6-kér‘dal), a. (Gr. ind, 
under, * yopdy, cord, + -all,) Lying beneath, 
on the ventral side of the spinal cord, 

A second or Auposkordat arch connected with the bases 
of the neural visceral arches, Ying on the ventral side 
of the perichordal elements. neye. Brit., XXV. S97. 

hypochromatic (hi’po-kré-mat‘ik), a. [hypo- 
chromatic.) Containing less than the nor- 

mal amount of chromatin or than the normal 
number of chromosomes: said of certain cell- 
nuclei, 

tosis (hi*pé-krdé-ma-td’sis), nm. 
L., ¢ Gr, ixd, under, + ypoua(t-), color, + 

-oxis.) 1, The state or condition of contain- 
ing less than the normal amount of chromatin: 
said of certain cells: opposed to *hyperchroma- 
tosis. 2. A pathological condition in which 
there is an abnormally small amount of Ps 
ment in the skin or other structures. Also 
called hypochromia. 

mia (hi-po-kré’mi-i), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
werd, under, + xypoua, color.) Same as *hypo- 
chromatosis, 

n. Bee *hypokinesis. 
hi-pé-sis’tis), ». [NL. (Adanson, 

X adopted from Tournefort, 1700), ¢ Gr. 
izouoric, the Greek name of the plant, < tro, 
beneath, + xicroc, the rock-rose, on the roots 
of which the plant is often parasitic.) A 
— of dicotyledonous plants of the family 
‘a flesiacer. @ Cytinus, 

donia (hi’po-kli-dé’ni-t), ». [NL., ¢ 
r, id, under, + xAiduv, wave, billow.]) A 

genus of deep-water fishes of the family 
Apogonida, 

,”. (NL., ¢ Gr, ded, (hi-pok’5-m 
under, + «dun, hair.) The typical genus of the 
family M mide, Gruber, 1884, 

Hypocomiie (hip--kom'i-dé), n. pl. [Hypo- 
coma + -idew.) A family of freely moving, 
unattached Suctoria having a permanently 
ciliated ventral surface and one suctorial 
tentacle, and reproducing by cross-division. 
The typical and omly genus is J wna, found as an 
ectoparasite on Zoethamndiem, another protogoan. 

dylar (hi-pd-kon‘di-lir), a. [Gr, érd, 
+ Kéwlvtoc, condyle.) Situated below 

acondyle, Buck, Med, Handbook, IV. 260, 
hypocone (hi’pé-kon), ». (Gr, urd, under, 

came, Acone.] A cusp or 
on the postero-internal angle of an upper 
molar, I[t arises from the cingulum, but soon 
takes its place on the crown, See cut under 
*tooth, 1. 

hypoconid (hi-p6-kon‘id), n, [Gr, id, under, 
acwog, cone, + -id.] A point or cusp de- 

veloped on the postero-external angle of a 
lower molar, See cut under *tooth, 1. 

hypoconale (hi-pé-kon‘al), », [Gr tré, un- 
r, + NL. conulus, dim. of conus, cone.] A 

small or intermediate cusp, developed on the 
— of the posterior portion of an upper 

hypocon conulid (hi po-kon’#-lid) [hypocon- -pd-kon’ii-lid), nm. 
ule + id.) Asmall intermediate eusp or cusp- 
ule, developed on the cingulum of the pos- 
terior portion of a lower molar. See cut under 
*tooth, 1, 
hypocorism (hi-pok’é-rizm), a, [Gr. érond- 
pigue, & st name, a diminutive, ¢ irono- 
pitectiar, use childish names, use coaxing lan- 
gung 3 * under, + xdpoc, m., adpy, f., 

ild, 

under, 

child pet name, 
hi leal (hi’p$-kot-i-lé’al), m. (Gr. td, 
under, + xoriay, eup, socket, + alt.) The 
bone tu which the lower jaw is attached in the 
teleost fishes; the quadrate bone. Starks, 
Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, 5* 

(hi-pok’ré-4), n. [NL. (Fries, 1825), 
r. id, under, + xpéac, npéa, flesh. ] A 

large genus of pyrenomyeetous fungi having 
more or less cushion-shaped fleshy stromata 
in which the perithecia are embedded, The 
spores are hyaline and 2-celled, separating nt the septum 

maturity. The species are widely distributed and 
occur mostly on decaying wood. 

aces (hi-pok-ré-A’st-é), a, pl. [NL., 
Hypoeren + -aeewr.] A family of pyreno- 

mycetous fungi coextensive with the order 
Hypoereales, See * Hypocreales, 

(hi-pok-réi’shius), a. Per- 
taining or belonging to the fungus family Hy- 
poerenere, See *Hypocreacee and * Hypo- 
cronles, 

ales (hi-pok-ré-A‘léz), n. pl, [NL., ¢ 
ypoerea + -ales.) An order of pyrenomy- 

cetous fungi, containing the oP Hyjro- 
creacee only, for the greater part light- or 

int developed hy 

hypogeic 
bright-colored and fleshy, or tough and hav- 
ing the perithecia buried in or seated upon a 
stroma. See *Hypocrea and * Hypomyces. 

n. Asimplified spelling of hypocs ite. 
h (hip’6-krit-izm), ». The condact 
of a hypocrite ; habituai hypocrisy. 

hypocrystalline (hi-po-kris’ta-lin), a. [Gr. 
tx, under, + E. crystalline.) In petrog., 

ly glassy: a texture rily crystalline, 
Roquentiy developed in voleanic lavas. Also 
hemicrystalline. es *merocrystalline. 

*po-si-kloi‘dal), a. (hype 
eycloid + -al),) ypo- 
eyeloid., 

xiorec, bladder, bag (see cyst).) Situated be- 
low the air-sac or — — as, & hypo- 

bh 
the nature of a 

c (hi-p$-sis’tik), a. {ar td, under, 

eystic air-funnel in some siphonophorans. 
_m, 4, [eap,] A genus of ascomy- 

cetous fungi, type of the family Hypoderma- 
tacew, having the ascocarps elongate and 
opening by a longitudinal slit. The spores are 
hyaline, je-shaped, and 2celled. About 30 

H, are known, occurring 
and Anver- 

mostly on dead planta. 
foun ——— hg of Rubue ob, 

um (hi‘pé-dér-ma‘li-um), ».; pl. 
—— CH), ——* La h —— 
n sponges, one of the spicules which support 

the dermal membrane ad have their axial 
eross beneath it. Compare *antodermalinm 
and hypodermale, 

Hypodermatacez (hi pé-dér-ma-ta’s6-6), a. 
pl. (NL., ¢ Hypoderma(t) + -acew.] A family 
of ascomycetous fungi named from the genus 
Hypoderma, See *hypoderma. 4. 

rmella (hi*po dér-mel’ii), n (NL. 
(Tubeuf, 1885), ¢ Hypoderma (see *hypoderma, 
4) + dim. -ella.) genus of ascomycetous 
fungi closely related to Hypoderma, but differ- 
ing in having 4-spored asci and unicellular 

res. H. Lericts tea paraaitic species which attacks 
* ——— ot = European larch, Lariz Kuropwa, See 

impregnation, needle. See 
impregnation, *nerdle, 

hypodermoclysis, n, 2, Subcutaneous in- 
retion of large quantities of a physiological 

salt solution in the treatment of shock and of 
certain acute affections, 

¢ (hit pé-di-nam’ik), a. (Gr, td, 
under, + divanec, power.) Of | diminished 
power; weak, 

tor rll th pa eer n. 
— u. 1, + eliminator.) In photog., any 

solution used to remove the last traces of 
sodium hyposulphite (hypo) from plates or 
—— after fixing. Zine hypochlorite, alum, 
ydrogen peroxid, ete., can be employed. 

Nature, Aug. 14, 1902, P 368, 

hypo-ellipsoid (ii°p9--lip’soid), m. | (hypo + 
ipsoid.} In geom., a eurve deseri by a 

point on the cireumference of a cirele or 
—e which rolls upon the inside of an 
ellipse. 

ophilia (hi’p)-é-d-sin-}-fil’i-ii), 1m. 
hypo- + cosinophilia.] A diminution in the 
— of the eosinophilic leucocytes of the 

a (hi’p6-6-s6-f6'ri-i), ». [NL., 
ler. om under, + éow, Pithine ~oopra, ¢ 
~papor, < efpew, bear.) Inward and downward 
deviation of the visual axis. 

(hi* pd-es-thet’- 
ik), a. Same as hypewsthesic. Natwre, Oct. 
15, 1903, p. 570. 

tectic (hi’pd-i-tek’tik), a. Contain- 
ing more than 0.) percent. carbon in the form 
of ferrite ; having an excess of ferrite overthe 
eutectic ratio of 7 to 1: said of steel. 
le [steels] are called hyper-entectic or Aypo-eutectic 

according a8 this excess Is cementite or ferrite, 
Bneye, Brit., XXIX. 672 

35 — as *h —F 14 
le (ni⸗ p us.tr l). w.; pl. hypo- 

gastralia tits). (NL., < Gr. td, dation + 
yacrip (yaerp-), belly.) A sponge-spicule 
whose tangential rays are contained the 

tral wall. 
gastric fossa, ganglia, ete. See *fossa, 

Fpanglion, — — 
us -gas-t *j-mus), 

.; pl —— (nt). NL., ¢ Gr, 
id, under, + pacrip, belly, + didewog, twin.) 
A twin monster in which the point of union is 
at the bg below = um os, 

( “Pp -jé’ ) a. ypogens, 
— ———— < ——— — * the 
earth (see hypogeal), + -ie.) Of or pertaining 



hypogeic 
to thatdeep-"S@ated portion of the earth which 
is not open to —— Dana, Manual of 
hypoe tT. 

‘ed phe" jé’ ik), a, [hh = (see 
phy ih * -it, rived from ark por 

‘iyciride in ‘peanuts, avec — Pr a a oy “aa J— 

anid formed —* — oxidation of axic ackl, It erys ftaltizes 
in aggregates of needles melting at £3" C, 

— (hi· poõ· jen o·sis), u. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
urd, under, + yéveote, —æ That form 
of reproduction in which the product of each 
egg or each bud is a — — like the 
— direct development without alterna- hypomyzia 
ion of generations, as contrasted with meta- 

genesis (which see). Eneye. Brit., XXVIL. 131. 
enetic (bh nF 5 a drnd ik), a. [hypogenesis 

* + -ic.) or — to — 
coe Brit., 

nypoge ea ae m’ ik), a 35 ind, under, 
«yevic, -p ic. Originating in 

the depths of the — applied to voleances, 
earthquakes, and kindred phenomena. 

A discussion of the ovement along thie and other 
—— lines . — and of changes in bevel which 

hypoglobulis (pg it), a a 
tré, under, + L. glohulus, globu ie.) a 

pathological condition in which the blood-cor- 
nscles are doe viper in 2) a (NL 

-po’hd-mus), x errone- 
ously el | (intended to mean ‘not quite 
uniform’) ¢ Gr, iré, under, + dude, the same.) 
A genus i? darter-fishes of the family Perside, 
found in the upper Tennessee river. H. 
aurantiacus is the common species, 

hypohyal (hi-pé-hi‘al), ». (Gr. ord, under, 
E. hyal.) In fishes, one of two pairs of bones 

situated on each side of the anterior end of 
the hyoid areh. They are attached one above the 
other to the ceratohyal. tween the superior pair is the 
glowsohyal and *8 the tnferior pair is the urohyal. 

hypohyaline (hi- po· — *25 (Gr. vᷣcq. 
under, + iddeoc, of glass.) Partly glassy ; 
semivitreous: noting igneous rocks which are 
* fiery, partly oryetaliine. See *mero- 

hypo-inovemia (bi (hi? — mi Trreg. 
under, + E (gen, ivoc), te frye aing, 

blood.] Diminished Fr ria of the blood. 
"Prediney Ae - er : r. id, under, 

jod(ine) + A salt Ct hypo- iodous 

ei aca en ean ie Om 

Weaching powerand probably having a coma anal 
ogots to that of Jav water or Labarraque 

hypo-iodous (hi-p6-i vedos),a. Neti Noting acid 
ring * to h hlorous acid, which has 
— y been obtained in solution but is not 

own 43 the pure state cree 
hypo-ischium (hi-p6-is’ki-um), is · 
chia (V. A rod of bone or mip ge whieh 
arises between the distal ends of the ischia 
and is directed backward fromthe inferior part 
ofthe —— found in reptiles. 

sia (hi’po-ki-né’si-i), mn. Same as _Mucleus. 
ypokinesia, 

sis (hi’po-ki-né’sis), m ae 
v7, under, . motion.) sr 
—— —— muscular weakness, Also 
wpocinesit, ypokinesia. 

(hi’pd-lem-nis’kus), 1 wer 
—— < érd, under, + An 

see lemnisens.] 2 critical mark (+), —— 
a lemniscus (+) with a dot below only. 

(hi pé - li" kd-si-ta ‘sis), n. 
, ¢ Gr. wré, under, + leucocyte + -osis.] 

diminution in'the number of the leucocytes 
of the blood. See leucocytosis. 

hypolithie ——** ik) a (Gr. iré, under, 
ABoc, stone, + -ic.] tn b bot., growing under 

nypologism (hi-pol’6 ), . (Gr, ixd, unde: -pol’$-jizm r. under, 
Aoyiouds, — phe on.) The rela- 

tion of four magnitudes when the ratio of the 
first to the second is less than the ratio of the 
third to the fourth. 

hypomania (hi pé-ma‘ni-i),». (Gr, ied, under, 
wavia, madness.) A mildly maniacal state of 
— duration. Pay Med, Handbook, V. 91. 

n. Tn embryol,, the portion of 
roves all — which the walls of the 

pleuroperitoneal cavity of vertebrates arise. 
mnesis (hi-pdm-né‘sis),». (NL. (ef. = 

wéuvpoc, a reminding), ¢ Gr. id, under, + 
uviicic, memory.) Defective memory. 

. 
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hypomnestic (hi-pém-nes‘tik), a. Relating to phrenic (hi-pd-fren‘ik), a. (Gr. i6, un- 
or characterized by defective ‘memory. . er, —— japhragm. j —& below 

(hi-pom’ i-séz),n. [NL.(Tulasne, the "aint 
), Gr. bré, under, + jeixye, —— A hypo hyn (h hi-pof’i-sin), n. Liypophys-is * 

genus of hypocreaceous fungi havi peri- hyper he dried and powde ypophysia 
ia — upon or embedded * “hin — * — eink 

stroma, am é spores elongate, poin an plangk‘ton), ». [Gr. 
2celled. The 9 epacie are —— Lg ot Shs ny + NL, —3 .J Organisms that swim 
seceees Congl. Cos ida nd clamyWoyuorwe are aently or float in the water immediately above the 
found. vei fucruen SOvEEE On ea of Lactariut. hottom, considered collectively and in contrast 

(hi*po-mi-j-t6’ni-§), ®. [NL., with those that ereep or run over the bottom; 
. ord, under, + pec, muscle, + révo¢,tone.] the bathybi A * * Diminished tone in the museles. <a ietinek 

hi- ik’si-i), ». ([NL., ¢ Gr, ’ 
iné, under, dypomyzia {1 ats, marks 5 he Diminished se- — — it), a a 
eretion of (hi po $-af-ct'Ik), «. [Gr ted, under, mming in the water oiler 100 fathoms. 

— 1, understan ng. In psy- : m- “P6-pla’si-&), ». [NL., < Gr. ord, under, sido, formation.] Deficient 
cho, unconsciously logical: opposed to *naéte growth — of « part through exces- 

= destruction or defective formation of 

PR gm have —— * peep mnt and thes Be ‘ e a hy; 

seat descent, formed} 1. Same 
* “ious. Brit., XXXIL 64. — —2, Same —— 

= eee ' hi- —— * (Gr. id, un- 

ay -ic.] Of 8 — — a er, + Poe, — —** Relating to or 
ining to the hyp hypomome. By. — —— 

—S (hip —— a. (Gr. iré, un- Handbook, I, 1 
ler, & Gvug (ivox), nail, + “ial. ] Situated be- lastral, a, II, », One of the two bones 

neath a nail; subun ial. orming the hypoplastron of turtles. See cut 
= hi- . _ n.; pl. hypony: under Chelonia, 1, 

cha (- rig h 4, waler, + {aps Pé-plae-ti), — iis — *— 
OH) Pe collation ef bled’ beneath mess 

Grey), mall.) ‘collection * ———— NL. *hypop 
um (hi-pon’i-kum), n.; pl. hyponycha r. ind, under, + =Aéccc, molding.) ——— 
NL. CGE tes, under, Aye — = logical process, due to disturbances of any 

nail. he nail-bed. nd, in — cells fail to attain their normal 
(hi‘po-nim), n. [Gr. izé, under, + —— number, or differentiation ; hypoplasia, 

poue, Seya, name.) A systematic name ap- hypoplax (hi’pé-pmks), 1. [NL., < Gr. ind, 
ied to an undetermined ged of animals or under, + mide a plate.] In the ‘shell strue- 
—— and thus not fully or finally estab- ture of the pelecypod mollusk Pholas or Mar- 

fished tevia, an accessory plate lying ventrally between 

1 Live he edith —e —— ri —— Sd valves. 8 lek’ < 7 t intone’ * es Plantarum,” trus J NL. 
and sel, includ the fret volume at} Fries's ‘Systema Lying ch og Pe —— a bs ME. 

—— — Boman tg ey: — eee eae Ma seni A genus of small bass-like oint, 
ving been associated with a ——— je binomial spe= Rshes known as racas in Cuba. The species are 

cies. arch 25, 10M, p. 50. nomerous in the West Indies, and are subject to extra 

(hi-p-o8’mi-us), a. (hypo- + 
osmi-um + -ous.) In chen, & term sometimes 
applied to compounds of osmium in which that 
metal has the lowest apparent valence: as, h 
po-osmious chlorid or osmium dichlorid (OsC) 13. 
hypopal (hi- -po’pal), a. [h + -all.] Per. 
taining to or resembling the hypopus stage of 
an acarid, Also spelled Aypopial, See Hy- 
popus. 
Hypoperia ( (hi’ p6-pi-ri’),-». pl. [NL., ¢ Gr, 

br, under, + moped, the cheek.) In Beecher’s 
classification of the trilobites, an order char- 
acterized by the cheeks forming a continuous 
marginal plate in the cephalon and by the ab- —— — — 
sence of — eyes. Itis —* as the a ee 
primitive order of the group, and is re ordinary variation of color, some of them vary! — 
sented by such genera as Agnostus and deep blue to yellow, with oe without checkers cod oripes 

hi NL., (Gr. bd, © of row jue. A. unicolor is the most important 
— ( Tpe si- r. bm es. 

under, + réywe, —— 9 "Weak? digestion. hypoprazia hi-p-prak’si-ii) (NL., ¢ Gr. 
hypope: (hi’ pop-si), n. [NL. hypopep- vd, under, apate, neti ion.) Deficient activ- 

sia.) Ber cs Papers ao Baldwin, Diet. of Philos. and Psychol., 

neporeye —— ———————— Hypopri on —— ion), » (NL. (Gr. int, 
under, genus o 

hypophalangia (bi*po-fi-lan’ji-§), . The of the West "inten 4 of the family —— in state or condition of having less than the 
normal number of phalanges in a digit: con- which the upper teeth only are serrate. brevirostris is the common a 
trasted with *hyperphalangism, al (hi-pop’te-ral), a. (ypopter — 

In dition af &: im (ti ted in- - PR Noe" — Ferm — - Poi — oe to the hypopteron or axil 

condition. Pop. Sci. Mo, July, 1005, p. 195. (hi- yop’ te-ron), a.3 pl. h 

hypophare (hi‘p6-fir), ». (Gr. ird, under, + — ), [NL ¢ Gr. Ord, under, + sre, oi tet 
eapor, a web (?).] In the rhagon stage of de- The linear tract of feathers ‘which rung from 
velopment of — — the lower = the axilla outward, on the under side of a 
of the a body, devoid of chambers or pores. bird’s wing. 
pare *spongophare. Lankester. —— dh arom (Gr. id, 

hypophonic (hi-pé-fon‘ik), a. Same as *hy- under, + =riadov, spittle, + -iem,] Diminished 
pophonous, secretion * —A lus), ». ‘The sin 

onous (hi- pol tem), a, [Gr, id, un- —— us i’G-lus), m. - 
or, = soun: a5 tn music, subordinate or of hyporadioti. ; 
— said of an accompaniment or re- us (hi-p6-ra‘di-us), . The singular 
sponse o hepored 
hypophosphoric (hi pé-fos-for’ik), a, nee Byperham hi- 223 (NL., 
an neid, a distinct tetrabasic acid id, HyP. Ow éré, under, Ly en gt —7 Dus of 
produced, along with phosphorous and haifbeaks, of the family — ide, eom- 
phoric acids, by the slow oxidation of = ae prising the commonest —— species, H. 
phorus in moist air at ordinary temperatures, roberti, and many others. 



hyposarca 
hyposarca (hi- *kii), n. 
under, + adp§ (capa-), fleah.) ceasive edema 
of the skin and subcutaneous tissues. 

hypoacieral (hi-pé-sklé’ral), a. (Gr. ivd, under, 
o«anpoc, hard, + -al!.] Same as subsclerotic. 

hyposcope (hi’pé-skép), ». [Gr. iré, under, 
axoweiv, View.) Au attachment for a small- 

arm consisting of a number of mirrors placed 
at such angles and in such manner that the 
= ean aimed accurately from behind a 

astwork without exposure of the head. 
(hi p$-s6-kré’shon), n. [hypo- 

secretion.) Secretion in diminished amount. 
hyposoda (hi-p6-s6’dit),n. [hypo-+ soda.) A 
trade-name for sodium thiosulphate, formerly 
known as Ayposulphite of soda, used by tanners 
in the processes of mineral tanning with salts 
of —— u * J 

a. . . The parasphenoid, a 
ne in the cranium of fishes Wwhiek connects 

the vomer and basioccipital. Starks, Syn- 
onymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 512. 

Hypostatic pneumonia. See *pneumonia. 
a. II, ». The ceratohyal, a bone of 

the hyoid arch in fishes. Starks, Synonymy 
of the Fish Skeleton, p. 517. 

eniant (hi-po-sthé‘ni-ant), a. (hypos- 
3 or -4-+-antld Reducing the strength 

or vital force. 
(hi-pd-sthen‘ik), a. and a. (Gr. 

ord, under, + cfivoc, strength, +-ie.) I, a. 1. 
Properly, having an inferior degree of strength. 
—2. ucing the strength in general or the 
force of any vital action, such as the cardiac 
pulsations. 
ILn A debilitating 

tminishes the force of the 
uria (hi- 

nt, or one that dij- 
4 eart’s action, (NL. 

8*thé-nii’ri-ii), #. 
r. id, under, —8 strength, + olpov, 

| gee Suppression, partial or complete, of 
the urinary excretion, ae — 

ta, ». pl. 4. A aupere of ex- 
t ech ret or ny the Ostracodermi 
of Cope and other writers: contrasted with 
Cyclos ta, the lampreys, and Gnathosto- 
mata, vertebrates with true jaws. They have no 
true inde, and mo jaws; the vertebral colamn is acen- 
trousand the dermal skeleton greatly developed. Gadow, 

hypostomial (hi-pd-st6’mi-al), a. [hypostoma 
-i-all,) Of or ee the hy toma. 

Proe. Zool. Soc. London, 1902, TI, 177. 
Hypostomine hi’péd-atd-mi’né), vn. pl, [NL 
< Hypostomus g ee A —R small 
mail ed saute — the —— of South Amer- 
iea, typified by the genus Hypostomus. 

(hi-pos’tra-kum), m. [Gr, td, 
under, + derpaxav, a shell.) The thi layer of 
the integument of mites, lying under the ec- 
tostracum. Jour. Roy, Micros. Soc., April, 1903, 
p. 177. 

(hi- ‘mik), a. [Gr. ierd, un- 
er, + ony — re * 

hyposul: (hi-pd-sul’fat), n. posulph (t= 
ric) + —* Aoki of —— any 
H5gQ0g, now called dithionic acid; dithionate. 

”.—Alkaline hyposulphite, a com- 
pound obtained by the action of hypomul) = ackd on 
the alkaline bases, as sodium hyposul — 
phite silver-extraction wesilver, 

hypotension (hi-p6-ten’shon), m. (Gr. im 
under, + E. tension — — ed tein 

(hi-po-tet’riirk), m. Ly 
rch.) In bot., a triarch stele in whieh the 

protoxylem of the median strand is divided. 
. An abbreviation (a) of hypothesis ; 

5) of hypothetical. 
eca (hi-po-thé’ki), ».; pl. Aypothecm 

-86). (Gr. ir6, under, + Oj«ey, a case.) The 
inner half of the frustule of a diatom. 

(hi-po-thé’kal), a, [Gr. ird, un- 
er, + Gay, case (test), + -alt, In def. 2, ¢ 

hypotheca + -all,) 1, Situated beneath or 
within the test, as the radial water-tubes of 
echinoids, Compare *epitheeal, 2.—2, Of or 
pertaining to the hypotheca of a diatom. 

eria (hi-po-thé’ ri-ii), * (NL., ¢ Gr. 
iré, under, + Oypiov, beast. ohypothetical 
but probable ancestors of the Mammalia : small 
animals combining the characters of reptiles 
and mammals and closely related to the Ano- 
modontia, 

It ja true that no emall forma... have hitherto been 
discovered which can be rerarded as ancestral types of 
the Mammalia (//ypetheria or Promammalia) 

Eneye. Brit., XXX. M. 

hypothermal (hi-pé-thér’mal), a. [Gr. ird, 
under, + tHipuy, beet, + “all} Same & *hypo- 
thermic, 

L., ¢ Gr. ind, hypothermia (hi-p6-thér’mi-ii), n. 

hypotrophy (hi-pot’rd-fi IF 
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(NL., <Gr * i — 

urd, under, + fipuy, heat.) A condition of re- 
duced temperature, ially of animal heat. 

(hi-po-thér’mik), a. (Gr, io, 
under, + Hépun, heat, + -ic.) Relating to a mod- 
erate or lower temperature; having a tendency 
to reduce the temperature. 

ed flar, glacial hypothe- 

Sette Las cpeneliy jeury (of late specially i Nn R 
by sit Norman Lock: that the nebule consist of 
swarms of meteorites, and that stars and systems have 
been formed by the slow caprestion of these bodies. It 
is in contrast with the nebular hypothesie of Laplace, 
which ppesed an original mass of heated gaa Pro- 
fessor Darwin has shown that in the bong run such 
a meteoritic assemblage would behave In moet respects 
like & gaseous meass contracting under its own gravita- 
tlon, first rising in tery tare toa maximum and then 
cooling after solidifies! According te the meteoritic 
hypothain the — nebule is explained sf the ool- 
lisions between the meteors, and the t lines that 
characterize the distinct] 
are attributed to a i em 
selves by these collisions, possibly iuminated by electric 
discharges, no general high temperature of the nebala 
being required. The theory Sods plausible applications 
in explaining the phenomena of temporary (nowe) and 
variable stars, as due to the encounter of two or mare such 
meteoritic a ———— ox Peng 
wepla retest L— Prow thesis, — ei be 

the yor pat —— te William Proat * 1815 and 
1816, that the atomic welghts of the elements are multi- 
ples by whole numbers of the atomle weight of hyd: 
~~from which follows an obvious s tion as to the re- 
lation of different elementa to each er. It was shown 
that chiorin by no means agrees with the hypothesis, and 
the h esis Was modified so as to assert that atone 
weig! —— multiples of the half or of the fourth 

of the atom Ne of hydrogen; this experimenta- 
t is posible to 

rogen 

has disproved. at siaaller atl 
emailer fractions in place of one half one fourth, bat 
the point is quickly where experiment cannot de- 
elde whether the suggested naombers are correct or not, 
and the new hy; is ceases to be verifiable ; so that 
Prout’s hypothesis has failed to be of any direct service in 
revealing nature of matter.— Buess’s 

of Vienna, in explann- the h ala of Klwant 
thin of the largo inequalities of the earth's surface. It 
involves the conoepsion that called 
py Ruane Revsts sce ®horr), early acquired a marked sta- 
Dility and solidity, and that — — the 
remainder were crowded in the con the globe,— 

a ila w or sup 
ot facta, 

which comsequences may be deduced which can be 
tested by experiment and special obwervations, and which 
[SS propane to aubject to an extended course of such 
inv jon, with the that, even shoald the hypo- 
thesis thas be overthrown, may lead toa 
tenable theory. 

e, ©. IL. trans, To assume as a 
hypothesis. 
This anatomical relation is the basis of the “avalanche 

sO, Buck, Med. Handbook, TL. 334. 
hypothyroidism (hi-p6-thi‘roi-dizm), ». [Gr. 
vzé, under, + E, thyroid + -ism,] "A patho- 
logical condition in which there is diminished 
activity of the thyroid gland. 
hypotonia (hi-p6-t6’ni-i), ».  [NL., ¢ Gr. id, 
under, + rove, tension, tone.) A condition of 
diminished tension or tone in a part or in the 
body in general. . 
hypotonic. ra Ye Her a, (Gr, ind, under, 

river, tone, t-ic.] 1, Less than isotonic ; 
specifically, noting a solution of salt when it 
contains & smaller amount than a second s0- 
lution with which it is compared: applied in 
this sense to the blood-serum, Also hy. tonic, 
—2. Reducing tension or tone in a part or in 
the body in general, 

i-pd-to" * XLJ Al —— (Hs) & bn form for le 
chosis (hi “pp tri-ko’sis), m. [NL., ¢ Gr, 

urd, under, + Upié (rpex-), hair, + -o#is.] De- 
ficient growth of hair. 

‘teric exif -tré-kan-ter ik), a. 
r, ir, under, + ter +-ic.] Situated 
low the trochanter. 
The third trochanter s almost alw: accompanied by 

a Aypotrochanteric fossa. = Deniker, of p a 

hypotrochoidal (hi-pot’rd-koi-dal), a. [hypot- 
rochoid + -alt.) Like or pertaining to a hy- 
potrochoid. 

[Gr. id, under, 
+ rpoo)), nourishment, ] Same as atrophy. 
—2,. An abnormal state due to defective nu- 
trition. 

(hi’pé-tip), ». (Gr. ied, under, + 
throc, type.] A specimen of a natural object 
which has been employed in supplementary 
illustration or description of a species: con- 
trasted with the type or original specimen on 
which the species is founded. 

vanadate (hi-pé-van‘a-dit), ». [hypora- 
nadie + -atel.) A compound of hypovanadic 
oxid or vanadiuin tetroxid, VoOy, with a more 
strongly electropositive metallic oxid. 

hypsographic 
(hi po-va-nad‘ik), a. (Gr, ino, 

— * pon an a | — — less oxygen 
than a vanadie compound.— Hypovanadic oxid 
Vanadium tetroxid, V20e which behaves both as a basic 
and as an acid oxid; in the former case it forms with 
acids hypovanadic salts. 

vanadious (hi’pé-vi-na’di-us), a. [Gr. 
ord, under, + EB, canedious.] Containing less 
oxygen than a vanadious compound.— 

ond. Yanadium dioxid, VygOg or VO, 6 
achls hypovanadious salt, 
1 (hi-po-zi’gal), a. [Gr. id, under, 

Ceyév, yoke.) Noting the lower and non- 
pinnuliferous joint in the arm of a erinoid 
when the arms consist of alternating joints, 
one with and one without a pinnule; the up- 
per is the : ay Each pair constitutes 
morphologically but one joint, and the suture 
between them is a syzygy. 
Hypsagonus (hip-sag’o-nus), ». (NL, ¢ Gr. 
iy, high, + NL. dgonus.]) A genus of sea- 

achers or gonide found in the North 
acific. 

‘aph (hip-sal’é-graf), 1. (Gr. iver, 
€ 8 ph a0, + —1224 An ap- 
ratus for automatically recording the vary- 

ng heijht of the ocean. ae 
lodont (hip-sel’d-dont), a. [Gr. ivi, 

high, + ddoic (ddovr-), tooth.) Having teeth 
with long crowns and short roots: an amended 
— of h ont. Proe, Zool, Soc. London, 

> Pp. G9. 
hypselodonty (hip-sel’6-don-ti), ».  [hypaelo- 

t+ -y3: an amended form of hy, ty.] 
The fact or condition of having teeth with 
long crowns and short roots, Prec, Zool. Soc, 
London, 1902, IT. 229, 

halous (hip-si-brak-i-sef’a- 
Same as — — 

**88 a, 2, Having a dolichore- 
halie high skull, with high forehead. Aitken 
cigs. 

forma wi 

us), a. 

cep. hip -si-sef’a-lus), a. (Gr. 
iu-, high, + xeder), head, + -ows.] Same as 
*hypsicephatic, 2 

ng megaseme, 
hip-si-kong’ki), n. ——— 

ous) + -y, quality or condition of being 
iconchous. Biometrika, Mareh—July, 1904, 

p. 236, 
cranial (hip-si-kra‘ni-al).a. [Gr.tye-, 

gh, + xpaviov, skull, + -al.) Inanthrop., chat- 
acterized by or exhibiting a skull of more than 
=e height. Biometrika, March-July, 1904, 
p 

hypsidont (hip’si-iont), ». Sams as hypaodont. 
ontid \(hiprsilof-lon’ ti), n. and 

I, n. One of the Hypsilophodontide. 
II, a. Of or pertaining to the Hypsilophodon- 

(hip-si-lof-6-don‘toid), «. 
—8 (t+) + “bid. fiecion relations 

with the reptilian genus Hypsilophodon. 
ee oy a. [Gr. te, 

igh, + orfyy, roof, elder, form.] In anthrop., 
high and roof-shaped: said of a cranium. 6G. 
Sergi (trans.), Var. of the Human Species, Ri 53, 

¢ (hip-sis’ten-d-se-fal’ik), 
a, Re iyu-, igh, + orevéc, narrow, + «recht, © 
head.) In anthrop., characterized by great 
height combined with narrowness: said of 
skulls and heads. Aeane, Man Past and 
Present, p. 127. 

(hip-sis ‘ten -6-sef’a- ocephalism 
izm), ®. Same as *hypsistenocephaly. 

ocephaly (hip-sis‘ten-6-sef’a-li), #. 
The quality or condition of —— 
cephalic. Aeane, Ethnology, p. 
A blennius (hip-*6-blen’i-us), #. (NL. 

tT. ty, high, + L. blennius, blenny.) A 
genus of small blennies found in tropical 
America, It differs from Bennine in having po canine 
teeth, 71. Aentzi is common on the South Atlantic coast, 

hypsoceph c, hypsocephalous, ° 
*hypsicephalic, *hypsicephalous, 

a. 

aly. 
hypsicephaly. 

hypsographic (hip-s6-graf’ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to hypsography, or the science which 
deals with the altitudes of different portions 
of the earth’s surface: as, a hupwographic map, 
one showing by contour-lines, or other sym- 
hols, the relative elevation of the different 
portions of the territory mapped. See hypse- 
graphy. Amer, Geol., Aug., 1903, p. 79, 



ypsographical 

, (hip-s6-graf’i-kal), a. 
a4 *hypsographic. 
Hypsometric formula. See *formula. 

trist (bip-som’e-trist), ». One who 
ractises hypsometry, or measures the alti- 

tude of the land above the sea-level, or who 
illustrates the earth’s relief by models or maps. 
Sei, Amer. Sup., Jan. 1, 1808, p. 18354. 

4. — Barometric hypeometry the art 
of determinta ‘the altitude above or below sea-level by 
the axe of the barometer. The rough method known to 
Torricelli and his followers was perfected by the construc- 
tion of the proper hypeometric formula, ng 
relation between pressure and altitade, by Laplace, and 
by the use of the accurate Fortin barometer. Modern 
improvements have been due to Angot’s study of the 
effect of the variation of gravity and of atm eric tem- 
perature aud to the ent correction given by the daily 
weather-ma) 

bia (hip-s-f6’bi-a), ». [Gr. ior 
eight, + -dosia, ¢ goseiv, fear.) A mor' id 

fear of great heights. 
iyllous (hip-sof’i-lus), a. (hypeuphyl 

-ous.) Same as hypsophyllary 

Same 

(hip-sop-set’li), m. 
igo-, igv-, high, + yyrre, a flatfish. 
of small flounders, of the family Pleuronectide 
having the teeth in more than one row: foun 
on the coast of California. H. guttulata is the 
common species. 

eter (hip’sd-thér-mom‘e-tér), 
n. Same as hypsometer. 

It was Sirst discovered by the Aypertherimometer, which 
shewed to Bogdanovich the quite unexpected temperature 
of boiling water, 2120s" Falir. 

Geog. Jour, (R. GO. 8), LX. 652, 

Hypsurus (hip-sii‘rus), n.(NL., ¢ Gr, ive-, high, 
ovjpa, tail.) Agonus of surf-fishes of the fam- 

ily Kmbiotocide, remarkable for their brilliant 
red and blue colora, and for the elongation of 
the body-cavity: found on the coast of Cali- 
fornia. H. — be the mr — 

(hip’si-pops), ». » orig. Hypsi- 
* if e Gih, 186)), trreg. < Ge. iy’ high, + =6, 

low, + Gy (Gr-), face.) A genus of damsel- 

Hirpiy pepe rwbhicnnda. 

(From Bullecia 47, U. 5. Nat. Museum.) 

fishes of the family Pomacentridw, remarkable 
for their relatively large size and brilliant col- 
oration. H. rubicunda is the garibaldi of the 
coast of California. When full grown it is of 
a uniform bright searlet. 

* II. wn. = —** by Mess blag 
su rts the caudal fin. rks, on 

— 7 (hi- lon’ ti n. a. 
n, Amemberof the family Hyracodontide. 

Il, a. Ofor rtaining to the Hyracodontide. 
hyracodontoid (hi-rak-o-don’toid), n. and a. I. 
n. Amammal like Hyracodon, 

Il. a. Having the characters of Hyracodon, 
n, pl. Thirty-two spectesand subepectes 

of this order are now recognized, all placed in the genus 
Preeagia (Storr, veo, this name antodat! Hyrax by 
three years. A fonsil 173 Pliohyrax has 
been described from the Pliocene of Greece and the Isle 
of Samos, and Archaoh, from the Miocene of Pata- 

onin, has been to this group. 
(hér-ka‘ni-an), a. Of 

to the ancient Hyrcania in Asia. 
let, ii. 2. 

,n. 4. Inthe western United States 
—— Artemisia. (Only in old writings. j * 
N.E. D.— aniee-n: the fragrant giant hyssep, 
gastache cuethiotora,— Giant hyssop, —X the 

genus Apastache, capectally A, anet. 
times distinguished as —— res Ayeaop. 
tive to the weatern pl of the United States. A. nepe« 
toides and A. acrophulariafelia of the enatern United 
—— callod respectively eat and fgeort giant 
yee 

Hystatoceras (his-ta-tos’e-ras), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
teraroc, the hindmost, + xépec, horn (used as a 
generic termination in fossil Cephalopoda).] 
A genus of ammonoid Cep la, or ammo- 
nites, characterized by compressed, smooth, 
keeled young shells and costate, unkeeled later 
volutions. 

, BORN 
It is ma- 

rtaini hysteriac (his-té’ri-ak), vu. 
“shak., Hen hysterical person. y 
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hystazarin (his-taz’a-rin), n. An orange-yel- 

low compound, Cel, < C0 >CgHa(OH)s, pre- 

red from pyrocatechol and phthalic auhy- 
rid. It crystallizes in slender needles, melts at 2a C., 

and, ii the form of its monomethy! ether, oocure tn the 
root of Oidenlandia wabellata. Also called diokydrary- 
anthraquinone. 

L (his-te-ran-ji-’s6-8), mn. pl. 
LNL., ¢ Hysterangium + -acew.) A family of 
subterranean gasteromycetous fungi named 
from the genus Hysteranginm. 

um (his-te-ran‘ji-um),a. [NL.(Vit- 
— 1831), 80 —— — to te form 
of the & arp ; ¢ Gr. borépa, uterus, + ayycior, 
veasel. A genus of subterranean gasteromy- 
eetous fungt which have the peridium separable 
22* the gleba. 

aa Porro's querdilon (whee ace, = cperationy, y 
(his-te-ré’si-al), a. [hysteresis + 

-a11.) Same as *hysteretic, 
“ ONL., < Gr. hysteresic (his-te-ré‘sik), a. Sameas *hyste- 

A genus ,Tetic. 
esis, .— Dielectric or electrostatic hyste- 

Teats, the huss of onorgy in an eleetrostathc condenser with 
an alternating clectromutive foree,— 
an effect, analogous to magnetic hysteresis in tron, ob- 
served in the relation of etriin to stress when the stress to 
Which an elastic body is subjected fs alternately in- 
creased and diminished,— hysteresis, the 
lous of energy in a polarization-cell traversed by an alter- 
nating current. coeffictont, See ®evegeient, 
— loop, See mayrnetic 
Khyetercsie. — 
Bis, the lag of magnetic fux behind the 
Magnetomotive force which ts the eloc- 

’ 

« 
“ 

magnetic * 

The bh: 
gy "a, 

etizing force i 
ond direction Thear. 

hanes in 
te when the 

vely varied in intenalt: 
rows indicate the direction in which the cycle is followed. 

meter (his-te-ré’sis-mé"tér), a. In 
elect., a device for measuring the hysteresis 
losses in samples of iron or steel. It consists 
of a spindle by meansof which the sample may 
be revolved between the poles of a suspended 

et. 
sis-receiver (his-te-ra’sis-ré-sé" ver), ". 

n wireless teleg., & magnetic receiver which 
depends for its action upon hysteresis in iron. 

hycberestic (his-te-res’tik), a. Same as *hys- 

hysteretic (his-te-ret’ik), a. [hysteresis (-0t-) 
-ic,] Pertaining to or exhibiting hysteresis. 

If itis desired to — ne * 
magnetization, .. . m } dem 

netized by reversal. , E#ncye. nee XXX. “a 

coefficient. Same Aysteresia steve, 
a —— which 55* 

y of a sample of fron of steel as 
thecycle of op- 

tization in the + direction, 
metization in the rev 

aantitatively the 
Sogards hysteresia. 3 

demagnetization, “ magne petination, or 
~~ Gieotion, nord dem which makes up the 
hystoresia 

(his-te-ret‘i-kal-i), ade. [hys- 
retic + i -a)l > -ly?,) Ina manner involving or 

exhibiting hysteresis. 
The actual condenser dimipates ene iyetecstie' in 

its dielectric. Bleet, Worta ond Be a, XLIV, 163. 

[hysteri-a + -ac.] 

Ttiace® (his-té-ri-i’sé-6), n. pl. [NL., ¢ 
ferium + -acew.) Same as Hysterinex, of 

hich it is the proper form. 
les (his-té-ri-d’léz), no pl. [NL., ¢ 

‘ysterium + -ales,] Anorder of asecomycetous 
fungi having the ascomata elongate or boat- 
shaped, closed at first, but finally opening by 
a longitudinal slit, See Hysterium and *Hys- 
terographinm, 

1,0, 2. Ahysteric person; one who 
suffers from hysteria. 

And again, the murder with an a Uy saffichent 
motive, many be nothing more after 0 than the work of a 

— Smwithsonion Rep., 1800, p. 657. 

hysterics (his-ter’ik), a, Same as *hysteretic. 
breast, a circumscribed ewelling of the 

hysteroneurasthenia 
breast, 

cism (his-ter‘i-sizm), n. [hystericl + 
~i#iv.) The group of symptoms recognized as 
hysterical, 

Hysterlinem (his-té-ri-i'nd-é), m. pl. [NL., ¢ 
‘ysterium + -inew,] Same as *Hysteriales. 

bysteriam (his’te-rizm), m. [hyster(ic) + -iew.1 
¢ hysterical state; hysteria. Amer. Jour, 

Psychol, TL. 593, 
hysterocarcinoma (his*te-r-kiir-si-nd’ mii), n.; 
pl. hysterocarcinomata (-ma-ti). [NL., ¢ Gr. 
worépa, uterus, + xepsimaye, cancer.) Cancer 
of the uterus, bie? 7 ) 

rocarpin® (his’te-r6-kiir-pi’né), mn. pl. 
{NL., ¢ —— — 4 San’ A subfamily 
of the Embiotocida typified by the genus Hys- 
lerocarpua, 

ete a. [NL., 
Gr, isrépa, uterus, + xapréc, fruit.] A genus 

of fishes of the family Embiotecide. 1t differs 
ey all American surt-ftshes in the very 

cisco bay, ‘Like the marine species, It is viviparwuy the * — marine viv 

Somme balun eboub un tock foo when born. — 

tion Gistę·rõ· kris· ta· li· 
— 323 wn. IGr. torepoc, later, + E. crystal- 
lization.) Secondary crystallization in for- 
merly compact rocks through the chemical ac- 
tion of aqueous solutions, Nawmann, 1858. 
hysterocystic (his‘te- -sis’tik), a. [Gr. ior? 
uterus, + Kioric, blaider + «i¢.] 323 
both the uterus and the bladder. 

Buck, Med. ‘Hand: Tom tero-epilepay. nek, . nd- 
book, IV. 633, 6 : 

en (his‘’te-ré-jen), a. (Gr. iorepoc, 
ater, —— aueea. al as ‘Ahyetero: 
genetic, 

tic (his’te-ré-jé-net‘ik), a. [Gr. 
vorepor, later, + yéveor, genesis, + -ic.) Of later 
origin or formation ; in petrog., noting that part 
of an igneous rock which crystallizes last in the 
process of solidification of the molten magma. 

e term is applicable to the quarts and orthoclase in a 
diorite which crystallized after the plagioclase and ferro- 

——— 
—— Veins, and to certain kinds of schli “4 

hysterogenic? (his‘te-r6-jen‘ik), a. 
pos, later, + -yrvny, i er aod + -ic. 
as *hyste etic. 

ite (his-te-roj’e-nit), ms.  [Gr. 
peg, later, + -yrvnc, -produced, + -ite2.] A 

mineral d it of secondary or later forma- 
tion, that one derived from the debris of 
other rocks, Compare *idiogenite and *zenv- 

nite. 

Hysterogra um (his’te-rd-graf’i-um), n. 
[NL. ( — < Hysterium + graphium.) 
A geuas of ascomycetous fungi of the family 
Hipstortacen. ascomata 
12 loryritudinal openi: 

Gr. iore- 
Same 

parotomy (his*te-rd-lap-s-rot’d-mi), 
un. (Gr, ierfpa, uterus, + E. laparotomy.) Sur- 
gical exsection of the uterus through an in- 
cision made in the abdominal wall. 

th (his‘te-ré-lith), #. (Gr. torépa, 
uterus, + Aifoc, stone.) A concretion wi 
the eavity of the uterus. 

(his*te-rd-ma-li’si-f), n. [Gr. 
otéipa, uterus, + waAcxia, softness.) Sftening 
of the uterus, oo, the pregnant uterus. 

(his-te-rom‘e-tri), =. [Gr. 
‘orépa, uterus, + uétpov, measure.) Measure- 
ment of the uterus. 
F — te Ps a fus), a. 

tT, torepoc, later, nape, orm. n petrog., 
noting those ore-leposits — have been 
formed by chemical and mechanical influ. 
ences from previously existing deposits. 

(his* te-rd-mi-6’ mii), w.; pl. hys- 
teromyomata (-ma-th). (NL... < Gr. forfpa, ute- 
rus, + NL, wyoma.) A myoma of the uterus. 

¥ (his*te-rd-mi-d-mek’to- 
mi), #. [NIL hysteremyoma + Gr. ixrops, ex- 
cision.) Excision of a myoma of the uterus. 

mcus (his-te-rong’kus), x. [NL.. ¢ Gr. 
verépa, uterus, + dyxo¢, a mass.) A tumor of 
the uterus, 

enia (his’te-ro-nii-ras-the- 
ni’a), n. (NL, ¢ Gr, terra, uterus, + NL. 
newrasthenia.) A condition in which the p- 
toms of hysteria and of neurasthenia are both 
present, 



hysteroneurosis 618 hyther 
hysterquosrosis (his"te-ré-ni-rd’sis),n. [NL., ceous plant which does not elaborate itsown nm. [hysterofraumat(ic) + -ism.] Hysteria 
— * — — Fxidoi. — Pay nouris. mont, that ba a saprophyte or parasite: following injury. 

nervous disorder occurring as a reflex is- op to *autophyte. icomorphin is‘ tri- ko - , . 
ease of the uterus. phytic (his'te-ri-fit’ik), a. [hystero- * hate as pec nee tao ae — 
hystero-odphorectomy (his’te-r5-d’6-fi-rek’- phyte + -ic.] Having the character of a hys- : ’ 
t6-mi), a. Par. torépa, uterus, + E. odphoree- terophyte, or pertaining to hysterophytes. * ee mpmte'ins), 4. 
tomy.) Surgical removal of the uterus and § (his-te-rop-té'sis), n. [NL., ¢ — 2 ae 
—— * — on, Praveen, falling Falling hyvictzthe (he‘triib-alt), . Same an *Aletis- 

mi), ® Same as *hystero-odpherectomy. hysterorrhaphy (his-te-ror‘a-fi), m.  [Gr. Hythe beds. See *ded!. 
hysteropathic ae ‘ik), a. [hyste- teripa, uterus, + pai, sewing.) 1, Same as er (hi’thér), ». [hy(grometer) + ther- 

they madisease ofthe *hysteropery.—2, The closing of a wound in (mometer).) A line of equal comfort or dis- 
uterus. dlien, = Neurol., met as p. 72. — — y sutures. —— far as oor 2** i ame upon 

a -te-rop’a-th . [Gr exis (his’te-rj-rek’sis), nm. . 6 conditions indica e hygrometer 
pathy _( = Pat : c an ; ied and the thermometer. Bee the extract. 

Bat one ization seems to be allowable, namely, 
pexy (his’te:ri-pek-si), n. (Gr. dorépa, rotraumatic (his‘te-rd-tri-mat’ik), @. that the lines of equal comfort, or the zonen of hj 

uterus, + wige, ning.] Operative fixa- (Gr. ierépa, uterus, ——— wound, + ~i¢.] all ran in approximately y Fara directions, — 
tion of the fandus of the uterus to the an- Relating to or suffering from hysterotrauma- the law aes See See ae Sey ts eee 
terior abdominal wall forthe relief of prolapse. _tism. "TF Tyler, in U. B Monthly Weather Rev., May 10, 
hvsterophvte. ». 2, In phytogeog., a herba- hysterotraumatism (his’te-r9-tra’ma-tizm), "al 
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* —— 2, (d) The usual symbol for 
5% jj the moment of incrtia. {e) 

. <j In elect., a symbol for enr- 
rent. (y) In math.: (1) The 
symbol (¢ ori) for the neo- 
mon, thesquare root of m 

: i] In quaternions, the symbols 
: — i, j, & denote a system of 
three right versors in three mutually —— 
lar planes; thes? is a particular quaternion 
having for its amplitude one right Pa on (g) 
Tn chem., i- before certain compounds has ref- 
erence to their inaction as distinguished from 
dextro-rotation (a-) or lecorotation (1-).—3. An 
abbreviation (a) [cap.] of Idaho; (e) [eap. 
of the Latin Jimperator, emperor; (f) foap.f o 
Island; (g) of intransitive, 

-{) (-5, or as L., -6). [L.-i (whence It. -i), OL. 
ei, -¢, -0¢, -oi (-cis, ~68, -is) = Gr. «e = Skt. 
-is = Goth. -is = AS. -as, E. +3, -#, otc., Indo- 
Eur, -ds, ~is, contracted from *-o-cs, *-a-es. 
The original ending -s, which appears in other 
Latin and Greck declensions, was Jost in the 
second declension through conformity to cer- 
tain accompanying ——— and adjective 
forma (L. sti, ili, Gr, ol, ete.).) A nomina- 
tive plural ending of Latin masculine nouns 
and adjectives of the ‘second’ declension, 
with nominative singular in -ns, or without 
suffix, many of which have come into English 
use, lite = technical. Exam tea are eetnt, 
ewathd, denaris, fot, gen , and, dluadtmeti, lifer. 
ati, loci, —* radii, Galt, Then Chait, ete, In some 
instances there is aleoa regular English plural in -c# 
after the ending «ua, as focuses, geniuses, Aippopotamunes, 
etc. This plurnl saffix appears in many classes in 
20) ond botany which are plorals of individeal or 
generic names in -wa which are less often used in 
singular, Examples are Acanthopterymi, Chondroptery- 

i (se. pieces, ), Acrocarpl (sc. muaci, mosaes), etc. 
also -éni, etc. 

-i? (8), [It. -i, CIA see *-i1,] A nominative 
of the Spanish peninsula, + -iem.] lural suffix of Italian nouns sometimes used ciples of the Iberists; ———33 

Iberist (i’bér-ist), ». 
vocate of the political union of 

n English, as banditti, dilettanti, lazzaroni, 
seudi, soprani, ete, 

-i3 (-1, or as L,, -6). [L.-§ = O Celtic -i, of dif- 
ferent origin from Gr, -ov, ete,, and L. -is 
fit, > ~er-ia, ete,), AS, -es, Eng. -e8, #,’s.] 
he ending of some Latin genitives singular 

of nouns anid adjectives of the second declen- 
sion, occurring in some ancient, medieval or 
modern Latin phrases used in English, as 
genius loci, lapis lazuli, quid novi, ete, 

Ia. An abbrevation of Iowa. 
iambist (i-am’bist), ». [jamb + -ist.] A writer 
of iambic verse; hence, asatirist; a lampooner. 
See iambus. 
With a malignity of slander not Inferior to the 

Tawvbiet pm = =~ — re Greece, VILL IL 67, 

Ianassa (i-a-nas’a),». [NL., <« Gr. "Idvacoa, 
aname ofa Nereid.) 
of the family Petalodontide, having a body 
shaped like a ray, with shagreen skin and the 
dentition consisting of pavement teeth ar- 
ranged in longitudinal rows, each tooth over- 
lepping the next in front, It is from the 
Carboniferous rocks in various parte of the 

i 

world. 
ianthine ton Gta), a. p. fanthinua, <¢ Gr. 
idvthwog, of the color of violets, < iartiog, iavtiov, 
a violet, ¢ lov, violet, +d:oc, fower.] Violet- 
colored. Treas. Bot., p. G16. N. E. D. 
iatrarchy (i‘4-triir-ki), a, (Gr. iarpdée, physician, 
+ -apyia, ¢ dpyer, oe! | The order or profes- 
sion of physicians, X. £, D. [Nonee-word. ] 
The chiefs of the Hierarchy, the Jatrarchy, .. . the 
oplarcby. ‘Southey, Doctor, VIL. 498, 

iatrochemistry (i-a"tré-kem’is-tri), », (Gr. 
tarpéc, |p hap + E. — The cuom. 
istry of the sixteenth and first half of the seven- 
teenth centuries, In that the substitution of 
remedies prepared by artificial chemical processes for the 
roots and herts of earlier medicine greatly changed the 
practice of that art, while, on the other hand, fecal or 

medivoph 
and 

physician, + 

cians, 
(8-bii-n 

name.] 1, The 
gayans of northern Luzon.— 2, One who speaks 
the Ibanag langu 

I-bar (i’bar), #. 1. Ametal bar having a cross- 
section like the capital letter 1.—2. Amistaken 
spelling for eye-bar, 4 

. La, 8. Inanthrop., of or pertaining 
to the dolichocephalic dark type inhabiting the 
greater part of southern E 
northern Africa, 
It comprises the Tbero-insular and Atlanto- — 175° C. 

ysiological theories 
tikded chemical investigation. — a more 

minent tatrocherniets 
elmont, Syivina, Tachentus, and Glanber, 
It is dimicalt to realize at the present thne how the Trib 

tatrochemietry developed and foi 
i- 

4 1, (—1)%), (2) iatromathematics 
ahr SY Ty oO [Gr. iarpds, physician, + polyuated, mathe- 

— ae —— ae: 
physics ~&-trd-fiz’iks), n. 

{ onl, th : 
practice of the iatrophysical school of pbysi- 

to a great extent stimulated — belonging to the family Orchidacex. 
4 Spiranthes, 

ibis, n. 4. In angling, an artificial hackle-fly, 
1 with silver tinsel, with body, hackle, 

shed a4 long as itdid. wings, and tail searlet. — Straw-necked ibis, Car- 
lence, July, 14, p. 2 fine spinicollis, un Australian species which has the 

artepmat pers) 
iis: (be'gi), m. [W. African.) A “gil), m. ° can. name, 
in the Kongo region of West Africa, of a shrub 
of the doghane family, Tabernanthe Iboga. 
Though grow! wild in region, it is went) 
cultivated — the native villages for the — at it 
medicinal and narcotic roots, which coutain an alkaloid 
similar it ite action ta cocaine. 

@ (6-b6’ga-in), n. og + -ine2.] An 
alkaloid extracted from t ongo-plant and 
iboga. It produces anmsthesia like cocaine 
and acts upou the medulla like cola. 

I. O. An abbreviation of the Latin Jesus 
Christus, Jeans Christ. 
: (i-hii’ sin * [icaco a —— ra eolor- 
e838 compound or C47. , found in 
elemi resin. Tt —— in — which 

were Paraceleua, Libaviua, Van 

Gr, iarpdc, 
jes.] The eda — 

*), ». [Tbanag (Cagayan) 
nguage spoken by the Ca- 

rope and parts of 
Also called! ———— 

Mediterranean type of Deniker. ) 1—Brash ice, See brash}, 4 (b)— Dead ice, an- 
II. ». 8, Inanthrop., amember of the Iberian {fet ice retained — tous ton pomp 

race. 
Iberian®, a. II. ». An inhabitant of Theria, 
a country of ancient Asia corresponding to 
what is now called Georgia. 

i-bé’ri-an-izm), m, 

anctent int, Interbed 

Stone ice, Same as dead 
an ice-sheet; a continental glacier, 

Cut ioe. Soe wert, 
ice. grea’ 

(Therian) + _ as in Greenland.— * 
-ism.] The desire to unite Spain and Portugal I. 0. EB. An abbreviation of Institute of Civil 
under one crown, with the ancient name of £ngincers. 
Iberia. Lit. World, Oct, 3, 1880, p. 234. 

Iberic (i-ber’ik), a. and nm. 
"Liypende, <1 Sper, Iberians.) Same as Iberian), 

constructia This form of 
the [berie West. 

A, J, Boone, in Jour. Hellenic Stadies, XXL. 187. 

Therism (i’bér-izm), 1. [Zberia, ancient name 

ortugal, 
Iberite? (i‘bér-it), mn. [Iberia + -ite?.] An ad- 
vyoente of Tberianism. 

Celtic (i-bé*rd-sel’ tik), a. 
Keane, Ethnology, p. 201 Celtie, 

Thero-Celto-Teutonic (i-bd‘rd-sel"td-ti-ton’- 
ik), a, Iberian, Celtic, and Teutonic. Keane, 
Ethnology, p. 201. 

insular (i-bé'rd-in’si-liir), a. In an- 
throp., of or pertaining to a race or type in- ice-borne (is’bérn), a. 
habiting a large part of Spain, — 
Corsien, Sardinia, and southern Italy, inelud- 
ing Sicily, characterized by short stature, long glacial 
heads, tawny white skin, and blackhair. Deni- fee- 
ker, Racea of Man, p. 285. 

A genus of extinct fishes — lie, vari a ge ibex, * Abyssinian tbex, Capra sali,» rare species ous uses 

Tbero-' 

lea 

ji-um), #. [NL 
(Salisbury, 
1812), < Gr, iJee 
(idd-) ibis. he 
anthers 
compared to the 
head of an ibis.] 
A genus of mon- 
ocotyledonous 

were ¢ 

theory that the distribution of Iceberg theory, the 
drift and of erratic boulders and the scoring of the under. 
lying rock-surface are accounted for by the movements of 
teebergs during a period of continental submergence : 
now genernl ced by the #glacial theory (which 
see). — Ti ar iceberg, an even topped iceberg of con- 
siderable size, Sach bengs are common in the antarctic 
seas and are derived from the south polar beo-sheet, 

ice-bird, ». 2. The Indian goatsucker, Capri- 
mulgus asiaticus: so called because its note 

Anad- resembles “the sound of a stone scudding 
pain and , Ver ice,” 

ice-blindness (is’blind‘nes),». Same as snow- 
blindness, Buck, Med. Handbook, LV. 13. 

ice-block (is’blok), —— — ofa 
A retreating glacier, isolat y melting. 

Therian and ice-bolt (is’bélt), m. A sudden descent of ice; 
an avalanche; figuratively, a sensation as of 
the sudden chill of piercing cold. 

The fearful icedolte of the mountain, 
H, MacMillan, Bible Teachings, tv. 

Borne or conve by 
to a boulder which has 
ited by ice during the 

[L. Ihericus, ¢ Gr. 

n seems to be quite typical in 

The prin- 

[Lheria + -ist, 

t 

iee: especially applied 
been carried ead de 

riod. Lyell. 
er, n. 4, A hand- or power-machine 

for breaking ice into small fragments for 

pra ice-calk (is’kik), n. Same as calk3, 2. 
ice-can (is’kan), ». A large, deep, and narrow 
sheet-iron can designed to hold the distilled 
water in making ice. The can is sunk in the 
cold brine of the freezing-tank and remains there antil 
its contents are frozen. 

ice-cave (is’kiv),n. 1, A cave in which ice 
is formed in sufficient quantity to outlast the 
warm season; a glaciére.—2. A hollow under 
the end of a glacier, whence the glacial stream 
flows out. 
The term “ice-core,” in the anthor’s opinion, should 

especially apply to the hollows In the ice at the lower end 
of glaciers, w the glacier waters make their exit, 

Geog. Jour, (KR. G. &), LX. 7a 

ice-chipper (is’chip’¢r), n. A hand-tool con- 
sisting of a combined knife and chisel for 
cho iee into ents. 

ice-cll ff is’klif), mn. 1, The — front 
eli of a tide-water glacier.— 2. formed by Jedi wet Cormeen. 4 . : 7 7 

(From Brittoe and Browa's “Ilus. marine erosion, in aretie regions, where the 
Fists, of Ge Northern Staves asd Cae land consists of ice with more or less inter- 
* stratified and overlying detritus. 
1 



ice-cloud 
ice-clond —— n. A eloud composed of 
fine globules of ice, or of globules of water 
colder than ice, which on touching any solid 
body adhere as ork; a frost-cloud; a 
— often a very low stratum of ice 

Seoraraft (is‘kraft), nm. Skill in traveling on 
ice, or in dealing with its dangers, as in aretie 
exploration ormountain-climbing. Daily News, 
Mareh 5, 1890. X. &. D. 

ioe greener (is’kré’pér), ». Same as creeper, 

om ic Mean trentbvane soverlag, tre ven heart, obi, sooo 
panied . 4 fbrinous exudation resembling the icing on 
cake. Med, Keeord, Feb. 14, 1900, p. 27%. 

ice-dike (is’dik), mn. A crevice in a glacier 
which becomes filled with ice of secon or 
later development and strongly resembles a 
mineral vein. F. H. Sherzer. 

(is’dok), u. <A basin in the ice, 
either natural or sawed out with ice-saws, 
sufficiently to uccommodate a ship, 
Sach ‘docks’ are made by navigators in the —— 

in order to avoid being pinned or nipped between 

Seniran itv ae z), ». A hooked fron instru ag), nm. - 
ment planted in the ice ahead of a vessel, 
used like a kedge-anchor in ing her along. 

ice-dump (is’dump), ». A sheet-iron tan 
containing a sloping grid in which an ice-can 
with its iee-block is upset to cause the block 
to slip out of the can. See *ice-can, 

ice- (is’fiirm), n. A body of water with 
the necessary buildings, devoted to the pro- 
duetion of ice for the market; in India, a place 
where ice is obtained by allowing water to 
freeze, at night, in shallow earthenware pans. 
Sci, Amer., Jan. 25, 1908, p. 58, 

ice-fender (is‘fen *der), n. A fender or guard 
for protecting a vessel from injury by ice. 

ice-fish (is’fish), n. 1. A little fish, the caplin, 
Mallotus villosus, of the family Argentinidw, liv- 

in arctic American waters and much 
valued as food, See caplin?. [Rare.J—2, A 
small translucent fish, Salanz microdon, of the 
rivers of Japan and China. 

ice-fog (is’fog),n. A fog produced by wind 
Howls over fields of ice, § 

front (is’frunt),», The border of a glacier 
or ice-sheet. 

i {is’gérj), a. 1. A blockade of ice in 
4 river.—2, A narrow, steep-sided gorge in 
whose bottom, amid large fallen rocks, ice 
forms in the winter and endures until late in 
the summer or longer, [ 8 occur in a 
er of localities in New England and New 

or 

i (is‘gush), n. A mass of mingled ice 
and water standing at the bottom of a crevasse 
in a glacier. 

many tlmes they left a trail of 
behind then w had been cut and braised 

fn their fall. Jour, Franklin Institute, Oct, 1004, p. 30 

ice-hill, n. 2. A large mass or mound of ice of 
— height.—3, An artificial toboggan- 

6. 
The Rassians are extremely fond of this amusement, 

and often have these tce-AUle erected at sume village at a 
little distance from the town, 

Englishwoman in Russia, p. 215. N. E. D, 

ice-hockey (is‘hok’i),». A game, developed 
from field-hockey, eae on ice, either on 
open ponds or in rinks. It is usually specifiod that 
the rink shall be at least 112 feet Jong by feet wide. 

vary in lengthor breadth, If played in a rink, goals are 
erected at either end and the surface is bounded by 
planking 2 feet or more in height. The sticks whieh the 

em use are made of aah, curved at the end; the 
curved part is formed into a Dlade less than 18 inches in 
length and 3 in width, which resta upon the surface of 
the ice, allowing about a foot of the stick upon the lee 
The puck, as it is called, is a disk of vulcanized rubber S 
inches in diameter and 1 in thickness, whieh ts slid along 
the ive, although it can be lifted by a wrist motion so aa 
to fly throwch the air. Two halves of 20 minutes each 
constitute the time of play, with an intermission of 10 1¢@-pan (is’pan), n. 
minutes. The game bs # by fucing the puck in the 

land agate, 
ice-lead fte’lea), n. 

ice-line (is’lin), n. 

ice-lobe (is'l6b), ». A forward-reachin 

ice-locomotive (is’lé-ké-mé'tiv), n. 

iceman, ». 3. An official whose duty it is to 

ice-marking (is’miir’king), ». Same as iee- 

ice-master, ». 2, An official appointed to 

Icenian —— a er (L. Jeeni, an ancient 

620 

the fleld of » This consista in mlacing the The tce-pane 
the middle point of the Geld between the sticka forward, withow 
opposing center forwards The referee calls 

man then strives to gain possemion of the 
pase it — — his own side. The for- 
usually divided Into two centers and two 

4d the puck is shot d 

ice-scooter ' 
to drift capriciously backward and 

t 
eu “(eeg. Jour, Uh G. &), XVITL 40. 

ice-pigeon (is’pij‘on), ». A breed of small 
domesticated pigeons whose prevailing colors 
are pale bluish lavender, with faint lacings or 
spangles, The feet are heavily feathered 
save in the variety known as the Ural. 

ice-pillar Gs’pil’ir), n, The pedestal of a 
glacier table. 

ice-pilot (is’pi‘lot), n. 
ioe. pipe (is‘pip), a. A 
which is uced by 

—— 3 upper e —— 
ii 

eed piss B 
i § BE J 

and a good player rarely resorts to a one- 
the stick. No plover is 
e shoulder, ie puck may be —— 

ra 
PE i 
a5 . Hy Re Fs = * 

4 E s Ss. 

Same as ice-master, 1. 
ie pagan tube of ice 

tin regions whose 

ee] 
cy Tmaust maintain a standing position. 
fa play conateta in defending the goal and shooting the 
ke from one side to the other when the 

—— There is a referee Who has cl of 
two goal-umpires, one at each end, ¢ 
the puck pases the gual. 
on-side play prevail in hockey; that is, a player must 
always be on his own sideaf the puck, and ts off-side if he 
is nearer the opponents’ goal-line than the player of his Geol. Surv, Monogra XLVIL 444. 
own team who last hit the pack, in which event he is not 4 — 
allowed to touch It or interfere or obstruct an ponent ice-plank (is‘plangk), x. A bridge on the 
until again onaide. He is put on-ide when the puck deck of an arctic vessel, crossing from one has been touched by an opponent, or when he has skated side to the other; a spike-plank. 
behind one of his own side who either has ot ais 
the puck or played it last when behind offender, ice-plant, ». ey, qaeland hn A pom oO ——— 
are allowed, Changes tree Co ee cnealde manian ioe- the Victorian bower-spinach, Zeere 
Kicking, ana — are not allowed. The * — — Seo Australian spinach, under 

—— a & ne ice-point (is’point), ». The point upon a 
ice-jam (is’jam), ». A mass of fragments of thermometrie scale which corresponds to the river ice piled irregularly by the current, so Melting-point of ice. The ice-point is 0° C. as to obetenes its flow. — 4 + 32° Fr and + 273° (absolute). Philos. 

See *agate?, —— Roy. Soe. — 1903, ser. A, p. 108. 
temporary channe] ice-prow (is‘prou), n. temporary structure 

2 nye d fitted in front of the stem aa ees the 
bows of tugboats and similar vessels in winter 
to assist in breaking the ice and to protect the 

In th m., A Curve ermodyna bows from injury. Also false bow and ice 
showing the pressure at which for any temper- ram. 
ature a mixture of ice and water will be in ice-pyramid (is‘pir‘a-mid), n, The form as- stable equilibrium. JW. Watson, Text-book of sumed by a pedestal of ice on a glacier, after Physies, p, 267 the protecting slab of stone or debris has 

part fallen from it. 

eading into or entirely through an ice-field, 
which is liable to be closed at any moment by 
the movement of the ice. 

of an ice-sheet with a convex front, the advance ice-ram _(is’- 
of which is due to its having moved along Tam), m. Same 
lower ground than that on either side. Thas "8 *ice-prow. 
the continental foe-sheet of the glacial period in North J. (is-e- 

Aerie ard ia aoe Keene eng me rey, mC 
Day taba, oun Bee lobe. . ” " (Signoret, 

1875), F. Icery, The relation of the Mic! » Saginaw and Huron-Erie 
ice-lobes tn lower Michigan — —— Wisconsin of & proper name, ] 
glaciation. Science, Feb. 6, 1008, p. 224. A noted genus 

of ——— of A loeco- 
: the snubfamil motive or motor-car havi Ts or teeth on 

its driving-wheels to enable it to travel on usualy covered 

Icelus (is‘e-lus?), a. (NL. (Kriyer, 1845), ¢ With wax 
Gr.’ vad Ieelus, son of Hypnus, the pon of — ord Fluted Seake Ueerme purchast 

WAxen MAGS  spcaesof bare of wing and toon at? ted 
which is often ¢:4, stage of larva: «, pupa; /. 

longitudinally 9ie'y. Spt, et Bre ties 
ribbed. ‘Twenty 
species are known, and some of them are noted L 
purchasi of Australia, South Africa, New Califor 
nila, and is the famous fluted scale, white senle, or 

je (see cterhion-seate) which was brought ander teelue spimiger. 

(Peom Bulletin a7, U. 3. Net. Meseum.} 

sleep.) A genus of fishes belonging to the 
J tide, found of family Co in the North Atlan- 

tic and Pacific. J, bicornis is the best-known 
species. J. spiniger is & species found in Bering 

a. 

keep the iee on a skating-pond in order and to 
assist those who meet with accidents while 
skating. See *ice-master, 2. 
A icemen to the bt SY ee Cs 
marker (is’mir’kér), n. A plow-shaped 

device for marking a ve in ice which is to 
be cut into blocks. It is guided by a gage 
which runs in the last-plowed groove. 

mark, 
Fluted Seale (/eerya purcdari), female series larating 

development of female tusect trom young 
larva to adult gravid stage 

#, wewly hatched larva; 4, second stage; c, third stage: #, full- 
grown female; « f came alter secretion of ¢ oc. Hl (ease 
ansenasx) about twice natural size. (Riley aed Masiatt, U3. D. AD 

control in California, South Africa, and Portagal by the 
introduetion of the Australian ladybug, ledalia (Nori) 
cardinalia, Other noted jes ure J. agyptiacem, J 
seychellarum, and J. mon tensia, See Australian 
sladyiug, with out. 

ice-scooter (is‘ski‘tér),n. A craft, a combina- 
tion of sailing-yacht and iee-hoat, peculiar to 

Island. It sails as well in water aa on ice, and 
may ran from one element to the other without 
change of rig or appliances, On the flat bull of the boat 
steel runners are fitted, a8 on an ice-boat, The boat may 

keep the ice on a publie skating-pond in order, 
Bee iceman, 3. . 

Same as moulin. 

A small sheet or slab of 
floating ice; pancake ice. 



lee-scoeter. 

A. beat in motion: A, heat. it so as to show bottom of hull 
with steel rumners. 

be steered either by the one hend-sail or by an 
metal blade trailed over the stern, which acta as a rudder 
when in the water, and when on the ice cata into the sur. 
face on one side of the keel-line or the other as may be 
required for turning the boat's head. These 
be run alternately through water and over ice, as their 
speed allows them to climb out of the water without any 
asmlstance other than their own momentum. 
i (is’skour‘ing), ». The general 
process of abrasion and erosion by means of 
glaciers. 

Science, April 5, 1001, p. 582. 

ice-scraper, ». 2. Animplement of the Alas- 
kan imos consisting of a handle to which 
are attached several seal claws: used by 
hunters, who imitate the movements of the 
seal, to produce the noise made by basking 
Beals. 

ice-shed (is’shed), ». The dividing-line from 
which the ice of a continental glacier moves 
in opposite directions. 

i (is’ski), n. A bright whitish sky in 
polar regions, near the horizon, indicating the 
existence of a distant field of iee or snow, 

(is’spér), mn. A device worn on a shoe 
to prevent slipping onanicysurface, Minsheu, 

ice-storm (is’stérm), u. A fall of ice, or of 
sleet turning to ice, or of hailatones and r 
—— masses of ice; a storm in which 
fal ing F rain freezes upon the objects which it 
toue 

ies · is’tung), n. 
—— Sie tots” 

This book will consist of a detailed description of about 
fifteen Greenland tev-tongres, and of a of the 
main ice cap, dwelling espectally upon significant 

Science, Aug. 5, 1004, p, 188, 

2.A ——— 
horizontally from 

1. A lobe of a gla- 

(is’ van), n, Same as *ice-lead. 
ich, An abbreviation of ichthyology. 

P hair-tree of Japan, Ginkgo 
for ite fruits, the kernels of which Ich 

pins for holding cracked Teh 
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ichneumonid (ik-ni’mo-nid), a. anda. In. 
An insect of the hymenopterous family Jchnew- 
mo . 

Il. a. Of or belonging to this family. 
chneumonize (ik-ni’mon-iz), v. ¢.; pret. and 
pp. ichnewmonized, ppr. ichnewnonizing. 
newmon + -ize.) © parasitize, as wi 
member of the family Jchnewmonide. 

noid (ik-na’mon-oid), a. and n. I, a, 
A to or having the characters of the 

superfamily Ichneumonoidea. 
n. A member of this superfamily. 

Ichneumonoidea (ik-ni-mé-noi’dé-), m. pl. 
[NL., ¢ Ichneumon + -oidea.] The hymenop- 
terous family Ichnewmonid@ considered as a 

ichheumonclogiat, (ik-nd-m-nol"-jist) 2 ik-ni-mé-nol’é- +m 
rs 52 ichneumon + -ist.) 

n the study of the Jchneumonoidea. 
ichneutic (ik-nii'tik), a. [Gr. iyvevriedy, ¢ 
ixvrerge, a tracker, ¢ Lyveiec, track: see 
nenwmon. } a tracking, or to the 
hunter who tracks his game, 

icknograph, n. 2, A treatise on tracks, 
ci 
sandstones of the Conneetieut valley.—3. A 
fossil track or trail of an extinct animal, 

i (ik’né-man-si), 1. a tyro, 
footprint, + ysavreia, divination.) vination 
by observation of footprints. 

icho (8’chd), ». [Jap.] The gin 
It is culti- 

vated ne 
are eaten, but principally for the adornment 
of temple courts and cemeteries. Its wood is 
ofa —D color, fine-grained, capa- 
ble of polish, tender and easily broken, and 
therefore not so highly prized as the woods of 
many other native trees, 

ichthalbin (ik-thal’bin), m. [iehth(yol) + al- 
b(umen) + -in?.]) A grayish-brown, odorless 
and almost tasteless powder made by precipi- 
tating a solution of ichthyol and albumen with 
mineral acids; ichthyol albuminate: used as 
an antiseptic (internal and external). 
ichthargan (ik-thir’gan), n. [ichth(yol) + 
Gr. — liver, + cant J —— 
of silver ichthyol sulphonate. It is used in 
medicine 
ichthoform (ik’th$-férm), #. frehthty)o-(aul- 
phonic) + Jorm(aldehyde).) dark-brown, 
odorless and tasteless powder obtained by 
treating iehthyosulphonic acid with formalde- 
hyde solution: a surgical and intestinal anti- 
septic, 

ichthulinic (ik-thi-lin‘ik), a. 

aic, fish, + -al).) 
Same as ichthyic. 

dew (ik-thi-di'i-dé), m. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Ichthydium + -ide. A family of Gastrotricha 

Ichabod (ik’n-bod), mn. (LL. Je .< Heb. 7 um (ik-thid‘i-um), » (Ehren- Ikhabéd, <i, not, + Khabod, glory. The allu- : ———— 
sion is to 1 Sam. iv, 21: “And ae named the berg, 1830), ¢ Gr. ix@idiov, dim. of izGi¢, a fish.] 
child Ichabod, saying, The glory is departed 
from Israel.”) A Howew name (see — 
used allusive + in various connections, espe- 
cially in the phrase to say Ichabod ural a 
thing), implying that its glory bas departed, 

“Bring me some cold beef, 
walter Drough 

Anthony Hope, Tristram of Blent, xxi. Imperin, 

ichabodiad (ik-a-bod’i-ad), ». [Ichabod + -i- 
ad, a8 in Iliad, Jeremiad, ete, The allusion 
is to 1 Sam. iv. 21: see *Jehabod.] A lamenta- 
tion for the fall or deterioration of something. 

Lewler-writers, contributors to magazines, British con- Ichthyobdella 
ome, popaier authors of Jere fade and tichabediads write 
on subject (geographical comMitions affecting British 
trade}, if not with unanimity, at lesst, for the most 
with a ¥ that must be, and In fact is, very com- 
forting to our competitors, but far from choering to the 
representatives of British trade and industry. 

Geog. Jour, (KR. G. &), XVITIL 425. 

ichhu (éch‘hi),». [Also ichn ; Quiehua ichhu.] 
me a5 *pena-qrass. 

ichiban (4@’chi-bin),a, [Jap. ichi-ban, number 
one, the first, the best, ¢ ichi, one, + han, a 
suffix indicating number.] Number one; the 
firat; the best. 

The typical genus of the family Ichthydiida. 
tion (ik’thi-i-za’shon), n. gen ag 

(<Gr. ii, fish, + -ize) + racy he pro- 
cess of evolution of the typical -like char- 
acters; the development of those traits which 
render an © ism more and more definitely 
and completely a fish. D. 8. Jordan, 

ich din (ik-thi-lep’i-din), m. [Gr. ixfic, 
chthy lepidl Qend-), senle, + -in?.] An albu- 
minoid found in the seales of fishes. 
ichthyobatrachian (ik‘thi-j-ba-tra’ki-an), a. 

Gr. tyfic, fish, + Sérpa yor, . + -ian,| Com- 
ining the characters of fishes and batrachians; 

iehthyopsid. 
ik’ thi-ob-del ‘fi), mn. [NL. 

(Blainville), < Gr. iyfic, a fish AdiAa, a 
leech.] The typical genus of the family Ich- 
thyobdellida, 

Ichthyobdellida (ik’thi-ob-del’i-dé), », pl. 
[NL., < Ichthyobdella + -idw.] A family of 
marine and fresh-water leeches, parasitic for 
the moat on fishes, The body may be cylindrt- 
cal and conslstof a narrower anterior and a wider posterior 

or ft may be dorsiventrally com 

ich- i 

fossil trails, such as those found in the Ich 

See 
‘ko or maiden- jch 

Ichthyoteniida 
ich’ t (ik’thi-d-dont), m. (Gr. ixAir, fish, 
+ adove (ddovr-), tooth.) A fossil fish-tooth. 

ichthyofauna —— n, [NL.x 
Gr. Ac, a fish, + NL. fauna.) The fish fauna 
of any given region. 

pher (ik-thi-og’ra-fér), n. [ichthy- 
ograph-y + -ert.] A naturalist who writes 
on fishes. 
Ichthyoid curve. See *curre. 
Ichthyoidea (ik-thi-oi’dé-d), nm. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. iyfic, fish, + cidor, form.] A suborder of 
anurous aquatic Amphibia having amphicwlous 
vertebres, three pairs of perennial external 
gills or, in their absence, a persistent branchial 
aperture, and small eyes without distinct lids. 

ichthyolate (ik’thi--lat), n. [Gr. ixfic, fish, 
+ -of + -atel.) The trade-name of magnesium 
ichthyolate. It is used in medicine. 

ichthyol-oil (ik’thi-ol-oil), ». A brownish- 
yellow, 5 y liquid, with etrating bitu- 
minous odor and taste, which results from the 
destructive distillation of a bituminous rock 
containing fossil fish found near Seefeld in 
the Tyrol. 
thyomethia (ik thi-§-mé’thi-i), ». [NL. 

(Patrick Browne, 1756), 20 cated in allusion 
to its use as a fish-poison, ¢ Gr. ixfic, fish, 
+ ulti, ney A genus of dicotyle- 
— eS @ family 

thyomorphic, a. 3. In decorative art, noting 
motives based on the forms of fishes. 

(ik*thi-G-mi’zon), n. [NL., 
< Gr. izfic, fish, + pier, ppr. of piter, mut- 
ter.] genus of lamprey eels which inhabit 
the fresh waters of the eastern United States, 
ichthyonomy (ik-thi-on’é-mi), n. [Gr. ixtic, 
enthy. véyor, arrangement. ]} ihe arrangement 
of fishes according to their relationships. 

(ik’thi-G-fa’ji-an), a. [ieh- 
th agi + -ian,] Of or pertaining to ichthy- 
ophagi, or fish-eaters ; characterized by the eat- 
ing of fish, as “ichthyophagian banquets,” 
Badham, Halieuties, p. 137, 

ich (ik’thi-6-faj’ik), a. Same as 
ichthyophagous. 

ich ite (ik-thi-of’s-jit), m. [ichthyo- 
phag-y +-ite?.] Same as ichthyophagist, 
i h (ik-thi-of'a-fiz), #4. ret. and 

Pp. acized tt. thyophagizing. 
—B— — — "Po feed on —— 

ichthyophobia (ik *thi-d-(6’bi-4i),». |NL.,<¢ Gr, 
izsic, fish, + -sojia, Cgodriv, fear.) An ex- 
treme dislike either of handling or of eating 

lism (ik-thi-op’d-lizm), m. [ichth 
polist a) BS — 5 fish. 

thyopo -thi-op’6-list), n. (Gr. iytho- 
aGdyc, @ fish-seller, ¢ i J fish, + rwAciv, sell, 
+ -ist.] A fish-seller; a fish-dealer, 

ichthyornithoid (ik-thi-dr‘ni-thoid), a. [Ich- 
ae) + -aid,] Resentling Pea. 
yornis. 

ch . Same as hystriciomus, 
ich’ (ik’ thi-d-sizm ), n. Lichthwoa( is) + 
-ism.) A name given by Jacques Pellegrin to 
a disorder produced by the eating of decaying 
fish. Itis usually accompanied by diarrhea and erup- 
tion of the akin, and ia caused by the formation of leu- 
comaines through the inttuence of bacteria Jordan, 
Study of Fishes, L 184. 

icht onate (ik*thi-6-sul’fo-nat), n. 
= * ite) * — A salt derived 

ichthyosulphonie acid.—Iehthyosulpho- 
nate of smmanion, Same aa fehthgae 
ichthyosal honic (ik’thi-6-sul-fon‘ik), a. 
[ick Mol) ———— Noting an acid, ry He 
resinous compound, CogHyyS,0,Hs, prepared 
—— erude ichthyol-oil with an excess 
of sulphurie acid and then shaking repeatedly 
with a saturated solution of common salt, 
whereby sulphurous and sulphuric acids are 
removed. Also ichthyol-sulphonic acid. 
Ichthyotania \ik’ thi-G-té’ni-&), m. [NL 
<Gr. iyttic, fish, + ravia, a worm (see twenia).} 
The typical genus of the family Ichthyoteniida, 
It contains several species parasitic in fresh- 
water fishes. Lonnberg. 
Ichthyoteniidm (ik’thi-6-té-nii-dé), nm. pl. 
[NL., < ehthyotenia + -ida.] A family of cee- 

The tode worma, of the order Tetracotylea, having 
antertor and posterior suckers are distinct from the body. seetabulate suckers, It contains the genera 
lla Dronskelion Pes thea sin fehcAyoh Ichthyotenia and Corallobothrium, parasitic 

in See cut on next page. 



Ichthyotomi 

(ik- 
thi-ot’6-mi), m. pl. 
[NL., ¢ Ge inde 
a y & -Topoc, 
< raury, cut.) An 
order of selachian 

avi a 
well-calcified en- 
doskeleton, ptery- 

usdrate mova- 
ly articulated 

with the cranium, 
pectoral fins with 
segmented axis, 
and diphycercal 
tail. Members of 
the order aro 
mostly of late 
Paleozoic age, 
but some oceur in 
the early Meso- 

iehthyotoxi c oteoxicon 
(ik * thi-G-toke‘ai- Srontone wee tater Riceebicha of 

the family seAtAyotarnridar. 
kon), ne (Gr. A, sie view; Bh, wiewed from abowe 
iytic, a fish, + ———— ion Riggembach s descrip 

. tiews an ures: a, acetatulam; 
Togindr, poison.) restellums ; a notched lobes rising up 
A poisonous sub- 
stance in some 

ot —— f fish. Vaugha of poisonin; the eating o . n 
and ! Novy, Celfular Toxins, p. 188, ad 
ich cum (ik’thi-o-tok’si-kum), n. 
Same as *ichthyotericon, 

(ik*thi-6-tok’sin), nm. 
*ichthyotozicon, 
ichthyotoxism (ik’thi-d-tok’sizm), a. f * 
ichthyotoziamus, Gr. ixtic, fish, + rof(xov), 
poison, + L, -ismus, E. -ism.} Fish-poisoning } 
poisoning resulting from the eating of fish. 

rene ea ¢r-mi), v. 
(Gr. iytic, fish . taxidermy.) Taxidermy 
as applied to fishes. 

icican (is‘i-kan), m. [iciea + -an.] A erystal- 
line resin obtained (by further concentration 
after the separation of brean) from the alco- 
holic solution of the oleoresin of icica, 

Icla Bee *shale2, 
Icon, An abbreviation (a) of iconographic; 
(6) of iconography. a 

iconodulic (i-ké-nod’i-lik), a. [iconodul-y + 
-ic.] Relating to the veneration of icons or 

iconodulist (i-k6-nod’d-list), m. [As iconodul-y 

iconoduly (i-k$-nod’a-li), m. 
aeia, © Gr. cixde, an + 
worship.) The veneration of images. 

foonclogical {i’ kon-@-loj’i-kal), a. [iconolog-y 
+ ~i -] Relating to iconology. 
One of the most rei 

from below the scolex amd heding 
it; a@. groove between 
Lankester’s “ Zoology.) 

. (Frou 

Same as 

acooant of this 
of an sccomp! correspondent. 

The Beclesiologist, XV. 25. 
iconomania (i‘kon-j-ma’ni-i),#. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
cindy, aD image, + pavia, ness.] An exag- 
gerated devotion to icons or images; a mania 
for collecting icons, 

iconoma' (i-kon-}-mat’i-kal-i), ade. With 
reference to an icon, image, or picture. [Rare.] 
That it (kan ] is not used dkonomatically here is 

evident, as kun in Maya is pot a name for maize or grain 
of maize, An. Rep, Bur. Am. Bthvol,, 1804-96, p. 227. 

iconometer 2 5 F cindy, 
an image. pitpov, measure. netru- 
ment used to facilitate the determination of 

lconometer. 

the true relative position of a series of un- 
known points from two perspectives, usually 
— of those points, taken from two 
nown points or stations. A pipe graduated in 

millimeters and about 20 centimeters long is fitted 
with a diopter and a movable light frame Both of these 
Tay be placed within the pipe for convenient carrying. 

iconometric (i-kon-d-met’rik), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to the iconometer or to iconometry; ob- 
tained by means of the icouometer. 
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iconometry (I-kj-nom’e-tri), n. [As feonome- 
ter + -y3,] fie science of determining the 
relative positions of several unknown points 
a means of perspectives, usually photographs 
of those points, from two known points: espe- 
cially applied to the phot phic determina- 
tion of points for topographical purposes, or 
phototo phy; 

iconophile (i-kon’6-fil), n. (Gr. cixé», an image, 
+ giAriv, love.] Bame as iconophilist. 

iconophily (i-k6-nof’i-li), n. [iconophile + -y3.} 
Same as iconophilism. 

iconoplast ({i-kon’6-plast), ». (Gr. cixéy, an 
image, + <Zaoréc, formed.] One who Os 
images oricons. [Rare.] 

He [Pattison] could not, tike Renan and especially like 
Matthew A he a thorough ieonoclast, and yet delude 
himself into thinking that he was (if I may coin such a 
word) an iconoplast all the time 

Literature, Jan. 8 1808, p. 24. 
iconoscope (i-kon’é-skép), mn. (Gr, cixép, an 
image, + oxorciv, Siew] A device attached 
toa camera, which shows in reduced scale an 
image of an object to be photographed; a 
finder. It —— a choice of point of view 
and arrau ont. 

icosane (i’k6-siin), ». [Gr. cixon, twenty, + 
-ane.} A colorless hydrocarbon of the methane 
series, CopH go, obtained from brown coal 
paraflin. t melts at 36.70 0. and boils at 
206° C, under 15 millimeters pressure. 
called e¢icosane. 

(i-kos‘i-nén), ». [Gr, cxom, twenty, 
+ -in?2 + -ene.) Sacae as *eicosylenc. 

icositetrahedroid (i’k6-si-tet-ra-hé‘droid), n. 
[icositetrahedr-on + -oid.] The four-iimen- 
sional analogue of the icositetrahedron. 

{i’k0-tip), m. [Gr. cixéc, likely (like), 
+ rivrog, } ‘In the nomenclature of types 
in nati history, a specimen that has not 
been used in literature but serves for identi- 
fication with the original. 
1.0.8. An abbreviation of Indian Civil Ser- 
vice. 

Ictalurine (ik’ta-li-ri’né). n. i. [NL., ¢ Ie- 
talurus + -inw.| <A subfamily catfishes 
characterized by having a barbel on the pos- 
terior nostril: found chiefly in the eastern 
United States. 

Ictalurus (ik-ta-li’rus),. [NL., a contraction 
of “*Ichthyelurus, ¢ Gr. tytic, a fish, + alAovpor, 

Setaluens punctatus, 

(From Bulletia 47, U. &. Nat. Museum.) 

acat.) A gonus of fishes of the family Silwri- 
dz, commonly ealled catfishes. They are notable 
for the forked and silvery coloration, and are confined 
to the eastern United States The commonest species ts 
the channel-cat, J, punctatwa, 

icteric, ». 2, One who is suffering from icterus 
or jaundice. 

icterode (ik’te-rod), a. [Gr. ixrrpédng, ¢ ixrrpoc, 

dice; jaundiced. 
i mic (ik*te-rd-jen’ik), a. ie ‘poe, 

using ic- 
terus or wn on 

Icteroid us, See *hacillus. 
intl, «, 2, In pros., produced by or relating 
to the ictus, 

r. ictuating. [ictus (ictw-), stroke, + -ate%, 
‘o put tho ictus on. 

jaundice, + eldog, form.) Affected with jaun- 

jaundice, + -yerfe, -producing.] 

ictuate (ik’ti-dt), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. ictuate 

Ictus cordis, the pulse.—Ictus sanguinis, a stroke of 
apoplexy. 

id (id), r. [G. id (Weismann, suggested by 
idioplasm), (Gr. idor, own, proper, peculiar: see 
idiot.) In Weismann’s doctrine of germ-plasm, 
the substance of inheritance or the bearer (a), 
in the germ-plasm, of the hereditary qualities 
of a single complete organism, or (4), in the 
somatic idioplasm of the hereditary quali- 
ties of a group of cells or a part of a 
Seveloping embryo or growing organism. 
The term ned therefore with two meanings to 
designate the bearer of the hereditary qualities of the an- 
cestral idioplasm, or germ-plasm, which may give rise to 
anew amd complete ism, and to designate the bearer 
of the hereditary qualities of the idiopiaem of snccesstve 
stages fn the development and growth of the organism 
that arises from the ecg. The id of this somatic idio 
plasm is held to be at first identical with that of the germ- 

idea 
plasm, but to become broken ap into sim and sim- 
pler ide as dev —— bee 7 mrt doe. 
tring of *germ- 

The supposed function of the tde as the bearers of 
hereditary qualities in fertilization, 

Encye. Brit., XXVOL asi 

Heterologous id, in Welsmann's doctrine of germ-plasm, 
Ee the bearers of the hereditary 

id!, 2. This termination is to be given to the rela- 
tively electronegative constituent of a compound : aa, hy. 
a m oxid (mot oxygen hydrid) calcium sulphid (mot 
sulphur calcd) 

-id*. 2. This termination affords a simple and ree- 
ular method of transforming a family name ending in -ide 
into a commen ‘ lish ‘ noun serving as a name for any 
member of the family. This, 3 member of the Fid⸗ 
ina felld, any of the —— ee —— any of 
the Gadid# a gadid, etc. js orcrcomes the ambiguity 
of using the popular name of seme member of the family 
asa common name forall. The name is often net 
eonterminous in meantig with the New Latin name and it 
always has a set of croes associations that are absent from 
the New Latin name. The two kinds of nares do not 
cover the same — Every member of the Bred 
dida is a sloth, but not every member of the Gadida@ lea 
cod, as several other well-known fishes, such as the pol- 
lack and haddock, are members of that family. 
3, A termination used by Osborn to desig- 
nate the cusps of the lower teeth : for example, 
the cusp ona lower molar that corresponds to 
the hypocone of an upper tooth is the Aypo- 
conid, ete. 

Ida. An abbreviation of Idaho, 
4.—The Idman mother, the goddess Cybele. 

who her sanctuary on Mount Ida. 

idant (id‘ant), a. [id +-ant.) 1. A groupof 
ids or bearers of the hereditary qualities of an 
individual organism in the germ-plasm or sub- 
stance of {pheritance. Welemen holds tse con. 

fe J— necessary 

count for the roduction of germ-colle in the body de 
onanism dew from a single it In asexual organ- 
snes all the ide in an idant are sup to be alike, bet 
different in organisms that have long multiplied by sexual 
reproduction, so that the children of the same parents are 
not com y identical See #Wrismanniem, doctrine 
of kyerm-plasm, 

In the first place, th of germ. hich ts the 
marting petal of a new indiv’ teal wae a several, 
sometimes of —— named “idants,” which are 
the chromosomes, into a definite number of which the 
nuclear material of a dividing cell breaks up. These id- 
ants are a collection of “ida” which Weismann tente- 
tively identifies with the microsomata contained In the 
chromosomes, Eneye. Brit., XXX, 268, 27. 

2. Figuratively used in sociology to desig- 
nate certain naturally selected individuals of 
differing classes or races, who seek each other 
in reproduction, and so create a new stock, as 
idants (chromatic bodies) in the reproduction 
cell do in biological re uetion. L. F. Ward, 
Pure —— p. 208, 

te (id‘ingz-it), a. [Named after Pro- 
fessor Joseph P. Iddings, an American miner- 
alogist.) A silicate of iron, calcium, and mag- 
nesium found in the augite-andesite of Car- 
melo Bay, California. It is probably an altera- 
tion-produet of olivin. 

_ in . 
or Se utone Cert an den thas Foor ed aoe oe 
mind, in spite of all effort to inhibit it and In spite of one’s 
assurance of ite unreasonable character. 

ja no end to the strange perf There which may 
be thus called forth ; but the 

formances: 
are all referable to the ome 

simple principle already laid down as the characteristic 
thas case, The ion of the mind a dominant 
idea. . B. Carpenter, Mental Physiol, p. 086 

Extensive idea, in peychol., a temporal or spatial idea 

Spatial and temporal ideas are immediately distin- 
guished from intensive ideas by the fact that their parts 
are united ... in a definitely fixed order ... Ideas 
with such a fixed arran tare called in general erten- 
siveideas, V. Wendt rane), Outlines of Psyehol., yo. 108. 

Fpyed idea. (a) A delusional idea or train of thought 
which dominates the mind in certain forms of inaanity 
amonomania. (6) Samens inperative #idea (a). — Plight 
of ideas, See *Might!.— Free idea, in exper. peyehol, 
an ides or representation which is dissociated from sense 
perception or presentation, and from the nic impale 
conmected sense-perception, and which may = 
fore take its place in an associative train, may be utilized 
in the process of discrimination, ete. 

It [the investigation) has denied the existence in antmal 
consciousness of any important stock of free tdees or im- 
pulses, and so has denied that animal association is hamolo- 
gous with the association of human yonetony. 

E. L. Thorndike, “Anita ntelligence, p. 10K 

Emperative idea. (a) A persistent or obsessing idea or 
of thought which the subject cannot banish or escape, 

though he recognizes ite talsity or triviality. Imperative 
ifens exist in all degrees of intensity, from the tune that 
‘rune in the head‘ to such obsessions as agoraphobia. (6) 
Same as fized wider (©}—Implictt idea, in peychot., the 
idea of group of ideational elements that fuses with the 
presentation in the act of perception : the ideational maso- 
ciate that raises a datum of sensation to the rank of per- 
ception, Heyfding, 



idea 
an {the iden} is, 09 to my embryonic, someth L 

to the mere setisat! ie nang? iy a Oy Ly 4 
than a “free or independent idea” It is, aa it eae 

ah happily called, a tied — or ¢on'< 

— idea, Same as imperative *idea.— Intensive 
idea, in Wandt's pare! , a combination of sensational 
elements, in which the er at the elements may be in- 
detinitely varied. V. Wand? (trans), Outlines of nian ar 

Roy iets ait archer say a “s peychology, any idea —* 
ceasively canwlated with the assimilation which forma the 
core of mediate recoguition or the starting-point of an 
associative train. 

— — idea may be assimilated first, the secon- 
coming later as revivals of earlier experiences ; 

thi inecns af amociation by 
V. Wand? (trans) Human and 

ideal. I. a. 5. In projective geom., infi- 
nitely distant. a ee black body. See tows af 
wradiation.— Ideal See yaa, ote. 
Il. ». 4. In ma oa ant an ideal number. 

identicn G-dé-al" iks), ». Sociological knowled 
— Rl the realization of social ideals. 
L. FF. OW rd, Outlines of gen hy a 

=e alternation ial Peutaal oa of dierent 
orm, color, ete, prevented under stereoscopic condl- 
tions to the two eyes. 

In addition to lustre and ideational rivalry, there exists 
yet another form of the apprehension of binocalar percop- 

v Wunedt (trans), — rennbeyg ins “3 

Ideational type. Same 
Titchener, ; Expe ir. in grt L he 1%,— —— unity, § 
in W und’s payin, the e principle in 
which the senration: comet — a —— —8 not 
— aa a mee medley, but 
—— which are then set in 

to form 

— ions nt pi. wieata (th). [NL 
—— of — re, form an — 
Bee — n.J © ‘aioe as imagined, as 
opposed to datum, the thing as given; theory, 
1900 ee aoe to observed fact. Science, Feb. 26, 

Identical points, See *pointl!.— Identical twins, See 
wtorinl, 

iden , ade, 2, in alg., for all values of 
the literal quantities. 

identifier (i-den’ti-fi-ér), n. One who recog- 
nizes and proves the identity of others, espe- 
cially of criminals, 

Tt was final) ined that the 
and Gfontifers should step into a sid A — 
Evening teh (Colum as, Obio), May 11, 1889, X. BD, 

identity, ». 2. In math,: (a) The relation of 
an expression to another symbol for itself: 
often denoted by three short parallel hori- 
zontal lines, = (derived from the mark of 
equality, =). 
The symbol = of identity . indicates that the 

on one ale of it is to reprosent the ex 
aie dine nae of it. 

‘Serecomb, Culculas, p. 2 

@ In alg.: (1) A relation of equivalence 
lependent only upon the very nature of the 
operations involved, and not at all upon the 
particular numbers’ o — with: for ex- 
ample, the identity of ab with ba. (2) An 
identical equation ; an equation for any letter 
in which any number whatsoever may be sub- 
stituted without destroying the equality or 
restricting the values of any other letter: for 
5 (a + b)* c =a + (b + ©) — identi 

forces, the aaniiin une m ol 

a7 —— mental, or social ee testi 
ayia! Bee tident 

New Zealand, a well- me Peeing aL Hang or 
bare: first used in a popular th wi 
identity" was carefully distingw 
eo one who came A ool Bet wn 

erule w viet I by {hich 1 to interred that y ts it ie 
+ gh ry bo two @# are 

sane a a that there are — Et A Et 

ideo-emotional (i'd méd’shon-al), a. Not- 
ing a mind predominantly emotional and 
imaginative, but lacking high intellectual 
development: one of four of mind each 
of which is widely enough distributed to consti- 
tute a recognizable class tn o civilized popula- Idiida (i-di'i-d8), n, pl. [NL., « Idia + -ide.] jdioneurosis (idi-G-ni-ro‘sis), mn. [NL., 
tion. —— ideomotor. Giddings, Inductive 
Sociol, p. 63. 

ideogenetic rye), 6 [Gr. idéa 
idea, yewecne, producti on (see tie). | 
Productivg of mental —— * evel 
in terms of mental images: said of a process 
of thought or active i ination in which 
verbal (that is, symbolic) ideas are not em- 
ployed. 
The other extreme la that in which images constitu 

the meaning of the perveived words are easily 

— nol, p. 3. i 

436, 
ideo @ (i-dé'S-fon), a. [Gr. idéa, idea, + 
dbophone Ae onetics, Oe auditory sym- idiocy 

ĩ. 
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id or in, which, a0 in Che Gisagenetis thinking of artists, the 

"Jour. Phiies., Paychot. and Sci. Methods, — * 

ideoglandular (i'dé-d-glan’di- . 
idéa, idea, + E. glandular. } bande ng to * 
dular action as the result of mental impres- 
sions. 

n. 
bol of a word or phrase that is perceived as a 
whole and thas” constitutes a single idea. 

2, In phonetics, the visual sym- 8° 

idiophrenic 

idioblast, n. 2. In biol,, one of the hypothet- 
ical, ultimate elements ‘of living protoplasm, 
poe! to the mules of Darwin, the physi- 

ical units of Herbert —* rh 
of eismann, ete, O, Her 

Idiochelys (id-i-ok’é-lis), n. teary € Gr, ide, 
peculiar, + xiAuw, a tortoise.) "An extinet 

nus of pleurodirous chelonians or turtles hay- 
ing & deeply ¢ ate nuchal plate, neural 
plates short and interrupted, not exceeding 

Ideograms are distinguished as sensory or S°¥e® in number and net reaching the re 

motor, according as the word or phrase is seen — = —— pry wore rg Jurassic li 
*ideoph Expe 

—— pense. ~ oon, aa tie (id‘i-9-kr6-mat’ik), a. — 
—— eee — —— — pojia(r-}, color, + -ic.] 

id - In ertaining to Same color, whether existing in a large caer 
—— oti Coo » P e —— to a = — * —— a mineral 

? - su nee, nota te and lapis lazuli, 
ideo: (i-dé-ol 33 Jiz), a Test —— PE. the ultramarine o she — 6«— 

J lidĩ·õ· krõ moõ·sõm r. se aaa ner “Eevee igen ra oe ’ osome ‘orms 
ideometabolic wa met-g-bol’ik), a. (Gr. distinctive characteristic between the male- idéa, idea, + E, metabolic.) Relating to meta- 
bolic changes as the result of emotional im- 
ressions, —— Diet, of Philos, and 
sychol., II. 436. 

ideomuscular (if dé-6 Ae tg a, (Gr. 
idéa, idea, + R. muscilar) He to mus- 
cular action as the result of mental impres- 
slows. Baldwin, Dict. of Philos. and Psychol, 

-mus 

7 

bol of a word or e that is perceived as a 
whole and thas constitutes a single idea. Ide- 

undt ophones are distinguished as sensory or motor, i 
aceording as the sound or group of sounds 
corresponding to the word or r phrase is heard 
or spoken. —— P 2, First used A i 
A.J. 3 Scripture aed. ro r. nye ieee = 

ideophonetics ( et’ " r. idéa, 
idea, + gunntendc, —— e.] The method o 
direct —* Sor! * —— by — sounds, 

onous ( nus), a. [As ideophone 
+ -ous,) Representing ideas by vocal sounds; 
pertaining to ideophoneties. 

og ideoplastic (i’dé-d-plas’tik), a. [Gr. idéa, idea, 
+ riacric, toca + -c.] 1. ertaining to 
ideoplasy, or the su tive function of the 
imagination.—2. Noting those physiological 
functions and processes — are . 
to be directly modifiable by mental sugges- 

Baldwin, Dict. of Philos. and Psychol., 

ideoplasty (i‘dé-plas‘ti), u. Same as *ideo- 

{i-d6-op‘la-si), n. * r. idéa, idea, + 
mAdau, fo — The facu ty or — of 
forming mental 7, imagination: 
especially of imagination in its supposed s 
— — as directly modifying certain 
physiological processes and functions. Bald- 
win, Dict. of Philos. and Psychol., I. 507. 

ideo-unit (i'd6-5-i'nit), ». A group of ele- 
mente that is perceived as a whole and there- 
fore conntibetes a single idea: used especially 
in phonetics as a general term covering *ideo- 
phone and *ideogram, , Exper. Pho- 

‘(G7d6-5-vas’ki-lir), a, [Gr. idéa, 
idea, + E. vascular.) Relating to vascular 
ehanges as the result of emotional impres- 
ge Baldwin, Diet. of Philos. and Psychol., 

n. The typical us of the famil 
Idiide. p Prot dg a6 f 

Idiacanthide (i aa 2) 
fk. Idiacanthus + -idw A tomily | et "ee like 

sea fishes 
Idiacan lacant thas — fu. (Gr. 

0, uliar, ne nus of 
fabs of the famil Tdiacanthi ” 
idic By Po Sy a. [id + -ic.) Of or pertaining to 
ids, 

A family of campanularian Hydromeduse, 
having the hydrotheca adnate to the hydro-~ 
caulus and the ecenosare divided into — 
which form two longitudinal series of inter- 
communicating chambers, each of which con- 
nects with the gastral cavity of a hydranth. 
It contains the genus Jdia, found in the south- 
ern seas. 
Town oo (id‘i-G-hi-ol6-ji), 1m. (Gr. . idwe, 

— The biology of any par- 

poor nd and female-producing s — — 
certain insects (Hemiptera and Co Bigg me 

The idiochromosomes, which 
smaller in the male-producing than i in the te. 
male-producing forms, are supposed to be 
definitely correlated with the sexual charac- 
ters. FE. B. Wilson, 1905. 

(NL. ¢ Gr. idwe, idiocrasis (id-i-ok’ri-sis), n 
—— * mixture, emperementt 

lian idiocy, a form of ital 
aS: "whee ee the — bw ‘a iattenod aku efanting 

diogenesia (i*di-b-je jen —— — OC, 
own, + yévene, origination, ] Origination with- 
out a nt cause; pone ori tion. 

idlogenita (i.e, om (Gr. ideor, own, + 
yéveoug, ori t contempora- 
neous in o * a the is pe osing rock, as in 
the — ron ores ; cont with th *renog- 
enite, F, Lae gts in Trans. Amer. Inst. Min. 
Engin,, 1893, p. 

phic,a, 2. Concerned with the individ- 
ual; descriptive and interpretative of —_— 
and unique — and en opposed to 

idiol —* vdi⸗hip · nõo sis NL.x — *11 
Gr , own, + NL. h " Hypnosis ‘by 
autosuggestion ; the se -induetion of the hyp- 
notic state. 
Nog oy —— im), oy ‘athe: 

idiolo (id-i-ol’$-jizm), n. (Gr. Idi, oF 
+ Adyos, word, enn A La or p * 
pores to the individ and often repeated 

woe idlomere —R—— n. (Gr. idwc, own, + 
pe pos, ] In cytol., a vesicle formed from 
an individual chromosome at the time when 
the daughter-nuclei are about to reconstitute 
themselves after karyokinetie cell-livision. 
F. Haecker, 1902. 
The waslont stages | the idiomeres (partial 

Le! nucle!) and gonomeres doable nueled) —— og Coy f 

idiometer (id-i-om’ — n, [Gr Idoc, own, 
+ pérpov, measure.) An instrument for de- 
termining the personal equation of an ob- 
server using a transit-instrument, by observa- 
tion of the transit of an artificial aoe whose 
motion is known. 

idi id-i-d-mér‘f6-sis), n. * id 
one’s own, Girt pods ay vty » al * 4 
special kind of metamorphosis, as cn te nit 

mellia, from bundles of stamens, or petaloid 
sepals of Polygala Delpine), 

Jackson's Glossary. 
Dy een og (id’i-d-mér’fus), a. Same as 

ie. 
Last spor’ my) 

+ weipor, nerve, Pertalat 
nerve or to the — system ex 

(Gr. idwe, 833 
to asingle 
—— 

Gr. 
idwg, Own, + veipor, nerve, + -ovis.) A tune- 
tional neurosis. 
idionym (id’i-nim), mn. [Gr. Idwe, own, + 
Svopa, name.] A word, in the vocabulary of 
rag i which refers to but one —R 

—— * (idi-5-fan’ ik), a — as idio- 
phanows,— * 

1 ic —— eg a. tor tivog, own, 
A fee mind, + -ic,] Notinga form of insan- 

due to demonstrable disease of the brain. 



idioplasm 

idiopieam, »; ing to Weisnounn) budding hs Towra: wore 
ment of lost parta are due. 

The mechaniem for regeneration is certainly a ner com 
plicated ome, for each separate bone is controlled by a 
number of diferent determinants, and not by a single one; 
and all these determinants are — in the 
acocasory idiaplasm. 

Wetemann (trans), Germ-plasm, p. 104, 

Blastogenio 1aloplasm, the idioplasm to the presence of 
which —— — & bud Ente a new organism is 
held by Wolsmann to be due, Welemann (trans), Germ. 
plasm, p. 157. 

idiopla tic (id‘i-}-plaz-mat‘ik), a. Same 
as *idioplasmic. 

of idieplasmic influence. Bmeye. Brit, XXXIL 218. 
idioplastic (id’i-d-plas’tik), a. [Gr. Idwe, own. 
+ arte —— torn, + —* Same as 

— (id i-6-si-kol’5-ji),m. [G@ 0 i-6-si-kol’6-ji), n. r. 
—— TE pases —* pt apt 

chology; the specific psychology of one’s 
ly mind, X. BE D.—s. Psychology con- 
structed on the basis of a study of one’s own 
tind; psychology in which one’s own indi- 
vidual mental processes are generalized as 
common to all normal minds.—3, Same as 
differential or individual *psychology. 

idioreflex (id’i-G-ré’fleks), mn. [Gr. idwr, own, 
+ E. reflex.) A reflex provoked by a cause 
arising within the same organ or system: as, 
contraction of the pupil following the incidence 
of light-rays — the eye, Alien. and Newrol., 
Feb. 1903, p. 23. 

idioretinal ppoths geile. a. (Gr. ire, 
own, + NL, retina, retina, + -all.] Pertain- 
ing to the retina exclusively: as, idioretinal 
light, a subjective sensation of light originat- 
ing in the retina itself. 

Idiosepiidaw (id’i-G-sa'pi-i-da), n. pl. L., ¢ 
Idiosepi-on + ) A family Pr chondro- 
horous, decapodous cephalo having the 
ns Very 8 and terminal, and the fourth 
—— arms in the male hectocotylized and 

of suckers. It contains the single genus Idio- 
sepion, — found in the Indian Ocean, is the 
iat one known, measuting only about 15 mil- 

Idiosepion (id‘i-d-sé’pi-on), u. [NL. (Steen- 
strup, 1881}, ¢ Gr, Idi, own, + opria, the cut- 
tlefish,] The typical — of the family Idio- 
— Also called Idiosepius, 

osepius (id*i-}-s6’pi-us), n. Same as *Jdio- 
sepion. 
idiosome (tF-ete), n. (Gr. duoc, own, + 

biol., a hypothetical unit or oiua, body,] 
ultimate element of living matter, which is 
imagined as independent of cell-boundaries, as 
the real builder of the organism, as the bearer 
of heredity, and as the seat of all growth, as- 
similation, reproduction, and regeneration. 
C. O. Whitman, Biol, Lectures, 1893, p. 123, 

idiospasm (id’i-d-spazm), a. A spasm affect- 
ing a limited area, 

idicayneratical (id*i-6-sin-krat‘i-kal), a. Same 
as idiosyncratic, 

n.-- Mongolian idiot, who is the subject of 
a. . Sidlocy (which sec}. —— 

a, Same as idiothermic (id‘i-6-thér’ mik), 
*idiothermous, 

idiothermons (id’i-(-thér’mus), a. [Gr. Idror, 
own, + fépuy, heat, + -ons.) Same as homo- 
thermons. 

idiotrophic (id‘i-j-trof’ik), a. (Gr. ider, own, 
+ rpogy, nourishment, + -ic.) Possessing the 
faculty of selecting its own nutrition: noting 
certain cells. 

Idiotrophic means, strictly speaking, from tte derivation 
(when applied to a neurone or —— of neurones making a 
herve center), 4 pecallarity of nutrition of selection of its 
nutrition. 

C. H. Hughes, in Alien. and Neurol, Feb., 1003, p. 22. 

idiotype, ». 2. In the nomenclature of types 
in natural history, a specimen, not a holotype, 
identified by the nomenclator himself. 

idiozome (id’i-d-zém), ». [Gr. idee, own, + 
Caua, girdle.) A body in the spermatids of ani- 
mals, supposed, in some cases, to bo concerned 
in the formation of the acrosome and the mid- 
—5— of the spermatozodn, and in others 
to disappear without yiving rise to any por- 
tion of the spermatozoin. The idiozome is 
sometimes regarded as the equivalent of the 

igasurine 

Idsumo pottery. Same as Jizumo *pottery, 
idunium (1-di‘ni-um), n. [(NL.] fn chen, 
the name of a supposed new element forming 
a constituent of a vanadium ore. There bas 

idylen no ee of its existence. idyl 
er, er (i‘dil-tr), mn. Same as idylist, 

idytiem, lism (i'dil-izm), n. [idyl + -ism.) 
Idyllic character; rural or pastoral simplicity. 
The omission of these dramatic contrasts... makes 

your tn: lece soothing and tender alneost to tdpliiem, 
& Ward, in Life of Longfellow, ITL 218. NW. B.D. 

lize, llize (i'’dil-iz), r. t.; pret. and pp. 
“lice, oe idyllizing. Tiddyitty + ~ize.) My 
give an idyllic, natural, or simple charm to; 
make idyllic or make an idyl of. J. 4. Si 
The Renaissance in Italy, VII. 12. 

llian (i-dil’i-an), a.  (L. édylli-um + ~an.] 
e@ as idyllic, 

-ie. The earlier form of the termination now 
usually written -y, of various origin (OF. -t, 
-0e, -€, ote., L. <1, -dis (-at-), -é8 (-éd-), ete.: 
nee ~iel, ~ie*, ~i¢3, ~yl, ~y2, -¥3, ete.), as in ae 
tronomie, familie, fancie, mercie, citie, companie, 
beautie, etc. The -fe is retained in the plaral 

eet en Aa Se ce Sy 
in diminutive personal names, ‘ss Wilhe, Jennie, 
Annie, ete. 

LE. B. Anabbreviation of Institute of Elee- 
trical Engincers (British). 

ie-ie (6-4-6’4), m. [Hawaiian ie-ie¢e = Samoan 
‘ie ‘ie (see def.) = Maori kiekie, another 
oe of the same plant; a reduplication of 

waiian ie, the plant, also a mat made from 
it = Samoan ‘ie, a fine mat used by the na- 
tives as money = Tongan hie, a mat, ete.) 1- 
In Hawaii, a — — cine tea 
arborea, from the aé roots of which bas- 
kets (called hinae — are made by the na- 
tives, who use them for catehing shrimp is 
the ——* streams. * Samoa =~ _ . 
applied to Freycinetia eckei, from w 
fish-baskets are made.— 2, Garlands made of 
the leaves of the ie-ie. 
Lety (i’e-ti), n. (J? + -cty for Aty in abstract 
nouns, as in egoity, ete.] The sense of be- 
ing ‘I’; consciousness of one’s personality. 
[Nonce-word. ] 

I I tah 

— — 
Figure showing idiotome in Spermatid of the Amphibias Am- 

patna, 

fmeme, showing sphere-bridges mad ring: A, spermatid of Am 
shaped mécd-bocties, A, later «1 5 Outer Centrosome ring: 
inwer ome Gouble; idiozome, 4, converted into the acrosome, #, 
C, migration of the centresemes. J). 
nucteus; my, middle-piece: 
spermatid. #, inner centrosome forming the end-kaot within the 
middie-plece, which is now inside the oxleus. F, calargement 
of middie piece, end-knob within it; elongation of the ring. 
(Atber McGregor.) 

(From Wilson's “ The Cell, “y 

attraction-sphere of other cells besides the 
— Meres, 1897. 

te (id‘it), m. (Gr. idwe, own (or L. idem, 
same), + -ite2.) A colorless syrup, CgH 40g, 
formed by the reduction of idose. Two opti- 
eal isomers are known. 

a. 9. Of machinery, doing no direct 
work; merely changing the direction of mo- 
tion: as, an idle gear; also, running merely to 

transmission-elements: as, an idle *pul- · ¶ In spite of the honestest efforta to annthilate 
ley (which see). or merge It in what the erie eas may better be 

idler, ». 4. In railroading, an empty car; an re. Carlyle, Latter of Sune 1, 1888, in Letters Lit empty. 
AM. An abbreviation of the Latin in Dei ife? (i-fa’), m. [W. African (Angola).] A 

moe * * lant of the lily — Cord. —— 
Sansevieria cylindrica o Bojer + Ite firm, flesdy, 

cylindrical leaves are all basal 
feet. The flowers are cream-white with rE an 
are borne in fascicles Ina raceme a foot or more in bength. 
The plant is a native of Alrica and rile 
the leaves a ber known aa (fe ip. 

from 
strong 

ifll (é’fll), n. [=C a Tagalog ipil, 
Samoan ifi-lele,] In Guam, IJntsia bijuge, the 
—— timber-tree growing on the 

—5 and then restore it to the 
water, Gill, Standard Nataral History, p. 210 See Zan- 
etu⸗ with cut. 

idoloclastic (i’dol-j-klas‘tik), a. a eidudov, 
image, idol, + xAacréc, ¢ Kady, break.] Break- 
ing images or idols; pertaining to the breaking 
of images; iconoclastic, 
idolographic (i-dol-}-graf‘ik), a. Same as 
idolographical. 
idolomania (i‘dol-6-mé‘ni-a), n. [Gr. eidurov, 
image, idol, + ysavia, madness.] Excessive 
adoration of idols. 

It bas abruptly pinnate leaves, usually with 
bears a dl, 

idolomancy (i<iol’é-man-si), m, [Gr, cidudov, white ants (termites), and is used for posta. At Agafia, 
image, idol, + wavreia, — Divination the capital of Gaain, the pillars of the church are single 
by means of images or idols. s - po ee ae 

I. G. An abbreviation (a) of Inside Guard or idolothyte (i-dol’6-thit), a. and m, [Gr. riduad- 
Guroc, ¢ eldwdov, idol, + *Hurde, ¢ fier, sacrifice.) 
I, a. Offered to an idol: as, idolothyte meats. 

Il, ». Anything offered to an idol, 
idoneal, «¢.—Idoneal number, one of a clans of num- 
berg, discovered by Buler about 1774, such that if nn odd 

Gans) tak poe ao ery eh 
po i} mny), the positive idoneal being (mn), then N is 

LS 

Guardian; (b) of Inspector General. 
né-t' wo), a. [Jap., ‘prickle 

J A h, El saurus, of the family 
Elopide, found at Nagasaki. Also known as 
Okikonoshiro (off-shore shad). 

igasud (4’gii-s3D), ». See the extract. 
or Pepita de San Ignacio 

5 trailer which is only found ict basen L werd 
either « prime or the equare of » pally tear Cathalogan ; the seeds of ite fruit have varias II, ». An idoneal number. 

idoneity (i-10-né’i-ti), u. . itloneitas, {for yties, for women during parturition, for 
L. idonens, fit: see idoncous.) Fitness; suita- fever, for rheumatism and indigestion, for contractions of 
bleness; adequacy. the nerves, and pains in the age PMitipins Ie. p.™ 

They want the... m tude of idoneity 7 . 
te (ig-n-sii’rit), n. [igaswr-ie + -atel,) 

salt of igasuric acid. 
igasuric (ig-n-si‘rik), a. [F. igaswrique, given 
as from a Malay name, *igasur, applied to St. 
Ignatius’ bean.) Noting an amorphous as 

* ectness, the na 
for the inheritance of the Saints in light. 

Hoa, Blessedness of the Righteous, p, 139, V. BD, 

idonic (i-don’ik), a. [id(ose) + -one + -ic,] 
Derived from idose.—Idonte acid, a colorless com- 
and, CeliygO>, formed from xyloee, It exists in two : 

re forme. tringent acid combined with the alkaloids in 
idose (i'd6s), n. [id(ite) + -ove.] A colorless the seeds of Strychnos Nux Vomica and 
carbohydrate, CgH,o0g, related to glucose. S. Ignatia, and probably identical with eaffeo- 
It is prepared by the reduction of idonic acid tannic acid. . 
and exists in two isomeric forms given under ignearine (ig-a-si’rin), ». A substance found 
*fluoranthene, n Strychnos Ignatia (St. Ignatius’ bean): onee 

idryl (id‘ril), », [Formation not obvious.) thought to be a distinct alkaloid, but found to 
Same as *fluoranthene. be impure brucine, 



igazol 
igazol (ig’s-20l), m. Same as *formalina. 

istromite (ig’l-strémit), ». [Named after 
. J. Igelstrim, & Swedish mineralogist.) 1, A 

silvery-white variety of pyroaurite from Seot- 
land. — 2. a _— — veto 

igloogeak (ig’ ak), ". mo vigak, 
a snow-house, ¢ Oat a house; see igloo.] An 
igloo with a dome-shaped roof, especially a 
structure made of blocks of ‘frozen snow. 
These igloos —— built = — continuo layer, 
rising sptrally to bo chimney or o 

—————— in lampe is the ont: fael, 
ay rong th Restor renee comes je anor or a 
smooth ice som set in above , 

formation or anruie. 8 See *forma- 

natianist( eae eee n. (Ignatian, adj., 
ignatius, + -ist.) A follower or adherent of 

Ignatius Loyola, or of the Jesuit order estab- 
lished — him. 

See *rock, 
us Ly ety ue) 5 a, (lL. ignifer, fire- 

— (< gms, fre, ++ Jerre, beat), + -ous.] 
, bearing, or —— tire. Dekker, 

ae ere, pa open tt nif’ik), » a 
nia, fire, + ~flous, ¢ facere, Fog ‘Producing 
fire; fire-makin 

‘orm (ig’ni- form), a iformis, ¢ 
* * + —— form, Tins — 4 the form 

Berkeley, Siris, § 322 
sigan an nip —— "ignipo- 

tens, ruling flre: see ignipo- 
tent.] Provalency just, of power over, 
fire. Bailey, 1727. — * 

igniter, ». 2. An electric apparatus, spark- 
eoil, * induction-coil, which : used in gas- or 
gusolene-engines to ignite the charge in the igni 
engine-« —— by means of an electric spark 
produced in the cylinder at the proper point 
of the piston-stroke.— FHame od : ter, an my 

explosi ths 

fired ne 
nes in which the mixture af gases 

loads « 2 tine valve system mu⸗at be ied. 
— eas i | — ftions in 

foe ignition may —— colasively 

ovens when the candle Is first pot in cireait, and thio 
by barning away, establishes the are,— 

‘break iter, 
in which the —* an igniter ‘or e — 

between wh explo oo pam are geen gem 
brought —3 an separated d cyele. igno) 
Sei, Amer. Sup., Jaly oe ark- niter, 
an igniter for an internal-combastion engine whic lights 
the charge b —— ———— See wignét er, 2. 

iter for explosion-engiines, consist- 
of a tube Tender incandescent 

jc current in a platinoam wire. 
it by means of an elec- 

igniter-lead (ig-ni’tér-léd),n. That which de- 
termines the time, in the eyele of an explosion- 
engine, at which ignition shall oceur, Sei, 
Amer., Nov. 29, 1902. 

tion, ». 5. In internal-combustion motors, 
he setting fire to the mixture of air and hy- 
drocarbon vapor in the cylinder, so that the 
air shall expand and increase its pressure and 
perform the work required. Ignition is main! 
effected, In modern motors, by an electric whic 
jumps across a gap between terminala and in cn Galea 
Taises the temperature of the mixture to the ign! 
point. Sach electric ignition may be by the jum: 
aystem, or by the make-and-break system. In the Juamp- 
spark xystem, the terminals on the secondary cireui! 
a ‘Ruhikort? or induction-coll are used. The cur. 
rent is made and ee — 

+ Sy tree, and, thle conde » covendary current 
his intenalty through the secondary line, in which 

the pap terminals. The make-and- 
break effect: may be either by mechanical or by elec. 

med at will by the revolution * the trical vibra’ 
motor-shaft. hammer- break or arc — ites by 
causing @ erne primary current to be mechanically in 

spark, but considerable ba’ 

battery 
names ‘are ire mune used for electric itions. Tanition 
way also be effected by compressi e mixture and at 

ht time allowing it to enter a hot tube of refractory 
heated to redness by an exterior fame ; or simple 

compression within the hot walls of * containing-cham- 
ber will fire an easily ited mixture. — Advanced 

the ignition wh is made to take place while 
jo piston is at some distance from the end of the oom- 

pressing-stroke, or before the crank has reached its dead- 
* Autom tion, that methal of igniting 
the compressed combustible mixtare of fuel and air be- 

5.—40 
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hind the internal. 

Te be objectionable in that the com 
a relwated to sturt, and that under 

and je charges ignition is uneertain 
and explosive may either escape inte €. 
piping, be Bons 2 ited, — e act or 
process of ao timing —* thom that tt will place ata 
certain —e 38) iy, ina to the timing of 
the ignition to —— we is ata certain 

in tts — —X ignition which 
Emsnde te tone — — ew has the dead. 
salar nol toe Compressed Sal mixture has a 
in rolume. See i. The spark is always ad. 

in starti engine. To advance or to retard 
Ae eens eee Se on either side of 

i the power of the work! 
of ignition, the lowest Computers. at — a sub- 

burn or enter into combination, —_ 
the oxygen of the sain, with production of heat — 
—— ¢ substance needa to he heat 
— ure, but in some cases the ignii som 

ae Sa bewe the common temperature of the alr, 
that the substance takes fre as soon as it comes fn con- 

The ignition of the Ae charge, by effectest heating the 
nickel tabes t 2h = the rear 
ends of the cy —— iate the 

Hiscox, Horseless Vehicles, p. 184. 

ignition-point (ig-nish’gn-point), », The time 
at which ignition takes place; that point in 
the stroke of an interna)-combustion engine 
at — the charge is ignited, 

m-slide (ig-nish’ —æe Same as 

1, A tube 
ene nd ralre, 

‘tion-tube (ig-nish’on-tab) , ». 
5** is kept hot to serve as an igniter for 
the charge of an internal-combustion engine. 

To start the motor cycle, the reservoir, G, —— filled 
wh gasoline; the door at the back of the ition bax 
is opened and the burner for heating the tebe te 
started by giv giving ita — — meen be ome ase 

2. In — aamall glass tube, closed at one 
end and often at this end e ded into a 
bulb, used to ignite or strongly heat in a blow- 
pipe flame a fragment of mineral or other 
substance in order to observe the evolution of il 
gas or vapor. 
—— (ig-nish’on-valy), n. A valve 

which opens communication between an ig- 
niter the charge to be — It closes 
ag 800T as ignition is effect 

ignitive (ig’ni-tiv), a [ignite + -ire.] Hav- 
ing the quality of ignition; capable of pro- 
dnein — 

means of an 

2, The body of persons not of 
gt a 5 the commons: opposed to nolbil- 
ity. [Nonee-word, J 
The ceorl was an i freeman, the teman was 

a noble freeman; forthe nobility, like the (lity, then 
and now, Was divided into two ranks, 

Frazer's Mag., X1. 315. 

ignorance, ®.— Invincible jgnerance, in Roman 
thotie theology,an ignorance of the truth of Catholic doc- 

trine which cannot be overcome in the ignorant person, 
either owing to inherent limitations or to circumstances 
which deprive him of the possibility of enlightenment. 

ignore oration, ». 2. Theact of ignoring; also, 
he state of being ignored. 
It s accustomed to simplify its problema by the method 

of abstraction. Amd of successful 
ition it may ha have ware wot oft of thinking thas 

Po xclude, instead of only abstract, these 

ical Research, 
{(XVIL 4a 

potobranchiate (ig-n6-t6-brang’ki-at), m. 
notus, unknown, + branchiw, gills, + 

La ¢ See the quotation. 
The number of the branchiw has been used for the par- 

of nomenclature, 60 that while the Nautilus Order 
longs to the Tetrabranchiata, the Cuttlefish Order be- 

longa to the Th ata, ides these two orders 
there ia an immense number of fossil forma, of whose 
branchiw noth is ever likely to be known, and 
hare acoording! naometines classed a⸗ — — 
ates and sometiones aa Ditranchiates, but they ought 
rather to be called /gnofobranchiates, 

Eneye. Brit., XXVIL 310. 
Igorrote ( (&go-ro‘te), m. and a, [A Sp. spell- 

ng of one Sem of the native name.) 
n A member of one of the tribes speaking 
the Igorrote language, including the Igorrotes 
proper, the Buriks, and the Busaos.—2, In a 
generalized sense, a member of one of the un- 
civilized tribes of northern Lauzon until recently 
known as head-hunters; also rarely used to 
designate those of contral Luzon and Min- 
danao,—3. In local Philip a usage, a 
savage; & pagan native, Indio and *Ie- 

—— tiv i-kiit), n 

ilima (645'ma), «, [Hawaiian name. 

—— 
montado.— 4, Thol , or an language, 
spoken by Igorrotes. ~+ ‘are many ects 
which have been only scantily recorded or 
studied. 

IL. a. Of or pertaining to the Igorrotes. 
odontoid itgwas-p den’ ‘toid), a. and n. 

. Having the characters of or pertaining 
to Tg —— 

n. tile allied to Jguanodon, 
ihi (é"hé), aby aori,] A name in New Zea- 
land of the fish Hemiramphus intermedius, of 
the family Hemiramphida. 
I.H.N. Anabbreviation of In His Name, the 
— of the Order of King’s Daughters and 

I. a F. An abbreviation of indicated horse- 
horse-power. 

i ifolite (8’y6-lit or ij Leg hy Tjo, a district 
in aire Finland, + , stone.) A 
phanerocrystalline ——— ‘rock composed of 
nephelite and pyroxene with small amounts of 
apatite, titanite, and ivaarite. It corresponds 
in composition ‘to nephelinite, and occurs in 
dikes associated with ———— 

brownish red, 
marked with lighter bands; it oe 5 oe is used for 
boat-baliding, See *korw and * 

thang — ade, ne sim pied spel a4 > = * 
n. isayn 

ileocolostomy ah ire 6-kd-los rigs nals, 7 
, colon, + mouth, + 

ay The: establishment, by a surgical opera- 
tion, of a permanent communication between 
the ileum and colon. 

ileo-ileostomy —— ee n. 
ileum + ileum + Gr. oréya, mouth, +g) th 
establishment, by a surgical opera on, © 
permanent communication between two ai 
viously non-continuous portions of the ileum. 

(il"é-6-prok-tos’té-mi)}, n. 
— + Gr. mpwxréc, anus, + eréua, mouth, 
+ -y3.) The establishment, by a surgical 

site teu of direct communication between 
e pod oven and the rectum, 

(il"6-6-sig’moid) [ilemm + 
— —E to both the i ileum and the 
sigmoid curvature. 

When a colectomy fs im 

Sceonets it inikewted, eiirer eute-etlic or Seeeipieet 
Therapeutic Gazette, Feb. 16, 19, p 102. 

ilet, 4 simplified spelling of islet. 
lex, » [I. aA The holm-onk or holly-oak, 
Guerens fe! the leaves of which somewhat 
resemble those of the genus Jler, See cut 
(fig. 4) under oak, 1. 

Ilfracombe slates. See *slate?. 
iliac!, a.—Miac index. See *indez.— Liae pocket or 
recess. See Wreeras. 
Tliadic (il-i-ad’ik), @ — + -ic.) Of or 
pertaining to Homer’s I 

T have ven he Brite Museum a copy of the Odyssey 
9 anderlined on and referred to in 

ble because of the site of 
the splene flexure, an auas · 

ua — & Butler, tr. of Odyssey, Pref., p. ix. 

Tiindist (11 t-9d-ist), » (had + -ist.] 1. A 
writer of Diads. 

“T think all real Poets, to this hour, are Psalmists and Ji- 
adists after thelr sort; * have in them a divine impa- 
tience of livi —— ee 

7 rigle, Frederick the Great, LLL 

Same as rhea, ist, 1. 
iliaht 6-16-ii/hé), 2. [Hawaiian name,] The 
Hawaiian sandalwood, Santalum Freycinetia- 
nuni, the aromatie wood of which was once an 
important article of export from the Hawaiian 
— but has now become scarce, san- 

[ilic-ic + ~atel.] A salt 
shes my acid, 

(i-lis‘ik), a. [ilex (ilie-), holly, + -ée.] 
* 38 from holly: as, ilicie acid, 

Tn Ha- 
waii, a general name for plants of the genus 
Sida, applied especially to 8. fallax, 8, cordi- 
folia, and S. Meyeniana, which grow spontane- 
ously on the island and are also cultivated by 
the natives, who string their yellow flowers 
into wreaths and garlands for adorning them- 
selves, 

Titofemoral triangle, the bounded by a perpen- 
dicular line running whward from the —— trochanter 
of the femur, a horizontal tine ranning backward from 
the anterior superior spine of the (lium, and a line drawn 
between the anterior superior spine of the ilfum and the 
greater trochanter of the femur. 



ilio-ischiadic 

wfssure, eforamen, iifopuble (l'i-6-pa’bik), a. [NL ilium + 
oe + -ic.] Relating to both iliac and pubie 
ned.— Same as rts li; 

idicuccotal Gl'i-d-ekro'tal), a. (NT. slium + 
scrotum + -all.) Relating to both ilium and 
scrotum ; ifically, noting a small nerve. 
iMotrochanteric (il'l-6-trd-kan-ter’ik), a, (NL. 
ilium + trochanter + -ic.) Relating to the 
ilium and the trochanters of the femur; spe- 
cifically, noting the gluteal muscles attached 

Lishe Beara) (NL. (Bleeker, 1866), fro i-lish‘H), m. eeker, mm 
‘an East Indian name of ——— lisha (Jor- 
dan and Evermann).) A genus of fishes, of the 
family Ciupeida, found on the tropical coasts 
of America and Asia, 

-ility. A termination (-i-li-ty, L. ~i-li-tas) of 
nouns from adjectives in -le, -die, -ile, etc., as 
5 agility, civility, probability, ete. bee 
«ble, eto. 

Til, Ils. Abbreviations of Illinois. 
ill, illus., lust. Abbreviations of dustrated 
or of illustration. 

Tilxenus (i-lé’ nus), n. ., irreg. ¢ Gr. Aal- 
vew, look awry, squint.) A genus of Silurian 
trilobites with large subequal avd smooth head- 
and tail-shields, large compound eyes, and 

nerally 10 thoracic segments. 
ve (i-lé’siv), a. [IL #l- for in4 

iv. + lesus, pp. of ladere, hurt, + -ire.) 
ot injurious; harmless: as, llesive games. 

illapsive (i-lap’siv), a. [illapse + -ite.] Re- 
a to an ilapse, or inflowing of the Holy 

pirit. 
illative, I. «a. 4, In gram., noting the case 
expressing motion into. See *introessive. Gat· 

t, Gram. of the Klamath Lang., p. 482. 
.n. 3. In gram., the illative case. 

illaudatory (i-li’di-td-ri), a. [i- for in-4 priv. 
+ laudatory.) Not given to praising: opposed 
to laudatory. 

[The text of Tyrwhitt’s} edition of the Canterbury Tales 
... Wrung energetic and onqgunlifed ike from the 
flinudatory pen of Ritson. Bluckwood's Mag., LVIL 787, 

ill-breeding (il’bra‘ding), ». Bad breeding; 
bad manners; rudeness; bad bringing up: a8, 
‘the dli-breeding of modern young men.” (Ori- 
inally written as two words.] 
-come (il’kum‘’),a. Not well come; having 

come at a wrong tine, 
You are not ii come, neighbour Sordido, though I have 

not yet anid, well-come, 
B. Jonson, Evory Man ont of his Humoar, ti, 1 

illegitimate, a. II. ». An emigrant who has 
come of his own volition and has not had ‘legal 
reasons’ for his voyage. See *legitimate, n., 2. 
Australia, ] 
ism (il’é-izm), m. [L. ile, he, + -ienr.) 

The unnecessarily frequent use of the pronoun 
he by « writer, especially in reference to him- 
self in the third person; also, an instance of 
this use. Coleridge. 

illeist (il’é-ist), m. IL. ile, he, + -ist.] One 
who is given to illeism. 

ill-gendered (il’jen‘déri), a, Gendered un- 
naturally or irregularly, [Rare.] 

The creature I had killed seemed to be of an di-gen- 
dered kind, between a tiger and a leopard, 

Defoe, Captain Singleton, rii. 

ill-given (il’giv’n), ¢. Given to evil courses; 
having ‘ill parts’; ill-disposed. 

Salust was no soch man, neyther, for wil] to goodness, 
no skill by learning: but i gewen by nature, aid made 
worse by ng up. spent the most part of his youth 
ver misorderly. ager Ascham, The Schuletnaster, tL 

Pllincisan. [. a. 2. 0 
ing.an epoch or su ision of the glacial 
period, of which the deposits are well devel- 
oped in Minois. 

IL. ». 2, One of the Llinois, an Indian 
tribe of Algonkian stock, 

fllipe (il‘i-pé), ». [Tamilname.] Same as il- 
lupi. This name properly belongs to Madhuca 
longifolia of southern India, but when the 
more northern mahwa-tree, M. Indica, is found 
in the same region, the same name is applied 
by the Tamils to both species. 

illoyalty (i-loi’al-ti), ».  [il-3 + loyalty.) Dis- 
loyalty; want of loyalty. 

A plece of cowardice and ioyalty. 
The Standard, Sept. 25, 1582, 

illucidate (i-li‘si-diat), c. t.; pret. and pp. ¶ 
lucidated, ppr. iluetdating, [il-2 + Ineidus, 

Specifieally, in geol., not- bavi facial i 

626 illusion 
clear, + ccna To shed light upon; eluci- 2, [cap.) A member of the Illuminati; a 
date, Blount, Glossographia. believer in illuminism. See illuminati, 2. 

ill tion (i-li-si-da’shon), mn. The act of illumin i-li-mi-nom’e-tér), mn. [illu- 
throwing light upon something; elucidation. rin(ation) + Gr, wérpov, measure.) An instra- 
— 1658, ment for measuring the intensity of illumina- 

illucidative (i-la‘si-da-tive), a, [illucidate + tion, See *luminometer. 
~ive.] to make clear. Talfourd, ill n. 2, In recent years, much attention has —— 
Lamb's Final Memoirs, » 236. 

illuminating-shell (i-lu’mi-né-ting-ahel), 1. 
A shell charged with combustible composition 
as well asasmall bursting charge, designed to 
be fired at night and on bursting to illuminate 
the enemy's position long enough to permit 
accurate pointing. 

illumination, n. 1. Specifically, the measure 
of the amount of ligh falling on a surface. 
The Mamination of a ia = oetbonal to the — 

ving an intensity of one hefner 
tance of one meter frum the ilaminated surface. Iluml- 

etimes reasod in candle-meters 

h 
is the same as the lux. In those countries where British 
units still prevail, the unit of Slwelnation is Ue emndir- 
Soot _ Soot~andie), the iumination produced by a 
British standard candle at a distance of one foot, e 
candle-foot equals 122 luxea. The total flux of tight from 
a given source is expressed in fremena, the lumen bein 
the Gux of light in a beam which subtends one unit o 
solid angle, Uhe intensity of the souree being one hefner. 
Since the unit sotld angle subtends one square centl- 
meter at a ridian of one centimeter, the Jax is the ilu. 
mination produced by one lumen of light-flax per square 
centimeter of surface. Since the primary object of arti- 
ficial lighting is to produce itlumination, the establish- 
ment of a anit sich as the lux, by means of which the 
iunination can be deinitely measured and expreascd, is 
of great importance in photometry, Instruments em- 
ployed for the measurement of the intensity of the sources 
of light are called —— eA a 
tometer used for the direct determination 
bs called « [teminometer (sometimes written ill 
eter), The iMamination produced by different sources of 
artificial light under like conditions varies through a wide 
range. The following table gives results of the compari- 
son of the ligtt-sources commonly used in the projecting 
lantern, determined by mensurement of the ilumination 
received upon a screen. 

Source of light tux. 

Petroleam flame pivot samt ccees 78 
Acutybone fame, ...........- Siwen eee Saas 20,82 
Lime (freshly ignited)..-........ .-----.555 66.71 
Time (old)... ... 2... ..6:. sapteed tery 16th 
Electric arc, alternating M0 watts... ....... 00 
Electric arc, directcarbons parallel 0 watts) 464.60 
Electric are, direct carbons at (0 Ai) watt TOL OO 
Flectric arc, direct carbons at 154" 500 wat 1 

The amount of energy necessary to produce an Mamina- 
tlon of one Jax varies with Ge temperature of the source 
of light and with the charmeter of the radiating surface 
The art of artificial Wlumination consists in furnishing Ue 
requisite amount of light of suitable color at the place 
where Wluamination is aired. ‘To cum these comditions 
it is requisite to know the iflwmination adequate for a 
ear purpose in definite measure: for ing and writ- 
ng. for example, It ls found that the minimum ilamina- 

rmissitte varies from 6 to 60 luxes, 
according to the size of the type and the character of the 
paper. For each purpese for which artificial light ts used 
there is a proper umination, and only when this is defi. 
nitely known may mettiods of precision be applied. 
7. In the pictorial arts, the quality and quan- 
tity of light expressed. 

The Wlumination is that of the open alr, tempered and 
neodifted - an overhanging canopy of green, 

. Phillipe, to Portfolio, X. 4, July, 18048, po 24. 

uivalent iNumination, the ratio of the illuminaté 
* of a light to that of a andaril light. Hemi 

of iilumina See whemisphere, 
uminatist (i-li‘mi-n§-tist), 1. One of the 

Tiluminati. 

tion of the page 

uminator, ".—Monochromatic illuminator, in 
optics, a device for isolating an approximately monochro- 
matte region of the spectrum and concentrating the mys 
thus obtained.—Vi 

of 

illaminist (i-li‘mi-nist), ».  [semine + tat.) 
1, An illuminator of manuscripts, books, ete. 

[The cuts] are generally no more than mide outlines, 
having been intended to pase throngh the hands of the 
Tilumainiet, without whose alt some portion of Che subject 
or desigu would be totally unintelligible. 

S. W. Singer, Hist. Paying Cards, p, 104. 

— —* 
may be rege as fairly complete 
versible per: There x in Lg are certal tort 

Schroeder's stair Ggure (which see, under 
*eAgure) which are capable of two or more 

interpretation: 
figures 

looks at them, the shift of per- 

Lorrain Tee The 
t drawn in white 
background. the 

— upon the ground, or 

farther than the be (% Ji- — 
tusions af extent. woe are of 
two kinds, variable and constant. 
—— of the former is the 
—— figure (which see, = 

under #fgure, Purther exam- ‘ 
plea are given in Figs. 3 and 4. Figs Fechene'er teem: 
Although the dimunsions in these figures are objectively 

. 
Fig, 3 Oppel’s Lines. 

hl 
Fig. 4. Helmholte's Squares. 

eqnal, the filled spaces appear larger thar 
the open. Ty of the latter are the 
Masions embodied in Fig. 6, where, in spite 
of objective equality, Ue vertical line seems 
longs than the horizontal, and the upper 
half of the vertical longer than the lower 
® Tilusiona of diveetion. These, like the 
Josions of extent, may be variable or con 

stant. Instances of the former class hate 

Mh 

Fig. 5 been given under #Agvre (Hering’s and 
Wunders Spoures y Mitnaterbery's Rigure ; Poggendorft 
wfigrere ; Zollner's eigure). Typleal of the Intter class ts 

Tig. @ Von Reckliaghausen's [Mlasion. 

Von Recklinghausen's iiusion, shown in Fig 4 If the 
is held a short distance from the eye, and tte ced- 

ter steulily txated, the hypurholas hocome wi lines, 
au that the figure resembles a choss-bomrd. (4) /ilusions 

Fig. 7. Wuede's Lines, 

—— These hate been subdivided as assimile 
ve and cootrastive. Fig, 7 shows a1 asaimilative Mla- 

sion: the lines of the 
lower part of pole 8 
ure larger than 
thee of the Upper. |_| 

Pig, #8, MaMes-Lyers Kevtsogin 

space between 
narrow rectangles ap- 
pears wider than that 

ween the broader. 
°) Mixed illusions, 
erived from a come 

plication of the above 
conditions Thus in 
Fig. @ there fs a vari · 
able Wusions of direce 



of 
and smaller arce are referred « Gr, tig, mud, + 

to the same center. ot 
Fea — very wide. 

since. by certain theortsta they are -yerng, -producing, + -ic,) 

optical Huslows, the group of via- Fig.9. Miller-Lyer's 

which ‘has’ ota ‘ieorribed atc, Broken Circle. (il-i-of’i-dé), m. pl. 
the term wantirr: Explanations of these l. —— family of deep-sea ce 
have ranged, between the 
—* * th make them entirely a phis (i-li’d-fis), m. [ 
eae of — itioned upon the structare iyophi snake.) A 
and function of the sen ; they work with such 
factors a 

eastern 

arrest of eye-moverment, 
accoming to the direction of the oblique end-pleces. 

# 

aml to paychology. 
accounted for 

laceous origin: a 
mud, Renevier, 1881. mind. B, B. 

ific, commonly called ooze-cels. 

genus of deep-sea eels of 
the Sa They are found in the _Imbanuba ant. 

ifie, 
jug (i-lip’nus),m. [NI., ¢ Gr. te, mud 
te, sleep.) A hes, of 

the family Gobiide, which inhabit mud-flats 
on the western coast of the United States. 

are called generic images by Haxley, 
Galton and Ribot. The * * cepts, and are intermediate between the pare tmage on by the action of ammonia on isatin. It erystal- 
the one hand and generalizations on the other. i 

im ‘ —— Jour, —— <n, mt. 
age, in peye a re ae jon 

of taste; an image which stands to the 
Cited sensation of taste as the image of a color stands to 
the peripherally excited color-senaation.— 

» a 

=. that standa to 

627 immersion 

n 
] The typical transforming into an imago or of reaching the nus of the family nthida, imaginal stage: said of insects completin 

— areas. a. Gr. idic, mud, + their metamorphosis.—Imagination —— 
trog., of argil- mess, ia 

lied to rocks derived from spewed du : th im 
(NL., ¢ Ilyophis (im-bal’gna), ». [im-2 + balance. 

is from the Defective balance; specifically, a lack o: 

+ © Gr. ig, mud, the eye-muscles, leading to heterophoria. 
Med. Record, Feb. 7, 1903, p. 211. 

See *anfl, 
imbe (im-ba’), n. [Brazilian, < Tupi émdé.] A 

jiana, 
bibition theory, in the th of oe cncunds t's chemlosl ——— 

and not by a physical ‘prucess ctrred on by the vessels : 
and defend ‘ater of imbibi- 

(a) The water held by the action of the molecular 
within the pores of a substance which is sonked 

3 Pen the maximam amount 
e soll is capable of retaining above the 

level of groand-water. Same as querry-water. 

genus of small fis 

stands to its originals: regarded by many pepe —— — (im-bro-ka'do), n. Same as *em- 
abstract idea. broecado, 2. Abstraction and generalization with po poasible ald from imesa’ i-mes’s-tin), n. Lim(ide) + ivatin, 

6 

’ 

tin 
are the same as Romanes's re- Adark-yellow compound, Cg Ng, prepare 

lizes in prisms, 
Imhofia (im-hd'fi-i),». (NL, (Heister, 1753- 
1755), named after Jmhof, a privy councilor of 

unschweig and a patron of botany.] A 
= of plants of the family Amaryllidaces, 

im- 
eed haptical sensation; an ee Nerine. in physiological terma; while, conversely, the most ar- e peripherally excited haptical dent champions of the Judgment theory cannot deny the i-mi ’ . fi +az +-0i. influence of fixation in the illusions of class 1. Nor ts aity omanen tT Home ee — perier imidasol —— am (ia — 

Haptical ima. 
have, admittedly, a physiological substrate: the 
is only whether this substrate is altogether pent 
given with the structure and function of the eyes, orisin 5 
part central, depending on connections within the cerebral 
cortex, The study of the optical illastons, if it has not as 
= enabled us to decide 

object, — 

ages, verbal or other. 

You cannot go beyond Mluston in that direction, and yet 
Mlusion will only give you the sort of pleasure you derive 
from looking at a ro 4 

W. Armetrong, in Portfolio, N. &, Feb, 1406, p, 7% 
Arrow-head and feather illusion, the fllusion of the 
Miiller-Lyer figure. See *Agure.— Von Recklinghau- 

‘usion. See #illusion, 2. 

Latent im in 
from the —* 

be “mi-d6-as‘id), n. ctor Deca ification Amer Jour, Phot, Xt form ot Aiminoutide 

when the eyes are foottsed upon a point nearer than the 
image, in .» & nental repre- 

sentation in kind of a perfpiealy arsed kinesthetic 
sentation, or group of k ‘tic senantions ; a centrally 
excite! kinesthetic sensation or setisation-group, 

T have no doubt, in my own case, of the existence of 
Visual and auditory Images. . . Thave nodoabt, from the rn Ta ater reports of others, of the existence of free kinaeethetic im- Unino-ester (i‘mi-nd-es’tér), n. 
Jour, Philos, Paychol. and Sei, Methods, Jan. 21, 1908, 

us . 

otog., the invisible im resulting 
ight upon a sensitive photographic 

surface, which quickly becomes perceptible when ted 
with « redocing agent or dev — 

An incorrect 
2. form of *iminoavid. 

rectly #mido-.—Imino-actd; an actd which contains the 
group Ni combined with the hydrocarbon radical of 

acid, 

A class of 
compounds, HN: ROR), pre d by the action 
of gaseous hydrogen ehiori on @ mixture of a 
nitrile and an aleohol. The substances are 
basic and stable toward water, Also called, 
less correctly, imido-cther. 

[p. 

Olfactory image, imitati — of imitation. in kiod ofa peripher: fmmatriculate *7 in peychol., a mental representa’ : pret son's il) all 1 ter ; U ; 3 pre he illusi (i-li’zhon-i-ri), a. [illusion + —— msg ry sensation; a centrally excited ot- and PP: immatrieniated, — — — 
ryul.Aaxing the characteristics of an illu- 4), the two following cases, the olfactory fmage only [im-4 + matriculate, e, (after G. immatriculie- 
sion; fallacious ; illusory, exists in asingle instance, and appearnto be produced by _T¢").] ‘To matricnlate, 
The altered and ilusiona reeption of these nu- 

merous sensations ipcreases v i the concentration of the 
attention upon the self, Huet, Med. Handbook, V. 1st. 

illusorily (i-li’s6-ri-li), adv. In an illusory 
manner; by way of illusion, 

It is not that we see aright bat judge wrongly: we ee 
uaorily. 

— EB. Titchener, Exper. Psychol., L 4, 159, (oma 585, ander 

. See — Mlusory form. See */orm. power or ap- 

5, In music, same as develop- 

In. The —e— of Uyria, or the 
group of ancient dialects represented by the 
modern Albanian; also applied to the modern 
Slavic dialects of the same or adjacent dis- 
tricts. 

Tilyric (i-lir’‘ik), a.andm. Same as Ilyrian. 
Tlocan (i-16’kan), a. and», Same as */lo- 

< Ilocos, name of two provinces, prop. ‘river 
men’ (Tagalog ilog, river).] I. a. or per- 
taining to the Ilocanos or their language. 

II. ». 1. A member of one of the Malay 
tribes of the Philippine Islands, inhabiting the 
extreme northwestern part of Luzon,—2, An 
inhabitant of Ilocos without reference to race. 

ee; ineageriall; 

tem within whic 

the combined operation of concomitant ecireumstances. 
Aiibot (trans), Paychol. of Emotions, p, 145, 

Pure image in paychol., an individual mental represen- 5. tation in kind ofa Phermlly aroused sensation or sen- ’ ; aation-group; a concrte les ke Ome eit OF 0~ immedial (i-mé‘di-al), a. [immedi(ate) + -all,] 
image or the concept, Amer. Jour, ree. XIIL 2m, 

u 

) Foffected from the anterior and erior surfaces immedia’ 7 of She cezutaliine lens and from ths triat of the serum . 
The mid 

imagerial (im-i-jé‘ri-al), a. 
+-all.] Relating to image 
ploying figurative illustrations, 
Herut is cal after thet 

cane. the key ot Ladin” Household Words 

Tlocano (il-6-kil’n6), a, and. [Philippine Sp., imagerially (im-d-jé’ri-al-), adv. Figuratively. 
Ladies are creation's glory, but they are anti-climax, 

+» » Feeoll, cross-current; morally they are re; 
, the 

rown buds bursting to green. G. Meredith, Egolst, xx, 
(im‘aj-« 

space or region pe . ning to any optical sys- longer 
the 

culation (im-i-trik-i-la’shon), n, fa. 
immatriculation.] Matrieulation, especially 
in a German university, 

A trade-name applied to certain coal-tar col- 
ore of the sulphid type.— Immedial black, blue. 

ck, edhe. 

2. In D. S. hist., the prin- 
ciples of the immediatista, 
The s er [H. G, tia] was to denounce the 

Society [for the inmeliate abolition of slavery) aa a “dan. 
tion.” , . . Ite tmmnediatiom makes it a 
society. 

Garrison, Lite of William Lioyd Garrison, I. 490, 

immediatist get a n, [immediate + 
~ist.] One who believes in immediuate action; 
specifically, in U. 8. hist., one who favored the 
immediate abolition of slavery. 
mah ng G. Otis} denouneed the “higher law"; denied 

that to ai ; Seriptares here Lavery ; 
repented inet Christ * nat te —— 

Garrieon, Life of William Lloyd Garrison, 1. 500. 

tance, immediatorial (i-mé‘di-f-té-ri-nl), a. [in-3 + 
North on the yount “mediatorial.) Not mediatorial. 

When the object of the present 575 Christ has 

(4) Same as hinges figures 

image (which 

treg. ¢ imagery 
Ly symbolic; em- 

of the onde 1,29, Nee De 

), *. In optics, the 

imagen of ali the gn merged In the if, ina way more high, more F ofa given space, called the object inti time thar throcgh Christ’ 
LLP. An abbreviation of Independent Labor ritual P Drude, ‘Poeory of Opts, 15. FW. Robertson, Lectures on fplaties to Cur, Leckare xxx 
Party. imag 7 Immemorial usage, See *usage. 

i-lém’ba), », [Aboriginal name in 5 a.— Imaginary unit. Seo immergence (i-mér’jens), nm. — [émm + 
— ——* as hestealton timber-  *number, ete. L — -cnce.] The act of immerging or planging or 

ont ne 
number oecupy! 

tree, Eucalyptus — by the settlers 

td congruences: that 
commonly called Moreton ash, Soe *ash1, 

thid@ (il-i-an’thi-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Jt 
yanthus + -ide.) A family of zoantharians, 4 neomonic num! err, 
of the order Actiniidea, which have free forms imaginate (i-maj’i-nat), c.f; pret. and pp. 
not adhering by a basal disk andthe aboral imaginated, ppr. 

Galois imaginary, a kind of imaginary 
the same 

numbers in the — poet Bema ta —— — (i-mérs’ment),#. Same ag *im- 

sinking into or under anything; immers 
tion in the theory of as, immergence in water. 

‘ 

7. An antiquated term for the immersion, ». 
ginating. [L.imago(-gin-), introduction of a solid substance into a liquid 



immersion 

reagent in order to — chemical change, 
as the ealeination of tin by immersion in nitric 
acid.—Center of immersion. Same as center of dis 

— aren. in micrescepy, an 
objective lens system designed for use with a layer of 
liquid between the objective and the cover-glass. See 

weage of See tovedge! ne 

immethodic (im-@-thod‘ik), a. [im-3 + me. 
thodic.] Bame as immecthodical, 

tion, ".—Burean of Immigration, ve 
reau. 

ator (im‘i-gri-tor), ». An immigrant. 
nine 

Lytton, NE. D, 
(im‘i-gra-té-ri), a. [immigrate 

+-ory.] Pertaining to immigration. 
Roth immigrat: aml emigratory [movements of 

i ——— The Wat birds}. ratist, Jan, 13, 1897, 
immissi (i-mi-siv’i-ti), m.  [in-? + missive 
+ -ity. bsorbing power for radiation, ex- 

either in terms of that of a black body 

Sar ceeccas tappios enaiians Sorensen tasale: Corres) constant for jon, Leer! 
sivity is —— fh various ways: sometimes as the quan- 
tity of heat absorbed second by a square centimeter 
of surface when the difference of temperature between 
the absorbing body and its surroundings is 1°C. A more 
usual — — is by ee 
ot At. 
im 2 (i-mike‘tOr), m. [ind + mirture.) 
The action of mixing; — —— eon⸗ 
dition of being mixed up in (something). 

It [a prtneiple) has enabled the court to avoid an im 
mézture in tical strife which must have d ed ite 
eredit. Bryce, Amer. Commonwealth, 1 xxiv, 

immoderacy (i-mod’e-ra-si), ». Want of mod- 
eration. Sir T. Browne, Christian Morals, ii. $1. 
immodulated (i-mod’i-la-ted), p.a. [in-3 + 
modulated.] Unmodulated. 

, His voice was harsh and tremodulated, 
J. A, Symonds, Shelley, p. U. X. B,D, 

immolation, ». 3. The title of the eucharis- 
tic preface in the Gallican liturgy: so called 
because it is an introduction to the sacrifice 
of the mass, See preface, 2. 

immoralist (i-mor’sl-ist), ». 
One who opposes or diste 
of morality. 

immoral + -ist.] 
the principles 

That arch tim-moralist .. . Goethe, Mra Craik, 
(i-mor’al-iz), v. t. t. and pp, 

immoralized, ppr. immoralizing. To demoral- 

Same as immortelle, 
immotive (i-m6’tiv), a. [in-3 + motive.] In- 
capable of moving or of beingmoved. Feltham, 
Resolves, L190. X. E. D. 
immundity (i-mun‘di-ti), ». [L. *immundi- 
tas, besides immunditia and immundities, ¢ im- 
mundus, unelean: see immund.] Unclean- 
ness; an unclean or impure thing. 
The ascription to Sappho of the Various extravaganees 

and fmaneadities of the common myth. 
BH. Pember, Tragedy of Leabus, Pref., p. II. M. M. D. 

immune. I, «4.—Immune Same as sambo. 
or. —Immune teid, any protective albuminouws 

a in the sola at an antitoxin or @ bacterlolyain. 
Immune — the scrum of an immunized animal, 
containing the specific antibody to the substance used in 
immunization. See *#imnmewnity, 5.—Partial immune 

, one of a number of bodies of which, according to 
i 8 each immune body & composed, See ®inmun- 
tty, 

TI. vn. One who is exempt; specifically, one 
who is protected from a particular disease by 
inoculation or by a previous attack. 
immunify (i-mi'ni-fi), r. 4; prot. and pp. im- 
munified, ppr, immunifying. L tmmunis, safe, 
+ -feare, ¢ facere, — omake immune ; 
immunize. 
immunist (i-mi‘nist). ». [fmmune + -ist.) 
One who érjoys a certain exemption or im- 
munity. See iamunity, 1. 

It is conceded that the ‘dmmundet "(it Is conventent to 
borrow atenn that French writers have coined) is entitled 
to many of the floes and forfeitures that arise from offences 
committed within his territory. 

FW, Martland, Domeaday Book and Beyond, p. 277. 

immunity, ». 5. In pathol., a lack or absence 
of susceptibility to disease, This may be either 
natural or acquired. Natural treatenty may be of the 
ioost varied charucter. Thus it is found that animals are 
altawether ineasceptible to many diseases which aro 
commen in tan, such a yellow fever, smallpox, scarlet 
fever, menales, ete, ; the cold-blooded animals, as a class, 
are free from many diseases which are common in the 
warm-blooded animals ; birds and lles are exempt 
from tetanus, mice and rate from diphtheria. Ajcain, 
children are mach more prone to certain diseases (na 
measles, scariatina, diphtheria, etc.) than adults. Certain 
individuals appear tomune against diseases to which 
ohersof the same species readily succumb, A familiar 
example of acquired tiamuniy, om the other hand, ia 
that which follows an attack of yellow fever, or smallpox, 
pe fever, scarlet fever, etc. Timmunity of this 

r, which depends upen netenl infection, is called 
Actice imunwnity. since the bendy iteclf be active in ite pro 
duction, This is in comtradistinction to predtre dinmunity, 

628 

which Is referable to the introduction of protective anb- 
= from without. —— wees ee fer ~ 
arn following protective injections fl 
sntitoxin. Know regarding the J essential factors 

ve in the peudoction to 
| very defective, but many points hare 

worked out from which » eral idea of the process can 
the researches of Blrtich and his 

of Jomuntt: 

pon ~ “all, dof Metchnikott ry in Germany more especially, and of Metchn 
* Bordet in France, besides many « e concept 
of tromunity has been materially ampli ; for it has 
been shown that the an body has a mechanism of 
self-protection which is of the most extensive character 
and is directed not only against the harmful effects af 
bwcteria bat also iat all alien cellular elements and 
cell-producta of w! ver kind, in so far, at least, as these 
latter are of an albaminous character. Thus it has been 
ascertained that the Injection of certain soluble toxina 
leads to the production of corresponding antitoxins, as in 
diphtheria, tetanas, botalian, and poisoning with certain 

thelial iia, and soon apparently without 
limit. jhe, natn was shown e tnjor cer- 
tain cells calls f the production of ——— 8 

coalescence ec glutinins, which cause the sears or 
cells in — Various albaminous substances similarly 
lewd to the production of bodies which, when broaght to- 

¢ with the first, canse the formation of precipitates — 
preeipitina, Thereare alao the coagulina, which result 

on .~ of certain alumina; the antiferments; and so 
on. 26 ft is seen that the introduction inte the body of 
almost i J foreign substance of an atlhumtuas character 
(antigen) is followed by the uethon of a co 
antagonilatic or antibody, It is accordingly necessary to 

e tern tmumenity to include the 
body to the 

As regards the mochantem 
jes are formed and tmanity ia accordingly 

inions differ, bat there is a gencral tendency to acee 
the explanation offered by Elirtich and his pupils, which 
fe based wo the now famous lateral-chain (see 
below), « general study of lmmanity has led to a vast 
amount of experimental and to results of the 
utmost * iny as the discovery of 
diply antitoxin furnished a cure for one of the 
most fatal diseases to which man is subject. Tetanus ta 
tow successfully combated by anantitetanin, Snake-bite 
polsoning, which in India is annually rea ble for 
—— — of deaths, is readil 

ny a large pereen 
treatment has lowered the 

but a certain degree of ctive 
Lague, 

t id * and dysentery. In hess Ganon —— 

ns of 

and, 
to judge from recent reports, it now seems je al⸗n 

— the divense in question. 
Bhrlich's lateral-chain , upon whieh the moder 
doctrine of Immunity is largely based, explains better than 
any other the vartous experimental data that have been 
tleborated within recent years. According to it, the liv- 
ing cell contains a formative central nuclear complex, 
the to which other molecular 

attack by the moat diverse foreign agenta, provided that 
the chemical constitution of the batter ts a to 
that of the usual food material of the cell, or, as Bhrlich 
puts it, provided that the deleterious agents possess 
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General Scheme Mlestrating Ehelich's Lateral<chaia Theory. 

4 action of immunizing substances C/. 5.) upes receptem /, //, 
and f/f of the bocly cells: A. castott free receptoes 
(baptiog); C, action of antibedlics wan the soluble girecacts (toxins) 
of cells of the cells thomeetves; 21, action o¢ antuaggletinios, aut. 
immune bodies, auticomplements, which newelt on injection of 
agg lunoins, bewenlysins, etc.) A, scluble paodects —toxles, fee- 
ments; #.inseluble wolstamces, pradocing seglutinins and coagus 
lias: &. insaleble selstances, leading tu production of cytetuxte 
(hacterirodal) immane setetumees > 4, tamaphone preep; ¢, hapaae 
peers croup; a, AL x tely-celley & (der to #6), celle u tn 
Mmetization; a crnplement; ¢, antiboxtn, antrterment; @, bape 

tophorke group; f, eymploric grow coagulins, agelotiaios ; gy, 
cyt group; ©, complementophilic group —imarune hety of 
the hetnely hacretiolysing en. 4, toaims g. antitoxin: 4, 
agglutinin; 4, complement: 4, ingeune boty; o, agglurining w, 

PleWenl! o anticeeepement; mm. imeaene 
vote Hm beky, ¥, dtntiume tealy 

ft to allgem, Physiologee."y 

anits-agylutionn 
tentya as 
(Drawn fro 

impair 

— the izes three varieties of receptors, 
which he classifies as cing to the first, the 
and the third order, Those of the first and seco 

receptors are practically 
with W 

, this loss, unless the 

yest of Be adapt itself to the presence of the 
foreign substances. The sera in question are sim! 
known as antisera or tmmune sera, U this 

nity, depends upon the prodaction of more complicated 
antibodten, — —— of the third order (ambo- 
ceptors, immune jes, ete.) In which a coaction af 5 
ferment-like complement ta nm to the 
specific effect. ‘aarive im on e nmi⸗ pends upon the 
introduction of ihe antibodies from without, and can 
also be of the antitoxic or bactertalytic type, a 

— Atreptic the nature of the substances employ 
munity, immunity which is dependent u the absence 
of a fic substance 2, which is essen to continied 
@ in the case of um · malignant tumeor,— 
munity, immunity which is dependent upon the pees 
enee in the bedy of opsoning, to which, in tarm, the 
phagocytic activity of the lencoc: is referable 

net immunization (i-mi-ni-zi‘shon), n. (immunize 
+ -ation,) Theartificial adaptation of ananimal 
to foreign cells or cell ucts, brought about 
hy the injection of such foreign material, See 
*inmmeunity, 5, 

unizator (i-mii-ni-z4’tor), n. One who or 
that which immunizes or renders immune, 
immunize (i-mi‘niz), ¢. t.; pret. and pp. imms- 
nized, ppr. immunizing, [immune + -i2e.] To 
produce immunity in; render immune, 
immun (i-mil-no-kem ‘is-tri), = 
[immune + chemistry.) The chemical study 
ofimmunity, Arrhenius (trans.). 

i-nd-né-tok’sin), n.  [dinmune 
+ toxin.) Antitoxin employed in the preven- 
tion of disease. 

immure, v. ¢. 3. To build into a wall; imbed 
iu — 

In them walls] are imbedded a large nansber of 
marble blocks, many of them square bases, stuck end ost- 
mest into the masonry. A curious decorative effect ⸗ 
given by a course of small marble colunmms similarly 
wumured, the enda —— 5 a string of white circles 

Jour. (KR. G, 4), 1X 10 
imo (é’m6), ». [Japanese name.) Japan, 
a generic name for edible roots, such as yams, 
potatoes, sweet-potatoes, and taro. Used alone 
without a = fying Erefix, it is especially 
applied in Ja and in Korea to the taro, 
Caladium Colocasia, which is also called in 

imp, *. 7. The length of twisted hair in « 
fishing-line, 

Imp, An abbreviation (a) of the Latin Imperator, 
emperor; (>) of Inperatriz, empress, 

imp. An abbreviation (a) of imperative ; (b) of 
imperfect (tense); (c) of imperial; (d) of im 
personal ; (¢) of the Latin imprimatur, let it be 
printed. 

impact-figure (im’pakt-fig’ tr). #. Same as 
perenssion-figure (which see, under percnssion). 

impair?, «. 2. Not one of a pair; odd; un- 
matched, Todd, Cye, Anat,, TT. 829. 

II. ». 1. An impaired or odd thing; an 
article without a mate.—2, In roulette, an odd 
number. 



impair 
The {roulett€] Wheel is divided into thirty-seven com: 

Partnenta,.. . Titbered from ome to thitty-aix, the 
thirty-seventh being zero, Pair indicates even numbers, 
impair odd numbers, Eneye. Brit., XXXAL 304, 

impala (im-pii’li), w. [Also impalla, impaltlah 
and pata; from an African name. ] ‘An it riean 
ante 
long, 
spec 

gent the genus Aipyceros, which has rather 
ivergent, lyrate horns. The best-known 

is A. mielampua of South Africa, of a dark-red 
color, white below, standing about 3 fect high, A small 
Tace of this species inhabits X d. 4 ea, 
#;, petersi, with black marking on the fnee, is found in 
West Africa, in Angola. Also known as pola. 

impaludism {im-pal‘i-dizm), ». IIA in, in, + 
a marsh, +-ism.) Chronic malaria; 
malarial cachexy. 

impanel® (im-pan’el), v. 4.; pret. and pp, éu- 
neled, impanelled, ppr. — impanel. 

ing, (in-2 + panel.} 1, To decorate or fit 
with panels: as, a house impaneled with oak.— 
2. ‘To place asa panel in a wall. 

Telford wed to take much pleasure in pointing out to 
his visitors the painting of Westminster Bride ime 
panelled in the wall. Siniles, Kagineers, IL 474. 

imparasite (im-par’s-sit), ». [in-3 + parasite.) 
An insect which is predatory and carnivorous, 
but is not a parasite, Airhy and Spence. 

”.—General parlance, in 
leo aa impatlanee tn which — reserves all 
advantages and exceptions whatsoever, Including the right 
toa plea that the court has no jurisdiction of the cause, 

ce (im-par’tans), ». [impart + -anee.] 
The act of imparting; impartment. 
The Belews between two opposing impartances of 

nw ; 
‘Shelley, Letter © Elizabeth Hitchener, ory. % a 

imparticipable (im -pir-tis’i-pa-bl), a. and n. 
[ind + partis —— a. That can not be 
shared or divided. 

In PIR me — — 
— uncontrasted with the light 
Wherein their light is lost. 

Bailey, Festus, x. 88, 

I, ». A thing that can not be shared or 
divided, 

3 ti riteinalte twofold orders of thi 
participated. vt at meg: bent I, 0. N. B.D. 

impartivity (im-piir-tiv’i-ti), ». Imparting 
—— specifically, the power of an electric 
eater to impart heat to its surroundings. 
Where high tem and rapid rates of imparticity 

are fey lower variable vol are used, 
Blect. World and Engin., Jan, 9, 1904, p. 85, 

n. 2, Inceram., enamel colors or slip 
laid so thickly on the ware, in decoration, as 
1° —_ out from ita — in relief. 

mtaces (im-pi‘shi-en-t&’ 66-6), n. pl. 
(Nt. (Bornhart, 1895), ¢ Jnpatiens + -acee.j 

family of dicotyledonous choripetalous 
lants of the order Sapindales, the jewel-weed 
‘amily, typified by the genus Impatiens (which 
#00). There is only one other monotyple genus, Hydro- 
cera, a native of the East Indies family has gen- 
erally been called Baleaminacer, a term based on an 
—— 8 Hane and bia ‘OFS be 

ya im-pi’a-bl), a, . empaya 
—* sable, not to be paid for, ¢ in- priv, + 
paya oY ag bem 1, That can not be —_ as, 
a le debts or obligations. Monthly Rev., 

IIL 60.—2, Beyond payment; priceless. 
[Collog., French use.) 
The cheese, the fruita, the salad, the oli 

delicious white wine, each in their way were trepayaltes : 
and the guod — . - observed that his guests did 
sincere homage to heir merits 

Seott, Quentin Durward, Introd, p. xxix. 

impecuniary (im-pé-ki‘ni-d-ri), a. [in-4 + 
pecuniary.) 1, Impecunious. 

This day have I reeeived information from my man of 
law of ie nee. = ond 5 * to — a of 
urchase . toe Lu Pie a: . 

of i me Byron, Lattar 1, forks, HEL, — 

2. Having no relation to money; not peeu- 
niary. 
‘ It isin vain 5* in this hemisphere we endeavour after 

J 

— Bagehot, Literary Studies, L 268. 
imped (im’ped), ». [NL. *impes (imped-), tr. 
Gr. drove (Aristotle), ¢ in-3 priv. + pes (ped-), 
foot.) An animal without feet. 

Aristotle had divided the group (warm-blooded rerte- 
brates) into bipeda, quadrupeds, amt twpede, The qual- 
Tupeds formed the great talk. The diepeds living in the 
sen, as Aeles, were warm bloxted and breathed alr; the 
Dipeds Were oureel¥es. Owen, in Life, 11 118 

ce, n. I is the t resistance ota rete rt of te hes 
tromotive force consumed by an alternating current, di- 
vided by the current. On accunnt of the electromotive 
force consumed by self-indaction, the apparent resistance 
with alternating currents is greater than that with direct 
currents, though the power-consumption isthesame. The 
impedance consists of two components — resistance, which 

«+. and the 

impediment, 

¥. B.D. im 
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consumes power, and reactance, which is the wattleas re- 
sistance dae eS en See — and tre- 
actancc·⸗Abaol impedance expressed 

Pog ats aay ¥ netor,— * 
the square root of the sum of the squares of the internal 
resistance andl reactance. 

A synchronoas motor of internal fon nee Z. 
Steinmetz, Elements of Electrical neering, p. 102. 

#-— Frobibitive impediments inlaw, 
impediments to mattiage which subject the offending 
party to punishment in case of marriage in spite of them, 

ut which are bot suMcient to anneal or avoid the mur. 
riage.— Relative 

conrang: a 
impeller, n, 2. Specifically, the revolving 
wheel or pumping element of a centrifugal fan 
or pump, 

The conotidal i designed f 
large volumes ——— low | —— In general ob mom oe 
it is somewhat different from the ordinary —— 
mp, ane ae to the wilening of the pump cham 

ita special form of impeller. 
Klect, Rev., Aug. 27, 1904, p. 914 

impenectrate (im-pen’é-trit), v. t.; pret. and 
pp. impenetrated, ppr. impenetrating. [in-2 + 
penctrate.] To penetrate ; permeate, 

Love . . . surrounding and impenetrating the beloved 
with radiance. 

Mre. Craik, Romantic Tales, p. 318 X. B.D. 

per, An abbreviation of im, tive. 
perata (im-pe-ra‘ti), w. (NL. (Cyrilli, 1792), 

named in bonor of Ferrante Imperato, an 
Italian apothecary who in 1599 published a 
natural history of Naples.] A genus of 
grasses related to Saccharum. They are erect, 
often tall perennials with long, cytind, ike-like 
terminal panicles, each spikelet surroanded , wil. 
very, silky hairs —— — five species, ny distrib. 
uted in tropical and subtropical regions. J. arwndinaces 
la the * of the Philippine Islands and the alang-alang 
of the Malay Archipelago, See ®aleng-alang, 

im) tion (im-pe-ra‘shon), ». [NL. *imper- 
ato(-), < L. imperare, command : see impera- 
tive.] The power or action of governing ; com- 
manding. 
What is dominion? It ts efther the power of contrecta- 

tlon, or else that of imperation.... Under the head of 
the power of fmperation is comprised all the power which 
the sovereign is accustomed to exercise. 

Benthom, Prin, Internat. Law, Works, TT. 540, 

im tive, ".— social constraint 
Sa canton trithin the er ea and action, : 

imperf.,impf. Abbreviations of imperfect, 
Im ete, ber whose ae ——— 
imperfective (im-pér-fek’tiv), a. [émperfeet + 
-ire.] 1, lnperieat— 2, Serving to express 
action not completed (either continuous or re- 
peated at various times): plied to a form 
or ‘ t’ of the Slavic verb, 
imperforate,a. 2. As applied to the shells of 
the — Mollusea, having the inner parts 
of the whorls coalesced into a columella leay- 
ing no opening or perforation. In the Echinoi- 
dea, or sea-urchins, the mamelons which sup- 
port the spines are imperforate when not 
pierced by & central foramen. 

im n, 11. A member of the imperial 
or emperors party; a soldier of the imperial 
army. 
The Emperor and Germans, or If you please the Jm- 

i Johneon, Kingdom and Commonwealth, p. 11. X. B.D. 

12. An imperial personage; an emperor. 
I have received my — like the prodigious son, 

and am going with dir proteus to the Jeeperial's Court, 
Shak, T. GO. of V. U.x 

At twelve the Jmpertals [the Emperor 
|} retired and S u⸗ — — 

ocles, Correspondence, L &. ¥. B, D, 

imperialine (im-pé‘ri-a-lin), n. [NL. imperialis 
{see def.) + -ine?.] A 23 very bitter 
levorotatory alkaloid 
in the bulbs of Fritillaria imperialis, It ¢ 
tallizesin short needles, darkens at 248° C., and 
melts at 254° C. 

n, 3, Specifieally—(a) “In re- 
cent British polities, the principle or policy 
(1) of seeking, or at least not refusing, an 
extension of the British Empire in directions 
where trading interests and investmer‘s re- 
quire the protection of the fiag ; and (2) of so 
uniting the different parts of the Empire hav- 
ing separate governments, as to secure that 
for certain purposes, such as warlike defence. 
internal ecommerce, copyright, and postal 
communication, they shall be ractically a 
single state,” X. E. D. (6) In United States 
polities, the extension of the rule of the 
American government over foreign countries 
acquired by conquest or purchase, without a 

Cy,Hg9O,N, contained im) 

impregnation 
corresponding grant to them of the constitu- 
tion or of a republican form of government ; 
the governing of other — on the monar- 
chieal principle, as subjects rather than as 
eitizens.—Liberal imperialism, in recent British 
politics, the views of the Liberal tiaperialists 

imperialist, ». 3. Specifically, in reeent and 
particularly in Britishand United States poli- 
ties, one who favors the principles and prac- 
tices of imperialism.—Liberal im in re 
cent British politics, a Liberal who is in sympathy with 
the imperialistic ideas usually amociated with Uhe Couser- 
vatire party. 

An abbreviation of inrpersonal. 
ptible, a. A mistaken form or mis- 

impersonalize (im-pér’son-al-iz), v. ¢.; pret. 
and pp. tmpersonalized, ppr. impersonalizing. 
og sonal + -ize.] ‘to make impersonal. 
X. X. D. 
impersonative (im-pér’son-a-tiv), a. [imper- 
sonate + -ive.] Relating to dramatic im- 
ee eapable of impersonating: as, 
mpersonative talent. 

impi (im‘pi),». [Zulu.] A band of African 
warriors; a native military expedition. 
implantation, ». 2. Union of the two ends 
at iceutne. after exsection of a segment, by 
the insertion of one into the other and reten- 
tion by sutures. 

implementiferous (im‘plé-men-tif’e-rus), a. 
implement + L. ferre, bear, + -ows.] Bearing 
implements or tools; containing stone imple- 
ments made by early races of men, as certain 
geological deposits. 

Collections from iny, ferouas gravels at Swans- 
combe, in Kent. Nature, Oct. 29, 1908, p. G58. 

implexed (im‘plekst), a. [L. implexus, en- 
tangled, +-ed2.) In bot., entangled or inter- 
laced; implex. F. V. Coville 

Implication texture. Sameas graphic*terture. 
implode (im-pléd’), v.; pret. and pp. imploded, 
her imploding. Lim-2+ (ex)plode.} I, intrans. 

© burst inward : opposed to explode. 
This ould implode, then the pressure is applied to the 

interior of the protected bulb, which, fn ite tarn, explodes. 
Nature, Nov, 24, 1881, p, 92. 

IL. trans. To pronounce by implosion. 
N. E. D. 

implosion, ». 2, In phonol., see the extract. 
The im conusista in closing the glottis simualtane- 

ously with the pF apron and then compressing the 
alr between the glottis stoppage and the mouth one 

H, Sweet, Handbook of Phonetics, $ 224. 

implosive (im-plé‘siv), a, and », grand 
+ -ire.) I, a. In phonol., produced by implo- 
sion: as, implosire stops, 

n. A sound formed by implosion. 
Some sounds are produced without either out- or in- 

breathing, but solely with the air in the throat or mouth, 
The * tm, jece’.. . are formed in the former, the suction- 
stops or ‘clicks’ In the yy 

H, Sweet, er of Photetics, § 00. 

impluvium, ». 2. Same as compluvium. 
imp. meas. An abbreviation of imperial mea- 
sure. Dunglison, 
im block (im’pést-blok), ». An impost 

ing the form of a separate member with a 
definite character, as in Byzantine and early 
Italian architecture where it rises like a sepa- 
rate capital above the capital proper of a 
eolumn, The term is also used for the two 
bloeks from which an arch ir a continuous 
wall seems to arise and upon which it bears. 

imposure (im-pd’gir), n. [iapose+-ure.] The 
act of imposing or of laying on: as, the im- 
posure of a decree. 
impound, v.f. 3. To gatherand retain (water) 
in a reservoir, basin, or pond. 

le (im-pred’i-ka- bl), — + 
predicable.] 1. That cannot bo predicated 
or affirmed. Cockeram.—2. That cannot be 
predicted. [An erroneous use, doubtfully 
ascribed in the following case.) 
There ta, no doubt, one constant element in the reckon- 

ing, namely human and perhaps another in hu- 
man natare itself—the tendency to reaction from all ex- 
tremes; but the way in which these shall operate, and the 
force they shall exert, are dependent on a multitade of 
new and tipredicale circumstances. 

Lowell, Prose Works, V, 126, 

impregnation, ".— Constitutional impregnation 
ig hey — upeta the constitution of an —— a8 
whole which is supposed by Eimer to be made by a char- 
acteristic of long standing. Bee the extract, 

If « form remain stationary at a low ae tlage, 
then, from purely constitutional caw the longer it re- 
masins at that stage the more does it pome different, 
because its characters stamp themselves more amt more 
deeply on the oryaniam (constitutional dnepregnation), 

Bimer (trans), Organic Evolution, p. 41, 



impregnation 

wine, fectilation = fre —— ot : rock <4 
are deposited on the skin in» pres, throagh the 
— — thenes probably to the 
a 

im; (im-pré‘shiens), nm. [in-3 + pre- 
a —— of being "shbout 
know) or prescience. 

Improvid impreacience, and selfish 
De Gurney, Fastiensens Works, Los, mete. N. EB. D. 

impress!,r.f. 6. In elect., to apply electro- 
motive foree to (a circuit) from some outside 
source or to create difference of potential in 
(a conductor). 

p. a 2. In elect., supplied to a 
cireuit by some outside source: for example, 
the impressed electromotive force of a circuit 
is the electromotive foree supplied to it by a 
generator, 

pression, .—Method of i 3 
chk, : ("Any methiexl of —— an which 

volves 

t Le t made on socalled tie 
— which fo a ductile mass pecdaeed by pouring 
melted sulphur into water, $ 

onalistic (im-presh’on-al-is’tik), a. 
Same as impressionistic. 

on-cylinder (im-presh’on-sil’in-iér), 
na. The cylindrical surface in a printing or 
other press which carries the type or the on 5 
tern to be impressed upon the paper or clot 
fed toit by the feeding-rolls. See cylinder, 2(c). 

nm. The name waa first given to an 
advanced sctiool of modern paluting in France, based on 
the principle that effects of light in nature are momen- 
tary, and that the painter, if he wishes to be true to ma- 
ture, shold confine his attention and effort aa closely aa 
possible to the moment of thelr occurrence. Inorder to 
express the high key of natural light, acoterle of extreme 
fmpressionists, — — iets, have used pure color 
laid on in points or di See the extract. 

The words Impreasioniste, Jrapressioniame, are anid to 
have arisen from a phrase in the preface to Manet's cata- 
logue of his pictures exhibited in 1867 daring the R - 
tion Universelle, from which he was excladed. ‘It is 
the effect,” 

aA protes! 
painter has only thought of rendering his 

tropression.” An alternative in is « catalogue in 
which Claude Monet entited a pletare of sunrise at sea 
“Une Impression.” The 
in the discussions of the group, and was caught ap by the 
critics as charneteristic. Encye. Brit., XX 412. 

impression-resist (im-presh‘on-ré-zist”), ». 
In printing, the material used as an elastic 
aid to give pressure to the paper which covers 
the inked type upon & printing-press, For strong 
elastic pressure Chat overlaps the face of the type, woolen 
blankets and fndla-rubber cloth are ferred; for a 
truly tlat surface impression, as is in all engrav- 
on % * results are obtained from the resist 
of cardboard. 

impression-stitch (im-presh’on-stich), ». 
shoe-manu/s,, an imitation or false stiteh on the 
soles of shoes.—Impression-atitch machine, « 
machine for marking shoe-soles in any form of fair stitch 
or other fancy sewing. 

impressive,a. 3. In ps i., directed inward; 
producing an interna effect, or carrying a 
meaning for the subject of the experience: 
oppoees to expressive. method of *exrpres- 
sion (a), 

My fear or anger may chance to be expressive to an- 
other, but they mast oo jaa be impreseipe to me. 

. Brit., XXXIL oh. 

imprest’, 
the department in ch: 
fice, under imprest. — 
drawing of money in advance. [ a 

imprimitive (im-prim’i-tiv), a. A card + primi- 
tice.) Not primitive: in math., in group 
theory, applied to a group such that its ele- 
ments ean be divided into sets of an equal 
number of elements, so that every substitution 
replaces the elements of each set only by all 
the elements of a set, 

Such that every operation of the group either inter- 
changes the objects of a subset among themselves, or 
changes them all into the objects of some other subset, 
When this is the case the group is called dmprimitive in 
Teapect of the set; otherwise the group is called primi- 
uve. A group which is doubly-transitive, in respect of a 
set of objects, obviously cannot be imprinmitive. 

Enewe, Brit., NXUX, 121, 

imprimitivity (im-prim-i-tiv’i-ti), =. The 
state or character of being imprimitive, as 4 
group. 

improbative, @.— Articles improbative, See 
J 

improving, ». 2. In metal., an operation for 
removing a portion of the impurities from ar. 

®.— Auditor of the at, an oftickal be 
4 mpresta. imprest . 

1 of an ordet for the 

word was probably mach used J. 

In 2 
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(It. improrrisa q 

We will not speak of toe, —— excited by ac- 

Mary. Puller, Woman in the ineteenth Cent, p. 48 

impsonite (imp’son-it), mn. [*Jmpson, a proper 
name (7), + -ite2.) — ind of asphalt resem- 
bling albertite: it occurs in Indian Territory. 

impu t (im-pi-bes’ent), a. [im-3 + 
pubescent.) Not ing pubescence: said, 
for example, of the elytra of certain Coleop- 
tera, 

Elytra convex, not widened 
greatest convexity at the middle, very closely and rather 
strongly pune the apex of each rounded, their 

leurs concave, tiny 4. [Coleopters. 
soln Tree Soot Soc. Loudon, — L 186, 

the heart-beat, 

riorly, attaining their 

In the execution of many of those acts denominated 
crimes the offender exhibits the phenomenon of a brief 
period of violent —** extreme tmpulateity, 
A. FP. Chamberiain, in Pop. Sel, Mo, March, 1002, p, 419 

impunctate, «. 2. Having no puncte or per- 
forations; imperforate: technically applied 
to the shells of Brachiopoda, which may be 
either punctate or impunctate. 
impuritanism (im-pi‘ri-tan-izm), m. [ind + 
puritanism,| Prineiples and practices opposed 
to those of the Puritans; unserupulousness in 
religions matters, 

imputation, a, 3. The erroneous ascription of 
effect to cause: as, the imputation of a disease 
to witcheraft. | 
Tmputation, then, isthe reference of a sense-impression, 

of which the mind t conactous as an effect, toa mistaken 
cause, Rep. Bur. Amer. Ethwol,, 1808-00, p. clxxiil. 

Impx. A contraction of the Latin Jmperatriz, 
Empress, 

8. An abbreviation of Indian Medical 
Service. 

imsonic (im-son‘ik), a. [im/(itation) + L. 
sonus, sound, + -ic.} Characterized by words 
imitative of sounds: an artificial word, not in 
actual use, Max Miiller, Science of Language 
(ed, 1891), IT, vii. 

imu (é6’mé), ». [Hawaiian imu, also wmw.) 
Tn the Hawaiian Islands, a pit used for baking 
meat or vegetables by means of heated stones. 

— to be netually engaged 
hi in pak at enterprise 4 — 

and often voed exaggzerated]y to 
imply ‘wot counted tn distribation of credit or honers 
or gains.” [Slang.] 

adc. — Well {n, proftabl engages in speculation 
or business); hence, i. oral, well Pivclion Ruewalin’} 

int, nandr. As — spelling of inn. 
inaccentuation (in-ak*’sen-ti-a’shon), ». [in-3 
+ accentuation,) Lack of accentuation or em- 
phasis; equableness, C. J. Smith, Accent, 
ynonyms and Antonyms, p 7. 

le (in-ak-sep’ta-bl), a. [in-3 + ae- 

participating 
usally with a negativ 

inbreather 

. Bee 

[inact(ice) + -o8e.] 
An optically inactive, syrupy sugar, said to be 
formed by the action of silver nitrate on cane- 
sugar, 

inadequative (in-ad’é-kwi-tiv), a. [ia3 + 
adequate + ~ive.] Not of the same equiva- 
lence; inadequate; insufficient. 

uati (in-ad’é-kwa-tiv-li), ade. In- 
sufficiently. 3. Hall, Hindu Philos. System, 
p. 120, 
Inadunata (in-nd-i-na’ti), mn. pl. [NL., nent. 
pl. of inadunatus; see *inadunate.) In the 
current classification of the Crinoidea, an order 
eharacterized by having the arms free above 
the first radial plates and the topmost joint of 
the stem the youngest. The order contains 
only very primitive Paleozoic forms. 

nate {in-ad‘i-nat), a. [NL. inadunatwe, 
CL. in + adunatus, pp. of adunare, unite; 
seo adunation.)] Not united; specifically, as 
applied to the calyxes of certain fossil crinoids, 
nae the arms free above the first radial 

ates. 
. 2, Aterminal combining-form in botani- 

en! classification, chiefly in ler’s system, 
denoting groups with the rank of subtribes. 

inequipalp (in-d’kwi-palp), n. One of the Ji- 
awquipalpia, 

Inzquipalpia (in-6-kwi-pal’pl-B), n. pl. (NL, 
<« L. éinaeques, unequal, + NL. palpus, pal- 
pas.] A group of trichopterous insects or 
e flies in which the number of joints in 
the maxillary palpi differs in the two sexes. 
Tt ineludes the families Phryguneida, Limno- 
philidw, and Sericostomaticde, 
inaja (in-H-jii’), n. [Tupi inajd.] See inajo- 
palm, 
inamovability (in-4-mé-va-bil’i-ti), », The 
property or state of not being removable : as, 
the inamovability of judges, 

inamovable Ga-peay'e 8), a. [in-3 + amor- 
able,| Incapable of being removed ; not sub- 
ject to removal: applied to Roman Catholic 
rectors who are not removable at the will of 
the bishop, but only by due process of canon 
law, that is, by a formal and solemn canonical 
trial under grave charges. 

inanga (é‘nang-&), ». A name in New Zealand 
of two trout-like fishes, Galarias attenuwatus aud 
Retropinna retropinna, They are also ealled 
whi it and minnow, and in Tasmania the 
Galaxias is called jolly-tail, Also inaka. 

te (in-ang’gu-lat), a, [fn + angu- 
late.] 1. Angled in an inward direction, as 
certain stri on the wings of Lepidoptera. 
Proe. Zool. Soc, London, 1898, p. 441.—2, Hav- 
ing no angles, 

a, 3. In gram, denoting inani- 
mate things: applied to a phase of ‘ gender’ 
distinction. 

‘The distinction between animate and fnanimete gender 
is still preserved in both Penobacet and Abenaki. 

Amer, Anthropologist, Jan.March, 102, p. 27. 

inao (@-nii’5), ». [Aino(Ainu).] A ceremonial 
object of the Ainos (Ainu), consisting of 5 
woolen stick, often shaved, or with shavings 
attached, set up as an offering or considered 
as a messenger which conveys prayers to the 
deities. J, Batchelor, The Ainu and their Folk- 

acceptable.) Unacceptable; not proper to be Lore, p. 92. 
received. : : inap — (in-a-pér’ti-nent), a. i? + ap- 

rowitions fi er tterly inaceepta- pertinent, ot a rtinent, Coleridge. 
wa Leeky, England in ine Fighteenth Cent, Tiss ina’ tive Gin-kech [inaugurate 

Inachid@ (i-nak’i-dé), », pl. [NL., ¢ Inachus 
+ -idz.] A family of brac begin podophthal- 
mous crustaceans, having the eyes non-retrac- 
tile or retractile against the sides of the cara- 
pace, the carapace varying from subtriangular 
to suborbicular, the rostrum simple or fifa, 
and the walking-legs often very long. It in- 
cludes about 40 genera, among them Jnachus, 
Meerepodia, Huenia, and Kuprognatha. 

Inachus (i’na-kus), », [NL. (Fabricius, 1798) 
¢ Gr, "Ivayor, & river-god, son of Oveanus. j 
The typical genus of the family Inachidaw. 

inactivate (in-ak’ti-vit), vr. 4; pret. and pp. 
inactivated, ppr. inactivating. [inactive + ~ate?, 
To render inactive: applied to an immune 
serum the complement of which is being 
destroyed by heat or by age. Such a serum 
can be reactivated by the addition of fresh 
serum, 

Ve, @. () In chem., causing no rotation in the 
plane of polarized light.—Inactive molecules, Sce 

4o-re-tiv), a. 
+ -ire.] Inaugural ; inaugurating : as, an inaw- 
gurative ball; the inawguretive lecture of a 
ourse. 

inaxon (in-ak’son), n. [Gr Ig (iv-), nerve, + 
dive, axis.) In newrol., a nerve-cell with a 
long axon, or axis-eylinder process. 
inbark (in’birk),». In forestry, a condition of 
wood in which portions of the external bark 
are ineluded within the wood. It often corer 
where branches separate from the trunk, and is caused by 
their growing together in the hollow of the fork, 3. 
Amer. tel hog 2h, 1006, p. 2u 

in In mech., toward the inside ; to- 
ward the main center or centerline: a8 an 
a stroke of the piston; an inboard bear- 
ng.— Inboard profile, See *proile. 

in-book (in’ EY n, Short for *in-clearing book. 
inbound (in’bound), a. Bound hotneward; com- 

ing in, a8 to a place or harbor: as, an inbound 
fishing-fleet. - 

One who in- inbreather (in-bré’ruér), 
breathes. 

n 



inbreather 
Man was not #0 Mauch made, as breathed into life, by the 

quickening Sptritof God, He was formed in the very 
of the Maker, the Jnbreather, having in measure the 
thoaghta, faculties, emotions of God. 

A. Raleigh, Way to the City, p. 290. 

., incorp. Abbreviations of incorporated. 
ont ({ing-k@’ik), a. [Inca +-ic.] Same as In- 
oan 

in-calver (in’ki‘vér), a. A cow that is preg- 
nant. [Rare.] 
In no case should a cow be allowed to calve ina byre 

with other in-calrera. 
Hep, Kan, State Board Agr, 1001-8, p. 347. 

in-cal (in-ki’ving), a. Said of acow when 
bringing forth her eull. 

burner, See Pt -— 4 t— +B, iat) 
trie light, also ®lamp1, *mantle, xburner, 

incardinate®, r,t. 2. Toinstitute formally as 
cardinal, 
When he bad accepted the office of Cardinal, bat before 

he was tneardinate 
Hook, Lives of Archbishops, IL 663. X. EF. D. 

incardination (in-klir-di-ni’shon), n. The 
formal act of institution or incorporation in a 
church or clan. 
The form of tonsure affected by the un-Romanised clana 

{et Wales), about which we hear so much later, ie shown 
have been originally a tribal of tneardé- 

nation in the sept. Dublin , Oct, 1807, p. 4% 

Incarian (ing-ki‘ri-an), a. [Inca + -arian.]) 
Same as Jncan. [Rare. ag tre 

incarnadine, «. IT, n. A color ranging from 
flesh-color to blood-red. 
Inearnadine or flesh-colour. 7 

Peacham, Compleat Gentleman, p. 156. 

The field of Liltzen, . . . not then for the last time to 
take the rich incernadine of blood, was the spot which 
his death make memorable for ever. 

Trench, Gustavus Adolphus, 1. 49 

incarnationist (in-kiiv-né’shgn-ist), v. [incar- 
nation + -ist,] One who holds the doctrine 
of incarnation, that is, that the Divine Being 
has assumed human nature. 
casement, #.— of incasement, (%) Swam- 

mendan's Sheory of the preéxistence in an Insect's egy of 
the form of the larva, pupa, and im: each being 
a distinct animal and one being con 
i] boxes a nest of 

n, 2A — or throwing inward: 
a8, u fan-blower works y incast when it blows 
or forces the air into a space. Also used adjec- 
tively: as, an incast fan. Buck, Med. Hand- 
book, I. 519. 

Inca-stone (ing’kii-stén), ». A piece of iron 
prriies polished for use as a mirror, as by the 

cas. Such objects are frequently several 
inches across. 

inceal (in‘sé-al), ». [P. inedal, referring to the 
incus, a bone of the internal ear, irreg. ¢ L. 
inous (incud-), anvil: see incus.] One of the 
bones forming the gill-cover in fishes; the 
subopercuium, Starks, Synonymy of the Fish 
Skeleton, p. 515, 

incense®, ».— African an oleoresin from Boe. 
wellia Frereana. Also known as Luban elerador Oriental 
or African elem. 

(in’sens-spin), n, Aspoon used 

od inside the other 

for incense. 

Spectally dainty and richly worked 

‘ nse goon with cere saad Oe ae Pen 

1480, and several of agate are in 
bequest in the British Maseam. 

incense-tree, ». 3. A tree of the genus Bos- 
twellia, especially B. Carterii and serrata, 
See olibanwm.—4. In Australia, a name applied 

wal in * —** which —— es diameter 
and area wi Inch mercury, a gasoous 

pressure; the by # vertical colamn of ure exerted 
mercury one inch In height. It ts .cas42+ (or approxi- 
mately Jy) atmospheres. — Paris inch, a former measure 
of occaatonally referred to in optics, the equiva- 
lent of 2.7 centimeters or 1.062 Engliah Inches. 

inch., incho, Abbreviations of inchoative. 
inch-bones (inch’bénz), a. pl. [ineh! + bones.) 
a (as distinguished from bone- 
dust) asedas manure. J.B, Baxter, Lib. Pract. 
Agr., IT. 353. N. B.D. 

inch-gauss (inch’gous), mn. A practical unit of 
magnetic induction; a magnetic flux-density of 
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one line of toree (or maxwell) per square inch 
of cross-section. 

(inch’ man), ». The bull ant: 
80 called from its length. ‘asmania. 

(in-kO‘g-si), #. [inchoa(te) + -cy.) 
The state of being incipient or — 

h poem ["Amours de Voyage‘ hat he kept ft nine years ia Ma 
... What he doubted about in it waa... [ts vigor and 

fat't'the peta "5 peta of tacky ada 
which he intended to draw, 

dt. M. Hutton, Clough, in Literary Essays, p. 297, 

inch-ton (inch’ tan), », A compound unit 
—_ to one ton lifted one inch. 

— worm, the Aimerican gsouclrtd moth, Brann ehiarse. ete yel 

Linden Inchworm (Arawats tiiiarta), 

@, male moth; 6, wingless female; ¢, larva; slightly enlarged. 

low, #triped with black, and feeds on the leaves of the 
linden.— Red-head inchworm, See pine ®«pan-weorm. 

incide® (in-sid’}, v. #. [L, ineidere, fall upon: 
see incident.] 1, To fall upon, as a ray of 
light ~~ a surface; impinge; have incidence. 
—2, To have effect upon. 

je] inequality with which peel area ee ae 
M. Bridges, Pop. Mod. History, p. 423 N, E. D. 

incidence, ». 6. The actual fall of taxation 
upon a particular individual or piece of prop- 
erty, in distinction from its nominal or sup- 
osed distribution.— incidence, in optics, 
acidence of a ray of light apon a reflecting surface in a 
direction such that the angle of incidence ie nearly a".— 
Fripotpal incidence, in tex, Incidence at such an 
angle that the difference of of the two components 

of the reflected ray is 2: said of the metallic reflection 
of light, 

incident, a. 5. Same as afferent (¢): noting 
the nerves which convey impressions from the 
periphery to the nervous centers.— Incident 

See #frainl, 
incinerant (in-sin’e-rant), a. * incinerans, 

pr. of incinerare, incinerate.] Incinerating; 
eae reduced to ashes; burning to ashes. 

incinerate, v. II, intrans. To be reduced to 
ashes by the burning off of organic matter. 

Acipial (in-si 1) (Irreg. ¢ L. -sip’i-al), a. é ines, a 
—* a woe the —— — intial, 

re, 

pres. ind. act. of incipere, begin : see incipient. } 
(Here) beginneth’: the first word in a pre- 

incipit (in’si-pit), 

Compare *ezplicit, n, 

pat wih oupiemiepioon ot weet ‘ean € 

ment patt wth Oublin Res., Ont, 1807, p. 478, N. B.D. 
Incised work. See *work. 
incisodentate (in-si-sd-den’tat), a. [L. ined. 
sus, cutin, + dentatus, toothed (see dentate). ) 
Having sharply eut teeth. 

in ticulate (in-si-sd-len-tik’i-lit), a. 
G.. incigus, eut in, + NI. denticulatus, having 
ne teeth (see deaticulate).}) Having fine, 

sharply cut teeth. 
incisura (in-si-si’ri), ». ([L.: see incisure.] 
An inecisure; a 

incognoscent 
the notch or tion in the pelvis 

— ab fp meg 
an ostricl e elongate apace 

— Incisura ~ tr 
between the cerebrum —————— into 

tentoriam dips 
incisural (in-sizh’@-ral), a. [inciswre + -al1.] 

incltability (insite Uili-ti), x. Capabili n-si-ty-bil’}-ti), 1». ility 
of being stimulated or incited. Syd. Soe. Lex. 

incitable —— a. [incite + -able.) 
Capable of being stimulated to action. 

Vic (in-siv’ik), a. [in-3 + civic.) Lacking 
— of good citizenship: the opposite 
of civic, 
Ye rise above the base Taeicie herd, tke Cato and Bru- 

tas, su to a senate of cowards and hirelings 
'. Tayler, in Monthly Rev., XVIL fo. X. Æ D. 

incl. An abbreviation (a) of including; (b) of 
inclusive. 

inclavation (in-kla-va'shon), n. [inclar(ate) + 
-ation.] The condition of being held in a 
socket by curved roots, as atooth. [Rare. 

in-clearer ( af vente’ Nn. * + clearer.) 
London, the bank-clerk whose duty it is to 
represent his bank in the clearing-house and 
receive through it all the bills of exch » 
checks, etc., payable by his bank; the in- 
clerk. Called in New York settling-clerk. See 
*in-clearing. 

—— n. [inl + clearing.] 
The bills of exchange, checks, etc., payable 
by a bank in any one day's PPraets Hoy ta 
transactions, and received by that bauk's in- 
clearer or —— ae for settlement. Com- 

re *out-clearing. ng. ]—In-clearing books, 
i books in which — ra a are entered, 

in-clerk (in’klérk), mn. [inl + clerk] An in- 
clearer or settling-clerk in a clearing-house. 

ng. 
cen ofa t to a plane, the angle between 
the tand ite projection on the 
inclinational (in-kli-na‘shon-g!), @.  [inelina- 
tion + -al},] Relating to inclination, either 
mental or physical. 

—— inclina’ (in-kli’ng-té-ri), a, 
+ -ory.] Relating to the inclination or dip o 
the magnetic needle.—Inclinatory needle! (naut.), 
the dipping needle 

incline-car 
(in-klin‘ kiir), © 
n. A freight- 
or nger- 
oat, abegted 
for use on an 
inclined or 
mountain 
road or in- 
clined eleva- 

Tnclimecan. 
the 4, steel frame of car; 4, platform with tracks 

or frame sap- 

cks may m 
higher at one end foe 
than at the other, 
to accommodate the car to the 
The iustration represen an 

railroad. todustrial cab! 
incluse, a. IL », Amonk or nun who, with the 

rmission of the superior, was (in the mid- 
le ages) voluntarily immured for life within 

the monastery. 
inclusion, ». 3. The contents of vesicles, of 
all sizes, in protoplasm as an emulsion, envel- 
oped by pellicles of the continuous substance 
or i the discontinuous portions of pro- 
plasm 

for small cars; ¢. lock foe keeping car on plat. 
be a@, hauling-<able; ¢, Taclived « ef 

je on which ft is used. 
jine-car on a narrow: 

Discontinuoas elements or tnelusions, In character 
these are most he eneous, ... They are fluids of 
various degrees of viseidity. ... Even very small areas 
are found to contain many o! cally different tnelusona, 

G. F. Andrews, in Sap, Jour, of Morphol, XUL 14. 

statement. 
incoercible, a. 2. In phys.: (b) Incapable of 
reduction to tangible condition by pressure: 
applied to forms of energy, such as heat and 
clectricity, when they were thought of as ex- 
tremely subtile duids. 

in tet Slee as a. [L. éncognitus, un- 
known.] Unknown, 

in tive (in-kog‘ni-tiv), a. [in-3 + cogni- 
tire.) Without the faculty of cognition, 
God made the soul cognitive; and who shall make it 

inengnitive f 
Pitzedeeard Hall, Hinds Philos System, p, 4. ¥. B.D. 

ure; a notch,—Inctsura incognoscent (in-kog’nd-sent). a. [L. in- priv. 



incognoscent 

+ cognoscena(-ent-), ppr. of cognoscerc, know. ] 
Ignorant; unaware; without knowledge (of), 

incoherent, «. 3. In geol., noting textures 
consisting of loose sediments which have never 
been cemented. Geikie, Text-book of Geol. 
(4th ed.), p. 138. 

incohesive (in-k6-hé’siv), a. [in3-+ cohesive.] 
Not cohesive; not cohering. 

able number. Same as irra- 
tional *number. 

incommobility (in*kom-6-bil’i-ti), ».  [in-? + 
*commobile (see commove) + -ity.) The quality 
of not being moved to anger or other emotions. 

Incommotility, which is called in Greek 2opyqeia, or a 
a ition incapable of being excited to anger. 
T. Taytor, te. of Apuleius, Philos Plate, LL Sis. V. D. 

incommunication (in-ko-mi-ni-ka‘’ shon), ». 
Be. incomunicacion; as in-3 + communication.) 

Sp. law, the state of a prisoner who, by 
order of a judge, is not permitted to see or 
hold communication with any one during his 
confinement or until further order. 
incommutative (in-ko-mii’ta-tiv), a. [ia-3 
+ commutatice.| Non-commutative. 

Incompatible equation. See *equation. 
compensated (in-kom’ pen-si-ted), a. 
Marked by luck of compensation: said of 
heart lesions. See *compensation, 6. 

Any of the je heart lesions when incom 
may fallowed by ascltes. — 

Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 54, 

incompetent, «. IL. ». An incompetent per- 
—" one who is mentally or physieally defi- 
cient. 

This wretched person —a dauber, an incompetent, not 
fit to be a sign-painter—receives this morning an. . . 
offer... of a clerkship with nearly one hundred and 

he refuses i Ofty pounds a year,and .. . tl... For the 
sake of Art, he saya 

R. L, Stevenson, New Arablan Nights, p, 226, 

incomplexi' in-kom-plek’si-ti), n.  [in- + 
—— Giaphteity; —* ot content. 

Artlessness, and — of table. 
. Knox, Essays, III. clxxvi. 278 X. K. D. 

incomprehensible, a. II. a. A thing or be- 
ing that cannot be circumscribed within limits 
or that cannot be grasped by the intellect. 
Ag also there are not three uncreated: nor three in- 

comprehensittes (inflnites), but one uncreated: and one 
incomprehensite infinite), 

The Athanasian Creed, in The Creeds of — 
— te 

incongruous, a. 3. Inthe theory of numbers, not 
congruent: thus, 7 and 8 are incongruous to 
the modulus 3, giving different remainders 
when divided by the modulus. 

(in-kon‘shens), . [in-3 + con- 
science.) Unconsciousness; lack of self-con- 
sciousness. 
The genuineness and faconscience of these elemental 

motifs, A, Lyneh, Modern Authors, p, M. B,D, 

Inconsistent equations, See *equation, 
inconsolate (in-kon’s9-lit), a. [L in- priv, + 
consolatus, pp. of consolare, console.) Un- 
consoled ; onsolate, 
The despot of Cremona dying tneonselate because, hav- 

Seber on tee tower of bs 
to hurl them down. 

inconstructible (in-kon-struk’ti-bl), a. [in-3 
+ constructible.| That cannot be constructed, 

incontinuity (in-kon-ti-ni‘i-ti), ».  [in-3 + 
continuity.) The quality of being incontinu- 
ous. 

incontinuous (in-kon-tin’d-us), a. [in-4 + con- 
tinuous.) Not continuous; discontinuous. E. 
L. Stevenson, Across the Plains, 230. X. £. D. 

incor. An abbreviation of incorporated. 
incoronation (in-kor-6-na’shon), m. [in-2 + 
coronation.} Coronation. 
MPa ag mtg ecg wef hg - 

e sentations of the Divine Story, from the Nativity of 
Virgin to her Assumption and /necoronation, 

Mra, Whitney, Sights and Insights, IT. 420. 

ble (in-kér’po-ra-bl), a. That may 
be incorporated, ied 

and Mile-cnd were not Chelsea, Knightsbridge . . . 
really ola Daily News, Sept. 19, 1800. N. ED. 

incorporation, ». In philel,, the inctusion into 
one apparent Whole of the vert or noun root with generic 
age and affixes, or fragments thereof, forming what 

in effect, compared to Indo-European types of speech, 
a reduced sentence, bat having the appearance of a long 
word; polysynthesi« 

This bonit is to be looked for in the inner structare of 
the dialects, a structure characterised especially by the 
development of pronominal forms, Ue alvindance of ye- 
netic particles, the more frequent ise of ideas haged on ac- 
toms (verte) than of ideas of existence (nouns), and asa 
comequence the subordination of the latter to the former 
in the proposition. The Intter feature characterises the 

cas called incorporation, all American Languages be- 
i polysynthetic. Deniker, Races of Man, p. 614, 

632 indentwise 
incorporator,”. 2. Specifically, a memberof incuneation (in-ki-né-a’shon), nm. [1L. in, in, 
one university who is incorporated in, thatis, + cunews, a wedge, + -ation.] The wedging 
has received an incorporating degree from, together of the fragments in a certain form of 
another university. ture; impaction. 

Having further been allowed by the Keeper of the in-curve (in’kérv), n. In base-ball, lawn-bowls, 
Archives to extract all the mares ated particulars relative bowling, ete., a ball so pitched or rolled by « 

noorporators, as well ax and nominal mem- right-handed man as to curve to the right. 
gang p Benen tess $0 Gumcribe 45, (in-kérvd’), a. Bent or curved in- erred. — 

J. Foster, Alamni Oxontensis, Pref., p. vi Fins a in A toward the axis. —_ 
.@. II, n. An incorporeal thing; d. Ana viation (c) of index ; (d) of in- 

an immaterial being. -” ~"? dicative; (e) [cap.] of India; (7) (cap.] ot 
The divine natare of the celestial bodies cannot beacen ~/Ndian; (g) [eap.} of Indiana. d 

th the telescope, and icorporeals are pot to be 1. MN. An abbreviation of the Latin Jn 
vi with a microscopic eye. nomine Dei, in the name of God, 

T. Taylor, tr, af Plato, Introd, Timmus, p. 395 indaba (in-diibi), ».  ([Zulu.] Among the 
incorporealizet (in-kér-pd’ré-al-iz), v. i. natives of South Africa, a council or confer- 

real + -ize.] To hold the theory that ence for the discussion of affairs. 
— are an incorporeal substance distinct in ine (in’da-min), ». [ind(igo) + amine.] 
from matter. Cudworth, Intell. System, I. 22. A basic coal-tar color of unknown constitu- 

incorrosible (in-ko-rd’si-bl), a. Same as in- tion, produced when nitroso-dimethyl-aniline 
corrodible. x h rdrochlorid reacts with toluidine.— Ipdamine 
incorrosive (in-ko-rd‘siv), a. [in-3 + corre. , bine. we. a F 
sive.] Not susceptible of —— rarely, Udanthreno (in-dan'thrén), n. [ind(igo) + an- and incorrectly, i instead of incorrodible ‘#r(ac)ene.) A coal-tar color related to an- 
or *incorrosible. thracene made by fusing beta-amino-anthra- 

iati " quinone with caustic potash. It dyes cotton 
— CT (a) of increased ; (b) of = bop —— bers 7 a hyposulphite 

— reduction-vat and gives very fast blues. When 
increment, ». 8. In for daring given fa combined with davanthrene it gives one of the 
riod by the growth of a tree or of a stand, by” greens known. . 
——— = . A uniform variation; are ~ indagin (in-daz’in), . [ind(igo) + anew) + 
ular increase. lect. World and Engin., Feb, -in?,] A colorless compound, CsH, < | > NH, 

N 

ia 

21, 1903, p. 333.— 2 borer. See #horer.— 
polit, econ, the least im t 

increment or unit of a commodity in the om 
individual, or the —— he is induced to produce or 

e 

— by heating orthohydrazin-cinnamie 

acquire. See the ack. 
of the qummmedity which he 

s direct 

It crystallizes in slender needles, melts 
* at 146.5° C,, and boils at 269-270°C. Also 

(whether 7 called, incorrectly, indazole,—Indazin blue, See 
called its nal Increment; be- . 
margin of doubt whether It in worch indagole (in-daz’ol), n. [ind(igo) + az(ote) + 

incur the on aired to obtain it. -ole.] Incorrect for *indazin. 
Alfred Mar. in, of Beonomics, iL 4. 

of Salter, concentric ines In the 
of the crown of the tooth, analogous 

of a tree, marking the succemive 

indazurine (in-dazh’i-rin), n. [ind(igo) + aeu⸗ 
rine.} 1, The name given to several direct 
coal-tar colors which dye unmordanted cotton 
varying shades of blue, They are all of the 
diazo-sulphonic-acid type of colors.—2, A 
blue dyestuff of unknown constitution 
which dyes tannin-mordanted cotton navy- 

indazyii Gi ~da- (in-da-zil’ik), a. [indaz(in) + -yl + 
-ic.] Pertaining to indazin or —— com- 
pounds. Nature, Dee. 17, 1903, p. 167, 
indecomponible (in’dé-kom-pé’ui-bl), a. [in-5 
+ de- + L, componere, compose, + -ible,] In- 

Cus athee * he noticed, which * —— 
more portan’ than man circumstances 

incrimination ; this waa that se of the murderer, 
apparently new, creaked as he walked. 

De Quincey, Three Memorable Murders. 

incross (in’krés), x. The process of breeding 
— a —— — blood-relations; decomposable. 
a ¢ offspring of such parents. Mee : Let 
Resnt from ineroues and outcroases lead to Pt — in —— eee at Wee ED. 

paramount importance to 
results 

the beltef that hybridizing is of 
t stocks f mare labarious work of 

Agr., Div. Veg. Physiol. and 
ly the bes or 

solntion. ou. & — 
Pathol, Balletin 29, 1901, p, 56. 

incruciation (in-kré-shi-i‘shon), n. [NL. *in- 
eruciatio(n-), < *ineruciare, place on a cross, ¢ 
L. fn, on, + crux (cruc-), cross.) Same as de- 
cussation. 

incubate, r. ¢. 2, In bacteriol., to place (a cul- 
ture) in a thermostat or a similar apparatus English. 
for the purpose of obtaining the maximum jndefinitive (in-dé-fin’i-tiv), ¢. [in-3 + defini- 
growth of bacteria by keeping them atacon- five,] Not definitive; indefinite. 
stant optimum temperature. 

incubati 

indefinite, a. 5, In gram., not such as to make 
definite or determinate the person, thing, 
place, time, or mannerin question: applied to 
certain adjectives, pronouns, and adverbs, as 
the indefinite article (see article, 11), any, some, 
such, anywhere, anyhow, otherivise, and to cer- 
tain tenses of verbs, as the Greek aorist (which 
means ‘indefinite’) and the simple past in 

onal at aval a8 a. [ineuba- Angin-Catholic party) was —3—— ts te prin 
tion + -all,) lating to incubation. ~ —— = Perens & — range; and it ex- 

ipoabater, ». 5. Game Se eee ee J. H. Newman, Dificaltios at the Anglicans, Lecture tv. 
maintain a uniform temperature at which bacteria may indeflectible (in-dé-flek’ti-bl), a. Meg + de- 
develop. The triple-walled copper oven is provided with — feclible.] Not to be deflected from the straight 

tor water, which is heated to the sooner degree, 
an ae abaatina ear tomborstane ave creren byanin. OF — way: as, indeflectible justice; inde- 

sulating nir-apace and by a cover of insulating material, flectible loyalty. 
stich as ashestos-board. indemnificator (in-dem’‘ni-fi-ka‘tor), ». One 
inculpative (in-kul’pa-tiv), a. [ineulpate + whoindemnifies. Bentham. 

-iwe.]  Tneriminative; ineulpatory. Sydey indemnificatory (in-dem‘ni-fi-ki-td-ri), a. Re- 
Smith, Letters, iii, N,. E. D. luting to indemnification ; tending toward in- 

incumbent, a. 4. In geol., resting upon: said demnifying: as, indemnificatory actions. 
of = series of strata which is supported by Indemnity lands, See *land!, 
a subjacent one. di in‘dén), n. [ind(igo) + -ene.) A ecolor- 
incunable (in)-ki’ ng-bi), n. [F. inewnabie: aatone (oe'Stn), x. Lioeige? i 
see fncunabula.) A book printed in the 5 less viscid liquid, CgH, ¢< CH., found in 

e ” 

coal-tar oil. It boils at 179,5-180,5° C. 
fancy of the art, before the year 1500, 
incunabula, 3, 
One of the earty tncunables or ‘tifteeners.” indent?, ». 4. A requisition for military stores. 

The Month, May, 154. N. ED. Anglo-Indian.] 5 
incunabular (in-kii-nab‘i-lir), a. Of or per- indenter (in-den’tér), mn. 1. One who binds 
taining to ineunabula. or engages by indenture.— 2. One who orders 
incunabulum (in-ki-nab’i-lum), ».; pl. fr- goods by indent. 
cunabula (i). (NL, a back-formation (as indentor (in-den‘tor), », See *indenter, 2. 
singular) from inewnabule > see incwnabula,) indent (in-dent’wiz), ade, Like an in- 
1. A book printed in the infancy of the artof denture; with two interlocking edges, or 
printing. o incunabula, 3.—2, In entom., a edges fitting into each other's indents: as, 
coroon, tickets cut off indentwise, N, E. D. 



independable 
A orga g sgh Be a, [in3 + independable 

ble, ot to depended upon; not dependable. 
trust worthy. 

; bd ti 
— — —— Jour, (0.8), IX, 122 

independence, ». 3. In bot., the abnormal 
separation of organs or parts which are usu- 
ally united. 

te (in-des’ig-nit), a. [in-3 + desig- 
—44 Not designate ; indefinite, 

(in-dé-tér’mi-na-si), », — [in- 
determina(te) + -ey.] The quality of indeter- 
minateness ; vagueness; indefiniteness, 
Ambiguity is a confusion between ideas quite distinct. 

. Vagaeness is an fadeterminacy in Une limits of the 
application of an Idea, 

The Nation, Oct, 27, 1392, p. 324. 
index, ». 3. (5) In instruments having gradu- 
ated cireles for angular measurement, the 
pointer or mark on the movable arm which is 
80 placed as to move in close proximity to the 
graduated circle and thus to indicate the angle 
passed over between any two given positions 
of the arm; also, the arm or revolving member 
pivoted at the center of the graduated circle, 
which carries the index-mark or pointer.— 11, 
The numerical value of a measured object or 
roceas, orofa counted phonomenon, expressed 
n percentage of another measured objec 
or process, or counted phenomenon: appli 
particularly in measurements of organisms for 
expressing the ratio between the sizes of two 
organs. See craniometry,—12. In forestry, the 
highest average actually found upon a given 
—5 Alti¢udinal index, the height of the aka 

i io : jo as 1 ee pe RRs 
umeral Winder.— Breadth 

* tn 

trietly speaking, the cephalic sl ty u. ec 

proportion on the head in- 
in craniom., 

leusth, breadth, and netght of the akall and tts capacity, 
Broca.— in eraniom,, the distance be- 

of the first molar and the 

reentage of the of the femur. 
the ratio between maximum trans- 
um frontal diameters of the skull, the 

cli- 
index, a number,dedaced from the theory of proba- 

the method of least aquares, which Hed the 

occur within a given interval of time.— Tac 
anthrop., the distance between the au 

tween the 

ie, 
whole of the natural scale, or with —— mani · 
fold similarly arranged : thus w «ind. N =ind, (vy, wg, v: 
.. =) when gle, 1S any anifold seine ts 
the Index of the pelvic brim, in 
anthrop., the anteruposterior diameter of the pelvic brim, 
measured from the of the ie 
pabie to the promant of the sacrum, expressed in per- 
cen! the transverse diameter. Turner.— 

ty. & nuenerical expression for the diversity 
the individuals of a species or mee or population 

considered as statistical deviation from the mean standard 
deviation. It is found by squaring all the deviations 
from the mean, adding, extracting the ware root, and 
dividing by the namber of cases H. EB. Crampton, in 
Biometrika, March—J une, 1004, p. L17.— 
dex, in anthrop., the breadth of the scapula expressed 
in percentage of itsinfraspinous length Brece,—Innomi- 
nate index, in anthrop., the breadth of the innominate 
bone expressed in ance y ally height of the pelvis, 
Turaer.-Intermembral in anthrop., the length 
of humerus plas radius expressed in percen of the 
length of femur plus tibia. “ischio-innominate index, 
the lachial length expremed in percentage of the pelvic 
height. — Latit Same 
iis ket hich f eta of ra- oy a which see, ander ee; ic) — Law of ra- 

indexes. Seo */aw!,—Lumbar Same 
as unbovertebral windex, Amer, Anthr eet, 1001, 

#.— Lumbovertebral 
vp the fumbar * 

ind 
© the sam of the posterior d 

anterior depths. In tebre divided by the sam of th 

, index-plate (in’deks-plit), n. 
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accordance with the value of the Index, Turner distin- 
guishes kurtornchic, orthorachic, and koilorachic aptnal 
columns, the dividing points between these three pe 
being 98 per cent, and 102 per cent.—Mandibular 
the — — length of the lower jaw expremed 
in tage intercundylke width, A. Thompwon. 
— index, in eraniom. ; (a) The width of the 
— feasired at the outer border of the alveolar arch 
— ately above ot of 2 —— molar ex- 
pressed in percen of the len, e te, mea 
sured from the m= inte ah point to the posterior border of the 
maxillary bones Flower. (6) Same as polatomarilia 
polatealeeoar wimiex, Turner. —Mi 
anthrop,, the length of the juyonasal arc 
ecetitage of the jagouasal chord.— Obturator 
anthrop,., the length of the transverse diameter of the ob- 
turator foramen expreased in peseentage ot ite vertical 
diameter, Sir W. Turner, in Challenger Rep., XVI. xlvil, 
7.—Occipital index, in — the length of the arc of 
the brain from the parieto-occlpital flasure to Ue most 
prominent point of the ocelpital pole expreased in peroent- 

taee ‘i — — th expressed i ve x wi ox fe 
muxil ~~ Parietal Temgth, index, 

a@nthrop., the length of the arc between the central andl 
Parieto-occipital aires of the brain expressed in per: 
centage of the mesial arc. Cosningham.— 
index. 
ture and with blood-cells washed in a O45 per cent, 
solution of sodium citrate — — saline solution, 
in definite quantities, and v ingestion inan incubator 
for twenty minutes a » of the mixture is examined 
under the microscope, averare namber of becilli 
ingested by each leucocyte is estimated, and the result 
is called —— ses, pe index, It is an indication of 
the d opeonic power of the 

ex, in awthrep., the 
femur expressed In porceatage of ite transverse diameter, 
both be! meseared imimediat below the lesser tro- 
chanter. Thia index determines the degree of —— 
—Pu —5 os pubis 
—- rr Radiobummeral of the innominate 

umeral index, the 
in percentage oft ghey of 

in percen of 
ex, the internal width of the palate 
a molar, axpreased in the | wey of ite 

— — * = — — 

““Bubspinal fy — as ‘r inoue winder 
index-bar (in‘deks-biir), ». The flat baron a 
navigating-instrument of reflection, which has 
the mirror on one end and the vernier on the 
other. 

index-eyepiece (in‘deks-i‘pés), n. See *eye- 

index-hand (in’deks-hand), ». A movable 
piece. 

— or —— —— or — = 
icating- or meas achine; partic y 

a two-armed pointer on an indexing-device for 
spacing or dividing. 

index- (in‘deks-hed), n. An attachment 
for a milling-machine, gear-cutter, or similar 
machine for rotating at regular intervals, 
through definite angles or aliquot ts of a 
circumference, the piece of material worked. 

| (in‘deks-lér’ning), n. —— 
which depends upon the use of indexes (an 

no further); that is, knowledge acquired 
‘or the oeeasion, from books of reference. 
— the quotation from Fuller, under 
indical. 

Hi —— Into prefaces decay, 
And 80 pt ml ms fritter'd quite away: 
How indezlearning tarns no student pale, 
Yet holds the eel of science by the tai 

Pope, Dunciad, 1. 277. 

index-machine, ». 2. A machine vided 
with an indexing mechanism by which the 
teeth of gear- or ratchet-wheels can be ed, 

A disk in a 
gear-cutter, milling-machine, or dividing-en- 
gine, having holes in its face to aid in dividing 
a gear-wheel or other piece into aliquot parts 
of a circumference and securing the desired 
— of tooth on the periphery; a division- 

ate. 
index-wheel (in‘deks-hwél), a. 1, An index- 
plate.—2. A wheel —— —— and 
notehes on its periphery, to regulate the 
advance or feed of a machine.—3. A wheel 
with 80 teeth, divided into 20 sections of four 
teeth each, attached to the combing-cylinder 
of a cotton-combing machine to facilitate the 
adjustment of the time for the action of the 
various thatact onthe cotton. Thornley, 
Cotton Combing Machines, p. 37. 

china, India cotton (4). See *china, 
*cotton!, 

Indian. L a.— Indian beard-grass, Samens #hrovk- 
— Indian bread ia . 

Roe, 2. (c) Large, fat ees image of —2* and then 

onarry, —— + Shelia tree eae ton jer-tree, —Ind- 
fan cedar, the hop-harnbeam or franwoxwl, Ostrya Vir 
gimana,— . Same as Jndian teen (which 
gee, under heart a ory’ —— — 
dye. Sane aa jane preint a see, under pot 

Indian fig. ee ways. —indian filbert, See soap. 

indicator 

we prer, 
sage, sanich Bee 

ete. Indian stra’ apace, wheat, 
See wefrawberry, ote, — Indian 

Same as furmeric-reet, 2.— Indian turnip. (+) same as 
prairie-turnip. 

Il. 1. 4%. A native of Australia or New 
Zealand, or of Polynesia. —5. Any native 
language of America. See *Amerindian,— 
6. - — — lying between 

ttarius and the sout le.— Copper Indian 
oe of the native race af —2 red ludiun 
—* an Indian affected with partial 

Indian-chief (in’di-an-chéf), n. The shooting- 
star, Dodecatheon Meadia, 

Indian-cup, ». 2. Same as enp-plant. 
Indian-leaf (in‘di-an-léf), a. me as *mala- 
berthram, 1, 

Indian-moccasin (in’di-qn-mok‘a-sin), n. 
Same as Indian-shoe. 

pich’ér), ». The Indian-pitcher (in‘di- ‘fn 
pitcher-plant or sidesaddle-flower, Sarracenia 
urprrea. 

Ynd/an-posy (in‘di-an-pd‘zi), mn. 1. The com- 
mon lift-everlasting, Gaaphalinm obtusifolium, 
— 2. The large-flowered everlasting, Anaphalis 
margaritacca.—3,. The butterfly-weed or pleu- 

of red flowers. 
Indian-weed (in’di-an-wéd), n. Tobacco: a 
name common in colonial times. 

indic? (in’dik), a, Cind(igo) + -ie. — a 
hypothetical acid which, in the form of its 
—— salt, CygH,;NoOgK, is obtained by 

iling indin, an isomer of indigo, with alco- 
holie potassium — The salt is depos- 
ited in small black ¢ Is. 

indic, An abbreviation of indicatire, 
a. 2, Relating to the index finger or 

the second digit of the forefoot. 
indican, n. 2. The alkali salt of indoxy!-sul- 
—— —D——— It occurs in urine. 

e the followin — indic 
The indol which ts fortaed d aber to of intestinal 
utrefaction is in part oxidized to indoxyl anid absorbed. 
hi the body it then unites with sulphuric ach, namely, 

sodium or potassium sulphate, and in this form is known 
as animal indican, An such it appears in the urine. 
Normally the amount which is this eliminated is small ; 

quantities are met with in those patholaical con- 
di which are assoctated with an increased degree of 
intestinal patrefaction. The teat for indican in the urine 
is based upon the decomposition of the substance by means 
of a mineral seid, and the oxidation of the liberated 
indoxyl to indigo blue, 

(in‘di-ka-nin), », [indican + -ine?, 
A d, C H 230 N, 
by the action of barium- ¥ roxtd —— 

can. 
indicanuria (in“di-ka-n@’ri-&), ». [indiean + 
Gr. cipov, urine. 6 elimination of indican 
in the urine. Normally only of slight — 
larger quantities are excreted especially in 
conditions associated with an excessive degree 
of intestinal putrefaction. 

tion, ”.—Letter of indication, a letter of 
mlvice given by a banker to the holder of a letter of credit 
or circular note w insued. It contains the signature 

the holder for identification, a list of the bank's corre- 
spondenta where the holder may draw money, and other 
information. 

2m. 1. (gy) In chem, « substance used in 
volumetric chemical is, or some other chemical pro- 
ces, to indicate the condition of a solution, or to indicate 
exactly the point at which a certain reaction ends and 
another ina, The point at which this change takes 
place is called the end-point. Indicators are neost fre- 
uently used to detect the presence of acids or alkalia. 
Tie most important indicators are litmus, lacmoid, phen- 
ol-plithalein, methyl orange, and cochineal 

An indicator, to be of service tn acidimetric processes, 
must be a substance of basic or acid character, which, like 
litmus, will show by achange of color, the presence of the 
slightest excess of acid or alkali. 

H. F. Talbot, Quantitative Chem, Analysis, p. &, 
(A) In raitroad signaling, a device for informing the bever- 
man in a signal-cabin that a train is about to start from 
the station and indicating which track it will take; in Ita 
broadest sense, any appliance for displaying, in the signal- 
cabin, the condition of a trek or of all the tracks in a 
yard, the pesition of the signals, semaphores, switches, 
and signal-lampe, the trains at rest, or moving, or about 
to enter or leave any block, ete, The indleator may be a 
number on a — a disk or hanneret, or a minia- 
ture signal-arn, it may give information by its ap- 



indicator 
may also 

be 

may 
atrack-circuit () Lo mintag, an appearance of 

of hich shows the presence of a 

The ‘indiovtora of the Ballarat Goldfleld, Victoria, are 
thin beds of dark-coloared shales and slates, 

Rep, Brit. Ae’'n Advancement of Sei., 1901, p. 652. 

Naval: (1) An apparatas used in anction with a 
me — auton by mechanical or 

indicators 

= Pe Se a to be fired; a battle-order indicator 

engines; a rudder-iadieator, to show the position of 
the helm or rudder; a turret-indicator, to show the po- 
sition of the tarret gums with reference to the fore-and- 
aft line of the ship; etc.—Battle-order indicator, an 
apparatus od near the 1 pe of a war-ship to indicate 
mechanically the orders of Khe captain, sich as ‘commence 
tiring,’ ‘load with coenmon shell,’ ete. It is worked by 
electrical or mechantcal means from a battle-order trans- 
mitter in the conning-tower or station of the captain on 
the bridge. See windicator (j) (1). Integra 
dicator, an engine-indicator combined with a recording 
apparatus for measariug, and asaally for recording, the 

wer devel by the engine in a namber of revolutions, 
t consists of an indicator on the dram of which rests 

a wheel carried at the end of the arm of a imetor. in 
— —— is bee a , down <b, the = 
cil-mot! an 1 Peo » is ope4rn! a 

wheel at the end of the ry tear A ge rg at- 
tached which reconts the number of revolutions of the 
engine. There are many other forma This indicator ts 
used when power is rented to tenants and users, as a 
meter to determine the consumption to be paid for. — 
Leeway indicator, Seo *lerway.— indi- 
cator, in photoz., a dialed instrument uaud to Indicate to 
po printer the number of proots desired and the number 

ei 

indicator-card (in‘di-kéi-tor-kiird”), n. 
gram which shows the pressure in the cylinder 
of an engine at any point of the stroke, It i 
made by an eagine-indicator. This card is made to a 
detinite quantitative scale for both height and length, and 
ita area is therefore proportional to the work performed 
by the engine in one stroke. The horse-power calculated 
from the area of such a curd is called the indicated Aorae- 

wer, Ite area divided by its length gives the mean 
wight, and such mean height is the mean pressure dur- 

ing that stroke when multiplied by the scale of ordinates 
as related to the pressures, See dadiocater, 1 (a), 

indicator-cock (in’di-ka-tor-kok’), ». A three- 
way cock so arranged that any steam ieft in 
the pipe after making a diagram (indicator- 
card) will be exhausted into the atmosphere 
whon the valve is turned to cut off steam from 
the end of the cylinder. Rt sleo howe 
5) jc preasare-o . ee tp re 

Ay by comparison with a — — absolute 
pressures can be established. 

indicator-drum (in’di-k4-tor«irum"), ». The 
cylinder or drum of an engine-indicator for 
holding the paper on which the diagram is to 
be traced as the piston makes its traverse. 

indicator-piston (in’ di-ki-tor-pis’ton), m. 
The piston of an engine-indicator on which the 
—5 in the eylinder acts when making an 
ndicator-liagram. 

intiostor-plantnciar (in’ di-ki-tor-pli-nim‘e- 
tér), m. special form of [yred planimeter 
for finding the mean height of the enrved line 
of an indicator-eard. See *indicator-curd and 

am, 
indieator-point (in’di-ka-tor-point’), n. In in 
thermodynamics, a point upon a diagram which 
represents the instantaneous state of a sys- 
tem. &. Buckingham, Theory of Thermo- 
dynamies, p. 20. 

tor-post —— ge tae ), m. In afire- 
service (particularly in a mill or factory which 
employs sprinklers for drenching the walls or 

rtitions), an upright casting containing the 
y-stem and valve of the service-pipe and 

fitted with an indicator or movable sign to 
show instantly the position of the valve. 
indicator-valve (in’di-ki-tor-valv"), =. A ser- 
vice-gate or valve in a fire-service system 
which indicates the exact position of the 
gate (whether it is shut or open). 

indicatrix, n, 3, In erystal., a surface, in 
— (for a biaxial erystal) an ellipsoid 

ving axea proportional to the principal re- 
fractive indexes, whose geometrical characters 
serve to exhibit the optical relations of the 
erystal: for a uniaxial crystal the surface be- 
comes a spheroid and for an isotropic crystal a 
phere. The indicatrix bears a simple relation to 

ie — the 
8 

axes of which ———— 
the reciprocals of tho refractive Indexes, that is, directly 

ectrical means jn) 

A dia- in 
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proportional to the t-velocities in the given axial di- 
rection, /, Pleteher, The Optical Indicatrix, London, 1802. 

cial! (in~dish’i-al), a, [L. indicium, amark, 
sign: see indicia.| indicative. 

indicial? (in-dish‘i-al), a. [Lereg. <L. index 
dic-), index, + -ial.] or pe to 
index. Compare indical. 
dictional (in-dik’shon-al), a, [indiction + 

-all,) Of or pertaining to an indiction or 
eycle of years. See indiction, 2 and 3. 
dictment, ».—Joint indictment, in law, an tn- 

dictment in which two or more partics are together 
e the commission of the same crime. 

indifference-point (in-dif’e-rens-point), n. In 
psychol., a term used in several more or less 
technical meanings: («) The point at which, with 
55 increase of temperature of a stimulas, Che, serum. 

of cold gives place to the sensation of warmth It is 
& matter of dispute whether this todifference-point ts 
pp ee (that la, appears in sensation) or whether it 

simply mathematical. (4) In Wundt's curve of pleas- 
antness-anpleasantness, the point at which decreasing 
Pleastire passes over into unpleasantness, It is, again, a 
matter dispute Whether the point is ——_ 
merely geometrical. (¢) In work o reprodaction 
of time-intervals, the point at which reproduction ts ac- 
curate, involving neither underestimation nor overesti- 
mation of the standard time int 

ath, Indifferent point. See *po 
indifferential (in-dif-e-ren’shal), a. and n. 
[in-3 + differential.) Ia. Indifferent; neither 
one thing nor the other, 

Il, ». A thing which may be done or not 
done, indifferently; a non-essential, 
difulvin (in-di-ful’vin), ». [indi(can) +L, 

Juleus, fulvous, + -in?.) A brittle reddish- 
yellow resin obtained, together with indi- 

Ping by heating indican with dilute mineral 
acids, 

indifascin (in-di-fus’in), ». [indi(ean) + 
L. fuseus, fuscous, + -in*.] A, brown amor- 
om compound, Co,HapOgNa, obtained by 
eating*indican with dilate mineral acids, 

me (in-di-fus’kén), », [indifiese-in 
+ -one.] A dark reddish-brown pulveralent 
compound, CogHopO,Ne, contained in erude 
natural indigo. 

(in’di-gon), n. [indi(go) + -gen.] Same 
as spirit-soluble induline. Seo indutine. 

in ty (in-di-jon’i-ti), n. [indigen-ous + 
-ity.] Indigenousness, 

—— u Sadioonte 
a ; ir line for the ret cy — 

‘he Naturatiet, No. 241, 1808, X. BD, 

ous, a. 3, In geol., noting a rock or 
a mineral which has originated as such in the 
lace where it is found, such as granite or 

It in situ, A glacial boulder brought 
from a distance is erotic or erratic.—4. In 
physiog,, noting a stream which developed 
originally in its present surroundings: itis a 
consequent one in most cases, 

(in- 
an 

The second class may be called the indigenous streams in 
= ie wholly within as they are probably consequential and | 

the bounding watershed of the basin-Iike area 
W. G, Tight, Drainage Modification, p. i. 

The indigenousness (in-dij’e-nus-nes), u. 
state of being indigenous or native toa place; 
not exotic. 

On, ".-—-Acid Same as whyper- 
chiorhydrie.— Intestinal arrest or retar- 
dation of digestion after the f haa left the stomach. 

indigitation, ». 2. The interlocking of fibers 
at the junction of musele and tendon or 
aponourosis; digitation; invagination, 

lycin (in-di-gli’sin), ». [indi(can) + 
glyem.) A name formerly given to the sugar 
obtained by the hydrolysis of indiean. It is 
— known to be d-glucose. Also called indi- 
qglucin. 

indigna’ (in-dig’ni-té-ri), a. [indignat(ion) 
+ -ory.) Expressing indignation: as, indigna- 
fory answers; indigaatory muscles. 

‘0, #.-- American indigo, the wild ind Reptieia 
tincloria,— indigo, indigo result —7 the 
oxidation of arine indican or indoxyl— indigo, 
indigotin or indigo blue, manufactared from ccal-tar 
prodacta, In 1580 yer obtained indigo blae tn various 
ways from cinnamic acid, Since that time the m * 
of mannfactare have been greatly improved and cheapened 
and the artificial i now a seriois competitor of the matuy 
ral indigwo,—Blue, blue false, or blue wild 
Same as falee indigo (6).—Chinese green indigo, a 
green dye obtained from the bark of any one of several 
species of RAamnus, cepecially R. sazteliz, See Kham 
nus. —Chinese igo. (@) Jaaticindigotics. See Teatial. 
(+) Sane as Japanese eindion.— Dwarf false 5 
Same as fragrant folee *indign,—Pragrant 
indigo, Amorpha nana, alegaminons plant of the prairte 
region of western North America.— Gallant) J 
a mordant coal-tar color of the oxazin type, prepared by 
the action of aniline apon gallanil violet. It gives an 
iodigo-Dine shade apen chromiam-mordanted wool,— 

Seo Rhamnua,— See 
indigo extract (ander indige), The chief constituents of 
indigo extract are indigo-monosulphonic acids and indigo- 

individual 
by the 

and tine latser by the 
pheny ke- 

readily converted into inl 

ia, 
et In Australi 

— Paraguay * 5 ined ablae dye 
the leaves of a composite shrub, 'Eupotarium lave. 

- Marsdenia tinctoria, a tall, 

e 
Baptixia alba, ered 
mn United States amt Missisal oe 

Whi 
Baptisia, ex R. all Bee irie-Rindt A. 
—— & the legs white wild ind ~ Yellow 
indigo, yellow wild indigo, ivia tinctoria, 
common Wild indigo with X rm. Also called 

tow broom,.—Yoruba , the blue - obtained 
rom a twining leguminous shrub of tropical West Africa, 

hocarpus cyanescens, 

indigoferous (in-di-gof’e-rus), a. [indigo + 
L. fer, -bearing, +-ous,] Producing indigo: 
aa, indigoferous plants, 

o-gelatin (in’di-gd-jel’a-tin), n. The 
glut nous matter contained in crude natura! 
indigo, 

indigo-glutin (in‘di-g6-gli’tin), ». 
indigo-qelatin, 

indigo-purpurin (in ’di-gé-pér’pi-rin), ». 
Same as indigo red, 

in sapphire (in‘di-gd-saf"ir),m. The dark 
or indigo-colored sapphire from Ceylon or 
Australia. 

indigo-vat (in’di-gd-vat), n. 1. A vat or 
cistern specially constructed for dyeing raw 
material or cloth with indigo.—2. An indigo 
liquor prepared for dyeing raw material or 
cloth. 

bin (in-di-gri’bin), », Same 
urrhodin, 

indileucin (in-di-li’sin), ». [indi(can) + Gr. 
Aewnde, weet +-in*.] A eolorless compound, 

CoH <L> co 2 NH, prepared by 
the action of zine dust and acetic acid on 
indirubin. It erystallizes in lustrous needles. 

indimensible (in-di-men’si-bl), a, [L. fndi- 
mensis, unmeasured, + -ible.} Not capable of 
being measured ; not measurable, 

indimensional (in-di-men’shon-al), a, [in-3+ 
dimension + -al!.] Not having dimensions; 
not having extension in space. 
din- See 
*indic?. 

jum (in‘din-pé-tas’i-um), », 

Indio (in’di-d), ».; pl. Indios (-ds), [Sp. Pg., 
< india, India.] 1, InSpanish use, an‘ Indian,’ 
that is, one of the various native les of 
Asia or America; specitically— dy Tn the 
Philippine Islands, a native and especially a 
Christian native ; (6) a Malay of the Philippine 
Islands, as distinguished from members of 
other races living there—2, A Portuguese 
silver coin, ordered to be struck in 1409, on 
the model of the Venetian marcella. . 

ble, a. II, . 1, An indispensable 
person or thing. 
N Linn nd ae Gee and those Indispensables that belong 

Mra. Manley, Power of Love, vii X. E, D. 

2, Specifically, trousers. [Humorous.] 
He sapped his hand aguinst his yellow leather (nadir. 

Comic Almanack, June (1542), (Farmer, WN. ELD. 

3, A bag or pocket, frequently of silk and 
much decorated, worn by women in the first 
years of the nineteenth century, on the out- 
side of the gown, instead of inside, as an 
ordinary pocket would be. 
Rows of pretty pecresses who sat cating sandwiches 

from silk fndispenseates (at Lord Melville's trial, Loe). 
C. KR, Sharpe, Correspondence, L 6. 

individual. Iamaunai telesis, telics, va- 

Same as 

aS 

2M. (of) In bfot,: (2) A living being considered as 
anique or different from its kind and m the rest of 
nature, without reference to its morphological or pix⸗ 
logical independence or dependence. It is in this sense 
that an organism bs termed an fndfeidwal with reference 
to re faction and inheritance, 
[When amongst] indferduads, apparently o to the 

same conditions, any very rare deviation, due to some 
extmordinary combination of circumstances, ») in 
the parent—eay, once amongst several million fndiriduale 



individual 
—and it reappeal in the child, the more doctrine of 
chances alist COUNpela us to attribute its reappearance 
to inheritance, Darwin, Ovigin of Species, p. 10, 

individual, the series of stages between 
the fertilized egg ated sexanl maturity. Huzley. 

individuality, ». 5. In biol,; (a) Physio- 
ical completeness or independence; the 

ability of an organism to perform its normal 
functions or live out its life without the co- 
operation of others, The independence of 
unicellular prototoon is an example of 
logical indivictuality, a8 contrasted with the dependence 
of one of the cells of a metazoon upon the others and 
the whole. A physiological individual is sometimes 
termed a tien, as contrasted with a morphological indi- 
vidual or morphon. See *#tiok and *merphen, 2 
(6) Structural independence, or homoiogy 
with or morphologieal equivalence to a 
physiological individual, The homology of each 
of the dependent members of a siphonaphore with 
an independent hydra is an Hluatration of morphotogical 

ity. So each of the constituent cells individaality. as 
in the body of a metazoon is homolugows with an inde- Ty 
reroll guage nme itis a merphon, o¢ morphological 

Lv bed Morphologists recyrnize and give names to 
several grades or categories of morphological individa- 
ality, Soe plastid, idorgan, person, & anil woormua, 3. 
©) The uniqueness of a living being, or its 
ifference from others of its kind and fromthe 

rest of nature. It is in this sense that the off- 
spring is said to inherit the individuality or 
constitution of a parent. Multiple individuality, 
aterm used by L. F. Want to designate the structaral or 
hysiclogical independence of the anita which make u 
e structure of a compound onrantemn, such asthe 

which compose the body of a mutazotina. 

Multiple Individuality, Fach cell still acta and 
tuets for Itaelf, and maintains ite individuality within the 
higher individuality. 

L. F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol, 1, 373%, 

individuation, ». 3, In biol.: (a) A general 
term summarizing the conditions for the 
maintenance and perpetuation of an indi- 
vidual organisin, when these conditions are 
considered collectively and in contrast with 
those which conduce to the generation of new 
beings. 

Mr. Herbert Spencer has shown... that with all 
organisms a ratio exiata between what he calls smdiced un: 
tion and genesis, Darwin, Descent of Man, L 31s 

(5) A unifying principle or a cause of individ- 
uality. 

Such an animal is really the theatre of some unifying 
poet which synthesize ita varied activities, dominates 
te forces, and is a principle of tndiciduation, 

Mivart, The Cut, p. 370. 

4. The unification of two distinct ores of 
—— — an individual whole, such as the 
licheu-thallus, Twbeuf, 
individuative (in-li-vid’@-d-tiv), a. [individ- 
uate + -ive.) That individualizes: as, indi- 
viduative development, 

The eighteenth cunt having been an nage of indi. 
viduative, the nineteenth necessarily became an age of 
associative or coinonumic development. 

J. H. Burton, Book Hunter, lik 224, 

individuum (in-di-vid'i-um), ».; pl. individua 
(-4). [L., anundivided thing, an atom, neut. of 
tndividuus, undivided: see individual.) 1. An 
undividable entity; one thing, inseparable into 
5* the indivisible ; formerly, an atom.—2. 

¢ individual person or thing out of many of 
the same kind. 

Ind. Meth. An abbreviation of Independent 

Indo- Abyssinian (i * — (in’dé-ab-i-sin’i-an), a. a 
n. I, a. In ethnol., tostading both the eurly~ or 
wavy-haired black peoples of India(Dravidians) 
and those of northeast Afriva (Hamites). 

Again, what is to be made of the ex bom “* Tieden 
Abyssinian,” or even “Abyssinian” at all as anu ethpical 
term? The very word (Habeshi) ineans “nixed,” and in 
African ethnology “Abyssinian ” conveys no more taeaning 
than does “ Hungarian ~ In European ethnology ; both are 
national not racial designations, and as a Hungarian may 
bea Magyar, a Slay, a Rumanian of a Teuton, so an Abys- 
sinian may be a Hamite (Agao and others), or a Semite 
(Tigré and otlers) Keane, Ethnology, p. 170, 

IL. »n. One who belongs to either of the 
above ples. 

Indo- can (in~lé-af’ri-kan), a. Related to 
or connected with India and Africa: applied to 
@ continent sup to have existed between 
India, Afriea, and Australia, and now covered 
by the Indian Ocean, - 

It is admitted by all ethnologista that Asia in the origi- 
nal bome of the Mongolic division, a fect which harmon- 
isen well with the view that the vanished /indo- a 
Continent was Uhe cradle of mankind, 

Keane, Ethnology, p. 205. 

Indo-African continent, See #continent. 

Indo- (in’dé-lir’ yan), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to the Indie division of the Aryan family. 
Torrens. 

Indo-Austral (in’d6-fis’tral), a. Related to 
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India and to Australia or the Austral regions. 
The possible fusion of Melanochrold Cancasic (South 

Indian) and Austral Negro blood at a remote epoch in some 
now perhaps submerged Judo Astral region. 

Keane, Ethnology, p. 228. 

Indo-Celtic (in’dé-sel’tik), a. Same as Indo- 
Germanic and Indo-European: a term distin- 
— Celtic as the most western member of 

e Indo-European family. 
physio. -Indo-Dutch (in‘d6-duch’), a.andn. JT, a. Re- Indo-Pacific, «. 

lating to India and to Holland, orto the Dutch 
in India. 

On some Indo-French and Jndo- Duteh cotna, 
Jour, Anthrop, Soc, Bombay, Jan, 20, 1590, p. 102 

II. «. pl. Dutch who are born or whoreside 

Indo-Beyptian (in'd0-f3ip'shan), a. Ha (in'd6-é-jip’shan), a. vin; 
the combined —— —— of Indian fo 
Egyptian culture. 
do-Eur, Anabbrevistion of Indo-European, 

Indo-French (in’dé-french’), a. and n. a 
Relating to India and to nee, or to the 
French in India. 

II. ». pl. French who are born or who re- 

Indo-Gangetic (in"dé-gan-jet‘ik), a. Of th J— etic (in'dé -jet’ik), a. the 
Indus and the Ganges: as, the Indo-Gangetie 
plain of northern India. 

I “ : ndo- — —— 
the western coast owe their bebe ae to another = series 
of cartlhmoverments which ce during the tertiary 
era.” éane, Ethnology, p. 206 

d (in-doj’e-nid), n. [indogen + -id1,] 
The class-name of a ‘series of compounds 
formed from indogen and — aldehydes. 

They contain the group CgHy{ >C:, which 

is called the indoxylic or indogenic radical, 
Indo-German pt eae a, and x, 
a. Sarthe as Indo-Germanic, 

I, 

n. A German who was born in or who 
resides in India, Aeane, Ethnology, p. 395. 

a anda, IT, a. Indo-Greek (in‘dé-grék’) 
“Exhibiting the combined influence of India 
and Greece; also, pertaining to Greeks residing 
in India; specifically, noting a number 
of monuments in northwestern India, and 
many sculptured decorations in the same 
region which show traces of Greek influence, 
due to the invasion of Alexander and the com- 
mercial supremacy of the Greeka in the East, 

II. ». member of the ancient Greek race 
residing in India. . 

A very interesting invention of the Indo-Greeks. 
P. Serdner, Types of Greek Coina, p. 210, 

Indoin blue, See *biue. ‘ 
Indo-Iranic (in‘d6-i-ran’ik), a. Pertaining to 
the Indie and Iranie divisions of ‘the Aryan 
stock. 

Indol blue, Same as indoin *biue. 
indolin (in’d9-lin), », [indol + -in?.)_ A pale 

yellow compound, OeHe eer an CgHy, 

—— by the reduction of indigo white. It 
sublimes in long needles which melt at 245° C. 

indolinone (in‘d¢-li-nén), a. [indolin + -one,] 
Same as *erindol, 

indoloid (in’d6-loid), a. [indol + -oid,] Per- 
taining to indol; specifieally, noting the odor 
of this compound. 

Another group of flowers have nauseous or fadetoid 
odors duc to the decomposition of sone nitragencas com- 
pound. They are ofter Sesh-colored, blood red, dull dark 
purple or red, and sometimes they are marked with livid 

reotenbling puteityiag feah or decaying tarcaasea 
ere Amer. Nat, July, HK, p, 476, 

Indo-Malayan (in‘dé-mi-li’yqn), a. Relating 
to both India and the Malayan islands.—Indo- 

ppm ny a ‘the on el or hg ry 
Sumatra, Jove, aml Borneo, together with many islands 
of minor ares. 

Indo Malaysian in’dé-ma-la‘si-an),a. Same 
as *Indo- mtg — — 
indone (in’dén), n. Lind igo) + -one.) The 
elass-name of a series of dyes of the type 

O:CgHy Iꝰ CoH, or HOCGHS<Q > Cols, 
HO“R 

the action of concentrated mineral 
dulines. 

a. 2, Of or pertaining to a 
supposed aboriginal race of southeastern Asia 
and the Malay Archipelago, resembling Euro- 
peans in general appearance and believed by 
some authors to be related to them. They are 

formed b 
acids on 

inductance 
believed to constitate one element of the mixed popula- 
tion of the Malay 5* and to be found in a nearly 
pure state on some of is 

Il. ». An individual belonging to the Indo- 
nesian race, 

c (in’dé-d-shé-an‘ik),a@. Relating 
or pertaining to the Indonesian Archipelago 
and to the islands of the Pacific Ocean. 
Indoor bage-ball, See *hase-ball. 

2. Of or pertaining to the 
group of languages, sometimes called Malayo- 

‘olynesian, spoken from Madagascar to Easter 
Island (excluding Australia). 

(in‘d6-pé-la’ji-d), m. (NL, ¢ Gr. 
‘Ivdoc, Indian, + miAayor, sea.) 0- 
— division which consists of the Indian 
cean north of the tropicof Capricorn. Selater. 

The Indian Sea. or 7 
oceah donate: about — 

tade, and extending from the coast of 
to Australia and the M, 

, containing the 
of south Lati- 

alay archipelago on lpn = 
* — * Rh. GB), X 22h 

indophan (in’dé-fan), ». [ind{igo) + Gr. 
parr, © gawectar, shine, appear.}] A violet 
compound, CooH;gO,N,4, prepared from 2, 4, 
dinitro-a-naphithot and potassium cyanide. It 
has a green metallic luster and forms a purple- 
a — * — acids. + 

(in-d6-fé‘ nin), n. [ind{ige) 
phen(yl) + -<n2, A blue pulverulent com- 
pound, C)2H7ONS, prepared by the condensa- 
tion of isatin and thiop’ ene. It crystallizes in 
small needles which havea coppery luster when 
rubbed.— Indophenin reaction, a reaction causing the 
formation of indophenin and used asa test for thiophene. 

nde gly og 5 (Gr. *— Indian 
8), gidoc, loving. née whe supports 

and advances the interests of India ond hee 
people. Pall Mail Gazette, Sept. 19, 1865, 

Indophilism (in-dof‘i-lizm), ». [Jndophile + 
-ism.) Strong feeling for and championship 
of the interests of India. 

Indophilist (in -dof‘i-list),». Same as * Inclo· 
phile. 
indophor (in’d6-fér), n. [ind(igo) + Gr, 
oper, -bearing.] A mixture of indoxyl and 
indoxylic acid which, when padded upon cotton 
and steamed, pas see lue, It was intro- 
duced in 1895 for calico-printing and was a 
ch toward the introduction of artificial 

Indo-Saracenic (in‘d6-sar-a-sen’ik), a. Per- 
taining to the mixture of Indian and Saracenic 
elements, 

Indo-Scythian (in’dd-sith’i-sn),@. Of or per- 
taining to India and Seythin, 

Indo-8: (in dé-span’ish), a. Having 
both Spanish and American ian traits; 
articularly, of mixed Spanish and American 
niian blood, 

Indo-Teutonic (in’dé-ta-ton’ik), a. 
Indo-European, 

(in’d6-tip), n. In photog., a print by 
the gelatin process: a name not now in use, 

indoxyl] (in-dok’sil),». [ind(igo) + ox(ygen) 
; co + -yl.] A colorless oil, CgHy <yy > CH, 

—— in combination with sulphuric acid, 
n human urine. It is b 
——*— hydroxid a | thi reverse canon seadityte —— 
¥ the action of alr or oxidizing agents It is also called 

SAydroryindole, 

learboxylic (in-dok’sil-kiir-bok-sil’ik), 
a ſè i + carboryl + -ie.] Noting 
an acid, —— erystallins compound, 

— >C.COOH, prepared by the re- 
duction of a Ipropionate. 
It sublimes, melts at 122-123°C., and is 
readily converted into indigo, Also called in- 
doxylie acid, 

indoxylic (in-dok-sil’ik), a. Same as *indozyl- 
carboxylic, 

Indra’s sheep. See *sheep!. 
y of an electric cur- 

wcing cirewif) of 

Same as 

cult are the same, the property is called aelf-inductance, 
otherwise mutual inductance, Unit induetanee is the 
number of lines of magnetic force produced by anit 
current in the inducing circuit and interlinked with the 
conductor of the induced cirenit: 10° times Uhis unit fa 
the practical unit of Inductance, called a Aenry.— Ferric 

See #/ferric,— Inductance , See 
ind the numerical value of 

wetion ; the coefftient of mutual induction. 
uctance and ®unil of inductance, 

wfactor.— 
mutual f 
See wind 



inductance-coil 

ind (in-duk'tans-koil), 2. 
which resists the passage of alternating or os- 
cillatory currents on acconnt of its inductance; 
a choke-coil. 

reactance (in-duk’ tans-ré-ak*- 
The reactance of an inductance- 

ished from that of a condenser. 
unt (in-duk’tans-shunt), 4». 

on, *. 6. M 
sity in a toediam each as 

zing foros. It is expressed 

ms), NM. 
ail es disti 

etic induction ts the fax den- 
when subj to a mag. 

in ternas of a anit called 
the gauss, namely, the number of lines of force per square 
centimeter of cross-section of the substance, Induction, 
thas numerically defined, ia usually d by th y the 
letter B; the magnetizing force to which it is due, by the 
letter H. Induction is frequently determined by wind- 
pe he ray piece af the tron to be tested with two 

of wire, the pri: and the secondary coil. The 
secondary coll is connec to a ballistic galvanometer 
and a known current is suddenty sent through the 

The magnetic feild thus established within timary 
the fron induces a flow of electricity th hh the secon 
dary coll and th h the galranometer, which affords a 
measure of the tnduction. The relation is expressed by 
the equation 

B= QE, 
ngs 

where Q is the quantity of electricity as measured by ee 
deflection of the galvanometer, K ts the ce of the 
secondary circuit, 8 ls the cromesection of the iron, and 
*. is the namber of tarns of wire in the secondary coil, 

¢ Felation between indaction and the — — 
be «: graphically by means of a 

called the curve of induetion, in ich ordinates repre- 
gent the values of the ind ‘ x. wetioa B and abscissa the 
corres) ing J 
ue of the inn 
tizing force H. 
curve rises slowly 
for snxall magnetiz. 00° 
ing forvea and then 

ly, fora time, gese 
the ap- 

rm 
fon, after which *°9° 

the slope of the 
eurve dimtnishes. 7 7 
These changes in 
the direction of the — Curve of Magnetic Induction fn Iron. 
curve are die to va- 
riations in the permenbility of the iron, which increases 
with the reagnetizing force, reaches a maximum, and then 
diminishes ante judetinitely, The induction B is not 
identical with the magnetization | which ts detined by 
the equation 

I= X 
40 

7. The leading or admission of steam into a 
cylinder.— Bipolar induction. See unipolar #induc- 
tion. Chemical ind —8 — and photog, chen., 
the phenomenon in which light, falling on a sensitive sub- 
stance, does not at once act with its full intensity, bat 
ata much bess rate, and attains ite maximum action only jpd 
aftera certain time — measured in thousand ths of a second 
in the case of a ph phie plate, but in minutes in the 
case of a sensitive mi of chlorin and hydrogen. 

A second very remarkable phenomenon, first pointed 
out by the authors, fa that of chrusical induction, This 
refers to the fact that thy action of light on the sensitive 
mixtare of chlorine and hydrogen does not begin in its 
full intensity, bat that it slowly increases, until after the 

of a certain timo it attaina ite rerular and maximam 
Smithaonian Rep, 1800, p, 620, 

Coefficient of induction, the numerical value of self- 
induction or mutaal induction ; indactance,— Coefficient 

the numerical value of the in- of mutual tnd 
duction protaced by a ing current in a neighboring 
eirealt; mutaal inductance, — induc- 
tions. See ®eonsilience, — See 
winduction, dD: —— tedaodon hich ion, 6 Dyna J in vhle 
the conductor moves or revolves in the constant 
fleli or inversely. All dynamo-electric machin is 
based on this principle.— Porward in elect. 
induction, due to the action of the current in artixa- 
ture of a generator or motor upon the fleld, such as to 

ten instead of to oppose the fleld.— - 
(@) Bee tnduction, & (4) In general, 

the principle that, given any class of terms 4, to which 
belongs the first term of any progreasion, and to which 
belongs the term of the progression next after any term 
of the progression belonging to 4, then every term of the 
prcerension belemars to — Photoch induction. 

chemical ®ind uction, — t induc- 
tion, in — al paychal, opties, a phenomenon of 
loeal adap Hf the boundary line of two contrasting 
surfaces is steadily fixated, contrast gradually changes 
inte ite op te; the sensory effect of the local stimula. 
thon apremla more and more widely over the backgroand. 
zu is ng Ls igs — ive t 

action, in any optics, the persis- 
tence of the phenomenon of simultaneous light induction 
after rem of the indacing stimulus, or closure of the 
eyes, — magnetic induction, the total flux in 
any space, measured in maxwells or unit Hoes. — Tube of 
induction, in maqnefiem, an tmaginary tube the gene- 
rating lines of which ore the lines of foree or lines of in- 
daction in a magnetic Hell, and whose form is such that 
Pat surface integral over any crota-section haa a constant 
value. 

Let i imagine two very narrow tules af induction 
whose normal sectional areas are very small, 

De Bois, The Magnetic Clrenit, p. & 

Unipolar induction, induction due te any movement of 
a comlactor ina tragnette fleld such that the catting of 
Ines of force occam —— in the same sense and 
the indaced current flows always in the same direction tin 
the conductor: opposed to so-called Ivpolar induction, in 
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i] which there is reversal of t in the conductor A eoil ere curren! UT every ind 

induction-balance, n. 
anoe, an apparatus for tecting the presence of * 
ducting or tic substances by their disturbing effect 
00. 8 system of balanced induction-coils 
induction-booster (in-iuk’shon-bis'tér), nm. 
An induction-generator connected in series in 
an alternating-urrent circuit to regulate the 
voltage. Such a machine when driven above synchro- 
niam raises the electromotive force af the cireuit; when 
below hroniam, it diminishes the voltage. 

ind: on-current ee — n, 
A current in a body of water induced by the 
flow of another current, The induction-cur- 
rent flows in a direction opposite to that of 
the main eurrent, 
When the area over which a wind acts ts small rela- 

tively to the size of the sheet of water, or when a part of 
the water is sheltered, eg. by a headland, the return 
current may nolpally flow 7 the side of the drift in- 
stead of undert There - ides, the polarization 
current due to gravity, a second sort of reverse current, 
viz, the (nduction currents Gated by viscosity), which, 

with poo yg ite —— to the 7 wd — o 

currents. * Geog. Jour, R. Bray Xe 629, 

induction-furnace (in-duk’shon-ftr’nis), n. 
Same as electric *furnace. 

tor (in-duk’shon-jen‘ e-ri- 
tor), ». In elect., an alternating-current gen- 
erator, consisting of an alternati single- 
phase, or polyphase stationary and a short- 
circuited revolving winding, that is, of the 
same construction as an induction-motor (see 
electric *motor), An induction-motor, when 
speeded up above its motor speed, becomes 
generator and produces electric power. 

(in+luk’shon-mé‘tér), mn. A 
meter based on the principle of the induction- 
motor. See electric machine, under electric. 
induction-motor (in-duk‘shon-m6'tor), . In 
elect., an alternating-current motor in which 
the armature is short-circuited upon itself and 
the armature current is an induced current 
produced by the field or exciting current. 

juction-regulator (in-duk ’ shon -reg * i-la- 
tor), 2. <A voltage or electric-pressure - 
lator consisting of two coils or sets of coils 
which can be moved against each other so as 
to change their inductive relation and thereby 
their ¥o . 

induction- De-dak ohen-ttg), a. A metal 
disk which, while spinning about a vertical axis 
ina magnetic field, inclines under the influence 
of currents induced in the disk itself. 

uction-wattmeter (in-duk’shon-wot*’mé- 
tér), mn. See *wattmeter. 

inductiv, ¢.andn. A simplified spelling of in- 
ductive, 

inductive, «2. IT, ». An electric circuit con- 
—e considerable self-induction. See in- 
luction, 

, ¥.— Differential inductometer, an 
instrament devised by Latiner Clark for the discharging 
sduchophons ~duk’to-ton) I < 

e (in 6-fon), m. [Irreg. 
L. indacere (pp. inductus) induce r (tele)- 
hone.) A te ee evice invented by 
iloughby Smith for signaling between mov- 

ing trains and stations along the line by means 
of induced currents. 

,", 2, Specifically: (a) The revolv- 
ing element of aninductor-alternator, (5) An 
induction-coil. 
The 40-inch inductor is connected wp, and demonstra- 

tions and Jectures om all the apparatas are given every 
day at three o'clock, 

Elect, World and Engin,, Sept, 24, 1904, p, 514. 
inductor-alternater (in-duk’ tor-al‘ tér-ni- 
— n, See *alternater, 

juctor-lynamo (in-duk’tor-di‘na-m6), n. A 
type of electric generator in which field-coils 
and armature are fixed, and in which fluctua- 
tions are periodically caused in the magnetic 
field, thus inducing currents in the armature- 
windings, by the movement of masses of lam- 
inated iron (inductors). 

inductorium, n— Double indyetortum, In physiol. 
an instrument devised by M. von Vintechgau, Pie ern 

fe 

— Ta 

Dewble Imductorium. 

at two seta of primary and secondary colls mounted on 
the same base, and so dis 1 that the same electric cure 
rentecan be sent through beth, at once or in immediate 
succession, or can be confined to the one or Qe other ac- 
conling to the requirementa of experiment, The Wagner 

mer ts either mounted on a woxlen block between 
the coils, or ts set ap upon a separate hase. 

inemulous 
(in-duk'té-ri),a. [NL, *inductorius, 

¢ L. inducere, lead in: see induct.) Serving 
to induct or bring in; introductory: as, laws 
inductory to a new régime, 

In e scarlet. See *scarlet. 
indulto, ». 2, In Sp. law, pardon for a erim- 
inal, or a remission of the sentence or penalty 
imposed upon him. 
induna (in-dié’nii), ». [Zulu.}] An officer 
under the chief, among the Zulus and other 
South African tribes. There are usually several 
indunas in each tribe: they act both as councilors and 
ministers of the chief, being responsible to him only. 

The chiefs are possessed of arbi wer, but in 
| averse the advice of a numerous ff councillors ts 

variably sought in all matters of importance. These 
councillors, or indwnes, are iu turn ble te the 
chief for the conduct of affairs in the districta in 
which they exercise authority. 

Geog. Jour, (R. G, &), XL tue 
indurable?® (in-dir‘’s-bl), @. [in-3 + durable.) 
Not durable. 

Saft wood blocks are Insanitary and fndurable. 
The Hub, Oct, 2, 1s, NM. B.D. 

indurated, p.a. 2. In ., hardened; con- 
solidated: applied —— to fragmental 
Pe ener td such as sandstone, clay, or shale. 

uration, .—Primary or uration, 
the ayphilitée chanere, —— 

indurite (in’di-rit), ». — + -ite2.) 
An explosive; a variety of smokeless powder 
consisting of one part guncotton blended 
with from one to two parts uitrebensene. 

pind vy 5 de form of cords, and fnally’ hardened 7 
‘indurated’ by the action of hot water or steam, 

Indus (in‘dus), ». [L. Jndus, ¢ Gr. "Tedde: see 
Indian.] The ‘Indian,’ a moderately large 
southern constellation between Grus and Pavo, 
containing, however, no conspicuous stars, its 
brightest being only of magnitude 345. 
indusiform (in-di’zi-férm), a2. Same as *in- 

‘usiiform. 
indusiiform (in-di‘zi-i-form), a. Having the 
form or shape of an indusium. 

indusioid (in-di’zi-oid), a. [indusi(um) + 
oid.) Resembling an indusium. 

indusium, ». 5. A layer of gray matter cov- 
ering the corpus callosum in the brain: also 
indusium griseum.—6, One of the embryonic 
envelops developed in addition to the amnion 
and serosa in certain insects, such as the Locus- 
tide, Wheeler, 1893.— Indusium verum, the thin. 
vestigial cerebral cortex present on the dorsal surface 
of the callosum, 

ustrial,». 2. A share of stock in an in- 
dustrial (manufacturing or commercial) en- 
terprise. 
PA eee bales aod wane of “ industrials" have had to 

hover or ve * —— — 
-inew (i’né-4). [NL., fem. pl. of -in-eu-s - see 
-ivel and -ew.) A terminal combining-form 
much used in botanical classification: usually 
denoting large groups. In Engler’s system it 
denotes groups with the rank of su ers, 
ealled by him subseries ( Unterrcihen). 

inée (@-nii’e), n. . African.) An arrow- 
poison used by the natives of the Gaboon 
country. It is p from the seed of 
Strophanthus hispidus, Also called Kombe 
arrow-poigon, 

ineffable, a. It, w. 1. pl. Trousers. [Humor- 
ous, 

Shoes off, inefelles tacked ap. 
V. Cory, Letters and Journals, p. 194 

2. One who is not to be named; one who is 
too high in his profession or in the fashionable 
world to be named with others. 

Two white-hatted and inefales 
refuge under the —— — —— — r 
rain. It was a by-race, and Gere was little doing, so the 
tnefallee pat up their betting-books and relaxed inte 
general conversation, 

Illus, London News, June 15, 1861, p. 542, 

ineffulgent (in-e-ful‘jent), a. [in-3 + efful- 
gent.) That is not effulgent; lacking power 
to illuminate. 
inemotivity (in-é-m6-tiv’i-ti), m. [in + 
emotive + -ity.] Incapacity of showing emo- 
tion; lack of emotional sensibility. 
The latter [Prof. James) himeelf candidly observes, 

“We must remember that the patient's faemofrety may 
have been a co-ordinate result with the anwsthesia of hie 
neural Jesfons, and not the amesthesia's mere effect.” 

Eneye. Brit., XX NIL oH 

inemulous (in-em’-lus), a. [in-3 + emulous.) 
Without emulation ; not emulous; not envious 
(for). 



inemulous 
i treada, inermutous of fam eal 
Profuse toil, and ht am pth rg 
With aru bene e poveg em — 
Power's opes his clenc! 

Dr, B, Darwin, Botanic Garden, it. 2 

inequality, n.— Inequalities in all the slight 
errors due to the ex! and contraction of the sextant 
frame from changes of temperatare. 

inequiactinate (in-6-kwi-ak’ti-nat),a. [L. in- 
neg. + aguus, equal, + E. actine + -atel.) In 
sponge-spicules, having actines or rays of un- 
equal length or size. 
(Oxeas in great varicty of size and form... often in- 
——— —— —— in the middle and 

je 

— Proe. Zool, Soe, London, 1002, IL, 214. 
inequianchorate (in-é-kwi-ang’kor-it), a. [L. 
in- neg. + L. aquaus, equal, + E. anchorate,) 
Unequally anchorate. See *equianchorate, 

inequiaxed in-é’kwi-akst), a, [L. in- neg. + 
equus, eq + ari. 
terized by unequal axes, Also inequiarial. 

alaxial (in a, Same as 
eq 
uilaterality (in -é-kwi-lat-e-ral’i-ti), n. 

[imequilateral +-ity.] The condition of bein 
inequilateral, as the shells of the pelee 
Mollusca, 

inequila (in-6-kwi-lat’e-ral-i), adr. 
ith the sides unequal; specifically, in zodl.: 

(a) — on two sides: as, inequilaterally 
rounded ; * 80 as to have two sides unequal ; 
as, inequilaterally produced or developed. 
Buck, Mod. Handbook, I. 191, 

inergetic (in-r-jet’ik), a. [For *in 
in-3 + energetic.) Without energy. ipper. 

inerroneous (in-e-rd’né-us), a. [in-3 + erro- 
neous.) Not erroneous; without errors. 

There are many thoughtful, although possibly not in- 
erroneous students of the subject. 

dt. G. White, Every-day English, p. 127, X. B.D. 

inertia, ».—Electric inertia. (5) Inertin over and 
above that ascribable to the ordinary mass of a bedly and 
due to existence of an electric charge. Also called electro- 

inertia. — Electrom inertia. Seo ‘ 
el 

» < 

lectric winertia, 

sien the gre sor gt be tne eierirecmnometoduesia ren, ter Ww reve, tt, 
lect. World and Eagia,, Jan, 17, 100, p. 10a, 

Inertiacurve, See *euree.—Inertia of tion, fi 
peychol., the tendency of the attention to hold faat toa 
iven object or —_ or to recur to this object or topic, 

fa spite of distractions ; the coun aml corrective of 
the versatility of attention, that is, of ite tendency to range 
over the whole Geld of consciousness. Inertia of atten- 
tion is a characteristic of the habituated, versatility of at- 
tention a characteristic of the —— — 
hess. — -moment, in an — 

poem tll le Diora oer fa a ve a reciproca’ m0 
tion. “Initial inertia, in peyehophys., that quallt of 
nerre-sabstance or of the tissue of © in virtae 
of which a sensation does not rise at once to its full strength 
on the presentation of stimulus, but requires an appreci- 
able time to attain its maximal intensity.— Mechanical 
tnertia, inertia due strictly to the mass of a body, as 
distinguished from the extra electrical or — —— 
inertia which it acquires when the body is elec * 

od.— Rotational inertia. Same as moment af in 
ertia (which see, under inertia). 

The rotational inertia of the body = m,ry 
+ mars? +... = 2 (mr2), This quantit 
generally called the Moment of Ine of the 

A.M. Werthington, Dynamics of 

24 m. 

2 (mm 
boily. 

Bm 

Terminal inertia, in peychophye., that quality of nerre- 
substance or of the tissue of the end-organ in virtae of 
which a sensation does not cease at once with the removal 
of stimulus, but requires an able time to disappear. 
Baldwia, Dict. Philos and Psychol, L 4L—T mo- 
ment of inertia, a moment of inertia such that a unit 
couple will give unit angular acce! ma, 

inescatory (in-es’ki-t6-ri), a, [ineseate + -ory.] 
Pertaining or adapted to ineseation; baiting; 
alluring. 
M traps, ¢ tra 
pais —— Antiq., L 300, 

inesculent (in-es’ki-lent), a. [in-% 
lent.) Not esculent; not eatable. 
Crotchet Castle, ii. 

inessive (in-es’iv), a. [L. inesse, be in (¢ in, 
in, + esse, be), +-ive.] In gram., expressing 
‘position in’; locative. Amer. Anthropolo- 
gist, Jan.-Mareh, 1903, p. 26. 
inexcommunicable (in-eks-ko-mii‘ni-ka-bl), @. 
[in-3 + excommunicable.) That cannot be ex- 
eomimunicated, 

A multitude is (nexcommunicalte. 
Collins, Det. of Bp. Bly, IL x. 53h, B.D, 

inexigible (in-ek’si-ji-bl), a. (NL. *inexigi- 
bilis, ¢ in- neg, + *exigihilis, < L. exigere, ex- 
act: see exact, c,] That cannot be exacted. 

From admiration of the degree of perfection in which 
these inezirible services have been rendered by a Parish 
Priest, a Patron bewtows upon him . . 
the dignified Sinecare, the Bishoprick. 

Bentham, Charch-of-Englandiam and its Catechiam 
(Examined, App, p. 281. 

N. B.D, 

+ escu- 
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‘. fey 7 = explained. bil’i-ti) 
inexpugna’ (in -eks - pug - na -bil‘i-ti), ». 
The state of being inexpugnable, or uncon- 
querable, 

He himself, behoring to stand firm if the worst was not 
to realize itself, had to draw lanrely on what silent cour- 
age, or private ility of mind, waa in him, 

Carlyle, erick the Great, III. xv, 5 

inexpungible (in-cks-pun‘ ji-bl), a. [in-3 + 
expunge + -able.] Ineapable of being rubbed 
out or obliterated. 
‘The law is on the statute book of human thought, (rez 

pungitle, ‘hicago Advance, Feb. 20, 1808, N, B,D, 

in. f, An abbreviation of the Latin in fine, at 
the end, 

inface (in’fis), ». [inl + facel.] The inward 
face; specifically, in phys, geog., the ateeper 
slope or ———_ of a cuesta, facing inland. 

({in’fa‘sing), a. [in] + facing.) Fa- 
cing inward; facing toward the inside, as of a 
fortification, 
The steep infact, it. 

si re ea eog. Jour. (R, G. &), IX. 64%, 
infall, ». 2. A junction; a falling or running 
together, as of streams; the joining of one 
road with another. 
35 wre da/Okk of the yond Sieve Keck Dew that 

we sight ome We 

- Crockett, Meu uf the Moss- Hage, xlvii. 
8. The inlet or place where water enters a 
reservoir or basin: generally confined to cases 
where the water in entering pours or falls in. 

(in-fam’a-t6-ri), a. 1, Defama- 
tory: as, an infamatory statement.—2, Ren- 
dering infamous. 

Rom infancy, stage 

land — which, in * present relation be teas terel han 
very recently been subjected to the processes of erosion. 

t,n. 4. A royal prince or princess of 
Spain or Portugal: as, the Infant Don Philip: 
not necessarily the heir to the throne, See 
infante, infanta. 

tile, a. 3. In geol., of aland form, having 
been subjected tothe processes of erosion, in its 
present relation to base-level, for a very short 
lime. 

infantilism (in‘fan-til-izm), ». [infantile + 
-ism.) Arrested orretrogressive development; 
the persistence or recurrence in the adult of 
those characteristics which are normal, but 
transient, in the child. 
The term infantiliam bs cable \. 
inital and we aoquired feta ie termes ——— 
ft their childhood behind, the latter return to Et, 

Kibet (trans), Paychol, of Emotions, p. 422 
A case of Tafantiliem in a child, aged ten years, who 

had not grown since four years old. “itor weight was 20 
pounds and her height was three feet. 

Lancet, May 30, 1906, p. 1528 

Fepemetogionl infantilism, in psychol., a term intro 
duced by Ribot to charneterize the type of mind which is 
unstable, ungtlet, nervous, and self-comtradictory, on the 
ground that the distinctive mark of the childish character 
is mobility, tibot (trana.), Psychol, of Emotions, p, 422. 

infan n.—Light , infantry trained and 
equ for rapid marching, aa the beraagliert of Italy. 

on foot, but ts aa Ay a —5— po 
herees. Abbreviated M. L 

Mownted infantry are not cavalry but simply mobile 
infantry ; they may be on horses, bieycles, or carried in 
carts; but are usually mounted on horses for convenience 
in conveying them from point to paint. 

United Service Mag., April, 1901, p. 108, 
infant's-breath (in'fants-breth), ». Same as 
*haby's-breath. 

infect, r. t. 4. In philol., to affect the quality 
of a sound in a following or preceding sylla- 
ble: used especially in reference to the in- 
fluence of prominent vowels, and phonetic 
changes, in the Celtic language. 

infectant (in-fek’tant), a. [infect + -ant.] 

ing infectious disease. 
infection, ». 4. In biol., the hypothetical in- 
fluence upon the tissues of the mother animal 
by the sperm of a male, such that subsequent 
offspring of the mother by other sires are in- 
fected with the characteristics of the first sire: 
J hypothesis — to forge ate ———— 

@ *felegony. Encye. Brit., XII. 215. 
ectionist (in-fek’shon-ist), ». [infection + 

-ist.] One who believes in the origin of dis- 
ease through infection. 

inferably (in ’ fér-a-bii or in-fér’a-bli), adv. 
By way of inference; in an inferable way. 
Harcard Psychol, Studies, 1, 340. 

inferent (in‘fe-rent), a. L inferens (-ent-), 
- the rich living, pr, of inferre, carry in: see infer.) Same as infini 

afferent; noting a nerve, a lymphatic vessel, 
or a blood-vessel. 

infinitesimalism 

Infericornia (in-fer-i-kér‘ni-&), n. * 
L. inferus, lower, + cornu, horn } The 
= a . 
ily Lygawide. Amyot and Serville. 

inferior, a. 8. In anat., lying on the ventral 
side of the body; farther from the dorsal line, 
or back, than some other organ or part of an 
o a 

infernalize (in-fér’nal-iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. 
infernalized, per. infernalizing, [infernal + 
-ize.] To imbue with infernal character or 
traits; make hellish. 

To infernalize we Basen nature by poisoning the very 

Coleridge, Own Times, LI. 961. 

infero-external (in‘fe-ré-eks-tér’nal), a, Be- 
low and on the outer side, 

inferofrontal (in‘fe-rd-fron‘tal), a. Situated 
on the lower part of the frontal region of the 
eranium.—Inferofrontal fissure. See #y/larwre, 

infero-internal (in‘fo-rd-in-tér’nal),a. Below 
and on the inner side. 

(in*fe-rd-lat’e-ral-i), ade. To- 
ward or on the lower portion of the side of 
any organ or object, 

inferomarginal (in‘fe-rd-miir’ji-nal), a. and 
n [L —— lower, + marge, margin.) 
Same as *in do . 

inferradial (in-fe- ate), a. 
radial or *infraradial ; infe 
infra, below), + NL. radialis, dial. Noting 
the lower radial or part of the radial plate in 
some of the crinoids. These are present when 
the radial plate is transversely divided, the 
lower division being termed ‘inferradial, the 
upper superradial, 

infidelic (in-fi-del’ik), a. [infidel + -ic.] Of 

(NL., 
grou 

us Insects now known as the tame 

(For *infero- 
‘crus, lower (or 

or relating to infidelity: as, immoral and in- 
Jidelie tendencies. Homiletic Monthly, July, 
1882, p. 506. 

infidelical (in-fi-del‘i-kal), a.  [infidelic + 
-all,] Same as *infidelic. Coleridge, Unpub. 
Letters, p. 95. 

infidelize (in’fi-del-iz), v.; pret. and pp. infidel- 
ized, ppr. infidelizing. [infidel + -ize.] I. trans. 
To make infidel: as, ‘‘ to infidelize the world.” 
Medwin, Bhelley, U1. 219. X. BE. D. 

A mark of disrespect publicly affix 
uals or bodies of men of high lead pated py 
anti-rel loose at once, and the work of infdelizing 
a country is then more than half done. 

Blackwood's Mag., XL. 501 

. intrans. To become an infidel; adopt 
disbelief in the divine origin of Christianity. 

in-fielder (in’fél’dér), ». In bavse-bail, a base- 
man, short-stop, or pitcher when he is fielding 
the ball. 

in-fighting {in’fi’ting), ». In boring, fighting 
at close quarters, where only short-arm blows 
enn be delivered. 

Hon, Waxy inf Sta ere interns 
infiltration-vein (in-fil-tra’shon-vin’), m. A 
vein produced by the introduction of the min- 
erals in solution; contrasted with those filled 
by —— — or by replacement of wall- 
rock. 

infiltrative (in-fil’tri-tiv), a. [infiltrate + 
-ive,] Producing infiltration ; of the nature of 
infiltration, 

Peacock, Infecting; having the power of communicat- infin, An abbreviation of infinitive. 
infinit, a. and ». 

nite, 
infinitarily (in-fin-i-ta‘ri-ly), ade. In an in- 
finitary way. 
We also say f (2) is fniniterily smaller than g (+) 

In sym nf (2) 8 
. Perpont, Theory of Functions, I. 314. 

infinite. I. a.—pDow infinite, in math., contatn- 
ing two neters, to h of which independently an 
anlimited namber of values may be assigned. — Infinite 
get, Soe tert], 

TI, ». 2, Ingeom., the plane on which lie all 
points at infinity and all straights at infinity. 

infini 

A simplified spelling of in- 

1, a. and v. a— 
number, operation. See #nwmber, #operation. 

II, ". Method of infinitestmals, See #methed. 
tesimaliam (in*fi-ni-tes’i-mal-izm),  w. 

The doctrine that the potency of a drag is 
increased in proportion as the amount con- 



infiaitesimal 
tained in a given quantity of the triturate or 
solution approaches the infinitesimal, 

1 (in-fin‘i-ti-nd’mi-al), a. and n. infl 
8 tnfinttus, infinite, + nom(en), term, + -ial. 

- binomial.) a, Having an infinite 
number of terms. [Rare, 

n, A funetion which has an infinite 
number of terms, 

infinitivally (in-fin-i-ti’val-i), ade, In the 
manner or with the foree of an infinitive. 

(Om the English Perfect Participle wed Jnfnitirally. 
Amer. Jour. Philot., 1582, p. 207. 

infinitive, .—Gerundial infinitive. See #yerun- 
dial, — it (or cleft) infinitive, a name conveniently 
used to des Loa Hiern High re ellen me 
of the infinitive proper (for example, ‘designate,’ below) 

* the _ ‘to,’ when 
Ve as in ‘to 

and the socalled ‘sign, 
soqarated bya quality tig ad or 

ety designate, ‘to readily unders **to suddenly 
and completely change one's attitude.’ jis ues is in 
high disfavor with literary critica and pariata who write 
upon the subj but it oocurs aly tly in Emglish 
literature fron seventeenth centary down, — 
every ‘standard author’ is ‘guilty’ of it, as Fitzed 
Hall and others hare shown, and it is thoroughly estab. 
lished in — speech. It is often dictated by a sense 
of rhythm, the placing of the adverb after the verb and 
before the week adjunct or object which follows the verb 
resulting often in disharmony of rhyttun and stress, The 
idiom is a perfectly nataral development of the conditions 
given—a verb to be qualified, a stress qualifier, and an 
Uietressed ayllable (fo) of no definite meaning. This ayl- 
lablo fo te instinctively treated as @ or the ia ina 
similarly stressed sequence of adjectiveand noun (‘a brief 
designation, ‘the proper order,’ ete.) 

infinito-absolute (in - fin’ i-td-ab a a. 
Both infinite and absolute. Sir W. Hamilton. 

infinito-infinitesima] (in-fin’i-td-in‘fi-ni-tes’i- 
mal), a. Infinitesimal of the second order. 

nity, ». 4, An infinite number: as, an 
infinity of straight lines. Its symbol is », 

On each of the =? points oma plane are the co? etraighte 
of a steaight-shoaf: so there are just of straigtite, 
Merriman and Woodward, Higher Mathematica, p. 97. 

Infinity of a function, In funetion-th . a value z 
which wakes the function fnfinite. Infinity plug, in 
elect., a plug in a resistance-box which when removed 
from its seat opens the circuit (makes the resistance 
infinite), — at ‘ty. Soe wpointt, 

infissile (in-fis‘’il), @. [in-? + fiesile.] Not 
capable of being split. H. Spencer, Prin. of 
Psyehol., If. 210. 

inflame, v.i. 2. To become inflamed. 
inflamer, n. 2+. Specifically, a bookkeeper 
employed in inns to run up, inerease, or in- 
flame the bills of customers: called the in- 
Jlamer of reckonings. Jonson introduces a man 
of this kind in “‘ ‘The New Inn.” 

n.— Obliteratt in- on, ".— ve inflammation, 
flammation wf the lining membrane of a cavity, such for 
example asthe pericardium or plears, causing adhesions 
between the opposing surfaces and consequent oblitern 
tion of the cavity, 

inflatant (in-fli’tant), a. [inflate + -ant,] 
Inflating; serving to inflate: also used sub- 
stantively. 

inflected, p. a. 4. Serrated, or bent inward, as 
eontonr-lines representing deep ravines or 
narrow valleys cutting into an escarpment. 

inflection, ». 6. In ecciles. chanting, same as 
aceent, T. 

inflector (in-flek’tor), m. and a, [infleet + 
-or.) I, a. That which inflects or bends; 
specifically, a muscle that flexes or bends the 
joints of the limbs. The more commonly used 
word is flexor. 

Il, a. Inflecting or bending: as, the in- 
tor muscles. 

inflood (in-flud’), v. i. [in-l + flood.] To flow 
in; pour in, as a wave. 

orescence, n. 2. In bot.: (b) The portion 
of a plant devoted to reproduction, ineluding 
the flowers, peduncles, rachides, general axes, 
flower-stalks, scapes, ete. 
The tnforeseences, na well as the leaves, contribute 

largely te the formation of mould, and veretable mogild 
is anid to be capable of — almost twice ite own 
welgbt of water, Geog. Jour, (BR. G. 5.) X, 497. 

Inflorescent (in-fl6-res’ent), a. [LL. inflores- 
coens(-ent-), ppt. of inflorescere, begin to blos- 
som; #88 — — 1. Flowering; 
beginning to flower: said of plants or trees: 
as, carly inflorescent grasses.— 2, Of or per- 
taining to blooming or flowering: as, inflores- 
cent forces, 

The fowering of man’s spiritual nature is as natural 
aml ag strict a process of evolution as the opening of a 
rose of morning-glory, The vital inferescent forces are 
from within, and are contingous from the root ap, 

J. Burroughs, in Pop. Sel. Ma,, May, S87, p, 10, 

influent, «. 3. Noting that through which 
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II. x. A tributary stream, looked at from 
the point of view of the receiving stream. 

n. 1, Influenza is an acute infectious dis- 
ease of which the most prominent symptoms are fever, 
general prostrution, pains in various parts of the body, 
and in the serous of 
micous membranes, the lungs, or the nerves, The onset 
fs usmally abrupt with headache, backache, fever, and 
loss of strength. Aceordi: most affected ccording to organs 

respiratory, —— ratory, nervous, of gastro-in' form. Ine 
fluenza is noteworthy for the rapidity with which an 
epidemic swoops over entire countrics and even from one 
continent to another, and for the proportion of the 

attacked when itis prevalent. The disease fs 
caused by a senall, not-motile ut which occurs in 
great numbers in the nasal and bronchial secretions 
of the patienta, Influenza has a low death mite, but ite 
effect on the general health ts often severe and lasting, 
and many grave sequel are possible, One attack does 
not protect agninst a second. The ordin influenza or 
“grippe,” though in some ways simulating epidemic 
influenza, ts a different and much milder disease, 

3. An infectious specific fever of horses, asses, 
and mules, characterized by alterations of the 
blood, great depression of the vital forces, and 
inflammatory complications, a of the 
lungs, intestines, and brain. It usually ss- 
enmes an epizodtie form.— Infuense daciline. 

‘we.— Laryngeal menza, « form n- 
ftuenza among horses in which sore throat Is the pre- 
dominating symptom. 

inf (in-fig-en zal), a. bacon + -all,) 
Of or relating toinfluenza. Jour. Exper. Med., 
Oct. 1, 1901, p. 621.—Influenzal pneumonia, a 
form of pneumonia associated with the presence of the 
bacillus of inftuenza instead of that of the preumococcus 
—the meual form, 

infiuxible (in-fink’si-bl), a. [in-3 + furible.] 
Not liable to undergo flux or continual change. 

infold, v. «. 3. To inclose within a fold. 
—Inf the stomach, an operation for ulopr of the 
stomach, in which a fold, with the lesion at the bottom, is 
made by stitching ether the walle of the organ on 
either side. Lancet, Aug. 20, 16, p. 502. 

infolio (in-f6'li-o), n. [NL. én folio, in (one) 
leaf’: see folio.) A book or large leaf made 
by folding the sheet once only in ita center. 

‘ooted (in’fit‘ed), a. [inl + foot + -ed?.] 
Having the fect pointed inward; pigeon-toed. 

infr. An abbreviation of the Latin infricare, 
to rub in. 

infra-anal (in-frii-i‘ngl), a. [L. infra 
+ anus anus, ema Situated bel 
anue.— tnfre-anal lobe, a flesh feal lobe, often 
— aheray — ——* — tho vent Pag certain 

pu a Ap PAPE 

the — —— —— fon the body. ee 

infrabasal (in-frii-bi’sal), ». [L. infra, below, 
+ Gr, face, base, + -all.] In the dieyelic 
crinoids, one of the lowest series of plates in 
the test or ealyx acioing the column or stem 
or, where that is absent, the single centrodor- 
sal plate, The infrabasals and the Dasals to- 
eee constitute the base of the ecrinoid In 
= forms. Sometimes termed wnder- 
arse, 
Spherocrinus geometricus = abnormal specimen having 

the basal plate irregularly six-sided by reason of the fhat- 
tening of the extertial snvle of an tafro-tenl piece. 

W, Bateson, Stady of Variation, p. 437. 

infrabass (in‘frii-bas"), n. 
same as anbbvess, 

below, 
ow the 

In organ-building, 

infracalicular Fe st og ape al a IL. 
infra, below, + NL. caticula + -ara.) Below 
the calyx: as, the enfracalicnlar buds in madre- 
porarian coruls. 
rf ticular Wads of the pe 
Pade Truna, Koy. Soe, ( — 1806, ser. B, p, 166, 

infracentral (in-frii-sen‘tral), a. Situated on 
the inferior, or ventral side, of the centrum, 
The (nfracentral keel or spine of such vertebrm as thone 

of the turtles, nubbits, etc. Proc. Zool, Soe, London, vt. 

infraclavicle (in-frii-klav’i-kl), ». [infra- + 
clavicle.} A backward projecting part of the 
hypocoracoid in the hemibranechinte fishes, 
long supposed to be a separate bone and ho- 
mologized with the interclaviele of certain 
reptiles; an interclaviele. 

But it has also been shown, by Starks, that such a 
thing as an infractavicle does not exist even inthe tickle- 
back, the bone secalled being only a of the coraceid ; 
and aa, in most of the sticklebacks, the pelvic bones join 
the latter, the resemblance between them and Lampris 

108 
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., March, 1904, p, 173 

infraconscious (in-frii-kon’shus), a. Below 
the level of consciousness; subconscious; 
subliminal, 
Those impulses or irritations which are infra-torm inant, 

++ in the payehical sphere, . . . bring about ffracon- 
ecfous or Uxtra-toarginal peychbeal activities 

Fieek, Med, Handbook, ITT 26. 

fracture, 

infra-oral 

infradiap tic (in*fri-~di‘a-frag-mat’ik), 
a. (lL, infra, below, + diaphragma(t-), dia- 
peters, -ic.) Situated below the dia- 
P 

infradominant (in-frii-dom‘i-ngnt), a. In 
+» Weaker than sw inant, Domi- 

nant excitations are said to correspond to 
foeal mental esses; subdominant to mar- 
inal; infradominant to extramarginal or in- 

OnSCIOUS processes. 

Those im or irritations which are infra-dominant pulses ete 
act, in the psychical ephere, below the of com 
achousness. Buck, Med, Handbook, IIL te. 

infraglacial (in-fri-gla’shial), a. [L. infra, 
below, + glacies, ice, + -all.) Subglacial. 
J. Geikie, The Great Ice .p. OL 

infragranitic (in‘fra-gra-nit'ik),a. [IL. injre, 
below, + granite + -iec.) In situated be- 
low granite, or coming from lower depths than 
those ovcapied by — as, an infragranitic 
source of volcanic lavas. 

infralabial (in-fri-la’bi-al), a. and ». I. a. 
Lying below the tips. 

n, One of the series of horny plates 
which cover the edge of the lower lip in rep- 
tiles such as snakes and lizards; a lower 
labial or inferior labial: correlated with *sw- 
pralabial, - 
The in one instance are 14, a commen 

hamber in 5 sirtalis, and the supralab’ ATS sotioe 
times seven, the normal number for 8 iis sirtalis which 
also occasionally has nine tafralatials, as occurs in two 
specimens of butleri Jtiol. Bulletin, Now,, 1004, p. 24. 

Infralias (in-frii-li‘as), m. [L. insra, below, 
+E. Lies.) In“geol., an extensive series of 
trata in the lese and Swiss Alps and in 

nd lying between the Trias formation 
the typical Lias above: more generally 

known as Rhwtie beds, and in England as the 
Penarth beds. English geologists generally 
include this formation with the Trias, but on 
Lr Continent it is usually placed with the 

jas, 
infralittora] (in-frii-lit’d-rel), a. [L. infra, 
below, & littus (littor-), shore, + -all,] Noting 
that zone of marine deposits which extends 
from below low-water mark over bottoms 
which are the wasted remains of former conti- 
nents and are for the most part of relatively 
shallow depth, though they may lie at some 
hundreds of fathoms. These deposits are of 
terrigenous origin and are intermixed with re- 
mains of marine animals. 

infr: (in-frii-mam‘i-lé-ri), a. [I. 
infra, below, + mammilla, nipple, + -ry?.] 
Situated below the — as, the #nframammul- 
lary region, Buek, Med. Handbook, L. 51. 

inframar a, 2. Inszool., lying below the 
margin, as the plates in the test of certain 
startishes, Also inferomarginat. 

II. n. 1, One of the plates in the lower row 
of marginal plates in certain starfishes.— 2. 
One of the horny plates which cover the ander 
side of turtles, lying between the marginals 
and abdominal seutes, 

inframolecular (in‘fri-mé-lek’ii-liir), a, [L. 
infra, below, + NL. molecula, molecule, + -ar3.) 
és og within the molecule or within the sphere 
of molecular influence. Modern speculation 
concerning the constitution of matter regards 
the molecule as a more or less complex sys- 
tem the relations between the parts of which 
are said to be inframolecular. 

All her {nature's | operations upon an ultra-stellar scale, 
all her activities nt dufire-rot r degrees of proximity, 
are best from our view by that heavy veil of 5 which 
man's Limited senses and his restricted intellectual pow- 
ers cannot lift. Suithsonian Rep, 1800, p Tih 

inframontane (in-fri-mon’tin), a. [1.. infra, 
below, + mons(mont-), mountain.) Situated 
under a mountain, as a tunnel. 

infraneolithic (in’frii-né-d-lith’ik), a. [1L. in- 
fra, below, + E. neolithic.) Of or } ged 
to deposits or strata below those of neolithic 
age. Man, 1901, p. 4. 

infranodal (in-frii-no’dal), a. [L. infra, be 
low, + nodus, node, + -all.) Situated below 
the node or joints of a stem. 

infranuclear (in-frii-ni’kléir), a. [L. infra, 
below, * nuctens, nucleus, + -ar3.) In histol., 
below the nucleus: said of the part of an 
epithelial cell beneath the nucleus, 

a-occipital (in’frii-ok-sip‘’i-twl), @. [L. 
infra, below, + E. occipital,] Situated below 

air or other fluid enters, either to cleanse or infraction, n. 3. Anincomplete (greenstick) the ocipital.—Intra-occtpital sulcus, See #rsleus 
infra-o aérate: used of a pipe or duct, or channel, ral (in-frii-6’ral), a. [L. infra, below, 



infra-oral 

+ o8(or-), mouth, + -all.] Situated below the 
mouth: used in ichthyology i in describing any 
barbel. * other —— below the mouth. 
—— and Evermann, Amer, Food and Game 

eeazalein, Some co foxiel 

—— ordaeh 
fra, below, + a ordinary ow 
nary; lower than —— — 

infrape *f f’e-ral), a 
fave be ow, + 7 periphery. oy + -all.) 
below the bans in describing 
2 organs 0} — — 

—— —— tan sia infra, below, + pharynx, pharynx, 
The lower pharyn al, a bone situated bh 
the fourth gill-arch in fishes, usually bearing 
teeth. Starks, Synonymy ofthe Fish Skeleton, 

infra: psychi cal (in-fri-si’ki-kal),a. [L. infra, 
below, + E. psychical.) In newrol., —— 
level of the psychical or psychophysical; auto- 
matic: as, infrapsychical cerebral centers. 
Lancet, tam cit pe plan), a tL. infra 
infrapubian (in- ai’ bi-an a, 
belo + pubes, wales, + n.] “Bene 0 ; 

Same as sub- infrapubie (in-frii-piibik), a. 
pubic, 

infraquantivalent (in’ frii-kwon-tiv’s-lent), a. 
[infra- + quantivalent.) Below the normal 
quantivalence, 
We must ascribe to the affect the attribate of ao chang- 

ing the normal quantivalence of * that certain * 
become supraquantivabont, others iralent i 
comparison, Alien, and ‘Neurol, ‘ob, 1903, p. aL 

index, Soe *indezx. 
(L. infra ; 

ae 

Tatvonpiiows 
infraterrene (in‘frii-te-rén’), a 
below, + ferra, earth, + -ene (ef. terrence). 
—— 

Gn· f 
—** ow, + E. 
low the Tongrian: # 
earliest at 
in southern 

tong’ gri-an), a. 
arian, a ituated 
plied, geol., to the 

of the ligocene Tertiary series 
urope, 

infra teric § (in-frii-tré-kan-ter’ik), a 
[infra- + trochanter +-i0,] Situated below 
cither of the trochanters. Syd. Soc. Ler. 

infratubal (in-frji-ta’ bal); a, (L. infra, below, 
+ tubus, tube, + -all.) Situated beneath a 
tube, especially the Fallopian or Eustachian 
tube. Buck, Med. Handbook, VII. 157. 
infraturbinal (in-fri-tér’bi-nal), ». Mafra: + 
—— + -all,} The inferior turbinate 

ne, 
infrequent, a. 3. In bot., distant; sparsely 
placed: said of punctures, ‘glands, hairs, ett. 

scence (in-fruk-tes‘ens), ». [L. in-2 
+ fructus, trait, + -eveence.] 1, The mature 
stage succeeding inflorescence: used con- 
eretely for the fruit with its immediate sup- 
ports, 

inifex squarros grasa, 
— inflareacences pon ok om, =e 

. W. Schimper (trina), Plant-Geog., p 141. 

2. 4 — fruit. Jackson, Glossary. 
infumba (in-fm’b&), n. [Swahili] Same as 

umba 

——— canal. See *canall, 
infus. An abbreviation of the Latin infusus, 
poured in. See infusion. 

,». 2, A funnel-shaped vessel, usually 
of glass, employed to contain a fluid used in 
353 adie _ 

{in-fa'’sil), a. [in-? + fusile.] Inea 
ble of fusing ; not pg Coleridge. * 

». G. The introduction intoa vein of 
a quantity. of saline — or other fluid for 
therapeutic p 

é in-fii’ — — infusion + 
-ism.] The doctrine that the soul has existed 
in a previous state and was infused or poured 
into the body at conception or birth. Piato, 
Philo, Origen, a, in modern times, many philosophers 
and theologians, have held this view. 
infusionist (in-fii’zhon-ist), n. [infusion + -ist.] 
One who holds the doctrine of infusionism. 

n-jar (in-fi’ zhon-jir), n <A vessel, 
commonly a cylindrical jar of porcelain or 
—— in which an infusion is prepared 
probe rott water or some other solvent over 
her roots, ete., in order to extract their ac- 
tive principles. Frequently a false bottom or = 

ted partition ‘serves to retain the insoluble res 
while the infusion may be poured off in a clear state, 

infusion-pot (in-fii’zhon-pot),», Sameas *ia- 
fusion-jar, except that an infasion-pot is — 
ally of such material and so shaped as 

Zoo 
tneuralgia, in-ffi-n6” 

+ — —— — int 

639 

admit of being * over a fire in order to 
keep the contents heated. 

infusor in-fa’ G, in 
—— Parlor "ant i —&e— 

+» 1, 83 

Same as 
extbook of 

opm — 
vt. 

One who eol- in’gara’ér-ér), 2 
Neos é F. D. Hun- gathers in; a 

, inga-tree (ing’gii-tré), n. tage. 
~jen‘i-tal), a. [L. ingenitus, in- 

born, + — nnate, 

r. 

EG 

sym 
veer, and 

together 
defect. 

an rst mark 

— 
which | "7 is at difficult to distinguish from real andergiaze 
Printing or painting. 

BE. A, Barber, and Porcelain of the U. 8. p. 14, 
ingintition eg ers n),.% [ in, in, + 
oH udire, swallow, + 8 Same as degluti- 

ion, 
ingoting (ing’ * In. Lingot +-ing),] The 
process of melt ronze —* 
casting it into —* to purify the metal by re- 
mee the dross from the suriace while it is 
molten 

ingot-iron (ing’ggt-I’érn), . Mild steel; a 

inguinocrural (ing gwi-nd-kr6‘ral), a. 

and inhaul (in’hal), n. Teal. rt haul, 

inheritance 

a at A pa ER shat » heavy), 

*— ; specifically, the period of —— of of 
a fever, 

v. 4. 2, In astrol., to transit the place 
which = oe the four moderators has ree 

vescere, 
+ -ence, 

as, $n —— 
—— gwi-né-ab-dom’i- 

nal}, a. Lin 4 — in, + abdomen ( -min-) 
Eelating to the —— an a 

. in~ 
, groin, + erus (erur-), leg, + -all.) Re- 

fat ating to the groin and the thigh. 

(LL. inguen, groin, + cwfaneus, of the skin, + 
~ous. ) 

—* Mr. [inl + ret The tum- 
bling home of the ship's bulwarks; the leaning 
inboard of the bulwarks from the perpendicu- 
lar: opposed to wall-side, 

I... settled myself for the n it, bei ¥ w 
unaler the énhang of (the ship's sisting clda. bulging side. 

bey ble Sea, xxiii. 

A_line for 
bringing a spar inboard: applied to the brails 
of a spanker, in distinction from the outhaul, 
which spreads the sail by hauling the head out 
to the gaff-end. 

steel, low in carbon, which eannot be tempered, inherit, v. ¢. ~Inhertted drainage. Bee tdirainage. 
made either by the Bessemer or the open- jnh 
hearth process, and poured in a fluid state into 
molds after leaving the producing-vessel. See 
*ingot-metal. 
Owing to the method of its production it might in 

truth be called a soft steel with a very small peroentage 
of combined carbon, The best description of this nnte- 
rial is conveyed by the German * “ Flusselsem,” but tte 
nearcet equivalent is“ * fron,” 

Eneye. Brit, XXVUL 118, 
a ingot-metal (ing’got-met’al), ». A general 

name for iron or steel which jx poured into 
molds in a fluid state after the completion of 
the manufacturing process. If too low In carbon 
to harden or temper it ia ingot-iron ; SS bes auton 
enough to temper and harden It t is Engot-steed 

leas or “ Jngot-metal™ Series 
~~ ™_ Bneye, Brit,, XXIX. 67 

pitch (ing’got-pich), ». The pitch at 
which ingots are cast; noting a variety of 
tough-pitch copper in which the poling for 
the removal of dissolved oxygen bas not been 
carried on as long as it has in the wire-bar 
itch variety. The longer the poling fs continued the 

will the sconar be from oxygen. See ®oeer-ple. 
For ingots or cakes Uie amount of oxygen may be greater 
than for copper which is to be cast into wire-bara, which 
are rolled into rods and then drawn into wire for 
electrical conductora Aa tmparitice reduce the conduc- 
tivity of copper for electricity vei tly, the oxygen 
in sch cases — be low. Klectrochem. Industry, 
March, 194, p. 

Ww ling’ ‘got-sh), mn. A saw especially 
eonstructed for tn date ingots. These saws 
are made several feet in diameter and are run ata very 
high speed. They ha at the cutting 
edge. 

ingot-steel (ing’ — Steel which is 
east in an ingot when it” comes from the 
furnace. It may be Bessemer, open-hearth, or cruci- 
Die-steel, and must have carbon or other hardness in suf- 
fleient percentage to to exhibit the a of hardening 
and tempering. See *ingot-metal, 

Half-hard and aie ae Steels, sometimes called 
“ingot-steel."” They ue either Bessemer, open- 
hearth, or crucible mid —— cast Iron also often 
belongs here. Eneye. Brit., KXIL 671, 

Ingrain colors, in modern dyeing, colors which are 
toed by definite chemical —2 of dyes pe dg 

to the yarn orcloth : thua, cotton dyed yellow with 
primmulin, by expesnre to the diazotizing action of nitrous 
acid and and ‘afterward to an alkaline solution of #-naphthol, 
acquires a deep-red color. 

{in-gras‘i-al), a, and mn. I, a. Same 
as Ingrassian. 

II. n. In ichkth., a bone in front of the prottie 
in the cranium; the alisphenoid of Parker. 
Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. 
513. 

tia (in-gri‘shi-d-t6-ri), a. [ingrati- 
ate + -ory.] Insinuating; serving to render 
acceptable or to ingratiate one with another. 

to ingravescence (in-gri-ves’ens), n. (L. ingra- 

inheritance, inheritance, the 
transinisatan ta — — of t Ne characteristics of one 
parent by certain individuals, bj of Uiowe of the other 
parent by others, 

It must, however, be remembered that what fs 
as evidence af alternative — is not n proof that 
the — * of either al —*** be imperfect. 
Bateson and Saunders, Hep, Evol. Com, 7 te 

the contribution of each an- Ancestral inheritance, 
cestor to the characteristics of descendants. (@) According 
to Galton's law of ancestral inheritance, the two parents 
contribute * them, on the average, one half of each 
inherited faculty, each of them contributing ope quarter 
nfl it; the four grandparents contribute between them 
one quarter, or each of them one sixteenth; and so on. 
(6) According to Peareon'’s law, the contribution of the 

parents and great-grand| te in greater than 
iton's law calls for, and the difference increases rapidly 

for more remote generntions, Parental ¢ istic 
are sometimes are hereditary, sometimes slightly or 
not atall so; and 6 Galton and Pearson assume that 
these differences will, on the ave , balance ench other, 
the facta of Inheritance show that this fs not the cate, and 
that the statistical lawa while no doubt useful for statis 
tleal pa are compiled from data seme of which are 
data of inheritance and some not, and that — 
of little value to the breeder who deals with individnala, 
or to the student of iemeritance who seeks to 
hereditary from non- pevediiery characternh Bo far ss a 
parent resembles collateral relatives, such as brothers, 
sisters, and cousins, the resemblances are often trans 
mitted to dcocendanta with nearly or quite four times 
the frequeney which these laws require. 9 Mendes law 
of ancestral inheritance, In 1665 Gre ohaun Mendel 
(1822-44), an Austrian priest, published an account of ex- 
periments which he had undertaken for the purpwe of 
determining the numerical Yalae of parental characters in 
inheritance. Having obtained seed from the cross-breed! 

— the garden pea whi 
one characteristic (for 

those with round and Gee Grave w with wrinkled 
he fi that the crossbred plants mised from these 
seeds manifested only ome of the charneteristics (round- 
neas of seed, for — which he called the dominant 
(D), to the total or almost total exclusion of the other (ir- 

nity of seed, for example), "hich he called receasive 
second generation, nord from the cross. 

red — which were allowed to fertilize themselves, 
instead of being uniform ike their parents, broke Into 
the two orig forms in the average ratio of three domi- 
nants to one recessive, The recessives are themeelves 
pure, and, if age to fertilize themuclres, gite rise to 
Tecessives only, for many generations, One third of the 
dominanta are Flee 73 while the other two thirds pro- 
dace descemtants hich two thirds are dominants and 
one third pure recessives. h successive generation 
consists of dominants and recessives in the rmtic, for each 
100, of 25 dominanta of pure blood, 25 recessives of pare 
blood, and 60 dominants which produce descendants in 
the ratio of three —— to one recessive. This 
result is ¢ Mendel in the formula, for 
—* generation, 2h DD; 60 DR; 25h BR; bat it 

may also be expressed as x3 4 Yxy & y?; ‘and the result 
of — —— with any numberof characters conforms 
closely — braical binomial theorem, or the ex- 

moat O+e+toreas ». More recent study 
mis to show that Mendel'’s results hold good pretty 
psy, but by no means universally, in similar cases. 

periments and observations for the purpose of — 
—— ee aivalent for the numerical Law tend to 

et sopinion that there are, fortwo characters, 



inheritance 
four sorts of germ-cells in the reproductive organs of the 
crom-bred tndividuals —dominant ova, recessive ov: 
dominant male cells, and recessive male cells — and 
these are, on the average, 
one —— 
ora 

half are born from the union of an ovum of one sort with a 
male cell of the other sort, and are able to produce pure 
—— recedslves, and crom-bred descendanta 

al ratio. —Biparental inh in- 
heritance considered In ite relation to am ic or 
bisexual reproduction, — the 

or Cot 

tinuous series of combinations | characters. 
See quotatton under #ifend1, ». i, & — Crossed inhert- 
tance, the inheritance by a child of one sex af the con- 
stitution of the parent of the other sex. (Rare.) — Exclu- 
sive inher the manifestation by the offaps of 
features of resem ce to ome parent to the or 
complete exclusion of these of the other. 

On another occasion, or in other offepring of one and 
the same em] A.J may net be, rapotent, or + might 
other parent may be prepotent. prepotency m! 
exhibit iteelf in “alternative ” or “ exelusive” inheritance. 

Biometrika, 1908, p. 300, 
Material basis of inh 
wn from parent to 

Blended 
manifestation by descendants of an uninterrup' 

of parental 

eritance, that which is handed 
offspring and in the transmission 

of which reproduction comsista. Most authorities are pow 
that the material basis of inheritance is to be 

identified with the chromatin of the germ-cella See 
substance of wheredity.—.Mosaic inheritance, Same 
aa particulate wi! itanee.— Particulate inher- 
tance, the theory that the descendant inherits material 
particles from the parta of the bodies of a number of 
ancestors See ancestral *inheritance.— Uso-inheri- 

the hypothetical transmission to descendants of a 
parental change which ts the resalt of ite own activity ; 
the inheritance of an acquired character, 
Darwin seems always to have regarded the direct 

action, of Che environment and use and disuse an at the 
most, subsidiary causes of variation; but Mr. Herbert 
Spencer and bis followers * ened) itanee* as an 
important factor in evolw ; While Cope and his fol- 

i teckeaena nel ema —— ee gy al enis) ma ‘s neck-stretching 
Archeesthetien) apparently see their way to account 
lor the evolution of animale with but little help from 
nataral selection, 

Rep. Brit. Ass'n Adeancement af Sci., 1001, p. G7, 

inhibition, ». 4. In psychol., the supposed 
restraint or cancelation of a mental process 
by other coneurrent mental processes, 
The second law deals with inhibition or arrest ; “ Rvery 

peychical phenomenon tenda to — the production 
or development, orto cause the disappearance of payehi- 
cal Fy eee which cannot be united to iteelf aceerdi 
to law of systematic ussociation, that is to aay, whic! 
cannot be united with it for a common end” (Pauthan 

‘ohn Adams, Herbartian Psychol. Applied to 
(Education, p. 7 

Coefficient of inhibition. See *corsicient. 

inhomogeneous (in*hé-mé-j6’né-us), a. [in-3 
+thomogencous.] Not homogeneous. Jour, 
Phys, Chem., June, 1904, p. 425. 

inhumanize (in-hi’ man-iz), v. .; pret. and pp. 
inhumanized, ppr. inkumanizing. [inhuman + 
-ize,) To make inhuman, 

iniac (in‘i-ak), a. [ini-on + -ac.] Same as inial, 
iniad (in‘i-ad), a. [ri-on + -ad3.) Toward 

inidonelty (inJ-89-né"i-ti), m. [inidone-ous + (in-i-d6-né’i-ti), n.  [inidone-ous 
-ity.) The trae 4 * — Church Times, 
Jan. 19, 1894. a 
inidoneous (in-i-d’né-us), a. [in-3 + idoneous,] 
Unfit. Blount, Glossographia. 

inijoglabellar tin'i-6-gli-bel"ar) a. [inion + 
glabellum + -ar3.] Same as gla ello-inial, 

An tréo-glabellar line can be drawn which will cor 
respond very closely to the lower boundary of the 
cerebrum, Setence, Oct. 30, 100d, p, 554, 

inirritant (in-ir’i-tant), a. and. [in-3 + ir- 
ritant.| I, a. That does not cause irritation: 
a8, an tnirritant x 

II. ». That which does not irritate; — 
cifically, a therapeutic agent which does not 
produce irritation, ; 

init. An abbreviation of the Latin initio, in 
the beginning. 

»" 4, In steam-engines, an abbrevi- 
ation of initial *presswre (which see), 

initialist (i-nish’” al-ist), n, [initial + -ist.] 
One who is known by his initinls and not b 
at ee Blackwoods Mag., XIV. 438, 

initialize (i-nish’al-iz), r.; pret. and 
ized, ppr. initializing. — 
To designate by initials instead of 
name. 

IL, intrans, To use an initial or initials (in- 
stead of one’s full name). 
Nobody had successfully initialized till L. K. L, arose, 

New Monthly Mag. L. 7 oN. B.D, 

initiary (i-nish’i-a-ri), a. [L. initium, begin- 
sien, -ary}.] Same as tial : 

initiati n. 3, Specifically, the right to 
propose legislation, supplementary to the 

. tnitial- 
trans. 

y the full 

640 inopectic 
referendum. In Switzerland the initiative is tn the in lim. An abbreviation of the Latin én limine, 
form of a — va i — —— —— on the threshold, . 
i 28 * facultative — in lee. = abbreviation of the Latin in loco, 
cases, and the “/nitiatine” at the demand of 1000citizensin , 1 the place, nice —— case of amendments to the cantonal constitution, there in in loc. cit. An abbreviation of the Latin in bow also an «| Initiative” in case of Bills, to be exercised oeo citato, in the place cited, 
at the demand of scitizens. Kneye. Brit., XX X11 “in loco. 2, Specifically, in music, denoting 

initionary (i-nish gn-f-ri), 4: [inition +-ary!.] “that a passage is to be performed as written, Relating to inition, es ly tothe beginning jot transposed : used ouly after a with of or entrance into college life. the sign al 8a or Bei. Also simply loco, initis (i-nt'tis), n. (NL.; (i-nas'i-bl), a. (LL innaocibilis -ifis.) Inflammation of the muscular or fibrous < in- neg. + nascibiliv, tha may he born. < 
* , ? tissues. : : - 

inj, An abbreviation of the Latin injectio, an —— born.] Not subject to birth; self- 
injection. innate, a. 3, In biol., characteristic of a speci ts tah toe > . 3. i pecies *7 {in ee ti yr oe F *5 or common to the individuals of a species, or 

: alike in nt and in offspring; hereditary ; 
— ——— ° ° : * men! TT rock bya molten magma, Van Hise,U.S.Geol. an characteristic of tte ind, it is termed fnnate or tn- 
Te, bob.tyrbed tnbeetlou ey Cena nea GET aS Siriaas tates tu conaldored ae takog place ina in . ‘hed-by- ‘ «i Con. 
Injection * oan rock wean the layers of a stratified tinual a interaction, ft is termed adventitious or 

that the two are int y com. contrast or distinction being in the mind of 
mingled. Onn Text-book of Geoltgy, p. 728. ™ e * 

injector-condenser (in-jek’ tor-kon-den’sée), 
Same as injection-condenser 

rel : 
the observer rather than in the facta of embryology. 
The development of any normal, so-called “ innate” 

character, such aa, say, ) 3 J homan shape and relations of the frontal bor i injector-furnace (in-jek’tor-fér'nis), n. See tw on of many tnctors external to the develop. ‘furnace. ing embryo, and th 2* of abnormal distorting fac- 
tora. Bneye. Brit., XX LX. she injunct (in-jungkt’), v. « [A back-formation 

from — ——— a as enjoin, 3. (Colloq. innaturate (i-na‘tir-ft), ». f.; pret. and pp. in· 
or humorous.) na ted, ppr. innaturating, [in-2 + nature 

on, ".— Same + -ate?, o imbue the nature of (a bein permanent dinjunction (hich see, under injunction} "with cont Pil [Rare.] . 
injunctive (in-jungk’tiv), a. [injunct(ion) + — itthose... who... crush the young shootings of the -we.] Having the foree of an injunction; ar ee eae Ite * ie’ * but tainatwrate 
enjoining. — Injunctive relief, in fe, th: J make orever! 
of ton ogullahhe sea ot tan ian She nppllcation Froude, Nemesis, p. 161. N. B.D. 

ry, ——— injury. See acurrenti. inneity (i-né’i-ti), . r * 
n.—Bolid pigment of color in ita dry or icy. nnateness; the quality o ing innate, 

solid state, ee sae Per tuk Ii often preferred inborn, or congenital, Ribot (trane.), Payehol 
See ey ere Unatiy to vel ve acit .of Emotions, p. 237, 

of inner!, a. a compound formed by 
Vanadium ink, « writing-faid 

repared by add lic acid to an aqueous sola: anhydrid, 
J —*22 ened with gum. the elimination of water and the formation of a ring of 

atoms from one molecule of the com: It is con- 

{Irreg. < inn(ate) + -r- 

ammonium metavauadate slightly 
Thorpe, Dict. Applied Chem., IIL soe, 

le. t—To ink in tech. drawing, to trace over ‘sted with ordinary anhydrids, which are formed from 
and shade (a penell cing) with ink. pen for this two molecules of the compound, 

in called nn inking-in pen, inner? (in‘ér), », + -erl.) One inl, v. t. 
infrans.— To ink up, to carefully apply inkto Who takes in ———— land from water or type prelimi to its Ort impression. This is with marsh. See *inning, 4, —— ay r, and is gradually increased suc. inning n. 4, The process of taking in; xpe- 

ink. "cap (ingk’ p), n. A mushroom of the cific: ly, the reelaiming of marshy land by genus Coprinus, See ink-mushroom and Cop- ‘raining and banking and fitting it for bearing 
rings. crops; also the land soreclaim —6. The act 

ink-duct, n. 2. In cephalopods, the duct ,°T Process of getting in, as crops; harvesting. 

inkeer (in-kir’), v. t, [D. inkeeren, turnin, ¢ in 
in, + keeren (=4‘x. kehren), turn: see char) vj 

for purposes of irrigation. —2. To corral ocent, «. 
(cattle). nant,— ball. See xbait1, 

inkle-weaver (ing’kl-wé* vér), n. [inkle? + Inmominate index, See *inder. 

[innovate + 
a tendeney to in- 

novate: as, fumeratory ideas in polities, 
innutrient(i-ni‘tri-ent), a. [in-3 + nutrient, 
Not nutritious. Biol. Dohieiin, Nev. 1908. p. 305, 

inocula’ ”.— Curative inoculation, the injec 
tion of an antiserum for curative purposes ; example, 

in-. (in’né), nm. 
ink-slice (ingk’slis), n. Same as slice, 3 (e) (1). 

ing « supp —— —— — 

ink trough {ingk‘trof), a. Same as inking- 
rowdh. 

ink-value (ingk’val’t), n. The properly ex- 
pressed light and shade of a ire in & ieture in colors 
as produced in one color of ink on # printing- —— — amallpox, anthrax. press. . F nderpest, and to some extent against typhoid fever, inlawry (in‘la-ri), n. [inlaw + -ry.] The plague, dysentery, etc, 
state of restoration to the protection of the inogenesis ‘(in-é-jen‘o-sis), n. [Gr. i¢ (i), law: the opposite of owtlawry, fiber, + pévecre, production. ] uction of 
nls Y, t. 4—Inlaid tile, Same as moseic #tile(which fibrous tissue, 

, in’6-lith),», [Gr, Ir (iv-), fiber, + Inlay casting. See *casting. inolith (in’¢ i — inlaying, 7. 2. In bookbinding, the neat in. 4%%,,Stone.] A. circumseribed calcareous deposit in fibrous tissue, 
inoma (i-n6’rmii), ». (Gr. ic (iv-), fiber, + -oma.) 
A fibrous tumor ; seirrhus. 
inominous (in-om’i-nus), a, [in-+ + ominous] 
Ill-omened; unfortunate, 

As a kind of — provision for such an fnominous 

— Mackintcok Life of J. $i fodden, ** ED. 
inleak,», 2. The leaking of a gas or liquid inone (in-wun’), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. énoned, 
into an incloned EPACS OF pipe. ppr. inoneing. [int + one, Compare the earlier inlet-valve (in‘let-valv), 1, Any valve, open- atone, v.) Po unite; make one (with), x ing from without inward, through whieh a fluid tises the two imperatives, Seek Me and may pass into a vessel; specifically, in motors, live, tnoneing both man's duty and his reward. 
a valve through which motor fluid enters a "usey, Minor Prophets, p. 191. 
cylinder, inopectic (in-}-pek’tik), a. [Gr. ig (iv), fiber, 

sertion (with proper cutting, shaving, and 
asting) of a leaf or print in a larger leaf, with 
ntent to give the inlaid matter greater seeurity 
and a wider margin.—3. In printing, the in- 
sertion of the overlay made for an illustration 
between the sheets of the printing surface or 
between the plate and its support. 



inopectic 
+ xqxric, fastened, + -ic.) Of or relating to 
inopexia; aflected with inopexia, 
inopexia (in-0-pek’si-i),n. (NL., (Gr. ic (iv-), 
fiber, + 7, fastening.) A tendency to 
spontaneous coagulation of blood, 
inopportunism (in-op-or-ti‘nizm), ».  [inop- 
portune + -ixm.] The quality of being inop- 
portune; inopportune action; specifically, the 
policy of the jnopportunists, 

inopportunist (in-op-or-ti'nist), #. and a. [in- 
opportune + -ist,) I, n. A member of the inop- 
portunist or opposition party; one who dis- 
approves of a certain policy on the ground of 
its inopportuneness; —— one who 
was opposed to the declaration of the dogma 
of ‘papal infallibility at the Vatiean Council 
in 1870, on the ground that its publication 
Was inopportune, 
L. a. Belonging to the inopportunists. 
His (Leo baa a similar recognition of two of the most 

Council, Ha 
Furstenberg, of Olmtitz, was even more note 
worthy, Eneye. Brit., XXX. 197, 

Inopsetta (in-op-set’&), mn. [NL., < Gr. ig (iv-), 
strength, + y9rra, lounder, et genus of 
flounders found off the Paeifle coast of the 
United States. 

‘tnopportenist” members of the Vatican in 
archbish of Kaloesa, and Prince 

dmopsttta ixchyra, 

(From Iulletia 47, U.S, Nat. Museum.) 

tuorderly (in-Or’dér-li), a, Not orderly; dis- 
orderly, 

inorderiy (in-ér’dér-li), ade, In a disorderly 
manner, 

in in-Gr’gan-izm), n. [in-3 + organ- 
ism. » object which is not an organism, 

Tt is dificult . . . to avold the theoretical conclusion 
that - the earliest primitive organisms [were] neers- 
sarily more like inorganiema, 

Hyatt, Biol. Lectures, 1898, p. 128, 

inorganogra: (in-dr-ga-nog‘ra-fi), n.  [L. 
in- neg. + Gr. vor, Organ, + -ypadia, < 
yoddgerr, write.) e selentifie diseussion of 
Inorganic things: a term not in general use. 

in te (in-d-rij‘i-nat), @. [L. in- priv. 
+ NL. originatus, pp. of inare, originate: 
see originate, v. ot originated; self-exis- 
tent; having no inning, 
inoscleroma (in-6-sklé-rd’mit), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
ic (i), fiber, + cxAjouue, a hardened part: 
see scleroma,] Hardening of the fibrous tis- 
sues, 

inosclerosis (in’6-sklé-rd’sis), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Ig (v-), flber, + oxAjpwor, a hardening, indura- 
tion.] Fibrous induration or sclerosis. 

inosin (in‘’$-sin), m. [inos(ite) + -in?.] An 
incorrect name for inosite. 

inosinate (in’-si-nit), nm, 
A salt of inosinie acid. 

inosinic (in-d-sin‘ik), a. [inosin + yr Noting 
an acid, an amorphous compound, CygH),0, 
N4P, obtained from the flesh of certain ani- 
mals. Some of its salts are erystalline. 

inosituria (in‘6-si-ti’ri-d), a," [inowite + Gr. 
odjpor, urine.) me a6 */nosuria, 

inosuria (in-6-si‘ri-d), m. [NL., ¢ inos(ite) + 
Gr. ofpor, urine.}] ‘The excretion of inosite or 
musele-sugar in the urine, 

(in-6 tug’ma), m.; pl. inotagmata 
{-ma-th)., [NL., ¢ Gr. i¢ (i=), musele, + rayya, 
order, ——— One of the hypothetie 
ultimate elements of living protoplasm: simi- 
lar to * me, *biophore, phpolelegioal *unit, 
ete. ngelmann, 

In other cases the jon of invisible be red bya y explain the 

[inosin + -atet,] 

units has been inspired by a desire either to 
weneral vital and aasimilative powers of protoplasm . . 
or the mechanism of some one function aa the tnotagmas 
of Englemann, assumed to be the agents of contractility. 

: Encye. Brit,, XXXL 41. 
inotropic (in-d-trop’ik), @. (Gr. ig (hi), musele, 
+ -rpotos, ¢ tpézeew, turn, sic.) Impairing 

8. 41 

Gal 

the contractile power of muscular tissue. See ‘lisease caused by 
the extract. 

stch influences as affect excitability, as dromotropic, 
such as Interfere with condactibility, and as inotropic 

Aimer, Suja, poe 4, 1908, p, 22002. 
inotro —— —* n. [inotrop(ic) + 
-sml.] Interference with the contracti ity of 
& Inusele, 

The centrifugal cardiac nerves inflaence the .. . force 
of contraction , . . of the excitatory wave (.. . inotrop- 
tem of Englemann) Bneye, , XXXL 7as 

inoxidize (in-ok’si-iiz), v. f.; pret. and pp. én- 
oxidized, ppr. inoxidizing, To protect from 
oxidation: an ill-formed word and one not in 
general use, 

tto.— Cardinal in potto. See *eardinal, 
in-player (in’pla*ér), x. In rackets, the server: 
the man in. 

in pr. An abbreviation of the Latin in prin- 
cipio, in the beginning. 
inpushed (in’pasht), a. Pushed inward. 

thelium lining the ith becomes sapushed 
PEE Bay ny Brg Rms tenths are to be formed. 

J. 8. Kingsley, Vert. Zool., p. 19, 
input, ». 2. Specifically, the power which is 
received by any machine. It includes the power 
actually requ! to do the work performed by the machine 
and the power necessary to run the machine itself. 
The usefal return of “outpnt"at the terminals of a 

large machine may amount to as much as & per cent. of 
the mechanical energy which forms the input,” 

. Eneye. Brit., XXVUL 574. 

3. The amount of food material introduced 
into the body. Philos. Trans, Koy, Soe. (Lon- 
don), 1892, ser, B, p, 298. 

inquartate (in-kwir'tat), v. t; pret. and Pp. 
—— ppr. inquartating. In metal., to 
add silver to (an alloy of silver and gold) in 
— to give (it) the pro —_ required * 

© process of parting, that is, one part o 
gold to about three parts of silver, See quar- 
tation. Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of 
Metallurgy, p. 815. 

inquest, n.— Sheriff's inquest. See shenf's jury 

[inguiline + 
(unde: Sars e 

inquilint (in-kwi-lin’i-ti), m. 
-ity.) The state or habit of being inquiline; 
specifically, in zodl., the habit of living in the 
nest. or home of another, but not as a parasite. 
See commensal, 2. 

inquisitionist (in-kwi-zish’on-ist), n. [inguisi- 
tion + -ist.} 1, One who makes inquisition 
or inquiry; an inquisitive questioner.—2, An 
inguisitor; one who upholds the practices of 
the Inquisition. 

nisitiv, 7. Asimplified spelling of inquis- 
itive, 

inquisitrix (in-kwiz’i-triks), n. (NL. *in 
itrix, fem, of L. inquisitor: see inquisitor. 
female inquisitor. 
-radius (in’ra‘di-us), n.; pl.in-radii (-4), [int 
+ radius.) The radius of an inscribed circle. 

inrun (in‘ran), . [int + runt.) 1, A running 
in; an inrush; an influx: as, an inrun of the 
sea,— 2, A place of inrunning. 

fnranning (in‘ran‘ing), n. 1, Same as *iarun, 
—2. Intlowing. 

ins, An abbreviation (a) of inspector; (b) of 
snsurance. 

insalvability (in-sal-va-bil‘i-ti), m. [in-3 + 
salvab —— of being saved. 

is· 
A 

va 
ility. J 

Bp. Watson, Lite, IL, 
Insane ear, See *ear}, 
insane-root (in-sin’rit), n. 
Hyoscyamus niger, 

insanity, ”.—Alcoholic insanity, mental discase 
poo g abuse of alcoholic beverages. — 

, hereditary insanity occurring at an 
or je second generation than it did in the 

first,— ive , insanity in which imper- 
ative ideas, or obsessions, completely dominate the Pa- 
tient. -Confusional ity, a form of te porary 
iusanity mares OE acute failure of the mental pore, 
sometimes with hallucinations, following exhausting dis 
ease or a profound nervous shock.— Delusional insan- 
ity, a form of insanity which follows exhausting fevers, 
such as typhoid, sceming at times to he a continuation of 
the delirium of the fever,— 
form of Insanity marked by sudden and short-lived 
tional outbursts resembling hysterical symptom. 
nic-dep: ve ity, u form of insanity in which 
there are alternations of mania and melancholfa;: it differs 
from circular insanity in the absence af deterioration. — 

taneous ty, mental disorder occurring co- 
incidently in two or more persona whe live together or 
belong to the same family.— Toxic , mental 

The henbane, 

, * 
ene 

inshining 
the prolongea action of some poison, 

sich as lead or aloolol. 

insapient (in-8 pent), a, 
Compure insipient.] 
dom; salle L. 

inscript (in‘skript), n. . inseriptus, pp. see 
makes 1. An ool —2, In —— a 
line or figure inscribed within another figure, 

ption,». 8, In geom., the inseribing of one 
figure in another; also, the state of being so 
inseribed.—9, A tendinous 
the fleshy fibers of a musele: seen especially 
in the abdominal muscles. 

Go-ekrip shon-ist), n. 
tion t. Ss -is ninseriber. F. Hall, 5 

inscriptared 
-ed1,} 

line interrupting 

Ge-ekrip"sard), a, [in-* + serip- 
ture aving scriptures or inscriptions 
upon it, as a stone; inseribed. 

"1. Lace-winged insects, insects of the orter 
Newroptera, 

insect (in’sekt), o. i. 4* u.] To seek or 
catch insects, as a bird does, 

Wo discovered the bird . . . insecting In the top of a 
newly-fallen hemlock. 

J, Burroughs, Locusts and Wild Honey, p. 208, 

insectan (in-sek’tan), a. [Insecta + -an.] Of 
or pertaining to athe or the Insecta, 

insect-beds (in’sekt-bedz), ». pl. See *bed1, 
insect-box (in’sekt-boks), nm. “A box used in 
collecting insecta, 

flowers (in’sckt-flou’érz}, n. pl. The 
heads of haif-expanded flowers of the plants 
from which inseet-powder is made; the pyre- 
thri flores of pharmacy. Buck, Med. d- 
book, V. 151. 

1 tm & trade-name 

erous (in-sek-tif’e-rus), a, [L. 
sectum, insect, + -fer, -bearing, + -ous.] Pro- 
ducing, containing, or infested with insects: 
a8, insectiferous amber; an insectiferons log. 

insectine (in’sek-tin), a, [inseet + -inel,] Per- 
taining to or characteristic of insects, 

on (in-sek’shon), n. (1. *inseetio(n-), 
¢ insecare, cut into: see insect.) A cutting 
up; division into segments; also, a segment 

— k-tol’ st) {* J in-sek-tol’$-jist), .  [*insectol- 
og-y + -ist.]) One who studies insects; an en- 
tomologist. 

mMescence (in-sé-nes’ens), a. [L. insenes- 
cere, grow old (¢ in- + senescere, grow old, < 
— , old), + -ence.] The process of growing 
old; aging. 

insenescible (in-s¢-nes‘i-bl), a. [LL. insenes- 
cibilis, © ine neg, + “senescibilis, ¢ senescere, 
grow old.] Not capable of growing old, 

insentience (in-sen‘shi-ens), n, insentien{t) 
+ -ce.] Unconsciousness; lack of sensation. 
F. Hail. 

went? (in-sé’kwent), a, [L. in- not, + 
uens (-ent-), following.) In phys. geog., not 

following any manifest control: said of irregu- 
lar streams, in contrast to consequent, obse- 
quent, and other systematic classes of streams. 

insertable (in-sér’ta-bl), a. [insert + -able,} 
That may be inserted. 

insertion-joint (in-sir’shon-joint), n. Apacked 
joint; a joint rendered steam- or water-tight 
y the insertion of a disk or ring of packing, 

insertion-plate (in-x¢r’shon-plat), ». In the 
lyplacophorous Mollusca, or chitons, a pro- 

jection of the inner or porcellanous sheil-layer 
(articulamentum) beyond the margin of the 
acing into the girdle or flexible band which 
olds the plates together. papel nd el ne 

serve the function of binding the valves firmly 
to the girdle. 

» 0. t 2, To add (a leaf or leaves) with- 
in the folded sections of a book, or between 
the sections, as a map, a printed illustration, 
oran advertisement, 

inset, ». 1. (5) A small picture or diagram in- 
serted within the border of a kd one, 

(in’set‘ing), ». In binding, the plac- 
ing of a leaf or leaves (as maps, illustrations, 
or advertisements) between or within the see- 
tions of a printed book, magazine, ete, 

Ins, Gen. An abbreviation of inspector-general. 
(in’shi‘ning), ». The act or faet of 

shining in; permeating with light. 



inshining 
When the soul foels the Divine tashining, all that ie no- 

ble in it rises t amd victorious, 
HL. W. Beecher, Yale Lectures, 2d ser, il 54 X. B,D. 

inship (in’ship), adv. On board; on the ship; 
—— — * 
Can t be too hard on a Home draf’, sez he; ‘the great 

thing is to get thim trehip." 
R. Kipling, The Big Drunk Draf’, p. 50. 

inshoot (in’shit},». The act of shooting or 
moving rapidly inward, as a base-ball that is 
pitched witha curve. Sci, Amer., July 16, 1904, 

42, 
thside, n. 4, In field hockey, the position be- 
tween the center and the win 

inside-fired (in‘sid-fird), a. 
having the fire-box surrounded, or nearly so, 
with that which it is desired to heat, as is the 
fire-box of a locomotive-boiler. 

insidiosity (in-sid-i-os’i-ti), ». [L. insidiosus, 
insidious, + -ity.] Insidiousness. 

insink (in’singk), v. i. In embryol., to become 
invaginated or folded in, like the saucer-shaped 
depression which forms the otocyst ia embryo 
vertebrates. Jnek, Med. Handbook, UL 823. 

insistency (in-sis’ten-si), ». Same as ingis- 
tence. 

insititions (in-si-tish’ns), a. [L. insiticius, ¢ 
insitus, grafted, pp. of inserere, insert, ingraft.] 
Ingrafted; inserted; not natural to the place. 

Th ther passages in poem [Paradise Lost 
which have the ft of bein, — — — —*X 4 
place v they stand, ¢ lines in Book f¥,, now in 
question, may —— * referred to 14042, 

lati B io Pattiaon, Milton, xiii, p, 167. 
— e 

tproletion, %,-, Ammhyzisl tpectation,, exhewstion 
thermic fever, Bee eenefroke and fever, 

insole-machine (in‘s6l-tna-shén’), ». In shoe- 
manuf., & hand- or power-machine for stamp- 
ing, forming, and shaping canvas in-soles. 
Under this general term may be included a series of toola, 
dies, and machines for making and bailding up by cement 
several layers of canvas, rendering them fextle by seor- 

one side and bending the material and preasing, and 
mming and finishing them ready for insertion, 

insolubilize (in-sol’Q-bi-liz), v. t.; pret. and pp. 
insolubilized, ppr. insolubilizing,  (L.. insulubilis, 
insoluble, + -ize.] Torenderinsoluble, Buck, 
a Handbook, VILL. 351, 

insolvency, ».— insolvency, such inability to 
pay debts cy enable — to —32 2* the 
sarcties, guarantors, or indorsers of the debtor without 
first proceeding against the debtor himself. 

insomniac (in-som‘ni-ak), n. One who suffers 
from insomnia. 

insonorous (in-s6-né’rus), a. [in-? + sono- 
rous.] Not sonorous or resonant. 

Insp. An abbreviation of inspector. 
inspeak (in-spék’), v. t.; pret. inspoke (inspake 
archaic or poetical), —— r. —— 
ing. ſin· 4 speak.) To speak into; instil 
into: as, to inspeak hope in the soul. 

inspection, ». 2, A district subject to official 
inspection, 

In France . . . the foreata of the country are first dl- 
vided Into cantonments and then Into about 00 tnepee 
tions, Palt Mall Gazette, April 4, 1338 

ini nepectoral (in-spek*to-ral), a. [inspector + 
.] Pertaining to inspectors or to their du- 

ties. See inspectorial. 
rate,n. 3. The position of an inspec- 

tor; the duty or work of an in tor. 
te-genera] (in-spek ’ tor-at-jen ‘e- 

ral), n. The office, position, and duties of an 
inspector-general; the staff of an inspector- 
general. 

inspirationalist oy wba rt area a. [in- 
spirational + -ist. ne who inspires, or who 
aims to inspire, others; one whose beliefs tend 
to inspire others; also, one who professes to 
speak or act under spiritual guidance. 

inspirationally (in-spi-ra‘shon-al-i), adv. With 
inspiration; in a manner tending to infuse in- 
spiration. 

inspirator, ». 2. An apparatus for inhaling 
or drawing in air, gas, or vapor. 

inspirometer (in-spi-rom‘e-tér), m. [Irreg. ¢ 
inspirare, inspire, + Gr. sftpor, measure.) An 
instrument for measuring the amount of air 
inspired. 

inspissant (in-spis’ant), a. and mn. [NL. *in- 
wasane (-ant-), ppr. of *inspiasare, thicken, 
in- + spissus, thick: see inspissate.] I, a. 

Inspissating; thickening. 
. ”. That which thickens; a remedy which 

causes a thickening or concentration of the 
fluids of the body. 

tor (in’spl-si-tor),». [NL.] A donble- 
walled copper vessel containing water and 
employed in evaporating water from blood- 

{nternally fired; 1 
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serum, etc.: used in bacteriological labora- 
tories. 

An abbreviation (c) of institute or of 
institution, 

Inst. Act. An abbreviation of Institute of 
Actuaries. 

installant (in-stal’ant), a. and a, [NL, in- 
stallans {-aat-), ppr. of installare, install.) 
I. a. gsm Fogel to install or invest with 
office; installing. 

II. n. One who invests or installs. 
instaminate (in-stam’i-nat), a. [in-3 + stami- 
nate.| Inbot., destitute of stamens. (Obsolete, ] 
stance, ".—Court of firat instance, a court of 

original jurisdiction in which @ cause ia first beard of 
having been heard and reversed upon appeal) to which 
tis sent back for retrial. 

{in’stan’ding), a. Growing inward 
or an inward tendency: as, instanding 
teeth, 
Instantaneous center. See *center!. 
instantograph (in-stan’té-graf), 1. [instant- 

} An instantaneous (aneous) + (photjograph., 
photograph. Eneye. Dict 

{in‘stiir), ». [L. iuster, likeness, im- 
age. Compare the similar modern use of L. 
imago (see image).) Any one of the periods 
of an inseet’s life between two molts, 

in but has only recently been 
generally adopted. 

Hence he adopts a term by Pischer, and 
calle the insect as it ny leaving the egg the 
first tnatar, and what § after the first moult th 
ond tnetar, amd ao on. 

A. 8. Packard, Text-book of Extom., p. 504. 

statu nascendi (in sta’ti na-sen’di), [IL. 
‘in the condition of being born,’] In ae 
in the nascent stage; in the condition of a 
substance at the moment of its separating 
from a compound, when it frequently ex- 
hibits a greater idlegree of chemical activity 
than it does after complete isolation: thus 
nascent hydrogen will decompose silver chlo- 
rid at atmospheric temperature, though hy- 
drogen gas will not. ‘This may be explained by 
the assamption that the hydrogen is evolved from com 
bination as an immense number of single atoms, freely 
capable of uniting to those of some element, bat 
that they do not remain single, but promptly unite into 
molecules consisting each of two similar atoms, there 
being evidence that ‘ordinary hydrogen gas consists of 
such diatomic molecales, and subsequently these 
motocules must be broken up if their constituent atoms 
are to become combined with those of another element, 
Inst, 0. E. An abbreviation of Institute of 
Civil Engineers, 

insted, prep. phr. A simplified spelling of 
instead, 

instep, a, &. In entom., the first joint of an 
insect’s tarsus when it is very long and broad; 
the planta, 

ie BED 

instep-brake (in‘step-brik), ». Same as 
*orimping-brake, 
instigant (in‘sti-gant), ». (L. instigans (-ant-), 
ppr. of fnstigare, instigate.) An instigator. 

tive (in'sti-gi-tiv),a. [instigate + -ive.] 
Having power to incite or instigate: as, insti- 
gative, 6 tions; specifically, noting a type 
of disposition which achieves ends by inciting 
others to act. Giddings, Inductive Sociol., 
p. &. 

instinct, nm. 1. The definition of ‘instinct,’ and the 
demarcation of the range af Inatinct in the individual 
life, have long constituted a serious difficulty, both for 
the biologist and for the psychologist. Popular psy. 
chology (which rests upon a Cartesian dualism, and 

tes with the ‘faculties’ of eighteenth-century pay- 
chology) distinguishes instinct, as the dominant faculty 
of the animal mind, from reason, which ts — 
tive and characteristic of the haman mind. ie divi 
sion of labor among ants and bees, the ‘prevision’ of 
the — in spinning a cocoon, the bird's skill In 
nest-bailding,—all these eg are ascribexd to the guid- 
ing er of instinct. And the general faculty in sab- 
divkled inte sich minor faculties as the instinct of 
self-preservation, the parental inatinct, Ore play fnetinet, 
ete. Here, of course, is no attempt at analysia, bat 
merely a more or leas complete logical classification 
under a common term. Some cha no doubt, has 
been Wreight in this popular view by the doctrine of 
organic evolution, The gap between man and the lower 
animals haa been bridged; inetinet and reason are in- 
cluded under a —— identity; rudimentary reason 
ia to animals; and there is greater readiness 
tw admit an instinctive factor in human comluct. But, 
in principle, the commonaense notion of instinct is the 
faculty-motion. Tt minet be sald now, that the term inatinct= 
cannot, in acientific usage, be x sea paychological 
term. The phenomena covered by the word are bio- 
logical, in the widest sense of this adjective; specifi- 
cally. Chey belong to the clase known ae pevchophysical, 
that is to sav, they have two shles, a physichaies! and 
a mental If instinct ts «lefined simply asa physiologt- 

phenomenon, it cannot be differentiated from other, 

+ 

instruction-car 
non-instinctive activities, But similarly, if it is defined 
simply in psychological terms, it cannot be distingdished 
from other mental complexes,— from other modes of the 
a to ee * adequate — — * 

to and ta yak 3 or 
words, must be biotogteal. Taking the objective or 
phy | side of instinct first, we find that it pre- 
sents four chief charncters: it is a tede of respenae to 
Almulu⸗ that is Inherited ; that f commen to a group or 
species ; that fa relatively complex ; and that is obviously 
aiaptive, So ed, it is not markedly different from 
the reflex, on the one hand, and the secondary or ac- 
quired reflex (such activities, for example, as bicycle 
riding) om the other, Hits differential from the 
former must, in the last resort, depend upon its relative 
complexity; ite differentiation from the latter, on its 
boing ink and not acquired. The former difference 
fa, at best, only one of degree; the latter need be no more 
than a difference in the date at which tie race nequires 
a certain habit of reaction, To Ulese, however, must be 
added the paychological or subjective ec! The 
inatinct-consclousness is an samwiative commcionsness in 
which the situation-stimalus (the first term) is followed 
by a series of organic sensations, the senautions accom 

Ying the instinctive movements. These processes, 
e perception of the situation and the onranic comse- 
—— Id the attention; the performance of the 
i ve movements is Migtily pleasant, their inhibition 
highly unpleasant. In er words, the instinet-con- 
schodsness is a complex ‘feeling,’ net differentiable in 
type from other serial f Patting together, how- 
ever, the two sets of characters, objective subjective, 

ve a blological or —— — phenomenon 
which fs distinetly marked from others of the same 
class. Two remarks be added, by way of caution : 
(2) In animals endow with metmory, and therefore 
—— in — * = inatinet wilt * only = 

¢ first presentation je appropriate situation. 
the situation recurs, the reaction to it will be compli- 
cated by memory of the foregone instinctive activi 
© Many biologists would reduce such reactions as those 
ants and bees to mere reflexes, denying the presence 

of mental in these creatures, The question can- 
not here discussed ; the answer to it, however, does 
not affect the definition of instinct just given. Of the 
grigin of instinct there are three current The 

purpose 
species until congenital variations (the material of nata- 
ral selection) appear to replace them by permanent en- 
dowment. This last is the most recent and also, 

the theory which stands in the forefront of 
discttssion. — aired instinct, an instinct 

by definite individual experience duri 
fetiime,— in » the hy- 

etical mode of reaction of an living cell. 
the quotation. 

propriate stinmull, 
and its reactions we may, if we call ite ‘in 
@inctactions’ 

Jour, Philos, Psychol. and Sci. Methods, June @, 1004, 
Up sha 

Instinctive action. See *action, 

institor (in‘sti-tor), n. IL institor, < insistere 
pp. institus), set up, press upon: see insist.) 
th civil law, an agent; a factor; a steward. 
institute, .— Parmers’ institute, «local educational 
gathering of farmers, conducted either by a State agri- 
cultural college or by a special offfcer, in which lectares 
on tural ———23*— by 

held re tu aot 
oooup: days 

U. &)—Naval institute, a society whose object ts to 
interesting naval professional subjects under dis- 

cuss The narters of the United States Natal 
Institute is at Annapolis, land. Mary! 

institutionalist (in-sti-tu‘shon-al-ist), m.  [in- 
stitutional + -ist.]) A writer on institutes or 
elementary rules, especially on legal institutes. 
Same as inatitutiat. 

institutionality —— — wn. A 
stage of social evolution marked by the conver- 
sion of customary relations into true institu- 
tions. J. FB. Crowell. 
institutionalize (in-sti-ti’shon-al-iz), vr. t.; 
pret. and pp. institutionalized, Ree. institution- 
alizing. [institutional + -ize. o turn into an 
institution ; give institutional form or order to. 

Inst. M.E. An abbreviation of Institute of 
Mechanical Engincers. 

Inst. N. A. An abbreviation of Institute of 
Naval Architects, 

instratified (in-strat’i-fid), a. 
fied.) Same as interstratified. (Rare.] 
instroke (in‘strék), », [inl + stroke!.] In an 
engine, that stroke during which the plunger 
enters into the cylinder; in a single-acting 
engine, the exhaust stroke, 

Suetion during an entire ontstroke of the pistot;... 
compression d the following inatrote. 

Enewe. Brit, XXVIIL 18a 

ctionary (in-struk’shon-a-ri), a. [am 
struction + or Instructional; instructive. 
instruction-car (in-struk’shon-kiir), ». 1. A 

[in? + strati- 



instruction-car 

railroad-ear &rranged for the instruction and 
examination of engineers, firemen, and train- 
hands. Itis fitted with asteam-boiler, heating 
apparatus, and working models of air-brakes, 
train-signals, and other train appliances.— 
2. An electric car on a short track, in a 
ear-barn, for the instruction of motormen in 
the control of electric cars, si aling, the 
rules of the road, ete.—3. A working electric 
ear used in technical schools for demonstru- 
tions and practice in the building and handling 
of electric cars. 

en’ a. Hexp instruments, in 
general term for stringed instruments played by 
or twanging : to bowed inefrumenta. arp in- 
struments include those of the harp, lyre, lute, and zither 

— Pravaz a form of syringe for hy- 
podermic Injections. Tensile instrum: Same as 
stringed instrument (which see, under instrument, Sh— 

o-s0nse in exper. pawehol., an instru. 
ment designed for ise in the study of Ube timme-corsciotn- 
ness, nore especially In the stady of the temporal differ- 
ential sensitivity, of temporal Ulusion, of the dependence 
of temporal estimation upon sense department, etc. 
— time-sense instrument consists of a metal spoke er 

ius, rotated at various speeds and with uniformity of 
mite, within aring which carries projecting contact-picces. 
As the radius strikes a comtact-ploce, an electrical cireuit 
ja momentarily made, and the making of the clreuit coin- 
eides with a sound, flash, pressure, electric shock, ete. 
Very brief intervals of time, marked off by various sense- 
stimuli, are thas produced, “they may be minimally varied, 
oF the shift of a — — they may be variously 

led, by contingous or discrete stimall; they may be 

music, a 
ucking 

Neumann's Time-sense Instrument 

@, time-sense dink; 4, kymograph drum; ¢, rotating spoke; 
4. dd, Contact gocces, 

—— for comparison in direct suocession, or separated 
vartable blank intervals, ete. The time-scnse instru- 

ment, in some form, has become « standard feature of the 
jeal laboratory. — it, a 

wind-ins ent which consists of a tube. Vowel in- 
in acoustics, an instrument designed to deter. 

mine the resonance towes of the voice, and thas by instru 
mezital synthesis to reproduce the vowel sounds, Serip- 

Exper. Phonetics, p, 200, 
pone age ee Ld 2* a gon eg 

eurar neufleie . insuffi * 

a am —** Pyloric inabil velar lene. — 5 - 
ity of the stomach to retain fool to be ac * by the 
Fricashia i through defective closure of the pylorus, — 

insufficiency. Ses valeular insu siciency, 
—Valvular defective closure of one or 
more of the valves of the heart, reeulting In rewurgita- 
tion of the blood : called, according to the valve affected, 
aortic, wnifral, pulmonary, or tricuspid pr renee 

tion, ». 4. The process of decorating 
pottery or porcelain by blowing color on the 
surface of the ware through a hollow tube over 
the end of which gauze has been stretched. 
See sould decoration, under souffté. 

n. 2. Ina Roman city, especially Rome 
itself, a building composed of distinct apart- 
ments let to several families; an apartment- 
house or tenement-house, in distinction from 
domus, an independent residence. Originally 
ineule were separated by passages at least 12 fect wide, 
or by streets, In the later republic, however, stout pare 
tithons were considered aufficient. Atugustas fixed the 
height of an insula at 70 feet, and Trajan at@, Shops 
usually occupied the ground floor front, 

3. In a smaller Roman rad 
Pompeii, a block of houses entirely 
by streets. 

, @.—Bureauof Insular Affairs. See *iureau, 
insulated (in’si-lé-ted), p. a. Being in a state 
of insulation, in any sense of that word; in a 
restricted sense, so remote from other bodies 
as to be beyond the reach of any sensible 
attraction, as solitary or isolated stars. 

insulating-tape (in’sii-ld-ting-tip’),n. Tape 
impregnated with an insulating compound and 
used as a covering for electric wires or other 
conductors, 

insulating-tube (in’si-lé-ting-tab*), », Atube 
of non-conducting material, used to protect a 
conductor, around which it is placed, from 
electric leakage. 
sulation-meter (in-gi-li’shon-mé‘tér), 1, 
A direct-reading instrument for the determina- 
tion of electric insulation, 

especially 
surrounded 
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insulator, .—Petticoat-insulator, an insulator with 
flaring annular used on 

lectric lines. Petti- overhead ¢ 
costinsulators afte sometimes 
made with deeply co Hragated 
—* and are pa emer 5 
petticoat or ieoat tn- 
sulators, according to their 
form. — ~insulator, an 
insulator electric Ines 
which is _— with a piece 
of iron of double curvatare to 
which the wire is fastened, 

Tn the ‘pigtail’ ineutetor an additional iron phece inthe 
shape of an 5 is moulded In the top. 

Heber, in Trans, Amer. Inst. Elect. Bogin., 1008, p 721. 
Shackle-insulator, a special form of insulator used for 
the eapport wf overlend lines where great strength fs re- 
quired.— Slot-ingulator, an insulator provided with a 

channel through which the wire 
pone = Strain-insulator, an 
wulator placed between an over- 

head wire or cable and the guy- 
wires of supports by meana of 
which it is kept. stretched. 
mb: , an ina. 

lator for high-tension circuits 
which is provided with a broad 
timbrella-sha: cover of glass or 

reelain, The lower parts of the 
insulator are thas protected from 

amd the distance over the 
surface which leakage currenta 

must traverse between the wire and ite support is greatly 
increased. 

insuliform (in'si-li-férm), a. [L. insula, 
island, + forma, form,] Like an island or 
su ting an island on a map: used in 
reference to markings on the skins of animals. 

insulite (in’st-lit), #. [éneul(ate) + -ite2.] A 
substance made by impregnating sawdust with 

raffin-oil under preasure: used for electrical 
insulation. 

insult, 0.t. 3, In pathol., to injure; infliet tran- 
matism upon, 
The patient's vitality ia greatly reduced when the in- 

testines are teeulted, and there is great danger of the 
loops adhering in mal position and giving rise to iotestinal 
obstruction.  Therapewtic Gazette, Feb, 15, 1900, p, 12. 

insult, ». 5. In pathol., external Violence 
which causes a lesion. 

insur, An abbreviation of insurance. 
ce, ".—Cost, freight, and insurance, See 

wcoet?, —Mutual life- — 
nice company Whose fad for —— of expenres 

Crusssection of @ Triple- 
petticoat Iasulatew, 

Umibrella-insulater. 

and of amounts to jet inauedt comsiats, 
notin capital bed or furnished by outside parties, 

¥ the parties in- but of premiums mutually contributed 
sured, each of whom, by virtae of being a policy-holder, 
isa member of the company,— agent, one 
who solicita business for an insurance company. 

ant (in-shir’ant), ». One whose prop- 
erty or life is insured. 
insurgescence (in-sér-jes’ens), n. (L. ineurgere, in 
rise, be insurgent, -escence.) The begin- 
nings of insurrection; incipient revolt against 
authority. 

Int, An abbreviation (c) of interior ; (d) of in- 
terpreter ; (e) of interval; (f) of interjection. 

intactile (in-tak’til), a. [in-3 + tactile.] Im- 
perceptible to the touch; not tactile. 
take, . 8, Land taken in from a waste place, 

or from a common or tidal river. 
intake-valve (in’tak-valv), ». A valve for 
controlling the supply of a fluid (air, gas, oil, 
steam, or water) to an engine or machine. 

in a (in-tir’si-l), ». [It. intarsia, ¢ in- 
tarsiare, inlay, ¢ in- +tarsia, inlaid work, mar- 
quetry: see tarsia.] A highly developed form 
of inlay or marquetry in wood practised in 
Italy during the Renaissance period, Thecartiest 
examples are found on ivory boxes made fh Venice in the 
fourteenth century, B ing various colored woorls and 
by staining with different color, excellent pictorial 

intarsiatura (in-tir'si-i-té‘rit), a. IIt. intar- 
siatura, ¢ intarsiare: see *intarsia,) The pro- 
cess of making tarsia ; also, the resulting work. 

integer, ".—Critical an in . 
nected with a function ot = ginal eaten 

1 gt f2y™ 

Ft ard 9 a 
for increasing contours feclosing siecesive singulari- 
ties of ot (of which there is an tntinite series) tends toward 
tera. — integer, a mark attached to an object to 
tndicate its place in a series or row, 

Integrable up. See *growp), 
—* * — curve, 

Kee teres, ote, 

- He=Eloment tary in’ a fundamental inte- 
gral, one of the simplest of i 

grals, 
kind.— Preanel’s inte- 

the two integrils 

x = [cons ds, and y = fring ds, 

in which x and y ore the coérdinates of any point on a 
Cornu splral, © te the feclination of the tangent to the 
Spiral at that point to the axis of x, and ds isan clement 

arc. Freanel’s integrals are used in the theory of dif. 

intension 
fraction for computing the intensity of iuamination.— 
Gauss's in according to Gauss, for a surface, the 
total curvature of a part bounded by a closed curve is 
the value, when the integration i extended over this 

part, of the double integral // Kde, wherein K is the 
Measure of curvature of the surface at every point and 
de the surface element.— the in- 
tegral which ox the aren of the normal curve or 
curve of error whose oquation fa 

y=-—e 
F La 

Time int the Integral of a function taken over an 
interval of time or between two time limita. Variation 
of an tn’ the excess of the value of the we 
along the varied curve above its value along the original 
curve, 

integralization (in’té -i-zii’shon), ».  [in- 
teqralize + -ation.] he act of bringing into 
the form of an entire function, 

integrand (in’té-grand), ». [II. integrandus, 
future perf. part. of infegrare, make whole: see 
integrate.) A mathematical expression inte- 
grated or to be integrated. 

In this case Che first int na is Poynting’s FE: 
Flow function. 7 Physical Kee,, hag, 1008, Petia 

integraph (in’té-grif), mn, [inte(gral) + Gr. 
papery, write.) 1, Aninstrument for measur- 
ng the area under a eurve combined with o 
recording device which draws the integral 
curve of the curve traced by the point of the 
instrument ; an integrator. 
_ Areas may be measured by means of a planimeter or an 
infegraph, Thus time values corresponding to different 
speed valaes are known, and the — thee curve may be 

otted, Bleet, World and Engin., July 18, 1908, p. O6 

2. An instrument for determining the value 
of an indefinite integral. 
— —— bpd —— 1 aid of which 

4 fa y ——— —— 
integration, n. 4, The determination of the 
average rate of flow of astream. On aecount 
of the varying friction against the bottom, 
sides, and overlying air, this value, as a rule, 
differs from the rate at any particular place 
in the cross-section of the stream. aA 
poet, llth An. Rep, U. 8S, Geol, Surv., 
i. 13.— Graphic integration, integratlo mean! 

of the intezraph, or by graphical ication of the 
integral —5 5 5 —— —— 
Mechanic tegration, Integration an 

A in the mutual anion mT" ro 
8 4 female cell to form a unit or fertilized egg. 

—— — ing ond 27* with oars or ane 
iy Ten! — ion — 

(fertilization) —two Minuet * 
J. A. Ryder, Biol. Lectures, 1806, p. 49. 

tegrator, ».— Amsler‘s integrator, an instrument 
Dy means of which not only the area but the seoment and 
moment of inertia about a given axis of any plane fyure 
are obtained. By ranoing a pointer on the instrument 
around the outline of the figure, and taking readings from 
certain wheels, these quantiiosare ascertained bya simple 
nomerical operation. 

integri (in*té-gri-pal’i-al), a. [L. inte 
ger, whole, + NL, pallium + -a0.] me as 
integropalliate, 

integritives (in-teg’ri-tiv), a. [Irreg. integ- 
jg! 7 -ive.) Possessing integrity. Burns, 

intellect, ».— 
extreme form of Pragmatiom set fo ade 
according to which general conc and intell 
generally serve a purely econormical purpese in enablin 
us toforesee how a given line af conduct will be ad 
to our wishes, Mote moderate pragmatists maintain that 
desires and ends of all Kinds essentially involve general 
concepts, fo that, since jeconomy is the adaptation of 
means to ends, and supposes that there are ends, it is 
incorrect to that general concepts have only an eco- 
nome utility. Common sense refuses to belleve that the 
human mind can create ideas entirely unlike anything 
real, and therefore it is Incredible that parpose ahould be 
purely Masery, 

Intellectual aura, memory. See *awrel, ete. 
Intellectualistic psychology. See *psy- 
chology. 

Inte! Officer, an officer of a bureau or department 
of intelligence. 

intelligize (in-tel’i-jiz), ¢.; pret. and pp. 
jntelligized, ppr. intelligizing., [L.intelliq(ere), 
understand, + -ice.] I, ivtrans. To think; 
use the intellectual powers, 

II. trans. To receive or take into or by the 
intelleet; assimilate mentally. 

intend, r. ¢. 9. To manage; superintend; 
supervise, X. F. D, 
intendment, ».— Double intendment, double mean- 
ing: alt of a word or phrase which has two meanings. 
Seo doutle entendre, 

intens. An abbreviation of intensive. 
intension, ». 4. In biol., the origin of a new 
Variety, race, or species from individuals which 
are restricted from free interbreeding with 
their kind, 



intension 
I mow call the certainty that some form of divergent 

transformation will arise when intergeneration is pre- 
vented, the ciple of tatension. 
J. T. Gulick, in Trans. Linnean Soc, London, —— toms, 

D. 
(in-ten’shon-al-i), ade. as to 

denote the sum of the characters given asa 
definition of a term. 

A class may be defined elther extensionally, by an 
enumeration of its terma, or (ntensionally, by the concept 
which denotes Its terms Nature, Sept. 3, 1M, p. al 

intensity, ».— calorific . See tentorite,— 
Comm increase of humbers or activity, 
as of insects and tle fungi, in conditions of increased 
population and cultivation. 

It is no doubt true that insects and fungi spread 

In the amal 
orchards of former bs < 

confined within closer areas. Th 

Intensity-rhythm, in’ verse, 
*weerse?,— Mean — in photom., 
value of the Intens! —— a source of light, obtained 
averaging the in! in all directions; the total 
from a sourve of light, in lumena, divided by 4; the mean 
radius vector of the surface of spherical distribution from 
a light source. — Unit of 1 . See 
wun of i photometric intensity. See *unit, 
and photometric standard, under ric. 

intensive, a. 5. In agri., concentrated (culti- 
vation): designating high culture, or the prin- 
ciple of a small area well tilled, the purpose 
being to secure the most from every acre of 

the 
by 

flux 

*ertensive, 5.— 6. 
treatment of disease by —* 

y 

es, 

Defoe, Capt. Singleton, p. 11. 
interacademic (in-tér-ak-a~dem‘ik), a. [in- 
ter + academy + -ic.]) Common to or ex- 
changed between two or more academies or 
academic institutions. 

interacinar (in-tér-as’i-nir), a. [inter- + 
acinus + -ar3,] Same as interacinous, 
Lewaschew .. . ht that he was able to transform 

small groups of acini into typical tnteracinar islets, thus 
increasing their number at expense of the secreting 
tissue. Jour. Exper, Med., Jan. 15, 1901, p. 305. 

interactionism (in-tér-ak’shon-izm), mn. [in- 
teraction + -ism.] The metaphysics] opinion 
that body and mind, having like modes of exis- 
tence, act and react upon each other some- 
what as two bodies may do, and that this is 
the manner in which forces acting upon the 
ol of sense affect the mind and in which 
volitions produce contractions of the muscles. 
Those who hold this opinion do not consider themeel ¥es as 
tmaterialiste for several reasons, among which is their 

te batt ee 
matter, e advocate of this opinion is Lotze, 
who is partica explicit in details in “ Microcosm 
mus” and “ Medicinal Peychology.” 

Interactionion seems alinoat to necessitate two juxta- 
posed realities exchanging Influences, and thus to imply a 
metaphysical dualism. 

C. A. Strong, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 3. 
Tateractioniem has to maintain, in this comerete form of 

the ‘survival theory,’ that the mental process aa euch is 
an aid to evolution. 

Pop. Set. Mo., March, 1002, p. 459. 

interactionist (in-tér-ak’shon-ist), n. and a. 
[interaction + -ist,] n, Anadherent of the 
metaphysical theory of interactionism. C. A. 
Stroug, Why the Mind has a Body, p. 33. 

. @ Consonant to the metaphysical 
theory of interactionism. OC. A. Strong, Why 
the Mind has a Body, p. 23, 
interadventual (in‘tér-ad-ven’ti-al), a, Of 
or pertaining to the interval between the first 
and second advent of Christ. Werfleld. 
interagglutinate (in‘tér-a-gli’tinat), ©. t.; 
pret. and pp. inferagglutinated, ppr. interag- 
lutinating. [inter- +agglutinate.) To cause 

interagglutination, 
Varieties of bacilli, related closely in morphology and 

cultural reactions, do not, asa rule, produce serumes which 
inter-aggl utinate, 

Jour. Exper. Med., et. 1, 1001, p 42, 

i teraggilutination (in’ tér-a-gli-ti-nii‘shon), 
* [in + — *— 9. 
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tion of one variety of cells by the agglutinins 
prod=zed by a closely related variety. 

These results will be seen to bear out Cushing's results 
in his experiments upon Kacillas 0, that inter-agglutina- 
tions do not necessarily ooour between closely related 
varieties of bacilli, 

‘i Jour, Exper, Med, Oct. 1, 1901, p, 640, 
interalar (in-tér-a’lir), a. [L. inter, between, 
+ ala, wing, + -ar8.) Situated between the 
wings. 
Thorax, Dark metallic green above, with all the zu · 

tures amd the tnferalar space black. 
Prove. Zool. Soc. London, 1908, 1. ot. 

interamb’ a, II, ». In echinoderms, 
one of the plates which form the skeleton, 
The interamindacrals lie in single columns between the 

ambulacra. Eneve. Brit., XXVUL 421. 
interanode (in-tér-an‘dd), #. [inter- + anode] 
That one of two metal plates, placed between 
theterminalsof an electrolytic cell in the path 
of the current, from which metal is dissolved 
away. 

(in‘tér-an-ten‘a-ri), a. 
inter, between, + NL. antenna +-ary.] Situ- in 
ated between the antennm, 

intera (in-tér-ap’ér-tar-al), a. [L. 
inter, between, + apertura, aperture, + -al!.] 
Situated between the apertures: as, the in- 
terapertural spaces in the zoaria of the Bryozoa. 

interarcu ilis (in-tér-lir-ki-a‘lis), ».; pl. inter- 
arcuales (-léz), [NL.] One of the museles 
lying between the upper ends of the branchial 
arches. 
The interarcuales are divided into two systems of in’ 

muscles. Amer, Nat. Dee. 

interasociation, 

plete dentition, from the Santa Cruz Forma- 
tion (Miocene?) of Patagonia, Ameghino, 1887, 
interaural (in-tér-A’ral), a. [L. iter, between, in’ 
+ auris, ear, + -all.] Situated between the 
ears. 

interbed (in-tér-bed’), v. i, and t.; pret, and 
pp. interbedded, ppr. interbedding. To take or 
cause to take a tion of conformable strati- 
fication in a sedimentary series: chiefly used 
in the passive: as, to be interbedded, 

interbedding (in-tér-bed’ing), a. In geol., the 
process or property of forming a member in a 
conformably stratified series of rocks. 

There is no sharp live of division between the { ry 
aml sedimentary rocks, and along the contact there is 
more oF bess # fag aa then sedimentation Waa at 
times interrupted by lava flows and then again was re- 
sumed under more favorable conditions, 

Amer, Geol., March, 1904, p. Lat, 
interbody (in‘tér-bod‘i), ».  [inter- + body.) 
Anamboeceptor of normal blood-serum, in con- 
tradistinetion to those which result on special 
immunization, 

interborough (in-tér-bur’6), a, [inter- + bor- 
ough.) Existing or forming a communication 
between boroughs: 2s, 
the interborough railway 
in New York. 

Interbrachial membrane, in 
certain cephalopods, the web- 
like foll which unites the 
arms and sometimes reachos 
nearly to their extremities, as 
in Amphifretua, 
tercadence 

ka‘dens), #1. 
cadence.] The intercur- 
renee of an extra pulse- 
beat between two nor- 
tal pulsations, 

t (in-tér-ka’- 
dent), a. [inter- + ea- 
dent.] Intereurrent ; 
falling between: said 
of an oceasional pulse aiicrHoyie) (Pron Parker 
beat coming between ed Haswell's ~ Zoology.) 
two beats of the normal rhythm, 

intercalarium (in‘tér-ki-la‘ri-um), ».; pl. in- 
tercalaria (-ji), [NL.: see intercalary,] A seg- 
ment intercalated or inserted between two 

Tnterbrachial Membrane. 
(Aonpactretas pelagic ws) 

@, fennel: 4. pouch im the 
mantic, c, cyce; d, intet- 
brachial membrane. (Cooke, 

he agglutina- vertebre, on either the dorsal or ventral side intercompany (in-tér-kum‘pa-ni), a. 

intercompany 

of the vertebral column, In the latter case the in- 
terealarium would be homolegous with an fntercentram 
or hypecentrum: in the first instance it would be the 
equivalent of the interdorsalia of Gadow, Interealaria 
oocur —— > the vertebral column of sharks. P*hiloe 
Trans, Hey, » (London), 1800, ser. By p. sk 

intercalary, «. 4. In anat., additional; su- 
pernumerary; inserted between other partes, 
as the cartilages on the dorsal side of the 
vertebral column in many elasmobranchs. 

In all recent forms the neural arch is converted into a 
chosed canal by the insertion of infercalery pieces be- 
tween the m processes and the spine. 

J. S& Kingsley, Vert. Zool, p. 234. 

cular (in’tér-ka-lik’@-liir), a. I in- 
ter, between, + caliculus, a cup, + -ar4.] Situ- 
ated between the calyees: as, intercalicular 
gemmation in corals. Proce. Zool. Soc. London, 

p. 752. 
nterca mm, in 22 sponges, as —* 

ar spaces, y external to the sponge, in w a 
the water circulates before passing Uhrough the pores into 
the gastral cavity, 

cular (in’tér-kan-a-lik’d-liir), 4. 
{L. inter, between, + canaliculus, a s:nall 
channel, + -ar3.] In some of the silicious 
sponges, noting a series of cavities or inter- 
stices on the s body lying among the 
tubes or folim constituting the elaion, as in 
the Mwandrospongide. 

(in-tér-kap‘i-la-ri), a. [inter- 
+ capillary.) Between or among the capillary 
— 

[in- 
ther; 
ideas. 

n. 2. 
ay, 189), 

in’ ,n. 2, Specifically, in mach., a T- 
shaped eylindrical yessel employed in eonnec- 
tion with engines to prevent particles of water 
from being carried into the eylinder with the 
steam; & —- arator. The om in te 
passage e in’ , Meets a ra 
plate by whi the wnter is thrown out and — 
quently drawn off by a drain-cock. 
terception-band (in-tér-sep’shon-band), #. 

In physiol. and psychophysics, a narrow band of 
color produced, under certain conditions of 
— the of a pendulum or 
other light rod across a —E sk observed 
with the resting eve: so called, as opposed to 
illusion-band, because it is due to the purely 
geometrical relations of the disk and the in- 
tercepting pendulum, 

Harvard Psychol, Studies, 1. 190, 
interceptor (in-tér-sep’tor), », Same as inter- 

ter, 

in’ rchanger n, 2. That part of an appara- 
tus for the liquefaction of air whereft the 
compressed air is allowed to expand and is 
thus cooled to its point of liquefaction, 

intercivic (in-tér-siv’ik), a. [L. éuter, be- 
tween, + civis, citizen, + -ie.] Existing or 
taking place between citizens of the same 
place: as, an interciric contest. 

intercollision (in‘tér-ko-lizh’on), ». — [imter- 
+ collision.} In phys., a collision between the 
independently moving particles of a gas or 
other medium. Elect. Rer., Aug. 8, 1903, p, 172. 

lumniary (in‘tér-ké-lum’ni-d-ri), a. [L. 
intercolumnium, space between columns, + 
-ary2.] Same as intercolumuar. 

intercommissural (in‘tér-ko-mis’t-ral), a. [in- 
ter- + commissural.) Situated between com- 
missures: as, the intercommissural recess, a 
depression between the dorsal and ventral 
cormmissures in the lamina terminalis of the 
reptile brain. Trans. Linnean Soc, London, 
Zool., July, 1903, p. 471. 
intercommuner (in’tér-ko-mii’nér), », 1. In 
Seots law, one who interecommunes with a de- 
nounced person ora rebel. See letters of in- 
tercommuning, under intercommune.—2, One 
who communicates or conducts negotiations 
between other parties; an intermediary, 
intercommunicative (in‘tér-ko-mii'ni-ké-tiv), 
a. [inter- + communicative.] “Inclined to be 
communicative with each other; disposed 
toward mutual exchange of opinions, know- 
ledge, or facts, 

Fanter- 



intercompany 
+ company-] Existing between, or among, 
two or more Companies. 

Within a great corporation proper co-operation allows 
of many “tatercompany ” economies, 

Blectrochem, and Meta, Industry, May, 1906, p, 167. 

intercomparable (in-tér-kom‘pa-ra-bl), a. [in- 
ter- + comparable.) Capable of being com- 
pared. 

intercompare (in‘tér-kom-pir’), t. . z pret, 
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in’ ndently (in‘tér-dé-pen’‘dent-li), adr. 
In a reciprocally dependent way. 

interdespise (in*tér-des-piz’),r. ¢.; pret. and pp. 
interdespised, ppr. interdespising. tin ter- + des- 
pise.] To despise reciprocally. 
interdestructive (in ’ tér-dé-struk’tiy), a. 
{iuter- + destructive.) Causing mutual de- 
struction; reciprocally destructive. 

inter n. 65. Inlaw, an incompetent; one 

interferometer 

interference-bands (in-tér-fér’ens-bandz), n. 
er In optics, bands of color produced by the 
nterference of light-waves, Where the bands are 
due to diffraction at a straight edge they are # ht and 

fel ; in other cases they uns be annular, aa in New- 
on's rings, or hyperbolic, or they may have a variety of 
other forms determined by the conditions under which 
interference occurs, Also called interference fringes. See 
difraction, 1, and interference, 5, 

interference- (in-tér- fér ens -frinj), 1». 
and pp. inlercompared, ppr. intercomparing. judicially declared to be incapable of caring See interference 
[inter- + compare.) To compare, 
The labors of Reasel, Clarke and others in futereonpar- 

tiny geodetic standards. Seienee, Jan. 14, 1806, p. 4. 

intercom: (in‘tér-kom-par’i-son), 1m, 
[inter- + comparison.) The act of intercom- 
paring or comparing. 

The opportanities for intercomparison afforded of late 
* Burlington Mag., IDL. 267. 

intercondylic (in’tér-kon-<dil’ik), a. [inter- 
+ condyle + -ic.) Inanthrop., relating to the 
distance between two condyles, 

interconvertibility (in’tér-kon-vér'ti-bil‘i-ti), 
nm, Mutual convertibility; interchangeable- 
ness, 

interconvertibly (in'tér-kon-vér‘ti-bli), adr. 
Tn & reciprocally convertible manner. 

intercooler (in-tér-kd'lér), n. [Linter- + cooler.) 
A device for cooling air as it 
eylinder of a compressor to the next: similar 
toa condenser, V usually consists of a cylindrical 
shell in which are fitted tabe-plates and tubes for the 
cooling water, 

intercortical (in-tér-kér’ti-kal), a. [L. inter, 
between, + cortex (cortic-), bark, + -all.] 
Within the cortex: as, the infercortical cavities 
in certain sponges. Proe. Zool. Soe. Landon, 
1902, p. 215. 

intercostal, a. 2. In iron ship-building, noti 
a structural member com posed of a ———— 
short pieces fitted in the spaces between a 
series of other continuous structural mem- 
bers which it crosses: as, an intercostal floor- 

te, one in which the floor is in short pieces 
tween the longitudinals; an intercostal 

keelson, intercostal longitudinal, one in short 
pieces between the frames; an intercostal 
angle-bar, intercostal seam-strap, one in short 
pieces between frames or deck-beams, ete. 
When the deep vertical transverse plates forming the 

Goors only extend between the keelsona, ginlers or —_ 
tudinals, and are attached to them by angle bara, the 
floors are called inte joors. ., when the keet- 

girders, and longitudinals. Encye, Brit., XXXIL 501. 

intercostally (in-tér-kos‘tal-i), adr. In iron 
ship-building, (worked or fitted) in intercostal 
pieces. Marine Revr., Nov. 17, 1808. 

intercotylar (in-tér-kot’i-lir), a. 
between, + NL. cotyle + -ar3.] 
lying between two cotyle; # 
= to the region between the cup-sha 
epressions on the upper end of the tarso- 

metatarsus of a bird which receives the articu- 
lar faces of the tibiotarsus. 

(The tarso-metatarena) of the Grebe may be distin- 
guished from that of the Diver by the larger size of the 
intercotywlar tubercle. 

Proe. Zool. Soc. London, 1800, p. 1041. 

ase * * 

intercrinal (in-tér-kri‘nal), a. [L. inter, be- 
tween, + crinis, hair, +-al1.] Between hairs; 
specifically applied to the material cementing 
or uniting the hairs to form the horns of some 
ruminants. 
Niteche has shown that the aheath [horn of the prong- 

—* 22— oan “% — — * 
Proc. Zook. Soe. London, 100, p. 218. 

Intercrural ganglion, Same as *ganglion 

L. inter, 
anat., 

ifically ap- 

isthmi, 
inte la (in’tér-ka’po-la), m.  [inter- + 
eupola,) Same as *interdome, 

intercurrent, a. 3. Noting a pulse in which 
tuere is an occasional supernumerary beat. 

intercuspidal (in‘t¢r-kus’pi-dal), a, [Is in- 
ter, between, + cvspis (euspid-), point, + -all,) 
Situated between cusps. 

interdeal (in-ter-dél’}, i. [inter- + deall, 
t.) To deal together or reciprocally. 
interdenominational (in‘tér-dé-nom-i-na*- 
shon-al), a. [inter- + denomination + -all,] 
Taking place between religious denomina- 
tions; having the common support of such 
denominations. 
Interdental splint, Seo *eplint. 
interdepend (in‘tér-dé-pend’), v. i, [inter- + 
depend.) To depend upon each other, 

ees from one in 

ped interestuarine 

for his person or estate. See interdiction, 2. 
interdictor (in-térlik’tor), n. In Scots lat, 
one who causes an interdiction, that is, a] 
restraint — & person of weak mind who 
is liable to be imposed upon. 

ve (in*’tir-di-fii‘siv), a. [inter- + 
arene) Mutually diffusive. 

interdiffusivity (in“tér-dif-d-siv’i-ti), n.  [in- 
terdiffusive +-1ty.] The physical constant or 
coeficient which expresses the rate, in cubic 
centimeters per second, at which two fluids 
diffuse into cach other through the unit area 
of a horizontal plane separating them: as, the 
interdiffusivity of COg and Oy is about 6.140 
em 
sec. Poynting and Thomson, Properties of 
Matter, p. 196. * 

it (in-tér-dij’it), a. [infer- + digit.] 
The fold between any two adjacent fingers or 
toes, 

interdiscal (in-tér-dis’kal), a. [inter- + dis- 
cal.) In entom., situated between the discal 
spots on the wing of a lepidopterous insect. 
Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., May, 1903, p. 504. 

interdistichal (in-tér-dis’ti-kal), n.  [L. inter, 
between, + E. distichal.] In the calyx of the 
Crinovidea, one of the plates lying in the inter- 
radial areas between the distichals of the rays. 
Seo *distichal. 
interdome (in’tér-dém), ». [inter- + dome.] 
In & masonry cupola, the space between the 
inner and outer shell; by extension, the space 
between the inner masonry cupola and the 
onter dome-like roof of w: or metal, asin St. 
Paul's Cathedral, London. Also called inter- 
cupola, 

interdorsale (in*tér-dér-si‘lé), n.; pl. interdor- 
salia (-l-). (NI, neut. of interdorsalis, ¢ Li. 
inter, between, + dorsum, back.] One of a 
pair of curtilages on the dorsal side of the noto- 
chord, posterior to the basidlorsalia: commonly 
used in the plural. 

interelectrode (in‘tér-#-lek’tréd), n. [L. inter, 
Leeann e  meciedal A matel cache tet 
— between the terminals of an electrolytic 
ee 

interest, ".—Law of in peychol, Bee wlawl, 
7 interest, the fature Interest one ha⸗ in 
lands now in the possession of another ; aleo the remainder 
of an estate after a lemer estate has been taken ont of it. 

(in-tér-es’td-a-rin), a. [L. in- 
ter, between, + wstnarium, estuary, + -inel,] 
Situated between estuaries. 

interfault (in‘tér-falt), a. In qgeol., situated 
between two faults: applied to the contained 
block of rock. 

interfelted (in-tér-fel’ted), a. [inter- + fel 
+ -ed?.] In geol., a descriptive term some- 
times applied to beds or layers of sedimentary 
or metamorphic rocks which are closely in- 
volved with one another. 

interfenestral] (in‘tér-fé-nes‘tral), a. [L. in- 
ter, botween, +/fenestra, window, + -all,) Situ- 
ated or pl between the windows or be- 
tween any two windows: as, an inferfenestral 
panel; the inferfenestral space. 

interfenestration (in-tér-fen-es-tra’shon), v. 
[NL., “interfenestratio(n-), € inter, between, 
+ fenestra, window.) The space between 
two windows; by extension, the treatment 
ofa front so that the windows and the space be- 
tween them shall be artistically proportioned, 

interferant (in-tér-fér’ant), ». [Prop. in- 
terferent; < interfere -ant (-ent).) Tn 
Amer, patent law, a party who goes into in- 
terference. See interference, 4. 

interfere, r. i. 5. In base-hall, to obstruct un- 
fairly a runner when he is endeavoring to reach 
a base; also, so to obstruct a catcher or fielder 
who is endeavoring to handle or throw the 
ball.—6. In foot-ball, to interpose between a 
runner and would-be tacklers in order to assist 
the former. 

interference, ». 6. In hese-ball and foot-ball, 
the act of interfering. See *interfere, v. i, 5 
and 6,.—Interference comparator. See*comparator, 1. 

terference-tube (in-tér-fér’ens-tab), #. A 
tube of such form as to afford two paths, add- 
justable as to lengta, to a train of acoustic or 
electrical waves, thus producing the phenom- 
enon of interference. 
Through faterferrnce tubes with two branches only 

those vibrations are transmitted which are parallel to the 
Plane of the branches 

G. Quineke, tn Rep. frit, Ass'n, 1991, p, 3 

interferential in’tér-fé-ren’shal), @. [inter- 
ference + -ial.) Of or pertaining to the 
interference of wave-systems, specifically, 
of Hight waves. Interferential methods, methods 
speci ly for the meastirement of small distances, in 
which the phenomena arising from the interference of 
light areemployed. See #interfermmeter and refriectam- 

er, 

interfering-shoe (in-tér-fér’ing-ehd), mo OA 
horseshoe designed to cure or prevent inter- 
ference in a horse; on interference-strap. 
See interference, 3. 

interferometer (in*tér-fé-rom’‘o-tér), n. [Irreg. 
Cinterfer(ence) + Gr. wétpov, measure.| An 
instrument for the measurement of lengths by 
means of the — resulting from the 
interference of two rays of light. The derelop- 
ment of the Interferometer is chiefly due to Michelson, 
bat the instrument in ite modern form ie based apon 
an extension of the principle used by Jamin in 
refractometer, The Jamin was designed 
for the measurement of the Indexes of refraction of trans- 

Ar pamieg tndouk a given thickness of the cubstinoe 
* —X by — tert 

1 
Pun the axis of the instrument; the second, BB, can be 
turned about a vertical axis and {ts distance 

ray which penetrates the second 
from the silvered surface at the 

That of 
(D) is shown in the 

now the 
position 

horizontal diffrac: willappear, Ifa —*— 
L of any refracting — —— in the path of one 
of the mys between AA and tard 
—* transmission through it will wee & shifting 

the diffraction-fringes from which index * refrac- 

eter,—Michelson’s 
ferometer, The principle of thig instrument, which is 
even various forms tear 
the use to whieh it is —— 

covered with a thin film of ’ 
silver, the density of which is 4 
such that approximately half E 
the light is reflected to the Fig. 
plate bh while the remainder is 
transmitted through the plate Bto C. C and D are 
heavily coated with silver on the front face, forming two 
Plane mirrors adjasted so a8 to return the light falling 
upon them on the same path, The returning my from 
© is in part reflected toward E and the returning my 
from B is in transinitted abotur the sume path, An 
observer at when the instrument is in adjustment, 
sees no system of bands or fringes dae to the interference 
of these two rays. The plate I, which should bens —— 4 
aa peasible identical in thickness and optical quality wi 
A. la used to compensate for Ue difference in the path of 
the two mys when the distances of C ant Tb from A are 
equal, To an observer at E. rays tarned fron the plate 
D and transmitted by A will beseen to interfere with the 
rays from € reflected by A, provided the distance tra- 
verso by the light in traveling from A to D and back is 
very nearly equal that from A te © and back. Any 
relative change in these distances, comparable in amount 
ton wave-length of tight, will ace a shifting of the 
interference-fringes in Use of view, and it is by the 



interferometer 
observation of this shift, by means of a micrometer eye- 
Riese not shown in the dingram, that measurements of 
Istance by means of the interfermmeter are made, The 

extraordinary delicacy of this method, which enables a 
skilled observer to detect a movement of either of the 
mirrors C or D amounting to the one hundredth of the 
wave-len or about .0OUOKE centimeter, has led to the 
use of the interferometer for refined determinations of 
various physical constants, 

interferric (in-tér-fer’ik), a. [inter- + ferrie.] 
In dynamo-eleetric machinery, lying between 
the polo-piece and the iron of the armature of 
a generator or motor: said of the air-gap of 
such a machine or of any magnetic circuit. 
The whole tnterferric between the iren of the 

pole-pleces and the tron N armature may be treated 
a¢ an alr-space. Eneyce. Brit., XXVIL. p, 560, 

in the gills of bivalve mol- Interfilamentar junction, 
luska, one of the Cereal Nees of Gores which seones. 2 
the gill-flaments and cause ex 
longitudinal striation. 

interfilar (in-tér-fi'lir), a. i 
+ jilum, thread, + -ar3, n ¢ytol., situated 
or occurring between fibrils or fibrillw: as, the 
interfilar substance of the cytoplasm of a cell. 
Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1894, ser. B, 

the appearance of 

inter, between, 

inte (in‘tér-flanj), m. [inter- + flange.) 
The distance between the two flanges of a bob- 
bin measured parallel to the axis. 

interflow (in‘tér-f16), n. [inter- + flow.] The 
flowing of seas or rivers into each other or 
between boundaries, as between islands, 

interfluence (in-tér’flj-ens), ». [L. interflucre, 
flow hetween, + -ence.] A flowing into each 
other, as rivers; the state of being intertluent. 

interfluve (in‘tér-fliév), n. [L. inter, between, 
+ fluvius, river.] In phys. geog.,an upland or 
group of hills between two neighboring valleys. 

interfluvial (in-tér-flé’vi-al), a. (L. inter, be- 
tween, + flueius, river, + -al!.] 1, Situated 
between rivers, 
Ad itof the fooded rivers during a stage of abundant 

foe melting, with considerable redistribution over the 
ier rvial upland arenas by winds. 

Set. Amer, Sup, Feb. 14, 1908, p. 22070. 

2, See the extract. 
Accordingly, when referring to non-glactated regions I 

shall ase the terns “ Savial” and “ tnfer-duvial” anit their 
derivatives aa the designations of the contrasted climatic 
epochs ordinarily known as “glacial” and “tterglacial ~ 
tn Europe and America. 

Bull. Amer. Geog. Soe,, Nov,, 1004, p. 072, 

interfoliar (in-tér-fé'li-lir), a. [L. inter, be- 
tween, * folinm, leaf, -ar8,.) 1, Situated 
between or among the leaves,—2, Same as in- 
terlamellar. Eneye, Brit., XXX. 798. 

interfurrow (in-tér-fur’d), a, [inter- + fur- 
row.) The open furrow between two ridges; 
a water-furrow or dead-furrow. 
The form of the old Tiger, and the situation of the in- 

ter-furrows, are preserv: Loudon. Encyc. Agt., p. £27, 

Interfusion disk. See *:isk, 
intergenerant (in-tér-jen’e-rant),a. [L. inter, 
between, + generans (-ant-), ppr. of generare, 
generate.) Intergenerating; interbreeding. 

intergenerant, or in nerat is om 
ot individuals * situated anid so 2* that they Seely 
cross with each other, 

J.T. Guliek, in Trans Linnean Soc. London, Zool., 
[1S88, p. 200, 

intergenerating (in-tir-jen’e-ri-ting), a. In- Foe 
terbreeding; intergenerant. 
intergeneration — shan) n, [ine 
ter- — The interbreeding or eross- 
ing of the individuals that compose an inter- 
generant group. 

intergenetic (in-tér-jé-net"ik), a. [inter- + 
enetic.| Generated or introduced during the 

individual life-history, or the ontogeny of thf 
individual, or during that of ancestors, [Rare.] 

Reeurring to an earlier suggestion we may note that all 
three of these conceptions are ‘tafergenetic,’ or ‘ontopliy- 
itl — former teria being the one which I prefer, and 

= J. M. Baldwin, Development and Evolution, P. 11. 

intergential (in-tér-jen’shial), a. [L. fater, 
between, + gens (qent-), tribe, nation, + -ial. 
Existing between tribes or nations; interna- 
tional. 

Interglacial climate, epoch, See *eclimate, 
®opoch, 

interglacialism (in-tér-glf’shinl-izm), x. [in- 
terglacial + -ism.) The belief that the glacial 
period was made up of glacial and interglacial 
epochs. 

interglacialist (in-tér-gla‘shial-ist), rn. 
terglacial + -ist.] One who believes in inter- 
glacialism, 
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intergluteal Cin’ ter-glp-t8" al), a. . 
between, * glateus + ee — . 
the on or nates, Buck, Med. Handbook, 
I. 4 

inter h (in’tér-glif}, v. [L., inter, between, 
+ arelyph ( acutting, vine The space be- 
tween any two grooves or incisions; esnecially, 
in a triglyph, one of the two spaces separating 
* three * 4 c 

tergradient (in-tér-gri‘di-ent), a, linter- 
+ gradient,] In the hase a evolution, said 
of forms or species that grade or vary into each 
other, or of grades between two given forms, 
We have the evilence of fntergradient forme from very 

wide differences to very aimall ones, 
The Independent, Jan. 26, 1800, p 250. 

if (in-tér-graf’ting), u. [fater- + 
grafang.| The practice of ing, as be- 
tween two given forms or species: usually 
employed with the idea of reciprocal grafting 
between the two, 

inte ular (in-tér-gran’d-liir), a. 
+ granule + -ar3,] In neurol., lying or situ- 
ated between the granule-cells of the brain. 
intergrow (in-tér-gré’), v. #.; pret. intergrew, 
pp. intergroicn, ppr, intergrowing. [inter- + 
grow.) To grow together. 

n. Specifically —2. In erystal., 
intererystallization; the intimate union of 
two mineral species, often in parallel position, 
produced by simultaneous crystallization; 
also, one of the —— Involved in a 
composite wth of this character.—Graphic 
intetgrowie Same as graphic wtexture. J 

intergular (in-tér-gi‘lir), a. and a. [inter- + 
gular.) I, a, Lying between or just back of the 
gular shields of turtles. 

With the exception of one species, which lacks horny 
shields on the shell, the whole of Khese tortoises ary char- 
acterized by the presence of an fret Jar shield, between 
the two on the front of the plastron. 

A. Lardetter, New Nat. Hist., V. 

TI, ». 1. In herpet., a median, unpaired, 
horny plate covering the anterior end of the 
plastron in some of the Plewrodira or side- 
necked turtles,—2. In ichth., a bony plate lying 
just back of the chin, between the rami of 
the ew as in the fresh-water dog-fish, Amia, 

inter: n,—Aggregated interhemal. Same as 
tehypural. Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p. Sen 

interhemispheral (in-tér-hem-i-sfé’ral), a. [in- 
ter- + hemisphere + -a.) Same as *nterhemi- 
spheric. Buck, a Handbook, II, 187.—1n- 

interhemispheric (in - 
Ree weulcns. 
ter- hem -i-sfer ik), a. 

[inter- + hemisphere + -ic.] Situated between 
two hemispheres; specifleally, between the 
two cerebral hemispheres, Buck, Med. Hand- 
book, IL 256. 

St. Something done in an inter- 

This child of fancy that Armado high! 
For faterim to our studies shall relate 

In high-born words the worth of many a knight 
From tawny Spain lost in the world’s debate. 

Shak, LLL, i. 2 

interimistic, ¢. 2. Provisional; occurring in 
the interim: as, an fnferimistic truce. 

interinsular (in-tér-in’sa-lir), @. [L. inter, 
between, + insula, island.) Occurring or ex- 
isting between islands. 

onic (in‘tér-i-on’ik), a. [inter- + ion + 
-ic.] Acting between ions. , 

The deviations between the two values are, however, in 
mostcases easily explainable by a consideration of the ta- 
terfunie forves, Which probably exert nn effect even at di- 
lutions at which the intermolecular forces are negligible, 
and, further, of the complex fom whieh are so often 
formed in solution, Nature, Nov, 19, 1k, p. oh 

interisland (in-tér-i'land), a. [inter- + island!.] 
Between islands; belonging in common to 
several islands, 

She [the “Relief"] was finally abandoned for hospital pur · 
wes ard turned over to the Quartermasters Department 

ie use as an tnterdsland transport in the Philippines, 
Buck, Med, Handbook IV. Tam. 

interjaculatory (in-tér-jak‘i-li-to-ri), a. Of 
the nature of an inserted ejaculation: as, infer- 
jaewatory comments, 

interjectionalize (in-tér-jek’shon-al-iz), vc. t+ 
pret. and pp. interjectionalized, pyr. interjec- 
tionalizing. ‘To turn into an interjection. 

interjectorily (in-tér-jck‘t-ri-li), ade. Inter- 
jeetionally. 
interjectory (in-tér-jek’teri), @, [hiterjert + 
-ory.| Of the nature of an interjection in either 
sense; interjectionary. 

{in- interjointal (in-tér-join’tal), @, linter · + joint *siqnaling. 
+ -all.] In geol., hetween joints; oceurring 
between joint-planes of rocks, 

two jugal points of the skull. 
interjugalar (in-tér36‘gi-lir), a. 

i 

[inter- im 

interlocutive 

inter, interjugal (in-tér-ji‘gal), a. [inter- + jugat.] 
Incranom., relating to or situated between the 

i [inter- + 
jugular.) In anat., dividing the jugular for- 
amen. 
interkathode, ». See *intercathode. 
interlabial (in-tér-la‘bi-al), a. [L. inter, be- 
tween, + labium, lip, + -all.] Situated be- 
tween the two lips, or labia, or any two lip-like 
parts, Buck, Med, Handhook, IV. 321. 

interlacustrine (in‘tér-li-kus‘trin), «. [L. 
inter, between, + lacus, lake (see lacustrine).) 
Situated between two lakes. 
The great inferlacustrine platenn. = 

Geog. Jour, R. G. &), XV, 179, 

interlamellation a n, 
{L. inter, between, + lamella, lamella, + 
-ation.) The placing of one lamella or layer 
between others, or the state of being 0 placed, 
terlaminated, a. 2. In geol., interstratified, 
Igneous rocks everywhere inferiaminated with lime- 

stone. Geog. Jour. (R. G. &). XILL 3%. 

interlatitudinal (in-tér-lat-i-ti’di-nal), a. [L. 
infer, between, + latitude (-din-), latitude, + 
-all,) Lying between designated parallels of 
latitude. 

interleav, v. ¢. 
lence, 

interleaved (in-tér-lévd’), p. a, Having 
leaves placed within; specifically, in geol., 
interstratified in very thin layers or folia, 
interligamentary (in’tér-lig-a-men’ta-ri), a. 
Same as *interligamentous, 
interligamentous (in‘tér-lig-a-men‘tus), a. 
Situated between or among the ligaments, 

interlineally (in-tér-lin‘é-al-i), adr. By inter. 
lineation, 
interlineate (in-tér-lin’é-dt), vr. ¢.; pret. and 
pp. interlineated, ppr. interlineating. [ML 
interlineare (pp. -atus): see interiinel,] To 

A simplified spelling of inter- 

write or print between the lines of; insert 
om ines; write or print in alternate 
nes. 

inter (in-tér-ling’gwal), a. Relating 
to two or more languages: as, interlingual 
alphabet ; interlingual geographical data. 

interlobar (in-tér-lo"biir), a. —3— + lobe + 
— Situated between two lobes, as of the 
ung. 

interlobate (in-tér-lo’bit), a. [inter- + lobe 
+ -ate!. ne Lg ed form is interlobar.] 
Situated between lobes; specifically, in geol., 
lying between adjacent glacial lobes, as 
deposits. 

These at length united in ome general ice sheet. but 
when they retired they assumed again their lobate forms 
outlined by moraines, and finally allowed an uncovered 
interlevate area of the high lands abowt the region of 
the Upper Mississippi. — Sevence, March 20, 1901, p G90 

Interlol moraine, See enormine, 
inter] (in-tér-l6’kal), a. fl. inter, be- 
tween, + locus, place, + -all.] Situated 
between, belonging to, or connecting several 
places. 

interlocally (in-tér-16’kal-ij, adv. In an inter- 
local position; by way of connecting places or 
localities. : 

interlocate (in-tér-l6’kat), v. 4; pret. and pp. 
interlocated, ppr. interlocating. —[inter- + 
locate,] To place or locate between (other 
things). 

interlock, ve. I. intrans. 2. In geng., to be 
involved together: specifically applied to the 
headwaters of two different drainage systems 
which dovetail together yet flow in opposite 
courses. 

II. trans. 2, To cross-lock or lock in eom- 
bination; lock so that unlocking can be 
effected only under certain conditions, oF 
after certain other motions have previously 
been made, 

interlocker (in-tér-lok’ér), », Any mechani- 
eal, electric, or pneumatic device for locking 
the levers of a railroad switching or signaling 
system ; any device for controlling mechanism 
designed to perform only one movement at a 
lime to the exclusion of all other movements. 
The most simple are catches, locks, or other mechanical 
—— designed te prevent the movement of any and 
all other levers except the one in actual use. 

interlocking (in-tér-lok’ing), ». The act of 
locking together or in combination, as in @ 
railway-switch and signnl system. See inter 
locking system of signals, under interlock, and 

interlocutive (iv-tér-lok’i-tiv), a. Relating 
to interlocution; interlocutory. 



interlocutor 

interlocutor, ". 3. In negro minstrelsy, the 
middleman. See middleman, 4. 

interlude (in’tér-lid), ¢.; pret. and pe. inter- 
luded, ppr. interluding, t trans, To insert 
between, as an interlude, 

TI. intrans. To act as an interlude; come 
between other things, 
Some — — discourse. 

oted in Southey, Doctor, interchapter xiv, 

interlunation (in‘tér-li-na’shon), ».  [inter- 
+ lunation.) In astron., the period between 
the old an 
blank or dark interval, 
intermammary (in-tér-mam’‘a-ri), a [L. 
inter, between, + mamma, breast, + -ary.] 
Situated between the mammm or breasts. 
Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 78. 
intermammillary (in-tér-mam‘i-la-ri), a. 
Same as *intermammary. ' 
intermandibular (in‘tér-man-dib’-lir), a. 
[inter- + — Lying between the 
mandibles or rami of the under jaw, 

intermargina] (in-tér-miir’ji-nal), a. [inter- 
+ margmal.) Situated between the margins. 
Longer spines with intermarginal plates, ish and 

Watish color and larger-sized ind. tale are he: Charachers 
asually distinctive of A. erinaceus. 

Science, Jan. 10, 1008, p, 61. 

intermarine (in"tér-ma-rén’), «. [iater- + 
marine.) Situated between seas; carried on 
between seas or on the sea. 
The contention has been raised that lune power sta- 

tions producing electric waves will therefore play havoc 
with Hertzian wave telegraphy on a smaller seale, auch as 
the ship to shore and dufermariae communication. 

Pop. Sci. Mo., Nov., 106, p. fi 

intermaxilline (in-tér-mak’si-lin), n. [inter- 
+ mazilla + -ine!.] The premaxilla ne, 
the anterior of the two large bones which form 
the upper jaw in fishes, It usually bears 
teeth in the Acanthopteri, Starks, Synonymy 
of the Fish Skeleton, p. 516. 

intermedial, «. IT. ». A fissure in the parle 
tal lobe of the brain, Amer. Anthropologist, 
Ovct.—Dee., 1903, p. 626, 
intermediary. I. «.— Intermediary body. Same 
as ®amboceptor, 

It. ». 2. Same as nerve of Wrisberg (b) 
(which see, under nerve). 

intermediate, a. 2. In musical notation, of 
sharps or flats, accidental; not in the sigua- 
ture. Intermediate moraine, yield. Ser #moraine, 

intermedia (in-tér-mé‘di-a-t-ri), a. Per- 
taining to or of the nature of an intermediator. 
intermental (in-tér-men‘tal), a. [L. inter, be- 
tween, + mens (ment-), mind, -all,) Be- 
tween mind and mind. See the extract. 
Suppose that you communicate your ideas to me b: 

mesa of Here an event in your mind ts ft 
Jowed by an event in mine, and the relation ls obviously 
causal. On such interonental cousal relations all haman 
intercourse depends. 

C. A. Strong, Why the Mind haa a Body, p. 242. 

intermetallic (in-tér-me-tal’ik), a. Interme- 
diate as regards two metals; i of 
the nature of two metals; formed by the 
combination of two metals. Rep. Brit, Assn 
Advancement of Sei,, 1900, p. 131, 

intermittence-tone (in-tér-mit’ens-tén), nm. 
See *fonel, 

intermittent, ».— An tent, an 
intermittent malarial fever in which the paroxysins ap- 
pear at an earlier hour in each recarring period. 

intermodification (in-tér-modi-fi-ki‘shon), n. 
Reciprocal modification. 
From the balance of intermoddification between the two. 

De Quincey, Logic of Polit. Econ., p. 140 

intermont (in-tér-mont’), a. II inter, be- 
tween, + mons (mont-), mountain.] Same as 
intermontane. 
The third, introduced by an uplift of leas amount, a 

relatively brief epixole up to today, inasmuch as it has 
permitted only the erosion of narrow valleye in the floor 
of the weak-prock suferimont peneptains, 

W. M. Davia, in Science, March & 1901, p. SO, 

intermorainic (in’tér-mé-ri‘nik), a. [inter- 
+ moraine + -ie.) ituated or existing 
between moraines; pertaining to the region 
between two moraines, or to the time inter- 
vening between the formation of successive 
moraines, J. Geikie, The Great Teo Age, 
p. 593. 

intermountain (in-tér-moun’tan), a. Situated 
between mountains; intermontane, 

He has undertaken the stady of the anthropology of 
the Indian races in this (afermenuntein region, 

Seiener, Jane 12, 1900, p, 962, 

X. F. D. 
the new moon} figuratively, a intern, 
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intermuscular, «. II. n. One of the ray-like 
epipleural bones in fishes that are attached to 
the ribs or justabovethem. Starks, 
of the Fish Skeleton, p. 525. 

intermutant (in-tér-mu‘tant), nm. (CL. inter-, be- 
tween, + mutans (mutant-), ppr. of mutare, 
change.) In math., a permutant having the 
blanks of each set in one column. Cayley 

intermutule (in-tér-mii’ tal), n. 
inle.| In elassicalarch., the space between two 
mutules, as on the under side of a cornice. 

v. t, 3, Specifically, to confine (a shi 
of a belligerent) in a neutral port into whieh it 
may put: aduty ofthe neutral power, under the 
provisions of international law, in time of war. 

At Woosang are now anchored seven Russian colllera, 
Lad will doubtless be interned. N. F. Times, June 7, 

internal, a. 6, To be taken internally, as a 
medicine.—7, Applied to a student who hag 
studied in a college of an examining university, 
as opposed to an external student, or one who 
has studied in a college not belonging to that 
institution.— armor, a backing for main or 
on armor, or fortransverse bulkheads which extend 
from side to side and inclose the battery, 
tguinet a raking fire These balkheads 
Water-line ln agg — pertof —* — —2 
contact, speech. —2 apecch.— Total 
ternal reflection. Sve refraction, 1. 

internalist (in-tér’nal-ist), n. [fnternal + -ist.] 
Same as *internist, 

tion (in-tér’nal-i-zd’shon), m. 1. 
Theact of internalizing; the fact or condition 
of being internalized or made subjective and in- 
dependent of outside objects.—2, That which 
is — ‘nglla) 4 

(in-tér’nal-Iz), 0. t. t. an . 
internalized, ppr. internalizing. To. make = 
ternal; invest with subjectivity or with in- 
wardness ; bring into the perception of the 
world of thought, 

internseal, a, IL," One ofa pees of dermal 
shields which form part of the head-covering 
of some reptiles, lying between the nasals or 
nasal shields. Proe, Zool, Soc. London, 1903, 

< interne, an in- 
. 128, 

mieraat {an-ter-nii’), n. fF 
*internate.| The tern, The E, form would 

office filled by an intern. 
Four years later, he obtainod the internat, in which 

eapacity he spent four years more in the hospitals of 
Paria, after which he was graduated doctor médic. 

Nature, Jane 4, 1000, p, 105, 

internat. An abbreviation of international, 
International Bureau of the American Republics. 

See *code.—In- 
ter fT Salar ommoieston, ternational Polar Bee Reomuniseiont, 

Internationalism, ». 2. [/. c.] Specifically, 
the principle of forcing a somewhat disorgan- 
ized or weak country to submit to the com- 
bined control or protection of several stronger 
nations. 
The investment proved most remunerative, and hel 

very materially to save the country from bankraptey and 
tnternationaliem, The danger of being again subjected 
to the evils of an international administration was very 

im J 
would be appolt Eneye. Brit, XXVIL 706. 

internationalist, ». 3. An upholder of inter- 
nationalism, in either sense. 
ternationality (in-tér-nash-o-nal’i-ti), om. 

The character or — of being international 
or of being imbued with international senti- 
ment. 
internationalization (in-tér-nash‘on-al-i-za’- 
shon), r. “The act of internationalizing. See 
*internationalism, 2, - 

ce. t. 2, To bring or force 
(a weak country or territory) under the con- 
trol or protection of several stronger nations. 
See *internationaliam, 2. 

internervular (in-tér-nér’vi-lir), a. [inter- 
+ nercule + -tr3,) In entom., situated between 
the nervules or wing-veins: said of the macu- 
lation of a lepidopter’s wing. Proc. Zool. Soc. 
Loudon, 1807, p. 13. 

internidal (in-tér-nid‘’al), a. [L inter, be- 
tween, + widus, nest, + -all.) Between differ- 
ent nests: as, the relationships of a symbiotic 
character between different colonies of insects, 
such as ants or termites oceupying different 
nests. : 

internist (in-tér’nist), m. [L. internus, inter- 
nal, + -ist.] One who treats systemic diseases 
or those of the internal organs not amenable 
to operative measures; a physician, as dis- 
tinguished from a surgeon. 

x 

interpermeate 
Ophthalmologists of high repate and many futerniste 

(‘general physicians ) of experience und autharity, 
Science, April 24, 1004, p. Cin. 

Synonymy jntornobasal (in-tér-nd-ba’sal), a. [lL inter- 
nus, internal, + basis, bave, + -al1.] In entom,, 
pertaining to the hind border of the wing next 
the body, in Lepidoptera. Also prorimocaudal, 
Proc. Zool, Soc, London, 1898, p. 428, 

[inter- + mu- internodal. I a. 3. Lying between (and 
usually alternate with) the nodal joints: ap- 
plied to joints or segments comprising the 
column of the Crinoidea (those ing no 
lateral appendages or cirri). 

Il. ». An internodal joint, 
The contracted portion ode, n. (9 In zed, : 

of Che shaft of a feather between the alight ewellings where 
the barbs are given off, (d@) In acouatica, the loop or part 

— Internode of of a vibrating between two nodes. e 
Ranvier, the ion of a nerve-tiber between two nodes 
of Ranvier (which see, under nee). 

internodular (in-tér-nod’i-liir), a. [inter- + 
nodule + -ar3.] Situated between two nodules. 
Buck, Med. Handbook, I. 605, 

internuclear, a. 2. Situated between the nu- 
clear layers of the retina. 
internunciatory (in-tér-nun ‘gi-&-té-ri), a. 
Same as internuncial. 

internuptial (in-tér-nup’shal), v. 1. Relatin 
to intermarringe.—2. Relating to the prio’ 
elapsing between two marriages of the same 

Trson, 
Interocular distance, See *distance. 
interopercular, a. IL. », Same as interoper- 
eulum, Starks, Synonymy of the Fish Skcle- 
ton, p. 515. 

Interorbital vacuity. See *racwity. 
interosculate, r. i. 2. In biol., to form acon- 
nection between two _— or varieties by 
intermediate forme.—3, In aneat,, to form a 
communication between different structures, 
such as blood-vessels, 

veins, Seo *artery, In 
*rein, 

interossicular (in-tér-o-sik’@-liir), ¢.  Interos- 
seous.-—- Interossicoular ent, See #ligament. 

tine (in-tér-pal’a-tin), @. and #, [fn- interpala i 
ter- + palatine?.) I, a. Lying between the 
ag cone as, the interpalatine vacuity, found 

the skulls of many birds.—interpalatine 
spine, See #epine, 

IL. ». In ornéth., the antero-internal angle 
of the | ease where it rests against the 
sphenoid rostrum. 
terpalmar (in-tér-pal’miir), a. and n. [infer- 
+ palmar.) I, a. Nien in the interradial 
areas between the palmars of the rays (in the 
ealyx of the Crinoidea), See palmar. 

n. An interpalmar plate. 
interpalpebral (in-tér-pal’pe-bral), @. [L. 
lear Simeon; + palpebra, eyelid, + —* 
Situated between the eyelids. Buck, Med, 
Handbook, I. 80, 
interpan In mura! deco- el] (in-tér-pan’el), . 

See *inter- ration, a space between pancls. 
paneling. 

eling (in-tér-pan‘el-ing), n.  Inter- 
panels collectively; ornamentation between 
panels, in mural decoration, 

Nate aty J ———— oe res 
Lady Dilke, French iturennd Decoration of XVITIth 

(Cent, p17, 

Interparietal shield, See *shield, 
inte liamentary (in-tér-piir-li-men’ta-ri), 
a, Existing between or mutually pertaining 
to parliaments of various nations, or legisla- 
tive bodies in general. 

interp: in-tér-par-ok-siz'tmal), a. 
[inter- + pel <0) Oceurring ‘sl the 
interval between successive paroxysms, 

Interpeduncular ganglion. Sume as *gen- 
glion asthoni, 
interpellant (in-tér-pel’ant), m, Hl interpet- 
lant, ppr. of interpeller: see interpel,| In Conti- 
nental politics, a member of a legislative 
assembly who interpellates or demands an 
explanation from the government, 

interpellator (in‘tér-pe-la’tor), 4. 
Finterpellant, 

interpenetrant (in-tér-pen’é-trant), a. 
ter- + penctrant.] Interpenetrating. 
Lewis, Crystallography, p. 463. 

in eate —— — r. t. pret. 
and pp. futerpermeated, ppr. interpermeating. 
To pass into or through reciprocally; pervade; 
penetrate reciprovally. 

Same as 

[in 
Wed 



interpetiolary 
tiolary (in-tér-pet’i-d-l4-ri), a. Same as 

interpetiolar. 
interpllastecing (in-tér-pi-las’tér-ing), n. In- 
terpilasters collectivel J ~ 

interplait (in-tér-plat’, t. t. To braid or plait 
together, as locks of hair; braid or plait with 
something else, as locks of hair with ribbon; 
intertwine. 

interplical (in-tér-pli’kal), a. [L. inter, be- 
tween,+ plica, fold, + -all,] Situated between 
folds or plications: as, the inferplical spaces 
in the gills of lamellibranchs, Philos. Trans, 
Roy. Soc. (London), 1903, ser, B, p. 161. 

interplicate (in-tér-pli’kat), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. 
interplicated, ppr. interpllecting. To fold to- 
gether; fold up between. Cofgrave. 

interpolative (in-tér’p)-lé-tiv), a. Of the na- 
ture of or producing interpolation. 

interpolator, ». 2. In elect., a form of relay for 
the antomatie transmission to a submarine 
eable of signals received through another such 
cable. 

interpolypal (in-tér-pol’i-pal), a. [inter- + 
polyp + -a2,) Situated between polyps: as, an 
interpolypal surface, Philos. Trans. . Soc, 
(London), 1896, ser, B, p. 105. 

interporiferous in*tér-pd-rif’e-rus), a, [in- 
ter- + poriferous, Lying between poriferous 
areas: applied to the imperforate —— in 
the test of some echinoida or sea-urehins. 

0. t. 3. In chess, to ge (apiece) be- 
tween the checked king and the ehecking 
piece, 

interposition, ». 4. 
clusion, 2. 

in’ tional ( in-tér-pre-ta’shon-sl), «. 
Pertaining to or of the nature of interpreta- 
tion. 

interpretive (in-tér’pre-tiv), a. 
terpretative. 

interprotoplasmic (in-tér-prd-té-plaz’mik), a. 
inter- + protoplasmic, } tween or connect- 

ing the cytoplasmic pees of adjacent or 
contiguous cells: distinguished from — 
toplasmic, Pop, Sci. Mo., Dec., 1901, p. 175. 
terprotoplastic (in-tér-pro-td-plas’tik), a. 
Same as *interprotoplasmic, 

interprotovertebral ( in-tér-pré-to-vér’ té- 
bral), a. [L, inter, between, + NL. protoverte- 
bra + -alt.] In embryol., Reucg between 
successive protovertebrm, or mesoblastic so- 
mites in the vertebrateembryo, Philos, Trans. 
Roy. Soc. (London), 1895, ser. B, p. 186, 

interpterion (in-térp-té’ri-on), .; "pl. inter- 
_— (-ii). , Cinter, between, + pterion.) 
n anthrop., the space between the two pteria. 

Amer, Anthropologist, Jan—March, 1901, p. 36. 
interpterygial (in-térp-te-riji-al), @, [I.. inter, 
between, + Gr. zrepiryrov, viens naif In em- 
bryol., lying between the regions that give rise 
to the paired limbs in the vertebrate embryo: 
as, the ae myotomes. Pop. Sci. Mo., 
Oct., 1902, p. 
int id * solr a, Lying 

tween ter: nes.— Interpterygoid 
vacuity. —— — * 

interpterygoidal (in terp-ter-i-goi’ dal), a. 
Same as *interpterygoid. 

interpunct (in’tér-pungkt), 2, inter, be- 
tween, + punctum, point.) A mark or point of 
punctuation. Amer, Jour, Philol., XTX. 92. 

ctuate —— oe v.43 pret. 
and pp. interpunctua ppr. tiferpunctuating. 
[inter- + punctuate.] To put points between 
(words); punctuate. 

interquarter (in-tér-kwir’tér), n. The space 
between two quarters; specifically, the space 
between one stud (quarter) in a partition, or 
the like, and the next. 
interradiate (in-tér-ra‘di-at), v. i, [infer-+ ra- 
diate.] To radiate into each other: as, an in- 
terradiating connection and dependence of the 
parts, X. E. D. 

interradiation (in’tér-ri-di-A’shon), n. The 
state of interradiating; the interpenetrating 
with rays of light. 

interradium (iu-tér-ra‘di-um), n.; pl. ieferra- 
dia (-). [NL. inter, between, + radius, ray.) 
1. That portion of the disk of an ophinran or 
brittle-star which lies between adjoining arms, 
—2, The space between the radial plates in 
the calyx of acrinoid. Also called tnterray. 

interray (in‘tér-ra), n. Same as *interradinm. 
interregional (in-tér-ré’jon-al) a. [inter- + 
region * -all,] Situated between different re- 

In mineral,., same as in- 

‘Same as in- 
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ions: as, interreyional zones. J. P. Smith, in 
our. of Geol., I. 695. 

interrognal (in-tér-reg‘nal), a. [interregn(um) 
+ -ail.j Relating to or of the nature of an in- 
terregnum. 

interrenal (in-tér-ré’nal), a. and n. [L.inter, be- 
twoon, + ren, kidney, +-all.) I. a. Situated 
within the kidneys or the renal organ. Natwre, 
Sept. 18, 1902, p. 516. 

n. Que of two long, slender bodies, ly- 
ing in the median line of the ureter, which re- 
place the suprarenals in elasmobranchs. 

interresist (in‘tér-ré-zist’), v. i. [inter- + re- 
sist.) To react mutually, offering resistance 
as the particles of matter do when stress is ap- 
plied which tends to bring them into closer 
proximity than that for which equilibrium 
exists. 

Tn the case of attractive forces we know nothing of their 
modus operand except by the analogy of the collision of 
inter-resating bodios, which makes us believe that some 
thing similar, we know not what, takes place in geri. 
magnetiam, electricity, ete. Bneye. Brit,, XXX, O87, 

interresistance (in’tér-ré-zis’tans),n. Mutual 
impenetrability: as, the inferresistance of the 
*8 rticles of a substance, Encyo. 
Brit., . 667. 

interrog. An abbreviation (a) of in 
(b) of interrogatire; (c) of interrogatively. 

interrogant (in-ter’6-gant), #. An interro- 
gator. tor. 

in tional (in-ter-5-ga’shon-al), a. Of 
the nature of interrogation; interrogative. 

interrupter, *- (a) In elect,, a device for periodically 
making the primary circuit of an indaction- 
coil, —— at interrupter, and that usually oT 

Joyed with small coils, is the Vef Aammer (Pig. 1) 
Tt consists of a small block of pen hs mounted at the 
free end of a vertical metallic strip or spring, d. When 
no current is dowing through the coil the position 

tion; 

fa anich that the —— ont t e Ig = current 
flows through the mary however, core, 4, 
attructs 6 and the contact-points are p he 
attraction between the iron armature, 
censes 28 p00n as contact is broken ; the 

j, HED 
is 

—— — 5 

b, amd the core 
is 

age 

i 

Figere 1, below and carrying a 
crom-arm. To this is 

slighy 
cirentt, eek 

h the coil 
to attract 

ing cireult as it 

Figuee 2. 

Foucnult’s Mereury-imterrupter. 

is again made at ¢, and the interrupter continges to cs 
eiilate with a frequency determined pie prottion of the 
weight, & To prevent the formation of an are and the 
evapormtion of the papi a thick Jayer of spirits of 
turpentine, aloohel, or off fills the apper portions of the 
mercury cups To the modern development of the in. 
duetion-cotl, — *— applied to the production of 
electric waves and of X-rays, numerous other forms of 
juterrupter have been devieed. In one of these, the 

intersegmentally 
, a centrifagal pamp forees a jet of 

a metal thus farnishing a path fur 
mace and broken by the inter- 

vention of a motor-driven tooMied wheel, the speed of 
which determines the frequency, In other forme of rotary 
motor-driven interrupte:s a platinum contact-point is 
Planged inte mercury at each revolution of an eccentric 
movement attached lo the shaft, or a well-insalated com- 
mutator is made to revolve In contact. with brushes under 

In the electrolytic interrupter rd Wehnelt (Fig. 5), 4 
plate, a, and a platinum wire, 6, the latter entirely 

incased in a glass tabe with the exception of one or tee 
millimeters at rep are in an electrolytic cell 
containing dilute salphuric acid. When an electromotive 

a .4om. foree of from 25 to 60 volte is applied, the 
4 direction of the current being such that 

the lead plate is a cathode, the flow of cur- 
rent becomes y¥ intermittent and the 
cell fornia a Very effective interrupter, At 
higher voltages the platinum wire becomes 
surrounded with and 
The frequenc: 
with the wo 
upon the ce of platinum exposed, 
Another form of electrolytic interrupter, 
devised by Caldwell, consists of a cell with 
electrodes of lead between which an insa- 
lating partition with a small o 
mounted. The Sow of current under 

depends upon the size 
Tupters of the vibrating-hammer type, in which the con- 
tact is made and broken in a vacuum, Were teed as early 
aa 1850 by Fh mori, and recent forms have been devised 
by McFarlan Moore, Jn cacwo sparking is eliminated and 
oxidation of the contact-points 
is prevented. The suddenness 
of interruption when nospark is 
present te carry the * mit is 
moreover advantageous in many 
ppd of work with the induction- 
ofl. 

Krille’s Luterrupter. 
tion of the current, the escape of 
the gas, and the reéstablishment of the carrent can be made 
to take — —* very Se — * inter- 

* (a),— terrupter, 
device for breaking an 3224 elreult which bs auto 
matically remade interruption. The bob of a heavy 
pendulum carries below a plate of mica. which, as the 

Ein two otieuest mercery poole, Aiver tre pendaluns hs wo moreury 4, G glum 
Ee eee a erse * mereury,— 

interrupter, an instrument for rec 
movermenta of the larynx. Te consiets of a arnall weight ons 
spring, whose inertia choses an eloctric cirenit when its sa: 
port oth frame is jarred. Seripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 267. 
-- = , an interrupter for induction 
coils in which a vi string is used for periodically 
making and breaking cirenit.— Turbine-interry 
See winterrey, —— — 
are tnavacaum,, deni ‘ehnelt in 

r (). 

interrupter-clock (in-te-rup’tér-klok), m. A 
clockwork provided with attachments whereby 

an electric circuit may 
be interrupted at re- 
curring intervals of 
time. In Bowditch's inter- 
rupter-clock, as made by 

tzar, a metal tongue is 
drawn over a series of pins 
set in a contmot-dink. 
are ten sets of pine; and 
interruptions af the circait 
may be effected, according 
to the position given to the 
tongue, at intervals of 1, 2, 
%, 4, 6, 10, 15, 20, 30, or @ 
seconds. 

interscapular, ». 2. 
In the calyx plates of 
certain Cystoidea, like 
Caryocrinus,one of the 
plates of the third ey- 
ele representing the 
interradials of the 

wing the rinoided, 
Weal toxgee in position epun 

Vnorement t interseendental (in‘- 
res eee S* téer-sen-dent‘al), a. 

. [intorvornstont + -all,j 
, Same as deferscendent. 

4 mercury 
. See 

terreqier check 

Woework ave werely -interscholastic (in- 
th eric circuit arebeought tOr-#ko-las’tik), a. Be- 

tev ofthe fcas, ™* tween schools: as, 
— interscholastic games. 

intersect (in-tér-sekt’), n. [intersect, ©.) In 
geom., ® point of intersection. 

intersegment (in-tér-seg’ment), ».  [infer- + 
segment.) The space or area between two 
segments, as in earthworms, 

Papille with the arrangement just described were only 
foand in one example ; in another, the daterernent bore 
but a single median |genital) papilla. 

Pree, Zool. Soc. Lowdon, 1901, TL 211, 

intersegmentally (in-tér-seg’men-tal-i), ade. 
Between segments, - + 



interseminal 
interseminal (in-tér-sem’i-nal), a. (lL. 5 
between, + semen (semin-), seed, + -all. 
Situated between or among the seeds, as the 
seales in the spadices of fossil eyeads, 

(in-tér-sep’tum), #.; pl. intersepta 
(ta). Same as septam. 

intersertal (in-tér-sér’tal), a. [1., intersertus, 
put between, + -all.] In petrod., & texture in 
igneous rocks produced by the presence of 
numerous small erystalx in spaces between 
tabular or prismatic erystals of feldspar, It 
is oftenest found in basalts. ‘ 
intersesamoid (in-tér-ses’a-moid), a. Lying 
between sesamoid bones. 

interset, v. ¢t. 2, To diversify or adorn (a 
thing) by placing or setting objects about or 
upon it. 

A gentle wilderness intersect with garden-hidden villas 
T. A. Janvier, Christmas Kalends of Provenee, p. 214 

intersexual (in-tér-sek’si-al),a. Existing be- 
tween the sexes; exerted by one sex upon the 
other. 

A subtle bat it infereserue eeu tena 
G, & Hall, Adolescence, L 22% 

intersow (in-tér-s6"),.¢, 1. Tosoworsprinkle 
between other things; intersperse: as, to in- 
tersew tares with the wheat.—2. To plant (a 
field or other ground) with seed, corn. ete., 
seattered at intervals; also figuratively: as, 
the heavens, fatersoren with stars. 

interspace, ". 3. In osteol., one of the inter- 
atices of bone between the Haversian systems. 

interspinal, «. II. ». One of the interhemal 
or —— bones of the fish skeleton. 
Jordan and Evermann, Amer, Food and Game 
Fishes, hea 

Interstate commerce law. See */ai1, 
interstephanic (in‘tér-ste-fan‘ik), a. [inter- 
+ stephan-ion + -ic.) Situated between the 
atephania, 

Frontal — maximum (interstephanic). . ~ 14 
Bur, Amer, Ethnot,, 1805-06, p. 144, 

intorsterility (in: térste-ril’j-ti), u. finter- + 
— « sterility of individuals when 
crossed or interbred; mutuul infertility. U· 
dividials of diferent species usually exhibit intersterility, 
which t& often called the serual bar. Ite existence has 
been held te be og to the opinion that species hare 
originated thro the survival of the fittest, becanse a 
characteristic cannot count in the struggle for existence 
anless it is Gransinitted to descendanta, 

are many curious sheneens connected with the There 
—— of the nective functions which make jn 
it p e ee common intersterili ity of opeciee tean 
acchiental reoul Eneye. Brit., IX. 37a 

Interstitial cell. See *cell. 
interstitium (in-tér-stish’j-um), ».; pl. inter- 
stitia 68 [L.: see inferstice.] In church 
arch., the place where the transept meets the 
nave and choir, this space often being covered 
by a tower or cupola; the cross. 

interstratified,«. 2. Noting volcanic surface- 
tlows which become interbedded between sed- 
iments, being thus younger than those below, 
and older than those above. Geitie, Text-book 
of Geol., p. 719. 
interstream (in’tér-strém), a. [inter- + 
stream.) Lying between two streams. 

interstriation (in’tér-stri-i’shon), n. A long 
narrow ridge between two narrow grooves or 
strim. [Rare.] 

Tta delicate ridgea or interstriations. 
Dana, Geology, p. TO. 

intersu V6 (in-tér-sub-jek’tiv), a. Exist- 
ing or obtaining between different individual 
minds; used only in the phrase intersubjective 
intercourse. See the quotation. 
Two formes of experience have emerged in the course 

our previous disenssion ; the expertence of a given 
vidual, and Ex: at ae the result of int ee ine 
fercouree, J. Word, Naturalism and Agnosticism, IL, 102, 

intersu (in-tér-si-pér-silL-d-ri), a. 
[inter- + ——— 
on the median line between the supereiliary 

Situated between systems (of stars). 

ridges. 
intersystematical (in-tér-sis a)» 

e 
*solitary, 12. Sir MHerachel. 

intertemporal (in-tér-tem’pé-ral), a. Situated 
between the temporal fosse.— Intertemporal 
width. See werdth. 

intertillage (in-tér-til’aj), ».  [inter- + til- 
lige.) In agri., tillage or cultivation between 
plants (as coru and potatoes), in contrast to 
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tongue.) To fit into each other, as do the pro- 
oe and grooves in tonguing and groov- 
ng in carpenters’ work, 
An intricate series of intertonguing areas. 

Amer, Jour, Set, Feb, 1904, p. 157. 

intertonic (in-tér-ton‘ik), a. [inter- + tone! + 
-i¢.] Occurring between two tones or stresses: Ly 
as, the first i in fes*timo’nial, mer*ito’ rious ; 
the second o in monotone, etc. 
intertrabecula (in'tér-tra-bek’i-ld), ».; pl. 
intertrabecula (-1é). agen L. inter, between, 
+ NL. tratecula.] anat., a cartilaginous 
rad lying between the trabeculm in the em- 
bryonie skull: present also in the skull of tho 
lamprey, where it is in two portions, termed 
ans meta the anterior and posterior intertra- 

eula. 
intertransversal (in ’tér-trans-vér’sal), a. 
(inter- + transverse + -all,] Situated between 
the transverse processes of the vertebrm; 
noting the intertransversalia musele. See in- 
—— — 
tertra (in*tér-trap’é-an), a. [inter- 
+ trapee -e-am.) In yon ed —— —— 
Pre of tra? ; gl t nm 

rtrig (in-tér-tri’glif), a. [inter- + tri- 
glyph.) x Doric frieze, the space between 
any two triglyphs. Also called metope, which 
term, however, is now used chiefly for the 
block of marble, sometimes sculptured, which 
is used to fill that space, 
tertrinitarian (in-tér-trin-i-ta’ri-an), a. [in- 

ter- + trinit-y +-arian,) Existing or occurring 
between the persons of the Trinity. 

intertrude (in-tér-trad’), c. 4; pret. and pp. 
intertruded, ppr. intertruding. (LL. in Mu 
dere, thrust between, ¢ L. infer, between, + 
trudere, thrust,] To thrust (something) forci- 
bly between, X. ELD. 

intertuberal (in-tér-ta’be-ral), a. II. inter, 
between, + tuber, knob, + -all,) Situated or 
lying between tubcrosities.—Intertuberal di- 

See wdiemeter. 

intertubercular (in-tér-ti-bér’k@-liir), a. [L. 
inter, between, + teberculum, tubercle, + 
-ar3, | Situated or occurring between tuber- 
eles. Lancet, March 16, 1901, p. 760. 

ement (in-tér-twin’ment), ». The 
state or action of intertwining; an intertwined 
enlacement or network, 

intertwist (in-tér-twist’), n. An intertwisted 
mass; the act of intertwisting or tangling. 

(in-tér-ung’gi-liir), a. (L. inter, 
between, + wagula, hoof, + -ar3,)} Situated 
or growing between the hoofs: as, the inter- 
ungular glands of sheep. 

te (in-tér-ung’gi-lat), a. Errone- 
ous form for *interun, r. 

interurban (in-tér-¢r’ban), a. [L. inter, be- 
tween, + urbs, city, + -au.) Existing between 
cities; connecting cities or towns; running 
or plying between two or more cities or towns: 
as, an inferurban railway. 

Tn the United States the original city lines hare been 
« into the saburba, and interurban lines have 
been bullt, so that there are continuous electric Lines of 
several hundred miles inh The taterurban aur · 
view has developed electric railways. 

Encye. Brit., XXVIII a 

interureteric (in‘tér-i-ré-ter‘ik), a. [infer- 
+ ureter + -ic,) Situated between the ureters. 
Buck, Med, Handbook, L. 784. 

in (in-tér-vaj’i-nal), a, 
between, + vagina, sheath, + -all. 

he inter, 

between two adjacent sheaths, 
Lying 

= interval. See *car- 
dioarterial.— In of Sturm, in optics, the distance 
between the two principal meridians of the maximum 
and minimam curvatures of a refracting surface. Also 
callod focal tnterval,— interval, an in- 
terglacial ch ov pevied which followed the Kanaan tee 
—— g period. J. Geikie, The Great Ice 
Age, p 7. 

in any sense. 
inter-valve (in‘tér-rvaly), a. In steam-engines, 
not ing the spnee which is between the throttle- 
and slide-valves, 

intervalvular (in-tér-val’vi-liir), a. Lying be- 
tween valves. 

intervascular (in-tér-vas’ki-lir), a. [L. inter, 
between, + vasculum, vessel, + -ar3.] Lying 
between blood-vessels or other vascular 
structures, 

intrabiontic 
interventional (in-tér-ven'shon-al), a. [inter: 
tention + -clt.) Of the value of or character- 
ized by intervention. 

interventive (in-tér-ven‘tiv),a. [intervent(ion) 
+ -ice.] Pertaining to, characterized by, or 
tending to intervention. 
terventral (in-tér-ven’tral), m. [LIL. ater, 

between, + center (rentr-), belly, + -al) (see 
ventral),] One of a pair of cartilages on the 
ventral side of the notochord whose develop- 
ment forms the intercentrum or hypocentram : 
commonly used in the plural, 

Interventricular furrow, See */urrow, 
Intervertebral ring. See *ring!. 
intervertebrally (in-tér-vér‘té-bral-i), adv. Tn 
an intervertebral manner; between vertebra. 

intervesicular (in-tér-ve-sik’ i-lir), . F 
inter, between, + vesieula, vesicle, + rs.] 
Situated between little cavities or vesicles; 
specifically, in geol., noting the walls of the 
cavities of a pumiceous roe 

intervisibility (in-tér-viz-i-bil’i-ti), ». The 
possibility or fact of being intervisible or mu- 
tually visible, 

intervocal (in-tér-vé‘kal), a. Same as inter- 
toecalic, 

intervolute (in‘tér-v6-lit’), ». In erch., in an 
Tonic or composite capital, the space between 
the volutes or serolls, 

interzonal (in-t¢r-z6'nal), a. . infer, be- 
tween, + sena, zone, + -all,) ing or lying 
between zones,—Interzonal fibers, See */iler!. 

in a. and», <A simplified spelling of 
infestine. 

intestinal, 2. 4. Domestic: same as intestine, 
a., 3. (Rare.J 

“T is the sword of Castraccio, O King,-— 
In that strife of intestinal hate, 

Very famous!" 
Mrs, ining, Sword of Castruccto Castracant, st, 5, 

Intestinal croup, sinus. See ®eroup!, weinus 

intestino-vesical (in-tes‘ti-nd-ves’i-kl), a. 
Relating to the intestine and the bladder. 

intimal (in‘ti-mgl), a. [intima + -al!.} Re- 
lating to the intima or lining membrane of a 
blood-vessel. Buck, Med. Handbook, IT. 98, 

intimidative (in-tim’i-dli-tiv), a. [intimidate 
+-ive.] Having power to intimidate: as, an 
_— lative policy. Giddings, Prin, of Sociol., 
p. 112. 

intimity (in-tim’j-ti), m. [F. intimité, < intime, 
L intimus, intimate: see intinie.] 14. Inti- 
mate association; intimacy.—2. Intimate 
quality; inward or inner nature; close seclu- 
sion or privacy. 

in-toe (in’t6), a. Same as *hallux ralgus. 
in-toed (in’téd), a, [in] + toe +-ed?.] Hav- 
ing the toes turned in or inward, 

intoxication, ".—Acid intoxication. Same as 
Wacidoria 

intoxicative (in-tok’si-ka-tiv), a. [intoxicate 
+ -ire.] Causing intoxication; specifically, 
poisonous. 

intr, An abbreviation of intransitive. 
(in’trii-as’i-nus), a. [L. intra, 

within, + NL. acinus + -cus.] Situated within 
an acinus, in any sense, 

intra-appendicular (in’trii-ap-en~-dik’t-lir) 
a. tL tno, within, — dim. o! 
appendix, + ad Situated or occurring 
within the appendix vermiformis, 

Finkelstein has suggested the possibility of the pro- 
duction of a divertioulam from increased intra: ie. 
wler pressare following ocelasion of the mouth of the 
a dix and consequent collection of secretion. 

. H, Piseker, in Jour. Exper. Med, Jan. 15, 1001, p. 347. 

intra-arachnoid (in‘trii-a-rak’noid), a. Situ- 
ated within, or pertaining to the interior of, 
the arachnoid membrane. 

intra-articular (in‘trii-ir-tik’i-lir), a. [L. in- 
In anthrop., located intervallic,a. 2, Pertaining to an interval tra, within, + articulus, a joint, + -art.)  Situ- 

ated or occurring within a joint. 
intra-atomic (in‘trii-a-tom’ik), a, [intra- + 
atom * -ic.) Situated or acting within an 
atom. Nature, June 16, 14, p. 151. 

intra-aural (in‘trii-A’ral), a. [L. intra, within, 
+ avris, ear, + -all,] Situated or occurring 
inside of the ear. 

intra-auricular (in‘trii-&-rik‘i-liir), a. 5 
intra, within, + NL. auricula, auricle, + -ars.] 
Situated within an auricle, specifically within 

tillage of the entire surface when no growing intervein (in-tér-vin’), r,t. [infers + vein.] one of the auricles of the heart. 
crop ison it. L. M. Bailey. 
intertongue (in-tér-tung’), v. i.; pret. and pp. 
intertongued, ppr. intertonguing. [inter- + 

To interseet with or as with veins, 
interveniency (in-tér-vé’nien-si), wv. 
intervenience, 

Same as 
intrabiontic (in‘trii-bi-on‘tik), a. [L. intra, 
within, # Gr. dine, life, + dv (4yr-), neut. of 
i», being.) Of or pertaining to that which 
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exists or takes place within an organism. ated within the stomach. Atheneum, Sept. 
Weismann (trans. }, Germ-plasm, p. 107.—Intra- 26, 1903, p. 419. 
biontic selection, See *eelection. intragl. (in-trii-gla‘shial), a. [fatra- + 
intrabred (in-trii-bred’), a. [intra-+ bred).) glacia/.) Situateu or occurring within the 
Bred within the limits of the pure stock or mass of a glacier; englacial: as, intraglacial 
race or tribe. drift. Dana, Manual of Geol, p. 958, 
The “ t” mce ia for me the one which has been intraglandular (in-tri-glan‘du-liir), a, [L. 

isolated, tutrabred, and selected for the longest period, fatra, within, + NL. glandala, gland, + -ar3,] 
Biometrika, Nov,, 1S, p. 511. Situated or occurring within a gland, 

intrabronchial (in-trii-brong’ki-al), a. [L. ia- intraglobular (in-trii-glob’ii-litr), a. [LL. intra, 
tra, within, + bronchia + -all.] Situated or within, + globulus, globule, + -ar3,] Within 
occurring within the bronehial tubes. Jowr, a globule, specifically within a blood-cor- 
Exper. Med., Oct, 25, 1000, p, 182. pusele, 

intracanalicular (intra - kan --lik’a-litr , 4, intraligamentary (in’trii-lig-a-men’ta-ri), a. 
(L. ietra, within, + canalicuteus, a little chan- [L. iatra, within, + lgaementum, ligament, + 
nel, + -ar®,) Situated or occurring within a -ery.)] Situated within a ligar.ent, specifically 
eanaliculus, * broad ligament = the — a 

Intracanalicul: wth is to be noted i alingual (in-tri-ling’gwal), a. [L. ivtra, 
eons of the dacts, compres “within, + Hugua, tongue, + -ail.) -Bituated 

Jour. Med. Research, Dec., 1907, p. 6. within the tissues of the tongue. 
intracanonical (iu*tri-ka-non‘i-kal), a. [iv- intralocular (in-trii-lok’i-liir), a. [L, intra, 
tra- + canon + -ic + -al!.] Ofor pertainingto within, + NL. locwlex + -ar3.) Situated 
that which is contained within the canon of within the loeuli (ehambers or cellular spaces) 
Holy Scripture. 

inteacarpal (in-trii-kiir’pal), «. [L. intra, 
within, + NL. carpus,+ -all,] Situated within intra 
the tarsus, or among the bones of the wrist 
in man. nek, Med. Handbook, L 553. 

Intracellular pangenesis. See *pangenesis. 
intrachordal (in-trii-kér’dgl), a. [intra + 
chord(a)+ -a0,] Occurring or situated within 
the chorda, or notochord of the vertebrate em- 
bryo, Philos, Trans. Roy, Soe, (London), 1896, 
ser. B, p. 10, 

intracelial (in-trii-sé’li-al), a, [L. étra 
within, + Gr. «ola, belly, + -all.] Situated 
or oceurring within any body-eavity or a ven- 
tricle of the brain. 

intracolic (in-trii-kol’ik), a. [L. intra, within, 
+ Gr. ndtow, colon, + -ic.] Situated or occur- 
ring within the colon. 

intraco (in’trit-ko-1é’ji-at), a, ([L, fa- 
tra, within, + E. collegiate.] Taking place or 
occurring within a college or university: op- 
posed to intercollegiate: as, intracollegiate 
sports, New York Evening Post, Dec. 22, 1905, 
tracorporeal nate tog al 5 a. [L. 
intra, within, corpus (corpor-), body, + 
-¢-all,) Situated within the 
anatomical structure called corpus. 
intracorpuscular (in‘trij-kér-pus’k@-liir), a. 
[L. satra, within, + corpusextum, corpuscle, + 
-ar3,] Situated or occurring within a corpuscle, 
especially a blood-eorpuscle, : 

intracutaneous (in*tri-ki-ta’né-us), a. . 
intra, within, * cutis, skin: see cutaneous.) Ly- 
ing within the substance or between the layers 
of the skin. 

intrad (in‘trad), adr, [(L, intra, within + -ad3,) intranarial (in-tri-na’ri-al), a. 

of any structure. 
(in-trii-mam‘p-ri), a. [L. in- 

tra, within, + mamma, breast, + -ary. 
uated within the breast. 

intramatrical, a. (6) Noting that part of s 
fungus or parasitic growth which lies within 
the host plant. See *ertramatrical. 

The connection of the ascus-layer thus formed with the 
inframatrical mycelium can be scen even when the ascl 
are mature. 
De Bary (trans.), Compar, Morphol. and Biol. of Fungi, 

ip. 265, 

intramental (in-trii-men‘tal), «. [L. intra, 
within, + mens (ment-), mind, + -~«l!.) Exist 
ing within the mind: opposed to *extramental. 

The tatre-mentel and the extra-mental objects are not 
dierent in kind as the Cartesiang suppesed, bat mther, 
as Aristotle and the echolastics maintained, they differ 
only in position and in relational context. 

our. Philos, Peychol. and Sci. Methods, May, A 

lntramesetterial (in*tri-mez-on-té’ri-al), a. 
[intra- * mesent + -alt,] In ecelente- 
rates, situated within a mesentery or inclosed 
between the two mesenteries of a pair.—Intra- 
mesenterial space, in coelenterates, as the sea-anemones 
and corals, an etidocele Also called intraseptal epace, 

+ moraine + -ic.] Situated within, or re- 
lating to the area within, the curve of a 
lobate moraine. Geikie, Textbook of Geol, 
(4th ed.), p. 1942. 
tramyocardial (in*trii-mi-j-kiir’di-al), a. 
L, intra, within, * Gr. gic, muscle, + xepdia, 
eart, + -af],) Situated within the muscular 
—_ of the heart. Buel, Med. Handbook, II. 

(1. intra, be- 

intrapolar 

intransitable (in-tran’sit-a-bl), a. [in-3 + 
transit +-able.] Not possible for transit; im- 
passable. 

In infransifaWe gorges of the const hey ty Thentaina, 
Geog. Jour. (RG. &), X. t4, 

intransitive, a. 1, In gram.: (b) Noting the 
case which expresses the subject of the intran- 
sitive verb or the object of the transitive 
verb, (c) In Exkimo qram., noting the thing 
possessed. Also called objective. Barnum, In- 
nuit Language, p. 12. : 

intransitivity (in-tran-«i-tiv’i-ti), m.  [intran- 
sitive + -ity.) The quality of being intransi- 
tive, in any SON8C, Apecifically, in moth. and legie - 

y or characteristic of being not ve, 
ly transitive; that characteristic of a 

relation by which A's having it to B, and H's having it te C 
do not together always imply that A has itto¢. (6) The 
qualit or characteristic of being necessarily intransitive; 

at characteristic of a relation by which A's having it to 
B, and Bes having it to © tog always exclade Aw 
having it to C, 

The treatise proper extends over 39 pages, the successive 
headings being as follows: ... Abelian groups, groups af 
order a power of a prime, Sylow's theorem and its exten- 
sions, Hanlltonian groupe, transitivity, datransitiedty. 

Science, June f, 100%, p. 904 

(in-trans-pér’en-si), . — [in- 
—— -cy.] Opacity ; also, an opaque 

¥. 

Centrally placed intraneperencies, which cover the 
papil. lie Eneye. Brit., XXXL 570. 

intransparent (in-trans-piir’ent), a. [in-3 + 
fransparent.] Opaque; not transparent. 
a ——— 1 anon (clentricial * 52* in al 

ways fate ren remains so, except in very you 
chil ' pee te it gradually, to a great extent, Tuan 
up. Bneye, Brit,, XXX, 570. 

Intranuclear cycle or stage, the lifecycle which ts 
passed through ft sey ic incr onranisn in the mu 
cleus of one of the cells of its host: opposed to ®eytopdas- 
mie cycle or stage. 

intra-oral (in-trii-6’ral), a. 9 intra, within, 
+ os (or-), mouth, + -af.] Situated or occur- 
ring within the cavity of the mouth, 
Intra-orbital sulcus. See *euleus, 
intra-osteal (in-trii-os’té-al), a. Same as ir- 
tra-oxseous, 

in (in-tri-O'vi-lir), @. Situated 
within the egg or ovum, mpare *ertra- 
ovular, 

yor withinany intramorainic (in’trii-mé-ri‘nik), a. [intra- intraparenchymatous (inf por-ong-kimn's- 
tus), a. [intra- + parenchyma(t-) ~ous,) 
Situated within the parenchyma of an organ. 
Buck, Med. Handbook, I1. 109. 

intraparochial (in‘trii-pi-rd’ki-gl), d. [L. ir- 
tra, within, + ML. ——— parish, ren} 
Oceurring or existing within a parish. 

intre partum (in‘tré plir’tum). [L.] Durin 
ehildbirth, * — . 

intrapericardiac (artes por-1-Kike’di-ak), a, 
Same ag *infrapericardial, 

In a direction toward the interior of the body. tween, + nares, nostrils, + -ial,.] Within the intrapericardial (in ‘ trii-per-i-kiir’di-al), a. 
intradermic (in-trit-dér’mik), a. [L. intra, 
within, + Gr, dépya, skin, + -ic.] Same as 
*intracutancows, 
intraduodenal (in‘trié-di-é-dé’nal), a, 
intra, within, + duodenum + -all.] Situated 
oroceurring within the cavity of the duodenum, 
intradural (in-trii-di‘ral), a. [L. intra, within, 
+NL. dura +-all.] Lying between the layers 
of the dura mater. 

intra-ecclesiastical (in‘trii-c-klé-zi-as‘ti-kal), 
a. [(L. infra, within, + ecclesia, church: see 
ecclesiastical,| Of or pertaining to that which 
occurs or exists within the chureh. 

intra-epiphyseal (in‘tri-ep-i-fiz’é-al), a. [L. 
intra, within, + har ange + -e-all.] Situated 
or occurring within the si a noting re- 
section performed through the epearss of a 
long bone: opposed to extra-epi 
tion, in which the division is m 
shaft of the bone. 

intrafetation (in*trii-fé-ta’shon), ». [L. intra, 
within, *᷑ fefus + a The development 
of a fetus or part of » fetus within another 
fetus. Also called fetal inclusion and fortus 
in forte, 

intrafilamentar (in‘trd-fil-a-men’tir),@. [in- 
tra- + filament +-ar3.) Situated within a fila- 
ment : as, the intrafilamentar septum in the gill- 
filaments of some mollusks. Philos. Trans. 
Roy. Soe. (London), 1806, ser. B, p. 166, 

intrafissural (in-tri-fish’fr-al), @. [iatra-+ 
Jissure + -afl,] Situated within a fissure, as 
of the brain, Baek, Med. Handbook, II, 189, 

intragastric (in-trii-gas’trik), a. IL. intra, 
within, + Gr. yaorgp, stomach, * -ic.) Sitn- 

veal rexec- 
e through the 

. intranatal (in-trii-na’tal), a. 

nostrils: usually with some qualifying phrase 
to indicate whether the anterior openings or 
the posterior nares are meant, 

{l. intra, with- 
in, 4 natas, born, + -a.) Occurring during 

Ante-natal, intra-natal, or neonatal conditions. 
Eneye. Hrit., XXXL 304. 

intraneous (in-tra’né-ns),a. [LL intranens, ¢ 
intra, within: see intra-, Compare extraneous. ] 
Existing within; internal; inner. 

intraneural (in-trii-nii’ral), a. - intra, with- 
in, + Gr. sipow, nerve, + -ef.] Situated or 
occurring within the substance of a nerve, 
Buek, Med, Handbook, II, 110, 

intranidal (in-trii-nid’a)), a. [L. intra, with- 
in, + niedus, nest, +-al!.) 1, In neurol., being 
within a nidus or aggregate of nerve-cells: as, 
infranidal fibers.—2, In coél., being or oeeur- 
ring within a nest or colony of insects: op- 
posed to *infernidat, 

intrans, An abbreviation of the Latin in tran- 
situ, in course of transit, 

intransigeance (at-tron-sé-zhons’), nm. 28 
see *infransigency.] 1. Same as *intransi- 
qeacy.—2, Intransigentism, especially in art, 
Seo *intransigeant. 

intransigeant (af-trof-sé-chon’), », [F.: see 
intransigent,] An intransigentist; specifically, 
a Parisian name for an ultra-independent 
among artists, 

intransigency (in-tran’si-jen-si), ». In politics, 
the quality of absolute irreconcilableness; 
dogged hostility; obstinate refusal to make 
compromise, 

L, intra, within, + NI. pericardium + -alt.} 
Situated within the pericardium. Suck, Med. 
Handbook, I. 406, 

intraperineal (in‘ tri-per-i-né’al), a. 
intra, within, + —— + n.] site: 
ted within the tissues of the perineum. 

intraperiosteal (in‘trii-per-i-os’té-al), a. Sitn- 
ated or occurring within or beneath the perios- 
teurm, 
- These weapons with an tnereasing of intre- 
periosteal growth reached a lange sine tn width and length 
and remained permanent stracturea, 

Proce. Zool. Soc. Londen, 1902, p, 218. 

intraperitoneally (in -tri-per’i-t6-né‘al-i), 
adv. Within the —— eavity. "Med. 
Record, March 28, 1903, p. 495. 

intra {in-trit-pi‘al), a. [L. intra, within, 
+ pia (mater) + -all,] Situated or occurring 
within the meshes of the pia mater. 

intraplacental (in‘trii-pla-sen’tal), a. [L. ir- 
tra, within, + —— + -all,) sifiated 
within the substance of the placenta, 

intrapleural (in-tri-pli‘ral), a. [L. intra, 
within, + pleura + -all,) Situated within the 
pleural cavity. 

intraplical shag, ig kal), a, [I intra, 
within, + plicg, a fold, + -al2.] Lying within 
a fold or plication; interlamellar. 

Ciliated discs are situated on the sides of long «purs ot 
—— from the interlamellar (intraplical) odge of the 

Philos, Trans, Roy, Soe, (London), 1008, ser. B, p 210. 

intrapolar (in-trii-pé‘lir), a. In elect., lying 
between the poles : said of the region between 
the terminals of an electrolytic cell or be- 
tween the poles of a magnet. 



intrapontine 

intrapontine (in -trii-pon‘tin), a. [IL intra, 
within, + pos (pont-), bridge, + -inel.]  Sit- 
uated within or passing through the pons Va- 
rolii. Philos. Trans. Roy. Soc. (London), 1894, 
ser. B, p. 765, 

intraprecuneal (in’tri-pré-kii'né-al), » A 
fissure in the precuneal region of the human 
brain anterior to the cuneus. Amer. Anthro- 
pologist, Oct.-Dee., 1903, p. 623, 
intraprostatic (in‘trii-pros-tat‘ik), a. [intra- 
+ prostate + -ic.) Situated or occurring within 
the prostate gland. 
trapulmonary the respiration of the 
poluunate Arechneds, where there is no respiratory 
motion of the body-wall. 

intrapyretic (in'tri-pi-ret’ik), a. [I.. intra, 
within, + Gr, sruperdg, fever, + -ic,] Occarring 
during the continuance of fever. 

intraracial (in-trit-ra‘sial), @. Occurring 
within arace. Compare with interracial, 
The interrucial correlation of the mean numbers of sta- 

mens and pistils is very much greater than the mean fmtra- 
rocéal correlation between stamens and pistila, being to 
the latter nearly in the ratio of 12 to 7. 

Biometrika, Feb, 1000, p, 152, 

intrarectal (in-tri-rek‘tal), a. (L. intra, 
within, + reelwm + -all,] Situated within the 
rectum, 

intrarachidian (in‘trii-ra-kid’i-an), a. [intra- 
+ rachis (ruchid-) + -ian.) Situated within 
the spinal canal. 

intrascrotal (in-trii-skro’tal), a. [L. intra, 
within, + scrotum + -ail.] Situated within 
the serotum. 

intraselection (in’tril-sé-lek’shon), ». [intra- 
+ selection.) In biol., a hypothetical struggle 
for existence between the constituent elements 
of an organ or organism, with the survival of 
those fittest for the organ or organism under 
the conditions in which it is placed. 
Weismann’s “Jatra-selection" also involves struggle, 

in an obscure way. 
J. M. Baldwin, Development and Evolution, p. 218 

intraseminal (in-tri-sem‘i-nal), a. [L. intra, 
within, + semen (semin-), seed, + -all.] Lying 
within a seed; also, admixed with the spermatic 
fluid. Natvre, April 3, 1902, p. 519.— mtra- 

the entire series of changes 

ovale into a mature seed. 

intraseptal (in-tri-sep’tal), a. [intra- + septum 
+ -all.) Situated within a septum: as, the 
intraseptal space between a pair of mesenter- 
jes in Anthozea.—Intraseptal space. Same as 
wintramesenterial space 

intraserous (in-tri-sé’rus), a. [infra- + serum 
+ -ows,) Occurring within the serum of the 
blooii. 

intraspecific (in‘trii-spé-sif’ik), a, . intra, 
within, + EB, ie} — to characters 
or processes which have to do with the internal 
organization of species. Thus evolution is an 
intraspecific phenomenon and heterism is in- 
traspecific diversification. Cook and Swingle, 

intrasporal (in-trii-sp’ral), @. Taking place 
within the spores. 

intrastitial (in-trii-stish’s]), a. Situated or 
ocenrring within the cells or fibers of an organ: 
opposed to inferstitial, 

intrastriate (in-tri-stri’at), a. A term used 
by G, Elliot Smith to emphasize the distinctive 
relations of the various occipital anlei of the 
human and ape brain to the cortieal area 
which contains the stria Gennari, 

seminal 
anidergone by the embryo in the transformation of an an organ.—Intrinsic pressure, strain, variation. —V 

intrastromal (in-trii-stro’mal), a. [L. intra, 
within, + NL. stroma + -all.] Lying within 
the stroma of any organ or other part. 

intrasynovial (in‘trii-si-nd‘vi-al), a. . in 
fra, within, + NL. oria & -all.] Lying 
within the synovial cavity of a joint. 

intratellural (in’trii-te-li’ral), a. Same as 
intratelluric, 

intratesticular (in*tri-tes-tik’i-lir), a. Sit- 
uated or occurring within the testicle. 

intratrabecular (in‘trii-tri-bek'@-liir), a. [L. 
irfra, within, + trabeculae + -ar3,] Being with- 
in the trabeculw or supporting tlasue: as, an 
intratrabecular network of blood-vessels, 

intratracheal (in-tri-tri’ké-al), a, (L. mtra, 
within, + trachea + -al).] Situated or oceur- 
ring within the trachea, 

intratubal (in-tri-tii’bal), a. [L. ivfra, within, 
+ tubus + -af!.) Being within a tube: usu- 
ally noting the Fallopian or Eustachian tube. 
intratubular (in-trji-ti’bé-lir), a, [iatra- + 
tubule + -ar3.) Being within a tubule, espe- 
cially within the renal tubules, 
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intratympanic (in‘tri-tim-pan‘ik), a. [Iu in- 
tra, within, + tyar 
occurring within the tympanic cavity or drum 
of the ear. ° 

At this moment... the infra. and extrn- nie 
Pressures are equalized. Buck, Med. Handbook, t ein 

intra-urethral (in’trii-i-ré‘thral), @. [L. in- 
fra, within, + urethra + -all.) Situated within 
— rt a) 

vaginal (in-trii-vaj‘i-nal), a. [L. iatre, 
«within, + vagina + -all.)” Situated within 
the vagina. 
intravertebral (in-tri-vér’té-bral), a. [L. in- 
tra, within, + vertebra + -af1.] Situated or 
occurring within a vertebra; intraspinal, 
intravertebrally (in-tril-vér’té-bral-i), adv, 
Within the body, or centrum, of a vertebra. 

This infrarertebrally situated cartilage has been erro- 
neously described as chordal cartilage, 

H. Gadow, Amphibia and Reptiles, p. 12. 

intravital (in-trii-vi‘te!), @. [L. intra, within, 
+ vita, life, +-a0,) Occurring during life. 

intra vitam 38 vi‘tam). [L. During life. 
— Intra-vitam the staining of times during 
the life of the onranism, In comtradistinetion to staining: 
of the isolated parts after death, Such staining is mare 
commonly spoken of as olfal etaining. 

in-tree (in’tré), », [Burm. eng or in + tree.) 
Same as eng. 

intrench, vr. ‘4. 5. To incise; eut down or 
deepen the valley of (a stream), 

If uplift permite a matare or old meandering river to 
entrench itself beneath ite former flood plain, its new 
valley will be ly curved, instend of irregularly 
crooked, aa in ite mt poate. 

W, M. Davis, Elem, Phys. Geow., p. 25% 

Int. Rev. An abbreviation of Internal Revenue. 
n, ID, a. Intriguing; plotting; 

mancuvering, 
intrine (in-trin’), v. t.; pret. and P. intrined, 
ppr. vitrining. [in-? + trine3.] To unite ina 
group ofthree. [Rare,) 

That living Light which so proceeds from ite Lacent 
Source that It is not disamited from It, nor from the Love 
which with them is intrined, through Its own bounty col- 
lecta Its radiance. 

CB. Norton, tr, of Thante, Parwdiae, xili. 84. Ty) 

c,a. 5, In pethol,, pertaming to the 
internal parts or to the structures proper of 

Bee *preaeure, ete, 
intro, An abbreviation of introduction, 
intro-active (in-tro-ak’tiv), a, [intro- + ao- 
tive.] Acting within or upon itself; loosely, 
reciprocally active. 

introceptive (in-trd-sep’tiv), @, [intro- + 
(rejceptice.] Receiving within itself or its 
own bounds, 
troducer, ®. 2, An instrument for introdu- 

cing an intubation-tube; an intubator. 
introessive (in-tré-es’iv), ». [L. intro, within, 
+ esse, be, + -ire.) In gram,, noting the ease 
which expresses motion ‘into.’ Better called 
illatire. 

introitus (in-trd’i-tus), n. [L.: see éntroit.] 
In anat., the entrance leading into a canal or 
eavity. 

introjection (in-tré-jek’shon), n. intro, 
within, + ~Jectio(n-), throwing.] The act of 
throwing within. 

intromissible (in-trd-mis’i-bl), a, 
missus, pp. of intremittere, intromit, + -ible.] 
That can be intromitted or introduced. 
tromissive (in-tro-mis’iv) a. That can in- 
tromit or let in (light); relating to intromis- 
sion. 

introrsal (in-trér’sal), a. Same as introrse, 
introspectional (jn-tr6-epek'shan-#1), a. Per- 
taining to or of the nature of introspection. 

introsuction (in-tré-suk’shon), mn. [intro- + 
suction] A sucking inward. 

introsuscept (in’tré-su-sept’),¢. andi. [L. 
intro, within, + suscipere (pp, susorptus), take 
in.}] Same as *intwssuscept, . 

introtraction (in-trd-trak’shon), n. [intro- + 
traction.) The process or act of drawing in- 
ward, 

introverse (in-tré-vérs’), a. [L. introcersus 
(intro + versus, turned inward: see introvert. 
Introverted. 

introvision (in-tro-vizh’on), #. — + ti- 
sion.) Introspection; inward viston, 
introvolution (in*tré-v6-la’snon), ».  [intro- 
+ rolution.] The act of involving, infolding, 
or inwrapping one thing within another; the 
coiling of something around itself. 

intrude, v. ¢.—Intruded sheet, See ꝓchecci. 
intrusive, «. 3. (0) Specifieally, in geol. 
applied to those igneous masses which have 

{L. intro- 

num + -ic.) Situated or 

inutile, a. IT. ». 

invariant 

forced their way between older rocks and 
have never reached the surface: contrasted 
with *extrasire. See intrusive rocks, under in- 
trusive.— Intrusive sheeta, See ®ahert!. 

II, #. In geol., a mass of igneous rock which 
has forced its way between older walls or 
strata, but has never reached the surtace of 
the earth. Intrusives oceur as batholiths, lac- 
eoliths, intruded sheets, and dikes. 

Relieving that arsimilation by m tic action of some 
kind ja responsible for prac 1 ail the chambers ceen- 

ed by those fatreelnes with w be is more or less 
ntimately nweytainted, 

KA, Deity, in Amer. Jour, Sel,, April, 1968, p. 272. 
intubate (in‘ti-bat). vr. 4.3 pret. and pp. én- 
tubated, ppr. tntubating. in-? + tubus, 
tube, + -ate?.] To insert a tube into; spe- 
cifically, perform intubation of the larynx. 
Med. Record, July 25, 1908, p. 129, 

intubator (in‘ti-ba-tor), ». An instrument 
for inserting the tube in the operation of 
intubation. 

intuent (in‘ti-ent),a@. [L. intwens (-ent-), ppr. 
of intueri, contemplate: see intuition.] Know- 
ing by intuition; intuitive. 

intuitionalist, ». 2. Same as intwitionist, 
Hutcheson, Retd .. . Wilson and Hamilton .. . were 

all, more or less distinctively, intnitionalista, 
Contemporary Rev, XI. 20a X. BL OD, 

intussuscept (in’tu-su-sept’), o,f andi, [L. 

intus, within, + susedpere (pp. —— take 
in. Compare *introsuscept.) To take up into 
itself or into something elxe; invaginate. — 

A haunting tendeney of modern conservatiom to make 
mae and ante-mortem life ¢atuseuecept with each 

Amer. Jour. Relig, Paychol. and Education, May, 
(1904, p. 4 

intussusceptum (in*tu-su-sep’tum), n.; pl. in 
tussuscepta (-tii), Le portion of Lowel 
which is contained within the other in intus- 
snaception. 

intussuscipiens fine oo alps am) mn [NL] 
The spo of bowel which contains the 
other in intussusception. 
ula camphor. me as alant camphor 

(which see, under camphor). 
inulaceous (in-i-la’shius), a. Belonging or 

to the plant genus Jnwla, or to the 
tribe Inuleew. 

inulase (in‘i-lis), mn. {inul-in + -aee.] A 
ferment which converts inulin into truit- 
super. 

inulate (in’i-lat), u. [inwlie + -atel.) A 
salt of inulie aeid, 
Inules (i-nii‘lé-é), n. pl. DNL. (Cassini, 1812), 
«Inula + -ew.) A large tribe of composite 
plants typified by the genus Jnula, the elecam- 
pene family, It embraces 166 genera, subdivided into 
subtribes, Besides the elecampane and otber | pel. 

low-flowered piste it includes the cudweeds ar le 
everlasting, which have a very different aspect, 

inulin, ».—Soluble inulin. Same as inuloid. 
inuloid (in’@-loid),n, [Lenl-in + -oid.] OA 
colorless compound, Hy005, differing in 
sroperties from inulin only by its greater solu- 
lity, It is contained in unripe Jerusalem 

artichokes, Also called soluble mulin, 
A useless thing. 

A “what-not,' whose shelves bore a mock orange, a 
Plece of glass in a curious chunk . . . and other tnautiles, 
which kept their place merely because long occupancy 
had given them a permanent right of existence. 

C, D, Stewert, Fugitive Blacksmith, iL 

inv. An abbreviation (a) of invented; (b) of 
inventor; (e) of invoice, 

invaccination (in-vak-si-nf’shon), », [én-2 + 
taceination,) Tnoeulation with some other 
disease during the process of vaccination, 
invaginator (in-vaj’i-nd-tor), ». An instru- 
ment used to introvert the tissues in the radi- 
cal operation for hernia. 
invar (in-viir’), ». fivrar(iable).] The trade- 
name of an alloy of steel and niekel which, 
when made with 36,2 per cent. nickel, has a 
coefficient of expansion for heat which is vir- 
tually zero: hence its name, It was discovered 
by Dr. Guillanme. Sotnetimes called Guilleiwme allow, 
and also Sheree alloy, from Use fact that the investigation 
of ite properties Was made at Sevres 

invariant. I. a. 2. In phys. chem., having 
& Variance equal to zero. The variance (V) of a 
chemical system is expressed by the equathon V = e+2— 
é, where c is the number of independent components and 
¢ is the number of plases in which the system may exist. 

Il. ». 2. An entity compounded of con- 
stituents, some of them subject to change or 
variation, which, despite this change, remains 
itself uncbanged.— Nataral invariant, an fnvari- 
ant coustituted by the very nature of the thing to which 



invariant 
it pertains: thus, the product of an altitude by ite base 
is a natural invariant for the ie; the protest of an triangl 
altitude by the area of its base is a natural invariant for 
the tetrahedra: th. 

invasion, ». 4. In phytogeog., the phenomenon 
of the movement of plants from anarca of one 
eharacterinto one of a different character, and 
theie colonization in the latter, It includes, ac- 
cording to F. E. Clements, the ideas both of migration 
amt of eoosia (Gee *mgration, 5, and eeceais,) The sume 

Gatch ‘Soempicte ———— m K 
First thas asad by Goede, ise * 

inventorize (in-ven‘té-riz), v.; prep. and pp. 
inventorized, ppr. inventorizing. [inventor-y + 
~ize,] I, trans, To inventory; catalogue: as, 
to inventorize the furniture in a house. 

IL, intrans, To make an inventory. 
coat, overcoat, or cape. See 

*eoat?, 

verse. I. a. 3. In logic, with conclusion as 
bypothesis and hypothesis as conelusion. 

If, th the true statement z is y, we simply interchange 
the subjectand predicate, without any restriction, we get 
the fuverve statement y ts 2, which may be false. 

G. B. Haleted, Theoret. Elem, of Goom., p. 4 

Inverse point. See *#porntl, 
II. n. 2, In logie, a proposition made by 

simply interchanging the hypothesis and von- 
clusion of another, without auy restrietion,— 
3. In math., an inverse point, curve, function, 
ratio, proportion, ete,—4, In rowge-et-noir, the 
triangulur space in which bets are placed when 

ring that the first eard dealt for a color 
will not be the same color as the one that 
wins the coup: opposed to *coulewr, Seo 
rouge-cl-noir. 

in n.—Absolute inversion, the substitution of 
jate | for * where | 2 | denotes the abaolute value 
ot «— Cen inverston. See geometrical inversion, 

=z 

der © Mra, — —— te Sime 
to two lnvere 
that if the hy; aes of a group of demonstrated theo- 
tema exhaustively divite universe of discourse into 
contradictories, so that one mast be trae, hough we do 
hot know which, and the conclustons are also oontra- 
dictories, then the inverse of every theorem he! group 

the rale 

perature of the janc- 
nt of the two totale uf whieh 

inversor (in-vér’sor), ». [inverse + -ort.] That 
which transforms into the inverse.—Peaucel- 
lier’s inversor, Peaucellier’s cell. 

in t. t. 3. In chem., to convert (eane- 
sugar) into a mixture of glucose and fructose. 
The operat! hemically considered, ia hydrol 
that la, X of water.” The — — 
by a reversal of the direction of deflection of a ray of 
polarized light by the sugar solution : hence the term. 

4. In music: (a) Of an interval, to trans 
the lower tone an oetave higher, so that it falls 
(usually) above the higher tone. (6) Of a 
melody or theme, to take its intervals in order 
downward instead of upward, thus making a 
new melody, but one whose relation to the 
first is exact andintelligible. (c) Of a chord, 
to arrange its tones in any order in which the 
root is not in the basa, 

Invert. An abbrevistion (a) of Invertebrata ; 
{b) [Le] of invertebrate, 

invertase (in-vér’tas), n. [invert + -ase.] A 
ferment which inverts higher sugars to lower 
forms; specifically, a ferment whieh inverts 
eane-sugur to dextrose and levulose. Invertase 
oocurs in many yeasta and other fungi, in pollen-graina, 
in the beet ie many of tho Manor pints and in 
some of the antinal digestive juices. Also invertin. The 
specific ferment is alao termed eucritee. 

vertebrate determinant. Same oa zeroarial deter. 
minent (which see, Guder determinant) 

converter, See *conrerter, 3. 
invertive (in-vér‘tiv), a. [invert + -we.] Ca- 
pable of producing inversion. 

invertor, . 2. That which turns in: said of 
certain museles, 
For if either the evertor or {nvertor is out of use the 

combined action of these muscles (as contrasted with their 
single action) becomes imponsible. 

Leeneet, July 4, 1900, p. 

invest, v. t.— Investing cartilage. Sam few 
cartilage ped nin Hider cartilage) en 

investigation, ". Unit of investig the m· 
plest form of the subject-matter of a science: a term 
employed chiefly in seciological discussion. 

in tional (in-ves-ti-gai’shon-al), a. [in- 
vestigation + -all,] Pertaining to or of the 
nature of investigation. 

Investigational apparatus of great importance, 
Setence, Sept. 2, 1906, p. S57, 
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investiga’ (in-ves’ti-gi-té-ri), a. [investi- 
gate + -ory.) Of or pertaining to investiga- 
tion; given to investigation. 

invigilate, r. i. 2. To*watch students in an 
examination-room, See *invigilator. [Eng.) 

invigilator (in-vij’i-li-tor), ». One appointed 
to watch students during examination: proc- 
tors, examiners, and others are selected for 
this purpose. [Eng.] 

invigorant (in-vig‘or-ant), ». [invigor + -ant.] 
An invigorating beverage of some kind; a 
tonic. 

invigorative (in-vig’or-i-tiv), a. [invigorate + 
-ive.] Invigorating; imparting vigor. 

invinate (in-vi‘nat), v. as re and pp. inei- 
nated, ppr. incinating. [ML. ineinare, embody 
in wine, ¢ L. in, in, + cinum, wine.) To em- 
body in wine: used in reference to the doe- 
trine of transubstantiation, See *invination, 

invination (in-vi-nd’shon), a. [NL. “*invina- 
tio(n-), < ML. inevinare: see *invinate.] In the 
eucharistic controversy, the doctrine that after 
consecration the blood of Christ is locally 
present or infused in the wine, which remains 
unchanged. 

invincible, a.—Invineible ignorance, See #igno- 
raner. 

II. » 1. One who is invincible. Spe- 
cifically—2, A member of an Irish society, 
organized in 1881, whose avowed object 
was “to remove all tyrants from the coun- 

invirile (in-vir’il), a. [in-3 + virile] Not 
manly; effeminate; not virile. 

Ovid In Pontas, paling for his Rome 
Of men tneirile and disnatured dames, 

Lowell, Cathedral, 1, 292, 

inviscation (in-vis-kai’shon), n. (NL. *invis- 
catio(n-), ¢ L, tnvriscare, catch with bird-lime, 
< in. + visewm, bird-lime.] The act of smear- 
ing or mixing with glutinous matter; specifi- 
eally, the act of mixing the food with the mu- 
eous secretion of the mouth. 

invital (in-vi‘tal), @. [in-3 + vital.) Havin 
no vuality; He life or lifelike ——— 

in vitro (in vi’tré). [L.] Within glass, that 
is, & test-tube: said of chemical reactions, 
bacterial cultures, etc., obtained experimen- 
tally in the test-tube as contrasted with those 
— in vivo, that is, within the living 

y: 

4. E. Durham, in Jour, Exper. Med., Jan, 15, 1901, p. 354, 

in vivo (in vi‘'vd). [L.] Within the living 
body. See *in vitro. 

invocable (in‘vé-ka-bl), a. [NL. *invocabilis, 
L. iavocare, invoke.) That may be invoked 
or called on supplicatingly. 
invocant lh pe oh . 8 invocans (~ant-), 
ppr. of invocere, invoke.) e who calls upon 
or invokes, 
invocative (in-vok’a-tiv), a. [inrocate + -ive.} 
Invocatory; invoking. 

involucrum, ». 3, In pathol, ® wall of new 
osseous tissue inclosing the sequestrum in a 
case of necrosis. 

involute, a. 3. Noting a form of tooth-profile 
used in gearing, traced by a point at the end 
of a tangent as it is unwrapped from a base- 
circle. The base-circle ia the circle at the root of the 
teeth, All involute teeth of the same cireular pitch will 
wark together, They are much used in cases where the 
distance between the centers of the two shafts has to be 
slightly variable. 

involute (in’v6-lit), v.i.; pret. and pp. inro- 
luted, ppr. involuting. [L. involvere (involutus) 
roll up: see inrofre.) To return to a normal 
condition, 

The mvasion of the non-hairy skin by the trichophyton 
fungus, al! varieties of which cause at the beginning of 
infection a circular sealy pink patch that spreads pert- 
pheralty with a pinkish border, and clears ap or invol utes 
the central portion, leaving a faintly yellowish tinge 
in ite wake, thas forming a ring. 

Buck, Med. Handbook, VII. 782. 
involuted, a. 2. Having returned to the nor- 
mal state: noting specifically the uterus after 
pregnancy.—3, Having undergone the retro- 
grade processes peculiar to old age. 

involution, ». 7. () The atrophic or regres- 
sive changes occurring in oldage.—8. In biel., 
the possession by an organism whichis adapted 
to conditions that are simpler than those under 
which its allies live, of an organization that 
is simplerthaun that of its allies, considered as 

iodinated 

evidence of inverse or retrograde evolution. 
Rare.)— lic involution, an involution which 
eer oc pee alte imvotusion, an sivelution which ea 

projective geom,, the bearer af the crosses of coupled tan- 
ite of two conte forming an involution. Invo- 

ution center, in projective ~» the bearer af the joins 
of coupled points of two con forming an involu- 
tion. Involution form. See *form,— Parabolic in- 
Volution, an involution which bas coincident doable 
elementa.— Point involution, in geom., one in which 
the olements are potnts. 

involution-spore (in-v6-li’shon-spor), ». Same 
as restin . 

involutoric (in*vé-li-tor’ik), a. Same as fn- 
voluforial. Involutoric transformation, that given 
by (x — a) /(x~ b)  — fy ahs (yb) 

involv, r.f. A simplified spelling of involve. 
inwrought (in-rit’),p. a. Wrought or worked 
in or into; having something (specifically, 
figures or patterns) worked into it. 

(in-yii li, nyfi‘li),». (S. Afriean 
native name.) A South African antelope, Tra- 

laphus angassi, related to the bushbuck or 
—— antelope. The males are little over three 
feet high at the shoulder, of a bluish gray, with faint 
white markings 

Io. An abbreviation of Jowa, 
Toa (i-6’f),». [NL., ¢ Gr, ioc, an arrow.] A 
genusof fishes known as darters, inhabitin 
the fresh waters of the southeastern Unit 
States. 

jodacetanilide (i’$d-a-set-an‘i-lid), », — [io- 
d(ine) + acetanilide.) A erystalline compound, 
CgH,.1.NH.CgHg0, prepared by the action of 
iodine on acetanilide. Also iodantifebrin, 
iodamide (i-6’da-mid), », A violently explo- 
sive black powder produced by the interaction 
of jodine and aqueous ammonia, The substance 
60 produced, however, Varies in comp<aition and is prob- 
ably in the firat instance nitrogen tei-bodide (N Ty, or rather 
Nola readily changing to compounds containing hydro 
gen, of which the only one for which name todanmide 
should be sed is NHI or NgHglo. 

iodantifebrin (i'6-dan-ti-feb’rin), ». [iod{ine) 
+ antifebrin.) Same as *iodacetanilide. 

iodanti (i*6-dan-ti-pi’rin), ». [iod{ine} 
+ antipyrin.]  Acolorless crvstalline com- 
pound, C),;H);.1.N,0, obtained by the action 
of iodine ehiontd on antipyrin. Also iodopyrin, 

iodated (i'(-da-ted), p. a. [fod(ine) + ~atel + 
~ed?.) In chem., charged with iodine as a con- 
atituent. 

iodation (i-d-da‘shon), n. [iodate? + -ion.] In 
chem., the process of cuusing iodine to be taken 
up as a constituent, as in the production of 
iodo-benzene from benzene. 

te (i'dd-hi-driir’ji-rit), ». In 
chem,, a double salt containing mereurie iodide 
as one component, 

te (i-dd-hi’drit), ». [iodhydr-ic + 
-atel.} In chem., « salt of iodhydrie or hydri- 
odic acid. Same as hydriodate or iodide. 

iodhydric (i-dd-hi‘drik), a. [iod(ine) + hy- 
dr(ogen) + -ic.] Same as hydriodic acid. 
odide, ".— Aliraline iodide, a com d obtained 
* action ‘fl iodine on —— * 

i — Green lodide mercury, mercurous 

en todida, a solid of ht yellow 
—e he @ in cold water, more rect in boiling 
water, Ite — by precipitation serves as a test for 
head or for bodine.—- Mereuric , a substance obtain- 
able in two conditions Which are dimorphous in crystal 
lization, the one red, the other yellow tn color, The bril- 
liant scarlet of the former of these makes Ite production 

solution of mercuric lodide in an aq 
tassium iodide, with the addition of a caustic alkali, forme 
the Neasler solution used to detect and determine minute 
quantities of ammonia, as in the examination of drinking 
water, eee todide, a heavy black powder proxtuced 
by the interaction of fodine and aqueots ammonia It ex 

i 

ides violen by friction of slight heating, being 
resolved into ni and vaper of fodine. It readily 
undergoes change, with re ment of ixdtine by hydre 
gen atoms, and the derivatives so formed are sometinecs 
referred to rather loosely as iodides of nitrogen or fed- 
amides. —~ Palladious todide, a substance oltained as a 
very dark-brown precipitate on addition of 4 solubde iodide 
to the solution of a palladious salt. Its presiuction & 
often used aa a delicate test for jodides, as in mineral 
waters. — umn the product of the 
union of phosphine or — 2 hydregen with 
hydriodic acid (PH, + HI = PHg!), analgpous te ammo 
nium iodide, with phoephorus in 

orn a colorless solid, readily soluble in 
water and easily crystallized in cubes: manufactured, on 
a large scale, for Gee in medicine and photegraphy.— 
Silver todide, ome of the haloid salts of silver extensively 
in use by photographers, forming an liopertant part of 
the sensitive film to be exposed to the netion of light. It 
occurs sparingly in nature as the mre mineral kelyrite. — 
Sulphur todide, the compound Syl, i tased externally in 
medicine to a limited extent. 

iodiferous, a. 2. Containing iodine as a con- 
stituent. 

iodinated (i'd-din-i*ted), a. [iodine + -atel 

+ -ed2.] Charged with iodine, either in ad- 
mixture or chemical combination. 

ace of nitragers,— 



i 

and oils, in which the quantity of jodine taken ae a 
'y itaay 

the latter. 
weondle,— Todine number, the number expressive of the 
quantity of jodine absorbed bya given umount of a partic- 
ular fat or oll, See #iadine aieorption and Hild wpro- 
ceas,—Todine pentoxid, a compound of two utoma of 
iodine and tive of oxygen (1 "ph Also known aa todic 
auhydrid, It ts decom y heat inte fodine and 
ox — Iodine trichlorid, a compound of one atom of 
iodine with three of chlorin. It forms lemon-yellow 

easily decom: heat into chlorin and the 
more stable iodine monoehlortid. — Same 
as dahlia, 3— Iodine water, a solution af lodine in water, 
When mturated at common ———— it only contains 
one part of iodine for about 6,400 parts of water, but has 
a decided brown color. 

iodinize (i’6-din-iz), r, t.; pret. and pp. iodin- 
— iodinizing. fiodine + “on Same 
as iodate or todize, 

iodinophilous (i*°6-di-nof’i-lus), a. [iodine + 
Gr. gtziv, love,] Readily staining withiodine. 
— in sporomoans, as the A 
ida, a vacwole In the sporoplasm comtaining a substance 
which stains reddish brown with jodine and gives some of 
the reactions of glycogen. 

jodiodide (i-6d-i‘o-did), ». In chem., same as 
*iodo-iodide, 

iodipin (i-6’di-pin), ». A yellow, oleaginous 
—— — of iodine ond —— con- toes 
taining either 10 or 25 per cent. of iodine: used 
in syphilis, —— 

iodo⸗. An element in chemical terms, used in 
forming names of addition- and substitution- 
— ey of iodine which are made by add- 
ing iodine solution to other bodies as alkaloids, 
as todocinchonine, iodomorphine, iodostrychnine, 
ete. 

jodochlorid (i*6-d6-kl6’rid), nm. In chem., .a 
eompound in which jodine and chlorin are both 
eombined with the same metal or basic radical: 
aa, mercuric iodochlorid (HgICl). 

iodo-ongsnol | (1"9-d)-0's¢-n0l), n. Same as 

bod 

iodoformism (i’6-d6-firm-izm), n. en 
+ -ism.] A condition induced by the poison- 
ous action of iodoform, 

i -_ a Titat® 2 n. [iod{ ne) + 
galltcin. i amorphous, gra wier 
prepared by the action of biswuth onylodids 
on gallicin. It is an antiseptic. 

fodobemol, iodoh#mol (i’6-d5-hem’ol), n. 
—— hemol.] An iodine compound of 
emol containing 16 per cent. of iodine: used 

in syphilis, scrofula, ete. 
odohydrargyrate (i°6-dé-bi-driir‘ji-rat), n. 
fas gg + hydrargyrate.] In chem., a double 
iodide of mereury and a more electropositive 
metal: as, (KI)o.Hglo, potassium iodohydrargy- i 
rate. 

iodo-iodide (i°6-dé-i'-did), n, joxine) + io- 
dide.} In +» & compound of iodine with a 
basie-radical of which iodine is a constituent. 
iodomercurate (i"6-dd-mér’ka-rit), m, lio⸗ 
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iodophilia (i*6-d9-fil’i-4), n. 
+ -ovhsa, ¢ gedeciv, love.] A pathological con- 
dition in which the leucocytes stain readily in 
a solution: noted in certain cases of sup- 
puration, 

iodophthisis (i-G-dof’thi-sis), n. [fod(ine) + 
—— wusting.] Emaciation ies to the 
action of iodine. 

iodopotassic (i'6-d6-pé-tas’ik), a. [iod(ine) + 
potassium + -ic.) Involving the use of potas- 
sium iodide, as inthe production of a strong 
solution of iodine in water (Lugol's solution), 
by adding potassium iodide, 

fodopyrin (i6-d6-pi’rin), m. [iod(ine) + (anti)- 
pyrin.) A trade-name for iodo-antipyrin, & 
substance used medicinally as an antipyretic 
and resolvent. 

iodoso (i-6-d6’sG), mn. [iod{ine) + -o#e + -0.] 
The univalent radical, 10.— Todos , 

e wi mt by te nctton of aka on phengichloriodondars chlor, 
* 

(16-d6-apér’ min), ». [iod(ine) + 
Gr, orépua, seed, + -in?.] Asubstance formed 
on treating seminal fluid with a modified 
Lugol’s solution (an iodine pre ion). The 
reaction is supposedly due to presence of 
choline, 

[iod(ine) + iodosulphate (i’$-d$-sul‘fit), n. 
sulphate.} An iodine compound or addition- 
product of a sulphate: as, todosulphate of 
quinine, or herapathite. 

iodosulphid (1'-d6-sul’fid), n. [iod(ine) + 
tulphid In chent,, a compound in which io- 
dine and sulphur are both united to the same 
metal or basic radical, Also called sulphiodide. 

Gr. Sepazeca, medical treatment.) © thera- 
peutic use of iodine or the iodides, 

(i*6-dé-thi‘rin), m. [iod(ine) + 

iod(ine) + , 162 Kine) + ory(gen).] 

iodozone (i’6-do-zdn), n. [iod(ine\ + ozone.] 
A name ~ to an imaginary substance as- 
sumed to be a compound of iodine with ozone, 
or an iodine substitution product of ozone. 
iodum (i-6’dum}, n. [NL.: see iodine.) The 
pharmacopoial name for iodine. 
oduret (i-od’i-ret), ». [fod(ine) +-wret.] In 
chem,, same as tedide; a form not now in gen- 
eral use. 

I. O. F. An abbreviation of Independent Order 
of Foresters. 

-ior 
—— he one Volt per centimeter causes the tons of 

en at 18° C, to move at the rate of less than 12 cen- 
| other lone move bese rapidly. 

enon. 

In phys. chem,., the word ion added, as 
a suffix, to the abbreviated name of an atom 
or radical to form a name for the atom or radi- 
eal in the ionie state: thus chlorion means an 
atom of chlorin in the jonie condition; ewpro- 
ion or cupriion, the ion of univalent and of 
bivalent copper. 

Ion. An abbreviation of Jonic. 
ionic? (i-on’ik), a, [ion + -ie.] In phys. chem., 
of or pertaining to an ion or the ions which 
carry an electric current in electrolysis: see 
Arrhenius's theory of electrolytic or ionic *dis- 
sociation, 
The frictional resistance of the liquid to the of 

the fons, the reci of which is ecallod the fonie flusd- 
ity. J. A. Pleming, in Encye. Brit., XXVIIL M4, 
Tonic concentration. See *eonerntration.— Ionic ve- 
locity. See mugration of Wiens, 

Toniciam (-on‘t-sism), n, [Ionic + -iem.) Sume 
as i 

fonium (i-6’ni-um), u. [NL. See *ion, n., 2.) 
an A supposed disintegration-product of actinium 

from the disintegration of which radium, in 
turn, results. See the extract. 

It has been found that uranium minerals contain anew 
radlo-active element, to which the name “ioniwm” haa 
been given, The chemical behavior of dondum in sivailar 
to of theriam, from which it can not be separated by 
the usual reactions characteristic for thorium. Joniwn 
emita an a radiation having a 
and probably also a 8 nuliation. 

of radium in solutions of tondum indicate that it 
= immediate substance from which mdium bs formed. 

of radium and ionéum in minerals ia 
is aesemption. 

toed, in Amer. Jour. Science, Hoy, ym, 
pe 

ble (i’6-ni-za-bl), a. [ionize + -able.} ioniza 
Capable of being ionized: used both of elec- 
trolytes and of gases. 

ionization (i’6-ni-zi’shon), n. [ionize + -ation.] 
In phys, chem.: (a) The electrolytic dissocia- 
tion of an electrolyte by solution or by fusion, 
(b) The process by which a gas is converted 
into a conductor of electricity; the state or 
condition of being ionized. e *electron, 2, 
*electron theory. 
The vary tps tonization of mercury vapour is interest- 

ing, as this is a monatomic gas; the proovss of tonization 
must, involve much finer subdivision than the 
splitting of a molecule into stoma. 

J. J. Thomeon, in Encyc. Brit, XXVIII. 3a, 

Tonization coefficient. See *eorfleient, 
ionize? (i’6-niz), r. t.; pret. and pp. fonized, 
Rer. ionizing. Lion + -ize.] In phys, chem.: (a 

o separate into ions: said of the solvent in 
which an electrolyte is dissolved. 

Sulphuric acid, which in the fairly solutions sed 
by Thomson is only about half dissociat gives a higher 
value for the heat of neutralization, so that heat must be 
evolved when itisfonized, . .. The problem of the camse 
of 2 still remains unsettled, bat towards the ex- 
planation of fonizing power some advance been made, 

Eneye. Brit, XXVITL 15, 

(b) To produce ions in (air or other gas): said 
of Rintgen rays, of cathode and various other 
rays, of the electric field, of a glowing metal, 
and of violet light. 

This equation has been verified in the cnse of a gas ton- 
toed by the Routgen mys by Rutherford. 

EBneye, Brit, XXVIIL 

i’‘o-ni-zér), », Any device for pro- i 
d(ine) + mercurate.] Same as *iodohydrargy- 1. of M. An abbreviation (a) of Instructor of ducing the jonization of a gas or liquid. 
rate, 
iodometrical (i'6-dd-met’ri-kal), a, Same as Ioglossus (i-0-glos’us), n. [NL., ¢Gr. ide, an write.) 
iodometric. 
jodometry (i’6~iom’e-tri), n. [iod(ine) + Gr. 
~netpia, < wérpov, measure.] In rye aad 
the quantitative determination of iodine, usu- 
em VY means of a standard solution of a thio- 
sulphate or an arsenite, iodine aeting in the 
presence of water as an indirect oxidizing 
agent. The term is often applied to the same process 
Used in inverse form to determine, by means of a standard 
solation of iodine, some one of a nuomber of substances 
—8 of aerxvdene definite oxidation or deoxidation, 

tarch and the Dextrina in Relation to Jodometry, 
Science, Sept. 5, 1002, p. 208, 

jodonium (i-6-d5’ni-um). n. [iod(ine) + -one 
+ Ser he hypothetical, univalent, basic 
radical, IHg. It is analogous to the radical 
ammonium, XH 
iodophen (i’5-d6-ton), n. [iod(ine) + phen(yl).] { 
Same as *roso, 

fodophenin (1'}-d9-f6’nin), m. [iod(ine) + 
phen(ol) + int.) A brownish er or ¢ 

4, obtained by talline compound, CopHosIgN. 
precipitating an aeidulut aqueous solution 

Musketry; (6) of Isle of Man. 

arrow, + y/oaa, tongue.} A genus of gobioid 
fishes inhabiting the Gulf of Mexico. 
1.0.G,T. An abbreviation of Independent 
Order of Good Templars. 

ion, ». 2. In phys. chem., one of the particles, 
bearing electric charges, which carry electric 
currents through the air or other gas. See 
*electron, 2. 
Preston... eae ae See . « think it 

porsible that atoms of related elements are composed of 
the same kind of tena, and that the properties of these 
elements are determined by the arrangement of the tens 
in the atom. Encye. Brit., XXXIL 781. 

Hlectronegative electropositive ion. In phya 
chem., the ion, are of an atom woe group of ome 
called a ridical, which te produced 4 electrolytic dis- 
soclation of an electrolyte and which moves toward the 
positive pole or anode is the electronegative fon or the 
anion. t which moves toward the negative pole or 
cal thixde is calbed the electropositiee ton or cathon,— 
tion , in phys. chem., the movement of electrically 
charged fons towarnt the anode and toward the cathode 
in electrolysis, which is the means by which an electric 
current ia carried through an electrolyte, The frictional 
resistance to the motion of bodies as small as is 
enormous, and the relocities produced are small. <A fall 

ionograph (i-on’é-graf), n. [ion + Gr. ypdgen, 
An apparatus for recording automat- 

ically the state of ionization of the air or of 
any gas. It consists of an air-condenser, one 
plate of which is grounded through a high 
resistance while the other is connected to an 
electrometer. Sci, Amer. Sup., Dee. 24, 1004, 
p. 24, 230, 

jonone (i‘d-nén), n. [Gr. lov, violet, + -one,] 
In chem., a hydro-aromatic ketone, made arti- 
ficially from the citral of lemon-grass and 
other oils, essing ina marked degree the 
odor of violet lowers, and hence used with 
advantage in modern perfumery. 

ionop] (i'6-nd-plas-ti}, x. [ion + Gr. 
reacréc, formed, + -y.] The deposition of 
metals by means of the cathodic discharge, 
Jour. af Phys. Chem., Nov., 1904, p. 583. 

I. 0.0. F. An abbreviation of Independent 
Order of Odd Fellows, 

-for!. [Also -iowr; ¢1,, -ior, in comparatives, as 
inferior, superior, ulterior, junior, senior, ete. 
Bee -ort and -er3,) A suffix of Latin origin 
oecurring in adjectives and nouns from original 



-ior 

Latin adjectives in the comparative degree, 
as inferior, superivr, interior, exterior, junior, 
senior, ete. ; 

-lor?. [Also -iour; < ME. -iowr, -cour, -eyour, 
ete., ¢ OF. -cior, -eiur, later -iewr, ete.) A 
suffix, the same as-or2, with « preceding vowel, 
representing a type derived from Latin ~dt-or. 
Examples are savior, warrior, ete., and evrrior, 
ecurriour, ece., now eurrier, ete. In some 
words the termination -ier, -iour has been 
substituted for a similar suffix of other origin, 
asin havior, behaviour. 

1.0. RB. M. An abbreviation of Improved Order 
of Red Men. 

I. 0.8. M. Anabbreviation of Independent Order 
af the Sons of Malta. 

-iour:, suffix, See *-iorl., 
-iour®, suffix. See *-ior®. 
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or pertaining tothe ancient e-officer known 
as jrenarch, or to his functions. 

(i'ré-niir-ki), a. [irenarch + -y5.] 
The office or position of irenarch (which see). 

ireto] (i’re-tol), n. Lir(igenin) + “et + -al.J 

A colorless compound, CHgOCgHs(OH)s, ob- 
tained, together with iridic and formic acids, 
by the action of alkali onirigenin It erystal- 
lizes in needles and melts at 186°C. Also 
ealled 1, 2, 5-trikydroxy-2-methorybenzene. 

a, 2, Relating to the iris of the eye. 
iridate (i’ri-dat), ». [frir-ie + -atel.]) In 
chem., & salt of iridic acid, the hydroxid, 
Ir(OH),4. Also éridiate. 

iridectomize (ir-i-dek’t$-miz), v. i. ; pret. and 
Pp. iridectomized, ppr. iridectomizing, [iridec- 

+ -ize.] To perform —— 

froko 
In addition to the chroma’ 

titsues contain cther modified connective tissue cells 
known as irid jecyete; Unease cells are so modified as to pro 
duce iridescent colors by diffraction of light. 

A. BE, Shipley, Zool, of the Invertebrata, p. 220, 

iridocyte (ir’i-di-sit), ». (Gr. ipec (iped-), iris, 
+ xitog, a hollow (a cell).) A refracting sub- 
stance arranged like a plate in the skin of 
some fishes. Proc. Zocl. Soc. London, 1898, 

irid (ir*i-dé6-di-al’i-sis), a. [NL., ¢ 
Cir, ity (ipe"-), iris, + dedzverc, separation.] A 
form of coretomy or iridectomy in which the 
iris is torn away from the ciliary ring. I 

me iridokeratitis (ir‘i-dé-ker‘a-ti’tis), ». 
as *iridoceratilis. 

iridokinesis (ir’i-do-ki-né’sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Ime (iped-), iris, + xeenore, motion.] Museular 
movement of the iris causing dilatation or eon- 

ores, the subepidermal 

Towan, «. 2, In geol.. noting an epoch or subdi- irideous (i-rid’¢-us), a. Same as iridaceows. traction of the pupil. 
vision of the glacial period of which the de- 
posits are well developed in lowa. 

ipado, ». Same as *ipadu. 
ipadu (é6-pi-dé’), 2. (Tupi name.) - In Brazil, 
same as coca!, 

I. P. D. An abbreviation of the Latin in pre- 
sentia Dominorum, ‘in the presence of the 
Lords’ [of session]. 

ipecac, 1.-—~Bastard the St. Andrews cross, 
Ascyrum —— 3* Same aa Amer- 
ican ipecac, under ipecac,— | the flowering 
spurge, Kuphortia corollata,— 8B ac, white 
tpecac, the American ipecacuan uphorbia Ipecac. 
wonhwe.— Wild ipecac, (#) See wild}. (6) The spread. 
ing di ie, dpocynum androsemifoliom.— Wood-ip- 
ecac, eum perfoliatum, 

ipecacuanha-wine (ip-é-kak-i-an‘ji-win’), 1. 
i A medicated As made by macerating 
ipecace in wine.—2. A medicinal wine made 
by adding 10 parts of fluid extract of ipecac 
to a mixture of 100 parts of aleohol and 800 
parts of white wine: an emetic and expec- 
torant. 

ipecacuanhic (ip-é-kak-i-an’ik), a. [ipecac- 
uanka + -ic.) Of a 

acuanhic acid, a met ic ac 

Tosce in the dried root g Evea He INL, (Jj + 

Ipnopide (ip-nop’i-dé), n. pl. -, < Ipnops 
Pie A family of deep-sea fishes widely 
distributed. 

Ipnops (ip’nops), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. irvdr, a lantern, 
+ Ee. ives) PK genus of deep-sea fishes of the 
family Ipnopida. 

Ipo (i’p6), ». (NL. (Persoon, 1807), < Macassar 
po, the upas-tree, [po texicaria.] 1, A genus 
of dicotyledonous plants belonging to the 
family Moracew, See Antiaris.— 2, [l. ¢.] An 
arrow poison prepared from —** qj 
toxicaria, by the Kenyahs in Borneo, who also 
use it internally as a medicine for malaria. 

ipomeic (ip-6-mé’ik), a, [Ipoma@a + -ie.] Per- 
taining to or derived from plants of the genus 
Jpomea.—tpomete acid. Same as #ipomie or sebacic 

i (ip-6-m6‘in), a. (Jpoma@a + -in?.] A 
colorless amorphous glucoside, C+3H go, 
found in the root of Ipomaa pandurata. t 
is nearly related to convolvulin and jalapin. 
Also ipomein, 

ipomic (i-po’mik), a. (Jpom(a@a) + -ic.] Same 
as ipomei¢.—Ipomic acid, Same as sebacie acid. 

ippi-a (ip-6-i' pil), ». [Jipijapa, a town in 
Wear where ne Panama straw hats are 
made.} In Jamaica, a name applied to Car- 
ludovica Jamaicensis, from the leaves of which 
hats are braided. For making the heteonly the finest 
straw is selected, the coarser being utilized for brooms 
and hand-basketa, The older leaves form an excellent 
and durable thatch for hotwwes. Also called broom-thatch. 

ipseity (ip-sé’i-ti), ». [L. ipse, oneself, + 
-ity.} The quality of being oneself or itself; 
= — element of aa 6 J 

gra (ip-s6-graf’ik), a. [L. ipse, oneself, 
— 2 * write, + -ic.] If-registering; 
self-recording. 

3. An abbreviation of Ireland. 
iracundity (i-ri-kun‘di-ti),n. [L. iracundilas, 
< iracundys, angry: see fracund.]) Anger; 
irascibility. 

Iran, An abbreviation (a) of Jranian; (5) of 
Traniec. 

irascent(i-ras’ent), a. [L. irascens (-ent-), ppr. 
of irasci, angry: see iraseible.) Growing 
angry; tending toward anger. 

I. R. B. An abbreviation of Irish Repudlican 
Brotherhood, 

Tre, An abbreviation of Ireland. 
irenarchical (i-ré-niir’ki-kal), a. Gr. cingvep- 
indy, ¢ ei dp ye, irenareh, + -all, Relating 

iridial (i-rid’i-al), a. Same as tridal. 
fridic! (i-rid’ik), a. (Gr. Ipc (iped-), rainbow, 
iris, + -ic.] Same as tridian. 

iridic? (i-rid‘ik), a. [irid-ium + -ie.] Pertain- 
ing to or containing iridious irigenin.—tridic 

4 1 
acid, a colorless com CH yO) Cg He(OHYCHglO0! 
SStahoed, together wb ot be —S— font 
genin. It crystallizes in prisms and melts at 115°C. Also 
called 4, &-dimethury-3-hydroryphenylacetic acid, 

fridico-. A combining form of iridicr, used in 
compound names of double salts in which 
iridium with apparently tetrad valence is pres- 
entasa constituent: as, iridico-potassie chlorid, 
same as potassium chloriridate, KolrClg. 

iridin (i'1i-din), ». [trid-ic + -in?.) A color- 
leas glucoside, CogHogO)g, found in orria root. 
It crystallizes in colorless needles, 

Iridio (i-rid’i-d), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. Iper (ipid-), the 
rainbow. ] genus of labroid fishes, com- 
monly known as doncellas. They abound in 

— 
kelp in the tropical seas of America, 

fridio radtatus. 

(From Bulletin 47, U.S, Nat. Museum, 

iridio-. A combining form of iridium, used 
in compound words, signifying the presence of 
iridium as a constituent: as, iridio-platinum, 
the alloy of 90 per cent. platinum with 10 per 
cent. iridium adopted as the material for the 
international standard meter and kil m, 
fridio- or irido- is used more specifically in the 
names of compounds in which iridium is pres- 
ent with apparently triad valence, as in éridio- 
chlorid of potassium, same as potassium chlor- 
iridite (Ky rClg). 

iridio-platinum (i-rid’i-d-plat’i-num), ». The 
alloy of iridium with nine times its weight of 
latinum, It is remarkably hard, elastic, and suacep- 
ble of high polish, and is attacked by very few chemical 

nte, Besides ite use for international standard 
weights and measores it has been employed to make 
telegraph-contact buttons, electrodes to be exposed to 
acid liquids, and wires to form part of high-temperature 
pryrometers. Also called platino-iridium. 

iridious (i-rid’i-us), a, In chem., suataiiing 
iridium: applied to compounds in whie 
iridium is trivalent, as IrCly, Compare 
*iridic®, 

iridite (i’ri-dit), a. [irid-ium + -ite?.] In 
chem, a salt of iridious acid, the hydroxid 
Tr(OH)g or Irgf Og. 

Tridium blue, See *dlue, ». 
iridize? (ir’i-diz), v. 4. ; pret. and pp. iridized, irksum, 
ppr. iridizing. [irid-inm + -ize.] To cover 
with iridium ; tip with iridium, 

iridoceratitis (ir‘i-l6-ser-a-ti'tis), ». [NL., ¢ 
Gr. ipic (iped-}, iris, + xépac (xcpat-), horn (cor- 
nea), + -ifis.) Inflammation of the iris and 
cornea, 

iridocyclochoroiditis  (ir*i-dé-si'kld-k6" roi- 
di’tis), n, (NL, ¢ Gr. ipre (iod-), iris, + xine 
circle, + E. choroid + -itis.] Inflammation o 
the iris, ciliary body, and choroid coat of the 
eye. 
iridocyst (ir’i-dd-sist), m. [Gr. Ipic (ipet-), iris, iroko (i-r6’k6), n. 
+ Kiore, bag (eyst).) A cell which, in Sepia 
and other cephalopods, produces iridescent 
colors by the diffraction of light. 

iri 

iridol (i’ri-dol), n. (Gr. lpg (iped-), iris, + a 

A colorless compound, HOCgHg (OCH,)oCH 
paws. by the dry distillation of iridic aci 
t is deposited in large crystals, melts at 54° 

C,, and boils at 239° C. Also called 4, 5-dime- 
thery-3-hydrozy toluene. 

iridolin (i-rid’6-lin), ». 
orless basie compound, CigtieX, contained in 

». [NL., ¢ 
conl-tar oil. It boils at 252-257 

iridomalacia (ir’i-di-ma-la‘si-A), ». 
Gr, ipeg (iped-), iris, + pedaxia, softness.] Soft- 
ening of the iris. 
iridomotor (ir’i-d$-m6'tor), a. (Gr. ipec (iprd-), 

tridol + -in2?.) A col- 

iris, + L. motor, mover: see motor, a.) Kelat- 
ing to movements of the iris, 

irido; (ir’i-dop-t6’sis), a. * < Gr. 
Prolapse ipeg (iped-), iris, + sraec, falling. 

f the iris, 
irigenin (i-rij’e-nin), ». [iri(din) + -qen + 
-in?,] A colorless eompound, . Cy gH 160s, 
formed by the action of acids on pe a 
—— in rhombohedra and melts at 

iris, ». 10. The root of species of iris eul- 
tivated in India and sold in the bazaars of 
Calcutta to be used, like the Florentine orris- 
root, in perfumery and medicine.—11. The 
iridescence in fractured pieces of rock-crystal. 
When the tures are cut out with the upper crystal 
iteelf and ads Ce See 5 beeehne ¥ of color. 
The name is alao fed to rock-erystal and the cheaper 
stones to which color ts fed by means of a coating on 
the back to nee the effect of a play of colors. A sim- 
ilar effect produced by cementing various colored 
lasses together and then coating them. 

uurtæ —— are occasionally met with which 
pe A within, an ¢ffect due * fractures and cavities 
in the interior. crystals are cut and sold ander the 
name of irie, The irised effect is frequently produced 
by —— — u⸗ually by heating and then suddenly 
cooling the specimen. 

Smithsonian Rep, (Nat, Mus), 1900, p. fan 

iris, Jrie Florentina, See Iris, & —Iris 
Ci OT, the soll portion of off of orria, consisting 

hy of m edn. — of a lens the 
or aperture which limita the divergence of the beam 

of light entering the system ; the aperture of which the 
entrance-pupll fs the image. — Iria alate, 
a handsome biue-fowered species of the Mediterranean 
region. 

iris-coffee (i‘ris-kof"s),». The seeds of Iris 
Psevdacorus, sometimes used as a substitate 
for coffee. 

cross, deer, diamond. See #a; — 
ne i arp an Rt 

ey. 

irisin (i‘ri-sin), n. [Jris + -in?.] A colorless 
compound, CgH,905.4H2O, contained in the 
rhizomes of the water-lily, Jris P’seudacorus, 
and in other plants. It closely resembles starch in 
a ee amd of microseophe spheres which 
melt at 218° C. and are not doubly refractive, 

".— Plastic iritia, a form of iritis in which there 
is an exudation of Nbhrinous material. 

iritomy (i-rit’d-mi), m. Same as iridotomy. 
a. An amended spelling of irksome, 

irofa (#-rd-fii'), n. (Jap. i-re-fa, otherwise 
i-ro-ha (kane): named from the first three 
syllables i. ro, ha, later fa.] The Japanese 
syllabary. 
The nido i exactly analogous to the Japanese Katakana 

script, in which modified forms of Chinese 

Ey Bae AE hI 
maru dimoritieal J 

Keane, Man, Past and Present, p. 308, 

irok (é'rdk), », [Philippine name.] Same as 
*hanon, 

[Yoruba name in Lagos.} 
A valuable timber-tree of West Africa, 
Chlorophora excelsa, of the mulberry family. 
Its wood has a finely mottled grafn and is 



iroko 

much used for building purposes on account 
of its resisting the attacks of termites, 

iron, ®. 2. () In golf, a club with an tron bend consid. 
erably lofted so ns to raise the ball —A-tron, a compact 
and extremely bard form of fron made elevtrodytheally, 
using an electrolyte of ferrous chlorid, ferrous sulphate, 
or ferrous aimnmeninm sulphate and an iron anode. 
It differs from B-#iron (which see) in that it is hander, 
more compact, aml of a silverewhite instead of a grayish 
color, The nse of the tern A-dron and Biron should 
be diseouraged, since they are liable to be confused with 
the alpha and beta modification of trom — Alpha-tron 
the allotropic modification of pure tren normal at all 
temperatures below Arg (700°C) Alpha-iron is the 
most magnetic substance Known. It crystallizes In the 
cuble system. On being heated above a temperature of 
joo" C., it changes into beta-*iroa (which see), with ab- 
sorption of heat.-- Beta-tron, an allotropie modification 
of Tron existing between the temperatures of 760° and 
90" ©, (Arg atl Aty) Beta-tron is almost without mag- 
netisen and crystallizes in the cubie system isommorphically 
with alpha-tron. On heating above O00" CL heta-jrom 
changes inte gumma-iron, with absorption of heat, an- 
dergoing also a critical change tn electric conductivity. 
B-tron, a form of irom produced electrolytically, It dif. 
fers from A-#iron (which see) by the fact that higher vol- 
tage and higher current density are sed, and that the 
electrolyte contains bivalent iron in some complex forns, 
while the anode is made of platinum inetead of iron.— 
Carbida of iron, tron chemically combined with car. 
bon. The only known carbide of iron is cementite, Bee 
woementite ant combined #carbon.— Chilled tron, cast- 
iron which has been quickly couled, The effect of this 
rapid cooling is to retain the whole, or the greater part, 
of the carbon (amounting to 3 ar 4 —— in solution 
or in chembeal combination with the , 8 Listingee ielied 
from graphite, which is separated in thin plates and 
flakes. hilbed irom is usually chilled only om the sur- 
face, The effect of this isto give an extremely hard and 
brittle surface, with a relatively soft and ductile center, 
where the slow cooling has permitted the carbou the 
hecessary tine to separate In the form of gra 
ratlroad-car wheels are chilled on the and flange 
by being caat awainat cool iron placed in the molds at 

ose parts, The hard exterior serves to resist the wear 
of the wheel against the rmilroad-track, while the more 
ductile web af the wheel consists of g ray fron.— Gam- 
ma-~ an allotropic modification of tron 
above Gar ¢. (Ara). 
but on heating above the temperatare 1180 C. . 
netism suddenly increases by 60 per cent. of itself, Gam- 
ma-iron crystallizes in the cubic # but ts not ipo- 
morphous with either beta-or alpha-iron. It forms an 
—— —— or * —— — carbon fn all 

tions up to 2 per cent. of t .— Gray tron, 
— cast-iron which allows a gray, coarsely crystalline 
structure when fractured. It la generally used for cast- 
ings when fine uniform ones are desired’ When mixed 
witha pro; of serap-lron ft prodiioe# strong, 
tough castings. — and iron, iron to tron, in mech., 
actual contact of one plece of —— the other, no 
space being left between and no inserted,—Iron 
bacteria, See #hacterium,—Iron 
as reduced iren (which see, under reditce).— 
bide. See #oerhide.—Iron 
from with carbonyl (carbon monoxi Two such com- 
pounds are known, one a vieckd Hquid, Fe(O0),, the other 
actystalline solid, Feg(OO),, Possibly the vapor of still 
another my occur in water-gas, which sometimes, ou 
being bumed, deposits oxid of tron.— Iron te, 
asalt in which fron replaces the hydrogen of sulphuric 
acid. The two best-known salts of this character are 
ferrous sulphate, FoSty, and ferric sulphate, Fi 50s. 
The former of these crystallizes with 7 molecules 
as Copperas or green vitriol, Both are lanrely used in 
the arta, copperas especially being applied toa number 
of different parposes in dyeing, tanni disinfecting, 
purifying gaa, the manufacture of ents, ete, — 

magnetite. - Metallic tron, the metal 
iron as distinguishe! from iron ores Meteoric iron. 
See *metecorite.—Mitis tron, a very pure iron obtained 
by melting the best Swedish malleable scrap in plumbago 
crucibles. It is weed for small castings, and about 1 per 
cent. af aluminium, in the form of ferr~aluminium, is 
added to insure sound cating. — Nitrate of a salt 
of iron, ferric nitrate ; also, a workmen's name for fmpare 
ferric sulphate made by oxidizing ferrous sulphate or 
green Vitriol with nitric acid, and mach employed as a 
dyers’ mordant.— Parallel fron, a plane-iron of unt- 
form thickness throughout ite len + #0 called to dis- 
tinguish it trom those that are thicker at the lower end. 
~ Passive iron rendered non-corrosive by betng 
heated or treated with acid. — comere- 
tionary iron ore, usgally limouite, In individual masses of 
about the size of a pea.— te of tron, See 
epyrolignite,— Same as reduced iron 
(which see, under redwee).-—-Ruasia tron, 
sheet-iron which haa a smooth, glowy surface and dows 
hot rust. Itis made in Russia (althouch imitations are 

fn other countries) by a secret process which 
consists essentially of hammering the sheets when laid in 

Tt in almost without —*— 
mm 

piles with powdered charcoal between the various sheets, 
Also called Russian iron.— Si) fron, a fine-grained 
quality of cast-iron which has a htgrmy color when 
frectared. The color is usually due to the nce of 
silicon aa an alloy, — a name tised by British 
foundryenen for a grade of cast-iron made by melting pig- 
tron and —— in the cupola, By increasing the 
Proportion of serap, tensile strength is raised. The 
Dig-tron used must be low in phosphorous, and the sera 
Toust be taken from high-grade strong castinga Sac 
tron will be indented by a hammer-blow without breaking 
and will have tensile strength of 20,000 to 24,000 pane 
per square inch. — Structural iron, a name applied to a 
Variety of shapes of cross-sections of rolled iron and steel, 
such a8 angles, channels, tees, and Z-bars, used in atrac- 
tural ironwork. anally fron, « corruption of Italian 
tron (which see. under trom).— White tron, See whitel, 

ironbark (i’érn-biirk), ». In Australia, certain 
trees having a solid, close bark, esnecially 
species of Eucalyptus. See ironbark-tree.— 
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Broad-leaved tronbark, Eucalyptus sid. the 
heavy, light-colored woed of which is especially preferred 
for spokes, heary beams, crom-ties, and ses 
great strength is required. Gray ironbar! 
crebra, See frontavitres.— Laguaminous 
Queensland tree of the bean family, Hrythrophl: few ehlo- 
rostachys, the red wood of which is considered the hurdest 
in Au in.— Lemon-scented tronbark, Eucalyptus 
Staigeriana, the fol of which ylelds a lange quantity 
of volatile ofl, having the odor of lensons or of the lemon 
re lippia  citriodora.— Ni ved - 
bark, Same as gray *#ironberk, 

iron-blue (i’érn-blé), ». 1. A blue pigment 
made from the mineral vivianite.—2, In 
angling, & name applied to several artificial 
flies having a steel-blue color. 

iron a. 3. Noting an electrical apparatus 
or machine in which the iron part of the 
structure completely or partly surrounds and 
thereby mechanically protecta the electric 
conductors: as, an fron-clad armature, one 
having the conductors embedded in slots or 
holes. 
The two-pole fronclad t of fleld-magnet], so called 

from the cuatting coil Gel nen or Tena panes by the 
tron yoke, Eneye. Brit,, XXVUL 584. 

Iron-clad inductance, wire coil surrounded by lamt- 
nated irom to give high self-induction,—Iron-clad motor, 
a motor in which the tron of the field surroands and pro- 
tects the armature fleld-coils, etc. See cuts of railway 
Tootots at *neofor. 

irone (i-rén’), mn. [Jris + -one,] A colorless 
dextrorotat ‘ory oil 

CH.CTly. CH.CH, 
II * 
CHC(CHy }sCHCH: CHCOCHg, 

the odoriferous constituent of orris-root. It 
boils at 144° C, under 16 millimeters pressure. 
Also called 3, 3, 5-trimethylcyeloherane (1')-4'- 
butenylone. 

fron-fall (i’érn-fil), n. The fall of a sidero- 
lite, or iron meteorite. NW, B.D. 

iron-free (i’érn-fré), a. 1. Free from or not 
containing iron.— 2, In a metaphorical sense, 
free from the danger of iron weapons. 

ironhead, ». 2. Same as *ironweed, 3. 
iron-headed (i’érn-hed‘ed), a. 1. Fitted with 
an iron head or tip, as a spade or a mil.—2, 
Determined; stubborn; resolute; hard-headed, 

ironheart (i’é¢rn-hiirt), n. Same as pohutu- 
kawe, [Australia,] 

iron-holder (i‘érn-hdl’dér), ». 1. A holder, 
made of cloth or other material, with which a 
hot flat-iron is handled.—2. An iron-stand. 

iron-hole (i’érn-hél), n, The hole through 
which the iron is run out of a blast-furnace, 
as distinguished from the *slag-hole. 

iro: , nm 2. In metal., the adherence of 
imperfectly fused masses of iron to the twyers. 
Philips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal- 
lurgy, p. 250, 

ironmongery, ». 2. Firearms. [Jocose.] 
Au fay hare a delicate 23 and it was Mr, Alll- 

an bed form PO UE foe pamet Tek? 
iron-pan (i’érn-pan),», A variety of hard- 
whose articles are eemented by oxid of ion. 
(Rare 

iron-red,n. 2. In chem., an oxid of iron, ferric 
oxid, or coleothar, used as a pigment. 

iron-shears n. sing. and pl. 1. 
A machine for cutting iron bars, plates, or 
rods; a power-shears,—2. Hand-shears for 
cutting thin sheet-metal or wire. 

iron-shot (i’érn-shot), @. Inclosing grains or 
streaks of iron, as an iron ore. 

iron-stand (i'érn-stand), ». A cast-iron sup- 
port upon which a hot flat-iron is rested. 

iron-steel (i’¢rn-stél),», A material made by 
welding steel surfaces upon an iron back. 
The latter remains toagh When the steel face is harden 
thus giving strength or toughness combined with a 
cutting-edge, It is used for shears, etc, 

ironstone, ".—Ball-tronstone, San 
- ironstone, a kind 
pure iron carbonate) found in the 
shire, Exgland: tised 
Applied Chem, 1. 57.— Ironstone 
okie *yranite (which see) — 

X. longi- 
iron. Netrosideros 

tree, Saineas Australian 

iron-turner (i’érn-tér’nér), nm. 
turns iron or steel in a lathe. 

ironweed, n. 1. Also, any of the spectes of the genus 
iz ia, andsotive composite plants of North America. 
See Vernenta, 

A person who 

irredential 
2, The blue vervain, Ferbend hastata.—8, 
The black knapweed, Centawrea nigra. Also 
galled frowhea ~~ Devil's tronweed, See #devil’s- 
rome Je 

ironwood, n. 2, In Polynesia, Cagwarina equi- 
setifoha, a littoral tree with jointed leafless 
branches and very hard and heavy wood: used 
by the natives for making spears. See horse- 
tail-tree and *agoho.— fronwood, the Indian 
mg oe Meaua ferrea. ——— and —*— 
— New Zealand ironwood. a ine as ir. 

A large tree of the myrtle family, Metrosideroe lucida 
yielding a very hard, strong, red wood, which is used for 
ship-building, spokes, hubs, and croas-ties for railways,— 

fronwood, any one of three trees af north- 
ern Austrailia, Acacia ereelaa, tall tree, the wood of 
which has the odor of violeta; the ridge myrtle, Nelalewea 
genistifolia ; and Myrtus la, a emall tree with 
angled branches, — Santa fronwood, Lyouethem- 
nus foribundwus, a rosaceous tree or shrub found on the 
fslands of Santa Craz, Santa Catalina, and San Clemente, 
off the coast of southern California, It sometimes attaing 

Santa Cree lroewocd (1 yemetham wns Sorbus). 

@, Spper part of a flowering branch showing Infowescence aad 
Au⸗aie leaves; 4, a simple leat; ¢, a fretting corymb, 

(From Sargent’s * Manual of the Trees of North America.“ 

a hoight of 40 feet and a diameter of 10 inches. It bears 
very peculiar odd-pinnate leaves, aa well aa simple ones, 
—— — white o wers. · Scrub onvood 

—— or tree of Queensland, Myrtua [allii, yiekl- 
close-grained, hard woext of a Ligh) color. — Bey- 

chelles ironwood, Vorthea & na, & tree of 
the family Sepotace#, which yields valuable ber for 
building, parposee.— Small-leaved trom Mouriré 
we a tree or shrab of ‘amaica, 

Cuba, belonging to the family Melartomacesx. 

Irpex (ér’peks), . [NL. (Fries, 1825), < L. 
irpex, hirpex, a kind of harrow.) A genus of 
hymenomycetous fungi of the family Hydna- 
Cex. The sporophore is usually resupinate or pileate and 
attached at one side, and the tecth are more or leas 

and flattened. About 70 es have been de- 
seri occurring on fallen trees hea. 

irradiate, r.t. 4. To subject tothe therapeutic 
action of the Rintgen or other rays. 
at gob ~ meer suffering from malignant disease ta irradi. 

ated without first submitting to tentative exposures, 
Med. Record, Jan. 31, 1908, p. 10% 

irradiation, ». 3, In neurol. the diffusion of » 
nervous impulse to parts outside the normal 
path of conduction. idwin, Diet. of Philos. 
and Psychol., I. 574.—4, In therap., subjec- 
tion to the influence of X-rays or other form 
of radioactivity, 

Still it seemed to be pretecaite to ont te the tumor- 
ous portions, as far as i it wae Renate, fore to 
irradiation. Med. Record, Jan. 31, 1908, p. oo. 

5. In anat., the disposition of fibrous or other 
—— in stellate — 8 —— Ler.— 
le +) @Xposure toradiant light: as, some 

substances sre said to phosphoresee by irradi- 
ation. 

equation, number. irrational. I, a.—Irrational 
See ®equation, *number. 

II, x, 2¢. A prime number.—3. In math., 
an irrational number, that is, the mark of a 
cut which separates all rational numbers into 
two classes, the first having no greatest num- 
ber, the second no least.— Transcendental ir- 
rational, a number which cannot be the root of an al- 
— equation with integral coefficients. Such are ¢ 

irrecognizant ——* a, [in-3 + 
recognizant.) Incanuble of recognizing; not 
able to use the perceptive powers, 

irredential (ir-élen‘shal), a. Pertaining to 
or mlyocating irredentism. 



irregular 656 
See * Isacoustic curve, a curve passing everywhere h 

Meecha esecie. See Sopeningy petay at pana omntcmtconty special, te 
Irregalares (i-reg--la’ réz), x. pl, (NL, pl. a room in which the hearing le equally guod.— Isacous- 
of irregalarss, irregular.) 
An order of the Blastoidea 
inwhich one ambulacrum 
and the corresponding 
radial are different in 
form and size from the 
rest. This onler embraces 
valy 3 genera, Bleutherocrinua, 
Pentephyllam, and Astrocrinaus, 

om the Devonian and 
Carboniferous rocks 

irrelative, a. 3. In diol., 
of or pertaining to the re- 

1 i here through ta 
uf ea Mnaiaslty of eoand. “Such eurfaces are ted, In 
architectural acoustics, in determining the proper ar- 
rangement of sittings in an auditorium, 

Il. ». A line or curve, upon a diagram of 
acoustic intensities, drawn everywhere 
through points of equal intensity of sound. 

isactinic (i-sak-tin’ik), a, [Gr. iene, equal, + 
axri¢ (axre-), ray, + -ée.) Having equal 
intensity of actinic action.—Isactinie Uns, a line 
connecting points of equnl actinic intensity, 

isadelphia (i-sa-del’fi+i), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. loos, 
nal, + adetgsc, brother.) A condition in 

frreguéares (Eleutie ren 
erinus Cassedayt). 

(From Zittel's * Palaron- 
tology." 

duplication or repetition whieh well-formed twins, capable of inde- 
. Lead parts or organs without mutual rela- a existence, are wal by bands of 
— (tenons hei + pre⸗ ittle or no vital importance. 

Isaian (i-zi‘yan), a. [Isaiah +-an.) Of or 
pertaining to the prophet Isaiah. 

isametral (i-sa-met‘ral), a, and n. [Gr, Iaog, 
equal, + jérpor, measure, + -all.) L. a, 
aving the same abnormal climatic features 
uring any specific season or year or average 

of years, 

I. ». 

sive.) Same as irrepressible, rs. Browning, 
Aurora Leigh, iii. 

irrespirate (i-res‘pi-rat), a, [in-3 + rate.) 
Not respired. Stud. Yale Psychol. Lab., X. 103. 
irrespondence (iré-spon‘dens), m. [int + 4 
respondence.} The state of not responding 
(to something); lack of respondence or re- 

red 
tate, It crystallizes in rhombohedral laminw of the cent (i-ret’i-sent), a, 

color of sublimed mercuric bodide, or in ruby-red thick 
rrot fin-3 + reticent.) 

ving no reticence, 
irretractile (ir-6-trak’til), a. [in-3 + retractile.) _bexeonal prisms, and is readily converted into 
Not capable of being retracted or of retracting, isamide (i-sam’id), . [isam-ic + -idel.] A 
as a metal. erate pulverulent compound, cago she 

irrevertible (ir-é-vér’ti-bl), a, [in-3+reverti- formed, together with isatic acid, by the 
ble.] Not reverting, asa lease; notalterable. ¢Vaporation of ammonium isatate. 

Irrg. B. An abbreviationof irrigationengineer. isangelicalt (i-san-jel’i-kal), 4. (or oor 
. ual 

isatropic (i-sa-trop’ik), a. 

ischomenia 

isatogenic (i’sa-té-jen‘ik),@. [isat(in) + -gen 
+ -ie,.) Noting an acid, a highly unstable com- 

pound, CyH,~ X — COgH, formed by the 
* 

intramolecular rearrangement of orthonitro- 
phenol-propiolie acid under the influence of 
sulphuric acid, 

isatoic (i-sn-to’ik), a. [isal(in) + ~- + -ic.] 
Noting an acid, a colorless compound, 

coo 
CgHy< | ,orCgHy< N , 
oS coon’ “4S naco” Prepare’ 

by the oxidation of isatin, or by the action of 
—— echlorformate on anthranilie (orthoam- 
inobenzoic) acid, It crystallizes in small nee- 
dies and melts and evolves carbon dioxid at 
230° C, Also called anthranilearborylic acid. 

[Gr. isoc, equal, + 
E. atropie.] Noting three isomeric acids desig- 
me), dé, ore, according to the position of the 
substitut . Th lard —— CHO oa ey are colorless compounds, 

| , melting at 274°C., 6" C., and 228"C., 
HOOOCH-CHCgH, 

Fey are formed by the heating 
' to ee- 

ter e-dt- 

. Anabbreviation of Indian Stajf Corps. 
(is-kar’i-ot-izm), », [Iscariot + 

~ism.) An act characteristic of Judas Iscariot; 
treachery or meanness and over-economy, as 
in the application of charitable or church 

a, An erroneous form for 
funds. 
—2 
ischia —lachinc border, the free margin of the ix 
5* — there fs a lower —— — “1 

their — 8* ——— herder. | J ri .— Overhead irrigation, s method equal, + ayyersede, < dyyedoc, angel mupertor border. ey : 
fr ation, 2. by pi flumes, or troughs ——— — * ic (is-ki-al’jik), a. [ischial — * — 
above the surface of the ground.— Sewage irriga Ww. Venture to call this reaurrection- ofthe Pelating to or affected with ischia. or sci- 
the ase, in irrigation, of sewage or Waste water from towns Just alee an wangelical * or “tea rotted * atiea. 
— nln ee eee Cudvorth, Intell Syst, 11 sis. Igchiatic foramen. Same as ilio-ischiadic *for- 
irrigational (ir-i-gi’shon-al), a. [irrigation+ isanomal (i-sa-nom‘al), »., [Gr. icoc, equal, “en. — 
rat} Of or ——— to Te irrigs- + Gviualoc, trregulst. A line connecting ischiatica (is-ki-at’i-ki), m. [NL., a medial 
tive. places having equal anomalies of temperature, form between ischiadica and its altered phase 

onist Gir4-gh’shon-tot ,n. [irrigation + pressure, or other meteorological element. sciatica : Bee sciation.) Same as sciatica. 
aa Pl * og — pier yom or iganomalous (i-sa-nom’s-lus), a. gets, —* mi ( mi). {N — the bh —— rrige Pes -mi). ’ . bayxi ‘ 
ee, — — — —A — + — twin.] A double monster ao which ative (ir'l-gé-tiv), a. [irrigate +-ive.] Re- Having equsl anomalies or departures from 

es. — a lin 
union exists in the region of the hip. 

lating to irrigation or serving to irrigate. throng places erg ng ER day ischiofemoral Garke-$ a. (Gr. 
irritability, ». 4. In pathol., morbid respon- vo ioxior, hip-joint, + L. femur, th eh. + ~all.) 
siveness to stimuli.— Chemical irritability, the Maps of isotherms and ieanomalous lines for January Pertaining to both the ischium and the thigh. 
property of functional reaction to chemical stimulation on 94 July. Geog. Jour. (R. G. 8), XV, O62, ognathite (is-ki-og’na-thit), mn. [Gr. ia xior, 
the) part of an organ or a cell, as contrasted with mechan- isanomaly (i-sa-nom’a-li),m. (Gr. fave, equal, hip-joint, + yvaGoc, jaw, + if In erus- 
Irritable ulcer. ‘See dulcor. + dvauaria, irregularity.] Anequalanomalyor taceans, the third joint of a gnathite or foot- 
Irrotational ellipsoid. See *ellipsoid. departure from the average, jaw. eae } 

irrotationally (ir-d-ta’shon-al-i), ade. Not in isanther (i-san’thér), ». [Gr. for, equal, + ischio-innominate (is‘ki-6-i-nom‘i-nat), a. 
a rotational way. ps év(ypéc, blossoming, blooming,] A line con- In aneat., relating to both the ischium and the 
irrampent (i-rum’pent), a. ([L. irrumpens necting places at which a given variety or da innominate bone.— Ischio-innominate index, See 

ez. (-ent- r. of irrumpere, break in; see irrup- species of plant blossoms at the same date. ,*#" rer Sas 
tion.  aptive | —e in, [Rare.] - wetelet, 1845. ischio (ie-ki-op/9-sus),, n. * pl. _sschio- 

irrapt (i-rupt’), r. [L.irrumpere (pp. irruptus), igantheric (i-eau-ther’ik), a. [isanther + -ic,) Pavi CH). (NL., ¢ Gr. icxiov, hip-joint, + 
ak in: see irruption.) I, trans, To break Of or pertaining to an isanther; having the 

or force through: generally used as a parti- property or habit of blossoming simulta- 

i-ol), m. (Gr. loos, equal, + | 

cipial adjective: as, irrupted barriers. neously. 
iT. intrans. To enter forcibly ; rush in: as, isapiol (i-sap’ 

The methylene-dimethy! ether of 2, 
5,4,5-tetrahydroxy -1- n- 1l’-ylbenzene, 

the enemy irrupted into the town. E. apiol.) 

peopen = Li CHe:09:CgH(OH )oCH:CHCHg, It is formed by 

-is8. A northern, and especially Scottish, form 
of -ivhl, as in Scottis (contracted Scots) for HC : 

heating apiol with sodium ethylate, and erys- 
tallizes in prisms which melt at 44° C. 

Scottish, Inglis for Inglish (English), ete. 

isat-. A combining form used in chemistry to 

is, An abbreviation of island. 
I. 8, An abbreviation (a) of inside sentinel ; 

designate compounds related to isatin and 
indigo. 

(b) of Lrish Society. 
isabel, ». 2. One of the pigmy pouters: so 
ealled because of its general color (isabel = : 

isatan (i’sa-tan),». [isat(in) + -an.] A col- 
orless compound, CgoHogOgN4, prepared by 
the reduction of isatin, by means of sodium, 

yellow). 
isabelita (iz"s-be-lé’tit), n, Same as isabelite. i 

isabella-moth (iz-a-bel’d-méth), m. Same as in geid solution, It eryetallizes in small cubes, 
moth). J. B. Smith, Econ. Entom., p. 266, —— (1 sp t8t), n. [isat-ic + -atel.] A salt 

isabelle, ».—Manteau isabelle, the trad for , 08 LSBU SCia. 
te eda layer treed by sxe to the —— isatid, ». Same as *isatyd. 

plage hey rr eee A ity sam "- isatimide (i-sat’i-mid), n. [isat(in) + imide.) — 8 28 oxidation of the iron which is present in A yellow compound, C24H7;0,Ng, formed, to- 

belline, @. II. n. Samo as isabel, Proc, gether with imasitin, by the action of arnmonia 
Zool. Soc, London, 1902, IL, 316, on isatin. It crystallizes in rhombic plates, 

isacoustic (i-sa-kiia’tik), a, and mn. (Gr. leoc. isatinic (f-sa-tin’ik), a, [isatin + -ie.]  Per- 
equal, + dxoveriade, of hearing: see acoustic.} taining to isatin, 
I. a. Of or pertaining to equality of sound: isatinsulphonic (i‘sa-tin-sul-fon’ik), a. Per- 
as, an isacoustic line or surface. taining to a sulphonic acid derived from isatin. 
The isacoustic lines (or lines of equal soand-amdibility) ee acid, a yellow compoand, ¢, 3. 

are Very elongated curves, distorted along the rectilinear NSOqH.2HoG, prepared by the oxidation of indigosnl- 
band, phonic achd. Tt forms silky, tustrous crystals, Nature, March 17, 1004, p. 478, 

isabella tiger-moth (which see, under tiger- 

ischomenia (is-k6-mé'ni-i), ». 

syyriva, fasten.}] A double monster united 
by fusion of the ischia. 

ischiopubis (is*ki-d-pi’bis), u.; pl. ischiopubes 
(-béz), [NL., ¢ ischium + pubis.) A bony 
plate, in the pelvic arch in the extinet stego- 
eephalian Amphibia, produced by the union of 
the isehium and the pubis. 

ischiosis (is-ki-d’six), n. 
-osi#.) Same as sciatica. 

Ischnochitonid# (isk’n6-ki-ton’i-dé), mn. pl. 
ag *Iechnochiton ( ¢ Gr, iexyvde, thin, lean, + 

L, Chiton, & genus of mollusks), + -ide#.j 
A family of mesoplacophorous chitons havin 
the surface of the intermediate valves divid 
by adiagonal rib, It oceurs in the Tertiary 
rocks and present seas, 

ischno (isk-nof’6-ni), n. [Gr. ieyrigemor, 
—— lo xtoc. thin, + en}, voice), + 
-y5,] Weakness or feebleness of voice, 

ischoch (is-k6-ki’mi-A), nw. [NL., irreg. 
< Gr. ioyes:, hold back, + xrndrc, juice (see 
chymel).] Retention of food in the stomaeh in 
consequence of arrest of*the process of diges- 
tion. 

ischogalactia (is*ké-ga-lak’ti-i), m. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. loxew, hold back, + yada (pa%exr-), milk.) 
Suppression of the secretion of milk. 

(NL... < Gr. 
Isyrrv, hold back, + sare, menses.) Same as 
amenorrhea, 

(CNL., ¢ ischium + 



ischuric 
ischuric (is-KO’rik), a. [ischwria + -ic.] 1. 
Of of maining to to ischuria.— 2. Fan as 
ischuretic. 

Ischyodus (is-ki’}-dus), n. ([NL., i 
fe a ie pe nus 

of extinet selachian fishes, belonging to the 
icyverr, be strong, + ddoic, 

family Chimeridwe, which has been found in 
nearly complete axeletons in the Jurassic 
slates of Bavaria. They have the upper get of the 
face covered with a thick —— dentin — wane ot 
the mouth sharp, Hoth lower and upper dental plates 
bear four rough tritors. 

(is*ki-r6-mi‘i-dé), a, pl. A fam- 
ily of small, extinet, rodent mammals whose 
remains occur in the White Kiver Oligocene. 
Alston, 1876. 

iseidomal (i-si’d6-mal), a. (Also isoeidomal, 
iseidonal, isoeidonal (the original formation be- 
ing erroneous and thus subject to conjectural 
emendations); irreg. ¢ Gr. isoc, equal, + cidouar 
I see, -all,) Affording an equally goo 
view: — to @ curve or surface ts 
through the various points, in =: theater or 
hall, m which the view of the stage is 
equally good, 

isenergic, a. II. n. In thermodynam., a line 
which ddnctes graphically an operation such 
that the system operated upon neither gains 
nor loses energy. 

isenite (i’sen-it), ». (NL. IJserna, the Eis, = 
small tributary of the Rhine, rman 
~ite*.) In petrog., an olivin-bearing amp bole 
and biotite-andesite with basaltoid charactor. 
Bertels, 874. 

Isentropic curve. See *curve. 
iserite (i’zér-it), a. [iser(in) + -ite2.) Same 
as iserin, 

isethionic (i-seth-i-on’ik), a. [Gr. looc. equal, 
+ E, ethionic.) Pertaining to an isomeric 
variety of ethyl-sulphuric acid.—Isethionic 
acid, « coloriess compound, HOCH. — ermerte isomeric 
with ‘ethy!-sul phiurie acid, prepared by the action of sul- 
phurtrioxid on Sheer or — alcohol. Tt is crystalline, 
evolves water at 200° C., aud is also called 1-ethamol-2-atel- 

Ishmaelitic (ish’mé-e-lit’ik), a. [Ishmaelite + 
-ic.] Sameas Ishmaelitish, 

Isidw (is’i-dé), », pl. [NL., ¢ Isis + -idw.] 
A family of gorgonacean aleyonarians havin 
an axis het ting of alternating horn. and 
calcareous portions, It includes severa gen- 
era, among them Bathygorgia, Isis, and Mopeeca, 

which —— — 
n, 2, The typical genus of the family 

Isidw, Linnaeus, 
isl, An abbreviation of island, 
Islamist (is‘lam-ist), n. ([Jslam + -ist.] An 
adherent of Islam; an —— 

islandl, n. 4. In andt., any circumscribed 
portion of tissue or aggregation of cells differ- 
ing in — from the surrounding parts. 

‘it. of land in the southern 
fl, from which the drain- 

teat rivers of South 

island, an island adjoin ——— — separated Uy shallow 

< Gr. 

of the same elevated inasa, —— te 
sea, Dona, Manual of Geol. (4th ed.) p. 22. 

collections of cells In the interstitial tisage 
of —— reas, thought to be independent ductless 
glands furnishing an internal secre Island of 

or refuge, See tisle of wnfety, 
IL. a. Isolated; separate.—Island case, a 

special, Isolated case in whie Le —— for 
sclentifle collections are packed for 
Taland p) , in redroading, a platform —— 
—— ‘used at way-atatbons * — in tranefer- 
ring passengers and for aa in peeves ig passengers 
from crossing the tracks Ts bs susshet reached from the walting- 
rooms by meant of A over or subways under the 
tracks, and connecting stairways.— universe, 
Ree ay ak tet? raft 

Isle or island of safety, a short form, mene 
tected by posta, placed in “che mabidte on Bray seed 

nc ing n convenience anil a ten 
the street and asa os ot walety be ee ee 
hickes. Also called refi 

islet, n. 3. An isolated piece of organic tissue; 
aclusterof cells; specifically, one of the islands 
of Langerhans, 

I. 8. M. An abbreviation of the Latin Jesus 
Suleator Mundi, Jesus Saviour of the World, 

L 8. 0. An abbreviation of Imperial Service 
er. 

iso-. 2. Inthe names of chemical com nds, 
used to impl ‘of equal or like formation’ or 
‘isomeric,’ distinguishing a compound from 
one isomeric with it. Of two such substances, that 
—* the more commen structure or the one discovered 
or bears the prefix. 
— —42 

657 isochrone 

lsongglutinate (ah-e-gi0'th-ait), * t.andi.; face through all points in a body of 
pret. and pp, isoagglutinated, ppr. wti- water which have the same depth below the 
—— Gr, ioog, equal, + = ‘pplatinatey To surface. — — 

arin currents trend tsobatha, 

glutinatos 
The seram from auch blood waa also tao, uvinotian te isobathic (i-s$-bath’ik), a 

some extent, that fa, it would agglutinate 
another individual 

S nee Aug., 19M, p. 386, 

lutination (i’s6-a-gli- ti-na‘shon), nN. 
(Gr. ieoc, equal, + E. agglutination.) The ag- 
—— of cells of an animal of one species 

the corresponding agglutinins of — 
animal of the same species. 

lutinative (i/ 
Causing ree on. 
1902, p, 858. 

sr gy 18‘ti-nin), m. [Gr. Ieoe, 
+ ee aoe Anageutinindireeted 100 

against cells of animals of the same species, 
as the one furnishing the agglutinin. 

[isobath + 1 
Pertaining to an isobath ; indicating equ 
depths below the surface of a body of water. 

Towards the west * wall of limestone does not rise as 
h the adjacent soundings 
* —“ tine ap 

Geog. Jour. (R. ‘c. 8.) XXIL 128. 

Ahymotric G'sp-bath-Lmet’rik), a. (Gr. 
-8-gld’ ti-ni-tiv), = “to e Per + Bafic, deep, + pérpor, measure, 

Science, Nov, 28, Having the sume depth below sea- 
ievel. 
— Sede a a. [Gr. 

Indicating cor- 
* Se rages of ok different food- 
stuffs o" ch have equal dynamogenic and 

1 (i-86-am’il), ». (Gr. tooc, equal, + E, thermogenic values. 
amyl] -A’univatent organo radial My —— 

CHPCH.CHSCH, Sse oar — 
Its — such a9 isoamyl —** iso- pep et i CO 5 valent from the putuit 
—*— * ay —* ate prepare: m certain A. Daatre, in Smithsonian Rep., 1808, p. 64. 

isoborneol oral tr pile de ». (Gr. aot equal, 
mn colorless — 

CH, 3 

(CHg)gC 

(CH,) CHOK 

prepared by the action of sodium on cam: 
7 erystallizes in Lp me | — —_ at 216 
— ft — —— cee, and 

isobutyl “thed-bit’ til), n. [Gr. lcoc RATER — 
E. butyl.) ‘An organie univalent radical, 

lamin (i‘s6-a-mil’g-min), n ine 
+ -in2.] A poisonous “ptomaine, 9H a 
—— derived from leucin: found in cod- 
iver OL 

tgonmyiate (1-86-am‘i-lat),n. [isoamyl + -atel, 
he name of a metallic derivative of isoamy 
sehen 
isoanemonic (i‘s4-an-e-mon‘ik), a. [Gr. looc, 
equal, + E, appmenie.) Noting an acid, a 
compound, Cy9H,,05, formed, together with 
anemonin, by the spontaneous decomposition 
of anemone camphor from Anemone pet 0% 

comephor. 

isoapiol (i as 1), mn. [Gr. laog, — 
E. — ae —5* compound, cu: 9 4) CHCH,, occurring in a number of com- 
CH :CHo(OCHg)g, prepared the 

ns most of which are prepared from iso- 
utyl alcohol, a constituent Pot tu fusel-oil. 

te ‘Gi-so-ba’ ti-lat), m. [isobutyl + 
A metallic derivative of isobutyl al- 

c (i's6-bii-tir’ ik), a. [Gr log, equal, 
+ E. butyric.) Noting an acid, a colorless com- 
pound, (CH g)»CHCOOH, found in Ceratonia 
Siliqua and, combined with aleohol, in croton- 
oil. It closely resembles butyric acid in — 
ties, boils at 1e8" C., amd ts ane called d dimethylacelic netd 
or nethyl etd, 

grat 1" a. Ss. ba equal, 
-ic.) Noting om: 

sition — a Greek —— yin which 
e heads are placed nearly on the same hori- 

zontal line without considering the propor- 

action or *aleobolie potassium hydroxid on 
apiol. It erystallizes in | leaves or quad- 
S08 6" melts at C., and boils at ra 

isobar, ». 2, In thermodynam., a line or curve 405 
——— by the equation of ‘state (py= RT) iso 
of a system when p has any constant value; 
a line of equal pressures. E. Buckingham, 
Theory of Thermodynamics, p. 23. 

isobaric, a. 2. In meth., having all terms of 
ual weight. —Isobaric algorism. See #oigoriam. 

“aT n, In thermodynam., & line or surface of 
equal pressures; an isobar. 
The isobarics of evaporation happen to be isothermals — 

not by reason of an for Gat one oe tairly be called physi- 
cal accident, becnuse it is the coajunction of correspend- 
ing critical pressures and temperatures that determines 

—— — tie ant ate —— 8 phalism (isi 55 va" (ace hal(ie) poemare We of’ a- S 
perature, he Engineer, July 2a 9's + pha Same as isoee, 

isobase (1’s)-bis), n. [Gr. ier, equal, + farm, j —* ws) “a. Gr. isos, 
base.] An imaginary ine passing through all —— gh age ~0us.) eeae as 
points which have undergone the same amount — 
of deformation from their original position. isocheimal. See isochime, isochimal. 
R.D, — Surv. of New Jersey, jgochlor (i’s0-klor), m. [Gr. isor, equal, + 
1893, p. 321, xtupég, green (see chlorin).] An imaginary 

line connecting all places that have the same 
amount of chlorin. 

The examination for chlorine has gone far enough to 
indicate the amounts normal in the several great die 
tricta of the State, but mot far enough to enable us to 
make an accurate map showing chlorine content of 
waters. Further analyses will be necessary to make a 
detailed report, be ger = all the sections and subdivi- 
= great natural divisions and fsochlor map 

it D. Salvetrery, in Geol. Surv. of Now Jorsey, 1900, p. 2 

isocholesterin (i’s6-ko-les‘te-rin), », (Gr. 
love, equal, + E. cholesterin.} “ In chem,, a sub- 
stance of the class of the alcohols, isomeric 
with and ences similar to cholesterin or 
cholesterol, found in admixture with the latter, 
both chietly in the form of esters, in wool- 
grease, fish- and whuale-oils, etc. 

isocholesterol (i*s0-ko-les’te-rol), m. Same 
as *isocholesterin, 

isobasial (i- ane th (Gr, long, equal, + isochrome (i’s-krém), ». (Gr. ioor, equal, + 
pace, base, + -all, In craniom,, having a —5* color.) In optics, a curve, in the in- 
skull the bastion. a opisthion of "which are rence pattern produced when a ervstal 
on the same level in relation to the horizontal is viewed in the convergent field of a polari- 
plane of the skull. scope, which es everywhere through re- 

isobath ab ath), n. ions having the same color; a curve of equal 
Bite, depth.] 1. A line connecting places difference of path; an isochromatic curve, 
that howe’ the same depth below sea-level; an isochrone (i’ sé-krdn), [Gr iad ypover, equal 
isobathymetric line,—2, An imaginary sur- in time, < Iooc, equal, + xpévoc, time.) 1. 

Tsobase, 

Map of the Great Lakes, showt ing P pairs of gaging stations and 
eobases theta. i 

The isobases are marked all bp Tu ness broken limes show the 
pairs of statbons. 

(Gr. leoc, equal, + 



isochrone 

A line connecting points at which the same 
events occur simultaneously. Thus the 

= ie —— ing from a given center 

— dere a given iatervel of time: the leg 

cal isochrone, the line connecting points at which planta 

of any species attain simultaneously the same stage ot 
development. 

Specitically—2. In hydrol., the line bound- 
ing an area of watershed whose river-flow 

will concentrate in a given time at a central 
point to form a flood, 

isochronize (i-sok’r§-niz), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. 
isochronized, ppt. isochronizing. [isochron(ous) 
+ -ize.] To cause to vibrate in equal times; 

at to equality, as to frequency (any peri- 
odie operations or cycles). 

Isochronous vibration, See *vibration. 
isoclasite (i-s6-klas’it), mn. [Gr. ioc, equal, 
+ rAdo, breaking, + -ite?.) A hydrated cal- 
cium phosphate occurring in colorless or snow- 

isochrone 
points attainable by s jgocrotonic 
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erystallizes in lustrous leaflets which decom- 
pose at 240-240° C., without melting. 

(i*sd-krd-ton’ik}, a. ([Gr. laog, 
equal, + ms — Noting an acid, a col- 

orless oil, i} , With an odor like butyric 
H CCOOH 

acid. It is found in ernde acetic acid from wood, bolls 
at 7h70" C. under 23 millimeters , aod is in part 
converted into crotonic acid by ing: under the ordinary 
pressure. 

isogen 

concentric teeth and sockets which cannot be 
separated without fracture, as in ndy lus. 
In Pecten and other less specialized forms the 
apparatus is not so intricate. 

mtous (i-s0-don‘tus), a. Having all the 
teeth alike; isodont. 

isodulcitan (i-s6-dul’si-tan), ». [Gr. ico, equal, 
+ E, — ‘ihe A —— sr ous 
compoun: re eatin 
—— "at 1008 & Phe —— — 
takes place in the presence of water. 

isodulcite (I-sd-dul’sit), n. (Gr. iooc, equal, + 
E. duleite.) @ as *rhamnose, 

isodulcitic (i’s6-dul-sit’ik), a. [isoduleite + 
i Derived from isodulcite.—Isodulcitic 

colotiess com) id, Cyl 

white crystalline and cleavable masses. 

Ysoclinal line or in geom., @ from the vertex 
of an anghoid equally inclined to the 2dgea — Isoolinal 
plane, in yeom., & plane equally inclined to the edges 
of an angloid, 

isocnemic (i-s9-né’mik), a. [Gr. looc, equal, 
+ xvijuen, tibia, + -ie.] In anthozoans, a term 
used to a a unilateral pair composed 
of two equal mesenteries: contrasted with 
*antsocnemic, 

In Madrepora and Porites the new mesenteries arise 
as — or incomplete bilateral pairs within one or 
both of the directive entocentes; but in Cladocora, Ste- 

anocenin, Solencstrea, and Oculina they arise as ani- 
ral isocnemic pairs within one or more exocelic 

chambers. Annalsand May. Nat, Hiet,, Feb, 1008, p. 14. 

isocodeine (i‘s6-ké-dé’in),m. (Gr. icoc, equal, 
+ E. — A colorless —A5 basie 
eompound., CH ,0(OH)C,gH,,ONCH3, pre- 

by the action of dilute hydrochloric acid 
on dihydrothebaine. It softens at 55-00° C., 
and melts at 70-80° C. 

isoceslous (i-s-s8’lus), a. [Gr. ioc, equal, + 
xoidoc, hollow, + -ows.) In ornith., noting an 
arrangement of the intestine in which the as- 
cending and descending branches of the see- 
ond and third loops are in contact, and the 
descending part lies to the left of the other, 

Isocoma (i-sok’é-mii),m. [NL. (Nuttall, 1841), 
< Gr. icoc, equal, + xéun, bair. Tho allusion 
is to the equal length of the florets in the 
flower-head, the genus differing in this charac- 
teristic from Lessingia ] A genus of dicoty- 
ledonous herbaceous or woody plants belong- 
ing to the family Asteracee. They are rather rigid, 

erect plants with somewhat viscid, entire, toothed, 
or pinnatifid leaves and a corymbose terminal cluster of 
rayless heads of yellow flowers There are about 11 
cies, natives of western North America. See Bigelovia 
and *trcek-truah (ch 

isocomplement (i-s$-kom’plé-ment), . [Gr. 
isoc, equal, + E. complement. complement 
furnished by the same animal, or one of the 
same species, which yields the amboceptor. 
isocomplementophilic (i"s)-kom-plé-men-to- 
fil’ik), a. [ixocomplement + Gr. Me Loc, loving, 
+ -ic.) Having reference to ity for iso- 
complements. 

isocoria (i-#0-ké’ri-), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr, iooe, 
equal, + xdpy, pupil.) Equality in the diam- 
eters of the pupils of the eyes. 

(i-s0-ki’ma-rin), ». (Gr. icoe, 
equal, + E, coumarin.) A colorless compound, 

.O 
i . 

CoH (oy, CH 
of silver isocoumarin carboxylate. It crystallizes 
in lustrous plates, melts at 47° C., beils, with some decom- 
position, at 285-286 C,, and is also called tsoevrmarin- 
earbarylic ankydrid, 

isocracy (i-sok’ra-si), ». [Gr. icoc, equal, + 
-«parea, € xpateie, rule.) A system of govern- 
ment in which political power is equally vested 
in all; equality in government. 

isocrat (i's6-krat), n. — An ad- 
vocate of isocracy. N. R. D. 

isocratic (i-#0-krat’ik), a. [isoeraey {-erat-) + 
-tc.] Of or pertaining to isocracy; believing 
in isocracy, 

isocratize (i-sok’ra-tiz), v.; pret. and pp. isve- 
ratized, ppr. isecratizing. [tsocrat-ic + -ize.] 
I. intrans. To be isocratic. 

IL. trans. To foree (others) to be isocratic 
or hold isocratic principles. 

isocreatinine (i’s6-kré-at’i-nin), v. 
equal, + xpéag (xpear-}, flesh, & -in® 

prepared by the distillation 

Gr. icoe, 
-ine+.] 

A yellow basic compound, CyH+ONg, obtained group in which the hinge-structure consists of ¢ Fier, 

from the muscular tissue of the haddock, It 

isocyanuric 

isodemic (i-s$-dem’ik), a. 

spe, isodiaba 

+ — i 
i-s0-si-a-nii‘rik), a. (Gr. Isoc, 

equal, + E. cyanuric,] Noting an acid, the 
same as fulminic acid, 

lic (i-sd-sik‘lik), a. [Gr. Iooe, equal, + 
xixtog, ring.) Containing a ring of atoms of 
one element, especially a ring composed ex- 
clusively of carbon atoms. It is peony 
identical in meaning with *carbocyclic (whic 
see), 

isocytic (i-sd-sit’ik), a. (Gr. feo, equal, + 
abroc, & — acell.] Pertaining to organ- 
isms in which no specialization of cells has 
taken place, the cells being all equal and 
similar in size, form, and function, Cook and 
Sicingle. : 

xin (i-s0-si-té-tok’sin), », [Gr. Iooc, isocytoto: 
equal, + E. cytotorin.] A cytotoxin which 
enuses the destruction of homologous cells of 
the same species. 

Gr. isoc, equal, + 
equal density of 

lines drawn apen a map 
density af population 

dijuoc, people, + -ic.) 
pulation.—Isodemic 
rough points at all of which 

is the sume. 
tic, a. II. a. A curve which repre- 

sents the ixothermal changes of pressure and 
volume of a substance while the same quantity 
of heat is being transferred to it or from it. 

isodialuric (i-s6-di-n-li'rik), a. [Gr. loor, equal, 
+ E. dialuric.) Noting an organic acid of 
the uric-acid series, CgHyNoOy. On conden- 
sation with urea it forms urie acid. 

isodiazo-. A combining form which has been 
suggested to designate compounds containing 

the group RN: NOM where M is an alkali metal 
and R an aromatic hydrocarbon radical. 

isodictya’ 
+ dixrvov, net, + -all,) Having meshes of 
uniform size and shape, as a network of fibers 
in a sponge skeleton. 
Skeleton consisting of . . . and a dermal deodietyal net- 

work with strands 2.3 spicales thick, with unispleulute 
strands in the interstices. 

» Prue, Zoot, Soc. Londen, 1900, 1. 135, 

isodimorphic (i"s6-di-mér-fik), a. Same as ise- 
dimorphows. 

isodipyridine (i-sb-li-pir'i-din), mn. (Gr. ieoe 
equal, + E, pyridine.) A colorless fou, : 

CH——CH 
NCsH,C < . 

N(CH,)CH 
repared by the gentle oxidation of nicotine. 
t has a characteristic odor of mushrooms and 

boils at 280-281°C. Also called nicotyrine, or 
n-methyl-3-pyridyl pyrrole. 

isodomic (i-sd~iom’ik), ¢, Same as isudomous, 

isodont, a. 2. Having a series of teeth of 
equal length, as many snakes; used by Cope 
as a diagnostic charseter of various genera of 
snakes. Compare diacranterian, 

Isodonta (i-46-don’ti), m. pl. [Gr ieoc, equal, 
+ idoic (ndovr-), tooth.) In the Pelecypoda, a 

an elaborate interlocking arrangement of two 

] (i-s6-dik’ti-al), a. (Gr. ioc, equal, { 

ical (i°s0-di-nam’i-kal), a. 
lynamic. 

Same as 

ogenic § (i*s)-di-na-md-jen‘ik), a. 
(ee. isog, equal, + lynameogenic.] Equally 
ynamogenic: said of the corresponding 

weights of two different food-stuffs if their 
dynamogenic values are alike, 
isodyne (i’s$-din), a. [Gr. lone, equal, + div(c- 
wc), power.) Having equal force: specifically 
applied by fessor Diro Kitao of Tokio, in 
18h7, to surfaces in the atmosphere at which 
the movement or force of the wind is equal, 

1, isoeidonal (i-s$-i'do-mal, -nal), a. 
See *ixeidomal. 

isoélectric (i’s6-6-lek'trik), a. [Gr.teoc, equal. 
+ E.clectric.] In phys. chem., possessing equal 
quantities of the two opposite kinds of elee- 
tricity; acted apon by equal and opposite elec- 
trie attractions.— point, in phys chem, 
of colloids fn solution, the point where the electrolytic 
motion of the dissolved col which in certain condi- 
tions takes place in the direction of the electric current 
and in other conditions takes place in the opposite diree- 
tion, is made to vanish, as by the addition of a minute 
quantity of an electrolyte. It is suppeded that the colloid 
can exfat In solation only on long as ite particles preserte 
their electric charges. When an electrol is added it 
is supposed that the particles of the colloid have their 
e neutralized by the conjunction with them of the 

ion of the electrolyte and coagulation Uhen occurs 
At the deoelectric point, for a distinct small quantity of 

barium chloride or acid, the electric movement vanishes 
and lation or — — ur⸗ 

op, Brit. Amw'n Adeancement of Set., 1901, p @, 

isoémodin (i-s6-em’6-lin), n. (Gr, isoe, equal, + 
E. enodin.] Acrystalline compound, Cy ,He0,. 

in, contained in buckthorn related to em 
bark, Rhamnws Frangule, It is laxative. 

(Gr. Tacx, isoénergetic (i-sb-en-ér-jet’ik), @. 
equal, + E, energetic.) Same as *isobioge- 
netic. 

isoénergic (i’s6-e-nér’jik), a. (Gr. iooc, equal, 
+ fvepyic, working (see evergy), + -ic.j Of 
equal energy. The isoénergte lines of a diagram nay 
show changes of any kind except intrinsic energy, which 
— constant duriig: the change of the other quanti- 

soéphedrine (i-s6-ef‘e-drin), n. (Gr. cor, 
equal, + E. ephedrine.) A — alkaloid, 
CypH,5NO, isomeric with ephedrine contained 
in Ephedra distachya, and other species of 
Ephedra. _ It is » mydriatic, 

isoaugenol (i-s6-1i’jé-nol), n. [Gr. deoc. equal, 

+ E. engenol.) A colorless liquid, HOC)H, 
1 

(OCH,)CH :CHCHg, prepared by the action of 
wtassiam hydroxid on eugenol. It boils at 
258-262° C. and is used in the manufacture of 
vanillin. Also called 1’-propenylphenyldiol- 
(3,4) 3-methyl ether. 

isoform (V’ef-form), n. [Gr, isoc, equal, + E 
form(ic).] 1, Same as p-oderyanisol, CHyOC, 
H,10g.—2, An antiseptic powder composed of 
equal parts of iodoxyanisol and calcium phos- 
phate, 
isogamete (i-sd-gam‘ét), w. _ [Gr. ioc, equal, + 
pauétac, spouse: see gamete.] One of two equal 
cells that unite to form a zygote. 

isogamic (i-s6-gam’ik), a. [Gr. Iooc, equal, + 
paunc, marriage, + -ic.) Concerning or per- 
taining to like gametes or germ-cells. 

isogen (i’s6-jen), n. (Gr, iovg, equal, + pene, 
offspring.} A statistical curve of sim- 

ilar birth-rates in a natality-table, 



isogen 
In natality tables, the ages of the father and mother 

take the place of the tudes and latitudes in weather 
charta, and the lines of similar birth mates, or, aa I 
eal) them, ‘isogens,’ take the place of lsobara. 

Prancis Galton, in Proc, Ray, Soe, London, Jan, 15, 1804, 

isogonal. I a. 2. Orthomorphie.— Isogonal 

n. 2, pl. Any two straight lines which 
are symmetrical with re; to an angle-bisee- 
tor: ealled isogonals with reference to that 
angle. 

isogonality (i-s6-go-nal‘i-ti), ». [ 
ie] ay quality of being isogonal. 

iso ta, IL». In terrestrial magnetiem, 
a line or surface connecting places where the 
magnetic needles have equal magnetic deecli- 
nations, 

onal + 

ssogonism, ». 2. Similarity in crystalline form; 
specifically, that existing between the crystals 
of chemical compounds which are not closely 
related in composition. See isomorphism. 

(i’s0-jir), ». (Gr. isor, equal, + yipor, 
circle.) In optics, one of the lines or curves in 
the interference pattern produced when a erys- 
tal is viewed in the convergent field of a polari- 
scope; & line of constant direction of polari- 
zation. The principal isogyres are heavy black 

tsagyres, 

markings upon the interference pattern, some- 
times in the form of a cross, sometimes appear- 
ing as hyperbole which pass through the optic 
axis. J, Drude, Theory of Optics, p. 34, 

isogyric (i-s6-ji’rik), a. [isogyre + -ic.) Of or 
pertaining to isogyres; having constant direc- 
tion of polarization: said of certain curves in 
the interference patterns of crystals. See 
*isuguyre. F. Drude, Theory of Optics, p. 352. 

isohaline (i-s6-ha‘lin), ». [Gr. ioog, equal, + 
avg, salt, + -inel.] An imaginary line con- 
necting all parts of the ocean that have the 
same salinity. 

Soath of the Trople of Capricorn the teohalines run 
early erat and west, salinity ay quickly to the 
Southern Ocean Ereye. frit., XXXI. 404. 

isohelic (i-s6-hé’lik), a, and a, [Gr. ioor, equal, 
+ yee, gun, + -ic.} I. a. Having equal 
amounts of clear sunshine. 

Probably, the observations of sunshine are still more 
complete in the British Isles than in any other country, 
bat Herr Helmuth Konig, of Hamburg, has found autt- 
cient toaterial for a tiret attempt to draw ‘daohelic’ Lies 
for Western Europe. Geog. Jor, (KR. G, 8), X, S08. 

II. n. A line connecting points which have 
equal variability or equal annual amounts of 
sunshine, 
isohemagglutination (i-sé-hem-a-gli-ti- 
na’shon}, ». (Gr. isoc, equal, + aina, lood, 
+ E, agglutination.) Normal agglutination of 
the red blood-vorpuseles. See the extract. 
The power of the blood serum of certain individuals to 

agglutinote the red blood cells of certain other individuals 
Tess Interested clinical pathotogteta for some time... . 
Whereas the earlier observers of human teohemagylutina- 
tion asacrtod that isoagglatinins occurred only in the sera 
of pathological states, and was of specific and diagnostic 
impurtanes, the Inter researches of Landsteiner and oth- 
ers have shown conclusively that the sera of nermal fndl- 
viduals quite as frequently clamp the corpascles of other 
nortaal ar di persona. 

F. P. Gay, in Jour. Med. Research, Dec., 1907, p. S21. 

ischomagglutinate (i-s-hem-a-glié’ ti-nat), 
t,t and t. [See *isohemagglutination.] To 
produce isohemagglutination, 
The isohemagglutinating power of serum resists heat- 

ing to 4° ©. for thirty minutes, although the serum used 
in these experiments was freshly obtained and not 

F. P. Gay, in Jour, Med. Research, Dec., 1997, p, S21. 

isohemolytic (i/s5-hem-¢-lit’ik), a. [isohemol- 
ysin (-lyt-) + -ic.) Having reference to the 
action of an isohemolysin. 

isohesperidin (i’s§-hes-per’i-din), m.  [Gr. 
iow, equal, + E. hesperidin.] A yellowish, 
crystalline glucoside, CogHgqO19.2Hg0, said to 
be present in the bitter-orange peel. 

isohomovanillin (i’s)-hé‘mé-vi-nil’in), n, 
[Gr. isor, equal, + dude, same, + EF. vanillin.) 
A colorless compound, 

_ CHy0CgH(OH)(CH3) CHO, 
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prepared by the action of chloroform and alkali 
on the compound CH,0C OH)CHg. Ite: 
tallizes in naedion — aoe vanillin in 
odor. 

isohumic (i-s0-hi’mik), a. [Gr. looc, equal, + E. 
—— Waving pane yo et of humic 
aci 

igghyarie (i-s0-hi’drik), a. [Gr. loc, equal, + 
E. hydr(ogen) + -ic.] in ys. chem., Possess- 
ing equal concentration of hydrogen ions, 
Some acetic acid is formed, and this process will go on 

till the solutions of the two acids are feohydric : that is, 
tH) the dissociated hydrogen lone are in equilibrium with 
beth, Eneye, Brit, XXVIIL M4 
isohyet (i-86-hi‘et), a. (Gr.icoc, equal, + irrdr, 
rain,] Same as isohyetal. Also isohyetose. 
The Increase of goats, mules, and asses in the drier areas 

{ia graphically shown on the mapa, and would have been 
made clearer by a series of isohyeta, 

Geog. Jour. (KR. G. &), XV. MA 

isohygrometric (is*6-hi-gré-met’rik), a. (Gr. 
isog, equal, + E. hygrometric.] Alike in aver- 
age conditions of atmospheric moisture, 

The flora of California may be Ukened to a checker- 
boar, the lines between the squares representing tsohy- 
grometric and isothermal lines. 

F. V. Covitle, contrib. Nat. Herb, TV. 20. 

(i'sd-hip), n. [Prop. *isohyps or *ivo- 
hypse, < Gr. ioc, equal, + iyoc, height.) A line 
joining isohypsometric localities. 

(i s6-hi-pér-si-td‘sis), m. 
NL. ¢ Gr. isoc, equal, + trép, over, + xiror, a 
ollow (a cell), +-osis.] An increase of the 

number of leucocytes, with normal percentage 
relations of the neutrophilic cells as regards 
the distribution of the different nuclear forms. 

isoh: sis (i’s}-hi-p$-si-to’sis),n. [NL., 
< Gr, isor, equal, + ord, under, xirec, ahollow 
(acell), + -ovis,) A deervase in the number of 
leucocytes, with normal percentage relations 
of the neutrophilic cells as regards the dis- 
tribution of the different nuclear forms. 

isohypsometric (i’s6-hip-sd-met’rik), a. [Gr. 
iso, equal, + E.h metr-y + -ic.) Having 
the same altitude above mean sea-level. 

iso-iwashi (6°s6-é-wii’shé), ». [Jap., <iso, 
shore, + fweshi, sardine.}] A Japanese name 
of one of the atherine fishes, Jxo flos-maris, 
a little fish of the surf. Also known as nawnii- 
no-hana, ‘flower of the wave.’ 

isolactose (i-sd-lak’tés), », A colorless sugar, 
CygH920}1.Hy0, prepared synthetically from 
giucose and galactose, Itis isomeric with lac- 
tose and is fermentable. 

isolate, a. II, wn. In psychol.,a feature or 
quality abstracted by attention from the eom- 
plex of qualities constituting an object and 
considered by itself alone; the result of an 
analysis of a construct. 
We maycall the process by which we select a certain 

quality. and comsider it — to the neglect of other 
qualities, isolation, amd the products of the process we 
may term isola tea. 

C. L. Morgan, Animal Life and Intelligence, p. S22. 

Isolated pawn, See *pawn?. 
isolation, ». 1. Specitieally, removal from 
communication or contact with others; also, 
the condition of being so removed. An isotation 
ward, yew ary or eomp la a ward, hospital, or camp in 
which isolation of the sick or of those who have been ex- 
posed to infection is seeured. 

Jeclation of Binstomeres.—An long ago as 1800 Hacckel 
divided the Dlastale or morale of Siphonophora with a 
tine needle into two, three, or four Pieces, and observed 
that each developed into a — larva. 

newe, Brit,, XXX, 212, 

2, In psyehol., the process whereby one se- 
lects a certain quality of an object for consid- 
eration, to the neglect of other qualities; selec- 
tion by attention, C. Z. Morgan, 
Discriminate isolation, the separation or isolation of a 
race or ¥ariety from its parent stock In such a way as to 
prevent tree intercrossing.— J isolation, 
he separation of the individaals that compose a species 
into two or more seta without segregation or the eelee- 
tion of those that differ, 

isolationist (is-0-li‘shon-ist), nm. [isolation + 
-ist.] 1, One who believes that a new race or 
variety cannot become fixed or established 
through natural selection unless its represen- 
tative individuals are locally or topographi- 
cally separated or segregated from the re- 
tmaainder of the species. 

This way of accounting for progress in one or more di- 
rections tany prove as Inadequate as the one suggested by 
tsolationiste. 

Rep. Brit. Aven Advancement of Sei, 10M, p. 67H 

2. In recent United States polities, an advo- 
eate of the policy of non-interference or non- 
participation in international affairs, 

isometropia 

isolichenin (i-s6-li’ken-in), ». [Gr. leor, equal, 
+ E. lichenin.) An amorphous water-soluble 
carbohydrate contained in Iceland moss, Cet- 
raria Islandica, 

(i-sol’i-sin), a.  [isolysis + -in2.] A 
lysin which will cause the destruction of vells 
of an animal of the same species as the one 
which furnishes it. 

isolysis (i-sol’i-sis), ». (Gr. tom, equal, + 
Abecc, dissolution,] The dissolution of cells 
of a given species by the homologous cells of 
an ¢nimal of the same species, Paughan and 
Nory, Cellular Toxins, p. 129, 

isolytic (i-s6-lit’ik), d. [isolysis (-lyt-) + -ie.] 
Causing or having reference to isolysis, 

Tt was found, in {net, that under these circumstances 
— sabstances are sometimes, thongh not untformly, 

veloped. The possibility of the formation of i#volytie 
substances was thus established, 

Med, Record, Feb. 14, 1905, p. 247. 

isomagnetic (i’s}-mag-net‘ik), a. and». (Gr. 
loo, equal, + E, magnetic.) I, a. Having 
the same magnetic elements, 

Il. rv. A line joining places which have 
the same magnetic elements. Terrestrial iso- 
magnetica refer specifically to the earth's 
surface. 
Ricker and Thorpe’s next step was to obtain formule 

giving smooth curves of contingous curvatare, approxi- 
—— as closely as possible to the district tines. 
sinooth curves are called terrestrial (eormagnetica ; they 
may be — to show what the magnetic elements 
would be in the absence of disturbances peciliar to 
special parte of the survey area or ite ioumediately coter- 
minous regions. Eneye. Brit., XXX. 401, 

isomaltoge (i-«5-mil‘tés), ». [Gr. icoc, equal, 
+ E. maltose.) A substance formed together 
with maltose from starch on dinastatie diges- 
tion. It has been produced synthetically 
from dextrose, does not ferment, and is iso- 
meri¢ with maltose, CjoHagO)). 

isomeric, «. 3. In petrog., noting phanero- 
erystalline rocks composed of a single kind of 
mineral, rongniart, 1827. 

the isomerism, ». In the widest sense this term is 
plied to any two or more cheraleal compounds having 
same poroentage com tion, Various degrees and kinds 

mn — 
Ca — 

of isomerise are distinguished, the 
being between chemical and as porn 
cal izomerian may be eubdivi as follows: Potymerian, 
which is applied to compounds with the sume petceutene 
composition, bat with molecular weights ditferfing 
some constant value: example, ethylene, Cyly, an 
butylene, Cys, molecular weights 28 and 6 respectively. 
Polymeriam may be either accidental or generic, — 
ing to whether ine compounds belong to the same or dif- 
ferent classes, Meftamercom ts applied to compounde 
with the same pereentage composition and molecular 
weight, bat containing homologous mulicals in the mole 
eule : examplesare V¥lamine, (yf; N Hg, ethylmethyl- 
amine, CgH,NHCHy, and trimethylamine, N(CH 
Chain of neclens teomerian © erin compounds 
which have the same number of similar atoma in the 
molecule, bat in which the carbon atoms forming the 
nucleus are differently grouped: as, normal butane, 
CHyCH QC HygCHy, amt isobatane, (CHayCH, Peaition or 

face temerian exists io compounds which have siml- 
jar nuctel but differ in the relative position of certain 
substitating atoms or radicals in this nucleus: as, prim- 
ary or e-propyl chiorid, CHC Ht CHA, and secu 
or props chhorid, CHyCH hen, » Strvetural teomer- 
iam applies to compounds whieh have the same percent- 
age coanposition and molecular welght bat differ in the 
arrangement of atoms in their molecules. Phyeical tao. 
meriam ¢ cterizes compounds which consist of vary- 
ing aggregntions of chemically similar molecules, 
first used of substances which are now termed ferment 
cal, stereo-isotmeric, of optically isomeric. Alodtsower- 
tem be a term oceasbonnlly —5 — to geometrically iso- 
merie compounds one af which can pass into theother by 
the action of heat. Dynamical faormerian is applied to 
compounds which have perfectly similar Hokage and 
spatlal artangement of atoms, but which differ in energy 
content, that la, fn atomic motion. (Tonatar, Ann. Chem. 
(Liebigi, 278, 55.) Geometrical isomerian or steree-teo- 
meriem taarks compounds which have the same constitu. 
tion, bat which differ in the spatial arrangement of cer- 
tain constituent radicals or atoms, Cpteeal teomeriem 
fa applied to stereoisomerte substances which differ in 
their action ona ray of polarized light: they either de- 
flect it to the right (dextrorotatery), to the left (lowe- 
rotatory), or areoptically faactive (ricemlc or mesoform) 

isomerization (i-som’e-ri-zi‘shon), . [ive 
merize + -ation.) In chem., the production of 
isomeric forms of a given substance or class 
of substances. [Rare.] Nature, Nov. 13, 1902, 
p- 48, 

isometric, a. 3. In petroy., evenly granular: 
as, an isometric texture in which the erystal 
grains are of nearly the same size.— Isometric 
contraction. See *contrection,—Isometric Hne, in 
thermedynam., a carve showing the relation between 
pressure and temperature tn a body or system the volume 
of which remains constant. WW. Wateun, Text-book of 
Physica, p. 274. Isometric texture, in gefrog. See 
fa ntisometric texture. 

isometropia (i’s6-mé-tro’pi-i), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
teoc, equal, + wétpov, measure, + oi (ier-), 



isometropia 

eye.] A condition in which refraction isthe rivers, harbors, lakes, or the ground are frozen A 
same in the two eyes. 

isomorphic, a. 2. In biol.: (b) Different in 
ancestry, but alike in appearance; heterophy- 
letic; convergent.— 3, In group- , Te 
lated, as the group [to the group G, so that 
to every substitution g of G —— one 
substitution y of T, and to the product gg’ of 
any two substitations of G corresponds the 
product yy’ of the two corresponding substi- 
tutions of T,— muitip isomorphic, sald of two 
groups when f fe isomorphic to G, but to a substitution 
of T may correspond more than one substitution of G.— 

said of two groups when [ is iso 
morphic to G and, inversely, to every substitution of 
corresponiis but one eabstivation of G, 

, 2. 2, In biol., the state or con- Of or isomorphism, 
dition of being different in ancestry, but alike 

isoparthenogenesis (i’si-piir’ then-d-jen’ 
ain) ®. (NL, Us ten soma, + Le pa 

660 

or covered with ice — same number of 
days continuously in win rT. 

isoparaffin (i-s6-pur’a-fin), n. [Gr. iooc, equal, 
“9 n.] Phe « —— of —S—— 
bons of the paraffin series which have a 
branched carbon chain, 

. loos, equal, + NL, 
thenogenesis.] Parthenogenesis, or deve 
ment from unfertilized eggs, as of a 
normal life-history; normal as contrasted 
with occasional or exceptional parthenogen- 
esis. See normal *parthenogenesis, 

thic (i-s6-path’ik), a, [isopath-y + -ie.] 
rtaining to iso) y- 
{i-sd-pek’tik), n. (Gr, icog, equal, + 

in appearance. See *isomor, hic, 2(b).—3. In "7Ter, fixed, stiffened, frozen: see *isopa 
group-theory, the state or character of being 
isomorphic... Meriedric isomorphism, multiple 
isomorphism. See multi; *wrisomorphic,— Muli 
omer. the —— being multiply —— 

isomorphous, «. 
morphic, 4. 

-ison. [ME. -ison, -isoun, < OF. -aison, -eison 
-exon, -ison, ¢ L, -afio(n-) (whenee the ‘learned 
form -ation, which is thus a doublet of -ison), 
-ttio(n), -1tio(n).) A suffix, really -son, with 
an element (--) belonging to the stem in 
some nouns coming from Letin through the 
Old French. It is equivalent to -ation, -etion, 
-ition, in noans originally abstract. Examples 
are comparison, fermison, garrison, jettison, 
orison, venison, warnison, In benison and 
maison doublets of benediction and maledic- 
tion, the -i- belongs to the reduced radical. In 
caparison the termination is conformative, 
See -son, -tion, 

isoneph (i’s6-nef), n. (Gr. loo, equal, + 
veo(éry), cloud.) A line joining places that 
have the same percentage of cloudiness; an 
isonephelic line. 

isonephrotoxin (i’s6-nef-r6-tok’sin), mn, [Gr. 
tooc, equal, + E. nephrotorim,] A nephrotoxin 
directed against the renal cells of animals of 
the same species as the one furnishing the 
nephrotoxin. 

isonicotic {i’s$-ni-kot’ik), a. [isonicot(ine) 
+ * Noting an acid, a colorless eompound, 
nw ¢ CHCH 
a CHCH 
ine. It izes in groups of slender or, by 

pe at ig ae peo wang oa Tmelta, in on md 
at Stuer C. Also culled pwrocinchomeronie acid, or, 
preferably, 4 of y-pyridincearborylic acid. 

isonicotine (i-s6-nik’6-tin), ». [Gr. ieoc, equal, 
——— A colorless compound, Cy gH) 4- 
Ng, prepared by the reduction of dipyridyt. 
It erystallizes in slender, very hydroscopic 
needles melting at 78° C. 

isonicotinic (i’s6-nik-é-tin’ik), a. [isonicotine 
+ -ic.) Same as *rsonicotic, 

isonitrile (i-s6-ni’tril), n. [Gr. icog, equal, + 
E. nitrile.) @ name of a elass of organic 
compounds isomeric with the nitriles and ey- 
anides, containing the univalent group NC. 
They are also called isocyani and, less 
correctly, carbylamines, and are distinguished 
by their highly objectionable odor. 

isonitro (i-s6-ni‘trd), rn. ber inoe, equal, + 
E. nitro.) A hypothetical divalent radical, 

oN< Om which occursin certain organic com- 

2. In math., same as iso- 

unds. They are isomeric with the nitro- 
erivatives and are pseudo-acids. 

isonitroso (i’6-ni-tro’s6), mn. (Gr. ivoc, equal, 
+ E. nitroso.) A hypothetical bivalent radical, 
> NOH, which oceurs in certain organie com- 
pounds, These compounds are identical with the cor- 
respouding oximes, the only difference being in the mode 
of formation, Isonitroso derivatives are formed from 
nitrous acid and compounds containing the group > CH; 
oximes from hydroxylamine and compounds containing 
the group > OO. 

isonormocytosis (i*s0-nér’m6-si-t6’sis), —n. 
NL., ¢ Gr. isor, equal, + L. aerma, norm, + 
ir. «ttoc, & hollow (a cell), + -osis.] A con- 

dition in which there is a normal number of 
the leucocytes with normal relations of the 
neutrophilic cells as regards the percentage 
distribution of the different nuclear forms, 

iso-orcinol (i-46-6r’si-nol), a. Same as *isor- 
nal, 

(i’s-pag), #. [Gr. laor, equal, + 
syrvines, fix, stiffen, freeze (ef. rajyoc, seum).] equal, + dmefky, behind. The name alludes to 
A line, on a chart, connecting places at which the equality of the soft dorsal and anal fins.) isorcin (i-sér‘sin), n. 

> CHCOOH, prepared from luti-- 

J 
A line, on « chart, connecting places at Aſca 
the frie of winter — tor - 

isope erine (i-#6-pel-c-tér‘in), n. r. 
equal, + E. pelletierine.] A colorless oily alkn- 
loid, CgHy,ON, obtained, together with pelle- 
tierine, from the rind’ of } pen ate root. 
It boils at 125° C,, under 100 millimeters, and 
bas exactly the same properties as pelletier- 
ine, except that it is optically inactive. 

isopenty] (i-sd-pen’til), @. (Gr. igor, equal, + 
E. pentyl.) © as *isoamyl, 

isope (i-s6-pep’sin), . (Gr. iooc, equal, + 
E. pepsin.) A supposed modified form of 
pepsin, effected by heat. 
isoperic@lous (i’s6-per-i-sé’lus), a. [Gr. laor 
equal, + repi, around, + xoi/oc, hollow, + -ons, 
In ernith., noting an arrangement of the in- 
testine in which all the loops are left-handed 
— the third is inclosed by le tas * 
soperimeter (i"s86-pe-rim‘e-tér), u. . ’ 
equal, + E. perimeter.) <A figure equal in 
perimeter to another. 

isoperimetric (i-s0-per-i-met’rik), a. Sameas 
isoperi metrical, 
isophenomenal (i's6-fé-nom’é-nal), a. (Gr. 
ioc, equal, + ¢aadura, phenomena, + -al,) 
Having the same or very similar phenomena; 
specifieally—(a) In phenology, having the same 
dates of sprouting, budding, flowering, fruit- 
ing, ripening, ete, (b) In terrestrial magnet- 
ism, having the same magnetic declination, 
inclination, force, seeular variation, diurnal 
variation, ete. (0) In meteor., having the same 

uency of cloudy or rainy weather, or 
similar atmospheric conditions in general, 

isophone (i’s0-fon), ». (Gr. Iso, equal, + 
E. (tele)phone.] A form of microphonie tele- 
phone transmitter. 

isophoria (i-s6-f6'ri-a), n. [NL., <Gr, isog, equal, 
+ -gopia, ¢ -popor, ¢ gépev, bear.) Normality 
in the direction of the visual axes in the two 
eyes, the tension of the ocular muscles being 
equal, 

isophotal (i-s0-f6’tal). a.and n. (Gr. icoc, equal, 
+ od¢ (gwr-), light, + * I. a. Of or per- 
taining to equality of illumination: as, an 
bs BR line. 

.%. In photom., aline or surface, ina field 
of light-flux, drawn everywhere through points 
of equal illumination. Also called sophote. 
Trans. Amer. Inst. Elect. Engin., July-Dec., 
1902, p. 74. 

isophote (i’s)-f6t), x. [Gr. inor, equal, + ac 
(gur-), light} Same as *isophotal, 

isophotography (i'55-fé-tog’ra-fi), mn. Photog- 
a —— in their exact size. Encye. 
Dict 

isophthalic (i-sof-thal‘ik), a. Noting an acid, 
ta 

a colorless compound, CgHy(COCH)s, pre- 
d by the oxidation of various meta (1.3) 

dialkyl substituted benzene derivatives. It 
erystallizes in long hair-like needles, melts 
above 300° C., and sublimes without decompo- 
sition, 

iso @ (i-sd-fi'té-tén), wn. [Gr. love 
equal, + ¢vrév, plant, + révoec, tension, stress. 
In phytogeog., a line connecting the latitudi- 
nal points of the same maximum or minimum 
temperature and, therefore, according to Pound 
and Clements (the authors of the term), limit- 
ing on either side the zone of the occurrence 
of plants of like maximum and minimum en- 
durance. Compare life *zone. 

Isopiestic line, See */ine?. 
Isopisthus (i-24.pis’thus), », [NL., ¢ Gr. looc. 

isorcin 
genus of fishes of the family Sci#nide#, the 

eroakers, found on beth coasts of tropical 
America. 

isoplere (i’s6-plér), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. Icoc, equal, 
+ xeaipnr, —X In thermodynam., & curve 
showing the variations of temperature with 
pressure of a gas or other body the volume o 
which remainsconstant ; anisometric line. I. 
Watson, Text-book of Physics, p. 274. r- 

tn isopleth (i’s6-pleth), n. (Gr. ioor/ntiic, equal in 
number, quantity, or magnitude, ¢ ieoc, equal, 
‘+eddien fdlncee i A Hae, oa Scheel. chomion 
the oeeurrence of equal quantities, conditions, 
or frequencies of any phenomenon in its rela- 
tion to two independent coirdinates. This 
term was first used by Vogler (1880), but the 
lines themselves had long been familiar, 

isopolite (i-sop’d-lit), a. [Gr. icoroAirny, a cit- 
izen with equal rights, ¢ ioc, equal, + roAirne, 
citizen. me as * = 

isopoli (i"80-po-lit’i-kal), a. [As é 
lite + -ic + -all.) Relating to the possession 
of mutual political rights. 

isoprecipitin (i‘sé-pré-sip’i-tin), n. [Gr. icor, 
equal, Ly E. ea A — 2* which 
will react with the serom of an animal of the 

isoprene (les ren) A hyd ‘bon (C. prene (i’sd-prén), », ydrocarbon (C,- 
Hg), one of ne hemiterpen produced in the 
destructive distillation of india-rubber or gut- 
ta-percha, and also obtainable from oil of tur- 
pontine. It is a coloriess, highly volatile liquid, which 

special interest from the fact Uhat It is converted inte 
indis-rubber by prolonged contact at ordinary Semper 
ture with strong hydrochloric acid of nitrosyl chiorid 
Smitler, Handbook of Indust. Chem., p. 0. 

isopropyl G-s5-pro’pil), mn 

secondary propyl! 2] 

Isopestta, (I-sop-ect'}), 6. (NL. ¢ Gr. lor me * 
equal, + yyrre, a flounder.) A genus of Cali- 
fornian flounders. 

chric (i-s6-si’krik), a. and », [Gr. iooe, 
eq + wwypdic, cold, + -ie.] I. a, Equal, 
as to moisture: said apecifically of a thermo- 
dynamic process or state in which evaporation 
and condensation are both absent or precisely 
balance one another. Jour. Phys, Chem., 
May, 1904, p. 344. 

in ¢ ‘*, a curve denct- 
ing a in which eve, 
izes Condeneation. — 

equals and neutral 

Curves of constant Mg [masa of vapor] being termed 
feopayehric curves. 

J. E. Trevor, in Jour. Phys. Chem., May, 1904, p. S44, 

I. ». An isopsychric curve. 
This curve fs the locus of the points of mutual tangency 

of the adiahattes and 4 chrics, 
J. B. Trevor, in Jour, Phys, Chem, May, L004, p. S44. 

isopter (i-sop‘tér), mn. [Gr. icoc, equal, + br- 
reixde), of seeing.) A curve denoting the points 
on the retina of equal visual acuteness. 
isopurpurate (i-sé-pér’pi-rat), m. [isoparpwr- 
ic + -atel.} A — the hypothet eal ieor ur 
uric acid: the potassium salt, CgHyOgn,K, 

18 prepared rv the action of potassium cyanide 
on picriec acid. It forms brown-red rhombic scales 
with a green luster and explodes at 215" C. or at the ot- 
dinary temperature when broaght into contact with con- 
centrated sulphuric achd. 

pyc (i's0-pik),n. fisepye(nic).) An isopye- 
nie line. 80 isopyh. 

isopycnal (i-s6-pik’nal), a. and m. Same as 
*isopycnic.— Isopyenal gradient, See eyradicnt, 

isopycnic (i-s6-pik’nik),a.andn. I. a, Relat- 
ing to or indicating equality of density: as, 
an isopycnic line. 

II, ». A line or surface, in a substance or 
medium, at every point of which the density 
isthe same. Also isopyc. : 

isopyre (i’s6-pir), ». [Gr. icoc, equal, + =i», 
fire.} An impure form of opal oecurring in 
black compact masses, occasionally spotted 
red like heliotrope: sometimes used as a semi- 
precious stone, 

isopyromucic (i’s}-pi-ré-mi’sik), a, = (Gr. 
loo, equal, + E. pyromucie.) Noting an acid, 
a colorless compound, C5H,O3.2H 90, prepared 
by the distillation of mucie acid with potas- 
sium be dc aa sulphate. It melts at - 
C.; when dehydrated, at 90-95°C. Nature, Dee. 
17, 1908, p. 168, 

Same as *isorcinol. 



isorcinol 
igorcinol (i-80P’si-nol), x, (Gr. inoc, equal, + 

E. orcinol.} A colorless compound, CHgCgHy 

(OF) o.Hy0, prepared by fusing toluene.24 
disulphonie acid with potassium hydroxid. 
It crystallizes inslender needles, welts at 87° C., boils at 
cor Cand has a slightly sweet taste, Also called isv- 
orcinol, cresorcinel, oF y-ore 

isorro (i-s0-rop’é-sis), m. (Gr, isoc, equal, 
+ por, downward inclination, balance of the 
seale.) See the extract. 

The make-and-break contact between the oxygen atoma 
would give marked activity to these atoms, Sach a pro- 
cem er than tautom where a wandering of a 
labile atom is i, has been mumed by Stewart and 
Baly * dsorropests ~ (equi ), and litters from the former 
in that the bend of ite fou bam lies much hearer 
the red end of the spoctram or almost in the visible vio 

t regton, Pop, Sei, Mo., Feb., 1008, p. Lt. 

isorropic (i-26-ré’pik), a. [Gr. leoc, equal, + 
por#, inclination downward, + -ic.] Noting 
a line or curve which passes through the co- 
lanar points for which the value of a function 
8 the sume, 

isorubine (i-s6-rii‘bin), wn. [Gr. ione, equal, + 
E. rubine?.j| A basic coul-tar color: same as new 
*magenta. 

isosafrol (i-s6-saf‘rol), x, (Gr. iooc, equal, + 
E. safrol.) A colorless liquid, 

CH CH: CHCgH <> CH, 

prepared by heating safrol with alcoholic 
potassium hydroxid, It bowls at 246-2489 C, 

isoscope (i’sd-skop), mn. [Gr. iooc, equal, + 
oxoveev, View.) An appliance for determinin 
the changes in position of the vertical an 
horizontai lines in movements of the eyeball, 

(Gr, teor, equal, + 

Ass'n Advancement Sci,, 1900, p. 64. 
event that oceurs simultaneously with a given 
earthquake shock. 

isosmotic {i-sos-mot’ik), a. [Gr. ico, equal, 
+ E. osmotic.) In phys., of equal osmotic pres- 
sure.—Isosmotic solutions, solutions which hold the 
same number of molecules of a dissolved substance per 
unit volume at the same temperature. Since the lawsof 
guses hold for osmotic ure, the number of mole- 
cules thas contained is that contained in a unit volume of 
an ideal gas at the given pressure and tem: 

nu. 3, (l.¢.] An insect which be- 
longs to the genus Jsosoma.— Vine the 
grape-soed isosoma, now referred to the genus sora 
(CE. vitia), a ph hagrons chalchdid Prin —* —— 

— isosoma, an American 
Lam chalcidid, Isosoma (PAilachyra) grande, bs wteny 8 
lives in the stems of wheat. 

Wheat Isosoma (/serema (PAiackyre) grande), 

a. @, tarva; c. female: #, tore-wings ¢. hindwing, 
Ail enlarged, 

(Riley. U, $ DB, AD 

,». 3, One of the non-sexual spores, 
of uniform size, formed by certain rhizopods: 
contrasted with *anisospore. 

(i-sos’ta-si), ». (Gr. igor, © ual, + 
crac, standing, station.) In phys., balance 
or equilibrium; the property of attaining a 
condition of stable equilibrium when under 
the action of permanent stress, 

According to the doctrine of iselaay, which haa foand 
much favor with geologists in recent years, the crust of 
the earth is in a delicately-balanced condition of equilll- 
rium between forces whieh are tending on the one hand 
to depress and om the other to elevate 

R. BD, Saliabury, in Geol. 8arv. of New comer 
Dp 

isostath (i’s}-stath), n. [For *isostathm, ¢ Gr. 
inécrateoc, evenly balanced, ¢ isoc, equal, + 
orafun, rule, plumb, plammet, ¢€ isracthu, 
stand.) A line connecting distant points in 
the earth's atmosphere which have the same 
buoyancy after llowing for the change in 
the foree of gravitation. Abbe, Preliminary 
Studies. 
isostathmic (i-s)-stath’mik), a.  [isostath 
(isostathm-) +1.) Of or relating to isostaths ; 
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having the properties of isostaths; illustrating 
the course of isostaths at any particular 
moment,—Isostathmic line, « line of equal atmo- 
spheric beoyancy, as distinguished from a line of equal 
ensity; namely, the Mne that divides the lighter air 

from the heavier air, or the air that must go up from that 
which must go down in the interchange due to buoyancy. 

isostatic, a. 2. Related to or produced in 
accordance with isostasy. 

isostatically (i-sé-stat’i-kal-i), ade. In a 
manner accordant with the principles of 
isoutary. 
The elevation of the land caused an _lee-sheet to form 

gradually over it until the surface was depressed, ⸗v⸗tot· 
ically, by the weight of accumulated lee and the cooling 
of the crust iteelf, Geeg, Jour. (BR. G. 3), XVIEL S17. 

isostere (i’sd-stér), m, [Also isoster; Gr. isor, 
equal, + orrpréc, xolid,] 1, Aline connecting 
points of equal specifie volume in the ocean 
or atmosphere: the inverse of *isopye. See 
*isostath. 

He [Professor V. Bjerknes) simplifies the b ynamic 
conceptions by dealing with density directly i dl of 
temperatare and pressure, and uses charts of “ deosterea,” 
or tines of equal density, very much a5 was proposed by 
the present writer in [880 in his Pre Stadies, 
where he utilized lines of equal buoyancy or“ tathe 

Cleveland Abbe, in Encye. Brit., XXX. 712 i 

2. In chem., » term applied to compounds 
possessing equal molecular volumes, 

isosteric (i-s6-ster’ik), a. [isostere + -ic.] 1. 
Pertaining to or of the nature of an isostere, 
See *iwostere, 1.—2. In phys. chem., having 
equal atomic volumes. 

(i-sos‘’te-rizm), om.  [isostere + 
-ism.] The property of being isosteric or an 
isostere, in either sense of that word. 

lous (i-sos’ti-lus),a. [Gr. ieoe, equal, + 
aridoe, pillar (style), + -ous.) In bot., same 
as homostyled. 
isotalantosan (i’s}-tal-an-td’san), 4m. . 
icog, equal, * radderwme, oscillation, + -an.) 
In meteor., & line or region of equal annual 
ranges of temperature; a line of equal varia- 
bility of mean ane Supan, 

isote (6-26'ta), x, me as *izote, 
Isotelus (i-sot’é-Ius), n. [NL., also Isoteles ; 
< Gr. ieoe, equal, + réAoc, an end.] A genus 
of Silurian trilobites closely allied to Jllenus, 
but having eight thoracic segments, 

isotheral, a. II. n. A line joining places on 
the earth’s surface that have the same mean 
temperature during the summer season. 

isotherm, ». 2. In math., a curve represent- 
ing phenomena which happen at constant tem- 

rature.— Dissociation isotherm, the curve 
@ relation of concentration and amount of dissociation t 

at constant temperature. 

La, 2. In erystal., applied to 
the lines on a crystal face, or more gener- 
ally to the surfaces in a crystal, which mea- 
sure therate of heat-conduetivity, these lines 
or surfaces being characterized by equal de- 
grees of tempera: when heat is applied at 
a certain poltit. The isothermal lines on acrystal bear 
asimple relation to the molecular stracture; for ex- 
ample, they are cirelea on the base of a hexagonal crystal, 
bat ellipses on a face. 
Isothermal coefficient of 
‘ecoe fictent,— Isothermal comb! 
curve. See ®combustion, ete.— 
mal surface, « surface every point of which has the 
sume temperature. The line of intersection of an fsother- 
mal surface and any plane not parallel to it is an iso. 
thermal line, 

TZ, ». 2. In thermodyaam., a line or curve 
determined by the — of state (pr = RT) 
of asystem, when T has any constant value; 
a line of equal temperatures.—3. In spectro- 
photometry, a curve showing the distribution 
of intensities in the spectrum of a source of 
light maintained at constant temperature. 
Also called isotherm. 

In d A are drawn fsothermals, carves of equal 
temperature in which the abscissw are wave lengths, the 
ordinates Intensities, 

M L, Nichola, in Amer, Jour, Sel, XVILL 446 

ly (i-s6-thér’mal-i), adr. Ina man- 
ner involving no change of temperature: said 
of any process which involves changes of vol- 
ume and pressure of a thermodynamic system, 
such as a gas or vapor, where there is no 
change of temperature. 

c (i-sd-thér’mik), a. Same ag iso- 
thermal. 

isothermobathic (i‘s6-thér-m6-bath’ik), a, 
[isothermobath + -ic.] Pertaining to or of the 
nature of an isothermobath. 

isothi ¢ (i’s6-thi’d-si-an’ik},a@. (Gr. iso, 
equal, + ériov, sulphur, + xiavoc, blue, + -ie.] 
Pertaining to the isothlocyanates.—Isothiocy- 

isoxazole 

anic acid, a hypothetical acid, HNCS, the esters of which 
constitute the itn oils, — thiecardylazwi ne. 

isotomic (i-s6-tom’ik), a. [(ir. icoc, equal, + 
tows, weutting, +-ic.) Cutting aline at points 

ually distant from its opposite extremities. 
ate ta, See Reonjugate, 

isotonia (i-s0-t6’ni-ii), . [NL., < Gr, icorowa, 
equal tension, ¢ iedrovec, of equal tension, ¢ 
ioog, equal, + révoc, tension, tone.) Equality 
in tension between the different clements of 
living matter or between two solutions divided 
by a dialyzing membrane. Isctonia of the blood 
ia the state of equal tension in corpuscles and pleema, by 
which the integrity of the former is preserved, lsotonia 
in tomscle is exhibited when the musele shortens on the a 
pe of a stimulus, tho two ends being approximated ; 
it in destroyed when the extremities are fixed. Isotonia 
exists in two solutions bya 4 inembrane 
when no osmedis occurs Beeormose, Med, Necord, Aug. 
1, 190, p, 1s : 

isotonic, a. 2. In phys. chem., possessing or 
— * equal osmotic pressures; especially, 
aving salta dissolved in such proportion as 

to occasion no change of volume in red blood- 
corpuscles put in contact with the solution. 
Solutions having leas concentration are called Agpotonses 
those having greater concentration, Aypertentc. J*eynting 
and Thomeon, Properties of Matter, p. 190. 

3. Relating to isotonia.—Isotenic contraction, 
Bee ®eonfraction. 

isotopic (i-s$-top’ik), a, (Gr. ieor, equal, + 
rétoc, place, + -ic.} Similarly substituted: 
used of compounds containing similar atoms 
or groups in the same position with reference 
to some other atom or group, as m-chlortolu- 
ene and m-bromtoluene. Cohen and Miller, 
in Jour. Chem. Soc, (London), 1904, p. 1624. 

isotoxic (i-s6-tok’sik), a, [Gr, ieor, equal, + 
rogimén, 338 Sume as *isolytic. Science, 
July 3, 1903, p. 9. 

isotoxin (i-#)-tok’sin), », (Gr, isor, equal, + 
E. toxin.) A toxin direeted against cells of 
individuals of the same species. Vaughan and 
Novy, Cellular Toxins, p. 144, 

(i-sot’ ri-kil), m. (NL. ¢ Gr. ioc, ual, 
+ GE (rpex-), hair.) The typical genus of the 
family Isotrichide. Stein, 1550. 
Isotrichid@ (i-s6-trik’i-dé), n. * INL.x 
Isotricha + -d#.) A family of holotrichous 
ciliate infusorians, having a more or less plas- 
tie but not contractile y, the cutiele thick, 
and the mouth posterior and accompanied by a 
distinet pharynx, It includes the genera Seofricha 
and Dosytricha, parasitic in the digestive tract of rumi- 
nants, Also Jeofrichina, 

isotrimorphic (i‘s6-tri-mér’fik), a. 
*isotrimorphous, 

sm (i's6-tri-mér’fizm), ».  [ivo- 
trimorph-ous +-ism.] isomorphism among 
the members of trimorphous groups. 

orphous (i’s6-tri-mér‘fus), a. (Gr. 
icoc, equal, + rpr-, three, + 40006, form, + 
-ous.] Exhibiting isotrimorphism. 

isotropal (i-sot’ro-pal), a. Same as isotropic. 
— (i-sot’ro-pizm), mn. [isofrop-y + 
-ism.] Same as isotropy. 

isotropy, ». 2. In embryol., the property 
whereby all the parts of the ce ih ege 
are alike capable of giving rise to any portion 
of the embryonic body: opposed to anivotropy. 

isotropyl-cocaine (i-a6-tré’ pil-ké’ ka-in), n. 
Same as *truxilline, 

isouric (i-s6-0‘rik), a. [Gr, icoc, equal, + EB. 
uric.) Noting an acid, a colorless, pulveralent 
compound, CgHyN,Og, prepared by the inter- 

Same as 

action of cyanamide and alloxantin. It is iso- 
merie with urie acid, 

isovalerianic (i‘s0-va-lé-ri-un‘ik), a. Same as 
*isoraleric, 

isovaleric (i’s6-vA-lé’rik), a. [Gr. isog, equal, 
+ E. valeric,] Noting an acid, a colorless oily 
compound, (CHg)oCHCH (OOH, _ prepared 
from isobutyleyanide or by the oxidation of 
isoamy! aleohol. It boils at 174° C. and has 
an odor of valerian. Also called 3-methylln- 
tanoic acid, 

isovoluminal (i's6-v6-la’mi-nal), nm.  [Gr. ior, 
equal, + L. volumen (rolumin-), in modern phys- 
ical sense of ‘volume,’ + ~ail,j A curve or sur- 
face of equal volumes upon a thermodynamic 
diagram or model. Physical Rev., April, 1906, 
pp. 204, 265. 

isoxazole (i-soks-az‘dl), n. IGr. icoc, equal, 
+ E. oz(ygen) + az(ote) + -ole.) The name 
of aclass of organic compounds containing the 
complex Ch: ch. 

' 

éR: N70 
They are anhydrides of the oximes of s-diketones or 
A-ketoaldehydes, and correspond to the pyrazcles. Many 
of them have a strong odor resembling that of pyridine 



isoxime 

d. 

a 

minister, sinister, ete. 
-ister®, (ME. -istre, ¢ OF, -istre, a by-form of 
-iste (E. -ist), prob. due to conformity with 
agent-words in -istre, from L, -ister, -is-ter, as 
in ministre, < L. minister (see *-ister!).) A 
suffix, a variant of -isf, ovcurring in chorister, 
palmister, sophister, and other words now ob- 
solete, as alchemister. It may exist also in the 
English formation barrister. 

istesso gage fs a. [It, istesso, stexso, the 
same; ¢ L. “iste 7, , iste inet, ‘that self’: 
iste, he, that; ipse, he, one's self.) In musie, in 
the expression Pistesso tempo, the same time 
or pace (as that of some preceding move- 
ment). Also called medesimo tempo. 
Isthmiad (ist’mi-ad), ». (Gr, Tetluuc (-ad-), 
a adj., ¢ ‘Iodwa, the Isthmian games: see 
sthmian.} In Gr. antig., the period of two 

years between dates of recurrence of the Isth- 
mian games. The Isthmian games were held 
in the first month of the second and fourth 
years of each Olympiad. 
isthmian, «. II. ». One who lives on an 
isthinus, as an Indian of the Isthmus of 
Panama. ‘ 

isthmic (ist’- or is’mik), a. [Gr. ioduendc, 
¢ iativéc, isthmus.) Same as isthmian. 

isthmopjegia (ist- or is-md-plé‘ji<i), », (NL. 
Gr. inducc, isthmus, ridge, + =27)4, stroke.] 
Paralysis of the soft palate. 

isthmus, He 4. In fates, the lower art of the 
septum between the opposing -openings. 
Tis supportel and stiffened by the urohyal. 

Istieus (is-ti-é’us), ». [NL.) A genus of 
Cretaceous teleost fishes of the family Albuli- 
dw, having an elongate beds with much-ex- 
tended dorsal fin, small anal fin, and forked 
tail, It closely resembles the living deep-sea 
fish Bathythrissa. 

istle, ».—Jaumave istle, the commercial name of the 
best grade of Tampico fiber. It is obtained from the 

young inner leaves of Agave lophantha, a plant native to 

northeastern Mexico, center of prodoction is the 
Joumave valley, in the state of Tamaulipas — Palma 

intle, a commercial grade of Tamploo fiber, obtained from 
the inner leaves of several plants known In Mexico as 
— The plants ylelding the most of this fiber are 

¢ palma samanioca, Samucla Carnerosana, and the 

palma pita, Yucca Treculeana. See ®palma pita ant 
palo momandoea,— Tula tatle, a commercial grade of 
Tampico fiber, so called because produced most aban- 

dantly in the vicinity of ‘Tula, in the state of Tamaulipas, 
Mesieo. The fiber ie obtained from the inner leaves of 
the lechuguilla, Agave Lecheguilia, It ls from 12 to 30 
inches bong and nearly white in cobor. 

istle-machine (is’tle-ma-shén*), n. Same as 
leaf-fiber machine (which see, under *fiber!), 

isuret (i-si’ret), ». Same as *ivnretine, 

isuretine (50-16 tin), xn. A colorless com- 
pound, HON:CHNHa, prepared by the action 
of hydroxylamine and bydroeyanie acid. It 
forms rhombie columnar erystals, melting and 

partly decomposing at 104-105°C, Also ealled 
methenylamidoxime. 

Isuropsis (i-si-rop’sis), n. [NL., ¢ fewrus + 
Gr. dye, appearance.) A subgenus of sharks 

belonging tothe family Samnida, the mackerel- 

sharks. 

Isurus (i-si’rus), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. Ioor, equal, + 
otpd, tail.) A genus of the mackerel-sharks, 

found on both sides of the northern temperate 
Atlantic. 

Semeur detart, 

{Fret Bulletin a7, 0, So Nat. Meseum.) 

Isvara (is’ vil-rii), n. [Skt. isvard (i¢-), i lit. ‘able 
to (do), capable,’] rd; master: an epithet 
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itaballi-wood (6-tii-bii'li-wad), ». [itabaui, 
native name of the tree in Guiana, — 
The wood of Fochy Guianensis, which is 

“ochysia), 
itabo (6-tii’bd), ». [Native name.) In Costa 
Rica, Yucea elephantipes, a plant with trunk 
swollen at the base and growing to the height 
of 8 or 10 meters, with many compact branches 
and rigid, epreading, linear, minutely denticu- 
late leaves. The flowers are creamy white, 

wing in a panicle. Itismuch planted about 
ouses and in the hedges of native gardens. 

In Guatemala and Honduras called ézote, 
itaconic (it-a-kon’ik), a. Noting an acid, a 
colorless compound, HOCOCH:C(CHg)COOH, 
formed by the hydration of citraconic an- 
hydrid at 150°C. It erystallizes in rhombic 
octahedra, melts at 161° C., and is closely 
related to citraconic and mesaconic acids, 
itadibrompyrotartaric (it ‘a-di-brém - pi‘ r- 
tir-tar‘ik), a. Noting a crystalline acid, 
Cy HgO,Bry, prepared by the addition of bro- 
mine to itaconic acid, When boiled with water 
1 ives — acid, 

ea defense, green, pool, sumac. 
eto. 

I. ». 3. Amember ofa race of honey-bees 
imported into the United States from Italy and 
having at least three yellow bands across the 
abdomen when the latter is distended with 
honey. 
Italian-May (i-tal’yqn-ma’), n, The meadow- 
sweet, Filipendula Ulmaria, 

itamalic (it-a-ma‘lik), a. [ite(conic)? + malic.) 
Noting an acid, a hypothetical compound, 
CH.OHCH(COOH)CH2COOH, known only in 
the form of salts, the calcium salt being pre- 

red by heating ecaleium paraconate with 
water and caleium carbonate, 

teh, ringworm of the beard; tinea 
usually the same as winter 

deh. — Morwegian an ulcerative disease of the 
akin, thought by some to be syphilitic, by others 1 3 
also, n form of scabies caused by the presence of the 
Norway itch-mite, Sereoptes acatvet var, lept Megnine 
Prairie usually the same aa tetnter itch 

bakers’ itch, dermatitis affecting workers in styar- 
refineries. Water-itch, a form of itch affecting the feet 
of coolies working in the rice-felds.— White teh, 
leatheroncnuf,, an imperfection on eking caused by some 
skin-disease, C7. Daria, Manuf, of Leather, p, 00. (Rare. 

itch-tick (ich’tik), n. The itch-mite. 
itchwood-tree (ich wid-tré),», <A forest-tree 
of the Fijian Islands, Semecarpus Vitiensis, be- 
longing to the sumae family; called kau-karo 
(iteh-tree) by the natives. Tt has an acrid, 
poisonous milky juice and produces an erup- 
tion on the skin like that caused by Rhus 
Verniz. 

-ite2, (6) In chem,, a suffix used not only in the names of 
salts derived from sulphurongs ach, aa calevum anlphite, 
but alse tp the names of certain substances belonging to the 
class of sugars, as manaite and dulcite, though these latter 
patnes are now systematically made to end in -ot (indieat- 

ing chemical relation to the slvohols), as mannito? and 
dulcitel; also used without technical precision in names 
of phartmacentical and commercial products, as glycerife, 

dynamite, culennite, ete, 
-itic. [L. -ificus, Gr. -rexde, -r-t-nd-¢,] A termi- 

nation of adjectives of Latin or Greek origin or 
type, from nouns or adjectives in -ife?, as in 
authracitic, dendritic, hematitic, pyritic, ete., 

and Hamitic, Semitic, etc. It is sometimes 
used without an intermediate form in -ite. 

anitic the termination is -itel + -ie. 
itin. An abbreviation of itinerant or itinerary. 
itinerate (i-tin’e-rat), a. Itinerant, 
-itious?. [Also, more prop., -icious ; ¢ Li, -iei-us, 
-icius (later often written -ifius): (a) -ictwa, 
-io-in-s, from nouns, as ciner-icivs, of the na- 
ture of ashes, gentil-icius, of the elansmen, 
tribun-icius, ofa tribune ; (b)-iciws, -te-in-e, from 
serfect participles, as adcent-icius, character- 
Tred by having come*in from without, adseript- 
icius, of the class of the ne commen t- 

— 

ty 

icius, conduct-icius, fact-icius, fict-icius, sup- 
— ge ete., of an invented, hired, made, 
‘eigned, substituted, ete., nature.) A com- 
ound suffix in adjectives of Latin origin, as 

n adscriptitions, adventitious, commentitions, 
conductitious, factitions, fictitious, suppositi- 
tions, ete., or formed on the Latin type, as 
abstractitious, adscititious, excrementitious, ete. 

-itish, A termination of some patrial adjec- 

ivy 
tives equivalent to the simple -ite? suffix, as 
Ishmaclitish, Israeclitish, Moabitish, 

itmo (it’ms), n. Same as *bwyo. 
itoubou (6'ti-bs’), ». [AF. spelling of a Carib 
name.) One of the plants whieh yield white 
ipecacuanha, Ca ria Calceolaria, of the 
violet family. Bee Jonidium. 

-itous, [F. -itewx, ¢ L, -it-dews, for -it-dt-dews.) 
A-compound suffix, composed of elements an- 

-is, representing the original com- by the natives for making canoes, See Vochy swering to -ity and -ous, oceurring in some adl- 
setives, as calamitous, felicitous, gratwitous, 

iniquitous, necessitous, ete. 
itrol (it’rol), n. [(e)itr(ate) + -of.] The trade- 
name of silver citrate, a substance used in 
medicine as an antiseptic. 

itul (é-16'6), n, [S. Amer.) An eel-like fish, 
of the famil Sternopygide, found in the fresh 
waters of South America. 

itzeuintli (ats-ki-én‘tli), mn. [Nahuatl] The 
indigenous Mexican dog. 

itzli (its’li), », Same as ictli. 
iulid (i-’lid), mn, and a. I, n. 
the family Iulidw or Julidx. 

Il. a, Of or belonging to the myriapodous 
family Julide or Julide. 

Tulida, x. pl. [NL.] See *Julidx. 
Tulus,». IXL.] See *Julus. 
-ium. [L. -ium, -iu-m, orig. *-io-m, = Gr, -ov, 
ov, composed of suffix -i0, -yo, + neuter end- 
ing -m.) 1, A termination of many Eng- 
lish nouns and adjectives from the Latin and 
Greek. It is usually without significance (in English) 
asa suffix. Examples are medium, minivm, ete. In 
some words of Greek origin it represents an original di- 
minttive form, as in *eephalium, geranium, megethe 
rium, ete, 
2. In chem., this suffix occurs especially in the 
names of the larger number of the metallic 
elements, The Latin names of some of the princt 
metals end in -tm, as of, vem, GUrYE, Cliprem, fer. 
rum, plicwinem, ete, In forming names for the metals 
obtained from potash and soda, Davy, their discoverer, 
seems to have adopted the termination -fm merely for 
the sake of euphony. This ending has commoenty pre 
vailed tn later format as cadintum, dridivem, lithiom, 
ete.; but lanthanum, molybdenum, platinwm, Grntalem, 
etc., occur, and aleininam besides ofewundtian, 

ivain (i’va-in), ». [ira + -in?.] A dark- yel- 
low resinous bitter compound, CoyHyoOg, ob- 
tained from iva, the leaves and stems of dchil- 
lea moschata, gathered before flowering. 
Ivernian (i-vér’ni-an), a. IL. Iverna, Luverne, 
Hibernia, + -an, C?. Hibernian.) Relating to 
the supposed pre-Celtic population of Ireland. 

ivigtite (iv’ig-tit), ». [Jeigt(ut) + -ite2.] A 
kind of potash mica occurring in seams in the 
eryolite of Ivigtut, Greenland. 

ivorine (i’vé-rin), «. _— + -inel,] Like 
ivory in consistence and color. 

".— i tak 
ivpey —— phe an — ——— 

ivory-eater (i'v6-ri-6’tér), n, Same as *irory- 
t 

A member of 

at, 

of Crelecoreus Amicarwm, & vinnate-leaved palrn indige- 
nous to the Caroline Ielands, The fruit has a hard glossy 
brown pericarp tesselated with overlapping scales after 
the manner of thatof Haphiea and Colamus The albu- 
men of the seed is hart and fvory-like and is used for 
making buttons and other objects, Allied species occur. 
ring tn the Pucifie are Calororcus Salomonenate of the 
Solomon Islands, C. Vitiensds of Fiji, and C. Warbergt of 
the New Hebrides, See #apple-nmute 

ivory-plant (i’v6-ri-plant), », Any one of the 
three species of palms belonging to the genus 
Phytelephas, especially P. macrocarpa, See 
Phytelephas and ivory-nut. 

ivory-plum (i’vé-ri-plum), », 1, The ereep- 
ing wintergreen or checkerberry, Gaultheria 
procumbens,—2, The creeping snowberry, 
Chiogenes hispidula, 

ivory-rat (i’vé-ri-rat), n. An African squirrel. 
Xerus stangeri, named Sciurus eboriverus by 
Du Chaillu, and known as irory-eater from its 
habit of gnawing elephant-tusks. 

ivory-saw —E nx, Athin saw mounted 
in a steel frame, similar to a hack-saw, used 
for cutting ivory. 
ivory wood (i'vé-ri-wid), », The wood of an 
Australian tree, Siphonodon australe, of the 
staff-treefamily. Itis close-grained, firm, and 
easily worked, and is an excellent wood for the 
eabinet-maker. 

ln. 2, In Australia, the cultivated varie- 
ties of Pelargonium peltatem, commonly known 
as ivy-leaved geraniums, which are there 
trained over fences and walla, sometimes to a 
height of 20 or 30 feet, supplanting the English 
or common ivy in this use. See iry-leared 
*geranivm.— Big-leaved ivy, the mountain-laurel or 
callcobush, Kalman latifed Boston ivy. Same as 
Japanese kivy,— Capetvy, Senecio mikanioides, Called 

Hl 
ivory-nut, n.— Caroline Island tvory-nut, the seed 
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German ivy in CUltivation. See Senecta, L— bing ivy-berry (i’vi-ber‘i), n. The checkerberry, ons was to be whirled forever on a revoly- 

Takis autem Atoticn of the common ivy tetera Wetur — EE IE, in ee ie ee aie 
—Five-fingered y ick weed (i' vi-e wi n. e ixodid (ik »m. and a. a, A member 
— lta erates + mea ivy’ Bes we nes —* of the family Lrodidx, 

nd-iey.— canker. See woanter,— apaness j nay vi-flou’ ér), n. The liverleaf, II, a. Resombli or belon to the famil very “raven "Dope (i’ ), ae Fh ng ging y 
vy. Per triciisysdata, freely ov tica Hepatica, 
pt a lin tel it phy in ivy um (i'vi-jé-ré’ni-um), a. Same as —— n, Bee istle, *istle, and *izote, 
most chen af Europe and America. In the United States = ir, ved * — izote (é- -tho'ta), # [Mox. Sp. ézvte, < Nahuatl 
tks eral n called Boston & arel-ivy, —— ivy-leaved —— a, Havingleaveswhich iczotl, or iexotl, & generic name for yuceas.] — Mexican 
tender, ; ‘atten tivated iy resemble those of the ivy.—Ivy-leaved chick- In Mexico, Guatemala and Honduras, a name 
rg gs Native” 8 Te Mace. Weed, a Givi as fry tchickweed. of several, species of Yuoce and their allies, 

—* So i (b) The ivy-weed ‘vi-wéd), x. The Kenilworth ivy, especially ¥. Treeuleana, which yields a fiber —2** 

—— —* — —— ar * — Cymbalaria of commercial importance called ixtli de Coa- 
lambkill, Ratnia averustifolia,— — mm ry og 4 iwy-wood i’vi-wid), #, The mountain-laurel, jyita; ¥, Scheie’ lalinccasen the source of 

—Weat aogved Ev7. See almia latifolia. oR Carolina. li poteen Oy. Naty A the fiber called ixtli de Jalisco; ; Samuela 
climb meen ning shrub with thick, — vos ; curions IW. An —* of Isle of Wight. — — yielding the irtli de Carneros; 

ed Sowers in terminal um ea. T.W.G. An abbreviation of Indian wire-gage. ond Y. baceata, which bears edible fruit often 
ivy (ivi), v. t; pret. and p - lek > ppr. An abbreviati f the Latin J Shang, fey! gy iy ae wth i ivy. a in a viation o atin Jesus ——— applied to Y- ————— 

— Ixionian (ik-si-6’ni-an), a. (Irion + -ian.] species eultiva ens and planted 
| ape Ae a Rp go Relating to rion in Greek legend, a king of in n hedges, whieh is toe Rica is ealled 

, Prometheus, iv. Thessaly whose punishment in ‘the lower 

f Shere “y! a 
U Hl 

+ 
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AS — 
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—— 
Git 

—— 

ia, 
* 

3. An abbreviation (a) 
le] of the Latin judex. 
dige ; (b) of Jupiter ; (¢) of 

Juatice.— White J, au American 
ngmebatid buttertly, 
‘tm : 80 called from a white 

resembling Uhe letter J on the under 
side of the hind wings. It occurs 

4 in Canada and the northern United 
States east of the Rocky Mountains, 

and ite larvae feed on the birch and willow, It is also 
known as the Compton tortoise. 

White I—— 

J. A. An abbreviation of judge-advocate, 
jab, . Naut., a net used in catching the fry a, 2 
of fish, 

This name has also been applied to two 
Jarge, stork-like birds of the Old World, somewhat smaller 
than the South American Jabiru and having the head and 

red of bare. The African § inatesd r 

whnd tele”, — are atec whine 
iatire, Xenorhynchuse australia, is of a greenish black 

jabon (hi-bén’), n, og use of Sp, jabon, 
— i 

Liabo(randi) + -n + 

ON red x, * rx * ‘oH, prepa © action of barium 
h deoxid’ n pilocarpine or pilocarpidine, It 
boils at 235-340° C F 

jaborandine (jab-d-ran’din), n. [jaborandi + 
*jaboridine. 

Cools 4N,, one of the three 
toca 

Also 
gaboridine. 

jabot, ». 2, Inentom., the crop of any herbiv- 

jabul (hit-bGlj,». (Sp. spelling for *hadul, 
*habal, ¢ ow be habol, * a garment (see 
def.), a blanket, sheet (habol-habol, a mem- 
brane): ef. Aabdl, to weave, habdl, a woven 
plece, thick and coarse.) A garment, worn by j 

oro women, formed of a long piece of cloth, 
sewed together at the ends, which is wrapped 
about the body in various ways. [Philip- 
pine Is.) 
buticaba (zhii-bi-té-ki’ bi), mn. pi, 

em tortoise, +caba, fat.) Any one often 
species of myrtaceous trees belonging to the 
genus Myretaria, M. Jaboticaba; M, trunciflora 
and M, cauliflora, yielding edible berrics. 

jacal - kil’), n. [Also jacale ; ¢ Nahuatl 
cece a straw hut, ¢zalli, sand, + calli, 
hovse.| A native Mexican house or hut of 
which the walls are constructed of rows of thin 
vertical poles, covered and chinked with mud, 
Also applied to this method of building. 
On the western margin of the rain, and nowhere olse 

within it, there are traces of another kind of construction 
which was not found vlsewhere within the canyon. This 
twethod is known tothe Mexicans as “jacal,” and much j 
used by them. It consists of a row of aticks or thin poles 

— — — — — 

set vertically in the ground and heavily plastered with 
tit = At ——* hot one of theae wally remains to a 
height af 6 inches above the ground, but the lines of poles 
by olf at the ground level are still visible. 

fiep. Bur. Amer, Ethnot,, 1804-96, p. 108, 
j u. 2, (le: Pg. pron, shitk-ii-riin- 
di.) A name of certain large Brazilian trees 
which yield the rosewood of commerce ; also, 
the wood itself. The trees so ealled include 

cies of the bignoniaceous genus Jacaranda, 
bergia nigra, and several species of the 

genus Machkerivm of the bean a espe- 
cially A. sclerorylon, M. firmum, and M. legate. 
The last two Species are usually distinguished 
as jacaranda rexa (red javaranda) and jaca- 
randa preto (black jacaranda). See rosewood, 
1, Jacaranda, 1, and Machwrium, 1. 

7h. 0. {P Corangus bertholomei, a fish found 
in the West Indies and northward to North Carolina 
11. © () Intelephony, a device for making switchboard 
connections. It consists of un insulated ring, to which 
one of more springs are attached, which is moanted upon 
the switchboard frame. Connections are made by insert- 
ing in the ring a conical metal plug to which the conduc. 
tors to be brought intoctreultare attached. (m) Adevice 
for transmitting motion from a horse-power or treadmill 
toa machine. (n>) Any device consisting essentially of a 
roller or barrel used as a winch, crab, or holsting- or 
hauling-lerrick. (0) A machine in which skins are pol- 
ished under preasure. (p) A device for winding the warp 
Fy the warping-beam of a lourn. 

2. Same as blackjack, 5.— Answering jack, 
— used by — a telephone exchange ne 
tig the calle of — 

and Aardimouth,— 
——— — Horse-eye 
; fied to tate ake te tol 

bee Jack 

any line — 

Aeromanus,, & Machine with an arm which 
tum. C, T. Davis, Leather, p. 271.—~ 

atic adevice consisting essentially of acylin- 
closed at one end, and a plunger which fit it, the plun- 

ger being forced out by and Lad 
eee force : similar to a hydraulic 
inet of water. ions ee Yellow jack. iD) Ao) The Jo vame 

Amer, Tanning, p. 118, 
ackan N.— Jackanapes - on -horseback 
— — Jacke = = 
jackaroo (jak-n-ri’), v. i. [ackaroo, n.) To 
learn one’s business by -farming: said of 
an inexperienced greenhorn in Australia who 
assumes the position and duties of a jackaroo 
before taking up a station of his own. See 
jackaroo,n, (Slang, Australia.) 
jackass- (jak’as-hir), n. A book-name 
for the jack-rabbit, Lepus.callotis. 

n, 2. A passerine bird, Creadion 
cinereus Buller, of the South Island, New 
Zealand: placed near the starlings. 

jack-box (jak’boks), ». A box or frame in 
which is carried a a * a —— 
carrying one or more shafts, each supporting 
a bevel-pinion, is used in the bevel didcrential 
gearing of motor-cars or self-propelling fire- 
engines, 

jack-boy (jak’boi), ». A boy serving in a low 
capacity: often a contemptuous epithet. 

-card (jak’kiird), n. A hand-instrument 
for carding cotton or wool; a hand-card. C. 
Viekerman, Woollen Spinning, p. 144. 

jack-chain, n. 2. In lumbering, an endless 
spiked chain which moves logs from one 
to another, sa rg the mill-pond into the 
sawmill; a bull-chain, 

r — 
acket, rn. 8. The loose wrapper of 
which protects the binding of a : k.— 
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point ji 

— 
Pe Wu * 

sheet of cardboard or thick paper which cov- 
ers the impression surface of a printing-cylin- 
der.— 10, The hide or other natural covering 
of various animals, as sheep, seals, fish, ete.— 
11, The skin of a potato. Te obtain. one’s 

oflicer, tment Sine they ———— 
After serving with a field battery for a few years, Lieut. 

T. obtained Ais “jacket,” and was the beau ideal of a 
horse-artillery officer, Geog. Jour. (RG. 8), XL ie 
Magellan jacket (neu?.), » heavy, warm watchcoat pro 
vided with a bood, and used by ‘cticers and men in Pd 
latitudes, It was designed by Captain James Cook of the 
British navy. Mask and smoke jacket, « device sim- 
flar to a diving helmet and jacket, but much lighter, 
worn over the head and upper part of the body to enable 
the wearer to ys ace Oiled with smoke Pg 
gasea.— jacket, & you! uring first. molt, — n sort of corset 
tmade of plaster of 
cases of Potts’ disease,— — 
of imperial yellow brocaded silk bestowed as a distinc 
tion by the Emperor of China on a high official, ustially im 
acknowledgement of some important service rendered. 

matwa, 

For these exploita he (Li Hang Chang) was made o 
ernor of K i, Was decorated with A Vellow ‘Jacket, 
and was created an earl. Bacye, Brit., XXX. 

— * in. In engines, 
the jacket; the cover which incloses the 
steam-space about the eylinder of a steam-en- 
gine of the water-space about the cylinder of 
a engine, 

jacketing, n. II, a. Surrounding or protect- 
ing as a Jacket: in phys., said of a layer of in- 
— material surrounding « calorimeter or 
* chamber to prevent the inflow or egress 
of heat. 
Be the point at h * yond he pot which the jacketing water is taken 

which 
jacket 

used 

le 

jacket-pipe (jak’et-pip), 

A pum 

jack-flange (jak’flanj), ». In pianoforte-mak- 
ing, the projection from the whip to which the 
jack is attached, See cut under pianoforte. 
jack 47, (jak’ fli), mn, Same as jack!, 11 (). 
ack-fller (jak'fli’ér), ». A wheel attached to 
4 roasting-jack for the purpose of keeping it 
turning by the inertia of the wheel. 

jack-frame, n. 2. In cotton-manuf., a roving- 
frame used for fine yarns.—3, A frame for 
holding a jack or winch. 

jack-in-a- (jak’in-a-bas’ket),m. Nant., 
a basket or beacon plac on top of a pole to 
mark a shoal or other danger. Sometimes a 
tub or a barrel is used instead of a basket. 

jack-in-a-box, ». 9. A very small but power- 
ful serew-jack used by burg ars to foree locks, 
particularly to pull the spindle of a combina- 
tion lock from the door.—10, A device for 
holding the tool on a planing-machine in posi- 
tion while eutting.— 11. In Australia, same as 
hairtrigger-fwcer, Also called trigger-plant. 
See hairtrigger-flower and Stylidium,— Jack-in- 
a-box motion, an epicyelic train of wheels, an esential 
feature in the mechanian of a cotton-roving frame for 
regulating the relative speed of the bobbin and flict. 
Also called differential, equating, and sun.and-planct 
motion, 

,”, 2, An extra draft given to the 
roving (in spinning Ane cotton yarn on the 
mule) near the end of the outward traverse of 
the spindle-carriage. Nasmith, Cotton Spin- 
ning, p. 253, 



jacking-motion 
jacking-motion (jak’ing-m6‘shon), ». An op- 
eration (OD & cotton-spinning mule) for put- 
ting supplementary drawing and twisting into 
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diy named beeause it is Jascicans, sup 
sings in the winter, [New abundant an 

South Wales, ] 

jambava 

jag?, n. 6. A rustic; a farm-hand: as, a plow 
jag. (Dialect, Eng.) nr 

The North Lincolnahire “ -jage é@ North Lincolnshire “ plough Cees. from 
the roving toward the end of the outward jacob, ». 2. A jacobus, a gold coin of James I. house to house this season [1001] 

Nasmith, 

The 

traverse of the spindle-carriage. 
Cotton Spinning, p, 319. 

jack-in-trousers (jak’in-trou‘zérz), n. 
wild red columbine, Aquilegia Canadensis. 
ack-ladder, », 2, Same as *gangway, 4. 
ack-light (jak'lit), r. # To hunt game or to 
fish with a jack-light: same as jack!, 2. 

jack-lighting (jak’li-ting), n. 
practice of hunting or fishing with a jack-light. 

jack-nut (jak’nut), ». One of the nut-like sepa- 
rable portions of the-jackfruit. See jack-tree. 

~ (jak’pin), ». The gray pine, Pinus 
divaricata, 

= wn. 2, In lumbering, an unskilful 
piece of work. [Slang.]—3, A pile of logs. 
—To open a jack-pot, in poker, to announce that the 
necessary qualification, jacks or better, is held. 

jack-press (juk’pres), n. A baling-press for 
baling in which the pressure is exerted by 
means of a jack-serew or lever. 

of England.—3, (a). housebreaker who 
earried a ladder, (+) A ladder. Grose, Dict. 
Vulg. Tongue,—4. A half-witted person. 
Vauz, Flash Dict, 

Jacobian?, », 2. Short for Jacobian curve. 
— Jacob Same aa * I 
alan vn pf —— aise 

The method or Jacobi's unit of current, unit of resistance. j 
See *nnit. 

Jacobitish (jak’6-bi-tish), a. [Jacobite + 
Same as Jacobite. 

Jacob’s-ladder, nu, 2. Also, any plant of the genus 
Polemonium, especially P. corroieum and P. reptana, 
>) The yellow toubflax or IMitter-aml-egys, Loria 
snaria. (c) The climbing bittersweet, Celastrua acon- 

Jacob’s-! jer. (a) Podeieons tems 
North America, peng O08 

founded with P. carudeum. (6) The carrion-tlower, 
Souler herbucea. 

Jacobson's canal, cartilage. See *canalt, 
*ourtiluge. 

-ish.] 

Van. Bruntiz, ot 

. for the Plough Monday muamtmeries. 
N. and Y., Oh ser, VUL #22. 

J. A. G. An abbreviation of Judge Advocete 
General, 

jag-bolt (jag’bdlt), r,t. To fasten by the use 
of a serrated or jagged bolt, as in *jagging 
(which see). 

rija. 4, The rough projection raised by 
nicking @ piece of metal with a chisel; a jag. 
— Jagger wagon. See teragon, 

jagging Ging ing), n. The use of a jag-bolt to 
secure or fasten —— the insertion of 
a jogged or serrated bar, bolt, or shaft in a 
casting, by casting the metal around it. 
jagging-board (jag‘ing-bord), ». An inclined 
bourd or box for washing ore-slimes. 

jagong (ja gong), ». [Malay.] Same as maize, 
and 2, 

jahad (ji-hid’), n. See jihad. 
hveism, ». See *Jahcisn, a. 

lack- (jak’pal'i), nm. 1. The belt-pulley Jacob's-shell (ja*kobz-shel’), n. The seallop- Jahvism (jii’vizm), . [Jahve, Yahweh (see 
* —— by which it is me = shell worn by pilgrims who had visited the Jehovah), + -ism) The religion of the ancient 
turn.—. The principal pulley on a jack-shaft. Shrine of St. James the Greater, whose em- Hebrews, as based on the worship of Jahve 
See *jack-shaft. 

jack-rod (jak’rod), ». In ship-building, a long 
iron rod, supported at frequent intervals by 
eye-bolts on the surface of structural 
to which is secured by lashings the edges of 
— *5 — covers, * 

jak’rép), © wire rope by 
which The er of a fore-and-aft sail is secured 
to the boom. 1t runs fore and aft through the eves 
acrewed in on top of the boom, and Qiroagh small Wiim- 
Dies sewed on the bolt-rope, on the foot of the sail, at 
every seam. 

jack-shaft (jak’shaft), ». The first shaft from 
the prime mover from which the main or line- 
5 is driven. It is usually of a short length, 
and is connected to the turbine or engine by 
belting, gearing, or by a rope-drive. Elect. 
World and Engin. June 11, 1 p. 149. 

sc sett (juk’shaf’ting), n. 
tjiack-shaft. 

Jack-shark (jak’shiirk), a. A sailors’ term for 
as a 

jack-shay, jack-shea (juk’sha), ». In Aus- 
tralia, a tin quart-pot, 

Hobbles aml Jack Shaws hang from the euldle dees... . 
A tin quart-pot, used for bolling water for tea, and con- 
trived so as to hold within it a tin pint-pot. 

A. C. Grant, Bush Life in Queensland, L 200. 

jackson (jak’son), v. t To bother; annoy. 
Sey slang. 
ackson beds. *bedl, 

Jackson-vine (jak’son-vin), a. The matri- 
mony-vine, Lycium vulgare. 

n. 2. In the British West 

Same as 

roofs of houses or the branches of trees. 
That bong Diack wasp, commonly called a Jack a. 

tard, builds pensile paper nests — at 
Kingealey, At Last, v. 

jack-spring (jak’spring), n. In pianoforte- 
making, a apring t pulls the jack back or 
down after it is released. See eut under 
pianoforte, 

jack-strip (jak’strip), n. A strip of insulating 
material which forms the support of a group 
of jacks upon a telephone switchboard. 

In jack-the-painter (jak ’ thé- pan ‘ tér), n. 
Australia, a very acrid green tea that leaves a 

' stain on orin the mouth. #. 2. Morris, Aus- 
tral English 
ack-whip (juk’hwip), ». In oforte-mak- 
* one as *whip, 12, 28 under 
pianoforte, 
acky, ». 2, A familiar name for an enlisted 
man in the navy. - 

Jack-yard (jak’ylird), n. 
A light vad used to ex- 
tend the head ofa square- 
cut —— — 

i ts. 1 
differs free sett in that the 
latter is kept oe with the 
topmaat. while the jack-yard 
ts carried a-cockbill — the high- 
est end raking toward the 
stern when the yacht is on the 
wind. Also known as a gaf- 
topendl-yard. 

bre aeryea. Adragcn-fiy. re’ zer), m. sron-fly. — 
vinter umn — 

win'tér), n. A small flycatcher, Micreca 

blem it is. 
Jacob's ulcer, Same as rodent *ulcer. 
Jacquard, An abbreviation of Jacquard loom 

parts, or Jacquard attachment (which see, under aboriginal W. 
loom). 
Jacqueminot (zbiik-mi-né’), n. [Named Gen- 
era Jacqueminot (after J. F. Jacqueminot, 
1787-1865), a French neral.] The name 
(General Ji inot) of a deep-red variety of 
the rose. Often called jack-rose or jack. 
Jacques cell. See *ceil. 
Jacquet 'srecording chronometer. See *chro- 
nometer. 
jactant (jak’tant), a. [L. jactans (-ant-), ppr. 
jag jactare, belt 25 | Boastfal; 
given to bragging. 

jactus (jak’tus), n. a throwing, < jacere, 
throw: see jet.) gg hah same as ettioon 
(which see).—Jactas [Latin, ‘throwing of a 

cre) aie lnm, a metnod of proven We sogurng 
which — was building went upon the building and, 
in the co of witnesses brought for the purpose, 
threw astone upon the land, thus challenging the 
builder's right. 

jaculator-fish (jak’i-li-tor-fish’), n. 
belonging to the family Toxotidw, which bas 
been credited with the faculty of shooting 
drops of water at insects on low-hanging 
branches and thus securing them. This story 
has not been confirmed, See archer-fish, 

jaculiferous (jak’i-lif’¢-rus), a. Bs real sent, 
dart, + ferre, bear, + wea Cee: ng prickles 
or spine-like darts. Syd. . Lex, 
acupirangite (jak’i-pi-ran’jit), ». [Jacupi- 
Jocontrene Paulo, Browit + -ite?.] In petrog., 

a@ group of phaneric igneous rocks of some- 

nephelite — One variety consists of titanifer- 
ous sugite, magneti 

crystals of sugite.  Devig, 181, 
jade!, vr. & 4t. To make a fool of; scorn. 

—— — — 
jadeitite (ji‘dit-it),n. (jade‘te + -ite?.] In 
petrog., & rock com of the mineral ja- 
deite., Also called jadeite-pyrorenite, 

furrows. * furrow. Jadelot’s ie be 
jadoo (ja’dé), n. in ers. jadi, Avestan 
aay 2 —8 Fe conjurers’ tricks; an 
exhibition of apparently supernatural per- 
formances. 
Suddboo . . . said that Jnnoo had told him that there Jam® (jim), n. 

wns an order of the Sirkar against magic. . . . Taaid that, 
if there waa any jedoo afoot, 1 had pot the least objec- 
thon to pine it my countenance and sanction, to 
seeing that it waa clean jadoo—white magic, as dis 

— from the unclean jadoo which kills folk. 
ipling, In the House of Suddhoo, in Plain Tales from 

{the Hilla, p. 135, 

jadoo-fiber (jii’dié-fi" ber), n. A prepared cocoa- 
nut-fiber used in greenhouses for potting 
plants, 

j'adoube (zhii-dib’). [F., ‘I adjust’: see 
adub.] Ane ssion in chess by which a 
player notifies his adversary that he is mom 
adjusting one or more pieces on the boa: 
without intending to play either, Any form 
of stating the fact may be used. 

jady (ja‘di), @. [jadel + 
tricky; ill-conditioned: said 

* Vicious ; 
of a horse, 

A fish, jam 

jama Gams), n 

(Yahweh) as the national deity. 
ai-alai (hi’ii-li’), ». Same as * 
aiba (hii’&bii), mn. [W. Ind. Sp.. from the 

Indian name.) A West Indian 
name for the common crab, Callinectes sapidus. 

Jainist (ji’nist), n. and a. [Jain + -ist.) Same 
as Jain. 

Jakutian (ya-ki’ti-an), n. In geol., a stage of 
the Lower Pelagic Triassic series in India pre- 
ceded by the Brahmanian and followed by the 
9 an stage. 

n.—Cancer jalap. See *cancer-jalap.—Palse 
j ja 8 (a) The root 5 the four-'clock or inarvelol Per 

ae alapa. A je me 

United States and 233 Mechoacan root, 
under root!,-- Pusiform the male jalap or Ortraba- 

lo Same 
a⸗ 

ta. 

—— Snes ores — jalap. * cody Jalap, 
a8 . 

he-carth.— We the male Jalap. 
jalapate (jal’a-pat), . [jalap + -ate.] A salt 
of jalapic or jalapinic acid. 
alapinic (jal-a-pin’ik), a. Same as jalapie, 
alpaite (hil’pi-it), n. [Jalpa, in Mexico, + 
-ite?.] A eupriferous argentite from Jalpa, 

xico. 
Leo. t 4, To push (a bill or measure) 
— the regular routine of a legislative 
body by the brute foree of a majority con- 
trolled by ‘the machine,’ without proper con- 
sideration or discussion. [Political slang.) 
N. ¥. Com. Advertiser, April 11, 1901. 

jam}, ».— Center jam, in lumbering, a jam formed on 
an obstacle in the middle of a stream, but which does not 

am, Same as center wjam, 
ag, to loosen a bog-jam with 

ng, & jam which fa 
stream and 

stream ur! upper er at one ire, p 5 
© pamage of logs on the oppo- 

n 
(jam), v.; pret. and . jammed, r, 

jamming. — I. irons To queer et 
spread with jam: as, a slice of bread thickly 
m med. 
Il, intrans. To become jemi thicken to 

the consistency of jam. [Col oq.) 
I did t that to fs 

* “i Kipling, sear in Praha Fates, p 737. 

jam‘ (jim), ». (Sindhi jdm.) The title of cer- 
tain native chiefs in northwestern India. 

K.&. Ranjiteinhji, the cricketer, had been by 
the late J bat adoption was set aside, with Brit- 
ish aanction, in favour of a son by a Mahormmedan mother, 

Eneye. Brit, XXXL 112. 
ind, Pers. jdmah, jdma, a 

gown, a robe, Cf. pajamas.) In England, a 
ind of dress worn by children: so called from 

the Hindu jama, a long muslin gown worn in 
India by both Mohammedans and Hindus. 
Jam, Aun abbreviation of Jamaica. 

(Hind. Pers. jdmah, jdma. 
Pan gmp In India, a gown, 

a 
Cf. *jam5 an 

t is longand very full, folded especially one 
into many plaits. 
Jamaica cucumber, discipline, wood. See 
*eucumber, ete. 
amaisine (ja-mi’sin), v. Same as berberine. 

n (jé’miin), ». (Hindi.] The fruit of the 
jambolana, Syzygium Jambolana, 
jambava (jam-bii’vi),n. [Hind. *jambdra, ¢ 
jambi, dambu.] In India, a liquor prepared 
from the fruit of the jambu by fermentation, 



jambava 666 jasmone 

It is stimulating and tonic in its action and is sent beautiful surfaces. WW. Matthews, Mod- jararaca (ji-rii-rii’kit), n. (Tupi jararaca, also 
a favorite bove with 
Med. Handbook, V. 244, 

jamb-lining (jam‘li’ning), n. A piece of light 
woodwork set up against a door-post or the 
like, one side of it forming the jamb, 

borine (jam ‘bé-rin). x. [jamba(lana) + -r- 
+ -ine®.]) A white crystalline su ce of 
uncertain composition, said to be contained in 
the seeds of jambolana (Seygine Jambolana), 

jambos (jam’bés), ». it p. pl. of jambo, a 
form of jaorbu, Henee, NL, Jambosa.) The 
rose-apple, Caryophylius Jambos, a tree of East 
Indian origin, now widely cultivated through- 
out the warmer regions of the globe for the 
sake of its — fruit, and also grown as a 

enhouse subject. In Mexico and Central 
merica it is called pomerosa, See rose-apple, 

Jambosa (jam-bé6'si), ». (NL.(A.P.de Candolle, 
1828, adopted from Rumphius), <jambos, a Eu- 
ropean form, properly pl. of jam , jambu, the 
rose-apple.) An untenable name for Caryoplyl- 
lus, a genus of plants of the family Myrtacex. 
The M apple, Coryophylius Malacceneia, the clove, 
Cc. Boron Ble 5 oe the Tose apple, C. Jambos, are well 
known species, 

jambosade (jam’bd-24d), ». (jambos, native 
name.) The rose-apple, nal aan Jambos, 
Also called jambn and jamrosade, 

jambosine (jam‘bo-sin), n. (i 
A colorless, tasteless, crystalline alkaloid, Cy 
Hy,0 N, contained in the bark of the root of 
Caryophyllus Jambos, It is without physiolog- 
jeal action, 

jamb-stone (jam‘stén), v. 
stone set upright at the side of a doorway or 

the natives. Buck, ern Bookbinding, p. 81. 
anus,». 4, A double monster with the two 
heads looking in opposite directions. Also 
called janiceps.—Janus blue, brown, colors. Sce 
witue, cte.—Janus green, Same as diazin #yreen.-— 
Janus orange, red, yellow, See *orange!, ete. 

Jap. An abbreviation (4) of Japan. 
japaconine (jup-a-ko’nin), n. [japacon(it)ine.] 
A pale-yellow amorphous alkaloid, CogHy)0) 
N(!), prepared by heating japaconitine with 
— —— rep 
apace 6 (jap-a-kon‘i-tin), n. lap anese) 
* * A —— ——* — 
ine alkaloid, C Oo,No or more pro y 
CgqgHyg 11, found in Tinton neomise (kuza- 
uzu) from Aconitum Japonicum, It melts at 
184-186° C. and closely resembles aconitin in 

ets, 
See *cedar, *moth!, 

ja r.t. 2. To invest with the black coat 
of a clergyman; ordain, [Slang.] 
iy trtend's som had just been ordained Deacon, or, in 

the language of aay = japinned.” 
ny May., XVITL 3. X. . D. 

Japanese banana, be! oak-moth. See #ha- 
wana, ete,— Japanese fl. See kon, 

japanesq Gjap-4-nes’ke-ri), n. 
“em -ry. apancse style; the Japanese 

spirit or genius, 
jambosa + -ine?.] Japanism, x. 2. A Japanese idiom, custom, Jargouts) A supposed new chemical element 

or peculiarity.—3, Fondness for Japanese 
sines or customs, , P ‘ 
apanize (ja-pan’iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. Ja- 
paniced, ppr. Japanizing, Lkpon + -ize,] To 

toms; render Japanese, 
window, so that one of its faces forms the Japanol {jap-a-nol’6-Jjist), m, [Japanolo- 

mb. gy + -ist.) A student of Japanology. 
‘ames (jiimz), ». Asovereign; the sum of Japanol (jap-a-nol’d-ji), ». [Japan + 
twenty shillings, (or ~o-logy.) The scientific study of the people of fSiang-}- james 
Ryall), « silver coin of the reign of James VI. of 
land, having the Agure of a = oo one side, and vulgarly 
called the sword-dollar, Jamieson, Dict. Soot. Language. 

James-L: theory. See *theory. 
Jamin’s tube, See *fube, 
jammer (jam’ér), ». In logging, an improved 
form of gin, mounted on a movable frame- 
work and used to load logs on sleds and cars 
by horse-power. 

jamon (hi-mén’‘), ». (Sp. jamdén, leg, thigh, 
ham: see gammon*.] 1, A ham; bacon,—2, 
A guitar. [Southwestern U. 8.] 

jam-pin (jam'pin), ». A pin driven into a hole 
which is drilled or ent in a joint, to prevent 
one part shifting on the other. 

jam-riveter (jam’riv‘et-ér), ». A pneumatic 
riveting-hammer when used in a frame: so 
called because the riveter is used in a con- 
tracted space. 
Janella (ja-nel’ii), n. [NL. (Gray, 1838),] 
The typical and only genus of the family Ja- 

-nel’i-dé), n. pl. 
nellidz, 

Janellide (NL., < Janella 
family of pulmonate 

consisting of slug-like animals with no lower 
+ -idx.) 

tentacles and having the shell in the form of 
aninternal plate. It containsthe genus Janelle. 

jangada, ». 2. Thetibourbou, Apeiba Tibowr- 
bou: so ealled on account of the use of its very 
light wood for catamarans. See jangada, 1, 
fom *tibourbou, NL..< LJ 5 
janiceps(jan’i-seps), n. 6 L. Janus, Janus, 
+ caput, head.) A —8 twin monster the 
two heads of which face in opposite directions. 
Janiform (jan’i-form), a. Resembling Janus; 
two-faced, 

janizary, ». 2. A common name of Clepticus 

Janizary (Civpticur pare), 
(From Bulletin 47, U.S, Nat, Meseum.) 

parre, # labroid fish of the West Indian fauna. 
~Janisary pedal. See *pedal, 

Jank6é keyboard. See *keyboard. 
Janse a. ID, a. 1. Of or pertaining to 
the Jansenists.—2, Noting a style in decora- 
tion, — 2 bookbinding, characterized 
by extreme plainness: especially adapted to 
levant moroceo and other materials which pre- 

tropods, 

toms, art, ete. 

Japhetite, Japhethite (ja’fe-tit, -thit), 1. A 
descendant of Japheth, the son of Noah. 

japish (ja‘pish), @. jane + -ishl,) - Like a 
buffoon or jester; inclined to jokes or tricks. 

Japoniant (ja-po’ni-an),». (NL. Japonia, Ja- 
pan, + -an.] AJsdpanese. Hakluyt. 

japonic! — a. [NL. Japonicus, ¢ Ja- 
ponia, Japan.) ertaining or relating to 
apan or to Japanese customs, 

Japonic® (ie. n‘ik),a. (japonica, n., 3.] No- 
ting an acids black compound, Cy)oH,0; (f), 
formed by the oxidation of catechin.—Japonic 
earth, See *earth!. 

japonica, ». 3. 
(eatechu), 

Japonism, ». [F. Japonisme, < Japon, Japan, 
+ -isme, E. -ism.] Same as Japanism, 

gid@m (ja-pij’i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Japyx 
apyg-) + idee.) eurious family of thy- 

sanurous insects of the suborder Cinura, hav- 
ing the mouth-parts free and the anal end of 
the body provided with a pair of forceps. 
They are slender in form and resemble young enrwigs 
They are found in moss and in shady places at the edges 
of woods, The type genus Japyz is the only one known, 

Japyx (ja piks), x. (NL, ¢ Gr, ‘Idrvd, son of 
the mythical Dedalus, and founder of Japygia 
(Italy).] The typical and sole genus of the 
thysanurous family Japygida. 
uemase (jak’wé-mas),n. A reducing fer- 

ment obtained from Lwrotium Orize, 
jar!, . 1. 4. To drill by impest or percussion ; 
use an impact drill or drill-jar upon.—5. To 
shock or surprise (one) with some sudden or 
extraordinary remark, statement, or fact. 
(Humorous, 

jar! ». 6. A tool, used in drilling wells in rock, 
consisting of two long and flat links capable 
of sliding the one within the other, in order 
that the drill-bit may be loosened on the up 
— in case it has become jammed in the 
lock, 

jar, ».—Graduated jar, in chem., a class jar, usually a 
tall Cylinder of moderate diameter, with its iuternal capac- 
ity and the subdivisions thereof etched upon the outside, 
used in measuring off definite volumes of a liqaid.— 

Jar, in chem, a cylindrical jar of ight glass 
with a flat bottom, usually about nine inches high and 
one inch in diameter, used in the determination of 
ammonia by means of the Nessler reagent, and in general 
for the comparison of two or more liquids as te the depth 
of color presented by them fn consequence of the presence 
of varfiogs quantities of the same coloring-substance,— 

Jar, a glass jar of cylindrical shape and with a 
wide month, usally made of rather light glass and 
furnished with a tinplate cap or corer, used by arapits 
and apothecaries to hold solid materials, chiefly dried 
herba, roots, ete, 

Same as terra Japonica 

Ja 
( 

[Japan- j 

Jiraraca, geraraca, & serpent.) A ven- 
omous e, Trimesurus jararaca, which in- 
habits a large portion of Bruzil south of the 
Amazon. It :eaches a length of six feet and 
is of a gray color with darker cross-bands. 

jarave (hii-rii’vd), », [Tarasean.] A national 
dance of the Taragscan Indians in Mexico. C. 
Lumholtz, Unknown Mexico, IL 382. 

jardiniére, ». 3. A mixture of vegetables 
stewed in their own sauce; also, various vege- 
tables used together as a garnish.—A 1a jardi- 
niére, served with few len, as rag or 
three slices of currot, ete. : of a roast. 

jarganee (j} -né’), n. [Origin not aseer- 
Jarganes y rt aee Bowl ae for fish-bait. 
argonaphasia (jiir’gon-a-fa‘zili), n. [NL., ¢ 
75* * + air ge noe 'A defect ‘of 
speech in which several words are run into 
one 80 as to be unintelligible, Buek, Med. 
— I, 414, K’) , : 
jar. ue (jiir-go-nesk’), a. [jargon! + 
Sores.) Having —— jargon, N.E.D. 
jargonic! (jiir-gon‘ik), a. [jargenl + -ic.) 
Resembling a jargon; nonsensical: as, o 
jargonic phrase, 
argoning (jir’gon-ing), », A confused chat- 
tering or gabbling; a twittering of birds, 
argonium (jir-g6’ni-um), ». [NL.: see 

announced as associated with zireonium in 
the mineral zircon or jargon. Its existence 
has not been confirmed. 

[jar- jargonization jiir-gon-i-zii‘shon), 
A block or slab of make conformable to Japanese ideas or cus- gonise + 3. the using of a jargon; the 

act of turning into a jargon. 
jarosite, ». Varicties of this mineral in which the 
potassium is replaced by sodium and by lead have been 
called netrojarorite ail plambdujarcete respectively. 

jarosse (zha-ros’), ». [F.] Same as chickling 
Seut- Japan, their language, literature, history, eus- —— (which see, under vefch). 

ul, n. See jarool. 
jarul, *. See jarool. 
arvey (jiir’vi), ¢. i; pret. and pp. jarried, 
ppr. Pape toa Lierrey,n.) To drive along, 
ike n hackney-coachwan or jarvey. 

arvil (jiir’vil), #. Same as chereil. 
as (zhiis), ». [F. jas, in sense defined, also the 
stock of an anchor, ¢ Pr, jas, jatz, lit. a layer 
or bed, < jazer, lie, ¢ L. jacere, le.) A storage 
reservoir or busin constructed on the const of 
a tidal sea, into which sea-water flows at high 
tide and is concentrated by evaporation to 
furnish the feed for the vats or basins in which 
salt is made, Encue. Brit,, XXI. 229, 
jasmine, ".—Amertcan jasmine, (i) In the West 
Indies, the cy prust-vine, Quameclit Yuamioelit. Also called 
Indian amt Bortados pink, (6) The red morning-glory, 
Quarmoclit coccinea, — jeemine. (6) The ma- 
trimony vine, Lwediom eulgare.— jasmine, Taber. 
naemontand — curd. 
neria, a tender, 
ornamental shrub 
od the dogbane fam- 
ily, with glossy 

leaves and 
fragrant, white 
flowers 1-2 invhes 
across, clustered or 

bet 
called Kast Jn 
dian row-hey and 
Adam's 

pinifolins, 
spurge fam- 

eastor-oil plant and \ 
field an oil.—Red 

cypress-vine, 3— 
moelit Quasncetit. 
~— Rock 5 Jasmine, 
See # Andreostee,— 

Wild jasmine. (') 
In the Rahamas, a naturalized shrubby plant, Clerodend- 
rum fragrane. See Clerodendrum and #glory-tree. (ce) 
Im the West Indies, (1) Faeremea odorativsina, a shrub 
or small tree of the madder family, one of the plants called 
wild cofee ; (2) species of the genus Jzora (which see) 

jasmine-wood (jas’min-wid), ». Diporidinm 
Mauritianum, « tree of the family Ochnacex, 
oeeurring on the Island of Mauritius; or its 
wood. So called from the fragrance of its 
showy white flowers. 
jasmone (jas’mén), #. [. (ine) + -one.] A 
ketone, ©))Hy¢9, found in jasmine-oil, It 
boils at apne C. and has, when diluted, an odor 
like that of jasmine. 

Crape Jaimie 

(Taternarmrontame coromarta). 
One third panera size. 



jasper 
jasper (jas’ptr), v. & (jasper, n.] Same as 

fasperoid, (jas pér-oid), a. [jasper + -oid.] 
Same as 
The Townsend ridges are described as a long narrow jaw-clutch (ji’kluch),n. A device for joinmg joer· ea 

J rota rocks. 
— — Geog, Jour, (R. G. 8), XV. 684, 

jaspilite (jas’pi-lit), ». (Gr, iaer«, jasper, + 
aides, stone.) In Petros originally an acid 
igneous rock more silicious than rhyolite; as 
now used, in the Lake Superior region, a rock 
consisting of bands of red chert and hematite, 
asp-opal (jasp’6"pal), n. Same as jasper-opal. 
en Tn anda. I,n. An insect of the 
homopterous family Jassida#. 

IL. a. Of or belonging to the Jassidx, 
jassoid (jas‘oid), a. and ». I. a. Of or belong- 

ing to the homopterous superfamily Jassoidea. 
n. One of the Jassvidea. 

Ji dea (ja-soi'dé-ii), », pl. [NL., ¢ Jasens 
+ -oidea.] The homopterous family Jasside 
considered as a superfamily. 

Jefaby (sbU-48-05"), u. (Brazilian.] Same as 
*jatoba, 
ati (jii'té), n. [Malay jdti, in pdhon jdti, teak- 
eee hdyu jati, —— 4p The East 
Indian teak, Tectona grandis. See teak and 
Tectona, 

jatoba (zhii-té-bii’), , [Brazilian.] Any one of 
several Brazilian species of large leguminous 
trees belonging to the genus Hymenza, espe- 
cially H, stilbocarpa. ‘They yield resins sim- 
ilar to that obtained from the more northern 
H. Courbaril, 8ee Hymenwa, Called also jatahy, 

jatropha-oil (jat'rd-fi-oil), m. An oil, resem- 
bling castor-oil in composition and properties, 
obtained from the seed of Jatropha Curcas 
(Curcas purgans) and J. multifida, Also known 
as cvrces-oil and purqueira-oil, 

jatrophic (ja-trof’ik), @. [Jatroph(a) + -ie.] 
Relating to the plant genus Jatropha, espe; 
cially to J. Cereas or to its medicinal seeds, 

jaun? (jain), ». (Beng, yan (pronounced jan), 
Hind, yan, a velnele, « Skt. ydua, & Vehicle, ¢ 
Vid, a going, walking, way, course, go, nove, 
walk,] A small palanquin-carriage such ns is 
used in Crleutta by business men in going to 
their offices, 
My work... was sedentary, save for an occasional ran 

in an office jeun to the Cimtomhouse or elsewhere, 
£. Braddon, in Mackwoul's Mag,, (et, 1500, p. 40. 

jaundice, ». 3. Same as *yresserie,— al 
wndice, jaumlice cocurring as a symptom of catarrhal a 

iiamenation of the bile-«lietsa —Hemat jaun- 
dice, a yellowlah coloration of the skin dae te oe - 
changes and not to the presence af Wite- pigments A! me 
jaacen. — togenous jaundice, jaum resulting 

from disease of Ue liver. int Jaundice, acute 
yellow atrophy of the liver,.— ¥e jaundice, 

of bile in the jaundice due to impediment to the Sow t 
lejaundice. Sameascatarrhal &aundice. dacts,— Simple) 

jaundice-root (jiin‘dis-riit), n. The orange- 

(F., ‘old ye]- 
root, Hydrastis Canadensis, 

jaune antique (hon of-ték’), 
low.’] A variegated and erystalline terra- 
cotta, seen in vases. The colors are black and 
rich saffron. Meteyard, Hand-book of Wedg- 
wool Ware, Glossary, 

jaune brilliant (hon bré-yon’). [F., ‘bril- 
liant vellow,’) A trade-name for cadmium 
— used as a pigment. Also known as 
cadmium yellow, 

jaune clair (zhén klar’). [F., ‘clear yellow.’] 
A clear yellow or canary-color seen in Sévres 

reelain. 
dee . An abbreviation of Javanese. 
Java wax. Same as fig *wez. 
javali (hii-vil-lé’), mn. [Also javari; 8. Amer.] 
The South American peceary, Dicotyles labia- 
tus. 

Javan, a. II. ». <A native of Java. 
javanine (jav’a-nin), x. [NL. jaran(ica) (see 
def.) + -ine?.] A colorless alkaloid contained 
in the bark of Cinchona Calisaya javanica. It 
crystallizes in rhombic plates. 

javelin-fish (jav‘lin-fish), ». A fish, Pomadasys 
hasta, of the family Hemulide, found slong 
the East African coast and through all the In- 
dian seas. 

javilla (hii-vé‘lyii), mn. [Another spelling of 
ip. hadilia.) In Panama, same as *habilla,1. 

n— or actinomycosia in 
jamie Potts ecm etn dF” phossy jaw, ne- 
erosis of the jaw in phosphorous potsoning. 

A case of death from eke pesereg Eat se 
curred at the Poplar and Stepney Bick Asyl 
recent attack of “ whoesy jaw. 

jaw-ch’ " uck, — w-chuck, a chuck fn 
which the jaws for holding the of 5 do i not move radially 

Lancet, Jane 18, 1904, 17en. | Dhail, Gael. 

667 
together as in the self-cenitering: cli bat are movable 
and adjastable Independently,— jaw-chuck, « 
chuck in which the jaws for holding the work move from 
pene radially outward to grip w cylinders on their 
nner oh. 

the end of one 
shaft to the 
end of another. 
It consists of a pair 
ef collars one of 
which is keyed to 
the end of each 
shaft. One of the 
collars is free to 
slide axtally on its 
shaft, the other 
belag fixed. When 
the movable piece 

Jaw-clutch, slides aod a the 
@, shaft carrying fixed collare; 4, key: other, tongues on 

a — moving _— on shally, pre- ong enter jaws on 
ven Ton Tota ng leather ¢, /, att 
vw be driven by the Coqngemaat ol the the other and so 
clutch; g.arm for throwing clatch im or out, 

aft 
jaw-fish (ja‘ fish), a. Aname of fishes of the 
family Opisthognathide, small fishesfound near 

Jaw-fish LOpistAaqgnatans macragmarhws). 
(vom Melletin 47, U.S. Nat, Museum.) 

the rocky bottoms of tropical seas and re- 
markable for the great length of the upper jaw. 

jaw-hole,”. 2, An openingin the ground; the 
entrance to a cave or cavern. Whithy Glos- 
sary. [Prov. Eng. and Se¢.] 

jawing-tacks (jA’ing-taks), ». pl. 
jaw-tackle. 
jaw-me-down ( ji’mé-doun’), n. A domineer- 
ing arguer. [Naut. slang.] 
aw-twister (ji’twis’tér), nv. A jaw-breaker. 

2,n. 1. In England the name is locally given to 
birds that are not jays atall, including the Cornish chough 
anid the mistletiirash, Turdus viseivortes, 

4. In angling, a variety of artificial fly dressed 
with blue jay feathers.—Galtfornia jay, Apheto- 
coma cetifornica, a spockes much like the Florida Jay, 
but lighter below, — lay, Perisoreus ta fanetis, 
abird allied te the Canada jay or whisky-jack of North 
Anverica, and the only jay belonging to a gents common 
to the Old and New Worlds. 

jay-bird, ». 2. A — person; a country 
simpleton; a hay-seed: same as jay*, 3 (b). 
[Slang.] 

Same as 

From the land of logs and peaches 
Came a callow jey-bird dressed 

In homespun coat and breeches 
And a gaudy velvet vest. 

Eugene Fielit, in Chicago Duily News, July, 1586 

jayhawk, v.t. 2, To strip one 4-foot length 
of burk from (a tan-bark oak), leaviny the tree 
standing, 

J.C. of Jesns Christ; (b) a An abbreviation 9 
of Julius Cesar; (c) (1. ¢.] of the Latin jeris- 
covsultys, jurisconsult ; (¢) of justice clerk, 

J. CG. D. An abbreviation of the Latin Juris 
Cirilis Doctor, Doetor of Civil Law. 

J. D. An abbreviation (a) of Junior Deacon; 
(5) of the Latin Juris Doctor, Doctor of Law. 

jeanette-twill (ji-net’twil’), nm. Same as 
jeanette, 
jean-twill (jin’twil),. Same as jean, 2. 
jebaru (sha-bii-ri’), n. ([Brazilian.] Epersa 

urpurea, & large leguminous tree of northern 
Srnzil, congeneric with the wallaba of Guiana, 
The natives use the tough bark in the manu- je 
facture of certain musical instruments. 
Jebb See *process. 

jebel (jeb’el), ». [A European rendition of 
Ar. jabal, a mountain.) Mountain; mount: a 
term occurring in some geographic names of 
Arabie origin. It is concealed in Gibraltar. 

jecolein (jek-6-lé'in), n, [L. jer(wr), liver, + 
oleum, oil, + -in®,) One of the fatty princi- 
ples contained in cod-liver oil, 

jecorin (jek’$-rin), n. [L. jeewr (jecor-}, liver, 
+ -in?.] An organic substance see de- 
rived from protagon, containing both sulphur 
and phosphorus, It is found in nerve-tissue, 
in the liver, in muscle-tissue, and in the blood, 
Tt reduces cupric oxid in alkaline solution, 

um, due to a jee]? (jal), *. [Maxx jeeyl, jeeill, jell, Ir. déogh- 
hail, damage, loss, dighail, dim- 

inution, ¢ Ir. Gael. di- neg. + gabhail, taking 
(see gavel1).] Damage; trouble. 

jeniguana 
jeer-bitts (jér’bits), n. pl. The bitts to which 
the jeers are made fast. See jeer, 

jeer-block (jér’blok), ». A block which forms 
part of the jeer-fall. See jeer? and *jeer-fall. 

pstan (jér’kap’stan), ». A capstan 
placed amidships between the foremast and 
mainmast for general use, as for stretching 
rope, ete, 

jeer-fall (jér’fil},n. A rope rove through the 
jeer-blocks which together form the jeers. 
ieetee, mn. Same as jetee. 
effing (jef"ing); n. (Cjefi,e.] A game of 
chance played by type-setters. See jeffl, v. 
Jeffreysia (je-fré’zi-i),n.[NL. (Forbes, 1850).) 
The typical genus of the family Jeffreysiide, 

Jeffreysiide (jef-ré-si‘i-dé), nw. pl. [NL., ¢ 
deffreysia + ge | A family of tenioglossate 

tropods, of the order J’rosebranchiata, 
«y have the mantle with two pointed ciliated appen- 

dagea in front, the tentacles also ciliated, eyes seasile and 
situated far behind the base of the tentacles, inal 
teeth sometimes absent, and the shell small, thin, and 

Iveid. The family contains the genera Jegreyria and 
Dordente, marine forms living om algae. 

ehad ( jibe’, n, See jihad, 
jeju (zh&-zhé’), ». [Tupi (southern Brazil) 
a (Martius, 1863),] A food-fish belonging to 
the family Characinide, found in the rivers of 
South America. 
The * jeju “and agulha, which are valued as food fis! 

* hep. U. &. Nat. M ua, 1001, beg 

jejunectomy (jé-ji-nek’td-mi), n. v Li. jeju- 
jejun + Gr. Poa 9. 28 —S * a 
portion of the jejunum. 

jejunitis Gre Ses u. [NL., ¢ jejunum + 
-itis.] Intlammation of the jejunum. 

(j@-jd-nos‘té-mi), ». [NL. jeju- 
num + Gr, cron, — The establishment 
by a surgical operation of an opening from the 
exterior of the body into the jejunum. 

jelab, jellab (je-lib’), ». [Ar jallabiya, o 
long blouse, connected with ji — imported, 
jalba, a — country, ¢jalaba, wg one A 
cloak with a hood worn by men in Moroeco, 
Also jelib. 

jelba (jel’ba), ». [Appar. ¢ Ar, jalha, foreign 
country: see aetah) A large coasting-vessel 
of the Red Sea, 

jelloid {jet oid), a, and nx, Ty) + -0id.] 
I, a. Having the property of jelly; similar to 
a jelly. 

II. a. 
gcletin. 

pa 

A medicated tablet or lozenge of 

n. 4. A jellyfish, as Aurelia or Cyanea, 
jeny, # soft semisolid product from petro- 

Jeam, the best from crystalline parafiin, extensively 
used as a basis for salves and ointments, It is pre- 
pared by different processes, and sold under vartous trade- 
nates, as reeling, commolineg, ete. Also called petroleum 
jelly.— Royal Jelly, the especial food with which queen 
larve are fed by the worker honey-bees. 

jelly? (jeli), «. I. trans, To make a jelly of; 
reduce to the consistence of jelly. 

Il, intrans. To solidify or congeal ; become 
a jelly, 

jeliy-leaf (jeV'i-Jéf), . The Queensland hemp. 
See Sida, i 

jelly-nut (jel’i-nut), », Anunripe eoeoanut in 
which the kernel is still so soft that it can be 
scraped out in the form of a custard or jelly. 
See cocoal, 

jelly-powder (jel’i-pou’deér), », 1. A form 
of gelatin dynamite,—2,. A powdered prepa- 
ration of gelatin, of various flavors, used in 
making puddings, ete. 

jelly-press (jel’i-pres), ». A device, worked 
by hand, which presses the juice from fruits 
in jelly-making. 

jelousy, Simplified spellings of jealous, 
jenlousy. 
Jemmy Donnelly (jem‘i don’el-i), Any one 
of three large, valuable timber-trees of Queens- 
land, Myrsine variabilis, Ewroschinus faleatus of 
the cashew family, and eae resinifera. 
The last is also called Jimmy Low and forest 
pa See ironbark-tree. [Collog., Aus- 
tralin. 
Jemm —— Gemiĩ jea’a-mi), A dandy; 
a oe hiss used attributively. See Jessamy,n. 
Jena glass, See *glass. 
je-ne-sais-quol (zhé-n(e)-si-kwo’), n. [F., ‘I 
know not what.’] A something one can not 
describe; usually, something too attractive 
to be expressed. 

(bé-né’ gwik-ni), nm. [Cuban Sp. 
heniquana, from a native West Indian name 
(Piehardo).] A hwmuloid fish, Hamulon me- 
lanurum, reaching a length of about one foot, 
found in the West Indies and southward, 



jeniguano 

jeniguano (ha-nd‘gwii-nd), n. 

thon, 
' * —— 

{Cuban Sp. 

Jeniguase (futAyitema aurelincatumr)., 
(From Dedletin 47. U.S Nat, Mesum.) 

— * (Pichardo).] A West Indian fish, 
Bathystoma aurolincatum, 

J Gong kas), n, 
surname us 

York. 

(jen’e-ri-zi’sbon), n. 
j Yaseuletion ae the 

sous 
bacilli 
of inducing a modified form of tubere 
& protection — the more violent form 

uliar to cattle. 
ennerize (jen’s-riz), v. t.; 

1 - Jennerizing. 
-ize.] To vaccinate or —— 

in the manner practised or initiated by Edw: 
Jenner, See *Jennerization. 

jennet!, ». 2, The female ass; a jenny. 
Tegetmeier and Southerland, Asses and Mule 
Breeding, p. 146. 

jenny, ". 5. A locomotive-crang; a self-propel- 
— used for carrying heavy weights.— 
6, Compasses with one end bent inward.—7. 
A stroke in English billiards, ony, a 
losing hazard made from balk into a middle 

ket, the object-ball being near the — 
ut below it: now applied to any acute-angl 

pocketing placed from balk to a ball outside, 
and thence into any of the four pockets beyond 
balk.— Silver jenny, a common name of Bucinostomus 
gula, a fish of the family Gerride, found from Carolina 

jentacular (jen-tak’i-liir), a. (NL. a: 
laris, < Li. jentaculum, an early breakfast, ¢ 
jentare, breakfast: see *jentation.] Relating 

entation! (jen-ta’shon), n. [LiL jentatio(n-) en! “shon), n. . jentatio(n- 
Ture breakfast, appar. contracted rom 

ret. and pp. Jen- 
Jenner (see *Jen- 

unitare, < jejunus, fasting. Cf. dine, dinner.) 

—— ir-di), d. 4.5 pret. and pp. Jeopa ep’ ir-di), v. t.; . on » r- 
died, ppr. — * ng. ' * ny To 
jeopardize: as, he owe ed his fame. 

jepard, . Simplified spellings of jeopard, 
~opardy, 
mitiba (zhii-ké-té-bii’), ». razilian.) An 

—* of several species dt l —— trees 
—— to the genus Cariniana, of the — 
ILæcythidacca; especially C. Brasiliensis and C, 
excelsa, They yield an astringent bark useful 
in bowel complaints, and a highly prized 
hard, tough, durable wood, 

te (je-rii’mé-el-it), mn. [Jerahmeel 
+ -ile2.) One of the descendants of Jerah- 
meel, the brother of Caleb (1 Chron. ii. 9), 
living on the southern border of Judah: prob- 
ably an Amalekite or Edomite tribe which J 
afterward was absorbed by Judab. 

jerboa- 00 (jer bo-li-kang-ga-ré’), mn. 
One of the bush-tailed rat-kan Betton- 
gia cuniculus, found in Tasmania. 

jerboa-mouse, ». 2. The North American 
jumping-mouse, Zrpus hudsonicus. 

jerboa-rat (jér’b$-ii-rat’), n. A common name 
for the small ents of the genus Hapatotis, 

from the human being, for the —— jersey, 
0818 as 

jeso (j6’s0), n. [Sp. yeso = It. 
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found in Tasmania and the desert regions of 
Australia. ‘The best-known species is I. 
mitchelli. 

jerfar (jér’far), ». A fish, Gymnarchus niloti- 
cus, found in the Nile, the only representative 
of its family, remarkable for the cellular struc- 
ture of its air-bladder, which resembles that 
of certain ganoid fishes and probably fune- 
tions similarly as an imperfect lung. 

jerib (je-réb’), ». (Pers. Hind. Ar. jarit.] Ad 
Persian measure of surface equal, in various 
localities, to from 1,000 to 1,066 square zar or 
from 1,294 to 1,379 square yards. 

6. In golf, a stroke in which the 
after striking the ball, digs into 

abrupt witticism; o 
sudden sally of wit.—8. yr ores or tic, 

r),». Barme J as trigger- 
andbook, Iv. sid 526, 

ilding. 
Jerry (jer’i snék’). [Jerry Sneak, the 
cowardly henpecked ‘ or of Garratt,’ in 
Poote’s Play. of that name.) A henpecked, 
mean, sneaking fellow. 

» Jermeys are the smallest of 
rounded bodies, slender, rather short 

legs, amall, broad head, and horns, 
crumpled, The color is variable, preferably fawn with 
dark begs; but there are purebred of various 
thades of yellow, tan, mote-color, light red, and 
even black.— Blue jersey, « * 

“blue (jér’zi-blé’), n. An American 
b of large-sized fowls which resemble tho 
aoe, but are of & bluish color, with the 
hackle- and sickle-feathers nearly black, 

jer’zi-man), 4.; 
of the 

. derseymen 
Aa Gehabitent 

pl 
-men). State of New 
ersey. 

J chamber, See *chamber.— Jerusalem 
corm See *kafr-corn. 

jervic (jor vik), a. [jerv(ine) +-ic.] Same as 
chelidonic. 

saso, < L. gyp- 
sum, gypsum.) In petrog., a bed of decom- 
posed gypsum. 

jewel-house 
jessakeed (jes‘a-kéd), ». [Ojibwa jeseakkid.) 
A seer and prophet whose functions are those 
of a shaman: used to designate a particular 
class of shamans of the Ojibwa. 
cn Leming one ig ot the costly, nad Oe miner 

J bar, orients, 
as well’ as those of the “Tevoukhta and the Wabino” 
which represent two other 24 of Shamans, 

itheonian Hep,, 1500, p. 4& 

essamin, . A simplified spelling of jessanrine. 
jestful (jest’fal), a. [ jest? + -ful.] Jesting; 
= ; given to jesting. . 
esuit, ».—Jesuits’ bark. (0) The high-water shrab, 
loa frutescens. . 

Jesuitize (jez’i-it-iz), r.; pret. and pn, Jexwit- 
ized, ppr. Jesuitizing, (Jeswit + -ire,) I, trans, 
To Jesuit. 

IL. intrans. To speak or act as a Jesuit, 

jocblack, «I's. A. a, n, A deep black color; 
cifically, an acid coal-tar color of the E 
type, derived from disulpho-azo0-benzene- 
alpba-naphthylamine. It ayes wool a deep 
bluish black in a mildly ack or neutral bath. 
—Diamine jet-black Cr, 00, RB, and 88, direct cot- 
ton coal-tar colorn, They dye unmordanted cotton a jet- 
black in a salt bath. 

vapor comes these and forms jets of combustible 
Vapor or gua, wh m additional air from tubes in 
the center of the grow amall holes, gives complete 
combustion and a blue Cs 

ipt is made to keep them apart 
denser, 

jeterus, ». A spurious word, due to a mis- 
reading or typ hical error fer icterws, as 
used in botany. © mistake was made by 
Bischoff and copied by Lindley and others, 
See icterus, 2, 

jet-pile (jct’pil), a. A wooden or iron pile 
that can be set — by means of a jet 

° of water: so named to distinguish it from one 
driven into place by means of a pile-driver. 
gue phe soe et is either above or below the sar 

the water, is placed upright, with the potnt rest- 
ing on the sand. A length of gas-pipe ts placed cloee 
beside the pile, the upper end Sea eine 00s ae. 

pire. the jet of water escaping at the lower end stirs and 
eee ie ceed, sad tee pe Be Ment smpparied By 

place. A less pow- 
and it can be withdrawn and 

the Jet cacaping free the potet 
is process of Pile-sluking is called 

erful jet loosens 
5 Iron 

throagh the hollow 
or toe of the pile. 
jet pilecdriving. 

jet-propeller (jet’pré-pel’ér),». A device on 
an air-ship or a vessel for throwing a jet of 
air or water in a direction contrary to that in 
which it is desired to propel the vessel. The 
fluid is taken in at the end of the veasel and 
thrown out at the other end, the reactive enenzy of the 
jet being thus utilized to drive the vessel ahoudl. 

on Cet’ pré-pul’shon). a. The act 
or process of prope! ing & vessel or an air-shi 
by the reaction of a jet of water or air whic 
is set in motion Wy machinery contained in 
the vessel. — — 
pumpn. 2. 6 08 filler-pump, 

tang (et‘slue, a Kk Med of shee 
ve (jet’valvy), 1. A starting-valve 

in an injector or inspirator.—2. The valve 
controlling the water-jet in a jet-condenser, 

jeude @ (zhéde ra‘gl). [F., ‘play of rulo.] 
In écarté, a band on which it is right to stand, 
or play without proposing; also, one with 
which it is right to refuse, or play without 
giving cards. 

jew-balance (ji’bal’ans), n. The name given 
by sailors in the Mediterranean to the ham- 
mer-headed shark. 

(jéd), a, Having a jewing, or jew- 
wattle, at the base of the lower mandible, as 
some breeds of domesticated pigeons, 

jewel-cup (ji‘el-kup), ». The agate fixed in 
the center or the compass-card. It has a depree 
sion or socket which rests upon the upright pin in the 
center of the compase-bow] and on which the card re 
volves. 

gold, grain. See #yeld, *yraint.— Jowel- Jowelers’ f 
ers’ lathe, vise, See lathe], ®eiee1, 

jewel-house, ». 2+. A house or place in which 
treasures or jewels are kept; hence,-a treasury. 
~— Master of the jewel- an official who had charge 
Gt all tes phnhe mead fan tee te ef te Ene ee 



jewel-house 
noble; ifically, ho had of all plate and 
jewels Sribe et Lowace. Pp ipe, 170d, 

Thomas Cromwell ; 
Aman in much esteem with the king, and traly 
A worthy friend, The king hes made hiss master 

——— —— the privy counell. 
re i "7 Shat., Hen. VIIL, iv. 1 

2. Covered or adorned with jewels. 
(hk) In New South Wales, a name of two 

or more specica, fishes of large size, as Sciwena ontare- 
tica and ucosome hebraicum, Sciena antarctica ie 
the kingfieh of the Melbourne market. Sefaena is called 
dewtiah in e It belongs to the family Sctaenide. 
B. B. Morris, Avatral English. 

jewhood (ji’hid), a. Judaism; the state or 
condition of being a Jew. Carlyle. 
Jewish fasts, festivals, Seo */ust3, */festival. 
Jewism, », 2. A characteristic of the Jews 
or of their method of speech; a Jewish idiom, 

jew-lizard (ji'liz’iird), n. A large lizard, Am- 
—— barbatus, of the family Agamida. 
t is found in Australia, where it is known 
also as the bearded lizard from the frill of 
spines beneath the throat. 
Jew-monkey (ji’mung’ki), ». A name for 
two very different species of monkey, one, 
Pithecia chiropotes, from northern South Amer- 
iea, and the common macaque, Macacus cyno- 
mulgus, of southern Asia: supposed to be 
given on account of the beard. 

Jews'-stone, n. 3. Crystallized iron pyrites 
or pyrite, early used as a gem. 

jew-wattle (j6’wot'l), n. Same as jewing. 
Mint ia the beak wattle, which 

appear the Drigoon) on the upper mandible 
alone, lower or jew wattle buing a fantt, Pigeona. 

jezail (je-zil’, or -zifil’), », [Also jizail, juzail ; 
< Pers. jazd@il.] A long and heavy musket 
fired from a rest, used by Asiatic tribes. It 
is of the same character a3 the jingal. 

All night the creasets glimmereid pale 
On Ulwar sabre and Tonk jecoil, 
Mewar headstall and Marwar mail, 
That clinked in the palace yard. 

R, Kipling, The Last Suttee, st. 2 
Nublee Baksh Punjabi Jat foand a hide-boand fhail, 
Chimba Singh from Bikaneer ofled his Took jezadl, 

R. Kipling, What Happened, st 4 
Jezebelian (jez-e-bel’inn), @. Having the 
character of a Jezebo); impudent; wicked, 

Jesebelish (jez’e-bel-ish), a, Same as *Jeze- 
ian, 

jeziah (jez’yil), m. (Pers. Ar. jizyah.] A poll- 
tax imposed by Mohammedan law on non- 
Mohammedan subjects; specifically, that ex- 
acted by the Mogul emperors in India, X. E. D. 
J.G. W. An abbreviation of Junior Grand 
Warden, 

jharal (ja‘ral), ». [E. Ind.] The East Indian 
thar, Hemitragus jemlaicus, one of the wild 
goats. 

jhobu (j6’bS), n. [A Tibetan ogee t A small 
breed of cattle, used as beasts of burden in 
Tibet: a local name adopted by various writers, 
A crose-breed of horned cattle called jhotu. 

Geog, Jour. M. G. &), XV, 168, 

jhow (jou), ». [Anglo-Ind., ¢ Hindi jhau, 
< Skt. jhawnka.) —* Indian tamarisk, Tamea- 
riz Indica, & shrub or small tree found 
throughout India in the marshes of rivers and 
along the sea-coast, Its wood is used prinei- 
pally as fuel and the amaller twigs are used 
for thatching and basketry. 
JHVH. See Jehovah. 
jib', ». 2. The boom ofa derrick; the inclined 
strut in a derrick, which can be swung in a 
moron as wel os 8 borisontal plane.— Fizine- 

: sailors’ name for a mertons, funsy eat nde the 
on the move trimming and making 
—Up Jib! (newt. a command to 

As soon as T told him that, he tp jib and went of. 
——— Notes, IL vi 

iswe * 

jibaro (hé’bi-rd), n, [Also gibaro; W. Ind. Sp. jicoter 
Jibaro, rustic, savage, wild: from an aborigi- 
ual word; of. Taino zibao, mountain region.) jiff? (jif), m. Short for jijfy: as, he was off in jimjam, n. 

asantry in One of the poorer class of native 
Yest Indian Porto Rieon. F. A, Ober, Our 

Neighbors, p. 231. 
jibb: Gib's), nu. Same as jubbah, 
bber® (jib’ér), v. i. See gidber!, 
abhong, n. Same as *y 

‘boom, n.—Plying-}1b 
reste on the jib-boom and that bs rigged out ah 
fatter. Jibboom See mpuyl. 
jibby-horse (jib’i-hérs), », A showman's 
horse covered with gaudy trappings. 

jib-crane (jib’krin), ». A crane having a 
horizontal boom on which travels a trolley 

ung. 

eal of the 
boom, the light spar that 
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which carries the hoisting-tackle. 
supported by a rotating 

The boom is 
cotumn and by a bracket and 

_—_ 
—| = 

J 
. mast plroted below and abores 4, jb or boom trol- 

—— toes —— 
wing-gear of mast. 

eounterweights, or is pivoted to a fixed column. Many 
types are in use, by hand of by electric or pneu- 
matic motors. * 

jib-foresail — sil), x. The first head-sail 
forward of the foremast on a fore-and-aft ves- 
sel, which sets on the forestay. 

jib-headed (jib’hed’ed),a, Having, us 8 sail, 
its head sha like that of a jib, namely, 
pyramidal or like an inverted V. All hend-ails 
a -topanils are ji>-headed, with the exception of the 
English style of square-headed gall-topaall, See *jack- 
werd, 

jib-header (fib"hed’er), a, A sail whose head 
J ag ke the head of a jib. See *jib- 
en - 

jib-iron (jib’i"érn), n. 
the elue of a jib. 

jib-machine (jib’ma-shén’), », In mining, a 
machine for eutting coal, in which the frame 
carrying the cutting-tools is mounted on the 
end of o jib, 80 that it may be swung around 
and worked at various angles, 

snag tn ein tt 
iboggan {ji-bog’an),*. [From a variant form 
jib the Fy hes 3 > inal of to nj) oA 
large sled on runners, [New Eng. 

Naut., the thimble in 

jiboo (ji-bé’), c. t. In lumbering, to remove a jigger', v. t. 
b from (a log). 

jiboya (ji-bo’ 2, n. [Tupi (Martius).] The 

Ib-post (jib pas )», Th f a jib- (jib’pdst), », e post of a jib-crane 
os derrick; the vertical ——— which sup- 

rts the arm or jib of a crane or derrick. 
jib-traveler (jib’trav’el-tr), mn. Nawt., the 
large iron ring to which the tack of a eutter- 
yachts jib is made fast. This ring encircles the 

sprit, and fe run in and out cn that sper by means of 
an outhanl and am inhanl reapectively. jib is diwege 

the halyards and sheets being hooked in an 
ook tout ond talon in an 

jicama (hé’kii-mi), n. [Nahuatl xicama, or 
ricamatl. Mexico, a name applied to sev- 
eral edible roots, especially to that of the 
yam-bean, Cacara ervea, » leguminous plant 
with s sweetish, turnip-like gg me may 
be eaten either raw or cooked. 8 plant is 
now widely spread throughout the tropics. 

hé’kit-rii), », [Amer. Sp, jicara, ¢ 
Nahuatl zicalli, the cala ares 1, Same 
as calabash-tree, a oe *hiquera.—2, Same 
as calabash, 1,—3, In metal., a small bowl 
used in testing silver amalgam. 
Banerman, Elements of Metallurgy, e: 

jicote a a n. [Mex. Sp., 
zicotli.| The name given in 
stinging burrowing bee. 

a (hé-k6-ta’ril), n. 
nest of a jieote. 

abuatl 
exico to any 

(Mex. Sp.] The 

a jiff. 

jiffle (jif’l), v. i; pret. and pp. jiffled, ppr. 
if_ling, ([Imbtative variant of hone Ko 

e@ with the feet, [Prov, Eng.) 
ince asod in the manufacture of 
geable system, whereby exact 

uniformity of dimension is secured. The blank to be 
opernsed on ia attached to the jig, and the —— 

|) holes to come at determinate distances, and all ea 
to measure alike when machining is completed, with- 
out enlibration and measarement, (¢) Newt, a tackle 
made fast to one end of the throat peak halyarids so 
as to get an extra purchase after the regular hauling part 
has been belayed.- Collom fig, in mining, an ore-jig tn 
which the plungers are depressed by the blows of a heavy 

jin 
cast-iron rocker: mach used in the Lake 8 Bay igre ing the rl fig WEE region. — Harz 
had ite Gee Te in the Harz mountains of Germany. 
—Krom in méntng, an alt-jig in which the separation 
ot Krom 36. ‘ot different spon gravity is effectext by 
pulsating blasts of air. 

v.t—To ut,), to sot up with the jig: sald 
jig. ——ae Ba Ai pap dy — ie 
iiga (46° ett), un, [Given as from ‘Chinese 
jiga, mimie me."] The name in China for any 
wasp which stores up caterpillars as food for 
ite young. Cambridge Nat. Hist., V1. 92. 

jig-backed (jig’bakt), a. Having » crooked or 
twisted back, 

It was discovered that, from a wrench, she [a mare) was 
also jig-backed, Sporting Mag., VILL 202, N. ED, 

jig-brow ‘brou), ». In mining, an under- 
und railroad operated by gravity: same as 

jo, 6 (>). [Eng.] 
(jig‘dril‘ing), n. The process of 

rilling holes the location of which is deter- 
mined by a jig or templet. The holes may be 
located very accurately in this manner, and any number 
of pleces can be drilled with the holes in the same rela- 
tive position. 

-dyer (jig‘di’ér), n. A dyeing-machine 
iig-dyer ms | aed dyeing cloth a solid color in 
the open or full It consists of a dye-vat above 
which are two rolls upon which cloth may be wound. 
The cloth passes the dye liquor back and forth 
from one roll to the until the dyeing proceas 
conapleted. 

iig-dling (jig’fifling), n. The process of filing 
to a definite size or outline by the use of a jig 
or tem, Pe) Mad , 

jigd), a. e in a jig; hence, aceu- 
rately made. See *jig, 6 (d). : . 

jigger!, ». 2. (m) A clutch for attaching mine-cars 
toa © rope, consisting of a vertical with side 
hooks which hold by biting the rope as the rod tarna 
Barrnomen, U loseary, 
7. <An illicit still.—8. A leaded hook or 
gang of hooks used without bait for catching 
fish by jigging. See jig, 6(¢c).—®. A machine 
used for dyeing cloth. See *jig-tyer.—10. In 
golf, a club with an iron head, between a 
mashy and a mid-iron, used for approaching. 
—11. In wireless * & small transformer 
used for regulating and maintaining the differ- 
ence of potential between the terminass of a 
ecoherer.—12, In the Royal Mint, a small 
weight which it is necessary, in certain cases, 
to add to a given number of coins to make an 
exact pound in weight. W.J. Hosking, Royal 
Mint. X. E. D. 

2. To pull (a log) by horse- 
power over a level place in a slide. 

-block (jig’ér-blok), ». A block havin 
the strap, whether of rope or metal, continu 
out so as to furnish a convenient means of se- 
curing it. 

jiggering (ig"er-ing), n. In ceram., the pro- 
cess of taking plates and saucers, and other 
flat-ware, on the digger. See jigger!, 2 (e). 

jigger-sail (jig’ér-sal), n, A sail that sets on 
a jiggor-mast, 
j tackle (jig’ér-tak‘l),n. Naut., ahandy- 

y used about decks; a wateh-tackle. 
Gig'ing), n, The sifting, dressing, or 

sorting of ore by means of a jigging-machine. 
iggle,v. II. trans. To gis or joggle slightly. 

jiggle (jig’l), ». Aslight joggle; a quick jig- 
ging movement, 

jig-saw (jig’si), v. 4 To cut with a jig- or 
seroll-saw. 
jiguagua (hé-gwil’ gwik), n. . Ind. Sp., from 
an & —e— ease] hk vo Indian name 
of Coranz hippos, a carangoid fish found on 

tropical America. 
— Same as gillet. Scott, Old Mortal- 

ity, vill, 

j 

im-b: (jim’bang), ». Same as *jing-bang. 
im-binder (jim ins), n, Same as *binder, 

jim-crow, n. 2. In mining, a crowbar having 
at one end a claw similar to a hammer-claw. 

3, pl. Oddities; fads. 
jimmy-legs (jim‘i-legz), ». A cant name for 
the master-at-arms in the United States navy. 
J Low (jim‘i 16’). The timber-tree 

ealled forest-mahogany, Lucalyptus resinifera, 
See Eucalyptus, iroabark-trecr, and *Jemmy 
Donnelly. Collog., Australia.) 
Jimmy uarefoot (jim*i skwir’fit), A 
sailors’ — for the devil; the nautical Luci- 
fer or Satan, 

(jin), ». [Perhaps another use of gin? (a 
machine).] A tall pole used in connection 
with rope and tackle to raise heavy objects. 



jina 

jina (jin’i), ». [Skt.] The overeomer: & 
Buddha, or a Jain saint, 

jing (jing), v. ([Imitative, like ring?, ting, chink, 
et. . tntrans, To he’ 
— To ring 3 re — 

(jing), m. ing, t. short, ring. 
. Rng ben ,%. [Also jim-bang ; = 

invented term.] —— coneern; thing: 
used only in the phrase, ‘the whole jing-bang.’ 
Slang, 

ack’ 6, A two-wheeled car (like the Irish 
jingle) used in some partsof Australia. E. £. 
Morris, Austral English. 

jingle-bell (jing’gl-bel), ». In the engine- 
room of a steamboat, a bell hung upon & 

ring and controlled by a cord or wire from 
the pilot-house. When rung, its jingling sound #ig- 
nifes that all is clear or ‘fall ahewd,’ or, after enter- 
ing a slip or dock, that the Dost is fast. 

jingle-jangle (Gjing’gl-jang’gl), v. i. To make 
a jingling sound. 

Jingling (jing’gling), ». 1, Acontinued ring- 
ing; a lively noise of bells, or the like clink- 
ing.— 2. me in which the players ure 
blindfolded and try to catch one, called the 
* mpg who is not blindfolded and who jin- 
gies a bell to attract their attention and, if 
skilful, to divert it. Also called jingling-match. 

jingling-match (jing’gling-mach), », Same 
as *jingling, 2. 

Jingo (jing’ go). v. t. To force to acertain course 
of aetion by the influence of the Jingo spirit, 
that is, an aggressive bellicose patriotism. 

Jingoist (jing’gd-ist), n.anda. I,m. Same as 
dingo, 2, 
rd a. Resembling or having the qualities of 

Jingoism, 
jink? (jingk), », [Imitative; ef. jing, chink, ete.] 
The sharp jingle of coins; hence, coin itself; 
chink, [Slang.] 

jinker, ». 2, pl. An Australian contrivance much 
used in the bush for moving heavy logs and 
trunks of trees. It conatsts of two pairs of wheels 
with their axletrees joined by a long beam, under which 
the tranks are suspended by chains. Ita structure is 
varied in town for moving wooden hogses Called in 
England a whim. M. B, Morria, Ansteal English, 

t (jing’ ket), c. i. —— of quick mo- 
tion; ef, jink.] Tofrolic and romp; fling or 
dance — » F ane 

jinkle (jing’kl), v. i.; pret. and pp. jinkled, 
ppr, jinkling. [Imitative; ef. *jinket.] To 
move with quick, nimble action; dart and 
swerve, 

j , », 3, The traveler on the arm of # crane 
from whieh the bight of the chain and the 
hook-block of the crane depend. 

jinny-road (jin’i-réd), ». In mining, a jig; a 
vity-road in a coal-mine. 

ifany-spinner (jin’i-spin’ér), ». A sailors’ 
name for the cockroach found on board ships. 

jinrikisha (jin-rik’i-shi), r. i. 
a jinrikisha. 

jin-sen (jin-sen’), vn. The cam 
type of flat feather fan used in 

ii lwey, noms — Pp “ri en 
ijapa (hé-pé-hii’pii), n. [Yunee Indian, in 

sey mall ihe name of a town in Ecumlor. ) 
1, Akind of grass used in Eeuador for making 
hats.—2, A hat made of the jipi japa grass. 
These hata are not of the best gride. The name is fre- 
quently given to all the straw hate mote commenly 
known as Panama hate 

Ecuador is the real home of the hata wrongly designated 
uniter the name of a"... Everywhere in Latin 
America the hat is known under the name of jipijege, In 
honor of the city where [ts manufacture was frat started. 
It 4 only in Burope or outeide of the producing countries 
that this hat receives the name of a city which does mot 
make it, The finest hats are made in Jipijapa and at 
Monteeristi, in the province of Manabi, Ecandor, this in- 
dustry being one of the greatest resources of the country, 

Amer. Anthropologie, Jan.-Mareh, 1001, p. 208, 

jiquilite (hé-ké-l6'ta), u. [Nahuatl rinhquilit!, 
< zikwitl, turquoise, + quilitl, plant Tn 

indigo- 

To go about in 

fan, an old 
apan. ©, M, 

Mexico and Central America, the 
plants Indigofera Anil and I, tinetoria, 

jirble (jér’bl), v.; pret. and pp. jirbled, gs Jjir- 
bling. [Imitative.] I. intrans. To spill over, 
as liquid from an unsteady vessel, with appa- 
rently some reference to its gurgling sound: 
as, a firbling tub. 

IL. trans. To pour out (a liquid) with an 
— hand: as, he jiriles out a dram. 
N, E. D. 

irgah (jér’git), ». [Afghani?] A council 
Jixga, fire or head men among the Afghans. 

A jirgoh is a friendly meeting in council of the headmen it 
of different clans for the purpose of discussing intertribal 
affairs, Geog. Jour, (RG. 5.) II. 361, 
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jinudo (ji-d6’),m, (Also ju-do; < Jap. jiv, ja, 
€ Chin. jeu, jou, soft,+ dd, ¢ Chin. fao, way.] 
A modern modification of *jiu-jutsu (which 
see), 

more eanuantaie thems jiu-jiten does. 
lancock aad Higarhi, The Complete Kano Jiu-Jitsu, 

(1006, p. xi. 
The art of jiu-jiten, so C. K. Moriya, the editor of the 

Japanese Times, said last night by way of introduction to 
= — of pe — at ne —— Late i 

years ol ¢ more mod. 
—— ————— of foude has been worked out within 
the last quarter-centary. 

X. F. Evening Post, Feb, 8, 1000, 

iu-jiteu (j5-jit’st), n. See *jin-jaten, 
jc: utsian (j0-jut’si-an), n. [Also jim-jitvian ; 
< jiu-juteu + -ian.) One who practises or 
teaches the Japanese art of wrestling called 
ang aay 
jin-jutsu (jo Jat'sh), n. [Also, less correctly, 
jijiteu; © Jap. jit-juteu, otherwise ja-jutsz 
(Hepburn), ¢ jim or ja (not used in Jap. alone), 
¢ Chin. jew (Williams), jow (Giles), soft, yield- 
ing, pliant, + jetaz (Hepburn), art, science, 
rules, principles, artifice, trick, ¢ Chin. shu 
(Canton and Hakka shut, Wunchow jiie, ciie 
ete,), an art, a’ trick, a mystery, a precept. 
The system of wrestling practised in Japan. 
To its latest developments it has become an 
elaborate system of physical training directed 
particularly to the practice of certain holds 
and ‘trieks’ by which an adversary may be jockey 
thrown or overcome, 

Associated with aword-play was an art variously known 
as shinobi, yawara, anid jiujuten, names Which imply the 
exertion of muscular force in sach a manneras to prodace 
a maximearn of effect with a minimum of effort, by direct- 
ing an adversary’s strength so as to become auxiliary to 
one's own, Eneye. Brit., XXIX. 707. 

jiva (jé’viit), ». (Skt. jivd, akin to L. vious, 
living: see cirid.] In Hindu ta ta the 
individual soul or princi of life. 

jivan-mukti (jé’van-mik’té), ». [Skt. jiran- 
mukti, ¢ jivana, life, + mukti, release, deliver- 
ance, beatitude.] In Hindu philosophy, a 
release from evil obtained by means of true 
knowledge obtained in this life. 

JJ, An abbroviation of Justices, 
in, A contraction of junction. 
jo? (j4), n. Jap. 46 € Chin, chang, a measure 
of ten Chinese ect.) A Japanese measure of 
length leyally established as 9.94 English feet. 
The cloth measure of the same name is said 
to be a fourth part longer, 
sion Tables, p. 34. 

joan, ». 2. [eap.] A familiar name for a 
country girl, 
Now can I make any Joan a lady. 

Shak., K. Jotin, £ 1. 164, 
job?, as put-up job, a hoax or cheat, arranged be« 

pEunmed © as, the old woman's Diindness was a pref-np 
jol to excite pity, {Cotlog. 1— To do one's job or to do 
the job for, to kill or ruin one. [Slang.|—To put w 
a on one, to cheat or hoax by some 

me. [Colboq.] 

jobbernollismt (job’ér-nol-izm), mn. A sic iy 
act or speech, characteristic of a jobbernoll. 

jobbing-house (job’ing-hous), ». A merean- 
tile house that buys in bulk trom the importer 
or manufacturer and sells to the retailer. 

jobbing-plate (jeb’ing-plat), ». The trade- 
name for gold, silver, and other metals when 
rolled into thin plates for jewelers’ use. 

jobble (job’)), n. A choppy sea; a jabble. 
See jabble2, 

job-book (job’bak), ». Tn job-printing, a book 
in which the particulars of each job, as the 
charges, the number printed, size, ete,, aro 
entered for reference, 

jobing (job’ing), x. [job4 + -ing!.] A scolding, 
job-man (job’man), #, A job-master. [Eng,] 
b-monger (job’mung’gér), . Same as 

jobber2, 5, 
job-press Gob pres), n. 
machine, usual 
structed for the — printing of the small 
eards and pieces of paper used in merean- 
tile work, : 
b-printer, ». Specifieally—2, A type-setter 
who composes canis, circulars, posters, and 
eommercial forms with types made for that 
purpose. 

job-printing (job’prin’ting), », The eustom- 
ary work of a job-printer, such as the print- 
ing of ecards, handbills, bill-heads, posters, 
ete, The term is also applied to pamphlet- 
catalogues, illustrated or in colors. 

Hering, Conver- 

A small printing- 
ly with platen movement, eon- j 

jJoggle 
Job's coffin (jobz kof’in), A popular name 
a the constellation Delphinus or the Dol- 
phin. 

jobsmith (job’smith), ». 
3* of all kinds. 
oO ‘s-tears, u. ⸗ oba· tearu v 
grom well, —e— — ae ate 
shining nutlets. 

jocalia (j6-kA’li-ii), n, pl. [ML.: see jewel.) 
In law, jewels; more especially, ornaments 
belonging to a married woman as her sepa- 
rate pro ty which, if not in keeping with 
her station in life, could be seized to satisfy 
her debts. 

joch (yd¢éh), n, [G., lit. yoke: see yoke.) An 
Austrian land-measure, equal to 1,600 square 
klafter, or 1.42 acres, 

jock! (jok),n. [jock!,c.] An iron rod, usually 
P , which is attached to the rear end of 
a train of mine-cars ascending an incline, and 
trails behind, to stop the descent of the curs if 
the rope breaks. [Seotch.] 

Jock?, ». 3. A nautical name for a Seotch 
seaman. 
key, ». 9, Same as *jockey-ieight. 
Along the bar rans a rubbing “jockey,” which is worked 

to and fro by the regulator lever and a counter-weight. 
Elect, World and Bngin., Dec, 19, 10x, p. 1017. 

Dumb jockey, a device for breaking colts to the bit and for 
training them to carry the head high. It comsists of an 
x frame, two arma of which extend down the 
animal's sides and are secured by girths; the upper arms 
have loops * buckles for receiving the reins, 

v. t.—To jockey a yard, to sit on the of 
a veasel with one's lews dangling on either side, = 

jockey-bar (jok’i-biir), x, The broad, flat top 
bar of akitehen-grate, [Prov, Eng.] 
The table was laid with cups and saucers, the kettle 

waa singing on the jookey-bar, and Auntie Nan herself, 
.» » Was fluttering about with .. . the light gaiety of a 
bird. Hall Caine, The Manxman, ii 1 

jockey-boot (jok’i-bit), ». A top-boot at one 
* — by jockeys, Also called jockey. 
ate * D. 

jockey-cap Gekitine), n 
_peak, worn by jockeys. ; 
jo ship, *. 3. The practice of deceiving 
in horse-dealing; hence, in trade, trickery; 
sharp practice, 

jockey-weight (jok’i-wat),». A weight which 
is stid along a beam in a testing- or weighing- 
machine, to obtain aceurate adjustment, or to 
secure finer readings than will be given by 
balance-weights, 

0, %. Originally adopted by Baffon as the proper 
common name for the chimpanzee, it has beoome the 
favorite nickname for any of smaller monkeys and the 

mul ase of the word has been forgotten. name 
is a sophistication of a West African name, Buifon's jooko 
standing for enjocke, and that for West African engeeo, 
neheko, nehiego, enche-cbo, etc., a chimpanzee 

jocu (hé-ké’), u. [W. Ind, Sp, joc, from an 
aboriginal name,] A local name of Neomenis 
joen, a lutianoid fish of the West Indies, 
jocun (jok’un-dri), ».  [jocund + -ry.] 
Cheerfulness ; jocularity; a jocund action, 

Amd favour our close Jocondric, 
Till all thy Dues be dene and nonght left ont, 

Milton, Corrections of Comas. N. ELD. 

joe-bush (j6’bish), ». In the Bahamas, 
Jaquinia feyensis, a common shrub growing 
upon coral limestone, and also found on the 

orida keys, Compare jocwood. 
joepye- n.—Bpotted joopye-weed. Same as 
spotted tepe-bright. 

joey, #. 3. A young kangaroo, [Australia.) 
angaroes, the young, ot In the case of the ki 

of a bare before it finally 

A smith who does 

A cap with a long 

Joey,’ which may be the size 
leaves the pouch, must be a very serious burden to the 
female when at epee. Risietedge, May, 1906, p. ton 

4. ‘A hewer of wood and drawer of water.’ 
E. E. Morris, Austral English. [Australia.) 

joey (j0’i), v. t. [Ljoey, m4. Cf. Wd, 6. to 
hoax.) To insult (a person) by the ery of 
‘joey. [Slang, Australia.) FE. F. Morris, 
Austral English. 

o. t— nant.) to wo Jog, ». | To jog the loo, (nant) to work the pamp- 

2. 5, In mining, a short post or piece of 
timber placed between two others to keep 
them apart; astuddle, [Eng.]) 

joggle, r.t. 3. In fron ship-bwilding, to make a 
joggle in (a plate or bar), 

joggle, ». 4, In mech: (a) A pin or tenon 
rojecting from a casting to hold it when set 

in place. (4) A raised rib or ridge on which 
rests a plummer-block or other bearing.—5, In 
iron ship-building, a setting back of part of a 
plate or of a barto obtain a flush surface where 
other parts cross, or to enable it to fit around 
a projection, as a butt-strap. 



Joggling-board 
joggling-board (jog -bérd), n. lank, 
— —— supports at a end, 
upon which one sits and ‘joggles’ up and 
down for amusement or exerelen. See the 
extract. 
A“j ng-board” ia the latest contrivance for exer- 

waved his arms up and down and then “joggles,” the 
board sending him up end down os on a horde. 

Kaneas City Daily Star, Aug. 18, 1904, 

joggling-machine ( jog ling- ma-shén’), 1». A 
power machine for ing a led edge ona 
steel plate. (See *joggte, » it consists of two 
massive rollers, one above the saber on parallel axes, 
Fach roller has two diameters, ie — part of the ta 
roller being ane the small part roller, 

——— — * of the plate i passed weet them, thas agg & Jog- 
— — the plate is rolled through, 

A more recent appliance for reducing weight [of the 
butt-strap) ie the joggting-machi ne, 

Eneye. Brit., XXXIL sos, 

(jog’li), a. Shaky; joggling. 
josly. (jog’trot), ti. To go ata jog-trot or 
monotonous pace 

jog-trotty (jox’ trot"i), a. Of a jog-trot, easy- 
going, monotonous character. 
“And how do you een, Richard?" said L 
“Oh! f — * “Tue it as oe It's rather 
-trotty andl hum =a a jo as Well as 
oe Dickens af svt leak House, 

Bee *proceeding. 
John-dory, ». A name given in NewSouth 
Wales and —— to Zeus australis, of the 
family Zeidw. It is nearly the same as Zeus 
Saber, the John-dory of Europe. Also called 
bastard dorey, boar-fish, and dollar-fish. E. EB. 
Morris, Austral a 
John Gilpin —— © NVYugl. 
John- (jon’mar’i-gl), n. Same as 
—— 3. 
johnny, ». 5. [cep.) A hanger-on about a 
theater. 
He was for years a Johany in the green room. 

Daily Newspaper. 
Johnny Crapaud, 1 name (meaning ‘Johnny Toad ? 
sometines given toa French seaman.—J 
member of the ship's company who ts making his maiden 
vo —* Newcome, Same as *Johnny Freeh, 

one who is always up to time or 
never * nal c mal 

=“ none me i hee he’ header, May, 1904, p. O08. 

johnny-cake, n. 3, * Australia, a cake baked 
on the ashes or cooked in a frying-pan. 
ernie Austral English. 

-jump (jon‘i-jump), » 
= dceatheon Meadia, 
Johnny-jumper (jon’i-jum*pér), n, Same as 
Johnny-jamp-up. th names are loosely ap- 
plied to violets in general. 

-smoker (jon’i-smé’kér), n. The long- 
plumed purple avens, Sieverma ciliata, of Nort 
America: #0 ealled from the smoke-like aspect 
of the plumose styles in the fruit. 

Johnsonella (jon-sd-nel’ii), n. (NL. (Wight, 
1905), a diminutive of Johurenia. A genus of 
monocotyledonous pent of the family Lili- 
ace. See Johnsonia 
Johnson grass. See erase. 
—— os (jon’son-it), u oe 
2 n’ 8 mixture, pow 
* powder. 

jo pite (jon’stri-pit), n. [Named for F. 
Sohnatrup of Copenhagen.) A fluosilicate 
containing titanium, the cerium and yttrium 
metals, calcium, and other elements. It 
oceurs in brownish-green monoclinic erystals 
and is found in southern Norway. 

John's-wort, ".— False John's-wort, the pineweed 
or Orange. grasa, Sarethra gentianoides, 

join, r,t. 7. To draw, as the sect of which A 
and B are the end points. 
—* FO.” Chatom seems to allow this singular ex. 

as an abbreviation for “draw the straight line 
“ar * “join F to ( by the straight line FC, 

Todkunter, Euclid, p, 24. 
To join up, to join; join together. 

Where gaps occur between different surveyed blocks, 
these have been jotmed tep by triangulation 

Geog, Jowr, (R a. §.), XITL 50, 

join, ». 2, In geom., the straight determined 
by two points, 

1. A line determined by two pointe om ft fs called a 
‘stright.’ 2. Om any two _points can be put one, bat 

one, straight, their * join.’ 

The shooting- 

Same as *mesrite. 
See *mirtere, 

vel on Merriman ant Woodend, Higher Mathematics, p. 7. joint-rust (joint’rust), m. 
oin, An abbreviation of jc 
oint, ». 5. In racing or 3 slang, an out- 

Joint cost. 
j 

E. E. jointer!, 
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side book-tmaker's — of list-frame 
umbrella, ete., some of which ined" payoho! 
together ‘in movable pieces. N. 

joint, See —Bonded {i int, ral 
Py 1 Cee mand band iaieeel ae end s 

the rails when ee ee ee 
— * an joint, a universal joint; one which 
———— motion about two axes at = t angles to each 
other.— Chamfered a joint ntry or 
—** or pattern-making in whieh the twoe emetita to 
—*8 are cut and finished ao that the Joint is at an 
angle with the face or edge of the plece.—Charcot's 

Same as Charcot's #arthropathy.--Cho c 
jot it, in anet,, the foint between the twe tows of tarsn] 

4. — joint. Same as —— — — 
at affection of a hysterical mati 

which simulates an arthritia — Inserted joint, in jane 
tag, ete, any form of joint in bape ga dy ts made to 
fit inside of of totes, sa as & common —5 ayo hone i 
opposed to Mange. —Insulated breil re 
ing, a joint in wl ich a pon-conduct ag matertal of the 
same section as the ral between the ends of the 
rails and ———— anos and washers ander the 
nute of tKhe joint-bolta, Itis tsed at the ends of blocks 
to close the rail- ig i controlling a palgnal J 
tion nt-presaure teenaation,— 

nsation. Sec *eecnertion.— M 
ointa, attachments between the last four me 

Vea. — Mi the articulations of 
metatarsal bones one with another,— bo; 
a joint made steam-or water-tight by paste’ 
— Putty-joint, in mech.: (a) A ‘Pinejeint in n whch 
tmtealin covered with putty is used fi ng 
med between two metal plates, made water-tight J 
injecting thin putty into the crevices — Rolled joint, a 
es solder-jaint which connecta two pipes, made 
= ding the wiper —— and turnin: ne — i 

Open supports. — je-shaped jo; 
hattdte. — Bocxet-and-spigot ath a bellean 
spigot joint. See xbell and apiyot.—Btruck joint, in 
masonry, a joint that ts finished by striking or sinoothing 
the mortar with a jointer, no mortar heing used but what 
is —— to make the joint.— 8track-and-trimmed 
j a trimmed jolnt—Tarsometatarsal joint, the 
articulation between the metatarsal bones and the bones 
forming the second row of the tarsus.— 
joint: a Joint in which one member of a two-part joint is 

ide in and outof the other member, as in the 
oints of a telescope.— Trimmed joint, in masonry, a 
joint between two adjacent bricks or stones which has 

filled with mortar and struck or finished with a hol- 
low-Taoel jointer, thus making a joint that rounds out. 

Joint action. See *action. 
Bee *cost2, 

Oint-bolt (joint’bolt), n. In carthuilding, any 
screw-bolt employed to bind together timbers 
that meet ata right angle. One form of it is 
** a lag-bolt (which see). 
oint-collar (joint’kol’fir),n. A flanged collar 
vise fr for ma ing a joint; a "flanged coupling. 

. A shaft-coupling whie 
— e — to be more or less out of 

ine; a flexible coupling joining two shafts. 
See fesible coupling, under coupling. 

n. 3. In the West Indies, Piper ge- 
niculatum, « shrub with much swollen nodes or 
joints, and which sometimes forms almost im- 
penetrable thickets. 

jointer-plane (join ‘tér-plin), ». 
inet plane. 
oint-i ‘Goin’ fl), » 

Same as 

A pyemie inflammation 
jot the joints of young animals which oceurs 
within the first month after birth and is usu- 
ally connected with disease of the navel. The 
— from the infected navel pass into the 
ystem through the veins, causing local in- 
mmation and abscesses in and around the 

joints. 
join (join’ting), n. Joints collectively, as 
in geology. 

joint- (joint’pin), n. <A pintle; the pin 
which is rove through the eyes of a hinge to 
connect the two parts, 

joint-pine (joint’pin), n. a *pinel, 
Joint-plane (joint’plin), The surface of 

k ex on one side "of a joint; also, the 
lane followed by a joint in develop- 

— e latter use is figurative, since the 
surface i is never a mathematical plane. 

Messr®. Cole and Lamplugh then show that the caves 
depend for their form on the joint-planes in the massive 
limestone, and that they were excavated by solution fn 
pre-Glacial thes. Nature, Dec, 24, 1008, p. 180, 

joint-rule (joint’ril), ». 1. Arod with the joints 
of brickwork or stonework marked on it, to 
guide a mason in cyt Pat up —— a ruler 
or straight-edge so use Same as joint- 
ing-rule, 

joint-runner (joint’run’ér), ». In plumbing, 
a short pieve of ro’ saturated age wet clay 
and fastened round a east-iron poe just at the 
—— where two pipes are to be calked with 
cad. It serves as a guide and dam for the hot bead 
which is paared into the bell of the pipe to make the 
Joint. Joint-ranners are also made of asbestos. 

A disease of grass- 
atems due to the fungus Epichloé typhina, Beo 
* Epichioe. 

—¥ 

Jonah 

joint-sensation (joint’sen-si’shon), a. In 
psychol., an articular sensation; a sensation 
proceeding from the sense-organs distributed 
* the articular — 
an -eenantiona of the fingers are less fine than 

the elbow. X. C. a Exper. Paychol., p. 22. 

Par psy (joint’sena), rn. In pepehel., the 
sense whose end-organs (poasibl Pacinian 
pce uscles) are distributed over the articular 

aces, and whose adequate stimulus is the 
friction of one articular surface against the 
other; the articular sensibility. 
This ‘group of [kinesthetic nnd static] senses... 

cludes some sented Whose existence or efficiency in i ie 

Yume fetepeodouce'nee only of late bons guterally seosre 
ized (jotni-senae — 2 5* — totss' 

E. C. Sanford, Exper. Prychol., p. 2h. 

joint-vetch (joint’vech), n. Any plant of the 
genus ynomenc. 
oint-water ‘Goint’ wil'tér),u. Any clear fluid 
soleting co in a joint. 

[joist + -ing.] The 
# floor, ete, 

isting Gois’ ting), n 
* —— —_ —— 
* 3. ratively, something con- 

—_— “that — © game; a trick under an 
innocent — as, a joker ina legislative bill, 

Jekul ( G‘kul), ». fIcel. jékull: see icklel.] In 
— , & snow-covered mountain; also, a gla- 

* ei and pp. —— r . (jol’i-fi), ¢ 
Fa Dyna. (polly trans. Toma 

visto ale to’ : Le ees pats 

1 ay —— To become ‘jolly’; be exhila- 
rated by drink. 

jolly}, «. 6. Slightly exhilarated by drink. — 
7, Fine; pretty; great; big: used vaguely, often 
ironically : as, that’s a jolly way 0 "doing 
things; what a jolly fool he looked! a jolly 
shame. [Collon. 

Il. ». 1. Gee -natured bantering talk in- 
tended to cheer a person or to induce him to 
comply with the wishes of the speaker — 2, A 
cheer; a hurrah. 
On a suggestion to giv _ 1 8 wae ellen wet e hima jolly... they cheered 

Mayhew, Great World of London, p. 46 X. BD, 
3. A shum bidder at anauction ; a confederate 
of cheats.—4, A British slang name for a 
marine: not used with reference to United 
States marines. 

Sex ‘eo, “I'm a Jolly —"Er Majesty's Jolly — soldier an 
sailor too [" 

‘E ien't one o’ the reg‘lar Line, nor’e fant one o” the 
crew. 

i. Kipling, Seven Seas, p, 162, 

a ,& royal marine.—Tame folly, a militis- 

jolly!, v. "(. 2. To make a false offer or bid at 
an ‘auction, 

Il. trans, 1. To ridicule; make fun of; chaff. 
—2, To be jolly or good natured to (& person), 
with the idea of cheering him up or o' getting 
something out of him; flatter, (Slang, in both 
uses. } 

jolly? (jol’i), n. Ljollyt, a. It is a kind of syno- 
nym of jigger, as a ‘lively, quick-moving 
thing.’] In ceram., a machine used for mak- 
ing plates ; a variety of the jigger. See the 
extract. 

A “jolly” le a somewhat similar contrivance, consist. 
ing of a revolving disk or wheel om which the mould is 
4* This is used principally for mak big pla sat 
cers, and articles termed ‘fut Poa A? its speed betug 
regulated by . nai = —— by the foot of the workman. 
&. A, Barber, a Porcelain of the U. AR, p. 7. 

jolly® (jol’i), * [Short for jully-boat.] A jolly- 

per (jol*i- ced per), n. Nant, a 
name for ibs ancy ght sails which, aceord- 
ing to tradition, were carried on very lofty 
ships, and —— set above the moon-sails and 
jou “scrape 
jo Gor i-tal), m. A fish, Galazias attenn- 
atus, in Maori ea atled inanga, found in fresh 
waters of New Zealand and Tasmania. It 
spawns in the sea, The young form the white- 
bait of New Zealand. 

jolter (jol’tér), ©. 
port with jolts, 

II, infrans, To be transported with jolts. 
Je}ter-bended (j6l’ tér-hed*ed), a. a jolterkead 

-d?,] Having a stupid head; stupid; 
doltieh: 

Joly steam-calorimeter, See *calorimeter. 
Jonah, ». 2. In games of chares, a player 
who ean never win anything; a very unlucky 
person, 

I, trans, To jolt; trans- 



Jonah 
Jonah (j6’nii), vr. c. To play the of a J ba 4 
Jonah 8 r= the luck of; bring ifiuek to method, ot inating current and of tle period 
Jonah-crab (36'ng-krab) n. A large crab 
Caneer borealis, found off the Atlantic coast of 

(jon‘a-than-i-zfi’shon), 1m. 
— of making (iohn Bull) similar to 

Brother Jonathan; Americanization. [Nonce- 
word. ] 
John Bull interests you at home, and is all your sub- 

ject. Come and see the Jenathanization of John. 
Ereerson, in Corres. of Carlyle and Emerson, IL 235, 

jonkheer (yongk’har), m. [D., the original 
form of —— E. unker, q.v.) In 
South Africa, a young gentleman; a country 
squire; specifically, a member of the Volks- 

jonquil, ». 4. A light-yellow color much 
nal, in the French mural decoration of the 
eighteenth century. 

joran (zh6-ron’), ». (Swiss F., <¢ Jorat (G. Jur- 
ten), name of s mountain-hain adjacent to 
Lake Geneva.) The deseending mountain- 
wind blowing toward Lake Geneva during the 
night, but rarely reaching the surface of the 
lake. Analogous winds are experienced on 
the shores of the deep-lying finger-lakes of without sudden changes. 
New York State. Joubert's proceas. Bee 

Jordanella (jér-da-ne)‘ii), ». [NL., named for jo (j6¢h), n. [Manx 
David 8. Jordan, an American ichthyologist.] Olr. deug, a dri 
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pon 
for which the type of the wave-form of current te to be 
determined ; of in some cases it is driven synchrancusl 
with the machine by 
means of a 
motor, An adjustable 
brash, 4, makes contact 
with the metallic sector, 

once in every revolu- 
and the instantane- 

ous electromotive force 
for the portion of the 

é® corresponding to 
@ position of the brush 

ia measured by 
a 
galvanometer, oF 
means of some other sait- 
able Instrument placed 
in clreait with the wires 

ai 

tows the epee Gor 4) method, is wn os the (or pednt-to-point) me 
applicable only to cases Lt ay of the curve 
is constant the ware-form repeate Iteelf over and over 

*process. 
A = Gael. Ir. deoch, 

.] Drink. 

then it went-down with some 
mut of Manx jough. 

joulad (ji’lad), n. 
Sone, 2 (Rare. } 

——— 332 mete, unl to ergs, 0. im-meters, 
0.2388+ calories, ‘or 0.7376+ foot-pounds. It 
wus formally adopted as a unit by the Inter- 
national Congress in Chicago (1883) and was 
legalized in the United States in 1894. 

{jou’lé-an), a. Relating to the ratio 
- the units of heat and of work known as 
a joule. 

A genus of fishes of the family Paciliide, found Joule effect, Joule-Thomson effect, See *¢/: 
in fresh waters of Florida. _ 

Jordania (jor-da'ni-A), ». [NL., named after Jour, An abbreviation (a) of journal; (b) of 
David 5. rr ss Smerione iohthyologist, ) Journey ; fe) — journeyman, 
A genus of cottoid fishes found on the north- journal, -— Yellow a 
western coast of the United States. devoted to sensationalism ; spect 

Jordaniine (jir-di-nis’né), n. pl 
dordania + -ing.]) A subfamily 

United States. 
Jérden beds. See *hed!. 
jorobado(ho-ré-bii’dd), mn. [Sp. ‘humpbacked,’ 
< — ———— A common name ap- 

led to both Pomer setipinnis and Selene vomer, 
shes of the family Carangide. 

joseite (ho-si'it), a. {5P. Pg. José (see def.) 
+ -ite2.]) A — — —— to 
tetradymite. It isfound near San José, Minas Rt. Kipling, Captains Courngeons, tx, 
Geraes, il. journalistics (jér-nn-lis‘tiks), a. The things 
Josephia (j6-sé’fi-k), mn. [NL. (Robert Brown, pertaining to journalism; the profession of 
1809), named in honor of Sir Joseph Banks _ Journalism. 
(1743-1820), a distinguished patron of botany. } journeyman, », 3. In astron., a secondary 
A genus of dicotyledonous shrubs —— clock In an observatory: used, generally, as 
to the family Proteacew. See Dryandra, = oes ere tall bees compar — — 

Josephine (j6’xe-fin), a. Pertaining to Joasech — 
IL. of Austria, or to the ecclesiastical reforms Journey-worker (j¢r‘ni-wér’kér), ». A jour- 

jes and a long 
Halil Caine, The Deemster, xv. 

— ——— aie ae 

Jordanciia Morita. 
(From Bulletin a7. U. 5S. Nat. Museum.) 

newspaper which is 
one which seeks 

to the 

An wiknown hand threw in a copy of a Kansas paper 
containing some sort of an interview with Harvey. .. . 
The joyful jowrnalesr revealed that it was beyond question 
their boy, and it soothed Mra. Cheyne. 

which he introduced, See *Josephinism, peyman, oi 
J ism (j6’ze-fin-izm), u. [Josephine + journey-workman (jér’ni-wérk’man), n. 
-ism.] ‘The policy of ecclesiastical reform in- Kame as “yo ——— were 
troduced into Austria by Emperor Joseph If, Jovellana (jé-ve-li’nii), ». (NL. (Ruiz and 

Pavyon, 1798), named in honor of the Spanish 
statesman and patron of botany, Gaspar Mel- 
chor de Jorellanos (1744-1511).] A genus of 

josephinite (j6’ze-fin-it), mn. [Josephine (see dicotyledonous plants of the family Serephu- 
def.) + -ite2,) An iron-nickel alloy (FegNig), leriaeca. 
similar to awaruite, which forms the metallic Jovellania (jé-ve-li‘ni-i),u. [NL.] Agenus of 

riion of pebbles found in placer gravel in Paleozoic nautiloid cephalopods having curved 
osephine and Jackson counties, Oregon, shells with subtrigonal cross-section. 

josh (josh), rc. ¢. pee in allusion to Josh for Joye's-beard (jovz’bérd), ». Same as Jupi- 

Joshua, regarded as a homely name.) To ter’s-teard, especially the fungus Hydnum 
chaff; make fun of. Barba-Jovis. 

josser (jos’ér), m. [Origin obscure.) A booby. joviology (jo'vi-ol’é-ji), . [L. Jovis, gen., 
See the extract. + -ology.] The study of the planet Jupiter; 
; saint “comathings imu be daring, starts —* zenography. L. F —— — p. 9 

—————— e the Parisian jowar jou-e), n. IAnglo- Ind., ¢ Hind. jawar. 
Sleeved natou ete meee be 10% ndian millet, Andropogon Sorghum. 

Weatminster Gazette, Dec. 1, 1808, p. 2. = Also called jaar. 

Joturus (jé-ti’rus), ». [NL., < W. Ind. Sp. jowaree, jowari (jou-ii’ré), 1. 
joturo, also hoturo, the name of this fish z € Hind, joiwari,) eve as *jowa 
Havana.) A genus of fishes of the family jower (jou’ér),¢. i. [Also jour, j 

(1780-90). Tt nimed at the establishment of a national 
church in immediate connection with the centralized 
state government and independence of Rome, 

(Anglo-Ind., 
Te 
al ; vaguely 

Mugilid#, living in streams of tropical Amer- imitative.] 1. To scold grumblingly; growl. 
ica. — 2. To speak in a muttering dialect. 

The tragical Ustially lasted him over the short 
mile and’a half. [to] en aoe ne nor Ja 

judgment 
(jou‘ér-ing), mn. [jower + -ingl.] A 

scolding ; a vituperative quarrel. 
v. i, lod. 

,u. 8. In astrol., an inferior fortitude, as 
when a planet is in the dignities of another 
planet congenial to him. 

Same as joyance. 
Joyous. 
(fr. F. feu de joie.) 

rence. 
J. Prob. An abbreviation of Judge of Probate. 
jua (zhi’li), ». ([Brazilian.) A small Brazil- 
ian tree of the buckthorn family, Zizyphus Joa- 
zeiro. Its fruit is edible and forms an impor- 
tant fodder for cattle in times of drought, and 
its root-bark is used medicinally. 

(jé-ir’), ». [Hind.] Same as *jowar. 
bilancy (j’bi-lan-si), n. Same as jubilance. 

eth year in some state of life or profession; 
—— — a priest, a monk, or a nun who has 

y years in the sacerdotal office or 

jubilated (j6’bi-la-ted), a. In the Rom. Cath. 
Ch., having celebrated a jubilee or fiftieth year 
in the religious life. 

jubilatory (j5’bi-li-té-ri), a. Ljubilate + -ory.) 
Jubilant. 
bilean (ji-bi-lé’an),a. [L. jubileus, jubilee. 
+ -an.) emp. to a jubilee; resembling 
the celebrations of a jubilee. 
jubilee, *.—Diamond jubilee, the celebration of the 

ear; specifically, in Bug. hiet., the celetvration 
in 1807 of the sixtieth year of the reign of Qaeen Victoria. 
—Bilver jubilee, the celebration of the twenty-fifth an- 
niversary of an event, especially of a wedding. 

jubilize a r. i.; pret. and pp. jubilized, 
per. jubilizing. (L. jubilum, shout. or E. ju- 

hee, + ize.) T 
jubilee. 

~ize. ‘0 rejoice; exult; celebrate o 

jud. An abbreviation of judicial. 
Judas-color (ji’das-kul’or),n. Red or yellow- 
ish : a name derived from the early belief 
that Judas Iscariot had red hair. See Judas- 

+ 

There was a little ical exciseman, With a hungry 
face, aharp noes, ‘e8, arid thin, * lina lair 
of a yellow cast (what was formerty call **2 
whom he pronounced to have been a ferret in his last 
stare. Southey, Doctor, exxvii 

Judeo-German (jij-dé’6-jér’man), a. and ». 
German with Jewish elements. See Yiddish. 

The great majority of Jews are unacquainted with EH 
brew, which ts a lew language : thay speak, according to 
the eountry they inkabtt, cular kinds of jargon, the 
most common of which ts the J udeo-German. 

judex (ji’deks), ». [L., a judge: see ju 
A inde ri hases); — y, (a) 
a civil judge; (6) an ecclesiustical judge; (¢) 
a juror._Judex ordinarius, in civil low, a judge who 
has jurisdiction in his own right and not by appointment 
of another.—Judex , in cteil law, an inferior 
judge or mayristrate appointed to hear senall causes or 
sich partienlar suite as might be assigned to hin.—Judex 
q in civil few, a judge or magistrate having 
criminal jurisdiction under _ fom” tect the Ieee, the 
—— J niee selectus, it im. lew, 
ected by the pretor to try criminal cases. . * 

Judg. An abbreviation of Judges. 
9, In angling, the name of an arti- 

é, n.) 

Now Deborah, a prophetess, the wife of Lapidoth, she 
judged Tarael at that time, Judges iv. & 

judge-martial ( juj‘miir’shal),». A judge who 
presides over a court-martial. 

judgmatic (juj-mat‘ik), a. Same as judg- 
matical. 

tically ( juj-mat’i-kal-i), adr. With a 
judicious manner; in the manner of a judge. 
[Colloqg.)} 

judgm n— Foreien Jadgment, in law, the udg- 
ment — of a different an —— pi 
whether in the same country or tory, or not.— Pree 

ent, in erper. prychol., judgment by abeolate im- 
ae a Without the intervention of a process of com- 

Both in m and the numerical results In our 
work point to the form of discrimination which we may 
term free judgments (as opposed to * bound"), — the kind 
commonly given in ordinary life, when we speak of ‘a 
heavy book’ or ‘a tall man,’ ete. 

Amer, Jour, Prychol., X11. 
x ent book, in lar, a book, required to be k by 
the clerk of a court, which contains an indes of the judg- 
ments Med in the coart.— Judgment nisi, in few, » 
ee ee entered upos the record of a salt which be te 

me absolute unless sone condition required by law 
be complied with, or unless an orter to the contrary be 
made by the court within a specified time.— Judgment 



judgment 
in lowe, a judgment in quo warranto proceed. 

ings which determines a rizht to a public offtee and puts 
ont an incumbent whe holds the offlee without right,— 
Judgment r in fai, a plea in bar of an action 
that a former judgment has been entered in which the 

ntitf’s rights have been once jadicially determined. — 
5 | it, in theot., Uie judgment expected at the 

fost day (doomsday), when all mankind shall appear at 
the Judginent-seat of God, the good be chosen, and the 
evil be condermned to panishment.— 
ment, the judgment that a present pe a 
peseerved character. — ty of Judgment, in 
tunpts paychophys., Ue degree of confidence that may 

m3 in the truth or mocurney Of # judg- 
ment as expressed, (Objective reliability ls identical, ac- 

to . Titehener, Exper. Payehol, 
TL tL. p clxl—To perfect torecord or enter 
—53 onl docket the —— 
udication (ji-di-ka‘shon), ». [L. judicatio(n-), ‘ Cua op feign] Toe action’ of falging’ 

nt. 
judicator (j8"di-ki-tor), ». [NI. judicator, ¢ 
L. judicare, judge.] One who judges; a judge. 

tores terrarum (jidi-ka-to’réz te-ri’- 
rum). (L., ‘judges of lands.’] In Eng. law, 
certain tenants who, by a custom in Chester, 
held their tenures by performing judicial 
duties. From their j a writ of error could be 
obtained from the Court of Chancery, 
an order from the latter court was cv 
The jadicatores terrarum then ad one month in which 
to reconsider the matter, and if da that time 4 

If the King’s Bene held 
terrarum for- 

4 Judi- 
ing to a 

and in case of error 
en for its correction, 

the fadgment erroneous, 
fetted £100 to the king, accord! 

judicatorial (ji‘di-ki-td’ri-g)), a. 
catorius, jadicatory, + -all,) Pe 
judicator, 

Judicial documents. See *document. 
udiciali j$-dish-i-al‘i-ti), m. [judicial + 
* BRA —— c 
judicialize (jj-dish‘al-iz), v. &; pret. and pp. 
—— ppr. judicializing. (judicial + -ize, 
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Pottery from a model by Daniel Greathbach, and later re- 
roduced at several other American potteries. Also called 
wating jig (which sec) —Jobn Gilpin jug, a jus. Rr 

duced about 186 in England, with enibossed deshigns thus 
trating Cowper's ballad of John Gilpin.—Tam o' iter 

. in 
in at Jenst two colors, gry and light bine. W. R. 
anit paced stoneware Vessel beuring the letters 
Withelrauws Hex 

Ty, 
jugt (jug), (Hind. jag, a religious ceremony, 
the worl 

nw, 2, Same as suborbital (b), Starks, 
Synonymy of the Fish Skeleton, p, 520, 

le (jé-ga‘lé), m. [NL.: see jugel.) 1. 
e as Jugal point (which see, under crani- 

ometry),— 2, In ichth,, a dermal bone situated 
in front of the eye and connected with the 
suborbitals; a preorbital. 

Jugate (ji-ca'té), wn. pl. [NL., fem. pl. of ju- 
— yoked; see jugate, a.) A suborder of 
epidopterous insects — by Comstock to 
include the families | eager and Microp- 
terygide, which have the fore and hind wings 
connected by a jugum or yoke. 

te, «a. Il. n. One of the Jugate. —Little- 
Jugate, ber of the I fl; 

Wictupteryeida of Comatock’s hack Jupate. — 

jugate (jii'gat), v. &; pret. and pp. jugated, 
ppr. jugating. [L. jugare, yoke: see jugate, 
a.) To join or yoke together; couple together. 
Bailey, 1721. 

juge ‘instruction — dan -striik-syon‘). 
{ ‘Judge of instruction,’ that is, a magistrate 
who collects and formulates the preliminary 
information.) In French law, an officer ap- 
_— to receive the complaints of parties 

jured by criminal offenses, and thereupon to 
summon and examine witnesses and draw up 
the forma of accusation. 

A fish, Lagocephalus jug-fish (jug’fish), ». 

jumbuck 

of nitric acid on juglone, Also called diné- 
trohydroxcyphthalie acid, 

(j0-26-mak’si-li-ri), a. . 
—— yoke, + mazilla, maxilla, + ay 
Same as malarimarillary. 

masal cord, the are and cord 
the Ri from one P+ point to the other, ican 
ugulate, v.¢ 2, To arrest suddenly, as the 
progress of a disease, by therapeutic measures. 

n. 3. In the Brachiopoda, such as 
Spirifer, Cyrtina, ete., a part of the shelly 
internal supporting skeleton which joins the 
bases of the two spirally coiled ribbons or 
spiralia.—4, A small lo Le pep back- 
ward from the basal inner margin of the fore 
wing in the Jugate, which extends under the 
costal margin of the hind wing, holding the 
pair together. 

(jis’ka-nal’), n. Bee *eanall, 
root (jis’rit),n. Same as Spanish juice 

(which see, under juice), 
ce-wood (jis'wid),n, Same as *juice-root. 

uicy, a. 2. In — a word used to 
fa — brilliant liquid quality of technic. 

ng. 
Th grounds, with a thick jut — ——— 

in his second manner. 
Cc. J. Holmes, tn Barlington Mag., TV, 73. 

juju (j5’j5), ». [West African; perhaps not 
ian, but a repetition of the Pe. deus, God 
(cf. joss).) Anything supernatural or mys- 
terious, and an object of religious fear or 
veneration; a charm; a fetish; also, an ob- 
servance of mysterious significance like the 
taboo: used in relation to the religious ideas 
of the negroes of West Africa. 

juju-house (j5’j6-hous), n. A fetish-house. 
Their ideas are considerably more advanced than 

those of the West Coast of Africa generally. . There are 

no on the (N. jujwhouses ‘yaane-Tangany ik: 
Plateaa), no juju ceremonies, no priests nor — 2 

Geog. Jour, G.&), XILL 588, men, 

© arrive at a correct judgment upon; treat “ pachycephalus, belonging to the family Tetra- Jujuism ferry n. (juju + -iem.] The 
in a judicial manner. 

Judicio sisti (j§-dish’i-G sis‘ti). [L., ‘to a 
pear for trial’: see *judicium sist.) 
Scots law, an undertaking, or security, in which 
the surety becomes responsible that the prin- 
cipal will abide within the jurisdiction of the 
court and appear for trial (judicio sisti) when 
Tequired. In the usual form the princspal was bound to 
appear oad anewer any suit that should be brought within 

x tev 

judicium (j§-dish’i-um), ». [L., a trial or sen- 
tence bya oe a judgment, < judex, a judge: 
see judicial.) In itom. law, a proceeding to 
obtain the decision of a judge upon an issue 
of law.—Judicium capitalo, in Eng. law, sentence 

a ‘adicium Same as j 
under 
ones 

of death —J 
which see, 
ta & of 

jum vite: amissionis. 
tale. 

Judy-cow (j8’di-kou‘), n. A ladybird, [Local, 
ng. 

as wjudicium capi- 

juey | hé‘a-6), », A large land-crab, Cardisoma j 
guankumi. [Porto Rico.) 

jug!, ».—A. R jug. salt-glazed stoneware veancl, bear- 
ing the letters A. KH. (dana Aegina) in a medallion on 
the front, made in Kngland and Germany during the reigit 
of Qaeen Anne. — CR. the a a ralt-glazed stoneware Yea- 
sel, bearing the letters (. KL (Carolee Kez) in a medallion 
on the front, made in England during the reien of Charles 
IL— Jug, « pitcher made in Trenton, New 
Jersey, in 1851, 
with reflef ider- 
orations illustrat- 

Alexandria, Vir- 

ters G. BR. (Geer. 
gius Rex), neually 
accompanies! by 
a crown, made in 

reigna of Geo : L 

—— — a — 
or Jug Roo , 2 Hotiad-handile ug, of about 1%, 
—— —— (From Bennington, Vermont.) 
with bunting Jn the Penesylvania Museum, Pailadelphia. 

soenes in relicf and a handle in the form of a dog with 
— resting on the top: first made at the Jersey City 
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Det. as judyment of God —* ad ai 

—— tn he trial b jury. juglan 

tide, found from the West Indies to 
Brazil. 
J at (jug’ér-niit), v. 4 To crush as if 
by Juggernaut. 

juggins (jug’inz), n. [A homely use of a homely 
glish surname.) A dull fellow; achump. 

jugglement (jug’l-ment), a. Liugglel + -ment.] 
ugglery; a particular instance of jugglery. 

jug-handled (jug’han’did),a. Placed, like the 
handle of a jug, on one side; hence, one-sided. 
[Slang.] 
French writers realize that the alliance with Russia is 

a jug-hanadled arrangement by which France holds the 
jeand Russia obtains all the outpouring. 

The Forum, Jan.-March, 1904, p. 342. 

daceous (ji-glan-da’shius), a. Belong- 
ing to the walnut family, Juglandacer. 
Juglandales (ji-glan-la’léz), n. pl. (NL. (Eng- 
ler, 1892), —E (Jugland-) + -ales.] An 
order of dicotyledonous plants containing the 
single family Juglandacee (which see). 
ug. ¢ \jj-glan‘dik), @. Noting an acid, 
same as *juglone. 

juglandine (jij-glan‘din), ». [L. juglans ( jug- 
—_>) walnut, + -ine?.] compou sup 
posedly an alkaloid, contained in the green 
shell or leaves of the walnut-tree. It rapidly 
turns brown on exposure to the afr and con por = 

or used asa hairelye. It is also employed in medicine 
certain cutaneous and acrofulous diseases. 
2. A name sometimes given to juglone, 

juglolidine (j$-clol’ialin), ». [L. jwgl(ans), 
walnut, + -o! + -id + -ine?.) A colorless erys- 

CH,CH CH, 
\ CHgCHgCH’ ©" 

prepared by theaction of aniline on 1,3-chlor- 
rompropane. It melts at 40° C., boils and 
ag decomposes at 280° C,, and is unstable. 
he Vapor causes sneezing. 
lone (jii’glén), ». [L. jugl(ans), walnut, + 

Juglon ¢ —e— at brownish-red com- 
und, HOC) HsOs, prepared by the oxida- 

ion of a-hydrojuglone from the green parts of 
the walnut-tree; a-hydroxynaphthoquinone, 
nucin, or regianin. It erystallizes in needles 
or prisms and melts at 151-1549 C, 

juglonic (ji-glon‘ik), a. Liuglone + -ic,| Not- 
ing an acid, a yellow crystalline compound, 

HOCsH(NO.)2(COOH),, formed by the action 

talline compound, CgH, 

system ©! 
the juju. 

Jujuist ot ju Liuju + -iet.) An ad- t), m. 
herent of jujuism. 

Gk’ nek it n. [A 8c. form of juke-necki 
‘duck-neeked.’] In , & modern ¢lub with 

like W. Park, a neck sha 
Game of Golf, p. 39. 

Jul, An abbreviation of July. 
Julian, a. 2, In geol., noting a group of the 
Pelagic Triassic system in urope and Asia, 
orming the middle part of the Carinthian 
stage preceded by the Cordevolian group and 
followed by the Tuvalian. In the Mediter- 
ranean Triassic province it is represented by 
the Raibl beds. 

II. 2. The Julian group. 
Julid@ (jii'li-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Julus + -idx.] 
A family of myriapods of the order Diplopoda, 
having from 30 to 70 or more rings. The body 
fs more or leas cylindrical and smooth, with a glistening 
surface. The legs are numerous and short. © mem 
bers of this family are sluggish in movement, and when 
disturbed or at rest coil the body ina spiral, They feed 
largely upon earthworms, snails, and other emall erea- 
tures, and sometinnes Gamage garden and feld crops 
‘Thetr eggs are deposited in the ground. They are known 

liefs and practices relating to 

at of a duck. 

xa euticorma or gally-coorms, Sometimes written 
ulidw. 

Jul. Per, An abbreviation of Julian period. 
Jualus (j5’lus), ». (NL. (Linnwus, 1748), prop. 
Ivlus (ef. L. ivlus, eatkin), ¢ Gr, iovtor, down.) 
An old genus of myrinpods, typical of the 
family Julidw, containing many of the forms 

own as wireworms. Seo wirewernr, 2, 
jumble-sale (jum‘bl-sil), . A sale of second- 
hand articles of every deseription for the 
benefit of the poor; a rummage sale. 

jumbo!, ». 2. Any large, cumbersome ma- 
chine; in particular, a home-made windmill 
built for lifting water for irrigation on the 
Great Plains. 

jumbo? (jumbo), ». [Also jumby; short for 
mumbo-jumbo.] In the West Indies, same as 
mumbojumbo. In the form jumby it is used in 
various compounds, 

jumboism (jum’bé-izm), mn.  [jumbot + -isu.] 
Admiration of bigness, or for things or enter- 
prises remarkable only fortheirsize, [Colloq.] 
jambuck (jum‘buk), ». [A native Australian 
name, thus explained: ‘The word ‘jumbuck’ 
for sheep appears originally as jimba, jombock, 
dombock, and dumbog. In each case it meant 



jambuck 

the white mist proce ding a shower, to which 
a flock of mgr re a strong resemblance. It 
seemed the only thing the op ag ge mee 
could compare it to.” Mr. Meston 
— Bulletin, April 18, 1896 (quoted eo 

Morris, Austral English). ] A sheep. 
[Colloq., Australia. } 
jumby (jom’ bi), n. Same as *jumbo2, 
Jumby beans. See *bean', 
jumby-bead (jum’bi-béd), n. See *jumbo%,] 
1. In the West Indies, a sod of the bead-, 
necklace-, or jumby-tree, Ormosia mon 
These seeds are nearly globular, half an ineh 
in diameter, very and in color a brilliant 
scarlet with a large black spot. They are the 
largest of the various kinds of coral beans 
often brought by travelers from the West 
Indies.— 2, Same as jumble-bead. 

Sgpiby-tres (jum’bi-tré), n. [See *jumbo2.] 
—* — or necklace-tree, a mono~ 

of the West Indies, ‘which yields red 
a © k seeds called aol gon ds, See 
*junby Seed and coral bean r beanl, 

tous (jj-men’tus), a “TL. umentum, a 
beast of burden, + -ous,) Re ting to or 
characteristic of a beast of burden: applied to 
urine having a peculiar odor. 

. I, intrans.—to toa Nope sa tinction Sonate 
Ri ees. ts. to arrive at an erroneous conclusion. 

trane, To estimate in the gross, as 
weight.— 10. To get on or off (a train or boat 
in motion) by jumping: as, he jum the 
express as it left the tation. N.E. D111. 
In quarrying, to drill by means of a jumper or 
hand-drill.—To Jump a s , to desert from a veasel. 
7253 hed on or ee d * —— — 
or w peration, — jump masta, 
a Veasel, to lose its spars, as in a heary sea, or upon strik- 
ing the bottom with force. 

jump!, «. 6. pl. Nervous twitching of the body; 
delirium tremens.—To make a pier-head jump, 
to desert a ship as soon as it hauls alongside & & dock, 
jum (jump‘dril), ». A form of drill for 
boring into rock of which the bar is lifted by 
two men and then forced downward, so that it 
has a jumping n motion, Tho bar is often made more 

a AL wi e 

work, —— are bot easential. 
jumper’, * . In ony, « plece of wire or 
er Bi ey F connection 
tween polnts on the switeh) In board F 
el⸗et. a temporary shant or short-circuit ‘roged s jun 
source, lamp, or receptive device on a 
cireult, to 2* it to be readily removed or repaired. 
Howaton, Elect. Diet 

8. One who is registered and votes fraudu- 
lently in several places. [Polit. slang.] 
There are mare ° jum ‘ than there were two years 

ee elt ne re te buns Oe 1 
zs One who is affected with the jumping-dis- Suncti 

Ranking — a wood-shod sled upon which 
tan-bark is haul 

-stays (jum‘pér-staz), *. pl. Extra 
Jumper ity from the lower masthends to the 
sides of a vessel, where they are set = with 
tackles. Also known as nter stays. 
jum (jum’ping), n. In ceram,, t © stain- 
ing of glaze on the under parts of pieces 
of ceramic ware: a potters’ term. This effect 
is sometimes noticed on pieces decorated with 
—— omen 
jumping-bee tle (j ping dé'tl), n, The flea- 
beetle; specifica y, t ie turnip flea-beetle of 
England, Phyllotreta nemorum, 

jumping-disease (jum’ Hae mgpredlsd n. Aner- 
yous affection occasiona bserved, espe- 
cially in woodsmen in Maine, sufferers from 
whic —— jump, regardless of where 
they are or where t rig may land, asin response 
to a sharp command. 

ping- hare, ».— jumping-hare. Same 
— Pode ; = 

* (jum ing: k . A toy con- 
** x; a a ty whieh is caused to 
jump, dance, or go ‘ela various contor- 
tions, by pulling a string attached to its limbs. 

jumping Johnny (jum’ping-jon‘i), nm. A ma- J, 
chine for eutti rolled metal bars or plates 
into equal le s. It has an automatic stop 
which comes k to its place quickly after 
being displaced to allow a piece to be taken 
from the machine. [Eng.] 

ping-net ing-net), vn. A stout net 
usually eal ts | cot in diameter, having a 
heavy cord or rope around its edge: used for 
—— who fall or jamp from burn- 
ing 

spark which 

to Which the ball is made to strike the 
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Net is ovade of stout tarred hemp 
to 12 feet in diameter. It is essen 

and fearlessly indi hy -mpemngd pum 
remen are drilled in ite 

Eneye. Hrit,, XXVINL 408 

jumping-up (jum* ping-up’), n. The process of 
@ upsetting or thiek end of a rod = 

hammering it in the direction of its lengt 
when it is heated. 

The Jumpé 
and is —* pl 
that it be 
asl deen wae 

(jum‘ping-wé’vl), ». Any -weevil 
curculionid beetle of the genus Orchestes. 

jump- p- Jointed (jump ‘join‘ted), a. Flush- 
jointed: said of a carvel-built 24 

k — yg An electrio 
jumps a in a previously 

open circuit: frequently ol for igniting the 
charge in = internal-combustion engine, 

jam: fo Gum p’strok), m. 1, A atroke in 
billiards by which the all is is caused to jump 
or rebound. There are two ways of aqeomgtbiog 
this: one is by thrusting the oueSip wader 
which in effect ther ‘Man bounced at the oat- 
oot, thoagh it will jam a down 
wane low of the cue, * oblique » which 
—— the bed, w hence it rebounds once or oftener, 

the ** fea probable penalty, The stroke 
is now seldom used. 

2, In croquet, a stroke, played in — a 
ball through a wicket at an oblique an — 

rther 

ives the 

wire of the hoop. 
ional An abbreviation of junction, 
uncite (jung’sit), n. [Juncus + -ite2,.] A fos- 
sil plant pom Loans to belong to the rush, Jun- 
cus, or closely resembling it. 

junco!.. 1. Several species of these little binis are 
now recognized, tn place of the so-called vartetios. 
aided junco, Junco annectena, a tes which has 
pinkish sides: “from the mountains of Idaho, ete. 
—White- Janco, Junce aikeni, a rather 
species from having the —— pec ving the wings m 

junco? age n, [Mex. Sp. use of Sp. junco, 
& rush: see junk?.) A thorny shrub or small 
tree, Kaberlinia spinosa, of southwestern Texas 
and northern Mexico, with numerous almost 
— brauches, the branchlets ending in 
spines,— = s-—Junco fas family, the plant family Kateriinia- 

TJuncoides (jun ‘kode, n. (NL. (Adanson, 
1763), ¢ Juncus + -oides, having a resemblance 
to the genus —— A genus of monocoty- 
ledonots plants of the family Juncacee. See 

wre 
cti .—Interlamellar in th at 
———— one af the ¥ —— —— ER mer 

between the two lamellic and Layee 2 the Interven 
oe pace into distinct — —*— the water- 

and which also cause the appearance of vertical 

jenction-box, n. 2, In elect,, the appliance 
used to connect underground or concesled 
—— conductors. 

on-plane jong ee yia), A sur- 
ueced by the contact of contrasted 

—— formations. 
The Soeottish thrust-planes are eroded like ordinary 

junction-planea between strata, 
Geikie, Text-book of Geology, p. 1870, 

junction-valve (jungk’shon-valvy), n. An ordi- 
— steam- or water-valve which joins two 
pip 

juncture, n. 4, In geom., either the instan- 
taneous union of a collection of objects which 
are just moving in coincidence of place, there- 
after to be for some lapse of time one object, 
or the instantaneous loss of one or more di- 
mensions by the gradual shrinkage of a body, 
this smaller dimensionality lasting through a 

juniper-swamp 
mosses. It embraces 14 genera, of which 15 belong te 
the term. tn Si and 116 to the ®Acrogyna (see these 

In iffner's revision, adopted by Engler, the 
leper fast is 

and #rullanies, 

———— Jangle-cat, small East In- 
jung spectes are art and Very oven apote. 

n-—Gray j 
fowl, *. Gallus sonnerrati, a species which has = 

-hackles Diack, edged with , each with 
ano ond tesumbling & ipet af yellow sealing- : ey tr 

Sonnerat's Junglefowl (Cal/nr soumerrati). 

in western, axe southern, and central India. — Javan 
5 dark ith the odge of the 

PY single — he under side of the 
Sonnerat’s jungle-fowl. See —~ net gray irwngle- 

jungle-hen (jaung’gl-hen), ». Same as jungle- 
Jowl, 2, 
— (jung’gl-ris), ». See *ricel, 
—— Gases -whd), n. [East Indian 
name.}] Same as 
Junimist (yi'ni-mist), nm — Junimea, 
name of a literary society, + -ist,) In — 
Rumanian history, » member of the Lane 
young conservatives, moderately libera 
views and an offshoot from the old conserva- 
tives. The name is derived from Junimea, 5 
srr association. 
niderable atentin fin —— which now attracted con- 

of the Junim or Young 
Conservatives. dong bed taken from a —— so 
Gels kaod be: Senet tise ta omen tee Rosetti, 
and Maiorescn, and —— Intos political association 
in 1881. Their or hore affairs invotwed the 
amelloration it te ray of the —— 7 and working 

whose progress * they considered had been over 
the irremovability of the magistracy, and a revi- 
the communal law in the sense of decentralir- 

* Brit,, XXXIL sw. 

juniorate t),n. [ML. junioratus, the 
status or oie ee of & junior elerie, ¢ L. ju 
nior, a junior: see junior and -ate3,) The sta- 
tus of a junior; specifically, in the Society 
of Jesus, & two years’ course devoted to the 
review of classical studies pre eat a to en- 
tering upon the course of philosophy; also, 
the house where such a course is given. 

juniper, ». 2. The American larch, Larix lari- 
cina.—8, The black spruce, Picea Mariana. 

or checkered-bark 
thick-barked — * J wnt, 
high altitudes from Texas The 
names allude to the checkered bark, which ts sometimes 

— California nearly four inches in, juniper, Juste 

i Creeping 

sion 
tion. 

period of time,—Degenerative that mod: The savin ———— — 
of janctare which consists in the diminution o the dimen juniper. ‘ = * 8 Terws Canedensa— 
sionality of a moving object, as when a filament shrinks to tuniper, wel flaccida, of southwest- 
a particle and ie seach. — juncture, that erm Toxas and northeastern Mextoo, which has » blen- 
mode of jancture which consists in the arrival at acom- der, drooping branches.—-Juniper bay. See — 
mon place of two or more chjects, bg 3 Ree ‘Ajuniper-swamnp.— Bative unt- 

June-beetie, n. Same as June-bug. Same as Spaiberry.— Bed juniper, the gt 
June-bug, ».—Western 
mutebilis, a species resem’ 
bag, A. nifida, and ceeurri 
States — ft sometimes 

June-bug, Allorhina 
ine the southenstern June. 
in ae southwestern United 

L joes comsidernble damage to 
pe peac 

— — (jin‘flou*ér),n. The Canada vio- 
let, Fiole — which blooms in June. 
Une-gracs, = a banch-grass, 
June ete, oe ee was tvaaia. to to 
Texas and California, and in also t also found in the Old World. 
It is of some value for grazing, e 
earliness, and on irrigated grown 
Seo Karleria, 

J les (jong-gér-man-i-i’léz), ». 
pl. ae (Engler, 1892), < Jungermannia + 
-ales.] An order of eryptogamie plants of the 
class Hepatice, coextensive with the fami] 
Jungermanniacee, and therefore including both 
the anacrogynous and the acrogynous scale- 

—155 om account of its 
makes excellent hay. 

—** Virginiana.— Wi 
occidentalia, the commen juntper of the western United 
5 especially of mountainous districts and foot-hills, 
attain its maximum development in the sierra Ne- 
vadas at from 6,000 to 10,000 feet altitade, 

wat (j8’ni-pér-in), juniper + -in2.) 
lack resinous ened obtained from 

—— berries. 
juniper-pug (ji"ni-pér-pug), ». A British eol- 
lectors’ name for a European geometrid moth, 
Tephroelystia sobrinata. 

juniper-swamp (ji’ni-pér-swomp), ». In the 
southeastern United States, a swamp, or more 
commonly an area ina large swamp, in which 
the white cedar, Chamacyparis thyoides, there 
called juniper, is the dominant tree, In the 
Dinaat Swamp these areas are distinguished 
from the *gum-swamps, See jwmiper. 



juniper-water 
water (36" ni- 

matic cordial fla with juniper-berries. 
juniper-worm (j0"ni-pér-werm). on. The larva 
of an American geometrid moth, Syasaura in- 
—— which teods on the foliage of the juni- 

junk- board (jungk’ bord), ». A heavy and 
close-toxt kind of snifibeard, Kd 
Owing to the weight of the junt-toard, and the ex- 

treme irregularity of form of certain discs, it is better to 
lot the dise rotate He the horizontal plane. 

&. B. Titchener, Exper. Paychol., L ti. 350. 

calorimeter, See *calorimeter. 
junket » 1. (6) Milk artificially coagulated 
— — 

nook Gengk bak), n. A hook used for 
—— e junk from the head of a whale. 
junkind Gen ee) a, A south or south- 
— ered ne wind of Siam, China, and Japan, 
favorable for sailing junks. 
Junonia (j6-nd‘ni-8), m 8 ashe, 1816%), 
¢L. Juno: see Juno. genus of butterflies of 
the family Nympha , of wide hic 
distribution, ae India, Africa, China, 
the West Indies, and North and South Amer- 
ica. The commonest species in the United 
States is J. cenia, which oceurs also in Central 
America. 

An abbreviation of junior. 
pe, n. 2, Askirt: generally used in fashion 

notes, 
juramentado (hi‘rii-min-tii‘do), n.; pl. jura- 
mentados (-dds). (Sp., par. of juramentar, 
make oath, ¢ juramento, ¢ L. juramentum, an 
oath: see *j ‘juramentum.)] One who has taken 
an oathi & specifically, a Mobammedan Malay 
or Moro who has sworn to die in killing as 
many persons, especially Christiana or ene- 
mies, as he can, Jour. mer, Folk-lore, Jul 
Sept., ary p. 147, * 

to (hi rii-miin’t6), n, [Sp., <L. fura- 
mentum, an oath: see *juramentum.] An oath 
or declaration under oath. 
juramentum (jé-rg-men’tum), ». (Te, < ju 
swear: see juratl, jury.) In civil law, an * 
83 — ——— in r 
and canon low, an oath required ea to an action, 
tnd ofthe attorneys ofthe parte, —— — or 
defending the om they are not influenced by ice, 
but believe in the justice of their cause. 

jurata (jb · vũ ta), wm. (ML: see jury.] In old 
Eng. law, s jury. 

(ji-ra-t6’ ri-al),a. [As juratory + 
-_ .] Pertaining toa jury: as, juratorial priv- «is 
eges. 

Jura-Trias (} etree), n. In geol., a rock 
series whic led as representing, in 

rt or — deposits of both Triassic and 
34 urassic time (as in the case of the Red or 
Newark sandstones of the Connecticut valley, 
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and southward), 
or in which the distinction of is obscure 
{as in the — and Ipswich formations of 
Queensland) 
jure (jor), vt ane back-formation from j 
A mocking w in * passage quoted, 
veying » vague threat. 

You are Grand Jurors, are ovat Wet jure 
Shak., 

— An abbreviation ot jr 
i jarnalisn, Simplified spell- 
of jow ism, journalist. 

jarmey, n and v.i. A simplified spelling of 
Journey. 
jurubeba (zhi-ri-ba‘bii),n. [Braz.] Solanum 
paniculatum, & medicinal 1 plant of the night- 
shade family, much used in Brazil, especially 
for affections of the liver and spleen. 

3. The ‘tate —— —* 
— drown from the 

trial Is to be id. Tn former English 
law it meant a jury —, — the immedinte neigh« 
borhood, hence Its name,— poll s Jury, to call upon 
each juror tndividually to — if 
the foreman is the verdict of each one. 

—— 

h faith, 
len, TV, i. 2 

jury-coat (ji’ri-kdt), », A substitated coat, or juslik ( tak), 8 
one used for the occasion. 
jurg-rudder. 

The ski winked Wi and 5* his Western eye, swore by a 

See jury-mast, 

“rego 
jus?, ». -—Juris et de jure, 
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honour wi 
Rt. Kipling, The Thr Three Captains, in en 

re 2. een attached 
toa 

(jé‘ri-sil), ». A temporary sail jury-sail n. 
which fills the place of one that has been 
blown away or damaged ; a sail that best suits 
certain — that are outof the ordinary. 

(5° ri-hwél), ». <A circular re- 
box in which the names of: persons 
to be drawn to serve as jurors are 

— to be mingled and then drawn out by 
ot, 

in lave, of right and by right. 
le ——— — —— presumption 

of law or fact.—Jus right of uaing up’), in 
Rtom, law, the Pee ay dorm inion orer prope Trude justi 
—Jus actus |* oe ponte sto Rom, law, a servi 
by which a right of passage for “8 or cattle over 
the servient estate was given.— Jus ad rem, in cieil las, 
the right to a oes. t existe only relatively, and can 
be exercised only h another, as distinguished from 
jus in re, in which dominion over the thing is such that 
—— can be Fe ately * — published 

another,—Jus Alianum, a jaws, 
about 200 no. by Sextas #lina, conseting of three parts 
the first two ated to ui law of the twelve tant am wai 
their in’ and the description 
forme * — nae ly 
ble law, aa dilating! 

in Brg. toa, 

A prestimption jurieet 

ie jie atrict: 

a ep py ee est Saxona du ie thine y-— 
‘umd in clei law, a * or — by 

h the owner of the dominant estate had the right 
Wh receive water over the land of the servient estate.— 
Jus aq in Rom, lew, a servitude by which 
was * the right water cattle on another's land or to 
draw water from another's w@l— bellum 
in international law, the tof di — Jas 
civile, iu Rom, law : boast (co) Pri- 
vate aa distingnd public or International law.— 

Se a ves privileges. wot a 
tleular state as Sees tee Joo gentium, = 

easement by which tt the owner of * dominant esta! ‘te*, n.— China 
a aright to py the waters which fall i spon it comlucted —— — in China. 
er the land servient estate. deliberandi 

inlaw, right of deliberation : atime given to an heir in 
which’ —— — whether or pot he will ac an in- 

in old Seote law, 
t a minister ton a 

cy with the te did _ 

ight, of of 
—D general, it —— ome ight of 

alienation, The term ry weed Py = with reference 
separate right ot a married wy to dispose of 

ne ye ; Op te right of = vendor in a condi 
possession is given to the vendee but 

title t is reserved as pecurl ty 
ale w 

hendi, in fou, right to sell pl 
redeemed.— Jus di 

8 in case they 
ri awe, ty to 

iapces of vend eutate will. Jas we cbede 
oa, Oe right of a — 
h in trust for him —Jus Fla’ 

—Jus by 
which “the right to di aan * land of the servient 
estate was given. — in Rom, daw, a servitade 
by which a right to ride or walk over the servient estate is 
gi a) In Scota lave, the rightof ahusband 

en the rents of her hert- 
—— Oe Fal . the rights of 

& collection of royal 
laws said to 2* been in force in early Roman times dar- 

—— reigns of Romulus, Numa, and other anclent kings. J 
tn ected! law, a or easement 

by which a part of the roof or stractare of one house was 
made over of another.—Jus qeatiinn. in 

‘ht of a Roman citizen to own property. 
in Scots Low, wife's right, * her hus- —Jus relicts, afar 

band's death, to one third of his — it 
and to one — it he * * Com * —— 
Jus relicti, in # tow, & hitiaban apou his 
wife's death, to one third of her Dereonalty § she has Issue 

to owe half if she has none.—Jus a law 

saleption to ine ordtrery lev, aad shen bonetrlal to par ex jom te the ore w, and when bene! par. 
tlenlar classes of is called a privilege. If it con- 
fersa jcular right apon a ilar persor, it is called 
aspecial law.—Jus utendl, in dew, the right of using the 
property of another without — altering or destroy- · 
nag ft, ae distinguished from wwe abutendi. 

vertiet given by jusi (hi’sé), n. “Same as “thusi. 
Turk, *yucli one 

undred, + -lig, an f x.] af Purkiah 
eoin: (a) the white juslik, of the value of 100 
paras; (b) the jellow juslik or 100-piaster gold 
piece; the lira Turca, 

J. V. D. 
r-wil'tér), m. An aro- ‘They ha’ rigned } him a Joseph's jury-coat to keep his Jus. P, An — of Justice of the Peace. 

(jesh‘on), a. [L. jussio(n-), order, 
< jubere (pp. juasus), order, command.) Order- 
ing; commanding; command,.—Letters of jus- 

letters sent by the king of France ordering the 
lament to register ordinances, 

+ Just. An abbreviation (a) of Justice; (b) of 

astice, ».— ve justice, in lave, that whick 
— * distribution of rewards and islimetita, 

every man the reward his it deserves or 
proper ——— for his crimes ; in contradistinetion to 
commutative justice, or justioe In barter aml exchange 

oyer terminer, 
the court of oyer and terminer. See court af 0 and 
terminer, under oyer.—- Justices of the pavilion, in 

powder court establi Eng. law, * justiogs of a certain ple 
by the Bi 4 w Winchester ie fair of St. Giles Hille 
during the reign — Preventive 

faw, jastice —— whe a view to preventing « 
wrong or crime, as by — relief, putting un Le 

justie to keep ‘6 verti ) I 
ceman (jus‘tis-man), nh mining, a 

check weighman actin * bebalf of the 
— rrowman, Glossary, [Seotch.) 

(jus’tis-wéd), mn, Either of two 
— species of Eupatorium, E, lenoolepis 
jastifi E. hysso oe rolium, 
justifier, ». In printing: (c) The wooden 
wedge once used in old forms of hand-press to 
keep together parta about to separate. 

Junto hii ti), me 
of Portugal —R 

Aol coin of John’ I. 
apparently equal to from 

reis, The name was vated the 
reverse logend “ Et fustua ut palina fore a! 

justo-major (jus/tosma jor), a. (Short for NL. 
wis equabiliter ju major, ‘a pelvis uni- 

ormly larger than pcos ] a} To obstet., & term 
employed to denote a pelvis of normal shape, 
—— the diameters of which are greater than 

— (jus’té-mi‘nor), a. [Short for 
— awequabiliter justo-minor, a pelvis uni- 
ormly smaller than normal.’) In obstet., a 
om employed to denote a pelvis of normal 
= we but unusually small. 

te, the fiber of Abutilon Abutilon, 
——— ander jute?. 

Juvavian (ji-va’ —* ), a. 8 [G. Jueavisch, 
ML, Juravum or name of Salzburg] 
Taking name from the he old Juvavum, See 
etymo: -— Juva’ , in geal, a province 
ot Alpine Trias —_ ing the northeast Hopes of the 
Alpe amd extending — It is characterized by 

*2 sphalopod fa na, ye 
specics many — uva in 

of the a pelagic Trinsaic # ne oy and 
Asia, — oy the Carinthian and and followed y the 
Rhetic stage, and forming the earlier part of the Bajuve- 
rian series, It is representes in Europe by the Juvavian 
Halstatt limestone and the Dachstein limestone, aud in 
India by the ones of Clydonawtifiee gricabachs and Stein- 
ae wnduloetriatus aud the beds with Spiriferina 
grteabachi, 

, Savenilia (10-ve-nil'-§), n. pl. my eg .neut. 
pl. of juvenilis, juvenile.] Thins one (espe- 
cially written) in youth ; juvenile “ei or 
works of art. Athenweum, June 24, 1905, p. 
776, 

band Juxta-articular (juks* tii-iir-tik’a-liir) In 
the immediate neighborhood of & oink. © 

juxtabasal — sal), a ear or next 
jon the basal 

canal ei Same as contact-twin. See 
ber — 

jaxtapositive (juks-tii-poz‘i-tiv), a. and n. In 
gran., noting a syntactic case expressing posi- 
tion by the side of an object. a. S. Gatschet, 
Gram. of the Klamath Lang., p. 470. 

juxtapositer (juks-tii-poz’i-tér), a, An attach- 
meut to the spectrophotometer, designed by 
Milne, for a gz together, along parallel 
paths, the two ms of light the spectra of 
which are to be compared, 

juxtaspinal (juks-té-spi‘nal), a. Alongside the 
spinal column or a spinous process anywhere. 

(juks’ tii-te-res’tri-al), a. Near 
the land: said of the ocean-bottom, 
Under the most favorable conditions, therefore, the or- 

fo rernains actually preserved will — represent 
fittie more than a mere fraction of the whole assemblage 
of life in these juzta-terrestrial parts of the ocenn. 

Geikie, Text-book of Geol. (4th ed.) p. 828 

J. V. D. Same as J. U. D. 



3. Asan abbreviation: (d) 
In elect., of kathode (cathode, 
which see) and kathodic 
{cathodic).—4, In math.: (b) 

| Leap.) The Lemoine point in 
Mess rcometry.—6, In mineral., 
OW S|) the middle letter of the gen- 
nt Cl] eral symbol Ax!, given tothe 

" face of acrystal in thesystem 
of Miller. See *symbol!, 7—7, In phys.: (a) 
The symbol usually employed for moment of 
inertia. The letter K is used by some writers 
as a symbol of electrostatic capacity, but C is 
now almost universally adopted for this quan- 
tity. (+) A symbol usually employed to de- 
signate magnetic susceptibility, (c) A aymbol 
for absolute temperature. 

EK. A. An abbreviation of Anight of St, An- 
drew (Russia). 

ka) n. Seecabaya. 
ka oo n. [Philippine name.) In 
the lippine ds, Mimusops Elengi, a 
tree having sweet-seented flowers, which re- 
tain their odor when dried and from which a 
scent is prepared by distillation. The wood & 
hard and heavy and of a pinkish-red color, and the bark is 
bitter and is used medicinally. The berrics are sometimes 

(kii-gé-rii-ci’me), mn.  [Jap. 
< kagura, a dance, + same, a shark.] the 
frill-shark, Chlamydoselackus anguineus, of 
the family Chlamydoselachide, Also called 
rabuka. 

[Tagalog kagyos.] In ‘os (klig’yés), m. 1 
the pigeon-pea, Cajan the —E Islands, 

‘ajan, 
kahau(kiihon), ». [Meloy betes, socalled from 
its ery. Compare Dyak kehan, call, kahio, the 
orang-utan, ‘Journal of the Amer. Oriental 
Soc.,’ 1897, vol. xviii., p. 63.) The proboscis- 
monkey, Nasalis larratus ; adopted as a book- 
name. 
kahawai (kii’hit-wi), ». [Maori.] A fish, Arripis 
salar, the salmon of Australia and New 
Zealand. 
kahikatoa (kii-hé-k8’td-4), mn. [Maori name.] 
The New Zealand tea-tree, Leptospermum 
scoparinm, a large, heath-like shrub or small 
tree belonging to the myrtle family. See tea- 
tree, 2. 

kahikomako (kii-hé-ki’mi-k6), nm. [Maori.] 
A small New Zealaygd tree, Pennantia corym- 
boxa, of the family Olacacew. 1t has simple, alter- 
nate, leathery leaves and fragrant white flowers The 
wood! is used by the Maoris for kindling fires by friction. 

kKaiserzinn (ki‘ zér-tsin),», [G., ‘imperial 
tin.’j) A pewter-like material that takes a 
high polish. It is used for making utensils, 
dishes, and ornaments. 
kaitaka (ki-i-td’kit), ». [Maori.] A mat of 
fine texture made by New Zealanders and often 
worn by themasacloak. £, #, Morris, Austral 
Englis 
kaivel (ka‘vel),». [Variant of carel?, kevel?.] 
Alot. See cavel, and the extract, 
The fishermen of northeast Scotland, when they retarn 

after a succemfal haul, divide the into as many 
shares a4 therv are men in the boat, with one share more 
for the beat. Each man then ⸗ & plece of Wood oF 
stone, on which he pulse peieabe a These lots are 
ut ina beap, and an outsider is called in who throws one 

jot OF kaioed a each heap of fish. Each fisherman then 
fds hte bee and the heap on which it lies isin This 

kaiwhiria (ki-i-whé’ri-&),n. [Maori — 
In New Zealand, an evergreen shrub or sma 
tree, Hedycarya arborea, belonging to the 
family Monimiacew, with —_— leaves, axil- 
lary panicles of di@cious flowers, and fruit in 
the form of red — Tho wood is finely 
marked and js suitable for veneering. 

bill (kii’kii-bil), », Same as parrotheak. 
eaten by the natives, and the seeds yield an of which in kahuna (kit-hd‘nii), ». (Hawaiian.)] A priest See *kowhai, 
India is used for cooking. 

kabuto (ki-bU-td’) mn. [Jap,, a helmet.) The 
pot-helmet of old Japanese armor. 

(kii-ché’nii), ». Same as *kateina, 

Kackle (kak’l), v. t.; pret. and pp. kackled, 
pr. kackling. [Origin unknown.) To secure 

(rigging) against chafing by making fast one 
end o' then hitching alternately right 

See Mimusopa, 

f a rope, 
and left. 
kempferid (kemp’fé-rid), ». [Kampferia + 
-d1,) A sulphur-colored bitter principle, 

190,-H,O, contained in galangal-root, 
. It crystallizes in flat needles, 

222° C., and sublimes with some 
decomposition. 

tach (kii’fa-kliich), n. [G., ¢ kaffee, 
coffee, + klatsch, < klatschen, chat, chatter.| 
An afternoon party in Germany at whic 
eoffee or tea is drunk; an ‘afternoon tea’ in 
Germany. 
German married women are fond of meeting in knots of 

three or foar in the afternoon at each other's houses for 
the purpose of enjoying a acelal cap of coffee, To these 
innooent gatherings their unfeeling lege lords have given 
the name of hafecklateck. 

J. M. Hart, German Universities, p. 162 

Kafir. I. ». 5. pl. The stock-exchange term 
for South African mine shares. [Eng. 

IL. «.—Xafir butter. Seo *huttert.— Kafir chest- 
nut, Same os wild chestnut, under chestnut. Kafir 
cotton. See #cetfeon!.—Kafir plano, Same as sanze. 

Kafir-corn, R. See Indian millet, under millet, and 
hum, 2. Inthe semiarid regions of western Kansas 

and in other places Kafir-corn has become of great agri- 
cull importance on account of its ability to req 
drought, Some varieties—for example, red k eT 
are adapted to use as fornge; others, particularly that 
known as Jerusalem corn, farnish grain. 

Kafir-plum (kaf‘ér-plum), », Either of two 
spiny South African shrubs of the family 
lacourtiaces, Doryalis rhamnoides and 

rotundifolia, yielding edible, pulpy fruits 
which make good preserves, 

Kafir-thorn (kaf’ér-thérn), », The African 
tea-tree, Lycium Afrum, See Lycinm, 
kaguan (kii-gwiin’), ». [Native name.] The 
native name of the flying-lemur or colugo, 
Galeopithecus, adopted as a book-name. 

a (kil gii-rii or kiing’j-rii), n. (Jap.] One 
of the oldest danees of Japan, which is still to 
be seen in certain temples. The dancers wear 
curious gowns and masks. The step is solemn, dignified, 
and slow, and set to sweet music. It ie supposed to be 
the dance by which the sun-goddeas waa tured from the 
cave in which she had secluded herself, C. NM. Solwey, 

; Fans of Japan, p. 71, 

or medicine-man, 
Kai (ki), a. —_ Food, [Australia and 
New Zealand.) #. F. Morris, Austral English. 

kaid (kii-éd’), », [Ar. qdid: see alvaid.) In 
northern Africa, the head or chief of u tribe, 
or the governor of a town or local district. 

kaik (ki’ik), ». [Maori faika (southern dialect), 
kainga (nor‘hern dialect), a place of abode, a 

, = Tongan kaiaga, a place where food 
has n eaten, a table, a manger; connected 
with Maori and Tongan kai, food: see * kai.) 
A Maori village. [New Zealand.]} 

kKaikai (kii’i-kii’i), ». [A repetition of Maori 
kai, food.) Feasting. [Colloq., Australia and 
New Zealand.) 
kaimeh (kii’i-me), ». [Turk. gdimeh, ¢ qdim, 
apright, firm.] Turkish paper money ; notes of 

Kaings (a Dm 8s *kaik, E. E (kii’in , me me as ik, E. EB. 
Morris, — nglish. 

ite, nm. Bee *cenosite. 
kaigque, ». Sev caiquel, 
kai-ri (ki-ré’), ». [Jap., ¢ kai, sea,+ ri, mile.) 
The ——— name for the nautical mile 
(6,080 English feet). 

kairocoll (ki‘ré-kol), ». (Gr. xaspéc, the right 
time, + 4220, glue.) A colorless compound, 
C),H,)NOs, prepared - the action of tetra- 
hy roxvquinol ine on chloracetic acid. It 
crystallizes in long, slender needles and melts 
at . 

kairolin (ki’r$-lin), », A colorless liquid, Cy- 
HygNCHg, prepared by the action of methyl 
iodtde on tetrahydroquinoline; methyltetra- 
ydvoquinoline, Tt boils at 242-244° C, under 
720 millimeters pressure, and is used in medi- 
cine as a febrifuge. 

kaisergelb (ki‘zér-gelp), ». [G., ‘imperial 
yellow,’] One of the modern coal-tar products 
used as a yellow dye on cloth and to a larger 
extent on leather, Tt is the sodium or ammonium 
saltof hexanitrodiphenylamine. Also known as eurenfia. 
Thor, Dict, Applied Chem.,, LL 877. 

(ki‘zér-rét), mw. [G., ‘imperial 
red."] A coal-tar derivative used in dyeing 
red. It belongs to the class of phthaleins, and fs the 
sodium aut of dinitrodibromfluorescein. Also known as 
corin veartet und stfrovin, 

kaiserschwarz (ki’zér-shviirts), ». [G., ‘im- 
— black,’] A black dyestuff consisting of 
ogwood extract oxidized by boiling with salts 
of copper, iron, or chromium, and oxalic acid. 
There are several preparations seld under thia name, vary- 
ing in detail as tothe process used in making them. Also 
known as indigo sulutitute and noir imperial, 
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te (kii-kit-gwit'ti), ». In Guam, same 
as *cacuhuate, 
kakahuete (kii-kii-hwi‘t4), ». In the Philip- 
pine Islands, same as *cacahwate, 
kakalaioa (kii-kii-li-6’ii), ». [Hawniian, lit. 
‘thorny.’] A native name in Hawaii for the 
nicker-tree, Guilandina Crista. See *bayag- 
kambing. 
Kakariki (kii-kii’ré-ké), ». A Maori name, 
adopted to some extent for a smull green par- 
rot of the genus Platycercus. 2. novwholiandi« 
is the more common species. 
kakawahie (kii-kii-wii-hé‘a), ». [Hawaiian.) 
One of the honey-suckers, Oreomyza flammea, 
— to the Sandwich Islan which in- 
abits the island of Molokai. 

kakerlak,. See *kakkerlak. 
t (ka-kis'to-krat),m, [kakistocra 

(-crat-).] One of the governors ina state ru! 
by a kakistocracy. 

(ki ké-yi-mén),». The name ofa 
Japanese artist, Sakuida Kakiyemon, of Arita, 
about the middie of the seventeenth century : 
applied to a characteristic style of decoration 
on Japanese porcelain, consisting of a few 
simple motives, such as flowers, twigs of trees, 
and a couple of small birds, seattered sparingly 
on the white ground, and painted in enamel 
colors, usually red, green, andblue. This style 
was later employed sat Chantilly, Chelsea, 
Bow, Worcester, and elsewhere. 
kakke (kiik’ka), ». [Jap.] Same as beriheri, 
kakkerlak (kii‘kér-lak), ». [Also kakerlak, 
kakerlac ; ( D. kakkeriak, G. kakerlak (F. ka- 
kerla, cancrelat, cockroach, kakerlaque, chacre- 
las, albino), said to be of 8. Amer. origin, but 
perhaps representing a perversion of the orig- 
inal of Sp. cucaracha, FE. cockroach. The 
sense ‘albino’ seems to be an allusion to the 
ecockroach'’s shrinking from the light.) 1, A 
cockroach, Cassell, Nat. Hist., VL 1392, N. B.D. 
—2. Analbino, 
kakkerlakism (kii’kér-lak-izin), n.  [hakker- 
lak + -ism.] Same as albinism, Buck, Med. 
Handbook, I, 165, 

kala-azar (ki li-ii'wir ), ». [Hind. kdld-dsdr, 
< kala, black, + ddr, sickness.] ‘The black 
sickness’; » fever of India marked by an in- 
termittent or remittent stage and a stage of 
continued fever, with progressive anemia, pros- 
tration, and dropsy. 

Kala-azer has for a namber of years been one of the 
riddles of tropical medicine. There have probably been 
few diseases so frequently lovestigated during so short & 



Kala-azar 
od in which such Ing conclusions have been ar- 

Les at by those who have been oc —2* with the work 
of investigation. Jour. Trop, Med., Jan, 1, 1003, p. & 
kalaite,. See calvite, 
kalamalo (kii-lii-mii15), ». (Hawaiian kala- 
malo.) A Hawaiian grass. Same as *emoloa. 
kalamansanai (kii‘li-min-sii-ni’), n. [Also 
calamansanai; ¢ Tagalog calamansanay,] A 
name in the Philippine Islands of several val- 
uable timber-trees, especially of Terminalia 
Calamansanay, of the family Combretaces, with 
simple pointed leaves clustered at the ends of 
the branches, spikes of inconspicuous flowers, 
and winged, nut-like fruit. The wood ts close 
grained, hard and brittle, and of a color varying from light 
pink to dark red, often variegated in shades of red. It ts 
susceptible of high poligh and ts valued for floors by the 
natives, who, os a rule, take grent pride in having fine 
polished floors in their houses. Though common in ser 
= frovinces, it is not often found in the markets of 

anila. 

kalamein (kal-a-mé’in), ». [calam(ine) (G. kal- 
mel) + — A —— of tin, antimony, 
bismuth, le , and nickel used in the manufae- 
ture of o particular form of galvanized iron, 
kalamiag (kii-lii-mé’ us), n. [Tagalog name.) 
Same as *hamias. 

kalamismis (kii-lii-més’ més), n. [Tagalog 
kalamismis.] A twining, herbaceous, trifoliate 
bean, Botor tetragonoloba, having a tuberous 
root and legumes with four longitudinal ruffled 
wi The tender, green, suceulent pods are 
cooked as a vegetable in the Philippine Islunds 
and the island of Guam. In India they are 
pickled and the seeds are also eaten. “Also 
called sequidiilas, 

kalantas (ki-liin-tiis’),n. [Also calantas ; ¢ 
Tagalog calantas,) In the Philippine Islands, 
Toona Toona, & valuable timber-tree with fra- 
grant red wood often called cedar on account 
of its color and odor. The wood f soft and catty 
worked, and resembles rey! in texture, though muc! 
lighter in weight. It is very durable. is not aubject to 
the attacks of ternattes, and is chiefly used for cigar-boxes, 
chest, and fine interior woodwork, and sometimes by the 
natives in the construction of canoes See loon. 

Kalapia (kii-lii-pé’A),n. [Alsocalapia ; aPhilip- 
— ——— Pegg colar, the name of a 
tree.] Aname in Mindanao of several trees 
of the family Sapotaces, especially of Payena 
Leerit and Palaquium C m, which yield a 
milky latex from which gutta-percha is made. 
See qutta-putih. 

kalchoid dkal’koia), nm, [An erroneous form 
for “chaleoid, < Gr. yaaxnedic, like copper, ¢ 
xaꝰxoc, copper, + eidor, form.) An alloy of 
copper, zine, and tin, intermediate between 
brass and bronze. 

kale, ".—Thousand-headed kale or cabbage, » much- 

Thowsandteaded Kale, 
Much reduced. 

branched and leaf: of cabbage many subvarie- 
ties, valued in —— no. —— — 

kalekah (kii-lé’kii), n. (sks, ka, the letter K, 
the first letter of the Sanskrit al phabet, + lekha, 
stroke, line, written document.] A name for 
the Sanskrit alphabet, 

kale-time (kal‘tim), ». The hour for dinner, 

& recent school of fiction which com. 

Scotch.) 

rises works —— with a sufficient use of dialect, 
je lives of the homely people of Scotland. The name 

alludes to the Scottish song, “There grows a bonnie 
brier-bush in our kadlyard,” from which John Watson 
{. Tab Maclaren ") took the title of a series of short stories 

* Beside the Boone Brier Bush”), in 18M. 
kaleyarder (kal‘yiir-dér), n. One of the writers 
of the *kaleyard school (which see). 

oorlite (kal-gir lit), ». [Kalgoorlie (see 
def.) + -ife2.] A supposed teliurihe’ oe gold, 
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silver, and mereury from Kalgoorlie, West 
Australia. The homogeneity of the mineral 
has been questioned. 

Kaliblédite (kal-i-blod‘it), n. [kalium + bléd- 
ite]. Same as *leonite, 

borite (kal-i-bé’rit), mn. [kalium + boron 
+ -ite2.| Amaasive borate of neéesium and 
potassium: probably identical with *heintzite. 

Kalios (kA’lé-ds), m. [Also calios; @ native 
name.) In the Philivpine Islands, Streblus 
asper, a small tree of the nettle family, widely 
distributed in the eastern tropics. It has milk 
pee alternate, coriaceous leaves (sometinves 

Sa ay for 
low fruit. In the Philippine Islands it is of no economic 
importance, but in Siam it is one of the prined J 
yiddding trees. See Strebius and — — 4. =e 

kallaite (kal’i-it), n. 
Same as turquoise. 

kallilite (kal iclit in. (Gr, «a22.-, beautiful, + 

talo = 
tarol, 

Kalog (ki’log), ». [Prob, native Alaskan.) 
A seulpin, Myorocephalus polyacanthocephalus, 
of the North Pacific. 
Kalosanthes (kal-d-san’théz), ». [NL. (Ha- 

1 + dor, 
worth, 1821), ¢ Gr. xetdée, beautiful 

A genus of dicotyledonous plants blossom.] 
of the family Crassulacex, © Rochea, 

kalotrope — n. fer. xatéc, beauti- 
ful, + tpéro¢, a turning.) form of thanma- 
trope for the projection of various effects due 
to persistence of vision. 
kalumban (kii-limbiin), ». [Tagalog name.] 
Same as *halokanag. 

kalumpang (kii-lam’piing),». [Philippine Sp. 
calompang, calumpang, calumpan, 2 * os 
*calumpang = Bisaya mnie or aly Tn the Phil- 
ippine Islands, Sterculia fotida, a tree with 
horizontal whorls of branches and digitate 
leaves. It obtained ita specific name from the dingust- 
ing odor of its flowers, est are followed by scarlet 
pods, or follicles, usually radiating in fives from a com- 
mon center and split open on one aide ®© a4 to show the 

eaten whee green, and when Mies ax? sare, nmetimes eal 

ths cera, Pie Te a aly eared Sometimes used in 

stavewood, 2, and Sterculia, L = Seo 

kalumpit (kil-lam-pét’), m. [Also calumpit ; 
Philippine ae from a native name.) In the 
Philippine Islands, Terminalia Bellerica, a tree 
belonging to the Combretacew, and yieldin 
edible almond-like nuts. See belleric, ink-n , 
and myrobalan, 

Kama (kimi), ». (Skt. Kdma.] In the Hindu 
Puranas, the of love; in later Hindu writ- 
ings, sensual desire, 

(kii- mit-ché‘ las), n. [Mex. Sp. 
——— a name of the species in Mexico.] 

Guam and the Philippines, Pithecolobivm 
dulce, & Mexican tree introduced into those 
islands for the sake of its edible pods and of 
its bark, which yields 25 per cent. of tanvin. 
Also camanchile. See *qguamuchil. 
kamagon (kii-mil-gén’), 1», [Also camagon, 
Bisaya camagong.) In the Phili pines, Dins- 
pyro discolor, % valuable timber-tree the 
eart-wood of which resembles ebony in hard- 

ness and texture, 

in J 
dense and brittle, 

ull tare flower Lay hairy frui © usual] 
taining 4 oval — oer le a * aig: 

kKamalayka (ki -mii-lii’i-kii), n. [Alaskan.] 
A waterproof shirt made of intestines of seal 
or walrus, [Arctie Alaska.) Jour. Amer. Folk~ 
lore, Jan—Mareh, 1903, p. 26. 
Kamalin (kam‘n-lin), ». [Formation not obvi- 
ous.) A resinous substance found in the rhi- 
zome of the male fern; one of the active prin- ciples to which the vermifuge action of the raw 
product is supposedly due. 

(kii-miing-s¢’), n. [Phili pine Sp. camansi, camangsi, € Bisaya camansi.) A form 
of the breadfruit, Artocarpus communis, grow- 
ing in the Philippine Islands. 1 has lobed leaves two feet long and heasda of fruit larger than a man’s lend, containing numerous ediMe, cheatnatlike seeds. The tree yiehls a milky latex which is used hiedicinally as an epplication te ulcers; also for economic purposes. Krom estiy, club-like male inflorescence sweetmeats and Preserves are made. 

ishing), and sroall edlitle yel- 

kan 

(kit-miin’jii), ». (Ar. kamanja.) A 
rude = common in Moh tmedan countries, 
It has a small body made of a halved cocoantut-shell 
covered with anukeskin, a long tarned wooden peck 

with an ormamented head, a slender metal 
foot, and two or three strings. It is asu- 
ally rested om the ground and played from 
a sitting position. The kamanja and the 
rebab are sometimes confused, since one 
form of the latter resembles the former, 

ite (kam ‘a-re-zit), m. 
Kamareza in Greeve, + -ite2. 
hydrous eopper sulphate allie 

to langite: found near Laurium, 
reece. 

kamau_ (kii’ mou), ». [Appar. 
Hawaiian.] Phwornis myadestina, 
one of the shrikes peculiar to the 
Sandwich Islands. 

kamazite (kam‘a-zit), n. 
kamacite. 
Kamchatka salmon-trout, See 
salmon-tront. 

Same as 

(kit-mé-iis’), m. [Tagalog 
kamias.] In the Philippine Is- 

Kemet lands, the bilimbi, Averrhoa Bi- 
limbi, 2 small tree belonging to 

the sorrel family, having pinnately compound, 
sensitive leaves, clusters of crimson flowers, 
and yloomatiy acid fruit, with the flavor of 
sorrel, which is eaten in the form of pre- 
serves. Also called kalamias. See bilimbi and 
Averrhoa, 

kami-dana (kii’mé-di‘nil), ». (Ja em, god, 
+ tana, shelf.) In Japan, in the Shinto cult, a 
‘shelf’ of white unpainted and unvarnished 
wood attached toa wallas a sort ofa household 
shrine. Itcontains several stripe of paper, each Inserfbed 
with the name of a god, including one with the name of 
Amaterasu, the wus gees. the principal deity of the 
Shintoista Among Buddhists the correspommling ‘shelf’ 
is called Butse-dana or Buddha-shelt. 
5* to the nj i rs the 2 or shrine in 

which are worshipped the Pena‘ very Ja 
with measbers of the 

rans, Asiatic Soe. Japan, IL App. 1, p. 92, 

Kamik (kié’mik),. [Eskimo kami.) Eskimo 
boots of sealskin or caribou-skin reaching up 
to the knee or to near the hip, 
Kamloops trout. See *trouti. 
kammatograph (kam‘a-té-graf), n. [Trreg. 
formed from the ceo * the —— 
Kamm + Gr. ypigew, xrité. J In photog., a 
form of perry = h in which the negatives, 
numbering about 600, are taken on a —— 
eireular glass plate 12 inches in diameter, 
transparent positive from this enables the 
operator to project the pictures. 
Th otogrmplia are taken at intervals, v: accord- 

ing to pee —— the movements a7 hye A during 
several days and sometimes weeks ; tar ove then shown 
on the screen in the hammatograph, w is a kind of 
kinemat and thus the movements of many days 
can be ‘ed in a few seconds. 

Lancet, June 25, 1904, p. 1815 

kimmererite (kem’‘e-rér-it), n. See penninite 
Kampecaris (kam-pek‘s-ris), 2. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
caurry, a caterpillar, + kapic, & shrimp.) A genus 
of larwe tyra ois occurring in the Old Red 
Sandstone of Scotland. Their body-segmenta 
possess two dorsal and two ventral plates, 
with two pairs of legs. 

kampherol (kam‘fe-rol), ». [G. kampher, 
kampfer, camphor, + -ol.] A yellow coloring 

’ 6 VW a 6.C0gH Ol 
(HO)CoHe <I F 

contained in Java indigo, It can be made 
synthetically, and is also called 1, 3, 4’-tri- 
hydroxyflavonol, 

Kampilan, ». See *campilan. 
kamptoderm (kamp’té-dérm),a, (Gr. sazmréc, 
flexible, + dépun, skin.) Same as tentacular 
sheath (which see, under tentacular). 
kamuning (kii-mié’ning), ». ge ag Sp. 
camuning; given as a Tagalog name.] In 
the Philippine Islands, Chateas paniculata, a 
shrub or small tree belonging to the Rutacew 
with clusters of fragrant white flowers an 
odd pinnate leaves. Its wood is close-grained, hard, 
and of an ocher-yellow fn — —— —— — 

7 Sor nein, handles’ tee thetr krisses and bolos, 
See &Chalene, 

kan‘ (kin), », [D, kan, a can, ete.: see can?, 
mn.) 1. In Holland, the name given to the 



liter when used as a measure of capacity for 
liquids —2, In Java, a measure of capacity 
equal to 0.35 of a United States gallon. 
K.A.N. An abbreviation of Awight of St. 
Alexander Nerski. [Russia. 
kane (ka-nii’é), ». [Maori kanae = Manga- 
revan hanae, name of a fish, Tahitian and 
Hawaiian anae, the mullet.) A fish, Mugil 
cephalus, of the family Mugilide, found in represented in English by k, and sometimes karri (kii‘ré), n. 
New Zealand waters; also, less frequently, 
Muyil perusii and Agnostoma forsteri, 

kanaff (kiin’iif), ». [Native name in Cauca- 
sus. ] Dekhan *hemp. 
kanaut? (ki-ndt’),». [Pers. kdndt, pl. of 
kda, a mine, a quarry (a tunnel).] The name 
—— to the Persian artificial subterranean 
channels formed by tunneling in water-bear- 
ing gravel or drift, for the purpose of inter- 
cepting and sceuring water for water-supply 
or irrigation, 

— — 
or“ ~ the artificial 
which the water-supply for towns and for i 
largely derived. Nature, Aug. 23, p> 420, 

kangaroo, ». 3. An early form of ‘safety’ 
biesele whieh had a large wheel in front and 
& small one in the rear, the forks being con- 
nected by a curved backbone, as in the ordi- 
nary ‘high’ bieyele, but with the saddle back 
of the large wheel. It was propelled by treadles 
connected to cranks on the front axle by connevting-roda. 
This allowed the weight of the rider always 
back of the center af front wheel. 
4. tse In ee slang, West Aus- 
t ini i opine kangaroo, 
— — ‘one of the larger 
kangarwws Also Known In books as the osphranter.— 

trade routes 
“hanatete” 

Dorea or kangaroo, any kangaroo of the genus 
Dorcopeis, a grou characterized. by having the hair on 
the nape direc forward. They are of moderate size, 
hare various anatomical peculiarities, and are found iin 
New Guineas. See cut under Dercopels.- Porest-kanga- 
TOO, the great kangaroo, Maecropus mayor, Also known 

kangaroo, 
as Sorester, 

kangaroo (kang-gn-rii’), v. nd L 
ngaroo, #ither 

o hunt the 
intrans. 1, To leap as a 
literally or figuratively.—2, 
kangaroo. E. e. Morris, Austral English. 

. trans. To whip with a kangaroo-skin 
whip-lash. 
kangarooer (kang-ga-ri‘ér), ». One who 
hunts kangaroos, 

(kang -ga-ri‘ fli), 1. A name 
iven in Australia to a small biting fly said to 
long to the genus Cabarus. 

n, 2, Any = 
species of Australian grasses belonging 
genus Themeda, especially T. wanna 
—— [aay Me ued = oe 
angaroo- (kang-ga-ré’hop), 7. 
fected gait. — slang.) 
The young lady that affects waterfalls, the Grecian 
bend, or the bengaroo — hop. 
Speetator (Melbourne) Stay 92, 1STS, quoted 

aaah . (Morris, Austral English. 
kangaresing (kang-ga-ri’ing), n. The chase 
of the kangaroo, 
at chasing Kangaroes, os 5 it is technically termed, 

ngarooing, large pow are tted. 
* id F Mra, Meredith, 

kangaroo-net (kang-ga-rii‘net),». Anetmade 
by Australian aborigines to catch the kan- 
garoo, E. E, Morris, Austral English, 
Kan., Kans. Abbreviations of Kansas, 
kannume (ka-ni’me), ». [Ar.] A fish, Mor- 
myrus kannume, of the — Mormyrida, 
found in the Nile. It was an object of vener- 
ation to the ancient Egyptians. 

kanoon, ». See kann. 
Kansan (kan‘’zan). a. and ». Ia, 1. Of or 
pertaining to the State of Kansas,—2. In 
geol., noting an epoch or subdivision of the 
glacial period of which the deposits are found 
in Kansas. 

II, ». A native or inhabitant of the State of 
Kansas. 
—— * —* —— * 

(ki pa), v. uwatian kapa,= Marquesan, 
wees tapa.) 1. Same as tapa Pehich see),— 2, 
In Hawaii, cloth of any kind; clothes gen- 
erally. 

one of several 
to the 
a tall 

An af- 

music, music written sccording to rule, 
originality or genius. 

penaar (kii-pe-niir’), ». [Cape D., ¢ haap, 
cape.) In South Africa, among the Duteh, a 
white person dwelling in Capetown; in the 
Netherlands, a white person dwelling in Cape 
Colony. 

Kaph® (kif), ». [Heb. kaph, kaf, orig. bap.) 
The eleventh letter (3) of the Hebrew alpha- 

tL) 
bat without 
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bet. corresponding to the Greek keppa and 
English kore. Its numerical value is XX. 
kapp (kap), #. (From Gisbert Kapp, a designer 

of eleetrical machines,] In elect,, an obsolete 
practical unit for magnetic flux, equal to 6,000 
maxwells or ¢. g. 8, units, 

kappa (kap’8), n. (Gr. narra, ¢ Phen. (Heb.) 
kap: see A,and *kaph?.) TheGreek letter «: 

by «. 
kapparah (ka-pii’ri), n.; pl. kapparoth (ka-pil’ 
rte (Heb. ( Fiddish kappore), < kappar, for- 
give, cover over, atone. The p is kap- 
_— (Yiddish kappores) shlogen (G. —— 

at), lit. ‘beating the atonement.’) A Jew- 
ish custom by which, on the eve of the Day of 
Atonement, a fowl (a cock for a man and a 
hen for a woman), afterseveral passages from 
the Scriptures treating of atonement, confes- 
sion, and prayer have been repeated, is 
moved around the head three times. The fol- 
lowing declaration is then re : “This is my substi- 
tute, is my commutation, this is my atonement. This 
cock goeth to death, but I shall be gathered in aud walk 
into a long and happy life and into peace.” The fowl! ts 
then killed. ‘This castom is discarded by the reformed 
Jows, bat is still in vogue among the strictly orthodox 

Mate karan oe Ite ish?) <A shirt of (kap‘ti), nm. S| irt 0 
——— worn by the Laplanders. 
kapu (kii’pé), n. aori kapu, the hollow of 
the band, s curved adz.) An adz used in New 
Zealand. 
Karaitism (ké’rii-it-izm), ». Same as Kara- 
ism, 

sa a Hy peers os galan karaka, 
New Zealand tree, Ci rpus Levigata, 

of the cashew family, yielding orange-colored 
berries two or three inches long. The pulp of 
the berry ie eaten raw, bot the kernel is poisonous unless 
cooked for several daya Thus prepared it forma an im- 
portant article of native food, led also cov-tree, 
karakin (kar’a-kin}, wn. [teraka + -in2.] A 
colorless glucoside contained in the kernels of 
karaka-tree berries. It forms pearly lus- 
trous crystals, melting at 90° C. 
karamu (kii-ri-mi’), n. [Maori.]) Any one of 
several species of Australasian trees andshrubs 
belonging to the genus Coprosma, especially 
C. lucida, See orangeleaf, *coffee-bush, and 
*Coprosma.— Bush karamn, the orangeleaf or look- 
ing-g bash, Coproema leva. 

(Jap.] Same kKaramushi (kii’ri-mé’shi), n. 

— (kii-riin’ji), ». [Bengali, ¢ Skt. kw- 
runja.) Same as wkurung. 

as ramic. 

pottery. See *pottery. 
Karbi (kiir’bi), n». [Native Australian.) A 
small stingless bee, probably Melipona car- 
bonaria, about 7; of an inch in length, whieh 
builds its comb in the shape of a spiral stair- 
case. It fights desperately with its mandibles 
and is apparently of a very fleree disposition. 
—— Nat, Hist,, VL 63, 

karean (kii-rii-ou’), ». [Maori kareao, < kare, 
a whip-lash, + an, co 3 In New Zealand, 
Ripogonum scandens, a climbing shrub of the 
smilax family, the slender wiry stems of which 
form interwoven thickets in the forest, The 
long underground rootatocks of this plant have 
been used as sarsaparilla by the settlers, and 
the stems as cord and for weaving baskets. 
Also called pirita, 

Karelian (ka-ré‘li-an), a. and a, [NL. "Ka- 
relia (G, Karalier, n, pl.), ¢ Finn. Karjaldiset 
(karja, flock, herd).] I. a. Of or relating to 
the Karelians, 

Il. ». 1, One of the eastern divisions of 
the Baltie Finns.— 2, The language of these 
eastern Finns. 
Karian, ¢. and». Same as Carian, 
karimata (kd-ri-mii‘ti), ». [Jap.] In old 
Japanese armor, a bifureat arrow, some- 
times combined with an apparatus for giving 
the weapon a whistling sound in the air. 

kariskis (kii-ris’kis), ». [A Philippine name, 
prob. ¢ bo aaa | and Bisaya calishis, a seale, 
to seale off. The small leaflets fold together 
in an imbricating manner when asleep.) In 
the Philippine Islands, the silk-tree, or pink 
siris, Albiccia Julibrissin, the bark of which is 
sometimes used by the natives to produce a 
dark dye: the wood is used for furniture. 
See svilk-tree and siris. 

Karoo beds, Same as Karvo series (which see, 
under keroe), 
Karoomys (ki-ri’mis), ». [NI., viciously 

karyomicrosome 

formed ¢ E, karoo + Gr. wig, & mouse.) A 
nus of emall fossil mammals from the Karoo 

of South Afriea, believed to represent 
the oldest known mammalian, The only spe- 
cles is AK, browai, 

(kii’rd-r), ». [Maori] One of the 
smaller black-backed gulls, Larus antipodum, 
which occurs on the coast of New Zealand, 

6 {Aboriginal Australian.) 
In Western Australia, a gigantic tree, Eucalyp- 
tus diversicolor. 1 attains an average height af 200 
feet, and several feet from the ground a diameter of 4 
feet. The wood is red, hard, heavy, strong, tough apd 
wary in the grain, which makes it dimeult to work, but 
it is much used for paving blocks, and the tall, 
trunks make good masta. See karri wood, treed], 

karst (kiirst), n. (Ct, Lith. karsti, Lett. karst, 
grow old: Pol. lak, & stunted —— 4 
region whose surface features are produced by 
the solvent action of water on limestone. 
Also used attributively. 
The author (Dr. Cvifie], who is well known for his uscfal 

Monograph on the phenomena of “ Kare.” 
Geog. Jour, (R. G, 8), XUL 427. 

The character of the country around these of the 
lake | | resembles that of the Dalma' 
while the itself is of the nature of a “ Karat ™ lake. 

Geog, Jour, (RG. 8), XV, 174, 

kartel (kir’tel), ». — D. prob. ¢ Pg. 
catel, catle, catre, little , said to be ¢ Tamil 
kattil, a bedstead.) A wooden hammock used 
in au ox-wagon. [South ae 
karunda (ki-run’ 3 n. Hindi.J A low, 
spiny bush of the dogbane family, Arduina 
Carandas, much cultivated in India for its 
edible fruits. These are pale-green when 
young, white and pink when approaching 
maturity, and nearly black when ripe, The 
unripe fruit is astringent and is then only 
made into pickles, while when ripe it has a 
pleasant acid taste and is always eaten un- 
cooked, 

Karya (kar-i-ap’sis),2, (Gr, xdpvov, a nut, 
a —— + aͤvpic — The fusion of 
the nuclei of conjugating cells, viewed as 
marking a st hn the process of sexual 
conjugation, ‘apsis comes between plas- 
mapsis and mitapsis. Cook and Swingle, 

kar-i-as‘tér), ». [Gr. xépvor, nut, 
kernel, + aerip, star: see aster!.) In cytol., 
—— — — of ——— in the 
aryokinetic spindle: oppo to *cytaster. 

See *aster!, 7, with ent, 
a (kar-i-eng’ki-mil), ». [NL.,<¢ Gr. 

2533 255 oe + Be — = sion: see 
enchyma, me as lymph. 

haryobasis — — a, [NL. ¢ Gr. 
”, nut, nueleas, + Serr, basis.) Same 

*haryomitoplasm, 
ochrome (kar‘i-d-krém), ». (Gr. xdpvor, 

nut, + xpoue, color.) In —— it — 
by Nissl to certain nerve-cella in which the 
cell-body is very small but in which the nu- 
cleus is as large as in ordinary nerve-cells or 
at any rate larger than that of a neuroglia 
cell, Bee *caryochrome. 

karyogamy (kar-i-og's-mi), n. [Gr, xdpvor, nut, 
nucleus . + yauor, marriage.) In embryol., the 
union of two nuclei, as during the fertilization 
of the egg by the spermatozoin. 

‘ali (kar*i-)-hi‘a-lé-plazm), 1. 
(Gr. caper, nut, nucle + intoc, glass, + 
ridoua, anything terme Same as *karyo- 
lymph or *karyenchyma. 

lyma (kar-i-5-li'm08), nj) pl. karyoly- 
mata (-mii-ti), [NL., © Gr. sdpvor, nut, nu- 
cleus, + (appar.) Afwe, a pledge (a thing to be 
released), taken in sense of 4icrc, loosening.) 
The karyokinetie or mitotic figure in cell-divi- 
sion, dAwerbach, 1876. 

olymph (kar‘i-}-limf), n. [Gr. xdpver, nut, 
kernel, + L. lympha, water: see lymph.) The 
liquid contents of the ceil-nucleus, as distin- 

ished from the less liquid or more stable 
nin reticulum, chromosomes, and nucleoli. 

Also called karyenchyma, 
karyolysis, n. Same as *caryolysis, 
karyomerite (kar-i-om’e-rit), n. [Gr. xdpro», 
nut, kernel, + pépoc, a part, + -ite?.] A plas- 
mic nucleolus which serves asa temporary re- 
pository for a chromosome in the eggs of some 
animals, 

karyomicrosoma (kar’i-d-mi-krd-s6’ma),».; pl. 
karyomicrosomata (-ma-ti). [NL., (Gr. napeor, 
a nut, kernel, + pixpéc, small, + c&wa, body.) 
Same as *haryomicrosome. 

crosome (kar‘i-G-mi’kré-sém), m, [Gr. 
cdpeo, nut, nucleus, + guxpdc, small, + cone, 



karyomicrosome 

body.] One of the minute granules or miecro- 
Bones BUP to constitute the karyoplasm 
— ee * us ma ggg are sup- 

to make up the cyto m. 
te (kar’l-d-mit), n, (Gr, xdprov, nut, 

nucleus, + nitoc, thread.) One of the threads 
which constitute the reticulum of the cell- 
nucleus, 
kKaryomitome (kar-i-om‘i-tém), 1, [Gr, «d- 
pvov, nut, nucleus, + itor, th : Bee *mi- 
tome.) In cytol,, the fibrillar net or reticulum 
which extends through the nucleus of the cell 
in the resti nig en 
karyomiton (kar-i-om’i-ton), n. [Gr. xdpvor, 
nut, nucleus, + xérog, th Same as 

scoryepeiboienen (tx3-5-tl'2}-pliemn) (kar‘i-6-mi’té-plazm), ». 
Gr. xapvov, nut, nucleus, % Mito, or | + 
Tiécua, anything formed.] Tn eytol., the sub- 
stance of which the karyomitome, or nuclear 
reticulum, consists: opposed to *karyolymph 
or *ka yma, 

karyomitotic (kar’i-}-ml-tot’ik), a. Of or per- 
taining to karyomitosia, 

n(kar’i-on),», [NL.,also* n (caryo-), 
< Gr. xdépvov, a nut, kernel, nueleus.) The 
eell-nucleus, 

han (kar’i-d-fan), ». One of the nu- 
cleus-like granules in the microsomes of the 
strand of contractile substance in the stalk of 
Vorticella and other related infusorians. 

karyoplasmic (kar‘i-j-plaz’mik), a. Of of 
ve to the karyoplasm, or nuclear plasm 
of the cell. 

hexis, karyorrhexis, ». Seo *cary- 
orrheris, 
karyosoma (kur’i-6-s6’mi), n.; pl. Raryoso- 
mata (-mg-ti), [NL.] Same as Re me, 

me (kar‘i-j-sdm),. [NL karyosoma, 
< Gr, caper, nut, nucleus, + caua, body.) 1. 
A nucleolus-like mass of chromatin in the eell- 
nuclens: distinguished from the plasmosome, 
or true nucleolus.—2. A chromosome.—3, A 
micronucleus of the Infusoria, 

ka osis (kar’i-d-sté-nd’sis), n. [NL., ¢ 
Gr, népvov, nut, nucleus, + orévae, narrowing: 
860 stenosis.) Armitosis, akinesis, or direct 
cell-division, as distinguished from mitosis or 
karyokinesis: so ealled because the nucleus 
divides by simple constriction without forming 
aspindle, See *amitosta, with cut. 

karyostenotic (kar‘i-d-sté-not’ik), a. Of or 
rtaining to karyostenosis, or amitotic cell- 

ivision. 
(kar-i-0’ta), . pl. (Gr. napvwrde, hav- 

ing nuts (as a tree or a cup), ¢ xdprov, a nut, 
nucleus.) A general tert for nucleated cells, 
a3 opposed to ckaryota, or non-nucleated cella, 
Flemming, 1882, 
karyotheca (kar‘i-d-thé’k&), a. See *caryo- 

kaseelee (ka-s6'1é), n. [E. Indian.] The black- 
bellied darter, or snake-bird, Plotus melano- 
gaster, found on the eoast of southern Asia 
and also in the Philippine Islands. 

kaselle (ka-sel’), ». ([NGr. nasiAta, a box, 
ease, trunk, compartment, ¢ It. casella, a 
small room, closet, compartment, dim. of casa, 
a house: see casemate! and casula.) A com- 
partment or cell beneath the floor: used in 
reference to stone receptacles or cists which 
were found in the Minoan palace at Cnosus in 
Crete and probably were used for treasure. 
Nature, Aug. 21, 1902, p. 392. 
kashern (kii’shérn), ©. ¢. [Yiddish kashera, 
koshern, with G, inf. ending, ¢ Heb, kashar, 
= kosher.) To make fit or clean ae- 
cording to the precepts of the rabbis. For 
example, to peepase meat and cleanse it from blood, blood 
bel strictly forbidden to the Jew (Lev, xix. 26 et 

tn) To kashern utensils, tables, etc, before Puss 
over festival isto scrub and wash them with boiling water 
if they have been used during the year with hamets or 
leavened foal Also koehera, 

Kashmiri (kash-mé‘ri), ». (Hind. and Kash- 
mir Aashmiri, from Kashmir, Kashmir, Cash- 
mere.] The principal Indian (Aryan) dialect 
spoken in Kashtir. 
Kashya (kiish‘yii), #. Aram. Heb. kasha, 

& 7 f A word which hard, difficult, severe, * 
occurs frequently in the Talmud, when a point 

ived, or when under discussion cannot be so! 
there is an objection to a proposition. The 
word in modern Jewish usage signifies ‘ques- 
tion.’ Thus the four questions a child asks 
his father at the seder service on Passover eve 
are called kashyas. 
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kasidah (ka-sé’di), ». [Pers, Ar. gostdah, 
ode.) A form of Persian poetry composed in 
distichs. Burton, 

Kaskaskia p. See *yrowp!, 
kasoi 47 it n, (See cashew.) In the Phil- 
ippine Islands and Guam, the cashew, dna- 
cardium occidentale, See kaju-apple, cashew, 
1, cashew-nut (with cut), and <Anacardium 
(with cut). 
Kassaba (kii’sii-bii), ». [Ar. gasaba, a reed, a 
standard of measure.] A measure of length 
used in northern Africa and in Arabia. In 
Ferpt it is equal to 11.65 feet, 

kasube (kii’s-bi), ». A ray or skate, Raja 
kenojei, of the family Rajidw, common in Japan. 
*8 xit), n, [Ar, Khat.] Same as kafta 

e@ Cathe, 

Kata-. The increasod use of this spelling, instead of eata- 
in scientific terms is due in great part to the mechanical 

Tniformity requires eata- tn 
the Englieh forma. 

katabolite (ka-tab’é-lit), n. (Potter catabolite, 
< cataboi-ie + -ite2.] A resultant of catabolic 
processes. 

copying of German forma. 

Same as catacrotic, katacrotic, «. 
katadicrotic (kat-a-di-krot’ik), a, Same as 
catacrotic, 

kataforite, ». See *cataphorite, 
katalase (kat’a-lis), n. [katal(ysis), catal(ysis), 
+ -ase,) An intracellular oxidizing ferment. 
—Blood Same as whemase, 

(kat-a-mér‘fizm),#. (Gr. card, 
down, + ope, form, +-1sm,] Ingeol.,any change 
in the texture of rocks produced by fracturing 
and granulation, with reerystallization, where- 
by rocks become finer-grained and foliated, as 
the production of gneisses and schists from 

nites, Chamberlin and Salisbury, 1904. 
ocoording to Van Hise, katamorphiem is of 

metamorphism in which simpler compounds result from 

cosh changes westhering saad comestation ascomponying c " 

oxidation, tition, and carbonation, chiefly of silicate 
minerals, reverse process of metamorphism is called 
enamorphiem,— Zone of k the outer 
zone in solid earth “in which the altera’ 
result in the production of simple compounds from more 
complex ones. It ia subdir! inte an outer belt of 
weathering and an inner belt of cementation.” Van Hise, 
V. & Geol, Surv, Monagrapha, XLVIL 43, 

katana (kii‘ti-nii), ». [Jap.] A Japanese sword 
whieh, in its modern form, has a single edge 
and is slightly curved toward the point. 

kata See *eatapetasma, 

katatonic (kat-a-ton’ik), a. Pertaining to or 
affected with Katatonia; profoundly melan- 
cholic. G. 8. Hall, Adolescence, 1. 301, 
katatrepsis (kat-a-trep’sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
cera, down, + rpéyuc, < rpérees, turn.] The 
movement of certain insect embryos which 
brings them to the ventral surface of the 
yolk after they have left this to develop for a 
time within the yolk or on its dorsal surface, 
Wheeler, 1893. 

katatype, ». Same as *catatype. 
katcina (kii-ché’nfi), ». (An official spelling, 
in the method used by the Bureau of American 
Ethnology, of what would be more proper] 
*katchina or *katshina ; & Hopi (Mokib work’ 
1. Among the Hopi, a supernatural being re- 

ed asaclan ancestor, and impersonated 
in certain ceremonials by masked men wear- 
ing totemic designs characteristic of the clan. 
Inasmech as these tihas represent Kofeinas and aa 

these Keteinaa play a very important part in the religious 
life of the Hopi the ——2 collection of this 
magnitude, carefull jabelled, can not be 
overestimated. Even more difficult —— tihus to 

personate deities in the Aatcina dances. 
Science, Feb. 8, 1001, p. 222. 

2. Amasked man who impersonates the clan 
ancestor, 3, A figure or image made in imi- 
tation of one of the masked impersonators. 

Kath (kath), ». (Hindi katha,] In northern 
India, a gray, crystalline substance pre 
from a concentrated decoction of the wood of 
Acacia Catechu, by placing in it a few twi 
and allowing the decoction to cool, The 
twigs are removed and the erystalline sub- 
stance collected. It is a retined form of 
catechu, consisting of almost pare eatechin, 
and is euten by the natives in heir pan, im- 

pods 
obtain are the masks which are worn by the Hopiasthey as 

kau-karo 

an parting with the lime the red color to the 
teeth and lips. Compare catechu, *khirsal, 
and pan5, 

kathem) (ka-them ’bri-6),. [Gr. «ard, 
down, + éu3pvov, embryo.) A stage in the em- 
bryonic polyzoan characterized by a compli- 
eated degenerative metamorphosis and lead- 
ing from the typembryo to the phylembryo 
stage. Cumings, 1904, 
kathembryonic (ka-them-bri-on’ik), a. [kath- 
embryon + ·ic. Of or pertaining to a kathem- 
bryo, Amer, Jour, Sei., Jan., 1004, p. 53, 
Kathetostoma (kath-c-tos’té-mii), m. (NL, ¢ 
Gr. xdtleroc, lit. down, perpendicular, + oréya, 
mouth.) A genus of es belonging to the 
family Uranoscopide, found in Australian 
waters and on both coasts of America. 
Ka tine (kath-e-tos‘td-ma-ti'né), 
nm yy [NL., ¢ Kathetostoma(t-) +-inw.] A 
sub-family of uranoscopid fishes. 

Kathodic, «4. 2. Same as *cathodic, 2. 
mr (kii’té), a. [Malay kati] Same as 
catty. 

katipunan (ki-ti-pi-niin’), ». [Also catipunan. 
Tagalog catipunan, pos array Among the 
Filipinos, a secret society: sometimes one 
formed for a political purpose, 
A secret zation known as the Ketipunan was 

therefore to secure reforms by force of arma, 
Each member enrolled was bound by the ancient “blood 
compact,” Encyc. Brit, XXXL ow, 

katmon (kiit-mén’),n, [Also catmon; <¢ Bisaya 
catmon, handsome evergreen tree, 
lenia Philippensis, with large, coriaceous, 
sharply serrate leaves, and fine large flowers 
composed of an imbricating calyx, five white 

tals, and numerous yellow stamens arran 
nh two series #0 us to form two cup-shaped 
masses. The carpels cohere at the axis and are in- 
closed when ripe by the enlarwed and thickened! se 
which overlap, forming a large globose fruit, This is 
leasantly acid and is used by the natives for seasoning 
place of lemons or Vinegar. The wood is used for cab- 

inet-work. 

katoikogenic (kat’oi-ké-jen’ik), a. (Gr. cara 
Fg gm ah house, 4 -yevpe, -producing. 
Of or pertaining to eggs which have little food- 

ik and complete their development in th 
ollicle in whieh they were formed. re.) 
There are two of development ar scorpions 

which Laurie an a ae Les and hutothowense 
Natural Scvence, Oct., 1806, p. 222. 

katun (ki-tiin’), nm. [Maya.] In the ancient 
calendar of the Maya Indians, a period of 
twenty years. 

Moreover, In A 3 we find the Katun with the 
niimber 1, whieh may be a declaration that the date fa in 
a first Xatun or beginning Katwn, for I see no reason * 

Tun, Uinal, and Kin shoul th le, Kate: tat have beet called the frst 
G. B. Gordon, in Amer, Anthropologist, — — 

katurai = (kii- 
té‘ri), a. [Also 
caturai, katu- 
dai; a Phil- 
ippine name. 
iy Guam =) 
the Philippine 
Islands, Aguti 
grandiflora, a 
small tree of 
the bean fam- 
ily, of East 
Indian origin, 
having pinnate 
leaves, large 
a 
lowers, and 

long, slender, 
sickle-shaped 

herbe and 
sala, but are lax- 

Katural (gett gramaiters). 
One third aatural size, 

ro en 
of too freely. The 
leaves are used for 
forage, and in India the astringent bark is need as o 
remedy in smallpox and other eruptive fevers. See 
pra-tree, 2, 

katydid, ». 2. Same as *logging-wheels.—Cran- 
berry Katydid, an American locustid, Scodderia 
terenaia, eapecially abundant in the cranberry-boga of 
a Jersey, where it eats into the berries devours 

eo seed, 

katzev (kat’zef), n. [Yiddish,] A butcher. 
See *shohet, 
kau-karo (kou-kii’r}), m, [Fijian kaw, tree, 
+ karo, itch.) See *itchwood-tree, 



Kaulfussia 

Kaulfussia (koul-fts’i-i), 1. 
Esenbeck, 1820), named 
Kaulfuss (died 1830), a German botanist.) 1. 
An untenable name for Charieis, a genus of 
—— of the family Asteracew.—2, [l.c.] A 
ardy annual, Charieis heterophylla, co r alba 
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highly seasoned stock. 
kedlock (ked‘lok), ». 
sica arvensis,— 2, The white mustard, 

1. The charlock, Bras- 
Sinapis 

. 

Keewatin 

. (Nees von kedjeree, ». 3, Cold flaked fish treated and built with a keel, as distinguished from a 
in neo of G. F. served with a sauee, and rice cooked in center-board boat. 

keel-line (kél‘lin}, n. 1. The line of a vessel's 
keel.—2, The lacing which secures a bonnet 
to the foot of a sail. 
k n. 2, The skipper of a keel-boat or 

ably grown in flower-gardens for its many keek,n. 2. One who kecks or pecks; in the barge used around Newcastle, England. 
blue, red, or purple heads. It is native to South clothing trade, one who spies out the newest keel-piece (kél’ 
Africa, In catalogues the plant is known as Kaulfussia 
amelloides, with ——— rarietiea. 

kaulosterin (ké-los‘te-rin), ». [Gr. xavAdc, 
stalk, + E. (chole)sterin,.] A variety of cho- 
lesterin found in planta, 

Kaunitz(kou’nits),». ‘The bureau Acylindre,’ 
or roll-top desk, supposed to have been in- 
vented by Prince Wenzel Anton von Kaunitz, 
minister of Maria Theresa to France about 
1750, and frequently called by his nume. 

kauon (kii’t-on), . [Bisaya caong.] In the 
Philippine rege the sago-palm, Saguerus 
pinnatus, which yields toddy anda fiber. Also 
called pugahan. See areng (with cut), ejoo, 
gomuti, 1, and * egro. 
Kavain (ki’vit-in), n. [In G. spellings kawain, 
kawahin; ¢ + -in?.] A colorless com- 
pound, 

cig Orcgtigchr: CHCH: CHCOCH,COOCH,, 
4 

contained in kava root, Piper methysticum. It 
crystallizes in small, silky needles and melts 
at 137° C. Also called methysticin or methyl 
methysticinate, 

kava- (kii’ vii-ring), n. A ceremonial feast 
at which kava is drank, 
kawaka (k&’wil-kii), n. {aori.]) The New 
Zealand or eypress-cedar, Li rus Doniana, 

(Jap. kawa- 
See New Zealand *cedar, 
kawamutsu (kii-wii-miit’sy), 2. 
mutsz, « kawa, river, + mutsz, name of a fish.] 
A shiner or minnow, Zacco temmincki, of the 
fuimily “Cyprinide, found in the waters of 
apan. 

kawata (kii-wit'tii), ». [Jap., ¢ Ra, plant, + 
wata, lint, = lint-plant.] ® cotton-plant. 
kawauke, ». See *wauke. 
kawika (kii-wé’kii), n. [Fijian.] The native 
name for the Malay apple, Caryophyllus Malac- 
censis. See *ahia and Malay apple, under 
Malay. 
kayak (ka’yak), v. i. [kayak, n.] Tohuntor 
travel in a kayak. 
Eskimo hoyaki , Raffinland. 

— age no. &), XVILL 42. 
kaziasker (kii-zé-lis’kér), n. (Turk. gisiasker, 
ag of the army’: gdzi, judge (see kadi), 
+'asker, army (see lascar),] One of the two 
chief officers of the Turkish ulema who have 
ee jurisdiction, one in Enro 

K. 
An abbreviation (ec) of — Bachelor, 
E, An_ abbreviation of Knight of the 

Black Eagle (Prussia). 
K. 0, An abbreviation (a) of King’s College ; (b) 
of King’s Counsel ; (c) of Knight of the Crescent 
Turkey). 
0. a An abbreviation of Knight Com- 

mander of (the Order of) Hanover. 
KE. 0. I. An abbreviation of Knight Com- 
mander of (the Order of) the Indian Empire. 

C. G. An abbreviation of Knight Com- 
— of St. Michael and St. George (Ionian 

nu le 

EK. 0. 8. An abbreviation of Knight of Charles 
iil, 4 Spain. 

. 8.1. An abbreviation of Knight Com- 
mander of (the Order of) the Star of India, 

EK. 0. T. An abbreviation of kathodal closure 
tonic. _Dunglison, 

K. 0, V. O. An abbreviation of Kright Com- 
meander of the (Royal) Victorian Order. 

K. D, An abbreviation of Knight of the Danne- 
broq (Denmark). 
K.D.G. An abbreviation of King's Dragoon 
Guards. 

K.D.T, An abbreviation of kathodal dura- 
tion tetanus, 

EK. E. An abbreviation (a) of Knight of the 
Eagle (Prussia); (6) of Knight of the Elephant 
(Denmark). 

Keb. An abbreviation of Keble College, Ox- 
ford. 

kebob,r. #. Same as cabob, 
Ked? (ked), ». [Avariantofcadel.] Asheep- 
tick, Melophaqus ovinws ; a sheep-louse. 
keddah (ked‘ii),». Same as *kheda. 

, one in Asia, 

—— from rival dealers and reports them 
to bis employer. 
keekwilee-house (kék’wi-lé-hous*’), m. [Chi- 
nook jargon, keekwilee, keekwillie, low, below, < 
Chinook proper gegwalih, below.) An under- 
round house of the Indians of the interior of 
itish Columbia and of bea, 

of Sei., 1900, p. Brit. Ass'n Advancement 
keel!, ». 2. 
facility with 

aguinst the sides of the 
keel-bar and whole ix 
riveted . (Bee cut.) 
The r keel comists 

sage 
on each side. Below 

the bottom of the frame, 
on each side of the vertical 

Bar-keel and I-yirder Keelson. 
@, keelbar; 4 flan 

beoard-plave ; 

i wih! decble unions 
alg Tee] 2nd bot —2 
pwd sg mo me (See buratrep eaidte —— — 

cut.) The keel consists of an outer flat keel · an in- 
ner flat keel-plate, a vertical keel-plate, sper keel angle- 
hars, uniting the vertical keel to the fat ki at⸗. mr 
lower keel angle-bary, uniting the bee a dy the * 

Vertical keel-plate 
in war-ahipe is fre- 
quently lightened 
with holes, 
In umn-aizexd 
merchant vemels 

ie 

Keel of a 
Bottom an 

Warship witha Double gy 
Centerline Bulkhead, 

a, cater flat keel-plate; 4. inner flat keel. 
plate; ¢, vertical keel-plate; a, Gat keeleon- 

Dracket floor. 
plate ; a, stiffener of cepterdine bulkhead; 
#, beacket-plate on stiffener: +, lower as- 
pete on centering bulkhead ; fi inner 

tom plate) #, lightening-hole in bracket 
foor-plate, 

Bee *box 
dish-keel la one in which the horizontal keel-plate has a 

pee), n.. One of the timbers 
or sections which compose the keel of a boat. 

keel-plate (kél’plit), ». See *keell, 2. 
keel-rabbet (kél’rab’et), », A ve cut in 
each side of the keel of a vessel for the pur- 
pose of receiving the edges of the garboard- 
strakes, or lowest lines pet te Pag 

or center 
frequently 

letars, A bor-terlson is one 
bars are combined in a form 

- be 
additional reinforcements of bars above the flat-plate - 
son, or there may be a cetiterline bulkhead above it. (See 
cut at Wieell, 2) An tatercostal keeleon is one built ap 
of a series of intercostal plates between the frames, the 
waeet edges of which project above the reverse frame-bur 
and are riveted to a line of continuous plates and bars 
above the frame. A aide- is one in the bottom on 
either side betwoen the center-line and the tarn of the 

keelson-ca) (kél’son-kap‘ing), nm. The 
timber bolted on top of the main keelson: 
generally referred to as a rider. 

keel-staple (kél’sti"pl),n. A large staple used 
to fasten the false to the main keel. 
keen!,a. II. ». The angle to which the wire 
tooth of card-clothing is bent between the 
foundation material and the point. 

, v. I, trans, 22. In printing, to save 
{composed ) from distribution; also, to 
follow rigidly the capitals or other peenliari- 
ties of (manuscript co -— To keep way naut.), 
re Aa ays ae e Course —* pee 4 
to arold another vessel To keep cases, 

Bet 

TE, furans. F — to aet as 
or wicket-keeper. j= to di 
—— ⏑ items Ly ER 9 * 

keep, n. 10, In mech,: (a) A cover to protect 
a partof amachine frominjury. (6) Achock; 
a stop; a block to prevent a piece from mov- 
ing. (¢) On a locomotive, a part of the axle- 
bearing which ig fitted below the journal of U- or trongh-sha; cross-section, 

made of © projecting bulb-plate — to the out me the axle and serves to hold an oiled pad against 
Plating by angle-bars, or in large ships, ularly wars it to furnish constant lubrication. 
bhipa, he ln of V-ohaped ervemaccticn ved of Lew 
riveted together at their outer edges and socured af their keeper, nm. 6. (ky A keep; a cover; fh protector, See 
inner edges to the outalde plating by angle-bars, tho eg tN , 
interior Of the V-shaped space with wood. otis —— a wicket-keeper or stumper. 
Bee *dochi au· oq.) — of the exchange and mint. 
8. In arch., the projecting arris of an —— the mint (which sce, under mint!). 
edge-molding,—Inner in fron ship-bwilding, 
same a8 flat-plete keelson (Ww see, under wheeleon, 2). 

keel-band (kél’band),m. A strip of iron, nsed 
principally on rowboats, which extends from 
the top of the stem to a short distance back 
on the keel, to prevent the stem from chafing 
and to give additional strength. 

keel-bill (kél’bil), «. The large West Indian 
ani, Crotophaga ani, one of a —— group 
of cuckoos having a very high, sharp-edged 
bill. See ani. 

keel-boat (ké@l’ bat), a. 1. A cargo-lighter 
built with a keel and decked over; a flat- 
bottomed freight-vessel with no power of pro- 
pulsion.— 2. Same as Keell, 6—3, Any boat 

keep-ring (kép’ring), ». A ring for holdi 
something — places —eS a ring which 
serves to keep a locomotive- or car-journal 
from getting out of the box, and also holds an 
oil-pad against the journal. 

keer-drag (kér‘drag), ». A drag-net in which 
the meshes of the bag are very small: used for 
collecting small fishes. [Prov. Eng.] 
keeving (ké’ving), ». In mining, the process 
of preparing fine ore-slime in a keeve. 
Keewatin (ké-wii’tin), ». A name proposed 
in 1886 by A. C. Lawson for a series of pre- 
Cambrian schists near the Lake of the Woods, 
Ontario, An. Rep. Geol. and Nat, Hist. Sure. 
Canada, 1885, I. 600. 
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kef (kaf), ». (Ar. kef, a variant pronuncia- kemangeh (ke-miin’ge), n. See *kamanja, 
tion of kaif (kif).) Same as kaif. kemp*, ".— Flat kemp,« wool-fiber that is kemp. 

kefir (kef’ér), m. [Also kefyr, kephir; of kempy (kem’pi), a. [kemp2? + -y}. ving 
Caucasian origin.] An effervescent drink 4 solid, non-cellular structure, as some fibers 
prepared from the fermented milk of cows: of wool or cotton. Hannan, Textile Fibres of 
used by the natives of the northern Caucasus Commerce, p. 87. 
region, and now extensively used elsewhere as Ken!,v.i.—To ken to the terce, 
a food for invalids. It contains from 1 to 2 dower to a widow ; to fix the ise lands to which a 

per cent. of free lactic acid and from 1 to 3 widow was extalied, the terce or third of the 
per cent, of aleohol. 

s 

The original ferment 8 (k . [Jap.] The straight t dged 
used is a particular fungus called *hefir grains gy deal ai areca 

in Senta low, to aasign 

(which see). Ken. An abbreviation of Kentucky. 
Small pebble-like or sced-like masses, occurring in the kena (kia‘nit), a. [Also quena; Aymaré and 

Caucasus region, . . . used for the fermentation of milk A small flute Quichua of Bolivia and Peru.) 
of reed or cane, blown froin the end: a com- 

Kofr in the dried state, On musical instrument of the Indians, 
of a fanguslike growth found on the branches of bushes 
below the enow-line in the Camcasua, used as 

Kendal cotton, See *cotton?. 

ferment in making kumie, It is a mixture of several * Ex zt etn Forma ing ei eth te ew Se isms —a kind of ble of producing obtain xing woad with the yellow dye 
—X fermentation, a bacterium pro — jeacki obtained — the flowers of the dyer’s-broom, 
fermentation, and another body which acts on caseinso Genista tinctoria. 

——ãASE— — 2— — kendir (ken’dér), ». [Kirghiz name in Turkes- 
these are soaked in water before adding them tothe milk tan.) A plant of the — family, Apo- 
to be *— led. — Water kefir, dete mate — * — = — a — = 
and sugar ine mak; 6 pepear omic used by the natives 0 estan for 3 
appetizing drink for soldiers. "The ket ts not A mt jines, rope, and twine. 
germ cultare medium, and is therefore more kennebec! ken-e-bek’ér), m.  [Kennebee(k) 
than the water from whichitis made. The formulais two 
liters of water to one liter of keflr yraina and fifty grams + -er. Seo *kennebunker.) Same as *kenne- 

bunker. —— It fa ated fe snore pan on 
after three days stirred again _ pana tee kennebunker (ken-c-bungk’ir), n. <A valise 

drinkable The kefir grains can be for clothes which Maine lumbermen take with 
im, anil if well dried can be putaway them into the wood (‘up the Kennebunk’ and 

— moon. Army and Nacy Jour., May, 18, othor rivers). Ayariant form, Kennebecker, 
’ assumes an origin in the Kennebec river. 

kea-lard a fm pale ig toe thin | Jour. Amer. Follclore, Oct.-Dec., 1902, p. 245. 
sense, to be a more fusible material than kennel’, ». — worn by women 
—— — and of an inferior quality. See ke: —55 bak) .Aypuvlieatlon 

keg (keg spring), n. <A wire spring so alge — the pec = record of 

coiled as to be full in the center like a keg. l a (ken’ér) gi aa — en 

a heer —— eee, ie kennet* (ken’et) “he to ME. kannette ; 3 choe, who first o ed it. aes Pon ; 
hydrous phosphate of aluminium and zine prob, ( OF, *canette, *kenette, in central OF, 

found in South Dakota. It occurs in white, 
massive, amorphous forms with galena. 
keir-house (kér’hous), ». The house or build- 
ing in which the keirs are located, 

kelane (ké‘lén), n. [Formation not evident.] 
Pure methyl chiorid, CH,Cl, used as an 
anesthetic in place of ether and chloroform: 
a trade-name. 
kelep (kel’ep), ». [Guatemalan Indian.) A 
carnivorous ant, 
Ectatomma tuberen- 
latum, which preys 
on the eotton-boll 
weevil and other 
insects and which 
has been imported 

Kellog kel’ cg) ’ og), *. 
Same as Killock, 2, 
R. Kipling, Captains Courageous, ili, [New 

‘up-weed (kel up-wéd), n. The oxeye- 
daisy, Dacpeunthenen Leucanthemum, ‘ 

kelp, ». 2. The ash left from the burning of sea 
Sap te Ge ies ot the teonth century 

the chief source of sw < te of soda in western 
le solely as a noaroe of lodin 

into a substance called der, the —— of koumysa, 
Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 302, 

STains or granules, the name, 

chenette, dim,, ¢ L. conus, gray.] An old fabric 
of coarse texture; a kind of gray cloth. 
kennick (ken‘ik),. [Given as aCipsy term.] 
The n of Gipsy tinkers, C, G, Leland. 

% (ken’ing), m, [Icel, kenning, a dis- 
tinctive poetical name; also a mark of 

ition, a doctrine, a teaching, ¢ kenna 
know, —8 d 

ir 

ete. Exam are ‘whale-road,” and * et's bath * for 
* the sen,” “wand af the bone-house (that is “keeper of the 

Kelep (fctatomma tuberculatune). 
About twice matusal size, 

“glass, 
Kenogenle (ken-}-jon’Ik), a, 

otism (ke-nd’tizm), n, [kenot(ic) + -iem.] 
Same as *kenoticisn, 

kel b (kelp’krab), ». <A spider-crab, kenotist (ke-nd‘tist), n. [hkenot(ic) + -ist.] 
productus, found along the coast of Same as kenoticist, 

alifornia. 
ppc + rei (Chin, ling, 

Cree ren mea orn nm. —— 
otlan ~ite?, trog., a phanerocrys- 

talline rock composed Ag erthosione and lime- 
soda-feldspar in nearly equal proportions, to- 

kelp-hen (kelp’hen), », gether with angite, biotite, and olivin; an 
dromus troglodytes, of New Zealand: ramed olivin-monzonite, Hill and Kynaston, 1900, 
from frequenting the sea beach in search of Kenticism (ken’ti-sizm), n. An expression 
food. See 6 characteristic of the Kentish dialect. Pegge. 

tus, of the family Labridw. (c) © 
marmoratics, of the family Cirrhatide, 
Peeudelabrua bet: Aryocorn is, 

The weka rail, Ocy- 

Jeydromus, 1. 
kelp-shore (kelp’shér), n, Same as shore}, 2. xentish cousins, distant cousins or relatives 
kelpware (kelp’wir), n. Tho bladder-wrack kentledge, n. 2, In the British service, con- 
or black tang, Fucus resieulosus, demned shot, shell, and similar unserviceable 

Kelto ete. Bee *Celtologist, etc. articles.—Kentledge goods, suc ot 
kelvin (kelvin), ». A name proposed, in honor ship's cargo aa may be ased for 342 ss 
of Lord Kelvin, for the kilowatt-hour which is kentrogon (ken ‘ tré-gon), 1. 
the British Board of Trade unit of work. point, + ydvoc, generation.) In rhizoceph- 

Kelvin's law, Seo *law!, alous crustaceans, a larval stage in which the 

Gr, xivtpov, & 

keraunoid 

parasite attaches itself to the host by an 
antenna, throws off its whole trunk, leaving 
only its head, and undergoes other modifica- 
tions including the formation of as hollow 
arrow-like 68 or borer through which the 
parasite enters the body-cavity of the host. 
kent-tackle (kent ’tak’1),». Same as cant- 
Jatt, 

(ken’it), n, [Mt. Nenya, East Africa, 
+ -ite?, spelled perversely ~yte. In petrog., a 
volennie rock resembling pantellerite but more 

mses prltanes ghung or'eeckeriite) sdeatt ierocline ; mas⸗ ow ; 
nate tninerals egirite, angie, and olivin. Gregory, 1900. 
Keokuk group. See *group!. 

», Same as *cephalin, 
ker-, An unstressed introductory 78 
we better written ka- or ke-, used in some 
ialectal words, without meaning in itself but 

serving to introduce an emphatic stress, as in 
—— « kerchunk, lunk, hack, ete. It 
proba ly originated in the involuntary utter- 
ance which often precedes a sudden physical 
effort, as in striking with an ax or hammer or 
paving-rammer. 

ker: (ker’a-sél), n. Same as *keraphyllo- 
cele. 

keraphyllocele (eer -- 8’ § 08), n. (Gr. 
sipac, horn, + ¢6AAov, leaf, + xfay, tumor.] 
A sharply defined horn tumor projecting from 
the inner surface of the wall of a horse's hoof 
and appearing at the 
circular thickening of the white line. 
kerasin (ker’s-sin), m. Same as *cerasin®, 
keratectomy (ker-a-tek’té-mi), ». Same as 
*ceratectomy. 

keratiasis (ker-a-ti’a-sis), n. Bame as *cera- 
tiasiz, 

keratin (ker’s-tin), n. Same as ceratin, 
keratinization (ker’p-tin-i-zé‘shin), n. Same 
as *ccratinization, 

keratinize (ke-rat’i-niz), v. i, 

antar surface as a Bemi- 

Bame as *cera- 
tinize. 

keratinoid (ke-rat’i-noid), ». Same as *cera- 
tinoid, 

keratinose (ke-rat’i-nds), n. Same as *cerati- 
nose, 

titis (ker--ti’tis), n. Same as ceratitis. 
(ker a-t6-an-ji-6’ mil), n. 

Same as *a: atoma. 
keratoconus (ker‘a-t6-kd’nus), n. Same as 
*ceratoconus, 
keratode (ker’a-tid),n. Same as ceratode 

keratodermia (ker‘a-to-dér’- 
mii, -mi-&), n. Same as *ceratoderma, 

keratohyalin (ker’a-t6-hi’g-lin), n. Same as 
*ceratohyalin. 

kerato e (ker’s-té-hi’g-lin), a. Sameas 
*ceratohyaline. 
keratoid (ker’s-toid), a. Same as ceratoid. 
keratoiditis (ker--toi-di'tis), ». Same as 
ceratitia. 

kerato- tis (ker’g-t6-ir"i-d6-si-kll’- 
Same as *cerato-t cyclitia., 

korato-iritis (ker’a-t6-i-ri’tis), , Same as 

keratome (ker’s-tém), », Same as ceratome. 
keratometer (ker-a-tom’e-tér), n. Same as 

ceratometer. 
keratomycosis (ker’g-té-mi-k0’sis), n. Same 
as *ceratomyoosis, 

tophyre (ker’a-t6-fir), m. [Gr, xépac (xep- 
ar-), horn, + E. (por)phyr(y).] | In —8 
dense, compact porphyry, com of alkali- 
feldspars and diopside. A variety containi 
—— is called quarts-keratophyre, Giimbel, 
1874, 

keratoplasty (ker’a-to-plas-ti), ». Same as 
ceratoplasty. 

keratoscope (ker’n-té-skép), n. [Also cerato- 
scape ; Gr. xépac (xeper-), horn, + exoreiv, 
view.) Adevice for determining the presence 
of irregularities in the anterior surface of the 
cornea, 

folliculorum, 1 disease marked b I] 
containing pligs of horny epithelial cells, danas 

keraunograph (ko-ri'nd-graf), n. Same as 
*ceraunograph. 

keraunoid (ker‘’f-noid), a. [Gr. xepavrde, 
thunderbolt, + -ofd.] In * noting bifur- 
cate microlitic erystals o aug, feldspar, of 
other minerals. Washington, 1896. 
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keraunophobia (ke-rii-n6-f6"bi-4),n. Sameas clamation; preaching; specifically, Christian ketol (ké’tol), n. [ket(one) + -ol.] The name 

——— (ke -rf nõ· akõ · põ gn), n. 
Same as ceraunoscope. 
keraunoscopy (ke-ri-nos’ké-pi), n. Same as 
*ceraunoscopy. 

Kerberos (kér‘be-ros), ». (Gr. Képiepor.] 
Same as Cerberus. 

kerchief-plot (kér'chif-plot), x 
plot no bigger ear a handkerchief, 

lentle breezes bring 
News of omaee vanishing, 
And the ehildren daud their comers, 
Sticking terchicf-plote of mould 
All about with full-blown thowera, 
A, To the Samo Flower (Small Celandine], st. & 

kerchunk (kér-chungk’), adv, [ker- + chunk1,] 
With a sudden sani blow or thump. [Slang 
or colloq., 

jeer, n.] To eut (a strip kerf? (kérf), v. 3 
or bar of wood) wi * or more kerfs for the 
p of — 

Yorflammux (kér-flum‘uks), v. f. andi, [ker 
+ flummur. ‘flammux’ completely, 
[Slang or colloq., *8 8.] 

i — },n. The language of 
the Kurds; Kurdish 

kermes, ». 3. Short for kermes-mineral, or, 
more properly, mineral kermes, 

kernbut ( — — (Kern, a river in Cali- 
fornia, + Suf(tress).] A name suggested b 
A. C. Lawson for a peculiar topographie form 
—* the Kern River valley, California,—a but- 

rojecting from one side of s cafion and 
— ng the rh river against the opposite wall. 

From the fact of their buttresses of a iar 
recognized for the first in Kern the 

feature is called a terntut, 
Bulletin Geol. Dept. Unie. of California, 1004, III. 352, 

kern-curve (kérn‘kérv), . In projective geom., 
the conie of reference whose every tangent is 
dual to its own contact-point. 
kerned (kérnd), a. [kern! + -ed?.] Said of a 
pntias-ype that has a small projection be- 
— its body, as the knobs at the ends of 
an 
tm 4, (b) An enlarged lymphatic 
gland. 26 In metal., a nucleus of a double 
sulphid of copper and iron obtained in roast- 
ing cupriferous iron pyrites. The kernels are 
separated by hand from the lumps of pyrites 
and are melted for c rene Phillips = 
gy Elements of Metallurgy, p. 485. 
Waxing kernels, (+) Swollen tonsils 

kernel-roasting (kér‘nel -rés*ting), mn The 
— of roasting cupriferous iron ites 

r the extraction of a See *kernel, 
6. Phillips and Bauverman, Elements of Metal: 
lurgy, p. 485. 

kern-soap (kérn’sdp) Soa) 
the original solution —* the aadit 
a strong brine: same as curd so 4 (which see, 
under soap). Sci, Amer. *8 y 20, 1890. 
ern-stone (kérn’stén), ». A coarse-grained 
sandstone. 
Kerosene emulsion, See *emulsion. 
kerosene-engine (ker’d-sén-en* in), n An 
engine using kerosene as a fuel; strictly, an 
internal-combustion engine using kerosene- 
oil as a source of hydrocarbon fuel. 

kerosolene (ker’$-s0-lén), n. [keros(ene) + -ol 
+-cne.) A trade-naiwne for petroleum ether 
which at one time was proposed for use as 
an anesthotic, 
kerplunk (kér- plungk’), adv, [ker- + plunk.) 
Woh a sudden ‘plunk’ or plunge, [Slang or 
— . U.S. 

rr's constant. See *effect, Kerr effect, 
*oonstant. 

(ker’i), ». A breed of small, active 
black cattle having its origin in the southwest 
of Ireland: of considerable value for dairy 
— 
"Tourarness til (kér’zi-mér-twil’), mn. A 
four-harness twill-weave: same as A on 

— Same as *cushaw. 
Kerslap (kér-slap’), ade. (ker-+ slap!.) With y, 
asudden slap or loud slapping blow. [Slang © 
or collog., U, 8] 

kerslop (kér-slop’), adv, 
Same as *kerslap. 
kerwallop (kér-wol’gp), ade. [ker + wallop! 
and wallep?.) With a sudden wallop or on- 
rush, (Slang or collog.] 
kerygma (ke-rig’mii), mn. [Gr. nipupna, ¢ ee 
crv, herald, proclaim: see eaduceus.] A pro- 

A garden- 

rated from 
on of salt or 

(Var. of kerslap.] 

preaching. 
keryktics (ke-rik’tiks), m. [A bad form (with 
—— one, k tics) for —— — be em 
*kerylics, or rather *cerycics, pl. of *eery 
Gr, xnpuxexdc, adj., ¢ afjev€ (xqypex-), a herald, 
That department of practical theology whic’ 
treats a the — of preaching. It yy 

ferentiated from bomiletica, which deals wnly with the 
latter, Baldwin, Dict. of Philos, and FP 

kerystic (ke-ris‘tik), a. [A bad form, in- 
tended to be form f Gr. xnpiocenw, rmed from 
proclaim, herald, ¢ «jet, a herald.) Of or 
pertaining to preaching. 

the Australian spar- Kestrel, » Nankeen 
row- hawk 7 Tine: cenchroides ; a tamed x ac. 
count of ‘Its yellowish color, which suggests that of 

kKeta (ké’ti), ». A vernacular name in Kam- 
* hatka of the dog-salmon, Oncorikgnehus kota. 
The fish is bg of the smaller of 2 ened Pacifle salmon and 
found from San Francisoo to Kamchatka, ascending ail 
ee ee ee 

ketate. (ke’tat), m [ket(one) + -atel.] The 
name of a class of organic compounds contain- 

ing the complex F 200 oe. They are also 

called ketone ethers. 
ketazin (ke-taz‘in), n. 
-in?,) e name of a ¢ 

unds — the eoruplex 

R > CHNN:C > RR" They are crystalline 

and stable and are prepared by the action of 
hydrazine —— Wei 

-yacht (kech’yo small pleasare- 
vessel with two masts and three fore-and-ait 

Las t(one) + azote) + 
ass of organic com- 

Ketch-yacht, 

the mainsail being smaller than the fore- sails, 
sail, and the - head-sail 
a short bowspri 
ketine (ké'tin), ns 
name of a class o 
taining the complex 

CH.CH 
N<cu:cH> ™ 

— — —— 
wt iy Fearn ed Surana wed oldie bes — — 
WA —e erystalline, basic compound, 

C(CH,).CH 
N<cH:C(CHy)> 

found in commercial fusel-oil and prepared 
by the action of — on glycerol, 

jzes in lustrous plates or rhombohedra, melts 
a 16°C. and bolle at 165" C "Alo called —— 
pyrazin, dimethyldiazin, glycotine, and dimethylaldine, 

(the jib) setting on 

— +-ine?,.] 1, The 
organic compounds con- 

They are pi 

ketipic (ké-tip’ik), a. Noting an acid, a col- 
orless amorphous compound, HOCOCH 
COCH,COOH, prepa by the action o ae 
ethyl oxalate on two equivalents * et byl wead 
dichloracetate. It decomposes at 
without melting, into carbon dioxid ree a 
acetyl, Also called diacetyl-dicarborylie acid, 

keto-. A combining form used in organic 
chemistry * indicate the presence of the ke- 

tone group J ‘> co, 

eto-aldehyde (ké-ti-al’dé-hid), ». An or- 
ganic —— which pik ome both an alde- 
yde (COH) and a ketone (CO) Freee , as in 

the osons, CHo(OH)[(CH(OH)]gCO.COH. 

ketohexose (ké-td-hek’sds), n [heto(ne) + 
Gr. «, six, + -ove.) A —— * con- 
taining 6 atoms of carbon, a member of one 
class of the glucoses. Fruit-sugar or levulose 
is the most familiar example of such a sub- 
stance, 

of a class of organic compounds containing 
the group 

By coc(on) < ¥,, 
—ã— are 8 called ketone alcohols. 

1), n. Same as indol. 
acm —— blue. 8 See #Wue.— Pimelic 
ketone. Same as ecyclohera: 
ketose (ké’ts), n. [Ket(one) + -o8e.] A claas- 
name applied in organic chemistry to sugars, 
such as fructose, containing a ketone group. 
ketoxime —— n. [ket(: ape + —— 
A class-name es ie chemistry 
compounds of etones an ret eave nen tg 

containing the group j,, R > C:NOH. 

kettle-boiler (ket’l-boi‘lér), ». An obsolete 
type of steam-boiler the general form of which 
was spherical like that of a kettle, with a flat 
bottom over the fire 

kettle-bottom (ket'L- bot*um), #. 1. Nauwt.,a 
vessel having a flat floor.—2, A hill the out- 
(Rare which suggests an upturned kettle. 

kettle- (ket’l-bréth), n. See the quota- 
= 
Kettle-broth* . . . consists of pleces of stale bread 
* moistened with beiling water, and beeprinkled 
with salt and — 

Reilly, Sussex Tales, II. 187. X. B.D. 

kettled (ket’ld), a. In geol., worn into pot- 
holes or —— 
kettledrum (ket’!l-dram), r. i; 5 pret. and pp. 
kettledrummed, ppr. kettledrumm To drum 
(on the kettledrum); sound like a —S— 

kettle-maw (ket’l-ma), ». Same as angler, 2. 
kettle-net (ket’l-net), n. Nawt., a net for 
—— mackerel. 

stone (ket’on-stén) trog., aD 
odlitie limestone found at Beal” ngland. 
ketuba (ke’té-bii), ». [Heb., ¢ kateb, write ) 
Among the the py the written marriage contract, 
The © — follows a set form, the 
parila x be dowry and marriage settlement 
—— un tod cance, age is always 

ic. Py ny ag —— the contracting 
those of their parents are fully given his 
me A he said to the 
N, * Be thou my spouse according to 
Mf welled labor, howor, nourish, and 
according to the custom of Jewish men 

estecm, nourish, and —— their 

two tod ie is then ond Dy the 
rab the presence of al concerned, at th 

Keupermergel koi ’ ae: mér-gl), m. (G., 
‘Keupermarl.’] * ., & subdivision of the 
Triassic system in Germany which attains a 
thickness of 1,000 feet. It is underlain by the 
Lettenkoble and overlain by the Rhwtic, and is the middle 
division of the Keuper, 

kevel* (kev‘el), m. [Also keval, kevil; origin 
obseure.] Alocal —— — England, 
for the calcareous gangue of lead ore (galena). 
keweenawite (ké’wé-ni-it), n. [Keweenaw 
+ -ite?,] An arsenide of copper and nickel, 
(Cu,NijgAs, found in Keweenaw county, 
Michigan. 

key!,n. 3. () In printing, the circular ratchet 
that’ closes or une oses patent quoins of iron, 
—11. A wooden pin for fastening hides to- 
gether while they are being lim Modern 
Amer, Tanning, p. 207.—Croas keys, in hAer., keys 

Geeta tony, the pa Sale of grocen a frequent 

oe rrhais,— 
the twelve days Yuletide Pinal ss 

— hy, popalarly considered as the keys to the 
eather of the coming year, month by month.— Reverse 

hays, wedges or hays aed for driving apart of separat- 
ing two pleces of a machine. They are made of two steel 
plates, one of which has a jection on one side and the 
other a recess in one edge of 
jection on the first key. They are frequently used for 
florcitg ta) rods out of their socketa.— Ringing- 
key, in t ¥, & key by which an operator makes 
ecessary connections to send calling-current and operate 
the bes of any subscriber: frequently combined witha 

key, in —— case the device is called a listen 
a —— sdringiag key. the emblem of 
the pa par he and of the spiritual power of bind- 
ing an preg 0 aan yb ha the papal crown, See 
power he keys, under bry key, in 
nawatc. —— —— or parallel? it key, a 
win 4 a pin made of balf-round wire which hast a 
— — a head and ends of which can be easily 

a to prevent its falling omt.— Stopped 
alkey which ax separate and movable bits: used : 
permuta! 



key 
(in the t— to drive in the ke: 

wedges) ——— the shape of the strio- 
key up an arch is to drive in the last 

tone (coma keystone), #0 that the whole arch will 
Hold Hel! wet the centering, which may then be struck 
and removed. 1 “i 

4. 1, Pedal keyboards in the orgun are cal 
—— — the keys are made to converge somewhat 
below the player's seat, like the ribs of a fan, and concave 
when the general level of the tnner keys is lower than 
that of the outer ones, In the best organs the pedal 
keybourd is both concave and radiating. 
2. The set of keys for — = letters of 
at writing or type-setting machine.— Janké 
—* a form « oforte keyboard, invented in 
ls by Jankd, then of Berlin. It consists of six rows, 
ot three double rows, of peculiarly rounded keys, closely 

To 

Janks Keyboard. 

terraced so that the player may pasa readily from one to 
another or ise two rows atonce. The three double rows 
are duplicates 4 each other, * SS. * the 

: ey are 

——— of dhifting and combining. Bach doable 
row is arranged! thus: 
ges a — 

The keys carrresponiting to the Black pegs of the ordi- 
bef keyboard are dist fuished by bl bands The 
utility of the invention Llea (@) in ita compactm an 
octate belng about equal toa sixth In the ordinary key- 
board, 40 that intervals longer than an octave may be 
spanned; (6) in its adaptability to the hand, so that by 

ifting fron row to row the shorter fingrers can be favared ; 
(¢) in fuct that the fingering for every tonality is the 
same, Chas facilitating transposition and the of 
pieces in ‘remote’ keys; and (d)in f{neilitating special 
effects, like the glisanda—JU a 
particular arrangement of letters on the keyboard of a 
‘rpe-wrmet, adopted by most of the manufacturers in the 

whhont special prectice, Another arrangement ts ealled ww 

the ' te keyboard.” 

kep-conter (ké’sen’tér), a. In the ee pen 
of ® pianoforte or organ, the center of a key 
or digital: used as a point of reference in 
measurements. 
key-chuck (ké’chuk), n. A jaw-chuck the 
acrews of which are actuated by a key-wrench. 

key-clog (ké’klog), ». A wooden clog, or a 
metal strip or plate, attached to a key to pre- 
vent it from —* — A lost. —— 

-coupler (ké’kup’lér), n. organ - 
my. a ret between two keyboards or be- 
tween octaves on the same keyboard, when the 
coupled keys actually move. See coupler (a), 
key-frame (ké’fram), n. In the organ and 
the pianoforte, the board underneath and sup- 
pertlag the keys. See cut under pianoforte, 
key-gage (ké‘gij), ». A plate-gage, either 
ae or female, used for checking the width of 
keys and key-seats, the female or receiving 

being notehed the exaet width of the 
ey and its mate being the exact width required 

for the keyway. 
key-hammer (ké’ham‘ér),». A hand-bammer 
used for driving keys or wedges. 
Keyhole nebula. See *nebula. 
keyhole-urchin (ké’hol-ér’chin), n. 
soa-urebin having 
keyhole -like open- 
ings through the test, 
as Scufella and Mel- 
lita, 

key-horizon —— 
ri‘zon),n. Aneasily 
recognized  geolog- 
ienl surface which 
serves as a plane of 
reference from which 
measurements ean be 
made, Keyhole-urchin (Semtelta sem 

eal 
By connecting the Jers. Test from the spi 

pointe of equal 
acontour map of the be: Avatomy.”") 
horizon wae construc 

Contrib, to Keon, Geol., U. & Geol, Surv,, 1908, p. 880. 

key-lead (ké‘led),n. Inthe organand the piano- 
forte, a small piece of lead lot into a key-tail 
to insure the prompt rise of the key when it is 
released, See cut under pianoforte, 

keyless (ké’les), a. [key! + -less.] Having 
no key (in any sense). 
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key-loader (ké‘lé"dér), n. In the making of 
anofortes or organs, & workman who inserts 

Pinal 9-7 a Oe -log (ké’log), ». In lumbering, a log whic 
is so caught or wedged that a han is formed 
and held by it, 
key-model (ké’mod‘el), ». The model of a 
vessel cut from a block composed of various 
layers of wood fastened together by wooden 
keys. 

key-money (ké’mun‘i),m. Money exacted from 
a coming tenant before the keys of the house 
are delivered to him. [Eng.] 
key-move {ké’miv), n. The first move in the 
solution of a chess problem or end-game study, 
as intended byits author. Another such move, 
not intended by the author, is called a cook, 
key-plan (ké’plan), n. 

of the chief points of interest. It may be a key 
or index to wore elaborate plans. 
key- — a key ha’ a 
ay pee, | or guard Af Pg roel — 

-recorder (ké‘ré-kér’dér), ». A clock com- 
bined with a time-registering mechanism op- 
erated by pressing numbered keys. Engin. 
Mag., July, 1904, p. 618. 

key-seater (ké’sd'tér), n. A machine for eut- 
ting a keyway or slot for a spline. Pottable 
machines designed to cut akeyway in a plece of shafting, 

are essentially small — 2 
e 

while in posit! 
o i by hand or by a motor, or by means af 

ing, and having narrow-face cutters for milling out 
the slot. Larger machines are modifications of the slot- 
ting-machine or draw stroke shapers. Also culled bey- 
way cutter. 

key-soating (ké’s6’ting), ». 
a keyway.—2. The process of cutting a key- khabar ; 
seat. 
Keyser cup. See *oup, 
key-stringed (ké’stringd), a. Of musical in- 
— having strings and played by means 
of a key . 
key-tube (ké’tiib), n. 
signed to support the key.—2. The hollow 
shank or stem of a papery 5 
K. F. Aun abbreviation of Knight of Ferdinand 

Spain). 
kg. An abbreviation (a) of keg; (b) of kilo- 

ram, 
rd G.0, An abbreviation of Anight of the 
Golden Circle (United States). 

K. G.0.B. Anabbreviation of Knight of the 
Grand Cross af the Bath, 

K. G. H. An abbreviation of Knight of the 
Guelfs of Hanover. 

An abbreviation of kilogrammeter, the 
ravitational unit of work. 
.G.V. An abbreviation of Knight of Gus- 

tarvs Vasa (Sweden). 
K. H. An abbreviation of Knight of (the Ordor 
of) Hanover. 

. Ila. 2, Made of the cloth known as 
khaki (without direct reference to color). 
He descended in a new thaki enit of a delicate otive- 

green. Jt. Kipling, Arrest of Lteut, dotightly, in Plain 
* [Tales from the file p 1%. 

II, #. 1. On account of its neutral color and other 
conventences, khaki Is now used extensively for uniforms 
in the Hritish and United States armies, especially while 
they are in active operations in the fleld. It 
was originally a cotton twill, but it it now also made of 
wool and of various colors. 
2. Asoldier clad in khaki. Hence—3, The 
cause and the policy represented by the 
khaki-elad en f forees operating in South 
Africa in 1899-1902, and support of the Brit- 
ish government in its war policy at that time: 
as, to vote Khaki, that is, to support the gov- 
ernment and its measures in carrying on the 
Boer war.—4. The bonds issued by the Brit- 
ish government in raising money to continue 
the Boer war. 

The market does not know whether the new war loan, 
Khakis, will be offered at 07, 98, 9 or WL 

Westminster Gazette, March 0, 100. X. EB. D. 

khakied (kii’kid),a, Clothed in khaki. Daily 
Express (London), June 26, 1900, 

khal (kil), n. [Hindustani khdld, a creek, in- 
let, rivulet, watercourse.) A creck, pool, or 
tank. 

This is steeped in the big thal at Ishaper, and daring 
the fermenting stage mosquitoes are generated very plen- 
tifully. Jour, Troyreal Med., June 1h, 190, p. 200. 

khalifa, khalifah (ki-lé’fi), n. [Ar. Khalifa.] 
Same as calif. 

khalil (ki-lél’), ». Same as chalil. 
Khamitic (ka-mit’ik), a. Same as Hamitic. 

Same as khandjar, khanjar (kan’jiir), ». 
handjar. 

1, A key-seat; khubber (kub’ér), n- 

kick 

khat (kit), ». See kafta. 
khatri (kat’ri), n. (Hind. khatri, ¢ Skt, ksha- 
triya.) A member of the second or military 
easte among the Hindus. X. &£. 2) 
kheda (ke’dii),m. [Also keddah, ¢ Hind, khedd, 
< Skt. dkheta, hunting.) In India, a snare, in 
the form of an inclosure, in which adult wild 
elephants are captured. 

The custorm in is to construct a strong enclosure 
(called a deddaA) in heart of the forest. 

Sir J. £. Tennent, Ceylon, IL 342. 

khediviate (ke-dé‘vi-at), mn. [khedive + -i- + 
-ate’.) The office, dignity, or government of 
the khedive; the dominions of the khedive. 

An account is given of the reforms instituted during 
the Khediviate af 

Encye. Brit., XXVIL 706. 
A diagrammatic or Khersal,». See *khirsal. 

abridged plan giving simply the emplacement khirsal agi 
nd, 

Also Khersal, khairsal ; 
‘hair, the tree Acacia 

Catechu.) Nearly extechin found in 
‘kets of the w of Acacia Catechu, the 
t Indian tree yielding catechu, and used by 

the natives in betel-chewing. 
Ehlisti,». Same as Kilistie. 
khoja (ko’jii), ». [Also kKhodja, khodgea, cajah, 
haja, —* hodja, ete.,< Turk. Khawaja, pron. 
kohja, khaja, = Hind. khudjah, in popular | ors 
nunciation Lhdjd, < Pers. khawdja, pron. khd- 
jah, a rich merchant, a gentleman, a man of 
distinction, in Turk. also specifically a teacher, 
ascribe.) 1, In Persia, a gentleman; a man 
of distinction. —2, In Turkey, specifically, & 
teacher in a school attached to a mosque. 

Also khuber, khabbar, 
Hind. Pera, Ar, khabar,] Informa- 

tion; intelligence; report, 
Khussak beds. See *bed!. 

E, Indian: ef. 

Ki, An abbreviation of Kings, 
2,n. See *hyang. 

1. A tube in a lock de- kibble? (kib’l), v. é; pret. and pp. hibbled, 
ppr. kibbling, [hibble?, Rel To hoist ore or 
re fuse in a mine-bucket or kibble. 
kibosh (ki-boeh’ or ki-bosh’), n., [Also kybosh, 
kye-bosh; origin obsenre, but prob, ® spon- 
taneous emphatic word of purposely indefinite 
character, ¢ hi, ka-, ker-, a vague introductory 
syllable (see *hker-), + “Dosh, an emphatic 
syllable (prob. sometimes associated with the 
historical word bosh, nothing, stuff, nonsense, 
a word of Turkish origin which came into 
English use at about the same time). As the 
word never had a definite meaning, it served 
as a convenient substitutionary word where 
emphasis was to be conveyed or precise words 
were lacking at the moment. Compare the 
similar vague substitutionary uses of thing, 
jig, bob, thingumbod, stuff, ete.) 1. Something 
indefinite ; a thing of any kind not definitely 
conceived or intended: as, I'll give him the 
kibosh, [Slang.] X. and Q.,Othser,, VIL. 277.— 
2. The thing in question; the stuf: as, that’s 
the proper Libosh, — ? Hence, spe- 
elfically—3. The stuff u n filling cracks 
or giving finish or shadow to architectural 
sculptures, namely, Portland cement. 
“Where's the hyborh?". . . ip aquery. . . constantly 

overheard where architectural — are at work. 
N. and C, 9th ser., VIL 277. 

4. Wages; money. Eng. Dial. Dict. (8. v. 
kybosh). [Cornwall.]—5, Affectation; display; 
retense. Eng. Dial. Dict. (8. ve. ky . 
Cornwall.]—6, Stuff; nonsense; rubbish; 
sh. [Slan .J— To put the kibosh on. (a) To 

subject to the thing vaguely threatened, that ix, to put 
an extinguisher on ; finish ; do for (a person); put to 
silence. (Slang.) 

“ Hoo-rear,” ejaculates a boy in parenthesis, “put 
the kye-bosk —* — aap * 

ichens, Sketches by Koz, Seven Dials 

It was attending one of these affairs which finally put 
the ‘ kibowh' on me. C. Roberts, Adrift in Am L 

@ To put the finishing touches on ; 
made. N. aad @., WU ser., VIL 277. 
to do one's best. (Flang.) 

kibosh (ki-bosh’ or ki-bosh’), 0. & <[hibosh, 
n.} 1, To finish off; knock out; squash com- 
letely; end. Eng. Dial. Diet, [Slang.]—2. 
Ire throw kibosh, or Portland cement, upon 
{earved stonework) with a blowpipe and a 
brush, so as to enhance the shadows. N. and 
Q., Oth ser., VIL. 277. 

kick, vr. I, trans. 6. In cricket, to enuse (the 
ball} after pitching to rise higher than usual: 
said of the bowler, and also of the ground 
or the wicket, —Toe kick down, to bore (a well) by 
a drill worked as follows: A wooden casing is sunk in 

perfect (one) in his 
(c) Lutransitively, 



Kick-«down, 

is —* from the free end of a horizontal hickory 
pole which is supported only at one end. One or more 
stirrups are suspended by ro from the cy hear the 
drill, and each operator p & foot in a stirrup, 
The tool is moved or kicked down the pressure of 
the operators’ feet and rises by the of the hicko 

le. The tool is rotated somewhat at each stroke by 
ie openvtors. 

Il. intruns. 6, In cricket, to rise after being 
bowled higher than usual from the piteh; 
bump: said of the ball. 

kick, ». 11. In archery, the unsteady motion 
of an arrow at the beginning of its flight 
eausedl by the faulty drawing or loosing of 
the bow.—12, In elect., a high-voltage cur- 
rent or dise of short duration appearin; 
in inductive electric circuits when the condi- 
tions of the eireuit are changed, expecially 
when it is opened.— in foot-balt a) 
kick made when the — are restrained by rule 

the kicker,— Kick ra the 

© jon of the rapidly ascending alr within a thunder- 
cloud. To this ‘kick’ th tenn rise 

alan 
(nerwt,), the Jerk of the wheel due to a sharp movement 
of the rodder-head caused the 
the rudder.— Place kick. Usually, in a place kick, a 
| ped pw at full — = the 

as directed 

e kick. Ordinarily a try at goal, after a touchdown, 
is made by a place kick. 

ick-ball (ik bal), a. A name for foot-ball, 
kKick-down (kik’doun), n. The apparatus used 
iu kicking down. See to *kick down. 

kicker, *. 3. Nawt., the propeller of a small 
launch.—4, In cricket, a ball which kicks or 
bumps, that is, which rises higher than usual 
after pitching.— 5. In poker, a card held 
up with a pair, usually an ace or king.—6, 

6 reversing gear of some direct-acting steam 
and hydraulic pumps. 

kicking-coil (kik’ing-koil), n. In elect., a re- 
active coil, 

kicking-colt (kik’ing-kdlt), ». The tted 
touch-me-not or jowel-weed, Impatiens biflora, 
Also called kicking-horses. 

-horses (kik’ing-hér’sez), v. Same 
as *hicking-erlt, 

kicking-jacket (kik’ing-jak‘et), ». A de- 

crapper, 
jected at the ends by straps secured to rings at the 

ends of the main straps, to which are also a 
two looped ateach end. The lowp-straps buckle 
around the sl 

kick-out (kik’ out), =. In foot-ball,a drop kie 
punt, or pines kick made by a player of tha 
side which has made a safety or a touch-back: 
it is the method of again putting the ball in 
lay. 

kick-plate (kik’plit), n. A broad metal plate 
placed at the bottom of a door to protect it 
against i —TF— 

kick-wheel (kik’hwél), n. A primitive form 
of the potters’ wheel operated by the foot of 
the workman. 

Tn 1883 t demand in the Southern 
States] for anthen jars, ate one * — and 
the fire-brick works were partially transformed inte a 
manufactory of such wares, which were produced in large 
——5—— by negro men and boys, whe employed the old. 
faahboned “ kickearheel” in their manufacture. 
B.A, Barter, Pottery and Porcelain of the U.S, p, 250 

kid!, ». 7. pl. Inastron,, a pairof stnall stars 
in the constellation Auriga, represented as 
kids held in the hand of the eharioteer.—un- 

light pontakin Onished on the Mesh aide, 
usttially intended for gloves, 

kid-brush (kid’brash), ». A soft brush used 
for brushing the in of goatskins during the 
rocess of finishing. C. T. Davis, Manuf. of 
eather, p, 367, 

kidder? (kid’ér), ». A fence of stakes in a 
river used as an obstruction to vessels; also, 

rial bushel, 
ached tilen ‘lem), nm. 
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a series of stakes placed across a river for en- 
tangling fish. 

kidder-net kid’ér-net .n. Afish-net stretched 
between stakes in @ river, 

kiddly-benders (kid‘li-ben‘dérz), 1. Same as 
kittly-benders, Also tiddly-benders and tids, 
kiddush (kid’ish), ». [Heb., < hadash, sane- 
tify.) In Jewish use, a form of sanctification 
of the Jewish sabbaths and festivals, at the 
end of the evening prayer on Friday, the harzan, or reader 
atthe synagogue, ‘makes kiddush, that ls, he sayea bless 
tng over n cup of wine. Thesame ceremony is performed 
at by master of the house, who recites the last 
two words of Verse 31 of the first chapter of Genesis and 
the following three verses (Gen. fi. 1-3) He then says a 
blessing, sips a little of the wine, and passes the cup to 
the other members of the family, 

kid-finished (kid‘fin‘isht), a. Dressed and fin- 
ished 80 a8 to be soft and pliable. 

kid-kill (kid’kil}, n. Same as *kill-kid. 
kidney,r. 5, In min., a concretion shaped 
like # kidney, 
The coal has been intensely crushed and affected, prob- 

ably by a shearing movement of the inclosing sandston 
so that the bed is pot well defined, bat the oun] was found 
—*2 and kidneys often as lange a 4 feet thick and 13 

Contrib. to Koon. Geol., U. & Geol. Surv, 1908, p, 278 
Amyloid kidney, « kidney which is andergoing lurda- 
ceous or waxy degeneration. Hind kidney, the posterior 

jon of the vertebrate kidney; in armnidte vertebrates, 
Taetanephros, or trae kidney. — W kidney. 

tender ney). 
ney. 

Sam dl a ee ake selene, a 
kidney-paved (kid‘ni-pivd), a. Paved with 
cobblestones, 

other parts of the 
ed lard-worm when found in 

leaf-lard. 
kies (kés), ». [G., gravel, ete.; see chess.) 
A German term for the sulphid ores, espe- 
cially those involving iron and copper: now 
oy ne into English. J. F. Kemp, book 
of ks, p. 196 (1904). 

kieye, ». [Amer. Ind.] A fish, Argyro- 
somus hoyi, of the family Salmonidw#, found in 
the deep waters of Lake Michigan. 

(ki-f0' sd), m. had African.) A dis- 
ease of the natives of West Africa, probably 
the sleeping-sickness, 
kiko (ko’kd), ». (Jap. kiktw.] The chrysan- 
themum, extensively used as a decorative 
motive in Japanese art. In conventionalized 
form it constitutes the imperial crest of Japan, 
See kikumon, 

The term proposed in 1860 
by G. J, Stoney, as an English equivalent of 
the French kilometre, 

kiley (ki’li), ». [Also kylie; aboriginal Aus- 
tralian.) A boomerang. [West Australia.) 

kilim, Ehilim (kil’im), ». urk. kilim, a 
Turkish carpet (of various kinds); Pers. Avlim, 
a carpet.) An Oriental rug, made in Turkish 
Kurdistan and the neighboring territory. It 
is woven with a flat stitch and is made alike 
on both sides, 

kill), vt, 6. In leather-manu/f., to remove the 
natural grease from = skin) in making furs 
or robes from hair skins, C. 7. Davis, Manuf. 
of Leather, P. 496.—7. In tennis, to strike 
(the ball) with such foree as to make it im- 
possible for the opponent to return it.— 
spirits of salts, See *eal!l.—To kill the sea (reant.), 
toe reduce the violence of the sea: said of a heavy rain, 
which sometinves acta pon the surface of the water in 
such a way as to keep it from breaking.-To the 
Wind (nawf.}, to cause the wind to die away: sald of a 
heavy shower. 

kill‘, A. 2, An animal that has been killed, 
as by a beast of prey or by a sportaman; o 
bag of game. 

crop (kil’krop), n. * kielkropf. Origin 
uncertain.) In popular tradition, a child born 
with an insatiable hunger; one who ean eat 
and eat and is never the fatter: supposed to 
be a fairy changeling. 

kiln 
kill-devil, ». 3. Among sailors, ete., aleoholic 
spirits of quality; «strong raw liquor. See 
the quotation under rumbullion. 
killer,» 4. A contrivance for killing large 
ferocious animals. It consists of an elastic stri 
of hard material, which is coiled up, tled together wi! 
sinew, and inclosed ina bait. When swallowed the sinew 
fs digested, and the coil unwraps and tears the intestines 
of the animal It is used by Eakimos and Chokechees 
tor killing wolves, and by the Samoans for killing sharks 
Amer, Anthropologist, April-June, 1901, p 301. 
5. The technical name among house-painters 

‘for anything used to prevent resin, locally 
sentin woodwork, from exuding and mak- 

ing visible spots on the painted surface; also, 
in ® more general sense, any substance used 
to remove spots on such surfaces, 

, * 2. In the manufacture of steel, 
the practice of stopping or preventing the 
evolution of gas in the steel, Steel is most 
commonly killed with silicon or aluminium, 
Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal- 
lurgy, p. 348, 

killing-circle (kil’ing-sér"kl), n. See pattern, 

kill-kid orn) n. The lambkill, Aalmia 
angustifolia, 

kil-time (kil’‘tim), x. anda. I, n. Something, 
48 a social amusement or a more serious o¢cu- 
pation, entered into to kill time or the sense 
of time; « pastime. 

That which as an oocasional pastime be might have 
thought harmless and even wholesome, seemed to hins 
something worse than folly when it was made a dvdl-time, 
—the serious occupation for which Roope were brought 

er. ey, Doctor, Ixy, 

II, a. Capable of killing time: as, a Mill 
time sport; a kill-time novel. 

In, *.—Annular kiln. Same as *ring-biln.— Bee- 
hive kiln, a round, up-draft kiln used by potters for 
burming commen ware. Caleining kiln, See *ealcine. 
— a brick-kiln so coustracted that the 
heat which away from the already burnt brick is 
utilized to t the green brick entering the kiln, See 
rotleay &kiln, Hofman #hiln, and wring-tiln.— 

a vertical cement-kilu, similar to the lime-kiln, 

The mest ritional kilns, then, are these working oo 
what is known as the “doen draeght” principle. In 
Chcse She gases rive Soom the Are: faces to the crown 
conte w ab tay strike and are compelled to descend 

ween the bangs of saggars or of ware to the fines 
under the floor which lead to a center tunnel connected 
with the stack, The striking against the crown of the 
kiln, the horizontal movement under the mame, with the 
mixture effected the impeding tops of the bungs of 
the ware and the down movement, mast effectually 
breaks up any tendency of the gases to move in separate 
channels. Langenbeck, Chem, of Pottery, p. 18% 

Dusherg kiln, 0 variety of the Hoffman kiln in which 
the fire travels around a —— eirenit, Care are 
loaded oon remain at rest during the 
pecome and are drawn out after the kiln has suf- 

ent — a variety of regene- veing tre ted rative kiln for burning fire-bricks, fnvew 
nachic of Lanark, Scotland.— Dutch kiln, 

brick-kiln having a tem root which is removed 
when the kiln becomes eafficiently hented.— Gersten- 
béfer kiln, a form of ———— in the manu 
facture of sulpharte act ay Ge lead-clamber process, A 
vertical shaft of fire-brick aranged in ita number of 
fire-clay bars in successive tiers, from one to another of 
which the pyri crushed to a moderately fine powder, 
drops in the mi of an ascending current of bot air, the 
— becom converted into sulphor-cdioxid gas, 

ich te drawn through a fime at the top, while the 
exid of tron formed is removed at the bottom of the 
shaft.—Hoffman a kiln of the ordinary at 
contingous-barning kilns, devised by Frederick Hi 
of Berlin: one of the most valuable fnventions in ceramic 
art. See the extract. 

The burning chamber of the Hoffman Kiln consists of 
an endless tunnel of an angular shape, either circular, or 
elliptic, or oblong in plan. This endless tunnel is succes- 
sively filled with green brick, and the fire has 

through, leaving the burned brick behind, they 
are successively taken ont when sufficiently cooled down ; 
soon afterward they are .— by green brick. 

Tg. cis, Manuf. of Bricks, p S66 

Mendheim kiln, variety of continuous brick-kiln. See 
the extract. 

The Mendheim Bin consists of a combination of a 
series of arched burning chambers, connected with each 
other by flues, so as to forma complete cireult. These 
kilns are fired by gua aml the fire proceeds from one 
chamber to another, ing Chwaigh Ube flies, thus trav. 
elling around siraflarly as in the Hoffman kiln. 

C.T, Deets, Manual, of Bricks, p. 

Railway Kiln, a continuous kiln in which the bricks 
are slowly moved on cars, by means of a screw, during the 
process of burning, The green bricks are loaded at one 
end of a bong, straight tannel in the middle of which the 
fire is burning. As they nenr the other end they are 
gradually cooled by a current of air which flows in the 
opposite direction, pases Uiroach the fire, and escapes 
through a chimpey where the green bricks are introduced. 

ere 22 



kiln 
—Regenerative kiln, a brick-kiln of peculiar constrac- 
tion, Soe the extract. 

The objects of all late improvements in the regenerative 
kilna are to thoroughly mix the alr and gaa bummed in 
such kilns and to effect a better dittuston, regulation, and 
equallestion of the heat obtained from their combustion. 

C. T. Dacia, Manuf. of Bricks, p, 272. 
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spherulitic texture resembling chondri. It in partiy 
breceiated and carries diamonds and fragments of car- 
bonaceous shales, Corvill ‘4, 1857, 

kimisa (ki-mé‘sii), 1. [Indian adoption of Sp. 
camisa : see camise, chemise.) In British 
Guiana, a coarse cotton garment worn by the 
semicivilized Indian women and sometimes 
by the negresses, It is made like a petticoat, 
but is drawn up and fastened over one 

Ring kiln. See #ring-tiln,—Ro an appara- 
tus devised for the burning or calcina of cement. It 
consiata of a cylinder slightly inclined, supported by rol 
ters, and revolving slowly —about otice a minute, The ou) n in bare. 
material is fed in at the apper ead and works nally shou der, the other be left kin‘ (kin), », Same as *hine’, downward, falli tat the bow L— ), 
a lime kiln that fe fed from above and anpaming kil Icina (ké’nii), ». Samo as quina, 
onsty below.— Up-draft kiln, a kiln in which the draft ometer (kin-es-thé-si-om’e-tér), n. 
and burning gases are introduced at the bottom, pass [Lingsthesia + Gr, wétpor, measure.} An in- 
through the ware, and escape at the top. atrument for determining the degree of mus- 

kiln-dry (kil’dri), c.f. To dry in o kiln, 48 cular sense or kinessthesta. 
lumber, fruit, ete, 

(kil’man), ».; pl. Kilamen (-men), A 
workman who tends akiln oroven in a pottery; 

Kilo... [F. kilo-, a definitely phonetic spelli . LBP. kilo-, a definitely phonetic spelling 
* ae { with ch = ky), oT —— for eon, 

r. yiduew, a thousand: see chiliasm, ete. [Mao ‘ 
In the nomenclature of the metric system, a — 22 — for the ri. e * er 
aaa ‘thousand,’ as in kilogram, or ag q relikh, 

lometer. ete. — , ink 
kilo-ampere (kil’s-nm-pir’), ». Ono thousand Kina-Kina (ké"i-k6'ng), n. Same as kin-kina 
amperes or one hundred ¢, g. 8, units: a prac- pinggs (kin’as), » “ofan: arv(elv), move, +~ase. 

tical unit of current. | . A ferment-like ly which is capable o' 
aif (kil’6-kal py akg pl. rendering physiologically active another fer- 

(-riz). [Also kilocalorie ; kilo- + calory.) The ment and thus uces chemical changes in 

qindh.} In Jewish use, lamentation: the 

Lamentations, 

gram 0 
times, from 15° 0. to 16° C.; one thousand 
onan or lesser calories; a greater 
calory. 

kilo-erg (kil’6-érg), n. [Kilo- + erg.] A prac- 
tical unit of energy equal to 1000 ergs. 

kilogauss (kil’é-gous), m. [kilo- + gone.) A 
flux-density of 1000 lines per square centime- 

inert. Enterokinase, which occurs in the intestinal 
ulee, renders the pancreatic trypain active and thus 

ingm about the digestion of albumins Kinases prob- 
ably ooour widely distribated both in the animal and the 
Vegetable world. 

kinch® (kinch), ». [A variant of hinkl.) A 
slip-knot ; ratively, a hold; an advan’ 
kinch* (kineh), v.t. [A variant of hink!.] 

ter: ® practical unit of magnetic flux-density — ‘a — as about the tongue or 
or magnetic om gy yg 2 4. Kind®, ».—conset of ki i. Bee 2 . 

See ‘ahanlory, — Biles —*— news. Course of Kind. See *cowrsel.— Out of kind, 
aname by which the international standard — out of the original or natural breed or variety, 

ed in the Archives of Puris fs sometimes ee eee 
a as we say, grown wild and ont 

kilogram-molecule (kil’}-gram-mol‘e-kil), n. 7. Jackson, Eternal Truth of Scriptare. 
A quantity of an element or compound whose Kinderhook group. See *group!. 
weight in kil s is numerically equal toits kindle!, rv. i. 2. To be with young: an Eng- 
molecular weight; one thousand gram-mole- ish fanciers’ term applied to rabbits. NV. E. D. 
cules, — kindling’, n, 2. The bringing forth of young: 

kilojoule (kil’d-joul), m.  [kilo- + jou i A applied by English fanciers to rabbits. X. £.D. 
eee of energy equal to 1000 joulesor kine% (kin), ». [Also Kin; < Gr. xiv(nae), mo- 
o1 x ergs. tion. Compare dye, ¢ Gr. di: , power. 

kilom, An abbreviation of kilometer. 3 — a Tu ., the e. g. 8. unit of velocity. 
kilomaxwell (kil’é-maks’ wel), ». pave. [kilo- + the c. g. 8, system the units of distance and 
maxwell.) A unit of magnetic flux equal to time are the centimeter and second, respec- 
one thousand maxwells. tively, the kine is a velocity of one centimeter 

kilometric (kil-6-met‘rik), a, Of or pertain- per second. — 
ing to a kilometer; measured in kilometers, oprve, gocmney, arnt, — , monn * —* 
——— (kil-O-met‘ri-kal), a, Same as ies — nn” n. Same 

kilovolt (kil’d-vdlt), m, A as *cinematogra, kilo- + volf?.] 
ractical unit of — 2323 tores equal to kinematograp c, kinematogra cal, a. 
000 volts or 1 X 1011 ¢. g. s. units. Same as *cinematographic, ere raphical, 

In Kinemometer (kin-d-mom’e-tér), in- 
strument for determining the speel of vehicles. 
kinenegative (kin-é-neg’s-tiv), 1. (Gr. nivy- 
(oc), motion, + BE. negative.) phatog., the 
negative of a film, ribbon, or other support 
from which pictures are taken for projection 
in a cinematograph. 

kinesalgia (kin-6-sal’ji-), n. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
‘ain excited 

kilovolt-ampere (kil’6-volt-am-par’), ». 
elect., a practical unit of power; a kilowatt. 
kilowatt-hour (kil’6-wot-our), ». The energy 
developed in one hour by a kilowatt of power 
or activity: a practical unit of energy. 
kilowatt-meter (kil’é-wot-mé'tér), wn. An 
instrument for the measurement of electrical 

wer 80 graduated as to read in kilowatts. J ton, + a2 F 
Silowatt-inuhe (kil’6 -wot-min‘it), n. —* _motion, YOC, pain.) 

practical unit of work; the work done in one bY movement. : 
minute by a machine developing one kilowatt Kinesiatrics (ki-né-si-at’riks), ».  [Gr, arenore, 
of power; 60,000 joules. motion, + iatpendc, of healing.] Same as kine- 

tt-second (kil’d-wot-sek’und), mn. A sitherapy, 
practical unitof work; the work done in one kinesigraph (ki-né‘si-graf) n. [Gr xivacuc, 
seeond by a machine developing one kilowatt motion, + ypdoe, write.) In photog., a form 
of power; 1000 joules. of kinetograph. 

kilt!, c. IL, trans. To step lightly and kinesimeter (kin-é-aim‘e-tér), n.  [Gr. xévnore, 
nimbly, as if with the skirts kilted out of the motion, + uérpov, measure.) In exper, psychol., 
way. 

kilter, ». 2. In poker, a hand with no eard ~ 
above a nine, no pair, and no chance to make 
either flush or straight, 
Kiltorcan beds, See *hed1, 
Kilty (kil’ti), 0.; pl. hilties (-tiz), [hitel + 2.) 
In the British mer a nickname for a High- 
land soldier. J. Ralph, An American with 
Lord Roberts, p. 55, 

kimberlite (kim’ bér-lit), ». [Kimberley + 
-ite2.] In petrog., a dense porphyritic perido- 
tite, oecurring at Kimberley, South Africa, 
partly serpentinized with phenoerysts of oli- 
vin and with a few of biotite, bronzite, ilme- 
nite, perovskite, and pyrope. In places {t has a Kinesimeter. 

kinesio. 

Kinah (ké‘nii), ». ; pl. Kinoth(ké’ndt). [Heb. Kinesiometer (ki-né-si-om’e-tér), ». 

kinesthetic, a.— Brinctple of kinesthetic 
lenta, See wequiealent.— memory, 

kinetocamera (ki-né-té-kam‘¢-ri), ». 

kinetoscopic 

an instrument devised by G. 8. Hall, and de- 
scribed in 1885 by H. H. Donaldson, for tle 
exploration of the cutaneous surface, The kines'- 
meter consists casentially of a metal table the top of whice 
ts fornished with sUt and grooves for the reception of a 
traveling car. The car ls connected by belting ton set 
of frictlon-gears tarned by an electric motor. On Its 
under surface, the car carries a swinging point of hare 
rabber or metal, · conn ised as to move without 

tion or acceleration over the surface of the skin. The 
skin may thus be examined for sensations of are and 
temperature, or for the limits af the of move. 
ment 

(ki-né-si-ol’6-ji), ». 
motion, + -Aoyia, < Aéyem, speak. 
ence of exercise, especially asa 
therapeutic agent. 

Gr. xivnor, 
The sci- 

ygienic or 

Same as 
*hinesimeter, 

name of the liturgy for the fast, on the 9th of kinesipath (ki-nes‘i-path), n. Same as hinexip- 
Ab, commemorating the destruction of the athist. 
temple. It contains dirges and the book of yingsig (ki-néd ‘gis), mn. [Gr. xivyoic, motion, 

movement, ¢ xeriv, move.) 1. Any manifesta- 
tion of dynamic energy.—2. In cytol., a short 
expression for karyokinesia. 
Betore the formation of the 8 the thread 

for the first maturation division *8 a 
tudinal division, which effaces itaclf. t the first 

ase there is a second division (? lonyritudinal) 
which appears tory to the second Afneria and does 
not efface 1 Inee ft two f, 
demi-dyads which will pass into the same spermatid. 

Jour. Roy. Micros. See., Oet., 19M, p. 520, 

a third body while in itself it is apparently kinesiscope (ki-né’si-skap), mn. [Gr. aivnou, 
motion, + cxorriv, view.) An instrument 
designed to rest on the sea-bottom and detect 
electrically the approach of steamships. 

Sa 
ememory, 

o Kinetic center, stability, See *centerl, *sta- 
bility. 

kinetically (ki-net’i-kal-i), adv. In a kinetical 
manner. 

A 
camera so arranged as to photograph suc- 
cessive phases of & movement; a cinemato- 
graph. Scripture, Exper. Phonet., P. 30, 

metic (ki-né’té-jé-net’ik), a. [Gr. 
xevyréc, movable, + yévecc, origination (see 
genetic).] Developing or bringing about move- 
ment. 

Its action fa ao constant an accompaniment of dew 
ment that the forces of the latter may be divided in 
the kinetogenctic, or those that develop movement, and 
the ———s, oes a — develop reat or equilibria 
amongst e parte 

J. A. Ryder, Biol, Lectures, 1596, p. 4&4 

kine ‘am (ki-né’té-gram), mn. [Gr. Kayrdc, 
movable, + ypduvo, anything written.] In 
photog., a picture for projection by the cine- 
matograph. 

ph (ki-né’té-graf), 9. (Gr. xmyrdc 
movable, * ypagerv, — A device for tak- 
ing a series of photographs of a moving ob- 
ject. 
kinetographer (kin-é-tog’ra-fér), n. One who 
takes pictures for or uses a kinetograph. 
kinetographic (ki-né-té-graf’ik), «. Of or 
pertaining to the kinetograph; obtained or 
made by means of the kinetograph. 

tography (kin-é-tog’ra-fi), a. [Gr, 
xevgtéc, movable, + -ypagia, Cypdoen, write,] 
In photog.: (a) The art or practice of taking 
pictures of moving objecta for projection by 
the kinetograph or cinematograph, (6) The 
projection of such pictures on a sereen. 

kinetophonograph (ki-né-t6-f6’n6-graf), n. 
A combined phonograph and kinetograph. 
Ky the use of these instruments a scene enacted may be 
reprduced at any other time and place, the voices of the 
actors being heard while their formance fa witnessed, 

kinetoscope, n. 3. An apparatus invented by 
Edison for exhibiting photographie pictures 
of objects in motion. Its casentinl are a 
ribben containing the pictures, a mechanical device for 
causing the pictures to pass rapidly in siecession ander a 
lens or sight-piece, a bey 9 for Muminating the ptctares, 
and a mechanical device for causing a circular revolving 
screen to move rapidly before them. A slot is cut in Chis 
screen, and its revolutions are so timed that the slot 

before each picture just as it is in Hine with the 
eyepiece. The effect is to give a view of each pleture in 
succession, and te ent off the view aa the pictare is 
moved forward. The ceptions Tesult to the eye is a con: 
tinwous picture in which the objects photugraphed ap- 
pear to be in motion. 

(ki-né-té-skop’ik), a. Pertain- 
ing to or having the nature of a kinetoscope. 

This method has been so simplified that little hooks of 
cinetoscopic views are sold, from which the moving effect 
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ia obtained by almply letting the leaves escape rapidly comus, related to the guereza. Its general color s Kinoplasmic (kin-d-plaz’mik), a. [kinoplasm 
backwarts " : : 

vec aiesagys Gem neem Hib SGA aeaeataree se de kin-fun (kim-ping’),». (Jap. kin-pun, pron. king-of-the-meadow (king‘ov-thé-med’6), n. ° —* 7 ; “il 
kim-pun (kim pie \, from kin, gold, + fun, The joepye-weed, Eupatorium purpureum, [unten pts felted zone of kvipint Nae 190s pat 
powder.) A powdered gold lacquer. , Also queen-of-the-meadow. 

king!, ». 6. The male of a termite or white King-parrakeet (king’par“a-két),n. Same as 
ant. *king-parrot. 

A name of vinin queens show marked preference or dislike to. King-parrot (king’ pas ot), n, 
certain kings; queens having once mated permit no somewhat vague application, but generally 

close —— —— — — blog nm gam tothe given to an Australian lory, Aprosmictus seapu- 

light an 
of the warmth to be required for the stimulation 

king and queen to mating. 
Jour. Roy. Micros. Soe., Feb., 1908, p. 3. 

7. The perfect female bee. The queen bee 
—— formerly known by this name. Also hing 

Bees served me for a simile before 
again— Bees that have lost their king, 

Would seem a repetition and a 
J. A. Frere, Monks and Gianta, iv. 22 (1817). 

Arthur, British man-of-war's-men 
rp ay — basen ris to repre: 
sent the ‘king,’ and allows buckets of sea-water to be 
thrown over him until one of his fellows is detected langh- 

the deluge: the one so 
of par- 

in 

of the herrings, (¢) In Australia, 
m Renzania 

Molida : regarded by the 
Hawaiian Islanders as the king the mackerels and 
tunnies.— King of the mullets. (5) Apogon imberbis; 
a fish of the family Cheilodipterida, found in the Medi- 
terranean Sea. navt.) a meritorious 
sailor on a British naval ¥ 

hve. — eam bit.— 
* * Same na yom on 

wropening.— 8 formerly, in the British t= man, 
service, an officer of rank of midshipman who held the 
sorvereign's word that a letter of recommendation from 
his captain, after a certain period of experience, would 
secure for him a licutenant's commiasion.— King’s Own, 
any article, issaed from the British storehouses for 
naval ot army ase, Which is distingnis by the mark or 
brand of a browd arrow, — wreg 
ulation,— Rook's Pawn's 
ttt. — King's in cheas, that side 
which the King stands, Ce the King's, King’s 
Bi ‘s, King's Knight's, amt King’s Rook's filea— 

widow, . is law, a widow of a 
tenant or vassal of king, who was compelled to take 
ancath in Chancery that she would not marry again with- 
out the king's consent. 

king-ball (king’bal), n. In bagatelle and simi- 
lar games, the object-ball. 

-bolt, ». 3. An iron rod in a roof- or 
bri russ, used in place ofa ea "Yad to 
prevent the inclined members from allowing 
an inerease of the distance between the tie 
and the compression pieces. 

king-conch (king-kongk), ». A helmet-shell, 
Cassis ma ‘ —— from the West Indies, 
used in cameo-cutting. 

kingcup, ». 2. Tho 
marsh-marigold, Calthe 
palustris. 

Sat "Chang "tne ech 
‘Middle flowery kingdom.’ 
The vanal term Is Chung kieoh, 
ise kingdom,’ a 

cS ahs ‘ery’ 
$ a addition. 

China. 

le (king’é*gl), m. 
ng sage — eo 
eagle, L. 

King-<onch (Carrts mada- 
Pesca rsewsish, 

Kingene (king-6’ni), », [NL.] A genus of 
fossil brachiopods of the family Terebratulida, 
They have round or oval shells with a e foramen and 
a loop the deseending and ascending lamelle of which are 
whully or partly coalesced with the median septum, 

king-fluke (king’flék), n. Same as turbot, 1. 

kinglessness (king’les-nes), n. The state of 
having no king: used by Carlyle to denote a 
state of anarchy. 

And everywhere the people, or the take their 
own government upon themselves; a n ‘kingteas- 
ness,’ what we call anarchy, . . . is everywhere the order 
of the day. Such was the history, . . . from end to end 
of Europe, in those March og Isa 

Carlyle, Latterday Pamphieta, No. 1 

king-lory (king’lé’ri), ». Same as *King- 
parrot, 

-monkey (king’mung’ki), ». One of the 
African horse-tailed monkeys, Colobus poly- 

neck, oe back and wings, and dark blue 
tail. 

King-pot (king’pot), n. The central and largest 
crue in the manufacture of bronze. 
Phillips and Bauerman, Elements of Metal- 
lurgy, p. 503, a, 
king-row (king’rd), n. In draughts or checkers, 
the last row of squares on — side on which 
the pieces which are to be crowned or made 
king are placed or which they must reach. 
king's-crown (kingz’kroun), ». Same as hing's- 
clover. 

king's-cure (kingz’kir), n. The pipsissewa or 
prince’s-pine, Chimaphila umbellata; also, the 
spotted Sintererees, F — — 
king-spoke (king’spok), ». Nawt., a spoke of 
the steering-wheel usualy distinguished by a 
mark of some kind, which is directly over the 
barrel-hub when the rudder is amidships. 

king's-rod (kingz’rod), ». A hardy, herba- 
ceous perennial of the lily family, Asphodelus 
ramosus, a native of southern — bearing 
large white flowers having a refldish-brown 
line in the middle of each perianth segment 
and arranged in very long, dense racemes. 
kingston (king’stun), »n. [Also kingstone, Lin- 
son; origin conjectural.) The angel-fish or 
monk-fish, tina vulgaris, one of the elas- 
mobranchiate fishes found on the coasts of 
Great Britain, 

king's-tree (kingz’tré), ». A medium-sized 
tree of the family Loganiacew, Strychnos Ather- 
stonci, native to South Africa, the twigs of 
whieh are used by the Kafirs for preparing 
ceremonial staffs. 

kinit (kin’it), ». [Kine? + (un)it.] Same as 
poundal, 

kKin-kan (kén’kiin’), n. (Jap} A Japanese 
name for the little orange-like fruit more 
commonly known as cumguat, It is a dwarf 
species, Citrus Japonica, now grown to some 
extent in the southern United States. 
kinko (kén’k6), ». The trepang or béche-de- 
mer. 

Kinnor (kin’dr), ». [Heb.] An ancient He- 
brew instrument, probably of the zither or 
1 elass, but possibly a harp: translated 
‘harp’ in the English Bible, 

kinocentrum (kin-é-sen’trum), ».; pl. kino- 
centra (-tri). [NL., irreg. ¢ Gr. acveiv, move, 
+ xivrpov, center.) The centrosome regarded 
as a motor center of the kinoplasm. The move- 
ment of cilla and af the tail of the spermatozoa is sap- 
Posed by some cytologists to have its origin in the centro- 
= Oppeded to *chemocentrum (the nacleus of the 
ce 

kinodrome (kin’d-drim), . [Gr. xix(nexe), 
motion, + -dpowoc, ¢ dpaveiv, ran.) An instru- 
ment for exhibiting moving pictures, Aansas 
City Daily Times, Oct. 14, 1903. 

kinoic (ki-né’ik), a, [kinel + -ic.] Of or per- 
taining to kino, 

kinoin (ké’n6-in), n. [hkinol + -in2.) A color- 
less erystalline substance, Cj4Hy90g, obtain- 
able in small quantity from kino. It does not 
precipitate a solution of gelatin, but is con- 
verted by heating into kino-red. 

kinoplasm (kin’$-plazm), n. (NL. kineplasma, 
irreg. ¢ Gr. aweiv, move, + x/dowa, anything 
formed] In eytol., a general term for the 
more active portion of the cell-cytoplasm. 
The kine is regarded as having fibrillar structure 
and as giving rise to motile structures like cilin and 
flagella, Opposed to ®trophoplanmn (nutritive plasma) 

Strasshurger also regards protoplasm aa com of 
two portions : a motile kin which is fibrillar, and 
a nutritive trophoplasm which is alveolar, in etructare, 

Bneye. Brit,, XXXII. 42. 

kinoplasma (kin-j-plaz’mi), n. [NL.] Same 
as *hinoplasm, 

Kinoplasmic Fibrille in Plant<celle. Division of spore mother- 
colls in Aguicetumn, showing spiodieformation, (Ostesheowt.) 

a. ously prophase. Mosgtemmic fibtitiae in the cyroplasm 1 &. multi. 
polar fibrillar igere invading the wuclear area after disappearance 
Sali whieh Reali conc cory Jive Minalirees 4 —— 
agen rT Cy condenses into a jasune, Hig! tmagni- 
fed. (From Wilson's * The Cell.) J 

kinoplastic (kin-d-plas’tik), a. 
move, + w/acréc, ¢ TAdooe, form. 
*kinoplasmic. 

kino-red (ké’nd-red’), n. A red substance of a 
somewhat resinous character forming a con- 
stituent of kino and producible artifically from 
kinoin. It precipitates a solution of gelatin. 
Kinorhyncha (ki-n6-ring’ kA), ». pl. [NL., 
irreg. < Gr. niveiv, move, + piy yor, snout.) A 
class and order consisting of the single genus 
Echinoderes. Dujardin, 

kinosthenic (kin-os-then’ik), «. Uirreg. < Gr. 
acveiv, move, + offivoc, force, + -ie,) Enterin 
into a mathematical expression only th 
a fluxion: applied to a coirdinate as entering 
into an expression for a Lagrangian function. 
kinotannic (ké-nd-tan‘ik), a. [hinol + tannic.) 
Noting an astringent acid contained in kino. 

kinovin (ki-n6’vin), x. [Alsochinovin, quinovin ; 
¢ kina (= china?, quina) + L, ovum, eee (white). 
+-in2.) An organic substance of neutral 
character, found in cinchona-bark, which on 
boiling with dilute acid yields kinovie acid and 

Gr. xtveiv, 
Same as 

a sugar-like substance called Linovite. It appears 
to exist in two isomeric forms, one true 
cinchons-bark, the other in cuprea-bark. Also called 
kinove bitter. 

kinsen part na. [Jap., < kin, gold, + ser, 
thread.) In Japan, gold wire, used for cloisons 
in enamel. 

kinspeople (kinz’pé-pl), n. pl. Kinsfolk, 
te (kint’sig-it),#. [Named from Hinzig 

valley, Black Forest, + -ife*.] In petrog..a 
gueissie rock composed of oligoclase, biotite, 
garnet, andsometimes graphite. Fischer, 1860, 

kioea (ké--a’8), nm. [Maori.}) The Sandwich 
Island curlew, Numenius tahitiensis. 

Kionoceras (ki-6-nos’e-raa),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
xiev, & pillar, * «épac, horn.] A genus of fossil 
nautiloid cephalopods characterized by its sur- 
fave-sculpture, which consists of longitudinal 
ridges in the earlier stages, after which incon- 
spicuous annuli —D which become obsolete 
before the ephebie st It ranges from the 
Silurian to the Carboniferous, 
Kip#,. 2, A lodging-house; a bed in # lodg- 
ing-house; henee, a in general, X. E. D. 

Kip-leather (kip’lerm’ér),n. Bark-tanned side- 
leather finished on the flesh side with a wax 
finish. 

ki % (kip’ér), n. [Queensland Australian 
dialect.) A young man who has been initiated 
und is classed with the men of his tribe. See 
*bora?, [Australia.] 

ki er (kip’ér-tr), rn. One who kippers or 
— fish. Nature, Sopt. 4, 1902, p. 15. 
Kipp's apparatus, See *apperatns. 
kiri (ké‘ri), n. [Jap.] A large tree, Paulownia 
tomentosa, of the family Scrophulariaces, eul- 
tivated in Japan for its extremely light wood. 
It is never found fn groves or in forwets, bat occtre soat- 
tere in more _ growing like fruit-trees Ite 
ra wenn, nm cemparian with most other woods of 
ment weight, is ably strc 

split easily. Om account of ite lightness and softness tt bs 
and does not w: or 

used in many ways, cepecialiy for the manufacture of 
stontl, light boxes, wooden shoes, —— ware, and tore 
From ite seeds an oft ia obtained which in Japan ie aeed 
for waterproofing paper. See Paulownia and tirimen, 
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kirk? (kérk), v. ¢. Same as kirve, 
The constrained attitudes which coal miners are com- 

pelled to assume while “dirking” or undercutting the 
cual seams result in —— 

— = uck, Med. Handbook, VL 223. 

- » bs t. and pp. kirki kirkify (kér’ki o), 9. & *5 p. kirkified, 
ppr. kirkifying, o make like 
the Scottish kirk n principles or like a kirk in 
architecture, X. E. D. 
kirkward (kérk’ wird), a. and ade. [hirkl + 
-ward.) Churchward ; toward the church. 

Kirn’, vr. 4. 2, In mining, to bore with a hand- 
jumper or kirner, [Seoteh.] 
Kirner (kér’nér), n. [See *kirn, v. t. 2.) In 
mining, a hand jumper; a churn-drill, [Seoteh.] 

kiroumbo (ki-riim’b4), n. (Malagasy. Acom- 
mon name for the two species of peculiar birds 
included in the genus Leptosoma, found in 
Mad ar. 
kirri (kir’i), ». [Also eerie, kerrie, 8. Afri- 
ean D. kieri ; from the Kafir name.) A short, 
heavy stick or club with a knob on one end, 
used as both a striking and throwing weapon 
by the Bushmen and other natives of South 
Africa. Also called Anobkerrie, 
Kirtlandia (kért-lan‘di-i), ». -» named 
after Jared P. Kirtland, 2 —— fehthyol- 

Mirtiandia vagrans, 

{Prem Bulletia 47, U.S, Nat. Museum.) 

ogist.] A genus of fishes, belonging to the 
family Atherinide, found on the coasts of 
North and Central America. 

kirwanite (kér’wan-it), n. [Named (1833) 
after kt. Kirwan, an Irish mineralogist.] A min- 
eral, related to the chlorites, occurring in 
green fibrous forms in the busalt of Ireland. 
kischtimite (késh‘ti-mit), 1. [Named orig. in 
G. Kisch tim-parisit, ‘ parisite of Ki i (G. 
Kischtim), in the Ural, in Russia, fluocar- 
bonate of the cerium metals, related to. 

risite. 
, kishr i kish’r), mn. (Ar. gishr, 

rind, peel, shell, husk.) <A favorite drink of 
the Arabians, —— in Yemen, made of an 
infusion of the husks or oe of the coffee- 
ae A Ratzel (trans.), Hist, of Mankind, 

Kishiu pottery, See *pottery. 
Kishlak (késh’lik), ». [Also bishlag; ¢ Turk, 
kishlagh, kishldg, hishid, < Turki mg lit, 
‘winter place,’ ¢gish, winter, +-ldq, a suffix 
forming nouns of locality (as also in yai-ldq, 
‘summer place,’ mountain pasture).) In Tur- 
kestan, a place inhabited during the winter; 
winter quarters; also, any settlement or vil- Ki 
lage. 

ite the Indich Bashur, on th ht aide of 
Fy, od si vering there is a — — a rnddonied. 

Geog. Jour, (RG. Ba) AVL 674, 

kism (kizm),». A subdivision of an Egyptian 
vince. ‘ 

n. 4, A very slight, glancing touch.—5, 
A small drop of sealing-wax accidentally let 
fall upon a letter near the seol.—Electrical kiss, 
an early experiment with the Leyden jar in which ome per- 
son, ag on an insulating support, beld the outer 
coating of a changed jar, while a second person touched 
the knob or wire connected with the inner coating, The 
jar waa then discharged by bringing together the lips 
af the two operntora. 

We encrease the foree of the electrical bias vastly, 
Franklin, Experiments and —— 

(ity, p 1a 
Kisses out and kisses tn, in billiards, extra contacts 
that (sometioes foreseen without being meant, or feared 
without —— cures —— a prevent a count or 
caase one, — — merely, ‘kiss out’ and 
‘kiss in’ may be either designed or accidental. 

kiss, v. t.—To kiss the book, to take an oath by kissing 
J 

kissable (kis‘a-bl), a. [kiss + -able,] That can 
be ki ; attractive, s0 as to invite a kiss. 

kissably (kis‘a-bli), ade. In a manner to sug- 
gest kissing. 

(kis’aj),». Kissing. [Nonee-word for 
the sake of a rime.] 

Ere they hewed the Sphinx’s vii 
iooniingomed tions 
Even as it dows tn this age. 

R. Kipling, Departmental Ditties, Gen. Summary, st. 2 
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in the newspapers tn June, 
1808, many persons being 
bitten that summer and often 
on the lip. 

“gate (kis’ing- 
gat), = A narrow 
gate, not wide enough 
for two to pass as 
strangers. 
kiss-me-quick (kis’mé-kwik’), n. A name 
given to vazious things of a presumably co- 
quettish or attractive nature: a small becom- 
ing bonnet fashionable about the middle of 
the nineteenth century; a lady’s cap with 
ribbons that tied under the chin on one side 
with ‘kissing-strings’; a short lock of hair 
curled in front of each ear, ete. The name is 
also given to the wild pansy. See hiss-me. 

kissybion (ki-sib’i-on), m.; pl. kissybia (-ii). 
(Gr. xeocifeov.) In Gr, pool Bag a —— — 
made of ivy-wood or decorated with ivy-leaves. 
It is mentioned several times in the Odyssey. 
It probably had a single long handle like the 
ecyathus, 

kisu (ké’st), u. (Jap. kisz.] Same as *okig- 
ign, 
kisutch (ké’such), n. [Also keezitch ; a native 
— The vernacular name in Alaska and 
Kamchatka, and also the technical specific 
name, of a kind of salmon. 

kit!,». 5. An English fanciers’ term for a 
small flock of ns, —— tumblers, 

Kit® (kit), ». ri kefe, Samoan and Tahi- 
tian efe, » basket, = Hawaiian eke, a bag.] A 
bag or basket woven of native flax, used by 
the Maoris. [Australia.] 
kitamakura (ké-tii-mii’kb-rii), nm. (Jap. kita- 
makura, implying ‘one who sleeps with the 
head to the north,’ ¢ kita, north, + makura, 
jillow.] A Japanese name of a odont 
h, Eumycterias rivulatus, Also known as 

yokobuku and akamebuku, 
Ar. kitdr: see kittar (ki-tiir’), n. 

Arab guitar or lute, commonly 

Kissing-| 
( Fasadws —— an, 
(toward, U.S, D. ALD 

tar, 
guitar.) An 
with four pairs of strings, 

ki (kit’bag), n, A bag to hold a soldier's 
or or’s kit, - 

We're bearded and wo're dirty, 
As Well as broken down : 

So —* the dickens don't they send 
Our pear rom — ? 

Grumbles from the Ranka, st. 6, Warn Brighter sit, 

Kitchen, ». 3, In metal., the space between 
the fire and flue-bridges of a reverberatory 
furnace in which the workis performed, Also 
called the laboratory. ; 
tchen-court (kich’en-kért), n. In a large 

house, the court upon which the kitehen and 
its dependencies open by doors or windows, 
or both. The srrangement ras be such that only one 

e ce part of the house communleates 
with the grounds, 

kit-dre: (kit’dres‘ing), n. A rustic fes- 
tival in which girls carry on their heads kits 
decorated with willow. 

kite!, ». 7, A variety of tumbler, black, with 
the inner webs of the primaries red or yellow. 
—8, Something thrown out as a suggestion to 
see ‘how the wind blows’—what the condition 
of public opinion is on a certain subject, or 
what conclusions may inferentially be drawn. 

A few suggestions have been thrown oat by various 
students which must be rewarded more as trial hypotheses 
than aa definite conclusions, indeed they 5 d be 
looked Upon rather as * kifes.” 

Nature, Aug. 14, 190, p. 380, 

9. In geom., a deltoid: so called by Sylvester 
from its resemblance to a spear-kité.—Asro- 
curve kite,a cellu. 
lar kite invented by 
C. H. Lamson. In 
this kite the forward 
aun surfaces 
are curved like the 
wingsof a bird, while 
the rear cell is flat 
and smaller in size, 
forming a tail-like 
rudder, Th » e franse- 
work which holds 
the cloth corering 
slidea on two sop 
porting rib-like cross-braces, thus permitting the kite to 

Atrocurve Kite, 

kite 
be folded when not in use.—Auriliary 
tached by a clamp or safety-catch and a short 
—— ah ec * en 
supporting e mth ev 
sary strain.—Box kite, a form of cellular kite in which 
the front and rear cella are rectangular parallelepi peda, 

a kite at- 

box kite, the work of which consists of a backbor 
of wood or ta with struts or 
braces which may be collapeed when desired for fold! 

i. 
be! posts © 
with the girder form of bracing. This 
tion fs now almost universally used in kites 
sclentific (3) The Weather Bureau kite, de- 
signed by & 3 Marvin. It embodies the essential 

the Blue Hill box kite, with the added novelty of a 
collapsible frame and a supplementary surface in the front 

— or kite, a single-plane kite, 
usually formed by two sticks creasing each other at an 

and tied so as to form a support for a surface of 
eloth or paper. In some forms a third stick is used. 
The surface of this form of kite is fat, and a tail is re- 

wrence 
Hargrave about 1892. He made a variety of forms, the 
easontial principle of construction being an open cell of 
cirenlar, triangular, rectangular, or er shape, joined 
by a rigid rod or backbone to another cell. The flyiig-line 

of one cell, which this 

The cetiular of multiplane kites are also far steadier 
than single-plane kites, and we believe they are better 
athe than the latter to maintain their equilitriam 

variations of wind force. 
C. F. Marvin, Kite Exper. at the Weather Burean, p. 27. 

Chinese kite, « kite (rade in Chine) resembling a bird, a 
Tan, a di or other object, formed of 1 k, paper 
or cloth on a framework of bam boo or wool. * 
are extensively fown in China, Japan, and the Malay 
Peninsula. 
The most curious style of Chinese bite is the dragon 

kite. It consists of a series of small elliptic, very light 
formed of a bamboo frame covered with India paper. 

—— comnected by two corda which keep them 
wuidistan 

* O. Chanute, Progress In Flying Machines, p. 1M, 

Kite, a kite that can be folded ap for con- 

lar shite Malay kita, a form of kite used ia the Malay e.— 1 
Peninsula. fram: 

Malay Kite. 
(The Eddy Kite.) 

of the kite. This was 
the first kite to be used for scientific paren. in America, 

and his followers, 

in th India, where it pla F = commen in southern where some — —28 
tinct bird. — ———— ceo * e — a kite built upon a con: 
sisting of one Vertical and one horizontal stick ; named 
from resemblance to a ape — Square-tailed 
kite, Milens (or nia) dewrus, an Australian spe- 
clea. kite, a kite the skeleton or frame- 
work of which forma a tetrahedron, or a Kite built up of 

individual pearta, the 
skeleton of each part 
forming a tetrahedron, 
This kite isan invention 

|. In ite developed 
forms it involves the 
rinciple of the cel- 
ular kiteof superposed 
planes and following 
surfaces. 

Tetrahedral — kites 
combine in a marked 
degree the qualities of 
étrength, lightness, and 
steady Might; bat fur- 
ther experiments are 
required before decid- 

that this form is the best for a kite, or that winged 
c without horizontal seruplanes constitute the beat 
arrangement of aero-auriaces, 

A, G. Bell, in Nat. Geog. Mag., Jame, 1008, p, 220, 

War or observation kite, a kite used to elevate men 
for the yee of recontaiseance or Olvervation. Several 
forme of kite have been used fur this parpose by Baden- 
Powell, Wise, and Cody, 

For some time past attempts have been made todevise 
kites of sufficient dimensions and lifting power to carry a 
person into the alr, etther for meteorological otservat 
or simply to reconmolter the surruunding country, the lat- 

Toetrabedral Kite. 



kite 
constituting for the mest part an 

noqaisition toa military — Major Baden Powell 
of the Ebritish army has devised a kite which will lift = 
man into the air, but ite acope, a8 frequent be pote 
have shown, is somewhat Himlted. Mr. Samuel Franklin 
Cody. however, has devised an obeerretion kite which has 
been submitted to several exacting tests in England, and 
haa proved practical and sacceseful for general ol 
tion and meteorol experiments, 

Set. Amer, Sup,, April 11, 1908, p. 22904. 
Whistling kite, Moliastur enierns, an Australian 
bird of prey —X to the miny kite of India. Its 
genernl color is ashy brown above, rufous on the head, 
and dall yellowish with dark markings below. 

kite!, r.i. 3, To fly a bird-shaped kite over 
& grouse moor: an English sporting-term. 
The birds, taking this fora hawk, lie close, 
until the dogs ure near. 

kite-balloon (kit’ba-lin’), ». A captive bal- 
loon so constructed as to act partially as a 
kite. Archibold's kite-balloon was an ordinary balloon 
fitted with a cone-shaped structare to support it. Par- 

wr ties tor GARNET purreecs waste et an chougated lor military an e 
balloon betd rigid by an airsack inflated by the wind, the 
sack boing a of the rear end of the balloon, 

kite-boat (kit’bét), », A boat propelled by 
the pulling foree of a kite. 

A few weeks a &. F. Cody, in thirteen hours, safely 
crossed the Ena Channel between Dover and Calais in 
a “bite-boat,” described as a miniature submarine boat 
weighing four tona, and propelled bys modified box-kite. 

Amer, Inventor, Dec. 1h, 1003, p. 270, 

kite-fish (kit’fish), ». A gurnard, Trigla cucu- 

ter object natural 

lus, fo in the Mediterranean and off the 
western coasts of a 
kite-meteorograph (kit’mé’té-5-ré-graf) n, 

A small apparatus, designed to be carried by 
a kite, for obtaining records of stmoepherie 

at ey med es —— acald (SaaS 
— — — 

Marvin's Kite-meteorograph. 

a, tecord of the pressures 4, record of the tem 
¢, recoed of the temperature of the wet-Dulb thermometer: «, 

record of the velocity of the wind; ¢, ¢, revolving crac, 

ature of the alr; 

conditions at considerable altitudes: made in 
various forms devised by Fergusson, Richard, 
and Marvin, 

kite-phi aph (kit’fo*’td-graf), n. A pho- 
—— means of a camera attached 
to a kite. 

kittel? (kit’el), n. iddish Kittel, ¢ G, Kittel, 
MHG. kittel, kitel, a frock, blouse, shirt-waist ; 
origin unknown.) A Yiddish name for an 
ample linen or cotton robe which orthodox 
Jews wear on three solemn occasions, namely, Kieinian (kli‘ni-an), a. Of or pertaining to for operating a toggle-joint. 
at nuptial ceremonies (by the bridegroom); 
at the seder service, on the first two evenings 
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monial chambers or Aipas, but as yet noone haa definitely 
indicated their positions, 

Rep. Bur, Amer, Bthnol,, 1805-06, p. G11 

2, A sunfish or pumpkin-seed. See 
pumpLin-seed, 2. Also kivy. (Local, U. 8.] 
Kivu (ké’vi), ». [African.] A native name 
for one of the tsetse-flies which communicate 
the pagana or sleeping-sickness in Africa. 
kL An abbreviation of hiloliter, 
K.L. An abbreviation of Knights of Labor. 
K. L. K. L. A. L 
Leopold of Austria, 

klafter (klit’ter), n. [G. Klafter, MHG. Lidfter, 
OHG. elafdra,the stretch of the arms,afathom. } 
The German fathom, a measure containing 6 
local feet. The square klafter contained 35 square 
fect and the cubic klafter 216 cubic feet. The equivalent 
value in English measure varies with the of the 
local foot which was the basis of the klafter. The 
Austrian klafter was about 749 English inches, that of 
Hamburg about 66] Inches. 

klshowys, (kli-hou’yii), ». [Connected with 
Chinook j n Mahowya, klahowyam, poor, 
wretched, pitiable, ¢ Chinook tlakawyam, its 

kiver!, w. 

verty.} Good-by, [Washington and Brit- 
ish Columbia.) 

kla um (klap-ré‘thi-um), n. [NL., ¢ 
M. H. Kleproth (1743-1817), a German mineral- 
ogist.) An carly name for the metal cadmium. 
klaprotholite (klap’réth-é-lt), m. [Named 
after M. H. Kisprots (1743-1817), a German 
mineralogist.)] A sulphobismuthite of copper, 
CugBi,S», occurring in steel-gray orthorhom- 
bic crystals, 

—8 ph (kli —* ree ele ( d-) Gy J Me  KAeig (KAeUd-), 
key, — write.] A form of typewriter 
for embossing paper by the New York point 
aystem of writing ** the —— * consists 
casen! a carriage for the  & ae yboard, and embos haniam operated ‘by the embossing mechantem F keys. The 
keyboard contains fourteen and a space-key. The 
= are three ranks of four each, with two 
oye 
ve in 

for cay at the left, and with a * 
at the tient — upper ranks are fur the points 
used fo forming small 

numbers ding to the numbers of the fourth base 
of the New York point aysten. The third or loweat rank 

Kleidegraph, 

3 & keyboards ¢. smallJemer keys; @, compound 
cys; ¢. caphtal-tetter keys; /, space-kep. 

@, canna 

consists of compound keys for pais two impressions 
at oes stroke, called first, second, third, and fourth com- 
panes key. © blind operntor uses the left hand in 

idling the keys and moving the carriage. the right 
hand being free to read any form of tangible raat or 
writing by touch, The characters are formed by com. 
binations of the eight keys, each stroke or on 
key indenting the with one dot : a lance percentage 
of all the letters are formed by touching two Keys in sue- 
cession and all can be formed by four motions, eo keys 
of the lower rauk make two indentations for ome stroke 
atagrent gain in the speed of the work. The machine 
automatically spaces the letters and the space key is used 
to oe words aml sentences. See @iypesrriter, 1, 
and *point), X1. 

Felix Klein (1849-), the German geometer.— 
HMeinian group, See *x/finction, eyroupt, 

Abbreviations of Knight of 

Kneiffia 

kliphok (klip‘hok), n. [D. Klip, cliff, + hok 
* or ——— "In South Africa, a ruin 
native stone hut. 

klon, ». See *clon. 
——— See *clonal. 
kloo (kléeh), », [A back-formation from 
klootchman,) me as *klootchman, 

(klich’man), ». [Chinook jargon 
klootchman, € Nootka tlotsma, woman.] A 
woman, particularly an Indian woman. [Wasb- 
ington and British Columbia.) 
klop (klop), ». [Also clop; imitative.) A 
sound made by the fall or regular beat of a 
solid on @ surface, as a horse's hoofs on a 

vement, Also repeated, klop-klop, __ 
umene (klé‘mén), #, [Appar. Gr, xcArwevor, 

famous: see Clymenia, *clymene.] In chem., 
the name first given to acetylene by its diseov- 
erer, B. Davy, who obtained it as a produet 
of the action of water on crude potassium car- 
bide formed in the preparation of metallie po- 
tassium, 
knacker?, ». 4, A man who dismantles and 
sella the materials of old houses, ships, ete. 

knackery (nak’e-ri), n.; pl. knackeries (-riz). 
[knacker? + -y3,] A yard for slaughtering 
worn-out horses; a knacker’s 

(nak’i), a. [krack + -y1.] Adroit; 
clever; adapteble; having a knack. 

Knapsack sprayer. See *sprayer. 
knee, n. 3. (¢) In meck., the middie Joint or elbow in 
a a ) In enat.,a knec-shaped part. See 
penn ( 
5, In graphics, a break or abrupt change in a 
plotted curve. 
On the — —— seen to be a more or less 

well defined “ ~ where the relation of stress to strain 
undergoes a marked —2 

ical Rec., Aty., 1904, p. 114 

6, A natural prominence ; a rock, hill, or part 
of ahill, knee. Sve teenpped — Eneo of the 
Dead, in napa , the large fint timber which is 

or ass, caused by th: 
hind as a result of Inflammation. 

ti break ———— — 
knee-ball (né’bal), a. Same as *molula. 
knee-board (né’bérd), ». A drag or tension- 
board on a cotton-yarn winding-machine, 28. 
Marsden, Cotton Weaving, p. 257. 

knee-boot epee n. 1, A com 
leather shield for covering the side of a horse's 
knee. The —— is of soft leather or felt. 
—2, A boot which comes to the knee. 

knee-hole (né’hdl),n. Thespace under a desk 
oveupied by the knees of one seated at the 
desk. [Loeal, Eng.) 

knee-ill (vé’i!), ». Same as nare?-all. 
joint-ill, = 
aaaeing (né‘ing), ». An angular bending or 
knee-shaped projection, Buck, Med. Hand- 
book, Ill. 624. 

knee-kna é'napt), a. 
—8* ae kneed, 

kneelet (né‘let), n. [knee + -let.] A knee. 
piece in medieval armor, sometimes carrying 
a spike, 

knee-lyre (né’lir), ». Seme as lira da gamba 
(whieh see, under Hra®.) 
knee-movement (né’miv*’ment), ». 

Also 

Same as knock- 

A device 

kn n, ». 2, In entom., the femoral con- 
eavity into which the tibia is inserted. Airby 

of Passover (by the master of ceremonies) ; heav Lut : 
and onthe Day of Atonement. Pious Jews Elein solution. ee Fen Sey ee eee 
are also buried dressed in a kittel. 

kittereen (kit-e-rén’), ». [Also hittareen, hit- 
terine, kittering ; origin unknown. It has been 
referred, without proof, to Kettering, a local 
name, and Ait Treen, a man’s name.) 14. A 
kind of omnibus. [Western England.J—2. A 
one-horse, two-wheel chaise or buggy, with 
or without a movable top. [Jamaica,} 

kittle!, v. 4. 2. To confuse with questions or 
statements. 
kitty-witch (kit’i-wich), ». A small swimming- 
erab, Porcellana platycheles, found in the Nort! 
Sea and the Mediterranean, 
kiva (ké’vii), ». [Also spelled kib-ra. Moi.) 
A sacred chamber, wholly or partly unaer- 
ground, in which many of the religious cere- 
monials of the Pueblo Indians are performed. Klinker, 
Also estufa. 

A pueblo of thesize of Awatobl, with so many evidences 
of long occupancy, would mo doubt bave several cere- klinostat, n. 

klementite (klem’en-tit), n. [Named after 
Dr. C, Klement of Brussels.) <A silicate of 
aluminium and iron, related to the chlorites 
and occurring in dark olive-green scales at 
Vielsalm, Belgium. 

c, kleptocracy, kleptophobia. See 
*eleptic, etc. 

K. L. H. An abbreviation of Anight of the 
Legion af Honor, 

K-light (ki’lit), ». In spectroscopy, the light 
of the K-line of the spectrum, due to the in- 
eandescence of calcium vapor. This line, which 
lies in the extreme violet of the *5 la of hig! 

wer. U⸗ presence in the light from the sun's actinic 
atmosphere is utilized in the photogra hy of the solar 
promtnences and in similar we sed 

n. See clinker, 
ooephals klinocephalism, klinocepha- 

lus, kl ooephaly. See Seleteaphatte, oe. 
See clinovtat. 

knee-pipe (né’pip), n. Anelbow; a bent pipe. 
knee-plate, ». 3, In ship-bwilding, a small 
triangular plate fitted pt the point of connec- 
tion of the beam and frame to strengthen it. 

knee-protector (né’pré-tek’tor), ». A pad 
used to protect the knee in roller-polo, foot- 
ball, ot similar games. 

knee-punch (né’punch), », A punch which is 
bent to allow its being used through a narrow 
opening. 

knee- e@ (né’sték), e. t.; =i and pp. hiee- 
staked, ppr. knee-staking. leather-manuf,, 
to stake or soften by aid of the knee, Flem- 
ming, Practical Tauning, p. 51. 

knee-viol (né’vi'ol), ». Same as viola da 
gamba (a) (which see, under eiola?), 

Kneiffia (kni'fi-i), », de (Spach, 1835), 
named in honor of F. G. Aneiff (-1832), an 
apothecary and botanist of Strasburg.) A 
genus of plants of the family Onagracee. They 
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differ from (Enothera tn thelr diarnal flowers, unequal knobbling-fire (nob‘ling-fir), ». A bloomery 
stamens, and asttally club-shea 

are about 12 
and often wi * 

en, belonging chiefly to 

In whatever other respects the German stadent may be knobkerrie, 
irregular, he always fneips according to rule. 

J. M. Hart, German Universities, p. 139, 

Eneipe (kni’pe), #.; pl. Rueipen (-pen). [G. knob-root (nob’rit}, m. The horse-balm, Col- knocking, 

knob-grass (nob’gras), n. 

for refining cast-iron. 

knob-fly (nob’fli), ». A natural fly used in 
angling; also, an artificial fly, called 
poser 

Same as *knob- 
root, 

knobkerry (nob’ker-i), ». [Ca 
D._ knopkiers as knob + kerrie, honey’ See 

a house, beer-shop, bar-room, stu- linsonia Canadensis. , 

dents’ elub,] In German universities : 
room, or sometimes a house, where beer-drink- 
ing is carried on. (6) A beerdrinking; a 
earousing; ® booze; especially, a semipro- 
fessional carouse of students according to a 
complicated set of more or less humorous 
rules, which are somewhat strictly observed. 

knel, ¢. and». A simplified spelling of knell. 
knez (knez), », [Serv. Slov, knez, Bohom, knéz 
(kniez), Russ. knyard (kniaz) (Albanian knez), 
MGr. xvétye, ete., a prince; connected with 
OHG. chuning, ete,, AS, cyning, E. king.) 
Prince: a Slavic title of nobility equivalent 
to prince or duke, and sometimes implying 

n. pl. A contraction of 
*. Also used — —— in the 

— knicker: as, a knicker suit. 
".—Barlow knife, ket-len! 

oy — on the harille. These — 385* = 
tensively used for many years, since they had excellent 
steel blades and were Inexpensive, Also called Dilly 

a slender knife used in 
of cataract,— Record. tion 

ited int of the phonogra) 
Seripture, Exper. Phonetics, at. 

knife-bar, ». 2. A metal bar with an acute 
edge employed on different machines with dif- 
ferent functions, 

knife-box, ». 2. Same as *griffel, 3. 
knife-bracelet (nif’bris’let), n. A narrow 
bracelet of iron, with a sharp edge which is 
usually covered with a strip of hide. The 
may be uncovered and the bracelet need to Infilet woum 
by ablow. Such knifebracelets are worn by the Irenga 
and other tribes of the w Nile. In other parte of 
Africa bracelets or arm-rings with attached knives or 
spikes are worn, 

To gtard themselves from capture, they (Reshiats or 
wear a very —353 nife bracetet, and when 

shea 

ayA 

Darsonicha) 
fighting they remove the 

Geog, Jour, (R, G. 8) XL 383, 

knife-fish (nif‘ fish), ». A cyprinoid fish, 
Pelecus cultrates, found in eastern Europe. 

knife-man (nif’man), ». A ial workman 
employed in the more delicate and important 
art of archwological excavations in which it 

is necessary to substitute a knife for a spade. 
The patience of the few picked “knife-men" who lay or 

croached fn the trenches catting throagh the compost of 
bores and pottery inch by inch, was sometimes rewarded 
with unexpected treasures. 

R. C. Bosanquet, in An. Brit. Schoot at Athens, VITL 264. 

knife-roller (nif‘ré"lér), », A roller with 
blades or knives, arran, spirally or other- 
wise, as on the knife-roller ecotton-gin, Tag- 
gart, Cotton Spinning, I. 28, 
knife-switch (nif’swich), n. In elect., a form 
of switch in which the cireuit is closed by the 
insertion of s metallic strip pivoted, like a 
knife-blade, between metallic clips or springs. 
knife-worm (nif’wérm), ». Any eutworm. 
Enight of — brush, a Leen it of the 
pestl ano Diet ~ Knigh’ writer ; 

an suther. of Petia F Beret —2 
——— — It has an reuruuce 

or beneficial branch,— Enights’ defense, See 
openiug, & 

knight-croas (nit’kris), ». The searlet lych- 
nis or eross of Jerusalom, Lychnis Chalee- 
donica, 

knight-fish (nit’fish), ». A common name 
applied to Monocentris glora-maris, « hery- 
eoid fish found in Australia, Also called 
pine-cone fish, 

(nis-m6-jen’ik), a. [Gr. xmeude, 
tickling, + -yevnc, -producing.] Productive 
or provocative of tickling: as, knismogenic 
sensations. G. S. Hall, Adolescence, LL. 95, 

knitting-bur (nit‘ing-bér), ». In a knitting- 
machine, a wheel with blades for carrying the 
yarn to the needles and elearing it from them 
while the web is forming. 

knob, . (i) A small flock, less than 30, of ducks: an 
Eeuzliah 5) ing term. 

knobble (nob‘l), A. [Dim, of knod.] A small 
knob or lump. 

S.—44 , 

knobstones (nob’sténz), n. pl. The local name 
Amer. in Kentucky for the silicious 
Notes, Jour. Sci., 1866, p. 105, cited in 

Il. vi. 

up. 
Binlect 

7 e. I, trans, 3. To speak ill of one. 
Co slang. ]— knock: L), to be 
(College plang.! wit ote wowed wien, y foun of 

or a barrel), for storagre or for Purposes of transportation ; 
knocked di (d) See the ex- 

A m known as“ knecking down one's od ged 
vails all over the unsettled of Australia. it is to 
fay, & man with a cheque, of a sam of money in his 
session, hands ft over to publican, and calla for drinks 
for himself and his friends, until the publican tells him 
he has drunk out his cheque. 
i. Finch-Hatton, Advance Australia, p. 22%, quoted in 

[E. E. Morris, Austral English, 
To knock up. (¢) In cricket, to score runs by hitting. 
[Collog,} 

Il. intrans. 4, To keep up a system of 
annoying attacks; to keep atriking or hitting 
until the other side eapitulates or buys the 
‘knocker’ off. [Political slang, New York.] 
There are sevoral ways of getting into Tammany Hall. 

One is to be born there ; and another is to work your way 
ap in; a third is to lower yourself down in. The fourth, 
anda very sticceseful way, ia w he Tammany men 
call “kaockia’.~ Thin is to theht Tammany Hall until the 
organization opens and recelves you, paying in return al- 
most anything within reason. 

N.Y. Com. Advertiser, May 11, 1001 

bout (nok’a-bout), a. and n. I, a. 1. 
oting something which knocks (other things) 

about; rough; wgeueß boisterous: as, a 
knockabout game of foot-ball.— 2. Accustomed 
to knock about or to be knocked about: as, 
a knockabout globe-trotter ; suitable to be 
knocked about in: as, a kwockabout coat.— 3, 
Noisy; full of horse-play: as, a Anockabout 
entertainment ; knockabout business. [Theat. 
slang.] — 4. In Australia, applied to a jack of 
all es on & station. 

II, ». 1. Atraveler; one who has knocked 
about.—2. A performer in a knockabout 
-_ orsketch; thesketch itself, (Theat. ge 
— 8. In Australia, a hand on a station who 
does a little of everything.—4. A small sail- 
ing-yacht of light construction and simple sail 
rig, the latter consisting of # mainsail and 

Kuockahbout, 

8 jib bent on a stay that is set up on the stem 
of the boat. These boats, as a rule, are flat- 
bottomed, with a fin-keel, and can be handled 
* quickly, going from one tack to another 
Without apparently losing speed. Some knock- 
abouts are provided with a center-board in- 
stead of a fin, for use in shallow waters.— 
5, A small launch. 

xnoeker-ap (nok’ér-up), nA 

knot-pound 
knocker, ». 5, One who keeps up a system 
of ‘knocking’ or persistent attack, with ulte- 
rior motives. See *knock, v. i., 4.—6t, A sort of 
pendant to 8 Wig.--Newgate knocker, a lock of 

worn by thieves and others in such a manner as to be 
— to resemble the knocker on the prisoners’ door 
at Newgat : 

person em- 
ployed, especially in mill towns, to go about 
and waken those whose work requires them 
to be up early. 

na. 5, The practice of persistent at- 
ulterior motives. See *knock, v. i., 4. 

[Political slang, New York.] 
knock-off, ». 2. In mech,, a releasing device ; 
a Greet or cam for releasing some part of a 
mechanism. It is used in someforms of engine 
valve-gears to operate the admiasion-valves. 

knock-out, @.—Knock-out attachment, an attach- 
ment to a sheet-metal press uapd to knock finished 
ware off the dies ; a form of efector. It is automatic and 
is made in several f Enock-out drops, See jorms, — 

a. 1. In pugilism, the act of renderin 
insensible ; a blow which produces insensibil- 
ity.—2, A knock-off; a release; specifically, 
a device for allowing a valve in a spring-test- 
ing machine to open when the ram encounters 
& resistance 
knop, x. 6. A loop or tuft in two- (or more} 
ply yarn produced in doubling for ornamen’ 

Yeon ty nop’fll), a. Same as *knob-fly. 
knopite (knop’it), ». [G. knopit (1894), named 
after Professor A. Anop of Karlsruhe.) A 
titanate of calejum and cerium oeeurring in 
lead-gray isometric crystals. Itis intermediate 
in composition between perovskite and dys- 
analyte. 

Enorria (nor’i-i), n. eae (Sternberg, 1820), 
olfgang Knorr, a Ger- named after Georg 

man paleontologist.) A sup genus of 
Paleozoic fossil plants consisting of trunks 
whose surfaces present inclined overlapping 
ri . They are now known to tay the neast part of 

deocorticated trunks of Lepidodendron in which the 
whole bark has been stri off, the course of the beaf- 
trace bundles through the middle cortex being repre- 
sented by these ridges, and presenting an a 
wholly di erent trom thik of the teal euriace of the trunk. 

viel, and similar c 
knot, a common Jandsman'’s knot made 

uniting two pleces of string or rope. It is decried by 
satlors because it will slip when a strain is put *** 
See the ilustration.- Hangman’s knot, a formed 

Deetde Oveshand Koos. 

4 laying back the bight of a rope near the end, 
en winding seven turns around it from left to 

right, and ing the end back ander all the 
turn, This makes a slip-moose and a long ey- 
—5 knot Sirona which the hat ptt 

© rope travels freely.— Loop-knot, any 
which forma a loop, Sach as u bowline.—Old- 

4 Same a& granny's-rnet, — 
& stopper. . 

co ‘mend vital’ of Flourens; asmall ares 
of the oblongata, destruction of which means 
instant death, and which has therefore been 

ed as preéminently the vital center, i 

The ritel knot of Flourens is the vital center J 
and must also be the center of plensure amd 4 4 

which are merely alterations in the func. · 
yman's of be life, He 

G. Serge quoted in Ribot (trans), Psychol, "ene 
3 fof Emotions, p. 28 

knot-gr: rn, 3. The joint-grass, Paspalum di 
— Pein inet rene moth. Bee 

ras 

knot-hole (not’hél), ». A hole in a board or 
plank formed by the falling out of the piece of 
& knot, node, or knur left when the plank was. 
sawed, 

knot-horn (not’hérn), n. A collectors’ name 
for any —— moth: so called because the 
males of this family frequently have a swollen 
basal antennal joint. Cambridge Nat. Hist, 
VIL 424 

knotless (not‘les), a. [knot + -less.] Without 
& knot, in any sense of the word; with the 
knots removed or untied. 
knot-maul (not’mal), ». A maul which has a 
head made from a knot or other tough piece of 
wood 

knot-pound (not’pound), ». A unit in terms 
of which the weight of copper and, indireetly, 
the electrical conductivity of a submarine or 
underground eable are expressed; one pound 
per nautical mile or knot. 



knot-root 

knot-root (not’rit), ». Same as *knob-root. 
mn. 2, In tertile-many/f., a hand-device 

cally tying together two ends of 

chanism in a 
harvester and 
binder 
ties the knots 
in the binding- 
cord 
knotty-horn 
(not’i-hérn), nm. 
An American 

Barber Knotter. 
@, stmp for fastening on the hand; 4, 

Desmo- 
thumb-piece; «, cerus iatus, —— dark-blue in 
color, with the basal part of the elytra 
orange. Ita larve bore into the stems of 
elder, mare gral Manual of Insecta, p. 570, 
otty- (not’i- 
ten) a. A doubt- 

term, either 
genuine and meaning 
having a knotty or 
lumpy pate,’ or, sim- 
ly, “having a hard 
wooden) pate,’ or a 
mistake for not-pated 
(which is also used 

Shakspere). 
Why, thoa... knot 

pated fool, thou... 0 
scene, stallow-catch, 

Shak, t Hen, Vie 

horn), 
» knotter agd cutter; a, 

Kaeotty hom 
(Dermocerns pallens.) 

Ealarged owe third, 

device consisting of strings in which a num- 
ber of knots are made, the number and order 
of knots serving the end of recalling certain kobu (k6’ 
objects or events: used by many primitive 
tribes unfamiliar with the art of writing —for 
instance, by the Australians, the California 
Indians, and also by the Peruvians, See quipu. 
Ratzel (trans.), Hist. of Mankind, I, 344, 

knowa (n6-a-bil’i-ti), n. 
condition of being (easily) recogni 
or comprehended. 

One of the few advantages that India has over England 
fs a great knowobility. .. . At the end of twenty years 
as man}... knows, or knows something 

Hshman in the Empire. 
R, Kipling, Indian Tales, p. 480. X. E. D. 

edge, *.—Dynam knowledge, 
—— chan, n= in conduct a 
relations, Ward, Dynamic Soctol., HL. &o, 
Knox beds, dolomite. See *bed!, *dolomite, 
Enoxville beds. See *bed!. 
knoxvillite (noks’vil-it), n. — —X 
def.) + -ite*.] A hydrated sulphate of ferric 
iron, chromium, and aluminium oceurring in 
—— — rhomhie plates: found at the 
tedington mereury-mine, Knoxville, Califor- 

nia. 

E.N.8. An abbreviation of Knight of the 
North Star (Sweden). 

knuckle, ». 8. A sharply bent loop, as of 
intestine, especially when imprisoned, as in a 
hernia. 

When « small bnwekle of intestine haa alipped into a 
narrowing there is no strangulation at once and fecal 
matter enters the knuckle through its upper entrance. 

Med. Record, Feb. 23, 1G, p. BL 

8. In wiech., the swinging leaf or hook used 
for the coupling device in certain automatic 
ear-couplings, particularly in the Janney or 
M, C. B, (master car-builders’) type. A hole 
is usually provided in the kanekie so that the 
eommon link-eoupling may be used with it. 
knuckle, v. i.—To knuckle to. (#) To acknowledce — 
oue's self convinced, in the wrong, or beaten, (6) To 
apply one’s self earnestly. 

knuckle-bone (nuk’l-bdn), », 1. A bone ina 
knuckle-joint, especially of a sheep: used in 
the game of knuckle-bones. See dih3.—2, pl, 
The game played with dibs or knueckle-bones. 

He became one of the leading players at Anvckle-bones, 
which all jharmpania and many salses play while they are 
waiting outside . . . of nights 

he Kipling, Indian Tales, p, 34, 

knuckle-kneed (nuk’l-néd), a. Having very 
prominent knees, 

, known, 

knuckle-post (nuk’l-pést), » 

yarn or thread, steering: 
—38. The me- knuckle-thread (nuk‘1-thred), n. 

which Knuckling (nuk’ling), 

knur. 

cloaked knotty- knurled, a. 

Koch's comma bacillus, 

kodak (k6’dak), n. 
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. One of the two 
eross-arms in a knuck e-joint; specifically, the 
vertical earrving the stu le in the 

nuckle of an automobile, 
A serew- 

thread which has a large round at the top and 
bottom. 

n. <A deformity of the 
fetlock-joint, ea by a shortening of the 
tendons behind, which results in throwing 
the joint upward and forward, making the foot 
more upright than is normal, U. 8, t, Agr., 
Rep. on Diseases of the Horse, 1903, p. 

n. 3. In photop., & milled-edge roller 
te cerambycid used for dotting and softening outrun lines 

beetle (the and making dark es lighter. 
3. Milled: said of the serrated 

ofucoin. Alsocalledknarled, See mill), 4, 
(k6), n. [Chinese ko, | i the culm of the 
mboo, hence a stick, piece, thing, as a con- 

ventional term of enumeration.) A Chinese 
unit of customary enumeration, in connection 
with certain classes of things: i ko jin, a 
man or ‘one man’ (usually rendered in pidgin- 
English ‘one man’), 

ed 

koae (k0-8°8),m. (awadian) The white-tailed 
tropie-bird, Phaéthon leucurus, which is found 
in the Sandwich Islands. 

koali —— ———— koali, < koali, koa 
creep around.) In Hawaii, a name for seve: 
vines belonging to the genus Jpome@a.— Koall-ai 
(edible convotvulas), Ipomea teberculata, a stout twiner 
with a tuberous root which waa form: eget Anes 
natives as food in times of scarcity. The stems are # 

durable and are used by the Hawaiians as cordage. 
The plant is distributed over tropical Asia and of 
South America — Koali-awahia (bitter cowvolvalus), 

& stout twiner, the root of which is 

See *cohbra obbera, n. i 
“| See *testl, bell’s test. 

), «. [Jap.) An important broad- 
fronded, pdible seaweed, Laminaria saccharis 
(which see, under Laminaria), found on the 
coasts of Japan, and especially of Yezo, the 
most northerly of the four large islands, where 
it is known as *hkombn (which see), 

The quality or kobza (kob’zi), n. [Russ., Little Russ., Pol. 
kobca, Turk, kopwz, a pandora.) A rude lute 
used in Little Russia. 

. 0. An abbreviation of kathodic opening 
contraction. 

about, every kochelite (ki-ke-lit’), ». [G. kochelit (1868), 
named from Hochelwiese, in Silesia.) A min- 
eral closely related to fergusonite: found in 
the granite of the Kochelwiese, Silesia. 

Koch-Weeks bacil- 

[An arbitrary word in- 
vented as a trade-mark.) A hand~«amera, of 
a special make, designed for taking instanta- 
neous photographs; bence, any similar camera. 
kodak (k6‘dak), vr. (kodak, n.) I. trans. To 

Tr een —— ph hs with a k . intrans, To © photographs with a ko- 
dak; use a kodak. . . 
kodaker (k6’dak-ér), n, 
kodak, 

lus, See *bacillus, 

One who uses a 

Keberlinia (kéb-ér-lin’i-f), a. (NL. (Zue- 
earini, 1832), named after C. L. Koeherlin, a 
Bavarian botanist.) <A genus of dicotyledon- 
ous shrubs or small trees, the type and only 
genus of the family Keberlintacew, The onl 
species, A. epinoee, is a native of western Texns and 
northern Mexteo, It is characterized by the stiff green 
branches ending in flens thorns, scale-like caducous leaves, 
and small white flowers in Lateral racemes near the 
of the branchlets. See #junco®. 

Keeberliniaces (kéb-ér-lin-i-a’s@-@), mn. pl. 
NL. (Engier, 1895), ¢ Aaberlinia + -acewx.] 
family of American shrubs or small trees of 

the order Hypericales, the junco family, con- 
sisting of the single monotypic genus Aeber- 
linia, See *Koberlinia. 
Kellia (kél’i-i), ». [NL. (Moench, 1794), 
named in honor of Johann Ludwig Christian 
Koelle (1763-97), a German physician and 
botanist.) A genus of dicotyledonous plants 
belonging to the family Menthacew, See Pye- 
nanthemum, 

koenenite (kén‘’e-nit), ». [Named after Dr. 

kokoon 

ite (két’ig-it), m. a (1850) after 
Otto Avettig, who first analyzed it.] A hydrous 
arseniate of zinc, cobalt, and nickel, related to 
vivianite in form and composition. 
Koheleth (ko‘hi-let), n. [Heb. gihkéleth, o 
word of uncertain meaning, but appar. con- 
nected with hal, con te, and henee 
translated in the Septuagint version of Erele- 
siastes ‘member of an assembly,’ but un- 
derstood by Jerome and later authorg as 
‘Preacher.’] 1, The book of Ecclesiastes, 
traditionally ascribed to King Solomon.— 2, 
One of the six traditional surnames of King 
Solomon: said to have been applied to him 
because his words were spoken in public gath- 
erin The other five were Jedidiah, Agur, 
Jakah, Lemuel, and Iticl. 
Kohlrausch’s law. See */aw?, 
kohua (ké‘hi-ii), ». (Maori.] 1, A native 
Maori oven. This consisted of a hole in the 
eon! heated stones, in which the food was in 
baskets. ater waa then poured on the stones, and the 
whole covered ap to keep in the steam till the food wa 

cooked. Bee weamn, 

B A three-] iron pot or kettle; a ‘go- 
shore’ or — ‘ew Zealand.) 

koi (ko’é), nm. [Jap.] The common carp, (y- 
prinus carpio, found in the rivers of Japan. 
koilonychia (koi-li-nik’i-ai), m. [Gr. otter, 
hollow, + ave oe ane —Bi A spoon. 
shaped finger-nail with surface concave instead 
of convex. 

koilorachic (koi-l6-rak’ik), a. [Gr. soior, hol- 
low, + jaye, the spine. Having a #pinal 
column with « lumbar curve concave forward, 
or with a lumbovertebral index of more than 
102. Turner. 

Jap. J A ferment used 
° aa a sake or rice-wine. 

at 
appearance 
verting it into maltese and dextrine, and ultimately ime 
glacose susceptible of alcoholic fermentation. 
kokam (k6’kiim), ». (Hindi.] Same as *cor- 
copali, 

kokio (k6-ké'6), mn. (Hawaiian, prop. a shrub 
or tree.) A name in Hawaii of several spe 
cies of malvaceous shrubs or trees belonging 
to the genus Hibisews.— Kokio-keokeo |‘ wlite b 
kio'), Arnottianus, with white flowers: sme 
at whaortehele. 

koklass (kok‘Iss), ». A native name of pheas 
ants of the genus Pucrasia, which are dis 
tinguished by the long crests and ear-tufts of 
the males. These pheasants are fonnd through 
os Himalayas from Afghanistan to Man- 
churia. 

Comsnon Kok lave, 
(Pw raste marnlepha., 

koko! (k6’kS), », [W. African.] Same s 
cocen. 
koko? (k6’k6), n. awaiian koko, » partien- 
lar use of koko, blood (sap). These plants yield 
an abundance of milky sap or latex.) Anamei 
Hawaii of several shrubs and small trees be 
longing to the genus Kuphorbia, and partie 
larly of #. lorifolia, is is aw tree 12 feet 
high, found at high elevations, and is much 
used as fire-wood, 
kokong (ké-king’), ». [Also kokoon, cocoon: ( 
Sechuana khokong or kgokot.) The brindied 

A. vou Keenen.] A hydrated oxychlorid of gnu, Catohlepas taurina, . 
aluminium and magnesium oceurring in red kokoon (k6-kin’), ». Same as cocoon? aod 
cleavable masses. *kokong, 
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ko! (k6’kG-p5), ». [Maori.] A fish, Ga- 
laxias fasciatus, of the family Galarida, found _trade-winds and ugually 
in Australian waters. See *cockabully, 
sometimes applied to other fishes of 
family. 
kokowai (k6’ké-wi), ». [Maori.] Red ocher. 
(New Zealand.) 

koku (k6’k), ». [Jap.] A liquid and dry 
measure used in Japan. As a Mquid measure it ix 
equivalent to 47,6 United States gallo 
sure, to 6,11 United States bushels. — ‘ea 

Kola, kolanine, kola-nu . 
*cola?, *colanine, pe mir Wo ry 
kolea (ko-laé’ii), n. [Hawaiian.] The Pacific 
golden plover, Charadrius dominicus fulcus, 
which makes a wonderful trip from Alaska to 
the Sandwich Islands. 

kolkol (kol’ko!l), ». [Southern Maidu (Cali- 
fornia).) Shell money of the Californian 
Indians, made of Olirella biplicata. The word 

ringing rain. 
Aliso konarite, ». An incorrect spelling of *con- 

oe same _narite. 
colors. Same as direct cotton *colors. 
rusian (k6‘ni-d-pré‘si-an), x, [Aone 
-ian.) In — a term adopted by 

neh geologists for the lowest division of 
the Devonian formation when expressed as a 

agic fauna in limestone facies, It is repro- 
by the Koniépras limestone of the Bohemian —5— 

is easentially equivalent to the Hercynian stage 
limestone of the 

Koninckinid (ké-ning‘kin-id), n. One of 
— — or a brachiopod related 

ereto, 
koninckinoid (k6-ning’ki-noid), a. Pertaining 
to or having the characters of the Koninckini- 
Lee, 

konini (k6’né-né), n. [Maori.] In New Zea- 
: — land, the fruit of the kotukutuku or native 

Yallonyline, #2, A wubetance closely re- {tates vst cratrneatt, tte ners tah n, . au nee closely Tre- four-o le w 

lated to celloidin, and used like it in histo- ible and pleasant and forms tive principal food of the 
. 2 : wood-pigeon. 

ae eehnle: xaid to be more ET clans —V (Gr. wine, dust, 
kol nidre (kdl nid’ra). [Heb., ‘all vows.’] = —— < diye, speak.) The science which 

The opening words of the most solemn prayer ‘Pats © i 
of the Jewish ritual for the eve of the atone- ed the — ae e Me x 
—— * beam Patan konje (kon’je), ». [Native African name.] 

A valuable fiber-plant, Cordyline Guineensis, 
yielding African bowstring hemp. See San- 
sevieria 
konnarite, n, See *connarite. 
konzi (kon‘zi), n. —D 

the natives in Hawaii to a number of plants hartbeest, Bubalis tensteini, a la Afri- 
with s creeping or prostrate habit.— ean antelope which inhabits the Zam Te~ 
Suahiwi (‘recentein ance .) Lystmachia Hf nat, gion: It has rather small ringed horns that 
a species of looseatrife 7 © sweet-scen nd upward and outwurd, then inward, and, 
Gowers, found on the highlands of Kanal. ‘finally, backward. 

See *colpohysteree- xoobery (ki’be-ri), u. [Also ; from 
an sboriginal Australian name.) A_ fish, 

rie ong 

nm; asadry mes pel 
sen 
and 

kolokolo (ké-16-k6'l6), ». (Hawaiian, a 
creeper, ¢ kolo, ereep.] A name — by Lichtenstein’ 

komatik (ko-mii’tik), n. A Therapon richardsonii, of the family Hamu- 
— need by * bee le of —— ladæ, found in Australia. 

(kom’ba). n. (Native can name. koodoo, ». 2. Oue of the bushbueks, Tragela- 
A rambling or climbing shrub of the dogbane “phus sclousi, which inhabits the swampy re- 
family, trophan- ons of central and eastern Africa.—Greater 
thus Kombe, native Strepsiceroe kudu, rapidly beltg: exterminated 
of East Africa. It in nyost parte of ite — Lesser Strepriceros 

furnishes « part of Incking the fringe af hair beneath the throat and! having 
the officinal Sfro- horns more closely twisted. It to be confined to 
hanthus seeds used Somaliland and the region about Kilimanjaro, 

medicine. See kookaburra (ki-ka-bur‘’ii), n. [Also gogobera, 
Strophanthus. goburra, ra; an aboriginal Australian 
kombic (kom‘bik), name.] The native name adopted as & com- 
a. Noting an acid, 
a little-known com. 
pound of uncertain 
properties and com- 

tion, found in 
Seasheniier seeds. 

kombo (kom’bo), n. 
[African.] <A cere- 
monial of 

ting, employed 

mon name for the a BY gn Dacelo 
gigas, a large species of kingfisher. The 
name is extensively used about Sydney and is 
iven by E. P. Ramsay in his “Catalogue of 
ustralian Birds.” See cut under Dacelo, 

koolaman, kooliman (kil’s-man, -i-mgn), ». 
Same as *coolamin. 

koontee, koonti, ». See coontie, 
koosin (ki’sin), ». Same as *kosin. 
kootchar (kii’chiir), n. 

y chiefs in many lian.) An Australian stingless probably 
—— ot Kombe (Straphantins Komte). belonging to the genus Melipona. Cambridge 

cee Che wet ind spent sass "A gona: Nat Hist, VI. 63, — 
i 1J * lald opan. the attenuste tobes re: (kop), n. D. kop = E. copt. Compare 

Bun-pu.] A Japan- covet imntant sieves; sini *kopje.) A small hill. [South Africa.) 
seaweed, also called tin ef Vallis, owe sith righ of thee hed 
*kobu (which see), : position, the advance remaining checked the while. 
great quantities of which are gathered on the L. James, in War's Brighter Side, p. 347, 
coasts of Yezo and elsewhere and prepared kop? (kop),m. [D. kop = E.cop4, eup. In Hol- 
for use as pickles, seasoners, relishe 
tables, sweetmeats, and, in powdere 
as tea. See the extract. 
Komi: is one of the etaple foods of the country (Japan), 

form, adry measure. 
rk (k6’piing), m. [Malay kopang, kupang; 

= —* ae fate ct | rt —* ef, cobang, Kobang.) Anold money of account tert e dietary oat family and 7 
Saien dice cons —— Or one ——e— at Penang, equal toa tenth of a United States 

for 
fish, stews, etc. Nat. Geog. May., May, 1005, p21, Gollar, 
Kome beds, See *bed!. koph (kop, kéf), n, [Also goph; Heb. gdp 
komenic, @. Incorrect form for *comenic. A, Phen, *gdp, whence Gr. odera, xérra, 

kommers (ko-miirs’), n. [G. kommers, also 
kommersch, a rticular pronunciation, among 
students, of kommerz, commerz, commerce, — P 
trade, intercourse, society, drinking-club, ete.; Kophobelemnon (k6-f6-bé-lem’non), x. [NL., 
<L. commercium, commerce : see commerce.) A Gr. *7* dull, dumb, + jé4zuvov, dart.) A 
social gathering of German university students Widely distributed genus of ringer sc A nrany 
at some place of entertainment. of the family Kophobelemnonide. Ashjornsen, 

Come in; Come in. You shall see some sport. A Fox 18%. 
[Freahman} commerce fe on foot and a Regular Beers Kophobelemnonids’s = (k6-f6-bé-lem-non’i-dé), 

. Longfellow, Hyperion, WW. a, pl, [NL., « Kophobelemnon + ide.) A 
kommos, ». See commos, family of pennatulacean aleyonarians having 
kona (ko’nii),". (Hawailankona.] Thesouth- the polyps on both sides of the elongate 
west wind that sometimes occurs in the Ha- eylindrical rachis in @ single series or in in- 

The nineteenth letter (p>) of the Hebrew alpha- 
bet, corresponding to the Roman q. Its nu- 
merical value is * 

waiian Islands, —— oe the northeast distinct row: 

dust and its components, especially k 

{Aboriginal Austra- * 

vege- land, the name given to the liter when used as ‘ 

korora 

large and without cells, and the 
ventral st of the rachis : 
without polyps. It includes 
the genera Aophobelemnon, 
—— non, and Bathyp- 
til am, 

k (k6é-pi-6’ pi-i), n. 
L., i . R o” pd 

: sane fires, ed 
atigue on) (or-), eye. 
A Seon in which the 
eyes quickly tire, 
kopje (kop’i), ». [D. aogle 
(pron. kop’ye, in Cape D, 
kop‘i), orig. “kopken, dim. 
of kop, a 
and cop1.] 
(South Africa,] 
Koper, short, thick, Yoleanio- 

looking hilla, often with a squared- 
ot quant st 6 eubenaee bon on 

the surface is a fretwork of the 
boul outermest ders, 

J, Reiph, An American with Lord 

oprosterin (ko-prow'te-rin), ~~ O-pros’te-rin), ~ =<" — 
n. [As koproster(ol) + -in2, — 
Same as */cprosterol. 

(ko-pros’te-rol), ». (Gr. xérpor, 
dung, + (chole)sterol.) A colorless dextroro- 
tatory compound, Co,H4,0, found in human 

in geera poner td psy eel with nur be 

n It forme aT en planks esulien melting 
at 95-08" ed Akoprosterin. 

n. Copt. 

k Cigerh I eee dgee, kardpi (kO-rii’ji), m. iso cora , kardji, 
ete.; native Australian.) A shaman or medi- 
eine-man of the Australian aborigines, 
Korahite (ké’rn-it), ». ([Korah + -ite?.] In 
* hist., rh escondant — aS : ron, 

. ete,), the no vi. The 
Korahites * Of —— 
in the Levitical services as singers in the temple, Cer- 
tain Paalma (xiii, xliv., xiv,, etc.) are superseribed as 
“for the sons of * ‘orah, 

kKorakora (k6-ri-ko'ri), n. [Also corecora, 
korocora, ete.; © Malay kéra-kora ; seo *cara- 
coa,) A Malayan boat, formerly in use, hav- 
ing # high eurved stem and stern. 

{k6-ran-ol’a-tri), ». Worship of 
or reverence for the Koran. 

Lully down Mohammedans have been the hard- 
est to convert. Heresy and apostasy from borenedat 
ja here treason, E. & Hall, Adolescence, I, a 
origum, k (kor‘i- Mu. [African.] 
The Senegal artbeest, Hulalts senegalensis, 
a species with rather short, heavy, lyrate 
horns, which inhabits Central Afmea from 
Senegal to Somaliland. 
korimako (k6-ri-mii’k6',». [Maori.] A Maori 
name for the New Zealand bell-bird, An- 
thornis melanura. 

korin (k6‘rin), x. (W. African.) A species of ga- 
zel, Gazella rufifrons, found in Senegal, Africa, 

e (k6r-ne-rd’pin), n. [Named (1885) 
after A. N. Aornerup, & Danish geologist.) 
A silicate of aluminium and magnesium, 
MgAleSiOg, occurring in from colorless to 

“re white fibrous 
or columnar 
aggregates: 
found at Fis- 
kernis, Green- 
land, Pris- 
matine, from 
Waldheim, 
Saxony, is a 
similar min- 
eral. 
koro? (ké’rd), 
n, (Jap. kord.] 
A Japanese in- 
cense-burner 
or censer, usu- 
ally of bronze, 

name, to some 
extent adopted 
as a ¢com- 

i mon name, for 
the little pen- 

Eudyp- 
group. 

nese Koro, trem, intaid with gold. rs 
(18 the Pensylranis Museum. Philuéelphiad guin 

tula minor, the smallest member of the 

Ja 



korrel 
korrel (kor’el), ». [D., a grain, a decigram, 
a particle, crumb; = E. kernel.) In Holland, 
the name given to the decigram. 

Xorro In. aundt. See corroboree. 
Korumburra (kor’um-bur-i), #. Aboriginal 
Australian.) A brown-and-yellow flesh-fly. 
E. E. Morris, Austral English. 

kosher (k0o’shér), r. & To make ‘kosher,’ or 
ceremonially correct. 

kosin (k6’sin), ». [koso (koaso, kwaso) + -in2.] 
A sulphur-yellow tasteless compound, Cas Hao 
O,, obtained from cusso, It does not precxint 
in the » but is a decomposition-produect 
of kosotoxin. It is physiologically inactive, 
Also kuasin, koussin, kosein, kussein, and 
teniin. 

, 2. See *cosmochlore, 
kosmochromite (kos/’mé-kré‘ mit), ». (Gr. 
xéouog, ornament, + ypaue, color, + -ite®,) 
Same as *cosmochlore. 

kosotoxin (ké-s6-tok’sin), n. [kose, otherwise 
cusso, + toxin.) A yellowish, amorphous com- 
pound, CogHg,Oy9, obtained from ecusso, the 
pistillate flowers of the Abyssinian tree Bray- 
era anthelmiatica, It is anthelmintic. 

koswite (kou’wit),n. [Kosw(i ), a locality 
in Perm, northern Ural, + -ite?.] In | aly 
a variety of pyroxenite composed of diopside- 
diallage, with small amounts of olivin, horn- 
blende, magnetite, and chrome-spinel. The 
characteristic feature isthe texture produced by the mag- 

which is about 16 per cent. of the rock and formes 
a matrix for the other constitucnts. 

kotal (k6’tal), n. [Pushto kétal.] In Afghan- 
istan, a mountain pass; the summit of a pass. 
We... reached the fofal in an hour, 

Lord Roberts, Forty-one Years in India, IL 147. 

Kotari (k6-tii’ré), ». One of the minor Dra- 
vidian languages of India spoken by the Ko- 
tars. 

kotschubeite (kot - shi 4. it), ». [Named 
after a Russian count, P, A. von Kotechubei.) 
A rose-red variety of elinochlore containing 
several per cent. of chromium oxid, 

kottigite, ». See *hvettigite. 
kotuku (k6’td-ki), ». (Maori.] The New 
Zealand white heron, Ardea timoriensis: like 
other herons miscalled a crane. 
kotukutuku (k6-t8-kis-té’ks), n. [Maori] In 
New Zealand. a small ornamental tree, Fuchsia 
—— which belongs to the evening-prim- 
rose family. Its trunk is covered with 

and aE seed, which is soft and ha ghar a 
m tannic and gullic acids. It bears red-purple flowers 
about an inch long apd a pleasant, edible Meshy berry 
called by the natives foniet, The name is more com- 
monly shortenet to *2 a corruption of the abo- 
riginal name. Also called native fucka, 

kotwalee (kot-wii'lé), ». [Also kotiweallee, out- 
wallee, ¢ kotwol, cutwal, a police officer: see 
ceutical.) A police station. (Anglo-Indian.] 
kou (k6*6),". [Hawaiian.] In the Hawaiian 
Islands, a name of Cordia subcordata, a tree 
belonging to the borage family, from which 
the natives make wooden bowls, or calabashes, 
for holding their poi. 
Koueme (ki-i’me), ». [Native name in East 
Afriea.] A tall, climbing plant of the gourd 
family, Ampelosycios scandens, with stems from 
50 to 100 feet long and bearing large, fleshy 
fruits which sometimes reach 60 pounds in 
weight, It isa native of eastern tropical Africa 
and is much cultivated by the natives there 
and in the Masearene Islands for its large oily 
seeds, which are boiled and used for food, 
kourgan, kourgane, ». Same as *hurgen, 

kouse (kous), ». [Also cows, cots, and cow- 
ish, of Amerindian origin: see cowish?.) A 
native name for Lomativm Cows and other 
species of the same genus, umbelliferous food- 
plants of the Columbia River region. 
The Sioux Indians beat dried wild cherries with buffalo 

meat to form thelr winter stock of pemmican. In Oregon 
and Washington an immense amountot (axl was gathered 
from the camasa root, and alse from the sons root. 

Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agr., 1308, p. #08. 

koussein, koussin, ». Same as *hosin. 
kowdie (kou‘di), w. An imperfect rendering 
of kauri, a New Zealand tree. See kawri-pine. 
kowhai (ké‘hwi), ». [(Maori.] In New Zea- 
land, either of two trees of the bean family, 
Sophera fetraptera and Clitnthus punicens, 
‘The frat has yellow Gowers, and is further distingtished 
as yelloe kewhead or locust-tree, while the second, with 
Ted flowers, f* called acariet howhai, parrot's-bill, or 
kako-till. See Chanthus and ®goal. 

"Y Kral (kriil), ». 
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h, A writ ot El 
Things for which we need a kow!. 

Rt. Kipling, in Pearson's May., Dec., 1897, p. @22. 
koyaa (kG’yan), nm. Malay kéyan.) A 

—* measure w in stating heavy 
i as of cargoes. It varies from 30 to 40 *2 the Straits Settlements it ie equal to 40 piculs 

or 5,253.00 pounds avoirdupois; in Penang it is equal to 
§, 705.148 poureda, 
kozo (ké‘s6), ». [Jap. kézo.] The paper- 
——? ‘apyrius papyrifera, See Brous- 
sonetia, 
K.P. An abbreviation (a) of Knight of St, 
Patrick ; (b) of Knights of Pythias, 

Kr. 1. The chemica! symbol for the element 
—— II. «] <An abbreviation of 

ts ser, 
K. R. An_ abbreviation of Knight of the 
Redeemer (Greece). 

kra (krii), n. [Malay trad.) A Malayan name 
of the erab-eating macaque, Macacus 
mulgus, ——— as a book-name. 

kraal (kril or kriil), ». £.; pret. and pp. kraaled, 
ppr. kraaling. (kraal, n. 

‘o place (cattle or sheep) in a kraal or sh 
for shelter or safe-keeping. kraal, n. 

If goats are to produce the best fleeces they are ca- 
pable of they must be maintained In uninterra 

comlition. They must have a variety of food, 
principally shrubs and aromatic planta, and lead an 
active life ; they must, if possible, have running water to 
drink, and be kept free from dust; must not be 
Rreoled (or shedded) except whet abeolutely ti 3 
they must have clean sleeping places, and must pot be 
ctowdeil together. 

Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agr., 1901, p. 278, 
krach (krish), », [F.,<¢ E.crash,n.] A ‘erash’ 
in finance. 

It must suffice to any that in the following May the 
great Vienna “ Krack " occurred, and the colossal babble 
ot — burst, bringing with it all the rain foretold 
by and Bamberger, Eneye. Brit., XXV. 472. 

krait (krit),». [Also karait, korait ; ¢ Hind. 
karait,] A small snake, Bungarus coruleus 
or B, candidus, extremely venomous, and 
common throughout the greater part of the 
Indian subregion. It is all the more dangerous on 
account of ite sinall size, and is believed to heresponsible 
for a large share of the 20,000 deaths caused by wild ani- 
mals that occur annually in India, 

At the end of an hour he died as they die who are bitten 
by the little herait, 

Kipling, The Recrudesacence of Imray. 

Krakowiak (krii-ki’vi-&k),. Same as 
Cracorienne, 

(Bulg. Sorbian kral, Serv, 
kralj, Bohem. Kral, Pol. krol, Russ, keroli, 
Albanian kralj, Turk. kral, keral, MGr. xpé2ne, 
Lith, keralius, Lett. kralite, a king; < OHG. 
Karl, Keral, ML. Carolus, the name of Karl 
the Great, Charlemagne the emperor of Ger- 
many: see cari, Compare ewsor, Russ, taur, 
emperor, ete., from the name of Julius Cesar.) 
The title of the kings of southern Slavonic 
countries, 
Rrought Sisvan the Aral of Bulgarian to his knees. 

Poole, Turkey, p. 42. 

krameric (kri-mer’ik), a. [Krameria + -ie.] 
Derived from ratany.—Krameric acid, a line 
astringent compoand contained in the root of ritany, 
Krameria triandria : used in medicine. 

form (kri-mer’d-form), m. A product 
similar to tannoform, made with kramero- or 
ratanhia-tannie acid, 

kran (kriin), n. The monetary unit of Persia 
and a current coin, valued at 7) United States 
cents or one tenth of a toman, 

{kriins), n, [D. rans, wreath, rim, cor- 
nice, in 8. Africa the overhang of a cliff: see 
erants.] The overhang of w cliff; a precipi- 
tous wall of rock which surrounds a valley. 
Also krantz, [South Africa.) 

Behind the boulders, a narrow belt of trees in full dark- 
green foliage; and above, henmuning in the view, the grim 
risty brown oc purple irantzes and alternating slopes, 
clad at the dry sensome with faded scrub and trees, rising 
grandly up to the even edge of the plateau, 

Geog, Jour, (R. GS), Feb, 1008, p, 140, 
Kraunhia (krou’ni-d), », [NL. (Rafinesque, 
1808}, Pema from a personal name.] A 
genus of climbing leguminous plants com- 
monly known as Mistaria (which see). 

Krause's corpuscle or end-bulb, See *cor- 
Mace, 

kraut-cutter (kront’kut’ér), n. A band-ma- 
chine for slicing and shredding cabbages in 
making sauer-kraut. One ty employs a 
revolving disk having radial knives. 
krautweed (krout’wéd), ». Either of two 

Compare corral, v. 
“a cpiel, game, 

krypteon 

lock, also called crowdweed, and nus 
ya Bl lng the wild i 2* 
called white charlock. 

K. R. 0. Anabbreviation of Knight of the Red 
Crogs. 

K. R. B. An abbreviation of Anight of the 
fted Eagle (Prussia). 

*creatinie, *creatoricon, *creatozin, 
krobspest (krebs’pest),». [G., ¢ krebs, craw- 

t, disease.) A bacterial disease of 
era’ prevalent on the continent of Eu- 
rope. 

The crayfish di ‘ ears past wide- 

author and his assistant have made a spectal re- 
search on this subject and have described as the 
the disease Bacteriam pestis astaci. 

Science, July 1, 1904, p. 1. 
= n. See *ereoform. 7 

kresol. See *creolin, *ereophagism, creosol, 
*creotorism, cresol. 
Kressenberg beds, See *bed!. 

me es n. [G. krieg, war, + 
game designed to teach the 

rinciples of strategy and tactics. Two 
ing combatant forces are represented by blocks to 
the scale of the map upon which — — 
‘These blocks represent the tactical o of each arm. 
The gume is played by the commander of each force, and 
fa supervised by an impire. Until the forces are actually 

ition corresponds en interval of 
chance is an element of warfare, it is represented 

in the game by the throwing of dice and reading the con- 
sequences in a table of possibilithes 

krinin, krin ic. See *crinin, *crinogenic. 
Krishnaism (krish’ua-izm), n. [Arishna + 
-ism.] The worship of Krishna (which see). 
Krishnaism ts of comparatively recent origin. A teas of 
absurd and licentious rites and practices, it enjoys 
corresponding popularity throughout a great part of 
India. 

(krish’na-ist), m. One who wor- 
ships the Hindu deity Krishna. See Arishna 
and *Krishnaism. 

kriss, », Same as creese, 
Krohn's gland. See *gland. 
kromskop (krém’skép), ». A trade-name of 
the *chromasecope (which see). 

krone, ». 3. A current silver coin of Austria 
and the Austrian dependencies, equal to 10 
heller or 20.4%, United States cents. 

Kronocentric (kron-6-sen‘trik), a. [Gr. Kpdeor, 
Saturn, + xévrpov, center, + -ic.] elatingto 
the planet Saturn as a center, orto the eenter 
of Saturn. Science, Jan. 20, 1904, p. 163. 

(kri-mat‘ik), a, [Prop. (in Latin- 
ized fort) *erwmatie; ¢ Gr, xpousatixdc, C 
pa(r-), a stroke, a beat, ¢ xpotecr, strike, beat.) 
Sounded or produced by striking: said of 
musical instruments or tones. Hence— gres- 

atic music, instrumental music in ral. 
Krupped ({krapt), a. Hardened by the Krupp 
process; Kruppized, 

cred, calibre repped 
* Brit, XXXL A 

One callbre of Harveyed 
arruar. 

Eru (krap’iz), v. t.; pret. and pp. Arupp- 
ized, Pp. Kruppizing. f rupp (see def.) + 
-ize.] To subject a steel armor-plate to the 
Krupp process of manufacture, by which the 
face 4 made very hard to a considerable 
depth, while the 
50) er. 

Owing to the t sew of the ballistic teeta, which 
necessitates —— — of a — peccon, & 
is impowsible . . . to farnish the armor at the price 
stipulated by Congress as the maxinvan that cnn be pelt 

Army and Navy Register, Jane 100. 

kruzhka (krizh’ki), ». [Spelled erroneously, 
in G. and F. style, kruschka, kruckka, ete., ( 
Russ, Aruzhka, a jug, tankard, cup, also 4 
liquid measure; dim. of Pol. kruzh, Polabian 
Kreuz, a jug, ete.: ef. MHG. braze, G. kranse; 
E, eruse,] A Russian liquid measure equiva- 
lent to 0,32 of a United States gallon. Also 
krouchka, 

@ (kri’6-fin), v. [Gr. xpiog, frost. + 
(peraf)fine.] A colorless, crystalline com- 
pound formed by heating paraphenetidin and 
methyl-glyeolic acid together: it is antipy- 
retic and analgesic, 

, kryokonite, kryoscopy. 
gen, eryoconite, *eryosoopy. 

m (krip’té-on), 1. (Gr. apezrdc, hidden, 
+ -con, as in accordeon.) In erper, psychol., 
an exposure apparatus of simple construction, 
introduced by E, C, Sanford in 1896. The 

y of the plate remains 

See cryo- 

kow] (koul),». [Also conl, cowle ; ¢ Hind, Ar. cruciferous plants, Brassica arcensis, the char- krypteon consists of a board set obliquely 



krypteon 

upon a base, and having a flap of cardboard 
hinged along its lower edge. e flap can be 
turned up and down for successive exposures 
of visnal stimuli. 

1 (krip‘tol), n. [Gr. xpurrdc, hidden, + 
-| A tradename for a loose, granular 

material, a mixture of graphite, carborundum, 
and fire-clay, having a high electrical resis- 
tance, It is used in electric stoves and farnaces, particn- 
my those for achentifie purposes, asa means of producing 

d easily regulated tures by th 
——— it of wa electric curren! Amer. our. Pepahel, 

(NL. krypton, rop. 
XIL we. 

krypton (krip’ton), n. 
*crypton, (Gr. xpurrov, neut. of xpeTréc, hidden, 
secret: see crypt.) A chemical clement, one 
of the five recently discovered gaseous con- 
stituents of the atmosphere, first obtained by 
Ramsay and Travers in 1898, It is coloriess, 
transparent, without observable taste or smell, of density 
40.88 as compared with hydrogen, tiquetlable at — 151.7 C 
under atmospheric pressure, amd ocears in the atmo- 
— to the extent of but 1 volume in 20,000,000 volumes 
of alr. 

On June 6, 1894, the discovery of yot another element 
was announced, ina communication made b: Ram- 
aay, of London, to the Academy of Sciences, 
communication was read to the Academy 
ba y= Lae element 3 hay and makes a by’ oe 

a ere | owever, present in very minw 
guamiiten te one part in ten thonaand of its volame. 

krystic, a. See *crystic. 
EK. 8. An abbreviation (a) of King’s Scholar; 
xy of Knight of the Sword (Sweden). 

8. A. An abbreviation of Knight of St 
Anne (Kussia). 

EK. 8. G. An abbreviation of Knight of St. 
George (Russia). 
E. 8. P. An abbreviation of Knight of St. 
Stanislaus of Poland, 

kt, An abbreviation of knight, 
K. T. An abbreviation (a) of Knight Templar ; 
(b) of Knight of the Thistle (Seotland). 

Kt. Bach, An abbreviation of Knight Bachelor. 
ktypteite (tip’té-it), mn. [Appar. i . «Gr. 
arozoc, a loud noise, + -t- + -c- + -ite?.] Cal- 
cium carbonate occurring in pisolitie form at 
Karlsbad, Bohemia, and elsewhere: it is prob- 
ably a kind of aragonite, and is conve into 
ealeite by heat. 
kuan-liao (kwiin-lé-on’), ». [Chinese kwan, 
of the state, official, + liao, flux of glass, col- 
ored glass.) Imperial glass made at Peking, 
China. 
ku (k-bong’), ». [Malay kiibong.] The 
fiying-lerour. *oolugo. 

yoda, =. Beo koodoo,. 
kuh (ki),n. (Achinese?] A tin coin of Achin, 
Sumatra, equal to one four hundredth of a 

or dollar. 
Kuhblia (ki‘li-i), ». [NL., named after Hein- 
rich Auhl, # naturalist who discovered the 
typical species in the streams of 34 A 

nus of fishes, belonging to the family Awh- 
jidw, found in the tropical Pacific. 

Kuhbliida (ki-li'i-dé),». (NL... ¢ Kuhlia + 
-id#.) A family of fishesof the tropical Pacific. 
kujawiak (kj-yA’vi-ik), nm. [Pol., ¢ Aujao, 
G. ee a town in Silesia.) A Polish dance 
resembling the mazurka; also, the musie for 
such a dance, 
kaka (ki’k5), n. A large and handsome fruit- 

igeon, ala nova-celandia, found in 
New Zealand, 

kukui (ké-ké’é), n. [Hawaiian Aukui (= Ta- 
hitian tutwi), ¢ kui = Tahitian, Tongan, Mar- 
uesan, ete,, tui, pieree or thread upon a 

skewer, = Maori tuitui, sew.) In Hawaii, the 
candlenut-tree, Aleurites Moluccana, which is 
easily recognized among the trees of the for- 
est by its silvery foliage. The leavesare either on- 
divided or lobed, and are usually cordate at the base, with 
apalr of glands at the junetion of the blade aml the 
petiole. Throughout Polynesia the ofly nuts are roasted 
and strang upen a reed or the rib of a cocoanut-leattet, 
aod ied by the natives for Maminnting their houses, 
These nute aleo furnish the lampblack ased for painting 
and tattooing. ln Hawaii the rested kernels are ch 
fine, mixed with certain seaweeds and salt, and asa 
relish at native feusta, The oil derived from the kernels 
is amber-cotored, odorless, and very fluid; it acts as a 
mild eatharthe, See Aleurites, 

teulaite (kii‘la-it), m. [Awla, in Lydia, Asia 
Minor, + -ife2.] A group of basalts from the 
Kula basin, Asia Minor, containing more 
hornblende than augite, and differing in the 
inds of feldsputhic constituents. One variety 

contains orthoclase and bytewnite in pearly equal propear- 
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tions with pephelite ; another contains andesin, with lea- 
cite and nephelite. Washington, 104. 

kuliat (k6-lé-iit’), ». [Also culiat; said to be 
Tagalog.) A name applied in the chs omer 
to Gretum scandens, a climbing shrub with 
gppositea leaves and catkin-like infloresence, 
The seeds are roasted and eaten by the natives, and the 
stem yields a fiber which is used for cordage aid, in the 
Andaman islands, for making —. Also callecd 
mala-itme (false betel-pepper) and ttmeong-oudk (erow's 
betel-pepper.) Also entiat, See Gretum. , 

kulp (kulp), n. [Origin obseure.] A species 
of shark or dogfish, Squalus spinax niger. 

turkampf (kil-tir’kiimpf*),». [G.,<kultwr, 
culture, civilization, + kampf, fight.) Ast muggle 
for civilization: a name given to the conflict be- 
tween the imperial government of Germany and 
the Roman Church, which lasted from 1872 till 
1886. The name was first given to it by Virchow, in one of 
his electoral mantfestos, to fply that [twas a struggle of 

inciple between the teaching of the Roman Ch and 
tof modern elvilization. 

In Germany, when the Pontificate of Leo XITT. began, 
a disastrons conflict between the Imperial Government 
amd the Charch was in Tt was called the Kut- 
turkamp/, as lensing to be undertaken on belalf of 
civilization culture ; but ft hed originated in the be- 
lief, instilled into the Government by in persona, 
that the Vatican Decrees on Infallibility were isaued for 
& political parpose. Eucye. Brit, XXXIL 27L 

kumara (ki’mil-rii),», [Maori. Also kumera, 
kumarrah; ¢ kumara = Samoan umala, = Ta- 
hitian wmara, ete.) The aboriginal name in 
New Zealand for the sweet potato. 

pe (kii’ma-skép), m. [Irreg. ¢ Gr. 
kige, wave, + oxoreiy, view.) An instrument 
for. detecting eleetrie waves; a receiver or co- 
herer: used in wireless telegraphy. 

Dr. Fleming said that the time had arrived to introdine 
anew word into the art of wireless telegraphy. The 
whole apparatuse by which the messages were 
was callod a receiver, which was too wide a word to be 
considered as a definition. The arrangement by which 
the electric impulses in the receiving aerial were utilized 
was called a “coberer”; but since that word had been 
introduced, contrivances for the ao had been de- 
vised which did not cohere, and fore the word was 
too limited in its application. He had therefore rentared 
te coin a fresh word, which was “ humescope,” derived 
from the Greek word «iva, a wave; It was ainmilar to elec- 
traseope and many others of a lke Keen, 

Sei. Amer. Sup,, July 14, 1908, p, 290k 

kumaacope, a receiving instrument, in wireless 
** which depunds for its action upen changes in 
contact-resistance under the acthon of clectric waves, that 
is, upom caherer netion.— kumascope, a re- 
ceiving instrument, in wirelens tel phy, which di la 
for Ite action upon the nant or demagu 
effect of oloctric waves, , 

ic (kii-ma-skop’ik), a. Of or pertain- 
ing to the kumascope. 
Kumassi (ki-mas’i), ». [W. African; also 
spened Coomassie,] The name of a town in 

est Africa, used as a label for several colors, 
See *hlack, *hlue, ete, 
kumatologist (ki-ma-tol’6-jist), n. [tuma- 
tolog-y + viva A student of kumatology; 
one who makes a special study of oceanic an 
atmospheric waves and of their influence on 
geolouic and geographic phenomena, 
kumatology (kii-ma-tol’6-ji), ».  [Irreg. ¢ Gr, 
xiua(r), wave, + -Aoyin, ¢ Adve, speak.) The 
science of the forms and characteristics of 
waves. See the extract, 

I [Vaughan Cornish} think the time has come when It 
will be for the advantage of our sclenee that there shoald 
be a diatinctive word for the study of the waves and wave- 
structures of the Earth as a special branch of geography, 
Kiua, genitive Kewaros, is Greek for ‘aware, 1 pro 
5* —— — added to * —— — 

zlenee. to design! department of geograph: 
which deals with the waves and wave-structures of the 
Earth. Geog. Jour, (R. G, 8.) MET G24, 

—— See *kumara. 
kumme (ki‘me-tér), a.  [Irreg. ¢ Gr. ria, 
wave, + «étpov, measure.) A form of eymom- 
eter for measuring the lengths of the waves 
used in wireless eng J. A, Fleming, 
in Trans, Internat. Elect. Congress, Ist ser., 
1904, ILI, 616, 

kumquat, u,— Native nat, fn Australia, a emall 
tree of the rue family, Atelanfia gtawed, bearing round, 
acid fruite about one half inch in diameter, from which an 
agreeable beverge or preserves can be made. Ita wood in 
of a bright yellow calor with browt streaks or Velma Called 
Also desert lemon, See cremignat, 

Kundt's constant, law. See *constant, *law!. 
kung (king’gii), ». [Also nkungu; a native 
name near Lake Nyassa.) A winged aquatie 
insect supposed to belong to the eulicid genus 
Corcthra, It arises in swarms from Lake 
Nyassa. Kungu cake, a cake made of the dipterous 
insect kungu and eaten by the natives near Lake Nyassa, 
who gather the insects in lange numbers for this purpose. 

Kunkel's phosphorus. See *phosphorus. 
kunzite (kiiuts‘it), x. [Named after George F. 
Kunz, a New York mineralogist.) A trans- 

kurtorachic 
parent piuk-aud-purple lilae variety of spodu- 
mene. It is found in crystals pear Pala, San Diego 
county, California, and affords gems weighing from 1 to 
200 carats each, Deserthed by Haekerville in “Science “ 
for Aagust, 14. It is very phosphorescent when expused 
toradium mys, the Rontgen rays, ete. 

kupang (ké’ ping), ". — — Sp. eupang, 
prob. connected with copang, a skein of 
cotton orsilk, ] In the Philippine Islands, Parkia 
Koxrburghii, a tree belonging to the mimosa 
family, with bipinnate leaves having minute 
leaflets and one or two glands on the petiole, 
The flowers are borne in dense heads at the end of long 
peduncles, anil the pods are about a foot long bearing 
humerous seeds surrounded by a sweet pulp. The tree 
fe sald to yield a resin for illuminating. Also 
written eupang and copang. 

kupfernickel (kap‘fér-nik‘el), ». [G.: see 
copperand nickel.) The common German name 
of the mineral niccolite: so called because 
though an ore of nickel, it hus a coppery-red 
color. 
kura (k’rii), x, (Jap, a storehouse.) In Japan, 
a building without large windows and unfit for 
residence, arra as a thoroughly fire-proof 
storehouse for valuables. It forms a separate 
place of storage, where the proprietor’s works 
of art and other treasures are kept. Compare 
godown, 

kurakkan (ki-ra-kiin’), n. 
Ceylon, same as raggce. Se 

kurbash, ». See Loorbash, 
kurdaitcha (kir-ci’chi), n. [Also coordaiteha, 
goditcha (def, 2); aboriginal Australian.) 1, 
Among the tribes of central Australia, a man 
chosen to avenge the death of one who has 
died, every death being supposed to be due to 
the magie intluence of some enemy.—2, A 
kind of shoe, made of emu-feathers matted 
together with human blood, worn by the kur- 
daiteha when on his errand. Seedef.1l. E. 
E. Morris, Austral English. 

kur (kér-giin’), n. (Russ. kurgand, Pol. kur- 
pigs No kurkhdne, a mound, tumulus,< North 
Turk. kurgan, a fortified ee) One of the pre- 
historic burial-mounds in Russia, found from 
the Carpathians eastward into Siberia. Most 
of the kurgans belong to the stewe age and contain re- 

Ey ig Ng by i '- 

Tver, need 28 as the tenth century of our era, 

To the Rritiah barrows, of which there are two ¢ 
the older long and the later round-shaped, correspe 
the Xurgene of the Russian steppe lands, and the aliendy 
described mounds of North America, Poth the Awrgena 
and the mounds reach far inte the historic per lod, and the 
Kurgena were still used as burial-places in the 10th and 
lith centuries of the new era Keane, Ethnokyry, p. 126 

kurhaus (kiir’hous), ». [G., ¢ kur, eure, + 
haus, house.) The principal building at a 
watering-place; a house arranged for the con- 
venience of persons who resort to mineral 
springs and the like. 

Kurlbaum’s process, See *process. 
kuromatsu (ki ‘ro-miit’si), ». (Jap. kuromatsn, 
kuro matsz, ¢ kuro, black, + matsu, matez, 
ine.) A valuable timber-tree, Pinus Thun- 

ii, yielding s durable wood, used for 

Cingalese.) In 
—** 

* 

bridge-construction and engineering-work, 
particularly below ground. 

kur (ki’ro-m6"ji), a. (Jap. *kuromaji 
¢ kuro, black, + moji, cotton gauze.) Any one 
of several species of sarubs or smal) trees be- 
longing to the laurel family, expecially Ben- 
soin sericenm, B, umbellatum, B, citrioderwm, 
and Litsea glauca, Several of the species, 
particularly the first named, yield a grayish- 
white, silky, fragrant wood which is used for 
the manufacture of toothpicks, From the 
foliage of several species a volatile oil is ob- 
tained, 

kurraj (kur’sa-jéng), rn. Same as currajong: 
the —— also applied to a number of other 
malvaceous and sterculiaeeous trees or shrubs 
yielding strong bast-fibers from which the na- 
tives make cordage, nets, or matting. See the 
hrases below.— Black kurrajong, any one of sev- 

past species of trees belonging to the ‘genus Stereulia, 
especially S. direra(folia, and another sterculinceotss tree, 
Rulingia pannoe.— Brown  f shoal tree of 
the fumily Stercediace, Comanersonin echinata, having 
soft, Licht, white wow!— Green kurrajcne, a tall 
malvaceous shruh, Mitiacus heterophylive, Cn Ned also 

anian kurrajong, Jleyian- —— sorrel. x 
thus sidoides. Bee crerritjony. 

kurtorachic (kér-t6-ra’kik), a. [For “eyrto- 
rhachic; ¢ Gr. xyproc, curved, + jayre, spine.) 
Having a spinal column with a lumbar curve 
convex forward, or a lumbo-vertebral index of 
less than 98, Twrner, 



kuruma 

kuruma (kii’rii-mit), n, [Jap.] A Tapanese 
eart; a vehicle of any kind, including the jin- 
rikisha, 
The... charm of Ja -.. began for me with my 

first kurume-ride out of the European quarter of Yoko. 
hama into the Japanese town, ... The or 
kuruma, la the most cozy little vehicle imaginable 

L. Hearn, Glimpees of Untamiliar Japan, 1 1, 2 

kurung (ki-ring’), ». See * Luruaj. 
(ki-ranj’), ». [Also kurung ; < Marathi 

kurunj, Hindi kurung, ¢ Skt. kurunja.) A 
tall, erect leguminous tree orelimber, Pongam 
pinnata, of the family Jeguminose. See 
Pougam ( Pongamia). 

kurunj-oil (ku-rinj‘oil), n. A fixed oil ex- 
d from the seeds of the East Indian tree 

5 innata: used in medicine. Also 
called poola-oil. 

kurvey (kér.vi’), t. #§. [A baeck-formation 
from kurveyor.] To conduct a transport by 

604 kytomitome 
. B bbreviati form of th jolowical & of C, Lodwig, built Hi Mts Hrigia Poland)” Of Rmiaht of Oe Soret pochunictan i Haltiar “Te remarkate for 

kw-h, An abbreviation of kilowatt-hour, extreme accuracy and wide mnge of utility. The instra- 
* ment is how supplied by jeally all dealers in phys 

Ky. “> 3**6 age og r * jological and psychological apparatus. 
viing), n. ng, ~ Tibetan er 

yang], The wild asa of Tibet, ‘Equus —* —— (ki-m$-graf'l-gn), ». Same as 
onus, It is over four feet at the shoulder, = * — 
of a dark-reddish color, with a narrow stripe yf oot (ki-nan’thrd-pi), ». Same as 

moe —— while for me to say that this ani- kynite (ki‘nit), ». A dynamite containing 
mal, the kyang, is a aay ny * al — a about 25 per cent, of nitroglycerin, 

. Foun. h - 7. Kynophobia (kin-$-f6"bi-§), #. Same as *eyno- 
kyanion ( ki" —** 8 nae age J.H. phobia, 2. een * 

yan, the inventor of the process. mpreg- kynurenic (kin-(-ren‘i *eynn- 
nation (of wood) with a sdtution of oervesits — a tae — 
sublimate to prevent decay. +r at . 

opsia (ki-an-op’si-i),a. [NL., ¢ Gr. xiavor, erage * rin), = —— re — 
blue, + dy, vision.) Blue vision; a patho- Kyphos (ki’fos), ». —J (-foi). r. 
logical condition in which all objects appear *t9er, a hump, hunch, € hump or bend of 
of ablue color, Also, and more commonly, the spine in kyphosis, 

bullock-wagon. [South Africa.) written cyanopsia or cyanopia, oscoliosis (ki‘f6-skol-i-d’sis), nm. [NL., 
The Jjourne to De Kaap by ballock-waggon occupied Eyar (ki'lir), a. Same as coir, r. xwedc, humped, + cxodiwor, crookedness. 
vor a wr * LS ay he conducting of — Le, in —* on —— pm lateral and posterior curvature 

“Waggon, kychiymt ch’ti-mit), . ‘ychtym, in the spine. 
J arrest sca ussia, +-ite%,] Same as * timite, Moro- # grab 3 (kér-va‘or), ». [An accommodated 

form (after conveyor) of D. karweier, ¢ karwei, 
a job, MD. corweie, ¢ OF. corvee, foreed labor: 
see corrée.] In South Africa, a travelin, 
carrier or trader who carries the ds o 
others from one point to another in his heavy 
ox-wagon, and who also peddles his own 
wares. 

Kushite, kusso, See Cushite, cnsso. 
kusimanse (kij-si-miin’se), ». [W. African.] 
A small West African civet-eat, Crossarchus 
obscur us. 
kusum (kis‘im), n. [Hind. kwsum, also ka- 
sum, kasiim, kusumbh, kusumbha, ¢ Skt. kus- 
umbha.] The safflower, Carthamus tinctorius. 
See Carthamuea. 
Kutorgina (kii-tor-ji’ni),n. [NL] A genus 
of Cambrian protrematous —“ with 
incipient cardinal area, great delthyrium, and 
very rudimentary processes and deltidium, 
Kv-amp. An abbreviation for hilovolt-ampere. 
k. w. In elect., an abbreviation of Kilowatt, 
Kwan! (kwiin), ». [Also quan; Annamese.] 
A silver coin of Annam and Cambodia, 
equivalent to a string of 600 cash or to 4 
franes. 
kwan? (kwiin),. [Jap.] A Japanese unit of 
weight, equal to 1,000 momme or 8.28 pounds 
— 60. Hering, Conversion Tables, 
p. 61. 
EKwazoku (kwii-zi’k5), ». [Jap.] One of the 
two classes of modern Japanese nobility, cor- 
responding to the old territorial nobility. 

siewics, 1897. 
echania (ki-6’sa-mé-ka’ni-l), », [NL., 

Gr, xigeee, apy ag + dunyava, helpless- 
ness, incapacity, ¢ dj yavor, without means, 

Kyphoside (ki-fos’i-dé) pre (NL., < Ky- 
phosus + -ide.) A family of fishes inhabiting 
—— the Mediterranean Sea and the Pacifie 

sean, 

helpless, ¢ 4- priv, + eyyers, an instrument hosing (ki-fo-si’nd), m. pl. [NL., ¢ Ky- 
machine, —— means: see machine, coe tes ae — of fishes belong- 
mechanic.) In biol,, a bindranee to impregna- 
tion; the inability of a certain group of indi- Kyphosus (ki-fo’sus), n. 
viduals to impregnate others than themselves, humpbacked, + L. -osws, E. -ons.]) A genus 
due to morghologicn! or wt bygone changes of fishes belonging to the family Ayphosida, 
in the seed or ovum, or both, or to a change inhabiting the Pacific an, some of them 
in the time of maturity of the seeds or ova, American, but most East Indian. 
Eimer, 1895, = enert . - 

? otic (ki-fot’ik), a. (Ayphosis (-ot-) + -ie. 
kylie, ». See a elating to or — —— —— —— — —— —— 

kypoo (ki'pi), n. An astringent solid extract 
kylindrite, m Bee tuilar to B8. or catechu, made in Ceylon. 

losis (ki-16’ sia), Kyrielle (kir-i-el’), n. . kyrielle, dim. of 
ky (NL., ¢ Gr, win- kyrie: see Kyrie —*6 Same as Ayrie 

NL., ¢ Gr. xvedy, 

Puce, erooking, eleison.— 2. [I «) A verse form in French 
crippling, ¢ Ku2oi, poetry, divided into equal conplets ending 
erook, cripple, with the same word, which serves as a refrain. 
< «viade, erooked, N.E D. 
crippled, as a le 
Sent , outward. 
Same as elub-foot. 

The byrielle, of which we have three specimens, . . . 
ought to nave been discarded. aig 

Saturday Hee., Dec, 3, 1887, M 
Ludwig-Baltzar Kymograph. to. ' iti ’ "Bavology, Somets ataictarchat, 

*knmatologist, Rhy. ! position of drum: 4. mechanian * Ivti di ti F f thet 1 Aa 

matology ing romtion,, The fostument is ag glute emi Laci a ae 
‘ — .— sles furnished with a device for the 388 utokyrin. 

. cy- king of reconds upon aa “caties- kewtomitome (ki-tom’i-tém), ». Same as *ce a perfected [a'ieagure’ “™* * *=* *™ “Fomitome, , 



— — 

2, A symbol: (a) (2) In labialatet (la’bi-a-lat), a. and n. [labial + 
chem., 1- before certain com- -afel.] Same as labiate. 

unds bas reference to their labiality (1é-bi-al‘i-ti), n. [labial + -ity.] The 
evorotation, asdistinguished character of being labial, especially in pho- 
from wt to ie: (d-) or neties and music. 
inaction (i-). (¢) In méneral., la-bi-i-ti-flé’ral), a. 
the final letter of the general eee a, 
symbol Aki, given to the face Jabichorea (li"bi-kd-ré’i), mn. [NL., ¢ L. la- 

eee toe & crystal in the system of “dium, lip, + NI. chorea.) A form of dyslalia 
Miller. See * (d) Inelect.,the symbol or speech defect, due to a spasmodic closing 
for inductance (which see). (¢) In phys. of the lips in the enunciation of the labials, so 
for length: used in formule.—3, Anabbrevi- that the latter are separated by an interval 

Same as 

ation (/) of Lady; (m) of Lake; (n) [L ¢.] of i. 
lane; (0) of Latitude; (p) [l. ¢.) of a (q) pened epee tg vowels. oalted tabs 
le.) of meee or leagues ; {r) [l. «)] of labichoreic (la bi-k6-rd’ik), a. Pertaining to 

() on ei ite. (u) ay ry gr ae * or affeeted with labichorea. 
7 i o Gel Or satin rd, & Labidesthes (lab-i-les’théz), n. ., irreg. 

pound in weight; (v) [/. ¢.) of link or links; “¢ Gy. Zajlic (Aad), foreeps, as Pie? eat] 
(iw) [l. c.) of Liter; (x) of London; (y) (1. ¢.) of 
long ; (2) of Lord; (aa) [lt 4 of low, 
L8 (el), =. Used colloquially for ¢/., an ab- 
breviation of elevated, shortened from ¢lerated 
railway. 
Lie. 1 2 0. ete. 
entrance, left second entrance, ete. 

La. 2. A contraction of Louisiana. 
L. A. Anabbreviation of Literate in Arts. 

A genus of fishes of the family dtherinide, 
found iu the Great Lakes and the lakes of the 
upper Mississippi valley. 

labile, a. 2, In med., —8 mode of appli- 
cation of electricity in which the active elec- 
trode is passed back and forth over the nerve 
or muscle to be acted upon: opposed in this 
sense to *stabile.—Labileequilibrium, See *equi- 

Abbreviations of left first 

. titriion, 

»°. IL. intrans, To halt and form a jabjlity, n. 2. Instability, as, in chem, the 
laager; encamp in a langer: as, we laagered “ quality'of being easily broken down to form 
five miles farther on. simpler chemical compounds or even elements, 

laap(lip), #. Sameas*learp, lerp.{Australia.) Dining these two methods there is induced 
laap-insect (lip‘in’sekt), ». Same as *lerp- — lability.” which ——* Ghent cus oeneertibie 
insect. to the influence of carbon dioxide an a ventive of 

cleavage. Jour, Roy. Micros, Soe, April, 104, p. 158 

laavenite, n. Same as *lavewite. labilize (lab’i-liz), vr. 4; pret.and pp. labilized, 
Lab. An abbreviation (a) of Labrador; (b) ppr. ladilizing. [labile + -ize.] In chem., to 
Ut. ¢.) of laboratory. make labile or more readily susceptible of 

labarri (lii-bii‘ré), ». [Also labaria: froma change; make unstable. 
native name.} A very deadly snake, Trigono- Tys réle of the oxygen must have been that of n labilie- 
cephalus atrox, of Guiana and eastern Brazil. agent, directly prodiicing the condition for explosive 
lt is grayish brown with darker markings, the nposition in the active Noture, Fob, 26, 1908, p. 286. 
coloration harmonizing with the dead Seaves I 4s ¥. 
and fallen branches. lablobidental(14"bi-¢-bt-den'tal), @., aud 

rrt 7 ronounced wi he lips an 0 teeth: 
Phi apes mr hrm wy py Bn Cee BS phase of labiodental, Stud. Yale Peychol. Lab, 
guished from the object om which tt is lying. It is » 104, 

lossolaryngeal (li bi-6-glos*d-la-rin’ jé- 
L. labium, lip, + Gr. y?doca, tongue, 

mortall, isonous when adult. It may be described as 
rainbow-colored in life, but ita brightness fades soon after Wikies 

* —* larynx, +-e-all.] Relating to the 
tongne, and larynx. Bulbar paralysis, 

death, It is sald that specimens eight feet long have 
Deen killed, Set, Amer., Mareh 7, 1008, p. 176, 

labba Gab‘), », [Arawak lappa (Martius, lips, 
) affecting these parts, is sometimes so desig- 

nated, 
1863, . 311).] In British Guiana, a name 

biograph (la"bi-d-graf), n. 

laarp (liirp), a. Same as lerp. [Anustralia.] 

ofa 

applied to the paca, Celogenys paca, It seems 
formerly to have been also used for the agouti, Ja (J... labinm, lip, 
asthe name occurs in books of West Indian + ypagew, write.) In physiol, and psychophys., 
travel, and the paca was never a resident of gn instrument for reacediog the voluntary & 
the West Indies. speaking) or involuntary movements of the 

Labechis —— *. Cs) A —5* of lips. 
tromato, : of the Silurian period, char- japjoguttural (1A‘bi-d-gut’u-ral), a. [L. la- 

acterized by the plate-like expanded cnos- Slane Nes + —— —— +°-alt.] In pho- 
teum, the surface of which is covered with etic sounded in the throat and sha by 
wart-like prominences which are the ends of tho }j; 
solid vertical pillars, Between these develop 4.45 
irregular lamine, 

labe (lab’é-fakt), x. t [L, labefacere, pp. 
labefactus, cause to totter: see labefaction.) 
Same as lahefy. 

labefact (lab’é-fakt), a. [L. labefactus, pp.) 

(la’bi--man‘si), mn. [L. labium, 
lip, + Gr. gayreia, divination.] Divination 
or interpretation by means of the motions of 
the lips; specifically, lip-reading. 
labiomental (1a"bi-d-men* 

Weakened: tottering; giving way. lip, + me — ehin, + -alt, 
label-card (la’bel-kiird), n. A card with name _lipsand the chin, 
of owner, destination, or other particulars labionasal (14*bi-9-na’zal), a and». [(L. la- 
attached to something for identification or 44m, lip, + nasus, nose, +-al1.) I.a. Formed 
direction; a label.—Label-card slide, a alide of °F — by the codperation of the lips 
metal containing a label-card ; usually applied to sucha and the nose, 
slide on a mail-poach, Tl. » An articulate sound produced by the 

labellate (li-bel’at), a. [NL. “labellatws, < cotperation of the lips and the nose. or the 
labellum, à little lip: see labellum.] Long- letter or character representing such sound, 
lipped. J. D. Dana, namely, m. In pronouncing m, the lips are 

label-stop (1A’bel-stop), ». In arch., the termi- closed and nasal passages are open. 
nation of a label or dripstone: usually a 
decorated boss or corbel. 

Relating to the 

. la- labiopalatine (la‘bi-d-pal‘a-tin), a. a 
binm, lip, + palatum, palate, + -inel. 

several ; eee ieee aan 
ee —— lip, + Gr. whaoréc, +-33,] A plastic , formed, 
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),@. IL labium, Laboul 

pes — ———— 

operation to replace the whole or a part of alip 
which has been lost. 

labipalp, ». (4) In lamellibranchs, an exten- 
sion of the margin on each side of the mouth 
into a more or less elongated structure having 
a grooved and ciliated surface and serving to 
collect food-particles and conduct them to the 
mouth. 

labization (li-bi-za’shon), ». Same as bebi- 
sation, 

bor), .—Bureau of Labor. See #burecy.— Dry 
labor, childbirth attended with Mttle or no discharge of 
liquor amnii— Of Labor, See #/ederation, 
— Induced labor, labor in which the uterus is incited 
to contract by artificial means. Labor any po 
ties! party formed of working-men, or essing to 
represent the interesta of Inlur, that i, of working-men. 
— labor, a condition in which the fetus Is re- 
tained in the womb beyond the nornusal of gesta- 
tion, — , labur oceurring after the term 
of normal gestation is pust.— Socialist Labor party, 
a political and socialist party in the United i 
was formed in New Jersey, in 1877, ont of an earlier or- 

ization Social Democratic Working-men's party, 
formed in Philadelphia in 1874) and sinee 1584 has fig- 
ared in N and State polities with a ticket of its 
own. Labor party, « political party organized 
in the interests of labor, which, in Tees, nonminated a can- 
didate for President. 

laborage (l4’bor-dj), n. [labor] + -age.) 14. 
Plowing; plowed land.—2+. Labor; work.— 
3, Payment for labor. 
laboratorial (lab’6-ra-td‘ri-al), a. [laboratory 
+ -ial.] Relating or belonging to a laboratory. 

laboratorian (Jab‘6-ra-t6’ri-an), a. and w. [lab- 
oratory + -an.) T. a. Of or pertaining to a 
— 

TI. ». One who conducts seientitie investi- 
gations in a laboratory. 
boratory, ». 3. The space between the fire 

and the flue-bridges of areverberatory furnace 
in which the work is performed. — 

wmilk, , & laboratory 
or observal situated upon the ocean of ite shore, and 
equipped with appliances for collecting, observing, and 
experimenting upon marine animals and planta; a marine 
sodlogical station. 

labor-day (li’bor-di), nr. In some of the 
States, a * holiday, commonly the first 
Monday in September, established for the 
benefit of the laboring classes, 

laborist (la’bor-ist), #. anda, I, », Amem- 
ber of a lnbor party or one who is an advocate 
of the interests of labor, 

TI. «. Pertaining to labor and ita interests. 
laborite (la’bor-it), ». In British politics, a 
member of the Labor party. 
The heavy vote given to the Liberals in England by the 

Labor Party, the “ Laberites,” as they are there called, 
does not at all mean that the isue of protection is not the 
main one. N.Y. Timea, Jan. 16, 1906, 

Laboulbenia (la-bél-bé’ni-’), ». [NL. (Mon- 
tagne and Robin, 1853), named after Alexan- 
dre Laboulbéne, a French entomologist.) A 
genus of minute ascomycetous fungi contain- 
ing numerous species parasitic upon insects, 
eapecially beetles. The perithecium is borne ona 

k-like receptacle with append and ote or more 
antheridia nt one side The reproduction is sexual and 
resembles that of the red seaweeds, The act are 4-epored, 
L, elongata fa a cosmopolitan species found on beetles of 
the genera Platynvs, Colpedes, etc. 

beniaces — pagla tea tt. pl. 
[NL., ¢ Laboulbenia + -acew.] A large family 
of peculiar ascomycetous fangi named from 
the genus Lahoulbenia. 
Laboulbeniales (la-bil-bé-ni-i’lés), on. pil. 
[NL., ¢ Laboulbenia + -ales.] An order of as- 
comycetous fungi containing the single family 
Laboulbeniaces. Also called Laboulbentines, 

Laboulbeniines (la-bil-bé-ni-i‘né-é), m. pl. 
(NL.] Same as *Laboulheniales, 

[labra- labradophyric (lab’ra-d6-tir’ik), a. 
dor(ite) + (por)phyr(itjic.] Noting porphy- 
ritic igneous rocks whose phenocrysts are 
labradorite. Dana, Manual of Geol. (4th 
od.), p. 77, 
Labradorean (lab-ra-dé’ré-an), a, and an, 
Same as *Labradorian. 



Labradorian 
Labradorian (lab-redé rian), a.andn. [Lab- 
rador + ~ian.j] I, a. Of or pertaining to Lab- 
rador. 

II. a. In geol,, a subdivision of the Archran 
rocks of New Hampshire: proposed by Hiteh- 
cock for a group below the Huronian. Dana, 
Manual of 1. (4th ed.), p. 446. 

labrador-rock (lab’ra-dér-rok*’), ». A rock 
composed almost wholly of la orite. Same 
as *anorthosite. 
labrador-stone (lab’ra-dér-stén’)}, a. Sameas 
labradorite. 
labrosaurid (Jab-ro-sa’rid), n. anda. JI. n. One 
of the Labrosauride. 
L. a. Of or pertaining to the Labrosauridz. 

labrosauroid (lab-ré-si’roid), a. Related to 
or having the characters of the genus Labro- 
Saurus, 
Labrosomus (lab-ré-s6’mus), ». [NL. Labro- 
sommes ate earlier Labrisomus (Swainson, 
1839), & NL. Labrus + Gr. oiwa, body.) 
genus of blennioid fishes, found in the Atlan- 
lie from the West Indies to Brazil. 

labrum? (labrum), n.; pl. /abra (-br}. [L. 
labrum, contraction of lavabrum, ¢ larare, 
wash: seo lave? and compare laratory, 
laver1.] In Rom. archaol., a bath-tub, espe- 
cially one of those of bard, fine material more 
or less richly sculptured, rather common in the 
museums of Italy, Also called larabrum. 

la (lab’ris), n. (Gr. 2@3pv¢ (given as a 
Lydian word), same as wéAexvy, an ax.) Seo 
*double ax, 
This discovery tn the Palace of a shrine of the Double 

Axe, and its associated divinities, derives a spectal Inter- 
est from the connection already established on philotag- 
ical grounds between fabdrys, the Carian term for the 
sacred Double Axe, and the name Labyrinth. 

A. J. Boans, to Jour, Roy. Inst. of Brit, — x 

laburnic (l-bér’nik), a. [laburnum + -ic.] 
Pertaining to or derived from laburnum,— 
Laburnic acid, a substance contained in the seeds and 
bark of laburnum, Leburnum Laburnum, It ts probably 
a mixture of organic and inorganic aclda. 
laburnum, n.—Native 
tree.— Seacoast laburn 

laburnum., Same as *clover- 
, in Austria, a commopuli- 

—— —— je Warmer rexlous. 

labiyrinth-beotfe. (lab’i-rinth-bovt) Chew 
beetle of the family Bostrychide (which Bee). 
Kirby and Spence. 

labyrinthitis (lab’i-rin-thi’tis), n. [NL., ¢Gr. 
Zasijpetoc, labyrinth, + -itis. nflammation 
of the labyrinth of the internal ear. 

lab thodontoid (lab-i-rin-th}-don’told), a. 
andn, [labyrinthodont + -oid,) I, a, Pertain- 
ing to or having the characters of the genus 
Labyrinthodon, 

a, A —— amphibian related 
nth to the genus Laby: odon. 

labyrinthous (lab-i-rin’thus),a. [labyrinth + 
ons}. Having a labyrinthine or meande 
arrangement, as the tubes in the tatechoe oF 

the reactions of 
incrustation on the twigs of the bush and contains dead 
bodies of the Insecta by which it was secreted. The In- 
dians use It to cement their arrow-heads to the shafts, 
and for varions medicinal purposes, This lac is also 
found on the twigu of a leguminous shrub, Acacia Greg. 

ii, growing in the arid ions of Arizonn — Bleached 
, the resin obtaitied by dissolving seed-lac 

in a bofling alkaline lye and passing chiorin gas through 
the 5 until the lac ts proctpitated.-Mexican 
the resinous exudation aspecties of Crot 
lac, the product of Carteria Nezicana, an insect lufest- 
ing & leguminous shrab (Covreetia glandulosr) which 
grows in northwestern Moxie The erude substance, 
which occars on tho twigs in the form of a brick-red in- 
crustation, is collected by the Indians of Sonora and sold 
in the marketa It resembles nelac, but is leas vividly 
ced atl Las the taste of succinicachd. The natives mse it 
in making cement and asa remedy for affections of the 
langs, for fevers, and forother maladies, It consists in 
part of a substance similar to the shellac of commerce and 
ylelds a fine red coloring matter. 

Laccadivian et a, 
taining to the Luccadive Islands, 

laccaic (Ja-k&‘ik), a. [lacca + -ic.] Same as 
*laccic, 2, 

laccase (lak‘is), n. [lacea + -aec.} An oxidizing 
ferment which is concerned inthe production 
of the black Japanese lacquer, Itis obtained 
from the Japanese lac-trec, hus vernicifera, 
and from various fungi. 

laccate, a- I. ». The general name of salts 
of laceie acid, 

laccic, a. 2, Noting an acid, a brownish-rod 
compound, CygllyoVa(l), obtained from lac- 

Of or per- 
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dye by the action of dilute hydrochloric acid, 
it erystallizes in minute plates, decomposes 
without melting at about C., and resem- 
bles carminic acid. 

lac-cochineal (lak’koch‘i-nél), n. 
lac-insect. 

laccol (lak’ol), n, [lacea + -ol.) A compound 
contained in the juice of the lac-tree, Rhus 
terniciferd, It is probably an aromatic polybasic ple- 
nol. Under the influence of laccase It a oxygen 
from the air and ylelds a black substance, 

laccolite (lak’6-lit), n. Same as laccolith. 
The ontogeny of the Volcano may be viewed in the light 

of the phylogeny traced through ite fossil remalne—iava 
sheeta, tatl beds, Laccolites, volcanic necks like those of the 
Mount Taylor platean, and other products of organic ac- 
tlon during theages past. Pop. Sci. Mo., July, Kr, p. 279. 

lace, ".—All-over lace, lace of any kind which is 28 or 
more inches in width and in which a pattern [a repeated. 

a hand-made pillow-lace of heavy linen 
‘ilar mesh: assed 

Lachenalia 
bin-net Lace, chiefly for curtaina, originally made at Not- 
Ungham, England.— lace. Same as punto in aria 
*iece,— Oriental lace, a kind of lace made on an em- 
brofdering-machine itu Which the needle and shuttle act 
in combination, producti both situple and complex de 
signs.— Point de Géne & machine-made lace imi: 
faking polit de Venise.— |, & form of 

In 
Same aa de 

to the border of which patterns are worked with a 

— Arabian lace, Same ns Arale *lace.— Batte 
lace, a kind of fine linen-thread lace in which are worked 
rings, picotas, cords, etc,, With coumecting bars or bridea,— 
Bin lace, a fine pillow-lace without a mised the 
ground of which resembles a splder-web with dota: 
named after Binche, am. — m lace, machine 

Maltese Lace 

flat thread or tape. —Point de Venise. Same as rose point 
peintl).—Punto a reticello lace, lace 

in Which the groundwork of linen is frat —— by 
pulling oot vertical and horizontal threads until an open 
network ie formed. This is then Aled in with patterns in 
various stitches. Also called nefdace— Punto di Ve- 
nezia lace, Venice point. Mis ts essentially a panto in aria 
luce of trichness of design Venice point appeared at 
about the beginning of the seventeenth century. The 
Tanufactnre Was intrxliced by Colbert into France and 
the atyle called Preach potut.—Punto in aria lace, lace 
in which the design is first drawn ov a piece of paper and 
the outlines Inid down in coarse thread, This thread is 
covered with buttomhole stitch aml the pattern within 
the ** we eh —— — — — 
open lace.— Punt lace, est 
needlemade laces. The pattern is transferred to linen 
and worked out with 

ipa nec, under 

Carrickmactosa trmpure Jace, 

made in Switzerland.— Wood- lace, artificial silk 
lace made trom wood cellalowe.— ¥i lace, an Irish 
—— lace of coarse read. made in Munster 
ouduity, 

lace-bow] (las’bé1), u. A bowl of Oriental por- 
celain delicately ornamented with pierced de- 

of intricate lace-like pattern which are 
filled in with translucent glaze in the rice- 
grain style, 

lace-bug (liis’bug), ». Any member of the 
family Tingitide (which see). L. O. Howard, 
Insect Book, p, 299.— Hawthorn lace-bug, ap 
American tingitid, Corythuea arcuate, which lives upon 
leaves of the hawthorn, 

Camnckmacross Appliqué Lace 

op eae fig = urniture, ete,— Same as punto tagtiato button (lis"but’n), n. The daisy-fleabu: slace.— Esourial lace ‘ y¥-fleabune 
—— with its —— —— — or sweet scabious, Erigeron annuus. 
Payal lace, 4 delicate and beautiful lace made by the lace-flower (las’flou’ér), 7. The wild carrot 
—— — aod — — Prt the Azores) from aoe Daneus Careta. 

ican mee aan CT ee, ⸗ =e . ‘ . 

lace, any lace made with = square meet. — Gimp lace, lace-Glass (lds’glis), n. Venetian glass with 
a * ace made by winding throne Ch silk, worsted, _lace-like — — 
or cotton i J— jon of wire or twine, mare or lace-grass as 8), ". See *grass. 

© in design: chiefly employed in upholstery, ae! 
sometimes used for — wearity-apparel.- lace-pod (lis’pod), mn. See 7) hysanocarpus, 

leas © 

pe im laceration, ». 4. In Actinozoa, the formation Hand-embroidered lace, point-lace enibroidered with a } 
Hlond or fancy designs — Irish crochetlace,en[rishtine: of @ new polyp by the separation of a portion 

“A * basal expansion by contraction of the 
ody. 

lacertofulvin (li-s¢r’té-ful-vin), mn. IL. lac. 
ertns, lizard, + fulens, yellow, + -in®.]) A 
yellow pigment, probably a lipnebrome, found 
n the skin of certain reptiles. 

lacery (lis‘o-ri), wn. [lace + ry.) 1. Laces 
colleetively,—2. Lace-like work or embroid- 
ery.—3, An eulacement; an interlacement, 

lacet (li‘set}, m. [face + -ef?.] In needte- 
work, a trimming made of a braid known as 
lacet braid fashioned into various designs with 
lace stitches. 
lace-wing (lis’ wing), n. 

of work. Au. 

Tra ean. taead lace» bndvoate ice Lace-winged insects. See Ainarct. 
— tease lace. fay A fied wes hace penal in ‘the lacewood (las’wid),. Same as lacobark, 3. 
island of Malta. (+) A machine-made lace of ecarso Lachenalia (ak-o-na‘li4zi). 7. ONL. (Jaeqnin, 

1787), named in honor of Werner de Lachenal cotton thread. (c) A pillow-lace with geometric designn 
ledici lace, a variety of torchon Lace, like ordinary in (1736-1800), professor of botany in Basel.] A 

pnus of bulbous plants of the family Liitacer. 
sertion, with one clge scalleped,— Mélange lace, a leary, 

‘he Jenves are few and radical, the Mowers are several te 
many on a short scape, either drooping or erect, in color 
rating fron white through Dive, red, and yellow ; and 
the pertanth ia neally very irregular, the outer seerents 
often sepal-like, There are abuut 80 species, natives of 

Same as lace-tinged 
haml-made lace distinguished for its beant 

Mack, handmade silk pillow-lace, chareterized by a 
pono Hd dere patterns with ordinary Chantilly ef- 
forts he ele is usually plain anid straight, but is some- 
times ornamented with a tine silk fringe. Net-lace, 
Sume as Prrnto a reticello weiner —Normandy lace. 
Same us Valenciennes lece.— Nottingham lace, a bub- 



Lachenalia 
Roath Africa, several of which are cultivated as cool 
—— — A form of tricator is 7 

known gardeners under the 
name L. Nelsoni species af Lachenalia are some- 
times called Cape corelip, and a spotted form of L. pen- 
dua la known a Leegrerd-tily. 

—— (lak-nd-16" mus), #, A correeted 
spelli of *Lachnoluimus, 

jus (lak-n6-li’ mus), », [NL. 
_ of labroid fishes found in the 

Lachnum (lak’num), ». 
<Gr. Adxvy, down, hair 
ascomycetous — of the ts family evizace®, 
having more or less hairy — or short- 
stipitate apothecia — hyaline ellipsoid or 
spindle-shaped») bout 130 —— 
hore been “aener! a ” ‘They are widely 
tributed and occur on dead sticks and » tang 

lacing,». 10. Instractural work, particularly 
ee work, the system of slender, diagonal 

ra which connect the two opposite 
“allel members or flanges of a structural 

ron or steel beam, column, or strut. In 
lacing the several members form a single, 
continnous rigasg line, but do not cross one 
another as in latticing. 

’ lacing-bar (l4’sing-biir), ». See */attice-bar, 
lacing-aye (la‘sing-i), n. In marine hardware 
arin of metal secured to the edge of 
& sai used to retain the lacing which 
holds ties sail to the boom. 

(la’sing-ma-shén’), a. An 
apparatus for automatically lacing into a 
continuous chain the pattern-cards of a 
Jacquard loom. 
Laciniaria (la-sin-i-f’ri-i), n. [NL. (Hill, 
1768), ¢ lacinia (which see)+ -aria (see -aryl), 
in reference to the lacerate or laciniate in- 
volueral bracts of some of the species.} Agenus 
of plants of the family Asterace#. There are 40 
or more species, all natives of eastern and central North 

L. tquarreea and other species are called 
ing-étar on scooant of their handsome rose-colored 

flowers Several species have been in popular use as 
—— — names bitton-mnakeroot, rat · 

root, andedic-rout, See Liatris, 
Laciniata (i (lacsin. ata) n, pl. [NL., neuter 
Pl. im —— see laciniate.] A suborder 

ag at ecerag ae by Packard to in- 
uae me the a nt famil —— 
in which the mouth-parts di by greatly 
the normal lepidopterous t The man- 
dibles are fairly well develo; , and the max- 
ille do not formn a proboscis, having each two 
separate rather short lobes and a long five- 
jo nted flexible palpus. 
laciniation (li-sin-i-d’shon), ». 1. The state 
of being laciniate.—2, A laciniate — 
or lobe, 

lacinule (lé-sin’il), ». Same as lacinula. 
[lacinula + -ove,] lacrymous, lacinulose (li-sin’t-l6s), a 

Same as lacinulate, 
lacistemaceous (las’i-sté-mi’shius), a. Be- lac 
longing to or having the uae of the 

* — lack! + -age.] gh J ortage 
or de — in a Yightases when com- 

the standard of weight: said of 
** 

lackent (lak’en), v. t. [lack? +-en1,.] 1. To 
— disparage; depreciate. ⸗2. To lack; 
be without. 

ec is certain,” the Italian historian continues, “that 
the ese of He fifteenth century entirely lackened 
knowledge of any land to the south-west." 

Geog. Jour, (R. G. &), TX. 180, 

lackey-caterp terpillar (lak’i-kat’ér-pil-Hr), a. 
The larva of the lackey-moth. 
lackland (lak‘land), m. and a. t.. + 
land!.) T. n, One who lacks ne or ‘jatied 

ions; one who, like a younger son, in- 
Porits no territory : as, John Lackland, King 
of England. 

TI, «. Having no land, 
lackmoid, n. Same as /acmoid, 
lackmus, ®. Satne as lacmus. 
La Couyére slates. See *slate?, 
lacquer, » n— Re-uchi lacquer, tacquer which haa been 
allowed to stand several montha'to become thick, Tt is 
‘used ry? drawing One lines in the —— without 

on 

On. L, ger 1779) 
enus 0 

—— ——— — 8 — ih 
lacquer, Under lacyuer,— Kt- truant iaoquer a 
tree, + 2* 5 wer}. crude — 5** F 
— rern Japan a — 

krema, order, + urwehi, Inequer}, lacquer saree 
lampblack, taseel for tra ing fie lines in the shad 

of — 7 — hair, ete,, : On *4 ex" 
lacquer | lap, mora, clas a 

Vs in in J ese Incquer with small gold 
— See" ntehijt wlacquer.-—- Mi 

eke (Jap. nate, middle, + muri, lacquer, mg 

Lactaria (lak-ta’ri-ii), ». 
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ner freed from water, ex to the light, and 
it becomes black ; a as & baals, or ander- steed til 

ner (Jap. —_ *28* + tates st stir 
Witch es has been added water st 

with a whetstone and contains fine particles of the 
stone in siapension: used on cheap ware.—Rotro 
laoquer (ap, ro-dre, greenish black}, a variety of Jap- 
anese lacquer of 4 pare Diack or * black color, a, 

+ wrish 

wer to whic! 

orward © ag ft to er 
sun for severn] days. Shunked er (Ja —* 
hame of the ret a variety of Jnpanese wer 
duced by mixing with the sap D the laoquer- 
(hua ——— Itia of a yellowish color and needs 
no polishing, When — to furniture, being transe · 

grain of the wood beneath. qe, it shows * —— 
unuri lacquer [J: 

& Japanese lacy ner 
or 

ya —— 
a red citinal ——— with 

decoration, made “wn China "Tangara lacquer 
‘sugaru, name of a district in the province of 

J ner wi —— or 

Wer. — 

I, 4@.—Lacrymal bay, the recess at the lacrymal, 
— 8 of the eye — * groove, Bee 

be the toare fear che laervmnat pitied to the opening cf the 
iS 

. 4, In ichth.: (a) A bone lateral to the 
ethmoid in fishes, the prefrontal : not homol- 
ogous with the bone & called ‘laecrymal’ by 
Parker. Starks, 8ynonymy of the Fish Skele- 
ton, p. 08. (b) A bone in front of the eye in 
fishes, part of the suborbital ring; the 
orbital : not homologous with the bone called 
‘lacrymal’ by Geoffroy. Starks, Synonymy of 
the Fish Skeleton, p. 520. 

ri-mist), . [L. 
lacryma, tear, * -ist.) — who weeps ensily 
or constantl 
lacrymomalar lachrymomalar (lak’ri-mo- 
ma‘liir), a. Relating to the lacrymal and 
malar bones: as, the lacrymomalar articulation. 
Proe, Zool, Soe. Londen, 1901, , I. 120. ao 

projecting forward and di downward from the se} anne! inte 
tasal vacuity in the skull of the AtAee.— Lacrymo- 

vacuity. weacwity, 

lachrymosal (Iak-ri-mé‘sql), «. 
Same as —— 

— — 
—— -ity.] e eondition of 

—8* the quality of causing tears, 
lacrymous, lachrymougs (lak’ri-mus), * 
Fhe as sulphuris (ls 

(lak sul’fa-ris), [NL., ‘milk 
of A ur.) In chem., an old name for sul- 
phur [pee tated at common temperature by 
an acid from the solution in water of an alka- 
line or ealeie sulphid: a white, not yellow, 
powder, 

lactacidine (Ink-tas’i-lin), m. [lact-ie + acid 
+ -ine*,| The trade-name for a mixture of 
—_ and salicylic acids used as a food-pre- ™ 

ative, 
lactagogue (lak ) — 5 lac (lact-) 
milk, + Gr. nd, OE Same as 
galactagogue, 

bumin (lak-tal-bi’min), », [L. lae(lact-), 
milk, + E. albumin.) An albuminons sub- 
stance resembling serum albumin which is 
found in milk. 
lactam (lak’tam), n. IL. lac (lact-), —_ + 
E, am(monia).] The name of a class of 
organic compounds containing the group 

HNCH,CH,CH,CO 
HNCH H cHco. 

They are formed ® elimination of water 
from 7- or ¢-amino ade respectively, the re- 
action being characteristic of these two 
classes of compounds. They are simple eyclie- 
acid amides. 

lactamic (lak-tam’ik), a. [lactam + -ie.] 
Noting an acid, a- aeleepunalonta acid, CHg.- 
CHNHg. COOH, or alanin. 

NL. (Persoon, 1797), 
< fem. of L. lactarins, milky: see lactary.) A 
gam of fungi of the family A aricacex, They 

v6 the hymenophore continous with the stem, and the 
Plleus usmally depressed at the center. When broken the 

lactopepsin 
gilla and flesh exude a variously colored — juice, 
Whence the name. The species are numerous and some 
are edible, Also written Tostarive. 

¥ lactaric (lak-tar’ik), a. (Lactar(ins) + a 
Noting an acid, a ecloriess compound, C 
H3902, contained in the mushroom Lact 
piperatus. It crystallizes in small needles and 
melts at 69.5-70° 0. 
lactariam (lak-ta’ri-um), ».; pl. Lactaria (-ii). 
(NL., neut. of L. lactarins, a.] Same as lactary. 

lactase (lak‘tiis), m {L. lac (lact-), milk, + 
~ase.) A ferment which inverts lactose to 
dextrose and galactose, 

lactatic (luk-tat‘ik), a. and u. [lactate + -ie.] 
I, 4. Promoting the secretion of milk in the 
breast. 

II, ». A galact 
lactationa] (lnk-ta noel) « lactation + 
-all,) relating to the —** of lactation, 
Med, Bi eb. 28, 1903, p. 337. 

—— cy (lak-tes’en-si), ». Same as lac- 

lactification (lak-ti-fi-ka’shon), u. [LL. lac 
(lact-), milk, + -ficatio(n-), ¢-ficare, ¢ facere, 
make.] The production of lactic acid in milk 
and other fluids it ga luctic-acid bacteria. 

lactifluous (lak-ti am), 6 [L. lace lact-), 
milk, + fluere, flow, * -ous.)  Yieldi 

y juice; sown with milk. 
lactiform} lak’ ti-form), a. [L. lae (lact-), 
milk, + forma ar Like mil 

(lak-tij’e-nus), a. [L. lae (laet-), 
milk, + -genus, sproducing.) Having the 
properties of a galactagogu 

(lak’tim), ». [laeti am) + -im.] The 
name of a class of organic compounds con- 
taining the group -C(OH):N-. It is a tau- 
tomeric and, ne: isomeric form of 
the lactam radical, 

lactimide (lak-ti’mid), n. [lact-ic + imide. 
A_ colorless ne’ compound - 

Rr co CHCHs, prepared by heating c-ami- 

nopropionic acid in a current of hydrochlo- 
rie-acid gas, It crystallizes in needles or 
plates, melts at 275° C., and sublimes. 
lactite lak’tit), (L. lac (lact-), milk, + 
~-ite2.] The ———— of asubstitute for bone 
or celluloid, prepared by gelatinizing casein 
with borax solution and treating the product 
with acetic acid and lead acetate and dry- 
ing it under pressure. 

lactivorous (lak-tiv’d-rus),@. [L. lac (lact-), 
milk, + rorare, feed upon. i: Feeding on milk. 
lactoalbumin (lak‘té-al-bi’min), ». Same as 

— 
rometer, an pa sae My for ee e —— y 
of butter-fat- in milk. It depends u the sol 
of the fat in ether and the forma a taper ot 
= fat at 40°C, when the ether is shaken with al. 

cont, * ae of the layer of 
fat Sabla 5 By : of 
sin elk otaind ys pp —— 

(lak- to-kar’ mel), n. [lact-ie 
+ caramel.) I fake kar! ‘lactose. 

lactocholine (lak-té-kol’in), nm. [lact-ic + 
choline.) A compound of ¢ holine and ethyli- 
dene lactic acid. 

(lak’t6-kroém), m. IL lae (laet-), 
milk, + Gr, xpéwa, color.) In chem., a name 
given by Blyth to a nitrogenous substance 
of an orange color, obtained in very small 
quantity from the whey of milk after casein 
and albumin had been removed, and believed 
be him to be the source of the yellow color 

milk oe of butter. 
lactoglobulin (lak-t6-glob’f-lin), 1» 

t-), milk, + 
—* in milk. 

lactol (lak’tol), m. [lact-ic + -ol.] A color, 
less, tasteless —— the lactic-acid ester 
of {+-naphthol: an intestinal antiseptic, 
lactolase (lak’té-las), n. [lactol + -ase.] A 
ferment of vegetable origin which — 
eauses the formation lactic acid during 
anatrobic fermentation. 
lactometric lak-té-met’rik), a. Of or per- 
taining to a lactometer or to the mensure- 
ments and tests of a lactometer. Sadtler, 
Handbook of Indust. Chem., p, 265, 

lactonic (Jak-ton'ik), a. (lactone + -ic.] Per- 
taining to a Inectone.—Lactonic acid. Same as 
egolactonic acid. 

lacto (lak-t6-pep’ sin), n. [lacto(se) + 
pepsi. J, A solution containing various di- 
gestive ferments and lactose: a commercial 
preparation. 

4. lac 

E. globulin.) 7 globulin 



lactophen 

— u. [lact(ic) + phen(yl).J 
Same as */actophenine. 

(lak-t6-fen‘in), u. [lactophen + 
-ine2.) A colorless crystalline compound, 

CoH,OCgH NHCOCHOHCH,, used in medi- 
cine as a tebrifuge and soporific. 

hrys (lak'to-fris),n. [NL., < *lact{oria), 
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Cyl, 1), formed by the acti f dilute sulpharte 
acld nO ee A * ———— — 

(lak-tii’sin), ». [IL. lactuca, lettuce, 
+ -in?,] A colorless compound, C. ol gs rg or 
CooH or CogHog0g, obtained from the 
dried jules of the common lettuce, Lactuca 
sativa and L, sagittata, It crystallizes in 

a milk-cow (< L. fac (lact-), milk), + Gr. dgpic, pearly scales, 
eyebrow. The allusion is to the projecting lactucol (lak-ti’kol), ». 

ns of L. tricornis.] A subgenus of fishes 
of the family Ostraciidew, most of them found 
in American ** —E 

lactopicrin (lak-t6-pik’rin), n. . lact(uen), 
lettuce, + E. picrin.] An amorphous, bitter 
substance, one of the active principles of 
Canadian lettuce, Lactuen Canadensis. 
lactoproteid (lak-té-pré’té-id), mn. [laet-ic + 
proteid.} Any one of the albumins which 
occur in milk. 

lactoprotein (lak-té-pré‘té-in), mn. Same as 
*laectoproteid. 
Lactoridacem (lak*té-ri-di’sé4), n. pl. [NL. 

Engler, 1887), < Lactoris (Lactorid-) + -acew.)} 
family of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous 

plants of the order Ranales, containing the 
single monotypic genus * Lactoris (which see). 
lactoridaceous (lak*td-ri-da’shius), a. Be- 
longing to the plant-family Lactoridacee. 

Lactoris (lak-t6’ris), ». [NL. (Philippi, 1865), 
¢ L. lactoris, the Latin name of some unidenti- 
fied plant.] A genus of plants constituting 
the family Lactoridacew, It consists of a single 
species, L. Pernandeziana, from the teland of Juan Fer- 
naniez, a low, diffusely branching shrnb with smooth, 
obovate, entire, stipulate leaves, the short-podieelled, in- 
cousplcnous flowers bornesingly in the axils of the leaves 
or io small leafy axillary mcemes. The perianth segments 
are three, calyx-like; the stamens ais, in two series; 
the carpels three, only slightly united with exch other. 

lactosazone (lak-tds-az’dn), nr. tow + 
azo- + —— A — compound, OGaAUa⸗0⸗ 
Ny, prepared by the action of phenylhy e 
on lactose. It erystallizes in needles and 
melts at 200° 0. 80 called lactose-osazone. 

an apparntus n.-— Pesor’s Jastemepe, 
for determining the quality of milk. known volume of 
milk is dilated with a measared volume of water until 
the graduations on a central white staff become visible. 
The extent of dilution determines the value of the milk, 

sazone (lak’tdés-ds-az"6n), mn. Same 
as *lactosazone. 
lactoserum (lak-té-s8’‘rum), n.; pl. lactosera 
(-rii). (IL. lae (lact-), milk, + NL. serum.) A 
serum, obtained by immunization with milk, 
which contains —— (coagulins) corre- 
sponding to all the albumins of the milk and 
some related albumins of the body of the 
animal, 

lactosin (lak’t6-sin), ». [lactose + -in2.] A 
colorless, dextrorotatory, non-reducing com- 
ound, CyagHgoOg;.HoO, found in the root of 
ilenacer, It forms small lustrous crystals 

which give off water at 110° C. 
lactothermometer ag to-thér-mom’‘e-tér), n. 
(L. lae (lact-), milk, + E. thermometer.) A 
small thermometer inclosed in a glass tube 
and used in testing milk. : 

lactotoxin (lak-td-tok’sin), nm. [L. lae (lact-), 
milk, + Gr. rof(edr), poison, + -in2.] 
ptomaine found in milk: supposedly the same 
as the tyrotexicon of cheese. 
lactoviscometer (lak ’{é-vis-kom’e-tér), n. 
(L. lac (laet-), milk, + viseus, viseus, + 
metrum, measure.] An instrument for indi- 
eating the quality and composition of milk b 
its rate of flow trough & capillary tube. 
Amer, Sup,, Nov. i; 1003, p. —R 

lactucerin (lak-ti’se-rin), ». [L. Jactuca, 
lettuce, + -er + -in3.] 1. The dried milky 
juice of the European lettuce, Leactuca virosa, 
t consists of a mixture of a- and j-lactucerol 

acetates and has the formula CopHgoO9.— 
2. A colorless dextrorotatory compound, 
CogH 440g (7), contained in the juice of the 
European lettuce. It crystallizes in micro- 
scope needles and melts at 210° C, Also 
ealled lactucon, 

lactucerol (lak-tii’se-rol}, s. [lactucer-in + 
-ol.) A bitter, colorless, dextrorotatory com- 
poe, (CigHly90.110)a, obtained from the 
ried juice of the European lettuce, Lactuca 

virosa, It exists in two modifications termed a- and f- 
lactucereal, The former crystallizes in long, silky, lus- 
troas needles, melts at 165-181" C., and may be distilled 
in an atmosphere of carbon dioxid; the latter crystallizes 
from ether in long needles with o silvery luster, from 
alcohol aa a gelatinous masa, 

Lactucic (a) A bitter, acrid, brownish-green, 
amorphous compound obtained from the juice of Lactic 
Canadensis, (6) A light-yellow ne compound, 

(L. lactuca, lettuce, 
+ -ol.j] A colorless dextrorotatory compound, 
CygH 909, ie ared by fusing lactucerin with 
potassium vdroxid, Iterystallizes in needles 
melting at 162° C, 
lactucon (lak-ti’kon), », Sameas *lactuccrin. 
lactucone (lak-ta’kén), 1. Incorrect for *leo- 
tucon, 

lactucopicrin (Jak-ti-k6-pik’rin), m. [L. lae- 
tuca, lettuee, + E. pia oe] An amorphous 
bitter — not well known, said to be 
contained in lactucarium, 

Qlak-ti’men), ». ([NL., ¢ L. lae 
({lact-), milk,] Same as milk-blotch, 

(lak-ti-ram‘ik), a. [lact-ie + ur-ca 
+ am(ine) + -ic.] Derived from lactic acid 
and urea.—Lacturamic acid, a colorless compoun 
NHQCONACH(CHg)OCOOH, pre by boiling lact; 
urea with barium-hydroxid ution: areln-2-py —J 
acid. It crystallizes in small rhombéc prisms and melta 
at 165" C. 

lactyl (lak’til), ». L, lae (lact-), milk, + 
F A lactic-acid jeal: as, lactyl chlorid, 
Hg.CHCLCO.CI. 

, a, 2, Consisting of lncunes, as, for 
* most part, the circulatory system in Mol- 
used 
acuscular (li-kus’ki-liir), a. . lacnsculus, 
a amall lake (dim, of laews, lake, pool), + 
-ar3,) Relating to or inhabiting small pools. 

od. See *age}, 

— ede) 

——— ——— eee 

use. 
asingle pole with steps 

a 
Indder havi or footholds on the 
sides ; a tree-ladder : so called because, as used by the In- 
diana of the southwestern United States, it ls formed froma 
tree-stem by lopping off the branches a few inches from the 
stem. A firemen’s scaling-ladder is essentially an Indian 

Saten mane on arial dtvuah Rope ladder. Bee 
rape), #.— aérial ladder, Same as aérial 

bal e 

ladder-back (lad‘ér-bak), ». A chair-back 
which is made of horizontal slats passing from 
one side to the other, 

ladder-beetle (lad’ér-bé’tl), n. An American 
chrysomelid beetle, Calligrapha scalaris, which 
feeds on elm, alder, and willow. It is yel- 
lowish-white in color, with ladder-shaped 
dark markings, Also linden leaf-beetle. 

~coll (lad’ér-sel), ». A scalariform cell. 
See scalariform, 1 (b), and scalariform vessels, 
under sea form, 
ladder-hook (lad’ér-hak), ». A double hook, 
with a set-screw, used to hold a ladder in place 
on a roof or against a building. 
laddering (lad’ér-ing), n, [ladder + -ingl.] A 
narrow insertion of lace or muslin used in 
dressmaking, consisting of alternate bars and 
open spaces, somewhat resembling a ladder. 

bbons may be run in and out through these 
for ornament. Also called beading. 

ladder-point (lad‘ér-point), a. Akind of stiteh 
resembling ladder-stitch, 

ladder-tape (lad’ér-tap), n. A woven ta) 
consisting of two bay | pieces connected 
short ones, something like the erosspieces of a 
ladder: used for making Venetian blinds. 
ladder-track (lad‘ér-trak), n, See *drill-yard. 
ladia (li-di-i’), », [Also lodia, lodja, ete.; ¢ 
Russ. ladiyd, ladiyd, also lodiyd, lodiyd, a 
decked boat with a mast.) Same as */lodja. 

la-di-da (lii-di-di’), 2. ands, [Also extended 
*ladidady, spelled lardy-dardy; syllables sug- 

ladybird 
ative of a languid or mincing speech or 
—— I. a. Languidly genteel in speech 
or manner H foppishly affected. 

n. languidly genteel m; an ef- 
fected 8 or ‘awell.? fcottea.} : 

la-di-da (li-di-dii’), vr. i. [Also extended lard 
dardy ; — la-di-da, a.) o act in a languidly 
genteel manner; pose as a ‘swell.’ 

I like to la-di-da with the ladies, 
For that is the style that suite 

ington Boots, 
© Widow Haunt, quoted in N. & Q., th Stirling Co; = 7 

* {ser., VIIL ia 
@, Boe *stage. Ladinian ge j 

ladle, x. 5, A burghal duty charged on grain, 
meal, and flour brought to market for sale ; the 
roceeds obtained from that duty: from the 
ish or vessel used to measure the n or 

meal. Jamieson, Seottish Dict., Sup. [Seoteh,]} 
- a foundry-laile which ist ped by means 

of a worm, thus facilitating the steady and safe pouring 
ofthe metal. Only large ladies are thus equipped, 

ladling (Ja‘dling), ». Same as lading, n., 3. 
lndling -hole (li‘dling-hél), ». Same as lading- 

le. 
Lad'p. A contraction of Ladyship. 
ladrone,". 2. Inthe Philippine Islands, among 
American soldiers, a hostile Filipino soldier 
or ‘insurgent.’ 

Thus we not only get ladrone as a substitute for “ in- 
surgent,” which in tarn is a substitute for “the ememy,~ 
or “the Filipino forces,” bat “ladronism " appears in 
news dispatches aa a harmless equivalent for resistance to 
an armed invader, 

Springfield Republican, quoted in N. ¥. Evening Post, 
{April 4, 1908 

(la-drén’izm), 2, [ladrone + -iem.] 
The character or conduct of a ladrone or rob- 
ber. See extract under *ladrone, 2. 
Ladroniem reached its maximum early last spring, 

when a doten provinces, some of them near Manila, were 
infested with them... . At present there are searcely any 
ladrones left, only a few in Albay Province, in southers 
Luzon, where they have not been pursued with as mech 
Vigor aa eleewhere, bat recent advices indiente that the 
constabulary have since destroyed their bands. 

Nat, Geog, Mag., March, 1904, p. LLL 

,. 10. In astrol., a term designating the 
planet Venus whenin the circumstances under 
which, if & masculine planet, she would be 
termed lord: as, lady of the ascendant.— 
gitar, the altar ina Lady chapel dedicated to the Virgin 

—_ lady who is in attend: 

weloth,— 
ing-glass. 
sawlaed. 

nav Ashy-gray ladybird, cooeinellid 
ladybird, 9.7 atdamsinatie, of aah ay — 
mented with seven black Loy on the thorax and eight on 
each wing-cover. It is often found in abundance upon 
orange-trees, where its larve prey & plant-lice and 

scale-insects,— Rane as thean- 
ile (which see),— * an American 

coccinellid beetle, Cycloneda sanguinea, with blood-red 
elytra and a black thorax spotted with orunge.—- Boreal 

an American coocinellid beetle, Apilachns 
borealis, of pl hagods habits. It feeds apon leaves 
of coctiimber, tnelon, and other cucurbitaceous plants — 

ladybird, an American coecinellid beetle, 
Chilocorua cacti, oocurring commonly in the southwestern 
United States, where ft feeds on scale ; insects. — Comely 

6 ¢ : 
Cactus Ladybird (CAtlocorme cacti). 

a, beetle; 5, pupa; ¢, larva, Enlarged. 

bem og an American coceinellid beetle, Coecinetia 
renusta, pink in color and marked with 10 large black spxta 
— vergent ladybird, American inelisd 
RO ay rh bow ir —— — — of vide distribution ; a 

wOF 
Convergent Ladytied (7 ippateneio compergens). 

a, adult; 4, pupa; ¢, larva: all enlarged, 

(Chinenden, U.S. D. A.) 

noted enemy of injurious t-lice. Eyed ladybird, a» 
American coceinellid bee! Cycloneda oevlata, occurring 
in the Southern States, California, and Mexico — Five- 

ladybird, an American coceinellid beetle, Coe 
— Herbivorous 

crane (ar, — 
See *friend,— friend. i - 

as Venus's looking-glaas (which see, 

@ 

cinella hguenotata. l any 
species of the coocinellid genus Epilachna, all of which. 
fn both larval and adalt stages, are phytophagous and not 
carnivorous ; specifically, —— — States, the 



ladybird 
ash wladybird (which see).—Nine-spotted lady- 

* Coccinella Cer Ke red species with 9 
black spota— Patni 
Harmonia “4 w-yellow 

—— species Whose 
larvee fh 

oe ‘adybird. 2p podann' ia 
fredecimpunctata, Brick-read with 
13. Diack = spota.— Twice-stabbed 

‘hilocore —— 
two * 

spotted laeynire, — pra ne= Two and. i. ‘halt times 
fata, red with one “nck spot. on watural size. 
each wing-cover, 

peer 

ve 
Twospotted Ladybird (Adatia Aipwarteta), 

a, larva; 4 pwparc. adults 4. sajeane of same; ail enlarged, 
* (Marlatt, U.S, DAD 

WGN! vedaitetoney sem ‘Tr Australian 

Nine-spotted Ladybird 
(Coe wins —* ee 

€ 

Austratian Ladybeg (Pedatia (Newws) cardimalis), 

* lady’ fare feeding on female and egg-sac of Ruted scale; 
* e ladybug ; #, orange twigs showing scale and ladybugs: 

es enlarged; @, atural size, 
iMarlets, U, 5, D. AD 

coccinellid beetle brought by the United States Depart- 
ment of be a yr deg at _ a or fluted seale 
(leerya — — — wi 
— mn The 

soapwort or bouncing-bet, Saponaria offici- 
nalis, 

lady-crab, n a) See erabt, 1. (b) Inthe 
ogy cra —8 ‘ortunus puber, ¢ 

ladyfish, ». 4. A trachinold fish, Silla 
domina, found in the Bay of ey ‘and poe 
erally throughout the East Indian ——— 
—5. The ten pounder. -6. — — * 
morous.] 

“A jadge of merrnalda. be will find 
Our ladysak of every kind 

Inspection will repay.” 
W. S. Gilbert, * Bal) Ballads,” ae 

ladyish (la‘di-ish), a Somewhat like a lad 
having the airs of a fashionable lady, LE. 
ladyism (la‘di-izm), », The condition and 
manners of an affected “fine lady.” X. F. D. 
ladykind (la‘di-kind), ». The women of a 
family or party. Compare womankind. Scott. 

-laure] (14‘di-li’rel), n. See *laurel, 
-mass (li’di-mis),», A mass said spe- 

cifically in honor of the ge rps H sary. 
ae pea (la’di-pé), n. 

lan 
la’ —— 

day occurs. 
e epee of the year 

lady’s-laces (l’diz-li‘sez), n. The ribbon- 
5 Phalaris ——— Also called 

ide’ s-laces, 
lady’s-lint (18 diz-lint), n. The greater stiteh- 
wort, Alsine Holostea 

lady’s-milk (l’diz-milk), n, The milk-thistle, 
— Mariana, Also called Virgin Mary's 
thistle, 

lady’s-needlework (ld’diz -né‘dl-wérk), » 
The hedge-parsley, Torilis Anthriscus, 

In Eng- 
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s-nightcap (la’ diz -nit*ka The 
nightcap Convaloulus i 

* opeiuthrush (18° diz-pint*’ brush), n. See 
mila 

lady’s-pocket (li‘diz-pok’et),». The ted 
touch-me-not, ——— —R 50 * 

lady’s-purse (14’diz-pérs), n. 
purse, Lursa Dursa-paatoris 

stok’ ing), n. — bird’s-foot trefoil, Lotus 
cornice Also called shoes-and-stockings, 
lady's-thimble (la‘diz-thim’bl), x. The hare- 

or bluebell, Campanula rotundifolia, The 
name is also applied to the fox ere, 

Laekenian See *sand 
Leliorchis (l6-li-dr’kis), ». [NL. (Wight, 
1905), < Lelia, an untenable name for the 
genus, + Orchis.) A genus of monocotyledo- 
— plants of the family Orchidacee. Bee 

ia. 
lemo': (16’m6-pa-ral‘i-sis), n. [NL. 
< Gre 2a throat, + —— — 
Paralysis of ‘the pharynx or — 
lamoscirr “ENL., <Gr. 

5 (li diz- shiizand- 

—— hus õ · mo vxir· us). 
, throat, 

the gullet. 
leamostenosis (16"m6-s1é-nd’sis), nm. 
F —2 — throat, + oréveoic, —— 

rary or permanent constriction of the 
agus. 

cirrhosis, See *cirrhosis. 
lmotropism (!§-ot’ pe) 8 [leotrop-ie + 
-ism,.] The state of being — 

lwsio enormis (l6‘sio 6-nér‘m (L., ‘ex- 
ceasive injury. 5 Tn civil law, 4 injury sus- 
tained by one party to a contract who has 
suffered a loss of more than ove half the value 
of the contract by reason of the —— or over- 
reaching conduct of the on 
Lantndie (1é-sta’di-d), . 
Lara Levi Loestadius, acle 
of Lapland.) An untenab 
Guignardia still much used. 

lmtic(lé'tik),a, (LL, lations, < letus, 8 foreign 
bondmap, appar, from the OTeut. term re 
sented by AS, iwt, in a similar sense.) 
taining to the loti, foreign cultivators of the 
soil during the later Roman Erapire, who paid 
tribute for their land, 

cxippoc, & —3* ] Cancer of 

— for 
8 ‘and botanist 
generic name for 

lextificant, a. See *letificant. 
group. See *group). 

1,4, 6, A term of hard labor or transpor- 
tation. {Australia.J— 7. In elect, the dis- 
placement of phase of an electric wave back, 
or behind (in time), to another electric wave: 
used mainly with regard to alternating-eurrent 
— Beo lagging of the tides, under 
aggin —Angle In elect., the dis- 
—— by Rx Bt, Oe current fol owe the 

ive meee. This lag occurs in —— 

Ey yh ey 
Prithe tides ; the fs between the 4 
and the —— the shifting of the earth's magnetic 
system from a & 
meridian into observed eccentric position. — 
benahes, fe q 28* ——— —— on the 

Boa magnate Rhyrteresis. 

lag-angle * —— n. See —— of *lag 
Laganidea ( n’i-dé), ». pl. [ < La, 
num + -ideJ] A family “of irregular echi- 
noids, of the order Gnathostomata, typified by 
the genus Laganum, 

um (la-ga’ni-um),, Same aa *Laga- 

; Taganum jum (lag’p-num), ». [NL. (Gray, 1855), 
—— eake of meal and oil.) 

The t ride ail only genus of the family 
Lagan Also Laganium, 
2 —— — of two = 

ent be onging to the family Synodontida, 
both of the Atlantic. 
lag-barre] (lag’ bar’el), ». An octagonal barrel, 
or bar, having an intermittent rotary motion 
for the pattern-chain of a dobby-loom, 

lag‘ard-izm), n. (laggard + -iam.] 
gt Fever adel at of hanging 

*wrd-li), adv, Loiteringly; laz- 

8 
baek; reais 

laggardly One 
ily; slugs 
—— — n., 5. 

( Ing ‘or), n. A sailor 
4. (b) A covering for the face 

of a pu Mey, designed to increase its effective 
diameter or to augment the adhesion of the 

imetrical distribution about the * 

lake 
belt.— 5, Same as */ag!, n.,7.—6, Naut., the 
part of a barrel-stave beyond the head. 
Also 5 ee la 

lag-last ( itn and a, I, n. One who 
han — & loiterer; one who falls behind. 

a. Linge at fate back ; I hg. 
[Skt. lagna, . lagan 

given moment, G 
by C3 * oS) dey a oe 

‘th e.] gs moth of this genus. 
od ingot an American m moth, Lagoa 

— i} 

—— —A 

kil), — (NL. ¢ Gr, Jayde, 
hare, + Saw t J * genus of fishes belong- 
ing to the family Catostomid#, the suckers, 
found i ae the mre pert — 
5 A; eph (ng'é o-mé * — of 
he Lagomorpha, a sw a oO! ents con- 

taining the hares and pikas, J 
PO a Fs mh my oe stages ofthe ** — the 

Ul 

= ——— — See Nov. boy a 

lagomorphous (lag--mér’fus), a. Of or per- 
taining to the —— * as lagomer- 
phic. 
lag ophthalmy} (lag-of-thal’mi), ». Same as 

— ), a, (Gr. Aayorovr, h opous (la us red ¢, hare- 
‘ooted (< Pet A soon + roig, —25— + ~ous. 
* — ——— 

Lafayette, — 

See ps deen Br — aA 

55 (lag’ship), ». A transport used for 
~a pe convicts to New South Wales, or one 

asa ne'er eae Eng.) 
orm of spike in 

ings ron A T enters the wood has a tiread 
like that of a wood-screw or lag-acrew: used 
for holding railway-rails to the ties or other 
substructure. but tan may be be driven into the wood 
by a maul or sledge, be taken oat only by an- 
screwing. The thread has a mtchet-too sect 

Sao — 
head — Also called screw lag-apite. 

laguana (lii-wii-nii’), ». (Sp. la quandbana, the 
— fruit), é guandbane, the sour-sop 
tree, of Carib origin.) In Guam, the sour-sop, 
Anona muricata, Bee Anona, 

-wood (lag’wid), n. In ship-building, the 
nee tale — large bremchen of the oak 
near the head of the tree. 

L. A. H. An abbreviation of Licentiate of the 
A ches Haiti. 

p.a, 3. In embroidery, stitched upon a 
ground, Gold and silver thread, and silk 
cords, are frequently treated in this way. 

On the satin Stuart bindings we find a prevailing nse 
of fine coloured floss silks, . ———— 
tensive use of “laid” silver thread bac 
cords, wires and metal Gireads of numberless patterns 

C, Davenport, in Buriligton Mag,, March, 1904, p. 268 

Laid and set, in pladering. finished rendy for pela’ 
ing or paperting : id of plaster-work on bath as d) 
tinguished from das done on solid masory 
down, an expression used with ** to 
vessels in connection with the date of 
keel-plates on the blocks: as, the bat’ 
down June lth, 1906, 

Laille shales, See *shale®. 

ht 

“Laid 
—* war · 

lacing the first 
> was laid 

laiose (li’ds), n. Gz. rade, left, + -o8e.] 
Same as Leo's *: 

lair! (lar), v. (lair, J I, trans. 1. To put 
or have put in a lair or den.—2. To shelter; 
hold as in a lair, 

A mountain acema 
a dwellers round its bases but a heap 
Of barren obstacle that fairs the storm 
And the avalanche’s silunt bolt holds back 
Leashed with a hair, 

Lowell, The Cathedral, p. @ 

IL. intrans. 1. To lie (on); rest inactively. 
— 2. To enter a lair; lie down (in); lurk. 

a which Lady- lag bolt (lag’bélt), ». Same as lag-serew, 1 lairage (lir’fj), n. ge where cattle may 
lie down and rest, N. £. 

laissez-aller (li-si-zii-ld’), ». [F., impv. of 
laisser, let; aller, go.) A fettin go; unre- 
straint: imply ing sometimes a little too much 
uneconventionality, Also laisser-aller. 

laitance fe harap n. [F., ¢ lait, milk.] The 
milky washings from the surface of concrete 
which — recently been laid under water. 

— — Glacial 
take’. a take gapiliesy jak. — — natural drain- 
age *8 a region by a glacier, which thus hinders the dis- 



lake 

Sonny, Se ee a coun 8 in lakes; spec i, & 
district” in England comprising parts of —— re, 
Cumberland, and Westmoreland. See Lake School, un- 
der lakel.—Lake poet, See Lake School.—Ox-bow 
lake, « crescentic or nearly clrealar lake, occupying a 
meander that has been deserted by the river that formed 

lake, a lake remaining on a land-surface 
from which the sea has withdrawn.— a lake, 0 saline 
lake in which the salinity is dae to sediam carbonate. — 

alled lake, a lake provided with a wall of gravel 
and boulders which nearly or quite —— anid which 
is heaped up at the upper ot the a the ex- 
* of ice when in the winter. Walled 

are not uneommen in W gin and Minnesota. 
lake®, n.—Carmine lake. S00 *earmine. 
lake® (lak), v. —_ n.] I, intrans. To be- 
come laky, or like a lake (pigment) in color. 
See *laky?. 
In a case of leukmmin, lating was almost complete in a 

short time. Med, Record, June 13, 1008, p. 95 

— = — — & ve 
en color; specifically, discharge (the 

hemoglobin) rapidly from the erythrocytes 
into the blood-plasma. 

For the ion of haemoglob was col- 
in ammonium oxalate, washed, laked with distilled 

water, centrif to get rid of the 

lake-basin ppl n. 1. The area ocen- 
pied by alake,—2, The area from which the 
waters of a lake are collected, 

lake-bass (ldk’bas), n. ‘Ihe large-mouthed 
black-bass, Micropterus oxlmoldes.— whine lake- 
Dass, Roccus chry aserranck! fish found in the Great 
Lakes and south: in the Misstssipp! valley. 

lake-carp (lik’kirp), ». The carp-sucker of 
the Great Lakes, Ca thompoont. 
lake-land (lik‘land), », Same as *lake coun- 
try. 

lakelander (ldk’lan-dér), 1, One who lives 
in the lake-land or lake country of England, 

lake-ore (lik’ér),n, A peculiar type of brown 
hematite which is deposited in certain Swedish 
lakes and ages a concretionary oblitic or 
isolitie texture, After being dredged or dug 
he layer is renewed in 25 or 50 years. J, F. 
Kemp, Ore Deposits of the U.S, (4th ed,), p, 92. 

lake-pitch (lak’pich), a. A commercial name 
of the softer, leas altered, and more valuable 
kind of asphalt obtained from the pitch lake 
in the island of Trinidad. Compare *land- 

tch, 
Laker! n. 8. II. ¢.] On the Erie Cana), a 
large ecanal-boat, one that could be towed on 
the Great Lakes with safety.—4, [/.¢e.] A 
log-driver whose work is chiefly on lakes, 

lake-sheopshend afi tha gp A fresh- 
water scimnoid sh, Aplodinotus grunniens, 

Lake-sheepebead (Apatinetas grwmmtens). 

(From Belletin a7, U. 5. Nat. Museum.) 

found in the Great Lakes and southward to 
Texas. Also known as drum or thunder- 
pumper, 
lake-trout, ». 3. A fich, Galaxias auratus, of 
the family Galarida, found in Tasmania, 

lakism 9 ‘jzm), 0. [lakel + -ism.] Imita- 
tion of the style of the Lake poets, See Lake 
School, under lake}, 
lakmoid, ». Same as lacmoid, 
lakmus, ». Same as lacmus, 
laky? (la‘ki), a. [lake3 + -y1.) Resembling 
a lake (pigment) in color; ied: specifically, 
noting the change of color of the blood caused 
by a sudden discharge of hemoglobin into the 
blood-plasma in consequence of destruction of 
the erythrocytes. 

la-la (lé-lii’), a. [Syllables suggestive of lan- 
or or weakness; compare *la-di-da, There 

san allusion to tra-la-la, tra-la, meaningless 
syllables used in singing,] So-so0; poor; 
languid. [Colloq.] 

lall* (lal), ¢.é. [Imitative, like Gr. Jazzy, speak, 
ete.: see lallation.) To speak unintelligibly; 
speak childishly, See lallation. 

lalling (lal‘ing), n. Same as lallation, 
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laloneurosis (lal’6-nii-ré’sis), n. [Gr, 2d2o¢, 
talkative, + veipov, nerve, + -osis.) A neuro- 
sis which affects articulation. 
lalophobia (lal-6-f6'bi-#), n. [Gr. Addoc, talk- 
ative, + <odea, ¢ gofem, fear.) A morbid 
dread of speaking. 

lalop (lal-g-pl6 jib, 1m, . Gr. ¢ 2d 
4og, talkative, + tAnpy, stroke.) Paralysis of 
the museles which take part in artieu 
Lam, An abbreviation of Lamentations, 
lama‘ (lii’mii), ». [Samoan /ama = Tahitian, 
Maori, ete., rama, a torch, alight.) In Samoa, 
the ecandlenut-tree (Alewrites ‘oluccana) or its 
nut, See *Lubui. 

lama-deity (lii’mi-d6‘i-ti), n. The deity rep- 
resented by the lama, 

Gratitude to the lama-drity for life and safety. 
Geog. Jour. (R. G. &), XV, O21. 

Lamaitic (lii-mi-it’ik), a. Sameas Lamaistic, 
Lamanism (li‘'man-izm), », [V. lamanisme,] 
Same as Lamaixm. 
Lamanite (la’man-it), ». According to the 
Book of Mormon, a desvendant of Laman, the 
son of Lebi, a righteous Jew of the tribe of 
Joseph, who fled with his sons from the de- 
struction of Jerusalem to America. Because 
of their wickedness the Lamanites lost their 
fair skin, sank into barbarism, and became the 
red Indians, 
Lamarckian, a. II. ». One whoholds the La- 
marckian theory. See Lamarchkism, 

n, 2, The doctrine that the gen- 
eration of an organism from an egg is epigenesia 
or new formation. [Rare.]—New Lamarckism. 
Same as *&Neo-Lamarekiem, 

Lamarckite (la-miir’kit), 1. One who holds 
the Lamare theory; a Lamarckian, 

on. 

Lamar le 
lamb, v. i.—To lamb down, to lose or spend money ; 
be cleaned out. [Australian,] 4 

trans.—To lamb down, to knock down {gpend) 
a check or a sum of money in a BE. E. Morris, 
Austral English (Australian tang) 

lambardar, lumberdar (lum-bér-diir’), n. 
(Hind, lambar, number, ¢ E. mu , + Pers. 
ddr, suffix of agent.) A village head man of 
northern India who is registered by & number 
in the collectors’ roll and receives and pays 
over the government dues. 
lambda,n. 3. A British collectors’ name fora 
eommon Old World noctuid moth, Plusia 
gamma, oceurring in Europe, China, Japan, 
and India, and also, probably by introduction, 
in South America. 

Lambdoi ridge or crest, See *ridge. 
lambdoidean (lam-doi‘dé-an), a. Same as 
lambdoid. 

lam‘ér), m. [lamb + -erl.] 1, A 
shephe 
the young lambs and ewes at lambing-time.— 
2. x ewe when lambing. 

Lambert's law of cosines. Ses #cosine.— Lambert's 
method, See altitude af a *eloud, 

Lambeth di , delf, See *degree, *delf? 
lambiness (lum‘i-nes), ». The conventional 
characteristics of lambs. 

I confess I have always abominated the lamb, and 
nourished a romantic feeling for the wolf, ©, be done lamina, n.— 
with lambiness! Let us see there is a prince, for I am 
weary of the distaff. i. L. Stecenson, Prince Otto, iL 4. 

lambitive (lam’bi-tiv), a. and n. 
lambative, 

lamb-lily (lam’lil’i), ». The Scotch asphodel, 
Tofieldia palustris. 

lamb-mint —— n. Kither peppermint 
or 8 n 

lamb’s-cress (lamz’kres), ». The hairy bitter 
cress, Cardamine hirsuta, an Old World plant 
common, and perhaps native, in the eastern 
United "States. 

lamb's-foot (lamz’fat), n. The common plan- 
tain, Plantago major; also, occasionally, the 
se! Fairer Alchemilla vulgaris. 
lamb’s-tail (lamz’tal), ». common ¢lub- 
moss or running-pine, Lycopodium clavatum. 
lamb's-tongue, ». 3. See Scolopendrium, 
Lamb’s-wool sky, See *#ky!. 
lamdan (lam-din’), .; pl. lamdanim (-dii‘ném), 
(Yiddish, ¢ Heb. lamad, learn.) A Talmudical 
scholar. 
lamed (lii’med), n. [Heb. Jdmed.] The twelfth 

Same as 

letter (4) of the Hebrew alphabet, correspond- laminarite (lam‘i-ni-rit), n. 
ing to the Syriac lomad, the Arabic lam, the 
Greek lambda, and the English Z. Its numerical 
value is XXX. 
lamel 
name for medicated gelatin disks used in 

small lamella. 
lamentati 

. lamin (lam‘in), n. 

lamination 

ophthalmic practice. — Appunn’s 
pe ae a strip or band 
wooden vise and vi ing (according 
the rise) between the limita 4 and 24 in the second: 
tied to determine the lower limit of tonal hearing.— 

in cirripeds, 

canal on either side 8 oun a gg ap ose 
lamella, roid y Mm, el 

transparent, pon-cellular film or —— lying between 
the ectexterm and the endoderm: same as 
Vascular See *cc 2 
Lamellar cataract. Same as conular cataract 
(which see, under conular). 

(lam-e-la‘ri-h), mn. [NL., CIL. 
lamella, a thin plate, + -aria.) = typical 

deen, enus of the family Lamelleriidz. 
ellariidm (lam-e-la-ri’i-dé), ». pl. [NL., 

« Lameliaria + -ide.] A family of twnioglos- 
sate gastropods, having a mantle which covers 
the shell more or less completely, no oper- 
culum, and dorsally fused jaws. It includes the 
genera Lamellaria, Marsenina, Velutina, and Onchidi- 

— oe aad diene” Wich the 2 © aD 

Tike tetguaes, they cre bureal forms. 

structure 
y but be the 

result of crashing and shearing. Gritie, Text-book of 
Geol., p. THO. 

Lameilicorn leaf-chafer, See *leas-chafer.— Lamelli- 
corm scavenger. See *eavrenger and Laparosticta. 

lamellicornous (li-mel-i-kér’nus), a. [/amelli- 
corn + -ou8.) Same as lamellicorn. 

(iaemne-lij’e-rus), a, [L. lamella, 
a thin plate, + gerere, bear, + -ows.) Bear- 

lamelle or ridges: as, the lamelligerous 
in Nautilus, 
lloid (li-mel’oid), a. [lamel{la) + -oid.] 

Having the character of a thin plate or lamella, 
Now as we proceed up the neck to the h theae trans- 

verse processes projec less and less from the boclies af 
the vertebran, and become Jess robust and angrular, at the 
fame time that they are antero-posteriorly elongated ; 

—— 
‘Amer. Nat., Jan., 1904, p. SL 

llose-stellate (lam’e-lés-stel’at), a. With 
lamelle or plates arranged radially or in star- 
shaped —** or clusters. 

(a (lamella + -ous.) mel’us), a. 
mellose. 

ellule (la-mel’il), ». INL lameliula, dim. 
of L. lametia, a thin plate: see lamella.) A 

Tobe 
lame 

Same as la 
lam 

onal (lam-en-ta’shon-al al), a. [lamen- 
tation + -al!.] Pertaining to or of the nature 

i ti of lamentation. 
dons Daceanee 2S fe Oe tale 2600 atid (anTid), A beotle af 

the — family Lamiidar. 
II. a. Resembling or belonging to the family 

Lamiide. 
L. lamina ; see lamina.) 

1. Same as lamina.—2, A thin plate (of metal) 
—* —— a charm, or in old astrological work. 

min 7 Dental lamina, an ingrowth of ectoderm 
from the edge of the jaw, from which in turn are given 
of the cella which form the ename' of the el 
oping teeth ; the dental ridge.— 
ascidiana, a 
along the middle of the dorsal surface of th te 
the opening of the esop —Lamina chorioidea, 
an irregular fold of connective thesue and blood-veasels 
invaginated Into the third ventricle of the reptilian brain, 
between the lamina terminalis and the —** Ite 
prolonged Internally through the forumen ouro inte 
the Interal ventricle, where it Is known as the choroid 

commissuralis mesenospball, s 
of white fibers in the of the 

Tmesencephaion, limited in front by the postertor coen- 
missare and behind by the decursation of the fourth 

mold bone which appears in Ly mole pertain oi = 
formation of, its ar bes eh Brey he ' — —— 

a— thes Tepe tae ore settle teal oe gtr asin of ss 
eee Project are process 

of — or ay of the test. 

lamina] (lam’i-nal),a, [lamina + -al!,)  Per- 
taining to or of the nature of a lamina; dis- 
posed in laminm, 

(lam-i-ni-ri-f’shius), a. Be- 
longing to the family of seaweeds Laminari- 
ace, 

Laminaria +> 
-ite?,) A fossil seaweed resembling Laminaria. 
See Laminarites, 

Laminated spring. See *spring. 
n. 2. pl. The British pharmacopeial lamination, n. 2. In elect., the constructing 

of the iron part of a magnetic circuit of thin 



lamination 
laming or sheets of iron or steel, for the pur- 
ange of eliminating, in an alterna’ or rotat- 

magnetic field, the induction of currents 
mg the iron and the loas of — resulting 
therefrom, The lamination for this 
must be at right angles to the direction in 
which an induced eurrent would flow, but 
parallel to the direction of the ee flux. 
pane or transverse 

laminectomy (lam-i-nek’té-mi), ». — 
ina, lamina, + Gr, éxrows, excision.) 
exsection of the laming of one or more of 
—— to relieve pressure upon the of ta 
e 

In a recent case in which there was anterior dislocation 
the cervi of fourth cal vertebra, laminectomy was done for 

pachymeningitin. Med. July 11, 100, p. 78 
(lam‘i-nus),a. (NL. laminosus: see 

laminose.] Same as laminose, 

lamp!, ".—Aloohol lamp. Sam irit-tamp,— 
Ajembical iamp. »S« talembical, ~“Alformant m 
an apparatus, —— by Schering, fo which paraform is 
— —— formaldehyde-gus A the heat from an 
alcohol lam aloobol lamp for 

lamp. — peoul 
for the sma ae tion of the Finsen light treatment. 

See Finsen Lg. treatment and Fines #eapperatua, 
~- Fluorescen' lamp, a lamp consieting of a glass bulb 

wi calctum — or some other 
uence of an elec: 

—— Focus-lamp, an ——— electric 
with closely coiled filament : designed for ase in 

Janterns and for other optical purposes. 

When incandescent lamps are used for optical parposes 
it is necessary to ng ay cecal pag inte a anall apace, 
so a8 to bring it inte the foeus of a lens or mirror. The 
filament ia then coiled or crumpled up es 
rigmag form. Such lamps are called focus ae 

Eneyc. Brit., VIEL s& 

Pormaldehyd lamp, a flameless lamp in which methyl 
(wooed) — * a liquid or a vapor, is brought, with 
alr, into contact with platinized asbestos wicks or perfor- 
ated sheeta Formaldehyde resulta from the incomplete 
oxidation of the ab It 
See *#formaldrhyde-ge 
for Yor Hlamtnating-oil, 20 our as metructed 
tain the apply of oil ata — level. — 
lamp. See ‘ight stendard.— Hefner ip. See 
wilight standerd.— Hero's io. a form of lamp de 
syed by Hero 200) nc. pe Nees of the ofl is 
effected 

. A S sutton’ of brine in a 
chamber, ¢, flowing through a ta 
drives the alr from a vessel, 
through a pipe, ¢, into an oil-reser- 
votr, a. Oil is thas forced from 
the reservoir, a, into the birds 
beak, whence it drops into a re- 
— 6, til a wick burn 
—— Incand 

ore “oll, aed aa a ae tans 
{umination : devised by Keats 
tn 18900. It was first adjusted to 
ay a light of ten canile-power, 

t was afterward 60 moclified by 
Suge as to aive a light of sixteen 
candle-power, burming off at the 
rate of &26 grains hoar.— 
Lamp battery. See shettery. 

lamp, a form of mer- 
cary arc-lamp designed with ape- 
chal reference to spectroscopic 

Magnetive —— — oa ; ip. electric *are.— Mercury- 
hake lamp, an electric lamp in which the source of 
light is an are formed in mercary fapor at very low pres- 
wares within a vacuum-tube, See tmercery lamp.— 
Nernst lamp, an incandescent electric lamp the Mlament 
of which ta sofaey lindrical rod made from a mixture 
of metallic oxide. This lamp, which was invented by 
Professor Nernst of Gittingen, depends upon the fect 
that many oxids each as CaO and Mut), and also the oxide 
of the rare earths, in ilar — * which have 
very high specific aon at * cold, in te conduct 
the electric current when hea The diane lament or so 
called glower ia made from m mixtare ofthe rage earths 
— mixed with a binder, and preased thre 

so a8 to forma cylindrical thread, which is then od, 
The diameter of the glower is about .4i8 oalllimeters and 
ita length depends upon the voltage of the lamp. The 
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a —_ —— wire joined to the ends 
of the — in the electric arc, The 
glower js an insolator, but when heated it be- 

OHMS PER CC. 2000 

Figure ¢, 

tem; the lamp when — in a constant- 
intial ciroult tends to take increasing current as the 

it poe. It is therefore necessary for Jam 
to place in series with the filain filament 

lel the ballast, con ot 
mounted in a glasa tabe and sur 

rounded with hydrogen. Its resistance increases with 

4000 

ise of tow) and thus counterbalances the loas of 
Tedistance In the lament. Upon starting the rome & is 
i lament to a temperature such that 
it beging 60 carry, acurrent sufficient to keep iteelf hot. 
The used is purpose in Nernat lupe of the 
American typo is called the Aeater. It consists of a porce- 
lain tube, about 30 millimeters long, around which a fine 
platinam = ® eee, The coll is kept in 
place hy 2 paste or same Two or more sich heaters 

placed horizontally above the glower, and bent + ae 
inter he radiation to temperature necessary to 

ae, shes glower begins to take current at bout Lam 
commections are shown Fig. 

2 P the heuter, A, is in multiple — va the glower, 
gfe as the bat- 

r aE the entire 
current between the 
lamp inals flows term. 
through the heater. 
In series with thee 
are the lany Last, p-bal! 
Ne and the cut-out, c. 
The cut-out is a small 
electromagnet which 
tends to attract the 

suMicient current to 
maintain ite tempera- 
tare the current of 
the coil in the cut- 
oot magnet becomes 

enongh Figure 2, strong 

break the circuit, after which the Ge ive current ma... 
thi theglower, The electrical jeney of the Nernst 
lamp is about the same as that of the ord incandes- 
cent Piaup (when used with an opal shade about 3.47 watts 
eee spherical ae ef The radiant efficiency of the 
fertist Mlament, obtain by integration of the ous 

curve by Coblentz, was found to be. as against 4 
the acetylene flame. The tem ware of the Mament rm 
—— lower than that of the ordinary incandescent 

—— 1,400 to 1,700" ©, The candle-power, however, 
h on account of the large diameter of the t, 

and thet e ap of the —* is ——— ada * hting from 
since no shadows are cast The cobor 

a ‘belt — the Nernst lamp differs but I little from that 
emitted by carbon at the same temperature, It is some- 
what stronger in the red than the light from the acetylene 
flarne, ane ts free from the marked seloctive rdiation char- 
acteristic of the Welsbach mantle.—-Open-are 
See electric wore.—Osmium lamp, an incandescent lam 
electric Lamp having a Glament of metallic oemianm i- 
stead of carbon. Devised by Aver von Welsbach.—Phase- 
JAmp in elect., an incandescent lamp used to indicate 

relation between alternating-current gen- 
—— Pilot-lamp. (a) An electric lamp upen a 
switchboard, used to indicate the peeition of hae 

P in 6) In rayne an auxiliary signaling-lany 
vot of the ewitchboard and serving to indlen 

chief operator del Ad — * to any one of a group 
of call-signala — um lamp. | (a) A lamp —— a 
platinum filament hich is made incandescent , a 
electric currenf. (0) A lamp having « epiral of platinum 
placed above the wick. The vapor from the alcohol {othr 
or methyl) driwn up by the wick anites with the 

a the arene the platinum, which is thas onde 
lamp. Same as Nernst 

lamp, a mercury lamp in which the are 
Hn yacht of fused quartz, See tmer- 

cury le it 1 a modified form of 
the Hetuer I —— ee andard and eillemina- 
tion, 1,—Rose tay Hy A modified form of the Berzelias 
alcohot Lamp for use in chemical laboratories: mounted 
tpn an siren t metallic rod so as to admit of adjast- 
—_ as to t Named after the German chemist, H, 

Synchronizing 1D, Kame aa pheae-dlcrnngy, 
—E lamp, an mean⸗ tel ic lampot w ich 
the Mament is a wire of metallic tantalum, 08 milli. 
meters In diameter, instead of carbon. On account of 
relatively high cominctivity the tantalam fMament for a 
1iGvolt lamp has to be about 660 mm, long, and is 
supported by being stretched in zigmg fashion up and 
down between the ends of the radial arma of two star- 
* supports, It gives a clear, white light of 25 nor- 
mal candle-power with an expenditure of electrical 

ite to the 

is forgot w 

lamp-room 
energy only about half that for a carbon lam 
of the lamp Iteelf ts (at any rate at t) hi qj ae Pp — presen Agher, 

rature, 
as that of fae By and the liabil- 

ical a — increase 

(NL., ¢ Gr. 
A genus of 

panyctus — tus), [NL ir- Lam n. = 
reg. ¢ Gr. Aaury, & torch, + vif (ve«r-), night.) 

iso), * 

F i iia 
— a 

Lam pamycius crecedilws. 

{From Belletin a7, U. S. Nat. Museum.) 

A — of deep-sea fishes —— known 
—— wid el 

—— n, rt lied: a 
poe ta dy or purposes of regulation, in 
series with the nt of an electric lamp. 
In the case of the Nernst lamp the ballast con- 
sists of a very fine iron wire in an atmosphere 
of hygrogen within a sealed glass tabe. 

lamp- (lamp’bangk), ». A number of in- 
— lamps mounted in rows upon & 
* and connected together either in multi- 
= circuit or in multiple series, Also called a 

nk of —— — Amer, Inst, Elect. 
aaa 180, p 

p-bend — na, A bent or curved 
amp bend | used to connect two pipes which 
meet at an angle greater than a rights angle, 

(lamp’chan‘jér), n. evice 
with a long handle for — — —— 
electric lamps from, or placing them in, their 
sockets when the latter are cult of access. 

lam: (lim-pe-ré’nil), mn. [Amer, Sp.] 
A common name of Polistotrema stouti, one of 
the eel-like lower vertebrates found on the 
— coast and north to Cape Flatte 
Lampeter Brethren. A small A established 
in 1 among some students of La: ter Col- 
lege at Lampeter, Cardiganshire, Wales, by 
Henry James Prince, one of the extreme evan- 
gelical school. His fanaticism lod him to declare his 
doctrines to be thes new dispensation of the Holy Ghost, 
— the dispensation of Christ. He and thas 
who believed him lived in an alxwle called the Aga- 

or ‘abole of love.’ Also Princeites, 
lam p-fish (lamp fish), nm A coop ame fish, 
scopelus ——— of the family Myctophidx, 
bering luminous spots, or photophores, on the 
head and body. 

sy lamp-foot (lamp’ fat), m.; 
A unit sometimes employe 
wiring of an installation of electric lights. The 
product of the number of lamps by the feet of 
wire necessary to supply them gives the num- 
ber of lamp-feet. 
lamp-hour (lamp‘our), ». The energy re- 
quired to maintain one electric lamp in nor- 
mal operation for one hour: a practical unit 
sometimes employed in electric lig ee. 
lampic (lamn’pik), a, (lamp! + -ic, The acid 
was first obtained by burning ether in a lamp.) 
Derived from a lamp: applied specifically to 
an acid, a mixture of 8 acid and aldehyde, 
formed ‘by the oxidation of aleohol. 

indicator (lamp 'in‘di-ki-tor), 1, A 
device consisting of a Wheatstone bridge one 
arm of which contains an incandescent lamp. 
The adjustment ia such that when the electro- 
motive foree of the eireuit to whieh the indi- 
cator is applied reaches proper value the 
bridge is — —4 

lam (lam’pis-tri), , [lampist + -ry. 
The art of making ard decorating lamps; the 
work of a lampist. 
lamp- (lamp’post), ». A post or pillar, 
usually of iron, designed to support a street- 
lamprey or other outdoor lamp. 

1. lamp-feet (-f6t). 
in — * the 

= a sroall lary which 
{es — eT North prone Five 

— six species are known,— Sil 25 
black lamprey, common names of the lampreya. 
—*** -ee1 (lam’ — n. A lamprey. 

Prite (li (lam"prit), m. See *meteorite. 
—— (lamp’ rém), n. A room or com- 

artment, as on @ vessel, especially fitted for 
Piling and trimming lamps and storing them 
when not in use. 



tamphrophyllite 
lam llite (lam-pro-fil’it), u. (Gr. Aau- 
= air ining, + — leaf, + a) * 
mineral from the ne helite-syenite of Kola, 
Russian Lapland, related to astrophyllite in 
form, cleavage, and probably in composition. 
Lam (lam‘props), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 2au- 
xpéc, shining, + Gy(wr-), eye.) The typical 
genus of the famil mpropside, L. quadri- 
plicata is found off the northeastern coast of 
America. int 1863, 2i-d8) : ‘ 

Lampropside (lam- ‘si-dé), n. pl. [NL., 
Lamprops + tide} A family eumacean 
crustaceans in which the first antennm have 
both flagella well developed and nearly equal, 
the male has three of pleopods or none, 
and the telson is distinct, with three or more 
terminal spines. It includes the genera Lam- 
props, Hemilamprops, l’aralamprops, Platyas- 
pis, and Chalarostylis. 
lamp-station lamp‘ stié’shon), n. In coal- 
mining, an underground cabin where safety- 
lamps may be opened and trimmed: a place 
beyond which no naked lamps must be taken. 
lampyrid (lam’pi-rid),». anda. I», Amem- 
ber of the coleopterous family Lampyridx, 

Il. a. Having the characters of or belonging 
to the family Lampyride. 

lin (lan), mn. [Sw., a fief, a fee, an adminin- 
trative district = AS. lena, a grant, flef: see 
lan.] An administrative division of Sweden; 
a government at the head of which is a prefect 
nominated by the king. 

Lana poiicsophtos, an early chemical name for the light, 
woolly fakes of white rine ox! laced barning 
— — zine which is allowed * —* inte 8 air, 

lanacyl (lan’g-eil), n, A trade-name of sev- 
eral ac coal-tar colors.—Lanacyl violet, See 

lanai (lit-nii‘i); ». [Hawaiian.] In Hawaii, a 
bower, piazza, or porch. 

boiler. See *boiler. 
Lancaster yellow. See *yellow. 
lance}, ». . A pointed stick of light timber 
used for the erection of a temporary telegraph- 
or telephone-line: used especially in military 
operations, 
The second truck is loaded with four or five hundred 

teacea of Well-eeasoned cypress or sprace, each a trifle 
over fourteen feet in ing 

i, Ainer,, Dec. 27, 1908, p 400, 

Sable & Osh, Mellotus villoews, of the family 
—— 
and Pacitle 

lanceated (lan’sé-i-ted), 

, found in the northern parta of the Atlantic 

a. lanceatus 
(€ lanecea, lance) + -ed?.] aped like a 
lance; pointed and long. 

lance-fish (lins’fish), ». A fish of the genus 
Ammodytes, which includes small carnivorous 
fishes inhabiting sandy shores of cold regions. 

lance-head, n. 2, Lachesis mutus, a venomous 
snake of South America. See bushmaster, 

e — Asymme- 
tron fueqyanum, found in the - 

Brane mina californiense, found tom Sun 
™ 

chivstoma cari! found in shallow waters, buried in 
the sand, from ort, North Carolina, to the mouth of 
the La Plata, 

Lanceola (lan-#6-6'lli), m.  [NL., (LL, lanceola, 
dim. of L, lancea, lance.) The Cg genus 
of the family Lanceolidw. Say, 1818, 

Lanceolide# (lan-sé-oli-dé), n. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Lanceola + -idw.] A family of amphipod 
crustaceans, of the tribe Hyperidea, having 
the first antenna straight and the first joint of 
the flagella swollen. It is typified by the genus 
Lanceola, 

lance-ovate (lins’6’vat), a, 
narrowly ovate, 

lancet, n. 4. In entom., one of the lower pair 
of piercing organs in the dipterous mouth; the 
pe, a supposed by Kirby and Spence to 
represent the maxillm of the haustellate mouth, 
lanceted (lAn’set-ed), a. Having « lancet- 
window or a lancet-arch, 

lancet-headed (lin'set-hed* ed), a. Having « 
inted head like a lancet: said of windows. 

eut of lancet-windonw. 
lancet-plate (lan’set-plit), n. Inthe structure 
of the Blastoidea, a long narrow plate, pointed 
at both ends, which extends along the center 
ofeach ambulacrum. Its proximal end ts Inserted 
between the deltodds and takes part in the lip around the 
summit opening. The opper surface is excavated along 
the median line, and this groove probably served to con: 
duct foot to the mouth, The plate has an interior axtal 
canal which communicates by means of the ambulacral 

In boet., very 
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lancet-tooth (lan‘set-téth), a. A fleam-tooth. 
n.— ncewood, a tough wood 

obtained from Curtiss yoomes of South Africa, It is 
Se Hee aesagad- 

lancha (lin’chi), ». [Philippine Sp., Pg. 
lancha, sometimes derived from the ieainy 
lancha, but this is in turn referred by others 
to the Pg. or Sp., which, in that case, is ah 
haps referable to the Eng. launch, lanch. But 
the history is not clear. Prob. E. lanch, a 
boat, has nothing to do with launch, verb.] .A 
launch or barge; a medium-sized boat used in 
the Philippine Islands for the transportation 
of merchandise and native products. 

. An abbreviation of Lancashire. 
land!, ». 9, One of the strips into which a 
field is divided in plowing: same as ridge, 3, 
See quotation under *eut, 24. Compare ead 
*furrow.—Dun land, in Devonshire, 
which has resulted froa: 2 

4 line or belt of 
of two river systems ; 

\ Brit, XXX, s92,— 
in United States law (in the con- 

land-grants made in aid of railroads), those 

a divide; # water- 

struction 
lands which are selected in place 

a child's outdoor game in which the king 
within certain boundaries until he succeeds in 

touching one of the other intend era, who then 
decomes ki 8 be known by 

tand, golde nt, Judge Jeffrey’ yn qT : 7 ne vemne wage ¢ 4 om 

— — prensa, eta. — Bee 
in severalty, a 

of Seo promiae,— No —— 
‘by Nauwt,, an article or space left uncheaned or uncared 

on account of its not falling within the Lhntts of the 
to individuals of the crew.— N 

See nook.— Potson land, in western Australia, 
dso covered with a growth of plants polsonoms to 

sheep and cattle that it cannot be used for pasture, — 
Ri with the land, being of force by association 
with the land affected: a phrase applied to covenants in 
deeds of real property, See corenants which run with the 
land, umier covenant, A personal covenant is binding on 
the covenantor only. A real covenant—one running with 
the land — is created where the maker binds bimse it ana 

in 
tyrte Oregon, land originally covered with fine 

voleanic dust which has been blown away by the wind, 
leaving on the surface only a masa of fragments 
of stone.— Seated in (. & law, lands ocen- 
pled or cultivated; public lands of which actual pos 

2 ay tw a of and "Se au v. ⸗ — 
rhe land ot nod. See —— hold the 
aay yl a vessel within sight of the cosst.— 
4 Sce *huy.-To make free with 

land (naut.), to sail close to the shore.— Torrens 
system, a ar of goverimental registration and 

tee of land titles, named from Sir Robert Richard 
who established tt in South Anatralia in 1857, It 

has been adopted bt 
Bri Columbia, California, and a few 

thee wears States. = Tot ined —— land * to find 
on et Okac! nies. — settle land, 
See settlel, rv. Unseated lands. (a) Land once seated, 
but abandoned. ® Uncultivated subject to taxation. 
as an Diemen’s land Sce bing's 

land-agent (land’a‘jent), ». <A real-cstate 
nt; in England, also a steward or manager 

of an estate or landed property. 
landamann (liin’d,-miin), ». The chief mag- 
istrate of a Swiss canton; also the chief 
officer in some of the smaller districts. 

iu, *.—Canoce a landau in which the 
lower lines of the body have a continuous sweep. The 
term ia used to distinguish this form from 
uarter and drop-center types. — Pive-glass Ippdan n 
nies with a leather top over the rear seat. e frowt 
section has th frames which can be dropped 
down inthe body. The supports of the top are hinged 
to fall down upow the boot, and leave the t seat un- 
covered, There are three windows in the front section 
and two in the doors; hence the name. 

landboe (land’bék), n. [OE, landbok, ¢land, 
+ boe, book.] In old Eng, low, a deed or grant 
of land, usually Saxon, Such deeds had little 
weight aguinst the king’s claims, 

land-breast (land‘brest), n. The frontage or 
fave of the wall which forms a bridge-seating 
or abutment and acts as a retaining wall to 
the bank behind it. It includes both the 
abutment-pier proper and the wing-walls at 
each side of it, 
land-chain (laad’chin), n. Same as Gunter’s 
chain (which see, under chain), 

land-crab, ». 2, A burrowing erayfish, En- 
genes fossor, of Tasmania and Victoria (Aus- 
tralia), which forms erab-holes, 

landdrost (land’drést), », [D,, ¢ lend, land, + 
South Africa, a drost, bailiff, steward.) In 

Landenian (lan-dé‘ni-an), a, and ». [Landen, 

selection.—Judge Jeffrey’s 
land, 

work 

magistrate, 

thost of the Australian colonies, bY Jand-lobster (land‘lob“stér), n. 

land-pitch 

Eocene in Franee and Belgium, correspond- 
ing to the Woolwich and Heading beds of 
England. The lower deposits are fluvio- 
marine, while the upper contain only 
marine fossils. 
I. ». The Landenian deposits. 

landfall, ».—To make good landtail 
sight a certain OR, Toons ot e tine — hore if 
land-form (land‘férm), ». An area of 
ne certain a features which dis- 
7 sh it from neighboring areas. HW. M. 

ris. 
veship — ), n. The office, 

territory, or authority of a lan ve. X. E. D. 
lan yess (land’griv-es),». Same as land- 
gravine. N. £. D. 
landing, n. 8. In lumbering: (b) A place towhich 
logs are hauled or skidded preparatory to 
transportation by water or rail. (c) A t- 
form, usually at the foot of a skid-road, where 
logs are collected and loaded on cars. A lightniag 
landing is one having such an incline that the | 
roll on the cars wi t assistance.— To break 
ing, © roll a pile of loge from a landing or bank 
wal 

landing-box (lan‘ding-boks), ». In mining, 
the box into which the mine-pump delivers 
water, 

-) (lan’ding-piir’ti), . An armed 
boat's crew sent on shore for offensive or de- 
fensive operations, such as engaging an enemy, 
or for protecting life and property, 

land-junker (land’yGng"kér), n. [G., ¢ land, 
land, + junker, junker.] rmany, one 
who owns lands or estates; a squire. 
land-lane (land‘lin), », An open water- 

* o ice of the polar oceans leading 
and. 

We discovered new islands in the west as far as oar 
of vision admit and, to judge by the large open 

née Which ran in that di Ce Tithe supp 
that the land there was of considerable extent. 

Geog, Jowr. (R. G. B.), UX, 482. 

land-law (land‘lai), ». 1. The law of a land 
— the ‘ — the —— 2. Law, or 
a law, relating to land considered as property. 
land-lead (land‘léd), ». Same as — 22 
See the extract. 
This water must ratheroe led as a londteod, 

sisi ottdod ek ar vei eee & 
a Gow. Sour. &. @. a) TX. 488. 

land-line (land’lin), », 1. An overland tele- 
graph-line, as distinguished from & marine 
eable,—2. In fishing, a line passing from the 
end of a seine to the shore, Kuight, Diet. 
Mech. Sup., 1884, 

a - 

inte Wie 

A land-crab 
or robber-crab. 

land-lock (Jand‘lok), ». 1+. The state of be- 
ing shut in, or almost shat in, by land.—2. 
A landlocked place, as a harbor or valley. 

(and lérd-li), a. [landlord + landlordly 
-ly1.] Like a landlord or pertaining to a land- 
lord. 
landlordship (land’lérd-ship), ». The posi- 
tion or duties of a landlord. 
land-marker, ». 2. [cap.] One of the sect 
called Landmark * Baptists (which see). 
land-marshal (land‘miir‘shal), n. 1. A pro- 
vincial marshal in Prussia and some other 
parts of the German Empire,—2, The speaker 
or presiding officer of the first Chamber of the 
Swedish Diet. 

land-mere (land ’ mér), ». A boundary of a 

lan®l + Gr. 
parish, county, ete, 

Clan-dok‘ra-ei), #, 
-xpatia, ¢ xpetriv, rule.) A class which rules or 
controls by virtue of its ownership of landed 
property. ——** 

landocrat (lan‘do-krat), v. 
to the landocracy. 

d to A land-office business, a ‘rushing’ 
business; a The allesion i to the brisk work of 
the local government land-offices in the western United 
States hen they are besieged by applicants for land 
Patents om the occasion of opening new lands to settle 
ment. [Slang,] 

Tt [the Santiago mill] is owned by the Union Mil! and 
Mining Company, which once did a land-ofice business in 
ore crushing. = 
Rep, to Howse ef Representatives, Precious — eal, 

DP 
land-packet (land’pak’et),». A name formerly 
given jocosely, in the newly settled parts of 
the western United States, fo any vehicle un- 
dertaking a passage across the plains: later it 
had some specific applications. 

One who belongs 

opening with an oval ring belonging to the water-vascnlar 
aystem. In some cnses there is a smnaller plate beneath 
which is called the wuder lancet-plate. 

a town in Belgium, + -iav.] I, a. In qeol., land-pitch (land’pich), v. A commercial name 
pertaining to the basal deposits of the Lower forthe harder, more altered by exposure to the 

~.. 7 



land-pitch 
air, and less valuable kind of t obtained 
from the pitch * in the island of Trinidad. 
Compare * p 

land-rail,». 2. A general name for any mem- 
ber of the rail family that, like the New Zea- 
land — rail, frequents uplands instead of 
marshes 
Two of the most Interesting birds are lend rails of the 

genus Cabalusa. Yearbook . & Dept. Agr., 1808, p. Wh 

land-relief (land’ré-léf’), ». Surface form; 
' topography, 

land-sale Gand’ sil), ». ‘In inining, a ial of 
coal at the pit, as inguished from disposal 

a term used to 
teenth and 

and red ities of 
an architect skilled in 

— * ganiens, and especially of 
—— — such aa fountains, terraces, 

pa of trees, Might of steps, 
ea a more formal style of eek the than lendecape-gar- 

denng. It may also inclade harmonious arrange- 
ment of ——— in groupa. 

marble (land’skip-miir’bl), ». A 
7 imestone in whieh, along cracks or 
eleavage-planes, there has been deposited oxid 
of manganese in dendritic forms, 

land-scot + (land’skot), ». A tax on land for 
the support of the — formerly levied in 
some parishes. io 
land-sculpture (land’skulp*tir), », The 
duetion of the forms of the land by the 
processes of erosion; earth-seulpture, 

land-service (land’sér’ vis), n. . The service 
of the army on land, as opposed to that of the 
navy on the sea.—2, The army; that branch 
of the armed forces of a country which serves 
on land. 

landshard land’shiird), ». <A strip of grass or 
— ce between two plowed ** 

ro· 

ous 

rev. B 
land-side, © 7 J, The side of the land facing 
the water; the shore.—3. The side (of an 
object) which faces the land rather than the 
water. 
Se” irregular bench on a slope, result- 

landslip; (land’slipt), a. Marked or dam- 
aged ty and-alides or -slips. 
landslippy Besa 69 a. Liable to Iand- 
slides or -sli * N. 
land-take (land’tak),». See the extract. 

Until a Parliament for iceland was setablished in 190 
these chieftaina were the rulers of os he 
district or land-take (land — 

land-tied (land’tid), a. Said of coast forms 
which have been joined to the mainland or to 

A Land-tied Island sear Genoa, Italy. 

each other by the growth of reefs or sand-spits. 
W, M, Davis, Elem. Phys. Geog., p. 314. 

Landward climate, See *elimate. 
landward-bred (land’wiird-bred), a. Coun- 
urv-bred; rustic. Scott,"Old Mortality, xiv. 
[Seoteh. 

land ess (land’wird-nes), n. Coun 
breeding; rusticity. Stevenson, ‘Fan. 8 
G1. [Soteh.] 
land-water (land‘wa’tér), ». 1. Fresh water 
flowing over the land; flood water; the water 
of lakes, rivers, springs, ete,, a4 opposed to 
sea-water,— 2, Open water between t the ice of 
a frozen sea and a const, 
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Fi a south-westerly whe mere 

— — 
lanel, n. 4. Tn — the space 
tween cords, strung about 18 inches —— 
which mark the straight courses of 
petitors. The cords are held iron stakes, 
about two feet in height, driven into the 

————— o ana ‘snap ér), “n. 
e of Lutianus ris, & tntianold fish 

ry keys to Brazil. 
ae, Lang. An —— (a) of Langnedoe ; (b) 

(i. ¢.] of language. 
langbeinite (lang’bin-it), n. [Named after A. 

in.) A potassium-magnesium sulphate 
tn 2(80) Fos occurring in colorless isometric 
erystals, tis found with rock-salt at various 
localities = Germany. 

ames theory. See *James-Lange 

Langen’ —— Seo *apparatus. 
‘s island. Same as Langerhans’s 

cell. See also *island. 
’ an, (lin ean) a. and a, [Langhe, 
* -ian, a rtaining to 

he lowest division of the MMivccae Tertiar® | in 
Burdi-. galan Tes depen reo hate orga eon fn. ie are uy ec in com a 

rr tbundance of terrestrial mammalian remains. 
n. The hian division. 

lang (ling: ki"), n. [llocanoname.] Same 

Langobardic| (lang-g5-biir’dik), a. Bee Longo- 
r 

langour?, ». Variants of *langur, a 
Pry to several large monkeys of the 

stk), ». [Sp., a locust: see 
locust),] “Ans njurious locust or grasshopper: 
so called in Spauish America and, to some ex- 
— * —*—v * States. ae 

langoti (lun-jd‘ti ), ». #0 langoty, langotée, 
fungoti, € Hind, langoti.) In Tndien a narrow 
sizip of cloth passed between the legs and 

tened before or behind to a string around 
the waist: worn by a and boys. 

's forester. See *forester. 

name 
genus 

e represen! * express quan- 
th ry values, sach as the plas, minus, and root 
oe pany others, in mathematics, Music is written in 

io language. The sclences of astronomy and chem- 
it — ev elaborate Languages of this kind and 

other branches of actence less complicated ones, 
es of nine are all examples of speech. 

The essential characteristic of logistic language is that 
ite sematotogy ts universal, so that the Le ay a any 
e r ids om the — nasigned to the 
user — it is language of reasoning and avoids 
all ambiruities of other languages due to the multifarious 

pf dialects spoken by — Pa 
oe edn — 

other po * the e of articulate speech. Sign 
language is ube 4-1 Te bat also by many 9 
tive It is hgh deve! among the Ind 
the Great Plains of North America,— l 

among the ne of } 
area of the brain fn ah are located the centers 

an 
sight, 

the muscular movements neces- 

2. Same as lanquet (a). 
de boeuf (ling dé béf’), [F. ‘ox- 

tongue.” . Akind of spear or pike used in 
the middle yas which had a rather broad, 
double-edged, pointed head.—2, A sword or 
knife having # large, flat, double-edged blade, 
broad at the base and tapering toward the 
point. 
languidus (lang’ygwi-dus), n. [L. lanquidus, 
*(he is) alek?: oo see — dt, 7 ‘In w, a sheriff's 
return to a process, that the person it requires 
him to take into custody is too dangerously ill 
to be moved. 
fo (ang-gir’), » ind. latgir, < Skt. 

digita, » kind of mon oy.) Anative name 
‘or several large Indian monkeys of the genus 
Preshytis, or Senmapitheous, the two best known 
being the hanuman or entellus, P. entellus, the 
sacred moukey of India, and the black Nilgiri 
langur, F. johnii, 
— yao - See *glaze, 

(lan‘i-a-t6’ri-al), a, [Laniator-es 

sprang SD, which 

Geog. Jour, (G8) XE 115. 
ve Jamie (nity a. a brodtcing < lana, wool, 

hats — 
the com- 

lantern 
a -01,) Belonging to or resembling the Lani- 

Jacere, make 
—— afl, Spinni 

laniflorous — — c. 
+ flos (for), flower, + -ous,} Me bot, having 
—— owers, 

lanof yao} Laat , [lan(ol) + form- 
olin which contains 1 per 

lanoresin —— in), m. (Ly lana, wool, + 
resina, res J A dark-colored resin contained 
in the waste iquors from wool-washing, 

lancaity (if-nes' i-ti), mn. (lanose + -ity, "Wool- 

A anz’doun), ». [Named from a 
marquis of nedownes| 2 A light-weight fab- 
rie of silk and wool for women's wear. 

lin-adn’), ». Same as lansa, [Philip- 
pine islands. ] 

<a Ammodytes ameri- 

Producing or 

lana, wool, 

n, 
canus, Bee sand-ee 

fBisaya.J Among 
tere of the Philippine Islands, a piece of * 

e 

lantaca ea ar" 

lantado (lin-ti’d6), ». Short for adelantado. 
— lan-tal’ik), a. or⸗a⸗no + -al 
+ -ic.) eas allanty 

lantanine (lan’ta-nin), m. — (see def.) 
+ -ine?.] “a alkaloid found in Lantana Bra- 
siliensis. It is used in medicine as a substitute 
for quinine. 

lantanuric (lan-ta-nii‘rik), a. [(al)lant(uric) 
+ -an + -uric.) eas allanturic. 

lantern, n, 9. — re seu — 
me Bu posed oO uminous) of m i 

eal + we or #0-called “lamtarncl ten. 
one Of the electric Innterns in an 

J 
in tte —— as an anchor-light.— Poai- 

Nig! 
—— Pp a Ves 

‘ ition at cats ite the 
of a Vessel * object afloat or ashore.— 

‘an instrument for throwing upon 
ascreen an enlarged Image of a diagram, picture, or ob- 
ject, or ot exhibiting by such jection to observers at a 
distance of ascientific experiment or dem- 
——— © projecting-lantern is the development 
of the magic — — by Kircher in 1646 (which 
see, under lantern) The modern form of this instrament 
as ——— for the jection of Interns ——— 
as stercopficon (sce To adapt the lan- 
tern to the general purposes of scientific demonstration, 

a aoe to d 

rig. — 

the form of the instrument is so modified aa to admit of 
dy —— — —— in front of the condensing- 

are shown 
ir alr of con. 

lenses, 0 the object-lens, — A the feld in which 
ect to be ‘ected ts 

that cf tho el 
frequen were 
fal sources of light, each as a bank — burners 

ed cae ia ae 

carbons are commonly set at an 
—— le, a6 abown In F ao 
thus e: ng the crater, C, 
Pras carbon to view ; or a Lo ¢ 

ased in which the positive carbor 
horizontal, as shown in x —* 

are either provided with an aut 
matic focusing-feed which holds 
the are in a coustant position as the Fig. 
carbons burn away, of are regu. = 
lated hand. he heat from a source of 

ectric are Is Very great, and to pre- 
i feces of appara 
age: cell Med with water 

Fig. 1) is often placed he- 
tween the condensing-lenses and 
the object. The real inaye thrown 
7 the screen by means of the 

ject-lens is inverted, In the case 
of transparencies or lantern-slides, 
the object is therefore placed in the 
fleld th an inverted position, thas 
giving an erect image upon the 

Fig. 3. screen. Where apparatus is to be 
rajected, however, and an erect 

by is desired, a tee mg Ml (K, Pig. 1), known as 
the erecting- * is placed between the object-lets and 

. the — any phenomena, sich as capillary action 
as exhibited with tin —* cannot be profected 
upos @ screen by means of the ordinary form of lantern. 
For such experiments the ‘vertical attachment’ is used, 



lantern 
ent in which the front condensing lens 
a mirror (M, Fig. 4) la mounted in it of the 

an arrangem: 1 ts re- 
moved, and 

cond. as to “4 — 

— frm rays r emerging 
are reflected to a screen by a 
second mirror or reflecting: 
prien, P. In the forms of lantern already deserfbed 
transmitted light is used, bat it ts likewise possible by 
the ase of reflected light from the surface of te Ob 
jects to ject Images of these upon thescreen. Various 
devices e —< opague objects have been em- 
ployed, and jectinglanterns are known under 
names, such as the smear: an early form, the redeeto- 
scope, and the epidiaveope. last-named instrument, 
in which the difftenities of projection by reflected light 
have becn as completely overcome as fn any of the lan- 
terns of this type, will serve to [linetrate the features e- 
sential to them all, In the eptdiascope, Fig. 5, the 
iuminating are, & 1s placed in the foous of a ie 

reflector, #, the 
varallel rays 
wo which pes 

throagh a large 
water-cell 
coolin 

Fig. & 

¥ 

mirror, J, 
the object at A 

in werd 
Fi uv the pro 
aS pest va of objects 

by reflection i that arising from lack of sufficient light, 
avid this isobviated by the use of a powerful arc-lamp re- 
quiring from 30 to SO amperes of current, such as is em- 
ploy in search-lights and by the ase of larger inirrors 
and prisins than those commonly employed in —— 
lanterns, The greater size of the apparatus makes it 
— moreover, to show upon the screen objects hay- 
ng a diameter of 22 centimeters, whereas fn ordinary 
lanterns the diameter of the fleld ia 10 or 12 centimeters. 
When transmitted light is to be weed, mirror J, which is 
Dligged at me top, is ovens upward outed the path of the 
raya, which then fall on mirror // and are reflected down- 
ward toa third mirror, J/J, at the base of the instrument. 
From the surface of this mirror the rays pees —— 

fh the condensing-lena and the ——— 
0, to the erecting ma 

the demonstration b jection of the phe- 
rating and ht Ne 

slide-holder and a disperaing- 
the onject-laun "Projection lantern See ak page A 
wlontern.— Tornado-lantern, o lantern in which the 
flame is 9 protected that it will not be blown out in ® 
heavy wind of tornada, 

lantern-brace (lan‘térn-bras), wn. Naut., the 
metal fixture which secures a lantern in its 
lave. 
— (lan‘’térn-bras), n. <A skeleton 
easing placed in the stuffing-box of a steam- 
engine cylinder and supplied with steam to 
prevent air from leaking into the cylinder. 

fish, 2. Any fish belonging to the 
—— 205 : mostof them are of thedeep 
seas, and have luminous spots or photophores, 
lantern-gear (lan‘térn-gér), 1m. 
tern-wheel. 

lanternist (lan’tér-nist), m. [lantern + -ist.] 
One who uses pictures projected on a screen 
by a magic lantern, in illustration of a lecture, 

me as lar- 

or the like. 
lantern-man (ian’térn-man), mn. 1. One who 
earries a lantern.—2+. One who empties 
privies by lantern-light ; a night-man, X. 2,2, 
—3. One who operates & projection or magic 
lantern, 

lanternoscope (lan‘tér-nd-skép), m. [lantern 
+ Gr. cxorew, view.] In photog,, a contriv- 
ance for viewing lantern-slides, 

lantern-service (lan’térn-s¢r’vis), rn. A re- 
ligious service in which pictures thrown by 
a magic lantern are used to illustrate the sub- 
ject of the address, X. E. D. [Eng.] 
lantern-slide (Jan’térn-slid), ms. <A plate 
prepared for use in a stereopticon. 
lanthana (lan’tha-ni),#. IX < lanthanum.) 
In chem., one of the rare earths, lanthanum 
oxid, 
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lanthanate (lan‘tha-nat), n. [lanthanum + 
-atel.] In chem., a compound of oxid of lan- 
thanum with the oxid of a more electropos- 
itive metal, as sodium lanthanate (NaLaQg,). 
lanthanin (lan‘tha-nin) ». [Gr. Aowiverv, es- 
cape notice, + -in®.] eine a8 *orychromatin. 
Heidenhain, 1892. 
lanthopine (lan‘thd-pin), n. [Gr. Aavi(averr), 
escape notice, + dz», opium, -ine2, 
colorless alkaloid. CygHg,04N, contained in 
opium. It crystallizes in microscopic prisms, 
melting at about 200° C. 

lanugic (li-nii‘jik), a. [L. lanugo, woolliness, 
down, + -ic.) Derived from wool: noting an 
acid, a colorless compound, said to be formed 
by the action of barium hydroxid on wool. It 
precipitates substantive dyes. 

(lan-za-rot’), ™. (Sp. Lanzarote 
* of = of the por pec ss J A breed 
of large domesticated pigeons, almost as large 
as the runt, but having more of the reddish 
color of the archangel. 
laodah (lou'dii’), n. (Chin. lao, old, vener- 
able, + ta, great.) In Anglo-Chinese, a chief 
boatman; a skipper. Also lowdah., 
lap, v. t.—To ont, to 
lap; hence to grind with an, 

ind out or with 
ing resembling a lap. 

or s 
han lap3, n. 10, The tops of trees left in the woods la! 

nd are : ap jogging. Also lapwood.—11, The act of 
winding or being wound round a drum; the 
length of rope necessary to go round it once; 
also, the length of silk, tape, wire, or the like, 

round anything once. Lap ser- 
service, a postal route on a railroad where 

services on the same line for different 
Ni in a steatn-engine : 

(@) The failure of the valve, when in —— to ont 
the exhaust from either end of the cylinder. (6) The 

distance by which the valve, when in mid-position, fnils 
tocut off the exhausf, or the distance the valve would 
have to travel from mid-position before the exhanst would 
be closed.— Steam ]. in a steam-engine; (@) A pro- 
jection on the valve reaching beyond the ontaide edge of 
the steam-port when the valve is in fits mid-position. It 
is designed to close the port before the end of the stroke 
of the piston, thas utilizing the expansive force of the 
steam. (b) Same as outside lop. See laps, & 

lapacho (li-pii‘chd), n. [Native name.] Tho 
name, in Argentina and Paraguay, of several 
trees belonging to the genus Tecoma, of the 
Bignonia family, and particularly of T. Lepacho, 
a tree 50 to 70 feet high, yielding a bark used 
in tanning and a valuable heavy wood, much 
sought for building and naval construction. 

ed lapachoic (lap-a-ché’ik), a. [lapacho + -ic.] 
Pertaining to lapachol.—Lapachoic acid. Same 
as ®iapackol. 

lapachol (lap’a-chol), n [lapacho + -ol.} Ayel- 
COCCH,CH: C(CHg)e 

low compound, C, « it Pp » CoHy COCOH ’ 

z 

found in lapacho wood from South America, 
and greenheart wood, Orcotea Rodiai, from 
Surinam. It erystallizes in monoclinic prisms 
and melts at 140°C, Also called hydrory- 
amylenc-naphthalene-quinone, 

lapactic (la-pak’tik),a.anda. (Gr. Zamaxrixde, 
< ¢azacorm, empty, evacuate.) I, a. Causing 
evacuations; laxative, 

II, ». A laxative. 
Lapageria (lap-a-jé’ri-ii), n. [NL, (Ruiz and 
Pavon, 1802), Samed in honor of the Empress 
Josephine, Marie Joséphe Rose Tascher de la 
Pagerie( 1763-1814), the first wile of Napoleon.] 
1. A monotypic genus of the family Liliacew 
comprising a brilliant-flowered and gracefu 
‘twining plant, ZL. rosea, a native of Chile. Te 
flowers are lily-like in form. hanging singly from the d 
per ~axiln There is also a white-Gowered form in 
enltivation. Lapagerias are considered to require mach 
skill in the pwing, although they thrive well ifa cool 
greenhouse fe given them and they become well estab- 
lited, In the southern United States they may be grown 
in the open. 

2. (Le) A plant of the genus Lapageria, 
la lpotomy (lap’a-ré-kol-pot’G-mi), 1. 
tor. derapa, the flank, + —— womb 
(vagina), * rows, a cutting.] In serg., the 
—— of opening into the vagina, after 
the abdominal section, in order to remove a 
ehild which cannot be born through the 
natural channel: a substitute for Cesarean 
section in which the uterus is incised. 
laparocystido (lap*a-rd-sis-ti-dot’d-mi), 
n. [Gr. Zardoa, the tlank, + siete, bladder, 
+ tof, Aeutting.] In evrg., the operation of 
opening into the bladder through an incision 
in the abdominal wall just above the pubes. 

laparo-elytr Vy (lap’a-ré-el-j-trot’é mi), n 
(Gr. Zerape, the flank, + d4vrpov, sheath (va~ 

lappet 

gina), + rouq, a cutting.) Same as *laparo- 
colpotomy. 

Dr, Thomas was a bold and skilful operator, In ob- 
stetrics he was an advocate of laparo-elytrotomy ass eab- 
stitute for cesarean section. 

Med. Reeord, March 7, 1908, p, Sa 

laparohysteropexy (ls *a-rd-his-te-rop’ek-si) 
n. [Gr. Aardpa, the flank, + — womb, 
+ engi, fastening.} Operative fixation of the 
fundus of the uterus to the anterior abdominal 
wall for the relief of falling of the womb. 
laparoaceny (lap-a-ros’k6-pi), m. [Gr. Zarda, 

e flank, + —— < pti de view.] . 
spection of the abdomen. 
laparotome (lap‘a-ré-tém), n. [Gr. Aardpa, the 
flank, + -rouoc, <¢ rautiv, cut.) A form of 
sealpel employed in laparotomy. 
lap-bobbin (lap’bob‘in), n, A spool or bob- 
bin upon which something is wound or lapped, 
as the fleecy web or lap on a cotton-combing 
machine. 

rum (lap‘dram), n. A cylinder upon 
which a lap or web is wound, or whieh gives 
motion to a spool or bobbin upon whieh 
a lap or web is wound, as on some machines 
in # textile-mill. Thornley, Cotton Combing 
Machines, p. 17. 

d (lup’end), n. That end of a cotton- 
picker or seutehing-machine at which the 
— emerges in the form of a web, ribbon, 
or lap. 
lap-game (lap’gim), ». Any game iv: which 

© scores made on on® hand are carried to 
the next game if more than enough to win the 
first game; a Variation of railroad eucire. 
See evchre, 1. 

la @ (lap ’ gid), mn. A device, in a cotton- 
combing machine, to guide the unwinding of 
the laps or webs of cotton, 
Lapham or Laphamite markings. ‘ee 
* marking. 
lap-head (lap’hed), », That end of a seuteb- 
“| or — — where the cotton lap 
is formed into « roll, 

lapidicolous (lap-i-dik’6-lus), a. [L. lapis 
apid-), & stone, + colere, inhabit, + -ows.| 
iving under stones: a term applicable to 

many insects, and especially to certain blind 
ground-beetles so accustomed to this life that 
they heve assumed the characteristics of true 
cave species, 

lapillo (li-pél’15), mn. [It. lapilfo, ¢ L. lapillus, 
a stone: see fapilli.] Matter ejected from 5 
voleano in the form of lapilli. 

1, .- Lacedmmonius, the name gives 
by the anclents to a basalt found in the ests, 

Hellenle Studies NIT, 23h Lapis spect ocularie, x» of 
name of the mineral selenite, — calcium salphate 
———— in distinct crystals, the surfaces of which 
reflect Nght regularly as from a mirror. 

lapis? (li’pis), ». [Tagelog.] A lange boat of 
stnall draught used for carrying merchandise. 
{Philippine Is.] 

lap-knee (lap’né), n. Same as *bosom-kuee. 
Laplace's theory of capillarity. See *eupil- 

arity, 
Laplacian, a. IL», A Laplace’s coefficient; 
a form Pm (cos y), where y» stands for the 
angle between r and 
some fixed point, 

lap-love (lap’lnv), m. The small bindweed. 
Convolenlus arvensis, 

lap-machine (lap’ma-shén*), mn. A machine 
for —— cotton in the form of laps for 
combing.— Sliver lap-machine, a machine for com 
solidating, attenuating, and forming tute tape a magaber 
of alivers of cotton in the preparatory processes 
combing. 

lapon (li-pén’), n. A common name of one of 
the seorpmnoid fishes, Scorpena mystes, of 
the Pacific coast of Mexico and Central 
America, 

Lapp. An abbreviation of Lappish, 
iappacentin (lap-a-kon‘i-tin), ». [L. lappa, 
# bar, + E. aconitin.) A erystalline alkaloid, 
Cy4Hyg0gNa, contained in the tuber of 

Aconitum septentrionale, 
lappet,». 4. In bdiol., a small lobe-shaped 
organ, such as the lappete of certain nemertean 
larvie, ete. —5, Same as tequla,—6. In paleon., 
an ear-like crest formed in some naatiloid 
cephalopods, as Lituites and Ophidioceras, by 
an extension of the lateral margins of the 
aperture of the shell.—american a basece 
campid moth, Malacasoma americana, common in the 
Atlantic United States, where ita larve feed ou the foting® 
of apple, cherry, onk, birch, maple, and esh.—Esopha- 

the radius veetor r; of 
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Laramide (lar’a-mid), a. A descriptive term 

other roek-foldings which involve the Laramie 
beds = the Cretaceous as their uppermost 
member. 

teats, 
Dana, Mandal af Geol, (4th ed.), > aT4, 

larbolines, ». pl. See larbouwlines. 
larcenic (liir-sen’ik), a. Same as larcenous, 

4, 2, Acommercial name forthe lumber 
of the *2*8 fir, Abies — 8 a nobis *yir, 
—Larch blister, canker, saw-fly, " 

larch-seale (lirch‘skal), #. A sesle-insect 
found on larch, probably Aspidiotus abietis, 

Larcoidea (lir-koi’dé-&), m. pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
AGpxoy, & chareoal-basket, + eidoc, form.) A 
family of spumellarian radiolarians having the 

tation of lard, consist chiefly of the more 
solid portion of cotton-seed oil, 

(ldr’ding-mun‘i), ». In Eng. 
Americas Lappet (Malacesoma americana). 

. 6, lane ties of 14. wig; d, cocoom ; -money “4, female moth + and, reduced one third’ 4 aliehny caleneeae law, a small sum paid by the tenants, acco marginal processes, a pair of which is located ineach of ing to the eustom of the manor of Bradford * Pag ay ec an ig I Soul intervale around * * the privilege of feeding hogs with acorns and is protected by the lappeta. in the lord's woods, F la terpillar (lap ‘ et-kat* ér-pil-r), n lard-insect (lird’in sekt), a. Same as bacon- 
© larva of a lappet-moth, beetle, 

lappet-loom (lap et-lim), », A loom for lardite (liir’dit), », (lard + -ite2.] An ocea- 
t 

lappet-weaving, in which needle-frames are ‘ional synonym of steatite,and also of pagodite. — in front of the reed for producing the Lardizabala (liir-di-zab‘s-I8), n, (NL. (Ruiz figured effects. ard Pavon, proposed in'1794, established in m ”.—Velleda moth, an Ameri. 1798), named in honor of Michael Lardizabal y can lasiocamphd moth, Tolype — found throughout Uribe, a Spanish patron of botany.] A genus the United States. Ita larvwe live on apple, pear, poplar, of plants, type of the family —— and other trees. They are twining shrubs with alternate, once to thrice ternately compound leaves, and dimeious flowers, the pis 
* ah 

lappet-muslin (lap et-muz‘lin), ». A muslin tlilate ones borne singly on axillary axes, the staminate in axillary racemes, There are two dea, natives of Chile, 

in which figures have been woven on the 
one of Which, L. titernata, is cultivated out of doors in 

lappet-loom. 
lappet-sh (lap’et-shed‘ing), m. A sonthorn California and the warner parts of Europe. system of dividing the warp-threads in a Lardizabalacez (lir’di-zab-a-lé’s8-4), loom to allow certain other warp-threads to 
move transversely to form a figure by means 
of gaging-needles, 
ls td i esha tu - —* part of a genus Lardizabala. 

appet-loom for weaving lappet figures. 
lappin (lap‘in), », A erystalline substance of iferm hy it many-seoded tra 
glucosidal nature, said to be obtained from 

lapping-mackine, s. 2, In borrel-makt ~ 8, 2 In el-making, & 
appine: for cutting, pointing, and cutting the lardizabalaceous — lap in barrel-hoops, p tory to placing _ Belonging to the plant family Lardizabalacew, them in the colling-mechine. lard-worm (liird’wérm), n. *kidney-worm, 

(NL. Lapponic (la-pon’ik), a. pponieus, < lardy-dardy (liir'di-dir’di), n.and a. [Another 
Lapponia, Lapland. Same as Lappish, form of *ladidady, ¢ la-di-da: see * -di-da.] 
lap-rivet (lap’riv‘et). c.f. To lap and rivet; I,m. A swell; a dandy; a fop. The word to fasten with rivets, aa two parts or edges first appeared in or about the early sixties in which are Inpped one over the other. F oP oe a i a musi¢-halls, lap-riveting (lap‘riv"et-ing), mn. A method of and Q., ser., 7m oe rvetin in which two parts are lapped and —* Fashionable; dandified ; ‘killing. 
riveted together. See *butt-rireting. 

lap-robe (lap’rdéb), n. A fur robe or a blanket Withour tardy-dardy garments we were really “on the 
And Charlie Vain came out so grand in a tall white 

used to cover one’s lap and feet when riding 

~acew.} 
choripetalous 
based on the 

(liir’di-zab-a-la’shius), a. 

in a earri or sleigh, [U. 8.) Chimney-pot. laps, x. and. A simplified spelling of lapse. A. C. Hilton, in The May Exam., quoted in N. and G, oth apes. ¢. ft, 2. To be found lapsing or erring. (lir'di-dir’ai), ¢ ty ae a 
, Only myself stood ont ; p. —— Ai r. lardy-dard ing. To For which, if Ibe lapard in this PP 4 peep iperdt in thie place, inger or dangle about in an affected, ‘lardy- 

Shak, T, X. (ib 2 dardy’ way, 
lap-valve (lap’valv), ». A slide-valve with larentiid (\a-ren‘ti-id), ». anda. I,». Amem- lap, in an engine or pump. ber of the lepidopterons family Larentiidw, lap-wheel (lap’hwél), . Same as lap3, 5, Il. a. Having the characters of or belong- lap-winding (lap’win‘ding), ». See *winding!. 6 to the family Larentiida. 

n, A ttled n.— at See wetatute, APTOS. Sone se wot ATG 9 eatug a lee (iirj‘mouth), s, Same as large- lapwood (lap’wid), 1. Same as *lap3, 10, mouthed black-hass, See black-baxs, 
laquearian (lak-wé-a’ri-an),a, [L. laqueari-ns largish (liir’jish), a. [1 + -ishl.) Rath + -an.) Same as *laqueary?, a. hs ye ee * large. 

1 (lak’ wé-ar-i), x, Same as laquear. largitional (liip-jish‘on-al), a, (LL. largition- laqueary* (lak‘’we-a-ri), a, [L. laquearius, ¢ alis, € 1, largitio(n-), bounty; see largition.) laquens, a noose.) Armed with a noose, asa Of the nature of largess ; bountiful gladiator. : lariat (lar‘i-at), c.. [lariat, x.) To eatch or weche (lit-kish’), x. [A Cunadian F. form “fasten with a lariat; lasso, of an Indian name.] A name of Hiordon alo- laricic (li-vis‘ik), a. [L. larix (larie-), lareh, soides, a elupeoid fish of the family Hiodontida, “4 ~ic, trived from the larch.—Lartete acid found in the upper Mississippi valley. a col compound, CygHyg0s, foand in the bark of 

used by Dana for those mountain-ranges or 

larnax 
the smaller branches of larch-trees'which are not more than from 20 to 30 yeurs old. It is volatile with eteann and sublimes at 23°C, forming lustrous monoclinic crys tals which melt at 153° C, 

Larimus (Ia-ri’mus), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. Adprwoc, a 
different reading of Agprwo, some sea-fish, A 
genus of fishes belonging to the family Sei. 
vide, the croakers, found on both coasts of 
America, 

larinoid (lar‘i-noid), a. [Gr. fat, + tidog, — Same as —— — 
laris The Atlas cedar, Cedrus At. 

1 de ; 
larixinic (li-rik-sin’ik), a. Same as *laricic. 
lark!, ».—Brown song-lark, Cinchloramphus cruralie 
lark-heel (liirk’hél), n. Along projecting heel. 
Neither the colour nor the hair are ed na impor. tant ethnical testa, and the length of the heel alone {N) “lark-heet”) in held to be an undoubted Proof ‘Nene skeleton irregularly lenticular or discoid. in. Keane, Ethnology, p. Lard butter, See — — * i j Housral lark: heeled, a. 2. Having a long, projecting the hog, by treatment similar to that by which oleo olf : * — is made from beef fat, e that no in is extracted : lar! (liir’king), a, Larky ; frolicsome ; of tase in making the kind — of —— — the nature of a lark, 

ot —— away —— how. PY —— — Lie’ oe larder? ‘dér), n. @ who lards, as meat. ‘king-glass “king-glis* 1 larder-fly (lir‘dér-fi), n, Same as larder-beetle. iat ——* on to attract — Peg ploy lardiform — germ), ra (1. lardum, lard, at that place [Dunstaple}, persons go out with what is orma, . Sam lardaceous, called a lark: » whi noe lardine (iur‘dinh ne [land 2 4neh an ent. Seyciie — ——— S.R. Jackeon, in Hone, Every IL na larkish (liir’kish), a. [lark2 + -isht-] Rather 
larky; inclined to be larky. 

lar oss (liir’kish-nes), ». The quality or 
5 of * — — 

Ww rks’kla), n. e lar r. —— — 
made by doubling the bight of a rope, 
passing it around a spar, or through a 
ring or hook, and then bending itdown, 
a it out, andslipping a toggle 
through the four parts (across the two 
outer and under the two inner), It is 
finished by a half-hitch around the 
standing part with the loose end so 
that it will not slip when a strain is : 
put upon it. —— — 
larksome (liirk’sum), a, [{lark2 +-some.] Dis- 
posed to be larky; froliesome. 

”.— Azure or blue 
Carolina #larkepur.— Carolina 
Carolinianum, « diue-thowered species 
United States. Dwarf Delphiniern tricorne, 
a low but stout species ng from Pennaylvania to 
Georgia and west to Minnesota and Arkansas, e Gow- 

Haigon's Nelo tae Sow 
ered sarkosy "Great Plains. — Prairie- , 
~~ nina albescenas, a — with white flowers 
slightly tinged with blae bluish spots on the sepals, 
found in prairie regions from Tiiinois to Manitoba 
south to Kansasand Arkansas. It was formerly regarded 
as 4 white-fowered form of the Carolina larkspur.—Tall larkspur, Delphinium terceolatum, a tall species with 
—— blue flowers, ranging from Pennsylvania to Ala. 

anid weet to Minn aod Nebraska 
lar (lirk’spérd), a, Said of sheep. 
See the extract. 
The old shepherds had a comical notion, that sheep 

blind in the summer were larkepurred ; that the ahi 
having trod upon a lark’s nest, the old one... had 
the intruder in the eye. 

J. Lawrener, Cattle, p. 631 (od. 1900). X. B.D, 
larmoyant (lir-mwo-yon’), a. [F., pp. ppr. of 
larmoyer, be tearful.) —8 3 — ng a 
tearful sentimentality. 

larnax (liir’naks), ».; pl. larnakes (-na-kéz), 
(Gr. Adprng, a box, chest, ark, coffin.) In Gr, 
antiq., a chest or box; a box-like acle of 
terra-cotta, found in early Greek or Mycenwan 
tombs: often painted. 

Larnax. 
Terma-cotta, trees Palaikastro, Crete, 

(Prom * Annealof the British School at Athess,”") 
Nearer the city two tombe of the same period were dis- 

covered : the one, n square chamber with adromos, ylelded 
of two ted larnekes, thoroughly Mycenean 

in design, a gold ring, a crystal sphere, parts of a silver 
vase, ond a * of tron sw 
Kep. Brit, Av’n Advancement of Sei., 1901, Pp #44, 445, 
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larrid 

larrid (lar’id), n, anda. I. x. A member of 
the hymenopterous family Larridæ. 

a, Having the characters of or belong- 
ing to the family Larride, 

(lar’i-gan),#, [Origin unknown,] A 
boot of undressed leather, worn dency 
by lumbermen. Clereland Plain Dealer, 2 

arriking lar‘i-ki-nd‘li-an), a, (larrikin 
+ -alian as in beechanalian,) Larrikin ; ehar- 
acteristic of a lurrikin. 

Tp the farritinalian din which prevailed from start to 
ish. 
Keening Standard, Jul, 4, qtoted In BE. E 

bs ‘ — ——— —— 
2 ({lar’i), a. [Origin obscure.) 1. Con- 

fusion; tumult.—2. A scolding; a lecture. 
(Prov. Eng.) 

3 (lar’i),a. ands, (Origin obseure.] I, 
a isty: applied in the Teign valley, Eng- 
land, to a land-fog coming down the estuary, 
as distinguished from a sea-fog ranning up 
the river. Eng. Dial. Dict, ’ 
IL. xn. The fogitvelf. Nature, quoted in, R. D. 

. %.—Desor’s larva, a type of larva occurri 
amoug Nemertines. It resembles @ pilidium, but backs 
the freeswimimtig phase.— Mitraria in chaetopo- 
dous annelids, a larva baring long provisional setr which 
are later rep by permanent stractures — Mu '* 

in some polychal 

ines batten Rugenatapes a ih} 

ciliated lobet, which Ne 

ie vecas eanie wx eo 
radial —55 ie the 

the aquatic larva of a non- 
biting mosquite of thegenus 
Corethra, which possesses 
no hemoglobin and is so 
nearly transparent that, 
resting below the surface of 
a pool of clear water, It can 
~hantly be distinguished.— 
Queen larva, the larva of 
& quocn-bee, a queen-ant, 
or a queen-termite. 

us = (Jiir-vii’- 
sbiux), a, [larre + 
-aceous.) 1. Resem- 

- bling & mask: said of 
extensive cutaneous 
diseases of the face.— 
2. Same as *larval, 2. 

a, 2, In pathol., 
masked; not elearl 
defined: said of a disease of which the symp- 
tomes are indeterminate.— Larval See eye, 

Jarvalian (liir-va‘li-an), a. and n. Of or per- 
taining to the Larvalia; one of the Larvatlia. 

larvici (likt’ vi-si-dal), a. —— + -all,j 
Pertaining to the killing of larve or having 
the property of killing them. 
Weare practically reduced to the use of ofls in this 

larcicidal work, L. O, Howarit, Mosquitoes, p. 187. 

larvicide (liir’vi-sid), 1. [NL. larva + L. -cida, 
< cavterc, kill.) One who or that which kills 
larve; specifically, any substance used for 
the destruction of the larve of mosquitos. 
The same authorities (Celli and Casagrandi) recommend 

(for killing mesquitees) a powder composed of farcicide 
(an aniline sitbetaice), cliryaaunthenun flowers, and vale- 
rian root, tobe burnt in bedrooms, Hmewe, frit, XXX, 44h, 

larvicolous (liir-vik’d-Ius), a. (NL, larca + L, 
colere, inhabit,] Living within insect larvae: 
said of many hymenopterous and dipterous 
parasites, 

larvigerous, a. 2. Giving birth to living larwe, 
as certain flosh-flies, 

larvule (liir’vil),». [NL. farcula, dim, of lara, 
larva.) One of the early stages of certain 
ephemerid larva in which there is no cirenula- 
tory system and no apparent nervous system, 

ch crisis, vertigo. See *churra, ete, 
mirror. See ®imirror, 

«,— Membranous laryngitis, cronp, — 
a8 itis, severe in mation of Nhe 

sohmacous conpective tissue as well os of the mitouas 
membrane of the larynx. v 

(Gr. ?a- laryngo aph (li-ring’gé-graf), n. 
ays, Ta he ry —— In physiol. and 
cosas: an instrument for recording the 
movements of the larynx, voluntary (in speak- 
ing) or involuntary, ! ; 

ometry (lar-ing-gom‘e-tri), m. [Gr. Aa- 
pry é, larynx, + -uetpa, € wétpor, measure.) 
Measurement of the — 

¶xine o i vs·an. 

Miller's larra of Pangia, seen 
from the oral surface. (run 
Laskesier's “Zonlogy.” tres 
Lang, from +. Geatly 

a, lating to both larynx and pharynx. 
tis (la-ring’ g6-far-in-ji’tis), 

nm, (NL. ¢ Gr, Adpvyé, larynx, + spr, 
pharynx, + -itis.) Inflammation of both larynx 
and pharynx, 

ns rie i larynx, + EF. typhoid] Typhoid fever 

TUG 

1 legia (li-ring-g6-plé’ji-4), n. L., 
< Gr, zapvy;é, laryux, + 497%, stroke, ] Pani 
ysis of the laryngeal muscles, 

orr (li-ring-g6-ri’ji-}, n. [XL 
(Gr, Aapeys, larynx, + -pajia, ¢ pyyvivar, break.) 
Hemorrhage from the laryux. 

laryngos ». 2. Sume as laryngisnina, 
(lur-ing-gos’ti-sis), mn. [NL., ¢ 

Gr, Aapuy’, larynx, + aracrc, standing.) Con- 
traction of the vocal cords in spasmodic croup, 

tro pe (l§-ring-go-strob’6-skop), 
nu, (Gr, Adpvys, larynx, + erpdjoc, a twisting or 
whirling, + onozriv, view.) A form of atroho- 
seope usedin observation of the vibration of the 
vocal cords, Seripture, Exper. Phovet,, p. 20, 

la troboscopy daring’ gy stry-bow' kp 
pi), F. (laryngostrohoscope -93.)) Tuspec- 
tion by means of the laryngostroboscope of 
the vocal cords in action or while vibrating, 

la tracheitis (li-ring’z6-tri-ké-i'tis), mn. 
(NL., ¢ Gir, Zdpeys, larynx, + tpayeia, trachea, 
+ -itis,] Inflammation of the larynx and the 
trachen. 

typhoid (li-ring-go-ti‘foid), », [Gr. 

with marked laryngeal complications. 
L.A. 8. An abbreviation of Lord Adcocate of 
Scotland. 

, 4% 8, An artilleryman of an inferior 
class: a gun-lasear. X. E. D. 

lascaree, ». 2. An East Indian sailor. See 
lascar, 2. 

tin (la-sér’pi-tin), », [Zaserpitinm + 
-inc.] A colorless compound, CoHggOz, 
found in the root of Lagerpitium latifoltun. t 
erystallizesin rhombie prisms, melts at 114° C,, 
and sublimes without devomposition. 

lash-cell (lash’sel), n. Acell provided with cilia 
orflagella. L, F. Ward, Dynamic Sociol,, I, 343, 

, wt. 4, pl. In mining, planks spiked 
on the inside of shaft-timbering to hold the 
frames in place. [Eng.] 

lashkar (lash‘kiir), n. [Pers./ashkar, a camp, 
an army: see fasear.) 1+, A camp of the 
native Indian regiments,— 2, A body of Afridi 
soldiers: so used in English — ac. 
counts of the Afridi campaign, 1897. .V. KF. D. 
lash-pole (lash’pél), m. A cross-pole which 
holds logs together in a raft. 
lasianthous (ia-si-an’thus), a. [Gr. Zdaoe, 
hairy, woolly, + difor, flower, + -ous.] In bot., 
same as *laniflorous, 
Lasianthus (li-si-an’thus), = [NL. (Adan- 
son, 1763), The allusion is to the silky hairs 
of the ealyx; < Gr, 4daic, hairy, woolly, + 
dutloc, lower,] A genus of dieotyledonous trees 
or shrubs of the family Theacee. See Gordonia, 

lasiocampid (1i*«i-6-kam‘pid), n. anda. I.n. 
A member of the lepidopterous family Lasio- 
campide, 
i. a, Having the characters of or belong- 

ing to the family Lesiocampide. 
us (li’si-6-kiir’pus), a. [Gr. Aderoc, 

hairy, woolly, + naprac, fruit.) In bot., hay- 
ing woolly fruit. 

ograptus (li * si-G-grap‘’tus), ». [NL., 
(Gr. Adar, hairy, + jpanrdc, engraved: see 
graptolite.) A genus of Lower Silurian grap- 
tolites of the family Retioltida, which is pecu- 
liar in so far as the fiber-like processes of the 
apertures unite to form an outer network. 

Lasiospharia (li‘si-0-sfo‘ri-d), mn. (NL. (Ce- 
satiaud De Notaris, 1863), (Gr, Zaeroc, hairy, + 
agaipa, sphere.) A 
large genus of py- 
Tenomycetous 
fungi of the family 
Spheriacer, hav- 
ing separate su- 
perficial perithe- 
cia clothed with 
brown hairs. The 
spores are cylindrical, 
hyaline or brownish, 
aid = severn)-sepiate. 
About 40 species have 
been describe, oecur- 
ring mostly on decay- 
ing woud. L. Aireuta 
is a commun species in 
Europe and Ainvtica. 

lassitudinous(!as- 
i-ta’di-nus), a. [L., . 
laasitudo {-din-), 
weariness,+ Vu⸗.)] 
Languid; apt to 
be languid; show- 
ing the effeets of 
languor. 

d@ 

Leaeepaeria Atrimta, 

a. habit of the fungus! 4. peithe 
chum, eularged; ¢, asces wtth imma- 

sand paraplyses. inageified, 
peoves, meore highly magniterd. 

wm Engler and Praotl's * Phanece- 
tamilien,~} 

lasso-harness (las‘6-hir‘nes), n. 

flield- or siege-guna, ete. 
lasting-machine (lis’ting-ma-shén’), 1. 

latch? (lach), ». 

latch-bolt (lach’ bolt), ». 

latchet? (lnech‘et), wn. 

latch-needle (lach ‘né’ dl), ». 

late! a. 8, Slow or backward in 

Latebrus (lat’e-brus), a. 

laten? (la‘ten), vi. and 

lateralia (lat-c-ra‘li-ii), 7. pi. 

lateralia 

A working-~ 
tackle, consisting of a girth with a long rope 
attached, used specially to enable a cav- 
ulry-horse to assist horses in moving 

In 
xhoe-manuf., a machine for drawing, atreteh- 
ing, and bending the upper of a shoe over the 
lust and preparing it to fit and join the sole 
und heel, 1 repeats, essentially, the operations per- 
formed by hand witha laster, and inserts and drives tacks 
inte the edge of the upper. to bold it in place while the 
shu is sewed, wired, oF Walled, 

lata (li’ti), w. (Jay. lata, Malay latah.) A 
form of ‘hysteria’ or nervous disturbance 
common among the people of Java and other 
parte of Malaysia, in which they echo or imi- 
tate in a silly manner the words or actions of 
other persons and chatter absurdly. 
The nervous affliction called fafah, to which many 

Malays are subject, is alav a carious trait of the peuple. 
The victims of this affliction lage for the thnve all self-com- 
trot and all seuse of their own identity, tmitating the 
actions of any person who chances to rivet their attention. 

Eneye. Brit., MXN. 4 

A tanners’ pit, sunk below 
the general level of the ground, in which ooze 
is prepared from tan-bark or other similar 
material by leaching it with water. A con- 
traction of latch- or leach-pit. 

Any latch or door- 
bolt, controlled by a spring and having a 
beveled head whieh, when the door is closed, 
is pressed back by meeting the strike and 
is thrown out again when the door is shut: 
the common form of self-locking bolt. 

{Also latchett; origin 
obseure.] A fish, Trigla cuculus, of the family 
eh pe found on the west coast of Europe 
and in the Mediterranean Sea, 
latching-key (laching-ké), nm.  Nawf., the 
center lasket which prevents the others from 
unreaving. 

A knitting- 
machine needle with a hinged Istch or cateh 
so arranged as renilily to take on 
and throw off the yarn-loop in 
the process of knitting: invented 
by Matthew Townsend, Leices- 
ter, England, in 1849, 
tch- (lach"pin), », 1. A pin 

for raising the lateh of a door,— 
2. A pin which catches some 
— of a mechaniam and holds it 
oosely; a cateh-pin, 

bearing crops, because heavy, 
clayey, cold, sour, or unfavorably 
situated as regards the sun, or 
the like: as, late land. 
The superfluous water which tended te 

inake tht land cold, somr, and fate” jy 2 jab N.S eee: 
Femoved, ius making the soil warmer ¢ pote / sb asks 
and cariier: and by the admission of air oo hiege a. bo 
the acidity ts slowly owercene, 

Yeartwok US. Dept, Agr., 101, p. 4a 

vL.. < Li. latebra, 
a hiding-place, ¢ latere, hide.) A sulyzenus of 
fishes, Bree to the Cheilodipterida, found 
in the West Indies. 

* 

Latch mecdle 

[latrl +-en,] To 
grow late, or to cause to grow lute, 

Latent light, motions. See *li¢tf!. *»otion. 
latentize (la’ten-tiz), ¢. 1.3 pret. | pp. la- 
fentized, ppr. latentizing, To retuir latent. 
G, S. Hall, Adolescence, T. 266. 

Lateolabrax (la'té~)-la’braks), n. (NL., appar. 
« L. latere, hide, + Gr. Za3pas, a sea-fish.} A 
genus of serranoid fishes found on the coasts 
of China and Japan, 

I, a.—Lateral See taberr ation 
~Lal chain. Sanw as @rrerpfor, see also @ran- 
wonity, &— Lateral masses of sacrum, 

Bee ®ercrem, ®organ!. — organ. 
Sane a4 parapophyns—Lateral secretion, septum, 
sinus. Seo ®arerefion, ete, 
qt. mn 3A small ditch or distributary from 

a main or principal irrigation ditch. 
The location of the faterale furnishes an oppertanity 

for the irrigutor to show his skill Wile the land is ne*, 
spreading water over it will bea difficult matter. It may 
be impossible to property locate Ue main daterals at first, 
and supplemental laterals anit dikes tay have ter be com 
strict Yearbook U.S. Dept. Agr., 1. po Mee 

4. pl. In the pelecypod mollusks, the laters! 
hinge-teeth, those lying at the siiles or ends of 
— anterior or posterior to the 
median or cardinal teeth.— Farm lateral rT 
distributing-dltch leading to or across the farms to te 
irrigated. 

[NL., neut. pl 
of I lateralis, of the side: see lateral, | 7 



lateralia 
the capitalum or head of a barnacle, the lateral 
lates, These take on various shapes and are usually 

ly designated. Thus in the scorn-barnacles, or 
Balanida, there are restrolateralia and carinotateral 
according to thelr position near the rostral and ear 

tee, pla 
Lateralis accessorius. See *aceessorins. 
lateralize (lat‘e-ral-iz), vr. t.; pret. and pp. 
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in intricate forme, as in making ornamental chair-l 
balusters, mete, otc. The stock to be turn 

ofoutteran, This cutter-head revolves at a high apeed, and 

rapidly tarped to a forms correnpording to the shape of the armed to a form of the 
blades af the cutters, The cutters take the hilave of the 

lateralized, pr. lateralizing. it teral + -ize.] chisels or other tools of the ordinary turning-lathe. Since 

To turn to be side; place on one side; make —— —— — vol ose pietesin 
lateral. Therapeutic Gazette, Feb, 15, 1908, a day.—V's of a la’ the V-shaped ways on a lathe- 

tion, See lateral opera- slide, | Dan -Lateralized opera’ bed on which the fagre and tala 
(under lateral) and lithotorey. lathe-bed (lavn’bed), ». The upper or main 

lateralizer (lat‘e-ral-i-zér),". A muscle whose part of the framework of a lathe, on which 
action serves to move the jaw sidewise, or rest the head- and tail-stock and the tool- 
laterally. [Rare.] carriage. 

There can be no doubt that in animals which chew the latheman (la7u’man), #.; pl. lathemen (-men). 
ank tha ltersal pperepels asa ans peseren, loteralier A brass-finisher who is employed solely in 
of the jaw. Proc, Z * London, 101, HL.  tuoning at the lathe and not in fitting at the 

laterifloral (lat ‘@-ri-fl’ral), a. (Is, latus bench or vise. Labour Commission, Glossary. 
(later-), side, + Jlos ( flor-), flower, + -all,] In WEB p. 
hot., having lateral flowers. Also lateriflorous. Jathe-race (laH'ris), ». In weaving, the track 
laterifiorous (lat-s-rif’lé-rus), a. Same as in which » shuttle runs. 
*laterifioral. lather- (larH’ér-fung*gus), rn. Any of 

lateripaisten, lateriversion. See */ateropul- the basidiomycetous fungi belonging to the 
sion, laterorersion, genus Clathros, 

laterization (lat’e-ri-z4‘shon), ». In geol., lathery (lavH’ér-i), a. [latherl + oie) 1, 
the process of subatrial Goony in certain rocks Covered with soapy lather.—2, Covered with 
which yields laterite. Geikie, Text-book of sweaty foam, as a horse.—3, Resembling 
Geol., p. 169. ; lather; figuratively, unsubstantial, like foam. 
lateromedial (lat’e-ré-mé‘di-al), a. Toward Jathe-standard (lavn’stan’dird),, A leg or 
the middle of the side. — oaks A-frame used as a support for a lathe-bed. 

lateropoaitipn Lat'g-26-pesteh on), ™ [Is See eut under lathe!. 
latus (later-), side, + positio(n-), position.) lathing-saw (lath’ing-sa), n. 
Displacement to one or the other side. ting metal laths. 

[Also la -staff (lath’ing-staf), n. A lathing- lateropulsion (lat*e-ré-pul’shon), n. 
lateripulsion ; ¢ latus (later-), side, + pulsio(m-), hatchet; a hammer having a cutting-edge for 

A saw for cut- 

driving.) <A constant tendency to lateral trimming laths. 
movement, lath-ren (lath’ren’ding),m. The process 
aterotemporal (lat* ——— Perel), a. [L. of making laths by splitting. 
latus (later-), side, + E. temporal?,|] Pertain- Ja: ¢ (la-thir‘’ik), a, (Lathyrus + -ic.] 
ing to the lower or outer part of the temporal ueing lathyrism (which see). 
region, according as the skull is compressed jathyrin (lath’i-rin), . [Lathyrus + | 
or depressed, A yellowish compound found in the seeds o 

temporal Tegion ls’ prialtively fencstrated by two — 
tinct openings, the supra. ond tadere-tem fenestrer, latifundian (Iut-i-fun‘di-an), a, [L. latifun- 
bounded by the sapra- and latero-temporal arches, one or dim, a great estate, + -an.) P. ning to 
both of which may secondarily sey or possessed of great estates or a great estate. pear, 

—— Amer. Nat., Feb., 1004, p. 10. See latifundiunt, 
arches found in auch a ie aa that of Bette * latigo (nite?) 4* ldtigo.) A strap for 
Laterotemporal vacuity or ve ir 

lateroventral (lat’e-ré-ven‘tral), a. [L. latus latilamina (lat-i-lam‘i-nli), ».; pl. latilamine 
(later-), side, + E. ventral. Situated low (-né). IL. latus, broad, + lamina, a thin 
down on the side; toward the belly. Amer. plate.) In paleon.,a term denoting one of the 
or a Oct.-Dec., 1903, p. 634. thick concentric strata of the hy oralline 

lath!, ». 3, In mining, one of the sh ned Stromatoporoidea, in distinction from the thin- 
planks driven in advance of the excavation in ner laminw which are formed out of processes 
sinking shafts in loose ground. See *forepale,2. given off horizontally by radial pillars, 

lathe!, ".—Back-geared lathe, «lathe in which the latimean lat*’i-mé@an‘droid), vn. [Lati- 

ak eeiNirer aeetthe say hese Memdra + ond) A coral of the genus Lat : meandra, of the family Thamasteriide an 
ot belt is made to ven povertal (arming effect group Madre aria fungida. 
the cutting-tool. The cone-pulley carries a small gear 

Latin. I. a.—Latin school. see *schootl.— Latin headstock, and a second sruall plulon on this back-ges? * — socond small phon ses ‘Kear square, Latin square problem. Seo #myware!.— 
Latin union. see Latin, By the treaty (1s Le] 

p 
— drives a larger gear on the spindle, The back-wear 

mces speed an Kereases power, — Ball-| 4 
lathe, 1 form of turing-lathe fitted with « special ar- aes ant Beet erie bared tpn the Bee Bene 
rangement of Its tool-holder for turning sph surfaces. 
—Barrel- and -sm or -ganding) 
lathe, See *xetniding-machine.—Hat- lathe, 
a machine for brushing, froning, smoothing, otherwise 
finishing a hat.—Jewelers’ a sinall preciadon- 
lathe for use on a bench: mach used by watch-makers and 

tho test-' Wlest-indic 

the lower of the two bony 
teria. 

unlform weight and Genes, were authorized, and it was 
ided that such colna showht be of untimited 

der in the countries issuing them, and that these 
issued by any ome of the states should be recelvable in 
payment of public dues in all of the signatory states, It 
was provided that the minor silver coins should be of a 
uniform tienes of .5S, that they should not be issued 
by any state in excess of six france per capita cf the popue 
lation, and that they should be legal tender to the extent 
as ——— — * — ment in ** — 

a i payment of public dics, 
sach coins fesued by the other states in payments not ex: 

bulging-lathe, » spinning- lathe which 
attachments for — hecks of spun-ware 

and bending them inte pea having a or 
swell at ome on the sidea,— a 

lathe equipped with a slide-rest, an attachment used ceeding one hundred franca, While the issalng states were 
principally for turning to exact dimensions and redupli- ea Sead lathe, underlathel.— required to receive these colna in any amounta. By an 

——— 1874, renewed in 1875 and ESTA, the quanti- 
of allver to be coined in the several states were 

limited. Im IST7 the coinage of the five-frane piece 
tically ceased, and wold became the monetary ped wef 
although the silver five-franc pieces still retala their 

-temler quality. 
.— Palse Latin not academically correct ; 

hence, any blander, as an error in good breeding. 

Our captain . . . answered that he would not [put on 
his hat befure the king}, that they should not cae ia 
to commit that falee Latine. 

G. Havers, tz. of P. della Valle, Travels in E. India, p. 
[isk ED, 

Latin-American (lat‘in-a-mer‘i-kan), a. and 
n. I, a, Of or pertaining to those peoples of 
America that speak Romance languages: par- 
ticularly applied to the nations that speak 
Spanish or Portuguese, 

II, », A native of a Latin-American nation, 
Latinic (la-tin’ik), a. [Latin + -ic.] 1. Latin 
in # political sense; of or pertaining to the 
Latin nations, whether ancient or modern.— 
2. Latin in a large sense; largely Latin: as, 

Variety Lathe. 
«@, work in place between live- aed deadcentera; 4, table with 

lateral traverse to bul work to cutters; ¢, revelvieg forming- 
cutters, ender dust-hood, * 

latron 

“the prevalent Latinie character of the vo- 
eabulary,” J, A, H. Murray, in N. E. D. 

Latinity, ». 2. The condition of being a 
Roman citizen, 

Latinizer (lat’i-ni-zér),. 1. One who trans- 
lates into Latin; one who makes conformable 
to the Latin Chureh; one who habitually uses 
Latin forms or idioms.—2, A Latin scholar; 
a Latinist. 
latiplantar (lat-i-plan‘tir), a. [L. latus, 
broad, + planta, sole, + -ar3.) In ornith., 
having the tarsus rounded behind: contrasted 
with the laminiplentar tarsus of most birds, 
(Rare. j 

latisellate (lat-i-sel’at), a. [L. latus, brond 
+ sella, saddle, + -atel.) Having a broad 
saddie: used of the first or earliest suture in 
amtmonoid cephalopods, and contrasted with 
*asellate and *angustiseliate. The latisellate comii- 
tion is not a primitive but a secondary stage in the phy- 
logeny of the ammonoids, and docs not appear in the 
carilest representatives of the group. 

latisept (lat’i-sept). a. [L. latus, broad, + 
septum, septum, partition.) Same as */atisep- 
tate, 

latiseptal (lat-i-sep‘tal), a. [latisept + -al!,] 
Same as *latiseptate, 

latiseptate lat-i-sep’tat), a. [latisept + -atel.] 
In bot., sed ne brend partitions, as in the sili- 
cles of many cruciferous plants. 

latite (la‘tit), ». (Latium, an ancient province 
of Italy, + -ite?,) In petrog.,@ name given by 
Ransome (1898) to voleanic rocks intermediate 
in composition between trachyte and andesite : 
the lava equivalent of monzonite. They are 
characte the presence of orthoclase and lime-soxda 
feldspar in nearly equal amounta, with subordinate ferro- 
magnesian minerala The term embraces trachyandesite, 
trachydolerite, ciminite, and wulsinite. 

latitude, n.— Apparent celestial latitude, the appar. 
ent angular distance of a heavenly body from the ec ae 

er, and uncorrected for ax, 
Geodetic tude, latitude as determined by 

astrononical observations corrected for station error. 
See xerror, The correction seldom exceeds afew seconds. 
= latitude, the angle between the polar 
ania of tee earth axed the Gireetion of a radiae drawn to 

distinguished from th 
latitude, distance on the 
its equator. tude, the angular distance 
forth or south of an foaginary line passing around the 
earth midway between the magnetic poles.— Mean lati- 
tude, Same as middle latitude (which see, umter lati- 
tude). — difference of the amount 

of latitu: whet the aif ea a ee * ta to e difference o| represents to 
the d of lal 8 * in a minute 
change in the latitades of places on the earth's surface, 
discovered at Berlin in 1580 and since fully verified. It 
never exceeds G9", and a to be made up af two 
Blipe periodic variations with of one year 
and of fourteen montis respectively. It is caused by a 
motion of the earth's axis within the globe, in conse. 
quence of which the pole of rotation wanders in an appa 
rently curve around ite mean position, never, 
however, receding from it by more than about 30 feet, 
See cut. This motion causes correspouding changes of 

+0725 +010 0 O10 ~0f25 

+025 +010 0 Alo 
Variation of Latitede. 

Course of the pole of the carmh from 1g00 10 19m. CAM recktt 

de as well as of latitude, It ts supposed to be 
ly the result of periodical changes in distribu- 

tion of matter oa the earth's #1 due to 
and other caness; but the —— is still ob- 
scure. 

latitadinary (lat-i-ta‘di-na-ri), a. [NL. lati- 
inarius, < L. latitudo, latitude.) Same as 

latitudinarian, 
latomy sees mi), ». (Gr, Jerouia, a stone- 
quarry, , astone-cutter, ¢ Aac, stone, + 
-Towoc, ¢ raueiv, cut.) A stone-quarry: applied 
especially to one of those of ancient Syracuse. 

latreutic (la-tri‘tik), a. Same as latreutical. 
latront (la‘tron), nm. latro(n-), a robber, 
Compare ladrone.] A brigand; a robber. 
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latronage 

— — (li‘tron-aj), ». 
Brigan 3 — 
latruncular (la-trung’ki-liir), a. IL. latrun- 
culus, & pawn at a game resembling chess, + 
-ar3,] lating to or like the pawns in a 
game resembling chess. 

mn. 3. Asheet-iron plate prepared for 
tinning, and ranging in thiekness from .020 to 
-016 of an inch, Phillips and Bawerman, Ele- 
mehts of Metallurgy, p. 340.— white thin 
sheet-metal of the bronze class, usually in rolled 
manta of om ater of ouape, tin, and s 
from black latten, which ia a true brass of copper and 
zine. 

lattermost {Jat érvandet), a. Last; latest. 
lattice, ». 4. In tertile-manuf., an apron or a 
conveyer made of latha or slats, and designed 
to carry material into a machine or from one 
machine to another.—5. In math., a net made 
of straight lines, vertical and horizontal, and 
inclosing rectangular compartments. 

lattioe-soren (lat‘is-&*prun), m. A flexible 
feed-table constructed of narrow slats, em- 
ployed on textile-machinery to carry the raw 
material into the machine; a lattice. 

lattice-bar (lat’is-bir), mn. Instractural work, 
icularly bridge work, one of the slender 

gonal members which connect the two oppo- 
site parallel members or flanges of a structural 
iron or steel beam, column, orstrut, and which 
are arranged in two or more distinct, continu- 
ous, lines, the bars of one line crossing 
those of the other: in distinction from lacing- 

[latron + -age.] 

bars, which form a single, continuous, zigzag la’ 
line, no two members of which cross one 
an 7 
lattice-beam (lat‘is-bém), ». A beam, gene- 
rally of structural iron or steel, composed of a 
top and a bottom flange, commonly of channe!- 
irons, united on each side by diagonal latticing. 
See *lattior-bar. 

lattice-frame (lat’is-frim), n. A frame, re- 
sembling a deep and narrow lattice-girder, 
composed of two parallel members, frequently 
— united by a system of diagonal lat- 
cing. 

latti , 4 Half-lattice girder, a ginier or 
trust in which the tension-bara ran only one Way across 
Ue panels. They are symmetrical about the center, aa tn 
a Warren truas, and there ls a perpendicular compression- 
momber at the cad of each panel 

lattice-stitch (lat’is-stich), n. In needlework, 
an embroidery stitch formed of straight lines 
crossing and recrossing, 

latticing (lat’is-ing), ». In structural work, 
— arly bridge work, the system of slender 
ingonal members which connect the two oppo- 

site parallel members or flanges of a structural 
iron or stee] beam, column, or strut, and which 
are arri: in two or more distinct, con- 
tinuous, zigzag lines, the bars of one line 
crossing those of the other: in distinetion 
from lacing, in which the adjacent bars form 
a single consecutive, zigzag line, no two bars 
«crossing one another, 

latus!, ».—Latus rectum, (c) The chord through the 
focus of a conic perpendicular to the transverse 

latus? (la‘tus), wn. (ML. latna, Gr, Adrog.] A 
serranoid fish, Lates niloticus, found in the 
Nile. It attains a large size and is used for 
food. 

laudanidine (li-dan‘i-din), a. [laudan-um + 
-id* + -ine?,| A colorless alkaloid, CopgHg5O4N, 
py in opium, It forms cryatals melting 
at 17 

laudanine (lA’da-nin), u. {landan-um + -ine?.) 
A colorless alkaloid, HOC,;H,,;N(OCHg) 
contained in opium, It erystallizes in email 
trimetrie prisms melting at 166° 0. 

laudanosine —— n. (laudan-um + 
-ose + -ine?.) A colorless, slightly bitter 
dextrorotatory alkaloid, C,;H,,;N(OCEg),, 
contained in opium. It crystallizes in needles 
melting at 8 C. 

laudatio (lM-da‘shid), n, [L.: see —— 
In law, evidence tending to prove the gor 
character of one accused, 

laudator, ». 2}. In old law: (b) A witness to 
the good character of an accused person. 

Lendisaiom (li'di-an-izm),, Same as *Law- 
dism, 

landification (!i‘di-fl-ka’shon),», [NL, “law. 
dificatio(n-), ( laudificare, praise, ¢ laus (laud-), 
praise, + facere, make] The act of praising 
or extolling with praise. 
Laudism (li’dizm), ». The policy of William 
Land, Archbishop of Canterbury in the reign 
of Charles I. of England. He songht to restore the 
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Church of England to what he regarded as its primitive 
me and worship, and te this end 

aiden ioe 
laudist! (la’dist),». [lawd + -ist.}) One who 
writes lauds or ascriptions of praise. 
Laudist? (lA’dist), n. [Land (see def.) + -ist.) 
One who supported the policy of Archbishop 
Laud. See Laudian and *Laudism. 

Tian (16-jé‘ri-an), a, [Lengerie (see 
def.) + -an. Langerie-Basse, in France, 
or of a prehistoric race represented by one 
skeleton of a man and two skulls of women 
there found belonging to the later paleolithic 
(Magdalenian) period, and characterized by 
thiek, dolichocephalic skulls, 

After tracing the steps in the Industrial evelotion of 
the Paleolithic period, the authors [Gabriel and Adrien 
de Mortillet} pass in review all the discoveries of foasil 
haman bones supposed to belong to the same period. 
The existence of is recognized—an eariier, 
referred to the first three epochs of the Paleolithic period 
and called Neanderthal, and a later, referred to the last 
three epochs of the same period and named Lap tote 
or race of Laugeric-Basse. The Laugerian race is derived 
from the Neanderthal without intermixtare from any 
foreign source, The transition 
homan remaine from Any. 
Bréchampa ence, M. 

fangerie Ghancsiade race, See *race%, 
laug. (laf’fal), a. [laugh + -ful,] Full of 

lauroxylic 
ways found for sale in the markets of the larger 

cities of Mexico — Moreton Bay laurel, © 
australis, a tree of the laurel family. pe yam 
eafros.— Native 
laurel, Pittesporum 

— a * 
Zealand laurol. Lavrelia Nova-Zeelandia, a large pated 
of the fami —— tly soft, yellowiah wool, 

, IMictum un.—To re- 
pose or on to cease striving for a 
while and enjoy the honors wom.— To retire on one’s 

to cease and be satisfied with the honors 

i. 
tecerya glaucescens, one of the treea called beech 
Australia. See xbeechl, 2 and ack #ecsensroe —Win- 
wr) laurel, the Carolina —— — Prunus Caroline 

laure} (li‘rel), ¢. t; sige ear pp. laureled. 
aurelled, ppr. laureling . urel, 
n.] To crown with, ——— a 
distinction. 

Laureled by some exclusive of select spirite. 
* —— Feb. 5, 1M, p. 222. 

laurel-butter (li‘rel-but’ér), a. Same as 
bay-oil. 

laughter or merriment, urel rele * Sam 
laughing-falcon (li‘fing-fa’kn), ». See *fai- 'UFel-camphor (1A’rel-kam’for), n. “= 
* laurelic (l4-rel’ik), a. [laurel + -ic.] Noting 
langhsome (lif‘sum), a. [la + -some.] . , ⸗ Bendy to ugh; fied tooxiite anghter. © compound seid to occur in bay 
ughy (1a’fi), a, [laugh + -y1.] Feeling like 

laughing. [Nonee-word.] 
Why need wien we are loupig, aa wo leap when weenscheepy. 

, Ravenswing, L 

lauia (li-j-é’ii), ». [Hawaiian.] A native 
Hawaiian name for several species of the 
genus Scerus; a parrot-fish. 

launch, ».-Naphtha-fuel launch, a launch which 
generates steam ip its boiler for motive power and uses 
naphtha for firing. 

launching-cleat (liin’ching-klét),n. A wooden 
cleat, used either in dry-dock or in the launch- 
ing of a vessel, secured to the ship in snch a 
manner that it will catch the head of the 
shore. 
launching-planks (liin‘ching-plangks), ». pl. 
A set of aks forming the Paring on rt a 
side of the ship on which the bilgeways slide 
in the launching of the vessel. 

band (liin ‘ ching-rib band), ». 
See launching-iways. 
under, ».— inning jannder, launder which 

lnandet ar —S— of one oF ‘more troughs, ar 
ranged to be revolved. PAilipe and Bauerman, Blements 
of Metallurgy, p. 554. 

laun , -net (lin’dri-net), n. A net used to 
a eld fabrics while they are cleaned by boiling. 

laundrywoman ps ‘dri-wim/‘an), m. A 
woman employed in 4 laundry; a laundress. 

laurdalite (lir’da-lit), ». [Lanrdal, Norway, 
+ -ite?.) A coarse-grained rock composed of 
soda-orthoclase or soda-microcline, or ¢ o- 
oe with nephelite, a small amount of 
epidomelane, and augite, rarely olivin. Brég- 

ger, 1894, 

laureate, ». 3. In some educational institu- 
tions in the United States, a degree given to 
women instead of ‘ Bachelor’ and * Master’: 
as, Laureate of Science, ete.—4. In numis., 
same as /awrel, 5. 

laurel,». 3. (5) In Porto Rieo, Mexieo, and 
Central Ameriea, a name applied to many 
species of Ocotea, Damburneya, and allied 
genera of Lauracee ; especially, in Porto Rico, 
to Ocotea forniculacca, O, floribunda, Dambur- 
neya Sintenisii (Nectandra Sintenisii of Mez), 
D, Kragii (Nectandra Krugii of Mez), and D. 
cortacea (Sortuadre —— of Grinebach). 
— urel, b |. Ree 

dombda, tamanu and rs er iiaek leeeel. the Job 
lolly-bay, Lasianthuse Lasianthus.— Cam 1 
the camphor-tree, Cinnamemum Camphore,— Deer-lau- 
rel, the great laurel or rese-bay, 
none, — Diamond- an evergreen Australian 
tree, Pittesporman rhombtfolinm, See Pitteeperwm,— 
Dodder laurel See *deddertaure and wdevil’s-cwts, 
a—Dog-laurel Same as ®dog-Aotite.— Dwarf 
the sheep-laurel, Kalmia anguetifotia.— Florida lau- 

tie sweetlenl, Symplocoe tinctoria. — Hairy laure] 
Kalinia hireuta, & abenb with villous-hirsnte leaves and 
rese-parple flowers, foand in moket pine-harrens from 
Virginia to Florida. Jaurel, See Aedge-laurel 
and /itforporwin.— Horse-laurel, the great jaurel.—- 

“laurel, the sparge laurel, — 5 
Liteee glaucescens and L. pereifolia, aromatic shrubs 
belonging to the Lawracee and called avr by the Mext- 
cans, The leaves are used as a flavoring for certain 
dishes and ure taken as a tea, sweetened with brown 
sugar, for medicinal purposes and as a beverage. They 

iodendron maxci- 

la l-ivy (1a’rel-i‘vi), 1. Same as big-leared 
ivy. 

laurel-magnolia (lA’rel-mag-n6‘li-), mn. See 
Magnolia. 

Tarbons, chiefly ‘ethyl. xylenes, “Coll carbons, chiefly e enes, 
(CHy)o, formed by the distillation of * 
camphor with zine chlorid. 
Laurentia (li-ren’shi),n. [See Lawrentian.] 
The land area of Archman rocks around whose 
shores the Paleozoic sediments were de- 
= png See Laurentian. Amer. Geol., Sept., 
903, p. 148, 

Laurentide glacier. See *glacier. 
Laurer's See *canall, 
laurestinus (li-res-ti’nus),n. Same as laurue- 
tinus. 

lauretin (lA‘re-tin), ». [L lawrus, laurel, + 
-et- + -in?.] A compound said to oceur in 
bayberries, the fruit of Lawrus nobilis. 
Lauretta whitefish. See *whitefish. 
lauric (Ja’rik), a. [L. lawrus, laurel, + -ic.) 
Noting an acid, a colorless compound, Cy, Ho,- 
COOH, homologous with acetic acid. It i found, 
in combination yoerol, in bayberries, the fruit of 

nobilia, in orim beans, in croton-odl, in - 
macett, and in cocoanutoll. It crystallines in tufts of siiky 
needles, melts at 426° C., and boils at 225° C. under 100 
millimeters — Also called dodecateic acid. 

laurinol (Jé‘ri-nol), ». [L. lewrws, laurel, + 
-in + -ol.) A colorless, odorless, indifferent 
compound, CeoHygOg, obtained from the wood 
of the bay-tree, Laurus nobilis, It crystallizes 
in prisms. Also called laurcl-camphor. 

lauristic (lA-ris’tik), a. [L. lawrus, laurel, + 
-istic.] Same as *lawric. 

laurolene (lA’ré-lén), mn. IL. lawrus, laurel, + 
-ol + ene.) A hydrocarbon, CgHj4, formed 
by the distillation of camphanic acid. It is 
probably a 1, 1-dimethyleycloherene. 
laurone (lA’rén), n. [L. laurus, laurel, + -one.] 
A colorless ketone, (Cy,Hoq)oCO, prepared by 
the distillation of calcium laurate. It is a 
homol of acetone, crystallizes in plates. 
and melts at 69° C. 

lauronolic (lii-rd-nol’ik), a. [L. lawrus, laurel. 
+ -one + -ol + -ic.] Noting an acid, a colorless 

liquid, nococcũy on. CH. cCH,)s 
prepared by the repeated distillation of cam- 
phanic acid, It boils at 233-235° C. Also 
called trimethyl-cyclopentene-carborylic acid, 
laurostearin (lA-ré-sté’a-rin), ». [1.. lawrws, 
laurel, + * v8 tallow, + -in?.]) A ecolor- 
leas compound, C3Hs(CyoHegOe)s, contained in 
laurel- or bay-leaves (Laurns nobilis) and in 
cocoanut-oil. It erystallizes in needles and 
melts at 45°C, Also called trilawrin and tri- 
laurie glyceride, 

lic (lir-ok-sil’ik), a. [L. lawrne. 
laurel, + oxr(ygen) + -yl + -ic.] Noting an 
acid, a colorless compound, CoHigOm pre- 
pared by the oxidation of laurene with nitric 
acid, It forms warty crystals melting at 145°C. 



laurvikite 
laurvikite (lar’vik-it), n. (Laurvik, Norway, 
+ -ite2.) A coarse-grained syenite composed 
of fattened feldspars with a somewhatrhombic 
cross-section which are microperthite or soda- 
microcline. There are, besides, small armounts of soda- 
lite and pephelite in some varieties, and variable amounts 
of ferromagrnestan —— — — lepidometane, and 
barkevikitic hornblende. Sragger, 184, 

lene (la‘ri-lén),n. [L. lawres, laurel, + 
Tt -ene.] A colorless levorotatory terpene, 
Con g. contained in bay-oil. It boils at 
age 

lautarite (1ii’ta-rit), n. 
owner of the deposits, + -ite?,.) Caleium 
iodate, Ca(I1Og)g, occurring in from colorless 
to yellow monoclinic crystals: found in the 
sodium-nitrate deposits of Atacama, Chile. 

lautite (lou’tit),n. [Lauta (see def.) + -ite?.] A 
metallic mineral containin cones per, arsenic, 
and sulphur, but of doubtful homogeneity: 
found at Lauta, near Marienberg, Saxony. 
lautverschiebung (lout’ —— x. (G., 
< laut, sound, + verschiebung, shifting.) In 
philol.. ‘shifting of — applied to the 
changes which a series of Indo-Eu- 
Topean mute consonants of the same elass 
underwent in the Teutonic languages, as if 
each consonant were shifted forward one de- 

inits class. See Grimm's law, under lawl, 
vi In ter shifting, sometimes called the second layender®, ».— 
lautrerschiebung, appears in the Old High 
German. 

See *lawine, Byron, 
Lauzon (l6-zon’), ». [Lauzon, Quebec.) In 
geol,, & term introdue by Logan for a divi- 
sion of the rocks near , in the Que’ 

up, the age of which a bene shown to ex- 
—* from the Cambrian to the close of the 
Lower Silurian. 

la ".—Block lava, in geol., a structure sometimes 
pn Ba in —— Ewald the — zone of the 

lavabo, ». 4, The psalm in the mass service 
which the priest recites at the washing of bis 
anc 

lavabo-dish (li-vi'bd-dish), ». A shallow 
basin used for the ablution of the pricst’s 
hands in the mass service. 

lava’ (li-va’brum), ». [{L.] Same as 
*labrum?, 
lava-caldron (lii’vi-kal’dron), mn. An open, 
pit-like crater which — molten lava, 
Geikie, Text-book of Geol., rE 328, 

lava-cone (li vi-kon), n. geol,, a voleanic 
cone built up of successive flows of lava rather 
than of the fragmental products of explosive 
outbreaks. Opposed to ticff-cone, 

cones, volcanos wi t 
— 2 ip mage» > wre. ere 

Jour. (R. G. 8), XIIL 64. 

lavacret, ". [L. lavacrum, ¢ lavare, wash.) In 
phrases referring to baptism, a font; a bath: 
as, the lavacre of spiritual regeneration, 
lavadero (lii-vii-da‘rd), n. fSp-. < lavar, < La 
lacare, wash.) Apparatus for washing silver 
amalgam from ore. Phillips and Bawerman, 
Elements of Metallurgy, p. 744. [Mexico.] 

lava-field (lai vii-féld), n. =. consolidated lava- 
flow covering # considerable * 
The most extensive lava-feld in island. 

Geog, Sour, o *. &), XII, 501. 
lava-lake (lii’ vi-lak), ». An expanse of mol- 
ten lava, ina erater, 50 extensive as to be 
called a lake. The Hawaiian volcanoes afford 
the best examples. Nature, Sept. 4, 1902, 
p. 41. 
lavalliére (li-val-yir’), ». [F., from a per- 
sonal name.) A pendent ornament consisting 
of or set with one, two, or three gems, gen- 
erally attached to a thin chain. 

iava-streak (lit’ vii-strék), n. A dike of lava 
which is contrasted in appearance with its 
inclosing walls. 
lava-stream (lii’vi-strém),». A flow of lava 
while it is still molten; also, congealed and 
cold lava which originally flowed in # stream. 

These lara-efreema, which the Teelanders call apal- 
hraun, are relatively narrow with high edgea, walkin ne. 
when viewed from a — like fences or ri on 
land, Geog. Jour, (R. G. 8), XITL (7. 

lava-terrace (lii‘vii-ter’fis), ». One of the es- 
carpments of lava-sheets which surround the 
pita of molten lava in some voleanic craters, 
such as those of the — Islands. Geikie, 
Text-book of Geol., p. 329 

[The Oficina Lautaro, lava 
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lavational (li-va‘shon-al), a. [lavation + -all.] 
Pertaining to or of the nature of washing or 
lavation. 

lavatorial (lav-a-td’ri-al), a. [L. lavatorium, a 
—— to a lavatory or lavatory, + -a2, 

to washing. 
lava-torrent (li’ re nt), ». A torrential 
flow of lava, whether molten or congealed. 
Large quantities of man, capectaliy, sal amimonine, are 

often Soporte’ on the faee-torrents during eruptions in 
— Geog. Jour. (R. G8), XULL G10, 

u, 4, The ceremonial washing of 
the gaat of the priest in the celebration of 
the holy communion.—5, In plumbing, a per- 
manent wash-bowl of marble, enameled iron, 
or porcelain, fitted with hot- and cold-water 
pipes, a waste-pipe, and other conveniences 
and fixtures. It may be affixed to a wens or 
— upon the floor,—6. A room, es 
in a hotel or publie buildin ngs provided we 
means for washing the hands and face, and 
often including a water-closet. 

lava-waste (li ‘ vii- wast), n. 
composed of lava, 
Notwithstanding the plenteous fall of rain and snow, 

is scarcely any water to be found in the fara- 
wastes. Geog. Jowr. (R, G, 8), XIII. pot 

lave? (lav), n. 5 v.) 1. The act of wash- 
ing or laving.—2, The sea, 

A barren area 

tincture of lavender, a 
red, aromatic, —— tincture of cinnama 
cloves, nu! and red saunders, which contains amal 
quantities of of lnvender fowers and it ja 
carminative in its action — Native lavender, in Tas- 
—— Styphelia australis, a tall, Washy shrub or small 

the family Epeeridaces, The whole plant when 
bis sinclls like new-made hay, 

lavendol (lav’ gu-dol), — 
A colorless liquid, 
lavender-oil, It alte at 1 
lavendulan 

[lacend(er) + -ol.] 
— contained in 

lavendulite (Ia-ven’dy-it), xn. (ML. leren- 
dula, lavender, + -ife2,] Same as */avendu- 
lan, 

lavenite (lii’ven-it), ». [Also laavenite, loven- 
ite; named after the island of Laren, in south- 
ern Norway.] A silicate and zirconate of 
manganese, iron, caleium, sodium, and other 
elements oecurring in from yellow to brown 
monoclinic erystals, It is related to pyroxene 
and, more closely, to woehlerite. 

laver', n, 3, Figuratively, the baptismal 
font; "the spiritual regeneration of baptism ; 
any cleansing of the spirit. 
Laverania (la-vé-ri’ni-j), n. [NL.] A genus 
of sporozoans of the order Hemosporidia, 
one species of which, ZL. malaria, is pore 
sitie in the red corpuscles of human blood 
and is the cause of pernicious malaria. Also 
Hemamaba, See * Hamamaba and * malaria, 
Grassi et Feletti, 1890,—Laverania danilewaky, 
a —“ * blood. parasite of pigeona and certain other 

—Laverania ranarum, a protozoan blood-parasite 
Mt oor 

laverick (lav’e-rik), ». [Origin obseure.] In 
the western United States, a contemptuous 
— for a greenhorn or stranger; a tender- 

Pin (la-vin‘i-f), . ry, 1. An Ameri- 
ean nymphalid butte: Victorina steneles, 
formerly known as F. favinia. It occurs in 
Florida and South America.—2. [eap.] A 
genus of minnows inhabiting the const streams 
of California, 

lavoisium (la-voi’zi-um), ». [NL., named 
after Lavoisier, a French chemist.) A sup- 

sed new chemical element announced by 
t in 1877 as oceurring in pyrite. There is 

no confirmation of its existence, 
lavrovite (lav’ré-vit), n. [G. lawrowwit (1867), 
named after N. von Zavrer, a Russian.] A 
variety of pyroxene eolored green by vana- 
dium: found near Lake Baikal in Siberia. 
law!, ".—Albite law. See walMite,— Antitrust laws, 
* name given to statutes cnacted for the pu of regu- 
pie trusts or Yast combinations of capi vs 

polarization, polarizntion, Baer's 
on as pole that rivers flowing ——— or mouth 
form depewite and sand-banks moet on the 
right-hand side of the stream owing to yo tence of 
the rotation of the earth on the moving water: a rule de- 
duced by K. E.von Baer, in 1500, for the rivers of Russia, 

er hastily generalized for the whole northern 
sphere.—Balmer’s law, in spectroecopy, the law 
eight lines in the spectra of metals oecur in se 

ries, the frequencies of vibration being tn simple numer- 
jeal relation to one another. The wave-l of lines 
of the visible spectrum of hydrogen, for example, may be 

a = 8641.6) by the 
clon fen Ry i law of 

wine See Baveno tein, 
Lote ned bo, aw, vane 1a doctrine or opinion 
that the ancestral i recapitulated in 
thelr development - i niin Soo tT ulation, & 
— Biot-Savart Biot and 
Savurt (1 for tie oe te teen 
carrent —8 through a straight linear conductor of in- 

finite length It is given by the formala H a in which 

T fs the current, r the distance from the conductor, and 
H the force, — law, See *tevn], 3— Brewster's 
wd in optics, the law that the tangent of the le of 

lete polarization for a substance is ¢ nal to in- 
dex val refraction of that substance — ‘s law. 

lew, in Ja meteor. the law announced by Buys Ballot, in 
ism), that “if on oy meres there Is a difference be- 
tween the barom readings at any two stations, a 
wind will blow on that day in the neighborhood of the 
line fotning those mr which will be inclined to that 
li or thereabouts and will nara Oe 

lion whert Gua venhion ts leven on tee hand side. 
Bee Buchan's #rule.— law. See Coristed tein, 
under twint.— law of solar rotation, 
the haw of the * necelerution," = Pee rem 

of —* and Wilsing to bela a slow * 
* 

—F law. See 
“Cosine law, See Lambert's lave of 

woosines.— CR Same as Kelrin’ *law.— Cou- 
lomb's law, A. seal the haw that the force with which 
two electron attract (or repel) each other is 
inversely proportional to the square of the —2*82* * 
tween them and direc’ roportionnl to the product of 
the two quantities of pie The corresponding law 
Load — poles, namely, that two poles of strer 
** Mig respectively — ve. repel) each 

th a foave directly prey their —— tm 
img, and inversely femal to to the — — 
aon * —— ares law, 
—— tics, the baw, —e— fre Duteh 

F.¢. hondera, that the orientation of the eye for 
* Berger. of the tine of vision is constant, no matter 

at path the line of — u neve been bronght 
in position. — Dove's law of, th rotation of 

Boe tondined’ 8. — law that all 
bodies begin to en visibly incandescent at the same 
tens) ture the temperature of initial visibility, stated 
by per to be obs* but really dependent apo the 
condition of the eye. The first visual sensation —— i 
now keown to be a sense of brightness, which B poeceten 
all cobor-sensation, instead of the sensation of rest as 
described by him. The first coborsensation, as the bendy 
observed increases in teny ture, ie that of the 5* 
of maxitntm luminosity in the spectram—a 
green.— Engel’s Jaw, in polit. econ, the pulncipl ie that 
with the increase fn the ittcome of a family the percent- 
age of expenditure for food decreases ; the percentage 
for clothing remains approximately the same; the per: 
centage for rent, fuel, amd light does pot vary: and the 
percentage for education and *— higher heeds in- 
crexses : nated from Dr. ished 

‘a 
tine from a polut J’, 7 * 
P refracted’ to a point J, 

the path of the ray Is 
that which enn be trv- 
ersed in a minimum of 
tite, at — the 
prineip J ome, 

—FPerrel's law, iii we- 
teor., a law, annomned 
by William Ferrel in 
In, In accordance with 

e which a bedy moving in 
any mm along the 

“ eurtace rotating 
Derat's Lew. earth experiences a de 

flecting force pushing it toward the right in the northern 
hemisphere amd toward the left in the southern by an 
amount that varies directly aa the velocity of the body 
and as the sine of the latitude, From this law Ferrel, in 
181, dediteed his theory of the general cirenlntion of the 
atmosphere aid the oeean, and the rotation of the winds 
in storma = Ferrel’# law had also been recognited by 
Polaseon in 1827 a8 applicable to cannen-balla, bit bts dimn- 

wrtunce to x y Waa first perceived by Ferrel.— 
ma law. (a) ai weth,, a law stating that any 

pertodic function of a single variable — p, which does 
Hot became infinite at any phase, can be expanded fn the 
form of a series consisting of a constant term together 
with a double serles of terns one set involving cosines 
—— sines of multiples of the phase. Thua, if 
by bey pertodic function of the variable z having a period 

Stes gt — 26X Ajcos—= + &, ¢ By ain 

(+) In acoustics, the law that “any vibrational — ot 
the sir in the entrance to the ear, correspondin, 
musical tone, may be always, and for each case on 
single way, exhitited as the sum of a namber of 
vibrational motions, corresponding to the purtinls of t 
musieal tone.” Jf. von HetmAoltz (trans). Sensations ut 
Tone, p. 34. Fourter’s law of conduction, the law 
that t ile quantity of heat w, passing across a given area, 

q. within a conducting anbetance fs t = qk 7 where 

k bb the conductivity of the smbc'ance and a ie 

the temperature gradient.— Preencl-Arago law, ak 
law that rays 5335 at right angles te each other de 
not Interfere wher hy into the same plane of potari- 
ration, provided that they come from an unpolarized ray 
Such raya, if they come from a polarized ray, — — 
when —— tothe same plane of polarization. Pres- 



law 
nel's law, the law that in crystals the velocities of the 
two light-waves are nal to the largest and small- 
eat radii vectors of coved section of the wave- 
ee ee is the qenter of the carmen 

to the wave- — isw, in naval 

of geometrical and dynam eae wat Independently ie tat in 
derived 38 Froude from the atudy of — ot 
ship-mod: 
the statement of this law, considering 

— of the model and the vensel are in 
the same aauine my aa the square roots of the homologous 
dimensions (aa the | At corresponding speeds, 

WATo-4 setup in the water are of the sanse 
by Froude’s law, ware. reaistances of the 
and of the vessel are in Che same ratio as the cubes of 

the linear dimensions, or as the displacements, The firie- 

inne ie poaecits uleidadings Xk Ge snecmoniinns hale a ations a! —* rr th 

——e— — the na * 
towed inthe experimental basinat various a; poset ty ee 
P| resistance (which see, ander *ewree) of the full-sized ship 

spoeds can thus he determined and from 
it the eee free power —— te drive drive the mp 3 

law 

— — com law oC amen he- 
ity. Bee ancestral eritaner (x) aml (.—Gal- 

law, the law that In one where 
barometric pressure is above the are je wind be 
blowi outward and around In the di of the move 
tent of the hands of a watch and opypx#ite to the cyclonic 
clreulation, The law waa announced by Galton fn set 
from the le weather-charta — 

tance, See ancestral winherit. 
— — WH, Same as wefafutes of 

— Gompertz's rf ae. 

tered 
eae a — 

etrical 

Mey there is 

wx = Bes, iu which «x besa he force of mortality, 
B the basic constant a ma nd ¢ the constant — 

2* 

us ks inversely proportional to the aquare mot of ite 
ity. — Grassmann's Jaw, 8 a tact stated by Hermann 

Grenssat tn 18M, to the effect that where in an Indo- 
there were two aspirates in the same or 

sticcessive syllables the first of these aspires was in 
Sanskrit changed into —— media, and in 
Greek into the correspo! — tenuis, An —— is 
Greek *@ocxo< (gen. on at 6 @o€g, hair 
Haeckel’s law. Same as 

pat) changed to a 
biegenctic #law.— 

law, an expression for the e diminution of moisture with 
titude in the atmosphere according to the law that the 

vapor-tension is a —— function of the altitade 
above sea-level, quite anal Henrys law, to the ordinary atmo- 
ge pressase.— Beary’ W, in phys. chem., the law 

ven volume of any pelea constant tempers. 

with "hr Welch toe penpertionsl tetas seteares of Oe w which are pro ov eo preesires 
: ~~ * is sf will * five times as wach She 

Erbon joe. Ving & pressure ve atmospheres as 0! 
carboa ** axing & preasure of one atmosphere — 
Heas‘s law, , the law that the amount of 
heat 255 in a chemical process is the same whether 
Labor pl mgs AE Be in severnl steps. It is oa 
special case of the law of the conservation of energy, and 
waa discovered before the latter law was formulated : it 
ts the foundation of thermocherlstry.— Hinrichs's law. 
the law of distribation of large and small rainfalla in 
accordance with the law of chance. law, 
the law that. in elastic bodies the ratio of stress to 
strain is constant, Hookes law Is —— true 
only for very alight deformations of a —Interstate 
commerce law, an act of the the ates Congress, 

February’ 4, 1887, and since amended, by which 
retate Commerce Commission wus created. (See 

oe Ita princ! objects were to prohiblt dis- 
crimination in and the pooling of —— 

competing and to secure arbitrat 
differences between corporations and empl 

Jacobi's law, in efect., the law that the 
motor reaches ita maximam when the ooen' 
tive tame tk cur bat oe trope 

motor were at rest, —Ji law, the 
poeta = of marginal —— eutility), formulated 
by W, Stanley Jowons (but ab others before and after 
him) that the satisfaction atte led by successive inere- 
—* = a — — ——— diminishes 

i ie decent ro, becomes a negative 
way or pa we deecending carve is stally assumed 
te Judge-made law 
* 

in form.— , judiciary 
wie ae is frequently used with some degree of 

opprobriam to Indleate the overriding of the intent of 
heyislatures by) udicial constraction of statutes. Kelvin's 
law, in edect., the law that the tine-constant which ex- 
reases the sy of signaling through cables is pro- 
—— to the capacity of the line multiplied by its 
resistance. ed the AA (or CR) law.— Kirch- 
hoff's law. * laa of #radiation.— Kirkwood's 
law or supposed flaw, published tn 1540, com- 
necting the 4 —*— of the planeta from the sun with 
thelr masses and axial rotations, It ts discredited by 
Inter and more accurate data.— Koch's law, a rule for 
establishing the specificityof a pathogenic mieroorganien: 
namely, it must be present in every case of the disease ; in 
veulation of a susceptible animal with a pure cultare of it 
muat cause the disease; and it must he discoverable in the 
animal saffering from the disease so acquired.—Kohl- 
rausch’s law, in phys. chem, the ition that the 
molecular conductivity of an electrolyte at infinite dilation 
is the sam of two numbers, one of which depends solely 
on the cathon and the otter of which depends solely on 
the anion; or, that the velocity with which a given jon 
travels is constant for a given solvent and a given electro- 
motive force, and dows not depend upon the nature of the 
other tons which are present in the solutlon,—KR (or 
CR) law. Same as Keloin's eiaw.—Kundt’s law, the 
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law that, in anomalous dispersion, the index of refraction 
is abnormally increased as we approach an absorption: 
—— pete et 

space Will rise in temperatare as bony as it remains parely 
that is, 20 long as it does not become i 

tquid or salid, or so dense that the laws of Boyle an 

charles nolonge bok rood Lavo Bee ti ~~ Law aggregation, 
—Law of ancestral heredity, Sec ancerstral #inheri- 
tance.— Law of aa Mrewde’s law, 
—Law of constan' See *heat.— Law 
of it in chem., the general 
that an ie substance in a 
state consists invariaht, the same yg united 

th 
——— Law of 

w of 
aniity, 2— 
relation ———— the index of refraction of liquids and 
their density. The law is expreased by the formula 

n—1 
women ee COMBE. 5 

d 
ae nm in the index of refraction and d the density of 

liquid.—Law of greatest gain. See *gatnl,— Law 
of great numbers Se law t oe Saree number of 
elementa, each indepemlently according to almost 
ow are added, their eum w iit taepeneral eral vary accord. 

to the ordinary law of error.—Law of and 
Wang Same a4 %law of moss action.—Law of 

the law * a — ———— tends to inerrase 
y excess of bi y excess of immigration 

over emigration, or hy —— of neigh pee § 
lea, according to some relation of Ite culture and # 
28 of living to ite lus energy. — Prin, of 
Sociol. p, 370.— Law of interest, in peyched, , the law or 
Principle that those elements of a past experi ence are the 
count effective for recall which at time of the experi- 
nee recelyed the greatest share of attention or aroused 
the k highest degree of interest, 
The influence of emotional states must be stated as a 

In wit but not an exclasive cause. 
in wha Ae⸗n 

— of inverse oo oguares, eares, the * governing the relation 
between the in' yotan « which emanates from a 
center and is transmitted — y ik all directions, amd 
the distance from the source, The tntensity in each cases 
is —— fae gern to the square of the distance. 

intensity of sound, of light, and —J ar form of 
radiation, when transmitted in * media, is deter 
mined by the law af faveree The sravitational 
attraction of two toasses, the ¢ trie attraction or repul- 
sion of two charged bodies, and the attraction or repul- 
oon of two magnetic poles follow the sume law.— Law 

Same aa princi of least action 
(which see, under action) — Ww of path. fame 
as Fermat's ®low, w of in peychol,, the 
prineipte of sasociation Dy similarity, 
This. . . disenasion, . . has led to the classification 

of the amociations of — and two laws hare been 
formulated : the one called the law of likeness, and the 
other the law of comfigatty. all 

JW. |, Trath and Error, p. 303. 
in optics, the law that when a beam of 

light lara reflection, falls upon a second surface 
at the —— angle the a of the beam after the 
second reflection is proportional to the equare of the 
cosine of the angle lew the ion planes of reflection. 
The law that “an orthotomic system of mys remains 
—— go after any number of reflections and refrac: 

" (Drude’s “Theory of Optica,” p. 12) ts also some- 
tienes termed the law of Malus —Law of mass action. 
See taction, Also called law See amen and Waage. 
—Law of *#mentall.— Law of 

See wmerration.— Law of octaves, in 
neralized fact pointed out oy Newlands its 

1964 Shee that | if it the elements are —— in the order of their 
atomic weights * — ber * <a preseute ue less 

fH properties preced ee 
ing it. This» by hy: years later in the hands 

of Menlelejelf post Lothar Meyer waa developed into the 
nw — hited periodic law.— Law of paral- 
lelism, « ing dewreeot probalitity that similar stages 
of human cutee, or like institutions, in different parts 
of the world have sprung from like conditions mither 
than a aay oa intercourse a4 separated. 
commun — Law persimony. i baw thew 
conscious beings try to attain a maximum of satisfaction 
with es miniovom of effort or pain, 

But the fundamental law of everything psychic, and 
especially of everything that is — —— — 
fe the law of parsimony. Ward, Pure Sociol, p. HL 

Law of periodicity, the universal law of rhythm (Her. 
bert Spencer, “ First Principles” ) in ite —— and social 
manifestations. — Law of the 
principle that what t already in consciousness =. to 
remain, Peyche, Reo Mon Sup, xiv. 8i.— Law of 
pretaremce. (a) The law of the relative influence of the 
jeals of force, pleasure, austerity, and self-realization in 

determining social choiee, In populations as they are 
the lower ideals dominate, but in pormal social evolution 
the higher ideals become — 33 Gid- 
dings, Rlementa of Soctol., p Wa (5) *5*8 of 
naeoclation, ame As selae af intercst.— 
ties, the body of laws, decisions and m-th “Jee the 
distribution of water for irrigation in accordance with 
the order of first ase, This law exists In various formes 
in most of the western arid States and protects the first 

law 

Law of priority, the ——— 
normencla: tare of taxonomic or 73 

lahed for any ne of that 
* — — * ree 

mere 
‘bat from the time when it was established 73 e— 
in the pomenclatorial sense of that word. 

—_ of the refectton = 
onyma. Bee weater & and 

thomouym, A-—Law See — 
sion. — Law Bee at. 
—Law of al relations, in Wndt's hod, 
one of the a Pe yehological laws of re It 
easential content “the principle that every single 

yehicnl content receives its signifteance from the rela- 
lone in which it stands to other peychical contents,” 

and (ts most complete expreesion is to be found in the 
ve analysis and the 5* — 

actions upon which 
weontraste and wlaw of pave Patines sy 

it ehol., of Pavghical 
Wundt —— oneot the three pe —* laws of 
relation. — tte expression in the fact that every 

these elements have once —— Presented, bat which are 
no means to be looked } ws Ge mere sue of the 

correla- 
ein ple that “ comaciousness is 
ae 5 

See ‘recapitulation, ‘k— Law of 
in eoctof,, the asetimption that “social groups exhibit, 
recfprocal effecta that are fundamentally the same 
always and — and that groups behave * 
cach other otherwise —— ay tendency > Son. 

—8 on —* J * seine ry ¥ eve! 1 
Ritew a — meathensaticall: 
carve — La of relativity, J 

The relativity ef 35 
— relativ ity goes back to the formula of “sentire 
semper idem et nom sentire ad idem recidant” ‘(to think 
always the same thing and not to think at all ammount to 
the same thin, ae oe —— in his “Tor ahogie,” dis 
tinguishes and criticizes five forms ‘law’ which 
plays a considerable part in certain peych cal aye 
tems, for example in those of Wandt, Lipps, and Hoffding. 

We may now sabeume all these phenomena — tonal im 
tervala, light contrast, the geometrical increase of stim 
tus-bitenalty for Bony A beticrable seteation-lifferences 
under one aw: the law of relatieity. . 
We shall expect to — that the law of relativity is net 
restricted to the sphere of sensation, but is aj cable 
fn every case where the ——— of & men process 
is qaaauietively apprehemded and compared with that 
of 

W. Wendt (trans.), Human and Animal Psychol, p 119 

Law of tion, in peychol,, the principle of associa 
tion by contiguity, 

The law of association by contiguity would hold that 
letters or words occurring in relatively chose succession, 
or ae pe map ms i to fuse of coalesce. This 
is called also the Lave <j nrsate. 

hol. Rev. Mon. Sup., xiv. 71 

Law of big law of the portal restraint of 
a oe ewlal action. Impulsive social action varies in- 
versely withthe habit of attaining ends by indirect and com- 
faa — a fF — Same as lex anne 
(which see, th J —— tion, ( 
temlency of like unita to collect th one on an or OF BT 
rangement, under the common action of inchbent forces. 
ia ¢ numerical law to which the descendants of Mes- 
- Al conform. See ancestral #inheritance — 

intensities, in peyehophys.. Weber's 
—— — wnt (trans), Homan and Animal Psychol, p. 
=i—Law of . in phwe,, the law that, at low pressures, 
the movement of a gas along a solid 
though the solid were withdrawn to a distance equal to 
twice the mean free path of the particles and were 
by a layer of (ee at rest.—Law — — 
shurricane distance. Law of su! in pedis, 
ecom,, the law according to telat —— who are pet 
using the most economical methods are impelled to embeti- 
tute these methexls for the more costly ones whtich 
are using; also, the —— a to which society su! 
tutes the more eMelent Fam 9 ers of labor an capital 
for the lean efficient. Alf arehall, Prin. ot Fcoaxn- 

, the law that ica (4th od), p. 420.—Law of sym 
“the of sympathy decreases as geberality of 
hx increases,” Giddings, Blements of Sociol 

—Law of the circle. See *circle.— Law of the 
and something impossible to alter 

referring to Dan. vi. 12.—Law of sones, 2 law relating 
te the appearance of sunspots on certain tones, at cer- 
tain times in the perbod of ap nency > often referred 
to us Spoercr's law.— Lawes of imitation, the laws (for- 
mulated by Tarde) of the causes and progress of imite- 
tion and of the relation of imitations te one another: 
especially the laws (1) that in the absence of Interference 
imitations spread in a geometrical Progression, and (2) 
that imitations are refracted by their media, so thar the 
copy never exactly reproduces the original, whence arise 



law 
variations and inventions —58 

* 
——— ey Rha ot ety ig in any given 
—5—— especially the as (tide “Elements of 

sympathetic and pated like- 
mindedness, and (2) that coercion diminishes with the 
decrease of gas and — diversity and of inequality, 

*radiation,— Laws 
elena” Gee See taeinl + all — —Le Chatelier’s 
law of f Fadiation, the emp pirical Inw that the intensity 

Tait, TR —* 

where I is the intenaity sad T ia the absolute tem 
ture of the radiating Listing’s ls: ww, in ye — 

jee, a law of eye Movement, first * ae 

social forms and pro- 
4 Of the social causes 

ing, and phrased by Helmholtz ns follows: * nit ‘ie 
line * travel froan the poet to any other poal- 
tion, the fom of the cyetatl in this seven position is 

tarned sponta thxedl axis at 
aa second directions of the 

232 of Gompertz stay, expressed by (he forma! 
wx = A+ Box, in which A represents cl or the 
constant — in the force of mortality,— 
law. Seo *tainl, 3—Maxwell- law of 
the distribu 
and, in more general form, to Boltzmann, that the final 
distribation of the velocities of the molecales of a gas in 
— la of the ame mathematical form as the a 
aren of errors of observation as determined by: 

errors. Maxwell's law of partition, in the 
kinetic theory of Mu gases, the law that in amixtare of gases 
the av energies of the different seta of mole- 
cules tem —— @ common value, and that when 
the mixture ts in pen a the kinetic of the 
various kinds of molecules are MUTE 1's 
law Tejenfenal es blendel¥edha of a yas ie 
independent of ite ae YW. ine 
as periodic lave,— nel akties tnbert- 
tance. See aneretral eS eae 
law. See the extract. 

Already the researches jut alluded to have afforded « 
fual and irrefragable proof of the accuracy of sorig- 
inal conception that to every definite —— — 
there appertains a distinct and characteristic crystalline 
form, and have reconciled this with Mitecherlich’s dis 
coveries In isomorphion by revealing an —— —— 
fui easy connecting very small angular 
whieh are found to occur between the crystals 7 the v var 
ous members of isomorphous series with the atomic 
weight of the tnteechanpeabie elements composing therm, 
‘This generalisation pot only defines the real meant, 
extent, and seope of Mitecherlich's law, but also proves 
that the supposed exce —— are not such, and, thareen. 
the absolute truth of the rule that difference of chemicnl 
composition does in all cases invelve difference of cryatel- 
line form. Nature, April 4, 1907, p. £28 

Moses's law, « piratical med for the laying on of thirtr- 
nine lashes on the naked The order was, “ Lay on 
forty, leas one,“ ay See the extract. 

A very intereating set of —2 are commected with 
the acanthin skeletons —*98 cantharia) where the spicules 
are not deposited In the —— bat are formed at the 
centre of the central capes growing out centri ty 
inte the extr-capsalar plasm aud resalting in a akeleton 
of radiating apines, With « few exceptions these splices 
are twenty in —* and are arranged in a certain geo- 
metrical order which has on characterized as the Mul. 
derian law. The points of the spines fall in five circles 
parallel to the equator, and there are four spines to each 
circle. The spines are named, according —* * achemie, 
polar, tropical, eq sul-tropteal, and 

‘alkine, Preteen pp 7. 

Milller’s law. Same as Millerian #law,— "slav, 
the rule that rigor mortis appears first in the facial mes 
eles and downward, involving the muscles of the 
lower extremitics lest.— Ostwald's dilution law, Sce 
edilution.— Oswald's law, in Hag. too, a law, named 
from Oswald, Bishop Worcester, about oH, 
which caused the ejection of married and the — 
duction of monks into the churches.-—-Pamphiet lawa. 
Sanve as Wetatntes at large.— Pascal's law, in Aydro«., 
the law that ina fuld af rest the pressure fs the same in 
all directions ae that, aside from the differences of pres- 
aure prodaced by the action of gravity, the pressure 
within the fluid J everywhere the sme. Paschen's 
law. See laws of *#radintion. 's law of an- 

inhert See ancestral *inkerifance.— 
Pericline law, See pericline twin, wider treat, aE Ay 
sonal- laws, Sew peraonal,— 
* law — stimalation of a nerve occurs with the “ive! 

ce of aneloctrotofius and the appearance of cat- 
el — —Phonetic 1a W, a law ou to govern 
phonetic changes. The phrase lina been taken much tow 
serionsty by nome — treat A —— —— 
not deserv ya Te Of spew i properly 
ex the fact that certain changes affect or appear to 
affect all members of the same class, in the same period 
of the same or Gniversally, and the feat all 
— changes and sequences are by physic- 
hee conditions within a certain range of variation. 
What appear to be exceptions to an ascertained or ac- 
cepted law are explained by the interference of other laws 
or fiets. In this way Shere is a basis for the frequent 
statement that phonetic laws are invariable, The law is 
aften only a general tendeney, liable to be checked by 
* accktent mt of epeegh: or time. Thus, the law that Indo 
European be Teutonic *h (as in Latin tenuis = F. 
thin) te ut is —X by the law that an Indo Raropean ¢ after 
* — preserved (Inde-Ruropean afa-, B, ata-td, 
ete, 

The word law has been ill chosen for tse in this con. 
nexion. In netic lame there is no element which can 
be identified as coming under the definition of alaw as 
propounded by a jurist like Join Austin. 

Eneye. Brit., XXXL. 674, 
that th i 9 , the ae ey oe of Pear 

which will foe's 
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as the pressure and the square of the cross-section of the 
poe Teele pore a e of the tabe and the 

ent of visoosity.— law, in . an 
empirical law or rule for the varia! fn the it from a 
— with the supply af It la given by the 
formula le = le + A (c—q) where La is intensity 
when the supply of gaa ee Dae 

re of tig goat te ga Poynting’ i, on the q y law, 
— esas Wl ton 8 cena carrying current is 

ood tends maintain that temperatare indefinitely. 
radiation recelved when that condition is must 
then always oqual that emitted. Seo #radiation.— Public 
laws, Same as wstatutes at lorge.— Purkinje’s law, in 

38 the law that of twosarfaces, differing in 
lor bat equally bright when — — Maninated. the 

one vnlen sends —— —* lengths to the eye will 
appear relatively hter under intense (umination and 
darker under feeble illumination than the o 
let's law, in phenedooy, the law thatagiven sof growth 
requires a given definite pescading climathe condition, — 
Raines law, a law (named from Senator John 
tte chief promoter), enacted In 190 and amended in 1807, 
governing the sale and taxation of liquors in the State 
of New York. Am — are the abolition 

e appointment of com- 
We te. —— — 

in phys ete,— Rao 
empirical 4 that 1av the 

of molecules of the solvent the de- 
p of the freezing-points of the solutions are equal, 
A similar law ia that in the conditions specified the dim- 
tnutions of the vaper-pressure of the solations are 

in a given number 

that they pat us in ~ of methods of determini 
—* fase — tod substances whose ¥ dena 
ties cannot be —— —* — 

tion Ww. * — Richter's 
of ments in general fact — 

action are also neutral in character. 
tion law, van dilution) law. See —** 
—55 law.— lawe. Same a4 *etatiutes at 
roe.—-Sieomens's law, in elect., the law that the efficiency 
ae a moter a tunity aa the ratio of the counter- 
¢lectromotive force to the impressed ——— 

or, expressed mathematically, that 7" 

where * is the efficiency, e the coanter-clectromotive 

—— Ethe * electromotive force,— Sine law, 
in the of lenses, the law which defines the condi: 
tions —— wales a —— of benses will J ge mo i 
free from aberrat The law is that the sines of 
og of ieee: of any two conj le rays peseing 

. —— in the abject and ‘the correspond ing 
point in ite image must have a constant ratio, Lens 
systems for which the sine aw i fulfilled are said to be 
aplanatic,—S8nell's law, in optics, the law that in the 
refruction of light the sines of the angles of incidence 
and a constant ratio to each other; the 

fan-Boltzmann la — v0 Ste oid ——— 

law, tean law, itt 
rinciple that the color and 

form fleld produced by a rapid 
of variously colored and variously Lg 

stimull are the same as they would hare been had th 
reflected light been, from the first, aniformly distributed 
over the field ; and that increase of rapidity of saaccession, 
beyond the point required for fasion, produces no change 
in the result, The law was formulated by Talbot in 1834 
sats hang by pe in * — yenr. ae Cc. 

Exper. Payc The great 
name given to the first code Tr laws of Pennsylvania. "It 
was lished in 1682 and is celebrated for the proviabe — 
it contained for —— oft — Thomeen’s 
in pies, chem,, the su rule that the cloctromotive 
toree of . galvanic aan in ™~ is equal to the chemical 
energy of the reactions going on in the cell, mensured in 
calories, divided by a = nt The rable holds good 
—* ma —— Lg < the a == bot change 
with change re, Sinee a ximnay 
the case with the Daniel cell, which was ba we rd 
the rule obtained a certain ition.— To to law, 
to seek legal redress or relief in a court of law.— Tor- 
rigelit's law, in Ayitrond., the law that the velocity (v) of 

ofa liquid flowing out of a vessel ander a constant 
head A in¥ = ih fac where @ is the acceleration due to 
gravity. It follows from this law that the velocity of 
effiux is that which the liqakt would acquire by fall. 
ing froely under the action of gravity from the level 
ot the surface of the liquid in the vessel to the ori- 
flee; also, that for a given head the velocity of efflux 
is independent of the density of the Agen and fora 

lawyer-vine (li'yér-vin), ». 

lax-fisher —— n 

laxitude 
ts that determined by the lower tompezetare.< Weber- 
Pochner the Fechnerian state- 

Yeber's law, that sensation 
the logarithm of stimulus. 

—— gare this law a precise poresten and a mathe- 
matical formulation, aud . put it to elabarate experi- 
mental test, Although his imodesty Ted is him to name it 
after Weber, we m term it Fechner’s 
Law or the Meber- 

EB. B, Titehener, Exper, Paychot, IL & 20, 
Wien's law, the law of the variation of radiation with 
temperature expressed by the equation 

gan 
=i" e AT, 

where I, is the intensity of the wevelengie Ain the spec- 
trum of a glowing body, 0 fe the hoger ic base, T the 
——— ——— Te WE 

¥, 
—* the law that the line of vision, travers: 

plane the frontal ie, follows 
straight lines In the am ol and bhortzontal directions, 
but takes curved paths for all Intermediate movementa, 
The law was formulated by Wundt in 1802 and by La- 
mansky in 1580, 

L. A.W. Anabbreviation of League of Amer- 
ican Wheelmen. 
law-hand (JA’hand), », The form of hand- 
writing customarily used in legal documents. 
lawine (la‘win, G. li-vé‘ne), m. [G. —— 
(lawine), lawwine (lauwine), lauine, loewin, < 
Sw. dial. lawine (léwine), lawine (latine), lau- 
win, lanwi, taui, in Appenzell lduena, lduela, 
older lewe, in | lan, lane, in the Bavarian 
Alps lauen, leun, launen, len, lanen, ete., an 
avalanche: OHG. lewinna, a "torrent, Mine. 
lene, an avalanche, liune, a thaw; — 
ML. lavina, latine, an avalanche, ¢ 
fall: see lapse. But the forms in part seem 8* 
depend on G. law, tepid: see lew?,a@.) An 
avalanche. 
law-lordship (li‘lérd’ship), mn. The official 
position of a law-lord. 

‘ lawman,7. 3. A lawyer. 
law-merchant (1a’mér‘chant), n, See law}, 
lawn-grass (lin‘gras), ». grass suited to 
forming lawns and used for this purpose. 
A bown-gruas must make a close and permanent turf 
and mast therefore be a ink by rootstocks 
or otherwise; it mist be of a pl color, a deep rich 
emerald green (lasting thre the season) being the moet 
Seonabier nd * t must be in texture, this depending 

on wid y on —— The and 
cipal lawn-grasses of the United Statesare Kentucky 

ore (with which white clover may be mixed), creep- 
ing bent, and Rhode Island bent; bat where these aay 
be grown substitutes are employed, as Bermuda 
the South, and St. Augustine grass on the South 
and Gulf consts.--Charleston lawn-grass. Sam: 
Augustine eyrase.— Japanese or Korean 
a tropical a TAA, — — native on the shores 

wal centers Asia, Australia, and New Zealand, 
it both ? so sandbinder and a ng-plant, 

am harsh texture, an excellent lawn-gruns for 
sa soils: o —— 232— 

lnwn-grass, Opi tia atolonifera, an 
et ta a creeping dieecious grass, stioflar in habit te 
Bermuda grass but more 22* Tt forme a thick sot 
over all exposed surfaces, and is suitable for use in public 
squares, etc., while itis ‘iso liked by cattle and is useful 
for pasturage. 

erga i orthorhombic —— in erys- 
alline schists in California and eleewhere. 
— n, 3. (D) Same as gray snapper, See 
rapper pam le Bee buahde 

rye. — lawyer. 
often ad saleappiicd to tot 

pay | 

lawyer-cane (layer-kiu), n. — as *lawyer- 
B ican 

er-palm (li’yér-piim), v. In Australia, 
= mus australis, a strong, ¢ eres Im, 
with stems several hundred feet lon; leas 
than aninchinthiekness, Its long —— and | 
tendrils are covered with sharp, recurved 
spines and make it a serious obstacle to 
travelers. 

In Australia, any 
ae of several spiny, trai ling or climbing 
vines, as the bush-lawyer, Rubus australis, the 
lawyer-palm, Calamus australis, and Flagel- 
laria Indica, See Fl 

One who catches 
salmon at the time of their ascent of rivers in 
the spawning season. 

given pressure at the orifice ts inversely proportional Jayifoliate (lak-si- f6’li-it), a. Bame as lexi- 
to the square root of the density —Van der 
law, in neurol., the law that the motor fibers in any Solious, 
nerve are distributed to the muselen which move the laxism —— n, The principles or inter- 
part to which the sensory fibers of the sume nerve 
—Von Bacr’s law. Sce Baer's *law (b) Watt's law, 
the law that the vapor pressure Freres erat f adhe 
differing in temperature but containing the same liquid, 

' laxitude (Jak’si-tad), 
pretations of the —* 8. 

(L. *laxitudo for laxi- 
tas, < larus, lax.) anit. [Rare.]} 



Laxmannia 

Laxmannia (laks-man‘i-a), n, [NL, (Forster, 
1776), named in honor of Eric Laxrmann (1737- 
96), a Finnish priest who made extensive 
botanical collections in Siberia.) A genus of 
lants of the family Asteracee. See Petro- 
anne. 

lay}, . I. trans. 20. To aim or point, as a 
cannon, 

At the moment of firing { 
sitions of ovarse become defined ; but 
locating them sufficiently for avcarate leytag on board 
ship may nevertheless be considerable, 

c. Brit,, XxXV. 452. Rney 
To a 4 Tn tenning, to spread 
— be! hx P ln —**8 liquor be! 4 
7. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p 17.—To lay down. (#) 
In eytter onlture, to plant, a8 an oyster-bed.— To lay in. 
(b) fn ofl-painting, to place the first masses of color on a 
canvas (c)To eat —— voraciously ; tuck in a large 

{Coliog,) —"To tay om. (d)'tn printing, to place, aa paper 5 nating, 
to be Printed um the fed: tear ; also, toplace a chins ot 
type) aj 6 —* darqu 
— — 538 mane of — wink 32* bel fattened, 

— under, or " a speci 
fled or Indicated by * following complementary © 

layered (la’érd), a. 
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slowly rol the wall of t! i] - 
ter — — red — —— fied a iaty, 

la ver of meni Aen on — — py side —— 
(la*ér-aj), n. In hort., the subject of 

making layers: the process of layering and all 
that is connected with it. L. H. Bailey. 
layer-cake (lé’ér-kak), », A cake made in 

layers and an icing over the top. 
Arranged in layers; con- 

sisting of a specified number of layers; covered 
deg) io vets with sofnething: as, layered with mud.—Layerea multiple. 

*formation. 
layer-stool (la‘ér-stél), ». A root from which 
layers are produced. N. E. D. 

laying-away (li‘ing-a-wi’), ». The process 
of tanning hides for sole-leather by spreading 
them in vats with alternate layers of bark. 
C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 179. 

“house (lai’ing-hous),, In rope-manuf., 

lead 
line from it to the striker’s wicket and would 
have hit it. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. 63. 

L. 0. Anabbreviation (a) of Lord Chamberlain ; 
{b) of Lord Chancellor; (c) of Lower Canada. 

l/c. An abbreviation of letter of credit. 
L. 0. B. An abbreviation of Lord Chief Baron. 
.C. 0. An abbreviation of London County 
Council, 

coast-defense Fur ee Pe, layers, generally with « filling between the L. Ch. An abbreviation of the Latin Licentia- 
tus Chirngiw, Licentiate in Surgery. 

L. 0. J. Anabbreviation of Lord Chief Justice. 
loc. m. An abbreviation of least common 

L. 0. P. An abbreviation of Licentiate of the 
College af Preceptors. 

Ld. An abbreviation of Lord. 
L. D. An abbreviation (a) of Lady-day; (6) 
of Light Dragoons ; (c) of Low Dutch ; (d) [l. 2 
of the Latin litera dominicalis, dominica 
letter; (¢) same as L. H. D. 

L. Div. An abbreviation of Licentiate in 
“, the buildingin which the laying of the strands Divinity. word 

clanse; a4, fol nder the necessity of d for the completed rope is done, Ldp. Lp. Contractions (a) of Ladyship; (b) 
— 

(lé’ing-t5l), ». .A rectangular flat dp, Lp. | ¢ (a) —* 

IL, intrans,— aft (neut.), an order to the crew to 
proceed toward the # pany a A in ( he 
an order to the men on the yards to gather in toward the 
mast; a command to leave the yard-arms and ‘lay in‘ 
toward the slings — Zo lay forward (nawt.), an er to 
the crew to go toward the —— pen car lags, @) 

-mines,— pd pi mticmy her said of lay 
out on one’s Oars (nent,) 
and drive the boat faster through the water. 

lay), ». 9. Terms or conditions, as of a bar- 
gain. (U.S. 
Lay, terms or conditions of a in; price, Ex. I 

hought the articles at a good dey ; ny his goods on 
the same lay that I did mine. Pickering, Vocabulary, 

Lang’s lay, a method of laying the strands, in making a 
rope, in which they are tw in the same direction as 

donien shag als hin tin topes mermecel cone 
the axia, within which the helically wound awe bre gd 
cable make one complete turn around the axis. 

lay-away (l4‘a-wi"), 1. [ley away : see lay}, v.) 
e vat in which hides are laid for tanning; 

also, the liquor in which they are steeped, 
T. Davis, Manuf, of Leather, p. 383, 

lay-band (i'band), x. A band or string for 
tying a skein or lea of thread or yarn, 

lay-boat (la hõt), n. A boat at anchor, 
iag dy (la’bi), x. 1, A sluggish place in a 

ver, or still water artificially inclosed, in 
which barges can be laid by when out of com- 
mission.— 2, Something laid by or saved, 
especially money. V. £. D. 

lay , nm. 2, Same as *lie-days. 
lay-down (la‘doun), a. Said of a collar which 
is laid or folded over on itself; not standing; 
lay-over. Also used substantively. 

, ® 7, In oyster culture, an artificial 
oyster-bed.—8, In cattle-raising, atield or yard 
in which cattle ready for shipment are —— 
9. In phytogeog., one of several strata of plants 
of different vegetation forma met with in some 
formations, especially in forests, Thus in a 
forest, benenth the facies, or 3 layer consiating of 
large trees. there may be successively a layer of small 
trees and ahruba, one of bushes, then upper, middle, and 
lower herbaceous layers, and finally a ground-layer of 

lichens, ete. F. R. Clements regards these layers 
saan, Ib zones. layer, — 6 Found * — * 

— arger’s A jo ae Birilla: cy Te 
Bowman's layer, a layer of connective tissue between 
the cornea and the conjunctiva. Also called’ Bowman's 
————⏑ lazer, the layer of va undor · 
lying aliquid in the spheroidal state and insalating it from 
a hotter surface beneath ; also, the dark space at the cathode 
of a vacaum-tu wenally known a8 Crookers apace.— 

J ——— 
hans‘s layer, the epithelial layer of the villi of 
chorion. — Byéphan laver, in certain ciliates, as Stentor 
and Vortice(fa, the ttbrillated ectoplasmic or cortical por- 
thon of the body or of the contractile stalk. Also myo- 
phane layer,.— layer, in motlusk-shells, the 
middle layer, consisting of minute prisms of calcium cnr- 
bonate by thin fibers of conchiotin, It lies be- 
tween the periostrnenm and the nacre.— Rauber’s layer, 
the outermost of the three cell- layers which form the very 

— * = 

Rauber's Layer. 
A vertical section across the embrynnal area of the blastedennic 

vowcle of @ rabbit at the end of the atrh day, Dighly magniged. 
|Atter Kdlliker.) a, outer layer of celle of the em! area, of 
Kawver’s layer: & epiblass: ¢. hypetast. 

(From Marvhall‘s * Vertebrate Embryology." 

wane mammalian blastediec. This external layer, which 
ater disap completety, covers the octoederm,— Skele- 
togenous  Inembryel,, the layer of condensed meso- 
derm cells immediately surrounding the notochord of the 
vertebrate embryo and giving rise to the axial skeleton. — 
81 layer, the portion of the bloodstream, in the 

eet Vessels, in which the white corpuscles are seen 

to pull a more powerful stroke layka (lii‘i-kii), n. 

trowel used by p rers in laying and 
smoothing plaster. 

1 “trowel (la’ing-trou’el), ». 
*laying-tool. 

la: walk (la’ing-wik), *. A ropewalk; a 
long building where ropes are laid, 

(Aymaré and Quichua.) 
A society of shamans, among the mountain 
Indians of Bolivia and Peru, who are diviners 
by means of coca-leaves, spiders, and other 
things. They also are shamans of the hunt, 
and rain-makers. 

lay-over (li’6’vér), ». 1. In railroading, a 
train, particularly a freight- or local passen- 
ger-train, which is detained on a siding to 
allow an express-train to pass, ([Colloq., 
U. 8.J—2. Same as *lay-doiwn, 

lay-race (li‘ris),. That part of the loom-lay 
or lathe upon which the shuttle travels as it 
is thrown from one side of the lay to the 
other. 

lay-shaft (li’ shaft), 
shaft; a shaft whic 
the adjacent machinery. 
an independent engine, has been 
operating the valves of marine engines to secure constant 

+ henee the term has come to be used for any shaft 
ta the valves of an engine, as, for instance, the 

cam. of a gas-engine 
a pene linders operntes, 

PR ad eden ey ut ee — the engine. 
Elect. Rev., Sept. 17, 1904, p. 456, 

lazar,». II, a. Having s loathsome disease ; 
leprous, 

Lazaret fever. Same as typhus 
lazera (laz‘e-rii),n, A catfish, Clarias lazera, 
found in African rivers. 

-bunting (laz’i-li-bun’ting), ». Same 
as laruli-fineh. 

lazuline (laz’i-lin), a. [lazwli + -inel.) Of 
the color of lapis lazuli; bluish. 

lazulitic (Jaz-i-lit’ik),' a. [lazwlite + -ie. 
— — to, resembling, or containing lazu- 
ite. 

lazurite (lax’i-rit), ». [ML. lazur (azure lapis 
lazuli) + -ite?.] The sodium-aluminium sili- 
eate which forms the essential part of the 
ornamental stone lapis lazuli. 

brand, in stock-raising, a cattle-brand so placed 
on the animal that its longer axis is horizoutal, as * 
<, ete. 

lazgy-bar (li’zi-biir), ». A portable iron bar 
laced across the opening of the fire-door of a 
urnace to serve as a rest for the flre-toola 
when they are in use in cleaning the fire, 

~jack,n. 2. Nawt., a length of rope reve 
through a thimble, seized on to the boom- 
topping lift, and made fast tothe boom, When 
the sail is lowered the jacks prevent the folds 
of canvas from falling on the deck. 
lazy-scissors (la‘zi-siz’orz), n. sing, and pl, 
Same as lacy-tongs. 

L. B, An abbreviation (5) of the Latin Legum 
Bacealaureus, Bachelor of Laws. 

L-bar (el’bir), n. A bar of metal, which has 
a cross section resembling the capital letter 
L; an angle-bar; an angle-beam. Also called 
L-beam. 
L-beam (¢l’bém), ». Same as *L-her, 
1. b. w. In cricket, an abbreviation of leg before 
wicket. A batsman is out leg before wicket if 
with any part of his person he stops a ball 
which, in the opinion of the umpire at the 
bowler’s wicket, has been pitched in a straight 

Same as 

n, An independent 
turns independently of 

Sach a shaft, driven by 
to some extent for 

us fever. 

L D. 8. An abbreviation (a) of Latter-day 
Saints; (b) of Licentiate of Dental Surgery. 

leach?, vr. t=. 3. Toextract metal from (an ore} 
by subjecting it to chemical reagents which 
take the metal into solution. 
The experiments in the concentration and in the lrack- 

tng of the ore have taken shape In the erection of a small 
metallurgical plant. 

fh. D. ‘Salisbury, in Geol. Surv. of New Jersey, 1000, 
(p. xxvii. 

leach?, x. 4. A tank in which hot water is 
passed through ground bark to obtain tannin. 
od. Aner. Fanning, p- 27. Also lateh.— Leach 

brine. See ne 
leach-hole (léch’hél), ». A tubular cavity 
dissolved out of rocks by circulating waters. 
1 (1é’ching), x. 1. Same as liziviation. 
—2. The process of obtaining tannin from 
bark. C€, T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 48. 
leach-tank (léch‘tangk), n. A tank in whieh 
metallic ores are — — — them 
to chemical reagents aud subsequently wash- 
ing and draining. 

lead}, ». 3. (©) In Australia, an old or · dead · river-bed 
in which gold is found. 
7. In elect.: (c) The advance of phase of one 
electric wave over another: a term used 
mainly in alternating-current circuits.—10. 
In forestry, a snateh-block with a hook or loop 
for fastening it to convenient stationary ob- 
— used for guiding the cable by which 
ogs are dragged.—11, A flock of flying wild- 
fowl, 

After the were in the hole and ew 
was realy, stewart called “ Here comes a lead foto 
west.” Poreat and Stream, Jan. 24, WAS, p, & 
Albany lead, in whist, an opening to show four trum 
and three of each plain suit: ho narod becanee 
poenter by the Albany Whist Club —Am leads, 
in whet, leads that show the number of cards in the eaft 
led, They are never used in bridge.—Angle of in 
elect., the angular displacement by which an alterna! 
current leads the electromotive force ; the opposite of #lag 
in an alternating-carrent circalt.— im de- 

————— ing it, an angular en he een 
of the coventrie head of its normal relation to the center 
ine of the ep ed (te de] Gfenies at 

e may prec or the tert 0 eo Flaten 
pad ony by : —— mMnount,— Blue r Dive- 
stained stratum of gold-bearing gravel, [California }— 
Deep lead, in — ———— an ancient river- 
course, which is now only lows by deep mining oper. 
ations —Forward lead in efect., a rotation of the brushes 
of a generator or motor from the neutral position fn the 
ae gy ot rotation ot the —— — * 
lead, eleet,, the erence ol pliase ween the muag- 

nethe flux and the magnetomotive force in an alternating 
elrontt containing iron. 

Ine to tho Aysteretic lead a, the lag of the current is 

Steiametz, Elements of Elect. Engineering, p. x 

Irregular lead, in whist and bridge, a lead which i* 
a departure from the usual custom, eich as the 8 led from 
14, & 6 and 4.—Linear lead, in 4 stear-engine, tre bin. 
ear distance by whieh the pert ik open when the piston 
begins ita stroke,— Negative |, in a steam-engine 
(@) The angle through which the crank has tarned from 
the dead-center when the valve opens to admit ste. 
(6) The linear distance which the valve has to travel, 

the dead-center, before the 
achain of leather 

a4 “Getinger Yond, a sendll — _— a small veiniet, which 
is followed the hope that it will conduct to larger 

es of ore. 



of other metals, antimony : 
in the assay processes and where the presence of 

would unfit the lead for the eoguieed 

is production of lead by —— F e white iy erg 
cosa — ting, The 
reve race employed in this — is 
vided with a bottom of gray and a roof with a 

for c’ ing. The fire-' is always air-cooled, 
there —— voxk ie J⸗ on cach. side. The 

irr 

fs placed in front of the middle door at the front of the 
and the cast-iron pot into which the —* 

ore is roasted for about three hours, amd is then reduced, 
after being thicke 

second calcina’ 

.—Lead. 
Process, See *erystal, eprocese.— Lead chiorid, 

Potts, a white crystalline substance, soluble in hot water 
and toa small ‘extent in cold water. Lead aheavy 
dark-brown powder, having the composition ob- 
tained by the action of nitric acid on red lead : used in the 
manufacture of friction-matches and in some forme of stor- 
age galvanic batteries, Also called plumbic diord.—Laad 
fame, the dust which is mechanically curried away with 

from a lendeamelt- 
te and oxid of 

arsenic, and 
antimony, and the ash of the fucl It is collected by de- 
position in flues, often of reat length, and reamelted to 
recover ie — 

Oleate of a sn 
together water, olive-oll, and litharge, w 
and « in a thin layer ir cotton forma the 
lead-plaater or diachylon of sargeon, valuable on ac- 
count of ite strougly adhesive character.— Pattingon’s 

epee ot lend Facto, me by Pee ae aye le by preci 
a hot solution of lead ch with calchiae hydroxid. = 

lead, a substance formed by the disinte- 
of radiam and the fourth of the series of radio. 

netive disin products follow the emanation, 
for which reason it is known as ium D. It has 
not been found to emit a radiation, but slowly changes 
—— — rege = R colton FP, gaa gem Baal 
(polonium ch are always present unless Oe 
lend has fics treahl 

cloth fi 

salts in a —— connected, imperfectly coherent masa, 
ing of sore forms of storage galvanic 

ibiimed white lead, the trade-name 
for a white pigment which consists of lead sulphate, 
made roaming | jenn — Se eer ender — 
ditions, and coll me given 
off. sold with an aimixtare of lead 

lead-bar (léd’biir), », The swi 
equalizing-bar used for the leading 
four-in-hand team. See swingletree. 

leaden (led’n), ©. t. [leaden, a., or lead? + 
ent (3).] 14. To fasten or cover with lead. 
—2, To weigh down with or as with lead, as 
one’s spirits, 

leader), n. 6. (1 
palley used asa Gyo ee pS 
a casting having an eye and designed to be bound to 
a rope; oran eye in ascrew-plate, as the tiller-rope 
leader of a boat; or an eye awiveled to a deck-plate, as a 
Jib-leader ; or a aim “ring screwed to the deck, as 
a ader, a bell chain leader, a croastree Leader, 

10, The first player on any trick in a game of 
cards ; the player who sits on the dealer's left, 
leader-block (lé‘dér-blok), », In marine 
hardware, a deck-block to guide or lead 
4 rope from the sail to the cleat, as the jib- 
sheet leader-block of a small yacht where the 
sheets aro led aft to the coekpit. 

leaderette (lé~iér-ct’), m. A short leader in 
a newspaper. [Eng.] 

lead-flat (led’flat), n. 
covered with shett-lead. A similar roofing, in 
which tin plates are used instead of lead, is called in 
the United States adeck. [Eng.} 

leading! .a. 4, In naval arch., said of the edge 
or end of a surface or blade, as a propeller- 
blade, which is in advance when moving 
through water: opposed to *following, 

un Go case of 0 Bato ovt bit nely to ite line of motion 

po SSI AEE. ia th © seo 
Pp reas White, Manual of Naval Arch., p. 400. 
Leading part (neut.), the part of a tackle that is hauled 
upon, 

leading-beam (lé’ding-bém), a. One of two 
or more beams adj in position to serve 
“sen for placing the other beams of the 

08, 

letree or 
orses of a 

A nearly flat roof 
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(l6’ding-pil), n. One of two or 
more piles driven into position to serve as 
guides for driving the other intermediate piles 
of the series, 

-staff,». 2. Astaff with a hook in 
one end, used to lead a bull by putting the 
hook through a ring in his nose. 

n. pl. 3, Naut., an old name 
for yoke-lines, 
leading-truck (18’ding-truk), mn. A fair-lead 
or guide for leading a rope or eable to a wind- 
lass; a leading-block or pulley-block used to 
lead a rope to a capstan or #o that it can be 
easily ed. 
lead-light (led’lit), n. 1. A single piece of 
= prepared for a window, to putin a 
ead sash, as of a decorative window.—2. 
The whole of a piece of sash with lead bars 

pared to fill a light, that is, a separate 
—— — 

lead-line!, », 3. In pathol., a bluish mark at 
the edge of the gums occurring in cases of 
lead-poisoning. 

lead-line? (léd‘lin), ». In lumbering, a wire 
rope, with an eye at each end, used to anchor 
the snatch-block in setting a lead. 

34 lead-off (léd’6f), . In exper. physiol., the pas- 
sage of a constant current Ve, & nerve, 
while the latter is connected with a galva- 
nometer, by means of two electrodes placed 
either both along the course of the nerve, or 
one along its course and the other at its trans- 
} ry — ey Trans. Roy. Soc. (Lon- 
on), , 8er. ls ~~ Longitudinal . 

the ) of a constant current through a —— 
upon two electrodes so connected with 

a galvanometer that neither is in contact with a trans- 

lead-off, 
stant current through a nerve which has been 
upon two electrodes so connected with a galvanometer 
that the transverse section of the nerve Iles upon one and 
its body upon the other, 

White — — into a solution of a 

test for sulphureted —— th drosulphid, a0) 

being blackened by exposure to theee substances 
(léd‘rév), ». In mining, an official 

with whom aggrieved miners lodge complaints. 
(Prov. Eng. 

lead-reins (14d‘rinz), ». pl. In a four-in-hand 
harness, the reins used to guide the leaders, 

lead-rivi (led’riv’et-ing), n. In mining, 
a method of locking a safety-lamp by fasten- 
ing it with a lead rivet which receives an 
impression and acts as a seal, so that any 
tampering with the lamp may be detected. 

-spar, n. 2. Anglesite or other similar 
lead compound.—Red lead-spar, crocoite. 

lead-tree, n. 2. Arbor Saturni, or tree of 
Saturn: an old name for the arborescent 
aie of metallic lead, in thin crystalline 
eaflets, which forms ona strip of sheet-zine 
placed in a solution of lead salt, as lead 
acetate or nitrate, 

lead-wash (led’wosh), n. Same as lead-water. 
lead-work (led’wérk), ». In building, work 
other than ordinary plumbing, in which lead 
is used, asin gutters, roofing, etc. [Rare in 
U. S. but common in Great Britain.] 

leaf, ». 2. (f) The frame or shaft which holds the com- 
——— * les for weaving ae herpes ope 

the midrib is projected in the form of 's horn or s 
sometimes in a diferent ~~ Floral leaf, one 

; or sepal; alsa, 

Teas, « hard yellow-brass leaf, used in overlaying 
—Indian See temalabathrum.— 

Sibylline leaves, Sec See ite seat leaves, See 
*wop.— Standing that leaf of a hinge which is 
secated toa ——— asa Pract yaa = 

leaf-areole (léf’ar’é-6l), n. Same as *leaf- 
sear, 

leaf-bar (léf'biir), n. A transverse slat or grid, 
in different parts of the seutehing- or picking- 
machinery in a cotton-mill, for the arrest, and 
separation from the cotton, of leaves and other 
foreign matter, 

leaf-base (léf’bis), n, That part of a leaf, or 
rather of its stalk or petiole, which remains 
within the trunk or stem after the leaf has 
fallen: used chiefly of fossil trunks, as of Lepi- 
dodendron, Cycadeoidea, ete. 

leaf-beetle, ». Particular leaf-beetles (and so with 
leaf-cutters, root-borers, ete.) are Known by some distine- 
tive adjective or attribute prefixed, aa bean leaf-heetle 
(‘leaf-beetle of the bean’) All such three-word names 
may be taken also as bean-leaf beetle (‘beetle of the bean- 

ine, 
the 

leaf-bug 
leat}, ete.— Bean leat-be * a chrysomelid beetle, 

trifurcata, on the foliage of the 
bens and pea to the United Staten tron Mentend cod 

Bean Leaf-beetle (Cerotoma teyfurcate). 
@, beetle; 4, pupa; ¢, larva; @, anal segmeets of larva; ¢, leg of 

Ps ea qrlanned shoes five times; 2. 1. mines an 
1» Dy Aad 

mane: /, Pe 
larged. (Chittendes, U, 

Tllinois southward; also, Cerotoma camineas.— Cherry 
—— an American elid beetle, Galeri. 
cavicollia, which feeds on the foliage of the cherry. 

leat 6 ws cluversweevil.— 

United States near Bal. 
north and south, and is 

Elst Leal-beethe (Gratermcetin duteata). 

4, eget; 4, larvae: c, adult: ¢, eggs (emlarged); 4, sculpture of 
bid a —— —— side view of — —— segment of larva; 

» dorsal view of larva; 7, pupa: 4, adult; /, portion of elytron of 
Riley, U.S. D. AL) , beetle (enlarged). ( * 

the — enemy to the elms grown as shade-trees in 
inost eastern cities It is commotly known as the im- 

elim leaf-beetle, and ia ently referred to in 
jiterature as Galeruca zanthomelana and Galerucella 
zanthomelena,— arked leaf-beetle, 
cephalus —— —— sugar- 

, Menoria puncticolli«,— 
an eladder-beet 

United States. Also called coffonmroed leas-beetle,— Rose 
corn 

Spotted strawberry leaf- 
Same as ted *parie,— Straw leaf- seaneltus— Teat-bectles un coneliua. — Willow 

American ¢ 
leaf-blight, n. 

id beetle, Lina seripta, 

leaf-Dlighta, are an follows; backwheat, Rormwlaria rufu- 
macuana; cabbage, Macrosporium Hroseica; celery, 
Cereoepora Apii; cotton, C re GOs eN BN Mat f r, 
Ent rivn maculatirm > tobacco, Cercospora Nico 
tianm. — Laat. it of almond, a fungons discase of 
the —5* emu g Cen as —— — Laat. 
bligh corn, a disease which affects the leaves 
comm, causing them to turn yellow and dle. It fe camsed 

the fungus Heliniathoeporiom ineonepiewwm,— Leaf. 
t Of grape, a disense of grape-lenves caused by the 

fur Cereosporn vitieots,— Leaf-biight of — 
ne a disease of the cultivated mipnonette, especially 
When grown tnder gles, due to the fungus C 
ftesed, which causes brownish spots on the leaves, — Red 
leaf-blight, « disease of cotton, due to the impoverished 
condition of the soil, which prodaces an autsumndike 
coloration in the lewves,—Yellow leaf-blight, Same ns 
neice tifivedse. 

leaf-blotch (léf’bloch), ». A blotch on the 
leaves of plants caused by the attacks of cer- 
tain fungi.—Leaf-blotch of rose, a firngous disease 
attacking the leaves of roses, cnused hy Actinonema Ko- 
ave, which proclices dark blotelies on the leaves and soon 
—— — —— — Leaf- + 

srawberry, a fungous disease of the strawberry, due 
to Ascochyta rogaria, which attacks the leaves, produc- 
tg head apote . 

leaf-brass (Jéf’ bras), , Very thin sheet-brass, 
leaf- ".—Pour-lined leaf-bug, an American cap. 
wid, Poreilocapene lineatus, wide-spread in the United 
States. It damages gooseherry-bushes, currant-be: 
and many ganien planta, puncturing leaves and smal 
twigs and sucking sap. The eggs are Inserted in slits ent 
lengthwise into the stems of planta Also called the 

A few of the hosts, with their specific 



leaf-bug 
Hecklined plant-bug,— Pear -bug. Same as ter. 
nished plant-bug (which see, under plant-bug), 

leaf-cast (léf’kast), ». A disease of young 
—— and aban which causes the 

Pace bes igheternton tocchooner, Ve * lermium, cast, 
and *casting, 11, : 

leaf-cater —— a, on 
cotton-caterpillar, the larva of Bama 
lacea. See * Alabama, * U. 8. he 

leaf-chafer (léf’cha*for), ». Any leaf-eating 
scarabeid beetle,—Lamelitcorn leaf-chafer, any 
scarabwid beetle which foods on leaves ; any 
member of the subfamily Melolonthiaw, which includes 

rostict.— 
rather amnall American scaraba! A 
ginata, which attacks the foliage of fruit-trees 
vines in southern United States.-~ Pear leaf: 

Ieafslimber (léf’kli*- 
mér) A liana in 
which "the petiole or 
blade of the otherwise 
unmodified leaf is the 
irritable supporting 
o y Thus Clematis - 
Vitalie and other species are —— 

fmbers, Varieties of 
ria offcinatie are leaf-blade Guha, | and # 

laria Tndien ia a leaf-tip climber, See æt⸗ a· 
leaf-cover (léf‘kuv’ér), », Same as *litter, 8, 
and duff, 

leaf-cure " (lat’ kar), vr. t To cure (tobacco) 
after removing the stalks. See extract under 
*stalk-cure. 

leaf-curl (léf’kérl), ». A disease of the cherry, 
, and plum, due to various species of 

#.—~ Potato leaf-curl. Same as potato early 
wight. 

leaf-cushion (léf’kash’on), n. See *cushion, 
leaf-cutter,n. 1. (6) Aleaf-cutting ant; one 
of the tropical or subtropical ants which de- 
foliate trees, as Atta fervens.— leaf-cutter, 
*— American tineid moth, Jneurva ielia, 
hose larva perforates the leares of the maple with 

ciiptical holes, using the removed leaf-substance as a 

leaf-door (léf’dor), » A folding door 
leafery (le’fér-i), m. [leaf + -ery.] Leafage ; 

loaf-fail (lét*fal), a. The fall of the year; 
the autumn. 

leaf-fat (léf’fat), ». The fat which oceurs in 
folds or leaves in the body-cavity of an animal 
such as the ox or hog. 

leaf-fiber (EEE ber), m. athe, fiber of leaves. 
~~ Leaf-fiber machine, 
leaf-filter dat'il’ter), m i. “* filter), 
leaf-flea (léf’flé), nm. A ——— or any hom- 
— insect of the family Psyllide# ; a flea- 
ouse, 

leaf-folder, » Lesser apple leaf. a tortri- 
cid moth, yi hang winuta, whose Larva folds folds the young 
leaves of the apple and skeletonizes them, It is common 
throughout the southern Atlantic United States. 

Leaf-foot bug. Same as /ea/-footed *plant-bug. 
— (6 frog), nm. Asmall tree- of the 
— ylodes, peculiar to tropical America. 
he most common species, H. martinicensis, is 

noteworthy from the fact that it was the first 
known instance of a frog the metamorphosis 
of which took place within the egg. 
lest all p cee 1),n. Agall of leaves.—Tram- 

Kame as trumpet-gall, 

— (léf‘nis), a. Gneiss composed of 
quarts and feldspar, * whieh the quartz is 
di osed in little parallel leaves among the 
grains of feldspar. 

leaf-gold, x, 2, Native gold in thin, leaf-like 
orm 
— — (1ét’grén), u. Chlorophyl. 

u. — leaf leaf-hopper, Agallia afite son 
——— — oan Ame 
leat- -hopper at the family? Jansida, hala eae 

jich sometimes seriously damages winter 
pate in the southern United. States —Grain 
leaf-hopper, Dirdroeephalua flaviceps,— Rose 
Teal- , Hrapon roa, ently swarmin, 
on the leaves of the rone.— jacked leat 

, Thainnotettiz clitellariua, which vecn- 
sionally ‘Lunages the plum and other fruit-trees. 

leaflet, ». 4. (¢) dne of the thin plates 
or leaves contained in the lung-books a 
of certain spiders, (M) One of the leaf- Desires 
like branchis of certain aquatic inseet- hopper 
larvae, (Sento 

leaf- (léf'mij), ». A midge that “ 
infesta leaves.—Clover leaf-midge, « ceckdomytid 

era) 
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Cecidomyia common to Rut and the United 
tkiton iow — live in the folded leaves of white 
clover, Trifolium repena. 

leaf-mildew (léf’mil’di), ». <A mildew of 
ves,—Oherry leaf-mildew. Same as cherry-tight. 

"Giecaerin a folialta whore tava nines, hi the leaves pha 
ten the eat eastern U ate Mates Tf ite ‘pa within 

the ldo vicina, * —8 — A ibyanthompitda.~ Cabbage eal 
mine. ia) An American drowophilid 

‘usta, whose larva mines the leaves of 
cruciferous 28 in the southern —E 
— 

the United Stat 
nin⸗r. leaf-miner. 

with ent,—Oak leaf-miner, any one of nev 
of tineine —— —— tine the leaves of oak. More 
than fifty fes have thishabit, Léthocolletix 
—— — and Jitchella are two of the commonest 
North American exampl ea. Palmetto miner, the 
larva of an American tineld moth, Homatedra eabalella. 

surface of the leaf of the aaw-pal- 
estroying the akin aa well as the fleshy 

miner, the larva of a 
the larva 

It feeds on the upy 
metto ym des 

Tobacce reg" toleer —2 apertmielia}. 
a, mol 4, larva; ¢, pupa: enlasged, 

(Howard, U.S. D. A) 

echiid moth, PAthorimaa commen to the 
southern United States and Rurope. It makes blotehes 
in the leaves of tobacco nud other solanaceous planta It 
is known to Soathern tobaceo-planters as Ue ¢plit-arorm, 
— , the larva of an Amer- 
fean tineld moth, Lrt It mines 
between the two surfaces at the leaves of several apecies 
of oak, making white blotches, which are often so aban- 
dant as perceptibly to whiten the foliage of a large tree. 

leaf-mite (léf’mit), n. 1. Any mite of the 
family Tetranychid# ; a red spider—2, Any 
blister-mite, rust-mite, or gall-mite of the 
family Eriophyid# (formerly Phytoptide). 
leaf-mold, ». 2. Any one of various fungi 
which turn brown * — of ‘earantions 
cotton, me ons, and other plants ‘Aino ealtelt sehite’ 3 

me of the hosts, with their specittc leaf-molda, are aa 
follows: carnation, Heterosporium echinulatum ; cotton, 
Ramularia —— unm mt 

horse-radish, Macrstnereuss Rereudeupe * 

leaf-mosaic (1éf’m6-z4'ik),n. Baime as mosaic 
*disense. 

leaf-notcher —— © An American 
curculionid beetle, Artipus nus, n- 
ish blue or ore brown in color and covered 
with white seales. It eats jagged notches in 
the leaves of the orange. Also called orange 
leaf-notcher and orange leaf-bectle. 

leaf-red (léf’ red) A red pigment found in 
leaves ; exytheophyi 1 

The moth is straw-colored, with olive markings amd a 
ish Eridescence, and occurs in North, Central, and 

uth America —Box-elder leaf-roller, the larva of 
oo ee ere a moth, 

whose larve injure the foliage and 
y pes ad 

ila, 
‘> it the apie, oan and ay he .—Grape-vine 
1 ‘uneralia, whose jeaf-roller, 
larve live in fi * * —— stra’ lea —— ———— 

-roller, —e— moth, Arekipe 
the northern United States from 
re ita larve roll the leaves of va 

rious rosiceous planta, including many important fruit. 
trees, The adult is brown fn color, with ite fore wings 
banded - contrasting shades of the same color,— L 

. the larva of Platynota rostrand. 

as neo! stra selon f- 
roller,—Red. * , the larva Bulia 
triferana, infesting —— 

leaf-rust, » 
and ene Srna dante ie — on — ee 
rust, « fenpous disease of pine-leaves, cau by Coleo- 
sporium Pini, 

leaf-scar (léf‘skir), ». The sear left on a 
trunk after the fall of the leaf. In fossil 
trunks these are of high diagnostic importance, 

leakance 

and the term is — used by paleobotanists. 
See — 4, and compare leaf-*cushion and 
*loaf-base 

— 
portion, with arial roots. 

Daweon, Geol. Hist. of Planta, p. 94. 

leaf-scorch (léf’skérch), a. A fangous disease 
of the leaves of the cherry, causing a scorched 
and withered appearance. It is most destruc - 
tive in Europe and is attributed to Guomonia 
erythrostoma, See *Gnomonia, with cut. 
leaf-sewer (léf’sd"ér), n. Same as leaf-roller. 

's APP leaf-sewer, an American tortricid 
Ancylis na, whose Larva sews 

the leaves of the apple 

leaf-spot, ». 2. Thecommon name given to a 

maar seco 

— 15* * ‘ — 

diseased fF fone fourth naturel 
size) +, tuft of comidtophores and com 
idia which have beokes through the 

a upper evs Syidermis (enlarged); ¢. sectiom 
ecium, showing asi within 

‘enlarged #, tour asci comtaining a» 
much enlarged): ¢, ascospores 

> tah I torher for walaredi. (U.S DL AD 

inset by an marcutatien,— F ry —— — * a. py ocean 

atrawberry- Jeaves caused by Myrosphaereiia 

leaf-table (léf’ta’bl), », A table with a leaf 
or flap which can be turned up or down; also, 
an extension-table, that is, one with leaves 
which ean be — **8* in or out to vary its size, 

é 

Ree — 

ap — 5 yeteenia rwbi: arupe, 
ee the — States, R tends on the leaves of 

its, especially is bemoan and thes the 
—— together, 

leaf-wasp (léf’ wosp), Any saw-fly. 
leaf-worm (lat"werm), n. Game as *leaf-cat- 
erpillar, 
leag,#.andr. A simplified spelling of league. 
league-hut (lég’ lak a A rude shelter for 
ejected tenants provided by the Land League 
in Ireland. See Land oe we, under league! 

leaguer i (lé of. gid n, Cates ager, legar ; prob. 
< 34 large eask; 
cognate ape E. vier .] A large cask; a 
tun; ae (nant. 4% a cask for water hold- 
ing 150 imperial gallons, earried on vessels 
before the introduction of water-tanks. 

Lesis (8-6’y#), . [NL., named after Isaac 
Lea.) A poms of fossil’ phyllopodous crus- 
taceans of the family Linnadibiie, character- 
ized by a bivalved carapace, exch valve of 
which is marked by two erg ridges ra- 
diating from the anterior end of the dorsal 
margin. Ferms of this genus are very nu- 
— in certain Carboniferous beds of Eu- 

—_ North America, 
— Electric eacape of carrent from a coc- 

dct tro its 
that part of — Magnetic leakage, in 

the he flux of a magnetic circuit onic doers tot 
tie ont desired as in dyname-electric machines : 
the ettem which strays from field-pole to field-pole 

lea 

mag 
G ing through th ft alt . 

—— ——* the elf-indactive rey a * 

leakance (lé’kans), . [leak + -anee.] In 
elect., conductance due to leakage through a 
dielectric or insulator. 

It follows that any ordinary —— creuit may be 
made EN ——— distortionless —* add — a * 

leakanee, or leakage conduc’ 
Enewe. ‘Brit. 3 XXXII. 214 



leak-stopper 
leak-stopper (lék’stop’ér), », Nawt,, a device 
for temporarily covering a hole in the bottom 
or side of a Vessel below water while it is afloat, 
thus stopping the flow of water into the in- 
terior. 

The ship must sink: unless the power of her pe ie 
sufficient to overcome the leak ; or some means is devised 
for checking the inflow, by employing « sail, or a mat, or 
some other Leak-at 4 

kite, Manual of Naval Arch, p 24. 
leal! (lél), adv, [leat], a.) 1, Loyally.—2, 
Thoroughi ; exactly.— 3, Lawfully, 

leal! (lil, n. [Pe., orig. ‘legal’: see leall, a, 
1, A former silver eoin of Portugal, worth 15 
cents,— 2. Acolonial Portuguese copper coin, 
worth 16 cents, struck at Goa. 

Jeam® (lém),r. [Also deem, leme, limb ; perhaps 
ult. identical with limb!, ¢.; ef. Norw. lema, 
femma, lima, Icel. lima, ogee L. trans, 
To separate or remove the shell or husk from 
(nuts); shéll; husk. 

Il, intrans, To become separated from the 
shell, as nuts; to separate easily from the 
shell or husk, [Prov. Eng, 

leam3 (lém), », [Also limb; appar. a variant 
of limbt, with a form and sense depending on 
the verb /eam3,] The shell or husk of a nut. 
(Prov. Eng.] 

leam* (lém), w. ~< obscure.) A drain; 
fr — in the fen district, a watercourse. 

ng. 

of a stop lean so as to be ay 
— in place: sometimes it is indented to fit 
the pi 

leap-day (lép’dé), n. An interealary day, 
— the 29th of February in leop-year, 

leaper, ». 4, Naut., s sea that breaks on 
board a vessel: a wave that leaps over the 
rail, 

leaping fieping), p.a. (ME. lepynge.) That 

oputrting cucteober (wht nae aber pies 
Jeapingly (16"ping-li), ade. By leaps and 
— ee : , 
eaping e (1é’ping-pdl), ». A pole used to 
aid a , Fae to increase the length or height 
of his jump. * den) 

er (1é6’ -epi’dér), n, 
grade spider; a jutmplng-spider. 

leap-work (ls ‘wérk), ». Any mechanical 
device for producing intermittent motion, 

Learic (lér’ik), mn. [Lear ~ def.) + -ie; in 
punning allusion to lyric.) A name given to 
a five-line nonsense-verse of the kind used by 
Edward Lear in his “Book of Nonsense”: 
now called a *limerick (which see). 
The Academy (20 July, 1909) and Truth oy 

“Trinh Literary Lewrteat which they named captain 
— — NL. 

lea-rig (1é’rig), ». A grassy ridge left unplowed 
- ine end of a plowed field. ag E. D. (Eng. 
dial. 

lease*,». 4. In Australian mining, a mining 
leasehold; a piece of ground leased for the pur- 
se of mini -; Reversionary lease, one which is to 

eftective at some time in the future, 

leage-band (iés’band), ». One of the bands or 
rods which alternately separate the warp- 
—— ‘on loom; & — 
oass· pin (lés’pin),n. A warping-pin; a pin on 
a mat x item or holding the yarn. 

, % 4, In physiol., an a 
similar cord-like structures, sue 
nerves, blood-vexsels, ete. 

A man for many years had chronic ulcers, amall Leashes 
of Veasela ranging across the cornea to the ulcers, 

Lancet, May 9, 1903, p. 1516, 

(lé‘shing), ». 1. The forming of a 
leash (or lease) in the warp-threads in a loom 
between the warp-beam and the heddles.—2, 
Same as *shaft-lashing, 

(lé‘sing), », An erroneous form of 
*leashing (in wpeving). 

leather, ». 5, Incricket, the ball. [Colloq.]— 
6. pl. (a) Wearing-appare! made of leather, 
J — leggings, ete. (b) One who wears 
‘leathers.’ 

“All the conches are full with the men going 
Spavin said, .. . “Getintomy yellow; I'll drop you at 
udford..., Come along; Jamp in, okt boy — it, 

— Thackeray, — hed Gt leathers!" 

Acid leather, leather which retains an appreciable quan- 
aa — or ban | Iphutle or other mineral acid used to 

the eather is 
objec 

Any salti- 

tion of 
as fibers, 

” 

ide ——— ſor tannuluz ®nech — * 
tionable for m urpesed, a8 IL corrades ers" 
and causes their — x. to rit. 

leather, askin used in binding books. It waseeee 

down,” leather-presser (lerH‘ér-pres’ér), n, 
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goutekin in resisting tearing, but the surface ie tender and 
shows many imperfections,— ma- 
chine, # machine for glazing, rolling, or ree ming Teather, 
— a apoer- 
taining the number of square feet in a hide or skin, — Otl- 

leather, leather made, chi from the skin of 

removing the «i 
—5 with an ution. 
soft pliant, and t& —— — rd mye | 

Loves, for lining articles of clothing, 

n, A tool for piercing 

leather-bark (leFHér-biirk), n, Sameas leather- 
wood, I. [Rare.} 
ther-brown, ». 2, Same as Bismarck or 

phenylene brown.—3, A basic coal-tar color of 
the disazo » prepared by combining two 
molecules of diazotized para-acetanilide with 
one molecule of meta-phenylene diamine: par- 
tieularly suited for the coloring of leather and 
jute.—4, A name occasionally applied to 
*phosphene, 

leather-buffer (leru’ér-buf’ér), . A machine 
for grinding or fleshing hides or skins. 

lea ar-bosh (lerH'ér-bish), ». Same as 
leatherwood, 1, 

leather-ear (levH’ér-ér), », One of the sun- 
fishes, Lepomis megalotis, having a long dermal 

Leatherman (Lepemds mtegulorir’. 
(From Bubletin a7, U.S, Nat. Museum.) 

operenular flap, found in the fresh waters of the 
eastern United States, 

leather-fish (leru’ér-fish), ». The file-fish, 
Monacanthus hispidus, 

leather-hunting (levH’ér-hun’ting), n. In 
cricket, fielding, especially fielding while a 
large number of runs are made by the oppos- 
ing side. [Slang.] 

leather-jack, ». 2. Any species of the genus 
Oligoplites, fishes of the family Carangidw. 

leather-jacket, ». 2. In bot: (6) In Aus- 
tralia, any one of several other trees, so called 
from the toughness of their bark; especially the 
cooper's-wood, Alphitonia excelza, the eonch- 
wood, Cera talum apetalum, tocarya 
Meissneri of the laurel family, and Weinman- 
nia rubifolia of the family Cunoniacee.—8, 
The larva of any one of several species of 
erane-flies of the family Tipuwlide. It lives 
underground in ture-lands and has an es- 
pecially tough skin. 
This will kill slugs and feather-jackets, 

Masvee, Plant Diseases, p. 46. 

4, In Australia, » thin pancake made of flour 
and water. 
leatherneck (le?u‘ér-nek), n. 
(Eng. naval slang.) 

A marine, 

uyed' DA ne layed * theatricals AY Gases ‘are 
i) ec Beadeye etn though the lower 
wasn't pleased to see a —— interpretin' a strictly 
maritime 
R Kipling, The Kouds of Discipline, in Traffics and 

(Discoveries, p, 47, 

leather- (levi’ér-pist), n. Paste used 
in attaching leather to the surface of other 
materials, as in bookbinding, 

Scrap lea’ — — m 
leather ground to powder, for use as a manure. 
The nitrogen which alone gives it value as such is not 
readily given up in a condition available for plants. 

In 
leather-manuf., % press used to remove the 
greece from skins which are to be used for 
ancy stock. 

leatherwood, ». 2. (b) The Tasmanian pink- 
wood, — Billardieri, See *; —— 
2.—3. In the southeastern United States, 
Cyrilla racemiflora, a bush or small, wide- 

lechosa. 
spreading tree of bottom-lands, with a hard 
wood and, at the base of the trunk, a 
pliable bark, recommended for a styptic. 

Leatherwood (C yriiia 22 
(From Sargeot's Manual of the Trees of Neath America.”") 

More often called ironwood and sometimes 
ee burn or burnwood-bark, 
and red or white titi, Sometimes called South- 
ern leatherwood. See Cyrillacem, 

leav, t. andn. <A simplified spelling of leave. 
leavel, . t.—To leave over, to leave for future use, 
consideration, or decision. 

leawill (lé’a-wil),». [Also leeawell ; < aborig- 
inal Australian ledwil, le-ow-cl, forma of the 
aboriginal word otherwise represented by 
*leeangle, q. ¥.) Heme as *lecangle, 

“ 1s. rs 
lebes (ie bax) n, Gr. Aye, In Gr. antig. 
a metal t * thal 

gold and silver, 
often offered as 
a prize. 

— —B8 inoid fish, Labeo nilo r, Libis. eyprinoi J o nilotious, 
—8 the Nite. 

Lebistes (le-bis’téz), ». [NL., said to be based 
on Gr, Zefiac, L. lebias,a kind of fish.) A 
genus of fishes of the family Paciliida, found 
off the island of Barbados. 

{Cuban Sp) A 
the 

lebrancho (le-briin’chd), n. 
cuban name of Mugil brasiliensis, one o' 
mullets, found in the West Indies and south 
to Patagonia, 
Lecanactidacem (lé-kn-nak-ti-da‘sé-6), n. pi. 

NL., ¢ Lecanactis (Lecanactid-) + base He 
amily of Se lichens named from 

naeti⸗ the genus tis, 
(16-ka-nak’‘tis),n. [NL.(Eschweiler, 

1824), ¢ Gr. Aexden, a dish, disk, + deric, a ray. 
The name alludes to the form and appearance 
of the apothecia.) A genus of simple crus- 

ous nocarpous lichens having disciform 
scattered or gregarious apothecia and hyaline, 
spindle-shaped, 2- to 16-celled spores, “About 

species are known. They oeeur on rocks 
and tree-trunks. 

Lecanitida (lok-p-nit’i-di), n. pl, (NL., ¢ Gr. 
Aexcen, & dish, + -ites + -ida.] A subdivision 

Discocampyli. It comprises genera with com- 

with broad, rounded saddles and narrow lobes, 

of inflections of the saddles. 

Eulecanium pereica, which occurs in 

species “Tullp- ies in Europe, Japan, and the United 

magnolia, and rarely on clover, It forms large masses on 

Lecanocrinus (lek-4-nok’ri-nus),». [NL., ¢Gr. 

Ichthyocrinide, which, Ji chihyoerinus, w 

brachials are not in contact, but are separated 

oraces (lek*y-nd-ra’sé-€), n, pl, 
eer.) The proper form of the 

Lecanora. See Lecanoret. 

*systom. 

of the ammonoid cephalopods of the suborder 

pressed discoidal and involute shells. The 
primitive representatives have eutire sutures 

while the more complicated have er 
lateral suture-lines and an indefinite number 

n. 2, [I ¢.] A seale-insect of 
the ane J Tecanium or of an allied genus. — 

um, 
2 * J 2 — — 

— tree um, Lulvcaninm telipifere, 
an American species which occurs on the tallp-tree, 

the twigs of infested trees and secretes a large amount 
at honeydew, 2 

denavg, & dish, + xpior, a lily (see crinoid).) 
A ecrinoid genus gg ay to the family 

“ 

pears as asolid body when the arms are cl , 
except that the posterior rays of the six 

a ene Thegenusoccurs in the Silurian 
of North America, 

(NL., 
< Leeanora + 
name of the lichen family, based on the genus 

Le Chatelier's law of radiation. See */aw?. 
leche*, ». Same as *lichi2, 

lechosa (la-ché’sii), n. [Sp. lechoga, milky, < 
leche, milk.] In Porto Riee, the papaya, or 
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ipaw, Carica Pi .atree with milky juice rangement of fishing-tackle in which the lead 
car alin tien fruit. See papaw, 1, and rests on the bottom, 
arica. rock (lej‘rok),. Rock in place as dis- 

lechriodont (lek’ri-d-dont), a. (Gr. Aéyproc, tinguished from loose fragments. 
slanting, + ddofy (6dovr-), tooth,] Having the ledger-stone (lej‘ér-stén), n. Aslab covering 
vomerine teeth in transverse or posteriori an altar-tomb. 

mecodont. converging rows: contrasted with -wall (lej’ér-wl), n. 
Lechriodo ov ps [NL.: see 
*lechriodont.] A division of tailed amphibians 

: k*ri-}-don’ti), wall underneath a vein. 
— — ledgit (lej’it), x». [Appar. < ledge! + dim. -it 

in which the palatal teeth are restricted to the 
posterior portion of the vomers and form trans- 

for-ef.] 1. The top of the inner half of a win- 

vorse or posteriorly converging rows, 

dow. Banffshire weary. [Seotch.J—2, A 
slip of paper or — projecting from 

lechuguilla (la-ché-gél’ yi), ». [ Sp. lechu- na 
illa, dim. of lechuga, lettuce, <, lackuoe 

the edge of a leaf book, upon which notes 

fettuce: see lettuce.) ‘The name of several leditannic (lé-di-tan’ik), a. [Ledum (see def.) 

In mining, the 

or memoranda may be written. [Scotch.] 

ies of Agave, especially of A. Lecheguilla, + tannic.) Noting an acid, a tannin, C)5Hao- 
which yield a —— fiber and a sapona- Og(f), obtained from wild rosemary, Yodan 
eeous substance of various forms called amole. palustre. It is possibly identical with eseulo- 
quer are characterised —— vel narrow, rigid tannic acid. 

vi om * 4 

ele BE gl cll ay jrhich have alu ledixanthin (lé-dik-san‘thin), ». [ledi({ tannic) 
+ xanthin.] A compound, C c. Oj 3(? 
agai by the action of Cao adaa) Pre 

nic 
estern Ti end Ariaone. ‘Chel? acid or on esculotannic acid. 

fiber is often called ttle, or Tampico fier Jaumave ledouxite (le-di’it), n. [Dr. A. R. Ledouz, of 
* wuree of Jaumave New York City, + -ite2.] A copper arsenide, 

istle. teo-i-mi-krd"}-nin), ». (Gr. Cu,yAs, — — t and nickel in small 
lecimicroénin ie@S-1- - - . . . i Lak Superi 

Aéxe(Goc), the yolk of an egg, + manpos, ah + amount: fount ts the * ee region. 
Sie, egg, + -in2.] A substance obtained by oe cam . Bee * hor. 
— from the yolk of hens’ eggs. U is phor a1 lee!. I. ». 3, In geol., the side of a ledge of 

sates, bat cane pope LA weak sols, rocks which is turned away from the approach 
of an eroding agent, such asa glacier, The 
other side is the stoss or shock side. 

. 4.—Lee anchor, the anchor on the lee bow of a 
veasel when it is under way: wheti the ship ia at anchor, 
the lee anchor isthe one that is not dropped.—On the 

iy 
flower rising to a height of from 5 to 8 feet, bears a 

ively slender spike of flowera. Generally speak- 
—— ta grow nthe high tableland ay eee 

insoluble 
tion 
solution by acetic ack. (a 

lecimicrozymase (les-i-mi-kro-zi‘mas), ". r. 
2éma(toe), yolk of anegg, + uxpor, small, + Cin, 
ferment, + -ase.] substance obtained by 
Béchamp from the yolk of hens’ e Itis ee beam, bearing to leeward (of a vessel) at or nearly at 
— by alcohol from the acetic-acid filtrate from right angles to the line of the keel. 
ecimicrodnin, and acts as an enzym, liquefy ing starch leeangle (1é’ang-gl), ». [ ‘Also leangle, liangle, 

langeel, leonile ; ¢ Australian langeel, leanguel : 
also inv other forms, represented by */eairill, 
.¥.) Aclub of the native Australians, bent 

at the striking end: similar to a pickax with a 
single pick. E. F. Morris, Austral English. 

leech?, 4.—Skate leech, « large. spinose, h 
ieech, Pontobdella muricata, parasitic upon 
skates and sharks. tes iam 

leechery (lé’chér-i), a. [leech? + 
ery.) The healing art. 

leech-extract (léch’ eks‘trakt), n. 
An extract prepared from leeches: it 

paste. 
lecithal (Jes‘i-thal), a. [lecith-in + -al!.) Of 
or pertaining to lecithin. 

(les*i-thal-bi‘min), ». [lecith- 
in + albumin.) A compound of lecithin with 
an albumin: widely distributed in the animal 
world, but individually little known. 

lecithoblast (les‘i-tho-blast), n, (Gr. Aénéoc, 
yolk, + 8%acréc, germ.) A name given to the 

Ik-cells when they constitutea discrete layer 
in the embryo: same as endoderm in many 
animals, 
— — = Gr. —— has hemol . ——* ‘eu 
yo hiv, egg, + -in2, substance o leech-glass (léch’glas), n. ass 
tained by Béchamp from the yolk of hens’ ee an a leech is pl , the 
eggs. It is soluble in water, but is coagulated — end being applied to the part 

w by alcohol, ere it is desired to make the leech 
lecitho: d (les’i-thé-pré‘té-id), n. (Gr. take hold. 
ératlog, yolk, + E. proteid } Same as *lecith- Leech-line block (naut.), a block, secured 
albumin, to the yard, through which the — 

lecithoprotein (les-i-thd-pré’téin), mn. IGr. —2 * 25 
erc + E. preista re compound al- —— —— EL» J = —* 

bumin which results from the union of lecithin —— thence * Ly, decks, _ ae * 
1 13 ne ic leeches ie 

Isdthocymase (lee'ithj-<i’'mis), m. (Gr. qiomert the yards and mace ts furtng, 
Abxcbog, yolk, + Céuen, ferment, + -ase.] A sub- iia wort or ribgrass, Plantage lanceolata, 
stance obtained by Béchamp from the yolk of Leeds wars, Seo *ware? 

ted by alcohol tra . = 

—X — —— leefang, n. (b) A deck-horse. See 

in water, and acts as an enzym, Mquetying starch paste, 22* horsel, 8 (d). ; ; 

-stone (lek’stan), m.  [leek, dial, form of —— leek, *. . Polytelis barrabandi, a 

leak, + stone.) A granular variety of trap- Ouchi! 5 parrot, green with a scarlet 

rock found in Scotland and used for the bot- "ine breast. Also called — green-lcek. 

tom of ovens. Bourneh (Local, Australia.)— Native leek, jn 

Leclaire limestone. See *limestone. “Cambridge Atstralia, Bulbine brtbom, a plant of the 
Jeclex (lek’leks), ». (Prob. southwestern isl Yey't seomous to hrsea and eattbe. Called 
American Indian.] An American tenebrionid also natire onion and, in Tasmanta, yellow lily. 

beetle, Asida sordida, found on the alkaline Jeelite (1é’lit), n. 
lains of the southwestern United States. 
mithsonian Rep. (Nat. Mus.), 1892, p. Sis, 

lectica (lek-ti’kit), #.; pl. lecticw (-ké). [L. 
lectica, ¢ lectus, a eouch, bed.) In Rom, antiq., 

a litter, closed or open, borne by slaves, manuf., subjection to the action of an anneal- 
lectotype (ick’t6-tip), n. [Gr. dexrée, chosen, ing-oven or leer. 
+ risror, tyre.) In the nomenclature of types leeringly (lér‘ing-li), adr. In a sly, immodest, 

in natural history, a type selected subse- leering way; with a leer, 

quently to the original description, to — — do you do, Mr. (Gagin?” vad the ld 1 ne tecringty. 

i e * a o cu ut,"—and 8 e _— — in other cases is oceupied by a omer me = reray, Major © . 

daceous (les*i-thi-di’shius), a. Belong- eery? (lér’i), a. pty, in any sense: as, a 

to the ——— Lecythidaceee, leery cart; to be leery and tired. 
bury shales. See *shale?, ‘T "ve been strolling in the Walks and church-yard, 

. father, till I feet quite Pir 
leden, a. A simplified spelling of leaden. ri wont, have you talk tke that 1° he thundered. 

‘ i i * «Leery,” . wor ‘on worl uy a 

* et! ér), ©. 4. In angling, to fish with joni T. Hardy, Mayor of Casterbridge, Xx. 

Ledger bark. See *bark?. 
ledgering (lej’ér-ing), , [ledger(-bait) + 
-ing?.] Tn angling, fishing with ledger-bait. 

ledger-line (lej’ér-lin), ». In angling, an ar- 

(Named (1818) after J. F. 
Lee.) A variety of orthoclase feldspar, from 
Sweden, having a flesh-red color and waxy 
luster, 

(lér’ing), mn. [leer7 + -ing!.] In glaas- 

iaavay indicator, a metal segment of a circle marked 
with the points of the compass and placed on the taffrail 
of sailing Vessels, Ita rero-line agrees with the keel line 
of the ship, and the bearing of the axis of the wake 
from this zero point shows the leeway, which is reckoned 
in points and q —2 

legative 
leg, ». 2. (b) In telephony, a wire used for con- 
necting a subseriber’s line directly with the 
main switchboard.— 8, Same as water-leg.—9. 
In mach. : (a2) The movable case which contains 
the bucket-belt or -conveyer of a grain-cle- 
vator. (b) The tube in which the grain is 
lifted into an elevator.—10. In mining, a pe- 
culiar form of quartz-reef, forming a — 
vertical —— of the saddle. EF. X. 
Morris, Austral lish.—11. A tongue-like 

rtion of some geologic formation which pro- 
ts from the main mass or intrudes others. 

he term isa local one used in En 
such relationship in different drift deposits. 
J. Geikie, The Great Ice Age, p- 362,— 12, A 
as foe which ‘leg-business ‘is a prominent fea- 
ure. [Theat. slang.) Deep square leg, in cricket : 

(a) A at right angles wi © batsman’ wicket 
and at a distance from it on the (6) Hle position 
in the field. Hutchinson, Cricket, p. @—Good leg 

and for 

the leading out of a 

extraordinary are 
is, an oversparred and o Vesse! 
thalll.- Leg-before- in ericket. 
out ——— if with any part of his 
stopa the which, in the opinion of the umpire at the 
bowler’s wicket, has been pitched in a straight line from 
it to the striker's wicket and would have hit it. 

seri nowins 10 to the, growing en le to the grow 
habit of deliberately putting the body or legs in front of a 
breaking ball instead of playing it with the bat. 

Eneye. Brit, XXVIL 277. 

Tog cFmutten, gail, Same as showlider-of-mutton sail 
which see, under seil)— of the martinets 
neut.), an oll name for the two ropes fastened to the 

h-rope of a course and spliced together. — Off the left 
poy , that stance assumed by a player by which the 

is played on a line with the left foot.— Off the 17 
in i thatetance amaamed by a player by which the 
is played relatively near to the right foot, with the 

Tight leg advanced,— logs. 3 hs Weeieeor~ 
leg. Shear the spars which form a pair of shears. 
—To ‘s Same ns to keep one's Jeet (whitch 
ae —To make a leg. (+) Nowt., tomilona 
* 7* a person's leg, to * — * ¥ 

‘do’ or obtain m from a y imposing on 
credulity. (slang) ico 

leg. An abbreviation (b) of legislative or legis 
lature; (c) of legal; (a) of legate; (¢) of the 
Latin legit, he reads; (J) of lequnt, they read. 

n,— Absolute legacy, a} , Without condi 
om, Which Yeats immediately upon the death of the tee 

in which one of two 

that may be 
siduary 
a legacy which, 
testator dics or 

ro — = fo bank, ete. A re 
y ie tanally © class. — Lapsed legacy. 

the death of the legutce before 
lore some certain event, can bever vest 

in cio’ tow. a legacy in 
te ee a” certain 

thing certain ‘the legatee a claim 
aguinet the heir, but prior to delivery no right of property 
in the thing ueathed, — a legacy in 
which the will ta a particular method of applying 
the legacy for the benefit of the legatee, as a certain eam 
to be used for educating & certain person, ete.— Substi- 
tutive legacy, a gift by will or codicil intended to take 
the place of one al y made ther. 
Senaat fo shell ins a shige — mn Clee vw, a sing Lt w cy oe 
disposes of his entire estate, , 

le (leg’f-si), r. t.; pret. and pp. legacied, 
ppr. eying. (legacy, n.] 1. To bequeath; 
assign as ® legacy.—, To leave a legacy to, 

legalistic (l¢-gal-is‘tik), a, [legalist + -ie.} 
Pertaining to legalism or to legalists, 

Tt [book of Jubtlews) ls really an Haggadic commer 
on Genesis, and is practically the sole monument of a 
fetie Phartsalsm py oo ae the latter half of the tnd 
century 1c. and is ac teristic example of Uhat form 
of religion aguinst which the Pauline dialectic was di 
rected. It hus a secret apologetic alm, It defends and 
ustifies the assumption of the high pricsthumd by the 
Ecce brews, Eneye. Brit., XXV. 457. 

legality, ». 3. A gambling game. [Slang.) 
Le Gascon style of bookbinding. See *style'. 
l .». IL, a, Pertaining to or of the ega 
nature of a legacy. 

legate (1é-git’), v. t.; pret. and pp. legated, ppr. 
legating. [L, legare, pp. legutus, send, appoint, 
bequeath: see te,n.] To bequeath; give 
by will; give and bequeath. 

.~ Residuary See id 
aqaten, — ne ae 

legationary (1é-ga'‘shon-d-ri), a. 
a Pertaining to a legation. 
legative (leg‘a-tiv), ¢. and". [ML. legativws, 
¢ L, legare, send, depute, appoint: see legate, 
n.and v.] I, a. 1. Possessing power to confer 
the authority of a legate upon: as, a legative 

[legation + 



legative 
bull; a legative commission.—2, Same as leg- 
atine, 1 and 2. 

Ilt. ». <A legate. [Once, in a figurative 
use.} NV. B.D, a — 

Legato touch, a st playing, especial fano- 
forte or — the t produces a Seecth, tense et: 
oppased to staccato towe. 

Sac arp + -ial.) torial (leg-a-to’ —* 
to one who leaves a legacy; or pertainin; 

— to a legacy. 
,". An obsolete form of legatary. 

log break (le; *brak), . In cricket, a ball 
ich breaks from the leg, that is, a ball which, 

after it has pitched, Shears its course, or 
twists (as viewed by the bowler), from right to 
left. — H. ition, Cricket and Golf, p. 100. 

(lej -en-, or lé-jen-da’ ri-an), » 
Ye nary -an.} The writer of a legen- 
ry; a chronicler of the saints.—2, One who 

early history, especially gospel history, 
as ndary. 

(lej’en-, or — * ees + 
Gray; © realm of legend ig hale collec- 
ti mystic inscriptions or symbols. 
leg-e nd leg’ gland), ». A gland in the basal 
joint of the leg of Branchippus, and in the ter- 
minal joint of the leg in many insects. 

, law, + legielde (lej‘i-sid), n. [L. lex (leg- 
< cwdere, kil) An abolisher or estroyer 

of then or the 

a. (L. lez tes )s 
Of a legal f 

character. * ——— 
leg-ill (leg’il), n "An inflammation of the in- 
terdigital space ‘of the feet of sheep, followed 
by — erosions, and severe lameness. 

(é’jgn-ri), n fle gion + -ry.] Gath- 
ions; legions collectively. 

i alo Arc pon — 
— which poten. 

socially Earmfal oon ies: 
—— fosters education ‘ana — 

l. IL, 246, 

legislational (le}.is-léshon. ~al), a, Pertaining 
to, resulting from. or of the nature of legislation. 

te, a. IT. ». 1, By ellipsis, legiti- 
mate drama (which see, under legitimate). 
2+. An emigrant to aera who bad ‘legal 
reasons’ for emigrating. [Slang.]—3. A le- 
timate **8 — 44. Someth ing to which one 
a8 a legal right, Milton, Eikon., ati N. ELD. 

legitimature (1é-jit’ * r), # itimate, 
v., +-ure.) An offiee or d — ich one 
has legitimate De Carly: the Great, 

N. 
time, »n, IL, a. 1, Legitimate.—2, Gen- 
3* ‘opposed to adulterated I — — 

conforming to legal er 

—— (1é-j tater Prk a. aghtimist + 
-ie.] — or inclined to the princi- 

ples of the Legitimists. 
legitimi —— i-ti), nm. [F. légitimité; as 

ti ti Landor, 1 . Con, Th aot De — 
legos 1a’ gG-6), “ihe Portuguese form of l 

legoiek Cagipler) 2 n, [Cape D., ¢ leggen, lie, 
n or inclosure for cat- 

tle. pesoath — teh.] 
leg-rope (leg’rdp), v. t. In Australia, to rope 
or lasso by the leg with a noosed ree. 

leg-ropes (leg’ rops), 1. Same as *Bawera, 2. 
leg-stump (leg’stump), n. See stump, 5, 
leguant fle-gwin’ "), n. (D. leguaan, ¢ F, Vi- 
quane or le guane: le, the, iguana, guane, 
iguana: see iguana and nal.) The iguana. 

legumelin (lé-gi’me-lin), . [legume + -«l + 
-in2.) A proteid which is said to be present 
in the mg and other leguminous seeds: it ix 
probably a mixture consisting chiefly of nu- 
sise-albumton, 
leg. vise (leg’vis), n. In mech., a bench-vise 

ich is partly supported by a ieg reaching to 
* floor. . 

-worm (leg’wérm), ». A guinea-worm, the 
female of which lives coiled up in the subeu- 
taneous tissnes, usually of the legs, and gives 
rise to painful tumors. 

lehal (le-hil’), ». (N. Amer. — A 
guessing game of ie ndians of Oregon, Wash- 
ington, and British Columbia, played with two 
small hones one of which is marked. The bones 
are hidden in the hands of of the pages, and the object of 

the marked bore fa, 
n tc. F m: sometimes used 

technically for untransported fragmental pro- 
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ducts of the superticial decay of rocks which 
resemble loess. 
The true loess ts ee ye ye from another, leAm, 

* toe he —y f —— —8 —æe— mi the 

and — — of iin ac i pace stbjacent rocks. 
Smitheonian Hep, 1800, p. 227, 

lehua (lé-hi’i), ». (Hawaiian.) A native 
— foram: us tree, Metrosideros poly- 

ha, found in the —— Marquesas, 
— Samoan, Fiji, and Kermadec islands, 
It bears beautiful red flowers, which are mach prized by 
the natives. The wood is very hurd, farnishes the best 
foel, and is alao used for building purpeses. Many of the 
* ag were made of ft, ‘Also ealledk ohia-lehua, Bee 

lei (la’ 6), ». [Hawaiiau.] Any ornamental 
dress for the head or neck, especially a neck- 
lace ora wreath of leaves and flowers. 

leibzoll (ip a a < leib, body (see 
life), + zo 1) A Personal tax 
formerly Hi tas in Germany upon a Jew 
whenever he crossed the boundary of a city or 
petty state. It was removed a4 Prussia in 
1790 and in other German states in 1803. 

He [J m Graal chad — 
trades, art, science, and, under certain restrictions, 

Eneye. Brit., XIII. . agriculture. 

Leicester (age), & The name of a shire in 
England : appli — {a) toa breed 
of sheep having a long, tapering head, deep 
chest, round body, thi hin okie, and fine white 
wool; and (b) toa breed of cattle, practically 
the same as the longhorn. breed, as also 
the Leicester sheep, was brought into promi- 
nenee by Robert akewell, a noted breeder 
of the eighteenth century. 

a ne as Queensiand whean.— 
Leichhardt's tree, 

te (li’di-it), ». —— after Dr, Joseph J, 
(1823-91) of Philadelphia,] A hydrous 

silicate of aluminium, ferrous iron, magnesium, 1, 
and calcium, occurring in green Sorutations " 
— of fine silky scales: found in Penn- 
sylvania. 

— si-dé), n, 
< Leimacopsis + -idw.] A family of — 
trielad turbellarians, having the dorsal face 
very convex and the mouth in the anterior Lang 
of the ioe boty Itcontains the a Leima 
“fing a Cr Saint ye Sl ie 
sing, | oye, a 

cal —— Me the family 

erermess Me [G. ee? leimtypie, 
< leim, glue, gelatin, + —* typo.] In ph photog., 
& process in which gelatin prints in high rellet Ges on 
are used for direct — ng in the ordinary 
ee: ury, Eneye. Diet, 

otog., P 
leiocome (li’0-k6m), 
mba, gum.) Dextrine or starch-gum: made 
by heating starch cautiously until it becomes 
entirely. soluble in water, furnishing a thick 
mucil: ous solution. 

Lolocottas — cml A {NL., < Gr. Azo, 
smooth, + NIL A genus of Pacific 
shore-fishes —— to the —— Cottide, 
eiodermia, ». iodermia 

(Gr. Aeior, smooth, + 1 

lemon 

— 5* fishes found on the South Atlantic 
ee Gulf — of ” vn eek \+ 

phamic (li-fam’ik), @. zemum 
amine) + -ic.] Derived from the * — Hem. 
atomma leiphwemum., — a bitter 
compound, Caza aay, in hamie ae, ‘Name 

Leishman-Donovan 
Leiter's call. 
Leithakalk a- kiilk), », [G., ‘Leiths 
limestone.’ he eter Leitha is a tribu of 
the Danube.] In geol., a subdivision or phase 
of sedimentation * the Miocene series in 
Austria. The rock isa reef limestone 

and conglomeri 
conglomerate). 
*585* (lit’ mõo· tẽt·) . — leitmoti 
leitmotive ; <G. leitmotiv, < leiten, lead, + mo 
motive.] In mesic, & leading’ motive * 
see, under lead 

leitneriaceous ( wk oes a, Belong- 
rae 

(NL. 
ing to the plant family Leitneria 

Leitneriales (lit -né -ri-a’léx) 
(Engler, 1897), ¢ Leitneria + Pi * order 
of dicotyledonous archichlamydeous plants 
embracing only the family Leitneriacer, 

lek (lek), n. [lek rv. i.) An assemblage of 
black cocks, trao tetrix, during the “ieee 
season, when the birds select their 
As forty or fife: birds 

at the leks; and —— —— — 
aueeeare years Descent of Man, p. 

lekane (le-kii'nad), n. 7— Jenivy, a dish.] In 
Gr, archwol,, & cove pottery vessel in the 
form of a tureen, with two les, sometimes 
used as a basket or box, 
L. B. L. An abbreviation of Laureate in Eng- 
lish Literature, 

— att (seodet.) cer (lem’ 
+ -ite mineral, — no An artifle 
silicate 1 atumiatens eo sodium, 
O4 + 2HQ0, first described by J. V. Lemberg as 
nephelin hydrate, 
lemmanee (lem-a-né’),». [Also lemone; from 
an East Indian source. fine cotton mate- 
rial madeinIndia, Yuleand Burnell, Hobson- 
Jobson (8. v. piece-qoods). 

* Lemone Handkerchiefs” were advertised in the Boston 
Gazette (in 1755) These were of the India cotton ma- 
terial — 

. M. Earle, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 124. 

m species is 

Se (lem’ ing-mous), n. One of 
the small, short-tailed mice of the genus 
naptomys, the best known << most wide ely 
distributed bead &. cooperi. Nine species are 
rage reco; —— of which are included 

t .~ Cooper’s lemm: 
cues, mugen —— call mcrae *6 
the deermouse in general appearance, but having « 
shorter tail, It is common in eastern United Sta 

See *li > Pray me from Massachusetts = to M ani 

gum *, 1 son eorgia. 

= * See liom myons. *2 ea pelt a. Belonging to 

Leiopathes (li-op’ a-théz) the plant — y Lemnaces. 
1840), < Gr. —— mifoe, * — le ¢) The locus of the point in 
re * typical genus of the family 

Lelopathidee (li-6-path’i-dé), m. pl. [NL., ¢ 
Leiopathes + -idw.] A family of zoantharians, 
of the order Antipathidea, in which 12 mesen- 
teries are — ~ theoraleone., It contains 
the genus 

llous ( —* — [Gr. ioc. smooth, 
—— leaf, + -ons.] Hovings smooth leaves. 

See *liopus. 
— (li-os‘t6-mus), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. 

Azioc, smooth, + ordua, south} A genus of 
ty 
wa 

( — en 

Lelastemwr wanthurwe, 

(From Bulletin 47. U.S. Nat, Museum.) 

vive the straight which the 8 t through the center and the 
projection of a point of a circle on # fixed tan- 
gent are cut by the perpendicular from this 

int to the diameter from the contact point. 

wine cquntion In sisapleat forma ia 96 = 2 — ER an 5, w! un = = = 

Lemniscate of Bernouill, See lemndecate, 0. (a) 
d (lem-nis*koid), m. [lemnisens + 

~oid.] A curve resemblin the lemniscate, 
that is, shaped like a figure eight. Amer. Jowr, 
Sei., as Or 1903, p. 55, 
lemniscoidal (lem-nis’koi-djal), a. [lemniscoid 

al.)  Resembling a lemniscoid | which 
a Amer, Jour, Sei., July, 1908, p. 5 

wn. 4 A kind of reference-mark 
such as the modern asterisk, obelisk, etc., con- 
sisting of a straight line drawn between two 
points or dots (=), formerly used, by textual 
critics in their annotations. 

e circles, parallels, point, straight. 
See motrele, ete, 

. —B8 yrup of lemon, 5 — 35 Tice can emon-jdice 

Severed’ with lemon ‘eel. Tt in ised as a vehicle it: plinr- 
macy. Wild lemon, in Australia, Plectronia latifolia, 
a * tree of the marckder family, yielding a hard, close- 
grained, streaked, pinkish woedl 



lemoncito 

lemoncito (lé-mén-s6’t6), », Same as *limon- 

lemonet, #. See *lemmanee, 
lemoniid (le-mé'ni-id), n. anda. I, M. Amem- 
ber of the lepidopterous family Lemoniida, 

II. a. Having the character of or belonging 
to the family Lemoniide, 

lemon-kali, ». 2, A mixture of bicarbonate 
of potash with citric acid (originally obtained 
from lemon- or lime-juice), both in powder and 
flavored with a little oil of lemon. On addition 
of water it effervesces from escape of carbon-<dioxid 
and produces a drink of mildly laxative effect. 

L 
jomon-iily lem‘on-lil’i), m. See *lily. 
lemon-lo (lem ‘on-ld-bé"lii), ». Same 
as lemon-helin. 
lemon-monarda (lem’on-m0-niir’dii), ». A 
plant, Monarda eitriedora, of the dry plains of 
the western United States, It has somewhat 
the odor of lemons, 
lemon-rob (lem’on-rob), ». Lemon-juice that 
has been thickened or concentrated by evapo- 
ration. [Eng.] 
lemon-scab (lem’on-skab), n, See *scab. 

-sole, ». 3. In New South Wales, Para- 
plagusia unicolor, of the family Plewronectide 
or flatfishes; also, in New Zealand, the New 
Zealand turbot. A, &. Morris, Austral English. 
lemon n. 2. Inthe southwestern United 
States, /ectis filipes, P. papposa, and I’, long- 
ipes, small yellow-flowered lemon-seented 
composites with linear leaves dotted with oil- 

ds. These plants are used medicinally by 
Indians and the white settlers, in the form 

ofadecoction. See *limoncillo, 2. 
lemon-wood (lem‘on-wid), n, 1, See lemon 
hota. — — 9. Te New Zealand, — 

urel or tarata. Mioasporum eugenioides, 
Also called mapau and New Zealand oak, See 
*mapau and *tarata. 
lemony (lem’on-i), a. [lemon + -yl,] Like 
—— in taste or — 
moparalyals, n. me as — 

lemura’ (lem -ii-rav‘ id), v. © of the 
Lemuravida. 
lomuravoid (lem-i-rav’oid), a, Related to or 
having the characters of Lemurarus, 
—— * lé-mi’ri-an), a. Resembling or 
characteristic of a lemur; lemurine: correlated 
with cebian, pithecian, ete. 

Frontal alnuses well marked, cheek and jaw bones very 
large, orbita large and distant, an a face, the 
nasal overture of a pheleiform t and femurion attach 
ment of the under jaw. Smithoonsan Rep., 1800, p. 621, 

lemuriform (1é-mii‘ri-form), @. Resembling 
alemur: having the characteristics of a lemur. 
lenad (len’ad), . [le(ucite) + n(ephelite) + 
-ad.] In petrog., in the quantitative system 
of igneous rocks (ove *rock!), a standard 
— mineral —leucite, nephelice, or a 
sodalite. te. 
Lenga (16-né'll), n. pl. See Lenaia. 
Lenard effect, ray, tube, window. See 
*effect, ete. 

len -house —— — n, A chari- 
table institution for lending money to the poor 
at a very low rate or gratis, 

lendofelic (len-dé-fel’ik), a. [len(ad) + do- 
(minant) + fel(dspar) + -ic.]) Tn petrog., in 
the quantitative classification x igneous 
rocks (see *rock1), noting a division in which 
the normative feldspars are dominant over 
the normative lenads (leucite, nephelite, 
sodalite) within the limits <7> 4. 

lenfelic (len-fel’ik), a. [len(ad) + fel(depar) 
+-ie.] In petrog., in the quantitative elassi- 
fication o! igneous rocks (see *rockl), a 
division in which the normative feldspars and 
lenads are in equal, or nearly equal, propor- 
tions, that is, are within the limita ¢4> 2. 

lengenbachite (leng’en-bii¢h-it), ». [G. Len- 
, & small stream in the Binnenthal, 

witzerland,} A sulpharsenite of lead with 
antimony, silver, and copper in small amount; 
it oeeurs in thin-bladed crystals, probably tri- 
clinic, of steel-gray color and metallic luster: 
found in the dolomite of the Binnenthal, 

—— o & In the brachiopod shell e », 9. (a) In the brachio ell, 
the distance from the apex of the more pro- 
jecting valve axially to the anterior margin. 
(6) In the pelecypod shell, commonly the 
greatest distance across the shell fore and 
aft, but more correctly the distance from the 
beak obliquely along the creseence-line, or 
line of most rapid growth,—10. In cricket: 
(a) The distance between the bowlers wicket 

Tis 

and the spot where the ball pitches: said of a 
ball bowled. (5) The oper distance at 
— a ball bowled should pitch; a good 

P’pasal 

occ nta, Ardliéka, in Amer, Anthropologist, 1901, 
R 1 — ofa , the product of the 

traversed the index of refraction.-- Palatal 
tn creniom., the distance from the medial point 

on inner side of the alveolar arch to the or 
tal bones, excluding the at 

le merchantable Nength. he 
length. Prince’s lengths, in archery, 

yards ; from 
George IV.— Rupture 

& constant used to ex, ean the strength oS peger. 
The breaking streas of a eample is measured by stretching, 
and the length of a strip of th ual 7 in 
width to the sample and having a we —— the 
breaking boad, is compated. This length, in eter, 
iss th length, 

th-height (length’hit), n. Same as alti- 
tudinal *index. 

Lenham beds, See *bed1. * 
lenic (len’ik), a. [le weite) + n(ephelite) + 

-ic.]) In petrog., in the quantitative classiti- 
cation of igneous rocks (see *rock1), havin, 
the character of or a og. the ep S 
lenads (leucite, nephelite, and the sodatites), 
equivalent to the fel thoid minerals. 

ol (len-i-gal’ol), ». [. lenis, smooth, 
+ E gallol.) The trade-name for pyrogallol 

trineetate, CoHg(Cal Dede prepared by the 
action of acetyl chlorid on py ol. It forms 
a colorless ine powder am slowly Mberates pyro- 
gallol in contact with inflamed akin, hence it is teed as o 
remedy for ectema and similar 

lenirobin (len-i-ré’bin), », (1. lenis, smooth, 
e-name for + E. (chrysa)robia,] ie 

— triacetate, CggHogg0,(OCOCHg)s, 
It is used instead of chrysurobin in the 
milder forms of various skin diseases. 

lennilite (len‘i-lit), », [Lenni (see def.) + 
Gr. Aitiog, stone,] A greenish orthoclase from 
Lenni, Pennsylvania, 

o-wea (16'né-wé‘ ving), ”. Same as 

* —53 L. (Stickman, 1754),] n. &. [eap, . (Stic 1 lo 
—— of dbeotledonois plants of the fam- 

Mimosaces, | here are about 14 -_ jes, 
of which the best-known is LZ, loides, the 
match-box bean or simitar-pod, See Entada, 
* , sea-bean, 1, and simitar-pod.—6. In 
entom.: (a) The crystalline lens or cone. (b) 
One of the facets of the compound eye.—7. 
In geol., a body of ore having a lenticular 
shape. This type is commen fn m hie 
rocks, such as echiste or slates, and ie very frequent with 
magnetic and lar irom ores, pyrites, and some gold- 
quartz veins uses of magnetite or pyrites often over- 
lnp like shingles. 

8, A surface-condenser made of two round, 
dished plates bolted together, resembling in 
form a double-convex lens. [Local, U. 8. 
There are no colle in the stitla, but the steam ta con- 

ducted into what are termed * lenses,” which resemble a 
double-convex lena, Set, Aier., Sept. 5, 1008, p. 206, 

a 5 ¢ 

the fringes. It consis of in : ——— 
@ amt 4, ec i & —— 

close —— at will by means of a micrometerscrew. 
Light from a luminous source, o, produces two images, 

Billet’s Sedit Lene 

(From Prestun’s “* Theory of Light.) 

lentamente 
o amd 6, close together, The light diverging from these 
fimages produces fringes on a screen vw 
thelr common cad & & cusp to lotarpocs plates of 
any trans fy tS either or of 

Con' 
—— — * 

ective —— — 
each of which can be used 

one ary — concave on the other: used merely 
“4 ie eye.— Dispersion 

ter thickness eo axis thar tens; any lens having 
at the ” Equivalent lens, 4 single lem which is 

vor lena system dn that the | 

ire system.— Pield of a lens, in photog., the ilami- 
nat A ona —— by any lems — 
with full a ry.— Midangle lens, o i 
having a fecal length greater than that of a wide-angle 
lens and Jess than that of a long-focus lens. Minus lens, 
& Hegative, concave, or diverging lena Narrow: 

& photagrapliic b having an angle of view of from 
te o-ongle lens, 

ne 
4? to MP: oy * — Oll-immersion 

a uin objective of high power whick 
when used fs famersed, in — 

gr ig 5 — ———— When of a otog., & apecial anastigmatic ol re no 
short focal length it te well ada) for instantaneous 
Photography, for enlanging and reductng pictures, aid for 
projection ap tus; when of greater focal length it 
serves for Phaerechantcal reproduction 

nm multiply 
ym sbbrevTa on for re 

for patic aberration,—' Same 
lens, « 

x 
system, for photog: 4 — 
distant objects in detail. 
Such a syste consista of two 

a positive element (7%), 
may be any ordi. 
tographic objective, 

& negative element (VY), which increases the effective 
h of the system, giving a greatly magnified 

image but a correspondingly smaller angle. The figure 
shows a combination designed by Dallmeyer. Also called 

Fetes mecha for use ft eo Lena. — Tens, 0 pled 
in a telescope. — Toric alens tn which the difter- 
ence of refraction of the two principal meridians is 

whic 
nal 
a 
fo 

Jelephetcgraphic Lens. 

\ bet 

2 

a 
. ' 

' ' ' ' ' ' ' * ‘ —9 

Tore Lens 
of, front; &, section one, #7 C, section on @. 4 

ground on one surface, the other surface being ground 
copcare, A —- spherocylindric lens is thus pro 
daced which is much supertor to the universal grinding: 

lens-board (lenz’bdérd), », In 8 the 
board which forms the front of the camera 
and carries the lens, 
The ** arrangement showkl be by mock and 

pinion at the side of the fenaboard, instead of by a relemse 
at the back of the camera, or under the lens and shatter. 

Photo: Miniature, Bept., 1901, p 244 

lensed (lenzd), a. [lens + -ed2.] Fitted with 
a lens or lenses. 

lens-hood (lenz’hid), #, Same as */ens-sereen. 
lens-screen (lenz’skrén),. In photog., « con- 
trivanece fitted to the front of the lens to 
screen off side-light in making exposure. It 
may be of cardboard. 

lens-star (lenz‘stir), ». A star-shaped figure 
formed by radiating fibers of the crystalline 
lens of the eye. 

-lent. [L. -lentus (sometimes lens), usually 
with the vowel of a preceeding stem -w-lrwtes. 
~o-lentua, sometimes -t-lentus, a compound com- 
posed of -l(@)- or -I(i)-, + -entus, -ento-, a suffix 
connected with the participial suffix -ens (-ent-): 
see -ent,] Fa — in * ** of Latin 
origin, as flatulent, pestilent, pulrerulent, tur- 
bulent, vinolent, violent, virulent, ete. It ix not 
used in new English formations. 
lentamente (len-tli-men‘ta), adr. [It., ¢ lento, 
< L. lentus, slow.) In music, slowly; with de- 
iberation. 



lentelliptical 719 
len’ ent-e-lip’ti-kal), a. [L. lens cied leonine Pp by it.—Leontiasis 
— 9 E. citipheal i” —— and ossea, nodular tr mal of the bones of the head and 
e k 

kail, or pie, broth or pie made without meat. 2 Clouded leopard, Same as cloned tiger n.— 
1 (which see, under be a 

-tide ‘ten- ‘ eopardite (lep’ird-it), ». [leopard + -ite?.] 
lenten ak In petrog., By Ana iP fetds wth e quartzite, 

lenticle (len‘ti-kl), u. 
lens, a lentil: see lentil.) In 

lenticula, dim. of °T qQuartz-porphyty, spotted with oxid of 

of mentary rock. whie 
t(a) Astratum .™anganese, occurring in North Carolina. 
rh ne central leopard-lizard saat fh te oa n. <A large, 

point of maximum thickness tapers toa thin potted species of lizard, Crofaphytus wisli- 
edge in every direction; ® common form of Zenii, common on the dry plains of the western 
limestone in shales, (1) A mass of eruptive United States from Nevada to Texas. 
rock squeezed and sheared into a shape like B -mackerel (lep’iird-mak’e-rel), nm. A 
the typical sedimentary lenticle. secombroid fish, Cybiam guttatum, of East In- 
Lenticles of anermshed diorite may be dian seas, 

sound which ths more erased gar bave bat pn leopard-marmot (lep’iird-miir‘mot), m A 

— Me EEN oe ; : book-name for the 13-lined spermophile, Sper- 
Eneye. Brit., XX VIEL Ga. mophilus tridecemii tus. 

The season of | 

lenticula, ». 4. The lenticular nucleus in the Jeopard-plant (Jep’iird-plant), n. See *£ry- 
brain. J throchete, 
lenticular, a. 3. Of or pertaining to lenses leopard-rock (lep’lird-rok), n. A metamor- 
generally. phosed augite-ayenite, characterized by oval 

The lensea revolve at a given speed so proportioned to 
the diameter of the — and the tentiewlar ap- 
parntas, that the light is made to show continually, 

Sei, Amer, Feb, 7, 1908, p. 98, 
Lenticular bed, « stratum of sedimen rock in the 
form of a broad, thin lena, aa in the case uently) of 

: lentil-bed. 
See (a).— Lenticular woop), 
wore! Lon! Tose spots. —* 

lenticularis Nagel a. [Nl.: see 
lenticular.) In meteor., a term *** by the 
International Conferenee at Innsbruck, Sep- 
tember, 1905, for clouds having an ovoid form 
with sharp edges: as, enmulus lenticularis, eu- 
mulo-stratus lenticularis. Such elouds occur 
especially in connection with siroceo, mistral 
and foehn winds, and frequently show rain- 
bow colors. 

lenticulate (len-tik’d-lat), a. (NL. “lentien- 
latus, ¢ lenticula, lentil.] Same as lenticular. 

lenticuliform (len-tik’i-li-form), a. [¢ L, len- 
tiewla, lentil, + forma, form.) Lentiform; 
lenticular. 

lenticulo-optic (len-tik’d-lé-op’tik), a. Hav- 
ing reference to the lenticular nucleus. 
lenticulothalamic (len-tik’i-l6-thal’a-mik), 
a. Having reference to the lenticular nucleus 
and the optic thalamus. 

lenticulus (len-tik’a-lus), x. [NL., ¢ L. len- 
tieula, lentil.) Same as os orbiculare. 

len’ a, 4, A body or mass having the gen- 
eral form of a double-convex Jens; a lenticular 
bedy or mass; a lenticle. 

In the southwestern belt there is a line of Devonian 
limestone lentils which may be traced with many Inter- 
raptions for over 100 miles. 

Amer. Jour, Sei, May, 1908, p. 344, 

Lentil-be¢, See #lenticular bed. 
Lentilla (len-til‘fi), ». (NL. (Wight, 1906), a 
diminutive of lens (lent-), the lentil.] A genus 
of leguminous plants. It contains about 6 
species, one of whichisthe lentil. See lens, 4, 

lenti-powder.(len’ til-pou’ dér) ntil- (len ’ til-pou* dér), wn. 
powdered seeds of the common lentil. 

Lentinus (len-ti‘nus), n, [NL (Fries, 1825), 
¢ L, lentus, tough, lasting.] A genus of . 
eaceous fungi having a tough, leathery pileus 
and decurrent gills. The species oceur on de- 
caying wood. L. lepidens is a common species. 

lentisco (len-tis’k6), ». An extract of the 
leaves of the mastic-tree, Pistacia Lentiseus: 
said to be used as a substitute or adulterant for 
sumac. 

lentitis (len-ti’tis), ». -» Glens (lent-), lens, 
+ -itis.]) Same as Paces : 

leonina (l4-6-né’ni), ». [It., < Leone, Leo.] 
‘ a coin of 2 sendi, struck by Leo XIL, 

leonine, », 2. pl. Leonine verse. 
The Specuiam ts not. . . written either in classical 

metre or in leoninea. : 
Saturday Rev., Sept. 21, 1861, p. 306, X. BD, 

leonite (16’6-nit), m. [Leo(pold) (see def.) + 
“n- + — A ae sulphate of oma 
sium magnesium, . + 4H,0, 
analogous to blidite ——— god hence 

Sanka — my im ie ons * 

puldaball and Weateregein, Germany. wat 

leontiasic (1é-on-ti’a-sik), a. [leoutiasis + -ie,] 
Marked by or affected with leontiasis. 

leontiasis —— n. »» © Gr. de- 
ovriagic, ¢ Af (Acovr-), lion.) © bloating o- 
enlargement of the head, especially of the 
face, due to tubercular leprosy; from the fan- 

Finely 

spots of granular feldspar encireled by dark- 
green augite: associated with apatite veins of 
Ontario. 

leopard-shark (lep‘iird-shirk), 1. A shark, 
Scylliorhinus canicula, a small species abun- 
dant in the Mediterranean and vicinity: 80 
— from “ * Pa — ae 
eopard-tree (lep’frd-tré), x. e spotted- 
tree, Flindersia —— See Flindersia. 

leopold (18"¢-pold), a. 1, The gold ducat of 
Lorraine, under Duke Leopold (1690-97).—2. 
A Belgian gold coin with an issue-value of 25 
francs, 

(lé'd-pdl-dé’nd), n. [It] A Tus- 
ean silver coin of the value of 5 paoli. 

Leotia (1é-0'shi-l), ». (NL. (Hill, 1751), ¢ Gr, 
zelog, smooth (Aecérgc, smoothness).) A genus 
of ascomycetous fungi having stalked gelatin- 
* more or less irregular-shaped ascocarps, 
and hyaline elongate spores. JL, lubrica ia a 
common species, of a greenish-yellow color. 
lepachys (le-pak’is), n. (From Lepachys, an 
untenable genus name, ¢ Gr, Arric, a scale, + 
rayir, thick; in allusion tothe thickened apex 
of the receptacular bracts.) Any species of 
Ratibida, a genus of plants of the family dste- 
racex, especially R. colunnaris, See * Ratibida. 

us (lep-a-dok’ri-nus), v. [NL., ¢Gr. 
zerdc, limpet, + xpivov, a lily (see erinoid).] 
Avery peculiar genus of cystids, of the family 
Callocystide, with oval or pyriform calyx, con- 
sisting of 20 plates (arranged in five rows) and 
a column which consists of two parts, thereby 
differing from all other associated genera, The 
genus occurs in the Upper Silurian of North 
— dine) + 
pamine (lep’a-min), n. (idine) + amine; 
A colorless Fiquid, Cant gun, ate ared from 
isoamy) iodide and lepidine. It boils at 275° C, 

a. A simplified spelling of leopard. 
‘gylic —— a. (Gr. den(ic), seale, 

dpyv(poc), silver, + -l- +-ic. The acid erystal- 
ne in white leaflets.} Same as *«zelaic 
(acid). 

Lepar, (lep-lir-ji-ré‘li), n. (NL. (Rafin- 
esque, is18 A <r. deric, scale, + apyipeog, sil- 
very. The name alludes to the character of 
the leaf-surface in the type species, L. ar- 
cna A genus of dicotyledonous plants 

longing to the family Klwagnacer, Bee 
Shepherdia, 

leper* (lep’ér), v.t. [leperl, n.] To strike with 
leprosy ; leperize; taint with leprosy. 
Leperditia (lep-tr-dit’i-t), », (NL, from a 
proper name, erdit,) A gonus of fossil ostra- 
code crustaceans, of the family Leperditiide, 
characterized by oblong unequal valves with 
straight dorsal edge and rounded ventral out- 
line, overlapping ventral edge of the right valve, 
eye-tubercle, and subcentral interior museular 
imprint. The genus extends from the Lower 
Silurian to the Carboniferous, 

Loperisa (lep-t1's8), n, (NL. (Herbert, 1821), 
r 

le 
le 

. deric, sealo, + pita, root.}] A genus of 
monocotyledonous plants of the family Amaryl- 
lidacex, See Urecolina, 

Lepeta (lep’é-ti), n. L. (Gray, 1847).] The 
na tn fi o the elaity Lepetiden J 

< Lepeta + (le-pet’i-dé), wn. pl. [NL., 
re A family of docoglossate gastropods in 

which the etenidia, pallial branchiw, and eyes 
are absent. It contains the genus Lepeta. 
Lepidaster (lep-i-das’tér), ». [NI., ¢ Gr, 
demic, seale, f dorkp, star.) 1 Silurian genus of 

lepidopteric 

the asteroid Echinodermata, belonging to the 
order tozoniad, It has arather disk and 13 

and ita lower side is covered by imbricating plates 
which run in two series alongside the ambulacral furrows 

Lepidechinus (lep’i-de-ki’nus), a, (NL, ¢ 
Gr. demic (Aercd-), seale, + i yivoc, sea-urchin,) 
A us of fossil echinoids or sea-urchins 
which belong to the family Archwocidaride, 
It a narrow ambulacri, consisting of two series of 
imbricating plates and broad interambalecra. The genus 
is found in the Devonian and Carboniferous of North 
America 

esthes (lep-i-des’théz), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
— Ll ic + éotiiy, — Agenus of 
echinoids or sea-urehins of the family Melo- 
nitida, characterized by having a large test and 
broad ambulacra consisting of eight toeighteen 
columns of small imbricating plates. The 

nus is found in the Subearboniferous rocks of 
North America. 

lepidine! (lep ‘j-din), ». [TL. lepidus, fine, 
neat, + -ine*.] A colorless compound, 

' 

Cola <y cH .cH:OCHs' 
obtained by the diatillation of cinchonine with 
— — ydroxid; py4-methylquinoline, It 
as an odor of quinoline, melts below 0° C., 

and boils at 261-263°C. Also called quino- 
lepidine, 
— — a. [Gr, Zerig ſ.), seale, 

Lepidion (le-pid’i-on), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. Aexidov, 
dim, of ewig (Aesid-) tenis) A genus of fishes 
related to the codfish, found in deep water in 
both the Atlantic and the Pacitie Ocean. 
Lepidocentrus (lep’i~l9-sen’trus),». (NL, ¢ 
Gr. deric (Arnd-), casio, + «ivtpov, center.) A 
genus of Devonian echinoids or sea-urchins 
which belong to the family Archwocidarida, 
eharnelecined by 5 to 11 columns of interam- 
bulacral plates and very narrow ambulacra 
which continue beyond the peristomial margin 
to the true mouth. 

Lepidocoleus (lep‘i-do-k6'lé-us), mn. [Gr. ezir 
(Jerid -), scale, + nodedc, sheath.) A very primi- 
tive Paleozolc genus of cirriped crustaceans be- 
longing tothe family Lepidocoleida#. it ts charae- 
terized by the elongate, blade-shaped form of the shell, 
which is composed of two sertes of plates interlocking on 
the dorsal edge but only in apposition on the ventral edge. 

idodendracex —— ———— m 
. (NL, (Engler, 1892), x idodendron + 

-acee.) A family of Paleozoic fossil plants of 
the order Lycopodiales, typified by the genus 
Lepidodendron (which see). Several other 
genera have been described, as Anorria, Hal- 
onia, Ulodendron, ete., which, however, are now 
believed to represent so many parts or aspects 
of Lepidodendron ; but Lepi loios seems to 
be a distinet genus. e roots belong to 
Stigmaria, but do not constitute all that is in- 
eluded under that name. See all the above 
terms. 

lepidodendrid (lep"i-dé-den‘drid), n. 
*lepidophyte, 

bius dephe ua), n. (Gr, eric Le 
Ceri , scale, NL, Gobius.) A genus of 

es of the family Gobiidw, found on the weet 
coast of North America. 

meda (lep-i-dom’e-dii), #. 
Tepidomeds ( py + wie Meda, 
of minnows found in Arizona, 

(lep’i-d6-fit), . (Gr. demic (Arred-), 
scale, + ¢erdv, plant.) Any fossil plant of the 
great group supposed to represent the ancestors 
of the modern order Lycepodiales, including the 
families Lepidodendracesr, Sigillariaces, Both- 
rodendraces, ete., or Paleozoic seale-trees. 

lepidophytic (lep‘i-d6-fit‘ik), a, Belonging or 
epidoph to the lepidophytes, 
lepido: (lep*i-do-pér’fi-rin), nm. [fep- 
egitenorpbgsin hla —* + -in2=.] A 
purple product which results from the yellow 
pigment in the wings and excrement of but- 
terflies Lacengeors acid) on warming with di- 
lute sulphuric acid. 
—2 (NL., ¢Gr, 

pemi¢ (Aevid-), seale, yirra, flounder.) A 
genus of flounders found on the Paeifie const 
of the United States. See Plewronectida, with 
eut, 

lepid 
tera 

Same as 

‘L., < Gr, 
A genus 

(lep*i-dop-ter’ik), a. [Lepidep- 
-ic.] Pertaining to or derived from 

Lepidoptera.— Lepidopteric acid, a derivative of urte 
acl which —— the green pigment found in several lept. 
doptercus inects, It ls converted into uric acid by pro- 
longed beiling tn hydrochloric acid. 



lepidopterological 

le pidopterological (lep-i-dop* t¢-r6-loj’i-kal) 
a. Of or poreaany to lepi — = : 

lepidopterol: _(lep-i-dop-tg-rol’6-jist), n. 
Same ag lepido; 

-rol’§-ji),_®. 
pterist. — 

Rt, — ee 2 — * Aéyewv, speak.)] 

Lepidoptera, or butterflies and moths. 
lepldosis, n, 2, 

Ip *— — — 
growth; specifi- === = he: 74 
cally, the Thorn’ Sat S | 
on the nose of the T — 
sand-viper, Fi- €Ge5= ==. - 
ves — . Side view of head of sand-viper (Pipers 
epidosperme = “Ri sei 
(lap i-d-aper’- — 

idosperma- 
ta (Cyeadofilices), They have the external a»- 

phy HS sears tog en! GR pom instead of macto- 
The genus ndron, which is now known 

to this class. 
Lepidosternide (lep’i-d6-stér’ni-dé), . pl. 

L., ¢ Lepidosternon + -idz.] A division of 

es. 
lepidosternoid (lep*i-d6-stér’noid), a. ULepi- 

fosternon + -oid.) Relating to or having the 
characters of Lepidosternon, a genus of Am- 
phisbenide 

lep-i-dot’ik), a. [lepido(p)t(er)ie, 
Noting aes d, similar to als —* ig 

the pigments of many species of sent in 
Vopidoplera. 
lepidotrichium (lep’i-i$-trik’i-um), .; pl. 
lepidotrichia X * Gr. — 
seale, + Gpif (rpex-), hair.] One of the rays 
that form the fins of the bony fishes. 

e y to 
primitive f closely resembling the ve forma iy Wek body 

Lepidotus (lep-i-d6’tus), mn. [NL., ¢ Gr. dent 
durdg, sealed, sealy, ¢ demic (Arvid-), scale.) 
A genus of fossil ganoid fishes of the family 
Semionotida, characterized by thiek, deeply 
imbricating seales with more or less pro- 
duced overlapping edges, and numerous hemi- 
spherical suecessional teeth which make a 
revolution of 180° in passing from the incipi- 
entto the maturecondition. The genus ranges 
from the Keuper to the Lower Cretaceous, and 
is widesp in Europe, India, Siberia, and 
Brazil. 

Leplota (lep-i-d’tii),n. INL. (Fries, 1821), ir- 
rog. ¢ Gr, Zeric, 
a seale, + oi¢ : 
(ar-), ear. The 
name refers to 
the scales on 
the pileus,] A 
large genus of 
aguricaceous 
fungi having a 
fle pileus, 
white spores, 
and an annu- 
late stipe. Over 
260 species, dis- 
tributed throagh- 
out the world, have 
been described. L. 

Parasol Mushroom (Lepieta grocera), 
Que fourth natural size. 

which has modi annulus. 
lepismatid (le-pis’ma-tid),m. anda, Ln, An 
insect of the thysanurous family Lepismatide. 

a, Having the characters of or belong- 
ing to the family Lepismatide. Also lepismid. 

le (le-pis’mid), a. and x, Same as 
*lepismatid, 

Lepisosteid@ (lep‘i-sos-té'i-dé), m. pl. (NL, 
< Lepisosteus + -ide.] A family of fresh- 
water ganoid fishes commonly known as the 
garpikes, which are found in North America 
and China, 
Lepisosteus (lep-i-sos’té-us), n, [NL., irreg. 
< Gr, deric, seale, + darfov, bone.] A genus 
of ganoid fishes which inhabit fresh waters of 
North America and China, and are commonly 
known as garpikes. 
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le lep-6-si’téd), n. [Gr. Aémoc, scale, 
KUTOr, Ante (a cell), + sldos, ‘form.] 

Same as te, eg? 
lite (lep’o-lit), n. [Gr. Aéror, scale, + 

A gray to pink variety of anor- Mio, atone. pi 
thite from Finland which occurs in complex 

of America. 
Somewhat over 14) species and aub · 
have been described, just about one 

from North A where the 
conditions are favorable for the 

Leporidea, n. pl. 

epzzi of thls family 

Lisnnotagus, Brack: 
—— — 

wily 
from 

leporine, a. II.n. Same as leporide. 
lepospondylous (lep-d-spon‘di-lus), a. [Gr. 
eae a husk, scale, + ordrdudor, versace. 
Having vertebre consisting of a thin shell o: 
bone surrounding the notochord, a type found 
in * — eS rie +t.) A 

leprarin (lep’ra-rin), x. [Lepra ne. 
colorless bitter compound, Cg Hap 10, con- 
tained in the lichen Lepraria lat tum. It 
erystallizes in small lustrous plates or prisms 
Pha uieh * at 155° C. bak +40] 
eprolin ep’ré-lin), ». -ol. + -in2, 

toxin which is oO tain ghd cultures of the 
ji ig se : ) [leprot + 

lepro ep-rol’6-jist), m. [le 
-ist, F wie devotes special sttentlon to 
the study of the nature an 
* to its —— — (Gr. 7 ' 

logy (lep-rol’6-ji), mn. (Gr, 2érpa, leprosy. 
* -Aayta, < Siew: speak.) The ——— 

origin of leprosy 

leproma (le- ro’ mil) n.; pl. lepromata (-ma- 
th). (NL, Clepra } ena} Ons of the tuber: 
eles which oecur in leprosy. 

Sich catemion — — w ww — 

————— , Same os pet 
a leprosy. Same asleprat 
(which see, under 1) 
Le a {lep-tée’nd), ». (NL., ¢ Gr, Zexrde, 
thins + -awe, a fem. suffix. genus of ex- 
tinct brachiopods of the family Strophomenidx, 

Leptana rhombetdalis Wickens, Silurian. 

(From Nicholsow and Lydekker's * Palatomtology.”) 

characterized by convexo-coneave shells, the 
flatter portions of which are covered with 
eo tions and wrinkles. It rau from 
the Silurian to the Carboniferous, and is very 
— *— an Cis — 
C) (lep-té’noid), a. tana 

mbling related to the —— 
Leptena. 

Leptagonus (lep-tag’d-nus), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
derroc, thin, Bian, + NL. Ag — Agenus of 
agonoid fishes of the North Pacific Ocean, 
Leptamnium (lep-tam’ni-um),». (NL. (Rafin- 
*5 1818), ¢ Gr, Aerrde, small \ 

o 

+ dpviov, & 
bowl for sacrificial blood, The calyx resembles 
acup.] A genus of dicotyledonous plants be- 
longing to the family Orobanchacee. See 
Epiphequs. 

Leptictida (1 (NL., ¢ Lep- ep-tik’ti-lé), m. pl: 
tictis + 247 A family of small, extinct 
insevtivorous nammuls, having trituberculate 
molars: found from the Eocene to the Oligo- 
cene of North America, Gill, 1872. 
Leptictis (lep-tik’tis), », [NL., ¢ Gr. Aexréc, 
small, + ixrrc, weasel.) A genus of small Insec- 
tivores from the Oligocene (White River) of 
North America. 
Leptilon (lep’ti-lon), », (NL. (Rafinesque, 
1518), ¢ Gr. Zerréc, small, delicate.) A genus 

leptomatic 

of plants of the family dAsteracea, 11 is closely 
to Brigeron, but has very small paniched heads, 

with ray-flowers not lo than diameter of the disk. 
‘There are about 20 ed, tatives of America and Asia. 
The name was originally applied to Leptilon diverteatum, 
the dwarf fleabane of the eastern United States. L. Can- 

horse or fleabane, is the best- 
See Aorseweed. 

Loppocam li (lep-té-kam’‘ pi-li), a. pl. INL 
< Gr. = _ thin, + — — A 
suborder of Jurassic or Cretaceous ammonoid 
cephalopods, characterized by peculiar crenu- 
lated ornamentation, discoidal shells, and 
extremely complex sutures with much reduced 
saddles and excessively developed lobes. 
leptocephalia (lep’té-se-fa‘li-#), ». [NL. 

me as leptocephaly. : } 
leptocephalid (lep-té-set’g-lid), m. anda. L 
nA —— of the beads Tacn nal: 

Il. a. Of orpertaining to the ——— 
nel us (lep-td-sef’a-lus), a. eas 
alice. 
d (lep-tos’e-rid), n. anda. I, nm. An 

insect of the trichopterous family Leptocerid#. 
a. Pertaining to or having the characters 

of the family Leptoceride. 
(Gr. Aexrde, leptochlorite (lep-t6-kl0‘rit), m. 

thin, + zAupér, green, + -ite.]) A name B od 
posed by Tschermak for those members of the 
eblorite group which commonly occur in fine 
scales or indistinetly fibrous forms. See also 
*orthochlorite, 
—— (lep’té-klas),n. [ur.rroc. thin, + 

acre, fracture.) A name proposed by A. Dau- 
brée for the smallest fractures or cracks in 
rocks. Geikie, Text-book of Geol. (4th ed.), 
p. 658. 

us Orp-toe Berea), n. (NL., ¢ Gr, 
dexréc, thin, + NL, Clinus.] A genus of blen- 
nioid fishes found in arctic seas. 

(lep-té-s6'li-#), ». (NL, ¢ Gr, 
derréc, thin, + xoiAoc, bellow) A genus of 
extinet Brachiopoda with plicated shallow 
valves and an internal spiralium. The genus 
is widespread throughout the world in the 
faunas of the early Devonian. 

a, [NL., ¢ Gr. Leptoconger (lep-té-kong’ gér), 
denréc, thin, + F. conger A genus of eels 
of the family Muran idw, found in West 
Indian waters. 

Leptocottus (lep-té-kot'us), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Jerréc, thin, + NL. Cote) —— genus of 
eottoid fishes found on the ific const of 

synonyme for 

le 

North America, 

© more common farm Sironpyletdes fnteetinalis, an 
— — 9. [Nis <a 

leptodermia (lep-to-dér’mi-§), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Zenréc, thin, fine, + dépua, skin.) Fineness 
or delicacy of the skin. 
leptodermic (lep-t6-dér’mik), a. 
thin skin; relating to leptodermia, 

lermous (lep-t6-dér’ mus), a. Lepto- 
ermie: specifically, in bot.. thin-coated: ap- 

plied especially to the capsules of mosses. 

lens ), m5 gg torts trule (18). END. < Gr. 
—— a ——— NL. 

trula. € oo & 
34 like that of Anr- 
phioxus, which has no food- 
olk in the le and 
n which the entoderm con- 
sists of a simple layer of 
cells 

leptoid (lep’toid), n. (Gr. 
arts, thin, + lod.) A 
cell of an alga which is 
differentiated in some way 
from the surrounding cells. 
leptom (lep’tom), n. [See 
leptome,] A specialized 
eondueting tissue in ma- 
rine alge, whose function 
it is to transmit organic 
nitrogenous substances. 

‘Tho tissue developed to meet the demands for comdac- 
tion in such cases always shows some of the characters 
described, It is known as leptom, each constituent cell 
being a leptold, Eucye. Brit., XXV. # 

leptomatic (lep-té-mat’ik), a. [NL. *leptome 
rr -it. — — Of, pertaining to, or 
of the value of leptome, 
The primary leptome is no longer visible, bat tree 

secondary leptematic strands bate become developed 
outside each of the primary and secondary rays of 
hadrome, Amer, Jour, Sei, Sept, 1907, p. 240 

Having 8 

Leptogastrula. 

The full 
tela of 
sected heticomtally; the 
veetral half in represested 
as teen from abows, Mag: 
nifed, (After Matsche’.) 
2, gavirocele: 4, ecto 
derm: ¢, eneoderm: 4, 
biasiopere. (From Mar 
shall's “* Vertebrate Env 
bryotegy-") 

formed ga 
mpeiawms bile 



leptomeningeal 
leptomeningeal (lep*té-mé-nin’jé-al), a. (Gr. 
dextéc, thin, + sis, membrane, ° 
Relating to the pia mater and the arachnoi 
membrane. 

leptomeninx (lep-té-mé’ningks), n. The 
singular of leptomeninges. 
leptomere (lep’té-mér), ». (Gr. Aexrdc, thin, 
small, + swipe, part.) One of the innumer- 
able minute particles of which Asclepiades 
supposed the y to be composed, 

Leptomeria, ». 2, [/. c.)] A delicacy of bodily 
structure. 

Leptomitacee (lep"té-mi-ta’sé-é), m. pl, [NL., 
< —— + pa A family of fungi of 
the order Seprolegniales: named from the 
genus Leptomitus. 
Le tus (lep-tom’i-tus), n, (NL. (Agardh, 
1824), ¢ Gr, Zexrémrog, of fine threads, ¢ ¢exréc, 
thin, + swiroc, thread (filament).] A oe of 
aquatic fangi, typieal of the family Leptomi- 
tacex, containing the single species L, lacteus, 
which oceurs on the bottoms of watercourses 
and on submerged branches, etc. 

Leptonacea (lep-té-na'sé-8), m, pl. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
pte ag the stall intestine, neut. of Aerrée, 
thin, small.] A superfamily of teleodesmaceous 
pelecypods which is characterized by having 
the incurrent and excurrent openi tween 
the mantle-lobes at opposite ends of the body. 
It comprises Tertiary and recent species, and 
numerous commensal and parasitic forms, 

leptomacean (lep-té-ni’shian), a. and n, I, a. 
or pertainin rte the ———— 

Il. ». A mollusk of the superfamily Lepto- 
naced, 

lic (le pt nea a. (Gr. Aerréc, thin, 
misza, bowl (pelvis), + -ic.] Relating to 

or —— narrowness of the pelvis; 
— Brinton, Races and Peoples, 
p. 49. 
Leptophidium (lep-té-fid’i-um),n. [NL.,<¢Gr. 
servic, thin, small, + deldiov, dim. of doc, ser- 
pent.] A genus of fishes of the family Ophi- 
diidz, found in deep water on both coasts of 
North America. 

leptophonia (lep-té-fo’ni-&), a. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Jerrog, thin, + — sound, voice.] Weakness 
or thinness of voice. 

honic (lep-t6-fon‘ik), a. [ honia' + 
-ic.]) Having a voice of small = or car- 
rying power; pertaining to leptophonia. 

—1 Hous (lep-ti-fil’us), a. [Gr. Aerrde, 
slonder, + gi tior, leaf, +-ons,] In bot., hav- 
ing slender leaves. 

un. 2, Aleptoprosopie skull or 
individual. 

leptoprosopous (le ros’é-pus), a. [Gr. 
ete, thin, —— — ace, —— 
In ant_vop., having a skull with a facial index 
of 9 and over. (German anthropologists.) 
See leptoprosopie. 

toprosopy (lep-té-pros’6-pi), mn. [lepfopros- 
—— * 9 A | Whe quality or 8 of 
being —— W. R, Macdonell, in 
Biometrika, March—July, 1904, p. 214. 

le pterous be a sehen a. Having small, 
ne, delicate wings, Eneye. Dict, 

Le ccinia (lep*té-puk-sin’i-#), 1, [NL. 
7 —— + NL Puccinia.] A — 
of the genus Puccinia, proposed by Schroeter 
to include those species which form only 
teleutospores. 

leptorrhinian, «. II, n. 
having narrow nasal bones, 
of Man, p, 6, 

Leptospheria (lep-td-sfé’ri-f), ». [NL. (Cesati 
and De Notaris, 1863), ¢ Gr. Aenrec, thin, small, 
+ cgaipa, sphere.) A large es of pyreno- 
myeetous ungi of the fami ACE, 

perithecia are small at firet embedded in the 
host, but finally become more or less superficial The 

A person or race 
Deniker, Races 

qpores are elongate, three or more te, and colored, 
Nearly 500 species have been descri L. Dediotum 
and — er species are found on dead eriuceeus 
stems TQ ritict and a few.other species are regarded 
a6 the cause of certain plant-discases. 

Leptospon li (lep-té-spon‘di-li), a. pl. [NL.. 
¢ Gr. pends’ thin + omivdviog, —— A 
subgenus of the stegocephalous Amphibia hav- 
ing & persistent notochord inclosed in con- 
stricted bony eylinders and simple conical 
hollow teeth. The p includes chiefly 
small lizards from the Carboniferous and Per- 
mian formations. 

leptospondylous (lep-to-spon‘di-lus), a. [Lep- 
$.—46 

‘721 Lethostole 
tospondyl-us + -ous.) Having the notochordal for an alkaline lye with soap, 
characters of the genus Leptospondylus, washing. 
heeperangines (ep "th-e95 - ran‘ji-um), n.; lesson-piece (les‘n-pés), ». A piece of mate- 

pl. leptosporangia (-4). (NL, ¢ Gr. denréc, rialon which to practice needlework. X. ED, 
slender, + NL. sporangium.] A sporangium legte (lis’ta), n. [Pg. leste, east wind: I’, the, 
of the leptosporangiate ferns, that is, one este, cast: see east.) The dry, bot, and dusty 
derived from # single epidermal cell. east wind of the Madeira Islands in the winter 
leptostaphyline nag to-staf‘i-lin), a. [Gr. 
zenréc, thin, small, + erageds, the uvala.] In 
— having a skull with a narrow palate 
the width of which is 80 percent. or less of its 
length, 

leptostaphylinic (lep’ té-staf-i-lin’ik), a. 
ame as *leptostaphyline, Jour, Anthrop, 

Tnat,, 1901, p. 258, 

‘pyrane (lep-té-staf’i-li), n,  (leprosta- 
l-ine byl, The quality or condition of 

lee le —— W. R, Macdonell, in 
Biometrika, March-July, 1904, p. 237. 

1 (lep-tos’tri-kus),a. (Gr, Aerrdc, 
t in, + dorpaxov, shell.) Having a thin shell, 
as Nebatlia. 

Leptostroma (lep-td-atré’ mil), », [NL. (Fries, 
1815), ¢ Gr. Aerrég, thin, — oy fe (see 
atroma).) A genus of my typical of the 
family — ving dimidiate 
i enidia which suggest a thin stroma, whence 

e name. The pycnidia open by a more or less elon- 
gate slit. The are hyaline and one-celled. The 

Wren regard anu paraiso leaves ofthe wow, 
rose, 

Leptostromataces (lep*té-stré-ma-ti'sd-é), n. 
. (NL, ¢ tostroma (Leptostromat-) + 

employed in 

season. 
lestiwarite (lea-ti-wi‘rit), ». [Lestiware. 
Finland, + -ite?.] In petrog.,a —— 
line granular syenite composed of microperth- 
ite, with very subordinate amounts of pyroxene 
or amphibole. These rocks have als» been called syen- 
ite-haplites, and are associated with nepuelite-ayenite in 
Norway and Finland Rosendusch, 190K, 

(les-tri’gon), n. ay “pr ge 
trig’é-néz). [An early modern E. spelling of 
“Lestrygon, © L. Lestrggon, Lestr§gon, « Gr. 
Aaorpuydw, pl. Aaorpeydvec,al —— 6.] 
In Gr. nd, one of a race of cannibal giants 
mentioned in Homer's Odyssey; hence, any 
inhuman monster. 

+ (les-tri-g6’ni-an),@.andn, [L. 
Last gontus, ——— ra dep 
see *Lestrigon, a. or pertaining to the 
Lestrigo — nes, 

II. n. Same as *Lestrigon. 
Lesueuria (les-i-i‘ri-i), n, [NL.,< Lesweur, a 
French naturalist.) ‘Che typical geaus of the 
family Lesueuride, Milne-Edwards, 
Lesueurida (les-i-i’ri-dé), ». pl. [NL., < Les- 
weuria + -ide.) A family of lobate ctenopho- 
rans having the lobes and the lobe-win of 

‘ the vessels rudimentary, and the auricles long 
— Ps herope als prs ani sed * and ribbon-shaped. It eontains the genus 
dimidiate or shield-shaped pycnidia. Lemacuria. 

’ let!, ©. t.—To Jet draw (naut.), to slack away the Leptostrophia (lep-t-strd’fi-i), mn. [NL., ¢ “sects of the bead-aails when ship, a0 us to let the 

pea ier gy pss pag ene ah re pny oon ppg hme A el turn, genus of Devonian chio- heb phe 2 apa 
poda of the lean’ Strophomenida, remarkable B&B) (naut.) when tacking » square-rigged tena to et “ 

‘or its large plano-convex or flat shells. It has the head-yarda.— To let 
two pustalose d) verging ridges in the pedicel-valve which as to let run (which see, under runl)—To 
bound the sides of the muscular area, and broad and foot (maut.), to let go (the anchor) so that ft and re- 
flabeliate cardinal scars. mains directly beneath the hawse-pipe.—To in () 

To fit, as one timber or plank into another.-'To let into, yrium (lep-td-thi’ri-um), ». (NL. aber ar pla wot into. 
Fy toon 1823) iy ae, tress, thin, + Gopess, an {07 plteh Into: "go for, Mlang TO Mtoe. (9 te 
oblong shield.) A genus of Fungi Imperfecti of chance of catching (a bataman) out.— To let (one) down 
the family Leptostromatacex, closely related genty, te tone —— —5 to — 
to Leptostroma, from which it di chiefly {staan str bia seli-re —— sol ae salt 

bandon self-restraint; allow imagination, animal 
rita, or emotion full course, [Collog,} 
ooo Seaitd anes Se patere Srotaeyy of 0 plaster 

casts, and yearned “ to let kimeelf ge“ 3* 

in the irregular manner in which the pycnidia 
rupture. About 100 les have been described, 
mostly found on leaves. . aeerinum ocenrs on mnaple 
leaves in Europe. 

leptynite (lep’ti-nit), m. [1F. leptynite (Haliy, and he set hime to painting tat which it 
“apa ag har ietren grow thin, + vite | marl 4-4, Modern French Masters, p, 133, In petrog., same as granulite, .C. Van Dyke, m 

leren, ». See *leren, let?, n. Ls — ons hand-tonnie, and other 

arning. mes played with a net, a service-ball whic lern, > rnin cas spellings of en, — —— 

the proper court; also, any unforeseen or ac- 
eidental hindrance of a like nature which the 
umpire may on appeal so designate, 

Let., Lett, Abbreviations of Lettish. 
let-down — A blow to one’s 

‘ - ; & ‘come-do } ® circumstance 
lerp-insect (lérp’in’sekt), n. Any one of a ——— io let one — to act as a 
number of Australian homopterous insects of qrawback. [Coll : 
the family Psyllide whose larval cases are pothel chamber, «choy 
composed of a secretion known as ‘lerp’ or which animals are put to death painless) 
‘Iaap’ and are eaten by tho natives. The _ coefficient. a 
genera Spondyliaspis and Cardiaspis are espe- lethality, ». 2. Mortality. 
cially noted. lethalize (1é’thal-iz), r. t.; pret. and yP lethal- 

lerret (ler’it), n. [Also lerrett, lerrit; etym. ed, ppr. lethalizing, [lethal + -ize.) To put 
unknown.) A boat of great strength, built for to death by placing in a lethal chamber. 

lum (lér-pam‘i-lam), ». [lerp + Gr. 
duvioy, fine flour.) A compound resembling 
manna, said to be present in lerp, the sweet 
exudation of the leaves of the Australian 
mallee, Eucalyptus dumosa, 

in 

the heavy seas: used about the Isle of Port- Letharchus (1§-thiir’kus), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
land, 2ifectlar, Aavfavece, escape notice, + apydc, rec- 

tum, The anal fin is wanting.) A genus of 
ophichthyoid cels found in rather deep water 
on the Florida coast. 
letheomania (lé"thé-6-ma’ni-), ». (Gr. Aity, 
forgetfulness, + eva, madness.) Addiction 

of the lerret hal quite refreshed 
T. Hardy, Trumpet-Major, xxxiv. 

leshalom (le-shii-lém’), ». [Heb. (Yiddish, 
V'sho"lem): le, prep. to, unto, + shalom, lit. 
peace.) A toast among the Jews, The one . 
who treats says (in Yiddish), “lehayim,” to ® narcotic drug. 
The reply is, “‘lexholem,” “unto peace,” equiv- lether*, lethern, 
alent to “your welfare.” Sometimes both leather, leathern, 
terms are used; as, ‘‘lehayim u-lesholem,” ‘‘to lethiferal (1é-thif’e-ral), a. 
your life and peace.” 

lesion n.—Trophic leaio 
alteratlon in the bloat eat 
disturbance of nutrition, 

Loaquerella (les-ke-rel‘ii), vn. (NL. (Watson, 
J — = a = —, an J. R. Lowell, Biglow Papers, ist ser, vil 
merican anist of Swiss birth, genus ania, n. 10 *letheomania, 

of plants of the family Brassicacee, See Vesi- — (le Peed 18), m, [xD < Gr. 
caria and bladder-pod, 2. j “, escape notice, + oro24, stole. ] Agenus 

lessive (le-sév’), n. [F. lessive, ¢ L. lirira, lye.) of atherinoid fishes found in fresh waters of 
An adopted French name for lye: used ch el M 

The trip in the stern 
her, 

Simplified spellings of 

[L. lethum Let 
letum, death, + Jerre, bear, + -al!.] Death- 
bringing; deadly; fatal. 
Asi loadistone for theologians, also, in the Beast 

of the Apocalypse, whereof, in the coarse of my studies, I 
have noted two handred and three several Loterpretations, 
each Uethiferal to all the reat. 

morbid change due to 
the part, which causes a 

e . 



Lethotremus 
Lethotremus (le-thot’ré-mus), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Ajfectu, escape notice, + rpijua, aperture.) A 

Lethotremens mentions, 
(From Bulletia 47, U.S. Nat. Museum.) 

nus of fishes of the family ger gehen 
‘ound on the north Pacifie coast of North 
America, 

letificant (lé-tif’i-kant), a. [L. letificans 
(-ant-), ppr. of latificare, make glad: see letifi- 
cate.) Tending to stimulate or make cheer- 
ful: said of a medicine, 

let-off, ». 3. A festive occasion; a let-off of 
— spirits. —4. Part stad perty which 
8 leased or let off. [Eng.]—5. A failure to 
utilize some manifest advantage in a game; 
for example, in cricket, the failure on the part 
ofa fielder to get the batsman out when he 
has the opportunity, X. B.D, 

n. 2. The Lettish language; Lettie. 
See Lettish. 

letten (let’en), p. a. Let; rented; leased. 
(Rare. 

talna, 

letter’, n.— Before the letter or before letters. See 
before letter, under proof.--Chromatic letter. 
as chromatic type.— Letter of absolution, in 

ecetea. law, a writing wheneb a abbot dis 
os ©.— Letter of thisseed a monk te another re 

tion. Sce windication.— of recall, an offi- 
clal notice from one government to another, that an 
ambassador or otherdiplomatic re ntative sent by the 
former to the latter has been recalled,— Letter of recre- 

an offictal communication in reply to a tletter 
recall (which see). It is delivered to the recalled 
——— by the government to which he is aceredi- 

and addressed to the executive of the representative's 
country.—Latters of safe-conduct, in low, passports 
fxaued under the great seal of — to citizens of a coun- 
try at war with her, whereby the bearers and their mer- 
chandise were free from molestation. tish ambassadors 
can now ime passports having equal valae.— Letters of 

See any, ent.— Latters —— A 
Raime as letters revatory (which see) [Rare.|—To affect 
the letter}, to devote oneself to alliteration. 

I will something affect the letter, for it angies facility. 
Shak,, LL. 1, tv, 2 

letter-ballot (let’dr-bal’ot), ». See *ballot, 
letter-board,». 3. The board or part of a 
vessel which carries its name and hailing- 
ort. 

letter-bound (let’ér-bound), @, Bound by 
the letter and not the spirit of a law, a text, 
ete, 

letter-card (let’ér-kiird), », A card (not a 
postal card) which can be closed, stamped, 
and sent as a letter. 

letter-head,". 3. Apostage-stamp, [Dialect, 
Eng. ] 

letter-high (let’ér-hi), a. In printing, descrip- 
tive of an engraving in relief, properly 
mounted, as hih as the type about it, 

ring, ». 3. Specifically, in bookbinding, 
the act or process of affixing the alphabetical 
letters to the notched front margin of an 
indexed book; also, the addition of the name 
of the book on its back, 

-block (let’ér-ing-blok), a. The 
stamp, usually of engraved brass, which con- 
tains the letters stamped on the cover of a 
book, 

lettering-book (let’¢r-ing-bik), », A drafts- 
man’s, cand-writer’s, or sign-painter’s sample- 
book, showing styles and varieties of letters 
used in lettering and (sometimes) also the 
conventional signs used in map-making, sur- 
veys, ete. 
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-triangle (let‘ér-ing-tri’ang-gl), 1. 
A form of lettering-templet. 

(le-té’ gi), n- tit. lettiga, lettica, ¢ L. 
lectioa, w litter, sedan: see litter, rn.) A kind 
of sedan-chair, for two persons, who sit facing 
each other: carried on long poles by two 
mules. WW. Irving, in Life and Letters, I. 114. 

lettuce, ".—American lettuce, Same na wild lettuce c 
—Arrow-leaved lettuce, Lactucn eayittifelia, of eastern 
North the laneea America, tate-acurminate stem-leaves of 
which are sessile with a sagittate ns anada 
or Sume as erild fettuce(+),— Canker- 

the roand-leaved wintergreen, Pyrola retundi- 
Sotia,— v Lactuca Floridana, of the 
eastern and southern United States, with Due thowers and 

Same as red lyrate-pinnatifid leaves. — 
wood tet! Indian lettuce lettuce, — lettuce, (>) Same as miners 
wlettnece,— Same as canker-#let- 
tuce.— Cloytenia perfoliata, an an- Miner’s lettuce, 
waal American plant, maging from British Cotumbts te 

one locality in Ohia, It ts re- 
murkable the pair of 
connate upper leaves forming a 
cup out which the bcle 
rises, It is ted by the Indians 
as a salad plant and has long 
been wn it land for _ 
thse, ettuce, Lec: 
tueca Airevta of the eastern and 
southern United States, having 
reddish-yellow flowers, more or 
Jess hairy stems, and sinuate pine 
— The ae is 
often or purple. anish 
lettuce. fase aa Weiner's tlet- 
tuee,—Tall lettuce, fame as 
seild lettuce (b).—Tall blue let- 
—— spicata of eastern 
N —— age ton 
ered ew wit e, deeply 

ianatisid or lobed lea 
Lactuca Lu- 
prairies and 

large, 

doriciana, of the 

Tt is a biennial plant 
With spintiowe-denticalnte leaves 
and showy yellow heads, the rays 
retlexed. 

lstoace-shark (let’is-shiirk), n. See shark- 
moth, 

lettuce-water (let’is-wA‘tér), n. 
of crushed lettuce-leaves. 

Miner's Lettuce 
(Claytomsn perfoliata. 

Owe third sarural size. 

A decoction 

leucaniid { Lu A 
member 0: 
tide. 

II, a. Having the characters of or belong- 
ing to the family Leucaniide, 
Leucascid@ (li-kas’i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Lew- 
cascus + -idz.) family of heterocelous 
calcareous sponges having the flagellated 
chambers branched and opening into the ex- 
halant canals which converge toward the 
oscula, the outer ends being covered over by 
a dermal poriferous membrane, and the skele- 
ton ay — 5 of irregular radiate spie- 
ules. It includes the genus Leucascus. 

(li-kas’kus),, (NL. (Dendy, 1892), 
Gr, Arondc, white, + doxdc, a bag.] e typi- 
eal genus of the family Leucaseide. 

leucaurin (li-ki’rin), ». A colorless com- 
4 

pound, OH(CeH OH )g, prepared by the reduc- 
tion of aurin i means of zinc dust and 
sodium hydroxid. It crystallizes in prisms 
and is readily reconverted into auriu. Also 
called triphenylolmethane, 

leucein (li’sé-in), ». [Gr. Arendc, white, + ~- 
i.) One of a group of substances related to 
the lencins, but ve from them in having 
two stoms of hydrogen less: they are possibly 
amido-acrylic acids, 

Leucethiop (li-sé’thi-op), ». [L. Lenewthiones, 
otherwise Leucowthiopes, and Lewea Aithiopes, 
‘white Ethiops,’ ¢ Gr. Arve, white, + Aifii- 
ozrc, Ethiopians: see Ethiep.] 1. One of a 
people located by Pliny south of the Maurita- 
nian Getulians: identified by some authors as 
the nanistic people of the northern Sahara.— 
2. [t. ¢.] An albino negro; also, more gener- 
ally, an albino, 
leucethiopia (li-sé-thi-d’pi-ii), n, (NL. lew- 

poe of the weatern United Je 
tates. 

leucocytiform 
yenpared the action of nitrons acid on bewcin, It crys 
tallizes phe by melts at 72° C., and soblinies aloe. 
Also called 2-Aeranolie acid. 

leucinic (li-sin’ik), a. [leuein +-ic.] Derived 
from leucin: as, /ewcinic acid. 

leucinosis (li-si-nd’sis),». [NI., \ lewein + 
oe) Acute yellow atrophy of the liver, in 

there is an excessive production of 

1, This mineral has been shown by ¢. 
to be an essential constituent of the meteoric 
fell at Schafstiadlt, in Saxony, in June, lool. 

with anorthite and augite in a brown, 
glasay ground-maes, and this type has erent feie- 
cituranaite, Leneite probably also occurs in the Pav~ 
lovka stone CoN 

2. Asmall yellowish body found in the cotyle- 
dons of a germinating plant that has not been 
exposed to sunlight. 

leucitis (li-si’tis),m. [NL., ¢ Gr. Aewde, white, 
+ -itis.) Same as aclerotitis. 

top (li’si-td-fir’ik), a. [leweite + 
(por)p! — + -ic.) Noting a porphyritic 
rock whose phenocrysts are leucite. Dane, 
Manual of Geol. (4th ed.), p. 77, 

turanolite (li‘sit-a-ran’s-lit), nm. [Gr. 
demic, white, + -rty¢, E. -ile?, + oiparic, 
heaven, + Aitor, stone.) A rock t repre- 
sented in the meteoric stone of se afstadt, 
Saxony (1861), See *leucite, 1, and *neteorite. 

Leuck (la-kiir’ti-di), », [NL., named after 
Prof. Leuckart of Leipzig.) The typical genus 
of the family Lenelartiide. Moniez, 1878. 

artiide (li-kir-ti'i-dé), ». pl. (NL, ¢ 
Leuckartia + -ide.] A family of dibothridiate 
cestoid worms, of the order Psendophyllicen, 
lacking evident bothria, Itincludes the genera 
Leuckartia and Blanchardella, parasitic in fishes. 

le utinin (i ké-a-gli’ti-nin), m An 
agglutinin directed against the leucocytes, 
ucobase (li'kd-bis), wn. A colorless base 
which gives a dye on oxidation and which is 
formed by the reduction of the dye. 

leucoblastic (li-ké-Ilas’tik), @.° Relating to 
aleucoblast. Huck, Med. Handbock, IT, 23. 

leuco- (la’k6-bod‘i), w. Same as *lenen- 
compound. 
leucochalcite (li-ké-kal’sit}, . [Gr. Arrxee, 
white, + yatxdc, copper, + -ife%.] A basic 
copper arseniate which oeeurs in white silky 
acieular crystals. 

leucochroi (lii-kok’rd-i), u. pl. (NL, pl, ¢ Gr. 
Aevxéxpooc, of white complexion, ¢ 7+ et white, 
+ xpea, color, complexion.) In anthrop., per- 
sons of a white skin. 

In this eaaay [Geographical Distribution of Mankind ”) 
Mr, Dallas proposes Leweochros, Mesochrol and Aethe- 
chrof as substitutes for White, Yellow and Black respec. 
tively. Rerne, Ethnology, p. 24, tote. 

leucochroic (Ji-ké-krdé’ik), a, [As leneockroi 
+ -ic.) 1, In anthrop., having a light-colored 
skin: contrasted with *mesochroic and atho- 
chroie ¢ black-colored’).—2, Abnormally light 
in color; albinotic: contrasted with melane- 
chroic. 

leucocidic (li-k6-sid’ik), a. [leweo(eyte) + L. 
-cida, ¢ cedere, kill, + -ic,) Causing the de- 
struction of leucoertes, 

leucocidin (li-k6-sid’in), m.  [lewencid-ie + 
-in?.] A bacterial cytotoxin which causes the 
destraction of leucocytes, 
leuco-compound (li-ké-kom’ pound), ». A 
colorless organic compound formed by the re- 
duction of a dye and giving the dye again by 
oxidation, 

leucocratic (li-ké-krat’ik), @. [Gro arracr, 
white, + xpersiv, dominate, + -ir.) In petrog., 
aterm proposed by Brigger (1896) to designate 
igneous rocks characterized by a preponder- 
ance of light-colored minerals, or rather of 
minerals that are nermally light-colored 
(chiefly feldspar and feldspathic minerals, and 
quartz), as contrasted with those (meclane- 
cratic) in which there is a preponderance of 
dark-colored minerals, 

te (li-kd-sik lit), n. (Gr, Arexdeywhite, 
+ xintor, circle, + -ite?,] A variety of apophyl- 
lite. See *chromocyelite, 

leucocytal (li’k6-si-tal), a. [leweoryte + -aP_} 
Same as leucoeytic, 

lettering-pen (let’ér-ing-pen), m, A steel or ewthiopia, ¢ lencothiop, n., 2.)  Albinism oc- leucocythemic, leucocythwmic (1i"k6-si-the’- 
quill pen adapted to making letters for sigus 
or on cards and maps. 

lettering-templet (let’ér-ing-tem’plet), m. A + -ic.) Characterized, as a negro, by leuce- leucocytiform (li-k0-sit’i-form), a. 
guide used in making letters on cards, signs, 
or maps with a pen or pencil. It is marked 
with the letters that can be formed with each 
of the angles in which the guide is cut. 

curring in negroes. 

leucethiopic (li-sé-thi-6’pik), a. [leucaethiop 

thiopia or albinism, 
leucic (li’sik), a. (Gr. Arewic, white, + -ie.] 
Pertaining to lencin or leucie acid, 
acid, « colorless: compound, CHy(CIg)yCH(OH)COOH, 

mik), a. Same as lewcemie, 

Leucocytic crystals. See *crystal. 
[lencocy te 

L. forma, form.] In histol,, shaped like a 
leucocyte, as the cells found in the reticular 
tissue of the phagoeytie organs of the (ry/- 
lidw and certain Locnstide. 



leucocytolysis 
1 (1i'k6-si-tol’i-sis), m. 

cocyte + Gr, Aiow, dissolution.] The destrue- 
tion of leucocytes V cifie leucoeytotoxins. 

(lib-k)-s-t5-lit‘ik), a. 

action of leucoeytotoxina, 
(li kO-ai-t6-pé’ni-d), m. 
Gr, sevia, poverty.) 

(10’k6-sl-té-pen‘ik), a. [lew- 
cocytopenia + -ic,] In pathol., of or relating 
to a decreased number of leucocytes, or color- 
less blood-corpuseles. 
a n, 2, The number, actual or 
relative, of white corpuscles in a given speci- 
men of blood, an excess being designated 
hyperlencocytosis, and a number belcw the 
normal hupoleucocytosis or leucopenia. 
The highest leucocyte count observed in this case was 

2,000, and occurred on Janiary 10; the av lawl Deen 

e [NL., 
< leucocyte + 
*leucopenia, 

Cleucory- le , 
tolysis (-lvt-) + -ic.] Having reference to the ¢rvdc, white, + dyn (ave, -), nail. | 

leucopenic (li-ki-pen’ik), a. [leucopenia 
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‘eu- leuconuclein (li-kd-nii’klé-in), n. [Gr. Aevede, 
white, + NL. mwelews + .«2.) A decomposi- 
tion-product of nuclechiston. 

(li-k6-nik‘i-#), ». (NL, ¢ Gr. 
The con- 

dition of having white lines or patches be- 
neath the nails. 

Same as leucopenia (lii-k6-pé‘ni-i), mn. [leneo(ente) + 
Gr. revia, poverty.] diminution in the 
number of white corpuscles in the blood. 
Also called Aypolencocytovis. 
The fencopenia is of di tic value, in chil- 

dren, in whom most febrife affections peodase a letcouy: 

-ie,) Relating to or characterized by leucope- 
nia or paucity of the white corpuscles of the 

hanite (1i-kof’s-nit), ». [lewcophane + 17,000, and at fit the Leieeewtarie was 14,600, 
* Med. Recurd, Jan. 24, 1008, p. 150. ite?) Same as — 

leucocytotic (1ii‘k6-si-tot’ik), a,  [leucoeytosis (18’k6-fleg-mit’si-#),n. (NL., 
(-at-) + -ie.] old crane lig leucocytosis, prop. leucophiegmatia: see leucophlegmacy.) 
or the production of leucocytes, @ as leucophleqmacy, 

(1 ko-s1-tiiri-i),, [NIL., ¢ lew. le (li-ko-fen‘i-sit), #, [Gr. 
cocyte + Gr. obpov, urine.) The presence of 4evxdc, white, + gotrf (goren-), purple, + 
leucocytes in the urine, 

leucoderivative (lii’ké-dé-riv’g-tiv), », Same 
ax *lewco-compound, 
leucodermatous (li-ki-dér’ma-tus), @. (Gr. 
devadc, White, + dépua(r-), skin, + -ous.] 
Marked by deficient pigment in the skin. 

leucodrin (li’ké-drin), ». [Leneod(endron) + 
-in*.] A_ colorless, very bitter, levorotatory 
— — Cy gHo pq, contained in the leaves 
of Protea concinna (Leucodendron concinnum 
of Robert Brown). 
and melts at 212°C, 

leucoencephalitis (li"k$-en-sef-a-li’tis), 1». 
[NL.. ¢ Gr. Aevxde, white, + iyxéigazoc, brain, 
+ -itis.] Same as *forage-poisouing. 

leucogallol (li-k6-gal’ol),». (Gr, Aevde, white, 
+ E. gallol.] A colorless compound, Cy) ,Hg- 
Oy eC, g.2H.0, prepared by the action of ehlorin 
on pyrogallol. It crystallizes in small needles 
which melt at 104° C, 

leucolinic (Ji-k6-lin’ik), a. [leweoline 
Portaming to lensoline or loneel— 7 
acid, a it coy mil, Os, 

oxidation of quineline ae —* —3 
tallizes in needles which melt at 10g" C. 

lencolysin (iii-kol‘i-sin), ». 
A substance that produces leucolysis. 

leucolysis (!fi-kol‘i-sis), mn, [leweo(eyte) + Gr. 
Aine, dissolution.] The destruction of leuco- 
—— by means of speeifle leucotoxins or 
eneolysins.—-Venom movhyeis, the destruction of 
ste A by — of —* th 

lencolytic (li-ki-lit’ik), a. [leweolysis (-lyt-) 
+ -ic.) Causing the destruction of leucocytes, 

leucomaine, ".—Toxtc leucomaine, « heucomaine 
having toxic properthes, 

It crystallizes in prisms 

by the 
It eryn- 

leucomelanic (lti-ko-me-lan‘’ik), «. Same as 
leucomelanons, 

leucomyelitis (li‘k6-mi-e-li’tis), a. [NL.. ¢ 
Gr. Arusdc, white, + auedéc, marrow, + nae 
Inflammation of the spinal cord confined 
wholly or chiefly to the white matter, 
Leucon (li’kon), ». [NL. (Kréyer, 1846), < 
Gir, Aewde, white.} 1, The typical genus of Louconsienit- 
the family Leuconide.—2, II. ¢.] Any sponge 
belonging to the group Leuconaria, 

leuconecrosis (Iti k6-ne-kré’sis), n. [NL., ¢ 
Gr, seude, white, + NL. secrosis.] A form of 
dry gangrene in whieh the dead tissue is 
white instead of black, 

leuconic (li-kon’ik), a. ae Arends, white, + 
-a- Ac. J Noting an acid, a colorless sweet 
compound, CsHsO», — by the action of 
eblorin or nitrie acid on an alkali croconate. 
It erystallizes, with 1H.O, in small needles 
which become anhydrous at 100° C, 
Leuconide (li-kon‘i-dé), m. pl. [NL., ¢ Lew- 
con + -idw.] A family of cumacean crusta- 
eeans which have an elongated body and no 
telson. It contains the genera Leucon, Eudor- 
ella, and Kudoretlopsis. 
leuconoid (ii’ké-noid), a. [Jewcon + -oid.] 
Pertaining to or resembling a leucon: as, the 
leuconoid type of canal system in sponges, 
Contrasted with *syconoid. 

Leuconostoc (lii-ké-nos’tok), n. (NL. Van 
Tieghem, 1878), ¢ Gr, Arends, white, E. 
nostoc,) A ques of bacteria. The cells are 
epee and united in chains which are inclesed in a 
slimy —- L, wei lea occurs In heet-juice 
and syrups, forming gelatinous masses 

pres A basic orthosilicate of manganese 
chiefly, also zine and calcium, related to 
humite in formula. It oecurs in crystalline 
masses of a raspberry-red color at Franklin 
Furnace, New Jersey, 

Tous (1i-k6-fil’as), a. [Gr, ZermdgeA2oc, le 
white-leaved (¢ Aevxdg, white, + ¢f22or, leaf), 

— 

leucorrh 
Zewéc, White, & -payia, 
fuse leucorrhea, 

leucolys-is + -in2.] leneosin 

le 

1 

us.] In bot., having white leaves. 
He : Ca eh nu, [Gr, Aevuxde, white, 

(por r(y). petrog., a name given 
by ‘Gtimbel (1874) to! certain li —— 
altered diabases, with saussuritized feldspars, 
pale-green augite, and much chlorite, 
name having fallen into disuse it has been 
the ———— system af classification of me rocks 
(1002) to apply it, in the classification for feld use, 7 
light-colored porphyry, in distinction to a dark-col 
porphyry (melaphyre). 

(li-k6-ri jit), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
éyyvivar, break.] Pro- 

bpve, an antelope.] The specific 
name of the saber-horned antelope, Oryx leu- 
coryz, adopted as a common name, 

li’k6-sin), mn. [Gr Arundc, white, + 
2) ian : -080 + +i albuminous substance found 

in various cereals, ; 
eucosism (li’ko-sizm), ». [Gr Ariwome, a 
whitening, a white spot, ¢ 2eemoiv, whiten, ¢ 
Aevndg, white.) The presence of white color- 
ing in parts of the ies of animals in which 
the normal coloring is not white; partial al- 

[NL., 
binistm, 

lenia (li *k-#6-16’ ni-ii), n. 
Gr, Zeunde, 

white, + curs, 
pre] The 

vie nus 
ot the family 
Teucogolentide, 
Bowerbank, 
1862. 

(Iih-k-86- 
n. 

-idw.] A fam- 
ily of homoec!- 
ous, calcareous 
sponges hav- 
ing an erect 
form, with 
monaxon spit- 
ules always — the triradiate, if present, 
alate, the collar-cells with an apieal nucleus, 
and the larva an amphiblastula, It contains 
the genera Leucosolenia and Ascyssa, 

te (li-ké-sfen‘it), n. [Gr, Aevmdc, 
white, + agi, wedge, + -if?.] A titano- 
silicate of barium and sodium, which occurs 
in wedge-shaped monoclinic crystals, white 
to grayish blue in color, with vitreous to 
pany luster: obtained from southern Green- 
a nd, 

la’ k6-sfér), n. (Gr. Aeuxde, white, 
+ ipa, sphere.) A name coined by Lock- 
yer for the inner portion of the sun's corona: 
80 called because of its whiteness, in contrast 
with the searlet chromosphere. 

Creeping colony of Lenroselenia wrré- 
aéiier. H,, with numerous erect, and for 
whe most part siingde, oscular tubes, arts- 
ing from a basal creeping stolom, About 
four times natural sice. (Free Lankester's 
“ Zoology.) 

level-constant 

(la-ko-sfer’ik', «. Coane 
+ -ic.) Of or pertaining to the leueosphere. 

leucotephrite (li-ké-tef’rit), a. [leucite + 
tephrite.| Same as — ite. See teph- 
rite. Nature, Murch 24, 1904, p. 492. 

leucotin (la’ko-tin), nm. [Gr.'Zemic, white, + 
E. cote + -in?.) In chem., a crystalline sub- 
stance which forms the chief constituent of 
the extract of paracoto bark. See Coto bark. 

leucotoxic (li-ké-tok’sik), a. [leucotox-in + 
-ic,]) Same as *leucolytic. 

leucotoxin (li-ké-tok’sin), m, [Gr. Aewdr, 

leucoturic (li-k6-tii‘rik), a. [Gr. Zeuxde, white, 
+ (1) L. tus (tur-), incense, + -ie.] Noting 
an acid, a colorless erystalline compound, 
Cal gOgN,, prepared by the reduction of para- 
banic acid n acid solution, 

leukemia (li-ké’mi-ii), », Same 
as leucemia, 
leukopenia, ». Same as *leucopenia, 

(li-res‘théz), ». [NL., said to 
allude to the toothless jaws, irreg. ¢ Gr. 
Aevpéc, smooth, + fofic, ent.) A genus of 
atherinoid fishes found on the coast of Cali- 
fornia, 

lossus (lfi-ré-glos’us), a. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
zevpig, sinooth, + 7AG00a, tongue.) A genus 

Lewregtorras ctilhines, 
{Prom Bulletin a7, U.S, Nat. Museum.) 

of fishes of the family Argentinide, found in 
rather deep water off the coast of California. 
leva (la’vi),n. [Buig.] A current silver coin 
of Bulgaria, of the value of 20 cents. One 
hundred stotinki equal one leva, 

+ -ie.] li’ké-riks), ». [NI F levaney (lev’an-si), ». [See lerant!.] The —— —6 (18 rik⸗), n, (NL, ¢ Gr, Aronde cy C J 
actorstate ofrisingup. See lerant and conchant, 
under conchant, 

Tt may be measured, like a manorial right, by levque, 
and couchancy, or it may be limited to a fixed a 4 
animals, Kneye, Brit, XXVUL Les. 

levant?,n. 4, In lecther-manuf., artificial blood 
used instead of real blood for —— * per- 
feet black. Mod. Amer. Tanning, p. 109. 
Levantine stage. See *stagr. 
levator, .—Levatores in entow., the ex 
tensor muscles of the head, There are two pairs: one 
arises from the middle of the pronotam, diverges, and Ia 
inserted on the anterior upper margin of the oceipital 
formmen; the other arises from the prophrmgma and is 
inserted pear the middle of the upper margin of the 
ooclMital foramen, ‘This applies to European May- 

Metolontha culgaria, and doubtless to many other 
Coleoptera. 

levee!,». 3. In irrigation, one of the small 
continuous ridges of earth surrounding the 
fields, or compartments, of land that is to be 
irrigated. The levees are usnally from three to five feet 
wide at the bottom, and a foot or more in height, being 
broad and low, so that wheeled agricultural implementa 
can pass over them without injury. 

“@ levee-check(le-vé’chek),. Sameas *cheek!, 20, 

| level, ». 1. (6) The correction for level of 
an astronomical instrament; the deviation of 
its axia from exact horizontality, Science, 
Jan. 4, 1901, p, 13,4. (b) In landsvape-garden- 
ing, one of the horizontal surfaces in which an 
irregular piece of land may be arranged, By 
the use of different levels the designer may 
place Various features of his design above or 
velow the eye.—Level of no strain, a neutral sur- 

face, within Uhe crust of the earth, in which the strains 
due to temperatare and the action of gravity neutralize 
each other,— the relative level or 
altitade of two layers of air measured in standard bare 
metric pressures, us distinguished from orometric levels, 
which are measured fn linear anita; or thermometrec 
feeela, which are measured in temperature unite; oF 
pycnometric leeela, which are measured in density units, 

level!, ©. t.— To level out (nawt,}, to continue a hori 
zontal fine from a given base or point. 

lage (lev’el-ij), n. Creel + -age.] In 
mining, leveling. 

level-constant (lev’el-kon‘stant), ». The de- 
viation from exact horizontality of the axis of 
an astronomical instrument. It should be 
sensibly constant if the instrument is well 
made and firmly mounted. Science, Jan, 4, 
1901, p. 13. 



level-course 

level-course (lev‘el-kérs), @. 

the line of dip or rise. 
leveler, ». 3, [cap.] (5) One of a secret s0- 
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In mining, in which the necessary force is obtained by the 
the direetion of the strike; at right angles to * of levers. 

¢ (16-vi-a-than’ik), a. Like a levia- 
than; Yast or monstrous. 

ciety of rebels in Ireland in the latter half of levir (lé‘vér), #. (L. lerir, brother-in-law.] A 
the eighteenth century: named from their brother-in-law; a male relative of a man who, 
principles and the leveling of park palings after the latter’s death, has the right, and the 
and walls, practised bythem,—6, In cerrying, 
a composition used to eradicate the grease be- 
fore leather is dyed, Mod, Amer, Tanning, 
p. 141.—7, In golf, a hole of sueh length that 
no —— ean reach the green in one stroke 
and any player ean reach it in two strokvs,.— 
8, A person who uses an engineer's level; a 
member of an engineering or surveying party, 

level-error (lev’el-er‘or), ». In work with 
astronomical and geodetic instruments, the 
stall error ina quantitative observation made 
with & transit instrument due to the fact that 
the horizontal axis is not truly level. 

level-free (lev‘el-frd), a. 
by a water-level, 

In mining, drained 1 

duty, to marry his widow, 
virate, v. II. a. Of or pertaining tothe levi- 
rate : as, levirate marriage ; levirate law. 

Levit. An abbreviation of Leriticus. 
levitant (lev’i-tant), n. [levit-ate + -ant.] One 
who exhibits or professes to exhibit the spiri- 
tualistic phenomena of levitation. 

levitative (lev’i-ta-tiv), a. [levitate + -ire.] 
laving the power of using or causing other 

things to rise in the air; having the alleged 
power of levitation. 
Vviticism (lé-vit’i-sizm),n. [Leritic + -ism.] 

ne, imvocamphens (16"v9-kam- 
Same as Levitivm. 

See *camphene, 
evocam 
fén‘), n. 

iis : levo-com levo-com: (lé’vd-kom*- 
develing, leveling: che meted of te; pound), n. In chem., that isomeric form of 
— polnta on tt * earth's surface, by obeervin at one —— — uces — rotation 

int the angle levation or e other of the plane of polarization of light. 

= ————— ———— levogyral, levogyral (lé-v6-ji‘ra!), a. Same 
and areas of the earth, ns lecogyrate. : : 

leveling-machine (lev’el-ing-ma-shén’), ». In levolactic, levolactic (lé-vo-lak’tik), a. (L. 
shoc-manuf., » machine for pressing down the 
sole of a shoe while on the last, to give the 
shoe its correct form. Some machines —— a 
roll that passes over the sole of the shoe ander lea 

used, Also call 
nyeot inachine, 

leveling-stand (lev’eling-stand), », An in- 
strument for supporting glass plates or vessels 
in a horizontal position, 

level-line (lev’el-lin}, ». In warat arch.. the 
curved line eut by a horizontal plane on the 
surface of the hull. A series of such lines 
eat by equidistant horizontal weter-planes is 
used to define the form of the vessel in the 
half breadth plan of the sheer-iraft. Also 
ealled water-line. 
levelman (lev‘cl-man), ». Same as *leveler, 8, 
level-point (lev’el-point), ». 1, Any fixed point, 
as a bench-mark, stake, point of rock, or point 
on any permanent material or structure, 
whose elevation above a given datum, as the 

preswe. In others, direct pressure is 
8 

lweus, left, + E. lactic.) Noting an acid, the 
variety of lactic acid which rotates the plane of 
a ray of polarized light to the left, 
levoracemate, levoracemate (16vd-ras‘é- 
mat), n. [L. lees, left, + E.racema + -atel,) 
A salt of levotartaric acid. 

levor: lwvorotation (lé‘vd-r6-ta’- 
shon), n, (I. lerna, left, + E. rotation.) 
The rotation of the plane of polarization of 
light toward the left. 

A minate difference in the Lereorotation of two fractions 
soema Insufficient evidence for the assumption that 
aromadendral extsts in the ofl of B. corymbosa. 

Nature, April 2, 1008, p. 528, 

levosin, levosin (lev’é-sin), n. 
amooth, + -ose + -in®, A colorless amor- 

libational 

lot, + dpyeu, rule.] One of a board of six 
officers at Athens who attended to the regis- 
tration of citizens, assigned the young men 
to their place on the list of the deme, and 
were stationed at the entrance to the Pnyx, 
to prevent the intrusion of those who were 
not citizens. They were assisted by thi 
ee officers. Jowr. Hellenic Studies, VIII. 
107. 

lexic (lek’sik), a. [Gr. Acudc, of or for words, 
< Aésu, a saying, speech, phrase, word, a par- 
ticular word, ¢ Aéyew, say, speak: see lexicon, 
ete.] Of or pertaining to words, as to the vo- 
eabulary of a language; consisting of words; 
lexical. 

Primitive langu are essentially structoral of mer- 
phologic, only incidentally femic. .. . With the attain- 
ment of writing, the function of linguistic asseciation 
largely disappears, and hy becoties essentially lexic, 
only incidentally pore ic 

Rep. Bur. Amer, Ethnot,, 1997-98, p. 832. 

lexicalic (lek-si-kal’ik), a. Same ns lexical, 
G. F. Marsh, Lect, Eng. Lang., p. 141, 

lexicog. Anabbreviation (a) of lexicographer ; 
(b) of lericography. * 

lexicografer, lexicografy. Amended spel- 
lings of lexicographer, lexicography. 

lexigraphically (lek-si-graf‘i-kal-i), ade. In 
suc * manner that each character represents 
a word, 

' 
ley! of a plantation of grasses or other plants grown for 

t herhage (clovers, ete), to serve either as meadow or 

mcy, their oom tion being 
cordlagiy. (Great Britain) 

The extended duration of the ——A the addition 
of Umothy and an increase of coc! 

fe es eee eee Soe 

‘8 crystals. Same as Charcot’s crys- 
is (which see, under erysta!). 

L.F. P.8. An abbreviation of Licentiate of the 
Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons. 

tL. levis, L. G. An abbreviation (a) of Life Guards ; (b) 
of Low German (often LG,), 

hous compound, (CgH}905.HyO),4, obtained L. Gr, An abbreviation of Late Greek (often 
m grain. It becomes anh 

and melts at about 160° ©, 
levotartaric, lmvotartaric (lé/v-tar-tar’ik), 
a, (L. lavus, left, + E. tartaric.) Noting an 

ydrous at 110°C.,  Le@r.) 

L.H.A. An abbreviation of Lord High Ad- 
mira, 
L.H.0. An abbreviation of Lord High Chan- 

sea-level, is determined and referred to in acid, a form of tartaric acid which turns the “gio, 
comparisons of elevations.—2, One of twoor 
more points having the same elevation above 
sea-level. 
level-stone (lev’el-stén), ». In mining, one of 
the stones on the surface marking the diree- 
tion of levels underground. 

¢,—. Com: en —— apeed,— ipensa’ 5 T or lever w 
equal of unequal arma, used obtain a mean effect of 

equal or tinequal efforts, In the locomotive the 
weight of the frame te applied at the tulerum of such a 
lever, and the ends of the lever are attached to the 
springs which teunamit the load on ench to the axle: 
hearing. Any uncqual renction of the track i followed 
by a descent of one of the other end of the lever, and 
hence the ed on each spring is always the same, no 
usattor how the track-surface varies, This compenaating- 
lever is usually called the —— —— amd it not 
only mitigates shocks by dividing them between the 
two springs batalso delivers to each wheel ite share 
of the weight for adhesion, and slipping is lessened. 
The whitletees of a two-horse wagon is a compensating- 
lever, The arms may be anequal, if the loads are unequal. 
~Dead lever, See fire lever, under livet.— Equalizing- 

lever, Bee compensating -*lecer.— lever, 
lever connected with the faller of a spinning-mule, 
which locks the fatler in position at the beginning of the 
winding of the yam om the cop or bobbin. Mendoza 
lever, a hinged lever on a cottom-spinning mule con 
nected with the backing-off motion of the spindle-car- 
riage. Optical lever, device for the measurement of 
angles by tneaa Of aA beam of Tight reflected from a 
mirror, the amount of detfoction being shown on a seale 
over which the tight travels. Sach alever is used in the 
tangent galvanometer, 

lever-fly (lev’ér-fli), 1. A machine for punch- 
ing or shearing metal plates, in which a con- 
stantly running fiy-wheel is temporarily 
vonnected te the punch or shear by moving a 
lever; a power-punch. 

lever-motion (lev’ér-mé’shon), ». A motion 
transmitted by one or more levers; a motion 
tuken from a moving lever. 

plane of polarized light to the left. 
levotartrate, levotartrate (1é-v6-tiir’trit), 
a, [levotart(a)r(ic) + -alel,) A salt of levo- 
tartaric acid. 
levulan, levulan (lev’d-lan), ». [levul(ose) 
+ -an.j A culorless, amorphous, levorotatory 

Ihiamba (1é-lim’bii), n. [Native African name.] 
Indian hemp, Cannabis Indica. See bhang, 
*dagga, Cannabis and hashish, 

The imparted 
worke ——— 

in ————⏑ ———⏑⏑— 
ae (Cannabis Indica), 

ary ingaley, Weat African Studies, p. 667, 

carbohydrate, CgH, 05, found in beet-sugar L. H. T. An abbreviation of Lord High Treas- 
molasses, It is quantitatively converted into «rer, 
levulose by boiling with di 
melts at about 250° C, 

levulosan, levulogan (lev-ii-l6’san), ». [/er- 
ulose + ~an,) A colorless syrup, CgH)99;, 
repared by rapidly heating eane-sugar at 
60 Cc, Tt is optically inactive, and is con- 
verted into levulose by boiling with water. 

levulosuria, lavulosuria (lev"i-16-80'ri-it), 1. 
— + Gr. ofpor, urine.) gence of 
evulose in the urine when voided, 

le 
as feryne, 

te (lev‘i-nit), n. [leryne +-1te2.] Same 

“ Lewisian (li-is’i-an), a, Noting the oldest Lisssian 
rocks in Great Britain: 80 named by Murchison 
from the island of Lewis where they are ex- 
posed. They consist chiefly of gneisses 
similar to the Laurentian types of North 
America, See Lewisian *group, 
These lines of morement traverse the Learision plateau 

in various directions, prelucing planes of dlaruption, 
molecular rearrungement of the minerals and the de- 
Yelopment of foliation. 

Rep, Brit. Ass'n Advancement of Sei, 101, pu. 617. 

lewisite (li’is-it), ». [Named for Professor 
W. J, Lewia of Cambridge.] A titano-anti- 
monate of caleium occurring in minute yellow 
to brown oectahedrons: found in the gravels 
of Tripuhy, Minas Geraes, Brazil. 

Lewis's counter-gambit, See *cownfer-gam- 
leverrierite (le-ver’i-tr-it), ». [Named for 4 
Le Verrier, a French mining & 
hydrated silieate of aluminium, allied to kao- lex, n. 
linite: it occurs at several localities in France, 

lever-scales (lev’ir-skilz), ». pl Same as 
steclyard?, 

ineer,] A lewisson (l0'i-son), 4. Same as lewis, 1. 
2. In numis,, the money standard fixed 

by imperial or other constituted authority, 
W. C. Hazlitt, 

Lexell’s circle. See *eircle. 

ute acids, and L. J. An abbreviation (a) of Light Infantry ; 
(b) of Licentiate of Instruction; (ce) of 
Island, 

liana, n. In phytegeog., a liana is a plant which roots 
fn the ground and, by means of log stems with | in- 
ternedes and the assistance of various devices. climbs 
over other plants and, more rarely, over rocks. The name 
waa formerly given only to woody plants; bat ite use 
has been broadened to inclade hertacecus annuals and 
—— thus — Senate with climber, 

tleaficlimber, trootecti , werrambler, 2, fieiner 
() and plirases ander #fendril-climber. 

liangle, ». Same as */ecangle. 
(li-as’i-an),m. [F. liaxsiens as Lies 

-ian.} In geol., a term applied by d'Or 
bigny and other French geologists to the mid- 
dle division of the Lias in France. 

upper Ineruber Liassic, «.— Upper Liassic clay, the 
= —— which is itself the lowest division of the 
urassie. 

With the ail of other shallow wells in the Lincolnshire 
Limestone, this rock is shown to have a decided dip te the 
west down the face of the escarpment, as thongh ft had 
settled down upon the eroded surface of the ('pper Liaesc 
Clay. Nature, Nov, 27, 1902, p. a. 

lib. An abbreviation (+) of librarian; (c) of 
library; (d) of the Latin libra, pound. 

libaniferous (lib-a-nif’e-rus), a. [LL. Whamnes, 
frankincense, + -fer, 6 ferre, bear, + -vns.) 
Same as libtnotophorows. 
ban (lib-n-nof’d-rus), a, [Gr 2/Je- 
voc, frankincense, + -dapor, (¢épew, bear, + 
008.) Same as libonotophorous, 

libate, r. i. 2, Totakeadrink, [Slang.] 
Genta, this is shorely the sociablest crowd I've crossest 

up with as yet. Letslitate! A. H. Lewis, Sunset Trail, xt 

libational (li-ba’shon-al), a. [libation + -of'.} 
lever-shears (lev’ér-shérz), #. sing. and pl. lexiarchus (lek-si-jir’kus), ».; pl. leriarchi Pertaining to libations; of the nature of a 
Hand- or power-shears, for wutting metal, in (-ki). (Gr. #9finpyor, ¢ iE, assignment by  libation. 



libation-table 

libation-table (li-ha’shon-té*bl), ». 
liar form of altar econ- 
nected with the tree-and- 
pillar cult of Mycenman 
civilisation, Tt has four 
legs surrounding a saered Sc 
illar or betylus, of 

ulbel, n. 7. In law, a peti- 
tion for a decree in di- 
yorce.— Mutation of Mbel, 
in admiralty ant eerlea low, 
an amendment allowed which 
changes the substance of a 
libel, so that a new catiee of 
action is introduced, or another 
remedy demanded, 

ibelee, libellee (li-be- = 
18’) In flaw, the de- 
fendantin actions er suits 
in which the complaint or 
first pleading 
See libel, 2. 

libella, ». 5, A Roman brass coin, the as of 
diminished wei ight. 

Libellatic (i-beclat’ ik), m. [L. libellatici, pl. 
< L, libelius, a paper, a certificate: see libel, j 
One of the class of Christian apostates who, 
during the Decian and Valerian —— 
secured from the magistrates by ae 
false certificate (libellus) testifying that they 
had satisfied the requirement of sacrificing to 
un a gods,” 
bera a,— Liberal- ublican See 

Liberal — yee: Seqrutdican.— 
‘Tt. a. 3, ae who holds liberal, views in 
*—* [V. 8 
att ia eens med 5* is called a a wee he re 

my creed, Ld ee ol 

The Beacon 426523 Jan. — N. B.D. 

liberal- legal (lib’ e-ral-lé’gal), a. Noting a 
stage of civilization marked by freedom of 
thought and criticism, liberty of personal 
action, freedom of contract, and the estab- 
lishment of — law and govern- 
ment, Com — — Giddings, 
Prin. of Socio 

liberative —— [liberate + -ive.] 
Same as liberatory. 

liberticidal (lib’ércti- -si’dal), a. [liberticide + 

{ Shation-table. 
CFroin «Journal of Hele 

* lenlc Stucies,” permis: 
8 libel. sion ot the Council.) 

all.) That destroys liberty. 
liberticide!, n. IL 4 That ‘destroys liberty; Lichas 
liberticidal, 

Uberti n. and a, A simplified spelling of 

iibertine, n. 8 At Aberdeen University, a free 
scholar; a = has no bursary. r- 
—— = M. fd 

liberty, ".—Laws of liberty. See #lawt. 
Wi -day (lib’ér-ti-da), a. Nawt., a day on 
which liberty is granted. 

liberty-liquor (lib‘ér-ti-lik’or) Formerly, 
acertain limited amount a * liquor (rem) 
which a member of the crew of an E 
man-of-war was permitted to purchase 
the purser for the purpose of entertaining a 
visitor. 

liberty party party (lib’ér-ti-piir’ti), ». Members 
ofas re — to whom leave to go ashore 
has bee 
liberty- “ticket cil (lib’er-ti-tik’et), n. A written 
or aera — a to a man-of-war's-man, 
on which is fied the date and period of 
his liberty. the possession of it insures him 
against arrest as a deserter. 

liberty-tree (lib’ ér-ti-tré), m. Bee Tree of 
Liberty, under tree. 

Li : (li- -bé’ni-b), a. ONL. (C. png 
named in honor of Libon, a traveler in B 
An untenable generic name — 
used by florists for certain spec 
binia, a genus of plants of the f —— Acan-⸗ 
thacex, They are half-shrubby grecahows subjects 
bearing a profusion of slender, —— —— — 
or orange fowers The commonest species is Jacob —_ 
— often known by Sortsts as 
a native of Brazil. iti avery esiferons ant with 
small, and entire, ell iblong leaves and d 
declined, scarlet, yellow-tipped flowers an inc! 
The plant known to florists as Libowia 

id between Jacointa — and J, 
na, With still more showy flow: 

libra, ", 4. A money of — at Alicante 
in Spain; the | worth 10 reals.—5. A 
new gold coin of Peru, struck under a —— 
of January 10, 1898, and of the same standard 
and —— as the pound sterling. 

—— 

—Tra lected set of 
— sent i & con source to a ae: or school in 

lace where there is no public I The books 
when read and avether coll is sent to 

Ghe its place. 

A pecu- librational (li-bri’shon-al), a 

_—_ Lichenales Gi-he-al ie). ® 
Jaco- + ales.) Same as Lichenes, 

Lichenalis (li-ke-nli-8), n. (NL. < Gr. decxiv, 

"long. 
Penrhosiensi« inn Jichenate (li’ken-dt), ». 

Ghiesbregh- 4 salt of lichenie og 

lichenification (li-ken-i-fi-ki’shon), » 

725 lie-days 
{libration + lichenivorous —— 6-rus) 

~al'.] Pertaining to orof the nature ofa libra- lichen, + vorare, eat, + ous. 
tion; in asfron., pertaining to the librations lichens, as reindeer. 
— Led moon or of the planets Mercury and lichenize (li’ken-iz), v. ¢.; pret. and pp. lichen- 

ized, ppr. lichenizing. [lichen + -ize.] To 

a. lichen, 
fig on 

libroplast (li‘bré-plast), mn. IL. liber, free, + cover with lichens. 
Gr. t2asrdc, formed.) A stabiloplast which lichenologic (li’ken-j-loj‘ik), @. Same as 
lies free from the chromatophore slong the ee 
middle line of some diatom cells. Lichenopora (li-ke-nop’é-rii), m. © [NL. (De- 

Libyo-Teutonic (lib’ié-t4-ton’ik), a. Libyan meee Gr. snygv, Hehen, + = i pore. } 
as related (in theory) to Teutonie — The ort renus of the family Liche rida, 

(li ke-n6-por’ Padé), n. "sh N1L., 
—— + -idw.| A family of eye osto- 

matous ectoproctous polyzoans. The zoarium is 
discoid, simple or composite, adnate or ally free and 
etipitate; the zooecia are tabular, erect or nearly sa, ar- 
ranged in mare of leas distinet series radlating tre from : 
free central area; and the intermediate surface Is car 
late or porous, It contains the genera Lichenopera * 
Domepora. 

lichi? (1é’chi), m, [Also leche; 8. African.) 
Kobus lichi (leche), one of the larger antelopes 
of South Central Africa: related to the water- 
buck, but with shorter, more reeurved horns. 
See Lob. 

Lichnophora (lik-nof’}-ri), m. (NL, ¢ Gr. 

applied to the blond type of man in Moroceo 
and Algiers in its — physieal rela- 
tionship with the blond Teutonie type of north- 
= Europe, Brinton, Races and Peoples, 

— (lik’a-rén), wn, A colorless eyelie, op- 
tieally active hydrocarbon, C)9H),, ‘prepared 
by the dehydration of licareol. Ti isa limonene. 

licareol ( li-kar’ ie sg Same as *finalool. 
tjoee ~ Be - 95 (NL. Gehruder, 1797), 

L. licinm, t rum, thread.] A genus of 
— molds which have sessile sporangia 
containing brownish or reddish spores and 
no — Nine species have been dé— Saver, a giutton, + re ghease, bear.) The 

32 (li-wé-’sd-6), ». pl. , < Licea + typical and only genus of the family Lichno- 
horide. Mt * NTs as an octe ite on varton a — = — of slime-molds named from 9 55 by as arth * =: rus = ma 

license, ». 1. (/) Naut., w certifiente issmed to a Lichnophorida (lik-nd-for’i-dé), n. pl. 
the pion ed tha at Slim to be qualified for Lichnophoru + ~ide. ya ‘A family of pe — bale 
to a Vessel teatifying that it has been inspec’ tat by gee ciliate infusorians. have a secondary circlet of 
emment officials and pronounced eonwosthy i in bel * cilia around the op ine en end in addition to adoral 
ers, machinery, and equipment.— License system, a *0He, Which is a left-wound spiral, and the hinder end of 
term used to denote the laws governing the conditions the body forma a sucker for attachment. The family 
under which the sale of *** F —— ainehip contains the genus Lichnophora, 

Senge nny, OF (lik’nd-£5-ri’ng) it ted to a steam ’ 
Hine tie waters on wich che ie parmitied to ‘ait’ the ‘Lichnophora + -ina?.) Same as Lic ichnaphor. 
pressure of steam allowed, ete. ide. 

lichadid (li’ka-lid),».and @ I, M. A mem- licht-coal (lidht‘ kdl), n. 
ber of the family Lichadide, coal. [Seotch.] 

Cannel-coal; gas- 

. a. Pertaining to or resembling the Li- Lichten 8 alloy, an alloy of cadmium, 
chadidse. bismuth, tin, and lead which has a low melting- 
Lichadida (li-kad’i-Jé), », pl. erage nb Lichad-) int. 
+ -idw.] A family of trilobites typified by a v. i. 2, Totear along; ride at full gallop. 
the genus Lichas, oa} 

Allied to or resem- fo * An aberration of the appetite, with 
a morbid fea to eat foreign substances hav- 

lichadoid (li’ka-loid), a. 
bling the trilobite genus Lichas, 

(li’ kas), ing no food value, which attacks nearly all 
mn (NL, « Gr. the domestic animals. In the ox it is called 
Aiyac, & personal pica, in the sheep tool-eating, ete, 
— A genus lickety-whittle (lik’e-ti-hwit’l), adv, Reck- 
of trilobites of lessly fast. Dialeet Notes, IL. vi. [Vulgar.] 
the family Lichad- (ik’ fin, wer), 1A ay 
idz, including fellow: a A utton.— 2, A cocks often used by 
some of the larg- than dramatists as the persona 
4 — of — * & cook. 
these or; sms li n. 8. The adhesion of textile fibers 
4 ar, trait —— to any surface in the process of man- 

that entire P 
specimens arc ex lick-ladle (lik’ld‘dl), ». A parasite; a lick- 
tremely * latter. 

Plahella p va Bd Lic. Med. An abbreviation of Licentiate in 
e other lobes, which Medicine, 

are rentform licorice, — ¢) In 
small. The 28 and Brij (Gulana, any one iy yd bey on 
— in the ‘ar PR ah Se —— * the genas * bering Sos which con- 

* tasting ow 

Burope and North One fousth satural size. *85 —* ase as 
Ameri licorice-juice lik’ ris it), n. The extract of 

in —— — —— — on 
ep tye ——— the forearrn or Russian licorice-root, Glycyrrhiza 

by the clothing, “in which the —— are flattened and a smooth and are the seat of m (lik’é-ris-pou‘dér), ». Finely 
lichen (liken), v. t. [lichen, m. " To lichenize, corice-root: used as a mild” laxative. 
lichenal (li‘ken-al), a. Of or pertaining to the ——— (ik’é-ris-shag’ir), ». Glyeyr · 
Lichenales or lichens, Lindley.— Lichenal alll- rhizine-ammonia, the sweet principle of lico- 
anes, Be name proposed by Lindley for the Lechenales rice and monesia bark, Sci, Amer, Sup., Jan. 

18, 1908, p. 43. 
n. pl. [NL., ¢ lichen iq —8 v. t.; pret. and pp. lidded, ppr. lidding. 

j To puts lid on (something); put a 
—— on; hide. 

a lichen, + -alia.) A genus o it 
fying 

clostomatous 
bryozoans of ey famil — 
possess 

lie}, v. ie—"To lie to the dogs or to the 
the ‘near approach of a dog or a pt dy — had 

maanive or ramose — po wabd a 

quel’ oo Ferme ttn wala and complete Niel, a. In golf: (a) The angle which the 
Natudiporm, shaft of a — with the he Aclub has 
[lichen-ie + -atel.] a * lie when the angle is ve obtuse, and an 

ight lie when it is less obtuse, (>) The 
’ it fa ball at rest on th ae fungus (li gern oa n. Any fungus sition of & the position of teal oho it ne 

which enters into combination with an alga to {6 Ue. in galt vi ai etion of play 
form a lieben. c,, Hebenerite (lé"ben-ér-it), ». Vamea after L. 

4 Liebener.) An_ alteration-product, probably 
of nephelite, allied to gieseckite.— Liebenerite- 

a nephelite- pore which occurs near Pre- 
emo in Tyrol, and in whic a! nephelite has heen 

phragmea, The 
Silurian to the Permian. Also 

lichen, lichen, + -ficatio(m), ¢ -fieare, make.) 
Conversion of a portion of the skin, usually 
about the flexures of the joints, into a con- 
dition resembling lichen planus, altared to a dense aggregate called liebenerite, approach: 

cases the leatons had fattened and left astate | le muscovite In commpeation. 
ot po} Kchenifeation. Laneet, July 18, 1908, * we. lie-days (li’diz), x. pl. See *lie-time. 



liefly 
liefly (16fli), ade. [lief + -ly2.) Willingly; 
2* [Archaic.] 

Amd [éefly. motive own vassal folk 
Do yield their fealty. 

M. J. Preston, Cartoons, Bishop's Ran, st. 7. 

lie-key (1i’k), ». In _well-boring, a tool on 
which boring-roda are hung when being raised 
or lowered, [Seoich.] 

lien”, #.—Tax len, a charge or eveumbrance upon 
attaches by reason of failure to pay taxes wrperty whieh 

Suny mrsemned aneen see etn at ee ate nee y 

cag Se a 
The property may be sold by the state to satiety t claim. 

lienitis (li-e-ni‘tis), ». [NL., ¢L, lea, spleen, 
+ -itis.]) Inflammation of the spleen. 

lienogastric (li‘e-né-gas’trik), a. II lien, 
spleen, + Gr. yeorgp (yacrp-), stomach, + -ic.} 
ame as gastrosplenic; specifically, in ichth., 

noting an artery which supplies the stomach, 
spleen, and part of the pancreas of sharks and 
other fishes. 
lienomyelogenous (li’e-nd-mi-e-loj’e-nus), «. 
(L. Ken, spleen, + Gr. wveAdc, marrow, + -perne, 
-producing.] cues in the spleen and 
bone-marrow: said of a form of leucocythemia. 
Buck, Med. Handbook, LI. 69. 

lie-time (li’tim), =. In mining, the time for 
making up accounts, — for which has 
to lie over till the following pay-day. Also 
lying-time, (Seoteh,] 
eut.-Col, An abbreviation of Lieulenant- 

Colonel as a title, 
lieu! ,%. 4, In archery, a rank or prize 
ata shooting-match:; usually awarded to the 
archer who makes the second greatest number 
of hits without regard to seore, or who first 
hits the second or next to the innermost circle 
of the target. 

lieutenant, ». 3. In archery, the winner of a 
lieutenancy in a shooting-match.— Additional 
second lieutenant, a amerary second Heaterant 
in the United States army : a grade created by Congress, 
and filled only when the number of graduates In any class 
oft the United States Military Academy exceeds the num- 
ber of vacancies in the grade of second Neatenant in the 
army. 

tenant-at-arms (li-ten’ant-at-iirmz’), nr. 
An old English term for the junior lieutenant. 
on a man-of-war, whose duty it was to drill 
the erew in musket and broadsword exercise. 

Lieut.-Gen, An abbreviation of Lientenant- 
General as a tithe, 

Lieut.-Gov. An abbreviation of Lientenant- 
Governor as a title. 

life, ». 17, In base-hall, an opportunity given 
to the batsman or base-runner, through an 
error of the opponents, of continuing without 
being put out; in sports in general, an unex- 

ted or undeserved opportunity.—Good life, 
ning, an insurnble risk; ome who, according to bis 

tage and condition of health, can secure ordinary 
ife-Insarance,—Joint lives, In /aw, the duration of an 

estate limited upom the natural lives of two or more 
wons— Life zone. See *#zone.--Natural fn fase, 
life the duration of which is determined by actual rather 
than civil death. . 

life-buoy, n.—Luminous life-buoy, a buoy which ix 
self-lighting when thrown Inte the sea, or one which te 
coated with a phosphorescent paint and shows against the 
water. 

life-class (lif’ kids), », A class in an art 
school or academy for which the living model, 
usually nude, is posed. 

life-form (lif‘férm), n. In phytogeog., same 
as *vegetation-form. 

* pe pode thels ekeogiatlons, und ther relations to 
the life conditions. RK, Smith, Nat. Selence, XTV. 110, 

lifeguard, n. 3. A man employed on a bath- 
ing-beach to guard against accidents to bath- 
ers. [(U. 8.) 

life-holder (lif’hdl’dér), n. One who holds 
property for a life or lives. 

life-horizon (lif’hé-ri‘zon), ». In geol., a stra- 
tum characterized by one or more fossils which 
in their range are restricted to it, 

life-kite (lif’kit),». Nawt.,a kite flown from 
4 veasel wrecked on a lee shore, for the pur- 
pose of sending a line to the beach, when, 
owing to the severity of the wind, a line can- 
not be shot to the ship. 

life-line,», 2. Aline used by firemen to lower 
so oe from a burning building.—Life-line gun. 

life-net (lif’net), ». A large net, attached by 
steel ngs to a stiff ring, held by firemen at 
the height of their shoulders, into which per- 
sons may jump from a burning building. 
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life-of-man (lif’ov-man’), ». The name of 
several plants: (@) The live-forever, Sedum 
Telephium. (6) The Avseriean mountain-aeh, 
Sorbus Americana. (c) The American apike- 
nard, Aralia racemosa. (d) The bush-honey- 
suckle, Dierrilla Diervilla, 

life-plasma (lif’plas*mii), n. The fundamental 
plasma or substance in which life or vital force 
resides. 

Tt ia ible that the first ife-, i 
— L. H, Badey, P+ val of the Untike, Dan 

life- (lif’ring), #. Nawt., the ring to which 
tho under part of a breeches-buoy is attached. 

life-safe (lif’saf), ». <A safe-conduct. 
The Advocate... has wrung your [ife-eafe out of Simon 

and the Duke. Rk . Stevenson, Catriona, ix. 

life-saver (lif’sa‘vér), n. A man employed in 
the life-saving service. 

Life-saving station, See station. 
life-school (lif’skil), ». See *life-class. 
life-slide (lif‘slid), ». A shallow glass cell 
used to retain minute living organisms while 
they are under microscopic examination, 

lifesomely (lif’sum-li), adr. Ina lively way; 
with abounding animal life. 

life-zone (lif’zén), . See *zoene, 
lift?, v. t. 10. In cricket, to hit (the ball) high 
into the air.—11. In archery, to shoot at an 
elevation, or with a high trajectory, in order 
to cover the required distance: said of an 
arrow,— 12, In forestry, to pry up (seedlings 
in a seed-bed), so that they may be pulled u 
by hand for teaneplanting.—- 13. To pay off; 
take off (a mortgage), [U.8.] 
So thea the spectral mortgage could never be ti A 

F. BR, Stockton, the Spectral | — 

14, To bring (a constellation) above the hori- 
zon in sailing, ete. N. E. D. [Colloqg.] 

It's the Barralong, to Australia, She'll it the Southern 
Cross in a week, — moky ot tub! 

. Kipling, Light that Failed, vil. 

15. To drive (sheep or cattle) to market. 
{Australia,] 
Well, Masther Jolin, .. — I won't demy that T have n't 

lifted a tiner mob this sensor, 
Rolf Boldrewood, Squatter’s Dream, tv. 

Lifting magnet. Seo ®magnet. 

Hift?, n. 7. (c) In coal-mining, a slice or cut 
taken off a pillar in stoping. [Scotch.]—9, 
In tertile-manuf., the extent of the traverse 
of a guide-eye or bobbin, as on a spinning- 
frame.—10, In lawn-tennis, a little added 
ower at the end of the stroke.— Hydraulic 
ley = hydraulic elevator; an clevator or lift worked 
by hydraulic pressure on a 
—Main 

ton or 

— th Seana ier tes saver a ifieally, the lifts " ; e AP porte e : y, the 
— i Me the Iifte of the 

sree Was stativen 

of the main yard,— neut,, 
yards on the mizzenmast ; the supports for the yards. 

lift-battery (lift’bat‘ér-i),. A coast-defense 
disappearing battery in which the guns and 
their carriages aro placed on platforms which 
are raised and lowered like those of piston 
elevators. 

The first 12-In. guna to be Installed were the two in the 
lift battery, which waa finished in 16. In this each gun, 
with ite carriage, is mounted on a orm whieh can be 
raised and lowered by a direct-acting hydraulic ram. 

Breye. Brit,, XXVIL, 404. 

lift bridge, n1.— 
bridge which carries a 

—— * 

& form of ‘ift- ift- 
way or railway over a naviga- 

Rolling Lift-bridge, 

@, foendation of concrete resting on piles; 4,4, spans of bridge. 
chewed aad forming a cantaliver arch; ¢, track on which span rolls 

open ition; 4, cat ace oF that som 
te. Counterweights: /, house for motor and comrols g. ¢ 

les. Dotted lines show spana rolling backward aud 
and ball opes. 

im rising te 
track £ 
te 
i) 

opened, fn 
abutment 

a track om the abatment. Frequently the 
vided at the center into two half-brid each 

ertically about the end of the abutment, 

lifter!, ». 2. (b) In founding: (1) A tool used 
by molders for lifting loose sand from the bot- 
toms of flange-and rib-molds. (2) One of the 
hooks s5' ed from the bars of a molding- 
box into the mold to support the sand. 

ligature 
lifting-arms (lif’ting-iirms), ». pl. 1. A pair 
of arms in a locomotive valve-gear for liftin 
the links.—2, Arms for raising valves whie 
are opened by the action of cams, as in some 
internal-combustion motors. 

lifting-cam (lif’ting-kam', ». A cam or lobe 
on # revolving or rocking shaft which imparts 
. lifting movement to valves or other mechan- 

00g (lifting koe), wn. Acurved lever or 
¢eam-shaped arm for lifting a poppet-valve in 
an engine. 

lifting-crane (lif’ting-kriin), n. 1. A crane for 
lifting weights, —2, * swing-crane or derrick 
in which the arm moves up and down to raise 
and lower the load, the hook being attached 
direetly to the arm without the interposition 
of a hoisting device. 

lifting. (lif‘ting-jet), ». The steam-jet 
whie it. f ? and forces the water in an ejector 
or injector, 

lifting-nozle (lif’ting-noz‘l), ». The eombi- 
ning or forcing nozle in an injeetor or inspi- 
rator. 

lifting-pallet (lif’ting-pal’et), ». A pawl or 
projection on a lever or other part of a mecb- 
aniam used for lifting. 

ifting- poker (lif’ting-p6’kér), u. Same as 
* 

~Bail (lif‘ting-sil), ». A head-sail the 
tendeney of which is to lift or raise a vessel's 
bows out of water, 

-shaft (lif’ting-shaft), ». The shaft in a 
locomotive valye-gear which carries the arms 
for raising and lowering the links or link- 
blocks, 

-toe (lif’ting-t6), n. The revolving arm 
of the rock-shaft of a valve-gear. ‘It takes 
against the toe on the lifting-rodand transmits 
motion, 

-Valve (lif’ting-valv),n, Bee valre, 2. 
f jigger (lift’jig’ér), ». A double and a 

single block-tackle made fast to the hauling 
part of a lift to multiply its purchase. 
liftman (lift’man), ». i pl liftmen (-men). An 
elevator attendant. i fg. 

lift-amoke (lift’smék), mn. A game of cards 
— by from four to six persons, with the 

Il pack. The cards are dealt one st a time, six to 
four players, five to five, and four to six. The last 
that comes to the dealer is the trump. The pi 
whist. The winner of each trick draws the top 

outlasts the others, having a card when his adversary has 
none, wing the Pood, 

lig (lig), ». Naut., a combination fish-hook 
and sinker, 

ligamen n.— Cervical ligaments, two ligaments, 
t amons, $<. Svea i the bastlar fissure of the 
occipital bone with the bodies of the tint few cervical 
vertebrse, and the posterior of which i the same as the 
—— noche. Douglas's ent, See Dowg- 

a's _~- Gastropancreatic 
pt Bee *yaefroprncreatic, *oastre~ 
phrenic, — ligaments, folds of peritoneum, 
passing from the liver to adjacent parts, which serve to 
prevent displacement of the organ.— Hepatocclic liga- 

a peritoneal fold ing between the at 
the colon. — Mgament, a peritoneal fold 
stretching from the liver to the right kidney.— Tio! 

Pouport’s — (wh — 
ent, « 

ment cons with ve Welvrian ina Certain 
fishes. — Ligament Bertin, © femoral ligament, 
mer of Henle, the internal portion of the —— 

inis nuscle,— Ligaments of 
ing between the skin and the — 8 
of the fuscia of the tranarersalis whic 

to the olecranon.— Metac Hgament, 
ligament connecting the lower ena ‘of ue last four 

- a enic 
—— 

creas and the spleen. · Romboid it. (b> A 
ligament passing from the lower end of radius to the 
anctform and cunelform bones, 

tion, ".— Distal ligation, the tying of an artery, 
or the cure of aneuriam, on the nA etl dilatations 
furthest from the heart.— Immediate the 

around the iso- 

Ligature See 
“tures of 

the of 
tinue, and the second of which is then placed between 

atricles and ventricle, causing the latter to begin 
to beat again while the auricles remain quicecent.— Pro- 



ligature 
visional ligature, a broad ligatare passed around a 
large artery and tied during an operation, but removerl 
when this is completed. Soluble a ligatare, 
made of catgut or other animal material, which is al- 
sorbed after remaining a time in he tisies. 

(i-jé’ri-an), mn. [L. Liger (PF, 
daire) + -ian.] In geol., a substage of the 
Cretaceous system on the continent of Europe 
taking its name from the Loire river. It eonsti- 
tutes the lower division of the Turonian stage, 
and lies immediately above the Cenomanian 
beds. Also used attributively. 

ht}, . 15. In mech., an opening; a space 
clear of obstructions.— 16, In an acrostie puz- 
zle, each of the words which are to be guessed, 
their initials (or initialsand finals) forming the 
word or words in which the answer to the puzzle 
consists, N. &. D.~ Actinic light, light capadle 
of affecting a photographic film or of producing other 
chemical effects. This property bel chiefly, bat mot 
exclusively, to Che violet amd ultra vicket regions of the 
spectrum, The longer wave-lengths, such as Chase trains: 
mitted by ruby glass, are chemilcally so inactive aa to be 
commonly termed sen-acti eie.— Ashen light, a tranesla- 
tion of lumiere condrée, a French term for the carth-shine 
seen oo the moon when it is a narrow crescent.— Astral 

an Aver oe Welsbach 
t. See whorroned.—Com! 

light, a lantern for a launch which shows a bow- 
light in front and red and green side-lightsCone of 

tt, Kame as *elivht-«pot.—Costen ite (nawt.), 
colored fireworks of special design used for signaling at 
sea. They are named from thelr tnventor, Also jel 
Costen signals. f a source of it. Bee 
te Bcvency.— theory of it. See 

ro - ethereal, — or Pestival Lights. 
See *Hanukoh,-Fingen light treatment, the trent. 
ment of diseases of the skin by exposure to the viotut an 
ultra-violet of thes] a method devised by Dr, 
Niels Finsen of Copenhagen. Elther sunlight or the elee- 
tric are-light may be used, but the latter ls usually pre- 
ferred. See *apparatis, —Holme's a device used, 
ju practioe, to show the morements of a locomotive tor- 
pedi It is an arrow-h canister pierced with several 
oles aid filled with plhoaphide of ium. The contact 
of water with this chemical produces bubblea which burst 
into Game on reaching the surface and also emit dense 
stooke having the odor of lc. Latent it, Im phe 
tog., the light or actinic influence (eufficlently powerful 
to affect a photographically sensitive surface even after 
the lnpee of several months) which ts found to be atored 
up in paper that has been saturated with uraniam nitrate 
exposed to sunlight, and inclosed in an opaque tabe,— 
Light -contrast. fame as brightness-confrast. Sve 
eeont rast, 5.— t induction (simultaneous and ewe- 
ceasioe) Bee tind uction.— iy hot. : 
(a) A visual sensation, whether of color or of brightness 
4) A brightnesssensation; a member of the achromatic 
pc Raed. -white) series of Viewal sensations. — it 

& source of light used as a standard of inten- stand 
aity In the photometry of the various flames and other 
sources ermployed for artitielal Mlamination, The proper- 
ties exsential to alight standard are constancy of ilunl- 
nating power and a quality of light as nearly as possible 
fhlentical with that of the light sources with which the 
standard is to be compared, It fs also important that a 
light standard be reproducible. Aside from the staindand 
candle (sce Weandle), which has been abandoned in prac- 
tice on account of ite ureliability, although it te still the 
leenl British and American unit, the earliest well-known 
light standard is the Carcel lamp, a modified form of Ar 
gam! burner with a central draft. Colze-oll ts supplied 
to the wick by means of a pun driven by clockwork, 
The character of the wick, the diameter of the wick- 
tube and alrdaect, and the dimensions of the chimney are 
specified exactly in order to secure the greatest attainable 
«on of formance. The behavior of the Carcel 
lamp depends uw: a multitude of factors, and it has 
been found a diticalt stamtard to manage except in ex- 
wert and experienced lars. 
‘he brightness of the flame is 

§ cnndle-puwer. 
jounter, the Brit. 

troleum flame hare 1 
nosed as 

— a —— Mo · 
naltsatiny on pre 

it the passage of an aneunt 
of light from the center of the 
fame — ‘ive in- 
tensity Fy equal to 
twice lie fight from a standard 
a been widely 5 

oyed In photometry. 
device ts — a the Methoes 
screen, On account of the vari- 

capel  abatan Tome teh it Oe Fig. a. Methven 8, 
fie le better than those obtained = weve 
with the standard candle or with ordinary ofl or gas 
flames, all of which are deficient in —— is now 
universally recognized that in order to a 
suitable for a light standard it is necessary 
ot definite chemical composition in a lamp 
specified construction. The 

later” fhe Hefner lamp (hig. 2 ts of simple 
tion. It has a wick-tube tvs) of Germans silver, the length, 

T27 

diameter, and thickness of wall of which are carefully 
the brightness the depends 

shape to a candle 
flame, and ita height, 
which under wormal 
couditions shoult be 
precisely 40 millime- 
ters, Is controlled by 
turning the wick up 
and down and is neens- 
ured by means of a 
flamegage (9) (See 
* ge. he 

mol⸗at · Pig. & Metner Lamp. 
intensity . 

in dey air being abont 0 per cent. greater than in 
alr containing 20 liters Tmolstare to the ctihie 
meter. The effect of the temperatare and pressure of 
the air and of the amount of carbon dioxid present are 
scarcely w iable under working conditions, It has 
been fonnd that Hefner lamps constructed in accordance 
with the mechanical spocttications give light-values 
which when corrected for the humidity of the atmo- 
aphere ogres with each other within 2 per cent., and 
since this isthe best result obtained with any primary 
light standard, this lamp has been adopted as the refer 
ence standart in — To reduce measurements 
made with the Hefner lamp to British standard candle- 
power, the relation 1 hefner — G84 British standard 
candles is used, ‘This ratio has been obtained by averng- 
ing many thousands of comparisons of the twosources. The 
Harcourt pentanetaup, extenalvely used in gas- photom- 
etry In England and in a modified form in the United 
States, has a flame of pentane ra burning within a 
inetal chimney. An aperture in the chimney is so ad- 
— as to give light of either 1 or 10 candle-power, 

je peritapelamp is not reproducible with accuracy, 
and is usually calibrated by means of some other atan- 
dard, such aa the Hefner lamp. Violle’s platinum atan- 
dard was proposed by Violle to avoid the uncertainties to 
which all fame standards are necessarily subject. The 
primary standard of light ts the light emitted from a 
aquare centimeter of surface of a mass of platinum at ita 
temperature of solidification. The brightness of this 
standard, which ts ealled the riofle, is approximately 20 
canidle-power. The bougis décimate or . which was 
intended to supplant various standard 
was detined by the Genera 1806 as one 
twentieth of a violle. It was, however, found imprac- 
ticable to determine this unit by means of 
a standard, and the boagie je WAS ac · 
o mally provisionally defined as — to one hefner. 
The Ment from the crater of the electric arc issuing 
th an aperture of one sqanre millimeter has like- 

a8 a standard of photometric in- 

i Incandescent glow-lampe 
sapplied with atealy current afford the most conventent 
and rellable standards for secondary tse. lamps 
can be brought inte perfect agreement with one another, 
and when 3 such stam is Bae 5 as — 
compared with a rm it can copier 

indefinitely. jum t, the or reprodneed 
intensely white Tight obtained by barning metallic mag- 

am. The source of this light fs the combined inean- 
deacence ant luminescence of the sotid magnesium oxid 
formed by the combastion of the metal, and has, there- 
fore, a continous rum. The magnesiam light ts 
of extracrd! actinic power beenuse of the t in. 
tensity of the violet and ultra-violet loms of ita spec: 
trum. It is the only known light having a continuous 
spectrum of greater iy regiona than in the 
regions of lees refrangibility.— Masthead t (nawt.), 
the white light carried in front of the foremast by 
steamships when under . It shows over an unbroken 
arc of the com from right ahead to two abaft 
the beam on elther side. — 

foaled, it. See .—New Lights. {teally— 
«) The Campheliites, See Campbetiite, 1. (b) The Soctn« 

party in the westof Scotland during the last part of 
the eigh heentury. Soe Socintantem, (¢} The Fifth 
Monarchy Men in England. See f/th. 
Haptiata, an American sect. See ‘ist, 

Hee actinic wlight.— Patent 
consist. 

etal frame so 

ota Ay po of thi =f A J nea, In im e metal, of wave- 
* and 66904, It is produced by volatili analt 
of or the motal fteelf in the flame of the Bunsen 
— * * the — light, the 

nee ight emitted VR am. 
It is no means —— — there being 

** eg” of ree bat an in the spectruns 
of t —— fed radiations 
of a-wave-length shorter than that of je Tight, but 
still of sufficiently great wave-longth to be and 
refracted. piles ceeetanees, be sem are 
ultm-riolet light. Ultra-violet light acta on the 

le plate and ea fluorescence, 
OF Meee, —— of pecqention 

waro-motion to which luminous The 
first estimations of the velocity of light were made by 

lightage 
Romer (1676) from observations upon the eclipses of the 
moons of Jupiter, The observed times when the satel 
lites of Ju: disappear behind the disks of the planet 
and —*— again are several minutes carlier when Jn- 
piter and the earth are in conjunction than when they 
are in opposition, From such observations Romer found 
the time required fora wave of light toctuss the earth's 
orbit to be 16) minutes, The diameter of the earth’ 
orbit being known, the velocity of Nght could then be 
comptted. The velocity as thus determined was 302,- 
S600 meters per second, a value pow known to be too 
large. Another astronomical method of — 
(Bradley's method) la based upon aberration, a phenome: 
non consisting in the apparent displacement of a star due 
to the motion of the earth in itsorbit. This displace- 
mont depends upon the velocity of light, which, com- 
puted from sach ‘thons, is found to be 000 
meters The first direct measurements of the velocity of 
light by a method independent of the motion of the earth 
in ite orbit, was made by Fizeau (Fizeau'y met. who 
introduced into the path of a beam of light a mpidly re- 
volving toothed wheel. Light passing between two ad« 
avent teeth of this wheel fe reflected beck upon ita path 

means of a distant mirror, and when wheel is 
driven at a certain speed the returning light is intercepted 
by the adjacent tooth. To an observer —— through 

teeth of the wheel toward the mirror the lig! it coming 
from the mirror to the eye will be extinguish 
pooper peed has been attained, The arrangement of the 
essentin! features of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1, in 

M L 

Fig. «Velocity of Light—Fizeau's method. 

which 5 is the source of t, G an unsilvered glaan plate 

of light parallel, and Lg foctises it u * 
fa imitror returns the Li 

the lenses 
the glass 
as mentioned 

—— tion (Feweault hed). 7 hoped 2 “a amet, e empl are 
wp Gv dg ata high rate of speed hy means vol 

of an air-turbine. The essential features of this method 
are indicated In Fig. 2. <A beam of light from §, thrown 

Fig. 2 Vebocity of Light—Poucault’s method, , 

upon the revolving mirror R, is reflected to a distant 
tmairror M, thence back to the revolving mirror, and thence 
to the glass ~~ G, from the surface of which a portion 
is reflected to the scale a, If in the interval oceupied 
by the beam of light In traveling fromm the revolving mir- 
ror to the fixed mirror M and k again the revolving 
talrror moves h an appreciable angle, the mn 
of the seale reac! by the returning ray will not coin- 
clde with that which it would have renclied had re 
volving mirror been at reat. From the deflection of this 
beam of light along the scale, the angular velocity of the 
mirror, and the distance between the revolving mirror 
and the fixed mirror, the velocity of light is computed. 
In 1874 Corma made a determination of the velocity of 
light by a refinement of Fizeau's method, and obtained 

ne 2,400,000 meters per second in vacua In 
1479 Michelson ted Foucault's measarements with 
agrently im apparatus sect "pune a pes wall at 
the Naval Academy in Annapolis. 

ing very 
= (about 500 meters) and the deflection of the return- 
X waa 153 millimeters, Michelson'’s result for the 

— be y of light was 200,044,000 meters per second, 
These ¢ ments were re by New- 
comb. t the velocity of light In vacoo and in alr is 

whatever be the wave-len of the 

: Po. add - The light is ¥ 
and —e the calcium light or 1 
con ia mach leas rapidly disintegrated by 
the ht docs not slake, like lime, on exposure to 

i tl, 2 OT em Bh 
splaning-mule 

lightage (li'tj), m. [light!+ -age.) 11. 
toll paid ey chip coming to a where 
there is a lighthouse. N. FE. D.—2, A system 



lightage 
of lighting; the supply of gas, electricity, or 
other illmeinant hoor for lighting. 

light-b {lit’boi), n. A life-buoy which au- 
tomatically ignites a flare upon stri the 
water, or a channel buoy which carries a light 
from sunset to sunrise, 

light-contrast (lit’kon’trAst), 1. 
brightness-contrast, See *contrast, 5, 

lightening-hole (lit’ning-hél), n. In éron ship- 
building, a hole cat in a plate which forms a 
part of a vessel's structure, toreduce its weight 
without reducing its strength for the purpose 
intended. See cut at *keell, 2. 

light-equation, n.— Constant of Hght-equation. 
— Kennastant, 

light-filter (lit’fil’tér), n. In photog., » screen 
which transmits light selectively and is used 
to control the composition of the radiation 
which falls upon the sensitized plate. 

t-horseman, 7. 2. A fish, Chatodipterus 
aber, of the — Ephippide: found from 

Capo Cod to Rio de Janeiro, See Cheetodip- 
terus, with eut. 

-station (li‘ting-std*shon), ». An es- 
tablishment for the generation of eleetrie 
current to be used in lighting. 

light-line (lit‘lin), », Nut. the water-line at 
which a vessel floata when at light displace- 
ment, See *displacement,3, White, Manual of 
Naval Arch, P 47, 

light-liquor (lit‘lik’or), ». The liquid obtained 
in the mannfacture of glucose or starch-sugar 
by sufficiently boiling stareh with dilute sul- 
phuric acid, neutralizing the acid with calcium 
carbonate, and genes the ealeium sulphate 
by subsidence, before filtration and the con- 
centration which produces ‘ heavy-liquor.’ 

t-mill (lit’mil)., », Same as radiometer, 2. 
SnCYC, Brit., XXXII, 128. 

, ®.—Dark lightning, dark lines which 
sone Minted 4 — a Be ceat Sa tay 
the light from the flash which causes a reversal, giving a 

tive or bright line on the negative plate and a black 
ie on the positive, 

lightning-beetle (lit’ning-bé’tl), n. 
lightning-bug. 
lightning-bone (lit’ning-bén), ». Same as fil- 

h 
urite. 

-gap (lit’ni p), 2. The air- 
ue a lig Sequel saw in an ae 
cireuit. 

Same aa 

a.—Frosted -hopper, 
ofa green or cinowa, 

color, covered with a whitish powder wi makes it 

ightning pains (lit’ning-p&inz) i. Shi ligh = ning-pinz), n. pl. 
larting pains of brief duration irpertensed in 

locomotor ataxin. ning-r§-kor"dée) + 
lightning-recorder (lit’ning- r), m. 
modification of the ni apparatus for wire- 
less telegraphy which serves to record auto- 
matically the oceurrence of distant lightning 
or weaker electric discharges. The natural elec- 
tric di produces an induced current in a local re- 
ceiving rad. ductor or circult of wire including some 
form of coherer, tapper, and relay. The latter actuates 
the recording apparatus proper. Various forms of the 
lightning-recorder are in tse. 

-stone (Iit’ning-stén), n. Same as 
ulgurite, 

tning-tree (lit’ning-tré), », In the Baha- 
mas, the West Indian coral-tree, Erythrina 
Corallodendron, Its leaves are deciduous and 
at certain seasons the bright scarlet flowers 
cover the tree before the new leaves have ap- 

See coral-tree and Erythrina. 
(lit’pért),». Nawt.,a port-hole; an 

ning in the side of a vessel for admitting 
light into a eabin, state-room, or other com- 

rtment. 
lent essure (lit’presh’ar),n, The mechan- 
ical —— due to the —* of light-waves 
upon a body placed in their path. See pres- 
sure, 2 (5), 

t-eonsation (lit’ sen-s&’shon), n. See 
ight, 

lightskirts (lit’skertz), mn. A woman of lax 
behavior. [Rare.] 

Hath not Shor's wife although a light stirte she, 
Given him a chast lor memery f 

turn from Pernaseus, LU. 6 2 

light-spot (lit’spot), ». 1, See the extract. 
In view of the recent work of Haberiandt on the light 

sense-organs of leaves, it may be of interest to record the 
discovery of siniilar organs in xerophilous stems, Certain 
of the epidermal cells of the young stems of the Ephedres 
have on thelr external wall conical structures of the nature 
of paptile, the core of the papilla being muciinginvas 
This structure acts as a collecting lens focussing the in- 

light-stuff (lit’stuf), n. 
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cident rays of light, and a definite area of the cytoplasm 
of the back wall of the cell is thereby Huminated. Fig. 
1, which is a photomicrograph taken fn diffuse light of a 
mounted » of epidermis, shows the npgearence 
of these ligAt- as been under § objective, any ob 
ect held in the path of the incident rays an image is 
lormed by each of these —— — 

it. J. D. Grakam, in Nature, April 4, 1007, p. 535, 

2. A cone-shaped area of reflected light on 
the drum-membrane. Also ealled cone of light 
and pyramid of light, 

A trade-name for a 
volatile liquid obtained in reetifying commer- 
cial coal-tar benzine in aniline-<dye works: 
used to some extent as a solvent for india- 
rubber, 

t-telephony (lit’tel’é-f6-ni), n. See *tele- 
ny. ony. 

tent vector (lit’vek*tor), n. A-veetor or line 
which indicates by its length and direction the 
magnitude and character of the disturbance 
of the ether (the so-called light-disturbance) 
at any — in a region traversed by polar- 
ized light. The light-disturbance s is detined 
by the equation 

smA sin (2° i+), 

where A is the — t the time, T the 
period of the disturbance, and 0 the constant 
of phase 

light- (lit’yér), 2, The distance traversed 
by light in one year; the unit usually employed 
in expressing the distances of the fixed stars: 
for example, the distance of a Centauri is 4,4, 
ight-years. In terims of the smaller astropomical unit 

(the mean distance of the earth from the san), It is found 
by dividing the namber of seconds in a sidereal year by 
the number of seconds occupled by light tn coming from 
the sup tothe earth, According to our best present de- 
terminations, it is (2,263 astronomical units. It bears to 

r astronomical unit very nearly the ratio of the 
mile to the inch. 

n. 8, A genus of plants of the family 
Daphnacee. See Thymelea. 

lignicolons (lig-nik’6-lus), a. [L. lignum, wood 
colere, inbabit.] | Living in wood: applied 

to certain bivalve mollusks, as Teredo, the 
ship-worm., 

ite (lig’ni-lit), 1. A columnar or cylindri- 
cal structure in limestone. It oceurs across 
the bedding and is due to pressure. Same as 
stylolite. —— of Geology, p. 420.. 

ing on m ite base, 
lake-baain. 

terrestrial on 
of the beds waa a by 

tana. pittlag ignites, Tigatle beds In the Inn Valley, — * nn A 
near in the Tyrol, which overiie ancient 

ted scattered erratic 

t ~ poh BL — remains of species grow- 
Utenmach 

in moraine depesite and 
represent an internglactal The Hgnites contain 
pines, firs, larch, ; sycamore, and other trees, 
and bones of 4 Rhinvecros etruseus, Bos taurus 

. primigentus), and other mammals 
lulose fiever eel’ ie) n. [L. lig- 

num, wood, + E. cellulose,| The material of 

comm ited with or less cellulose proper, 
but is dis le from it by se’ among 
ee Be eae Mannan renee Dene by fodine. Also 

bastose. 
e (lig-n6-s6'rik), a. [L. lignum, wood, 

cera, wax, + -ic. oting an acid, a color- 
less compound, contained in beech- 
wood tar and in the saponification-products of 
earthnut-oil. It crystallizes in needles and 
melts at Lay c. EN 
ligno-eosin (lig-nd-4’6-sin), ». A trade-name for 
a product sald to be the sodium salt of lig- 
none-sulphonic acid. It ts obtained from the waste 
digester-liquor of the sulphite process for making wood- 
ti and ha been for use as a reducing agent 
ye rome-mordanting wool for dyeing. 

lignoin lig’n6-in), n. [L. lignum (ligno-), wood, 
-in?.] A brown compound, TORN 

repared from old Huanaco cinchona bark. 
one (lig’nén), ». [L. lignum, wood, + 

-in2.] Same as lignin. 
lignose, ». 2, [. lignum, wood, + -ose.) A 
eolorless compound, C)gHogO),, prepared by 
the action of dilute acids on glucolignose. 

lignosity (lig-nos’i-ti), ». Cignon(e) + -ity.] 
e character or condition of being ligneous 

or woody, 

Liliales 
ite (lig-né-sul’fit), ». [L. Ngnam, 

wood, + sulph(wr) + -ite?.] A brown liquid 
obtained as a by-product in the manufacture 
of cellulose, It consists of sulphur dioxid and are- 

tien of the sulphite. rated with a 10) it. sola 
lignosul: hurie (lig'nd ul-fii’rik),@. Pertain- 
ing to = sulphurie acid, or to sul- 

0 6 acid,—Lignosulph' acid. ru 
Pep formed by treating — with ——— 
sulphuric acid. 

um!,r. 2, A contraction for lignum-vite : 
applied in Australia to several species of trees 
because of their tough and hard wood. See 
the Australian species mentioned under lig- 
num-rite. 
lignum? (lig’num), n. [An abbreviated pro- 
nunciation of polygonem.) Any species of the 
wi lants of the genus Polygonum, [Aus- 
tralia. 

ligulate-flowered (lig’i-lit-flou’trd), a, Same 
as liguliflorous. 

liguloid (lig’G-loid), a, [L. ligula, a var. of 
iingula, a e tongue, + -oid.] Having the 
form of a ligula or little tongue; tongue- 
shaped, 

and the These beds lie at the base of the 
series, consist of marie and limestones with marine Tos- 
sila, and form a part of the frost 
termed Molasse or Plyach. Included in the division are 
the Glarus shales, celebrated for Ueir abundant fish 
Vi 

I, ». 2. The Ligurian division. Also 
known a8 olen — 1) om 

-ga‘ri-an-Iz),v. 1; pret. pp- 
Ligurianiced, * —— [Ligurian + 
-ize.] To render Ligurian ; cifically, make 
(an apiary or a colony of bees) Ligurian by in- 
troducing Ligurian —— bees. 

ne (li-gus’tron), n. — —— (see 
lef.) + -one.] A colorless bitter compound 

contained in the bark of Ligustrum supers. It 
tallizes in needles, melts a little above 

100° C., and boils at 260-280° ©, 
ja (lé’hik), wm. ([Sp., a dogfish, ete., orig. a 

whose dried skin was used for polishing 

Ligurisn. I. a. 2, Pertaining to a division 
of the ry a Tertiary in the southern Alps 

series of deposits 

wood, ¢ lijar, polish, make smooth.] Any one 
of sovemet nabs of the genus Monocanthus, See 
leather-jacket, 1 (b).—Lia barbuda, Alutera_mo- 
noceroa, a Teh widel th tropical —Lija 

Cantherines pullua, a fish foand from the West 
Indies to Lia Alutera scripta, a fish 
foand in tropical wa! comets of Americn 

dies, 
likari (16-kii’ré), n. A native name of the 
Cayense cedar.—Essence de Uxari. See linaloa- 
* 

like?, n. 2. In 
the number play 

like?, adv. 8. As well as; a8 also. 
2 com countertelt the deep Crapedinn : « - - 

Tremble and start at — 
iy 

Are at my service, like enforced smiles. 
4 Shak., Rich. TIL, tii. 4 

a stroke which equalizes 
by the other side. 

Like a lamplighter, with lon rapid strides. Dialect 
Notes, IL. vi iat ag Possessed, az if be 
witehed. Dialect N vi (Colleg. }~-Like anything, 
like such rapidity and intensity of 
effort as to preclude comparison. [Colloq.j 

The Walrus and the Carpenter 
Were walking close at hand : 

They wept like anything to see 
Sach quantities of sand. 

Lewis Carroll, Through the Looking Glass, Walrus and 
| Carpenter, at. 4. 

Yh he yy; very 1 aA, in (Slang. 
amoke. Soe smoke. * 

Likeness, 8. —Lay See tlawt. 
U1 iil), x. 

woof 
i = paged onl aaa, 1. In 

wruage, a 5a et-book.— 2, 
ry und note. Former.” A 
bad . Farmer, [Slang] 

n. 
bluish 

3. A fanciers’ name for a peculiar 
y color shown in the coats of some 

domesticated mice.— California lilac, the blue 
i Hlae, 

= Lg fiw eps Fs yg at a ag fn hed whste 
eedar by the colonista. See Nelie,.— Native in 
‘Tasman nthera rotundifolia, a strong. ing 
bash of the mint family, bearing quantities of deep-lilac- 
colored Sowers,— the *rocket, 
Hesperia matronalia, See cut under ronket2, 2. 

lilial (lil’i-nl), a. (NL. *lilialis, ¢ L. lilinm, 
lily.] Designating plants of the lily kind or 
related to the lily: as, the /ilial alliance. Lind- 
ley, 

Liliales (lil-4-d‘léz), mn. pl = [NL. (Lindley, 
1833), < Liliwm + -ales.) A large order of 
mouocotyledonous plants It includes the lily 

in- 
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ily, * dar ity. — — —— Liver-lily, the 

species of Numb. May ily 

Liliales 
family and 11 others, the most tiny feast being. ths 
Juncaces vanes, Convallariacer sath 

jidacest, Dioecoreacese — = 
Milal alliance of Lindley ._ onl 

the , and the Pontederiaces, the latter of whi 
is now referred to the order Tyridales, 

liliatedt (lil'i-d-ted), a. [L. liliem, lily, + 
-ate! + -ed?,) Ornamented with lilies, espe- 
cially with the lilies of France. 

Lille zatze powery. See *pottery. 
he ci i-an- hy * FE eg? name of & 

| in Colorado, + -ite?.) A lead sulpho- 
bismutite, PbhgBi.Sg, which occurs in steel- 
gray e rystalline masses: found in Sweden 
and in Colorado. 

Lillienthal coefficients, See *coeficient. 
lillikin (lil’i-kin), ». [Also /ellicins, lellokana; 
origin obscure.] A special size of pin the 
name for which began to be common in New 
England about 1775. 

Murray 
o Murray river 

lly, either the Canada ly or {he lim! 
American Turk’ weap lily.— Northern lily. 
Clinton's *lily. lily, the lig —— Lit. 
jum — Philade ~Uy.,, See 
(ch— . to) Either the two —* be of 
Cooperia, C. Drimmeondii and C. peduneulata, of the 
southwestern United States and Mexico. They are bal- 
bous amarylidaceous planta, with narrow, grasslike 
leaves, and one-flowerud sca the large terminal 
flower having a salver-form, white or pinkish perianth, 
()) Same as guncho Wi ity "Red lly, Litt * Phila- 

telphioum, of eastern 
United States, one of the 
commonest and most attrue · 
tive of American lilies, The 

below, The southern red tily 
Harriot Paine had “corkins, middlings, short te L. Cotestert.—Redwood- 

whites, fillikins, and lace pina, See chaperral-elily, 
A. M. Earie, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 154, * -root . Bane 

. Os  Wratanion.betls, ig (lil-i-pii’shan-iz), e. t.; pret. and Aawarrai-tdilen.w 
lilliputianized, ppr. lilliputianizing, To ke i My tie blue fag, thro 

—* like the Lilliputians i in size; dwarf. iris versscnlor. am " 
lilt, c. i. 3. To sway up and down, as a bird ihe 5* — — —— 
on @ spray. Virginiana.—§ lly, 

Young —of a reddish face — with blue eyes, and he in the West Indies, Cordyline 
tilted # little on his feet when he was pleased, and cracked Red Lity Ayacinthoties: 60 named 
his finger-joints, - He went to England, and he became 
ase man, and back he came, {iting a little in hia walk. 

pling, A Sahiba’ War, in Traflics and Discoveries, 
‘ 

Liliwm Grayi, a —— — 

(Uittwm Patiadelphicum), from the ** leaves. See 
(Frem Britton and Brown's Se 

“Tlustrated = Flora of the the white dog-tooth riolet oe 
Norther= States and Canada.) adder’ ‘stongue, Around ure 

albideuam, whieh 

limen 

(lim’ra), n. A rg ea term limb- 
"y for the Yimb of a vertebrate. (Rare. 

Those second, or to —— airy tet ene 
Eneye. Brit., XXV. 

In conch,, the — — of 
= val ae F a bivalve ‘shell from the disk to 
the border or margin. Syd. Soc, Lex. 

lime!, », 3. In leather-manu/., a vat contain- 
ing 4 solution of lime for unhairing — 
C. T. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. M— 
bonate ealciam acid-carbonate, — of 
assumped by some chemists to exist in water which 
carbonic acid and 

salt — it has never been obtained in —— 
ustic lime, calcium hydroxid; also. calcium 

oxid.—Chiorid of lime, Same as Meaching-poreder. 

It probably has the composition Ca- | (70; not to be con- 
founded with chlorid of calcium (Ca Cle. See calz chio- 

Dead-burnt lime. rata, under calz1,— See wdead- 
burnt. iime, a lime that doew not slnke with 
Water: opposed to guiehiime,— Lime , Lame in 
the form of a eylinder which is from time to time re- 
volved, and apon whieh a Fed, of oxyhydrogen flame tt 
— * —8 srcalled calcium light. See 
—_ ** Lime silicate, Same as wealeium aiti· 
eate.— 6, 
Lime uranite, 

ur, and salt wash, See *#irash.-- 
¢ as autenite,— Overburnt 

lime made from limestone containing silicious noatter, 
such as clay, and bented so strongly in the kiln that 
silica and alumina have entered into ** ute a 

of t tho lime, bees A te a oo Pe ; 
lime, J —— 

in the mixture —— by Crookes for axe in puri- 
water which was eti- 
he Ashanti campaign of 

lily, » . — sens 1373-74. The mi i ided ales to larity the 
-_ with 34 — te ese leans ane eget — 4 Fi *5 ne hte ip te ee ae consisted of 1 part of te (or ‘calcium) permanennate, 10 
the Peaks of Otter and on high mountain sumunits of Wakerobin, T'ridlés grendt sinha lily, of alaminium sulphate, and 30 parts of fine cl 

North Carolina. — Barbados the common name of Yellow dog-tooth violet or ad 575 eromiume me jime, a mixture of caustic potash and 
Hippeastrum equestre, a member of the family Amarylli. A™méricanum.— Yellow lily. (+) In Tasin samens lime surgically 48 an escharotic, and also in scouring 
dace, It is a globular bulb 2 inches in diameter, —— — inctals to remove grease. See Vienna cawstic. 
ing offseta, with brown scales and a short neck; the leaves lily-disease (lil’i<di-zéz"), n. See *disease. lime?.— lime, Citrus dustralneion, a small tree 
are from 6 to 8 in number and develop fully after the Li (lil’i-wért), », A plant of the lily of eastern Australia, bearing slender thorns, and ellip- gard BP Y Gold or almost cylindrical fruits, 2-4 inches long, tast- 
Winterand spring blocming. “The varieties splendans fon, family. ing ike lemons -Mative lime, tn Aestralia : ) The — elec ip ae lepenye Be pee mee n. and. t, A simplified spelling of limb. fnger-ltme: (6) An ev Citrus australia, 
of this species, The Barbados lily ts found in the region Limacin (tim’a-sin), n, th. limar, snail, + -in2.] — * ~ & height of | from 80 to 60 feet and . 
extending between Mexico, Chile, and Hrazil.—Beaver- An organic substance obtained by Braconnot ao pi fy = — 
iy, —— — re Paster ily, — — the ii Fated oe (Limaz agr estis). takes a : also native orange.— 
—* of Lilium — “ho named because itisexten. 40 (lim-a-k6'did), a. and. I, a. Hav- Citrus tne a — 
sively grown in Brisbane lily, ing the characters of or belonging to the lepi- , acid fruits and inod a flowers. e-o1l. 
—— ged tof the auiary ills famntly. dopterous family Limacodide. (lim‘ber’i), ». Inthe East Indies, 
—— — Sea lily, 1G ord i n, A member of the family Limacodida. met as — tle. ‘* . 

Gorelntenrimy one soatnension, lima ‘ORDO G Cotiyee either Belecantum fille ot a 

peduncles, the long, scumioa recurved rin nth cee ima, & uplication of lima, five, = Pulvinaria tiliw, ” the — lima = Samoan, ete., lima, Maori rima, five.) lime. 

n. [Ruas, limani, an yer 
= Turk. —— ‘bor, XGr. Jzudve, Gr. Aegapv 
harbor. } A marsh, usuall 
of ariver; ially a - ied to the delta of 
the Dnieper nver, Rus: 

(li-man ‘dii), * (NL. ¢ L. limus, 
mud.) A genus of flounders found on both 
eoasts of northern North America and in 

arling lily, eastern Asia: — as **dabs,.” 
nhandsome white-flowered Australian Lima oil, See * 

— family. Its bulbs contain starch Limatula esse’ -1K), », (NL., dim. of Lima.] 
it is sometimes extracted far A genus of Jurassic Prionodesmaccous — 

. (a) Lilium 8, characterized by valves which are m 
ve of € 

and often bears — 
white dotted with 
—æ—— * ble 
New th J evant val 

ha 25 Sowers, these at first — 
oa gk, end Sunly of 9 

fof Wien, 
y this name. 

fee: n. 6. In geol., that portion of an anti- 
cline or syncline whieh lies on either side 

tively of the arch or trough. 
od leg and 

“aes —— a Gans Uy. 3: tim, x 8 bot.: (b) The blade or broad 

the red i —— gy orn maryginata, m: Umbation (im bai’ shon) un, (NIL. limbatio(n-) a Plant of aed family, bearing long, * <L. limbatus, » sian be “bordered, < Himbus. edge: Pr 

see limb?,] he fo rmation of a distinet 
border or margin.— 2, A margin or border, 
Smithsonian Rep. (Nat, Mus.), 1897, p. 331, 

limber-hook (lim‘bér-hak), ». Same as pintle- 

limber- (lim’ bér-pas’fj), a. A chan- 
nel on each side of the keelson of a wooden 
vessel to po — the bilge-water to Jow to the 
—, me as fimber?, 3. See cut under 

32 
—— (lim’bér-plit), ». Same as lim- 

ily Loaeacex, 
—8 * Plains It has 

rouutly solitary, and term 
— flow. 

the 
OY 2 
Prairie-lily (Cow 

amomdied. 
One fourth nateral size. 

{From Britton and Brown's 
“ Mestrated Flora of the North- 
etn States and Canacla,"') 

— — Limbo of fools (limbus fatuorum), a fools” 
paradise, 

* limbo? (lim’bé), ». [Zulu wlemdu, web. 
kind of coarse cotton cloth worn by 
Africans. 
= *limbosus, ¢ 4. 

oS Having a definite lim 

nih 

lim"bus), a 
} see limb2, 

salt, at the mous lim: 

Also lime-mud 
nk.— Pectoral limb, pelvic limb. lime- 

dharani ; pl. —————— 

lime-coal Sigler n. Small coal used for 
lime-burning: one of the | ee formerly made 
at collieries in the east of Scotland. 

(lim’krag), ». Limestone rock in 
situ: the face ofa limestone quarry. [Seoteh.] 

lime-juicer, » . Hence—2. A British ship on 
which the lime-juice law is carried out. 
The working of the ship, the ie of Se mem, thee 

trials and amusements are all combined in the 
fact, ** wives a —— —— life on a 

— and Stream, Feb 21, 21, 1908, p. 16a. 

3. In Australia, a new-comer; one who has 
— the vo on 8 lime-juicer; sa green- 
horn; a ‘new chum,’ 

ally ribbed, laterally smooth, and without lime-liniment (lim‘lin‘i-ment), ». A mixture 
or emulsion consisting of equal parts of a 
— of lime or lime-water and linseed- 
oil; carron-oil: used for burns, 

limn‘mud), 2. Same as *lime-siw 
(lim’mér’tl), ». In the West In- 

dies, a trifoliata, See Triphasia. 

—— —— j In ex- 
ys., the dhieaboll, 

the dividing ind eee noticeableness and 
unnoticeableness of stimulus. The limen is de- 

again as that 
fee (or etimenlus Wifferemes) which, after elimination of 

t errors, remaina fast noticeable to the observer 
mel ol ge Hope Thay ml The term 
pd ar pel Te Ly To Te tl my of 
stimulus and exe —— quality, du ex- 

of of mental st 
to any sthenabus tha! as the condition 

state or process ; so that wet may speak of the 
intensive limen, the temporal limen, the affective limen, 
the limon of attention, ete, It ta ng = that the correlate 
of the limen, upon the mental side, Is not a of Teal 
experience, not a state or process that can ideated 
and remembered and voluntarily reproduced: liminal 
values are always ideal Values. 
The object of theve experbucnts woe to determine the 

Limene + — and recession of the fixation-object 
for various d 

Amer, Jour, Peychet,, April, 1900, p. 17 
The term fimen (Sehwelle, threshold) waa introduced 

into psychology by Herbart in 1911; a stimulas, 



limen 
of liminal sthmolas difference, is that which lifts 2 
sensation or the sense-<diference over the threshold of 
comsclouanesa 

EB. B. Titchener, Exper. Paychol, 11. 1 87. 
2. In anat., the portion of brain-substance sit- 
uated between the base and the island of Reil. 

differen or difference limen. ite 
See wahsolate and —— —— limen 
or threshold, in piu. the just noticenble stimu: 
Jus difference ot difference limen,— the line 
of function in the nasal cavity between the cartilaginous 
and the bony portions en, in 
phys, the apper or lower limit the stimulus limen 
or differential limen. Thus, in esthesiometric deter- 
pe the up er limiting limen is given with the 

ration of the com pass- points whieh ney 
— udgment ‘two points’: while the lower limit- 
ing limen ts given with that separation below which the 
observer eiwaye reports ‘one point,’ and above which be 
always reports “doabt' or ‘two points,” value of the 
lower Matt ing Hien may be © accurstely dztermined the 
determination of the up) dubiou. B&B. 
Titchener, Exper. Paye “th iL 18. —~ Mixture limen, 

eyehuplve, a tiinen Which is modified by in Fechnerian 3 
the addition a a qualitative to a merely quantitative 
change of stimulus, or by the concurrenes of other stinull 
— excitations) with the stimulas or stimuli to be sensed 

The mixture limem tncludes the ordi 
neows stimalas timen and differential Umen aa 

limiting casea— in the 
Fechner or negative division of the total limen tn 
—— — — of right and wrong cases.—- Quotient 

limen, See #yuotient. 
—— ime — n. [lime3 + -ene.) A sesqui- 
terpene, C,,Hog, contained in oi] of limes and 
in amot-oil, It boils at 130-140° C. under 
17 millimeters pressure. 

lime-nitrogen (lim'‘ni‘tré-jen), ». See the 
extract. 

Prof. Adolf Frank and Dr. Caro, of Berlin, found that 
when nitroren is over red-hot caleiam carbide it 
is abeorbed with formation of calelam ¢ This 
latter, when treated with water under high pressure, le 
made to yield ammonia; but it is notn to do this, 
since the | crude product, which they have ied agar 

lime-pot (lim’pot), a. A pee for holding lime, 
which was formerly employed in naval en- 
gagements for blinding boarders, 

limerick (lim’e-rik), ». [Said to have origi- 
nated in the Words ‘Will you come up to 
Limerick,” occurring in the chorus of conviv- 
ial songs of the character deseribed in def. 1. 
See N. and Q., 9th ser., IL. 470 (Dee. 10, 1888).] 
1. A nonsense song or verse, one of a series 
of impromptu productions of a free character, 
sung at convivial parties in Ireland. 

“But come, give us a Limerick, Cheer as v 
give waa gen! Limerick. You must know 

“Lassure you Ido not. I have never been in Ireland.” 
The Duke barst oat into a mirthhess laugh. “Well, 

upon my — What's — 7 to do with itt" 
Hichena, The Londoners, xvi. 

2, A nonsense verse et a fixed type, more or 
Jess amusing, of the pattern of those written 
by Edward Lear in his * Book of Nonsense.” 
See *Learic, The following is an example: 

There was a young lady of Niger, 
Who rode, with a smile, on a t! : 

They returned from their 
With the lady fnatde, 

Amid the suite on he face of the tiger. 

limerickite (lim’‘ at it), » A name given 
by Meunier to the type of gray chondritie 
meteorite illustrated by the meteorite which 
fell in Adare, in the county of Limerick, Ire- 
land, in 1813. See *meteorite. 

lime-rock (lim’rok’, n. Any rock in which 
calcite isa prominent constituent,— Vermioular 
lime- in Vew Fork 2 name given by A, Eaton 

are dodo! ng te the Salinas 
ch are pert ——— erons seal) 

tallization ard removal 

lime-shells (lim’shelz), n. pl. Caleined lime- 
stone, 

lime-sludge (lim‘sluj), ». A manufacturers’ 
name for the precipitate of more or less 
impure calcium carbonate produced in the 
conversion, by means of lime, of sodium-car- 

how! 

bonate liquor into solution of caustic soda, 
Also called line-mud. 

lime-soap (lim’sdp), ». Same as calcium soap. 
See soap. 

—— to Oeayre Ume· 
‘mestone tying near the 

and ‘ee 

RS on 
of 10 fevt, 

a —— ag tone, 8 

maddie ¥ tea 
the na te ean —*4 Engl 

a enbdivision of the ap 
between the Upper and Lower Tad rock * 
argillaceous limestone having a total th 

730 

but is cascntially a lentil in the gy ot Aymestrey, 
Herefordshire. It abounds In fossils, bat less so than 
the Wenlock limestone beneath, and in the faune of 
these two there is relatively little difference.—-Bachant 
limestone, a division of the Lower Carboniferous fortia- 
tion in Belgium and northern Frunce.— Barnegat lime- 

a name given by the ents? New York geologists to 
hinestone whic! a a tel im shale, crosses the 

| A river near New! h and which was "correlated 
by them with the Cnleiferous sandstone. It is now 
known to consist of Cambrian, Beekmantown, and Tren- 
in limestones. Ite thickness ia Probably not lees than 
0) feet,— Mmestone. (Namo taken from fre 
eraft —— near —— — aot Hudson, New York, where 
the rock has long ES limestone in the 
New York series of porta ge originally called the Sew- 
tella and Upper Penfamerva linestowes of the Lower 
——— li strata, It belongs to the lowest or 
—— — division of the Lower Devonian, lying near 
the top, beneath the Port Ewen beds and above the New 
Reotland me oo Tt abounds fn fossil remaina, and 
from ite Tea is hi ghly esteemed both as a construction 
stone and a8 # ax fi u smelting.—Beekmantown lime- 
stone. om Beehmantoen, in Clinton county. 
——— ae Silurian — —— —— - 
ie i regions, otiginally term om the 

ferume ⸗ rock.” "EG tebe un the See 
member of the Lower Silarian, resting on and poles 
ing by cany Changes from the Potadam sandstone beneath. 
Th northern New York and the Lake Cham — 
* is largely a limestone, at times mayrneaian, an 
jee & profuse and highly —— marine fauna * 

the Mohawk valley the beds are almost devold of organic 
remaina, are high! Foy and have been bocally 
designated aa the Falls dolomite.— Black 
pmesions, a diviaton of the Lower Silurian of New York 

PPro 
estone, a subdir 

rous system in —— — Tt is regarded by erreyt· 
vania uivalent to a partot the Dunkard 
series —— erous).—- Bossard ville 

viadon of the + pe Silurian in Pennsylvania aa 
New Jerecy, regarded by some geol: as equivalent to 
the Lew 7) limestone and to 

underlain aby the Poxono Island shale 
the Decker Ferry formation. It i» barren of fossila — 

& division of the Upper Silurian in 
—— France,— Caprina , & division of 
the Cretaceous system in Texas, Texas geolo- 
gape de as equivalent to a part of the od by Seems sock 

by the —5 Lage chalk onde Seria ff 
~ the Whit division, and is characterized by an 

1 dance of caprinas, Jekthyoosreciither Caprina) 
—* —* — * | I. planeta Oaprotuine e- 

taceous rocks of 
heey as peg lower part of the Wichita division 
Los terized by the fossil Requicnis ( Comers) 
terana,— limestone, a subdivision of the 
Upper Silurian formation of Ohto, regarded as —** 
to the Guelph beds of Canada. Its thickness varies from {0 
to 200 feet. It is underlain by the Niagura limestone anid 
overlain by the Hillshorg sandstene,—Chester lime- 

a division of the Lower Carboniferous beds of the 
Mississippi valley or the Reg ey 25 regarded 
as the a member of the Subcarboniferous and 
essentially equivalent to the Kaskaskia limestone,— 

& local subdivision of the Kinder- 
hook group, the lowest division of the Su iteroms 
formation in the Misaiesippl valley, It attains a weet 
mum thickness of 100 feet.— eakill 
stage of the Cayugan group of the Silurian, in New York, 
characterized by ite abundant corals anit recurrent Guelph 
forms. Formerly men at soren ine —— — A 
mans limestone, in the af New ie est 
element of the Devonian torection, named by the early 
ecologists the Lower Pentamerus limestone.—Columbus 

& division, of Lower — — age, of the 
—— or Corniferous Hmestone of Oho, constitathn 
the lower part of this forma 

a division of the — formations in 
Texas.— Coralline 
York, a formation of Upper Silurtan 
cause of the abundance of {ts corala. 

fee * 
limestone, a Jurmsic limestone in the ‘Alps, 
—— and Apennines, which ts composed of Khe 

of the brach Terebrat 

—— M shale; but this io © Moscow 
now called ~ — limestone. Enorinive Lim 
erp fo ene a rock composed —— 

ine nd mallika Tes eapecally abundant fera, corala, 
al 

) when struck with a hammer. 
ble sulphids or organic 

a limestone e#- 
sentially composed of the calcareous exoskeletons or 
exuvim of the Foraminifera. Sach Lmestones are com- 

decom 

Trea 
— — —— of Masanchusetta.— 
rete hydrope e which gives off a fetid smell (1 

U 

heat division of 

limestone 
—— in origin and mode of formation to the organic 

wun Which cover the flour of the present 
been tap ‘water limestone, a compact deposit 
formed in lakes and pombe ue the accumulation of the 
remains of fresh-water algw, shells, and Entometrace, 
— Glenrose a subdivision of the Lower 
Cretaceous beds in Texas constituting the middle part 
of the Trinity formation, anderlain by the Trinity 
sands and overlain by the Paluxy sands.— Grenville 

limestone occurring at Grenville, Can- 
ada, the chiet tember of the Grenville series: Pre- 
cambrian in age. Tn it was found the supposed wasty 
fossil Kezodn cc nadense.—Gw 
subditision of the Triassic system in the northern * 

ine hesine 2* per and lower Austria, which & under- 
te by the Relche ential limestone, overiain by the Retfling 

lmestone, and equivalent to the lower Moschelkalk of 
—— — ite limestone, » limestone which 
contains in unidance the singatar pelecypod tes 
— Sach beds cecur at various horizons in the 
pi ad T Cretaceous strata and give a distinctive facies te 

in developments of these rocks as contrasted with 
the Chalk facies, The beds with HM fpperites are highly 
developed in southern Europe, where they have been 
rather —— sibdivided according to the prevailing 
—— They also extend into southern Asia and « 
h —— Tene — has been determined in the Lower 

heds of Texas— Hollies lim ae a sub- 

Lani — Hosselkus 
Triaasle aysterm in Caltieratn “Ph is 

underlain by the Halobia bed and is referred by American 
geclogista to the Lower "Re the Alpine Triana. It 
abounds in ey an op part contains 
cow ly — fea, oath Bebree— doriet lime- 

a term 34 to a seam of encrinal limestone tr 
the Carboniferous limestone series of Scotland, It attains 
a thickness of 100 feet, lies near the base of the series, 
and is undertain by a seam of coal and overiain by shales. 
It is the great — of the foesils of the series and 
consists in some sheets of lithodendron corals — 

a limestone which contains 10 
per cent. or more of silica, and usually alumina, end, 
when burnt and mixed with water, forms a cement that 

i sas diviton of the Upver Sleron a arian rocks in the Lockport It 
una. — ame as sind-Aote, & — 

a subdivision of the Carboniferous system in 
France, lying just below the Vieé limestone at top of 
the lower division or Dinantian. It is the Napoleon marble 
of Boalonnais and abounds in marine fossils. — 

fame as Niagara limestone, See linve, 
—Lowvills a division of the Lower Silurian 
seties in the Appalachian region, under! the Black 

Manlius limestone, 
one of the New York series of formations —— at the 
summit of the Upper Silurian, between the Helderberg or 

y above and the Rondout or ——— water-lime 
below.— Newland limestone, a series of strata 2,000 feet 
thick in the * Mountain region of Montana, ——— 
b Waloett on as of Precambrian ag judina lime- 
— water lieestone © Containing large num- 

Hs of Paludine, a fresh-water ‘1 
—8 are the paludina limestone of 1 Upper 
Purbeck and Wealden of Sussex, England, much used 
for — — ‘marble, and the marly Nevestones, 
with paludinas, of the Pliocene series of Austria. 

an old name for the F'rn- 
tremites-bearing mestoune ¢ of the Chester or Kas 
kaakla group nt the — series of she North 
American Carboniferous system, Kaskasita beige 

limestone, = —— a limestone * 
with assowiated marisa, in the Oligocene series of the 
Paris basin, which are crowded with the cases of caddis. 
fly larve, PArygania, beds contain an alarndant 
vertebrate fauna. Port Ewen a series of 
arwil limestones forming the uo post member 
of the Heli Lower ontan age in series 
southeastern New York and northern New Jersey, Its 
typical * ts at Port Ewen, near Kingston, Ulster 
county, New York, where it is about 1 fect thick, Its 
fossils are more closely related to those of the underlying 
HBecraft limestones than to those of the su eut 
Oriskany beds,—Redesdale limestone, 4 subdivision 

base of the Lower Calcareous P 
Scremerston coals, It i the same as 

limestone, — a 
imest 

belt — * a c 9 me 
— ape iy of Lower 

orien, but ‘eithoat fomile. It is re- 
as coextensive with the Bollan limestone 

v F Dovereen | awe western New York, ——— 

»— Hite thet ef the 5 — = cia hie — Also 



limestone 

and vurlotis local mumes have been given them. 
places Uey are of great economic value as martles, The 
inere linportant Varieties are the Stockbridge Imestone 
of Vermont and Massachusetts, the Eotlan limestone of 
Vermont (which atforls the martle beds) Ge Wappinger 
Himesteome of Dutchess county, New York, the Neely- 
town limestone of Grange county, New York, the Kitta- 
tinny Hiestone of New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and the 
[hiwer atel Tackalioe marbles of southeastern New York. 
Torinosu limestone, a limestone at the base of the 

Cretaceous system of Japan, containing an abtndant 
marine fauna, opparetitly of Neocomian age,—Tos- 
combia Mmestone, « inember of the Mississippian 
series of the Carboniferous aystem of Alabama It forma 
the upper partof the Fort Payne chert and is supposed 
to be eyjuivalent to the St. Louis limestuce of the interior 
States. — Twelve-fathom limestone, a neeimber of the 
Carbontferona Hevestone series of Yorkshire and North- 
tiobertand, England.— Ute limestone, a formation in 
the Wahsateh Mountains regarded as equivalent to the 
Heekmantown limestone (Lower Silurian) of New York. — 
bby pen Umestone, « division of the Triamic system 
fo the southern Alps, lyingon the Werfen beds and 
the Prezzo limestones: regarded as represent 
Muscholkalk in the Carintiian Alps and southern 
-Visé Limestone, the uppermost division of the Lower 

Carboniferous (Calm or Dinantian) series in Belgian, 
attaining a thickness of about 200 feet,— Warsaw 
stone, 4 division of the Lower Carboniferous of Minds 
sippdan series of Town and adjuinis territory, lying 
above the typical Keokuk beds or the ‘geode:-bed’ of 
Uiat fortaation, See geode.— Willow River limestone, 
a ivision of the Lower Silurian in Towa, of the age of 
and — tn the = os ey rg green. = 
regarded as in equ. nt in to the Chazy tee 
stone of New York.— Winooski ‘limestone, a reddish 
mottied Limestone of Lower Cambrian age th eastern 
Vermont, worked for marble at Swanton and elsewhere, 
Woolhope limestone, in the geology of England, the 

lowest division of the Wenlock group of the re al 
Silurian, lying beneath the Wenlock shale and resting 
on the Upper Llandovery rocks, This limestone takes a 
lenticular form, swelling and — in thickness 
through its course in the typical Upper Silurian district 
of Shropaliire amd adjacent counties. 

lime-tower (lim‘tou’ér), 1. A piece of appa- 
ratus used in chemical laboratories for drying 
gases or absorbing from them acid gases or 
yapors. It consistaof an upright cylinder of glass, with 
two tubaldres, one at the top, the otlerat ome side at the 
bottom. This being loosely Otled with fragments of Lime. 
the gua la brought in at one tubalare, usually at the 
bottom, and drawn ont at the other, and ts thus hroaght 
into contact with a lane surface of lime, which acts us a 
drying ane paritying axeat. The same apparatus is often 
filled with calciiim chlorid Inatead of time when desicca- 
tlon only is deatred. 

limettic (li-met’ik), a. (NL. limetta (Citrus 
limetta) + -ic.) Noting an acid, a crystalline 
compound, C,;HgO,, obtained by the oxidation 
of oi! of limes or oil of rosemary. It is crystal- 
line and yolatilizes without decomposition. 

limettin (li-met’in), ». [IXL. limetta + -in?,) 
te ) 0-00 

Acolorless compound,(CH 30 )oCgHy CH=CH’ 

contained in the ethereal oll of Citras Nnvetta. 
It erystallizes in stuall prisms or needles melt- 
ina at 147.59 0. 

liminal, «. Specifieally—2, In psychophys., 
»ertaming to the stimulus limen or differential 
imen. See */imen. 
We may also introduce the concept of the limen, defin- 

ing the Jimt notiownble deviation from indifferenve as 1 
fiminal pleasanthess of Unpleasaptiess, 

0, Kalpe (trans), Outlines of Paychol., p 24% 

The average (iminal yaltie obtained In these preliminary 
series gives ls a horn of standard for Uhe Inter work. 

E. B. Titehener, Exper. Paychot, § 4, 8 

limi: (lim’i-nit-ri}, a, [L, linvinaris, ¢ limes, 
threshold: see liminal, ing at the thresh- 
old; introductory; preliminary. 
liming-box (li’ming-boks}, n. A vessel for 
holding a thin solution of lime to be used in 
Hea process of bleaching cotton cloth and the 
like. 

itming-machine ({li'ming-ma-shén’), ». In 
bleaching, a machine for washing cotton cloth 
in w solution (or milk) of lime. 

limit, ». 7, In poker, an amount, agreed upon 
before play beg ns, by which any one player 
may increase bis bet over that of another. 

Tn 

ow 

the 
‘yrok 

—_ t of resol the smallest v! le which 
two points may sabtend if they are to be se: in the 
tinage formed In the eye or any instrument, 
‘The actual lilt for the oye ls about aminute of arc; for 
a telescope haring an objective of 20 centimeters fn di- 
ameter It is 7 seconds of arc — Natural limit, « limit 
beyond which the series representing a function cannut 
be continued, — the utmost that is possible; 
the worst there ia; as applied toa , One #0 Queer 
or so objectionable as to be al youd toleration. 
[Cellog. | 

What with your spook horses and cata you've got 
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limital (lim‘i-tal), a. Pertaining to or of the 
nature of a limit or boundary. : 

ration, express. See *ad- 
ministration, *express. 

limit-line (lim’it-lin),». In the Bolyai geome- 
try, a circle with infinitely great radius. Called 
by Lotachevaki towndary-tine (Gren2tinte) or orieyele ; 
by Holyal, the L dine af S See extract under *linat- 
surface, 
limit-man (lim’it-man), ». In «athletics, the 
man who has the farthest distance to go in a 
race, or the greatest handicap to overcome; & 
scratch-man. 
limitrophe (lim’i-trof}, a. and mn. (LL, fimi- 
trophus, prop. limitotrophus, applied to lands 
(agri.) set apart for the support of the soldiers 
on the frontier (limitanes), ¢ LGr. Auerétpopor, 
< Aiueron, < L. limes (limit-), border, limit, + 
Gr. -rpogec, ¢ rpégece, nourish, feed, support. 
The modern use is slight, literary, and errone- 
ous.) J. a. Situated on the borders; on the 
frontier line (of another country); bordering. 

Il. M. A bordering country; a frontier 
and. 

limit-surface (lim’it-sér’fas), n. In the Bolyai 
—— ere with inlinitely t radius. 
Ned by hevakt bounda —* renzfiche) or 

oriephere ; by Bolyai, the aur ace n The charac: 
teristic geometry of the orisphere is Euclidean, with the 
oricyele a4 ite straight. 

When the radius of the circle or sphere becomes Infinite 
all these normals become parallel, but the circle or sphere 
does bot become a straight line or plane, It becomes 
what Lobatchowsky calls a Himit-tine or (init-rurface, 

Eneye. Brit., XXVIIL oe. 

limivorous (Ii-miv’$-rus), a. [L. limus, mud, 
+ torare, eat, + -ous.]) Feeding on mud in 
order to get the organisms contained in it, as 
certain worms. : 

thaceous {lim-nan-thd’shius), a, Be- 
longing to the plant family Limnanthacew, 

Limna {lim-na’tis), » [NL., an error or 
altered form for *Limnitis, ¢ Gr. Acuvirig, fem. 
of Acuviray, living in marshes, ¢ Adu, marsh, 
lake: see Limnetis.}) A genus of leeches of 
the family Gnathobdellide, found in the Nile. 
ite members are emall in size and If swallowed may 
become attached to the binder part of the mouth-cavity 
and cause various ——— resulta, such as spittiig 
of Dhowd and retard thor. 

(lim -né‘ an), a, —— ” 

Ayomnec, of or from the marsh or standing 
water (¢ 2éuvy, a marsh, lake, pool), + -n.) 
In phytogeag., sume as *limiuetic, 
These all, with ——— and leaves, form with 

Eleocharis interstincta, mutata, ant EB, cellniogs a 
mingling of the Hydrocharidian and Limnaan classes of 
hydropliytes. C. Motr, Plant Life in Alabama, p. 124 

limnemia, limnzemia (lim-né’mi-&), 1. [NL. 
limuzemia, € Gr. 2iavy, marsh, + cina, blood.) 
Malarial cachexia. 

limnemic, limn#mic ({lim-né’mik), a. [lim- 
nemia + ee 1. Relating to or sufferin, 
from malarial enchexia,—2, In biol, —— 
to live in marshes or marshy places. 
Limnerpeton (lim-nér’pé-ton),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Aiuey, marsh, + fpzrréy, reptile.] A genus of 
branchiosaurian .lmphibia with naked body 
and broad frog-like skull, from the Permian 
rocks of Bohemia. 

limnetic (lim-net’ik), a, (Gr, Agwirye, livin 
in marshes, + -ic.]) 1. Living in fres 
water; pertaining to fresh-water life, 
The development of limnetic copepods, 

Amer. Nat, July, 1008, p. 10. 

Specifically—2, Noting the free-floating or 
free-swimming microscopic — found 
in rivers, lakes, pools, and other bodiea of 
fresh water. Sometimes used synonymously 
with pelagic. 
The limnetic or pelagic organ those that 

thelr home fn the open water. ——— * —— 
and are drifted about by every current. .. . Then there 
are organisms that may be said to be facultative dimnetic 
forma, that is, they are sedentary or free-swimming at 

ol. 
ps G. C. Whipple, Micrvacopy of Drinking-water, p. 106. 

Limnetic plankton. See #plankton, 

limnigraph (lim‘ni-graf), 1. An erroneous 
form of *limnograph, 

limnimeter (lim-nim’e-tér), 1, An erroneous 
form of *limnometer. 

Mmnimetric, a. An erroneous spelling of */im- 
nometric. 

limnobatid (lim-nob‘s-tid), ». and a. I, a. 

fe 77—— 
C. S. Pearson, Romance of the Race Course, iv. I, a. —— the characters of or belong- 

Uniform Umit. in math. a one-valued Imit. ing to the fa Limnobatide, 
limit, v. .—Limiting point, (%) See epointt, Hmnobiologic (lim’nd-bi-}-loj’ik), a. [limno- 

limnologicai 

biology + -ic.] Of or pertaining to limnobi- 
ology or the scientifie study of the animals and 
lants that live in fresh water. Smithsonian 
ep., 1898, p. 410, 

limnobliological (lim‘nd-bi-6-loj’i-kal), a. 
Same as *imnobiologie, 

limnobiology (lim-no-bi-ol’6-ji), ». [Gr. Aiury, 
marsh, lake, + E. biology.) That branch of 
science which deals with the animals and 
plants which live in fresh water as contrasted 
with those of the ocean. 
From having been the epectal satady of geotogists in its 

physical aspects, limpology is now rapidly becoming the 
peculiar study of biologists, and attempts are even being 
made to limit the meaning of the worl to the stady of 
onmaunic life in lakes, which would be deneted more cor 
rectly as (ininotiodugy, Eneye. Hrit,, XXX, 272. 

limnobios (lim-né-bi’os), ».  [NL., ¢ Gr, Aigen, 
marsh, lake, pond, + ioc, life.} The animals 
and plants of fresh water considered collee- 
tively and in contrast with the animals and 
lants of the ocean and those of the land, 

Hacekel trans.), Planktonle Studies, in Rep. 
U. 5S. Fish Com,, 1889-91, p. 580, 
limnobions (lim-né‘bi-us), a. (Gr, Augvd, S00, liv 
ing in & marsh or lake, ¢ A‘w7, a marsh, lake, 
+ jiog, life.) Living in marshes or pools. 

Limnocnida (lim-nok’ni-di), n. L., ¢ Gr. 
dipvy, marsh, lake, + xvdy, nettle.) A genus 

Liminocaida, from the oval serface (ater Go ntherL 
(Prom Lankesers " Zoology.) 

of fresh-water hydromedusans known only 
from Lake Tanganyika, 

um (lim-ndo-ké’di-um), ». [NL., 
¢ Gr. iu17, marsh, lake, + (f) xddwov, a fleece.) 
A genus of Hydromeduse occurring in fresh 

A, Limnecedium as 
seen Goanng | atour 
three times nateral 

4 
Si eee eee eet 

see, MR, marginal 
nerve aml cil 
biast ringi Ve. te: 
lam; PT, perratial 

on 
(Atiet A. G. Bourne.) 
(Prom Lankessers 

=~ Zuuloyy."") 

a 

water and found up to the present time only 
in the Victoria regia tank of the Royal Bo- 
tanical Society of London. 

ption ot) Crenal ea! 
N Tih ay Fb or Me pacing ———— —8 
and — - . « were the work of British zoulo- 
gista. Hep, Brit. Aes'n Advancement of Sei., 1908, p. 67:1, 
limnogram (lim‘né-gram),n. | Gr. ꝰ iavn, marsh, 
lake, + ppdsua, pA gine The curve of 
height of water for each moment of time us 
recorded automatically by a limnograph. 
limnograph (lim‘n6 yn. (Gr, Aiuvy, marsh, 
lake, + ypagecr, te.) An — for 
keeping a continuous record of the height of 
water, especially in a lake. See *limnometer. 
In order to atady the seiches in Loch Nees, a lim 3 

constructed in Geneva under the supervision of Dr. Ea, 
Nature, Jan, 7, 1904, p, 2a 

me = member of the heteropterous family Zinrmo- limnologic (lim-n6-1oj‘ik), a, [limnolog-y + -4c, } 
—— ee rtaining to limmology, Smithsonian 

limmological (lim-n6-loj‘-ksl), @, Same as 
nologic, * lim 



limnology 
limnology (lim-nol’6-ji), ». (Gr. Aiuwy, marsh, 

e, pond, + -Aoyie, é Adjpew, speak. ] The 
scientific study of lakes and ponds, with es- 

ial reference to the organisms which live 
1m them. 

in Ue last quarter of the 19th century the study of lakes 
« + . Was mised to the rank of a special science, mainly 
by the exertions of Prof. F. A. Fi to whom is due the 
generally accepted name Hinnotogy, Linnolegy inclades 
the complete study of lakes. geograpiiical, physical,chemi- 
cal, and biological, so conducted as to throw lirht om the 
matual relations of all the natural conditions affecting 
them, Eneye, Brit, XXX. 271. 

limnometer (litn-nom’e-tér), ». I[Ur. Aéuvn, a 
marsh, lake, + sérpor, measure.) A form of 

Sarasin’s Limoometer. 
a. table supporting bow 4, contelnieg the self-registering ap- 

tus, Whence a rotating rod fextends 
around whach is wound a feasible o 
@, and mowing with the float ¢ which is —— — a large cyl- 
inder (net shows in figure), bo ward off objectionable waves, rip. 
ples and winds, The rotations of / are receated ona long sheet 
of paper wrapped sbout the roller g, which revolves by Gockwork. 

tide-gage, first devised by Fore] and Sara- 
ain for recording small oscillations in Swiss 
lakes and applied by Nakamura and Yoshida to 
tidal oscillations in Japanese harbors; specifi- 
eally, Sarasin’s limnometer of 1901, which is 
properly a *limnograph (which see). 
Limnometric (lim-né-met’rik), a. [Also limni- 
metric; © Gr. Aizen, marsh, lake, + sérpov, 
measure, + -ic.] Pertaining to measure- 
ment of bodies of fresh water, such as lakes 
or ponds, 

A Federal hydrographic office has, with the help of 
some Cantonal governments, spread over the territory of 
Switzerland a net of limnimetric stations, where oleerra- 
tions on the slope, depth, discharge, width, and variations 

tercourses regular! 

tea ley wheel near ec, 
band amached to the rod 

of the wa are y carried on. 
Geog. Jour. G. &.), IX, 318 

The following table gives some of the Mimnometric 
values communicated by the author or obtained provision- 
ally from the material now available. 

Geog. Jour, (R. G. 8), XVI 21% 
limno’ (lim-nof‘i-lid), mn. and a. I, a. 
A member of the trichopterous family Limno- 
philide. 

IL. a. tie the characters of or belong- 
ing to the family Limnophilide. 
lUmnoplankton (lim-né-plangk’ton), n. [NL. 
Gr, pny = lake, + NL, plankton. The 
floating and swimm organisms of fresh 
water, considered collectively and as con- 
trasted with the floating and swimming fauna 
and flora of the ocean, or haliplankton, See 
*haliplankton, 

‘The totality of the swimming and floating 
of the fresh-water may be ied lim 

to the marine haliplankton which we here 
call plankton. 

Haeckel (trana,), Planktonie Studies, in Rep. U. 8 Fish 

limon? (lé-méa‘ 
[Com., 1880-01, p. 590, 

, 1. [F. limon, OF, limun, 
<ML*limo(n-), ¢ ‘a limus, mud, slime: seo lime! 
and fimons,] A deposit of detritus along the 
borders of rivers; loess, 

At the foot of the Alpa, where black achista are largely 
developed, the lowas Is dark ery : but west of the seo- 

chain the same deposit is yellowish and composed 
alnoost entirely of silichous materials, with only a very 

tion 
as 

litle carbonate of lime. This dimen, or loess... . is wen. 
——— towards the top by the chemtleal action 
of ral 4 ian Rep,, 1800, p. 2241, 

Hmoncillo (1é-mén-thél'y6),. (Sp. dim, of 
limdén, lemon,] 1, In Porto Rieo, any one of 
several trees of the myrtle family, especially 
Pimenta racemowa, from the leaves of which is 
distilled the oil used for making bay-rum.— 
2. In the southwestern United States and 
Mexico, anv one of several species of Peetis, 
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especial P. papposa, P. diffusa, and P. uni- 
arisiata, fed — ——— composites, 
with linear glandular-dotted leaves, and a 
strong odor of lemon, In many localities 
these plants are used for making beverages 
and are administered in the form of decoc- 
tions as a remedy for fever and ague and for 
other maladies, Also called lemonweed and 
romerillo, 

limoncito (Jé-mén-thé’ts), n. [Sp, limoneito, 
diminutive of fimén, lemon.) In the Philip- 
ine Islands, Guam, and on the west coast of 
exieo, the orangeberry, Triphasia trifoliata, 

a shrub with glossy, dark-green, trifoliate 
leaves, white flowers with the fragranee of 
hyacinth, and globular berries of an orange- 
searlet color filled with a somewhat gummy, 
bitter-sweet pulp, which has the flavor of 
curacao liqueur. The plants send up many 
shoots from the root and form dense thickets 
if undisturbed. They are much used for 
hedges, and from the fruit marmalade and 
elly are made, of an orange-like flavor, but 
ving a constipating effect if eaten in any 

quantity. Also called limencite de China and 
temoncito, 

Dense thicket of lenoncito phasia aurantiola) not 
now in bloom, thorny shrubs with ghomy trifoliate lear 
omens up shoota from the roots and consequently wel 
adapted for hedges Found a few lemoncite be re- 
maining om the orunge-scartet in color, filled with 
asomewhat gummy, bitter-sweet Bt with a flavor like 
Curagea liquor, Fiant id, Feb., 20081, p. 26. 

limonene (li‘mé-nén), ». [NL. limonwm, 
lemon, + -ene.) A general term applied to cer- 
tain terpenes, Croll, - The dextrorotatory deriva- 
tive is also called Aceperidene, carvene, and citrene. The 
inactive compound is termed dipentene, cajuputene, 
cinene, dissuprene, tsoterebentene, ete. 

limonillo. (1é-m6-nél'¥6), 1. [Amer, Sp., dim. 
of Sp, limén, lemon: see lemon.) A composite 
lant, Picradenia odorata, of the southwestern 
Tnited States, It exhales the odor of lemons. 

Also limoniila, 
limonitization (1i'm6-ni-ti-24’shon), ». [limo- 
nite + ~-ize + -ation.} In petrog., the change 
of a mineral or rock into limonite. 
Limonium (li-mdé‘ni-um), », [NL. (Muller, 
1759) (L, Umonion, lemonion), < Gr. Aecudmov 
sea-lavender or snakeweed, prop, neut, o! 
AemGveng, adj., ¢ 2eudy, a moist meadow.) A 

nus of dicotyledonous plants of the family 
Plambaginaces. 

Limont limestone. See *limestone. 
limo; (li-mof‘thi-sis), n. [NI., ¢ Gr. 
Aude, hunger, + gic, wasting. ] iation 
due to inability to take sufficient nourishment. 
limotherapy (li-mé-ther’a-pi), nm. (Gr. Asudc, 
hunger, + eae —— The 
treatment of disease by reduced diet. 

limousine (lim-ti-xén’), n. LF., fem. of lim- 
ougin, a, of Limousin (or Limoges).] 1. A 
eloak of sroats’ hair or coarse wool worn by 

nts and wagon-dirivers.—2, A type of 
automobile body, in which the rear seats are 
inclosed by fixed sides, back, and top. The front 
seats are commonly separated from the rear part of the 
‘ody by movable glass windows 

limpet-heramer (lim ’ pet-ham/‘ér), ». In 
prehistoric archeol., one of the oblong flak- 
ing-hammers found in kitehen-middens and 
believed to have been used to knock limpets 
off rocks, 
Umu (1é’mé), ». [= Polynesian limu, or rine, 
moss or seaw Chamorro and Malay /wmwf,] 
Throughout Polynesia, a generic name for 

— Ca’ ra, an s r-tike taste aimi- 
lar to that of Laurencia pinnati, : teed by the natives 
for Leng ond ait to be much wed by ——— 
lipoa, in Hawaii, Dictyopterix ener, the 
seaweed of the mati who oa ve it at their feaste 
and celebrate it in their songs. 

limule (lim’al),*. [NL., ¢ Limulus.) A king- 
crab, Limulus, 

limulid —— nx, One of the Limulidz. 
lin‘ (lin), ». A provineial pronunciation of 
lind], 

linage? (li‘naj), ». [Also lineage; ¢ line? + 
-age. Compare lineagel.) 1. Lining; ar- 
rangement in line. —2, In printing; (a) The 
— of matter estimated in lines, (5) 
‘ayment or rate of payment by the line. 

linaloa-oil (lin-a-l6‘ii-oil), ». See *oil. 
linalool (lin-a-16’o0l), ». [linaloa + -0l.] A 
name of two chemical — differing in 
their effect on polarized light. The dextrorotatory 
isomer ie identical with coriandrol. The levorwtatery 
derivative, which is also called Heareol, te contained 
in Linaloa-oll, from the white cedar of Cayenne, and in 

Lindssxa 
the oils of e, lavender, thyme, samafras-leaf, and 
ney cae F te It is a coloriess liquid, beiling at 

tengo aren n. [L. linum, flax, + 
amarus, bitter, + -in.] A bitter glucoside 
contained in Linwm usitatissimum. It erystad- 
lizes in needles, melts at 14° C., and yields 
hydroeyanie acid when hydrolyzed. 

Linc., cs. Abbreviations of Lincolnshire. 
linch4 (linch), ¢. f. [lineh(-pin), #.] To fasten 
with a linch-pin, 

(lin-krus‘tii), »,  [lin(seed-oil) + Li. 
ornsta, — A e-name for a kind of 
linoleum or oil-eloth, embossed and colored in 
various designs, intended as a covering for 
the surface of walls and ceilings, It is made 
with wood-fiber, oxidized linseed-oil, resinous 
matter, and pigment, In full, linerusta Walton. 

lindackerite (lin-dak’e-rit), ». [J. Lindacker, 
name of the first analyzer, + -ife?.] A hydrous 
arseniate and sulphate of copper and nickel, 
occurring in green tabular crystals and reni- 
form masses: from Joachimsthal, Boheria. 

Linden inchworm., ‘See */nchworm.— Linden leaf- 
pestle. Same as *#ladder-etle.— Southern linden. 
Tilia pubescens, a small tree of the emstern United 
States, chiefly southward, but mening from Long Island 
to Florida and Texas. 11 has small leaves, often not heart- 
shaped, and sometimes densely woolly bencath— White 

the white basswood, Tie Aeterophplle, a large 
tree of the Appalachian region, having large leaves which 
are white heneath anit have a fine downy pubescence, 

linden-borer (lin‘den- 
bér’ér), », An Ameri- 
ean cerambycid beetle, 
Saperda vectita, whose 
larvem bore into the 
trunks and branches | 
of the basswood or 
linden, 
Unden-worm (lin‘’den- 
wérm), x, Any one of 
several lepidopterous 
larve® whie 
the foliage of the lin- 
den, notably the larva 
of the lime-tree winter- 
moth (which see, under 
winter!), the larva of the notodontid Datana 
ministra, and that of the pyrelid Pantographa 
limata. 

Lindernia (lin-lér’ni-4), ». NL. (Allioni, 
1755), named in honor of F. B, you Lindern 
(1682-1755), a German botanist and pbysi- 
cian.] A genus of plants of the family 
Scrophulariacer. Bee Vandellia, bitter-blain, 
and *haimarada, 

Lindia (lin’di-§),». [NL.] A genus of fresh- 
water rotifers, of the — Notomma tide. 
The body is elongated and eylindrical, with a 
rojecting tail, but not annulose, the corona 

is obliquely truncated, the bead bears auri- 
cles, and the trophi are virgate, Also Votom- 
mata, 

lindiform (Jin'di-férm), a. [Lindia + L. forma, 
form.) In entom., having the shape of the 
— of rotifers Lindia; said of certain insect 

rvee, 
Lindleyan (lind’li-an), a. Relating to John 
Lindley, professor of botany at the University 
of London, 1820-60, and author of a ** Natural 
System of Botany.” which was published in 
several editions, the first in 1830, 
was based on that of De Candolle. 
by the use of a new style of nomenclature, with uniform 
—— from which corresponding English terms were 

Linden -bewer ( Seperda eretnne 
Halarged oge halt, 

structure in 
tes, Sti Skat 

lindoite (lin’dé-it), ». [Lindé, an island near 
Christiania, Norway, + “ite? In petrog., a 
name given by Brigger to certain fine-grained 
syenites, sometimes — a trachytie tex- 
ture, composed chiefly of alkali-feldspar, with 
little or no ferromagnesian constituents. They 
are in part highly feldspathic facies of sdilvs- 
bergite. Rosenbusch classes them with bos- 
tonites. 
Lindsea (lind-2é’#), ». [NL. (Dryander, 1793), 
named after John Li 'y, & suneon in Ja- 
maica.] A genus of stall polypodiaccous 
ferns of the tribe Davalliew, with mostly pin- 
pate or bipinnate fronds, having oblong or 
lunate, unilateral pinne or pinnules with 
linear marginal sori borne in a continuous or 
interrupted line at the summit of the radiat 



Lindswa 
ing forked veins, and are | two or more of 
them. There are about 30 — mainly 

ical, in appearance close mbling 
Adiantum of the tribe Pteritiex, but readily 
distinguished by the presence of a special 
indusium attached on the interior side, form- 
ing with the plane margin a bilabiate furrow 
within which the sori are borne. 

ite omega toe n. [From a proper 
name, Lindsay, + -ite2, —4 See ®lepolite, 

line’, ». 4. Specitically—(4) pl. In naval 
arch., the form of a vessel as shown by 
the lines formed by the intersections of its 
surface with three sets of parallel planes. The 
intersections with the transverse vertical planes give the 
square stations or frame-lines ing to the frames 
tows in their true form in the y-plan; the intersec- 
tions with the horizontal a ive the Water-lines or 
level-lines shown on the th plan ; * the inter- 
sections of the vertical longitudinal Planes 
and battoek-lines — on the —— 
three sets of agonal planes are used to assist in 
defining the form ‘by the pedis lines (which see, under 
ediagonal) ‘ee ent show! Fg lines of the forward 
half of a veasel, under fi 
18. In elect.: (a Short” for line o 
force. See magnetic *circuit and magnetic 
force, under magnetic, 

ae ae i ten aie ity in eco © vi! y 
47) equals 44,210. Pract: Keel Mleceriesty, p. & 

{b) That part of an electric circuit which 
connects generating and receiving stations or 
re + eee It may be overhead and consist of electric 

ie by insulators on poles and brack- 
cin = * may undergroand and consist of inenlated 

io. “In fencing, that part of the body directly 
opposite to the enemy, in which the central 
part of the a side, the right arm, and the 
sword ought always to be found, and in which 
are also to be placed the feet. at the distance 
of 18 inches from each other. In this sense 
a fencer is said to be in his line, to go out of & 
hia line, ete. Chambers.—20. In printing, * 
straight row of type or of print as it appears 
in the page of a book or the column of a 
newspa Tr. With letters or characters it is a line of 
priat; without them it is a white line; if partly print 
and partly blank it is a broken fine. 
21. In boat- or yacht-racing, an imaginary 
line extending between two fixed points and 
—— the beginning or end of the course, or 

“$2, In art, the conventional represen- 
—* of the theoretical limits of surfaces or of 
their elements. It is usually a mark made by a dark 
— apon a light one; bat the reverse may 
It may nt the contour of an object, in —33 on 
it ie fa calles outline, or the direction of action, or be simply 
decorative. A serics of lines may give the impression of 
light and shade, as in engraving or etching. 

At the present time all criticism of art is determined by 
te “nes All caprices and whims of the “line” are 
now ridden as much to death, and with the same enthu- 
sinam, as Were formerly those of light.” 

Baeye. Brit, XXXL 448, 
All along the line, («) Milit., from one end to the 
other of the line in a military formation, Hence —(6 ba 
every polnt.— line, a band of nerve-t! 
in the cortex of the in. Also called Baillarger's layer, 
Exve. frit., XXXL 644.— Basal Same as basal 
—— — Blac! 's Line, an i 

h Teugaru Strait, between the aia! jared 
* ai * (Hondo) and the island of Hokkaldo (formerly 
called Yexo), separating the temperate and semitropbeal 
fauna of southern Japan from its subarctic fauna. is 
line marks the northern limit of monkeys, phenaanta, cat- 
fishes, and numerous other forme of life of warm regions. 
Black See *Wact,— Blood Dine line, 
See eidoot, tee, — —— Same as whot- 
tom-line.—- Break Hne, Bee wfull line »).—Brocard 
line, Same as Brocard *etraiyht.—By with per- 
fect sccurucy. 

magnetic 

Yea, sir, to carry quarrels, 
As gullants do; to 3* them — 

B. Joneon, The Alchemist, db L 
Center-line. («) an (h) In ship-buitds 
the centr! fore-nnd-aft line of a vVensel at any lev 
loosely used nthe —* central vertical longitudinal Prva 

jugate & surface, fi geom., lines whose 
directions at ‘np pant are those of the conjagate diam- 
etors of the indivatrix at that point. — lines, 
the lines on a mechanical drawing which indicate the 
points or planes Whose distance apart is expremed by a 
given dimension. These lines are drawn v lightly, or 
with colored Ink, to distingulah them from outlines 
of the figure. Douglas's See Douglas's %fold,— 
Dreased line, hackled mae, consisting of the long fibers, 

Nearly all of the best uot praie-et long fiber, “dressed line,” 
is used for makh pes, yacht cordage, ete. ; cheaper 
grades are made in ee twine. 

Yeartook U.S. Dept. Agr., W01, p. 542, 
Enhanced line, a line which is made more conspienous 
relatively to other lines in the same spectrum by substi- 
tating a —*—* — for the eleetric are in pro- 
pay be been very generally assumed 

anetiacthan ten ues aud Chat the enhance- 
ment is dae to the increase in temperature, bat this is not 
true in all _casea,— fame as Euler's 
setraight.— Parre’s , & whi mark on the ovary 
indicating the line of attachment of the mesovariam,— 
Fast line, in surr., a line determined in position and 
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measurod.— Prégier line. Same as Frégier ep ta 
Halleyan ling, an imaginary line which 
— on the earth's surface that have the same ne ig 

declination ; an isogonic line, Influence line, 
engia., a line or curve having as abecinse the distances 
of a load from one end of a girder and as ordinates the 
bending moment or shear due to the land,— In line, in 
stock. ing, from a particular or definite family ; as, 
to breed rn dine. 

Seek your stock bull with little regard to whether he fa 
bred strictly “in fine” or not, Dont be afraid of any 
goad outcrosa, 

Rep, Kan. State Board Agr., WO, p. 
Isopiestic Line, in thermedynam, a curve showing the 
relation between volame and temperature in a be —— 
aystem the pressare of which remains constant ; an 

Same as Lemoine wetraight.— Ligne 
water-ling, See weter-dine.— Line-complex, 
*®eonpler.— Line-of-battle Same as ship af the 
dine (which see, under #hip).— of , in 
feny.! the line in pa & projectile is moving when ft 
eaves muzzle of the gun. the route 
followed, as by a colammn of troops or other body of people. 
—Line of , in optics, the line of vikion or line of 

5 A of 
clination to the ¢ Siope, on & 
astron., in an orbit, the p Bee containing ie By 

of of Yieg aaa @’ , 2 continuation, near the calerine 
fissure, of the line of —8 Also called V’ feg d' Azyr'a 
band.— Line of & line of disturbance ool. 
on the earth's surface, so cal ad a Cocanee along it relief has 
been aff. for internal strains, Lines of weakness are 
marked upheavals (as of mountains), faults, and ved · 
canoe, — with in! a line of forta, redouta, 
or other disconnected feld-works.— Loaded in 
elect., a telephone-line or cable in which Milscritruted in- in- 
dactance is made to counteract distributed —— thus 
improving the conditions for —— —— speech. 
To the olectrieal «1 5* such word aa 

“fail.” and the ‘loaded Mine“ Z Thich objectionable in. 
—— — in 

3* —— at vr. 806. 
on each sid: the point of aad ne, 3 
the cheek downward, encircling the corner of the mouth : 
noted prominently in intra-abdominal disease.—Nasola- 
bial the a ng — be 
the lip and the cheek on each aide, extendin, 
ala nasi to the to of the 
bright line me tn the » 
lines. These lines — to th 
ning 5 {pemape ct » 

thet iad plane _ i face 
risoctaledron.— New 
—— under pat i. et 5 
tice, a line or frank, wire to transmit —— 
in one direction only.—On See the ®line,— 
Oppel’s Lines, in exper. peychol., —— — 

— 

Oppel’s Lines, 

a Variable optical Husion of extent, deseribed by J. 
in ISM-57, The two lines of the accom 
objectively 

rm ‘the ‘unfilled ‘line to the left, 

a circuit which supplies several —— 
or Pascal t, the three opposite | 

in every complete set of connectors of a hexasti ce 
dota are in a conic intersect in three cost t — 
——— it. —* aD peepee 
has 60 Pascal straights —Philo’s 
= smallest sect between two given — rene 

ha given 2 in their plane, The given point 
—— foot of the perpendicular upon the Philo sect 
al the cross of the given straights are equidistant from 
the mid-point of the Philo — ation 
Same a4 ninitietetion ®line,— 
straight, of the poet Pr — 
ABC or of ABC P, where P is on the elreunsctr- 
cle, the straight through the feet of the three 
diculars from P wi ee — containi 
of ABC,— line, 4 surface, a line all of 
whose pointe are re multiple. — af A. lina, in therimody- 
nem, 2 
which indicates the 
pressare corre: 
2* to any 
i) ure at 

which a Uquid and 
its vapor are in 
equilib and at 

ich compeqhently 
both phases may be 
in — without 
change of propor- 
tion. -— Telluric 
line, any line in a 
solar or stellar spec- 
trum that is pro- 
duced by selective 
sbecepth m in Lng 

“The line. (b) Th 
artexhibition, a 
line opposite the Seam Line. 
as eye where — may best be seen and where 

best pictures, etc, are usually placed —To bring 

LIQUID 

on & surface, the line of least ia- Lin 
of Ly 

ual; but the ‘filed’ line to. te caters line-ball (lin’ bal), n. 

to the triangle line-b 

o° 30° 40° lin 

line-displacement 
into line. (@) Milit., toaline. 9 Figuratively, to bring 
into decord ; cause (a number o ) to agree — 
Tonal line, in peychol., Uke continuous series of tonal 
gensations, bonded by the © ee and lowest “audible 
tones, See Drobisch’s eyjriral, 

Music has selected at ort jon from this continuity _ 
gle sensations separated by cousiderable intervals, Gus 
eubethating 2 & total scale for the total line, 

Wend? (trans. Cutlines of Paychol., p 51. 

To ride the line. Se Mine-ridé d@’Azyr’s line. 
See wline of Vieg d Azyr,.—W Same as 
Fraunhefer line, See spectrum, 

line?, v. I. trans.—To line ow! by ty transplant (seed- 
I trom the * Ded to rows in forest nursery. 

intrans. 2, To form in a line: usually 
with up. 

line’, ¢, ¢. 6. In bookbinding, to cover the 
inner sides of (a book-cover) ‘with paper; — 
port the back of the folded sections of a book 
with thin lawn or linen in the process of 
binding. 

-— Linea (5) A line which marks the 
——— of the A, * the optic thalamus from 
the adjoining surface of the tenia and caudate nucleus, 
Linea — as temporal werest.— 

thalassinica, o ot crack which rans 
lengthwise on each aide of —* “cephalothornci carapace 
jn certain crustaceans af the tribo Tholaanniden,— 

white lines in the skin after steve 
—- Rompe the abdomen after 

lineage? (lin’&j), ». Same as */inage?, 
a. 5, Of or pertaining to the line or 

officers of the line in the army or navy. 
woe laa growing belief that the most effective solation 

neering ———— Ba the formation of a corps 
st line — engineering duty exclusively, or one of 
— positive rank and fineat titles, 

« * to be rxerun rafted me vets ew oe —* gradoates 
in sufficient num! ll strength. 

Casvier's Mag., pond in Army and ES wae Nov. 14, 
(1008, ‘p. 315. 

tion (lin’-a-men-ta’-shon), n. i. 
eament + -ation.) The grouping and forms li 

Lipear acpeleration. See #acreicration.— Linear capa- 
+ i e electrostatic capacity per unit af length 

linear shed, ptt aaa — or aline or — 

care. Bee weet 
linearifolious — tinea mace aa, a, is bot., 
having linear leaves. 

linearize (lin’é-a-riz), v..; pret. and_ pp. 
linearized, ppr. —— [linear + -ize.] To 
represent by means of lines; transform from 
pictographic to linear characters. 
Finally, in 1900, his [Dr. Evane’s} disoo of the ol: 

archives in the prehistoric Palace of Chose suppl 
conclusive evidence of the existence of both « sem. 

oe etre and a Nrearized system of willis of a highly 
—— kind. The relations of the two scripta, however, 

mained obecure. Athenaeum, Dec, 6, L008, p, 757. 

— {lin’é-a-roid), a. (linear + -vid.] In 
group theory, "quas!-linear. 
On differential equations belonging to a ternary linea 

roid group. Science, April 24, 1008, p, 606. 

lineaturet (lin’§-s-tir), ». 
Outline. 

In billiards, a ball with 

[lineate + -ure.) 

its base on a line. 
line-bar (lin’biir), n. In the customary print- 
ing of hymn-tunes and similar music, a heavy 
bar to mark the end ofa line of the words and 
of the corre: ding musical | piacone or strain, 
Ita place may be tn the midst of a measure, but if ft 
falls at the endof a measure it then takes the place of the 
ordinary bar (see berl, 12, When a line-bar needs to be 
— iy from the usaal bar the batter in called a 
measure 

line-boat “Uln’boty, n. A boat uged for hand- 
line fishing in the sea, 

( lin’ bré*ding), n. Another name 
for in-and-in breeding. 

ees. line-car (lin’kar), ». A freight-ear owned by 
a fast-freight company, or by an association 
of railways, and designed to be used on several 
different roads or through-freight routes. A 
line-car is thus oftena foreignear. See foreign 
*ear, 

line-cod (lin’kod), a. See line fish, 
A photomechanical * line-cut (lin’kut), » 

production on metal, for relief-printing 
poses, of an illustration drawn in outli = 
showing the object in its relation to white 
and black only. 

line-cutting —— . The cutting of 
lines of magnetic flax by the conductors of 
the electric cireuit of a generator, considered, 
in accordance with the coneeptions of Fara: 
day, as the source of the induced eleetro- 
motive foree. Eneye, Brit., XXVII. 574, 
displacement (lin ‘dis-plis*ment), n. Dis- 

placement of the lines in the spectrum of a 
star, duo, generally, to motion of the star in 



line-displacement 

the line of sight. Displacements may also occur 
from Intense pressares in stehiar atmospheres, bat In that 
case different lines are not affected alike. 

six or eight 
wicated, while 

e dark satellite 

A, M, Clerke, Problema in Astrophyslea, p. SL. 

line-firing (lin‘fir‘ing), n. In vet, surg., a 
method of treating chronic inflammations, con- 
sisting in burning parallel lines in the skin, 
pt ly 6 seat of in antes, — a — 

firing-iron or thermocautery: used prin- 
cipally in cases of chronic tendinitis, spavin, 
ete,, of the horse. U.S. Dept. Agri., Rep. on 
Diseases of the Horse, 1903, p. 331, 

line-hunter (lin‘hun’tér), 2, A hound which 
trails the game by seent alone. 

line-hunting (lin’hun‘ting), a, Trailing game 
by the scent alone, as distinguished from 
hunting by sight. 
The old slow line-hunting staghound. 

Saturday Rev., Feb. 1, 1800, p. 155, 

line-Enife (lin‘nif), ». In whaling, a knife 
= for cutting the harpoon-line when it is 
oul, 

Uneless (lin’les), a. [line? + -Iess.) Having 
no lines; without lines. 

line-linkage (lin‘ling*kaj), n. See *linkage. 
linen-drapery (lin’en-dra’pér-i), ». The es- 
tablishment, occupation, or goods of a linen- 
draper. 
linenette (lin-en-et’), m. [linen + -ette.] A 
cotton fabrie made in imitation of linen. 

linen-tester (lin’en-tes‘tér), 1, Same as linen- 
prover. 

lineocircular (lin’é-6-sér’ki-lir), a. [L. linea, 
line, + cirenlaris, circular.) A term used b 
Sylvester as descriptive of the Peaucellier ad- 
justment or linkage for converting circular Une— 
into rectilinear motion, or vice versa. 

line-officer (lin‘of*i-sér), a. See line®, 14, 
lineoid (lin’é-oid), n. [L. linea, line, + -oid.] 
In math., the assemblage of points of an ordi- 
nary (linear) 3-space (space of three dimen- 
sions) of point 4-space. 

lineole (lin’é-61), u. A lineola. 
line-pair (lin‘pir), 7. 1. A degenerate form of 
a conic, consisting of two straight lines which 
together form a locus of the second degree. 

Of sections of the cone, he [Kepler] says, there are five 
species from the “ recta linea” or line-pair to the circle. 

Boeye, Brit, XXVITL. 6a 
2, Acurve of the second order which breaks 
up into two straight lines. 

line- er (lin’pash‘ér), ». The appliance 
in the monotype type-setting and -casting 
machine that pushes the finished lines from 
the type-channel to the galley. 

For “beading” matter automatically there is a reoep- 
tacle— which the operator can easily peapplied with 
leads — out of which, by the action of a small lever, a 
lew! can be delivered behind each line ns the linme-jruker 
carries it into the galley. 

Consus Bulletin 216, June 28, 1002, p. 61. 

liner', ». 6, A fine-pointed red sable brush, 
with a metal ferrule and wooden handle.—7. 
A vessel engaged in line-fishing at sea.—B8. 
One who writes items for the press, which are 
paid for by-the line; a penny-a-liner.—9. A 
jcture hung ‘on the line,’ at an exhibition. 
Fon -] N. F. D.—10, In law, one whose 
egal domicile must be determined by some 
specific legislative or judicial act, by reason of 

e fact that his place of residence is situated 
upon a boundary line between different juris- 
dictions, 

That J... M. N..., a diner between the counties of Cham- 
bers and Lee, is declared to be a citizen of Lee County. 

Lavwe of Alabini, (H-87, pp 175. 

liner, n. 3, In mach.: (b) A eylinder or ves- 
sel placed inside another cylinder or vessel 
as a lining: frequently used in engines or 
pamps to protect the main cylinder from wear 
and injury and to facilitate making repairs. 
—5. Iniron ship-building, a piece of plate used 
to fill up a narrow space between a plate and 
# bar or in the seam of two plates so that they 
can be riveted solidly together in places 
where, owing to the arrangement of the parts, 
the adjoining surfaces cannot be brought into 
close contact, A frame-tiner ia one whose width is 
* of the flange of the frame-har, extending between 

of jacont sunken atrakes of outside piet- 
Alling the space between the frame-bar the 

734 
raised struke of outside plating. A wide liner or weter- 

Y iner is one fitted in the space between the 

ing. It is mitch 
vider than Ub 

we jean in the 
Sota thine cntohan 
te the close © rig 
of rivets 
for water-tightness. 
See cut, A ta 
liner is one having 

a 

line-scale (lin’- 
skal), m, In 
printing, a 
measure, simi- Watertight Bulkbeaddiner, 
lar to a foot- A, elevation; B, section: a. raised ot 

outer strake of outside plating; #, 4, 

— Chelongin -Centeisen's: evens Gonmee Ser 
pe pire length ——————— Dullebead plate. * 

4 progressl perforated and 
wnttle = pa tel reg he dine-wseale meg or 
the next ward or ay ¢ can not go into thint line. 

Census Bulletin 216, Jane 24, 1002, p. 68 

line-screen (lin’skrén), n. In photog., a screen 
upon which fine lines are ruled, used — 
engraving for the manufacture of half-tone 
blocks. The lines are ruled with a diamond, and are 
filled tn with black pigment. Two sheets of such ruled 
glass are cemented together, fuce to face, with the lines 
crossing at right angles, to form the acreen. 

line-shaft gd shaft), ». A main shaft: (a) 
A long shaft, in a factory or shop, which fur- 
nishes power to the countershafts for the 
various machines, It may be driven directly 
by the engine, by a belt from the engine, or 
by & motor, (b n marine engin., the part of 
the propeller-shaft which reaches from the 
thrust-shaft to the tail-shaft. 

Same (lin’ shaft‘ ting), n. 
*line-shaft, 
linesman, ». 2. In Amer. foot-ball, one of 
the forwards; also, the man who has charge 
of the measurements of the distance gained 
and assists the umpire in various ways.—3, 
A workman engaged in the erection or main- 
tenance of the line-wires of a telegraphic or 
telephonic system, or of electric circuits of 

—— lin’spek’trum), », A spect n’s trum), n. rum 
consisting of Qright’ lines, as distinguished 
from a band-spectrum or continuous spectrum. 
A continuous mm. Mke that of the sun, crossed by 
the dark lines of Fraunhofer ts also sometimes referred to 
asaline-apectrum. See spectrum. 

line-sphere (lin’ sfér), a. Pertaining to or 
connecting the straight line and the sphere. 

line-swi' (lin’swiech), ». In elvet., a switch 
for opening and closing the main line of an 
electric cirenit. 

line-up (lin’up), n. In athletic games such as 
base-ball and foot-ball, the order in which the 
layers take their positions, 
work (lin'wérk), ». In art, drawing exe- 

cuted witha pen or pencil, as opposed to ‘wash,’ 
ling). s 6. Same as *deardy, 3.—Ling-liver oil. 

ling? we Dew ling. -ling, Same as Aare's-tail, 
—Wire-ling, the cruwherry 

a (ling’ gii-sii-ré’ri), n. (Skt. linga- 
rira, the imagined typical or subtle body, ¢ 
5 mark, token, image, in the Vedanta 
philosophy the typical or subtle body (the 
sup) indestructible eciginal of the gross 
visible body), + gerira, body.) The Sanskrit 
name for the supposed astral y. 

owan (ling’gou‘an), n. See *gosran., 
(ling’g6), wm. [Cf. Pg. linga, a strap by 

which anything is suspended. See lingol.] 
The weight attached to the heddle-ord in a 
Jacquard loom. #. Marsden, Cotton Weaving, 

. 149, 
Ungaaie, n. 2. In craniom., the upper termi- 
nal point of the symphysis of the lower jaw on 
its hngual surface. Vor Torek, 

(ling’gwa-liz), v. t.; pret. and pp. 
lingquaticed, ppr. lingualizing. (lingwal + -ize.) 
To make lingual. 

al ordinarily Hingualiace the initial # of the root to whieh it 
is prefixed Whitney, Sansk. Gram., p. 14h, 

linguist, ». 4. Aninterpreter, X. F. D, 
lc, a. ID, ». Same as Haguistiecs, 

linguistical (ling-gwis’ti-kal), a. Same as 
linguistic. 
Lingula flags. See *flag4. 

linkage 
Lingulells (ling- ai-lel’fi), mn. (NL, ¢ Lingula, 
2, dim. -¢ Si A genus of atrematous 
brachiopods having a linguloid form and 
characterized by a more or less elevated 
ventral cardinal area which is biseeted medi- 
ally by a narrow pedicel-furrow. It oceurs 
in the Cambrian of North America and 
Europe. 

Lingulepis (ling-gii‘le-pis), 4. (NL, Lin- 
guia, 2, + Gr. veric, a seale.] A genus of 
atrematous linguloid brachiopods character- 
ized by having the pedicel-valve much pro- 
duced at the beak with no distinet cardinal 
area. It oceurs inthe Cambrian of North 
America. 
linguliform (ling-gi’li-férm), a. [L. lingule, 
— + forma, form.) — 2214 a ling 

a. 
labial (ling-gw6-la’bi-al), a. and a. 

f p. “Waguilabial, < L. lingua, tongue, + 
labium, lip, + -alt.] I, a. Of, pertaining 
to, or formed by the tongue aud lips. as a 
—— or letter. Stud. Yale Psychol. Lab., X. 
113. 

II. ». A letter or articulation produced by 
the tongue and lips. 

onasal (ling-gw6-na’ zal), a. and wn. 
{Prop. *lingwinasal, < L. lingua, tongue, + 
nasus, nose, + -al1.] I. a. Of, pertaining to, 
or formed by the tongue and the nose, as a 
sound or letter. 
I. ». A sound or letter formed by the 

tongue and nose. 
latal (ling-gwo- 

(Prop. “linguipalatal, ¢ L. lingua, tongue, + 
palatum, palate, +-all.] Ia. Of, pertaining 
to, or formed by both tongue and palate: 
said of various sounds or letters. 

A sound or letter produced by the 
palate. Keane, Man Past and 

I a-tal),a. and w. 

mn. 
tongue and 
Presen 

“ny. [G., MHG. linea, OHG. 

nversion Tables, p. 33. 
nm. 2. The substance which forms the 

reticulum of the nucleus and incloses the 
chromatin. 

lining-cloth (li‘ning-kléth), ». Extra pieces 
of canvas sewed on the back of square sails 
to take the chafe. 

, last (li'nin--plast), ». [finin + Gr. 
whactéc, ¢ xeacoey, form.) The plasmosome 
or true nucleolus. G. Kisen, 1899. 

linity (lin’i-ti), m. [line®, #., + -ity.] 
extract, 

The theory of the “/iaéty,” analogons to the linear vector 
function tn quaternions or to the matrix th algebra, t« de- 
veloped in considerable detail. 

Nature, April 25, 1907, p. eta. 

link}, n. 8, In math.: (a) A piece of a straight 
line joining two given points, (}) A double 
tangent. —0. In music, a connecting passage 
of one or more measures, intervening between 
two well-defined sections or phrases.— Link 

Same as furiewar —— Open link, « 
ink having an opening in one site, the ends lap- 

but net in contact; a chain-link in which the ends 
are brought together amd butted against each other, hat 
not fastened : an open ring.— link, a slotted 
link or bar in an engine valve-gear, each end of which tx 
connected to an eccentric by a red. A slider or slidine- 
lock on the link ls connected to the valve-stem and may 
be shifted so that it is moved by either of the two cooen- 
trict, one of which makes the engine revelve in ome 
direction and the other in the oppesite direction: se 
called from ita Inventor, George Stephenson. Sow Ste. 
phenzon Blink motion, 

link?, v. 4.—To link up. (1) In an engine fitted with 
5 yon link-motion, to sherten the cut-otf (af the 
engine) by shifting the link-blocks nearer to the middle of 
the links, thereby ge | the expansion of the stenma, 
(6) To foin or conriect with other parte of the aume or 
similar systerna | ae in topagraphy, to conmect two bao. 
lated surveys or systemne of points and geometrical lines, 
with one another, by joining one point in each of the twee 
——— by a line of measured length and direction, 

cog. Jour. (RK. G. 3), 1X. Set, 

See the 

link?, ». 3, pl. The ground on which golf ix 
played. 

linkage, ». 3. In chem,, the hypothetical con- 
nection between two atoms, Same as bowd!, 
11.—4. In elect., the product obtained by 
multiplying the magnetic flax through a coil 
by the number of turns which the coil contains. 
— S link: Same ae Hert's teell.— Line link- 

in elect, the linkage of the lines of forve of the nage 
netéc cirenit of a generator, motor, transformer, ot other 
—— with the electric circuit in which current f« 
induced. 

We may, with Faraday, make the transition from ifr. 
linkage to the precisely equivalent conception of “ lin it. 
ling "aa the oaror of Et. F. Eneye. Brien XXVIT ok 



linkage 
linkage. Same as Peaucellier cell (which 

see, under cell). 

link-belt (lingk’- 
belt), 1. Same 
ns —2 ——— 
link-belting 
(lingk’bel*- 
ting), v. A belt 
for the trans- 
mission of pow- 
er, composed of 
& series of de- 
tachable links. 

link-carrier (lingk’kar’ i-ér), mn. A metal 
piece which carries the link in a locomotive 
valve-gear; a stirrup. 

link-form (lingk’férm), ». A transitional form 
between two races or groups of organisms. 
Some stress was laid on Haeckel’s discovery of Clenaria 

a a — link-form between Hydromedusse and 
Ctenophora. Eneye. Brit, XXVIL, aot, 

link-grate (lingk’grit), ». An endless ss 
made up of links so that it can be run like a 
belt over sheaves or pulleys, The coal is pat on 
the grate at one end or over one sheave, and ia 
while traveling to the end the ashes are dampod 
aft, Elect, —— — ad 7, 1904, i 03, : 
link-hanger (lingk’hang*ér), ». In a loeo- 
motive, the suspension-rod fastened to the 
link-saddle in a Stephenson link-motion valve- 
ag by which the weight of the link and of 

@ eccentric-rods is borne, and by which the 
link itself is raised and lowered. 
Linkia (ling’ki-i), m. (NL. (Cavanilles, 1797), 
named after Heinrich Friedrich Link (1767- 
1851), professor of botany at Berlin.) A genus 
of dicotyledonous shrubs of the family Pro- 
teacex, Seo Persoonia and *geebung. 

Link-belt. 

's link-motion, a form of 
igines in which the link i raised 

at in Stephenson's und the valve-rod lowered na in (oooh | 
to reverse and produce cut-off; but eimce the Unk an 
slider-bhock are both moved, each need only be moved 
half as far as in either of the other forma The link is 
straight and not a part of a cirevlar are, and ia more 
easily manufactured. — link-motion, a form of 
link-motion, derived from Stephenson's, in which the slot- 
link was not lifted and lowered, as in Stephenson's, bat 
the rod to the valve was so adjusted in the slot of the link. 
The valve-r«t had to be long enough to be jointed, but no 
variation in lead occurred, because the eecentric-atrn 
were not swig around the shaft in adjosting the position 
of the sliding-block. The radius of the lnk was that of 
the length of the first section of the valve-rod.— Stephen- 
80n link-motion, a form of valvegenr for steam-engines 
which enables the engine to be reversed ensily and to 

Stephensem Link-motion, 

rate with a variable ent-off, It was first designed by 
Howe and was asexl by Stephenson in early Bngtiah loco- 
motives The elements consist of (a) one eccentric set at 
the proper angle ahead of the No. ear pow for forward 
movement; {°) another set for backward motion ; (¢) two 
eccentric-rods or -blades from these two eccentrics to the 
top and bottom respectively of (d¢) the nk of slot-link ; 
and (¢) the sliding-bock in the slot of this link which 
carries the pin to which the valve-stem (/) is fitted, either 
directly or through a rockeralaft and arms When the 
link ts lowered, the forward eccentric (a) drives (fy 
when the link is rat the backward eccentric (4) 

intermed: tions the block (+) is 
by both (a) (b), and, as these 

the motion of 

Diades or -rods, to vary catoff and reverse; henee, the 
slot-link has & curvature formed by an arc atrack with 
the center of the engtie-shaft aaa center. The awing of the 
eccentric-straps and -blades around the eccentrics in the 
cutting-off and reversing adjustments of the link makes 
the lead of the valve increase, as the cut-off in forward 

ia mate earlier. 
iink-saddle —— n. The plate or bar 
bolted to the side of the link and to which the 
link-hangeris attached on alocomotive or other 
engine fitted with the Stephenson valve-gear. 

link-slot (lingk’slot), n. In a steam-engine, 
the slot or opening in the curved member of a 

” Lino: 
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Stephenson link-motion for a locomotive or 
other reversing-engine. This member is called 
the /int, and in tue opening or slot slides the 
link-block by which the valve is operated as 
the two eccentrics o te the linkitself. See 
Stephenson *link-motion, 
link-slotter (lingk’slot’ér), n. A machine or 
attachment for slotting or finishing the curved 
links for steum-engine valve-gears. 

link-staff (lingk’staf), rn. A slender staff or 
rod graduated into feet or links, used in sur- 
veying: employed both asa visible object to 
sight to when held vertically overa given point, 
and also as a rough linear measuring-seale for 
short distances such as offsets froma given line 
or point; a flug-staff or flag-pole. 

link-vine (lingk‘vin), ». In the Bahamas, 
Vanilla articulata, @ tall, leafless elimber of 
the orchid family, growing over trees and 
shrubs: so called from its stems, the joints of 
which are smooth, fleshy, and from 8 to 10 
inches long. 

a, 2. A mechanism or device in 
which motion or power is transmitted by rods 
aud levers, instead of by gearing or by pulleys 
and belts; a ye a link-motion, 
link-worming (lingk’wér’ming), ». Nawt., 
the operation of worming rope-cables with 
chain, as a protection against cutting on a 
rocky bottom. 

(ling’ki), a, (link? + -yl.] Link-like; 
having the character or appearance of links. 
Seo link’, 

St by this. . . we made our way across country, 
and won forth at last apes the (inky, boggy mairiand that 
they callthe Piggate Whine 2. L, Merenson, Catriona, xiL 

linn?, ». Same as *lin4.—Black linn, yellow 
linn, the cacumber-tree, Magnelia acuminata, 

Linn. An abbreviation (a) of Linnaeus ; (b) of 
Linnaan, 

linography (li-nog’ra-fi), ». - linwnr, flax 
(see linen), + Gr. ypagery, write, | The process of 
pliotographing the outlines of a pieture on 
inen or cotton cloth, as a basis for — 

it in oil. Jour. Soc. Chem, Industry, VII. 588, 
linolenic (lin-d-len‘ik), @. [I.. linwm, flax, + 
oleum, oil, + -ene + -f¢.] Noting an acid, a 
colorless liquid, CygHgqOg. obtained from va- 
rious oils, such as linseed and cotton-seed, 
It has an odor of blubber and combines with 
six atoms of bromine. 
Linophryne (lin-d-fri‘né), n. [NL., ¢Gr. Aivor, 
anet, + ¢pivy,atoad.) A genus of fishes of the 
family Ceratiide, found in the mid-Atlantic. 

ly te-ris), n. [NL. (Presl, 
1838), ¢ Gr. Aivov, net, + trépec, forn.] A ge- 
nus of fossil ferns with bipinnate fronds, the 
pinne oblong and multijugate, and the pin- 
nules subfalcate, obtuse at the summit and 
cordate at the base, with a reticulate nerva- 
tion, It was called Dictyopteris by Gutbier in 
1835, but that name was preoceupied. See 
Dictyopteris, with cut, and * Dictyopteris, 2. 

linotype (li’n6-tip or lin’6-tip), ». and a. I, 
me machine in which stereotyped lines (of 
words) are produced, for use in printing. See 
cut in next column. 

II. a. Composed with the linotype machine. 
linotype (li‘n0-tip or lin’6-tip), ¢. f.; pret. and 
he inotyped, ppr. linetyping. (linotype, x.) 

‘o set with a linotype machine. 
linotyper (li'n6-ti-pér or lin’6-ti-pér), n. One 
who uses the linotype machine. 
Among the trades in which the workers are exposed to 

the danger of plumbism are the following: lend miners, 
painters, potters, calico printers, compositors, presenen, 
stereotypers, [inotypera, printers, 

= Muck, Med. Handhook, VI. x25, 
linoxyn (lin-ok’sin), n. IL. linum, flax, + 
ox(ygen ) + -in2.] The name given by Mulder 
to the amorphous, tough, and elastic material, 
somewhat resembling india-rubber, which is 
left as the product of the ‘drying’ of linseed- 
oil which has been exposed to the air, from 
which it absorbs oxygen. He found it to be « 
chemically neutral substance which on analysts gave 
figures lead to the formula CygHy49)), bat later 
researches have made it doubtful whetler {t'is a single, 
definite sabstance. 

linseed-tea (lin’s@d-té"), ». An infusion of lin- 
seed; flaxseed-tea, It contains mucilage, and 
is therefore demuleent. 

lint’, ».— lint, Laverock’s lint, the mountain- 
flax or purgtng- Janu eatharticum.—Lint cotton. 
Seo 1, Patent lint. Same as msheet-dint. 
lint-bells (lint’belz), ». The flax plant, Linum 
usitatissimum. 

lint-box (lint’boks), n. That part of a cotton- 
baling press in which the lint (ginned cotton) 
is packed. 

Mergenthaler Linotype Machine, 

4, matrix magazine . 3, recs from Gnyerdeys to matria-releasing 
device; &, keyboard ; J. mains chanvels; /. travelang-bels to con 
wey matrices to &; 4, assem lling-stick foe matsices; &, rack con- 
raining spaces: /¥, space releasing bar; /, mold-wheel J, melting. 
pot; A, pump-plunger for fercing metal iato mold; 1, receiving 
galley for feished lees, 

linter!, ». 2, Same as lint-doctor—38, pl. The 
short fibers of cotton which are removed by a 
second ginning process, from cotton-seed 
which has been once ginned. Also called reging. 

Lintere, or delint, as the short fiber is also called, find 
extensive application in the arta 

L. Le Lamborn, Cottonseed Products, p. a4. 

lintonite (lin ’ton-it),», [Named after Miss 
L. A. Linton, who analyzed it.) A variety of 
thomsonite, occurring in green spherical forms, 
derived from the amygdaloid of Grand Marais, 
Lake Superior. 

linty (lin’ti), a. [lief + -y!.]) 1, Like lint or 
flax; soft,—2, Covered with or full of lint, 

linusic (li-ni’sik), a. Noting an acid, a color. 
leas compound, C);Hep(OH)gCOOH, prepared 
by the oxidation of linoleic acid with potas- 
sium permanganate. It crystallizes in rhombic 
plates or needles and melts at 200°C. Also 
ealled hexrahydrorystearic acid, 

Liocetus (li-j-sé‘tus), n. (Gr. Aeioc, smooth, 
+ sjroc, a large sea-animal.) A genus of 
deep-sea fishes of the family Ceratiide. 

liod leiodermia (li-6 dér’mi-ii),n, Glos- 
siness of the skin. 

Lioglossina (li'$-glo-si‘nii), nm. [NL.. ¢ Gr. 
éeiog, smooth, + 77 aeca, tongue, + -ina.] A ge- 
nus of flounders known only from the Gulf of 
on : sia [NL., < 

ognathus (li-og‘’nna-thus),». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
4etoc, stnooth, + jyratoc, jaw.) Same as Coe- 
costens. 

lion, ». 5. (c) A silver and a gold coin of the 
Belgian provinces, struck in 1700. The value 
of the gold lion was about $6.50,— Essex lion, « 
calf._Order of the Golden Lion, an order for civil 
and militery merit in Laxembarg : fownded in 1864 

lion-fish (li’on-fish), ». A name applied to 
Pterois lunatus, Seorpana grandicornis, and 
other stinging fishes of the family Seorpa- 
nidw, from their mane-like spines. 

lion-gate (li‘on-git), ». An entrance portal 
decorated above by a pair of sculptured lions 

= ~ 

Liew Cate at Mycena, Greece, 



lion-gate 

facing each other. The motive appears in 
early Hellenic or Myceu®an decoration and is 
especially common in early Phrygian art. 
The most important example is at Mycene 
in the Peloponnesus, 

lionization (li‘on-i-zi’shon), ». The act of 
lionizing or making a ‘lion’ of some one. 
The fienizetion of the German marines by the Ras- 

sinns at Viadivostock some time ago. 
The Forum, Jan.-March, 1004, p. 470. 

lion-monkey, ». 2. The wanderoo, Silenus 
eter: so called on account of its tufted tail 
and neck-raff,—3, Macaews leoninus of In- 
dia, whieh is of a yellowish cast. 
Liopistha (li-j-pis’thii), ». [NL., (Gr. Aeiog, 
smooth, + dzct, behind.) A genus of Creta- 
ceous anomalodesmaceous peleeypods eharac- 
terized by equivalve, oval, thin shells which lip-pressure proper for a certain articulation. of fat. 
are gaping in front and compressed behind 
and are held together by a hinge with a nymph 
and projecting process on each side, 
Liopleurodon (li-}-plé’rdslon), , [NL., «Gr. 
Ariog, smooth, + wArupév, rib, + adoig (odovr-), 
atooth,] Same as Pliosaurus, 

ropoma (li-é-prop’d-mit), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
hie, amooth, + rpd, before (pre-), + rapa, lid 
—— A genus of Serranoid fishes 
‘ound only on the coast of Cuba. 

Liopsetta (li-op-set’ii), mn, [NL.,¢ Gr. dior, 
smooth, + yjrra, flounder.] A genus of floun- 
ders found on both sides of the Arctic Pacific, 

liopus, leiopus (li’d-pus), n. [NL., ¢ Gr. Zeioc, 
amooth, tere, foot.] One who has flat feet. 

liotheid (li-oth’é-id), ». anda. I, #, A mem- 
ber of the mallophagous family Liotheidw, 

Il. a. Having the characters of or belonging 
to the family Liotheida. 

lelotrichan (li-ot’ri-kan), a. and 
#. [liotri +-an.} L a, Same as livtrich- 
ous. 

TI, ». Aliotrichous person. See Liotrichi. 
trichian, leiotrichian (li--trik’i-an), a. 

Same as liotrichous, 
lip, a. 6. Inzodl,: (b) In the Blastoidea, one of 
the distal ends of the radial sinuses, (c) In the 

ta, the outer or thickened inner mar- 
gin of the aperture of the shell.—12. In metal., 
the part of a ladle or forehearth over which 
the metal flows. , Phillips and Bauerman, Ele- 
ments of Metall , p. G73. Baels's disease 
the lip, an infiltra' and ulceration of the mucous 
glands of the lips. Buek, Med. Handbook, L 722. 

lip, v. IL. trans. 4, In mach., to flange; turn 
over a lip on (a piece of sheet-metal). 

‘The of! box covers are Upped and hinged, and fitted with 
won — keup the lids tightly closed or hold them open 

— Kleet. World and Eagin., March 28, 1903, p, 63a, 

5. To lap; touch the edge of (anything) 
with a slight rippling sound, 

We left the dying ebb that fatntly lipp'dt 
The flat red —— — Tennjeot, Audley Court, IL 

The dory heeled until the water lipped the rail. 
J.C. Lincoln, Partners of the Tide, xviii. 

Il. intrans, 2, To project in the form of 
a broad tab or lip.—3. To have an irregular- 

Gastro 

ity of the surface caused by overlapping of li 
molds: said of a casting. 

lipacidamia (lip’as-i-d6’mi-i), n. . Gr. 
aroc, fat, + NL. acidum, acid, + Gr. alva, 

— *2 The presence of fatty acids in the 
blood. 

lipaciduria (Cip'as+-a8's1-§). n, 

urine.) 
urine. 

lipanin (lip’a-nin), n. Gr, Zirog, fat, + -an + 

~in?.] A 4 * otf rts of olive-oil and 6 

rts of oleie acid, used as substitute for cod- 

iver oil. 
li d (lip’a-rid), a. anda, I, n. A member 
ihe lepidepterous family Liparids. 

IL. a. Having the characters of or belong- 
ing to the family Liparide. 

liparold (lip’a-roid), a. (Gr. Jurapéc, fatty, + 
ridoc, form.] Fatty. 

Li (lip’a-rops), u. [NL., ¢ Gr, Arrapér, 

fatty, + ou, eye, face.) A genus of fishes be- 

longing to the family Cyclopterida ; it is found 
in Kamchatka, 
liparous (lip’s-rus), @. er. jerapos, fatty, + 
-o“s.) Same as *liparoid, 

lipase (li‘ pis), . Gr. 2ézoc, fat, + -ase.] A 

widely distributed ferment — in both 
the animal and the vegetable world, which 

splits fats into fatty acids and glycerin, 

736 

is also capable of bringing about the syn- Li 
thesis of fats, and is thus reversible in its 
action, The synthetic activity of this ferment 
was first demonstrated by Kastle and Loeven- 
hart, and Hanriot. 

Since the discovery of dinstase, in 1414, a large number 
of enzymes have been recognized, and what is of still 
greater interest: and — significance, a lange 
number of them, such na diastase, pare, trypain, ete,, ete, 
have been found in both the vegetable and the animal ar 
wanism, and, for that matter, in nearly every living cell. 

Science, May 17, 1001, p. 767, 

Up-brace (lip’bras), ». A brace orstay having lipography 
4 lip or flange to provide means for fastening: 
used in a steam-boiler or tank. 

lip-bulb (lip’bulb), n. In phonetics, a rubber 
bulb placed between the 
with & recording apparatus: used to teach the 

Scripture, Exper. Phonetics, p. 398. 
lipemia, ». lipemia, 
lip-fern, ».— 

if the eastern United States which has ite segments oe « 

—* of leas closely covered with rasty 

lipic (lip’ik), a. (Gr, Airc, fat, + -ic.) Noting 
an acid, a colorless compound, probably iden- 
tieal with succinic aeid, said to be formed by 
the oxidation of oleic acid. 

lip-key (lip’ké), ». In psy 
fey used = the reaction-experiment, in which 
an electric cireuit is made or broken bys move- 
— of the lips. Amer. Jour, Psychol., XII. 

liplap (lip‘lap), ». 
coring of a native of the Dutch 
and a Dutchman. 

lipochrin ‘po-krin), m. 
ayo, af ot + «in2.] 
igment found in the fai 

in the retinal epithelial cells of some of the 
lower animals: for example, the frog. 
lipochrome (Ii’pé-krom), ». (Gr, Afroc, fat, + 
Xpaua, color, ] * igment found in fatty tissue, 
commonly of a yellow or red color, Such pro- 
ducts oceur widely distributed both in the 
animal and the vegetable world, The yellow 
color of the blood-serum, of the corpora lutea, 
and of the pene of birds’ eggs, and the reddish 
igment o 

A 

is order, Their composition is for the most li 
part unknown. 
li ; omic (i-po- 

ic 

chrome + -gen, -producing.] A substance 
which gives rise to the formation of a lipo- 
chrome, 

Mpochromota (tt -kré‘moid), ». 
old.) Api 8 of the order-o’ » or resem- 

bling, the lipochromes. 

lipooyanine (li-p6-si’a-nin), n,  [Gr. Airoc, fat, 
xvavoc, blue, + -ine#,] A blue lipochrome. 

trophy C06 Ste tr-S> n. (Gr, Aétoe, 

at, + E. dystrophy.) In pathel., a disturb- 
ance of the metabolism of fat. 

A new clinical entity — intestinal i raphy, 
Med. Record, ** Tr, p. 2. 

NL., ¢ Gr. 

Of the nature of a lipochrome, 
(li-p6-krd’mé-jen), . [lipo- li 

Cheilanthes lanoea, a li 

hys., a form of i 

kré‘mik), a. [lipeckrome + lipotropic 
ec. 

li 

liquation 
—— * (NL, <¢ Gr. dito, 

fat, + peu, under jaw. genus of deep-sea 

a 
Lipopenys gtttai, 

(From Bulletia a7. 0. S Nat. Meseum.) 

fishes of the family Lipeyenyide, found only 
in the Gulf Stream, : 

(li-pog’ra-fi), ». [Gir Aeisees, Zemeiv, 
leave out, + ypager, write, + -y3.] Same as 

lipohemia li-po-hé tm bai nu. Sameas lipamia 
j l 1 1 i 4 i) 

(lip’oid), a. and v. [Gr. Airog, fat, + 
adoc, form.) I, a. Having the appearance 

.». The fat of the nerve-cells. 
sists chiefly of cholesterol and lecithin. 

(li- pol ‘i-sis), n. [NL., ¢ Gr, Ziroc, 
at, + Ato, dissolution.) The cleavage of 

fats into fatty acids and glycerin, 
Since the bile salts are known to increase Nypolyris, 

the effects of the sodiam salts of cholic, glycochalic and 
taurocholic achis in 1/600 solutions were on lipo 
lytic hemolysis. Science, Sept. 27, 1007, p. 41k 

Oip-$k ), a. (Gr. Aisog, fat, + Zia. 
asolution -ic.] Capable of causing the 

cleavage of fats into fatty acids and glycerin; 
‘or example, lipase. 

(li-pom‘a-toid), [lipoma(t-) + 

mn. (Gr, Arlee, - 
, form.) An organism 

which characterizes a district by its absence 
from jt. See the extract. 

In many cases the 
Ufe in countries 

It con- 

h forme lipomorphi ) eficio, and sac an “Ui a” (Acie, eo, moper, 
as the ae regurds particular areas in which are 

P. L Selater, in Goog. Jour, (R. G. 8), TX. 67% 

liporhodin (pheh din . n, [Gr isos, fat, 
Pr sdoy, rose, + -in®,] a —e— 

lipostomiom (li-pos’td-mizm), u. 
i -igm.] Lipostomosis, 

1. 
—— of 

earrots and tomatoes belong to of the walla, 

[lipostom-y 

2. In sponges, the temporary 
the oseulum by the contraction 
Compare *i 

pothymial (i-pothtmi-al)” a eating to 
lipothymy; a 

a pp-trop'tk), a,  [lipotrop-y + 
nerease of fat. moting an 

opy (li-pot’rd-pi), a, [Gr Airor, fat, + 
aT porta, < tpéxrw, turn.} The increase of fat 
in the body. 

A 

Lipowitz’s alloy, See *alloy. 
lipochrome lipoxanthin (li-pé-zan‘thin), nr. [Gr. Aéxos, 

fat, + gate, yellow, + -in®.] A yellow li- 
pochrome, 

(lip ‘ ér-ingz), ». pl. The mixture of 
oil, water, and blood that drains from the blub- 
ber when cutting in a whale, and the pieces 
of blubber*used to wipe up the deck. See 
lipper?, 1. 
After the solid matter has been disposed of, both the 

deck ——— blubberroom fir⸗Ann⸗ are usally 
deposit 'd in or tuba and there scalded with hot 
oil, Sei. Amer. Sicp., March 5, 1904, p. 28802. 

li epeakin (lip’spé"king), ». aking tos 
oe — with a ps Dy pee hasized 

close w pores 
the {natal cavity becomes obliterated, 

li (li-pa'ri-), m. (NL, ¢ Gr, iro, fat, 
ofp, urine. The Climination of fat in 

while the the urine; a pathological event. 
lip worship (lip’wér’ship), n. Insincere wor- 

. ip, coming from the lips and not from the 

art. 
lipogenic (li-pd-jen’ik), @, [Gr. Aimoc, fat, + i 

—— i -ie, rming or tend- lip-worshiper (lip’wér ‘ship-¢r), ». One who 

—— —c——— * —— —*2 with the lips —— insincere wor- 
ing to form fat; relating to lipogenesis, cbiper: 

@ (li po-jé-ni’i-dé), n. pl. [NL. ¢ . : sag 
Taposenyids aah family of —— lig. An abbreviation (a) of lignid; ( 

only from a single specimen taken in the Gulf _ltquor. 
Stream in the deep sea. liquation, rv. 

of 

4. In mixtures of fluids, a separ 



liquation 
ration by differences of specific gravity. The 
lightest rises to the top and tho heaviest goes 
to the bottom, 

to 
for there is a 

Spenuentampad tea tents more —— — 

re, will 
it ma⸗as at this 

— 
decrease in Yolume produces corr ight in- 

in pressure, } 
ible. From 
the so-called pe 
could be cooled 
fact, this has 
which was first liquefied in 1904), The cri 
of some of the most important gases are as follows : 

Crit. Tesop, Boiting-Point. 
ol on . °F, 

234 
—lye 
ltt 

Air —0 
COg + at 
Argon —121 O68 

For the liquefaction of gases haring only moderately low 
critical temmperatares, — mixtares produce sates 
cold. Gases thas be mye allowed to eva) te under 

uce low ter coll ich be 
La otber gases; —* gaa to be used in Uhe liquedactbon of 

sutticlently to Ree 
solldiBeation. eke 

Hquefied can be com 

sueceeded in 1877 in 4 ing 
recently Wro« 

and allowed sudder ~ 
sudden expansion wi 

orygen, nitrogen, and 
blewski, Dewar, and Olzewski prod of 
quan 

partial 1 
oda 

the ligaefacton of ai on to Hefac! 3 ie gaa to 

aqgaare inch, cooled 
$0 clean gptan led Uroush a long 
to escape through a simall orifice. 
by sxpanaion, is led back around the ooil 

cone on ite way to the orifice. 
compressed 
than the 

was fore after expansion becomes colder 
——— it, and upon fowing back around 

aces t greater cooling of the ineomi ous; hanes the temperature of the escaped exe will grad ually diminish until equilibrium {a either by gain of heat from the surroundings or by liquefaction 
If there is sufficient 

heat from the outside the liquid will accumulate and can be drawn off, in some machines at the rate of several gal- lona an hour. If air thus liquefied po exposed to the at- Peeper the ni having the — ne — away first, ing ge oe okt oxy; 
boils away with sufficient rapidity Ac Ke iteelf at a tem- 

pal a 

ire 
id be ed 
and practical 

T,”. Specifically—2. An a tus for the liquefaction of ganes, especially of air. See Hampson's liquid-*air apparatus, and 
*liquefaction, 1. 

liq wes’), v. 45 t. and pp. li- ~~ fa -§ —* be Mes ppr. liqueseing. . qguescere, become 
— : Bee liquescent.] To me liquid; 
iquefy, 

ur —— E.t. To flavor or treat (wine) 

erative » ~ It 
—— perfect 
the expend 
by the 

liquid, See id 

yaa J a —** preparation desi, 
—* treatin, 

Ot the reckons = lew. One 

to 
bot- 

ner, 
uidator of vessels, 

Tiaaidator of vessels, one of & numb 

liquidus, liquid, + -genus, -producing.] Of or 
Pertaining to the liquid phase of matter: op- 

sed to *gasogenons, 
J quidus curve. Sve *curre. 

uiform (lik’wi-form), a. [For *liqui iform, 
¢ » liquid, + forma, form} Resem- 
bling a liquid. 

8. 247 

ta 
lquor-log (lik’or-log), s. In tanning, a hollow 

737 liter 

5 ig aaa gee oc pete throug charcan Also lispund, lispond, a nd, a contraction 
of Livsch puad (ML. Livonioum talentum, ‘ Li- 
Vonian pound’); see Lironian,] A unit of weight 
used around the Baltic, varying at different 
times and places: in Denmark, 17,4 pounds 
avoirdupois ; in Sweden, 18.7 pounds; at Riga, 
18.4 pounds, In the Shetland Isles and the Orkneys 
it was used ag ooo for butter and other fadoein, 

Teased pots to 
ides : used from 12 pounds a collodion; a blistering liguid.— 

uor follicull, the Hquid which fills ee 30 pounds, ats follicle of the mammal, especially in man.— 
opli sedativus. fame nt Hatt 4 *eolulion. 

neous Hquid 
of pine-tar 2 

and water 6 parta: ased in 
eczema. — 

igeaters tn “on Gr, Aico6e, smooth ($).) 
curve of least resistance, 

of by disc! inte ne 
has cansed trouble on account of 

li-sot’ri-ki), n, pl. {NL., pl. of 
ellowish-brown colur it gives to the water. It is not, —— adage — opis (asx), cowe serbowsly polluting material, being dis- 

— & very sel] wide races Ke man with smooth 7 . T; lissotrichous races of man. charged ata boiling temperature, so that it is sterile pand ; [isso destitute of nitrogen, it is not a good cal- chian (lis-d-trik’i-an), a. 
attempts have bese meet hie sryanic matter of 4048 + an.) ‘same as lissotrichoua ive u ie i ea Seed ae this liquor and it fs said that the liquor itself may be ad- st’, m. 11. A division or lock of the hair or 
Vantageonsly used in dry weather for watering reada or beard. 
atrecta. — from the 

tn a tower: used in 
copper, It is a dilute sulphuric acid in 

composition. Also called weak { — 

Appar. based 
 stream-line 

carried oat This Hquor, 
scale, and as a rule di; - 

And Hasome Vivien. . , 

Bip es eater a aa a 
— with her right comb of 1 to 

Te fag beard oo poe amg “wa out the Had left in ashes. enayeon, Vivien, 
Wilson's listen, v. t.—To Msten in tels , to restore 

Giron ) cer cee ak eee bers to a condi. 
for subsequent ane 

end of line, or her used for conveying liquor from one vat to ,, Rin my of the yal a Fol — 222 
(liquor + us.] * ela ye Engin,, May 7, 1004, p. 875. 

listening (lis’n-ing), m. The act of one who 
roaghout Servia listenin is’n-i kam) In teleph worth about one ti g-cam (lis‘n-ing-kam), n. In telephony, lira3 air) F ig (-ré). [L., a ridge, .® form of *listening-key (which see). 

also a furrow. Compare delirium.) One of listening-key (lis‘n-ing-ké), », In ’ the grooves or furrows on a shell, a key used by the operator to ake the con- Three out of the foar examples examined have anum. ¶ Usetions necessary to enable him to listen to ber of fine lira within the outer lip, a feature not _& Subseriber, . . present in the “Challenger” shell. (lia’tér-in), . [Named from Sir Annais and Mag. Nat. Hist, Jane, 1904, p. 460. “ Joseph Lister, an English surgeon, the found- lirate (li‘rit), a. (NL. *liratus, < L. lira, a er o' antiseptic surgery.) An antiseptic furrow; see *lira3,) Bearing lire ; marked by peopeestion consisting of a solution of benzoic lire, as & shell, acid, boric acid, thymol, ete, 
A sery delicate species, vitreous, 10-whorled, delicately ‘machine (lis’ting-ma-shén’), nm. A spirally Uirate ; the line distant, few, and conspicuously computing-machine which prints a list of — 7 eraser j age ag —— — items, and indicates their sum, 

th 
. Sometimes called cla 

Aypochlori:! liquor, See *aluminiwm ife, 

og 
another, 

liquorous? (lik’ér-us), a. 
L quid ; like liquor. 

lira!, ».—Lira 
Cattaro, and th 

liration (li-ri’shon), n,  [NL. *liratio(n-), ¢ Engin, Mag., July, 1904, P 607. 
*li : 860 *lirate, i Slaw. See *lawl, wie A system or collection Mstrium (lis’tri-um), n-; pl. listria (-&). (Gr. 

disrpiov, & little shovel, dim. of 2icrpor, a ——— po Nag Temtath a erates connected by short shovel.) A chitinous ranged which closes the Annals and May. Nat. Hist, June, 1904, p. 40. progressive track of the pedicel opening in 
some neotrematous brachiopods, posterior to 
the apex of the ventral valve: especially 
characteristic of the Discinide. 

liragza (lé-riit’zii), m. [It. dial., pejorative of 
lira; see — A Venetian *88* coin 
lg ig equal to 30 soldi, and worth about 
8. Sd. or 10 gazzettas. 

lirellous (li-rel’us), a. [lirella + -ous.) Same 
as lirellate, 

el'iférn), mn. A erred of structural iron 
shaped cross-section, 

6 } m. [It., aug. of lira, a lyre: BH seo lira?.] The largest size of the viol, having 

green or yeite yellow, resembli rich in 

-—Greater litany, in Cal , 
— the Ry a ER — * toate 

Lit. B., Litt. B. Abbreviations of the New 
Latin Litlerarum Baccalaureus, Bachelor of Bret, lez, les, Ieoseacts % Sonrt; Feooeded in OCaltie ae8 siccheciatsy cick “feld-M8), m. [Ldtehfold tT. Aiorog, a city in Maine, + -ite?.) In osed Ljed.] In Irish antig., (Se : a e-syeni a round inclosure walled with earth, — pe Bayley (1802) a — is —— 

idometane, and has variable 

Or, liss, less, 

mullet. ¢ Spanish (and American Spanish) liter", n-— Mohr liter, the volame ot 1,000 . “ : ater ture 5 C., ee neces sponies Of zaullet, ; with brass weights withont correction for dissinef a (li-86" nil), n. (NL. ligena, G. lisene, It really contains, at that temperature, 1,002.8 cuble cen- ‘hene, a pilaster-strip.) A pilaster with very * on of £1,000, Flasks pre gecording. to —2* metre atalfaix owing to's fancied dvatnge i having 
the weight contained equal to a round number, rather 

lisita (1¢-s6’t&), », [Mex. Sp., dim. of Sp. lisa: the weight contain 
—2 Ving the volume a rowml number, 

see *lisa.] A name, in Mexico, of Mugil 



literal 
literal, I. a. 6. Affecting or relating to a 
letter: as, literal errors, Hteral rhymes, 

Literal agraphia. Sec *agraphia. 
II. n. 2. In printing, a literal error; that 

is, a wrongly placed letter; a misprint. 
literalistic (lit’e-ral-is’tik), a, [literalist + 
-ic.] Having the characteristics of a literalist 
or of lite * 

literate, ». 3, One who can read and write: 

lite Speume (lit*oxe: k’} [literate + itera’ (lit’e-rii-tesk’), a. 
~€aque. ing a literary quality; fit to be 
considered literature. [Rare.] : 

literator, n. 3. One who concerns himself 
with verbal and textual criticism. [Rare.] 

uithobolia ——— n. 
or, ato: 

lithocarbon 
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colorless com d, CygHggOg, contained, to- 
ther with lithofellic acid, in oriental be: 
 gall-stones of an antelope. It forms mi- 

eroseopie crystals, melts at 199° C., and gives 
an intense red-violet color with hyd: 

[Gr. AsfloBorla, ¢ 
rr ro nes, < Ailiog, stone, + 
fddAew, throw.] Stone-throwing, as a super- 
stitious ceremony or traditional custom. This 
custom was common in ancient Greece, but was espectally 

with the and Auxesia at Troezen, in 
which the women There pelted each other with stones 
seems to have been also a lithobolia at the Eleusinia. The 

Satta era es ee ash Pa 
and other countries. 

(lith-6-kiir’bon), m, (Gr. RiBor, 
atone, + E. carbon.) 
rial which is extracted from a bituminous lime- 

N. E. D. atone occurring in Uvalde county, Texas: 
literature, n. Specifically —6,. In scientific used in ing varnish and in insulating 
usage, the body of monographs, original electric conductors. : 
papers, ete., dealing with a i topie: li (lith’ -krd-mog’ra-fi), n. r 
as, the literature of the seale-insects and * 
bugs; the literature of the reaction e - 
ment.—6, Printed matter of any kind in- 
tended for circulation, as the circulars and 
pamphlets of a political party, of an insurance 
company, or of a quack advertiser. [Colloq.] 

Lith, An abbreviation (a) of Lithuanian; (b) 
i ¢.] of lithograph and lithography. 

(16’tiim?), — Acloth wound 
twice around the head and face, 80 as to leave 
exposed only the eyes and nose: used by the 
Tuaregs of the Sahara, 

al * his face covered wi 
PR Reapers A mak; he fives tn it, he sleeps —X8 
when eating or drinking merely pulls it away from the 
lower part of his 
mouth from beneath it, The litham wae andoabtedly 
originally intended asa nat the sun and the 

————— ie 

ihe orinal ue of this garment bas been so forgotten 
thro the abuse of custom that the Touareg now con: 
siders it immodest to show his face even to members of 
his own family. Jour. Franklin Jnat., May, 1004, p S26 

lithanthracic (lith-an-thras‘ik), a. [lithan- 
thrax (-ac-) + e Of lithanthrax; noting an 
extract formed of those portions of coal-tar 
which are soluble in benzol and ether, 

lithatic (li-tha’tik), a. [lithate + -ic.] Per- 
taining to or consisting of a lithate. 

Lithia water, mineral water containing a considerable 
fottion of Litiia salts found in natural springs tn the 

hited States. The name is aleo applied to artificial 
uthie! waters of similar constitution, 

iy posed to cause the 
solution of stone in the bladder or kidney. 

lithical (lith’i-kal), @. [lithiel + -all.] In 
trog-, a term proposed by Fletcher (1895), 

ioe the texture of rocks, including the size, 
shape, and arrangement of the component 
minerals; textural, 

li (lith’i-fi), e.; pret. and pp. lithified, . 
lithifying. [Gr. Aioc, stone, eal TL teak 
To convert into stone: more commonly pet- 

Both the sedimentaries and the eruptives undergo a 
farther change, which to a greater or less extent obscures 
their origin, for the — formations are metamor- 
phosed, that is, recrystallized and fithifed ; so that the 
planes of sedimentation are partly or largely obecared 
and the beds of lacolites, intrusive shecta, pm Fo dikes, 
chimneys, and tuffs have a new structure imposed 
them, and are then known as rocks. 

Il. intrans. 
stone. 

lithionite (lith’i-o-nit), ». 
Aitiog, stone, + Sar} In 
mica; lepidolite. Lithionite is used as a pre- 
fix before the names of rocks characterized by 
it: as, lithionite-granite. 

lithiophorite (lith-i-of’5-rit), mn. [NL. lithium 
+ Gr, -Sopoy, -bearing, -te2,) An impure 
hydrated manganese ore related to psilome- 
lane, but peculiar in yielding lithium. 

lithite (lith’it), ». [Gr. Aifor, stone, + -ite?.] 
In zodl., & calcareous particle contained in a 
sac, as an otolith, expecially of medusm, 
Parker and Haswell, Textbook of Zool., I, p. 
1235. 

lithobiid (li-thé’bi-id), ». and a. I, . A 
member of the myriapodous family Lithohiida, 

a, Having the characteris of or be- 
longing to the family Lithobiidex. 

lithobilic (lith-}-bil’ik), a. [Gr. 2/Aor, stone, 
+ L. bilis, bile, + -ic.] Noting an acid, a 

(Gr. 2ifww, dim. of 
mineral,, a lithia 

face and passes the food or cup up to his lithoclasty (lith’d-klas-ti), ». 

th 6 
Gr. doc, stone, + xpdwa, color, + -ypagra, 
f papery, bingy Same as sromoll ner eat 
uth (li — n. [Gr. AiBoc, 
a, oh 7m a e as ch 
ithography. so 

lithoclase (lith’d-klaz), 
+ xiac¢, breaking.) A 
See *diaclase. 
The occurrence in areas of similarly regular net- 

works of streama in which the elements are essentially 

rome. 
n. [Gr. Aifoc, stone, 
fracture in a rock. 

planation by De e 

fractures — of 
(paractases) an _ 

W. H. Hobbe, in our, » Nov,-Dee., p Sa 

Gr. 2ifor, stone, 
+ «iactéc, broken, ¢ «ay, break.) The crush- 
ing of a stone in the bladder; lithotrity. 

lithocolla (lith-6-kol’i}), ». [Gr, Aidor, stone, 
+ xéAAa, glue.} A trade-name for a cement 
used to unite broken pieces of marble or other 
stone. 

lithoculture (lith’é-kul-tar), ». [Gir. Alor, 

orice lith 

An asphalt-like mate- li 

Litopterna 

Lithological heterogeneity. See *heteroge- 
nevty. 

(li-thol’i-sis), m. (Gr. 2iHey, stone, 
+ Atore, dissolution.) Same us *lithodialysis, 

ometer (li-thom’e-tér), mn. (Gr. Aéioc, 
stone, + uérpov, measure.) An instrument for 
determining the size of a stone in the bladder. 

lithometra Gi-thou‘e-tr#), a. (NL. ¢ Gr. 
difoc, stone, + ufrpa, uterus.) A condition in 
which there are more or less extensive calca- 
Teous or osseous concretions in the wall of the 
uterus. 
li tis (lith’$-nef-ri‘tis), mn. [NL., ¢ 
Gr. Aifoc, stone, + vedpitec, inflammation of 
the kidney.) Inflammation of the kidney 
caused by the irritation of caleuli. 

(lith ‘6-nef-rot’-mi), #. 
i stone, + vegpdc, kidney.) In eurg 
neision into = kidney for the purpose of 

a stone. 
lthopedion (lith-d-pé’di-on), n. 

ium. 
-thof’a-ni), n. [G. lithophanie ; 

as lithophane + -y5.] The art of making 
porcelain transparencies for lamp-shades or 
windows, by intaglio and relief modeling: in- 
vented at the Berlin Royal Porcelain u- 
factory. See lithophane. 

lithophil, lith (lith’6-fil), a. [G. litho. 
phil, ¢ Gr, 2ifos, stone, + ¢e2ctv, love.] Li- 
thophilous. 

removi 
lith 
Same as lith 
thi 

[Formation not ob- 
e-name for a solution of as- 

nerd benzin, used in the transfer of a 
esign to the surface of a plate of zine or 

aluminium from which impressions are after- 
wards to be printed. Elect, World and Engin., 
Sept. 12, , Ae 442, 

lithophone (lith’d-fon), n. [Gr. 2ifoc, stone, 
+ gory, sound.) A surgical instrument which 
gives forth a plainly audible sound when it 
touches a calculus in the bladder. 

stone, + L. cultura, enlture.] In an . that U vure — 2— n. 
type of culture in which stone is asthe (Gr. A:foc, stone, + E. photograrure,| A photo- 
most important material for making imple- 
ments. 
The Seri Indians of the Gulf of California as typical of 

the beginnings of lithoewltwre. 
Amer. Anthropologist, 1902, p. {i1. 

lithodesma (lith-}-des’ mii), n.; pl. lithodesmata 
(m8 i). [Gr. Ai8oc, stone, + — bond.] 
nh ce pelecypod mollusks, a t of 

lime in the form of an accessory shelly piece 
which serves for the reinforcement of the re- 
silium, Also called ossiculum. JF. H. Dall, 
lithodialysis (lithid-di-al’i-sis),n. [NL., < Gr. 
Aifoc, stone, + ——— separation.) The solu- 
tion or reduction to a pulverulent condition 
of a biliary or vesical calculus. 

lithofellic (lith-6-fel’ik), a. [Gr. 2ifor, stone, 
+ L. fel (fell-), gall, + -ie.) Pertaining to 
gall tenes. Tianaedite acid, a colorices compound, 

04 Hg, contained, together with lithobilic acid, 
in ‘orfental Beaman, the gul-utones of an anteley It 
forms microscopic he al crystals, melta at c, 
and gives an intense Ted-violet color with hydrochloric 

id. 
lithog. An abbreviation of lithograph or lithag- 
raphy. 

lithogenesis (lith-$-jen’e-sis), n, (Gr, Aifiog, 

Me thogenesis 
(-et-) + -ie.] Of or pertaining to lithogenesis, 

er,etec. Amended spell- 
* of lithography, lithographer, ete. 

a) Le sy part lithograph, Hthogra fi 
ithograph, which the design la worked vat in w hoon 
black instead of black on white. The entire stone ts first 
covered w! ithographic ink and the lights are 
or Picked ot apes ant Strang, —X hee 

ey Pr 124, 
Lithographic slates. See *slate?. 
lithoidite (lith’oi-dit), nm. [lithoid + -ite?.] 
In petrog., a rhyolite having # lithoidal ground- 
mass, thatis, one like fine porcelain, apbanitic, 
and not vitreous. 

lithol. An abbreviation of li . ; ' 
Litho) en) orma- 

tion pay eee gd = ae of me kind of rock. 

A map whoee cartographic unita were discriminated 
solely on the lthologtc characters of the so-called ‘titho- 
logic individwala® waa not entitled to be callod a geo- 
logic map. It was really a lithologic maj 

‘Science, Feb. 28, 1902, p. 851. 

mechanical printing-process in which « litho- 
fraphic stone is uniformly etched with fine 

nes; &® photographic transfer is then applied, 
and the stone etched a second time, and a 
print is taken as in ordinary lithography. 

Ithoghyte, n, 2. In phy -y any plant 
which grows upon the » e of rocks or 
stones, atrial or submerged, with or without 
the presence of humus: sometimes opposed to 
*chasmophyte (which see), 

lithosiderite ith-6-sid’e-rit), m. [Gr. 2iBor, 
stone, + ci iron, + -ite?.]) A meteorite 
intermediate in character between the stones 
(a#rolites) and the irons (siderites), charac- 
terized by nickeliferous iron which forms o 
coherent mass even in sections, the silicates 
present appearing as separate ine: * 
many authors included under the broader 
term siderolite (which see), See also *meteor- 
ite 

lithosis (li-thé’sis), a. [NI.., < Gr. 2ifor, stone, 
+-osis.] Same as pneumonoconiovis, Encyc. 
Brit., XXXI. Fig. 16, opposite p. 513, 

lithosperm (iith’}-spérm), x. A plant of the 
mus LA arm. 
th f 8. See *f 5 

Hehotypere. 3) The ar at reproducing 
type-writing print on lithographic stone or 
uminium plate. (b) An apparatus or ma- 

chine that combines these operations. (c) 
The print so produced. 

Lit. Fema. An abbreviation of the Latin 
Littere Humaniores, humane letters. 

lithuresis (lith-d-ré’sis), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. Ady, 
stone, + ofppag, urination.] In pathol., the 

of calculi in the urine. 
ithuric (li-tha’rik), a. [lithuria + -ic.] Per- 
taining to - * Reig eerie ey 

an ic acl com! * 
whi Ay fous ta the urine ef oxen. — 

lithywale (lith’i-wil), », Same as *littlewale. 
Lit. M., Litt. M. An abbreviation of the 
Latin Litterarum Magister, Master of Letters 
or Literature), 

as-milk, in bacterial, a medium used for detecting 
acid-producing onganisns, Lb 

Litopterna (lit-op-tér’nii), ». pl. [NL., 80 
named in allusion to the cbaracter of the cal- 
eaneum ; ¢ Gr, durée, smooth, plain, + *fprs, 
heel.] A suborder of extinct ungulate mam- 



Litopterna 

typleal exam 
of cervicala 

bones of 

sembled horses or Ameghi: 

Lit-par-lit (1é’pir-lé’) inj 
tion, See *injection. 

litron (lé-trén’), a. [F., ¢ litre, liter.) A dry 
measure former France, equal to 
about # of a liter. C. Hering, Conversion 
Tables, p. 55. 

Litt. An abbreviation of the French littéra- 
teur, a literary man. 

litter, ». 8. In forestry, the rubbish of dead 
leaves and twigs scattered upon the floor of 
the forest. 

litteratrice (lit-e-ra-trés’), n. ([F. littératrice, 
CNL. “litteratriz, fem. of litterator: see litera- 
tor.] A woman engaged in literary work; a 
tien — * ————— * 

e-good (lit’)-gid), m. 1. See lit — 
2, The sun-spurge or wart-spurge, Euphorbia 

— lit’l-péch) See *peach! 
littlewale tit’ l-wal)s ». : The qreucwell, Litho- 

um officinale, Also lithywale, 
uibtoral bexthoe Bee See 
*& Atlanto- Mediterranean. 
Lituaria (lit-d-a’ri-&), n. . (Valenciennes, 
1850), < L. litues, a crooked staff, a curved 
trumpet: see lituus.] The typical genus of 
the family Lituaride. 
Lituarida (lit-i-a’ri-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Litu- 
aria + -idw.) A family of sea-pens with 
short spicules, It contains the genera Lituaria, 
Veretillim, 2” and Clasella, found mostly in the 
Atlantic and Indian rs 

lituitoid (li-ti‘it-oid), a. [Lituites + -oid,] 
Resembling or related to the genus Lituites, 

Liturg. An abbreviation of liturgies, 
li lit-ér-jish’an), on.  [liturgie + 
-tan.} A stadent of liturgies or liturgics. 

liturgi 1 (li-tér*ji-6-loj’i-kal), a, [litur- 
3 —— to there! 

the Yiddish jargon as well as in the manner- 
isms of the two classes, 

liv A simplified spelling of lire, 
liv. An abbreviation (a) of the French lirre, 
book; (6) of the French lirre, pound (weight 
or coin), 

live}, v. i.—To live with hounds, in Aunting, to keep 
the pace. up with the hounds; live 

The check - was most welcome to the contingent 
Aownede. who still lived with 4 

St. James's Gazette, Nov, 15, 108. N. X. D. 

live?, a. 7. In mach., having motion, as dis- 
— from jired or stationary: as, a live 
axle. 

Of course, this conatraction carried with It the live rear 
axle, a lange jority of the cars shown bet ai 
with these, which has led toa close *— 
between the spur and bevel differen gear, apur, 
however, being still In the lead. 

Sei, Amer,, Feb. 7, 1008, p. 1, 

8. In elect., connected directly or indireetly 
with a source of electric er, whether car- 
Tying current or not: said of a cireuit.—Live 

a moving load; a load which is not fixed tn pewi- 
but may more: as, the load on a bridge when a 

vehicle passes over ft, as distingaished from the load dae 
to the weight of the bridge fteelf, called the dead load. 

Itis designed that these stiffening trusses shall cw 
their own weight, neither more or leas—the line 
that is the elevated cara, trolley cars, etc., and the oad 
the thoor system, being carried by the main cables. 

Set, Amer,, Jan. 16, 1004, p. 38. 

(naut.), a loaded primer; one that has been 
—Live 

Live primer 
filled and not used or —— zs seo 
erock1,— roller, « w moves a path 
or track as it turna.tnatead of m rotating ana pheaie: 
need for roller-bearings, ete. 

live-car (liv’kiir), ». Same as lire-boz. 
livedo (li-vé’d6), n. [L. livedo, ¢ livere, be blu- 
ish or livid: see livid.] Cyanosia. 
li ite (liv’ing-it), m. [Named after G. 
D. Liveing, an English chemist.) A lead 
sulpharsenite, PbsAsg8i3, which occurs in 
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livyere (liv’yér),». [Also liveyere; lit., one of 
those 4 ‘ five here. ‘ lively, a. 7. In golf, base-bail, and similar In or, and hence 

games, elastic: applied to a ball possessing jin Newfoundland and elsewhere, a native or a 
special elasticity. permanent resident of that country: a term 
lively-ardent (liv’li-dr’dent), a. In psychol., universally used between themselves and 
noting a mixed type of ter. See the others. al.} 
extract. and 22 usually found amonget the 
Perez has a classification of based — (live heres) of je comet, were lacking. 

thelt rapidity and energy. "He distinguishes, in the first ee — 
pice, the ial, the Hom, andthe age rer, sara: —— See tjew-tisard.— 
Spleen, Sad ths detemte(seeeneh : a 

Ribot (trans), Paychol. of Emotions, p. 184. 

liven, vr. II, intrans. To become lively or 
more lively; generally with up: as, he livened 
up a bit after dinner, 

liveness (liv’nes), #, [live?, a., + -ness.] The 
quality of being alive; energetic; alert, 

The ‘liveneas* of the New Scholarship. N. X. D. 
Saturday er., March 22, 1800, p. 357. 

live-oak, ».— jive-oak, Quereus chryeolepie, 
an evergreen oak of the ife coast, which ranges from 
southern Oregon to Lower California, New Mexico, Ari- 
fona, and Sonora, but attains its maximum development 
in central California, both in the Coast Ranges and the 
Sierras. It is a Very Yaluable tree, ita wood exten- 
sively used in the manufacture of agricultural implements 
and wagons, The under surface of the leaves fa fulvous 
with a thick tomentum of stellate haira. Also called 

oak, maul-oak, und Valparaiso oak, 
ver?,». 3. Temper, or irritation, as a result 
of a disorder of the liver. [Slang.] 
The Colonel. . . carries a power a¥ liner undher his 

right arrum whin the days are warm an’ the nights chill. 
owe he sex so. ‘I'm all dizer to-day,’ sez be; an’ wid 
that he ordhers me ten 

R. Kipling, The God the Machine, in Soldiers 
(Three, p. 11. 

Aberrant duct of the liver. Seo *aberrant,— Brim- 
stone liver, a condition observed in certain cases of con- 
—— syphilis in which the liver is enlarged and is of a 

. youre color. — ver, citrhosis of 
the liver.Iced liver. See — Liver Bee 
* vers of 

resul 
fe the seat of amyloid dewenération, 

aciol resembling boiled — Wandering 
liver. Same as foati it ner, — 

liver-berry (liv’ér-ber‘i), n. Any plant of the 
nus Streptopus. See Streptopus. 

ver-cylinder (liv’ér-sil’in-dér), nm. In em- 
bryol., one of the originally solid cords of cells 
proliferated from the walls of the liver diver- 

0g.) Hence—3, Bad-tempered; irritable, 
aa if having a disordered liver, [Collog.] 

liver-lily (liv’ér-lil’i), n. See *lily, 
liver-pancreas (liv’ér-pan”kré-as),n,. A hepa- 
topancreas, 

n. [Named in reference 
the 

lam 

line-) : ut, short pendant with a thimbl a a ie 
— ——— — part of the bowline-bridle on the 

— Buntline- & plece of 

an American litard of the family T'etéde, a group charac- 
Toat to the tery — the absence of a Lay 4 poral 

fosse, by the shields of the head being completely 
free from the underlying bones ; while there are no bony 
plates on the body. 

The greaved Uzarda comprise over one hundred species, 
arranged in thirty-five genera. 

Rt. Lydebber, Nat. Hist., p. 163, 

ua scutatua, a Ceylonese spe- 
cies.— Pine-tree widulatus: more 
com: known aa fence-lizerd (which see).— 

rota, ua & commen and 

just above the front legs. 
sterred wizard (a}— 

Lophurus amboinensie, a large » 
cles from Java, Celeles, and the Motuccas, having a high 
crest on the front half of the tail.— Scale-footed 

a in which the fore limi 
legs are tel externally 

scaled flapa.— fisara, . "hastrallag speciea’ Also. called 
lizard. (4) Agama stelfio, of 

eastern and northern Africa, Also known 
as the rough-tailed lizard. (0) The thorn-tailed Iizard, 
Uromartiz acanthinurua. 

lizard-canary (liz’lird-ka-nii‘ri),n. A breed 
of canary-birds having the top of the head 
marked with a well-defined ae — clear gray 
or yellow. —F body feathers have dark cen- 
ters, and are almost black at the a they are 
edged with the color of the cap an their over- 
lapping gives the bird a spangled appearance. 
lizard-catcher (liz’iird-kach’ér), ». One of 
the larger American cuckoos, Saurothera domi- 
xioenai⸗, found in Hayti: a near relative of the 
rain-bird, of Cuba, S. vetula, 

An abbreviation of limiting limen. 
L., L. Lat, Abbreviations (a) of Late 

of Law Latin; (¢) of Low Latin. 
L. L. A. An abbreviation of Lady Literate in 
Arts. See the extract, 
The St, Andrews di of L. L, A,—whieh means 

‘lady literate in arte’!— has been given this year on ex- 
anination to 101 candidates. Sefence, Aug. 9, 1004, p. 254, 

a-twill (lii’mi-twil), ». A three-harness 
twill, Also called drilling-, regatta-, jean-, 
jeanette- (ete.) trill. liverpool (liv’ér-pél) M 

to the ‘Liverpool Grand National’ steeple- Llanberis(thlan-ber'is), n. [W.,slocalname.] 
chase, run at Aintree near Liverpool, since In grol., the lowest sedimentary division of 
1839.] In — a jump constructed 
—A to the rules of the Natlonal —*— 

Hunt Association) of a ditch five 
feet wide and two feet deep, guarded on the 
taking-off side by a single rail, and having on 
the landing side a fence of not less than * 
feet and six inches in perpendicular height. 

Liverpudlian (liv-ér-pud‘li-an), a. and nm, 
i ) + puddle (humorously substituted 
or in allusion to the eity’s muddy waters) 
+-ian.) L. a. Of or pertaining to Liverpool. 

II, «. An inhabitant of Liverpool, 
liver-rock (liv’ér-rok), n. Homogeneous sand- 
stone devoid of planes of stratification, 
{Scotch.] 

liver-shark (liv’ér-shiirk), n. Same as bask- 
ing-shark, 

— liver-starch (liv’ér-stlrch), a. Same as glyco- 

verwort-lettuce (liv’ér-wért-let’is), a. See 
*lettuce, 

li “.—Court of Wards Rew very”, and Liveries, 

live-trap (liv’trap), ». Same as live-boz, 2. 
living- \liv’Ing-waj), n A on which 
it is possible for a —— to live. 

liviong, aandn, A 
J 

llanchama (lyiin-chii’ mii), n. 

Llanvirn (thlan-vérn’), », 

plified spelling of live- L. 1. I. 
a 

the Lower Cambrian in Wales. It rests on 
voleunie rocks, 

[Native name.} 
On the upper waters of the Marafion river in 
Peru, Covratari Teuari, a forest-tree belong- 
ing to the family Leeythidacew, widely spread 
in tropical South America. It yields an excellent 
bast-fiber, and the inner bark is used by the Indians for 
blank: sleeping-mata, and clothing, having been 

by soaking, yy and pounding, somewhat 
same manner as tapa —5— from the bark of 

the permulberry by the ynesians Articles of 
clothing and ornament made of Maochama bark exhibited 
at the World's Columbian Exhibition, are now tn the ool- 
lection of the United States National Museum. Also 
called tahwart and tauari, 

’., & local name. } 
In geol., » term introduced by Hicks to inelude 
eertain Lower Siluric strata in Wales, which 
comprise the sy part of the Arenig and 
the lower part of the Llandeilo, about 2,000 
feet in all. 

Lib. An abbreviation of the Latin libra, 
pounds. 

In Porto 
mt three 

It 
bears numerous crisp, 
tubers having an agreeabl 
written leren, 

An abbreviation of Lord Lieutenant 
reland, 

e nutty 



LL. M. 

LL, M. An abbreviation of the Latin Legum 
Magister, Muster of Laws. 

—X —— used in ; A ou 
all of a merchant ship 

sels. In this book the sizes of 
types of vessels nre ifted in 
as to Ge eens material 

Tluchu (lyé’chd), m. (Aymaré.] See *chullu, 

L, M. An abbreviation (a) of Licentiate in 
Medicine ; (b) of Licentiate in Midwifery; (e) 
[cap.] of long meter. 

load?, n. 8. In elect., the output of a genera- 
tor, motor, or power-station. The load of a direct. 
curteut generator Gepends upon the otimic resistance of 
the ving cirenit and is measured in watts, kilowatta, 
horae-power, or any convenient unit of activity or power, 
If the electromotive force of the generator is B and the 
current in the line ts 1, the product BI gives the load tn 
watta. If there be any of counter-electromotire 
force in the cireult, the electromotive force used in over- 
coming: Fy, in leas than B and the load ia BI. 
In the case of a direct-current motor the load, w, or use 
ful output, is given by the equation 

w = QenT, 

™motor. 
supplied to [t and is expressed by meana of a load curr, 
oy te pet 3 
cult the load curve has the form shown 

s0ae Cree 

Load Curve of a Series-moter. to any indicat 

ing the load of a machine, as a function of ita speed, elec- 
tromative force, fleld excitation, or of any factor w 
which in operation it may depend. In the case of an 
alternating-current machine, as a ror tram 
former, consumed 

generate 
» the — in the recelving cirewit, 

fe measures the load of the ou the 
pedance of the ciroult, the difference of between 

the electromotive force and current, and wave form. 
We have therefore to distinguish, in such cases, between 
the inductive load of a cirvuit having inductance as well 
as resistance and the non-inductive load of a cireult 
whose impedance is solely that due to resistance. The 
foad of a power-station of lighting-station, which vartes 
with the time of day, is Hkewise ited by a load represen 

The maximum of thir carve, which Indicates the 
is called the 

tne! yea 
pplied from the station, 

HE Fea i gee Hi 

—E which ways ln 

on the floor or root, (¢) In railway service, the weight 
: cars, Para engine, and — eh fitiat be hauled 
jn order to carry ng t oF passengers. 
Inductive load, fn elect., load due to the inductance 
in the recelving circuit of a generator, See #load?, &— 
Lighting“): , Uuat ag of the load of a generating 
station which is axed for the supply of electric lampa— 
Load characteristic, inelrct., a curve show it 
oatput of load of an alterna’ current machine, genera. 
tor, of motor, aaa function of current. See %load2, & 
Load the current in the receiving circuit of an 
electric generator. See #load3, 4 — Load See 
wevrve and *load?, 6. — Load 

high, as 
ine load?, r. t. 

is 
called the engine ve 
teria- a. 

the power 

curve. 
of a station, « 

740 lobe 

hich represents the of a station ‘ 
time aay for the rene th vg me of the day. oe —— Sept rl | 
Elect. — fi , Bee *factor.— ofa 
apes, the current delivered by = —eS—— loaming (16’ming), . In mining, a method of 

that portion of the pro ting for gold-veins the outcrop of 
which is covered and concealed, by i 
numerous samples of earth and thts tracing 

eight the gold to its source. [Australia.} 
Rolling loam-mill (lém‘mil), ». A mixing and pal- 

verizing mill used to mix loam for foundry 

A casting 

la 

of logs piled more than one UeF Toanda thimbles. Seo *thimble. 
. To add to (the net amount of the loan-form (lén‘firm), n. In Foon: a form 

premium 
i 

fixed as the actual cost of issuinga that is borrowed from another language. 

poliey of insurance) such an amount as will Compare loan-cord, 

cover the office expense of carrying the policy. — Wechkawo selijfl (obriative) isn Pastamaqaoddy lean 

2,p.a. 8. Filled with extraneous sub- /rms ta Pusmmaquosdy © jit 
' Amer. Anthropologist, Jan.-March, 1902, p. 31. 

stances, especially for the purpose of fraudu- ⸗ é 

lently increasing the weight. loan-god (1dn’god), m. An alien god adopted in 
To compare the difference between a pare and loaded the worship of a particular tribe or people. 

xe, take a 2 ounce of each wetting ‘The reply to me takes the form of ignoring, or disabling 

then toth upand it will be found that @ pure article the erence oof amertng that ese 

will measure about nineteen inches in circumference, or are * loan. borrowed by aa from a 

—— oe —*2 Ta * fi Ht ong 1 * i ——— abou in cireumference an Oan-m (lén’ mith), ». An alien myth 
‘ ie Sei, Amer. Sup., 14, 1903, p, 22070. adopte by a people, ’ y 

. Coated or furred: noting a condition of yi aythos resembled each other in sme 
the tongue.—Loaded Line, See leading, T.— th —S that many Greek myths are 
Loaded nucleus, See *nuclews, —— as certain Homeric words are “loam 

words,” Phoenicia, must not be too hastaly drwn. loader, .—Top loader, in lumbering, that member cts 

lea@ing-crow whe stands on the top A. Lang, Myth, Ritaal, and Religion, 1 222, note 

aa they are uy . 

ae a wr risi'fak‘tor), m. The ratio of the Joathsum, a. A simplified spelling of lonth- 
average to the maximum demand for power rte 
from an engine, motor, 
*factor. 

— ——— as dey * ger ag draalic power supplies "into pieces with a hammer for sorting. 

sadgovernar (151guelench nc A. gore fentng'io or crested by the Ruscian geomete or (léd’guv’ér-nor), ™. y- taining to or crea e geometer 

ernor which operates when the load on the Nicolai Ivanovich Lobachevski (1793-1854).— 

engine changes: it does not keep the speed of geometry, space, See *yeometry, 

ihe “The pr process of filling silk lobal (1o’bal),a. [lobe + -al).} Having lobes; 
with metallie compounds, for which it hasa lobed: said of wheels or cams. ; ; 

great attraction when in solution, in order to lobaric (16-bar ik), a. (NI, Lobaria + -ic.] 

increase its weight.—7. In elect., a method Noting an acid, colorless compound, 

invented by M. J. Papin, of reducing the CyHieOy contained in the lichen 

attenuation of telephonic currents in under- @dusta, It forms warty aggregates. 

ground cables and long-distance lines (and lobbyism (lob‘i-izm), n. The ces of & 

therefore improving the operation). It con- lobbyist ; the system of lobbying. [U. 5.) 

sists in — into the telephone-line at lobe, m. (¢ In the septate cephalopods like Newtilut 

certain definite intervals self-induction coils, and the ammonites, any division of the reptal 

which neutralize the deleterious effect of which makes & convex curve toward the s — 

the electrostatic capacity of the line.— 8. 

The exorbitant profit exacted from workmen 

under the track system (which see, under 
truckl), [Trade-union slang. ] 
Notwithstanding a nomtnal uniformity of rate, both 

labor, coat und real wages will vary according to the ex- 

tent of the track business in each the economy and 

ability with which this subskilary store-keeping is 

managed, and the profit or “loading” which each em- 

¢ chooses to — amounting, in effect, 

«fraud upon the wor! 
Wedd, Industrial Democracy, I. 314. 

-berth (1é’ding-bérth), ». Nawt, a 
wharf or other place where a vessel takes in 

her cargo; a agp convenient for a vessel to 
t. ship her freig 

toading-chain (10’ding-chan), ». In lumber- 
ing, & long chain used in} g or piling logs 

leat horses. 2323 —— = 

oading-jack (16‘ding-jak),». A platform 
framework upon which logs are hoisted from 
the water for loading upon cars. 
load-panel (16dpan’el), ». In elect,, the panel 

of a central-station switchboard provided with 
apparatus for indicating the total station- 
load. Houston, Elect, Dict. 
load-spring (led’apring), ». A spring on an 
engine-governor 3. compressing which a 
greater load can put on the governor, 
thus changing the speed at which it allows 
the engine to run. 

loaf!, n.—Chicken-loaf, chicken somewhat 
but without ham, and with slices of hard. like veal-loaf, 

bofled in the bottom of the mold, so that they appear 

fra! in — when fe mold is taken off.— 

Cottage loaf, cottage. — — ——— 
somewhat like a paté de foie gras, but wi jour ry 
and butter mixed in it: served cold, in slices — 
room-loaf, a loaf of bread hollowed out and filled with 
a preparation of mushrooms, with seasoning.— 
loaf, an article of food made like mushroom-loaf with 
oysters in eof the Taushroomsa— Veal-loaf, minced 
yeal with ham and various spices, made into the form of 
a loaf and baked : ‘eaten alloed and cold. 

or power-plant, See lob}, ».—Dealer in lobs, in cricket, an underhand 

lob!, v. t. 3, In mining, to break (ore, ete.) 

lobe. Col! 
lobe, a lobe of the medulla obt ta of the electric ray, 
from which originate nerves running to the electric apne 
rates, — lo the brum of a 

sect's brain ; two lobes situated far a in front of the 

th connected by a bundle of fibers passing be- 
From them the labrum and riscers 

curve of the free 3 
eurved area behind and within the 

(Pare. 
derived 

inner side of 8 
raised summit of which is the visual 

lo fn ent 
Es 3 7 

beet dragon-tties. — Pedal lobe, in Peremeduar, ome 
of lobes on the marginal region or crown adjacent 

tal lobe, the portion of the Tie 
a & 
of the 

— a portion of liver substance 

ally found covering the -bladder in casce of 
stone disease. == 

in the ontogeny of di but appears very earl 
only in and persists to ma 

goniatites. 



lobe-angle 

lobe-angle (léb’ang’gl),n. The angle at the Lobulus appendicularis. Same as *lobus floc- lochoperitonitis (16 
center of a shaft oceupied by a cam or by a 
lobe on a wheel attached to the shaft; the 
angle through which the shaft turns while the 
eam or lobe is acting. 
lobelacrin (16-be-lak’rin), ». [Lobel(ia) + 
aer(id) + -in2?.] Said to be the acrid lobelic- 
acid salt of the alkaloid lobeline, contained in 
an inflata, 

belia, ",—Bladder-pod lobelia, the official Jobe- 
lia, Rapontivm ar a — lobelia, Kapuntiom 
aiphilitieuwm, Also called great lebetia and blue eardi- 

-fower.— California lobelia, Boelelia puichella, a 
Lowen ing anntal plant of the Sacramento Valley, 
Nev: and Oregon, closely related to Hapuntinm, tt 
has intensely azure-blue Gowers with a large whitish or 
yellow center. 

lobelianin (15-bé‘li-a-nin), mn, [Lobelia +-an 
+ -in?.] A volatile oil contained in commer- 
cial lobelia from Indian tobacco, Lobelia in- 
flata, It is crystalline and melts at 71°C. 
lobelic (16-bé’lik), a, [Lobelia + -ic.] Per- 
taining to lobeline.— Lobelic a enlarloss com- 
pound, present in combination with lobeline in Indian 
tobacea, Lebelia inflata, It forma non-volatile acicular 

Lobites (1o-bi'téz),n, [NL., ¢ Gr, 2ofé, a lobe, 
+ Aidoc, a rock,] A genus of atmmonoid cepha- 
lopods from the Alpine Trias, constituting 
the family Labitidx, 1t is an isolated group with a 
phylogerontic construction of the living-chamber like the 
Anarcestida and sutares like the Protecanitida; with 
entire saddiea, but bifid lateral lobes in the young. 

loblolly-wood (lob’lol-i-wid),. See *quara’, 
lobola (10°D5-18), n, (Zulut] A present, usn- 
mf of cattle, given by the bridegroom to the 
father of the bride, as is customary among the 
Zulus and other tribes of South Africa; also, 
the custom itself. Rep. Brit. Ass'n Advance- 

Unbotled lobster, in Rngland, a pellornen, 
his blue coat: in distinction from a 

lobster, or red-couted British soldier. See def, &  [Slang.) 
lobster? (lob‘stér), ». [lobl, ¢., + -ster; in hu- 
morous allusion to lo ter, n., 5 or pe In 
cricket, a bowler of lobs or underhand balls. 
See lobl, &. 

lobster-basket (lob’stér-bas*ket), ». A bas- 
ket-trap for catching lobsters. 

lobster-boat (lob’stér-bot), m. A boat used in 
lobster-fishing. 

The lobster boats may be conveniently divided into two 
classes; first, the smaller boata, with or withoutaaila,.. . 
used by the fishermen in tending their pots, 800+ 
ondly, the stanecks acting as carriers to the different mar- 
keta. Pi ice of the U. 8, Bec. 5, TL 660, 

lobster-caterpillar (lob’stér-kat’ér-pil-ir), n. 
The larva of the lobster-moth. * 
lobeter-crab (lob’stér-krab), mn. A porcelain- 
erab, 

lobster-flower (lob’stér-fion’ér), . The 
Christmas flower, or flor de Pasewa, of Mexico 
and Central America, Poinsettia pulcherrima: 
so called on account of its conspicuous bright 
floral bracts. See Poinsettia, 2. 

lobeteriing (lob’stér-ling), m. [lobster + 
-ling!.] Aoune: undeveloped lobster at 
about the fifth molt, at which time it more 
nearly resembles the adult in shape and habits II, intrane, 2, In the Meth. Ch., to settle as lock-lug (lock’lug), n, 

than at earlier stages. 
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euli, 
lobus, n.—Lobi inferiores, small lobes or diverticula 
in the brain of fishes, which arise from the floor of the 
mesencephalon and lie just belind the infundibulum. 

In fishes the so-called [old inferiores appear behind the 
tufundibolam. Buck, Medical Handbook, LL, 271, 

Lobus anticus, the anterior azygous Jobe of the cerebel- 
lum. ne, LAnnean Soc, London, Zool,, Jan., 1890, p. 303, 

late ‘of the cerebe 

ont, Zool, Jan, 
1, p. 30. Lobus pyriformis. (a) The base of the 

of the mammalian brain, which is of a pyri- 
form broadest at Uhe posterior end and tapering to 
the otfs balh, By some the term fs restricted to the 
posteriorarea which has been —— known aa natiform 
eminence and Aippocampal lobule. (5) A amal) elevation 
near the middle of the inferior verm| process of the 
cerebellum, between the biventral lobes. —Lobus * 
formis anticus, the taperin, of th Fa 
le terior fo the valleculs Syivil.- Lobus pyriformis 

ie ex 

for to 
ded portion of the form lobe 

valtocala Sylvii. Also ee as natiforms 

local 

vrai 't Aippocampal 

local. I. «.—Complex, sign, local 
Sonal exposed 3 Bee eign, death, 

werzpreas, Ratamp, 

II, ». 3. A local train; an accommodation 
train which stops at all stations.—4. A local 
examination: as, the university locals, 

local (lé’kal), v. t.; pret. and pp. localed, lo- 
called, ppr. localing, localling. Pioea!, a.) In 
Scots law: (a) ‘To apportion (an increase of 
the stipend of a mivister of the established 
chureh) among the different heritors or land- 
holders. Jamieson. (b) To lay the charge of 
such a stipend on or upon (a landholder or his 
land), XN. E. D. 

localist (16’kyl-ist), n. [local + -ist.] One who 
has much regard for local conditions; one who 
thinge't what dha or ba —— = — 

rom & ewpoint; spec y. in 
med,, one who regards every disease as having 
a local origin. 

locality, ». 5. In ph the approximate 
poogrs) hic position of an in ividual specimen : 
less definite than station, F, F. Coville.—Bump 

solutely no rage ality. (a) 
In general, Khe power of finding one’s way easily an 
certainly amid novel ings, as In a city vialted 
for the time. (%) In » aphrase loosely formed 
on the of ‘sense of apace,’ ‘sense of time,’ etc., 

ferring akin 
ted, — Joonitiy, ta soil, the place 

where an an which was deseri| a8 & new species 
was ei locality where a type specimen was 

Cunis latrans Ce Type locality. Vicinit; 
Council te Hg A ch County, tome. rd 

Proe. Bost, Soc. Nat. Hiet., Deo., 1901, p. 208, 

localization, n.— Germinal localization. See *yer- 

localize, r. t.—Localtzea 
capacity fntroduced at given 
by means of condensers, as 

of 

capacity, clectrostatic 
nts in an electric circuit 

istinguished trom the dis 
tribated capacity of the circuit iteclf.-Localized in- 
ductance, inductance introduced into an electric cireuit 
by means of ry wound coils, na distit from 
the distributed inductance of the clronit Itself, 

loco 
*ké- -i-té-ni ‘tis), » 

[NL., < Gr. Adyos, —E + Ni peritoni- 
tis,] Puerperal peritonitis, 

locho 16-k6-pi’rii), n. [NL., < Gr. Aéyoe, 
niet, « ——— ral : + vp(eric), fever.) Puerpe 
ever, 

lochus (16‘kus), m.; pl. lochi (-ki). also 
lochos; © Gr. Adyor, & company of men, an 
ambush.) In Gr, antiq., a y of infantry; 
in Sparta, one of the larger divisions in which 
— men capable of bearing arms were 
grouped. 

lock!, ». 10. A receiver of stolen goods; also, 
the house in whieh such a ‘fence’ receives 
stolen goods, —— lanx. J—11. A trans- 
position or — of pages on the printed 
sheet of a boo eral name 
of aclases of house and store-locka,— 
of a special ty 
name. ⸗ » &lock for tety · lanps. ccamlat · 
ing of a carved tabalar catch which can be open 

preasure which expands the tube and ee it 
open. — a lock af the cylinder type, hav 
two ke and requiring two keys to open ft, one 
which is a master-key opening all a series, and the 

lock and noother. See 
ene Magnetic lock, fn mining, a lock for 
ye — = oy, be — by the application 

a wertal nmoagiet— a . desk 

lock two bolte thet the pate ot the 
desk, the lock itself i in the center of the roll-top, 
at the middle of the desk.—Vacuum lock, a locking 
device operated by a vacuum: a device for utilizing the 
foe or of the atmosphere to held a movable piece in 

jon. 
lock?, #.—In the lock, with the tnfta unopen 

the Soa! Sta 
believed to draw up the palate and thus to give more 
Drestiiing- space, 

lock-bedder (lok’bed’ér), n. A machine or 
tool for making a recess in a gun-stock for the 
lock and tangs. 

lock-culvert (lok’kul’vért), n. A culvert or 
conduit below the floor of a hydraulic lock, 
connecting the lock-chamber with the sections 
of the canal or basin both above and below 
the lock. The flow of water to or from the 
lock-chamber is regulated by two wickets 
placed in the culvert, one on each side of the 
outlet or connection from the culvert to the 
lock-chamber, 
ock-gate, ™. There are vartous forms of lock-ates, 
the A ai basil which are the miter and the alid- 
ing gate, In the former, the gate at etd of the lock 
ia com of two leaves, each turning about a vertical 
axis at the side wall of the lock, when open standing 
allel with the side wall, and when closed ery J together 

of ween the 
tro es formi: 
which, when the lock is to be opened, slides horizontally 
into a recess in Imasonry, 

(lok’ing), ™. A split pin. Barrow- 
comy’ 
-bar (lok’ing-biir), an. 1. A bar or rod 

man, 

used to lock a door or mechanism.—2, In rail- 
roading, same as *detector-bar, 

locking-bolt (lok’ing-bélt), n. Same as *lock- 
“pin, 
— (lok’ing-pin), n. A pin that locks 
oue ge of a mechanism to another; spe- 
cifically, naut,, a pin used to lock the forward 
rudder of a double-ended ferry-boat in a line 
with the keel, Also locking-bolt. 

locate, . I, trans, 3. In the Meth. Ch., to locklegs (lok’les), a. (lock! + -fess.] Without 
appoint to a fixed charge or station, 

& permanent preacher; cease to be itinerant. 

& lock or locks, 
The raised portion on 

the gg surface of a gun to which the lock is 
After one failure 5,000 larvie were successfully hatched ; Location, ". 6. An intuitive perception of dis- secure 

bat of these, despite every care, very few attained the 
“lobeterling” stage, Nature, Jan, 12, 1008, p, 255, 

lobster-net (lob’stér-net), mn. 1. A hoop-net 
for catching lobsters.—2, A lobster-pot of 
netting supported upon a framework of 
hoops. 

leheker-tondl (lob’stér-téd), n. A species of Of 
erab 

lobule, ». 2. A terminal bronchus, with the 
air-cells, vessels, and nerves related to it.—3, 
In dot., same as *disen!us.— bule, 
See wlobua oni Fesseeal een Ge oe 

Londo 
Line 

lobulet, lobulette (lob’i-let, lob-i-let’), n. 
[lobule + dim. -ef!,] An ultimate bronchial 
twig, with the air-cells in relation with it. 
Buck, Med. Handbook, V. 580. 

lobulization (lob‘i-li-za’shon), n. [lobule + 
-ize + -ation.] Same as lobulation, 

lobulose (lob’i-lés),a. [lobule + -ose.] Hay- 
ing lobules, 

lobulons (lob‘i-lus), a. [lobule + -ous,] Same 
as *lobulose, 

tance and direction, 

These binds (penguins) must have a wonderfal power of 
location, a8 the male dived when about 600 yards from 
the veasel, rea ing close by the tloe where bis mate 
was seated, the intervening space being covered with tor- 
floes. Geog, Jour. (KR. G. &), XVL ie. 

locational (16-ka’shon-al), @. [location + -a1,] 
or pertaining to location; locative, 

locative, a. 3. Serving to indicate the location 
of anything: as, a locative object in the neigh- 

rh 
lochage (l6k’ij), ». [Gr. Aoyayée, Aoxnyde, ¢ 
Aéxoc, lochus, + dyrev, lead] In Gr. antiq., 
the commander of a lochus. See *lochus, 

lochiorrhagia (16*ki-0-ri'ji-l), nm. [NL., ¢ Gr, 
46xea, lochia, + -payra, ¢ jyyvlwas, break, burst, ] 
An excessive lochial flow. 
lochioschesis (1i-ki-os’ké-sis),». [NL., ¢ 
Gr, Adz, lochia, + cx/orr, retention.) Arrest 
of the lochial flow. 

tis (16°kd-mé-tri’tis), n. 
Gr. Adyxor, childbirth, + —5 uterus, 
Metritis following childbir J 

lock-net (lok‘net), ». ree eylindrical] hoop- 
net used tocateh crawtish. 

lock-seat (lok’sét), n. 1, The excavation, pit, 
or foundation for a hydraulie lock.—2, The 
general location or place intended or suitable 
for a hydraulic lock. Also lock-site, 

lock-site (lok’sit}, n. Same as */lock-seat, 2. 
lock-turbine (lok’tér’ bin), n. A hydraulie 
turbine placed in or near the walls of a hy- 
draulie loek, driven by water flowing from the 
upper to the lower level of the basin, used 
for the purpose of furnishing power with 
which to operate the wickets and gates of a 
lock and to draw boats into or out of a lock, 
lock-wicket (lok’wik’et), m. A wicket, gate, 
or valve placed in a lock-gate or in a Jock- 
culvert, for the purpose of regulating the flow 
of water into or ont of a hydraulic lock. 

loco!,#. IL. a. Derived from loco-weed.— Loco 
acid, 4 componni isolated from locoweed, to which the 
poisonous properties of the plant are attributed. 

far... * loco!, +. t. Henece—2, Tomake crazy orin any 
witis, . [Slang, way eccentric: as, he’s plumb 

western U, 5S. 



loco 

loco? (16’kS), a. An abbreviated form of loco- 

motire, [Little used in the United States.) 

Locofocoism (15-k6-f6’kG-izm), n. [loeafoco + 
-ism,.] The principles of the Locofoco party. 

disease of cattle in 

States, due to certain weeds known as 

loco-weeds, and ¢ terized by peculiar 

nervous symptoms which are followed by 

paralysis, emaciation, and finally death, 

locomarine (16‘ké-ma-ren’), a. [loco( motive) 

+ marine.) Of a locomotive type, but used 

in a ship: as, a locomarine boiler. 

locomobile (!6-k6-m6’bil), a. and n. L, lo- 

cus, place, + mobilis, movable.] I. a. aving 

the power to change its * by its own 

motor, or without the aid of power or appara- 

tus outside of itself. 
TI. ». A commercial name for a form of 

motor-car. 

— 16*k6-m$-bil’i-ti), u.  [lecomo- 
bile + -ity, he charwetet of being locomo- 

bile; the capacity or power to move from one 

place to another. 
locomote (16’ko-mét), v. i.; pret. and pp. lo- 
comoted, ppr. locomoting. (A back-formation 

from locomotor.) 1, To move from — 

to another, [Humorous.]—2. biol., to 

effect a change of place: a3, 8 medusa which 
locomotes toward the light. 

locomotility (16’k6-m0-til’i-ti), m.  [1L. loeus, 

place, + E. motility.) Same as locomotivity. 

locomotive. I. 4.— Locomotive chair. See *chair. 
Locomotive crane. See riilmay-crane (6), wider 

*crane2.— Locomotive-rod boring-machine, See 

locomotive, Same as weamel- 
locomotive 

fire-box 
for the 

Il. 
back, 2.—Patriie ve, adouble-ended 
having four cylinders, two bollers with a double 
etween them, a 
tracks to allow {t to ran around curves: od for use 

on narrow-age roads where high tractive power fs called 

for with small diameter of boiler. Forney, 

tive, u locomotive in which the tank and -bunker are 

ao on an py *2* frame, 

re-box, supported by a swivelin: 
tives were need in sabarvan 
railways in New York city 
electricity. Mason 1 

used on Toads which have excessive grades, as on moun- 

tain ascents. — locomotive, one havin 

only one pair of driving-wh and intended for high 

speed with low tractive power. t avoids the use of side- 

or coupli —— Strong joey a locomotive 

framed for its inventor), which had — Aldo· valvca. 

te exhaust- and steam by 

which it could be ran elther forward or backward, wi 
each side. I 

firebox, arranged to form a twin furnace, to 

resint collapes, and with a combustion-chamber to secure 

complete combuation before the gases entered the tubes. 

locomotive-balance, x. 2. A weight placed in 

the driving-wheel of a locomotive to balance, 

as much as possible, the inertia of the recip- 

rocating parts, 

locomutation (16°k6-mi-té’shon), n. [LIL. locus, 

place, + mufatio(n-), change. ] Change of place; 

moving from place to place, [Nonce-word.] 

I should be gind to speculate also on the effect of the 

tendency of population towards t cities; no ber 

thing, but intensified as never lore by inc 

increasing ease of locommutation. 
Lonel, Latest Lit. Rasays and Addresses, p. 184. 

locor (16’ kor), ». [I⸗ loc(us), place, + E. 

(vect)or.] A vector which has definite position, 

but does not indicate rotation or any rotative 

“a R ie ow Sarat Mt hae te ea 
tive quantit! Nature, Nov. 10, 1903, p. 64. 

locoto (16-kd’t5), a. (Sp. corruption of Ay- 

mara locoti, — ua roccote, erroneously de- 

seribed by Tschudi as green pepper. A 

variety of the aji or red pepper, hotanically 

known as Capsicum pubescens (Raimondi), 

wing in the warmer valleys of Peru and 

Bolivia. It is plum-shaped and has but one 

large seed. 
entous (lok’@-la-men’tus), a. Full of 

loculaments, or little cells. 

loculus, n. 1, Inzool.: (¢) Same aa ®air-cham- 
» & 

locum (16’kum), n. [loowm(-tenens).] 1. A 

locum-tenens (in medical practice). The Lan- 

743 Lodge 

= June 6, — The tem Melanopl ua femier-rubrien. eg “9 loowst, ander 

ace oceupi alocum-tenens. The —— — locust, conrperea, — 

coo. 6, 1903 (advt.). 
Melanopl us bivittatua 

locust#?, ».— 
locum-tenent (16’kum-té’nent), ». Same 45 “Locust — $f .— River-locust, Amor- 

lncum tenens (which see). i a worth American leguminous shrub with 

I met with a serious accident... in of e-like racemes of violet-purple Better known 

eee rae eee eee cn, un k ous soetged © ss STE am ln a err locust, thorn- 

i 
wave home for a Complete Me eet, Ang. 10, 1800, p. BAT. loces al (16-kus’tal), a. Of or pertaining to 

locupletativet (lok-d-plé’tii-tiv), @. locu- locusts. : 

pletatus, PD. of 8* letare, ae rich, —— locust-beetle (16’kust-bé‘tl), n. An American 

rich: see *locuplete.] Tending to make rich. cerambycid beetle, Cyllene robinie, whose 

locupletet (lok’d-plét), a. [L. locuples t-) larva bores in the t and branches of lo- 

rich in lan ge le * ong +  cust-trees. rich, opulent, ¢ loews, a p 
7 

yple- in *plere, fill, plenus, full.) Rich; wealthy; locust-bird, n. 2. In South Africs, » plied to 
well stored, Blount. aren very —— birds, speeilea ſly = one 

locus!, ». 6, The words and figures, in the Great i grackles, voatonhe 1 on — 

signature to a quotation or in a reference to® cust-bird, iarewa —— a pratinoole, or 2 

passage, which designate the particular place = 

or division of the work (book, chapter, page, — 

section, verse, line, etc.) where the ” in 

uestion occurs. The locus properly follows 

the title of the work or piece cited, and the 

title follows the name of the author,—7. In 
lace of all the points, and of only 

those points, which satisfy a given condition. 

All points in which geometri 

conditlon ~1 A a a —— bch a ora tingle 

circle, in rare cases more one. Neglecting these rare 

otto pina ata nf ang kph gga arp 
GB lh tional Geometry, p, 260, 

Cusp-locua. Same us locws.— Lexell's 
—_ as Lexell's weirele.— communis, & cominon- 

Wl 
locus? —— v. t.; pret. and pp. locused or 

locussed, ppr. locusing or locussing. [Appar. 

adapted from loco!, v., aseociated with Aocus, 

v,] To stupefy with drink.—To locus away, to Little Locust-ided (Gfarrola mordmarnt). 

carry off while stapefied, (Siang.] — — — sae 

locus? (16’kus), n. [See *locus®, v.] Some- of Tohg-logged swallow. cumething me appearances 

thing which stupefies, as liquor. ‘[Siang.] — Jocustid (Io-kus'tid), m. anda, Tn. A mem- 
1, n.— American Schistocerca ameri- ber of the orthopterous family Locustide, 

cana, one of the largest of the long-winged American II. q, Having the characters of or belong- 
ing to the family Loeustida, 

locust-lobster tiakust-lob*stér), n. A erus- 
tacean belonging to the family Scyllaridx. 

Se ene een nited dasteova grewehoippet um locustarum, whie Toys opper 
eggs in the United States. : a 

locust-moth (i6’kust-méth), n. An American 
tineid moth, Depressaria robiniella, whose 

amall, green, black-headed larva defoliates 

allied to several of the most destractive locust-trees in June, 
grasshoppers, 
migratory locusts in other ~~ of — — locust-tree, ”. 2. In New Zealand, Sophora 

Sreuia Covastating 1000s, fetraptera, See *kowhai.— locust-tree, African 
Partia Africana. Also called nitta-tree, See Parka. 

Il. a. Pertaining to or producing 

American Locest (ScAtstocerca americana). Redvced. 

speech 

lode!, ».— lode, a very noted mineral lode 
— worked on a large scale at Virginia City, Ne 

vada. It isa great flsare-vein, four th 

California Devastating Locust. nt Davidson. This lode has produced more than 
(Melanoples depastater). 000 in eck id an rf silver. ure * 

tanopl devastator, are W rut je to work.— 

2 mf and — treanentiy iow ‘a lode which has a bluish-green color that, in some 

reset nerican acridiid, Diseuteira tents presents deep Dink | color.— 

pa pth Sy mets ty Anger citeaton uf the —— 
com coun’ : wena. lode-light (1éd’lit), m. See the extract. 

A of flame above mineral veins are said to 

dirty brown in color . oe abundantly in — —— and at all events —* — well es 

tn the eastern United States in the sutumm” tablished to have received a special name ‘lode lights" in 
aor pone a — = tay — jean a the Cornwall, C. Le ¥, Foster, Ore and Stone Mining, p. 107, 

, if (l6d’mi‘ning), ». The taking out 

of ore Which oceurs in lodes or veins. 

lodge, ». 8, In Cambridge, England, the resi- 

dence of the head of a college.—®. In mining, 

a cabin at the pit-head for workmen. Bar- 

rowman, Glossary.—Cavate lodge, a dwelling cat 

outof aeftrock. Sach dwellings are found, for instance, 

lems cafons of the southwestern United States. See 

pate. 

—Clear- locust, Comnule _ 

locust, an American — ing aba sordidua, 

Se 

Differential Locust (Melaneglus #igtrentialis). Cawate lodges comprise a type of structures closely re- 

(Sanderson, U, 8. D. AD lated to a f and — — — is 

a comparatively new An © structures res 

— bay it cocantonnlly dose to cotten-plants In cer are not widely known. ‘The differ from the cliff houses 

— eutharn United States. € locust, and cave dw ings principally in the fact that the rooms 

an American cleadid insect, Tihicen pruinosa. § Al®O are hollowed out of cliffs and hitts by human 

called Aareest-dy and lyreman.— Dudley: & local 

mame fn Pneiand for the Dudley trilobite (which see, 
an American 

acridiid grasshopper or bocust, Chorstophage viridifasciata, 

common in meadows and pasture-lands in many of the 

United States —Hooded locust, a carious locustid of 

the genus Typheptere. inhabiting the Malay —— 
which has a der-like membrane between head an 

thorax, which when alarmed it can throw ont into a hor 

like organ over the head. 

agency, 
=—— oat of soft rock, while the former habitations 

are simple, ordinary structures built for rarious reascus 
within a cove or on a bench In the cliffs or within a cave. 

The difference is principally if not wholly the result of 

different physical environment, Le, canate leaigee aml 

cave dwellings are only different phases of the same 

thing; bat for the present at least, the name will be used 

and the cavate lodges will be treated ns a separate 
Smithsonian Kep,, ste, p. 217. 

Schistocerca alutnoen — an lodge-moraine (10j’m6-rin’), ». See *moraine. 

Americat acrid le 7 atla occasionally — se 

jurioas to crop, espectall Irn reatricted region in south. lodge-pole (10) pl), n. A pole used in the 

ern New Hampshire, — tory locust. See ramework of a lodge.. 

Mountain locust, umber locue!l,— Red-legged wave, See *warel. 



lodging-money 

“money (loj‘ing-mun‘i), ». In the 
British service, a money allowance in lieu of 
uarters. Called commutation of quarters in 
e United States. 

t, ». 5. In mining, same as lodge, T. lodgmen: 
—— 

level (loj‘ment-lev’el), a. Same 
aa *lodgement, 5, and 7. 

lodhranite, lodranito (léd‘ra-nit),». [Forma- 
tion not ascertained.) A type of meteoric 
stone or aérolite. See *meteorite. 

lodja (léd-vii’), ». [Also lodia, ladia (see 
otis | : ca ‘ash : v4, ry also ladiyd, 
ladiyd, = Pol, lodria (barred |) = Bohem, lodé 
= Serv. ladya = Bulg. ladya = OBulg, ladiya, 
aliidiya = Lith. eldiya, aldiya, a ship.) A 
Russian boat, long, flat-bottomed, and pro- 
pelled by oars, but in some forms provided 
with a deck and a mast, 
Thursday at 6 of the clocke In the morning there came 

aboord of us one of the Russe Lodiaes, rowing with 
tweatie cares, and there were foure and twentle men in 
her. Steven Burrewe, in Haklayt, Voyages, 1. 276 

n.—Remodified loess, loess which has been re- 
depos after ite thret formation. 

All that we know of the loess and its foasils com iy 
to include this necumulation as a product of the Meisto- 
cone |. It is not of ‘inl age, even mach of 
what one may call the * ” being of Late 
Glacial or Pleistocene age. 

Smithsonian Rep., 1800, p. 227. 

), @. [loess + -dal,) In geol., 
derived from loess. 

loessic (lés’ik), a. ([loese + -ic.] Same as 
*loessial. 

loeweite (1¢’vé-it), mn. [G. léweit (1847), named 
after A. Loewe of the Austrian mint.) A 
hydrated sulphate of esium and sodium, 
found at the Ischl salt-mine, Austria, 

ite (lé’vig-it), ». (G. ldwigit (1861) 
named after K. J. L h —— first anslvze 
it.] A hydrated sulphate of aluminium and 
potassium, oecurring in straw-yellow rounded 
masses. 

loft}, ». 5. (a) A pigeon-house, (+) The 
flock of pigeons kept in it. 

loft? (léft), v. t. [loftt,#.]  Tolift; in golf, to 
lay (the ) into the air in making a stroke, 

loessial (lés’i-al 
belonging to or 

Scotch. ] 
loft# (léft), m. In golf: (a) The act of lofting. 
(6) The stroke so made, (c) The degree of 
slope from the vertical of the face of a club, 

loft-dried (léft’drid), a. A trade-term applied 
to hand-made paper air-dried, usually in lofts 
or rooms arranged for the purpose. 

lofter Lil ag n. <A lofting-iron. 
lofting, ». 2. ln mining, lagging or longitudinal 
timber resting on caps to support the roof of 
a working. ng. 

-iron (léf’ting-I’érn), ». In golf, a form 
of ae in lofting a ball. See cut under 

~elub, 
vn. 3, pl. A jail (formerly built of logs). 

Ah Austratin,} ] 
‘Let's put him in the logs,’ says Jim, ‘My word! just 

for a lark; turn for turn.” .. . 
We pushed him into the farthest cell and locked both 

doors... . The lock-up, like moet bush ones, wae ballt 
of beary logs 

ftolf Boldrewood, Robbery under Arma, xxv, 

In the log, before cutting into planks or boards; unbewn. 
One connected with lambering operations at Bangor 

told me that the largest Pine . « « Was worth ninet; 
dollars in the log, ‘horeau, Maine Woods, p. 1 

1 in feanDering, logy which come to the sorting- 
ree hee, marks dencting ownership. To stock logs, 
to deliver logs from the stump to the mill or railroad. 

, * J, The tetreit ice bee three main parts, 
namely, the register or dial, the rotator or propeller, am 

Tatlratl-tog, 

line. The rotator is towed astern, and owing 
blades 

the braided 
to the pitch of ite 
ahead. These revolationa turn the line which counecta 
with the horizontal bar of the register, which in tarn 
revolves a series of and these move the hands 
fm the respective circles on face of the register, on 

it revolves as the veasel moves J 

pro- 
the 

time to be credited to — for making a 
e men being paid 

N. £. D. Also at- 
tributive: as, a log shop— instru. 

tated Poa toe on —X 

Spring log, « speed- 
on the principle of a common — the 

mark y 
Yessel through . This has a specially de- 
signed chip which ts towed astern by a fine silk cord, 
the other end being hitched to the hook on the 
—Submarine log. Same as submerged “aiog ae 
jmerged iO log with © peopeliee and die in one 

both towed astern : it is necessary to haul in the 
entire instrument when it 
tanee ran.— -log. See 

is required to read the die- 
tlog?, 1. 

log*, vet. 1, (b) Nawt., to enter in @ log-book 
e name of a man, with his offense and the 
— attached to it; hence, to fine. 
ogagraphia (log-a-graf‘i-i), ». Agraphia, or 
loss of the power fy express ideas in writing. 

logan? (16’gan),». [Algonktan pokologan, ete.: 
nee *pokeloken.] See ®pokeloken. 

Bogan: A word very much used by guides and others 
who go into the New Brunswick is in —astill 
creek or bay branching from a «trean — «© the amare or 
thing the Indians call a pekologan—and I think te 
former is a corruption of the latter word. Now curiously 
enough, exactly the same thing is generally callod in 

a loge —which must be another form of the same 
word, These words are in good Local use, and occar in 
articles on sporting, ete, 

Jour, Amer, Polk-lore, April—Jane, 1908, p. 128, 

logan-apple (16’gan-ap’l),n. Asmall Queens- han 
land tree of the rue family, Jambolifera acidula, 
bearing acid fruits. 

1 anberry (16’gan-ber’j), 1. 
Sauce J. H. Logan, the originator.) A dew- 
berry-like plant said to be a hybrid between 
Rubus vitifolius (the dewberry of the Western 
States) and #. Ideus (the European rasp- 
berry}. It originated in Californta in 1581. The fruit 
is blac slike, ¥ dark red in , and 
promises well as a en fruit in some locali 

loganetin loge né‘tin), mn. [logan(in) + -et 
: * 1 cleavage-product of the glucoside 
oganin. 

loganiaceous (1é-gi-ni-f’shins), a. Pertain- 
ing to or having the characteristics of the 
Loganiaces. 

oganin (l0’gan-in), ». [Appar, ¢ Logan, a 
person's name (f), + vino Motie⸗ clueo⸗ 
side, Co,Hg4O,4, contained in the pulp which 
embeds the seeds of Strychnos Nuxr-vomica, It 
erystallizes in prisms and melts at 215° C, 

anite (16’gen-it), ». [Named after Sir Wil- 
liam Logan (1798-1875), at one time director 
of the Geological rip of Canada.] An 
altered amphibole from Calumet Falls, Quebec : 
akin to penninite in composition. 
logaphasia (log-a-fA'ziik), nm. (NL, (Gr. Aéyoe, 

word, + NL, pits Loss, through brain- 
disease, of the power to express ideas by 
articulate speech, 

1 (log* a-rith-met’i-kal-i), 
adv. An erroneous form for logarithmically. 

logarithmic, «. 2, Pertaining to the logarith- 
mic eurve.— decrement 
tion, paper, tc, See ®decrement, ete, 

IL. n. A logarithmic curve, 
x0 “cabin china. Same as Columbian star 

ina. 
log-deck (log’dek), m. 1, In a sawmill, the 
main floor, where the logs arriving by the log- 
slide are turned out of the slide by the flipper 
and assembled ready for sawing. It consists of a 
sloping floor down which the logs roll oc mails to the bog- 

pd Eg 
tlog-loader. "“ : 

2. an ee A. & —— 11 
(lézh), n. .: see lodge and loggia. ° 

A booth or stall — 2. The French name for 
8 private box in a theater, used in English 
with the French pronunciation. 

[Named for ' 

log-haul 
logeion (16-gi’ .} pl. logeia ( A). (Gr. i 
—— puipitum), € dye, speak. 

x " peaking-place or sta, 
the ancient —— — 

science or wubject ending *3 logy. It is equiva. 
logue, representa ol 

or: Nog whieh more used than either It * 4 
a rae foes ee eat 

trom legen, 
——— theologer. The suffix 

ivi ve, belng supersed —— — 

therer (log’gavH*ér-r), n. auling- 
los-qat for phn nt logs into piles ready for 
shipment. 

logger? n. 2, A machine for gathering freshly 
eut logs and loading them upon railroad flat- 
cars. It consists of 

8 a flat-car, it can 
be taken to 
i ar ¥ 

Guy-lines are ran out 
a of 

Logeer. 

#. bem base or 
track ; Oe hetliugeboosts 

beidge over 
©. lomding- 

boom; @, shuing-table: ¢. hauling: 
topes; J, lifting: and loading-tlock, 
ropes and hook; ¢, engine-bouse; A, 
guy-ropes, Abowt x5 feet high. 

lobed fint- by the loading-boom, being added to the train by running them uder the 
loggerhead, n, 4, (b) In the southern United 
States, the common af -turtle, Chely- 
dra _serpentina.— 6, Spee (0) in the 
rg West a — applied - —* 
large tyrant flyeatche ita, candi fas- 
ciatus, and —— ———— 10. e 
steamer-duck, Tachyeres cinereus, a flightless 
water-fowl of the Falkland Islands and Straits 
of Magellan.—11, A lever or walking-beam 
which connects the piston-rod of an engine to 
the pump-plunger,— 12, A pewter inkstand, 
circular and very heavy. 
Pewter is now chiefly used for office inkstands and pab- 

lio-hotwse or other tankarda. The inkstands of this 
collection are most varied, J the pro- 
totypes of the cireular heavy Inketand, still used, and 
known to many under the old name of “ heads,” 

Athenaura, Feb, 27, 1004, p. 280, 

13. J large, heavy head, out of proportion to 
the body 

A 
body, 

Why, dear did not your especially? 
raid Mr, Greville, "Fenwick: et us retire and iy 
our two Aade together, and live over again the past 
hour, and then bang ourselves. 

Hichardeon, Grandison, L Letter iv. 

—1 car (log’ing-kiir), n. In car-building, 
a car having two trucks which support an un- 
derframe but no floor or car-body. It is used on 
light- and standard-gage roads for logs and lumber. An- 
other type, for narrow roads, consista of a truck 
Pay ing a pivoted for carrying long loge and 
t -poles, the load being supported between two 

logging-wheels Gog'ing wis), n, pl, A pair 
of wheels, usually about 10 feet in diameter, 
for transporting logs, Also called big-wheels, 
katydid, and timber-teheels, 

loggy (log’i), a. [Appar. log! + -y1; but per- 
haps only a variant of logy.) 14. ot strong 
growth; rank: said of a erop.—2. Heavy; 
stiff; sluggish: said usually of movement, 

were beat, however, by their cara, and by their 
Pg them ——— their cheekiness, 

ue, News, Aug., 1847, p. 142. 

log-haul (log’hal), ». In a sawmill, the con- 
waver used to lift i ogs from the water on which 
they float into and thro 
It consists 

t, differentia-~ cars. 

h the mill to the saws. 

bottom. conveye 
log Soated into the open end of the conveyer is 



—— 
yo on the chain and in the spont 
con ped mt mr ge Lee pont until 

it reaches the end of the conveyer; there 
donee leaving the log to be ve te chal — 
— rails, down which it rolls to the saw-carriage. 

capacity Salou is about 1,500 loga in a day, 
logia, Plural of * 
logian, An ending oceurring in theologian and 
some later words that form nouns of agent 

with names of sciences in -logy. Examples 
are theologian (the first of the type), geologian, 
philologian, ete. See * t. 

‘tine 
which Dr. 

taken place in wpe De. Ont patel’ on. 
one book which he supposes to be be! a ah in —— 
Greek, bat which —— EB a. Som — 1s 

—5 with a Ad. and race ot to bom anata Ita 
Priscian. it was 32 in of the Influence of 

Italy after the fall of Constantinople. is week and the 
Latin Stem of Petrua Hiepanus are iden- 
tical; one ia a Li translation of the other. 

Logical Beeregate, sequence, See *aggre- tog 

ipgie? U6 1S'ji'or -zhi), », [D., ¢ F. loge: “ji or - 5 see 
ee, — J a British “Guiana, a shed or hut 
open at the sides. 
logion (log: i-on), n.; pl. logia (-&). [Gr. Adio, 
a 88) Aéyor, & saying, & speech, a word: 
see ®.] A ug maxim, as of a teacher, 
handed down traditionally: = ifieally wu 
with reference to sayings att ed 6 to Jesus, 
Collections of such sayings are supposed to have existed 
in the first century. Fragments — — 
ascribed to the third century or earlier, have been dlscov- 
7 io Egypt. 

store of fragments of literary wo ses 
wht oocur the now well-known “ Logit” or “ Sa 
Our Lord.” Eneye, Brit,, XX 

-logist. An ending forming nouns of — 
used in connection with abstract nouns in 
-logy. Tho formation is mainly English. 

logistic. Ia. 4, too ert : (a) Logarithmic. 
) ertaining — —*ã* mic curve. rt ng 

Tatios or —— 
Il». 2. — curve, See cut under 

logistic, 
log-jack (log’jak), ». Same as *gangway, = 
log-kicker (log’kik’ér), ». In a sdwmill, 
a operated by steam, for sowing 

out of the log-slide upon the log-deek. 
It performs, in a different way, the same work 
as the flipper. 

log-loader (log’lé‘dér), » a sawmill, 4 
device, operated by steam, — at the bottom 

Log-doader. 

@, inclined log-deck of sawmill loge rell down on rails); * saw 
snill-carringe | « log-loader delivenng bog 10 carnage: a, log. 
— with toutes, heiding back neat log; ¢, pivot of 
which loader and stop turn; /, Steam-motor operating Ceesbined 
log loader and stop through piston-rod and connecting-rod | descent 
of piston draws stop dows, allowing log to roll en — a 
of piston bowers arm of Joades, allowing log to refl down to car- 
riage and isterpesing @top to check advance of next log; g, roller 
comreyer removing plaaks from saw, plank passlag under lowder ; 
A, gearing operating live roller, 

of the log-leck, which selects one log ats time Loja bar! 
from the mass of logs on the deck and delivers 
it to the saw-carriage. 

logodndains (log-6-ded ‘a-Ins), 1. logo- 
dali (-li). (Gr, hoyodaidasoc, ¢ # drome 
+ daidadoc, skilied.] One who is eunnin 
words. X. E. D, 
logogrammatic (log’6-gra-mat’ik), a. [logo- 
non + -atic (cf. grammate).) Of or relating 
to logograms. 

logograph (log’é-graf), v. t. [logegraph, n.] 
© print with logotypes, 

a, Of or rejat- tu 2@ogriphic —— eit ik), 
ing to 
logola (16 a, © n. an Adyoc, word, 
xg rote —— i for words 
or verbal truth ae 

—— — og’é-lept), “AE ny Aéyor, word, + 
ne who has a mania for using 

—— in —— striking senses. N. 
F. Independent, June 8, 1899 (quoted). 

logology (\s- wath gale (Gr . oc, the Logos, 
-hoyur, ( 2éyerw, speak.) octrine of the 

A logomachist. 
—— a. [logomach-y + 

-¢,) —— by logomachy or verbal 
fencing. Biometrika, April, 1903, p. 321. 
ogomachical (log-¢-mak‘i-kal), a. Same as 

meachic. 
a m’a-kiz), t. 4, ret. and 

pp. f ogomachse pp yee Bethe BL To en- 
gage in ta vovual fencing or a war of words. 
logomania, ». 2, A form of mental unsound- 
ness characterized by excessive garrulity. 
logomaniac (!og-6-mii‘ni-ak), n. (Gr. Adyor, 
word, + E, isles] ‘Une One ‘who is insanely 
devoted to words rather than ideas. 
The customa af those lego-ma word bi 

Hi. Green, —— — the ie Emblem Writers, rm 

logoneurosis (log’§-nj-ro’sis),n. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
, Word, + venpor, nerve, * -oni8. J Anerv- 

— s disorder which impairs’ the enunciation of 

1 (l a-thi), mn. [Gr. Adyoc, word, 
agopathy (ion A defect (3 speech due to 
cerebral disease, Baldwin, Dict. of Philos, and 
Psychol., IT. 30. 

logerthen. ( Mu. (Gr, Adyor, word, + 
poia, oJ (eed onnad ty an ra upidity of 
sprees. —8 Diet. of Philos. and | Pere. - 

a rule (log‘rél), », 1. Same as + ~seale,— 
. A graduated stick for measuring t 6 diam- 

Log-tule. 

eters of logs. The number of board-feet in 
logs of a diameters and lengths is shown 
on the stick, 
log- canner — n. An Australian bird 

the genus Orthonyxr, formerly considered as 
related to the lyre-berd, but now placed in that 
heterogeneous group the Timeliide. There are 
about half a dozen Species, © the type of the ge- 
nus being 0. spinicauda hey are almost as 
large as sparrows, and have large feet, straight 
elaws, and a spiny tail, whence the name spine- 
tail, —— big to them 
log-slide (log’slid) ‘g & sawmill, a long, 
harrow wooden ¢ — ths 3 which logs are 
drawn by a chain. It le from the place 
where the logs are floating or lying up to the 
log-deck. 

-logue. plAlso -log, -loge; ME. -loge (in cata- 
loge); F. -logue, ¢ Ch: logus, < Gr. AC OT 
the: verb stem (in some cases a separate word 
Aéyoc) in composition.] An element in several 
words from the Greek, as analogue, catalogue, 
decalogue Sales, duologue, epilogue, prologue, 
Tt occurs also (inetend of doger or feist) in some obso- 
lescent tions of persons, related to abstract nowns 
eed an a coer astrologue, philologue, Sinologue, 

— ‘log’ wi), », Same as *gangway, 4. 
logw: n.—Cream of & concentrated 
liquor extracted from om! chips, used for x panchoning 
leather. C, 7. Davis, Manuf. of Leather, p. 60, 

loi (16’ 8), 2 (Hawaiian.] A taro-patch; an 
artificial ond where taro is cultivated, 

Same as Lora bark (which see, 

Lonchopisthus 

lokaétin a (18s ¢-tin), n, [loka(in) = «tt + 
-in?,] -brown compound, CgHgOs, 
prepared * the action of dilute acids” on lo- 

lokain 52 [toka(o) + -in?.) A giu- 
eoside, C 2* 7, found | in lokao, or Chinese 
— a alte prepared in China from = buck- 

Ehemene utilis and R. 
— (l6-kan‘ik), nm. [loka(o)nic. Noting 
an — — — pulverulent crystalline 
com Oo), prepared by the action 
of wy poy on lokaonic acid. It assumes a- 
bronze luster when rubbed. 
lokao (16-kii’6), m. [Chinese luh kao, green 
— e wafers wrepared in the province of Che- 

ng: luh, green ; nee, fs fat, grease, — 
A green dyestuff of Chinese origin, obtaine 
from a decoction of the bark of Rhamnus 
chlorophorus and R. utilis, a —— by pre- 
cipitation asan aluminium lake. Ithasbeen used 

dyera, but is now Inid aside in favor of the 
artificial coal-tar colors. Also called Chinese green and 
green indigo, 
—e (16-kii-on‘ik), a. [lokao + -n- + -ie.] 
Roting an acid, s dark blue-black compound, 
Cas Hast 49007, constituting the coloring-matter 
of lokao. 
lokaose ‘(16’kij-08), n. [loka(o) + -ose.] An 

tically inactive sugar, CgHy90g, formed b 
action of dilute acids on lo onie acid. 
tallizes in — 

t 

@ (lol’ —— t. — * = Pp. 
Lollardized, ppr. -ize.} 
To think or act with yr ig. [onere 

lolling-bit (lol’ing-bit), ». A bit with a de- 
viee attached at the center of the mouthpiece 
to ——— the horse’ tongue from pre rotruding 
from his mouth or getting over the bit. 
lollop (lol‘op), ». (lollep, v.] A sprawl; ao 

n, ([Englishmen’s Iol-shraub (lol-shrob*), 
shrdb, ‘red wine’: see shrub?,) 

* for — hill, ridge, slope, < oma? (16° n a ope, 
lomo, loin, bac, ri nd — t tanden telat ae 
loin,} In Span te countries, a minor 
hill or Adare 's @ foo! 
The vegetation (of Pern] diminishes and varies as soon 

as the coast is ir left bela tnd and and the foothills or lomasof the 

Nat, Geog. Mag,, Aug., 194, p. 315. 

Lomanotida agar tog lah ye _ pl DNL, 
< Lomanotus + -idx. family of nudi- 
—— gastropods avinga stuglike bod ees? 
the dorsum prominent, undulating or lo 
with one row of small cerata, no tentacles, 
and the rhinophores much foliated. It con- 
tains the single European genus Lomanotus. 
Lomanotus (16-mi-no’tus), mn, (NL. ¢ Gr. 
doue, fringe, + varoc, back.] The typical and 
con genus of the family Lomanotida. Vérany, 
1 

Lomatium (10-ma‘ shium), w. (NL. 8 
1819), in allusion to the win surrounding 
fruit; <¢ Gr. Auuéreov, dim. of 2Gua, the border 
ofa robe, a fringe.) <A genus of dicotyledon- 
ous plants belonging to the family Apiacer. 
They are nearly or quite acaulescent perennial hertss, 
with fusiform or tuberous roots, lobed or dissected leaves, 
and yellow, white, or purple Sowers. The genus differs 
from Peteedanum, to which it has sometimes been re. 
ferred, in its acaulescent habit, weually single umbels, 
and in the absence of astylopodiam. About @ species 
are known, all natives of the drier —— — of * 
North America, The roots of several, 
of bisewit-roof, were eaten by the Indians ae eee early 
settlers. Soe eorish?, 

Lombardesque (lom -biirsiesk’),a. [Lombard 
+ -exque.] Having ‘the characteristics of 
Lombardic art, especially architecture. 
Lombardian (lom-blir’di-an), a. Same as 
Lombardic. 
Lombardism (lom‘birslizm), n. Lombard 
+ -1sm.| An idiom characteristic of Lombardy 
be the Lombardic dialect. 

entariaceous (l6-men-ti-ri-i'shius), a. Be- 
Toning to the family of seaweeds Lomentari- 

lomita (16-mé’ti), mn. [Sp., dim. of loma, a 
under bark), d In 8 NA: i tries, loka (16°Ka), ». [Skt. Joka, an open space, — i ed tn Spanish-American countries, a 

place, a region a division of the universe, & Lon. An abbreviation of London. 
world. ] In Hindw philos, -» & division of the Lonchiurus (long-ki-a" rus), x (NL. < Gr. 

universe; aworld, The three chief Jokas or divisions Abyxm, & spear, + oipa, tail.) A genus of 
are heaven, the oHrat the tern ie uate warticuiaty ae Sei@noid fishes found from the West Indies 
plied to seven superior worlds inhabited b oy Auitorent to Guiana. 
onders of beings, which, beginning with Ahir-iota, the Lonch us (long-ké-pis’thus), n [NL., 
earth, rise in succession one above the other ec the 
lower world, and culminate in Satya-lota, or Brahma- 
loa, the abode of Brahmé and the superior deities. 
Baddhism adopted a similar classification. 

€ Gr. 40777, spear, + dro, at the back.) A 
nus of fishes of the family Opisthognathide, 

each only from Cuba. 



Lond 
Lond. An abbreviation of London. 

ensian (lun-di-nen‘si-an), a. 
Londinensis, € Londinium, London.] 
characteristic of London. 

Hie feels them big; he thinks them human in their 
bulk; they are Londinensioen, 

G. Meredith, One of oar Conquerors, L 

or 

Londinian (lun-din’i-an), a. [NL. *Londin- 
janus, ¢ L. Sestiniens Lonkin’ Of or per- 
taining to London: in geol., sameas * Ypresian. 
London-lace (lun’dun-lis), », The reed ca- 
nary-grass, Phalaris arundinacea, Also lady’s- 
laces, bride’s-laces, 

. Bee *partioular. Lon 
long". . 4, 9, Having a long time to run 
before maturing: as, a long bill; long (com- 
mercial) paper.—10, Well- or over-supplied : 
as, to be long in some commodity or stock, 
Bee long of stock, under long!.—tong and short 

long odds, train, vacation. Hore, 

“ie uong distance telephone, Seo wtelephone. 
fom Longs shorta, cards trimmed at differ- 

ent lengths, so et ieee, ent te a sharper 
a postion of the pack and leave a known cant 

top of Uie cut; also used in blind hookey, so that 
dealer may a high card, 

longbeak, =. 2, Any butterfly of the family 
Lybytheide: so called from their very long, 
appressed, beak-like palpi. 

long-butt (iéng’but), ». The longest of four 
cues emplored in English billiards. It was also 

io employed merican gates until tables were redaced 
size from 6x 12 to 64 x 11 foet and then to 5 x 10 fect as 
the standard. 

(lonj),®. An abbreviated form of mas- 

long-ell (léng’el), n. A coarse woolen cloth 
made in long pieces. 

of Yorkshire lastings and long-ells, 
aa uanon todry. Geog, Jour. (RG. ay Ke 

. Bee *payl, 
fongevtty ver. n, — name given 
to Caprodon longimanus, a serranoid fish found 
in Australian waters. 

(léng’hed),», In anthrop., one who l 
is dolichocephalons, 

long-hop (ling’hop), a. Same as *long-hopper. 
long-hopper (léng’hop*ér), ». In cricket, a 
ball bowled or thrown so that it reaches the 
batsman or wicket-keeper after a long flight 
from the piteh.—Rank long-hopper, a ball bowled 
mach short of the proper length, 

horn, *. 4 An English breed of cattle 
with long, drooping horns. They are large 
and rather elumsily built, but are good beef 
eattle and fair milkers. In the United States 
the name is also applied to the long-horned 
Texas cattle, now almost entirely replaced 
by breeds with shorter horns.—6, An old in- 
habitant, shrewd and knowing. [Slang, west- 
ern U. 8.) 

There was a big chict the an old J 
called Abraham, si his ir ole —— Tope 
boy 8 att — 38 — woman's kid, not a 

* NV. Y. Times, May 28, 1006, 

long-house (ling’hous), a. A house of great 
length, particularly a communal dwelling of 
the Iroquois and of other North American 
tribes, or a communal house of the natives of 
Borneo. 

This paper contains a detailed account of the life In a 
Kayan Aouse in Sarawak, 

Geog. Jour, (R. G. &), XL 106, 
longicone, a. II, ». A long straight or slightly 
curved —— shell with a slow rate of 
growth, as in Orthoceras, 

longicostate (lon-ji-kos’tat), a. [L. longus, 
long, + costa, rib, + -atel.] Having long ribs, 
as the wings of insects, 

longilabrous (lon-ji-ld’brus), a. [L. longus, 
long, + labrum, lip, + -ous.) In entom., hav- 
ing a long labrum. 

longing-mark (ling‘ing-miirk), a. A birth- 

longigalaial (loeeey' ste), @. (h. long palatal (lon-ji-pal’i-tal), a. [L., longus, 
long, + palatum, palate, + -all,] Same as 
—— baron turner, - m 
ongi (lon-ji-pal’pat), a. [L. longus, 
om bi palpus ; -ate},) In entom., hav- 
ing long palpi. 

te (lon-ji-ped’it), a. [L. longipes 
(ped-), long-footed (applied to insects, and so 
in effect equivalent to ‘long-legged’), < longus, 
long, + pes (ped), foot, + -atel.] In entom., 
having long legs, 
longitarsal (lon-ji-tir’sal), a, In entom., hav- 
ing long tarsi. 

longitude, ».—circie of longitude. See seircie,— 
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tude rime (navt.), a mnemonic couplet for neming 

tude when working a chronometer sight. 
rune aa follows : 

Greenwich time best faboad}, longitude went ; 
Greenwich time least [behind], lougitade east. 

Longitude star, term used to denote certain Uy 
stars which have boon selected for uae in determining the 
longitude by the method of lunar distances —now nearly 
obsilete, — Mean longitude. See *imeant, 

tudinal, a,— Longitudinal aberration, 
. i eaberration, Wmagnetization, —_ 

Il, ». In iron ship-building, one of the fore- 
and-aft members in the framing of a cellular 
double bottom, consisting of a plate, an inner 
angle-bar by which it is connected to the 
inner bottom, and an outer angle-bar i which 
it is connected to the outside plating. In war- 
ships, the plate and inner bar are usually con- 
tinuous; in merchant vessels the plate and 
both bars are more frequently worked inter- 
eostally between the frames, Also called lon- l 
gitudinal frame, See cuts under double *bot- 
tom, 

long-jack (léng’jak), n. The Queensland yel- 
low weed, —S cease Bee Flinder- 
sia and yellow-wood. [Australia.] 
longjaw (léng’ja), m. 1. A fish, the “lake 
See ee res prequatians, found in the 
Great Lakes.—2, A fish of the genus Tylosurus ; 
a garfish. 
long-jawed (ling’jid), a. Extended; long- 
drawn: said of a long-winded person or a great 
talker; also (naut.), of a i that has been 
stretched out until its lay is lengthened. 

long- a, 2. Ha a great draft of 
water: said of a vessel of great length, or 
long in comparison with its beam. 

long-legs, ». 2, The European stilt, Himan- 

cagmyndian (10 in‘di-gn), a. [Longmynd -tain’di-gn), a. 
(see def.) + briny In Bag. pool; notise 3 
series of sedimentary strata, constituting 
Longmynd ridge in Wales, which are assumed 
to be oF Cambrian age. See a group. 
Longobard (long’go-bird), n. and a. i 
Longobardus, in pl. Longobardi; see Lombard}, ] 
I», A Lombard. 

II, a. Of the Longobards or Lombards; 
Longobardian. IL. x. In goot ‘etek 

bardian, a. a, yO sion 
of the pelagic Trias in the Mediterranean 
basin equivalent to the Upper Norie or the 
Wengen beds and constituting one of the 
lower —— * the kt ne Aa Be 

(long-g6- ), a. Same as 
Lombardice, — 

long-pated (léng’pé*ted), a. Same as long- 

Long-range forecast. See */forecast, 
longshucks (léng‘shuks), ». The loblolly-pine, 

— (léng’slévz), », In Austral -sleeves “slévz), n, In Australia, a 
— slender drinking-glass; also, the drink 
——— e —— #& glass, “er 4 

oon (léng’spin), n. In golf, » wooden 
elu J a Mog’ lotted, face and a shaft 
slightly longer than a baffy-spoon, See cut at 
*haffy-spoon. 

lo n— Painted longspur, Smith's longepur, 
r ries ‘pictua, a bird foun the interior of North 
Amertes ; so named from ita black, white, and yellowish 
markings 

longstone (léng’stén), ». A menhir. 
long-timbers (ling’tim‘bérz), n. pl. Naunt., 
timbers in the eant-bodies which reach from 
— — to the head of the second fut⸗ 
tock. 

long-tom (léng’tom), », In Sydney, a name 
ren to Tylosurus feror, a species Oe 
which has both jaws prolonged to form a 
slender beak. £. F. Morris, Austral English. 
longueur (ling-gér’), mn. [F., ¢ long, long.] 
Something that is long-drawn-out and tedious, 
as & passage in a book. 

Longwy enamel, pottery. See Cluny *enamel, 
*pottery. 
lonja (lén‘bii), ». [Sp., a shop, warehouse, 
exchange, orig. a booth or shed, = Pg. leja = 
FP. loge, E. lodge, ».) In Sp. areh., a publie 
building — corresponding to the English 
exchange or the French bourse: often an im- 
portant architectural monument, 

Lonsdaleia (lons-dii-lé’yi), n. [NL., ¢ Lons- 
dale, a local name,] A genus of fossil corals 
belonging to the family Cyathophyllidge, It con- 
sists composite coralla the corallites of which are 
charmeterized by « lance columella composed of vertically 
rolled Inmelia and an tnterior dissepimental wall. The 
genus is very characteristic of the Carboniferous rocks. 

loom-race 

loa Bong nee Tame we 
loofa, loofah — n, The sponge-gourd, 

a 

several objects with the eye to ascertain if 
ey are in alinement, such as in the Hning up of the 
yore ~To look up, (a) Said of aship when, by 

e —s of the wind, it fs enabled to point closer to 
the paint of ita destination. (6) To cheer ap; take cour. 
age. (c) To advanee; improve: as, business is looking 
up. ] 

looker-ont (luk’ér-out’), ». In faro-banks, the 
rson who sits at the dealer's right hand and 

sees that all bets are properly taken and paid. 
look-in (luk’in), mn. 1. A hasty look or glance; 
a short stay.—2. A chance of success, 
(Sporting slang.} Bell's Life. . 

bush, the bush karanu, G 
e: called trom ite shining leaves. Looking -glase ore, 

ores, 

cookout, ». 6, In car-bwilding, a glazed clear- 
8 on the roof of a caboose, designed to 
enable the train-hands to obtsin a clear view 
over the tops of the cars in a train. 
lookout-platform (luk’out-plat’férm), mn. A 
small platform built high up on the forward 
side of the foremast for the use of the lookout; 
a crow’s-nest. 

Same as 

Luffa Luffa. See Luffa, 
look! v. —— look out of wind (naut.) the act 

mh 

lookont’s-nest (lak’outs-nest), ». 

In mining, a receptacle for ore- 
wash 

crow's-neat, 
lool (lu), ». 

loom}, n Crompton loom, a power-loom, for — w· 

ing fancy designs, having a’ socalled “head tection” 

Crompton -Kuowles Loom. 
@, head-motion for operating the harmesses or warp-threads; 4, 

tack for vestaiming the warp pattern-chain: ¢, shuttle-boxes; d, 
Ppicker-stick; ¢, breast-beam; J, take-up; g, cloth. soller, 

mechanism for ralaing and lowering the harnesses at 
will by means of levers operated upon by # pattermn- 
chain consisting of shifting rollers or pega: invented b: 
Willam Crompton in 1837,—Orogs-border Jacau 
loom, a Jacquard loom built to weave handkerchtete 

bornfered fabrics with the least number of 
carda— Northrop loom, an automatic loom invented 

Northrop Loom, 

@, hopper with cops of yarn; 4, harness: «. ¢, pecker-aricks, 

by James H. Northrop and acce a4 a practical suc- 
cess in 1885 Its advent established a new epoch in 

Ite — — = tte * 
supplying w e ranting 

ry 5 bent- 

wer-loom wearin: 
Fg automaticall 

ng wee ann a be cued — u we hb Weny eet con) 
alr acting on the forward m ion of the slay. 

1,v, t, 2. To put into or adjust in a loom. 
—To loom the warp or web, to make ready the warp, 
or web, fn a loom for wea irae. 
loomed (limd), p. a. Made in a loom. 
loomer (1i’mér), », In weaving, one who takes 
the warp as it comes from the taper and pre- 
pares it for the loom, 

loom-race (liim‘ris),n, The raceway or track 
over which the shuttle is thrown in a loom, 



loom-weight 

loom-weight (lém’wat), a. A weight used in 
primitive looms to stretch the warp; fre- 
—— found in excavations. 
One small tomb containing only red ware and a dis- 

coldal Loom weight, 
yres, in Jour, Hellenic Stadlea, XVIL 143, 

loon?,». 2. A name used locally for several 
very ‘different birds: in England, for some of 
the grebes, ineluding the large Podiceps eris- 
tatus and the little dabchick, P. minor; by 
sailors often in the form loom, for the murre, 
S— arra, 

n, 2, In brachio: The — 
4 support of the Drachia which —— vartons boop-Lik 
—* in the Terebratulida, a superfamily of the brachi- 
ome. *) The “opine b = pal = sh a 
en ane or —— ine, aroun 

—* the t ‘*! — os Fehery the w 1 te low mare) 
eye of a bowstring, which ia alipped over and hel: a the 
neck when the bow fs strung. (m) A recurved sand-spit 
which, having the form of a hook, 

ins the —* on aclosel curve. Chamberiin and 

7. th phys. oy that region, in a standing wave 
system, for which the amplitude of vibration 
is a maximum: opposed to nede, which is the 
region of zero ome itude.— Binocular loop, an in- 
strument Saute tee loops whose felis of view ac- 

y superpose, giving a ifcation of about four 
diameters: used in the examination of epecimens.— 

loop, Same as Flemish eve (which see, ander 
1),— ot te uriniferous tubules 

in the kidneys which are turned upon themselves, forming 
*— See magnetic *loop.— 

loop, nerve fbers which pass between the lem 
niseus and lenticular nucleas. — the area 

rent eirouit. — In brachiopod = sbetla, one of = Le 

the delicate calcareous —— the form of a 
loop, Lf ince erie to the caloarenas 
wm either side of the base of the latter and the 
——— askeleton.— Trail-wheel a 

, —— of ⁊ fleld-carriage Into which the wheel 
oon e. x ya dae eae bea bak mavtaan af eae 

eS —- 72 se, te ew bn, the inner side of 
* path or track set vertically: origtnally in a car 

rifugal rail 
way. of 7* such « loop formed 
at the an ineli 

speed around the loop. About 1000 the feat waa re- 
vired, and was caged Bree fo ele Fry end 

* — the rider leaped the ans Lone was removed 
o Tn 1006 this feat t was successfully per- 

far ty a rome woman inan antomobile. Other variations of 
the act have follo wed. See #antobolide. 

+ Humphrey's Walks tn London, — 
: “First a pail of water, next a hun- 

spat, 0 the weight unmoved, and “thie attendant unin ured, 
h he passed round a head over 4, 

ace sr (a ed — at the rate... of a 
X. and Q., 0th ser., “X. 308. 

loop-bolt, . 2. Naut,, the bolt which passes 
through 6 loop and the lugs of the carriage 
when a howitzer is secured in position. 

loop-cut (lép’kut), ». The puncturing of a 
surface followed bya b creas-out 80 as — 
apiece. Also ms od retrosection, 

looper? (1é° 
(see nay tang 
size, 
— ag A (loop) + -ful.] In * 

he amount of liquid which ean be held loosish (lds‘ish), a. 
within the loop of platinum wire used ror 
transferring cultures. 

looping (15 ing), m In metal,, the runnin 
together or fusing of ore when heated for cal- 
cination. 

loop-lace (lip‘lis), » 

ornament formed of — 
loop-pin (lip’pin), », The pin that holds the 
wheel of a howitzer in place, 

loop-plug (lép‘plug), . In teleg., a device for lophine (lof’in) 

loose, v. t. 

loose-shaft (lis‘shaft), m. 

loosestrife, 

1. A lace which has lop5 (lop), » 
& ground of very ‘fine net.—2. A braided lop-comb (lop’kém), » 
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is —— commonly used 
in this sense.—12, In incoherent, as 
unconsolidated sands. Seite, Text-book of 
Geol. (4th ed.), p. 138.—13. Tn coal-mining, 
free at the ends or aiden: applied to a working- 
place when the coal has been previously mined 
on both sides: as, loose at one end, loose at one 
aide, « ete. = a + -yedhmieclahaens, hence, the 
best to discard. 

blood. The word 

IL ». 5. In’ Ru Soot-ball, that part of 
the play in which the ball travels freely 
from player to as distinguished from pl re a 
the scrimmage. D—6, In mining, the 
end of a shift. Also looving-time. When the 
workmen * the pit is said to be ‘loosed 
out.’ [Eng.J—7. In archery: (a) The act 
of solonsing the bow-string and discharging 
the arrow, (b) The mode of eigen this 
act, which differs among di t peoples. 
In the primery or Anger-and-thumb loose 
is Liege by the finger and thamb and pulled hack 
again bow, The —⸗ ñ— 

—— 
and string pon by & oO tingers, — 

thon without the sid’ ay ec In the M 
loose the string is drown 7 * thumb, — the 
aid of a drawl ng-ring. 

fin the first three fi a finger-' Gy ree 
— ——— on the —— dane In the 

in bulk; not made up in any particular shape 
in the loowe.— Keen 

archery. ai rout ferenythion; ounepens’ for an j {ona + ‘one 
loose keel." gals 

5. In archery, to release (the bow- 
string) after the bow is drawn, thus dis- 
charging the arrow.—To loose for sea, to loose satis 
for ge ander At sonst ot paskets, etc., and have the 
sails t ready for 

loose-fall (deta. ». <A lost opportunity for 
harpooning a whale. 

A barbed He 
head which fits into a socket of the foreshaft 
and which becomes detached when it strikes 
the game. 

nh. Bulb-| loosestrife, 
machia terrestris, of eastern N America, nl 
times bears no flowers, bat ius peculiar balblete in the 
axils ¢ the —— the mone 
wort, Liwimachkia Numi “.~-Pringed joosestrife, 
Meitoneina ** ot North —— t is chewed, 
Telated to the ovate leaves an 
strongly ciliate ——3———— Lyth- 

yen, of the Old id, naturalized in both 
North and South America, It ts sometimes called 

'y.—Southern , Steironema tonsum, of 

[gemma —— tive in Amertcs yal ia punctate, ventive me4rtcn 
fron Nova Scotia to New Jersey.— 
——— anys Bethe wale we wll States. I 

— Fo es pent gy a ee ty Lysimae —* 
ent under loosestrife,— loosestrife, L —* 
rum 552 of eastern North ao It haa’ 

In archery, 
angled stern 

hand (18’sing-hand), ». 
the hand which looses the bowstring in dis- 

t —— 

loose ; ne toward looseness. 
lop> (lop), t, 4; pret, and pp. lopped, ppr. 
= —— Vageely imitative, and associated 

ence *loppy3,] To break in 
—— —2* waves, 

{lop5, v.] A short, ‘loppy’ sea. 
In poultry, a comb 

at turns over to one tide, This may be a merit 
ora defect, according to the breed or sex. Diack 
— (arcs a. Capone © Oe keene 

Appar. ¢ Gr. Adder, a 
“a 8 orless, feebly basic ** + ~ine?. connecting or disconnecting a loop-cireuit; o 

loop-swite compound, 
loop-stitch ‘(lop’ stich), m1. In needlework, NHCC,H; 
an open stitch through which the needle draws CgH,C < 5 P 
the thread and leaves a loop on its way to the N CCgH; 
next stitch.—2. A stitch with loops; a kind 
of fastening stitch, 
loop-switch (lip’swich), n. In teleg., a switch 
which introduces a loop into the main circuit 
or disconnects it. See switch, 2 (b). 

loor (liir), ». [Also loore, lore, lure, lower, ete. ; 
origin aud normal form unknown,] Foot-rot. 
(Prov. Eng.) 

Loor, Loo, Lo, M. Sare on a cow's hoof. 
Gloucestershire Glossary, 1800. 

loose. Ia. 11. Inchem., not combined with 
anything else: as, carbon dioxid loose in the 

by the distillation of hydrobenzamide; 
—* on limidazol ©, Itorystallizes in slenderneodles, 
melts at 275° C., and boils at a high temperature without 
deoom position. 

oderm (16’fi-j-dérm), n.  [Gr.Adgiov, dim, 
of Aigor, a crest, + dépua, skin.) The fold 
which forms the beginning of the vertical fins 
in the development of fishes. 
The abdominal region comprises a short stretch of bod: 

between atri and anus, the termination of the all · 

rsa Tepenst of the laghtederss or uecdign Senge. ve on ie erm or median tin-ays- 
namely the ventralfn. Beye. Brit, XX. 880. 

loose + -ish).] Rather calcareous 

lophophorine 
lophiodermic (16’fi-j-dér’mik), a, Of or per- 
taining to the nue * * 
The median “lophiodermic raphe ™ of the limbs consti- 

tutes a sufficient apparatus got eappent te atest of the re- 
generation of the cord. — fibrous peural 
and sortic canals are — with the they in- 
close, to supply the of the missing or to regen- 
erate It, Jour, » Micros. Soc, Feb, 1006, p. a5. 

lophiodontons (16"fi-d-don’tus), a. [Gr. Jégov, 
crest, mane, bristled back, + ddore (dtorr-), 
wig oy Having hairy or bristly teeth. 

Laphioras —— n. +, NL, <Gr. Aégiov, 
crest, der. pnus of fishes of 
the tamil ily ——— Weve in rather deep 
waters of China and Ja and off Panama. 
It is allied to the qoeee-fiah | (Lophius), but has 
fewer vertebre. 

[Gr. Addoc, lophocaltrop (16-f6-kal’ im 
erest, + - ealtop.) —— sponge- 
Bis tpl in = all of the rays are branched. 

Seay (emer — n antaro avi a e 

‘eth a + tenphoes hulie. 

lo hocephalus (16-f5-sef’g-lus), n. INL., ¢ ‘Gr. 
» head In anthrop. “y 

head ¢ or —— —* a sagittal crest, 
19 al 06. ote" kal), a. [Gr. Adgor, erest, 
—— — — ertaining to or char- 

———— by — 
The second stage of i what a of the media 

system of Ichthyopsida is what I have called — 
when it consiata of com or exceptionally of dis: 
continuous fold, which . snot include Permanent nv 
bat may at about close of this phase contain 
—— ~ —32* eae 

Ryder, in Rep. U. 8 Fish Com., 1884, p. 987, 

lophoserey 16’f§-sér-si), mn. [ Gr. Adgor, crest, 
abun. aby + ~y3.] ‘Ad merate or em- 

-fin elements 

NL. lophocomus.] 
» Races of Man, 

NL., ¢ Gr. 
n anthrop., 

bryonic — of the ca 
by ¢ertain fis 

1 — 
* the lephoacenl. Deni 

we = (16-fok’6-mi), v. pl. 
, crest, tuft, + néuy, hair.) 

races of man with tufted hair. 
Ulotriches ae 2* (Tufted) : 

uan⸗ Keane, Ethnology, p. 1 

lo hoderm (15'-dérm) an, [Gr. Addor crest, 
tena, akin.) In ichth., a crested oF spiny 

Lophodermi am (lé-f “ye mi-um), m. [NL. 
(Chevallier, 1826), ¢ Gr, Aooc, crest, + Afpyo, 
skin.] A genus of ascomycetous fungi of the 
family Hi atacesx, whick resemble Hy- 
* ut have filiform uniseptate spores. 

Pinastri le a species common on —— causing 
a Bee — Wy, ih a, LG 

ogaster (10-f6-gas’tér) Ine T. 
— crest, poortip, belipe) ] “fee typical 

genase of the family rida. Tt contains 
ut one species, LL, tf; known = from the North 

Atlantic and the South Atlantic, but not from intermedi- 
ate positions, . vite Inca, 

, Cerato- 

bius aig — be {NL., ¢ Gr. 
Aogoc, crest, + NL. gobius *5 ‘A genus of 
gobioid fishes found in West Indian waters, 
the head having a fleshy crest. 

hophora (1l6-fof’d-rii), ». [NL. (Coulter, 
), < Gr, Aégor, tuft of hair, + gopdc, bear- 

4 A genus of plants of the family Cactacex. 
There fs but one species, L, Williameii, a native of south- 
western Texas ona northern Mexico, known to the 
Mexicans as peyote. It has a thick, fleshy subterranean 
stem, the part above groand appearing as a small, de 

|. gTees, spineless cushion, growing singly or a few 
in a cluster and bearing pink flowers. The seedling 
Planta bear spines, bat tire mature plants have none, the 
areole being occupied by tufts soft, white hairs 
The dried tops of the plant are teed by several aborigi- 
nal tribes aa an intoxicant, See *imeseal-lhettena, 

lophophore, nr. 2. A pheasant of the genus 
———** horus; the — pheasant. See 
cut under Impeyan, 
lophophorine (l0-fof’d-rin), n. [NL. Lopho- 

a ( enter, & genus name of cactus, + C 
a ] — colorless, oily, poisonous alkaloid, 

3H,;NO3, vontained in the cactus Lopho- 
33 ata alonium) Lewinii and other species 
of ——e— 
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16’f6-fit), a. [Gr 2 + mon name of various species of fish of thi 28 16’ > 

—8 "ts ey —— ‘ap- SHemilepidotue (which see), especially H. Jordant.— —— ——— a oe = 
pliance, such asa bundle or tuft of spicules, drector.—Lo! ‘appatiant, —— pt oy * — —— —— J er which serves for the attachment of the sponge seded Richard 11. in his rument, ona whem he caper. the action of iodine on metacresol. It is — ta ¢ pathy sor Pee iad afters tril conte tat the ovemment. Bouvier, in medicine as an antiseptic in certain skin- 

0 © (Id-f0-fit” ik), a. [ophoph on ey pe ae d 
ta + ¢ of creation, — 

* racterized by or possessing Lesko. sionens at the British —— who is also a naval lose, ee ge direct! * ya — *— 
tes. officer. ead ’ —Sea Lord. Sam * 

Lophopsetta (15-fo set’A), n. (NL.,<Gr, Adgoc, Naval Lord. fee adinéra iv, 1) — Very “one nod or other eleotrioal — L == the 
creat, + dijrra et 8 "Ag ‘of flounders ‘7 Whom the tenant takes directly, and to w' els existence of hysteresis and of eddy-currents within the 

h ay +} A ReNUS OP MOUNCETS ery tenant, The lord paramount fs not very lord to the fron parts of the machine.—- Utter in marine tn- 
which inhabit the Atlantic coast of the United —tenanta of n meane lord. sure total oun 

States; the window-panes. lord-borough (16rd bar’), n. One — * = structive wtal hoe (whlch ese, under sonstructtod). 
Lophoserid# (16-f6-ser’i-dd), on. pl. [NL., @6si-manorial rights certain Eng’ T- lossenite (los‘’e-nit), n. [G. lossenit (1894) 
< po ence 4° -idz.) A family Pe madre. .oughe, N. E. D. named after Professor C. A. Lossen of Berlin. 
porarian corals consisting of simple forms lord-farmer (lord‘fiir’mér),». One who holds A mineral near scorodite in form, but consist- 
with the wall neither perforated nor echin- ® ¢piscopal manor by @ rent paid to the ing of lead sulphate and ferric arseniate with lated tai ore bishop. N. E. D. water: from Laurium, Greece. 
amo — oe g ———— lordotic (lér-dot’ik » a (lordosis {-ot-) + -ie. lost, p. 24 — or pore in marine ineuranee, a 
and Pachyseris. "Pertaining to or a ected with lordosis ; cans phruse in a policy signifying that the risk is assumed 

Lophoseris (16-[6-88’ris), ». (NL. (Edwards _by lordosis : as, lordotic curvature. a nde mana dts oy Ngee Lh ef nah 
and Haime, 1849), ¢ Gr, Adgoc, crest, + orpec lord-rectorship (lérd-rek’tor-ship), ». The a ry ti any knowledge or information at 
onprxa), silks.) The typical genus of the family office of Lord Reetor of a Seottish university, the fact not equally known or available to the other-— 
—— — See Lord * Rector, The lost tribes, See *trite., 

lophospore (10’f5-spdr), ». (Gr. Adgor, crest, lordship, ». 5. In mining, a mineral property. lot, ro ve individual person: usually 
plume, + otopd, * In phyto og., & plant lorenite (16’re-nit), n. A yellow compound, Bh —— —B8 En ie Pera 

os . ; —— = 
whose fruit is provided with a plume, usually Oc 9 HNL SOgH, prepared by the action of Tam a bed lot, “Mrs, Humphry Ward, Marcella, iv. 5. 344. 

gt ag rent a to Aivemiantien. — on 5-hydroxyquinoline-8-sulphonic acid. lotage (lõꝰ tũs), n. [Lotus +-ase.] A ferment 

lophotrisme 16t0-tr'6n),n. (Gr. 266, crest, And decomposes above 310° Gee ns Ment found in the plant Lotus arabiows 1 decompo 
Tpiawa, trident.) ‘Same as lophocaltrap, lorenzenite (lé-ren’ze-nit), n. [Named after — 

lophotrichic (16-f6-trik’ik), a. (Gr, Adgec, crest, J. Lorenzen, a —— of Copenhagen. ] 6-teli), n. [NL., dim, of Lota.] A 
tuft (cilia), + pig (rpry-), hair, + -ic.] Hav- A rare silicate containing titanium, zirconium, ,fenus of gado fishes found in the deep seas. 
ing polar flagella in tufts of two or more, agin and sodium (perhaps Nag(Ti, Zr)gSig0;), oc- lotiform (16’ti-férm), a. II. . 
Spirillum (which see). curring in violet to brown needle-like ortho- cons, totes, + forma, form.) 
— — eo — i.e. rhombie crystals: from southern Greenland. Simi 8 the aap nd — 

and lophotrickte, where they comms in tufts of we w loretine (lor‘e-tin), ». A yellow, very stable, — * pe hs panto hl 
7 8 

wore. oar Manual of Determinative Bacteriol. na ¢FYstalline compound, HOCgH,NI. S03H, pre-and Oriental art. 
eae ared Oy tho action of ine on &hy-+ lotio (lé’shid), », IIIJ A 

lo: chous (\9-fot’ri-kus), a. [lophotrich-fo Sroxyquinoline-b-sulphente acid: used as a ————— a — Having a tuft of several flagella at ounstitute for jodoform. low *iotion.— Lotto nigra. Same 
one end of the body, as certuin bacteria, lorettism (1é-ret‘izm), ». [lorette + ism,] Roei lotion. 

tho dist : Cee eee ee Laphitcickows, aad Amphr. be condition or characteristics of the lorettes. — & Suiak — 
trichous conditions, since one and the same species may | Tho brilliant ball given by the aristoc ot the y maar ‘a1 
have one, two, or more cilia at one or both poles. Parisian lorettes —for even lorettiem has [ta *. or ‘remedy’). — [' ang.) — 

Eneve, Brit, XXVI 52, Poll Mall Gazette, Sept. 9, Bie Pica. Same la 

3 (lop’i), a. [lop5 + -y1.] Short; lumpy: lorica, n. 4, An old name for apes or lute yell — 7— — under 
pee hee —* J J with which vessels were coated in order to * * = . » 
log. Anabbreviation of the Latin loguitur, he protect them when very strongly heated.— lotoflavin (16’té-flav-in), n. 
(or she) speaks, See *loquitur. i) — (a) Same as ania, ©. fObsclete.} A silew colo i matter, 
oquat, .—Native i fusland, Rhoxl e silicious covering of the esof C obtaine the 

a — a sree of the Sarre tabi, Dearing atone = hydroly, : of the jusoside . J— 

fruits about one inch long and yielding a hard, tough Loricati (lor-i-ka’ti), m. pl. [NL.: see lori- lotusin from the leaves of - 

—— TF, head; a piece of cloth, s cate.) A suborder of fishes characterized by Lotus arabicus. 
: bees ~ the development of a bony stay from the sub- lotophagous (16-tof’a-gus), 

nes Taser: See —— by oy — orbital bones backward across the cheek: a, [(r. a teal 6 Lo- 

lus found in the intestines of the diseased commonly known asthe mail-cheeked fishes. = tophagi.] Lotus-eating; perp vien Lotitorm 
insects and in the honey of the hive. lorilet (16’ri-let), n. [Dim. of lory.] Anyone taining to or characteristic oration. 

¥. Lambotte finds that the Bacitlus alvel, described by Of Several small parrots of the genus Cyclop- of the Lotophagi. 
Waison-Cheyne and Cheshire as the cause of the equa sittacusand allied genera, found in New Guinea, lotophagously (16-tof’s-gus-li), adv, In the 

of bees, is merely a variety of the widespread North Australia, and some of the adjacent manner of lotus-eating or of the lotus-eaters. disease 
Baciilus mesentericus. © hacilins occars in healthy j; tes > 

hives, being found in the comb and in the intestinal pred islands. lotur (16 tur), n, Same as lodh-bark, 
tents of the bees. The characteristic appearance of the Lorinseria (16-rin-sé’ri-#), mn, (NL. (Presl, loturidine (1j-ti’ri-din), nm. [lotwr, s form 
diocese L a heenght, about by the budding of the bacillus in 1853), mi for Gustav Lorinser, a Bohemian equiv, to lodh, + -id + -ine?.] A yellowish- 

ie arya. . physician (1811-1863).) A genus of pol i- brown amorphous alkaloid contai in Indian 
’ — — , P. 77 ogous ferns allied to hod seaia fac een! dis- lotur-bark, Sym racemosa. Its solutions 

loquent (lé’kwent), a, [L. —** (loquent-), tinguished by its dimorphous fronds and in mineral acids exhibit a strong blue-violet 
PRs of loqui, speak.] Speaking; that speaks. eonious areolate venation. There ts a single fluorescence, 

¥ ai . species, L. areclata (Woodwardia angustifolia), of loturine (lo'ti-rin), nm. [lotwr + -ine®. A 

loq tly. _ an tae 7 By way of ee uae Ge eee pag gehen ‘* “colorless alkaloid contained in Indian fotar- 
tet At tlie : Ovate-deltald, sterile fronds, much resembling those of bark, Symplocos racemosa, It erystallizes in 
An imposed secretiveness, . . . which comes of an the sensitive fern, and fertile fronds pa wd and stiMy justrous prisms, melts at 234° C., and sub- 

experience of repented tnefliciency to maintain a case in erect, with dark castaneous stipe and and muec : 
on the part of the logwently weaker of the Gontracted pints. ‘The linear suri are borne as in Wood. _ limes. 

G. Meredith, One of our Conquerors, xi. awerdia, lotus, ™.—American lotus, Nelumbo Inter, Seo Ne- 

' tur (lok’wi-tér), [L., 3d pers. pres. ind. lori lor’i-ped),m. (Also loripede; L. loripes  tumbu.— lotus. (b) The sacred lotus, h eltemto 
of logui, — see *loquent, Powtion. } ‘He Cpe —— steel i thong, + pes (ped) ’ a ie ssared loten Lotus Cage. 
(she) speaks’: in plays, a stage direction in- foot.) A bivalve mollusk which has ® very tal cr columm. See *eapital},— Sacred lotus. (a 
dieating that the — named enters aud jong, strap-shaped or vermiform foot, a8 See sacred and lotus, 1, (6) Sretuasbo Neiewnbo, a uative et 

aks: as, Enter Marlitt, loguitwr, Abbre- Luecina. the warmer parts of Asia and of Australia, apparently not 
though long cultivated € often called viated log. loro (10’r3), n. [Sp.,a parrot, a parrot-fish. Cf. * vp — — a auparh plant with lange, chewy 

Loral shield. See *shield. lory.] A Spanish name of different fishes of pial or sometimes white Sowers, It fs very common {i 
lorandite (lor’au-dit), . A rare sulpharsen- the genus Scarus, x po iy i leet 
ide of thallium, TLAsSo, which oceurs ir com- : 
plex monoclinic crystals of @ cochineal-red J0TTY, ™- 3. A trolley for carrying coal, ore, Jotug-bird (lé‘tus-bérd), », The Australian 
color: found with realgar at Allehar, Mace- ete., upon an overhead railway. Also written “jacana, Parra (Hydralector) gallinacea, a small 
donia. > larry. water-bird wi enormously long toes, related 

lord, ». 8, In astrol., a planet that exercises lorum, ™. 2. In entom., same as lore? and to the raila: sonamed from being found about 
dominion: thus, the ruler of the sign or the re, 4. the lotus and water-lily, Its long toes enable 
cusp of the first house in a nativity is termed lory, ». 2, In Africa, the white-crested tura- it to run over the leaves of the water-lilies. 

lord. of the ascendant or of the geniture. See koo, Twracus corythaiz or T. albo-cristatus, one Jotusin (16’tu-sin), n. [Irreg. ¢ lotus + -in®,] 
lord of the ascendant, under ascendant, 1.—®, of the ees probably so called on A yellow glucoside, CagH;gOj9N, contained 
{A unning use, resting upon Gr, Zopdde, bent Becount of its green color and high crest, jn “Lotus arabicus, a poisonous leguminous 

cward.} Abunehback. (Slang.]—Asalord Which suggest a parrot. lant indigenous to Egypt. It yields hydro- 
or like a lord, in a su lative = a i condition lose-ont (liz‘out), n. In sero, a card that loses —— acki, — and lotoflayin when 
noted : as, to live like a ford, to live ln luxury; drank 44 the last time out of the box. hydrolyzed. 
lord, Star Gavi lord. soe toind—trish lords com. logong, ». See *usong. lotus-lily (16’tus-lil’i), n. See *liy. 



lou 748 lubberland 
lou (16 or lou), ». [Chin.] In China, a two- ‘good gracions!’] An exclamation of sur- Loxoceras (lok-sos’g-ras), ». [NL., ¢ Gr. 
story house, or the upper story of such a prise. [Scotch.] 4ogeg, slanting, + xépac, horn.) A genus of 
house; also, a tower, of square or oblong sec- —_Lovenenty me! bat she'll hae gi'en ye anither kind o' a fossil nautiloid cephalopods of the family 
tion and one, two, or three storiea in height, kiss than an auld wife like me, Crockett, Raiders, xxi. Loxoceratide (suborder Cyrtochoanites), in- 
which surmounts # city gateway or ornaments love!, ». 12. In Tasmania, the blue-ereeper, cluding orthoceracones and cyrtoceracones 
the angles of a city wall. Comesperma volubile,— love, lewd practices baving highly nummuloidal central siphuncles 
Ami the later — — — of the tal are the _ between women.—Love all. See lorel, n., % with short and crumpled funnels. It ranges 

sof the great wall, which are built of stone with love-entangle, love-entangled (luv’en- from the Lower Silurian to the Carboniferous, 
Swaps -Kld), n. 1. ‘The wall-pepper or loxodograph (lok-sod’¢-grif), n. (Gr. Aof6s, 
the started buildings dominating the gatewaysand anglea ™MOSsy Stonecrop, Sedum aere.—2, vir- slanting, oblique, + dédcc, way, pndgen, 
of — wall, often used to store arms dnd the ob: gin’s-bower, Clematis — — write.) * apparatus for electrically record- 
serv: ing, Ww! ia aequare iq 

Sr een thee bacaiy med meen swig ot Brome renga Wnteiarl ign, the wetual courve of Saige alow” SW. Bushell, in Scuithaonian Hep., 10M, p. 7 abd H glomerasa 10Xodromically (lok-6-drom’i-kal-i), adr. In 
Lou. An abbreviation of Louisiana, as many-fowered love: & loxodromic curve or line; aceording to 
loubra, ». Same as *lubra. love-hood (luv’htd), m, 1+, Same as lovel, loxodromic rules, 

louche (lsh) a. [F. louche, OF. lousche, <L. *3 8, It was worn by persons in mourning. Loxomma (lok-som’i), x. [NL., < Gr. Aoféc, 
lusca, fem. of luscus, one-eved.] Squinting ; 7 ee ek Seog after three months slanting, oblique, + duye, eye.) A genus of 
not straightforward; sinister. ire. Delany, to Me. Dewes, in Lite, p. 47. WN. E. D. — ge ers ——— the coal-meas- 
There is something fouche about him, which does not 2, A light hood made of silk and gauze, Loxyonema (lok-sd-né'mii), n. L. < Gr 

accord with the abandon of careless intimate intercourse. worn in coloniul days in New York. A. M. Aog de, Stiles cyt ei) a genus ot 
Lady Morgan, Autoblogphy, p. Si N- FP. Parle, Costume of Colonial Times, p. 133, extinct platypodous gastropods of the famil 

lgnden (lon'da), ». [loud +-ent.] L intrans. love-in-a-chain (luv‘in-a-chin’), », The re- Pyramideliide, whieh anve Cexeobad ahalia wit 
To become loud or louder: also tively. flexed stonecrop, Sedum reflerum, arched whorls bearing sigmoid growth-lines 

I can recall, nay, they are present still, love-in-winter ee The pip- and a long a — * ranges Frew the Silu- 
* We Or prince’s-pine, me, ‘ . an to the a is cu a t 

Days tat seem farther off than Homers vow Lovejoy china, Samo as anti-slacery china. jn'the Carboniferous. — 
—— Cathedral, 1 1, love (luv‘li-hed), m. Loveliness; the Joxyonemoid (lok-s6-né’moid), a. [Loronema 

I, trans, To make loud or louder: as, to , quality of being lovely. + -cid.] Resembling or related to ema. 
louden one’s voice. love-me (luv’mé), ». Tho forget-me-not, lexepl us (lok-sof-thal’mus), ». (Gr. 

(logh’én), n. (lough) + -cen, Ir. -in, , Myosotie palustris. , Oblique, + dgGadudc, eye.) Same as 
dim. suffix.) A small lough * "* Jovenite (lov’e-nit), m. Bee *ifvenite. aquint. 

: area. Game J —— love-pea (luv’pé), n. The Indian licorice or Joxotic (lok-sot’ik), a. [Gr. Aoféryr, obliquity 
— pe ant — — The condition 166205" oblique), + ic] Same ax Moric. 

. 5 uv’ ér-li-nes), m. a> 2: . i i 
Louis Philippe porcelain. See *porcelain1. and quality of a lover; loverhoud. G. Mere- loyaliss, | aE —XR — 
loukoum (li-kém’), x. [A French spelling of dith, The Egoist, I. 154. lozenge, 1». spherical lozenge, in geom.. an equa 
Turk. lugim, ® name for various kinds of lover’s-pride (luv‘érz-prid’), n. The heart’s- eral spherical quadrilateral Uraine lozenge, the tri- 
small cake and confections, lit. mouthfuls, pl. ease or ady’s-thumb, Polygonum Persicaria, ar area of the cerebral cortex between the cruciate 
of logma, — —— love-shell (luv’shel), ». A species of Cy $24, Precruciate fissures in certain carnivora, expecially 
lound (lound), a. me as lown?, prea, : dushin : 
loup® * 2. "Axsort of gra ple used in ancient love's-test (luvz’test),n. The plantain-leaved iad (a) of Ladyship ; (b) 
times by the defenders of a fortress to seize rhein me Antennaria plantaginifolia, L. P., L p, An abbreviation of low-pressure. 
and lift a battering-ram and thus prevent its love-vine (Juv’vin),». Any species of dodder [-pigce (ci’pis), m. A piece of metal tubing 
action. (Cusenta), F bent to a sharp turn; an elbow. 
loupe, ». 2. A lens or ing-giass. 1ove-worthiness (luv’wér’vui-nes), x. The J, P*M. An abbreviation of long particular 
Optical Jour., Sept., 1903, p. 381, ’ —— —— of lore. z * — 
Loup beds. *hed1, and foveworthiness of human nature, L. P. 8. An abbreviation of Lord Priry Seal. 
low: — “thd) tg (Samoyed!) Stock- Daily News (Loudon), May 27, 1800. An abbreviation of Lloyd's Register. See 

oo gn ig agate by the ‘Sa. vey (Iuv’i), m. [lovel + -y2.] Love: aterm | Zioyd's and *free-board. 
a worn OY She Sa ‘of affection, used especially to children. L. E.G. P, An abbreviation of Licentiate of 

. You don’t book pretty in {t, lovey, Indeed you don't, the Royal College of Physicians. st tha reo etna Ute Wes st 8 1, BGP. B, An abrevintion of Licentiate on the famoyeds pattern. These models have evidently low?, a, 3. Specifically, in phonetics, of a of the Royal College of Ph ng, Edinburgh. 
come to stay, for one of the London equipment stores now yowel sound, produced with the tongue, or L. R, 0, 3" An abbreviation of Licentiate of 
advertises soviks, malitzas, — mies, rt of it, in & low position._Low and aloft the Royal College of Surgeons, 

Jour. Prankiin Ine, May, 104, p 22% Grae) wndey al wall; with full spread of anvaa—LOW Leregt "(el’rest), a. An Teshaped rest for 
loutron (10’tron), n.; pl. lowtra (-tri). [Gr. glass, See ®ylase, — ae am Praag T. 
Rovrpdv \also Rovrpdw), ¢ Aovew, wash, bathe.) lowan (6'an).m. The Australian brash-turkey of saad sak casa tee Seanaredioat 
In Gr. antig., n buthing-place; a bath: some- oF mallee-bird, Leipoa ocellata, one of the ;**aped rest wou ptr ty apie OO 1 4 8 ; like that me ss ear Scaler L, 8, An abbreviation (+) of Linnean Society ; 

snore 3 —— “Cyprus i "800; lowkell. © ‘2. To serenade with noisy, _(¢)[!. ¢.] of left side. 
— ——— — basin rough music. See charivari, * L&. — ae oo of Licentiate of the 

— : ’ re ety of Apothecaries. 

eye 1a rt (ee, Lada Tine tache Te BB.” An abbreviation of Zondon Scoot 
ros), m3 pl, loutrophorei Barrowman, Glossury. [Scoteh.] board, 
(rol). (Gr. ovr, ' liweite, ». See *loeweite, ty x. , on abereriatiee 9 — lira — the 
bringing water, ¢ Aovrpdy * 1 urkish pound ; . ¢,) of long ton, 
a beth: wader for a bath, Lower a dean on Bee *group). Lt. Batt. An abbreviation of light battery. * 
+ -dopor, ¢ dépere, bear. oration, armorial *porcelain, lain. See *dec- Lt.-Col. An abbreviation of Lientenant-Col- 
In Gr. antiq., & vase nse oh onel. 
to water to a bath léwigite, n. See *loewigite. i i -Gen- . ce Hoag —* —* at Lowits, arcs of. In metcor., two short oblique Lt.-Gea. An abbreviation of Lientenant-Gen 

bands of rainbow colors attached to the par- a : 
helia of the halo of 22° and inclined to the Lt.-Gov. An abbreviation of Liewtenant-Gor- 
horizontal parbelic ¢irelu: due to sunlight 
passing ra ico prisms whose axes are L. Th, An abbreviation of Licentiate in The- 
oscillating about a normal vertical position, logy. 
First observed by Lowitz at St, Petersburg in Lu, The symbol for *lutecium, 
1790. L. U. Anabbreviation (a) of Liberal Union ; 

low (16‘pieht), a. 1. Pitehed in a (6) of Liberal-Unionast. 
low key, ak a voice, —2, Of a low ord ed luau (15-ii'5), ». [Hawaiian /uaw, boiled herbs 
nature: as, low-pitched desires,—3. Having ( kalo-leaves), the leaf of the kalo, the petal 
very little angular elevation, as a roof.—4. of a plant.) In the Hawaiian Islands, a dish 

bath. It in an eraghors of 

trophorus, sometimes carved 
in marble, was frequently 
placed upon — of a 

ug person un married. 
louver-work (18’vér- 

. ik *— Having a low ceiling, as a room, or dinner of boiled herbs with additions. 
22 ™ Heme ne lowrie, ». Another form of lory (which see), A luau is a square peal —— and pel me, 

+o Wik é Loxian® (lok’si-an), ». [Gr. Aogiar, an epithet * Apes 
5 Sy rh ta — f of A fo commonly supposed | (perhaps (N.Y. Times, April 27, 1006, 

perha , F 
wro be ¢ ted with Aosée, obli Lubber’s mark. Same as lwhber-line. 
ambiguous.) “An epithet of Apollo.’ Iabber-flend (Iub’ér-fénd), m. In foik-lore, a He | ned her coming : 

towards in her rmadinnt  Puserary Loatrophoros. 
ty, mad lovatly nit (poy. * aG : house-elf or brownie who repays tolerance or 

tal by Ror safe hasal agen, (hrm ”Dic;iniechen Gea is hone — kindness by doing the harder part of the 
Eliot, Romola, xvit Under the Loxian’s choicest gifts of gold. housework, in the night, for his benefactors. 

(luv-a-nen‘ti), inferj. [Also lore- Browning, Sondtetta, 1. 80. Inbberland? (lub’ér-land), ». The place of 
nenty, loveanendie; an extension of love an- loxic (lok’sik),a. [Gr. Aoféc, slanting, oblique, future existence of lubbers: a kind of nauti- 
end (see an-end, 3), that is, ‘almighty love!’ + -ic.] Distorted; drawn to one side. eal purgatory. 



lubber-lift 
lubber-lift (lub‘ér-lift), v. t. In lumbering, 1 

749 lumbering . 
ph (li’si-grif),n. [L. lux (Iue-), t, I. intrans.—To tuff and ie, to luff and remain raise the end of a log by means of a pry, + Gr. ypagen, write, } An apparatus for close to the wind.— To 1néf and touch her, to luff until 

sails shake, and by the use of weight instead of stre . playing the letters and numbers of the inter- lute ingle (luf’kring’gl), ». An iron ring 
Lubish (lé‘bish), a. [G. libisch, ¢ Libeck.] nat’ onal maritime code: used in signaling. : . < 2 — a peer liced into the bolt-rope of a gaff-sail at the Of or pertaining to Liibeck (Lubeck), one o' ate | y saieable lenses, ph phat e -5 — of the head and luff. the Hanse towns of North Germany: applied Ipulated hoard in of th * — particularly to certain moneys of account in —— The J * nam are — * on : yas eee to Say — mereantile use there: as, the mark Lubish * Inclite (sist) n the shilling Lubish, ‘si-it), n 
lubra (I8" be), n. [Also loubra, leubra; native < Luci(berg), Hesse, 

V. 226, 
. [G. iuotit (Chelins, 1892), , competitor. 
— + -it, E. -ite2,j Ing! Fe eee ene Jus, 2 lagen that doce not require 

Australian, but prob, orig. Tasmanian, from —— & fine-grained phaneric, igneous j, tacking. 
Tasmanian loa or lowa, woman.}] A native 
Australian woman: originally used in Tas- hornblende, sometimes with a little quarts. tric-wtra: fs The texture is jomorphic to idiom gran: “Chair (lug’char),m <A h-backed easy- mania, but later adopted in Australia south The texture is 22—2—— A perm im abiitic ing-¢ air —— eas ie oy 

composed of lime-soda feldspar and * —* Pa a ee 
of the Murray. North of the Murray the forms of diorite. 
term gin was in use. Both terms aré now lucimeter, n.— meimeter, ingot (18’ge), m.; pl. tugen (-gen), [Swiss used — graphical restriction, H. "ame detincd — ot Py ee (Grizons).) A Swiss form of coasting-sled of 

'y yn, xxxix, FE, E. 

1 
of an enygine- y 

and connecting-rod in an oil-tight case filled with ofl to 

of] upward over the surfaces to be du relate ts quuch used Luctocharax (li-si-ok’s-raks), m. (NL, < L. So ened 33— —— jnsgar, luggur, #8 afin tag, 9g 
lubricator, ».— lubricator, a devico Characinus).) ' A genus of fishes of the family —8 ae * * oll tm wher tne dit ithe Characinide, found Pan Bair of tongs for feeding oil in whic erence in : ue parry * to n streams near ama. short bar, used to earry small logs. of the ofl and water ts utilized to regulate 

. balb id within it lubrication, ».—Forced 1 lubrication in rapidly than het in the bright beh we eee wt ——ã—ſ— 
bearings con 

ened glass bu tb connected bya — — a size, steered by short iron binted otieke. 
with water. ter Two ugen often a bob-sl 

* nd hth cy ri y- en of tabalar construction and fitted with 
3 

— The “luge” ta a small sled peculiar to the Grisons 
pressure, — 

tion, a method of supplying ofl to the lucinoid (li‘si-noid), a. [Lucina, 2, + -oid,] (Switzerland) which recalls the schlittes of the V Yr A ote Related to or resembling the pelecypod genus thromgh thet Letesns — poly Ed Foe 
Sei, Amer. Sup,, April 15, 1906, p. 2648. 

Same as | . 

the middle y attached a 
ie 

Lucan (li‘kan), a. [Also Lukan; < L. Lucas, “light. i i Luke, ¢ ~im,) Of or pertaining to Luke the pocei ng ed rbd Barridre tos —s 

ong L os nit), n. ta ah pveningions been confirmed. 
of eci- A. ’ few « liide, found ia the coastwise swamps of the —— {gional F 93 * wo; & Com 

Lug-hooks, The t and she advanced right IL. a, Having the characters of or belonging along the Ha Amy 1 ely oh of the sitter, - lug-pole (lug’pél), a. A pole on which akettle to the family Lucanide. 
Lucasian (Jj-ka’zi-an), a, ee ing to or Lucnllan (li-kul’an), a. . Lroullanus, *you-rit 

the < Lucullus Ge det) 4" a : te —— 
Licinius Lucullus (110-57 5.c.), a Roman, a variety of nephelite-syenite com of tab- 

founded by Henry Lucas (d. 1663). 
extract, 

and Stream, Jan. 24, 1908, p. 67. “j2°)) over # fire, 
n. ([Zujeur mountain Of or pertaining to L. “Kola Pe: Fintand, ny ~ite?,] In trog., 

The nity which gave to the world the ‘Philo whose luxurious banquets became proverbial, ular alkali-feldspars in parallel arrangement, vention of the depot eub- Lucniiegn (IG-kul’é-an), «. [l. Lueullews, with nephelite, abundant egirite in thin sodaet provision Sf + fe wm Ag ty! —— < Lucullus.] yo as * n.—Laculiean needles, "aad variable amounts of eudialyte, ot whose phous benefaction Cambridire hus such le fi. marmeor Lucullewm), fire-marble: same as Ramsay, 1894, wonderful use in her —— — Lucullian 1-kol‘i-gn), a Tueullianus lul, v. and». A simplified spelling of tull. 
+ < Luoull { ” Sa 2 #1 " * Tulab (16-ltb’),m. [Syr. lulaba.] A green palm- lucea (lik kh), n.  CAppar. named from Lucca |< Lucullus.) Same as *Zucullan, branch, It fs intertwined with boughs of myrtle and in Italy-] |A cotton fabric printed in imita- Iucullite (Ii-kul’it), n. [L. Lucullus + -ite2,] branch. | It ts intertwined With a pertect and spottens tion of an East Indian shawl. 

eontly; luminously. a 

Same as *Zucullean marble or lumachelle, during the morning services uf the Feast of Tab- lucently (lii’sent-li), adv. Clearly; translu- lucumony (li’ki-mé-ni), », The domain of — * = see 
* 

See #ethrog. 
Lucumo, or ancient Etruscan prince. lullaby,». Hence—St. Good night; good-by. 

lucerne, n.— Native ) in Australia, Sida re- [Modern.] Duke. You can fool no more money out of me at this tusa, a wood of the mallow fumfy, which ds a fiber It (Santa Tarsilla} was a dreary at the best of throw: if you will let your lady know I am here to speak —— like jute. Also call — —*— See times; antiquaries said that the sea receded nearly a Withher, . . . itmnay awnke my bounty farther, 
=: ATC Same as nat ucerne.— mile since the days when the Etruscan pirates lad Clo Marry, sir, iuilaby to your bounty till I come - Medicago media, a deep-rooted 

., T. N,v, 
[wh aig —— OE ei, from that bay, and Etruscan 4 had hed their again. Shak., T. N, v, L. 

to , asa Variety, It is leas stiff in habit, 55 pe ty eta —— lull-bag (lul’bag), ». A canvas chute used on e⸗ 
ie —53 ——— —* and * pods * called, 
a e van’ 
ot the winters — ‘Tree. Inc eo * 

whale-ships for ding the biubber into marces, o© Dely there, a6 commen bers. ame Pp gui 

— a shrubby alfalfa cultivated in the Old World from luderick (la‘de-rik), n. [Also ludrick; abori- Lullianist (lul’yan-ist), n. A Lullist, 
ancient times, now wild in Greece. It serves for forage Australian (Gippsland in Victoria).] A lulliloo (lul-i-ls’), vt. and i. ([Imitative; ef. and as a bee- Se ee Medtoage falente, oeal variety of the Australian blackfish, In- halloo, hullabaloo, ete.) To utter a shrill ery, —— wi 

hoally ctoes, to alfalfa and sand-lacerne, bat valued Gis ang mplex. E. E. Morris, Austral Eng- with vibrations made by hitting the mouth Ly on a , 7 lncere (la -sirn‘dod‘ér), m. See _lish. with the hand: used in reference to African 

Unelanie, Tesientenl (d-chi-en'ie, ial), o Uentt by — i-an’ik, -i-kal), a. on 5, . qeol. p Of or pertaining to Lucian, a Greek satirist of the uppermost division of ‘the Eocene Tertiary — = [ra mder vty pape — — 
the second century, or characteristic of hig in the Paris basin, consisting of gypsum and scream, the sound being made to vibrate by hi the —— lake, marls, and containing mammalian remains in mouth with the hand, Geog. Jour. (R. G. 8), XVIIL 74. 

Lueian, the Greek satirist. 
lucible (la’si-bl), a. iL. lueibilis, ¢ Iucere, bave marsupial characters), Also eall 

mitting light; lucent. @bonian and Paris gypsum, 
luciferase (li-sif’p-ris), n. [L. lucifer, light- ludibundt (1i’di-bund), a. [L, Indibundus, 1 

“1st. i 

be light: see lucent.) 
1 

bringing, One of the two special ¢ 

supposed to be produced by frefles.ik'k a Yadicroaity (Id-di- kroa’J-ti),m. Ladicrous- lumbang (lum’bing), ». [7 Prned toe ofthe vatare ofan et popped A ness. me (=a aah S: ee Bisaya lombang,] 5 brat 
1 

oer Habetaten toc/erine, ean aaa Pai Ludisia (la-dis “i-#), n. (NL. (A. Richard, the candlenut-tree, Aleurites ‘Melomea 

ign-ist), n. An imitator of ——— (dormice, opossums, pachy- luln (18’15), n, [W. Afriean.]) A cyprinoid 
and various earnivora which Ry fish, Labeo longipinnis, which reaches à large 

Pri- — —— a Facey of * a 
um n. 2. eo aS 4 
—— (lum-ba’g6), v. t.; pret. and pp. lum- 

— play, sport.] Pla: 3 Sportive, bagoed, ppr, lumbagoing. To afflict lum- 

‘ 1 og lumbang, 
n the lippine Islan tes The aa 4 bubai. ght is produced as the blood enters the luminous ares. 1825), of unknown significance.) A genus of 7 F It fe affirmed by Dubois that Juminescence is dae to the —— — plants of the family Or- lambang * il (lum’biing-oil), n. Same as *can- Peaotions ‘© special anbstances, luciferase luet- chidac emaria, * * Braye, —⏑ ter(which Lumbar index, puncture, See *index, *punc- 

bringing, + -ine?. 5 5 — — ludrick ait n. See *luderick, lumber? (lum‘bér), v.t | [Luanber3, nJ - ot 
luciferose (li-sif‘e-rds), n. [L. lucifer, light- 1. uw. e, An abbreviation of left upper entrance, , Pawn z names, So pts ie pelaee, x. “I bringing, + ~ose.] Same as *luciferase, luf,. and. A simplified spelling of luff. — — ————————— * (a-sif G-ei), m. luff, n.—T hold the luff, to keep the voswel's salts A swindling tipster. Barrére and Leland. ugus, shunning light: see lucifi -) A“ shivering. — -luffs, a tackle used for setting 4 lumberer® (tum ’ ber), n. [lumber3 + -er2,] 

r. 
genus of blind brotuloid fishes inhabiting cave lower rigging.—To choke the luff, See #chobe!.— 
streams in Cuba, These fishes are not related to the 1 to steer so a8 to Keep a vessel's salle A pawnbro a blind fishon of the United States ae dant trembling along theleeches, or along the latfs. lumbering! (lum‘bér-ing), p. a. 1, Awk- marks - * —* — uff2,c. I. trans. 2. To lift (the boom of a ward; cumbrous; heavy i ‘aie encum- 
from marine types. ] 

lucifugal (li-sif’i-gal),a, Same aslucifugous, derrick). bering.— 2+. Rumbling. 



lumbering 

lumbering? (lum‘bér-ing), ». The business 
of cutting timber in a forest and preparing it 
i market. a ber- jak) * 
{am um ‘ bér- © who 
works in a logging-camp (Bastorn U. gS 

— — saat tome berg, n, Bame as lum- 
-pie, 

lumbersome — 6 [Iumberl + 
-some.} Cumbro —— 
— ———— 

L. lumbus, loin, + abdomen, abdomen, + -a 
— to both the lumbar and the abdomina 

. Inmbues, 
region 

1 (lum-b5-dér’sal), a, 
loin, + dorsum, back, +-al1.] Relatin ng to both 
the lumbar and the dorsal regions of the spine. 
lumbovertebral (lum-bé-vér’té-bral), a. Re- 
yaing ba to the! jumber vertebr#.—Lumbovertebral 

Tumbricaria ‘Gummi 8 NL, ‘ 
umbricus, an carthworm. com. * 

— upder which are include wh p — 
remains from the Jurassic da the exc slates, 
which ma. mon Hi ~ be regarded as the excrements 
of Anneli They oceur as irregularly con- 
torted bands or strings, and 
considerable length. 
Lumbriconereidw (lum*bri-ké-né-ré‘i~ié), 

NL., < Lumbriconereis + -idw.) A family 
of P 

are usually of 

anerocephalous Polychwta, without bran- 
chi or tentacles and with the cirri reduced or 
wanting. It includes the genera Lumbricone- 
reis, Arabella, Drilonereis, Notocirrus, Laranda, 
and Ophryotrocha. 
Lumbriconereis (lum bri-k6-né‘ré-is},. [NL., 
< Lumbricus + Nereis.) ‘The typical genus of 
the family Lumbriconereide: a marine group, 
though one species has ag found in fresh 
water in Trinidad. Grube, 1 
lumbrous (lem’ ing a. Cimber + u⸗.] 
Lumbering. [Rare 

Six hours after Hormmy-beg had set out on hile six-mile 
—— — sour of heavy wheels came 

and soon afterwards the 
Archdeacon soared thie ros room. 

Hall Caine, The Deemater, iL 

umen, nr. 8. Theunit of flux of light; the flux 
of light in a beam subtending unit solid anglo 
where the source has an intensity of one hef- 
ner. See *illumination, 1, and light *flur.— 4, 
The hollow tube of an operating-needle or of 
a hypodermie syringe. 

Tn all 
penn telly ntaetemmetasmene 

Lancet, Ang. 20, 1908, p. 611, 
' Lamen philosophicum, an an earty name for the flame of 

a jet of hydrogen gas allowed to burn in the air as the 
drogen ia generated by the interaction of zinc and 
ate sulphuric acid. 

lumen-hour (li’men-our), ». A compound 
unit, one lumen of light flux for one hour. See 
*lumen, 3. 
Lumiére process. See color- *photography, 
luminal (li’mi-nal), a. [II. lumen (lemin-), a 
: ht, alr-hole, + 1.) Relating to the — 

any tubular onan or cell, 
li’mi-nans), m.  [lwminan(f) + 

ce, — Luminousness: as, the lwninance of 
the 
— (Ii-mi-ni‘ri-us), a. Same as du⸗ 
minus, 

luminative (li‘mi-ni-tiv), a. [leminate + 
-ive.] Maminating; ‘Tieninative. 

(at fear is more readily understandable [than mouse 
fear}, for in the —— formation and funinative quality 
cls of fsclnnton re is, as in the eye of the tiger, a spe- 

‘, ¥. Com. Advertiser, May 7, 1008, p. 7. 

luminator — n. III. luminator 
(cf. OF. luminier), an official who kept the 
accounts of expenditure for the lighting of a 
church, ¢ L. Iuminare, lighten: see luminate.] 
In St. Andrews University, a student (one in 
each class) who was privileged to attend the 
professor's lectures without payment, and to 
receive certain dues from the other students, 
in return for services rendered by him. X. £. D. 
luminesce (lii-mi-nes’), ¢.#.; pret. and pp. 
luminesced, ppr. laminescing, fe 7 lumin-are, 
shine, + -esce.] To emit light other than that 
due to ordinary incandescence. Bee *luenti- 
nescence, Smithsonian Rep., 1890, p. 147. 

luminescence (li-mi-nes’ens), , — [Iumines- 
cen{(t) * -ce.] The emission a light from 
eauses other than that which produces incan- 
*22 Radiation is emitted by all bodies at all 
mperatures; but below a certain ten ture, that of 

the red heat, the wave-lengths emitted not affect. the 
eye At that temperature (about 460° Cp wave-lengtlis of 

750 

the visible spectrum to have sufficient intensity bea 
ace luminous eff body ts then sald to be 

- The lominous intensity of incandescent 
bodies Increases my with further rise of tem: re, 
the total radiation beitr al to the power 
of the temperature, and luminous intensity increasing 
at an even greater rate. See —** 1, There 
5 ht at temperatures 

w that of incandeacence, and in W 
Derature the intensity and character of the light emitted 

from that which we ahould expect from the law 
of ordinary radiation, All such cases of extracrdin 

t rays is called phofoluminescence. When observed 
while the substance is still under exposure * light, it is 
known aa a name by Stokes oe (1887), 

had pre’ ly been erschel and —— 
When, as ta sometimes the case, photolum 
sista the exciting light, the * 
homenca is termed 
imagined ansiegy to wer of ph orks to shine ‘in 
the dark. The glow of 3 ts, however, a form of 
chemilaminescence, Since the luminous e emitted 
by a photolumtnescent body has its source in the exciting 
light, it follows that a ion of this light must have 
been abtorbed by th 

ence is due, 
It was thought by Stokes that the shortest wave-length of 
the duorescent light always exceeded the longest wave- 
length of the exciting light bey a law), but su! ment 
measurements have shown that the absorption-band and 
the ee frequently ** Photelami- 
neacence ie exhibited not only by fluorspar, Ly by na 
merous other solids, of which zinc sulphid and cabclum 
salphid ay ——— the hest-known examples. The 

of fluorescence ia more readily observed, 
wever, in in the case of the solutions of certain onanic 

dyestuffs, euch aa eosin, resorcin Diue, and naphthalene 
red, (ne of these substances has ved the name 

stances 
flucrescent, and eubetance min 
sorption-bands only pall of which * The — * 
Nuorescence-band. The cause of fluorescence in organic 
solutions as hot been satisfactorily determined, but tt ta 
known that if not all, 

copper, 
manganese, Dien lead, nickel, antimony, zinc, ete, 
and that of these metallic salts proeluces ite own 
characteristic photoluminescenee. Many inorganic com- 

when exposed to light or to the tection ot ——— 
it far below the tem 

when red-hot, mdinte light other 
than that due to ord: ordinary incandeacence, Such emission 
of light, in which previously stored en is set free, in 
termed thermolumincscence. mony eet of fluorite 
and of flint and crown-glass exhibit eo 
do the haloid salte of the alkalis and the sulptiates of 
zinc, calcium, barium, magnesiam, ete. Frequently a sub- 
stance which shows therinolaminescence will emit tight 
when, instead of being heated, it is rubbed (tribolumi- 
nescence), of is subjected Be prone (piezolwmincecence 
or fs dissolved in water (ly —— Thus Wiede- 
mann and Schmidt observed all three in the case 
of sodiam echlorid and potassium ch) > thermotumi- 
eacence and lyoluminescence In the cme of lithium 
ehorid ; and thermoluminescence and triboluminescence 
in the case of potassium bromide. The salts had in 
7 cases been *—* exposed to the cathode raya. 

substances, when exposed to the electric discharge 
**1 & vacuumtube, emit light. Such luminescence, 
Which is sormetimes spoken of as umedinescence, 
is, however, due either to the ultra-violet or visible rays 
from the d dlocharge (in which case it fa to be classed as 

uminescence) or to action of cathode rays (in 
which case it is cathodoluminescence) Ron rays 
are also capable of exciting luminescence (X-lumines 
cence) in many eabstances, such as calcium tungstate, 
platinocyanide 1 barium, and — Sioa. from which 
the screens fnorose male, The glow of * 
dium, and other radicactive ———— which appears to 
be Independent of excitation from without, is termed 2 
autolumiinescenee, The term — — is ap 
Plied to all cases in which chemical changes accompany 
the emlasion of light by a lamineseent body. Whee, for 
example, sodium chlorid is exposed to cathode mys, un · 
stable aubchtorids, giving the surface a brown or blae 
color, are formed. Heating or friction restores = *8 
stance to ite original color and composttion, and 
thermoluminescence or triboluminesoence, respective, 
which accompanies the reaction is classed as chemi 
mincacence. ether all luminescence isof the nature 
of chemilumineseence haa not, as yet, been definitely 
determined 

Iumen (lumin-), 
0 affects brilliancy 

(li’mi-nist), n 
light, + -ist.] A painter w 
of light in plein-air effects. 

His (Courbet's] canvases hang more harmonionsly on a 
wall with Rousseau and Diax than with the high-kered 
Prodections of the luminista, impressionists, and other 
eccentrics of to-da) ny. 

J.C. Van Dyke, Mod. French Masters, p. 200, 

* ter Lunar, a. 

ai 

— 

lung-sac 

luminometer (lfi-mi-nom‘e-tér), n. 
(lumin-), light, + Gr. wirpov, measure. @ Bas 
instrument for the measurement of the inten- 
ay of illumination at any point in a field of 
light flux. The method employed in moat luminom- 
eters, of which there are various forma, is to expose ao 
white mat surface to the light the illumination from 
which is to be measured, and to compare its brightness 
with that of a similar surface illuminated by a soarce of 
known intensity placed ata known distance. Also called 
luminometer. 

Luminous —— See electric *ere.—Luminous em · 
ciency. eney.— Luminous organ, an organ 
tor the production of —— often termed ahaa phosphorescent 
organ. are present in many groupe of 
— those commonly called fireflies being the most 

ar. 
Lummer-Brodhun body, See *spectrephotom- 
eter. 
lump}, 2. 7. In mining, a coarse fragment of 
ore coal, phosphate rock, or any useful min- 
eral, as contrasted with the fines, spalls, or 
otherwise designated smaller Ie ieees. Rep. U. 
S. Geol. Surv., 1897-98, vi. 

II, a. Noting the coarser —— of bitumi- 
nous coal which is picked out as it comes from 
the mine. 

lump!, ¢. i. 

(L. = 

2. To appear larger by 
tee; ‘bulk: as, he leaped lange in i 
agination. {Collog.] 
lunambulism (1i- — 
moon, + aubul-are, walk ~ism.] 
bulism or a Pact ely to be induced 
by the influence of the moon, [Kare.] V.E.D. 

8. In Arabic gram., a fanciful term 
applied to the class of consonants before which 

he tof the article al is not assimilated in pro- 
nunciation;: so called because including q, the 
—*—* of gamar, moon, Opposed to solar,— 
Lunar day, — — hour. 

lunarium, 1. + & more or less 2. In — 
thickened portion of t ab aang wallin many 
Paleozoic bryozoans which is curved to a 
shorter radius and usually projects above the 
plane of the zomecial aperture. 
luncart (lun — . In ppt a lenticular 
mass, nodule, r ball. called lunker. 
Lagabed 

(lun‘di-fat),n. [Named after Lundy 
tobacconist of Dublin in the last quar- 

ter of the eighteenth century.] A kind of snuff. 
tine {lii‘ne-bir-git), 1. [G. lineburgit 
(1870) tineburg + -it, E. -ite?.] A hydrated 
—32* and borate of magnesium occurring 
fh masses with from crystalline to earthy 
structure: found at Liineburg in northern 
Germany. 
lune? (lu-nel’), n. (F. lanel, <p. lunel, < luna, 
L. luna, moon: see Innel J In her., & figure 
formed by four cresceuts placed point to point, 
resembling a rose with four leaves. 

lunetta (lii-net‘ii), ». Same us /unette, 4. 
xn. 12, The cireular hole in a guil- 

— in which the neck of the condemned 

Lunéville pottery. See *pottery. 
lung, *.—Black lung, anthrecosis.—Grinders’, ma- 

millers’ ene ao ivebs, — ‘Lang 
2 ap over the 

mouth and — 
respiration is ate 

arg 

Nov. 0 1967, — jh7.— ung, 

lung-book (lung’bik), », Same as lung, 2. 
lunge’, ». 3. A long rope used to train a 
horse ; also, the circular track or ring where 
horses are trained by cantering them around 
the 358 of the ring in one direction with the 
aid of a lunge, 
— fi See loonghee. 

(lung’ér), ». One who comes toa eli- 
mane resort on account of his lungs; a con- 
sumptive, Slang. J 

lung-juice (lung‘jis), m. Serous fiuid ob- 
tained from the lung. 

~ lungoti, 7. Same as *langoti. 
lung-plague (lung’plig), ». — pleuro- 
pneumonia or lung-sickness, See plewropaen- 
monia, 1. Tt isa highly fatal, epizodtic disease 
which affects bovine animals only and is 
characterized by an extensive inflammation 
of the lungs and pleura, It was eradicated 
from the United States in 1892. 
lung-sac (lung’sak), mn. One of the paired 
respiratory organs of a spide Ti as, “the lung- 
ance on the epigastric region,” J’roc, Zool. Soc. 
London, 1903, 1. 49. 
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abandant as to ellow hne to + delight: agng sick — a, — ies —— ** an ering tie Hes ne to large arene during te, 4 St. Pleasure; delight; a souree of 

nd 1 whush-pea, 9 

ee ee lupinidine (ig-pin’i-din), m. [lupine + -id + Wim snd odd Rey waa abet me Bock ng: 
1 ckness (lung’sik-nes), », Contagious ;'"¢7.J A viscid, oily, intensely bitter alka- — Let God help hhim, say they, whom He did trast; 

pintropneumonia of eae, Bee tungpiague, 1010, CsligN, contained in the yellow lupine, ot God mat hey etom apa ag 32 an odor of hemlock, . 
MMultcallgnwich the position of the mosn =" Yupinosis (1i-pi-nd'sis), n. [lupine? + -osis.] luster®, n. 7, A materialapplied to the surface 
luniolatry (ld-ni-ol’a-tri), n. [Irreg, <L.luna, 4 ‘disease of cattle, sup to be caused by of something in order to produce a lustrous 
moon, + Gr. Jarpeia, worship.} Moon-worship. ning with one of the lupines, usually the @ppearance.— Brianchon faster, in ceram., — 
Amer. Jour. Paychol., XIIL. 314. white lupine. It is probable that the 7 — of salts of bismuth mixed with resin 

the ’ ; ‘ 1 toms (fever, weakness, and distention o cae tunksh —— ih), bd psa ky — * are due to the poisonous action of a luster is used on Belleck ware.—Coppor luster, 
a del here the tobacco i Yule, Hob- ngus on the plants, rather than to any in ceram.,a coating of applied to a red pottery 

sondoheon).] A kind of strong cheroot, ,Principle in the Lupine itself. — containing gold applied to potter) NED ad 1 (la’poid), a, [Iupust + -oid.) Resem- “focker, 2° pink -and’ white 
SE sc eh ial x-i:a nels lated seer toi eee ini bling lupus. * 

by a man who was simoking an Indian (wakad, it obriousty waned iat ee lish) earthenware, — The 
narrows your fleld of search, Doyle, Sign of the Four, Med. Record, Feb. 7, 190, p. 234 ground le 8 clouded, Ins- 

, 
janker flung kér), n. Same as — ly (la-pé’mii), ne pl. Inpomata (-ma-ti). 

unn (lun),#, A tea-cake: short for sally-lunn, “T, * +-oma.) The fnitial lesion of luo 
lunoid (if‘noid), a. . luna, moon, + -vid.J ri : ai d t 
Sha like the — moon; somewhat re- vere — — a 

ms pink, and the white 
spots are surrounded 
heary outlines of metal 
luster.—Mexican luster, 

Vanula, pipes sal cpr the Inpalit (If-pe"lik) a. fLepulias + -ée.) Same te potty of he native 
Junes a kieran F — as lx ulin. bi oa Lin Hop. —— —— iri . ithe ° 

lunular, F In conch., pertaining to the “Stine Sete Sitter pelaeiple re compound, Caplgg%y, tare at luster Inagartod to 
, unule of pelecypods. lupus!, x. 3. (c) Lupus exedens, a form of ath with 
‘anule, ®. (¢) One of the Detention Pg ad lupus in which there is ulceration of the affected metallic oxids and Sring fn 

coemses of the teat of parts.— lupus erythematosus of the ae a whey ie pens 
certain thin forms of *kin of the nose and cheeks,— a th ina aad amet 

ds, os Rotula form of lupus in which the surface is warty of § wars’ nate we Pe in 
‘Augusti. smooth. Called also tube verrucosa cutis, ’ ville, Penneyl —8 
Lunulicardium lurch’, r,t. 6. To take (game) with a lurcher. Brignchon — and 

(Ii? na-li-kar’di- See lurehert, 2, Mania Cues, madreperta luster, under 
um), (NL.,¢L, lurefal (lir’fal), a. Vull of enticement; go (7"iic'Feemylemnia Mu. (ter#.—Pinic luster, in 
tania, Iunuie, + slluring. plac EE es ect 
NL. Cardium, 1 (Mar’fal-1), ade. Ta an alluring way. · cream-colored ware and ———— alae called rove 

7 os , Sunderla >) at water, — 

ee a tie ee ee Tatar, a metalic elnze ofa purlah calor darker than 
prionodesmaceous lurk, n. 2. The act of lurking or prowling. par} Taster, Same ns marbled 
pelecypods with — lurk, on a swindling or eat pro — muster, Sane as 55* laste 

fertons anda gait of. faite, *Fiangular shells in (lnr’i-man), ».; pl. lerrymen (-men). marbled sluster. : tathons a pair ot anserioe banules. 

(From Lankesver’s ~ Zeology.") —* ee In ‘mining, one who handles or manages a Lustered ware, See *ware?, 
and carries a very large byaaal opening. Tt pt dan’ chien) a. anda. (NL. Tuæutia Juster-mottlings he’ ter- mot’ lis ), u. Ban 

tions. salaries —— F —— —— 1 ye Br pertaining — — by. —— Ietudens of 
=e ‘ * ’ : ] a Mantle Forme, tora) Having Sho form of {cts Upper and 

alunule.* * ’ — —— —— in part to Prussia and in part t6 Tearure-house a eountry-house ; a summer. 

Lunz sandstones. sandstone. IL. ». 1, Aninhabitant of Lusatia—2, The Douse 7 & a a a ee Ree 
lupamaric (10-pe-mar ik), a. [ap ( lee) + native language of Lusatia. Same as Sorbian, 2. garden. N. £. 7 2 
emarie.) oting a white crystalline acid con- Jygh-crib (lush’krib [lush3 + crib.) A lusteacellniose ( aE J -lé8), 7. [inet 
— — Pe ae, ee low public-house or bar-room. [Slang.] —— lose.) A peculiar derivative o; 
upana - . lo te & Pp - % # *lush-orih, 
ov a —— fem. of —8 a wolf: see {usb ~ ag fa — Algo lustrative caged Aydt * —— + -ive.] 
Pex ) * — te “3 el. i used figuratively, —— re, be re cation by lustration; per- 
u -pa- a. jpanaris, 13- sin-giin’dé It. ‘ th ol < ——— — see Stupanar J ot or per- Tnatngande (i) sin gia, do), ¢- i rags add lustratory (lus‘tra-t ri), a. [lustratel + -ory.] 
= ng bib brothel; fit for the surroundings = OF. losenge, flattery: see lozenge.) Flatter- Pertaining to lus don; lustral. ; 

° * ing; coaxing; in music, noting passages to be lustrify (lus’tri-fi), v. ¢.; pret. and ie lustri- 
1 é (la panin), id , Us 323 lupine, sendened in an affectionate or coaxing style. — — —— * give 

yellow & py alka- amoroso. u rto: o . 

loid, CypHo,0 a contained in the seeds of — (lé-sin-gii’té), a. It. pp.: seo *Iu. lutaceous (lii-ta’shius), a. [NL. “lutacens, ¢ 
blue lupines, Lupinus angustifolius. It has an singando.] Same as *lusingando, L, luteum, mud: see lute?,) ertaining to or 
—— taste and exhibits a blue Lusitano-American (li-si-ta’nd-a-mer’i-kan) composed of mud. 

rity ‘a. and, I, a. Of mixed Portuguese and lutany (10 —— (ML. lutana, lute, + -y3.] 
b oP 29778 a lup(inus), lupine, + American Indian descent, as the Portuguese- Lute-music. N. E. D. 

erystallizable substance, anal- ‘ instrels] without end 
ogous to cholesterol or cholesterin, extracted sparking ys beg je Portuguese and Reel year eke utany. 
from the husk of the seed of the yellow lupine, Asmerican Indian descent; a Brazilien, 7 F. Thompson, New Poems, p. 4. 
Lupinus luteus, The & iadahibeands Of Chankand endl Geni dacs ute — * date, Iinoved-menl made into 

lupeose (lii’pé-ds), nn. [L. lup(inus), lupine, + the tmmense majority of whom are confessedly mixed a mixture of — slaked lime — gas 

~ove.) An amorphous sugar, C2H)90;,, from so Lawitanc-Amertcane with a considerable strain Son's’ subsequent addition of white of egg. — 
the seeds of Lupinus luteus. It is not c of Negro blood in Brazil. Keane, Ethnology, p. 151. Inte, a paste made with alaked lime and a solution of two by ‘ 
Fehling’s solution or by diastase. Dilute acta hydro- lusive (lti’siv), a. . Ius(us), pp. of Iudere, oancesot borax In one pint of water. This paste lsapplied 
Iyze it togalnctose and fructose. Also called p-yalactan. play, + -ive.) Pinyhal, re ip Bh be et hey LT 
lupetazin (la-pet g-zin), m. [lup(inin) + -et- Jago) (1é’sol), m. The trade-name of impure Jytecine (1i’té-sin), n. G. luteus, of mud, + 
+ azu- + -in?.] A trade-name for dimethyl- “benzene, obtained by distilling coal-tar: used + -jne2,] A form of anhydrous silica, SiO», 
pipetazin, NH<CHoCH(CHs).way, q white a# an illuminant. Sci, Amer., Dec. 29, 1906, which has a fibrous structure and which differs 

" 4 2CH(CHg) p. 484, from quartz in lower density and in optical 
— * powder — = —— as a sub- lusong (lé-song’), n. [Also losong, Tagalog characters. Also called quartzine. 
Fianiae ak Tinethuiadnth eles dipropylene- "and Bisaya losong.] A wooden mortar for Intecite (li’té-sit), n. Same as */utecine, : iamine * —* J mine, pounding or h rice. [Philippine Is.] lutecium (16-t8’gium), n. [L. Lutetia, Roman 
upiform ( -form), a. (L. lupus, lupus, + The grain ia separated fromthe straw by thrashing, or name of Paris.] See the extract. forma, form,.] Resembling lupus. by use of wind whenever possible, and ts finally separated 

ing cnet ae a Elem: uteciiem.— f a long seri lupigenin (1i-pij’e-nin), n. {Tupi(nin) + gen rote at 2 of fractional smuyrtelllsntions of the nitrate of Matignac'e 
A yellow crystalline compound, Wooles mortar b : rhtum, using nitric acid of denalty 1-3 as # sclvent, G, 

C7205, formed by the action of diluto min. "**% band-mill, called ‘guilingas.) oo) oy Urtain has muocteded in separating the material into two 

Dapine® mF. luna (1800), ¢ proper, Haney mae cal ac — ,any p 6 nous Lusea y-de- rance, + -ite?. i, from an ancent name for an 
4 — — sae, Be —— — peculiar form of quartz which resembles stomic welght is not mach renee — 1i4,_ The other 

fhiree leaflets to the leaf The prairie false Iupine, T. Cbaleedony but differs from it in optical ehar- it may put be confused with Marignac’s ytterblum. Ita 
rhomb(folia (known in Montana as pellow pea), la often acter: it has been referred to tridymite. atomle weight cannot differ mach from 170, Two apec- 
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trum bands obtained by Lecoq de Bolabandran's method < Jie, release.) * looser or deliverer: 
oD ae py Pee, — epithet of Bacehu 

okie tr Ket ea ’ ace; n nm amo. 
Tussle (16-06 ra), « a, (L. intone, = mud, + -ic.] Oo dete coumpeuliion, € the 

Ova (1), reve gia teoleine, contained a= G —— of Aconitum lycoctonum and A. 
cypariasias. le, 

(1i-86’nid), », anda. I, 2, A mem- 
lize insionderneodien sublines at rof the dipterots family Lycanide. 

lutein (10’t4-in),n. EEO ie a — —* characters of or belong- 
+-in?,) A yellow pigment contained in the 
olk of eggs, in the tissue of the corpus peor my 1 (1i-66'’al), a. —5* +-all,] Pertain- 
blood-serum, ete, It forms orange crystals. ™ to ® lyceum, in any sense. 

Marto tabulated the conduct of S012 luten (li’ten), n, Same as *lutein. salad “yor cams Healy fom 1 to 
luteocobaltic (1i'té-6-ko-bAl’tik), a. In chem., 

rie eared ase 4 
containing s cobsalt-hoxammine constituent: i-eong’ké-lia), ‘ L., c a. 
as, & —— salt. * —— (eens pay ee] re genus of 

luteofilin (1 fi 23) n. L. uteus.ot mud, fishes of the family — found in deep 
+ filum, , +-in3.j A compound said to water on both coasts of North —. 
occur in monocot — and in Lobeliacesx, (li-se: ‘lis), m. Lu In geol., the Middle poongraulis = 
Eocene Tertiary of tho Paris basin, which 29% Wolf, + NL. Engraulis, —* 
takes its name cn Lautetia, the Roman name fishes of the family Eng Enpraulidide, ound on both coasts of tropical —— 
of Paris. This s is re edas the probable 7 
—s of the “ * Bagshot and kle- lyeetol Ii’9§-to e§-tol) tl —— 
8 5 of nd, 

Luth. An abbreviation of Lutheran, NECHg CH CH NE HsCall Oo which is 
Latheranic (li'-thér-an‘ik), a, Same as — from lyeerol. It ia a white odortess 

utheran. oe card fn adicine to ellecs the atimtention 
Lutheranize (li‘thér-an-iz), «.; pret. and pp. ot * be with which it forma a readily soluble com- 
Lutheranized, ppr. Lutheranizing. trans, pou 
re — —— in character; convert to “tata n-—- United Bt Btates Ni * — 

To become Lutheran; favor uk, — ‘(ik’niak), » n far. Auxviexoc, erated te 
L ore ta-ti-an’-d8) a kind of fish, dim. of Aijwor, & ne, One of 
atenide 2 y — tamil J en the swollen nodes formed at the junction of (NL., ¢ Zne- 

eines rel related to the rays in the skeletal structure of the dic- 
the pereoids and commonly known as snap- tyonine hexactinellid sponges, especially when 

Tntianas (1s (\0ti8'nu8), m, ENT ia ol = wus, toeee — are hollow and. inclose an octahe- 
uga 8 ing © a ne “4 ? i’ i" ed. 

su lng} ‘Rigen anen te frly Mgshey Oe shon). [Ong nat soertana 
* and leio gum, used as a thickener in calico- 

lutidine (la’ti-din), na. (L. lutum, mud, + -idl n Georgievics (trans.), Chem. Technol. 
+ -ine?.] The co lective name of the various of Textile Fibres, p. 251. 
isomeric dimethylpyridines, oe Hs) ete —8* [Gr. Ainewoc, of a wolt. 2 (lis’ . —— — They are present in coal-tar oil and in animal- nas Lyciant.] Wolf- 
and bone-oil, and resemble pyridine in gen- g)aying: an epithet —— Apollo. 
eral properties. Iyeine (ii sin), n. fia e(erol) + -ine?, | Acolor. 

intite, ey en ' Gs Tatar — — an 158 compound, (CHg)gCH H, or, in 
rog., & term introd raban 

—— durated rock of of aay somnposition or the anhydrous form, (CH3)3N > co, 
contained in sugar-beet juice, cotton-seeds, 
and other vegetable products, and in urine. 
It forms large crystals which become anhyd- gil 
rous at 100° C. and attract moisture from the 
air, and is of considerable importance in plant ‘is 
—e Also called betain, hydroryneurine, 

Iatjang Qo'chang), n. [A D. spelling of Malay 
tel . = ha ane (luchang), appar. lit. 
od * a n 
of the fish Zudianus iesanus, — oie 
lntrin Fin (10°trin), » [F.: see lectern.] Same as 

trime' 
Iutulence (1a’ ta-lens), m. llutulent + -0¢.] yeeocara | 3 NL., ¢ Gr. Aloe, 
Muddiness; turbidity. wolf, + 2* head > — of fishes of the 
a t. — — An amended spelling of love, y- 
AVAL UO“ ), H Kame as “aver. lycoctonine (li-kok’té-nin), ». [Lycoctonum 
luvaro (1§-vi’rd), m. [Sp.] A pelegie scom- “(see def.) + -ine®.] * substance resembl 
broid fish, Luvarus imperialis Tuvarus. aconitin, found in Aconitum Ly —— Be 

luviy, a, and adr, An ameuded t opelling of ie any a mixture, and not —— in- 
9. 

lux, n. 2. The unit of illumination; the Ulu- Liycodale -k§-dal’ 
mination received by asurface at a distance of alozis — —3 A ples 
one meter from a light-source the intensity of y= of fiche of t the family Zoarcide, found in the 
which is * —— See *illumination, 1, 

luxogra) oe ag n, [A trade-name; (li- -dé), n. 
Eas tux, light, + * — pa Lk 

family —556 in Baffin Ba 

Gr. —— * j ] A family Pot deep 
otog., a large lantern-like device with a cava found in North Pacific waters, w' 

issue-paper front, in which pyrotechnic — includes one genus and four known — 
terials can be burned to give an artificial li pus (li -kod’a-pus),n. [NL., < Lycodes 

— Vak’v) (Leta, exce’ hs) ete foal Agel Gh dete excess: gee 
In physiol., the ‘consumption of more nitro- eet rie bith ee 
genous food-material than is necessa = ontis (li-kd-don’tis),n. [NL., ¢ Gr.Aixoc, 
maintain nitrogenous equilibrium, that is, to welt + didoie (ddovr-), tooth.] enus of eels 
cover the actual wear and tear of the nitro- of the family Murenide, —** in shallow 
genous constituents of the body tissues: in i about rocks and reefs: properly called 
* an event the term ‘luxus consumption’ is Gynmothoraz. 

us (li-kod’6-nus), [NL., ¢ —2 
"A genus of zoarcoid luzonite, ", This supposed independent spectes has T Gr évoc, akind of fish. 

been shown to be only a variety of enargite 

lv. A contraction (a) of leave; (b) of livres. 
LXX. The Roman numeral for ‘seventy’; 

Lyrodonwe mrdradilis, 
( From Bulletin 47. U, S, Nat. Meseum.) 

hence, the ‘Seventy’ (LL. Septuaginta) who, ac- 
corving to tradition, translated the Hebrew 

fishes, found in the deep sea off the New Eng- 
oe const, 

(i-k6-dop’sis), n. [NL., ¢ Ly- 

—— into Greek; also the trauslation — 
ptuagint itself, See Septuagint. 

— Gr. dye, view, appearance. ] 1 genus 
— (li-’an), a. See *Lyaus, 
Lyawus (li-6’us), n. (1, ¢ Gr. Aveiog, appar, 

wolf (see —— + 

lydite 

of fishes of the family Zoarcidw, found on the 
Pacific coast of the United States, 

pe k6- Sgt a, (NL, ¢ Gr. 
Axoc, wolf, swimmer.) A us of 
fishes of the family ily Gryptacan the aide, ‘ound in 
rather deep water on the Alaska coast, 

ema (ep ne ah) n. (NL. < Gr. Aimoc, 
vie, A genus 

of zoarcoid fis found in mene deep water 
on the coast of Alaska. 

(li’k6-pér-da‘léz), n. pl. [NL., 
+ -ales.) An order of gastero- 

— * og Sr including the — family 

u⸗ aoid), a. — 
+ -oid,] de par the — (gcoperdon * 

lycopin (ñ xõ ·pin), m. [Lycop-us + -in?.] A 
colorless amo! — — obtained from 
bugleweed, = astringent, 

tive properti styptic, and 6 
(li- 3 u. P. (NL. 

(Engler, 1892), —— + -ales.] An 
order of vaseu ogamic plauts of the 

lum eotrdinate with the 
teales and — * is divided into two 
ps, according or absence of the 
Ie it in the leaves, Shor contains vious 5 of living 

and two of foasil or extinct Snake 
and Peilotaces are deatitute of he Mate Cesepodtates 
eligulatz of Engler) The acex Jeottaces 
are ligulate ales Li of er). The two 
extinct famil —— oro af Sigileriace: 
are placed by Engler ato ones 

lycopodine (li-kop’ iedin), Te — — 4 
Aneꝰ.] A colorless — d, CggHgo0gNo, 
contained in elub-moss, Lycopodium compla- 
natum. It crystallizes in long, monoclinic 
risms and melts at 114-1159 C. 

nr * 2. per A br — 
8 * o ium U- 

* and other specie: —— as 
adusting-powder on the’ shina and on excoriated 
surfaces, and in other wa On the application 
ofa flame, it barns with a and does 
wet in contact with a. It is used in physical ex- 
Perimenta, especially with sound. 

rexia (li- korek’ sii), mn. [NL ¢ Gr, 
iwoc, wolf,  dpefc, appetite.) In ‘pathol., 

a morbid state characterized by a constant. 
excessive oe ) [ * 2) 

lycorine O-rin), m. Tyecoria -ine 
A colorless line alkaloid, C3gHgoOgN, ay 
contained in radiata ( Nerine japonica), 
melting at 250° C, It affeets the central ner- 
yous system. 

—88 n. [XL aoe 1821), 
* a Roman actress celebrated in Ver- 
A small genus of bulbous plants of 

Fajen and China, of the family Amaryllidacez, 
nguished from Hippeastrum by ite turgid 

sewn fer few ina — Four species 
known in gardens, us a8 greenhouse sub, bat in in 
mild climates as border planta. The flowers are lily- — 
od, Mee, or orange, in umbels on long canes, 6 

at the leaves. In the United Sta States they 

and L. fe amy er aa are n, im 
known — ce amore Hall * — 

Lycoaaurus (1i-k-sA‘rus), u. Gr. Zino, 
wolf, + caipor, lizard.] A genus of fossil thero- 
morphous reptiles belonging to the family 
Galeosauridz. Only the skall is known, and this 
shows, like that of other reptilian genera from the Karoo 
formation in South Africa, a remarkable similarity to the 
carnivorous mammals, In this genus the molari 

summer or autumn, 

form 
tecth are all in single comes, though more or less com- 
pressed and with finely serrated 

d (li-kos’id), n, anda, I,m. A mem- 
rr * — — raged Lycoride. 

‘Tyco —— of or belong- 
we to the f — hee es 

iyootpopeus (li- —— a. Same as lycot- 
ro, pal. 

(li-kér’gan), a. ge Bd + -an.] 
ertaining to or ch 7  . ie of Lycu 

the Spartan lawgiver, or to his laws, which 
are proverbial “7 their severi 

ite (lid’it) (So called from Lydd, in 
ent, * mt } An explosive, consisting of 
jeric acid melted and cast into a shell. It is 
ifficult to — — a, 

lydine (li‘din), » et compoun re- 
by the action of potassium i —— 

on aniline hydrochlorid, Also called mawrein. 
lydite (lid’it), m. IL. Lydia, ¢ a Avdia, an 
— country of Asia Minor, + Ates. In 

— stone, a black or dark-co — 
tate ab ard rock composed of minute 
= uartz with carbonaceous matter. It — 

by the ancients as a touchstone for 
pont gold. 



2, eral sense, water cha: 
tye soluble pear matter by contact wit 
mixture of solid substances, partly eotable, 
partly insoluble.— Concentrated dye, tt the trade- 
fame in the United States for caustic soda, sold for 
BCU Solid a trade-name for a — fmpure 
in (two common aalt), sold for domestic 
use in scouring, 

lye-boil (II’boil), xn. The boiling of cotton 
cloth in a dilute solution of soda-ash, prepara- 
tory to bleaching. 

Of or Lyellian, (u (li-el’i-an) pertaining to 
ir Charles Lyell 1197-1875) or to his geo- 

logical theories investigations. 

The old ian th of the mari of th pecs EL cag —— 
Geog. Jour, (R. G. &), XV. 17% 

llism (li-el’‘izm), ». (Sir Charles — a 
(Stinguished geo ogist, + -ism.) 

uniformitarianism (which see) or the — 
doctrine, advocated by Lyell, that the events 
of the past are to be explained by the pro- 
cesses of the present, and that the course of 
nature has been essentially uniform. 

Indeed, 5 with its essential doctrine of the 
alternate elevation and subsidence of the land under 
the agency of local causes, seemed inconsistent with the 
existence of an any st general cause the geographi- 
cal evolution of the globe asa ¥! 

Geog. Jour. (R. G. &), XITL 220, 

iyer Gite), na ay D. leier, a reduction of 
ts South’ Afriea, the lad 

who walks — J team of oxen, guiding the 
leaders with a rope. 
—— id), n. anud a. I, ». A member of 

© heteropterous family Lygwide. 
a, Having the characters of or belong- 

— to the family —— 
(11-j6’um), px. (Linnwus, 1753, 

opted from a. Gr. Avyéew, bend, tie 
fast.] A heres of grasses, containing but one 
species, L. Spartum, found on stony soils in 
the M Mediterranean region, particularly in 
Spaim and Algeria. It is often called esparto 
because of confusion with the true esparto, 
Stipa tenacissima, but its proper name is 
albardin. Ita tough, slender leaves are used 
in making baskets and for other coarse textile 
purposes. See *albardin. 

——— · õ·dosꝰ tmi· c)u. (NL. (Don, 
), < Gr. Aigor, withe, adh bundle; in 

allusion to the fastigiate, naked stems of the 
pe cies, L. juncea.] A genus of plants 

of the family € jaceee, perennial or annual 
herbs with usually rush-like stema, inconspic- 
uous linear or seale-like leaves, and mostly 
terminal, narrow, erect heads of pink flowers. 
There are about six — all North Ameri- 
can. The best-known ia ZL. juncea (often 
called skeleton-weed and ete & native 
of the Great Plains, which now occurs as a 
weed in the cultivated fields of that region. 

te (li’gd-sin-it), m. [lygorin + -atel, ‘| 
¢ trade-name for an antiseptie compoun 

of lygosin. 
lygosin (Ii g6-sin), n. The trade-name of di- 
orthocumaketone, 

lying-time (li’ing-tim), n. 
lying-wall (li’ing-wil), ». Same as foot-tall. 

triid (li-man’tri-id),n. anda, I, a. An 
— of the lepidopterous family Lymantri- 

ñ. a, Having the characteristics of, or be- 
longing to, the Lymantriide. 

triida (li-man-tri’i-dé), n. e (NL., 
Lymantria + -ide. A family of epidopter- 

ous insects founded on the type genus Lymen- 
tria and its allies. 

lyme-gract, =. 2. In entom., a British col- 
ectors’ name for a noetuid moth, Tapinostola 
elymi.— Great Bl 
species of ee — 
lymo-graas, a . 

northward on the ah — 
North America. Tt ls vad as a rand-binder, ially 
in conjunction with beach-grass (maram), tang tua tho 

ded foot Ln sand which the latter arresta, 
the Indians of Northwestern America, springing 
about — it dn yee te, by ne wetter 
rancheria gre or 

The soft sea 2 ipme-grans —— ——32* —2** ion, 
* below the spike, foand along the Great Laks 1 and 
northward on both American coasts, 

lonid (li-mek-si-lon’id), n.anda. I, n. 
A member of the coleopterous family Lymexy- 
lonida. 

Il. a. Having the characters of or belong- 
ing to the family Lymerylonidx. 

8.—48 

Same as *lie-time, 
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—— » lymfatic. Amended spellings of lymph, 

= 3. Any antitoxic — as vac- 
eine virus,— 
inate,— 5 oy as ty inated 
lympA. —! 8 3 casentially a ‘watt for the 
metabolle the tubercle bacillus ape} for 
from 4 toé —** in nutrient bouillon contain 
cent. of glycerin. ine bs bacilli are removed by 

h porcelain filte Inocalation 

material is ——— utilized in 

t iymph, Iv ph, ded durin inflammati ‘hich shows lymph, lymph, ex! —— wi ion, 
# tendency to 

pie —— 
eral: a symptom of disease. 

"Cie lymph, water yp). | Seaton ep 
lymphagogue (lim‘fa-gog), n lympha, 
water (lymph), + Gr. aywydc, fos ha ae 
therapeutic agent which promotes the et, 
tion of lymph. 

ay oc tle Bas —— — = 

content walrcton a a edge digestive fymph wed canned by 
Creatin and bactate of —— 

ni fam profes the duable curve of arterial pressure 
Dy exercise and reat. 

Natwre, May 26, 1904, p. 92. 
— —— — 

water (lym an 
eeiaia) + “den (one id) * rerophy 1B 
of the skin associated with on var The 
lymph-spaces, 

lymphang! hangiomatous (lim-fan-ji-om’a-tus), a. 
Ueno?) na -ous.) — 7 = 

angioma. 
Handbook, fo - 

hangiotomy 0 ear ge f-ot’d-mi), #. [L 
noha, water ¢ — ea, nO 
+ rouh section, — of the lymphatic 
vessels. 

lymphatic’ — Wate. Waldeyer's lymphatic throat- 

Iymphatism (lim’ ‘etizm), 1 [ ateie + 
ism.) 1, A depressed vel Pandition, 
marked by low vitality, associated with the 
lymphatic temperament, Jtuck, Med. Hand- 
book, VIL. 446.—2. Serofula. 
lymphato (lim-fa-tol’i-sin), ». [lymphat- 

lysin.}] A cytotaxin directed —2* lym ne 
phatic colytic 

Y lymphatolytic (lim- lit‘ik), a. lym i, 
tolywin (-lyt-) + -ic.) mi ting to the action of 
a lymphatolysin. 
ag ne 8’ mii), n. Tympha, 

water gm r. — own eK 
dropsic: = ition of the tissues due to * 
—— to the flow of lymph. 

lymph-gill —8 n. In certain worms, as 
e Ca tellidae and the Glyceridw, one of the 

parapodial respiratory processes containing 
continuations of the body-cavity, and carrying 
hemolymph: in starfishes, the dermal branchiw 
or pa 
lymph-gland (limf’gland), », Same as /ym- 
frat ea ~Marrow-lymph slands, « form ot 

ve 

— of the Be ape g agen me relation bard 

—— (limf’néd), a. One of numerons 
iymph » somewhat resistant bodies found 
along the course of the lymphatic vessels and 
composed of a mass of round cells in a delicate 
fibrous network. 
lymphoblast (lim “£3 blast), mn, [L. lymph, 
water (lymph), + Gr. ,, germ. ] 
leucocyte lymph-gland origin, Jt 

coare possesses teable —— * — dis- ca 
tinguished from 

phoblastic (lin-f6 blae’tik), pho- 
last + -ie,] Relating to a ee ast ; 

giving i Dee ot to Peta Jour, Med, 

phocele (1 —— L. lympha, water 
(lymph), + Gr. x49, tumor. A cystic tumor 
—— lymph. 
fe . Saal ‘ oe 
( ) * sly gon dhol 5 t 
(ym poosyte found in the biced of ali verte- 
brate —— It is colored blue or purple with 
Ehrlich’s triple stain, and oceurs, in man, nor- 
mally in the proportion of about 30 per cent, 

in the diagnosis 
< ome © * in the recognition of the 

1— Plastic - 

Lynceus 
of the entire number of white blood-cells. 
There are two varieties, the large (11 to 14 

Lymphocyte, 
preparation from the ——— of a dog. highly 

Unk tn ieeceus of divithens ek é ia Tin process og, ety! ast. 
(From Huber's trans. —— Davidatt, * Histology.) 

microns in diameter), and the small (7.5 
microns in diameter), 
more numerous. 

the latter being the 

Abscess of some variety was suspected, but later a 
differential count of the — — oe cella —— the 
lymphoeytes in a proportion of = the second 
case was that of a you wi hed been delivered 
of a child a short [time telors, tn Whew the leucocytes 

* — —— — 
‘ed, Mecord, ay 50, 19 1904, p. 810, 

(lim ’ f6 - si- thé ’ mi - - i), nm. 
Pci lymph ater Ae ), + Gr.xiroc, a 
allow A ane -) Same as *lym- 

(lim-f6-sit’ik), a. eae to 
or of the nature of lymp! ocytes. 

(lim’f6-si-t6’sis), nm.  [NL., ¢ 
7 —— (lymph), + Gr. iro, a hol- 

low fh cell), + i⸗ The formation of 
lymph-cells; specifically, increase, actual or 
— in the number of lymphoeytes in the 

increase In the proportions it in the blond of lymphocytes —— eee 

ay mn ol gpl si-tot‘ik), a. Polatiog 
oO —— — or the formation of lymph- 
ce 
I (lim -f6 - si-té-tok’sin), m. 
—— + toxin.) A eytotoxin directed 

phocytes. 
mphodema, » [NL.] Same as *lymph- 

mpi a pe Geo tl oa 
——— iia 
ne oj —— — Same as 

on (tim 6’ni-on), n.; pl. lym- 
—— (-H). [L. lympha, water (lymph), + 
Gr. yévog, generation.) A more or less hypo- 
thetical ancestral celi of the iymphoeytes. 

d tuberculosis. See —— 
erat pe en lympha, 

+ Gr, revia every —* 
—— in ie ae number of the lymp. de of 
the blood. 

pose 1mph orrhagia lim -f6- ra’ ji-it), om. 
wera ————— Gr. Se Sele 

kJ Diseharge of lymph trom = wounded 
—S bigs = 

orrhosa (lim-f6-ré’it), » 
[imps — watt te iy + Gr. pola, flow.) 

me as * 
lym ge n, [Li lympha, 
water (lymph), + Gr. cordance, ng.) Arrest 
of the flow of — 

lymphous (lim’fus lymph + our.) Con- 

y Dephanti- 
taining | h; of or —2 to lyny 

beecrotama (litnf’skré‘tumn), n. 
rhe of the scrotum, 
——* 26 fe 8 n, [L. lympha, water 

h), + Gr. olpoy, urine.) The presence of 
— in the urine when voided. 
lymph-vascular (limf’vas‘ki-ljir), a. 
ing to or containing lymphatic veasels, 
Lynceid» (lin-s6’i416), ». pl. [NL., 2 

-ide.) A ftumily of — ‘phyllo 
crustaceans, having - jointed —22 
branches and a pin SS intestine, It in- 
eludes the genera Lynceus and Eur yeerews, 

ceus, n. 2, The typical genus of the famil 
—— Aüuüller, 15. — 

Relat- 

— 



lynch-court 

[y ber Stegalty copiniad by an enraged i y an 6 
mob for the trial and —— punishment, 
according to lynch-law, of some obnoxious 

Iyncher lin’chér), m.  [lynch2, 0., + -erl.] 
at roches or takes in a’ lynching, 

lynching A ‘ehing), n. — v., + -ingl.) 
6 act of executing lynch-law upon a nj 

the killing of a person by a mob under pre- 
tense of — 

—— — —— 
a — aie plement eae: beatae lynx, 
Petie (Lanz) | age southern Europe, It ia rufous 
** un , With black spots on the body, limba, 
an 

uminescence Oh Alaa two Ph ntl n. 
Irreg. ¢ Gr. Aieey, dissolve, + E. luminescence. ] 
he emission of light by certain substances 

when in process of solution. Bee *luntinescence. 
Rew? —— 

Blae deca eplendortfereiia (formerly 
4 )) whose larva Ii known as vee on 

apuie tesees, forming a sac-like case which it carries 
t with it Also formerly referred to as Aapidisca 

aplendor(ferella. 

Apple Lycactia (Captodinca spendorifereial. 

a, work on appie leaf; 4, summer larva; ¢. Merra in case 
—— 7 — a, caves qed to twig for hibernation; ¢, 

ae hibernal larva: /, Chrysalis: ¢. meth) A. parasite: all 
much entarged except a and 2, which are slightly recbeced, 

(Comstock, U. SD. A.) 

lyonetiid (li-d-net’i-id), manda. In A 
member of the lepidopterous family ——— 

IL. a. Having the characters of or belonging 
to the family Lyonetiida, 
onsia (lion al 4), 9. PAL. (Fasten, 1822). 

typical genus of the family Lyonsiide. 
Lyonsiids li-on-si’i-dé), ». pl. [NL., ¢ Lyon- 
ta + sda.) A family of avntinaonas bivalve 
mollusks having # cylindrical byssiferous foot lygatine (lis’a-tin), x. [/ys(in) + ~rflel +-ine?.) lysulfol (li-sul’fol), n. 
and short siphons. 
Lyonsia. 
Lyopomi (li-op’6-mi), rar (NL., irreg. ¢ Gr. 
Ate, loosen, + rua, lid (operculum). ] An 
order of deep-sea fishes, containing the single 
family Halosanride. 

Lyopsetta (li-op-set'li), nm.  [NL., ¢ Gr. aie, 
loosen, + yirre. flounder. ] genus of floun- 
ders found on the west coast of the United 

* phere (1i-5-sfé’rs) NL. G phera (li-d-sfé’ri), m. (NL, irreg. ¢ Gr. 
Avew, loosen, ipa, ball, sphere.) A genus 
of fishes of the family Diodontide, found on 
the Atlantic coust of the United States. 
lypemania (li-pé-ma‘ni-i), mn. [NL., irreg. ¢ 

rT. Aizy, grief, + wavia, madness.) Insanity 
marked by an extreme degree of melancholy. 

(li-pé-thim’i-d), m. [NL., ¢ Gr. 
Aumn, grief, + Gvuwéc, spirit, mind.) Extreme 
depression of spirits. 

lyr, An abbreviation of lyric. 
hord (li‘rii-kérd),.  [Irreg. ¢ Gr. Atpe, 

yre, + yopdij ae) A form of pianoforte 
invented in Englanc about 1850, in which the 

mers were directed against the middle 
point of the strings, Compare *cembalo 
d'amore, which may have suggested the idea, 

lyre!, n, 4. (¢) In pianoforte-making, the lyre- 
shaped frame to which the pedals are attached 
aod through which the pedal-rods work.—6. 

It contains the genus 

lyre-fish (lir‘fish), n. 
, Trigla lyra, of 

6 family Triglidx, 

lyrically (lir’i-kql- 
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The posterior portion of the under surface of 
the fornix of the brain, marked by a number 
of lines beers: A) fancied resemblance to a 
lyre. Also lyre of David or lyra Davidis. 

backed (lir’bakt), a. In old fur- 
niture, said of a chair in which the center- 
piece of the back has ry form of a lyre. 

found in the Mediterra- @ 
nean and on the coasts 
of England and France. 
lyre-flower (lir’flou’ér), 
n. A handsome, bardy 

rennial plant, Biku- 
la spectabilis, with 

rosy-crimson flowers ar- 7 
ranged in eful ra- 
cemeés. See Dicentra and 
bleeding-heart, 2. 

tree (lir ‘tré), n. 
© tulip-tree, Lirioden- 

dron Tulipifera: socalled from a distant resem- 
blance in the shape of the leaves to a lyre. 

y adv, In lyric manner. 
(lir‘i-siz), ¢. 4.5 pret. and pp. lyricized, 

ppr. lyricizing. (lyric + -ize.) To write lyrics 
or write lyrically, 

id (li‘rid), ». (Lyra + -id*.] Same as 
yraid, and now the more usual form of the 
name, oe ints don 23, 1903. i 584, 

(li-r6 oo"), m fe L., ¢ Gr. Abpea, 

A Sheraton Lyre-back. 

alyre, + décua, band, hinge.) A genus of 
fossil prionodesmaceous pelec is havingan 
oval shell with narrow cardinal border and a 
hinge-armature which radiates like a fan from 
below the umbones. It is restricted to the 
Silurian of Europe and America, 

lyruls (lir’d-li), nm. [XL. dim. of Iyra, lyre.) 
n polyzoans, & tooth-like process behind the 

avicularium. Annals and Mag. Nat. Hist., 
July, 1903, P. 1%. 

c (lis-nk-tin’ik), a. [Gr. Moles), 80- 
ution, + datic (axre-), ray, + -ic.) In echino- 
derms, as the starfishes, having the podia 
limited to the lower surface of the body. Also, 
erroneously, lissactinic, Compare *desmactinic. 

lysalbic (li-sal’bik), a, [Gr. Avo(er), solution, + 
alb(umen) + -ie.] Noting an acid, a com- 
ound ee by the action of caustic alkali 
alkali bydroxid) on egg-albumin. With com- 
pounds of the heavy metals it gives pre- 
eipitates which are soluble in alkali, the 
metal ing into the colloidal state. 

Lysarete (li-sar’e-té),m. [NL., < Gr. Avoapérn, 
a feminine personal name.) The typical genus 
of the family Lysaretida. 

tide (lis-a-ret‘i-dé), m pl. [NL ¢ 
Lysarete + -de.) A family of polychwtous 

annelids having a prestomium with e ten- 
tacles and four eyes, the first two segments 
without appendages, the parapodia uniramous 
with one set of setw, and the dorsal cirri foli- 
aceous and branchial. It includes the genera 
Lysarete, Danymene, and Halla. 

lyttonioid 

amines. It ia the mother-substance of the 
ptomaine cadaverin.— 2. A substance, found 
in blood serum, which, when injected into 
the body of an animal, will cause the disso- 
lution or destruction of cellular elements. 
Such lysins may be produced artificially 
immunization with varioys cella in ani 
of different ies, and are then lytic for 
the corresponding cells. Such bodies are the 
— the leucolysins, endotheliolysins, 

1 —_ n. (Gr. Aie-c, loosening, so- 
ution, dissolution, + -ine®.] A colorless 
eompound, CH» (NH») CHgCH,»CH,CH (NH 
COOH, formed ‘at the —— of dilute setts 
or of in on albuminous substances of 
both vegetable and animal origin. It erystal- 
lizes in slender needles and forms salts with 
both acids and bases. Also called a-e-dia- 
minocapric acid. 

n. &, The dissolution of various cells 
y means of lysins. 
That com: utination has no effect upon subse 

quent sola (yes) of the corpuscles will be shown 
w treating of the latter phenomena. 

Jour, Exper, Med., March 17, 1902, p, 4. 

form (li’sé-férm), ».  [lyso(l) + form- 
aldehyde),] A clear, yellowish, odorless, 

soapy — eontaining formaldehyde and ly- 
sol: use pn Sen’ eeais tt e 

(li-s6-jen’e-sis), n.  [lys(in) + Gr. 
yéverte, production,] The production of a ly- 
sin, or the initiation of the process of lysis. 

It has been completely established that Im this phe- 

poms tdi Bs vege ——— 
and the other preseat ip normal serum. 

Eneye. Brit, XXVL @, 

etic (li’sd-jé-net’ik), a. [lysogenesis 
(-ef-) + -ic.) Of or pertaining to lysogenesis. 

Sera from those bacteria which produce, so fur as we 
know, no soluble poison, are pot antitoxic, having no 
effect upon the toxines already formed in the system in 
case of disease, bat bactericidal acting directly upon the 
bacteria caus their disin tion and complete sola- 

e term alysis or lyrogenetic acthon tion, to which 
haa been applied, and to this really marvellous pro 
we have no analogy in the whole domain of chem 
antiseptics or disinfeetants 

Columbus Med. Jour., Jan., 1008, p 

ry 

lysogenic (li-si-jen ik), a. Liystin) + Gr. 
=yerac, -producing, + -te.] me as *lyso- 
genetic, 

The first of these is the Iyrogente action, which consists 
in the uction of a change in the corresponding bao- 
— — 2 it a swells up, and uitl- 
ton! indergo 4J— 

ving: Eneye, Brit., XXVI. ca 
lysol (li‘sol), ». (Gr. Aée-1c, solution, + -ol, 
A 50 per cent. solution of the cresols of tar-oi 
in neutral soap: used as an antiseptic, in 0.25 
to 2 per cent, aqueous solution, and also in 
histological work, a3 a macerating and isolat- 
ing medium, 

lysei (lis’i), a. pl. [NL., < Iwasa, q. v. Little 
listers on the tongue, occurring in the early 

stage of rabies, 
¢ (lis’ik), a. Relating to lyssa or rabies; 

ydrophobie ; rabie, 
fivteon + sulf(ur), 

A colorless basic compound, CgH,gOoNg, ob- “lph(wr), + -ol.] A thick, black, viscous Ii- 
tained, together with lysatinine, by the aetion quid containing lysol and sulphur, It is mis- 
of stannous chlorid and hydrochloric acid on ¢ible with water and is used externally in 
albuminous compounds. ‘It is said to yield certain skin diseases, . ; 
urea when decomposed, and it may be a mix- lysurie (li-si’rik), a, _ [lys-in + wric.] Noting 
ture of arginin and lysin. + tak} _ acid, CgHy(COCgHs)No0o, a derivative o 

lysatinine (li-sat’i-nin), ». [lysatine + -ine2.] _lysin. bs 7 
A colorless basic —— CgHy,ONg, ob- Lythrulon (lith-ri‘lon), n. [NL., (Gr. 
tained, together with lysatine, b the action gore, + obtov, gum (of the mouth).] A genus 
of stannous eblorid and hydrochloric acid on Of fishes of the family Harmulide, found on the 
albuminous compounds. Pacific coast of tropieal America. 

lysidine (lis’i-din), m, [lys(in) + -id? + ~ine?,] lytic (lit‘ik), a, (Gr. Avtinic, adj., ¢ Aber, loosen- 
‘H, 1nd, Avr, loosed; see gs Relating to lysis 

A bright red basic compound, CHyC< ned my e cells of a part; pro- 
2 

—* red by the action of ethylenediamine 
ydrochlorid on sodium acetate, It melts at 

105° C,, boils at 195-1989 C., and is used me- 
dicinally in cases of gout to remove uric acid, 
its salt with which is extremely readily solu- 
ble. Also called ethylene ethenyldiamine and 
u-methylglyoxalidine, 

eter,n. 2, An instrument for determin- 
ing the quantity of matter held in solution in 
a liquid. 

lysin (li’sin), ». (Gr. Aéc-w, loosening, solution, 
dissolution, + -in2.] 1. In physiol. chem., one 
of the hexon bases; a diamino acid of the 
composition CgHysNoOs, resulting on decom- 
position of most albumin, including the prot- 

or the destruction of t 
ducing lysis, 
The factors required for producing solution of cells are 

similar to —8 for causing solution of bacteria ander 
itke conditions. Only when the dytic serum Is very fresh 
will solution be effected; the additton, however, of peri- 
tomeal exudate or fresh normal serum to imme serem 
which has lost the solvent property, suffices to restore it 

Jour, Exper. Med., March 17, Wee, p feb 

Lyttonia (li-té‘ni-&), 1. [NL., from the sur- 
name Lytton.) A genus of very peculiar bra- 
chiopods of the family Thecidtida, geeurri 
in the Carboniferous formation of China an 
Indis. 1t possessed very large and highly inequivalve, 
irregular shells, with broad lateral expansion and ma- 
merous Interally directed brachial ridges in the ventral 
valve, with corresponding grooves in the dorsal valve. 

oid (li-to’ni-oid), a. (Lationi(a) + vid.) 
lated to or resembling the genus Lyttonia. 
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